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STARS
in the
summer
sky!
Leo’s answer to your box-office
now and in the hot weeks ahead!

Robert
Taylor

Luise
Rainer

Margaret
Sullavan

James
Stewart
Young

Mickey
Rooney

Florence
Rice

Mary

Melvyn
Walter

Frank
Astor

Morgan

Pidgeon

COMRADES

with Robert Taylor,

Herbert
Marshall

Lewis
Douglas

Stone

THREE

Robert

Franchot
Tone

LORD

JEFF with Freddie Bartholomew,

Margaret Sullavan, Franchot Tone,
Robert Young, Guy Kibbee, Lionel Atwill.
Henry Hull
•

Mickey Rooney, Charles Coburn, Herbert
Mundin, Gale Sondergaard.

THE TOY WIFE with Luise Rainer, Melvyn

FAST COMPANY

•

with Melvyn Douglas,

Douglas, Robert Young, Barbara O’Neil,
H. B. Warner
#

Florence Rice, Claire Dodd, Shepperd
Strudwick, Louis Calhern, Nat Pendleton,

WOMAN

Douglas Dumbrille

AGAINST

WOMAN

with

Herbert Marshall, Virginia Bruce, Mary
Astor
,

SHOPWORN

ANGEL

with Margaret

Sullavan, James Stewart, Walter Pidgeon
•

THE CROWD
Edward

ROARS

with Robert Taylor,

Arnold, Frank Morgan,

O’Sullivan, William
Stander, )ane Wyman

Gargan,

Maureen
Lionel

LISTEN

DARLING

Bartholomew,

LOVE

•

with

Freddie

Judy Garland
•

FINDS ANDY

HARDY

with Lewis

Stone, Mickey Rooney, Judy Garland,
Cecilia Parker, Fay Holden
•

TOO

HOT

TO

HANDLE

with Clark

Gable. Myrna Loy, Walter Pidgeon,
Walter Connolly, Leo Carrillo
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FIND

WARNER

GUILTY

THE allegation: That Harry M. Warner, in a state-

ing space
OFFICE.

"deliberately withholding their important films until
autumn while their course of action has placed the
country in a famine for Grade A entertainment and has

That circuit men, directly quoted and otherwise, agree
the widespread publication accorded the statement can
do no good, but much harm.

ment supplied news associations, newspapers and
tradepapers, accuses producers, other than himself, with

picture theatres enter a slump."

seen the motion

The prosecution's charge: That it is admitted Warner
would have been exercising his right in discussing the
problem of good or bad summer releases within the
framework of the trade itself; but that, by circumstances
unknown yet smacking strongly of high pressure publicity methods designed to annex free space for his own
warm weather attractions, he has disregarded industry
welfare for his own, thereby rendering a pronounced
disservice in conveying a purely internal problem to the
public and tending to create a further sales resistance
in its mind.
The
That

testimony*
Nicholas

before
M.

the court of industry opinion:

Schenck

is on

record,

declaring

M-G-M indulges in no summer hoarding; that Paramount
has at least five which it considers big attractions for
summer release; that Twentieth Century-Fox is content
to answer the allegation in terms of pictures, including “Alexander's Ragtime Band" in August; that, according to Ned E. Depinet, "we have nothing to hold
back at RKO;" that "there is no hoarding so far as
United Artists is concerned," by statement from George
J. Schaefer; that it is a case of "nothing of the kind
around Universal," by comment from Nate J. Blumberg,
while A. Montague, speaking for Columbia, states "substantially, this is not so insofar as this company is concerned;" that Republic is putting its best foot forward
[James R. Grainger]; that GB has five ready, Monogram,
two.
That

Barney

Balaban,

officially speaking

for Para-

mount, deplores the attack and calls its author "unwise;"
that Leo Spitz, president of RKO, views the statement
on trial as "unfair, unfounded, detrimental and harmful,"
and that Sidney R. Kent, president of Twentieth CenturyFox, evidences his strong disapproval in paid advertis-

*The testimony represents no editorial conclusions, but
comment
actually made.
BOXOFF’ICE
has the name
that
goes with each statement.

used

widely

That the comment

and

in this edition

of BOX-

is ill-advised, to say the least.

That it is poor policy for a man in Warner's high position to break into print with any acknowledgment that
pictures are bad or purposely withheld.
That, while accusing
much,

Warner

Samuel

fails to know

Goldwyn

when

of talking too

to keep quiet- himself.

That the statement is an invitation to the public to
stay away from theatres during the summer when things
are at their worst.
That the statement is ill-considered
vicious results at the boxoffice.

and

will have

That Warner is pump- priming for his own benefit and
leaving independents with their tongues hanging out.
That, if hoarding does exist, the Warner
is as guilty as any other.
That, if any statement had to be made,
been confined to the industry.

company

it should

have

That Warner's indiscretion is boomerang-like in that it
has thrown open wide the doors of criticism, involving
the performance of his own product, the manner in which
it is sold and has unleashed around the country a flood
of wisecracks which the Warner sales force conceivably
may

hear

reverberating

That, while

for some

in scattered

time to come.

situations, exhibitor reaction

lacks definition and, in some instances, agrees with Warner, the overwhelmingly preponderant opinion runs
against him.
The

findings: That Harry M. Warner, by lack of discretion or faulty advice or by reasons unknown, is guilty
of a serious industry disservice, its results incalculable,
but potentially widely destructive.

INDUSTRY GETS BREATHER AND A CHANCE FOR
SELF-ADJUSTMENT SANS GOV'T INTERVENTION
Kent Heading Committee
To Work Solution of
Trade Problem
Washington — Industry

regulation

from

within gets its opportunity. Rather than
obstruct, it is indicated the government
will welcome and seek to advance any
soundly conceived program of self-adjustment.
Taking the cue and following a significant meeting of major executives with
President Roosevelt last Saturday, action
came quickly in New York when, on Tuesday, Sidney R. Kent, president of 20th
Century-Pox, declared he had consented
to serve as chairman of a committee
charged with developing “a program for
the solution of such trade problems in the
industry as are still matters of contention.”
Headed by Will H. Hays, the visiting
group which spent almost half hour closeted with the President included Barney
Balaban, president of Paramount; Nate J.
Blumberg, president of Universal; Harry
Cohn, president of Columbia who came
on from Hollywood especially for this purpose; Kent, George J. Schaefer, vice-president of United Artists; Nicholas M.
Schenck, president of Loew’s, Inc.; Leo
Spitz, president of RKO, and Albert Warner, vice-president of Warner Bros.
Promising the full cooperation of the
industry in the Administration’s recovery
program, the delegation, informed Washington quarters subsequently heard, is understood to have suggested to the Presi-

WILL

HAYS

N. J. BLUMBEKG

4

dent that the department of justice withhold any course of action it is persistently
reported ready to initiate, to give the industry an opportunity to itself develop a
satisfactory solution for the problems on
which any proposed government procedure
conceivably might be based.
Following the meeting and in strict observance of the rules governing Presidential audiences, the executives were uncommunicative, but Hays issued a brief statement in which he indicated President
Roosevelt had explored with the group the
general situation at home and abroad as
well as the situation within the film industry itself with respect to distributorexhibitor relationship.
The inference — and it, of necessity, must
remain in such a category — that the group
talked about possible government proceedings is based not only on Hays’ statement that the President was fully conversant with conditions in the industry
but with reports a week or more old that

They

Held

industry leaders were preparing their
Washington visit in a final effort to stave
off any plan of the government to step
into the industry until it could develop
remedies of its own.
That producer-distributors are anxious
to avoid further legal hurdles is an acknowledged fact. In the not-distant past,
they went through the St. Louis-New York
case and, more recently, the Dallas case;
during the last session of Congress, Administration irritation was indicated by
the ease with which the Neely bill to outlaw block booking was passed by the Senate. Initial steps to iron out their differences with exhibitors have been under
consideration for some time, but the negotiations have not been made any easier
by the knowledge that the government was
preparing to move again.
Refusing to discuss the conversation in
detail, Hays, in his prepared statement,
said “the motion picture industry, with its
(Continued on next page)

a Joint Conference

B. BALABAN

HARRY

COHN

— Courtesy,

S. R. KENT

G. SCHAEFER

N. SCHENCK
LEO

SPITZ
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MOVE SPEEDED; DISTRIBUTORS ARE MEETING;
INDUSTRY-WIDE CONFERENCE FOR SEPTEMRER
Will Seek Exhibitor Views
Alter Major Formulas
Are Agreed Upon
New

York — Industry

reformation

is on

the way and speed is the essence of the
move.
Last Saturday, industry executives visited the President in Washington where
a so-called “temporary truce” was called
under the terms of which the industry
will be accorded every opportunity to regulate itself from within.
On Tuesday, Sidney R. Kent, president
of 20th Century-Fox, announced he had
accepted the chairmanship of a committee “charged with developing a program
for the solution of such trade problems
in the industry as are still matters of
contention.”
That same day, the first meeting of the
committee on which Nicholas M. Schenck,
president of Loew’s, Inc., and Leo Spitz,
president of RKO, are Kent’s alternates
and other members of which are William
F. Rodgers, general sales manager of
M-G-M; Ned E. Depinet, vice-president of
RKO, and Abe Montague, general sales
manager of Columbia, held its first meeting.
Plan

General

Conference

Wednesday saw the second meeting on a
plan where the key word is hurry in the
effort to follow the lines of the secret
White House conference and, further, to
hold a general industry conference on
trade reforms by the middle of September.
Rodgers, Depinet and Montague will be
the working committee as Kent, Schenck
and Spitz serve as alternate chairmen.
Behind the designation of a compact and
numerically small group is the impression
that, by holding the committee to a few,
the results might come faster.
All major companies, including Warners, who has been adamant in its official refusal to participate either in conciliation or the establishment of a more
liberal set of trade practices, will be asked
to participate.
Time is an essential factor in the minds
of those who have undertaken to formulate the plan ultimately to be presented
to the nation’s exhibitors and to be based,
by all the markings, on the MPTOA’s
long-sought 10 points.
Insofar as conciliation is concerned,
Boxoffice’s

exclusive

last week

pointing

out several of the majors were to arrive
first at their own formulas for deposit in
an industry conference “hopper” and then
for dissection and ultimate emergence as
the organized industry’s self-regulation
formula still goes.
After distributors prepare their suggestions and their concessions, exhibitor organizations will be sounded out for their
recommendations and, perhaps, demands.

BOXOFFICE
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What

the Basis

May

Be

New York — Regrouped to show the relationship of conciliation, the MPTOA
proposals and complaints on which the distributor trade reform program undoubtedly
will be based follow:

1. The establishment of local joint boards of conciliation to mediate complaints on:
a — Competitive overbuying of pictures,
b — Unreasonable clearance.
(1) Ultimately clearance and zoning limits,
c — Unfair cut-rate competition between theatres,
d — Designated playdates on pictures unsuitable in fact,
e — Unfair non-theatrical competition,
f— The forcing of excess short subjects with features,
g — Other complaints not involving film prices agreed upon.
2. An irrevocable option to cancel 20 per cent of the feature pictures bought in
groups of 10 or more, printed in the contract and without conditions.
3. Abolition of the separate score charge on all contracts.
4. A simplified short form of exhibition contract for optional use, one the exhibitor can reasonably understand.

It is entirely probable that even individual
exhibitors will be approached and brought
to New York for an airing of their ideas.
All of this will bear directly on conciliation and a plan which will prove acceptable to the majority elements in the field.
In declaring his willingness to serve as
chairman, Kent pointed out that when
the committee evolves its program it “will
be the basis of renewed cooperative effort with representatives both of all organized and individual exhibitor interests
throughout the country for new steps in
the self-regulation required for the future
progress of the industry.”
Directly within quotations, Kent, who is
now vacationing in Maine, had this to say:
“I have agreed to head the committee
for the purposes outlined above with the
understanding that I will give to it as
much time as I can, but without undertaking a load that I cannot physically
carry. The gentlemen who have been appointed with me know the problems as
well as I do and are as determined as
myself to make an honest effort to seek
a solution of our trade problems. All
branches of the industry recognize the
necessity of an industry program, but finding a method to work it out is not easy.
The committee has no arbitrary method
or plan in mind. Whatever we do will
be done in cooperation with all exhibitor
groups. Our first task, naturally, is to
canvass the situation and then determine
with the exhibitors which steps can be
taken best.
“The work ahead will require patience
and moderation. There are tremendous
obstacles to be met and these cannot be
adjudged overnight. The committee will
ask the help and consideration of all.
“I am conscious of the fact that many
exhibitor organizations have been urging
for some time that such a program be
undertaken, but' there have been many

Industry Gets " Breather "
For Sell-Adjustment
(Continued from preceding page)
world distribution, is a particularly sensitive barometer of business conditions
everywhere.
“We were called to discuss with the
President the general conditions and the
steps of industrial activity by producers
and distributors.
“We were particularly struck with the
President’s close knowledge of our industry’s problems, and I believe the President, in turn, received an encouraging
picture of production activities and of the
continued progress in self-regulation by
the motion picture industry,” he added.
“These are times that call for increased
cooperative endeavor not only within industry but between industry and governIt is reported the President expressed
satisfaction over the cooperative spirit in
the industry toward the recovery proment.” gram; that he was pleased with the fine
character of the entertainment provided
by the industry; that he was gratified by
the at least initial steps taken by the industry to apply self-rule to its operations.
Also it is reported conciliation entered
the brief conference and that the visitors
explained what they had in mind along
these lines.
The executive aggregation is understood
to have been deeply impressed by the
President’s knowledge of the industry.
difficulties in the way. However, we wish
to assure the various exhibitor groups that
the moment we are organized for action
we will get in touch with them and arrange our program jointly with them from
that point on.”
5
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AS HE stepped aboard the Super
Chief the other day, Hal Roach

said this to a reporter
OFFICE in Chicago:

Just this afternoon all final ends of
my Italian film deal were washed up.
Because of my increased activities
with United Artists, I felt that I could
not spend the time to go to Italy and
do justice to the production of big
Italian pictures. Therefore, the Italian group headed by Vittorio Mussolini (who thinks war is glorious)
have agreed to cancel my contract
and I will be free to devote all my
time to UA.

to stop with

the above

quotation,

he joined the others in the industry who like to talk too much with
this:
I still feel it is a very good idea and
that plenty of money can be
with big Italian productions.

mlade

Perhaps Roach's analysis is correct. As a matter of argument, we
grant that it is. But we refuse to
give ground on the stand originally
taken and that was he came perilously close to a production venture
that not only would have hurt his
own

pictures released through whatever distributor, but might have

damaged the cause of all American product within its own bound-

aries.

For we do not regard it as asking
too much of the men who make public entertainment to recognize the
drift of the times. The times and
their drift have made it clear that
any alliance with Fascism runs afoul
of the American institution. This
goes

several times over for any industry depending solely on public

support.
No one

need

take

the views

of

this department as any indicator of
how it goes. Read:
. . . New remedies can be adopted
and successfully maintained in this
country under our present form of government as an instrument of cooperation to provide these. We believe
that we can solve our problems
through continuing effort, through
democratic processes instead of Fascism or Communism. We are opposed
to the kind of moratorium on reform
which, in effect, means reaction
itself.

talking.

Letters Department
Ali Gaga, hurriedly on the telephone the other day, was asking:
“Was it Mox Shobbus that Joe
Louis knocked

out?"

They Honored

Disney

The New York Sun, in reporting
the Master of Arts degree conferred
on Walt Disney by Yale, devoted
ten inches of that conservative

The parenthetical insert is this column's, itshould be pointed out. Yet
while all that Roach had to do was

This is the President

6

for BOX-

newspaper's conservative body
type to the event. Nine inches, exclusive of prominent head display,
went to Walt. The lone inch was
made up of this:
The

others who

received

honorary

degrees at Yale today and the degrees were Eugene M. Landis, M.S.;
the Rev. Morgan P. Noyes, D.D.; Maitland F. Griggs, L.H.D.; Wendell M.
Stanley, Sc. D.; Serge Koussevitzky,
Mus.D.; Thomas Mann, Litt.D.; James
L. McConaughty, LL.D.; the Rev.
Endicott Peabody, LL.D.; Supreme
Court Justice Stanley F. Reed, LL.D.;
and Lord Tweedmuir, LL.D.

If you don't know

who

these men

are, try "Who's Who in America."
And the Disney citation:
Creator of a new language of art,
who has brought the joy of deep
laughter to millions and, by touching
the heart of humanity without distinction of race, has served as ambassador of international goodwill, Yale
confers upon
ter of Arts.

Sunshine

you the degree

of Mas-

in Dallas

Karl Hoblitzelle, of course, controls the theatre situation in Dallas.
Karl Hoblitzelle now is chairman
of the board of a company which
has purchased the Dallas Journal
and Dispatch, to be combined as
one afternoon newspaper.
The query: Will there any longer
be a problem of reviewing?
The answer: You supply it.

At the White

House

Behind the conference of major
executives with President Roosevelt
last weekend is seen an assurance
this industry will be permitted to
map its own course untrammeled
by Government intervention. The
assurance is predicated, however,
on delivery. And delivery must be
forthcoming.
BOXOFFICE
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These are the

20™ CENTURY- FOX SHORTS!
6 Lowell Thomas'
MAGIC CARPET OF MOVIETONE*
The foremost radio and screen commentator of the day thrillingly transmits
impact and import of modern events. Narrated by Lowell Thomas.

the dramatic

6 Lew Lehr's
KINDERGARTEN*
The man whose mastery of nit-wittery has made him one of the top radio and screen comedy
attractions .goes completely ga-ga in his screwball classroom. Edited and Narrated by Lew Lehr.

4 Vyvyan Donner's
FASHION FORECASTS*

(in technicolor)

Today's outstanding exponent of showmanship in style . . . revue-creator, fashion authority. . .
presents the seasons' modes. Smartly staged . . . gorgeous models. Just try to keep the men
away. Edited by Vyvyan Donner.

4 ADVENTURES OF
A NEWSREEL CAMERAMAN*
Thrills that thrill as only the real thing can. An instantaneous
getting bigger . . . and bigger. Narrated

by Lew

hit with all audiences.
Lehr. Edited by Russell Shields.

And

6 Ed Thorgersen's
PREVIEW*
TS
SPOR
Vivid arresting highlights of each sports season.

Vitalized by the No. 1 radio and screen commentator in his field. A new, dramatic photographic technique. Narrated by Ed Thorgersen.

26

TERRYTOONS

Terry toons hit for the top spot. Enlarged studios . . . new
Other innovations at least six. in Technicolor! Produced

* Truman

Give

MAKE

Your

YOUR

Talley, Vice-President

Patrons

creative talent . . . and among
by Paul Terry.

and Producer

the Best Show

PROGRAM

Available

—

100% 20th CENTURY-FOX!

many

CLEAR ROAD FOR 'BETTER BUSINESS SPECIAL;'
GOVT MILLIONS SEEN AS TONIC TO GROSSES
Stock Market

Upswing

By EARLE

A. DYER
word

has

gone

New

forth

from Washington to clear the way for the
better-business special.
Hundreds of millions of dollars of federal money are being distributed to start
the train of recovery, and not an inconsiderable portion of this money will find
its way into the hands of exhibitors.
Better business is on the way.
Administration officials on July 1 went
into the government’s new fiscal year with
full confidence that the worst of the depres ion isover and anticipative of a rapid
recovery.
Heartened by the optimistic upturn in
the stock market and the apparent alleviation of fears of immediate drastic
federal regulation of business following
the adjournment of Congress, they foresaw a quick response by industry and reported that current low prices already
have started consumer goods moving, reducing wholesale inventories and paving
the way for the acceleration of production.

activity

of the government agencies, the President
has $3,750,000,000, provided in the lending-spending bill enacted in the closing
days of the session.
The largest single item in that measure
is $1,425,000,000 for PWA jobs for the

0

0

0

Trade

increased

Conflicting reports have been in circulation regarding the company’s South African plans. A number of theatres are
planned there, but the understanding is
the capital will be furnished locally.

“Economic skies are definitely clearing,”
it was declared by Secretary of Commerce Daniel C. Roper.
Into

York — Presaging

in theatre operations abroad for 20th
Century-Fox, Walter J. Hutchinson, director of foreign activities, leaves July 31
on the Grace liner Santa Barbara for an
extensive four-month trip to South America and South Africa.
His itinerary calls for a tour of all
South American countries along the west
coast. On October 15, Hutchinson sails
for Capetown, South Africa. He plans to
return December 15.

.

0

0

Theatres' Map
Active Abroad

Regulation "Breather”
Adding Cheer
Washington — The

No Increase In
The Moveovers

and

a
wh
1, 193
M
u
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9
ma h be nec ,
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y
ssa
Inopr addition, there
is e$965,000,000
ry
ia
t
public works
projects under the. PWA,
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n
pected to provide one year’s work

Channels

new
for
exfor
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son

per

With a definite recovery by fall as its
goal, the Administration has started pouring its money into the channels of indusThe slum-clearance, low-cost housing
try and trade. Construction projects to
program is given $300,000,000; $212,000,000
cost over a half-billion dollars, scattered
is provided for farm parity payments unamong nearly every state in the union,
der the AAA and $175,000,000 is made
available for farm rehabilitation loans and
have been put under way with the con0
tribution of more than $150,000,000 in outgrants under which more than 600,000
right grants and some $15,000,000 in loans.
farm families will benefit.
At0
the same time, the navy department
The rural electrification program is
has placed ship-building contracts
given $100,700,000; $75,000,000 is provided
amounting 0
to some $40,000,000, with
for the national youth administration;
promises of more to come; the federal
$25,000,000 will start a three-year $130,housing administration is spurring resi000,000 federal building program; $6,000,dential construction; the federal surplus
000 will be used for aid in Puerto Rico, and
commodities corporationpe is purchasing
$30,000,000 will be needed for administration.
rso agricultural
large quantities of surplus
ns
wh those on
products for distribution among
o
are
relief, and other agencies are preparing
also to give whatever aid they canexpeto
cte
the speeding up of business activity.
M-G-M, 20th-F ox
d
Men and women at work by day means to b
e
Sales Heavy
men and women at theatres by night.
Thus indirectly but nevertheless definitely.
New
York — Without quoting figures
Uncle Sam’s largesse will extend even to
in dollars and cents, William F. Rodgthe confines of the film show in the most
ers, sales manager
of M-G-M, says
remote hamlet.
Well over four billion dollars will be
that contracts for his company's product are running 50 per cent ahead of
spent during the next 12 months under
last year for a comparable period.
the administration’s program. In addi20th Century-Fox is slightly better
tion to the millions provided in the reguthan 40 per cent for next season already.
lar appropriation bills for the construction of the new navy, river and harbor
improvement and the normal activities
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New

York — Moveover

policies

by

the

major circuits this year have not held up
as well as last year, and the idea will not
be extended to embrace additional houses,*
a checkup indicates.
Circuit executives report that, at most,
only 20 pictures have been strong enough
for the moveover arrangement.
In checking over the product, theatre
operators say that, while most of the films
garnered good returns in “A” houses, they
slipped badly in the moveover theatre.
In some cases a film once moved from
an “A” house literally died after the first
day in the moveover.
One or two major circuits increased the
number of carryover houses this year in
anticipation of an unusually good crop
of pictures which did not come through.
However, few, if any, of the new units
have been, or will be, dropped.
One circuit recently disposed of a moveover unit in New England because of exhibitor complaints of “milking the cow
dry” before pictures became available to
subsequents.
No holdover films are in sight at present, according to one important circuit
operator, but starting September the
policy is expected to be renewed with a
vengeance. Taking over additional houses
for
being.expansion of the plan is out, according to the checkup, at least for the time

Lawrence Adding India
To His Metro District
Paris

—

Laudy

Lawrence,

Continental

general manager who also handles North
Africa and the Near East for M-G-M, has
added India to his supervision. He has
just returned from a trip there and is forsaking his annual trip to America this
year.
Sam

Eckman

In Europe

Vacations

This Year

London — Sam

Eckman,

managing

direc-

tor for M-G-M in the United Kingdom,
will vacation in Northern Italy or the Alps
instead of making a trip to the United
States as is his usual custom. Eckman feels
that a transatlantic crossing at this time
may be injurious to his health and has
abandoned the American trip for the first
time in years.
New
New

Frontier Film

York — Frontier

Films

is complet-

ing “Return to Life” for release July 15.
9

m BOY OF THE STREETS
MONOGRAM gave you a sensational moneymaker in“Boy of the Streets." It now proudly
presents its finest attraction, inspired
by a story loved by millions of readers > . .

m

omanceJ

: IBERLOST
of theJ?

Story

GENE

Suggested

STRATTON

eriost
Girl of the Limber]

ERIC

Adapted

TRADE

by Alaraon

Orth

PRESS

—

Human, earthy and
Parker’s portrayal

MAIN

• Directed

HAILS

Film Daily
appealing melodrama ... Jean
»
*
an achievement." — Boxoffice

Monogram’s most auspicious effort for the year.
Contains all of the entertaining elements of the
original." — Daily Variety
*

- PORTER’S
MARJORIE

LINDEN

Fine production will score with heart-throbs... very
impressive and convincing. For the family trade,
it is a natural."

by

byW illiam Nigh

A WINNER!
"Hits new Mono high. Jean
finest work of her career.
tional appeal."

—

Parker does easily the
Carries universal emo-

Hollywood

Reporter

"Story has plenty of vitality. . . fine performances
ore presented." — Motion Picture Daily
“Swell family picture . . . good production, good
cast and plenty of selling values."
— Showmen’s Trade Review

THEATRE ANGER AGAINST WARNER "HOARDING"
CHARGE RISES AS NATIONAL PROTESTS PILE UP
Further Public Resistance Spitz
To Ticket Sales Seen as
Inevitable Result

Exhibitor Replies
From

widely

Little Gray

scattered

cities, exhibi-

many
An
guy

in wisecracks.
exhibitor
Warner

As

witness:

in Buffalo:

to make

fit hasn't done

anything

”
An cept
Omaha
showman
’Robin Hood.'
up

his

say

in

"Who

cracks?

a

is this
His

statement: "It's lousy."
And from Boston and

a

ex-

Matter"
case

of “please

don’t

quote me’’ marks the reaction locally to
the Warner “hoarding” situation. Vincent
R. McFaul, general manager of Buffalo
Theatres, on the other hand, states he
knows of no companies holding back
product.
While there is reluctance to comment
for publication, the general, overall impression is this:
That too many men in high places are
going into their patter instead of using
their gray matter and that of their organization to turn out better pictures.
Remarked one exhibitor: “Who is this
guy Warner to make cracks? His outfit
hasn’t done anything this year except
•Robin Hood.’ ”
And another: “One Warner picture in
six months that was really good. This
‘Gold Diggers’ is punko.”
Some of the neighborhood operators in
several sections expressed doubt that
enough of their customers — those that they

It Reached
New

prominent

exhibitor there: ”1 absolutely agree
with Harry M. Warner. After all, Harry
is probably in the toughest spot of any
circuit owner in the country. He HAS
Warner-First

National

product."

York — President

have — would read the Warner statement
to make any appreciable dent in their
grosses — such as they are. The general
complaint here is about quality, but it is
not new. It goes back fully four months.

“It's Lousy," Says
Omaha Showman
Omaha — Producers’

ears,

or

Harry

through discussing the question, “What
about this alleged hoarding of important
releases until autumn?”
Not only that, the same producers would
have been a bit uncomfortable had they
heard what exhibitors here think about
discussing industry problems in the public
prints. One exhibitor summed the whole
thing up in a two-and-a-half word statement:
“It’s lousy!”
Charles E. Williams, president of the
(Continued on page 14)

is understood

to have

asked

industry

Albert

Warner

to considerable
in industry-wide
only

a

was

pointed

in the group
comment

programs

publicity

and

stunt.

licity when at the industry's

of eight

about
is said

Consensus
expense."

company

general
to have

lack

admitted

of executive

heads.

He

was

of his company's
the

opinion

"hoarding"
was:

LEO spitz
have already
‘Vivacious
Lady’released
and will release ‘Having
Wonderful Time’ in July. ‘Mother Carey’s
Chickens’ is ready. ‘Carefree’ with Astaire and Rogers, as well as ‘Room Service’ and ‘Gunga Din’ will be released the
minute they are available. I know quite
definitely that no companies are holding
back product.
“I regard the Warner attack as unfair,
unfounded, detrimental and harmful and
I don’t know whether it was made delibermation.ately or on the basis of incomplete infor“I do not know Mr. Warner’s purpose,
but I do know, however, that the information available to me by the simple method
of checking also must have been available
to him, had he bothered to look for it.
“This sort of statement ought to be
stopped. It is definitely damaging and
it serves no useful purpose.”
Boston
Over

Far From
Warner

Happy

Attack

Boston — A few

Filmrow

quotes

of local

exhibitors on the Warner hoarding charge:
“It makes the row just that much
harder to hoe. We’re hoeing about five
feet under the surface now.”
“The publicity angle is sour. The idea
of better pictures is good though, Warner not excepted.”
“Continued
blundering blather from a
‘bonus’ big shot.” This from a leading
theatre man. Another compared it to

the White House

Roosevelt

M.

Warner’s, anyway, should have been burning after exhibitors in this area got

executives

called him last Saturday about newspaper reports that producers were "hoarding" their best films until autumn as charged by Harry M. Warner. It is further
understood the executive gathering explained to the President this was not true.

12

here at RKO,” Spitz
told Boxoffice. “We

word

who

was

and, of course, I know
what we are planning

summed

two-and-a-half

of

Balaban, president of

autumn.
“I have
checked all companies,

out-

this year
who

joins Barney

terms Harry M. Warner’s charge that producers are wilfully
“hoarding” important
attractions until the

Patter" and

Buffalo — Another

Pummels

Paramount, in denouncing in strong

tor retorts to Harry M. Warner's charge
of film "hoarding” are mounting. Capsule criticism is taking various forms,

to play

“Too

He

RKO,

charged other producers with “hoarding”
their important attractions until the fall.
In almost complete unanimity, theatre
operators declare the impact upon the
public will be one of creating further resistance to the sale of tickets at a time
when grosses are off throughout the entire United States.
They variously admit their failure to
understand why such a point of view as
Warner’s should be carried outside the
industry and in substantially preponderant opinion make it clear, furthermore,
they do not, by any manner of means,
agree with his appraisal of the current
product situation.
City by city, these reactions are detailed below:
Much

As

Warner
for 'Unfair’ Onslaught
New York — Leo Spitz, president
Caustic Cracks Mark

From the four corners of the United
States, exhibitors continue to register
their emphatic protest over the statement
made by Harry M. Warner in which he

“Too

CdUStiC

subjected
cooperation
statement

“It's poor

pub-

Sam Goldwyn’s recent declamation and
to a “War Admiral” incident covered in

Boxoffice

last week.

“The public doesn’t need any more comments from producers to keep people away
from theatres. Recent releases are taking
care of that adequately.”
“I absolutely agree with Harry Warner.
After all, Harry is probably in the toughest spot of any circuit owner in the coun-.
try. He has to play Warner-First National

pictures.”
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YES, WE

ARE

HOARDING!

If delivery of a picture every week, as we
If delivering two or more
June, July and August

promised,

is hoarding — we

A pictures every month

is hoarding — we

through

A MILLION

in LITTLE MISS

BROADWAY,

— is hoarding — we

the heat of May,

are guilty!

If delivering to Exhibitors in July three of our most
Shirley Temple

are guilty!

ALWAYS

expensive

GOODBYE,

A pictures —

and

I’LL GIVE

are guilty.

Since April 1 our release schedule
April 15 — IN OLD
April 29 — FOUR

shows

the following class A pictures:

CHICAGO

MEN

May

13 — KENTUCKY

May

20 — RASCALS

AND

A PRAYER

MOONSHINE

May 27 — KIDNAPPED
June 3 — JOSETTE
June 17 — THREE
July

BLIND MICE

1 —ALWAYS

GOODBYE

July 22 — I’LL GIVE A MILLION
July 29 — LITTLE MISS BROADWAY
With

the exception

than $600,000.
has been

of the Jane

Every one of them

Withers

had

picture, not one

been promised.

of these cost less

Every one of our promises

kept.

If this is hoarding,
Twentieth

we

Century-Fox

are guilty.
is not only guilty but proud of this kind of hoarding.

Last year, this year, next year — always — we

consider commitments

for delivery ©f

pictures our most serious responsibility. This responsibility runs through the summer,
for it knows
We

no season — knows
have

no break.

kept faith with

our customers,

and

they know

it. We

are not

interested in the opinion of any competitor.
Our policy remains

the same:

To produce the best possible pictures to get the public into theatres, not to
produce statements

to keep them

out.

SttlLJr
President, 20th Century- Fox Film Corp.

THE

KEYSTONE

OF YOUR

FUTURE

EXHIBITORS IN FOUR CORNERS OF THE NATION
VOICE OBJECTIONS; SEE THEIR BUSINESS HURT
Summer Slump Already Is
Formidable Gross Foe,
They Point Out
MPTO

With

Group

(Continued from page 12)
of Nebraska and Western

Rates

Says Warner
RKO

One

Theatre Head

New

Iowa,

pointed out exhibitors “are having enough
trouble making the general public think
the pictures are good without producers
telling the same public in news stories
that the good pictures are being held back
until fall.” He used this story to illustrate:
“A man wanted to sell his home, so he
asked an agent to dispose of it at the usual commission terms. Naturally, the
owner told the agent it was a good house
and he wanted a good price for it.
“The agent obtained a good prospect
and had the deal about closed. Then the
owner went to the prospect and told him
the house isn’t so hot and suggested he
buy someone else’s house or wait a while.”
Williams pointed out the present situation is especially hard for the suburban
and small town exhibitor of whom there
are some 425 in the Omaha trade terri-

York — “Naturally, it hurts business," was the comment
oi John J.

O'Connor, head of RKO's
tions, to the statement

theatre operaby Harry M.

Warner that producers, other than Warner, were hoarding good product for
later release.
“First the public got that blast from
one exhibitor that certain stars are
poison

at

the

remark

now

impression

boxoffice.

gives

them

that there

The
the

are

no

Warner

additional
good

pic-

tures around."

than harmful and hard to overcome.
People generally read this chatter and
believe it.

theatre-goers that they shouldn’t expect
good pictures until some later date.
Another exhibitor, who wished to remain anonymous, struck out at discussing
industry problems of any sort in newspapers read by the general public. “Trade
journals like Boxoffice are the place for

that comment, such as was made by Warner, is not helping their general situation,
but, in fact, making their task increasingly difficult.

that,” he said.
“It isn’t enough to have competition
from all sorts of entertainments. It isn’t
enough to be faced with possible increased taxation and legislation,” remarked another exhibitor, “Now we’re getting competition from the producers themselves!”
Merely "Wild Remark,"
Says Indianapolis
Indianapolis

—

Harry

M.

Warner’s

“hoarding” statement to the daily newspapers is nothing more than a “wild remark” that should not have been uttered
at all, cross-sectional theatre opinion here
maintains. “If it is true, why let the public know it?” they further ask.
Theatremen are of the opinion, as well,
that Warner had better desist seeking
such grand-stand publicity through the
daily press. They argue matters of this
nature should be aired in trade, not newspapers and they point out, additionally,
that several producers already have announced their top product would be released during the summer months.
Average reactions, reflecting exhibitor
sentiment, include these:
Statements of the Warner ilk are more

14

Wide

Resentment

In Kansas
Kansas

York — Conceded

far and

wide

to

publicly views Har“hoarding”
charge
ry M. Warner’s
as “a slightly inadvisable and inapment.”propriate
However,statein
a letter to Boxoffice, he otherwise

steps out. What he
thinks follows:
“I read the story
by Harry Warner which said by inference
that the theatres had no pictures now

There is entirely too much adverse publicity coming from Hollywood and something should be done about it.
Exhibitors here and in the surrounding
territory maintain they are doing all possible to attract theatre attendance and

tory in addition to being “tough” on the
Class A houses. He said the small town
exhibitor suffers most when producers tell

Film

'37-38

be one of the smartest showmen in America, the operator of a dominant circuit,

Says It Hurts
New

Important ’

Seen

City Area
City — The

Warner

“hoarding”

charge is widely resented here.
“I can’t see anything wrong with pictures being released,” commented E.
C. Rhoden, head of Fox Midwest. “When
you’re looking forward to them they always look better than when you look back
on what they did at the boxoffice. When
we had a string of million dollar releases
last season, they looked very good, but
after they were played, there
(Continued on page 16)

weren’t

worth

seeing as a result of other producers holding back product. He, of
course, had a tag line which was a plug
for his own ‘Robin Hood.’ He said nothing about the fact that ‘Robin Hood’ was
the only picture which they had made this
year which could qualify in the group of
which he was apparently talking.
“You know, of course, that I have no
desire to get into any publicly printed
controversies with Mr. Warner about his
own statements, whether I agree with
them or not, or whether I think the
making of them is advisable or not.
“So far as any public expression is concerned, I could not go beyond the statement that his seemed to be a slightly
inadvisable and inappropriate statement.
“Just incidentally, this outfit has some
pictures. Last December, we thought we
saw what was going to be a shortage of
‘A’ product before the year expired and
we thought we knew the reason why there
would be. The result was that we started
playing squirrel and we are now digging
up the nuts — just a little bit stale and
perhaps a least bit rancid, but certainly
better than a diet of reissues and ‘B’ pictures just now.”

Decries Attacks From

Within

New York — “No one in the industry should knock it,” is the way
banker now closely allied with the industry answered the Harry M.
on

“hoarding"
“I think

has

done,

is looking
the ranks
enough

of big

it is bad

an important
Warner blast

pictures.

for anyone within the business to knock it as Warner
trying times as these. It is bad enough that the public
for every opening to whack the film business a blow, but for a man within
to do it is something to which I cannot subscribe. He should leave well

particularly

business
in such

alone."
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PICTURE

SHOWMEN DEMAND WASHING OF 'DIRTY LINEN'
CEASE; NO CONCERN OF PDBLIC, THEY INSIST
Contend Trade Confines
Place to Talk Over
Trade Matters

Is

office

business,” Rhoden thinks, “with their talk
about exhibitors having to use reissues to
keep going. We’re in a slump now, it’s
true, but so are other businesses.”
“Fantastic and absurd” is the way E. E.
Webber jr„ who operates the Mary Lue
and heads the ITO, characterized the
Warner statement.
“I can see no logical reason that a producer, needing money as the rest of us do,
would hold a picture on his shelves very
long. Good pictures take good money,
summer or winter.
“Mr. Warner’s other statement, that
Warner Bros., with an expenditure of $8,000,000, will lift the business out of the
depression sounds like that of a 5-year-old.
There are companies spending $26,000,000.
“It strikes me that someone is trying
to ‘make’ a movie depression. Business is
off, but most of those commenting on the
situation are making mountains out of
molehills. ‘A’ pictures still get ‘A’ money
at the boxoffice.”
Glen W. Dickinson, head of the Glen
W. Dickinson Theatres, said:
“A year ago we were getting some good
pictures; we’re not getting them now.”
Haven

New

Exhibitors

Regret

of “Dirty Linen"

Haven — Exhibitors

here,

although

harm of airing the industry’s “dirty linen”
in public.
Most are not convinced that such a
statement is true, pointing out other companies, which had released quality product
this summer. In this connection, operators voice the opinion that now, more
than ever before, it is important that
theatres have good product available in
the summer months, since forward-looking exhibitors in large numbers are investing in air-conditioning equipment
which costs them an estimated 20 per cent
of their entire theatre investment, in order to make summer theatregoing as attractive as possible.
“Warner Equally Guilty,"
Say Detroit Showmen

1G

exhibitors

declined

to be quoted

on

the

Warner

to

blast, express

the

opinion that, if anything, such outbursts
carried by the national news services, are
harmful to the boxoffice in that they
create an impression current pictures are
unworthy of patronage. They feel, moreover, that such intimations regarding the
quality of current and impending releases
are unjustified because the product is
averaging up to par.
The recent attack of Northwest Allied
on the Warner sales policy centered on
the charge the distributor was holding out
four outstanding pictures promised in the
1937-38 contract with the idea of reselling them at higher prices on the 1938-39
schedule.
New

Orleans

“Hoarding"
New

Riddles

Exhibitors,

Critics

May

Orleans — Local

opinion

riddles any

suggestion, as has been made by Harry
M. Warner, that producers are withholding important releases until the fall. They
say there is sufficient first-run product to
guarantee weekly changes at the downtown theatres.
It is a rare procedure for either the
Saenger, Loew’s State or the Orpheum to
hold over a film for more than a week,
although the Saenger has a second-run
outlet at the Tudor and the Globe and
the Liberty is a backlog for the Orpheum.
Cleveland Hits “Hoarding,"
Bad Publicity as Well
of completed

mo-

tion pictures is labeled one of the “cardinal sins” of the industry by local exhibitors. While reluctant to take sides in the
recent blast by Harry Warner, several
showmen, however, reiterate their stand
that bad publicity for any branch is bad
medicine for all.
give a statement

Boomerang

the screens of America by no means represents the best efforts of Hollywood proThe

general

reaction is that Warner

made a “very foolish statement,” and resentment is considerable, especially in
ducers!”
view of the admitted difficulty of bringing
people
months. into theatres during the summer
A hint that Warner’s statement might
be used against him in requesting an adjustment may be seen in the following
from Frank Wetsman of the Wisper &
Wetsman circuit:
“The people certainly will not come in
to see poor pictures, and there are few
good pictures being made now. It is
something on which an adjustment will
have to be made.”

Idea

Cleveland — Hoarding

not generally aware of the Harry M. Warner statement in regard to “hoarding”
feel definitely that here again is an example of the inadvisability and possible

Detroit — Many

loath

directly, whether because of fear of reprisals or not, exhibitors interviewed by Box-

“If those in the industry talk about
how bad pictures are, how can they expect the public to think they are good?
If everybody would quit talking and saw
wood, business would be a lot better. Radio commentators especially have hurt

Washing

Miami

Come

Predicting Statement
Minneapolis — While

(Continued from page 14)
more than the usual number of hits.

New

Still They

for publication on the

Warner attack, “having no wish,” as one
expressed it, “to upset the present delicate balance of distributor-exhibitor relations.” Typical, however, of the reaction
is the following statement from one of the
city’s leading showmen:
“Perhaps Harry Warner overlooked the
fact that all Warner pictures currently
playing are subject to the same indictment
as those of other distributors. There has
never been a time in the history of the
show business when a negative statement
about what theatres offer helped to get
an additional dime into the boxoffice.
“Furthermore, what is to be gained by
a 24-sheet announcement to the public
that what is now being offered them on

Miami Sees “Bright Idea"
As a “Boomerang"
Miami — Definite

disapproval

of

Harry

M. Warner’s bursting into print with the
claim that all other Hollywood producers
were holding back big films is voiced by
local theatre men.
It is generally conceded the statement
was some one’s “bright” idea of capitalizing from a publicity standpoint. It is
also generally believed that
idea will, doubtless, prove a
William R. Lynch, general
Paramount Enterprises, Inc.,

the “bright”
boomerang.
manager of
whose chain

runs Warner product locally, said, “I see
no point in the publication of such statements at this time. They will most certainly be of no benefit to any exhibitors.
Discussion of such matters is best confined to the industry.”
Hal Kapplan, director of advertising and
head of the Wometco art department,
said: “Certainly statements like Warner’s
would be better if confined to regular trade
channels rather than spread before the
general public to discourage them from
summer theatre going.”
Photoplay editors of both local papers
shared the common opinion that, as publicity either for the industry in general
or for Warners in particular, this recent
release was not good.
Eddie Cohen of the Miami Daily News
said:
“Warners have always liked to play a
lone hand, frequently to their own profit,
but seldom as much to everyone else’s
disadvantage as this,” he concluded.
Charles Ward of the Miami Herald, on
whose page the Warner statement was
released locally recently, admitted that he
could not understand just why Warner
wanted to throw out a challenge that was
as likely to prove a boomerang as this one.
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Strand, Warner
Goes

to Hypo

Show

Window,

in Stage

Title Seemed to Fit
The Audience

Band

New

York — A

Broadway

New York — For years the Broadway
window for Warner and First National
product, with the exception of an occasional picture which found its way into
other first runs, the Strand is apparently
resigned to the use of a hypo. The hypo
is in the form of a stage band policy, the
first of its kind for the Strand since Warner acquired it from Mark Strand.
Starting August 19, Ben Bernie and his
lads will carry on for at least a week or
two, the length of the run contingent on
how

long Bernie can persuade the customers into paying 25 cents, 40 cents and
as high as 75 cents in the evening. When
Bernie finishes, he will be followed by
Ozzie Nelson and his band. The third
band name tentatively is Roger Pryor
who will be assisted by his wife, Ann
Sothern.
During the past few months, it is understood the books at the theatre have reached the nearest thing to a checkerboard
with more red squares than the usual
black boxes. At various intervals the
management has shifted from the theatre
operating department to the distribution
end, vice versa and now is back in the
theatre division.
Reports are also current that the Strand
in Brooklyn may have to resort to vaudeville or a band policy in the fall to bolster
its feature films. In the event the band
policy is adopted, the shows at the Strand
on Broadway will most likely be shunted
across the bridge.
Only a few weeks ago, “When Were
You Born?” tobagganed to a low $5,700
for the Strand. “Gold Diggers in Paris”
did not follow the traditional “Gold Digger” policy of more than one week.
The Strand policy, when the bands go
in, will be direct competition to the Paramount, which has been marked with consistent success by featuring band names.
Although reports are current the Capitol will join the Strand in adding flesh
entertainment, Loew executives have been
discussing the advisibility of reinstating
stage shows during the past month but
have let the matter rest for further consideration. The circuit’s executives are
proceeding cautiously in their attempt to
put back talent on the stage, having had
a number of trying
priced names when
swing. However, if
shows, a novel idea
stated.

experiences with highthe policy was in full
it is decided to restore
will be featured, it is

for one

visited

of the

the

Strand

one afternoon when “Men Are Such
Fools," apparently was proving that
to the patrons.

Conditional Praise
Extended to Warner

He

reported

people
and

New York — An upstate New York theatre operator, who, with his own circuit
and pooling deals with others, is interested
in about 30 theatres, extends a conditional
round of applause to Harry Warner in his
charge that brother producers
ing” product until the fall.

checker

theatres

were

back

to his boss

in the

"probably

house

playing

that

at the
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time

bridge."

Believes Less Said
About Warner Better

are “hoard-

“My attitude is predicated entirely on
the assumption that Warner’s statement
is predominantly true, since I am in no
position — and neither are other theatre
men 3,000 miles from where Warner sits
— to know that he speaks incorrectly. I
also consider that Warner makes many
silly statements.
“If what Warner said is sufficient to
break up a deliberate jam of good product
then

I applaud him 100 per cent. He certainly knows what is going on in production a lot better than I do. And when
a distributor comes to me and says that a
certain picture that was to be delivered
this summer is being held up for a month
due to trouble in the studios I have to
take his word for it. Maybe Warner knows
better.

New York — “The less said about Warner” and other poor product that is presently glutting the market, “the better,”
is the reaction of Harry Brandt, president
of the ITOA and head of the 80-theatre
circuit bearing his name, to the statement
of Harry M. Warner that major producers
are holding out the better product until
fall release.
“When Mr. Warner sold his pictures to
exhibitors all over the country, among
them ‘Gold Diggers’ and others of similar
ilk, and if he himself is not hoarding now,
I wonder what he is going to deliver in the
name of good pictures,” Brandt said.
“The truth is there are no good pictures available, and the less said about
them, especially to the public, the better.
Proof

“If Warner is right, he is to be applauded on still another count. There are
today more forms of recreation — many of
them free — competing with films than ever
before radio, autos, beaches, park concerts, bridge, etc. If the normal theatre
patron is being made a deliberate sucker
for slough summer pictures he and she can
rightfully be expected to cross theatres off
the recreation list in favor of other forms
of amusement. And from that point on,
just try to rebuild
tractions.

confidence

in your

of this is the biggest closing of theatres in this area in my memory. Add to
this fact that more money is being given

away

lineup

than

ever seemed

possible

the independent.”
the Harry M. Warner statement concerning hoarding of films by producers was
true. They pointed out that the unusual

at-

number of revivals proved Warner’s point.
But since the exhibitors are still buying
from

the same producers, the said exhibitors had no intention of sticking their
neck out. Let the producers talk if they
must, is the exhibitor attitude.

“All I know is that last summer I had
a dozen hit pictures from among most of
the majors. Where are they this summer?
My

on games

— among the big as well as small operators^— and you can visualize the plight of

looks very thin.”

Support Warner Stand
But Keep Necks In

Hollywood
WhenAfter
he “King"
completes “If I
Vacat—ion
Were King” for Paramount, Director
Frank Lloyd is planning a European vacation.

Denver — Local exhibitors, who refused
to be quoted, said that for the most part

Loew’s State has been swinging into the
money class with its combination shows
ever since the Palace dropped them and
today is regarded as the only
film house on Broadway.

Slaps

vaudeville-

New

Republic

Installs RCA

New York — Republic has signed a tenyear license agreement with RCA which
includes the installation of new equipment
at the studios. The producing company
has been using RCA on a rental basis for
several years.
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says
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are finished.

I know
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circuit in which

all major

statement.

Warner

that is do-

that is enough

companies
“I know
We get

he

Warner's

on, it is probably

ing tures
it." as soon as they are put in cans in Hollywood.
cluding our own, which is holding back on pictures.
they

Charge

important

are
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of no company, inthem as quickly as

for me."
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Varied Views on

Cole Likes " Frankness "
But Terms It "Unusual"
Dallas — Commenting on the Harry M.

"Hoarding" Charges
Toronto — Queries

put

to exhibitors

this area in an effort to learn what

in

they

think of Harry M. Warner’s charge producers are “hoarding” important releases
until autumn, brought forth conflicting
opinions.
Meyer Axler, supervisor of Twentieth
Century chain located in leading cities in
Ontario, agreed heartily with Warner’s
statement. Axler declares, if producers
keep faith with exhibitors, it is their duty
to release new pictures as soon as they
are completed and, if producers have
agreed to deliver certain pictures in July
or August, they fail to keep faith if they
do not do so. If faith is broken it means
the producers revert to a “dog eat dog”
policy. Axler also asserts failure to have
new films ready in the summer puts exhibitors out of business in some centers
and points out this also is happening in
New York state as well as in other American areas and in Canada.
An entirely different view is taken by
the manager of one of the chief subsequent-run theatres in Toronto. He thinks
the producers are right in holding back
big features until the autumn, pointing
out that since many producers also are
exhibitors, they know what they are doing. This manager also states it would
be shortsightednes to release new big pictures in mid- summer when about half
of the patrons are out of the city either
on vacation or at country or seaside homes.
He says, too, that subsequent run houses,
having to wait until big pictures released
in late spring have been shown at first
runs, get these feature films in time to
show them during the mid-summer
months.
A phase of the problem brought out by
the manager of one of the leading firstrun theatres in Toronto poised the question: What is an important release? This,
because what may be important in Toronto may not meet the taste of Montreal
and a picture which would not draw in
Toronto might attract capacity houses in
other cities or in the west.
Exhibitors interviewed here did not
think Warner’s statement even potentially harmful, as it would result at least
in the situation being aired, they maintained.

Now It's a New
Kind of Drink
New

York — At

the

bar

of a

leading

restaurant where film men gather during the lunch hour an exhibitor walked
in and sat next to a brother in trade.
The

exhibitor

was

feeling

kind

of

blowsy after a brutal weekend at the
boxoffice. He ordered his drink.

a

“Bartender," he said, “trump me up
Warner blast and put plenty of the

dopey

18

stuff in it."

Warner statement, Col. M. A. Cole, president of the ATO of Texas and a national

That's How Sam
Learned How
New
by

York — Sam

E. C.

Rinzler

Grainger

was

at lunch

the

asked
other

Allied figure, says: “It’s unusual. I think
Warner is right and I like his frankness.”
About the Warner statement going to
the newspapers and whether or not that
would make it more difficult for exhibi-

day at the Tavern it he had read the
blast distributors and exhibitors collectively had let loose on Harry M.

tors, Cole said, “The public is going to
quit going to theatres anyway unless pictures are improved so the Warner article

OFFICE?"

read by the public won’t make it any
tougher on exhibitors.”
“It’s much better to recognize an evil
and come out in the open with it because

the public can’t be fooled much longer
anyway. I don’t think it healthy for us
to shut our eyes and mouth with pictures
as lousy as they are and somebody had
better do something about it,” Cole concluded.
Cole said he was not so sure that better
product is being withheld from exhibitors
at this time giving rise to the current
flood of reissues but that it was a case
of producers drawing the strings on their
bank accounts, saving money by cutting
down on production, thus riding the recession and letting the theatres suffer.
Fort

Worth — L. C.

Tidball,

owner

of

the Isis, one of the important neighborhood theatres in Texas and independent,
said even if H. M. Warner was right he
thought it a mistake to release the story
to newspapers for public consumption.
Other theatre men contacted either had
not read the Warner statement or had no
comment.
Portland Approves Idea;
Decries the Method
Portland,

Ore. — Exhibitors

in this ter-

ritory are reluctant to stick their necks
out and take a direct crack at Hollywood
when questioned regarding Harry M. Warner’s charge that producers are “hoarding” important releases until autumn.
However, the consensus of opinion is that
Hollywood has done a poor job of summer
releases.
Privately, exhibitors questioned laid a
goodly percentage of blame for bad grosses
directly at the door of Hollywood where
they believe there are too many highpriced executives doing everything except
helping the industry.
The majority of exhibitors feel that the
major producers of Hollywood should
blush with shame when they see that firstrun houses have had to revert to attractions of 12 years ago in order to get a
passable boxoffice.
Off the record, exhibitors are of the
opinion that Warner’s statement should
be amplified. They do not believe the
statement harmful, but say the industry

Warner's charge of "hoarding."
Rinzler shot back: “Do I read

I learned

he

laughed.

to speak

“That's

BOXwhere

English."

Support From Wood
For Warner Barrage
Columbus,

O. — Out

of the

nationwide

flood of protest over Harry M. Warner’s
statement that all other major producers
are holding back their important attractions until the fall emerges P. J. Wood,
secretary of the ITO of Ohio, as one who
agrees with the hoarding statement. But
only in part.
“Although I believe that most of our ills
can be attributed to the present general
economic situation, I am also convinced,”
he told Boxoffice, “that the diminishing
boxoffice grosses are, in part, due to the
poor quality of the pictures released during the past few months and, while it
never does an industry any good to publicly announce that its merchandise is
‘lousy,’ it may be that it requires a statement such as was made by Harry Warner
to bring Hollywood to its senses.
“This business, in my opinion, finds itself in an even more precarious situation
than it was just prior to the advent of talking pictures. At that time, radio had not
reached its present state of perfection nor
were we faced with the imminent competition of home television as we are today. In
this latter connection, I have in mind the
pictorial story in last Saturday’s issue of
Life and the ads in several New York
newspapers offering home television sets.
“Notwithstanding the serious situation
faced by the industry no concentrated effort is being made to sell the general public, in an institutional way, the motion
picture as the greatest medium of mass
entertainment at a price within the reach
of all.
“More

then 10 years ago I made a suggestion to Mr. Hays and other leaders of
the industry and outlined a plan which I
still believe should be adopted. But I have
found that suggestions such as this, which
emanate west of the Hudson river and

Fred Wehrenberg's Stand
St. Loins — Other exhibitors in this area
line up behind Fred Wehrenberg, president of the MPTO of Eastern Missouri and
Southern Illinois, in his onslaught at Harry

east of Hollywood Blvd., are usually consigned to the wastebasket, upon the theory,
I presume, that any one living between
these two points should not be considered
worthy to offer suggestions or to sit with
the mighty who lead this industry.
“While Warner Bros, have been just as
guilty as any of the other companies in
releasing features which have made addicts out of former theatre patrons, I
must — in this instance — agree with Harry
Warner in his recommendation that

Warner

something .be done immediately.”

should not wash
public press.
Other

Exhibitors

its “dirty linen” in the
Back

for his “hoarding”

remarks.
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UA Circuit -F&M
Deal Still Simmers
New

York — Harry

C. Arthur,

operating

head of F&M theatres in St. Louis, is reliably reported discussing a deal with William P. Philips, vice-president and treasurer of United Artists Theatre Circuit,
for the latter to purchase a substantial
interest in approximately 40 houses in the
Mound City. Discussions on a deal are
said to have been held several times during the week.
It is known that no mention of a deal
with F&M came up at the UA circuit board
meeting, June 24. However, it is pointed
out that unless there is something concrete to talk about, such matters are not
put before the UA board for ratification.
Joseph M. Schenck, president of the circuit, is due in a day or so and probably
will go into the matter before sailing for
a vacation abroad.
Philips could not be reached after several attempts by Boxoffice. Neither could
Arthur be reached. He was to have returned to St. Louis, June 24, but is now
understood planning to leave by plane,
Tuesday. WThen Sam Dembow, vice-president of F&M was contacted by telephone,
he vehemently denied the reports, adding
that it was the first he had heard about
such a deal.
About a year ago the UA circuit bought
a half interest in the Robb & Rowley theatres in Texas which are not affiliated
with Paramount. Harold Robb and Ed
Rowley

continue as operators. It is believed, while not substantiated, that if a
deal is made with F&M, Arthur and his
associates will carry on as they have been.

Conciliation Group
Has Own Bally Mill
New

York — All

information

concern-

ing activities and progress of the special
conciliation committee on negotiations,
named by S. R. Kent, chairman, will come
through a special publicity setup designed
specifically for the purpose, it is revealed.
William F. Rodgers, general sales manager of M-G-M ; Ned E. Depinet, vicepresident in charge of distribution of
RKO, and A. Montague, general sales head
of Columbia, the conciliation negotiating
committee, have been meeting daily since
Tuesday and are scheduled to resume
July 5 in an unswerving effort to get the
conciliation program moving. The men
have spent hours at a stretch at the conclaves.
None of the principals named will admit to the sessions being held, but sources
close to the situation hold that progress is
being made and before the summer is over
the industry will have something substantial to work with in conciliating differences from within.
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Milwaukee Does Not
Like Warner Manner
Milwaukee — Believing

that what

Harry

M. Warner said concerning “hoarding” of
first-rate product is true, local exhibitors
taken exception to the manner in which
this information has been brought to the
attention of the theatre-going public.
“Business is bad enough, without publicizing the fact that theatres are short
of good hibitor
product
for the summer,”
leader declared.

one ex-

What with competition from free outdoor shows, carnivals, band concerts and
jack-rabbits operating theatre business
this summer is stamped as being the poorest in many years.
Various exhibitors are finding it difficult to book selective dual programs because of product shortage. Many are
calling upon the independent exchanges
for assistance and others are satisfied to
book two action, mystery or musicals on
one bill to the detriment of pulling power
at the boxoffice.
Some theatre operators report as high
as 40 pictures contracted for which they
are unable to obtain and for which no release dates have been set. They regard as
doubtful whether various of the companies
will be able to deliver all pictures as contracted.

Urges Warner to "Practice
What He Preaches"
Birmingham,

Ala. — It is not the weath-

er, but lack of attractions that keeps people away from theatres in the summer
time, said Frank Merritt, manager of
Acme Theatres, Inc., of this city. Better
attractions certainly are needed in the
summer time, he said, but he urged Harry
M. Warner to “practice what he preaches.”
R. M. Kennedy, manager of the WilbyKincey Theatres in Birmingham, said that
Warner had succeeded in duping the
newspapers into running a nice bunch of
free advertising for his own products. It
was a lot of crowing, he thought, over
one picture.

Metro's Radio Show
Folds End of Year
Hollywood

York — William

F. Rodgers,

Asked
York — No

show,

New

York — Business

with

Loew’s

and

M-G-M is holding up, David Bernstein,
vice-president and treasurer of the parent
company, stated as he sailed for Europe.
He expects to spend three weeks taking
the cure at Vichy and also will spend a
brief time in England and France. He
expects to be gone about five weeks.
Loew’s will hold a board meeting
Wednesday at which time the regular first
preferred dividend of $1.62 x/4 is to be
declared.

Laemmle Says Return
To Production Indefinite
New

York — Carl

Laemmle’s

return

to

production is indefinite, the former head
of Universal indicated to Boxoffice as he
sailed on the Normcmdie for Switzerland,
England and France.
“If I find something I like I will consider producing it for the independent
market,” he said. “At the moment I am
a private citizen. I am not looking for
anything. The material must come my
way before I will consider returning to

Tom

About
sooner

air

Bernstein Is Optimistic
Before Sailing to Europe

J. Connors and E. K. (Ted) O’Shea will
attend the formal opening of the new
M-G-M exchange in Buffalo on July 18.

New

M-G-M

M. Schenck, president of Loew’s, who decided the step after numerous exhibitor
complaints.
However, there have been numerous
executives in the studio and home office
ranks anxious to continue the show. The
contention of this group is that the air
show serves as a medium for developing
new talent, publicizing new pictures and
also exploiting songs written especially
for M-G-M pictures.
Frank Morgan and Fanny Brice have
developed into star radio talent as a result
of “Good News of 1938.”

Three Metro Lights to
Buffalo Unit Opening
New

— The

which has taken a summer recess and is
to be resumed in September, will quit
definitely on January 1. A dictum to this
effect has been handed down by Nicholas

active
production.”
of August.

"Boy Meets

did the S. R. Kent's

paid

space

answer

He

returns the end

Girl"
appear

in retalia-

tion of Harry M. Warner's remarks on “hoarding" than an executive from the Warner
camp called a 20th Century-Fox sales executive. No sooner did this Warner executive open his mouth than he put his foot into it.
“We did not complain against 20th Century-Fox," the caller explained. “Why
is Mr. Kent taking up the cudgels for the whole industry? We are complaining
about

the other

“You
where
a

guys

do you

fellows."
talk
come

about

’hoarding'/'

off when

it is a

the

known

20th-Fox

executive

fact that ’Boy Meets

shot

back.

Girl' was

month ago yet you are not going to release it until Labor Day."
At this stage, the conversation turned to rainy weather and theatre

“Why,
finished

closings.

19

Columbia

Closes

New

Cowdin British Talks

Franchise

May Yield Finances

New York — In keeping with the company's announced intention of making longterm agreements instead of one-year deals with substantial circuits and independent operators, Columbia has concluded a two-year franchise deal with Loew's,
both in the metropolitan area as well as out-of-town. In the latter category are
theatres in Kansas City, Boston, Atlanta, Buffalo, Indianapolis and New Haven.
All told, 80 units
Weinberg
houses,

will play

for Columbia,

and

Joseph

Columbia

Charles

R. Vogel

product.

The

deal

C. Moskowitz

and

Eugene

for the

circuit's

out-of-town

was

negotiated
Picker

by

Louis

for local

Loew

the

theatres.

Goldwyn Trims Sails by One;
UA List Down to 29 from 30
New

York — With

the

withdrawal

of

“Beach Boy” by Samuel Goldwyn from
his production schedule for next season,
UA is now selling 29 pictures next season
instead of 30 as originally announced at
regional sales meetings in New York and
Chicago.
Goldwyn

had

planned

1938-39, but now

intends

to make

five for

to limit his pro-

gram to four with “Beach Boy,” which was
to have starred Jon Hall with Andrea
Leeds in support eliminated from the
schedule. No reason is given.
Despite David O. Selznick’s deal with
M-G-M
for “Gone With the Wind,” UA
executives hope that the producer will contribute four instead of two next season.
He is definitely committed to two and
has the option of delivering an extra duo.
Directors of UA
a routine meeting
Maurice
now

gathered this week for
due to the absence of

Silverstone, chairman of the executive committee and general manager,

in England. Upon Silverstone’s return about July 11, the board will hold an

important session at which time Silverstone is scheduled to be elected president,
succeeding Dr. A. H. Giannini, resigned.
Five-year employment pacts for Silverstone and George J. Schaefer are slated
to be approved at the meeting next month.
It is unlikely that Arthur W. Kelly’s new
contract will come up at this meeting as
details have not been discussed. However, insiders say that he will get a new
contract at the expiration of his current
arrangement, which has several months to
run.

Walter

Nolan

Manager

York — Walter Nolan, general manager of Consolidated Amusements circuit

of 20 houses here, has resigned. No successor is likely to be named until conditions improve.
Laurence Bolognino, operating head, is
considering closing five or six houses
within the next few weeks.

Appellate

Court Ruling

New York — Following a decision by the
appellate division of the supreme court
ruling that License Commissioner Paul
Moss had no right to refuse a permit to
Frederick Hall for a theatre at Riverdale Ave., Moss tells Boxoffice he will
appeal.
Moss further states “There is considerable traffic at Riverdale Ave. and the
theatre is to be located at the bottom of
a hill. I say it is too dangerous for a
theatre at this point. Anything may happen and I won’t

take

the responsibility.”

Hollywood — William B. Jaffe, New York
lawyer, is here for a month of important
business.

picture company. The English interests now have $2,000,000 invested in
Universal and are understood pleased
with the progress made since the first of
the year under the new setup in the
United States.
Joseph H. Seidelman, foreign head for
Universal, recently brought over a print
of “The Rage of Paris,” on which Universal expects to get back its negative cost
of $900,000 in the British and French
markets. Danielle Darrieux is reported to
be a tremendous draw here and in France,
having previously appeared
ling,” French-made success.

" Blockade

New York — A hearing is scheduled in
the next few weeks before License Commissioner Paul Moss on a proposed theatre for 53rd St. near Madison Ave. Boston interests plan a 500-seat house and
plans have been filed.
Because of a law passed by the board
of estimate precluding the construction
of theatres on Park, Madison and Fifth
Ave. from 40th to 86th Sts., Moss will hear
all parties concerned before issuing a

"

Wins

in

“Mayer-

Wanger

Citation

Group

A Peace
New

York- — In acknowledgement

of the

timeliness and influences of “Blockade” in
the interest of peace, the National Peace
Conference, comprising 40 national groups
with a purported membership exceeding
20,000,000, has awarded Walter Wanger a
special

citation.' Among the groups affiliated with the organization are the Gen-

eral Federation of Women’s Clubs, the
Young Women’s Christian Ass’n and the
Carnegie Endowment for International
Peace.

Theatre Planners
Will Get Hearing

Director Walter van Kirk
sented Wanger with the citation.

pre-

Public Offered 99,500
Television Shares at $1
New

York — J. A. Sisto & Co. is sponsoring a public offering of 99,500 shares
of capital stock of American Television
Corp. at a $1 per share, the par value
of the stock. The corporation has been
formed under the laws of the state of
New York with
000 shares.

permit. However, the Boston interests plan to build 100 feet off the avenue, the theatre to run through 53rd and

a capitalization

of 1,000,-

building

54th

streets. Whether the 100-foot provision is within the law is to be determined after the hearing, Moss states.

DeSylva

Not a Bismarck
In Over 800

New York — Installation of new RCA
High Fidelity and Erpi Mirrophonic sound
devices in all Loew’s Greater New York
theatres is virtually completed with the
exception of a half dozen units. New
horns and tubes also are being added.
of

the

Dyckman,

upper

Manhattan, and Loew’s State, Newark,
N. J., is progressing with the lobbies being given a new dress, as well as a general overhauling of the interiors.

Pact Holds

Hollywood — Buddy G. DeSylva’s contract as a Universal producer has until
Nov. 30, 1938 to run and probably will not
be settled, despite reports to the contrary.

Nearly All Loew N. Y.
Houses Have New Sound

Remodeling

Jaffe on Coast

20

Will Appeal

Quits as

Consolidated's

New

Paul Moss

London — J. Cheever Cowdin, chairman
of the Universal board, is understood talking with Lord Portal, Arthur Rank and
C. M. Woolf on additional financing for

Hollywood

—

The

20th

Century-Fox

casting staff isn't in the cheeriest frame
of mind. In fact, the group is downright
unhappy.
After vainly interviewing
more than 800 candidates, not one
“Iron Chancellor" type was
found.
Which, to the chagrin of practically no
one
be

at
a

all, means

Bismarck

that

there

will

not

in “Suez."
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Grand National Is
Installed on Coast

Regionals
New

York — Grand

for Grand

National

will hold

three

regional

National
sales

meetings

“in the next

three or four weeks," according to E. L. Alperson, president and co-trustee. The
gatherings will be held in Los Angeles, Chicago and New York at which time the
seven

New York — Grand National this week
completed shifting home office personnel
and files to the coast where new headquarters are now located. John Miller and
Ruth Seidman are the last of the home
office personnel to go west. Saul Krugman, assistant to E. L. Alperson, general
sales manager, leaves about the middle of
August to make his offices at the Los
Angeles exchange.
Jack

Barnstyn, head of the foreign department, continues to maintain his offices at the local exchange. He is planning a trip abroad in September when

announcement of the new product is available for foreign distributors.
Ann Rosenthal, general counsel, wound
up her duties Friday and departed for the
coast with Dorothy Hechtlinger, aide of
Darryl F. Zanuck, by car. She plans to
spend about three weeks in Hollywood lining up accounts for her own office which
she will open either in the RKO Building
or the Paramount Building, probably the
former.

Revivals at Bronx Devon
No Clue to Later Policy
New York — Booking
the Devon, Bronx, from
does not indicate the
tinue on this policy, .Max
tor, states. The films

of 13 revivals at
June 26 to July 4
theatre will conA. Cohen, operaeither shown, or

slated to be exhibited, include “Wife of
General Ling,” “Backstage,” “Rain,” “Call
It a Day,” “Everything Is Thunder,” “King
Solomon’s Mines,” “Thunder in the City,”
“The Emperor’s Candlesticks,” “Romeo
and Juliet,” “Transatlantic Merry-GoRound,” “Salute,” “Sky Devils,” and
“Crime School for Girls.”

Browne

Pictures Head

Closes Mideast

Deals

New York — Deals have been closed by
John E. Browne, president of Malcolm
Browne Pictures, with Lee Goldberg for
western Ohio, Kentucky and Indiana, and
with Anne V. O’Donnell for Detroit.
B. F. Zeidman has been named vicepresident in charge of production in Hollywood.

lunch
around

York —
Bob
better, used
hour

to

the new

Wolff, who
part of a

throw
RKO

really
Lindy

some

bouquets

product

the while

Laurence Bolognino was waiting for a
waiter. Bolognino listened respectfully,
then pleaded, "Look. Bob, I'm not even
taking in enough money to pay off on
Screeno."
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will be

named.

"Things are going along very nicely," Alperson stated, “and prospects
future look very good." To prove this, he adds that starting in July there
four releases a month from Grand National.

for the
will be

Alperson plans to return
scheduled for next season.

has

Skouras

to

Hollywood

Wednesday.

and Century

In Long

Island

The

company
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Opposed

Booking

Pool

New

Republic Franchise
Extensions Ahead
New

York — With

the

signing

of new

five-year franchise agreements with William G. Underwood and Claude Ezell of
Dallas, Sol Davis and Morris Loewenstein
of Oklahoma City and B. F. Busby of
Little Rock, Ark., James R. Grainger, president of Republic, states that agreements
have been reached with virtually all of
the company’s distributors with whom Republic has decided to continue to do
business.

Interstate Buys

Republic

New York — James R. Grainger, president of Republic Pictures, has closed with
Robert J. O’Donnell for the company’s
entire new lineup in the Interstate circuit of Texas. William G. Underwood,
partner in the Republic franchise in
Texas, sat in on the deal while in town.

Blank Contemplates
Further Summer

No

Closings

New York — Only three houses in the
Tri-States and Central States circuits
have closed for the summer and no others
are contemplated, A. H. Blank, head of
the combined units, affiliated with Paramount, stated while in New York. The
Majestic, Grand Island, is one of the trio.
A new 700-seat house is under construction in Highland Park, suburb of Des
Moines, and will be ready in September,
Blank said. The combined holdings of

Not Even Enough
For Screeno
New
knows

district managers

the two circuit's total 90.
Business is off about 25 per cent, the
operator asserted, and it is hoped that
“there

is a

sufficient

supply

of product

to see us through the summer.”
Blank plans to return in August when
he will begin talking new product deals
with home office Paramount executives.
He held by that time he will be in the
mood to discuss new deals.

York — Skouras and Century circuits are at loggerheads on a pooled
booking situation in eight Long Island
situations with both outfits notifying distributors that they want original clearances, set up before the pool went into effect about three years ago, restored.
Exchange heads are ignoring the requests until George Skouras returns from
the coast within the next few days, their
contention being that the pool has about
seven more years to run and would upset
bookings for the whole island.
When the booking and operating combine was inaugurated, distributors protested vehemently but got nowhere. However, exchange managers are standing pat
in the hope and belief the circuits will
straighten out their differences without
upsetting the existing clearance schedules.
It is understood each circuit is objecting
to the bookings being made into theatres
following first runs. Before the pool went
into effect many of the houses played
day-and-date and, since certain theatres
were turned over by the two groups to
each other, the secondary units have not
been given bookings to meet the approval
of the circuits which originally operated
the theatres involved. As a result, the
secondary houses have been showing
losses, but combined with the first runs
have more than evened the score.
The situation, as distributors see it, is
that each circuit wants to conserve the
original standing of its own theatres. Exchange heads figure they do not want to
become

involved as the fight is an internal one and, as far as major companies
are concerned, it is none of their business
what happens.

Bookers at exchanges are ignoring the
notices and sending out availabilities as
heretofore.

Tourney
New

York — The

July 13
Score

Club,

formerly

the

Monday Knighters, will hold its annual golf tournament and outing at the
Fenway Country Club July 13.

"Ragtime

Band"

in Roxy

New York — “Alexander’s Ragtime Band”
has been dated into the Roxy, starting
August 5. A big campaign will precede
the opening.
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Off the Gangplank

Again

■y^ILLIAM F. RODGERS, general sales
manager of M-G-M, spent the weekend with his wife in Buffalo. Mrs. Rodgers
is convalescing from a recent operation and
coming along nicely . . . E. M. Saunders is
back from Chicago where he attended a
testimonial given by Windy City exhibitors for Sam A. Shirley, retiring M-G-M
district manager . . . Myer Beck has been
missing around the UA home office publicity since he became a benedict a week
ago . . . Bert Sanford spent a few days
in Buffalo with upstate Altec field men.
Eddie Carrier, M-G-M exploiteer, leaves
for Hollywood, Tuesday, for several weeks
at the studio . . . Billy Ferguson is back
from a quick business trip to Maine, Buffalo, Syracuse and Rochester . . . Wesley
Ruggles and Claude Binyon are in from
the coast for story ' conferences with Russell Holman. Ruggles sailed Saturday on
the Nieuw Amsterdam for a European vacation. Binyon is now resting before returning to the Paramount studio . . . William Wyler is Europe-bound for a vacation.
Metropolitan

LeRoy J. Furman, for years associated
with Sam Katz, on Saturday was married
to Betty Young at the Little Church
Around the Corner. He was tendered a
bachelor dinner, Thursday night, at Hotel
Delmonico which was emceed by Albert D.
Levin, attorney. Among those who attended were Paul Ash, Alvyn Brown, Dave
Chatkin, J. J. Colahan, J. Colombo, George
Dembow, Dave Dubin, F. Esterneaux, Dr.
J. Goldsmith, Harold Hoss, M. Jeanette,
B. Kutchen, Harry Katz, J. Muccio, Creede
Neeper, Louis Notarius, George Norton, S.
Rubin, Bernard Sholtz, Milton S. Traubner and a host of others.
Harry Brand, 2bth-Fox studio publicity
head, left on Friday’s streamlined Century
for the coast, splitting a drawing room
with Lew Pollock, the songwriter. Irving
Hoffman, Jim Denton, Joe Pincus, Sid
Silvers and Lou Irwin were among the
delegation to see Brand of) . . . Larry
Waterman, Nate Blumberg’s secretary, had
to drive back from the coast. It seems he
bought a car while in Hollywood, couldn’t
get rid of it at a price in keeping with the
original investment and decided to bring
the bus east . . . W. A. Bach, former managing director of Western Electric in London, is in Toronto for a spell.

Irving Dollinger foresees a peaceful
summer. He has shipped eight-year-old
Dickie off to summer camp . . . Nancy
Klein, prominently identified with goings
on in A1 Sherman's office, has become engaged to Joseph G. Kaplan, an attorney
. . . Jerry Roth has been placed in charge
of the new booking office of Associated
Theatres of New Jersey . . . Sidney Meyers
of the Florida Wolfson-Meyers theatres
likes the Gotham heat so much that he
has delayed his return . . . Herbert Spencer Berg is having all sorts of trouble with
his electric razor . . . Samuel Singer, president of Best Film Co., is here arranging
for financing two new films.
Sally Fischer, for Allied of New Jersey,
respectfully submits that in view of the
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Photo

Service

Phil Reisman, foreign general sales manager of RKO (center), and Ben Y.
Cammack, Latin- American general manager (left), arrive in New York after
a tour of the company’s South American offices and are greeted by Mike
Hoffay. Reisman visited 12 countries in seven iveeks. Cammaek joined him
in Lima, Peru.

organization’s social function at Ben
Marden’s Riviera being limited to 150,
tickets for exhibitors only are being held
until July 7. After that, first come, first
served. The affair is July 12 . . . Happy,
indeed, is Dave Sohmer, executive at the
local Republic exchange, who saw his son,
Abram, graduate from Emory Medical
School, Atlanta, Ga. Abram begins his internship at Beth Israel Hospital. Another
son is also taking a medical course at
Emory . . . After six and a half years as
head booker at the local Warner exchange,
Edivard Barison has resigned. He has been
succeeded by Sherwood McCumber, New
Jersey booker. Daniel Ponticelle moves up
to McCumber’s former spot.
Walt Disney left Friday night for the
coast. The reception tendered him by
W. G. Van Schmus, managing director of
the Music Hall, was a representative industry affair. Virtually all of the companies were present including Roy Howard and M. H. Aylesworth on behalf of
the fourth estate and William O. Bondy,
the bench. Herbert Bayard Swope, former executive editor of the now defunct
New York World and later chairman of
the board of KAO, rushed up to shake
hands with Leo Spitz. The conversation
ran something like this:
“Leo, I hear you have a marvelous
“Which

pic-

one?”

“Why, ‘You Can’t Take
ture.”
replied Swope.
“That,” answered

It With

You’,”

Spitz, “is the one of

“Congratulations
on the rest of the alB’s.”
our
phabet,”
was
Swope’s
retort — and a fast
one.

E. K. (Ted) O’Shea has been to Buffalo and Scranton in the past few days on
M-G-M business . . . Harry D. Buckley
visited the local U A. exchange Wednesday
for the first time in a year . . . Arthur
Levey, Monogram distributor in England;
Mrs. Fernand Gravet, wife of the Mervyn
LeRoy star; Erik and Ludwig Charrell,
producers, and Joseph P. Kennedy, former
film executive and now U. S. Ambassador
to England, sail on the last trip of the
Normandie. Joseph H. Moskowitz also was
on the boat bound for a vacation in England and France. He is due back in August.
Stanley Bergerman left Saturday for
Chicago and from there will go to Canada
for a little fishing with his brother-inlaw. From Canada he will head for the
coast . . . Irving Dreeban, local UA ad
sales manager, had four teeth taken away
from him by the dentist the other day
. . . Moe Streimer is back on the job after
a two-week illness . . . Walter Reade jr.
has been in Albany, Peekskill and Saratoga on bookings.
Louise Henry, former Republic star,
sailed on the Normandie the other day . . .
E. L. Lopert of Pax Films was on the
same liner ... A. A. Schubart of RKO
returns Tuesday from a Miami vacation
. . . Ray O’Brien, traveling home office
representative for RKO, is improving satisfactorily from pneumonia at the McKenna Hospital, Sioux Falls, and is expected to be discharged in a few days . . .
Walter Branson, RKO midwest district
manager, is due in town next week for a
few days . . . Gunther Lessing, after a brief
visit to Washington, returned to the coast
with Walt Disney and his honors . . .
BOXOFFICE
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Assorted

Well-Kn o wns

Trek to Europe

A very valuable cargo aboard the Normandie which arrives at the Channel ports Monday from New York. Sailors, of
both sexes, included, in the usual left to right manner: David L. Bernstein, vice-president and treasurer of Loew’s, Die.,
and Mrs. Bernstein; Sonja Henie — she’s in pictures, too; Grace Moore, Paris-bound to make a French picture, and Carl
Laemmle, off on his perennial summer vacation. With him is his daughter, Mrs. Stanley Bergerman, who< did not sail.
All photos by Cosmo-Sileo.
Jack

Shea of Feiber & Shea has returned from a short vacation in New
Hampshire . . . Fred Dolle has returned to
his Louisville headquarters after a brief
visit here . . . Margaret Waite, eastern
story editor for Republic, has joined the
studio staff . . . Charles Roberts of Columbia’s foreign department is back at the
home office after opening a new office in
Trinidad . . . Don Ameche sails July 6 on
the Queen Mary for a five weeks’ vacation
abroad, including Italy . . . Phil Reisman
and Ben Cammack, the former RKO foreign head and the latter general manager
for Latin America, arrived on the Santa
Lucia after visiting South American offices for seven weeks.
William A. Scully has dropped 20 pounds
in the last few weeks and recently underwent an operation for a cist on his cheekbone . . . A1 Simon celebrated the shifting
of WHN’s “Broadway Melody” program
to the Hotel Edison with a party at the
hotel . . . Jeffrey Bernerd, who had planned to sail on the Normandie last Wednesday, hopes to be going back to England
next week . . . Bob Lynch and Sam Applegate of M-G-M’s office in Philadelphia
were visitors during the week.
Louis Hefti, Vancouver exhibitor, spent
two days in town as guest of A. W. Smith
jr. . . . Bill Powers has taken a summer
home at Brewster, N. Y. . . . Federal Judge
William O. Bondy has cancelled his European vacation this year for a possible trip
to Hollywood, his first in the Cinema City
. . . William Heineman, western sales
manager for Universal, is making a tour
of west and midwest branches and is due
back July 11 . . . Harry Brand and Lew
Pollack flew back to the coast Wednesday.
Bert Wheeler sails on the French Liner
Normandie July 13 for personal appearances in Ireland, Scotland and England,
where he will appear for two weeks at the
Palladium . . . Bob Wolff, Harry Michaelson and Phil Hodes arrive at Lindy’s by
cab the better to fortify themselves for
the Walt Disney cocktail party . . . Max
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and Willie Goldberg, Budd Rogers and
Sam Krellberg make up a foreign quartet
. . . “Uncle Lou” Weinberg splits spinach
with a Wall St. friend . . . “Thanks for the
lunch,” said Phil Reisman. “Fourteenth
floor, please,” said Ned Depinet.
Joseph M. Schenck has again delayed
his trip abroad due to business pressure
on the coast . . . Henri Elman will be back
from Chicago the end of the month . . .
A. H. Blank plans to be back again the
latter part of August . . . Herman Mankiewicz and his neice, Judith Feinman,
flew to the coast via American Airlines the
other day . . . Spyros Skouras returned
early in the week from Hollywood after
attending the wedding of his niece, Edith,
to Jack Jungerman jr. . . . Milt Hossfeld
has been in Salt Lake City conferring with
Will Steege and is now on his way to
Denver where he will discuss National Theatre bookings with Rick Ricketson.

But She Got Boston

Karl Hoblitzelle left for Dallas over the
weekend . . . Jon Hall and his wife,
Frances Langford, got in on the 20th Cenearly in
the toweek
there
a UA tury
man
down
meetandthem
. . wasn’t
. Ken
Niles is in from the coast . . . Herman
Wobber is due back July 3 from a visit
to 20th-Fox studios . . . Sydell Lipsehultz
of GN has returned from a vacation . . .
Ayn Rand’s play, “The Night of January
16,” has been purchased by RKO . . .
Sonja Henie spent three days in town before sailing for Norway, her home.
Lou Bonder, organist at the Park Plaza,
is pinch hitting for Arnold Childhouse,
manager, who is vacationing at Bill
Brown’s Camp . . . Joe Gibson, Pathe
News cameraman, has been awarded the
Cuban National medal of honor for his exclusive shots of Colonel Batista . . . Stella
Siedel, secretary to Bill Sussman, celebrated another brithday the other day . . ,
A sudden decision caused Bob O’Donnell
to hop a plane Monday for Dallas.
Monroe Greenthal has 4:30 orange juice
every day . . . Sam Krellberg spoke to
brother Al, who is in Paris, on the longdistance telephone for 15 minutes. The
cost was about $100. But Sam figures it
was cheap, because Sunday rates are less
expensive . . . Leonard Daly of UA foreign
publicity is vacationing in Alabama, where
he met Mrs. Daly for the return trip next
week . . . Chester B. Bahn, editor of the
Film Daily, moved into his new home in
Malverne, L. I., Friday . . . Joe Ingber,
head booker for the Harry Brandt circuit,
is vacationing in Connecticut . . . Isidore
Welt, much improved after his sojourn in
New

In a contest to select Broadway’s
prettiest theatre cashier, Helene Beck,
22 years old of Loew’s State, won
over 15 Times Square houses. Ray
Moulton, managing director of the
Piccadilly Hotel and contest chairman,
here presents the trophy. Additionally, the prize includes a trip to Boston.
Thus, while those above sailed for
Europe, Miss Beck will sail Long Island Sound for Bean Town.

City, N. Y., still likes the film business. “I saw what it did for Adolph Zukor,
maybe I’m next.” (Zukor has a showplace-home
in New City) . . . Russell Holday.
man was confined to the sick bed for a

Robert L. Graham, who leaves shortly
for Panama in an assistant executive post
for Paramount, was married in the Little
Church Around the Corner to Jean Piper
of Honolulu, a childhood sweetheart.
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Lenauer Will Appeal
A Ban in Baltimore

Couldn't Be Beat
In Hollywood
New York — Time marches on along
some queer roads. And the long detour it took

Saturday,

by

way

robi, Kenya Colony, Africa,
ably bring wonderment from
travel the airways.
To

inaugurate

NBC's

lar music program,

ot Nai-

will probthose who

summer
"The

popu-

Origin

of

Jazz," the company fused native jungle
drums from Africa with the sophisticated rhythms of an

band.
By
did

short

wave

American

the

tribal

swing

drummers

their stuff to provide an undertone from which modern music is said

to have

been

patterned.

And

what

a

pattern.
It included
Virginia
Bunny

the

Reel,

Hug,

square

the

Turkey

two step and
Black Bottom.

the

dance,

the

Schottische,

the

Trot, the
Big

one

Apple.

But

and
no

New York — An appeal will be filed by
Lenauer International against the ban
placed by the Baltimore censor board on
“Datelines,” a one-reel dramatization of
news events, produced by Lora Hays. Her
father, Arthur Garfield Hays, will try the
case.
The short was booked for the Little
Theatre when the censor board forbade
the showing on grounds that it was ‘‘obscene, indecent, inhuman and immoral,
and tends in judgment of board to dissolve morals and incite to crime.” All this
allegedly happens in eight minutes.
Issue

number one of
cludes the re-enactment

“Datelines” inof three items

culled from the daily newspapers. It’s
about a suburbanite who turns in a false
alarm when he sees his wife kissing his
neighbor who is a volunteer fireman; a
stunt practiced by two matronly-looking
shopkeepers; and the incident of a young
woman who was upheld by the court for
telling a cop “to go to hell.”
Miss Hays in private life is the wife of
Jean Lenauer.

Stock Boom, Rains
No Curb on Closings
New York — The rising stock market and
three days of rain had little, if any, effect
on proposed theatre closings scheduled
this week by Skouras, Loew’s and RKO in
the metropolitan area.
Reports had been circulating the latter
part of the week that major circuit operating heads w’ere weakening on their ultimatum to darken 32 theatres. Tied in
with the reports were trumped up stories
that Local 306 and Local 1 of the stagehands’ union would do a turnabout and
offer concessions to keep the houses in
operation.
Sunday night, Loew’s turned off the
lights at the Dyckman, upper Manhattan;
Astoria, Astoria, L. I.; Century-Brevoort
and Palace, Brooklyn; the Hollywood,
lower east side, and Boston Road, Bronx.
In each situation, however, it was pointed
out the circuit is represented with another
house that will continue to function during the summer. Labor Day is given as
reopening.
(Continued

Goltz and

on

page
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Exchange

Foreign Posts

Heads
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York — A

factor

in increasing

the

French producers and the public showed an avid interest in the proceedings, he
said. The President of France and an official party also attended the showings.
Among all the excerpts, according to

First British Film lor
Paramount Gets Started

favorable comment were “Greed,” the
Mack
Sennett comedies, the Mickey

New York — With David L. Rose, studio
representative for Paramount, due early
next week en route to England where he

Picture in the historical and cultural
setting of the famous Louvre Museum,
Wrong.”
the strains of “I Like a Man Who Takes
His Time” come flowing down the hallway
from where the screening was held. Abbott says it was something to remember.
Abbott also visited London and Berlin.
He attended the Berlin premiere of the
Olympic film which runs five hours and
is some three million feet in length. The

will supervise the company’s production
plans there, first of Paramount’s Britishmade films, “Stolen Life,” with Elisabeth
Bergner in a dual role and Paul Czinner,
her husband, directing, is being placed
into work immediately at Pinewood
Studios. The next
News” with release
market.

will be “This Man Is
limited to the British

Two others are nearly set with deals
awaiting confirmation by Rose, who is due
to leave for London in a fortnight. “The
Royal Divorce” with Ruth Chatterton and
Pierre Blanchard, is being considered by
Herbert Wilcox. Nothing definite has been
agreed to, but indications are that an
arrangement will be worked out favorable
with Wilcox. The fourth is “Lawrence in
Arabia,” to be directed by Zolton Korda.
Alexander Korda will not have anything
to do with the picture except make
able all facilities at Denham.

avail-

European

Sales Force

London — Maurice Silverstone, UA chairman of the executive committee and general manager of all activities, will hold a
meeting with Continental sales forces July
2-3. He will sail on the Normandie, July 6,
for New York with his family and locate
permanently there.

Milstein to Europe
New

York — J. J. Milstein,

producer

Mouse

cartoons

and

“She

Done

Him

picture, according to Abbott, is shown in
two sections. He describes it as a very
interesting picturization of the Olympic
games.
He also reports production

is booming

in

France,

while no activity could be observed in Germany since the industry is
governmental supervision.

under

Chaperau
New
remake

Delays

York — Coast negotiations on the
of four French pictures owned by

Albert
N. Chaperau, co-producer of
“Mayerling,” have caused him to postpone
his sailing to France. Chaperau said he

Silverstone Will Meet

lor Far East

New York — On his way to take up his
duties as Far East auditor for Columbia is
D. Laurence Anderson, recently appointed
to that post. His territory includes India,
Singapore, Dutch East Indies, Philippines,
China and Japan.

New

industry’s position in France is the film
section showing the progress of American
pictures from 1895 until the present now
on display in the exhibition American Art
in the Jeu de Paume Museum, Paris, relates John E. Abbott, director of the
Museum of Modern Art Film Library, who
return on the French liner Normandie
after supervising the installation.
The biggest hit of the exhibit which includes two rooms of stills tracing the making of a modern film and the growth of
the industry from a gallery of stills, Abbott reports, is the screening of the highlights of American films.

Abbott, “The Birth of a Nation” made the
greatest impression. Others that excited

Silverstein

New York — Maurice Silverstein, M-G-M
manager in Venezuela, has been transferred to Singapore. Joe Goltz, formerly
of the Straits Settlements, is on his way
to Venezuela to replace Silverstein.

Display in France
Helps D. S. Trade

of

“Fight for Peace,” is on the Normandie
and arrives in England, Monday, to negotiate deals in London and Paris. He
expects to be gone about five weeks.

hopes to get away on the French liner
II de France, Wednesday, or on the next
Normandie sailing.

Enough and Not
Quite Enough
New
on

York — With

about

the scarcity

all the

talk

in buying

going
of new

product, it was natural for a BOXOFFICE reporter to inquire of an important independent circuit operator what
he had done in this connection.
“Why talk about it?" the exhibitor
explained. “We have enough pictures
— we don't want to play."
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A Flying Exhibitor Australian Unions
Are Help to Legit
From Foreign Lands
New York — Meet Joe Fisher, director of
Amalgamated Theatres, Ltd., of Singapore, who, if he so wishes, can easily lay
claim to the title of “the most air-minded
exhibitor.” The air referred to there, of
course, has to do with flying and not the
kind caused by vocal efforts.
All he did was fly from Singapore to
London, a distance of some 8,500 miles.
Only the fact that there is no regular
plane transportation across the Atlantic
caused him to take the United States
liner Washington into New York.
His further itinerary consisted of going to the coast and back by plane. He
returns to Europe on the same boat late
in July where he will take an Imperial
Airways plane to India and then to New
Zealand and Australia. Following that,
he planes back to Singapore.
Fisher is a veteran Far Eastern exhibitor and wields considerable influence in
his territory. At one time, he was general manager for the Schlesinger interests
in that part of the world.
The

big shadow

in the Far East, he says,

is the undeclared Sino-Japanese war. It
is a situation that has everybody worried
and,

as a result, is not particularly conducive to expansive business policies, it is
his view.
As an exhibitor, Fisher feels that the
heart of the theatre is in the projection
room.
“Producers spend considerable
money on feature films,” he says, “and
there is no reason why we shouldn’t have
the most modern equipment to do the
product justice.”
He reveals Dorothy Lamour is the number one girl among the women stars, with
Ginger Rogers and Jeanette MacDonald
close seconds.
Close

to being

the

national

figure

also reports “Snow White” is grossing
heavily in all situations. Other big grossers were “The Thin Man,” which the natives were able to appreciate, and “Damaged Goods,” which received the approval
of the leading church dignitaries.
Interest in the latter film stems to the
fact venereal diseases are a vital issue on

troops

has a large floating sea-

men’s population and a great
permanently stationed.

number

York — A decided factor in the renewal of activity in the legitimate theatre
in Australia and New Zealand in the
opinion of Ernest C. Rolls, a director of
the company operating the reorganized J.
C. Williamson circuit with over 20 theatres in both countries, is the cooperative
attitude of the unions.
Their

willingness to “face facts,” according to Rolls, has been encouraging.
Theirs, he continued, is not an arbitrary
attitude. The unions are anxious to see
the legitimate theatre flourish and are trying to help, he said, by accepting wage
cuts.
Rolls is here lining up stage talent and
material. He intimated he had also secured the signatures of a number of film
players for personal appearance tours.
Their names, he said, would be available
before his departure for London about
July 20.
Discussing production
there is hardly enough

well-balanced double feature, Roll’s remedy is a one and a half hour condensed
version of musical comedy successes to
go along with the feature. He believes
theatregoers have become shoppers and
flesh shows on the bill are the answer.
The

reason

Applauded , But
What For?

New York — This happened at the
Randiorce Empress, Brooklyn, the other
night when a trailer announced that
the theatre would close for the summer
after the last show.
The

audience
cording to Louis

ler, it wasn't
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E

advanced

by

Rolls

for the

increased interest in the legitimate theatre in Australia is that “the time is
psychologically ripe since sound pictures
have created a new type of audience for
the stage.”
“And we are going to take advantage
of it,” he added.
Rolls also revealed that his circuit is
constructing
in Sydney.

of

Producer

a

modern

1,800-seat

theatre

Negotiating

Washington — Why
ers go nuts might
onstrated here.

newspaper

be

"Shirley Temple
and
Roosevelt talked about lamb
day while Secretary
his heels
York ed Times.

in

read-

graphically

President
chops to-

Morgenthau

an

dem-

cool-

anteroom.'' — New

“Secretary of the Treasury Morgenthau kept the committee for the anti-'
monopoly group waiting almost half
an hour because his visitor Shirley
Mirror.
Temple,

was

so

contagious." — Daily

The publicity coup d' etat, in any
event, is neither Roosevelt's nor Morgenthau's. Credit goes to Harry Brand,
who arranged the stunt. Brand is a
Republican.

Circuit to Reinstate
Operators at Boost
New

York — Hailed

by

Local

306, pro-

jectionists’ union, as a precedent-setting
victory for organized labor, an agreement
has been reached with the United Long
Island

Theatre Corp., to reinstate six operators, granting them a 100 per cent wage
increase and the payment of back wages
amounting to $2,400. The men, on Sunday, returned to the Linden, Laurelton, St.
Albans, Island and Little Neck theatres,
all in Queens, from which they were ousted last August as the result of a sit-down
strike when the employer allegedly refused
to negotiate with the union.
United has agreed to an immediate 50
per cent wage increase and a further
boost of 50 per cent September 1. At the
latter date the salaries will be averaging
about $52 weekly. The agreement also
makes

For " Story of Cheat "
York — An unnamed but prominent

New
Broadway

producer

is understood

to be

negotiating for Gallic Films’ “The Story
of a Cheat” as a two-a-day attraction in
one of the producer’s legitimate theatres.
As part of his scheme to attempt an unusual experiment with a foreign film as
a roadshow, it is said the producer Is endeavoring to get Sascha Guitry, author,
director and producer of the film, to come
here from
ances.

They

of which he feels
these days for a

is

“Mickey Mouse,” and Singapore boasts of a
number of Mickey Mouse fan clubs. Fisher

the island which

New

Anyway, Shirley
Was There

Paris to make

personal

appear-

possible the employment of additional Local 306 operators, since all contracts call for two men in a booth. Each
of the six operators will receive $400 in
back pay, this to be paid in installments.
The agreement came about as a result
of two orders handed down by the New
York State Labor Relations Board. The
first was appealed and on May 25, Supreme Court Justice Samuel I. Rosenman
issued

an enforcement order. When attorneys for United asked for a stay of the
enforcement order the NLRB
demanded
that a $10,000 bond

posting

Discuss Title Process
For Foreign Versions
New

York — Foreign heads of major distributors met at the Hays office to discuss “frame on titles” for foreign versions
of American films. The process of superimposing titles in the margin between
frames is said to be a money-saving plan
and does away with unnecessary handling
of extra facilities.

be posted.

Instead

the bond United entered
gotiations with Local 306.

of

into ne-

Grace Moore to France
To Start New Production
New York — Grace Moore, who has settled her Columbia contract because she
“got sick of making ‘One Night of Love,’
sailed on the Normandie to appear with
George Thill in “Louise,” to be produced
by the French government.

Reisman Sees Need
For S. A. Markets
New York — Completing his first tour of
RKO offices in South American countries,
Phil Reisman, in charge of foreign sales,
sees the increasing difficulties in doing
business in Europe as the basis for more
desirable relations in the Latin American
domain. Reisman urged major distributors
“to encourage” such a trend.
The trip, which took about two months,

RKO

Hearing

Delayed ;

Alger Studying

Report

New York — Federal Judge William
Bondy again has postponed the RKO
organization hearing in order to dispose
certain matters in connection with

O.
reof
his

final report on the “fairness and feasibility” of the plan proposed by the Atlas
group.
Special Master Alger has set July 18
as the next hearing date on the plan. He
indicated he might have a decision on
the proposals by that time. However,
about seven minor objections to the settlement of the Rockefeller claim have
been made.

was in the nature of a “get together” with
RKO personnel as well as supervising the
dubbing in Portuguese of “Snow White and
the Seven Dwarfs.” Reisman was accompanied by Ben Y. Cammack, who is in
charge of sales in the territories visited.
The two returned together.
Reisman described business in the spots
he visited as “good.” The outlook is even
better, he said, due to the promise of a
good crop in most sections and the strong
sale of nitrates, coppers and ores to belligerent countries in the remaining areas.
He observed that there is “no antiAmerican feeling” so far as films are concerned. As in all countries, he added, there
is always a strong nationalistic feeling,
but this he holds as being remote so far
as offering a threat to Hollywood product, which dominates the South American
screens.
Most Argentine theatres adhere to a
policy of triple features, Reisman said. In
one Buenos Aires theatre he noticed five
first-run films on one program. “But
everything down there is cheap,” he chortled. “Even the normal steak would almost cover a table.”

Regal to Release French
Filins Via Own Channels
New York — Claimed to be an innovation
in its field, Regal Distributing Co., up to
now handling domestic product, will distribute through its own key city branches
from eight to 12 French productions beginning September 15. S. S. Krellberg,
operator of the Belmont and president of
Principal Film Exchange, heads the project.
Offices will be established in Chicago
and Los Angeles at once with others to
follow, while negotiations are on for first
runs in Philadelphia and Cleveland.
Krellberg’s brother, Alfred, an attorney,
is now in Paris concluding arrangements
for the balance of the proposed schedule.
The films already acquired are “Mauvais
Garcon,” starring Danielle Darrieux and
Henry Garat, “Sarrati, le Terrible,”
“Rothschild” and “Les Hommes Nouveaux,” the latter three starring Henry
Baur.

ITOA Bulletin Urges
"Exhibitor Break"
New

York — Characterizing recent producer statements as “nice screaming, but
what does it get the exhibitor?” the leading editorial in the current issue of The
Independent, official ITOA publication,
sums up the product situation as being
solved “in simply producing good pictures
and giving the exhibitors a break.”
“The sad story,” the statement asserts,
“is that producers didn’t deliver what the
distributors sold. And the exhibitors, as
usual, held the well known bag.”
Directing itself to the major distributors, it continues: “At the beginning of the
season you yelled your heads off about the
terrific product that was to come. Higher
rentals were demanded because of the big
budgets on the pictures. The big budgets
were pared down because of the recession
and the pictures that were released didn’t
do much toward fighting off the recession.
To be blunt about it, they were the reces-

Local Unions Awaiting
Pacts
sion.”OK of 3 Exchange
New York — Only three local exchange
pacts remain to be sent to distributors
by territorial unions for signing by home
office executives. This week distributors
received contracts from Chicago and Des
Moines. Upon signing the agreements,
distributors forwarded them to Washington for ratification by the IA. Up to the
present, the IA headquarters have not returned any of the signed and ratified
papers.

Payette Announces Four
Warner Manager Shifts
Washington — John J. Payette, general
zone manager for the Warner chain, has
announced the following changes and elevations in this territory: Clyde Abell, from
assistant manager of the Penn to assistant manager of the Earle; Raymond
Burch, from student manager at the Ambassador to assistant manager of the
Penn; Charles Burger, from student manager at the Avalon to student manager
at the Ambassador, and Thomas Murray,
from chief of service at the Calvert to
student manager of the Avalon.

Trans-Lux Expansion
Project Out
New

Cosmo-Sileo Photo
David Niven, English actor, ivho is back in Hollywood after an European
vacation will appear in “ The Lady and the Cowboy” for Samuel Goldwyn with
whom his contract has four more years to go. Later, Niven will do a picture
for Walter Wanger.

24-B

York — What

was

Trans-Lux
that would

to establish new
theatres
feature newsreels and short
in many
coast has

abandoned.
president,

Major
informs

the

part

an

program

subjects
coast to

on

admittedly
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of
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been completely
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Disney Handles the
Press Smoothly, Too
By
New

LEONARD

York — Fresh

more

than

for Disney,

M. A.

WEISBERG
from

his pedagogical

triumphs at Harvard and
ney bared himself for the
thereby proved that he is
another Master’s degree;
swers.
For

A Reception

an

Yale, Walt
trade press
entitled to
Doctor of

hour,

while

Disand
still
Anthe

heavy smoke from Hal Horne’s La Corona
handouts created a ceiling so low that a
fly would not have ventured off the floor,
about a dozen correspondents plied Disney
with every form of conceivable question.
He answered them all — well, nearly all.
He, or his organization, is not certain
who will distribute the next feature-length
cartoon, “Pinnochio.” Negotiations are now
on with RKO.

W.

G. Van Schmus, managing director of the Music Hall, is host at reception for Walt Disney. In the camera line, left to right, Gradwell L. Sears,
general sales manager, Vitagraph; Ralph Rolan, RKO; Phil Reisman, foreign
sales manager, RKO; the guest of honor, and next to him, the host.

“Pinnochio” will be ready for Spring,
1939, if all goes well. If all does not go
well, the release date will be set back.
“Bamby” will be next. Disney is “working” on “Alice in Wonderland” and “Cinderella.” This sudden bullish market on
feature cartoons will have no bearing on
the Disney one-reel product. The long
advance groundwork on feature cartoons
is necessary “to develop characters and
imbue them with distinct personalities.”
Disney, for instance, is not sure that
“Alice” will have the desired effect upon
juvenile audiences. He feels it contains
more adult appeal. He will analyze it.

Disney in conversation with Jeffrey Bernerd, GB of London, and Arthur A.
Lee, managing director of GB of America. In the background, Van Schmus.

There is some question in Disney’s mind
as to “how” and “where” other studios,
planning feature cartoons, are going to
get the artists. It takes Disney from three
to four years to develop artists properly.
“What will be the next step in one-reel
cartoons once their originators run out of
repetitious ideas?”
“Ideas in shorts run in cycles. New
ideas will present themselves and be properly developed. After all, we’ve got just
about everything now but smell. And that
could hardly be termed an advance.”
Very modestly — considering that Dr.
Disney is the holder of three college degrees— a note of optimism crept into the
proceedings at this point.
“Building new characters and personali( Continued on page 24-E)

Federal

Judge

is hearing

William

O. Bondy

who

RKO’s reorganization proceedings, talking to Leo Spitz, president of that company. Partially visible is A. H. McCausland, representing
Irving Trust at RKO.

They

lined

up

for Boxoffice.

William

Scully, general

sales manager.

Uni-

versal; Mrs. John J. O'Connor; Fred Meyers, RKO Theatres; O’Connor, vicepresident, RKO Theatres; Max Fellerman, RKO Theatres; Manny Silverstone,
New York representative, London Films.

Harry

Gold,

eastern

sales

manager,

U A, in pow-wow with Nate J. Blumberg, president Universal. In the rear,
Lee. To the right, Monroe Greenthal,
UA. Half in, half out, A. W. Smith,
general sales manager, UA.

M. H. Aylesworth, publisher, New York
World-Telegram, emphasizing a point
with Disney as Roy W. Howard of
Scripps-Howard
Sileo.ens attentively .

newspaper
All photos

chain listby Cosmo-

A Clearance Plaint
Stirs Distributors
New

York — Distributors are much concerned over the latest complaint made by
a group of Chicago independents over
B&K clearance and have turned over a
letter from Joseph Rosenberg of the Chicago legal firm of Rosenberg, Toomin and
Stein to their legal departments.
The consensus of sales executives’ opinion is that the matter is being “considered
and looked into.” The companies admit
receiving the correspondence, but are unwilling to go into detail until the Chicago clearance and zoning schedule is
studied.
The complaining exhibitors charge they
have been unable to break down the clearance situation with double bills and that
the ten-week protection for first run loop
houses should be sliced in half. Unless
reasonable assurances of remedying the
situation are given, Rosenberg, in his letter, states he will start litigation.
At M-G-M, it was stated that E. M.
Saunders, western sales manager, was not
in Chicago on the matter but to attend
a testimonial to S. A. Shirley, who is leaving the company after more than a score
of years.

"No

Comment" — Balaban

Chicago — John

Balaban

late this week

told Boxoffice “I have no comment to
make” regarding the recent letters sent
from local independent exhibitor attorneys to New York distributors regarding
the local clearance situation.

Vogel Transfers Five
In Loew Realignment
York — Changes in managerial personnel of Loew’s out-of-town theatres have
been effected by Joseph R. Vogel, in
charge of operations, as follows:

Stock Boom, Rains
No Curb on Closings

A Radio Salute for
Gershwin
New

York — The

memory

of the

late

George Gershwin will be saluted during the RCA program Sunday, July 10,
when Nathaniel Shilkret, and old and
close

friend

composer,

of the celebrated

conducts

all-Gershwin

his orchestra

program

one

(Continued

Syracuse, replaces Burkhardt, his post being assumed by Frank Murphy, manager
of Loew’s Wilmington. Edgar J. Doob is
promoted from assistant manager at Norfolk to Murphy’s

former

berth.

Newsreel Theatre's New
Broadway House by Sept.
New

York— Newsreel Theatres, Inc., reports that construction on their new house

on Broadway and 75th St. is proceeding,
rapidly and should be opened in seven
weeks. Another addition under construction is to be located in the Associated Press
building now going up in Radio City.
Opening of this unit is expected to take
place by December 1. The company did
not renew its one-year lease on the Fordham Road theatre which closed Thursday.

24-D

page
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day

Century Circuit darkens the Albermarle,
Brooklyn, July 5. Five other houses were
being considered as falling in the same
group, but the desire to keep employes

in an
before

the first anniversary of Gershwin's
death. The broadcast will be from 2

working and also circumvent the possibility of store tenants moving out from

to 3 p. m.

Ledirk's Anti-Trust
Case Is Dismissed
Newark — As predicted

in Boxoffice

on

May

28, the anti-trust action for damages of $1,060,000 brought by Ledirk
Amusement Co. against six major distributors alleging withholding of first-run
product from the Strand Operating Co.,
was dismissed by Federal Judge William
Clark in federal district court.
The action was dropped by consent of
attorneys for both sides, it is understood,
the inference being the plaintiffs’ counsel
recognized the futility of making out a
case. Defense attorneys contended that
the Ledirk situation, like many similar,
is the outcome of a competitive market
where there is not sufficient first-run
product to meet the demands of theatres
hence is not to be construed as a violation of the anti-trust laws.
Louis Nizer and Merritt Lane, Newark
attorney, represented the distributors
while Israel Greene was counsel for the

theatre buildings brought about a “nothing doing” for the quintet.
By July 9, RKO will have boarded up
the Costello, Uptown and Yorktown,
Washington Heights; Parkhill and Strand,
Yonkers; Parkway, Mt. Vernon; Shore
Road, Brooklyn; Empire, Bronx; Proctor’s,
23rd Street, Midtown and Jefferson, Manhattan.
Although the Skouras circuit closed the
Westwood, Westwood, N. J„ June 27, it is
doubtful that the other 13 listed for the
same fate will actually cease operations.
According to an important executive in
the

circuit, “there may be some exceptions.” Notwithstanding, the group recommended for darkening includes the
Granada, Corona; Victory, W. Bayside;

Boulevard, Jackson Heights; Crescent, Astoria; Forest Hills, Forest Hills, all in
Long Island; Beacon, Carlton, Olympia,
77th St., Stoddard, Symphony, Thalia and
Riviera, all on upper Manhattan.
Randforce put the lock on the Empress,
Brooklyn, last weekend, and will not reveal the names of the other houses scheduled to cease operations for the next two
months.

and

plaintiffs.

Secretary Meet

Chicago — Mrs. Florence Marston, eastern
secretary of Screen Actors Guild, was in
Chicago Thursday and Friday conferring
with

many of the industrial motion picture companies on preliminary conversations pursuant to signing up the outfits.
Mrs. Marston told Boxoffice that she
was to confer with the Burton Holmes

Co., Atlas Films, Consolidated Productions,
American Film Co., and Chicago Film Laboratories, Inc. In addition, the Caravel,
Castle, Jam Handy and Wilding outfits,
which
have offices here, are already signed
up.
She said that later plans call also for
formation of a district office in the middle
west to handle activities of the SAG in
Chicago, Detroit and Cincinnati.

Lenauer
New

Posts

Shuffled by Paramount
York — Changes in Paramount assignments for Central American and the
Caribbean find Robert L. Graham, former-

Industrial Film Makers
And SAG

Central American
New

New

Charles Kurtzman, manager of the Capitol, Washington, has been promoted to
special assignment duty, and is succeeded
by Harold Burkhardt, manager of the
State, Providence.
Edward McBride, manager of the State,

from

American

International

" Antoinette

closed a deal with Loew’s metropolitan
circuit for “The Pearls of the Crown,”
to be shown in a minimum number of 25
and possibly 48 situations.

Display

New

York — The

Astor,

beginning

July

10, will be open to the public as a museum
dealing with the historical background of
“Marie Antoinette.” This is believed to be
the first time in the presentation of roadshows here that a museum display of this
type

has

been

arranged

in advance.

The display will remain until early August, when the film has its premiere.

New
has

"

At Astor on July 10

New

Closes Deal

York — Lenauer

ly special representative in Australia, going to Panama; Saul Jacobs, formerly
manager in Guatemala, assuming a similar
post in Trinidad, and Henry Gordon, whom
Jacobs succeeds in Trinidad, to Panama
where he will remain until his promotion
to another territory is announced.

RKO

York — RKO

Unit Soon
will open

its newest

theatre, the 1,800-seat RKO’s New 23rd
August 15. The house, which is on
site of the old Grand Opera House,
maintain the regular circuit policy of
bills. An

innovation

St.,
the
will
dual

is a “loge-balcony.”
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Screen Television Is
Fact, Sags Visitor

New
of H.
York

New York — A newsreel man’s dream of
spot coverage projected into theatres is
rapidly becoming a fact through the medium of television, says Victor Cockle, export manager of Baird Television, British
Acoustics and Gaumont British Instructional Pictures, who is in this country for
a brief visit.
Already newsreels are part of the television programs broadcast twice a day by
the British Broadcasting Co.
What
progress television has made, Cockle informs, was vividly impressed on an audience of several hundred people who gathered at a theatre to witness the broadcast of the recent Derby.
Plans now are being made. Cockle
states, to introduce television broadcasts
as part of the newsreel programs into a
number of the 400 houses operated in
Great Britain by GB.
Although television transmission has a
range of about 75 miles, Cockle points out,
it reaches in that area one quarter of the
entire population of Great Britain. He
adds

exhibitors recognize this as the inevitable step in the march of science.

The

purpose of Cockle’s visit is to arrange for the sale of a 16 mm. educational
films which GBI has made with the aid of
leading educators in Great Britain. The
films cover the fields of natural history,
biology, sports, physical
eral science and religion.

education,

gen-

In England, Cockle declares, visual education has been accepted as a necessary
part of the curriculum. Some of the films
have been shown to a number of state
educational boards here and have met
with wide approval.

To Wind

Up Eastern SAG

Board Balloting on July 11
New York — Balloting for the nine members of the advisory board of the eastern
Screen Actors’ Guild which is now taking
place by mail will be concluded on July 11.
The membership is voting on 19 nominees,
six of whom are women.
Mrs. Florence Marston, eastern secretary, plans to leave for the coast in two
weeks where she will spend some time at
the SAG office there.

York — From
I. Phillips,

Sun's

" Blockade "

New York — Asserting theatres are not
appropriate places for the dissemination
of political propaganda, Loew’s, in an advertisement in the Tablet, Catholic organ
which

lambasted Walter Wanger’s “Blockade” as propaganda for Loyalist Spain,
announced “we leased this picture without feeling that it might be out of harmony with our policy of presenting only

sheer

non-propaganda

entertainment.”

“Blockade” opens Thursday
politan, Brooklyn.
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at the Metro-

Sun

the

trenchant

writing

in

the

Dial, the item

pen

thought
and

she

it was

just the

dismissed

it as

wood house party

runs:

kettledrummer
another

breaking

To Lift Game Ban

New

"An auto carrying Greta Garbo and
Leopold Stokowski turned turtle in
Sweden. The happy couple just righted
it and continued on. He probably

Holly-

Philadelphia — The

(Continued

from

the screen

page

24-0

gives cartoons

a great

new $1,500,000 studio will rise “to meet
the needs of our business.” More specifically, “our business” means that Disney says he will expend about $3,000,000
to produce the 18 one-reelers for RKO’s
1938-39 release. The figure includes work
being

done on “Pinnochio,” which is already in the production stage, and the
research work on the other full-length features.
There are presently about 800, on both
coasts, drawing salaries from Disney. It
developed that the privilege of working
for the master animator is a rare one.
About three years ago Disney sent out a
call for artists. From all over the country
came applications; some 6,000. Thirty
were accepted. Only 10 of this group are
still on the payroll.
In rather circuitous fashion, since no
one thought of asking the question, it also
developed that RKO
has some elaborate

but

for six hand-picked Disney shorts.
will be part of the regular contract,
will be

given

selling sendoffs

com-

parable to “Snow White.” Disney as well
as Horne, with help from S. Barret McCormick, explained all.
With the entire program of 18 already
completed — “for the first time so far in
advance” — the six subjects finally selected
impressed their creator so convincingly of
superior production values and exploitation possibilities that it was decided to
them

for additional

boxof-

Therefore, deluxe pressbooks, seasonal
tieups and national selling aids that can
be crystallized locally have been drawn up
on a lavish scale. The subjects are “Brave
Little Tailor,” which will be released
around October 1 to coincide with Mickey

“Mother Goose Goes Hollywood.” a caricature of Hollywood personalities; “The
Practical Pig,” marking the return of the
three little pigs: “The Ugly Duckling.”
from the Hans Christian Andersen fable,
“Autograph

Hound.”

the approval,

Mayor

Wilson

asserted that “the city administration has
not and will not give its approval to
gambling, whether it is operated under
the name of Bingo or any other name. It
is obviously dangerous to approve certain
games of chance and not to permit others to operate. I have given orders to the

to decide

the legality.”

Mayor Wilson declared that “if a theatre cannot operate without gambling it
should
Earlierclose.”
credited to City Solicitor Joseph
Sharfsin, the previous ruling approving
the four games was made by James Francis Ryan, his assistant, and was transmitted to the police department by Superintendent of Police Edward Hubbs.
The games involved are Hollywood Star
Party, Auction Night, Quizo and Dart
Board Game. It was not revealed immediately whether distributors would push a
test case or not. The entire question of
chance-games
state supreme

legality now
court.

is before

the

Ehrlich Reports Great
Response

to New

Philadelphia — Charles

Games

Ehrlich,

manager

of Dennis Games, reports “phenomenal
success” with his “Hollywood Movie Stars
Party” which has replaced illegal Bingo
and Bank Nights in some theatres in this
territory.
Seven theatres have been running the
game here since June 20, and at least 25
more have contracted for it to start after
July 4. The theatres running the games
are: Lehigh, West Allegheny, 56th Street,
Lyric, Bell, Greenway and Lorraine.
Meanwhile Dave Barrist, head of Quality Premium, has tried out his two new
games, “Quizo” and “Gueso,” in sneak
previews at half a dozen theatres in Philadelphia and also reports favorable audience reaction. At least 50 houses will
start off with the games within the next
week, Barrist said. The two games will be
exploited in a giant press and publicity
drive in all cities where the old-type games
have been barred, Barrist said.

"Sheik” to Canada

Mouse’s birthday; “Ferdinand the Bull,”
taken from the Lawson Leaf best seller:

and

of

police department to enforce all laws impartially. As long as I am mayor I will
enforce the law and leave it to the courts

future,” remarked Dr. Disney.
Now to matters more material. A site
in Hollywood has been picked, buildings
are being cleared and in short order a

plans
These

flash

up."

Disney Handles the
Press Smoothly, Too
ties on

momentary

hope from the city solicitor’s office in its
approval of four new screen games here
proved to be just that when Mayor S.
Davis Wilson followed promptly with
orders to arrest any exhibitor operating
them.
Over-ruling

capitalize on
fice returns.

Defends

"Skill" Not Enough

Simple Blending
Of the Arts

New

York — Emil

Jensen

has closed with

Columbia for the distribution of “Son of
the Sheik” in Canada. The distributor
also will handle the picture in New Foundland. Stuart F. Doyle has bought the film
for Australia.

PROMINENT
denizens of Vine Street are
now summer bachelors with the wives
shipped away to the country or the shore
. . . Attendance

at the pinochle

and

rum-

my sessions at the Showmen’s Club has
tripled since the dog days arrived . . .
Harry

Blair, former

Grand

National

licist, joined the staff of Moe

Bulletin . . . Two
are
poor

only

opening

business

Poplar.

.

neighborhood

weekends
.

Wax’s

.

manuel’s Dewey and

They

theatres

now
are

Charlie

pubFilm

due

Jay

to

Em-

Stearman’s

James Clark, Horlacher’s prexy, doesn’t
seem to have much luck with his political
appointments . . .The Supreme Court just
voided his appointment to the Delaware
River bridge commission . . . Moe Sherman, former upstate salesman for Grand
National, has just been appointed manager of the Philadelphia exchange.

Temple and Hoover Are
Honored by Variety Club
Washington — Dubious conjecture as to
the orderly receptions that would be accorded the Shirley Temple entourage on
a nationwide vacation trip was concretely dispelled in her National Capitol stopover. The Temple band unloaded at the
swanky Mayflower here without a ripple
in the lobby, news interviewers and drama
critics with photographers loaded their
guns in her suite and left at her bedtime.
Another highlight of her stay here came

height of incongruity: Ray O’Rourke laying them in the aisles along Rue de la
Vine with his “Mefooksky” stories . . .
GB’s Herb Given has left . . . Dave Milgram is putting $30,000 into the remodeling of his Walton Theatre in the territory
that
Coy”

is being
feud.

riddled

with

the

“Martin-

is a ringer for “Oswald” of the ether
waves . . . Vine Streeters are being forced
into line to vote for Nuckey Beckett’s kid
brother, Billy, in the Philadelphia Record’s
sports poll.
Sam Stiefel didn’t have much luck with
the small-portion fight pictures ... He
opened the Fay’s Theatre for a one-shot
stand with the pictures but the shortlength of the picture plus several features
and shorts weren’t enough to draw in the
customers. He closed after only four days
. . . The fight pictures go into Bill Goldman’s News Theatre next week.

George Lessy denies reports that he’s out
at the Cedar Theatre . . . There’s no dissension in the family at all, says George
. . . Herb Golden, former Boxoffice correspondent here, and now with Variety, is
planning to take the holy vows next month
. . . Charlie Goldfine’s new East Falls
Theatre is beginning to take shape . . .
Columbia is planning a big party for the
opening of its new exchange next week.

George

M. Cohan

Shuts

and

is being demolished with the Fitzgerald Bldg. Max A. Cohen, president of
Cinema circuit, is making a bid for the
new theatre to replace the Cohan.

24-F

veteran, Harry

Cohn

. . . Edgar

luncheons in the club’s history — and this
luncheon held down to members with a
maximum of one guest. Little Miss America took occasion here to bestow upon J.
Edgar Hoover an honorary life membership in National Variety which was followed by presentation of a plaque of distinction from Tent No. 11 by local Chief
Barker A. Julian Brylawski.

Earle’s production chief, Harry Anger,
will have his hands full July 4 as will
Ether Artists Arch MacDonald and Art
Godfrey in a cow-milking contest on the
stage . . . Nate Golden, U. S. film section
of the commerce department, is taking a
two-week stopover in the film city . . .
Charlie Kurtzman, Capitol director, is one

REVIEW

lowing day at Sidney Lust’s Cameo, Arcade and Boro, as well as Hiser’s State . . .
The RKO’olians will spend their annual
beach party at Bay Ridge over the fourth
with a beauty contest, baseball, etc., on
the program . . . Charles Moskowitz, Loew
exec, was a Carter Barron visitor.

FLASHES
AMAZING

DR.

Should

CLITTERHOUSE,

prove

a

welcome

THE

relief

(WB)—

from

logue, a coterie of Damon
and a smash climax.

crooks

Robinson,

Claire

Trevor,

gart. Produced by
by

Anatole

GOLD

MINE

Robert

this

Runyanian
Edward G.

Humphrey
Lord.

Bo-

Directed

Litvak.
IN

THE

SKY

teristically good western

(Rep)— Charac-

melodrama

ing Gene Autry's return
Will amply satisfy the

SHOPWORN

ANGEL

by Charles

(M-G-M) — An

ing picture glowing

with

human

E. Ford.

engrosswarmth.

It's strong on feminine appeal and should
be a welcome antidote for those summer
boxoffice

blues.

Margaret

Sullavan,

James

Stewart. Produced by J. L. Mankiewicz.
Directed by H. C. Potter.
SOUTH
rich,

RIDING (UA)— Not for the film bargain hunters; rather for those who want
forceful

drama.

Superb

in

its de-

lineation of a small set of believable English country folk and impressive in its
splendid characterizations. Ralph Richardson, Edna Best. Produced by Alexander
Korda.

Directed

by

Victor

Edgar Moss, Fox’s territory guardian,
spent time with Sam Wheeler at 928 New
Jersey . . . Russell Ricker, Paramount, is
visiting the lady love in South Carolina
. . . Sad news of the death of Norris Grace,
brother

Saville.

easy on the eyes and Bob Baker's yodeling
is easy on the ears. Marjorie Reynolds costarred. Directed by George Waggner.

COMPLETE REVIEWS on the above
pictures will appear in an early issue
of BOXOFFICE.

of

Paramount’s

Bob

. . . Irene

Sadel
leave

and Dave will take their two weeks’
at Sidney Bank’s Chamberlin hostelry, on cool Old Point Comfort, Va. . . .
A long distance call informs that Stanley
Barr, veteran showman, is again in the
business as manager of the Colonial, Nor-

mark-

to the screen.
popular action

star's large fan following and serve ably
in the spots for which it is made. Smiley
Burnette and Carol Hughes top satisfactory support. Produced
Directed by foe Kane.

Doob

of the town’s select for having picked the
round of the Louis- Schmeling fracas . . .
Incidentally, fight flickers flashed the fol-

WESTERN
TRAILS (Univ) — Breezy western
that should please. The outdoor shots are

New York — The George M. Cohan Theatre, operated by Cinema circuit, has closed

Columbia’s

paid her and Gone of the largest

when the Variety Club
Man Hoover honor with

company's usual big-house melodramas.
Embellished with thoughtful, intelligent dia-

Charlie Segall is air-conditioning his
Apollo Theatre in West Philadelphia . . .
Sam Hyman is also putting in an air-cooling system at his Cameo . . . Jack Miller
and Joe Metzker claim that Moe Verbin

House Visitors Will Hays, Loew’s Nicholas
Schenck, Paramount’s Barney Balaban,
M. J. Blumberg, Universal head man; 20th
Century Fox mogul, Sidney Kent; George
Schaefer, United Artists; Albert Warner
of the Warner clan; Leo Spitz, RKO, and
is now manager of Loew’s Wilmington, replacing Frank Murphy, who is off
for Syracuse.

Norman Silverman, who used to sound
the tocsin for Grand National, is now a
Columbia salesman . . . Oscar Neufeld is
flashing an appointment from the Will
Hays office, which makes “Uncle Okker”
the official “Fire Conservation Director”
of Philadelphia film exchanges . . . The

^yASHINGTONIANS
in the vicinity of
the Mayflower, this town’s swankiest
hostelry, were treated to not only a
glimpse of Shirley Temple, but also White

new

folk. . . Variety’s Tent No. 11 is sporting
membership directories.

Loew’s publicity expert, Ray Bell, is now
candid cameraing , which recalls that Republic packaged an up-to-date electric
shaver for this ballyhoo ace as runner-up
in exploitation for their serial, “Lone Star
Ranger” . . . Mrs. Sara Hayes has returned
from a North Carolina vacation . . . Mrs.
Flaherty is off for the Pennsylvania hills
on her holiday jaunt . . . The Earle officers are delighted by the return of Mrs.
Norman Newman, minus appendix . . .
Mary Princippe held an Italian dinner,
featuring a mile of spaghetti . . . Upon
Dan Terrell’s return from a summer rest,
companion publicist, Bill Ewing, will leave
the Earle offices to visit relatives in New
York . . . Artist Roy Schatt is vacationing
at the new home out Virginia way.
National’s manager, Eddie Plohn, now
parades a new canine wonder, Jo- Jo, a
pert little wire-haired terrier . . . Reunion on F St. between Fox publicity head,
Harry Brand, direct from London, and
former Fox district manager, Charlie
Kurtzman, now Capitol director . . . Jimmy Root, Tivoli skipper, announces boxoffice opening at 12:45, arranged to get
lady patrons home to cook their hubby’s
dinners in time . . . Harry Maginnis is
taking bar exams at Columbia University.
BOXOFFICE
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'['HE Hippodrome’s
is taking shape underStardust
expert revue
direction
of
Ted Routson . . . Ascap’s Eddie Sherwood,
along with Loew’s Bill Saxton and Pete
Rome, brother of Associated’s head Lou,
are fashioning a gala golf tournament for
local Tent No. 19 . . . Mr. and Mrs. Oscar
Coblentz, now at home from their biggest city trip, sport new booth equipment at the Alpha . . . Lou Gardner announces Simplex 4-star sound for the Ritz,
Riggin Russell’s filmshop . . . Charles
Malkus has been switched to the Earle.
Reports are out that Izzy Rappoport,
Hipp operator, is in the market for a
yacht . . . The aforementioned Pete Rome
is said to be entering the primary race
for state senator . . . Fred Hunter, New
York actor and director, will head the
new Hilltop Theatre group in Ellicott . . .
Which recalls that the Earle's Jackson
Wheat and Mrs. Wheat are both fully recovered from that bad illness of a few
months back . . . Bernie Seamen, the
Hippodrome’s house manager, is feting
Adrianna Caselotti and Harry Stockwell
of “Snow White” fame.
Mose Cohen and Buddy Silverberg’s
Lexway, with second run policy, will open
about August 1 , . . Mrs. P. G. Siewall,
wife of the Towson’s operator, is back
from Florida . . . Latest tabulation of
Maryland film houses list 216 theatres, to
seat 122,881 patrons . . . Jack Whittle and
Arthur Price, Allied big guns and owners
of Gwynn Oaks Park as a summer sideline, have hired Elmer Free as ballyhoo
expert . . . Leo Fields is off for Hollywood.

From Maryland exhibitors the news that
W. J. Conelle’s Aberdeen is now open after
the fire with a larger auditorium and a
balcony for colored folk . . . L. E. Jones
is inaugurating WFMD radio stars to bolster patronage at his Mt. Airy ... B. I.
Gonder has an enlarged Maryland Theatre in Oakland, with some 100 extra
seats, after reconstruction . . . Harry Bollinger, the Gem Theatre, Emmittsburg ,
has an improved house with modern cushioned chairs to replace the former hardwods. . . Tom Burke shaped a real break
for his Liberty on “Son of the Sheik”
when Cumberland’s Mayor Thomas Koon
designated opening day as “Rudolph Valentino Day” in the city . . . Walter Chandler of the Frederick Opera House is presenting the town’s local Junior Follies of
the year.
Consolidated
New

Leads

York — Consolidated

Film

Indus-

tries continues to maintain its lead position in the M. P. Baseball League. Jim
McCloskey’s pitching has been the team’s
mainstay. Skouras defeated International
Projector, 9-3, for its fifth straight Victory, while RKO defeated Columbia, 6-1,
to move up among the leaders.

Columbia
New

Fall Meeting

York — A. Montague,

general

sales

manager of Columbia, will call a meeting
of division and district managers in New
York in mid-October.
BOXOFFICE

They held a Fourth of July function at the Disney studio and what came

out

was something like the above. Goo fey, Mickey and Donald — and if you can’t
name them, it’s your fault — leading the disturbance.

WILM’GTON
^ILMINGTON
theatres were restroom
stations for more than 50,000 visitors
here for the Delaware Swedish Tercentenary celebration June 27. While no heavy
increases in theatre attendance were reported by many local managers as a result of the large advance guard for the
celebration, most houses reported business
“good” in spite of the inclement weather.
Manager Frank M. Murphy of Loew’s
has been promoted to manage the 3,200seat Loew’s State Theatre in Syracuse, N.
Y. He left Wilmington to take over his new
duties and is succeeded here by Edgar J.
Doob, former assistant manager at Norfolk, Va. The change was also a boost for
Manager Doob who served in Norfolk under Roscoe Drissell former Loew’s Wilmington manager.
The Ace Theatre, an independent

house,

claiming Wilmington’s only theatre baseball team, ran into trouble again and
dropped a 7-3 decision to the Richardson
Park nine of Richardson Park, Del. Park
Weaver, assistant manager of the theatre,
is still out of the lineup. Ben Shindler
manages the theatre.
Miss Betty Topkis, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Topkis, prominent Wilmington theatre family, and Herbert M. Schiff,
of Columbus, O., were married in Wilmington last Saturday . . . Manager Ben
Shindler of the Ace Theatre was a Baltimore visitor last week on business ... A.
Joseph DeFiore, manager of the Park
Theatre, is visiting Philadelphia weekly
for sinus treatments . . . DeFiore is the

only theatreman in the state owning a
race horse . . . He is the proud owner of
the two-year-old, “Giras,” which he is
rounding into shape for the opening of the
season at Havre de Grace, Md. . . . Park
Weaver, assistaiit manager of the Ace, was
a weekend visitor in Harrisburg, Pa., last
week.
FIELD NOTES:
George M. Schwartz, manager of the
Capital Theatre at Dover, Del., announced
this week that the theatre was being renovated. The work is expected to require
several weeks.
Samuel Handloff of the Handloff family, owners of the State Theatre at Newark, Del., and Miss Norma Bram of Upland, Pa., were married in Philadelphia,
Pa., last week.
Edward C. Evans, manager of the Palace Theatre at Seaford, Del., is out for the
Delaware State fishing honors in a current
contest. While surfcasting in the Indian
River Inlet he caught a 51-pound drum
this week. Evans has a specially constructed truck designed for fishing parties.

Sid Davis Gets Leave;
Will Produce One Year
New

York— Sidney

Davis,

manager

foreign publicity for Columbia,

of

has been

granted a year’s leave of absence to go
into production. He leaves for the coast
August 1.
Clarence J. Schneider succeeds Davis,
while der’s
Richard
Cohn
former post.

steps up to Schnei-
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Disney Has Four
More to Go

pANCHON
ROYER,
head of Fanchon
Royer Productions, Inc., personally has
arranged for the premiere in Buffalo of
the

Mme. Harry Houdini picture, “Religious Racketeers.” Buffalo got the call
over Detroit because of the virtually immediate availability of a major house, the
Century of the Shea chain. “Racketeers”
will open July 7 as a solo feature. The
Century has had only two single feature
programs in the past three years.
Edward H. McBride, formerly on the
managerial staff of the TecJc & Erlanger,
legitimate houses, and the Great Lakes,
when

Loew’s operated it, has been promoted from the manaigership of Loew’s
State, Syracuse, to the same post at Loew’s
State, Providence, R. 1. He has additional duties including supervision of Loew
interests in the Fay-Cimerford circuit and
management of Loew realty. Eddie was
in Syracuse for seven years, the last four
as manager.
Leo P. Murphy has been appointed Buffalo manager for GB, succeeding A1 Kent,
recently transferred to Cleveland, O. Bill
Mack of the GB New York offices, who
was

in charge for several weeks, has returned to headquarters . . . Grand National also has a new manager in the
person of G. R. Gregory, here from the
middle west.

New

York — Now

has

degrees

the

University

from

Dopey,

from

that

Walt

Harvard,

E. MANWARING,
Disney

Yale

of California — one
Sneezy

and

and
each

Sleepy — the

dean of animations, according to a local wag, has four more to go to take
care of the other four dwarfs, who will
be

sorely

disappointed
cational background.

without

an

edu-

Zukor Takes Defense
Of Paramount Plan
Hollywood — Although the film capital’s
production ranks are still sizzling under
Harry M. Warner’s recent blast in which
he charged them with hoarding product
during

the summer months, silence continues to be the official policy with one

exception —
having taken

Paramount’s Adolph Zukor
up the cudgels in defense.

Vigorously denying the truth of Warner’s bombast, Zukor pointed to Paramount’s mid-year release program as an

The Regent, RKO house in Rochester,
has been closed for interior changes . . .

irrefutable argument against any “hoarding” charges, at least as far as that studio
is concerned, and asserted that five of the

The

nine

Dewey Michaels has changed the Palace
policy from burlesque and films to straight
pro-

“Our release schedule speaks for itself,”
said Zukor, in announcing the company’s
mid-year releases. “As theatre operators
with interests surpassing those of all other

ductions. Meanwhile, contractors aj;-e
speeding construction of his unnamed 300seater five blocks uptown.

producers-operators combined, it behooves
us to continue to provide exhibitors and
public alike with top entertainment. There

Gayety, Buffalo, reopened as a subsequent run house less than a month ago,
has wound up. Morris Love ran it.

films, utilizing available

exploitation

pictures which Paramount will release in July and August represent the
investment of several million dollars.

has
Milton J. Kusell, Paramount’s eastern
district manager, was in conference here
with circuit managers
product.

relative to 1938-39

Event of the week for exhibitors and
distributors socially was the wedding of
Nicholas J. Basil of Basil Theatres and
Miss Barbara E. Manteris of Detroit, and
the attendant reception. Constantine J.
(Gus) Basil is carrying on as the circuit’s
chief executive while Nick and his bride
are honeymooning. More than 500 persons
were at the reception in the exclusive
Park Lane.

New

York — In

cashier,”

a

contest

“most

Helene

to

beautiful

Beck,

22

select
theatre

years

old,

of Loew's State, and Sally Rodgers, 23
years old, of the 49th St. Trans-Lux,
won
an equal number of votes for
first place.

Miss

pagne dinner and
to Boston.
Miss
Miss

24-H

Rodgers

Beck

reacts

Beck
an

won

a

cham-

all-expense

is waiting

to see

to champagne.

ing the summer.”
Zukor cited “Spawn of the North,” an
August release, as a “picture of epic proportions” which “will undoubtedly set new
high boxoffice records.” Other Paramount
offerings designated for summer release
include :
Texans,”

with

Joan

Bennett

and

Randolph Scott; Harold Lloyd’s “Professor, Beware;” “Give Me a Sailor,” with
Martha Raye and Bob Hope, and “Tropic
Holiday,” as well as a quintet of other
high-budget offerings.

Spanish Producer Back
From Hollywood Parleys

But Why a Trip
To Boston?
Broadway's

not been, and will not be, any withholding of fine screen entertainment dur-

“The

trip
how

New
from

manager

of Wilmer

and Vincent’s National, put on an ice
skating contest in connection with the
stage show and presented skates to the
winners, the presentation being made by

York — Frank Z. Clemente, Argentinian producer of Spanish films, returns
the coast today where he spent a

week negotiating with Hollywood sound
and film technicians whom he expects to
engage for work in Buenos Aires.
Clemente, with the aid of private capital, has organized the Industrie Cinematografica whose headquarters and studios
are in Argentina. Production is expected
to start in two months when Clemente
returns to Buenos Aires. The present
schedule calls for six musicals.

Major J. Fulmer Bright
Schmeling fight pictures

. . . The
are being

Louisshown

at the Colonial . . . Romir, the mind reader, was a special attraction at the Grand
and Bellevue . . . Elmer Brient, Ginter
manager, has been appointed chairman of
the publicity committee of the Chamber
of Commerce for the third consecutive

year.
Walter

Shivers, manager

of the Walker,

had

lobby displays in all Lichtman theatres on the current showing of “Goldwyn
Follies,” using Charlie McCarthy figures
to good advantage . . . Ban Eddington of
Columbia Printing Co. is representing
Rathbun Colortone window cards locally
. . . Harold Lucas, house manager at the
Ginter, is vacationing in the Carolinas.
The
issued

state corporation commission has
a charter to Appalachia Theatres,

Inc. Appalachia, with maximum capital
of $70,000. M. K. Murphy, Big Stone Gap,
is listed as president . . . Jay Kimmel,
manager, Warwick, Newport News, is promoting an essay contest for 12 weeks with
prizes being ventriloquist dolls . . . The
stage show season has ended here at the
National, and at the James, Newport News
. . . C. E. Crouch, salesman for the Richmond Theatre Supply Co., has taken up
residence in Roanoke.
R. B. Johnson’s new 400-seat house in
Lebanon will be completed next month . . .
Ike Weinberg of Lexington has been elected to the national board of the United
States Chamber of Commerce ... The
Westhampton Theatre is sponsoring a news
broadcast over WMBG
three times weekly
. . . Barney Frank, Universal salesman, has
moved his family up to Long Island for
the summer . . . W. E. Austin, who made
the picture, “Richmond Under Three
Flags,” has signed contracts to make pictures of the Natural Bridge of Virginia.
A

new

theatre

is being

constructed

in

Parksley by John Hopkins jr. It will be
called New Opera House and seat 600 . . .
Elliott Film Delivery is planning on extending its service to cover Clinch Valley,
including Grundy, Clintwood and Haysi
. . . Blake Whitenack, manager of the
Gate City Theatre,
to Miss Ina Debord

was married recently
. . . The Taylor Bros,

will operate the Scott, in Gate City, which
is expected to open this month.

Frank Donovan to Remake
Turnesa Bros. Golf Short
New York — Dissatisfied with the results obtained on a golf short made with
the six Turnesa brothers, Producer Frank
Donovan of Pathe had the famous golfing
clan shipped to Bermuda Saturday on
the Furness Liner Monarch of Bermuda.
New scenes of the Turnesa brothers in
action will be taken on the Midocean
links. Two of the brothers, Willie and
Mike,
ment.

will fly back

for the PGA
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OPINIONS

ON

Universal

j

I

65 Minutes

FEATURE

United

Rel. July 1, '38

20th Century-Fox

(852)

F

70 Minutes

Artists (

)

95 Minutes

Rel.

Involved and slow-moving adaptation of the French
detective novel, “Pepe le Moko,” in which overdrawn sequences, endless dialogue and heavy-handed direction
nullify liberal and impressive production values and the
noteworthy thespic efforts of Charles Boyer and others
of a splendid and proven cast. Boyer gives a fine-grained
performance, while the first appearance of Hedy Lamarr
gives promise of a successful American film career. Withal,
the picture can hope for little more than passing recognition and patronage. Boyer is a noted jewel thief for
whom the French police are constantly searching. He is
safe as long as he maintains his hideout in the native
quarter of Algiers, but the entrance of Miss Lamarr proves
his undoing. John Cromwell directed.
Charles Boyer, Sigrid Gurie, Hedy Lamarr, Joseph Calleia,
Alan Hale, Gene Lockhart, Johnny Downs.

Club Productions delivers a fair-to-middling detective thriller, whose chief claim to distinction is the
novel background against which the murder plot is laid —
a gargantuan radio station. While the script contains
several loopholes and occasionally runs around in circles,
the vehicle is competently acted and sufficiently imbued
with thrills, chills and comedy to stand on its own feet
anywhere. Donald Woods and Nan Grey, in the leads,
register well, and Skeets Gallagher reappears after a long
absence from the screen in a nice supporting comedy role.
Berton Churchill, soft-drink manufacturer and highly unethical business man, is murdered under mysterious circumstances while in the radio station. The crime is solved
in acceptable fashion. Otis Garrett directed.
Donald Woods, Nan Grey, Jed Prouty, Skeets Gallagher,
Berton Churchill, George Meeker, William Lundigan.

on the Air

review*

PRODUCTIONS

Crime

Danger

!

CURRENT

Algiers

Del„llve D„m„

RKO

Rel. July 1, '38

Radio

(

)

F

70 Minutes

Rel.

Here’s tangible evidence that there is no withholding
of hit pictures, for this thoroughly engrossing and highly
entertaining drama should, if for no other reason than
the wide appeal it will have to women, prove one of the
better boxoffice bets of the summer season. It is magnificently produced, masterfully directed and superbly
enacted by a sure-fire cast headed by Barbara Stanwyck,
for whom the vehicle is made to measure, and Herbert
Marshall. The picture treats frankly, yet with admirable
restraint, of the tried and true mother’s love theme. Cesar
Romero stands out among the supporting players and
shows a promising flare for comedy. An adroit interpolation of fashion display will appeal to the women. Directed
by Sidney Lanfield.
Barbara Stanwyck, Herbert Marshall, Ian Hunter, Cesar
Romero, Lynn Bari, Binnie Barnes, John Russell.

Liberally garnished with laughs and new plot twists, this
contribution to the racketeering school is above par in its
budget class and should please the customers. A generally good cast headed by Allan Lane and Frances Mercer,
plus smooth direction by Leslie Goodwins, are among the
assets in a fast-moving expose of the fortune-telling racket.
Lane, a newspaper reporter, goes after a gang of crooks
which, the district attorney confesses, is milking the public
of $1,000,000 annually. He uses Miss Mercer as a decoy
by setting her up as a mystic in a fashionable apartment,
then hiding motion picture cameras and sound recording
devices about to gather evidence as the syndicate attempts

Always

Crime

Ring

Paramount

(3744)

M-G-M

(

Goodbye
)

F

75 Minutes

to move in and collect 10 per cent of her “take.” Needless
to say, he bags the crooks and wins Miss Mercer.
Allan Lane, Frances Mercer, Clara Blandick, Inez Courtney,
Bradley Page, Ben Welden, Walter Miller, Paul Fix.

Drama
Rel. July 8, '38

anyone’s ticket price. Ably directed by Edward Buzzell.
Melvyn Douglas, Florence Rice, Claire Dodd, Shepperd
Strudwick, Louis Calhern, Nat Pendleton.

Century-Fox

(

)

58

75 Minutes

Tropic Holiday

20th

Minutes

|

This one goes right off the deep end into blood-andthunder melodrama, with a pair of fearless newspapermen,
a beautiful girl and an assortment of tough but goodhearted racketeers up to their knees in a far-fetched murder mystery. The initialer in the studio’s “Roving Reporter”
series, it is pretty much of a weak sister and, for all the
hard work of Michael Whalen, Chick Chandler and Gloria
Stuart, will find its greatest acceptance on action dualers.

1

The

Rel. July 22, '38

Bob Burns, Dorothy Lamour, Ray Milland, Martha
Binnie Barnes, Tito Guizar.

F

■

„

The clowning of popular Bob Burns and Martha Raye in
a few laugh-garnering sequences, the interpolation of several delightful Mexican musical novelty numbers and the
valiant efforts of a competent and hard-working cast to
squeeze the maximum of entertainment from the inadequate material with which it is furnished, fail to save this
from being a generally dull comedy. The picture will probably do little more than just get by with average audiences.
Standout bit is the bull fight with Miss Raye as the
toreador, a scene that will provoke plenty of mirth. Greatest weakness is in story and lack of directorial pace. Ray
Milland, movie writer, hiding out in a little Mexican town
trying to script a love story, is distracted by Burns, Dorothy
Lamour, and Miss Raye. Theodore Reed directed.

They are apparently determined to make another “Thin
Man” out of Melvyn Douglas. Following his success in
“There’s Always a Woman,” here he is in another husbandand-wife-turn-detective-solve-murder type of picture. The
feature, while generally patterned after the same formula
of the Powell -Loy popular predecessors, has traded much
of their suavity for comedy in the broader vein. The result is pleasing and the feature emerges as a very worthwhile comedy-mystery offering, well able to hold its own on
summer programs everywhere. Florence Rice, as the wisecracking wife of the amateur sleuth, handles her part with
distinction, as do, in fact, all members of the supporting
cast. Claire Dodd as the blonde menace is an eyeful for

Fast Company

F

Rel.

Republic

(7020)

Raye,

F

66 Minutes

Rel. Feb. 16, '38

change— the number dialed to receive the correct time —
and is ingeniously fitted into the story, in which Whalen
and his cameraman, Chandler, get on the trail of the
murderer of Ruth Hussey, glamorous adventuress. H. Bruce
Humberstone directed.
Michael Whalen, Gloria Stuart, Chick Chandler, Douglas
Fowley, Jean Rogers, Ruth Hussey, Jane Darwell.

An unpretentious action picture that manages to be diverting. The action is maintained at a satisfactory pace
and there are some faint flashes of humor to brighten the
proceedings. A pair of truck driver pals, Ralph Byrd and
Ward Bond, are out on an emergency trip and find the
load contains dynamite. Reason for the special assignment
is revealed when Doris Weston appears on the scene and
attempts to prevent delivery. Explanation forthcoming,
which is not very clear, has some unscrupulous real estate
dealers jamming the locks of a dam to flood the valley.
With Byrd’s assistance, the dynamite is carted away from
their clutches and used to open the locks. The leads are
adequately handled by Byrd and Miss Weston. Ward Bond
is good as the pal. Joe Kane directed.
Ralph Byrd, Doris Weston, Ward Bond, Stooge, Stelita,
Robert Emmett Kane, Bentley Hewlett.

Meridian

Born to Be Wild

title

comes

from

the

New

York

7-1212

City

F

telephone

ex-

Mdodram»
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SUGGESTIONS

“Algiers''
SELLING ANGLES:
Charles Boyer, Sigrid Gurie and Hedy Lamarr
should be given the advertising and marquee menTi^mp with
stores on
“Why
steal . tion.
. .when
you jewelry
can purchase
our the
jewels
at
ridiculously low prices?” angle. Snipe town with
“Wanted — Dead or Alive” posters of “Pepe Le
Moko.” Tie in with banks and insurance companies on their jewel insurance policies. Print up
calling cards with the name “Pepe Le Moko” on
them as a mailing list teaser stunt.
CATCHLINES:

THE

PICTURE

AD

SELLING ANGLES:
"Crime Ring"
Stress the fortune-telling angle by preparing
throwsheets as “horoscopes” informing patrons
that “this is your day to see the best entertainment in town.” Install a palmist or other type of
fortune-teller in the lobby to give readings at
matinee performances. Sell the racket-smashing
motif by tieing up with bookstores on “Here’s to
Crime” and other books on criminology. Stuff
pulp detective magazines with heralds advertising
the picture.

SELLING ANGLES:
“Always Goodbye"
Barbara Stanwyck, Herbert Marshall and Ian
Hunter should carry enough marquee weight to
draw in your audiences. Tie up with a newspaper
on a contest whereby entrants submit the most
difficult “good-bye” letter they ever had to write.
As many of the scenes occur aboard an ocean liner,
tie up with steamship companies and travel agencies. The mother-love angle should have a definite
appeal
for the atwomen.
for showings
special Contact
rates. local women’s clubs

CATCHLINES:

CATCHLINES:
. . . Preying

on

Innocent
by a Dar-

A Million-Dollar Swindle as Fake Fortune-Tellers Milk the Gullible of Everything They Own.
SELLING ANGLES:
“Tropic Holiday"
Dress the lobby as a Mexican hacienda, with pottery and palm trees, and give the attendants big
sombreros and serapes to wear. Stress the “holiday” angle in the title. Obtain large colored posters illustrating quaint Mexican resorts from local
travel agencies for use in the lobby. Arrange with
cocktail lounges to feature a “Tropic Holiday”
cocktail as a summer cooler. Plug the radio tieups — Miss Lamour, Miss Raye and Burns all having regular air shows. See Exploitation Preview
printed in Boxoffice, February 26, 1938.
CATCHLINES:
Romance and Fun in Manana Land Where Business Waits for Love . . . And They Never Heard of
Work.
Take an Evening Off for the Best Vacation You
Ever Had ... A “Tropic Holiday” in the Land of
Sunshine and Beautiful Senoritas.
SELLING ANGLES:
“Born to Be Wild"
Plug the title in tieups for florist displays. Since
the film is about truck drivers, arrange with a local

Mr. Kluck Died . . . With a Balloon by His Side
. . . And the Coroner’s Verdict Said Homicide.
Murder Hits the Airways as Death Strikes a
Broadcasting Studio . . . With 50,000,000 Witnesses.

Attuned to the Beat of Every Mother’s Heart . . .
The Story of a Noble Sacrifice for a Love That
Could Not Live.
Loved by Many Men, She Loved Only the Memory of One She Could Not Have.
SELLING ANGLES:
“Fast Company"
Melvyn Douglas, Florence Rice and Claire Dodd
should rate the marquee credits in this mysterythriller. The bookstore background should be
ideal for tieups with libraries and dealers in antique tomes. In conjunction with one of these
dealers, conduct a “Rare Book” week in which
prizes are offered for the discovery of the oldest
and most valuable volume. The title can be tied
into special
displays of new and used cars, gasoline, etc.
CATCHLINES:
A Killer-Diller of a Mystery Thriller That Will
Keep You Breathless With Laughter and Chills.
About the Murder of a Book-Peddler . . . And
the Fastest, Most Baffling and Thrilling Mystery
That Ever Hit the Screen.

Distribute placards reading “You May Have Been
‘Born to Be Wild’ but Please Drive Carefully.”
Good publicity campaign to sell Doris Weston
would be to call attention that she is one of the

SELLING ANGLES:
“Meridian 7-1212"
Michael Whalen and Gloria Stuart, teamed several times in the past, deserve the marquee credits in this, the first in a new series. Install a
huge facsimile of a telephone dial over the marquee
or as the lobby center piece, with the picture title
imposed on it and stills of the players in each
of the dial holes. For your mailing list send out
cards reading: “Dial ‘Meridian 7-1212’ for the best
show in town. If no answer phone (theatre’s tele-

few Major
tures.

phone number).’’
CATCHLINES:

outfit to carry banners on the trucks. Enlist cooperation ofpolice officials for a safety campaign.

Bowes

amateurs

to make

good in pic-

CATCHLINES:
Two Mad Motor Maniacs Speeding Through
Adventures With a Truck Load of Dynamite.
Born to Be Wild Is High-Geared Adventure,
Hell-Bent for Deviltry.
FOR

MORE

SELLING

IDEAS

CONSULT

HOLLYWOOD

AIDS

SELLING ANGLES:
“Danger on the Air"
Construct a large compo-board facsimile of a
radio microphone as a lobby center-piece, surmounting it with a huge question mark and dotting it with portrait heads of the principals in the
cast. Tie up with broadcasting stations on
spot announcements advertising the film. Make
library tieups on the original Crime Club story,
“Death Takes Mr. Kluck,” by Xantippe, from
which the picture was made. Give Donald Woods,
Nan Grey and William Lundigan the marquee
credits.
CATCHLINES:

Vicious Racketeers
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SELLING

Romance in Hiding ... As Europe’s Most Daring
Jewel Thief Risks His Life for a Pretty Face.
Look Out for Pepe LeMoko . . . Who Steals
Hearts and Jewels With Equal Ease.
Algiers . . . City of Oriental Mystery . . . And
the Most Exciting Man-Hunt Ever Staged.

Citizens’ Hopes and Fears . . . Caught
ing Newspaper Reporter.

1

FOR

A Telephone Call in the Night Sends a Pair of
Roving Reporters Out on Their Most Baffling
Assignment.
A Daredevil Reporter, a Beautiful Girl, and an
S. O. S. . . . Spell Romance, Adventure and Trouble.
EXPLOITATION

PREVIEWS

REGULARLY

IN

BOXOFFICE

BOXOFFICE
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OPINIONS

Universal (

ON

CURRENT

67 Minutes

)

FEATU

RE

Rel. June 17, 38

Unimpressive but wholesome comedy — its best asset being a new story idea; its greatest liability a lack 'of marquee names — this will satisfactorily serve as a run-of-themill programmer, for the exhibition niche at which it is
obviously aimed. Harry Davenport is featured andof conthe
tributes a noteworthy character study in the role
last Civil War veteran who, because of having survived all
of his comrades, inherits $50,000 and undertakes to use it
in causing the redemption of two young people who have
strayed. One of them is Robert Wilcox, grandson of his
old crony, and the other is Dorothea Kent. Wilcox, turned
gangster, tries to persuade Miss Kent to help him rob his
benefactor, but when his crook friends arrive Wilcox,
penitent, goes “straight.” John Rawlins directed.
Harry Davenport, Robert Wilcox, Dorothea Kent, Larry
Blake, Clem Bevans, Myra McKinney, Henry Roquemore.

Young Fugitives
j

F

comedy

Rel. July 15, '38
74 Minutes
)
20th Century-Fox (
programmer from Sol Wurtzel’s
Here is another tip-top
film-making unit which compares favorably with many
of the current season’s so-called “A” product. The story
is broad burlesque, throwback to the whirlwind farce of
silent-picture days, with Stuart Erwin contributing some
grand clowning in a made-to-order part and Harold Huber
matching him stride-for-stride in buffoonery. Erwin, in his
usual dead-pan, dim-witted role, is used as a tool by
Huber, who is trying to make the grade with Joan Woodbury, a fiery Latin dancer. As an undesirable alien she is
about to be deported, but Erwin, an American, is persuaded
to marry and protect her — so she and Huber can continue
their romancing. James Tinling directed.
Stuart Erwin, Harold Huber, Joan Woodbury,
Moore, Edward Brophy, Joseph Sawyer, Douglas

Passport Husband

How

Pauline
Fowley.

F

Comedv

to operate

PRODUCTIONS

Monogram

(3730)

53 Minutes

Rel. May

29, '33

It’s no telling what they’ll do next for an idea in a
western. This time Tim McCoy is a G-Man on horseback
out after a gang of counterfeiters whose hideout is in the
hills. The picture, however, is weak on action and not up to
the McCoy standard. Tim flourishes a gun with skill and
authority in rounding up the gang by himself. A government engraver is kidnaped by counterfeiters. He reveals
the town by a message on one of the bills. McCoy arrives
and starts hijacking the gang until in desperation they
cut him in. When McCoy locates the hideout, the usual
ending occurs. Suzanne Kaaren adds the romantic touch
as the daughter of the missing engraver and impersonates
a Spanish dancer in hopes of locating her father. Maurice
Conn produced, Sam Newfield directed.
Tim McCoy, Suzanne Kaaren, Karl Hackett, John St. Polls,
John Merton, Harry Strang, Charles King.

Phantom
Paramount

Ranger

(3854)

F

Western

55 Minutes

Rel. July 8, '38

Fast action against a background of rugged beauty, skilfully piloted by Director Leslie Selander under the production eye of Harry Sherman, makes this Hopalong Cassidy screen yarn a strong bidder for audience interest —
and money. Grooved neatly in the melodramatic vein, it
races along to the climactic punch that action fans desire.
Hopalong is a special investigator who tops an inefficient
sheriff to thwart a land-grabbing scheme. He has his two
pals pose as bank robbers to get evidence from the ring
that has extended its activity to a stage coach robbery.
Backed to the wall, the crooks put up a stiff fight, Hopalong rescues his pals from the sheriff’s posse and rides
away the victor again.
William Boyd, George Hayes, Russell Hayden, Earle Hodgins, Charlotte Field, Billy King, Kenneth Harlan.

Pride of the West

motion

F

MefoaiZa

picture theatres

profitably
Here is a new book full of HOW TO DO IT information, written by a man
who believes that the first objective of theatre management is to make money.
In this book he covers motion picture theatre management from A to Z,
giving the best results of years of experience as a guide in establishing
successful policies, building profitable business, and efficiently operating any
size theatre.

The Management of
Motion Picture Theatres
By FRANK

Get This Great
Management!

Aid To Theatre
GET

375 pages, 6x9, illustrated, $3.50

IT TODAY!!

BOXOFFICE

PUBLICATIONS,

:: July 2, 1938

Jr.

President, Fox Inter-Mountain Theatres, Inc.

Send check or money

ASSOCIATED

H. RICKETSON,

order to

4704 East Ninth Street, Kansas City, Missouri
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SELLING

ANGLES:

"Phantom

Ranger"

SELLING

Fugitives"

A Man Who Proved His Mettle by Fighting in
’61 Shames a Weak-Spined Youngster Into Honesty ... By Refusing to Quit.
A Simple Story of Two Men . . . One Old and
Courageous . . . The Other Young, Weak and
Wilful.

Tim Fights Counterfeiters and Licks ’Em.
"Hot Money” Now! No More Holdups.
Tim Helps the G-Men in a Smashing
Picture.
SELLING

"Young

CATCHLINES:

CATCHLINES:

*

ANGLES:

Plenty of action of an unusual variety is promised ih this, though the marquee names are not
strong. Robert Wilcox, Dorothea Kent and Harry
Davenport should be given the credits. Scour the
countryside for Civil War veterans and, with attendant ballyhoo, bring them to the theatre as
your guests. This should garner plenty of free
newspaper publicity. The regeneration motif
should be exploited through special showings for
religious and legal leaders in the community.

Decorate marquee with Tim McCoy burgees. Autographed fan photos are good for stimulating
youngster interest. Cash in on some of the extra
exploitation being done on McCoy by the manufacturers of Dixie Cup ice cream. Have a man
dressed in cowboy regalia wearing a mask distribute heralds with title in bold letters and playdate. Plant photos of McCoy in advantageous
spots. Dress lobby up with a number of action
stills.

ANGLES:

Action

"Pride of the West"

SELLING

Clarence E. Mulford’s “Hopalong Cassidy” stories
are so well known that marquee reference to the
series should accompany the title. Well established in the role, William Boyd already has built
a large following. Try a juvenile rodeo on the
stage with passes to the boys wearing the best
cowboy costumes. Organize a “Hopalong Cassidy
Rangers” club. Stage an amateur “Wild West”
roping contest.

ANGLES:

"Passport

Husband"

Stuart Erwin’s name on the marquee should
prove a strong drawing magnet in most situations.
Print up

cards resembling passports to be distributed to your mailing list. Make tieups with

garages and service stations on worn-out

tires and

sparkplugs, labeling them “undesirable aliens” in
a special sale of new products, working the name
and theme of the picture in.

CATCHLINES:

Hopalong Rides
Turn Holdup Men.

Again

When

Land

Heart-Thumping Action as Hopalong
Saves His Pals From the Noose.
When “Enemies”
Dissolves the Firm.

Become

Partners

CATCHLINES:

Grabbers

The Worm Turns Into a Fire-Eating Go-Getter
This Fast, Foolish . . . But Funny . . . Comedy.

Cassidy

in

A Marriage of Convenience . . . With Hubby Out
in the Cold as Wifey Romances With a Gangster.

Hopalong

To BOXOFFICE:
Your
every

PICTURE

picture even

memory

GUIDE

where

service is of a very definite value.

I have

as well as to review

pictures I have

not seen

seen

the picture in advance

the cast and

I find the reviews

I use it on

to refresh my

get the running

time.

to be as accurate

Then

on

as can

be

expected.
Undoubtedly
is the quickest

the biggest help of this service to me

reference

that can

be found

and

enables

is the fact that it
one

to keep

the

exchanges' releases together as far back as desired, which is especially
good where you are booking several pictures and where a repeat run is
better than

a first run

and

where

you

can

go

over

all pictures played

in

the simplest manner.
I believe you have
one

that no

keeping

up the good

Kindest

rendered

other publication

a good

comes

service with The PICTURE

near,

and

I would

GUIDE,

appreciate

your

work.

regards,

H. T. Spears,
The 81 Theatre,
Atlanta, Ga.
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Skott
Joaquin
M-G-M

Subject

Murietta

(Historical Mystery)

OF

(Three Stooges)

17 V2 Minutes

Typical Three Stooges screwball comedy
that should appeal to audiences receptive
to that type of humor. This time the
Stooges form the answer to a director’s
inspiration for a jungle picture. Most of
the slapstick occurs when Moe impersonates a gorilla only to have a real one
make its appearance. Some of it rates as
good comedy, the remainder is just plain
whacky. On the credit side is the presence
of attractive Jane Hamilton who is very
nice to look at.

WEEK

(A

Pete

Smith

Specialty)

M-G-M
A

tale of one

10 Minutes

of the

ence filled with
Here

Columbia

THE

M-G-M

The Story of Dr. Carver

that’s how this interesting one-reeler ends.

Three Missing Links

Tupapaoo

€HORT

11 Minutes

Mark this sepia tinted job down as a fine
program addition. The latest historical
mystery concerns itself with the fate of
the notorious Mexican bandit leader, Joaquin Murietta, who blazed a tale of death
through California in the middle of the
19th century. Some said he was bandit,
others said he was a Mexican Robin Hood.
That he was a rogue was agreed upon,
but there seems to be some doubt whether
the vigilantes got the right man. And

s<eview5,

warm

wonders
human

of sciappeal.

yarn with an ending that’s bound to bring
answers pro and con.

in a brief reel, the amazing career of the Negro scientist Dr. George

lad went

on

under

the kindly

guidance

of his master until he became a graduate from Iowa State College and later
faculty

crop

member.

rotation

His

helped

introduction

save

the

of

soil for

the southern cotton planter. His greatest contribution was his discoveries of
what

could be done with
uct of the peanut. Truly

short and, in its way,
racial tolerance.

the by-prodan inspiring

a strong

case

for

Surf Heroes
M-G-M

(Our Gang

Comedy)

tough Pacific surf makes up an exciting— and with the Pete Smith touch —
a humorous short. The guards go through
their routine and show how various rescues are effected. Smith also burlesques
the lifeguard of the Gay Nineties. Especially recommended are the surfboard
shots.

Community

Holmes.

Czechoslovakia
M-G-M

It’s good

on Parade

(FitzPatrick Traveltalk) 9 Minutes

This may tie in with the current headlines, but does not get behind them. It’s
a typical, pretty FitzPatrick traveltalk
which should beguile audiences by its fine
color photography. As usual, there are
a number of landmarks one glimpses and
peasants in native dress celebrating their
holidays.

Columbia

The Awful
M-G-M

(Our Gang

M-G-M

Handicap

(Miniature)

10 Minutes

A snappy musical short featuring the
Original Sing Band. These colored lads do
vocal imitations of musical instruments in
an extra special manner. The rest of it
has to do with lads running a horse in
the big race, giving the camera a chance
to introduce a number of Hollywood celebrities at the race track.
BOXOFFICE
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Tooth

Comedy)

10 Minutes

Most of the comedy contained in this is
of the juvenile variety. In addition,
there is a strong preachment for the
kids to take care of their teeth. It all
happens when the Gang finds itself
short of dough for a catcher’s mitt. Buckwheat tells them he placed his tooth under his pillow and the Good Fairy left
him a dime. Alfalfa leads the boys off
to a dentist to have their teeth yanked.
The doc turns out to be a good sport and
buys the kids baseball gloves.

Halfway
Hollywood

Sing

11 Minutes

A rather hilarious comedy is this Our
Gang effort in which Alfalfa and the boys
take up detective work. They try to trace
a box of candy and wind up in one of
those amusement park “Haunted House”
contraptions. Their experiences there are
enough to make them give up any ideas
of becoming Sherlock
program stuff.

(Pete Smith Specialty) 10 Minutes

As entertaining as it is timely is this
one-reeler about lifeguards on California
beaches. What it takes to combat the

Hide and Shriek
M-G-M

11 Minutes

Another gripping dramatization in the
“What Do You Think?” series. As narrated by Carey Wilson, these incidents
are about tops. Tupapaoo, according to
South Sea Island natives, is a ghost appearing in the form of a shooting star
that casts a curse on anyone daring to
interfere with their religious rites. Wilson
tells the story of a South Sea trader on
whom the curse fell. It is an interesting

Washington Carver, is traced. Traded
for a race horse when a slave child, the

a

(Miniature)

Columbia

to Hollywood

(All-Star)

10 Minutes

(No, 10)

A fine patriotic, singing reel in which
Gene Morgan and the lads render such
“Hail Columbia,”
established numbers as
“America,” “Yankee Doodle,” “Columbia,
The Gem of the Ocean,” “Dixie” and the
“Star-Spangled Banner.” The understande won’t have
audienc
the the
last song.
to sing
standing isupthat

New

Filmack

Chicago — New

sound

to

Studios
studios

have

been

opened by the Filmack Trailer Co. here,
occupying quarters formerly used by the
laboratory and camera room. These latter departments have been moved to the
second and third floors. Virgil Bowers is
in charge of the new sound studios, according to Irving Mack, head of the company.

17 V2 Minutes

Moderately amusing is this comedy dealing with Tom Kennedy’s trials and tribulations as an insurance man whose boss is
quite a slave-driver. A fellow worker is
Johnny Arthur whose hobby is taking pictures. The boss is invited over to the Kennedy’s for dinner at which time the pictures are shown. When it’s all over both
the principals find themselves in the proverbial doghouse with the boss.

New
New

S.O.S. Test Reel

York — A new

450-foot

test reel has

been developed by the S.O.S. Cinema Supply Corp. with recordings of male and
female voices and piano and orchestra.
Fixed frequencies provide for focusing
sound optical systems and for determining
reproducer characteristics, frequency
range, sound-track adjustments, etc. It
also is available in 16mm. of 200 feet.
29

Selling

PRACTICAL

A Canadian Safety y

" Yellow

IDEAS

Alta.,

Canada

— Pete

away.”
Despite the hot weather, “Blockade”
played to near-capacity business on the
opening day.

Washington

—

Handicap

Clever

ballyhoo

by

Loew’s Washington publicist, Ray Bell,
and Walter Wanger’s representative,
Monte Proser, had the feature race at the
Charlestown track labelled the “Blockade” handicap in honor of the current
Wanger film at the Capitol Theatre,
Washington. The winning horse’s owner
was presented with the Madeleine Carroll
trophy purported to have been rushed
eastward by plane from Hollywood.

Wall
Springfield,

Board
Ohio — For

Cow
two

weeks

in

advance of 20th-Fox’s “In Old Chicago,”
Bill Nasses, manager of the Murphy, spotted a realistic and life-size cow, fashioned
out of wall board and painted by Usher
Luther Linkhart, in the lobby alongside
an easel featuring Alice Faye and other
cast members. The rear right leg was devised to move backward and forward. Under the cow was a lantern, which it had
knocked over once, but which it kicked
with each forward move of the leg.
30

SHOWMEN

St. Louis — Street cars are being used as

Egan,

manager of the Palace Theatre here, pulled off a timely publicity stunt that has
stimulated business for his theatre during
the current hot spell.
Tieing up with a traffic safety campaign which included an attempt to stop
the prevalent jay-walking, Egan stationed
a number of uniformed ushers at the intersections alongside the police. The theatre employes handed out some 2,000 cards
during the noon hour at one intersection alone. One side of the card stated:
“This isn’t a ‘Blockade’ — But it is Safety
First. Your cooperation will prevent accidents.” The other side bore a reference
to the United Artists film, "Blockade,”
starting the following day and also a serial
number. Several pedestrians found they
had drawn free guest tickets. Numbers of
winning tickets were posted on a blackboard in front of the Palace.
This stunt not only caused much wordof-mouth comment among pedestrians
during a busy hour, but secured a story
in the morning paper, The Albertan, on
the first local page with a two-column
head with Egan stating: “Jaywalking has
become a habit in this city. And when the
policeman hauls violators in, people don’t
realize it is for their own good. With
these cards, they are also getting a chance
at a free admission. As far as we know,
none of the cards distributed were thrown

"Blockade"

PRACTICAL

Loew's Film Paper
Used in St. Louis

Jack " Hero

Drive for 'Blockade'
Calgary,

BY

the medium of circulation for 150,000
four-page 7xll-inch film newspapers distributed by Loew’s Theatre to exploit its
shows.
Manager Harold W. “Chick” Evens of
the Washington Ave. picture palace was
forced to double in the role of editor of

Logansport,

Ind. — W.

T.

Studebaker,

owner of the Logan Theatre here, and
Harry Jones, found one of the living survivors of Major Walter Reed’s “Yellow
Jack” innoculation experiments during
the run of the M-G-M picture in that city.
The survivor was John R. Kissinger of
Huntington, Ind., who with his wife, was
invited to a special screening of the picture and a lunche.on attended by civic
leaders of Logansport, including Mayor
William O. Fiedler. In the picture Mayor
Fiedler is shown congratulating Kissinger,
while the latter’s wife looks on. The story
landed on the front page of the two local
papers four days in succession.
Harold H. Marshall, newly appointed
M-G-M exploiteer in the Indianapolis territory, aided in the campaign.

Jungle to a Theatre

the paper and also as the award committee for a gag contest.
With “Blockade” on its screen, Evens
assembled a flock of letters and offered
20 pair of passes to the persons who
could uncode the secret message used in
the picture, using the jumbled letters to
find the answer.
The contest was started with a view of
ascertaining how many of the street car
riders actually read the letter paper, Loew’s

Movie News.

The replies reached the the-

atre in such volume Manager Evens was
forced to draft Treasurer Edward Richardson and Ray Quillen, acting publicity
director for the house, to help sort the
mail.
The Loew’s Movie News, in addition to
the space devoted to cuts and feature
stories, also carries announcements of
forthcoming screen attractions and food
recipes for hot weather meals, etc.
Evens made a tieup with an advertiser
who uses cards in the street cars and
through that connection obtained exclusive use of the pamphlet holders on the
backs of all seats in the surface cars
operated in St. Louis.

For " Her
Jungle Love "
his cue from the title of

Miami — Taking

Paramount’s “Her Jungle Love,” A. F.
Weiss jr., manager of the Olymphia here,
went on from there until he had the front
of the house looking the part.
The top of the marquee was built out
about two feet and filled in with palmettos. Moss was strewn about on the cutout
letters of the film title and on the leaves.
Boxes in front contained all wild flowers
and shrubs.
Cages on each side of the entrance contained monkeys, lovebirds, talking parrots
and parakeets. A large cage in front contained a colorful McCaw. Stills were
mounted on cardboard and rounded out to
resemble film.
The birds and monkeys kept up a continuous chatter, attracting attention, lending atmosphere and doing no small amount
of seat selling.

" Wonderful Time " Gets
A Press-Theatre Tieup
Cleveland — An

Book Lobby
Springfield,

The Eighth One
Clarkesville,

Ga. — Every

Free
eighth

lady

purchasing a ticket for Paramount’s “Bluebeard’s Eighth Wife” was given a free one
recently at the Habersham Theatre.

essay

type

contest

for

RKO’s “Having Wonderful Time” was
worked by Manny Pearlstein in cooperation with the Cleveland Press for the
film’s run at the Hippodrome Theatre.
Crux of the contest were two questions:
What Is Your Idea of Having a Wonderful
Time? What Is Your Idea of a Vacation?
First prize was a five-day trip to Alexandria Bay and Thousand Islands for a
couple. Second prize was an all-expense
trip to Port Stanley for two. Other prizes
included cash and guest tickets to the film.

Ohio — A

Display
lobby

display

in

the form of a large book, the front cut
out around a boy fishing, was effected by
Manager Oliver Nicklas of the State Theatre here for “The Adventures of Tom
Sawyer.” The balance of the display was
against the back cover of the book, with
indirect lighting from the inside.
BOXOFFICE
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PRACTICAL

The "Merit System"
Really Does Work
Des

Moines — Bill Beckley,

manager

of

the Strand, a Tri-States “B” house in
Des Moines, might be nicknamed “Doc”
for the reason he has the reputation of
being particularly adept at diagnosing the
ailment of a “sick” theatre or being in
position to render efficient first-aid to
bring the house back on its feet in a
hurry and not only survive the ailment
but continue in good health week after
week.
It isn’t a matter of administering pink
pills in the nature of increased expenditures for advertising, etc., but a simple
remedy labeled “Service.” To work with
“Doc” Beckley is to learn that this remedy
formula is compounded by the merit system recently inaugurated at the Strand
and Garden theatres in Des Moines.
In the first place, “Doc” Beckley has
set up a definite table of Merits and Demerits. A daily record is kept of the performance of service by the various employes, and each week at the regular
service staff meetings, standings of each
staff member is posted. At the end of
every month, according to his record of
merits and demerits, every member of both
staffs is rewarded or reprimanded for his
standing. A cash prize, each month, is
posted for the staff member with the
greatest number of merits, and every
three months a grand prize is promoted.
This new system of tabulating the merits of each staff member has been in effect only since the first of February, but
we have Mr. Beckley’s word for it that
everyone around the Strand and Garden
theatres is enthusiastic to the ’nth degree.

The Double

SHOWMEN

Runaway
"Pilot"
Sheboygan,
broke

and

iSeLllnj Seati
Balloons
No Waiting Here
Plug
For Trade Pickup

Wis. — When

the

balloons

the

tether

holding

aloft

the sign advertising Metro's “Test
Pilot" at the Sheboygan Theatre swept
from the view of townfolks Manager
Fred

Reeths

jr. was

a

bit peeved.

Bowie,

The

attendant publicity, however, prompted Fred to file that stunt away for an
intentional
It clicked.

maneuver

Elaborate

one

of these

Lobbies

Into Favor
Brooklyn — Back

days.

Back

in Brooklyn

to the old days of pic-

ture selling seems to be the theme song
of the Park Theatre under the management of Frank Gelber. Elaborate lobby
displays are being built.
A home-made creation of a special scene
from “The Adventures of Tom Sawyer”
drew thousands of people into the lobby
weeks in advance of the playdate and
effectively contributed its share to putting the picture over. You guessed it; the
display was on the fence-painting episode.

No Bushel

Tex. — If

business

is

dull

or

things don’t move, Frank Benson, manager of the Ritz here, moves them.
He’s a recognized film exploiteer, but he
doesn’t depend completely on films. Recently he paid out $500 in one-silver-dollar
amounts, paying the theatre’s weekly bills
in metal, and created talk in four counties.
Straight down the line he put over “Of
Human Hearts,” the reissue “Trader
Horn,” and the current Paramount release, “Her Jungle Love.”
In a special and dignified “Notice,” the
Benson style called attention to “Of Human Hearts.” The “Trader Horn” ballyhoo took the form of a float. “Her Jungle
Love” caused a big-time front with Dorothy Lamour and title across theatre front
in banner style illuminated.
Frank Benson is considered tops in
small-town exploitation.
The “summer slump bogey,” heard frequently of late, are little more than words
to real showmen.

Over

This Light

Bill Craze

Hits Tandem
Miami — Although

they

Bicycles
rode

on

a

“bi-

cycle built for two,” ushers from the Miami
Drive-In Theatre took a spare peddler
along on their jaunts around Miami and
Ft. Lauderdale advertising the revival of
Universal’s “Three Smart Girls” at the
huge outdoor house, the first of its kind
in Florida.
Ira Loew is serving as manager for his
brother, E. M. Loew, in whose circuit the
local theatre is a unit.

Builds Miniature

Airport

As " Test Pilot" Advance
Providence — A

miniature

airport,

4x8

feet, with red electric boundary lights,
revolving beacon and all other details of
a real airport, was built by Clarence Duffy
of the Greenwich Theatre, East Greenwich,
R. I., as an advance plug for Metro’s
“Test Pilot.”
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Visual proof that all the showmanship is not confined to the theatre field
is this window display in the Monogram Philadelphia exchange , managed by
Sam Rosen. Exhibitors on product quests gave it plenty of attention.
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"A MAN'S CASTLE" REISSUE PROVES REST DRAW
BOSTON

Fenway — Crime School
Panama
(FN)

(FN);

(AVERAGE

Torchy

Blane

110
120

Top Hits of the Week

95
75
115
65

A Man’s
Rage

Castle

of

CHICAGO
Apollo — Holiday (Col), 2d loop wk
Chicago — Crime School (FN), stage
Garrick — Adventures of Marco Polo
3d loop wk
Paris

(Univ),

80
80

show
(UA),

stage

85

show,

80

World

60

Gaiety

Girls

(UA)

(4th wk.) — Denver
Josette

85

Son

of

75
Three

the

Angeles...

Sheik — New

leans

CINCINNATI
110
over. 115
110
110

Brandeis— Women
Are Like That (FN); Saint
in New
York (RKO)
Omaha — Three Blind Mice (20th-Fox); Sinners
in Paradise (Univ)
Orpheum — Josette (20th-Fox); Dangerous
to Know
(Para)

..125

Or-

..125
.125

OKLAHOMA

Birth

of a

Baby,

3d

wk.,

110
95

100
60
90

DALLAS
Capitol — Island in the Sky (20th-Fox)
75
Capitol — Making the Headlines (Col)
100
Majestic — Joy of Living (RKO), Benny Merotf
on stage
150
Melba — Women
Are Like That (FN)
80
Palace — Blockade (UA)
90
Tower — Three Comrades
(M-G-M), 2d wk. ,.!!!l00

DENVER
Aladdin — Kidnapped
(20th-Fox), after a wk.
at the Denver
100
Broadway — Toy Mite (M-G-M); Judge Hardy’s
Children (M-G-M), after a wk. at Orpheum. 120
Denham — Sign of the Cross (Para)
80
Denver — Holiday (Col)
100
Orpheum — Son of the Sheik (Artcinema) ;
Saint in New
York (RKO)
80

Comrades,

3d

wk.,

New

York.

PittsDen-

190

125

Chinese — Josette (20th-Fox); Gangs of New
York
(Rep)
Downtown — Blockade (UA); Little Miss Thoroughbred (WB)
Four Star — Count of Monte Cristo (UA), reissue;
I Cover the Waterfront (Univ) reissue
Hillstreet — The Rage of Paris (Univ); City
Streets (Col), 2d wk
Hollywood — Same
as Downtown
Pantages — Same
as Hillstreet
Paramount — Swiss Miss (M-G-M); Ted Lewis
stage show
State — Same
as Chinese

DETROIT

Michigan — Gold Diggers in Paris (WB)
Palms-State — Call of the Yukon
(Rep);
Love, Honor and Behave (WB)

Palace — You and Me (Para) ; Swiss Miss
(M-G-M)
Riverside — When
G-Men Step In (Col), plus
stage show
Strand — Holiday (Col); Adventures of Marco
Polo (UA)
Warner — Crime School (FN); The Divorce
of Lady X
(UA)
Wisconsin — Kidnapped
(20th-Fox); Josette
(20th-Fox)

90
60
60
45
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110
50
100
110
100
150
125

85
100

90
65
70
90
80

70
80
80
120

130
135
90
90
100
110
100

PITTSBURGH
Alvin — Holiday (Col), 2d wk
Barry — Numbered
Woman
(Mono); Romance
on the Run (Rep)
Fulton — Son of the Sheik (Art), 9 days
Penn — The Toy Wife (M-G-M)
Stanley — Gold Diggers in Paris (WB); Will
Osborne orchestra
Warner — Robin Hood (FN), 3d d.t. wk

90
90
85
80
65
100

95
90

PORTLAND,

100

Aster — Battle of Broadway
(20th-Fox); Island in Sky (20th-Fox)
90
Century — There’s Always a Woman
(Col) .... 80
Minnesota — Toy Wife (M-G-M)
70
Orpheum — Kentucky
Moonshine
(20th-Fox) . . . . 80
State — Three Comrades
(M-G-M)
125
World — Divorce of Lady X
(UA), 2d wk
80

ME.

Empire — Man’s Castle (Col), reissue;
jammer (RKO)
State — You and Me (Para) ; Fools For
Scandal (FN)

SALT

LAKE

Wind-

50
75

90
85

CITY

Capitol — Crime of Dr. Haliet (Univ), plus
stage show
Centre — Midnight Intruder (Univ) ; Toy

HAVEN

College — Count of Monte Cristo (UA); I Cover
the Waterfront (UA), reissues
Loew-Poli — The Toy Wife (M-G-M);
Three
Blind Mice (20th-Fox)
Paramount — Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde (Para) ;
Sky Devils (UA), reissues
Roger Sherman — Gold Diggers in Paris (WB);
Beloved Brat (FN)

Boyd — Holiday (Col)
Earle — Little Miss Thoroughbred (WB), plus
stage show
Fox — Three Blind Mice (20th-Fox)
Karlton — Toy Wife (M-G-M), 2d run
Keith’s — Gold Diggers in Paris (WB), 2d run..
Stanley — Three Comrades
(M-G-M), 2d run...
Stanton — Gangs of New York (Rep)

85

AVife (M-G-M)
Studio — Vivacious Lady (RKO)
Utah — Blockade (UA); This Marriage
Business (RICO)
Victory — Arson Gang Busters (Rep) ;
Nurse From Brooklyn (Univ)

80
80
95
95

60
60

WASHINGTON

50

INDIANAPOLIS

plus

125

MINNEAPOLIS

NEW

Apollo — Son of the Sheik (Art)
Circle — Three Blind Mice (20th-Fox)
Loew’s — Blockade (UA)
Lyric — When
Were You Born? (FN),
stage show

80

PHILADELPHIA

MILWAUKEE

NEW

Adams — Birth of a Baby
(GN), 3d wk
Fox — Holiday (Col), plus stage show
Madison — The Sheik (Para) ; Farewell to
Arms
(Para), reissues

90

110
110
110
110

CLEVELAND

Paramount — Man’s Castle (Col); Crime of Dr.
Haliet (Univ)
Rialto — Adventures of Robin Hood
(FN),
after a wk. at each Denver, Aladdin and
Paramount

80
100

CITY

Criterion — The Toy Wife (M-G-M), 6 days....
Liberty — Rascals (20th-Fox); Crime of
Dr. Haliet (Univ), 4 days
Liberty — Double Danger (Rep); Behind the
Mike (Univ)
Midwest — Blockade
(UA)
State — All-American Sweetheart (Col);
Lost Horizon (Col)
Tower — Hold That Kiss (M-G-M)

Detroit.

LOS ANGELES

Allen — Holiday (Col), 2d wk
Hippodrome — Josette (20th-Fox)
Palace — There’s Always a Woman
(Col)
State — Toy Wife (M-G-M)
Stillman — Yellow Jack (M-G-M), 2d wk

100
40

RUNS

Adventures of Robin Hood, 4th wk.,
ver; 4th wk., Washington;
3d wk.,
burgh.
Three

90
75

Comrades — Minneapolis...

EXTENDED

Albee — Toy Wife (M-G-M)
Capitol — Three Comrades
(M-G-M), held
Family — Law of the Underworld (RKO),
3 days
Grand — Kidnapped
(20th-Fox), 2d wk
Keith’s — Gold Diggers in Paris (WB)
Lyric — Saint in New York (RKO)
Palace — Blockade (UA)
Shubert — Crime School (FN), 2d wk

..125

(dual) — Los

115

OMAHA

Hood

80

Roosevelt — Kidnapped
(20th-Fox)
State-Lake — Nurse From Brooklyn (20th-Fox),
plus stage show
United Artists- — Three Comrades (M-G-M),
2d wk
Playhouse — The

Robin

80
90
75

..140

Holiday — Philadelphia
of

CITY

..140

Jack — Washington

Adventures

of

(dual) — Denver.. 190
.160

Paris — Washington

Yellow

YORK

Capitol — Three Comrades
(M-G-M), 3d wk
Criterion — Arson Gang Busters (Rep)
Globe — The Main Event (Col)
Paramount — Cocoanut Grove (Para), plus
stage show
Radio City Music Hall — Blockade (UA), plus
stage show
Rialto — King Kong (RKO), reissue
Roxy — Three Blind Mice (20th-Fox), plus
stage show
Strand — Men Are Such Fools (WB)

in

Memorial — Rage of Paris (Univ) ; Devil’s
Party (Univ)
Metropolitan — Josette (20th-Fox); You and
Me
(Para)
Orpheum. — Toy Wife (M-G-M);
Swiss Miss
(M-GM)
Paramount — Same as Fenway
State — Same
as Orpheum

Palace — Rage
2d wk

NEW

IS 100%)

ORLEANS

Center — Condemned
Women
(RKO)
Globe — Jezebel (WB)
Liberty — Son of the Sheik (Para) reissue
Orpheum — Crime School (FN), 2d wk
Saenger — Cocoanut Grove (Para)
State— Blockade
(UA)
Tudor — The Count of Monte Cristo (UA)
reissue

65
70
125
90
115
120
80

Capitol — Yellow
show

Jack

(M-G-M),

plus

stage
140

Columbia — Kentucky
2d d.t. wk
Earle — Gold Diggers
show

Moonshine
in Paris

(20th-Fox),

(WB),

80

stage
85

Keith’s — Rage
of Paris (Univ)
Metropolitan- — Robin Howl (FN), 4th
Palace — Three Comrades
(M-G-M)
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AND

MEWS

PRODUCTION

THE

OF

VIEWS

(Hollywood Office — Suite 219 at 6404 Hollywood

Blvd.; Ivan Spear, Western

CENTER

Manager)

STUDIO LABOR SITUATION GROWING MORE
CONFUSED AS GROUPS CONTINUE BATTLE
Browne
George

Browne,

Assails Mass
IATSE

plete jurisdiction of studio
tivities of unemployment

president,
labor.

has

In a

conference

fired the opening

statement,

as

Meetings

a

"smoke

of a so-called progressive group of radicals." He
has disappeared for IA studio members. He lauds

he

blasts

screen

gun
mass

in a

drive

meetings

covering

ulterior

states unemployment
Schenck for his work

for comand

ac-

motives

practically
as head of

the producers' group. In the meantime, a monster mass meeting was called Thursday night to explain the program for stabilizing employment by conference of motion picture arts and crafts with many creative leaders taking active part.

Threatened
Of SAG

Break

Cemented

A threatened schism between the Junior
and Senior branches of the Screen Actors
Guild which, following the resignation last
week of six members of the Junior Council, indicated that the Senior division
might relinquish control and allow its
Junior organization to go on its way
alone, was filled in, smoothed over and
cemented when the SAG board of directors met and took speedy action on the
rift Monday night.
Though SAG officials refused to comment on the causes of the dissension, it
was generally believed that the sextet of
resignations came as the outgrowth of
discontent among a minority group in the
Junior Guild over the “right to vote” question, which right is now denied them by
the Senior organization.
Kenneth Thomson, SAG executive secretary, returned hastily from New York
to confer with Robert Montgomery, Guild
president, and Major Philip J. Kieffer,
president of the Juniors, at the board
meeting. No official action on the resignations submitted by Warren Dearborn,
Eric Alden, Eddie Davis, Harry Strang,
Clayton Jones and Richard Bitgood was
taken at the conference, but a Guild
BOXOFFICE
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H

Final Jurisdictional Setup
Boiled Down to a
3-Corner Picture

in the Ranks
by Directors

spokesman told Boxoffice that they would
in all probability be accepted.

Montgomery and Kieffer issued a joint
statement after the meeting declaring that
the Guild membership “stands now, as always, together, ready to fight shoulder to
shoulder.”
The SAG’s other important activity —
arbitration in connection with its deadlocked parleys with producers anent
changes and revisions in the Guild contract for the coming year— will be at a
standstill for another month or six weeks,
a Guild official said, because of the absence of Murray Kinnell, chosen as the
Guild representative in the three-way
arbitration setup provided for under the
Guild agreement. Kinnell is vacationing
in Canada. Meanwhile, the producers
have so far failed to agree on the identity
of their arbitration representative, while
the third and neutral member of the committee remains anybody’s guess.
Reports that M-G-M is using non-Guild
extras and stunt men in its location work
on “Northwest Passage” in Boise, Ida.,
were to be investigated this week by John
Berger, an SAG checker, dispatched there
for that purpose.

Following a conference with Joseph
M. Schenck, leaders of the Screen
Playwrights, Inc., took the stand that
the existing pact governing producerwriter relationship must prevail, even
though the Screen Writers Guild wins
all future legal battles. If SWG is
completely victorious it can do no
more than take over the present pact’s
administration, SP leaders contend.
This view is concurred in by an official of the national labor relations
board, who holds the Screen Playwrights contract with the producers
is valid despite the SWG victory.
With the Screen Writers Guild’s victory in its election battle with the Screen
Playwrights; the return of George Browne
and William Bioff, president and coastal
chief, respectively, of the International
Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employes,
girded for battle in their avowed intention
of assuming jurisdiction over all film
workers; and the challenge hurled at the
Theatrical Managers, Agents and Treasurers’ unionization campaign by Charles
Skouras, president of Fox West Coast, the
motion picture union labor situation during the past week has become even more
complicated and confusing.
Those who make an effort to keep up
with labor’s rapid developments and to
conjecture as to the ultimate jurisdictional
setup regarding laborers in the celluloid
vineyards have boiled it down, as simply
as possible, into a three-cornered picture,
with interlocking factors to render it wellnigh inextricable.
Among the elements being considered:
1. The IATSE, an American Federation
of Labor affiliate, and its determination
to gain control of every phase of film production.
2. The

TMAT,

also an

AFL

affiliate,

which is disputing the IA’s claims to con( Continued on page 36)
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ONLY A SLIGHT LET-UP IN PRODUCTION BOOM
Cameras Whir on Two
Less Than Record

Now

a Producer

Standard Production

High of 48
Although

dropping

Plans Again Arise

off somewhat

from

last week’s all-year high of 48 films in
work, Hollywood shooting schedules continued to boom, with 46 pictures on the
sound stages as the week opened, and with
ten more being readied for starts during
the period.
Again registering in first place is 20th
Century-Fox, starting three new features
to reach a ten-picture pace, one more than
last week. Set to hit the cameras are

Again dragging its plans to get into production out of the moth balls, Standard
Pictures Corp., headed by B. W. Richards,
topped independent activity here this week
by announcing a 12-picture program for
the 1938-39 season, to be made at Grand
National studios.

“Five of a Kind,” the Dionne Quintuplets
picture, which already has six weeks of
location shooting in Callander, Ont., behind it; “Splinter Fleet,” navy story starring Richard Greene, and the second in

Producer Lusty now. Lou Lusty (right),

Sol Wurtzel’s “World of Sports” series, as
yet untitled. Coming up shortly will be
the first in Wurtzel’s “Newsreel Cameramen Adventures” series, also untitled, to
hit the sound stages July 5, and “While
New York Sleeps,” a Howard J. Green production, going into work July 7.

Affairs of Annabel.’’ Director Ben Stoloff and Lucille Ball help him build
enthusiasm.

M-G-M, starting two, and Paramount,
shoving off with an equal number, are
tied for second spot, each with nine in
production. The Culver City lot gave the
nod to “Honolulu,” standing Eleanor Powell, and “Three Loves Has Nancy,” costarring Robert Montgomery and Janet
Gaynor, while Paramount fired the starting gun on “Campus Confessions,” a musical which will serve as the screen debut of
Hank Luisetti, basketball star, and “Sons
of the Legion,” which James Hogan directs. Within the next six weeks M-G-M
will send “Stand Up and Fight” and “Ten
Days of Heaven” before the cameras, both
now in the scripting stages. Paramount
has seven scheduled for starts between
now and July 25 — among them “Escape
From Yesterday,” with Frances Farmer;
“St. Louis Blues,” starring George Raft,
and “Thanks for the Memory,” to feature
Bob Hope.
Specials

At RKO

Columbia showed noteworthy gains in
production speed, chalking up three starts
as the week opened. One is a Coronet effort, starring Buck Jones, titled “The
Phantom Trail;” while a Charles Starrett
western, “West of Santa Fe,” and “Juvenile Court,” an Irving Briskin production,
also got underway. This is a gain of three
over last week’s four-picture total.
Having put its biggest 1938-39 production, “Gunga Din,” into the mill, RKO
Radio was set to spring the barrier on another special, “Room Service,” the Marx
Brothers comedy. The Grower St. plant
now is shooting on six productions, and
will shove another top-budgeter, “The Mad
Miss Manton,” starring Barbara Stanwyck,
into the mill within ten days.
Universal

gained

a

notch

over

last

week’s pace when George Bilson rolled his
first production, “Freshman Year.” The
plant is now filming four features and a

34

formerly assistant to RKO’s executive
producer, Pandro S. Berman, approves
a scene of his initial assignment, “The

serial. Coming

up July 5 will be another

Bilson production, “Candid Camera Girl,”
with a Crime Clubber, “The Last Express,”
to hit the cameras July 15 with Otis Garrett directing.
Warner,

slipping badly, dropped

off a

Standard’s production announcements
have become virtually an annual occurrence, Richards and Lou O’Brasky, sales
executive, having several times in the
past brought forth ambitious plans for
camera work — none of which ever bore
fruit in the shape of a motion picture.
This time, Richards announced. Standard
has acquired stories from Frederick C.
Davis, pulp magazine writer, to be made
into a half-dozen “series” action pictures
with one central character, as yet unsigned; and will make an additional halfdozen “series” features using the family
characters in “Among Those Present,” a
play purchased from William Miles and
Carrington North. Nicholas Bela is scripting the first of the action series for a
July 15 start, with Chris Beut signed to
direct.

notch from last week’s five-picture figure.
Two new starts this week could only hold

O’Brasky is currently in New York setting releasing deals with independent exchange operators.

the pace at four films in the works’ although mid-summer schedules list seven
for starts before the end of the month.

Having

Republic also dropped off drastically,
with three pictures going into the cutting
rooms over the weekend and no starts
listed for the week. Hence last week’s
high, five pictures in the works, has
dwindled to two. However, “The Tenth
Avenue Kid,” featuring Bruce Cabot;
“Lady in the News,” the Gloria Swanson
starrer, and Gene Autry’s “The Man
From Music Mountain” are due to start
next week.
United Artists’ producing roster had no
starts tabulated this week. Active now are
Hal Roach, with “There Goes My Heart;”
Selznick International, nearly completing
“The Young in Heart,” and Samuel Goldwyn, well underway with “The Lady and
the Cowboy.” Next to go will be Edward
Small’s initial UA effort, “The Duke of
West Point,” to be followed by Selznick’s
“Made for Each Other,” starring Carole
Lombard, and one of several properties
now being prepared by Goldwyn. Walter
Wanger is due to start “Personal History,”
with Henry Fonda and Louise Platt, within ten days.
Monogram, with “Barefoot Boy” nearly
ready for editing, will face idleness until
July 15, when E. B. Derr puts “Gang Bullets” into production. At that time, also,
“The Girl From Nowhere,” featuring Anne
Nagel, will get the gun, to be followed by
several vehicles now being scripted.

wound up the last of the remaining two pictures for Grand National

release by sending “Utah Trail” into the
cutting room, Producer Edward Finney
and his cowboy contractee, Tex Ritter,
checked in at Monogram this week to prepare a script for a July 11 starting date
as the initialer in the eight-picture group
which Finney has signed to produce for
that company during the coming season.
He has purchased “Starlight Over Texas”
and “Where the Buffalo Roam” as possible vehicles for Ritter’s Monogram debut,
but has not indicated which one will be
used.
An announcement from Louis Rantz indicates that his cameras will be whirring
by July 11 on a feature-length independent
offering, “Topsy,” to be co-directed by
Yasha Frank and Louis Gasnier. Alden
Nash’s script is completed and ready for
filming, but Rantz as yet has lined up no
cast for the film. Shooting will be at
Grand National studios.

Call Bill Robinson
Twentieth Century-Fox has put in a
hurry call to New York for Bill Robinson
to return immediately to begin work in
the second of Sol Wurtzel’s “World of
Sports” series, as yet untitled. Otto
Brower will direct, with Michael Whalen
and Lynn Bari in the leads.
BOXOFFICE
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IIDDEGARDLESS wlia^ opinion the
JIlxV caPital has had anent Eddie

This week's citations for meritorious
duct in celluloid circles:
To

Cantor’s ability as a screen and
radio comedian, the banjo-eyed Thespic
merits the whole-hearted and unanimous
admiration of Hollywood because of his
fearless and untiring efforts on behalf of
his own people — oppressed by the dictators of European nations.
Cantor has completed plans to travel to
London shortly to arrange for the expatriation of some 300 Jewish children,
now living in Germany, Austria and Poland, and transplant them to new homes
in Palestine, joining 200 other unfortunate youngsters whom he has already succeeded in transferring to that country.
During his 16-day stay abroad, on which
he will be accompanied by Mrs. Cantor,
the comedian intends to raise $100,000 for
that purpose, much of which has already
been pledged.
Here, then, is an example which many
more affluent and more influential bigwigs of the industry could well afford to
openly follow — thereby winning the respect of their fellow-workers and the
world at large.
Would it not be fitting for the Hollywood Anti-Nazi League to support Cantor
and his laudable project, and to urge its
members— many of them important industry figures — to contribute to the fund?

to the
quality

first-night

Century-Fox

week's preview
and quantity, a

having

been

made

wood emporium.
starring Barbara
Marshall,

most

Robert
to be

made

to

are

adroitly

measure

for the

ents, always at their best

"Passport

White

West-

and

story
tal-

in mother-love

Husband"

proved

to be a surprise "B" offering that will
stack up well with many
a
higherbudgeted and more pretentious feature.
Giving

Stuart

Erwin

his

fattest

role

in

several pictures, it is buffoonery at its best
and will, with little doubt, be accepted as
such

in all showings.
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third Fox

head

with

issue

with

is

back-

of the
the aid

the

precedental

cartoon
profits

will

there-

enough

courage

Binyon, Paramount

scrivener, is

to

openly

take

Harry Warner's unjust and unwarranted tirade against his contemporaries.

To Russell

Birdwell

for engineering

another

topnotch and original space-grabbing publicity stunt through the simple and entirely
costless

While there may be some doubt in certain quarters as to the theatre-filling
values of Grand National’s pictures, let
there be no question regarding that company’s undisputed claim to the marqueecrowding championship of the world. Witness this as the handle for the next “Renfrew” opus:
“Renfrew of the Mounted on the Great

is dependable as one of the better boxoffice bets of the summer season. The
studio's

without

expedient

of having

a

group

appearing

of foras

ex-

tras in "The Young in Heart" at Selznick
International —
petition Governor Frank F.
Merriam

to draft

to protect present
ing into the same

Add

a

"career

insurance"

law

and future stars from fallsort of bleak oblivion.

statements

which

may

safely be

prepared in advance:

roles. One John Russell, an entirely lovable moppet, who contributes substantially to the general ensemble of excellence,
will bear watching. In brief, the picture

same

for Metro

working on an original idea, yclept “The
Pushover,” set as Irene Dunne’s next
starrer on the Marathon St. lot. The
bookies would be quite safe in laying one
hundred to one that the title never gets by
the Hays office.

afon

Stanwyck

short

behind-the-scenes-in-Hollywood

Claude

both
nine

a

in

mer industry greats — now

siestas in
trio of the

in

next

grounds.

most

blended

Benchley's

"The Love Life of a Newt." Apparently there is to be no end of these pictures

with

the best picture of the week, is splendid
entertainment in which sentiment and
comedy

of all times

the film

one

To Paramount's Adolph Zukor for being
the first and only (thus far) major studio

audiences.

of the three

after setting
producing

of the first feature-length

participate
from.

"Always Goodbye," coStanwyck and Herbert

important

grossers

creation

contributed

at Mr. Zanuck's

by

adjuncts of orthodox super-supers, now plans
that his 800-odd employes who helped in the

their sleep during the past week, when
that number of features were unwound

Twentieth

who,

its heels

of actors, screen playwrights, technical advisors, and all of the myriad other fancy

Tears,

for film capital

Disney,

on

greatest

Paramount is reported seeking a buyer
for five Mexican ring bulls used in “Tropic
Holiday.” If Harry Warner is considering
additional startling statements he might
find these quadrupeds a good investment
— just so he doesn’t run short.

Hollywood picture reviewers were
forded nine opportunities to catch up

Walt

world

con-

of-

Trail.”

Toreadors

and

From

the office of the Producers’ Association— “Mr. Hays’ summer visit is in

connection

with purely routine matters.”

But, if Mr. Hays should surprise his
local spokesmen — which he usually does —
by delving into matters other than routine, let’s hope he makes the first order of
business, measures to gag such harmful
opportunists as Harry Warner.

Tripe

fering, "Meridian 7-1212," however, did
not fare so well. Steeped in melodramatic

by

Calleia

and

hokum,

initialer for Sol

suffers

through

Wurtzel's new "Roving Reporters" series,
and will have to depend on a strong sup-

moving

adaptation

it is a

rather

poor

porting picture to give
Six

studios

round

out

the

satisfaction.

contributed

one

each

to

balance:

a

cast in which

novel, "Pepe
direction.

"Fast

Company,"

distinctly

a

junior edition of this organization's "Thin
Man" series, differing therefrom inasmuch
as slapstick substitutes for subtlety, is a
pleasing

comedy.

essayed

a

very

Melvyn

Douglas,

comparable

role

who

in

married-couple-turned-detectives

team.

Paramount's "Tropic Holiday" — long on
cast but short on story — must depend upon
an hilarious bullfight in which Martha
Raye

is featured,

and

some

sequences built around
for its acclaim. These

equally

funny

droll Bob Bums,
bits, aided and

abetted
musical

by several interpolated Mexican
novelties, should give the feature

enough

weight

to get by.

United Artists' "Algiers," from the Walter Wanger unit, is impressively enacted

an

Boyer,
stand

involved
and

Joseph
out, but

and

of the French

le Moko,"

offering,

thrills, chills

and

weaknesses

and

premise.
and

Co-

lumbia's "There's Always
a
Woman,"
proves worthy of consideration as a runner-up to William Powell, while Florence
Rice is convincing as the other half of a

Charles
Lamarr

slow-

detective

poorly-paced

Universal's "Danger on the Air," a
Crime Club thriller, is a standardly good
program

Metro's

Hedy

Cast,

combining

laughs
an

headed

to

enough

offset

illogical
by

Donald

script

murder
Woods

Nan Grey, and featuring a nice comeback role by Skeets Gallagher, is generally adequate.

RKO
Radio's "Crime Ring" is a
knit racketeering melodrama which

wellside-

steps most of the scenarists' favorite mobster cliches and, though boasting no marquee names, should draw better-thanaverage patronage and commendation as
good

entertainment.

Warners'

“The

Amazing

Dr.

Clitter-

house" approaches crime melodrama from
a novel and intriguing angle. Excellently
adapted
name,

from

the stage

play

it is above-average

the good work of Edward
Claire Trevor and Humphrey
well to the
ings.

forefront

of the same

fare

that, with

G. Robinson,
Bogart, ranks

of current

film offer-
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A Drawn-Out Fight
Now Faces Writers

In Stardom

Bid

(Continued

While members of the Screen Writers
Guild were celebrating their sweeping
electoral victory over the Screen Playwrights, Inc., whereby they carried a majority vote in every one of the 14 represented studios under the national labor

attempt to refute the NLRB’s jurisdiction.
Election returns showed:
Total votes cast by SWG, 267; by SP, 57.
The count by studios:
Metro— SWP. 63; SP, 33.
Twentieth Century-Fox — SWG, 38;
SP, 5.
Warners— SWG, 38; SP, 1.
RKO Radio— SWG, 30; SP, 0.
Republic— SWG, 25; SP, 1.
Universal— SWG, 22; SP, 2.
Paramount — SWG, 17; SP, 14.
Columbia— SWG, 17; SP, 1.
Hal Roach— SWG, 5; SP, 0.
Monogram — SWG, 4; SP, 0.
Selznick-International — SWG, 3; SP, 0.
Larry Darmour — SWG, 3; SP, 0.
Walter Wanger— SWG, 1; SP, 0.
Samuel Goldwyn — SWG, 1; SP, 0.
A total of 14 “unaffiliated” votes were
cast, and 13 protested votes were registered, which will be studied and decided
upon by Dr. Towne Nylander, regional director of the NLRB, within the next week.
SWG President Dudley Nichols declared,
after the count was completed, that the
Guild was ready to “bury the hatchet”
and “call together all writers for unified
organization.” The SP’s Mahin, however,
indicated that the election was only a
skirmish by declaring that “we shall continue to fight to prove our contention that
writers are not employes or laborers and
that our contract with the producers
takes precedence
New

over this election.”

Role for Morris

Glenn Morris, Sol Lesser’s former Tarzan, draws a featured role in “Hold That
Coed” at 20th Century-Fox.
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from page 33)

trol over theatre managers and assistant
managers, and has a National Labor Relations Board petition on file to clarify
the situation.
3. The dozen or more independent
studio guilds, intent upon preserving their
autonomy, united against their common
enemy — the IATSE and TMAT — but fighting among themselves.
The vast complexities of the situation
are indicated in such developments as
the SWG-SP battle, disputing their own
bargaining rights but united against any
move by the IATSE to dominate either

relations board’s jurisdictional election on
Tuesday, the rest of the film capital was
settling down and preparing itself for
the next step in the two-year-old siege,
which is expected to drag along for many
months more before the issue is definitely
and clearly settled.
This coming development, it is believed
most probable, will be in the form of an
appeal by the SP and the producers, both
of whom, before the election, served notice
that they would refute the NLRB’s jurisdiction and that writers are not employes
within the meaning of the Wagner Labor
Act and hence cannot be made the subjects of an NLRB election. Filing of the
election returns with the NLRB in Washington, which will be followed by an NLRB
order to the producers to draw up a working agreement with the SWG, will in all
probability result in an appeal by the SP
and the producers to the U. S. circuit
court. John Lee Mahin, president of the
SP, had several times before the election
asserted that the question would be taken
to the supreme court, if necessary, in an

Embattled Groups
Confuse Situation

Shirley Temple’s successor? Producer
Edward Finney, who signed Baby
Mary Ruth, shown here, to a personal
contract, thinks so. Finney claims she
is a musical genius, and has spotted
her for her film debut in a forthcoming Monogram picture. Mary Ruth is
5 years old.

Many Problems for
Hags in Hollywood
While spokesmen at the headquarters
of the Producers’ Ass’n declare that Will
Hays, president of the association, who arrived here Wednesday from New York,
will devote his attention to purely routine
matters in connection with his annual
summer visit, the czar of filmdom is faced,
at this time, with weightier problems than
have confronted him for many years.
It is reliably reported that something
may be done by Hays to control the issuance by members of the association of
statements reflecting discredit on the industry as a whole but glorifying their
producing organizations in particular.
Hays, it is also expected, will have his
hands full with the increasing complexities of the Hollywood labor situation, the
impending jurisdictional battle between
the International Alliance of Theatrical
Stage Employes and various unaffiliated
studio unions and the countless other
craft controversies and National Labor
Relations Board petitions.
He will spend two months here.

organization; the Screen Publicists Guild’s
firm stand for autonomy, over which
group the TMAT seeks control, and over
which, also, the IATSE is desirous of taking command — thus creating a rift between two bodies of the AFL; the complications which might ensue in regard to
the status of the Screen Actors Guild,
now holding an AFL charter, should the
IATSE gain control of that organization;
and a score of similar, but less important,
entanglements which, from all indications,
will keep students of the film labor picture guessing indefinitely.
Browne and Bioff arrived Saturday
from the IATSE convention in Cleveland
and now are conferring with local union
officials before taking their preliminary
steps in the IA’s jurisdictional warfare.
When the opening gun will be fired has
•not been indicated.
Only clear-cut labor development of the
week was the election of officers of the
Motion Picture Painters Local for the coming year. Herbert Sorrell unanimously
was reelected as business manager; Jack
Holen was re-chosen president; while
other officers include:
Les Grimes, vice-president; Gene Price,
secretary; Tony Von Sticht, treasurer;
George Stout, conductor; James Smith,
warden; Oscar Dethloff, trustee, and
David Hoffman and Dan Rivol, named as
delegates to the annual district council.

Goldwyn

Assigns Wyler

To " Wuthering

Heights"

Samuel Goldwyn and William Wyler
made up this week and the United Artists
producer assigned Wyler the directorial
chore on “Wuthering Heights,” the Emily
Bronte novel, starting September 1.
Recently Goldwyn suspended Wyler
after the latter had completed but one
day’s shooting on “The Lady and the
Cowboy.”

Groman

to Derr

RKO

Radio has definitely assigned Gin-

as "Irene"

Dr. Francis Groman has been assigned
by E. B. Derr as musical director on the
eight pictures Derr will make for Monogram’s 1938-39 schedule. Dr. Groman,
formerly musical director for Pathe, starts

Rogers
ger Rogers
to the title role in “Irene,”
forthcoming picturization of the musical
stage hit, a part for which the titianhaired actress was tentatively set when
the vehicle was acquired more than a

at once on “Barefoot
eight.

year ago.
Pandro Berman

Boy,” first of the

will produce.
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Ikinematic 4
Alfred Hitchcock, noted English director, vacationing here, and Mrs. Hitchcock
were guests of honor at a luncheon given
by Frank Tuttle, Paramount megaphonist,
at the studio late last week. Studio executives, members of the Screen Directors

spending two weeks here conferring with
studio executives.

Urge a Look Ahead

*

To do research on a forthcoming Wesley Ruggles production for Paramount,
Claude Binyon, scripter, has Chiefed to
New York. He was to be joined Wednesday by Ruggles.
★

Guild’s board of directors, and the cast
of Tuttle’s current picture attended.
Adolph Zukor, Eugene Zukor, George Bagnail, A. M. Botsford, David Rose, W. B.
Cokell, Harlan Thompson, F. Herrick Herrick, Bing Crosby, Edward Everett Horton, Henry Hathaway, Mitchell Leisen,
George Archainbaud, Theodore Reed, Andrew Stone, Kurt Neumann, James Hogan,
Edward Sutherland, Howard Hawks, Lewis
Milestone, Rouben Mamoulian, George
Cukor, Rowland V. Lee and Frank Lloyd
were among those on hand.

Mrs. Will Hays, wife of the president of
the producers’ association, arrived Monday from the east, preceding her husbaiid,
who checked in on W ednesday .
x

Wesley Ruggles planed to New York
this week to embark on the S. S. Nieww
Amsterdam, July 2, for a three-month
European vacation, having completed his
latest Paramount production.

*

*

Mrs. Anna Grapewin, wife of Charley
Grapewin, character actor, was reported
resting easily after undergoing a major
operation at Hollywood Hospital.
*

Norma Shearer is vacationing at Sidney
Franklin’s lodge in Lake Arrowhead. She
will return here, July 8, for the preview
of her latest picture, “Marie Antoinette.”

Here are the nine Hollywood oldtimers who petitioned Governor Merriam

retain ten per cent of stars’ and other
talent’s salaries against the time when
their careers have faded. Left to right:

Ray Sebastian, head of 20th CenturyFox’s makeup department, underwent an
appendectomy at the California Lutheran
Hospital this week. He is reported doing
well.

Ann Luther, Henry Otto (ex-director) ,
Alice Lake, Harry Myers, Rosemary
Theby, Mahlon Hamilton, Gertrude
Astor, Elinor Fair and Jean Acker
Valentino.

May Robson has departed for a twoweek vacation in New York. She will return via San Antonio, Tex., to catch the

★

William Koenig is back at his M-G-M
desk after a four-week holiday in Honolulu.

to put through a ‘‘career insurance” law whereby the state would

*

A contingent of the nation’s prominent
Greeks, headed by Ambassador Dimitrios
Siscilianous, from Washington, D. C.,
Archbishop Athenagoras, from New York
— who was to perform the ceremony — the

OPTIONS
—Columbia
LOLA
JENSON
draws
term
acting contract,
spot in “Lady Lawyer.”
FRANKIE
DARRO
ticketed for “Juvenile Court”
on one-picture deal, before reporting on his Monogram contract.
—David

L.

Loevv

ROBERT

EDMUNDS,

English

writing ticket and assigned to
Fate,” next Joe E. Brown comedy.
—Metro

scenarist,

given

“Flirting

With

KENNETH
STEVENS,
Oklahoma
singing cowboy, draws long-term acting contract.
FRANCIS
WALLACE
given term writing contract, reporting July 11.
ROBERT
SPINDOLA,
Mexican moppet, given
term contract.

JOHN
HOWARD’S
acting contract extended for
six months.
IRVING
REIS, writer, held for another term.
— RKO
Radio
ANNE
SHIRLEY
and LUCILLE
BALL,
contract players, held for another term.
DAVID
HOWARD,
director, signs new contract.
VAN
NEST
POLGLASE,
art director, given contract extension.
DARRELL
SILVERA,
ment, held for another

head
term.

of

property

depart-

LAVA

joins

music

department.

—20th Century-Fox
JOHN
RUSSELL,
five-year-old moppet
who
appeared in “Always
Goodbye”
for the studio,
has been given a long-term acting ticket.
—Universal
DOROTHEA
tension.
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contract

ex-

premiere
picture.

of “The

Carrillo will be master of ceremonies at the Fiesta and Sports Cavalcade which will open the new Tijuana
bullring, July 3 and 4. Droves of studio
employes are expected to attend.

Texans,”

her current

SCRIPTERS
— Columbia
DORRELL
and STUART
MoGOWAN
to an untitled original for production by Irving Briskin.
— Saimiebl Goldwyn
— Metro
WILLIAM
RANKIN
joins writing unit to pen
an original.

MAURINE

WATKINS

complete “This Time for Keeps" and
on “Lady Comes to Town,” a Larry
—
Monogram
production.

LEON

GORDON

and

go to work
Weingarten

MARTON
ORTH
to
an Earl Derr Biggers
— Paramount

*

“The Dollar
novel.

Chasers,"

from

BRIAN
MARLOWE
to “Soubrette.”
NORMAN
HOUSTON
completes “Silver Trail
Patrol” for Producer Harry Sherman, as the next
vehicle in the “Hopalong Cassidy” western series.
MART
C. McCALL
jr., to “The Arkansas Traveler,” Bob Bums
vehicle; BRIAN
MARLOWE
to
“Soubrette”; 7.0 E
leaves
—RKO lot.
Radio

AKINS

completes

“Zaza”

and

★

Julian

Johnson

has

returned

to his

story editor’s desk at 20th Century-Fox,
having spent three weeks in New York
looking over new plays.

—Republic
BILL

deacon of the Greek Orthodox Church in
Gotham, and Gregory Taylor, eastern
hotel owner, all checked in here last week
to attend the marriage of Edith Skouras,
daughter of Charles Skouras, Fox West
Coast president, and Jack Jungmeyer jr.,
which was to take place Saturday. Spyros
and George Skouras, uncles of the brideto-be, also trained in from New York,
while Arch Bowles, FWC northern division manager, and Mike Naify, FWC theatre partner, came down from San Francisco.

Leo

— Paramount

George Raft and his secretary, Mack
Gray, have left on a long-delayed vacation. They will spend several days in Chicago, and from there Raft will go to Hot
Springs, Ark., for two weeks, while Gray
goes on to New York. Raft must report
back to Paramount, July 18, for his next
film assignment.
*

*

Nate Golden, motion picture division
chieftain of the department of commerce,
has returned to Washington, D. C., after

JOSEPH
PAGANO
to "Sing,
Bernie Fineman will produce.
OLIVE
second in
and Jack

Sister,”

which

COOPER
to “Annabel Takes a
Tour,”
a proposed series featuring Lucille Ball
Oakie. Lou Lusty will produce. Oakie

and Miss Ball
— Republic

have

just

completed

“The

Affairs

of Annabel.”
SAM
FLTLLER
to "Gangster Empire Crumbles,”
tentative title for an original, having completed
"Key Witness,”
original.

adapting

HARRY
TAYLOR
to
from an original by Owen

fromi

a

Martin

“Capital
Francis.

Mooney

Punishment,”

H
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10,000

Studio

Attend

Workers

Will

Relief Program

In the most comprehensive and determined gesture toward the adoption of
tactics designed to eliminate periods of
depression within the film industry, an
expected turnout of 10,000 studio workers
was to trek to the Hollywood Bowl, Thursday night, to hear industry, state and
national leaders discuss a work relief program under the sponsorship of the Conference of Motion Picture Arts and Crafts.
Heading the list of speakers was to be
William Walsh, regional counsel of the
National Labor Relations Board. Herbert
Biberman, writer-director and member of
the Motion Picture Artists Committee, was
to preside with 50 stars, directors and
writers on the platform with him.
The conference’s principal avowed purpose has been the ways and means of readjusting studio working conditions and
shooting schedules so as to avoid any further recurrences of the peak and ebb employment periods which have proved so
disastrous to technicians, laborers and
other film craftsmen, even though production schedules, for the moment at least,
are on the upswing, carrying many hundreds of studio workers Iqack to the payrolls. Conference leaders were to explain,
at the mass meeting, their plans to call
upon studio executives to stagger production throughout the year, thus placing
work calls on a more stable basis.
Joseph M. Schenck, invited to preside at
the meeting, was forced to refuse, having
planned to leave Tuesday for New York
and London.
The conference — previously known as
the Studio Unemployment Conference —

Talks

comprises representatives of more than a
dozen studio Guilds and craft unions, and
has been meeting regularly for more than
three months, surveying the unemployment situation and the work index.
Meanwhile, the 46 pictures now on Hollywood sound stages have placed employment at its highest peak since the advent
of 1938, with payrolls mounting rapidly
for technicians, laborers, extras, bit players and others who have been hard hit in
the past few months. Shifts in personnel
fewer in numbers, were confined largely
to executive and departmental posts.
Heavy demands by top-budget film productions at 20th Century-Fox, Paramount,
M-G-M and other studios have caused a
boom among makeup artists, according to
the report of Verne Murdock, business
manager, with nearly all of the union’s 325
members at work. Calls for carpenters,
technicians, teamsters, utility employes
and other crafts are also on the upgrade.
Personnel changes were headed by two
additions at Columbia. Harry Sauber has
been added to the Irving Briskin production unit as aide to Briskin and story editor for the unit, while Fred Kohlmar, formerly an executive assistant to Samuel
Goldwyn, draws an associate producer
contract, reporting at once.
With Cy Feuer having taken over as
musical director at Republic, replacing A1
Colombo, resigned, Bill Lava has moved
in as Feuer’s assistant.
M-G-M recorded the only departure,
with Stanley Morner, actor-singer, obtaining a release from his contract to freelance.

Theatre Authority
Hgman Is Named
M-G-M Producer
Mag Broaden Power
Extension of Theatre Authority, Inc.’s,
jurisdiction to include the entire Pacific
Coast will be undertaken by I. B. Kornblum, west coast director, when he embarks early next week on a two-week
jaunt with stopovers at San Francisco,
Seattle and Portland.
Now holding contracts with the Screen
Actors Guild, the American Federation of
Radio Artists and Actors Equity, Theatre
Authority hopes to set up contracts in
those northern spots.
Chief duty of TA is to pass on various
benefit stage, screen and radio performances, such as the forthcoming Los
Angeles Police Show, which call upon professional Thespics in these fields for entertainment. Theatre Authority prohibits
gratis appearances.

Fifth "Hardy"

Fifth of the “Judge Hardy” series at
M-G-M will be “Out West With the
Hardys,” George Seitz directing.
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Louis B. Mayer has announced the addition of Producer Bernard Hyman to
M-G-M’s executive staff as one of the
moves in a re-alignment of the studio’s
production and executive structure.
Hyman joins the group headed by
Mayer and numbering E. J. Mannix, as
general manager; Sam Katz, Ben Thau
and Joe Cohn as associates.
Hunt Stromberg will continue as the
head of his own independent production
unit, while A1 Lichtman will function in
an advisory capacity as contact between
production and distribution, spending
most of his time at the studio.

Barrymores

Team

John and Elaine Barrie Barrymore will
go to New York in August to appear in
“My

Dear Children,” legitimate production, there. They are currently in “Hold
That Coed” at 20th Century-Fox.

Proposed Summer
Airer Stars Wanger
Another link in the chain by which
radio and motion pictures are being bound
as sister industries in the entertainment
world was being forged this week with
the announcement that the Music Corporation of America is in the midst of building a new radio show, for summer consumption, with Walter Wanger, United
Artists producer, as its keystone.
The new program, for which neither
sponsor nor network booking has been
lined up as yet, will be a half-hour presentation in which Wanger, playing his
familiar role as film-maker, will enact the
procedure of casting, preparing and shooting a picture. Wanger’s contract players
will be spotted in the feature.
Four big shows muted or were set to
go silent this week for the summer —
Hollywood Hotel folding last Friday,
Metro’s “Good News” due to go off after
this Thursday’s show, Jack Benny retiring Sunday and Tyrone Power delivering
his last dramatic sketch on the same day.
Benny and the Hollywood Hotel return in
October, “Good News” and Power coming
back in 13 weeks.
KFWB
has garnered a sponsor for
“Curtain Calls,” a
45-minute variety
show, which for the next 13 weeks will
be payrolled by Ethyl Corp. Possibility
that it may go transcontinental for the
summer was seen in the announcement
that Producer Lee Cooley is attempting to
work out a two-way deal with KFWB and
KNX,
the latter a Columbia network outlet here.
National Broadcasting has booked the
broadcasting rights to air the premiere of
Metro’s “Marie Antoinette” at the Carthay
Circle Theatre, July 8. The spectacle will
be described for the nation’s radio audience for a one-hour stretch.
Radio Row travelers were Don Gilman,
back at his NBC desk after ten days of
conferences with New York network executives; Donald W. Thornburgh, the CBS
western division chieftain, going to San
Francisco to give the network’s new studios
there the once-over prior to their formal
opening July
15, anddirector,
John Swallow,
western
program
due in NBC’s
from
New York late this week after stopovers in
Chicago and San Francisco.

Republic Promotes Kane
To Associate Producer
Republic has given Joe Kane, cowboypicture director, a new contract elevating him to associate producer, and has
placed him in charge of the Roy Rogers
western series.
Other changes in the staff have put
William Berke in charge of the Gene Autry series, to be handled in addition to
the “Three Mesquiteers” pictures which
he also supervises.
All are under Charles E. Ford, executive
in charge
product.

of

the

company’s
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Talk on Selznick Film Political Committee
Hits Rumor Marts Announces Favorites Soon
David O. Selznick again dominated the
Hollywood rumor market this week, with,
however, only one point in the manysided conjectures as to the company’s immediate and distant future having been
determined — with the announcement that
the two important leads in and release
channel for “Gone With the Wind” had
been cleared.
Definite confirmation was forthcoming
that Norma Shearer will play Scarlett
O’Hara opposite Clark Gable as Rhett
Butler in the impending picturization of
the Margaret Mitchell novel, with distribution rights ceded to Metro-GoldwynMayer. Selznick’s spokesmen, however,
hastened to point out that such a deal
is not to be interpreted as meaning that
all future S-I product on the 1938-39
schedule will be made for Metro, and further declared that the company will remain an “unaffiliated independent” with
individual releases to be set for each picture as it is planned and produced.
United Artists, it was said, will be given
the same chance as any other company of
distributing S-I pictures.
This clarification of S-I policy came
simultaneously with vigorous denials by
the organization of reports current in
some quarters that John Hay Whitney
and Selznick were negotiating for the purchase and control of Universal. It also
partially answered other reports that Selznick is practically set to produce two more
features for UA this year in addition to
“The Young in Heart,” now nearing completion, and “Made for Each Other,”
slated to hit the cameras in August.
Definite, however, was the signing of
B. P. Schulberg as a production aide in
the S-I organization — putting an end to
the perennial conjectures as to Schulberg’s
future since he terminated his Paramount
releasing agreement and disbanded his independent production organization last
fall.
Hal Roach, UA’s newest producer-member, stepped in to offer his solution to the
dual-bill headache by announcing that the
quartet of Laurel-Hardy comedies he will
make for UA’s 1938-39 schedule will be
limited to four-reel lengths. Expanding on
the idea, which he outlined at UA’s regional sales conventions in New York and
Chicago, Roach averred his opinion that
their negative costs should not hit higher
than $100,000 each. His arguments included the fact that exhibitors will be
able to get an extra show in each day,
trade will be heavier for parent-children
admissions because of the shorter hours
and because, he declares, the entertainment quality of any program can be vastly improved in this way over the customary two feature-length pictures.
Schunzel on "White Collars"
Metro has handed Rheinold Schunzel,
German import, the directorial reins on
“White Collars,” to be re-made from the
silent version. Lew Ayres and Franchot
Tone draw the leads.
BOXOFFICE
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Driving steadily ahead in its campaign
to select candidates for state and national offices in the forthcoming gubernatorial and Congressional elections, Hollywood’s newest progressive, anti-Fascist
organization — the Motion Picture Democratic Committee — announces that at its
next meeting, early in July, it would disclose its completely endorsed slate of office-seekers.
Under the direction of Dashiell Hammett, the committee, whose membership
includes such screen names as Melvyn
Douglas, Miriam Hopkins and John Ford,
was organized avowedly to campaign
against “being made stooges” of “reactionaries” in California and, when its election slate is made public, will work among
the studios seeking votes for its candidates.
The committee has already endorsed
Ellis Patterson, Democrat, for lieutenantgovernor; Frank Scully and Sam Yorty,
Democrats, for assemblymen, and Tom
Ford and Byron Scott, for congress.

Meanwhile the Hollywood Anti-Nazi
League was going steadily ahead with its
weekly meetings and social gatherings. On
Sunday a musicale, devoted to fund-raising for Loyalist Spain, was to be held,
with .George Antheil, Hugo Reisenfeld,
Dmitri Tiomkin, Victor Young and other
screen musicians set to appear. The
League of Women Shoppers, sponsored by
Gale Sondergaard, was to meet Wednesday for a regular luncheon session, with
Miss Sondergaard on hand.
On Tuesday the Motion Picture Artists
Committee staged a banquet in honor of
Congressmen Byron Scott and John T.
Bernard, with William K. Howard as
toastmaster. The MPAC executive board,
including Dorothy Parker, Dashiell Hammett, Sylvia Sidney, Philip Dunne, Luise
Rainer, Nat West, Donald Ogden Stewart, Anna May Wong, Lewis Milestone,
Madeleine Ruthven, Dudley Nichols, Melvyn Douglas, and Mrs. Frank Tuttle,
handled the arrangements.

The Welcome Mats
Bonuses on "Snow
Get a Needed Rest
White" Will Wait
In the face of a number of reports and
conjectures as to what policy Walt Disney
will pursue in the matter of bonus distributions to his employes in connection
with the profits on “Snow White and the
Seven Dwarfs,” studio officials clarified
the situation this week by averring that
some sort of a melon-split very probably
will occur, but in the distant future.
Disney spokesmen pointed out that
studio workers always have enjoyed
bonuses on past cartoon efforts, but indicated that any profit-sharing plan on
“Snow White” would not be adopted for
another year. Disney, it was said, will
take no action until the first year’s grosses
on the feature-length cartoon have been
recorded.
Credence was given the many reports,
thus far denied by company officials, that
the cartoon-maker would construct a new
and larger studio, when it became known
that Disney had submitted an offer to the
board of water and power commissioners
for the purchase of 51 acres of city-owned
property in Burbank.
The commissioners have requested that
the city council approve the sale at the
$100,000 price offered by Disney.

Daily to Paramount
Daily has returned to the Paramount lot to handle theatre contacts and
special exploitation. He transfers from
Jack

the company’s

Salt Lake City office.

Two departures and no visiting arrivals
kept the welcome mats at Hollywood
studios virtually unsullied this week, contrasting sharply with the heavy influx of
eastern executives, here for coastal conferences, that had characterized winter
and early spring months.
Leaving was Joseph M. Schenck, vicepresident and chairman of the board at
20th Century-Fox, en route to New York
and thence to London to join Darryl Zanuck, the company’s production chieftain,
now vacationing abroad. Length of his
stay was not known here. Also departing was President Harry Cohn of Columbia, planning to spend four or five days
conferring with Vice-President Jack Colin.
Sole check-in was Hal Roach, returning
from United Artists sales meetings in New
York and Chicago, accompanied by
Thomas Walker, his newly-appointed
eastern representative. Roach, absent
two weeks, is turning his immediate attention to finishing up “There Goes My
Heart” and setting an early starting date
for “Topper Takes a Trip,” second feature he will pi'oduce for UA release.
Robert Gillham, advertising and publicity chieftain for Paramount, was expected to leave late this week after spending nearly two weeks here.
"Billy the Kid"
Roy Rogers next goes
of “Return of Billy the
with a July 15 starting

for Rogers
into the title role
Kid” at Republic,
date.
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Zukor Defends Paramount
Against Warner Bombast

.

Although the film capital’s production
ranks are still sizzling under Harry M.
Warner’s recent blast in which he charged
them with hoarding product during the
summer months, silence continues to be
the official policy with one exception —
Paramount’s Adolph Zukor having -taken
up the cudgels in defense.
Vigorously denying the truth of Warner’s bombast, Zukor pointed to Paramount’s mid-year release program as an
irrefutable argument against any “hoarding” charges, at least as far as that studio
is concerned, and asserted that five of the
nine pictures which Paramount will release in July and August represent the investment of several million dollars.
“Our release schedule speaks for itself,”
said Zukor, in announcing the company’s
mid-year releases. “As theatre operators
with interests surpassing those of all other
producers-operators combined, it behooves us to continue to provide exhibitors
and public alike with top entertainment.
There has not been, and will not be, any
withholding of fine screen entertainment
during the summer.”
Zukor cited “Spawn of the North,” an
August release, as a “picture of epic proportions” which “will undoubtedly set new
high boxoffice records.” Other Paramount offerings designated for summer release include:
“The Texans,” with Joan Bennett and
Randolph Scott; Harold Lloyd’s “Professor, Beware;” “Give Me a Sailor,” with
Martha Raye and Bob Hope, and “Tropic
Holiday,” as well as a quintet of other
high-budget offerings.

Paramount

Wins

Suit Charging

$700 in

Plagiarism

Paramount successfully defended itself
against a plagiarism suit initiated by
Richard J. Gorman in federal court when
Judge Harry Hollzer vetoed the plaintiff’s
claims and awarded $700 in attorney’s fees
to the studio.

REVIEW

AMAZING

DR.

Should

CLITTERHOUSE,

prove

company's
Embellished

a

welcome

(WB)—
this

usual big-house melodramas.
with thoughtful, intelligent dia-

Robinson,

Claire

Trevor,

gart. Produced by
by

THE

relief from

logue, a coterie of Damon
and a smash climax.

crooks

Another phase of Condor Pictures’ drive
to reorganize and emerge from its 77B
status was scheduled to be threshed out
in federal court this week, with the
scheduling of a hearing before Judge
George Cosgrave on a petition filed by
Trustee Clinton E. Miller to arrange a
compromise settlement of a $21,844 claim
brought against the bankrupt company by
Frank Snell, at one time a Condor producer and executive.

*

FLASHES

Anatole

GOLD

Compromise Slated
For Condor, Snell

Runyanian
Edward G.

Humphrey

Robert

Lord.

Bo-

Directed

Litvak.

MINE

IN

THE

SKY

teristically good western

(Rep)— Charac-

melodrama

mark-

ing Gene Autry's return to the screen.
Will amply satisfy the popular action
star's large fan following and serve ably
in the spots for which it is made. Smiley
Burnette

and

Carol

Hughes

tory support. Produced
Directed by Joe Kane.
SHOPWORN

ANGEL

top

satisfac-

by Charles

E. Ford.

(M-G-M)— An

ing picture glowing

with

engross-

human

warmth.

It's strong on feminine appeal and should
be a welcome antidote for those summer
boxoffice

blues.

Stewart.
Directed
SOUTH

Margaret

Produced
by

by

Sullavan,

James

J. L. Mankiewicz.

H. C. Potter.

RIDING (UA)— Not for the film bargain hunters; rather for those who want

rich,

forceful

drama.

Superb

in

its de-

lineation of a small set of believable English country folk and impressive in its
splendid characterizations. Ralph Richardson, Edna Best. Produced by Alexander
Korda.

Directed

WESTERN

TRAILS

that should

by

Victor

Saville.

(Univ) — Breezy

please.

The

outdoor

western
shots

are

easy on the eyes and Bob Baker's yodeling
is easy on tbe ears. Marjorie Reynolds costarred. Directed by George Waggner.

COMPLETE REVIEWS on the above
pictures will appear in an early issue
of BOXOFFICE.

Miller has requested Judge Cosgrave

to

approve a $6,000 settlement. Snell asserts Condor owes him $3,094 for 12 weeks’
salary, plus $18,750 as the balance due on
the unexpired term of a two-year contract.
Judge Cosgrave is still considering the
complete reorganization plan filed by Miller several weeks ago, under which Condor’s organizational and financial structure would be re-vamped and its name
changed to Peerless Pictures.
With court approval of his $500-perweek salary as co-trustee safely tucked in
his pocket, Edward Alperson, of Grand
National, was en route to New York early
this week for an indefinite stay, during
which he will look over the distribution
setup for the company in the east and
scrutinize the foreign market. Under the
okay given by Federal Judge William P.
James, Alperson will collect $425 weekly
from Grand National Films, with Grand
National Studios contributing $75 to his
weekly paycheck.
Judge James approved the payment of
a similar amount to O’Melveny, Tuller and
Myers, counsel for the company, on a
retroactive basis from last February 23.
The GN studios were to pick up speed
late this week when Fine Arts Productions
was to get the first in a projected 26feature series underway for GN distribution. The deal was negotiated by Alperson several weeks ago.
Court approval of a petition in which
Maurice Conn declared that his Ambassador and Conn Pictures, both under 77B,
were terminating all business operations,

Gorman charged that Paramount’s W.
C. Fields comedy, “The Old Fashioned
Way,” pirated portions of his play, “Soubrette.” The trial, held in February, was
marked by testimony given by William
LeBaron, production chieftain for the
studio, and Comedian Fields for the defense.

William Wright Returns
To Paramount Production

one of the final stamps on Conn’s bankruptcy status. Conn has received court
permission to cancel all employment contracts and to dispose of office and studio
equipment.

Parents' Magazine Medal
To Monogram Third Time

William H. Wright has been signed as
an associate producer by Paramount, returning to the lot where he spent ten
years prior to 1935. He moves over from
Selznick International, where he has been

Monogram has bagged the Parents’
Magazine medal, for the outstanding family film of the month, for the third time,
“Romance of the Limberlost” having been
selected for the honor by that publication
this month.
“The Hoosier Schoolboy” and “Boy of
the Streets” have won the award in the
past.
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production
nick.

assistant to David

O. Selz-

Wright reports to Paramount, July 11,
following a short vacation, and has been
assigned “Disbarred,” featuring Gail Patrick and Randolph Scott, as his first effort. Following that he will select material for Anna May Wong’s next starring
vehicle.

plus Federal Judge Costgrave’s okay of
Conn’s request that the Conn Studio, now
used as a rental lot, be returned to its
owners, the Sternbros Realty Corp., puts

The

independent producer has negotiated a deal with Fine Arts Pictures and
will hold the reins on several westerns included on the company’s 26-picture
schedule for Grand National release.

Drops Koenig

Suit

A $200,000 breach of promise suit
against William Koenig, Metro executive,
was dropped this week by Gaye Melton,
the “Miss Hollywood” of 1927.
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Portland Cash Gift Row to Head
As 20 Houses Get Order to Desist

"49'ers" All

Portland,

Ore. — Bank

Night

and

all its

ramifications came into the limelight here
this week with the notification by the
Multnomah county district attorney of 20
suburban theatres that they must call a
halt to their cash drawings.

Denver — The

June

celebration

of

the

Rocky Mountain Screen Club was “The
Days of ’49,” and the costumes were
representative of that period. The clubrooms were redecorated to match. Cowboys, miners, gamblers, politicians, lawyers and financiers, in company with their
wives and sweethearts, were out in full
regalia. The occasion was a glamorous,
hilarious and successful one, which the
members will not forget for many moons.
The picture, second row, (left to right),
shows Joe Dekker, winner of second prize
for men; Emmett Thurmon, president of
the club; Sebe Goodlett, as an Indian
chief; Earl R. Collins, winner of the men’s
first prize.
In the front row are Mrs. A1 Hoffman,
winner of second prize for women; Mrs.
Emmett Thurmon, and Mrs. Sebe Goodlett, winner of the lady’s first prize.

SALT

LAKE

M-G-M party of 60, including Spencer Tracy, Mickey Rooney, Producer
John Considine jr. and Director Norman
Taurog, passed through here en route to
Boys’ Town, Neb., to make a film based
on the Father Flanagan home for boys
. . . Tombstone, Ariz., has lost its rating
as the “most realistic town for wild west
films” because of “too many modern improvements.”
The Utah here is offering local talent
as an added patronage lure . . . The local
Columbia force was first in the company's
national collection drive. Robert Hill is
manager . . . J. L. Winn, GN district
manager, has gone to San Francisco after
visiting the company offices here . . . Montana flood pictures were shown at the
Centre Theatre here.
Walt Hull, Nevada circuit operator, is
spending some time here . . . Bob Selig,
GB district manager, is visiting here with
C. F. Rose, branch manager . . . Joe Madsen, UA office manager, has returned from
a west coast vacation . . . The Mario, an
Intermountain house, has closed for the
summer.
The

Gayety, Idaho Falls, is being remodel . . . RCA equipment is being installed in G. H. Harrison’s Utopia Theatre, Roosevelt, Utah.
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The crowning blow came with the announcement by Hamrick-Evergreen theatres that its ace suburban houses, the
Hollywood and Oriental, would adopt Bank
Night, effective June 30.
Ever since the NRA, Portland theatres
have had a gentleman’s agreement regarding giveaways to induce patrons to
enter their houses.
The Oriental held Bank Night Wednesday night and the Hollywood was to
conduct the cash game Thursday evening. Nothing resulted from the meeting held Thursday and no further
action is expected until District Attorney Bain’s return after the weekend.
During the past six months, east side
theatres, all subsequent-run houses, have
broken away from this agreement.
The beginning of the end of the agreement started May 25, 1936, with the decision in the case of the state of Oregon against Rose Moyer, owner of the
Sellwood Theatre.
The smaller theatres, the majority of
which were living up to the agreement,
began to disregard it when District Judge
George N. Woodley held that the Sellwood’s drawing did not constitute a lottery since patrons did not have to purchase admissions to obtain tickets. Too,
the ticket collection box stood outside the
theatre and winners did not have to be

Product Dilemma
Haunting Laurel
Los Angeles — Expressing no hope that
they will be able to break their product
deadlock other than through the court
action now on file against Fox West Coast
and every major distributor save Metro,
Abe Gore and B. N. Berinstein, Laurel
Theatre executives and owners of the
newly-opened Studio City Theatre in San
Fernando Valley, are turning to reissues
and foreign and independent product to
stave off the imminent shutdown of the
house.
The Studio City opened June 10 with a
dual program of M-G-M pictures, that
company having effected an out-of-court
settlement of the conspiracy charges filed
by Laurel, and has been booking Metro
product continuously since. On Sunday,

present at the time of the drawing.
The state was represented by Deputy
District Attorney Maurice E. Tarshis and
the defense was conducted by John Kelley.
Since that decision, about 22 suburban
theatres have adopted country store night,
China night, Bank Night or one of the
various forms of cash nights.
While the announcement by HamrickEvergreen that the Oriental and Hollywood theatres would begin Bank Night
brought the seriousness of the growing
problem of giveaways to bolster the boxoffice to a head, that theatre circuit’s decision was accepted here as one of selfdefense.
The

Multnomah county district attorney’s office, smarting under the defeat
handed it in the Sellwood case, has been
privately gathering information since then
on the manner in which these giveaway
nights are being conducted.
This week the district attorney filed
notice on 20 theatres to the effect that
they must cease and desist in their violaings. tion of the law by conducting cash drawDistrict Attorney
Boxoffice

that

Bank

James
Night

R. Bain

told

constitutes

a

violation of the state lottery statute. His
office is reported considering another test
case in the matter.
Hal White, who manager the Highway
Theatre, heads the group of notified suburban theatres. They intend to fight.
On April 14, 1938, the postoffice department issued a fraud order against Affiliated Enterprises, Inc., of Denver, Colo.,
copyright proprietors of Bank Night.
This fraud order forbids the company
the use of the mails on the grounds that
it was engaged in conducting a lottery.
the French-made film starring Danielle
Darrieux, and Monogram’s “The Marines
Are Here.” On Wednesday the bill was
to change to “A Man’s Castle,” a ColumM-G-M
feature.
bia reissue,
and “Beg, Borrow or Steal,”
Gore and Berinstein recently returned
from New York after an unsuccessful attempt to persuade eastern executives of
FWC and the other defendants to arrive
at an amicable agreement. Suit was filed
in federal court here on Laurel’s allegation that the defendants have conspired to
withhold adequate second-run product
from the house and in violation of zoning
regulations.

Hold "Baby"

Los Angeles —
With Harry Wallen,
house manager, reporting peak business
for the first seven days, “The Birth of a
Baby” went into its second week at the
Paramount Theatre, Fanchon & Marco
house here, on Wednesday. A stage
show is on the bill with the Grand National release.

however, the theatre carried “Mayerling,”
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Ted Wilson Hosts Trade
At Cashmere Vale Debut

Newer Product Is

Seattle

Regaining Screens
Los Angeles — The revival and reissue
skyrocket flared out almost completely in
this area this week, with two houses
which have been drawing good gates with
re-showings reverting to regular run policies.
“The Birth of a Nation,’’ D. W. Griffith’s
silent classic, closed Sunday after a sixday run at Tally’s Criterion Theatre,
downtown. Lessee Albert W. Galston reported a profitable run but declared he
was unable to extend his lease on the
house, as a stage presentation, “Hollywood
Hobohemians,” is slated to move in next
week The Griffith film was coupled with
“Broken Blossoms,” English re-make of
another Griffith silent smash. Previously,
Galston reported sensational business with
“The

—

Ted

Wilson

has

opened

his

new house in Cashmere with Ben Shearer
doing the entire equipment job. Wilson,
who operates a theatre in Leavenworth,
had many exhibitors and exchange managers for the opening of the new spot and
all agreed it is one of the finest theatres
of its type on the coast. Ben Shearer
company made sure that everything was
comfortable for the patrons. New chairs,
newest in drapes, the best in projection
and every other modern feature were
much in evidence. The house, the Vale
Theatre, seats 550.

Son of the Sheik,” a Rudolph Valentino silent, which he held for three

weeks.
Having carded dismal business with “I
Cover the Waterfront,” a Universal reissue, and “The Count of Monte Cristo,”
re-issued by United Artists, the Four-Star
Theatre has gone back to its first-run
policy and is now showing “We’re Going
to Be Rich,” a Grade Fields starring comedy made in England by 20th CenturyFox. The Four-Star played Valentino’s
“The Sheik” for three weeks to better than
average receipts.
The Vogue and Filmarte Theatres, in

pRANK NEWMAN and John Hamrick to
Portland to attend a funeral . . . A1
Forman back to the Dalles after the few
days visit here . . . George Blair inviting
a selected few for a fishing trip and one
of his guests catching a nine-pound salmon . . . C. B. and Maxine Gustafson on
the way home leaving behind the dust of
Wyoming.
Cy Young telling of being hit by a golf
ball during the recent tournament . . .
Mildred DeFoi who won the low net is just
a novice . . . Beverly Parker whose score
was highest hadn’t had a golf club in her
hands for seven years.

Building Boom Looms
In Riverside Sector

Herbert Rosener back to California
after installing Frank Jenkins as manager
of the Montlake Theatre . . . Ed Miller

Los Angeles— Poor business reports in
other sections of the country to the contrary, the Riverside area is slated for a
theatre-building boom in the near future,
from present aspects.
Plans are under way for the construction of two de luxe houses, one a $75,000
theatre to be built by Fred Householder,
local real estate operator, and the other
to be erected by Roy Hunt, who operates
three Riverside theatres in partnership
with Fox West Coast.

home from a two weeks’ vacation in Los
Angeles. He brought back his family with
him. The family had been spending a
couple of months in the jolly old south.

Salier Names A. F. Brin
To Seattle Helm for GN
Los Angeles — Just prior to his departure for New York, to establish permanent
headquarters there, Morris Safier, chief
sales executive for Grand National, appointed A. F. Brin as exchange manager
for GN’s Seattle branch.

Hollywood, are the area’s only houses now
playing reissues and revivals, both on
long-established policies.

S IE A T T IIL IE

Harry Nichols and his wife off in the
well-known trailer to spend some time east
of the mountains, in other words, to Spokane and way points . . . Les Theuerkauf
back from his trip east . . . Al Wagner,
owner of the Blue Fox Theatre in Grangeville, Idaho, traveling about the country
advertising
forthcoming
to be held intheearly
July.

“Border Days”

George Morgan of Colville and Chewalah on a fast vacation trip to the coast
. . . Mildred Bishop of the Liberty, Roxy,
and Temple theatres in Lewiston, Idaho,
has taken a cabin for the summer at Hayden Lake and commutes to Lewiston, 150
miles, once a week . . . W. P. Struppler of
Pullman on an extended trip south taking
in Reno and California points.
Eddie Rivers spending his vacation as a
straw boss superintending the remodeling
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NAT SMYTHE & SONS
Decorators
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Engineers"
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SERVICE,

Counsellors

W. C. “Bill” Riter who recently was appointed branch manager for Grand National in Los Angeles, was for years with
Columbia and recently with the sales department of Universal . . . Mrs. A. Thompson of the Seeley Theatre in Pomeroy,
confined to her home for several days betomy. fore getting back to the operation of her
theatre. She is taking care of a tonsilecCamille Allison, formerly with Fox Films
in Seattle, First National in Butte and
Portland, and also serving for a time as
secretary to Claude Jensen, is visiting with
L. J. McGinley. Her home is now in Vancouver, B. C., and she is connected with
the University of British Columbia.

Burch “SUPER

INC.

Harry Rackin
Jack Anderson
Room 31
Film Exchange Bldg.
Phone: RO-9191
"QUALITY SERVICE"

of his home . . . L. J. McGinley to Cashmere for the opening of the Vale Theatre
. . . Al and Evelyn Oxtoby tripping in from
over the Eastern trail . . . George De
Waide on his vacation and spending most
of it on the Row.
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George
jyjR. and MRS. C. V. HAWK,

owners of

theatres in Cedar City, Panguitch, and
Ephraim, Utah, and Piodre and Caliente,
Nev„ stopped over briefly on the Row en
route to San Diego to attend the marriage
of their son, Lieut. Vernon Hawk, U. S. N„
this week. The Hawks are accompanied
by another son and daughter.
Al O’Keefe, Universal’s district manager, was expected to arrive here Friday
after spending a month touring his sales
district.

In-and-out along Filmrow: Tommy
Huntington of the Seville, Chula Vista;
Carl Drane, the Town Theatre, local
house; F. W. McManus of the Lee and
Brayton theatres, Long Beach; William
Swanson of the Ojai in Ojai; Grover
Smith, Roxy and Cosmo, in Glendale;
Manny Hoffman of the Avalon, local theatre, and Jack Chasen of the Rosebud.
The Grand National exchange is moving
from 1910 S. Vermont to 1922 S. Vermont
— a little closer to the center of Filmrow.
Harry L. Nace, president of the Nace
Theatre circuit, was to open his new Sultana Theatre, a 700-seater, in Williams,
Ariz., on Friday.
Bill Martin, who operates the Hemet
Theatre in Hemet, was a Filmrow visitor,
in to book product . . . T. E. Tobin has
taken over as manager of the Jewel Theatre, on Whittier Blvd. in East Los
Angeles.
Roy Keehn, of the Park, in Huntington
Park, was in for bookings, as were D. B.
Irvine of the Gem, Southgate, and Mr.
and Mrs. F. D. Browne of the Oxnard,
Oxnard ... In for an indefinite vacation
is Tom Young, president of the Young
Electrical Co. in Salt Lake City.
Herb Griffin, vice-president of the
sound engineering department of the International Projector Corp. of New York,
and George Friedl jr., a director of the
company, arrived here late last week to
personally supervise the installation of
new sound and projection equipment in
the Glendale Theatre, FWC house in
Glendale.

T. Hood

Leaves

FTP; O'Connor
Seattle

—

George

T. Hood,

YOURSELF
to a New, Timely
TRAILER SERVICE
Of Course, from

TRAILER-MADE, INC.
Los
1909
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Angeles

Office:

S. VERMONT
URMONT

AVENUE

Ted

Gamble
Now

identified

with Seattle theatre management since
1900, has wound up his affairs with the
Federal Theatre Project. He announced
his resignation a few days ago to accept
a private position.
Hood has been director of the project
since it began some two and a half years
ago. He will be succeeded by Edwin G.
of Los Angeles at present supervisor of productions. Previous to his
WPA career, Hood was manager for many
years of the Metropolitan Theatre.

Portland,
Gamble
was

Ore.

family

Family

Is Five
—

Flash!

now

The

numbers

Ted

R.

five.

It

a girl, as yet unnamed, who arrived at 9:30 a. m., June 29, at Emanuel

Hospital.

Weight — six

and

one

half

Gamble, general manager of the J.
pounds.
J. Parker theatres, is expected to sur-

O’Connor

family

vive. It's the second daughter
and the women
are now

majority
minority.

with

Ted

and

Ted

in the
in the

jr., in the

Corrigan Leaves Booking
Desk for Federal Post
Los Angeles — Jim Corrigan, booker for
Western States Theatre Service Co.,
leaves next week for Washington, D. C.,
to accept a government position, vehemently denying that it’s a WPA job.
Bill Blowitz, brother of Sam Blowitz,
head of the company, steps into Corrigan’s shoes.

Ponder

Booking Service

Los Angeles — Ways and means of establishing a booking service for its membership are being discussed by the Independent Theatre Owners of Southern
California and Arizona. Al Galston was
recently elected president.

ID) IE N V IE R
gALLY RAND, in person with a stage
show, bolstered the gross at the Denham this wTeek well above average. Sally
does the usual fan dance, with a balloon
dance added since her last Denver appearnce. . . ‘‘Three Blind Mice” was
good enough at the Denver to warrant a
move to the Aladdin . . . “Blockade” gave
the Paramount one of its biggest weeks
in months and was moved to the Rialto
for a second week . . . The Louis-Schmeling fight film was good enough to pull in
hundreds at the Orpheum. The fight film
had a lot of good comment from interested
parties, as well as from the papers.
Five theatres in Denver

HELP!

Successor

are closing for

the summer, planning to reopen September 2. They include the Tivoli of the Ed
and Bob Mapel three; the Webber of the
Fox 12; the Alameda of the Civic 10; the
Park of the Dave Cockrill four, and the
Mission, owned by C. M. Stowell. Business conditions are given as the reason.
Closings recently in the territory are the
School Theatre, Evergreen, Coloi.; Primero, Primero, Colo.; Moon, Stratton,
Colo.
With the annual picnic of the Rocky
Mountain Screen Club set for Thursday,
August 18, plans are being made to hold
the convention of the Rocky Mountain
Theatre Owners and Managers the day
preceding. Plans call for the usual golf
tournament, baseball game and other
sports, with dancing and the banquet in
the evening, at the Cherry Hills Country
Club.

JJAL WHITE, owner of the Highway Theatre, one of Portland’s many suburbans, had as a special attraction on his
stage two nights this week, Don Varo,
who was pictured in Ripley’s “Believe It
or Not” as “the man they cannot kill.”
Varo demonstrated his ability to withstand freezing by being encased 15 minutes each night in a 1,200-pound casket
of solid ice.
Johnny Harvey, Universal’s booker, tells
us he’s been on Portland’s Filmrow for 12
years now and he’s never seen it so dead.
While telling us that Johnny was grumbling about not being able to get a certain
H. L. Gamble of North Bonneville,
print.
Wash., was a visitor on the Row this week.
Gordon Craddock and Eddie Hudson of
Universal were in eastern Oregon touring
the sage brush.
Denny Hull of the Liberty Theatre at
North Bend was another Portland visitor.
He’s been to Seattle attending the Washington state trap shoot meet. S. G. Mendenhall of Grants Pass also took in the
Row. Mendenhall and Hull both took in
the Oregon state trap shoot at Bend.
When we saw Mendenhall he still was
complaining about missing two targets
and losing over $500 in prize money.
Jack

Kloepper, United Artists representative here, has returned from Chicago and the United Artists convention

until lots of pep about the coming year’s
product being “the biggest and the best.’’
Overheard: Helen Bush, Kloepper’s secretary, telling Millicent Smith, office manager for T. L. Shearer, that she was glad
her boss was back.
The fair city of Albany, down the Williamette valley, was represented on the
Row the other day by none other than
Ray Henderson.
Miss J. Lingaas, office manager for
Heywood-Wakefield in Los Angeles, is in
Portland on her vacation. Now that’s
something when Oregon climate can attract a Californian on vacation, or was it
the climate?
Frank Becker, in charge of the Portland office of Western Theatre Equipment
Co., Inc., tells us that Harold Zurfluh and
associates have opened a new theatre in
Centralia, Wash.
BOXOFFICE
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Unions and Exchanges Are
Bank Night Faces
Test in Indiana
Willing to Aid Exhibitors
Decatur, Ind. — A test case on the legality of Bank Night is scheduled to take
place here July 6.
I. A. Kalver and Roy Kalver, owners of
the Adams and Madison theatres, have
been made defendants in a suit brought
by a competitor, Jesse LeBrun, owner of
the Court Theatre. The defendants pleaded not guilty before Justice John T. Kelly
to a charge
tery.”
The

of “acting

charge

states

as agents
that

for a lot-

Bank

Night

is

Cheer for Grosses

Chicago — With

In Gloomy Weather
By GENE RICH
Chicago — Business fell from

heaven

for

and early Sunday morning couldn’t have
been better timed if a committee of exhibitors had set the hours with old Jupiter
Pluvius himself.

of Indiana.”

The rainy weather on Saturday kept a
lot of would-be weekend vacationists in

LaSalle, III. — Recent arguments between the city aldermen and the E. E.
Alger

circuit over the finding of an unmetered water pipe in the Majestic Theatre, local Alger house, have been settled amicably.

For

a time it appeared that in retaliation, one of the aldermen might seek an
ordinance ordering removal of canopies
from local theatres.
The

solution

calls for a

meter

on

the

line fdr 90 days and then the measurement of water used at the end of that
period will be used as a guide in figuring
bow much is owed for the period of the
unmetered line, which was two years.

Anniversary Celebration
For Herman DeVry Draws
Chicago — More than 300 friends paid
tribute to Herman A. DeVry on his 25th
anniversary in the motion picture business
in Chicago at the banquet given in his
honor last week as a climax to the National Conference on Visual Education.

and have promised
sideration.

unusual

business

spots

the World-Playhouse.

to give it careful

con-

“We

naturally want to help the exhibitors all we can,” said John Smith,
president of the operators, to Boxoffice,
this week. “We don’t want to do a thing
to hurt them. Already we understand
that 16 houses have closed for the summer
and we certainly don’t want

to do anything

to cause others to close.”
Meanwhile, it was understood this week
that the exchanges here will give relief
to the exhibitors who need it, in the way
of reduced rentals.
“Several

of the exchanges

have

assured

me

they will work with the theatre owners,” Saperstein told Boxoffice. However,
naturally each case is different, and there
cannot be any blanket reductions. Every
exhibitor will have to discuss his situation

As a result 20th Century-Fox’s “Three
Blind Mice,” with Eddie Duchin on the
stage in person, gave the Chicago Theatre
one of its best weekends in months. The
combination continued the best in the loop
throughout the forepart of this week, with
the result that Duchin is being held over
for a second week.
of the

possible

The operators’ group plans to discuss
the matter with its board of directors,

The baseball game was postponed, all
sandlot and municipal park games were
called off and general outdoor sports went
by the wayside.

One

exhibitors

the operators’ union, to discuss
means of help to the exhibitors.

the city, and the Sunday morning precipitation kept all of the out-door enthusiasts inside. Thus when the weather
cleared just enough for the rain to stop
Sunday noon, film fans turned out in
droves.

the loop was

the

promised to give all reasonable aid possible, it was learned this week.
Aaron Saperstein, president of Allied
Theatres, met this week with Pete Shayne,
John Smith, Neal Bishop and others of

Chicago exhibitors over the last weekend and everything was rosy along Filmrow this week. The rain of last Saturday

operated “contrary to the forms and statutes in such cases made and provided and
against the peace and dignity of the state

Unmetered Water Pipe
Case Settled at LaSalle

all of

seeking relief from the run of bad business during the last few months, both exchanges and trade craft unions have

independently

with

the exchanges.”

Turns Ambassador

in

Here

Stall

Into an Emergency

the Italian production, “Ave Maria,” starring Beniamino Gigli, the world renowned
tenor, opened big on Friday, continued
building, and Sunday the house had the
SRO sign up not only in the evening but
all day long. This picture should do
three or four weeks.
All of the other houses did better than

Crew

St. Louis — Manager Harry Crawford o'
the Ambassador Theatre set bis staff at
parking and delivering patrons cars Iasi
weekend when seven employes of the
Union Market Garage, objecting to the
pickup and delivery, quit work, leaving
approximately 200 cars tied up.
The arrangement with the garage to

they have done in weeks in the loop. In
the suburban regions all circuits reported
business up considerably.

park
the Ambassador’s
be maintained.

patrons

cars

will

Dr. I. E. Deer, Hays representative, presented DeVry with a bronze plaque at the

Tentative

banquet, which was held in the Bal Tabarin Room of the Hotel Sherman here.
Congratulatory messages were received
from scores of persons in the industry
including Dr. Lee DeForest, inventor of the
radio tube.

Chicago — The oiiice of the operators' union this week gave BOXOFFICE
the
following list of 16 houses which John Smith, president, mentions in the accompanying article. The list includes some theatres where notices have been given the
operators

of the impending

Butler,

New

Filmack

Studios

Chicago — New and modern sound studios have been opened by the Filmack
Trailer Co. here. Virgil Bowers, wellknown sound engineer and technician, has
been

placed in charge of the new department. The sound department now occupies the quarters formerly used by the
laboratory and camera-room, while these
latter two departments have been moved
into more spacious quarters on the second
and third floors.
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C

Closing List

operated

by

D.

closing
W.

of the houses.

Martin;

Charm,

Nick

Chion;

Crane

and

Kenwood,

Schoenstadt circuit; Harmony and Little Paramount, Ben Banowitz; Independence,
Jacob Gross; Oriental and Alba, B&K; Rosette. M. D. Zimmerman; Pastime, C. E.
Beck, recently razed; Temple, Bland Bros., being rebuilt; Praga, F. Veska
Elinek; Panorama, G. C. S. circuit; Fern, Lee Owens, and Julian, Essaness.
Of
union,
that

and

A. J.

this group, as BOXOFFICE
goes to press, the Alba, Little Paramount, Kenwood and Panorama owners stated the houses are not closed. At the offices of the
it was

this does

said
not

that the notices
necessarily

had

mean

being closed for about a week.
The Julian is the Scandinavian
like the others

that are

closed,

merely
they

will

language

is expected

been

posted

close.
house

to be

on

The
of the

reopened

this group

Charm

Essaness

again

also, but

reopened

after

circuit, and

in the

early

fall.
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Chicago

Party

Honors

B&K

Employes

— Photo by Candid Illustrators
Chicago — Above

is shown

the gathering

of B&K employes and other friends of
Jimmy Luntzel and Burt Ofstie at the recent luncheon given for them at the Sherman Hotel.
They are, standing, left to right: Eddie
Seguin, B&K publicity; Art Catlin, United
Artists exploiteer; Frank Church, B&K

Brevity of Fight
Perplexes Duallers

artist; Herb Elisburg, Essaness publicity
director; Dave Wallerstein, B&K district
manager; Louis Lipstone, B&K stage production manager; Harry Odendhal, manager, B&K Biltmore, and Sylvan Goldfinger, manager, B&K Garrick.
Left to right, seated: Del Lawler, B&K
artist; Herb Lyons and Jimmy Savage,

B&K publicity; Max Factor, Great States
booker; Arch Herzoff, B&K publicity;
Luntzel and Ofstie; Eddie Solomon, B&K

Joliet Prison Scanned
For Film Possibilities

Cunliff Final Report
Ends Skouras Case

Chicago — Lou

Wertheimer,

assistant

to

has

Joseph Schenck on the 20th Century-Fox
lot, has been here for several days investigating the possibility of the state penitentiary at Joliet as possible screen material.

been the matter of showing the LouisSchmeling fight pictures, which were
booked with the thought that they would
run sufficiently long to provide the second attraction on a dual feature bill.

Because of the success of several pictures tagged after well-known prison
names, it is understood Darryl Zanuck
would like to make a picture based on the
Illinois prison.

Milwaukee — Puzzler

for exhibitors

Fox’s Palace, advertising the flicker
in advance of the fight on placards in
the lobby for showing opening June 24, is
playing the 12th round of the first
Schmeling-Louis fight to help augment
the latest film. “Woman Against Woman” and shorts and newsreel round out
this bill.
At Green Bay, the Orpheum has headlined the fight pictures in its advertising and exploitation, but is playing in
addition two added features, “One Wild
Night” and “Wives Under Suspicion.”
The Peoples at Superior has been satisfied to let the fight pictures show as
an added attraction, topped by “Hold
That Kiss,” while the Capitol in Racine
cashed in on newspaper publicity by
showing “The
Joe Louis.

Reopen
Rensselaer,

Spirit of Youth,”

starring

in Rensselaer
Ind. —

A. W.

Howard

has

opened his new Monon Theatre, which replaces the one destroyed by fire some
months ago.

46

Jean

Hersholt, star of the next Quintuplet picture for 20th Century-Fox; Lou
Breslow and Joseph Moskowitz, who worked on the film also in Callander, Ont.,
stopped through here last week to visit
with Wertheimer, en route back to the
coast.

Judell Spends

a Week

In His "Old Chicago"
Chicago — Ben Judell, exchange operator here, who has recently been producing independent pictures in Hollywood,
spent this week here visiting business acquaintances and friends.
Judell has just completed arrangements
in New York for distribution of his product
in England through Arthur Dent.
His first pictures, already ready for release, are “Delinquent Parents,” “Slander
House,” and “Rebellious Daughters.” Upon
his return to the coast, he plans to start
work immediately on his next picture, in
which Beverly Roberts will have the leatj,

publicity; Ben Bloomfield, manager, Oriental; Sidney Stern, General Film Laboratories; Dave Flamm, Filmack, and Abe
Platt, B&K district manager.

St. Louis — The

long

drawn-out

federal

court bankruptcy proceedings of Skouras
Bros. Enterprises, Inc., came to an end
on June 23 when Referee in Bankruptcy
Pearcy approved the final report of Nelson
H. Cunliff, who had been the federal
trustee for the corporation.
The report made by Cunliff revealed
that he had paid a first and final dividend
of 6.53 per cent to the general creditors
of the motion picture theatre holding concern that was organized some years ago
by Spyros P„ Charles P. and George P.
Skouras. Later they sold control of the
company to the Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc.
Total receipts of the trustee since 1934,
when the bankruptcy proceedings were
started, amounted to $385,744, while disbursements for court costs, expenses of
the trusteeship and preferred claims
amounted to $82,266.
The dividends paid to the general creditors amounted to $274,871, which were
committees for the purchase of the theatre properties, while dividends paid in
cash totaled $28,607.
Roanoke
Roanoke,

to Van

III. — H.

Alstyne

V. Van

Alstyne

has

opened the Roanoke Theatre here. The
house, formerly called the Palacette, has
been renovated.
BOXOFFICE
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j^MONG the exhibitors and others seen
at the fights at Marigold last Monday
night were Harry Goldman, Tippy Harrison, Jack Rubin, Charlie Cooper, Jack
Kirsch, Eddie Brunnell, Fred Gilford, Nate
and Max Gumbiner, Henry Kohn, Joe
Stern, Harold Wertheimer, Harry Lustgarden, Johnny Mednikow, Henri Elman,
and Ben Judell.
Eugene O’Connor, of the state’s attorney’s office, and well known on Filmrow,
leaves nevt week on the steamship Chirique from New York for a West Indies
cruise. He will meet Victor Yglesias of the
Costa Rican Coffee Shop there and they
will make the return trip together.
A. T. Conroy, manager of the B&K Uptown, is vacationing at the Land O’ Lakes,
Minn. Assistant Manager Adelman of the
Uptown plans to take his two weeks in an
auto trip to Yellowstone National Park.
Irwin Joseph joins Columbia next week
as country salesman. Irwin succeeds Joe
Kaufman, who has resigned to join the
B&iK booking staff . . . Incidentally , Joseph recently announced his engagement
to Miss Marjore Lee Baum . . . Johnny
Mednikow is back from a trip to New
York on his Trailer-Made, Inc., project.
HERE

and

GONE:

Robert Taylor, accompanied by his
agent, Nat Goldstone, and M-G-M
publicist, Don McElwaine, was in Chicago over Saturday of last week, en
route back to the west coast, after
seeing the Louis-Schmeling fight.
Lieut. Harry Costello, the police film
censor, leaves this week with his wife
for a vacation trip to the east.
Harry and Jack Cohn and Abe
Schneider of Columbia spent Tuesday
in the city.
Barrett Keisling, M-G-M contact
man for the newspaper critics, was in
Chicago this week on his annual tour.
He came here from Detroit.
David Niven, English star, due to
start work soon on a Samuel Goldwyn picture, was through here this
week en route back to the coast, after
an English vacation.
Tony Caputo, Pathe newsreel cameraman in charge of the local bureau, is back
after a business trip to New York, during which time he obtained a lot of new
equipment.
Jimmy Frisina, 27-year-old son of the
head of the 48-theatre circuit in Illinois,
Iowa and Missouri, won the qualifying
medal in the eighth Illinois state amateur golf tournament here last week, with
a 36-hole total of 141.
Martha Raye has been set for the Chicago Theatre for the week of July 8.
B&K expects to set several other star
name acts shortly.
Neal Bishop, secretary-treasurer of the
operators’ union, is expected to become
a member of the magicians’ league shortly.
For details, ask Aaron Saperstein, Mike
Godshaw, or Jack Ruben.
BOXOFFICE
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Wisconsin

Jury Frees

Operator
Something Was
Anyway

of Lottery
Fort

Born

week that he's thinking about getting
the reissue rights for “The Birth of a

Court Sentences Two
For Theatre Burglary
34, has been

sentenced by Municipal Judge Max W.
Nohl to serve one to nine years in the
state prison at Waupun for burglary of
a safe in the Downer, May 31.
His alleged accomplice in the robbery,
James Christensen, 46, was sentenced to
one year to 18 months in the house of
correction. The two men collided with
three policemen as they left the office of
the theatre with $622 from the safe.

New
Flora,

ment.

Sound for Flora Theatre
Ind. — The

stalled new sound

Flora

Theatre

has

-

-g-

-

A

in-

and projection equip-

TRADE

Wis. — Although

a

jury

The district attorney’s action against
Baier was prompted by a decision several months ago by Atty. Gen. O. S. Loomis,
which held Bank Night as violating the
state lottery laws. It was the first action
of its kind by any district attorney in
Wisconsin and was regarded as a test
case.

“At least," says Henri, "something
Nation."
was
born in the story, anyway."

Boylan,

Atkinson,

Charge

in E. W. Morgan’s justice court here June
24 found Walter Baier, proprietor of the
Fort Theatre, not guilty, of conducting
a lottery in connection with playing of
Bank Night at his house, Jefferson county
officials indicated that they would seek
the arrests of other exhibitors in the county who continued featuring the game.

Chicago — Pictures with the word
"birth" in the title are becoming so
popular that Henri Elman quipped this

Milwaukee — John

Game

The jury returned the verdict in favor
of Baier after ten minutes deliberation.
Reports from some spots indicate that
Bank Night is being dropped because exhibitors report larger crowds waiting outside their lobbies for the results than
those paying admission. Likewise, the
public has shown a disposition to regard
their chances of winning as growing increasingly fruitless as the number of
names on record in the various theatres
continue to mount.
Because of these public reactions, various houses have substituted such games
as Ten-O-Win, which requires the individual’s presence in the theatre.

DIRECTORY

HANDY

GUIDE

FOR

THE

EXHIBITOR

■

—

CHICAGO

ROADSHOW

TICKET

PICTURES

GOLD

English Dialogue

831 So. Wabash — Chicago — Phone

Titles

WAB.

7615

SEAL— SIMPLEX— MODEL

GENERAL

REGISTER

1018 South Wabash

POSTER
SAVE

SIGNS - MARQUEES AND
MAINTENANCE

Theatre

Electric Sign <5 Maintenance
Tom Flannery, President
315-17 W. Walton Street
Phone DELaware 9111

SIGNS

AND

Co.

DISPLAYS

Advertise Your Theatre Along the Highways
Metal Signs — Low Prices — Free Sketch
on Request
See or Write Harry Blumenthal
AD-ART DISPLAY STUDIOS
1243 So, Wabash

—

Chicago

—

”H"

Victory 7161

CORPORATION

Avenue — Chicago

EXCHANGES
MONEY

Advertising

All Advertising
Whiteway

SERVICE

Factory Mechanics — Genuine Parts Used
Loaner Service Machines Supplied

I. FRANKLIN
distributing Soviet Films
All films have

REGISTER

Rental

From. One

Service
Source.

1, 3, 6-sheets,
window 11x14
cards, photos,
slides, stills,
inserts. 22x28's,
Also DeLuxe Silk Screen Art Service
40x60's, 30x40's, 24x60's, 24x82 banners.
40x60 Hollywood Transparencies.
No Contracts. Lowest Rental Prices.

PHOTOPLAY ADVERTISING COMPANY
1243 South Wabash Ave. — CALumet 7660

THEATRICAL

PRINTING

A. B. C. PRINTERS,
We

Print Everything

INC.

Theatrical.

1225 South Wabash — Chicago
For lowest prices Call — VTC 3456

Exhibitors Desirous
QHARLES
KREIGHBAUM, Rochester,
Ind., exhibitor, is confined to the Woodlawn Hospital there after an auto accident on his way to Lafayette, Ind. His
arm is broken and he is badly bruised.
Marc

Wolf, manager of Theatrical Managers, Inc., was married to Bernice Dellinger, June 24. They left for Chicago immediately after the wedding.

Harry Murphy, manager of the Artcraft
Theatre, Franklin, is the proud father of a
baby girl.
Dale Sheets has closed his Castle Theatre, Gosport, for the summer . . . Claude
Allison, manager of Bair’s Strand Theatre,
has returned from a fishing trip and says
he caught the limit of black bass every
day. He refuses to tell Filmrow fishermen
his favorite location.
W. C. Byers, representative for Jam
Handy Pictures, Detroit, spoke to the Advertising Club June 23 at their regular
monthly meeting in the Columbia Club.
A motion picture, “Selling America,”
based on actual incidents in the life of
Benjamin Franklin, was presented by the
speaker.

Obtaining
Chicago — The

Henri

of

Fight Reels
Elman

office after

the Louis-Schmeling fight last week was
a turmoil for hours, besieged by anxious
exhibitors wanting to know if the “shortest heavyweight championship fight in
history” actually was filmed.
The answer is found in the excellent
motion pictures taken of the bout. They
show clearly and distinctly both in actual
pictures and in slow motion scenes how
it was possible for Louis to win so quickly.
To enterprising showmen the pictures
should be worth plenty of ballyhooing on
their marquee and in ads. The whole reel
runs about 15 minutes and should draw
the customers. — E. D. R.

Louis Film Benefits
Chicago — With

interest in Joe Louis

on

the upgrade since his sensational knockout victory over Max Schmeling, Ben Benjamin, local Grand National branch manager, reports bookings on the champion’s
picture, “The Spirit of Youth,” have increased considerably. Not only is this true
of Negro theatres, but also of houses enjoying white patronage.

The

midsummer meeting of the Associated Theatre Owners of Indiana ivill be
held July 20 and 21 at Wawasee Country
Club, Lake Waivasee, Ind. They will combine business and pleasure.

plant has been installed in the Rex Theatre here. L. E. Wilhelm is the new mana-

E. J. Barnard, Paramount manager, has
returned frim New York City . . . R. R.

ger.

Air Condition
Rochester,

at Rochester

Ind. — A new

Lee Moffitt, Owensboro, Ky., and Gruff
Hard, Greenville, Ky., will charter a plane
and fly to the Indianapolis Variety Club
golf tournament July 25. Both exhibitors
have donated a prize. They will take off
at Louisville, Ky.
Louis R. Markun, local exhibitor, has
announced his candidacy for Republican
nomination for auditor of state at the Republican convention June 22. Markun was
former state representative from Marion
county.
Malcolm Brown product will be distributed by Big Feature Rights exchange in
Indiana and Kentucky, according to Abe
Kaufman, local manager.

Eagle and 60 Midgets
Await Word From Metro
Chicago — Nate

Eagle,

who

conducted

the Midget City at the Chicago World’s
Fair, is waiting here with a troupe of 60
midgets for word from M-G-M to start
west for work in “The Wizard of Oz.”
“The Wizard of Oz” will be a Mervyn
LeRoy production, and work starts in
August.

48

1L (0) tU II ^

fHE story of the rise of Vladimir Ilyrich
Lenin to supreme power in Soviet Russia was portrayed in the Russian propaganda film, “Lenin in October,” which
was presented at the S’Renco Screening
Room the nights of June 21, 22 and 23,
under the auspices of a local Russian organization.
Fanchon

&

Marco

and

the St. Louis

Amusement's general offices probably will
not be moved to the new quarters in the
Fox Theatre Bldg., 527 North Grand Blvd.,
until the early fall or thereabouts, although the new telephone directory recently issued already carries the telephone
number of the new offices NEwstead 3600.
Until the move actually takes place the
calls for NEwstead 3600 are being taken
by the old number CEntral 5101.
Jimmy

Frisina of the Taylorville, 111.,

Frisinas, medalist in the 1935 championship tournament of the Illinois state amateur golfers, scored two subpar rounds
June 23 in the 36-hole qualifying round
of the 1938 tournament at Elgin, 111., to
set the pace at 141. Par for the course is
72, but Jimmy shot 71 and came right
back with a 70. He entered the championship rounds in June 24 in an attempt to
wrest the crown from Champion Larry
Moller of Quincy.

air-conditioning

Bair, head of Bair’s circuit, is planning
an extended vacation in Michigan.
H. V . Neese is rebuilding the theatre at
Dana, Ind. Neese operates the Beverley
Theatre, Brazil, Did. . . . John Cooper, formerly of Boswell, Ind., is opening a new
house in Windfall, Ind.

ST.

CJLATED for attendance at the opening
of the new M-G-M film exchange here
July 8 are Director-Producer Mervyn Le
Roy and Short Story Producer Pete Smith.
The new exchange, located at N. Eighth
and W. State St., is a two-story, airconditioned building.
A burglar last week obtained $235 from
the safe in the Mozart, south side neighborhood house. Police believe the thief
may have hidden in the theatre until
after the last show.
Livingston Lanning, former Milwaukee
exhibitor, has been named manager of
Jack Yeo’s Plaza Theatre in Burlington,
succeeding Dan Delaney, resigned.
Mrs. William Brisbane, the former Jean
Griswold, whose husband is the author of
a syndicated Hollywood column, was a
local visitor last week.
Roy Alexander, Illinois exhibitor, has
taken over the Granada Theatre, Racine,
formerly operated by Stanley Kolberg . . .
Frank MilavetZ, Ironwood, Mich., has purchased a site for a new theatre in Hurley,
Wis. The town is currently without a
house.
The State Theatre in Beloit is operating
only on Fridays, Saturdays and Sundays
during the summer months . . . Harry
Perlewitz and Sam Ozonoff expect to have
their M>Q-seat Savoy Theatre in Watertown ready for opening July 16.

The downtown automobile parking
problem has been banished for the patrons
of Fanchon & Marco’s Ambassador Theatre through the arrangements perfected
by that house with the Union Market
Garage. As the theatregoers roll up to
the Ambassador their automobile is taken
in charge by a bonded driver from the
garage. The machine then is driven to
the garage, parked and later delivered on
a call from the lobby of the theatre. The
total cost for this extra service is only
10 cents, available every night after 6 and
all day on Sunday.
St. Louis film folks were greatly interested in the wedding in Hollywood
June 25 of Miss Edith Skouras, daughter
of Charles Skouras, to Jack Jungemeyer
jr. of the film colony. The former Miss
Skouras attended Hosmer Hall here in her
student days and has many friends among
the younger social set. Her father, with
his brothers, Spyros and George, formerly operated a number of theatres here
prior to the fall of 1928 when they
branched out to become national figures
in the film world.

“King Kong"
Osaka,

Japan — They

in Japan
like “King

Kong”

in Japan. Playing the RKO revival, the
Bentenza Theatre here did sensational
business with the fantastic film for a full
week.

His Film

Work

Hollywood — Because

he

First
will be work-

ing on “Arkansas Traveler,” Bob Burns
has turned down an invitation to attend
the 31st convention of Railway Engineers of the AEF in Hot Springs, Ark.
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Advent of Summer
Slows Omaha Pace
Omaha — “Ask

any theatreman

ness has been the
gests Film Critic
Omaha World- Her
says ‘Swell,’ he’s
heat’s got him!”
Boxoffice

how

busi-

past three weeks,”
Keith Wilson in
aid. “If he smiles
either a fibber or

checked

with

sugthe
and
the

several

Ne-

braska and Iowa exhibitors and found
that Wilson called it right.
Omaha first-run houses suffered their
worst seven days in some years during the
past week. Assistant Manager John
Quinlan said it was the Brandeis Theatre’s worst since opening four and a half
years ago.
Omaha’s 27 exhibitors are catching
strong competition from two sides and are
suffering from lack of product on the third
side. Worst competition for the exhibitors here is the Ak-Sar-Ben racing meet
which runs from Memorial Day to the
Fourth of July. Matinees are suffering
badly.
Augie Herman, militant owner and operator of the Muse Theatre, said his
grosses are suffering from 25 to 30 per
cent because of the races and lack of
product. Exhibitors feel the effects of the
races for a month to six weeks after they
close, said Herman.
A circuit owner operating about a half
dozen Omaha subsequents, who asked to
remain anonymous, reported grosses off
from 15 to 20 per cent for the reasons
given above. He scored the races and outdoor entertainments as competition.
H. A. Schroeder, exhibitor at Lake
View, la., speaking for theatre men in
that area, reported business only fair but
with prospects especially bright. Outstate
Nebraska exhibitors reported the same
thing.
Exhibitors in the Omaha trade territory hope for a favorable crop situation
(first in several years) to pull them out
of the so-so status which has existed for
some time.

Adolph Rozanek Plans
A 450-Seater in Crete
Crete,

Neb. — Plans

are being

completed

for a new 450-seat theatre here, to
owned and operated by Adolph Rozanek
Crete. Rozanek has been in Chicago
three years and returned to Crete to
model a building he owns.

be
of
for
re-

Installations to be handled by ScottBallantyne Co. of Omaha include cooling,
projection and sound and seating. The
Scott-Ballantyne Co. is handling the
architectural work.

Fire Damages
Kansas

City — The

Trenton
Royal,

Royal

Trenton,
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MW

Owns Many Books on
Film Industry

Mo.,

Minneapolis — With

Kansas City — O. K. Bourgeois of Atlantic Pictures has made a hobby of
collecting

books

concerning

the motion

picture industry for some years.
now
has a
collection of some
volumes,
and

in

both

foreign

He
300

languages

the industry, etc. Some of the
date back to 1910 and 1911.
Which

brings

wouldn't it be
film library on

up

the

books

query,

a good idea
Filmrow?

why

to have

the State going from

55 cents to 40 cents, after 5 p. m., the
first cutting of admission scales has occurred here. Closing of the 55-cent Minnesota thus leaves Minneapolis with 40
cents the top downtown price, except on
those infrequent occasions when a stage
plays the Orpheum.
In Duluth and some of its other situations in the territory the Minnesota
Amusement Co. has been holding cut-rate
ticket sales, and independent exhibitors,
members of Northwest Allied States have
served notice on the big circuit that they,
too, will slash admission prices.

English, on operation, management, biography of leading figures in

a

Sioux Center Again
Bars Sunday Films

For example, the circuit ran full-page
ads in Duluth advertising the cut-rate
sale of four 40-cent tickets for two of its
downtown houses for $1 and six 35-cent
tickets for its other two downtown theatres also for $1. The tickets are redeemable until March 1, 1939.
The Granada Theatre, an independent
Duluth first-run downtown house, has protested vigorously and feels that it has a
particular kick coming because, at the

Sioux Center, Ia. — This is still “the town
without movies,” and the voters appear
to like it that way. They rolled up the

Minnesota Amusement’s request, it agreed
to boost its admission to 40 cents for the
bigger pictures that it plays.

largest vote in the town’s history last week
when the question, “Shall the town license
a theatre or movie house” was submitted.
The count showed 429 opposed to shows
and 343 in favor.

However, John J. Friedl, general manager of the Minnesota Amusement Co., says
no general cutting of admission prices is
contemplated at this time. In some of the

The

council, according to Mayor Anthony Te Paske, can decide to allow shows
despite the election result, but no one expects it to do this, not even Garret Wanscheer who proposed to build a $15,000 theatre building. “Well, it looks like we’re
licked again,” Wanscheer remarked after
the ballots were counted.
Two years ago the same proposition
came up and the voters turned thumbs
down on it then, too.
Sioux Center isn’t the only town in the
state without a picture house, but it is
probably the largest. The population is
1,650. Once the town did have photoplays when the American Legion post operated a theatre from 1916 to 1927. The
Legion went out of business with the advent of talking pictures and no one has
been able to get a permit since.
Opposition to films is led by two ministers in the town who allege the shows
are
life. detrimental to morals and the spiritual
Of

course, for those who

photoplays
City, la.

there’s a

Motiograph

was damaged by fire, June 27. The flames
broke out on the stage. Wendell Lenhart
is manager at Trenton for the Commonwealth group.

BOXOFFICE

Independent Theatres to Cut
Admissions After Circuit Slash

want

their

theatre at Orange

Executives

Visit

Minneapolis — A party of Motiograph

of-

ficials visited here this week on an inspection trip. They included D. H. Rullifson, Motiograph distributor; D. H. Finke
and Ray Sherman.

circuit’s Twin City neighborhood situations the night admission price now is
as low as 15 cents.
During recent months there have been
as many loop theatres as four here charging 55-cent night admission a single week.
The Minnesota Theatre and the State (the
latter since it started playing the pick of
pictures) have charged 55 cents regularly
after 5 p. m. The Orpheum went to 55
cents whenever it had a stage show or
particularly outstanding film attraction.
The Century also boosted its ante from
40 cents to 55 cents for especially big
pictures. With the Minnesota closed, the
State will have first choice of films and
will show them at 40 cents.

Livingston May
The Sun
Lincoln — Doing

Dim
in Lincoln

his bit to relieve

the

overseating problem here. Bob Livingston,
who has leases on both the Sun and Capitol, has been considering taking the Sun
out of the exhibition picture altogether.
A Sioux City firm approached him this
week, anxious to lease the Sun', rip up the
floor and seats, lay a new floor and turn
the place into a roller skating rink.
Sun is sub-let at present to J. H. Cooper
and used as a subsequent run house. It’s
a 500-seater, and one of the oldest houses
on theatre Row.

49

Minnesota
Three
Minneapolis — On

Amusement
More

the heels of the shut-

tering of the 4,200-seat downtown Minnesota Theatre, the Minnesota Amusement
Co. will close three of its local neighborhood houses — the Granada, American and
Nokomis — this week. The reason is “poor
business,” according to John J. Friedl, the
circuit’s general manager.
Several independent exhibitors also are
considering locking up their houses for a
spell this summer unless there is an improvement in business shortly, according
to W. A. Steffes, president of Northwest
Allied States.
However, Steffes has been using his influence with independent exhibitors here
and in the territory, members of his organization, to remain open “if it is humanly possible to do so.” His stand in
the matter is that the duty of theatre
owners is to continue to provide entertainment during times of stress, such as

Minnesota U Shuns
Publicity on Screen
Minneapolis — University

of

Minnesota

football will lose considerable free valuable publicity as a result of its administration’s attitude toward motion picture
companies.
Newsreels henceforth will pass up all
Minnesota football games entirely because
the university authorities have refused
M-G-M permission to incorporate into a
Pete Smith short, “Highlights of 1937
Football,” some of the newsreel clips from
the Gophers’ last-season games.
Morry Abrams, local M-G-M exploiteer,
endeavored in vain to convince the University of Minnesota regents that the
school was passing up publicity worth
thousands of dollars — publicity that might
attract many high school stars to the institution. The authorities said they didn’t
want to “commercialize” the sport.
In order to stave off expected “heat”
because of the omission, Abrams went to
all the newspapers and explained the
situation. M-G-M fears that Gopher fans
and alumni will jump on it because Minnesota is omitted from the reel while all
the other leading universities and colleges
are included. It will look as though Minnesota has been relegated to the minor
league, he points out.

During

Summer

the present. “A normal obligation”, Steffes
calls it.
For the present no other Minnesota
Amusement Co. houses are scheduled to
go dark, according to Friedl. But, he says,
boxoffice conditions will determine the
future course of conduct in this respect.
Business has been especially bad during
the past month, but it is even worse in
downtown Minneapolis and St. Paul houses
than in most of the neighborhood and
suburban situations and the out-of-town
spots. In hard times, the lower admission
prices, free parking facilities and gift
night inducements give the Twin City
neighborhood theatres, offering the same
shows as the downtown houses, an advantage, local film exchange managers say.
Grosses in Minneapolis and St. Paul
loop first-run houses have been declining
almost to the vanishing point. Business,
in the aggregate, never has been so bad,
the trade admits.

"Son of Sheik " Rights
Go to Sol /. Francis
Omaha — Sol

J. Francis,

Omaha — Joe

Scott,

20th-Fox

manager,

and Mrs. Scott are parents of a baby girl,
born June 25 at Methodist Hospital. The
baby, tentatively named Sadie Ann,
weighed six pounds, 12 ounces.

50

head

of

the

American Distributing Corp., has completed negotiations for handling the Artcinema reissue of “The Son of the Sheik,”
one of Rudolph Valentino’s great pictures. Francis signed for the Iowa-Nebraska territory.
Bookings are now available, Francis told
Boxoffice.

Theatres

which

already

have

booked the reissue through American Distributing Corp. include the Orpheum, Lincoln, Neb.; Brandeis, Omaha; Orpheum at
Des Moines, Sioux City and Davenport,
la., and Iowa, Cedar Rapids.

M-G-M

Crew

Boys Town
Omaha — What

tor Production
was

termed

the

motion picture group ever to be
the middle west for location work
rived here for two weeks’ shooting
Town, Neb., located ten miles
Omaha.

largest

sent to
has arat Boys
west of

Heading the group are Spencer Tracy,
Mickey Rooney, Director Norman Taurog
and Producer John Considine. Tracy will
play the role of Father Flanagan, who
founded the institution which has grown
to a regular town of 275 boys with own
mayor, police department, and post office.

Hollywoodians

Arrive

Morris

A

IIHI A

JOHN
QUINLANon of
Brandeis
in
Los Angeles
his the
vacation
. . . is
Alice
Neal went trout fishing while in Colorado
on her vacation . . . Roy Palmquist was in
Storm Lake, la., and reported George
Norman’s new theatre is progressing rapidly. . . Paramount exchange employes are
now working a five-day week.
W. W. “Bill” Caldwell, traveling ad
sales supervisor for 20 th-Fox, was here . . .
John Dunn, brother of Exhibitor Harold
Dunn, Valentine, Neb., was in town on
business . . . Rube Wagle and wife went
to Chicago on a vacation trip . . . Bob
Ballantyne visited the factory at Creighton, Neb., to complete final tests on a new
“ Lightmaster” projection lamp.
Jane Lucille Van Husan, daughter of
the head of Western Theatre Supply Co.,
and Ruth Smith of Osage, la., are attending summer school at the University
of Colorado at Boulder . . . Bob Huffman,
Howard Federer and Bob Livingston were
all on the Row from Lincoln . . . Bob
Pennington, Villisca, la., exhibitor, has discarded crutches for a cane. Bob took Mrs.
Pennington to her first night club while
in town.
Leon Mendelson has a new Plymouth
. . . Margaret Piller of Universal went to
Stanton, Neb., her home, for a vacation
. . . J . H. Feldhans, Shayler, la.; D. L.
Frank, Humboldt, Neb., and C. A. Vrba,
Dodge, Neb., were on the Row.
Bob Ballantyne, already mentioned in
this column, enjoyed a visit of his brother,
Dr. G. W. Ballantyne of Worchester,
Mass. Mrs. Ballantyne and son and
daughter were with the doctor . . . Faye
Honey, Tecumseh, Neb.; Mr. and Mrs.
John Noffsinger, Madison, Neb.; J. R.
Adams, Nelson, Neb.; Charles Shaffer,
Woodbine, la.; Walt Bradley, Neligh,
Neb., were spotted on Davenport St.
Mildred Bickler is vacationing . . . Elmer Huhnke, the RKO flash, brought back

Arrives at

Minneapolis — Wayne

Girl to Joe Scotts

CD M

Closes

a lot of pike from Minnesota and entertained his boss and fellow salesmen at a
fish dinner at Variety Club headquarters.
Walt Green, Sol Francis and Walt Bradley were special guests . . . Norm Nielsen,
Bessie Halstead and Hazel McLaughlin
start vacations July 4.
Jake

Mitchell, veteran

theatre supply

man, has joined Scott-Ballantyne Co. as
salesman and representative . . . Bob
Booth opened his Mainstreet Theatre at
Fremont, Neb., this week. We understand from many sources it is one of the
prettiest small houses in the Omaha trade
territory . . . Eddie Forrester, Omaha manager, whose hobby is writing fiction and
articles, has a “confession” story in one
of the national lurid magazines this week.

and Johnny

Davis are the first of the Hollywood contingent to move in on Breezy Point resort, Minn., operated by Capt. William
Fawcett, movie magazine publisher. A
number of others will come this month.
Joe Brown jr., son of the film comedian
star, is working as a bellman at the hotel.

Toby

Stewart, Shenandoah, la., is recovered from his serious illness. Still on a
diet, however, he says . . . Quality Theatre Supply is getting an interior paint job
. . . Visitors from a distance were Mr. and
Mrs. Roy Mundon, Lake Andes, S. D., and
Mr. and Mrs. O. W. Anderson, Platte, S. D.
BOXOFFICE
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II DRAMA VOU’LL NEVER FORGET!

NOW READV
FOR BOOKINGS

BETTE DAVIS
and

At These Offices:

PAT O'BRIEN
IN

MINNEAPOLIS
ELLIOTT FILM CO.
72 Glenwood Ave.

HELLS
HOUSE

DES MOINES
MONOGRAM FILM DISTS.
515A Tenth St.
KANSAS

CITY

ATLANTIC PICTURES
115 W. 18th St.
OMAHA
MONOGRAM FILM DISTS.
1513 Davenport St.

NOW PLAYING
LOEW THEATRES
NEW YORK

A5T0R PICTURES
1501 Broadway, New York

Here's How

the South's

Great INTERSTATE

Circuit

sold it in their

CAPITOL
Dallas,
Texas
with
De Luxe
Animated
Lobby
LOUIS CHARNINSKY
Master Showman of the Capitol
(Dallas), says:
"This one will bring you

—IT'S AN ALCATRAZ

FOR BOYS—
top business."

H. McFARLANE, 20th-Fox building inspector, here en route from New York
to Minot, N. D„ where he attended the
funeral of his father. While in Minneapolis he inspected the company’s film
exchange ... It didn’t disturb Ben Friedman any when the manager of his Edina
Theatre approached him on the Oak Ridge
golf course and told him he needed $1,800.
On the next hole he got a birdie. Now
his opponents are asking how it’s possible
to defeat such an imperturbable foe . . .
Dan Nolan, RKO homeoffice auditor, is off
for St. Louis after two-and-a-half weeks
here.
Edith Longer is a new addition to the
United Artists office staff. She replaces
Leila Morsch, who resigned . . . This is
“ Nickey ” Goldhammer’s message to the
comparatively few Twin City independent neighborhood and suburban exhibitors who haven’t bought “Snow White”
yet: “In 1943 the terms for the Disney
smash hit still will be 40 per cent.” The
holdouts are still fighting those percentage terms . . . Betty Dee, secretary to
Ralph Cramblet, United Artists branch
manager, spent her vacation in and about
Minneapolis so that she’d be available if
her services were required in a pinch.
And that’s just what happened — because
of press of business they had to call her
back.
Joe Fieldman, Universal’s southern Minnesota salesman, is back after a special
two weeks’ clean-up trip through South
Dakota . . . Ray O’Brien, RKO
homeoffice representative, having concluded his
duties here, now is sojourning at Sioux
Falls, S. D. . . . C. C. Charles, Ross Federal Service manager here, vacationing at
Yellowstone National Park for three weeks
. .

. Helen Rissler of United Artists office staff, vacationing in the northern
Minnesota woods . . . The RKO
1938-39
product deal with the Minnesota Amusement Co., covers the circuit 100 per cent
and includes all shorts.
W. A. Steffes was

host at a dinner

party

at Jack Dempsey’s restaurant, New York,
for some of his friends attending the
Louis- Schmeling fight. Among those present were Harry Sherman, accessory sales-

man; Theodore Hays

of the

Minnesota

Amusement Co.; Bennie Berger, local circuit operator; Harry Dryer, Minneapolis
exhibitor; George Granstrom, prominent
St. Paul independent exhibitor, and the
latter’s brother-in-law, W. Ellis Newman,
Woolworth company executive from St.
Louis, and Mrs. Newman . . . The picture
of the party was wirephotoed to the Minneapolis Journal which published it. Incidentally, Steffes, who knows his pugilism,
had this fight doped out all wrong and
his erroneous judgment cost him a pretty
penny in wagers, according to rumors.
But it’s probably one of the few times that
he has had his money on the loser in an
important bout. He picked Schmeling in
the pair’s first meeting, but the irony of
it is that the bookie ran off with his $1,500
winnings.
United

Artists moves

into its new

and

larger

quarters, the former 20th-Fox exchange, next week. It’s only a few doors
away from its present offices . . . Out-oftown exhibitors visiting Filmrow included
George Schroeder, Ellsworth, Minn.; W. J.
Carter, Plainview, Minn.; John Anderson,
Minot,

N. D., and
wood Falls, Minn.

Omaha

has

Edward Johnson,
. . . Phil Monsky

replaced

Fred

Redfrom

Ableson,

re-

signed, on “Birth of Baby” . . .Back from
the Chicago sales convention the United
Artists bunch has started its new-season
product sales drive . . . Dianna Satz of
the Columbia office staff is spending her
vacation in the northern Minnesota woods.
Joe Jacobs and Jack Cohn, Columbia
and 20 th-Fox salesmen, respectively, will
spend the Fourth of July holidays at
Breezy Point, Minn., resort . . . Mrs. Jack
Klepper, wife of the United Artists Portland, Ore., branch manager and former
Paramount salesman here, remained in
Minneapolis while her husband ivas in
Chicago
meeting.

attending his company’s sales
Before returning home, the pair

were

much entertained by their many local friends . . . Morrie Abrams, M-G-M
exploiteer here, is preparing for the annual visit here of Barrett Kiesling, M-G-M
assistant publicity director at Hollywood,
scheduled for July 7 and 8. Morrie will
meet him in La Crosse, Wis., and escort
(Continued

LAST

on

page

54)

Crop Rise Index of
Northwest Business
Minneapolis — The

consensus

of Minne-

apolis business leaders, after a 2,000-mile
goodwill tour through Minnesota, the Dakotas and Montana, is that northwest
business will swing into high gear late
this summer and in the fall when the
crop starts to move to market.
If present prospects are realized,

the

Minneapolis Star points out, the northwest crop yield will be the greatest in ten
years and in some districts will exceed
returns for 20 years. Regardless of general conditions, this should mean a measure of prosperity for the section, it says.
But if the territory’s theatre owners
are to benefit from the bumper crop, W. A.
Steffes, president of Northwest Allied
States points out, the film product must
measure up at least to par. So, he says,
exhibitors are keeping their fingers crossed and hoping for the best — good 1938-39
film product from Hollywood.
“We are hoping that the advertised
Hollywood production economies will not
be of a character to spell deteriorated
pictures,”

says Steffes. “Even if the depression terminates and normalcy returns, there can be no prosperity for

theatres unless we get good pictures.”
Throughout the territory now grain and
feed crops alike are generally above average, while the range country, source of
much of the nation’s supply of livestock
for meat, is well supplied with grass, the
Star points out.

Ties " Snatch " by Hitler
And " Rothschild " Reissue
Kansas City — Here’s the timely way
Manager John Wolfberg of the neighborhood Strand here sold the revival of UA’s
“The House of Rothschild” in newspaper
advertisements:
“We

present

a program

worthy

of your

attention. Hitler’s persecution of religion
in Germany and his holding Baron RothsHouse

child prisoner for ransom has made ‘The
of Rothschild’ the most timely and

important

picture of the year.”

and BEST

Rudolph Valentino
in “THE SON OF THE SHEIK"
Now booking . . . Wire, phone or write .
Already booked:
Orpheum, Lincoln, Neb.
Brandeis, Omaha, Neb.

Orpheum, Des Moines, la. Iowa, Cedar Rapids, la.
Orpheum, Sioux City, la. Orpheum, Davenport, la.

AMERICAN
ATlantic

52

1953

DISTRIBUTING

1518 Davenport

St.. Omaha,

Neb.

CORP.
Iowa-Nebraska
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K A Y C IE IE
: Mabel Elsloo of ColumVACATI
back on the job after two weeks at
bia isONISTS
Warsaw, Mo., where she, her husband, and
their youngster saw not even a newspaper,
but caught plenty of fish . . . Gene Snitz,
booker at Columbia, has returned from a
two-week vacation . . . Florence Gershon
of National Screen Service is vacationing
in California.
Seen on Filmrow: Harry Till, Hamilton,
Mo.; Mrs. Nell Flake, Alma, Kas.; H. C.
Musgrave, Minneapolis and Wamego, Kas.;
Charley Fisk, Butler, Mo.; Leon Robertson,
Springfield.
Ginger Rogers has forwarded from
Hollywood a ten spot to the goodwill fresh
air camp fund for underprivileged children.
The fund gives the youngsters a 10-day
vacation away from the city.
Lester R. Abbott, vice-president of
Motiograph, Inc., Chicago, was here this
week with E. C. Leeves, head of Central
Theatre Equipment Co., doing special work
in connection with sound and projection
installations. Central Theatre Equipment

Fagin
Kansas

Bill Lindeman

Joins Truitt

City

—

Breck

Fagin,

who

has

Grant
Kansas

City Has

City— The

Grant

Iowa

1, and G.
ville, Mo.

visitors made an inspection tour of Wolcott’s new Grand Theatre.

Royal, Union-

The Kansas City Sound Service Co. has
completed installation of new Synchrofilm sound equipment in the Plaza, A. J.
Simmons’ house at Greenfield, Mo.
Harold Lux is back in front of the cash
register at Screenland after several weeks’
honeymoon in Europe . . . Joe Markowitz,
office manager at Metro, became the
father of a fine baby daughter, Saturday
morning. Mrs. Markowitz presented the
gift at Menorah. Name? Rosalie.
Employes of Republic-Midwest and of
Commonwealth Theatres picnicked at
Quivira last week: Swimming, golfing, and
eating. Max Roth, district manager of
the central division, supplied a part of the
reflection.
Tom

Brennan of Warner Bros, has returned from his vacation and honeymoon
with the former Virginia Ricketson (of
Fox-Midwest) . . . Harry Wheeler of Paramount, and Kathryn Shaffer of Metro are
now Mr. and Mrs. Wheeler to you. Kathryn was presented a white shotgun at the
Cinema Club picnic recently, and while it
won’t shoot, and there is no more need for
anything of that sort, it will make a good
club.

TRADE

Houses

City — In addition

to acting

as

legal counsel for the Glen W. Dickinson
Theatres, Inc., Glen W. Dickinson jr„ who
received his diploma in law from Kansas
University this month, and has been
admitted to the bar, will manage the Dickinson theatres in Manhattan. He also
will supervise Junction City, Beloit, Herington, Great Bend and Ellsworth, Kas.
Bob Guise was formerly manager of the
Dickinson and Wareham at Manhattan.

MAWUWV w

DIRECTORY

A HANDY

QU IDE

FOR

KANSAS
EQUIPMENT

AND

A. A. Electric Machinery
Ernest Amoneno,
1117 Cherry St.
Great

Western

817 Holmes

Co.

Theatre

Equipment

1804 Wyandotte
C. H. Badger, Mgr,
Southwest

Theatre

Douglas

C. D. Peck, Mgr

Film Company

Picture Advertising

239 East 72nd

Terrace

Hlland

2694

TICKET

REGISTER

SERVICE

0134

Co., Inc.

Wichita,
Phone

Kas.

2-2153

Among those on Filmrow: C. E. “Doc”
Cook, Maryville, Mo.; J. E. Pennington,
Topeka, Kas.; Fred Wilcox, Lockwood,
Mo.; Glen Newbold, Yates Center, Kas.;
W. R. Winship, Phillipsburg, Kas.; Rex
Barrett, Columbia, Mo.; E. O. Briles, Excelsior Springs, Mo., and Emporia, Kas.;
George Lehman, Plaza, St. Joseph, Mo.

Manufacturing — Engineering — Installation

SERVICE

K. C. SOUND

PUBLICITY

Co.

AIR CONDITIONING

SOUND

Motion

Phone:

GRand

Equipment

Ave.

CITY

Mgr

St.

Phone:

wwvwuvwwd

E. L. Harris, Dist. Mgr., Mo., Kan., Neb., Iowa.

Co.

St.
T. L. Greening,
Phone: Victor 9078

Stebbins

309 West

Victor 8796

Stage Equipment

EXHIBITOR

Alexander

Mgr.

Phone:

THE

SCREEN

SUPPLIES

National Air Conditioning and
Engineering Corp.
VI. 3535
109 W. 18th St. — Kansas City, Mo.

:: July 2, 1938
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Charlie Siebenthaler of Independent
Poster Exchange is in the hospital for an
appendectomy.

BOXOFFICE

W. Dickinson

Steer Manhattan

talking

has closed deals for Dubinsky’s new Hollywood Theatre in downtown Leavenworth, Kas., which will open about August
Summers’

Glen

Picnic
still

sent from

Coopersmith, who was taken to Cooper’s
Oklahoma City string for special work
under City Manager Walt Shuttee and
Publicist E. A. Patchen.
Lindeman started in show business as
an usher in Casper, Wyo., joining the
Cooper organization here about eight years
ago when he came to college. Quentin
Quay is temporarily acting as manager of
the Liberty.

Fire

— They’re

was

Junction, Colo. It’s another J. H. Cooper
house. In Colorado he replaced Martin

Kansas

Eldora,

Junction

Lincoln — Bill' Lindeman

Grant City, Mo., was damaged badly by
fire last week. Robert O. Robison, operator of the house, is reseating and installing
a new screen. Fire burned chairs and
screen and smoked up the theatre considerably. Stebbins Theatre Equipment Co.
is installing the seats.

A Popular

Grand

his job as house manager of the Liberty
here to take over the Mission, Grand

City Theatre,

about that picnic Leo Wolcott and his
wife threw for the ITO of Iowa here.
Visiting exhibitors met at the club house
at Pine Lake where the mayor of Eldora
welcomed them. After the picnic the

W.

Mission,

been managing the Capitol, Grand Island,
Neb., and acting as publicity manager for
all the Tri-States theatres in Grand Island, has joined Jack Truitt as assistant
manager of the Electric, Kansas City, Kas.
Fagin expects to return to Grand Island,
probably at the end of the summer months.
Fagin formerly managed the Uptown and
other theatres here.

Manages

Gold

Seal — Simplex

Model

"H"

Factory Mechanics — Genuine Parts Used
Loaner Service Machines Supplied
GENERAL

REGISTER

CORPORATION

1018 South

Wabash

Avenue — Chicago

EXHIBITOR
Independent

ASSOCIATIONS

Theatre

Owners

Association

1214 Brush Creek Roa.d — VAlentine 2770
E. E. Webber jr., Pres. John Wolfberg, Sec.

SERVICE

Syncrofilm Sound Equipment and Service
W.L.
126 W. 18th St.
W. P.
Norris
HA 4783
Humston

K. M. T. A.
128 W.

18th St. —

John Staple, Pres.

Harrison

4825

R. R. Biechele, Sec.-Treas.
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gOB LIVINGSTON is the hardest guy in
in the world to please, lands on the
only two front pages in town with the
“white spot” publicity on the Paramount
newsreel (which plays his opposition),
and then beefs because of two words . . .
L. L. Dent was here for a while trying to
untangle the local exhibitor scene satisfactorily and fix it so the price scale could be
upped, but so far no good has been accomplished.
Bob Huffman was interviewed by Jack
Hanssen on KFOR on the show business as
a career. Hanssen says it was one of the
best interviews ever on the career prograin . . . Ted Fio Rito played two Nebraska dates on his way east, Holdredge
and Lincoln . . . Buddy Rogers is arranging for audition of Thelma Mitchell, formerly of Kansas City, to sing with his
orchestra after he leaves the Palomar
. . . Johnny and Wally Keane, a couple of
Lincoln boys, are now publishing Keen
magazine in Hollywood.
Orville Rennie and the Mrs. here for
awhile one night last week, thoroughly enjoying a stretch of street lights more than
three blocks long . . . Since it’s impossible
for Boxoffice to go to Fairbury to do
that fishing, next best thing for Ray
Holtz to do is send the fish to Boxoffice
. . . Ted Kempkes is one of the few exhibitors who backed away from “Birth of
a Baby” ... If Mayor Butler keeps on,
Lincoln will soon surrender the “holy”
prefix to Omaha.
T. B. Noble jr., here from Oklahoma
City, has a new giveaway gadget for which
he has three states distribution rights.
It's a camera which takes pictures of
patrons every so often, later the pictures
are shown on the screen, and if the patron
is again in the house he gets money. If
not, it’s added to the next pot . . . Howard
Federer is still flirting with the idea of
vaudeville for the Varsity.
Bill Lindeman

left for Grand

Junction,

Colo., so quickly he didn’t get a chance
to say all the good-byes. So his wife did
the honors by phone between packing jobs.
Nice promotion for Bill, and a deserved
one . . . Theatre office talk concerns the
harvest this year, which promises to be
a bumper.

Hear
Kansas

From

Greene

City — Joseph

J. Greene,

former

general manager for the Fulton circuit,
postcards from Pasadena, Cal., that he is
“going strong.” He is affiliated with the
Raymond Theatre there.

Boy
Bristol,

to the Koeniguers

S. D. — E. Koeniguer,

local ex-

hibitor, has been presented with a new
baby boy. Mrs. Koeniguer and the lad are
doing nicely.

Thorne
Sandstone,

system

has

Adds

Equipment

Minn. — A

been

new

washed

air

installed in Guy

D.

Thorne’s Vogue Theatre here.
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RCA
Kansas

City

MINNEAPOLIS

Sales Boom
—

Don

Hifi Davis

reports

sales of new RCA sound equipment in
Edison Hall, Kansas City Power & Light
Co. building; new 900-seat Army Theatre,
Fort Leavenworth, which is expected to
open August 1; new 1,400-seat U. S. Army
theatre at Fort Sill, Okla., under the management of Colonel Prince, which is expected to open August 15; new 900-seat
Temple Theatre, opening July 5 at Ardmore, Okla., and the new 1,150-seat Griffith Theatre, at Enid, Okla., which will
replace Griffith’s present 400-seater there.

Ballantyne

Sales

Omaha — R. S. Ballantyne

of Scott-Bal-

lantyne Co., reports these recent installations: Duo Soundmaster, Clifford M. Anderson, Royle Theatre, Lohrville, la.; Edwin Behrndt, Roxy Theatre, Hayfield,
Minn.; W. N. Youngclaus, Island Theatre,
Grand Island, Neb.; Magic Weather cooling, Ole Lehman, Harris Theatre, Avoca,
la.; Hico Theatres, Inc., Lyric Theatre,
Greenfield, Ohio; Carl M. Olsen, Minne
Lusa Theatre, Omaha, Duo Soundmaster
sound and projection, carpets and screen.

Minnesota

Chain

Minneapolis — With

the

Shifts

closing

of the

Minnesota Theatre there will be a shift
of Minnesota Amusement Co. loop firstrun house managers. Harold Kaplan,
Minnesota managing director, goes to the
State which will be the circuit’s leading
house. Roy Schlentz moves from the State
to the Aster. A. D. Janssen, Aster manager, takes over the Lyric. Frank Steffys
remains at the Century.

HOfNES
T F. O’DONALD, Monogram auditor, has
been a local visitor. He goes to Omaha
from here and then proceeds south and
westward.
Mrs. Ruby Willey, cashier at Universal,
has joined the vacationers. Miss Alice
Hill of Columbia went to Minneapolis for
the weekend.
Evert Cummings, Omaha district manager for Tri-States, has been promised
the world premiere showing of “Boys
Town” for Omaha. Mickey Rooney, Spencer Tracy and shooting staff of cameramen, technicians, etc., are now in Omaha
to shoot scenes around
famous home for boys.

Father Flanagan’s

A. G. Stolte, Tri-States, has gone to
Kenora, Ont., for some fishing . . . Mel
Evidon, Columbia, will spend the Fourth
of July in Minneapolis.
Monogram has made a deal with TriStates for “Romance of the Limberlost”
which opens at the Orpheum here July 1.
Monogram Distributors of Iowa and Nebraska will handle Leo McCarthy’s “ The
Assassin of Youth” for local distribution.
McCarthy is well known in Iowa and
Nebraska, having been associated with
First National Pictures in this territory.

(Continued

from page 52)

him to Minneapolis. Kiesling, on a tour
of the larger key centers, also will visit
Duluth, Fargo, N. D., and Sioux Falls,
S. D., in the territory.
The M-G-M Pete Smith short, “Modeling for Money,” which was on the program with “Holiday” at the State, got a
half -page publicity spread in the Star,
thanks to the efforts of George Tharp of
the State publicity staff . . . A1 Allard,
art director for the Fawcett Publications
in New York, is visiting Minneapolis, his
home town, and renewing old acquaintances. . . Pat Halloran, Paramount booker, is vacationing at Leach Lake, Minn.
. . . Helen Carney of the M-G-M office
staff is back from a vacation on the west
coast and in the Canadian Rockies . . .
Hannah Pederson, M-G-M’s smiling and
always pleasant information girl, is visiting relatives in Chicago. She took a speedliner train down and will ride a plane
back . . . “Hy” Chapman, Columbia
branch manager, made a trip through the
Wisconsin territory and visited several
northern Minnesota accounts . . . Sol
Lebedoff ran the Yiddish picture, “The
Dybbuk,” for four days at his Homewood
Theatre. Ben Blotcky, Paramount district manager, is spending a fortnight at
Atlantic City, N. J.
Bill Evidon, Columbia

office manager,

is busy during his spare moments entertaining his cousin from California . . .
Lots of squawks about terrible business,
but nevertheless many theatres are spending money freely in painting their exteriors and lobbies and otherwise sprucing up . . . Fred Ableson didn’t fly to the
Schmeling -Louis fight after all. He
couldn’t resist a $25 bonus offered to him
for his airplane reservation and decided
to remain at home, disposing of his ticket
to the scrap as well . . . Morrie Abrams
is back from Brainerd and Bemidji, Minn.,
ivhere he worked

on ‘‘Yellow Jack.”

Put on tip
" White
"
from BobSpot
Livingston,

Lincoln — A

manager of the Capitol, to the Chicago
office of Paramount News, resulted in the
clip which is now being circulated relative
to Nebraska being the “white spot” of the
nation, totally without nuisance taxes.

Remodels
Greene,

Iowa — Leo

Crystal
Gorman

is remodel-

ing the Crystal Theatre here. He is instal ing a new lobby, canopy, screen, and
is redecorating the interior. The house
will be renamed the Greene after its reopening this month.

Monogram
Kansas

City

Adds
—

Bert Edwards

Bert

Edwards,

widely

known film salesman in this territory, has
gone with the Monogram exchange as
salesman in western Missouri.
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Honor D. J. Selznick
With Play date Drive
Pittsburgh — A special playdate

and

fact that a percentage of the week’s gross
will be donated by Monogram to a fund
to defray the expense incurred by the recent illness of Selznick.
The veteran film distributor and former
exhibitor and president of the MPTO of
W. Pa., Inc., was confined to a hospital
at Baltimore for several months and he
underwent three major operations. He
has showed constant improvement since
his return to active duties at his office,
much to the satisfaction of his many
friends in the industry.
Spokesmen for Monogram stated this
week that the August 13-20 playdate and
collection drive was for the purpose of defraying all costs in connection with Selznick’s recent illness and that such an arrangement, whereby a percentage of the
week’s gross is to be used to pay all hospital bills, is unique in the history of the
industry. All members of the Monogram
staff are pledged to work especially hard
to bring the drive to a successful conclusion.
Monogram’s current releases include
“Romance of the Limberlost,” starring
Jean Parker and Eric Linden; “Marines
Are Here,” with Gordon Oliver; “Numbered Women,” with Sally Blane; “Female
Fugitive,” with Evelyn Venable; “Rose of
the Rio Grande,” with Movita and John
Carroll; “Port of Missing Girls,” with
Harry Carey and Judith Allen; “My Old
Kentucky Home,” with Evelyn Venable and
the Hall Johnson Choir; “Saleslady,” with
Anne Nagel and Weldon Heyburn, and
numerous others, in addition to western
action pictures starring Jack Randall, Tom
Keene and Col. Tim McCoy.

Squawks Trail Small
Type in Pitt Papers
local

exhibitors

will pull their ads in city newspapers if
the original size type is not restored. Some
weeks ago the publishers cut down on the
size of the type display for the independent
column, and the squawks followed.
Protests were made but the publication
was then suspended for nine days due to
an office union strike. With the resumption of publication the small type was still
in use. It is understood that the MPTO
officially protested.

Press

and

Sun

;:

July

2, 1938

ME

weather

end, with a cool Sunday

over the week-

until about four o’clock in the afternoon,
gave local show business a little boost for
the night business, generally, while the
average of grosses for the week remained
at about the same level as for the past
few weeks.
Exhibitors in this territory are getting
accustomed to poor business for the next
few months, and appear to have little desire to resort to desperate remedies. Discussion of the first move of former depressions, price cutting, this week, brought
no symptoms that anybody was in favor
of it. A couple of instances of price cutting have occurred in the past few months
and in every case that has come to the
attention of your Boxoffice correspondent,
the managers have found no increase in
gross figures as a result. This fact is
appreciated today by exhibitors who realize that they will lose far more the minute
conditions improve through inability to
raise prices than any hypothetical immediate gain by cut prices.
Exhibitors

Curtail

Overhead

Typical of the situation are the Jeff
Williams theatres at East Detroit and
Roseville, which are only slightly industrialized communities adjoining the city
on the northeast. As far as could be
learned, none of the small shows are darkened. Gas stations, stores and the various small community enterprises remain
operating, and without very many less
employes than the minimum they have
employed during the past year. As a result, unemployment in this type of community probably is much less than in Detroit as a whole, with its almost complete
shutdown of many large industries and
wholesale layoffs in others. While wages
and income of small business owners have
dropped considerably in the suburbs, they
have not ceased altogether, and people
still can come to the show as a result.
Film

Tele-

Slump

picture today. Actually, the stills of ‘Girl
of the Golden West’ kept many people
away from the house for this reason.”
A further sign of the depression of
local show business was the disclosure this
week of a list of 15 theatres in the city
being offered for sale. These represent
almost as many different owners, and are
mostly the smaller independent houses,
circuits being represented only in the minority. The houses, which owners are
trying to peddle, represent some that have
been good moneymakers for their owners
for several seasons, as well as half dozen
white elephants that change hands about
every season. In several instances, it
would appear that the operators have
decided to give up their investment and
get out of the business until conditions
definitely improve. Possible result would
be conversion of a number of existing
theatres into other houses, resulting in
improvement of condition of overseating which has worried local exhibitors for
seasons.

some

Detroit Fox Has Sudden

The principal defense of local exhibitors has been along the line of economy
in operation. Film rentals naturally have
been attacked, so far without much success, except in individual instances, but
operators have economized also on help,
lighting, advertising and general overhead
expenses as well.
Suburban houses are suffering less than
those neighborhood theatres in the industrial sections of the city proper. While
the loss from normal business is around
40 per cent in Detroit theatres, aside from
the downtown houses which are losing
about 10 per cent more, interviews with
several suburban operators this week indicated a drop of about 25 per cent from
normal.

Good

During

this summer. For one thing, people are
tired of certain kinds of pictures — they
won’t come to see even a good costume

that was rainy up

Upsurge

loss of

patronage received some additional support this week, in the comment of A1
Ruttenberg of the Iris and Oliver theatres,

in Business

Detroit — Surprise

of the

week

was

a

sudden upturn in business at the Fox
Theatre, as shown by early returns. The
house was reported back on about a normal attendance basis for the week, judging by weekend returns, indicating an
improvement of 75 to 100 per cent for the
week.
Credit for the change went to Chick
Webb, whose band made their first Detroit
appearance here this week. Detroit also
has a huge colored population, who have
not been patronizing shows, especially the
downtown houses, very extensively, of recent months. The combination of the
happy mood based on the Joe Louis victory— and this is considered Louis’ home
town — and the appearance of their own
Chick Webb here brought these folks down
to the Fox in surprising numbers, to boost
attendance plenty.

It Takes the Right
Premium
Detroit

—

Customers

are

getting

choosey about their premiums these
days, Charles Robinson is finding out
at the Savoy Theatre. He was working with a cocktail set giveaway, and
had

first-rate

business

the

night

the

shakers were passed out. Came glass
night, and the folks stayed away in
literal

Shortage

Poor films as a cause of some

graph resumed publication with issues last
Sunday. Publication of both afternoon
papers was suspended for nine days because of a strike of a business office union.
BOXOFFICE

Detroit — Mixed

Gives Detroit

Break

By H. F. REVES

Cites

Presses Roll Again
Pittsburgh — The

Theatres

col-

lection drive in honor of D. J. Selznick,
local Monogram Pictures manager, has
been set by the company for August 13
to August 20.
Of unique and spirited importance is the

Pittsburgh — Numerous

Cooler Weather

"droves" — but

with

pitcher

night last week, they were all back —
all except a considerable number who
showed
wanted

up

a

few

days

later, and

re-

ported they were "sick" that night, and
a pitcher anyway.

who reported that “Lack of good films is
the principal trouble with the business
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Court

Allows

$142,885

In Detroit lor Revamp
Detroit — Another

chapter

in the

long

history of the reorganization of the Fox
Theatre controlling interests was written
last week when Federal District Judge
Ernest A. O’Brien allowed a total of $142,885 in fees in the bankruptcy reorganization of the Colwood Co., owners of the
theatre and building.
Bills had been presented by attorneys
and other claimants for a total of $333,213,
which was cut more than half by the
court. Principal allowances were for attorneys’ fees in connection with various
stages of the litigation. Principal direct
theatrical expenditure was an allowance of
$1,000 to David M. Idzal, managing director, who worked on a salary and expense
basis while the property was in court.

Elliott Kinney

Is Selling

Theatre Air Conditioning
Detroit — Elliott S. Kinney,

former

as-

sistant general manager of Allied Theatres of Michigan, is busy selling air conditioning these days, specializing in theatrical jobs. Kinney is enthusiastic chiefly over the recent installation in the Kilbride circuit’s Beverly, the only gas-fired
installation in town, which has just been
perfected. The cost of gas, Kinney pointed out, is 30 per cent less in maintenance
than electricity.
Jobs in progress include three; Ben and
Lou Cohen, Capitol Theatre, a water, cooling and sulphur treatment equipment;
Tatu’s Nortown Theatre, a 60-ton Freon
Baker Corp. installation; and a similar
installation at Wisper and Wetsman circuit’s Fenkell Theatre.

Uhler Expands
Detroit — Uhler

Cine

Firm

Machine

Co.

has

increased its working facilities and is expanding its business. Louis S. Uhler
states the company will discontinue the
making of 35 mm. sound projectors and
will specialize on 16 mm. Uhler expresses
an optimistic view regarding business of
the near future.

Idzal
Detroit — Managing

a Host

Director

David

M.

Idzal of the Fox Theatre deserves a special vote of thanks for his generous gesture
in providing a series of free shows for underprivileged Detroit youngsters this summer. The theatre will cooperate with various public and civic groups, such as the
Board of Education, American Legion,
YMCA, Catholic Youth Organization, etc.
Schedule calls for the house playing host
to specified groups, beginning this week,
on Friday afternoons and on occasional
other days, throughout the summer.
A group of 5,000 boys from the School
Safety Patrols were the first to be guests
of the house this week, with their attend-
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DON DUFF, popular booker for BF, and

one of the best liked personalities on
Filmrow, was married, June 25, to Miss
Alberta Francesco, former secretary to Lee
Goldberg. The couple will postpone their
honeymooning for several weeks . . . Another popular bridegroom-to-be is Metro’s
Tom Smiley, who will marry Katheryn
Thoben of Wellston, Ohio, on July 4.
Barrett Kiesling of Metro’s publicity department, here on a business trip, was a
guest of honor at the M-G-M Pep Club
social this week. Kiesling gave an interesting talk on publicity side slants . . . GB’s
William Barrett was a visitor from the
East.
Lester Rosenfeld, former W. Va., representative for RKO, has returned after a
prolonged vacation, and has taken over
active managership of his Dunbar and
Kenawha City, W. Va., theatres.
Bob

McNabb, from the poster department, has been promoted to the assistant
booker’s desk at 20 th-Fox, in a move up
following the death of Booker Edward
Gerth.
Bill Poppe of 20th-Fox has returned
from a Canada vacation. Others returning are Col. Arthur Frudenfeld, RKO
Theatres general manager, and Mr. and
Mrs. William Chesbrough, from a trip to
the coast. Paramount’s Joe Oulahan
turned from a territorial trip.

re-

RKO Shubert closed this week for the
summer season and Cliff Boyd, manager,
will pinch hit for the various house managers on vacation during July and August
. . . Other closings: O. J. Harr old’s Putney, Putney, W. Va.; Fred Simpson’s
Savoy at W. Alexander, Ohio, and the
Winding Gulf Theatre, Winding Gulf, W.
Va., and Elkhorn at Praise, Ky.
Leo Kessel and H. Waller, Lancaster,
were at the Row this week. Other callers
were Master Bubber Robertson of Springfield, Ky., here with his grandfather, A.
H. Robertson, Majestic, Springfield, Ky.
Granddad and Bubber also took in the
Zoological gardens. Woodrow Thomas of
(Continued on page 61)

All Summer
ance divided over Friday, Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday. The Catholic group
is slated for July 1, and the American
Legion boys for June 8.
The move is a worthy one in extending
the courtesy of the house to these large
groups of needy youngsters, and is one
that can readily be emulated by neighborhood theatres as well. Needless to say,
an offer of this sort is appreciated by
members of the cooperating sponsor
groups and is a sound builder of goodwill.
The special audiences can be scheduled at
a time during the hot weather when the
house will have plenty of extra seating capacity anyway, and yet achieve a genuine
good. — H. F. R.

Jam Handy Premieres
New Slide Film Series
Detroit — A

series of

premieres

of new

motion slide film developments is being
held for limited groups in the Jam Handy
review rooms in New York, Detroit, Chicago, and Hollywood, General Manager
Jamison Handy said this week. This new
form is said to combine the economies of
the sound slide film with the photographic
possibilities, sound effects, animation, and
direct recording of talking pictures, and
allows the use of color as well as black
and white projection.
“The sound slide film suits the limited
budget,” Handy said. “Because a large
number of schools are now equipped with
projection equipment, the educational
field stands to benefit also. Abstract ideas
and historical subjects can be dramatized
effectively in this medium at minimum

expense.”
" Blockade

"

Pulled

When

Priests Voice Objections
Detroit — "Blockade,”

opening

last Mon-

day for a slated seven-day run at the
Capitol Theatre at Flint, Mich., was withdrawn after only two hours’ run by Manager Kenneth Tallmadge. Opposition to
the film was expressed in statements from
the pulpit on Sunday
man Catholic priests.

by several local Ro-

Rev. Father Maurice Oakes of St. Michael’s Church, quoted as a leader in the
move, said that the film did not give an
honest picture of Spain, and that it had
been given support by Communist organizations in New York. He also said that
he had not seen the film.

Karl Brenkert in Charge
Of SMPE
Detroit- — Karl

Meet Committee
Brenkert

of the Brenkert

Light Projection Co., is chairman of the
local committee in charge of the convention of the Society of Motion Picture Engineers, to be held at the Hotel Statler
here on October 31-November 3. W. C.
Kunzman is general convention vice-president. The program is in charge of J. E.
Crabtree; editorial vice-president, and
G. E. Matthews, chairman of the papers
committee. Mrs. J. F. Strickler will be
convention hostess.

Quick

End

to Fire

Detroit — A slight fire in the New

Home

Theatre Wednesday night was handled
quickly by Manager J. B. Krul, of the Krul
and Ferguson circuit, who was in the
house at the time. Fire started in the
ladies’ washroom where a cigarette set
fire to a chair. No one was injured.

Marx

Takes

Detroit — Otto

Over

Marx,

Europa
owner

of

the

Europa Theatre, has taken over the title
to the house in the name of the Marx
Theatre, Inc.
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Eastland in Fairmont
To Open Late in July

Ball Again Conducting
Promotional Campaigns
Pittsburgh— In step with the increasing
demands made by distributors and exhibitors everywhere for “high-geared” promotional campaigns. Greater Grosses, Not
Incorporated, has been re-established by
its creator, John Ball. The tri-state area
will be serviced from the Pittsburgh headquarters.
Ball is currently engaged as director of
press and public relations for Europa
Films, 1709 Investment Building. During
previous operation Greater Grosses, Not
Inc., represented many
entertainment
personalities, among them Lanny Ross,
Lita Grey Chaplin, Jack Osterman, Lucile
Watson and others.
Once again “shooting the works” in behalf of free-lance accounts, Ball will persist in “space-stealing” for the theatrical
trade in general. Several cooperative
merchandising promotions are being prepared for commercial and industrial
clients toward

state-wide

film tieups.

Of Stewart at "Angel"
DuBois, Pa. — The parents of Jimmy
Stewart, star of M-G-M’s “Shopworn
Angel,” will attend the showing of this
picture at the Harris DuBois Theatre July
8, the invitation having been extended by
Don Stitt, manager. Advance campaign
centered on Stewart, whose home is in
nearby Indiana, Pa. Special ballyhoo is a
door to door grocery wagon, posted with a

Newspaper

the

contest found

and

his prein South

William Sheehan, one-tune local M-G-M
student hooker, has been transferred from
Indianapolis to take Herzenberg’s place in
Cleveland ... A. Julian has cut the Erie
Theatre schedule down to one change a
week for the time being. George Manos,
downstate theatre owner, and his young
son were in town for the Roy Rogers party
at the Republic exchange . . . Sadie Meckler of the Metro office force is taking an
enforced vacation at Charity Hospital.

Fairmont, W. Va. — The new Eastland
Theatre, under construction here in a
residential section about a mile from the
city’s business district, will open late in
July, according to the owners. Modern
brick front theatre is equipped with an
Artkraft marquee and the auditorium will
have a seating capacity of 675.
Owners of the Eastland are Joseph
Morrone, John Urse and William Reese.
The former is an exhibitor at Rivesville
and Granttown. Urse conducts an auto
agency in the latter town.
The new theatre, under construction for
several months on Morgantown Ave., is
being equipped by National Theatre Supply Co., which has sold Morrone, Urse
and Reese booth equipment, including
4-Star sound, chairs, carpets, lobby frames,
lighting fixtures, foot and border lights
and screen.

Grant Theatre at Midvale
Undergoing

Remodeling

says he’s going to learn to make quick decisions. Last Wednesday night before he
could decide whether to announce the

Millvale, Pa. — The Grant Theatre is
being remodeled. Present front on Grant
St. will be closed and a new front will be
installed facing 42 feet on North Ave.

Schmeling-Louis fight round by round or
to report the result of several rounds intermittently to his audience the whole
thing was over.

Seating capacity will be increased from the
present capacity of 500 to approximately
800. The work will cover a period of several months and the house will be closed

into the

Loew’s Stillman Theatre, is spending his
vacation catching up on his home work.

Gene Autry and Horse to
Appear on Stanley Stage
Autry

America.

service. Dean Banker,
decessor, is at Bogota, Colombia,

dis-

classified section on “whether it is Shopworn or New.” Eight window displays were
arranged. Charles Baron, M-G-M
exploiteer, assisted on the exploitation.

Pittsburgh — Gene

foreign

Harry H. Goldstein, Paramount district
manager, and Mrs. Goldstein are expected
back from a vacation at Atlantic City early
in the week . . . Jack Lykes, manager of

“grocer”
its way

pany’s foreign service and sails August 11
to take over the M-G-M office in Johannesburg, South Africa. The boat docks at
Marseilles, France, and from there he goes
by plane. Herzenberg is the second man
trained in the Cleveland office to go into

J. G. Dietjen of Akron was the lone outof-town exhibitor spotted along Filmrow
the early part of the week . . . Louis Swee,
manager of the Knickerbocker Theatre,

Stitt to Host Parents

three-sheet, and with
tributing heralds.

^LBERT
P. HERZENBERG,
M-G-M
booker, has been promoted to the com-

Leroy P. Langford of Oliver Theatre
Supply, Inc., has sold to H. A. Barlow,
opera chairs, projection equipment for his
new 450-seat Taplin Theatre in Powhatan
Point, scheduled to open on or about July
9 . . . Jessie Wiltshire, formerly with
( Continued on page 61)

Co-

during

the final week of the extensive remodeling. Louis J. Bender is the owner of
the Grant, and Floyd Bender is the
manager.

Anniversary

and

Birth

Pittsburgh— The John Reillys observed
their 38th anniversary the other day and
they were

set up to a fine dinner

by David

Leff, Reilly’s boss at the Metropolitan
Theatre, Bloomfield district. The Reillys
at the same time became grandparents for
the fourth time.

his horse,

“Champ,” will appear on the stage of the
Stanley Theatre in July, the announcement of the booking having been made
Monday. The Republic star has never appeared in public here, but he has cracked

Just Settin 7 and Fishin

boxoffice records in key cities of this territory during engagements a year ago.
The

Fulton

Theatre

here

recently

bid

to bring Roy Rogers, Republic’s other
western singing star, here for a personal
appearance.

Fruhlinger

Sells Out

Meyersdale, Pa. —
M. Fruhlinger has
disposed of his half interest in the Meyersdale Theatre to his partner, Orlo Heckler.
The latter also is identified with exhibition at Holsopple.

McFadden

Is Recovering

Renova, Pa. — J. J. McFadden, veteran
exhibitor, is much improved and able to
be out of bed for short periods. He suffered a stroke several months ago.
BOXOFFICE
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Emporium, Pa. — These two distinguished
gentlemen and scientists and former film
men are sojourning in the foothills of the
Allegany Mountains looking for butterflies
and other insects (not for exhibitors, for a
change) . Headquarters is the Log Cabin

Lodge, hangout of men of the upperworld (including film drummers and exhibitors), maintained by A. E. Andrews,
operator of the Emporium Theatre. Taking time out to pose are Edw. J. Lebby of
RKO and Robert M. Lynch of Vitagraph.
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Malcolm

Pictures Sells

Franchises
Cincinnati

in Mideast

— J. E. Brown

of

Malcolm

Pictures Corp., a new production company, accompanied by Bert Mayers, held
a regional meeting in Cincinnati, at the
offices of Big Feature Rights Corp.
Brown, here to sell franchises for the
new concern, closed with Lee Goldberg of
BF, for Ohio, Indiana and Kentucky. Also
attending the conference were Lou Lefton, Pittsburgh, who has purchased the
franchise for Western Pennsylvania and
West Virginia, and Miss Ann O'Donnell,
Detroit, who signed for Michigan.
Ben Ziegman is in charge of production
for Malcolm, who will start August 20 a
series including two westerns; two series
of eight melodramas;
ploitation pictures.

Monarch

and

four “B”

ex-

Distributing

" The Son of the Sheik "
Pittsburgh— Artcinema

Associates’

“The

Son of the Sheik” has been acquired for
local distribution by the Monarch Pictures
exchange, Lew Lefton, manager, announced last week. Initial engagements
in this territory were set several weeks
ago by Adolph Poliak, former independent
producer.
Lefton states there is a strong exhibitor
demand for dates for this popular Rudolph
Valentino reissue which is synchronized
with music, songs and sound effects.

H. G. Hacken Manages
The Ritz, Watervliet
Watervliet,

Mich. — H.

G.

Hacken

is

manager of the Ritz Theatre, built and
opened here recently by Sol Winokur of
Chicago.
Seating 500 persons, the Ritz is
proof throughout and equipped
Western Electric sound and Simplex
jection. The back row of seats is
fitted with earphones for those with
paired hearing.

firewith
prooutim-

Wee

Bit O' Scotch

Pittsburgh — Charles

to Film Field

After 27 -Year Absence
Detroit — R.

Roy

Shook,

who

left the

motion picture business in its pioneer days
27 years ago, has returned as manager
of his own theatre, the new Shores in
St. Clair Shores.
Shook formerly was connected with Robert Peltier’s Bijou Theatre in Mount Clemens.

“When folks declare you’re very mean —
Ne’er heed a word they say,
For then you’re no’ expected
To give anything away!”

Industry in Cleveland
Turns Out for Rogers
Cleveland — Roy

Pittsburgh — Air wash

systems

have been

installed at the Paramount Theatre, New
Kensington, and the Liberty, Verona, E.
B. Morton, manager of National Theatre
Supply, announces. National has installed ventilating systems at the Anton Theatre, Monongahela, the State, Shippinsburg, and the State, Osceola Mills.
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Rogers,

Republic’s

sing-

ing cowboy, met the local trade Tuesday
in another of his stops on a cross-country personal appearance tour.
From 11 a. m. to 4 p. m. Rogers was
greeted by exhibitors, managers, bookers,
salesmen and others of the industry in the
Republic exchange office.
A buffet luncheon in the cowboy’s honor was given by Nat Lefton and J. S. Jossey, local Republic franchise holders.
Rogers talked to the press in the morning and made an appearance in the evening at the Alhambra Theatre in conjunction with his film, “Under Western Stars.”

Life of W . H. McGuffey
Produced by Henry Ford
Detroit — Henry

Ford, whose

motor

com-

pany has produced many films for commercial showing, appeared this week as a
producer in his own right. The film,
based on the life of William Holmes McGuffey, editor of the famous McGuffey
readers, was to be premiered this week
at Ford’s Greenfield Village, before the
Federation of McGuffey Societies.
The film was produced in Ford’s Greenfield Village. Actors are students at the
Edison Institute.

Candy Giveaway , Prizes
Boost Detroit Business
boxes

of candy

are be-

ing given out by A1 Ruttenberg at the
Iris and Oliver theatres to build up Saturday matinees. Each box has enclosed
the picture of a star. A different star is
given out each weekend. Steady attendance for 26 weeks gives the youngsters
a chance at 50 prizes.
The giveaway was arranged through the
Burriss Sign Co.

Sub-Lease
Parkersburg,

National Jobs

West

Virginia circuit operator, visiting in his
native Scotland, post-cards from Glasgow
the following message:

Detroit — Small

Returns

Anderson,

W.

Ray

Wilkins

and Guido Pellegrinni have taken a sublease on the Broadway Theatre, South
Parkersburg. Deal was arranged with H.
Fitcher, who continues in exhibition at
Vienna.

Drop
Detroit — Plans

35mm.

Plans

for production

for

Goldman-Retter

Theatre

California,

Pa. — Under

construction

for

about two years, the members of the trade
and local theatregoers await with considerable interest the opening of the de
luxe Hollywood Theatre, tentatively set
for the 4th of July. Erected at a cost
said to be in excess of $150,000, the new
1,000-seat theatre is equipped with the
finest and most modern fixtures and
equipments.
M. Goldman of Monongahela City and
James Retter are the owners and operators. The latter is a veteran exhibitor of
California, operating the Grand Theatre.
National Theatre Supply Co. equipped
the theatre with projectors, lamps, generators, sound screen and other materials.
The Hollywood is modern and complete in
every department.

Cooperative

Unit Is

Opened

in Cleveland

Cleveland — Milton

A. Mooney,

head

of

Cooperative Theatres of Ohio, formally
opened his new offices at 815 Film Bldg,
with open house. A buffet luncheon was
served.
Cooperative plans active operation no
later than July 15. Mooney states that
46 theatres in the northern Ohio territory
have contracted for his service, which includes the purchase of everything pertaining to theatre operation.

Eddie Murphy to Handle
’Baby' in Michigan Area
Detroit — Eddie

best known

Murphy,

film salesmen

one

of

the

in Michigan,

has been appointed distributor for “The
Birth of a Baby.” He is establishing offices in Grand National’s suite here. Physical distribution will be through GN.
The film did the best business of the
summer in a three-week run at the Adams,
and has been booked for the Butterfield
circuit.

Report Good
For New
Detroit — Jeff

Reception
Simplex Sound

Williams,

owner

of the

Roseville and East Detroit theatres, was
jubilant this week over the reception quality of the new Simplex sound installation
just completed at the Roseville. This is
the first job of its kind in the territory.
Williams reports favorable audience reaction.

Theatre

Va. — Mrs.

4th of July Opening

of 35mm

features have been dropped by the Mand
Motion Picture Co.

Off for Hollywood
Pittsburgh — Herbert

Browar,

son of the

Mark Browar, was scheduled to depart
late this week for Hollywood where he
has accepted a minor position in the production industry. He has studied for this
particular field at the local Carnegie Tech
drama school. Mark Browar is the veteran
exhibitor operating the Roosevelt
tre, Center Ave.
BOXOFFICE
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Claims to Have

Detroit First Newsreel
Detroit — Claim

as the producer

of the

first newsreel in this territory was made
this week by George W. Stark of the
Detroit News for Ed Schwimmer of the
Acme Camera Exchange.
Schwimmer produced the first outdoor
advertising films, projected on a downtown corner here from a projector behind
the screen.

Jas. H . Irwin Dies
Detroit — James

H.

Irwin,

72, veteran

actor of circus, vaudeville, dramatic, radio,
and screen roles, died at his home here,
June 24, following several months’ illness.
He had appeared in the past six years in
commercial films produced by Jam Handy
Picture Service, Wilding Picture Productions, and Metropolitan Motion Picture Co.
He is survived by his wife and four children.

Fight Films First-Run
Detroit — The

The Wilkinsburg Princess
Is Closed Permanently

Produced

Louis-Schmeling

fight

films, running 16 minutes, opened for a
first-run at the Palms-State, where they
are doing good business. The films have
been booked solid in neighborhood houses
of United Detroit Theatres. Bob Fisher,
distributor, was negotiating this week with
Cooperative Theatres.

of the Malcolm-Brown
JOHN BROWN
1 Laboratories, which contemplates the
production of 20 pictures, was a recent
visitor at the Monarch Pictures exchange.
He was in conference for some time with
Lew and Milt Lefton . . . Variety Club
chairmen for the week of July 3: Gilbert
Krimm, Sunday; No dinner, club closed,
Monday; George Lefko, Tuesday; C. C.
Kellenberg, Wednesday; Dave Kimelman,
Thursday; Mr. and Mrs. Lew Lefton, Friday; Ray Downey, Saturday. For the week
of July 10: Larry Katz, Sunday; Burt
Bishop, John Maloney, Jack Mundstuck
and Sol Gottleib (M-G-M dinner), Monday; W. C. Jervis, Tuesday; Jack Judd,
Wednesday; Chas. Thonsen, Thursday;
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Eiseman, Friday; H.
Feldman, Saturday.
Among the local fight fans who wit-,
nessed the Louis-Schmeling affair in New
York last week were Joint J. Maloney,
John

H. Harris, Harold Lund, Mike Gallagher, Bill Walker, Carl and Bus Poke,
Bart Dattola, Rudy and Sam Navarri and
Pete Profili . . . Dr. Crissey, South Fork
dentist and brother-in-law of J. E. Williams, who associated with the latter in
the operation of the Palace Theatre of
that city, died last week.
Chris Michaels, former local exhibitor,
who returned from Greece five months
ago, finally got around to paying a visit
to Filmrow.
exhibition.

Nixon
Pittsburgh — A

Opener

Set

two-a-day

Frank

roadshowing

of M-G-M’s “Marie Antoinette,” Norma
Shearer and Tyrone Power’s co-starring
drama, is reported as the likely fall season
opener for the legit Nixon Theatre.

CINCINNATI
(Continued

from page

58)

Oak Hill and Mt. Hope theatres also here.
Dave Schrieber, Universal shipper, is
vacationing.
Max Stahl and UA’s lively gang returned
from the annual conference in New York
City and announce a wonderful time at
the meeting and magnificent product underway for 1938-39, including 30 pictures,
and 12 single reelers in technicolor.
Stahl’s secretary, Jane Weichelman, is vacationing; Chic Weinberg is planning a
cruise with his family.
Monogram’s new division manager,
Cecil Maberry, was here making a swing
of the territory under his supervision. Bill
Onie held a trade showing of “Romance
of the Limberlost,” which was received enthusiastically.
Carl Rohs of Cynthiana visited, as did
Ray Law, Town Hall, Lebanon . . . Sarah
Goldberg, sister of BF prexy, is now attached to the local personnel . . . Manny
Shore, Williamsberg and War, W. Va., is
leaving Holmes Hospital.
BOXOFFICE
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He

doesn’t plan to reenter

L. France

has returned

to Art

Morrone’s Superior M. P. Supply Co. from
Cleveland. Morrone sold his Cleveland
branch store of which France has been
manager for a number of months . . .
Among recent Filmrow shoppers was Chris
Fourgis of the Grand Theatre, Mt. Pleasant. This was his first visit in several
months. He is recovering from an illness
which necessitated a serious operation.
Sympathy to Fred E. Querner, local exhibitor for a quarter of a century, whose
mother Mrs. Genoveta Faeth Querner,
aged 73 years, died last Thursday. Funeral was from the family home, 4333 Stanton Ave., Monday at 8:15 a. m., with Requiem high mass at St. Augustine’s
Church . . . Vacationing this week were
Max Shabason, Charlotte Schreffler and
Blanche Brenner of M-G-M; Mary Mamula and Marget Storf of Universal; Alice
Jahns and Sophie Pincus of 20th-Fox;
Irene Fisher, Republic; Charles
Allen, Superior M. P. Supply Co.

“Dick”

E. A. Barnes, IATSE head of the McKeesport local, who took down with pneumonia while attending the IA’s convention at Cleveland several weeks ago, has
returned to his home and is reported much
improved. He has been employed by the
Joseph Weiss Theatres, McKeesport, for
14 years . . . Joe Hanna, 20 th-Fox chief
booker, was back on the job this week
after an attack of lumbago . . . Harry La
Vine, Republic district manager, was a
visitor and he was impressed with the
great improvements being made at the
(Continued on next page)

Wilkinsburg,

Pa. — The

Princess

The-

atre here gave its final performance
June 25, and will not be reopened, according to T. R. Shanahan and Harry Rubins.
Shanahan, who with Rubins operates the
Princess, Donora, continues in the theatre
business here at the State, which he is
managing under an arrangement with H.
H. Paul.

McCloskey

Appointed

Pittsburgh — David

N.

Green,

who

re-

cently acquired the Beacon Theatre,
Squirrel Hill, formerly operated by Sam
Deutsch and Bernie Windt, has appointed
Dean McCloskey as manager. The new
Murray avenue theatre manager was formerly at the helm of the Regal, Wilkinsburg, and the Ritz, Rankin, and for the
past several years had been out of the
trade. Green, a brother-in-law of Edward H. Goldberg, Brushton exhibitor,
was an exhibitor “back in the silent days.”

To Cooladdition
M-G-M
to the

Pittsburgh — In

exten-

sive remodeling under way at the M-G-M
exchange, the building will be air-conditioned. John J. Maloney, district manager, has been leafing through a pile of
air-conditioning literature. The 20th-Fox
exchange was the first to install a complete system which went into operation
several weeks ago.
Commercial

Film Co. Incorporates

Detroit — Commercial

Film

Co. was

re-

cently organized as a Michigan corporation. Company is headed by Albert C.
Doyle, Odillion B. Weed and Lillian M.
Doyle. Headquarters are at 429 Wayne St.

(Continued

from page

59)

lumbia, has joined the Vitagraph office
force . . . Mrs. Madison, secretary to Vitagraph Branch Manager Herb Ochs, has
resigned to join Milt Mooney’s
booking organization.

Cooperative

Duke Clark, Paramount branch manager, has moved his family from Columbus . . . Alan Moritz, Columbia branch
manager in Cincinnati, was in Cleveland
. . . W . N . Skirball was in Indianapolis
last week to attend the opening of “The
Birth of a Baby” at the Circle Theatre . . .
Nate Alexander is back from eight weeks
in Florida feeling in good health and he
ivants to thank the boys of the industry
who made the trip possible following a
heart attack.
M. B. Horwitz, general manager of the
Washington circuit, and the Horwitz family had an exciting week. At one and the
same time their daughter, Selma, was
graduated from Ohio State University and
announced her engagement to “Sandy”
Leavitt, son of Joe Leavitt, well known
projectionist. “Sandy”
S. U. last year.

graduated

from

O.
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ID) HE T R Cl I T
as, M-G-M’s
KIESLING
C. publicity
gARRETT sistant
director,
was in town
Monday and Tuesday, giving a pep talk to
employes in the morning, followed by an
interview on WWJ Monday afternoon.
Michael J. Chargot, circuit operator of
Port Huron and Detroit, and a builder in
his other moments, is building a cabin
near Grayling for Sam Barrett, Cooperative Theatres booker.
Lloyd Hammond held a family picnic
at Port Huron on Sunday; got caught in
the rain.
Ralph Peckham, branch manager, reports “There’s no depression as far as
Grand Natio-nal is concerned.”
Lou Greenley, Monogram star salesman,
got so excited over sales this week that
he broke down his chair in the office.
William Schuttenhelm, owner of the
Dawn and Globe theatres, expressed his
appreciation of the many friends in the
film business who showed their sympathy in his bereavement last week in many
ways. The floral tributes were so numerous that it was necessary to place many
of them out in the dining room of his
home.
John Penrod, who was manager of the
Jefferson Theatre about a year ago, has
been made manager of the Sheridan Theatre, acquired about two months ago by
the Moule and Newman Circuit.
Al Ruttenberg, owner of the Iris and
Oliver theatres, is planning to dispose of
his interests in both houses and retire
for a while anyway— from show business.
John Tabor, whose brother, Peter, is
assistant manager of the Eastown Theatre, has been appointed manager of the
Chandler by Joseph Mellon. This, incidentally, is the first invasion of the city
by the Mellon Circuit, which has houses
in several upstate locations. Former house
manager was Gus Greening, one of the
real old-timers still active in the business.
Alexander Zesser, manager of the Ritz
Theatre, has given up his plans for major
remodeling of the house at this time, but
is planning to renovate the front and rebuild the canopy at once.
Jeannie Rand, aged 16, is succeeding
Beryl Vaughan as stage director of the
Children’s Theatre of the Air, going over
WXYZ each Sunday from UDT’s Broadway-Capitol Theatre.
Fran

Striker, the author

Detroit Suburban

PITTSBURGH

House

In
Mortgagee's
Operation
Detroit —
Punch and Judy Theatre,
patronized by the elite of the exclusive
Grosse Pointe section, now is being operated by the Collateral Liquidation, Inc.,
holder of the first mortgage on the theatre. The organizing company and former
operator, Grosse Pointe Theatre Co., has
been dissolved. Frank Krueger, manager
under the original owner, continues to act
as manager of the house. It is understood
plans are now under way to effect a reorganization of the original company.

Remodel
Pennsboro,

Penn

Theatre

W. Va. — Penn

Theatre

is be-

ing extensively remodeled and seating capacity will be enlarged by 80 seats which
will give the auditorium approximately 400
seats, according to Bill Heaton, proprietor.
House is undergoing redecoration and the
installation of new fixtures and equipments, including new carpets. Without
loss of playing time the job will be completed within three weeks.

" Victor " Gets Space
Pittsburgh — GB’s

“To

the Victor”

broke

into the “One Opinion” column in the
local “Y Weekly,” published by the YM
and WHA, the article of recommendation,
written by Willi Tagress, contributing editor, being the first time these columns
have been used for anything except the
vital affairs of the world. “To the Victor,” a story of a dog, is playing at the
Art Cinema.

Outdoor
Pittsburgh

Legit Opens

—

The

Allegheny

Son in Charge
Pa. — E. W.

Interrante

has

returned to his duties at the Rowland
Theatre here for the summer and will return in the fall to Tri-State College, Angola, Ind., for his senior year. He is the
son of Austin Interrante, operator of the
theatre and sales representative for 20thFox at Pittsburgh. The Interrantes make
their home at Altoona.

of the now

famous

serial “The Lone Ranger,” is developing his serial, originally a radio program, into a book, titled “Hi Yo, Silver!”
to be published by Whitman Publishers,
Racine Wis.

Jack Krass, owner of the Dix Theatre,
and Wisper and Wetsman, owners of the
Uptown have all applied to the City
Council for permits for new front marquees and signs.
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Close to Remodel
Fredericktown,

Pa. — Frederick

from preceding page)

Republic exchange where extensive remodeling is nearing completion.
John H. Harris, theatre executive and
president of the Pittsburgh Hornets, in
the International American Hockey League, in New York this week announced
that Larry Aurie, star of the Detroit Red
Wings, will manage his local Hornets next
season, succeeding Donnie Hughes . . .
Lew Lefton, Monarch Pictures manager,
requests that all his friends turn out for
the Variety Club family night party Friday, July 8. Mrs. Lefton will be hostess
of the evening.
A welcome visitor recently was J. F.
Smith, the Barnesboro exhibitor, who is
well again after a siege of pneumonia. He
reports that he has moved into a new home
at Barnesboro . . . Art Levy, Columbia
Pictures manager, has a brand new car
replacing the one he lost in a rcent fire
which destroyed both the car and his garage. Art has leased a house in Atlantic
City for the summer for his wife and child.
. . . Mike Cullen’s new assistant manager
at Loew’s Penn is Chester Vickery. He succeeds Bob Newkirk, tvho resigned several
weeks ago.
Abe

Rottenstein, West Aliquippa exhibitor, when passing cigars with the announcement of the birth of a son,

stated that the youngster’s name would
be Rothenstein, as he is having his
name changed. Abe’s brother Louis has
been known as Rothenstein since he took
over the Cambridge Theatre at Cambridge
Springs.
Mrs. Jack Moses, wife of the southside
theatre manager, is ill at a local hospital.
Moses is a brother-in-law of Bill Finkel.
the Carson St. exhibitor.

County

Theatre opened its second season at South
Park, Wednesday, June 15. During its
season of eight weeks the theatre will present four legitimate theatrical productions
in the Museum building at the fair
grounds. The theatre is open to the public and no admission will be charged for
any performance.

Phillipsburg,

‘Continued

Yesterday

Turning Back Our Pages
10 Years Ago
fyjPTO OF W. PA., INC., withdraws from
the arbitration board and unanimously votes to thoroughly prosecute the Panoplos-Gorris case . . . Additional complaints
filed in this McKeesport case, the amendment of the plaintiffs very severely criticizing the contract between the distributors and exhibitors and the methods of
the board of arbitration and the Film
Board of Trade . . . Case now scheduled
for equity court for final hearing in
September . . . Max Shulgold of the FBO
exchange arranges a golf tournament, and
Abe Schnitzer, FBO manager, and Joe
Kaliski, Educational manager, challenge
the field . . . Jim Alexander stages a picnic for his employes . . . Norma Shearer
in “The Actress” the hit of the week.

Theatre

is closed for remodeling, Mr. and Mrs.
Peter Profili announce. House will be
newly decorated and a modern screen
will be installed. On July 5 the Profilis
will reopen the Frederick and close their
Grand Theatre for repair and redecoration.

Beauty
Hollywood

as Grecian
— Elinor

Goddess

Troy,

nominated

last year as the most beautiful girl in
films, is presently portraying a Grecian
goddess

Models.”

in

Paramount’s
BOXOFFICE
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Books tor Veterans
Pittsburgh — Books

and

magazines

are

requested for distribution at the Veterans’
Hospital, Aspinwall, the appeal being made
by C. C. Kellenberg, post adjutant of the
Variety Club Post No. 589 of the American
Legion. Kellenberg, sales manager at the
local 20th-Fox exchange, will receive all
books and magazines.

Monogram
Pittsburgh —

Sam Carver Head Booker
For Advance Theatrical
Detroit — Sam

was known as “Marijuana,” which deals
with the dope weed. It has not cleared
the Pennsylvania State Board of Censors.

Enright Robbed
Pittsburgh — A

bandit

in

overalls

ap-

proached the boxoffice at the Enright
Theatre, East Liberty, early one evening
last week and departed with $50. Miss
Jewel Fitchko, cashier, refused to comply
with the demands of the robber until he
forced a revolver into the ticket window.

Carnegie
eel0'
ing "StIllinois
Distri—but

Pittsburgh

Woodward-Grand

Theatre,

north Woodward Ave. house of the Sam
Brown circuit, is being equipped with an
air conditioning system costing about
$15,000. Same will be completed and
ready for operation July 5.

Theatre
Braddock,

Adds

Pa. — A

has been opened
tre, operated by
N. Shapiro. New
ed and furnished
building.

seating

250,

as the Paramount TheaArchie Fineman and M.
lounges have been erectin the basement of the

W.

Va. — New

Stuckley
Detroit — H.

Burwell

The-

booking

manager of Paramount Pictures Distributing Corp., is spending considerable of his
time these days traveling out in the state.
Vetter Now
Meadville,

Pa. — Donald

Freeman,

week

Honor

Bergen

Blow!”
Detroit — Michigan soon may have a
monument to Charlie McCarthy, who is
classed as a native son. Edgar Bergen,
for 11 years in his youth, lived on a farm
near Decatur, Mich., and his first theatrical venture was as chore boy for the
former opera house, replaced by Fred E.
Pennell’s Cozy Theatre.

Mode

Opens

Pittsburgh— Mode

Offices

Art

Picture

Co. has

established headquarters on the 21st floor
of the Investment Bldg. RCA sound recording equipment was being installed this
week for the newly organized industrial
film producing firm. James L. Baker and
John B. McCrady are officers of Mode
Art Picture Co.

Honored

for Service

Pittsburgh — Mayme

Forrestel,

a

tele-

phone operator for the Harris Amusement
Co., was honored recently at a party
which was staged at the Pines. The occasion celebrated her 25th anniversary
with the company.

Em-

Pittsburgh — John

Booking

at which

gam-

Randalle,

On Western

She retires from active business to “a
life of leisure.” Employes Monday held
a party in her honor.

Pic-

Meadville,

Pa. — Mr.

Tour

and

Mrs.

Charles

Truran and Charles jr„ are on a western
tour which is taking them through numerous states. They will be gone three weeks.
Truran is managing director of the Park
Theatre of this city.
Manages

chief in-

F. Gill of Allied
cide"
"Sui

tures, Inc., is here handling “Race Suicide,” the exploitation picture which recently played a fortnight engagement at
the downtown State Theatre.

Gambling

spectress at United Artists, is leaving this
after 14 years with the company.

son

MPTO

Corn

— Monarch

signed

Deal
a

New

Pittsburgh — Walter

Oakland
Woznack

managing the New Oakland
erated by T. A. Gilbert.

is

now

Theatre, op-

Build Up Poor Nights with

Monday to distribute Artcinema’s
Son of the Sheik” in the territory.
:: July 2, 1938

on

“The

annual

28

corn

roast

at Dr. C. E. Herman’s farm, Carnegie, has
been set for Sunday, August 28. It -will
be a stag affair, as usual.

Cleveland — The
deal

Roast August

Pittsburgh — MPTO’s

L & G
Monarch-Artcinema

BOXOFFICE

New

bling games are operated, will be closed
when they visit Allegheny county, Chief
County Detective Peter A. Connors has
announced. He ordered county detectives
to investigate all carnivals for violation
of the edict.

Ena

Joe

Steers Victor

of the veteran exhibitor Charles Freeman, has withdrawn from the operation
of the Victor Theatre, and the house is
now managed by his father-in-law, Richard Vetter.

Detroit

No. 91.”

Pa. — A. E. Andrews’

Detroit — Mrs.

the

one-round scrap and the Fulton Theatre’s
advertising had to be sniped “Blow By

Retires After 14 Years

Stuckley,

before

de-

porium Theatre was opened recently
following extensive remodeling and redecoration. The Press-Independent, local
paper, featured a special section for the
house.

No Carnival

Outstate

Eddie

Emporium,

Printed

Opening

Pittsburgh — Carnivals,

atre will install 4 Star sound equipment
together with other equipments and fixtures of modern manufacture. R. J.
Hiehle states the house will be ready for
opening Labor Day.

booking

This is to be inserted in News

Emporium

Buys 4 Star Sound
Parkersburg,

Special!

partment here sent out the following
startling communication to the Columbia
Theatre, Sharon, Pa., according to William D. Taylor, assistant manager:
“We are shipping tonight a News Special on the Bombing of Canton, Ohio.

Balcony

balcony,

Steel

Corp.’s 40-minute feature production
“Steel” will be available for theatrical exhibition immediately, D. J. Selznick, manager of Monogram Pictures exchange, announced here this week. “Steel” was produced in Technicolor by Jam Handy Pictures Co. of Detroit and it is one of the
most interesting commercial subjects ever
presented. Jack Haley of Jam Handy
was here this week conferring with executives of Carnegie Illinois Steel Corp.,
and with Selznick regarding national distribution and exploitation of the picture.

Pittsburgh — Paramount

Installs Cooling

—

of the

Fight Cards

—

Louis-Max Schmeling fight, John P. Goring’s special advertising cards for windows,
trolleys and posting read “Round By
Round.” Then followed the 2:04 minute

May

News
Detroit

manager

Has 'Assassin
Monogram Pictures will

handle distribution of “Assassin of Youth”
for West Virginia, D. J. Selznick, manager, announced this week. This picture

Brown

Carver,

Downtown Theatre until its recent closing, Monday joined Advance Theatrical
as head booker.
Carver held this same post when the
circuit was run by Jacob Schreiber, now
retired. He succeeds William Klarry, resigned.

Change
Pittsburgh

Theatre

Co.

L & G Theatre

Ask Us About It

Co., has

been incorporated here by Walter C. Merrick, Charles Follett and Edward S. Merrick.

MOVIE
FILM

SWEEPSTAKES,

EXCHANGE

BLDG.

INC.

CLEVELAND,

O.

SERVICE
THAT

SER VES

WHATEVER

YOU

WANT— to sell your

theatre, to buy a theatre, a job, a position open, to buy or sell equipment,
miscellaneous

articles — it will pay

to advertise your needs

in the CLEAR-

ING HOUSE section appearing
eight

sectional

OFFICE,
trade

throughout

Canada.
you

editions

covering
For

United

only

assurance

of quick

in all

of

the motion

BOXpicture

States

10 cents

get international

you

a

coverage

results. Why

and
word
and
not

try it!
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Massachusetts Job New Haven Lines Up With
Holders Get Respite Cities Barring Cash Games
Barrows
Boston — Suspension

contribution of workers’ earnings to the
state unemployment compensation fund
will be effective for one year beginning
July 1.
The action was taken, in accordance
with the recommendation of the ways and
means committee, on a special message
from Gov. Charles F. Hurley urging repeal
of the statute requiring 1,250,000 Massachusetts workers to contribute to the
jackpot.
John F. Gatelee, Moving Picture Operators Union executive and state head of the
AFL, was thanked personally by Governor
Hurley for support of His Excellency’s
recommendation that employes’ contributions to the fund be discontinued, inasmuch as there is a surplus of some
$45,000,000.

Boston — Thad

Readies

Annual

Bridgeport Beauty

Test

Bridgeport — For the third successive
year, the Globe will launch its 5-week
bathing beauty and perfect form contests,
in cooperation with the Hankin Knitting
Mills, with Erie Wright in charge of the
conduct of the series. Three winners on
each program will receive prices of $25,
$15 and $10, with $100 awarded to the
final winner. A new perfect child contest will also be conducted, with a local
bank donating $250 in prize money, and
approximately 30 children competing
each week. Regular weekly vaudeville
continues here and at the Poli, Waterbury.
In Waterbury a perfect form contest will
be run in cooperation with the Wilco
Knitting Mills. Life-size cut-out of Dorothy Dugan, new Hollywood model discovery, will be used for comparison with
competitors’

measurements.

Massachusetts
Gloomy

points

Industry Talk

the survey shows, but many are expanding their facilities. Millions of dollars are
now

in industrial

construc-

“Fear and uncertainty may prevail in
other sectors,” according to a summary
of the report, “but industry has revealed
its faith in Massachusetts by building new
plants

on

a

scale

unprecedented

of

“Lousy

business?”

Smith

latter’s new
was

surprised

enough to ask. “What do you mean?”
“Why,” said Barrows, “we drove out to
the drive-in one afternoon, and we were
the only car there.”
“Afternoon?” Smith
aren’t any
“Oh,

shows

sputtered.

“There

in the afternoon.”

aren’t there?”
the longest

Barrows

asked.

“We

time.”

Proven Pictures Suit
Continues July 15
Portland, Me. —
brought by Proven

A $1,200 action suit
Pictures, Inc., opera-

tors of Keith’s Theatre here, against the
Strand Theatre Operating Co., Inc., was
heard in superior court Wednesday, June
22, by Justice Herbert T. Powers, who allowed the litigants until July 15 to file

briefs.

The

defense contended that the presentation of stage shows violated the con-

tract provision that the theatre (Keith’s)
show subsequent-run pictures and that
thus the defendant was not obligated to

in

re-

stage

the plaintiff the $100 weekly
ments called for in said contract.

pay-

shows

in conjunction

with

quent-run pictures and that Keith’s had
offered stage shows at times other than
those on which the defendant had refused to make payments.
Witnesses

for the plaintiff were

Charles

Kellerman of Portland, manager of Keith’s
and Frederick B. Lieberman of Boston,
president-treasurer of Proven Pictures.
Defense evidence was presented by
Frank L. Palmer of Saco, an officer of the
corporation owning the property occupied
by the theatre; Louis W. Richman of Roxbury, Mass., field manager of a theatre
chain and Alfred J. Crossman jr„ Press
Herald advertising solicitor.

Policy Change

Barn

Boston — Jimmy O’Brien, New England
representative of the International Seat
Co., is outfitting the Red Barn, Allen
Holmes house in Westboro, with seats.
BOXOFFICE
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money

Haven — New Haven joined West
Waterbury and Bridgeport this
placing an unconditional ban on
Lucky Screeno and all similar

games, whether conducted by theatres, charitable organizations, churches,

or any
have

other operators. About ten neighborhoods and one downtown second run
been affected by the ban, and for the

most

part exhibitors are extremely pessimistic about the resultant loss of business. Following the state supreme court
decision against Bank Night two months
ago, theatres in many parts of the state
were substituting such games as Lucky,
Honey

and others and charitable organizations were continuing Bingo unmolested,
as is still the case in many Connecticut
towns. It was reported that a complaint
lodged by a resident with an unnamed
state supreme court justice was responsible for the final clamp-down in New
Haven
following a special conference
between City Court Judges Joseph
J. Weiner and Philip T. Pastore, and Assistant City Attorneys John A. Maresca
and M. E. Klebanoff. Enforcement is in
the hands of Police Chief Phillip T. Smith,
with

instructions to arrest violators without any further warning
Although West Haven concessionaires
attempted to evade the ban by instituting
Darto and so-called games of skill, the
strict interpretation of the Connecticut
statutes would eliminate even card parties,
it is stated, where the lure of cash prizes
is held before prospective players, and the
operation of wheels at carnivals, etc. This

statutes as disallowing any “chance” or
“risk” for prizes. Theatre operators were
told that dish and other gift nights would
not be prohibited.
No move is contemplated to rule out
Bingo parties in Hamden and East Haven,
neighboring towns. In the Elm City at
least one fraternal organization is said
to be preparing

for a court

test case.

subse-

cent years.”

Outfits Red

New
Haven,
week in
Bingo,

is in accordance with the supreme court’s
broad interpretation of the Connecticut

The plaintiff sought to show that the
contract provisions were not violated by

Blasts

in a survey. Not only are manufacturers maintaining their plants here,

being invested
tion.

president

west. Barrows, who had just returned from the AFL convention in Cleveland, sympathized with Smith because of

the “lousy business” at the
Drive-In Theatre there.

pay

Boston— Gloomy predictions of industrial migration have no basis in fact, the
Associated Industries of Massachusetts
stated

C. Barrows,

the Moving Picture Operators’ Union,
Local 182, was talking the other day to
Philip Smith, circuit operator here and

waited

Globe

Waited

of the one per cent

Boston — Loew’s State and Loew’s Orpheum theatres have reverted to a Thursday opening day. The new policy, which
places the Friday initials into temporary
discard, may be continued permanently.

Waterville Edict Orders
Slot Machines Removed
Portland,

Me.

—

Cooperating

with

Waterville

police, Kennebec county enforcement officials Friday ordered 56 slot
machines removed immediately from
Waterville establishments.
chines discovered Thursday

Many
night

mawere

being operated in the open. The removal
order was accompanied by a warning of
court action unless the order is obeyed.
The

campaign

against

the

machines

followed complaints filed with police recently and came on the eve of the twentieth annual convention of the department of Maine Legion convention.

Leads— Gail
for "Disbarred"
Hollywood
Patrick and Randolph
Scott

are

teamed

in Paramount’s

forth-

coming “Disbarred.”
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Annual Golf Tourney
Planned for Aug. 2
New Haven — The third annual industi'y
golf tournament in the New Haven district is being planned at the instigation of
Connecticut MPTO
for August 2, at the
Racebrook Country Club. A large committee of exhibitors, exchange men and
representatives of allied' industries has
been appointed and is working on detailed plans for the event, which always
draws a large attendance. General announcements indicate that tickets will be
$5.00, to include luncheon and dinner at
the club, and all-day golf. Prizes will be
awarded to golfers and non-golfers, for
whom other events will be arranged.
The committee includes Lou Anger, Leo
Bonoff, Harold Eskin, B. E. Hoffman, Irving C. Jacocks jr., Adolph G. Johnson, Edward G. Levy, Arthur Lockwood, Sam
Rosen, Harry F. Shaw, Max Tabackman,
William Vuono, Robert Cobe, Morris
Joseph, Abe Mattes, Morris Nunes, Barney Pitkin, Edward Ruff, Philip Sherman,
Ben Simon, Lester Tobias, Lou Wechsler,
N. C. Wrisley.

Refrigeration Job in
Fitchburg, Me
House
Boston — The Capitol Engineering Co.,
a subsidiary of the Capitol Theatre Supply Co., has installed new refrigeration
apparatus in the Fitchburg Theatre,
Maine and New Hampshire Theatres small
circuit house in Fitchburg.
Capitol also has installed air-conditioning and refrigeration in the Bijou at
Woonsocket, R. I. The latter is a Fred
Green situation.

Columbia Enjoys an

. . in the pants"
Boston — A
contemplated “Duel to
Death” between two White River Junction youths, in which Danielle Darrieux
was the motivating factor, last week furnished the Vermont town with a lively
bit of humor.
It all started

when

the

boys

saw

the

petite French film star in “Mayerling.”
One was so enthralled that he wrote for
an autographed photograph of the latest
film luminary.
The other, taunting his friend for such
remote-control worship, tore the picture in
two when it arrived.
Action followed in which one of the boys
slapped his friend and the other retaliated.
Pals interfered, but not before one boy
had

issued

The

the

ultimatum

old Christian

of “pistols at

cemetery

was

named

as
the locale. White River Junction podawn.”
lice heard rumors of the affair and posted
a guard at the cemetery. The irate father
of one of the principals threatened,
duel you ... in the pants.”

“I’ll

Films Again Not Cut by
Massachusetts Scissors
Boston — Massachusetts motion picture
censors have been having an easy time of
it.

The official weekly bulletin of approved motion pictures, released last week,
showed that 38 film attractions were

passed
tion.

in toto without

a

single elimina-

RKO's
“Having Wonderful T i m e,”
“Woman Against Woman,” and 20th-Fox’s
“Pardon My Accent” were included in the
report.
Two vaudeville acts
for Sunday showings.
collected the scissors.

were' disapproved
But three others

Outing in Plymouth
Boston

—

Awards

were

awarded,

eats

were

eaten, dances were danced, and contests were contested at the annual Columbia Club outing held last Saturday at
the Mayflower Hotel in Plymouth.
Expert pitching of Harry Rogovin, exchange manager, held down the scoring in
the baseball game between nines, captained respectively by Meyer Fox and Mike
Gorfinkle. Rogovin
tion eventually won.
vicinity of 34 to 32.

and Fox’s aggregaThe score was in the

Mary McGrath won the prize in the
horse shoe contest. Julia Griffin took the
competition for
throwing accurately.
Sarah Laurie won the putting contest.
Walter

Silverman

proved

to be the best

putter among the men. Bucky Levin outpitched everyone in horse shoes. Hy
Young took the beano prize.
In the feature foursome of the day, Hy
Young and Walt Silverman, office manager and booker, respectively, trimmed Bill
Marshall and Frank Petrone.

Tieups Are Available
For "African

Holiday"

Boston — Numerous exploitation tieups
are possible with the new Cameo release,
"African Holiday,”
tor Sam Davidson.

according

to Distribu-

Cooperation with the local Ford dealer
is available, inasmuch as the entire 11,000
miles of African jungle land traversed by
Mr. and Mrs. Harry C. Pearson in filming
the picture were covered in two Ford
trucks and a Ford car. Also along the
transportation line are potential hookins
with Cunara which connects with the
jungles

via steamers

Educational
tial. In Los

and

then

airplanes.

cooperation is also potenAngeles, for instance, the

Board of Education considered “African
Holiday” so valuable that the city’s teachers were notified that attendance at the
premiere of the film in Los Angeles would
be counted as equivalent to one full day
of attendance at the regular Teachers
Institute.

Phil Smith a Target
Boston — Philip Smith, operator of the
Drive-In Theatre in Detroit, has been
named defendant in a warrant charging
him with maintaining a public nuisance.
Over 1,000 Detroit residents have signed a
petition charging that sound at Smith’s
outdoor house can be heard for more than
a mile.

On

Summer

Policy

Boston — Robert E. Fuller plans to operate the theatre at the Balsalms Hotel at
Dixville Notch, N. H., on a summer policy.
Fuller’s headquarters
ford, N. H.

GG

are at North
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Massachusetts Advertising Head
Hits Cluttering Dp of Highways

The 10 Per Cent
That Counts
Boston — “Please
ol pictures

would be affected,” William P. McCarty,
director of outdoor advertising for the
Massachusetts department of public works,
stated last week in an outline of policy.
“It is a matter of common knowledge
that towns and cities in the state do not
have

either the absolute right of outlawing billboards on its highways, or, on the
other hand, of allowing them to be erected
in a promiscuous fashion without a regard
for traffic hazards, scenic beauty, or other
objects that arise,” McCarty

said.

“All advertising signs in the state which
are erected in a commercial manner for
advertising purposes other than goods sold
on the premises are regulated by a set of
state laws contained in Chapter 93 of the
General Laws,” the director elucidated.
“These state laws have been used as a
model by over 25 states. They have also

An
New'

Haven

—

Artist

In the same

impressive

field quite new to Eli’s ancient traditions and awarding of honors. Dr. William Lyon Phelps, University orator, whose

presentation speeches introducing candidates to the President for degrees are
literary gems, presented
lowing manner:

Disney

in the fol-

“In every way an American of the 20th
century. Born in Chicago, educated in
the high schools of Kansas City and Chicago, he became a commercial artist at the
age of 17 and at 18 began his career in
animated cartoons. He has the originality
characteristic of genius, creating the demand as well as the supply. He has
achieved the impossible. He has proved
that popular proverbs can be paradoxes —
for he labored like a
mountain and
brought forth a mouse! With this mouse
he conquers the whole world. One touch
of nature makes the whole world kin, and
Walter Disney has charmed millions of
people in every part of the earth. No
other artist in history has ever drawn so

THE MAN
ABOUT

TO SEE
YOUR

“SEAT-UATION"

68

determined Constitutional as the result of a Supreme Court decision handed

90 per
to be

cent
made

a
moronic audience," a
fan requested a local motion picture writer
last week.
it's so we

the other ten per
was the answer.

cent

can

appreciate

all the

more,"

down in 1935.”
McCarty’s statements came as a result of a fresh surge of protests, from certain quarters, against outdoor advertising.
Such a medium of exploitation is used to
a large extent by motion picture interests.
The

director

of outdoor

advertising

in

Massachusetts called for “support” in his
attempt "not to obliterate ‘outlaw’ billboards, but rather to place advertising
signs where they belong — in business districts— and to remove signs of all types
where they would in any way be detrimental to the scenic view or deface in any
way our highways.”
The state department of public works
began a few days ago to make what was
termed

a “clean sweep” of illegal billboards and signs along Berkshire highways. Two heaping truck loads were taken
to a public dump for disposal as a result
of one

afternoon’s work
spector and two laborers.

by

a

single in-

creatures

of his fancy have definite personalities. The characters in ‘Snow White
and the Seven Dwarfs’ are unforgettable.
“Dr. Disney is modest in describing his
aims, ‘We have but one thought and that
is for entertainment.’ But he has also
given the reason for his universal appeal.
‘We try to appeal to children at the age
when they want to think that they are
grown up and the grownups who want to
feel that they are children again.’ In quite
another field he has also achieved the
impossible. He has endeared America to
the hearts of foreigners.”
In awarding the degree, President

Sey-

mour said, “Creator of a new language of
art, who has brought the joy of deep
laughter to millions, and, by touching the
heart of humanity without distinction of
race, has served as ambassador of international goodwill, Yale confers upon you
the degree of Master of Arts, admitting
you to
all its rights and privileges.”

O'BRIEN
SEAT

COMPANY

-ALBEE opened up for week June
23-30 with Louis-Schmeling fight
films and a double-feature program and
went

dark again at the end of this booking. It will reopen again, July 11, with
roadshow stage dramas booked in by
Jules Leventhal.
Meyer Stanzler opened the Casino
Narragansett Pier for the season.
A1

Clarke

back

in managerial

at

harness

at the Carlton and ready to tell all comers about his recent operation. He looks
good and seems to have put on weight as
a result of the hospital diet and rest.
Walter

Kessler

is spending

in training.

He

a month

at

goes from

a

Jersey City post to one of the circuit’s
Boston houses. John Curley, chief of
service at the State, is doing a relief shift
as treasurer at the Orpheum in Boston
for a fortnight.

many spectators at any one time. He
has accomplished something that has defied all the efforts and experiments of the
laboratories in zoology and biology; he
has given impressive significance to the
word ANIMA in ANIMATED; he has given
animals souls. His work has the elements
of great romantic art; the beautiful, the
fantastic, the grotesque all combining in
irresistible and ineffable charm. The

JIMMY
INTERNATIONAL

RKO

Loeiv’s State

Is Recognized

ceremony which conferred honorary degrees upon Lord Tweedsmuir, Governor
General of Canada, Serge Koussevitsky,
Thomas Mann, and other notables in
various fields, 11 in all, Yale University
conferred a degree of Master of Arts, with
all attendant rights and privileges, upon
Walter Elias Disney, creative genius in
a

been

seem

lor

“I suppose

Boston — "It is our present practice not
to allow any new advertising signs to be
built on our state highways where there
is an absence of business of any kind and
where the scenic beauty of the highways

tell why

produced

B3oChs7oSN

Sunshine Club, employes’ organization
at the Strand, is laying plans for its annual summer outing, scheduled to take
place

next

month.

Sending of the Ringling-Barnum show
back to winter quarters meant cancellation of Providence booking for July 2 and
considerable wasted expense to the show
hi paper, newspaper ads, and billboard
billing. Meanwhile some of the smaller
ritory.
shows are doing good business in this ter-

Manager W. D. McGhee of E. M. Loew’s
Drive-In had a nice tieup with the Rhode
Island Assembly, Society of American
Magicians at that organization’s fourth
annual Ladies’ Night banquet, held June
20. At each of the 247 plates set for the
dinner was a complimentary ticket for the
Drive-In, same carrying a picture of the
outdoor theatre and descriptive matter
about the place.
Management

of

the

Palace

Theatre,

Arctic, R. I., could have advertised “A
Vote With Every Ticket” one night recently if so inclined. Town Clerk E. J.
Mailloux picked the lobby of the theatre
as a good place to set up a desk for
registration of voters for November elections— something new in lobby setups
hereabouts.

New CUSHIO
Chairs NS
- Good Used Chairs

RECOVERED

SQUABS

CONVERTED
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Trade and Real Estate Operators
Join Against Chain Tax Measure

He'd Appreciate
A Patron
a

Boston — A heated debate started on
film district corner this week on the

wisdom of putting in candy counters,
horoscopes, and similar devices in
theatres

in the hope

"Personally,"
wish

somebody

one

of adding
exhibitor

would

revenue.
piped,

"I
Boston

put in a patron."

—

Real

sided strongly

with

estate

men

last

the operators

week

enterprises in the latters’ efforts to sidestep proposed chain store taxes in Massachusetts. Such tax proposals are viewed
with apprehension by theatre circuit

was absent from
]y[ORRIS ROSENTHAL
the Majestic Theatre three days as
the result of a minor surgical operation
. . . Jack Sidney, Loew-Poli assistant
manager, is back from a vacation in the
middlewest.
Sudden heat wave made
worse than it had been.

business

even

Arthur “Otto” Esposito, assistant to
Matt Saunders at the Loew-Poli, is experiencing tooth trouble.

operators who are aware that their business might well be affected.
Frank O’Hara, president of the Real Estate Ass’n of New York, stated last week
in a letter to George H. Mellen jr„ president of Massachusetts Ass’n of Real Estate Boards, “We found that in Massachusetts, 7,239 buildings are rented and
occupied by chain stores, and the amount
these stores annually pay Massachusetts
property

owners

The growing
900,000.”

is approximately
trend

toward

chain

stores threatens to “curtail or entirely eliminate one of the real estate

of chain

$16,-

taxes

on

owners’ and brokers’ most important source
of income and to remove from all Massachusetts business benefits amounting to
stated.
$346,000,000

a

year,”

O’Hara

further

Tax proposals affecting theatres and
distributors in Massachusetts are particularly feared at this time, inasmuch as the
legislature is in extended session in an effort, among other things, to settle Bay
State monetary matters. New legislation
might easily be introduced at this time.
With legislators in their present state of
minds, anxious to get home, such petitions
might well be pushed through with less
difficulty than
wise.

might

be

incurred

other-

Globe Manager Harry Rose doesn’t think
a thing of dashing to New Haven a couple
times on his day off.
Mike Carroll is bringing back
"Maytime” to his American.

Metro’s

Waterbury and Stamford houses barely
noticed the fact that Newton Bros. Circus
played their cities.

RKO

Boston Film Fare
Features

Boston

—

The

Fight Films

Louis-Schmeling

fight

pictures have headed the double-feature
bill at the RKO Boston Theatre this week.
The

15-minute screen version of the fisticuffs proved to be exceptionally clear and

full of action. The reels were given instinctive applauses at a special screening
in the film district the afternoon following the battle.
Specialty Pictures Co., located at 50
Piedmont St., is the exclusive distributor
of the official fight films in New England.

Theatre
New

owner

Haven

News
—

Elects

Theatre

Patrons,

Inc.,

of Theatre News, weekly entertainment guide for New Haven county, has

elected the following directors for 193839: Alice M. Connor, Charles P. Ives,
Harry P. Lander, Max Livingston, Professor Mark A. May, James A. Munro, Helen
S. Porter, Mrs. Charles E. Rolfe, Jack W.
Schaefer, editor of the magazine: Mrs.
Ethel

W. Tileston, Mrs.
send, and Mrs. William

—

Danielle

Darrieux’

“Rage

first zoomed in “Mayerling,”
featured with the “Devil’s Party.”

BOXOFFICE

Theatres, Inc., outing held at the Mayflower Hotel at Plymouth over the weekend. The outing was held for all home
office employes.
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Botwick,

of

is co-

manager

of the

State

Theatre, left June 26 to spend a two weeks’
vacation visiting relatives and friends in
New Haven, Conn. Francis Gooch, former
manager of the Columbia Theatre, Bath,
has been brought in as relief manager.
William “Bill” Snook, doorman at the
Empire Theatre, has resigned to go into
training as a Regional Executive for the
Boy Scouts of America. Snook, along
with 39 other men, will attend a 45-day
training school in New York state beginning July 1.
Leavitt’s Theatre, operated
Leavitt, was scheduled to open
quit, June 25 . . . The Ogunquit
a legitimate theatre, operated
Hartwig, was expected to open

by Annie
at OgunPlayhouse,
by Walter
June 27.

Mr. and Mrs. Bill Benjamin returned
recently from a vacation spent in the
White

Mountains.

Benjamin

is a

sales-

NOW
IS

SEE

OCR

SUMMER

SLIP

Monday,

for a two-day

screening.

Not having seen Chelsea Waldron since
1911, Andy St. Ledger of Pittsfield, Me.,
recognized the State Theatre projectionist, in spite of the whiskers, when he ran
into him the other day at Moosehead Lake
where Waldron was hooking salmon in
grand style. The pow-wow that followed
didn’t stop the fish biting, or so we were
made to believe.
Some
week

lucky

party

received

$25.00

last

when he hit upon the name “Uptown” for the new M&P Theatre now being built at Bath, Me. ... A pre-release

showing of Harold Lloyd’s “Professor Beware” is scheduled for the State Theatre,
July 13 . . . Because of labor trouble, Ringling Bros.-Barnum & Bailey Circus which
was supposed to make a July 4 appearance
here, will not be able to keep its engagement, much to the delight of local exhibitors.
The

Cooking School which is to be conducted in July by Lever Bros, of Boston,
will be held at the State here, and the Star,
Westbrook.
111111111111■111 1111111111111 111 111 111111111111lii

1

THE TIME
FOR —

Paris” has been held over for a second
week at the first-run Keith’s Memorial by
Manager Ben Domingo. The Universal release, starring the new French luminary
who

man for NS . . . The Louis-Schmeling
fight pictures were screened exclusively
at the Strand Theatre, June 24 and 25.
They were to have been moved to the

Henry H. TownM. Woodruff.

"Paris" Held Over
Boston

J. MOREAU,
M&P branch manager,
C. J. Russell sr. of Bangor; Joseph
Dondis of Rockland, and Barbara Casey,
secretary to Moreau, attended the M&P

SEAT

—

REFINISHING

NEW
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COVERS
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RECOVERING
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¥ CO M
^■HE bookers space at the local RKO
exchange has been enlarged . . . John
J. Ash, M-G-M
auditor, has been
Boston . . . One applicant last week
the film district employment agency

in
at
of

Miss Jay, otherwise Mrs. James O’Brien,
asked for an assignment in Alaska. It
was that hot.
Evelyn

Heisler was vacationing

last week

from, the air-conditioned offices of 20thFox . . . Charles W. Koerner, RKO divisional manager, has returned from a business trip to New York.
Irma

Montague,

recently

of the

Elida

Ballet which has had bookings at a number of motion picture theatre throughout
the

country, sailed last week for a sojourn in California. It is for pleasure,
she says.

The secretary to a local district manager was exhibiting something new in the
way of fashions last week. It seems that
white tints on fingernails are the latest
. . . Something else novel in the way of
styles was seen Friday on an ice wagon
parked between Capitol Theatre Supply
Co. and Columbia. The two men operating
the vehicle wore blue shirts, suspenders,
and other customary icemen’s garb. One,
though, had on a black derby, while the
other wore a tall silk hat. Perhaps some
m. p. publicist has been talking to them.
Harry Reiners is due at the offices of
Jack Granara, RKO advertising manager,
ahead of “Having Wonderful Time” . . .
E. M. Loew has opened the Thompson
Square in Charlestown.
Phil

Fox, former local Columbia salesman and now Albany branch manager,
parked his automobile in the film district
last week during a business trip here. He
came back to find the machine gone.

Larcoloid Paint Gets
A High Rating in Test

When he recovered the automobile in
South Boston more than a day later, the
radio and heater were missing.
George S. Ryan, Boston anti-trust expert, continued the taking of depositions
in the Morse and Rothenberg case in New
York last week.
Work

is continuing

on the new

marquee

for the Metropolitan Theatre. The renovation will cost in the vicinity of $12,000.
Betty Sloper is now on the staff of the
Fine Arts. Her father is the dramatic
editor of the Christian Science Monitor,
while her mother, known as Peggy Lloyd,
:s dance editor of the same daily.
Lenoard Green, son of theatre insurance
man Benjamin H. Green and cousin of
circuit operator Sam Pinanski, is installed
in his cnvn dentist office, an acme of modernity, at 1638 Beacon St. at Coolidge
Corner.
A local film district executive was seen
to point to his secretary the other day
and say in an
that gentlemen

undertone, “You’ve heard
prefer blondes. Now you

can tell why.” The
has black hair.
G. Howard

young

Noyes,

head

selectman,

and

“Regarding Harvard’s honorary degree
for the creator of ‘Snow White,’ the time
is past when intellectuals can afford to
be patronizing about the movies,” the Boston Globe stated editorially last week. “It
wasn’t so many years ago that critics
startled highbrow circles by announcing
that Charlie Chaplin was a great artist
has

done

the redecorating

on

the Odd Fellows Hall which Robert Whitten is operating for films at Millbridge, Me.

there is something
you can do about it.
During the warm summer months
the Great Outdoors is your constant competitor. People are lured
to the parks and beaches, to the
woods and streams, and away
from your boxoffice.
But there is a way to help offset
this loss from the hot-weather letdown. Alexander commercials,
interesting to audiences and one
minute or less in length, are a
source of monthly revenue.
For complete facts about bolstering the cash receipts, write or
telephone to:

ALEXANDER FILM COMPANY
New
230 PARK

AVE.

Phone:

70

York

MUrray

Office:
NEW

YORK

Hill 9-3161

CITY

various

corrosion

resisting paints

for pro-

tecting steel have resulted in Larcoloid’s
being awarded a rating of 100 per cent.
Pieces of pipe for the test were coated
in accordance with specifications of the
manufacturers before being submitted to
the strenuous test prepared by the New
York laboratory. Black Larcoloid was the
only paint in the 16 used that not only did
not wrinkle or discolor, but, which received no criticism at all.

"Capitalization"

Boston — Motiograph Mirrophonic was
installed by the Capitol Theatre Supply Co.
in the Orleans Theatre which has opened
on

Cape Cod. Brenkert lamps and rectifiers, Vallen curtain controls, Alexander
Smith Carpets, Color-Glow lighting fixtures, and Capitol rubber mats have also
gone into the 800-seat summer spot to
make

the job a complete

bit of “Capitoli-

lady in question

Dr. Lewis G. Tewksbury, dentist, have installed Simplex Acme sound projectors in
their theatre at Storrington, Me.

after
all.”
National

Boston — P. Edward Comi, head of Theatre Service and Supply Co. which distributes Larcoloid, states that partial tests
at the Factory Mutual Laboratories in
Boston to determine the effectiveness of

The Falmouth Players have cancelled
their engagement for the current summer
season, the reason being that there was a
delay in the purchase of a suitable site at
Falmouth. This made it impossible to
a theatre in time for the production of their list of plays. They announce,
however, that the original plans will be
carried out in 1939.

Job for Aaronson

zation.”
Boston — Mort Aaronson, former United
Artists and Imperial publicist here, has
been appointed publicity and exploitation
manager for Cinema Chapeaux. The outfit, which is tying in with the coast on hat
styles introduced in films, is locating in
the Park Square Bldg. Aaronson will
work mainly on tieups with theatres, he
plans.

" Sonata " Continues
Boston — “Moonlight Sonata” has been
held for a sixth consecutive week at the
Fine

Arts

by George Kraska. The appearance of Paderewski in the film is
a tremendous summer draw in

proving

the house. Kraska reports that piano students are taking particular interest in the
educational

possibilities

of

“Moonlight

build

Poor

weekends

have

lowered

the grosses

Sonata.”Everett Crosby Sets Date
Hollywood — Everett Crosby, brothermanager of Bing, and Florence George
have set their wedding for next April.

of local drive-in theatres. There have been
eleven weekends in a row with rain.
One subscriber, reading how Rudy Wetter of National not only sold complete
equipment to a Maine theatre but had the
house named after him, suggests that a
salesman of this calibre might be able to
sell James Guarino air-conditioning for
the Weymouth Drive-In Theatre.
The Cape Cinema, at Dennis, claimed
by some critics to be the most picturesque
theatre in the United States, was opened
last week for its summer season. Interstate Theatre Corp., in combination with
Philip Smith, is operating the house.
Roy

He Cant

Whistle

In Bedroom
Boston — Meyer Fox, local Columbia
accessories assistant, was accused of
being superstitious when he went out
of his way the other day so as not to
walk
around the opposite side of a
telephone pole.
"Me
should

superstitious?"
see

umbrella

my

in the

wife!

Fox

replied.

I can't

house.

“You

open

I can't

my

throw

my hat on the bed. In fact," Fox
stated, “I can't even whistle in the

E. Heffner of Specialty Pictures,
(Continued on page 72)
bedroom."
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Automobile

Accident

Fatal to Rawley

Is

D. Vose

Portland, Me. — Rawley D. Vose, WB
checker, was instantly killed early Friday morning, June 24, when he lost control of his automobile on the Knights Pond
Road

near South Berwick, Me. His machine crashed into the guard rail of the
bridge over Knights Brook, a section of
the rail passing through the windshield
of the car and crushing Mr. Vose.
Mr. Vose, who lived at Ogunquit, visited
Filmrow here the day before he was killed.

Handles

with the New
England
“Un Carnet de Bal.” The
known in English as “Life
was given a recent command
before the King and Queen

Building Slack
Boston — The aggregate value represented by applications filed in May for
permits to build in 55 municipalities in
Massachusetts, as reported by the state
department of labor and industries, was
$4,295,885 — a decrease of 4.4 per cent for
those same cities and towns from April.

Outing Still July 16

Players Lease Millerton

Divorced

Boston — A divorce, granted last week,
severed the marriage of Leonard Kraska
of the Fine Arts Theatre and the former
Patricia

Albany and New Haven visited Barney Pitkin and the staff here recently . . . Barney and B. E. Hoffman attended the RKO

and genial host, renewed acquaintance with many and expressed a
nostalgic fondness for New England in toto
. . . The Day Square Theatre, East Boston,
was

reported to be Montague’s first venture in the theatre business. Out-of-towners spotted in the crowd included Mr. and
Mrs. George Wilkinson and George jr.;
Irwin Wheeler, Charles Lyons, Arthur L.
Smith, Mr. and Mrs. Peter Perakos, Bob
Eliano, Charles Whitely, George Landers,
Martin Keleher, Ernest Dorau, Morris
Jacobson, Charles Levine ... To Grace
Brunelli, Anna Cinelli and Elvira
nelli go the refreshment honors.

Fishman Theatres are installing -a General Electric year-round air-conditioning
system in the Community Theatre, Fairfield, and have contracted with General
Electric for installation of its most modern
now

un-

former vice-president, now New Haven
Metro exchange manager, at a luncheon
party at the Hotel Statler. Donaldson was
Jones

regis-

Bill Pine, manager of the Princess Theatre, Rockville, is the father of a baby boy
. . . Sid Swirsky of Columbia is on vacation in Colchester, with Mrs. Swirsky, who
is recuperating from an operation . . .
When
pickets at the Bigelow-Sanford
Carpet Co., Thompsonville, discovered a
motion picture camera was being pointed
at them from a window of the plant, they
used mirrors to reflect the noon sunlight
into the lenses and prevent photographing.

is apologizing.

the medal
month

for the best
which

Stratton

the Limberlost"
that Monogram

It seems

that

family

picture

of

been

given

to

"Romance

of

has

Porter's

is the third such award
has received within the

year.
Broidy
Monogram

says

that

to be

he

doesn't

accused

embarks

on

a new

The
been

Bijou

program

Theatre

on

screening

the

same

room

has

rebuilt and enlarged, newly decorated and equipped with new screen and

projection . . . Drive-in theatre in Shrewsbury on the Boston-Worcester turnpike reported to accommodate 1,000 cars. Audience sits in cars and sees the show rain
or shine, at 35 cents a head.

want

of “monop-

The

Franklin,

Springfield,

has

opened

for a week’s run of “Ecstasy,” after which
the policy is indefinite . . . The Harris’s

oly."
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Sherman

Poli Ambassadors’
station.

" Apology "
England,

Roger

half-hour Varieties program on WELI,
Tuesdays at 8, with Edith Josephson, blues
singer, one of the features . . . Poli has its

Boston — Steve Broidy, general salesman of Monogram
Pictures of New

Gene

Hamden,

The Motion Picture Salesmen’s Club of
Boston honored Thomas J. Donaldson, its

The

the

Taci-

O’Brien.

Steve Broidy in an

:: July 2, 1938

and

abroad:

Dr.

Samuel

has

sailed

for Europe with his wife. Dr. Martin and
son choose Honolulu for a vacation, while
Ted remains in charge of the State.
Arnold

Cohen

is

covering

the

New

Haven

territory for National Screen Service temporarily. Cohen is New York
representative . . . Herbert MacIntyre,
new RKO
district manager for Boston,

golf tournament at the Westchester Country Club, and almost made the grade.

manager

presented with a set of Bobby
tered golf clubs.

Millerton, N. Y. — The Millerton Theatre, one of the Lockwood-Rosen chain,
has been leased for two-a-week “strawhat”
presentations by the Litchfield Players.
The film policy to complete the week has
not yet been determined.

Kraska

Columbia’s party to the trade in honor
of its new offices was a huge success, with

system for the Dixwell,
der construction.

Boston — The Cinema Club outing is still
scheduled for July 16, according to Secretary William J. Cuddy, but the bookers
and office managers organization is still
looking for a spot on which to stage the
annual field day.

Leonard

here

film people from all over the state expressing friendliness and good wishes to the
entire outfit. Abe Montague, general sales

Prize Film

Boston —
Sam Davidson of Cameo
Screen Attractions, Inc., is following up
his present distribution campaign on
“Mayerling”
handling of
latter film,
Dances On,”
performance
of England.

JJXHIBITOR blues took a new tune this
week with the ban on money giveaways which had been substituted for
Bank Night and Cash Night. Nothing
but regrets were heard, although it had
been often said that if churches and clubs
were not shown partiality in this respect,
theatremen would be well rid of these inducements.

To be or not to be an outing. As usual
about this time everybody is speculating
as to who shall take the initiative. Exchange employes seem willing, if managers don’t make the move soon.
Community Theatre, Oakville, is the latest to start on Mexicala colored dishware
. . . George LeWitt of the Strand, Plainville, will have his new New Britain house
finished by fall. At present the walls are
up . . . Harry Schantz, new man in the
RKO booking department, will be married
to a New York girl while on his vacation
from the office.

Shirley Temple will visit Grace Moore
in Newtown one of these days . . . Walter
Hutchinson has just bought 300 more
acres in this town which is growing in
favor with theatrical folk. Franchot Tone
is reported to be the latest to consider
building a home there. Elsa Maxwell was
a recent visitor. Mayor Arthur L. Smith,
who runs the Edmond Town Hall films
is a guest at many of the parties.
John Pavone has moved into his newlybuilt English home on Prospect Beach,
pictures don’t
young. . Pavone’s
which,
lie,
is a if
beauty
. Bob Cobe attended the
Rif kin dinner for Jim Grainger in Boston
last week . . . George Comden is predicting the rise of a new stage star, Betty
Comden, his niece, who recently won the
Brew
prize for a summer’s
Hampton.

work

at East

The

case of Adorno vs. Warner Theatres has been dropped from the Middlesex county superior court docket, subject
to reinstatement, under section 191 which
orders the docket cleared the last session
prior to July of cases

pending

more

than

two years.
Vacation lists for the weeks beginning
July 16 include Jim McCarthy of the
Strand, Hartford; Jack Shield, Capital,
Ansonia; John Scanlon, Torrington; Angelo
Sette, Broadway, Norwich; Paul Wenzel,
Strand, Newburyport; Joe Liss, Strand,
Clinton; Jack Sanson, State, Manchester; Edward Rich, Cameo, Bristol, and Joe
Borenstein, Embassy, New Britain. Robert
Russell, Loew-Poli manager, leaves this
week for a stay in Portsmouth, N. H.
If Billy Elder isn’t a concert pianist
soon, it won’t be the Poli boys’ fault. The
staff is giving him plenty of encouragement.
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Deposition From Will Hays Taken
In Morse & Rothenberg Trust Suit

(Continued
Inc., booked

from page

“Tundra”

70)

into the new

ety, Boston
E. M. showing.
Loew house,
first

for

Gay-

the

film’s

Simplex Acme sound projectors have
been installed in Odd Fellow Hall in JonesNew York — The deposition of Will H.
Hays, MPPDA president, was taken Thursday afternoon here by George S. Ryan,
attorney for the Morse and Rothenberg
circuit, which is suing the major distributors and the M. A. Shea and Maine
and New Hampshire circuits on anti-trust
charges for alleged damages in excess of
two million dollars.
This deposition of Hays is the latest in
a series that has come from industry
leaders and representatives including Gabriel Hess, Hays office attorney; Col. E. A.
Schiller of Loew’s, Louis Weinberg of Columbia, A. Jenkins of 20th-Fox, William

Mallard

port, Me. . . . Ralph Roberts is now managing the Opera House in Caribou, Me.

and

Even Boston publicity men have that
gentlemanly touch. The South Station
Theatre, featuring the footage on those
nationally publicized nuptials at Nahant,

of RKO, Neil Agnew, Abe Montague, Leon Netter, George J. Schaefer,
W. S. McKay and the late John D. Clark.
The case being brought for the Morse
Rothenberg circuit concerns one theatre in Portsmouth, N. H.; two in Nashua,
N. H.; and one each in Poughkeepsie, N. Y.,
and Elizabeth and Newburgh, N. J. The
plaintiffs charge restraint of trade in that
they were allegedly unable to obtain product for the aforementioned six theatres
which are in competition with the defendant circuits and that the major distributors allegedly conspired with the defendant exhibitors.

called it “The

New York — Meet Joe Fisher, director of
Amalgamated Theatres, Ltd., of Singapore, who, if he so wishes, can easily lay
claim to the title of “the most air-minded
exhibitor.” The air referred to there, of
course, has to do with flying and not the
kind caused by vocal efforts.
All he did was fly from Singapore to
London, a distance of some 8,500 miles.
Only the fact that there is no regular
plane transportation across the Atlantic
caused him to take the United States
liner W ashington into New York.
His further itinerary consisted of going to the coast and back by plane. He
returns to Europe on the same boat late
in July where he will take an Imperial
Airways plane to India and then to New
Zealand and Australia. Following that,
he planes back to Singapore.
Fisher is a veteran Far Eastern exhibitor and wields considerable influence in
his territory. At one time, he was general manager for the Schlesinger interests
in that part of the world.
The big shadow in the Far East, he says,
is the undeclared Sino-Japanese war. It
is a situation that has everybody worried
and, as a result, is not particularly conducive to expansive business policies, it is
his view.
As an exhibitor, Fisher feels that the
heart of the theatre is in the projection
room.
“Producers spend considerable
money on feature films,” he says, “and
there is no reason why we shouldn’t have
the most modern equipment to do the
product justice.”
He reveals Dorothy Lamour is the number one girl among the women stars, with
Ginger Rogers and Jeanette MacDonald
close seconds.
Close

to being

the

national

figure

is

“Mickey Mouse,” and Singapore boasts of a
number of Mickey Mouse fan clubs. Fisher
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New

York — With

the

signing

of new

five-year franchise agreements with William G. Underwood and Claude Ezell of
Dallas, Sol Davis and Morris Loewenstein
of Oklahoma City and B. F. Busby of
Little Rock, Ark., James R. Grainger, president of Republic, states that agreements
have been reached with virtually all of
the company’s distributors with whom Republic has decided to continue to do
business.
The

signed

agreements

became

effective

1, according to Grainger, and Republic is in the enviable position of now
being able to go after star and story
talent in. a big way.

Wedding.”

“If you have a picture of yourself available, I would like to add it to my prize
collection,” a fan wrote

to Marjory

of the Boston Globe last
sorry — I'll have to have
made. But,” Miss Adams
“I really don’t look like a
In

A Flying Exhibitor
Republic Franchise
Extensions Ahead
From Foreign Lands

Clark-Roosevelt

Adams

week. “I am
some pictures
said modestly,
star.”

Joseph Meckleberg, booker for the DriveTheatres Corp., was operated on for

bursitus at the Peter Bent Brigham Hospital last week. His wife was then discharged from the same institution afcer
being laid up for several months with a
compound fracture of the leg.
“ Dopey and the other cartoon characters
of the silver screen are making their appearance on the bathing suits of the
younger generation, but I have yet to see
a picture of Gable, Garbo, or Shirley
Temple on a swim suit,” a local newspaper
writer complained last week. Perhaps he
would rather see Danielle Darrieux in one,
says Sam

Davidson.

“Snow White” gets degrees from Harvard and Yale; she already has one from
California and had to decline one from
B. U. The rest of the seven dwarfs are
coming

July

along in squad formation, a newspaper commented editorially last week.

Steve

Broidy,

Monogram

local

sales

manager, gave a youngster in the film district five pennies the other day, then
called after him,

“Want

a good

parlay?”

Perhaps it is the eternal feminine. A local exhibitor is telling how his young

"
in "Zaza
Claud
Hollywood
— ette
Claudette
Colbert
Isa Miranda
Miss Miranda

in “Zaza”
is suffering

of injuries sustained
mobile accident.

replaces

for Paramount.
from the effects

recently

in an

auto-

daughter — perhaps taking a tip from a
group of boys playing cowboys outside to
the accompanying yells of “Heigh-ho, Silver”— started running around the house
and

also reports “Snow White” is grossing
heavily in all situations. Other big grossers were “The Thin Man,” which the natives were able to appreciate, and “Damaged Goods,” which received the approval
of the leading church dignitaries.
Interest in the latter film stems to the
fact venereal diseases are a vital issue on
the island which
troops

has a large floating sea-

men’s population and a great
permanently stationed.

number

of

Concerning the theatre situation here,
Fisher is inclined to think that releases
have

not been

up to par lately. He

mini-

mized the recent “boxoffice poison blast”
by saying that most of the stars named are
great favorites abroad.

piping

“Hi, hi! Sylvia!”

" First Offender'" Picture
Rights Sold to Columbia
New Haven — High Sheriff J. Edward
Slavin of New Haven county, originator of
“The

First Offender” crime dramatizations aired on local radio stations for the

past several years, has sold picture rights
to his series to Columbia Pictures Corp.
Columbia is reported to be ready for
shooting in August at Hollywood, with
Alex Yokel in charge of direction. Slavin
has turned over his receipts for the film
rights to the First Offender Club of children, organized by him in connection with
the air program as a step toward crime
prevention.
BOXOFFICE
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Push Miami Sunday

Claim Films Distort
Southern Tongue
Birmingham,

Ala.

—

The

Alabama

Lid to Point "Folly"

Writers Conclave, at a four-day meeting in Montevallo last week, adopted

Miami — Picked as one of ten business
men being made test cases in the current

"Resolved: That the Alabama
Writers Conclave protests against the tone
and speech used in moving pictures

the

litigation, reviving Miami’s 23-year-old
“blue law” on Sunday closings, A1 Weiss
jr„ manager of the Olymphia, was the object of a warrant charging him with violation of the ancient standing city ordinance.
The revival of the old statute followed
by the local retail grocers’ association to compel the various curb markets to close their establishments on Sunday. In retaliation the curb market men

and

following

resolution:

radio dramas, purporting to represent the south, and that we request the

demonstration

of some

acters using cultured

southern

char-

English.”

organized the Open Air Market Ass’n and
revived the old ordinance “to prove the
folly of attempting Sunday closings.”
A restaurant, several oil and tire dealers, a drug store and a taxi company were
other businesses against whom warrants
were served.

New Martin at Opelika
Scheduled to Open July 1
Opelika, Ala. — The new Martin Theatre
here was to open July 1, according to officials of the theatre chain, with James S.
Biggers as manager.
Construction of the new Martin was begun last September. It is reported one of
the most modern and beautiful theatres
in Alabama, numbering many innovations
including

“magic

eye” doors.

Gets New

Neon

is going

New

Wometco

Into
Quarters

Miami — While official opening of the
new Wometco executive offices will await
return of the company’s two executives, Mitchell Wolfson and Sidney Meyer,
the actual moving in of the staff was an
event of this past week.
Walter Klements, head of the booking
department, and his assistant, Herman
Silverman; the two executives’ secretaries,
Miss Helen Scoville and Miss Dale Toemmes, and Larry Johnson, comptroller, and
his assistants, James Case, Madeline
Tremblay, and Barbara Wilkins, were
among the Wometco staff members to try
out new desks, chains, etc., in the handsome, and greatly expanded new offices.
Miss Felice Scheter, also a member of Mr.
Johnson’s department, is on her vacation,
going abroad with Mr. and Mrs. Sidney
Meyer.

Install High

Intensity Arcs

Ocala, Fla. — The Ritz Theatre here has
installed two simplified high intensity arcs,
according to Manager Leonard Bennett.

Ahead

on the New

Fleischer

forward

of schedule

Fleischer

ahead
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S

on

on an eastern case from which
possible for him to depart.

the

A. B.

it was

im-

Momand’s suits ask $6,600,000 in damages based on charges of creation of a
monopoly
laws.

in

violation

of

the

anti-trust

on

this new

animated

Academy Theatre, Selma,
To Be Opened as Wilby
Selma,

the Academy

Thea-

the family of R. B. Wilby, leading amusement figure in the south and affiliated
with the extensive Wilby-Kincey
Seating capacity of the Wilby

chain.
will be

increased to 698 from the theatre’s old
figure of 453. The balcony will seat 185.
Twenty hard-of-hearing seats, equipped
with earphones, will be installed.
The theatre interior will be lowered 12
feet to provide a more balanced interior.
Mezzanine space will be furnished with
lounge chairs and lamps.
The renovation job is being
Capital Construction Co.

Cartoon

cartoon

Ala. — When

tre here, now undergoing extensive remodeling, is reopened sometime in August it
will be known as the Wilby, in honor of

handled

by

Studio

studio in Miami,

35,000 square feet makes it one of the largest structures of its kind in the Miami area.
beginning of production early in September. Fleischer distributes through Paramount.
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City — Hearing

suits against more than 20 producers, distributors and circuits has been
postponed indefinitely and will probably
not be heard until September due to the
crowded condition of the federal district
court docket here.

the

Sign

New Roads, La. — An attractive neon
sign has been installed on the Alamo Theatre here.

Work

Stall Moves

Oklahoma
Momand

Inability of Momand’s attorney, George
S. Ryan, to be present also weighed in the
postponement. Ryan is at present busy

attempts

Miami

Momand Litigation
Moves to September

Studios

whose

ground

will he ready

space

of

for the
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R. W. Simpson Will Film
Canadian Fishing Trip
Dallas — R. W.

Simpson

of the Nelson

&

Simpson theatres at Paducah and Floydada, was preparing for a vacation in Canada and Alaska, while in Dallas last week.
He mixed his time booking pictures and
thinking of what
ing equipment.

he could

add

to his fish-

He is taking along a 16 mm
camera,
1,500 feet of regular film, 500 feet of color,
and expects to take scenic shots along the
trip. When getting back to Paducah he
will show these pictures to school children
in the various schools.
Simpson, we learn, is a great school
patron, and often makes talks in school
auditoriums. The first time he made an
assembly talk he noticed some of the kids
folded their arms, slumped in their seats
as if to wonder if they were going to have
to listen to another one of those dry and
humor-lacking speeches. Anyway, the kids
applauded him when he finished. The
next time Simpson made a school talk
they applauded him both before he started
to talk and after.
After making the school rounds with
the scenics, Simpson intends to use the
new equipment for local newsreels in his
theatres.

Heads Menard C. of C.

of the Menard

chamber

pUKE
EVANS, the poster printing man,
mashed off the end of a finger while
closing the safe door.
Ted

Lewis, of Texarkana, put everything in shape on the Row the other day
for the opening of his new theatre at
Overton on July 8. The house is owned
by a group of local busines men and Lewis
has a contract for the operation. The venture is competitive to Jefferson Amusement
Co.

of com-

Carraway

last week. He is well pleased with “Romance of the Limberlost” on which dates
are rolling in.
Alfred N. Sack was getting all set to
move Sack Amusement Enterprises from
San Antonio to Dallas. He expected to
have

the job under way or done by Tuesday. He flew back from New York the
other day after a hurry up buying trip
when he took on “Policy Man” and “Harlemania,” among six new all Negro pictures.
The

C.

W.

A.

MacCormacks

Funeral

of

a

services for the mother

Burt King, called
were held in Dallas
(Continued

are

6-pound

the
baby

of Mrs.

“Goldie” by friends,
last week. A number
on page

80)

s New

Home

At Clifton an Attraction
Clifton, Tex. — D. C. (Dub) Carraway,
the local exhibitor, has a very attractive
new home made of petrified wood and
natural stone on which he did a big part
of the work himself. His yard is equally
as unusual and attractive. Cactus beds
have a hundred varieties. It took him
three months to build his fish pond, a
very elaborate affair with a dutch windnated.mill on which the wheel patels are illumiInside

George W. Weeks, Monogram’s general
sales manager, on a tour of branches, was
with Ed Blumenthal and John Franconi

proud grandparents
granddaughter.

Menard, Tex. — Manager Henry Reeve of
the Mission Theatre recently was elected
president
merce.

ID) A IL IL A $

the

house

is an

inlaid

wooden

table, made by the exhibitor, with each
Texas county represented by a different
type wood.
Back at
about

the

theatre,

to play a Norwegian

Carraway

was

film he booked

from Minnesota. There’s a
colony near Clifton with some

Norwegian
2,500 peo-

ple. Carraway’s is believed the only theatre in Texas to play a Norwegian film.
A few others play German, Czech, and a
few other languages.

To Brazil Location
Miami — Two M-G-M cameramen, Clyde
de Vinna and Thomas Dowling, and a
costumeman, Walter Beattie, together
with $10,000 worth of equipment took off
from the International Pan American airport on the Brazilian clipper last week for
Paramaribo, Netherlands Guiana. The
trio will make jungle background
“Too Hot to Handle.”

shots for

AN EXHIBITOR Says:
"Cooling Systems Are Too
Small in Most Theatres"
This Exhibitor just had us install
a larger system
because
was

in his theatre,

he realized his system

too small.

He

is satisfied

now, as he has plenty of cool air
all over the house. Then, too, his
new

and larger blower is giving

him more

air at lower operating

cost and greater quietness.

HERBER
210 SOUTH
74

HARWOOD

“Fair Treatment

BROTHERS
and Adequate

Service Always "

DALLAS.
BOXOFFICE
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GOOD

NEWS

TRAVELS

FAST
The above fact has been proven
installation and opening of the

since

the

“AISLE OF FORTUNE”
“MAGIC EVE”

“Photo-Pay Hites”
at Gonzales,

Texas, May

ings in Lockhart

26, followed

two weeks. The public's acclaim
far exceeded our expectations.
Exhibitors from far and near
written, wired and visited.
We

have

been

swamped

facilities for handling
on the numerous

WATCH
DALLAS,

FOR ANNOUNCEMENT
TEX., OFFICE

LATER

TO SERVE

TEXAS

To those Exhibitors who
DO

NOT

DELAY

THIS PUBLICATION

have

FURTHER.

AND

Cannot

phoned,

with contracts.

want

have

and
been

Our

calling
over-

to apologize.

OUR

OKLAHOMA

not signed

of approval

have

contracts

Exhibitors

taxed. Therefore, we

Aisle of Fortune and The Magic Eye

by open-

and Luling on the succeeding

OPENING

EXHIBITORS

contracts i

guarantee

ship-

ment now under 30 days.

“First Come

— First Served”

THE MAGIC

EYE CO.

DISTRIBUTORS

GONZALES,

PHOTO-PAY
BOXOFFICE
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Tent

Shows

and

Sternwheelers

New

Orleans — Itinerant tent show operators have replaced the sturdy sternwheelers which once brought entertainment into
the remote interior towns of the Louisiana
bayous country, reports the New Orleans
Times -Picayune.
From four to ten tents cover the lower
Louisiana parishes. The units, while they
may be individually owned, usually rent
film cooperatively out of local exchanges.
A typical tent, with collapsible seats to
accommodate around 200 person, is 65 by
35 feet in size. Two men usually operate

A
satisfactory daily “take” usually
ranges between $8 and $10. The operator
ofttimes will exchange tickets for vegetables, milk, eggs and other edibles.
There is usually plenty of youngsters
around to help make ready for the film
performance. For running errands and
doing odd jobs, the “assistants” are given
a ticket to see Gene Autry or one of his
film contemporaries get the villain of the
piece — and the girl.
The tent operator has his troubles, too.
Pranksters have been known to snip the
cords supporting the tent, inconveniencing
things somewhat.

the show, a ticket taker and a projectionist. Admission is usually 10 cents.

for PLAYDATES!

NOW READY
MR. EXHIBITOR:

SWINGSATIONAL JAMBOREE
OF TUNEFUL RHYTHM

HARRY

M. POPKIN

Executive

DOLLAR
announces

PRODUCTIONS

the release of

RALPH
Lawrence

MUSICAL

starring

Criner

Basin

Street

BEVY

OF

BEAUTIFUL

Review
The

Two

SENSATION

The

Cats

and

The

Fiddle

Rubberneck Holmes
Harlem Maniacs

TROPICAL

All-Colored

TAN

DANCERS

Cast Pictures of the Season

“Bargain With Bullets” & “Life Goes On”
available

for dating

Add colorful personalities now in town:
Captain Alex Papana, pausing during the
first test flight of the big twin-motored
plane in which he will make his non-stop
flight to Bucharest next month, and
Frances Farmer and her husband, vacaBeach. tioning at an Oceanfront Hotel on Miami

Mrs. Sidney Meyer and daughters, Barbara and Patricia, and niece, Miss Felice
Scheter, went on to New York to join
Mr. Meyer. The girls have gone to a New
England camp while Mr. and Mrs. Meyer
and Miss Scheter were to sail Saturday on
the Niew Amsterdam for an extended
European tour.

Enterprises,

Inc., that com-

pany’s PBX business is being handled by
Miss Willie Slater, secretary to Eddie
Atkinson.
Also vacationing from local Paramount
offices is Buck Sawyer of the accounting
He’s gone

up east.

Mr. and Mrs. Walter Early are “seeing
Florida first” during their vacation trip,
started this week. They drove off west
across the Tamiami Trail to do Venice,
Ft. Myers, Sarasota, Tampa and other
southwestern coast cities before striking
off into the center of the state through

Daytona and Palm
ager of the Roxy.
Following

us for terms and

press
dates

beaches.

Early is man-

the closing of the Florida, the

larger of the two Sparks’ houses in Hollywood, last week, matinees were resumed at
the other house, the Ritz. A first-run
policy with daily first shows at 1:30 p. m.
is the summer program for the Ritz, Manager Paul Robinson reports. Cash drawings
have been discontinued for the summer.
Miss

Complete stock of accessories,
books sent on request
Write or Wire

ses-

the lake and hills section. They will return through St. Augustine, New Smyrna,

a

"THE DUKE IS TOPS"
in BOXOFFICE June 18 edition

Outstanding

but he’s back after his week’s
sion in a hospital bed.

department.

Boys
and

week,

of Paramount

PER with Lena Horn and an
COO
all-colored cast:

Neva Peoples
Willie Covan

Stubblefield, will be acting manager during the month. Stubblefield, incidentally,
had a brief unarranged vacation last

While Mrs. Kay Murphy is on her vacation from the switchboard in the offices

“THE DUKE IS TOPS”
SWING

JACK FINK
for three
Tarheel
territory July 9,leaves
to spend
weeks
of
his vacation in the Carolina mountains.
His new assistant at the Capitol, Flynn

Jim Wheatley, head of the Paramount
exchange at Jacksonville, was down for a
brief session last week.

Producer
for

MILLION

m in a m in

Lynch,
home
doah.

Eva

Stam,

secretary

to

W.

general manager of Paramount
terprises, Inc., is moving into the
she has just completed

R.
Ennew

in Shenan-

LEO C. POPKIN DISTRIBUTING CO.
148 Walton

JOHN JENKINS, Branch
St., N. W.

Interchange letters. All sizes, all materials, from the cheapest to the best. All

Mgr.
Atlanta, Ga.

Mr. Showman ! For results at your boxoffice use our
all-colored cast pictures lor midnite show jamboree
7S

types, flat cut-out silhouette, beveled edge
silhouette and raised convex. Double
track and free-standing. Made to fit your
present attraction board. Finished in any
color paint or porcelain enamel. Texlite,
Inc., Dallas.
BOXOFFICE

:: July

2, 1938

ATLANTA
^■ED EDWARDS,
sound technician at
Visugraphic Film Co., was back on the
Row this week after an absence of five
weeks due to an acute attack of arthritis.

Harry Paul, Wil-Kin Theatre Supply
Co., A. C. Bromberg, Republic Pictures,
and Hubert Lyons, district manager for
RKO, are Filmrow visitors to the North
and South Carolina Theatre Owners convention in Myrtle Beach, S. C.
Paramount Pep Club held a dinner dance
in the Dixie ballroom of the Henry Grady
Hotel, Saturday night, June 25. Oscar
Morgan, district manager, Cecil House,
branch manager, and all employes were
present.

Don Hassler, formerly ad sales manager at M-G-M, who has been in Charlotte
for the past year, was on the Row this
week, having returned to Atlanta to become connected with a local finance company.
Harry Thomas of Specialty Pictures, New
York, was a Row visitor this week.

A. E. Rambonnet, Affiliated Producers
salesman, who has been seriously ill at his
home for several weeks, is reported to be
improving and is expected to be well on the
way to recovery within the next few weeks.
Vacationeers at the Paramount exchange
are: Mrs. Irma Lane, W. R. Word, Mrs.
Iris Dean Dildy and B. W. Smith.

Cecil House, branch manager of Paramount, has just returned from a two
weeks’ visit in Texas, his former home.
M-G-M

vacationeers

are:

Mrs. Charlene

Jones, Miss Naomi Perrault and Bill Gaddis. Mrs. Annie Allen, just returned from
a two

weeks’

vacation.

Bill Horne, former artist with Strickland
Industrial Films Co., is back on the job
after an absence of several months.
Jack

Barrett

of Consolidated

Mrs. Zella Dwyer of the Peerless Enterprise, Knoxville, Tenn., stopped on the Row
en route to a Miami vacation.
Other exhibitors on the Row: Ed Beach,
Thomaston, Ga.; Carlos Wilson, Porterdale
Theatre, Porterdale, Ga.; J. C. Woodward,
Winder, Ga.; A. L. Cowart, Edison, Ga.;
Mose Lebovitz, and Willie Silverman,

Texlite, Inc., Dallas builds “What the
better dressed theatres are wearing”: ticket booths, lobby display frames, banner
type, interchangeable letter panels and
letters, marquee attraction boards and
ceilings, neon signs and complete front
displays.

:: July 2, 1938

out-of-the-pulpit

settlement

between Father Barry of St. Patrick’s
Roman Catholic Church and Sonny Shepfrom

W.R. Lynch Takes
Golf Tournament

herd resulted in the divine’s refraining
tossing the verbal barrage of charges

Miami — When managers and department heads of Paramount Enterprises,
Inc., staged their annual golf tournament
at the Miami Country Club, the low
scorer was W. R. Lynch, general manager
of the chain.

of Communism which he had told Shepherd and a local dramatic critic he would
hurl at the Lincoln Theatre before his
congregations Sunday.
“Blockade” was the storm center. Father
Barry insisted that the Lincoln Theatre
was aiding and abetting the Communistic
cause by showing this picture. The
ire had been aroused previously

priest’s
by the

Lincoln’s staging a benefit performance
the besieged Loyalists.
Just what Shepherd
could not be learned.

Other prize winners included Charles
Whiteacre of the publicity department;
Charles Walders, manager of the Tivoli;
Joe Abercrombie, manager of the Cinema
Casino.
Luncheon at the club house followed

for

said to the priest

the morning’s

New

Sylvan at Rutheriordton
Due to Open on July 1

Rhodes

in Atlanta

Pulling Since

Opening

Atlanta — The attractive and finely furnished Rhodes Theatre here, opened little

Rutherfordton, N. C. — Closed the middle of June for remodeling, the Sylvan
Theatre here was to have reopened July
1 under the operating hand of Morris
Littman.

more

than a fortnight ago, has been playing to a packed house daily.
Planned for comfort as well as beauty,

the new Rhodes is equipped with streamlined seats and the latest type sound and

Before coming here, Littman for seven
years was a successful exhibitor in Canton,
N. C. He built the first theatre there.

projection equipment.
The Rhodes boasts spacious

Included among improvement on the
Sylvan are new sound, rugs, drapes, and
seat covers. The building was repainted.

LIGHTING

play of 18 holes.

lounges

for

both

ladies and gentlemen. The auditorium is artistically decorated in a color
scheme of white, green and rose.

for every part of

your theatre . . .
More and better lighting
is demanded
Your Marquee — Your Lobby and Foyer
Your Auditorium and Rest Rooms
Your Screen
BETTER

LIGHTING

BETTER BOX-OFFICE

THROUGHOUT

DAY IN AND DAY OUT

Sisson, TalWest Point,

Ga.; Mr. and Mrs. W. P. Yarbrough, Hartwell, Ga., and J. E. Martin, Montezuma,
Ga.

BOXOFFICE

Miami — An

Accessories

has just returned from a tour through
Tennessee in the interests of his company.

Chattanooga, Tenn.; Clyde
lassee, Ala.; L. J. Duncan,

Avoid " Blockade " Attack
From Catholic Pulpit

Let us solve your Lighting Problems
Recommendations

and

Estimates

WIL-KIN

gladly submitted.
321 S. Church, CHARLOTTE
Phone 8620

150 Walton St., ATLANTA
Phone WALnut 4613
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Traces Ad Film Gain
To Inferior Product

Nashville Sunday Ban
Still Remains
Nashville,
referendum

Detroit

— The

commercial

theatrical

Lord's

supplying,” Jamison Handy, head of the
commercial film service bearing his name,
told the Visual Education Conference here.

groups
against

“That inferiority,” he said, “has offered an opportunity to the commercial
producer, and the commercial producer
set up to do the right job from an entertainment standpoint and a technical
standpoint, has stepped in that field and
circulated such pictures.”
Asserting that one of a series of commercial short subjects had appeared in
7,000 theatres, Handy said that “such
cartoons and many other entertainment
subjects are acceptable to a large number of theatres.
“There

is one or two points it is important to know about the distribution
of such pictures, because from time to
time newspaper stories are confusing. I
am in entire sympathy with Mr. Will H.
Hays’ attitude against putting anything
over on theatre audiences with advertising
in the theatres with one exception, and
that is advertising that theatre audiences
like. I am especially in accord with Mr.
Hays as he says he is not against it in
those theatres where it is the accepted
thing. But Mr. Hays’ members control
only 1,900 out of 15,000 theatres and go
their own way.
“The other important thing to know is
that the theatres cannot be successfully

League

Sun-

and

of various

church

presented petitions or spoke
the referendum proposal.

Playing

Time

Dallas — Despite

to Fight

the fact that the fight

lasted only one round, the Louis-Schmeling pictures are getting preferred time in
Interstate and Robb & Rowley houses. In
Dallas the film played this week in the
Majestic and was to be moved down to
the Capitol.
One large film buyer said Wednesday
that the fight picture men had made a
good subject out of the short encounter.
They put in rounds 4-6-7 and 12 out of
the 1936 go when Schmeling beat Louis in
order that fans could make comparisons.
The new fight in slow and natural motion is agreed to be the best fight photography to date and brings out the many
blows by Louis including that big blow on
Schmeling’s button and the telling kidney
punch. The narrator in the new fight also
came in for favorable comment.

New

Theatre Movement

Being

Pushed

Tex. — A

at Tyler

Chamber

of Commerce

committee is still concentrating on a move
to secure a new and larger theatre for
the city and a report of proceedings so
far was to be made at the chamber meeting this week, according to H. J. Bryant,
C. of C. manager.

Sanford Circuit Takes
Two in Clinton. N. C«
Sanford

for a

on

Circuits Give Preferred

Tyler,

C. — The

ban

Day Alliance, the Law Enforcement Division of the Tennessee Anti-

Saloon

paid to run theatrical shorts.”

N.

proposal

the

day motion pictures "died for want of
a
second" at a
hearing before the
Nashville city council. Leaders of the

short subject is making headway in playdates “because of the generally inferior
product that theatrical producers are

Clinton,

Tenn. — The
to repeal

Theatre

Co. has taken over operation of the Gem
and State theatres here. Henry E. Moore,
formerly manager of the Gem, will assume
direction of both houses.

The organization had been negotiating
with Karl Hoblitzelle, president of Interstate Theatres, who said earlier in the
year Interstate would build in Tyler
sometime in the future. He told the
chamber a few weeks ago, however, that
business conditions did not justify a new
theatre at this time. Following Hoblitzelle’s decision the move is still being
pushed for the new theatre.

The Gem, prior to the Sanford purchase,
was owned by Henry Vann. The State
was owned by Cooke-Lang Theatres of
Mt. Olive.
R. P. Rosser of Sanford is head of Sanford Amusement Co.

PASO

Wishes

—

SAN

to announce

that they have
the extinct
produced

ANTONIO

—

LOS

to all exhibitors

taken

over

the stock

Carabaza

Film

Company,

in Mexico,

will be

ANGELES

North

Flores

St.

which

distributed

SAN

Telephones:
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MEXICO

CITY

of this territory interested

of recently
by

LATIN-AMERICAN
405-409

—

together

with

pictures

NEW

in Spanish
made

all the new

YORK

releases

of

being

FILM EXCHANGE
TEXAS

2882 — Fannin

G497

J. I. Jimenez,

—

John

Jenkins,

branch

man-

ager of Million Dollar Productions,
turning from an
eight - week tour
through Texas,
Louisiana, Alabama,

re-

and Mississippi, selling and dating “The
Duke Is Tops,” their
new Negro musical
extravaganza, starring Ralph Cooper,
says he not only
had a successful trip
with the new 1938-39
JOHN JENKINS
product, of which
is
the first release,
“The Duke Is Tops”
but that in situations where his other
two releases, “Bargains With Bullets” and
“Life Goes On,” had played, he found exhibitors enthusiastic and eager for return
bookings.
“The Duke Is Tops” has been acclaimed
as one of the finest films produced at an
independent studio. All sets were specially built, the “cabaret” set alone costing
$10,000.
From

Boxoffice, June 18 issue:
“Mounting, script, and acting talent are
above criticism; well produced and boasting specialty acts and music with a punch
and novelty, this dramatic musical, with
its all-Negro cast is headed for A-l reception in all houses catering to the coltrade.” of a series of six, the “Duke”
The oredfirst
will be followed with five fast-moving action type pictures with such stars as Nina
Mae McKinney, Louise Beavers, Ralph
Cooper, Hattie McDaniels, Herbie Jefferies (singing star in “Harlem on the
Prairie”) and bands of Louis Armstrong
and Jimmie Lunceford.

Morton

Denies Any Intent

To Operate
Dallas — Winfield

More
Morton,

Houses
local million-

aire and owner of many business and
other properties, told Boxoffice, Tuesday,
he does not contemplate operating any
more theatres. Morton, through his Morton Realty Co., owns the Arcadia, one of
the “A” neighborhood theatres in Dallas.
The house is managed by R. M. (Bob)
Clemmons who has attracted much trade
attention because of unusual advertising

pictures,

in Mexico,

their representatives:

ANTONIO,
Garfield

acquired

—

For "Duke Is Tops"
Atlanta

methods he employs. For one thing Clemmons has all the kids working on little
assignments which assure the pictures
ample publicity.

AZTECA FILM DISTRIBUTING COMPANY
EL

A Strong Reception

Manager

Easy to want
modern ticket
frames finished
that harmonize

— yes, and easy to have a
booth and lobby display
in porcelain enamel colors
or contrast pleasingly. An

inexpensive “renewal” that will change
the appearance of your whole lobby. Refined, dignified and impressive. Texlite,
Inc., Dallas.
BOXOFFICE

::

July
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Duke Student Has
Favorite 'Textbook'
Miami — One

of

20

students

privileged

to take the Duke University course in
theatre management, Joe DeVolentine of
Coral Gables has a favorite textbook. Asked what it was, he produced a copy of
Boxoffice.

“Of course,” he said, “we read

other trade publications, and
views in the New York Times

check reand other

leading daily newspapers.”
Here for his summer vacation, young
DeVolentine reported that the Duke theatrical school is the only college course of
its kind. He said that it is receiving inquiries from all parts of the world, one
of which recently came from Australia.
Duke’s own theatre housed in the Page
auditorium in the administration building,
is known as the Quadrangle Pictures.
Operated since 1928 under the management of the campus YMCA, this theatre
was made an NYA project three years ago.
Besides the training that the course provides, it enables the students who take it
to earn a portion of their college expenses.
Students may elect work in their course
during all four years of their college career, beginning as ushers their freshman
year. They have semi-weekly class sessions in house management, advertising,
technical stagecraft, selection of film subjects, arrangements of programs, and lighting and projection.
Quadrangle Pictures operates throughout the entire year as there are three
different sessions of summer school in between the regular semesters.
W. M. Upchurch, graduate student, is the
director of Duke’s school of theatre management. Between graduation and the
time of his return for advanced study, he
added to his theatrical experience by securing a position at the Roxy Theatre in
New York.

Phoio-Pay Nites Popular
In Texas and Oklahoma
Dallas — Following

the success

of Photo-

Pay Nites with which is linked the Aisle
of Fortune and the Magic Eye, at Gonzales recently, and subsequent use of that
stimulant in Lockhart and Luling, installations are reported increasing by the Magic
Eye Co. in Gonzales. Lynn Smith, manager of the Crystal, and H. G. Stein, Luling exhibitor, are the principals.
Among the first installations are theatres in Cleburne, Plainview, Post, Big
Springs, Waxahachie, Odessa, Ballinger,
Stamford, Olney, Burkburnett, Spur, Hereford, Borger, Del Rio, Uvalde, Mt. Pleasant, all in Texas, and in McAlester, Seminole, Duncan, Altus, Bartlesville, Ponca
City and Blackwell, all in Oklahoma.
Installations in from 30 to 40 other theatres are to follow as fast as they can be
made, the Magic Eye Co. said.
BOXOFFICE

:: July 2, 1938

Archer

City — Ownership

of the

Royal

has reverted to Long and Roberts after
Harry Hazel pulled up stakes and left for
Spur where he will headquarter with his
parents while looking for a new location.
Bertram — J. D.

Gage,

son

of the

late

W. D. Gage, is manager of the Globe
Theatre, succeeding A1 Ray, who died recently. The house is owned by the Bertram Amusement Co., a stock company of
local citizens. Gage has been with the
theatre as projectionist, since its opening
in 1925.
Brownsville — The

old Capitol

is being

remodeled and refrigerated, making it the
third Interstate theatre to go for refrigeration this year, the other two being the
Palace at McAllen and Arcadia in Harlingen.

Iowa

Smith,

manager

of

the Crystal, was host at a luncheon to 42
employes of the Baker in Lockhart, Princess at Luling, and of the Crystal. A
gold watch was presented to H. G. Stein,
head of this triumvirate of houses. Miss
Muselle

Stein, high school graduate, received going away luggage. Miss Ina
May Dolly, bride-to-be, also received gifts.
A business session followed the luncheon.
Eastland — Cecil Barham

has been trans-

ferred by the Interstate Theatre to managership of the Connollee and Lyric.
Eldorado — Jerry

Westmoreland

has

Talley,

of

Irving — Hans

Lott — Percy

Luling — A

Currey

is new

Martin

“Mae

jr., of Temple,

modern

front

Diego — Work

and

has

opalite

is manager

is well under

Silverton — H. C. Mercer

of

way

on

has purchased

» Theatre cc

im-

of

MODERNIZING
&
STREAMLINING
HEADQUARTERS
Visit Us
in our new office
Right on the Row
1914 Main Street

owner

COOLING
BUFFALO

the

and reopened both the Palace Theatre
and Silverton Drug store, both of which
he will operate.

type, non-illuminated, interchangeable letter panels of one, two, three
or more lines for 8-inch letters. Double
face to hang under marquee, across sidewalk. Single face, against wall or across
lobby opening. Any length. Distinctive,
effective and economical. Quick delivery.
Texlite, Inc., Dallas.

s. harwoqd

put

Dr. A. Duran’s new $25,000 theatre to be
called the Regis. It will seat 500. Dr.
Duran also owns and operates the Rio.

Banner

BUFFALO

has

Monahans — Joe H. Bryant

of the Royal after purchase from the
Robertsons. The family will assist in
operation. Howard Wright and Willie B.
Rogers are the projectionists.

315

Smith

the Tower Theatre recently acquired by
M. A. (Tate) Sanders, of the Cactus at
Lubbock.

the new Martini Theatre, A. Martini was
honored by his many employes who gathered in the theatre that morning and
greeted him as he entered the front doors.
One large white candle was placed on a
cake enough for 70 people.
Groesbeck — Chess

cool-

sign have been installed at the Princess.

Pleas-

the first anniversary

has a new

leased the Lott Theatre. He is a relative
of D. F. Luckie, who will buy, book and
supervise.

anton, has opened a new house called the
Gem. Joel E. Smith of San Antonio,
formerly with the Hall circuit, will be
manager.
Galveston — On

Cates

West” on his theatre front, is the way a
local news report tells of a new paint job
given the Irving Theatre front. The
show has grown in popularity.

proved the Lone Star Theatre with a new
cooling
system and new projection equipment.
Floresville — Gidney

Park — John

ing system at the Park.

San
Crosbyton — Lynn

NOTES

THEATRE

TEXAS

ENGINEERING

PLANS FREE
On Remodeling Jobs

KING
SCENIC CO.
1914 Main St.
DALLAS

EQUIPMENT
CO., INC.

Dallas,

Texas 79

^HE

St. Charles here reportedly will feature flesh, beginning September . . .
Paul Maloney jr. has been named to the
Municipal Auditorium commission, succeeding the late Dan D. Curran . . . Piloting his own plane, Henry King, 20th-Fox
director, spent a few days here before continuing on to Florida where he will fish.
A

Prof. Quiz

program

is going

into the

Paramount, Gulfport, Miss., on Thursdays, James Estes and Owen Palmer jr.
announce . . . En route to Hollywood after
wintering on the Broadway boards, Frances
Farmer and Husband Leif Erikson spent
several hours here.
Mrs. Bruce Manning (Gwen Bristow)
has returned to her Beverly Hills home
after vacationing with her parents here
. . . W. J. Kupper, 20th-Fox western division manager, and H. G. Ballance, southern district manager, were here inspecting the exchange being built by the company.

Norlleet Heads Publicity
At Republic Exchange
Dallas — A publicity and exploitation department, headed by Hal Norfleet, has
been formed at the Republic exchange.

Carabaza

Film Stock

Is Taken

by Azteca

San Antonio — Azteca has taken over the
film stock of Carabaza, dissolved recently
in Mexico.
Films acquired in the deal include “La
Zandunga,” with Lupe Velez, and “Noches
de Gloria,” with Esperanza Iris.
The product will be handled through
Latin-American exchange, managed by
Senor J. J. Jimenez, which film will soon
move

to larger
panded activity.

quarters

Close Theatre

because

of ex-

for Improvements

Houston, Miss. — The Houston Theatre
here was closed recently for interior renovation. Walls will be redecorated and light
fixtures changed.

What do you want in a ticket booth?
Well, all of that and more too will be found
in the new style modern ticket booth. The
strength of steel, the finish of glass and
emphasis to detail combined with beauty,
convenience, comfort and durability make
the Texlite ticket booth an asset to any
theatre. Texlite, Inc., Dallas.

First stage show to air over this Southland
Industries station was Glen Gray. Ted

that “Army Girl” will be the forthcoming
attraction to receive the publicity department’s first attention.

The “four star” picture of 1936, “Mr.
Deeds Goes to Town,” was revived at the
Empire . . . The Texas has booked two re-

New

to the

Quality

Theatre

Equipment

1912% Morris Avenue

BIRMINGHAM.

80

&

Supplies

Phone 3-8665

ALABAMA

management, the new screen increases patron visibility by 30 per cent.

"Dr. Whozit"

Bows

San Angelo, Tex. — “Dr. Whozit,” similar to Dr. I. Q., made its debut in the
Texas Theatre here recently.

DALLAS
(Continued

from

page

74)

from the industry were at the services.
Bits of Variety news by “Snoopie” says
I. Brode felt so good just before the fight
that he bought sandwiches for everybody
there and gave the ladies a box of candy.
A good time was had by all, but Joe Louis
broke up the party before it was well
started.

Mrs. Levine of Corsicana, owner of the
Ideal Theatre building there, was a Filmrow visitor and called on several film exchanges. At the present time her theatre
is leased to Interstate with the lease running out in a few months, it was said.
Interstate also operates the Palace and
Grand in Corsicana.
The

Stewarts,

M.D.

of DeLeon

and

John

of Kaufman, have returned from Hattiesburg, Miss., where they visited their mother. They reported a nice vacation. Both
were

on the Row Wednesday. These exhibitors migrated from Mississippi into
Texas many years ago.

The Variety Club plans an oldtimers’
luncheon for early fall. Oldtimers from
all branches of the industry will be the
guests. The Variety weekly Monday
luncheons apparently are going through
the summer without a let up. Attendance
was boosted considerably by the happy
thought of dedicating each luncheon to an
exchange. There will be no luncheon on
July 4.

Lewis’ Revue also aired over
followed by Cab Calloway.

this station,

issues, “The Count of Monte Cristo,” and
“The Son of the Sheik” . . . The Aztec
showed the Louis- Schmeling fight pictures two days after they were shot at the
ringside,
thanks
mail service.
Miss

Mary

to Uncle Sam’s fast air

Virginia

Morris,

the pretty

little dancer who worked in Eddie Cantor’s
latest picture in Hollywood, is in New
York to join the American Ballet Co. . . .
Dainty Key Taylor, another clever dancer,
is leaving for Hollywood to try her luck.

Parajnountattles: Kenneth
Wimer,
cashier, returned from his vacation in old
Mexico . . . Clara Cadena of the inspection staff is in a local hospital for a minor
operation . . . Dick Betts is turning in the
fire drill alarm regularly.
The titles of current and coming Mexican talking pictures billed for the National
and Zaragosa theatres are announced in
Spanish on the nightly “International
Goodwill” programs aired by KONO
here
. . . “Alla en el Rancho Chico” and “Por
Mis Pistolas” are the newest Azteca films
released here through the Latin-American
exchange.

R. Calderon, distributor, producer and
exhibitor of El Paso and Mexico City; M.
Benitez, National, Weslaco, and R. Guerra
of the National Tent Show, Falfurrias,
were recent visitors.
J. J. Jimenez

American

jr., whose

skipper,

dad is Latin-

is playing

in Spanish

talkies in Mexico. Give Jose Bohr, Antonio Frausto, Lolita Camarilo and Lupe
Velez our regards, Joe.

“The Texans,” Paramount’s epic of the
Lone Star State, will be world premiered
here, July 16, at the Majestic Theatre. A
number of Hollywood stars, national, state
and local officials, including Interstate
theatre men and trade paper critics, are
expected for this gala event.
Localisms: Tommy Donahue likes buttermilk. . . Earl Abel’s new place, between
Soledad

H. C. Kaufman, Columbia’s manager of
exchange operations, was here from New
entertaining
tioning the Dallas

We

The Queen Feature Service, Inc.

Screen Installed

Hendersonville, N. C. — A new projection screen, 18x15 feet, has been installed
in the Carolina Theatre here. According

York

Specialize
in
QUALITY <& SERVICE

ARRANGEMENTS
have been made for
all the “name” acts appearing at the
Interstate Majestic here to broadcast over
WOAI
during their weekly engagement.

Before entering the publicity field several years ago Norfleet managed theatres
and during that time originated and put
into effect many boxoffice pulling ideas.
Lloyd Rust, branch manager, announces

J. A. Barcelona is building a second
theatre in Baton Rouge . . . Joy Houck,
prominent Louisiana- Mississippi exhibitor,
has taken over control of a new theatre in
Gramercy, La. . . . Norman “Turk” Carter of Saenger Theatres is vacationing . . .
Guy Adams is re-entering exhibition, having purchased a theatre in Vicksburg,
Miss.

^ A NT €> N IE

the idea
branch.

of air condi-

Start Structural Work

SHE

can smile convincingly in the comfortable, modern ticket booth with side
windows that lower, louvered door and
adjustable ceiling ventilators. The most
conspicious fixture in your lobby now extends a friendly greeting to old patrons
and

it’s a grand introduction
rons. Texlite, Inc., Dallas.

and Main, will be Filmrow’s rendezvous. . . Eddy Cope, vacationing up in
Menard-San Angelo territory.

to new

pat-

New

Waynesboro

Waynesboro, Ga. — Work has
a new $25,000 theatre here.

on
House

started on
Structural

plans

were drawn by Arthur Hazard, Augusta architect.
When completed, the modern theatre
will be known as the Grand and will seat
approximately 600.
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RESOLUTION TO REGULATE 16MM THEATRES
PASSED BY TORONTO FILM BOARD OF TRADE
" Snow

White " Outlet

Ottawa — Citing

the

tremendous

re-

sponse to “Snow White” as one of the
proofs of his thesis, Dr. Stuart Rice of
the U. S. Central Statistics Board last
week

declared before the American Association for the Advancement of Science

that people throughout the world are turning from mental reality into the realm of
childhood fantasy to forget wars and
threats of wars.
Said Dr. Rice: “With a certain attitude of desperation, the world is sacrificing its hopes of higher living standards
on behalf of towering, non-productive
armaments, meanwhile seeking psychological compensation in fantasy.”
The popularity of James Hilton’s “Lost
Horizon” in addition to Walt Disney’s
“Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs” were
recalled by Dr. Rice to illustrate this tendency.

Screen "Youth”
For Ottawa
Montreal — The

Film
Commons

Canadian

premiere

of

“Youth Marches On,” a factual film dealing with a youth camp in Regina and an
Oxford group house party in England,
was held in a committee room of the
house of commons at Ottawa.
Prime Minister King, Opposition Leader
Bennett, Speaker Gasgrain and other
members of the house of commons and
senate saw the picture.
It follows a group of 25 young Canadians from the camp to England and shows
the “new spirit through changing personnel” of the Oxford group movement.
The showing was sponsored by a committee of members of the commons.

Eastern Theatres Common
Substitute on Exchange
Montreal — Eastern Theatres, Ltd., $1
par value common shares have been posted for trading on the Toronto Stock Exchange in substitution of the former listed
common shares. Ticker abbreviation will
remain ET.
Listing covers 32,000 common shares of
$1 par value each, supplementary letters
patent having been granted the company
May 21 reducing the capitalization from
$1,800,000 to $1,032,000 by reducing the
par value of the common stock from $25
to $1 per share. Preferred shares of the
company,

of which there are $5,000 outstanding of an authorized 10,000 shares of

$100 par value, are also listed on the Toronto Stock Exchange. Outstanding capitalization is now $532,000.
BQXOFFICE
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Almost Like Medicine

Steps Taken As Protection
To Exhibitors Already
Established

Montreal — Roger Ferri, with 20th Century-Fox, who has been filming the Dionne
quintuple. s, thinks the work of the five
little sisters in their new moving picture,

Toronto — Aroused by reports of plans
to show 16mm. films and the possibility of
rivalry to theatre business established in
Canada, the Film Board of Trade has
passed a motion reading as follows:
“Resolved that if 16mm theatres be
allowed by the governments of the provinces of Canada, they should be the subject to the same regulations as for 35mm
theatres, and that the chairman of the
film section, N. A. Taylor and Col. John
A. Cooper, be authorized to confer with
the appropriate officers of the Ontario

“Five

of a Kind,”

“They are much too full of fun to want
to concentrate on a lyric in the classroom
manner, but like all kids they are great
mimics,” he said. “So the studio psychologist on location first taught the song to
all other members of the company.
“As

government with respect to the regulation and control of 16mm theatres.”
This meeting was attended by Jule Allen,
Col. John A. Cooper, Leo M. Devaney, S.

they

Emilie

was

followed

by

a

and

making

them

avail-

of all film

it.”

Learn

Use

New scientific methods of crime detection and prevention, including the latest
uses of finger printing and photography,
have been filmed and are now available
for police. The uses of films and photography were explained in a paper prepared by Inspector W. W. Watson of the

ex-

RCMP., Ottawa, and read at the conventon.
tion by Inspector W. Mortimer of Edmon-

Plan $15,000 Repairs on
Toronto Regent Theatre
Toronto — Extensive alterations and improvements are now in progress at the
Regent Theatre, which is owned by Persico
and Applebaum. Jay I. English of Toronto

UA

Drops Flat Rentals

Toronto — Attention

is the architect. The improvements, costing around $15,000, will include a new floor,
new interior decorations and air-conditioning by General Air-Conditioning Co.
Reopening of the Regent will take place
in the late summer.

Quebec

singing

and
and

in reports from the Canadian Chief Constables Ass’n convention in Edmonton relating to use of the camera in police work.

to the motion picture producers, the distributors and exhibitors of Canada, and
general managers
changes in the Dominion.

set, the

opened at the famed “mountie” training
headquarters here were mighty interested

able for distribution in this country.”
Copies of this resolution are to be sent

to the

the

Regina, Sask. — Royal Canadian Mounted Police at the new “crime school” just

con-

“That the association go on record as
unalterably opposed to the practice of major producers making 16mm copies of
their photoplays

around

Of Films in Detection

ference of Independent Theatres Ass’n
when this resolution was passed.

directors

were

"Mounties"

The resolution was passed as the motion of Devaney, seconded by Rosenfeld.
The chairman was N. A. Taylor.
meeting

worked

staff would chant ‘All Mixed Up’
soon Yvonne, Annette, Cecile, Marie

Fine, H. Freedman, James P. O’Loghlin,
A. Polakoff, L. Rosenfeld, N. A. Taylor,
S. Ulster, E. Geldsaler and E. H. Wells.

This

is “colossal.”

Teaching the quints to sing Sam Pokrass’s “All Mixed Up” was one of the
most interesting problems of the film people wiio had moved in on the little northern Ontario settlement, Ferri said.

is being brought

United Artists to the fact
tem of flat rentals as a
deals is being abolished by
in Canada, as well as in the
Percentage all the way down
policy for UA

Checking

1938-39

Against

by

that the sysbasis for film
that company
United States.
the line is the

product.

Juveniles

Ottawa — As an indication that the Quebec provincial government is far from inclined to wink at the enforcement of the regulation prohibiting the admission of all
juveniles
forth

under

that

16 years

spotters

Hull, across

the boundary

any

performance

screen

of age

employed
from
now

to moving
by

the

Ottawa,
that

the

picture

province
to make
holiday

theatres,

are

the intimation

checking

certain
season

the

two

that children
has

do

has

gone

theatres
not

in

attend

arrived.

K
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Power

of Conciliation

Clearance
Toronto — Arrival

at an

agreement

Is Granted
that

the subject of “clearance,” its “principles
and ethics,” could properly be included in
the scope of the work of the film section
of the Toronto board of trade, featured
a meeting of the latter body held last
week. The taking of this action was of
major interest to the film industry as it
broke the impasse which had been in effect for a long time. In fact, Nat A. Taylor, who is vice-president of hte Independent Theatres’ Ass’n and president of
the film section of the TBT, had stated
earlier this year that there would be no
conciliation unless clearance was made a
part of the program. At the meeting
held recently, the film section agreed to
call a meeting of its conciliation at an
early date to take up the subject of revising the clearance schedule and it is
quite likely this meeting will be held during the coming week.
It is reported duals were condemned at
the recent meeting of the Film Section,
but no constructive suggestion was
brought forward as a means of eliminating duals.
Would
Against

Pit Featurettes
Duals

Toronto — An

outstanding

feature

of

Taylor’s discussion of this vexing question is his advocacy of featurettes as a
means of coping with the duals situation.
Taylor says: “I have long been an advocate of featurettes, that is, pictures to
run 30 or 40 minutes with good stories
and some sort of star names, even of a
second class category.
If all theatremen would realize that
shows should only run two and a quarter hours, or two and a half hours at the
outside, and work together to put this
into effect, the public would catch on
very speedily and the reflection would be
seen in the boxoffice receipts.

“The

thought comes to my mind, however, that while these three and fourreelers seem to be desirable, distributors

Northern Locales
Montreal — Hollywood

is turning

to the

Close upon Cecil B. DeMille’s announcement that he will journey into Arctic
realms to film “Hudson’s Bay Company”
comes announcement of “Northwest Passage” based on the Kenneth Roberts novel.
Paramount also has “Spawn of the
North” on the new-season schedule, depicting the salmon-canning industry in
Canada and the adventures of the men
who catch and can the coral fry. Harry
Sherman has just completed “The Bar-

82

Board

always shied away from them because, they claim, they cannot get sufficient revenue from them to merit their
making. Therefore, it seems, they will not
be made until the demand for them becomes more apparent.”
It is pointed out by Taylor that the
public feeling against double bills has become so great “that current magazines
have picked up the subject and are writing about it, as witness the article entitled ‘Double Trouble’ printed in the
June issue of Readers Digest and condensed from the magazine Cue.”
It also is pointed out by Taylor that
when polls are taken of public opinion
“they show 75 per cent in favor of the
elimination of double bills, except in instances where the majority of the voters
are under 16. Yet, when showmen, thinking they are on the right track, try single
bills, they find a sharp decline in business. So, the dilemma is developing into

R.

Bolstead,

comptroller

days.
Players' Canadian

of

Famous

Corp., is on his holi-

The Louis-Schmeling fight films are
evoking intense interest, due to the fact
that the picture runs 16 minutes, as compared to the few minutes the radio broadcast occupied, and that the film reveals
that Louis rained some 21 or 22 blows,
though the radio account gave the impression only four or five blows were delivered by Louis.
Archie C. Laurie, assistant general manager for Empire-Universal Films, who has
just returned from a 10 -day visit to Montreal, reports that he found exhibitors
are evincing a great interest in the Universal and Republic pictures, especially the
stars Universal has lined up for the ensuing year and the action pictures contained in the Republic program.

a nightmare.”

Jack Arthur, manager of the Uptown
Theatre, put on a big stage presentation

Film Week Discussed
At Meeting

at this ace Famous Players’ house for the
evening performance on Friday, July 1,
which was Dominion Day in Canada and
a public holiday. The presentation took
the form of a pageant, with children of
all nationalities taking part and all in
their native costumes. The Uptown does
not run stage shows, but this was put on
day.
as a special extra attraction for the holi-

of moment

which

came up for discussion at a meeting of
the newly constituted conciliation committee, held June 28 in the Toronto Board
of Trade chambers, included the inauguration of a special motion picture week
throughout Canada for the week of September 19-26, and the matter of clearances
for the Toronto district. In relation to
the latter subject, the committee appointed a special committee, which will meet
next week.
Those attending this important meeting
included J. J. Fitzgibbons, vice-president
and director of theatre operations for Famous Players Canadian; Leo M. Devaney,
Canadian general manager for RKO;
N. A. Taylor, vice-president of the Independent Theatres Ass’n ; Herb Allen, H.
Freedman, president of the ITA; B. Geldsaler,
koff. Col. John A. Cooper, and A. Pola-

rier” up north and plans another
venture saga in the frozen wastes.

Occupy Four Films

T. LONG, general manager, Associated Theatres, Ltd., is leaving for a
three-week vacation at Victoria Harbor,
on Georgian Bay, in the Muskoka Lakes
district of Ontario.

have

Toronto — Questions

Policy

Arctic for its material.

Over

ad-

DeMille will first take his research
troupe and writers into the frozen land,
as he did last year for “The Buccaneer”
when the locale was Louisiana. With their
aid, he will garner material and plan his
camera campaign. The cameras and a
thousand or more technicians and actors
will follow into the territory later to film
what DeMille wants.
Much of the footage of “Spawn of the
North” has already been filmed, but the
principals will journey into the Canadian
canning country with the spring thaw to
film the major action.
It looks like a wholesale invasion of
Canada and the midnight sun territory
shortly after the beginning of the new

Miss Lillian Roseman, assistant to the
chief booker of Associated Theatres, Ltd.,
is getting married on July 3, the lucky man
being Sam Isaacson. The girls of Associated Theatre’s staff gave Miss Roseman
atribute.
party shower and a screening as a
Miss

Lillian Copplestone of the Empire-Universal contract department and
Miss M. Main are on their vacations and
visiting Montreal, Boston and New York.
An enthusiastic response to reissues is
being shown in Canada by the exhibitors
and their patrons. Such reissues including
“Back Street,” “All Quiet on the Western
Front” and Ken Maynard’s “Strawberry
Sam Ulster of the Embassy Theatre,
Toronto, and Ben Ulster, his son, can be
seen trekking on many mornings this
Roan.” to the Fairmount golf course and
month
it looks as though senior is going to beat
junior’s score soon.

School Dramatics
Regina — Dramatics

in

the

Course
junior

and

senior high school is a new subject added
this year to the courses given at the
summer school of the University of Saskatchewan, July 4 to August 11. Miss
Betty Mitchell, B. Sc., head of the department of drama, Western Canada High
School, Calgary, will head the department. The course will run six weeks.

year.
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VAMCCMLJVIER
COOPERBAND

is said to have

Exhibitors

Analyze

TACK
^ his theatre, The Fairview, to a local
man who has not, heretofore, been identified with the motion picture industry.
It is assumed that Jack will now move to
the prairie where he has other theatre
interests.
The Louis- Schmeling fight pictures began a week’s run at the Orpheum last
Saturday and, to quote J. J. Fitzgibbon,
Famous Players managing director, “the
picture is better than the fight,” and he
saw both. It is 16 minutes against two
and one-third.

" License ” Change
Saskatchewan Mayors
Ask License Change
Regina — Repeal of the present theatre license fees based on admission
prices
towns,

and

substitution

villages

and

of

another

hamlets

in

graded

according to population, is asked by
the Saskatchewan Urban Municipalities

J. R. Muir, manager of the Strand, is
back from his vacation which pivoted on
Portland, Ore. He is brown as a berry
and looks very fit, but they say his golf
clubs show considerable wear and tear.

Ass'n. The decision, with others, will
be presented to the provincial government by a
delegation of urban
mayors.

Oldtimers' Mecca
Swift Current, Sask. — Theatre managers who pride themselves on their mod-

friends, there will be few left for the fishermen who follow.

ern fronts should see this city’s two showhouses, the Lyric and the Eagle.

L. I. (Larry) Berg, Famous Players district manager, left for the North on a
combination business and pleasure trip, on
which he will give the theatre at Prince

Gone are the swanky canopies and electric signs. They are buried beneath logs
and rough boards. The ultra ultra sign
atop the Lyric has been replaced by a

Rupert the “once over.” He expects to be
back at his desk in Vancouver by the 1th.

crudely painted legend “Lyric Opera
House.” Manager D. Linholme’s face is
buried beneath several inches of fuzzy
beard. The Eagle has gone one better by

month

at the

Capitol with “Three Comrades” (M-G-M)
to be followed by “Toy Wife” (M-G-M).
Sam Nagler came back from that
ted Artists convention in New York

Uniwith

the firm conviction that there is no place
like home. Digging deep into the facts,
it appears that Sam got into one of those
Subway jams at the rush hour and cannot
forget it.
To Dan Sutherland, the sound of the
contact of driver and golf ball, with the
latter sailing far, and true, down the
fairway, is almost as sweet as the ring of
coin on the counter of the Kingsway
Theatre boxoffice. As a Links Lynx, Dan
is in the forefront of exhibitors.

,

becoming “The Opery House.”
It is all because Swift Current is staging a frontier days celebration June 30
and July 1. There has been a deadline
on shaving since May 1 and the whole
city of 5,000 has gone “cow town.”
Five times the population of this little
city of 5,000 is expected to swarm here

question of projection-booth personnel was brought up again when the
projectionists appeared before the New
Westminster city council with the complaint that the exhibitors were desirous
of eliminating the extra journeyman, and
having but one, and an apprentice. As
the operation of motion picture theatres
is governed by the Province, this question
cannot
cil.

be settled by any

Three CTR

municipal

coun-

Sales

Toronto — The Perkins Electric Co., Ltd.,
reports sales of CTR equipment to the
following three new theatres: Cartier,
Timmons, Ont.; New, Prescott, Ont., and
Palace in Cadillac, Que.
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on behalf

of the

of the ITA point out that under the heading of “License” paragraph <b), it is proposed that:
“In

case

of any

such

motion

pictures

shall not be ‘generally released’ by the
distributor (in the territory in which is located the exchange from which the exhibitor is served) etc.

by those

making

the

analysis on behalf of the ITA that “the
effect of this proposed change would be
that product may be released in one part
of the Dominion and withheld in others.
Such

withholding of pictures gives distributors extended rights to deal with contracted-for product to their advantage and
cancels rights that exhibitors are presumed
to enjoy through

contractual

relationship.”

In

this analysis, attention also is directed to the fact that “an exhibitor who
doesn’t take up product during a specified period named as the ‘available date’
by the distributor is in default and can be
taken to arbitration and made to pay the
agreed cost of the picture.” While, “the
distributor, on the other hand, having
sold the picture, still reserves the right
not

to deliver if he so wishes, or to deliver to some and not to others, and is not
subject to arbitration for damages to the

for western Canada’s most unique frontier
days celebration. For the two days, and

exhibitor.”

nearly two weeks before hand, this modern city reverts to 50 years ago. The citizens have now turned out in ancient clothing grand-dad used to wear, high hats and
chaps and spurs. Women have gone back
to bustles and button top shoes. Store
fronts have disappeared behind clapboards

Quality of Education
Is Improved by Films

and
The

Toronto — In analyzing,

Independent Theatres Ass’n, the changes
in the Canadian license agreement proposed by the Motion Picture Distributors
and Exhibitors of Canada, representatives

It also is stressed

I. W. F. Ackery, Orpheum Theatre manager, is sorting out his flies and polishing
up his reel, in preparation for a vacation
at Alta Lake, B. C., and if he brings
back all the fish he has promised his

starts the

Unsuitable

In the foregoing, the words within the
brackets represent the changed wording.
This contrasts sharply with the original
clause, which provided that any release
of a picture <in the Dominion) be deemed
a general release.

Swift Current Is

With Hugo Ray in the chair, there was
a very well attended meeting of the
BCTA last week.

S. M. .Joiner

Proposed

sold

logs. Electric signs
placed with crude wooden

have been reones. The city

is so wild and western it is drawing tourists already. Two newsreel companies and
a Hollywood outfit are reported planning
to film the town and people.
Kinetic Club, which is behind stunt,
has a kangaroo court to fine anyone who
does not actively participate. Club is now
trying to get Tom Mix to attend. He is
due to open the Calgary Stampede.
Broadcasting privileges have been tied
up exclusively by CKCK, Regina, and include five solid hours of commercially
sponsored stuff piped 150 miles to Regina.

Assign
Hollywood

German

— Rheinold

man import, will direct
for Metro.

Director
Schunzel,
“White

Ger-

Collars”

Regina, Sask. — “The use of films in the
school is a great help to teachers in
giving pupils a broader knowledge that
could not be conveyed by mere words,”
Harry Braaten, principal of Victoria public school, Moose Jaw, told a meeting of
members of the Regina and Moose Jaw
Gyro

clubs in Moose Jaw. About 45 members of the Regina Club traveled to the
western city for the meeting.
The

speaker

said that films also tended

to eliminate some of the “boners” that
crop up periodically in examinations. It
is possible, through the use of films, to
give pupils a thorough -knowledge of countries they probably would never visit in a
lifetime. He also pointed out it is easier
to show the circulation of the blood
through the human body by films than
any other way. He felt, however, the time
must come when one branch of the film
industry

must

be given

over to a director

and some experienced teachers to film subjects in a way most useful for school work.
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Modern

Theatres

in Canada

Picketing Restrainer
Is Granted Theatre
Vancouver, B. C. — Justice D. A. McDonald, in supreme court, has granted an
interim injunction restraining members
of the projectionists’ union, and its affiliates, from picketing the Hollywood
Theatre, and from circulating defamatory
reports regarding the house.
The trouble is based on the projection
booth being manned by two of the owners
who are not members of the union, but
hold first-class B. C. licenses legally qualifying them to operate in any theatre.
It was not until the picketing became
onerous, and patrons were staying away
on account of the intimidation, that the
management brought action to recover
damages for loss of business, and have a
stop put to the continuous presence of
pickets.
It is understood

that

the

theatre

is

willing to allow a settlement of the damage claim upon payment, by the union,
of all costs incurred, and the printing,
in stipulated publications, of a retraction
of the defamatory reports.

Darrieux

Not

Unfamiliar

To Canadian

Audiences

Ottawa — Picture fans of Ottawa will
know quite a bit about Danielle Darrieux
Top left: The St. Clair, atop a plateau
some 200 feet above the main section of
Toronto. A Famous Players’ Canadian
Corp. unit, the house seats 1,500. It is
managed by George Morrell.
Lower left: The Palace, Toronto, another F-P unit, located at 664 Danforth
Ave., Toronto. This playhouse celebrated
its 17th birthday this spring with a festival week engineered by Manager Charlie

Reject an Unnamed
Quartet of Pictures
Montreal — Prison scenes, excessive
drinking, gruesomeness and anti-democratic propaganda were responsible for the
rejection of four pictures submitted to
the Ontario Motion Picture censor board
last year.
The

prison picture was

rejected

because

throughout it portrayed out-moded penal
practices and indicated that they were
too severe. Other objections taken by the
board were that it contained too many
scenes of violence and dealt in an undesirable manner with female inmates.
The picture was characterized
with very poor photography.
The

bar-room

picture was

as “cheap”

also described

as having a “cheap” story. It glorified
rum-runners and gangster murders.
Another

84

picture

dealt

almost

entirely

Querrie.

The

house

seats 1,574.

Upper right: Tire Parkdale, an F-P Toronto unit, a 1,556-seater managed by
Maurice J. Doyle.
Center right: How the front of the
Granada at Hamilton, Ont., was dolled up
for the reissue of “Sky Devils.”
Lower right: Toronto’s Madison, a link
in the Associated Theatres, Ltd., chain.
Under the management of L. E. Hayman.
with activities in a hospital. It depicted
operations in a manner the board described
as “revolting.” The board did not regard
such “gruesome details” as fit for public
consumption and banned the picture.
The fourth picture banned, a Russian
presentation was considered mostly propaganda with speeches attacking democracy
and established forms of government.
Two other pictures, on which judgment
was originally reserved, have since been
approved.
Tire board does not reveal the names of
pictures that are banned, according to
Chairman O. J. Sulverthorne. Sometimes,
he states, such pictures are revised by
the producers and are re-submitted. One
picture banned last year was altered and
passed in the revised form this year.

Cooling

at Regina

Regina — Installation of an air conditioning system has been completed at the
Roxy Theatre. The Roxy system involves
fans blowing air over a long radiator
grill carrying a stream of cold water.

before

Universal’s “Rage of Paris” is released in the Dominion because enterprising local exhibitors have already
beaten the gun with French pictures in
which she has been featured.
Manager Joe Paul played “Mayerling,”
starring Miss Darrieux, for three days
during the past week as first rim locally
and was obliged to hold over the picture
for an extra three days. The feature has
French dialogue with super-imposed English titles which made it acceptable to
both French
tomers.
At

the

and

Rideau

English

speaking

Theatre,

cus-

Manager

J.

Marshall simultaneously played “Le Controleur des Wagons-Lits,” featuring the
same star, on an all-French double bill,
the second feature being “L’Appel de la
Vie.” This engagement also drew well because of the interest which has been
aroused in Danielle Darrieux as a new
Hollywood player.

An

International
Is Won

Award

by " Marco

Polo”

Hollywood — Samuel Goldwyn’s “The
Adventures of Marco Polo” has won its
maker another international gold medal
award.
Thetion International
for' MoPicture Arts and Committee
Letters, comprising
representatives of 52 foreign nations, unanimously gave the Gary Cooper starrer
its first prize, which will be forwarded here
shortly for formal presentation by the
Los Angeles French consul.
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Small's Executor Is
Facing Fees Suit
Montreal — An echo of the lengthy litigation over the estates of Ambrose Small,
missing theatre magnate, and Theresa
Small, his wife, is before Mr. Justice G.
F. McFarland in non-jury assizes in Toronto.
Arthur

Black Farmer, Toronto handwriting expert, sought to collect $2,200

from

Mrs. Small’s surviving executor, Arthur J. Holmes, for services in an action
in which Miss Florence Small tried to
upset probation of Mrs. Small’s estate.
Farmer said he had received $800 on
account.
In that action a number of handwriting
experts were called by each side to testify
as to the authenticity of Small’s will, and
a “confession” allegedly signed by Mrs.
Small.
Judgment
claim.

was

reserved

on

Farmer’s

Coastal Division Hears
SMPE

Meeting

Reports

Hollywood — Reports of developments at
the Society of Motion Picture Engineers
convention held recently in Washington,
were delivered at a meeting of the Pacific
Coast section, at the Filmarte Theatre.
A

paper

treating

of new

discoveries

in

connection with motion picture transmission via coaxial cables, plus a demonstration reel showing the transmission of a
newsreel from New York to Philadelphia,
were presented by Dr. J. G. Frayne, of
Electrical Research Products, Inc.
Ralph

Atkinson presented a paper discus ing a new method of processing and
washing films. Various studio technicians
attended.

Quint-Filming Unit Is
Back From Location Trip
Hollywood — Director Herbert I. Leeds,
Cameraman Daniel Clarke and Scripter
Lou Breslow have returned from Callander, Ont., where they spent six weeks
on location for 20th Century-Fox’s latest
Dionne Quintuplets picture, “Five of a
Kind.” Jean Hersholt, only cast member who was in the traveling unit, stopped
off in Detroit for a few days.
Picture gets into production
Westwood plant shortly.

Memorial

at

the

to Rogers

Montreal — Passengers on the sleek 38foot Diesel cruiser, Pandora, five Oklahome and Texas citizens have left Victoria, B. C„ for Point Barrow, Alaska, on
their way to erect a memorial cairn 15
feet high to Wiley Post and Will Rogers
who perished when their plane crashed
near that place three years ago.
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kept pace with the calendar,
gUMMER
June 21 and 22, which herald its ofopening,
ficial
being the hottest days
Montreal and Quebec province have known
so early in the year. On both days McGill Observatory chronicled 88 degrees,

field; E. Archambault, of the Rialto,
Drummondville ;
A. Rheaume, of the
Classic, Quebec; Charles Rioux,
Cambrai, Quebec; J. S. Robert,

of the
of the

Rialto, Three Rivers, and George Champagne, of the Auditorium, Shawinigan
Falls.

but

Montreal Gazette published a photograph of its thermometer showing 110 degrees in the street. As a result Filmrow
has been almost deserted by exhibitors
and a lassez faire atmosphere prevails.
Amongst the few visitors noted were
W. H. Pelltier of the Alma Theatre, St.

Publicity in Canadian dailies indicates
that Canadian girls have a chance in
RKO’s

search for “America’s most beautiful debutante,” who will be given an

Joseph d’Alma ; Mr. Boisseau, owner of
two Joliette theatres; Ray Lewis of Toronto, en route to Europe, and George R.

important role in “The Mad Miss Manton,” comedy starring Barbara Stanwyck.
After photographs of the entrants have
been studied at the RKO Radio studio, a
select number of the girls will be invited

Giroux, field representative of Technicolor Motion Picture Corp., Hollyivood.

to Hollywood where
termine the winner.

“Bill”

Trow,

of

the

Montreal

Poster

Exchange, brother of “Tommy”
Trow,
proprietor of the Imperial, Three Rivers,
of which “Bill” is booking agent, gave
a vivid description of the effect the heat
wave is having on theatre attendance in
that city. The new baseball stadium is
drawing crowds of 7,000 to 8,000 nightly
out of a population of about 48,000, giving a clear idea that there are not many
amusement seekers in the city who care
to spend their evenings indoors.
Henri Bernstein, victor in the recent
duel which appeared in the newsreels, is
author

of “L-Orage,” which got its premiere at the Curzon Theatre, London,
recently. Charles Boyer is the star.
According

to the London

Daily Express,

John

Ford, Irish director of “The Informer” and “The Hurricane,” will make
a film of the life and death of Michael
Collins, Irish patriot.
Given

a good

crop, of which

westerners

are confident, the Canadian prairie provinces will boom this fall. In Edmonton,
besides two theatre renovations, contracts
have been let for a $1,000,000 department
store for the Hudson Bay Co. and an
$800,000 store for the T. Eaton Co., as
well as new quarters for Kresge to cost
$100,000, a large new garage,
pital whig and three hangars

a new hosat the new

Trans-Canada Airport. Theatremen anticipate a big fall and winter business.
Darryl Zanuck, who plans to spend
$25,000,000 making 52 films in the next
year, arrived in London recently, and his
first inquiry was: “How are my polo
ponies doing?” Among the films he mentioned as likely to be the year’s biggest
hits, were “Suez,” “Hudson Bay” and
“Stanley and Livingstone.” Tyrone Power
will play Stanley and he hopes to get Sir
Cedric Hardwicke to undertake the part
of Livingstone.
John
from

Levitt, of Regent

Films,

part of independents to play Atlantic pictures. He found the favorites were:
Angels,’’

“Sky

Devils,”

“Three

Broadway Girls” and “Front Page.” These
have been booked by, amongst others,
Gaston

Martineau,

of the Royal,

tests will de-

Empire-Universal did big business with
the Lcuis-Schmeling fight pictures, which
were given their first showing locally at
the Princess.
Colonel R. E. Crompton, aged 93, the
man who brought electric light to Britain,
recalled in a birthday interview how Queen
Victoria once slapped his face. It was a
playful slap given when he persisted
against her wish in demonstrating the
new invention in Windsor Castle. Colonel
Crompton’s chance came when one of the
royal theatres in Vienna burned down and
the Emperor Francis Joseph gave him
the task of installing the new lighting
process.
Superiority of the diction of American
actors is dwelt on by E. Hermas G. Evans,
of Cardiff,

Wales,

in discussing

the pros-

pects for British films. Says Evans: “In
English films the actors almost invariably
speak with an atrocious accent; they are
tense in action, and, noticeably, are never
relaxed. The women are even ivorse than
the men. The Americans usually speak
naturally, intimately , achieving the effect
of ordinary conversation. Their timing is

Color films of the birth of the Liverpool
quadruplets have been taken and exhibited
perfect.”
to a group of physicians. The pictures
were taken by an amateur. The showings
require 20 minutes.
Newsreel

cameramen

busy

with

the

Eucharistic Congress at Quebec found occasion for a couple of picturesque shots
in Montreal — the arrival of H. M. Cruiser
Orion, successor to the ship which came
unscathed through the battle of Jutland,
and the St. Jean Baptiste Day procession
by which French-Canadians mark their
national holiday, June 24, which Scots, in
Canada and elsewhere, by the way, observe
as the 624 th anniversary of the Battle of
Bannockburn.

is back

a week’s motor tour of Quebec during which he found a keen desire on the

“Hell’s

screen

Valley-

That
movies

Canada is misrepresented in the
is the opinion of a group of 30

school

teachers from Hawaii who complained at the absence of snow and ice.
“We found some snow on the Bee Hive
mountain at Lake Louise, and some of
the girls went rolling in it, because it
was

the first they had

seen.”
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See

Nathanson
As

London

Effort to Regain

Ottawa — N. L. Nathanson, president of
Famous Players Canadian Corp., has traveled across the Atlantic to London and
the local report is that one of the notations on his business schedule is to see
Alexander

Films,

Korda

of

London

Films

re-

garding the transfer of Canadian distribution of Korda pictures from Regal
Ltd., to United Artists Corp., Ltd.,

the latter being at odds
son.

with

Mr. Nathan-

One year ago there was a dispute over
renewal of rental franchises between UA
and Famous Players which operates a
chain of more than 200 picked theatres
across the Dominion and the outcome was
that

independent exhibitors in key position were able to jump at 10-year contracts with United Artists.
Nathanson controls Regal Films. Ltd.,
which, like UA, has branch offices in six
key

cities. The transfer of Korda pictures, which hold a high place among
British features released in Canada, to
United Artists, is said to be not to the
liking of Mr. Nathanson. Whether or not
he can regain London Film productions
for one

of his distributing companies remains to be seen, but the impression is
that the change in arrangements for the
Canadian market has become solidified
and that the independents will get first
call in booking forthcoming Korda attractions.
The chief outlets in Ottawa for United
Artists’ pictures are the Center and Elgin theatres, both definitely independent.

Arnold Merkel's Visit
Recalls Sound Ventures
Toronto — Arnold Merkel, who is the
father of Una Merkel, the southern comedienne, and who states that in the year
1925, with Lee DeForest, he developed real
talking pictures with sound photographed
on the film, has been a visitor in Toronto
during the present week. This city is a
great favorite of Merkel’s, because it was
in Toronto that Jack Arthur, then ornow

chestra leader at Shea’s Hippodrome, and
the manager of the Uptown Theatre,

Canada’s largest playhouse, helped Merkel out of a problem in showing an Eddie
Cantor talking picture that pre-dated A1
Jolson’s “Jazz Singer.”
It was at the Hippodrome in Toronto,
too, that talking pictures were shown for
the first time, in this city, the presentation of them here following immediately
after George Rotsky had shown them in
Montreal.
Interviewed in Toronto, Merkel said he
lost everything, but now he is pioneering
again, and he is anticipating the result
of his experiments may be the evolving of
something which will be useful in warfare.

Circus Doesn't

Hurt

Winnipeg — Although the Conklin Circus
here this week has been drawing crowds,
theatremen here report grosses as stable.
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WINNIPEG

Trip
Korda

Really a " Trailer "
Regina,

Sask. — Because

he was

attend-

ing a friend’s wedding, Manager H. A.
“Scotty” Bercovich failed to get back to
his theatre in time last Wednesday night
. . . and was his face red!
Mr. Bercovich arrived just in time to
hear the loud guffaws and jeers of the
audience at his Rex Theatre. They were
for a trailer which had just finished and
which an unimaginative cameraman had
screened as scheduled. The trailer advertised as a forthcoming super-special
attraction pictures of the Louis-Schmeling
“battle of a century” with “15 rounds of
thrilling, chilling, fighting.” Next day the
trailer ballyhoo was cut to essentials.
The

fight films were shown here Saturday, being flown to Winnipeg, Man., by
airmail and to Regina by special plane.

Ruling Against Sunday
Photos Interests Trade
Regina, Sask. — Just whether or not motion picture makers in Saskatchewan will
be affected by the same ruling should it
be held law is a point that has them interested in the usual charge of taking a
photograph on Sunday brought against
W. W. Staffen, a Regina photographer.
He pleaded not guilty to the charge in
city police court and it was adjourned to
June 30.
The

charge

is that Staffen,

on Sunday,

June 13, “carried on his usual trade or
calling for gain by photographing one
auto, five trucks and one horse-drawn
wagon with the staff and employes of a
bakery contrary to section 4 of the Lord’s
Day Act.” Consent of the provincial attorney-general had to be obtained before
the action could be commenced.

RKO Mailing Promotion
Piece to 9,500 Showmen
Toronto — In a special announcement
received here from RKO Radio Pictures,
Inc., it is stated that no less than 9,500
exhibitors, circuit officials and house
managers in the Dominion of Canada, the
United

States, Great Britain and
tralia are being sent copies of the

Auscom-

pany’s sales promotion book in the interests of “Having Wonderful Time,” starring Ginger Rogers and Douglas Fairbanks jr.

Publish

Three

Breen

Songs

Hollywood — Three songs from “Breaking the Ice,” Bobby Breen starrer for RKO
release, will be published for national sale.
They are “Happy as a Lark,” “The Sunny
Side of Things,” and “Put Your Heart, in

]y|ANAGER
Theatre

S. E. arranged
ROST of for
the effective
Garrick
has

publicity for “Stand In” now playing his
house. In cooperation with Consolidated
Motors of this city, Mr. Rost had three
motor cars decorated with large banners
touring the streets advertising the film.
A display with stills from the picture has
a prominent place in the windows of the
Hudson’s Bay Co. store in the downtown
shopping district. In addition the Winnipeg Tribune carried a full page of advertising, tying up the film with a number
of local firms.
A party made up of Famous Players and
Western Theatres staffs visited Portage
la Prairie over the weekend as the guests
of Charlie Taylor, Playhouse manager, at
the Portage la Prairie Country Club. Rod
Palmer of the Capitol Theatre turned in
an incredible 78, part of which was played
in a thunderstorm. The boys turned in
a fine job at the 19 th hole.
Vacation

notes:

Dave

Robertson

of the

Osborne Theatre is back from his vacation . . . Crescent Theatre Manager Cece
Brusegard is holidaying . . . Jack Pechet
of Canadian Screen Publicity left for
Kenora over the weekend . . . Sylvester
Gunn, district booker for Famous Players,
is back in the city . . . Nate Rotstein left
for Saskatoon, while Dave Rotstein parted
for Assiniboia . . . Henry Morton left for
Saskatoon . . . Harold Bishop flew to
California for a two-week vacation . . .
D. Copeland, general manager of Columbia, left town after a brief visit here.
While the pictures of the Louis-Schmeling fight will be a good deal shorter than
was expected because of the first round
knockout, Lyceum Theatre Manager Eddie Newman is working hard giving the
film full publicity.

A

smart

bit of work

on Newman’s part was arranging for an
announcement of the showing of the fight
made over the sound system at the Tribune
to the crowd listening in on the night
ivhen
week.

the fight took place. Fight pictures will be shown at the Lyceum all

As a hot weather measure the Garrick
will change its single bill policy to one of
double bills for the next eight or nine
weeks.
An

unusual feature at the Garrick Theatre is the master organ. Played by Carl

Hills daily as a musical interlude between
bills, this feature appears very popular
with Garrick audiences, judging from the
applause

which

always

greets Hills at the

conclusion of his performance. This feature is the only one of its kind in Winnipeg and probably in western Canada.
The

Gaiety

Theatre

with a new neon
rotating upright.

is now

sign with

equipped

a three-sided

Charlie and Sammy Krupp emceed the
ranks of horse owners when they claimed
Victor of War. They intend to run their
horse next week . . . John Huzza, district
manager of Famous Players in Calgary,
who has had a lot of tough luck with his
stable, has finally brought home a winner.

a Song.”
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A

Crime

or a Diet

■pHE Nolans have gone in for theatre
renaming in a big way. Ambrose Nolan,
son of the former Ottawa mayor, decided
that “Capitol” was
theatre in Aylmer,
Canadian Capital,
Capitol, and so it

not distinctive for his
12 miles out from the
where there is also a
is now known as the

“Pic.” Likewise, the father, Paddy J.
Nolan, took down “Columbia” from his
Wellington St. house and put up the original name “Nola,”
anywhere else.
Manager

which

Joe Paul

you

don’t

of the Elgin

find

Theatre

has established an “extra charge” for the
smoking privilege to patrons who like to
indulge in a puff during a performance.
This is the anly theatre in Ottawa where
a section is reserved for smokers and the
new

price schedule indicates 5 cents extra at matinees and 10 cents extra at night
for smoking.
William McLaughlin, veteran screen reviewer of The Journal, is boasting to all
and sundry over the arrival of a second
infant in the household “at my age.” Harvey Hunt, former assistant manager of
the Ottawa Capitol and now booker in the
Famous Players organization, has become
a proud father, the arrival being his first
offspring.
Donat Paquin, proprietor of the Laurier
Theatre, is inaugurating a series of weekly “request nights” for return engagements
of the once popular feature attractions as
a feeler for reissues.
Members of the Canadian parliament
had a moving picture show of their own
in the house of commons when they
viewed “Youth Marches On,” a factual
film dealing with the Oxford group movement in Canada and England. The audience included Rt. Hon. W. L. M. King,
Prime Minister; Rt. Hon. H. B. Bennett,
leader of His Majesty’s Loyal Opposition;
Speaker Casgrain and other prominent
members of both Senate and Commons.
The Ottawa Trades and Labor Ass’n, of
which the IATSE is a constituted member, is up in arms over the discovery that
Civil Servants of the Dominion government are being employed on occasions by
local theatre managers while members
of the union are out of work. Hector Ladouceur, delegate from IATSE, moved
that a deputation wait upon the Federal
Minister of Mines and Resources in the
matter, but it was subsequently agreed
that the situation should be discussed
first by the Ottawa Branch of the stage
employes and operators.
Not content

with sponsoring

the Ottawa

Braves of the Canadian-American pro
baseball league, Manager Don Stapleton
of the Centre Theatre already is turning
his attention to the Rough Riders, the
Ottawa team in the Interprovincial football conference which plays its first big
game of the season in Ottawa October 8
against Montreal Indians. Stapleton has
done much in the past to build up a powerful team.
A. J. Casselman, owner of the Piccadilly Theatre, Williamsburg , has been
elected secretary-treasurer of the Williamsburg Racing Ass’n.
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Montreal — What appeared to be the
disclosure of an old crime caused much
excitement at detective headquarters when
workmen reported the finding of a bundle
of human bones between the walls of the
King

Edward
rence Blvd.

Theatre

building

The

of radio

police-

Numerous unsolved murders had occurred in the past in that vicinity and it
was thought that the bones might be the
beginning of the solution of one of them.
The police even considered the possibility
that it might be the skeleton of Elaine
St, Pierre, Inspector Brodeau’s niece, who
disappeared mysteriously more than a year
ago and has not been seen since.
Making their way into the theatre building, under repair at present, the detectives

bundle

wrapped

in

which

the

bones

were

hauled out and when Sergeant-Detective Prysky, who is well seasoned in homicide investigation, examined

on St. Law-

The report of the finding was flashed
across the police radio system and two
minutes later Sergeant Detective Prysky
and Boileau of the local homicide squad,
together with a number
men, were investigating.

and policemen were led to the room where,
between the plastered walls, the bones
were found.
was

them, he shook his head and said: “Some
hot dog manufacturer must have lived here
at one time.” Sergeant Detective Boileau
appeared mystified, but glancing a little
closer he discovered, too, that the bones
were that of a dog or some other animal.
The

bones

were

later removed

to the

provincial medico-legal laboratory and after being examined were found to include
five calves’ jawbones

and

skulls.

Medico-legal experts theorized that a
former occupant of the room where the
bcnos were found was probably a lover of
calves’ brains, and being in the center of
the city with no place to dispose of the
skull bones, he simply bundled them up
and dropped them in between the wall.

C A IIL G A R Y
Publicity May Net
Prescott a Theatre

pETE EGAN of the Palace Theatre here
overcame any hesitation or reluctance
of sport fans to see the pictures of the
shortest heavyweight bout on record by

Ottawa — Of peculiar interest to the
moving picture trade of the Dominion is
Prescott, a town of 3,500 population in
the Ottawa district, because it is notably
the largest municipality anywhere in the
country without the semblance of a theatre.
Prescott is once more in the news in
a prominent way because of the International celebration there on July 1 in observance of 100 years of peace along the
St. Lawrence River which is the boundary
between the United States and Canada
and
the

for the unveiling

of a memorial

bell in

restored Fort Wellington to commemorate the occasion. U. S. Legation

officials, U. S. legislators, Canadian
liamentarians and representatives

Parfrom

foreign countries were booked to participate in the ceremonies, the proceedings,
including the playing of 14 regimental
bands, being broadcast over the networks.
This basking in the limelight has
brought Prescott to the fore as a prospect for a much- delayed theatre and men
associated with 20th Century Theatres,
Ltd., a cooperative independent theatre
company in Ontario, have been on the
ground to inspect possible sites.
One

reason why Prescott has been theatreless is that many of the local residents simply cross on the ferry to Ogdensburg, N. Y., when they want to see a
show in spite of the fact that the round
trip ride costs half a dollar.

Role
Hollywood — A

advertising:

“Did

Louis

Foul

Schmeling?

— See the Full Fight in Slow Motion.”
slow motion scenes proved popular.

The

Theatre business is in the doldrums here
with the belated arrival of hot weather.
Unusual showery weather and occasional
wet nights console the boys. A wet night
fills the house and the weather gives promise of a big grain crop and good fall business on the Canadian prairies.
Abe Feinstein has returned to Filmrow
from the United Artists convention in Los
Angeles. Frank Vaughn is also back at
his desk after attending what he describes
as one of the best conventions. It was the
Empire-Universal, held in the Royal Alexander Hotel in Toronto. Both are getting
their portfolios packed for that lengthy
tour of the prairies with hopeful hearts
and blank contracts.

Customers

From

England

Toronto — Two Englishwomen, Miss Barbara Stubbs and her sister, have come all
the way from London, England, to spend
their vacation this summer at the Circle
M Ranch, near Toronto, which is owned
by Charles Mavety, of the Mavety Film
Delivery, this city, and is the only dude
ranch

in eastern Canada. These two visitors from overseas are so delighted with
Circle M. Ranch they declare they will

bring “all England”
next time.

over

with

them

the

to Niven
leading

role in Samuel

Goldwyn’s “The Lady and the Cowboy”
will be played by David Niven, who returned this week from Europe.

"Room

Service"

Starts

Hollywood — “Room Service,” new
Bros, comedy for RKO Radio, was
into production

this week.

Marx
to go
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SERVICE
THAT

these "little fellers." And that is one
reason why it is necessary to know
the truth about

them.

The Short Sub-

ject Reviews in BOXOFFICE

are written

with an eye critical to the needs
showman.

of the

They give essential informa-

tion— accurately and honestly. "The
Short of the Week" selection is carefully made. In this a number of exhibitors
have

discovered

a value that they have

turned to advantage
Some have
these Award

at their boxoffices.

made lobby blowups of
Shorts scrolls; others have

featured them in screen and newspaper
advertising.
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Running

GUIDE

A

JANUARY

14

JANUARY

8030
Comedy
[Jo]
No Time to Marry (65)
(For. Night Before)
M. Astor-R. Arlen
R — Mar. 5; EP — Dec. 4

JANUARY

21

ma
Dra(74)
IJ7]
Penitentiary

FEBRUARY

28

FEBRUARY

5

RELEASES
FEBRUARY
18

CURRENT

f

TO

12

Little Miss Roughneck
8017
Comedy
[9]
Apr. 9
E. (64)
Fellows-Leo R —
Carrillo

8007

W. Connolly-J. Wyman
R — Feb. 12; EP — Dec. 11

Cattle
R— MayRaiders
7

8030
Drama
[20] Comedy
Squadron of Honor (56)
D. Terry-Mary Russell

(6 6)

C. Starrett-I. Meredith8203
Western
HU

Wide Open Faees (67)
man
Joe E. Brown-Jane
Wy8010
Comedy
HU
EP1 — Jan. 8; R — Apr. 23
Heroes
E.

of the Alamo

821
Comedy
[p
Love Is a Headache (68)
F. Tone-Gladys George
R — Jan. 15

214

820
Drama
[2i|
Mannequin
(95)
Tracy
Joan
Crawford-Spencer
R — Dec.

25; EP — Nov.

27

|~j~|
Comedy
215
Swing It Sailor (63)
W.
Ford-Isabel
Jewell
R— Nov.
20

818
ise for
Dram
y
Parad
Threea (75)
[2s| Comed
(For. Three Men in Snow)
n-F. Rice
Frank
R — Jan.Morga
29

|~4~|
Comedy
Everybody Sing (91)

819

Allan Jones-J. Garland
R — Jan. 29; EP — Dec. 18

(74)

Hodgins-L.

Chandler
8209
Western

HU
tern
Wes
|2j|
Tex
Rides
With the
Boy Scouts (66)
T. Ritter-M. Reynolds
Ri — Nov. 20

|

el)s
Mr.Barr
Bogg

Steps

Out

(67)

(For. Mr. Boggs ma
Buys 216
a
Dra
HU Comedy
Stu Erwin-H. Chandler
R — Nov. 27; EP — Oct. 16

Of

Human

Hearts

(100)

(For. Benefits Forgot)
822
Drama
HU
Walter
Huston-Beulah
Bondi
R — Feb.

12;

EP — Jan.

1

A Yank at Oxford (100)
823
Robert
Drama
edy
P| ComTaylor
R— Jan. 2*
Maureen O’Sullivan
Brri

3727
Western
[l2]
West of Rainbow's End
(57)
Tim
McCoy

[14]

Comedy

3726
Thrill
P

Every Day’s a Holiday
(79)
Mae West-Ed. Lowe
Chas. Butterworth
R — Jan.

fip|

1;

EPl — Oct.

Western

Paroled — To
Bob Steele
R — Jan. 22

Die

Where
the West Begins
3727
Western
Qj]
(55)
Jack Randall

3727
ical (76)
of aMus
Lifetime

Betty Grable-Johnny
Downs-Ben
Blue
R — Nov. 20; EP — Nov.

7124

(56)

Drama

817

Everybody’s Doing It
(67)
Pres. Foster-S. Ellers
R — Jan. 22

(14] Outdoor Drama
828
Hawaiian Buckaroo (58)
S. Ballew
R — Jan. 22
|l4| Comedy
Drama
829
, Change of Heart (106)
(For. Headline Huntress)
G. Stuart-M. Whalen
R — Jan. 8

p
Mama

7006
edy
ComWild
Runs
(66)
Truex

1 (For.

International

2033
Spy)

Wm.
Hall-Jane Wyman
R— Jan. 29; EP— Nov. 27

|~8~| Action Drama
FN274
Patient in Room
18 (59)
P. Knowles-A. Sheridan

Gen’l
Comedy
[T] Legionnaires
[iThree
(63)
1 Robt. Armstrong' L. Talbot
fl]

Drama

Three

of

a

Bvalyn

Invincible

Kind

i Chick Chandler
Knapp

Home
3719

Saleslady (65)
3724
Drama
[2]
Anne
Nagel-W.
Heyburn
R — Jan.
29

Evelyn Venable-Grant
Johnson
R—Rlchards-Hall
Feb. 6

Tlie Buccaneer
(127) 3728
Adventure
[4]
Fredric March-F. Gaal
R— Jan. 15; EP— Sept. 18

Scandal

R — Jan.

^
Charlie
Carlo

Warner
Field
R— Nov.

Danger

Comedy

(62)

820

Drama

H|]
(For.
Perfect Alibi)
Preston Foster

832
y
Myster
Chan
at Monte
(71)

Oland-Virginia

29; EP — Jan.

Street

Old Barn Dance (61)
G. Autry
7102
tern
RHU
— Jan. Wes
15

Outside

(68)

Feat. 891
[4] Animated
ow Dwarfs
Ji>®Sn
White and
Seven
(86) the
ters
Charac
by Walt

Radio

830
Comedy
[28] Musical
llappy
Landing
(101)
S. Henie-D. Ameche
R — Jan. 29; EP — Nov. 20

13

1 Met
(81)

My

Love

Again

Joan Bennett-Henry
Fonda
Drair '
RH
— U
Jan. 29

2019
Drama
p
The Jury’s Seeret (62)
Kent Taylor-Fay Wray
R — Jan. 15; EP1 — Dec. 4

l Com. FN253
[15] Musica
ood Hotel (109)
Hollyw
Dick Powell-F. Langford
R — Jan. 8

GB7002
c
HU Drama
Look
Out -Musi
for Love
(70)
Opt. (Girl in the Street)
A. Neagle-T. Carminati
EP — Jan. 1; R — June 4

Disney

R — Jan.

es y (109)
©Gol
Comed
Musical Folli
[4] dwyn
Menjou- Jepson-Ritzes
Bergen & McCarthy
5;

EP — Nov.

(74)

a
ng on
Dram
the
Putti
HU Mus.
(70) reissue
Harry
Richman
Joan Bennett

Artc’ma
Ritz

(50)

3733

of

Paradise

7007

Phil
Regan-Penny
Musical
R[7]
— Feb. 19
Singleton

City

Revels

(90)

Bob Burns-Jack Oakie823
ical
Mus
RHU
— Feb. 5;
EP— Jan. 29

1938
Big Broadcast of
3730
HU Musical Comedy
(90)
W. C. Fields-M. Raye
R — Feb. 19; EP — Nov 27

Born

to

Be

Wild

(66)

R.

Byrd-D.
Weston
Drama
HU

7020

Bringing Up Baby (100)
739
Comedy
p Hepburn-Cary
K.
Grant
R — ‘Feb. 19; EP— Nov. 27

20

Checkers

(78)

R — Dec.
11
834
Drama
Jane
Withers-Stu.
Erwin
dy
HU Come

Buroness and Butler (80)
P
Comedy
Drama
835
Wm.
Powell-Annabella
R — Feb. 19; EP— Jan. 8
County Chairman
(88)
p
Comedy
Drama
873
W. Rogers-E. Venable

Sawyer (99)
©Adventures
of

m

Tom

Drama
edy
ComKelly-May
HU
Tommy
Robson-Ann Gillis

r — Feb. 19; EP — Sept. 11

CO

Singing Outlaw
(57) 2055
Western
H|]Baker
Bob
R — Jan. 15

The Black Doll (67)
2014
Mystery Drama
HU Grey-Donald
N.
Woods
R — Jan. 29; EP — Dec. 25

[~0~| ComedyIntruder
Drama (66)
2016
Midnight

Forbidden Valley (67)
p
Outdoor Drama
2035

D. Haywood-B.
Read
R — Jan. 29; EP — Jan.

Noah
Beery
R —Robinson
April
23

WB231
rtown Drama
Borde
(90) reissue
HU Action
Paul Muni-Bette Davis

Swing Your Lady (79)
Frank Com
McHugh
WB211
edy
HU
Humphrey
R
— Jan. 15 Bogart

Kid

e
Invisible Menac
(55)
WB224
HU Mys. Drama
(For. Without Warning)
Boris Karloff-Marie
Wilson
R — Nov. 13

Kathleen (65)
Hoffberg
Drama
HU
R— Feb.
12
Sally
O’Neill-Tom
Burke

|~5~| Comedy
Drama
Blondes
at Work
(60)
G.

Farrell-B.

|~j]of
Wife

Three Broadway Atlan
Girlstic
Comedy
HU
( . . ) reissue
(For. Greeks Had
a
Word
for Them.)
Joan Blondell

MacLane

Drama
General
Ling GB

(72)
Griffith
R — Feb. 6Jones-Inkijinoff

Guy

Abraham
Lincoln
Artc’ma
[5] His. Drama
(86) reissue
Walter
Huston
Una
Merkel

B
K

8

International
Settlement
[4~| Action Drama
826
(84)
(For. Shanghai Deadline)
Dolores Del Rio
R — Jan. Sanders
29
George

R — Feb.

Trail

Toin Keene
Western
ge|

(64)
3729

15

Painted

Choir

Lew
Ayres-Louise
Drama
HU
R—
Feb. 12
Campbell

Invincible

Easy Money (70)
Onslow StevensKay Linaker

jT] Comedy

Purple Vigilantes n (59)7114
Wester
HU Three
The
Mesquiteers
R— April 30

Double

Dram
]
The
(69) a
J21Rat
Anton Walbrook
R. Chatterton

Drama
[m]
Action for Slander (80)
Clive Brook-Ann
Todd
R — Jan. 29

[JT| Melodrama
; Spy Ring (61)

Hopalong
Cassidy
R —(70)
Dec. 11

Kentucky
ma
Dra

30

Mary Boland-E.
R — Dec. 25

[14] Comedy

13

3755
n
Partners
of ter
the Plains
Wes
[28]

My
Old
(72)
[9]

1

Comes Back (62)
WB214
a
HU Action Dram
Wayne
Morris-June
Travis
R — Feb. 19

Daredevil

Drivers

(59)

jr.-Frances

Find It (97)
Is Wliere You
©Gold
EN255
HU Outd’r Drama
Geo. Brent-Olivia de
R —Havilland
Jan. 29

1

FN279
a
Dram
n ll-Be
verly
HU Actio
Dick
Purce
Roberts
R — Mar. 5

It

Couldn’t Have Happened (64)
Invin
Drama
HU
Reg. Denny-Jack LaRueEvelyn Brent

Girl Was
Young
R — Jan. 29
N. Pilbeam-D. De
HU Mys. Drama
R — Mar. 5
Young
Pushkin
Drama
p

(70)
Marney
GB7004

(85)
Amkino

&
bl*

%22

Kibbee

i

AUGUST.

Hooking
T O

Hhati

J

CURRENT

GUIDE

|

p
Mystery
Who
Killed
ton? (61)

MARCH

26

FEBRUARY

Drama
8038
Gail Pres-

(For. Murder
time)

In

Wyn
Cahoon-Don
R — May
14

5

Ri — Feb.

Making
the Headlines
(65)
Drama
[jo| Action
(For. House of Mystery)
Jack
Holt-B.
Roberts
R — Jan. 8

EP — Oct.

29;

30

Terry

EP — Jan.

217

825
dy
Come
[j]
Merrily
We
Live (95)
Constance
Bennett
Brian Aherne
R — Mar.

5;

EP — Feb.

12

16

3725
Drama
[23]
Port of Missing Girls
(64)
H. Carey-J. Allen
R— Mar. 6

P
Western
3758
Cassidy of Bar 20 (56)
Wm.
Boyd
(Hopalong
series)
R — Feb. 13

p
Mystery Drama
7021
Hollywood Stadium
Mystery (66)
N. Hamilton
R — Feb. 26

3731
(79)

Gladys Swarthout-John
Boles-J. Barrymore
R— Feb. 26

[Y|
Prison

a
Dram
Nurse
(67)

7008

Henry Wilcoxon-Marian
Marsh

p
Western
7125
Thunder in the Desert(56)
Bob Steele-B. Stanley
R — May
21

821
Drama
P
Night Spot (72)
Joan Woodbury-Allan
Lane
R — Mar. 19

[25] Comedy
Drama
830
Love on a Budget (64)
S. Deane-Jed Prouty
R — Jan. 15

29 30

[41

822

Comedy

m
Musical
Sally, Irene

Comedy
827
and Mary

(86)
F. Allen-Faye-Hovick
R— Mar. 6

T

|j§| Musical
Girl
of the
(119)

3732
(70)

[~7~| Western
7115
Call the Mesquiteers (55)
(For. Desert Trail Riders)
Lynn
Roberts
Three
R — Mar.Mesquiteers
5

[il| Com. Calls
with (73)
Music
Hawaii
B. Breen-Irvin Cobb
EP — Feb. 5; R — Mar.

5;

EP — Jan.

1938
T

F

S
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9 10 11 12 13 14 15
16 17 18 19 20 21 22
23 24
30 31

25 26

27 28 29

APRIL

26

in Paris

W

(67)

When

G-Men

2
Step

In

Lederer-Frances
Drama
[2—4]
EP
Jan. 29; R — May 28

R — Mar. 26 drama
Melo Wells
Don
|H Terry-J.
(60)

He Loved an Actress
217
Drama
p (63)

Spirit of Youth (66)
fl~[ Action Drama
299
R — Jan.
8
Harris
Joe
Louis-Edna
Mae

Lyon-Lupe

8022

Velez

p
Comedy
Drama
828
Judge
Hardy’s
Children
(77)
Lewis Stone
R — Mar. Parker
26
Cecilia

Rom.Grande
3715
Rio
Carroll
EP— Feb.

26

PerilMelodrama
(66)
p]
3733
Bulldog Drummond’s
J. Barrymore
L.— Campbell
R
Mar. 19

Bluebeard’s Eighth Wife
3734
(86)Comedy
Rom.
- |25]
C. Colbert-G. Cooper
R — Mar. 26; EP — Jan. 8

King
of Drama
the Newsboys
P
7009
York)
(68)
(For. Sidewalks of New

Tip-Off Girls (62)
R|T|
— Mar.
19
Melodrama
L.
Nolan-M.
Carlisle 3735

Arson Gang Busters
P
Melodrama
R — Apr.
9
Bob
Livingston
Rosalind Keltb

(65)
7022

Condemned

(76)

Mack

Women

813
ma
Dra
Rn— Mar.
12
Sally
Eilers-Louis
Hayward

(80)
P Farm Musical
837
SJsRebecca
of Sunn} brook
Shirley

Temple

Randolph Scott
R — Mar. 12; EP — Nov.

13

Mr.(63)Moto’s Gamble
819
Melodrama
p
P. Lorre-R. Hudson
EP — Apr. 23; R — Apr. 2

Island in the Sky (67)
|~jf|
Drama
843
Gloria Stuart
Michael Whalen
EP — Mar. 12; R — Mar. 19

State
Police Drama
(63)
P
Action
Wm.
Hall9
R — Apr.

2029

Goodbye Broadway
(69)
2012
Comedy
p Brady-C.
A.
Winninger
EP — Feb. 19; R — Apr. 2

Nan
Grey-Jimmy
Savo
EP — Mar. 12; R — Apr.

of It (67)
Let’sMusical
Make
p
B.

Amk.

Wolf

T

15

2017
Crime
I)r. Hallet
(68)
a
[H] of Dram
Ralph Bellamy-Barbara
Read
EP — Jan. 29; R — Mar. 19

P
Musical
2002
Mad About Music (96)
D. Durbin-H. Marshall
R — Mar. 6; EP — Dec. 11

NEOUS

CELLA

[26] Com.
Drama
Ballad of Cossack
Golota (83)
R — Mar. 19

3

M

The Gaiety Girls (73)
fl8] Musical Comedy
Patricia Ellis
Jack Hulbert

P
Western
2056
Border Wolves (56)
Bob Baker
R — Mar. 5

WB226
Twin

S

4
5
6
7
8
9 10
11 12 13 14 15 16 17
18 19 20 21 22 23 24
25 26 27 28 29 30

Ben

19

OCTOBER.

S

6

P
Comedy
Drama
Storm in a Teacup (86)
Vivien Leigh-Rex Harrison
R — Dec. 4

[26] Com. Drama
Penrod and His
Brother (62)
Mauch
Twins
R — Jan. 15

T

846

|jj|
Drama
838
Walking Down
BroadWay
(69)
(For. Six Girls)
Claire Trevor-Michael
Whalen
R — Feb.

175

OperettaWest
827
Golden

2;

W

MARCH

Forbes

|i6] Musical
Rose
of the
(60)
Movita-John

T

12

Francis

[9] of the
Western
Code
Rangers
Tim McCoy
R — April 16

Wong-Gail

1938
F

M

Lone

Nelson Eddy- Jeanette
MacDonald
EP — Jan. 8; R — Mar.

3729
(57)

SEPTEMBER,
S

19

[ll]
826
The
FirstComedy
100 Years (73)
(For. Wooden
Wedding)
Robt. Montgomery
Virginia Bruce
EP — Mar. 5; R — Mar. 19

[jl| Melodrama
Dangerous
to Know

S

31

Damaged
Goods (60)
|is|
Drama
Phyllis Barry
Pedro de Corboda

Anna
May
R —Patrick
Mar. 5

F

R — May
14
Alice
Moore-R.

R— Mar.
26
Lew
Ayres-Helen

Maid’s Night Out (61)
(Form. Certified)
J. Fontalne-A. Lane
R— Feb. 26

1938

W

Woman
Against
the 8040
World Drama
(62)
|i7|

R— Apr.

[~4~| Musical Comedy
Romance In the Dark

T

MARCH

12

Rolling
Caravans
ern (67)8210
West
[7]
E. Stewart-J. Luden

R1
Western
Frontier Town
(68)
Tex Ritter
R— Mar. 1#

R — Jan.

28

[3] Com. with Music 8009
Start Cheering (79)
nolly
Jimmy
Durante-W. Con5;

M

1
2
3
4
8
6
7
8
9 10 11 12 13
14 15 16 17 18 19 20
21 22 23 24 25 26 27

RELEASES

MARCH

Swing-

p
Comedy
Drama
824
Arsene Lupin Returns
(82)
Melvyn Douglas-Virginia
Bruce

S

Com.

M’ drama

FN259

A

Slight Case of Murder
(85)
Edw. Robinson- Jane
Bryan
R — Feb. 12

Inv.
a
Dram
m
Brilliant
Marriage (62)
Joan Marsh-Ray
Walker

[i2| Com. Drama
WB216
Love, Honor and Behave
(71)
(For. Everybody
Was
Very NiceJ

He Couldn’t Say
p
Comedy
Frank
McHugh

No (57)
WB221

Rogers-J.

Jezebel

aDrama
Night 2041

Iteckless
Living
(69) 2021
|~j~| Comedy
Drama

The

Last

Stand

9

(56)

B.
Baker-C.
Moore
R-June
4
Western
[T|

2057

Clyde

(104)

R — Mar.
5
Jane
Wyman

B.
Fonda WrB204
Drama
p Davis-H.
EP — Dec. 18 ; R — Mar. 19

Sailing
Along
(80)GB7003
[15] Musical
Com.
R — Matthews-R.
'Apr. 9
J.
Young

Bum)
Heart
of New York
(..)
p
Drama-Mus.
Atlantic

[~2~| Melodrama
WB212
Over
the Wall (59)
R— Mar.
19
John
Litel-June
Travis

Wayne
Morris-P. Lane
R — Feb. 26; EP— Jan. 29

Ski
Drama (78)Amkino
|i2|Battalion
R — April 16

Be
(64) Arte’m
reissue
a
Drama
Mus. lf
|i2| Yourse
Fanny
Brice
Robt. Armstrong

(For. Hallelujah
A1 Jolson

I’m

a

(Reissue) (..)
GB7014
t Answer
Drama
1 Doesn’
F.
Action
[Y| P.
(Form. F. P.
Leslie Fenton
Jill Esmond

1)

Lenin In October (91)
R — April 30
Amkino
Drama
p

NOVEMBER,
8

M

T

W

1

1938
T

F

S
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5
2
13
6
7
8
0
15 16
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80 81 88 83
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87 88 80 30

10

11

DECEMBER,
M

s

T

W

4 185 136
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19
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JANUARY,

1938
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RELEASES

30

APRIL

9

APRIL

16

17

[20]
Comedy
There’s Always a
Woman
(80)

tern
Wes
Overland
Express
(55)
|H|
(For. The Trail Blazer)
Buck Jones
Marjorie Reynolds
R — Apr. 9

8006

J. Blondell-M. Douglas
EP — Mar. 5; R — Mar. 26
|l8| Action
Drama (65)
8021
Flight
Into Nowhere
J. Holt
R — Mar. 19

218

Zamboanga
(60)
m
Native Cast.
R— April 23

[22I Melodrama
International
Crime
Rod LaRocque
Astrid Allwyn
R — Apr. 23

[22]
Teat

Extortion

(58)
8036
Melodrama
[25]
S.
Colton-M. Russell

Action
Drama
Pilot (118)

7

Main Event (55)
[5] Action Drama
R — May
14
J. Wells-R. Paige

MAY
8037

Whirlwind
Horseman
Western
[7|
Ken
Maynard
(58)

23

EP — Jan.

7186
Western
|j]
Fend Maker
(56)
Bob Steele R — Apr. 16
[4]
Drama
7010
Invisible Enemy
(65)
3. Henry Gordon
Tala Birell
R — Apr.

1;

R — Apr.

|m]
Western
Outlaws of Sonora
Three Mesquiteers
R— April 30

(68)
3757

Gun

2

884
Comedy
[|]
This Marriage Business
(71)
Victor Moore-V. Lester
EP — Mar. 5; R — Mar. 19

3737
23

Dr.

Rhythm

(80)

l
B.
Crosby-Bea
Lillie
R—
April Mus
30 ica
[6]

826
jr.

Rogers

Smoke

Stolen
3739

Call of the Yukon (70)
7011
gjj] Adv. Drama
(For. Thunder in
Alaska)
R — Apr. 23
R. Arlen-B. Roberts

R.

[15]
Comedy
Joy of Living (91)
I. Dunne-Fairbanks
R — Mar. 26

College
(87)
j29| Com. Swing
with music

M. Raye-Burns-Allen
EP — Jan. 15; R — Apr.

Western
[2q| Western
Under
Stars

(57)

Heaven

3740

(88)

3738
Melod’ma
Rom.
|X3] Raymond-O.
G.
Bradna
EP — Feb. 6; R — Apr. 30

Patricia

Ellis

7800
(66)

R — Apr.

16

|22]
Comedy
825
Go
Chase
Yourself (70)
Joe Penner-Lucille Ball
EP — Mar. 19; R — Apr. 16

Law
the Underworld
|~s] ofMelodrama
827
C. (61)
Morris-Ann
EP — Mar.

Shirley

12; R — Mar.

26

Vivacious

Lady

(90)

[13]
Comedy
740
G. Rogers-J. Stewart
EP — Jan. 29; R — May
7
Gun

Law

(60)

Geo.
R — May 881
14
Western
[l3|O’Brien;

Y|
Western
848
Rawhide
(58)
Lou Gehrig-S. Ballew
R— Mar. 19

[Ts] Comedy
Drama
©Divorce of Lady X
(91)
Vlerle Oberon
R — Jan. 22

|l5|
Drama
840
IjSln Old Chicago (110)
T. Power-Alice Faye
R — Jan. 8

[X6| Romantic
©Adventures
Polo (104)

dy
Battle
Broadway
[22] ofCome

845
(84)

V. McLaglen-L.
Hovick
EP — Mar. 19; R — Apr. 2

Adven.
of Marco

G. Cooper-Slg. Gurie
R — Feb. 19; EP — Aug.

Sally Ellers-Paul Kelly
EP — Mar. 19; R — Apr. 16

Four
and aaPrayer
848
[29]Men Dram
(85)
Loretta Young
Richard Greene
EP — Feb. 26; R — Apr. 30

|~g~| Comedy
Drama
A Trip to Paris (64)

847

Shirley Deane-J. Prouty
EP — Apr. 2; R — Mar. 26

Kentucky
Moonshine
(85)
|X3] Com. with Music 844
Ritz Bros.-Maj. Weaver
EP — Mar. 5; R — May
7

l.ife Begins at 40 (..)
[6~| Comedy
Drama
874
Will Rogers
(reissue)

Return
of the Scarlet
[29] Romantic
Adven.
Pimpernel (80)
S.
R — Stewart-B.
Apr. 16

14

[l5|
Drama
2022
Nurse From
Brooklyn
(67)

Barnes

[22] Mystery
Drama
2027
Lady
in the Morgue
(70)
Preston Foster
Patricia Ellis
EP — Mar. 26; R — May 14

Sinners in Paradise (65)
|6~|Half
Drama
(For.
to
Shanghai) Way
J. Boles-M. Evans
EP — Apr. 2; R — May

7

Air
Devils (60)
R-May
[l3| Action
Drama
203814
D. Purcell-Mamo
Clark
Frankenstein
[l5|
Boris

WB332
|[|] Melodrama
Accidents Will Happen
(62)
R. Reagan-G.
Blondell
R— April 30

Melodrama

Trail

Romance
on the Run
(68)
[xT]
Comedy
Drama
7083
R — May Woods
7
Donald

-

|T|

(66)

Jack Randall
Western
[g]

9

7116
(56)

Plains

That Kiss (74)
833
dy
Come
[X3|
D.
R —O’KeefeMay
14 M. O’Sullivan
Mickey Rooney

Two
Justice (57)
I24]GunWestern
3729
Tim
McCoy
R — June 4

Heart of
Arizona
ern
West
[22J
William. Boyd
R — Apr. 16

the

Hold

|l6|
Drama
3713
Female
Fugitive (56)
Evelyn Venable
C. Reynolds
R — -Apr. 16

|l5| Melodrama
3736
©Her
Jungle Love (81)
Dorothy
Lamour-Ray
Milland

of

8205
Western
C.
Stewart-Iris
Meredith
[l2]

221

831

3739
Men

Law

14

Call of West
the Rockies
(54)
8204
ern
[30]
C. Starrett-I. Meredith

214
(63)

C. Gable-M. Loy
EP — Jan. 22; R — Apr.

|u|
Western
Land
of Fighting
(53)
Jack Randall

MAY

APRIL 30

APRIL 23

|ia] Comedy
FN252
Fools for Scandal (79)
Carole Lombard
Fernand Gravet
EP — Jan.

22;

R — Mar.

19

|23| Com.AreDrama
Women
Like
P. (65)
O’Brien-K.
R — Apr. 16

FN261
That

Francis

Beloved Brat (62)
[30] Com.
Drama
FN267
B.
Costello
R — Granville-D.
Feb. 19

(71)

3072
Melodrama
Karloff-Mae Clark

|Y| Action
Drama
FN275
Torchy
Blane
in Panama
(59)
R
— Apr.
23
Paul
Kelly-Lola
Lane

Hood
[14]
Hist.(102)
Drama
FN251
^©Adventures
of Robin
Errol
R — MayFlynn
7
Olivia de Havilland

To the Victor
[Y] Drama
Will
Fyffe

Show Goes On (68)
Anna
Neagle
|l5[ Drama- Music
Tullio Carminati

Atlantic

Hell in a Circus ( . . )
(For. Constant Woman)
Conrad Nagel

Nights Artc’ma
YorkDrama
New
g|] Mus.
(68) reissue
Norma
Talmadge
Gilbert Roland

(78)
GB7005

Margaret
R—
Feb. 19Lockwood

GB

FEBRUARY.
S

Hooking
A
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30

28
JUNE

JUNE 4

11

Holiday

JUNE
(93)

JUNE 24

18

[15]
Drama
8001
K. Hepburn-C. Grant
EP — Apr. 9; R — May 21

Stage
g
John

Coach Days (58)
Western
8211
Luden-E. Stewart

West of Cheyenne
Charles Starrett

(53)

Iris Meredith
|30|
Western

|2p]

Western

Six Shoutin’ Sheriff
Ken Maynard

224

[~9~|for Western
Held
Ransom
(60) 222

(59)

Grant

Withers

Life Returns (60)
[ip]
Drama
Lois Wilson

|2o]
Comedy
830
Swiss Miss (73)
Laurel &
Hardy
EP — Feb. 19; R — May 14

g
Com. with Music 3740
Cocoanut Grove (94)
F. M’Murray
R — May 14

EP — Mar.

12

223

Lord

[27]
Yellow
Robert
Virg.

834

ma
Dra(83)
Jack
Montgomery
Bruce

R — May

28

Three
Drama(98) 832
[3] Comrades
Young
Taylor, Tone, Sullivan,
EP — Mar.

26;

R — May

g
PhantomWestern
Ranger (57)3730
Tim
McCoy

[27]
Hunted

[~3~] Rom. Drama
Farewell
to ArmsReis-3769
(79)

3741

(For. Crime
Gives
Orders)
EP — Apr.
D.
Carlisle
R — Nolan-M.
'May 21

G.

Cooper-Helen

Wife

(95)

836
D.
ma
DraDouglas
R
June 11
g— Rainer-M.

28

I22]
Drama
3799
Numbered
Women
(63)
(For. Private Nurse)
S.
R — Blane-J.
May 14 Arledge

Drama
Men
(67)

Toy

Hayes

Woman
Against Woman
Answer)
[17]
Drama
838

lost (81)
Romance
of the Limber[22] Outdoor Drama
3702
R — June 25
Jean Parker-Eric Linden

Prison
3742
Raft

Farm

(70)

Bar

[it]
Melodrama
R — Ross-L.
June
25 Nolan
S.

3743

2

|~6~|
Desert

7004
rama
[23] Melod
Gangs
of New York (67)
Chas. Bickford
Ann Dvorak
R — May 28

•

Western
Patrol
(56)

7127

[~3~| Melodrama
Saint in New
York
Louis Hayward
R
—
May
7
Kay
Sutton

14

[20]
Comedy
849
Rascals (77)
J. Withers-R. Hudson
R — Apr. 9

[27] Historical Drama
846
Kidnapped (90)
Warner
Baxter
Freddie Bartholomew
EP — Feb. 12; R — May 28

|~3~| Musical
.Josette
(70)

Comedy

D. Ameche-S.
EP — .Feb. 19

830
(72)

King
Kong Drama
(99)
[xo| Action
Fay

839

Simon

Justice

(70)

Riders of Black Hills (55)
|l5|
Western
7 ill
R — JuneMesquiteers
25
Three

Polly
829

20

Wm.
Boyd (Hopalong3758
Western
[24]
Cassidy) R — Apr. 16

Bob
Steele11
R
— June
Ladies in Distress
[13] Comedy
Drama
Alison
Skipworth

|2o|
Melodrama
Blind Alibi (61)
R. Dix-W. Bourne
EP — Apr. 2; R — May

(84)

(61)
(For. 25One Woman’s
R — June
V. Bruce-H. Marshall

Marines
Are Drama
Here (60)
[8~]
Comedy
3712
J. Travers-G. Oliver

You and Me (90)
|io]
Drama
R — June 4
Sylvia Sidney-Geo.

Jeff

g
Comedy
Drama
837
Freddie Bartholomew
R — June Rooney
25
Mickey

Wray-R.

Reissue

Armstrong

One Wild Night (72)
850
dy
Come
R|i5]
— May
14
June Lang-D. Baldwin

Moran;

R — June

Blond Cheat (62)
[it] Comedy
Drama
Derrick de Marney
Joan

Fontaine

R-May

(65)
7012
11

831
28

Three Blind Mice (75)
851
R [17]
— June Com
11
edy
L. Young-J.
McCrea

Blockade

Border G-Man
R — June 18
George
g

(60)

O'Brien
Western

Mr.
Moto (63)
Takes
Chance

882

a

819
Rg
— June Melod
18
rama
Peter Lorre-R.
Hudson

(85)

Madeleine Carroll
RHenry
— June Fonda
11
Drama
g

g

Action

Drama

Devil’s Party (67)
R — May
28
v
MoLaglen-B.
Roberts
jl5l Drama
Reis-3071
All Quiet on the Western Front (87)
Lew Ayres

CEL
LWAARNNFEE.OR U
S

[2l] Melodrama
FN277
Mystery House (56)
Dick Purcell
Ann Sheridan
R — May 14

MIv S

g
Com. Drama
Atlantic
Tonight or Never (..)
Melvyn Douglas
Gloria Swanson

(70)
[15] Before
Comedy
3073
Love
Breakfast
C.

Lombard-P.

2038

Young Fugitives (68)
D. Kent-R. Wilcox
[ir] Melodrama
Outlaw Express (56)
2059
Western
[ir]
(For. Pony
Express
Days) — Bob Baker

Foster

[15]
Comedy
Lady Tubbs (69)
A. Brady-D.

|~3~| Western
Western
Trails (57)
Bob Baker

3074

2010
Wives Dram
Under a
Suspicion
[3]
R
— June
11
(68)
Warren
William

Montgomery

[28] Action Drama
FN259
C ri me School (86)
H. Bogart-Gale Page
R — May 14

[~4~| Com. Drama
WB219
Little bred
Miss
Thorough(63)
Janet Kay
John Litel

Chapman

(97)
Gold
[H]

Diggers in Paris
WB206
Mus. Com.

Rudy
Vallee
R — May Lane
21
Priscilla

When
YVere You
[jg] Mys. Drama
(65) May
Anna
Wong

Born?
FN263

Margaret
R
— June 18Lindsay

Action
Crime

Over

Drama
London

White

Banners

(88)

Claude Rains-F. Bainter
EP — Feb. Dra
26; ma
R — June
4
YVB208
g

GB
(..)

Margot Grahame
Paul Cavanaugh
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S

1

JULY

9

2jJ Action Drama
Eigrhway Patrol (58)
1. Welis-R. Paige

Moo king Mhait

3
4
5
6
7
8
10 11 12 13 14 15
17 18 19 20 21 22
24 25 26 27 28 29
31

A

16

JULY

(is[ Western
Pioneer
Trail (55)
John

Luden-Joan

8212

Reformatory

GUIDE

23

JULY

835
Drama
Y]
ihoprvorn Angel ( . . )
'ames Stewart
Margaret Sullavan
Y] Adven. Drama
Port of Seven Seas
W.

Beery-M.

|~g~|
Western
Boilin' Plains (..)
Tex Ritter

226

[~g~| Comedy
Drama
Fast Company
(. . )
Melvyn Douglas
Florence Rice

[15] High
Melodrama
227
The
Command
(..)
Lionel Atwill

The Crowd Roars
(. . )
n Drama
[15] Actio
Robert
Taylor
Maureen

O’Sullivan

829
(81)

j

C011ENT

AUGUST

6
RELEASES

|

30

of Arizona (56)
8207
Western
|28| Starrett
Chas.
Iris Meredith

(61)

8019
Drama
l]
pity Streets (68)
For. City Shadows)
Leo Carrillo-E. Fellows
Y]
Melodrama
225
Married a Spy ( . . )
!Jeil Hamilton

/

(south

Drama
Action
[21]
Jack
Holt-C.
Winters
R
— June
25

Barclay

TO

Renfrew
on the Great228
ma
White
(..)
on Dra
ActiTrail
[22]
James

Newell

Terry

Walker

Love

Finds

Andy

Hardy
Drama

Too
to Handle
[~5~| Hot
Action
Drama

(..)

Clark

Loy

Gable-Myrna

1

Comedy
|22]
(.
.)
Mickey
Rooney-Judy
Garland-Lewis Stone

O’Sullivan
Barefoot
[Y~|
Western
3742
Man’s Country ( . . )
Jack Randall

|~8~|
Western
3854
Pride of thie West (55)
William Boyd (Hopalong
Cassidy)

Tropic
(78)
Comedy
[22] Holiday
Dorothy Lamour
Bob Burns

3744

Professor Beware
Harold
Comedy
[29] Lloyd
Phyllis Welch
Booloo ( . . )
Adventure
Colin
[22] Tapley
Suratna

|~4~] West, with Music 7163
Gold Mine in the Sky
(• •)
Gene

Autry-C.

Boy

Jackie Moran
[3]
Outdoor

(. . )
Drama

Give
a Sailor (..)
|~5]Me Comedy
Martha
Raye-Bob
Hope

(. . )

1

Drama

Asmara

[lil
Western
7128
Durango
Valley Raiders
(••)Steele
Bob

Hughes
[15] Girl
Drama
Army
(. . )
Madge
Evans
Preston Foster

7002

I
j]
aviiiR

Comedy
Wonderful

'ime (70)
linger Rogers
Oouglas Fairbanks
HP — Oct. 23
i— June 18

819

|~8~| Women
Drama(99) reissue
Little
K.

jr.

Tj
Drama
852
Vhvays Goodbye (75)
Barbara Stanwyck
lerbert Marshall

Hepburn-J.

[j~|
Crime
Allan

Bennett

Melodrama
836
Ring ( . . )
Lane-F. Mercer

853
Western
|Y[
Panamint’s Bad Man(60)
Smith
Ballew-B. Daw

[l5|
Mother
(••)

Com. Drama
833
Carey’s Chickens

Ruby Keeler-Ann
James
Ellison

I’m
From with
the City
. )
[22] Coml
Music( . 834
Joe Penner-ICay Sutton

Northern Flight ( . . )
[29] Action Drama
835
Chester Morris
Richard Dix

[22] Romantic
Drama( . .855
I’ll
Give a Million
)
Warner
Baxter

Little Miss
[29] Comedy

Marjorie

Shirley
(. .)
Jimmy

Shirley

[15]
Comedy
Passport
Husband
( . . 854
)
Stuart Erwin
Pauline Moore

Weaver

857
[8] to Comedy
Going
Be Rich (78)
Victor McLaglen
Gracie Fields

Algiers (..)
Charles Boyer
Drama
[22]
Sigrid Gurie

T]
Action Drama
danger on the Air
Donald Woods-Nan
T]

Prison

(. . )
Grey

Break

Young in Heart (..)
Janet Gaynor
Drama
[29] Comedy
Douglas Fairbanks jr.

(. . )

Letter of
(• .)Com.
|29|

Barton
MacLane
odrama
Mel
[22]
Glenda Farrell

Comedy

Bergen
Andrea

"age of Paris (78)
Janielle Darrieux
1— June

Introduction
with Music

and McCarthy
Leeds

18

[~9~| Com. Music WB2I7
Cowboy
From
Brooklyn
(77)
R — June 18
Dick Powell Priscilla Lane
|~9]
My
Bill Drama
(60)
K. Francis-D. Moore
R — June 25

1]
Drama
three on a Weekend
(Margaret Lockwood
John Lodge
|l— June

Broadway856
Drama

Temple
Durante

ayne Morris
Priscilla
Lane
R — June 25

Trouble
(60)
Penrod’s
Drama
Com.Double
[23]
Mauch
Twins
R — April 2

FN

Amazing Dr. Clitterhouse
(• •)
drama
Melo
Edw.
Robinson
[30] G.
Claire

Trevor

GB
(72)

11

iOFFICE

FN

[ie] Com.
Drama
WB215
Men
Are Such
Fools
(69)

July 2, 1938

[15] Musical Comedy
GB
Evergreen (..) reissue
Jessie Matthews
Barry Mackay

Strange

Boarders

Tom Walls
Drama
|Y[
Renee Saint-Cyr

(- . )
GB

All sorts of
the trio when
zle contest.

£hott5
Numerals

Following

Title

Tassels in the Air (18)
Apr. 1
Signpainters, prattling in
pig
Latin, are mistaken for high-class
French decorators and get a free
hand in a swanky
household.
Three Goofy Gobs ( . .)
July 29
Wee Wee Monsieur (17) . .Feb. 18, ’38
Stranded in France after the war,
the three complicate their problems by joining the
Foreign
Legion.

Are

Running

Time.
Date Is National Release, 1938, Unless
Otherwise Specified.
Indicates short of the week
rating.
©Indicates

WORLD

©Quebec

Artcinema
MUSICAD
Produced

CLASSICS
by Hugo Reisenfeld
(Reissues)

Dec.
Apprentice,

Jan.

31, ’37
29, ’38

Columbia
AUU-STAR

COMEDIES

the sheriff’s daughter.
marry
Time Out for Trouble (19) . ■ . .Mar. 18
Charlie Chase arouses the underworld by fooling around with a

)

0

(19) . .Feb. 4, ’38
Mixup
Doggone
who can’t say no
Harry Langdon
to a salesman becomes over-bought
on troubles.
Ankles Away
(19)
May 13
Andy Clyde.
Mar. 2o
Cucltoorancho (16 %)
Complications when two wanderers
are mistaken for rich Americans
by a Mexican rancher.
(18) . . . .Jan. 21, ’38
Fiddling Around
Detectives Monty Collins and Tom
Stradivarius
a
guard
Kennedy
while crooks get away with all.
Halfway to Hollywood (n'/a) . . July 1
(19%) .. Apr. 15
Jump
Chump
Jump
Clyde falls for a
Firechief Andy
school teacher.
©Old Raid Mule, The (19) . . . .Mar. 4
Clyde is a sucker for barAndy
gains and gets talked into many a
bad one.
Apr. 29
The Mind Needer (18)
Charlie Chase.
June 4
The Soul of a Heel (16y2)
Andy Clyde has a time trying to
A

gangster’s

sweetie.

COLOR

RHAPSODIES

Merry-Go-Round
Feb. 17, ’38
^9) Butterfly ( . . )
Poor
July 4
May 13
Big Birdcast (8)
©The
(6) . . . .Mar. 11
Foolish Bunny
©The
June 3
Shopping (7)
Window
on

©Horse

the

COMMUNITY

No.
No.

65

SING

(10)
No. 7 (Gus

Van — Song

21, ’38

Jan.

(Song Parade)
(Cowboy
Songs)

25, 38

Feb.
Shop)

Mar.

(10)
(10)
No. 8
Songs the folks
No. 9 (..)
No. 10 (. .)
KRAZY
KAT

to

used

18

May 6, ’38
sing.
June 25
J«'y 4

ISrazy Magic
(7)
May 20
Krazy’s Travel Squawks
(..).July4
The
Auto Clinic (7)
Mar. 4
The Little Buckaroo
(6)
Apr. 11
Sad Little Guinea Pigs (..).. Feb. 22
NEW

SPORT

THRILLS

Feminine Fun
(10)
Feb. 18, ’38
Snow
Foolin’ (10)
Jan. 21, *38
May 10, ’38
Sport Stamina (10)
Unusual Hunting
(10) .. -Mar. 15, ’38
SCRAPPY

CARTOONS

Scrappy’s Playmates (7)
Scrappy’s Trip to Mars
(7)
SCREEN
SNAPSHOTS
No.
No.

6
7

(9)
(10)

Apr.

27

Feb. 4, ’38
(Series 16)
Feb.

No. 8 (10)
No. 9 (10)
No. 10 (10)
No. 11 (10)
No. 12 (. .)
SPECIAL

4, ’38
Mar. 4

Apr. 1,
Apr. 29,
May 27,
June 24,
July

Wealthy

and

(10)

.Apr.

Mar.

Dumb
May

All’s Fair (10)
The Cabin Kids

20

Feb.

29

25, ’38

(7) . .Apr.
Orchestra

1, '38
'38
*38
*38
’38
10
’38
’38
29
15
*38
24

(10) .. .Apr.

22

(11)
Mar. 25, '38
Horace Lapp and Orchestra.
Return of the Buffalo
(10)
Apr. 8, '38
Sky Fishing (10)
Feb. 25, '38
Songbirds of the North Woods
(10)
Feb. 11
We Eive in Two Worlds
(..)
TWO
Beautiful
(19)
Buster

May

27, '38

REEEERS
But
West

have some
conceited
shop.

Dummies
and

fun with
manager

Tom

at

the

Beach

(..)...

Blue Monday
(9)
Captain’s Pup (9)
Cleaning House
(8)
Poultry Pirates (9)

.June

25

Apr. 2,
Apr.
Feb.
Apr.

’38
30
19
16

FITZPATRICK
TRAVELTALKS
In Technicolor
Beautiful Budapest
(9)
Czecho-Slovakia on Parade
(0)
Glimpses
Glimpses
(8)
Natural

Apr.

16

June
of Austria (9) . . . .Feb.
of New
Brunswick

11
19

Mar.

19

Bonders

of

the

West (10)
Paris on Parade (..)
Rural Sweden
(8)

Jan.

22, ’38
July 9
May 14

Captain Kidd’s Treasure
The(10)
Face Behind the MaskJan.

22, ’38

(11)
The Ship That Died
MINIATURES

19, ’38
19, ’38

25, *38

CHEST

Kingdom
for a Horse
Music From
the Stars

Day

KIDS

HARMAN-ISING

(. .)
Jan. 21,
Devil of the Deep (..).. .May 27,
Gandy
the Goose (6)
Mar. 4,
Happy and Encky (..).. .Mar. 18,
Here’s to Good Old Jail (. .) . .June
His Off Day
(. .)
Feb. 4,
Just Ask Jupiter (7)
Feb. 18,
Maid in China (7)
Apr.
Robinson Crusoe's Broadcast
(7)
Apr.
The Big Top (..)
May 13,
The East Indian (..)
June
TREASURE

A

THE

Little Bantamweight
. . . . Mar. 12, ’38
HISTORICAL
MYSTERIES

TERRY-TOONS
A Mountain Romance
Bugs Beetle and His

Mar. 25, '38
Patricola

(11)
Feb. 26,
Stroke of Genius (11)
Feb. 5,
(JTIiat Mothers Might Live
(10)
Apr.
The Forgotten Step (10) . .May 7,
Tupapao
(. . )
June
MUSICAL

’38
’38
30
’38
11

M-G-M
Released
OUR

NEWS
OF THE
twice weekly.
GANG

DAY

COMEDIES

Awful

Tooth,

The

Bear
Came

Facts
(11)
the Brawn

(. . )

May

28

Mar. 3, ’38
Apr. 16

(11)

in a

Tub

(10) . Mar.

SMITH

26, ’38

SPECIALTIES

OFrlend
Indeed (10)
Man’s friend, the dog.
Jungle Juveniles No. 2

Jan.

is mistaken

for

a

famous

for

Money

1, ’38

and

(10) . . . . Apr.

30

Apr. 9, ’38
June 18
May 28

(10) ... .Feb.

Hardy

19, ’38

Reissues

An Evening Alone (9)
How
to Figure Income

May

14

New

Jan.

17, ’38

BETTY

BOOP

CARTOONS

Up to Date (7)
Feb. 25
Junior and Pudgy go hunting, with
amusing results.
Honest. Love and True (7)... Mar. 25
Out of the Inkwell (7)
Apr. 22
Riding the Rails (7)
Swing School (7)
The Lost Kitten (7)
COLOR

Jan.

28, ’38
May 27
June 24

CLASSICS

Hold It (8)
Hunky
and Spunky (7)
T.ittle Lamb.v (7)
The Tears of an Onion

Apr. 29
June 24
Dec. 31
(7).. Feb. 25

HEADLINER

CRIME

DOESN’T

Bob

PAY

A Criminal Is Born (21)
June 25
Come
Across (20)
May 14
{JMiracle Money
(21)
Mar. 26
QWhat
Price Safety (21)... Feb. 5
The
penalty exacted
by
cheap
contracting.

(10)
Bureau

Apr. 1
Standards
In

of

Washington, trained
pine aqueduct.
10 (10)

fish

and

No.

Al-

May

6

Chesapeake
fishermen ■— • camera
studies of clouds —
feeding the
animals.
No. 11 (10)
Alpine streams, a
Guadalupe
Islands,
of California.
No. 12 (10)

June 3
visit to the
and vineyards
July

Gigantic farming — Steaming
ery— a day in a dog’s life.
POPEYE
CARTOONS

Crosby

and

His

©No.
3 (10)
Newest
wrinkles
©No. 4 (10)
No. 5 (10)
No. 6
(10)
SCREEN

1

scen-

Orchestra

Easy on the Ice (10)
Henry King and his
Shirley Foster.

June 3
orchestra with

Hall’s Holiday
(10)
George
Hall and
with Dolly Dawn.

his

Apr. 8
Orchestra

Himber
Harmonies
(10) . Jan. 28, ’38
A typical day in the life of Richard Himber and His Orchestra.

Apr.
May

Jan.
science.

In

15
20

14, ’38
Mar. 18
May 13
July 8

SONG

Thanks for the Memory
(7). Mar. 25
Bert Block and orchestra supply
the music.
You Leave Me Breathless (7) . May 27
Dorsey and orchestra.
the Words Right Out

of
My
Mouth
(8)
Cartoon
plus Jerry
orchestra.

Jan.and
28, his
'38
Blaine

RICE

SPORT-

Cops and Robbers (10)
Mar. 25
A chase in which a black bear and
mountain lion are captured.
Fascinating Adventure, A (10) Feb. 25
A modern Tarzan and
tures tn the streams
Florida.
Looking

(10)
Refuting

Be

M-G-M

Styles
In the
sun, Newcanine
York’s beauty
army
of
night
workers,

Good

Paramount

sur-

Wanna
Be a Model? (16) .Feb. 25, '38
Jefferson Machamer.
Winner Lose All (..)
June 17
Charles Kemper
devotes his time
to puzzle contest and almost loses
his girl because he signed away
the prize rights in a $50,000 contest.

PICTORIAL

LIGHTS
GRANTLAND

Audioseopiks

(8)

Entertainment on Uncle Sol’s radio
hour
with
Eddie
Lambert
and
Beverly Sills.

PARAMOUNT

No.
(10)
4, ’38
The7 Yerkes
Observatory, Feb.
Autumn
in the Alps and the Shadow
Man.
No.
8 (10)
Mar. 4
shop.

Tax

SPECIAL
OThe

Sing for Sweetie (19)
Apr. 15
geon.
Gangsters
interfere with Lee Sullivan’s plans for the elopement
but he manages.
Uncle Sol Solves It (19)
Feb. 11

Jungle Glimpses (10)
Mar. 25
A
colorful camera
trip through
South American
tropics.
The Bike Parade (10)
Apr. 22
The saga of the bicycle from 1900
Husing.
to the present. Narrated by Ted

Jimmy
Yon Took
22, ’38

(8) to Raise a Baby
Mar. July
19, ’382
How
(9)....
Music Made
Simple (8)
Apr. 16

Money on Your Eife (. .) .May 13, '38
Revolutionary antics with
Kemper and Kaye.
Pardon My Accident (17) . . . .June 10
Willie Howard
fakes an accident
and

Modeling

County Hospital (19)
Jan.
ROBERT
BENCHLEY

Jan. 28, '38
Howard
as Pierre, the human bloodhound for a
wealthy
famllv, gets fired when his phoney
French is discovered and gets involved with racketeers.

PARAGRAPHICS
California Giants (11) ... .Jan. 28, ’38
Story of the giant redwood tree.
Crime Fighters (10)
May 20
Depicting the thorough training a
police officer undergoes.
Find What’s Wrong
(10) . . . . June 17
Gold (10)
Feb. 25
The gold mines of South Africa,
some of his gadgets.

Learn Polikness (7)
Feb. 18, ’38
Let’s Celebralce (9)
Jan. 21, ’38
Plumbing Is a “Pipe” (7)... June 17
The House Builder-Upper (7). Mar. 18
POPULAR
SCIENCE
(In Cinecolor)

Men

Laurel

(18)
Willie

18, ’38

Three

Three on a Rope
REISSUES

Retail hijinks with Herman
Timberg Jr. and Pat Rooney Jr.
Miss They Missed, The

I.isten to Lucas (10)
Feb.
Clyde Lucas and Orchestra.
PARAMOUNT
NEWS
Released twice weekly.

Big Chief Ugh-Amugh-Ugh
(7)
I Yam
Love Sick (8)

©Penny’s Party (9)
Story of Dr. Cnrver (..)
Surf Heroes (10)

Jitter Bugs ( . . )
May 20, '38
Buster West and Tom Patricola recover a stolen bracelet after they
steal a turkey.
Eove and Onions (19)
Mar. 11

REPORTER

No. 3
(10)
Mar. 10
Ted Husing introduces us to Mark
Warnow
and band, Rio Brothers,
Vic Heide and Freddy Rich and
orchestra.

Canned
Fishing (11)
Feb. 12, ’38
Feed ’Em and Weep
(11) .May 17, ’38
Hide and Shriek (..)
June 18

Cute Crime (..)
Jefferson Machamer.

29, '38

Wynn.
STAR

No. 9
The

COMEDIES

Billy Rose’s Casa Manana
(21)
Mar. 26
Snow Gets in Your Eyes (20). May 14
The Canary Comes Across
(21)
Jau. 29
Gay doings of a prison glee club
with Erik Rhodes.

(9)
Jan. 29, ’38
La Savate (8)
Mar. 12, ’38
Humorous
account of French sport
in which opponents rely mainly on
their feet.

Apr.

Queens of the Air (10)
July 8
Vincent Lopez and his orchestra,
Benay Venuta, Hollace Shaw, Jean
Ellington, Betty Hutton and Nan

©An
Optical Poem
(7) . . - Mar. 5, ’38
In Technicolor.
Hollywood Handicap
(10) . . . .May 28
Life in Some Town, USA

PETE

a near-sighted,
of a
fashion

Mar.
(10) Feb.

Cactus Caballeros (19)
May 27
Harry Gribbon and Joey Haye, although scared stiff, set out after
a Mexican bandit and succeed in
capturing him.
Cupid Takes a Holiday (16) . Feb. 4
Danny Kaye seeks a bride through
a marriage agency.

’38
’38
’38
’38
29

The New
Nation (..)
June 1
Story of Czechoslovakia.
Jungle Babies ( . • )
June 1
THREE
STOOGES
COMEDIES
Healthy,
(16)

(..)...

(Distributed through 20th-Fox)
SONG
AND
COMEDY
HITS

The

(9)

COLOR

Educational

Americans Come, The (9) .Apr. 30, ’38
Glorious Vamp, The (9) . .Feb. 26, ’38
Irish Fantasy
(9)
Mar. 26, ’38
Second Hungarian Rhapsody

(9)
Wizards’

IN

©Friendly Neighbors
Views of Ontario.

color.

CAPTAIN
AND
CARTOONS

things happen
to
Curly wins a puz-

that

Winners

the

many

his advenof Central

of

popular
the

Jan.
28, ’.38
conception

feminine

cham-

pions of sports
are “muscle
molls.”
Red, White
and Blue
Champions
(10)
May 20
A unique group of aquatic youngsters of the Panama
Canal zone.
Win, Plaee or Show
(10) . . . . Apr. 22
Humlan
yarn of the Hialeah interest
racing track.
Strike
(10)
ing.
Not baseball
UNUSUAL

but

a reel

June 17
about fish-

OCCUPATIONS

©No. 4 (10)
Feb. 11, ’38
©No. 5 (10)
Apr. 15
Gold beating: circulating library,
woman
chimney
sweep;
tool
leather portraits.
No.

6

(10)

RKO
DISNEY
©Boat

10

Feb.

25

Radio

CARTOONS

Builders

Mickey,

June

(7)

Donald and the Goof attempt to build a
boat with disastrous consequences.

Ma

BOXOFFICE

July 2, 1938

y6

©Donald’s Better Self (8) .Mar. 11, ’38
©Donald’s Nephews
(8) . .Apr. 15, ’38
Introducing three mischievous editions of Donald Duck, Huey, Dewey
and Louie.
Good Scouts (8)
July 8
Donald
Duck
takes his nephews
camping, much
to his sorrow.
Polar Trappers (8)
Adventures of Donald
in the Arctic.

June
and

17, ’38
Goofy

0©SeIf-Control (9)
Peb. 11
Donald Duck tries to practice that
under trying conditions.
The Fox Hunt (8)
July 29
Adventures of Donald
Duck
and
Goofy during a fox hunt.
OSThe
Moth and the Flame
(8)
Apr. 1, ’38
Adventures of a boy and girl moth.
O&Wynken,
Blynken and Nod
(8)
May 27
The
adventures
of
the
three
youngsters in Eugene Field's
who
sail through the sky
wooden-shoe.
EDGAR

KENNEDY

poem
in a

COMEDIES

Ears of Experience (18) .Jan. 28, ’38
Kennedy, who is seeking a promotion, gets into difficulties when he
takes the advice of a professional
listener.
False Roomers
(17)
Mar. 25, ’38
A
slightly unbalanced roomer
is
the cause of all the hilarity.
Kennedy’s Castle (17)
May 28
Edgar
brings the boss and
the
customers
home
to play poker
when the wife walks In with her
friends.
HEADLINER

COMEDIES

Music Will Tell (18)
Feb. 11, ’38
Ted Fio Rito and his orchestra
show up an impersonator.
Picketing- for Love (17)
June 3
Betty Jane Rhodes, Joe Morrison,
Phyllis Kennedy, Jack Carson and
Barbara Bedford.
LEON

ERROL

COMEDIES

Berthqualces (16)
Errol tries his hand
child psychology.

at

May 6
applying

Dummy
Owner
(19)
Jan. 7, ’38
Errol gets mixed
up with race
track touts.
His Pest Friend (18)
Mar. 11
Blind jealousy gets Leon into hot
water.
The Jitters (19)
July 1
The wife’s yen for dancing sets
Errol off on a jag which ends in
a rousing finale.
MARCH

OF

TIME

No. 6
(16)
Jan. 21, ’38
“Inside Nazi Germany — 1938”
No. 7 (19)
Feb. 18, ’38
Old Dixie’s New
Boom,
One Million Missing, Russians in Exile.
OJJo. 8 (19)
Mar. 18
Story

nation’s first government-promoted tourist resort and
arms and the League of Nations.
QNo. 9 (21)
Apr. 15
The Nazi conquest of Austria and
a
pictorial discussion on
crime
and prisons.
No. 10 (19)
May 13
Racketeers vs. Housewives.
QNo. 11 (17)
June 10
A study of the American physician.
NI
A

of

-ATLAS

MUSICALS

Yost’s Singing Dozen
and
Doug
Leavitt.
Carnival Show
(10)
June 24
Clyde Hager, Jan Peerce, Cotton
Club Tramp
Band.
International Rhythm
(10)... June 3
Roy Smeek and his Aloha Islanders, Ada Brown,
Mara, Princess
Chiyo.
Latin Rhythm
(11)
Feb. 18
Jan
Pearce, Luba
Malina, Mia
Miles Foursome
and
the Dansapators.
Maids
Ray

and Music (10) . . . .Apr. 22. ’38
Fabing”s Ingenues with Janice Walker. Also Bernice Parks.
No Sale (11)
Mar. 11
Original Dixieland Jazz band, Gogo
de Lys, Adia Kuznetzoff and Russian Octette, King, King & King,
Charioteers, Hal Sherman.
Salt Shakers (11)
May 13, ’38
Jay C. Flippen, Joe Dorris, Mae
McKimi
and
Her
Three
Boy
Friends. Vera Haal.
Skyline Revue
(11)
Apr. 1
Paula Stone, Billy and Milly, Sugar
Nichols, DeMay,
Moore
and
Martin.
Sweet Shoe (11)
Jan. 14. ’38
Rita Rio and her Girl Band, The
Four Norsemen, The Four Specs,
Anita Jacobi.
The
Deviled Ham
(10) .Mar. 11, ’38
Gus Van. Erskine Hawkins and his
band
Toy and Wing, The Three
Kays, Moya Engele.
PATHE
NEWS
twice

BOXOFFICE

weekly.

July 2, 1938

PARADE

(’36-’37

re-

No. 4 (10)
Feb. 25
Depicting the cadet training school,
the Air College at Randolph Field,
Texas.
No. 5 (11)
Ventriloquism,
Ballet School.

Apr. 22
and
the

Ascap

RADIO

FLASH

COMEDIES

Stuporvisor (17)
Feb. 25, ’38
Jack Norton runs against his wife
for city supervisor.
The Photographer (15) .. .June 17, ’38
A
candid camera
bug runs into
difficulties over a picture.
RKO-PATHE

Feb. 18
background

a

SPORTSCOPE

Bit and Bridle (10)
May 13, ’38
A trip to Aiken, S. C., haven of
horse lovers and their horses.
In the Swim
(10)
Feb. 18
Fancy diving with champions.
Pinehurst (9)
Apr. 22
The
North-South
Open
Golf
Tournament
with
the
country’s
leading pros.
Swinging Mallets (10)
Apr. 1
Polo as played in Jamaica
between two crack teams.
Underwater
(9)
June 3
New
underwater
sport “goggle
fishing” and
some
water
polo
scenes.
AVliite Magic
(10)
Jan. 28
Winter sports filmed partly in the
Tyrolean Alps and Sun Valley.
Windward
Way
(10)
Mar. 11
A yachting reel centering on the
Miami-Nassau
Yacht race.
RADIO
Twenty
(18)
Nick
Betty

MUSICAL

Girls

and

a

COMEDIES

Stuart and
Jane Rhodes,

8, ’38
his Apr.
orchestra,
June Johnson.

ADVENTURES
OF
A
REEL CAMERAMAN
Animal

NEWS-

Stories

Jan. 21, ’38
visits to our more
Interesting four-footed friends.
FOX
MOVIETONE
NEWS
Released twice weekly.
ALONG
THE
MANCE
Dixie

ROAD

(10)

TO
Jan.

RO28. ’38

EXPLOITATION

WITH

Mar.

14, ’38
June 20
Mar. 28

The
. . . .Jan, May
10, ’38
News (7)
(. .)
30

Nellie,
The Indian
Chief’s
Daughter
(7)
Nellie the Sewing Machine

June

Girl (7y2)
Apr.
The Man
Hunt (7)
Feb. 13,
The Problem Child (7) .. May 16,
Trade Mice (7)
Feb. 28,
Tail End
(7)
Apr.
Yokel Boy Makes Good (7) . .Feb.
TnAN

6
11
’38
’38
’38
25
21

No. 45
No. 46
No. 47
No. 49
No. 50
No. 51
No. 52

(10)
(10)
(9)
(9)
(9)
(9)
(9)

Jan. 17, ’38
Feb. 21, ’38
Mar. 14
Apr. 18
May 2
June 6
June 20

UNIVERSAL
Released

NEWS

twice

BROADWAY

of

HEADLINERS

Swing

May
Mar.

(..)...

June

OScript
GirlDunn.
(20)
Cross and

©Crossroads
(10)of
Isles

Jan.

7, ’38
5, ’38

the

Malayan
Mechanix

15, ’38

Orient
Apr.

Enchantment

2, ’38

Jungles
(10) . . . Feb.
Illustrated

5, ’38

(..)
June 4, ’38
Pearl of the East (10) ... Mar. 21, ’38
Toradja
(10) Makes
Apr. 30, ’38
What
theLand
World
(10)
LOONEY
Injun
Porky

Mar. 12, ’38
CARTOONS

TUNES

Trouble (7)
at the Crocadero

(7)
Porky’s

Five

and

May

Charles Althoff, Tom
Emerson’s
Mountaineers, Danzi Goodell, Clair

Barton,

Mac’s

Boys

and

Show
Bea

PRESENTATION

Feb.

Ten

May 18, '38
Saxon, The

Three
Marshalls, Starnes Foursome.
Latin Hi-Hattin (18)
Apr. 27
Dorothy
Stone, Charles
Collins,
Geraldine and
Joe. Del Camno,
Bernice Parks
and
the 12 McGurns’ Dancers.
Music and Flowers (19)
June 15
Block &
Sully. Peg
Leg
Bates,
Royal
Swedish
Bell
Ringers,
Starnes & Anavan.
Oh, Say Can You Hear? (15) Dec. 29
Mildred Fenton, Leavitt &
Lockwood. the Merry Macs. Raymond
Baird, the Loria Brothers, McDonald & Ross.
Rhapsody
in Zoo (15!A) . . Jnn. 26, ’38
Mark
Plant, Nagasake
Tramp
Band, Ruth
Daye. The
Asburns,
Evelvn Poe, The Kidoodlers.
Somewhere
in Paris 1 1 71 . . . .Mar. 23
J. Harold Murray, Three Samuels
Harriet Hayes, Ben Yost’s Varsity Eight.
and Stripes (17)
July 6
East, Ralph
Dumke,
Ad^.

(10)
Clyde Lucas
(10)
Don
Bestor

and

26, ’38

(10)
Freddie

Rich

Orchestra

Feb.
Orchestra

12, ’38
18, ’38

(10)
Enrico Madrlguera

July 9, ’38
Orchestra

and

OrchestraJan.

and

4, ’38

REVUES

stylist.
Got a Match?
(20).
Rainbow’s End
(..)
TECHNICOLOR
Where

the

Apr.
July

Stars

9, '38
2, ’38

Begin

(19)
May 28, '38
A
young
dancer
makes
good
through the aid of a makeup man.
With
Evelyn Thawl, Jeffrey Lynn,
Foy.
Armida,
Fritz Feld and Charley
©Romance

of

Louisiana

(19) story of the purchase
Mar. of
12, the
’38
The
Louisiana territory.
Sons

of

the

Plains

VITAPHONE

( . .) . . July

30, ’38

COMEDIES

GAY-ETIES

Hold That Ball (21)
Apr. 23, ’38
Rise and Sing (..)
June 25, ’38
Waiting Around
(20)
Feb. 26
Frank Libuse, Shea and Raymond,
Margo
Brander,
Stanley Twins,
Joan Merrill.
VITAPHONE

VARIETY

Alibi Time
(XI)...
Radio Ramblers.

Feb.

12, ’38

Crawfords, The
(10)
Apr. 9,
Ski Flight (10)
. . Jan. 22,
The Juggling Fool (11)
May 14,
Vitaphone Capers (10) ... June 18,
Vitaphone Gambols (10) . .Mar. 19,
TRUE
A

’38
’38
’38
’38
’38

ADVENTURES

(By Floyd Gibbons)
Dream
Comes True

(. . )
Dear Old Dad (12)
Hit and Run
(12)
Shopgirl’s Evidence
Wanderlust
(12)

June 4,
Apr. 16,
Feb. 10,
(12) . . . .Mar.
May 14,

’38
’38
’38
19
’38

SERIALS

5, ’38

Orchestra June

and
and

June

Candid
Kid, Josephine
The (20) ...
.Feb. 12,
'38
Featuring
Huston,
song

21, ’38

(11)
Jan. 15, ’38
Carl “Deacon” Moore and
Orchestra
May 7, ’38
Carl Hoff and Orchestra

23, ’38
Hare,

Meroff

Apr. 30, ’38
boating —

11, ’38

ADVENTURES

of

rubber

No. 11 (10)
July 9, ’38
Bakelite — Greyhounds — Perfume.

VITAPHONE

Me Knots (21)
Me
(21)
Shaw, songstress.

Prisoner

silver — ice

—

My Pop (..)
July 16, ’38
Stocks and Blondes (20) . .May 21, ’38
Under the Wire (20) . . . . -Mar. 26, ’88

weekly.

Vitaphone
Forget
Little
Wini

of

bowling

toy trains.
No. 10 (10)
Beavers — Polo — Woolens.

!>©Out

FICTION

Benny

PRODUCTIONS

St. Martin and
Girls.
High-Jack
’n the

No. 9 (10)
Making

No. 44 (9)
Dec. 27
Plutocratic Plugs, Home
on the
Rails, Crime Stories Pay, Personal
School, Decoy for Coy Ducks, Go
Hang Yourself, Honest Candy Kids.

28, ’38

Jan. 29, ’38
Feb. 28, ’38
Mar. 21, ’38
Apr. 11, ’38
Apr. 25
May 9
June 3
June 27

Down
on the Barn (17) . Feb.
Billy Jones
and
Ernest

Stars
Ed

Feed the Kitty (7)
Happy
Scouts (7)
Hollywood Bowl
(7)

4

LOW-

Feb.
PLACES
THOMAS

MENTONE

and

July

What
Price Porky (7) .. .Feb.
MELODY
MASTERS

SPECIAL

No. 45 (9)
No. 46 (9)
No. 47 (9)
No. 48 (9)
No. 49 (9)
No. 50 (9)
No. 51 (10)
No. 52 (9)

(17)
James

(7)

Moments

(19)
GOING
ELL

CARTOONS

Nappers

(7)
Apr. 16, ’38
Porky’s nare nunt
(7) .. Apr. 30, ’38
Porky’s Poppa
(7)
Jan. 15, ’38
Porky’s Phoney Express (7).. Mar. 19

Universal
^Breathless

Song writers —
bathing suits.

Harmon-

(10)
July 23, ’38
Long Bright Land
(10)
Sept. 25
A
trip to New
Zealand.

(10)
Newsreel

Modern

OSWALD
Cheese

Freed’s

COLORTOUR

Band

20th Century-Fox
Trailing

Carl

STRANGER

SPECIAL

QQuintupland
(19)
The Quints against
of Northern winter.
PATHE

Brown
and
ica Band.

Lamplighter,
Movie Phoney

||No. 6 The Count of Ten (9) .June 17
Development of the Golden Gloves.

the

Radio Hookup
(10)
Jan. 28
Starring Dorothy
Stone
and
Charles Collins, The
Buckaroos,

Released

leases)
PATHE

COLUMBIA
The Great Adventures of
Bill Hickok

Wild
June

30

15 chapter.
Jungle Menace
Sept. 1
15 episodes (20), first chapter runs
(30) — Frank
Buck, Sasha Siemel,
Charlotte Henry, Rubber hijackers
in the Malayan jungle.
Mysterious

Pilot,

The

Dec.

9

15 episodes (19) —
Starring Ca.pt.
Frank
Hawks
in exploits of the
Royal Canadian Air Force.
Secret of Treasure Island. . .Mar. 17
(15 episodes). Story of buried
pirate’s
Island.

treasure

on

an

adventurer’s

REPUBLIC

29, ’38

(11)
May 28, '38
Henry King and His Orchestra
(10)
Dec. 25
Leon Navarro and His Orchestra

Fighting Devil Dogs, The.... May 28
12 chapters. Lee Powell, Herman
Brlx, Eleanor
Stewart, Montagu
Love.

(10)Riley
Mike

and

(10)
Rubinoff

and

(10)
Saturday

Night

(10)
MERRTE
A
Star
©Daffy

Orchestra Jan.

15, ’38

I, one
Ranger,
15 chapters.

Mar.

26, ’38

April
Club

16, ’38

Painted Stallion
June 5, ’38
With Ray Corrigan and Hoot Gibson. The first chapters runs about
(7) and the rest average (19).
Zorro Rides Again
Nov. 28

His

Violin

Swing

July 30, ’38
(In Color)

MELODIES

Is Hatched
(7)
Duck
and Egghead

(7)
Isle of Pingo

Pongo

Apr.

2

(..)
May
Penguin Parade (7)
Apr.
©Sneezing
Weasel
(7) . . .Mar.
©Woods
Are Full of Cuckoos
(7)

(Some

14, ’38
23, ’38
12, ’38
Dec.

4

REVUES

sequences

No. 6
(10)
Kellog Horse Ranch;
making
of shoes.

in

Feb.

12, '38

12 episodes (20) —
John CarrollHelen Christian. The
adventures
of a Mexican Robin Hood.
UNIVERSAL

Jan. 1, ’38
(. .) . .May 28, ’38

©Jungle
Jitters (7)
Feb. 19, ’38
Katnip Kollege (7)
June 11, ’38
©My
Little Summer
BuckarooIs (7)
Jan. 29, ’38
Now
That
Gone

©PTCTORTAL

The

color)

Feb. 5, ’38
ice hockey;

No. 7 (10)
Mar. 5, ’38
Dogs — Billiards — -Lithography.
No. 8 (11)
Apr. 2

Flaming

Frontiers

July

5

15

chapters, average about 20 minutes each. With
Johnny
Mack
Brown and Eleanor Hansen.
Flash Gordon’s Trip to
Mars
15 episodes,
each. Larry
Jean Rogers
on Mars.
Radio Patrol

Mar. 22, ’38
approximately
(20)
"Buster” Crabbe and
in exciting adventures
Oct. 4

12 episodes (20) — Grant WithersCatherine Hughes.
The valuable
formula for flexible steel and its
possession by a number
of people
is the basis for this one.
Tim Tyler’s Luck
Dec. 26
12 episodes, first runs (19) the
others average between 18 and 20.

WELL

STARTING
<

JUVENILE

COURT— Paul

Kelly,

Rita

Haworth,

g

Robert Kent, Henry Taylor, David Gorcey. Pro-

g

ducer:
erman.
WEST

O

Irving
OF

Briskin.

SANTA

FE

Director:
—

D.

Charles

Ross

Led-

Starrett,

Iris

Meredith, Dick Curtis, Sons of the Pioneers.

O

Producer:

Harry

Decker.

Director:

Sam

Nelson.

o
o

ALONG

COMPLETED

LADY
LAWYER — Gloria Stuart, Lanny Ross, Joan
Marsh, Robert Paige, Arthur Loft. Producer:
William Perlberg. Director: Erie C. Kenton.
YOU

CAN’T TAKE
IT WITH
YOU— Lionel
more, Edward Arnold, James
Stewart,
Auer, Jean Arthur, Ann
Miller, Spring
ton. Producer: Frank Capra.
Director:
Capra.
Original: Moss Hart, George S.
man. Screenplay: Robert Riskin.

BarryMischa
ByingFrank
Kauf-

THE
GLADIATOR — Joe E. Brown, Dickie Moore.
Producer: David L. Loew.
Director: Edward
Sedgwick.
Original: Philip Wylie.

THE

GIRL
FROM
NOWHERE— Anne Nagel. Producer: W. T. Lackey.
Director: William Nigh.
Original: Arthur
Fritz-Richards.
Screenplay:
Scott Darling.

2
LOVES
HAS
NANCY— Robert Montgomery, Janet Gaynor, Robert Young.
Producer:
Norman
Krasna.
Director: Richard Thorpe.
LISTEN,
DARLING — Freddie Bartholomew,
Judy
Garland, Mary Astor, Walter Pidgeon. Producer:

BOYS’
TOWN — Spencer Tracy, Mickey
Rooney,
Leslie Fenton, Gene
Reynolds, Henry
Hull,
Donald Barry.
Producer: John W.
Considine,
jr. Director: Norman
Taurog. Screenplay: Dore
Schary, John Meehan.

Harry
Rapf.
Director: William Thiele. Original: Katharine Brush.
IT’S NOW
OR
NEVER
—
Robert
Young.
Lew
Ayres, Ruth Hussey, Guy Kibbee, Lana Turner.
Producer: Edward
Chodorov.
Director: Rheinold Schunzel.

TOO
HOT
TO HANDLE
—
Clark Gable, Myrna
Loy, Leo Carrillo, Walter Connolly. Producer:
Larry
Weingarten.
Director: Jack
Conway.
Original: Laurence Stallings, Leonard Hammond.
Screenplay: John Lee Mahin.

THREE

m
^
0
2

ESCAPE
FROM
YESTERDAY— Frances Farmer,
Leif Erikson, Akim
Tamiroff.
Producer: Jeff
Lazarus. Director: Alfred E. Green. Original:

<•

5

John
her.

C.

Moffitt.

Screenplay:

Ferdinand

Rey-

SILVER TRAIL PATROL — William Boyd, Rus-

J?

sell Hayden, George Hayes.
Producer: Harry
Sherman.
Director: Lesley Selander. Original:
Clarence E. Mulford. Screenplay: Norman
Houston.

3

<
pa

o
M

oa

IF

MEN
WITH
WINGS — Fred MacMurray,
Ray Milland, Louise Campbell, Cheryl Walker, Porter
Hall,

Andy Devine. Producer: William
man. Director: William A. Wellman.

AVENUE
KID — Bruce Cabot, Horace McMahon. Producer: Harry Grey. Director: BerVorhaus.
Gene Autry,
—
MOUNTAIN
MUSIC
FROM
rj MAN
Roberts, Smiley Burnette, Polly Jenkins.
Lynn
(K
Producer: Charles E. Ford. Director: Joe Kane.
Screenplay: Betty Burbridge.

X

O

nard

FIVE OF A KIND — Dionne Quintuplets,
sholt, Claire Trevor, John Qualen.

Jean HerProducer:

Sol M. Wurtzel. Director: Herbert I. Leeds.

I*.

EG
H
S

D

SPLINTER
FLEET
— - Richard
Greene, Nancy
Kelly, Slim Summerville, Warren
Hymer,
Joan
Valerie, Douglas Fowley. Producer: Sam Engel.
Director: John Ford. Original: Frank L. Wead.

PERSONAL
HISTORY
—
Henry
Fonda,
Louise
Platt, Binnie Barnes.
Producer: Walter Wan'S! ger. Director: William
Dieterle. Original:
Vincent
Sheean.
Screenplay: John
Howard
Lawson, William Dieterle.

W! FRESHMAN
YEAR
—
Dixie Dunbar,
Raymond
*2
Parker, Ernest Truex, Tommy
Wonder, Frank
S
Melton, Constance
Moore.
Producer: George

j>

£

.
fj

A.

Well-

SMASHING
THE
RACKETS
—
Chester Morris,
Frances Mercer, Bruce Cabot, Kay Sutton, Eduardo Ciannelli. Producer:
Bernie
Fineman.

TENTH

Bilson. Director: Frank McDonald.

BLACKWELL’S

ISLAND — John
Original: David
Bryan Foy.
play: Crane Wilbur.

Litel. Producer:
ScreenMarcus.

Adler.

I WERE
KING — Ronald Colman, Basil Rathbone, John Miljan, Frances Dee, Anna
Lloyd.
Screenplay: Preston Sturges. Original: Justin
Huntley McCarthy.

Screenplay:
ers.

-■

A JIFFY — Stan Laurel, Oliver Hardy, Patricia Ellis, Billy Gilbert. Producer: Hal Roach.
Director: John G. Blystone. Screenplay: Harry
Langdon, Charles Rogers, James Parrott, Felix

TOUCHDOWN,
ARMY' —
John
Howard,
Robert
Cummings, Roscoe Kams, William Frawley, Mary
Carlisle, Benny Baker.
Producer: William, LeBaron.
Director: Kurt Neumann.

GUNGA
DIN — Cary Grant, Douglas Fairbanks jr.,
Joan
Fontaine, Sam
Jaffe, Victor McLaglen,
Sabu. Producer: Pandro S. Berman.
Director:
George
Stevens.
Original: Rudyard
Kipling.
Screenplay: Ben
Hecht,
Charles MacArthur,
Fred Guiol. Joel Sayre.
ROOM
SERVICE
— The Marx
Brothers, Adolphe
Menjou, Donald
McBride, Jack Byrne, Phillip
Wood.
Producer: Pandro S. Berman.
Director:
William A. Seiter.

o

JTJST

Lionel

Houser.

Director:

Lew

Screenplay:

Darrell

and

Stuart

THE
PAINTED
DESERT— George O’Brien, Maude
Allen, Stanley Fields, Fred Kohler.
Producer:
Bert Gilroy. Director: David Howard.
Screenplay: John Rathmell.

Land-

COME
ON
LEATHERNECKS — Richard Cromwell,
Marsha Hunt, Ralph Dunn, Bruce MacFarlane.
Producer: Herman
Schlom.
Director: James
Cruze.
Gowan.

CAREFREE — Ginger Rogers, Fred Astaire, Ralph
Bellamy.
Producer: Pandro
S. Berman.
Director: Mark Sandrich.
Screenplay: Dudley
Nichols, Hagar Wilde.

Mac-

WESTERN
JUSTICE — Ray Corrigan, Bob Livingstone, Max Terhune, Priscilla Lawson, Guinn
(Big Boy) Williams. Producer: William Berke.
AS
YOU
ARE — Ramon
Novarro, Margaret Tallichet, Marian
Marsh, Eric Blore. Producer:
John H. Auer.
Director: John H. Auer.
Original: Hans Kraly. Screenplay: Barry Trivers.

DOWN
TO EARTH — Jane Withers, Jean Rogers,
Robert Kellard, Nana
Bryant, Gene Lockhart.
Producer: John Stone. Director: Joseph Santley. Screenplay: Robert Chapin, Karen De Wolf.
SUEZ
—
Tyrone Power, Loretta Young, Joseph
Schildkraut, Sidney Blackmer, Maurice Moscovitch, Nigel Bruce, J. Edward
Bromberg,
Sig
Rumann.
Producer: Gene
Markey.
Director:
Allan Dwan.
Screenplay: Philip Dunne, Julien
Josephson.

ELLIS
ISLAND— Don Ameche, Arleen Whelan, J.
Edward
Bromberg,
Warren
Hymer,
Sidney
Blackmer,
Gladys George.
Producer: Samuel
G. Engel. Director: Alfred Werker.
Original:
Walter Reish. Screenplay: Lamar
Trotti.

THERE

THE
YOUNG
IN HEART— Janet Gaynor, Richard
Carlson, Douglas Fairbanks jr., Alan Marshal,
Billie Burke,
Paulette Goddard.
Producer:
David O. Selznick. Director: Richard Wallace.

GOES
MY
HEART — Fredric March. Virginia Bruce, Patsy Kelly, Alan Mowbray, Claude
Gillingwater. Producer: Hal Roach.
Director:
Norman
McLeod.
Original: Ed Sullivan. Screenplay: Jack Jevne, Eddie Moran.

MERIDAN
7-1212 — Michael Whalen, Jean Rogers,
Gloria Stuart, Chick Chandler.
Producer: Sol
Wurtzel.
Director: H.
Bruce
Humberstone.
Screenplay: Jerry Cady.

Original: I. A. R. Wylie.
bom, Charles Bennett.

Screenplay:

Paul

Os-

THAT
CERTAIN
AGE
—
Deanna Durbin, Jackie
Cooper, Irene Rich, John Halliday. Producer:
Joe Pasternak.
Director: Edward
Ludwig.
THE
MISSING
GUEST
— • Paul Kelly, Constance
Moore, William, Lundigan, Selmer Jackson. Producer: Barney Sarecky. Director: John Rawlins. Screenplay: Charles Martin, Paul Perez.
THE
SISTERS — Bette Davis, Errol Flynn, Anita
Louise, Jane Bryan, Beulah Bondi, Alan Hale.
Producer: David Lewis. Director: Anatole Litvak.ron Screenplay:
Milton Krims.
Original: MyBrinig.

THREE
GIRLS
ON
BROADWAY — Ann Sheridan,
Margaret Lindsay, Marie Wilson, Ian Hunter,
Dick Purcell. Producer: Bryan
Foy.
Director: John Farrow.
Screenplay: Don Ryan, Ken
Garnet.
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SELLS

AND

BUYS

EQUIPMENT,

THEATRES.

GENERAL

EQUIPMENT

EQUIPMENT

JUST TO SHOW
YOU HOW
TO SAVE
AT
S.O.S. VOCO-CHROME
SOUND
new

stock,

19X/2C sq. ft.

Gold

Bronze

exit boxes, new $1.39. 10 lU" Reflector units, conversion type, new, $14.95.
Sound opticals, $4.95. Film splicers, $3.99.
Film cabinets, $5.95 up. Exciter lamps,
29c. Standard photocells, $2.95. Electric
Clock and Attraction Board, $11.95.
S.O.S., 636-BD

Uth

NEW
NEW

Ave., New

York.

7-2

TEST

AND

REEL

SOUND.

FOR

by prominent SMPE member. Combination visual, sound tests for all sound
track adjustments. Indicates travel ghost,

sidesway, picture jump, etc. Contains visual targets and constant level frequencies.
WE

Mirrophonie recording. Truly simplified, easily understood. Comparative
value, $75.00. With full instructions,
$29.50. 16mm. edition, $17.50. S.O.S. ,

AIR

Ave., New

York.

7-2

Get

SPECIAL ON BLOWERS:
12,000
CAPACITY,
WITH
VARIABLE

pulley, V-Belt, oversize ball bearings, sturdy construction, only $141.25, including % h.p. motor. Fully guaranteed.
our Bargain List and free cooling

layouts. S.O.S., 636-BD Eleventh
New York.

SPRAY

WANTED — Two RCA soundheads; state
lowest price. I. Kamode, 5404 N. Clark,
Chicago.

THEATRES

FOR

for sale or lease. Phone

THEATRES

Sedgwick

3-3770.

tf

office,

4704

E.

Ave.,
7-2

Have

St.,

Kansas

City,

Mo.

7-9

INDEPENDENT
SHOWMAN
will buy
small town theatre near gulf, if right. Give
details. Confidential. Box 1110, El Paso,
Tex.
7-2

27.

Nine

years
7-2

experience on Simplex, Powers, Motiograph, Kaplan projectors; service Western
Electric, RCA, Mirrophonie, Cinemaphone
sound; mechanic; go anywhere. John
Kraner,

820 Elm

SEAT

St., Hillsboro,

111.

7-2

RECOVERING

ARTIFICIAL LEATHER
MOLESKIN—
81c yd.; sateen, 60c yd. Six seats from

several

Tenn.

on request. CommerSt., Boston.
7-16

HELP WANTED
EXPERIENCED
OPERATORS
— Every
state — movie circuits — car needed. 520
Bldg., Pittsburgh,

Pa.

7-23

BOOKS
VACATION
THIS

BIG

BOUND?
BOOK

TAKE

ALONG

BUNDLE— SWELL

Reading! Only $1.39 for Sloane’s “Motion
Picture Projection,” Mancall’s “Servicing

Intensive
International
IN BOXOFFICE

What

NOZZLES

9th

two yards. Samples
cialeather, 54 Canal

WANTED

clients for all types of theatres in towns
in southeastern states. Frank Dowler Co.,

COVERAGE

or manager
handle any

job. Can furnish A-l references. Single,
sober and reliable. Address B-997, Box-

PROJECTIONIST — Age

SALE

WANTED.

with eight years experience

7-23

WILL buy, sell or lease theatres. M. S.
England, 86 Van Braam St., Pittsburgh,
Pa.
tf (6-18)

THEATRES

OPERATOR

WANTED

desires job either as operator
of small town theatre. Can

State Theatre

Conditioning Corp., 101-A Walton St., Atlanta, Ga.
tf (4-2)

speed

WILL BUY Simplex projector mechanisms and low intensity reflector lampsmovies. Box 1034, Charlotte, N. C.
7-2

Chattanooga,

CONDITIONING

BARGAINS — Reconditioned Arctic NuAir American blowers, noiseless drives,
hydraulic variable speed pulleys. New air
washer. Catalog mailed. Southern Air

BIG
CFM

POSITIONS

WANTED

DEVEL-

oped

Eleventh

$1.00. Display Rates on Request

BRONX
OPERA HOUSE theatre building. 442 East 149th St., New York City,

EQUIPMENT

PRECISION

PROJECTION

636-BD

Minimum

Classified Ads 10c Per Word, Payable in Advance.

•

Screens,

(Pleating 4jou5e

SERVICES

Projection Equipment,” and
Benson’s
"Fundamentals of Television.” Order yours
today. S.O.S., 636-BD Eleventh Ave., New
York.
7-2

Do You
;

SPRAY
NOZZLES, fool-proof, waterbroken to finest misty spray; lots of 100 or
more, 40 cents; less 45 cents. G. A. Peterson, 2620 Charlotte St., Kansas City, Mo.

Want?

—TO SELL YOUR THEATRE
—TO BUY A THEATRE
—A JOB. A POSITION OPEN
—TO BUY OR SELL EQUIPMENT
—MISCELLANEOUS ARTICLES

j

tf (b4-9)

Whatever
THEATRE
NEW

LOTS

USED

CHAIRS

other

famous makes — biggest variety veneer and upholstered at 75c up. Get
List 15-P. S.O.S., 636-BD Eleventh Ave.,
New York.
7-2

COMPLETE

EQUIPMENT

Weber

sound

for

6B; slightly used, $350. Charles
New Buffalo, Mich.

USED

THE

CLEARING

HOUSE

ARRIVING

DAILY. YOUR NEEDS FILLED EXACTLY. 17,000 American Seating, Ideal, Irwin,

SOUND

you want — it will pay you to advertise your needs in

CHAIRS

Powers
Wolnick,
7-2

HERE

IS

YOUR

BOXOFFICE.
4704 East Ninth St.,
Kansas City, Mo.

HANDY

“AD

ORDER”

(Send Order)
Cash
With

*\ 4

BLANK
insertions

| 10c a

word

e of 3
pric"CLEARING
Kindly insert the following ad
times in| at
your
HOUSE" section, running through ALL eight sectional editions of BOXOFFICE:
(Don't forget to count words in name and address that is to appear in the ad).
Blind ads— 10c extra to cover cost of postage.

EQUIPMENT

COMPLETE
theatre equipment for sale.
All or any part. A real bargain. E. W.
McClelland, Gilman City, Mo.
7-2
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■Address copy to BOXOFFICE,
4704 E. Ninth St., Kansas City,
Forms close Monday
noon preceding publication date.

Mo.

Assures

the Best

RESULTS

BOX-OFFICE NEWS! extra
PROF GOES HAYWIRE! CO-ED BLAMED!
EX'

I in other words here comes HAROLD LLOYD
"PROFESSOR

BEWARE"

phyllis welch • Raymond walburn

Lionel Stander •William Frawley • Thurston Hall • Cora Witherspoon
Directed by Elliott Nugont

• Sterling Holloway

Screen Play by Delmer Daves and Jack Cunningham • Based on a Story by Crompton Harris, Francis AA. and Marian B. Cockrell • A Paramount Picture

“Sweetheart of the day”

WHAT
That wasn’t an earthquake in New York
last week. It was Bob Taylor’s arrival in
person. THE CROWD
ROARS when Bob

THE

SAYING
ANNUAL

appears.

IS

ABOUT
M-G-M’S
ANNOUNCEMENT

(clipped from the mail )

A summer
Yank.”

TRADE

“Was particularly interested in discovering
that out of 55 properties listed in M-G-M
library of available material 26 are bestselling books and 18 are well-known stage

release and better than “The

This isn’t hoarding.

“YELLOW JACK” gets editorial praise.
(Yellow journals included.) We’ve got
stacks of editorials. Things like that help
the whole industry.
A big hand for Bob Montgomery too. All
our Bobs are swell actors. Bob Taylor, Bob
Donat, Bob Young, Bob Benchley. S’help
me, Bob.
★

★

★

★

it

DIPLOMA FOR
ANDY HARDY

AMERICA IS WAITING
FOR MARGARET SULLAVAN
IN “SHOPWORN

ANGEL”

“Your star list looks great.”
“Most impressive array of material and ex-

news. We get it straight

perts ever lined up by one company. It’s
like an industry all by itself.”
“The
only product that spells continued
plays.”

and you’ll get it straight at the box-office.
“THE SHOPWORN
ANGEL” is a wow.

success
for me.”
‘ How swift
and easy the years roll around

Predictions about Margaret Sullavan’s
boom at the box-office come true. (And

when you are protected by Leo.”
“Looks like there’ll be at least 30 with big
star names which is sweet music to my

No underground

rumors

is above-ground

this time. This

Jimmy Stewart’s the perfect choice opposite her.) Remember what the critics said
about Miss S. in “Three Comrades”.
“One of our greatest actresses” — Herald Trib.; “Brilliantly effective” — - Mirror ;
“Performance of real and poignant

“And Metro puts two or more
box-office.”

★

★

★

★

same picture.”

Building

star

assets

is an

un-

August
to big
magazines
in addition

common talent in film industry but Leo
knows how. He gives you Margaret
Sullavan.

★

and all the other folks there’s Judy Garland
for the songs. It’s a sweet attraction for
the good old summertime. Give it“A”time.
Enjoy pay-time.

★

★

FOR JULY

★

scarring WALLACE

BEERY

featuring

July 1st

“FAST

COMPANY”

(from the popular novel)

with Melvyn

Douglas

• Florence Rice

IS GOOD

YOU!”

If you don’t like to read box-office reports,
skip this. But for the statistical-minded:
Hold-Overs on 1 ‘Three Comrades ’ ’ continue:
3rd Week, Capitol, N. Yf. ; Chicago; 2nd
Week at Louisville, Los Angeles (day and
date State and Grauman’s), Portland, Salt
Lake City, Seattle, San Francisco, Cleveland,
Hartford, New Haven, Washington, D. C.,
Worcester, Philadelphia, Buffalo. “Yellow
Jack” played two weeks in ’Frisco, New York,
Hartford, Cleveland, Philadelphia, Cincinnati, and elsewhere. “Woman Against Woman” opening nicely in first engagements.

“T HAT

REMINDS

ME

OF

Claire Dodd • Shepperd Strudwick • Louis
Calhern • Nat Pendleton • Douglas Dumbrille

A
The

July 8th

THANK

m

Frank Morgan
• Maureen O’Sullivan
John Beal and Jessie Ralph

MARGARET

“BUSINESS

national
billboard
campaign

“PORT
OF SEVEN SEAS”
"Brimstone” Beery Repeats!

public. “LOVE FINDS
ANDY
HARDY” is the
hardiest of them all. In addition to popular
Mickey Rooney, Lewis Stone, Cecilia Parker

★

★

July 1st

Judge Hardy Family. They
have completely won the

★

★

RELEASES

Get a diploma Mr. Showman and hand it to the

★

★

★

Fan ad in

power” — Telegraph; “Best of her career”
— News.

stars in the

JAMES

“THE

SULLAVAN

STEWART

in

SHOPWORN
ANGEL”
with Walter Pidgeon
(One of M-G-M’s

top flight )

July 15th

ROBERT TAYLOR in
“THE CROWD ROARS”
with Edward

Arnold

•

Frank

Morgan

Maureen O’Sullivan • William Gargan
Lionel Stander • Jane Wyman
(An absolute knockout)

HARDY”

(The best Judge Hardy story to date)
Judy Garland

•

•

Mickey

Cecilia Parker

sensational premiere. Godowsky, the pianist, and Elman,

the violinist, watch from a box. “It’s a
hot night,” says Elman, mopping his brow.
“Not for pianists”, says Godowsky. Leo
has a happy talent for coming through with
Big Ones. When you need them, Winter,
Fall, Spring or Summer. For instance, in
addition to the four great attractions listed
in the first column on this page for July,
there’s CLARK GABLE, MYRNA LOY in
“TOO HOT TO HANDLE” (bigger than
“Test Pilot”) and “LISTEN DARLING”
a grand show with Freddie Bartholomew,
Judy Garland and others.

★

July 22nd

“LOVE FINDS ANDY
with Lewis Stone

STORY!”
one about Heifetz’

★

★

★

★

★

★

★

★

Well, so long.

★

Rooney
•

Fay Holden

See you in the movies.
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THIS

IS THE

OPPORTUNITY

THESE have been significant weeks, these last two.

Significant because the heads or ranking executives of the eight major
conferred with the President in the sanctuary of the White House.

companies

Significant because there Will H. Hays, as their spokesman, conveyed to the Chief
Executive the desire and the intent and the capability of the industry to regulate itself from
the inside.
Significant because a few days later, indicating the way still follows the will, a distributor committee was at once named to formulate a platform of trade practice reforms.
Significant because the committee of three within the larger committee already has been
meeting steadily behind closed doors but not so tightly closed to prevent word seeping
through that progress is being made as early as this.
All of these markings resolve into a step in the right direction, if there is no objection
to borrowing a Haysism. But only a step. It is to be assumed because the assumption
becomes quickly obvious that the majors appreciate the truce is temporary; that, while
nothing

has been officially proclaimed, it may be expected the various arms of the Government will rest on their oars until the trial period has come and gone and the industry
has demonstrated that the capability it has announced will be met by a full measure of
results; that, in effect, the industry is again in the dead center of a large and piercingly
bright spotlight, its every action clearly etched, its every move in the direction of its
pledged objective under scrutiny.
been

This is the opportunity which the more enlightened among the trade's leaders have
seeking. They must not muff it. They must not proceed half way. Nothing less than

all the way will suffice. They must recognize the component elements of the industry — the
rights of each, of the majorities certainly, of the minorities very assuredly.
This, we take it, is an enterprise under way on behalf of the whole industry, not a
part of it. To bring any program to a successful conclusion, the ideas and the beefs, the
good and the bad, as envisioned through the eyes of the little and the obscure must be
explored, dissected, accepted or kicked out so that in the wholesale blending leading into
the finished task the greatest good for the greatest number may emerge.
This is the opportunity.

BOXOFFICE

urges

that it be fully grasped.

SELF-REGULATION PROGRAM MAKES PROGRESS;
MAJORS FIRST ROSY 'GETTING HOUSE IN ORDER'
BOXOFFICE

May Be at Least a Month
Before Concrete Plan
Is Announced
New

York — With

two

weeks

of almost

daily sessions behind it, the distributors’
negotiating committee, comprising William
F. Rodgers, general sales manager of
M-G-M; Ned E. Depinet, vice-president
in charge of RKO distribution, and A.
Montague, sales head for Columbia, reports progress in the work being carried
on behind closed doors. None except committee members attends the sessions until
the trio is ready to report officially to the
industry.
Without mincing words, it is stated by
sources close to the men attending the
meetings that the first hurdle of the
committee is “to get our house in order.”
By that, according to one source, is meant
that all distributors must be lined up.
Preliminary indications are that each of
the eight majors will fall in line, Warner
included.
Warner, up until recently, has been reluctant to join an industry move toward
a conciliation program, but the presence
of Albert Warner at the President’s meeting with Will H. Hays and heads of all
other major companies, leads strongly to
the belief that what President Roosevelt
said to the men in Washington also included the Warner setup. However, Warner has not been approached, as well as
several companies, and will not be until
the negotiating committee formulates a
plan for the major distributors to discuss.
No reports on developments of the conciliation committee are going out to the
Department of Justice in Washington, it is
learned, and whether such a move is contemplated later is guesswork at this time.
That the committee of three has a big
task ahead of it is not denied by those
close to the secret sessions. A conservative
calculation by some executives is that another three or four weeks may be necessary for the committee to work out something for presentation to Hays members.
While speed is the essence of the meetings,
it is pointed out the work is too important to pass over lightly in an effort to
save time.
With Sidney R. Kent, chairman of the
main committee, vacationing in Maine,
one of the three negotiators will undoubtedly be named spokesman until a
publicity committee is set up to answer all
questions of the trade and lay press.
Rodgers may be drafted for the post.
Meanwhile, all eyes are focused on the
sessions being held in Radio City and nary
a speculative ear may learn what is actually going on.

4

Tipped It Again

FIRST SESSION ON TRADE PRACTICE "PURGE"
IN TWO WEEKS; CANCELLATIONS lUPIC
In its issue of June 18, Boxoffice told the above story.
The following Saturday, June 25, the presidents or ranking executives of the
eight major companies called on the President when a temporary truce was declared to give the industry an opportunity to regulate itself without the spectre
of Government suits.
On Tuesday, June 28, a distributors’ committee chairmaned by S. R. Kent was
named to formulate a program. That same day, the working committee within
the larger committee held its first session.
93S
\8 ^

Distributors Study

Albert Law's Probe
Chicago Clearance Is Nearing Windup

complaint of Chicago independents seeking a reduction of the 10- week clearance
of first-run loop houses, and are understood holding any action in abeyance until
a full checkup is made.
Special letters sent by Joseph Rosenberg
of the Chicago law firm of Rosenberg,
Toomin and Stein have been turned over
to home office legal departments by sales
executives, the theory being that a lawyer
sent the letter and will be answered by
counsel of major distributors. The letters
are reported threatening litigation if cooperation isnot extended.
The attitude of several sales executives
is that they have been living up to the
terms of contracts made and to change
protection clauses at this time would be a
violation. Further details from Chicago
district managers are being sought to clarify the picture for complaining independents.
Answers to Rosenberg by home office
legal departments have either been sent
out in the past few days or will be in the
mails within the next day or so.

Los Angeles — Nearing the end of the
trail are Albert J. Law and his corps of
Department of Justice investigators who,
for nearly a year, have been in and out
of Filmrow exchanges checking records
and booking transactions in an investigation to uncover data anent charges filed
with the government by independent exhibitors and exchanges charging the majors with violations of the Sherman antitrust statute.
The taciturn Mr. Law and his righthand men, Harold Collins and Jim Finley,
moved to RKO Radio this week, with only
Grand National and Warner left on the
calendar. As usual, the government men
refuse to comment on the findings they
have unearthed — if any — but it is generally
understood that their gleanings will be forwarded to Washington for scrutiny and
possible action by Department of Justice
headquarters.
Law and his men just completed their
survey at Universal after spending more
than ten days there. They have covered
20th Century-Fox, Paramount, Columbia,
Metro and other major distribution organizations here.

Saperstein Non-Commital
On Clearance Row

Rosenberg and Eddie Silverman of Essaness circuit.

New

New

York — Distributors

York — Aaron

are studying

Saperstein,

head

the

of

Allied of Illinois, arriving here for an indefinite stay early this week, when queried by Boxoffice regarding the Chicago
clearance complaints and the purpose of
his eastern trip, refused to make any
statements on the matter, maintaining he
did not know as yet “what would be done.”
Saperstein was accompanied by Joseph

No Comment

Made

By John Balaban
Chicago — John

Balaban,

head

of B&K

Theatres, this week had “no comment to
make” on the set of letters sent last week
by Joseph Rosenberg, of the legal firm of
Rosenberg, Toomin and Stein to the New
York offices of the major companies.
BOXOFFICE
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WASHINGTON'S EARLY REACTION FAVORABLE;
FEDERAL KEYNOTE IS ONE OF COOPERATION
What Will Help the U. S.
Do Business Being
Studied in Probe

Nat'l Theatres
Not to Darken

He Jokes , But —

Washington — In the comparatively short
time given thus far to the exploration of
industry problems by the recently formed
distributors’ committee in New York, word
filtering here is such to entrench even
further the belief that the industry may
expect a free and untrammeled pursuance of industry-approved, governmentblessed method of sales, distribution and
related functions, provided there is a recognition of the rights of minorities.
Would-be prognosticators are looking in
the direction of wise-cracking, humorladen Yale-to-Washington Assistant Attorney General Thurman Arnold. Old
stuff, now, is that, around Arnold, the
government’s $500,000 monopoly investigation will pivot. Not so old, however,
are Arnold’s views on monopolies and antitrust laws, of which he is the official
keeper in the Department of Justice. With
him will be 11 representatives of federal
agencies, the committee working under
the chairmanship of Senator O’Mahoney
in the joint congressional-departmental
investigation.
Beginning from the outset, O’Mahoney as well as the other administration designees are all New Dealers. O’Mahoney has stated that the investigation is
not to be directed against business, but
would be a study of dislocated systems,
“a much broader thing than a study of
monopoly, a study of what will help the
United States to do business.”
Dovetailing, then, with a declared friendly view on the part of O’Mahoney is an
equally and even more pointed attitude
against anti-trust laws by Arnold. Professor of Law at Yale, author of “The
Folklore of Capitalism” and its less publicized progenitor, “The Symbols of Government,” Arnold was entrusted with the
administration of the anti-trust division
of the Department of Justice. His ap-

Allied Directors to
Name

Group

New York — Allied's board
tors are expected to meet

of direcsoon in

Washington to determine upon a committee to meet with distributors on an
all-industry conference. At the time
of the Pittsburgh convention a resolution was passed by Allied empowering
the board to call a meeting and name
a committee to sit down with distributors in the event a program for all-industry cooperation suggests itself.
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•— Wide World Photo

The pivoting funster of the government’s monopoly drive program, also
known as Thurman Arnold, also titled
special assistant attorney -general of
the United States. Arnold believes in
altering the nation’s anti-trust law
structure to ease the pressure on big
business and encourage, not discourage competition. Somewhere along the
line the industry, now seeking to selfregulate itself, is expected to see a
great deal of this former professor of
law at Yale.

New York — Despite varied reports
throughout the country of contemplated
summer theatre closings. National Theatres will not darken any units, it is stated
at the home office.
Theatre business continues off sectionally, but it is felt it is held that once a
theatre is closed it takes weeks after reopening to regain trade.
Dates for the Kansas City and Los
Angeles annual regional meetings are still
being debated by Spyros Skouras. The
Kaycee session may be held the first week
in August with the coast gatherings likely
the second week next month.
Each of the sessions will continue for
three or four days with a number of home
office executives attending. Sales managers of the major companies will not be
invited to speak, the sessions being limited
to internal problems and ways and means
of bettering business in the five divisional
setups.

Mayer and Lichtman
Cancel Foreign

England on production of “The Citadel,”
but business pressure at the studio prevents any long absence from the local
scene.
David

pointment brought “howls of holy horror
from the pundits who presume to speak
for public opinion. How can a man who
so ridiculed the anti-trust laws be placed
in charge of their enforcement?”
In high, wide and whimsical

fashion

Arnold, in the best-selling “The Folklore
of Capitalism,” tells why the anti-trust
results, are a “joke.” Resorting to no
laws, judged by their purpose and their
punch-pulling, he shows how the laws
have actually contributed to the defeat
of their own avowed purpose; have served
as a protection for trusts and price-fixing.
Without further qualification it appears
well established, film observers observe,
that Arnold will not be sidetracked in his
announced endeavor of recommending a
change in the anti-trust structure that
will rub out the proclivity among big corporations for subterranean price control;
that will encourage competition in business and industry; to build up competitive conditions looking to a freer flow of
commerce.
Enter the film industry, Arnold has before him and his DJ investigators a voluminous report on the facts and claims that

Trip

Hollywood — Louis B. Mayer and A1
Lichtman have cancelled proposed trips
abroad. Both had planned to sail for

vice-president

and

treasurer of Loew’s, will visit Denham
dios after taking the cure at Vichy.

stu-

MPTOA

Bernstein,

Meeting Now

Reported

Is

lor October

New York — The original intention to
hold the annual MPTOA convention in
Oklahoma City in September is understood here to have undergone a change
in favor of early October. Oklahoma City
theatre men, conversant in the ways of
climatic conditions in September, are said
to have pointed out this phase as justifying a later date for the conclave.
make up its existence and attacks for its
existence, the latter in the form of scores
of independent exhibitor complaints. Arnold has expressed himself as adopting an
“open door” policy in an effort to bring
forth the problems of particular industries. The majority of the Federal members also are reported to lean toward
efforts to make business competition real
rather than to extend governmental control over business.
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A QUARTET of weeks ago, in the upfront space usually accorded to

editorial profundities and otherwise, your commentator had something to say about the manner in which he felt the industry was so readily
abandoning its ghost to the defeatists. He endeavored to point out that the
merchandise and its appeal continue to draw the essential baseline from
which grosses or the lack of them spring and he urged those easily prone
to turn panicky to remember all had not yet quite gone to hell.
Of those who

commented,

the standout

letter of them

all came

from

Sidney R. Kent. The president of 20th Century-Fox said a mouthful, as the
expression goes, and now you are to get it with the permission of the author.
It's worth

your

or anyone's

time:

"Of course, we always were a squawking industry. We make more
hullabaloo about nothing and are less grateful for our rewards than any
industry I know of. We are a long way from being in the doldrums, although we are hurt — some worse than others— but, in spite of the fact that
we are supposed to be in a depression or recession, personally I think we
are lucky compared with many.
"It is customary, of course, to blame everything on Hollywood, but I
think Hollywood's parade of pictures this spring has been a great credit
to the studios. The trouble is that too many exhibitors sit back today and
want all the showmanship to come out of the can and, instead of helping
when there is a recession, the first thing they do is cut their advertising
budget. Damned little assistance is given any picture today. The film does
everything but take itself out of the can and crawl up the screen and, if
we just had an invention that would cause the film to cry out through the
sound

head,

"We

'I am

have

here,' then we

bounced

back

would

have

out of much

a dandy

worse

industry.

conditions

than

we

are

facing now. Personally, I haven't the slightest idea that either we or the
country are going to pot. The going is tough and we have a lot of problems
to meet, but I personally look for an upturn before the first of the year and
we are figuring on it. I think our business is great considering conditions
and I know a lot of other people feel the same way, but I never saw a May
or June in my life that anyone could brag about even in the days when
we were booming — so why expect it now?
"Anyhow,
change

I think a little more

everybody's

Musical

course

of the same

That Was

Mixup

"The famous

Rossini musical

com-

position, 'Algiers,' will be featured
as the overture to the Radio City
Music Hall's stage show to herald
the New York premiere of Walter
Wanger's romantic melodrama of a
jewel thief, 'Algiers,' which will
follow the run of 'Having Wonderful Time,' " the press department at
United Artists volunteers.
The

famous

Rossini musical

com-

position happens to be "Italians in
Algiers," to be accurate about it,
but most things Italian smack of
Fascism these days and perhaps,
after all, it is just as well.
In the cast is Nina Koshetz, who
has a voice something akin to a

Ben

nightingale's. Only she doesn't sing.
But, as Sidney Skolsky would say,
"Don't get me

6

wrong,

type of stuff will probably

of thought.”

I love Holly-

in London

Recall
Goldwyn's
London
view when
Sam described

Rose as a "good companion" and
added, since they had known each
other since childhood, Sam couldn't
go where Dave was not along?
Rose is going back to London
now. For Paramount, not for Goldwyn.

Animal

Kingdom

Ali Gaga, that inveterate correspondent, gets annoying once more
with

his flip wisecracks. For instance, he insists Leo, the lion, has

protested to Louis B. Mayer that exhibitors are purposely decreasing
the volume on the main title and
thereby

reducing

his roar to a purr.

Also that the Pathe rooster vigorously denies that he has laid an egg.
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National Screen Council Selects
"Holiday" As June Award Winner
Columbia's ' Holiday/' based on Philip Barry's romantic, satirical
comedy, is the choice of the National Screen Council in its selection of that picture as winner of the BOXOFFICE Blue Ribbon
award for June.
Produced
Katharine

by Everett Riskin, and
Hepburn

is a streamlined

and

Cary

version

with a slight variation

won

of the plot in its mimicry

by the members of the National Screen Council, whose

Fox), March; "In Old Chicago"
of Robin Hood" (WB), May.

selection is governed by outstanding merit and suitability of the film to whole-family entertainment. Members
of the Council include over
200 motion picture editors of
leading newspapers throughout the country, motion picture reviewing committee of
the International Federation
of Catholic

Alumnae,

and

"Snow

White

"Rebecca

February;

and

the Seven

(Para),

Dwarfs"

(Walt

Farm"

(20th-

of Sunnybrook

(20th-Fox), April, and

"Adventures

Cast of Characters
Linda Seton.... Katharine
Johnny

Case

Julia Seton
Ned

Seton

Edward

Seton

state motion picture chairmen of the General Federation of Women’s

of the ideas and

since the first of the year are: "Wells Fargo”

winner

for January;

type,

wealth.

This Award is given each
month to the film receiving
the highest number of votes

Disney-RKO),

Cukor, with

in the stellar roles, the theme

of the poor-boy-in-love-with-rich-girl

traditions of society and

Awards

directed by George

Grant

Hepburn

Nick Potter
Edward

Cary

Grant

Doris

Nolan

Laura Cram

Lew

Ayres

Susan

Henry

Kolker

Everett

Horton

Binnie Barnes

Potter

Jean

Seton Cram

Henry

Dixon
Daniell

Production Staif

Clubs.

Executive Producer.... Harry
Producer
Director
Screenplay

Cohn

Everett

Riskin

George

Cukor

Donald Ogden Stewart
Sidney Buchman

Original by

Philip

Barry

Assistant Director
Clifford

Photography

Broughton

Franz

Planer

Musical Director
.Morris

Stoloff

Northwest
Of a

Independents

Warner

Minneapolis — Aroused

because

Warners

allegedly are withholding eight of this season’s promised pictures with the intention of selling them as part of the 1938-39
contract at higher prices, many of the
territory’s independent exhibitors, acting
individually, have threatened to lay off
that company’s new-season product.
The pictures, which local independents
claim were promised them verbally and in
the Warner 1937-38 prospectus, that will
not be delivered are “The Valley of the
Giants,” “The Desert Song,” “Panama
Canal,” “Boy Meets Girl,” “The Sisters,”
“The Gambler,” “Collusion” and “On
Your Toes.”
The matter came up during the Northwest Allied States’ convention here. Much
indignation was expressed, but no official
action was taken by the body.
The word of W. A. Steffes to members
is not to buy “if you don’t like the way
any company is doing business.”
Some independents here claim that
Warner product the past season has been
unsatisfactory. That is why, they say,
they are all the more irked by the alleged
withholding of the eight pictures.
Twin City independent exhibitors are
holding firm in their resolve not to make
any percentage deals. Exchanges are
equally firm in their resolve not to accede to the independents’ demand for a
cut of at least 25 per cent in 1938-39
rentals.
Seattle Showmen Scorching
In Their Denunciation
Seattle

—

In

a

checkup

around

local

houses and theatres in the vicinity of
Puget Sound reference to the recent newspaper article quoting Harry M. Warner
about majors and their product, finds most
of the exhibitors scorching in their retorts.
Trade secrets, quoted one circuit head,
should not be given out to the public. He
also holds show business is rapidly losing
its glamour with the public being told
everything about it.

Expects Sam' 11 Yell
About Harry
Kansas
statement

City

—

"Harry

M.

is as silly as Grad

Warner's
Sears'

on

giveaways in connection with ‘Robin
Hood'," says an independent who is a
good one, made that way by wise buying and selling. "Seems to me
member reading in BOXOFFICE

I rethat

Warner said ’Sam talks too much'
when Goldwyn took a swing at Hollywood talent. About
Hood'
the

middle

for audience

pect to hear
This

8

the

time

’Robin

gets into my house with a reissue on top and a cup and saucer in

is really

Sam

appeal,

say: ’Include

going

too far'."

me

I exout.

Buying

Talk

Marxist Approach

Strike

Chicago

Yamins Opposed to
Outside Publicity

on

"Gold Diggers"
—

Surveying

the

current

product, "Midwest Record," Communist
Party daily newspaper covering the
Middle West, writes:
“Gold

Diggers

in

Paris — Warner

Brothers still haven't found out there's
no more gold in ’Gold Diggers.' Maybe
the slim return at the Roosevelt will
prove it again."

Pall

River,

Mass.

— 1 Nathan

Yamins,

president of Allied States Ass’n, believes
Harry M. Warner’s “hoarding” charge is
“substantially” correct, but, at the same
time, deplores the effect of publicizing it
outside the framework of the industry itself.
In a statement

to Boxoffice,

Official Condemns
Talk on Hoarding

Yamins

declares:
New

“Harry M. Warner’s charge that the distributors withhold important releases until
the autumn is, in my opinion, a substantially correct statement of the practice in
our industry. The reason for this situation is obvious — since the important releases are sold on a percentage basis, it
is to the distributor’s advantage to release
these pictures at a time of the year when
the distributor’s share of the take will be
greater. Another reason for it is that the
important releases may be used as bait
to secure contracts during the selling
season.
“However, to give publicity to this situation is only harmful to the industry as a
whole — it is an invitation to the public to
stay away from theatres during the summer season when the theatres have
enough to contend with without increasing their problems. It is far better to discuss and settle industry problems such as
this within the industry than to air them
out in public.”

City — Slow

to anger

and

gener-

ally inclined to pay little attention to
executive pronouncements, exhibitors in
this midwestern area nevertheless are
irked to verbal action by Harry M. Warner’s statement that producers deliberately are withholding important product
during the summer months. Voluble as
they are, however, they are cautious, most
of them preferring to be cloaked in
anonymity.
An important circuit executive who
holds Warner contracts steps forward under the cloak to declare that “Harry Warner must know what he’s talking about.
Take a look,” says he, “at recent theatre
bills here. The Mainstreet was playing ‘Son of the Sheik,’ a Valentino reissue, with ‘Crime School,’ a Warner
product, as second stringer. The Newman
carried on with ‘The Sheik,’ 17-year-old
Valentino vehicle, with ‘Gold Diggers in
Paris,’ another Warner film in the deuce
spot. It’s pretty obvious to me who is
doing the holding out, if he has anything
to hold.”

the subject

treated

in

theatre circuit, who feels that “at best
it is a matter to be treated with more fairness.
“Such remarks in the daily press have
the same effect as would a paid advertisement of a producer who announced
that his company is not going to release
any big pictures this summer.
“The result of the Warner statement,
so far as the relation of a theatre operator and the public is concerned, is largely
intangible. But there can be no question
that it creates a tendency to stay away —
house. than to increase visits — to the local
rather
“After all, the public is quick to recognize a good picture and often demonstrates this at the boxoffice. It is rather
foolish to discourage a tradition that has
taken many years to build just for the
sake of publicity — especially misguided

publicity.”
Scattered Arkansas View
Thinks Warner Correct

Midwest Anger Rises
Over Warner Statement
Kansas

York — That

the Warner “hoarding” charge is one for
industry, not public, consumption, is the
opinion of an executive of a national

Little

Rock — A number

of independent

exhibitors in different sections of the state
say they agree with Harry M. Warner
when

he says that producers are “hoarding” important releases until autumn
when theatres actually need them now.
One exhibitor, who owns three houses
in different sections of this state, expresses
it this way:
“After reading what Harry M. Warner
says, I am in hearty accord with his idea.
All companies seem to be holding their
‘big’ product until the fall, which is disastrous to those in the exhibition field. A
concerted effort of film publications might
cause the producers to loosen up. While
there may be some harmful effect in
bringing this before the public, I am for
early releases and not so many re-issues
as are prevailing.”
Charles

Starrett Role

Hollywood — Charles

Starrett

will make

“West of Santa Fe” as his next starring
picture for Columbia.
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UA - F &M Theatre Warner Is Refuted Via Aircast,
Confabs Are Stalled Citing BOXOFFICE As Source
New

York — Negotiations

between

execu-

tives of United Artists Theatre circuit and
P&M for the former to purchase a half
interest in the latter’s St. Louis circuit are
temporarily delayed because William P.
Philips, vice-president and treasurer of
UA, is abroad on a vacation.

New

York

reached

—

Major

producers

finally

the public with their collective

Philips is understood to have been working on the deal with Harry C. Arthur jr.,
who returned to St. Louis Tuesday night
by plane. A number of other UA circuit directors are said to have been sitting
in on discussions. Joseph M. Schenck, who
arrived from the coast over the weekend,
was informed of the impending deal here.
He is due to sail Wednesday on the Normandie.

answer to Harry M. Warner’s “hoarding"
charge when, citing Boxoffice as his authority, David Lowe, film commentator
on Station WNEW, told his estimated audience of 750,000 in the metropolitan area
what all major companies, but Warners,
will release throughout the summer.
It proved an application of the same
procedure utilized when the original charge
made by Warner was lodged with the public through news associations, newspapers
and columnists in that the other side of
the situation likewise was carried to the
public but over the air waves instead of by
the printed page.

The last important buy-in by UA Theatre circuit was the Robb & Rowley deal.
UA is a half owner in the Texas circuit
with Harold Robb and Ed Rowley continuing operations as heretofore.

Lowe’s comment, according to those who
listened, was of distinct industry service.
He cited by titles and, in most instances,
with casts the summer lineups of virtually
all of the companies and emphasized the

Expansion of UA circuit was strongly
intimated at the time of the R&R arrangement. More than 200 units are in the fold,
including Metropolitan Playhouses with
about 120 houses in Greater New York.
Schenck is president and chairman of the
UA circuit.

conclusion that, regardless of Warner’s
statement, the remainder of the industry
reflects confidence in the calibre of its
forthcoming entertainment.

When Arthur was finally reached after
several attempts, he declined to talk, declaring he knew nothing about the reported deal and his trip here was to spend
the holidays at his farm in Pekskill. Sam
Dembow, vice-president, referred all questions to Arthur. Philips could not be
reached before he sailed on the Rex.
However, he is known to have had several
dealings with Spyros Skouras and others
interested in the negotiations.

Max Cohen Plans to Call
Allied of New York Meet
New

York — Max

A. Cohen,

temporary

chairman, plans to call a meeting of all
Allied of New York State members next
week, probably Wednesday.
With E. Thornton Kelly lining up exhibitors, the membership has increased by
leaps and bounds. On the east side of the
Hudson River north of Albany, Allied is
represented 100 per cent. On the other
side of the river and north of Albany the
percentage is 99 with one theatre now being signed up.

Columbia Drops Idea
Of Poster Rental Plan
New

York — Columbia

has

dropped

the

idea of the poster rental plan, originally
brought up at the regional conventions.
After studying the proportion for several
weeks, it was decided to forget about it
and continue selling accessories as heretofore.
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Company heads and other topflight executives were advised in advance of the
broadcast and, to a man, evidenced their
interest and intention of listening in.
Station

Par-Reaching

WNEW is a powerful New York station
feeding a territory in a 150 mile radius
with an established intensive coverage
within a 50-mile radius. Lowe’s program
is “Sound Track,” is aired six times a week
in a 15-minute period sponsored by the
Illinois Meat Corp.
This is a transcript of his comment:

important

pictures

was

Nicholas

M.

Schenck, president of Loew’s, which means
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. These are Mr.
Schenck’s words:
“We do no summer hoarding at M-G-M.
Among other pictures we will release this
summer are ‘Shopworn Angel,’ with Margaret Sullavan and James Stewart; ‘The
Crowd Roars,’ starring Robert Taylor, and
‘Too Hot to Handle,’ starring Clark Gable.
We have no policy based on spring, summer, autumn or winter. It is an all year
’round policy.’
“And Barney Balaban, president of
Paramount, likewise denied that his company is purposely holding out its better
attractions. The following are some that
his company will release between now and
Labor Day. ‘Tropic Holiday,’ already
playing in some theatres; ‘Professor Beware,’ starring Harold Lloyd; ‘The Texans,’ with Joan Bennett and Randolph
Scott; ‘Spawn of the North,’ and ‘Sing You
Murray.
Sinners,’ with Bing Crosby and Fred Mac“And

Leo Spitz, president of RKO, according to Boxoffice, is still another who
was strong in denouncing the accusation.
‘I know what we are planning at RKO,’
Mr. Spitz said, and went on to enumerate
‘Having Wonderful Time,’ ‘Mother Carey’s
Chickens,’ with Ruby Keeler, Ann Shirley
and James Ellison, and of course, ‘Room
Service,’ with the Marx Bros.
“And Nate J. Blumberg, president of
Universal, refutes the Warner statement
with what he terms four ‘double A’s between now and September.’ These are
‘The Rage of Paris,’ ‘Little Tough Guy,’
with the ‘Dead End’ kids; ‘Letter of Introduction,’ with Charlie McCarthy and
Edgar Bergen and ‘That Certain Age,’
starring Deanna Durbin.

“The motion picture industry is slowly
emerging from one of the most bitter internal controversies in recent years. It
all started a few weeks ago, when Harry
Warner, president of Warner Bros. Pictures and head of a widely-flung chain of
more than 400 theatres, went to the nation’s newspapers and said something that,
many people claim, wasn’t exactly cricket.
“Many of you listening in at this moment probably are familiar with the story,
which was to the effect that Warner accused all the major studios, excepting
Warner, with hoarding their more impressive pictures until the fall, leaving the
summer without palatable product. What
you aren’t familiar with, though, is the
tidal wave that struck the industry when
the accused major producers struck back

themselves. The list includes ‘Always
Goodbye,’ with Barbara Stanwyck and
Herbert Marshall; ‘Three Blind Mice,’ with
Loretta Young and Joel McCrea; ‘I’ll Give
a Million,’ with Warner Baxter, Jean Hersholt and Peter Lorre; ‘Little Miss Broadway,’ starring Shirley Temple; ‘Alexander’s
Ragtime Band,’ with Tyrone Power, Alice
Faye and Don Ameche, and ‘My Lucky
Star,’ starring Sonja Henie.
“And Columbia and United Artists are
still others with what they claim will prove
strong summer screen fare.

at Warner’s.
“Prom very substantial appearances I
can inform you that a host of good pictures are going to be available for your
consumption throughout the summer. It
was left to that alert trade paper, Box-

“It seems, therefore, that regardless of
any claim advanced by Mr. Warner, the
rest of the motion picture industry reflects
confidence that its entertainment for the
warm weather months will meet the exacting standards and demands of the Ameri-

office,

which

gathered

“And, of course, there is 20th CenturyFox, another company that prefers to let
its lineup of summer pictures speak for

this vital amuse-

ment information, to let us know what we
can expect when we drop into our neighborhood movie tonight and every night this
summer.
“One of the first to answer the Warner
charge that rival studios are withholding

can public.”

Eadie to 20th-Fox Board

New

York — W.

J. Eadie,

comptroller,

has been elected to the 20th Century-Fox
board to fill the vacancy caused by John
D. Clark’s death.
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More

Reade Circuit Finds

FACTS ♦ . .

than

$900,000

in admissions

was

paid

in one

evening

to see

one fight that lasted less than one round. Many people traveled hundreds
of miles to witness this boxing exhibition and yet the crowd of approximately 70,000 expressed little or no dissatisfaction with what it saw at an
average admission cost of $13.00 per person.
These
to spend

facts point out three things: (1) That
for entertainment.

(2) Thai

GOOD

the public still has money

SALESMANSHIP

will sell en-

tertainment. (3)That a GOOD SHOW — its length doesn't matter — will please
people. The parallel between an exhibition of boxing and an exhibition of motion pictures is closely drawn.

many

General

business

conditions

and

the specific conditions

in this industry

today make good salesmanship a much-needed essential. Granting that
there has been a dearth of big pictures, this is not to say that there have
not been many good pictures. Big and good are sometimes confused. Many
so-called big pictures have not been good pictures from either the standpoint of entertainment or boxoffice drawing power. Many average pictures, even some of those admittedly turned out for the “B" market, have
in them saleable qualities, which, if properly taken advantage of, attract
customers and please them.
In recent months — in fact the trend has been noticeable for several years
— there has been a growing lack in the merchandising of pictures. Everyone seems to be looking for the BIG PICTURE that reputedly “sells itself"
and all efforts are extended on these “self-selling" productions. But what
is being done about the good little pictures that have entertainment, novelty
and public appeal? Practically nothing! And the exhibitor alone is not to
blame.
This growing

lack of salesmanship

has

its beginning

right in the pro-

duction mills. If a picture wasn't intended for “A" calibre on the planning
sheets, it isn't worth bothering with. It is filmed, cut and canned and sent
right out to the exhibitors who hear of it for the first time when they get the
notice of its availability. It isn't an “A" picture, if it hasn't been highly touted
in the dope sheets, so it is shot right out for exhibition — COLD! (There are
exceptions, of course, but we are citing the general practice, being also
aware of many pre-labeled big pictures whose merits didn't back up the
pre-labeling but had to be sold as big, because they were so conceived.)
We hear a lot about the lack of showmanship on the part of exhibitors.
But how can exhibitors be expected to sell something about which they
know

practically nothing? How can exhibitors “get hot" about an attraction which gets chilling treatment from the very company that makes it?

This business of waiting for the big pictures to come along for a "killing" reminds of those persons who are always looking for that will-o-thewisp get-rich-quick scheme, the meanwhile passing up the making of a
regular livelihood. It is reminiscent also of the fellow who searched all
over the world for gold, only to find it right in his own back yard.
Business

cannot

depend

on windfalls.

Picture business

cannot

depend

on infrequent smash hits. It's what comes between them that determines
the loss or profit at the end of each year. And, like the fellow who found
gold in his own back yard, a little digging among the product currently
available will reveal nuggets among the rocks for which salesmanship will
exact a full measure of market value. That goes for production, distribution and exhibition.
Showmanship

is not dead;

it just needs

awakening.

Singles Successful
New

York — Holding

that double features

are a necessary evil and must be stimulated
by games and giveaways to attract audiences that go in for quantity programs,
the Walter Reade circuit with 30 theatres
in New York and New Jersey has found
by experience one picture, aided and
abetted by shorts and newsreels, has
proven successful in 22 houses.
“We are not trying to educate the public,” Morris Jacks, partner in a group of
the houses, states: “but giving it what it
wants.” Then he adds, “two bad pictures will not make a performance and
even when there is a shortage of film we
try and stick to our single feature plan
because we have learned that in those 22
houses it is easier to drive patronage away
by booking two films instead of one.
“Even games and dishes sometimes can’t
get them in at some of the theatres where
we Inhave
features.”
some double
situations
like Asbury Park and
Morristown where Reade occupies a dominant position most of his units are single
film. In Asbury Park five out of six: The
Mayfair, Paramount, St. James, Lyric,
and Ocean play one film while the Savoy
shows two with everything that goes with
them. In Morristown, the Community,
Park and Jersey are all one-film houses.
Also single feature are the Strand and
Paramount, Plainfield, N. J., the Strand,
Majestic and Ditmas, Perth Amboy, ditto,
with the Crescent doubling.
At Long Branch, the Paramount exhibits one film, while the Strand shows two.
In Red Bank a similar situation prevails.
The Carlton plays one picture while the
Strand shows two. The Strand, Freehold,
and Broadway, Kingston, are strictly solo
film situations.
In towns like Madison and Summit the
circuit has found it expedient to split the
playing time. The Madison, Madison, for
five days puts on single attractions and
for the other two days adds another feature. The Strand, Summit, is on a fourday single plan with the balance of the
time turned over to duals.
“Percentages are not a calamity in our
office. No matter how much you pay for
bad pictures it is too much.
“We would rather have a good picture
and give it additional playing time and
even repeat than show two pictures. As
a matter of fact we have even extended
playing time on ‘Test Pilot’ and ‘In Old
Chicago.’ Now we plan to repeat them
during the summer months rather than
take a chance with some of the new pictures to be released in the next few weeks.
“To prove our point, we command better admissions in single feature houses.
The price averages 40 cents, but, in some
instances, is as high as 55 cents. In dual
feature situations, the top we get is 25 and
In several towns, Reade plays day-anddate
with Broadway. The circuit is one
30 cents.”
of the very few in this hard-and-fast double feature territory to be favorably inclined toward singles — and with success
where practiced.
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UA PROFIT PLAN AND SALES COST CUT STILL
IN AIR; CHAPLIN UNDERSTOOD BLOCKING BOTH
Paramount

Launching

Producing
London — Paramount

will have

Unit by New

David E. Rose, former vice-president' of
Samuel Goldwyn, Inc., in complete charge.
He is due July 25 on the Queen Mary and
is understood bringing with him signed
contracts for Zolton Korda, Paul Czinner
and Herbert Wilcox to each make one big
picture.
Each of the three will be produced with
an eye for triple quota calculation. In
addition, two or three other small pictures
will be made by independent producers
for exclusive handling in the British Empire.
With. Paramount planning to release all
of its Hollywood-made output here, 20 per
cent of the number must be made here
under quota regulations. That means that
under present plans British producers will
supply product equaling 11 counts in total
for quota.
Several British subjects working at the
company’s coast studio will be transferred
here. It is also planned to sign a number of prominent free lance stars tp come
over, some of English heritage and others
for whom special working permits as artists will be sought.
The general scheme, as it appears now,
will be along the same lines of M-G-M
and 20th Century-Pox. While London will
be the basic point of operations, Rose will
make periodic trips to New York and
Hollywood for conferences with home office and studio executives.
He is understood bringing over several
scripts with him. Before leaving Hollywood for New York, Rose is said to have
lined up a number of personalities designed for the British program.
Among the big pictures planned are
“Lawrence in Arabia,” to be produced by
Korda at Denham; “Stolen Life,” with
Elisabeth Bergner in a dual role and
Czinner directing and producing.
Included in the matters being ironed
out by Rose at his conferences with Barney Balaban, president, and Stanton Griffis, chairman of the executive committee,
is the amount of money to be spent, the
number of big pictures for the schedule
and types of stories.

New
for

Trip in September
Hollywood — Adolph

Zukor, chairman

of

the Paramount board, will head for New
York and England in September. His trip
abroad will be a combination of business
and vacation. He may take an active part
BOXOFFICE
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E

Year

York — When

England,

Mary,

David

July

it will

be

20,
his

E. Rose

on

the

18th

The

way

made

one

every
with

Rose

figures

crossing

90 days.
Samuel

on

sails

Queen

crossing

in

it is that

he

His

an

average

last trip over

Goldwyn

of

was

in March.

N. J. Allied Takes Step
Against
Outside
' Games
Park — ' After
a lengthy
discussion

Asbury

that exposed the seriousness of the situation, Allied of New Jersey, meeting at the
Berkeley-Carteret here, appointed a committee to investigate and recommend steps
to be taken to curb the spread of nontheatrical giveaways. It is understood the
particular grievance was against private
operators who rent stores, assembly halls
and auditoriums and install large-scale
bingo games and other prize and cash
handout schemes.

Whitney in Hollywood
To Talk With Selznick
Hollywood — John

Hay

Whitney

is here

from New York by plane for conferences
with David O. Selznick and Henry Ginsberg. Aside from two picture commitments to UA and “Gone With the Wind”
for release through M-G-M, Selznick’s
plans are indefinite. However, there is a
strong possibility of the producer making
an additional two for UA in accordance
with an option in his contract.
in setting up a British production unit in
England under David E. Rose, who left for
New York by plane during the week for
conferences with Barney Balaban, Stanton Griffis and John W. Hicks.
Rose
On

Heads
Queen

for U. K.
Mary

York — Dave

July 20
E. Rose, head

Said

Goldwyn
Running

of Brit-

ish production for Paramount, will sail
July 20 on the Queen Mary for England
to assume active charge of producers for
the company. Arriving Wednesday afternoon by plane. Rose has been conferring
with home office executives on the status
of the English quota laws before lining
up plans abroad.

to Oppose

and Korda
Company

Hollywood — UA’s

five years.

New

Plans London

Comedian

IS Crossings in
Five Years

its own

production setup here by the first of the
year, company associates intimate, with

Zukor

British

revised

distribution

plan whereby its producers receive a 50
per cent kickback on the profits in addition to a five per cent cut in distribution costs in England is still up in the
air, Boxoffice learns from authoritative
sources. Charles Chaplin is understood as
the lone holdout and definitely resigned
not to approve the plan. Without his consent, it is said, the revised distribution
setup cannot go through.
Chaplin has been against the kickback
and 25 per cent figure for handling pictures in England as promulgated by Samuel Goldwyn and Alexander Korda in England earlier this year. Goldwyn announced
the plan in New York on his return from
abroad, but Chaplin, as one-fifth owner,
has refused to consent.
Insiders here claim Chaplin has been
much disturbed over the treatment given
Dr. A. H. Giannini which subsequently
resulted in his resignation and settlement
of his contract for $200,000. Chaplin also
is said to be opposed to the idea of Goldwyn and Korda running the company and
placing Maurice Silverstone in complete
authority. However, on the Silverstone angle, it is held that the majority of the
board rules and Silverstone eventually will
be
made president, in addition to his other
titles.
But

as for reshuffling the distribution

setup, the by-laws are understood to provide that all five producer-owners must
agree before any change can be made.
Goldwyn, who has shaved his program
from five to four next season, may make
three pictures instead of two with Gary
Cooper.

“Lady

and the Cowboy”

is first.

Lynn Farnol Joins UA
As Advertising Director
New

York — Lynn

Farnol

has resigned

as

vice-president of Donahue & Coe, advertising agency, to become director of advertising and publicity for United Artists
Corp. Farnol succeeds Monroe Greenthal,
who will remain with United Artists as director of exploitation and also will continue to handle trade paper advertising.
Farnol joins UA under a straight threeyear contract without options of any kind.
Ben Washer, until now Eastern press
representative for Samuel Goldwyn, will
handle publicity under the direction of
Farnol. No successor has been named to
take Washer’s former post, which may not
be filled.
The above changes become effective
July 18.

Vode- Vision Promoters Herald
Vaudeville Rebirth Via Films
New

York — A

potential

threat

Hollywood “B” product, a bonanza to exhibitors outside key cities and a rebirth
of vaudeville is visioned for Vode-Vision —
by its sponsors. This and even more, once
the fly is removed from the ointment is
promised, but the “fly” is Joseph N.
Weber, president of the American Federation of Musicians. Even he, however,
admits an agreement may be reached.
The contingency admitted, Vode-Vision’s
originators bear heavily on the elasticity
of their flesh-film show idea as a rehabilitator of present-form film entertainment
and sagging grosses. As hand-maiden is
an asserted 200 film houses already “lined
up” for fall. A condition among these
purported house operators and those that
follow is that Vode-Vision will not be
franchised for premises where flesh or
orchestra entertainment had been a policy, or has been for the immediate preceding 12-month period.
Vode-Vision is explained by its originator, J. E. Horn, “as recording musical
accompaniment for acts appearing on a
stage, the scenery provided on film — moving or still — with music on the film’s sound
track instead of in the pit.” In seven
planned studios — three in New York, three
in Hollywood, one in Chicago — talent ranging from juggling acts to grand opera will
be welded into a coordinated whole with
fitting musical and scenic backgrounding
on film.
Planned further is a library of 2,000 acts,
declared to be ready for dates through a
New York booking office, where circuit
bookers can view, pass and pick shows according to size and purse. To franchise
holders — only one in a town — is afforded
the flexibility, Horn asserts, of fitting a
Vode-Vision unit to any type feature picture. Units will also be made to order,
given sufficient advance notice.
Horn sees Vode-Vision as bringing new
life and new independence to exhibitors
presently bound to the sales policies of
the distributors. “If independent theatre
owners want to avail themselves of our
shows, and thereby prove to the distributors that there is a substitute for inferior
feature pictures, it can easily provide the
necessary wedge to demand better terms
for ‘A’ pictures as well as discourage production of ‘B’ and ‘C’ pictures. Since there
will be but one franchise holder in each
town he can make deals for ‘A’ pictures —
and the percentage terms will be better
on the strength of the additional drawing
power of Vode-Vision — and let the opposition house play all the program pictures.”
Driving still further, Horn visualizes the
opposition house in such situations being
forced to book flesh attractions and
musicians.
Ironically for Horn’s organization, these
very musicians, through their leader,
Joseph N. Weber, may be the very stopgap to Vode-Vision becoming much more
than an idea. There can be no VodeVision without musicians. Weber claims

10-B

T sour as Is Picketed

to all

New

York — I. G.

(for Got)

Tsouras,

operator of the Bandy Box, Bronx, is no
small delineator of human nuances. He
admits to the theory of handling his patrons with kid gloves, bending over backwards, the customer is always right, two
wrongs don’t make a right — “it’s written,
you’re never catching a butterly with vinegar, sweets to the sweets.”
That’s all changed now. Tsouras is fit
to be tied. He who never harmed a fly,
should “plotz” if he ever gives a sucker
an even break — in the future. Some three
weeks ago Tsouras installed a candy stand
and a girl attendant in the Bandy Box
lobby — “just for convenience for the customers how much money can you make on
gom drips?” The other day his eye balls
almost reverted to their rightful owner
when he observed two young girls, hatless,
boisterous and energetic, parading back
and forth in front of the Bandy Box lobby
carrying picket signs that read:
“Please Help Us Win. Do Not Patronize
This Place, AFL. Please Do Not Patronize
Candy Stand. Unfair to Organized Labor.
Local 1116-C . . . R. C. I. P. A.”
Beside himself, Tsouras immediately attempted to ascertain who “R. C. I. P. A.”
might be. From one of the girls he got
the answer:

Anti-Ascap Bill
In New York Soon
New

York — An

cum

here.”

that the repeat bookings of Vode-Vision
films will do nothing to alleviate unemployment in the AFM once the master
recording is accomplished. Horn’s reply
to this has been that Vode-Vision can keep
200 musicians steadily employed year in
and out. He hopes to compromise somewhere along the line with Weber.
At a recent Vode-Vision demonstration,
purportedly attended by circuit executives,
Walter Vincent, Si Fabian, Charles MacDonald of RKO and others, Horn states
that only praise was forthcoming for his
venture. Here is what MacDonald told
Boxoffice.

“If perfected, it could be a godsend in
hundreds of towns where exhibitors have
nothing but pictures. It will not do in
large cities because I do not think it can
be controlled. Also, if there were any reason for vaudeville to come back exhibitors
would not have to bring it back that way;
they could afford orchestras.
“Against it are these points. There is
poor vaudeville just as ther are poor
pictures. The idea would never be a cure
for a good picture and poor vaudeville.
In addition, it would have to operate on
the same basis as giving an act a route
the old days. Suppose the film was synchronized to carry five acts and for some
reason one of the acts did not show up.

bill, similar

Members of the local exhibitor organization are paying Ascap 15 cents a seat, regardless of the number of seats in each
theatre. The contention of the men behind the move is that song writers are
being amply paid by producers and this
compensation should be sufficient without
burdening theatre owners with additional
charges.
Exhibitors also claim producers,
exorbitant salaries to technicians
cording and theatre men in turn
pay for this through the score
channel.

too, pay
for rehave to
change

Full support of the national Allied association will be enlisted in the move to
eliminate Accap claims in New York state,
it is reliable stated, and when the senate
reconvenes in the fall the proposed measure will shortly be introduced.
Max A. Cohen, head of Allied of New
York, states he knows nothing about the
proposed bill, but would not be surprised
if such action were taken.

“I dunno. We jest joined dis morning.
We cum here from de cafeteria union.
Things is slow in cafeterias. Dat’s why we

anti-Ascap

to the one introduced and passed in the
state of Washington some time ago, will
be introduced in the New York senate in
the fall, reliable sources inform Boxoffice.
It is understood Allied of New York will
sponsor the measure and interests closely
related
to the unit are now working on a
draft.

Up John Myers
London

—

John

Myers

has

been

pro-

moted from publicity head to producer of
special trailers for London Films. He
also will act as chief of the 'exploitation
staff. John Ware Well takes over Myers’
old post.
Then there are the whims of the union.
They might say that local laws supersede
national laws and demand that an exhibitor install a standby orchestra.
“For argument’s sake, say that an operator did not like a certain act and just to
be nasty he cuts out 25 feet of film. All
he does is to ruin the show for the next
town.
“The idea is good, if it works. But
there is always a contingency. Perhaps
patrons in small towns do not criticize
miscues, but I would hesitate to give a contract on the assumption that our theatre
managers could absorb the headaches.”
Horn says that B. A. Rolfe, former band
leader, and one of the originators, will be
in charge of all recording. Martin Beck,
former president of the Keith-Orpheum
circuit, is to be president. Incorporation
papers are being drawn for filing in Albany. A patent covers a combination of
the arts involved, as well as a specially
designed RCA speaker that delivers the
music from orchestra pits instead of from
behind the screen.
“Vode-Vision,” says Horn, “will give better musical lift and support to artists.”
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Gotham Clearance

Government
Under

Tiff Brings Frowns
New

York — Local exchange

heads

The key to the trouble centers about the
booking of the Fantasy, Rockville Center,
owned by Century, but booked by Skouras
in a pooling arrangement entered into
about three years ago.
All “A” product of the majors is split
between the Fantasy and the Rivoli,
Hempstead, week stands. Films that play
the Rivoli then follow into the Strand,
Rockville Center, and pictures dated into
the Fantasy are later shifted to the Hempstead, Hempstead, the latter house becoming second run to the Fantasy. The Grove,
Freeport, and Freeport, Freeport, are follow up houses for the Hempstead, Hempstead.
Although Skouras books, Schwartz
claims he owns the Freeport units and
wants them to play day-and-date with
the Fantasy, or after it, but ahead of
the Hempstead and not after it.
Branch managers contend that the Long
Island booking setup is second to Loew’s
in this area for bringing results. It is
pointed out that the Fantasy, with admissions ranging from 40 to 50 cents,
will average between $4,400 to $4,500 weekly while the Rivoli, Hempstead, will gross
from $6,000 a week to $7,000 at prices with
a 60 cents top.
In getting together, Skouras and
Schwartz eliminated competitive situations
among themselves, according to distributors, so there will be no harm done in
the event the clearances are switched
around, if the operators get together.

Secretary of SAG to
Eflect Chicago Pacts
New

York

—

Mrs.

Florence

Marston,

eastern secretary of the Screen Actor’s
Guild, expects to return to Chicago shortly to wind up the signing of contracts
with the industrial producing companies
operating in that territory.
She is awaiting a report from the executive board on the coast before proceeding
to set up a regional office to take care of
SAG activities in Chicago, Detroit and
Cincinnati. It is expected headquarters
will be located in either Chicago or Detroit.

"Ragtime"
New

York

—

Two

Specials

special showings

“Alexander’s Ragtime Band” will be given
by 20th Century-Fox at the Hollywood for
the press and music publishers. On the
night of July 19, the first screening will
be held and on the following afternoon
those who cannot attend the evening
show will be invited to the matinee
screening.
BOXOFFICE

New

York — The

mailbag

from

Washington — Motion

Standup,

Mo., brings the weekly report from U.
LTlysses Klutz, member in good standing
— he hopes — of Bravo ! ! Pictures.
Dear Veronica: Very diplomatically,
please inform Mr. Peerless I am unable
to sell here as exhibitor is temporarily
sore at me, I believe, as result of attempt
to help him yesterday. Met him at Mousetail, across the river, trying to trade exhibitor there an old Diamond-Gleam
screen for some expansion bolts for his
seats. They was $2 apart so I reminded
him he’d better hurry up and close deal
and go home, because the ferry charge
would be $1 after dark and he was bound
to lose a little either way. So he did and
when I met him this morning he told me
the expansion bolts were no good as the
floor in the theatre is too rotten to hold
them any more and that the guy at Mousetail had just called up to say he’d sold the
old screen at a profit of $8 to the guy
at Wagon Tongue, and that the guy at
Wagon Tongue told him I tipped him off
to the bargain last night. Guess I’ll wait
here till he gets through pouring new concrete in the holes. As it gets hard and
his heart gets softer, I’m pretty sure we’ll
smash through a deal.
P. S. Told Shutz at Winkstep that we
want our contract complied with, like Mr.
Peerless said. Shutz said maybe we’d better take the theatre. I told him we didn’t
want the theatre — just the film rental. He
said he’d like to get that much out of it
for himself. Tell Mr. Peerless never mind
this smot Aleck.

We’ll win, as always,
U. U. KLUTZ.

Terry-Toons in Color
May Exceed Set Quota
New

York

—

That

the

Technicolor

Terry-Toons which 20th-Fox will distribute during 1938-39 will exceed its
minimum of six is indicated by the fact
that the first cartoon will be ready the
first or second week of the new season.
At that rate, Harvey Day, sales manager reports, it is very likely that Terry
will turn out about ten during the 52
weeks.

Charles Mayer to Sail
For Shanghai July 22
New

of

Study of Congressman

Mr. Klutz Reporting

frown

on the tiff between A. H. Schwartz of
Century circuit and George Skouras of
Skouras Theatres in connection with clearances on pooled houses in several Long
Island situations.

Film Activities

York — Charles

Mayer,

manager

of

20th-Fox’s Dutch East Indies branch,
leaves New York in a few days for Vancouver where he sails for Shanghai on
July 22. He arrives there about August 1
for conferences with the Far East manager, Dell Goodman, before proceeding to
his post at Batavia.
The Australian sales convention will be
held in Sydney, August 5 and 6.

picture

activities

of the federal government last week came
under the scrutiny of Representative Paul
W. Shafer (Rep., Mich.), and with radio
and other propaganda elicited from him
the admiring comment that “present New
Deal publicity activities are known to employ more personnel, cost more money, and
produce more propaganda than those of
any previous administration in the nation’s history.”
How many millions of dollars are expended annually in the administration’s
attempt to control public thinking may
never be known, Representative Shafer
said, because many of the New Deal
agencies — particularly the WPA — h a v e
consistently refused to give Congress or
other inquirers any information as to the
scope and cost of their activities.
This situation, he charged, is due to the
fact that Congress in 1913 prohibited the
employment of publicity personnel not
specifically appropriated for, which has led
many agencies to adopt subterfuges to get
around the law, with consequent reluctance to disclose anything that might lead
to censure.
Publicity

Overhead

High

Both motion pictures and broadcasting
have been used extensively to popularize
the activities of the New Deal, Shafer
charged, and the total cost of administration publicity today is probably well over
$1,500,000 a year.
The extent to which the government is
using films to spread propaganda, he said,
is indicated by a report of the national
archives in 1936 that the federal departments had in their possession more than
15,000,000 feet of motion-picture film,
representing more than 533 different pictures.
“The department of agriculture,” he
said, “has issued by far the greatest number, 307. During the fiscal year 1936 the
department of agriculture employed 23
persons in the production of motion pictures at a cost of $100,000. In the distribution of these films it employed 14
persons. In addition the department spent
$22,000 on films made for the Civilian
Conservation Corps. The department of
the interior is the next largest producer,
with more than 55 films. During the fiscal year 1936 it spent approximately $68,000 producing movies.
Over

$200,000

for

Production

“Probably one of the most spectacular
films produced by a government agency
was ‘The Plow That Broke the Plains,’
which cost more than $40,000. The Federal Housing Administration in 1936 produced seven films costing $33,000. In the
entire government approximately 23 persons are engaged in distributing — not producing— motion picture films.
“The Brookings Institution estimates
that the total annual cost of motion pictures produced by the federal government is in excess of $200,000.”
Up to June 30, 1937, Representative
Shafer declared, the Federal Housing Administration produced eight film reels.
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Support for Reform
Not Refused, Allied
Washington — Allied

formally

denies

it

has refused to “go along” with the distributors’ trade reform movement and, in a
statement, points out its petition for an
investigation of the film “trust” by the
Administration’s monopoly committee was
ordered by its board of directors at their
Pittsburgh meeting prior to any announcement of any self -regulation move on the
part of the industry.
In the meantime, it is accepted here that
independent exhibitors and various organizations interested in film reform have
“turned the heat” on producers with such
good effect as to virtually insure an investigation of the industry by the national
economic, (O’Mahoney monopoly investigation) committee.
In a formal statement explaining its
position, Allied States on July 7, pointed
out that the petition for the monopoly investigation was ordered by the association’s board of directors at their meeting
in Pittsburgh, prior to “trade paper announcements concerning a conciliation
movement which was hurriedly initiated
in New York following a visit of the Big
Eight executives to Washington.
“Therefore,” it was pointed out, “there
is no justification for the inference by one
trade paper that ‘Allied won’t go along’
on this conciliation movement. There is
no ground for any inference on that matter whatever.
“Allied has pointed out that this entire
subject is in the hands of its board of directors. When and if a concrete program
is evolved by the distributors it will receive the consideration of the board.
Meantime, idle speculation as to what
Allied’s attitude may or may not be can
not be productive of any good, may do
harm.”
Investigation of the motion picture
monopoly also was asked by the National
Motion Picture Research Council in a
telegram from Ray Lyman Wilbur, former Secretary of the Interior.
However, it has been learned, the various organizations which have been supporting the Neely block-booking bill, resentful of the refusal of house leaders to

He Sees Menace
In Disney
New

York — The

erudite

editorial

umns of the Herald-Tribune

col-

charge

Dr.

Stuart Rice, of the United States Central Statistical Board with warning the
American

Association

ment of Science
Disney's
beliefs
Says

’Snow
can

the

"to

beware

White'

land
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now.

false
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Doctor!

A
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taking

10-D

be

good

for what

life too seriously.''

ails us; i. e„

Moskowitz

Takes a Slap

At Warner
on " Hoarding "
York — Taking a left-handed slap

New

at Harry M. Warner’s “hoarding” charge,
C. C. Moskowitz, Loew theatre executive,
replies with
Moskowitz
Warner went
to the entire

“What picture shortage?”
went to the same public that
to by releasing his statement
metropolitan press.

“The producing studios which supply
our theatres certainly have not been holding back their good pictures,” Moskowitz
asserted. “M-G-M, United Artists, Paramount, Columbia, Universal — they've all
turned out a supply of good entertainment. This summer, as a matter of fact,
looms up even better than last when it
comes to a steady run of above-average
attractions.”
The Loew

theatre executive goes on to

enumerate the “interesting” attractions
lined up for July and August and declares
that “we do not believe that there is such
a thing as a ‘season’ in our business.”
push the measure after it was passed by
the senate last session, also have been
urging the administration probe committee
to go into the situation.
The inquiry suggested by Myers would
cover the “organization, financing, policies
and practices” of the so-called “movie
trust” which, he charged, is driving independent exhibitors out of business and
regulating those who seek to keep their
theatres in operation.
“The degree of regimentation imposed
by the motion picture trust on the theatres
and the effects, both actual and potential,
on the theatre-going public are a challenge
to government1 itself,” he declared.
Regimentation of exhibitors has been
carried to an extent unparalleled in any
other industry, it was asserted.
All of the congressional members of the
monopoly committee have received numerous communications regarding alleged
monopoly in various industries. All of
these communications will be tinned over
to the administration members of the
committee for a determination as to
whether the files of the various government organizations contain material to support the charges, with a view to deciding
whether further investigation is desirable.
In addition, civic and other organizations which have been supporting reform
movements in industries in which there is
much public interest — as, again, motion
pictures and gasoline — are urging the committee to make immediate studies of
monopoly and, to considerable extent, are
“getting back” at congressional leaders
who have refused to support vigorously
the reform measures which they have
advocated.
Monogram Won't Share
In Program of Reform
New

York — “Monogram

does

not

plan

to participate in any conferences with exhibitors’ representatives which are intended to solve problems that certain companies are confronted with,” declares W.
Ray Johnston, president of the company,
in a statement which fails to specify what
organizations he means.

A New Film Wing
For Theatre Arts
New

York — A film division is the latest

subsidiary to be organized under auspices
of the Theatre Arts Committee, which
began to function about a year ago and
last season produced the successful Cabaret Tac. As its first undertaking, the film
division will sponsor the world premiere
of “Return to Life,” the latest film photographed in Spain, at the Waldorf-Astoria, July 20.
With several members already enrolled,
the film division is receiving applications
daily. Serving as chairman is Lester Fuller. The division heads include Richard
Watts jr„ Dorothy Parker, William Boehnel, Irene Thirer, Robert Benchley, Frances Farmer, Lillian Heilman, Donald Ogden Stewart, Arthur Kober, Dudley Nichols, Dashiell Hammett, Sidney Buchman,
Lynn Farnol, Ben Washer, Myer Beck,
and Kenneth MacKenna.
Theatre Arts Committee was formed to
coordinate the efforts of every branch of
the arts in fighting Nazism and Fascism,
internationally and nationally. Convinced
that these forces threaten the aspirations and needs of creative workers, TAC
states it makes it possible for its members to get together to create a force
for peace and democratic freedom.
With the film group, TAC now represents every field of the amusement world
including a theatre division, radio, dance,
marionette and music. In addition, an
audience division is composed of membership which participates in the activities
of the other committees.
The film, “Return to Life,” depicts the
work done by the International Medical
Aid in connection with the plight of refugee children. It also shows the wounded
soldiers who hope to fight again for Loyalist Spanish democracy. Henri Cartier
directed with Herbert Kline.

Loew Opens Milwaukee
Exchange ; Deters Buttalo
Milwaukee — It was

open

house

at the

Loew exchange here Thursday to mark
the official opening of new headquarters
at 736 W. State St. District Manager
Sam Shurman was host to many exhibitors
and exchangemen.
Buffalo — District

Manager

Ralph

Maw

has deferred the official opening of Loew’s
new exchange headquarters until July 15.
Although business is going on in the new
offices at 294 Franklin St., Maw is holding off on the official opening until everything is in ship-shape order.
E. K. “Ted” O’Shea, eastern division
manager, spent most of the week here,
returning to New York over the weekend.
"Borrowed
New

Time"

York — M-G-M

to Metro

has

purchased

the

film rights to “On Borrowed Time,” current Broadway play by Paul Osborn.
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Republic

M-G-M (835)
85 Minutes
Rel. July 8, '38
Here is an engrossing picture glowing with human
It’s strong on feminine appeal and should be a
antidote for those summer boxoffice blues. Vitalizing the somewhat confused proceedings with dramatic power is Margaret Sullavan’s magnificent performance which shines out from the emotional tinsel embellished in the story. Her portrayal as the chorus girl who

I

\ Shopworn

Angel

United Artists (

)

is made executor of the owner’s will, which provides that he must control the future of a spoiled daughter, even unto approving her husband. After outwitting
a racketeer-suitor and his gang of modern rustlers, Gene
okays himself as the best candidate. Directed by Joe Kane.
Gene

Rel.

Richardson, Edna Best, Edmund Gwenn,
John Clements, Marie Lohr.

South Riding
'

Ann

Todd,

Ken

!

who

is in love

with

Bob.

Baker,

Marjorie Reynolds, Carlyle Moore,
ly, Franko Corsarro, Wimpy.

Complica-

Western
Warner

Trails

Bros. (

)

John

F

85 Minutes

9, 1938

Western

Little Miss Broadway

Rel.

F

20th-Fox (857)
78 Minutes
Rel. July 8. '38
A gay, colorful costume comedy, rich in humor, is this
picture which introduces Gracie Fields, darling of the English music halls. On the basis of her performance, it
should not be difficult for Miss Fields, who is an excellent
comedienne, to earn the hearty approval
ences. She is happily surrounded by

of American audian excellent cast,

including Victor McLaglen and Brian Donlevy and a moppet actor, Ted Smith, who commands special mention by
his captivating performance. Figuring in the comedy is
McLaglen as the get-rich-quick husband of Miss Fields who
squanders her money as fast as she earns it. When McLaglen is put in jail for fighting, Donlevy befriends her
and the feud is on. Monty Banks directed.
Gracie

F M,lodrlm,

CLASSIFICATION— A - ADULT
:: July

F

w..,era

Edward G. Robinson, Claire Trevor, Humphrey Bogart, Gale
Page, Maxie Rosenbloom, Donald Crisp, Allen Jenkins.

Dr. Clitterhouse

Horseman

Harlan,

Shirley Temple, George Murphy, Jimmy Durante, Edna
May Oliver, George Barbier, Edward Ellis, Jane Darwell.

prove a welcome relief from this company’s usual bighouse melodramas. Robinson, as Dr. Clitterhouse, is a
physician intent upon writing a treatise on criminal psychology. He becomes a criminal and winds up on trial for
murder. Anatole Litvak directed.

BOXOFFICE

Joan Barclay, Bill Griffith, Kenneth
Joe Girard, Bud Buster, Tarzan.

Ridge-

Truly amazing is this psychological study of crime and
its relation to society, if for no other reason than the complete absence of the prison walls which have come to be so
dear to the Warner heart. Edward G. Robinson delivers
his customary polished performance in a part more subtle
and less obviously brutal than usual, and the screenplay,
adapted from the play of the same name, is embellished
with thoughtful, intelligent dialogue, a coterie of Damon
Runyanian crooks and a smash climax. All in all, it should

The Amazing

Western

fans’ strikes or high water. Shirley was never better,
singing, dancing and dimpling in her best style, which,
aided and abetted by an unusually fine cast headed by
George Murphy, largely offsets the one criticism which
may be made of the picture — namely, a somewhat formula
story. La Temple, inmate of an orphanage, is adopted by
Edward Ellis, manager of a hotel inhabited by show people.
The hotel owner, Edna May Oliver, is a crusty specimen
who is about to foreclose for a $2,500 debt when Shirley
steps in and saves the show. Irving Cummings directed.

tions occur when Bob’s friend, John Ridgely, who also is
in love with the girl, believes Marjorie’s brother that Bob
has been unfair. Ridgely turns on Bob, but discovers he
has been mistaken in time to save Bob from the murderers, losing his own life in the effort. Marjorie and
Bob are reunited. George Waggner directed.
Bob

F

20th-Fox (856)
70 Minutes
Rel. July 29, '38
Here’s a remedy for the dog-day blues which exhibitors
have been singing — for when this latest offering by America’s Number One boxoffice bet flashes on the screen, the
SRO sign will have to be dusted off despite depression,

door shots are easy on the eyes and Bob Baker’s yodeling
is easy on the ears. The picture goes into more plot detail
than the average boots-and-saddle drama and, as a result,
a faint vein of plausibility runs through the proceedings to
heighten the action. In this, Bob Baker is out to avenge
the murder of his father. The murderer is the brother of
Reynolds

Maynard,

Whirlwind

F

Universal (2038)
57 Minutes
Rel. June 3, '38
Here is a breezy western that should please. The out-

Marjorie

in the Sky

Grand National (221)
58 Minutes
Rel. May 7, '38
A satisfactory Ken Maynard which should please the
western fans. Events keep moving at a nicely accelerated
clip, enabling Maynard to go through his repertoire of
stunts in a capable manner. Things start popping when
a prospector pal of Maynard informs him that he has
“made a strike.” Soon after the prospector disappears.
In the meantime, the ranchers are being terrorized by
an outlaw band. Maynard suspects one of the ranchers
as “brains” of the outfit. He finds the trail of his friend
leads to the outlaws’ hideout. Through a ruse, Ken is able
to get the leader to come to the hideout and without
much difficulty affects the capture of the band. Ken has
his horse, Tarzan, carrying him through the action in a
picturesque manner. Robert Hill directed.

Naively simple in literary values, superb in its delineation of a small set of believable English country folk and
impressive in its splendid characterizations is this London Films’ drama from Alexander Korda’s workshop.
Taking the slightly overlong route of pinning a series of
incidents upon the members of a rural county council the
plot, by dint of intelligent and sensitive handling, links
romance, politics, humor and other suspensful emotions
into a welded whole. It is not for the film bargain hunters; rather for those who want rich, forceful drama. Similarly, the title weakness must be overcome. Ralph Richardson, a troubled country squire, is consoled and won by
Edna Best, local school teacher. Victor Saville directed.
Ralph

Autry, Smiley Burnette, Carol Hughes, Craig Reynolds, Cupid Ainsworth, LeRoy Mason, Frankie Marvin.

Gold Mine

Drama

84 Minutes

Rel. July 4, 38

ranch,

Pidgeon, Hattie
Alan Curtis.

F

58 Minutes

action star’s large fan following and ably serve in the
spots for which it was made. Picture has been given more
careful and expensive production than many of former
Autry vehicles and there is the usual sprinkling of tuneful
musical interludes. Smiley Burnette and Carol Hughes
top a satisfactory supporting cast. Autry, foreman of the

gives life and meaning to a Texan doughboy’s faith definitely places her up front on the screen. The doughboy’s faith is expressed in his unquestioned love for her.
To give him the happiness she thinks he deserves, she
marries him before he sails for the war in France. James
Stewart’s characterization of the soldier is a credible one.
H. C. Potter aids with a sympathetic direction.
Margaret Sullavan, James Stewart, Walter
McDaniel, Nat Pendleton, Sam Levene,

(7163)

Marking Gene Autry’s return to the screen after his
legal feud with Republic, this is a characteristically good
western melodrama which will amply satisfy the popular

warmth.
welcome

j

eview5

PRODUCTIONS

Fields, Victor McLaglen, Brian Donlevy,
Browne, Ted Smith, Gus McNaughton.

We're Going to Be Rich
—

F- FAMILY

—

J- JUVENILE

F

Coral

Comedy

£LxpLoltip5
SELLING

ANGLES:

"Gold

Mine

SUGGESTIONS

SE

SELLING

in the Sky"

Gene Autry and his sidekick, Smiley Burnette,
should need little selling among action fans who
list them as their favorites. The picture title provides an ideal tieup with the popular song of the
same name. Arrange music store displays of this
song in sheet and record form, spotted with stills
from the picture, and use the record as the theme
for a short radio plug. Make lobby over with cusregalia. Promote a “Gold Mine”
tomary western
sales week
among local merchants as a picture
tieup.
CATCHLINES:

LLING

THE

PICTURE

ANGLES:

AD

“Shopworn

Angel"

CATCHLINES:

Girl . . . Was

a Broadway

Shop-

Lovin’ ... In the Best Western of the Year.
Ordered to Protect the Spoiled Daughter of His
Boss . . . This Ranch Foreman Does It by Marrying
Her.

She Gave Up Love . . . And a Million ... To Be
a Doughboy’s Dream Girl.
Margaret Sullavan ... In One of the Great
Roles of Her Career.

SELLING

SELLING

ANGLES:

“Whirlwind

Horseman"

CATCHLINES:

Faster Than Greased Lightnin’ . . . Whirlwind
Horseman with Ken Maynard and Tarzan.
A

Pair of Singin’ Six-Guns
struction to Ranch Renegades.

SELLING

ANGLES:

That

Barked

“Little Miss

De-

Broadway"

La Temple’s name on the marquee should be
the necessary magic, especially when coupled with
Jimmy Durante and George Murphy. Contact local exchange for the many commercial tieups available on the child star. Following the picture
theme, stage a free matinee showing for inmates
of a local orphanage, and arrange a dinner party
for them afterward. Contact local Shirley Temple fan clubs and hold a special matinee. See Exploitation Preview printed in Boxoffice Mar. 26, ’38.
CATCHLINES:

America’s Sweetheart . . . Singing and Dancing
as Only She Can ... To Help Cupid With a Tough
Assignment.
Their Romance Was Nearly on the Rocks . . .
Until Skipper Temple Took a Hand and Steered It
Into the License Bureau.
SELLING

ANGLES:

“We're

Going

to Be Rich"

ANGLES:

“South

Riding"

The title should be relegated to the background
in favor of pointing up the tragedies, the political
grafting, the slum-clearing and other elements
close to the scenes being daily enacted in your
community. There is an unusual love triangle with
which to attract the women patrons. School officials have a subject of intense interest. The
same goes for personnel of philanthropic organizations. Members of local town councils and others
interested in public affairs should be glad to view
and discuss the film’s attributes. Libraries can
be helpful in posting stills in connection with the
film on the strength of Winifred Holtby’s novel.
CATCHLINES:

She Never Can Be His . . . But Her Power Is
Stronger Than That of the Woman He Loves.
An Inside Glimpse Into the Private Lives of
Public People You All Know.
SELLING

ANGLES:

“Western

Trails"

Play up the music angle by arranging for display of western songs with music stores. Also use
recordings of popular western ballads with the loud
speaker connected over the boxoffice. Autographed
“glossies” of Bob Baker are good for giveaways to
youngsters at matinees as are Bob Baker Safety
Club buttons. Plant a coloring contest in local
paper with tickets awarded to youngster submitting the best completed and colored picture of
Bob Baker and his horse.
CATCHLINES:

Fighting Troubadour on a Silver Saddle.
A Buckaroo Born to Ride, Sing and Fight.
It’s a Wow for Action.
SELLING

ANGLES:

“The

Amazing

Dr. Clitterhouse"

Gracie Fields is the personality to exploit in this.
Good portion of the advance campaign should be
devoted to the star so as to help establish her before the opening. Invite sport writers to witness
the picture for the prize-fighting scene and get
them to compare it with present fighting. Collection of pictures of old-time prizefighters should
make a good lobby display. Get your local music
store to feature some of the songs Miss Fields
introduces. The title offers a number of local
tieups.

Tie in with the “Big Town” radio programs on
which Robinson and Miss Trevor are featured.
Make sport page tieups on the appearance of
Maxie Rosenbloom. Promote a discussion in a

CATCHLINES:

CATCHLINES:

You’re Going to Go for Gracie, Too ... In We’re
Going to Be Rich.
There’s Millions in it . . . Millions of Laughs.
The Year’s Laugh-Rich, Thrill-Rich, Sing-Rich
Hit.
FOR

MORE

SELLING

IDEAS

CONSULT

HOLLYWOOD

AIDS

Marquee Margaret Sullavan’s name. Play her
up as a leading actress of the year. Arrange for
window displays featuring her picture. Pass out
heralds in shape of wings with following copy:
“ ‘The Shopworn Angel’ May Bring You Luck. Open
Her Wings and See.” Have the usherettes wear
wings with the title lettered across for buildup.
Plant a contest in local paper whereby contestants
are asked to write captions for a set of stills from
the picture, awarding tickets as prizes.
His worn
Dream
Angel.

Give Ken Maynard the play on marquee decorations. Arrange tieup with magazine distributors
and have heralds included in copy of western
magazines. Stimulate interest in the Ken Maynard fans by issuing photo buttons of Ken to the
youngsters at matinee. Play stills wherever possible. Novelties such as cowboy hats, lariats, sheriff
badges, horseshoes and others should help put
the picture over. Dress ushers or usherettes in
sombreros.

12

FOR

local newspaper’s “Open Forum” on the extent to
which medical men should take liberties with
human lives for their psychological studies. Have
“Dr. Clitterhouse” paged at sporting events and
at the theatre before the picture opens. See Exploitation Preview printed in Boxoffice April 23,
1938.
He Made Human Guinea Pigs Out of Criminals
. . . Testing ; . . Searching . . . Experimenting With
Their Minds.
A Stage Sensation in New York and London . . .
Now a Brilliant Screenplay . . . Starring Your
Favorite Bad Guy.
EXPLOITATION

PREVIEWS

REGULARLY

IN

BOXOFFICE

BOXOFFICE

:: July

9, 1938

Motion Pictures as
A Force of Culture
Washington — Motion

pictures

have

not

yet “found themselves” as regards the
position they are to occupy in the cultural life of the nation, but nevertheless
will play an important part in our cultural development during the next halfcentury, within which time the United
States will reach its peak population with
approximately 158,000,000.
This is the considered finding of the
National Resources Committee, made
known July 5 in a report to President
Roosevelt on “The Problems of a Changing Population,” in which the human resources of the country are dealt with in
the same broad and comprehensive manner that natural resources were treated by
the committee in a report published in
1934.
Taking

a

broad

view

of the

on personal

New
Joseph

York — Arriving from the coast,
M. Schenck said the Production

Code Committee consisting of Eddie Mannix, Adolph Zukor and Jack L. Warner
appointed by him is drafting plans to promote better understanding among producers on fair trade practices. Schenck
sails Wednesday on the Normandie for a
five-weeks’
Carlsbad

European

“if everything

vacation,

visiting

is quiet there.”

Kurtzman Named Loew's
Pittsburgh District Head
New York — Charles Kurtzman, formerly manager of the Capitol in Washington,
succeeds Mike Cullen, district manager for
Loew’s in Pittsburgh. Kurtzman is now in
the Smoky City getting acquainted with
his new duties. Cullen is due to take
over a midwest
cuit.

district for the same

cir-

situation,

the committee pointed out that “the cultural significance of the new instruments
of mass communication, notably the
movies and the radio, and the influence
of mass production
main obscure.”

Producers Drafting Trade
Practice Plans — Schenck

tastes, re-

Talley to Move
New
to move
Ave.

“There appears to be a strong trend toward standardization, more or less at a
dead level of artistic production, but there

York — -Truman

on

H.

Talley

expects

his short subject production department to its new building on Tenth
Labor Day. Several of the 20th

Century-Fox new shorts series have already been completed for release in August and September.

is also clear evidence of important movements in the direction of experimentation
and diversity,” it was commented.
Dealing with the cinema in more

detail,

the committee found that “at first, the
motion picture was widely regarded as
making for standardization at a vulgar
level; now it is often hailed as a medium
of cultural advance.
“Perhaps the truth lies between these
extremes,” it suggested. “In any case,
the trend toward standardization seems to
be inherent in the processes involved and
the

organization required for this development, though the movies may contribute something to spontaneity by offering humor, relaxation and new interests.
“It is easy to see from even a cursory
glance that the major thread in the history of the cinema is the development of
technique,” it was declared. “The most
recent technical developments are the improvement of color photography and the
revolution introduced by the talking picture; there were, of course, many others.
It has always been true, however, the mere
novelty

of technical development was insufficient to hold public interest. Recourse to something more universal in appeal was necessary, and various expedients

have been tried.”
Among these expedients has been the
exploitation of personality, another the
development of the fiction film, it was
pointed out, but “only spasmodically” has
recourse been had to what may be called
the “naturalistic technique” — dependence
on subject and setting, rather than on
plot or actor, to carry the picture. Such
“naturalistic” films as have been produced
have been the output of foreign companies,
such

as

“Grass,”

BOXOFFICE
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“The

White

E

Hell of Pitz Palu” and “White Shadows
in the South Seas,” which, without exception, it was pointed out, have been successful.
“It is difficult to characterize

trends

in

film content with any accuracy,” the report continued. “The trend away from
the merely vulgar is easy to see; the public agitation leading up to it is still fairly recent. Another obvious tendency is to
film favorite novels of the past, and successful plays and novels of the moment.
Such pictures as ‘Little Women,’ ‘David
Copperfield,’ and ‘The Green Pastures’
bring a high order of drama to neighborhoods in all parts of the country, of a
quality quite different from that of the
usual offerings. The best American movies
are characterized by a high degree of
technical excellence and
an infinite
amount of efficiently handled detail.”
One thing that the commercial producers have almost never done is to experiment in the realm of ideas, the committee charged. “The path established as
successful is the one the industry seeks to
follow. It is perhaps better that the
major emphasis in film-making should
continue to be the purveying of entertainment, rather than that a conscious effort
should be made to mold public opinion.
Nevertheless, experiment with ideas and
concepts

is possible,
nancially successful.

and

might

be

fi-

“In the main,” the committee found,
“movies are designed to amuse everybody
and offend nobody. At the same time,
there are indications that the producers
recognize the fact that their audiences
can

be subdivided. The two major divisions are the small-town and the metro-

National Theatres
Conclave Dates Set
Kansas City — National Theatres’ executives have decided to hold the first of two
regional meetings here at the Muehlebach
Hotel, August 9 and 10. The second is
scheduled to take place at the Fox West
Coast offices in Los Angeles, August 15-17.
District managers, bookers and treasurers of the individual operating companies will attend. Among home office
executives in New York who will be on
hand are Spyros Skouras, William T.
Powers, Edward Zabel, Jack J. Sullivan
and Harry Cox, the last named treasurer
of National.
At the local two-day sessions will be
Elmer C. Rhoden, head of Fox Midwest,
six district managers and four bookers
and Charles Schaefer, treasurer; Harold
J. Fitzgerald of the Wisconsin unit, five
district managers and two bookers and
George Blatchford, treasurer; Rick Ricketson, chief of Fox Intermountain, four
district managers, four bookers and Isaac
Weiner, treasurer.
The

Los Angeles conclaves will be attended by Charles Skouras, six district
managers and Larry Kent and his five
bookers in addition to George Topper,
treasurer, from the L. A. division; Arch
Bowles, three district managers and as
many bookers from San Francisco; Frank
Newman sr„ three district men and two
bookers and A1 Ahlskog, treasurer of the
Seattle division.
Theatre operating policies and film
deals closed will highlight all meetings.
Product

already set includes M-G-M, Columbia and Warners with a new Paramount arrangement probably closed by
the time the sessions get under way. Pacts

now
UA

being

discussed are with 20th Century-Fox and RKO.
The Universal and
deals will be negotiated later.

In addition to the men mentioned, a theatre manager selected from each district
by divisional operating heads will attend.
These men are being given the trip as part
of the awards for leading in the
contest which closed July 9.

ITOA
New

Suspends

York — The

meetings
continue
July 20.

12-week

Meeting

ITOA

has

for the summer.
to function and

suspended

The board will
will next meet

NowElectric
They Bulbs
Say It's
New York — A prominent independent
circuit operator was
walking along
Broadway
when

he

with
spied

read: tric sign atop
"For

Rent.

"Jeez,"

a

Warner's

Call

manager

lifeless elecStrand,

which

Ci 6-1010."

the circuit man

ner should talk.
electric

branch

the huge,

He's

blurted,
even

"War-

hoarding

light bulbs."

politan moviegoers.”
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J^ENSMORE A. ROSS, vice-president of
Ross Federal Service in charge of
branch operations, is on a two-week inspection tour of the middle west. He will
visit Cleveland, Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee, Minneapolis and Des Moines . . .
Frank Donovan, Pathe shorts producer,
leaves for the coast Friday to supervise the
production of four one-reelers featuring
Ed Sullivan, Daily News columnist. He
will make stops in Nevada and Wyoming
to select locales for two outdoor subjects
. . . From his window in the Loew Bldg.,
Ernest Emerling observes that the new
marquee being installed outside the Astor
is the first change in exterior dressing
that has taken place in 15 years, or since
1923, when Loew’s originally took over
operation of the house . . . Morton Van
Praag has been discharged from the hospital for joint diseases and is recuperating
at home . . . Scott Faron has returned from
a sojourn at Carmel, N. Y„ where he learned considerable about steamed clams.
Walter Reade will be sailing for Europe
in a week or so to meet his wife and return with her . . . Louis Berg, formerly of
the GB publicity department, is free lancing . . . Alexander Asrow flew to the coast
over the weekend to report on the RKO
lot for a picture . . . Phil Dunning of
Universal has gone to the coast on busines . . . Shirley Temple spent Thursday
on John Hay Whitney’s yacht and is due
to visit Boston and Maine next week.
A1 Crown of Jack Barnstyn’s department at GN sails Wednesday on the
Normandie for a year’s trip abroad . . . E.
L. Alperson was slated to return to the
coast over the weekend . . . E. M. Lowe,
Boston circuit operator, was a visitor on
Broadway a couple of days ago . . . Edward Everett Horton is en route from
Hollywood via auto, en route to Europe
for a vacation. He’s due back at the Paramount lot in September.
Ben Blotcky, Minneapolis Paramount
district manager, passed through on his
way from Atlantic City, returning home
after a vacation at the shore resort . . .

Checking Up on
The Prince
New

York

who

write

scripts there

is a ter-

rific story behind the “Daily News" picture
scoop of the Joe Louis knockout of Max

Pathe

News

has

been

activities
Prince
About

in

1,000

been

this

Gustaf
feet

shipped

country

Adolph

of

of

of film

has

to Stockholm.

sound

and silent
signed to cover

Crown

Prince's

Crown
already

A

special

crew has been
all phases of

asthe

visits.

a temporary
who

was

the job, took

35mm

and

developed

darkroom

taken

on

installed.

specially
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half minute

Lillian Browne, secretary to Charles
McCarthy, is back in tip-top shape after
a nine- week sojourn in the hospital . . .
Bill Saal, Republic’s special representative
for the sales department1, visited Albany
with cowboy star, Roy Rogers . . . Business called Bill Sussman up to Gloversville . . . The Allan Johnsons, she is the
former Anne Zimmerman, secretary to
Earle W. Hammons, are running the
“Green Acres” way up in Croyden, N. H.
The fishing is supposed to be grand . . .
Joe Fisher, of Singapore, flew out to the
coast late this week and expects to return the 24th.

upstate resort, he will check for M-G-M
and UA.
Louis K. Sidney gets in from the coast
next week and will spend the summer here
before heading west again . . . Edgar Kennedy is back from London and is spending
a few days looking over the town before
leaving for Hollywood . . . Ben Lyon is
mourning the loss of his father, Benjamin
B. Lyon sr., who died in Baltimore . . .

Our

They're still talking about Merritt Hulburd who quit a $75,000 a year job as story
for Samuel

. . . Walter
studio

Goldwyn

Brooks,

publicity

Bernie Sobel of the M-G-M publicity
department is back from a European vacation ... Van Ness Philips, head of

Scriveneers

to deliver the regular Contax stuff,
had to be developed later in the

old job at the “Saturday Evening Post" as
associate editor for 15 grand per annum

and

Levene, who appears in “Room Service,”
has been signed for a role in “The Mad
Miss Manton,” an RKO picture co-starring
Barbara Stanwyck and Henry Fonda . . .
Hyman Fuchs, music editor for RKO
Pathe newsreel, is en route to Hollywood
to supervise selection of new music for
future subjects.

taken over Aber’s former duties . . . Myron Sattler, local Paramount branch manager, returns Monday from a Bermuda
vacation . . . Harry D. Buckley is missing
a pair of tonsils and believes he left them
in the operating room at the Manhattan
Eye and Ear Hospital after Dr. Joseph
Kelly, no relation to Arthur W., paid him
a visit . . . Bill Hinkelmeier, local exhibitor, leaves next month for his 50th
consecutive trip to Saratoga. While at the

actual pictures on the street. Here's
it was done. A special ambulance
hired

Falls and Ontario' . . . Ginger Rogers’
mother was interviewed by Radie Harris
over WOR the other evening . . . Sam

Ted Aber, Paramount Minneapolis salesman, is now working out of the Brooklyn
exchange succeeding Joe Wolf, who has

head

how
was

Ann Rosenthal, former general counsel
for Grand National, writes from La Salle
and tells what a wonderful time she is
having driving to the coast via Niagara

Reginald Reubenson, British distributor,
is in town at the Edison, looking for
American product. He plans to remain
about a month . . . Henry Danziger of the
local Film Board is vacationing at Brighton-by-the-sea . . . Bill Sussman made a
luncheon date with John Benas, six
months ago and finally got the latter to
keep it on July 7.

longer
which
lab.

to return

a member
department,

to his

of Paramount
has

a

short

Joseph
number

Smythe,

who

has

of short stones,

Hilton

one

of which

bought by Fox years
used, has become

written

a

was

ago and only its title
a publisher, having

taken over “Living Age" in addition to
three pulp magazines . . . Irving Shiffrin,
RKO fan contact at the home office, is a
graduate from the Louella Parsons'
. . . Budd Wilson Schulberg, who
through

with

ranks
came

a short short on Hollywood

in

story “Youth Is Stranger Than Fiction" in
“Liberty" of July 2 . . . Miriam Lundy, short

last week's “Colliers," is only 24 and is
really called Seymour. His sister, Sonya,

story editor of the “Daily News,"
tion in her home town, Atlanta,

recently wrote a book, “Finishing School,"
and is now attending the Sarah Lawrence
School in Westchester.

or so.

She's

going

is

Jacob A. Weiser is touring the U. S. and
Mexico as free lance talent scout and will
address Little theatres, college and radio
centers on various aspects of the theatre
. . . Ray Cozine heads the film division
of Rockridge School of the Theatre at
Carmel, N. Y. . . . Ted Byron, formerly
with 20th Century-Fox and Paramount
story departments, has joined Allan-AlsopEddy Radio Recording Co., as head of the
continuity department.

Sweden.

Schmeling. The paper had nine cameramen on the job that night and 20 minutes
after the k. o., had 100,000 copies of the

Frazure,

14

—

for him this year. “The percentage
bigger in winter,” he explains.

commissioned to supply Svensk, Swedish film distributors, with footage of the

Among
To those

Arthur Schwartz of the Brandt circuit
says there will be no summer vacation

via plane.

will vacain a week
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RCA’s export activities, is making a business tour of Europe and South Africa and
is due back in September . . . David Lowe
interviewed Richard (Red) Skelton over
WNEW the other night . . . Henry Fonda
and Mary Carlisle were guests of Bing
Crosby and Bob Burns on the Kraft Music
Hall air program . . . Edward Arnold has
taken over Don Ameche’s spot as master
of ceremonies on the Chase & Sanborn
hour.

Streamlined

Service

Claude Ezell got into town Wednesday
on an important deal which he refused
to discuss. He hoped to get it closed and
leave by Monday night . . . Don Amecbe
spent about three hours in the city before sailing on the Queen Mary for a sixweek vacation in England, France, Switzerland, Holland, Italy and Belgium. It
is his first trip abroad, he said, and he
will visit his family at Montemonaco, just
north of Rome. On his return he will begin work in “The Life of Alexander Bell”
for 20th Century-Fox . . . Harry Buxbaum
jr. joined his brother, Jackie, over the
weekend at Nova Scotia where they went
fishing. Papa Buxbaum, who pilots the
local 20th-Fox exchange, spent the weekend on Joe Seider’s yacht with Bill Sussman along for company. They fished
around Bay Shore and Montauk Point.
Chet and Mrs. Lauck, the Lum and Abner
team of radio fame, accompanied the
Ameches on their vacation abroad.
Phil Reisman,

his South

American

How

Seymour Seidler, son of Isador of Prudential circuit, who has just graduated
from Rensseler College, Rensseler, N. Y.,
is familiarizing himself with ventilating
and heating equipment at the U. S. Air
conditioning factory and soon will have
charge of the air conditioning division of
Joe Hornstein’s equipment cmpany . . .
Tito Schipa has arrived in Italy on the
Rex . . . Bob Weitman’s family has moved
into a cottage at Grossinger’s for the
summer. The Paramount theatre manager will spend his weekends at the upstate
resort . . . Jackie Coogan was somewhat
of a floppo at the State where he and Bob
Hope tallied only $14,500 for the week.
upstate exhibitor, was

here during the week visiting E. K. O’Shea
and Rube Jackter among others . . . Flor-

by “an official car — meets all planes ” and whisked into New York, bag and baggage. Left to right, Rose, Bill Ornstein and Leonard Weisberg, Boxoffice’s official welcoming committee of two

UA theatre circuit, is enjoying his regular
semi-annual sojourn abroad. He’ll be gone
for seven weeks . . . Watterson Rothacker
has gone to the coast after an European
trip . . . Walter Reade jr., Joe Felder and
Sidney Kulick talking deals over the Tavern lunch table . . . Gertrude Vollmer,
secretary to C. N. Odell at Paramount, has
retired to devote her time to married
life. Catherine Wadell replaces her . . .
Th various offsprings of William F. Rodg-

RKO’s

research department,
dian motor tour.

W. G. Van Schmus, managing director
of the Music Hall, is planning a European
vacation . . . Alfred Hitchcock arrives
Monday from the coast and sails for London on the Normandie, Wednesday. While
in California he signed a one-picture directorial contract with Selznick International. . . The Ampa awards luncheon is
slated for the Waldorf on Thursday and
a representative turnout is anticipated.

York — J. Cheever

Cowdin,

chair-

man of the Universal board of directors,
is not expected to return from Europe
for at least two weeks.
Correspondence from Cowdin to the
home office states that London exhibitors
were loud in their praise of “The Rage of
Paris” at a recent trade showing.

Trop Locks Up
New

York — Jack

D. Trop,

general

man-

ager for Harry Sherman Productions in
Hollywood, has given up his eastern office
in the RKO Bldg. Miriam Portman had
been York.
in charge during Trop’s absence from
New

Something We Want
To Know
New

William P. Philips, vice-president of the
9, 1938

New

is on a Cana-

catch the premiere of “Professor Beware,”
vacation, and hunt story material.

July

Cowdin Abroad for at
Least Two More Weeks

ers, Edwin Aaron and E. K. (“Ted”)
O’Shea have been shipped off to summer
camps . . . Harold Hendee, director of

ence Fineman, Rutgers Neilson’s secretary,
is vacationing in the Adirondacks . . . Dave
Blum says he bought that cigar humidor
in the flea market in Paris and contends
that it belonged to Louis Phillippe. He
thinks Phillippe was the last name . . .
Joe Goltz has taken over his new duties
as M-G-M manager in Venezuela and
Maurice Silver stein has been transferred
to the Singapore office.

::

Cosmo-Sileo

it’s done on Boxoffice. David E. Rose, head of British production for Paramount, arrives at the Newark Airport from Hollywood en route to London, is met

Irving Barry, short subject buyer for
National Theatres, is due to take a long
trip next month, traveling to points where
kangaroos are popular . . . Herman Shiffrin, formerly of the M-G-M home office,
is now working at the company’s studios
. . . Walter Goetz, son of Harry, shortly
heads for the Republic studios where he
will join the writing staff . . . Harold Lloyd,
Production Manager Jack Murphy, and
Publicist Joe Reddy are in New York to

BOXOFFICE

by

tan

with him, among the lunchers at “21.”
With him were Leslie E. Thompson and
Ralph Rolan. Mack Gordon, wearing
cheaters, likewise was on the premises.
And, additionally, Franklin Roosevelt jr.,
Johnny Walker, Sam Lyons, Herman Bernie, Harry Revel and the always present
Willard McKay. A couple of days later:
Neil F. Agnew.

Charles Hayman,

— Photo

York — The
forms that:

Vancouver

Sun

in-

Forty-eight nations in the world
still at peace . . . people are

are
still

laughing . , , the mangle-wurtzel crop
is good this year . . . most people
really like spinach ... a boy and girl,
sitting
bench,
them

on

a

Victory

lost track
as

they

of the

looked

Square
world

into

eyes.
Who's that guy that said
wrong with the industry?

each

park

around
other's

something's

Fewer

Censored

Films, Civil

Liberties Union
New York — Comparative freedom from
censorship was enjoyed in the past year
by films, radio and the theatre, the American Civil Liberties Union reports in its
annual

survey of the status of civil liberties in the United States, published in a

96-page pamphlet entitled “Eternal Vigilance.”
Of the seven official censor boards in
the country, only New York, Pennsylvania
and Ohio raised issues which were contested in the courts. The Union’s survey
is based on reports from committees in
36 states and analyzes conditions all over
the country for the year ending June 1,
1938.
In New York the censor board banned
“The Birth of a Baby” and the French
Film, “Remous.” Pennsylvania barred several pro-Loyalist Spanish films, a Soviet
film, “Baltic Deputy,” and a pro-labor
film, “Millions of Us.” Ordered released
by the courts or through pressure by the
governor were “Spanish
Flames,” "Millions of

Earth,” “Spain in
Us” and “Baltic

Deputy.”
In Ohio, where “Spain in Flames” was
also banned, the Union went into the
courts for a mandamus order, which was
denied. Appeal was taken to the supreme
court, which held on technical grounds
that it could not review. The Union also
sued

for a writ of mandamus when “Millions of Us” was barred. The proceeding
is still pending.
Pro-Loyalists Spanish films were also
banned in Hartford and Waterbury, Conn.;
Fall River, Brockton and Worcester, Mass.;
Detroit and Providence. Several cities
halted showings of the March of Time
release, “Inside Nazi Germany.” The Paramount newsreel of the Chicago massacre
was at first suppressed and then released
generally, except in Chicago.
In radio, “while censorship by station
managers continues as a part of the acFederal
the

cepted setup,” the Union notes that
Communications Commission

first time

assumed

such

powers

the
for
in

criticizing the Mae West-Charlie McCarthy
sketch. The Commission announced that
it would take into consideration the character of programs in considering renewals
of licenses. The ACLU protested this alleged assumption of power by the Combeen

mission and “as far as we know,
exercised.”

Examine

it has not

Metro Officials

York — Leopold

Friedman,

Chaplin to Construct
Nev/sreel Theatre
Hollywood —
Charles Chaplin announces plans lor the construction of a
newsreel

theatre

is expected

in Hollywood.

to commence

Chaplin

now

property

deal.

is

Work

in six weeks.

negotiating

for

a

Silverstone Is Due in
New York on Monday
New York — Maurice Silverstone, chairman of the UA executives committee and
general manager of the company’s international affairs, is due Monday on the
Normandie. He is bringing his family with
him and temporarily will reside at the
Sherry Netherlands.
Shortly

after his arrival, the CA

board

will meet and probably ratify Silverstone’s
new five-year contract and elect him president succeeding Dr. A. H. Giannini.
George

J. Schaefer’s new five-year agreement also is scheduled for approval at
the meeting.

London

Film Trade

Silverstone

Fetes

Cinematograph Exhibitors’ Ass’n and Kinematograph Renters’ Society on the eve of
his departure for New York where he will
take up permanent headquarters as head
man for UA.
Among notables attending were Ambassador Joseph P. Kennedy, Lord Louis
Mountbatten, Sir Frederick Whyte, Sir
Connup Guthrie, Capt. Richard Norton,
Charles Laughton, Alexander Korda, Erich
Pommer, E. H. Lever, Oscar Deutsch, Arthur Jarrett and a host of others identified with the industry.
made

a plea to the American

industry to support British product because of the importance of the English
market. Silverstone echoed the thought.

Fabian

secretary

of Loew’s, Emil K. Ellis, attorney for the
plaintiffs, and J. A. Van Beigh of Proskauer, Rose and Paskus, attorneys for

"Rage

up

an

entertainment

of Paris" Climbs

pro-

High

Loew’s, left Friday for the west coast to
examine Louis B. Mayer, Eddie J. Mannix, and other Metro studio officials before trial in the stockholders suits on the

New York — “The Rage of Paris” finished a first week at the Roxy at $49,000, the
first time the theatre hit this kind of a

profit-sharing agreements recently
to 12 producers and executives.

gross since “In Old
in its second week.

16

given

Chicago.”

houses changed to Cohen’s supervision
fore.
July 2, the papers being' signed a day beIncluded in the Belle lineup are the
Harlem Grand, Cosmo, Star, Palace, Jewel,
Regun, New Delaney, Palestine, Clinton,
Ruby and Orpheum.
Harry G. Kosch represented Cohen and
Maurice Fliashurich acted for Sherman
in the deal. Cohen has been active in
exhibition since July 19, 1929, after being
identified with production and distribution
for 19 years.
Both

circuits will be

operated

as

unit under Cohen. He will appoint
sion manager shortly.

one

a divi-

Net Below

Last Year's

New York — Loew’s reports a net profit
for the 40 weeks ended June 9 of $8,352,675, which is equal to $61.09 on the
preferred stock and $4.80 on the common.
This compares to a profit of $11,714,722 in
the same period last year, with the preferred stock earning $85.68 and the common $7.07.
The regular dividend of $1.621/2 on the
$6.50 cumulative preferred, payable August 15 to stockholders of record July
29, has

been

declared

by Loew’s.

Cinecolor reports a net loss of $2,519
for the three months to January 31, 1938.
Net income from July 1, 1937 to October
31, 1937 was $7,546.

L. W. Conrow

Outing Set

to golf there will be swimming and tennis. Sam Rosen is in charge of the event
and is lining
gram.

deal with Benjamin Sherman, president of Belle, has been on for more than
a year. Other independent operators had
been after the circuit. Operation of the

Loew's Current 40-Week

on Departure

London — Maurice Silverstone was tendered a farewell luncheon sponsored by

Kennedy

New York — Acquisition of a substantial
interest in the Belle circuit of 11 theatres
now gives Max A. Cohen and Cinema
circuit 20 houses in Greater New York.
Other deals are pending with numerous
independent operators. No changes in
the Belle personnel are contemplated, according to Cohen.
The

New York — Si Fabian will hold the first
golf tournament for his employes, July
21, at the Preakness Hill Country Club,
near Paterson, N. J. Exchange personnel
have been invited to attend. In addition

On Profit-Sharing Pacts
New

Report Shows

Interest in Belle
Goes to Max Cohen

It is now

New

Touring

England

for Altec

New York — L. W. Conrow, president of
Altec Service Corp., is on an inspection
tour of the New England territory. Other
officials making trips are E. S. Seeley,
transmission specialist of the engineering
department, who is in Atlanta attending
a meeting of Altec inspectors in the southeast, and George L. Carrington, who is
making stopovers in Philadelphia, Detroit
and Kansas City on his way to attend a
City.
regional managers’ meeting in Kansas
Altec

will service

following completion
mund C. Grainger.

the

31 Shea

of a
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FitzPatrick Will

Philippine
Says

Make Quota Films

Trade

Good,

Manila

average and “we have nothing to grumble
about,” states Ralph Brambles, manager
for Luzon Theatres, owned by the Rufino

New York — A deal to produce quota
pictures in England for one of the major
companies has caused James FitzPatrick

and operating three houses in Manila. He is here in the interest of new
theatre equipment.

to abandon his plans to liquidate FitzPatrick Films, Ltd. He states he expects

“From
my way

to return
tions.

set,” he adds. “We have no labor trouble
although unions are now being formed.

in 30 days

Outside

to commence

of declaring

his

deal

operais with

“one of the big five that has not made
quota commitments,” FitzPatrick declines
to elaborate on the identity of the company whose cable on quota production is
responsible for his trip being cut short.
The

state and

England

vigor of the industry

impressed

FitzPatrick.

He

going to save the British film industry.”
He believes large-scale production provisions made by Metro and 20th CenturyFox in England are very wire. He says,
Yank

at Oxford’

is doing

for the

industry now what ‘Henry the Eighth’
did a few years ago.”
His own studios, located at Sound City,
Shepperton, are being kept running at full

THE

what
from

contention among distributors and exhibitors, will be sought by independent
theatre operators when they are called in

I’ve seen of conditions on
Canada, we are very well

to map
the

have ever seen,” he declares. “Give them
a good picture and they will line up in front

that

of the theatre

early in the morning

ing for the doors to open

wait-

of

Numerous

attempts

as

Horsemen.”
3. MEN.”
Hollywood,
4. Valentino
Rambova.

If the small
in an
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have

attend
been

these

made

to

man

is to be taken

care

of

all-industry operating program, exhibitors contend that a reclassification of

the protection situation
in the right direction.

SCENES

the

Gaucho

the Premiere.
and
his wife

5. Valentino posing: for
character of Gaucho.

is the

first step

BACK
FROM

THE

LIFE

in

“Four

Natacha

painting:

in

at

the

14. Pallbearers

with

Piekford,
bearing

8. Valentino

21. The
the

9. Crowds in Europe greeting
10. Valentino in typical roles.

Valentino.

11. Crowds
at the
Campbells in New

parlor

funeral
York.

at

BOOK
BUFFALO
PYRAMID EXCHANGE
505 Pearl Street

GugliAcker,

caslcet.
the

church.

17. Celebrities, honorary
pallbearers —
Douglas Fairbanks, Adolph
Zukor,
and Joseph Schenck.
18. Pola Negri.

20. Train

wife.

the

15. Broadway
procession to
10. Arrival at the church.

19. Mary

and

bier.

13. Celebrities at the bier — Dr.
elmi,first
his wife.
brother, and Jean
his

(!. Valentino, with his friends William
S. Hart, Douglas Fairbanks and A1
Jolson.
7. Valentino leaving for Europe.

PHILADELPHIA
PEERLESS DIST. CORP.
1321 Vine Street

to

THE WORLD’S IMMORTAL
MOTION PICTURE IDOL

2. Valentino

NEW YORK
TIMES PICTURES, Inc.
630 Ninth Avenue

public

the local theatre map, the last instance being when the NRA Code Authority sat down to figure out a solution and
failed.

12. Scenes

Accessories: 4 Color One-Sheet

program.
likely will take

rezone

1. Marcus
toew,
who
“discovered”
Valentino for the “FOUR
HORSE-

REEL Narrated by HAROLD STONE
SCREEN TIME 10 MINUTES

the

CAME

INTIMATE

most

forward step in asking for a showdown on clearance and zoning, declaring

on part
theatres.

FitzPatrick is now working on the traveltalks he filmed during his world cruise.
He expects to be six months ahead on his
domestic release before he sails.
He is enthusiastic over production in
England under the new quota act. He
points out American producers within six
years will have to produce 25 per cent of
the film they distribute there.

OF

ONE

all-industry
York

tend to “milk” the big pictures and by
the time they are available for the third
and fourth runs there is little incentive

force. The British unit is now producing
a number of color shorts dealing with
Northern Ireland, the Channel Islands, the
Shakespeare country, Scotland and the
Irish Free State.

VALENTINO

an

the blanket seven and 14-day protection demands by major circuits is working undue hardships on the small man.
Another argument is that extended runs

at eight o’clock.”

WHO

out

Allied of New

“As far as the Filipinos are concerned
they are the best entertainment goers I

MAN

RUDOLPH

New York — Rezoning of the Greater
New York theatre setup, long a bone of

Bros,

in
de-

clares “the industry has taken such a
spurt, it would be inadvisable for me to
liquidate. There is a new feeling of hope
and optimism. The new quota act is

“ ‘The

N. Y. Independents
Will Talk Rezoning

Exhibitor

New York — Theatre business in the
Philippine Islands is good on the general

22. Pola

final
Good
Negri

Gloria
body

Swanson.

across

overcome

at

23. The Mausoleum in which
of Valentino rest.

IT

country.

services in the Church of
Shepherd in Los Angeles.
services.
the

remains

NOW
WASHINGTON
PEERLESS DIST. CO.
135 K St., N. W.

17

Unions Work With

.

N. Y. Critics Give
"Bill" to Warners

REVIEW

RKO; Keep 3 Open
New

York — Three

of RKO’s

theatres

in

Westchester and one in the Bronx that
were scheduled to darken for the summer
will remain open. A total of 11 in the
metropolitan area were slated to shut
down due to inability to reach an agreement for a reduction in projectionists’
wages with Local 306.

However, a “summer reduction” was affected with the Westchester operators’
union, thus paving the way for the Parkhill and Strand, Yonkers, and the Parkway, Mt. Vernon to remain open.
The Empire, Bronx, will also continue to
operate through the summer. The house
is at Prospect and Westchester Avenues.
A clause in the lease held by the estate
of the late Sydney Cohen stipulates that
the theatre may not be closed.
Reports that RKO’s Palace on Broadway would shortly reinstate vaudeville with
a single bill film program are denied by
John

J. O’Connor, head of circuit operations. “Whoever said so has been very
much misinformed,” O’Connor asserted.

minute

OF

New

York

—

Nine

more

film entertainment
please
scenes

(RKO)— Laugh-a-

in its lightest

generally
Hollywood

vein;

will

through its back-of-thestory. Jack Oakie tops

in support. Lou
Stoloff directed.

Lusty

produced.

Ben

I'D GIVE A MILLION (20th-Fox)— Delightfully
entertaining comedy-drama, ably produced,
delineated and directed. Picture will score
solidly in all showings. Warner Baxter
splendid in lead, while Fritz Feld and
Peter

Lorre

Macgowan
LITTLE

shine

in

produced.

TOUGH

support.

Walter

GUY

Kenneth

Lang

anything

in

this talented

appeared

proportionately

in

age. Billy Halop

and

Huntz

Goldsmith.

group

of

fare

and

patronparticu-

cast.

Directed

by

ProHar-

were

In Manhattan, Springer-Cocalis closed
the Loyal, St. Nicholas Ave. Other closings in that borough are the Grant, Costello, and Clinton. The Windsor, Grand
St., will remain open only weekends during the summer months.
Brooklyn witnessed the closings of the
Momart, a Springer unit, the Glory and
the Grace. Ben Knobel closed his Poughkeepsie house, the Playland, booked by
Harry Brandt.
The Little, Newark, also has closed
while the Rialto, Paterson, is running four
times a week.
The Weiss brothers have taken over
the Plaza, South Jamaica, L. I. Harry
Kridell is the new operator of the Rex,
Irvington, N. J. The Udee Holding Corp.
is now operating the Embassy, Newark.
Carp Lowe and Lou Hamilton have taken
over the Navarre, Brooklyn.

Lyall Grant in U. S.
Los Angeles — Lyall Grant, general manager of New Zealand for Greater Union
Theatres of Australia, arrived here July 7
on a business trip. It is expected he will
leave for New York at once.

Snider
London

—

Due

in N. Y. July 18

Sam

Snider

of the

Snider-

Dean circuit, Australia, sails on the Cunard White Star liner Queen Mary, arriving in New York on July 18.
18

PROFESSOR,
BEWARE
(Para) —
Contains
enough hilarious comedy, original touches,
pace

and

grosses.

comedy
Harold

to

roll up

Lloyd

never

significant
better,

with

full round of characteristic, classy slapstick and dandy comic support by Phyllis
Welch,
and

Raymond

others.

Walburn,

Directed

COMPLETE

by

Lionel

on the above

pictures will appear in an early issue
of BOXOFFICE.

Loew

and RKO

Stagger

Managerial
New

Personnel

York — By staggering

managers

and

other house personnel into theatres where
vacation periods provide openings, Loew’s
and RKO are “taking care” of those who
were relieved of their posts when a total
of 14 units were darkened for the summer.
No consideration is being given to projectionists or stagehands, it is understood.
Both circuits also are encouraging managers and assistants, cashiers, doormen
and ushers to take one extra week without pay — making a total of three weeks —
as a means of absorbing the idle personnel.
Bank
New

Roll Replaces

York — RKO

has

Screeno

dropped

like it, but hardly the fastidious.”
Herald-Tribune: “Kay Francis puts
aside her extensive wardrobe to become
gallantly maternal in ‘My Bill.’ It seems
to me that she is far better in a purely
decorative role . . . The film has been made
over from a theatrical offering of ten

incident in ‘My Bill,’ both of which hit
the soggy bottoms of sentimentality and
unadulterated phoniness.”
Sun: “ ... No one seems thoroughly
happy in ‘My Bill,’ an attitude shared by
at least one spectator. This is a sloppily
written, unbelievable little drama of a
type that Broadway unfortunately is becoming used to seeing. Once the larger
theatres were spared these little films.
Now they drift in and out of first-run
playhouses each week . . . The movies had
graduated from this sort of thing years

Stander

Elliott Nugent.

REVIEWS

Daily News: Two stars. “When you see
the Strand’s new picture you’ll know what
the Warner Brothers have been leading up
to for a long time by inuring us to the
handsome Kay Francis as a sacrificing
screen mother . . . The family trade might

worse motion picture.”
Post :
“The hollow sound currently
audible almost to the sidewalk in front of
the Strand Theatre is the dialogue and

Hall

larly splendid in well-rounded
duced by Ken
old Young.

be gathered from the welcome “My Bill,”
starring Kay Francis, received at the typewriters of the metropolitan film critics:

moving

should

popularity
and

idea of what

years ago, which wasn’t a good play in
the first place and has become an even

(Univ)— Fast

which
has

York — A fairly good

directed.

drama of the slums featuring the “Dead
End" kids. In acting, story, production and
direction, picture compares favorably with

independents

added to the growing list of theatres shutting down for the summer, according to the weekly report of theatre
activity here.

ANNABEL

comedy lilting Lucille Ball to stardom. Will be a hit with fans who go for

youngsters

Nine More Theatres Close
For Summer in N. Y . Area

*

FLASHES
AFFAIRS

New

the Warner Strand treasurer’s report possibly may look like Tuesday night might

Screeno

at the Colonial and Chester for Bank Roll,
which is being handled by Si Seymour, a
former vaudevillian.

Times: “In fairness, the audience
seemed to accept it philosophically and, as
philosophically, probably forgot about it
the moment it left the theatre. Perhaps
that is the kindest thing to do.”
World-Telegram: “ . . . Kay Francis
ago.”as she has never played before —
plays
with considerable restraint, charm and
effect — as if determined to earn that pile
of dough Warners pays her weekly, no
matter how hard she is made to suffer
in and out of character. But expert as
she is, and fine as all the others are in the
cast, the film is pretty halting and tailormade in its sentiment and plot mechanics.”
The Hearst press, which views Warner
enterprises sympathetically goes, in the
Journal- American: “A nice little domestic
comedy, the new Kay Francis picture at
the Strand should come as a bit of a surprise to the Francis fans . . . Unpretentious but diverting, the film finds Miss
Francis giving a likeable performance in
a part completely devoid of spectacular
trappings . . . Only Miss Louise, blondly
languid, and Miss Granville, impersonating a brat, remain true to type.”
In the Daily Mirror: “Miss Francis
grows up with breath-taking abruptness
in ‘My Bill’ which opened yesterday at
the Strand . . . Though ‘My Bill’ is unpretentious it is one of those sincere and
simple films which please everyone.”
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B U IF IF A IL O
J)EWEY MICHAELS has decided that
his new art theatre will be named the
Mercury, thus passing up early plans to
conduct a contest for a name. Construction work is proceeding so rapidly that
Michaels expects to have the house open
by August 15.
Metro-GolcLwyn-Mayer will have a formal opening of its new exchange building,
Monday, July 18. Business already is going on, but Ralph wants everything in
good shape, so he has delayed all the
formality for a week. Home office executives including General Manager William
Rodgers and Eastern Division Manager
Edward K. (Ted) O’Shea
be here for the occasion.
ing adjoins the structure
by 20 th Century-Fox, with
GB.

are expected to
The new buildrecently erected
offices also for

Forty members of the Variety Club of
Buffalo and their wives were guests of
Barker Earl E. Reese at a chicken supper
at his Green Lake Gardens Park, Orchard
Pork, later witnessing the opening performance of the Buffalo Studio Theatre
School, in the open air theatre in the park.
Closing of the Rochester Strand, operated by the Fenyvessy circuit, a few days
ago, marked the first time the house was
shuttered in 21 years. Other closings hereabouts: Gem, Brocton; Rivoli, Manchester, and Wilson, Wilson, which was opened
less than two months ago after a long
period of disuse.
The Landsmann-Pressler interests, constructing a new theatre in Hornell, are
mulling over the idea of having a public
contest for a name. Irving Cohen, who
has broken ground for another theatre in
the same city, is undecided about the
name.

Eskin Building Theatre
At Stamford
New

.York — Harold

Seating 700
Eskin,

New

Eng-

land circuit operator, is building a new
700-seat house at Stamford, Conn. The
unit will cost approximately $100,000 and
be ready in November. It will be a “B”
house, the exhibitor’s Stamford, Stamford, being the “A” theatre. The latest
unit will make seven for the circuit.
Eskin is planning to move from New
Haven to Yonkers and also shift his headquarters from New England to New York.
He spends four days a week here and
feels he will save time and effort by moving to Westchester.

Clubs
New

Shiffman,

:: July 9, 1938

—

The

chairman

SWG-SP-Producers

embroglio is again thrown up for grabs
with three developments. Producers took
the first step to oppose certification of
SWG election victory when 20th CenturyFox and Paramount filed formal charges
of illegal election procedure, declaring that
the producers were allowed no participation.
The

SP, at a meeting Thursday, reelected President John Lee Mahin and all
other officers, deciding to play a waiting
game and study the situation before taking any action on absorption by SWG.
SWG, in turn, issued a bulletin reiterating its “open door’’ policy, inviting SP
members to join as individuals but frowning on the mass merger idea.

PHILADELPHIA
RESPITE all the bellyaching about poor
business that’s been making the rounds
along Movierow, only one neighborhood
theatre has given up the ghost for the
summer. It’s Charlie Stearman’s Poplar
. . .Joe Hebrew is closing his Boulevard
Theatre on Sundays . . . The only deluxer
which is shuttered is Warner Bros. Aldine . . . Elsie Finn, Record film critic, is
seriously ailing. Her place is being taken
by Ed Schloss and Arthur Braunstein.
The stork paid a double visit to Filmrow last Sunday. The bird brought a girl
to the Barney (Landsdowne) Cohens.
Ditto at the Dave (Preferred) Dietzes . . .
Louie Schliefer returned from a trip to
Canada last week, just in time to hear the
bad news that the Mayor had outlawed
his game . . . Dave Molliver is reporting
great ' success with his dresserware giveaway.
Tilly Grisboard, George Aaron’s pretty
secretary, is sporting a brand new coat of
tan, the results of the Fourth of July
weekend at Atlantic City . . . Allen Lewis
and Jack Blumberg are both commiserating with each other. Both of their kids
are in the hospital . . . Pennsylvania’s
new 40-hour week law, which caused some
exhibitors to hire extra help, was called
unconstitutional by the state supreme
court last week.
Milton Smith, formerly associated with
National Screen Service, is now connected
with the National- Kline Poster Co. . . .
Dave Barrist is reported doing big things
with Gueso and Quizo in the New England territory . . . He’s not fazed by the
Mayor’s last-minute ban here . . . Abe
Einstein is cleaning up in the heart games
around
City . Hall . . . And
romantically

New

of the Score Club committee on arrangements, reports a record turnout promised
for the annual golf tournament and outing at Fenway Country Club next Wednesday. More than 100 guests and members will be on hand and each will be
the recipient of one or more prizes.
BOXOFFICE

Hollywood

Skouras

to Swing

York — Harry

Producer-Writer Troubles
Still in Unsettled State

York — Only

we don’t mean

Closes Six
six of the 14 theatres

scheduled for closing by the Skouras circuit this week darkened. They are the
Westwood, Westwood; Thalia, Carlton,
Stoddard, Manhattan, and the Granada,
Corona, L. I. Efforts are being made to
keep the others open. A decision will be
made next week whether or not to padlock the eight doomed.

Philly Game Owners
To Contest Legality
Philadelphia — Distributors

of the

new

so-called “skill games” will go into court
this week, to establish the legality of
their product for use in theatres in order
to reverse Mayor Wilson’s edict outlawing
them last week.
David Barrist, head of Quality Premium,
distributors of Gueso and Quizo, and
Charles Ehrlich, distributor of Hollywood
Movie Party, have retained counsel and
are expected to make a petition for a test
case on Monday.
Mayor Wilson’s ruling put a damper on
an expected rejuvenation of boxoffice at
neighborhood houses, which have been
badly hit by a combination of hot weather
and business recession. The aforementioned three games plus Auction Night
and Dart Board, were first approved by
the office of the city solicitor last week,
but this approval was suddenly reversed
by the mayor.
No explanation of the sudden attitude
of the city administration could be learned.
It is believed, however, that the mayor will
seek some political office in November
and he fears he will alienate the straightlaced church vote by approving these
games. It was pointed out, however, that
church organizations also have been badly
hit by the ban on games since this method
was one of the best means of raising
funds for them.

INDICATIONS are that the Queen Theatre, first downtown house, will close
on July 16. All employes have been given
two weeks’ notice, according to Manager
Artie Cohn. *
Lewis S. Black, manager of the Aldine,
and Mrs. Black are receiving congratulations on the birth of a son. This is their
first child. Hugh Kipp is receiving congratulations on the birth of a daughter.
Ace Theatre baseball team battled Delton A. A. to a 1-1 tie in a game protested
by the latter. Delton claims the Aces refused to resume play after a Delton player
hit a home run in the seventh inning to
tie the score.
FIELD NOTES:
Shirley Temple was
Castle, Del., on the way
to New York City with
manager. Motoring, the
at the Old Court House

a visitor in New
from W ashington
her parents and
party stopped off
tearoom.

Norris W. Tingle has taken over management of the Delmar Theatre at Delmar, Del.

Fights Blue Laws
Hampton,

Va. — James

R.

Booth,

man-

ager of the Lee and Langley theatres, was
fined $5.00 last week for violating the
19
state blue law. An appeal was made.

^*HE

promotion of Capitol Theatre’s managing director, Charles Kurtzman, as
head man of the Penn. Pittsburgh, warrants a Variety Club testimonial July 11,
starting at 9 p. m. and ending, possibly
with

a midnight snack — Angie Ratto, acting Maitre des Affaires . . . Newcomer to

the Nation’s Capitol and replacing in the
skipper’s niche at the aforementioned de
luxe house is Howard Burkhardt, formerly
of Loew’s, Providence, R. I. . . . RKO’s
Hardie Meakin, with the Mrs. and young
Hardie the second, have returned from a
pleasant sojourn by the waters of Virginia
Beach

... A possible leave
sistant Sol Sorkin.

now

for As-

Fred MacMillan, manager of the Savoy
on Fourteenth street, has joined the list of
vacationers with first stop Gotham and
thence to a beach . . . Bennett Rock, taking
over temporarily the MacMillan office,
plans a two-week vacation at Cape May,
N. J. in search for tuna, blue fish and
shark . . . Unfortunate tidings that Arthur
Kilburg, competent pilot of the Apollo, is
dangerously ill after a major operation.
Assistant Connors is currently holding the
manager task . . . Walter Edgar Cersley
sr„ Mrs. Cersley and W. E. jr., are spending holiday time away from the Uptown
. . . Also vacationing hereabouts would be
the Calvert’s

Allan

Bachrach.

Murray O’Hanlon, former Willie Wilcox
manager, was a D. C. visitor from New
York bringing the news of an air trip to
Colombia, South America, and a year’s
stay there . . . George Helms, former D. C.
poster aide, is now with Ross Federal . . .

A $660,000 Theatre
Set for Wilmington
Wilmington, Del. — A $660,000 theatre,
the most expensive to be erected in this
section since the Mastbaum Theatre in
Philadelphia, will be built here immediately by the Old Time Petroleum Co., of
Wilmington, owners and builders. The
Stanley Co. of America will lease and
operate the new house. The theatre will
be completed by December 20 and the
first show will be presented on Monday,
December 26, A. J. Vanni of Philadelphia,
tri-state regional manager of the Stanley Co., announced.
W. P. Carvell, president of the Old Time
firm, and Joseph Bernhard of New York,
director of Warner theatres, signed a 20year lease in New York. The new theatre
will give Wilmington a total of 13 houses.
Wallace

C. Hance

of Wilmington

architect and David Supowitz,
phia, consultant architect.

is the

Philadel-

Coulter and Blackburn
Income

Tax Compromise

Richmond, Va. — U. S. District Judge
Robert N. Pollard yesterday accepted a
$42,365.03 compromise arranged between
Walter J. Coulter, Richmond theatrical
magnate, and C. B. Blackburn and the
federal department of internal revenue in

The Arch MacDonald-Arthur Godfrey
milking contest behind Earle footlights
has been postponed because of the serious-

settlement of an alleged income tax violation during the years 1929-1932, and suspended imposition of sentences on the
charges for a period of three years.

ness of Arch’s ankle injury . . . Larry
Lasky, assistant to New England’s E. M.
Loew, has arrived in town to supervise

Defer Trial

construction on the 600-car open air theatre, now underway on the WashingtonRichmond road.
Columbia’s Frank Taylor has awarded
the “Lone Star Ranger” contest-winner
refrigerator to an Arlington, Va., lady,
after she had managed to make 11,845
words out of six . . . Carter Barron is
duly
(Lone

proud

with

Ray

Bell, second

in Re-

public’s ballyhoo contest for this serial
Star Ranger) , and Sam Gillman of

charge of violating Virginia’s so-called
“blue laws” by operating on Sunday, was
postponed until Thursday in Elizabeth
City trial court this week.
Booth had been summoned to appear
before Justice John H. Bower Monday to

Harrisburg, also in his territory, firstprize winner . . . Mary Hepburn, Katharine’s young sister, made the local papers
when she paraded with the Woman’s
Trade Union League, to picket a local
hotel.
Director John Ford and his film city
unit have completed shots for the forthcoming “Splinter Fleet” and left Annapolis, and the home of the Midshipmen
. . . Bob and Mrs. Grace, Paramounteers,
have left 1101 North Capitol for Miami
and Cuba.
News from Baltimore of the death of
Ben Lyon sr., father of the film star . . .
Lou Wallman, with National Theatre Supply’s top-man, N. C. Hafle, are touring the
D. C. territory . . . Charles Olive with
Owner Fred Kogod expect work on the
Atlas interior within a few weeks.

20

on the Rappahannock River and is commuting daily . . . Ivan Rosenbaum is weekending with his family at Stingaree Point
. . . Harry Nordin and Herman Kaplin are
making preparations to visit Atlantic City
. . . Alex Ravdin, manager of the Capitol
Theatre, is vacationing at Virginia Beach
with David Kamsky, advertising manager
of Neighborhood Theatres . . . Harold
Wood took his father to the reunion at
Gettysburg, Pa. .
ager of Loew’s, is
all points south .
of the State, has

and

. . Allen Sparrow, manmotoring to Florida and
. . Jane Taylor, cashier
returned from Danville.

N. E. Manwaring, manager of the National, vacations in August and expects
to see most of North Carolina with the
madam . . . Pete Lichtman, city manager
of Lichtman Theatres, leaves with his wife
the middle of the month for Maine . . .
Virginia Snead, secretary to Sam Bendheim jr., general manager of Neighborhood Theatres, has returned from a trip
through New England . . . William Atmore,
RCA engineer, is vacationing in Florida
. . . Charles Yerby, assistant manager of
Loew’s, has returned from Virginia Beach
. . . Stewart Tucker, manager of the Westhampton, expects to visit New York mid
Atlantic City in August.
Lieut. John

J. Donahue,

doorman

at the

Century Theatre, Petersburg, celebrated
his 79th birthday, June 23. Herman Rubin
says that he is the oldest active doorman
in the United States . . . Major Bowes’
“Collegiate Revue” plays at Loew’s next
week . . . Earl Bergener, Horlacher Delivery, ispassing out cigars. The occasion
is the birth of a baby daughter . . . Roy
Rogers,

Richmond — Trial of James R. Booth,
manager of the Lee and Langley theatres
at Hampton and Phoebus, Va., on a

answer the Hampton charge,
day the Phoebus charge.

^ACATION
time is here. Charlie Somma
has moved his family down to his place

the western

star, made

a personal

appearance at the National . . . Bill Robinson, famous colored tap dancer and
native
which

of Richmond, made a personal appearance at the Robinson recently at
time he presented to the theatre a

painting

One

Wednes-

of himself.

New Corporation
And Two Dissolutions

Dover, Del. — Film Corp. of America was
formed here to deal in motion pictures.
The firm listed a capital of $100,000 with

Plan in Luray, Va.

A. M.

Dillon, D.

B. Hilliard

R.

M.

Hilliard
tors.

St. by the stockholders of the other theatre here, the Page. Denver F. Aleshire,
president of the company, will take an
active interest in the construction of the
new theatre, tvhich will seat about 1,000.

incorporated in Delaware, have been dissolved, Secretary of State Charles L. Terry jr. reported. Certificates of voluntary
dissolution have been issued.

May
Hollywood

Though

lacking

Darryl

Zanuck’s confirmation, a 20th-Fox official
here admits there is extreme likelihood
Simone

Simon’s contract will not
newed on expiration in September.

Sam H.
Inc., and

be re-

as the incorpora-

Harris Theatrical Enterprises,
Midhio Theatres Corp., both

Leaves

Drop Simone
—

of Wilmington

and

Luray, Va. — Nicholas Roney, Richmond
theatre builder, was here last week with
tentative plans for a new $75,000 theatre
to be erected this summer on West Main

Universal

Hollywood —
By mutual agreement,
Universal and Producer Buddy DeSylva
Thursday

terminated

their association,

ef-

fective immediately. DeSylva’s contract,
originally
for two years, had until November 30 to go.
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J&kott Subject JQeview*.
Trailing the Jaguar
J. H. Hoffberg

Queens
Paramount

28 Minutes

may be difficult appears quite simple. Starting with a pair of rattlers which
were clubbed to death, the films shows
how the archers nabbed bobcats, puma, a
wild turkey, wild hogs and, of course, the
piece de resistance, the jaguar.

Paramount
Paramount

(No.

11)

10 Minutes

A neat blending of topics that makes
an interesting short. Best one is on

Lopez’s orchestra, five attractive young
women known for their radio singing are
introduced. With Lopez at the keyboard.

Find What's Wrong
Paramount (Paragraphics) 10 Minutes
A

new

plenty

and

entertaining

ol audience

idea

interest.

with

Capitaliz-

ing on the attention focused on "movie
boners," the audience is given an opportunity to see how many
mistakes

for
the

vineyards of Califirnia, showing the various processes in making wine from the
grape. Some good photography follows a
mountain stream until it becomes a flowing torrent of mighty proportions. The
third subject shows the seals in their rookery on Guadalupe Island off the coast of
Southern California.

"boners." When
the sketch is
cluded, the commentator takes
and

the

comedy

this

time

without

commentator
with

a

is
the

points

surprise

projected

twist

conover

again,

dialogue.

out

the

at the

The

mistakes

ending.

(Betty Boop)

he’s the object of Betty’s attention.

Pearl of the East
10 Minutes

Outstanding shot of this short is the
one of the beautiful Taj Mahal, the famous temple in India dedicated to love.
Color work in this one is of the blurred
variety, marring much of the effectiveness of the interesting scenes. The cam-

Going Places
Universal
This

is an

Paramount

(No. 12)

10 Minutes

Another good issue for this series. Some
interesting photography shows the events
in a dog’s day along the London waterfront. The clip is characterized by a particular sensitivity which makes the sequence appealing. Other topics have to do
with large farms of the Northwest and the
famous geysers and hotsprings of Yellowstone. Color is used to a good advantage
in the last clip.
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absorbing,

10 Minutes

quaintly

beautiful

of our neighbor country brings out a succession of immensely interesting sights.
These include modern Mexico City, nearby
mountain and valley communities, many
historical monuments, markings of Aztec
legends and the incomparable natural
floral vistas and picturesque canals. Mass
and

and

for the climax,

the saw-mill.

Valentino Short

shots of such notables as Natcha Rambova, Jean Acker, Pola Negri, Marcus
Loew, Mary Pickford and many others.

Mack

Heads

CAPA

Chicago — Irving Mack of Filmack Trailer Co. will head the Chicago Amusement
Publicists Ass’n the coming year. Other
officers are: Hank Porter, vice-president;
Ralph Smitha, secretary; Moe
Wells,
treasurer, and Sidney Stern, sergeant-atarms. Election was held in the new club
rooms at the LaSalle Hotel.

class audiences should find this a welcome addition to any program.

British M-G-M
Hunky
Paramount

Pictorial

(No. 52)

and particularly well-handled camera
study of the Spanish and Aztec influences
on Mexico. Coverage of the really vital
elements, visually and orally by Lowell
Thomas, that have gone into the building

era visits the palaces of Maharajah’s, various temples, the city of Banares, the
Ganges river and a vacation spot high in
the mountain.

Paramount

the Gay Nineties type of melodrama. It’s
done in the slightly whacky manner typical of this series. There is the blond, bigchested hero, the sweet heroine and the
snake-in-the-grass villain. And the old
standbys such as the saloon scene, the
villain tieing the heroine to the race

New York — A one-reel special, “The
Man Who Came Back,” based on the life
of Rudolph Valentino is now being released nationally by Astor Productions,
Inc., through its 29 franchise exchanges
in the United States. The film includes

7 Minutes

which it’s handled. Pudgy, Betty Boop’s
pup, befriends a little kitten he finds in the
back yard. The kitten, by its playfulness,
annoys Pudgy and when Betty Boop starts
lavishing affection on the kitten, Pudgy
hurries out to find the mother cat. He
does that in short order and once again

(Colortour)

Vitaphone (Merrie Melody)
7 Minutes
Not bad at all. An amusing travesty on

Release

A sprightly cartoon that should appeal
mainly because of the cheerful manner in

Vitaphone

Love and Curses

track

The Lost Kitten
Paramount

Nan Wynn renders “I’m Yours;” Betty
Hutton, the “Dipsy Doodle;” Jean Ellington sings “I Wanna Be Loved;” Benay Venuta offers “Thanks for the Memory,” and
Hollace Shaw is heard in “Only a Rose.”
Not that it matters but Miss Wynn, who
resembles Frances Langford, takes the
honors if there are any.

it can spot. A
three-minute sketch
is then shown
which contains ten

Pictorial

11 Minutes

Here is a diverting one-reeler with a
good idea. To the background of Vincent

Fairly interesting novelty two-reeler of
wild game hunting in Mexico with a pair
of archery enthusiasts, Tex Stone and
Don Bremman. What the short lacks is
suspense and thrills. The huntsmen bag
their game with a minimum of effort and
what

of the Air

(Headliners)

and Spunky

(Color Classics)

7 Minutes

Two

new cartoon characters are introduced in this one and the result is one of
the better Fleischer efforts. They are
Spunky, a cute little mule, and Hunky, his
adoring mother. As the mules continue
their way through the hills, Hunky takes
time off to sleep. In the interim, Spunky
plays around with a jackrabbit when a
prospector comes on the scene and captures Spunky for his pack horse. But
Hunky comes to the rescue and all is well
with prospector getting a good boot in the
end.

Men

Arrive

New York — Winding up the Metro foreign sales prize winners who are visiting
this country as guests of the company
are A. J. Whetter, branch manager for
Liverpool; A. G. Neville, branch manager
of Dublin, and R. Gerbert of the London
office, who arrive today on the French
Liner Normandie.

UA Reissue Profitable
New

York — UA is expected to gross between $300,000 to $400,000 on the reissue

of “The Count of Monte Cristo.” The
picture was made several years ago by
Reliance with Robert Donat in the lead.
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"THREE BLIND MICE" LEADS THE NATION'S RUNS
(AVERAGE

BOSTON

Fenway — Adventures of Robin Hood
Little Miss Thoroughbred
(WB)

95
125
80

Top Hits of the Week
Three

Birth
(Rep)

105
100
100
100
95
110
120

CHICAGO

Blind

Blockade

Rage

of a Baby — Los
of Paris

Three

Blind

(M-G-M)
(Ital), held

85
2d

125

Mice

(dual) —

Orleans

125
125

(3d wk.) — Denver. ...125

Banners

(dual) —

Milwaukee

85

Tower — Bluebeard’s

65

Keith’s — Wives Under Suspicion
Lyric — Son of the Sheik (BF)
Palace- — You and Me
(Para)

100
100
110

(Univ)

CLEVELAND
Allen — Wives Under Suspicion (Univ),
Men Are Such Fools (WB), 3 days
Hippodrome — White Banners (WB)
Palace — Gold Diggers in Paris (WB)
State — Ford Jeff (M-G-M)
Stillman- — Prison Farm
(Para)

4

85
100
100
100
100

Capitol — Mystery House
(FN)
Majestic — Cocoanut Grove (Para); plus
Schmeling Fight Film
Melba — Go Chase Yourself (Para)
Palace — Gold Diggers in Paris (WB)
Tower — Yellow Jack (M-G-M)

90
Louis-

125
70
90
100

DENVER

Men

(Para),

a

wk.

at

Sally

the

100

wk. at
RKO),
125

Rand

Denver — Three Blind Mice (20th-Fox)
Orpheum — Swiss Miss (M-G-M);
Blind
(RKO)

and

155

110
Alibi....
105

Paramount — Blockade (UA) ; Nurse From
Brooklyn (Univ)
Rialto — Kidnapped
(20th-Fox), after a
wk.
at each the Denver and Paramount;
Invisible Menace (WB)

Holiday,

6th

Kidnapped,

wk.,
3d

RUNS

(Para)

Brandeis — Wide Open Faces (Col) ; Penitentiary (Col)
Omaha — White Banners (WB) ; Swiss Miss
(M-G-M)
Orpheum — Lord Jeff (M-G-M); Accidents Will
Happen
(WB)

Seattle.

wk.,

Denver.

KANSAS

CITY

Mainstreet — Go Chase Yourself (RKO);
Penrod and His Twin Brother (WB)
60
Midland — Lord Jeff (M-G-M);
Highway
Patrol (Col)
65
Newman — White Banners
(WB)
100
Tower — Three Blind Mice (20th-Fox)
180
Uptown — Vivaeious Lady
(RKO),
holdover .... 110

110
120
95

LOS

ANGELES

Chinese — Three Blind Mice (20th-Fox); Woman
Against Woman
(M-G-M)
135
Downtown — Gold Diggers in Paris (WB)
75
Four Star — We're Going to Be Rich (20th-Fox);
Gaiety Girls (UA)
60
Hillstreet — Devil's Party (Univ) ; Go Chase
Yourself (RKO)
90
Hollywood — Same
as Downtown
70
Pantages — Same
as Hillstreet
90
Paramount — The Birth of a Baby (GN), stage
show
150
State — Same
as Chinese
150

105

the Waterfront (UA"), reissues
Michigan — Toy Wife (M-G-M); Swiss Miss
(M-G-M)
Palms-State — Rose of the Rio Grande (Mono)
The Marines Are Here (Mono)

65
60
90
75
60

;
55

INDIANAPOLIS
85
100
80
stage

115

90
115
75
run. 100
80
80
90

Palace — Woman
Against Woman
(M-G-M);
Louis-Schmeling fight picture
Riverside — Woman
Against the World
(Col),
plus stage show
Strand — Gold Diggers in Paris (WB) ; Crime
School (FN)
Warner — White Banners ( WB) ; Men Are Such
Fools (WB)
Wisconsin — The Toy Wife (M-G-M); Ladies in
Distress (Rep)

Aster — Tip-Off Girls (Para); Nurse From
Brooklyn (Univ)
Century — Three Blind Mice (20th-Fox)
Minnesota — Yellow Jack (M-G-M)
Orpheum — Blockade (UA)
State — Holiday (Col)
World— Son of Sheik (Para)

NEW

(20th-Fox). moved to the College for. 2d wk.
Paramount — The Sheik (Para) ; The Crime of
Dr. Hallet (Univ)
Roger Sherman — Blockade (UA) ; Uittle Miss
Thoroughbred (WB)

NEW

90
80
125
100

90
70
75
70
95
70

50
.105

Lupin

Returns

(M-G-M)

PORTLAND,

85
90
65
75

ME.
70
90

SALT

LAKE

CITY

Capitol — Accidents Will Happen (WB) ; The
Duke Comes Back
(Rep)
Centre — Rascals (20th-Fox); Three Blind
Mice (20th-Fox)
Studio — Toy Wife (M-G-M), 2d wk
Utah — Start Cheering (Col); You and Me
(Para)
Victory — Bar 20 Justice (Para) ; Gangs of
New York (Rep), plus stage show

95
85
85
85
90

SEATTLE
Blue Mouse — Law of the Underworld (RKO)...
Fifth Ave. — Three Blind Mice (20th-Fox);
Hunted
Men
(Para)
Liberty — Holiday (Col), 6th wk
.• • • •
Music Box — Toy Wife (M-G-M); Hold That
Kiss (M-G-M)
Orpheum — Crime School (FN); Goodbye
Broadway
(Univ), 2d wk
Palomar — Tip-Off Girls (.Para) ; Marines Are
Here (Mono), plus Hawaiian Follies on stage.
Paramount — Josette (20th-Fox); Blind. Alibi
(RKO)

85
95
85
80
85
95
90

55
90

WASHINGTON

85
70

Capitol — Blockade (UA), plus stage show
100
Columbia — Dr. Rhythm
(Para), 2d d. t. wk. ..100
Earle — Crime School (FN), plus stage show... 100
Keith's — Rage of Paris (Univ), 2d wk
140
Metropolitan — Holiday (Col), 2d d. t. wk
90
Palace — Three Comrades
(M-G-M), 2d wk
85

ORLEANS

Center — Beloved Brat (FN)
Globe— Test Pilot (M-G-M)

Arsene

60
80

100

HAVEN

College — Law
of the Underworld
(RKO) ;
To the Victor (GB)
Loew-Poli — Yellow Jaek (M-G-M);
Josette

Alvin — Sinners in Paradise (Univ); Nurse From
Brooklyn
(Univ)
Barry — Call of the Yukon (Rep); Marines Are
Here
(Mono)
Fulton — Under Western Stars (Rep); Lady
in the 3forgue (Univ)
Penn — Lord Jeff (M-G-M)
Stanley — You and Me (Para); Jimmy
Dorsey
orchestra
Warner — Love, Honor and Behave (WB) ;

Empire — Mad About Music (Univ) ; Nurse
From
Brooklyn (Univ)
State — Yellow Jack (M-G-M);
Beloved Brat
(FN)

MINNEAPOLIS

Adams — Holiday (Col), after wk. at Fox;
The Devil's Party (Univ)
Cinema — Strange Case of Tom Mooney (SR) ....
Fox — Three Blind Mice (20th -Fox), plus
stage show
Madison — Count of Monte Cristo (UA) ; I Cover

Apollo — You and Me (Para)
Circle — The Birth of a Baby (GN)
Loew’s — Lord Jeff (M-G-M)
Lyric — Gold Diggers in Paris (WB),
show

Boyd — Holiday (Col), 2d wk
Earle — Woman
Against Woman
(M-G-M),
with stage show
Fox — You and Me
(Para)
Karlton — Three Blind Mice (20th-Fox), 2d
Keith’s — The Sheik (Para), reissue
Stanley — Blockade
(UA)
Stanton — Condemned
Women
(RKO)

PITTSBURGH

160

DETROIT

22

80
75

OMAHA
EXTENDED

MILWAUKEE

Broadway — Man’s Castle (Col), after a
the Paramount;
Saint in New
York
after a wk. at the Orpheum
Denham — Hunted
stage show

Wife

75

125

days;

DALLAS

after

Eighth

85

PHILADELPHIA
120
110
100

(Col),

CITY

Criterion — Three Blind Mice (20th-Fox)
Liberty — Battle of Broadway
(20th-Fox);
Borrowing Trouble (20th-Fox), 4 days
Liberty — Treasure Island (M-G-M); Nurse
From Brooklyn (Univ), 3 days
Midwest — Gold Diggers in Paris (WB)
State — Count of Monte Cristo (UA) ; No
Time to Marry (Col)

CINCINNATI
Albee — Three Blind Mice (20th-Fox), held over.
Capitol — Farewell to Arms
(Para)
Grand — Three Comrades
(M-G-M),
2d wk

Aladdin — Holiday
Denver

CITY

OKLAHOMA

130

Grove— Dallas

Castle

140
135

Josette — New
Man’s

160

Angeles.. ..150

Hood — Boston

YORK

Capitol — Toy Wife
(M-G-M)
80
Criterion — Under Western Stars (Rep)
90
Globe — Reformatory (Col). .
80
Paramount — Cocoanut Grove (Para), 2d wk.
plus stage show
90
Radio City Music Hall — Holiday (Col), plus
stage show
100
Rialto — Gun Uaw
(RKO)
85
Roxy — Always Goodbye (20th-Fox), plus stage
show
100
Strand — White Banners (WB)
65

(2d wk.) — Wash-

Los Angeles

White

NEW

City.. 180

(dual) — Denver

Cocoanut

Apollo — Count of Monte Cristo (UA); I Cover
the Waterfront (UA), reissues
85
Chicago — Three Blind Mice (20th-Fox), picture moved to Garrick for 2d loop wk. ;
Eddie Duchin on stage, held over 2d wk
125
Garrick — Romance
of the Limberlost (Mono),
Louis-Schmeling fight pictures
75
Palace — Wives Under Suspicion (Univ), LouisSchmeling fight pictures, stage show
85
Roosevelt — Gold Diggers in Paris (WB)
75
State -Lake — This Marriage Business (RKO),
stage show
85

Mice — Kansas

ington

Robin

Artists — The Toy Wife
Playhouse — Ave Maria

80
100
125
115
80

85
75

CHARLOTTE

United
World
wk

Liberty — Law
of the Underworld
(RKO)
Orpheum — Battle of Broadway
(20th-Fox)
Saenger — Josette (20th-Fox)
State — Uord Jeff (M-G-M)
Tudor — Sailing Along (GB)

(FN);
....130

Memorial — Rage of Paris (Univ) ; The Devil's
Party (Univ), 2d wk
Metropolitan — White Banners
(WB) ; Rascals
(20th-Fox)
Orpheum — Lord Jeff (M-G-M) ; Woman
Against Woman
(M-G-M)
Paramount — Same as Fenway
State — Same as Orpheum

Broadway — Gangs of New
York
Broadway — The Sheik (Para)
Carolina— -Josette (20th-Fox)
Carolina — Toy Wife (M-G-M)
Imperial — Crime School (FN)
State — Headin' East (Col)
State — The Lash (SR)

IS 100%)
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IATSE FOLLOWS OP CONDEMNATION OF MASS
MEETINGS WITH GRAB AT STODIO LOCAL 724
"Antoinette" Bow
Gay Social Event
One of the outstanding

social events of

the film capital’s summer season, and
the most important premiere to be staged
in Hollywood in more than a year, was
run off in typically lavish and opulent
style Friday night when M-G-M screened
its latest super-special production, “Marie
Antoinette,” at the Carthay Circle for a
distinguished audience of industry, civic
and social leaders.
More than 4,000 autograph addicts and
premiere fans thronged the streets leading to the theatre and filled the grandstands which were erected for the occasion.
The lobby, foyer and lawns of the theatre were redecorated as the Gardens of
Versailles, utilizing many of the authentic
and valuable French properties imported
by M-G-M for use in the picture.
Five masters of ceremonies — Don Wilson, Freddie Bartholomew, James Stewart,
Robert Young and Pete Smith — were on
hand to greet the first-nighters and to
keep things alive until curtain-time.
Among the sell-out audience were the
executive and production heads of virtually every studio, including Adolph Zukor,
William LeBaron, Pandro Berman, William Goetz, Harry Joe Brown, Harry
Cohn, Louis B. Mayer, Edward Mannix,
Bernard Hyman, Cliff Work, and many
others; Norma Shearer, Tyrone Power and
John Barrymore, stars of the picture;
Robert Montgomery, Clark Gable and
Carole Lombard; Claudette Colbert, Virginia Bruce and J. Walter Ruben, Robert
Young, Robert Taylor and Barbara Stanwyck, Herbert Marshall, and nearly every
other Thespic luminary; Director W. S.
Van Dyke, Tay Garnett, Lewis Milestone,
Henry Hathaway, Cecil B. DeMille, Harold Lloyd, Mary Pickford and countless
other top film names.
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Chaplin Plans Theatre
For Newsreels
Charles
star

Chaplin,

quiescent

as

a

By Tiff
JulyWaits
18; SUE

film

for several years, plans to become active again shortly, but this

time

as

from

a

a

theatre

sojourn

owner.

at Pebble

Returning
Beach,

the

producer-comedian made
known
his
plans to construct a newsreel theatre
in

NLRB Calls for Settlement

the

film

capital,

and

is now

gotiating for the acquisition
property, with
six weeks.

building

ne-

of suitable

to start

within

Chaplin had been at the northern
resort with Tim Durant, his scenarist,
working

on

two

screenplays

for future

production.

Will Hays Is Mum
But Busy on Visit
Will Hays of the Producers Ass’n, who
arrived last week for his annual twomonth summer sojourn and would, local
Hays office officials declared, confine himself to “routine matters” while here, is
pursuing his way with more than the
usual amount of secrecy.
His initial official action was to sit in at
a meeting of the association at 20th Century-Fox last Friday, presided over by
Joseph M. Schenck and attended by
Adolph Zukor, Edward Mannix, Harry
Cohn, Pandro Berman, J. R. McDonough,
Hal Roach, Henry Herzbrun, Cliff Work,
M. B. Silberberg and Fred Beetson. What
transpired, however, was not officially disclosed, though the general belief is that
the complexities of film labor entanglements occupied a major portion of the
discussion.
Hays, it is expected, will also take action to control the issuance of statements
by members of the association which reflect discredit on the industry as a whole.

The threatened labor war between the
IATSE and the Studio Utility Employes
Local 724, of Republic, cooled down following a conference with Dr. Towne Nylander, regional director of the NLRB.
Dr. Nylander gave the unions until July
18 to effect a settlement.
The long anticipated labor battle came
to a head when George Browne, president of the IATSE, followed up his condemnation of mass meetings sponsored by
the Conference of Motion Picture Arts and
Crafts with the notice through the Producers Ass’n that his organization was
taking over some 85 workers of the utility
union at Republic. At the resultant NLRB
hearing, however, the IATSE declared that
the dispute involves only eight workers.
Browne fell in line with the CMPAC’s
avowed intention of staggering production
evenly throughout the year, however, by
asserting that “to spread employment and
salaries over a yearly period is the desire
of us all, and something that most certainly will be discussed at the coming
basic agreement conferences” — referring
to the annual producer-labor confabs due
to be held in New York some time this
summer.
Of significance is the fact that the
CMP AC, whom Browne attacked, comprises a dozen unaffiliated unions, all of
which have declared their intention to
“fight to the last ditch” any jurisdictional
encroachment by the IATSE. The Studio
Utility Employes, first targets of the IA
campaign, were instrumental in organizing the conference.
Wednesday’s conference with the NLRB
also deferred the crisis that was expected
in the IATSE-SUE war at Republic when
Dr. Nylander gave the unions until July
18 to effect a settlement before acting on
SUE’s

jurisdictional petition. The conference, attended by L. C. Helm, SUE business manager; Browne and William Bioff
(Continued on page 26)
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PRODUCTION TOTAL DROPS TO 43 FOR THE WEEK
Radio

Studios Busy on Three Less
Than Previous Stanza
Due to Holiday
The after-effects of Independence Day
and a short working week were discernible in the slight drop registered in production schedules, last week’s 46-picture
total dwindling to 43 features in the
works as the week opened. Eleven new
films, however, were set to be given the
starting gun to maintain Hollywood’s newfound shooting speed.
Paramount and 20th Century-Fox were
atop the ladder, each with ten films on
the sound stages. The Darryl Zanuck factory thus holds even with last week’s total,
starting two new features — “While New
York Sleeps” and an untitled production,
first in its new “Newsreel Cameraman
Adventures” series — both from the Sol M.
Wurtzel unit. Wurtzel, working at top
speed, has completed six of his 1938-39
quota. The Paramount plant was to launch
“King of Alcatraz” during the week and
has an impressive waiting list for the
balance of July, including “Escape From
Yesterday,” co-featuring Frances Farmer and Leif Erikson; “Silver Trail Patrol,”
a Harry Sherman western; “King of
Chinatown,” “Thanks for the Memory,”
and "Illegal Traffic.”
These two studios were far ahead of
the rest of the field. Metro, listing no
starts, had six in the works. “Honolulu,” an Eleanor Powell musical, which
was to start this week, has been post-

cameras

late this week

to begin

“The Mad Miss Manton,” holding that
studio’s pace at four pictures — a drop from
the six in production last week. A football comedy, “Mr. Doodle Kicks Off,” and
a Principal production to be released by
RKO

Radio, “Peck’s Bad Boy at the Circus,” will hit the cameras before the
end of the month.
Monogram was to gun “The Circus
Comes to Town” as an Anne Nagel starrer
this week to keep its sound stages busy.

Coming up July 15 is “Wanted by the
Police,” featuring Frankie Darro; “Gang
Bullets,” an E. B. Derr production, July
17, and an un titled western starring Jack
Randall, a few days later.
United Artists producers had no new
starts this week and but two in the works
— Hall Roach’s “There Goes My Heart”
and Samuel Goldwyn’s “The Lady and
the Cowboy.” Selznick International wound
up shooting over the weekend on “The
Young in Heart” and soon will send “Made
for Each Other,” starring Carole Lombard,
before the cameras. Edward Small’s first
for UA, "The Duke of West Point;” Walter Wanger’s “The Illusionist,” and several
being lined up by Goldwyn, will keep the
company’s
ever.

release channels

flowing, how-

Wilcoxon in Quintuplet Film
Henry Wilcoxon draws one of the male
leads in 20th Century-Fox’s “Five of a
Kind,” the Dionne Quintuplets picture
now in production.

Hirliman Will Produce
Film Starring Sally Rand
Indications that George Hirliman soon
will swing into production activity are
seen in his announcement that he intends
to produce “Murder on Sunset Boulevard,”
probably for release by Grand National,
and has signed Sally Rand, the worldfamed fan dancer, for the top role.
Hirliman has carded July 24 as the
starting date, with Louis Gasnier directing from an original story by Harold
Joyce.

Associate Producership
Earned

by Monroe

Shall

Monroe Shaff, who has been scripting
the Buck Jones pictures for Coronet Productions, has been upped by President
Howard Lang to an associate producership,
and will handle the reins on Jones’ next
starrer for Columbia release, “The Phantom Trail,” due to start late this week.
Elmer Clifton will direct.
Shooting will probably be staged at
Grand National.
Borrow Virginia Grey
Universal has borrowed Virginia Grey,
contract player, from M-G-M, for a featured role in “Youth Takes a Fling,” costarring Joel McCrea and Andrea Leeds.
Archie Mayo directs.

new

poned until July 15, at' which time, also,
“Listen, Darling,” featuring Judy Garland, also gets the gun. The Warner Bros,
plant, starting three this week, also had
six in production, a gain of two over last
week. “Brother Rat,” from the stage play,
“Wings Over the Navy” and "Blackwell’s
Island” all hit the sound stages this week.
Columbia and Universal each have a
quintet before the cameras. Columbia,
finishing Frank Capra’s “You Can’t Take
It With You,” was to start "Tire Romantic
Ave,” an Irving Briskin production featuring Anne Shirley, under John Brahm’s
direction. On the Universal lot, Producer
George Bilson was to give the nod to
“Candid Camera Girl.” “Red Barry,” the
12 -chapter serial, went into the cans over
the weekend. Coming up are “The Last
Express,” a
Crime Clubber; “Going
Places,” also under Bilson’s guidance, and
“The Sun Never Sets.”
With the Gloria Swanson starrer, “Lady
in the News,” again postponed — this time
until July 25 — Republic nevertheless was
set to launch two new pictures this week
— “The Tenth Avenue Kid,” featuring
Bruce Cabot, and “Everything Happens to
Us,” featuring Jimmie Gleason under his
own direction and production. During the
next two weeks the studio wil gun “The
Return of Billy the Kid” as a Roy Rogers
western and an untitled hillbilly musical.
Barbara Stanwyck will step before RKO

24

Independent

Production

Brighter; Talisman
Several bright spots were visible on the
independent production horizon this week.
Among them was the return to Hollywood of Ben Judell, president of Progressive Pictures, after an extended trip
through the east and midwest establishing new exchanges and distribution centers for his 1938-39 picture output. Progressive, headquartering on the Selznick
International lot, has been holding its
film-making activities in abeyance during
Judell’s absence, and it is expected that
his return will occasion an immediate resumption of production activity. Judell’s
latest step was the appointment of Steve
Montgomery as Chicago district manager,
headquartering in the Windy City, and
functioning as regional supervisor for the
Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Louis and Indianapolis territories. Montgomery has
been with United Artists in Chicago for
eight years, holding the post of assistant
general manager. He takes over his new
duties July 18.
Distinctly on the cheerful side, also,
was the announcement by John Meehan,
manager of Talisman Studios, a rental
lot, that two more sound stages will be
constructed there in early fall, to handle

Hue
Expands

the expected increase in production rental by independent picture-makers. The
studio has been operating at near-capacity
for several weeks, Meehan reported. The
additional space will give the lot six fullyequipped sound stages to take care of the
demands made by Monogram, Million Dollar Productions, Jam Handy Commercials,
the expected production resumption by
B. F. Zeidman, and other producers.
Standard Pictures moved a step closer
to actual production activity this week by
signing George Jessel, stage, screen and
radio entertainer, to star in a series of six
pictures relating the adventures of a radio
news commentator. The first, tentatively
titled “20,000,000 Witnesses,” is slated to
get the starting gun early in August, according to the plans announced by B. W.
Richards, president of the company, with
Chris Beute, an import from New York,
directing.
Personal business in the east, which will
keep him away for another three weeks,
has delayed the start of Ralph Cooper’s
new Million Dollar production, an untitled
crime picture with an all-Negro cast, for
that length of time. Cooper is shooting at
Talisman.
BOXOFFICE
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ments currently appearing in the favored
trade press. While there was little justification for their unsuccessful attempt to
garner exhibitor goodwill by hurling unfounded "hoarding” accusations at other
production companies, there is considerably less in the ruthless adaptation of the
even less ethical practice of making the
same grandstand play in advertising copy.

pROBABLY the most optimistic note to
reach the ears of Hollywood in recent
months, during which a dragging production pace, union and Guild controversies,
unemployment, exhibitors’ wails of inferior
product and consequent falling boxoffice
grosses, and a general feeling of gloom and
uncertainty have combined to paint the
film capital’s horizon a deep indigo, comes
from George Weeks, Monogram’s personable sales chief, currently visiting his studio after an inspection tour of the company’s exchanges in the nation’s key cities.
Mr. Weeks reports that distributors and
showmen everywhere are of the opinion
that the recession as it concerns the motion picture business is definitely waning
and that the forthcoming season will be
one of the brightest and most profitable of
the past decade of exhibition — providing
Hollywood furnishes the theatres with
sufficient meritorious product to help them
in their efforts to re-establish the motion
picture habit among the thousands who
have been weaned away from celluloid entertainment.
Independent and circuit operators alike
are ready and eager to do their shares in
the necessary drive for increased and more
profitable grosses, the Monogram executive declares, through the spending of
more money in exploitation and advertising, but it’s up to production circles to
contribute their bit through pictures which
lend themselves to this more intensified
merchandising; which means, in the
Weeks’ opinion, more down-to-earth, redblooded action features incorporating the
tried-and-true fundamentals and less of
the art-for-art’s-sake efforts which have
dominated too large a percentage of the
films released during the season drawing
to a close. Mr. Weeks radiates an inspiring and refreshing confidence in the immediate future of the industry as a whole
and his own company is particular — which
is easily understandable when one considers the feet-on-the-ground attitude which
he, in common with the entire Monogram
executive organization, assumes toward
this business of manufacturing, distributing and exhibiting motion pictures.

Here
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commentary — sad or joyful,

Despite
cartoon
Leon
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on the exhibition problem:

dictate —

The Arrow Theatre, Mam Street grindhouse, offering its patrons for "five cents,
one nickel, the twentieth part of a dollar”
a program including triple features, six
acts of vaudeville and the usual assortment
of short subjects, was recently forced to
close its doors. Not for want of business,
the management announces, but because
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Typically Hollywood is the explanation
for the poor turnout at the recent mass
meeting of idle film workers, sponsored
by the Conference of Motion Picture Arts
and Crafts, and for which only 3,000 of
the expected 10,000 interested unemployed
studio laborers tropped to the Hollywood
Bowl. Those in charge of the gathering
justified its laying an egg by asserting
that heavy work calls at the studios prevented the other 7,000 from attending.
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If any doubt remained as to the ulterior
and entirely selfish motives which prompted the now hackneyed Harry Warner bombast, it certainly has been dispelled by the
nature of the Brudern Warner advertise-
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Equally good in its field is Republic's
musical western, “Gold Mine in the Sky,"
signalling the popular Gene Autry's return to the screen following his feud with
the
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consequential weakness is more than offset by the standardly perfect performance

rocketed the yodeling buckaroo to prominence, the feature is well produced and

of Shirley herself; an unusually fine supporting cast in which George Murphy

will hit the spot with his legion of fans.
Excellent support is rendered by Carol
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most plaudits; and comparably excellent production and
direction. In

short,

this latest

Hughes, as the love interest, and Smiley
Burnette, furnishing his usual brand of
mirth.

Temple

offering

can

be
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THE DOCTOR CALLED TOO LATE IN MPAC CASE
Sufficient Recovery;
No Longer Needed
Studio Workers

Help
by

The Conference of Motion Picture Arts
and Crafts — nee the Studio Unemployment
Conference — called the doctor too late.
The patient — in this case the thousands
of studio workers who have been the victims of the film industry’s production lull
and layoff purges — who had been plucking feebly at the coverlets for so many
months, had recovered sufficiently so that
the services of the MPAC physician were
no longer needed.
That is the interpretation generally
placed on the almost dismal failure of
what was expected to be a gigantic mass
meeting of studio workers, called for the
evening of June 30 at the Hollywood Bowl
under the MPAC’s sponsorship, and for
which only 3,000 of an anticipated crowd
of 10,000 turned out to hear civic, industry and union leaders outline a work relief
program.
The remaining 7,000 — or a large portion
of them — were unable to attend because
the film studios, awakening into a burst
of production speed, had called them for
overtime wrork.
Those who were on hand, however, heard
Herbert Sorrell, business representative
of the Motion Picture Painters, explain
the five-day week, a plan for staggering
production equably throughout the year,
and other suggested measures to eliminate
as much as possible, the peak-and-depression employment index of the industry.
Other speakers included Congressman
Byron Scott, William Walsh of the National Labor Relations Board and Assemblyman Sam Yorty, while Frank Tuttle, Herbert Biberman, Dudley Nichols and
other film notables occupied seats on the
stage.
The back-to-the-jobs movement was
heaviest at 20th Century-Fox, where 10
pictures in simultaneous production have
boomed payrolls to a new high of 4,500 —
including every phase of picture creation
and extending into the extra and bitplayer ranks. Paramount is also placing
heavy and urgent calls with the various
studio craft headquarters to handle its
10-picture production schedule, while the
outlook for the remainder of the summer
at other plants indicates a steady increase
in employment.
Personal changes found Max Arnow,
Warner’s executive casting director and
talent scout, turning in his resignation,
effective this week. His departure was
occasioned, it is understood, because of
differences of opinion which arose between him and studio executives. He had
been on the payroll for more than six
years. The Burbank plant also lost Lola
Lane, featured player, who obtained a release from her contract to freelance.
Universal unsheathed its purging ax by
dropping Lillian Russell, head of the censorship department, and combining that
department with the editorial board under the supervision of Maurice Pivar.
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Columbia and Hotlman
Iron Out Differences
An out-of-court settlement was reached
this week in the $200,000 plagiarism suit
brought against Columbia by Samuel Hoffman, writer and publisher.
Hoffman had charged Columbia with
pirating material from a story written by
him, “Commanded Performance,” for use
in a1936.
picture titled “Racketeers in Exile”
in
The case was about to go to trial in
superior court with Judge Samuel R.
Blake on the bench.

Illness Checks
On " Duke

Cameras

of West Point "

A serious streptococci infection, which
has sent Jack Dunn, ice-skating star, to
Hollywood Hospital, has delayed Edward
Small’s plans for an early starting date
on “The Duke of West Point,” in which
he plans to star Dunn for United Artists
release.
Three physicians are attending Dunn,
who was stricken suddenly while preparing for his film role.

Raft-Tamiroff
Paramount

will co-star

Team
George

Raft

and Akim
and

Tamiroff in “The World’s Applause,” being scripted by Aben Kandel
Robert Shannon from the Charles

Booth

original, “Caviar for His Excellency.” Harlan Thompson produces.

IATSE-Local 724
Flare-Up Is Calmed
(Continued

from page 23)

of the IA, Republic executives and Dr.
Nylander, was occasioned when Holm
petitioned Dr. Nylander to scrutinize the
situation, submitting his claim that the
SUE has been working for two years at
Republic under a verbal contract.
Two more brand-new labor headaches
confronted the industry this week. One
was the filing of a recognitional petition
by Hollywood’s newest guild — the Associated Motion Picture Pilots — calling for
a new wage scale for straight and stunt
flying. Dick Grace is president and Jerry
Phillips is secretary-treasurer. Paul
Mantz, Tex Rankin, and a dozen other
stunt flyers are listed as charter members.
The other was the announced incorporation of the Associated Rank and File
Unions, a brain child of S. G. Larkin,
actor and labor organizer, apparently as
an outgrowth of an earlier union which
he attempted to place on an operating
basis last fall. Larkin seeks to separate
the Junior Screen Actors Guild from its
parent body, and to draw into his organization various other technicians and
laborers who are opposed to IATSE
dominance. The ARFU was met with silence on the part of SAG officials, and was
being received apathetically in other labor
circles as just another minor tangle in
the already involved situation.

Little Talent Guild Action;
SAG-Producers
Comparatively little activity — aside from
after-the-battle developments in the
Screen Writers Guild-Screen Playwrights
election — was registered among the leading Hollywood talent guilds this week.
The Screen Actors Guild continues to
mark time on its forthcoming arbitration
anent the deadlocked conferences with
producers, which came to an impasse
when negotiating committees for neither
party could agree on changes and amendments to the SAG-producer contracts. An
SAG official told Boxoffice that a date
for the opening of the arbitration procedure— which will be resorted to to settle the difficulty — will not be set until
Murray Kinnell, SAG executive and
Guild appointee to the arbitration board
— has returned from vacationing, some
time next week.
Most of the major production companies
have agreed upon B. B. Kahane, Columbia counsel, as their arbitrator. He and
Kinnell will, in turn, select a third neutral person to complete the machinery.

Marking

Time

Failing to agree, the third arbitrator will
be selected by the American Arbitration
Ass’n, as specified in the SAG-producer
agreement.
SAG officials this week announced that
six more producing units had signed Guild
shop contracts, raising the total number
of signatories to 74. New additions are
Colonial Pictures, Cobian Productions,
Inc., Falcon Productions, A1 Herman, and
C and H Productions and Jay Dee Kay
Productions, the latter pair commercial
outfits.
The board of directors of the Screen Directors Guild met Tuesday night to map
future policies of the organization and to
discuss plans for the coming hearing on
its recognitional petition, now on file with
the national labor relations board. Frank
Capra, SDG president, presided. The
Junior SDG held a mass membership
meeting last Friday with Harry Scott
presiding, and discussed the status of the
NLRB petition as well as routine business
matters.
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George

Hayes, one of the mainstays

of

the “Hopalong Cassidy” western series,
has returned to Hollywood from a month’s
vacation in the east, during which he
made personal appearances in Wellsville,
N. Y., his home town, and at Olean and
Bolivar, N. Y.
*

Shirley Ross and her sister Janis are
motoring to Lake Louise and Banff for a
short vacation before Shirley’s next Paramount assignment.
*

Anne Meyers, assistant to Walter
Green, free-lance publicist, was married to
Arthur Wolf last week. They are honeymooning briefly at Coronado.
*

Mr. and Mrs. Don Ameche left early this
week for New York, where they boarded
the Queen Mary for an European vacation.
*
Sufficiently recovered to resume traveling, Mrs. Lucien Hubbard, wife of the
Paramount producer, and her daughter
Betty are returning to Hollywood from
Twin Falls, Ida., where they were injured
in a recent automobile accident. They
were en route to Montana for a vacation
when the accident occurred.
*

Under the sponsorship of the Motion
Picture Relief Fund, Uplifters Polo Club
officials are shaping up plans for the fifth
annual All-Motion Picture Polo Game and
Horse Show on July 17 at the Will Rogers
Memorial Field, Uplifters Ranch. A portion of the gate will be turned into the
Relief Fund’s coffers. Joan Crawford- is
program chairman; Mary McCall is in
charge of ticket sales; Frank Borzage and
Walter Wanger are on the rules committee with James Gleason. A gigantic barbecue will follow the match.

Academy
Its

work

Academy

Winding

Upnearly
Work
completed,

of Motion

Sciences

Picture

reorganization

headed

by W.

S. Van

to turn

in its report

Dyke,
and

the

Arts

and

committee,
is expected

recommenda-

tions for amendments to the by-laws,
changes in corporate structure and
other revisions, next week.
The

committee

steadily

has

lor the past

been

at

on his way to New York to embark on a
European vacation. The comedian will
first spend a couple of weeks at Catskill
Bay, Lake George, N. Y. While abroad he
will visit Scotland, England and the continent, returning here
in September.
*

work

six months.

they spent in Portland. King has another
assignment coming up at Paramount
shortly.
*

Madge Evans is en route to New
for a Little Theatre commitment.

York

George L. Bagnall has been re-elected
president of Paramount’s studio club for
a third term. Bagnall is executive studio
manager. Others chosen: Eugene Zukor
and H. E. McCroskey, vice-presidents;
Ralph Green, treasurer; Ruth Duignan,
secretary; and Lillian Rock, Pep Lee, A. B.
Hilton, Clarence Slater and Mel Stamper,
new members of the board of governors.
More than 1,500 club members balloted.
*
Anthony Quinn and his wife, Katharine
DeMille, are cruising off the southern California coast aboard the Cecil B. DeMille
yacht. Mrs. Cecil DeMille is accompanying them.

*

To work

on the forthcoming

premiere

of Paramount's “The Texans,” Cliff Lewis,
head of the studio advertising department,
left for Dallas and San Antonio, Tex.,
on Tuesday. The picture will have its
first showing at the Majestic Theatre in
San Antonio, July 15.
*

Walt Disney has returned from a twoweek stay in the east. The cartoon producer received honorary degrees from both
Yale and Harvard universities during his
trek.
*

Accompanied by his mother and Mr.
and Mrs. Winter Horton, his brother and
sister-in-law, Edward Everett Horton is

The Frank Borzages were hosts to a
party of film notables on a nautical Fourth
of July weekend. With Carmen Joyce, the
Lew Borzages and others as guests, they
sailed to the Catalina Isthmus to join
forces with Mr. and Mrs. John Ford, who
voyaged to the pleasure island aboard their
own yacht.
*
Novelist I. A. R. Wylie has returned here
to continue her scripting assignment for
Samuel Goldwyn. For the past several
weeks she has been working
in New York.
*
Johnny Weissmuller and Lupe Velez
have acquired a ten-year lease on the palatial Ensenada home of Jack Dempsey,
built by the ex-champion

heavyweight.

*

Minnie Dupree, stage actress, who made
her screen debut in Selznick International’s
“The Young in Heart,” has returned to
New York, her commitment completed.

Senator

Wheeler

Visits Hollywood

*

Bob Burns will be one of the honored
guests at the 22nd annual convention of
the International Association of Lions
Clubs, in Oakland, which opens July 20.
Burns was a charter member of the Lions
in Van Buren, Ark.
*

His current Columbia production, “You
Can’t Take It With You,” now in the cutting room, Frank Capra is vacationing in
the High Sierras for a few days.
*

Senator Burton Wheeler, of Montana,
was the guest of Samuel Goldwyn at the
United Artists studios here last week,
viewing the Goldwyn production organization and other aspects of the film industry. Senator Wheeler, en route home
from Washington, D. C„ was accompanied by his daughter Marian, son Edward,
and Will Hays, head of the producers association.
*

Director Louis King and his wife have
returned from a short vacation, which
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En route home to Montana from Washington, D. C., Senator Burton Wheeler
detoured to Hollywood to see how movies are made — especially Samuel Goldwyn’s movies. Here is the solon (third from left) with, left to right, Goldivyn,
Marian Wheeler, his daughter, Merle Oberon, Edward Wheeler, his son, Will
Hays and Gary Cooper.
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Pact

With

Writers

Producers
as SP

The smoke having cleared away following the sweeping victory registered by the
Screen Writers Guild over the Screen
Playwrights, Inc., in last week’s national
labor relations board election to determine
which group is to be exclusive bargaining
agent for studio scriveners, the principal
interest at present seems to be centered on
the type of working pact that will be
worked out between the SWG and the
producers — if, when and as the many
hurdles remaining in the path of such
contractural negotiations are cleared. Considerable study also is being given the
question as to whether the existing pact
between the SP and producers will be retained in toto, in part, or completely
scrapped.
There are conflicting schools of thought
on this latter point. The SP itself, which
failed to carry a single studio in the
NLRB balloting, announced after a conference of its leaders with Joseph M.
Schenck, president of the Producers Ass’n,
that the pact now in force must prevail,
even though the SWG wins all future legal
encounters, and that the SWG, even if
completely victorious, can do no more
than take over the administration of the
current SP code. William Walsh, NLRB
regional counsel, concurred in this view
by declaring that in his opinion the SP
pact is still valid despite the SWG’s
tory in the election.
On

vic-

the other hand, SWG leaders apparently hold no such interpretation, as

the organization’s membership was to meet
late this week to give the final stamp of
approval on a working pact which, for
many months, has been in the process of
creation by a committee headed by Ralph
Block. The code has been approved by
Leonard Janofsky, SWG counsel.
As matters stand now, such an agreement— whether or not it incorporates any
phases of the SP pact — cannot be sub-

Amended Slander
Suit Can Get Trial
Overruling the defendants’ demurrers,
Superior Court Judge Robert W. Kenny
has ruled that Constance Bennett’s amended $250,000 slander complaint against Jimmie Fidler, radio commentator, the National Broadcasting Co. and Earle C. Anthony, and the Proctor and Gamble Co.,
Fidler’s sponsors, is legally sufficient and
can be set for trial.
Miss Bennett filed her amended complaint after Judge Kenny had previously
ruled that her original complaint constituted no legal cause of action. She is
suing because of statements allegedly
made by Fidler over the air last December in which, she charges, he accused her
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Absorbs

Smoke

Clears

mitted to the producers until the NLRB
in Washington has forwarded official
certification of the SWG’s status as exclusive bargaining agent. A request for
such certification was to be dispatched to
NLRB headquarters the latter part of this
week by Dr. Towne Nylander, regional director of the labor board, who allowed the
producers and SP until July 7 to file objections to such procedure.
Early in the week the SWG victory was
given a clean slate when John Lee Mahin,
president of the SP, notified Dr. Nylander:
“The Screen Playwrights, Inc., hereby
waive their rights to examine challenged
votes in the election held Tuesday, June
28, 1938, and agree to abide by whatever decision the national labor relations
board makes regarding said contested
votes.” Three challenges at Paramount
were awarded the SWG, which also gained
a challenged ballot at Samuel Goldwyn’s.
When certification of the SWG’s bargaining status has been received from
Washington, another phase in the long
and bitter writers’ battle is expected to be
launched. Upon receipt of word from
NLRB headquarters, Dr. Nylander will in
turn notify the producers that they are
to negotiate a working agreement with
the SWG. If the film companies decline
to negotiate — as they are expected to do
in view of the stand they have already
taken — a hearing will be ordered, with the
possibility that the producers will be cited
for contempt of court. There is also a
strong probability that the SP will, shortly, appeal the NLRB decision and election
to the district court of appeals and will,
according to President Mahin, carry their
fight to the United States supreme court
if necessary.
The adoption of such tactics is expected
to be the chief matter of business at a
mass meeting of the SP membership
which was to be held on Thursday at the
Roosevelt Hotel.
of “high-hatting” her fellow actors on a
motion picture set.
His statements, she claims, vitally affect her “earning and drawing power.”
Bradley Page in Counter
Suit Against Agency
Bradley Page, contract actor at RKO
Radio, has filed a cross-complaint charging
fraud in answer to a suit brought against
him by Agent Gene Mann in which the
latter is seeking $22,600 in commissions on
grounds that Page broke his agency contract.
Page declares through Attorney E. Logan Williams in superior court that Mann
neglected his obligations as agent by failing to obtain anything but “villainous”
roles for his client, and likewise failed to
obtain a salary increase for the defendant.
Roach Borrows Gilbert
Hal Roach has borrowed Comedian Billy
Gilbert from RKO Radio for a chore in
“Just a Jiffy,” Laurel-Hardy

comedy.

Gotham and Europe
Call to Executives
The trend of traveling film executives
was largely eastward this week, with several top production figures heeding the
call of New York and Europe despite
southern California’s summer weather.
En route to Gotham, thence to Europe,
was Joseph M. Schenck, vice-president
and chairman of the board of 20th Century-Fox. He plans to meet Darryl Zanuck, the studio’s production chief, in London after conferring in New York with
Sidney R. Kent, company president, and
will combine business and pleasure abroad.
Also heading for New York and England is David Rose, newly-appointed head
of Paramount’s British production activities. He planed east Tuesday, and, following a series of home office conferences, will embark for London.
To assume his new duties as eastern
representative for Hal Roach, Tom Walker, who has been here for several weeks
learning the ropes, trained to New York
over the weekend.
Another

departure

late this week

was

to be George W. Weeks, Monogram’s general sales manager, who has been here for
a few days conferring with Scott R. Dunlap, production head, regarding the 193839 shooting schedule and distribution
problems. Weeks, while here, expressed
the opinion that there was probably no
basis in reports that Monogram, with an
expanded schedule for the coming year,
was considering the purchase of the Talisman Studios, where the company now
rents shooting space. His next stop is
Seattle, where he will confer with A. M.
Goldstein, Monogram representative there.
The publicity department at 20th Century-Fox welcomed its chief, Harry Brand,
home this week from an eight-week business-pleasure trip to England. Brand
acted as advance guard for Darryl Zanuck
on the latter’s trip.
Another returning wanderer was Ben
Judell, president of Progressive Pictures,
winding up an extended business trip
through the east and midwest, during
which he closed several distribution deals.

Schlesinger's Cartoon
Release Pace Is Swift
Leon Schlesinger shipped four cartoon
subjects for release in June, establishing
a new high for the year.
Those going out were “Pork and Daffy”
and “Porky’s Spring Planting,” LooneyTunes; and “Love and Curses” and “Cinderella Meets Fella,” Merrie Melodies.

DeSylva

Pact Ends

By mutual agreement, Universal and
Producer Buddy DeSylva Thursday terminated their association, effective immediately. DeSylva’s contract, originally for
two years, had until November 30 to go.
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Appearance Tours
Draw Many Players
The call of the open road — and personal
appearance commitments — sound loud and
clear to a regiment of Hollywood personalities this week, with the advent of summer weather and a break in their picturemaking schedules.
Most extensive jaunt was undertaken
by Smith Ballew, singing cowboy, who was
to open in Louisiana, Mo., July 9 to begin
a series of 56 one-night stands that will
take him through five states on a twomonth schedule. Ballew is accompanied
by the Beverly Hillbillies, stage, radio and
screen cowboy band.
Gene Autry, Republic’s pride and joy,
will face audiences in Philadelphia to begin a short p.a. tour on which he was to
leave early next week. He will hit Pittsburgh, Erie, Pa., Camden, N. J., Johnstown, Pa., Washington, D. C., and New
York City before returning to Hollywood
for his next picture.
Still another celluloid cowboy — Russell
Hayden, of the “Hopalong Cassidy” westerns— fulfilled a two-day p.a. engagement
in San Francisco over the Independence
Day weekend. June Clayton, his fiancee,
and his mother accompanied him.
Harry Owens, orchestra leader, and his
musical aggregation are embarking on a
transcontinental journey that will take
them eventually to New York and dotted
with a series of single appearances, Owens
made his debut as a film actor in Paramount’s “Cocoanut Grove.”
For her first personal appearance in her
film career, Zasu Pitts will trod the boards
of a Chicago theatre beginning July 22,
on a seven-day commitment. June Knight,
another screen-stage personality, was to
do a p. a. stint in Galveston, Tex., beginning July 9.
Chicago has beckoned Paramount’s
Martha Raye, who left this week for two

A Conspicuous
Condor

Silence Over

Reorganization

REVIEW

Indicating by his silence that Condor’s
reorganization plan, submitted for court
scrutiny nearly two months ago, may have
struck a snag, Federal Judge George E.
Cosgrave had disclosed no word to the

FLASHES
LITTLE

TOUGH

GUY

(Univ)— Fast

moving

drama of the slums featuring the “Dead
End" kids. In acting, story, production
and direction, picture compares favorably
with

anything

in which

of youngsters
fare

has

proportionately

patronage.

Billy

this talented

appeared
in

Halop

and

group
should

popularity
and

Huntz

and
Hall

particularly splendid in well-rounded cast.
Produced by Ken Goldsmith. Directed by
Harold Young.
PROFESSOR,
enough
pace
with

BEWARE

hilarious

(Para)

comedy,

—

original

Contains
touches,

and more comedy to roll up significant grosses. Harold Lloyd never better,
full

slapstick

round
and

of

characteristic,

dandy

comic

classy

support

Phyllis Welch, Raymond
Walburn,
Stander and others. Directed by

Levene

Will Have

Nugent.

COMPLETE REVIEWS on the above
pictures will appear in an early issue
of BOXOFFICE.

Berke Guides

Autry

Republic has handed the production
reins on the future Gene Autry pictures
to Associate Producer William Berke,
while George Sherman will take over the
directorial chores.
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Judge Cosgrave has, however, approved
two claims entered against the company.
One was brought by Jack Stem, a song
writer, who has been allowed $1,000 in
payment of wages for music written by
him for three Condor pictures. Jose Luis
Tortosa, a technical advisor, will receive
$500 in settlement of a $2,666.67 claim.
Meantime, the increase in independent
production activity is brightening the picture for Grand National, also in 77B, by
increasing the income it derives from
renting its studio space. Standard Pictures is the latest to take space there for

to start cameras whirling on “Topsy,” for
independent release, by July 15. Fine
Arts Pictures, which has contracted to
produce

26 to 34 pictures for GN distribution, swings into action late in July on
the initialer, according to present plans,

while Coronet is already at work on “The
Phantom Trail,” a Buck Jones western
which Columbia will release, shooting on
the GN lot.

St.

Paramount’s publicity-advertising chieftain, has appointed Herbert Moulton as
his personal studio representative.
Moulton draws the title of supervisor
of studio advertising, publicity and trailer
departments and will handle matters of
policy as Gillham’s representative.
Cliff Lewis remains in charge of studio
advertising and Terry DeLapp as chief
studio publicist.

in "Circus"

BOXOFFICE

The plan, drawn up by Albert H. Lieberman, mittee,
chairman
creditors’
and Clinton ofE. the
Miller,
trustee, comcalls
for the issuance of new blocks of stock
and a change in the corporate name to
Peerless Pictures.

As coordinator for advertising, exploitation and publicity campaigns between
Hollywood and New York, Robert Gillham,

Draws

Miss Main’s last appearance was in “Romance of the Limberlost,” also a Monogram picture.
Karl Brown will direct and W. T. Lackey
is the associate producer.

long delay. Judge Cosgrave’s decision had
been expected weeks ago.

Moulton Is Gillhams
Man on Marathon

Role in " Miss Manton"

Top
Marjorie
Main,Role
stage and screen actress,
will play the top role in “The Circus
Comes to Town,” which was to go before
the cameras at Monogram late this week.

bankrupt company’s creditors and stockholders as to whether or not he would put
his official okay on the program by which,
it is hoped, Condor will be able to throw
off its 77B cloak and once more enter into
the making of motion pictures.
Attorney Lloyd Tarraday, representing
Condor, could not or would not explain the

the production of its scheduled 12-picture
program, while Louis Rantz is scheduled

RKO Radio has ticketed Sam Levene,
New York stage star, for a featured role
in the Barbara Stanwyck starrer, “The
Mad Miss Manton,” which was to hit the
cameras this week.
Levene, who appeared in two previous
films, is currently in the stage production
of “Room Service.”
P. J. Wolfson is producing and Leigh
Jason directing “The Mad Miss Manton.”

Marjorie Main

by

Lionel
Elliott

weeks of p. a.’s at the Chicago Theatre.

Sam

Plan

Walter W anger (right) receives the
National Peace Conference axoard from
Ray Bell, who flew to Hollyivood from
Washington

to make

the presenta-

tion honoring Wanger’s
“Blockade.”

production,

Signs Railroad Magnate's Son
Cecil B. DeMille has signed Frank Calvin, son of the late E. E. Calvin, railroad
magnate, as researcher and technical advisor on “Union Pacific,” DeMille’s next
Paramount production.
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Council

in Glendale

With
Glendale — Theatre

Seat

operators

here,

Tax

was

Spokane,

hardest hit. Its Alexander,

FWC’s Glendale district manager, William Sturdivant, had no comment to make
on the stringent tax boost.

Ups Service Change
Employes'

Portland,

Berinstein and Gentry
Sell to Snadow

pictures

Circuit

Los Angeles — Ben N. Berinstein and
Lola Adams Gentry have sold the Tivoli
Theatre, an 800-seat house on Central
Avenue, to the Snadow Bros. Circuit, operators of the Hub and Florence Mills Theatre in the same neighborhood.
Berinstein and Mrs. Gentry relinquish
control, July 14. Berinstein is a partner
in the Laurel Theatres Corp.

in Films

Ore. — Motion

L. Hickey,

Hickey heads the company he has
formed, the Hickey Air-Conditioning System Co. here at 808 Sherwood Bldg., to
distribute his product. Other officers are
Attorney George Sommer, vice-president,
and H. B. DeLong, secretary.

Fund

Los Angeles — To swell the coffers of the
Employes Welfare Fund, Charles Skouras,
president of Fox West Coast, has announced a five-cent increase in the service
charge for FWC theatre admission passes.
Heretofore a nickel, the rate will be
upped to ten cents. All proceeds from the
service charges are turned into the fund,
which is operated by employes with no
jurisdiction by circuit executives. An unusually heavy sick list, causing employe
withdrawals for medical attention and
hospitalization, and other draws upon the
fund have brought it down dangerously
low, Skouras reported.

Boost Oregon

— i Herbert

Hickey’s air-conditioning equipment
costs less than half of other types of cooling systems. It is presently operating in
the Evergreen State here, the Ave, Yakima, and the Liberty, Lewiston. Evergreen
officials also have contracted for the
equipment for the Liberty and Orpheum
here.

Only two independent theatres, with a
total of 1,200 seats, are operating here at
present.

To Aid

Wash.

Cooling

chief engineer of the Evergreen theatres,
has perfected and patented a new airconditioning plant, which, according to
experts, may revolutionize the air-conditioning industry.
The Hickey invention, which reduces
dampness in the air without removing
necessary warmth, is based on compression
in contrast to other cooling systems which
are based on freezing. Hickey removes
the moisture from the air by compressing
it dry before forcing it into a room.
Hickey claims he can keep the air dry
in a room from zero to 100 degrees.

California, Bard's, Gateway, Glendale and
Capitol theatres here total 5,000 seats, on
which the circuit will be required to pay
a total of $750 per year, compared to the
$150 it has paid in the past.

FWC

Approval

Perfects New

in-

cluding Fox West Coast — with six houses
— were dealt a staggering blow when the
city council approved a measure applying a 15-cents-per-year tax on each seat
in every motion picture house.
Heretofore theatres have been taxed a
flat $25 yearly. The new measure went
into effect June 28.
FWC

Stuns

show-

Telegraphs

ing Oregon tourist advantages and art
work of Oregon scenes will be parts of the

Portland,

Twins

Ore. — Richard

Dix

stepped

off a southbound Southern Pacific train
here this week just long enough to send
telegrams to the twins at home. Dix and
his wife have been vacationing for the last
month in the Canadian Rockies.

state’s exhibit at the Golden Gate exposition in 1938, it was decided here this
week at a meeting of the Oregon state
highway commission and the state board
for Oregon’s participation in the fair.

As cap Plea on Deaf Ears
Seattle — Ascap

took

ington state copyright

a

second

law

a

few

rap

on

days

the

ago

chin

when

three-judge

clined to take additional testimony, and signed a decree
suit against the state. The case was heard in Tacoma.
Ascap

sought

its suits to have
held

30

testimony

showing

demands

more

Washington

than

$3,000

registration

Wash-

court

de-

in the society's

ago

undue
when

expense
the court

for bookkeeping.
declined

The

jurisdiction.

suit was

tentatively

of dog

rac-

ing in Washington will be made an issue
in the legislative election next fall, Atnounced. torney A. A. Seijas of Seattle has anThe Doghouse Club of America, Seattle
Chapter No. 24, is planning to hold dog
races July 10 and will gauge public interest in that affair before proceeding
with the campaign.
“We intend to seek revision of the state
law which now forbids betting on dog
races,” said Seijas, a member of the Doghouse committee, which is seeking a county license for a proposed July race at
Beaver Lake. “If a totalizer like the one
at the Longacres horse track is used to
safeguard the betting public, we see no
reason why betting on the dog races would
not be as legitimate as that on the
While county commissioners have not
yet submitted the Doghouse Club prohorses.”
posal to Prosecutor Gray Warner for an
opinion as to its legality, the prosecutor
declared his office was strongly opposed
to betting on dog races. Two years ago,
Warner, as a deputy prosecutor, enjoined
dog races at a North End track. Seijas
said the Doghouse Club intends to use the
same North End track if betting on dog
races is legalized. However, no betting
will be sponsored by the club at the July
10 races, he added. The club will put up
purses for each race. Members of the
Doghouse Club are buying greyhound
kennels now, Seijas said.
The general opinion of theatre owners
in this territory is that dog racing is a
detriment to the boxoffice. The races attract some 20,000 people nightly. The
MPTO of the Northwest have waged a
winning fight against the races for the
past few years. It is expected they will
continue the battle.

Vogue

Will Up Prices
For " Birth of a Baby "

Los Angeles — “The Birth of a Baby”
will move into the Vogue Theatre, in
Hollywood, when it completes its current
run at the Paramount Theatre, Joe Blowitz, local distributor of the widely-discussed film, disclosed last week.

was

involved

in

The Vogue, which has been operating
on a revival and reissue policy for more
than a year, will up its 25-cent admission
price to 55 cents, Blowitz said, with matinees scaled at 30 cents.

of all copyrights

jointly by three or more persons — declared unconstitutional. The society complained the law deprived it of revenues in the state and could not be observed

without
time

to present

the law — which

the

federal

of dismissal

Seattle — Re-establishment

Exact date, however, is indefinite. It is
now in its second week at the Paramount.

in its fight against
a

Dog Racing to Be
An Election Issue

dismissed

some

Zurfluh Remodeling
Seattle — H.

C.

Zurfluh

is renovating

and remodeling the Grand Theatre in
Centralia and expects to open the house
the latter part of July.
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Northwest

Film Club

Plans
"Mystery"
Trip
— * The
Northwest
Film
Club,

Seattle

TACK

KLOEPPER, United Artists representative here, took a trip to Seattle
during the Independence Day weekend
for a sales meeting there.

comprised of distributors and exhibitors,
will start its first annual mystery cruise
on July 29. All members and their wives,
and associate members and their families,
will gather at the Leschi dock on Lake
Washington and board the steamer
Sightseer for four hours of dancing, card
playing, and a general good time. The
cruise starts at 9 p. m. and ends at 1 a. m.
The crew that will handle the affair:
Neal Walton, captain; A. H. McMillan,
manager of the club, first officer; Keith
Beckwith, second officer; Don Beckman,
chief engineer; Bill Forman, pilot; Frank
Christie, purser; L. J. McGinley, first
deck officer; Pete Higgins, passenger
agent; Herndon Edmond, traffic manager;
Bill Parker and Bjarne Moe, quartermasters.

George

Sam Whiteside of Corvallis, home of
Oregon State College, was another visitor
on Filmrow.
T. L. Shearer of the Portland branch
of B. F. Shearer Co., is back at his desk
after being out of town on business for
a week.
Helen Bush, Kloepper’s secretary, reports she stayed at home during the holiday and cleaned house.
From the Puget Sound area comes the
news that Jack O’Laughlin, formerly in
the film business in San Francisco, is
now with the United Artists Seattle exchange.

Dies

.

La Mesa — One of the Independence Day
holiday casualties was Harold M. Cahn,
52, owner-manager of the Mesa Theatre.
Injured in an automobile accident July 1,
he died in tlje Mercy Hospital in San
Diego Tuesday morning.

THE

On the Row: Mark Cory of RKO, Jimmy
Beale of Columbia and Frank Clark of
Paramount all tied up in conferences . . .
A1 Adolph of the State Theatre in Salem,

MAN

RUDOLPH

Theatre

when George’s 12-year-old daughter was
killed on the highway in front of the Gessler home.

entertainment committee has arranged to hold the annual picnic some
time in August. The mystery cruise, a
new idea, will be made an annual affair
and is expected to be one of the most
popular events in the club activities.

Cahn

of the Roxy

at Sweethome was on the Row. He’s just
recovered from a case of smallpox. Grief
came to the Gessler family last week

The

Harold

Gessler

WHO

VALENTINO

where the state of Oregon opened its
new capitol, was in town for a tour of
the exchanges.
Dorothy Thirion of the Star Film exchange suffered sunburn and a bee sting
as the result of a trip to the beach over
the weekend. Ethel Smith of Columbia
also took in the beach as did Foster
Blake. Virginia Silcott of Grand National was different and went to the
mountains.
Mose Mesher of Hamrick-Evergreen
went to Seattle for the Fourth. Earl Hunt
took in Tacoma. Ron Harrington, manager of the Orpheum Theatre, supervised
the painting of Mesher’s and Hunt’s office during their absence. Roy Brown
went off on a house party at Des Moines
— the one between Tacoma and Seattle.
Selon Burns, RCA sound engineer and
technician, doesn’t know it yet, but all
the clothes he has are the ones on his
back. Burns makes his home at Orville
Reynolds’ house in Portland and Reynolds had a fire. The destruction included Burns’ clothes closet.
Herb Sobottka, manager of HamrickEvergreen’s Paramount Theatre, got a
speeding ticket. He claims he was only
going 38 miles an hour and that the deputy sheriff said 40.

CAME

INTIMATE
OF

SCENES

BACK
FROM

12. Scenes

as

the

Gaucho

in

MEN.”
Horsemen.” the Premiere.
3. Hollywood,
4. Valentino and
his wife
Rambova.
5. Valentino posing- for
character of Gaucho.

9. Crowds

in Europe

XI. Crowds

ONE

REEL Narrated by HAROLD STONE
SCREEN TIME 10 MINUTES

leaving for
and wife.

Campbells

at

the

in New

painting

in

William
and Al

Europe.

at

greeting

Valentino.
parlor

at

the

bier.

13. Celebrities at the bier — I>r. Guglielmi,first
his wife.
brother, and Jean Acker,
liis
14. Pallbearers

with

the

casket.

15. Broadway
procession to
Hi. Arrival at the church.

the

church.

17. Celebrities, honorary
pallbearers —
Douglas Fairbanks, Adolph
Zukor,
and Joseph. Schenck.
18. Pola Negri.
19. Mary

Pickford,

20. Train

bearing

21. Tile final
the Good

funeral

22. Pola

Negri

Gloria
body

Swanson.

across

country.

services in the Church of
Shepherd in Los Angeles.
overcome

at

23. The Mausoleum in which
of Valentino rest.

services.
the

remains

York.

BOOK

Accessories: 4 Color One-Sheet

“Four

Nataelia

(i. Valentino, with his friends
S. Hart, Douglas Fairbanks
•Jolson.
7. Valentino
8. Valentino

LIFE

THE WORLD’S IMMORTAL
MOTION PICTURE IDOL

1. Marcus
Loew,
who
“discovered”
Valentino for the “FOUR
HORSE2. Valentino
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IOS

ANGELES
Patrons of the San-Val, new drive-in
theatre in Burbank, will soon be able to
refresh themselves while they view the
show. Seth Perkins of the Drive-In Theatre Corp., is closing a concessions deal
whereby food and drinks — of the soft variety— will be supplied.

j^NDY

ANDERSON, salesman for Exhibitors’ Service, is in San Francisco
on a short business trip. Brother Jack,
also a salesman for the same organization,
is spending a week in Arizona — also on
business.

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Poole left for a
two-week vacation in Yosemite Valley over
the weekend, accompanied by Mr. and
Mrs. Edwin Magnuson. Poole is executive
secretary of the Independent Theatre
Owners of Southern California and
Arizona.

Grand National has added Dion Foss to
its sales staff here. He transfers from a
similar post with All-Star Features and
will handle the suburban and outlying
territories . . . Willard Osborne is manager
of the Warner Theatre in Huntington
Park. Osborne formerly was connected
with Fox West Coast in a managerial
capacity.

Visitors: A1 Pavlow of the Allen Theatre,
local house; Nate Son of the Regent and
Playhouse, and Homer Tegtmeyer of B.
F. Shearer’s San
a short vacation.

Francisco

office, in for

Jack Mills and Joe Russell of the Haywood-Wake field Theatre Equipment Co.
here, are recuperating from injuries received in an automobile accident near Redondo Beach last week. Their car collided with one of the big red Pacific Electric inter urbans.
Clayton Lynch, branch manager at
Metro, has returned from a ten-day business trip to Arizona ... A booking visitor
was Wade Loudermilk, owner of the Roxy
Theatre in Buckeye, Ariz. . . . Eddie Meek
of the Columbia ad sales department, has
gone on a two-week vacation in the north.

Visitors: William Woodward of the Belmont Theatre at Belmont Shores, near
Long Beach; Art LaShell, manager of the
Avalon, Riviera and Samoa in Catalina
Island, accompanied by Ernie Gans, who
will produce a stage show at the Samoa
shortly.

TRADE
-

—

Troubles

B. Irvine of the Gem, Southgate, who
recently took over the Vernon Theatre
here from A1 Galston, has relinquished his
lease to devote all his time to his Southgate house.

Visitors: Mrs. Foster Jackson and her
daughter, Mrs. Florence Lynch of the Elsinore Theatre, in Elsinore . . . Reubon
Calderon, district manager for Azteca
Films, has gone to Guayman, Sonora,
Mexico, for two weeks to discuss the lineup of Mexican films with producers there
for the coming season. At the same time
Francis Rameriz of the local Azteca exchange, isvacationing for two weeks in the
east.
Dick Lemucchi, operator of the Arvin
Theatre, Bakersfield, in booking, accompanied by his two sons, Roy and Richard
. . . H. W. Simpson, former manager of
the Circle Theatre in Corona, has taken
office space at the All-Star exchange to
represent “Magic Eye” — a new hoxoffice
stimulation stunt.

DIRECTORY
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going
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Theatre

First, fire did approximately $3,500 damages to the home of Orville H. Reynolds,
manager of the house. Fire Investigator
William Goerz blamed a cigaret on a davenport.
The charred remains of the davenport
dropped to the basement through a hole
burned in the floor, and the flames swept
up the wall and through the attic roof.
While Reynolds’ home was burning,
Myrtle Erickson, Hollywood cashier, was
having trouble, .too. She complained to
police that a man about 50 years of age
did.
asked her to change a $20 bill which she
A few minutes later another man appeared with a $20 bill to be changed. This
time she refused. When two other men
appeared, she called Patrolmen C. L. Fitzsimmons and E. C. Lawton. Their appearance on the scene apparently frightened away the money changers.

MAXwith TAUB,
scenario writer recently
Universal, stopped here on his
way

to Chicago and New York. He expects to be back in Hollywood by September 1 to start work on United Artists
assignments. Taub expects to produce

one of his own scripts — “Symphony of a
Lost Soul” — independently this winter.
His “Student and the Hobo” is ready for
production, and he is at present working
on “The Crossroads of the World.”

scenarist,
to Hollyeast. He
script.

quarters.

Engineering Company

1914 So. Vermont

RE. 3151

tough

Hollywood

L. L. Dent of Dallas was here looking
things over at his Westland Theatre head-

AIR CONDITIONING

SUPPLIES

Ore. — It was

Theodore Sterm, Republic
went through Denver on his way
wood from his vacation in the
recently finished “The Stranger”

LOS ANGELES
EQUIPMENT

Portland,

Hamrick-Evergreen’s
here this week.

SERVICE,

"QUALITY

RO-9191
SERVICE"

to the Stratton Memorial Ass’n.
Six theatres in small towns in the Denver area have been opened: State, Idaho
Springs, Colo., by Joe Lucas, also of Central City, Neb.; A1 Plaza at San Luis,
Colo., with 300 seats, by Chic Kelloff;
Grover at Grover, Colo., by the chamber
of commerce; Comet, Manzanola, Colo.,
200 seats, by Robert G. Wilson; El Ray,
Rifle, Colo., by Fred Lind; Gayety, Hyamin. Neb.; and Hiram Curtis is running a
test tryout at Deertrail, Colo.

Counsellors

INC.

Harry Rackin
Jack Anderson
Room 31
Film Exchange Bldg.
Phone:

Hughes & Powell have sold the Veterans
Memorial Hall location in Stratton, Neb.,

No Street Dancing
Portland,

Ore. — Permits

to

rope

off

streets on Fleet Week for street dancing
were denied following exhibitor protest.
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Community Newsreel
Pays Well

Highlights

of the High

By Harry

Grandview, Wash. — Here's a depression gloom chaser. While the idea is
not new, the treatment is, so we pass
it along to you. Mrs. Marce E. Warner
and her manager. Gene Maxwell, have
a Grandview "March of Time" all their
own. Gene uses a 16 mm Bell & Howell

Enough

Wayne G. Christy is now operating the
General Film Attractions at Seattle. He

dings, children's parties, farmers working with machinery in the fields, high
and elementary school doings, dog
fights or what have you. On a given
night each month this pictorial feast
is shown on the screen of the Colonial,

tells us that ‘‘Son of the Sheik” is being
booked all over his territory, which includes Washington, Oregon, Idaho, and
parts of Montana. Murry Peck is doing
the outside selling for this exchange.

which

The Cheney College at Cheney, Wash.,
is now running on the summer schedule.
So R. B. Evans, who operates the Melodian
Theatre at this point, is breaking even.
The college theatre is not operating.

on local events, such

having a 70-foot throw, an Eastman projector is used with a 750-watt
lamp. The picture is perfectly clear
at this distance and a wise cracking
M. C. dubs the sound through the
house sound system. This one night a
month holds all house records and it
can be made to show returns through
the device of anniversary nights, years
after the negative
Nichols.

is made. — Harry

E.

$ IE A T T L IE
jyjRS. HEATON
RANDALL and her
brand new daughter are back home
from the hospital, with Heaton on hand
to receive them. The image has been
named Rosalie. Papa is the manager of
the National Theatre Supply . . . Joe Skirball, former business manager for Frank
Lloyd at Paramount, is now in the Northwest handling a picture that, is a national
sensation. Joe is also renewing many old
acquaintances ... Ed Zabel and his son,
Arthur, on the Row from Olympia . . .
Junior Mercy, telling of being foot-printed
in cement in Hollywood and having to buy
a new hat for Bjarne Moe.
Mrs. Fraiik Newman went along with
Mr. Newman to Los Angeles to visit with
her son, Frank jr. of Republic and her
daughter and son-in-law, Mr. a?id Mrs.
Pandro Berman of RKO . . . Harold Kane,
here from Los Angeles at a preview with
Frank Christie and Betty Pritchard . . .
Dorothy Mercy and children, home from
their cabin in the Cascades . . . Frankie
Peacock, introducing her dad, and the
grand old gent told of the forthcoming
marriage of his youngest daughter in Vancouver, B. C. . . . Jimmy Ewing, former
salesman for Universal, and now an exhibitor in Bonners Ferry, Ida., telling of
joining a shovel brigade and throwing a
dike around his theatre to keep the floods
out of the basement and lower floor.
A1 Rosenberg, off to California for a
vacation after the recent illness. A1
Finklestein flew up from Portland.

SHOWMAN”

They’ve all been upped, Rents,
uct, Lights, Taxes, and who
have another New Deal.

Facts

Help, Prodknows, we

might

“BETTER

POPCORN
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Single Bill Charley Laidlaw of the Liberty at Dayton, is still following his present
policy of the well-balanced program with
a single feature. Charley has followed this
plan for ten years and says he sees no
reason to change now.

We wonder what Pete Falborg, who is
at present vacationing in Denmark and
will not return till September 1, will say
to Maurice Falborg, his son, whom he left
behind to run the Liberty at Wilbur. Maurice, it seems, had ideas of his own about
a vacation, so he ups and married Miss
Kathrine Hopkins of Mason City, Wash.
The happy couple when last seen were
headed towards Moses Coulee.

Something new in a home made washed
air system. Jay S. Tew, North Bend Theatre, North Bend, engineered the following air conditioning system for his auditorium: A Packard auto radiator, 22 inches
square, was placed on the rear of the roof
in front of a 40 -foot square wooden air
tunnel which ran along the top of peak
and opened into the theatre ceiling box,
in which were a set of baffle boards, fore
and aft, to distribute air to the front and
rear of house. City water pressure was
used to the radiator, connecting at the
bottom and flowing out the top. An exhaust fan was installed between the radiator and the air tunnel pulling in and an
exhaust fan at the rear of the stage pulling out. If you don’t think this works for
a small house, try it some time.

Pop Corn Smith is sure placing those
shiny gloom chasers in front of a lot of
theatres here in Washington. Most recent sale was to W. E. Lindsay of the
Bandbox at Spokane. W. E. is going to fix
up a candy store and cold drink stand in
the alcove that adjoins his theatre.
Ron Camp and Harry
Spokane operators, are
Empress there in their
boys know their show

Speck, well-known
now running the
own right. These
stuff as they are

Denzel and Piercy are now operating the
Plaza at Waitesburg, Wash. They are also
building a new house at Pineville, Ore.
Howard Holmes, manager of the Plaza,
tells us that this town is a cinch for light
musical comedies.

rapidly forming a very fine children’s
Saturday morning club and the attendance is growing fast.
We

had no trouble in locating most of

Spokane’s independent exhibitors the
other Sunday afternoon, as they were all
in their booths with overalls on. That

We are very happy to report that Mrs.
A. Thompson of Pomeroy has entirely recovered from her recent illness and that
she has taken active charge again of her
Seely Theatre. Mrs. Thompson was very
fortunate to have a sterling house staff
that saw to it that things were kept moving at the Seely. So we pass the laurel
leaves to W. B. Rauch, operator, and Mrs.
Ralph Linn, cashier. Not many folks know
that the Thompson family have been in
amusements here for the past 31 years.

operator’s salary is the profit these days.
Cecil Miller at the Ritz was swinging the
dosers. It’s a far cry for Cecil from the
old Pantages and Orpheum at Tacoma,
21 years ago, to the present setup in
Spokane.
H. D. McBride, super showman of Spokane, let us in on a secret which we will
pass along to you. The name spells reissue.
It has been going on for two years at the

Give IMPETUS
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to sell the
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want
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to Your Box Office Receipts

product
see

YOU
We

Burch “SUPER

Granada. Mac says to run the following
trailer with your reissues and watch the
results: ‘‘Scenes you are now about to see
are from a picture being brought back at
the request of numerous patrons. If you
have some favorite picture you would like
to see again, leave your request at the boxoffice.” Patrons are then advised by mail
when the picture will play. Here’s the answer: “Six of a Kind” played reissue at
the Granada recently for 15 and 25 cents.
It was brought back again in 60 days and
played mid-week to a house record for 15
and 30 cents.

QPENTNG day at Longacres and the
boys and girls from Filmrow and the
theatres were out in force. The track,
under the sponsorship of Mr. Boening,
presented a very business-like appearance.
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Long

MATT
APARATON, Universal manager
here, reports Ralph “Cowboy Buck”
Wade has been promoted from the sales
force to supervising salesman in the

With " Bicycling
"
F. Long and managers

Tucson — Louis
of

Long

theatres

in

Arizona

are

defendants in copyright infringement actions brought by seven

major

distributors,

who

prints

of

features

about

50

charge

Portland — District

were

Exhibitor

complaints

to Los

al-

Angeles

exchanges of the seven distributors re-'
suited in investigations by the Copyright Protection Bureau. Unlicensed exhibitions are alleged to have been

James

R.

Revival Bookings Again
Push to Fore in L. A.

.jveek,”
said. notified theatres battled
Whilehe the
among themselves as to which course to
pursue, Hamrick-Evergreen had adopted
Bank Night as a regular weekly feature
at its Oriental and Hollywood theatres.
Said A1 Finkelstein, Hamrick-Evergreen
head here: “The Oriental and Hollywood
will continue to have Bank Night in its
present form, a method approved by local
authorities. The patrons seem to want it
and as long as they do, we will aim to

Los Angeles — Revival and reissue bookings are on the uptrend again, after hitting a low ebb during the past week.

After Bain had given conductors of
please Night
them.” notice that they must desist,
Bank

Miss Goldstein, daughter of Max Goldstein, motion picture executive of New
York, is leaving the Sheffield-Republic offices here to make her home in New York.
Mack Easton of Salt Lake City will assume Miss Goldstein’s former duties in the
accessories department.

Milton Hossfeld of New York, traveling
booker for Fox West Coast, is spending
some time conferring with local executives.
He goes to Denver from here.

Attorney

Bain warned disagreeing Bank Night conductors to decide how they wish to dispose of their problem in either eliminating Bank Night as desired by the district
attorney, or contesting the ruling, as has
been considered. “If they take no action
my office will step in the first of next

that

legedly "bicycled." Answers are returnable July 11 in the district court.

A Boston bull, ‘‘Lady Buttons,” belonging to C. M. Van Horn, Universal’s Montana salesman, has six new thoroughbred
pups. ‘‘Everybody wants one,” says Van.

given

in Benson, Willcox, Eloy, Florence, Sonora, Solomonsville, Pima,

Duncan, Ray,
and Collidge.

Andy Floor, theatre operator in this
section, has returned from the west coast.
He reports booking several stage attractions for his Roxy here. Twenty thousand
dollars worth of air-cushion seats were
recently installed at the Roxy.

A case in which the Fair Trades Commission is seeking to prevent theatres
from conducting Bank Nights is before a
special session of the state supreme court.
Central City, Colo., is getting ready for
its Seventh Annual Play Festival. Robert
Edmond Jones will direct Victor Hugo’s
“Ruy Bias” in 18 performances, July 16
to July 30. Leaders in the cast include
Helen Chandler, Bramwell Fletcher, William Sauter, Nance O’Neil and Percy
Waram.

W. W. McKendrick, manager of the local
Monogram offices, is the proud father of
a baby girl. This makes two little girls in
McKendrick’ s home.
R. J. Cadman, manager of the United
Artists exchange here, and his staff, have
returned from Chicago.

Hayden,

Bowie,

Superior

practically every such theatre began giving away free tickets to its drawings in
order to “come under the law.”
A test case in 1936 found the Sellwood
Theatre not guilty of violation of the state
lottery statute on those grounds.
District Attorney Bain told Boxoffice
this week that he wanted to give the Bank
Night theatres plenty of time to decide
what course they desired to take. He
hopes they will cooperate by eliminating
Bank Night by themselves.

First local booking on Universal’s reissue of "All Quiet on the Western Front”
was to open at the Regina Theatre, on
Wilshire Blvd., July 7. Teamed with the
war classic was to be “Treasure Island,”
which M-G-M produced in 1934 with
Wallace Beery and Jackie Cooper.
The

Vogue, in Hollywood,

maintaining

its reissue policy, was billing “The Frisco
Kid,” with James Cagney, and “While the
Patient Slept,” with Lyle Talbot, as the
week opened.
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SUITES

CENTERS
PARKING

$3.°

DOUBLE

SET IN TROPICAL

GARDENS

From 535 PER WEEK

lor TWO,

AMERICAN

PLAN

From 525 PER WEEK

lor TWO,

EUROPEAN

PLAN

our TRAILERS I
NOW! I

Don't —

34

13

named

company’s Los Angeles offices . . . Eddie
Smythe has been transferred from the
Idaho territory to handle Utah, the spot
Wade formerly worked, and Harry Lindstrom has been switched from Montana
to Idaho.

See —

Order Bank Night
Ban to Be Obeyed

Circuit Charged

be sorry
LATER! j

TRAILER-MADE

|

1909

|

S. Vermont

Los

Angeles
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ST. LOUIS TRADE TOLD TO MAINTAIN PRICE LEVEL
New

Gross Shot-in-the-Arm
Finds

Way

Fred

Into St Louis

George E. “Dad” McKean, who represented Bank Night in these parts prior to
the time that Uncle Sam and AttorneyGeneral Roy McKittrick of Missouri
frowned out that business stimulant, is
the general sales manager for the new
concern.
The new scheme is called Circular Check
Night or Circular Check Week, depending
upon just how the interested exhibitor
wants to use it. Under the arrangement,
if the cash customer happens to purchase
an admission ticket with a number corresponding to the number on the ticket
previously distributed by the theatre, he

is eligible to compete for the prize being
offered by the theatre for the correct
answers to a series of five questions asked
about the principal feature picture on
display at the theatre on the night that
the prize is to be awarded.
Two features of the new plan are said
to bring it within the law. Firstly, all
holders of tickets distributed by the theatre during the week prior to the awarding of the prize, are entitled to receive
5 cents to apply to the purchase of an
admission ticket. Secondly, the winner
must correctly answer the questions about
the picture, and since there is but one
set of correct answers the proponents of
the plan said that it is based entirely on
skill and not chance, hence legal.
Attorney-General McKittrick has not yet
passed officially on the plan. The promoters have copyrighted the arrangement.

Tie "Cocoanut Grove"
And "Steel" Feature

Family With Cantor on
Errand Trip to Europe

St. Louis — A new boxoffice shot-in-thearm, which some attorneys are quoted as
saying is within the law, both state and
federal, has been launched here by Elmer
G. Brown & Co., with offices in Suite 810
Title Guaranty Bldg.

Gary,

Ind. — A

tieup

was

arranged

re-

cently between Great States State Theatre here and the Carnegie-Illinois Steel
Co., whereby the four-reel subject, “Steel
— Man’s Servant,” was shown on the same
bill here with Paramount’s “Cocoanut
Grove.”
In addition free morning
the plant’s several
were arranged. The

showings

for

thousand employes
picture played five

days on the double bill with “Cocoanut
Grove” and was to be continued with
other bookings.
The steel company arranged a lobby
display featuring a model blast furnace
in operation and promotional events included fireworks, drum and bugle corps,
and a radio broadcast. The event was
handled as a world premiere of the steel
subject.
It is reported the Jam Handy organization in Detroit is now dickering with
the parent company, U. S. Steel, for national distribution of both the four-reel
and single-reel versions of the subject in
theatres.

Crandon
Crandon,

to Ashtons

Wis. — Mrs.

Fred

Ziehm

has

sold her Crandon Theatre here to Walter
and Robert Ashton of Eagle River, Wis.
The Ashtons operated the Vilas and Eagle
theatres in Eagle River.

London — Production

has started

at

Denham Studios on Metro’s “The Citadel,”
starring Rosalind Russell and Robert
Donat.
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C

of some

exhibi-

prices
help balance
“nut”
and toto overcome
the their
slumptheatre
in business
usual at this time of the year, accentuated perhaps by the tail-end of the fast
passing recession, has caused Fred H.
Wehrenberg, president of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of St. Louis, E. Mo.
and So. 111., to issue an appeal to “keep
admission prices up.”
In a letter dated June 30, which reached all of the members of the organization immediately before or after the July
4th holidays, President Wehrenberg wrote
as follows:
“Dear Exhibitors:
“Quite a number of theatres in the City
of St. Louis are cutting admission prices,
to try to overcome the slump in business.

From

having

Chicago — Eddie

Cantor,

with

a

family

there, Cantor plans to sail for Europe where he will aid in benefits for
Jewish refugees.
Also on the same train with Cantor,
arriving from the coast, were Jimmy Durante, en route to New York, and George
Raft, who left here two days later for a
rest in Hot Springs, Ark.

Gutenberg
Smooth
Milwaukee — A

and Union
Out Differences
“mutually

satisfactory”

agreement has been reached in the controversy between A. L. Gutenberg, owner
of the Grand, north side neighborhood
house, and the Motion Picture Projectionists’ Union, Local 164, according to an
announcement.
Because the street in front of his theatre is being widened and repaced, Gutenberg will continue to operate only four
nights a week for the present. Street
widening also has necessitated reducing
the depth of the Grand’s
Crew

marquee.

15 and

10-cent

adult admission

prices.
“We must realize that our business is
no different than any other business. Take
for instance the milliners, they have their
season, the dry goods man, etc. When summer comes along we slump, the poor pictures that are now being delivered by the
film companies and the outdoor amusements that take the people away from
theatres, all contribute. What exhibitors
must do is to doll up his theatre in place j
of cutting his prices of admission and use [
every means at his command to try to
keep his head above water during this off
season period.
“If we are not careful the city of St.
Louis will be in the same situation as
Kansas City, Mo., where the top price at
first runs is 25 cents and the top price at
the neighborhood theatres is 15 cents with
giveaways and two and three features.
“So exhibitors, think twice before cutting your prices of admission.
Very truly yours, Fred Wehrenberg.”
The organization, headed by Wehrenberg, is affiliated with the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America.

to S. A.
has sent a crew

the northern jungles of South America
here

practice

tors in this sector in slashing admission

entourage including Ida, his baby daughter, Janet, and his daughter, Natalie, and
son-in-law, Joseph Metzer, passed through
here last week en route to New York.

Metro

Started

St. Louis — The

“Experience has taught us that we go
through this same summer slump each
and every year and the cutting of admission prices will avail us nothing. One
exhibitor cuts, his competitor follows suit
and the momentary advantage that the
first theatre owner had, who cut his
prices, vanished for the reason that he
really had no advantage over his competitor and the first thing we know all
the theatres in the entire city will be

Hollywood — Metro

"Citadel"

Wehrenberg in Appeal Against Slashing
Of Admissions

Role for Sabu

into

to

film sequences to be incorporated in “Too
Hot to Handle,” Clark Gable vehicle dealing with the adventures of a newsreel
cameraman.

London — Sabu,

draws the
ling yarn,
which have
Korda. UA

the

“Elephant

Boy,”

top role in the Rudyard Kip“Jungle Book,” film rights to
been purchased by Alexander
will release.

Industry

Executives

Oizf to Honor
Chicago — More than 125 executives of
the film industry in Chicago and New
York turned out to pay tribute to one of
the grandest men this business ever knew
— Sam Shirley — last week
stone Hotel.
The

luncheon,

held

at the

Black-

last Thursday,

was

one

of the best industry affairs ever promoted here for it accomplished its purpose in short order without a lot of frills
and fancy speeches. Sam Shirley was the
guest of honor and he was given the
spotlight due him.
Due

to ill health, Shirley recently announced his resignation as district manager of M-G-M here. Among his superiors
who came here to participate in his farewell luncheon were Eddie Saunders,
M-G-M
western division manager, and
Jack Flynn, district manager of M-G-M.
A telegram, sent personally by Nicholas
Schenck, was read at the affair. In it
the M-G-M head thanked Shirley for his
past record of loyalty to the organizatiin,
and ended by guaranteeing him his post
anytime he regained his health sufficiently. Such also was the sentiment of
a wire from M-G-M’s
liam F. Rodgers.
Additional

telegrams

sales manager,
were

received

Wilfrom

Tom Connors, M-G-M
home office, New
York; E. W. Aaron, New York; Frank
Downey, M-G-M
branch manager, Detroit; Foster B. Walker, M-G-M
office
manager, Minneapolis; William Scully,
Universal sales manager; Ben Freedman
and H. W. Wagner, Minneapolis; Tom
Saxe,

Milwaukee; Fred
ville; W. T. Studebaker,

traveling

Shirley

bag

and

camera

with

the

compliments of the latter’s district employes.
Clyde Edkhardt, who was toastmaster,
presented Shirley with a watch as a
token from those attending the luncheon.
In addition, a noteworthy gesture was
ley. presentation
the

of a watch

Others who attended
tioned included:

to Mrs.

Shir-

besides those men-

Mayor Edward Kelly, Max Roth, Harry
Lorch, Irving Mandel, J. B. Koppel, Harry
Goldman, Eddie Brunnell, Jack Kirsch,
Dave Wallerstein, John P. Dromy, Frank
Omick, Maurice and Jules Rubens, William Hollander, Walter Immerman, Judge
Eugene Holland, John Balaban, Louis
Lipstone, Tom Flannery.
Sam

Shurman, M-G-M
manager, Milwaukee; Barrett Kiesling, M-G-M
publicity department, Hollywood; John J.
Friedl and Eddie Rubens, Minneapolis;

with US
M-G-M.”

Chicago

of July holiday, but Jupiter Pluvius was
scared away and the sun burst forth in all
its glory.
As

a

result

it was

estimated

by

the

local newspapers that about 1,500,000 Chicagoans went somewhere out of the city.
And all of them were far from any
theatres.
In

the

loop, the

only

theatre

to hold

up to any degree whatsoever was the Chicago Theatre, with Eddie Duchin and his
band in their second week, and with 20th
Century-Fox’s “Josette” on the screen.
The first day of the double holiday,
Sunday, found business a little better but
on Monday, the exodus became general,
with the result that in the evening most
of the suburban houses were deserted.

Joe Stout, Charles Davidson, W. W. Willman, Dave Balaban, W. E. Banford, Ted
Mendelssohn, Felix Mendelssohn.

Chicago — The battery of Pete Smickles
and Ben Feldman carried the United Artists Theatre team through to the championship of the B&K Softball League last
week.

Asher

Levy, Abe

Feder,

Leslie L. Lyons,

Ludwig Sussman, Bill Baker, Mannie Gottlieb, Abe Fischer, Bill Crouch, Jim Donohue, Charles Ryan, Alex Halperin, Phil
Crippen,

L. F. Gran and A1 Kvool of Milwaukee, J. H. Silliman, Max B. Slott, Tom

Gilliam, Bill Brumberg, Sam Meyers, Walter Branson, A. J. Shumow, William Pearl,

Schlanck, Simon Simansky, Julius Goodman, Charles Krutchkoff, Arthur Schoenstadt, Aaron Saperstein, Allen Usher.

Sam’s back
US, I mean

concluded

Chicago — The weather man went back
on his word over the holiday weekend and
as a result the exhibitors suffered for it.
The first forecasts were for a wet Fourth

Chicago

Elman, Johnny Jones, Edwin Silverman, Emile Stern, Abe Platt, Nate Platt,
Johnny Mednikow, Harry Lustgarten, Joe
Kaufman, Jack Sampson, A. M. Van Dyke,

H. Workman, M-G-M branch manager, Minneapolis, presented Shirley with

Saunders

By Sunday Holiday

Henri

very

with “I hope
scon, and by

38

Sam

Grosses Penalized

P. Ishmael, Johnny Kemptgen, Edward (Red) Mager, Lou Abramson, Stanton Butte, Alex Manta, Jack Rose, Gene
Rich, Jack Miller, B. N. Judell, Irving

In a brief address,

W.

J. Dolly, LouisLogansport, Ind.

a

Turn

Frank

Trade

Assembles

United Artists

Capture Softball Crown

Smickles was stingy with hits as the UA
crew knocked off first the Office team,
14 to 5, to enter the finals, and then
defeated the Marbro outfit, 16 to 5.

Levine

Equips

Four

Chicago — Rube Levine has installed Pictur-Fone Sound in the Diana Theatre,
Noblesville, Ind., for C. J. Howard; in the
Rio Theatre, Chicago Heights, for Si
Griever; in the Roxy, Delphi, Ind., for the
Gregory circuit, and for the theatre
ed by Charles Dyas in Plano, 111.

open-

for Shirley
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MILWAUKEE
JJENRY F. W. ROEMHELD, 73, father of
Heinz and Edgar Roemheld, died here
last week. Other survivors are a son, his
wife and a daughter . . . Everbrite Electric Signs, Inc., of this city, is installing
a new neon marquee on the Strand Theatre, Whitewater, constructed of stainless
steel with blue inlaid porcelain enamel
strips across the top and bottom. The
firm is also equipping the theatre front
with three new display frames of stainless
steel to be lighted by blue concealed neon
light.
Phil Dakin, who recently returned from
Hollywood, where he appeared- in several
films, is now playing with the Al Jackson Players, tent company near Madison,
Wis.
’Twas busy as a bee around the Classic
Theatre in Watertown the other day when
a swarm of the honey-makers invaded
Manager Oscar Baumann’s office. The
swarm originated on the roof of the house.
A long distance record for public service was set by Kenosha county last week
when Don Ameche phoned from Hollywood
for a copy of his birth certificate from
the register of deeds office. Ameche plans
to use the certificate to obtain a passport
for a contemplated European trip this
summer.

THE

A Concerted
Against

"Jack -Rabbit”
Milwaukee — The

School in Chicago
Launch

May

Acting Classes

Chicago — The

Columbia

School

of

Speech, recognized dramatic school here,
is understood to be planning to inaugurate the first complete course in motion
picture and screen acting technique in the
middle west.
Plans are under way for the installation of complete booth equipment and
screen test apparatus to give students a
well-rounded background.

Summers
Eau

Claire,

A.

L.

VALENTINO

WHO

being shown are “bootleg” and the copyright bureau has been invited by the
ITPA of Wisconsin to make a checkup
in the Wisconsin situation.

Murray,

In response to a letter from Tesch, Al
Steffes at Minneapolis has declared that
he will cooperate in a move to prohibit
any exchanges in that city from supplying jack-rabbits with films.
The association is soliciting the support
of all exhibitors in the affected area.

CAME

INTIMATE

Theatres

local projectionists’ union brought notice
to the jack-rabbit operator to employ
union help or discontinue showing in that
territory. The jack-rabbit exhibitor declared he was unable to pay the union
scale and consequently was barred.
Indications are that some of the films

on Coast

Wis. — Mrs.

Units

Independent

Protective Ass’n of Wisconsin and Upper
Michigan is soliciting the support of the
Copyright Protective Bureau, the association of union projectionists and Robert
Hess, counsel for Ascap, in its drive against
jack-rabbit operators in Wisconsin.
“We are doing everything in our power
to check this type of unfair competition,”
R. A. Tesch, business manager of the
ITPA of Wisconsin, declared.
In some instances, it was reported, the

state chairman of the Wisconsin Federation of Women’s Clubs, and a member of
the National Screen Council, is spending
the summer in Los Angeles. She is taking courses in Motion Picture Appreciation and Social Aspects of Motion Pictures, studying under Dr. Morkovin and
Dr. Warren at the University of Southern
California. She will return to Wisconsin
in September.

MAN

RUDOLPH

Attack Launched

SCENES

BACK
FROM

THE

LIFE

OF THE WORLD’S IMMORTAL
MOTION PICTURE IDOL
1. Marcus
Loew,
who
“discovered”
Valentino for the “FOUR
HORSE2. Valentino

as

the

Gaucho

in

“Four

12. Scenes

at

the

14. Pallbearers
3. MEN.”
Hollywood,
Horsemen.”
4. Rambova.
Valentino

the

Premiere.

and

his

wife

5. Valentino posing: for
character of Gauchio.

Natacha

painting:

in

fi. Valentino, with his friends William
S. Hart, Douglas Fairbanks and Al
Jolson.

ONE

REEL Narrated by HAROLD STONE
SCREEN TIME 10 MINUTES
Accessories: 4 Color One-Sheet

CHICAGO
B. N. JUDELL, Inc.
831 S. Wabash Avenue
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7. Valentino

leaving:

8. Valentino

and

for

Europe.

wife.

9. Crowds in Europe greeting:
10. Valentino in typical roles.

Valentino.

11. Crowds
at the
Campbells in New

parlor

funeral
York.

at

BOOK

INDIANAPOLIS
MILWAUKEE
BIG FEATURE RIGHTS EXCH.
B. N. JUDELL, Inc.
438 N. Illinois Street
749 N. 7th Street

bier.

13. Celebrities at the bier — Dr. Guglielini,
his wife.
brother, and Jean Acker,
his
first
with

the

casket.

15. Broadway
procession to
10. Arrival at the church.

the

church.

17. Celebrities, honorary
pallbearers —
Douglas Fairbanks, Adolph
Zukor,
and Joseph Sclienck.
18. Pola Negri.
19. Mary

Pickford,

20. Train

bearing:

21. The
the

final
Good

Gloria
body

Swanson.

across

22. Pola

Negri

23. The

Mausoleum
in which
mains of Valentino rest.

IT

country.

services in the Church of
Shepherd in Eos Angeles.
overcome

at

services.

NOW
ST. LOUIS
B. N. JUDELL, Inc.
3206 Olive Street

the

re-

Exhibitor

C H I C A\ C. O

a Civic Aid

■^^HEN
redecorated
the
office Phyl
of theSmetana
ABC Printers
on South
a landmark in this town of 12,000 persons.
Today, after being in the theatre business in this vicinity for nearly 30 years,
Bennis is proving what the exhibitor can
mean to his small town patrons by going
into the coal mining business in order to
aid the unemployment situation here. He
hopes to develop a sufficient amount of
coal mines operating to take hundreds off
the WPA lists in Lincoln.

Bennis began his theatre operations in
the back of a candy shoppe he operated
here years ago. He built a booth and
screen and it was necessary for the patrons
to enter through the store to get to the
theatre, which seated 200.
Now he operates the Lincoln, 1,000
seats, and the Grand, 800 seats, independently. This is the only town of its size
in the state that has independent exhibitor operation.

Commercial

St. Louis Variety Club

Lincoln,

III. — Steve

Bennis

has become

Producers

And SAG

Ready

Chicago — Initial overtures

Donates

sign-

ing up of the commercial film companies
in Chicago by the Screen Actors Guild
were made here last week. Mrs. Florence
Marston, eastern secretary of the SAG,
spent two days conferring with the leading producers here.
“This is merely an inspection trip,’’ Mrs.
Marston told Boxoffice. “I am going to
talk with several of the companies this
time and actual work of signing them
up will begin later. We also plan to establish a regional office in the midwest
for Chicago, Detroit and Cincinnati.”
Among the companies Mrs. Marston
visited here were Burton Holmes, Atlas
Films, Consolidated Productions, American
Film Co. and Chicago Film Laboratory,
Inc.

TRADE
saas

GUIDE

$600 to Camp

St. Louis — Harold W. Evens, manager
of the Loew’s Theatre, as president of the
Variety Club of St. Louis, recently gave
Circuit Judge M. G. Baron of the juvenile
court a check for $600 to be used to send
50 needy children of the city to a summer
camp.

Customers
St. Louis — Harry

Crawford,

manager

of

Fanchon & Marco’s Ambassador Theatre,
has made it a personal rule to hand out
ten nickels to unfortunates for a cup of
coffee each day. Recently “Kid” Regan,
Star -Times columnist, reported that some
of Harry’s regulars were complaining that
a “jitney” is not enough now, since this is
“the iced tea season.”

FOR

THE

EXHIBITOR

.

I. FRANKLIN
distributing Soviet Films
All films have

English

Dialogue

Titles

831 So. Wabash — Chicago — Phone WAB.

7615

REGISTER

Whiteway

Electric Sign & Maintenance
Tom

Flannery,

AND

Co.

President

DISPLAYS

See or Write Harry Blumenthal
AD-ART DISPLAY STUDIOS

38

—

Chicago —

MONEY

Theatre Advertising Rental Service

Advertise Your Theatre Along the Highways
Metal Signs — Low Prices — Free Sketch
on Request

1243 So. Wabash

EXCHANGES

SAVE

315-17 W. Walton Street
Phone DELaware 9111

SIGNS

SERVICE

GOLD SEAL— SIMPLEX— MODEL ”H''
Factory Mechanics — Genuine Parts Used
Loaner Service Machines Supplied
GENERAL REGISTER CORPORATION
1018 South Wabash Avenue — Chicago

POSTER
SIGNS - MARQUEES AND
MAINTENANCE

Victory 7161

with the artillery. It’s “Lieutenant
man” to all the rookies at camp.

Feld-

“Harlem on the Prairie,” the all-colored
cast film which Johnny Mednikow is handling in this territory, has had several
bookings. It is being used in white houses,
also, as a novelty film.
Among Filmrow vacationites: Charlie
Ryan, up to Eagle River, Wis.; A1 Blasco,
manager of the Symphony, is fishing in
northern Wisconsin, getting some good
stories ready to tell the boys, and William
O’Connell,
of the Hamilton, up
at Antioch, manager
111.

It’s funny what a few months’ difference makes in this business. About a year
ago, any Freddie Bartholomew appearance

TICKET

PICTURES

George Karzas, who has been operating
the Gateway Restaurant for many years,
has opened the Gateway Gardens at 11361138 South Wabash. Karzas will cater to
theatre and film parties. He has installed
a cocktail bar and lounge, which will be
operated in addition to his regular restaurant at the same address.
Ben Feldman, United Artists Theatre
manager, is vacationing at Camp McCoy,

Complain

CHICAGO

ROADSHOW

crack at Jimmy Durante
posing for photographers
Street Station last week
the crowd. Said Cantor:

Harry L. Wolk, Metro Premium auditor
from Boston, is here for several weeks.

DIRECTORY

A HANDY

Eddie Cantor’s
as the two were
in the Dearborn
got a laugh from

“Gee, look at him, the male Dietrich.”

Forces
toward

Wabash, she couldn’t leave her pet cat,
Tommy, out of the picture. So they renovated Tommy’s house and fixed him a
natural air-conditioned one outside for
the summer months.

All Advertising

From

One

in a picture meant the English youngster’s
name in the big lights. This week the
United Artists Theatre marquee read:
“Mickey Rooney — ‘Lord Jeff,’ with Freddie Bartholomew and star cast.” The
Rooney letters, two feet high, were at least
three times as large as Freddie’s.
Vacationists at the 20th Century-Fox
exchange here include Myrtle Borde, who
is spending her two weeks in Michigan,
and Josephine Buckley.

Source.

1, 3, 6-sheets, 11x14 photos, stills, 22x28's,
window cards, slides, inserts.
Also DeLuxe Silk Screen Art Service
40x60's, 30x40's, 24x60's, 24x82 banners.
40x60 Hollywood Transparencies.
No Contracts. Lowest Rental Prices.

Mort Singer was here over the weekend,
coming in from New York. He entrained
immediately for his home in California.

PHOTOPLAY ADVERTISING COMPANY
1243 South Wabash Ave. — CALumet 7660

THEATRICAL

PRINTING

A. B. C. PRINTERS. INC.
We Print Everything Theatrical
1225 South Wabash — Chicago
For lowest prices Call — VIC 3456

GATEWAY
1136-38 South Wabash

COCKTAIL

GARDENS
—

Phone WEB

0799

BAR— RESTAURANT

Banquets — private parties — business meeting’s— card parties — our private dining room
is ideal.
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TWIN BILLS INVADE MINNEAPOLIS SUBSEQUENTS
Distributors Pat on Upping

N. W.

Prices

More

Minneapolis — Local major film exchanges claim they're standing pat on their
boosted terms for new-season product despite the Northwest Allied States de-'
mands for a reduction of at least 25 per cent as well as elimination of percentages.
What's
Twin City
been

Northwest Allied
no circumstances

leading

major

to make deals with Twin City
town situations. For the most
Twin

Cities

Ralph
declaring

are

running

Cramblet,
that

a number of contracts already have
the Twin City accounts, members of

his

company

however,

have

not

yet

attempted

The Princess, 1,000-seat independent uptown theatre, kicked over the traces, announcing a permanent double feature policy at 10 and 20 cents, starting last Sunday. The initial show included “Hurricane” and “Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm.”
The house also gives away free dishes
and has other gift nights.

independents, still confining their efforts to out-ofpart, these exchanges claim sales outside of the

ahead

United

exchanges,

of the

Artists

corresponding

exchange

positively

will

period

manager,

sell only

on

has

a

year

ago.

issued

a

statement

percentage.

Twin Cities Find Reissues
Effective in Short Stanzas
Minneapolis — Survey

shows

that in this

territory reissues are going well in sureseaters and the neighborhood and suburban spots in the Twin Cities and in many
of the out-of-town situations. But the
one test, ‘‘Farewell to Arms,” in an ace
Minneapolis downtown first-run house, the
1,600-seat Century, did not pan out so
well. In consequence, it is unlikely that
more of the reissues will be booked into
these larger loop first-run spots.
“Monte Cristo” chalked up a fine profit
for the World here, doing so well that it
was held over for a second week. The experience caused W. A. Steffes, owner of

it played. And, in St. Paul, the World,
also a sure-seater, boosted takings considerably above the recent average with
“The Sheik.”
While receipts at the Century for “Farewell to Arms” were about the same as
those for the first week of “Monte Cristo”
at the World, the operating cost of the
big house is so much greater than that
of the sure-seater that the engagement
was unprofitable.
Conclusions of the trade here are that

the World, to book “Little Women” as his
next attraction, and it is likely that he
will play many more reissues.
The Time, another Minneapolis loop
first-run sure-seater, also has done very
well with a number of the reissues that

reissues wanted by the public can be depended upon to do only a certain amount
of business — a moderate amount. While
this business is insufficient to spell a
profitable whole week for a large loop
first-run house, it sizes up nicely for a
sure-seater downtown or for a two-day
neighborhood house run or for one or
two days in a small-town theatre.

Wesley Mansfield Buys
The King in Ida Grove

Rooney's Confidence in a
Horse Wins Him $295

Ida Grove,

Ia. — Mr. and Mrs. Elmer

Stipp

have sold the 300-seat King Theatre to
Wesley Mansfield, Iowa circuit owner. Mr.
and Mrs. Stipp will take a trip through
Colorado before deciding on future plans.
Mansfield operates theatres at Belle
Plaine, Tama, Toledo and Traer, Ia.

Rob
Sidney,

Theatre
Neb. — Thieves

Manager
using

an

acety-

lene torch cut through the door of the
Fox Theatre safe and escaped with $600
cash and a $125 diamond ring belonging
to Manager Lew Williams. The only clew
is a paper of matches from a Denver
cafe.
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Omaha — Mickey

Rooney,

here

on

loca-

tion in connection with M-G-M’s making
“Boys Town,” attended the Ak-Sar-Ben
races. An Omaha acquaintance asked
Mickey what horse he had in a certain
race and the young actor flashed five
$2 tickets on a longshot.
“Hasn’t a chance,” said the Omahan.
“Wait and see,” replied Mickey.
The horse won and Mickey collected
$295.
Perizo Sells Lyric to Potvin
Cass

Lake,

Minn. — Charles

Perizo

the heels of the Min-

nesota Amusement Co. slash in downtown
admissions to 40-cent top for the best of
“A” pictures, at the State, instead of the
former 55 cents, double featuring has
broken out, for the first time, among the
independent neighborhood houses.

have declared they wouldn't buy for the present and under
would go for any deals not providing for reductions from last

year's figures.
Several of the

Becomes

Complicated After
Admission Slash

Minneapolis — On

more, most of the major exchanges claim that "the more important"
independent neighborhood and suburban situations have been nego-

tiating 1938-39 deals and also, in fact, that
written. This in spite of the fact that

Situation

has

disposed of his Lyric Theatre here to
Hi Potvin and will move to Los Angeles
where he has acquired two theatres.

Speculate

Future

Plans

Whether other independents, as well as
the Minnesota Amusement Co., will follow
suit, putting dual bills into all neighborhood and suburban spots, and whether the
policy will spread throughout the territory,
remain to be seen, of course, but the industry is completely upset and there is
considerable speculation in all quarters
regarding future developments.
President W. A. Steffes of Northwest
Allied States returned from a Fourth of
July vacation to learn of the surprise
development. It was expected he would
call a meeting of all Twin City independent exhibitors to discuss the situation.
After the Minnesota Amusement Co.
went to double features in two downtown
houses each in Minneapolis and St. Paul
more

than a year ago, the Twin City independents voted to stick to single features. Recently the Minnesota Amusement Co. abandoned the twin bills in one
of its two Minneapolis houses and now is

double featuring only in the Aster downtown here. The Princess is the first independent theatre to cut loose. Throughout the territory, however, more and more
situations have been using double features one to three times a week.
Cut-Rates

Independents

Stir

Exhibitors

also have

been

aroused

by the action of the Minnesota Amusement Co. in holding cut-rate ticket sales
in a number of its situations, including
Duluth where, for example, four 40-cent
tickets and six 35-cent tickets were sold
for $1 each to^ the four downtown houses,
with the tickets redeemable until March 1,
1939. Independents have been threatening to cut their prices in retaliation.
Commenting on the Minnesota Amusement Co. slash to 40-cent downtown here,
Steffes suggests that the big circuit drop
to 25 cents in all loop situations and waive
“its present prohibitive protection demands” to “enable Minneapolis first runs
to get back into the show business and
afford the independents an opportunity to
compete with loop houses on an equitable

FREE SHOWS" REE EXHIBITORS IN OMAHA AREA
Between

Encroach on Regular
Theatre Trade
Omaha — Exhibitors

in the Omaha

A survey by Boxoffice
lowing circumstances:

disclosed

trade

the fol-

“Free shows” are operating in between
60 and 75 villages and small towns in the
Omaha trade area. This territory also is
served by 425 exhibitors in Nebraska, Iowa,
southern Minnesota and South Dakota and
parts of Kansas and Missouri.
The “free shows” are sponsored in most
cases by the merchants or community
club in the town and the deal is directed
by one of the merchants or a promoter.
The free films are shown during the week,
on a Wednesday or Thursday night, to
attract the villagers and farmers in the
surrounding territory to the business district.
The “free show” idea is strictly a business stimulator being used by merchants,
explained one Iowa exhibitor. Usually a
feature and a couple of shorts are shown.
In most cases, survey disclosed, the
“free shows” are being screened in small
towns not having a regular theatre. In
other cases, such as Omaha, Council Bluffs,
Norfolk and Hastings, the films are shown
in a city park or public amusement center.
Exhibitors are kicking for two reasons:
1. In the case of a small town not
having

a theatre, the “free show” attracts patrons who ordinarily would go to
one of three or four large towns within
10 to 20 miles which have regular theatres operated by full-time exhibitors.
2. In the case of Omaha and Council
Bluffs, exhibitors are kicking because the
free showing keeps patrons away from the
boxoffices of theatres. After all, one exhibitor pointed out, there is enough competition from other fields without motion pictures being “given away.”
Krug Park, one Omaha amusement center, charges a gate admission but gives
free picture show, which is approved generally by exhibitors. A city park has been
used in Council Bluffs for the free shows
and later, after exhibitors there had the
park idea stopped, the projectors were
moved to a swimming pool.
A storm of protest against Omaha exchanges serving film for the “free shows”
has been voiced by exhibitors in all parts
of the territory. A boycott of these exchanges has been suggested by one Nebraska exhibitor, who wished to remain
anonymous.
have enough opposition and competition from outside sources without any

more of this ‘free show’ idea,” one Iowa
exhibitor told Boxoffice. A course of action by exhibitors has not been decided.

40

m

A

^HIS week the Omaha arm will give
Boxoffice readers some sidelights about
exhibitors in the Omaha trade territory.

territory are up in arms about the “free
show” situation, which apparently is seriously affecting grosses of legitimate theatremen in all parts of the Omaha distribution area.

“We

»

60 and 75 Villages

R. E. Brega , Callaway, Neb., is an attorney. . . Howard Coton is operator of
the Colonial Theatre at Hamburg, la., in
addition to being the town’s postmaster
. . . Fred Baker, Star Theatre at Homer,
Neb., is station agent at Winnebago, Neb.
.■writing.
. . Eddie Forester, Omaha Theatre manager, does successful (financially) fiction

George Hall is president of the Franklin (Neb.) Chamber of Commerce and is
a former sheriff . . . Fred Schuler, Humboldt, Neb., is a farmer. Mrs. Schuler
operates the Humboldt Theatre . . . H. A.
Taylor, owner of the Ritz Theatre, Omaha, operates the Music Box, a slick downtown dance hall . . . Charles Lieb, M-G-M
salesman, is a crack ping pong and threecushion billiards player.
R. E. Brown, Harlan, la., is a rabid
football fan . . . P. J. Ashford, Winnebago, Neb., is a mortician . . . Phil Lanno-n, manager of the two theatres at
West Point, Neb., is a hunter . . . Frank
Hollingsworth, Beatrice, Neb., is a former
railroad man and still carries a card in
the union.
P. E. Haeker, Alma, Neb., and M. E.
Schreiber, Wisner, Neb., are bankers . . .
Ed Kugel, Holstein, la., was formerly a
bank cashier at Clarks, Neb. . . . W. W.
Small, Decatur, Neb., is an implement
dealer in addition to operating the Princess Theatre . . . Fred Kroll, Omaha
Theatre usher, is a top-notch singer.

Kansas City Variety Club
Hosts County Poor Farm
Kansas

City — The

Variety

Club

took

M-G-M’s “Bad Man of Brimstone” to the
county poor farm last week with its motion picture truck, and approximately 300,
ranging from 18 to 105 years of age, enjoyed the film. In this case, Variety Club
was composed of Arthur Cole, E. E. Webber jr., and Les Durland.
Several interesting things were discovered by Ed Webber: the people at the farm
do some farming, some shop work, and
take care of such chores as cooking, housekeeping, etc. There are just as many in
the home as before old age security.
"Titanic"

for Hitchcock

Hollywood — Selznick

has signed

H

E. H. Robertson, Scribner, Neb., sells
insurance . . . Faye Honey, Tecumseh,
Neb., raises dandy mushrooms . . . Augie
Herman, Muse Theatre, Omaha, is nuts
about photography . . . Nelson Logan,
Mitchell, S. D., has a cage of lions and
monkeys in his theatre lobby as a hobby
. . . Dr. J. T. Palensky, Howells, Neb., is
a dentist.
Followers of Izaak Walton include Harold Dunn, Valentine, Neb., and J. M.
Reynolds, Elwood, Neb. . . . George Norman, Sac City, la., would rather see a
football game than eat . . . Bert Beams,
Sutton, Neb., would rather see a football
game and eat, too . . . Paul Tracker,
Pender, Neb., is superintendent of schools
. . . Mr. and Mrs. Roy E. Syfert, Ainsworth, Neb., are both licensed embalmers.
F. C. Largen, Creighton, Neb., manufactures the sound equipment bearing his
name . . . H. K. Diers, Gresham, Neb., is
a member of the state unicameral legislature. . . C. C. Goodrich, Stromsburg ,
Neb., operates a garage . . . R. E. Bott
is mayor of Hooper, Neb., in addition to
operating the Amuzu Theatre . . . Frank
Thomas, Brownville, Neb., raises apples
commercially .
Morrie Cohn will be found at the Strand
Theatre, Council Bluffs, la., except during football season . . . J. M. Reynolds,
Elwood, Neb., (already mentioned) is a
rural mail carrier . . . R. W. Brown,
Neola, la., operates an electrical shop and
decorating business . . . C. N. Robinson,
Blair, Neb., operates a restaurant . . .
C.
man.M. Peterson, Genoa, Neb., is a railroad

"Birth of a Baby" Playing
The Brandeis in Omaha
Omaha — “Birth

Hitchcock, English director, to direct “Titanic.” It is also announced that “Gone
With the Wind” will be in color.

of a

Baby”

is playing

at the Brandeis Theatre, following an extensive promotion campaign by Press Agent
Louise Cotter.
After approval by city welfare board, the
picture is showing only to persons over
18 years old and actual birth scene was
to be dimmed. Mayor Dan Butler, nationally-known for his censorship ideas,
okeyed this plan.
Promotion included 250 invitations to
key church, business and social people of
Omaha for initial showing. Miss Cotter
also obtained approval of film by medical societies, church groups and PTA.
Court

Alfred

A,

Carthage,

Orders

Theatre

Sold

Mo. — Circuit

Judge

Wilbur

J.
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Owen has ordered the sale of the Tiger
Theatre after filing of a report by W. H.
McGowan, trustee.

Minneapolis

Monogram

Reports Good
Minneapolis— Charles

Business

Weiner,

chise holder of Monogram,

co-fran-

declares the

independent exchange is doing a “tremendous” business on new-season product. He is especially jubilant over the
fact that for the first time he closed with
the Minnesota Amusement Co. for his
product in six non-competitive spots.
Most of the important situations already
have closed for “Romance of the Limberlost,” he says. The picture has been
sold to houses in Mobridge, S. D.; Bismarck, N. D.; Ben Friedman in Albert
Lea, Minn.; Isis, Fargo, N. D.; the Granada, Duluth, and the entire Baer circuit,
according to Weiner. Moreover, he says,
the Minnesota Amusement Co. is taking
a quick date, July 9 to 11, for Sioux Falls,
S. D.
Because of the big demand for the picture, it has been necessary to send for
two additional releases, Weiner says.
Wayne Gillis and Morris Steinman, No.
Dakota and Minnesota salesmen, respectively, were here this week for sales conferences with Weiner.

Wins

Service Award

Omaha — George

A.

Siders,

treasurer

of

Exhibitors Defended by Omaha Film
Critic; Aims Lampoon at Hollywood
Omaha — “An

increasingly

popular

past-

time,” in the opinion of Film Critic Keith
Wilson of the Omaha World-Herald, “is
that of lambasting the exhibitors for asThe

serted poor quality of current pictures.”
trouble, says Wilson, lies with the

studios and the “B” pictures.
“Certain national magazines have taken
up the chant that film quality has fallen
to an all-time low,” said Wilson, “and
Sam Goldwyn scored Hollywood for its
bum pictures when he came back from
England. With the movie industry calling
itself names that ought to clinch the

Boxoffice.

Wilson said the mill-run of class “A”
pictures is no better or no worse than it
has been for the past several years. By
that he means the average musical, dramatic show or comedy boasting star names
and a good director and writers is still
worthwhile entertainment.

MAN

RUDOLPH

half all film fare.”
“Every year the studios promise exhibitors and the general public they will concentrate on better ‘B’ pictures,” Wilson
pointed out, “but the ‘B’ pictures don’t
get better. They are lousy now. And they
are getting worse.”
So don’t blame the poor exhibitor, says
Wilson.

argument.”
“Yet, I’m not so sure it does,” he told

the Omaha Theatre, won the outstanding
“There are occasional turkeys among
service award given by Tri-States Thethese standard quality first features, but
atres. A $5 check was attached to the
award.
for the most part they satisfy the cus-

THE

tomers,” Wilson said. “On the other hand,
there are fewer prestige pictures.”
“In the third place, there are the ‘B’
and C’ pictures, the usual second features. Little originality in plot treatment, dull dialogue, stereotyped action. It
is these last that make up more than

WHO

VALENTINO

Sneezed
Omaha — Ask

INTIMATE

SCENES

2. Valentino

as

Horsemen.”
3. MEN.”
Hollywood,
4. Valentino
Rambova.

the

Gauclio

the Premiere.
and
his wife

5. Valentino posing' for
character of Gaucho.

in

“Four

Natacha

painting

in

6. Valentino, with his friends William
S. Hart, Douglas Fairbanks and Al
Jolson.

DES MOINES
MONOGRAM FILM DISTS.
515 Tenth St.

7. Valentino

leaving

8. Valentino

and
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for

Europe.

FROM

THE

LIFE

Valentino.

11. Crowds
at the
Campbells in New

parlor

funeral
Fork.

BOOK

at

at

the

bier.

13. Celebrities at the bier — Dr.
elmi, his brother, and Jean
his first wife.
14. Pallbearers

with

the

GugliAcker,

casket.

15. Broadway
procession to
16. Arrival at the church.

the

church.

17. Celebrities, honorary
pallbearers —
Douglas Fairbanks, Adolph
Zulcor,
and Joseph. Schenclc.
18. Poia Negri.
19. Mary

Pickford,

20. Train

bearing

21. The
the

wife.

9. Crowds in Europe greeting
10. Valentino in typical roles.

KANSAS CITY
ATLANTIC PICTURES
115 West 18th Street

man-

BACK

12. Scenes

Accessories: 4 Color One-Sheet

Orpheum

THE WORLD’S IMMORTAL
MOTION PICTURE IDOL

1. Marcus
I.oew, who
“discovered”
Valentino for the “FOUR
HORSE-

REEL Narrated by HAROLD STONE
SCREEN TIME 10 MINUTES

Too Soon
Miskell,

ager, who just returned from a vacation
trip to New York, if he saw the LouisSchmeling fight and he’ll say, “No, I
sneezed!” It seems that Bill paid $70
for a pair of seats and he sneezed just
at the wrong time. When he looked up
the fight was over!

CAME

OF

ONE

Bill

22. Poia

final
Good
Negri

Gloria
body

Swanson.

across

overcome

at

23. The Mausoleum in which
of Valentino rest.

IT

country.

services in the Church of
Shepherd in Los Angeles.
services.
the

remains

NOW

MINNEAPOLIS
OMAHA
ELLIOTT FILM CO.
MONOGRAM FILM DISTS.
72 Glenwood Avenue
1513 Davenport St.
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Minnesota Closing
ABLESON, veteran film salesman
pRED
who has been handling “Birth of a
Baby” since he resigned as GB branch
manager, quit the baby film to join the
RKO sales staff. He will cover northern
Minnesota, succeeding Saul Frank, resigned. Phil Monsky, from Omaha, has replaced Ableson on the “Birth of a Baby”
of
assignment . . . The brother-in-law
Bennie Berger, circuit operator, passed
in
away in Fargo, N. D., and was buried
St. Paul, his home . . . While Ben Blotcky,
Paramount district manager, is vacationing at Atlantic City, N. J., his exchange
building is getting a painting job.
Over the Fourth of July holiday, Hy
Chapman, Columbia branch manager,
played host to his brothers, Dave and
memSam, from Milwaukee where they’re
bers of the Columbia sales staff . . .
Holiday,” having its territory premiere at the State currently, is a topic
of much Paramount conversation. They
heavily exploited this one with advance
trailers, etc. A. Selby Carr, Paramount
advertising manager, calls attention to its
abundance of hilarious comedy.

“Tropic

Gomersall, Universal division manager, was a visitor . . . With most of the
film exchanges now on a five-day week,
employes enjoyed a three-day holiday over
the Fourth and many betook themselves
to Minnesota lake resorts . . . Columbia
is devoting much attention to reissue of
Peck

“Man’s Castle,” starring Spencer Tracy
and Loretta Young. It already has been
booked into the Eddie Ruben houses in
Sioux Falls, S. D„ and La Crosse, Wis„
and into Roy
Superior, Wis.

McMinn’s

Beacon

Theatre,

Eve Yhre, secretary to Ben Blotcky,
Paramount district manager , has resigned
to join her husband at St. Johns, Mich.

“Hy”
. . . After screening “Reformatory,”
Chapman of Columbia predicted great boxoffice accomplishments for it in the territory. . . The Twin City film industry
was represented at Breezy Point, Minn.,
resort over the Fourth of July holiday by
Joe Jacobs and Jack Cohn, Columbia and
20 th-Fox salesmen, respectively , and Bill
Walsh, owner of the Randolph Theatre,
St. Paul . . . Morrie Abrams, M-G-M exploiteer, is planning an eastern vacation
the latter part of this month . . . Charlie
Jackson is happy because his bachelor
days

are over. His wife is back from Europe where she traveled for three weeks-

“Cannonball” Lee, booker for Central
States at Des Moines, vacationing in and
about Minneapolis . . . Fred Holzapfel,
popular independent neighborhood exhibitor, is mighty proud these days. His son
is now a practicing physician and has hung
out his shingle in offices directly across
the street from dad’s theatre. When Fred
gets sick after lamping some of the pictures now being released or after looking at his boxoffice statement he’s assured of speedy emergency treatment.
Dan Cupid has been working overtime
at the M-G-M
exchange. No less than
four employes there have entered the
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matrimonial state within the past two
months. The latest to seek connubial bliss
are Florence Smith, head inspectress, and
Dorothy

Hinz,

another

inspectress.

march to the altar this month. Previously, two of the bookers, Oliver LeMere and
Le Roy Smith, joined the ranks of married men . . . Gertrude Westrich of the
Vitagraph office staff took a day off last
Friday to wed, Wallie Weber of United
Artists, who did likewise. The couple
honeymooned over the Fourth and were
back on their Filmrow jobs Tuesday . . .
trio of Minneapolis showmen attending the farewell dinner given to Sam
Shirley, M-G-M district manager, in Chicago last week were W. H. Workman, local
branch manager; John J. Friedl, general
manager of the Minnesota Amusement

A

Co., and Eddie
cuit operator.

Ruben,

Fails to Help Others

They

independent

cir-

Buckley, Redwood Falls, Minn., independent exhibitor, underwent a minor
operation here . . . Betty Dee, secretary
to Ralph Cramblet at United Artists, in
Asbury Hospital recovering from a serious
illness with which she was suddenly afflicted. . . United Artists in its new and
Don

Minneapolis — Closing of the 4,200-seat
Minnesota Theatre and three Minnesota
Amusement
Co. neighborhood houses,
eliminating more than 2,000 more seats
uptown, failed to stimulate business in
other

Minneapolis theatres this week, according to a survey by Boxoffice.
In the loop, business still was badly
off, for the houses continuing in operation
and neighborhood exhibitors declared their
boxoffices failed to notice any stimulus.
As far as the Minnesota and downtown
are concerned, it has been doing so little
recently that even though its receipts
were spread among competing loop houses
the latter would not be helped greatly.
However, it is admitted there has been
no fair test regarding the effect yet. The
past weekend witnessed an unusually large
exodus from the city of potential theatre
patrons to Minnesota lake resorts due to
the three-day Fourth of July holiday.
Accordingly, the trade still is hopeful that
some

larger quarters a few doors away from
the old ones. National Screen will move
next door to it . . . “Nickey” Goldhammer,
RKO
branch manager, accompanied his
new salesman, Fred Ableson, on a trip
through northern Minnesota . . . Casper
Choinard, United Artists’ North Dakota
salesman, invested in a new auto ... Vi
Neitzinger, RKO booker, spent the Fourth
of July holidays with his parents in Winona, Minn. . . . W. J. Heineman, Universal western division manager, on a flying trip here from New York. Left in a
plane

for Los
tirely by air.

Angeles.

He

travels

en-

benefits may
crease in seats.

accrue

from

the

de-

Good "Lord Jett" Start
Without Mickey Rooney
Lincoln — “Lord

Jeff”

got

away

to

a

hangup start here on four-day advertised
promise that Mickey Rooney would drop
over from the “Boys Town” location for
a personal appearance.
A terrific electrical and rainstorm blew
up

about

and

John

the

time

Rooney

Considine,

fearing

was

to leave

possible ac-

Out-of-town exhibitors visiting Filmrow
included E. L. Danielson, Mable, Minn.;

cident, thumbed 'down the trip-proposal.
The Stuart was packed with 2,300 people,
but since there was no advance in prices,

Lewis Handy, Preston, Minn.; Don Buckley, Redwood Falls, Minn.; John Wright,
Red Wing, Minn.; Mr. and Mrs. A. G.
Rasmussen, Perham, Minn.; Al Ashenbrenner, Staples, Minn.; Leo Molitor, Lake
Crystal, Minn., and Ben Ash, Fergus Falls,
Minn. . . . Maurice Moorman, National
Screen head booker, vacationing at Grand

there were

Marais,

Minn. ... I. G. Good, 20th-Fox
cashier, motoring through northern Minnesota . . . Eddie Burke of National
Screen and the family hibernating in the
Lake of the Woods, Minn., wilderness . . .
Joe Stern is happy because of a Wisconsin court decision holding that Bank Night
is not a lottery and doesn’t violate the
state anti-gambling law . . . J. R. McPherson, National Screen district manager, spent a week here . . ■ Charlie Weiner
of Monogram is a crack rifle shot — proba-

no refunds. In making the announcement, R. W. Huffman, city manager, said Mickey definitely would be down
later in the week.

Holiday

Dents Grosses

Kansas City — Business for most theatres in Kansas City and the territory was
disappointing

over

the

holiday

weekend.

In the metropolitan area the double holiday was used by many persons to make
trips which took them away from Kansas
City and its theatres. Out in the territory, a good many farmers were in the
field harvesting grain. Normally harvest
is over for most Kansans by July 4, but
rain delayed the garnering this year.
hurt business in the smaller towns.

This

bly Filmrow’s best.

Award

",Assassin " for Regent
Kansas City — Leo J. McCarthy’s “Assassin of Youth” will get a first-run showing at the Regent Theatre for a week’s
run starting July 30. The film, which
deals with the marihuana racket, is being
distributed
change.

through

the

Monogram

ex-

Insurance

Minneapolis — They’re selling a form of
cash award insurance in the territory now.
Cost

of the policy is 15 cents.

It protects

the buyer if he’s not present at the theatre drawing and is the winner. The insurer agrees to pay the policy holder the
amount of the jackpot.
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Variety Club Outing
Scheduled Juty 15
Minneapolis — The

Twin

City

Variety

Club

will hold its annual golf tournament at the Oak Ridge Country Club
here Friday, July 15, with everybody connected with the industry invited to attend.
Tickets costing $5.50 will cover green
fees, luncheon, dinner and special entertainment.
More and better prizes have been promised for the winners of the various events.
For those who do not wish to play golf
there will be cards and other amusements.
Eddie Ruben is chairman in charge of
arrangements and is being assisted by Don
Woods, treasurer, in charge of reservations; Gilbert Nathanson and Joe Podoloff,
Minneapolis, and Lowell Smoots, Little
Falls, Minn.
Special efforts are being made to have
out-of-town exhibitors bring friends along
to the tournament.

Six of Atlantic Reissues
New

at K. C. Subsequents

Kansas

City — O. K. Bourgeois

C HE IE
pOR 20 years Arthur Cole has had a dress
sword, but has never worn it in that

Saturday night and again on
which didn’t help business any.

time, and can’t remember when he had it
out of its scabbard until the other day.
A mole had been destroying the grass on
his lawn, and he was attempting to
“catch” the mole with a garden fork. The
system didn’t work, so he got the sword,
brought out a chair to a shady spot, and
waited until Mr. M. should show himself,
as he does, just under the surface of the
ground. When the ground began to move
in a certain spot, however, Mr. Cole called in reinforcements. Mrs. Cole used a

Cecil E. Maberry, district manager of
Monogram (St. Louis, Kansas City, Pittsburgh, Cleveland and Cincinnati ) was
here visiting the local exchange this week.
Maberry used to get into Kansas City occasionally when he was sales manager for
Columbia . . . Eddie Golden, vice-president of Monogram in charge of exchange
operations , wired Les Durland Wednesday
that “Romance of the Limberlost” has
been booked into the RKO Mainstreet for
a week beginning July 15.

spade to block Mr. M’s retreat back down
underground, Mr. Cole stopped his forward progress with the garden fork, and
then proceeded to initiate the sword. The
method was successful.

Finton Jones has just returned from a
visit through northern Kansas. He went
as far as Colby.

Joe Markowitz,

Kansas City. They were played at Loew’s
Midland several years ago during the period when the Midland was operating on
an exclusive policy in Kansas City, Mo.,
due to the competitive situation. Many
suburbans were using dime nights, doubles,
giveaways, etc., and the clearance to them,
Midland officials felt, was too short.
Consequently, some of Atlantic’s pictures
haven’t played at any subsequent run
houses here.

has a J-month-old English bull dog, “Tim,”
which he would like to sell. Tim is a fine
pup, pedigreed and everything .
Among those on Filmrow this week:
G. W. Owen, Lathrop, Mo.; Ralph Wareham, Manhattan, Kas.; Stanley Schwan,
Lawrence, Kas.; Earl Kerr, Albany and
Bethany, Mo. Bethany blew its lights

TRADE
pmvwww

an

Charles Touclion, traveling auditor for
United Artists, is at the local exchange.
John McManus, manager of Loew’s Midland, and W. P. Bernfield, exploiteer for
United Artists, arranged a nice campaign
for “Blockade,” which opens next week.
One tieup was with Continental Baking
Co., which carried two cards on each side
of 110 trucks covering western Missouri
(Continued on next page)

exploitation

stunt

for Dairy Week to promote the sale of
Northwest dairy products, W. A. Steffes,
president of the Twin City Variety Club,
sent two pounds of Minnesota’s best butter
by air-mail special delivery to Carole Lombard in Hollywood. The Journal published a picture of the stunt.

A HANDY

EQUIPMENT

QUIDE

AND

FOR

Ernest Amoneno,
1117 Cherry

St.
Western

Sound

Equipment

Southwest

Theatre

Douglas

Equipment

Ave.

Mgr
"Service

0134

Co., Inc.

"Holy Man"
Berger, independent

Berger
calling

Bennie

circuit operator here,

the industry’s “holy man.” With a theatre in St. Paul and the Paradise, local
neighborhood house, already part of his
chain, he recently took over two more
theatres in St. Peter, Minn.

Grengs Open New

Theatre

Two Harbors, Minn. — The Harbor, a
new theatre .seating approximately 600,
has been opened here by Nick Grengs and
his sons, circuit operators.
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Minneapolis — As

of Metro,

of Atlan-

tic Pictures has discovered that about half
a dozen of the reissues which the exchange
is handling are practically first run in

Dairy Week

office manager

the 4th,

Terrace

Hlland
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Lincoln Firm
Lincoln — Formation

J^JR. AND MRS. HARRY WEINBERG
and Mrs. D. G. West are spending a
few days in Milwaukee visiting with Mr.
and Mrs. Louis Patz, formerly of Des
Moines. Patz was head of the Universal
exchange here and now has the same
position in Milwaukee.

Hazel Dunn, Tri-States, is vacationing
at the Iowa lakes. Two other Tri-States
girls are planning to share a cottage at
Okoboji the latter part of the month. They
are Madge Ward and Georgia Shannon.
Word has been received here that Stanley Brown jr. has signed a seven-year
optional contract with Columbia. Stanley
Brown sr. is a former district manager for
Tri-States.

Edith Fellows, vivacious little “brat” of
the films, was about the only bomb of
personality to explode here on the Fourth
of July, since fireworks, crackers and even
sparklers are now taboo in the state. En
route on a 4 20-mile motor trip accompanied by her grandmother , a bodyguard
and a nurse, the 13 -year-old star lamented about our quiet Fourth here, but was
placated by a big piece of watermelon.
She says her greatest ambition is to interview a reporter and ask, “How old are
you? Who’s your favorite movie star?
How do you like your work?”
Monogram is sending Howard Goetz to
the Omaha branch as booker and office
manager and returning Marge O’Laughlin
to the Des Moines office from Omaha as
booker and office manager.

Jack Frost of Universal gets a lot of
wisecracks in his direction during the hot
weather, but he says there’s nothing in a
name for the reason that it doesn’t help
him to stand the hot weather.

Push Popcorn
Minneapolis — Theatres

Sales
in the territory

are going in for popcorn on a big scale,
adding this edible to candy for sale in the
lobby. Pantages is latest loop house to
install popcorn machine in lobby and is
advertising it with a screen trailer.
Change
Florence,

at Florence,

Kas. — Max

"Work

Omaha — S. J. Francis

has

sold

Night"

New
Minn.

of American

Ada

Dis-

Sound

— Ultraphone

sound

equip-

ment has been installed by J. R. Ullman
in his Orpheum Theatre here.
Cozy Reopening
Wadena,

About

Minn. — J. C.

August

Quincer’s

1
com-

pletely remodeled Cozy Theatre will be
reopened about August 1 with a 600 seating capacity.

44.

Reseating

Orpheum

Minneapolis — Reseating

of the Mort

H.

Singer Orpheum Theatre is under way.
Cinema Supplies, Inc., is furnishing the
2,890 Air-Loc fully upholstered chairs
and the work is being done in installments
so that the house can remain open.

Variety Moves
Minneapolis

—

The

Aug, 15

Twin

City Variety

Club is planning to move into its new and
greatly enlarged and improved quarters in
the Nicollet Hotel about August 15.

Recognize
Jefferson

Betty Grable

City — A photographic

exhibit

of Betty Grable has been added to the
Missouri Resources Museum here. A native St. Louisian, she joins other Missourians in the Museum gallery including
Gladys Swarthout of Deepwater; Lynne
Overman, Maryville; Jack Oakie, Sedalia,
and Cecil Cunningham, St. Louis.

KAYCEE
(Continued

from preceding page)

and eastern Kansas,
theatre. Every loaf
ried a wrapper on
tor is using a half
vertisement.

giving the picture and
of Wonder bread carthe picture. Koolmopage cooperative ad-

Wm. G. Formby, editor of Boxoffice,
has taken his wife and baby to Atlanta
for a two-week vacation. Formby also will
spend about three days in New York City,
visiting Boxoffice’s quarters in the Time
and Life Bldg, there.
Fox

Midland,

Pittsburg,

is playing

“Street Scene,” Atlantic Pictures reissue,
July 14-16. The picture is one of Sylvia
Sidney’s finest.

L. C. Snyder of Ellis and Oakley, Kas.,
is vacationing in Colorado.

tributing Corp. is handling “Work Night’’
in the Nebraska-Iowa-Minnesota territory.

Ada,

The-

atre Co. was announced this week with
authorized capitalization of $25,000. Incorporators were J. H. Cooper and J. A.
Phillipson, New York, and Louis J. Finske,
Denver. It will function as a theatre
operating company, having headquarters
here and be parent company to the Lincoln Theatre Corp. In the papers, provision is made to build and operate theatres all over the state.

Kas.

Davisson

his Mayflower Theatre here to K. H.
Gaston, formerly an exhibitor at Centralia, Kas.
Francis Has

Forms

of the Lincoln

Ralph Larned, exhibitor at LaCrosse,
Kas., has returned home from the hospital after a recent operation.

John “Bud" Wolfberg of
his father, H. P. Wolfberg,
to Omaha late last week
Tracy and Mickey Rooney

the Strand and
of Metro, went
to see Spencer
on location.

BF (Before the Fourth) exhibitors along
the stem: Frank Anderson, Kirksville,
Mo.; Nick Kotsis, Holden, Mo.; M. B.
Presley, Savannah, Mo.; H. Laird, Madison, Madison, Kas.; H. C. Musgrave, Minneapolis and Wamego, Kas.

1 I N CO

IL M

gECOND
circus of the
year here
is Hagenbeck-Wallace,
advanced
by Edward
Johnson, who just left the labor-bound
Ringling Bros., Barnum & Bailey . . .
J. H. Cooper is believed to have no intention to renew the lease on the Liberty
when it comes up December 1. At any rate,
the house is being hawked about by its
landlord ... At the same time, the Orpheum is due for a multitude of improvements including air conditioning, new
seats, new rugs and a new front.

Visiting on the “Boys Town” set found
G. Ralph Branton, bottom four vest buttons agape and thumbs in vest armholes,
looking more like a showman than anyone else on the lot .. . With him was
Evert Cummings, who < introduced the Mrs.
Evert and still appears to carry the best
dressed showman honors easily . . . Spencer
Tracy refused to show his operation . . .
Mickey Rooney had his pants rolled up to
his knees getting a between takes tan
. . . The World-Herald’s Keith Wilson,
with a movie lot in his backdooryard,
was there and is practically on a twoweek vacation as far as the office sees
him . . . Father Flanagan said M-G-M
gave him $5,000 for all rights to the screen
story.
Bob Livingston took Governor Cochran
up for one day and the governor landed
in more pictures than the stars . . . Bob
Huffman’s most embarrassing moment:
When he had to tell the Stuart’s 2,300
jamming people, some of whom had waited for four hours, that the scheduled and
advertised appearance of Mickey Rooney
in person, had been called off by John
Considine . . . Quite a delegation of vaudeville fans scrammed to Omaha over the
weekend to see Blackstone at the Orpheum there.

Understand Ed Schoenthal has bitten
his nails off way up to here . . . Add
“Birth of a Baby” propaganda: Newspaper here received a note which read,
“Sirs: You report in your paper I have
a baby, which is all right. However, please
state the baby was born prematurely and
is now in an incubator, because people
are making embarrassing remarks. You
see, I am only recently married” . . .
Mayor
“twilightshowing
sleep”
decisio?!Butler’s
relative (Omaha)
to the Omaha
of that picture, is the most laughable
thing he’s done yet.
Jack La Motte says he’d do better in
some spots if he’d take the percentage
off the popcorn machine than on the pictures. . . Sol Frances offered Howard
Federer a swell deal this week — allowing
him to play all the season’s new indes
first if he’ll sign that contract, and then
play the unplayed old ones later . . .
Hymie Novitsky’s forelock gets thinner and
thinner.

Dupre
Woodbine,

from

Buys

Woodbine

Theatre

Ia. — Wallace

Dupre
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chased the 216-seat Woodbine
Charles Shaffer.

has pur-

Theatre

SERVICE
THAT

THEY

COMPLETE

THE

PROGRAM

. . .

these "little fellers." And that is one
reason why it is necessary to know
the truth about

them.

The Short Sub-

ject Reviews in BOXOFFICE

are written

with an eye critical to the needs
showman.

of the

They give essential informa-

tion—-accurately and honestly. "The
Short of the Week" selection is carefully made. In this a number of exhibitors
have discovered

a value that they have

turned to advantage
Some have
these Award

at their boxoffices.

made lobby blowups of
Shorts scrolls; others have

featured them in screen and newspaper
advertising.
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As a service to readers oi BOXOFFICE, this page provides a ready source of information
on products and services which have been filed for reference with The MODERN THEATRE INFORMATION BUREAU. Information on the following subjects may be secured by
sending in the coupon. Use the key numbers. If data on subjects other than those listed
is wanted, just state your requirements. We will endeavor to see that you are supplied
with details promptly.

ADVERTISING
MT481
MT482
MT483
MT484
MT485
MT486
MT487
MT488
MT489
MT490
MT491
MT482
MT493
MT4 94
MT495
MT496
MT497
MT498
MT499
MT500

DECORATIONS

Main signs and marquees
Signs, Neon
Signs, structural glass
Signs, travel word
Attraction boards
Letters, attraction board
Letters, changeable silhouette
Price signs, boxoffice
Display frames
Poster lights
Poster projectors
Cut-out machines
Time schedule clocks, electric
Monogrammed
mats, rubber
Slides, advertising
Slides, announcement
Sound truck P. A. systems
Transformers, Neon
Ladders, safety
Moving words projector

AIR CONDITIONING
MT505
MT506
MT507
MT508
MT509
MT510
MT511
MT512
MT513
MT514
MT515
MT516
MT517

Air

conditioning plants —
complete
Heating systems
Refrigeration
Air washers
Blowers
Air circulators
Fans, exhaust
Grilles and registers
Temperature control devices
Air conditioning accessories
Motors, multi-speed fan
Motors, constant speed
Air filters

MT518
MT519

Air diffusers,
Cooling coils

high

velocity

MT558
MT559
MT560
MT561
MTS 62
MT563
MT564

and FURNISHING

MT520
MT521
MT522
MT523
MT524
MT525
MT526
MT527
MT528
MT529
MT530
MT531
MT532
MT533
MT534
MT535
MT536
MT537
MT538
MT539
MT540
MT541
MT542
MT543
MT544
MT545

Architectural service
Decorating service
Seating service
Theatre chairs
Chair covers
Theatre carpets
Carpet padding
Rubber matting
Furniture, lounge
Wall tiles, interior
Fabrics, decorating
Brass railings
Rope railings
Metal, ornamental
Mirrors
Luminous
colors
Ticket booths
Directional signs
Exit boxes
Curtain controls
Curtain tracks
Curtains, fireproof
Fountains, drinking
Fountains, ornamental
Rubber seat upholstery
Rubber floor & wall coverings

MT550
MT551
MT552
MT553
MT554
MT555
MT556
MT557

Fixtures, lighting
Colored lamps
Lumiline lamps
Candle flame lamps
Floodlight lamps
Spotlight lamps
Sign lamps
Dimmers

MAINTENANCE

LIGHTING

The MODERN

YOU

WANT ISN'T LISTED, ASK FOR IT BY NAME
UNDER "REMARKS"

THEATRE

section of BOXOFFICE

Room 334 — 332 S. Michigan Ave.
Chicago, 111.

7-9-38

Please obtain for me free descriptive literature on the following
items. (List Key Numbers Below.)

I

Remarks:

Name

MT5G9
MT570
MT571
MT572
MT573
MT574
MT575
MT576
MT577
MT5 78
MT579
MT580
MT581
MT582
MT583
MT584
MT585
MT686
MT587
MT588
MT589

Expansion Bolts
Chair fastening cement
Chair refinishing materials
Upholstering materials
Seat patching kits
Seat decking materials
Floor surfacing materials
Carpet cleaning systems
Floor waxes
Matting, rubber
Paint, screen
Paint, plastic
Paint, aluminum
Polish, metal
Polish, furniture
Fireproofing compounds
Fire extinguishers
Ladders, safety
Uniforms, staff
Screen cleaning tools
Venetian blind cleaners

MT591
MT592

Projectors, complete
Projectors, standard

MT593
MT594
MT595
MT596
MT597
MT598
MT599
MT600
MT601
MT602

Projectors, semi-portable
Projector pedestals
Projector parts
Lamps, suprex type
Lamps, reflector arc
Lamps, high intensity
Lamps, incandescent projection
Arc regulators
Arc controls
Control panels

MT603
MT604
MT605
MT606

Rectifiers, copper-oxide
Rectifiers, tube type
Bulbs, rectifier
Rheostats, projection

MT607
MT608
MT609
MT610
MT611
MT612
MT613
MT614
MT615
MT616

Motor-generators
Lenses, projection
Lenses, condenser
Current changers
Mirror reflectors
Carbons, projector
Carbon savers
Reels
Reel alarms
Rewinders, automatic

MT617
MT618
MT619
MT620
MT621
MT622
MT623
MT624
MT625
MT626
MT62-7
MT628
MT629
MT630
MT631
MT632

Change-over devices
Slide, projection
Lamps, spot and flood
Take-ups, film
Film safety controls
Fire prevention devices
Fire shutters, porthole
Film scales
Film scrapers
Film splicers
Film cleaners
Air gun (cleaner)
Tool kits
Film cabinets
Film cabinet stands
Effect projectors

MT633

Rectifiers,
sulphide

PROJECTION

USE THIS COUPON
IF WHAT

Ultra violet lighting
Silhouette letter mounting units
Flashed opal glass
Pot metal opal glass
Fuses, indicator type
Fuses, cartridge
Lighting plants, individual

SANITATION

46

State.

sound

magnesium-copper

Theatre
City

with

MT641 Cleaning compounds
MT642 Cleaners, vacuum
MT6 43 Disinfectants

MT644
MT645

Deodorant blocks
Insecticides

MT646
MT647
MT648
MT649

Disseminators
Air purifiers,
Air perfumes
Air sprays

ozone

MT650
MT651

Soap dispensers
Soaps, liquid

MT652
MT653
MT654
MT655
MT656
MT657

Hand
driers, electric
Chewing gum solvents
Rubber link matting
Exhaust fans
Plumbing fixtures
Toilet seats

SOUND
MT661
MT662
MT663
MT664
MT665
MT666

Sound systems,
Sound heads
Amplifiers
Pre-amplifiers
Speakers
Rectifiers

MT667
MT668
MT669
MT670
MT671

Condensers
Photo-electric cells
Tubes, amplifier
Tubes, rectifier
Exciter lamps

MT672
MT673
MT674
MT675
MT676
MT6 77
MT678

Baffles, horn
Lens assemblies, sound
Public address systems
Microphones
Microphone stands
Hearing aid systems
Acoustical materials

STAGE

complete

EQUIPMENT

MT685
MT686

Screens, moving
Lighting, stage

MT687
MT688
MT689
MT690
MT691
MTG92
MT693

Curtain controls
Curtain tracks
Stage draperies
Stage rigging
Scenery, stage
Footlights
Switchboards

STRUCTURAL

picture

MATERIALS

MT700
MT70I
MT702
MT703
MT704

Structural glasses
Insulation materials
Acoustical materials
Fibre boards
Fronts, glass

MT705
MT706
MT707
MT708
MT709

Fronts, vitreous
Fronts, porcelain
Fronts, stainless
Toilet partitions,
Flooring, asphalt

MT715

Accounting

MT716
MT717
MT718
MT719
MT720
MT721
MT722
MT723
MT724

Change makers
Safes, boxoffice
Tickets
Ticket choppers
Ticket issuing machines
Ticket registers
Ticket holders
Pop corn machines
Uniforms, staff

enamel
enamel
steel
metal
tile

MISCELLANEOUS
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Sees

Boycott Threat on

Distributors Obliged
To Aid With Lower Costs

"Birth of a Baby"
Massillon,

Ohio — If the film, “Birth

44-Hour Act Invalid ,
Court Rules

of

of a Baby,” soon to be shown at the
Skirball Grand here is presented as scheduled, Catholic groups in the district plan
to urge their members to forego the picture and boycott the house in the future,
it was learned here this week. Management is going ahead with plans to offer
the film, which will not be shown in nearby Canton, at a first-run house, which will
mean that the house will draw many from
that city and other nearby towns. Catholic groups are understood to have a concentrated effort under way to have those
of their faith refrain from attending the
theatre.

Philadelphia — Pennsylvania supreme
court has declared unconstitutional the
act limiting employment
hours a week.
One

section

department
approval

the

and

from

Ohio — Despite

pro-

tests from the WCTU and Catholic groups
the district to the showing of the

film, “Birth
Opera House
four days as
ness, L. W.
ing groups

of a Baby,” at the Union
here, the film was screened
scheduled, to excellent busiHutcheon reported. Protestcontended that the picture

“cheapens motherhood” and requested
Mayor W. H. Williams to prohibit its showing here.
Mayor Williams informed the groups
that he could do nothing to enforce the
ban since the board of censors permitted
the film to be shown in Ohio. L. W.
Hutcheon, manager, said, “We have the
film under contract and if we did not
show it we would have to close the theatre
down four days.” He indicated the theatre would depend upon the board of censors’ approval of the film as evidence that
it is presentable to the public. Mayor
Williams further pointed out that the city
had no ordinance providing for a ban.
Schine

Booking

Cleveland — “The

Birth

Film
of Baby”

of hours,"
legislative

power,

alone

on

this section

::

July

dissenting

9, 1938

“During the past few months theatre
grosses have reached new lows, and haven’t
as yet reached bottom. No one knows or
can predict what the bottom may be, in
this business. Some producer-distributors
are cognizant of the fact and are doing
something about it to help keep their
customers in business until such time as
the traffic will bear greater rentals. Some
are entirely oblivious of the situation and
quite phlegmatic about the whole thing.
These latter are the first to tell you of
their predictions for the future, but will do

the

act

was declared invalid in the opinion, written by Justice James B. Drew.
Thus one of the major pieces of

The ruling, however,
fect the 44-hour law now
women.

does not afin effect for

nothingtions”for
you about their “produccurrently.
“Do not allow anyone to stagger you
with figures about production costs for the
future, particularly those who will not do

Loew's Ups Mike Cullen
To Special Assignments
Pittsburgh — Michael

J. Cullen,

mana-

ger of Loew’s Penn Theatre for seven
years, has been promoted to a “special
assignment” post by Loew’s, Inc., the circuit’s home office announced last week.
He will serve as a company district manager, although the territory in which he
will be assigned has not been announced.
Charles Kurtzman will succeed Cullen at
the Penn. He comes here from Loew’s
Capitol Theatre, Washington, D. C.
“Mike” Cullen is a former associate
of Louis K. Sidney in the Loew production department, a past president of Variety Club Tent No. 1, and has headed the

RKO

Sales Higher

Cleveland — Exhibitors

are

buying

new

product earlier this season than ever before, reports Herbert Greenblatt, local
RKO branch manager. “Our sales are at
least 20 per cent ahead of last year at this
time,” Greenblatt states.

Alliance

Taxes

anything for you at present. The curtailed cost of production and other costs
by the producer warrants your receiving
consideration at this time where gross intake has dipped to such a low that even
overhead is not reached, aside from film
cost. You should ask for and are entitled
to legitimate and considerate treatment
to a point where you are not set back
so far that it may take years to come

Mooney's Film Buying
Collective Is Launched
back.”
Cleveland — Milton

A. Mooney,

who

has

formed Co-operative Theatres of Ohio for
the purpose of collective buying of films
and theatre accessories, has sent letters
to all local distributors announcing his
readiness to deal with them for new season
contracts.
Mooney, who claims to have signed up 46
exhibitors in northern Ohio, says he expects to meet with no opposition on the
part of distributors in consummating contracts.
Distributors had no comments

Cash

to make.

Games

Alliance, Ohio — Mayor Floyd H. Senn has affixed his signature to a newly enacted ordinance establishing a cash game tax on theatres here. The measure pro-

vote,

a cheering array of Allegheny county’s
Republic district leaders chose Former
State Senator Frank J. Harris to lead
them through a gruelling fall campaign
which he promised would bring state-wide
victory for the party. The reelected Republican county chairman is a veteran
theatre executive.
BOXOFFICE

to

variations from the schedule
thus unlawfully delegating

Pick Harris
a

with

board,

which

“The Birth of a Baby” is booked to play
the entire Ohio Schine circuit. Deal pending with the Schine circuit is expected to
be concluded this week.

Pittsburgh — Without

industry,

urged cooperation of the film exchanges and cautioned exhibitors to remember and favor those companies which
don’t turn a deaf ear to their pleas.
Rosenberg said:

the

Pittsburgh Theatre Managers’ Ass’n. The
popular and efficient theatre man reported
to Loew’s home office this week.

just completed a record six weeks’ run at
the Hanna Theatre, Cleveland, is marking
up new records throughout the territory,
W. N. Skirball, owner of the picture, reports. It broke an all-time record at the
Mu-Wa-Tu Theatre, Coshocton, and played to capacity business at John Huebner’s
Ohio Theatre, Marion.

Again

permitted

industrial

out.

Philadelphia,

to 44

“make, alter, amend and repeal general rules and regulations prescribing

and

receipts con-

He

of the law

of labor
of

of men

theatre

tinuing on the decrease, exhibitors are entitled to legitimate consideration from the
distributors, M. A. Rosenberg, president
of the MPTO of W. Pa., Inc., stated this
week.

labor legislation enacted during the
Democratic administration was thrown

New Philadelphia Protests
No Damper to Grosses
New

Pittsburgh — With

vides a weekly
each

fee

of $7.50

for each

theatre

and

a

ten

night's awards. Mayor Senn declined to sign the
quired number of days as provided by law had elapsed.
The

new

and Strand
ture.

ordinance
here,

which

will become

affects
effective

the Tri-Theatres,
ten days

per

cent

deduction

ordinance

Inc. two

houses,

after it received

until

from

the

re-

the Morrison

the mayor's

signa-

ME
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Sees a Token

of Optimism

Outstate Improvement
Detroit

—

“Exhibitors

throughout

the

state are giving concrete evidence of their
optimistic spirit by the number of additions to the theatres, installing of new
equipment, air conditioning systems, and
remodeling programs being carried out, to
be ready for the increase in business anticipated shortly,” said Eddie Stuckley,
booking manager of Paramount Pictures
Distributing Corp.
Stuckley has been spending considerable
time for several weeks past calling on exhibitors, and is pleased with conditions
throughout the state.
Paramount Pictures Distributing Corp.
is carrying out a program of improvement
and expansion of its quarters here. The
screening studio has been completely redecorated and new soundproof walls installed.
J. L. “Toots” Chapman, owner of the
Lincoln Theatre, at Sebewaing, Mich., recently redecorated the house and installed
a new ventilating system.
Earl Annett has installed new seats in
his Durand Theatre at Durand, Mich.,
after equipping it with sound proof wall
and completely redecorating it.
The Harmony Theatre operated by the
Krim Theatrical Enterprises has been
equipped with new RCA sound projectors.
All new booth equipment has been installed
by the Oliver Theatre Supply, Inc. The
house is to be completely redecorated
within the next two weeks.
The Lyons Theatre at South Lyons,
Mich., owned by Ed Carrow, has been
completely reseated.
The Lee Theatre, Carson City, 400-seat
house, owned by Lee Carrow, brother of
Ed Carrow of South Lyons is being reseated this week.
The Buchanan Theatre, west side
house, operated by Robinson Theatrical
Co., has been equipped with Photophone
equipment.
A new V shaped marquee has been
erected at the Sheridan Theatre. House
is owned by Thomas D. Moule and David
Newman. An attractive porcelain enamel
front has also been added.
The Dix Theatre on Vernor Highway,
operated by Jack Krass, is being equipped
with a new marquee. The entire front is
being remodeled and an enamel front installed. International Seating Co. is reseating the house, adding 100 extra seats.
A new V-type marquee is to be erected
at the Uptown Theatre on Mack Ave., east
side house, of Wisper & Wetsman. The
entire front and lobby are being remodeled.
The Bohm Theatre at Albion, Mich.,
owned by George Bohm, is to be modernized with a new vertical sign and marquee.
Jerry Schneider is installing a new
front on his Stratford Theatre on Vernor
Highway.
The front and lobby of the Royal Theatre at Royal Oak, Mich., are being remodeled. House is operated by Charles
Komer and Goldberg Bros.
48

in

Optimism

Activity

Flint Operators Allow
10 Per Cent Cut
Detroit — Motion picture operators at
Flint, Mich., have agreed to grant a
general
union

reduction

oi ten

per

cent

in

scales to all houses. Similar reduction was agreed upon in Detroit

several

weeks

first reported

ago,

and

reduction

this

granted

is the
upstate.

Third Cohen House
On Michigan Ave.
Detroit — Ben

Cohen,

west

side circuit

owner, will soon have three modern theatres on Michigan Avenue, within a distance of about five blocks. He now is
operating only the Senate, which was recently modernized, but will have the rebuilt Kramer Theatre open about September 1.
The street, which is a national highway to Chicago, is closed just a block
east of the Senate, for widening, and the
front of the Kramer has been torn down
in consequence. The street will reopen
about the same date as the house.
Meanwhile, Cohen is planning to build
a new Crystal Theatre at 31st Street,
across the street from the old Crystal,
which was totally demolished in the
widening. Cohen at one time ran the old
Crystal, leased to Brooks and Schreiber
in recent seasons. Construction on the
new house will start about August 15,
Day.
with opening set for about Thanksgiving

Two Theatres Open
In Detroit Sector
Detroit — Following

Pittsburgh — Joseph

opening

of two

new

R. Kauffman,

local

New Universal manager, makes excellent
use of favorable industrial news in selling his product. This is mighty good
psychology. It creates a better atmosphere for the making of a sale and at the
same time actually helps in building better business by spreading optimism and
relieving fear.
A good
sample
the above paragraph’s
text
follows:
Mr. of Kauffman
saw in the
Pittsburgh newspapers that the Pennsylvania Railroad was to build 20 electric
locomotives and 1,000 gondolas at an estimated cost of $8,315,000. He immediately instructed his salesmen to use this
news in showing to the exhibitors in the
Pittsburgh territory what this will mean
in increased buying power and, certainly,
increased theatre business. In this connection Kauffman suggested a very good
plan. That is, the exchange between company branches of such news as this. It
can be used to good advantage. Better
conditions in the Pittsburgh territory will
also have effect immediately upon surrounding exchange territories. This news
is so big, industrially, that it can be used
in all branches.
“This may mark the turning point in
the present recession,” according to the
Pittsburgh film manager. It certainly
shows that the Pennsylvania Railroad
has great confidence in the future, and
doubtless, is calling the turn on the upturn to prosperity.
In developing arguments for his men,
Kauffman worked out the amount of
money to be spent in Altoona alone in
connection with the railroad work in
terms of man-hours so that exhibitors
could be shown at a glance what this
means in putting people back to work.
W.
he
as
of

R. Scully, New Universal’s sales manager, commended Kauffman and said that
felt the exchange of such information
this between branch offices would be
tremendous value.

Minor

houses in a week in southwestern Michigan only a couple of weeks ago, Detroit
area had two openings within 40 miles this
weekend.
First on the list was the new Saline
Theatre at Saline, Mich., opening Friday.
This house, rebuilt from a former commercial structure, is being operated by
Lewis M. Lash and W. M. Gilpin of Dearborn, Mich., and marks the formal entry
of these two men, who are both school
principals in their regular occupations,
into show business.
At Lake Orion, the new Lake Theatre,
a 350-seat house, also remodeled from a
former store, was opened Saturday. Owner
is Richard Ingram, who operates a small
circuit in Flint. This will be the first theatre Orion has had in several years.
Another important suburban house is
well under way, and will be ready for
opening about August 15. This is the new
theatre at Wyandotte, being erected by
Associated Theatres circuit.

Sells Product

Business

Turn

For Upstate Michigan
Detroit

—

Report

of upstate

theatre

business over the weekend showed a slight
pickup in the resort areas of northern
Michigan. James Olson of Gaylord, who
was here Tuesday, reported business as
“just fair,” but this report is optimistic
along side of recent reports generally.
Most local exhibitors, faced with a long
holiday weekend of warm weather and
clear skies, found that the upturn of a
week ago, when a rainy weekend drove
people into the theatres, was not repeated.

Ready
Detroit

—

to Build

Completion

of all arrange-

ments for the new Life Theatre for the
Sam Brown circuit is announced by Bennett & Straight, architects, who state construction will be underway shortly. The
theatre is to be constructed on Woodward
Ave. in the loop • section of downtown
Detroit.
BOXOFFICE
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Mode-Art

Celebrates

A Pent House
Pittsburgh — Mode-Art

Pictures,

Mt. Oliver Transferred
Oliver

Theatre,

Meets

the Trade

Inc.,

celebrated a grand Pent House opening
on the spacious roof of the Investment
Bldg., 239 Fourth Ave., Wednesday evening.
Screening, projection and cutting rooms
were open for inspection and there were
hourly screenings of “Steel — Man’s Servant,” the United States Steel Corp. Technicolor picture. Also of special interest
to the public and members of the trade
was the inspection of production departments, lights and the new type RCA High
Fidelity sound recording system which has
just been installed. Refreshments were
served.
John B. McCrady is president of the
new company which will produce industrial and educational pictures “from
script to screen.” Associated with McCrady as manager is James L. Baker, formerly in charge of production for Atlantic Screen Service of Pittsburgh.

Pittsburgh — Mt.

The Cowboy

Opening

oper-

ated for a number of years by the Harris
Amusement Companies, became a Warner
house July 1. John O. Hooley, veteran
manager, continues at his post. He recently return to active duty after a long
illness. The theatre also is partially owned by Alex S. Moore, Morris Finkel and
associates.

Visiting Cleveland, Republic’s popular western star, Roy Rogers, greets Manager Martin Prints of the Alhambra Theatre, and Col. Nat Wolf and Saul
Bragin, theatre executives.

Shrine Convention

Moreels Quits WB
Pittsburgh — Eddie

Moreels,

West

Vir-

Steinbuck

ginia and southwestern Pennsylvania
sales representative for Warner Bros., has
resigned. He joined the WB exchange
staff about ten years ago and managed
the accessory department until his promotion to the sales field several years ago.
He started off on a vacation and made
no announcement of his future plans.
Dipson

Goes

president

Steinbuck,

manager

of Loew’s State Theatre, made an exclusive tieup with the Shrine, which brought
10,000 Grotto members to Cleveland last
week for its annual convention. Each
daily program of events distributed by the
Shriners to its members contained a plug
for the State Theatre and the current attraction, “Lord Jeff.” Heralds given out
by members copy.
also contained State Theatre
advertising

of

Dipson Theatrical Enterprises, Inc., was
on the high seas last week bound for
Europe on his annual vacation.

Gene

Tieup Chance

Cleveland — Everett

Abroad

Pittsburgh — Nikitas Dipson,

Gives

In return, Steinbuck staged a Grotto
night at the theatre.

AUTRY
IN PERSON!

ERIE, PA
JOHNSTOWN,

PA

PITTSBURGH,

PA

WEEK

JULY

22-25

JULY

26-28

OF

JULY

29

Live Showmen Are Booking
AUTRY PICTURES
Coniaci REPUBLIC

PICTURES
CORP.
PITTSBURGH,
PA.
1701 Blvd. of the Allies
ATlantic 4858
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Vaude Helps Keep
Grosses Up in Flint
Detroit — Vaudeville

as a means

to hypo

falling boxoffice receipts has proved of
value at Associated Theatres’ Rialto in
Flint. With business in this town away
down generally, grosses at the Rialto are
reported to have dropped off as well, but
the house was doing fair business under
its feature stage attraction policy, with
reports coming in this week of a further
slight pickup as some of the smaller industrial plants resumed activity temporarily.
Among recent attractions playing the
Rialto were Spanky McFarland, Sally
Rand, and the Three Stooges, all topliners. Under normal conditions, such
billings would have brought excellent business to the house, but the success of the
policy is so far attested chiefly by the
ability of the house to continue with such
an expensive policy in the face of depression rather than SRO crowds.
Business generally is off around 50 per
cent through the state, it was indicated
this week. Flint, Pontiac, and Port Huron are considered the hardest hit towns
in Michigan right now, with the average
loss of business even greater than in Detroit neighborhood theatres. Secondary
cities, of 5,000-15,000 population, appear
to be just about as hard hit as the big
ones, with conditions improving however
in smaller spots.
Tourist business, counted on to help at
Michigan theatres, has proved of slight
effect so far this summer. Tourists appear to be staying away this season, despite the largest state advertising appropriation in history.
The conditions of business upstate and
the uncertainty of the immediate future
are reflected in the fact that practically
all of the 106 houses of the Butterfield
Circuit are operating on what amounts to
24-hours notice to projectionists. The circuit has not closed any theatres in over
a month, when a whole string was shut
down for the summer, but a general closing of selected houses is likely if business
does not improve.
The vaudeville idea, by the way, is likely to be tried out again by the Colonial
Theatre in Detroit, it was reported this
week. This house dropped stage shows a
month ago, but may revert to them in a
couple of weeks, offering the only vaudeville “opposition” in town to the Fox.

Build Up Poor Nights with

Ask Us About It
MOVIE
FILM

5Q

SWEEPSTAKES,

EXCHANGE

BLDG.

INC.

CLEVELAND,

O.

Description
Detroit — Exhibitors

and

patrons

alike

who have been waiting for ten years for
an adequate description of talking pictures, found an expression of it this week.
It took a petition filed by Prosecuting Attorney Duncan McCrea, in seeking an injunction against the Drive-In Theatre as
a noise maker, to characterize talkies as
follows :
Pictures accompanied by sounds “of
storms at sea, battle and mob scenes,
which are accompanied by weird and
diabolical noises.”

Restrainer Demand
Threatens Drive-In
Detroit — A

hearing

that

may

result in

the closing of Detroit’s Drive-In Theatre
is slated to be held Monday, July 11, in
Wayne county circuit court. Petition was
filed a few days ago by one, John H.
Flancher, on behalf of residents of the
three suburbs of Grosse Pointe Farms,
Lochmoor, and Grosse Pointe Park. Flancher stated in the petition that the theatre should be termed a public nusiance,
because its sound system could be heard
nightly for a distance of two miles. Five
hundred signatures were on the petition,
which asks a restraining order, and hearing on Monday will be on the issuance of
a temporary restraining order, upon ruling of Judge Allen Campbell.
In a visit to the Drive-In Theatre, about
the time the petition was filed, the Boxoffice

correspondent

found

comparatively

slight noise beyond the property of the
operating company itself, with sound volume controlled down to the minimum
necessary for successful reception at the
rear of the “house.”

Inter-State Theatres
Consider No Closings
Canton,

Ohio — George

A. Delis, district

manager for the Inter-State Theatres,
Inc., headed by A. G. Constant of Steubenville, informed a Boxoffice representative this week that he did not contemplate closing any of the group of 15 theatres operated by the company during
the summer months. In some towns business was spotty, he admitted, but expressed the belief that with all the optimism
in the air, conditions would show a decided pickup within the next month.
Business is slowest, he said, at the new
McKinley at Niles, where the steel strike
has resulted in lowest mill schedules in
years. However, reopening of the Republic plant there this week, closed for more
than a year, is expected to help materially
within the next month, he said. Patronage
at the Palace here has shown improvement
recently and the same situation is true
with the company’s houses in East Liverpool, Steubenville, Portsmouth and other
upper Ohio valley cities.

J J.
SCHMERTZ,
Century -SteinFox
branch
manager, 20th
and Everett
buck, manager of Loew’s State, were two
of three judges named to select Miss
Cleveland and Miss Ohio from the contestants in the Grotto beauty contest. Winners will enter the Atlantic City contest
. . . Ray Frisz, Schine booker, with headquarters in Bellefontaine, stopped off in
town on his way to the home office in
Gloversville.
Filmrow visitors of the week included
John Huebner, Marion; Harry Reinhart,
Canton; Bob Menches, Akron; George
Manos, Toronto.
Sam Barck is remodeling his Market
Square to the tune of $10,000. The job includes new fixtures, addition of about 150
seats, sound equipment, celotex wall covering and new auditorium decorations. .
Lenore Schultz has joined the secretarial
department of Monogram Pictures, replacing Mildred Gross . . . Maury Englander,
assistant contact manager at Warner
Bros., has been succeeded by Delos Evans,
transferred here from the Albany office.
The Cleveland Variety Club is all set
for its annual golf tournament to be held
July 15 at the Beechmont Country Club.
Jack Shulman, chairman of the golf committee, reports that there will be a minimum of 50 prizes, and a record crowd is
expected.
Max Federhar has closed his Regent
Theatre, Akron, for the summer . . . Anne
Vickers, secretary to M-G-M Branch Manager Frank Drew, visited the Gene Vogels,
formerly of the local M-G-M family and
now connected with the company’s exchange in Albany.
Paul Gusdanovic this week inaugurates
a one-change-a-week policy at the Corlett
Theatre. The house will operate Saturday
and Sunday only during the remainder of
the summer . . . Reg Wilson, GB branch
manager, reports local first run bookings
on two GB releases. “To the Victor” plays
the Alhambra Theatre the week of July 14
and “Sailing Along” plays the same house
the week of July 28.
Peter Rosian, Grand

National

branch

manager, reports that the Louis-Schmeling fight has renewed exhibitor interest in
the Joe Louis feature, “The Spirit of
Warner has booked Monogram’s “Romance of Limberlost” for its key houses
inYouth.”
the territory. First showing in the terLima. ritory was July 2 at the Sigma Theatre,
Jack Greenbaum, states right distributor, has closed his office on the fifth
floor of the Film Bldg, and has moved in
with Bob Bial of Art Guild Studios on the
sixth floor . . . Sam Gorrel, Republic sales
manager, was in Cincinnati over the weekend on one of his regular pilgrimages.
Lemotto Smith, circuit owner, is back
from California where he has been since
the first of the year. And just to keep the
scales properly balanced, Howard Reif, another circuit owner, is in California.
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New

Castle Cathedral
Lease Taken

New

Castle,

Pa. —

by Dipson
Cathedral

Theatre

closed after last Saturday’s final performance and when it is reopened it will
be under new management.
Announcement was made this week of
the signing of a new lease for the de luxe
auditorium in the beautiful Masonic Temple by the Dipson Theatrical Enterprises,
Inc., headed by Nikitas Dipson.
The auditorium was opened last year
as a motion picture theatre by Mike Marks
and Charles Freeman, veteran New Castle
exhibitors. They withdrew and a new
lease was negotiated by the Dipson circuit. Marks continues in exhibition at Oil
City where he operates the Latonia Theatre, and Freeman is reported seeking a
new theatre site.
It is stated by Dipson executives that
the Cathedral auditorium will undergo
some renovations and that opening is
planned for around the first of September.

Westinghouse
Pittsburgh

Unit

— Westinghouse

air-condi-

tioning system went into operation last
week at the Hazelwood Theatre. This is
the third such installation at theatres
operated by Archie Fineman and N. M.
Shapiro. Others are the Paramount, Braddock, and the Regent Square, Edgewood.

THE

J^RTHUR G. BRAUN returned from his
vacation with a wife! Art is the popular young manager of the Regal Theatre,
Wilkinsburg . . . Lawrence Carretti, former Filmrow booker, has affiliated with
John F. Gill, local distributor of “Race
Suicide.” Gill announces that he will distribute “Uncivilized.”
Variety Club members are saying goodbye and good luck to Mike Cullen at a
dinner, Monday evening, July 11. Mike,
Loew’s Penn manager, has been advanced
to a district post by Loew’s, Inc. . . . Mrs.
Sam Fineberg and Mrs. Harry A. Seed and
daughter will spend the next two months
in Hollywood, and the Joe Feldmans will
make it a ttvo-week vacation in Canada
. . . Fred Rieger, New Universal auditor, is
here doing his stuff.

purchase of a popcorn machine at the
Monarch Pictures exchange. Eddie Steinfeld, printing solicitor, is the representative for the machine, and he has taken
desk space at the film office . . . Sympathy
to Dave Brown, UA office manager, whose
father died recently.
Clarence Eiseman, UA branch manager,
took down with the flu this week ... As
soon as the Republic exchange is in firstclass order, Jim Alexander will invite
James R. Grainger, president of Republic
Pictures, to visit here. Renovations at the
Republic office are nearing completion;
new black and gray glass front is attracting much attention . . . MPTO directors
were scheduled to meet July 8. There was
no meeting on July 1, first Friday of the
month, according to Secretary Fred J,
Herrington.

Eddie Wheeler was a visitor from Baltimore over the Fourth. He’s one of the famous Wheeler brothers . . . Jules Lapidus,
GN manager who is competing in a company drive and who is working to cop one
of the cash prizes, was in Philadelphia and
Atlantic City this week . . . The stork
visited at the Homer Michaels.

Roy Davis, CA ad sales manager, has
an assistant in the person of Ross Gibson. The welcomed addition here was
formerly chauffeur for Harry Rees, UA’s
prize-winning salesman . . . Dave Silverman, RKO’s office manager, has been installed as chancellor commander of Banner Lodge, Knights of Pythias . . . Guy

Carl Miller has joined the New Universal exchange staff as head of the accessory department. He succeeds Norman
Barnett, brother of the late Al Barnett
who was manager of this branch.
Exhibitors

MAN

may

now

Peterson, Paramount’s West Virginia and
Ohio sales representative working out of
the local exchange, states that he has
sent his family to the coast for the summer. Peterson has reported to Dave Kim(Continued on next page)

negotiate for the
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J7MIL GEORGE of the Brown, Wapakoneta, is reported planning to join
the benedicts in the near future . . . Santi
Macci of Greenville visited the Row this
week. Ditto A. R. Waters, Princeton,
W. Va.

Report $1,500,000
Detroit Fox Price
Detroit — According

Bill Onie of Monogram announces the
Cincy office has taken over “Assassin of
Youth.” Onie also announced “Romance
of the Limberlost” booked into every firstrun situation in the Cincinnati territory.
Monogram, incidentally, received three
medals of distinction in the 1937-38 series
of releases for “Hoosier Schoolboy,” “ Boy
of the Streets” and “Romance of the Limberlost.”
Grand National reports exceptional
business on “Spirit of Youth” since the last
Louis victory.
Joe Bohm, Indianapolis office manager
for Big Features, is pinch-hitting for Don
Duff, booker, who is honeymooning .
Tony Sudekin of Crescent Amusement
Co. and son-in-law of K. Stengler who operates fifteen theatres in Kentucky, stopped on the Row for a friendly call, en
route east.
Mrs. Selma Black is taking a rest cure
in Florida . . . Metro’s Katheryn Mersch
is also in Florida . . . Ann Ollinger is vacation g. . . Mrs. Sam Haber has returned from a prolonged winter vacation
in the southland.
Col. C. E. Davie, New Straitsville, left
July 3 for Camp Perry, to take command
of the ONG during summer maneuvers.
Sam Gorrel, Cleveland manager for Republic, was here several days.
“The Birth of a Baby” continues to reap
a good harvest, sweeping the territory and
breaking records in many key spots, reports Ralph Kinsler of GN.
Gilbert Shepherd has been promoted to
ad sales chief at 20 th-Fox, replacing R.
McNabb, promoted to booker. A. Knollman is promoted to the shipping department and Jack McCarthy has been added
to the staff . . . Joe Goldberg has moved to
Tennessee with his family.

Former

Actor s Charges

Detroit — Charges

against

the

Federal

Theatre Project, currently housed at the
Beacon Theatre, were to be aired Wednesday before the city council. Charges of
the use of incompetent actors and spread
of communism through the project were
made by John Matthews, a former WPA
actor. The project is being vigorously
defended by Joseph J. Finnigan, retiring
business^ agent of local 38, IATSE, who
pointed out that closing of the Project in
reply to such criticism would throw 14
stagehands out of work, as well as the
actors themselves and others, totaling
around 100 employes.

current

report,

the Fox Theatre is being offered for sale,
at a price said to be around $1,500,000.
House has gone through a long procedure
of financial reorganization and was highly
involved between conflicting realty, leasing, etc., interests. Figuring this as a ten
per cent rental, the house would have to
stand a rental charge of about $3,000 per
week, or $150,000 per year. So far, no
takers on this reported price are known.

Theatre Fishing Party
In Escape
Detroit — A

party

From

Storm

of ten, chiefly

from

the Fox Theatre staff, had a narrow
escape Sunday during a bass fishing expedition on Saginaw Bay, when the worst
storm of the year arose. It took them
five hours to get back to land, and most
of the party were ill from the effects.
Party included William V. Jackson,
major-domo; Jack Efrusy, publicity staff;
George Mitchell, former publicity manager; Earl McGlinnan and Lou Welch,
projectionists — all of the Fox; Fay Erskine, projectionist at the Eastown, and
Hoyt Morris, Secretary of State’s office.
McGlinnan, on his first fishing trip, had
the best results. Eighty-two rock bass,
almost a season record, were caught, and
five were entered in the bass festival contest at Port Austin.

Progress at Hillsboro
Hillsboro,

Ohio — Construction

work

on

the new Chakeres-Colony Theatre here
has passed the half-way mark. The theatre, a de luxe 750-seat one-floor house,
will be opened about September 1. The
Chakeres circuit operates 12 theatres in
Springfield, Greenville, Xenia, Wilmington and Logan, Ohio.

Detective Lotzl
Detroit — Harry

FTP in Detroit Faces

to

E. Lotz, United

Artists

booker, returned from his vacation at
Buffalo on Tuesday, a public hero. In
story-book style, he turned amateur detective and traced down the career of a
polygamist of many marriages, who had
become interested in a friend of Lotz’s,
resulting in the man’s arrest.
Lotz’s work was so good that the Buffalo chief of police talked of offering him
a permanent job as special investigator,
and Lieut. William E. Downey, who
worked on the case, said: “Mr. Lotz’s work
was as brilliant a piece of detective work
as I have ever seen in my long service.
He devoted all his two weeks’ vacation to
this investigation, and at the same time
saved a friend from an embarrassing

PITTSBURGH
(Continued from preceding page)
elman, branch manager, since the company’s exchange at Columbus was discontinued several months ago. Also he
reports to Cleveland on his Ohio territory.
Vacationing over the Fourth of July
and throughout the week were the following: Francis Seubert, Paramount; Rose
Moidel, Nell Reinstein, . Esther Schu, L.
Staub, A. Houy, Anthony Ledergerber,
Warner Bros.; Jack Kohler, Mrs. Nettie
Engel, Dallas Horvitz, Milton Broudy, Columbia; Stanley Leiberfarb, Monarch;
Bettie Fehl, James McGuinnes, M-G-M;
Dave Silverman, Bess Friss, RKO; Peter
Quiter, Universal; Lou Hanna, Republic.
Vacationing and honeymooning at the
same time is Henry Silverman of the
Paramount exchange. He was married
June 30.
A daughter, born April 26, has made M.
E. Hymes, veteran Buckhannon, W. Va.,
exhibitor, a very happy man. The operator of the Grand Opera House is 59 years
of age and he has a son over 40! Congratulations and best wishes.
Pittsburgh Pirates baseball club has resumed its popular annual custom of admitting children free twice each week
during July and August. On Monday and
Friday when the Pirates play at home up
to September 1, boys and girls 12 years
and under will be treated by the club to
free admission to the right field extension of the grandstand.
Col. Billy Wheat’s daughter, recently
the bride of Samuel Davis Foster, has
departed on a honeymoon tour of the
world. The Sewickley exhibitor’s daughter’s
fashionable marriage was featured on society pages.
John Oglietti, the Leechburg exhibitor,
hobbled into the film exchanges the other
day using a sawed-off broomstick as a
cane. He had sprained an ankle while
playing baseball. His regret is that he
will be unable to get his baseball exercise
for several weeks.
Mrs. Ray Wilkins and Guido Pellegrinni,
who have acquired the Broadway Theatre,
South Parkersburg, W. Va., have purchased projectors, rectifiers and screen
from National Theatre Supply Co.
A baby daughter has joined the family
circle at the George Notopouloses. Papa
is a son of the noted circuit operator,
Anast N. Notopoulos, and the young theatre man is stationed at Butler, Pa., where
he supervises the Capitol and the newly
opened Penn Theatre.
William R. Grande, film roadshow distributor of this city, has set August dates
with the Manos circuit houses for his new
exploitation feature, “The Lash of the
Penitentes.” Ellwood City, Vandergrift,
Latrobe, Monessen, Holliday sburg, Kane,
Blairsville, Homer City and Indiana theatres have booked “The Lash.”
J. B. “Pop” Kane, operator of the Nemo
Theatre, Pitcairn, is vacationing at Saranac Lake.
The local office of John J. Maloney,
(Continued on page 54)

situation.”
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Detroit Trade Abandons
Summer Shutdown Idea
Detroit

—

Summer

closing

of Detroit

theatres generally faded out as an impossibility this week. Idea has been favored by a number of operators, and casually discussed for some weeks, but questioning this week disclosed that enough are
opposed to the idea to make it impracticable. One leading exhibitor remarked
that “I’d like to shut up shop and go
fishing, but the opposition would grab all
my business. So it’s better to keep open
even if we are in the red most of the hot
weather.”
This attitude, typical of the local territory as far as can be gathered in interviews, has effectively killed the idea. A
few cases of houses operating only a certain number of days a week have been reported, but that is the limit. Only house
reported definitely down for the summer,
aside from remodeling, is the United
Artists, but a few more may follow. Wholesale closing, thought likely three weeks
ago, is apparently out of the picture now,
as exhibitors felt the stimulation of a few
days’ better business due to cool weather.

Ohio — The

Strand

here, one

of the Tri-Theatres, Inc., group, managed by Ray S. Wallace, has been recarpeted and other improvements completed, Wallace announced this week. He
also said that the Morris and Strand would
remain open throughout the summer, the
Columbia, other house of the group, having been closed June 11, until some time
late in July, to permit installation of air
conditioning and general overhauling.

Film lor Garwood
Detroit — Lloyd

Hammond

Studios

have

just completed a one reel for Garwood
Industries. Film is designed to stress the
“uselessness of overspeed,” and shows fast
transportation of all types — airplanes,
streamlined trains, and fast boats — including Garwood craft. It was shown last
week before the Detroit chapter, Society
of Automotive Engineers, with Gar Wood
himself present to give a talk on the subject.

Riper’s

Ray

Detroit

—

Russell

Lull

Johnson

Theatrical

Post No. 371, American Legion, is suspending all meetings for two months during the hot weather. Regular schedule
will be resumed in September under new
Commander Jack Ferentz, who was installed two weeks ago.
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Butterfield booker,

Jack Broder, manager of the Colonial
Theatre, is storing that old stickout sign up
on the roof of the house.
Ben Cohen, circuit owner, is planning
a new theatre at 31st St. and Michigan
Ave.
Al Weiner, former sound service specialist, now an operator, has returned from
a vacatmn in New York, leaving his wife
and family down there.
Charles R. Porter, theatre manager here
for 30 years, who has been ill since March,
is now well on the road to recovery.
Herman Leverenz, manager of Butterfield’s Center Theatre at South Haven, is
assuming management of the new Model
Theatre as well.

Joseph J. Finnigan, retiring as business
agent of Local 38, IATSE, is going to New
York this week to spend some time on
vacation.
Jack Efrusy, assistant publicity manager at the Fox, was married July 1 at Toledo, leaving on vacation at the same time.
The bride is Madeline Speers, also on the
Fox staff.
Al Ruttenberg has shifted the Oliver
Theatre to a three-day weekend schedule
for the summer months. The Iris remains on a seven-day schedule.
Tommy Leventis, National Theatre Supply’s counter salesman, is spending his vacation, beginning this week, in southern
Ohio.
Hal Burris, sign supply man, is leaving
for Grayling, Mich., to spend the summer
there. He has a lumber business up in that
part of the state.

Springfield,

Jack Saxe, Monogram’s pinch-hitter,
found the weather so good over the weekend that he failed to return on Tuesday.
Bob Adler, Columbia booker, has returned from a vacation in New York.
Joseph G. Portel, circuit owner, has returned from a several months’ tour of
practically every country in South America, with a good coat of tan.
Redecorates
Detroit

—

William

Conant
Szypulski,

who

re-

cently took over the Conant Theatre, eastside house, is redecorating the building.

Ohio — “School

Night,”

a

new business stimulator developed and
copyrighted by Meade Enterprises, 3524
Middleton Ave., Cincinnati, of which
Charles B. Meade is president, has been
placed on the market after a test period
in Ohio theatres operated by the Chakeres
circuit.

Patrons desiring to participate are handed “grade cards” in the lobby. At the
“School Night” session, a “professor” appears on the stage, calls the class to order
and selects persons to answer his questions by calling out various grade card
identification numbers.
The person called upon rises and is
asked a question of local nature in statement form. asAllthe
questions
or “wrong”
answer. require “right”
Persons answering questions correctly
are paid $1 by a girl assistant in the theatre. Dollars accumulating from incorrectly answered questions are added to the
25th and final question at each session,
which is known as “The Brain-Twister.”
The correct answer to this final question
often earns a patron from $10 to $16.

Ban Cannibal Act
Pittsburgh — The

Western

Pennsylvania

Humane Society has cracked down on
fake “wild” men who at carnivals in the
district have been putting on an act of
biting heads off chickens and “eating ’em
alive.” Three “wild” men have already
been arrested and fined on charges of
cruelty to animals and they have been
warned not to reopen their cannibalism
acts in Pennsylvania. Carnival acts where
live chickens were pulled apart were closed
at Springdale, Greensburg and Glendale.

Want Fight Films
Pittsburgh — Eleven

prints

are in work

and the demand continues here for the
Louis-Schmeling fight pictures. Interest
is being sustained by a daily article in the
Sun-Telegraph which deals with the ring
career of the champ, written by Joe Louis
himself.areIrving
Dietztheand
George
“B”
Josack
handling
picture
at 1701
Blvd. of the Allies. Sale of special accessories has been large.

Opens Cliff Tavern
Morgantown,

The-

atre, north end house, closed this week,
because of business conditions. Plans for
reopening this house, which repeatedly
has opened and closed under different
managements for several years, are uncertain.

In Summer

head

Frank Smith, editor of the Michigan
Film Reporter, is expected to return here
shortly, following his convalescence at Atlantic City.

Van Riper Closes
Detroit — E. S. Van

T O. BROOKS,

J left Saturday on his vacation, going to
the Bungalow Camp on the French River,
near North Bay, Ont. Miss Ethel Hale,
Brooks’ secretary taking advantage of her
boss’s absence, is on her way to Bermuda.

Harry Remington, Fox Theatre publicity
chief, has foot trouble these days.

Improve at Alliance
Alliance,

"School Night " Passes
Test in Chakeres Units

W.

Va. — George

Sallows,

well known theatre operator here, has
opened Cliff Tavern for the summer season and has invited all his friends in the
trade to pay a visit. The night club is on
Cheat Mountain, a few miles out of Morgantown.

Shippensburg
Shippensburg,

Pa. — The

Revamp
State

Theatre

will be remodeled for the installation of
new rest rooms, additional seats will go
into the auditorium, air conditioning system will be installed and a new marquee is
planned. House is one of the circuit theatres operated by Notopoulos and Gribble.

PITTSBURGH

Stagehands Regain Scale ;
Share With Co-Workers
Detroit

—

Stagehands

working

at the

Michigan have gone back to the $80 weekly scale for four men, instead of the reduced (10 per cent) scale of $72 in effect
for 14 men before the house dropped
vaudeville. Work is being shared among
all 14 employes, however, giving an average of $23 per man. The matter of restoring the ten per cent will be up at the
union meeting in September, and will
probably be approved, it is indicated. The
Michigan, incidentally, with 14 men for
a stage show, has the biggest regular crew
in town — two more than the Pox, because
of use of two men on the public address
system at the front of the house.

George Mitchell to State
Publicity Post From Fox
Detroit

—

George

Mitchell,

publicity

manager at the Fox Theatre, has resigned
to take the job of director of publicity for
the Michigan secretary of state, Leon D.
Case. He will have offices in Detroit.
Mitchell’s post at the Pox will be handled
by Harry Remington, who was co-manager with him, for the time being, with
Jack Efrusy as assistant.

New

Handy

Detroit

—

announced

Jam

Salesman

Handy

a new

Picture

appointment

Service

this week

on the selling staff for “Selling America,”
sales training film produced by Jam
Handy. Norman B. Terry has been made
exploitation director for the picture, which
is making commercial film history. Terry
was formerly assistant advertising manager of the LaClede Gas Light Co. of St.
Louis.

(Continued

Mansiield

Park Opening
Is Set lor Labor Day

from page 52)

M-G-M’s district manager, will be newly
furnished. The exchange is undergoing
extensive remodeling and next on the 'program will be the installation of a complete air conditioning system . . . W . R.
Evans, veteran exhibitor at Osage, W. Va„
was a recent visitor.
M. S. “Mort” England, the Bank Night
and theatre premium distributor, spent
his vacation in a local hospital. Just
checking up. Brother Art held down the
fort during his absence.
Honest
with any
there are
miscount

Sam Steinberg won’t play golf
old Tom-Dick-Harry. He claims
those who substitute balls and
strokes but he is not naming

names.

1

Mr. and Mrs. Archie Fineman were hosts
to more than 450 friends in their home
Sunday at a party given in honor of the
confirmation of their daughter, Miss Phyllis Mae Fineman . . . The local exchange
is out to win a prize in the GN date drive
from June 20 to August 13, according to
Jules Lapidus . . . Charles Baron, M-G-M’s
district exploiteer, is setting a number of
knot tying contests in the territory in connection with the showing of “Lord Jeff.”
Such a contest attracted considerable attention in front of the State Theatre,
Johnstown, where local boy scouts competed and answered questions, spliced
ropes, etc. C. Schiffenhauer, manager of
the State, set a number of radio transcriptions, window displays and special letters
on “Lord Jeff.”
There is only one Charlie Chaplin. His
old “Adventurer” rolled them in the aisles
at Gabe Rubin’s Art Cinema where it is
playing with GB’s production, “To the
Victor.”

Sellows
Columbus,

Is Manager

Busy Projectors
Detroit

—

Weekend

holiday

caused

a

small jam of film screenings at the Film
Exchange on Monday. Regular screenings for the censor occupied the bulk of
the time, with most of the exchanges using this service having a picture to be
screened on the same day. The result was
projectors kept going almost constantly.

Plan Air Control
Detroit — Comfort

air control

54

new

Park

The-

The new house, one of the most modern
in this section of the state, will have seating accommodations for 1,750, and all the
most recent innovations in theatre conbuilding. struction are being incorporated in the
The Inter-State group operates houses
in East Liverpool, Steubenville, Canton,
Niles, and several upper Ohio valley cities.
Delis said policy of the new house probably will be subsequent run films.

Mrs, Sarah Grass
Detroit — Mrs.

Sarah

Grass,

mother

of

Mrs. Alex Schreiber, wife of the Associated Theatres, Inc., executive, died at
her home in Detroit, Friday, June 24. Mrs.
Grass was born in Sweden 59 years ago
and had lived in Detroit since she was a
year old.
She is survived by her husband, Isaac,
three daughters besides Mrs. Schreiber,
and a son. Interment was in Machpelah
Cemetery.

Mrs, Julia Kinney
Cleveland — Mrs. Julia Kinney,

80, moth-

er of George W. Erdmann, business manager of the Cleveland Motion Picture Exhibitors Ass’n, died the past week at her
home in Albany, following a long illness.
Burial took place at the family home,
Watervliet, New York.
She is survived by two sons, George of
Cleveland and Charles W. of Toronto,
Canada.

Turning Back Our Pages
— 10 Years Ago —

Brenkert Display
Detroit — McArthur

QLYMPIC Theatre, Fifth Ave., closed
and its Vitaphone entertainment will be
transferred to the larger first-run houses
. . . Hanaphone sound device, distributed
here by Harry Lande, demonstrated to the
trade at a special showing at the Arcade
Theatre . . . Ted King replaces Phil Spitalny as M. C. at the Stanley . . . William
G. Smith, Columbia manager, selling “The
Raider Emden” and Jack Roach here producing an “Our Gang” short comedy for
the Harris circuit . . . Mike Marks, Foster
McCullough and associates preparing to
open the new Drake Theatre, Oil City . . .
W. A. Burkley joins the local Educational
sales staff . . . “Laugh, Clown, Laugh,”
with Lon Chaney as the Pagliacci, the hit
of the week.
He Finally Showed
Detroit — Robert

Wagner,

Up
editor

Script magazine, visited here this week for
the first time since 1906, when he left
for California for a “short visit.”

Equipment

This product is equipped with ultra-modern chrome and brilliant red trimmings,
making it an unusually attractive display
item. It is designed to operate at from
15 to 45 volts.

New
Chardon,

Chardon
Ohio — A

Sound

sound

system,

the

second of its kind to be placed in any
Ohio theatre, has been installed in the
Chardon here, L. M. Smith, manager, has
announced. Other improvements also have
been completed for the local house.

Akron,
of

Theatre

Co. opened the display of the first Brenkert Enarc lamp in this territory Tuesday.

Menches

is planned

for two upstate theatres through National
Theatre Supply Co. Sid Hunt is putting
two ventilating fans in the Main at New
Baltimore, and H. A. Proulx is putting a
similar installation in the Au Gres at Au
Gres.

Ohio — The

atre, being erected here by the InterState Theatres, Inc., with headquarters
in Steubenville, at a cost of approximately
$150,000, is under roof and opening is
tentatively set for Labor Day, George A.
Delis, district manager, announced this
week.

Yesterday

Ohio — The Piccadilly on High

St. has been reopened after complete
remodeling and redecorating. O. B. Sellows has been named manager of the
popular house, having been associated with
the Chesbrough theatre group for several
years. Policy will be subsequent run
films, Sellows said.

Mansfield,

Lowers

Ohio — Robert

the Liberty Theatre

Scale

Menches,

owner

of

and president of the

Akron Independent Exhibitors Ass’n, has
instituted a new summer price scale of 15
cents top. Former price was 25 cents.
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HOWARD IS MUM ON STEP BY DISTRIBUTORS TO
SOLVE TRADE ILLS; UP TO "NATIONAL ALLIED"

Summer

Theatres

Going in New
Boston — Summer

Get

Pressure on Game
Users

England

theatres

in New

Eng-

land got well underway this week. The
South Shore Players at Cohassett opened
Monday with the English comedy “George
and Margaret.” Filmdom’s Fay Wray was
headlined on the three-sheets.
Rachel Crothers’ “Let Us Be Gay” started the season of the Grarrick Players in
Kennebuncport, Me., on Tuesday. The
Barnstormers of Tamsworth, N. H„ got
under way Monday with “Room Service.”
Miriam Batists opened in “French Without Tears” with the Farragut Players at
Rye Beach, N. H„ on Tuesday.
Mary Brian started the season of the
Cape Playhouse at Dennis last week in
Ward Green’s “Honey.” Florence Reed
opened the season of the Ogunquit Playhouse in Maine the other Wednesday with
“Yes, My Darling Daughter.” Doris Dalton was in “The Constant Wife” with the
Lake Players at Skowhegan, Me. Royal
S. Beal was featured in “The Man From
Cario,” which opened the season of the
Keene Summer Theatre at Keene, N. H„
the same evening.

Boston — “Every exhibitor in this territory who has a Bank Night contract
and who's not paying will be sued,"
Roy E. Heffner said in a statement to
BOXOFFICE
this week.
Heffner
rights

Is Exhibitors' Objective

Boston

—

The

Independent

Exhibitors,

Inc., will meet next on Tuesday, July 12,
according to schedule. A major point of
business at the forthcoming session, according to Business Manager Arthur K.
Howard, will concern the presentation of
a plan for electrical costs control for Allied Theatres as a group.
The Allied unit in New England is considering appointing an electrical engineer
who will visit member houses as an economy expert. In addition to pointing out
various current saving devices and modernizations, he also is expected to properly
route various accounts along the line of
different rates obtainable for different
zones of service.

Ban
Hamden,

in Hamden

Conn.

—

Hamden

authorities

have joined New Haven and West Haven
in banning money giveaways in theatres
and organizations, although last week no
such action was foreseen by town officials.
It has also been reported that Walnut
Beach, Milford will be similarly closed to
games, and that the prohibition has already been applied in Devon.

Edith Fellows Starrer
Hollywood — Edith

Fellows

::

July

9, 1938

bought

England

Inc.

He

goes

Bank

from
had

Boston

been

the

Philadelphia

"Exhibitors

of a

dis-

territory.
Bank

Night

will first

be

notified," the cash game head affirmed. “If he doesn't come in and
settle then, court action will be

started."

MPTO Golf Meet
Reservations Grow
Haven — The

third

annual

district

golf tournament, sponsored by Connecticut MPTO, and scheduled for August 2
at the Racebrook Country Club, is well
on its way toward being the most notable.
Reservations for three special teams of
four have already been received, Charles
Casanave to captain the National Screen
team; Bill Scully, the distributors’ team,
and I. J. Hoffman, the exhibitors. Other
advance reservations bring the expected
attendance up in the neighborhood of 100.
A driving contest and a putting contest
are among the attractions for non-golfers, and valuable prizes are beginning to
be lined up. The large committee, made
up of exhibitors, exchange heads, and
members of allied industries, announces
detailed plans will soon be forthcoming.
Meantime, plans are also being made for
the annual film district outing, which became a custom in these parts as many as
20 years ago. Exchange employes will
hold special meetings to decide on time,
place, and other arrangements. Pine
Brook Country Club in Nichols is being
considered as a possible spot.

Favor Joint Fete
Boston — A

move

is under

way

for the

Cinema

Club, the Motion Picture Salesmans Club, and the Theatrical Post of
American Legion to sponsor jointly an
outing for the entire film district.

Hollywood — Following

Vehicle
completion

—

Arthur

K. Howard,

national

recording
of Allied manager
States Ass’n
and
New secretary
England business
for
the organization, refused to discuss the
step taken by major distributors last week
to develop a program for the solution of
industry problems.
“It is a matter for national Allied determination,” Howard said.
Local exhibitors well remembered recent
statements here of Nathan Yamins, Allied president, in which Yamins declared:
“Allied does not want government boards
running its business. If only distributors

Night

Affiliated

tributing the scheme here since its inception. At one time, he controlled

Eddy-MacDonald

next

into “Thoroughbred” for Columbia. She
has just completed “City Streets” with
Leo Carrillo.
BOXOFFICE

recently

for New

Enterprises,

New

Electrical Costs Paring

Anti-Government Stand by
Nathan Yamins Is
Recalled

of

“Sweethearts,” now before the cameras,
Nelson Eddy and Jeanette MacDonald will
make “In New Orleans.”

had seen the light before, and it isn’t too
late even now, we could eliminate the possibility of the government stepping in
Yamins went on to say that Allied had
turned to legislation only as a last resort.
Yamins

Wants

Action

“A drowning man can’t be blamed for
now.”
clutching
at a straw,” the national prexy
went on to say. He hinted that conciliation might be possible if distributors would
cooperate actually instead of verbally,
stating that “present differences only require level-headed judgment to be cor-

William F. Rodgers, general sales manager of M-G-M who was a speaker at the
rected.”
same
Allied banquet for Abram F. Myers
here, echoed:
“Furthermore, if a discussion is considered between accredited representatives of the two branches of the industry,
theatres and distributors, we would participate, if invited, in such meetings for
the purpose of discussing ways and means
for the setting up of machinery with a
view of a settlement of disputes and the
correction of abuses.
“Whether they be called conciliation
boards, trade boards, arbitration boards,
motion picture boards of trade, makes little, if any, difference ... As to who leads
the movement is immaterial ... It is the
solution we seek and its correction is not
assured by government control or supervision, or cooperative booking or buying,
but a definite cure seems to be a certainty by throwing to the winds personal
grievances, distrust and envy.”
Allied

Confident

Calling an “Allied Victory Assured,” the
Independent Exhibitors, Inc., had more to
say on the subject in a bulletin that came
out following the announcement that S. R.
Kent would act as a chairman of a committee to formulate a program for the
sifting of film district grievances.
“The postponement of the Neely bill by
(Continued on page 59)
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Three

Hub Scientists Plumb
Dimensional Color
Lenses
light.
By BRAD

ANGIER

Boston — Three dimensional motion pictures in color, an actuality for several
years through the activities of Edwin H.
Land and George W. Wheelwright III, will
not be released commercially by the two
Boston scientists until they have reached
a state close to perfection. Land slated
in an exclusive interview to Boxoffice
this week.
The

stereoscopic color films are a development of the
Land-Wheelwright
Laboratories on Columbus Avenue, not far
the film district. This concern invented and manufacturers Polaroid
glasses. It also turns out a number of

must

Little

Apparatus

Change

The film innovation enables a thirddimensional effect without any elaborate
changing over of apparatus, either for
producing or reproducing. In shooting,
the only special necessity is the doubling
up of cameras. These may be hitched
together by a universal joint and directed
at such an angle as to give corresponding
right and left eye views.
The young scientists have patented a
new reflector that may be added in front
of the lens of any present projector in such
a way that the one machine will do the
work

of two. Film for the stereoscopic effect is double frame. By use of the reflector, however, each frame is given a
full opening. A number of other devices
for achieving a similar effect are now being worked on, according to Land.
Pola-screen eradicates reflection. A
cameraman, by means of this refinement,
may shoot an underwater scene from a
boat and

do away with on-the-surface reflection that heretofore made such work
impossible under ordinary circumstances.
The camera axis is at approximately 30
degrees to the reflected surface for such
shots.
A sunlight shot of a store window may
be taken with the aid of the Pola-screen
without reflection hindrance. Whereas
polished floors ordinarily register as a
bright blur, use of the polarizer brings
out the grain of the wood.
Removal
valuable

of

Play
The

surface

reflection

because of the fact that
creases the purity of color.

device

in Studio
also has

a

is also
it in-

Light
play

in studio

Eastman tests have shown, with this
technique, that the exposure increase with
the use of the Pola-screen over the lenses
alone is roughly about four times. The
screens have a slightly scattering tendency.

56

be

hooded

from

Boston — "May

extraneous

the

Boston

Hall"

Marcus

program.
of M&P,

William

Levy

of National Screen Service, and a number of staff members
of the Boston
American
Mogur's

of Light

basis of the experiments is the control of light. Sunlight, for instance, is
composed of innumerable light waves vibrating in all possible planes at right
angles to the direction of travel of the
beam

itself. Such light is said to be unpolarized. The material turned out by the
two Boston men allows only a single plane
of light to pass through it. This effect is
achieved by the use of billions of crystals,
formerly known to have the property of
polarizing light but never before combined
in such a manner to make the resulting
substance practicable and inexpensive for
general use.
Land’s method involves the combining
of these crystals and the very important
aligning of them in a celluloid acetate
base. This latter substance, which is used
in the Polaroid masses which every film
man has seen in a jeweler’s window at onp
time or another has the appearance of
light grey glass.
The Pola-screen distributed by Eastman
is a
product of the Land-Wheelright
Laboratories. The screen, which is devised for the taking of still and moving
pictures, enables both the polarization of
light as well as the control of light already
polarized.
in Life-Like

“Town

Myer

The

Flesh

your

rest of the program,"
Art Mogur during the

recent guest appearance of the local
theatre and newspaper cartoonist on

isn’t much older, when the latter was an
instructor in Harvard which Land attended. The work has been going on for
about 12 years. Land and Wheelwright
have been partners during seven years of
this time.
Control

I borrow

audience for the
Fred Allen asked

Edwin Land, the inventor of the substance called “Polaroid,” is a young man
of 28 years. He met Wheelwright, who

applauded

loud

enough

after

bit to occasion

the repartee.

The Pari-Mutuel

System

Falling Back

in Boston

Boston — Not even pari-mutuels have
been doing so well here this season. Information from a well-informed source at
Suffolk Downs indicates that the Eastern
Racing Ass’n, Inc., will revert next year
to a split-session style of racing. A 57day continuous meet now is concluding.
The handle has been decreasing steadily
since the onset.
The

average

handle

for the racing

days

of last week were $280,850. This is compared to a daily $376,900 for corresponding
days last year.
Another interesting angle lies in the fact
that one-third more people have pushed
through the turnstile at Suffolk Downs
than last year. Average plays per person, however, has been between $7.00 and
$8.00 less.

Price Premiums
Will Move
Boston — Price

Office
Nearer

Theatre

Row

Premiums

will

vacate

their present building at 71 Broadway, at the corner of Piedmont Street.
building was leased by Jacob Price

The
when

the concern re-entered New England about a year ago. Harry Germaine,

New

England manager for Price, was considering several film district sites at the

Glow

In an actual demonstration of threedimensional films, staged for this writer
by Wheelwright, the effect was startling.
Depth became a fact, vividly so in the
colored shots. Rotundity was imparted to

time of going to press. The change probably will not take place before August. At
present, Price occupies the entire building.

the human form. Flesh took on a life-like
glow and vibrancy. The nap of cloth
could be appraised.

as is at present.

All color processes, according to Wheelwright, may be used in conjunction with
this new venture into the stereoscopies.
Polaroid

light. When the Pola-screen is utilized
over studio lights, reflection is greatly
controlled. That from metallic surfaces
is not eliminated, however, although it
may be cut down to a large degree. The
final effect, as viewed, is said to result as
combination of both uses.

in Films

Excessive heat can damage the Polascreen. They absorb ultra-violet rays and
transmit freely, without polarization, in
the infra-red.

from

productions distributed by the EastmanKodak Co., and the American Optical Co.

ur It's
Mogton
In Bos

glasses

have

to be

worn

by

the audience. The principal of the innovation, therefore, is briefly this:
Two images are projected onto the
screen, one on top of the other. The lens
on one side of the spectacles is polarized
so as to admit only vertical light beams.
The other lens is polarized horizontally.
Each eye, therefore, sees each of the two
images.
Dead

spaces

increased
The

in the theatre

will not

be

by the addition of a third dimension to motion pictures, Land said.
ceiling range will remain the same

Where

side seats give a

distorted view at present, this same distortion will be present with the third dimensional output. Projectionists, according to the pair, will have no extra duties.
No

new

fire requirements will be necessitated. Speed will remain unchanged.
Only a small amount, if any, of additional
light will be required because of the
slightly
like lens.darkening

effect of the grey-glass-

Prices, it is understood, will be mainly
a matter of policy. It is conceivable that
the actual cost of fully equipping a 2,500seat theatre for the Land-Wheelwright
stereoscopies would cost no more than
$50.00, even without the resulting savings
of volume in manufacture. The purpose
now, says
technique.

Land,

is

the
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assistant manJJERB WALLENSTEIN,
ager for the Western Massachusetts
Theatres, Inc., at the Paramount in
Springfield, was married Saturday at the
Bridgeway Hotel.

INSEPARABLES

Jack Granara, publicity head for the
local RKO Theatres, left Saturday for a
vacation at his old golf club in New
Hampshire.
Ethel

Simes

of the home

office of the

M&P

Theatres Corp. is laid up with a fractured foot. She is in the accounting department.
Carlo Vannicola, chief advertising artist here for RKO Theatres, plans to get
away July 9 for his summer vacation. He
will be accompanied by Mrs. Vannicola
and their baby, Carole Maria.
Harry

Reiners,

RKO

advance

man,

has

been centering here while staging a strenuous publicity campaign throughout the
state on “Having

Wonderful

Time.”

Meyer Fox, Columbia assistant accessories manager, will be away the last two
weeks

in August. With his bride of several months, Fox plans stays in Albany
and Saratoga as well as a sojourn at
Totem Lodge in New York state.
Sam Liftman, former film man who
has turned florist, seldom misses a point.
Liftman added fireworks to the line of his
Motor

Mart

building

posey

emporium.

(.with proper

THE

STANDARD

AFFORDS
WHEN

apologies')

BRENKERT

THE FOLLOWINC

USED

WITH

ENARC

EXCLUSIVE

LAMP

FEATURES

MOTIOGRAPH

— as pictured below —
® Completely enclosed light from
film.

lamp

to

• Full 12-inch positive carbon trim with space
to spare between the carbon and the light
dowsers.
9 Correct distance from lamp reflector to film,
assuring clearest screen illumination and
highest efficiency.

In

a window containing a pyrotechnical display, Liftman had a sign which read:
“Funeral

Designs

for Sale.”

Mr. and Mrs. James McAllister expect
to soon make it a trio. McAllister recently resigned as assistant manager at Keith’s
Memorial to become manager for the Graphic circuit in Franklin, N. H.
Bucky Levin of Columbia plans to vacate Boston the first two weeks in August
. . . Frederic Rush, former RKO assistant
Boston publicist who is now manager for
Graphic in Brandon, Vt„ is spending his
spare

time thinking up big-time exploitation gags for use with a small-time bud-

get.
Republic

has

announced

the New

Eng-

land release of “Under Western Stars.” It
was held back in the anticipation that
Roy Rogers, star, might be able to make a
local appearance.

He

couldn’t.

Walter Kessler, formerly with Loew’s in
Jersey City, has been appointed assistant
to Manager George Jones at Loew’s Orpheum . . . Jones, who returned to Boston
about ten months ago from Richmond to
replace Vic Morris, retired, begins his
vacation leave July 25.
David B. Whalen,
man, is wearing a new
he describes

Republic publicity
summer suit which

as an “English

droop”

model.

Chester Grenier, film district printer,
was pretty unhappy about the fact that
he missed a hole-in-one at Wollaston by
inches . . . until he learned that tradition
had

it that ace-getters at the course
(Continued on page 61)
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Accumulation

Bank Night and Dishes Taking On

Boston — Things

Taste of "Dope" in New England
Boston

—

“Bank

Night

and

dishes

proved to be the hypos that enabled many
New England exhibitors to keep their
heads above water during the past depres ion,’ a theatre operator told Boxoffice

this week.

“The trouble is that patrons are getting used to those ‘dopes!’ We have got
to find something else to bring us out of
this recession.”
That is the way the premium situation looks in New England.
Of a large number of theatre men
queried, the majority agreed that they
would prefer to stick to the simon-pure
entertainment business, to the exclusion
of all giveaways. Patrons have become
accustomed to the latter, however, these
exhibitors complain. The situation, is,
therefore, rather up in close proximity
to the well known “eight ball” . . . except for the giveaway dispensers themselves.
Bank

Night has long been the prizewinning baby in New England cash giveaway ranks. This output of Affiliated
Enterprises, Inc., although admittedly
not the theatre draw it was once, still
remains far in advance of all cash competitors. This sterns no more than just,
inasmuch as it has been Bank Night
which has led the theatrical pack over
the countless hurdles that have been
erected in an effort to stop the golden
stream.
Dishes play a large part in premiumconscious New England. The nationspanning Metro Premium Co. is by far
the fair-haired child in this sphere. Irving Zussman established the first Metro
Premium Co. branch in Boston.
The national growth of the china wedge
in the motion picture business seems well
illustrated by Zussman’s career locally. He
established the first office four years ago
on the second floor of a WinchesterChurch street establishment. He later
bought the entire building. He soon owned

WHY
BUY
NEW?
MODERNIZE
BY
REPAIR

How is the merchandise field of the motion picture premium industry faring nationally? Has the present depression affected it?
Irving Zussman, recently back in Boston
from a swing around the nation, says that
it has.
“Premium business is better,” the
Metro Premium Co. head told this publication.
Decline in boxoffice receipts are forcing
exhibitors to find new patronage stimulants. Metro, for instance, is heeding this
demand by putting on new items. A linen
deal, for example, is proving satisfactory
in some spots if exhibitors’ letters are to
be believed.
Other -dish dealers in New England are
competing heavily for what little trade remains for them to pick up. There is Coulter Premium Co., Price Premium Co., Si
Bunce, A1 Swerdlove, Harry Bloomberg,
Meyer Gruber, Myer Ruttenberg, and Bert
Lazarus, to name a few of the Boston dispensr . . . Cameo Screen Attractions,
Inc., has also added a line.
Everything from bicycles to tiddley
winks sets are also on the giveaway horizon. The local Bank Night offices are
handling some of these deals. Coulter
has others.
In the main, giveaways do not interfere
with the given policy of the involved theatres, except that the general custom of
letting the top draws of the week shift
themselves is generally followed here as it
is elsewhere.
England

Yet, have

double features. Exhibitors’ experiments
have proved they are here on a fairly permanent basis. The situation seems to be
the same with cash giveaways.

you

ever heard

NEW

of a Simplex

Why trade in OR buy
new? Let us modernize

Our
Specialty

your present equipment.
Guaranteed methods,

SERVICE

112 Arlington Street

Whalen

results.

Counters

of accumu-

Boston — Officers

For
only

Army

at the local Army

found
a
Republic’s “Army Girl.” This proved to
be explainable as a matter of policy. It
concerned the use of a company flag
which the army men, upon investigating,
found belonged to a company disbanded
years ago.
David B. Whalen, Republic publicist,
countered by finding no less than three
admitted errors on an Army recruiting
poster. Two concerned the types of guns
being carried by veterans of former wars,
while the other had to do with the method
of carrying the weapons
fered over the years.

Hadelman
Shelton,

which

Again

Conn. — Morris

has dif-

Opens
Hadelman

has

reopened the Shelton Theatre, with new
front, lobby and interior decoration, executed by Samuel Grand of Imperial Art
Studios. Work has been proceeding for
several weeks, and necessitated only three
days’ actual closing.

Filmrow

Wedding

Boston — Beatrice

in luly

Rittenberg

of Inter-

state Theatres and Harry Fink of CBS are
to be married this month. They plan an
European cruise for a honeymoon.

UNDER
THE
TOMORROW

machine

base

''Girl"
Republic's
bit of “unauthenticity” in

IS ANTIQUATED

Projection
Is

parts, and

a way

It was an accumulation of 50 years. The
theatre, the former B. F. Keith, was put
up in 1882. Frederick E. Lieberman is now
taking it over and has an operating license, in the name of the All-States Corp.,
dated July 1. The latter puts to rest several rumors.

is called the cradle of

THERE'STODA NOTHING
Y’S EQUIPMENT

THEATRE
58

his own fleet of delivery trucks. He then
began to expand nationally. His territory
now extends from Boston to Los Angeles,
and from Chicago to New Orleans. Zussman covers the entire setup by airplane
every few weeks.

New

have

lating in a theatre. Fifty-five truck loads
of rubbish, including obsolete equipment,
was taken out of the Normandie-Bijou
Theatre Bldg, and dumped in Dorchester
prior to RKO’s giving up the property at
noon on June 30.

being destroyed

SUN

or junked?

Also
Equipment
Service
Engineering
Repair

& SUPPLY

LIBerty 0356

Work

FACTORY
METHOD

CO.

REPAIR
SHOP

Boston
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Mum on Distributor
"Trade Ills" Study
(Continued

from page 55)

manipulations preventing a consideration
thereof by the house on its merits, is at
most only a temporary reverse,” the New
England unit of Allied states in a printed
message to members.
“Actually, the methods by which it was
accomplished has strengthened the exhibitors’ position. The passage of the bill
by the senate, the record made up in the
trial of the North Dakota case, the enlarged interest of the public groups in the
movie situation, the forthcoming investigations regarding the concentration of
power in American industry and the effects thereof on the decline of competition, the possibility that executive and
administrative agencies may awake to
their responsibilities under existing law —
all of these considerations make it clear
that victory for the Allied program for
freedom and fair play for the independent
exhibitors is assured.
“This year’s campaign for the Neely bill
has demonstrated the great strength generated through the alliance of Allied and
the many public groups supporting the
measure. The motion picture trust lobby
concentration of its efforts on Interstate
Commerce Committee Chairman Lea and
certain of his committee members because
they knew that if the bill reached the floor
of the house, it would pass as easily as it
did in the senate.
“The knowledge gained during this campaign as to the methods employed by the
trust lobby has made the public groups all
the more determined to press the fight to
a successful conclusion.
“Most important of all, leaders of certain groups are now convinced that more
is involved in this fight than the abolition
of a trade practice. They realize that behind block booking and other oppressive
practices lurks a vicious monopoly which,
lacking self-restraint, must be curbed.
“It is probable that many of these
groups now will enlarge the scope of their
interest in the movie situation to include
a movement for the suppression of the
trust. This will involve efforts to secure
prosecution under the anti-trust laws as
well as support for legislation providing
for rigid federal control of the movie industry.
“Just before congress adjourned, the
Chairman of the House Committee on
Interstate Commerce, called a meeting of
his committee at 'which a bare quorum
was present, and succeeded in his efforts
to have the Neely bill tabled, by a vote
of 9 to 6.
“This was the culmination of a course
of action pursued by Chairman Lea
throughout the session, aimed at preventing the passage of this bill. He prevailed
upon the house sponsor, Congressman
Pettengill, not to press the bill in committee until it was seen whether the senate would act upon the identical Neely
bill.
“When, to Lea’s chagrin, the senate
passed the Neely bill, he apparently let it
be known (at least so the newspapers reBOXOFFICE

::

July

9, 1938

"Razzle-Dazzles”

Quieted

They

Boston — "The

manager

of a Mattapan

Theatre,

in an

effort to stimulate

matinee

business," according to a local columnist, "distributed noise-makers to all the children in the audience . . . These noise-makers were the type which make a noise
like a machine-gun rattle when swung in the
played that afternoon included a rather heavy
and

burdened

with

a number

of love-making

air . . . But the double-bill being
picture, designed for adult appeal

scenes

. . .

"These youngsters found fitting objects of hilarity and, to the dismay of a large
number of housewives intent on the action of the picture, the kids 'gave' with their
rattles with a vengeance when the emotional scenes palled . , . Some of the adults
protested

to the manager

to the projection
“ 'Stop
on!

the

If you
"The

booth
noisel

There

don't. I'll take

picture

the audience

then

was

...

In no

. . . This

never

are

away

adults
your

proceeded,
quite

time

but

Bros, placed ‘Robin Hood’ at his disposal
so that he could stage a big party to his
own honor and glory before the picture
was released to the theatres in Washingto.
“The side tracking of the Neely block
booking bill brought a storm of criticism
down on the leaders of the Hays organization and motion picture lobbyists in
congress just before it adjourned. Senator
Neely charged them with conducting ‘a
notorious and scandalous lobby’ which prevented congress from acting on legislation designed to protect the welfare of
theatre patrons. Neely said ‘there has
never been a more brazen example of
lobbying against legislation in history.
This trust has employed the best talent
and invaded the offices of high federal
officials to work against this measure.’
“It is reported that the senate lobby
committee, headed by Senator Minton of
Indiana, may investigate the activities of
Will Hays, C. C. Pettijohn, Ed Kuykendall
and others representing the Hays association. Although Neely did not definitely say whether or not he will turn his evidence over to the committee, he did say
to expose the ‘billion

in this show

who

can't

the

serious

mood

of the

hear

what's

going

older

members

of

Building to Lowell
Boston

—

The

to Spindola

Lowell

Theatre

Co., a

Massachusetts corporation, has acquired
title to the Keith Theatre Building here
for $85,000. The structure was sold by
William Cardinal O’Connell, Catholic
Archbishop of Boston, acting as trustee of
the estate of the late A. Paul Keith, son
of the founder of the theatre chain.
The transaction was recorded in Lowell
branch office of the Middlesex registry of
deeds. The seller took a $72,500 mortgage
on the property.
L. E. Thompson of New York City, president of the purchasing company, reported
that the theatre has been leased to the
E. B. Keith Corp. of New York. A fiveyear lease at an annual rental of $8,000
was reported.

YOU NEED NOT
. . . absorb

all the loss from

hot weather
attendance.
You
long
they
and
when

drop-off

in

the

theatre

can help build screen revenue by running a few minutecommercials. Snappy, entertaining, many of them in color,
add spice to the program;

they bring in some worthwhile cash just at the season
it is most welcome.

And

there

dealing

with

is a
a

satisfaction

commercial

in

film

company that has a long reputation for financial stability.
Do

you desire complete information as to how you can gain

this plus revenue?

Write

or tele-

phone to:
NEW

Spindola,

forwarded

Trustee Sells Keith

ALEXANDER

dollar trust’.”

Hollywood — Robert

and

recaptured."

that they did so because it was ‘too late
to pass the bill anyway’ or because they
‘did not know enough about it.’ (Information regarding the performance of individual members of the committee will be
communicated to the exhibitors in their
respective districts in due time) .
“What makes the opposition of Lea all
the more sordid is the fact that he has
been the recipient of and has openly accepted favors from the members of the
Big Eight. Only a few weeks ago Warner

Termer

prepared

it read:

razzle-dazzles.'

ported) that he would keep the bill in his
pocket until adjournment. When the supporters of the bill began to press committee members for action, no committee
meetings were called. Then on Saturday
morning, at the tag end of the session,
and with the right members present, Lea
permitted the bill to be considered.
“After all this maneuvering, there was
not a majority against the bill. Practically all those voting to table it explained

that he is prepared

at all, a slide was

is the way

230 PARK

FILM COMPANY
YORK

AVE.

OFFICE:
NEW

YORK

CITY

child ac-

tor in the “Donkey Serenade” in “The
Firefly” has been signed by Metro.

Phone:

Murray

Hill 9-3161
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Bar
Boston

—

Massachusetts

Hell
film

censors

took a lot of “Hell” out of “Phantom
Ship” and a lot of death out of “Fight
for Peace.” With the exceptions of those
two pictures, the list of 38 releases was
passed without eliminations.
The Bay State celluloid snippers, though,
found that they had overlooked something
in M-G-M’s
intact.

“Lord

Jeff,” previously

passed

The dialogue, “ — and wearing that rag
—
was excluded from the eighth reel of
the Freddie Bartholomew-Mickey Rooney
feature. The instance had to do with the
remark concerning Bartholomew’s naval
school uniform. Somebody must have
thought that Great Britain would have
considered the remark, amply justified in
the film, as
portance.

a

slur of international

im-

In Imperial’s 8-reel feature, “Fight For
Peace,” the eliminations were as follows:
“All scenes showing men being shot
down by firing squad; all scenes showing

Murphy

and

Death

ging children from

Murphy,

former

assist-

Loew’s State. Murphy replaces Edward
H. McBride who has taken over for Loew’s
in Providence.

THE

The

the Blind

OF

2. Valentino

Some
away

as

the

Gaucho

the Premiere.
and
his wife

in

“Four

Natacha

painting:

in

6. Valentino, with his friends William
S. Hart, Douglas Fairbanks and A1
Jolson.
7. Valentino

leaving

8. Valentino

and

11. Crowds

GO

Campbells

in
at

for

Europe.

wife.

in Europe

10. Valentino

greeting:

typical
the

funeral

in New

Valentino.

roles.
parlor

up a little with quite

has started

are still managing

through

reviews

to give

stunts.

BACK
FROM

THE

LIFE

at

12. Scenes at the bier.
13. Celebrities at the bier — Dr.
elmi, his brother, and Jean
his first wife.
14. Pallbearers

with

the

GugliAcker,

casket.

15. Broadway
procession to
16. Arrival at the church.

the

church.

17. Celebrities, honorary
pallbearers —
Douglas Fairbanks, Adolph
Zukor,
and Joseph. Schenck.
18. Pola Negri.
19. Mary

Pickford,

20. Train

bearing

21. The
the
22. Pola

final
Good
Negri

Gloria
body

Swanson.

across

country.

services in the Church of
Shepherd in Los Angeles.
overcome

at

23. The Mausoleum in which
of Valentino rest.

services.
the

remains

York.

BOOK
Inc.

houses

cash

SCENES

5. Valentino posing: for
character of Gaucho.

BOSTON
SPECIALTY PICTURES,
14 Piedmont Street

home,

THE WORLD’S IMMORTAL
MOTION PICTURE IDOL

3. MEN.”
Hollywood,
Horsemen.”
4. Valentino
Rambova.

REEL Narrated by HAROLD STONE
SCREEN TIME 10 MINUTES
Accessories: 4 Color One-Sheet

is picking

The Rialto, South Norwalk,
on Petit Point dinnerwear.

1. Marcus
Loew,
who
“discovered”
Valentino for the “FOUR
HORSE-

ONE

dark, with

a few persons going hack to work in local
factories. To date, the summer theatres
in this vicinity have been doing little
business and making but small impression
071 movie atte7idance.

CAME

INTIMATE

is again

in sight.

The closing of the Ringling circus was
felt keenly by Manager Matt L. Saunders
of the Loew-Poli, a former circus man.
He believed that a movement should have

Business

Haven — Allied Theatres of Connecticut resolved at a recent meeting to
recommend to its members that, in response to a request of the Association for
the Blind, they admit needy blind and
their escorts to theatres free.

9. Crowds

Theatre

been started here, the show’s former
to keep the outfit on the road.

New

VALENTINO

Lyric

7io hold-overs

vaudeville acts were ruled unfit
in Four
part six.”
for Sunday showing. Dancing was cut
from five other acts. Fourteen routines
were okayed.

WHO

trip to Canada and spend his vacation quietly recuperating from an opera-

Queen Mario has been given a permit
to remodel the former opera house into
a modern motion picture theatre at Bethel.

one. Dialogue, ‘ — to hell?’; ‘ — is hell —
in part two. Dialogue, ‘ — Be damned — ;’
‘ — what the hell’s — ,’ in part four. Dialogue, ‘— to ’ell — ;’ ‘ — one hell of a night!’

MAN

RUDOLPH

motor
tion.

ruins, in part eight.”

Consider

ant at Loew’s Orpheum here, has been
transferred from Wilmington, Del., by

Manager Morris Rosenthal of the Majestic was forced to cancel his planned

Cuts from Specialty Pictures’ “The
Phantom Ship” included:
“Dialogue, ‘where the hell — ,’ in part

Transferred

Boston — Frank

■J*HE common council is preparing an ordinance designed to bar any form of
sidewalk advertising by theatres and other
amusement enterprises.

slaughtered men in open grave, in part
one. All scenes showing Chinese dead in
the streets; all scenes showing shooting of
Chinese; all scenes showing dead Chinese
lying in street; all scenes showing removal
of dead; all scenes showing dead Chinese
in water, in part two. Scenes showing
Spanish dead lying about; scenes showing
Spanish dead lying in a mass, in part
seven. Scenes showing women lying dead
in street; scenes showing Spanish dead
being removed; scenes showing men dig-

IT

NOW

NEW HAVEN
CONNECTICUT FILM DIST.
134 Meadow Street
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SPITE
Ringling

of the cancellation of the
Bros.-Barnum & Bailey Cir-

cus’ local appearance, July 4, exhibitors
here will have circus competition after all.
For Robbins Bros. Circus, quick to take
advantage of its competitor’s misfortune,
made arrangements to appear here on
July 8. The circus features Hoot Gibson.
It’s play time for many of Maine's film
folks. Among those vacationing are: Grover Le Tarte, manager of the Paramount
Theatre, Ft. Fairfield; Bernard Toothaker,
State Theatre usher, Portland; Ralph
Pinkham, manager of the Temple Theatre,
Gardner; Rose Nichols, usher at the
Strand Theatre, Portland; Eleanor Monahan, candy girl at the State Theatre, Portland; Lester Davis, manager of the Magnet
Theatre, Barre, Vt., and Harry Botwick,
manager of the State Theatre, Portland.
J. K. O’Donnell of the Haines Theatre,
Waterville, will leave July 18 for a twoweek vacation.
Abraham Goodside, operator of the
Strand and Empire theatres here, was issued a permit recently to make $16,000
alterations on his 'building at 561-563
Congress St. The structure adjoins the
Strand Theatre and will house the McLellan store.
Harlan J. Boucher, manager of the Empire Theatre, has moved to 371 Ocean St.,
South Portland . . . Opening date of the
Uptown Theatre, Bath, new M&P
house,
has been advanced to August 1 . . . Chelsea
Waldron, State Theatre operator, returned
this week from a five-day fishing trip at
Moosehead. He brought proof of his fish
stories with him . . . Peggy Seyford’s
mother is seriously ill. Peggy is cashier at
the State.
Wedding bells were to ring for Don
Dorsey, usher at the Paramount, Ft. Fairfield, on July 4. The lady involved was a
Miss Albert.
By

screening

the European

motion

pic-

ture “Motherhood” for the benefit of the
City Fathers, Russell Mack, operator of
the Colonial Theatre, won the right to
show the picture as scheduled. However,
since Police Chief Ralph O. Brooks had,
several weeks ago, banned the sale of one
issue of Life magazine in which appeared
the pictorial series
Baby,” on grounds
youths’ morals, the
Mack that if the
would have to take

of “The Birth of a
that it might impair
city officials warned
public objected they
action. With the con-

turedition
nextin mind,’
week. Mack

will screen

the pic-

The Strand held a midnight stage and
screen show July 3 with an Art Models
Revue in the spotlight . . . Frank Venett,
manager of the Opera House, Bath, is in
Boston attending the wedding of his niece
. . . William Casey, State Theatre usher, is
taking advantage of his trade to spend
the summer at swanky York Beach. Casey
has been hired by Bill Freiday, who operates a string of summer theatres in the
vicinity of York, to usher at his York
Beach house. He will return to the State
in the fall.
BOXOFFICE
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"Mickey”

and

the Almighty

Boston — An interesting sideline on the
wide-spread affection in which Mickey
Mouse is held is revealed in a letter to
the editorial columns of the Boston
Transcript.

Then

Rev. Pascal E. Kerwin, O. F. M., of the
Franciscan Friary, Brookline, is accredited

and“ ‘But,
I can’t
be disturbed’.”
Padre,’
was the answer,

with having related the story, which illustrates how Mickey Mouse has captured
the imagination and affection of foreign
children.
“Father Kerwin was engaged in translating original documents kept in the
‘Archives of the Indies Library’ in
Seville for an historical book that he was
writing. He was hard pressed for time
between that and other urgent work and
on this particular morning had locked the
door of his study so as not to be disturbed.

a

injunction

brought

his

door

and

excited

‘this is

something for the honor and glory of Almighty God, it is important, so now you
“He opened the door and a group of
in!’ ” in, set up a little motion
us came
small
boys
will let
picture machine and for an hour showed
him pictures of Mickey Mouse. At the
conclusion they turned to him.
“ ‘So you see, Padre, it was well you
should let us in. It is important for
the honor and glory of Almighty God that
you should know all the things the little
Mouse

is able to do’.”

BOSTON

A City Hall Will Rise
On Old Nashua Theatre

A temporary

at

voices.
“‘Please, Padre, may we come in?’”
“ ‘Not today,’ he said, ‘I am very busy

Mickey

Nashua, N. H. — The city of Nashua has
made a $5,000 deposit on the old Nashua
Theatre property, owned by Arthur H.
Davis, with a view to purchasing this and
adjoining property for a total of $54,000
as the location for a new city hall.

knock

(Continued
to set up drinks
William

from

page

for everyone

J. Cuddy,

RKO

57)
within
booker

sight.
and

Cinema

Club secretary, has been vacationing in Hampden, Me. He has also been
keeping an eye out for a possible site for
the forthcoming Cinema Club outing.

by the

Nashua Taxpayers’ Ass’n, in an effort to
block the transaction, has been dismissed
in court.

Not His Yacht
Boston — Harry Browning, M&P
Theatres Corp. advertising head, does not believe in Santa Claus. Browning woke up
the other morning to find a new motor
yacht anchored at his wharf on Mystic
Lake. He later found that it belonged to
a friend.
The publicity skipper has purchased a
new sailboat, however, to coincide with
his yachting cap with its swanky M&P
emblem.

Long Victory Lease
Boston — A 10-year lease for the Victory
Theatre in Lowell has been signed by Pat
McGee and Roy E. Heffner. Heffner, New
England Bank Night distributor and head
of Specialty Pictures, Inc., and McGee,
associated with him in operation of the
Key Theatre in Middleboro and distribution of some film product, are both former
Oklahoma film executives.

Rose Rubin of the local Republic office
has been vacationing in Wolfboro, N. H.
. . . Arthur Fallon, 20th-Fox cashier, has
developed into an enthusiastic fisherman
these past few weekends.
Elame Gorfinkle of the home office of
Interstate has been incapacitated with a
twisted ankle . . . Sonia Zarsky of Interstate has been sojourning at Winthrop
Beach.
Jimmy O’Brien, International Seat Co.
distributor in New England, sold several
deals last week despite the handicap of
laryngitis. O’Brien, now located in the
new offices on Church St., opposite
new.
M-G-M,
is offering them both old and

Norbert Murray, 20th-Fox booker, has
been vacationing . . . Mike Zaniis, head
shipper for the same exchange, has been
achieving a New Hampshire and Vermont
bronze.
Maurice Schwartz of M&P publicity office plans to get away the last week in
July and the first week in August . . .
Ann Martin, head of the M-G-M contract
department, has been on vacation.
William Sussman, 20 th-Fox divisional
manager, arrived in town last week.

On Vacation
New Haven —
Loew vacationers this
month
include Matt Saunders, Poli,
Bridgeport; Joe Amstead, Elm Street,
Worcester; Edward Fitzpatrick, Poli,
Waterbury; Robert Russell, Poli, New
Haven; H. H. Maloney, Poli, Worcester;
Joe Samartaro, Palace, Meriden; Harry
Rose, Globe, Bridgeport, and Sam Badamo, College, New Haven.

Sam Levine, head of the local GB booking department, is summering with his
family at Onset . . . Stanley Farrington of
20th-Fox has returned from vacation
leave.
Alice J. McCarthy, Vincent Fox and
others at the local Shubert office went
out of their way to obtain a radio last
week so as to be able to hear the War
Admiral- Seabiscuit classic.
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Operators' Executive
Board Holds Meeting
pj OLID AY weekends and longer vacations
are absorbing topic of conversation on
Filmrow as that annual get-away-fromit-all feeling comes to the fore . . . Hy
Fine, M&P district manager, took a Bermuda cruise . . . Erie Wright, Loew-Poli
publicity head, divided the weekend between sailing and the horses at Agawam
. . . Bill Hutchins of National Theatre
Supply, took a flying trip to Belgrade
Lakes, Me. . . . Ben Simon revisited his
native Philadelphia . . . Tim O’Toole celebrated an anniversary along with the glorious Fourth . . . Harry F. Shaw, Loew-Poli
division manager, spent the holiday at
Deal . . . Walter Lloyd of the Allyn, Hartford, returned from Chicago . . . Edward
Ruff, Paramount exchange manager, is
summering at Woodmont Beach . . . Adolph
Johnson, of the Strand, Hamden, is at his
summer home in Mansfield Grove . . . Bill
Pine, manager of the Princess, Rockville,
has returned from a trip to Maine, where
he recuperated from a recent illness.
Al Robbins of the Strand, up to deliver
daughter Joan to a New Hampshire camp
. . . Ben Lourie of Columbia left little
Bobby, a budding young poet, at a camp in
Clinton . . . Harry Shaw is holding frequent managers’ meetings in anticipation
of the new picture season, annually marked by a novel ballyhoo idea involving the
entire circuit. He reports a new stunt is
being evolved which will eclipse all previous ones, which, we might add, would be
going some. “Poll Revere” covering the
key towns on a bicycle, and the Motorcycle Cavalcade are among the brain children of former years, both appropriately
punctuated with parades and receptions
in each town. Harry thinks theatres have
been sitting back on their dignity too
much, instead of going out to sell their
pictures.
Lampert’s Moodus Theatre goes on a 6day schedule this month, with three
changes . . . The “borscht” circuit, as all
other summer town houses, are eagerly
awaiting larger crowds rumored to be on
the way this year.
“Yellow Jack” was well received and
held over at the College, New Haven, and
Palace, Hartford . . . “Blockade,” which
drew enthusiastic comment and bravos in
most quarters, was preceded in many towns
by a call to the exhibitors from the local
priest, who branded it “pro-Loyalist.”
RKO continues its mail campaign with
a notable promotion piece containing stills
from

“Mother

Carey’s Chickens.”

I. M. Berg, formerly with the Empire,
New London, dropped around to see everybody on Meadow St. on his return from a
stay in Daytona Beach, Fla.
Harry Shaw has been appointed to the
committee in charge of opening the new
bridge in Middletown on August 6 . . . Arrangements are being made for a Metro
newsreel of the event.
Lou Cohen of the Palace, Hartford, will
do vacation relief work in Waterbury,
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Springfield, and Meriden, and
with a vacation late in August.

wind

up

Sympathy to Edward Fitzpatrick, manager of the Poli, Waterbury, whose father,
Edward Fitzpatrick of New Haven, died
recently.
The Pinebrook

Country

Club social staff

and Gus Meyers “Connecticut Colonials”
orchestra will make a personal appearance
at the Globe, Bridgeport, on July 11.
Lou Phillips of Modern Theatre Equipment will motor to Yellowstone Park and
Colorado Springs with Mrs. Phillips on
July 16.
Patsy Cunningham reported ready to
sponsor a bill legalizing Bingo in the next
legislature. Cunningham is said to be responsible for passing Sunday baseball.
Mexicala

colored dishes is said to have

broken all records on opening at the Community, Fairfield . . . Rialto, South Norwalk, distributed 2,230 pieces in two days
of the petit point design dinnerware, also
establishing a record.
Lawrence and Winchester theatres have
bought cut glass stemware from Adolph
Johnson . . . Latest report from the Stratford front has it that the new theatre rumor on Barnum Ave. is a mistake. Plans
call for bowling alley only.
Lou Anger is having plans drawn for
the Rialto in South Manchester, but construction is still in the not too near future.
Bob Russell invited the Sea Scouts and
St. Francis Orphan Asylum band to parade to the Poli and come right in and see
“Lord Jeff” on opening day. Gay banners
said “We’re on our way to see ‘Lord Jeff’
at the Poli” . . . Navy department loaned a
display of rope knots for the lobby.
Wrisley has developed a new wrinkle in
dishes, “rainbow” combining white with
colored bands . . . The Ben Louries of
Columbia are moving to a new home on
Colony Road.
Straw hats promise to be more interesting than ever this year, with many headliners among the stars . . . With Westport, Guilford, Milford, Clinton and Stony
Creek already going strong, negotiations
are also on for a group in Bridgeport and
other spots in the New Haven territory.

Boston

—

The

executive

Boston — A present

local theatre

of the

The executive board is composed of Joseph Mansfield, Joseph Lunney, Thomas
Foley, and Thomas Scanlon.
The next meeting of the local as a whole
is scheduled for July 20, Wednesday. Recent meetings have been held in the Oval
Room of the Hotel Bradford. The local,
however, is now seeking its own offices,
partly to eliminate a $15.00 nightly charge
for the Hotel Bradford quarters.

Will Revamp
Bridgeport

—

The

Cameo

Cameo

Theatre

will

close on July 10 for a complete remodeling
job. The work, under contract to E&F
Construction Co. of Bridgeport, will require approximately six weeks. An airconditioning installation will be completed
this week at the Roger Sherman, New
Haven, and subsequently at the State,
Waterbury.

Mahn-Edwards
Boston — Richard

Mahn,

executive

secre-

tary to RKO Divisional Manager Charles
W. Koerner, and Miss Virginia Edwards
were to have been married July 9 in a quiet
afternoon ceremony. James McAllister,
formerly with RKO and now a manager
on the Graphic chain, was to have been
best man. The couple planned a Vermont
honeymoon.

Book

"Limberlost"
of the Limberlost”

Boston — “Romance

has been booked into the first-run Keith’s
Memorial by Steve Broidy, Monogram
sales manager in New England. The
Monogram adaption of the all-time best
selling Gene Stratton-Porter novel has
been awarded the Parents’ magazine medal
for the best family motion picture of the
month.

Carpentier
Boston — Camille

Poker and Payday

board

IATSE and MPMO, local B-4, have been
holding meetings Tuesdays. Walter H.
Nolan of Loew’s State heads the newly
organized local, of which William Breen is
vice-president and Andrew Hoagland is
secretary.

Returns

Carpentier

has return-

ed to the employ of the local RKO Theatres after an absence of two years and two
execu-

tive recalls how he formerly worked
Ohio as an usher for $10.00 a week.

in
It

wasn’t by any means a living wage, he
states, but he and the other ushers had a
solution.
Every payday they gathered down in
the service room and played poker until
one of the number was broke. The others,
then, would have enough to make the
grade for the ensuing seven days.
He neglected to say what the loser did.

months. She was formerly in the treasurer’s department at the RKO Boston.
She is now on the staff of Keith’s Memorial.

Rubin, Fox Shifted
Boston — Nathan

Rubin

has been

shifted

from the Loew’s Poli in Springfield to
Loew’s Poli in New Haven. He continues
as assistant manager. John Fox has
made the transfer in reverse.
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Assurances to Tyler Dallas Price Fixing Case
Theatre Is Planned
Appealed to High Court
Tyler,

Tex. — After

several

weeks

Earlier this summer Hoblitzelle advised the Tyler committee the new theatre had been deferred on account of
economic conditions. The committee did
not act favorably on his decision but
continued to push plans for the theatre
declaring Tyler was without a “decent
and adequate” house and at the same
time sought further conferences with Interstate officials.
On giving the order to proceed with
the new plans Hoblitzelle told the Tyler
citizens he would come to Tyler on his
return from Europe early in October,
bring the plans, and see if some way
could not be found to put them into effect.

McGinnis Adopts Revised
Buck Nite in Arkansas
Hope,

Ark. — R. V. McGinnis,

owner

of

theatres at Hope, Smackover and Nashville, is believed to be the first in the
state to inaugurate the new Buck Nite
plan. One of the features of the plan is
to offer to buy the photograph of the
person holding the lucky number. McGinnis is using the new arrangement at all
three of his houses.
He

also announced that he had contracted with the western star, Jack Hoxie
and his troupe of four, including the $10,000 exhibit of saddles, pistols and regalia
for lobby display, to make personal appearances in Arkansas, Mississippi and
Tennessee, in connection with the film,
“The Trail Blazer.” The first date of the
appearance is scheduled for July 8-9 at
the New, Nashville. After this appearance
the itinerary includes Hope, Smackover,
Hot Springs, Pine Bluff, and Little Rock.
McGinnis said additional bookings are being worked out now*.

Transfer McElrath
Sparta,

Ga. — Hugh

McElrath,

who

Prizes Offered
Dead Flies

of

negotiations and evidently some bickering
on the part of the local chamber of commerce committee and Karl Hoblitzelle,
Texas theatre magnate, over prospects for
a deluxe theatre in Tyler, the issue is
now considered somewhat appeased, temporarily at least, when Hoblitzelle ordered the construction department of his
Interstate circuit to proceed with the
new plans as he left Dallas this week for
a European jaunt.

has

been connected with the Pex Theatre for
the past several years has been made
manager of the Dixie Theatre at Wrightsville, Ga.

Salisbury,

Anniversary

N. C. — The

Victory

on

making

has

been

Blue

here celebrated its tenth anniversary
a full week.
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s

for

Ridge

offering

a

a

prize

flyless

town,

each

week

to the Blue Ridge boy bringing in the
most dead flies. The contest has been
running four weeks and last week the
winner had over 8,000 dead flies. The
total number
31,117.

turned

in to date

is over

George Wilby Buys
Two Katz Theatres
Atlanta — George

Wilby

announced

this

week that he had closed a deal with the
Katz Amusement Co. for the purchase of
their two neighborhood theatres, the Temple and the Fairview, effective immediately.
Wilby, who has operated the Cameo, a
popular subsequent run, downtown house
for several years, has recently taken over
the Kirkwood Theatre, in Kirkwood, a
suburb of Atlanta, and six houses, which
he purchased from the Al-Dun Amusement Co., namely, at Cornelia, Clarksville,
Toccoa, and Lavonia, Ga., and two in
South Carolina, one at Liberty, and one
at Pickens.
With the addition of the Temple and
the Fairview, Wilby now operates eight
houses.
Renovation work has already begun on
the theatres, Wilby states, and new sound
equipment will be installed in both houses.
Allen Gesner has been made manager
of the Fairview, and James Hunnicutt,
former booker for the circuit, will be manager of the Temple.

appeal

to the supreme

Arkansas

Medics

Vote

Wright's motion also argued that the
city of Austin had not been involved in
the previous testimony, but the court said
it was covered in the trial.

Mangham

Names

Monogram
Atlanta,

cil and maternal and child welfare committee of the Arkansas Medical Society,
in a conference here Friday, approved the
showing of “The Birth of a Baby” to persons of more than 16 years of age.
The council voted to have each county
medical society pass on showing the film
within its jurisdiction.

Ark.

—

Elect McGinnis
R. V. McGinnis,

owner-

manager of the New Theatre here, has
been elected secretary of the Hope Rotary
Club.

Jones

Office Head

Ga. — John

Mangham,

presi-

dent of Monogram Southern Exchanges,
has announced the promotion of Joe
Jones, former booker of the Memphis office to office manager and booker.
Jones joined Monogram several months
after they opened the Memphis office, as
booker.

Pace
Atlanta,

in Charge
Ga. —

John

at N. O.
Mangham,

presi-

dent of Monogram Southern Exchanges,
has just returned from New Orleans,
where he installed Ash Pace, formerly of
Charlotte, as office manager and booker
in the New Orleans office. Pace replaces
Gus Marrero, resigned.

Over Shows

For " Birth of a Baby "
Little Rock — Committees of the coun-

court

from Judge Atwell’s “conspiracy” ruling
in the Dallas price fixing case was made
Wednesday by attorneys for the distributors. The appeal followed arguments before Judge Atwell which sought to have
him relent from at least part of his findings, chief of which was the stand that
the “copyright did not give the privileges
of restraining trade.” Motions preceding
the appeal to the supreme court were turned down by Judge Atwell.
Before the final supreme court appeal,
Wright argued with Judge Atwell that the
Rio Grande Valley situation should be
excluded from the Texas key city price
fixing charge, but it was ruled that a
letter from R. J. O’Donnell, of July 11,
of that year, asked for the same restrictions on price as had been asked in the
larger centers.

Hendersonville

Hope,
Theatre

Dallas — An

Blue Ridge, Ga. —
The manager of
the Blue Ridge Theatre, evidently bent

Rotarians
Tenth

for

Hendersonville,

Flares
on Sunday

S. C. — The

controversy

over Sunday movies, apparently dead since
the adoption of an ordinance legalizing
Sunday shows last August, has been reopened here.
Rev. J. H. Smith of Greenville, S. C„
who has been conducting tent meetings
here, began the activities against them.
The first attack came last week when a
resolution presented by Rev. George Pennell, pastor of the Calvary Baptist Church,
was adopted by about 3,000 after an attack by Rev. Mr. Smith.
The resolution was directed to Mayor
A. V. Edwards and H. E. Buchanan, city
manager of theatres, and requested the
immediate
closing of the theatres on
Sunday.
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Ml III A

Accident Proves
Ml III Highway
Fatal to Allen Wheelock

RETURNING from a vacation up north,
Burton Clark, manager of the Rosetta, reports that he really “had himself a time,” breaking over into a postman’s holiday only on one occasion. That
one break was a visit to a midtown metropolitan house to see one of the revivals of
“The Sheik.”
Aaron Courshon, whose new Parkway
Theatre will he ready for its opening early
in September, is in Atlanta on business
this week.
Mitchell Wolfson returned from his
New York trip to find a desk piled so high
with rush business that this week’s Wometco managers’ meeting was cancelled. It
will be held next Tuesday.
Foundation work on the new Cameo,
being built at Washington Ave. and Espanola Way on Miami Beach by Herman
Weingarten, was completed this week.
Weingarten is remaining on until plumbing, electric and air conditioning contracts
are granted. The architect, Robert Collins, will have all details on this new
beach house completed by mid-July.
Following the return of Charles Burton,
Paramount architect from New York, active work of the reconstruction of the
Paramount into a de luxe house, is scheduled to start this week. Robert Weed is
resident architect for the new Paramount.
When Austin Moon leaves on his vacation this Sunday, his house, the Colony,
will be managed by James Barnett, manager of the closed- for -the-summer Community, located just a block from the
Colony on Lincoln road. Barnett and Rollin K. Stonebrook, Sheridan manager, now
vacationing at his former home in Iowa,
will act as relief managers while other
(Continued on page 69)

Atlanta — Allen K. Wheelock,

30, travel-

ing representative for M-G-M, died Saturday in a Cordele, Ga., hospital of injuries
sustained in an automobile accident,
June 22.
He was injured while attempting to repair his automobile which had stalled on
the highway between Ashburn and Cordele. He was pinned against the side of
his car by a passing truck.
A native of Birmingham, Wheelock had
attended Georgia Tech, George Washington and Oglethorpe Universities. He also
had a course in law at Mercer. He had
been asociated with M-G-M for several
years as supervisor of the checking department.
Surviving are his widow, a baby son,
his parents, and a sister. Funeral services
were held Tuesday afternoon at Spring
Hill.

Kannapolis Court Hears
Suit Against Theatre
Kannapolis,

N. C. —

A

suit to collect

$5,000 damages from the North Carolina
Theatres, Inc., instituted by Clyde Robinson, young son of Justice of the Peace
C. A. Robinson, took up most of the day
in superior court here today.
Young Robinson testified that a firecracker or similar something injured him
while he was sitting in the midnight show
at the Paramount Theatre the morning of
Jan. 1, 1935. His lower lip was injured at
the time he said.
Whitham
Tifton,

Ga. — Matt

in Tifton
Whitham,

formerly

manager of the Martin Theatre, Douglas,
Ga., has returned to Tifton as manager of
the New Tift Theatre. Whitham was
manager here in 1936.

If VOU ARC HAVING SCAT TR0UBL6
See Our

REASONABLE

Right

DURABLE

The Municipal Auditorium is being airconditioned in order that road shows may
visit the city . . . Henry King, 20£7i Century-Fox flying director, flew out of the
city the other day in his private plane
headed for home territory of the notorious
American bandit, Jesse James, in search
for locations.
The giveaway idea seems to be hitting
the bottom. Bank Night is the only
medium used now. In 36 houses, divided
equally between the affiliated and the
independents, it holds sway twice weekly
with an augmented attraction occasionally in the shape of electric lamps or
other devices.
A. J. Higgenbotham, owner of the Dixie
circuit, has purchased 50 per cent of the
stock in the Fox Theatre in Houma, La.
. . . Some guy ‘‘lifted’’ the coils of the cooling system blowers of the new 20 th Century-Fox building.
A couple of well-meaning legislators
framed an anti-Ascap bill modeled after
the Washington law. Attorneys for Ascap
did not object, but passed the word where
it would do the most good that they would
take the matter to the federal court and
up as far as it could be pushed. The bill
now reposes in the ash can . . . The Roxy
Theatre is sponsoring “P-e-n-n-y N-i-t-e.”
One adult for 15 cents, two adults for 16
cents.
Gar Moore, advertising man of the
Orpheum and Liberty theatres, has been
elected a member of the board of directors of the New Orleans Advertising Club.
.

Seat
Your Patrons

Line of Up-toDate Chairs

pARAMOUNT’S
“Farewell
to Arms”
has
opened at the Tudor
Theatre,
a Saenger
unit, to what might be called a fair business considering the extreme warm
weather . . . Alton Dureau, formerly shipping clerk for Grand National, is now
with Columbia. He has not as yet been
succeeded at GN.

A new amusement tax ordinance identical with the present ordinance, which expires this month, was introduced by Finance Commissioner Jess S. Cave at a
meeting of the commission council. There
will be no changes in the ordinance levying a two per cent tax on amusement
tickets for which more than 15 cents is
charged, and a two per cent tax on gross
sales of night clubs, Commissioner Cave
said. Proceeds of the tax are used for the
relief of the unemployed.

S. Wiseman’s, auctioneer, will sell to the
public on July 25, contents of the 20 th
Century Fox exchange. The exchange is
preparing to move into its new building
. . . Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Demharter,
operators of the Peacock Theatre, are on
a three months’ tour in Europe.

BEAUTIFUL
"Sneak

N. 6. SflVINI THEATRICAL SUPPLV
1831/2 WALTON
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ST.

ATLANTA,

San

Previews"

New

Antonio — “Sneak”

Feature

previews

are

a

new Friday night feature at the Majestic
Theatre. Patrons coming in after 7 p. m.

GA.

may

stay for a second unannounced picture at no extra charge. The preview
starts at 10 p. m.
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A T IL A\ N Y A
jyjR. AND MRS. JOHN EZELL JR. of
Film Forwarding Depot, returned
this week from an extended honeymoon
trip through the west.
Mrs. Bill Holliday, the former Henrietta
Wilkerson, presented Bill with an 8V2
pound hey, Friday, June 24. Bill was formerly in the ad-sales department at Paramount, but was transferred to the Hew
York office several months ago, returning
a few weeks ago for a vacation, and so
the son arid heir is a Georgian by birth.
Ralph
Printing
greeting
with the

Reed of the St. Louis Theatrical
Co., was on the Row this week,
old friends. Reed was formerly
Poster Exchange here.

E. A. Rambonnet of Affiliated Producers, who has been seriously ill for several
weeks, was on the Row this week for the
first time, still a little shaky and several
pounds lighter.
Bill Gaddis, M-G-M booker, returned
from a two weeks’ vacation in Bradenton,
Fla., with some fish story. He declares
he pulled in an 86-pound tarpon, and
brought home one of his scales to prove it.
Wedding bells will ring for M-G-M’s
Beau Brummel booker, Tom Jones, Saturday, July 9, when he will be married to
Miss Mary Middleton of Selma, Ala.
Bill Boswell, new owner of the Union
Point and Greensboro, Ga„ theatres was on
the Row this week, booking.
Comings and Goings on the Row.At
Paramount, W. R. Word, booker, and Miss
Iris Dean Dildy, have returned from their
respective vacations; at M-G-M, T. E.
Lucy, office manager, left Tuesday for a
two-week vacation. Bill Gaddis, booker,
returned; Harry Graham, Universal district manager, returned from a tour of his
territory; Mrs. Frances Martin, inspectress, is vacationing ; Mrs. Lela Hall, contract clerk, vacationing in Miami with
her family; at U A, Mrs. Madge Whitman
has returned from a two weeks’ vacation;
at Warners, Bill Murphy back at his desk
following a Hew Orleans’ vacation.
Exhibitors seen on the Row this week
were: Hugh Manning, Etowah, Tenn.; J.
C. H. Wink, Dalton, Ga.; the Dunn Brothers, Bob from Camilla, and Ellison from
Donaldsonville, Ga., and brother-in-law,
J. C. Peters, Blakely, Fla.; Charles Bridges,
Swainsborough, Ga.; L. J. Duncan, West
Point, Ga.; Carl Cape, Buford, Ga., and
Butler Gore, Ybor City, Fla.

Sundays
Statesboro,

Ga.

in Statesboro
—

The

Georgia

here

opened this month for its first Sunday
shows, under the auspices of the American
Legion.

DISTRIBUTORS WANTED— FOR
THEATRE GAME

Southern Sales Manager —
THEATRE ATTRACTIONS

8, 1621
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N.

Houma,

La. — The

Houma

Theatre

Savini Films Into
New Atlanta Space

Corp.,

has been formed here, with the Dixie
Amusement Co. of New Orleans, as owner
of 50 per cent of the stock and Jim Chauvin and Wallace Hepler as owners of the
other 50 per cent.
The deal called for transferring 50 per
cent of the stock of the Fox Theatre to
the Dixie Amusement Co. for a consideration of $30,000. The new corporation
will retain Vic Maurin as manager of the
Fox.

Contract
High

Point,

Atlanta — Savini

Rampey

“Three

has been

of

C.

into

Broadway

Girls,” with

disAsthe
new

Joan

Blondell, Madge Evans, Ina Claire; “Rain,”
Joan Crawford; “Cock of the Air,” Chester Morris; “Sky Devils,” Spencer Tracy,
Ann Dvorak; “Hell’s Angels,” Jean Harlow, Ben Lyon, James Hall; “Big House
for Girls,” Maureen O’Sullivan; “The Bat
Whispers,” Chester Morris; “Scarface,”
Paul Muni, Ann Dvorak, Osgood Perkins,
Karen
Page,”
Brian,
Mile,”
"Street

Morley, Boris Karloff; “The Front
Adolphe Menjou, Pat O’Brien, Mary
Edward Everett Horton; “The Last
Preston Foster, Howard Phillips;
Scene,” Sylvia Sidney; “Hell Harbor,” Lupe Velez, Jean Hersholt, and
“Heart of New York,” starring A1 Jolson with Madge Evans.

Plans in Hahira
Ga. — Johnny

moved

by N. E. Savini, the firm
tributes the product of Atlantic and
tor pictures. Topflighting the list are
following 14 reissues, complete with
paper and accessories:

awarded to G. H. Kearns and Sons for
a modern theatre here, to be leased to the
North Carolina Theatres, Inc. The house
will cost $59,000, exclusive of equipment
and furnishings. Work is to start immediately and the building is expected to be
completed by the first of next year.

Hahira,

has

Headed

to Kearns

N. C. — A contract

Films

larger quarters at 1871/2 Walton St. from
its former location at 183 y2 Walton.

the

Lakeland Theatre has announced that he
plans to establish another theatre here

Display space will be provided in the
new location for the General Seating
line of theatre chairs, also distributed

to begin operation at the opening of t'ne
tobacco season. A building has been
leased, which will be put in readiness by
the last week in July.

by Savini.

The PUBLIC PATRONIZES
The QUALITY SHOW!
The Kind
Assured

of Show

You Are

of Giving, when you

Project with Brenkert

ENARC

The

powerful, brilliant screen illumination supplied by the modern Brenkert ENARC is indispensable to hold your present audiences and build new
patronage. Brenkert Enarc economically produces
a film show of highest quality, — a clear, perfect image from center to
corners of the screen, — a show that satisfies.
Brenkert Enarc is easy to buy, on reasonable extended terms. Enarc
is economical to operate, efficient in service, long in life, simple in maintenance. Itis the modern lamp for the modern, successful theatre.
Ask us for a demonstration and for explanation of the easy purchase
terms.

W1L-KTN

NEW

Something- Different. Sure to Draw.
No Registration. No Drawings.
Wire— Write

Apt.

Dixie Amusement Co. Is
Partner in Houma Firm

321 S. Church, CHARLOTTE
Phone 8620

150 Walton St., ATLANTA
Phone WALnut 4613
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Jeff Strickland Dies
From Heart Attack
San

Antonio — Jeff J. Strickland,

57, the

dean of lobbyists in Texas and the “watchdog” of the industry in the Lone Star
State, died Tuesday in a San Antonio hospital, following a heart attack.
He ran a close second to Dawes with
his inverted corn-cob pipe. He was the
backbone of the Publix setup in Texas
during that memorable expansion and
bankruptcy. He knocked out the Texas
blue laws for the benefit of octopus and
independent alike.
For some years he was paid directly by
New York. Later his employers were the
principal circuits in Texas, affiliated or
otherwise.
Although Strickland worked principally
for the chains he was able to enlist cooperation of independents in fighting legislation that affected the industry in general. In this regard he had the close
contact and cooperation of Col. H. A. Cole
and other independent forces in bringing
about this end. Strickland defeated numerous tax measures that would have been
burdensome to big and small theatres
alike.
Aside from his lobbyism he was a recognized lawyer and counsel and was chairman of the board of a San Antonio insurance company.
Strickland rarely, if ever, paid out

money,

friends said. Moreover, he maintained a country place where there were
always from a half dozen or 40 representatives enjoying horseback riding, swimming, etc., as well as friendly conversation.
The Strickland system was built up
through the years, 20 to 30. His gap is
sorely felt throughout the trade where it
is wondered who now is going to replace
him.
The funeral was believed set for Thursday morning at his former home in Palestine.

Comes Visits Hospital
Dallas

—

Raymond

Cornes,

prominent

Farmersville exhibitor, was in a hospital
here two or three days for a thorough
examination.

ID) A IL IIL A S
■pHE SACK boys are in Dallas with their
general office located at 308 S. Harwcod, in the Main Film Exchange Bldg.
It looks like exhibitors now are due fcr
a few all-Negro pictures and some
show attractions.

road-

Will Dorbandt, Athens exhibitor, brought
bushels of luscious Alberta peaches and
distributed them along the Row. He’s one
exhibitor whom they don’t call “tough.”
Karl Hoblitzelle and his wife, Esther,
have practically landed in Europe for a vacation which will last until October, if
everything gees well in Texas.
R. J. O'Donnell, Interstate general manager, the “boss boss” while Hoblitzelle is
in Europe ( otherwise the boss), has just
returned from Hew Mexico where he inspected one of the two Interstate current
building projects, namely, the new Lobo
Theatre at Albuquerque.

^*HE LYMAN at Lyman, S. C., will open
about July 11. It will be managed by
J. C. Holland . . . R. Glenn Davis will open
the Jackson at Jackson soon. Davis operates theatres at Louisburg and Ahoskie.

Sam King, who spent his vacation in
Mexico and was evidently anxious to get

At Kingstree, S. C., the Anderson, a
new 600-seaf house, will he opened early
in July by B. B. Anderson.

jective.

Visitors on Filmrow: J. W. Griffin, Forest City; Ed Stewart, Concord; Boyd
Brown, Winsboro, S. C.; Fred Powell,
Chester, S. C.; J. W. Watts, Williamston;
Jimmie Earnhart, Edenton; Dave Cash,
Kings Mountain.

back to King Scenic Co. activities in Dallas, caught a plane to accomplish that obLouie Charninsky , Elm Street’s ace exploiteer, has been resting on the banks
of Caddo Lake, near the Louisiana border.
S. G. Fry and the Mrs. were on the Row
together Tuesday. Don’t forget boys, Mrs.
Fry is secretary of the company and
usually writes the checks.

COOLING!
Immediate Deliveries To
Those Theatres Who Need

QUICK

INSTALLATIONS

During This 98°

Hot Weather

In August It Will Be 100°

HERBER
210 SOUTH
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AiTOi

IE

J^AST Saturday was moving day at Sackamuse who have left Soledad street
and opened their Texas offices in the Film
Exchange building in Dallas, July 5. Final
visitor at the Santone branch was Senor
R. Munoz of the Chapultepec Theatre at
Donna, Tex., who came in to book some
product for his south Texas house.

Cochran,

managers

as operator and Emmett Grimsley
comes operator in Cochran.

Colored
San

in

Antonio

Upon

the heels

Dallas— Interstate’s
was

Melba

Theatre

here

picked for the premiere of Monogram’s “Romance of the Limberlost” which
to be held Friday, July 8.

An intensive publicity campaign

jr. be-

has pre-

ceded the premiere, and the Gene StrattonPorter story, starring Jean Parker and Eric
Linden, is enjoying heavy bookings
throughout the southwest. The preview

Films Draw
—

"Limberlost" Bows
To Melba Audience
was

was
of the

successful midnight showing of “TwoGun Man From Harlem” at the Empire
Theatre recently, the special owl run last
Saturday night was George Cooper in

headman at Latin-American offices, made
hurried trips to Corpus Christi and Houston last week on business for his firm.

“The Duke Is Tops” and business was
well over the average for colored pictures.
The entire house was reserved for Negroes
at 35 cents top price.

arranged

when

George

Weeks,

Mono-

gram’s sales manager, was here conferring with Ed Blumentlral and John Franconi, local franchise holders.
Trade

showings

set by Monogram
lene, San Antonio

for

the

feature

were

in Wichita Falls, Abiand Houston.

Repairs at Helena

of Interstate

Helena, Ark. — The Plaza Theatre, local
colored film house on South Walnut St.,

at Houston, was here on a two-day visit
with the missus and daughter, Gerry Lynn.
They were en route to the Bayou City
after a pleasant Colorado vacation . . .
Miss DeLores Sellers of the State Theatre
staff is vacationing in west Texas . . .

Cooling to Publishers

has

San Antonio — Manager Russell W. Barron of the Independent Film Exchange
and Supply Co., recently sold two model
“B” Wolverine Blowers to the Beeville

Oliver B. Thomas, major-domo of the
same house, divided his vacation time between Beaumont, Galveston and Houston
accompanied by his wife.

Publishing
Picayune.

MAN

RUDOLPH

of

George Yarborough, who
has been
operator in Cochran, goes to Hawkinsville,

for Mexican pictures at the Latin-American Film exchange for his Refugio and
New Braunfels theatres . . . J. J. Jimenez,

THE

switch

manager of the Princess, and Bryant Williams of the Princess at Hawkinsville, to
Cochran as manager.

Jack Pickens, the New Braunfels showman, was in S. A. the other day shopping

Al R. Lever

Ga. — A

the Martin-Thompson circuit has resulted
in the transfer of Willard Walters, manager of the Roxy, Cochran, to Baxley as

M. S. Espinosa is the new skipper of the
Concordia Theatre down in Mission, Tex.
Juan Barhera was formerly manager . . .
Burl Lovelace of Sackamuse Enterprises,
was in the Alamo City recently en route
to the southwestern territory.

City Manager

Martin-Thompson Moves
Affect Four Managers

Co.,

publishers

of

WHO

VALENTINO

the

been closed temporarily for remodeling. Restrooms for men and women will

be installed and the house air-conditioned.
The seating capacity will also be increased.
The house has been owned and operated
by Eliza Miller since August, 1914, and has
conducted many benefit shows for Negro
churches in this vicinity.

Bee-

CAME

INTIMATE

SCENES

BACK
FROM

THE

LIFE

OF THE WORLD'S IMMORTAL
MOTION PICTURE IDOL
12. Scenes
1. Marcus
Loew,
who
“discovered”
Valentino for the “FOUR
HORSE2. Valentino
3. MEN.”
Hollywood,
Horsemen.”
4. Valentino
Rambova.

as

the

Gaucho

in

the Premiere.
and
his wife

5. Valentino posing: for
character of Gaucho.

“Four

ONE

REEL Narrated by HAROLD STONE
SCREEN TIME 10 MINUTES
Accessories: 4 Color One-Sheet
ATLANTA

CHARLOTTE,

AMITY
EXCHANGE
ATLANTIC
109 Walton Street
212

NEW
ATLANTIC
218

BOXOFFICE
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PICTURES
So. Poplar

and

11. Crowds
at the
Campbells in New

parlor

funeral
York.

EXCHANGE
Street

ADAMS
308

FILM
Harwood

EXCHANGE
Street

LEE

Negri

Mausoleum
in which
mains of Valentino rest.

EXCHANGE

overcome

at

services.
the

re-

MEMPHIS

BIG

FEATURE

RIGHTS

EXCH.

“Dad”
Sipe,
Mgrr.
Mulberry
& Pontatoc

Sts.

CITY, OKLA.

WILLIAMS
N.

church.

NOW

StreetCor.

9Ms

the

23. The

IT

OKLAHOMA
K.

casket.

22. Pola

DALLAS

N. C.

ORLEANS

PICTURES
So. Liberty

at

BOOK

the

19. Mary Pickford, Gloria Swanson.
20. Train bearing body across country.
21. The final services in the Church of
the Good Shepherd in Eos Angeles.

wife.
Valentino.

with

GugliAcker,

17. Celebrities, honorary
pallbearers —
Douglas Fairbanks, Adolph
Zukor,
and Joseph Schenck.
18. Pola Negri.

6. Valentino, with his friends William
S. Hart, Douglas Fairbanks and Al
Jolson.
7. Valentino leaving: for Europe.
8. Valentino

bier.

15. Broadway
procession to
16. Arrival at the church.

in

9. Crowds in Europe greeting:
10. Valentino in typical roles.

the

14. Pallbearers

Natacha

painting:

at

13. Celebrities at the bier — Dr.
elmi, his brother, and Jean
his first wife.

Lee

FILM

EXH.,Inc.

Street
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Gala Ceremonies for
New Martin, Opelika
Opelika,

Ala. — Opelika

had

a field day

Friday, July 1, at the celebration of the
opening of the New Martin Theatre by
Roy E. Martin of the Martin Theatre
Circuit.
Invitations were sent to all townsfolk of
Opelika and surrounding areas, to friends
of the Martin chain managers throughout
Georgia, Florida and Alabama, and to
film executives and film folk of Atlanta.
The celebration included dancing, barbecue, refreshments. Preparations were
made for 5,000 and long before the opening ceremonies, lines began forming by
the barbecue tables, and dancing in the
streets in front of the theatre which had
been roped off for that purpose.
Roy E. Martin, the “Big Boss” of the
Martin Theatres, with his retinue of managers mingled with the crowds in the
foyer of the theatre as gracious hosts. At
8:30 local civic leaders opened the ceremonies to a packed house, expressing
their appreciation to Martin for the beautiful new theatre.
Hugh

Martin,

district manager,

ll Theatre
MODERNIZING
&
STREAMLINING
HEADQUARTERS
Visit Us
in our new office
1914 Main Street

intro-

duced the other officials of the company
and the managers of Martin theatres.
A. E. Adams, general manager of the
company, and right hand man of Martin,
addressed the assembly and promised
them the best in pictures, also introducing
Charlie Karrh, and Johnny Harrell, of
the Atlanta Booking office and Martin
partners — J. H. Tommie Thompson, Hawkinsville,
Ga. and W. R. Ray, Evergreen,
Ala.
A large map was then lowered on the
stage behind the seated managers, showing the location of all Martin Theatres.
Many managers present were introduced
from the stage.
Out-of-town exhibitors and visitors
spotted through the crowds: O. C. Lam,
Rome, Ga.; Hubert and Mrs. Lyons, RKO,
Atlanta; John Mangham, Atlanta; Walter
Brackin, Union Springs, Ala.; Shag Jordon, Universal, Atlanta; Coley Brown, Bob
Goldsmith, and Chafin of National Theatre Supply Co., Atlanta; Thomas A.
Brannon and Lane Howard, Affiliated Producers, Atlanta; Sid Reams, Earl Humphries, Theatrical Printing Co.; Jack Barrett, Consolidated Accessories, Atlanta;
Emile Savini, Savini Films, Atlanta; Mr.
and Mrs. J. U. McCormick, Amity Exchange, Atlanta; E. D. Kroeger and W. C.
Winn of Theatre Service Co., Atlanta; Sam
Berry, Wil-Kin Theatre Supply Co.; Porter Lassiter, 20th-Fox; A. C. Bromberg,
Carl Floyd, Republic Pictures; Mack Jackson, Alexander City, Ala.

Meet James

«

Opelika,

Biggers

Ala. — James

S. Biggers,

man-

ager of the New Martin Theatre, started
out in the theatrical game at the age of
14 in his home town of Mansfield, later
joining the Georgia Power Co. for several
years. Then securing a position as operator in a theatre in Chicago, he decided to
stay with the moving picture business and
after two years came to Atlanta as manager for the Neighborhood Theatres, Inc.
He joined the Martin Theatres and was
made manager of the Martin house in
Roanoak, Ala. where he remained for two
years, until his transfer five years ago to
Opelika.
During his stay in Opelika, he has become actively identified with civic organizations and at present is president of the
Opelika Chamber of Commerce.

On Remodeling Jobs

Specialize
in
QUALITY & SERVICE
The Queen Feature Service, Inc.

1914 Main St.
DALLAS

Quality Theatre
1912%

Morris

Equipment

Avenue

BIRMINGHAM,

<£ Supplies
Phone

—

After

Lorenzo — The

315 s. harwood
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Dallas,

has

Monahan — E. H.

discontinued

regular

(Gene)

Lacy

prices

has

re-

placed Joe Bryant who was made manager of the Tower a few weeks ago. Bryant
will hereafter serve as district manager
for three theatres operated in west Texas
by M. A. Sanders, one in Lubbock, Pecos
and Monahans. Lacy formerly worked
for circuits and exchanges in Dallas.
Muleshoe

—

Walter

Moeller

is doing

things for his town’s Main Street. Not
only has he turned the Palace topsy turvy,
converting it into a modern house, but
he is building a new brick building next
to the theatre. The already elevated floor
was torn out and lifted 40 more inches at
the rear. The balcony was entirely eliminated, the building extended 20 feet and
150 new air cushioned chairs added, making the capacity 250.
Rosebud — A

ladies’ lounge,

fitted with

living room furniture, rugs, dressing table,
etc., as well as a rest room, has been provided at Tom Kirksey’s Gem.

By Frank
Atlanta

—

Frank

Is Written
Freeman
Freeman

Jr,

jr„ son

of

Frank Freeman, official of Paramount
Pictures, and former Atlantan, has announced the release of his new book,
“Travel and Live” this week.
Frank jr., together with another Atlanta
boy, took a trip around the world following his graduation from college, which
furnished the material for the book.

Tribute to Thompson
Hawkinsville,

Ga. — For

his

fine

civic

spirit, a brief but complete sketch of the
life of J. H. Thompson was carried in a
recent issue of the local Dispatch and
News. Thompson is president of the Martin and Thompson theatres, and vicepresident of the Southeastern Theatre
Ass’n.

Sell at Moundville
Moundville,

Ala. — The

Gem

Theatre,

which was opened some time ago under
the management of George Chapin, has
been sold to R. R. Hendon and R. H.
Hendon, of Birmingham.

3-8665

ALABAMA

Rob William Miller

EQUIPMENT
CO., INC.

Queen

two for
every
day. ones, charging

Rogersville,

BUFFALO

the first architectural

plans for a new theatre were turned down
by the Deport Amusement Co., a second
set were received and found to involve a
larger investment than contemplated. Now
construction waits on an application for
additional funds from the RFC which are
expected to be granted this month.

Owners

We

SCENIC CO.

Deport

Theatre Notes

Travel Book

PLANS FREE

KING

Texas

Texas

Tenn. — William

P. Miller,

operator of the Palace Theatre here, was
held up by a masked bandit recently
when he stopped on the highway, en route
from Sneedville.
BOXOFFICE
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Many Hollywoodians 16 MM Makers, Distributors
Agree to Fair Practice Code
Leave for P. A. Tours
Hollywood — The

call of the open

road

— and personal appearance commitments
— sounded loud and clear to Hollywood
personalities this week, with the advent of
summer weather and a break in their
picture-making schedules.
Most extensive jaunt was undertaken
by Smith Ballew, singing cowboy, who was
to open in Louisiana, Mo., July 9 to begin
a series of 56 one-night stands that will
take him through five states on a twomonth schedule. Ballew is accompanied
by the Beverly Hillbillies, stage, radio and
screen cowboy band.
Gene Autry, Republic’s pride and joy,
will face audiences in Philadelphia to begin a short p.a. tour on which he was to
leave early next week. He will hit Pittsburgh, Erie, Pa., Camden, N. J„ Johnstown, Pa., Washington, D. C., and New
York City before returning to Hollywood
for his next picture.
Still another celluloid cowboy — Russell
Hayden, of the “Hopalong Cassidy” westerns— fulfilled a two-day p.a. engagement
in San Francisco over the Independence
Day weekend. June Clayton, his fiancee,
and his mother accompanied him.
Harry Owens, orchestra leader, and his
musical aggregation are embarking on a
transcontinental journey that will take
them eventually to New York and dotted
with a series of single appearances. Owens
made his debut as a film actor in Paramount’s “Cocoanut Grove.”
For her first personal appearance in her
film career, Zasu Pitts will trod the boards
of a Chicago theatre beginning July 22,
on a seven-day commitment. June Knight,
another screen-stage personality, was to
do a p.a. stint in Galveston, Tex., beginning July 9.

page 64)
their vacations.
going wp to the
Ga.

Alfred Gottesman has given up the option he had on the old post office building on Miami Beach, which he had contemplated turning into a theatre, and is
now launching on a career as a night club
owner at Palm Beach.
Before deciding about a booking of “The
Sheik” at the Rex, Manager J. Hal Luter
conducted a poll of a recent representative audience. More than 900 said that
they would like to see the Valentino revival. On the strength of that poll, the picture was booked for its first Miami reshowing at the Rex, beginning Saturday
evening, July 9.
As Sidney Meyer is the moving spirit
behind the annual Wometco golf tournament, it is unlikely that this sports event
will be held until after his return from
Europe in September. Mitchell Wolfson,
the other co-executive of the Wometco
chain, and his family, are not going on
their vacation until late this autumn.
BOXOFFICE
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Manufacture's

and

dis-

tributors of 16mm film have adopted a
fair trade practice agreement for the narrow film, believed by many to offer an
ultimately vast market. Uppermost in the
minds or manufacturers is the elimination of “chiseling” by rebates, redeemable
stamps and other methods.
In the agreement are eight clauses, prefaced by four paragraphs. The retailer
fair trade contract reads as follows:

:: July 9, 1938

in effect as established and published by manuturer, except as specifically provided herein and
as specifically permitted by the Fair Trade Act
of the state wherein the dealer is doing business.
“2. This
any

of

“Whereas, dealer is regularly engaged in
the retail sale of products produced and
sold by manufacturer and bearing the
trade-mark, brand or name of manufacturer, and is further engaged in the retail sale of other commodities of the same
general class in free, open and fair competition with the products of said manufacturer, and
“Whereas, manufacturer desires to sell
to dealer and dealer desires to buy and
resell to the purchasing public the products of said manufacturer subject to the
provisions of the Fair Trade Act,
“Now, therefore, in consideration of the
premises and of the mutual covenants
herein contained and in anticipation of
the mutual benefits reasonably to be anticipated, the parties hereto do x’eciprocally agree with the other as follows:

Wanger to Make " Trade
Winds" by Tay Garnett
Hollywood — Walter

Wanger

has decid-

ed upon “Trade Winds,” a story by Tay
Garnett, as his next United Artists production with Joan Bennett and Fredric
March as the co-stars.
Garnett, who picked up thousands of
feet of background film during a recent
world cruise, has been selected to direct
and will include shots in the film.

agreement

shall

not

apply

to

sales

of

said manufacturer’s products to the government of the United States, or to any U. S. governmental bureaus or agencies.

“3. Dealer specifically agrees that the giving
by dealer of any article of value in connection
with the sale of products of the manufacturer, or
the giving by dealer of coupons, certificates, scrip,
or

‘trading

or

altering by dealer of any product of manufacturer in such a way as to change or alter its

intrinsic

“ Whereas , manufacturer is engaged in
the fabrication of various products which
are advertised, offered and sold bearing
trade-marks, brand, or name, or other
designations which are at all times the
property of the manufacturer, and which
are sold in fair and open competition with
other products of the same general class,
and

“1. Dealer will not, either directly or through
any allied dealer, offer for sale, or sell, or display, or advertise any products of manufacturer
at less than the minimum
consumer prices then

MIAMI
(Continued from
Paramount men take
Moon and his wife are
mountains of Cloudland,

New

stamps’ having a cash value or a redemption value in merchandise, or the changing

value to the buyer, without written authorization for such change or alteration from

manufacturer, or any other concession or privilege granted by dealer which, in effect, constitutes a violation of the provisions or the intent
of the Fair Trade Act, shall be considered a
breach of this agreement.
“4. It is further agreed between
the parties
hereto that sales by the dealer of any of the
products of the manufacturer in combination with
any

other product or commodity, or the acceptance of other articles as part payment
for any
of the manufacturers products, in such a manner
or at such appraisal as will have the effect of

reducing

the retail selling price of the manufacturer’s product below
the amount
contemplated by this agreement, shall constitute a violation hereof.

“5. Manufacturer reserves the right to add to,
remove
items from, the list of products appended to this agreement, to which products this
agreement
is specifically limited, or to modify
any of the terms of this agreement, provided
that manufacturer
mails to the principal place
of business of the dealer written notice of such
changes and provided that this written notice is
mailed ten days prior to the time that such
changes become effective.
or

“6. This
and effect

agreement shall
until terminated

remain in full
by either party

force
upon

ten days’ written notice to the other, provided,
however, that termination by the dealer shall
not affect the rights or obligations of either of
the parties hereto under the Fair Trade Act of
the state wherein the dealer is doing business or
by reason of any other agreement made between
the manufacturer
and
other dealers pursuant
thereto.
or

“7. This agreement shall be
territories where fair trade

and

valid only in states
contracts are legal

shall be null and void in any
tory not having a Fair Trade Act.

state

or

terri-

“8. The
facsimile signature of the vice-president, printed below, shall be deemed
sufficient
execution of this agreement
by manufacturer.
This agreement shall apply to all of said products
of manufacturer
sold by dealer on and
after
A proscribed
June
15, 1938.” list of discounts is set up by the
manufacturer
in a
separate schedule of maximum discounts allowable from retail list prices.

"Seventh Cavalry" Plans
By Goldwyn Announced
Hollywood — Adding

duction schedule, Samuel

to his 1938-39

Goldwyn

pro-

has an-

nounced plans to shoot “Seventh Cavalry,”
with Gary Cooper starred. As a glorification of the nation’s “show regiment,”
the picture will be laid against a western
background, shortly after the war between
the states, with the famous Custer’s Last
Stand as one of the sequences. William
Rankin
scripting. and Howard Estabrook are now

Republic Lot Grows
Hollywood — Work

on Republic’s

$100,-

000 sound recording and dubbing edifice is
launched as the first in the projected
building program outlined by Herbert J.
Yates during the recent sales convention.
Silverstone
New

Due

York — Maurice

Monday

Silverstone,

chair-

man of the UA executive committee,
due here Monday from London.

is

"Wind"

in Technicolor

Hollywood — Announcement

was

made

this week that Selznick International’s
“Gone With the Wind” will be filmed in
Technicolor. The Margaret Mitchell novel
is to be brought to the screen with Clark
Gable and Norma Shearer in the leads,
with M-G-M releasing.
69

How

to operate

motion

picture

theatres

profitably
Here is a new book full of HOW TO DO IT information, written by a man
who believes that the first objective of theatre management is to make money.
In this book he covers motion picture theatre management from A to Z,
giving the best results of years of experience as a guide in establishing
successful policies, building profitable business, and efficiently operating any
size theatre.

Just Out !
The Management of
Motion Picture Theatres
Many practical helps
in these 41 chapters

By FRANK

PART

and

III. OPERATION
PERSONNEL

9. Manager and
10. The Showman
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

HERE literally is a check list of standard, effective practice as applied

Costs

II. POLICY

4. Establishing a
Plan
5. Clearance and Zoning
6. Nontheatrical Enterprises
Education
7. Double Bills
8. Stage Shows

PART

375 pages, 6x9, illustrated, $3.50

I. ATTRACTIONS

PART

Visual

AND

Staff

“Big Brother John”
Organizing the Schedule
Show Building
The Staff Club and House Rules
The Box Office and the Cashier
Projection, Sound, and Ventilation
Public Safety and Fire Prevention
Color and Lighting
Theatre Inspection
Budget
Auditing and Accounting

PART

IV. ADVERTISING

22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.

Public Information
Newspaper
and Advertising
Publicity
Outdoor Advertising
Radio Advertising
The Theatre Front
Trailers and Inside Advertising
Theatre Programs, Monthly Calendars,
and House Organs
30. Exploitation and Its Meaning

PART
31.
3 2.
33.
34.
35.

V. CONSTRUCTIVE
STIMULATORS

Extraneous Attractions
The Old-Fashioned Give-away
Benefits and Scrip
Games, Contests, and Premiums
Necessary Equipment

PART VI. CORPORATE AND
PHYSICAL STRUCTURE
36.
37.
38.
39.

Insurance
Elements of a Theatre Lease
The Theatre Inventory
Determining Theatre Values

40. Architectural Do’s and
Where Are We Going?
Definitions

GET

THIS

Jr.

President, Fox Inter-Mountain Theatres, Inc.

Where We Came From
The Six Fundamentals

1. Entertainment
2. Film Buying and
3. Booking

H. RICKETSON,

Don’ts

GREAT

GET

by managers of all sizes of theatres. The book covers everything
from an analysis of the fundamental commodity in which the motion
picture theatre manager traffics, through booking the attraction,
building and promoting the show, down to every last detail of daily

operation of the house. "Rick" Ricketson, who besides managing a
chain of theatres has been prominent in the development and promotion of Bank Night, reviews the six fundamental fields into which the
manager's objectives and responsibilities divide, and takes up in detail
many duties, problems, and questions in each division.
Whether your most pressing question is a matter of major policy —
the double bill question, competition, or costs, for instance — or some
of the "daily dozens" of advertising or staff management or house
inspection, you will find in this book the principles, methods, and
pointers you need to handle it effectively. The author weighs both
sides of many questions, but always points out what in his experience
has proved the best policy or method of modern management. From
this book

you

can

get practical help toward

view of today's conditions
meet them profitably.

Look
— what

in exhibiting

— pointers on booking
how often policy should be changed
meeting nontheatrical competition
value of stage shows and equipment
workable management schedules
order of the show
ushers or usherettes?

— utilizing employee suggestions
— inspection hints on sound equipment
— what about television?

AID

IT

more

money — a

pictures and

how

to

up in this book:
does the public want?

— appraising attractions
— how to allocate costs
—
—
—
—
—
—

making

motion

TO

THEATRE

— does

a sound

observer

pay?

— how to check ventilating systems
— guideposts on budgeting
— the advertising budget
— inside and outside advertising
— using calendars and house organs
— the value of exploitation
— —pointers
on give-aways
etc.
— devising and running contests
— typical short theatre lease
— insurance hints for the manager
-— determining theatre values

MANAGEMENT

TO-DAY!!

Send check or money order to

ASSOCIATED

PUBLICATIONS, 4704 East Ninth Street, Kansas City, Missouri

I

ANNUAL MERCHANDISING CENSUS INDICATES
GREATER THEATRE ATTENDANCE IN CANADA
$250,000

for Remodeling

Edmonton — Approximately $250,000 will
construction work this summer. The Capitol
announced

projects

completion

scheduled

totaling
by

around

$60,000

U. S. Supplies 89.7 Per
Cent of Films Used;
Duals Grow

be spent here for renovation and reand Rialto and Entwisle theatres have
each,

with

work

to start this month

and

fall.

Main feature of the Capitol renovation is the erection of a 75-foot marquee,
which reportedly will be the largest of its kind in the Dominion. Other planned

Montreal — According

Capitol improvements are installation of a new cooling system and 1,500 new comfort seats. The front will be redone in black Vitrolite and structural changes will be
made

in the

The

and

lobby

and

Dreamland,

an

foyer.
Entwisle

house

on

Jasper

Ave.

and

97th

St., will be

de-

molished and on its site will rise a new and modern theatre at a cost of approximately $55,000. Other Entwisle houses to be touched up are the Strand, Empress
Princess.

Canada Condemns
Hoarding Outburst
Calgary — Exhibitor

reaction

to the an-

nouncement by Harry M. Warner, charging good pictures were being hoarded, was
unanimous here. All felt that this was
just another of these things which the
trade is having to contend with at a time
when weather conditions, sport event competition and double features are giving
them all the headaches they can aspirin.
Charles Straw of the Capitol stated:
“. . . an injudicious statement. Such
brings a loss of confidence in the public
mind. Nor may this be removed by the
release of the ‘hoarded’ films referred to,
but will continue for many long, weary
months. Why all this knocking and recrimination in the public press by Hollywood? This guff will put our patrons in
a suspicious mood which will reflect upon
everything from the cashier at the boxoffice to the film upon the screen. Give
us the pictures, backed by the old enthusiasm. We can sell ’em . . .”
Pete Egan, manager of the Palace, said
in part: “. . . this has the same effect
as closing the theatre. You have to bring
them back again. In a small town like
Calgary, with its cool nights and hot days,
with all the outdoors competition, our
summer trade requires all the nursing we
can give it. Such a setback would take
weeks to overcome. A word of cheer and
a promise would be more in order . . .”
J. B. Barron, controlling the Grand,
stated: “I think such a communication
most unfair to the exhibitor and public
alike. Accusation of hoarding is a sinister one, when feeling prevails that films
should be released as made thus giving
a poor impression about the trade. Business in the summer is just as important
as in the winter. While weather condiBOXOFFICE

::
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Pr ogress Is Noted on
New Geraldton Theatre
Geraldton,

Ont. — Progress

was

being

made here this week on a new theatre
building. A. C. Schwartz, manager of the
Strand Theatre here, announced plans for
the new building, calling for an
shaped structure.

“L”

The finished building, Schwartz said,
will be as large as any neighborhood
theatre in Toronto, seating 900 persons.
There will be no balcony or loge seats.

Central Films Resumes
Production
Victoria — Returning

in Summer
from

a two-month

vacation through the United States, Kenneth J. Bishop, president of Central Films,
Ltd., has announced his company this
summer will resume the production of
motion
pictures at its studio at the Willows.
A few laboratory installations are being
added and the company will do its own
processing instead of sending the film to
Hollywood for development and printing.

Open
Oxford,

Nova

at Oxford
Scotia — The

new

Oxford

Theatre, recently purchased by the Spencer chain, has been opened here. The
theatre has been completely redecorated
and furnished with new equipment.

tions affect it, yet the show must be worth
the price of admission to give entertainment value and to retain patrons. Anything suggesting the shoddy, cheap or
weak substitute about your show is as
harmful in the summer as in the winter.
Hence the suggestion made in the letter
would affect the writer alike with all the
trade and was a most witless effusion.”

to the annual

cen-

sus of merchandising and service establishments, the 959 permanently-equipped
motion picture theatres operating in Canada in 1936 secured 127,441,574 paid admissions for the year, yielding gross receipts of $29,610,300 exclusive of amusement taxes, a substantial increase over
1935, during which year there were 117,964,056 paid admissions with gross receipts of $27,272,500 and over 1934 with
approximately 109,000,000 paid admissions
and gross receipts of $25,598,300. In terms
of percentages, the 1936 total admissions
were 8.0% greater than in 1935 while gross
receipts were up by 8.6%. The larger percentage increase for gross receipts reflects
an increase in the average admission price
which was 23.2% in 1936, compared with
23.1% tioninpicture
previous
year.
Canada’s
motheatres
provided
an 959
average
of one theatre for every 11,500 people in
the Dominion. The seating capacity of
these three totaled 566,201 so that, on
the average, there was one seat for every
19 persons. Salaries and wages paid to
the 4,961 male and 1,558 female employes
amounted to $4,928,700, an increase of 3.4
per cent over the 1935 payroll of $4,766,500. In addition to the permanentlyequipped theatres there were 44 itinerant
operators with 502,653 paid admissions
and $132,800 receipts for 1936.
Every province shared to a greater or
less degree in the general increase in paid
admissions and gross receipts registered
during the year. By provinces, the 1936
percentage increases in paid admissions
over 1935 were as follows: Saskatchewan, 16.5; Prince Edward Island, 14.4;
New Brunswick, 12.3; Ontario, 9.9; Quebec, 6.9; Nova Scotia, 6.4; Alberta, 5.2;
British Columbia, 4.3, and Manitoba, 4.0.
For Canada as a whole the average admission price (exclusive of amusement
tax) was 23.2 cents. Provincial averages
were as follows: Prince Edward Island,
27.3 cents; Alberta, 25.7; Saskatchewan,
25.3; Ontario, 23.9; British Columbia, 22.5;
Quebec, 22.2; Manitoba, 22.1; Nova Scotia, 21.8, and New Brunswick, 21.5 cents.
Canadian motion picture theatres gave a
total of 559,944 complete performances in
1936 or an average of 584 performances
per theatre for the year. The number of
performances given daily varied from one
to six for individual theatres. On the
average, 29 per cent of the seating
pacity of motion picture theatres
occupied for each performance. This
centage varied widely for individual
(Continued on page 77)

cawas
perthe-
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Sovereign Films to Distribute

16mm Films Throughout Canada
Toronto — Arrangements

bution of 16mm

for the

films in Canada

under way. Having its head offices in Toronto, and occupying a section of the same
general office floor occupied by EmpireUniversal Films on the fourth floor of the
Film Exchange Bldg., at 277 Victoria St.,
Sovereign Films has been formed for the
purpose of distributing 16mm pictures in
the Dominion.
The manager of Sovereign, J. I. Foy,
who for some four or five years has been
associated with Universal Films in Canada, states that the company proposes to
distribute the 16mm in Canada, that
branch distributing offices will be established in the principal cities in other sections of Canada, and that though, at present, the company is sounding out the field
and hoping its business will develop into
a big one, the company is not ready to
state to which theatres it will sell its
product.
From other sources, however, it is reported that town halls in various parts of
Canada are being signed up for presentation of performances featuring 16mm pictures.
Important, too, is the announcement
that the Ontario government, which within the past few days has had representations made to it from various bodies representing the theatres now showing 35mm
pictures, urging that protective measures
were in order, has enacted already that
any exchange distributing the 16mm picture product shall pay an annual tax to
the province of $50, that public halls
showing 16mm pictures shall pay a yearly
license fee of $10 to the province, that
traveling exhibitors shall pay an annual
license fee of $10, and that all 16mm theatres in Ontario from now on will be subject to the same building law regulations
as govern theatres operating with 35mm
films.

Columbia

Toronto

—

Has "Son of Sheik"

Columbia

has

tribution rights to “Son
Valentino starrer.

Canada-Wide

distri-

are well

acquired

dis-

of the Sheik,”

Drive

On "Movies"

Week

Toronto — It is proposed to tie in with
newspapers, radio and other means of
publicity
“Go

in attracting

attention

to the

to the Movies Week," to be Canada-wide in scope, to be held in September and to have the backing of a

wide-spread, carefully-planned
paign. This campaign, which has

cambeen

launched and devised by the film section of the Toronto Board of Trade,
will be
of

a

directed

under

committee

Devaney

of RKO;

head

the

of

the

consisting
Col. John

Motion

tors and Exhibitors

supervision
of Lou

M.

A. Cooper,

Picture

Distribu-

of Canada;

J. J. Fitz-'

gibbons, vice-president and director of
theatre operations of Famous Players
Canadian
president
Toronto
the

B

Corp.,
of

the

and

N.

film

section

of T, and

Independent

A.

Taylor,
of

the

vice-president

Theatres'

of

Ass'n.

Ready Galt Theatre ;
Two Being Remodeled
Toronto — Reports

regarding

theatre

building and remodeling and modernization activity in Ontario show that in addition to extensive work in modernizing,
re-equipping and reconstructing of the
Regent and Royal theatres in Toronto,
now in progress, there is considerable work
underway or planned in other centers in
the province.
At Galt, Ont., where Goldhar & Soloway’s new theatre is nearing completion,
Famous Players Canadian Corp. has ordered resumption of work on their Regent
Theatre. It will be renamed

“New

Royal.”

pAMOUS PLAYERS CANADIAN CORP. is
remodeling all floors of its extensive
head offices for Canada, situated in the
Royal Bank Bldg, in Toronto. The principal offices are located on the 11th and
12th floors and on these floors separate
offices are being constructed for the head
executive of each department as well as
for the company’s officers and chief executives. The four bookers also will each
have separate offices and the officers and
staff directing the chain of Bloom & Fine
Theatres, in addition to having improved
quarters, will move into much larger ones
as a result of the changes now in progress.
Irving Cohen of the Toronto office of
Grand National Films reports he has closed
more new accounts during the past week
than at any time during the history of
Grand National.
Famous

Players Canadian

Corp. will hold

its eastern managers’ convention in Toronto, August 24-26, with managers present from every point east of Port Arthur, in northern Ontario, to the Maritime Provinces on the Atlantic coast. Attending the western convention, to be
held in Jasper, Alberta, September 6-9,
will be managers from all points in northern Ontario, as well as the four western
provinces.
Kaplan & Sprachman, Toronto architects, are supervising the construction and
remodeling of several theatre in Canada,
the work including extensive work at the
Royal Theatre in Toronto, where airconditioning and redecorations also are
included in the modernizing program.
Grand

National

has established a new

run, having made a deal with Goldhar &
Soloway, who operate houses in Toronto
and other Ontario centers, by which arrangements have been made for showing
of some first-run pictures, including
“Zamboanga” and “He Loved an Actress”
at the Bloordale Theatre. It also is advised by GN that “International Crime”
which just opened at the Hollywood in
Toronto, will follow into the Casino, the

The Royal, in Bowmanville, Ont., is getting a new marquee and stucco front and
being reseated.

newest downtown theatre, where “Spirit
of Youth” has just finished a successful
run.

Alterations to cost $7,000 are planned
for the Royal Theatre in Fort Frances,
Ont.

Decide Representation
For Conciliation Group
Toronto — It is announced

Board
Toronto — On
enacted the new
continue
Montreal,
June

Probes

Express

word being received here that the federal government had retariffs on motion picture films, providing that these tariffs should

in effect in respect
Winnipeg,

Calgary

20, 1938, Secretary
quiries as to the status

to special
and

express

Vancouver,

rates
which

from
had

St. John,
expired

N. B., Toronto,

by

limitation

inter-prcvincial shipments, which had been
to ascertain whether the latter were to be

He

these

inquiries

because

it is announced

by

reduced in September,
on a permanent basis.
the

federal

that the set of rates first mentioned (in the opening sentence) will not
as to duration and will need no further renewal authorization.
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on

Tolchard of the Toronto Board of Trade has instituted inof other express rates affecting motion picture films, such

as those on
1937, in order
is making

Rates

authorities
be

limited

that the per-

sonnel of the newly-formed and newlyappointed sub-committee of the conciliation unit of the film section of the Toronto Board of Trade will be made up of
one member of each of the following film
interests having representation on the film
section: Distributors, independents, Allen
Theatres, Bloom & Fine Theatres, Famous
Players Canadian Corp., and the Hanson
Theatres Corp.
This new sub-committee, which was
scheduled to hold its first meeting on
Thursday of the present week, has been
authorized to formulate principles and
ethics of clearance, and, after adoption
of such principles by the film section, to
prepare clearance rules and schedules.
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SOUND

SCREEN

LABORATORY
TESTED

/

The Electrical Testing Laboratories of New York recently
completed a thorough test of
the New Hurley Standard with
samples of four other leading
sound screens. After 196 hours
in the fadeometer THE NEW
HURLEY STANDARD
stayed
white!

GREATER LIGHT
REFLECTION:
The Hurley process of coating
gives the highest reflection
and most perfect diffusion ever
obtained in any sound screen.

BETTER SOUND
TRANSMISSION:
The New

Hurley Screen is scientifically perforated, reducing

the sound loss to only 3 decibels at a frequency of 8,000.

LONGER
100%

LIFE:

fabric base and a flexible non-yellowing coating insures longer life in the New

Hurley

Screen — unconditional-

ly guaranteed.

FLAME
Treated

THEY STAY
WHITE

and
imum.insurance

PRICED

fire hazards

rates to a min-

RIGHT:

At practically the cost of refinishing your old screen.

WE

ALSO

SUPPLY:

Northern Electric "Mirrophonic" Sound Systems.

H

Photophone High Fidelity
Sound Equipment.
And all electrical theatre

Dominion
Head
Branches

PROOF:

to reduce

at.

Office:
HALIFAX

Sound
1620LNotre
TORONTO

Equipments
Dame

Street

WINNIPEG

West,

REGINA

Limited
Montreal

CALGARY

equipment.

A
VANCOUVER

NATIONAL

THEATRE
SERVICE
362
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Bingo Ban Discriminates Between
Theatres and Churches or Charities
Montreal — Motion

picture theatre

man-

agers who have had trouble with the authorities in Montreal when they introduced Bingo as an extra attraction only
to be informed that it was illegal, were
surprised at a decision of the Dominion
parliament that what is illegal for them
is legal for charities and religious bodies.
Games of chance conducted for charitable or religious objectives were exempted
in the house of commons, from the
strengthened provisions placed in the
‘criminal code.
There was no discussion on this clause
when the bill, amending the criminal code,
was considered, but it was assumed the
reference to charitable and religious objectives meant such games as Bingo and

others in which the patrons compete
prizes on payment of a small fee.

for

The original amendment on gaming
houses, contained among 55 other changes
involved in the annual overhaul of the
criminal code, defined a common gaming house as that in which payment is
made to the operator either from the
stakes played for or in the way of a direct
or indirect fee from the players for the
use of the appliances, tables, chairs or
any paraphernalia used in playing games
of chance.
When

the amendment was being considered Justice Minister Lapointe moved
the saving clause exempting such games
when operated for religious or charitable
purposes.

W IlfMM 111 PEG
J^JOVING pictures of Indians in the far
North may be taken by Mark Richelson, young anthropologist of Buffalo, N. Y.,
who arrived here early this week. Accompanied by Robert Fuller, sculptor from
San Diego, Cal., Richelson is on a 7,000mile canoe trip from New York to Nome.
His aim, he said, is to record native
Indian customs, including marriage ceremonials and funerals, before they die out.
The legal status of Bingo, exhibitors’
No. 1 enemy, because of its popularity in
Canadian cities and considered a lottery
in the eyes of the law, was not changed
by amendments to the Criminal Code passed by the house of commons this week.
The Criminal Code amendments exempted
from prosecution persons conducting certain games of chance for charitable or religious objects. In other respects, penalties against operators of games of chance
were strengthened by stricter interpretation of the definition of a common gaming house.

much of a mystery. No one as yet has
developed any method of licking such
natural enemies as the hot weather and
outdoor counter-attractions.
Charlie Taylor of the Portage la Prairie
Playhouse has under way an intensive
summer campaign. He expects to garner
a considerable amount of extra receipts
during the next couple of months when,
owing to the closing down of the comhimself. peting house, he will have the town to

The family of I. H. Allan is vacationing
at Detroit Lakes ... It is reported that
Jack Miles has been making a killing at
the races ... or is this a case of mistaken
identity?
I. Reinhorn of the Roxy in Regina, together with his family, passed through the
city on their way home.

among them “Hell’s Angels,” “Sky Devils”
and “Front Page,” are doing big business
in the western circuit of Famous Players. These films are distributed by Superior Films.

George Miles of Western Theatres, Ltd.,
had his car stolen from in front of the
College Theatre . . . Mrs. G. Peebles of
Dauphin, Man., is a visitor.

The long weekend and the exodus of
Winnipegers to the beaches did not give
show business in town much of a break.
Just what showmen are going to do or
can do to improve conditions is pretty

74

the Press

Family Films
— And Formulas
( Yarmouth

(N.S.) Telegram)

It is heartening to observe that movies
which dramatize normal family lives are
coming into their own. The Jones Family
has long since become a minor institution,
and a profitable one for 20th Century-Fox.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer has recently and
successfully entered the “family” field
with Judge Hardy and his domestic menage. Columbia Pictures, in its announcement for production during 1938-39, includes a series based on “Blondie,” a
comic strip, and two others in a similar
vein.
According to its publicity department,
the last-mentioned company crosses the
family threshold “to meet the current
exhibitor and audience demand for the
homey, domestic drama.” And herein lies
the grave mistake which film producers
persist in making. We have had the gangsters, the G-men, the doctors, the nurses,
the football players, the newspapermen.
Now, it appears, we are to have the families— and not singly but in series!
Nothing is as hearteningly wholesome
as a good family film. At the other extreme, we can imagine nothing more dismal than the concerted effort by Hollywood to keep the home fires burning. This,
of course, would merely be part of a more
fundamental fallacy: that motion pictures
can be produced by formula. The Welcome mats on the doorsteps of either the
Jones or the Hardy homes invite us not
by filling some formula, but by capturing
that touch of humanity which makes the
whole world kin — a touch that has been
in every great film from Chaplin to “Mr.

Mr. Mellon of Portage la Prairie has
started construction on a new theatre
which will seat between 400 and 500. This
house will stand on the site of the old
Elite, which has been torn down.

Reissue of “Scarface” has had a successful run at the Daylight in Saskatoon
resulting in a holdover. Other reissue,

M. Triller is busy getting his new roller
skating rink into shape for opening about
the middle of the month. Located in the
basement of the Civic Auditorium, this
rink is described by those who have seen
it as the finest of its kind to be found
anywhere in Canada.

From

H. A. Bercovitch of the Rex, Regina,
accompanied by his family, left for a
three-week motor trip to the United
States.
It is reported that M. J. Chisvin has
rented a 12-room bungalow at the lake
in which he is going to entertain exhibitor friends.
S. B. Tauve, accompanied by his wife,
is here on business. Tauve is representative of Canadian Automatic Confections,
Ltd., Toronto.

Deeds.” Magazine
Lurid

Escape
Ottawa — Lurid

Covers

a Proposed
magazine

covers

Ban
depict-

ing shooting scenes would be banned if
Robert Gladstone UJb., Wellington South)
had his way. In the House of Commons
recently he proposed an amendment to the
criminal code to make it an offense punishable by a fine of $100 or 30 days in jail
to print, make or publish any such cover.
The proposal came just after the House
approved some 50 amendments to the
code sponsored by the government, but it
did not get far. Justice Minister Ernest
Lapointe said he appreciated the motive
and the intention behind the proposal but
thought it would not be much use to ban
such pictures from the covers of magazines if it was legal to print them inside.

Silverstone

Sails for New

London — Maurice

Silverstone,

York
chairman

of the executive committee of United Artists Corp., sailed for New York Wednesday, aboard the Normandie. Silverstone
will headquarter at the UA home office.
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Commons Group Sends Copyright
Abuses Issue to State for Study

THE Opera House at Burns Lake, B. C.,
suffered a fire loss estimated at $15,000.
The origin is not known. The projectionist
received painful burns in trying to save
the films. The Opera House is operated
by R. C. Steele, who also runs the Rex
at Smithers, B. C.

Montreal — The

R. John Dawson,
on a fishing trip.

H. G. Copley, Grandview Theatre, took
advantage of the Dominion Day parade
to call attention to the showing of “Snow
White and the Seven Dwarfs” at his theatre, with a large float carrying five
representatives of the principals.
Miss Amy Scrivens, Stanley Theatre, has
had a new luminous sign installed, adding greatly to the night effect. The letters
are jet black against a white background
behind which are powerful lights.
H. W. Cooper, Province Theatre, Revelstoke, B. C., passed through on his return from California and was enthusiastic over his reception at the studios in
Hollywood.
Plans
Lachine,

Reconstruction

Que. — W.

Goldwater

ing plans for the reconstruction
Empress Theatre here.

THE

is

of commons

for the purpose of dealing with a particular controversy regarding which evidence was heard by the committee.
“Without expressing any opinion as to
whether any abuse of copyright exists,
your committee considers it desirable that
machinery should be provided for dealing
with alleged abuses under the copyright
act.

bank-

mak-

of his

“Your

copyright act whereby works could be distributed to members of any organization
and refused to the general public.
State Secretary Hon. Fernand Rinfret
also took the position it required further
study by his department. As a result the
bill was referred to a sub-committee. It
brought in a report which was accepted
and tabled. The report said:
“Your committee appreciates the dangers involved in making amendments to
public acts, such as the copyright act.

MAN

RUDOLPH

house

ing committee, in a report tabled in the
house, referred the question of whether
there were abuses under the copyright
act, to the secretary of state department
for further consideration. The committee
adopted the report earlier.
The bill was referred to the committee
to report on its principle before the bouse
was asked to give it second reading. The
effect of the committee report was to kill
the bill. Hon. C. H. Cahan, former secretary of state, told the committee some
days ago that when he was minister he
found a controversy existing in Canada
as to whether abuses existed under the

Plaza Theatre, is away

WHO

VALENTINO

committee appreciates the difficulties in amending the copyright act in
view of the international conventions and
the intricate and complex nature of the
subject, and therefore recommends that
the subject matter of this reference and
of this report be referred to the department of the secretary of state for further
study and for such amendments, if any,
to the copyright act, as the circumstances
may

warrant.”

New

Carman,

Carman

Man. — Plans

for

construction

of

a new theatre building here this summer
have been announced by O. T. Soole, manager of the Carman Movies. Soole’s plans
include a seating capacity of 375.

CAME

INTIMATE

Theatre

SCENES

BACK
FROM

THE

LIFE

OF THE WORLD’S IMMORTAL
MOTION PICTURE IDOL
1. Marcus
Loew,
who
“discovered”
Valentino for the “FOUR
HORSE2. Valentino
Horsemen.”
3. MEN.”
Hollywood,
4. Valentino
Rambova.

as

the

Gauelio

the Premiere.
and
his wife

5. Valentino posing for
character of Gaucho.

ONE

REEL Narrated by HAROLD STONE
SCREEN TIME 10 MINUTES
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“Four

Natacha

painting

in

Valentino.

11. Crowds
at the
Campbells in New

parlor

WINNIPEG, MAN.
SUPERIOR FILMS
Film Exchange Bldg.

funeral
York.

at

BOOK
MONTREAL,

QUE.

REGENT FILMS, Inc.
5959 Monkland Avenue

with

the

GugliAcker,

casket.
the

church.

17. Celebrities, honorary
i>allbearers —
Douglas Fairbanks, Adolph
Zukor,
and Joseph Schenck.

21. The
the

9. Crowds in Europe greeting
10. Valentino in typical roles.

bier.

15. Broadway
procession to
10. Arrival at the church.

8. Valentino

wife.

the

14. Pallbearers

18. Pola

and

at

13. Celebrities at the bier — Dr.
elmi, his brother, and Jean
his first wife.

(>. Valentino, with his friends William
S. Hart, Douglas Fairbanks and A1
Jolson.
7. Valentino leaving for Europe.

Accessories: 4 Color One-Sheet
VANCOUVER, B. C.
SUPERIOR FILMS, Ltd.
Film Exchange Bldg.

in

12. Scenes

Negri.

19. Mary

Pickford,

20. Train

bearing

final
Good

Gloria
body

Swanson.

across

22. Pola

Negri

23. The

Mausoleum
in which
mains of Valentino rest.

IT

country.

services in the Church of
Shepherd in Eos Angeles.
overcome

at

services.
the

re-

NOW
TORONTO, ONT.
SUPERIOR FILMS, Ltd.
279 Victoria Street
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Ml Cl N T R HE A IL
pETE VIOTTI, proprietor of the Lido
Theatre, Notre Dame St., is a proud
man. He has received word that his son,
John, a law student at Columbia University, New York, has won a scholarship
which will enable him to continue his
studies in Paris. Viotti is holidaying at
St. Adolphe, while the show is kept running by his able manager, Joe Brown.
Dominion Sound Equipment’s Vancouver salesman, S. B. Sturrock, had a sad
journey east to attend the funeral of his
father in Toronto. He came on to Montreal and visited head office, discussing
the outlook in British Columbia with L. C.
Pearson, sales manager.
Longest holiday of the summer for Filmrow was the Dominion Day weekend.
There were few new visitors, those noted
including George Gray of the Wonderland, Magog, who is a television enthusiast; Mr. Grandchamps, supervisor of Consolidated Theatres; R. Senecal, of the
Georges Theatre, Ste. Therese; Mr. Rosenberg, of the Canada, Montreal; G. Lapierre, of Beauharnois; Mr. Adelson, of
St. Agathe; “Mickey” Dunning of the
Park, Verdun, and Tommy Trow, of Three
Rivers.
Charles Magnan, manager of the Malartic, Malartic, Que., had an exciting experience the other day when, stationed
on the roof of his theatre, he extinguished
the burning embers blown in that direction from the Malartic Hotel, which was
destroyed with a loss estimated at $65,000.
Motion

picture theatres here found attendance diminished when Benny Goodman, King of Swing, drew 7,000 young
people to the Forum — almost as many as
attended the hockey games there.
Shirley Temple will not meet the Dionne
Quintuplets this year, her visit to Callander having been canceled. She may, however, enter Canada for a few weeks after
her holiday in Maine. Shirley has sent
J . Edgar Hoover a gold membership card,
making him an honorary member of the
Variety Clubs of America. She also sent
him a kiss.
“Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs” is
now at the Outremont and the Empress,
Confederation Amusement houses. Children are admitted, and the youngsters
are talking about nothing
is their favorite.

else. “Dopey”

Sylvie St. Claire, Parisian motion picture star, is completing an extended enChappie
Rossland,

B. C. — Ross

Chappie

has been

appointed manager of the Capitol Theatre
here. Chappie formerly was at the Trail,
where he assisted Will Harper, manager
of the Rossland-Trail district for Famous
Players.
Complete
London,

Cooling

Ont. —

The

Installation
final unit

of the

cooling system at the Elmwood, London’s
newest theatre, was installed last week.
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gagement at Chez Maurice prior to going to Hollywood to make “ Sixty Thousand Legionnaires” for Universal. She
sings sophisticated songs in French and
English.

Named by Directors
Montreal — Featured

An open-air theatre will be inaugurated
in Bruce Park, Winnipeg. It will be designed with colonnades and will have a
grassy stage 162 feet wide and 36 feet
deep. J. W. Sinclair, leading member of
St. James park board, is designer and
superintendent.
“Le Roi s’ Amuse,” at the Academy, is
described as the wittiest motion picture

players

take

the

supporting roles in films, have their names
billed in far more modest type than the
stars. Directors find them invaluable in
backing up fledgling stars. For their consistent work, says London News Review,
some 300 featured players are paid more
or less regular, four-figure incomes. Last
week casting directors asked to choose
the top eight, named:

in London. “L'Orage,” at the Curzon, is
another excellent French film which is

Mischa Auer, Russian-born former lifceratore and art student; Beulah Bondi, an

“ helping to make more and more people
think that France is now producing better movies than either Britain or Amer-

American actress with 37 years’ experience on stage and screen; Walter Connolly, fat and 50; Edward Everett Horton,
University-educated former chorus boy;
Jean Hersholt, born in Copenhagen, he
entered films during the Great War after his government had sent him to stage
a national play at the San Francisco exhibition; Donald Meek, an actor since
childhood; Alan Mowbray, born in England 41 years ago; Frank Morgan, a former cowboy and vaudeville actor.

ica, not to mention Germany.”
ment is from the Daily Mail.

The com-

A Polish film, “Tradovata, the Social
Outcast,” played at the Orpheum, Winnipeg . . . Motion pictures were shown out
of doors at Oxford Park, Montreal. The
exhibitions will be continued each Wednesday evening during the summer . . . Construction work on the United Amusement’s
York Theatre has reached the third story.
Beatrice Lillie has

taken

her

sketch,

“ Happy

Returns,” to London. An interviewer describes her as “looking like a
little girl,” although she admits 40. Asked
how she put over the sketch in London,

she declared “I soft pedal the satire and
play up the whimsy.” Maybe that means
something to you.
The shores of Lake Simcoe at Hollywood
Lodge, Island Grove, witnessed an openair film production designed especially for
appeal to motorists over the Dominion
Day weekend. Besides safety films there
were comedies and shorts.
The Louis- Schmeling fight pictures are
going around the outskirts and are being
shewn

at the Verdun Palace. Free “outdoor talkies” are an attraction at Belmont Park. “ Queen Mary” dinnerware is
the giveaway at the Belmont, Plaza, Rosemount, Papineau, Amherst and Granada.
Two French films, “L’Appel de la Vie”
and “C’est Lui Que Je Veu,” are playing
the Chateau . . . The Maisonneuve is showing “Gigolette” and “Un Coup de Rouge”
. . . Laval Theatre announces “Royal Cobalt Service” as a giveaway, and the
Mayfair, “Dinnerware.”

Fire Threatens

to Capitol

Unstarred Favorites

Owned
Malartic,

Malartic

by C. A. Magnan
Que. — The

Malartic

Theatre

here was threatened by fire which destroyed a nearby hotel. Both hotel and theatre are owned by Charles A. Magnan.
Fearing that the fire would reach the
theatre, bystanders attempted to salvage
some of the equipment. In so doing, they
destroyed a mercury arc tube valued at
$300.

Each of these draw seven out of a
possible eight votes. Lacking only one
vote were: Billie Burke, widow of Flo Ziegfeld; former newspaper cartoonist, Leo
Carrillo; former odd- job man, Andy Devine; Hugh Herbert, author of 150 playlets and vaudeville sketches in 25 years’
stage experience; Lewis Stone, an actor
for 37 years, and Charles Winninger.

Alterations Started on
Calgary's

Isis Theatre

Calgary — Reconstruction

of

the

front

and alterations to the interior of the Isis
Theatre here started this week. Brick
frontage of this downtown house will be
faced with stucco in modern design. New
lighting effects will be placed around and
under the marquee which will be doubled
in size and large neon sign is also being
erected.
General Electric system of air conditioning will be installed next week. The
equipment being used will be the coil and
not water spray with a 30-ton melting
ity.
point
of ice cooling capacity. This system
has proven its efficiency to rectify humidThe

Isis also will be entirely reseated

by Sharpe’s Theatre Supplies. These are
made in Canada with the full quantity of
springs and padding. The auditorium will
also be redecorated and treated acoustically to give full advantage to the RCA Infidelity sound system recently installed.
Entrances are also being changed with
front lobby being greatly enlarged, redecorated and refurnished.
Although scaffolding has been erected
and workmen are busy around the house,
Glen Peacock continues to run his regular
film show daily. Contractors are under
orders to have work completed by August 1.
BOXOFFICE
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Theatre Attendance
Growing in Canada
(Continued from page 71)
atres operating under different conditions as to size or locality, seating capacity, number of performances given
daily, and other factors. Other things
being equal, it was greater in the larger
cities than in the smaller centers, greater
in small than in large theatres and greater in theatres showing only one performance per day than in those establishments where the program was repeated a
number of times. It was, therefore, highest for small theatres giving but one or
two performances per day and located in
the larger cities. It was smallest for large
theatres repeating their programs several
times a day and located in smaller places.
Duals

Increase

Popularity

The apparent popularity for the “double feature” program, in which two complete “feature” pictures are exhibited in
the one performance, is evidenced by the
fact that of all the 559,944 performances
given in 1936 it is estimated that no less
than 348,904 or 62 per cent were “double
feature.” There were 212 theatres which
offered double feature programs only. Another 313 houses showed only single feature programs, while the remaining 434
theatres varied their programs with both
types of performance. It is interesting to
note that there was a wide variation in
use of the double feature program in the
different provinces. Whereas 81 per cent
of the performances shown in Quebec
were double feature, British Columbia and
Manitoba recorded 71 per cent; Ontario,
60 per cent; Alberta, 50 per cent; Saskatchewan and Nova Scotia, 40 per cent,
and New Brunswick, 38 per cent. No double feature performances were given in
Prince Edward Island during the year.
The term “performance” as used in this
report indicates one complete showing of
the program being offered. That is to
say, a performance is taken to mean the
entire entertainment, including all films
exhibited between the showing of one picture and the showing of that same picture again. The set of films including
either one or two features, one or more
short subjects or a newsreel, and constituting a program or “bill” is generally
repeated by a theatre for a number of
days with one or more performances each
day. Each theatre reported the number
of bills which it purchased or rented during the year making a distinction between
the number of single feature and double
feature bills.
Aggregates of figures thus obtained show
a total usage of 85,909 bills which, when
compared with the 539,944 performances,
indicates an average of 6.5 performances
for each bill. Of the 85,909 bills reported, 43,489 were double feature and
42,420 were single feature, resulting in a
total usage of 129,398 feature films or an
average of 135 films for each of the 959
motion picture theatres. Since the same
feature films are exhibited in many theatres, these figures give no information as
POXOFFICE

pETER GORMAN, dean of Canadian
vaudeville stars for 25 years and later
manager of the Russell Theatre, Ottawa,
celebrated the 68th anniversary of his arrival in the Canadian Capital and his 73rd
birthday by making the rounds of local
theatres and newspaper offices after recovery from illness which had confined
him to his residence for the past five
years. With his brother Jerry, he had a
brother buck-and-wing act that was the
sensation of the variety stage and, after
touring for what he calls “3,000,000 miles,”
settled down to become a theatre manager here.
The

only change in program arrangements for the summer in Ottawa has taken
place at the Centre Theatre where Manager Don Stapleton adopted a split-week
policy with double bills commencing July
2, replacing one-week-or -better runs with
single attractions. There is no reduction in
admissions.
Hector Charlesworth, former chairman
of the Canadian Radio Commission at a
salary of $10,000 per year, has returned
to the ranks of dramatic and screen critics,
his reviews appearing in the Ottawa
Journal in which he published a “rave”
for the Soviet film “Baltic Deputy” which
he viewed at a private screening in company with Sir Frederick Banting, discoverer of insulin.
Tom Ross, former president of Allied
Exhibitors of Ontario, has closed his Royal
Theatre at Bowmanville for refitting and
re-seating — in the meantime, he is enjoying holiday jaunts in eastern Ontario with
nary a care.
Luigi Romanelli, director of music for
the former Allen theatre chain across the
Dominion in the heydey of prosperity, is
now on tour for the first time with his
orchestra which has played for years at
the King Edward Hotel, Toronto, his local
engagement being at the Lakeside Gardens, operated by the Ottawa Electric
Railway Co.

to the number of different features shown
during the year. Each theatre was also
asked to indicate, if possible, the country
of origin of the films which it used. Aggregate figures for those theatres able to
supply this information and forming 80
per cent of the total number show that the
United States supplied 89.7 per cent of
the features used. Great Britain came
second with 5.2 per cent, followed by
France with 5.0 per cent and all other
countries, 0.1 per cent. These figures relate to the number of films used. No
information is available regarding the
number of times each film was exhibited.

New
Hartland,

Hartland
N.

B. — A.

Theatre
new

theatre,

the

Capitol, has been opened here under the
management of Andrew McGoldrick. The
theatre, which was welcomed to the community by town officials, is equipped with
a new sound recording unit.

Manager Joe Paul of the Elgin Theatre,
Ottawa, copped the Canadian premiere of
the re-issue “Son of the Sheik,” released
in the Dominion by Columbia Pictures of
Canada, Ltd., through a deal signed with
Artcinema Associates Inc., New York. The
Valentino masterpiece played on a double
bill ivith “King of the Newsboys” at the
Elgin during the week ending July 9.
Ray Tubman, Ottawa district manager
of Famous Players Canadian Corp., already is lining up the theatre managers
under his jurisdiction for the annual Eastern convention of the company which will
be held at the King Edward Hotel, Toronto, for the three days, August 24-25-26.
All vacations will be over before that session when the house managers will line up
for the season’s campaign.
A film exchange which has become a
theatre — at least in name — is found in the
case of the Wonderland Theatre at Napanee, Ont., which is now operated by
Ideal Pictures, Ltd., of which O. R. Hanson is president. This company formerly
was a film exchange handling independent productions, but its charter has been
transferred to the theatre in eastern Ontario.
I. Singerman, manager of the Ottawa
Imperial, lined up the juveniles for the
matinee performance last Saturday when
the inducements included a screen program which comprised two action features,
a chapter of “The Lone Ranger” serial and
a bottle of Wynola free to every boy and
T. R. Tubman, manager of the Capitol,
girl.
obtained plenty of publicity, both printed
and verbal, when he swung “Youth
Marches On” into the program for the
week ending July 9 after the picture had
been given a private screening before
members of the Canadian parliament in
the house of commons. The film deals with
the Oxford Group Movement and one of
the stars is Ted Devlin jr., of Ottawa, a
leader in the religious development.

Educator
Modern

Sees in Films
Science Triumph

Montreal — The

advent

of the film will

be regarded in the future as marking an
advance in classroom practice comparable
with that made when the printed page
displaced the written manuscript, Dr. W.
P. Percival, director of Protestant Education for the Province of Quebec, predicted
in a paper he delivered before the American Ass’n for the Advancement of Science.
The transfer of information on a large
scale by means of pictures is a triumph
of modern science and art, the speaker
stated, remarking that newspapers and
magazines spend much money to produce
pictures for their readers, while newsreels
are important features of theatre programs. In view of these facts, the association was told, it can scarcely be considered inadvisable or faddish to make use
of films and other visual material in the
classroom.
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"Sound Pictures" Via CBC Net
Latest Development on the Air
Ottawa — “Sound

pictures”

in

broad-

casted programs of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp., Ottawa, are the latest development on the air, according to R. T.
Bowman, director of special events for
Canada’s network, the procedure being
almost identical with that of the producing of motion pictures.
At the moment in this latest evolution,
the CBC has a specially-equipped “sound
picture unit” at Banff in the Canadian
Rockies where it has been making recordings of typical scenes and such actualities
as campfire singing, songs of birds, the
noise of waterfalls and interviews with
game wardens and fire rangers.
The equipment of the unit is similar to
that used by a film company on location
and includes a sound truck in which is installed disc-recording sets, an ultra shortwave receiver and a gasoline generator to
provide 2,000-watts power equivalent to
the 60rcycle current in commercial use. In
this case the members of the unit who are
the equivalent of cameramen are provided
with portable ultra short-wave microphone
pack sets which are capable of transmission up to three-quarters of a mile. According to Bowman, who declared that
“the technique to be followed will be
radio’s closest approach to that used in
motion pictures,” it is possible to edit the
recordings taken in the field and to “dub”
incidental or atmospheric music and the
voice of a commentator in the studio
laboratory before the actual broadcast
takes place. The first of these “sound
pictures” is to be heard over the national
network of the CBC from 9 to 10 p. m.
(EDST) on July 13, the program to originate from Calgary where the recordings,
now in process of making at Banff, will
be completed and privately rehearsed before the initial broadcast.

According to the CBC director, who is
supervising the work of the mobile unit on
location, the “sound picture” is the forerunner of television in the Dominion.
With present equipment, which is said to
be the only outfit of its kind in North
America, the program result will be a depiction of actualities without the sending
of visual representation. Incidentally,
the series of “sound pictures” will be sent
over the Canadian network every two
weeks and, according to present plans, it
is intended to broadcast similar sound
pictures called “Summer Over New Brunswick,” “Summer Over Ontario,” etc., so
ally. the country will be covered eventuthat
According to Director Bowman, the mobile unit will be the means of introducing
an entirely new broadcasting technique to
listeners. It will be available for the production of “topical pictures,” similar to
news reels, of events such as sport competitions, festivals, parades, opening of
bridges, accidents and fires, either for direct or subsequent broadcasts. The announcement from the CBC headquarters
in Ottawa points out that recordings made
by the mobile unit can be quickly woven
into a central theme of script and music,
uninteresting and unimportant parts being eliminated “to make the finished recorded broadcast both lively and enterThe personnel of the mobile recording
taining.”
unit now at work in the Canadian Rockies
comprises Director Bowman, who has just
left for the scene of operations; Roy Cahoon, chief special events engineer; Percy
Field, assistant engineer, and Graham
Mclnnes, special commentator. This unit
is the first of several groups to be placed
in service throughout the Dominion within
the next few months, it is announced.

SASKATCHEWAN
^AVE

COPELAND, general sales manager for Columbia in Canada, was a
recent visitor in Saskatchewan cities from
Toronto headquarters.
J. de Vries has severed connections with
General Films, Ltd., Regina, distributors
of 16 mm pictures in Canada, to open an
office in Calgary for Superior Films, Ltd.,
3bmm distributors. James Game succeeds
him.
Manager H. A. “Scotty” Bercovich and
family are en route to Edmonton, Alta.,
by car to visit the folks and trip back
down through Glacier National Park, Yellowstone and the Fort Peck dam.
Harry Mars of the Orpheum, Moose Jaw,
was a recent visitor to Regina . . . Dave
Brickman of the Winnipeg, Man., branch
of Paramount also a visitor . . . Ted Gould,
western district manager for Regal Films,
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Ltd., is touring Saskatchewan and finds
business geenrally better along with crop
prospects.
Movietone News had cameras in to Swift
Current, Sask., for first annual Dominion
Day pioneer days celebration which drew
25,000 people to the city of 5,000 in spite
of rain. The whole town went back 50
years for the occasion, shaving being
ruled out of season on May 1. More
than 1,000 bearded men marched in the
parade, part of the celebration.
Nat Rothstein, owner of the Roxy, Saskatoon, was a visitor there from Winnipeg, Man., in company with R. L. Kent,
western district manager of Crane Co.
Canada, Ltd. They inspected the theatre
preparatory to modernizing and air conditioning. Rothstein also made arrangements to install hearing equipment for the
deaf and near-deaf.

Note of Cheer
Out of Ottawa
Ottawa — There

is no indication

or sug-

gestion that any of the theatres in Ottawa will close even for a short period
this summer because there is practically
no sign locally of a depression or recession. Apart from the Federal Civil Service,
which employs approximately 15,000 men
and women here, the number of employes
on the payrolls of 200 local industrial companies and distributing firms in June was
14,008 as compared with 13,581 during the
previous month, according to official data.
Likewise the number of names on unemployment relief lists has dropped from
18,500 last year to 11,400 for June.
With regard to the theatres themselves,
the 12 houses in Ottawa with a combined
seating capacity of 11,768, averaging one
seat per 11 persons of population, enjoyed
an increase of 6.2 per cent in gross receipts in the last calendar year and an
increase of 4.5 per cent in the total number of admissions for the year as compared
with the previous 12 months.
Figures obtained from a reliable source
shows

that the total “gate” for 12 theatres last year was $888,900 as compared
with $837,100 for the previous 12 months.
Likewise, the increase in admissions was
3,922,811 from 3,752,310. This reveals that
attendance at theatres averaged 30 times
per year for every man, woman and child.
It also is brought out that the average
admission price in Ottawa is 22.7 cents,
while the average price of all theatres in
Canada is 23.2 cents. The highest average admission price for any city in the
country is 27.6 cents which is found at
London, Ont., while the lowest is 19.2
cents at St. John, N. B. These statistics
include juvenile admissions.
There are also two theatres in operation
in Hull, Que., across the Ottawa River
from Ottawa, which serve the population
of 34,000 in that city, the above figures
being for the Canadian Capital alone.

Bowmanville

Royal

Interior Renovations
Bowmanville,

Ont. — Patrons

of

the

Royal Theatre here found a completely
renovated interior when they visited the
theatre this week. They were greeted
with new seats, a new air-conditioning
unit, new draw curtains and new carpets,
in addition to other improvements.
Manager C. T. Ross recently purchased
the building in wnich the theatre is housed.
His plans include the rebuilding of the
theatre front in the near future.

Capitol Re-Equipped
Leamington,

Ont. — The

Capitol

Theatre

here recently was equipped with a new
air-conditioning unit. In addition, new
sound equipment, indirect lighting, and
new seats, also were installed. The lobby
and front of the theatre have been redecorated.
BOXOFFICE
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FEBRUARY
JANUARY

21

JANUARY

FEBRUARY

28

FEBRUARY

5

E.

27

Wide Open Faces (67)
|is]
Comedy
8010
JoemanE. Brown-Jane
WyEP — Jan.
Heroes

8;

26

19

R — Apr.

of the Alamo

23

(74)

time) ton? (61)
Idled Gail PresWho
8038
HU Mystery Drama
(For.
Murder
in SwingR — May
14
Wyn

Cahoon-Don

Terry

8209
E.
Hodgins-L.
Chandler
Western
[17]

214
Western
H|
Tex Rides With the
Boy Scouts (66)
T. Rltter-M. Reynolds
R — Nov. 20

25; EP — Nov.

(64)
R — Apr. 9
Fellows-Leo Carrillo

Cattle
(56)
[l2| Raiders
Western
8203
R — May
7
C. Starrett-I. Meredith

|2o| Comedy
Drama
8030
Squadron of Honor (56)
D. Terry-Mary Russell

R — Dec.

FEBRUARY

|~9| Miss
Comedy
8017
Little
Roughneck

[17]
Drama
8007
Penitentiary (74)
W. Connolly-J. Wyman
R — Feb. 12; EP — Dec. 11

820
Drama
j|I]
Mannequin
(95)
Joan Crawfoi d-Spencer
Tracy

12

Mr. Boggs Steps Out (67)
Barrel)
s Buys
a
Bogg
(For. Mr. dy
216
a
Dram
H|] Come

215
edy
Swing
Sailor
(63)
[4] It Com
W. Ford- Isabel Jewell
R— Nov. 20

Stu Erwin-H.
Chandler
R— Nov. 27; EP — Oct. 16

818
Drama
|2§| Comedy
Paradise for Three (75)
(For. Three Men in Snow)
Frank Morgan-F. Rlee
R — Jan. 29

|~4~|
Comedy
Everybody Sing (91)

819

Allan Jones-J. Garland
R — Jan. 29; EP — Dec. 18

Of
HumanDrama
Hearts (100)
|ll|
822
(For. Benefits Forgot)
Walter Huston-Beulah
Bondi
R— Feb. 12; EP — Jan. 1

[2~|
Western
3727
Where
the
West Begins
(55)
Jack Randall

[9]
My
Old

[~2~|
Drama
Saleslady
(65)

(72)
Evelyn
Venable-Grant
Richards-Hall Johnson
R— Feb. 6
Choir

Anne
Nagel-W.
R — Jan.
29

3724

Heyburn

[21I
Musical
3727
Thrill of a Lifetime (76)
Betty Grable-Johnny
Downs-Ben
Blue
R— Nov. 20; EP — Nov. 13

3755
Western
|2§]
Partners
of the Plains

[~4~[ Adventure
3728
The Buccaneer (127)

(70)
Hopalong Cassidy
R— Dec. 11

Fredric
R — Jan.

HU
Comedy
7006
Mama
Runs Wild (66)
Mary Boland-E. Truex
R — Dec. 25

7114
Western
Hi|
Purple Vigilantes (59)
The Three Mesquiteers
R— April 30

3719
Home

a
Dram
Kentucky

A

Yank

Oxford

at

(100)

r Drama
Robert Taylo
Comedy
RHU
— Jan. 29
Maureen O’Sullivan

823

Arsene Lupin Returns
(82)
824
Drama
Comedy
HU
Bruce
Melvyn
Douglas-Virginia

R — Jan.

Painted
Tom
HU

Trail

(50)

Keene
Western

29;

EP — Jan.

16

3733

Port of Missing Girls
(64)
R— Mar. 5
3725
a
H.
Allen
Dram
HUCarey-J.

Scandal Street (64)
Drama
HU
Lew
Ayres-Loulse
R —Campbell
Feb. 12

3729

March-F. Gaal
16; EP — Sept. 18

Big
Broadcast
of 1938
HU Musical
Comedy
3730
(90)
W. C. Fields-M. Raye
R— Feb. 19; EP— Nov
27

series) of Bar 20 (56)
Cassidy
Wm.
Boyd
(Hopalong
R— Feb. 12 tern
3758
Wes
H|

Old Barn Dance n(61) 7102
G.
Autry Wester
HU
R — Jan. 15

Outside of Paradise
Musical
[7]Regan-Penny
Phil
R —Singleton
Feb. 19

(68)
7007

Born
to Be
Wild (66)
R
— July
2
7020
Drama
HUByrd-D.
R.
Weston

ywood (66)
Holl
Stadium
Mystery
7021
HU Mystery Drama
N. Hamilton
R — Feb. 26

Thunder
R
— May in
21 the Desert(56)
Bob Steele-D. Stanley
7125
Western
HU
[2i|
Drama
The Rat (69)
Anton Walbrook
R. Chatterton

HU Comedy
Drama
Double Danger (62)
(For. Perfect Alibi)
Preston Foster
R — Jan.

[21]
Mystery
832
Charlie Chan at Monte
Carlo (71)
Warner
Oland-Virginia
Field
R— Nov. 13

29; EP — Jan.

820

15

|28| Musical Comedy
830
Happy
Landing (101)
S. Henie-D. Ameche
R — Jan. 29; EP — Nov. 20

1 Met My Dfa
Love
rr8|
|2
(81)

Again

Joan Bennett-Henry
Fonda
R — Jan. 29

[l6]

Drama

2019

The Jury’s Secret (62)
Kent Taylor-Fay Wray
R
Jan. 15 j EP^— Dec.

4

[23|
Western
2055
• Singing Outlaw
(57)
Bob Baker
R — Jan. 16

[~4~| Animated
Feat.
G08n«tv
White and
Seven Dwarfs (86)
Characters by Walt
Disney

891
the

R — Jan.

Radio
llevels (90)
[jlj City
Musical
823
Bob Burns-Jack Oakie
R— Feb. 5; EP— Jan. 29

Bringing

Checkers (78)
|H1 Comedy
Drama
834
R — Dec.
11
Jane
Withers-Stu.
Erwin

Baroness

Up

Baby

(100)

K. Hepburn-Cary
Grant739
Comedy
RHU
— Feb. 19; EP — Nov. 27

8

|~4~| Action Drama
826
International Settlement
(84)
(For. Shanghai Deadline)
Dolores Del Rio
George
R — Jan. Sanders
29

|~4~] Musical Comedy
©Goldwyn
Follies (109)
Menjou- Jepson-Ritzes
Bergen & McCarthy
R — Feb. 5; EP — Nav. 20

(67) 2014
Black y Doll
The
Drama
HU Myster
N. Grey-Donald Woods
R — Jan. 29; EP — Dec. 25

and

Butler

(80)

ella 835
Powell
Wm.
Drama
y -Annab
HU Comed
R — Feb. 19; EP — Jan. 8

Night

Spot

(72)

821
Joan
Drama
[25]Woodbury-Allan
Lane
R — Mar. 19

Love on a Budget (64)
R — Deane-Jed
Jan. 15
S.
Prouty
830
Drama
HU Comedy

Chairman
(88)
873
Drama
Comedy
HU Rogers-E.
W.
Venable

County

Sawyer
(99) Drama
|u]
Comedy
©Adventures
of Tom

Storm

Tommy
Kelly-May
son-Ann
Gtllis

son
a
Vivien
Letgh-Rex
R—
4 dy
DramHarriCome
H| Dec.

R — Feb.

Rob-

19; EP — Sept.

in a

Teacup

(86)

11

fil Comedy
Drama (66)
2016
Midnight
Intruder

Forbidden

L. Haywood-B.
Read
R — Jan. 29; EP — Jan.

r
HU Outdoo
Beery
Noah
R —Robins
Aprilon 23

1

(67)
2035
Drama
jr.-Frances

Valley

Border

Wolves

(56)

Bob Baker
R — Mar. 5
2056
Western
HU About
Mad
Music (96)
D. Durbin-H. Marshall
R — Mar. Mus
5; EP
— l
Dec. 2002
11
ica
HU

[is] Musical

Com.

FN253

Hollywood Hotel (109)
Dick Powell-F. Langford
R — Jan. 8

HU Drama- Music GB7002
Look Out for Love (70)
Opt. (Girl in the Street)
A. Neagle-T. Carminati
EP— Jan. 1; R^-June 4
HU Mus. Drama
Putting on the
(70) reissue
Harry
Richman
Joan Bennett

ai 2.

Artc’ma
Ritz

[22| Action Drama
WB231
Bordertown
(90) reissue
Paul Muni-Bette Davis
[22] Mys. Drama
WB224
Invisible Menace
(56)
(For. Without Warning)
Boris Karloff-Marie
Wilson
R — Nov. 13

Swing Your Lady
(79)
WB211
dy
Come
HU
Frank
McHugh
Humphrey
Bogart
R — Jan. 15

Blondes at Work
(60)
Drama
Comedy
|jf|Farrell-B.
G.
MacLane

[12I Action
Kid
Comes Drama
Back

WB214
(62)

Wayne
Morris-June
Travis
R — Feb.

19

Daredevil Drivers (69)
HU Action Drama
FN279
Dick Purcell-Beverly
Roberts
R — Mar. 5

Find Is
It Where
(97)
©Gold
You
HU Outd’r Drama
FN256
Geo. Brent-Ollvia de
R —Havilland
Jan. 29

Girl
a
Dram
Kathleen
(65)
HU

Hoffberg

Sally O’Neill-Tom Burke
R— Feb. 12
[28] Comedy
Atlantic
Three Broadway
Girls
( . . ) reissue
(For. Greeks Had
a
Word
for Them)
Joan Blondell
Guy Kibbee

Drama
Wife
Ling GB
|T|of General
(72)
i Griffith
R— Feb. 6Jones-Inkijinoff

[~s] His. Drama
Abraham
Lincoln Artc’ma
(86) reissue
Walter
Huston
Una
Merkel

[HI
Drama
It
Couldn't
Have
pened (64)
Reg. Denny-Jack
Evelyn Brent

Invin
Hap-

Was

Young

K(15j
— Jan.
Mys. 29Drama
N. Pilbeam-D.
De

HU

Drama

Com. 15 Drama
HU
R
— Jan.
Mauch
Twins

Twin
WB226

(70)
4jB7UU4
Marney

LaRueR — Mar. 5
Young
Pushkin

Broth
d er
and(62)His
Penro

(85)
Amkino

Goiota
d of (83)
Cossack
Balla
R — Mar. 19
Drama
HU Com.

Amk.

|

AUGUST.

Hoo/cinq
T O

MARCH

5;

EP — Oct.

|~4~|
Western
Frontier Town
(68)
Tex Ritter
R— Mar. 19

\j]

CURRENT

MARCH

5

[Y| Com. with Music 8009
Start Cheering (79)
Jimmy
Durante-W. Connolly
R— Feb.

Hkatt

S

GUIDE

30

8210
Western
[7]
Rolling
Caravans (57)
E. Stewart-J. Luden
Drama
|jo| Action
Making
the Headlines (65)
(For. House of Mystery)
Jack Holt-B. Roberts
R — Jan. 8

825

Comedy

19

Forbes

EP — Jan.

|~9]of the
Western
Code
Rangers
Tim McCoy
R— April 16

|l6] Musical
Rose of the
(60)
Movita-John

3729
(67)

|j§] Musical
Girl of the
(119)

R — Apr.

|~4] Musical Comedy
3731
Romance In the Dark (79)
Gladys Swarthout-John
Boles-J. Barrymore
R— Feb. 26

[u]
Melodrama
3732
Dangerous to Know
(70)
Anna
May
Wong-Gail
Patrick
R — Mar. 6

[~X~|
Drama
7008
Prison Nurse (67)
Henry Wilcoxon-Marian
Marsh

|~7~| Western
7115
Call the Mesquiteers (55)
(For. Desert Trail Riders)
Lynn
Roberts
Three Mesquiteers
R — Mar. 5

175

Operetta 827
Golden West

Nelson Eddy-Jeanette
MacDonald
8;

2;

Lone

Wolf

Francis
[24]

R — Mar.

T

F

S

S

3
4
5
6
10 11 12 13
17 18 19 20
24 25 26 27
31

M

T

W

APRIL
(67)

R — May

He

Loved an Actress
(63)
217
Drama
UK
Ben Lyon-Lupe
Velez

S
3

T

W

M

2
9
16
23
30

3
4
5
6
7
8
10 11 12 13 14 15
17 18 19 20 21 22
24 25 26 27 28 29
31

|Il] Com. with Music 846
Hawaii Calls (73)
B. Breen-Irvin Cobb
EP — Feb. 6; R — Mar. 5

|~4] Musical Comedy
827
Sally, Irene and Mary
(86)
F. Allen-Faye-Hovick
R— Mar. 6

[H]
Drama
838
WTay (69)
Walking
Down
Broad-

R — Feb.

5;

EP — Jan.

2017
(68)

29; R — Mar.

299

[25] Comedy
Drama
828
Judge
Hardy’s Children
(77)
Lewis Stone
Cecilia
R — Mar. Parker
26

Rom.
3715
Rio Grande
Carroll
EP — Feb.

26

[is] Melodrama
3733
Peril (66)
Bulldog Drummond’s
J. Barrymore
L. Campbell
R — Mar. 19

Rom.
rd’s y Eighth
(25] Comed
Bluebea

3734
Wife

C. (86)
Colbert-G. Cooper
R — Mar. 26; EP — Jan.

Lew
Ayres-Helen
R— Mar.
26

Tip-Off Girls (62)
3735
rama
Melod
R[T[
— Nolan-M.
Mar.
19
L.
Carlisle

8

|l5] of Drama
7009
King
the Newsboys
(08)
York)
(For. Sidewalks of New

Arson Gang Busters
[28] Livingston
Melodrama
Bob
R — Apr. 9Keith
Rosalind

Feud Maker
(56)
[H~]
Western
7126
Bob Steele
R — Apr. 16
|~4~|
Drama
Invisible
Enemy
(65) 7019

(65)
7022

Mack

C.

Condemned

Women
(76)
813
Drama
[Y]
ward
Sally
Eilers-Louis
HayR — Mar.
12

|l8]
837
t^Rebecea
of Sunnybrook
Farm Musical
(80)

13

Island
drama
Mr.
MeloGamble
(63)Moto’s
[25]

819

P. Lorre-R. Hudson
EP — Apr. 23; R — Apr.

Henry

2

in the

Sky

Reckless
Jl8] Action
State
Police Drama
(63)
Wm.
Hall9
R — Apr.

2029

Goodbye Broadway
(69)
2012
Comedy
[25]
A. Brady-C. Winninger
EP — Feb. 19; R— Apr. 2

19

B.
[5] Com. M'drama
FN259
A Slight Case of Murder
(85)
Edw.
Robinson-Jane
Bryan
R — Feb. 12

[12] Com. Drama
WB216
Love, Honor and Behave
(71)

|~T]
Drama
Inv.
Brilliant Marriage (62)
Joan Marsh-Ray
Walker

[12] Drama
Arnkino
Ski Battalion (78)
R — April 16

Was

[12I Yourself
Mus. Drama
Be
(64) Artc’ma
reissue
Fanny Brice
Robt. Armstrong

C

S
MTI

2

This
Business
|~g]Marriage
Comedy
824

Rawhide
(58)
[~g]
842
R
— Mar. Western
19
Lou Gehrig-S. Ballew

843

19

[jg]
Comedy
He
Couldn’t
Say
Frank
McHugh
Jane
Wyman
R — Mar. 5

WrB221
No
(57)

Rogers-J.

aDrama
Night 2041

Living

(69)

#

2021
Drama
|Y| Comedy
Nan
Grey-Jimmy
Savo
EP — Mar. 12; R — Apr. 9
The

Last

Stand

(56)

Western
B.
Baker
(Y|
R-June
4 -C. Moore

2057

Clyde

Jezebel (104)
WB204
Drama
|2g]
B. Davis-H. Fonda
EP — Dec. 18 ; R — Mar. 19

Over the Wall (59)
WB212
Melod
R—
19 rama
|Y|Mar.
John Litel-June Travis

Wayne
Morris-P. Lane
R — Feb. 26; EP — Jan. 29

S
-OF.U
E
1
E
N
LARAN
ELW

R— Apr.

(71)
Victor Moore-V. Lester
EP — Mar. 6; R — Mar. 19

(67)

Drama
|X| Stuart
Gloria
Michael Whalen
EP — Mar. 12; R — Mar.

Gordon

Birell

©Divorce of Lady X
(91)
Drama
Comedy
|l5|
Merle
R
— Jan.Oberon
22

of ItMake
(67)
Let’s
[25] Musical

(For. Everybody
Very Nice)

9

15

Ralph
Read Bellamy-Barbara
EP — Jan.

1

Mae

The
Gaiety Girls
(73)
[is] Musical
Comedy
Patricia Ellis
Jack Hulbert

(ill
Drama
Crime of Dr. Hallet

8

19

Shirley Temple
Randolph Scott
R— Mar. 12; EP — Nov.

(For. Six Girls)
Claire Trevor-Michael
Whalen

F

In
8022

Tala

[~4~|
Comedy
822
Maid’s Night Out (61)
(Form. Certified)
J. Fontaine-A
Lane
R — ’Feb. 26

T

APRIL

|~j~] Action
Drama
Spirit
of Youth
(66)
Joe
Louis-Edna
Harris
R — Jan.
8

1938

S

2

When
G-Men
Step
rama
[gj|
(60) Melod
R— Mar.
26
Don
Terry-J.
Wells

28

OCTOBER,

1938

X F
12

4
5
6
7
8
9 10
11 12 13 14 15 16 17
18 19 20 21 22 23 24
25 26 27 28 29 30

26

in Paris

29;

SEPTEMBER.

1938

W

Lederer-Frances
Drama

EP— Jan.

|l5|
Drama
Damaged
Goods (60)
Phyllis Barry
Pedro de Corboda

|H]
Comedy
826
The First 100 Years (73)
(For. Wooden
Wedding)
Robt. Montgomery
Virginia Bruce
EP — Mar. 6; R — Mar. 19

T

MARCH

[17]
Drama
Woman
Against the 8040
World
(62)
Alice
Moore-R.
R — May
14

M

12
7
8
9
14 15 16
21 22 23
28 29 30

RELEASES

MARCH

12

217

Merrily We
lire (95)
Constance
Bennett
Brian Aherne
R — Mar. 5; EP — Feb. 12

S

[is] Musical
Com.
Sailing
Along
(80)GB7003
J.
R — Matthews-R.
Apr. 9

Young

Heart
of New York
(. . )
|26]
Drama-Mus.
Atlantic
Bum)
(For.
A1

Hallelujah

Jolson

I’m

a

GB7014
Drama
Action
[Y|
Doesn’t
1 e)
P.
F.
(..) Answer
(Reissu
(Form. F. P.
Leslie Fenton
Jill Esmond

Lenin In
R— April
||l]

1)

October
30

Drama

(91)
Arnkino

Accidents

Will

Happen

WB222
[9] Melodrama
R
April
30
R.—(62)
Reagan-G.
Blondell

Hell

in a Circus (..)
Atlantic
rama
[9] Melod
(For.
Constant Woman)
Conrad Nagel

NOVEMBER.
s M T W T
1 2 3
a 7 8 169 10
13

14

20
27

21
28

15
22 23
29 30

1938
F

S

4 125
11
18
19
26
25

17

24

DECEMBER.
S

M

T

W

1938
T

F

1

8

15
4 125 136
7
8
9
19
14
16
27
18
20
21
22
23
24
11
25 26
28 29
30

Western
[ [ft|
Overland Express (65)
(For. The Trail Blazer)
Buck Jones
Marjorie Reynolds
R — Apr. V

*i8

m
Zamboanga
(60)
Native Cast.

R— April

23

-

|li)

Western

Land of Fighting
(53)
Jack Randall
[15]
Female
Evelyn
C.

8
9 10
15 16
22 23
29 30 U
24

17

[2o|
Comedy
There’s Always a
Woman
(80)

11
19
26

25

13

14

27

28

20

21

/2ookinq &h
A

APRIL 30

GUIDE

MAY

7

f

MAY

CURRENT

RI E L E A S E S

MAY

14

21

Extortion
(58)
J25I Melodrama

J. Blondell-M. Douglas
EP— Mar. 5; R — Mar. 26

S.

|jg| Action Drama
8021
Flight Into Nowhere (66)
J. Holt
R— Mar. 19

|30]of Western
Call
the Rockies

|22| Melodrama
International Crime
Rod LaRocque
Astrid Allwyn
R — Apr. 23

214
(63)

|22| Action Drama
Test Pilot (118)
C. Gable-M. Loy
EP — Jan. 22; R — Apr.

831

C.

Colton-M.

8036

Starrett-I.

Main
Event Drama
(55)
|5~[ Action
R — Wells-R.
May
14
J.

Russell

8037

Paige

Law of the Plains (66)
|l2|
Western
8205
C. Stewart-Xris Meredith

8204
(54)

Meredith

Whirlwind
Horseman
p7~|
Western
(58)
Ken

Six Shootin’ Sheriff
|2p| Maynard
Western
Ken

221

(59)
224

Maynard

Hold Tliat Kiss (74)
|l3|
Comedy
833
D. O’Keefe-M. O'Sullivan
Mickey
R
— May Rooney
14

23

Swiss

Miss

(73)

Laurel
Hardy
|jo| &Comedy
830
EP— Feb. 19; R — May 14

3739

R — Apr.

Melodrama

EP — Jan.

1;

[~8~|
Western
Gun
Smoke
Trail (57)3740

Two Gun Justice
(57)3729
Western
[24] McCoy
Tim
R — June 4

Jack

Randall

16

3736

R — Apr.

Western

Outlaws of Sonora
Three Mesquiteers
R — April 30

[22]
Western
Heart of Arizona
William Boyd
R — Apr. 16

3757
(68)

129] Com. Swing
with music
College
(87)

8737

|~6~|
Musical
Dr.
Rhythm
(80)
B.
R — Crosby-Bea
April 30

M.
Raye-Burns-Allen
EP — Jan. 16; R — Apr.

3739

Lillie

23

9

7116
(55)

jli] Adv. Drama
7011
Call of the Yukon (70)
(For. Thunder in
Alaska)
R — Apr. 23
R. Arien-B. Roberts

p|
Comedy
Joy of Living (91)
I. Dunne-Fairbanks
R — Mar. 26

826

Jr.

|U
Drama
840
QIn Old Chicago (110)
T. Power-Alice Faye
R — Jan. 8

[~6] ofMelodrama
827
Law
the Underworld
(61)
C. Morris-Ann Shirley
EP— Mar. 12; R — Mar. 26

|~6~| Comedy
Drama
A Trip to Paris (64)

Shirley Deane-J. Prouty
EP — Apr. 2; R — Mar. 26

EP — Feb.

|~S~| Comedy
Drama
Life
Begins at
40 ( . . )874

26; R — Apr.

30

[15]
Drama
2023
Nurse From
Brooklyn
(67)
Sally Ellers-Paul Kelly
EP — Mar. 19; R — Apr. 16

|l6] Comedy
FN252
Fools for Scandal (79)
Carole Lombard
Fernand Gravet
22; R — Mar.

19

1 m Mus. Drama Artc’ma
1 New York Nights
reissue
Talmadge

f Gilbert Roland

Blind

Alibi

(61)

|2p|
Melodrama
R.
Dix-W.
Bourne
EP — Apr. 2; R — May

829
14

Gun

Law
(60)
881
Western
|l3|O’Brien;
Geo.
R — May 14

Rascals
(85)
Kentucky
Moonshine
[13] Com. with
Music

844

(77)

R — Apr. 9
|2o|
Comedy
J.
Withers-R.
Hudson 849

Ritz Bros.-Maj. Weaver
EP — Mar. 5; R — May 7

(reissue)

Adven.
[29] Romantic
Adven.
Return
of the Scarlet
Pimpernel (80)

©Adventures
of Marco
Polo (104)
G. Cooper-Slg. Gurie
R — Feb. 19; EP — Aug. 14

EP— Jan.

Rogers

Vivacious Lady
(90)
[X3|
Comedy
740
G. Rogers-J. Stewart
EP — Jan. 29; R — May
7

847

848
Four
and ma
a Prayer
[29]Men Dra
(85)
Loretta Young
Richard Greene

Will

|l5] Romantic

Cocoanut Grove (94)
R — Com.
May with
14
[2p|
Music 3740
F. M’ Murray EP — Mar. 12

R — May Woods
7
Donald
Patricia Ellis

(22)
Comedy
825
Go Chase Yourself (70)
Joe Penner-Lucille Ball
EP — Mar. 19; R — Apr. 16

|22|
Comedy
845
Battle of Broadway
(84)
V. McLaglen-B.
Hovick
EP — Mar. 19; R — Apr. 2

Heaven (88)
3738
Melod'ma
Rom.
|X3| Raymond-O.
G.
Bradna
EP— Feb. 6; R — Apr. 30

Stolen

on the Run7023
Romance
Drama
(68)
Comedy
[xx]

[2o|
Western
7800
IJnder Western Stars (66)
R. Rogers
R — Apr. 16

|
(68)
■ Norma

TO

8006

Men

©Her
Jungle Love (81)
Dorothy
Lamour-Ray
Milland

[ii]

JANUARY. 1989
M
T w 12T F
8
1 2 3 184 5 6 7

Drama
3713
Fugitive (56)
Venable

Reynolds

[15]
;

31

s

APRIL 23

16

APRIL

;

S
10
173

S. Stewart-B.
R — Apr. 16

Barnes

R
— May Party
28
Devil’s

(22) Mystery Drama
2027
Lady in the Morgue (70)
Preston Foster
Patricia Ellis
EP— Mar. 26; R — May 14

[23] Com.
Drama
Women
Are Like
(65)
P. O’Brien-K.
R— Apr. 16

FN261
That

Francis

Sinners
Paradise (65)
[~6] inDrama
(For. Half Way
to
Shanghai)
J. Boles-M. Evans
EP — Apr. 2; R — May

|30| Com. Brat
Drama
Beloved
(62) FN267
B.— Granville-D.
R
Feb. 19

Costello

7

[T|(59)
Action
Drama
FN275
Torchy
Blane
in Panama
Paul
Kelly-Lola
R — Apr.
23

Lane

To the Victor (78)
[f] Drama
GB7005
Will
Fyffe
R—
Feb. 19Lockwood
Margaret

Air
Devils (60)
R-May
[I3] Action
Drama
203814
D. Purcell-Mamo
Clark
Frankenstein (71)
|X5| Melodrama
3072
Boris Karloff-Mae Clark

(67)

a
Action DramRoberts
|2o|
V.
McLaglen-B.

ern Front (87) Reis-3071
jisl Quiet
Drama
All
on the WestLew Ayres

Hood
[14]
Hist.(102)
Drama
FN251
H<S)Adventures of Robin
Errol
R — MayFlynn
7
Olivia de Havilland

Mystery House
(56)
|2t|
Melodrama
FN277
R — May
14
Dick
Purcell
Ann Sheridan

Show Goes On (68)
Anna
Neagle
[xs| Drama-Music

Tonight or Never ( . . )
|l7| Com. Drama
Atlantic
Melvyn Douglas
Gloria Swanson

Tullio

Carminati

GB

FEBRUARY.
S

Hooking
A

GUIDE

MAY

|

TO

28

(?kazt

^

CURRENT

JUNE

T

W

1939
T

F

MARCH.
S

12
3
4
7
8
9 10 11
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28

5
6
12 13
19 20
26 27
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JUNE 4

M

a

m

5
6
12 13
19 20
26 27

t

APRIL. 1939

1939

w

x

f

12
7
8
9
14 15 16
21 22 23
28 29 30

a

3
4
10 11
17 18
24 25
31

S

M

X

JUNE
Holiday

8001

West of Cheyenne
Charles Starrett
|3o|
Western
Iris Meredith

Highway
Patrol (58)
J. Wells-R. Paige
|27| Action Drama

(53)
City

Streets

Leo

City Shadows)
Carrillo-E. Fellows

[T|
(For.
1

Held for Ransom
(60)
222
Western
U| Withers
Grant

EP— Mar.

[22I
Drama
3709
Numbered
Women
(63)
(For. Private Nurse)
S. Blane-J. Arledge
R — May 14

[27]
Drama
Hunted
Men
(67)
(For. Crime
Gives
Orders)
L. Nolan-M.
R — May
21

3741

R — May

[~3~] Rom. Drama
Reis-3769
Farewell to Arms
(79)
Cooper-Helen

Hayes

836
Toy
(95) ma
Dra
]
|joWife
L. Rainer-M. Douglas
R — June 11

Woman
Against Woman
838
Drama
p7]
Answer)
(61) (For. One Woman’s
V.
Bruce-H.
Marshall
R — June 25

lou and Me ma
(90)
Dra
[jo]

3742
Raft

Ann

Melodrama
of New York
Bickford

Prison Farm
(70)
[17] Melodrama
R — Ross-L.
June 25 Nolan
S.

3743

Dvorak

R — May

Desert Patrol (56)
Western
[|]Steele
Bob
R — June 11

28

7127

Polly

[27] Historical Drama
Kidnapped (90)
Warner Baxter
Freddie Bartholomew
EP— Feb.

12;

846

R— May

|~3] Musical
Josette
(70)

Comedy

D. Ameche-S.
EP — .Feb. 19

830
(72)

King
Kong Drama
(99)
[xo] Action
Fay

839

Simon

Wray-R.

Spy

(. . )

Melodrama

Hamilton

225

Reissue

Armstrong

One
Wild Com
Night
(72) 850
edy
|io|
June
Lang-D.
Baldwin
R — May
14

of

Seven

Seas

(81)

|T] Adven. Drama 829
Beery-M.

O’Sullivan

Linden

Bar 20 Justice (70)
I24] Boyd
Western
Wm.
(Hopalong3758
R — Apr.

16

7117

Kiders of Black Hills (55)
R — JuneMesquiteers
25
Three

Ladies in Distress
Drama
[13] Comedy
Alison Skipworth

|~3~| Melodrama
Saint in New
York
Louis Hayward
Kay
Sutton
R— May
7

Port
W.

Cassidy)

2

7004
(67)

Ix>rd Jeff (84)
|24| Comedy
Drama
837
Freddie Bartholomew
Mickey
R — June Rooney
25

R — June 25
Jean Parker-Eric

Western
[23]
Gangs
Chas.

a

8019

lost (81)
|22] Outdoor
Drama
3702
Romance
of the
Liinber-

Marines Are
Here (60)
3712
Drama
[g] Comedy
J. Travers-G. Oliver

Sylvia
R — JuneSidney-Geo.
4

Married

[Y]

Neil

(68)

Drama

223

28

[29]
Western
3730
Phantom
Banger (57)
Tim McCoy
R — July 2

G.

EP — Apr.
Carlisle

26;

a

JULY 2

Stage Coach Days (58)
|io|
Western
8211
John Luden-E. Stewart

K. Hepburn-C. Grant
EP — Apr. 9; R — May 21

Drama(98) 832
[3]
Ihree Comrades
Taylor,
Young Tone, Sullivan,

F

2
3
4
5
6
7
81
9 10 11 12 13 14 15
16 17 18 19 20 21 22
23 24 25 26 27 28 29

JUNE 24

18

(93)

|l5| Drama

[27]
Drama
834
Yellow Jack (83)
Robert Montgomery
Virg. Bruce
R — May 28

X

30

11

Life Returns
(60)
Drama
|pj]
Lois Wilson

W

Moran;

(65)
7012

R — June

Blond Cheat (62)
Drama
[l7| Comedy
Derrick de Marney
Joan

Fontaine

11
Border

831

R-May

28

Three Blind Miee (75)
851
Comedy
|y7]
RL.
— June
11
Young-J.
McCrea

G-Man

(60)

ern
R[24]
— June West
18
George O'Brien

882

Mr.
Moto (63)
Takes
a
Chance
[24] Melodrama
819
B—
JuneDorre-R.
18
Peter
Hudson

Time (70)
Having
Wonderful
Comedy
|T|
Ginger Rogers
Douglas
Fairbanks
Oct. 18
23
REP—
— June

819
jr.

Always Goodbye
(75)
R—
July 2 Stanwyck
Barbara
862
Drama
n
Herbert Marshall

28

Blockade

(85)

Madeleine Carroll
RHenry
— June
11 Drama
t]Fonda
[i

|l5|
Comedy
3073
Love Before Breakfast
(70)
C.

Lombard-P.

Foster

|l5]
Comedy
3074
Lady Xubbs (69)
A. Brady-D.
Montgomery

[28] Action Drama
FN259
Crime School (86)
H. Bogart-Gale Page
R— May 14

[~3~| Western
Western Trails (57)
Bob Baker

2038

Young

f~3~| Drama
2010
Wives
Under
Suspicion
(68) Warren
William
R — June 11

WB219
[T| Com. Drama
Little Miss Thoroughbred (63)
Janet Kay
John Lltel

Chapman

Fugitives

Danger

(68)

D.[xt]
Kent
a — July
MelodramR

Express (56)
2059
n
Wester
[17] Pony
(For.
Express
Days) — Bob Baker
White

Diggers
in Paris
WB206
Com.
Mus.

Rudy
Vallee
Priscilla
R — May Dane
21

When
WereDrama
You
|jg] Mys.
(65)
Anna
May
Wong
RMargaret
— June 18Lindsay

Born?
FN263

Air

(65)

Banners

(88)

WB208
Drama Bainter
[25]
Claude
Rains-F.
EP — Feb. 26; R — June 4

n

EOUS

ELLAN

Crime Over London (..)
GB
|l5| Action Drama
Margot Grahame
Paul Cavanaugh

the

Woods R — July 2
Action Drama
|f]
Rage of Paris (78)
Danielle
Darrieux
Rn
— June Comedy
18
2005

Outlaw

Gold
(97)
|H]

on

Donald

2

Three

Drama

on

a Weekend

RMargaret
— June 11
John LodgeLockwood

GB

(72)

j
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s
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T
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W
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F

S

S
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2
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F
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1

Hooking
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3
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A

GUIDE

TO

/

Hhatt

CURRENT

25

RELEASES
AU
GUST
13

31
JULY

AUGUST

9

JULY

16

JULY

[l5| Western
Pioneer Trail (55)
John

Luden-Joan

8212

JULY

23

South
Arizona (56)
|28] ofWestern
8207
Chas. Starrett
Iris Meredith

Reformatory Dram
(61) a
[21] Action
Jack Holt-C. Winters
K — June 25

Barclay

6

30

Utah
Western
[g]
Rollin’ Plains (..)
Tex Ritter

226

[15] Melodrama
The High Command
Lionel Atwill

227
(. . )

Tex

Renfrew
on
Great228
Drama
on the
ActiTrail
[22]
AVhite
(. . )

Trail

(..)

Ritter

J12]

Western

James Newell
Terry Walker

R— July

|~5~j Chasers
Comedy
The

[15]
Drama
835
Shopworn
Angel ( . . )
James Stewart
Margaret Sullavan

[~8~| Comedy
Drama
Fast Company
(..)
Melvyn Douglas
Florence Rice
2

|~6~|
Western
Man’s Country (..)
Jack Randall

Love Finds
Hardy
a
Dram
ComedyAndy
[22]
(.
.)

The Crowd Roars ( . . )
[<?g] Action Drama
Robert Taylor

Mickey
Rooney-Judy
Garland-Lewis Stone

Maureen

(Drama
. . )

Dennis O’Keefe
Ann Morris

White

Collars

(. . )

R. Young- R. Hussey
[12] Comedy Drama

O’Sullivan

[~3~| Outdoor
Barefoot
Boy ( .Drama
. )

3742

Jackie

Moran

•

|~g~|
Western
3854
Pride of the AVest (55)
William Boyd (Hopalong
Cassidy)
R— July 2

I22]
Comedy
Tropic Holiday (78)
Dorothy Lamour
Bob Burns
R — July 2

Professor Beware
Comedy
[29]
Harold Lloyd
Phyllis Welch

3744

Booloo ( . . )
[22] Adventure
Colin Tapley
Suratna

[4] West, with Music 7163
Gold Mine in the Sky
(60)
Gene Autry-C. Hughes

reissue
Drama
[g]
l.ittle Women
(99)
K. Hepburn-J. Bennett

JjTj
Crime
Allan

[8]

836
Melodrama
Ring (70)
Lane
R — July 2

Western

853

Panamint’s Bad Man (60)
Smith
Ballew-E. Daw
[IT]
Comedy
857
Going to Be Rich (78)
Victor McLagien
Grade Fields

[jj] Jom. Music WB2IJ
Cowboy From
Brooklyn
(77)
R — June 18
Dick Powell Priscilla Lane
[~9 1
Drama
My Bill (60)
K. Francis-D. Moore
R — June 25

FN

[HI
Western
7128
Durango
Valley Raiders
(. .)
Bob Steele
[l5|
Drama
Army Girl ( . . )
Madge
Evans
Preston Foster
Com.

Drama

Give Me a Sailor ( . . )
Martha
Raye-Bob
Hope
Comedy
[5]

The

Texans

(. . )

Joan
Bennett-R.
Scott
[12] Outdoor
Drama

Drama

Asmara

Heroes of the Hills
Western
[20] Mesquiteers
Three

(..)

Romantic Rogue ( . . )
Drama
tic
[25] Roman
Ramon
Novarro
Marian

Marsh

7002

833
[22] Comi
Music( . 834
Pm
From with
the City
. )

Mother Carey’s Chickens
(. .)
Ruby Keeler-Ann Shirley
James
Ellison

Joe

[15]
Comedy
854
Passport Husband
(67)
Stuart Erwin
Pauline Moore
R— July 2

Penner-Kay

Sutton

Little
Miss Broadway
HU
Comedy
Drama
856
(• •)
Shirley Temple
Jimmy
Durante

Algiers (95)
ma
Dra
Charles
Boyer
[22]
R— JulyGurie
2
Sigrid

Young in Heart (..)
Janet
Gaynor
Drama
dy
[29] Come
Douglas Fairbanks jr.

Little Tough
Guy
Drama
[22] End”
"Dead
Kids
Robt. Wilcox

[l6] Com. Drama
AVB215
Men Are Such Fools(69)
Wayne
Morris
Priscilla Lane
R — June 25

Mauch
Twins
R — April 2

|23| Com. Drama
Penrod’s
Trouble Double
(60)

\

Painted

Sky Giant ( . . )
835
Drama
H|] Action
(Form.
Northern
Flight)
Chester Morris
Richard Dix

|i>2] Romantic Drama
855
I'll Give a Million ( . . )
Warner
Baxter
Marjorie AVeaver

Melodrama
[15] Break
Prison
(. . )
Barton MacLane
Glenda Farrell

[15] Musical Comedy
GB
Evergreen ( . . ) reissue
Jessie Matthews
Barry Mackay

fifiiflfii

(. . )

(. . )

FN

George

HU

Letter
of with
Introduction
HU
Com.
Music
(. .)
Bergen and McCarthy
Andrea Leeds

Amazing
I>r. Clitterhouse
( • •)
Melodrama
HU
Edw.
G. Robinson
Claire Trevor

Strange Boarders (79)
GB
Tom
Drama
|T|Walls
Renee

Saint-Cyr

Desert

(. . )

O'Brien
Western

|

AH
the

Shott5
Numerals

Following:

Title

Wee Wee Monsieur (17) . .Feb. 18, ’38
Stranded in France after the war,
the three complicate their problems by joining the
Foreign
Legion.

Are

short

©Indicates

color.

of

the

W ORLD

week

Artcinema
MUSICAL
Produced

CLASSICS
by Hugo Reisenfeld
(Reissues)

Apprentice,

Dee.

31, ’37

Jan.

29, ’38

Columbia
A

COMEDTES

Doggone
Mixup
(19) . .Feb. 4, ’38
Harry Langdon
who can’t say no
to a salesman becomes over-bought
on troubles.

Ankles Away
(19)
Andy Clyde.
Cuekoorancho
(16%)
Complications when two
are mistaken for rich
by a Mexican rancher.

May

13

Mar. 25
wanderers
Americans

Fiddling Around
(18) . . . . Jan. 21, ’38
Detectives Monty Collins and Tom
Kennedy
guard
a
Stradlvarius
while crooks get away with 'all.
Halfway to Hollywood (17%) . .July 1
Jump
Chump
Jump
(19%) .. Apr. 15
Firechief Andy
Clyde falls for a
school teacher.
©Old Raid Mule, The (19)
Mar. 4
Andy
Clyde is a sucker for bargains and gets talked into many
a
bad one.
The Mind Needer (18)
Apr. 29
Charlie Chase.
The Soul of a Heel (16%)
June 4
Andy Clyde has a time trying to
marry the sheriff’s daughter.
Time Out for Trouble (19) . . . .Mar. 18
Charlie Chase arouses the underworld by fooling around with a
gangster’s
COLOR
©Horse

on

sweetie.
RHAPSODIES
the

Merry-Go-Round

Feb. 17, ’38
(9) Butterfly ( . . )
Poor
July 4
©The
Big Birdcast (8)
May 13
©The
Foolish Bunny
(6) . . . . Mar. 11
Window
Shopping (7)
June 3
COMMUNITY
No.
No.

5
6

SING

(Song Parade)
(Cowboy Songs)

(10)
No. 7 (Gus
(10)

Van — Song

Jan.

21, ’38

Feb.
Shop)

25, ’38
Mar.

No. 8
(10)
Songs the folks
No. 9 ( . . )
No. 10 (. .)
KRAZY

used

to

18

May 6, ’38
sing.
June 25
July 4

KAT

Krazy
Magic
(7)
Slay 20
Krazy’s Travel Squawks
( . . ) . July 4
The Auto Clinic (7)
Mar. 4
The Little Buclsaroo (6)
Apr. 11
Sad Little Guinea Pigs (..).. Feb. 22
NEW

SPORT

THRILLS

Feminine Fun
(10)
Feb.
Snow
Foolin’ (10)
Jan.
Sport Stamina (10)
May
Unusual Hunting
(10) .. .Mar.
SCRAPPY
CARTOONS
Scrappy’s Playmates (7)
Scrappy’s Trip to Mars
(7)
SCREEN
SNAPSHOTS
No.
No.

6
7

(9)
(10)

18,
21,
10,
15,

’38
’38
’38
’38

Apr.

27

Feb. 4, ’38
(Series 16)
Feb.

No. 8 (10)
No. 9
(10)
No. 10 (10)
No. 11 (10)
No. 12 (. .)
SPECIAL

4, ’38
Mar. 4

Apr. 1,
Apr. 29,
May 27,
June 24,
July

Wealthy

and

(10)

.Apr.

Mar.

Dumb
May

All’s Fair (10)
The Cabin Kids

20

Feb.

29

25, ’38

25, ’38

(7) . .Apr.
Orchestra

’38
’38
’38
’38
10
’38
’38
29
15
’38
24

CHEST

Kingdom
for a Horse
Music From
the Stars

(10) .. .Apr.

22

(11)
Mar. 25, ’38
Horace Lapp and Orchestra.
Return of the Buffalo
(10)
Apr. 8, ’38
Sky Fishing (10)
Feb. 25, ’38
Songbirds of the North Woods
(10)
Feb. 11
We
Live in Two Worlds

Beantiful
(19)
Buster

May

27, ’38

REELERS
But
West

have some
conceited
shop.

at

the

Beach

(. . )

fun with
manager

25, *38
Tom Mar.
Patricola
a near-sighted,
of a
fashion

Cactus Caballeros (19)
May 27
Harry Gribbon and Joey Haye, although scared stiff, set out after
a Mexican bandit and succeed in
capturing hirm
Cupid Takes a Holiday (16) . .Feb. 4
Danny Kaye seeks a bride through
a marriage agency.
Cute
Crime Machamer.
(..)
Jefferson

FITZPATRICK
TRAVELTALKS
In Technicolor
Beautiful Budapest
(9)
Czeeho-SIovakia on Parade
(9)
Glimpses
Glimpses
(8)
Natural

Apr.

16

June
of Austria (9) . . . .Feb.
of New
Brunswick

11
19

Mar.

19

Wonders

of

the

West (10)
Paris on Parade (..)
Rnral Sweden
(8)

Jan.

Apr.

29, ’38

is mistaken

for

a

famous

Captain Kidd’s Treasure
The(10)
Face Behind the Mask Jan.

Entertainment on Uncle Sol’s radio
hour
with
Eddie
Lambert
and
Beverly Sills.
Wanna
Be a Model? (16) .Feb. 25, ’38
Jefferson Machamer.
Winner Lose All (..)
June 17
Charles Kemper
devotes his time
to puzzle contest and almost loses
his girl because he signed away
the prize
test.

rights

in

a

$50,000

con-

22, ’38

Mar.
(10) Feb.

19, ’38
19, '38

(11)
Feb. 26,
Stroke of Genius (11)
Feb. 5,
OThat
Mothers Might Live
(10)
Apr.
The Forgotten Step (10) . .May 7,
Tupapao
(. . )
June
MUSICAL

’38
’38
30
’38
11

CRIME

DOESN’T

PAY

A Criminal Is Born (21)
June 25
Come Across (20)
May 14
OMiracle Money
(21)
Mar. 26
O'Vhat
Price Safety (21)... Feb. 5
The
penalty exacted
by
cheap
contracting.

Jungle Glimpses (10)
Mar. 25
A
colorful camera
trip through
South American
tropics.
The Bike Parade (10)
Apr. 22
The saga of the bicycle from 1900
Husing.
to the present. Narrated by Ted

M-G-M
Released
OUR

NEWS
OF THE
twice weekly.
GANG

DAY

COMEDIES

Awful

Tooth,

The

Bear
Came

Facts
(11)
the Brawn

Three

Men

in a

(..)

May

28

Mar. 3, ’38
Apr. 16

(11)

PETE

Tub

SMITH

(10) . Mar.

26, ’38

SPECIALTIES

OFriend
Indeed (10)
Man’s friend, the dog.
Jungle Juveniles No. 2

Jan.

1, ’38

(9)
Jan. 29, ’38
La Savate (8)
Mar. 12, ’38
Humorous
account of French sport
in which opponents rely mainly on
their feet.
Modeling

for

Money

(10) . . . .Apr.

©Penny’s Party (9)
Story of Dr. Carver (..)
Surf Heroes (10)
on

a

Rope

REISSUES
Laurel and

30

Apr. 9, ’38
June 18
May 28

(10) ... .Feb.

Hardy

19, ’38

Reissues

An Evening Alone (9)
How
to Figure Income

May

14

17. ’38

Paramount
Be

Up to Date (7)
Feb. 25
Junior and Pudgy go hunting, with
amusing results.
Honest Love and True (7)... Mar. 25
Out of the Inkwell (7)
Apr. 22

Riding the Rails (7)
Swing School (7)
The lust Kitten (7)..

Jan.

and

Al-

May

6

June 3
visit to the
and vineyards
July

Gigantic farming — -Steaming
ery— a day in
a dog’s life.
POPEYE
CARTOONS
Big Chief Ugh-Amugh-Ugh
(7)
I Yam
Love Sick (8)

1

scen-

Apr.
May

15
20

Learn Polikness (7)
Feb. 18, ’38
Let’s Celebrake (9)
Jan. 21, ’38
Plumbing Is a “ihpe” (7)... June 17
The House Builder-Upper (7). Mar. 18
POPULAR
SCIENCE
(In Cinecolor)
©No.
3 (10)
Newest
wrinkles
©No. 4 (10)
No. 5 (10)
No. 6
(10)
SCREEN
Thanks
Bert

in

Jan.
science.

14, ’38
Mar. 18
May 13
July 8

SONG

for the Memory
(7) . Mar. 25
Block and orchestra supply

the music.
Yon Leave Me

Breathless

(7). May

27

Dorsey and orchestra.
the Words Right Out

of My
Mouth
(8)
Cartoon
plus Jerry
orchestra.

Jan.and
28, his
’38
Blaine

RICE

28, ’38
May 27
June 24

CLASSICS
Apr. 29
June 24
Dec. 31
(7).. Feb. 25

Bob Crosby and His
(10)
Easy on the Ice (10)
Henry King and his
Shirley Foster.

Orchestra
May 6
.June 3
orchestra with

Hall’s Holiday
(10)
George
Hall and
with Dolly Dawn.

his

Apr. 8
Orchestra

Himber
Harmonies
(10) .. Jan. 28, ’38
A typical day in the life of Richard Himber and His Orchestra.

SPORT-

Cops and Robbers (10)
Mar. 25
A chase in which a black bear and
mountain lion are captured.
Fascinnting Adventure, A (10) Feb. 25
modern
Tarzan and
tures Vn the streams
Florida.
Good Looking Winners
(10)
Refuting

CARTOONS

Hold It (8)
Hunky
and Spunky (7)
Little Lamby
(7)
The Tears of an Onion

fish

A

Jan.

COLOR

No. 11 (10)
Alpine streams, a
Guadalupe
Islands,
of California.
No. 12 (10)

LIGHTS
GRANTLAND

Audioscopiks

BOOP

Apr. 1
Standards
in

of

Chesapeake
fishermen —
camera
studies of clouds —
feeding the
animals.

Tax

(8)

BETTY

(10)
Bureau

Washington, trained
pine aqueduct.
No. 10 (10)

22, ’38

SPECIAL
New

PICTORIAL

Styles In the sun, New York’s army
of night workers, canine beauty

Jimmy
You Took

(8) to Raise a Baby
Mar. July
19, ’382
How
(9)....
Music Made
Simple (8)
Apr. 16

4,5The

PARAMOUNT

No.
(10)
4, ’38
The7 Yerkes
Observatory, Feb.
Autumn
in the Alps and the Shadow
Man.
No.
8 (10)
Mar. 4
shop.

No. 9
The

COMEDIES

Billy Rose’s Casa Mannna
(21)
Mar. 26
Snow Gets in Your Eyes (20). May 14
The Canary Comes Across
(21)
Jan. 29
Gay doings of a prison glee club
with Erik Rhodes.

HEADLINER

M-G-M

18, ’38

PARAGRAPHICS

©An
Optical Poem
(7) .. Mar. 5, ’38
In Technicolor.
Hollywood Handicap
(10) . . . .May 28
Life in Some Town, USA

sur-

Sing for Sweetie (19)
Apr. 15
geon.
Gangsters
Interfere with Lee Sullivan’s plans for the elopement
but he manages.
Uncle Sol Solves It (19)
Feb. 11

Listen to Lucas (10)
Feb.
Clyde Lucas and Orchestra.
PARAMOUNT
NEWS
Released twice weekly.

Find What’s Wrong
(10) . . . . June 17
Gold (10)
Feb. 25
The gold mines of South Africa,
some of his gadgets.

County Hospital (19)
Jan.
ROBERT
BENCHLEY

Money on Your Life ( . . ) May 13, ’38
Revolutionary antics with
Kemper and Kaye.
Pardon My Accident (17) . . . .June 10
Willie Howard
fakes an accident

REPORTER

Little Bantamweight
. . . .Mar. 12, ’38
HISTORICAL
MYSTERIES

Retail hijinks with Herman
Timberg jr. and Pat Rooney jr.
Miss They Missed, The
Jan. 28, ’38
Howard
as Pierre, the human bloodhound for a
wealthy
family, gets fired when his phoney
French is discovered and gets involved with racketeers.

Wynn.
STAR

No. 3
(10)
Mar. 10
Ted Husing introduces us to Mark
Warnow
and band, Rio Brothers,
Vic Heide and Freddy Rich and
orchestra.

California Giants (11) ... .Jan. 28, '38
Story of the giant redwood tree.
Crime Fighters (10)
May 20
Depicting the thorough training a
police officer undergoes.

Three

(18)
Willie

Queens of the Air (10)
July 8
Vincent Lopez and his orchestra,
Benay Venuta, Hollace Shaw, Jean
Ellington, Betty Hutton and Nan

22, ’38
July 9
May 14

Jitter Bugs (..)
May 20, ’38
Buster West and Tom Patricola recover a stolen bracelet after they
steal a turkey.
Love and Onions (19)
Mar. 11

and

25

Apr. 2, ’38
Apr. 30
Feb. 19
Apr. 16

Canned
Fishing (11)
Feb. 12, ’38
Feed ’Em and Weep
(11) .May 17, ’38
Hide and Shriek (..)
June 18

Dummies
and

June

Blue Monday
(9)
Captain’s Pup (9)
Cleaning House
(8)
Poultry Pirates (9)

1, ’38

(. . )
Jan. 21,
Devil of the Deep (..)... May 27,
Gandy
the Goose (6)
Mar. 4,
Happy and Lncky (..).. Mar. 18,
Here’s to Good Old Jail (..).. June
His Off Day
(. . )
Feb. 4,
Just Ask Jupiter (7)
Feb. 18,
Maid in China (7)
Apr.
Robinson Crusoe’s Broadcast
(7)
Apr.
The Big Top (..)
May 13,
The Last Indian (..)
June

(..)
TWO

Day

KIDS

HARMAN-ISING

TERRY-TOONS

TREASURE

A

THE

(11)
The Ship That Died
MINIATURES

A Mountain Romance
Bugs Beetle and His

’38
’38
’38
’38
29

The New
Nation (..)
June 1
Story of Czechoslovakia.
Jungle Babies (..)
Junel
THREE
STOOGES
COMEDIES
Healthy,
(16)

(..)...

(Distributed through 20th-Fox)
SONG
AND
COMEDY
HITS

The

(9)

ALL-STAR

COLOR

Educational

Americans Come, The (9) . Apr. 30, ’38
Glorious Vamp, The (9) . .Feb. 26, ’38
Irish Fantasy
(9)
Mar. 26, '38
Second Hungarian
Rhapsody
(9)
Wizards’

IN

©Friendly Neighbors
Views of Ontario.
©Quebec

CAPTAIN
AND
CARTOONS

things happen
to
Curly wins a puz-

Tassels in the Air (18)
Apr. 1
Signpainters, prattling in
pig
Latin, are mistaken for high-class
French decorators and get a free
hand in a swanky
household.
Three Goofy Gobs (. .)
July 29

Running: Time.
Date Is National Release, 1938, Unless
Otherwise Specified.
(^Indicates
rating.

sorts of
trio when
zle contest.

that

the

many

of

popular
the

his advenof Central

Jan.
28. ’38
conception

feminine

cham-

molls.*’
Red, White
and Blue
Champions
are “muscle
pions of sports
(10)
May 20
A unique group of aquatic youngsters of the Panama
Canal zone.
Win, Place or Show
(10) . . . . Apr. 22
Human
interest yarn of the Hialeah racing track.
ing.
Strike
(10)
Not baseball

but

UNUSUAL

a

reel

June 17
about fish-

OCCUPATIONS

©No. 4 (10)
Peb. 11, ’38
©No. 5 (10)
Apr. 15
Gold beating: circulating library;
woman
chimney
sweep:
tool
leather portraits.
No.

6

(10)

RKO
DISNEY
©Boat

10

Feb.

25

Radio

CARTOONS

Builders

Mickey,

June

(7)

Donald and the Goof attempt to build a
boat with disastrous consequences.

BOXOFFICE

July 9, 1938

©Donald’s Better Self (8). Mar. 11, ’38
©Donald’s Nephews
(8) . .Apr. 15, ’38
Introducing three mischievous editions of Donald Duck, Huey, Dewey
and Louie.
Good Scouts (8)
July 8
Donald
Duck
takes his nephews
camping, much
to his sorrow.
Polar Trappers (8)
Adventures of Donald
in the Arctic.

June
and

17, ’38
Goofy

O©8elf-Control (9)
Feb. 11
Donald Duck tries to practice that
under trying conditions.
The Fox Ilunt (8)
July 29
Adventures of Donald
Duck
and
Goofy during a fox hunt.
0©The
Moth and the Flame
(8)
Adventures

of a

boy

Apr. 1, ’38
girl moth.

and

0©Wynken,
Blynken and Nod
(8)
May 27
The
adventures
of
the
three
youngsters In Eugene Field’s
who
sail through the sky
wooden-shoe.
EDGAR

KENNEDY

poem
in a

COMEDIES

Ears of Experience (18) .Jan, 28, ’38
Kennedy, who is seeking a promotion, gets into difficulties when he
takes the advice of a professional
listener.
False Roomers
(17)
Mar. 25, ’38
A
slightly unbalanced roomer
is
the cause of all the hilarity.
Kennedy’s Castle (17)
May 28
Edgar
brings the boss and
the
customers
home
to play poker
when the wife walks in with her
friends.
HEADLINER

COMEDIES

Music Will Tell (18)
Feb. 11, ’38
Ted Fio Rito and his orchestra
show up an impersonator.
Picketing for Love (17)
June 3
Betty Jane Rhodes, Joe Morrison,
Phyllis Kennedy, Jack Carson and
Barbara Bedford.
LEON

ERROL

COMEDIES

Berthqnalces (16)
Errol tries his hand
child psychology.

at

May 6
applying

Dummy
Owner
(19)
Jan. 7, ’38
Errol gets mixed
up with race
track touts.
His Pest Friend (18)
Mar. 11
Blind jealousy gets Leon into hot
water.
The Jitters (19)
July 1
The wife’s yen for dancing sets
Errol off on a Jag which ends in
a rousing finale.
MARCH

OF

TIME

No. G
(16)
Jan. 21, ’38
"Inside Nazi Germany — 1938”
No. 7
(19)
Feb. 18, ’38
Old Dixie’s New
Boom, One Million Missing, Russians in Exile.
ONo.
8 (19)
Mar. 18
Story

of

nation’s first government-promoted tourist resort and
arms and the League of Nations.
ONo. 9 (21)
Apr. 15
The Nazi conquest of Austria and
a
pictorial . discussion on
crime
and prisons.
No. 10 (19)
May 13
Racketeers vs. Housewives.
UNo. 11 (17)
June 10
A study of the American physician.
MUSICALS

Radio Hookup
(10)
Jan. 28
Starring Dorothy
Stone
and
Charles Collins, The
Buckaroos,

Yost’s Singing Dozen
and
Doug
Leavitt.
Carnival Show
(10)
June 24
Clyde Hager, Jan Peerce, Cotton
Club Tramp
Band.
International Rhythm
(10)... June 3
Roy Smeclt and his Aloha Islanders, Ada Brown,
Mara, Princess
Chiyo.
Latin Rhythm
(11)
Feb. 18
Jan
Pearce, Luba
Mallna, Mia
Miles Foursome
and
the Dansapators.
Maids
Ray

and Music (10) ... .Apr. 22, ’38
Fabing*s Ingenues with Janice Walker. Also Bernice Parks.
No Sale (11)
Mar. 11
Original Dixieland Jazz band, Gogo
de Lys, Adia Kuznetzoff and Russian Octette, King, King & King,
Charioteers, Hal Sherman.
Salt Shakers (11)
May 13, '38
Jay C. Fllppen, Joe Dorris, Mae
McKim
and
Her
Three
Boy
Friends. Vera Haal.
Skyline Revue
(11)
Apr. 1
Paula Stone, Billy and Milly, Sugar
Nichols, DeMay,
Moore
and
Martin.
Sweet Shoe (11)
Jan. 14, ’38
Rita Rio and her Girl Band, The
Four Norsemen, The Four Specs,
Anita Jacobi.
The
Deviled Ham
(10) .Mar. 11, ’38
Gup Van, Erskine Hawkins and his
band, Toy and Wing, The Three
Kays, Moya Engele.
PATHE
NEWS
Released

twice

BOXOFFICE

weekly.

July 9, 1938

PARADE

(’36-’37

OSWALD

re-

Cheese
No. 4 (10)
Feb. 25
Depicting the cadet training school,
the Air College at Randolph Field,
Texas.
No. 5 (11)
Ventriloquism,
Ballet School.

Apr. 22
and
the

Ascap

QNo. 6 The Count of Ten (9) .June 17
Development of the Golden Gloves.
RADIO
FLASH
COMEDIES
Stuporvisor (17)
Feb. 25, ’38
Jack Norton runs against his wife
for city supervisor.
The Photographer (15) .. .June 17, ’38
A
candid camera
bug runs into
difficulties over a picture.
RKO-PATnE

SPECIAL

UQuintnpland
(19)
The Quints against
of Northern winter.
PATHE

Feb. 18
background

a

SPORTSCOPE

Bit and Bridle (10)
May 13, '38
A trip to Aiken, S. C., haven of
horse lovers and their horses.
In the Swim
(10)
Feb. 18
Fancy diving with champions.
Pinehnrst (9)
Apr. 22
The
North-South
Open
Golf
Tournament
with
the
country’s
leading pros.
Swinging Mallets (10)
Apr. 1
Polo as played in Jamaica
between two crack teams.
Underwater

(9)

June

RADIO
Twenty
(18)
Nick
Betty

MUSICAL

Girls

and

a

COMEDIES

Band

Stuart and
Jane Rhodes,

8, ’38
his Apr.
orchestra,
June Johnson.

20 th Century-Fox
ADVENTURES
OF
A
REEL CAMERAMAN
Trailing

Animal

Stories

(10)
Newsreel

Jan. 21, ’38
visits to our more
interesting four-footed friends.
FOX
MOVIETONE
NEWS
Released twice weekly.
ALONG
THE
MANCE

Modern

Dixie

ROAD

TO

RO-

Jan.

28. ’38

Universal
EXPLOITATION
UBreathless
(19)
GOING

SPECIAL

Moments
Feb. 28, ’38
WITH
LOW-

PLACES
ELL THOMAS

No. 45 (9)
No. 46 (9)
No. 47 (9)
No. 48 (9)
No. 49 (9)
No. 50 (9)
No. 51 (10)
No. 52 (9)
MENTONE

Jan. 29, ’38
.Feb. 28, ’38
Mar. 21, ’38
Apr. 11, ’38
Apr. 25
May 9
June 3
June 27
PRODUCTIONS

Down
on the Barn (17) . Feb.
Billy Jones
and
Ernest

23, ’38
Hare,

Charles Althoff, Tom
Emerson’s
Mountaineers, Danzi Goodell, Clair
St. Martin and
Girls.
High-Jack ’n the

Mac’s

Boys

and

Show

(17)
James

Barton,

Three
some.

Marshalls,

Bea

May 18, ’38
Saxon, The

Starnes

Rhapsody
in Zoo (15%) . .Jan. 26, ’38
Mark
Plant, Nagasake
Tramp
Band, Ruth
Daye, The
Asburns,
Evelyn Poe, The Kidoodlers.
Somewhere
in Paris (17) . . . .Mar. 23
J. Harold Murray, Three Samuels
and

Harriet Hayes, Ben Yost's Varsity Eight.
and Stripes (17)
July 6
East. Ralph
Dumke,
Ada

Brown
and
ica Band.

Carl

Freed’s

July
Mar.

14, ’38
June 20
Mar. 28

The
(7) . . . . Jan. 10, ’38
News ( . .)
May 30

Nellie, The Indian
Daughter (7)
Nellie the Sewing

Chief’s
Machine

June

Girl (7%)
Apr.
The Man
Hunt (7)
Feb. 13,
The Problem Child (7) .. May 16,
Trade Mice (7)
Feb. 28,
Tail End
(7)
Apr.
Voodoo Harlem
(7)
July
Yokel Boy Makes Good (7).. Feb.
STRANGER
THAN
FICTION

6
11
’38
’38
’38
25
18
21

No. 44 (9)
Dec. 27
Plutocratic Plugs, Home
on the
Rails, Crime Stories Pay, Personal
School, Decoy for Coy Ducks, Go
Hang Yourself, Honest Candy Kids.
No. 45 (10)
No. 46 (10)
No. 47 (9)
No. 49 (9)
No. 50 (9)
No. 51 (9)
No. 52 (9)
UNIVERSAL
Released

Jan.
Feb.

..
NEWS

twice

17, ’38
21, ’38
Mar. 14
Apr. 18
May 2
June 6
June 20

COT.ORTOUR
©Crossroads

May
Mar.

(21) . .June
Jan.

7, '38
5, ’38
11, ’38
15, ’38

ADVENTURES

of

the

Jungles
(10) . . . Feb.
Illustrated

5, ’38

(10)
June 4,’38
Pearl of the East (10) .. .Mar. 21, ’38
Toradja
Land
(10)
Apr.
30, ’38
What
the World Makes

Injun
Porky
Porky

Mar. 12, '38
CARTOONS

TUNES

Trouble (7)
and Daffy (7)
at the Crocadero
Five

and

May

Feb.

Ten

21, ’38
Aug. 6
5, ’38

(7)
Apr. 16. ’38
Porky’s Hare Hunt
(7) . .Apr. 30, ’38
Porky’s Party (7)
June 25
Porky’s Poppa
(7)
Jan. 15, ’38
Porky’s Phoney Express (7).. Mar. 19
Porky’s Spring Planting (7).. July 16
What
Price Porky (7) . . .Feb. 26, ’38
Wholly Smoke
(7)
Aug. 27
MELODY
MASTERS
Benny

Meroff

and

(11)
Carl
“Deacon”

Orchestra

Moore

and Jan.

Orchestra (10)
Carl Hoff and Orchestra
(10)Lucas
Clyde
(10)
Don
Bestor

Rich

15, ’38
7, ’38

OrchestraFeb.

12, ’38
18, ’38

(10)
Enrico Madrlguera
(10)
Freddie

May

Orchestra June

and
and

July 9, ’38
Orchestra

and

OrchestraJan.

and

Harmon-

Candid Kid, The (20)
Featuring Josephine
stylist.

Feb. 12, ’38
Huston, song

Got a Match?
(20)
Rainbow’s End
(..)
Up Pat
in Lights
Rooney. (..)

Apr. 9, ’38
July 2, ’38
Aug. 13

technicolor
U©Out

Where

the

Stars

Begin

(19)
May 28, ’38
A
young
dancer
makes
good
Foy.
through the aid of a makeup man.
With Evelyn Thawl, Jeffrey Lynn,
Armida,
Fritz Feld and Charley
©Romance

of

Louisiana

(19) story of the purchase
Mar. of
12, the
’38
The
Louisiana territory.

Hold That Ball (21)
Apr. 23, ’38
Rise and Sing (21)
June 25, ’38
There Goes the Bride (..).. .Aug. 27
Fifi D’Orsay.
Waiting Around
(20)
Feb. 26
Frank Libuse, Shea and Raymond,
Margo
Brander,
Stanley Twins,
Joan Merrill.
VITAPHONE

2, ’38
(..)..Apr.
.Aug.
27

(10)
July 23, ’38
Long Bright Land
(10)
Sept. 25
A
trip to New
Zealand.

(10)
LOONEY

rubber

No. 11 (10)
July 9, ’38
Bakelite — Greyhounds — Perfume.
No. 12 (..)
Aug. 13
Hollywood-Sculling-Furs
PRESENTATION
REVUES

Orient

The(10)
Hermit Kingdom
Isles of Enchantment

—

My Pop (..)
July 16, '38
Stocks and Blondes (20) . -May 21, ’38
Under the Wire (20)
Mar. 26, ’88
VITAPHONE
GAY-ETIE8

nEADLINERS

Forget Me Knots (21)
Little Me
(21)
Wini Shaw, songstress.
Prisoner of Swing
U Cross
Script and
Girl Dunn.
(20)

bowling

No. 9 (10)
Apr. 30, ’38
Making
of silver — ice boating —
toy trains.
No. 10 (10)
June 4, '38
Beavers — Polo — Woolens.

Sons of the Plains (..).. July 30, ’38
Mauch
Twins, Rosella Towns.
VITAPHONE
COMEDIES

weekly.

Vitaphone
BROADWAY

Song writers —
bathing suits.

4

VARIETY

Alibi Time
(11)
Radio Ramblers.

Feb.

12, ’38

Crawfords, The
(10)
Apr. 9, ’38
Juggling Fool (11)
May 14,’38
Ski Flight (10)
Jan. 22, ’38
Swing Cat’s Jamboree
(..)... Aug. 6
Vitaphone Capers (10) .. .June 18, ’38
Vitaphone Gambols (10) . .Mar. 19, ’38
TRUE
ADVENTURES
A

(By Floyd Gibbons)
Dream
Comes True

(11)
Dear Old Dad (12)
The Fighting Judge
Hit and Run
(12)
Shopgirl’s Evidence
Wanderlust
(12)

(..)

June 4, ’38
Apr. 16, ’38
July 2

Feb. 10, ’38
(12) . . . . Mar. 19
May 14, ’38

SERIALS
COLUMBIA
The Great Adventures of Wild
Bill Hickok
June 30
15 chapter.
.Jungle Menace
Sept. 1
15 episodes (20), first chapter runs
(30) — Frank
Buck, Sasha Siemel,
Charlotte Henry, Rubber hijackers
in the Malayan jungle.
Mysterious Pilot, The
Dec. 9
15 episodes (19) —
Starring Ca.pt.
Frank
Hawks
in exploits of the
Royal Canadian Air Force.
Secret of Treasure Island. . .Mar. 17
(15 episodes). Story of buried
pirate’s
Island.

29, ’38

treasure

on

an

adventurer’s

REPUBLIC

(11)
May 28, ’38
Henry King and nis Orchestra
(10)
Dec. 25
Leon Navarro and His Orchestra

Fighting Devil Dogs, The.... May 28
12 chapters. Lee Powell, Herman
Brix, Eleanor
Stewart, Montagu
Love.

(10)Riley
Mike

and

(10)
Rnbinoff

and

(10)
Saturday

Night

Orchestra Jan.

15, ’38

Lone
Ranger,
15 chapters.

Mar.

26, ’38

April
Club

16, ’38

Painted Stallion
June 5, ’38
With Ray Corrigan and Hoot Gibson. The first chapters runs about
(7) and the rest average (19).
Zorro Hides Again
Nov. 28

His

Violin

Four-

Latin Hi-Hattin (18)
Apr. 27
Dorothy
Stone, Charles Collins,
Geraldine and
Joe, Del Campo,
Bernice Parks
and
the 12 McGurns’ Dancers.
Music and Flowers (19)
June 15
Block &
Sully, Peg
Leg
Bates,
Royal
Swedish
Bell
Ringers,
Starnes & Anavan.
Oh, Say Can You Hear? (15). Dec. 29
Mildred Fenton, Leavitt &
Lockwood, the Merry Macs, Raymond
Baird, the Loria Brothers, McDonald & Ross.

Stars
Ed

Lamplighter.
Movie Phoney

(7)
Porky’s

(10)

(7)

Feed the Kitty (7)
Happy
Scouts (7)
Hollywood Bowl
(7)

Malayan
Mechanlx

NEWS-

CARTOONS

Nappers

3

New
underwater
sport "goggle
fishing" and
some
water
polo
scenes.
White
Magic
(10)
Jan. 28
Winter sports filmed partly in the
Tyrolean Alps and Sun Valley.
Windward
Way
(10)
Mar. 11
A
yachting reel centering on the
Miami-Nassau
Yacht race.

the

NU-ATLAS
A

leases)
PATHE

(10)
MERRIE

Swing

MELODIES

July 30, ’38
(In Color)

A Star Is Hatched
(7)
Apr. 2
Cinderella Meets a Fella (..).Jul. 23
©Daffy
Duck
and Egghead
(7)
Isle of Pingo

Pongo

Jan. 1, ’38
( . . ) . .May 28, ’38

©Jungle
Jitters (7)
Feb.
Katnip Itollege (7)
June
©My
Little Summer
BuckarooIs (7)
.Jan.
Now
That
Gone

19, ’38
11, ’38
29, ’38

(. . )
May 14, ’38
Penguin Parade (7)
Apr. 23, '38
©Sneezing
Weasel
(7) . . . Mar. 12, ’38
©Woods
Are Full of Cuckoos
(7)
Dec. 4
©PICTORIAL
REVUES
(Some sequences in color)

The

Feb.

12, '38

12 episodes (20) —
John CarrollHelen Christian. The adventures
of a Mexican Robin Hood.

Flaming

UNIVERSAL
Frontiers

July

5

15

chapters, average about 20 minutes each. With
Johnny
Mack
Brown and Eleanor Hansen.
Flash Gordon’s Trip to
Mars
15 episodes,
each. Larry
Jean Rogers
on Mars.
Radio Patrol

Mar. 22, ’38
approximately
(20)
"Buster” Crabbe and
in exciting adventures
Oct. 4

Feb. 5, '38
ice hockey;

12 episodes (20) — Grant WithersCatherine Hughes.
The valuable
formula for flexible steel and Its
possession by a number
of people
is the basis for this one.

No. 7 (10)
Mar. 5, ’38
Dogs — Billiards — Lithography.
No. 8 (11)
Apr. 2

Tim
Tyler’s Luck
Dec. 26
12 episodes, first runs (19) the
others average between 18 and 20.

No. 6
(10)
Kellog Horse Ranch;
making of shoes.

Dn "The Aiak
STARTING

1

WELL

JUVENILE
THE
PHANTOM
Monroe Shaff.

TRAIL— Buck Jones. Producer:
Director: Elmer Clifton.

THE
ROMANTIC
AGE — Margaret
Shirley, Nan
Grey.
Producer:
Director: John Brahm.

£

q

THE

CIRCUS

COMES

TO

Tallichet, Anne
Irving Briskin.

TOWN — Anne

Kelly,

Rita

Haworth,

Robert Kent, Henry Taylor, David Gorcey. ProYOU
CAN’T TAKE
IT WITH
YOU — Lionel Barryducer: Irving Briskin. Director: D. RoSs Ledmore, Edward
Arnold, James
Stewart, Mischa
erman.
Auer, Jean Arthur, Ann
Miller, Spring ByingYVINGS
OF
DOOM — Charles Farrell, Jacqueline
ton. Producer: Frank Capra. Director: Frank
Wells, Frederick
Burton, Addison
Richards.
Capra.
Original: Moss Hart, George S. KaufDirector: C. C. Coleman.
Screenplay: Michael
man.
Screenplay: Robert Riskin.
Simmons.
Producer: Irving Briskin.

Nagel.

HONOLULU — Eleanor
Brice, Helen Troy.

Powell, Allan Jones, Fanny
Producer: Jack Cummings.

KING
^4
5

COURT— Paul

COMPLETED

Producer:
W. T. Lackey. Director: Karl Brown.
Original: Karl Brown.

2
•j.
V

ALONG

OF
ALCATRAZ— Gail Patrick, Lloyd Nolan, J. Carrol Naish, Stanley Morner.
Producer: William
LeBaron.
Director: Robert
Florey.

3
SONS
OF THE
LEGION— Donald O’Connor, Eved,
lyn Keyes, Tim Holt, William Cook, Billy Lee,
Elizabeth Patterson.
Producer: William
LeBaron. Director: James Hogan.

o
S
<
«

THE
GREAT
WALTZ
—
Fernand Gravet, Luise
Rainer, Lionel Atwill, Herman
Bing, Hugh
Herbert. Producer: Bernard Hyman.
Director:
Julien Duviver.
Screenplay: Sam,uel Hoffenstein, Walter Reisch.
SWEETHEARTS
—
Jeanette MacDonald,
Nelson
Eddy, Mischa
Auer, Frank
Morgan, Florence
Rice.
Producer: Hunt
Strom;berg. Director:
W. S. Van Dyke.
Screenplay: Alan Campbell,
Dorothy Parker.

THE
CHASER
—
Dennis O’Keefe, Ann
Morris,
Lewis
Stone, Henry
O’Neill, Nat
Pendleton,
John Qualen.
Producer: Frank
Davis. Director: Edwin L. Marin. Original: Howard
Emmett
Rogers, Chandler Sprague. Screenplay: Everett
Freeman.

ZAZA — Claudette Colbert, Herbert Marshall, Bert
Lahr, Helen Westley, Genevieve Tobin.
Producer: Albert Lewin.
Director: George Cukor.
Screenplay: Zoe Akins.
ARTISTS
AND
MODELS
ABROAD— Jack Benny,
Joan
Bennett, Mary
Boland,
Harry
Carey,
Charles Grapewin, Yacht Club Boys. Producer:
Arthur Homblow
jr. Director: Mitchell Beisen.

MEN
WITH
WINGS — 'Fred MacMurray,
Ray Milland, Louise Campbell, Cheryl Walker, Stanley
Morner, Porter Hall, Andy
Devine.
Producer:
William
A. Wellman.
Director: William
A.
Wellman.

GUNGA
DIN — Cary Grant, Douglas Fairbanks jr.,
Joan
Fontaine, Sam
Jaffe, Victor McLaglen,
Sabu. Producer: Pandro S. Berman.
Director:
George
Stevens.
Original: Rudyard
Kipling.
Screenplay: Ben
Hecht, Charles MacArthur,
Fred Guiol, Joel Sayre.

SMASHING
THE
RACKETS
—
Chester Morris,
Frances Mercer, Bruce Cabot, Kay Sutton, Eduardo Ciannelli. Producer:
Bernie
Fineman.

THE
MAD
MISS
MANTON — Barbara
Stanwyck,
Eleanor Hansen, Henry Fonda, Whitney Bourne,
Sam
Levene, Frances Mercer. Producer: P. J.
Wolfson.
Director: Leigh
Jason.
Original:
Wilson Collison. Screenplay: John Monks
jr.,
Fred Finklehoffe.

o
M

OS

TENTH
AVENUE
KID
— i Bruce Cabot, Beverly
Roberts, Horace
McMahon.
Producer: Harry
Grey. Director: Bernard Vorhaus.
MAN
FROM
MUSIC
MOUNTAIN
—
Gene Autry,
Carol Hughes, Smiley Burnette, Polly Jenkins.
Producer: Charles E. Ford. Director: Joe Kane.
Screenplay: Betty Burbridge.

O,
U

as

WHILE
NEW'
YORK
SLEEPS — Michael Whalen,
X
Chick Chandler, Jean Rogers, Joan Woodbury.
Q
Producer:
Howard
J. Green.
Director: H.
[l,
Bruce Humberstone.
m
UNTITLED — Joan Valerie, Henry Arthur, Thomas
S
Beck,
Bill Robinson,
Henry
Arm.etta, Lon
o
Chaney jr. Producer: Jerry Hoffman.
DirecC’J
tor: Otto Brower.
Original Screenplay: Robert
Ellis, Helen Logan.

MADE
FOR
EACH
OTHER
James
Stewart. Producer:
Original:

ling.

Rose

Franken.

— Carole Lombard,
David O. Selznick.

Screenplay:

Jo

Swer-

HOLD
THAT
COED — George Murphy,
Marjorie
Weaver, Jack Haley, Glenn Morris, Elaine Barrie, John Barrymore.
Producer: David Hempstead. Director: George Marshall. Screenplay:
Karl Tunberg, Don Ettlinger.
SAFETY
IN NUMBERS — Jed Prouty, Spring Byington, Shirley Deane, Russell Gleason. Henry
Kolker.
Producer: John Stone. Director: Mai
St. Clair. Original : Katharine Kavanaugh.

Screenplay:

Lionel

Houser.

Director:

Lew

Land-

ers.
BREAKING
THE
ICE — Bobby Breen, Irene Dare,
Charlie Ruggles, Robert Barrat, Dolores Costello.
Producer: Sol Lesser. Director: Eddie Cline.

COME
ON
LEATHERNECKS — Richard Cromwell,
Marsha Hunt, Ralph Dunn, Bruce MacFarlane.
Producer: Herman
Schlorm
Director: James
Cruze.
Gowan.

Screenplay:

Dorrell

and

Stuart

Mc-

MR.

MOTO
IN EGYPT — Peter Lorre, George Sanders, Virginia Field, John Carradine, Richardo
Cortez. Producer: Sol Wurtzel. Director: Norman Foster. Original: J. P. Marquand.

THE
LADY
AND
THE
COWBOY — Gary Cooper,
Merle Oberon, David
Niven, Walter
Brennan.
Producer: Samuel
Goldwyn.
Director: H. C.
Potter. Screenplay: S. N. Behrman.
Original:
Leo McCarey, Frank R. Adams.

THE

ROAD
TO
RENO — Hope
Hampton,
Randolph Scott, Alan Marshal, Mischa Auer, Louis
Hayward.
Producer: Edmund
Grainger.
Director: S. Sylvan Simon.
Original: I. A. R.
Wylie.
Screenplay: Roy Chanslor.
YOUTH
TAKES
A
FLING— Andrea
Leeds, Joel
McCrea, Virginia Grey, Willie Best, Helen Parrish. Producer: Joe
Pasternak.
Director:
Archie
Mayo.
Screenplay: Myles
Connolly.
Original: Phil Epstein.

W

as

ANGELS
WITH
DIRTY’ FACES — James
Cagney,
Pat O’Brien, Humphrey
Bogart, Billy Halop,
Bobby
Jordan, Leo Gorcey, Bernard
Punsley,

SHuntz Hall, Gabriel Dell. Producer: Sam Bischoff.
Director
pq
Rowland
Brown.
>
HEART
OF
THE
^

:

Michael

NORTH

—

Curtiz.

Original :

Margaret

Lindsay,

DEVIL’S
ISLAND — Boris Karloff, Leonard Mudie,
Pedro de Cordoba, James
Stephenson, Stuart
Holmes.
Producer: Bryan Foy.
Director: William Clemens. Screenplay: Anthony
Coldway,
Raymond
Schrock.

HEAD

OVER
HEELS — Dick Powell, Allen Jenkins, Olivia de Havilland, Isabel Jeans, Melville
Cooper.
Producer:
Lou Edelman.
Director: Ray
Enright.

Ann Sheridan, Janet Kay Chapman.
Producer:
Bryan Foy.
Director: Dew
Seiler. Screenplay:
George Bricker. Original: Peter B. Kyne.
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SELLS

BUYS

AND

EQUIPMENT.

Classified Ads

GENERAL

10c Per Word,

conversion

type,

OVERSTOCKED

Weber

Simplex

Ave.,
7-9
sound

heads, 20-40 Hertner generators, arc lamps,
projectors, amplifiers, speakers,
*portable1/*
Washer pumps, motors. Make us an offer.
nze
Standard
Theatre Supply Co., 124 E.
exit
boxes, St., Greensboro, N. C.
Washington
7-9
new,
$1.39.
NEW

EQUIPMENT

NEW
PRECISION
PROJECTION
AND

in.

TEST REEL FOR
SOUND.
Developed

adjustments. Indicates travel ghost, sidesway, picture jump, etc. Contains visual
targets and constant level frequencies. WE
Mirrophonic recording. Truly simplified,
easily understood. Comparative value,
$75.00. With full instructions, $29.50.
16mm edition $17.50. S.O.S., 636-Eleventh
Ave., New York.
7-9

CONDITIONING

BARGAINS — Reconditioned Arctic NuAir American blowers, noiseless drives,
hydraulic variable speed pulleys. New air
washer. Catalog mailed. Southern Air
Conditioning Corp., 101-A Walton
lanta, Ga.
SEE
speed

Get

HOW
YOU
ERS! 12,000 cfm

SAVE ON ALL
capacity, with

St., Attf (4-2)
BLOWvariable

pulley, V-belt, oversize ball bearings, sturdy construction, only $141.25, including % h. p. motor. Fully guaranteed.
our Bargain List and free cooling

layouts. S.O.S. 636-Eleventh
York.

SPRAY

Ave.,

New
7-9

NOZZLES

40 cents; less 45 cents. G. A. Peterson, 2620 Charlotte St., Kansas City, Mo.
tf (b4-9)

THEATRE

USED

CHAIRS

Display

ELECTRIC

offer.

York

ouiet
Request

on

Rates

BUSINESS

WESTERN
Make

St., New

Westin,

City.

OPPORTUNITIES

HAVE
EXCELLENT
LOCATION
for
colored theatre in Durham, N. C. Will
7-30
build modern theatre building for lease

138
7-16

to reliable party.

Address

office,

St.,

4704

E.

9th

V-1001,

Kansas

City,

BoxMo.

EQUIPMENT

SIMPLEX
PROJECTOR
—
Complete,
single bearing movement; A-l shape, $100;
two Morelite low intensity arc lamps A-l
shape, $50; two new DeVry 2,000 watt
mazda lamp houses with lamps, $125; 150
good veneer seats, 25 cushioned, 50 cents
each. Bob Nelson, Box 193, Tererro, N. M.
7-9

THEATRES

FOR

EQUIPMENT

Chicago.

SEAT

7-23

RECOVERING

ARTIFICIAL LEATHER
MOLESKIN—
81c yd.; sateen, 60c yd. Six seats from
two yards. Samples sent on request. Commercialeather, 54 Canal St., Boston. 7-16

SALE

Sedgwick

WANTED

WANTED — Two RCA soundheads; state
lowest price. I. Kamode, 5404 N. Clark,

BRONX
OPERA HOUSE theatre building. 442 East 149th St., New York City,
3-3770.

HELP

WANTED

WILL buy, sell or lease theatres. M. S.
England, 86 Van Braam St., Pittsburgh,tf
Pa.
tf (6-18)

EXPERIENCED
OPERATORS
— Every
state — movie circuits — car needed. 520

WILL LEASE and give option to buy
new
university 538-seat neighborhood
theatre, equipment, building and business
$200 monthly. $1,000 capital all needed.
No lemon. Have other business. D. F.

WANTED — Young energetic sign painter
and operator; must be thoroughly familiar
with Simplex machines and RCA sound

Luckie, 921 W. Gardner,

Houston,

Boxoffice,

Tex. 7-9

THEATRES

4704

E.

9th

4704 E. 9th St., Kansas

7-23

St.,

Kansas

City,

7-9

WANTED — Live,

City, Mo.

capable

7-9

salesmanager,

large territory, opportunity to make a killing. Write B-1000, Boxoffice, 4704 E. 9th
St., Kansas

Have

Pa.

WANTED — Salesmanger, capable, gogetter, reliable, to sell advertising plan to
fill theatres. Write B-999, Boxoffice,

WANTED

WANTED.

Bldg., Pittsburgh,

Mo.

THEATRE
AND
THEATRE
EQUIPMENT— Powers, complete with sound. 300
seats. Sell equipment or lease with building. E. T. Dudgeon, Orrick, Mo.
7-9

THEATRES

State Theatre

equipment, salary twenty-five dollars a
week. Write, stating qualifications. B-1002,

FOR
SALE OR RENT— Theatre, 370
seats. Fred Kimerly, 404 Center St., East
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Valley 530.
7-9

City, Mo.

7-9

BOOKS

several

clients for all types of theatres in towns
in southeastern states. Frank Dowler Co.,
Chattanooga, Tenn.
7-9

EVERYBODY’S
BOOK
BUNDLE!

WANT
TO LEASE— YOUR THEATRE?
I am interested if it is in western Pennsylvania or eastern Ohio. B-998. Boxoffice,
4704 East 9th St., Kansas City, Mo. 7-9

Sloane’s “Motion Picture Projection,” Mancall’s “Servicing Projection Equipment”
and Benson’s "Fundamentals of Television.” Order yours today. S.O.S. , 636Eleventh Ave., New York.
7-9

HERE

SPRAY
NOZZLES, fool-proof, waterbroken to finest misty spray; lots of 100 or
more,

42nd

$1.00.

EQUIPMENT

for sale or lease. Phone

by prominent SMPE member. Combination visual, sound tests for all sound track

AIR

West

system.

new,

$14.95. Sound opticals, $4.95. Film splicers, $3.99. Film cabinets, $5.95 up. Exciter lamps, 29c. Standard photocells,
$2.95. Electric Clock and Attraction
Board, $11.95. S.O.S., 636-Eleventh
New York.

COMPLETE
sound

Minimum

in Advance.

SOUND

HOARDING
HERE — We’re practically giving it away. Voco-Chrome Sound
Screens, new stock, I9V2C sq. ft. Gold
units,

Payable

EQUIPMENT

NO

Reflector

(2Leatina

SERVICES

THEATRES.

IS YOUR

HANDY

“AD

ORDER”

BOXOFFICE,
4704

East

Kansas

Ninth

St„

(Send Order)
Cash
With

City, Mo.

BLANK

10c a word
4
insertions
at price of 3

Kindly insert the following ad
HOUSE” section, running through ALL
(Don't

BUYING
THIS BIG
Pay only $1.39 for

forget to count words in name
Blind ads — 10c extra

times in your "CLEARING
eight sectional editions of BOXOFFICE:
and address that is to appear
to cover cost of postage.

in the

ad).

COME
TO CHAIR
HEADQUARTERS
for the Best in Used Chairs. 17,000 American Seating, Ideal, Irwin, other famous
makes — biggest variety veneer and upholstered at 75c up. Get list 15-P. S.O.S., 636Eleventh Ave., New York.
7-9
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JOAN BENNETT <,„<> RANDOLPH SCOTT

THE TEXANS

May Robson

•

Walter Brennan

a LUCIEN
Directed
William

by James

Hogan

Wister Haines

■

HUBBARD
•

Based

Screen

.

PRODUCTION

Play by Bertram

on a Story by Emerson

Robert Barrat

Millhauser,

Hough

■

Paul Sloane
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and

Picture

THROW AWAY THOSE
HEADACHE PILLS!
— here comes M-G-M!

MARGARET

SULLAVAN -JAMES

THE SHOPWORN

with

Waller

Pidgeon

• Screen

Play hy Waldo

Salt • From

a Story by Dana

Burnet

•

Directed

STEWART

ANGEL

by H. C. Potter

•

Produced

by Joseph

L. Mankiewicz

It’s sensational box-office! Human, humorous, tender, thrilling! Margaret Sullavan tops “Three
Comrades” triumph and clinches top stardom! James Stewart climaxes series of hit roles with most
appealing character of all — your new male star!

ROBERT

TAYLOR

in THE CROWD

ROARS

with Edward Arnold, Frank Morgan, Maureen O'Sullivan, William Gargan, Lionel Slander, Jane Wyman
• Screen Play
by Thomas Lennon, George Bruce and George Oppenheimer • Directed by Richard Thorpe • Produced by Sam Z imbalist

California Preview a Riot! The big Summer

Show!

And

Bob Taylor captivates with another socko role! Bigger, better than “The

LOVE FINDS ANDY

HARDY"

Yank.”

st"™

Absolutely the best of the beloved Judge Hardy Family Hits! Popular favorites Lewis Stone, Mickey Rooney, Judy Garland, Cecilia Parker,
Fay Holden.

The Gang’s all here! A summertime

sugar show for “A” time pay-time!
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THE SCRIPT
URN the pages of the plot with us:
Scene 1 takes place in Boston. The time is late April.
The occasion is a function honoring Abram F. Myers,
of Allied, and

the host is that organiza-

tion's New England unit. The principal characters include William F. Rodgers, general sales manager of
M-G-M, and what comes out is a significant note stressing the value of intra-industry adjustment.
Time passes, as is its wont, and Allied's national convention is about to unfurl. BOXOFF1CE enters the dramatic structure with a request to Myers, then in Washington, for a pre-convention keynoter. He obliges and
wires, in part:
"Lacking evidence of a bona fide purpose by the Big
Eight voluntarily to curb their predatory practices, the
convention undoubtedly will seek to have the organization and practices of the motion picture trust included
in the broad investigation to be made pursuant to the
President's message

and under

gress."
The following week

a joint resolution of Con-

turns out to be convention

time

and there is much verbal hell-raising to shatter the poor
old rafters of the William Penn Hotel. Executive salaries
are denounced
general

and the perfunctory

distributor practices

resolutions attacking

nicely steam-rollered

into

the secretary's minutes to gather dust until it's time for
another convention. But, true to the letter, the perhaps
uncanny forecast of Myers about a Federal probe also
comes

KANN

Editor-in-Chief

Member
Audit Bureau of Circulations

general counsel

SHLYEN
Publisher

true in the shape of a rip-roaring resolution
nouncing the majors to hell and gone.

de-

Don't go away. There's more. Interlarded is a very
swell talk on conciliation by the same Rodgers who
spoke in Boston in April. He is very well received by
the Allied men who thank him heartily for making an appearance. Heard around the convention hall is a great
deal bearing on a "new day" in this industry when lions
and lambs, cutthroats and gentlemen might find foot
room at the same table without drawing knives on one
another. It's all very unusual and it carries a dramatic
impact that usually goes with surprises.
Anyway, the boys pass their resolution among war
whoops and high glee, call the business meetings off,
assemble for the banquet and again issue forth with
mouthings about that unprecedented "new day." Everybody seems to be having a good time and everyone is
reasonably happy.

WON'T

JELL

They go further than that. As they strike for government investigation, up pops wise old A1 Steffes, always
a good hoss trader, with another resolution allowing the
Allied board, probe or no probe, to name a participating
committee if and when distributors really decide to do
something about
gins to look now
the same

time.

trade reforms. In other words, it beas if Allied wants to be in and out at
And

that's quite a job.

Weeks go by. The heads of the companies go to
Washington. They see the President. They announce
self-regulation and name a committee in a hurry. The
whole idea hasn't had time to get out of swaddling
clothes. Nobody knows how far it will get, but your
average fair-minded individual will admit it ought to be
given a chance to click or fall on its face.
A couple of days now slide by and bring to light letters to members of the monopoly committee in Washington inviting films to their party. Myers writes the
letters, then denies Allied refuses to go along on the
intra-industry readjustment proclaimed at the beginning
of the script. He rests on the mandate of his board in
Pittsburgh which was sounded before anyone knew the
majors might be serious this time. Of course, Rodgers
did tell them there it was going to happen and he even
urged Allied to be prepared for the call. But nobody
mentions that now. Or until now, anyway.
As an added scene, BOXOFFICE learns Allied will
probably name the committee Steffes fought for anyway
just to try to be on the inside of the trade's approach on
relief while it is also on the outside giving counsel, suggestion or maybe just sympathy to the O'Mahoney
mission prying for monopoly information.
Every

drama,

and

even

every

comedy,

com-

indulges

in

poetic license. It's an accepted thing and nobody minds
a great deal unless a good thing is pushed around too
much.
You can, therefore, draw your own conclusions as
to whether Allied is producing a good vehicle or a bad
one

and

what you conclude will be of your own determining. BOXOFFICE, however, retains that privilege, too,
and its judgment is that nobody, not even Allied, can
mix the scripts as this has been mixed and deliver an
attraction that will be accepted.

GOVT SEEN ABOUT TO SPRING CRIMINAL SUIT,
DESPITE INTRA-INDUSTRY EFFORT AT CONTROL
Consent Decrees Barred Industry
And No Civil Suits
^

Are stressed
Washington — While

the federal

keynote

separate
New

York — Distributor

Confronted

Moves
endeavor

to “set

is one of cooperation and a maintenance
of an “open door” policy to aid those industries, such as motion pictures, which
are now seeking to self-regulate themselves,
it now appears any such intention on this
or any other industry’s part has no bearing on the activities of the department of
justice in pursuing what it regards as its
normal enterprise.
Therefore, it is well within reasonable
bounds for the film industry shortly to
expect what has been threatening here for
some time: an anti-monopoly suit filed
against some of its principals by the government. Informed Washington opinion
takes it for granted such action will be
forthcoming in the near future.
There is substantial opinion to credit the
belief that anti-trust law enforcement as it
applies to films will be pursued through
criminal proceedings, rather than civil
suits, with consent decrees barred. As a
matter of fact this is indicated by the
department of justice in the initiation of
its grand jury inquiry into the activities
of leading companies in the milk industry.
Further, it is disclosed, in all cases
where it is found the present law is inadequate to the situation, the matter will
be carried to Congress with a plea for
amendment of the monopoly statutes to
meet the needs of the department.
The policy of strict enforcement through
criminal prosecutions and of flexibility
in the law was enunciated by Assistant
Attorney General Thurman Arnold in an
official statement concerning the milk investigation, in which it was suggested that
the views expressed would apply also to
other industries.
There will be no further acceptance of
consent decrees, under which defendants
admit they engaged in monopolistic practices and promise to discontinue them, it
was said, for the department “cannot accept the responsibility of condoning violations of the anti-trust laws because of
a promise to reform.”
Of considerable interest to the motion

their own house in order” by self-adopted
program of regulation is now recognized
here as having no bearing on anti-trust
procedure determined by the department
of justice or the monopoly probing activities of the O’Mahoney committee.
Briefly, the course determined upon by
the majors ties in with their future business conduct and, as such, can have no
reference to past performance in the eyes
of the government and as interpreted in
New York by those in a position to know.
The department of justice will not, in
fact cannot, participate in the formation
of any industry program. Furthermore,
it will not approve or disapprove it. It
will go no further, if a plan is presented,
than to refer those who make the presentation to the anti-trust laws and to the
action taken by the department in other
instances in other industries.
The department, it is learned, is not
empowered by law to approve or disapprove any plan adopted by any industry
and has never sat in on discussions of
any such plans. If the industry eventually
adopts a program, it will be voluntary and
to which there is no authority for sanction
by the department. It is reliably believed
that approval of any code would set a
precedent which conceivably would be followed immediately by other industries
fearing prosecution, thereby impairing the
normal function of the department.
Insofar as the monopoly committee and
its activities are concerned, it is realized
here that it has two years, not six months,
to conclude its investigations. While it
is now considering its task in general
terms, it will eventually reach individual
industries. When it does, the probability
is viewed as very strong that films, radio
and oil will be among those present.
As a matter of fact, there is reason to
credit the belief the committee’s investigation of conditions in the film and oil industries will be spurred by moves of the

picture industry was Arnold’s explanation of the department’s policy as to
the type of proceeding to be adopted.
“Whenever the department is in possession of evidence of the violation of the
criminal provisions of the anti-trust laws,
it feels itself under a positive duty to present such evidence to an impartial judicial
tribunal,” he said. “Only in exceptional
instances where the institution of criminal
proceedings would be inequitable because
of acquiescence in the practices complained of will the injunctive remedy be used

as a substitute for a criminal proceeding.
“This does not mean that the injunctive process will not be used to supplement
the criminal proceeding,” he pointed out.
“The criminal proceeding is most useful as
a deterrent. A more constructive task can
often be accomplished by supplementing
the criminal proceedings with a civil suit,
and perhaps also by presenting the results
of the investigation to an appropriate
legislative committee, if the investigation
indicates that the present laws cannot effectively deal with the situation.”
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on

by

Three

Regulation
Ready
to Risk It
Politically

Washington — Behind the scenes, it is
reported here. Administration leaders
have

thoroughly

canvassed

the politi-

cal potentialities — favorable and dangerous— of a broad anti-trust campaign
in an election year and have reached
the conclusion that the political power
of the “trusts" has been grossly overrated, particularly as public opinion
has been stirred up to believe that
elimination of trusts, at large, will
bring about

economic

recovery.

department of justice, now active in both
fields. Attorney General Cummings has
had on his Washington desk for some
weeks the department’s recently-completed
report on its investigation of the film
business. Whether it will lead to a suit,
of course, becomes a matter of speculation, but not too wild speculation at that.
Meanwhile, complete secrecy continues
to surround the work of the distributor’s
trade program committee, but enough has
seeped through to indicate its members
feel steady progress is being recorded and
“something constructive” has been accomplished up to this point. The impression
in some exhibitor circles, here and elsewhere throughout the nation, is that the
time is almost at hand when they may
expect a call to participate in joint conferences with committee members.
Allied of New York has delayed all of its
further meetings “until there is something
constructive to discuss,” according to Max
A. Cohen, president. He and other national Allied leaders are holding themselves in readiness for word of a special
meeting of their association’s board to be
held either here or in Chicago, although
the death of Aaron Saperstein in Chicago
on Sunday may cause a temporary delay.
At the same time, the assistant attorney
general emphasized, the department of
justice is not closing the doors to efforts
of industries themselves to “clean house,”
inferentially including the conciliation program sought by the film distributors, but
such efforts must be definitely prohibitive
of monopoly law violations and, in addition, must provide public benefits.
“It has never been the policy of the
department to bar its doors at any stage
of the proceedings against businessmen
(Continued on page 8)
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SNAG IN DA "KICKBACK" PLAN ADMITTED, BUT
CHAPLIN'S EVENTUAL APPROVAL IS FORECAST
Silverstone Comments That
Chaplin Not the Least
Dissatisfied
New

York

—

That

UA’s

recently

an-

nounced “kickback” plan has hit a snag
was officially confirmed to Boxoffice by
Mary Pickford, when the UA stockholderpartner stepped off the Century from
Hollywood.
The plan provided for UA producers to
receive a 50 per cent kickback on the
profits as well as a five per cent cut in
distribution costs in England. It was exclusively reported in Boxoffice last week
that Charles Chaplin, one-fifth owner,
had declined to approve the plan and was
blocking its fulfillment.
Asked how matters stood, Miss Pickford replied:
“The idea remains status quo until
Charles returns to Hollywood from northern California where he has been busy
with a book. But I am sure he will understand. He is a reasonable fellow. You
see, he was not present during the many
discussions that led up the drafting of the
plan and he is not thoroughly familiar
with it.”
Miss Pickford was a surprise passenger
on the Century. No one from UA was
present to greet her. In rather taciturn
fashion she declared she is “considering”
an attractive offer to appear in a production for a major company, which went
unnamed. There will be a final decision
when she returns to the coast in about
two weeks. Meantime, the ostensible purpose of her visit here is to launch her newly-formed cosmetic enterprise.
Returning from abroad, Maurice Silverstone, general manager and chairman of
the UA executive committee, held a different view on the Chaplin situation. He
said, “Charles Chaplin is not dissatisfied
and there is not the slightest trouble in
connection with the 50 per cent kickback
to producers.
“As a matter of fact,” Silverstone
pointed out, “Chaplin sent the most enthusiastic cable to us during our Continental and European convention in London. There is no dissatisfaction that I
know of with him.”

Walter Wanger, two from Alexander
Korda, two from Hal Roach and two from
Edward Small.
The 30 per cent category has six, one
Korda, two Small, two Wanger and one
Roach. Five are grouped in the 25 per
cent class. They provide for one Wanger,
one Small, two Korda and one Roach.
The quartet of Laurel and Hardy four
reelers is being offered on flat rental.
Negotiations are being carried on by
Maurice Silverstone for the addition of
two important British producers, the general manager and chairman of the UA
board, told Boxoffice on his arrival from
London.
Silverstone would not mention names
of the producers.
Emphasizing that UA will only handle
“A” pictures, Silverstone said that, while
he was in Hollywood, he turned down a
number of offers from producers to handle product “not comparable” to those
turned out by men now contributing to
the UA roster. He asserted it was not fair

Take

New

Roots

York — UA’s

sales policy next

sea-

son, while calling for increase in percentages, lists 25 of the 29 pictures on
terms ranging from 25 to 40 per cent, or
the entire group on a guarantee against a
percentage.
In the 40 per cent division are six films,
four to be produced by Samuel Goldwyn
and two by David O. Selznick. There are
eight at 35 per cent, including two from
BOXOFFICE
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Negotiating

For Two New Producers in England
to the UA producers to take on product
from outsiders which was not up to “A”
quality.
He also pointed out Korda reduced his
program at “a great sacrifice” because
UA only wanted to distribute big films.
Korda’s contract, Silverstone said, gives
him the right to make as many as he
likes.
With Douglas Fairbanks planning to
produce “The Life of Lola Montez” and
Charles Chaplin expecting to make a picture, probably for next season, Silverstone
declared there are now eight producers,
including Mary Pickford — her plans are
indefinite — with eight-year contracts running until 1946. He mentioned Goldwyn,
Korda, Wanger, Small and Roach.
Talks with Selznick, held in abeyance
because of Silverstone’s departure for England, are being resumed and he is expected to continue with the company.
The UA general manager of world activities said that negotiations then being
carried on by Schaefer with Lynn Farnol
to come in as advertising, publicity and
exploitation head had his full approval
before he left the country.
“Now that he is here to say,” Silverstone
declared, “I am going to run the company.
New York will be my headquarters and all
future board meetings will be held here.”
He does not plan a coast trip, but said
he will make periodic crossings to look
into conditions.
E.
joint
Ltd.,
head

T. Carr and George Archibald are
managing directors of UA Corp.,
with Louis Lewis, former accountant
as secretary-treasurer of 35 companies in Europe and the Continent.
“There are no changes contemplated in
the executive personnel in the United
States,” Silverstone said in answer to a
direct question. This, of course, does not
necessarily include the publicity setup.
Korda is due here in November to attend the annual stockholders’ meeting.
When asked if he were to be named president, Silverstone said that the stockholders had something to say about this and,
so far as he knew, nothing had been said.

25 of UA's 29
On 25-40% Basis
New

UA Chairman

— Metropolitan

Photos

Maurice Silverstone in New York from
London with his family to take up
permanent residence in America. The
chairman of the UA executive committee, photographed on the sun deck of
the Normandie, is shown here with his
wife and two daughters, Marilyn, who
is nine, and Eleanor. She is seven.

In England, 99 per cent of
tracts are sold on percentage.
companies, he held between 90
cent of the pictures were sold

UA conAs for all
to 95 per
that way.

This, naturally, applies to “A” films only.
The Odeon circuit is now up to 310 and
is completing a building program calling
for a total of 325. Oscar Deutsch is not
coming over, according to Silverstone, because he is too busy on his expansion
plans.
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Ben

have

before

to be socked

they

and

understand

what's being told them. “Mud Pies
and Dynamite," a recent editorial,
took a flying leap at the Criterion
in New York for moving off the decency reservation in ballyhooing its
lobby
for “The
Signin of
the was
Cross.''
What was
set forth
print
not
what you might exactly view as
gentle.
Neither will this be:
The Criterion is back

with a quick

repeat, this time exposing woman's
twin and ample charms on behalf
of an attraction called “Man's Paradise." You'll be getting the inference without having to think hard
or twice about it.
Ben Moss operates the theatre.
Paul Moss is the license commissioner of the City of New York. We
ask directly and very pointedly, so
that there can be no misunderstanding, how and why the efforts of the
commissioner's office concentrate effectively on burlesque and strip
tease and become ineffective in an
obvious

transgression

such

as this.

And so that there won't be any
chance for him not to have known,
a marked

copy

of this comment

will

find itsHis
wayanswer,
to the ifcommissioner's
desk.
there is one,
may

be interesting.

In the meantime, the mailbag did
some fair-to-middling bulging on the
first comment. Jimquin, coordinating
director of the American Federation
of Theatres of Los Angeles, is one
who wrote and said this, including
all the roses:
The

writer has just read your

edP

torial, “Mud Pies and Dynamite," and
has rubbed his eyes a couple of
times after reading it and asking
himself whether

he is reading

the in-

dignant protest of a fireside magazine or can it be possible that a

Charles

TORONTO,
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0158.
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B. C. — 615 Hastings St., C.
Rutty.
VICTORIA,
man.

Others

North,

MONTREAL,
QUEBEC— 4330 Wilson Ave., N. D.
G., Roy Carmichael. Telephone Walnut 5519.
OTTAWA,
ONTARIO — 1146 Bank
St.. William
Gladish.

REGINA,
SASKATCHEWAN—
McDermott.

SOME learn their lesson quickly.
rocked

motion
such

picture trade journal is actually screaming a denouncement of
inexcusable offensiveness as

that rotten display

you

reproduced?

Leaving aside all’ question of ethics
which the picture business mistakenly seems to feel it can continue to
do, where — in what garbage can —
could such an idea germinate?
You

ask where were the Hays organization and Paramount during
the run of the picture? You might

6

also ask where were the other theatre owners of the territory while
their investments in their theatres,
whether they be in the hundreds or
the thousands of dollars, were being
jeopardized by such defiance of common decency. The enemies the picture business is making are not at all
confined to reformers and cranks as
many would1 have us think. The list
includes untold numbers of fair-minded people who would willingly allow
the industry to work out its own salvation, but who are interested enough
in the screen as a medium of expression not to be willing to allow
self-satisfied leaders to bring about
its damnation. You might further ask
where these self-same leaders and the
whole industry, for that matter, will
be in five years from now if the
causes of such symptoms as that theatre display are not removed. Whether they like it or not, the control1 of
the screen is fast slipping through
their fingers into the hands of those
outside the industry who may or may
not know what to do with it irr order
to protect and perpetuate it. Aren't
there any of those presently in control with long vision enough to sense
what is impending?
Your editorial rates a vote of thanks
and this association hereby sends its
share of the appreciation to you.

From

Atlanta

Richardson,
Review:

and

Mrs.

Alonzo

secretary of the Board of

I have just opened my BOXOFFICE
and read the editorial. I wish to
thank you for it and to add my wonder to yours as to where are those
who are talking decency and let this
kind of thing go by? You know in
Atlanta we make short work of such,
but we are only local.
Thank you again for all you mean
to those of us interested in fine pictures and in making the best things
pay. This is the challenge the Better
Films Committees have accepted
throughout the land but what could
we say to such as you picture in
your editorial?
Thank

you

again

and

"the

more

power
to you."
Finally,
John Joseph, director of
advertising and publicity for Universal:
lust a note to say that your editorial in your lune 25 issue about
the handling of "The Sign of the
Cross" was a pip. I liked it particularly because' I've been so many
times accused of being "too conhandling.
servative" when I balked at such

BOXOFFICE
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Schaefer Will Sign
A 5-Year UA Pact

His Last Picture

Saperstein Favored
Cooperative Action

New

of his last inter-

views, perhaps his last, Aaron Saperstein,
late head of Allied of Illinois, told Box-

office

in an

exclusive

trainshed

interview

before boarding the 20th Century for Chicago that the Windy City clearance dispute between independents and major distributors “was not designed to interfere
with the all-industry program of cooperation.”
Saperstein said he and Eddie Silverman, Essaness Circuit head, had not met
with sales heads but had “registered our
complaint.”
The last words of the late Allied of
Illinois president before departing from
New York were that he was heartily in
accord with the moves under way for a
self-regulation program for the industry.
In discussing the dual feature and tenweek clearance by B&K, Saperstein explained the ten-week protection went into
effect before double features, and now
that duals are here to stay, B&K cannot
have both. Under the present setup, he
said, “pictures are milked dry” before subsequents get them and this situation cannot prevail. It is unhealthy for the small
man, he concluded.

Aaron Saperstein (right) seen above
with Joseph Rosenberg of Rosenberg, Toomin and Stein, Chicago law firm representing Windy City independents in their
current clearance fight against B&K.
Saperstein posed before boarding the 20th
Century on his return to Chicago. This
was on Friday. Two days later he died
unexpectedly from a heart attack. The
following day he was buried. This is an
exclusive Boxoffice picture by Metropolitan Photos.

Max Cohen Feels Deep
Loss for Chicago Leader
New

York — Having

known

him

for

a

long time, but having been associated
with him briefly, Max A. Cohen, president of Allied of New York, latest in the
national Allied ranks, feels a deep loss
for Aaron Saperstein.
“The man was a fearless leader and one
whose loss will be felt deeply by Allied
and the industry at large. I have known
him quite a while, and served with him
on the Allied national film grievance committee, which was appointed in Pittsburgh.
“Allied has lost a leader and every one
in the organization regrets his untimely

Washington — Commenting

on

the

sud-

den death of Aaron Saperstein, Abram F.
Myers, chairman of the board of Allied,
stated to Boxoffice:
“Constructively independent, alert to
protect the interests of his members,
staunch in his support of national Allied,
loyal to his friends, the passing of Aaron
Saperstein grieves me deeply and leaves
a gap in the ranks which it will be difficult to fill.”

passing.”

Left Hand — Right Hand
New York — It all depends on how it's done, how you look at it and whether
left hand is aware of what the right hand is doing. Or vice versa.

the

As Harry M. Warner was establishing a "good press" on his "hoarding" statement, his midwestern theatre zones were meeting at Racine. For the occasion and
in routine, the first page of the Racine
meetings. One of the stories was this:

Journal-Times

was

replated to welcome

the

"Here is the lineup of outstanding summer releases for the stay-at-homes and
the dyed-in-the-wool movie fans. Great stars and hit stories to enliven the summer
evenings of the fans."
First, of course, the Warner

releases.

Then:

“Shirley Temple will again be seen this time in ’Little
ander's Ragtime Band' will parade Irving Berlin's hits; Clark
will be seen in ’Too Hot to Handle;' ’The Crowd Roars' will
town for the summer; Dorothy Lamour with Bob Burns and

Miss Broadway;' ’AlexGable and Myrna Loy
bring Robert Taylor to
Martha Raye will give

laughs in Tropic Holiday.' Deanna Durbin with Jackie Cooper is to be seen in That
Certain Age' while Charlie McCarthy and Edgar Bergen will come to the screen in
’Letter of Introduction'."
Left hand — right hand.

8

York — All terms

and

details on the

new five-year contract to be given George
J. Schaefer, vice-president and general
manager of UA distribution, are set, according to Maurice Silverstone. This pact,
as well as Silverstone’s new five-year arrangement under his new executive setup,
will be signed shortly.
Silverstone met with the board the day
after he returned from London and discussed world-wide conditions in a general
way. It was his first official meeting with
the board since assuming his new post as
chairman of the executive committee and
general manager of international activities.
Attending the routine session were Mary
Pickford, the only producer-owner present; Capt. Dennis F. O’Brien, general counsel for UA; Charles Schwartz, attorney for
Charles Chaplin; Edward Raftery, representing Douglas Fairbanks, now in England; James R. Mulvey, for Samuel Goldwyn; Emanuel Silverstone, American representative for Alexander Korda and
Schaefer.

Government

Seen About

To Spring Criminal Suit
(Continued from page 4)
who may desire to propose a practical
solution which is of major and immediate
benefit to the industry, to competitors
and to the public and which goes beyond any results which may be expected
in a criminal proceeding,” he said, quoting
a statement of policy announced May 18.
“Such a solution must be voluntary.
While we do not invite the submission of
such proposals, it will be our policy in all
cases to examine and consider any which
may be made. They must offer in addition
to a prohibition of the violations of the
anti-trust laws with which the prospective
defendants are charged, substantial public benefits connected with the policy of
maintaining free competition in an orderly
market which could not be obtained by
the criminal prosecution.
“If proposals of this character are submitted to the department, they will be
presented to the court.”

Floyd St. John Signs
5-Year Republic Deal
New

York — Republic

has

lined

up

its

seventh office with the signing of a new
five-year franchise with Floyd St. John,
president of Republic Pictures Corp. of
California, covering San Francisco and
Los Angeles. James R. Grainger, Republic
president in charge of sales, closed the
deal, which supersedes the previous agreement that had one more year to run.
New franchise agreements have been
closed in Dallas, Oklahoma City, Little
Rock, Philadelphia and New York terrisigning.tories, with other offices lined up for early
BOXOFFICE
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HERE'S POWERHOUSE at the BOX
FLASH

REVIEW

The

"Hollywood,

"Dead

End"

kids

break

loose

... A

title that
World Premiere

July 7. — "Little Tough Guy5
(Universal) — • Fast-moving
drama

ot slums

featuring

grabs

'Dead

from

the start . . . a

drama

with pounding
New Orleans

End' kids. In acting, story, production, direction, picture
compares favorably with anything in which this talented
group

of youngsters
peared and should

has

mass

ularity and patronage.
Huntz

it hurts— with

Thursday, July 7 !

what

it takes

Billy

to line them

up

at the cashier's

window!

National Release

Hall particularly

THE

splendid in well-rounded cast.
Ken Goldsmith
produced.
Harold

that hits where

fare pro-

portionately inbox office popHalop,

appeal...

ap-

NEW

UNIVERSAL

PRESENTS
July 22 !

Young
directed/'
BOX
OFFICE

THE "DEAD

END" KIDS

LITTLE TOUGH GUY
with

|

|

HELEN
Huntz
Screen

;

m

PARRISH
Hall*

, JACKIE

Gabriel

Play by Gilson Brown

Dell

and Brenda

SEARL

• Bernard
Weisberg

- ROBERT
Punsly

• Directed

WILCOX

• Hally

by Harold

Young

Chester
• Associate

-

BILLY

HALOP

• David

Gorcey

Producer,

Ken

Goldsmith

TER

BAR
A COMPUTATION OF WHAT THE PICTURES DID IN
THEIR FIRST RUNS IN PRINCIPAL CENTERS AS COMPILED FROM THE WEEKLY REPORTS IN BOXOFFICE.

PERCENTAGES

Adventures
Hood

Crime

Farewell to Arms
reissue

That

Hunted

Men

X (UA)

6

8

York

Sonissue
of the Sheik

5

(RKO)

9

(Art), re-

(Para),
5

(Para)

Stolen Heaven

(Para)

5

7

Swiss Miss (M-G-M)

8

There's Always
(Col)

5

a Woman

8
Blind Mice

(20th-Fox).... 7

18

(Para)

Josette (20th-Fox)
Moonshine

Comrades

(M-G-M)

11

7

Island in the Sky (20th-Fox)

Kidnapped

(20th-Fox)

Saint in New

Three

Kentucky
Fox)

Castle (Col), reissue

Rascals

Three
(Col)

Thoroughbred

.10

Kiss (M-G-M)

Holiday

90 100 110 125 140

(WB)

Man's

15

75

in Paris (WB)....ll

Her Jungle Love

Hold

(Para)

(FN).

of Lady

Diggers

155

9

Grove

School

Divorce

Gold

Little Miss

.10

(UA)

Cocoanut

PERCENTAGES

90 100 110 125 140

of Robin

(FN)

Blockade

75

NUMBER OF RUNS FOLLOWS INITIALS OF DISTRIBUTORS. PICTURES WITH LESS THAN 5 RUNS NOT LISTED. AVERAGE THEATRE GROSS FIGURED AT 100%.

Toy

Vivacious

13
(20th-

Yellow

11

(20th-Fox)

Wife

(M-G-M)

16

Lady

10

5

You

19

(RKO)

Jack (M-G-M)

and

Me

12

(Para)

9

CITIES FROM WHICH AVERAGES WERE COMPUTED: With comparative figures indicating the percentage of average business (100 per
cent) achieved by individual cities as compiled from the first run records of each.
City
Boston
Charlotte
Chicago
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Dallas

10

Pet.
85
100
85
110
110
100

City
Denver
Detroit

Pet.
110
60

Indianapolis

85

Kansas City
Los Angeles
Milwaukee

95
105
100

City
Minneapolis
New Haven
New Orleans
New York
Oklahoma City
Omaha

Pet.
85
90
95
80
75
120

Philadelphia

110*

City
Pittsburgh
Portland, Me.
Providence
Salt Lake City
San Francisco
Seattle
Washington, D. C
BOXOFFICE

Pet.
100
100
85
90
85
100
105
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Of all the books that Americans have loved, a few
stand out in cherished memory !. . . Such a story
is this glorious novel of American Girlhood ... now
athrob with life on the screen !

SURPASSING ALL the so-called thrills on
earth... the sweet sensations that hit the
fs deep spots . . . laughter and heartache . . . tenderness and
s . . . romance and longing and fear and hope! . . . Here’s a picto be remembered all the days of your life! ... AND YOU GET
N THE SUMMER WHEN THE BIG ONES MEAN THE MOST!
—

DUCT*

",Marie Antoinette” Destined
To Win Universal Acclaim
By IVAN
HOLLYWOOD — Lavish as the court
its locale; stately as the minuet
which

SPEAR
of Louis the Fifteenth, which

his courtiers trod; dramatic

their callous, sybaritic indulgences

precipitated;

furnishes

as the revolution

tragic as

the guillo-

tine which doled its bloody vengeance — that's Metro's "Marie Antoinette,”
signaling the triumphant return to the screen of Norma Shearer and destined
to win universal acclaim as one of the most impressive and spectacular film
offerings of all times.
Until past midnight a selected Hollywood audience sat enthralled as the
feature, which

ran for two

fifty minutes, was
al premiere.
While

hours

and

given its internation-

the picture

approaches

the

and a junior edition of Charles

Laugh-

ton, whose portrayal of Louis the Sixteenth is as fine a character analysis
as has been ensnared in celluloid in
many

a day.

DeFersen,

Tyrone

John

Power

Barrymore

as Count
as

Louis

ultimate in perfection in every department, it is the performance by Shearer

the

Schildkraut

as

which

Duke D'Orleans and Gladys George
DuBarry contribute splendidly.

as

when

gives it true greatness. Her unfolding of the title role, from the time
the hapless

Marie

leaves

her

native Austria a carefree girl princess
to become the bride of the oafish Louis
the Sixteenth, until she is led to the
block

a

woman,

broken,
is a

haggard

crowning

brilliant career,

easily

and

Fifteenth, Joseph

Hunt
Van

Stromberg

Dyke

directed and

and W. S.

to their credit,

let it be said, that never has a picture been more beautifully and painstakingly mounted and

aged

glory to her

produced

every

technical

motivated,

department

with

donating

its best to the final ensemble
cellence.

of ex-

That the picture will record staggering grosses in its roadshow
luxe engagements

seems

its present length, it may
cumbersome

and

de

obvious.
prove

for the overloaded

In

a bit
pro-

grams of the subsequents, but regardless of its financial fate, it is a picture
of which

Metro

and all who

in its creation may

had a part

well be proud.

transcending

anything she has previously contributed. So magnificent, in fact, is her
delineation
enthrone

"MARIE

that it should permanently

screen. The supporting cast is, without exception, ideally selected with
every

part finely etched for its respective worth. Second honors, however,

go to Robert

Morley,

a British import

ANTOINETTE"

( A Metro-Goldwyn- Mayer

her as the first lady of the

PRODUCTION
Producer
Hunt Stromberg
Director
W. S. Van Dyke II
Based in part on the
book by
Stefan Zweig
Screenplay
Claudine West, Donald
Ogden
Vajda.

Stewart

Musical score
Photographer
Recording Director

and

Ernest

Herbert Stothart
William Daniels
Douglas Shearer
CAST

Marie
Count
King
King

Antoinette
Axel de Fersen
Louis XV
Louis XVI

OF

Norma Shearer
Tyrone Power
John Barrymore
Robert Morley

Duke D’Orleans
Joseph Schildkraut
Du Barry
Gladys George
Princess de Lamballe
Anita Louise
Count Mercy
Henry Stephenson
Gamin
Peter Bull
Artois
Reginald Gardiner
Madame de Noailles.. Cora Witherspoon
Drouet
Joseph Calleia
Mme. De Polignac
Ruth Hussey
Toulan
Sheppard Strudwick
Maria Theresa
Alma Kruger

BOXOFFICE

Production)

STAFF

Art Director
Associates

Cedric Gibbons
William A. Horning
and

Edwin

B. Willis

Gowns by
Adrian
Men’s costumes by
Gile Steele
Montage effects £>j/....Slavko Vorkapich
Dances by
Albertina Rasch
Technical Adviser
George Richelavie
Film editor
Robert J. Kern
CHARACTERS
St. Pre
Brent Sargent
Swedish Ambassador.... Charles Waldron
Mme. de Lerchenfeld Cecil Cunningham
Prince de Rohan
Barnett Parker
Dauphin
Scotty Beckett
Princess
Marillyn Knowlden
Gov. of Conciergie
George Zucco
St. Clair
Tom Rutherford
Guillaume
Lionel Royce
Franz
Howard Lang
Prince Provence
Van Dekker
LeMotte
Henry Daniell
Bohmer
Olaf Hytton
Madame La Motte
Mae Busch
Olivia
Mary Howard
Benjamin Franklin
Walter Walker
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"SNOW WHITE" ONLY HIGH IN SEASONAL SLUMP
CHARLOTTE

(AVERAGE

Broadway — Prison Farm
(Para)
Broadway — The Count of Monte Cristo
Carolina — Vivacious Lady
(RKO)
Imperial — Lord Jeff (M-G-M)
State — Gun Law
(RKO)
State — Midnight Intruder (Univ)
State — Gold Mine in the Sky (Rep)

(UA) . .

110
80
110
100
100
90
120

White — Los

Shopworn
Apollo — Blockade
(UA)
85
Chicago — Josette (20th-Fox), stage show, Eddie
Duchin; picture moved
to Garrick for 2d
loop wk
115
Blind

Palace — Women
show

Are

Mice

Like

(20th-Fox),

That

(FN),

2d

stage

80
75

Roosevelt — White
Banners
(WB),
moved
to
Apollo for 2d loop wk
75
State -Lake — Love Honor
and Behave
(WB),
plus stage show
80
United Artists — Lord Jeff (M-G-M)
85
World Playhouse — Ave Maria (Itala), held 3d
wk
100

CINCINNATI
held over
(20th-Fox),

110
held

Law

of

the

140
Underworld —

of

Paris — New

Tropic

Holiday

Crime

School

Having

York

Wife

You

and

125
Time — Cin-

cinnati
(dual) — Los

Gold

Maria,

3d

Diggers,

wk.,
3d

70
50

145
130
160

PHILADELPHIA

125

Boyd — White Banners (WB)
Earle — Men Are Sueh Fools (WB),
show
Fox — Always Goodbye (20th-Fox)
Karlton — Blockade
(UA), 2d run
Keith’s — Holiday (Col), 2d run
Stanley— Rage of Paris (Univ)
Stanton — Prison Farm
(Para)

RUNS

Chicago.

wk.,

60
65

125

Angeles.. ..125

Me — Dallas
EXTENDED

Ave

Brandeis — Having Wonderful Time (RKO);
Blind Alibi (RKO)
Omaha — Tropic Holiday (Para); Tip-Off
Girls (Para)
Orpheum — You and Me (Para); stage: Blackstone the Magician

Time

Wonderful

25

OMAHA

.130

(dual) — Denver.. ..125

Wonderful

110

135

(dual) — Omaha.

(dual) — Milwaukee

Toy

CITY

Cincinnati.

85
plus

stage
115
75
80
105
100
100

PITTSBURGH
100
(RKO).. 115
95
!.... 95
100

DALLAS
Capitol — Law
of the Underworld (RKO)
Capitol — Lady in the Morgue (Univ)
Majestic — Tropic Holiday (Para)
Palace — Having: Wonderful
Time (RKO)
Melba — Sinners in Paradise (Univ)
Tower — You and Me (Para), 2d wk

135
110
100
125
100
125

DENVER
Aladdin — Three Blind Mice (20th-Fox), after
a wk. at the Denver
Broadway — Swiss Miss (M-G-M);
Blind Alibi
(RKO), after a wk. at the Orpheum
Denham — Prison Farm
(Para)
Denver — Josette (20th-Fox)
Orpheum — Having Wonderful Time
(RKO);
Woman
Against Woman
(M-G-M)
Paramount — Crime School (FN); Sinners in
Paradise (Univ)
Rialto — Blockade (UA), after a wk. at the
Paramount;
Patient in Room
18 (FN)

100
100
65
70

Adams — Three Blind Mice (20th-Fox);
To the Victor (GB)
Fox — Always Goodbye
(20th-Fox), plus
show

LOS ANGELES
Chinese — Toy Wife (M-G-M);
Passport Husband (20th-Fox)
Downtown — White
Banners
(WB);
Torchy
Blane in Panama
(FN)
Four Star— We’re Going to Be Rich
Gaiety Girls (UA). 2d wk
Hillstreet — Snow
White
(RKO)
Hollywood — Same
as Downtown
Pantages — Same
as Hillstreet
Paramount — -Birth of a Baby (GN),
show, 2d wk
State — Same
as Chinese

125
95

Madison — It Happened
One Night (Col);
Man’s Castle (Col), reissues
Michigan — Lord Jeff (M-G-M); Past Company
(M-G-M)
Palms-State — -Blind Alibi (RKO); Prison Farm
(Para)

NEW

55
GO
45

Out

80
80
75
90

CITY

show.

Empire — Go Chase Yourself
Danger
(RKO)
State — Crime School (FN);
in Panama
(FN)

HAVEN
70

75

YORK

80

Capitol— Lord Jeff
Criterion — Farewell

90

Globe — We're Going to Be Rich (20th-Fox) . . 120
Paramount — Tropic Holiday (Para), plus stage
show
120

110
95

(Para),

reissue.

Blane
90

PROVIDENCE

(Mono);

50
100
140
55

SEATTLE
Blue Mouse — Count of Monte Cristo (UA);
I Cover the Waterfront (UA), reissues
Fifth Avenue — Port of Seven Seas (M-G-M);
Men Are Such) Fools (WB)
Liberty — Holiday (Col), 6th wk
Music Box- — Three Blind Mice (20th-Fox);
Hunted
Men
(Para)
Orpheum — Gold Diggers in Paris ( WB) ; Lady
in the Morgue (Univ)
Paramount — Tropic Holiday (Para); Saint
in New
York (RKO)

65
90
65
80
70
80

75

ORLEANS

(M-G-M)
to Arms

Double
70

Torchy

Carlton — Port of Seven Seas (M-G-M); Woman
Against Woman
(M-G-M), 2d wk
Majestic — Three Blind Mice (20th-Fox); One
Wild Night (20th-Fox)
State — Shopworn Angel (M-G-M); Highway

95

(RKO)

NEW

ME.
(RKO);

Patrol (Col)
Strand — Girl of the Limberlost
Hunted
Men
(Para)

Center — Walking
Down
Broadway
(20th-Fox). 60
Globe — In Old Chicago (20th-Fox)
70
Liberty — Club de Femmes
(SR)
100
Loew’s State — Port of Seven Seas (M-G-M) ... 120
Orpheum — Having Wonderful Time (RKO)
... 90
Saenger — Gold Diggers in Paris (WB)
120
Tudor — A Farewell to Arms
(Para), reissue.. 105

90

PORTLAND.

100
125

College — Yellow Jack (M-G-M);
Josette
(20th-Fox), 2d wk
Loew-Poli — Lord Jeff (M-G-M); Fast Company
(M-G-M)
Paramount
Rage of Paris (Univ); Air Devils
(Univ), 8 days
Roger Sherman — White Banners
(WB);
Night

Alvin — Three Blind Mice (20th-Fox), 1st wk.,,130
Barry — Flight Into Nowhere
(Col); Held
for Ransom
(GN)
90
Fulton — Rage of Paris (Univ)
110
Penn — White Banners (WB)
100
Stanley — Coeoanut Grove (Para), Gene Krupa
swing show
100
Warner — Stolen Heaven
(Para); Crashing
Hollywood
(RKO)
85

stage

Aster — She Married An Artist (Col) ; Law
of
the Underworld
(RKO)
90
Century — Farewell to Arms
(Para), reissue... 70
Minnesota — Josette (20th-Fox)
85
Orpheum — Y'ou and Me
(Para)
70
State — Holiday (Col), 2d wk
80
World — Monte Cristo (UA), reissue
100

NEW

stage

plus

50

INDIANAPOLIS

Mainstreet — Having Wonderful
Time
(RKO);
Torchy Blane in Panama
(FN)
Midland — Port of Seven Seas (M-G-M);
Fast Company
(M-G-M)
Newman — Tropic Holiday
(Para); Farewell
to Arms
(Para), reissue

60
350
110
350

MINNEAPOLIS

Maid’s

Apollo — The Birth of a Baby (GN); 2d wk
Circle — Having Wonderful Time (RKO)
Loew’s — Woman
Against Woman
(M-G-M) ....
Lyric — White Banners
(WB),
stage show....

110

(20th-Fox);

Palace — David Copperfield (M-G-M);
Love
on the Run (M-G-M), reissues
70
Riverside — Air Devils (Univ), plus stage show. 85
Strand- Three Blind Mice (20th-Fox);
One Wild Night (20th-Fox)
80
Warner — Having Wonderful Time (RKO);
When
Were You Born? (FN)
125
Wisconsin — Port of Seven Seas (M-G-M);
Saint in New York (RKO)
100

55
stage

125

MILWAUKEE

110

DETROIT

14

—

135

CLEVELAND
Allen — White Banners (WB), 2d wk
Hippodrome — Having Wonderful Time
Palace — Always
Goodbye
(20th-Fox)
State — Port of Seven Seas (M-G-M)
Stillman — Lord .Jeff (M-G-M), 2d wk

Tower — Rage of Paris (Univ), plus
Uptown — Rage of Paris (Univ)

(dual)

Dallas
Rage

OKLAHOMA

Criterion — Robin Hood
(FN)
Liberty — Lady in the Morgue
(Univ); LouisSchmeling fight pictures, 2 days
Liberty — Swiss Miss (M-G-M);
Law
of the
Underworld (RKO), 4 days
Midwest — Lord Jeff (M-G-M)
State — Awful Truth (Col); Counsel for Crime
(Col)
Tower — Always Goodbye (RKO)

145

Angel

110

Grand — Gold Diggers in Paris (WB), 3d wk. ...110
Keith’s — Woman
Against Woman
(M-G-M) . . . .100
Lyric — Men
Are Such Fools (WB)
90
Palace — Having Wonderful Time (RKO),
held over
125

KANSAS

350

Time

Providence

Having

Albee — Lord Jeff (M-G-M),
Capitol- — Three Blind Mice
over

Angeles

Wonderful

(dual) — Omaha

CHICAGO

Radio City Music Hall — Holiday (Col), 2d wk.
plus stage show
105
Rialto — Under Suspicion (Univ)
60
Roxy — The Rage of Paris (Univ), plus stage
show
135
Strand — White Banners (WB), 2d wk
55

Top Hits of the Week
Snow
Having

Gairick — Three
loop wk

IS 100%)

.

80
90

SALT
Capitol — Ladies

in

LAKE

Distress

CITY
(Rep);

Young

Fugitives (Univ)
110
Centre — Tropic Holiday (Para); Hunted
Men
(Para)
95
Studio — Three Blind Mice (20th-Fox), 2d wk. . . 85
Utah — Lord Jeff (M-G-M);
Fast Company
(M-G-M)
85
Victory — Hawaiian
Buckaroo
(20th-Fox);
Sign of the Cross (Para), reissue
90

WASHINGTON
Capitol — Three Blind Mice (20th-Fox), plus
stage show
105
Columbia — Yellow Jack (M-G-M), 2d d. t. wk. .110
Earle — White Banners (WB), plus stage show.. 100
Keith’s — Divorce of Lady X (UA)
80
Metropolitan — Little Miss Thoroughbred (WB).. 75
Palace — Toy Wife (M-G-M)
100
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Foreign Film Houses
Level; 344
New

York — Foreign

film exhibition

Now
has

mushroomed to an all-time high, with 344
theatres in 31 key city territories devoting the major portion of their playing
time to overseas product when available,
according to an exhaustive survey. The
figure does not take into consideration
those houses that vary programs with
scattered foreign films. This phase of
exhibition has developed notably.
Theatres devoted to exclusive Spanish
productions head the list at 95. In order
are 73 French, 38 German, 35 Italian, 28
Mexican, 22 Swedish, 16 Polish, 8 Hungarian, 7 Jewish, 6 Russian, 6 Bohemian,
1 Danish and 1 Irish. There are eight
theatres that play a variety of foreign
product.
Leading territory is Denver, with 48
theatres devoted entirely to films from
abroad, 45 of which show Spanish, one
German, one Italian and one French. The
Cleveland area is next, with 46. Of these
27 are French, five Hungarian, five Polish,
three Italian, two German, two Spanish
and two that show all kinds.
New York City has 40, of which ten,
mostly in the Yorkville area, are German.
Six are French, six Russian, six Polish,
five Jewish, three Italian, two Spanish,
one Irish and one Swedish.
Boston is next with 35, of which 25 are
and two German. Of the 33 foreign houses
French. Five are Italian, three Spanish,
in the Dallas territory, 27 show Mexican
films and six German. Seattle maintains
20 theatres exclusively for Swedish patronage, while two show all kinds.

Cowdin Prolonging

at New
in America

Sojourn in Europe

Of the 15 foreign houses in the Los Angeles area, 12 are devoted to showing
Spanish films. There is one each for German, Italian and French product. San
Francisco and environs maintain 17 theatres, 16 of which are evenly divided between German, Italian and French. Chicago, with 13, is split up with four German, two each of Polish, Italian and
French, and one each of Mexican, Russian
and Swedish.
There

are 10 Italian houses in Philadelphia, one German and one French.
The Omaha area supports 11, six of which
are Bohemian, two Italian and one each
of Swedish, Danish and Spanish. New
Haven’s nine foreign houses are topped
by three Polish, two each for French and
Hungarian films, one Jewish and one that
shows a variety of product.
Detroit has two each of German, Italian
and Spanish. There is one French, one
German, one with a variety program and
one that divides between French and German in Indianapolis. Buffalo supports two
German and one Italian house. There are
two French theatres in Atlanta. New
Orleans has one each of German, Italian
and French. Washington’s three foreign
houses have no set policy, playing a variety of product. Pittsburgh has one Hungarian house and another that plays all
kinds.
Territories where the foreign theatre so
far is believed non-existent are Albany,
Charlotte, Des Moines, Kansas City, Memphis, Oklahoma City, Portland, St. Louis
and Salt Lake City.

Ten American Films

Spanish Film Favor
Rate Top in Sweden Increased in Chile

London — J. Cheever

Washington — A statement

dispatched

to

Swedish Film Reviewers’ annual meeting
held in Stockholm, were American product. Below he lists names of the 16 and
the number of votes:
“Life of Emile Zola” (WB>, 21; “Captains Courageous” (M-G-M), 19; “Good
Earth” (M-G-M), 16; “100 Men and a
Girl” (Univ), 16; “The Awful Truth”
(Col), 16; “Le Roman D’um Tricheur”
(French), 13; “Peter the Great” (Russian), 10; “Les Perles de la Couronne”
(French), 10; “La Grande Illusion”
(French), 9; “Les Bas Fonds” (French),
9; “Night Must Fall” (M-G-M), 8; “The
Big City” (M-G-M), 7; “Dead End” (UA),
7; “Lost Horizon” (Col), 4; “Conquest”
(M-G-M), 4; “Angel” (Para), 4.
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Washington — That

Spanish

films

are

increasing in favor in Chile is verified by
the government’s import figures for 1937,
a department of commerce bulletin reveals.
The greatest proportionate increase is
shown by the Spanish-speaking countries.
Although seventh among the countries,
Mexico has increased its volume of film
three times over 1936. Argentina, in the
sixth spot, has doubled its share. The
United States still leads the countries by
a wide margin with imports from France
also showing an increase. Imports from
Germany and Great Britain, in terms of
value, show a decrease.
The government of Denmark, the report adds, received in 1937 from exhibitors
fees of 77,000 krone (approximately $16,940)
of which approximately $12,000 will be
distributed among social service organizations and approximately $2,200 will be used
to produce a traffic propaganda film.

chairman

and Rank, the Universal chairman is understood to have reported that receipts
since the first of the year have increased
at the rate of $50,000 a week and the company is now expecting at least “three-inholiday.
the-bag pictures” before the Labor Day

Metro
New

Launches New
International Drive

York — With

two

more

Italian win-

ners due shortly to complete the last contest, M-G-M has started another international sales drive with the first 20 winners to be given free trips to Paris,
October 15.
Original plans called for only 12 winners, but Nicholas M. Schenck, president
of Loew’s, decided to increase the number in face of spirited sales competition
men.
between the domestic and foreign sales-

Pommer in N . Y. From
London lor Picture Deal
New

York

Mayflower

— Erich

Pommer,

head

of

Productions, is here from Lon-

don with prints of “Vessel of Wrath” and
“St. Martin’s Lane,” both starring Charles
Laughton. On his arrival, Pommer told
Boxoffice

a local paper by Nathan D. Golden, chief
of the motion picture division, bureau of
foreign and domestic commerce, U. S. Department of Commerce, cited the interesting fact that 10 of the 16 films given
high rating by the recent committee of

Cowdin,

of the Universal board, has protracted
his stay here and is discussing additional
financing with Lord Portal, Arthur Rank
and C. M. Woolf, whose interest in the
company already totals $2,000,000. Cowdin
plans to stay another two weeks or so
before sailing for New York.
Joseph H. Seidelman, foreign head for
the company, will not return to the States
before the end of the summer. From here,
his itinerary calls for a visit to France,
Italy and Scandinavia.
During his talks with Lord Portal, Woolf

he is here

to make

a distribu-

tion deal. On his return to England, he
will put into production another Laughton
film, “Jamaica Inn,” which is to be directed by Alfred Hitchcock, who sailed Wednesday on the Normandie.
Three pictures in 18 months will comprise the Mayflower schedule, Pommer
said. He could not state what the first
of the new

Doubled
New

season’s schedule would

be.

Newfoundland

York — Major
Major
Duty

heads here '
' Headache

foreign

regard as another “headache” the doubling of the import duty on films to Newfoundland. In view of the fact that Newfoundland is a separate entity from Canada, distributors have no protection from
the existing Canadian trade treaty.
The previous duty was 65 per cent on
the valuation of $2 per reel of positive
film. The new tax is 65 per cent on the
valuation of $4 per reel.
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Metro British Plans
Hold After GB Deal
London

—

M-G-M’s

distribution

deal

with GB for the handling of approximately 12 annual Gainsborough films in England will not interfere with the company’s
British production program. C. M. Woolf
of General Film Distributors had been
handling the Gainsborough product for
years, but the new tieup, consummated by
Sam Eckman for M-G-M and Isidore
Ostrer of GB, further cements the relationship of the two companies.
M-G-M has a 24 y2 stock interest in
GB and 20th Century-Fox owns a like
interest.
Although the new deal with GB will
take care of some of M-G-M’s quota requirements here, the latter company intends to continue to produce two to three
“A” pictures annually on this side. The
first, “A Yank at Oxford,” did a landslide business here, playing more than
three months at the Empire, M-G-M’s
show window. Grosses in the United
States, according to executives, were very
satisfactory.
King Vidor is now directing “The Citadel” with Robert Donat and Rosalind Russell at Denham under supervision of Victor Saville, who has a long-term pact with
M-G-M. Ben Goetz is in complete charge
of British production affairs for M-G-M
and will shortly be visited by A1 Lichtman,
aide of Nicholas M. Schenck.
General Film Distributors will continue
to handle Universal on this side of the
Atlantic as well as other independent
product. Jeffrey Bernerd, GB executive,
returned this week from New York where
he spent several weeks in conference with
Arthur A. Lee, American vice-president.
The local deal in no way affects GB’s
standing in the United States. Lee will
continue to handle the product there and
Empire Films in Canada under a sevenyear contract made with N. L. Nathanson
about three years ago.
Lee Plans Tour
New

York — Arthur

A. Lee

is planning

a complete tour of GB exchanges. He
leaves within a fortnight and will be gone
two to three weeks.

Mox
New

Shobbus Hopes
A Hopeful

York — Writes

exhibitor

from

“I see where
the New
York

Shobbus.

bankers

have
moguls

sent

racing

publicity.

word

writes in
that film

to Hollywood

to soft pedal

track

He
which

that

of Hollywood:

Ed Sullivan
Daily News

for the

Inglewood

Mox

the fringe

on

also

the

Warners

promoted has grossed $11,000,000 already and has ten more days to go.
"Less

talk

about

horses

and

more

work on pictures. That's what I'm
for. Maybe the Warners now will go
back

into making

" Dumbest
Washington

—

National

pictures."

::

July

16, 1938

E

Mae Tinee Covers
Warner Film

Allied, digging

for “the dumbest statement of the year.”
Seven majors advertised 38 pictures for
the 1937-38 season but “which have been
noted for release in 1938-39,” the bulletin
charges. This is the basis for the allegation:
“We do not have much information to
go on; we simply can only compare the
announcements with the release charts,
attempt to check changes in title in the
trade papers and scan the 1938-39 announcements for pictures carried over. In
this effort we have had the assistance of
certain publishers who have checked our
work against their records. We do not,
however, claim 100 per cent accuracy for
our findings.
“The facts are known

to the distributors

who have so vociferously denied Warner’s
charge — and, also, to Warner. The purpose of this bulletin is to urge that these
chest beaters, one and all, stop boasting
about the turkeys and clucks they have
scheduled for summer release and give the
exhibitors the facts regarding the big pictures advertised and not delivered.
“Herewith are pictures named in the
announcements for 1937-38 which have
been noted for release in 1938-39. We
have no means of knowing the status of
these pictures at the studios — whether
they have been or could be completed during the present season. Undoubtedly
many an exhibitor coughed up extra
dough

in reliance on the salesman’s assurances that certain of these pictures

would be delivered.”
The listing follows:
Columbia — You Can’t
You, Second Mrs. Draper.

Take

It With

United Artists — ‘Four Feathers, Drums,
Lady and the Cowboy, Personal History,
A Man and His Woman, The Young in
Heart.
M-G-M — Idiot’s Delight, Under This
Flag, Stand Up and Fight, Springtide,
Great Waltz, Tell It to the Marines, The
Great Canadian, Kim, Marie Antoinette.
Warner-First National — The Sisters,
Valley of the Giants, On Your Toes, Boy
Meets Girl, Desert Song, Comet Over
Broadway, Story of San Michele, Yes, My
Darling Daughter.
Twentieth-Fox — Alexander’s Ragtime
Band, Hudson Bay Company, Meet the
Girls, Susannah of the Mountains, Stanley
and Livingstone, Jesse James, Splinter
Fleet.
Paramount — If I Were King, Midnight,
Paris Honeymoon, Men With Wings.
“In addition there were quite a few pictures appearing in the 1937-38 announcements,” continues the bulletin, “which had
boxoffice titles which have not been delivered and as to which we have no definite information.” This listing:
Marion’s

Warner

Statement ” Honor

into Harry M. Warner’s “hoarding” charge,
bestows upon him its award, created by
resolution at the Pittsburgh convention,

Columbia — Frances
BOXOFFICE

Harry

horse

says

the

Allied Awards

spectacle

Chicago — How

Mae

Tinee

reviewed

"Love, Honor and Behave," a Warner
picture, for the Chicago Tribune:
"The

picture ended. We in the projection room looked at one another in

unbelieving silence. Then a
voice spoke hollowly:
" ’They do funny things in

" ‘There,'
done
all so:
As

I

thought,

for me — with

‘is my
a

male

Holly-

review

little editing.'

"The producer, director and scenarist
wood.'
sure did funny things. But the cast —
with the exception of Mona Barrie and
according enthusiastic mention to Priscilla Lane — proved gallant fighters for
a

worthless

cause."

drama, Miss Quis, For Tonight Only,
Nobel, Absent Without Leave, Cape of
Good Hope, Streamlined, Grand Gesture,
Paris on Broadway.
Universal — Yesterday’s Kisses, Daughter
of Rosy O’Grady, Metropolitan Police,
Let’s Be Candid, Wanted at Headquarters,
Tonight We Laugh.
United Artists — Duchess of Broadway,
Honeymoon in Reno, Kiss in Paris, Arabian Nights.
RKO — Irene, Love Below Freezing, Perfect Harmony, New Faces of 1938.
M-G-M — Heavenly Sinner, Are You
Beautiful?, Roadshow, Git -That Stroke.
Warner-First National — The Gamblers,
Panama Canal, and It All Came True,
Campus Scandals, Casino, You’re All I
Want, A Prayer for My Sons, This Woman
Is Dangerous, White Horse Inn, Collusion,
Episode, The Great Lie, Smiling Corpse.
Twentieth-Fox

—

Too Much

Limelight,

Saratoga Chips, Last Year’s Kisses, Dance,
Fools, Dance, Giant Swing, Mr. Nickelby
Sits Down, Mother Knows Best.
And then this:
“Recently executives of the Big Eight,
hearing disturbing rumors, rushed to
Washington to assure government officials,
including the President, that the motion
picture business is capable of regulating
itself. We suggest the performance would
be more impressive if these executives
stopped yelling at each other in the trade
press and accounted to the exhibitors for
the pictures they promised but did not
and apparently will not deliver this season. It would be easier to believe that a
new

day is at hand if the major distributors, instead of relying on a technical provision of the standard exhibition contract,
explained frankly to their customers why
these 86 pictures were not made or are
being withheld and made an adjustment
of film rentals commensurate with the
savings effected by the distributors by
this juggling of product.”
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Two Majors Reject
A Jersey Combine
New

York — At least two major

May

Make Part of Next
Lloyd Film in England

distribu-

New

tors have flatly refused to deal with Associated Theatres of New Jersey, buying
combine recently formed with 15 independent houses in Northern New Jersey. Irving Dollinger, president of Allied of New
Jersey, is also head of Associated.
Of the other majors who have been, or
will be asked to sell new season product
to Associated as a group, rather than individually, three are taking the matter
advisement,” two are non-committal while one has not been approached.
It is also learned both majors who have
turned Associated down are doing business
with a Long Island buying combine of
about nine houses headed by Frank
Moscato.
Attitude of one eastern district manager
who heard representations from an Associated committee is that to acquiesce to

be desirable, and other “unreasonable”
conditions, such as second run in Bound
Brook and Watsessing, suburb of Bloomfield. “Such a procedure would imperil
our relations with other independent operators not connected with the Dollinger
group as well as with other accounts that
we have been doing business with over a
period of years,” this source asserted.
He also declared that should he meet
Associated’s demands similar buying
combines would immediately spring up in
other sections of New Jersey, thus gathering enough strength among them to dictate terms and use this as a wedge to
virtually force independents into membership.
“This is not to mean that we do not
want to do business,” he went on. “We
simply do not look upon the combine idea
as a healthy one basically. For many
years I have dealt with independents
separately and that is the way it should
be. Many have sought and secured adjustments, because they know my door is
always open. It is unreasonable to be expected to agree to any given stipulation
with a committee and then have this apply right down the line for 15 situations.
I will be very happy to sell separately, but
not in group.”
Asked to differentiate between the Moscato and Associated groups, this executive
said:
small
them
deals

“Moscato represents a number of
independents, paving the way for
when deals come up. But when the
are consummated each operator, individually, signs a contract and assumes
his own responsibility. This is not the
way Associated is going about it.”
Associated is understood to claim each
member is interested to the extent of one
per cent in each others’ 15 theatres. This
is interpreted by sales executives as giving the group “legal” protection as well as
purportedly removing the “combine stigma” which has often been frowned upon
as fomenting alleged unfair competition
where it has been proven that cash in-
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York — No meeting

of Allied of New

York

will be called “until there is something constructive to discuss,” is the way
Max A. Cohen, chairman of the recently
formed organization, views future sessions.
Although one was expected to be held
this week, Cohen said nothing of any consequence has developed for bringing together Allied members from all over the
state.

“under

their demands would establish a “dangerous precedent.” This informant claims
the committee asked for a selective contract, stipulating the pictures that would

N. Y. Allied Awaits
Matters That Matter

— Metropolitan

New

York — Harold

Lloyd

Photo

probably

will

make the latter portion of his next film
for Paramount in England. Plans for
such a move is one of the reasons that
brought the bespectacled comedian East
for the first time in over two years. Lloyd,
who arrived on the 20th Century, said
he expects to confer with David E. Rose,
head of Paramount’s British production,
in regard to the filming of “What Ho.”
Lloyd will remain here for a few weeks.
Personal appearances are out, he said.

Notwithstanding the fact the membership is content to go along during the
summer without “must” sessions, Cohen,
as well as Allied leaders over the country,
are holding themselves on call, expecting
to hear from Washington any day on a
meeting slated for directors.
The death of Aaron Saperstein, bulwark
in the Allied structure because of his work
during the many years he headed the
Chicago unit, is understood to have temporarily set back plans for a meeting of
the board next week.

Dividend

Columbia's
New

vestments are relatively small as compared to the more substantial and longer
established circuits.

Pizor and Segal to Open
New House ; Plan 2 More
New

York

—

Lewen

Pizor

and

Charles

Segal will open their new Chelton in Philadelphia in four weeks and are planning
tw'o other structures, Pizor stated while
here during the week. The Chelton seats
slightly under 800 and will be air conditioned with modern equipment.
Sometime in August, the partners will
reopen the Ace, formerly the Windsor, and
also the Tioga, both being completely remodeled.
Questioned about the David Milgrim fracas, Pizor declared that Milgrim has not
paid the dues he says he has and that he
(Pizor) would not think of settling the
$100,000 suit filed by Milgrim.

Plan Fall Campaign
to the Public
New
sales

York

—

Company

office Friday

presidents,

to discuss

plans

to bring to the public nationally details of the fall product lineup. Details
of the plans

were

not divulged

believed

the

form

national advertising
ploitation campaign.

of a

campaign

will

York — The

on

Preferred

regular

quarterly

divi-

dend of 68% cents on the $2.75 convertible preferred stock has been declared by
Columbia, payable August 15 to stockholders of record August 1.
Stock options have been granted Samuel
J. Briskin, A. Montague and A. Schneider. Under the arrangement, Briskin can
purchase 10,000 shares of common at
$13.871/2, of which 7,500 shares can be
picked up between now and August 10,
1943 and the balance between June 10,
1940 and August 10, 1943. Schneider’s
option calls for 7,500 shares at the same
price and can be lifted by August 10,
1943. Montague can buy at the same price
a total of 7,500 shares before August 10,
1943.

Belmont
New

York — The

Closed
Belmont,

after an

ex-

tended run with “Carnet Du Bal,” closed
Saturday night for the summer and will
reopen early in September. Several weeks
ago, Sam Krellberg put a summer admission scale into effect hoping that business will keep on a level to keep open
July
but the
help. and
TheAugust,
heat won
out. price cuts didn’t

managers, circuit heads and advertising managers met en masse at

the Hays

Declared

but it is
take

the

and

ex-

MacLeod
New

Due

Back

York — J. S. MacLeod,

in charge

of

M-G-M exchange operations, returns early
next week from a quick visit to Buffalo,
Milwaukee, Detroit, Omaha and Des
Moines. In Milwaukee he attended the
opening of the new exchange there. The
new Buffalo branch officially opens
July 25 with William F. Rodgers, Tom
Connors and E. K. (Ted)
to attend the festivities.
BOXOFFICE
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Off the Decency

Reservation

Once

Again

Illustrating how the Criterion, New York, which went pretty far in its recent lobby display for a revival of “The Sign
of the Cross” staged a quick comeback with a “Goona-Goona” front for “Man’s Paradise,” Balinese film. Photos for
Boxoffice by Cosmo-Sileo.
(See Comment in “Notes to You” Department, Page 6)

Max Cohen Trying
For Ascap Parley
New

York — In an

effort to avoid

legal

action, Max A. Cohen, president of Allied of New York, is trying to arrange
a conference with Ascap directors for a
round-table discussion of the independent
exhibitor problems in connection with the
music tax situation.
Locally, exhibitors are taxed 15 cents
a seat by Ascap in addition to paying
score charges to distributors. The theatre owners contend the two charges are
the same and at least one should be eliminated.
“We feel that, if our problems are
erly presented, Ascap must see the
fication for sitting around a table
endeavor to iron out the situation
us,” Cohen states.

propjustiin an
facing

“Our

purpose on this particular proposition is to try and clarify the entire
music and recording tax and see whether
we can’t resolve the thing down to one said
tax, if that said tax be a proper one.”
Something is expected to develop shortly
in connection with the round robin, but,
meanwhile, data is being gathered for
presentation at the meeting.

RKO
New

York — Louis

A. Solomon

has
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—

Plans

for an

RKO

sales

or a series of regionals have

been abandoned. The company’s sales
force is now selling next season’s product.
About three months ago, Jules Levy, general sales manager, accompanied Walter
Branson, Ned E. Depinet, drive captain, on
a complete tour of exchanges, and during
his visits he outlined details of 1938- ’39
output.
However, later on, mid-season regional
gatherings may be held for a checkup on
sales.

Enter Monopoly

Suit

Totaling $1,050,000
Madison,

Wis. — La

Crosse

Theatres

Co.

filed a triple damage suit seeking $1,050,000 under the Clayton Act against Paramount, 20th Century-Fox, United Artists,
Minnesota Amusement Co. of Minneapolis,
Wellworth Theatres of Wisconsin and Ed
Ruben as president of Wellworth.
The company operates five theatres and
charges an unlawful combination was entered upon in an attempt to force the
company to sell. It also charges that it
was unable to get adequate film supply and
was compelled to pay exorbitant prices
since refusing to sell to Ruben in 1934.

Subs lor McGowan

ac-

quired the foreign rights to “The Duke Is
Tops,” “Bargain With Bullets” and “Life
Goes On,” produced by Million Dollar
Productions with all-Negro casts.

York

convention

Gets Foreign Rights
New

Will Forego Sales
Convention at Present

New

York — Leto

Hill, manager

of the

Fox, St. Louis, now dark, is pinch hitting
for Ralph McGowan as district manager
for F&M’s four theatres in Massachusetts.

Smoother Relations
Sought by Dealers
New

York — Members

of the Credit

Sup-

ply Dealers Ass’n, composed of all theatre
equipment distributors locally and of which
Joe Jame, attorney, is permanent chairman, may adopt an arbitration system for
disposing of complaints among dealers and
exhibitors.
The

organization, founded

some

time

ago, passes on the credit standings of exhibitors. Those behind on payments for
one reason or another immediately are put
on the C.O.D. list, which today has a
total' of 128 theatres. Where an exhibitor
owes more than one dealer, a star is posted
alongside of the house. About five theatres have accompanying stars, which is
a double warning to equipment men.
Since the association was formed, deah
ers have at no time called in exhibitors to
explain
payments
havea not
been made'.
At
times,whyit was
felt that
personal
angle
entered into a situation here and there
or a

dispute of minor consequence resulted in non-payment for merchandise.
Some of the leaders of the group are
inclined toward listening to recalcitrant
theatre operators and thereby get a full
understanding of the situation before a
man is placed on a C.O.D. basis. The move
is gaining momentum and may eventuate
before the new year rolls around.
Meanwhile, supply dealers report a sharp
decline in business and one of the worst19
years for collections,

They See Schenck

J. M. Schenck Sees

Take to Sea

Upturn in Business
New York — Optimistic over the future,
Joseph M. Schenck, chairman of the 20th
Century-Fox board, sees a definite upturn
in business in the fall, he told Boxoffice
just before sailing on the Normandie for
England, France and Carlsbad.
Grosses and net profits of 20 th-Fox are
running well ahead of last year at the same
time, he added, and estimated the net
earnings of 20th-Fox for the first six
months of this year should be about equal
to the figure for the same period in 1937.
— Photo

by

At that time, a dividend of $1.76 was declared on 1,715,984 shares of common with
the net earnings totaling $3,755,483.

Cosmo-Sileo

After several delays, Joseph M. Schenck, chairman of the board of 20 th CenturyFox, finally got away on the French liner Normandie which is due to arrive in
England Monday morning. Will H. Hays, Nicholas M. Schenck and A. C.
Blumenthal, Charles E. McCarthy and W. C. Michel, bid him bon voyage.

When

They’re not in the picture but shown here are Herman Wobber, general sales
manager of 20 th-Fox (left) and Spyros Skouras, vice-president of National Theatres Amusements Corp. (right).

Foreign Operators
Seek Ad Rate Cuts
New York — Operators of five leading
exclusive foreign first run theatres held
their first meeting with C. C. Lane, business executive of the New York Times,
in an

effort to break down high advertising rates in metropolitan dailies. They
report favorable reaction. Lane has
promised to give his answer in about two
weeks. If it is favorable, the group will
attempt to bring other dailies into line.
Those who met with Lane were Gilbert
Josephson, operator of the World; Jean
Lenauer, Filmarte; Ben Radin, Cameo and
Continental, and Solon Negranou, 55th St.
Playhouse. Josephson also represented S. S.
Krellberg, operator of the Belmont.
As related to Boxoffice, the foreign men
hold that they should not be required to
pay

the same advertising rates as operators of regular theatres because they reach
a vastly smaller potential audience through

the newspapers. Their claim is the number of readers interested in foreign films
is limited and for this reason advertising

Mr. Fellis Talks About
Mr. Warner
Hillsboro,

111. — In a

letter to BOXOF-

FICE, Ed Fellis, manager
Circuit's

Orpheum

and

of the Frisina
Grand,

writes:

"In regards to Harry M. Warner's
statement that all other companies are
holding their ’A' product until fall.
He ought to practice what he preaches.
Warners must have been holding their's
all season, not only during the summer. They haven't
picture all season
of about

20

one

really made an 'A'
with the exception

or two."

rates should be pared commensurately.
Similarly, the group has asked for even
greater cuts for second run houses who
advertise in the local newspapers.
A spokesman declared a reduction in
rates would encourage greater advertising
efforts. He pointed out his present budget
allows for about 7,000 lines a year in four
papers. If the current rate of an average
of $1 a line is cut he estimates that he
would be entitled to about 12,000 lines on
the same budget.
Tire group also told Lane a reduction
would serve as an inducement to keep
their houses in operation longer into the
summer. It was pointed out the foreign
houses closed about four weeks later last
year

than they did this year, largely because they could not meet the ad rates.

L. K. Sidney Checking
Radio
New

Matters in N. Y.

York — Louis

K. Sidney,

operating

head of WHN and supervisor of the ‘‘Good
News of 1938” airshow, which M-G-M produces and Maxwell House Coffee sponsors,
arrived late Tuesday night from Chicago
by plane after the Chief missed
tions in Chicago. He plans to
three weeks on a general checkup
matters. The airshow resumes
coast September 1. According to
“no

definite decision

has been

connecbe here
of radio
on the
Sidney,

reached

on

dropping the program.”
He admits M-G-M
has the right to.
cancel after the first of the year and it

Schenck
haps
him on
declined

after

New

Year’s

Eve.

Golf August

2

New York — The third annual film golf
tournament, sponsored by the MPTO
of
Connecticut, is slated for August 2 at
Race Brook Country Club, Orange, Conn.

he knew

the

ventured the opinion that perother interests were too strong for
the board. Aside from that, he
to comment.

Schenck

also said he was

unacquainted
the Kinema-

tograph Renters’ Society in England. Some
years ago 20th-Fox resigned from the organization, and, according to Schenck, the
situation remains unchanged.
Whether

20th-Fox

will pay full time for

the nationwide broadcast of “Alexander’s
Ragtime Band” over CBS, Schenck said,
is a matter which the broadcasting company will handle. He added that the companies were working on a satisfactory
agreement.
Schenck held a long conference with his
brother, Nicholas M., and Will H. Hays
in his suite at the Sherry-Netherlands
the morning he sailed.

on

Questioned on conciliation, Schenck referred all inquiries to Hays as the official
spokesman for the industry. On the production code of ethics committee appointed
on the coast just before he left there, the
20th-Fox chairman said it is working
“right along”
of it soon.
Eddie

and

Cantor

something

will make

will come

another

out

picture

on his return from Europe, Schenck added, and as for reports about Simon Simone
being dropped he would not comment.
While in England, Schenck will confer
with Darryl F. Zanuck. From there he
will go to Paris and spend about a week
and then head for Carlsbad where he intends to spend three or four weeks. He
is due to sail from London on the Normandie, September 7.

Deals With RKO

Exhibitor

complaints are the reason for Schenck’s
definite stand on washing up the show.

whether

Maxwell’s resignation
of Gaumont British,

with the situation concerning

is understood Nicholas M. Schenck is irrevocably determined to forget about the
show

questioned

reason for John
from the board

New York — William Rowland, independent producer, has closed a distribution
deal with RKO
whereby he will make
five Spanish

pictures

for release

in the

Latin-American market. The first, “Glamour Girl,” goes into production August
10 at Astoria. The budget calls for an expenditure of $100,000 to $150,000 for each
picture.
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Ranking Men in UA
Bound for the West
New

York

—

Maurice

Silverstone

Three V P. 's and a Brother

has

signed a new five-year contract with UA
and left for the coast Thursday night with
Charles Schwartz, attorney for Charles
Chaplin. James A. Mulvey, eastern representative for Samuel Goldwyn, joined
them in Chicago after a brief southern
trip.
“Corporate matters” will be discussed at
a meeting with producers, one of the
executives stated, indicating that George
J. Schaefer’s new five-year contract may
be signed next week. Also to be taken
up is the David O. Selznick deal which, if
made, would extend for eight years along
with the other UA producers and Chaplin’s opposition to the “kickback” plan for
producers.
Lynn Farnol, new advertising, publicity
and exploitation director, will head for the
studios in about a week with Monroe
Greenthal following shortly after.
Silverstone, Schwartz and Mulvey plan
to remain in Hollywood about a week.
When Silverstone returned from abroad
Monday, he said he had no plans for visiting the coast at this time. He changed
his plans the following day because of the
two impending contracts which he is
anxious to clear up as the first important
business under his “international” authority.
Schaefer said he is not anticipating a
coast trip and that his new pact “may
be signed next week.” His current threeyear arrangement expires in March.

emphasizing

the impor-

tance of big pictures, Alexander Korda,
in an interview here with newspapers, declared that mediocre pictures are dead and
there is no longer a market for this type
of product. Audiences, he contended, are
shopping around, choosing pictures of high
entertainment calibre.

English Quota Measure
Creates Work in Studios
New

York — England’s

quota

act is fur-

nishing the expected impetus toward putting back people to work in English
studiqs, reports Reginald Reubenson, a
producer’s agent with headquarters in
London. Reubenson has been distributing pictures here and abroad for some
25 years.
In England, independent producers are
finding the going tougher under the quota
act, he reveals. Before an independent
producer can import American pictures,
Reubenson said, he must make a quota
picture costing some $60,000. Formerly,
according to him, independents got by on
a budget of $25,000-$30,000 for a feature.
Reubenson expects to sail on the French
liner Normandie, August 3.
BOXOFFICE

" Conditions " Stymie
Paramount Regionals
New

York — Paramount's

theatre

re-

gional meetings are being held in abeyance “for the time being,” according to
Y. Frank Freeman, operating head of the
circuit. Product and business conditions
are given as the reason for temporarily
discarding all thoughts of divisional gatherings of the partners.
Queried on persistent reports of George
W. Trendle resigning from United Detroit
Theatres, Freeman said, “There definitely
is no iota of truth to it. He has a management contract which has some time to

Big Films the Thing,
Says Korda
London — Again

— Metropolitan Photo

Here Maurice Silverstone is officially greeted on his return to assume his
larger duties at UA. Left to right, Emanuel, his brother and representative
in the United States for London Films; James Mulvey, vice-president of
Samuel Goldwyn, Inc.; Silverstone; Harry D. Buckley, vice-president of UA
in charge of administration, and Arthur W. Kelly, vice-president in charge
of foreign sales.
(Story on page 5)
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Freeman believes the report got around
because of the Broadway Capitol in Derun.” troit closing over the weekend. About a
month ago the United Artists in the same
city darkened for the summer.

Alger on With Windup
Oi RKO Plan , Details
New

York — Driving

toward

windup

of

minor details before submission of his final
report on the RKO reorganization plan to
Federal Judge William Bondy, Special
Master George W. Alger has set a hearing
for Monday to consider whether some of
the general creditors are entitled to interest on their claims. It is also expected
consideration will be given to drawing up
a new charter.
Indications are Judge Bondy will shortly
leave town for the summer. Persistent reports are he will head for a coast holiday.
It is expected that when the judge returns around September, Alger’s formal
report will be ready for Bondy’s approval.
Meanwhile, much of the summer is expected to be consumed in considering briefs
filed by opponents of the plan.

Czech Distribution
Now More Facile
Washington — As

a

result of the quota

agreement between Czechoslovakia and the
United States which went into effect June
1, a commerce department bulletin says
greater distribution facility should result.
Among those are: the reduction of the
import fee on sound features from 20,000
crowns to 17,000 (crown equals $0,035 present rate of exchange); reduction on dubbed versions from 12,000 crowns to 6,000
crowns; consolidation of incidental fees
into one-lump sum payment of 500 crowns
for features and 120 crowns for shorts;
the recognition of the right of American
distributors to establish own organization.
Also, the simplification of film import
and control under Ministry of Commerce;
removal of requirement to make newsreel
prints in Czechoslovakia; removal of requirement to distribute Czech cultural
shorts; no longer is it necessary to have
superimposed Czech titles before presenting the film to censor; and freedom to
dub Czech language in either country.

Another
New

Charge Aimed
At Films

York — Asked

about

the weather

on his crossing. Maurice Silverstone
said the sun was out only one day
which was the day
Which reminded

before docking.
him of the story

told by Beatrice Lillie when Gertrude
Lawrence informed her, after a stay in
London,

"We've

had

weather
here.”
"Oh, I'm
so sorry
Lillie said.
the

movies."

"I spent

some

I missed
that

beautiful
it,” Miss

afternoon

in
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Conclaves for Nat'l Theatres
Set; Policies, Rentals on Tap
New York —
Both National Theatres
regional meetings in Kansas City and Los
Angeles will be attended by approximately
50 home office executives and field men.
The first gathering is slated for August
9-10 at the Muehlebach Hotel, Kansas
City, the second at the Fox West Coast
office in Los Angeles, August 15-17.
Each of the division managers

will

bring

their district men, bookers, treasurers and winners of the 12-week contest. At the Kansas City session will be
the men from Kansas City, Milwaukee and
Denver units, while Los Angeles, San
Francisco, and Seattle forces will be on
hand for the coast conclaves.
Primarily, operating policies and film
deals will be discussed. It is hoped that
the

20th

is held.

Century-Fox deal will be consummated by the time the first meeting

RKO negotiations might be concluded by that time, making six companies set. Paramount is in the final

stages
from

of discussion with
lumbia and Warner deals
last year.

M-G-M,
hanging

Coover

Spyros Skouras will conduct the sessions with William T. Powers, Edward
Zabel, J. J. Sullivan and Harry Cox among
the home office delegation going west for
the two

get-togethers.

Local 702 Concentrates
Efforts on Small Labs
New

York — Having reached an impasse in negotiations with Consolidated
Film Laboratories and DeLuxe Laboratories, Local 702 is now lining up the
smaller film developing plants in the east
in its move for closed shop.
Both Consolidated and DeLuxe recently refused to grant demands by the union
for increases reaching as high as 70 per
cent. An understanding was reached,
however, that the one-year agreements
which expired several months ago be continued during negotiations. There have
been no talks by the union delegation with
the two important laboratories mentioned
in the past few weeks.
With the smaller laboratories reported
to be cuttting prices from 25 to 30 per

and Selznick

Parting Alter " Titanic "

conclusion of ‘Titanic,” the English director stated before returning to England on
the French liner Normandie. Hitchcock
will get the picture

under

way

early next

year in Hollywood. It will be his first effort away from England.
Upon his arrival in London he will put
‘‘Jamaica Inn” before the cameras. It is
an Erich Pommer production. Hitchcock
said that after “Titanic” he plans to alternate between Hollywood and London,
making at least one picture a year on each
side of the Atlantic.

Roach

Moves

Eastern

Ollices on August

1

New York — Hal E. Roach’s eastern office, now located in the. Loew Bldg., will
move to the third floor at 729 Seventh
Ave., where the UA
on August 1.

home

office is located,

Thomas L. Walker, eastern representative, returning from the coast states he
will increase the staff as soon as the moving takes place. Grace Rosenfeld continues as publicity head.
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year like her band-leading daddy.
After a long lesson Bunny took Patsy

to a
neighborhood theatre to see
"Robin Hood.” Came a fanfare from
the screen and Patsy sneered: “They
didn't play such a hot horn in those
days,

did they, daddy?"

Alperson Returns to
Coast From Meeting
Hollywood — Edward L. Alperson, president and co-trustee of GN, arrived by
plane over the weekend from New York.
He did not set any deals while in the east

Pathe

ager, on the
contract.

Hollywood

Is Termed
New York — Reports

Rumor

" Fantastic "
from the coast that

Pathe is planning to build a new $500,000
laboratory in Hollywood are described here
by executives
Pathe

of the com-

is anxious

to bid

on the International Cinema Laboratory
at the bankruptcy sale July 29 in the
chambers of Referee F. W. McNabb in Los
Angeles. Before International Cinema
went into bankruptcy, the plant had been
handling all Pathe film work on the coast.
O. Henry Briggs, president of Pathe, was
voted a three-year extension of his twoyear contract at the last board meeting.
The company operates a large plant at
Bound Brook and also has a laboratory for
newsreel work on W. 45th St.

U, S, Air and Hornstein
Complete

Several Jobs

settlement

of

the

latter’s

Alperson is due back in New York in
three weeks when the third and final of
three sales regionals will be held there.

Peskay Pondering
Exhibition Field
New

York — Edward J. Peskay is understood considering several proposals to return to exhibition. Prior to joining Grand

National

as sales manager, he was prominently identified with Warners and
theatre operation, later building
circuit in Greater New York and

Skouras
his own

New England. One of the deals, said to be
with
hot. a local organization, is reported to be

Hammons Back After
Huddles on GN Deal
New York — E. W. Hammons, president
of Educational, returns Monday from the
coast where he conferred with Loyd Wright,
co-trustee

with E. L. Alperson,

on

a pro-

New York — U. A. Air Conditioning
equipment has been installed in the Ole
Tyme and Newsreel theatres on the boardwalk at Atlantic City, N. J.; the Roscoe,
Roscoe N. Y.; Manor, Livingston Manor,
N. Y.; Liberty, Irvington, N. J.; Biltmore,
Mt. Vernon; and the new Roscoe, Roscoe,
N. Y.

shortly.
approved

Joe Hornstein has equipped the following theatres with new Ideal chairs: the
Hicksville, Hicksville; Belair, Belair;

New York — Frank Moscato, head of a
local film buying combine under his name,

Playhouse, Mamaroneck; Liberty, Irvington; New, Patten, Me.; Rex, Keysville,
N. Y. ; Roscoe, Roscoe; Essex, Newark;
Tamack Playhouse, Lake Pleasant, N. Y.;
New, Middleboro, Mass.

Brecher Pooling Deal
New York — Leo Brecher has effected a
pooling deal with Trans Lux whereby his
Plaza on 58th St. will be jointly operated
with the Trans Lux units at 85th St. and
Madison Ave. and 52nd St., Lexington Ave.

a

but is known to have conferred with Edward J. Peskay, former general sales man-

pany.
It is learned

New York —
Alfred Hitchcock’s deal
with David Selznick will terminate at the

In " Robin Hood "

New York — Bob Musel, in the “WorldTelegram/' reports as to how Bunny
Berigan's five-year-old daughter, Patsy,
has been trying to tootle a trumpet for

cent, the larger plants declare that business is at its lowest point since 1930.

as “fantastic”

Hitchcock

Didn't Like Trumpets

Condor
New

tional. posed deal for acquisition
Reorganization

New

is expected

by the Los Angeles

Moscato

Nato be

Federal

court

Theatre

will open a new 600-seat theatre at 93rd
St. and Polk Ave., Jackson Heights, about
July

15. It will be named the Polk Avenue Theatre. Moscato is the nephew of

Charles Suozzo who has a number
atres in the buying combine.

for Sloan

York — Richard Condor has succeeded Hal Sloan, resigned, as eastern
publicity and advertising representative
for Walt Disney, under Hal Home.

of GN

of Grand

Columbia
New

Closes Two

York — Columbia

of the-

Deals

has consummated

a three-year franchise deal with Wilmer
and Vincent and a one-year contract with
the Fabian circuit.
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Nicholas Schenck
Due West for Plans
New

York — Nicholas

M. Schenck,

See Letup

in Loew

Suits

presi-

dent of Loew’s and a member of the committee appointed to formulate an industry
self-adjusting program, leaves for Hollywood in the next week or ten days. This
is his regular summer trip and he will
remain at the studios exactly five days,
returning in time for the opening of the
racing season at Saratoga, where he will
spend the month of August, as usual.
Shortly after Schenck returns, A1 Lichtman will come on from the coast, en route
to England for a brief stay there on production.
Asked to comment on progress of the
industry committee, Schenck said “there
will be a statement forthcoming at the
proper time.” He explained that, because
of the nature of the committee and the
work it was doing, any premature statements may be harmful.

Mike J. Cullen Assigned
To Loew District Post
Pittsburgh — Mike

J. Cullen, manager

of

the Penn, has returned from New York
where he conferred with Joseph R. Vogel,
out-of-town theatre operator for Loew’s.
Cullen will spend another week here
breaking in Charles Kurtzman, formerly of
the Capitol, Washington.
Monday night Cullen was tendered a
dinner by the local Variety, in honor of
his promotion to a midwest district post
for Loew. John H. Harris, national president of Variety, and John J. Maloney,
former chief barker of Tent No. 1, presented Cullen with a pair of traveling bags.

New

Court

York — With

Judge

Peter

New

York

Supreme

Schmuck

granting

Loew’s an order staying the suit of Edward M. Grossman, a minority stockholder, who filed an action attempting to
invalidate profit-sharing contracts given
12 M-G-M producers and executives and
approved by the board and majority stockholders indications are that no further
suits against the company on the same
grounds will be permitted. Eight previous suits had been consolidated,
The hearing has been put over until
the November term of the New York supreme court and attorneys for Loew’s recently consented to Emil K. Ellis, attorney for the merged actions, taking depositions on the coast from principals involved. Whether or not Ellis will use the

depositions at the trial depends
cedure later.

on pro-

Leopold Friedman, secretary and general counsel of Loew’s, and J. Alvin Van
Bergh of Proskauer, Rose & Paskus, legal
firm representing the defendants, accompanied Ellis to the coast and are sitting
in at the examination before trial.
Among those whose depositions are being
taken are Louis B. Mayer, A1 Lichtman,
Edward J. Mannix, Hunt Stromberg, Lawrence Weingarten, Harry Rapf, Benjamin
Thau, Sam Katz and Bernard Hyman.
Hollywood — Louis

B. Mayer

was

ques-

tioned Thursday by Emil K. Ellis on information regarding the 12 profit-sharing
pacts preliminary
to the opening of stockholder suits.

Reade Books Big Bands
New

York — Walter

Reade

is booking

bands in the Paramount, Asbury Park, as
a summer policy. First name attraction
is Rudy Vallee who starts a three-day engagement July 18. He will be followed by
other name orchestras and bands, including Paul Whiteman and Fred Waring, the
latter dated for Labor Day weekend.

Mack

Gordon

Tells

How It's Done
New York — Before entraining for
Chicago with Harry Revel, his music
writing partner. Mack Gordon revealed
his own idea of the secret of writing
and making pictures.
“By the time we get to Chicago," he
said, “we’ll have the scenario for our
next picture. When we get to Arizona
we'll have the first draft of the final
script and by the time we get to
Hollywood 20th Century-Fox will be
shooting it."
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ITOA

to Talk Operator

When
New

September

York — Negotiations

on increases

in

salaries of operators employed in theatres
operated by ITOA members will get under way in September between Local 306
and heads of the exhibitors’ unit.
Under the terms of a 10-year master
contract signed two years ago, both the
unions and exhibitors are to get together
every two years on booth increases for the
interim period. The contract provisions,
in essence, are similar to that of the
major circuits except for the fact talks
on new salary terms are held in the odd
year every two years.
Joseph D. Basson, president of Local
306, and his delegation are expected to
demand 10 per cent raises for operators in
independent booths. The major circuits
last year granted a 10 per cent hike and,
although discussions were to have been

Hike

Rolls Round

continued, it was decided to rest with the
boosts given.
Within the past few weeks, major
important independent circuits have
seeking reductions in booth costs to
over the summer for theatres in the

and
been
tide
red.

Local 306 declined to budge, while Westchester and other section organizations
granted cuts, enabling at least a half dozen
houses to remain open.
Basson told Boxoffice he was sorry to
see theatres close, holding that general
business conditions were responsible. He
said his attitude is to cooperate with theatre owners.

Liner Joins Fabian
Port

Jervis — Irving

with the Adams

L. Liner,

formerly

Bros, in Newark,

is man-

aging Si Fabian’s two theatres here.
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Outstanding

Lenser

Funny
company

again, this time handling
ploitation instead of publicity.

Milt Hossfeld, National Theatres
booker, is due to return to New York

On and Off

ex-

field
soon

after making all of the circuit’s divisional
headquarters . . . Charles E. McCarthy
and Earle Wingart will play the part of
host Monday night when music publishers
gather at the Hollywood Theatre for a
special showing of “Alexander’s Ragtime
Band” . . . Moe Streimer is feeling chipper again after a brief illness . . . Charles
Stern is longing for New England hills,
anxious to spend weekends with Mother
Nature, etc.
F. Allport, Hays association representative in London, arrives on the Queen Mary
today . . . Lou and Bernard Brandt, who
have two brothers named Billy and Harry,
return from Europe the end of the month
. . . Scott Dunlap, production head for
Monogram, is in from Hollywood . . .
Monroe Greenthal is making great and

Norman

Alley

is the

winner

of the

National Headliners’ Club award for
having made the outstanding picture
of a foreign news event. It was the
Panay bombing, of course.
Jack Price of Editor and Publisher
and chairman of the club’s award
committee divulged the winners in
Atlantic City where on Saturday night
silver plaques, symbolic of the award,
were presented at the annual banquet
of the Atlantic City Press Club.
Other awards were made in other
branches

of newspaper

work

ranging

from

best Jiews reporting to best columnist, including H. S. (Newsreel )
Wong of News of the Day for the best
news photo.

ALTER
York,

WANGER
on Thursday afternoon received seven wires from New
hours before the review appeared in

print, that “Algiers” was being given four
stars in the Daily News . . . Harold Lloyd
spent the weekend in Atlantic City . . .
Leonard Goldstein is around town again,
giving his coast friends the temporary
go-bye while he renews acquaintances in
the east . . . C. King Chamey, the Agfa
man, is here again . . . Myer Beck and his
bride

spend their weekends
quitos in New Jersey.

dodging

mos-

William J. Heineman, western sales
manager for Universal, arrived from the
coast over the weekend with his family
and is now making his permanent headquarters here . . . William A. Scully and
Frank J. A. McCarthy were southern visitors during the greater part of the week
. . . Fred C. Quimby is due shortly from
the coast . . . Charlie Adler and George
Kelly, two of the Yacht Club boys are
motoring east from Hollywood while Jimmie Kern and Billy Mann, the rest of the
team, continue their stay on the coast
. . . Victor Cockle, GB export manager of
Instructional Films, has gone to Montreal
and may sail from there for London . . .
Harry Davies is working for a picture

24

elaborate plans for a “Night in Algiers”
slated for the Versailles, Monday evening.
It all has to do with a picture which happens to have the same name and which
also happens to be playing at the Music
Hall.

E. M. Saunders, E. K. <Ted> O’Shea,
Dave Levy and Jack Bowen at the Astor
Hunting Room the other day for luncheon had all the appearances of a regional
convention . . . Shirley Temple is in Bermuda, having sailed on the Queen of BerCastle
York

muda for a two weeks’ vacation at the
Harbor. She is due back in New
where

she will remain at the Waldorf-Astoria before returning to the coast
. . . Jack Goetz and Arthur Gottlieb have
been spending their weekends fishing in
Canada and the fish stories they tell are
not corroborated by photographs.
Arthur Lee is living in the city for the
summer and finds it a great convenience
not commuting to and from Westchester
. . . Jack J. Sullivan, believe it or not, is
gaining weight during product negotiations
with distributors . . . Jack Cohn stops off
at Harmon, instead of Grand Central,
whenever returning from the coast. It’s
nearer to his home the way he cuts the
trip short . . . Monte Proser expects to go
coastward in a few days . . . James R.
Grainger gets back from Boston, Monday
. . . Cal Hermer has been visiting these
parts from Chicago . . . George P. Skouras
has bought his two daughters junior
bicycles.
Sidney R. Kent may return from Maine
for a few days early in August, but if he
does, will head back for New England
for the rest of the month . . . Bernie Sobel
still full of stories of that European trip
... Si Seadler visited his son, Steve, in his
summer camp at New Hampshire over the
weekend . . . Victor Shapiro spent the
weekend in Vermont visiting his two
nieces . . . Herman Robbins, as usual, is
spending as many weekends as he can at
his Schroon Lake home . . . Manny Silverstone, Dan Frankel, Mack Littman and
Myer

Beck comprised the official committee bidding Maurice Silverstone and

— Metropolitan

Photo

Sid Silvers, professional funster, and
Mack Gordon, despite his bulk an
eminent writer of sentimental ballads,
are also funny out of the studio. When
Boxoffice’s

to go comic

cameraman

ped with, “We
since we
Although

asked

them

for the lens, Silvers pop-

worked

haven’t
on

been

funny

the first ‘Broad-

out of range,

Harry

Revel,

his partner, accompanied Gordon to
”
way Melody.’
Chicago
while Silvers continued west.
Gordon and Revel stayed on by the
lakeside mooning over a couple of new
ideas for their next picture, “Dance
Hall,” with Spencer Tracy and Alice
Faye. After that, they’re down for
“ The Three Musketeers,” by Dumas
maybe but this time with the Ritz
Brothers positively.

Charles
Century

Schwartz farewell
the other night.

Bill Chambliss

at

of 20 th-Fox’s

the

20th

publicity

staff, will spend his two weeks’ vacation in
August with the Naval Air Reserve operating from Floyd Bennett field. Bill is a
fully acredited lieutenant . . . Lyall Grant,
New Zealand manager for the SniderDean circuit of Australia, is in town for a
short stay . . . The Pathe crew consisting
of Director Joe Walsh, Dick Hertel, Clarence Ellis and Harry Smith, returned from
Bermuda, Friday, with the six Turnesa
brothers where they filmed a golfing short.
Leon S. Snider of the Snider-Dean circuit,
gets in today on the Cunard White Star
liner, Queen Mary . . . Robert A. Pryor,
assistant continental manager
Fox, returns to his post today.

for 20th-

Y. Frank Freeman, back from a trip to
Buffalo where he looked over Paramount
theatre operations, can’t wait until August rolls around so he can take himself to
the woods for a hard-earned vacation . . .
George Morris, chief accountant for Walt
Disney, is in town again from the studios
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. . . Murray Silverstone soon will be a
father for the third time ... Joe Ornstein, cashier at the Pittsburgh 20th-Fox
exchange, is due next week en route to
the Catskills for a vacation.
Bob Rubin has cancelled all pla7is for
a European vacation this year and says he
will stay right in New York. Meanwhile,
his so?i, who has been working at the
M-G-M studios for the past year, is back
in tow7i to stay . . . Frances Blum, now
Mrs. Saul Freedma7i, returned M07iday
fro7n a honeymoon to resume as Louis K.
Sid7iey’s secretary . . . Louis B. Weber,
Skouras attorney, is back from a Ca7iadian
vacation, a7id Malcolm Kingsberg, RKO
executive, has gone to Canada for a brief
rest . . . Harry L. Gold is the winner of the
sailfish co7itest sponsored by the Eastern
Airlines Fisherman Club, his catch bemg
a 11-powid, lb-ounce prize a?id the award
a romid trip to Miami.
Laurence

Bolognino,

slicing

through

some of Roth’s boiled beef. “Why should I
close theatres. It might rain” ... At
the next table are A1 Sherman, Jose
Schorr, Louis Berg and Ed Serlin. Sherman: “I’ll swap two Shirley Temple passes
for one Hedy Lamarr” . . . Sam Krellberg
up and down from Toronto, which brings
that Canadian deal close to the signing
stage . . . William F. Scully and F. J. A.
McCarthy return Monday from a swing
of southern exchanges . . . Jack Ellis is
organizing a baseball team among the
M. P. Associates to battle it out with the
ITOA at the latter’s outing . . . Harry
Buxbaum, puffing with pride over the fact
that Harry jr., and Jackie jr„ landed a
700-pound tuna fish in Casco Bay, Me.,
is on the verge of joining them to try his
own Waltonian prowess. The boys are on
daddy’s 49-foot yawl, Tern . . . Norman
Elson of the Harry Brandt circuit will
marry, August 10, and will leave on a
four-week honeymoon to Murray Bay,
Canada.
Bob

McNeil

postcards

he a7id the family

from

Brussels

spe7it a week

Paramount

lot after personal

appearances

with Erich Pommer, but business delayed
his departure . . . Harry Richman, back

here . . . J. Edward Bromberg, 2bth-Fox
player, is vacationing here and visiting
momitam backgrounds.

from England, says he has a GB commitme7it when he returns to the other side

Sid Silvers, Edgar Kennedy and Mack
Gordon and Harry Revel left on the same

. . . Irwin Zeltner, Loew’s 7iewspaper co 71tact, is 071 a four-week leave of abse7ice.
After a week at Little Rock, Ark., he will

train for Chicago and the coast. Someone told Gordon they had a piano on the
20th Century streamliner and the music
writer’s snappy comeback was:
I’ll have it for dinner tonight.”
Joe

Hep7ier

says

the

“I think

title of his play

will be “Desk Space” . . . Minnie Dupree,
who makes her debut in “ The Young in
Heart,” is back in town after making the
picture . . . Carole Lombard was Mayor of
Culver City for a day, the day being July
9 . . . Richard V. A7iderson is handling
U. S. Premiums in the south. Lou
Schwartz and S. P. Farber are locally
ha7idling the products . . . Bob Ellsworth
a7id Jim Blades of the local M-G-M
exchange added a7iother year to their birthdays during the week.
Joseph M. Schenck arrived from
coast on this last trip of his without

the
Jay

Paley

or M. B. Shanberg, which is something considering that Schenck usually has
a traveling companion . . . Madge Evans
is here from Hollywood . . .Jim Finey of
the Walt Disney office has gone in for
cream-colored summer suits, and with a
bang, too.
Dr. a7id Mrs. Sidney Silversto7ie arrived
with Maurice on the Normandie the other
day. Dr. Silversto7ie was married abroad
a7id brought his bride back with him . . .
Charles Laughton may arrive from Londo7i next week ... He was due to come

continue on to the coast studios cmd renew old acquamta7ices . . . Clyde Lucas
and his orchestra is making a Paramomit
short at Eastern Service Studios in Astoria.
Harry Ham, London representative for
Myron Selznick Agency, flew to the coast
the same day he landed on the Nor7na7idie
.

.

today

that

in Ger-

from

that it matters but Florida’s Harriet Reynolds, who is Mrs. Florence Marston’s assistant at the eastern Screen Actors’ Guild,
never tasted a mint julep . . . Lillian Nadel and husband Phil Gerard, both publicists of some note, are vacationing in
Bermuda . . . Harold Schuster, who has
been directing pictures for 20th CenturyFox in England, is honeymooning on the
coast

a deal for distribution of “Son of the Sheik”
in Ca7iada . . . Bob Hope is back on the
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expects

to re-

A. G. Neville, A. J. Whetter and R. Serbert, M-G-M
foreig7i spies winners, left
for the coast Friday as part of their award
. . . William Stem, head of Music Corp. of
America, has returned from an eightweek trip abroad durmg which he visited
Paris, Lo7ido7i, Zurich, Prague, Budapest,
Rotterdam a?id the Riviera . . . Fra7ik V.
Stoors, affiliated with Walter Reade, is
back from a vacati07i abroad . . . Tom

and

will visit Paris, Switzerland and possibly Italy before returning to New York.
is due back in three weeks . . . The

Score Club golf tourney at Fenway Country Club was attended by more than double the original limit of 40 set by the
members and a swell time was had by all.

on

waiter of the play “Room Service,” planed
out of New York Sunday night and reported for work Monday on the RKO lot
to play the same role in the film.

is planning to handle foreign pictures m this country. He recently made

He

Phillips & Nizer, leaves for the coast and
Honolulu in two weeks on a long-planned
vacation . . . Arthur Krim is in London

week’s rest up in the Poconos . . . Ruth
Schwerin of Monogram’s publicity department is taking hers at Scroon Lake
. . . W. H. Earles, Seattle branch manager
for Ross Federal, is spending his vacation
in New York . . . Alex Asro, the Russian

Geller

with his bride.
turn within a month.

Louis Phillips of the Paramount legal
department is in Mexico vacationing . . .
Louis Nizer, executive secretary of the
New York Film Board and a partner in

a

Sam Burger, roving M-G-M
foreig7i
representative, leaves for South America
in a fortnight on another long trip . . .
Arthur Loew is sailing the St. Lawrence
River in his yacht, Funny Face . . . Louis

is back

Wednesday to lunch at the “21” with
Madge Evans, featured in “Army Girl,”
Republic’s latest. Miss Evans is going to
appear in stock in a few weeks . . . Not

He
gets back

J. Hutchinson

Helprin is due back the first week in August fro7n a visit to Denham Studios in
Engla7id.

up to his ears in work. And that’s quite a
height from the Gillham toes . . . Monroe
Gree7ithal is apartment huntmg.
Dowd

Walter

week’s vacation on his farm at
Conn. . . . A1 Adams took time off

Waller is 7iow in full swing with his summer haircut a la West Pomt . . . Mrs.
David Rose is due to sail for E7igla7id with
her infant baby in Septe7nber . . . Morris

Out of Theatres

ma7iy, but much prefer Belgium. “Will be
glad to get back to the good old U. S. A.”
he writes and adds he is returning o?i the
Co7ite di Savoia leaving Villefra7iche, July
27 . . . Barney Balaba7i has just conquered
a slight neuritis attack . . . Bob Gillham is

Johnny

. Squire

after a
Newton,

Philip Barbmell of Jules Levy’s staff is
vacatio7i . . . Ditto Max Goldberg of

Gallic Films . . . Tom Co7inors has inaugurated a billing contest amo7ig bookers
of M-G-M’ s eastern divisio7i, which he
heads . . . Louis Nizer goes to the coast
of the-

in two weeks to ha7idle the property settle7ne7it betwee7i Luise Rainer a7id Clifford

atre experience on Universal's production policy, Milton H. Feld, for years

Odets, in the latter’s divorce proceedings
. . . Joe Fisher, general manager of the

operator of Publix’s de luxe houses
and latterly cm associate producer at

Capitol, Smgapore, arrives from the coast
July 22, en route to Lond07i a7id his home

20th Century-Fox, is ? iow with U7iiversal in Hollywood as an executive assistant to Cliff Work and Matty Fox.

base
ager

Carrymg

further

the impress

. . . Charles Ballance, ge7ieral ma7ifor Paramomit in Didia, arrives 071
(Continued

on

page
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Mr. Dietz

Goes

to Town

rect to the public on “Zola” and second
spot for the best campaign direct to the
trade on “Alcatraz.”
For having won third choice with “Lost
Horizon” in the best campaign direct to
the trade, Maurice Bergman for Columbia, likewise gets a parchment. Dietz,
in addition to chief honors, gets a parchment for second choice among the best
publicity
campaigns
“Good
Earth”
and
another
for third for
choice
in the
best
film.
display
material group with the same
Runners-up

in the

best all-arounds,

alphabetically ari'anged, are: “Alcatraz,”
“Awful Truth,” “Dick Tracy,” serial; “Lost
Horizon,” “Plainsman,” “Saratoga,” “Shall
We Dance,” “Souls at Sea,” “Stage Door,”
“Star Is Born,” “Stella Dallas.”
Runners-up in the best campaigns direct to the public: “Awful Truth,” “Broadway Melody 1938,” “Day at the Races,”
“Hurricane,” “Lost Horizon,” “100 Men
and a Girl,” “Plainsman,” “Saratoga,”
“Star Is Born,” “Stella Dallas.”
Runners-up in the best campaigns di-

New

York — This

was

a week

for How-

ard Dietz. And here is why:
and
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.
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.
pleasant while nestling on the right is a
vision of the grand plaque which went to
his company, through him, for winning
the best all-around campaign on any picture released from January 1, 1937, to the
end of that calendar year on “Good
Earth.”
Trailing the grand plaque came three
others. They went to M-G-M and Dietz
as well for first position with the same
film for the best campaign direct to the
public, and the best campaign direct to
the trade while the third was garnered

a f
at

for the best publicity campaign on “Sara. H
toga,” aided as it was, of course, by the
is
death
of Jean Harlow.
firs
in
Ten tcompanies
were in the competition,
ch
et
te the majorildstandout being 20th Century”m
us
Pox
eu which, although invited, declined to
m
participate.
Each distributor was asked
to put his best foot, or feet, forward and,
because it was a free-for-all arrangement
open to all comers, Lenauer International
her

entered with “Mayerling.”
The basis of the voting was a cross-section of some of the nation’s best showmen
and, the committee composed of Ralph
Rolan, Si Seadler and Alec Moss declare,
independents were accorded substantial
f t
he
representation and affiliated operators
fiv
e enough, but not anything resembling too
much.
Here are the results:
Best

24-B

All-Around

Campaign

—

“Good

Earth,” “Hurricane” with “Wells Fargo”
and “The Life of Emile Zola” tied for
third. “Good Earth” outstripped “Hurricane” by 100 per cent and “Hurricane”
licked the ties for third by 30 per cent.
“Lost Horizon” lost by a very narrow
margin.
Best Campaign Direct to the Public —
“Good Earth,” “The Life of Emile Zola”
and “Wells Fargo.” The winner won over
“Zola” by 22 per cent while “Wells Fargo”
succumbed to “Zola” by the barest of
leads. “Hurricane,” in turn, lost to “Wells
Fargo” by a fraction.
Best Campaign Direct to the Trade —
“Good Earth,” “Alcatraz” and “Lost Horizon.” The winner outdistanced “Alcatraz” by only 15 per cent while “Lost Horizon” garnered third over “Stage Door” by
the skin of its teeth.
Best Publicity Campaign — “Saratoga,”
“Good Earth” and “The Life of Emile
Zola.” The winner ran 18 per cent ahead
of “Good Earth.” On the other hand,
“Zola” just managed to squeeze out “Hurricane” for third spot.
Best Display Material — “Hurricane,”
"Wells Fargo” and “Good Earth.” The
winner grabbed top spot by a mere ten
per cent as “Wells Fargo” took second
over “Good Earth” by the identical margin.
In the best all-around campaign the
group listed above ran 200 per cent ahead
of other contestants in that division. In
the other four, the top trio in each classification ran about 100 per cent ahead
of its rivals.
The second and third designations in the
best all-around group were presented with
small plaques. Monroe Greenthal drew
one for United Artists for capturing second place with “Hurricane;” Mort Blumenstock for Warners for third place with
“Zola” and A1 Wilkie for Robert M. Gillham and Paramount for tying third place
with “Wells Fargo.” For third spot in with
the same picture in the best campaign direct to the public, Wilkie also was given a
parchment and Blumenstock parchments
for second place in the best campaign di-

rect to the trade: “Awful Truth,” “Boy of
the Streets,” “Broadway Melody 1938,”
“Hurricane,” “Life of Emile Zola,” “MerryGo-Round 1938,” “100 Men and a Girl,”
“Plainsman,” “Prisoner of Zenda,” “Saratoga,” “Shall We Dance,” “Souls at Sea,”
“Stage Door,” “Star Is Born,” “Stella
Runners-up in the best publicity campaigns: “Alcatraz,” “Artists and Models,”
Dallas.” series,” “Hurricane,” “Lost Hori"Disney
zon,” "100 Men and a Girl,” “Plainsman,”
“Shall We Dance,” “Stage Door,” “Star Is
Born,” “Wells Fargo.”
Runners-up in best display material:
“Alcatraz,” “Artists and Models,” “Broadway Melody 1938,” “Day at the Races,”
"Life of Emile Zola,” “Lost Horizon,”
“Marked Woman,” “Plainsman,” “Saratoga,” “Shall We Dance,” “Stage Door,”
“Star Is Born,” “Submarine D-l.”
In the best all-around division, a “ten
best” group was set up, each designee getting a parchment. These were:
M-G-M for “Good Earth” and “SaraParamount

for “Wells Fargo” and “The

Plainsman.”
Warners for “Zola” and “Alcatraz.”
United Artists for “Hurricane” and “Star
toga.”
RKO for “Shall We Dance?”
Is Columbia
Bom.”
for “Lost Horizon.”
The judges, 80 per cent of whom
were:

voted,

John Nolan, Comerford-Publix, Scranton; Myer Schine and George Lynch,
Schine Enterprises, Gloversville, N. Y.;
Ted Schlanger and Jules Seltzer, Warner
Theatres, Philadelphia; Vincent R. McFaul, Buffalo Theatres; George and
Charles Skouras, National Theatres; Harry
Brandt, Brandt Theatres; Sidney Samuel son, Allied of New Jersey; John Balaban
and William K. Hollander, B&K, Chicago;
Jules Rubens, Great States Theatres, Chicago; Sid Dannenberg, Warner Theatres,
Cleveland; E. P. Dinerman, RKO Albee,
Cincinnati; Earl J. Hudson, United Detroit Theatres; E. C. Beatty, Butterfield
Circuit, Detroit; John L. Friedl, and
Charles Winchell, Minnesota Amusement
Co., Minneapolis; Elmer C. Rhoden, Fox
Midwest, Kansas City; Dean Hyskell, Fox
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West

Coast, Los Angeles;

Theatres, Memphis; Sonny Shepherd, Wometco Theatres, Miami; W. R.
Lynch, Paramount Enterprises, Miami;

R. J. O’Donnell and
state Circuit, Dallas;

Frank Starz, InterWilliam K. Jenkins,

Lucas and Jenkins, Atlanta; Carl Barnford, Publix-Hamford Theatres, Asheville;
J. Arthur Hirsch, Consolidated Theatres,
Montreal; J. J. Fitzgibbons, Famous Players Canadian, Toronto; Walter Coulter,
Byrd, Richmond; John Trewhela, Fox,
Billings, Mont.; C. D. Beale, Capitol, Juneau, Alaska; Ralph Talbot, Tulsa; R. E.
Griffith, Griffith Theatres, Dallas; E. H.
Rowley, Robb and Rawley, United, Dallas;
Sam Sosna, Sosna Theatre, Manhattan,
Kan.; W. T. Studebaker, Logan, Logansport, Ind.; W. L. Nicholas, the Nicholas,
Fairmount, Minn.; Morgan Walsh, Midland, San Francisco; Ted Gamble, Broadway, Portland, Ore.; Charles Middlsburg,
Capitol, Charleston, W. Va.; Charles Bordonaro. Palace, Olean, N. Y. ; Riggeo Bros.,
Grand, Steubenville; William P. Wilson,
Rialto, Williamsport, Pa.; Harold Reskin,
Weiss Amusement, Stamford; Harry Seitz,
the New Bedford, New Bedford, Mass., and
A. J. Kearney, Feiber and Shea, New York.

GN

Settlement

Hollywood — GN will partially finance
and release two pictures to be made by
Eugene

Frenke, starring Anna Sten, according to settlement terms approved by

the federal court on claims totaling $118,750 lodged against the company by the
director and actress.

Maintain

BROADWAY

M. A. Lightman,

Malco

New York — With but a few games to
complete the season, Consolidated Film Industries continues to maintain a substantial lead in the M. P. Baseball League.
RKO is in second place, and next in order

They

Columbia

New

York — Stepping

up of all advertis-

ing as the “No. 1 factor” in promoting
business activity was urged by Will H.
Hays in addressing the Ampa
annual
awards luncheon at the Waldorf-Astoria.
He said newspaper advertising is essential
to this end.
“You

who direct motion picture advertising richly deserve the appreciation and
congratulations not only of the industry
but of all who

are interested

in the

im-

provement of the screen,” Hays said.
“It has been said that business, like a
wheelbarrow, does not get anywhere unless it is pushed. Advertising is the
pusher.
“Much is being done by business and
by government to bring us out of this
recession. It is necessary. But it is all
futile unless the public is told about it.
That

is the job of advertising. The advertising of every business must be
stepped up. I believe it is the essential of
today. Advertising not only sells what is
already produced, but creates the demand
which results in increased production.
“I recommend that the motion picture
industry do its part by advancing and
stepping up its advertising campaigns. We
need
end.

more, not less, advertising. Newspaper advertising is an essential to this

“Through a sense of public responsibility, through self-discipline and self-regulation, you have made motion picture ad-

Pace

are NBC, Skouras, M-G-M,
International Projector.

"Push With Ads/'
Urges Will Hags

and

Heard

vertising clean, interesting and efficient.”
Commissioner of Licenses Paul Moss
represented Mayor La Guardia. He expressed it as his belief that clean advertising would attract the bulk of the public and that, therefore, any recourse to
any other type was unnecessary.

Who

Won

AMPA

(Continued from page 24-A)
day.
the Nieuw Amsterdam from France

Ruth

Schwerin

is

Mon-

vacationing

at

Schroon Lake and over the weekend Miriam Gibson, fan contact at Monogram,
left for Nantucket, R. I., for a siesta . . .
Margot Grahame, back on the Normandie
after a visit to England, has left for the
west . . . William S. Paley, head of CBS;
Leonard Lyons, N. Y. Post columnist;
Theodore Dreiser, novelist; the Rio Bros.,
vaudeville team; Bert Wheeler, George
Sanders, Harry Warren
and
Edwin
(Buddy) Morris, arrive in London Monday
on the Normandie. Benny Goodman is
also on the French liner . . . George Weeks
is due back soon from his first visit to
Monogram exchanges . . . Milt Weiss is
dude ranching at the Rustic Ranch at
Swartout, N. J. . . . Manny Reiner is getting heaps of fan mail since he went on
the air, WINS, recently.
Pathe folks in the news : Fred Ullman
jr., is doing a piece for Business Screen
. . . Producer Frank Donovan again postponed his trip to the coast . . . Meanwhile
Louise Rousseau, publicity purveyor and
general assistant, is taking her vacation
in Dallas where she is visiting her folks.
Louise, incidentally, is a Kappa from
Texas . . . Phil Reisman jr., who is learning all about the business at Pathe during
the summers while attending Brown in
the winter has retired to Larchmont where
he will do some writing.

" Modern

Times" Returns

New York — “Modem Times” will open
at the Globe early next month. Paulette
Goddard plays opposite Charles Chaplin
in the comedian’s
years ago.

Annual

latest film, made

several

Awards

The place: The Sert Room of the Waldorf-Astoria. At the dais, Mort Blumenstock, Warners; E. L. McEvoy, RKO; S. Barret
McCormick, RKO; Colvin Brown, Quigley Publishing Co.; R:d Kann, Boxoffice; Commissioner of License Paul Moss;
Ralph Rolan, president, AMPA; Maurice Bergman, Columbia; Howard Dietz, M-G-M, and Monroe Greenthal, United Artists.
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Probe of Monopoly
Grows More Likely
By

EARLE

Theatre Becomes

Museum

A. DYER

Washington — Investigation of monopoly
in the motion picture industry along lines
suggested in 1936 was seen in Washington this week as probable with the appointment of Daniel Bertrand as administrative assistant to Leon Henderson, executive secretary of the CongressionalExecutive monopoly committee.
Placed

in a key position on that committee, Bertrand, who authored a report
on the film industry and the picture code
which was issued by the research division of the NRA in February, 1936, may see
the suggestions he then made carried into
effect.
In his 225-page report, he suggested the
enactment by Congress of legislation prohibiting block booking, regulating zoning
and clearance schedules and forbidding
exhibitors to overbuy or distributors to
oversell. But beyond this, he said, there
should be a federal investigation of monopoly in the industry.
Bertrand’s comments on conditions in
the industry are as pertinent today as they
were in early 1936. A few follow:
“Exhibitors in general favor complete
abolition of block booking,” he said. “Distributors, on the other hand, oppose any
such steps.
“Overbuying of film with intent to deprive a competitor of sufficient product
with which to operate his theatre on a
reasonable basis is considered an indeHis

fensible practice throughout the industry.”
discussion of monopoly, however, is

seen as a possible basis for the O’Mahoney
committee’s study of the motion picture
industry.
“Claim and counter-claim with regard
to the charges that the major motion
picture companies are really monopolistic
have been advanced for years,” he said.
“An atmosphere of suspicion and distrust
has existed between the affiliated and
unaffiliated groups. Such monopolistic
tendencies as are inherent in operation under the copyright laws do exist in the
motion picture industry.
“The growth of trade practices such as
block booking, forcing of short subjects,
and designation of playdates, have tended
to create a protected market for the large
companies. Competition from independent producers is restricted since absorption of a large portion of an exhibitor’s
total playing time and preferred playing
time limits the licensing of independent
product.
“The affiliated companies are often in
direct competition with the exhibitor who
must

license their pi'oduct in order to secure a sufficient supply of suitable films.
While it is not incumbent on these large
units

individually to conduct their business so that competitors may have an
equal degree of opportunity, the existence
of reciprocal agreements between these
greater corporations frequently intensifies
the hardships

24-D

of independent

interests.”

This demonstrates how M-G-M
converted the orchestra of the Astor Theatre
into a museum for “Marie Antoinette” which opens at that house on a roadshow
basis on August 16.

Discovers New Way to Utilize
A House Between Its Runs
By

LEONARD

New York — At
Thursday, a Metro
Howard

WEISBERG

a little past noon on
messenger dashed into

Dietz’s office and

boomed:

“The

400th person has just entered the Astor.”
The figure was significant. It represented
the largest crowd
office in months.
Hanging

over

that has passed

chord wearing the
de Lambelle” . . .
basque dress . . .
French flower trim

hooped petticoat. C. C. Moskowitz saw
this and immediately covered up his white
carnation.

the boxThe

the lobby

costume of “Princess
peach crinkle taffeta
with blue ribbon and
. . . over a large white

the sign read:

“Museum and Exhibit. Now Open. Free.”
Dietz’s dream child had come true. He
was giving New York, Winktoe, Mo., and
Applecart, Ark., an idea of what the vast
M-G-M
enterprises had gone through to
produce “Marie Antoinette.” The picture
doesn’t open until August 16, but the
World’s Fair doesn’t open until May 30,
1939. Sometimes publicity begets cash for
admission tickets. That was the general
idea.

display simply reeked with authenticity. Many of the objects were either

purchased or rented from collectors. “From
the estate of Count Riviere of the Court
of Louis XVI of France . . . and inherited
by his great granddaughter Louise C.
Vogel, of St. Augustine, Fla., comes this
magnificent royal purple Court and Coronation Robe of Marie Antoinette,” says
the official catalogue. Joe Vogel tarried
here at length. A display card caught his
eye: “Insured value: $20,000.” Vogel borrowed a cigarette from Johnny Murphy
and moved on.

Partaking in the idea were Billy Ferguson and Si Seadler and their respective
staffs in the east, and Howard Strickling
and Frank Whitbeck on the coast. The

On the stage there was a lot of carefree
banter anent the whole scheme. Between
scotch and sodas and sandwiches the press

groundwork has been fashioned for close
to three months. The foundation was built
at a cost of about $30,000. The finished

was reacting most favorably. "Impressive.”
"Unique.” “Awe inspiring.” “So enthus-

product was unveiled to an invited audience made up of newspaper, fan magazine
and trade press representatives. Here and
there, during the preview performance, the
fascinating trill of a Frenchman could be
heard. Someone thought it was a publicity stunt. It turned out to be Oscar
Doob. trying to read the descriptive
ter in the ofifcial display catalogue.
There

were

113

individual

mat-

articles

Someone passed Seadler a sandwich.
He fingered it, handed it back, and said:
“A
lox sandwich at a Marie Antoinette
iastic.”
party.

Is it authentic?”

Ritz Bros, to Chicago
Hollywood — The

on

at B&K’s

Chicago,

Ritz

Bros,

Chicago,

will open

August

5, get-

display, not including scotch, soda, sandwiches and cigarettes. About 111 articles

ting $15,000 for a week’s engagement. It
is said to be the highest price paid a

bore cards: “Please do not handle.” An
unidentified woman surreptitiously tried

single vaudeville act at that house in the
last ten years. Lou Irwin handled the deal
for the Ritz trio.

to finger one

(1) figure seated

at harpsi-
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MOST
WIDELY
USED

ONLY

one

raw-film

the motion

quality, is the most

of all. . . . Reason

X has become

enough

to

negative medium.

important

why Eastman

the cameraman’s

the world’s most

Eastman

Kodak

N. Y. (J. E. Brulatour,

EASTMAN

Super

stand-by...

widely used motion

tributors, Fort Lee, Chicago,

picture

Company,
Inc., Dis-

Hollywood.)

SUPER

PANCHROMATIC
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• REVIEW
ARMY

GIRL

(Rep) — Expertly

of peace-time

army

produced

FLASHES

drama

life that will deliver

a

brimming measure of top-flight entertainment to even the most discriminating film
shoppers
sure

and

consequently

boxoffice

direction,

winner.

it rates

should

In cast,

high

be

story

among

the

a

leads,

and

throughout.
George

support

Armand

Nicholls

is

better

commendable

Schaeffer

produced.

jr., directed.

FOUR'S A CROWD
of the newspaper

the

sheer

waste

Flynn,

(WB)— As farce comedy
school this clocks suffi-

of such

Rosalind

thespic

Russell

talent

and

interest. David
Curtiz directed.

Lewis

produced.

MR. CHUMP
(WB) — An unripened tomato for
which Warner either selected the title of
"Mr.

Chump" in hopes that lots of exhibitors are naive to a point approaching the
uttermost or else have assumed new roles
of sly
Lola

and

Lane.

artful
Directed

kidders.
by

boxoffice values are
laden story. Robert
Landers directed.

Johnny

William

limited by a clicheSisk produced. Lew

THE

SONG

OF

FREEDOM

(Treo)—

son stamps his presence

on

Paul

Robe-

this film in a

magnificent, and often times, stirring manner. It is his picture and the final effect
is one

THE
of

of admiration

fine acting.
TEXANS
epical

for his glorious

J. Elder

Wills

(Para) — Another
super

westerns

voice

directed.

in the
in

series

which

this

company has excelled during recent seasons. While it lacks some of the finesse

as

Walter

Connolly in a startling unoriginal story resorting to slapstick and timeworn gags to
sustain
Michael

by competent performances by Richard Dix
and Chester Morris, its entertainment and

and

cient laughs to warrant satisfaction, although intelligent audiences will deplore
Errol

J^FTER

and

program pictures of recent months. Pres-’
ton Foster and Madge Evans convincing
in

•

Davis,

Clemens.

of entertainment

found

in "The

Plainsman"

and "Wells Fargo" it still qualifies through
dint of plenty of action and production
values

as

top

bracket

film

fare.

Should

do plenty of business in all showings.
Randolph Scott and Joan Bennett head a
sterling cast in the story of reconstruction
period in Texas. Lucien Hubbard produced.
James

Hogan

TERROR
serve

OF

directed.

TINY

TOWN

(Prin)— This

nov-

elty feature with an all-midget cast will
in the exploitation field at which

it is aimed,

although

it has

little more

to

feature

offer other than its uniqueness. The thespic efforts of the midgets are amateurish

and

and stilted. Jed
Newfield directed.

SKY

GIANT

(RKO) — An

interesting

aviation

based on training school for commercial pilots. Although ably produced
directed and bolstered considerably

COMPLETE

York

—

For

a change,

a bouquet

was tossed at the industry in the form of
an academic accolade when it became
known

that Harvard is preparing to include the study of motion pictures as a
fine art in the curriculum of the Graduate School of Design.
Gathering material in Hollywood for
the course is Robert D. Field, assistant
professor of fine arts. He has this to say
about it:
‘‘The time has come when our universities must assume some responsibility for
interpreting the art forms of our own
age, more particularly those which are
unique to our age and symptomatic of our
social progress as a whole.”
Motion pictures as part of a university
curriculum is an established fact here.
New York University has been conducting
a course for years under Robert J. Gessner
who makes it a practice to bring outstanding men in the industry to lecture.

Sixth Kent Drive
New

York — The

sixth annual

S. R. Kent

Drive, dedicated to “Sidney R. Kent’s 20
years of leadership in the motion picture
industry,” will begin August

24-F

produced.

Sam

REVIEWS on the above pictures will appear in an
early issue of BOXOFFICE.

Calling Films Fine Art,
Harvard Plans Course
New

Buell

14.

Plan Eight Contests in
Fabian Golf Tourney
New

York — Eight

contests

are planned

for Si Fabian’s golf tournament slated for
July 21 at Preakness Hills Country Club,
near Paterson, N. J. They will be: 1 —
Low gross for nine holes; 2 — Runner up;
3 — Low gross for 18 holes; 4 — Runner up;
5 — Kicker’s handicap; 6 — Putting; 7 —
Driving; 8 — Hole in one.
From 100 to 150 are expected to play,
according to Dick Edelson, in charge of arrangements.

Extra Vacation
New

York — RKO

Pathe’s

Time
short

subject

department closed Friday for three weeks
during which time all staff members will
receive full vacations with pay. With a
good start on the shorts for next season,
it was decided to let the staff enjoy added
vacation time.

Goldwyn-Riskin
Hollywood — Samuel

Dicker

Goldwyn,

admit-

ting he is dickering with Robert Riskin,
Columbia scripter, for a top spot in his
organization, denied earlier reports a deal
had definitely been consummated.

apeansummer
Havana, Eurodistributor trek
Sam to Bomstein,
and

Max Reinhardt’s attorney, Ronald Button,
stopped here long enough for a sandwich,
an interview lauding Hollywood workshops and thence, by plane, to the film
capital . . . Arrangements for the gay
party at Hyde Park, where the First Lady
entertained Shirley Temple with a picnic
luncheon and swim party, were made at
the White House here by Fox Movietone
political editor, Arthur DeTitta . . . Which
recalls that the aforementioned newsreel
ace, with wife Helen, is playing host to
Mr. and Mrs. A1 Waldron and the three
kiddies at the DeTitta Wardman Hotel
retreat.
More excellent charity work by Tent No.
ll’s welfare
chief, Rudy
Tubercular
of $250 to

committee, piloted by Metro’s
Berger, sends new cots to the
camp as well as a contribution
the Washington Times cam-

paign for underpriveleged youngsters’ summer camps . . . Andy Kelley takes the open
road for a summer holiday, his column being supplied by daily guest writers, the
first listed as RKO’s Hardie Meakin . . .
Former National theatre manager, Steve
Cochran, is ope?iing his Olney, Md., barn
playship, July 25 with Elissa Landi headlin g. . . Carter Barron has put in first
claim for the Metro
museum display now

“Marie Antoinette”
at the Astor . . .

Deepest sympathy to Paramount’s publicity
ace, Carl Odell, upon the death of his
father here.
Sidney Lust will stage a family night
at his new Boro, Betheseda, as well as
a “Quest for Talent” night . . . Spencer
Tracy’s Hollywood secretary has announced her engagement to Phillip Herrick of this town . . . Abe Tolkins announces “Storm in a Teacup,” now in its
third week at the Little, is the first English-made flicker since “Henry VIII” to
rate this lengthy holdover . . . Mr. and
Mrs. Walter T. Sweeney — he is ad manager for the National — are honeymooning
at Cape May, N. J. . . . E. M. Loew, New
England chain operator, spent a day going
over plans here for his new open-air
filmshop now under construction on the
Richmond-Washington Blvd.
Columbia’s Sam Galanty has returned
via sky route from business sessions in
Pittsburgh . . . Peggy Tutt, Columbia miss,
is back from a Florida sojourn . . . Larry
Ady has renovated the RKO ad sales department with a new floor paint job . . .
Russ, of the RKO Hildebrands, is back at
the desk after a Gotham jaunt.
Mrs. Carlton Duffus is back from a St.
Paul visit with her family . . . Arthur
Lacks in charge of news department at
the Loew’s home office, is a D. C. visitor
. . . Sara Young, 20th Century-Fox, postcards from New England where she is
enjoying a summer rest . . . Virginia’s
oldest picture house, the Ashton, will close
July 16 for remodeling . . . Rumored plans
by Tent No. 11 for a fishing party at Point
Lookout in the near future are in the
able hands of Julian Brylawski (chief
barker) , Rudy Berger, Carter Barron, and
Harry Brown.
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"Skill Game" Okay
Up to Test Case
Philadelphia — The

test of the

legality

of the so-called “skill games” for theatres will be taken to the federal courts
by David Barrist, head of the Quality
Premium Co., distributors of “Gueso” and
“Quizo” — both banned here by Mayor S.
Davis Wilson.
Barrist and other game distributors feel
that they can get no favorable action by
the common pleas courts, which last winter banned all games in theatres, causing
a great hardship among small independent
exhibitors.
An appeal from this ruling is pending
in the state supreme court. No action in
the case is expected before the fall. Barrist plans to get a New Jersey theatre
operator arrested for running the game
and thus bringing the action under the
head of “interstate commerce” which will
enable the federal court to take jurisdiction.
Meanwhile, Charles Ehrlich, distributor
of “Hollywood Movie Party,” was taking
steps to fight the mayor’s ban in the
local courts. Both Barrist and Ehrlich
maintain that their games have no element of chance and depend entirely upon
the player’s skill.

Philly Schools Extend
Scope of Class Films
Philadelphia — Public

schools

here

will

make a wide use of motion pictures under a plan being formulated by Dr. Alexander J. Stoddard, newly appointed superintendent of schools.
Dr. Stoddard, who has served as head
of the Denver school system for many
years, declared he intended to use sound
pictures — both educational and historical
— in the school curriculum. Such films
are now being used on a limited scale.
Visual teaching methods enable students to grasp a subject more quickly
and eliminates needless repetition, Dr.
Stoddard said.

to Jules Seltzer,
L luncheon
FAREWELand
J^ publicity
advertising chief of War-

ner Bros., was held at the Warwick Hotel
on Thursday. Jules leaves the end of the
month for the coast to become publicity
head for the Hal Roach studios. He’ll join
his two brothers in Hollywood — Frank with
the Roach studio, and Walter, with
M-G-M.

They’re calling him “Grover Whalen”
Neufeld now . . . The rotund “Mayor of
Vine Street” has been made the town’s
official greeter . . . He was on the gladhand committee to meet Tony Galento,
the beer-barrel fighter, and Joe Burk, the
Philly lad, who copped the rowing laurels
in England on July 4 . . . Frank Budd,
owner of the State Theatre, Shippensburg ,
was around town telling about his fire
. . . Bill Devonshire, former salesman for
Hollywood Pictures, is now selling Grand
National’s Product.
An epidemic of closings has hit the
town . . . Dave Milgrim closed his Star
and Walton for alterations . . . Fred Leopold has closed his Locust Theatre in West
Philadelphia, and Dame Rumor says it
may be for good . . . George Nonnamaker, who did a swell job with the exploitation of “Assassin of Youth" for Monogram, was sent to Wilmington to ballyhoo
“Girl of the Limberlost” for the exchange.
Jim Clark has been appointed campaign
manager for the Democratic City Committee for November’s election . . . Clark
Film Distributors and Horlachers Delivery
Service will hold their annual picnic at
Mohicon-on-the-Delaware next Sunday . . .
The opening of Columbia’s new exchange
has been delayed until the end of the
month . . . Dr. Solomon Solis-Cohen,
prominent Philadelphia physician, was
guest of the Trans-Lux management in
connection with the showing of the new
March of Time edition dealing with management.
Charlie Perry, former publicity man for
United Artists, is back ballyhooing the
same

UMPTO
Philadelphia

Meet Waits
—

The

meeting

of

the

UMPTO, scheduled for Thursday, failed
to materialize. George P. Aarons, secretary, said he didn’t know when the next
meeting would be called. Plenty of fireworks are scheduled when the meeting will
be called due to the Pizor-Milgrim feud,
an outgrowth of Pizor’s “invasion” of
Dave Milgrim’s territory.

Producer

Is Warned

Philadelphia — The

Pennsylvania

state

board of motion picture censors issued a
warning to Oscar Micheaux, producer of
Negro pictures, because of alleged disregard of deletions made by the board.
A sequence portraying a nude girl
dancer was particularly objectionable, Miss
Harriet Fye, secretary of the board, said.
BOXOFFICE

product . . . His first job is “Algiers,” which goes into the Boyd in a
couple of weeks . . . The Earle Theatre
offers Gene Autry in person on the stage
this week . . . Evelyn Frechette, John
Dillinger’s gun moll, is making personal
appearances in the film houses in the
Philly area . . . An advertising stunt for
the hot weather is being planned by independents in the Philadelphia Record . . .
In a box surrounded by pictures of icicles,
the sheet is featuring the theatres that
are air-conditioned.
Four of the major exchanges — Fox,
Paramount, Metro and Warner Bros. — are
closing on Saturdays for the duration of
the summer . . . Tom Lark, Horlachers
cashier, broke his arm last week when
he fell down the stairs . . . Max Miller,
Bill Goldman’s press agent, is in love
again, he reports . . . It’s a blonde model
this time . . . Whattaman!

Eire Enjoys Active
Construction Boom
New

York — Among

the col’ective items

tendered by the latest trio of Metro prize
winners from England worthy of note is
that Eire (the Irish Free State) is enjoying a comparatively active stage in theatre construction.
The men, who are now sightseeing on
the coast, are Robert Gerbert, in charge
of circuit sales; Arthur J. Whetter, Liverpool branch manager, and Alfred G. Neville, Dublin branch manager. They return on the Cunard White Star Liner
Acquitania August 3.
In the last two years, approximately 17
theatres were constructed. Gerbert reports six were opened in Dublin on Easter
Sunday and there is construction now going on in the suburban spots. The Maxwell circuit, with some 450 houses in the
United Kingdom, is building a new 2,500seat unit in Dublin to be opened in January, Gerbert said.
The recent political and trade agreement between Eire and England, according to Neville, is bound to have a beneficial
business affect in the former country.
Conditions there are on the upswing and
are reflected at the boxoffice, he said.
In contrast to the recent bullish statements concerning television in England,
the men are all inclined to believe that it
“still is a novelty and of slight concern to
exhibitors.”

IB1 ItJ IF IF A 1IL O
'J'HE Varsity Theatre was reopened last
Friday after it had been closed for the
past several weeks to be redecorated. Basil
Brothers, owners, went to the tune of 15
G’s to give the theatre a new face,
William (Bill) Lee has been transferred
from the Cleveland GB office, as booker.
He succeeds Miss Dorothy Belgrade who
resigned.
Buffalo Theatres, Inc., is cooperating
with the University of Buffalo in a new
work-study plan just announced. Theatres owned by the corporation employ
students as ushers. This, according to
university officials, enables them to pay
their entire cost of college.

Runs

Hughes

Reissues

Philadelphia — Bill Goldman’s

News

The-

atre is capitalizing on the Howard Hughes
round-the-world flight by playing the revivals of Hughes’ old films. The house
just closed with “Sky Devils” and is now
showing it with “Scarface.”

Two Are Dimmed
New

York — Randforce

over the weekend

added two more to the dark theatre list
in Brooklyn. The Alhambra and Wilson
are now closed and several others are on
the possibility chart.
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^■HE scheduled 13-week program of summer plays, presented at The Playhouse,
Wilmington’s only legit house, by the Pee
Gee Bee Production Co., folded up last
week after the third presentation. Lack
of patronage forced General Manager Paul
Blaufox to call off the program. “Yes, My
Darling Daughter,” “The Successful Calamity,” and “Idiot’s Delight” were given
on successive weeks before the company
shut down.
The Stanley Co. officials have not as yet
confirmed the rumor that the Queen Theatre would close July 16. All employes were
given two-weeks’ notice over a week ago,
according to Manager Artie Cohn. Reports
from more reliable sources have it that the
theatre will not close.
A fierce-looking five-inch horned corydalis flew into the projection room of Manager A. Joseph DePiore’s Park Theatre
this week and created quite a stir until
Projectionist Frank Green killed it. The
pest was attracted to the booth by light
according to the pest control laboratory
of the DuPont Company which examined
the insect.
Assistant

Manager

Boyd

Sparrow

of

Loew’s Theatre paid out $28.50 for a
round trip to Longwood Gardens, some 12
miles distant from Wilmington, last week.
He rented a bicycle for $3.50, and parked
it near the Gardens. The bike was stolen
and Sparrow was $25 out besides “thumbing” a ride home.
The marriage of Stanley Zebroski, Grand
Opera assistant manager, and Miss Shirley Harris of Wilmington on July 21 is
announced.
Field Notes: Walter (Huck) Betts, former pitcher for the Boston Nationals and
at present owner and manager of the Ball
Theatre at Millsboro, Del., and his wife,
are ill . . . Roger Christopher, manager of
the Federal Theatre at Federalsburg, Md.,
has been appointed member of the Federalsburg Rotary Club’s program committe . . . Rinney Boy, the famous movie
dog and successor to Rin-Tin-Tin is appearing on the stage of the Strand at
Smyrna and Everett Theatre at Middle town.

Government Studies RICHMOND
More Film Making
Washington — The

New

Deal

Adminis-

tration may follow the example of the
European dictatorships and resort to extensive use of motion pictures and radio
for laudatory propaganda.
First steps in that direction, it has been
learned, were taken by President Roosevelt before leaving on his western trip, in
authorizing a study by the National Emergency Council of the desirability of setting up a motion picture division for the
dissemination of “information” concerning government activities.
To the extent that centralization of
Federal film activities would be provided
for, the proposal follows those made in
bills introduced during the last session of
Congress for creation of a central motion
picture agency in the government printing office, but the new plan also contemplates eventually a much more ambitious
effort to publicize the government’s activities than anything yet attempted.
Although no funds have been provided
for the project, a skeleton staff from the
Resettlement Administration, headed by
Pare Lorentz, producer of “The Plow That
Broke the Plains” and “The River,” has
been transferred to the NEC and it is expected an allocation will be made from
WPA funds in the near future.

Korda Signs Van Sittart
To Collaborate on Script
London

—

Alexander

Korda

reached

into

British government circles when he signed
Sir Robert Van Sittart to collaborate with
Edward Thompson on the film script for
the latter’s best-seller, “Burmese Silver.”
Van Sittart is recognizedly No. 1 diplomatic adviser to political powers of the
Empire.
To star Sabu, the “Elephant Boy,” and
Conrad Veidt, Viennese star, “Burmese
Silver” will be made in Technicolor. Production starts next season.

A Sensationally
New

New York — Nate Spingold, who with
Nat Cohn, was prominently on hand
to greet

Jack

Cohn

and

Abe

Schneider

when the Century pulled in from the
coast, drew even for his efforts. Nat
plodded

back
change with a

Spingold
welcome
who

was

home

was

to

in

the

goose
able
hand

Columbia

ex-

egg.
to

extend

to Mrs.

Hollywood

for

a

short

holiday. But Nat was
looking for
brother Jack. And brother lack climbed
off the

choo-choo

at Harmon,

hard by Katonah,
farm is situated.

24-H

where

which
the

is

Cohn

The Original Show Boat is making its
annual appearances along the Rappahannock River, showing in Tappahannock
last week . . . Charters of the following
corporations have been revoked in the
State of Virginia by the corporation commission for failing to pay franchise taxes:
The Virginian Theatre Holding Corp.,
Roanoke; National Amusement, Danville,
and Front Royal Theatre Corp., Front
Royal . . . The New-Leader candid cameraman is giving two guest tickets to the
Westhampton Theatre to everyone whose
picture appears in the daily layout in the
paper. In addition, the cameraman hands
a circular listing the attractions to everyone whose picture is taken on the street.
Dr. Kendig,

owner

of the Free State,

Kenbridge, has taken over Harris Ghee’s
Rialto Theatre, Victoria . . . Harl Wolever,
manager. Paramount, Newport News, is attending the Rotary convention in San
Francisco . . . The State in Petersburg has
been reopened by R. I. Lassiter.

Licensed
Boston — A

for Television

license

to operate

the

first

been granted to the Massachusetts Television Institute by the city of Boston. The

Tragic

York — The

current

issue of Pathe

News contains a clip that rates among the
more sensational filmed of tragic scenes.
An automobile race accident which occurred in Australia killing three spectators
and injuring others is caught with stark,
breathtaking reality. The car, which was
out of control, bounded into the spectators
along the railing scattering them like human duckpins. It’s terse and stuns.

the

Spingold,

Billy Ballenger and the wife are vacationing in Atlantic City . . . Allen Brown
and his better half visited Atlantic City
and New York on their annual vacations
. . . N. C. Haefele, Baltimore manager, National Theatre Supply Co., has sold projectors and sound equipment to the Virginia censor board . . . P. H. Saxon, representative, Novelty Scenic Studios, New
York, visited A. O. Budina, architect,
Neighborhood Theatres, last week.

television theatre in the United States has

Clip in Pathe Newsreel
Jack Cohn Decided
On Farm Life

^yiTH
lights there
in all isthea
parks the
for city
nightputting
ball games,
considerable dent in the boxoffice takes
this summer. Exhibitors already are praying for cold weather . . . Charlie Somma
has two young ladies visiting all homes
near Highland Springs acquainting the
natives of the new Henrico Theatre, and
giving them a guest ticket . . . Graham
Barbee and Ed Healey, officials of the
Lichtman circuit were in town last week
conferring with Pete Lichtman.

" Divorce

Fargo,

N. D. — The

"

Upheld

United

States

district

court here late this week upheld the constitutionality ofthe state theatre “divorcement” law, making it illegal for distributors to own or operate theatres. An appeal
to a higher court will probably be made by
distributor interests.

premiere performance was held Wednesday in Television Hall. This first television
playhouse is authorized to give continuous
sight-sound performances from 7 to 10
every evening except Sunday.

New
New

York

Shorts Series
— Milton

Schwarzwald

has

begun production of a new series of Mentone and Nu Atlas musical shorts at Eastern Service Studios. Schwarzwald recently signed a new contract at the Astoria studios. He personally supervises
and directs with Larry Williams at the
camera and William Kelly assisting.

Trans-Lux
York —

New

Books
"Datelines"
Trans-Lux Theatres

has

booked the short “Datelines,” produced by
Lora Hays, for three days starting July 20.
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OPINIONS

j M-G-M

(841)

ON

CURRENT

90 Minutes

FEATURE

Progressive

Rel. July 22, '38

!

(

)

Lloyd, Phyllis Welch, Raymond Walburn,
Stander, William Frawley.

Professor, Beware
,

Universal

(

)

F

85 Minutes

Parents

20th Century-Fox

Rel. July 29, '38

Rel.

(855)

F

70 Minutes

Drarna
Rel. July 22, '38

Excellent summer entertainment of the make-believe variety, given typically workmanlike production, able direction and acting of the highest calibre, this should come
through for good returns and favorable comment everywhere. Warner Baxter is splendid in a tailor-made role
as the tired-of-it-all millionaire who, besieged by leeches
seeking monetary favors, changes clothes with Peter Lorre,
a dull-witted tramp, while cruising off the coast of
Prance. He confides to the hobo that he would “give a
million” to anyone who would be kind to him for himself —
then wanders off and inevitably finds such altruistic kindness in the person of Marjorie Weaver, a circus performer
who gets him a job. Fritz Feld and Lorre are outstanding
in support. Walter Lang directed.

This Harold Lloyd laughfest was worth waiting for. It
contains enough hilarious comedy, original touches, pace
and comedy to roll up significant grosses. No little credit
attaches to the corking comedy support Lloyd gets from
such bell-ringers as Raymond Walburn, Lionel Stander and
William Prawley. Lloyd himself was never in better form.
His well-established facet for thrill-fringed slapstick is renewed along swift lines. By continuously underplaying the
comedy, a rare accomplishment, Lloyd manages to develop
numerous anti-climatic laugh bits. He gets able romantic
support from Phyllis Welch. Lloyd is an Egyptologist who
finally gets his big chance to join an expedition but never
gets there. Elliott Nugent directed.
Harold

!

Delinquent

F

93 Minutes

62 Minutes

should do as a programmer in subsequent spots. The
production rates as a competent job. The weakest link is
the story which attempts to point a moral at parents who
fail to consider their children’s welfare. It’s worked out
in a slightly incredible manner with Doris Weston as the
central figure. Prominent in the town’s welfare is a
woman judge, Helen MacKellar, who makes amends for
her daughter whom she placed in a foundling home.
Performances by Miss Weston, Sybil Harris and Maurice
Murphy are notably good. Nick Grinde directed.
Doris Weston, Maurice Murphy, Helen MacKellar, Terry
Walker, Richard Tucker, Theodore Von Eltz.

Lewis Stone, Mickey Rooney, Cecilia Parker, Fay Holden,
Judy Garland, Ann Rutherford, Lana Turner.

Paramount

)

i lem story, devoid of maudlin and leering innuendos. It

! for a dance date. George Seitz directed.
Hardy

Pictures (

Although the title is fraught with possibilities for the
showman who dotes on the sensational stuff, exhibitors
should be pleasantly surprised to find this a simple prob-

The latest in the “Judge Hardy” series is first-rate, wholesome comedy which should prove even more popular than
its three predecessors. Mickey Rooney, whose adolescent
romances gives the story its motivation, steals the picture.
The remainder of the cast is comparably good, with Lewis
Stone and Judy Garland particularly outstanding. So long
as contributions to the current “series” trend remain as
high in quality as this, such “family” pictures, using the
same cast throughout, will continue to have the strong
claim on profitable boxoffice grosses which they have enjoyed during the past season. Mickey finds himself in considerable of a predicament in choosing one of three girls

Love Finds Andy

QVLQW5

PRODUCTIONS

Lionel

Warner Baxter, Marjorie Weaver, Peter Lorre, Fritz Feld,
Jean Hersholt, John Carradine, J. Edward Bromberg.

ComedJ.

I'll Give a Million

Rel. July 23, '38

Grand

Fast-moving drama of the slums featuring the “Dead

National

(

)

F

59 Minutes

"a
Rel. July 1, '38

which provided the motivation of its two predecessors. Directed by Harold Young.

To this wearisome film of make-believe war and espionage
goes the dubious distinction of providing more facial closeups than anything seen hereabout in many moons. The
entire production is as loose-footed and unbelievable as is
its stamp of budget limitations. Long lapses of silence and
dull dialogue bog the piece, while considerable that is
spoken is unintelligible, due to an attempt to maintain a
foreign flavor. Hamilton is a French army officer who
is ordered to marry Miss Horney, French spy, in order to
save her from extradition to the Germans. He does so,
before meeting her, with the understanding that the marriage be annulled after the war. But he falls in love and
then loses her. Edmond Greville directed.

Robert Wilcox, Helen Parrish, Marjorie Main, Jackie Searl,
the ‘‘Dead End” Kids.

Neil Hamilton, Brigette Horney, Ivor Barnard,
Carson, Gyles I sham, Ben Field.

Little Tough

I Married

End” kids, Producer Ken Goldsmith’s contribution to the
current cycle compares favorably with previous pictures in
which this talented group of youngsters has appeared and
should fare proportionately in popularity and patronage.
The aggregation of juvenile mobsters, with Billy Halop and
Huntz Hall turning in particularly splendid performances,
carries the major part of the thespic chore, maintaining
the adroit balance between stark realism and comedy which
has made it a fan favorite. Production is carefully and unstintingly mounted and direction is of the highest order.

! Story deals with somewhat the same sociological problems

RKO

Radio

(

Guy

)

F

75 Minutes

Rel.

M-G-M

Laugh-a-minute screwball comedy elevating Lucille Ball
to stardom, a rating which her excellent performance
crystallizes, this should prove a hit with the fans who go
j for film entertainment in its lightest vein and please generally through its back-of-the-scenes Hollywood story,
which subjects motion picture production and publicity
circles to a broad ribbing. Jack Oakie, apparently, reveling
in his new streamlined torso, is tops in a good supporting
cast. Lou Lusty produced, his first assignment, and registered a thoroughly creditable job, which evaluation is
also applicable to the scripting and directorial chore.
Lucille Ball is the pampered star, while Oakie is the
studio press agent assigned to precipitate the actress on
page one. Directed by Ben Stoloff.
Jack Oakie, Lucille Ball, Ruth Donnelly, Bradley Page,
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(829)

F

81 Minutes

Rel. July 2, '38

A boy departs on a long sea voyage without telling his
sweetheart and father. The girl is to become the mother
of a child by the young seaman. She tells her plight to
Frank Morgan, long in love with her, who welcomes this
chance to marry her. When the boy at sea learns of the
marriage, he returns to take the girl and child away with
him. But his father and the girl convince him, in a welldeveloped dramatic climax, that he had forsaken his rights
and should not break up a happy union. The plot has its
locale on the seacoast of Marseilles. It is a characterization drama interlarded with comedy lines and overladen
with heavy dialogue. Frank Morgan steals the picture with
an unusual character portrayal. James Whale directed.
Wallace Beery, Frank Morgan, Maureen O’Sullivan, John
Beal, Jessie Ralph, Cora Witherspoon, Etienne Girardot.

'
Fritz Feld, Thurston Hall, Elisabeth Risdon.
\ The Affairs of Annabel F
Comedv

CLASSIFICATION— A - ADULT

a Spy

Charles

Port of Seven
—

F - FAMILY

—

Seas

F

J - JUVENILE
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i-xpLoitip&
SELLING

ANGLES:

"Delinquent

SU GGESTIONS

SELLING

SELLING

Parents"

Interest parent-teacher organizations and similar groups in the subject matter for a discussion.
Get their endorsement, if possible. A topic to plant

THE

ANGLES:

AD

PICTURE

“Love

Finds

Andy

Hardy"

CATCHLINES:

CATCHLINES:

Three Loves Had Andy . . . The
Casanova of the Hardy Family.

A Burning Page Out of the Book of Life.
Should Parents Sacrifice for Children? . . . See
“Delinquent Parents.”

Your Friends . . . The Hardys . . . Are Back
Again ... In Another Laughable, Lovable Episode
of Real, Human Family Life.

SELLING

SELLING

ANGLES:

"I'll Give

a

Million"

“Identify the phantom millionaire” — who is a
tramp. Those guessing his identity receive free
passes. Conduct a “What would you do for $1,000,000?” contest. As throwaways use bank “checks”
made out to “bearer” for “$1,000,000” — “payable
in enjoyment at the Blank Theatre.”
CATCHLINES:

A Bored Millionaire . . . Changes Clothes With a
Tramp . . . And Throws a Continent Into an Uproar.
The Milk of Human Kindness . . . Turns Sour . . .
In This Comedy Riot About a Millionaire Tramp.
ANGLES:

"I Married

ANGLES:

15-Year-Old

"Professor, Beware"

Boxoffice conditions generally and the long
drought of plain, pure, unadulterated straight comedy suggest an unusually intensive selling campaign. Provided it is directed in the proper channels it seems sure to return handsome rewards.
Plenty of emphasis should be placed on the fact
that this is Lloyd’s first effort since 1936. Another
strong point is the grand comic support, whose
names deserve prominent mention in lights and
advertising. Your lobby can contain many typical
museum relics, with a gag atmosphere. This angle
can also be profitably developed in heralds. The
professor angle is also worth playing around with.

For a street exploitation stunt, dress a man in
trampish attire and have him mingle with downtown shopping crowds. In advertising sponsor an

SELLING

CATCHLINES:

Hold Everything. Harold’s Back
and Funniest Picture of the Year.
That

a Spy"

SELLING

Your campaign probably will center about your
lobby. Prominently displayed on easels should be
timely newspaper headlines pointing to the current
wave of spy inquiries being conducted by the government. Large cutouts and a generous assortment
of stills showing typical war scenes are other
“musts.” You might be able to stimulate enough
cutouts to represent a firing squad of soldiers at
one side of your lobby with a blindfolded woman at
the other side. You may be able to borrow from
your local library pictures of paintings of famous
women spies, these to be supplemented with their
case-histories.

in the Lloydest

Lunatic Lloyd Is Loose Again.
ANGLES:

"Little Tough

Guy"

Listing the “Dead End” kids on the marquee
should draw in your action fans. Sociological
angles in the story are also worthy of consideration
and exploitation for more serious-minded patrons.
Tie up with school sociology classes by promoting
an essay contest on slums and means of cleaning
them up. Have the classes see the picture, at reduced rates, as part of the contest. Get endorsements from juvenile court judges, ministers, police
officials and women’s clubs for use in advertising and exploitation.
CATCHLINES:

CATCHLINES:

Hard, Ruthless Killers . . . Yet Only Children in
Years . . . Products of the Slums.

Branded a Spy . . . With No Escape But Death.
To Save His Country He Married a Spy . . . Then
Fought to Save Her Life.

The Six Sensational “Dead End” Kids ... In a
Story
Vigor and Violence . . . That You Won’t
Want of
to Miss.

SELLING

SELLING

ANGLES:

"Port of Seven

Seas"

CATCHLINES:

Annabel Was a Movie Star . . . And Oakie Was
Her Press Agent . . . Who Boosted Her Back to i
the Heights . . . With Plenty of Lowbrow Stunts.
A Falling Star . . . And a Stalling Press Agent
. . . In a Rollicking Comedy of Hollywood.

Red-blooded Drama . . . Love’s Triumphs and
Tragedies . . . Life’s Laughter and Tears.
Not Every Sailor Has a Girl in Every Port.
USING

THE

PICTURE

"The Affairs of Annabel"

CATCHLINES:

Lovable, Laughable “Bad Man of Brimstone” . . .
In the Season’s Most Heart-Stopping, HeartWarming Romance!

YOU

ANGLES:

Appeal through exploitation and advertising to
film fans everywhere who have been eager to i
catch a glimpse of Hollywood behind-the-scenes.
Spot stills, showing on-the-set activity, on the
movie pages of local newspapers. Jack Oakie has )
gained nation-wide prominence in columns and
radio broadcasts through his successful reducing
diet. Tie in with druggists and health centers on j
weight-reduction formulas. Print throwsheets as
small pamphlets, titled “The Affairs of Annabel,”
aping the “Police Gazette” format.

Sell this picture as a romantic story of the waterfront; as the story of the love of a father for his
son; as a drama of unusual and finely acted characterizations. The title suggests tieups with travel
bureaus, railroad and steamship offices, luggage
stores. Cite the past performances of Beery;
stress the grand acting of Morgan. The French
setting suggests tieups with French perfumes,
French restaurants.

ARE

AIDS

This is the fourth in the “Judge Hardy’s Family”
series, which by now should have built up a substantial fan following. Handle exploitation along
“family” lines. Invite all families named Hardy
to view the picture at reduced rates and address
special direct-mail advertising to them. Tie up
with photographers on “family group” portraits,
with automobile agencies on the “ideal family car,”
and with other merchants in similar fashion.

in your local paper for an essay contest is “Are
Parents Delinquent in Their Care of Children?”
Play up the moral tone sounded in the picture
through religious and educational circles. Exhibitors catering to a family trade would do wise to
play it straight and avoid the sensational in exploitation.
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PRACTICAL

IDEAS

BY

PRACTICAL

NUGGETS
. — — - —
BOOST for the reissue of RKO’s “Little Women” was given by Alfred A.
Knopf & Co., publishers of the book by
Louisa Alcott, who have notified their
dealers of the summer playing time of the
picture and provided tieup literature.

•
The medical school of the Western Reserve University cooperated handsomely
in an exhibit for M-G-M's ‘‘Yellow Jack.”
Actual instruments used in the study of
the disease were placed on exhibit in the
Cleveland Public Library. Stunt was arranged by C. C. Deardourff, M-G-M exploiteer, and the publicity director of the
library.

•

For “Three Comrades,” H. Ferguson,
manager of the Liberty, Malden, Mo., arranged a tieup with the local gas stations who each day posted three license
numbers. Lucky drivers received five gallons of gas free with every five gallons
purchased.

•

A special section of the seats in the
Palace, Calgary, Canada, were remodeled
in order that a crippled boy might see
“Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs.” At
the request of the Red Cross, Manager
Peter Egan constructed a special reclining platform for the paralyzed 12-yearold lad who could not get off his back, so
he could see the film.

•
Credit

W.

S. Caldwell,

manager

•

Capitalizing the craze for the Shag and
Big Apple, the Loew’s theatres are having
lots of fun staging dance contests between students of local high schools.
Championship silver loving cups go to the
winner.

•

RKO’s sales promotion department under the guidance of Leon J. Bamberger
has another interesting mailing piece on
“Mother Carey’s Chickens” which, in a
teaser envelope, was mailed to some 9,500
exhibitors, circuit officials and house
managers throughout the United States,
Canada, England and Australia.

•
Patrons of the Iris and Oliver theatres
in Detroit keep their product announcements, because Operator Al Ruttenberg
prints them on back of pictures of popular
film stars.
:: July

16, 1938

JfeUlnj \at5

Shorts Find Place ”in the Sun ”
In a Cleveland Library Exhibit
Cleveland — Fred

Meyer,

head

of

the

publicity department of the Cleveland
Public Library, has inaugurated a new
kind of tieup with the motion picture industry, designed to arouse more critical
interest and consciousness of short subjects
on the screen and to boost the circulation
of books relating to subject material used
in making short subjects.
“Short Subjects, What They Are and
How They Are Made” is the title of the
exhibit now being shown on two corridors
of the Main Public Library to encourage
advance reading about the type of material that will form the subjects for next
season’s crop of short films.
Several major companies have sent representative material for this display. Among
things shown are camera crews, writers,
producers and directors prominent in the
short subject field. The display will run
four weeks.
From

Walt Disney have come 20 photographs explaining, in detail, how “Snow
White and the Seven Dwarfs” was produced. The complete story even shows
how girls mix paint in the chemical
laboratory.
“March of Time” is represented with a
spiral-bound leaflet showing the photography, cutting, editing and final print of
a current issue. Shown, also, is how ma-

terial for the “March of Time” on the
air is assembled and presented to the radio
audience. From “March of Time,” too, is
a bound volume entitled, “Four Hours a
Year,” a picture book story of Time Inc.’s
third major publishing venture of “March
of Time.” Features in this book are news
shots, including candid camera clips of
world personalities. Of special interest are
photographs “From Time’s Waste Basket”— photographs never used.
Films from Mentone, released through
Universal, show “off the set shots” on
how a short subject is made. Universal
has supplied pictures showing how a cartoon is assembled, featuring Miss Laverne
Harding, reputedly the only feminine cartoon animator in the world. Columbia sent
photographs featuring short subject stars,
directors, producers and writers.
Almost every division of the library is
represented in the suggested reading matter in connection with short subjects.
Every phase of shorts has been covered,
with headlines calling attention to particular types such as biography, marriage,
education, sports, science, etc.
Looking ahead to the 1938-39 season,
three new cartoon personalities are introduced to the public in the display. They
are “Pinocchio,”

“Bambu”

and

“Ferdi-

nand the Bull.”

of

Loew’s Valentine, Toledo, O., with a fine
campaign on M-G-M’s “Three Comrades.”
Every angle was utilized. Some 3,000
Screen Romances memo books distributed
by the cashier with theatre and playdate
copy on back cover made a big hit with
the ladies.

BOXOFFICE

SHOWMEN

Quick Arrow Tieup lor
Michigan Cooperative
Detroit — A

tieup

with

Quick

Arrow

Washing Powder Co. has been arranged
by Cooperative Theatres of Michigan.
Tops of the powder boxes are accepted
for five cents in value at the boxoffices
of cooperating theatres.
The idea is proving especially attractive to younger patrons, with the youngsters influencing their mothers to use the
Quick Arrow product, which is backed by
poster displays in the participating theatres’ lobbies.

Dublin, Ga„

Cleans

Toy Canaries
New

CUT

Week.”

Ga. — A

“Clean

Up”

week

toy canaries

CITYBILLS
WATER
98%
Cool and Re-circulate Air Conditioning or Refrigeration
System Water with
this All-Steel Marley Water Cooling
Unit.

Up

Permits
repeated
reuse of city water with
minimum
evaporation
loss. Operates quietly;

in-

vaded this city when 20th-Fox’s “In Old
Chicago” played at Rose Theatre. The
civic drive followed a brainchild of R. H.
“Bob” Hightower, who promptly sold the
mayor on the idea.
Newspapers cooperated and a parade
was arranged, including the police chief,
fire trucks, school band and cars of the
city’s sanitation system.

thousand

perched on a short handle proclaimed
“Poli Theatre, Hit After Hit, Week After

For " Chicago " Playdate
Dublin,

Plug Attractions

Haven — Two

keeps

all moisture within the unit. Designs for indoor and outdoor service. Easy
to install; inexpensive to operate. Prompt
delivery. Write for full details.

THE MARLEY
3001

Fairfax

Road

. .

COMPANY
. .

Kansas

City,

MARLEY
WATER

COOLING

Kas.

SYSTEMS
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PRACTICAL

An Extensive

RKO

For ri Having
New

York — The

RKO

publicity

depart-

“Having Wonderful Time” has been
made the theme for national “Swim for
Health Week.” Much promotional literature in this connection already has gone
out.
Early reports from the field where
S. Barret McCormick’s exploitation staff
are working on “Having Wonderful Time”
show the theatres are capitalizing on the
vacation and summer-resort theme.
A large float built to represent a vacation scene, carrying n girls garbed in
vacation costumes, was part of the campaign at Keith’s Syracuse, arranged by
Norman Pyle assisting Gus Lampe. The
girls tossed forth candy kisses with the
following copy: “Have a Kiss on Murphy’s
and Enjoy a Swell Time at Keith’s.” Picture and playdate were added.
John McGeehan and Manager William
Elson of the Mainstreet, Kansas City,
managed to tie in with the Journal-Post’s
Undernourished Children’s Camp. Also
featured is a full page vacation map of the
state, plus a full-page circulation advertisement, suggesting that vacationists subscribe for the paper while away.
A three-way tiein with a furniture

He Makes Charlie
McCarthy Pay
Kansas City — Doc
oi the Fox Linwood

Hitchler, manager
here, has evolved

an excellent idea for attracting the attention of passersby. He has a cutout
of Charlie McCarthy in the lobby, with
Charlie's chin fixed to move up and
down. With a small public address
speaker behind the dummy, Hitchler,
out of sight with a mike, makes McCarthyesque comments for the benefit
of those going by.
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BY

PRACTICAL

Campaign

Wonderful

ment is working overtime on vacation
tieups for “Having Wonderful Time,” Ginger Rogers vehicle with a summer resort
background.
The department, contacting state, travel and resort officials throughout the
country, has arranged to have the title
bannered on busses, boats and other
transportation units. Merchant tieups are
being effected on vacation clothes.
Theatre managers are afforded, through
RKO, assorted mats to head travel and
resort sections of newspapers, and officials
in resort towns are encouraged to# acquaint visitors with the unique background of the picture.

IDEAS

Cake

The Cleveland Press is running a contest
“What Is Your Idea of Having Wonderful
Time?” Winner receives a five-day, all-expense trip to Alexandria Bay, and there
are several additional prizes.
A style show in which bathing girls,
sports scenes and other phases of outdoor life were incorporated was held
at the leading department store in Omaha,
Neb., in conjunction with the rim of “Having Wonderful Time” at the Brandeis. Will
Singer of the Brandeis and John McGeehan, RKO exploiteer, arranged the
stunt.

Springfield,

Lures 'Em

Time ”

store, camp and newspaper was negotiated
by Manager Harry Storin of the Paramount, Springfield, Mass., and Harry
Storin, exploiteer. A popular June bride
and groom were given $1,000 worth of
furniture of their own selection, along
with a honeymoon at the Pine Brook Club.
The wedding was re-enacted on the stage.
At Davenport, la., the campaign includes a vacation trip to St. Paul for the
winning couple in a photographic contest.
The Davenport Times runs photographs of
couple of individuals who think they are
“Having Wonderful Time,” each shot with
a humorous caption. Manager Glenn
Caldwell of the Orpheum and Bill Blum
who promoted the contest were able to
include, besides the newspaper, a camera
store, a hotel and transportation lines in
the tieup.

The Season

SHOWMEN

s Catch

Ohio — “The

Manager’s

Been

Fishing . . . caught the biggest hits of the
season . . . coming soon.” That was how
the captions read on a display, depicting
a seashore scene with an actual blowup
of the manager’s head used on top of a
giant fisherman’s body. The display is
being shown in Chakeres circuit theatres
and was created by Kroger Babb, advertising director of the circuit in Ohio.

There was a huge turnout of 4,000
kiddies for the matinee birthday party
of the Fox Theatre at Spokane, Wash.
The feature attraction was 20th-Fox’s
“Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm," starring Shirley Temple. Al Baker is manager of the theatre.

"Beautiful Legs" Test
New

For "Give Me a Sailor"
York — Completing

arrangements

with Fawcett Publications, Paramount assures “Give Me a Sailor,” set for August
release, of national exploitation through
a “Beautiful Legs” contest to run in the
forthcoming issues of Motion Picture
magazine.
First prize is a round-trip to Hollywood.
In addition, there will be 50 other prizes
consisting of valuable merchandise.
The contest also asks for participants
to pick 10 star names from the title. A
15-word statement telling why any one
of the 10 stars selected has the most
beautiful legs, must accompany each list.
The winners will be judged on both their
lists and statements.
The first issue of Motion Picture carrying the contest hits the stands late in
July. Also, wholesale distributors of Fawcett Publications throughout the contest
are having a sales contest for prizes.
In addition, wholesalers are being supplied with cards to tack on newsstands
and banners for their trucks.

Personal Campaign
DeMille

Pencils

Five-and-tens and department stores are
selling pencils bearing the autograph and
photograph of Producer-Director Cecil B.
DeMille as part of a souvenir folder which
contains the biography and facts about
his current production, “Union Pacific.”
De Mille’s radio sponsor, Lux, is planning
to distribute several hundred thousand of
the pencils, which are manufactured and
distributed by the Pictograph Corp. of
Hollywood.

For " Chicago "

Devils Lake, N. D. — A newspaper advertising campaign, novel for this city
of 5,000, was employed with effective
results for "In Old Chicago'' by A. E.
Ableson, manager of the Lake. A series
of 2x7-inch ads in the Devils Lake
Journal contained a picture each time
of an employe of the theatre and their
personal endorsement of the picture.
It created favorable comment and resulted in greatly increased boxoffice.

BOXOFFICE
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(Hollywood Office — Suite 219 at 6404 Hollywood

Blvd.; Ivan Spear, Western

Manager)

PRODUCTION BOUNDS HIGH AS WEEK BEGINS
Nothing

to Do

With

Universal

One of John Hay Whitney's first official acts following his arrival here for a fourweek visit at Selznick-International was to emphatically deny rumors current in
certain quarters that he was one of the principals in a reported attempt to engineer
a financial
This

deal

denial

involving
came

Selznick-International

in the form

and

of the following

Universal.
statement:

"There is absolutely no truth in the stories that have appeared to the effect that
I am interested in a deal involving Universal Pictures. Furthermore, I am not a
member

of any

company."
Whitney,

group

which

chairman

of the

has

an

interest

S-I board

Production Cheers;
Employment Jumps
The upturn in production pace and
studio employment was continuing steadily this week, business managers of most
unions and crafts reporting dwindling idleness on their membership roles, and
studio personnel changes being limited
predominantly to those occupying higherbracket positions.
The firmer employment outlook was
even more cheeringly painted when
Technicolor, Inc., predicted that a rush of
orders for color prints on a number of
forthcoming films would place that company’s laboratory at peak activity during
the early fall months, necessitating the
employment of scores of workers and
extra and overtime work for those now
on the payroll. Paramount, M-G-M, 20th
Century-Fox, Selznick International and
several commercial film producers, all
with Technicolor films before the cameras or in preparatory stages, will place
heavy print orders during the fall and
winter.
As a by-product of the recent boom in
production, the Motion Picture Painters
Local at a membership meeting Monday
night voted to resume full payment of sick
benefits, which had been cut in half during the depth of the recession, which resumption has been made possible, according to Herbert Sorrell, business manager,
because of the recent increase in dues.
The Warner studio was the scene of a
BOXOFFICE
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H

in

any

of directors,

negotiations

trained

in over

involving

the

that

week-end.

minor executive shakeup during the week,
with Joe Gilpin, studio business manager,
turning in his resignation after ten years
with the company because of a disagreement with studio executives over policies.
Carroll Sax, a unit manager, has stepped
into Gilpin’s job, under the supervision of
Tennant Wright, production manager.
Also leaving the lot, on an “indefinite vacation,” was P. A. Chase, who has been
comptroller since the company’s inception.
His assistant, Cy Wilder, is sitting in.
Milton H. Feld, who recently resigned
an

associate producership at 20th Century-Fox, has aligned himself with Universal as executive assistant to Cliff Work
and Matty Fox, effective immediately. He
had been with the Westwood organization
for two-and-a-half years.
In the face of printed reports that J. P.
Normanly, vice-president and business
manager at Universal, had terminated his
contract following his return from a leave
of absence, spent in New York, studio officials asserted that Normanly remains
with the company, but has been granted
an additional 30-day holiday.
Paramount cut its list of contract players by one by failing to option the services
of Georges Rigaud, South American matinee idol, who had been on the payroll for
nearly a year without receiving an assignment. Rigaud had been pencilled in
for several parts but failed to get before
the cameras.
William H. Wright reported to the
Marathon Street lot on Monday to begin
his new duties as associate producer. “Disbarred” is his first assignment — a Gail
Patrick-Randolph Scott co-starrer.

Major Studios Have
In Work
LinedWith
Up Ten

48

Production shot skyward in the film
capital as the week opened, bringing new
cheer and hope to technicians and talent,
and from every indication will continue
to climb for several weeks to come. The
major lots had a total of 48 pictures rolling, a gain of five over last week, with an
additional ten set to crowd the stages
during the week.
Busiest, again, was Paramount, with ten
features in production, one a new start.
This equals last week’s pace at the Marathon Street plant, which, additionally, has
another quartet slated for starts during
the remainder of July. Harry Sherman
put “Silver Trail Patrol,” a “Hopalong
Cassidy” western, before the cameras as
the week opened. Coming up are “Escape
From Yesterday,” to co-star Frances
Farmer and Akim Tamiroff; “King of
Chinatown” and “Illegal Traffic,” action
features; and “Thanks for the Memory,”
to co-star Bob Hope and Martha Raye,
a musical.
On Paramount’s pace-setting heels is
20th Century-Fox. One new start held the
Westwood plant at an eight-picture total,
two less than last week. Producer Edward
Kaufman gave the nod to “By the Dawn’s
Early Light,” starring Alice Faye, with
Gregory Ratoff directing. A new “Charlie
Chan” detective thriller, “Charlie Chan
in Honolulu”; the first in the new “Camera Daredevils” series, untitled, and the
super-special, “Jesse James,” will hit the
cameras within six weeks.
Warner was to launch “Heart of the
North” this week, to register seven pictures in production, one more than last
In preparatory stages are “Maximilian and Juarez”; a re-make of “The
Dawn Patrol”; “Park Victory” and others.
Tied in fourth position are Columbia
and M-G-M. The former claims one new
start through the launching, by Coronet
week.

Pictures, of “The Phantom Trail,” a Buck
Jones western, which Columbia will release, and has six in production. M-G-M,
listing no new starts for the week, will
gun “Honolulu,” an Eleanor Powell mu(Continued on page 34)
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Two Plans by

Filmdom's Labor Forces Experience
Tranquil Week; Wary of IATSE
In what quite possibly may

be the lull

before the storm, Hollywood’s labor
legions passed through one of the most
tranquil weeks experienced among the
film colony’s union, craft and guild memberships since, in past months, the labor
picture has become entangled in its
present complexities and complications.
Temporarily dimmed, but still existent,
is the shadow of the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employes and
its threatened drive to assume jurisdiction
over all phases of studio labor — the opening drive in which came to a complete
collapse when the Studio Utility Employes
withdrew charges, filed with the National
Labor Relations Board, that the IATSE
had attempted to claim jurisdiction over
some 85 SUE workers at Republic.
Labor leaders unanimously are confident that the IATSE will strike again in
the near future, with more than a dozen
unaffiliated Hollywood unions as possible
targets for the IA’s jurisdictional encroachment move.
Following a conference with Dr. Towne
Nylander of the NLRB, Harland Holmden, vice-president of the IATSE, declared that the dispute involved only eight
men. Dr. Nylander then instructed SUE
and IATSE officials to straighten out the
matter themselves.
The Conference of Motion Picture Arts
and Crafts, which sponsored the recent
and poorly-attended mass meeting of unemployed studio workers at the Hollywood
Bowl, was to hold its regular meeting
Thursday. Conference leaders were expected to continue to map plans for a
five-day week for film laborers and other
means of staggering production more
evenly throughout the year in an effort
to eliminate depression and peak periods.

SWG-SP Fracas Adds
To Muddled Situation
Albeit a bit wearily, the Screen Writers
Guild-Screen Playwrights, Inc. -producers
embroglio again has been tossed up for
grabs, developments on each of the three
fronts adding further to the muddled situation this week.
Latest hindrance to the certification of
the SWG as sole bargaining agent for film
scriveners came in the form of a landslide of protests against the manner in
which the recent National Labor Relations Board election was conducted, the
objections being filed with Dr. Towne Nylander, regional director of the NLRB,
by seven major studios involved in the balloting— 20th Century-Fox, Paramount, Republic, Warner, M-G-M, RKO Radio and
Universal.
Each protest was the same in tenor —
setting forth that the producers’ constitutional rights had been violated through
the manner in which the election was conducted, and that there was insufficient
evidence that the writers who voted were
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actually working for the producing companies where they cast their ballots.
Dr. Nylander, absent from the city early
in the week, was expected to return
Thursday or Friday to ponder over the producers’ objections and to decide whether
they carry sufficient weight to order a
local hearing. If he decides against such
a move, the protests will be forwarded to
the NLRB headquarters in Washington
along with his intermediate report concerning the election and his request that
the SWG be certified as bargaining agent.
The SP, meanwhile, delayed action on
two important fronts. Meeting late last
week, it re-elected John Lee Mahin president of the body, retained all other officers, and appointed a committee comprising Casey Robinson, Grover Jones and
James Kevin McGuinness to study the
situation as it stands before deciding upon
what

course to pursue as to possible absorption into the SWG membership; and
held further discussion of its frequently
reiterated plan to appeal the SWG election victory to the Federal Courts, without taking definite steps in this direction.

Apparently little perturbed by the protests filed by the producers, the SWG
held an executive board meeting Monday
night at which it quietly pursued its current chief item of business — completing
the draft of the code which it expects to
submit to the producers when the NLRB
forwards the expected SWG certification
as bargaining representative. The Guild
also issued a bulletin to its members in
which it asserted that no “mass merger”
with the SP or any other group would be
considered, but reiterated its “open door”
policy in handing out affiliation invitations to individual members of the rival
writing group.
“We
belong
part. “
within

want them in the Guild and they
to the Guild,” the bulletin said in
. . . The Guild warmly welcomes
its ranks any and all members of

the Screen Playwrights.”
Dudley Nichols, SWG president, left
Monday for a ten-day business trip to
New York, planning to return here briefly
and then going east again for a vacation
on his Connecticut farm.

Open

Writer Agency

Dealing in story material and writers
exclusively, Dave Bader and Jules Liberman have opened agency offices on the
Sunset Strip under the firm name of the
Literary Corp. of America. Connections
are being established in New York, London, Paris and other cities.

Junior

SAG

Generally interpreted as a move to permanently end dissension within the ranks
of the Junior Screen Actors Guild, is the
announcement that the Junior SAG and
Central Casting have agreed to institute
two changes in the policies and operations
of the casting bureau.
Under plans worked out by Aubrey
Blair of the SAG and Campbell McCulloch,
general manager of Central Casting, the
clearance bureau for extra and bit players shortly will reopen its interview department for such day players, granting
each enrolled extra the right to personal
contact with the bureau at least four times
yearly. Such rights have been denied extras since, some months ago, the SAG
closed its Junior membership roster and
instituted a closed shop for such players
in the industry.
Further, Central Casting will establish
a special clearing department for racial
groups. The two changes, it is expected,
will pave the way for extras working in
lower wage brackets to qualify themselves
for
more desirable calls if they possess the
ability.
SAG spokesmen were non-commital as
to the reasons for the move, but, coming
as it does on the heels of a rift within the
Junior Guild in which six council members turned in their resignations, students of the situation are inclined to the
belief that it is being instituted to prevent further internal differences.
The closed shop will, however, continue
to prevail.
The Junior SAG council was to meet
Thursday to hear Blair outline the plan,
and to take action on the resignations of
the sextet of council members, which up
to now have not been recognized.
Other Guild activities were of a minor
nature, the acting body continuing to
mark time while awaiting the return of
Murray Kinnell before setting a date for
the opening of their arbitration sessions
with the producers — a move agreed upon
when the recent SAG-producer huddles
anent changes in the Guild shop contracts
for the coming year ended in a deadlock.
Kinnell, selected as the Guild’s arbitration
representative, is on vacation.
SAG officers have set July 31 as the
deadline for payment of regular quarterly
dues, with members thus notified.
The Junior branch of the Screen Directors Guild held a board of directors meeting early in the week to discuss the coming hearing before the national labor relations board on the petition for recognition filed by the senior body. Date for
the hearing was expected to be set by Dr.
Towne Nylander, regional director of the
NLRB, late this week upon his return
from an out-of-town business trip.

Metro Sets Two
Riskin-Goldwyn

Talk

Samuel Goldwyn Thursday admitted he
was negotiating with Robert Riskin, but
denied any deal had been consummated.

Lionel
mew
Metro’s
success,
Osborn.

Barrymore and Freddie Bartholohave been set for the top roles in
filmization of the Broadway stage
“On Borrowed Time,” by Paul
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FILM-RADIO AMITY JARRED BY KECA-METRO TIFF
Charge for "Antoinette"
Broadcast Causes
Dispute

Based

Indicating that the closely-forged chain
between radio and motion pictures as sister entertainment industries may be weakening, and presaging a possible schism in
the heretofore cooperative relationships
between the two, Station KECA, a National Broadcasting Co. affiliate, and
M-G-M enlivened Radio Row and the film
capital by engaging in a duel of considerable importance over the air time alloted to Metro’s premiere of “Marie Antoinette.”
A one-hour period had been set aside
by NBC to carry a commentary account of
the first-night events at the Carthay Circle Theatre, available to all network stations which desired to air the event on a
sustaining basis. KECA, designated as the
local outlet, informed Metro through Har-.
rison Holloway, general manager, that
the premiere broadcast would be released
locally only at the station’s regular commercial rate.
Spectators conceded the victory to
KECA when M-G-M, under protest, dug
into its coffers and paid.
Holloway’s action received the official
support of Don Gilman, NBC’s western
division manager, who pointed out that
the network has no authority to compel
its affiliated stations to release any such
programs on a sustaining basis.
Students of the film-radio situation are
now occupying themselves by trying to
predict in what way, if any, motion pictures will be able to hit back at this new
ban on free air time for premieres and
other film capital events, heretofore considered a natural adjunct to such Hollywood attractions. Whether other local
stations, both independents and those affiliated with other networks, will fall in
line with KECA’s policy was also a conversational and conjectural topic.
Three radio personalities were handed
new contracts by their respective sponsors
during the week. Of precedental importance was the agreement signed by screenradio crooner Bing Crosby, given a straight
10-year agreement without options by his
Kraft bankroller — believed to be the longest pact ever given in broadcasting history.
George McCall, dispenser of Hollywood
gossip, has been optioned for another 13
weeks by his Old Gold sponsors, effective
August 16 and carrying him through November 10. Jean Hersholt bagged a 26week renewal of his “Dr. Christian” air
series and will resume microphone activity
October 18 over the Columbia network.
Other preparations for a return to activity in the fall found George Burns signing Bert Kalmar and Harry Ruby as a
writing-composing duo to augment his radio staff when he and Gracie Allen initiate their new series under new sponsorship.
Next week the mid-summer
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broadcasting

Film Chiefs Keeping

A Big
" Antoinette
"
Week
Seen
on

M-G-M's

announcement

of

business done by "Marie Antoinette"
in the first four days of its roadshow
engagement
at the Carthay Circle
Theatre, it is estimated that the Norma
Shearer feature will finish its first
week

with

a take

between

$18,000

and

$19,000.

lull will be disturbed somewhat by the
launching of a new variety series from
KNX, a CBS affiliate, starring Robert
Benchley, author-actor, under Texaco
sponsorship. Producer Martin Gosch
handled the deal, which runs for a minimum of 13 weeks.
Personnel changes found Clyde P. Scott
being appointed general sales manager of
KFI-KECA by Harrison Holloway, effective August 11, succeeding Carl Haverlin,
who resigned late last week. Scott has
been an executive with a local advertising
agency.
Business and vacation have called Lewis
Allen Weiss, general manager of the Don
Lee-Mutual network, east, accompanied
by his family, for a three-week stay.

Fill Relief Coffers
With

Sport Events

The film capital is turning to the great
outdoors and the world of sports as the
principal sources which it will draw upon
in continuing charity and relief work
throughout the summer.
To swell the coffers of the Motion Picture Relief Fund, a charity polo game
has been scheduled for Sunday at the
Uplifters Ranch, with Ginger Rogers and
Joan Bennett as honorary captains of
rival teams. Spencer Tracy, Jimmie Gleason, W. E. Branch and Johnnie Brandeis
will comprise the first-stringers of the
Rogers squad, while Tim Holt and Walter
Wanger have been set to ride for Miss
Bennett. Jack Benny will be master of
ceremonies and a giant barbecue will follow the match. Joan Crawford, a vicepresident of the Relief Fund, is handling
arrangements.
On July 30 Wrigley Field will be the
scene of the annual Comedians-Leading
Men baseball debacle, funds from which
will be turned over to the Mt. Siani Hospital and clinic. Joe E. Brown, horsehider deluxe, will captain such comics as
Benny Rubin, Parkyakarkus, Charlie Ruggles, Billy Gilbert, the Ritz Brothers, Andy
Devine, Jack Benny and Jimmy Durante;
while Dick Powell will serve as the Crooning Captain of such film heroes as John
Boles, Fred Astaire, George Raft, Edward
G. Robinson and Lee Tracy.
Republic Assigns Schlom
Herman Schlom has been named associate producer on the Gloria Swanson
comeback

vehicle, “Lady

in the News.”

Up Visits to Coast
Incoming and outgoing trains were bearing their accustomed loads of arriving and
departing film executives this week.
New York bound after more than two
weeks here was Robert Gillham, Paramount’s advertising and publicity chieftain. While here he not only checked over
current and forthcoming product and
mapped out exploitation campaigns for
the new pictures, but also appointed Herb
Moulton as his personal representative
and contact over the studio’s advertisingpublicity staffs.
After a few days here conferring with
Scott R. Dunlap anent production and
distribution schedules, George Weeks,
Monogram’s sales manager, pulled out for
San Francisco and a circuit of the company’s coast exchanges, after which he
returns to New York.
Conferences with the Monogram board
of directors on details of the heavy production program for 1938-39 will call
Scott R. Dunlap, production chief, to New
York next week. He has been huddling
with William Jaffe, company’s
counsel, here for several days.

legal

In to discuss business and financial matters with Walt Disney are Kay Kamen,
who is in charge of commercial and exploitation tieups for Disney’s cartoon
characters, and Gunther Lessing, the cartoon-maker’s legal counsel. Kamen headquarters in New York.
The horses at Hollywood Park will vie
with production activities at Selznick International as the center of interest for
John Hay Whitney, chairman of the S-I
board, who trained in for a four-week stay.

Weekend
Takes

Call From
Hays

Kent

to New

York

A sudden call from Sidney R. Kent in
New York over the weekend found Will
Hays

of the producers association interrupting his annual summer visit by planing east and leaving current business here
unattended for a few days.

Local Hays office spokesmen reported
that Hays had been asked by Kent to sit
in on conferences in New York of the
committee appointed to attempt conciliation in the current independent exhibitor
squawks there against alleged distribution
abuses by major companies.
Meanwhile, a veil of secrecy still shrouds
Hays’ activities here. Aside from attending a meeting of the association soon after
his arrival, he has studied current industry problems in impenetrable silence.
He was expected to return from Gotham
late this week.
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MOTION picture exhibitors are

probably, and quite justifiably, enjoying a hearty I-told-you-so
chuckle over the predicament in which
Metro found itself when, at the eleventh
hour, the studio was forced to pay for the
air time consumed over Station KECA in
broadcasting the premiere of “Marie
Antoinette.”
The National Broadcasting Co. had allot ed a one-hour period on a sustaining
basis to the feature, available to all NBC
affiliates desiring the program. KECA,
however, slated to pipe it locally, balked
at carrying it gratis and informed M-G-M
that it would be perfectly willing to air
the event — at the station’s regular rates.
Metro, loath to forego local coverage,
squawked — and paid.
This situation and its significance are
not without parallel in the history of the
developments of radio. During the early
days of broadcasting and with the erection of the first stations, the newspaper
publishers of the country took the new
medium for the dissemination of news and
entertainment to their collective bosom,
seeing therein what they considered a
great new plaything which might enjoyably and profitably be used in the promotion of their publications. More than
any other one group, these publishers were
responsible for the rapid growth of interest in broadcasting. One day, however,
these erudite gentlemen of the fourth estate awoke to a realization that they had
aided and abetted in the creation of a
Frankenstein which had turned on them
and was rapidly sucking their publishing
life’s blood in the form of advertising revenue. Too late they decided to do something about it and ever since have been
trying, with very little success, to devise
ways and means of checking this competitive monster they had help to develop.
For months the majority of American
showmen have been loudly decrying the
close liaison between motion picture production and the broadcasting of ether

such

Burbank

resplendent

international

despite
Paris.

entertainment. The details of their plaint
anent how this relationship has kept Mr.
and Mrs. Public ensconced in their living-room easy chairs at times when they
might otherwise have parked themselves
in theatre seats, is so well known that
repetition or amplification is unnecessary.
Thus, their satisfaction — and perhaps
a ray of hope — in the tangible evidence
that the Frankenstein of the airlanes, the
further and more recent nurturing of
which has been so closely identified with
the film industry, under circumstances to
its liking will turn, show its teeth, and
manifest a willingness to devour its current palsy-walsy — as proven by the first
bite, literally and figuratively, put on
Leo’s closely-guarded coffers.
“Everything Happens to Us” went before the Republic cameras this week. It
features the three Gleasons — James, Lucille and Russell. James Gleason wrote the
original and James Gleason is producing

universal

acclaim

as

one
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Other preview offerings — Metro's "Shopworn Angel," a warmly human love story,
well played by Margaret Sullavan and
James Stewart . . , Paramount's "Professor Beware," Harold Lloyd's first feature
in more than two years, characteristically
hilarious slapstick but lacking much of
the

title's efforts

to locate

them

in

That jarring noise heard on the M-G-M
lot last week was not the grinding of
cameras, but the gnashing of teeth in the
publicity department. That Birdwell boy
had done it again. During a week when,
by all logic and past performances, the
•local columns, wire services and other news
outlets on celluloid matters should have
been almost exclusively devoted to advance information on the glamours and
glories of the “Marie Antoinette” premiere, Selznick’s unpredictable publicity
chief uncorked another original spacegrabber (he’s apparently good for one a
week) by installing Carole Lombard to
operate his department. Hollywood’s news
and gossip gatherers went for the gag
hook, line and sinker, resulting in the
press agent activities of La Lombard hogging columns of space which normally
would have been given over to Metro’s
spectacular introduction of the Norma
Shearer starrer.
In view of the close relationship between
the Metro and Selznick executive organizations, if the staging of the latest Birdwell coup during the premiere week was
by coincidence, he was lucky. If by design, he was smart. In either event, the
result was quite probably the same, the
attracting of considerable and favorable
attention to the fine Birdwellian touch.
Relates Columnist-Queen Louella . . .
“ Riding horseback through the fields in
San Fernando Valley” . . .
How many horses?

Halt-Pints

technicians,
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performance

it true

im-

film offerings

feature

of perfection

ment, it is the
which

the

most

is reported

the Little Corporal

premiere,

of the

Brothers

chased the film rights to Emil Ludwig's
"Napoleon" and are considering it as a
starring vehicle for Edward
G. Robinson.

Lavish, stately, dramatic, tragic, it signals the triumphant return to the screen
of Norma Shearer and is destined to win

true

substituted

musical , . . “The Gold Diggers at Waterloo." They were, in fact, in their last epic,

Warner

completely dominated the film capital's
busy preview program. And in every respect the feature conformed to the platinum aura in which it was introduced.

run
be

and tommy-guns will make their appearance
at Waterloo. Or it might make
a
good

Herculean,
ally

boilerworks

traz will probably

it. Why not change the title to: “Everything Happens to the Gleasons?”

Metro's “Marie Antoinette," debuting
last week amid the setting of a precedent-

self has recently manifested — he hopes —
Napoleonic characteristics? And, if the

subtlety which has prevailed in previous Lloyd offerings . . . Metro again.

with

"Love

Finds

Andy

Hardy,"

best

of

the “Judge Hardy's Family" series to date
and a
film that should appeal to all
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because

humor
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Mickey
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wholesome
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humanity,
comedy

of

with
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RKO Radio's "Affairs of Annabel," a behind-the-scenes-in-Hollywood farce which,
loaded

with

filmdom's

laughs

ways,

and

boosts

broad

pokes

at

Ball

to

Lucille

stardom . . . 20th Century-Fox's “I'll Give
a Million," a solid piece of entertainment
headed for above-par reception, splendidly
acted,

produced and directed
versal's "Little Tough Guy,"

. . . Unifast-paced

slum melodrama
with the “Dead End"
kids at their boisterous best . . . And the
Principal-Jed Buell western, "Terror of
Tiny Town," with its widely-ballyhooed
all-midget cast, a natural as an exploitaare

tion feature, though the half-pint
Thespically amateurish.

actors
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Litigation Involving
Film Folk Recedes

Turns Press Agent

To New High of 48
(Continued

Litigation involving film folk in southern California was at a low ebb as the
week opened, with further action on cases
previously filed occupying the center of
the judicial stage.
Seeking

an

amendment

to the original

gun “The Last Express,” a Crime Club
mystery, to be produced by Irving Starr,
this week, and has “Going Places,” “The
Sim Never Sets,” and “Adam’s Evening”
coming up. RKO Radio shoved Joe Penner in front of the cameras in its an-

$1,600,000 in damages. The plaintiffs had alleged in the original complaint that the defendants infringed on
certain photographic processes, patented

Here’s Carole Lombard at work in the
midst of her one-week fling at press
agentry. She's parked at Russell Birdwell’s praisery desk on the Selznick
International lot. La Lombard, who

by Terwilliger, in the making of “Snow
White and the Seven Dwarfs.” A hearing
on Disney’s answer has been set for
August 1.

is set to appear shortly in “Made for
Each Other’’ for the studio, installed
a fire-bell and a siren, placed countless long-distance calls to England
and points east, and generally kept
the staid studio in an uproar, topping
her achievement by being the recipient
of an official proclamation from
Mayor Arthur F. Segrell of Culver

Warner also went into federal court,
filing a demurrer to the $250,000 conspiracy and slander suit brought by Pat
O'Brien, free-lance bit player, against the
Burbank plant, its contract player, Pat
O'Brien, Louella Parsons, Jimmy Fidler
and numerous John Does. The plaintiff
charges Warner and the other defendants
conspired with other producing companies
and persons to keep him from picture
work because of the similarity in names
between himself and the Warner contract
player.

City, naming her the town’s foremost
publicist and setting aside July 9 as
Carole Lombard Day — a civic holiday
— with the blonde star as honorary
mayor.

Independents Slow
In Getting Started
Hollywood’s independent producers allowed another week to slip by without getting into their long-delayed picture-making action, despite recent cheering reports
of a return to more normal activity for
this phase of film production.
The immediate future, however, should
see cameras whirring at at least one unit,
with B. W. Richards’ Standard Pictures
setting a July 26 starting date on the
first of its projected series of six features

The matter has been fought through
virtually every channel up to the state supreme court. Bone of contention is Miss

starring George Jessel. Titled “7,000,000
Witnesses,” the initialer will be directed
by Chris Beute, shooting at Grand National.

Astor’s asserted refusal to pay the Collier
Agency commissions on a short term con-*
tract secured with RKO Radio in 1932.

Also set to begin production within two
weeks is Lou Rantz, with his independent

Hyman

Goes

East

Bearing with him a print of “The Terror of Tiny Town,” produced by Jed Buell
in conjunction with Sol Lesser, Louis Hyman, distribution chief of Lesser’s Principal Pictures, left for New York this week
to dicker for a release
western novelty.
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for the all-midget

29)

in fifth spot, with five pictures in production at each studio. Universal was to

seeks

Mary Astor went into superior court
this week to appeal a recent decision by
the state labor commission in which the
Ruth Collier Agency was granted a $3,500
award as the result of a six-year-old litigation between the actress and the tenpercenter.

page

“Stablemates,” with Wallace Beery, during the next two weeks.
Universal and RKO Radio are bracketed

attorneys for Walt Disney Productions, Walt and Roy Disney and William E. Garity replied to the action filed
in federal court some weeks ago by the
Stereoplane Process Pictures Co. and Ivan
Melville Terwilliger, in which the latter
charges infringement of copyright and

Coogan ’s attorneys asked for an early trial,
while counsel for the defense contended
that the trial date should not be set
until a disposition has been made of their
appeal from a receivership order.

from

sical, “Listen Darling,” teaming Judy
Garland and Freddie Bartholomew, and

complaint,

The widely-discussed Jackie Coogan case
continued to drive slowly toward crystallization in the form of a trial as Superior Judge Ruben Schmidt heard arguments by both plaintiff and defendants,
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Bernstein — mother
and stepfather of the former child star.

Production Bounds

feature, “Topsy,” and Ralph Cooper’s Million Dollar Productions, planning an untitled crime picture with an all-Negro cast.
Another independent film manufacturer,
A. W. Hackel of Supreme Pictures, has
returned from New York, where he journeyed to negotiate a new production deal.
He

had

nothing to announce on his arrival. Hackel some time ago wound up a
series of Bob Steele westerns for release
on Republic’s

1937-38

program.

nual football contribution, “Mr. Doodle
Off,” and, through Principal Pictures, will have another addition to its
schedules next week when Sol Lesser
Kicks

starts filming “Peck’s Bad Boy at the
Circus,” with Tommy Kelly.
With John Wayne replacing Bob Livingstone as one of the keystones of the
triumvirate, Republic okayed the start of
“Pals of the Saddle,” a “Three Mesquiteers” western, as the week opened.
This, coupled with the weekend start of
“Everything Happens to Us,” featuring
James, Lucille and Russell Gleason, brings
the North Hollywood plant’s production
total to four, a gain of one over last week.
“The

Return

of Billy the

Kid,”

starring

Roy Rogers; “Lady in the News,” with
Gloria Swanson, and an untitled hillbilly
musical are on the slate for early production.
Producer Edward Finney sent his first
Tex Ritter western for Monogram release
before

the cameras,

with

the singing

cow-

boy donning the greasepaint for “Starlight
Over Texas.” Well along with “The Circus
Comes to Town,” with Marjorie Main and
Anne Nagel, Monogram thus has two in
shooting stages and, during the balance
of July, will turn its attention to “Wanted by the Police,” starring Frankie Darro;
“Gang Bullets,” an E. B. Derr production;
and “The Girl From Nowhere,” also slated
as an Anne Nagel vehicle.
United Artists holds its own, Producers
Hal

Roach and Samuel Goldwyn remaining active with one picture each. Next

to get the gun for UA release will be Selznick International’s “Made for Each
Other,” co-starring Carole Lombard and
James Stewart, starting June 20. Walter
Wanger is rushing preparations for “The
Illusionist,” Goldwyn is planning an early
start on “The Daring Age,” Roach has
several lined up for late summer and fall
production, and Edward Small is marking
time on “The Duke of West Point,” awaiting the recovery of Jack Dunn, slated to
star, who is hospitalized with a serious
streptococci infection.

Sign Legion Mascot
Paramount has signed Keith MacKenzie,
six-year-old national mascot of the
American Legion, for a role in “Sons
the Legion,” now in production.
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eimemo.
Mrs. Wallace Beery, wife of the screen
actor, is convalescing at home after undergoing a major operation at the Cedars
of Lebanon Hospital. Attending physicians
report her condition as excellent.
*

Henry King, 20 th Century-Fox director,
has flown to Sonora, Mex., in his private

George Seitz, Metro director, and Mrs.
Seitz are en route to Honolulu for a threeweek vacation.
★

Taking a six-month leave of absence
from his 20 th Century-Fox writing chores.
Jack Yellen is en route to his farm in
Springfield, N. Y.

plane, to scout locations for “Jesse James,’’
his next assignment.
*

The Pacific Coast chapter of the Railway and Locomotive Historical Society has
unanimously elected Cecil B. DeMille an
honorary member, according to word received by the Paramount producer from
Gilbert H. Kneiss, president of the chapter. The honor was accorded DeMille because of the research work he is doing
in connection with “Union
next production.

Pacific,” his

★

Randolph Scott, Producer Lucien Hubbard and Raymond Hatton left Wednesday
for San Antonio, Tex., to attend the world
premiere of Paramount’s “The Texans”
at the Majestic Theatre there July 15.
Scott and Hatton, featured in the film,
will be joined in Texas by Robert Cummings, also in the cast, who is flying there,
accompanied by his wife, in his private

Director Fritz Lang has returned to
Hollywood following a six-week vacation,
during which he toured the southwest,
particularly New Mexico. He reports to
Paramount for his next assignment.
k

A surprise luncheon on the set was
given this week in honor of the 25th wedding anniversary of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Lloyd, with Lloyd’s fellow workers at Paramount presenting the couple with an engraved, silver-plated bronze ranch bell.
Presentation was made by Eugene Zukor
in behalf of his father, Adolph Zukor.
Frances Dee was hostess at the luncheon.
★
House guests of H. C. Potter are W. B.
Harding,
his
wife. director of Eastern Air Lines, and

plane.

*

The cast of George Cukor’s current directorial assignment, “Zaza,” at Paramount, observed the director’s birthday on
the set with an informal party last week.
Adolph Zukor, William LeBaron and Albert Lewin of the production staff; Claudette Colbert, Herbert Marshall and others of the cast feted Cukor.
*

At M Marie Antoinette 99 Premiere

Completing a seven-month tour of Europe, Jeanie Macpherson, of Cecil
B. Dek'
Mille’s writing staff, has returned to Hollywood and her film work.
*

Milton Berle was to observe his natal day
on Tuesday.
Gail
guests
Delta
which
Hotel

Patrick was one of the honored
at a banquet held last week by
Zeta, national social sorority, of
she is a member, at Huntington
in Pasadena.
*

To check up on business in his eastern
office, C. King Charney, raw stock distributor, left for New York last week. He
expects to be gone two weeks.
k

A combined vacation, hunt for story
material and attendance at the premiere
of his latest comedy, “Professor Beware,”
found Harold Lloyd, accompanied by Jack
Murphy, his production manager, and Joe
Reddy, publicist, trekking to New York
over the weekend.
*

Margaret Sullavan and her husband,
Leland Hayward, planed out for New York
ever the weekend.
k

Paul Stanhope has been selected to head
the dramatic society of the Selznick International Studio Club by Eric Stacey,
club president. Stanhope is head of the
makeup department.
*

Tyrone

Power

left early this week

for

a week's vacation in Mexico City, after
which he will plane to New York to catch
the premiere of “Alexander’s
Band,” in which he is starred.
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Ragtime

TOP LEFT — Louis B. Mayer, Helen Hayes, Norma Shearer and Tyrone Power
at the entrance to the Carthay Circle. TOP RIGHT — Hunt Stromberg, Norma
Shearer and W. S. Van Dyke II at Louis B. Mayer’s party after the show.
BOTTOM ROW — Clark Gable, Carole Lombard, Jeanette MacDonald, Gene
Raymond, Robert Taylor and Barbara Stanwyck.
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Harman-Ising Petitions for
Reorganization Under 77-B
Hollywood's bankruptcy trenches had
another occupant this week with Harmonising Pictures, Inc., cartoon production
unit, filing a petition in federal court requesting permission to straighten out its
tangled financial affairs and to reorganize under 77-B of the bankruptcy act.
Date for a hearing on the petition, filed through Attorneys Gainger and Hunt,
has been set for August 8, at which time
it is expected a temporary trustee will be
appointed. Plans for reorganization, under which an additional $75,000 in financing is deemed necessary by the board of
directors, are now being drafted.
Attorney Kyle Grainger told Boxoffice
that the company is “not insolvent in any
sense,” and pointed to the petition listing
estimated assets at $41,000, compared to
liabilities of approximately $12,000. He
admitted,

however, that “additional financing” was necessary and declared the
directors believed a reorganization could
be done more easily under 77-B.
Incorpoorated in 1933, the company for
several years produced and released cartoons for M-G-M. The latter studio,
however, installed its own cartoon-making
department about a year ago and terminated the Harman-Ising agreement, since
which time the plant has been at a virtual standstill. Four cartoons now in process of production are listed among the
assets at aproximately $31,000, while studio equipment amounts to an $8,000 evaluation.
Hugh

Harman

is president,

Gordon

Shares Birthday Cake

His 73 rd birthday — first he has ever
observed away from his native London
— found Charles V. France, center,
veteran actor, sharing his birthday
cake with Producer -Director Frank
Lloyd and Actress Ellen Drew on the
set of Paramount’s Lloyd production,
“If I Were King.” The studio commissary baked the pastry.
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Wilson vice-president and Rudolph C. Ising secretary-treasurer. The plant is located on Seward St.
Developments in other bankruptcy actions during the week found Federal Judge
William P. James setting September 1 as
the deadline for the filing of Grand National’s revised reorganizational plan, under which the studio has negotiated several production and release deals for 193839. Condor Pictures, whose reorganizational program has been under the scrutiny of Federal Judge George Cosgrave
for nearly two months, pursued its usual
procedure of marking time while awaiting his reaction.

Anti-Fascists Have
Two Social Events
Hollywood’s anti-Fascist groups were to
add to their political and economic activities with two important social events
this week.

REVIEW
FLASHES
ARMY

GIRL

(Rep) — Expertly

of peace-time

Tuesday evening the Anti-Nazi League
tripped the light fantastic at its annual
summer dance, held at the Hillcrest Country Club.
The Democratic Committee, headed by
Melvyn Douglas, chose Culbert L. Olson
as its candidate for governor; Judge Robert Kenney for state senator; Ellis Patterson, lieutenant-governor, and numerous candidates for congressional and state
assembly offices.

Motion picture celebrities who were to
attend the first west coast showing of
Pins and Needles,” a Broadway success,
were Walter Wanger, Frank Morgan, Lionel Stander, Jerome Kern, Dorothy Fields,
Paul Muni, Charles Butterworth, Albert
Hackett, Charles Brackett, Gale Sondergaard, Herbert Biberman and many others.
Fred Keating was master of ceremonies
at the annual Anti-Nazi League dance
Tuesday night, for which Hal Morgan’s orchestra furnished the music.
Along routine lines was a mass meeting sponsored by the China Aid Council,
division of the Anti-Nazi League, at Trinity Auditorium Sunday, as well as a benefit for Austrian refugees, with Luise
Rainer as principal speaker, held on the
same day under the auspices of the Motion Picture Artists Committee and American League for Peace and Democracy.

produced

drama

life that will deliver

a

brimming measure of top-flight entertainment to even the most discriminating film
shoppers and
sure boxoffice
direction,

consequently should be a
winner. In cast, story and

it rates

high

among

the

better

program pictures of recent months. Preston Foster and Madge Evans convincing
in

leads,

and

throughout.
George

support

Armand

Nicholls

is

commendable

Schaeffer

produced.

jr., directed.

FOUR'S A CROWD
of the newspaper

(WB)— As farce comedy
school this clocks suffi-

cient laughs to warrant satisfaction, although intelligent audiences will deplore
the

sheer

Errol

waste

Flynn,

of such

Rosalind

thespic

Russell

talent

and

as

Walter

Connolly in a startling unoriginal story resorting to slapstick and timeworn gags to
sustain interest. David Lewis produced.
Michael Curtiz directed.
MR. CHUMP
(WB) — An unripened tomato for
which Warner either selected the title of
“Mr.

Chump” in hopes that lots of exhibitors are naive to a point approaching the

uttermost

While the newly-formed Motion Picture
Democratic Committee announced its endorsed slate of candidates for state and
national public offices, the Hollywood
Anti-Nazi League membership were prepared to attend, virtually en masse, the
premiere performance of “Pins and Needles,” labor-created musical revue,
Biltmore Theatre Thursday night. at the

army

of sly
Lola
THE

or else have

and

Lane.

artful

assumed

kidders.

Directed

by

new

Johnny

William

roles
Davis,

Clemens.

SONG
OF FREEDOM
(Treo)— Paul Robeson stamps his presence on this film in a

magnificent, and often times, stirring manner. It is his picture and the final affect
is one of admiration for his glorious voice
and
THE
of

fine

acting.

TEXANS
epical

J. Elder

Wills

(Para) — Another
super

westerns

directed.

in
in

the

series

which

this

company has excelled during recent seasons. While it lacks some of the finesse
of entertainment found in "The Plainsman”
and "Wells Fargo” it still qualifies through
dint of plenty of action and production
values
plenty

as top bracket

film fare.

Should

do

of business in all showings. Randolph Scott and Joan Bennett head a ster-

ling cast in the story of reconstruction period in Texas. Lucien Hubbard produced.
James
TERROR

Hogan
OF

directed.

TINY

TOWN

(Prin)— This

nov-

elty feature with an all-midget cast will
serve in the exploitation field at which
it is aimed,

although

it has

little more

to

offer other than its uniqueness. The thespic efforts of the midgets are amateurish
and stilted. Jed Buell produced. Sam
Newfield directed.

COMPLETE REVIEWS on the above
pictures will appear in an early issue
of BOXOFFICE.

College Yarn
George Bilson, Universal producer, is
readying the second in a series of four
college
“Swing That
Cheer,”1.
to send pictures,
it before titled
the cameras
by August
It will have a football background.
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Film Commitments Call
Back P. A. Wanderers

SCRIPTERS

Forthcoming
— Fine Arts
FRANCES
westerns.

GUIHAN

—Samuel
Goldwyn
JANE
MURFJN

to

teamed

a

series

with

L

of

A.

original

R.

WYLIE

on “The Daring Age,” which will serve as the
film debut for Jascha Heifetz, noted violinist.
Adolphe Menjou will also be featured.
— Metro
as

JACQUES
a Greta

DEVAL
to untitledGarbo vehicle.

original,

slated

— Monogram
MARTIN
MOONEY
to “Murder
in the Big
House,” an original by Rev. Patrick O’Neil, based
on the Colorado State Penitentiary riot in 1929.
* — Paramount
ROBERT
YOST
and
STUART
ANTHONY
teamed on an untitled vehicle for Lloyd Nolan,
based on the J. Edgar Hoover stories purchased
some time ago.
STEWART
PALMER
polishing “Bulldog Drummond vs. Scotland Yard,” for Associated Producer
Stuart Walker.
— -Principal
PETER
DIXON
to “Fisherman’s Wharf,” slated
as the next Bobbie
Breen
starrer for RKO
Radio release. Production starts about August 15.
— RKO

Radio

DAVID
SILVERSTEIN
to
which Cliff Reid will produce.

“Picardy

PAUL
JARRICO
to “Beauty
Bernie Fineman produces.

for

the

Max,”

Asking.”

- — Republic
BEN
FIELDS
to adapt his original, “Circuit
Rider,” as a Gene Autry vehicle.
HERBERT
DALMAS
to untitled original for
the “Three Mesquiteers” series.
HERBERT
DALMAS
to an untitled
Roy Rogers.
— -Hal Roach
JACK
JEVNE
teamed with GEZA

original

for

HERCZEG

on “Robbery Under Arms,” to co-star Margaret
Sullavan and Brian Ahearn under John G. Blystone’s direction. United Artists will release.
—20th Century-Fox
FRANCES
HYLAND
and ALBERT
RAY
teamed
on

“Running Wild,” next Jane Withers vehicle.
JOHN
BALDERSTONE,
MILTON
SPERLING
and BORIS
INGSTER
set to develop an original
story around
— Universal
STEPHEN

the

title

“Khyber

MOREHOUSE

Rifles.”

AVERY

and

FRANK

PARTOS
collaborating on “Rio,” as a
Danielle
Darrieux
starrer. Jean
Negulesco
wrote
the
original.
r-i
NAT
FERBER
completes untitled script and
checks off lot.
FRANKLIN
COEN
to “Candid
George Bilson production.

Camera

Girl,”

a

Pathe Buys Color Films ;
Will Build Laboratory
Concluding negotiations which had been
in progress for several months, Pathe Film
Corp. has purchased the stock and equipment of Color Films, Inc., and will build
a film laboratory, equipped to handle all
types of processing work, at a projected
cost of $500,000.
Construction will start within 60 days
on property acquired through option by
Pathe from H. T. James, president of
Color Films, who will be associated with
Pathe in operating the new laboratory.
Actual operations will begin by Jan. 1,
1938.
Color Films holds patents on many of
the machines and devices acquired through
the Pathe purchase. The new plant will be
equipped to process 16 and 35 millimeter
film in both black-and-white and natural
color.

Settle GN

Claim

Settlement of claims totaling $118,750
against Grand National by Eugene Frenke
and Anna Sten has been approved by
the federal court. The director has been
authorized to make two pictures starring
Miss Sten. GN will partially finance the
two and will release. Shooting on the first
will start in five weeks.
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film

commitments

have

called back two of Hollywood’s wandering army of thespics who have been on
personal appearance tours throughout the
country while “between pictures.”
Completing a ten-month press agent
trek, Vince Barnett, screen-radio comedian, is back in the film capital preparing for a film comeback. He headed a
troupe of 37 players on the road. Also
checking in was Bob Hope of radio, stage
and screen fame, winding up a series of
press agents in
gan. He reports
for “Thanks for
into production

the east with Jackie Cooto Paramount to prepare
the Memory,” which goes
July 25 with Shirley Ross

opposite.
Next arrival will be Roy

Rogers, due

back at Republic August 1 to star in “The
Return of Billy the Kid.” His cowboy
cohort at the same plant. Gene Autry, is
en route to Philadelphia to begin a short
press agent jaunt through the east.

Directors of AFRA Ban
Free Star Radio Turns
The American Federation of Radio Artists’ local chapter, at a meeting of the
board of directors, adopted a resolution
banning the free ether appearances or
guest turns by motion picture or radio
stars on Hollywood-produced programs.
Only on shows sanctioned by Theatre
Authority for purposes of charity will
radio or screen actors who are members of
AFRA be allowed to appear gratis, the
edict specified. It is pointed particularly
at shows piped over the National and Columbia broadcasting networks, both of
which chains have signed AFRA wage and
hour contracts.

Leon

Errol Two-Reeler
Goes Into Production

OPTIONS
— Columbia
WALTER
— David L.

WISE
Loew

added

to

writing

staff.

YOUNG
signed to write and record
— VICTOR
Metro
the musical score for the Joe E. Brown comedy,
“The Gladiator.” Columbia releases.
SCOTTY

BECKETT,

child

actor,

signed

to

termer
and assigned a role in “Listen, Darling,”
—
Monogram
teaming Freddie Bartholomew
and Judy Garland.
WELLYN
TOTMAN
script
a Frankie Darro
—
Paramount
DOLORES
CASEY,
other six months.

stock

DOROTHY
WHITE,
tract extension.
— RKO
Radio
ANN
result

joins writing
vehicle.

stock

player,

staff

held

actress,

for

given

to

ancon-

EVERS,
stock player, draws term contract and role in “The Mad
Miss Manton”
as a
of her work in early sequences of “Gunga

DAVID

HOWARD,

director

of

the

O’Brien westerns, held for another term).
DIRECTOR
WILLIAM
SEITER
signed
picture
deal
—
Hal Roach

after

his

current

chore,

George
to

one-

“Room

KATHARINE
RENNICK
signed as assistant to
Joe Collum in casting department.
Service.”
— 20th
Din.” Century-Fox
AMANDA
DUFF,
stage actress, held for another term. She is currently in “Just Around
the Corner,” new Shirley Temple vehicle.
HENRY'
contract.

KING

given

new

long-term

directorial

Academy Technicians
See Two Commercials
Two commercial productions were
screened Friday at 20th Century-Fox for
members of the Academy Technicians
branch.
“Highlights and Shadows,” produced by
Eastman Kodak and outlining the manufacture of motion picture film, and “Steel
— Man’s Servant,” a Technicolor film by
United States Steel, covering the manufacture of steel, were shown.

Danish

Consul

Visits

RKO Radio has placed the first of its
series of six two-reel comedies, starring
Leon Errol, into production for the 193839 season. Vivian Tobin appears opposite
the rubber-legged comedian in the untitled short, with Charles Roberts directing.
Also before the cameras is a musical
short featuring Charles (Buddy) Rogers
and his orchestra. Jean Yarborough directs. Bert Gilroy is producing both films.

Production on "Idiot's
Delight" Set August

15

Metro has set August 15 for the starting date of “Idiot’s Delight,” the Robert
Sherwood play in which Norma Shearer
and Clark Gable will be co-starred. Clarence Brown will direct for Producer Hunt
Stromberg.

Gable is now rehearsing dance steps
under the tutelage of Val Rassett, dance
director, for his role as the vaudeville
hoofer.
Borrow Juvenile for Lead
Paramount has borrowed Ann
from

S-I for “Little Orphan

tective.”

Gillis

Annie, De-

Expressing

himself as dumbfounded

at the triple-bill- giveaway

type of ex-

hibition policy in America, Otto Rasmussen, Danish consul at Durban,
South Africa, and managing director
of the East Asiatic Co. there, paid a
visit to Merle Oberon at Samuel
Goldwyn’s film plant on a one-day
stay in Hollywood recently. Rasmussen, on the left, spent the day on the
set. Miss Oberon is in the center a?id
Poul W. Fricke, local official of the
East Asiatic Co., is on the right.

SJn 'Th.Q A(ak
STARTING

WELL

ALONG

COMPLETED

<

THE
PHANTOM
TRAIL — Buck Jones, Roy Barcroft, Dorothy Day.
Producer: Monroe
Shaff.
Director: Elmer Clifton.

WINGS
OF
DOOM — Charles Farrell, Jacqueline
Wells, Frederick
Burton, Addison
Richards.
Director: C. C. Coleman.
Screenplay: Michael
Simmons.
Producer: Irving Briskin.

-4

FINISHING
SCHOOL — Margaret Tallichet, Ralph
Bellamy, Marjorie Main, Doris Kenyon, Genevieve Tobin, Anne
Shirley, Nan
Grey.
Producer: Irving Briskin. Director: John Brahm.

WEST
OF
SANTA
FE
—
Charles Starrett, Iris
Meredith, Dick Curtis, Sons of the Pioneers.
Producer: Harry Decker. Director: Sam Nelson.
Original: Charles Francis Royal.

o
u

53

0
o
2

THE
CIRCUS
COMES
TO
TOWN — Anne
Nagel,
Marjorie Main, Betty Compson, Charlene Wyatt,
Herbert Rawlinson.
Producer: W. T. Lackey.
Director: Karl Brown.
Original: Karl Brown.

BOYS’
TOWN — Spencer Tracy, Mickey
Rooney,
Leslie Fenton, Gene
Reynolds. Henry
Hull,
Donald Barry.
Producer: John W. Considine,
jr. Director: Norman
Taurog. Screenplay: Dore
Schary, John Meehan.
RICH
MAN,
POOR
MAN — Robert Young, Lew
Ayres, Ruth Hussey, Guy Kibbee, Lana Turner.
Producer: Edward
Chodorov.
Director: Rheinold Schunzel.
Original: Edith Ellis. Screenplay: Everett Freeman.

M-G

s

<
03
<

CAMPUS
CONFESSIONS — Hank
Luisetti, Betty
Grable, Eleanore Whitney, Billy Henry, Roscoe
Karns.
Producer: William LeBaron.
Director:
George Archainbaud.

O.

o
q

MR.
DOODLE
KICKS
OFF - — Joe Penner, Kay
Sutton, Richard Lane, George Irving, Billy Gilpg
bert, Frank
M.
Thomas.
Producer:
Robert
Sisk. Director: Les Goodwins. Screenplay: Bert

O

M

Granet.

CC

.
CLi
y
m

EVERYTHING
HAPPENS
TO
US— James
Gleason, Lucille Gleason, Russell Gleason.
Producer: James
Gleason.
Director: Gus
Meins.
Original: James Gleason.
PALS
OF THE
SADDLE — John Wayne, Ray Corrigan, Max Terhune (Three Mesquiteers). Producer: William Berke.
Director: George Sherman. Screenplay: Betty Burbridge.

GUNGA
DIN — Cary Grant, Douglas Fairbanks jr.,
Joan Fontaine, Sam
Jaffe, Victor McLaglen,
Eduardo
Ciannelli, Sabu.
Producer: Pandro S.
Berman.
Director: George Stevens. Original:
Rudyard
Kipling.
Screenplay: Ben
Hecht,
Charles MacArthur, Fred Guiol, Joel Sayre.
ROOM
SERVICE — The
Marx
Brothers, Adolphe
Menjou, Frank Albertson, Lucille Ball, Donald
McBride, Jack Byrne, Phillip Wood.
Producer:
Pandro S. Berman.
Director: William A. Seiter.

TENTH
AVENUE
KID — Bruce
Cabot, Beverly
Roberts, Horace McMahon,
Ben Welden.
Producer: Harry Grey. Director: Bernard Vorhaus.

FIVE
OF
A
KIND — Dionne Quintuplets,
Wilcoxon. Jane Darwell, Jean Hersholt,
Trevor, John Qualen.
zel. Director: Herbert

><

O

Mj«

BY

THE

DAWN’S

Warner

EARLY

LIGHT — Alice Faye,

Baxter, Charles Winninger, Arthur

Treacher,

Keye

X

off.

Producer:

H
o

Gene

Markey.

Luke.

Director:

Gregory

Edward

Kaufman.

Screenplay:

Anthony

Rat-

Original:

Veiller.

C>J

Producer:
I. Leeds.

Sol

M.

TOO

HOT

TO

HANDLE

—

Clark

Gable,

Myrna

Loy, Leo Carrillo, Walter Connolly. Producer:
Larry
Weingarten.
Director: Jack
Conway.
Original: Laurence Stallings, Leonard Hammond.
Screenplay: John Lee Mahin.

ARTISTS
ANI) MODELS
ABROAD— Jack Benny,
Joan
Bennett, Mary
Boland,
Harry
Carey,
Charles Grapewin, Yacht Club Boys. Producer:
Arthur Hornblow jr. Director: Mitchell Leisen.

FUGITIVES
FOR
A
NIGHT
—
Adrienne Ames,
Frank
Albertson, Bradley Page, Allan Lang.
Producer: Lou Lusty. Director: Les Goodwins.
Original: Richard
ton Trumbo.

Wormser.

Screenplay:

Dal-

MAN
FROM
MUSIC
MOUNTAIN
—
Gene Autry,
Carol Hughes, Smiley Burnette, Polly Jenkins.
Producer: Charles E. Ford. Director: Joe Kane.
Screenplay: Betty Burbridge.

Henry
Claire
Wurt-

SUEZ
—
Tyrone Power, Loretta Young, Joseph
Schildkraut, Annabella, Sidney Blackmer, Maurice Moscovitch, Nigel Bruce, J. Edward
Bromberg, Sig Rumann.
Producer: Gene
Markey.
Director: Allan
Dwan.
Screenplay:
Philip
Dunne, Julien Josephson.
WOODEN
ANCHORS
—
Richard Greene, Nancy
Kelly, Slim Summerville, Warren
Hymer, Joan
Valerie, Douglas Fowley. Producer: Sam Engel.
Director: John Ford. Original: Frank L. Wead.

ALWAYS
IN TROUBLE
—
Jane Withers, Jean
Rogers, Robert Kellard, Arthur Treacher, Nana
Bryant, Gene Lockhart.
Producer: John Stone.
Director: Joseph Santley. Screenplay: Robert
Chapin, Karen De Wolf.

THERE

GOES
MY
HEART — Fredric March, Virginia Bruce, Patsy Kelly, Alan Mowbray, Claude
Gillingwater. Producer: Hal Roach.
Director:
Norman
McLeod.
Original: Ed Sullivan. Screenplay: Jack Jevne, Eddie Moran.

D

THE

LADY

AND

THE

COWBOY — Gary Cooper,

Merle Oberon, David Niven, Walter
Benita
Hume.
Producer:
Samuel

Brennan,
Goldwyn.

Director: H. C. Potter. Screenplay: S. N. Behrman.
Original: Leo McCarey, Frank R. Adams.

THAT
CERTAIN
AGE
—
Deanna Durbin, Jackie
Cooper, Irene Rich, John
Halliday, Juanita
Quigley. Producer: Joe Pasternak.
Director:
Edward
Ludwig.

FRESHMAN
Y’EAR
—
Parker, Ernest Truex,

De-

BROTHER
RAT — Wayne
Morris, Priscilla Lane,
Gordon
Oliver, Ronald
Reagan,
John
Payne.
Producer:
Robert
Lord.
Director: William

Sr WINGS
OVER
THE
NAVY— George Brent, Regis
!>
Toomey, John Litel. Producer: Lou Edelman.
Director: Irving Bacon.

Keighley. Original: John Monks jr., Fred Finklehoffe. Screenplay: John
Monks
jr., Fred
Finklehoffe.

THE
SISTERS — Bette Davis, Errol Flynn, Anita
Louise, Jane Bryan, Beulah Bondi, Alan Hale.
Producer: David Lewis. Director: Anatole LitBrinig.
vak.ron Screenplay:
Milton Krims.
Original: My-

>
2
D

CANDID
CAMERA
son. Screenplay:

TORCHY

BLANE

2

rell, Barton

£
'

Director:
mond.

38

GIRB— Producer:
Charles Grayson.

IN

CHINATOWN

MacLane.

Lew

Seiler.

George

— Glenda

Producer:
Screenplay:

Bryan
Albert

Bil-

Dixie Dunbar, Raymond
William Lundigan, Tommy

Wonder,

Frank Melton, Constance Moore.
Producer: George Bilson. Director: Frank McDonald. Screenplay: Charles Grayson.

Far-

Foy.
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Next for Jane Withers

STORY

John E. Burch Managing
Production for Ed Small

BUYS

Will Be "Running Wild"
Jane Withers’ next starrer at 20th Century-Fox will be titled “Running Wild,”
with Leo Camllo in the supporting role.
The current Withers picture, “Down to
Earth,” is scheduled for completion within ten days.
A large portion of “Running Wild,” laid
in an 1870 background, will be filmed at
Sequoia National Park. No director has
been set as yet.

Radio

has

decided

to make

“Life Begins at Reno,” anonymous story
supposedly written by a socialite divorcee,
to Warners. John Huston and John Wexley will script.

a

series of “Annabel” comedies, following
the pre-showing of “The Affairs of Annabel” last week. Lucille Ball and Jack
Oakie, who teamed in the initialer, will
repeat their performances in further films.
Next to go is “Annabel Takes a Tour.”
Lou Lusty, who produced “Affairs of Annabel,” is in line for the production chore.

“Get a Horse,” by Herman Mankiewicz
and Albert Shelby Levine, to M-G-M. It
is a history of the early days of the automobile industry.
Myron Brinig’s “May Flavin” to M-G-M.
Frances Marion will script the novel.
“The Ladybird,” by William
Reginald Owen, to Metro.

Thiele and

“Texas in the Seventies,” by Estelle
Dodds, to Republic as a possible Gene
Autry feature.

Sherman "Rider" Unit
Returns From Tucson

“The Life of Madame Curie,” by Eve
Curie, to Metro, acquired from Universal.

Harry Sherman’s “The Mysterious
Rider” unit has returned from two weeks
of location work near Tucson, Ariz., after
braving heat that ranged as high as 110
degrees.

“Colorado Sunset,” a song and title
written by L. Wolfe Gilbert and Con Conrad, to Republic. A script will be built
around the title as a Gene Autry vehicle,
with the song to be included in the picture.

The picture is for Paramount release,
based on a Zane Grey story, with Douglas Dumbrille and Russell Hayden in the
leads.

Change

Initialer

Anne Nagel goes first into “The Circus
Comes to Town” under her four-picture
Monogram deal, in place of “The Girl
From Nowhere,” originally scheduled as
her initialer.
“The Girl From Nowhere”
second commitment.

will be her

Karl Brown will direct ‘The Circus
Comes to Town” with W. T. Lackey as
associate producer.

Doris Kenyon

Try

Another silent screen star is embarking
upon the comeback trail. Doris Kenyon
has been signed for an important role in
Columbia’s “Finishing School,” in which
Nan Grey, Anne Shirley and Margaret
Tallichet have the leads. Ralph Bellamy
has the top male role. Sam Marx produces.

“Little Miss Fix-It,” by Betty Laidlaw
and Robert Lively, to Producer Ed Finney, who will use it as a vehicle for 5-yearold Baby Mary Ruth, whom he recently
placed under a long-term personal contract.
“Circuit Rider,” by Ben Field, to Republic. Gene Autry will be starred.
“The Wind in the Willows,” by Kenneth Graham, to Walt Disney.
The entire group of “Saint” detective
thrillers, by Leslie Charteris, to RKO
Radio, to be made into a series of pictures of which “The Saint in New York,”
now in release, is the forerunner.
“The Night of January 16,” Broadway
stage hit by Ayn Rand, to RKO Radio.
“Starlight Over Texas,” by John Rathmell, and “Where the Buffalo Roam,” by
Robert Emmett, to Producer Ed Finney as
starring vehicles for Cowboy Tex Ritter at
Monogram.
Brenda Weisberg’s “Skipper McCoy,
Gent,” and “First Assignment,” by Jack
K. Leonard and Monte Collins, to Monogram. The latter will be used as a
Frankie Darro starrer.

Assign John Cromwell
John Cromwell has been signed to direct “Made for Each Other,” the Carole
Lombard- James Stewart co-starrer, at
Selznick International. The Rose Franken
novel goes into production July 26 for
United Artists release.
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John E. Burch has been appointed production manager for Edward Small Productions. His initial assignment will be
“The Duke of West Point,” Small’s first
picture for United Artists release.
Burch was with RKO Radio for 12 years
and was one of the production crew which
traveled to Malay

for Paramount’s

“Boo-

“Cipher Bureau,” by Monroe Shaff and
Arthur Hoerl, a detective yarn, has been
purchased by Fine Arts Pictures.
“Two Time Loser,” by Arthur Sheekman, to Paramount. Sheekman will do
the script.

"Aliairs of Annabel" a
Forerunner of Series
RKO

H. C. Brunner’s “Zenobia’s Infidelity,”
to Hal Roach. Roland Young will be
starred.

Roach Signs Jean Arthur
Hal Roach has signed Jean Arthur

for

“Water Gypsies,” to be filmed for United
Artists release. Miss Arthur is allowed
one outside picture a year on her Columbia contract.

Tommy Kelly Gets Title
Role in One for Lesser
Selznick
International has loaned
loo.”
Tommy Kelly, moppet star, to Sol Lesser
for the title role in “Peck’s Bad Boy at
the Circus,” which goes into production
July 22 for RKO Radio release as the
first in a projected series.
Eddie Cline directs from a script by
Robert
Martin. Neville, David Boehm and A1

Pick Sullavan and Aherne
For UA "Robbery" Leads

Announced as a forthcoming vehicle for
United Artists release, to be produced by
Hal Roach, is “Robbery Under Arms,” with
Margaret Sullavan and Brian Aherne sharing the star billing.
The novel by Rolf Bolderwood deals with
the colonization of Australia. The picture will get into production next fall.
Geza Herczeg is adapting.

Compson

in Role

As another step on her come-back trail,
Betty Compson has been signed for a featured role in Monogram’s “The Circus
Comes to Town,” which was to go into
production July 7 with Anne Nagel as
the star. Karl Brown directs and W. T.
Lackey is the associate producer. Marion
Orth did the screen play.

S-I Signs Hitchcock
Alfred Hitchcock, noted English director, has been signed by Selznick International to direct “Titanic,” which S-I will
place in production next January. Hitchcock, currently vacationing here, leaves
for the east next week, then to England.
He has wielded the megaphone on several
important British productions
ander Korda.

for Alex-

Juvenile in " Sweethearts "

Next film assignment for Terry Kilburn, 11 -year-old British moppet, will be
in “Sweethearts,” the Jeanette MacDonald-Nelson Eddy musical now in production at Metro. Kilburn appeared last in
“Lord Jeff,” an M-G-M picture co-starRooney.ring Freddie Bartholomew and Mickey
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Million-Dollar Exhibit
Planned

in Culver City

A non-profit motion picture exhibition
and museum will shortly be erected in
Culver City, at a cost of $1,000,000, according to an announcement by the Exposition and Museum Corp., headed by
Col. William H. Evans.

Industry Has Welcome
For Harvard Emissary

They Talk "Shop"

Film industry leaders have signified
their intention of cooperating to the fullest with Robert D. Field, fine arts professor at Harvard University, en route here
to amass material for a series of lectures
to be delivered at the university by him
next fall as a step in Harvard’s recognition of motion pictures as a fine art.

The

museum building will include statues and exhibits of costumes worn by
famous stars.

Field adheres to the theory that motion pictures should be on an equal footing with painting and architecture as one
of the arts. Endorsement of his and Harvard’s addition to the school curriculum
were forthcoming from Adolph Zukor,
Louis B. Mayer, Vierling M. Kersey, superintendent of schools, and other civic
and industry figures.

Committees Report
To Research Council
The Academy Research Council met
Wednesday night to hear reports by John
Hilliard, chairman of the theatre standardization committee; Thomas Moulton,
chairman of the set equipment noise committee; E. H. Hanson, chairman of the
sound recording committee, and Wesley
C. Miller, chairman of the sound track
standardization committee. William Koenig, chairman of the council, presided.
Attending were John Aalberg, RKO
Radio; Bernard Brown, Universal; Farciot
Edouart, Paramount; E. H. Hansen, 20th
Century -Fox; John Livadary, Columbia;
Thomas Moulton, United Artists; Douglas
Shearer, Metro, and Gordon S. Mitchell,
council manager.

Seattle Contest

of a three-way beauty-personality-voice contest in which Producer
Harry Sherman was one of the sponsors,
Claudia Bonnie Smith of Seattle checked
in last week to be given a role in Sherman’s forthcoming “Silver Trail Patrol,”
a “Hopalong Cassidy” western for Paramount release.

Wins 6c in Libel Suit
The superior court Friday awarded
James Cruze six cents damages in his
$250,000 libel action against the McFadden Publications.

Academy Revises
Setup
complete

divorcement

of the

Aca-

demy ol Motion Picture Arts and Sciences Irom industry politics is called
for in the

special

reorganization

mittee report just
and

made

com-

public.

Re-

vision of the by-laws of the academy
the establishment of a cultural and

educational clearing house for the industry are further recommendations of
the

report.

The

academy

educational radio
ships for promising
talent.
A

new

slate

of governors
few

40

days

to advance

will sponsor

program
scholaryoung production

of officers

is to be

Miss Simon’s last starring film for the
studio was “Josette,” now in general release. She has been under contract to
20th Century-Fox for about two and a half

Film Role

Winner

and

elected
the

board

within

program.

a

May Lose Pact
At 20th-Fox Studios

Probability that Simone Simon, diminutive French starlet, will not be retained by
20th Century-Fox when her present contract comes up for option in September,
was admitted by studio officials here despite their lack of official confirmation
from Darryl Zanuck, production chieftain,
now vacationing in England.

Winner

Gets Western

A

Simone

years.
Between scenes of “Carefree,” Ginger
Rogers and Fred Astaire, co-starred in
the RKO film, seem quite that way as
pretty Ginger talks things over with
Pandro Berman, production chief, and
Astaire engages in a round of friendly
patter with Director Mark Sandrich
(lower left) and Irving Berlin, song
composer.

Actress Wins $8,500 in
Suit Involving Health
A verdict for the plaintiff and
in damages has been awarded Irene
nett, screen actress, by the jury
heard the testimony in her superior
suit against Dr. H. J. Stratheam,
mount studio physician.

$8,500
Benwhich
court
Para-

Miss Bennett had charged that Dr.
Strathearn failed to diagnose her illness
correctly while she was a stock actress
at Paramount, permitting her to continue
camera work at the expense of her health.
Of late she has been in a rest home suffering from tuberculosis.
Dr. Stratheam defended himself by declaring he had diagnosed her illness as
tuberculosis and advised her to take “proper care of herself.”
The plaintiff had asked $50,000 in
damages.
Leonard

Fields to Principal

Leonard Fields has been signed by Principal Productions as an associate producer-writer.

Assign Ricardo

Cortez

" Very Practical Joke "

As his first full-fledged directorial chore
under the actor-writer-director contract
signed some time ago, Ricardo Cortez has
been handed the reins on “A Very Practical Joke,” a Howard J. Green production at 20th Century-Fox.
Film will be third in the “Roving Reporters” series featuring Michael Whalen
and Chick Chandler. Jerry Cady is scripting from a Ben Ames Williams original.

Delay W anger Script
A scheduled writing chore at M-G-M,
“The Doctor Laughs at Life,” will prevent
Gene Towne and Graham Baker from
scripting “Trade Winds,” the Tay Garnett
story, for Producer Walter Wanger. The
writing duo had been previously announced as going on that script but are on loanout to Metro from Wanger.
—

Sign Basketballer
Paramount has signed Julie Bescos, of
the University of Southern California
coaching staff, and a former football and
basketball star, as technical advisor on
basketball sequences in “Campus Confessions,” featuring Betty Grable, Hank
Luisetti, the Stanford hoop star, and
Eleanore Whitney.
BOXOFFICE
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Law's Probe
Has 6 Weeks
Los Angeles — Albert J. Law and his
crew of Federal investigators broke down
and confessed this week that their yearold probe of major film exchanges and distributing companies, against which independent exhibitors filed charges of violating anti-trust laws, will be concluded within six weeks.

Federal Ruling Holds Paramount
Within Rights in Substitutions
Northwest Spends More
For Amusements
Portland,
spend

Law’s spokesman was Harold F. Collins, special assistant to the U. S. attorney-general.
Currently at RKO Radio, Law’s battalion of sleuths move next to Warners,
thence to United Artists, having examined
the records, accounts and financial transactions of other exchanges and Fox West
Coast circuit. With their customary reticence, however, the government investigators will not commit themselves as to
the results of their findings — if any — beyond declaring that all probings will be
turned over to the Department of Justice
in Washington.

Discuss Developments
In Commercial Films
Colorado

Spring,

Colo. — Advanced

de-

velopments in the field of short-length
commercial motion picture advertising on
theatre screen programs were covered in a
five-day annual master salesmen’s convention of the Alexander Film Co. which
closed July 9.
Among the prominent speakers were
M. E. Zetterholm, general director of General Screen Advertising, Inc., of Chicago;
J. Don Alexander, president of the Alexander Co.; D. M. Alexander, vice-president in charge of production; Frank Gibbs,
special national representative; B. C. Alexander, middlewestern sales supervisor, and
more than 30 other members of the headquarters or field force.
,
Screenings were held daily to show the
field men the vast improvement in the
technical and entertainment quality of
one-minute-or-less commercials produced
during the past year for both national
and retail advertisers.

B. A. Aylesworth Named
Manager of Fox Melrose
Los Angeles — Replacing Matthew Freed
as manager of the Fox Melrose, Fox West
Coast house here, is B. A. Aylesworth, son
of Martin H. Aylesworth, radio tycoon, in
an appointment disclosed by Cullen Espy,
FWC district manager.
Other shifts by Espy find Hamilton
Davis, assistant manager of the Egyptian,
taking over as manager of the Fox Embassy, replacing Maurice Hamsell, resigned; Ted Hathaway, of the Westlake,
replacing Davis at the Egyptian; Rex
Hanson, assistant at the La Brea, moving
into Hathaway’s spot, and Russell Potter
grabbing off the vacancy at the La Brea.
BOXOFFICE
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of other
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American family
small cities.

is surveying

in large, medium
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Screeno Operator
Sues for $53,500
Los Angeles — Charging conspiracy to
defraud and violation of copyright, William
West, holder of the Screeno franchise in
this territory, has filed suit in both superior court and U. S. district court against
a number of theatre operators, asking a
total of $53,500 in damages.
Morris Barsky, Harry Popkin and Kelly
Seligman, of the Crystal and Jewell theatres; “John Doe” Pablo, of the Aliena;
“Richard Roe” Swanson of the Follies
Ojai; and two “John Doe” corporations are listed in the complaints.
West alleges in the superior court action,
through Attorney Joe Rosen, that the defendants induced Joe Edington, a Screeno
employe, to steal approximately 100,000
Screeno cards, which he claims they purchased at 40 cents per thousand and used
in their theatres for a game imitating
Screeno. This latter alleged usage is made
the basis of the copyright violation charge
in federal court.

Los Angeles — In a legal interpretation
of precedental importance to the blockbooking system, Judge Leon R. Yankwich
of U. S. district court has ruled in favor
of Paramount in a fraud action brought
by Oxnard Theatres, Inc., representing 19
other independent exhibitors in this territory, in which the plaintiffs had charged
the company with withholding six pictures which they alleged had been promised on its 1936-37 program.
Paramount, according to the jurist, under the block-booking system, was within
its rights because of clauses in the contracts and because of “oral agreements”
reserving for the producer the right to substitute pictures for those listed for delivery
because of “personal elements” — availability of talent, disagreements among
stars, directors and producers, and other
factors — hampering production of the
scheduled films.
Oxnard Theatres, by stipulation, was
selected for the test case under an agreement whereby the ruling would apply to
all 20 independent theatres in the action.
Pictures involved were “Souls at Sea,”
“Artists and Models,” “High, Wide and
Handsome,” “Angel,” “Spawn of the
North” and “The Count of Luxembourg.”
Judge Yankwick denied the plaintiffs
permission to amend their complaint for
further action. Jackson W. Chance was
counsel for Paramount, Col. William Nebless representing the exhibitors.

and

Fifty thousand dollars in damages, which
West asserts was lost to him through the
asserted unlawful use of the Screeno cards,
is asked in the superior court suit while
$3,500 is asked in the federal court action.

Mrs . J, A, Howell

to

Build in Draper, Utah
Draper,

Utah — Construction

on the new

300-seat Draper Theatre here, being built
at a cost of approximately $25,000, has
begun. The house, being built by Mrs.
J. A. Howell, will be constructed and
equipped by the Intermountain Theatre
Supply Co. of Salt Lake City. It will be
of reinforced concrete in modern design
and will be air-conditioned. The theatre
will be ready for opening within the next
two months.

TMAT

List of Nominees

Slated Within

10 Days

Los Angeles — A nominating committee
chosen last week by the Theatrical Managers, Agents and Treasurers local here
is expected to turn in to the executive
board within ten days a slate of nominees
for executive posts in the recently-formed
TMAT branch, it was declared by Murray
Pennock, business manager, with the local’s first election scheduled to take place
August 1.
TMAT leaders also expect early action
oh their national labor relations board
petition in which they requested clarification of their status as bargaining agent
for managers and assistant managers in
the Fox West Coast circuit, and which
jurisdiction has been disputed by Charles
Skouras, FWC president, on grounds that
the IATSE had been officially granted
organizational rights among “front-of-thehouse” theatre employes by the American
Federation of Labor.
The

TMAT,

claiming virtually 100 per

cent representation of FWC’s managerial
personnel, claims the AFL ruling to be
“in error,” and is relying on the NLRB
to clear up the situation. It, as well as the
IATSE, is an AFL affiliate.
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gRANCHING out into a sister industry,
Louis F. Long, operator of a circuit of 15
theatres in Arizona, went on the air Monday with his new radio broadcasting plant,
Station KGLU, a 250-watter in Safford,
Ariz., where Long headquarters.
In for bookings was Nick Diamos, of
the Diamos Theatres and the Lyric Amusement Co., headquartering in Tucson, Ariz.
The

Southern Poster Co., now on Vermont Ave. in the heart of Filmrow, is slated to move over to Washington Blvd., between Vermont and Menlo this week.

Visitors: Henry Graff, of the Hub . . .
Ben Irvine, owner -over ator of the Gem
. . . L. E. Funk, of the Bellflower Theatre
in Bellflower . . . Max Sinker, who owns
the Alvarado, Empire and Oriental . . .
Phil Ormsby, of the Vogue, in Hollywood,
who is an infrequent arrival.
Mason Foster, United Artists ad sales
department, has returned to his job after
a short vacation cruise to Ensenada.
Jack Anderson of Exhibitors Service
Corp. is back from a business trip which
took him to Arizona for a week.
A 750-seat house is to be started within
30 days in Chandler, Ariz., by Joe Woods,
he reported here last week while spending
a few days along the Row. He expects to
have it completed and ready for an early
fall opening.
Jack Coudy, operator of the Marcal
Theatre, local house, aiid his wife are vacationing for two weeks at June Lake.

TRADE

20th-Fox Product

tion manager of the Regina: and Ned
Calvi, operator of the Plaza in Hawthorne.
Bob Lippert, formerly connected locally with the Coulter Theatre Premium Co.,
came in from San Francisco for a short
visit last week. He now operates his own
city.
theatre premium business in the northern

C. E. “Buck” Buchanan has taken over
the management of the local Sho-Ball,
boxoffice stimulator, offices.
Roy Hunt, operator of the Riverside,
Fox West Coast house, in to visit FWC
executives.
Business called Harry Rackin and Andy
and Jack Anderson, of Exhibitors Service
Corp., to San Diego.
Max Lockhart, booker for the Griffith
Bros. Theatres, operators of 150 houses in
Texas, New Mexico, Arizona and Oklahoma
is a visitor along the Row these days. He
headquarters in Dallas.
Summer weather and vacation time
found several Filmrowites checking out
over the weekend for their annual holidays. Victoria, B. C„ is the destination of
Bernice Sheehy, office secretary at GB,
for a two-week stay; Viola Pennell, secretary at 20th Century-Fox, headed for
Kansas City and St. Louis; and Marguerite
Hoxsey, United Artists secretary, is taking
it easy by spending her holiday at local
beaches.
John

B. Bertero, member

of Fox
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1969 So. Vermont

Engineering Company

"Air Conditioning
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30 Theatres

THEATRE
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“Theatre Equipment Specialists”
Heywood-Wakefield Seats
Wagner Silhouette Letters
Motiograph Projectors
1968 So. Vermont
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Booking
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G. Smith's Jewel Productions

1912 So. Vermont
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DECORATORS

1914 So. Vermont

THEATRE
Theatre

Booking

RO. 2205

Phone:

" Ecstasy

Portland,

"

in

Ore. — Jewel

Portland

Production

Co.

definitely has decided not to show “Ecstasy” here, it was learned here this week.
The suit, brought by Jewel to enjoin the
city of Portland from denying a permit
to show the motion picture here, was
dismissed on stipulation of attorneys.
The order of dismissal was secured in
Federal District Judge Claude McCulloch’s
court by Deputy City Attorney Alexander
G. Brown. A motion for a temporary restraining order against the city previously
had been denied by Judge McCulloch.
The film was denied a permit to be shown
here on the ground that it was “indecent.”

^AILT

ILAKIE

July Fourth holidays due to weather conditions which caused the local folk to light
furnaces and seek shelter from unprecedented cold and rainy weather for this
time of year. The resorts lost heavily.
Jane Slaton, W-year-old girl of this city,
has been chosen to go to Hollywood to
make a picture for the National Talent
Pictures Corp., from a group contesting
here, called Lang’s Junior Artists.

SERVICE.

RO-9191
SERVICE"

Columbia’s Salt Lake City manager,
Robert Hill, and staff, celebrated their
winning the National trophy in the recent Columbia sales drive by giving a
party for exhibitors of this section. The
affair was held in the Ivory Room of the
Hotel Newhouse.
Art Barron of the RKO offices here has
been named salesman for the Montana
territory. He was formerly employed in
the ad sales department.

Counsellors

INC.

Harry Rackin
Jack Anderson
Room 31
Film Exchange Bldg.
"QUALITY

Jewel to Not Exhibit

RE. 3578

SERVICE

Specialists
and Business

EXHIBITORS'

"LOVE LIFE OF A GORILLA"
"CHILDREN OF LONELINESS"

Los Angeles

in 1937 —

Specialists in Theatre Decoration
NAT SMYTHE & SONS
Decorators

RE. 8212

On Thursday, they were to address a
sales meeting at the 20th Century-Fox
exchange here, then plane to San Francisco.

Engineers"

1914 So. Vermont
— Over

Los Angeles — The arrival here of James
P. O’Loghlin and Roger Ferri to inspect
the new season's product, presages the imminent launching of 20th Century-Fox’s
forthcoming Sidney R. Kent sales drive.
O’Loghlin, who will head the sixth annual
Kent campaign, and Ferri, publisher of
Dynamo, company house organ, are spending a few days at the Westwood film
plant familiarizing themselves with the
product lineup before swinging around
the country.

SURVEY of conditions here during the
past few days showed that noted gains
were felt in the theatre business over the

DIRECTORY

A HANDY

Visit

West

Coast’s legal staff, and Dick Dickson, district manager for the circuit, have re(Continued on page 40-D)

In on booking expeditions: John Sloate
of the Maynard; Harry Isenberg, exploita-

-

Kent Drive Leaders on

ANGELES

R. S. Christensen is opening a new theatre at Loa, Utah.
The Aberdeen Ward amusement
has been opened in Aberdeen, Ida.
BOXOFFICE
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"Son of Sheik" Booked
For Several FWC Units
Los Angeles — “Son of the Sheik,” reissue of an Artcinema production — last
film starring Rudolph Valentino, made 12
years ago — has been booked by Fox West
Coast for exhibition in a number of FWC
houses in southern California.
All-Star exchange, handling local distribution, closed the deals. It opens first
at the Fox Arlington in Santa Barbara,
July 17, and will be brought to the Filmarte, revival house in Hollywood, early in
August.
“Son of the Sheik” has already played
three weeks here, at Tally’s Criterion
Theatre, having been booked into that
house by A1 Galston, who leased the theatre for the duration of the run.

El Camino

in San Bruno

Thoroughly
San

Bruno,

Cal. — The

Renovated
El Camino

here,

one of 77 theatres operated by Golden
State circuit in central and northern California, has been undergoing extensive remodeling the past three months. About
$75,000, it is estimated, will be spent on
renovations and improvements before the
theatre reopens in August.
The

El Camino is being entirely reseated and recarpeted. The balcony, ceiling, floor and walls are being rebuilt. The
front has been reshaped and extended into
a 75-foot tower, making it the tallest
structure in San Bruno.
The El Camino
son.

is managed

by J. Nichol-

D IE M V IE R
THURMON, Bank Night attorney, in collaboration with Paul Atherton, writer, has written a book with
a Bank Night drawing as one of the high
JJMMETT

spots. Titled “Three Hours ’Till Midnight,” it is a thrilling novel filled with
mystery, adventure and love. Atlas Printing and Engraving Co. of Denver is the
publisher.
Douglas Duffy, Nova Scotian and ice
skating cloum, is spending several weeks at
the Broadmoor Ice Palace in Colorado
Springs practicing before going to Hollywood to appear in films.
John D. Tolman, E. E.
Robert L. Gee of Fairplay,
ganized the Alma Theatre
operate at Fairplay, a small

McKinney and
Colo., have orCorp. and will
mining town.

“Birth of a Baby” is packing them in
at the Denham, where it is playing first
run, and is being held at least a second
week. Other houses report only average
business. The hot weather is driving folks
to parks and mountains.
Clyde Dawson and Jack Friedman of
Los Angeles are here building fronts to
take with them in the territory to roadshow “Missing Girls.” They will take the
film into New Mexico for the first of their
trip.
BOXOFFICE

^HE famous Rendezvous is closed and
so the Rowites will have to eat uptown
for about a week or ten days. Now is a
good chance for George Blair and Charley Gruenberg to get in a couple of days’
good fishing . . . Speaking of fishing,
Josephine Hopper of the United Artists
office went out a few days ago and landed
a 43-pound salmon . . . Harry E. Nichols,
the trailer-traveling representative for
Boxoffice, is entertaining visitors. The
visitors are his wife’s sister, Mrs. Bessie
Marsh, and Roy Marsh jr. They hail
from Houston, Tex., and are seeing the
Northwest sights for the first time.
Murray Peck, that very likable chap, is
now in Yakima. Murray left very sudden
to take over the management of a night
club and also act as master of ceremonies
. . . Al Clapp has closed his Hollywood
Theatre for about three weeks to allow
complete remodeling and redecorating . . .
Hugh Bruen, who owns the 45 th Street
Theatre, is here on a visit. Hugh also owns
three theatres in Whittier, Cal., where he
now makes his home. He was formerly
president of the MPTO of the Northwest
before leaving for California. Mrs. Bruen
is along . . . Jack O’Loughlan, who a few
years ago, about eight, was salesman for
RKO, is back in Seattle. Now he is with
United Artists . . . Herndon Edmond, receiving word of the death of F. P. Hill in
Denver. Hill was auditor for 20 th CenturyFox and had served for some 20 years.
Hal and Ethel Daigler, home from a
holiday fishing trip on Whidby Island . . .
With their own family and visitors, the
Jimmy O’Neals dined twelve at their summer home on Vashion Island . . . Al and
Evelyn Oxtoby, spending their weekend at
Seaside . . . Ben Fish, division manager
for United Artists, visiting the local exchange. . . The Jay Tews, from North
Bend, lunching on the Row; likewise Ed
Zabel and son from Olympia . . . Tom
Potts is the Seattle youth who recently
was signed by Columbia as Robert Fiske
after a screen test. Now his name will be
changed again — to Richard Fiske, as there
is already a Robert Fiske on the screen
. . . Hal Murphy, as fat and sassy as ever,
in from Olympia and visiting the Row
. . . Mrs. Tom Berry, leaving her theatre
in Edmunds long enough to lunch with
Mrs. Daigler . . . Kenny Schultz, on a
special trip to Bellingham . . . Ron Kelly,
off on his vacation.
Al Finklestein, up from Portland for a
meeting at the Hamrick-Evergreen office
. . . Al Goldstein of Monogram, planning
another fishing trip. Hope he does better
this time . . . J. T. Sheffield of Republic,
getting ready for a business trip to his
Butte, Salt Lake, and Denver offices . . .
Hal Boehme, paying a surprise visit on the

Burch “SUPER
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Exhibitor

believable hit. Supplies
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Jack Kloepper and Jack O’Bryan, in for
the weekend for a sales conference with
Ben Fish . . . Ernie Shields, in from Kent
and finding his auditor out to lunch . . .
Bill Forman entertained with a stag party
honoring Danny Martin, who resigned
from the Grand National exchange. Bill,
general manager for the Sterling Theatres,
had as his guests, John Danz. president of
the circuit; L. J. McGinley, Jack Flannery, Harry Blatt, Junior Mercy, Al Oxtoby, Al Goldstein, George Blair, Butch
Wingham, Jack Sampson, Paul Mercy,
Rex Stevenson, Army Seijas. The boys
presented Danny with a beautiful lounging
robe . . . Mrs. George Aston and Kathleen
Aston
view. guests of Grace McGinley, at a pre-

Art Katlen, Mrs. Kallen and their boys,
James and Charles, in Portland for a
couple of days . . . Roy and Madeline
Brown, up from Portland to spend their
holidays with Jo Chadwick at her Des
Moines summer home. Roy is top booker
for Evergreen Theatres in the Oregon territoy. . . The Bill Parkers have moved
from their apartment to the Benjamin
Franklin Hotel . . . Mrs. Frank Newman
is remaining in Los Angeles for a few
weeks visiting with grandchildren. Her
daughter is married to Pandro S. Berman
and her son Frank jr. is with Republic
■ . . Gordon and Mrs. Craddock, along with
their son, Gordon jr., cruising with Ted
Kemper on Ted’s boat, The Popeye . . .
Glen Haviland and Whitney Young, over
from Spokane for the holidays . . . Mrs.
H. E. Abegglen, down from Ketchikan,
Alaska, with her son for a visit in California. . . Cecelia Schultz of the Moore
Theatre states that her business is at its
peak. Mrs. Schultz features such artists
as Rosa Ponselle, Rachmaninoff, Heifetz
and other special attractions.

r
Thanks--To

our

many

exhibitor friends who have
contracted for our trailer
service ...

|

To all the rest of
courtesies
our good exhibitor
for
extendedfriends
in past
and future . . .
Gratefully,

*

Facts
An

unHave

emergency.

you know

Row. Hal is representing Burch Popcorn
Machines in Montana . . . Joe Rosenfield,
Frank Christie and Willard Coughlan all
crowded into a coupe . . . Doc Singlelow
and D. J. McNerny, sending regards to old
friends . . . Rex Thompson is back from the
convention trip to San Francisco and reports a great time.

well”
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(Continued from page 40 -B)
turned from Great Falls, Mont., where
they spent two weeks working out renewals
of theatre leases in that territory.

^[■HE
Theatre
Equipment
has
justWestern
completed
a job at
Sheridan; Co.
Mont.,
according to Frank Becker. M. P. Schtieider is the owner of the house there. Western also installed new projectors and a
Strong arc lamp for Johnny Griffin who
operates the Orpheum Theatre in Chinook,
Mont.

Filmrow visitors: Charles H. Barron,
owner of an independent chain of theatres
with headquarters in Pratt, Kas., vacationing here and headquartering at the
Knickerbocker Hotel in Hollywood . . .
Harry Nace jr. and Miss Gail Mullins,
bookers for the Publix-Rickards-Nace circuit, from Phoenix, Ariz., to book new
product . . . Dave Rector of the Gordon
. . . Max Shapiro of the Avalon Theatre
in Wilmington . . . Bill Swanson, operator
of the Ojai in Ojai . . . Charles Beck of
the Idyllwild in Idyllwild, a mountain resort . . . and Many Hoffman, operator of
the Avalon, local house.

The Mid-State circuit is erecting a modern 400 -seat house in Prineville, Ore. It’s
a new building. The circuit, which also
operates in Junction City, will keep the
Lyric
house. open at Prineville besides the new
Mayor Art Kolstad of the Rialto and
Cascadian theatres in Hood River is a
captain again. He just bought himself
another boat.

Incorporation papers were filed in Sacramento this week by Exhibitors Service,
Inc., Filmrow equipment firm. The papers
named Harry L. Rackin, Ezra E. Stern and
Jack H. Anderson as directors.
Mrs. W. J. Heineman and family are
en route to New York City to join W. J.
Heineman, recently appointed western
sales manager for Universal. Mrs. Heineman will stop briefly at Butte, Mont., to
visit her parents. They will make their
residence permanently in New York.
Visitors: Bill Knotts, Covina Theatre in
Covina . . . Harry Goldfarb, National, National City ... E. A. Stein, Wickenburg ,
Wickenburg, Ariz. . . . J. B. Sloate, Maynard, local house . . . Dave Cantor, World
here . . . Harry Vinnicoff, who heads the
Vinnicoff circuit ... A. Snadow, Hub.
Jimmy Edwards, head of the Edwards
Theatre circuit, opens a new theatre in
Tujunga July 29, and has announced
plans to build still another house in Gardena late this summer.
Eddie Thompson, formerly connected
with the Valley Theatre in North Hollywood, dropped in to report that he now is
in the vaudeville agency business.
Monkey Island, now under construction
for Jake Cone, former exhibitor, in San
Fernando Valley, will be ready to open by
August 1, Cone reports. He will import
600 Rheese monkeys to stock the enterprise, the simians to arrive from India
early in September.
Maury Bishop of the Paramount Theatre
circuit in Canada checked in from Montreal this week for a vacation. One of his
first moves teas to drop in on Harry Rackin
of Exhibitors Service, Inc., for a visit and
to renew acquaintance.

Rolarid “Kap” Kuhn of Lebanon was a
visitor
week. on Portland’s Filmrow during the

Jim

Hone, executive secretary-treasurer of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of the Northwest, who is responsible for the defeat of all Ascap
legal battles in Washington. He has
served 16 years in the interests of the
exhibitors of Washington.

Dave

Cantor

Takes Over

The Arrow , Los Angeles
Los Angeles — The Arrow Theatre, which
shut down recently when operators of the
Main Street house voided their lease because of inability to book sufficient product
to keep the house open on its triple-bill,
five-cent admission policy, has been taken
over by Dave Cantor.
Cantor, operator of the York, Park and
Sierra theatres, will reopen the Arrow
shortly on a triple-bill basis, with vaude.

Bank

Night Situation
Unchanged in Oregon

Portland,

Ore. — The

Bank

tion remained dormant

Night

here

with District Attorney James R. Bain giving Bank Night conductors additional time
to decide on a course of action.
Bain has notified exhibitors conducting
Bank Night that it is in violation of the
state lottery statute. Thus far those same
exhibitors are unable to agree as to whether they all should abandon Bank Night or
carry the problem to court.

Bank

Deals

Los Angeles — The Paramount Theatre
in Casa Grande, Ariz., the Holtville in
Holtville, Cal., and the Plaza, in Hawthorne, have closed supply deals with
Exhibitors Service Corp., Harry Rackin,
president of the equipment supply film,
announces.
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Utah — The

Jimmie O’Neal of Seattle dropped in to
see Jack Kloepper of United Artists. Next
minute Jimmie was trying to borrow a
nickel to show everybody how to operate
his new candy vending machine at the
B. F. Shearer office. The machine in some
instances ivas paying two bars for one.
Young Combs of the Cameo Theatre in
Newberg and the Ideal in Burns was another visitor on the Row.
Harry Percy of White Salmon and Clatskanie was another out-of-town exhibitor
in the Rose City during the week.
Nell Hageman, cashier at the Universal
exchange, and E. V. Hackley, shipping
clerk, are on their vacations. R. O.
“Slats” Wilson is on his way to North
Bend. Eddie Hudson, Universal salesman,
is back in town after being out in the territory three weeks. His trip took him
through all of eastern Oregon.
Martha York, M-G-M cashier, has fust
returned from a vacation in California.
A. S. McCarl, M-G-M booker, is taking the
second week of his vacation at Nelscott.
C. J. Schools, M-G-M home office auditor, spent ten days at the local exchange.
His home is in New York.
Monogram executives in Portland the
first part of the week were George W.
Weeks of New York, Howard Stubbins of
Los Angeles and A. M. Goldstein of Seattle.
Lou Metzelaar, booker at Columbia’s
Portland
exchange, is sporting a new Lincoln Zephyr.

Night Is Studied

By Utah Supreme
Ogden,

Supply

situa-

this week

Glen Brogger, Paramount salesman, is
spending a few days in eastern Oregon.

Court

fate of the case in-

volving theatre operators in Utah will be
decided soon, it has been announced. The
supreme court’s members are “studying all
phases” of the situation.
The case was filed by the Paramor
Theatre Co. here, but involves a number
of theatres. It asks the supreme court
to set aside the order of the Utah trades
commission against Bank Nights.

Danny Martin, former Seattle Grand National manager, was in Portland between
pictures.
On the Film Front — Charlie Powers
of 20th Century-Fox trying to hurry after waiting a half hour for Ted Gamble
. . . Vete Stewart out of town . . . Mark
Corsey missing from his office . . . Jimmie Beale tied up in a conference and
making a deal.
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Confident of SAG
Victory in Chicago
Chicago — “I’m

well

pleased

with

my

second trip to Chicago,” Mrs. Florence
Marston, eastern secretary of the Screen
Actors’ Guild, told Boxoffice this week.
“I don’t think there’ll be any difficulty
in negotiating with the studios here.
“Truthfully, there’ll be contracts signed
or else.” And she said it as if she meant
it.
Mrs. Marston said that her particular
objective at present is the signing up of
the Burton Holmes studios here, which
will come in her next trip here in about
two weeks. “They are beginning work
there shortly on the National League baseball picture, and they understand that any
actors they hire must be affiliated with
the SAG.”
Leo Curley will be the SAG deputy here
temporarily and will headquarter at the
St. Clair Hotel.
Mrs. Marston left Tuesday night for
Detroit to confer with studios there. After visiting there she will determine whether the midwest regional office will be in
Chicago or Detroit.

Deny Fleischer Cartoons
To Toy Projector Dealers
Chicago — Paramount

has

been

granted

a temporary injunction by Judge Woodward in U. S. district court enjoining
Exclusive Movie Studios from further distribution of strips from Max Fleischer
cartoons to toy projector dealers.
Exclusive’s contract, which expired Dec.
31, 1937, contained an option providing
for a new two-year deal if the defendant
complied with the earlier deal. Paramount
charged that the contract had not been
fulfilled although Exclusive continued to
distribute the cartoon strips after the expiration date.

Rosenberg Says Little
On Clearance Problems
Chicago

— Joseph

Rosenberg,

attorney

for Allied Theatres, this week upon his
return from New York told Boxoffice,
“We haven’t yet decided on whether we
will file the suit. If we should we haven’t
determined just when, either.”
Rosenberg would not say whether he
had obtained any promises of relief from
the local clearance situation.
He said that “something
in the next few days.”

AFRA

may

develop

Radio's
Agent
learned here this

Chicago — It was

July 16, 1938

Chicago — Filmrow

the

this week was as a morgue

early

when

part

of

the news

of Aaron Saperstein’s death descended.
Not only exhibitors and exchange men who
knew him so well were visibly affected, but
also exchange clerks and others who had
heard of his virtues.
Typical among the laments was this
from Henri Elman, president of CapitolMonogram: “We worked together for 30
years. He was like a brother, the most
humane and kindest man God ever put on
Jack Miller, former head of the MPTOA
earth.”
unit
here, the Exhibitors Ass’n, said: “His
death is a great loss to the independent
exhibitors of Chicago. He was a fighter,
but the squarest I ever met. He was an
asset to the industry.”
Joseph Rosenberg, head of the legal film
which was representing Allied in its current right on the local clearance situation, and who accompanied him to New
York last week, together with Eddie Silverman, told Boxoffice: “He worked intelligently and faithfully for the cause
of the independent exhibitor. The situation in Chicago was more harmonious
than in any other large city due to his constant efforts at conciliation. The trip he
made to New York was primarily to avoid
litigation and to attempt to settle the
matter around the conference table rather
than to resort to legal measures.”
Saperstein always sought peaceful
means to settle arguments, and he even
employed them to the fullest extent during the now famous operators’ strike of
1931, when he won over Joseph Maloy,
business agent of the operators, in their
attempt to place three men in a booth.
Following that victory a testimonial was
tendered to him at the Congress Hotel,
which still today ranks as the top tribute
ever paid anyone in the industry here.
Saperstein’s death came as he had returned from New York where he had conferred last week with major distributors
on the Chicago clearance situation. He
became ill on the train and was placed in
bed at his home when he arrived in Chicago. He failed to rally, even with the
use of an oxygen tent and died early Sunday morning.
The Allied leader had spent more than
25 years of his life in the motion picture
industry, beginning with the old Mutual
exchange here as a shipping clerk. About
15 years ago he began the operation of
theatres and was prominent in MPTOA
work. In 1929 he was instrumental in

Remodel
week

that the American Federation of Radio
Artists, after weeks of negotiating, had
signed up the radio chains. The AFRA
will act as bargaining agent for all radio
performers under this agreement, it was
said.
BOXOFFICE

Death of Aaron Saperstein
Grieves Industry in Chicago

Springfield,

Rialto

III. — The

Rialto, an

organizing Allied Theatres, and became
the first president, and only president, of
the Illinois unit in December of that year.
Saperstein was prominently identified
with numerous movements within the industry and was a member of the motion
picture code committee under the NRA.
Pallbearers Tuesday were John Balaban, Bern Bartelstein, Ed Silverman, Julius
Goodman, Charles Nelson, Joseph Stern,
Sinuel Roberts, and Jacob Arvey, the last
named prominent Chicago city alderman.
Alternates were Ludwig Sussman, Abe
Gumbiner, Jack Rose, Jules Rubens, Ben
Lasker and Sam Trinz, all Chicago exhibitors; Henri Elman, Phil Dunas, Jack
Osserman and John Mednikow, local exchange men.
Saperstein was a member of Mecca
lodge, No. 1080, A. F. & A. M.; Lakeview
lodge of the B'nai Brith; the Covenant
Club of Chicago, and Congregation Anshe
Emet. He is survived by his wife, Beatrice; two sons, Henry and Seymour; his
father, Abraham; two brothers, Herman
and Meyer, and two sisters, Mrs. Beckie
Danker and Mrs. Pearl Bobin.
His loss will be keenly felt and even
this week as talk turned to who might be
named

president of Allied, everyone concurred in the definite opinion that no
successor to Aaron Saperstein will be
found.

Clearance Situation
Remains Unsettled
Chicago — What

might

office

inde-

now

in the

went

to press.

Joseph Rosenberg, Allied attorney,
spiked any rumors that a settlement had
been reached in New York last week.
“We had discussed the matter. What
change in our plans might be necessitated through Mr. Saperstein’s death I
cannot say at present. I am too broken up
over
passing to
the case
The hisexhibitors
are discuss
complaining
thatnow.”
the
ten weeks between the opening of the loop
run and the first week of release is too
long
a period, during
and permits
B&K tothrough
“milk”
the pictures
the interim,
extended runs at various loop houses.
It' is known that their demand of five
weeks’ clearance is not now a bargaining figure, but what they actually seek.
Further conferences are said to be
planned in New York.

Armentrout

pendent theatre at Champaign, 111., owned
and operated by J. Russell, is undergoing some extensive repairs. The building
is being changed with new equipment at
a total cost of $50,000. It will be opened
September 1.

occur

independent exhibitors’ fight to have the
clearance situation in Chicago cleared up,
with the death of Aaron Saperstein, could
not be determined late this week as Box-

Barry,

III. — Russell

Plans
Armentrout,

who

operates the 300-seat Star Theatre here,
plans a new 500-seat theatre here probably
late this fall or early in 1939. Complete details have not been revealed, but
it is understood an available site has been
obtained.

C
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Business

Bureau

At Support
Indianapolis — Like

most

large

of Cash

It was pointed out by the Better Business Bureau that such lotteries cost Indianapolis citizens an average of $20,000
a week.
Both the Marion county prosecutor and
the chief of Indianapolis police agreed that
the Better Business Bureau had reason for
complaint, but added that “public sentiment is against prosecution of Bingo

Games

Another

cities

throughout the United States, IndianapoLs
has been the victim of the lottery epidemic
which has been sweeping the country,
especially during the past two or three
years. Warnings are of no avail because
obviously a large percentage of the public likes to gamble in some form or another.
The Better Business Bureau has asked
the cooperation of religious and civic
groups in a drive to stamp out organized
gambling, lotteries and various cash games.

AARON

Broadside

Lobby

Service
U.

Chicago — The only theatre in the
S. with a government mail box.

That's the distinction of the
rick Theatre in the loop.
The

box

has

been

there

B&K
ever

Garsince

the Garrick Theatre building was erected, and when the theatre lobby was
rebuilt

some

of the box

was

"I'll bet

years

ago,

not

changed.

that's

the

best

the

position

lighted

box Uncle Sam has, says Sylvan
finger, the Garrick manager.

mail
Gold-

Chicago Educators
Hail Harvard Plan

game operators,” many of whom conduct
the lotteries for the benefit of benevolent and charitable institutions, and religious organizations and churches.
Officials of the Better Business Bureau
declared that Bingo games, chain letters,
selling schemes and gift enterprises operated by churches, lodges and other benevolent institutions are “just as illegal as
the lotteries conducted by professional

praised the
to recognize
and include
uate school

gamblers.”
Theatre Bank Nights and Bingo games
are part of the lottery epidemic that,
sweeping the country, has engulfed Indianapolis, according to the bureau. Officials of the bureau have asked for an
educated opinion to aid in breaking the

“I think such a course would find an
opportune place in our school of speech
and I intend taking the matter up with
the dean of the school next semester. I
think the motion picture is a desirable medium and form of art, and worthy of serious study. I hope the movement spreads.

rackets’ grip. They declared: Lotteries
conducted by a church or a lodge for
charitable causes are just as much a violation of the law as those conducted by
professionals for private gain, and when
upstanding citizens of the community, in
organizations commanding respect, resort
to this method of raising funds, they are
openly encouraging the professional, and
helping to break down law enforcement.

CAPA

Is Providing Boys

With Vacations
Chicago — A

noteworthy

—

Local

educators

this week

plan of Harvard University
motion pictures as a fine art
a study of films in the gradof design next fall.

Hailing the plan as a good one. President Walter Dill Scott of Northwestern
University said:

“There is no doubt that the motion picture industry has advanced greatly since
its inception, and can be classified along
with painting, sculpture and architecture
as well as drama.”
President Arthur

Cutts Willard of the

University of Illinois declared
step a fine idea.

Harvard’s

President Robert Maynard Hutchins of
the University of Chicago, in praising the
plan, said there was no question but that
motion pictures can be classified as a fine
art, along with drama, music and art.

at Camp
step

indeed

is

the current one by CAPA, in sending several boys to the YMCA camp, Camp Channing, Pullman, Mich.
This week eight boys, all children of
families in the industry, who otherwise
.might not be able to send the youngsters
to a camp, left under the sponsorship of
CAPA. And each week until the closing
of the camp, eight more youngsters will
go, with each group staying two weeks.
Every member of CAPA will be able to
select one worthy boy to make the trip.
The committee is headed by Herb Elisburg
of Essaness and includes Lou Abramson
and Joe Berenson.
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Chicago

Carey & Alexander Start
Construction at Attica
Attica,

Ind. — Work

on

the new

$40,000

theatre being constructed here by Carey
& Alexander of the Messner Theatre here
has begun. The company also operates
houses in Lebannon, Rockville, and Monticello. It is planned to have the house
opened by November 1. The new house
will be the firm’s ‘“A” theatre here.
Associated with Carey and Alexander
in the operation of the new house will be
Ted
ner. Pence, former manager of the Mess-

SAPERSTEIN

MAJOR portion of Aaron Saperstein's short but fruitful life was
devoted to the general uplift of the
motion picture industry of which he,
as head of Allied of Illinois, was so
much a part.
His competitors or "foes," as well as
his colleagues and associates, regarded him as first a man, highly principled, trustworthy and loyal.
Exemplary

of the

spirit in which

Saperstein was held in his community, is the following comment by John
Balaban, head of the extensive B&K
circuit:
"He had courage, character and integrity. No more can be said of any
man.

Even though he was on the opposite side of the fence, he was a very
constructive force in our industry. This
town

and

the industry as- a whole

Little more

need

be written

will

on the

fine person
that was Saperstein, other
miss him."
than he passed on in the midst of a
last duty for his organization.
GENE RICH.

Speculation in Desloge
Over Lead Belt Reports
Desloge,

Mo. — Report

that

the

Lead

Belt Amusement Co., controlled by Mr. and
Mrs. George Karsch, might invade this
town and open a theatre in opposition to
the New Grand Theatre, operated by R.
W. Corbin, is causing speculation in the
southeastern amusement circles as to
whether such a step, if taken, might not
lead to retaliatory moves in Farmington,
Flat River and Bonne Terre where the
Lead
tres. Belt Amusement Co. now has theaSome weeks ago Corbin announced plans
for the erection of a new theatre, with a
seating capacity of about 525 and to cost
approximately $25,000. Bruce F. Barnes,
Clayton, Mo., is the architect. Later it
was stated that the Frisina circuit, which
operates a number of theatres in southern Illinois, eastern Missouri and southeastern Iowa would be interested in the
new house with Corbin.
So with Frisina teamed

up with Corbin

the Karsch company, if it invades Desloge, would be facing strong opponents.
However, latest information is that an
understanding has been effected by all
parties concerned and open conflict will
be avoided.

An

Essaness
World

Chicago — The

Tiein on

Fair Promotions
Essaness

circuit is par-

ticipating in a promotional stunt that
choose two Chicago girls to represent
Windy City at the New York and
Francisco World’s Fairs next year.
The first eliminations were to be

will
the
San
held

Saturday at the West End Theatre, • with
several prizes being awarded in this preliminary competition.
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C H I C A CGI €> Vicedomini Observes Fifth
amusement

advertising

manager of the Daily News,
ing in Eagle River, Wis.

is vacation-

OWENS,

TONY

Hazel

Bradway,

cashier

at

the

Garrick, writes to the gang from Honolulu, where she is currently on her trip
around the world.

third

The

picnic

annual

o-

of the Pho

Carriers wi'l
Ad Art-Film
Advertising
playheld
be
next Sunday
afternoon at 24th and
Mannheim.
to attend.
HERE

and

More

than

150 are expected

GONE:

Harold Lloyd, here Sunday en route
to New York for the opening of his
picture, “Professor, Beware,” took time
out to cavort about Michigan Blvd.
and pose for publicity pictures perched
atop some light standards.
William

C. Gehring,

of Art ’ Theatre

Anniversary

BkK

Rip VanCooling
Winkle

Chicago— About five years ago, Joe
Vicedomini took over the management of

and

the World-Playhouse,

Roy Rogers, Republic’s new
boy star, was through here en

cowroute

to Hollywood, after personal appearances on Broadway. With him was
Bill Saal, assistant to Herbert Yates.

product hard to get and he offered several English productions. All clicked.
As time went on, the demand for such
product on the part of the mature film
fans

increased. Soon the World-Playhouse became somewhat of a Chicago institution. Its “loges” became famous, their
deep-cushioned, comfortable armchairs attracting a desirable clientele. Foreign
film distributors sought playdates.

public that air-conditioning as new “the
year I fell asleep ... 20 years ago."

Enlarge

Aurora, Ind. — Mr. and Mrs. Haney,
operators of the Milan Theatre, which has
been opened here only six weeks, plan to
enlarge the seating capacity shortly to
650 seats. Both of the Haneys have been
in the
hood.

theatrical

profession

since

on

so-called “arty” theatregoers something
to talk about. Later, Vicedomini found

They were prepared by Jimmy Savage under the direction of William K.
Hollander, advertising head of the circuit.
The first ad uses Rip Van Winkle as
the central figure and impresses on the

Haneys

theatre

The first picture, “Be Mine Tonight,”
with Jan Kiepura, was a hit and gave the

central division

sales manager for 20th Century-Fox,
was here this week conferring with
B&K and Great States executives on
the 1938-39 contracts.

a small

Michigan Ave., a half mile from the amusement center on Randolph St. At that time
it was freely predicted that it would prove
a losing venture.

Chicago — The first of a series of
three ads stressing cool, comfort B&K
theatres appeared this week. The ads
are institutional in copy and sell airconditioning in general at the B&K
theatres.

child-

Pictures played there for weeks: “Ecstasy,” 14 weeks, and “Mayerling,” “The
Unfinished Symphony,” “Cloistered,” “The
Wandering Jew,” and others, six weeks.
This week Vicedomini celebrates his fifth
anniversary as the operator, and a
ting climax is his offering of the

fittri-

lingual “Pearls of the Crown.”

White-Way Sign has fust finished installation of a new flasher sign on the
largest
United

upright sign in the city — on
Artists Theatre — for BkK.

the

Said Bill Hollander after returning Monday from that fishing trip with John Balaban: “I caught the sunburn and Mr. John
caught
The

TRADE
-

85

-

A

DIRECTORY

HANDY

GUIDE

FOR

THE

EXHIBITOR

—

-

the fish.”
Ritz Brothers

have

been

CHICAGO

set in for

a iveek’s personal appearance at the Chicago Theatre, the week of August 5, at
what is reputed to be top salary for any
act ever playing the Chicago . . . Which
reminds us that this year Martha Raye,
playing her first week at the Chicago, did
only four shows a day while last year she
did five and six shoivs daily to accommodate the crowds.
They’re calling George Rosenthal, chief
of service of the closed B&K Oriental, the
“hermit of Chicago.” He’s the lone eagle
around the theatre these days while it is
closed . . . Jack Rose and A1 Raymer swung
around the Indiana-Illinois circuit last
. . . Moe Koppelman, Universal office manager, is back from his vacation
. . . Bill Galligan, Esquire manager, has
gone east on his vacation. When he returns, Paul Hesse, his assistant, will take
his two weeks, vacationing in Wisconsin
. . . Peery Loeffler, Great States Quincy,
111., manager, is taking a trip to Alaska
and back . . . Jim Luntzel is back from a

ROADSHOW

I. FRANKLIN
distributing Soviet Films
All films have

Town,

Jim Gregory, the honeymooning half of
the Gregory Brothers circuit, who has been
abroad with his wife ever since last fall,
promises to be back July 23.
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831 So. Wabash — Chicago — Phone
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week
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QUY HANCOCK, RKO salesman, was
master of ceremonies at the stag party
given Friday in honor of Marc Wolf, recently married. The ladies of Variety,
wives of members, entertained Mrs. Wolf
at a chicken dinner at Hollyhock Inn.
Members of the club presented Wolf with
a radio-bar combination outfit.
Mrs. Roy Churchill and Roy jr. are
spending the summer in southern California. Roy Bair of the Bair circuit is returning here from his summer heme at
Bay View, Mich., next week to attend to
some business matters. Al Chew, United
Artists shipper, is vacationing in northern Indiana. Bob Cook of the ad sales
department at 20th Century-Fox branch,
is spending his vacation at Lake Wawasee, Ind., fishing.

Indianapolis Studying
Water Supply Sources
Indianapolis — Air-conditioning

and

the

water supply which makes it possible are
under investigation by several agencies
here, with the possibility that local methods may be thoroughly overhauled as a
result of the surveys.
Approximately 200 air-conditioning systems are in operation here, mostly in
downtown office buildings, restaurants and
theatres. With few exceptions, they all
use well water to carry off the heat.
The survey is being conducted by the
Indianapolis Water Co. to determine the
cause for a 10-degree increase in temperature of well water.
Most downtown wells are getting their
water from gravel beds at a depth of 100
to 125 feet.
One

C. E. Hatt, in charge of National Theatre Supply marquee and sign division,
is here on business.
James Green, operator of the Princeton and Roxy theatres, Princeton, Ind.,
has gone to Minnesota for several weeks
for his health. Green has been in poor
health for the past year.
Mark Margolis, local exhibitor, was
slightly injured in an automobile accident.
He was confined to the Methodist Hospital for several days. His condition is
not serious.
Joe Bohn, Big Feature Rights exchange,
is in Cincinnati, pinch-hitting on the
booking desk.
Carl Niesse, operator of the new Vogue
Theatre, is confined to his home with summer influenza.
Dan Cupid has entered the Paramount
branch. Betty Hind, secretary to E. J.
Barnard, manager, will become the wife
of Bob Stevens, Paramount booker, July
27; Ruby Meyrose, switchboard operator,
will marry J. Kenton Gardner, a local
druggist, August 27; Jean Summers, billing clerk, was secretly married to Joe Bisesi, June 25.
Eddie Jones, Paramount real estate official, spent several days here checking
improvements made on the branch building.
Lloyd Henrich, formerly of the Columbus, Ohio, Paramount branch, is now on
the local booking desk . . . Herman Morgan, Universal booker, is vacationing in
Minnesota.
Visitors on Filmrow: Roy Feltus, Bloomington; Ray Howard, Bloomington; Leonard Sowar, Muncie; Arthur Bennett, Muncie; Ray Brenner, Newcastle; George
Challis, Muncie, and Walter Easley,
Greensburg.

Cast in "Gunga

Hollywood — Joan

selected by RKO

Din"

has

been

for the feminine

Fontaine

lead

in “Gunga Din,” which stars Cary Grant,
Douglas Fairbanks jr„ and Victor McLaglen, and has Sam Jaffe in the title
role.
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explanation for the 10-degree increase is that water is being taken from
the ground faster than it comes in, with
the demand progressively farther ahead
of the supply, and a definite shortage the
eventual outcome.
State geologists report that the ground
water level is dropping throughout the
state, making it necessary to sink deeper
wells everywhere to continue to get water.
They have put down 90 test wells in different parts of the state to check on the
situation.
In the event of a shortage of well water
here, investigators said there are two
methods to continue air-conditioning systems in operation:
1. Revamp the systems to operate with
water of higher temperature.
2. Recirculate waste well water, which
would serve the double purpose of conserving the well supply and relieving the
load on city sewers.

ST.

LOUIS

JJARRY C. ARTHUR, Fanchon & Marco
vice-president and general manager, is
in town. Expects to be here about two
weeks.
A film showing Americans fighting with
the Loyalists of Spain will be shown at
the Municipal Auditorium the night of
July 15. Lieut. Robert Raven, who is said
to have been blinded by a grenade while
fighting with the Abraham Lincoln Brigade, will deliver an address in connection with the film.
Virgil Cady, who managed various neighborhood theatres here at odd times, is
now advertising manager
St. Louis Cafe.

for the Grand-

The Missouri State Fair at Sedalia, August 20-27, will prove tougher competition
than ever for the theatres in that town
and vicinity. The directors plan to present the most lavish entertainment program in the 38 years of the fair’s history.
Tom Ronan of Publix-Great States was
a visitor . . . Charley Ferris of Columbia’s sales staff has been ill the past
few weeks. Johnny Morphet, city sales
for Columbia, also reported ill, July 7.
“Red”
Filmrow,

Nelso, night watchman along
apparently is a real favorite of

Lady Luck. Several months ago, “Red”
reportedly had hit the Irish Sweepstakes
for “three grand.” The latest report on
his activities is that he recently won a
Chevrolet automobile at the annual picnic
of the Maplewood, Mo., firemen.
Max

Roth, Republic division sales manager, was along the Row . . . Cecil Mayberry, division sales manager for Monogram, was in Kansas City last week.

Recirculation is required now by ordinance in several large cities, a water company official said.
The situation is under consideration by
the Indianapolis air-conditioning council,
according to William Freiji, president.

Out-of-town exhibitors seen along Film row: Forrest Snyder and Caesar Burtt
of the Gasconade circuit; J. H. Hogue of
Metropolis, III.; Robert Cluster of Johnston
City, III.; Noah Bloomer of Belleville, III.;
D. O. Lanham of Shawneetown, III., and C.
Chandless of Eldorado, III.

B&K Oriental Reopening
Date as Yet Indefinite

Harold W. “Chick” Evens, manager of
Loew’s Theatre and chief barker of the St.
Louis Variety Club, and Mrs. Evens are
vacationing in the vicinity of Horsehead.
near Grand Rapids, Mich.

Chicago — It was

said

at the

B&K

of-

fices this week that no definite reopening
date has been set as yet on the Oriental
Theatre. The house has been closed for
several weeks due to lack of product and
general business conditions.
No one would venture what type of programs will be offered once the house is
reopened.

Jesse E. Grimm
Darlington,

Wis. — Jesse

E. Grimm,

66,

until his retirement in 1930 manager of
the Orpheum Theatre here, died at his
home here July 1. Before coming to Darlington in 1923, Mr. Grimm engaged in the
theatre business in various towns in Iowa.
He sold his Orpheum here to Harry Ellis.
It has since been renamed the Town Theatre. Mr. Grimm is survived by his wife,
a daughter, three brothers and two sisters.

Miner Amusement
Chippewa
Chippewa

Falls,

Opens

Falls House
Wis. — The

new

730-

seat Falls Theatre was opened here July
6 by the Miner Amusement Co. The house
is equipped with a “Kooler-Aire” system,
Ultraphonic sound system and canopy and
electric sign designed and erected by the
Collins Canopy Co., Minneapolis.
The boxoffice is so constructed that
tickets may be purchased from the lobby
or outside. The auditorium has eight
loges at its rear equipped with “Rock-afella” chairs and is lighted by indirect
neon.
The

new

house, managed

by Henry

C.

Anderson, is equipped with double and single head phones for hard-of-hearing.
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NORTHWEST ALLIED ASSAILS 20TH-FOX FOR
ALLEGEDLY RESELLING FOUR ON NEW LIST
Distributor Charged With
Evasion of Delivery

Forming
Omaha — An
nected with the

On '37-#38 Pact
Minneapolis — Allied Theatre

Owners

the Northwest, in its bulletin of July 7,
takes 20th Century-Fox to task for allegedly promising four pictures on the current schedule and now reputedly selling
them again as part of the 1938-39 lineup.
The quartet includes “Alexander’s Ragtime Band,” “Hudson Bay Company,”
“Jesse James” and “Mother Knows Best.”
“According to 20th-Fox advance sales
talks last year,” the bulletin reads, “these
four pictures were to be delivered on the
’37-’38 contract as you customers of Fox
well know, but for some unknown reason
these pictures have not and will not be
delivered and are now being resold to those
of you who bought them last year (or
thought you did) and being placed in a
special top allocation bracket by the local
20th-Fox exchange under the direction
of Mr. Moe Levy, recognized district and
local exchange manager.”
Further on the bulletin continues, “Nevertheless, you, as a customer of 20th~Fox,
have a perfect right to insist that these
four pictures be delivered to you under
your 1937-38 contract and if any attempt
is made to resell them to you in a special bracket just hand a copy of this letter
(meaning the bulletin) to the salesman
and tell him to read it and then ascertain from Mr. Levy whether he had instructions to sell this way or whether it
really is a broken promise. You are entitled to know this so you will know how
to deal with 20th Century-Fox in the
future.

A

prominent
The

;

Omaha

business

anti-censorship

man

is pushing

organization,

expected

Tri-States

" Blockade ” Run
Omaha — Tri-States

Theatre

Corp.

is in

a quandary over scheduled showing of
“Blockade” at Omaha Theatre after letters and calls, some voicing protest and
others approving the film, flooded theatre
offices.
Evert R. Cummings, district manager
for Tri-States, told Boxoffice he is undecided whether to cancel the picture or
to show it at a later date, D. V. McLucas, Omaha exchange manager for
United Artists, is attempting to get protests lifted.
Picture was originally booked for July 7
at Omaha Theatre and was then pushed
to July 14 when protest letters started
pouring into office. Fight against Omaha
showing of film was led by Catholic newspaper, True Voice, and resolution of protest was adopted by Omaha Council,
Knights of Columbus.
Resolution said both sides in the Spanish
war recognized picture as Leftist propaganda. The resolution also called the

“Therefore, our suggestion is that you
buy no product from any company until
you have been definitely advised whether

buyers’ strike, was openly indignant at
the attitude of Northwest Allied in “picktion. ing on” the company without justifica-

you are going to get ‘Alexander’s Ragtime
Band,’ ‘Hudson Bay Company,’ ‘Jesse
James,’ and ‘Mother Knows Best’ under
your 1937-’38 contract.”

Displaying voluminous literature, standard contracts and sales prospectuses for
the current as well as approaching season, this executive stated:

York — Answering

the

Allied

of

Northwest bulletin, a 20th Century-Fox
sales official told Boxoffice that “we are
not reselling anything. We did not announce for release this season the four
pictures mentioned.”
A 20th Century-Fox

sales executive,

organization
to be

not

of the proposed

set in motion

in Quandary

film “un-American and anti-Catholic.”
Charles J. McDonald, grand knight of

"Not Reselling Anything"

citizens

con-

within

group.
a

week,

hopes to offer resistance to "pressure groups" and the city welfare board. The
group also will investigate action of various city officials who have succeeded in
banning films without public hearings.

“In the meantime, we would not purchase any Fox product until this controversy is satisfactorily settled, neither would
we purchase from any other company
that might have a tendency to keep 20th
Century-Fox out of your theatre, for if
20th Century-Fox does keep their promises and does keep faith with their customers, they are entitled to your business.

New

Group

The group probably will get considerable publicity from Film Critic Keith Wilson
Omaha
World-Herald, since both are believed to favor anti-censorship ideas.

and

of

Anti-Censorship

anti-censorship organization, made up of private
theatre business, is being formed here.

who

was

admittedly mindful of the circumstances surrounding the Paramount

“Nowhere do we promise pictures by
title. We sell by groups, so many A’s,
B’s and so on. When a deal is signed
for our K-6 (1938-’39) program it means
the exhibitor has contracted for that season’s entire output. I don’t know how they
(Allied) happened to pick on those four
pictures. We reserve the right to change
titles and perhaps that is where the con-

Over

After Protests

Omaha

KC

group, told Boxoffice his organization is not asking the picture not
be shown. “We merely want it to be
shown for what it is — a propaganda film,”
he said.
“If we find picture is propaganda film,
we will not play it,” said Cummings. “If
we are convinced it is not propaganda we
will
show itofsoon.”
Approval
film was given by Omaha
YWCA and several peace groups in the
city. Omaha Theatre booked in another
bill pending outcome of controversy.
Assailed
Kansas

City — The

in Kaycee
diocesan

union

of

the Holy Name Society of Kansas City
this week adopted a resolution protesting
the showing of “Blockade,” asserting that
the film is Communistic propaganda. John
Rattner, spokesman for the society, said
the protest was founded upon reviews by
critics in New York and from the Catholic press. The film is playing at the
Loew’s Midland this week.
fusion comes

in. I personally have besn

hearing about ‘Hudson Bay Company’ for
the past few years, but I see that we are
just getting around to it. I hardly recall
ever hearing about ‘Mother Knows Best,’
except that it was one of the first seven
talking pictures this company released.”
On a release schedule running from
August 5 to December 23, the company
lists two of the disputed pictures. “Alexander’s Ragtime Band” is down for August
19 release and “Jesse James,” Dec. 23.
Asserting that when the company’s sales
staff gathered for its 1937-’38 convention
there was no mention made of “In Old
Chicago,” this executive qualified S. R.
Kent’s declaration by stating that “we
threw the picture in even though we did
not promise it.”
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"WINGS" SPLIT DEAL HAS LITTLE OPPOSITION
A Drive Against
" Dog Days "
Kansas City — The 20th Century-Fox
advertising department has a neat idea
for promoting business during the “dog
days." A board with pictures of film
stars is on display; in the center is
this message: "Increase your popcorn
sales by giving a photo of a movie
star with each sale." The photos
$3 per thousand, and exhibitors
using

the

plan

are
are

successfully.

Court Stops Dryer
Using 'Baby' Title
Minneapolis — Harry

Dryer,

local

film

man, has been enjoined temporarily from
using the title “A Baby Is Born” for a
short subject which he has been distributing in the territory.
The temporary injunction was granted
by the district court here to Special Pictures, distributors of ‘‘Birth of a Baby”
which claimed infringement.
Hearing on the application for a permanent injunction was set for next September. The court required Special Pictures to post a $3,000 bond to protect
Dryer in case he eventually is victorious
and can show damages sustained.
Another suit involving “A Baby Is Born”
is under the court’s advisement in Iowa.
The Iowa distributor of the short is seeking damages from Special Pictures for inducing an exhibitor to cancel it on the
alleged misrepresentation that the defendant had an injunction restraining its
exhibition.

Sound

and Color Films

Were
Kansas

Reality in 1911

City — Sound

and

color pictures

were an actuality as early as 1911.
Although not commercially successful
until many years later, methods of producing sound with pictures by use of the
phonograph, synchronized with film, and
of creating colored moving images both are
described in detail in The Cyclopedia of
Motion Picture Work, published by the
American Technical Society in Chicago, in
1911. Dr. David Hulfish was editor of
the two volumes, and wrote the section
on ‘‘Talking Pictures” and the one on
“Colormotography.” The book contains a
picture of a sound stage in use.
The two volumes were picked up last
week in a second-hand book shop here by
O. K. Bourgeois of Atlantic Pictures, who
has one of the largest collections of motion picture books in the country.
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Skirball Defines
Business

Majority in Northwest Said
To Sign Despite Plea
By A1 Steffes
Minneapolis — For the third time, 50 per

cent is being demanded

for a picture in

the territory. On the heels of “Snow
White” and “Birth of a Baby,” which*
demanded and received this split outside
the Twin Cities the past season, Paramount includes “Wings” as a 50 per cent
picture in its 1938-’39 contract.
What’s more, despite the plea by W. A.
Steffes, president of Northwest Allied, that
independents refrain from buying for the
present and the organization’s blast against
all percentage deals, Paramount has encountered little opposition or resistance
from independent theatre owners outside
the Twin Cities to the 50 per cent picture.
Most of the Paramount deals, however,
are said to have been closed before Steffes
sent out a bulletin to all independents in
the territory advising against buying and
before the recent convention when Northwest Allied decided to delay buying and
went on record against all percentage
deals and to demand a reduction of at
least 25 per cent in rentals.
Others

Claim

Deals

Ahead

In spite of the convention action, Paramount and other major distributors here
claim to be ahead of the corresponding
period a year ago in new-season product
sales and at least two of the companies,
20th-Fox and Universal, assert they’ve
made some Twin City deals.
Moe Levy, 20th-Fox district manager,
says his company is well ahead of the
same time in 1937. Several deals already
have been made with “important” Twin
City independent accounts and several
more are pending, he declares. TwentiethFox is giving exhibitors the option of percentages or straight rentals and the Twin
City deals have not included any percentages, says Levy.
With five Twin City 1938-39 deals already sold, Universal is 20 contracts ahead
of the corresponding period a year ago,
according to Frank Mantzke, branch manager.
United Artists will sell no deals except
on percentage. It has not attempted to
do any business with Twin City independents yet, Ralph Cramblet, branch manager says, but has been going along nicely
outside Minneapolis and St. Paul.
M-G-M also claims to be ahead of last
year, but has not approached Twin City
accounts yet. It is demanding percentage
for some of its pictures.
RKO has had fine sales results and is
far ahead of 1937-’38, L. E. Goldhammer,
branch manager, asserts. Twin City accounts haven’t been solicited yet, he says.
The militant Twin City independents,
members of Northwest Allied, are blaming
the “Snow

White” influence for the “effrontery” of Paramount in asking 50 per
cent for a picture.

Omaha
Harry

—

Speaking

Skirball

about

tells

this

business,

one

about

“Birth ol a Baby" at Burt, la., a town
ol 586 population.
In the four nights the picture was
shown
016

at the Burt

persons

theatre
nights
That,

grossed
than
says

house,

saw

a

total of 2,-

the

picture

more

in

in an

average

Skirball,

and

those

the
four

month.

is business!

Iowa in Bloomfield
Opened bg Rehfield
Bloomfield,

Ia. — The

new

Iowa

Thea-

tre here, managed by Henry E. Rehfield,
has been opened. The theatre boasts of
many improvements, including new seats,
new sound equipment, and a new airconditioning unit.
A new tiled lobby with ticket office and
a richly carpeted foyer, men and women’s
restrooms, a “cry” room where mothers
may take their youngsters and still witness the show, and a neon-lighted canopy
also have been added.
Among the visiting film executives from
Des Moines who witnessed the opening of
the theatre were: D. C. Kennedy, manager of the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer office;
A. F. Reigelman, representing 20th Century-Fox; Tom McKean,

Paramount;

J.

M. Beatty, Warner Bros. -First National,
and R. F. Faulds, Des Moines Theatre
Supply Co.
Rehfield was first known here 10 years
ago as manager of the old Iowa Theatre.
He is a veteran showman, having been engaged in the operation of theatres for 27
years.

Lindstrom

Goes to Texas

For " Work

Kansas

Night " Plan

City — O. T. Lindstrom,

who

has

been in the film business for a number
of years, has taken over distribution of
“Work Night,” a theatre plan for relief
of unemployment through the hiring of
goodwill ambassadors, in Texas, with
headquarters in Dallas. He has formed
the Lin-Warren Co. for the purpose.
“Work Night,” developed by Howard
White of Kansas City, is spreading gradually and steadily. A number of towns
in the Denver district are using it; Nebraska has many who have found it successful, including C. M. Peterson of Genoa,
Neb., who started it a fortnight ago. Fox
Midwest has added it recently in Excelsior Springs, Lexington, the Madrid in
Kansas City, and several other spots.
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K A Y C IE IE Minnesota Circuit Shaping
"JJI-HO,
hi-ho, many
its off
to fun wepaddle
go,”
as a great
Fiimrowers
off to various parts of the country for
their vacations: J. Walter Shreve, manager of the National Theatre Supply Co.,
to Oklahoma and the farm . . . Ralph
Scherzer, booker for Grand National, who
promised (threatened) to bring back from
the Ozarks enough fish to feed everyone
on Filmrow . . . Mabel Fisk is pinch-hitting for him . . . George Friedel, 20th
Century-Fox, off to be a hillbilly and a
fisherman in the Ozarks along the Current
River . . . Virginia Gaylord, RepublicMidwest, to somewhere . . . Also Dale
Havelone, manager of the Madrid, to Chicago; Harold Hume and Chester Hylton,
bookers at Fox Midwest and M. E. Anderson, Paramount booker . . . J. D. Chaffin, manager of the Howard, Arkansas
City, Kas., is leaving next week for California to spend his vacation.
In town: Robert Shelton, mayor of
Warrensburg, Mo.; E. G. Worley, Browning, Mo.; A. J. Simmons, Lamar, Mo.; Bill
Wagner, with Mrs. Wagner and their
daughter, Independence, Kas.; Elmer Bills,
Salisbury, Mo.; Mr. and Mrs. John Brandt,
Oregon and Forrest City, Mo.; Ed Marsh,
Strand, Eskridge, Kas.; Homer Garber,
Baxter Springs, Kas.; Walt Talbot, Rogers, Ark.; Spencer Hays, manager, Lee,
Lees Summit, Mo.; Stan Schwan, Lawrence, Kas.; Harry Tee, Hamilton, Mo.
Charley Siebenthaler of the Independent
Poster Exchange is recovering from an appendectomy at St. Luke’s.
Royal

Cowger, operator of Tom Edward’s Ozark Theatre, Eldon, Mo., was
operated on for acute appendicitis early
this week in the St. Mary’s Hospital, Jefferson City, Mo.
Cinema Club, Reel No. 1, had its second “annual” picnic at Swope Park the
other night. Harry Biederman of the Isis
was in charge of arrangements.
Jack Goldhar, district manager of UA,
was on the Row two days early this week.
Walt Lambader, Metro booker, stood
fourth among Metro bookers nationally in
eight-months cumulative score when the
standings were published last week. If
he maintains the position for a full 12
months,
salary.

it means

an

extra

fortnight’s

Up

Grand

Minneapolis — Awaiting

closing

After operating
Ft. Leavenworth,
Simons will close
month when the

the
Kas.,
the
new

YMCA movie at
13 years, E. G.
house early next
theatre is com-

pleted by the war department' there.
Simons operated 11 years at Galveston, the
same sort of theatre, before going to
Leavenworth.
Leo Finkelstein of the Keystone Press,
returned this week from a trip to New
York.
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the

lease for a protracted period, work finally
has started on remodeling and improving the Grand Theatre, Minnesota Amusement’s loop house which has been closed
for several years and which will replace
the circuit’s 4,200-seat Minnesota
atre as a downtown first-run house.

The-

Cost

of the project will be approximately $50,000, according to L. J. Ludwig,
assistant general manager of the Minnesota Amusement Co. who is in charge
during the absence of John J. Friedl in
the east.
New seats and sound equipment and an
air-cooling system will be installed. The
theatre also will be completely redecorated
and improved in other ways.
It had been hoped to open
on Labor Day, but present
are that it will take at least
complete the improvements.
The house will seat about

the theatre
calculations
ten weeks to
1,100.

Reports were in circulation in local show
circles that the Minnesota Amusement
Co. had been permitted to relinquish its
Minnesota Theatre lease immediately on
payment

of $30,000 cash and that a combination of Minneapolis and outside interests were dickering to take over the
house for a policy of vaudeville and firstrun films at 25-cent top admission.
However, Ludwig emphatically denies
that the circuit has given up the house or
plans to do so until the expiration of its
lease.
“Our lease runs until Jan. 31, 1939, and
we will have the Minnesota Theatre until
that time,” said Ludwig.
The circuit recently closed three neighborhood houses here for the summer because of bad business, but no other closings and no admission price reductions
are contemplated, aside from the recent
one at the State here from 55 cents to
40 cents, according to Ludwig.
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DIRECTORY

A HANDY

GUIDE

FOR

KANSAS
EQUIPMENT

AND

A. A. Electric Machinery
Ernest Amoneno,
1117 Cherry
Great

St.
Western

817 Holmes

Phone'

1804 Wyandotte

Southwest
309 West

Theatre

Douglas

Phones

Mgr
“Service

Co.

GRand

Equipment

0134

Co., Inc.

Wichita,
Phone

Kas.

Manufacturing — Engineering — Installation

ASSOCIATIONS

Theatre

Owners

Association

1214 Brush Creek Roa.d — VAlentine 2770
E. E. Webber jr., Pres. John Wolfberg, Sec.

128 W.

18th St. —

2-4012—2-4115

As Near

As Your

Telephone”

SCREEN

PUBLICITY

Alexander

Film Company

Motion

Harrison

Picture Advertising

239 East 72nd Terrace
Phone: Hlland 2694

TICKET

REGISTER

4825

R. R. Biechele, Sec.-Treas.

SERVICE

Gold Seal — Simplex Model "H"
Factory Mechanics —
Genuine Parts Used
Loaner Service Machines Supplied
GENERAL
1018

South

REGISTER
Wabash

SOUND

CORPORATION

Avenue

—

Chicago

SERVICE

K. C. SOUND

K. M. T. A.

John Staple, Pres.

Service

Building

E. L. Harris, Dist. Mgr., Mo., Kan., Neb., Iowa

2-2153

National Air Conditioning and
Engineering Corp.
VI. 3535
109 W
18th St — Kansas Citv Mo

Independent

Theatre

St. Joseph, Mo.

Co.

AIR CONDITIONING

EXHIBITOR

Installation, and

St.

Phone:

Ave.

System
Orpheum

Victor 8796

Equipment

C. H. Badger, Mgr.

wlw-w.-.-;

C.
R. NEER
BUTLER
ENGI

ENGINEER
SOUND
Sound

Stage Equipment

Theatre

EXHIBITOR

CITY

Co.

Mgr.

St.
T. L. Greening.
Phone: Victor 9078

Stebbins

THE

SUPPLES

C. D. Peck, Mgr.

E. L. Alperson, president of Grand National, spent Monday here with Russ Borg,
branch manager for the company. Alperson flew in from the east. He was on his
way to the West Coast.

of

at Minneapolis

SERVICE

Syncrofilm Sound Equipment and Service
W. L.
126 W. 18th St.
W. P.
Norris
HA 4783
Humston
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KMTA

Saves

Area
Kansas

City — Over

Trade in Kaycee

20 % in Insurance
70 exhibitors

in Kan-

sas City and its trade territory are saving
an average of 20 per cent a year on insurance premiums through the KansasMissouri Theatres Ass’n. About four
years ago the association arranged for a
group insurance plan under which the 20
per cent savings are possible. Since that
time the number participating has grown
steadily, and an additional saving of five
per cent on public liability was effected
after the group passed the 50 mark.
The substantial benefit accruing to
members of the association from this one
phase of the association’s activity is indicated in the following figures by Finton
Jones of the Travelers, who handles the
program of KMTA.
The average exhibitor will pay from $200
to $250 a year in premiums where he
doesn’t own his own building; if he owns
the building, another $350 to $500 in
premiums per year must be added. The
exhibitor who leases is being saved from
$40 to $50 a year; the exhibitor who is
his own landlord is saving from $110 to
$150 a year. Predicating that half of
those under the group plan own their
buildings, and half do not, the insurers
under the plan save a total of more than
$6,000 annually.
Risks insured under the KMTA schedule include public liability, fire, burglary,
and employes’ bonds. About 70 are participating on liability, about 50 on fire and
employes’ bonds, and about 25 on burglary,
according to Jones. The saving on liability is 25 per cent; on employes’ bonds, 15
per cent.
Advance

Buying

Economical

In addition to these savings, the exhibitor can also save by purchasing insurance
for 3 or 5 years, even though he should
finance the payments and discharge hijs
premium obligations once a year, as under
the old method. The savings run from
16 to 20 per cent in these circumstances.
Another benefit of the KMTA arrangement is the service which frequently results in other substantial savings. While
any exhibitor could get service from his
own agent if he asked for it, he seldom
bothers or thinks to do so, and, as a result, frequently pays more premiums than
he should. Jones sees to it that the theatre is checked for credits in the rate.
For instance, most theatres are not covered if fire breaks out in the booth. This
is especially true in the smaller cities and
towns. All the exhibitor has to do is have
his agent insert a rider in the policy, which
costs him

nothing.

If he

doesn’t, and

BOB STEELE
WESTERNS
ATLANTIC
115 W. 18th St.
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PICTURES
Kansas

City, Mo.

Tom

Edwards

Cost

Nebraska Heat Hits
Hard Spencer Tracy

Reports
Omaha

— M-G-M’s

here to make
Kansas

City — From

our downstate

respondent, Tom Edwards

cor-

of Eldon, Mo.:

“My wife jumped all over me this morning because one of our neighbors was out
early spading his garden, and we don’t
have one. I did, a little investigating and
found he was only digging for fishing
worms, so everything is again hunky dory
“Speaking of
told me that the
could be sadder
country” would

Eldon
only
than
be a

girls, one of them
thing she knew that
“a man without a
“country without a

“With these large hats now in vogue,
they are quite a nuisance for people to
man.”
see
over, under, or around in the show.
However, I wish to spare ELDERLY ladies
any inconvenience, so they only are invited to keep their hats on.” (Tom is
having no more trouble from this score).
Tom is off to Idaho to see his mother.

there is a bad fire that originates in the
booth, the insurance company can deny
liability under its contract.

“Boys

Town”

unit,

location shots at Father

Flanagan’s boys’ home west of Omaha,
returned to Hollywood last week.
Spencer Tracy, who plays the role of
Father Flanagan in the picture, which will
dramatize the city of 275 boys with their
own police department, mayor, council
and postoffice, was forced to return to the
west coast earlier than the rest of the
heat.
unit due to illness caused by Omaha’s
The

unit also included Mickey

Rooney,

Producer John Considine, Director Norman Taurog, Cameraman Sid Wagner and
about 50 boy actors and technicians. The
Omaha World-Herald had a bit of fun at
Tracy’s expense when they ran the following editorial under the headline, “Hollywood He-Man.”
“Frankly
we are pretty worried about
the safety and welfare of Spencer Tracy,
chased out of Omaha by 100 degrees of
Nebraska weather. It would be tragic indeed if a touch of summer should lay low
that matchless exemplar of fortitude, that
rugged personification of nerve, that curheaded hero who can die by inches and
likely it.
“Remember

how you saw him cut in two

Frequently enough, the exhibitor does
not carry insurance on film in his possession, though he is liable for it during that
period. A good print costs from four to six
cents a foot to replace, and if the theatre
man burns up a couple of 2,000-foot reels,
he is going to be out of pocket around $80
or $90.

sandbags in ‘Test Pilot,’ and taking it like
the Spartan boy who let the fox eat his
innards out, meeting the end with a courage that was magnificent, an indifference
to pain that was superb. There, we said,
in our hearts, is a guy who can take it.

A good many exhibitors have completed
the payments on their equipment. When
they do, and service stops, the service or
equipment company ceases to carry the
insurance. Many exhibitors neglect to replace the coverage.

They simply couldn’t break too tough for
Mr. Tracy. He eats pain for breakfast
and takes agony to bed with him at night.
Suffering? Bah, he lives on it.
“Quite obviously Old Man Temperature
got him on a foul. It sneaked over a kid-

Monthly

Questionnaire

In order to keep exhibitors alive to the
constantly changing and constantly important problem of insurance protection,
Jones each month sends to those participating in the KMTA plan a series of insurance questions. Enclosed with the
questions are answers to the questions
sent the preceding month.
For instance:
“1. You have an auto liability policy
with $10,000-$20,000 limits. An accident,
besides two $10,000 verdicts against you,
involves these expenses: $200 for investigations; $1,300 for court costs; premiums on
appeal bonds; interest on judgments, and
$100 for immediate surgical relief of victims at time of the accident. How much
money, if any must you pay out yourself:
$1,600. $100. $300. $200. None?”
The answer is none.
“2. Of the following directions of travel of cars in accidents, which one annually causes 12 times more injuries than its
next competitor? Car parked or standing still. Slowing down or stopping. Going straight. Turning right. Turning

by a steel cable in ‘Captains Courageous,’
crushed under an avalanche of shifting

ney punch on him when he wasn’t looking, didn’t give him a chance ever to get
set. Otherwise, he would have shown
Mickey Rooney and little Bobs Watson how
to handle Nebraska weather and enjoy it.
“We trust a few days’ sanctuary will
fetch him around all right. There must
be a lot of the synthetic hardihood of
Hollywood

in the old boy yet.”

left. Backing. Skidding.”
The answer is “going straight (due to
speed: turning left is second).”
Perhaps there is a notation of this kind
on the question list:
“Please Note — Valances and awnings are
not covered under your supplemental contract policy unless by special endorsement
and a charge made at the rate of $2.08 for
each $100 of protection.”
The questions and answers have
tracted a lot of exhibitor comment.
Change
Wausa,

at-

at Wausa

Neb. — Mrs.

Mary

Gropper

has

turned over the 350-seat Empress Theatre to her son-in-law, P. A. Larson.
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" Birth of a Baby" Creates
Omaha Censor Problem
Omaha — “Birth

of a Baby,”

showing

at

the Brandeis Theatre, probably has created more questions involving censorship
pro and con than any other film ever to
show in Omaha.
The picture originally was approved by
the city welfare board, composed of five
private citizens, with two not voting.
Mayor Dan Butler banned the picture until
all five members voted on a second ballot
and again approved the picture.
Restrictions of showing, however, were
that only persons over 18 years old were
admitted and the actual birth scene was
to be dimmed. These regulations have
been followed closely by Manager Will
Singer and Harry Skirball, who is handling picture in this territory.
After first showing, theatre had several
wives under 18 years old ask to see the
picture. The board approved their seeing
film. Hundreds of requests from mothers
asking permission to have their children
see the picture have been turned down, due
to the board’s ruling.

Outdoor Events Denting
Omaha Theatre Grosses
Omaha — Exhibitors

here

report

grosses

on Saturdays and Sundays, usually the
best days of week, are suffering badly
from competition of sports events and
outdoor entertainment features.
Typical of the situation was a recent
Sunday when one baseball game drew
12,000 persons, other baseball games
throughout the city drew another 10,000,
a Soap Box Derby pulled 6,000 from the
boxoffices, an auto circus at Ak-Sar-Ben
field drew 6,500 and a flooded area on
the Missouri river drew still another 5,000.
With exception of the circus, all events
were free. That, exhibitors said, is competition!

Minneapolis Theatres Fail to
Follow Princess Dual Lead
Minneapolis — A

fortnight

Independent
office

Seven

Minneapolis — For

Reissues

its semi-annual

“Re-

quest Week” Pantages Theatre, changing
its offering nightly, showed “Of Human
Bondage,” “Piccadilly Jim,” “Naughty
Marietta,” “Smiling Through,” “Wings of
the Morning,” “Kid Galahad” and “Looking for Trouble.”

Four Book

Omaha — Sol J. Francis

"Sheik"
of American

Dis-

tributing Corp. reports bookings of “Son
of the Sheik” for Broadway Theatre,
Council Bluffs, la.; Iowana Theatre, Red
Oak, la.; Empress Theatre, Malvern, la.,
and Gem Theatre at Glenwood, la.

Partners Redecorate
Omaha — The

Garden

Theatre,

operated

by Mrs. Blanche Snyder and Bill Jean,
is being redecorated. New drapes and
screen is being installed by Western Theatre Supply Co.
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passed

exhibitors queried by Box-

expressed

regret

that the Princess

had seen fit to double feature. They were
fearful tha,t the policy might spread. But
they all declared they would not adopt
the twin bills unless “others” did likewise
and they were “forced” to it.
The Minnesota Amusement Co. also
viewed the action of the Princess with
“alarm.” It will watch developments and
determine the public’s reaction and effects
on its own business, circuit officials indicated, before deciding its own course.
President W. A. Steffes of Northwest
Allied States contacted W. L. Hamilton
to learn “what it’s all about.” He was
told that the Princess “would discontinue

stimulant. The peculiar situation consists
of being located not far distant from
Gateway dime grind houses that double
feature. Moreover, he must follow all
competing independent neighborhood
houses within a several-mile radius under
present clearance schedules. His admission is 20 cents.
However, the fact remains that Twin
City independents, members of Northwest
Allied States, had agreed more than two
years ago that they w.ould refrain from
double featuring and that this is the first
instance of the traces being kicked over.
The agreement followed action by the
Minnesota Amusement Co. in installing
dual bills in two downtown houses in each
of the Twin Cities.
Most of the Minneapolis neighborhood
houses are holding cash awards and other
gift nights. Some even have held “Screeno”
and given dishes away with major pictures
much to the annoyance of some of their
more conservative opposition.

the policy after 60 days.”
Hamilton justified his course of action

There has been squawking, too, because
the Minnesota Amusement Co. last week

on the “ground” that he has “a peculiar
situation” badly in need of a summer

had a Jane Withers picture, “Rascals,”
on a double bill with “Swiss Miss.”

Jennie
■^^HAT
is Bill hats?
Foley going
to seems
do withthat
all
the ladies’
... It
Bill took a girl to the Omaha Variety
Club last week and she lost her hat. Next
day Bill looked for the hat at club headquarters, but it had disappeared, so Bill
started squawking in the best Foley manner . . . Wives of club members got together a lot of old hats and sent them to
Bill Bill
by special
on
Foley! messenger

Shows

has

without any other Twin City circuit or
independent houses following the lead of
the Princess, 1,000-seat independent neighborhood theatre here, in going to double
features. Hope is being expressed that
the policy will not spread after all.

... So it’s a hat

Sophie Volkert is on her vacation . . .
May Westerman is back from a fishing
trip ... Ed Youtz, the Row’s young attorney, went to the lakes . . . Eddie Alperson. Grand National president, was in
Omaha visiting relatives. He was en route
to the west coast . . . Evelyn Elseman,
M-G-M cashier, went to Chicago on vacation.
The temperature was above the 100
mark but the following exhibitors were
undaunted: Mr. and Mrs. Ed Kugel, Holstein, la.; John McQuistan, Bloomfield,
Neb.; Mort Troxell, Wilbur, Neb.; Mr. and
Mrs. Ray Brown, Harlan, la.; Mike Smith
of St. Louis, who books film for army
forts in this area; A. W. Lathrop, Manilla, la.
John Quinlan escaped serious injury
when he fell down a 15- foot ledge while
in the mountains. Another drop would have
meant 3,000 feet . . . Bill Burke, RKO
traveling auditor, stopped here on his way
to Sioux Falls . . . Ruth Cogley is among
the lucky vacationists . . . Faye Honey of
Tecumseh, Neb., was on the Row.

Stokes

went

to Denver

.

.

.

Omaha’s GN exchange is in first place in
the company’s eight-week drive. If they
win it would mean $1,000 split in the
Omaha exchange . . . Brandeis Theatre
contributed 50 ducats for heat winners in
the Omaha Soap Box Derby. The funny
angle is that the derby kept people away
from the boxoffice that day! . . . Harry
Skirball is here handling
Baby” in this territory.

"Birth

of a

Norm Nielsen is fishing in Minnesota
. . Bessie Halstead is at a dude ranch
at Saddle Strings, Wyo. . . . Hazel McLaughlin is in Denver on her vacation . . .
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Stahl were guests of
Exhibitor Dick Kehrberg of Sheldon, la.,
at Kehrberg cottage at the lakes . . . Jimmie Peterson is vacationing .
Jack Lamont made a flying trip by auto
to Los Angeles. Left here Saturday at
4 a. m., arrived in L. A. Sunday at 11 p. m.
Left L. A. following Friday at 6 p. m. and
was back in Omaha on Sunday at 6 p. m.
. . . Who is this fellow Howard Hughes,
asks Jack.
Exchanges now on five-day week include 20th-Fox, Warner, M-G-M and Paramount. Skeleton staffs will be maintained on Saturdays and other branches
are expected to follow suit . . . Oscar
Peck, Omaha Theatre assistant manager,
is on the vacation list . . . The pingpong tourney for a Boxoffice subscription is progressing rapidly at the Omaha.
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More

Like

II I N CO

a Girl's Town

IL N

QEORGE rado forF.theMONROE
be in setting
Colonext two will
months
“Birth of a Baby”

with the small towns

and independents . . . Howard Federer’s
being missing so much from theatre Row
last week was on account of that girl from
Chicago, so tis said . . . Mrs. Bob Livingston gets the willies at a circus, especially
when the elephants start doing tricks . . .
Little Jack Little, the orchestra leader,
says he’s thinking quite seriously of taking
about three months off for the first vacation away from his piano in 14 years.
Bob Huffman got the money for two
personal appearances for Mickey Rooney,
although Rooney only appeared once.
Youngster failed to show up the first night,
but did on the second date. Both houses
were full . . . John Cherry arranged for a
free ice cream and cake giveaway in the
Stuart lobby, and then ate most of it himself . . . Eddie Vaughn has been of the
opinion lately he’d like some Colorado
weather, after having his first real taste
of Nebraska at 102 degrees.
Hagenbeck-Wallace circus here brought
two Lincoln boys, now circus men, back to
town. One is Buck Reger and the other,
Ralph Clawson . . . Plaudits to Keith

Mickey Rooney is ready to agree that Omaha is a girls’ town —
and what girls! They’re M-G-M girls in the picture above
and they work for Harry Shumow, manager of the Omaha
branch. They posed with Mickey especially for the M-G-M
house organ between scenes of “Boys’ Town,” being made
there. From left to right: Mary Lyon, Viola Richer son, Florence Whitebook, Jane Stamm, Mickey Rooney, Hazel Anderson and Ethel Blesh.

Westerns
RALPH BRANTON went into New
York City last Sunday night. J. J.
Deitch flew to New York Monday.
Q

Central States Theatre

Corp. is having

a siege of the mumps — Harry
secretary is the latest victim.

Weinberg’s

Joe Ancher’s vacation trip to Cincinnati, Detroit and Chicago included a trip
over to Windsor, Canada, with Clark
Baker, manager of the Columbia exchange in Detroit, and formerly with the
Universal exchange in Des Moines.
Walter Lange, 39, Beverly Hills, Cal.,
director for 20th Century-Fox, and Miss
Madalynne Field, 31, Los Angeles, were
married at the famed Little Brown Church
in the Vale near Nashua, la,, last week.
They were unattended.
Monogram’s local exchange for the second year occupies the top spot nationally
in national sales standing on ’38-’39 product. The Washington, D. C., exchange is
second, Dallas third, Philadelphia fourth,
and New Orleans fifth. The Minneapolis
exchange ranks seventh nationally and
the Omaha exchange eleventh. The Des
Moines exchange won the $500 first prize
last year in the ten weeks’ sales drive.

to the Rescue

At Omaha's
Omaha — Faced
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First Runs

by lack of product,

first-

run houses here are turning to the good
old westerns!
The Brandeis Theatre has booked “Under Western Stars,’’ and may play other
bang-bang pictures if this one is successful. It will be the first time in many
years that first-run houses have used
westerns.

Potatoes From
Omaha — Ralph

Goldberg

D. Goldberg

contributed

II bushels of potatoes to the Omaha
World-Herald fresh air camp through children’s matinees at his Military and Avenue theatres. Admission price was one
spud per child.

UA

and NSS

Minneapolis — United

Artists

and

Reports still come in that the Paramount
newsreel depicting Nebraska as the nontaxed “white spot” of the nation is drawing
cheers all over the country . . . Bob Livingston came out strongly for the selfregulation moves by the industry this week,
while near neighbor and brother exhibitor
George Monroe says neither Washington
nor the industry ever has or ever will do
anything for the exhibitor’s problems . . .
Ralph and Mary Blank dropped down for
a theatre Row visit last week, and Ralph
jaunted to the state house . . . They call
Hymie Novitsky a public enemy, since he
was ticketed here for speeding . . . Sol
Yeager is being sent here now by Iz
Weiner, because Iz is afraid if he were on
hand when one of his first run prints was
dated, he’d faint.

Latest RCA

Move
Na-

tional Screen Service now are located in
their new quarters on Currie Ave. They
are in the exchanges formerly occupied
by 20th-Fox and Universal, respectively,
and have larger and better quarters.

Kansas

City — Don

Herrod Quits NSS

Sales

“Hifi”

Davis

reports

the newest sales the past week were:
C. R. Shaner’s Dixie, Odessa, Mo.; E. Van
Hyning’s Ritz, Parsons, Kas.; Commonwealth’s Wareham, Manhattan, Kas.; Oliver W. Williams’ Civic, Brookfield, Mo.

Holben
Pisgah,

Building

Ia. — J. E. Holben

is erecting

a

eight years’ service,

350-seat theatre here costing $17,000 for

Ella Herrod, National Screen Service office manager, has resigned, effective June
29, to move to New York. She will be
succeeded by Kenneth Gray.

building and equipment. Western Theatre Supply Co. of Omaha is handling
installation of cooling system, sound,
screen and booth equipment.

Minneapolis — After

Madge Ward, A. H. Blank’s able secretary, hasn’t been so able since she found
she wasn’t able to ride a bicycle on the
first try.

Wilson for bearding Omaha’s Mayor Butler in his critique on “Birth of a Baby”
. . . Tip to executive showmen: Emajoe
Newby, 17 and the present Miss Nebraska,
says no matter whether she wins the title
of Miss America at Atlantic City this fall,
secretary.
she still wants to be somebody’s private
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Several Kaycee

Filmites

Attend ' Texans' Premiere

Kansas

City — Notables

from

several

states were scheduled to see “The Texans,” Paramount’s 1938 successor to “The
Plainsman,” at the Majestic Theatre in
San Antonio, Tex., Saturday.
Those going to the preview from here
are Senn Lawler, advertising and publicity
director of Fox Midwest Theatres, Inc.;
Arthur Cole of Paramount, William Lindsay, lieutenant governor of Kansas; B. L.
Callahan, mayor of Abilene; Landon
Laird, film critic of the Kansas City Star,
and Lowell Lawrance, drama editor of the
Kansas City Journal-Post.
The picture opens at the Newman, here,
July 29, two weeks ahead of the national
release date.

Blackwell Exchange

to

Handle " Son of Sheik "
Kansas

City — “Son

of the Sheik,”

Ru-

dolph Valentino reissue, is being distributed in western Missouri and Kansas by
the Independent Film Distributors Co.,
operated by Homer Blackwell in conjunction with his Independent Poster Exchange.
The picture, an Artcinema release, had
a successful first run at the RKO Mainstreet here several weeks ago.

Table Rock Roxy Theatre
Is Destroyed by Blaze
Table

Rock,

Neb. — Fire

of

undeter-

mined origin virtually destroyed the 400seat Roxy Theatre, operated by D. L.
Frank of Humboldt, Neb. Frank also
operates the Plaza Theatre at Humboldt.
The building was owned by Frank and
Ben McCurry of Pawnee City, Neb. The
loss was partially covered by insurance.

Directory Correction
St. Joseph,

Mo. — In the Trade

Directory

listing of Engineer C. R. Butler last
week the telephone number was incorrectly printed. This should have been
Phones: 2-4012 and 2-4115. Butler recently opened his own sound service for
exhibitors in the midwest territory, specializing in theatre sound installation and
service.

Break for Universal
Minneapolis- — Universal

will

have

no

less than five Twin City first runs the
latter part of July and early August.
They are “Rage of Paris” and “Little
Tough Guy” at the Orpheum, “Wives
Under Suspicion” at the Century and “Letter of Introduction” and “That Certain
Age” at the State.

Parkville Shows
Parkville,

Mo. — Merchants

of this town

plan to purchase their own equipment
necessary for free picture shows. Business
men paid out over $400 last season to
provide entertainment for the trade territory.
BOXOFFICE

MEL EVTDON,
Columbia branch manager at Des Moines and former Minne-

apolitan, a visitor and enjoyed an evening
at Savage, Minn., popular playtown . . .
The Pantages Theatre has started “Lucky
Star” nights, a new cash game originated
by the house staff . . . “Fiddlers’ Club” of
younger theatrical folks resuming sessions
now that club rooms have been air-conditoned. . . Ted Aber, Paramount salesman, transferred to New York, has been
commissioned to organize a chapter there.
Now

that Ben Spewak has been frustrated in his plans to build a 400 -seat theatre in Savake, Minn., because of local
ordinances, he is trying to find a site on
the Minneapolis south side . . . Luverne
Carrier, Pantages Theatre chief of service, is vacationing at Benson, Minn., with
his family . . . Frank Steffys, Century
Theatre manager, is indisposed and spending his vacation at home . . . Walter
Branson, RKO district manager, was in
town.

Peck Gomersall, Universal district manager, was a visitor . . . Who is the blonde
Abe Gill, Farmington, Minn, exhibitor,
escorted about during the holidays? . . .
Clay Severson brought cigars with him on
his last visit to the Eddie Ruben circuit
offices, still beaming over his wife’s gift
of a baby boy . . . Eddie Ruben to operate a new $50,000 theatre to be built for
him by local interests at Sioux Falls, S. D.
He will relinquish his lease on the Granada there to Art Johnson of Minneapolis,
Minn., and Aberdeen, S. D.
Helen Johnson of the Eddie Ruben staff
went sightseeing in the Minnesota northwoods over the holidays, while Bess Crane,
Eddie’s secretary, reported a nice time at
Camp Care-Free. Lowell Kaplan, his
booker, occupied a box at the MinneapolisSt. Paul baseball games by way of a safeand-sane Fourth. Cliff Gil, head of publicity and advertising for the circuit, is
bacheloring it while his wife and child
visit the former’s parents and other relatives on the west coast.

Reno Wilk is busy piling up bookings
in the territory for “Marihuana,” sensational dope film which he’s handling. Incidentally, his flaming red automobile
ballyhoo for the attraction is making the
natives sit up and take notice. The picture did record-breaking business at the
Time Theatre here during two extended
engagements . . . Bill Mclnerney, Ruben
circuit press agent, got his mugg in the
Minneapolis sports’ pages while serving on
the committee for the Church of the Incarnation golf tournament.
Bill Volk, prosperous independent neighborhood exhibitor, is on a diet a?id down
to 280 pounds . . . Marty Lebedoff, also an
independent exhibitor, moving his family
home one by one. He’s the famous father
of triplets. His dad, Sol, is in New York to
buy more Yiddish language pictures for
his Homewood Theatre here. Those already
played have done exceptionally well and
he plans to run at least one a month if
satisfactory product is available . . . Sylvan Leff, sent here from the New York
home

office, is Universal’s new

salesman,

covering South Dakota. The branch here
never had a man there before . . . S. L.
Calachman, Howard Amusement Co., New
Haven, Conn., with his family, stopped
over here to visit his cousin, Joe Podoloff,

20 th-Fox branch manager,
Yellowstone

Park.

en route to

Frank Mantzke, Universal branch manager, among those who attended the opening of George Miner’s new 600-seat Falls
Theatre, Chippewa Falls, Wis., last week.
It represents a $30,000 investment. The
Miner circuit now comprises nine houses,
including two in Chippewa Falls . . . Moe
Levy, 20th-Fox district manager, will meet
Jim O’Loghlin, manager of the S. R. Kent
drive, and Roger Ferri, editor of the company’s house organ, in Omaha, July 19.
From there the party will proceed to Des
Moines to spend the 20th and then come
to Minneapolis for a sales’ drive meeting
July 21. The drive opens August 14 . . .
G. A. Malafronte from the Universal home
office contract playdate department working the Minneapolis territory, assisting the
local booking department and salesmen.
| Walter Mitchell of the Universal shipping department is vacationing in Chippewa Falls, Wis. . . . Phil Dunas, Columbia district manager, was a visitor . . .
Maurie Abrams, M-G-M exploiteer, piloted
Barrett Kiesling from the Hollywood publicity department, around the Twin Cities
and to Duluth and Sioux Falls, S. D.
While here Kiesling took over Cedric
Adams’ column in the Star one day . . .
Gale Wolf, former film salesman here and
sent on from New York, has succeeded
Ted Aber as Paramount Twin City salesman. Aber had been transferred to New
York.

Mary Atkinson’s ship came in last week.
The Columbia contract clerk was one of
the lucky cash prize winners in a Lanesboro, Minn., Fourth of July celebration
drawing. She’s vacationing currently at
Breezy Point, Minn., and Chicago . . . W.
H. Workman, M-G-M branch manager,
accompanied his salesman, Mickey Coen,
on a South Dakota trip to contact exhibitors last week . . . Joe Jacobs, Columbia salesman, a lucky fellow, actually returned from his Breezy Point, Minn.,
Fourth trip with more money than he
took there . . . The M-G-M Club will hold
its annual
picnic July
18 . manager,
. . “Hy” Chapman, Columbia
branch
and
Lowell Kaplan of the Ruben circuit enjoyed a weekend fishing trip at Gull Lake,
Minn. . . . Harry Hirsch, wrestling impresario, will be in charge of wrestling at
the Auditorium here while Tony Stecher
accompanies his champion, Bronko Nagurski, on an Australian jaunt.
Bill Watmough of Grand National is
back after a trip into northern Minnesota
. . . Charlie Weiner of Monogram is spending most of his time out in the territory
. . . Wrestling resumed at the Auditorium
last week after a month’s layoff . . .
Florence Bellman of Monogram is vacationing in Chicago . . . Charlie Perry,
manager of the Adams Theatre, Detroit,
Mich., and long a local house manager,
spent part of his vacation here.
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How

to operate

motion

picture

theatres

profitably
Here is a new book full of HOW TO DO IT information, written by a man
who believes that the first objective of theatre management is to make money.
In this book he covers motion picture theatre management from A to Z,
giving the best results of years of experience as a guide in establishing
successful policies, building profitable business, and efficiently operating any
size theatre.

Just Out !
The Management of
Motion Picture Theatres
Many practical helps
in these 41 chapters

By FRANK

Jr.

President, Fox Inter-Mountain Theatres, Inc.

Where We Came From
The Six Fundamentals

PART

H. RICKETSON,

375 pages, 6x9, illustrated, $3.50

I. ATTRACTIONS

1. Entertainment
2. Flint Buying3. Booicing

and

PART

4. Establishing a
Plan
5. Clearance and Zoning
6. Nontheatrical Enterprises
Education
7. Double Bills
8. Stage Shows

PART

HERE literally is a check list of standard, effective practice as applied

Costs

II. POLICY
and

III. OPERATION
PERSONNEL

9. Manager and
10. The Showman

Visual

AND

Staff

by managers of all sizes of theatres. The book covers everything
from an analysis of the fundamental commodity in which the motion
picture theatre manager traffics, through booking the attraction,
building and promoting the show, down to every last detail of daily

operation of the house. "Rick” Ricketson, who besides managing a
chain of theatres has been prominent in the development and promotion of Bank Night, reviews the six fundamental fields into which the

11. “Big Brother John”
12. Organizing the Schedule
13. Show Building

manager's objectives and responsibilities divide, and takes up in detail
many duties, problems, and questions in each division.

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

Whether your most pressing question is a matter of major policy —
the double bill question, competition, or costs, for instance — or some

The Staff Club and House' Rules
The Box Office and the Cashier
Projection, Sound, and Ventilation
Public Safety and Fire Prevention
Color and Lighting
Theatre Inspection
Budget
Auditing and Accounting

PART
22. Public

IV. ADVERTISING

Information

23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.

Newspaper
and Advertising
Publicity
Outdoor Advertising
Radio Advertising
The Theatre Front
Trailers and Inside Advertising
Theatre Programs, Monthly Calendars,
and House Organs
30. Exploitation and Its Meaning

PART
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.

V. CONSTRUCTIVE
STIMULATORS

Extraneous Attractions
The Old-Fashioned Give-away
Benefits and Scrip
Games, Contests, and Premiums
Necessary Equipment

PART VI. CORPORATE AND
PHYSICAL STRUCTURE
36.
37.
38.
39.

Insurance
Elements of a Theatre Lease
The Theatre Inventory
Determining Theatre Values

40. Architectural Do’s and
Where Are We Going?
Definitions

GET

THIS

Don’ts

GREAT

GET

of the "daily dozens" of advertising or staff management or house
inspection, you will find in this book the principles, methods, and
pointers you need to handle it effectively. The author weighs both
sides of many questions, but always points out what in his experience
has proved the best policy or method of modern management. From
this book

you

can

get practical help toward

view of today's conditions
meet them profitably.

Look

in exhibiting

— pointers on booking
— how oiten policy should be changed
— meeting nontheatrical competition
—value ol stage shows and equipment
— workable management schedules
— order of the show
— ushers or usherettes?
—utilizing employee suggestions
— inspection hints on sound equipment
— what about television?

IT

more

money — a

pictures and

how

to

up in this book:

— what does the public want?
— -appraising attractions
—how to allocate costs

AID

making

motion

TO

THEATRE

— does a sound observer pay?
— how to check ventilating systems
— guideposts on budgeting
— thg advertising budget
— inside and outside advertising
— using calendars and house
— the value of exploitation

organs

— etc.
pointers on give-aways
—
— devising and running contests
— typical short theatre lease
— insurance hints lor the manager
— determining theatre values

MANAGEMENT!

TO-DAY!!

Send check or money

order to

ASSOCIATED PUBLICATIONS, 4704 East Ninth Street, Kansas City, Missouri
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Ohio ITO Favors New Availability Schedule
Arbitration Meeting P or Subsequen ts in 1 938-39
Columbus — The

board

of

directors

the Independent Theatre Owners of Ohio,
at its last meeting held here in June, passed a resolution endorsing the proposed
meeting of representatives of exhibitor
and distributor organizations on the matter of adopting some plan of conciliation
and arbitration but urged that its members shall not act individually but only
through Allied associations. The resolution reads:
“Whereas, it has been rumored that the
major film distributing companies will
shortly recommend that representatives
of the distributors and representatives of
exhibitor organizations confer on the matter of adopting some plan of conciliation
and arbitration to be adopted by the two
divisions of the industry, and
Whereas, the board of directors of The
Independent Theatre Owners of Ohio
realize that such a plan would be advantageous to the industry; and
Whereas, the board of directors of The
Independent Theatre Owners of Ohio believes that such a plan can only be satisfactorily consummated for its members
through the advice and guidance of national Allied;
“Now There Be It Resolved, that no
member of this board or any other member of this organization act in any capacity in connection with the contemplated
conciliation and arbitration plan until he
is first authorized to do so by Mr. Abram
F. Myers, general counsel of national Allied.”

Cooling Becomes Patron
Magnet as Heat Arrives
Cleveland — First-run

theatre

business

last week was above average in spite of
excessive heat. Cooling systems instead of
pictures in all downtown theatres got the
credit for the business boost. Neighborhood theatres report holiday weekend business was the lowest in many years. Reason was fine weather, with the public
going to all of the outdoor places of amusement.
The Acquastage, outdoor theatre on the
Lake Front, presenting musical comedies,
had a big opening week with “Rio Rita.”
The Drive-In theatre also reported big
weekend business. The novelty of both
the Drive-In and Acquastage accounted in
large measure for their drawing power as
compared with the established theatres.

Ban
Meadville,

Bank

Night

Pa. — Theatres

have

::
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Frankfort, Ky. — A legislative act legalizing theatre cash awards went into
effect July 8. Among 20 other legislative acts of the first special session of
the legislature

this year

effective, are
tion laws.

several

which

became

revision

taxa-

An Adverse Opinion on
Drawings in Frankfort
Frankfort,

Ky.

—

Assistant

Attorney-

General Guy H. Herdman expressed belief in an opinion that the 1936 act declaring lotteries legal is unconstitutional.
The act went into effect July 8.
The opinion was given to R.
ham, Bardwell City attorney,
if it were legal for a merchant
purchaser tickets and prizes
drawings.
Herdman

O. Willingwho asked
to give out
on ticket-

said the act was intended

that a new

schedule of availability to subsequent run
theatres of Akron will go into effect with
the new ’38- ’39 contracts. The new schedule, it is stated, will be based on theatre
admission prices, granting protection to
houses charging higher admissions. For
years the same protection has prevailed
for all subsequent run houses regardless of
price asked, with pictures available on the
run.
42nd day following the close of the first-

to

make

such transactions and “also newspaper drawings” legal, but said he believed the court of appeals would rule the
act out.

While there is said to be no universal
protection schedule adopted by all of the
distributors, it is learned that some of the
exchanges are selling new contracts making pictures available to 25-cent houses
on the 35th day after the first run, to
20-cent houses on the 42nd day, and to 15cent houses on the 49th day. Other exchanges are setting up availability on the
basis of 42 days for 25-cent houses, 49
days for 20-cent houses and 56 days for
15-cent houses.
Some

Akron exhibitors have long contended that it is unfair to grant availability to all subsequent run houses simultaneously regardless of admission schedules, while others preferred this plan because it granted them greater flexibility
in establishing admission prices.

Pittsburgh Republic Set
For Visit From Grainger

Detroit Court Adjourns
Drive-In ' Nuisance ' Case

Pittsburgh — James

R.

Grainger,

presi-

the Drive-In Theatre, on the complaint
that the “weird and diabolical noises” of
the screen can be heard for two miles,

dent of Republic Pictures Corp., will visit
the newly remodeled
Republic exchange
Tuesday, July 19,
this being his initial

was up in circuit court before Judge Sherman D. Callender on Monday. The judge
decided to adjourn the case until Friday,

stop here since identifying himself with
this company.

Detroit — Lawsuit

of neighbors

against

July 22, for further evidence, and announced his intention, in the meantime,
of paying a visit to the scene for his own
information thereon.
Contention of the theatre management
is that the sounds cannot be substantially
heard beyond the limits of the property
leased, which is about 1,200 feet long.

One of the most
popular of sales
executives, has
“Jimmy”
Grainger
made
film history on numerous occasions by
sincerity in

sheer

Grainger
jambsof r.the
faithandwith
keeping
the
exhibitor
others
trade.

Date Drives Begin
Detroit — Playdate

drives

are occupying

the exchange spotlight these days. Monogram is starting July 11 with theirs, to
last till September 3 and Manager William Flemion is laying plans for the
championship. At M-G-M, with the drive
just under way, Detroit is now in sixth
place, expected to nose in among the
winners shortly.

Bzovi Ready
Detroit — Construction

to Build
of the new

He will find an up-to-date business office here, entirely remodeled and redecorated and sporting a modern glass
front. General office and executive and
sales offices are newly plastered and
painted, new lighting system and fixtures
and carpeting have been installed. Other
new fixtures are Venetian shades and
new glass windows including a large front
window and an outside display frame.
Also he will find that Republic’s local
business is on the increase and he will be
reacquainted with the fact that the members of the Pittsburgh staff are as fine as
the industry claims anywhere.

been

notified they must discontinue Bank Night
operation. District Attorney H. A. Mook
issued the ban late last week. At the same
time he banned clothing store suit clubs.
Such operations must suspend by July 16,
he announced.
BOXOFFICE

Akron — It is reliably learned

Kentucky Okays
Cash Awards

of

Har-

bor Theatre at Ecorse, Mich., southwest
suburb of Detroit, for Andrew Bzovi, is
expected to be started immediately. Plans
are reported to be just about completed.

Daughter
Detroit

—

Ed

to Ed Carrow
Carrow,

owner

of the

Lyons Theatre at South Lyons, Mich., is
the father of his first baby girl.
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Free Pictures for
Columbus Shut-ins
Columbus,

Ohio— Free

motion

pictures

for Columbus shut-ins, orphans and those
confined in institutions in the city has
become a reality.
A new

truck

which

contains

two

of the

latest in portable film and sound equipment machines, besides all of the necessary screens and fireproof projection
booths was purchased by the Variety Club
here from the proceeds of a dance held
recently at the fairgrounds.
The equipment is available to all eligible institutions in the county, Variety officers have announced.
Latest pictures and cartoons, newsreels
and other short subjects will be shown to
the shut-ins and orphans without cost.
Following in the spirit of the move, officials of theatre organizations have assigned a union operator to accompany the
equipment at each showing. Mayor Gessaman has accepted the truck in behalf of
the city.
Members of the committee which handled the arrangements for the dance to
purchase the equipment and who will arrange the shows include Virgil Jackson,
Robert Greer, representing the operators
union; Lou Holleb, chairman; Albert E.
Redman, C. Harry Schreiber, and John A.
Murphy.

Pittsburgh Variety Club
Fetes Cullen With Dinner
Pittsburgh — M.

J.

“Mike”

Cullen

was

honored Monday evening at a dinner given
by the Variety Club on the eve of his departure for New York. Manager of Loew’s
Penn Theatre for seven years, Cullen has
been promoted to a midwest district post
for the circuit. He was presented with a
pair of traveling bags by John H. Harris,
national president of the Variety Clubs,
and John J. Maloney, former chief barker
of Tent No. 1.
Cullen

received

a beautiful

Commercial Boom,

Different Only in

wrist watch,

Inscribed “To the Boss,” from the Penn
house staff, the presentation being made
by “Dad” Feath, veteran doorman.
Another event of July, the same

eve-

ning Cullen was being “farewelled” here,
the Variety Club in Washington, at a
testimonial banquet, honored Charles
Kurtzman, manager of the Capitol Theatre there, who replaces Cullen at the
local Penn.

Paying Debts

Reports Wilding

Detroit — Shirley Temple and Mickey
Mouse are rated as just about tops
among America's contributions to Finland— the country that pays its war
debts. At least Hon. Vaino Hakkila,

Detroit

week — "What specific thing has America contributed to Finland? Well, there
are

Shirley

Shirley
by

Temple

Temple

and

has

Mickey

taken

my

Mouse.
country

I

storm."

I

Call Co-op Booking
Group for Elections
Cleveland — Co-operative

Theatres

of

Ohio, formed by Milton A. Mooney, former
Vitagraph branch manager, was to hold
the first meeting of its members on Tuesday, July 12, for the purpose of elec ing
its board of directors. The meeting, to be
held in the Co-op offices, Film Bldg., is
expected to be attended by the 46 members
who have joined the move for co-operative
buying of motion picture films and theatre
equipment.

Emil Beck Booking

—

Wilding

"Club"
BreaksDezel,lorroadshow
distributor,

is getting some swell breaks for “Club de
Femmes” these days, inasmuch as the
film stars Danielle Darrieux, currently

period.
All three studios are reported active,
with greatest concentration of dramatic
productions at Culver City, where Wildings’ commercial volume has now actually
eclipsed volume of production on the Selznick lot.
Current sound motion
sound slide films are now
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pictures and
in production

for the following, Wilding reports: Willard Storage Battery Co., Affiliated Greyhound Lines, General Tire and Rubber
Co., Shell Union Oil Corp. (N. Y.), Independent Grocers’ Alliance Distributing Co.,
Harley-Davidson Motor Co., Seiberling
Rubber Co., Fisher Body Division of General Motors Corp., Surface Combustion
Corp., Goodyear Tire and Rubber Co.,
Dodge Division of Chrysler Corp., and
Corp.
Duo-Therm
Division of Motor Wheel
Wilding

has

issued

a new

presentation,

“A Brief Discussion of Minute
for distribution to the trade.

Two

In Co-op'
"Preserve"
s independent
Beck,
film

Detroit — Emil

Settlement

Makes

Movies,”

Clear

booker, has added the Michael J. Chargot
houses in both Detroit and Port Huron,
to his lists. This is believed to be the
first invasion of the local field by any
other booking organization than Cooperative Theatres of Michigan, with the other
existing group, American Theatre Science,
confining operations to upstate houses.
Progress in the local territory is being
closely watched.

settlement of the copyright
suit brought by Michael

33 Theatres

“The suit was settled by filing of a
stipulation wherein Cleaver admitted that

Are Served

By Cooperative
Cleveland

—

The

of Ohio

following

33

theatres

are being served by Cooperative Theatres
of Ohio, according to Milton A. Mooney,
organizer of the group:
Allen, Dayton, Liberty, Majestic, Nixon, Southern, Spicer, Tivoli, all in Akron; Avalon, Beach
( lift, Corlett, Ezella, Garfield, Jennings, LaSalle,
I orain-FuIton, Lyceum,
Madison, New
Victory,
Parma, and Regrent, all in Cleveland; Bedford,
Bedford; Virginia, Carrollton; Capitol and Star,
Delphos; Lincoln, Lisbon; Dreamland
and Elvira,
Torain; Maple Heights, Maple Heights; Avalon
and Strand, Marysville; Opera House, Millersburg,
f nd Roxy, Minerva.

Purcell With

Levinson

Detroit — Eddie

Close
Madera,
closed

"Lash"

Detroit — Clarification

of

Rights

the

details

of

infringement
J. Levinson,

against Raoul Cleaver, et al over “The
Lash of the Penitentes,” as reported in
Boxoffice,

June

David Newman,
Levinson said:

18,

was

attorney

requested

for

by

Levinson.

the copyright to the “Lash” was vested in
the plaintiff, Michael J. Levinson. Cleaver also in this stipulation gave up unto
Levinson the film rental then due from
the exhibitor for the exhibition of this
picture. The print and advertising material were surrendered and also turned
over to the plaintiff by virtue of this
stipulation. As a further condition of the
settlement, Cleaver gave an affidavit to
Levinson in which was stated the fact that
the duped print was obtained by the affiant from one, Howard M. Golden, whose
are not known

at present.”

Cooperative

Purcell

has

been

added

to the booking staff by Cooperative Theatres of Michigan. Purcell was formerly
a booker for Vitagraph.

starring in “The Rage of Paris,” opening
this week at the Fox Theatre here.
Dezel’s film is booked for the Lincoln
Theatre here next week, and is just closing at Muskegon and Lansing.

Productions

of this year exceeded by a large percentage that for 1937, which was itself an alltime high for this company for the same

whereabouts

Detroit— A1

Picture

reports remarkable improvement in the
commercial film field, indicated by the
fact that sales volume for first six months

president of the Finnish parliament, so
stated in an interview in Detroit this

Hawkins

their Madera Theatre
mainder of the summer.

Pittsburgh

—

Lew

Lefton,

manager

of

Monarch Pictures Co., will spend the next
week or ten days in New York City where

at Madera

Pa. — Hill and

Lefton After Product

for the

have
re-

he

will close negotiations with independent producers and their representatives
for the distribution of new product for the
1938-39 season.
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QUEEN CITY Variety Club’s annual out^ing is set tentatively for July 25. Maury
White will be chairman and chief barker
for this auspicious occasion.

With Paramount's
Compliments
Cleveland — The Variety
tournament committee has
edict

Edwin

Jones, Paramount New York department, is here for a visit . . . Eugene
Works has been promoted from the ad department of RKO theatres to assistant
manager of the Family, effective July 15.
Their Joe Goetz, Paramount manager, is
vacationing in Florida.
The all-star game attracted an all-star
audience of filmites. Exhibs trailed in
from all parts of the territory for the
event, among those cheering being A.
Macci and son, Santi, the Wayne and
Ohio, Greenville; Louis and Manny
Shore, War and Williamson, W. Va.;
Paramount’s John Herman, camera news
man, who filmed the game; J. Real Neth;
Col. Paul Krieger, Universal branch manager and Nat Levine, with J. J. Maloney,
division manager; Bill Chesbrough, Chesbrough circuit; J. C. Newboldt, Norfolk
and E. L. Keesling; Rudy Skirball, P. W.
Rowlands, Vernon McGaha, Joe Lee, E. B.
Rutes, Ed. Bennett, George Fetick, R. O.
Laws, Ducky Meyers, G. H. Maas, L. J.
Flout and others.
Howard Hummel, National Theatre
Supply, is taking his first Norths American
vacation this year. Hummel usually tours
Europe. This year’s jaunt with Mrs. Hummel will take in Saranac Lake, Niagara
Falls, Virginia Beach, Washington, D. C„
New York City and Atlantic City . . .
United Artists’ Max Stahl, returning from
a W. Va., territorial trip brings news of
mines reopening and business improving
in these sections.
“The Birth of a Baby” has been booked
solid by all Shea’s circuits, the Schine circuit and Chakeres circuit, including the
State at Springfield.
RKO’s Sally Shearer is in the hospital
for a tonsilitis operation . . . Callers at
the Row were Bill Keyes and his two sons,
Elmer, Redelle, and Phil Chesbrough and
wife.

that nobody

mont

Vacationists include UA’s Viola Tomin,
on a southern cruise; Paramount’s “hello
gal,” Marguerite Hill, at Detroit, Mich.;
Eleanore Ruwe, in Michigan, Edith Hedger in Florida and Lenora Schmidt to
Chicago.

permitted

to

at the Beech-

J. G. Dietjen, for the past four years

Club on July 15, so Harry Goldstein and Duke Clark, Paramount district and branch

managers,

ly, have provided a new
golfer. And every ball
“with

compliments

of

secretary of the Akron Independent Exhibitors Ass’n, has resigned to devote his
time exclusively to his business interests.
R. C. Wahl, owner of the Five Points
Theatre, is his successor.

respective-

ball for every
was stamped

Paramount/'

State Graft Charges
Before Grand Jury
Harrisburg — Judge

Paul

N.

Schaeffer

this week formally ordered convening of
the Dauphin county September grand
jury on August 8 to investigate alleged
state government corruption. He held
that there is “reasonable cause” to believe some criminal misconduct will be
disclosed.
The charges sprang three months ago
from the Democratic primary election and
were fought tooth and nail by Gov. George
H. Earle who maneuvered to prevent a
grand jury graft probe. One of the allegations is that the Sunday show law of
1935 was sold by Democratic leaders for
“cold cash” in the amount of $100,000.
Members of the motion picture industry
await the airing of this charge, which
was made by former Attorney General
Charles J. Margiotti, before he was fired
by Gov. Earle. If this money was paid to
Democratic leaders, as charged, who made
the payment, is the question being asked
in theatre and film circles.
At mid-week key members of the
Democratic-controlled legislature were
here conferring with the governor, and
again there was a report that a special
session of the legislature would be called
to investigate the entire campaign charges
and bring them

RKO’s Stanley Jacques is on a diet, and
has reduced 15 pounds. A stomach ailment is the cause.

will be

tee oil at the tournament

QOL. HARRY E. LONG, Loew division
manager, and the missus are back from
a delightful trip through the west .
Jack Lawrence has resigned from Oliver
Theatre Supply Co., to sell films for RKO.

Club golf
issued an

Detroit Takes Register
Pickup Over
Detroit — Weekend

Weekend

business

showed

a

the storm came up, around 9 o’clock, it
was so severe, that it deterred people from
going to theatres, except in the case of
those who were already out, and walked
into the nearest theatres to escape the
cloudburst.
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Theatre’s

vaude-

Movie Sweepstakes, which played for two
years continuously at the Palace Theatre,
Marion, until last April when it was temporarily discontinued, has been resumed
by popular request, according to Tracy
Barnham, who operates the house . . . Sam
Gorrel, Republic sales manager, reports
that “Under Western Stars,” starring Roy
Rogers, is booked into all of the Class A
houses in the territory.

Cleveland Metroites Fete
Herzenberger at Outing
Cleveland — The

local

M-G-M

office

force, 36 strong, signed off at noon last
Saturday to attend its annual summer
outing at the summer home of Mrs. Nativa
Roberts at Vermilion-on-the-Lake.
The affair was a double feature event,
being also in honor of A1 Herzenberger,
booker, who leaves July 30 to take up his
foreign duties for M-G-M at Johannesburg, South Africa.

Two

two weeks’ stay. Regular stage shows will
be produced, on a tryout basis, with possibility of this booking proving permanent
if the demand is sufficient.
The project is being booked on a flat
fee basis, rather than on percentage.

—

assistant manager of Loew’s State Theatre,
and Mrs. Teschner, are back from Uniontown, Pa., where they spent a week.

Buy

Projectors

Pittsburgh — Projectors

ville project moves into Gus Coplan’s
Times Square Theatre on July 22 for a

Detroit

Travel notes: Julius Lamm, manager of
the Uptown Theatre, Cleveland; Louis
Lamm, manager of the Palace Theatre,
Lorain, and Dave Halper, with their families, left Saturday to vacation at Muskoka Lakes in Canada . . . Ted Teschner,

“out in the open.”

very slight pickup over the preceding
week, general reports from exhibitors indicated on Monday. General business for
the week remains at the same low summer
level. Detroit — and Michigan — exhibitors
are doggedly holding on, while grosses just
about cover minimum operating expenses
in most cases- — if the houses do not occasionally go into the red in fact.
Threat of rain early Sunday evening
helped business just a little bit, but when

WPA Vaudeville Project
Opens in Coplan House

Bob Richardson, RKO poster clerk, has
announced his engagement to Miss Marjorie Young, daughter of Congressman
from Ohio, Stephan Young.

and

lamps

have

been purchased for the Grand Theatre,
Fredericktown, Pa., and the new Lyric
Theatre, Johnstown, Pa. Alvin Seiler is
local distributor.

Build Up Poor Nights with

BINGO

ON THE SCREEN
Ask Us About It
MOVIE
FILM

SWEEPSTAKES,

EXCHANGE

BLDG.

INC.

CLEVELAND,

O.

16, 1938
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Naidenoff

Readies

Quarters

New

on Pitt Row

Pittsburgh — William Naidenoff, noted
theatre decorator who trades as the Pitt
Art Decorators, has established studio and
office headquarters on Filmrow. This
week he leased the entire quarters formerly occupied by the MPTO of W. Pa., Inc.,
in the Van Building, 425 Van Braam St.
The studio room is the former MPTO directors’ quarters and it is being elaborately decorated and refinished, with a complete stage set being erected.
Naidenoff returned recently from a sixmonth vacation in Europe where he visited
more than 100 theatres. He has new ideas
in stage scenery, draperies, acoustical
treatments, art and refinishing work, and
he will display various sketches along with
samples of materials, etc. For a number of
years Naidenoff has operated his business
from his home in Castle Shannon, and it
has been his desire since returning from
Europe to establish himself on Filmrow.

Drive for Compensation
To Pennsylvania Labor
Pittsburgh — A state-wide drive began
this week to see that all Pennsylvania
workers other than domestics, farm hands
and casual workers are protected under
the workmen’s compensation.
John J. Robb, acting director of the
compensation bureau, said the purpose of
the checkup is not necessarily to prosecute
lax employers, but to see that workers are
protected against accidents and occupational diseases. One hundred investigators' started the campaign. In western
Pennsylvania, J. Emmett Kaylor, chief investigator, is in charge.

Remodeling to Increase
Seating at New Atlas
Pittsburgh — Remodeling was announced
and was under way this week at the New
Atlas Theatre. M. A. Samuels, manager,
is directing the project which is expected
to be completed within a month. Seventyfive additional seats will be installed in
the auditorium by the removal of the rest
rooms, increasing the total number of
seats to a few under 500.
New rest rooms will be erected on the
second floor. The house will be redecorated and will display new carpets, drapes,
fixtures, etc. The entire front will be
modernized with structural glass.

Change

at Cecil

Cecil, Pa. — The Calmun Theatre’s name
has been changed to the Cecil and a new
manager has been employed. Newcomer
is James Miller, a theatreman who comes
here from Philadelphia. Cecil Theatre is
owned by Primo Caleffi.

Heads

Pep

Club

Pittsburgh — Ted Tolley has been elected president fo the M-G-M Pep Club. Allan Douglas is treasurer and Sylvia Zeisel
is secretary.
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MAX KOLIN, Jack Ferentz, Pop Stolz,

Buddy Fields, and Gil Light, of sundry
theatrical enterprises, were guests at a
fish dinner last week— hosts and fishermen were Earl McGlinnin, Lee Welch and
Sam Harris.

David M. Idzal, managing director of
the Fox Theatre, was in Chicago last
Thursday and Friday, called there by the
death of his brother-in-law.
Jack Hurford, house manager, and
Harry Remington, advertising manager,
leave

on their vacations Monday — in different directions . . . Marion Shelby, favorite songstress of the Fox, returned to
the house this week.

A group of youngsters, sponsored by
Russell Johnson Theatrical Post, American Legion, to enter the Wolverine Boys’
State — a juvenile state government held
last week at Lansing — won high “state
offices.” Among them were several bearing well-known show-business family
names — Robert Goldstaff, attorney-general; Robert Rush, register of deeds; Richard Cusick, circuit court commissioner ;
and George Light and Ed Lubin, councilmen.
Jack Krass
tion of a new
tre, which he
marquee is to

secured a permit for erecmarquee on the Dix Theatook over last Tuesday. The
be 36x9 feet in size.

Gus Coplan, owner of the Times Square
Theatre, has returned from Key West,
Fla., where he attended the opening of
the new bridge. Coplan left, incidentally,
on two hours’ notice, staying two weeks.
While in Florida, he saw Eddie Atkins,
Paramount booker at Miami, who was formerly with the United Detroit Theatres
organization here.
Grace
Peckham

Hoffman, secretary to Ralph
of Grand National, rivals Julius

Caesar’s ability to do several things at
once: She can take dictation while eating
an ice cream cone.

Eddie Heiber, Universal manager,

likes

the heat — but he’s from Washington, and
a minority of one on Filmrow. However,
he is using his energy in enthusing over
“Little Tough Guy.”
Ray
few

E. Moon, general manager of Cooperative Theatres of Michigan, spent a
days this week in New York City, on

Single Bill House Adds
An Extra for One Run
Detroit — A unique “added feature” at
one show a week is helping to build goodwill and draw younger patronage at Detroit’s only single bill house, the Punch
and Judy. This is the Saturday midnight
show, or rather the last Saturday night
performance, as the last complete show
starts about 9:15 p. m.
Westerns or similar films are usually
booked as the added attraction, going on
after the regular show is finished. This
is actually a policy of some years standing at this house, but has not received
much publicity. Public reaction is good,
drawing an extra crowd to the late Saturday show to make this one of the really
big events of the week there. The idea of
giving the public something extra on the
best rather than the poorest night of the
week is an extremely important factor in
building goodwill.
The

Wisper and Wetsman turned on the new
refrigerating installation in their Roosevelt Theatre, one of the largest east side
houses, last week — arid a slight pickup in
business is the reported result.

Dan Kesz, of the Columbia
Flint, was in town, Monday.

Remodel

Theatre

at

in Kentucky

Louisville, Ky. — The Brown Theatre
here will close for two or three weeks for
remodeling, according to Manager Hannah. J. Graham Brown is the owner.

attraction

appeals

especially

to the younger people. The boxoffice remains open until the last feature goes on,
allowing the younger set to finish up an
early date elsewhere and wind up the evening at the Punch and Judy. Idea is being promoted by House Manager Frank
Krueger.

New Season's Bowling
Matches Are Arranged
Pittsburgh — The season is inappropriate to report Filmrow Bowling League
news

except for the fact that arrangements were made this week for next sea-

son’s games. All contests will be rolled,
as in past years, at the New Club alleys,
downtown. Eight alleys have
served for Friday evenings.

been

re-

Prior to the opening of the new season,
captains of the various teams will meet
and approve a schedule which will be
submitted by officers of the league.

Uhler Retails Projector
Detroit — Uhler Cine Machine Company,
managed by Louis S. Uhler, opened a new
retail store here this week, utilizing the
front of the shop at 1323 Trumbull Ave.
The company is specializing in display of
its own new 16 mm sound projector, said
to be adequate for an auditorium seating
about 1,500.

business . . . Coop’s H. M. Richey is spending his weekends at his cottage in Canada, a regular program for the past 12
years.

extra

Second

Shut-Down

Detroit — The Crown Theatre, recently
reopened by Robert Groves, has been
closed

again. This was the second management for this house in the past

couple

of months, and plans are understood to be under way now for its reopening, with minor alterations, by a new
third party.

Simon

Filmed

Air Meet

Detroit — Pete Simon of Simon Film
Service covered the national championship
model air plane meet at Wayne county
airport, Detroit, for Universal Newsreel.
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Recovery Reaches Ailing
Filmrowites in Detroit
Detroit — Most cheering reports in some
time came from the sick list this week,
with nearly everyone better. Brenton Herman, former M-G-M
cashier, who was
severely ill in the University Hospital at
Ann

Arbor

Oscoda,

for some months, is now
valescing, and is resting on his farm
Mich.

connear

Frank Krueger, manager of the Punch
and Judy Theatre, reports his infant son
recovering from swallowing part of a toy
requiring surgical removal from his throat
last week. The mishap upset vacation
plans for Mrs. Krueger, who will now
probably go east with her husband in
August instead.
Raoul Cleaver, manager of Imperial
Pictures of Michigan, has recovered from
acute indigestion that confined him for
three weeks. He reports, “If I had any
money, they’d have called it a nervous
breakdown.”

Vacation

Season

Away

Takes

Detroit Filmites

Detroit — Vacations are beginning to
thin seriously the ranks of local show
organizations. Among the more prominent of the missing noted this week, in
addition to those previously listed, were
the following:
John Currie, National Theatre Supply’s
installation engineer, who has been postponing his marriage from time to time,
suspiciously spent the weekend at Niagara
Falls.
R. P. Rosser, also of National’s staff,
left Saturday to spend two weeks with
relatives in North Carolina.
Ollie Brooks, Butterfield head booker,
up in the wilds of northern Ontario.
Vera Hunter, secretary
Hammond Studios, is away

is

at the Lloyd
on vacation.

George Custer, booker for Monogram,
is away for a couple of weeks at Elizabeth
Lake, near Pontiac.

Stage Equipment
Increase

Orders

lor Mork-Green

Detroit — Local jobs just awarded to
the Mork-Green Studios, for stage draperies and settings, include the new Wyandotte Theatre at Wyandotte for Associated
Theatres, and
troit for Jack

the Dix
Krass.

remodeling

in De-

School jobs are an important factor
now, with a dozen contracts in progress
in upstate New York, ranging up to as
much as $3,500 per job. This work is
scheduled to be completed in September
or later.
An unusual number of jobs are pending in Detroit and Michigan for remodeling of stage equipment of this type, Manager R. J. Mork reports, but contracts
will probably not be signed for a few
weeks. Exhibitors generally appear to be
holding off on minor alterations as much
as possible while boxoffice receipts are at
their usual summer lows.
BOXOFFICE

J^OU MILLER, former manager of the
Princess, Wilkinsburg, now dismantled, and who has been assistant manager of the State Theatre of that borough
for several months, Is recovering at Columbia Hospital following an operation.
He was stricken suddenly while alone in
the State one night last week after the
theatre had closed. A passing policeman
came to his aid and hurried him to the
hospital . . . Alfred Singer and Esther
Stern were united in marriage, Sunday
evening, with many friends in the industry in attendance. Singer is manager of
the Strand Theatre, Oakland district, and
formerly
burg.

manager

of the Strand,

Greens-

Representatives of the Michael Manos
circuit this week denied the current rumor
that this organization had acquired the
Silverman theatres at Altoona and Hollidaysburg . . . Paul Krumenacker reports
that the Variety Club-Filmrow golf
tournament at the Pittsburgh Field Club
roill be the best ever. The date is August
15 and the prizes are on display at the
club. Krumenacker is in charge of the
tickets . . . Dick Brown, manager of the
Rowland, Wilkinsburg, is vacationing, and
Walter Borland, his able assistant, is in
charge during his absence.
Universal exchange news: Bill Satori,
the new salesman who came here direct
from Austria when the Nazis seized control of that country, is getting along firstrate. He has purchased a new Buick car
. . . Si Feld, salesman, reports that Mrs.
Feld and daughter have returned from a
vacation in Boston . . . Joe Pemberton and
Gertrude Hungerman of the exchange
staff are vacationing

this week

. . . Man-

ager Joseph R. Kauffman’s office has been
brightened up with a fresh coat of paint
. . . Mary O’Connor is flashing a dazzling
sparkler and the lucky man is reported to
be Charlie Wood.
George

Dewey Tyson, director of advertising for the Harris circuit, who is on
his annual leave of absence conducting
the beauty pageant at Atlantic City, has
established national quarters for visiting
Variety Club members there at the Traymore Hotel . . . Art Morrone, president
of Superior M. P. Supply Co., returned
the other day from a short vacation spent
at Bill and Harry
Conneaut Lake, and

Walker’s cottage at
it teas reported that

he was seeking to purchase some old-type
floating golf balls. Seems he sunk a lot
of his brand new ones in the creek on the
luiks there. Vmce Josack, Superior salesman, dropped in on him and enjoyed a
match with his boss at Conneaut.
Among vacationeers this week were the
following: Lou Hanna, Republic; Ann
Cohen, UA; Lois Emanuel, NTS; Harry
Passarell, Paramount; Archie Fineman,
local exhib at Mt. Clements; Pete Antonoplos, exhib at Ocean City; Harry Browarsky, exhib, Atlantic City; Mr. Mervis,
exhib, Canada; Mark
Browar, exhib.
North Carolina; Joe Davidson, Thomas
Ray,

Alice

Stenger,

20th-Fox;

Margaret

Casey, M-G-M; Hilda Lissman, Adele Seegan, Helen Burick, Vitagraph; Harold Tinker, Cecilia Kieselbach, RKO . . . Claude
Robinson, Clarksburg, W. Va„ showman,
visited on Filmrow, Tuesday, and announced that he was off on a five-week vacation, but he wouldn’t

state bis destination.

Notes from the local 20 th-Fox exchange:
Clarence A. Hill, assistant to division manager William Sussman; Edgar Moss, district manager, and Bill Clark, short subject sales manager, were here on business
this week . . . Another 20th-Fox visitor is
M. Schmalzbach, traveling auditor . . .
George Ball of the 20th-Fox booking staff
has returned from a vacation in Canada
which included a short stop to see the
Dionne Quintuplets (camera work on their
new picture for this company has just
been finished) ; others who are back at
work folloiving vacations include Joe Vandergrift, Alice Jahns and Ellwood Ohleger
. . . The Joseph Ornsteins and their child
are vacationing in New York City.
Harry Myers, manager of the YMCA
Theatre, Wilmerding, underwent an appendix operation at the South Side Hospital this week . . . Don Stitt jr„ son of
the Harris circuit manager, had his appendix removed in West Penn Hospital
. . . Mrs. Harry Williams of Filmrow is at
the Passavant Hospital suffering a broken
leg sustained recently when run down by
a hit-and-run driver.
D. J. Selznick, Monogram manager, returned to the Baltimore hospital this week
for a checkup.
Variety Club
July 17: Austin

chairmen for the week of
Interrante, Sunday; Harry
Seed, Paul Krumenacker and Bob Lynch,
Monday; D. Hamill, Tuesday; Jack Hollister, Wednesday; R. Hughes, Thursday;
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Katz, Friday; Mike
Gallagher, Saturday. Week of July 24:
George Heid, Sunday; (United Artists
Day) Clarence Eiseman and Dave Brown,
Monday; Ben Steerman, Tuesday; Pat
Haley, Wednesday; John O. Hooley,
Thursday; Dr. Goldman, Friday; Steve
Swetonic, Saturday.
Recent visitors included: John Goshorn,
Irwin Seating Co.; Edivard Side, Lobby

Display

Frame

Corp.;

Bert M. Steam,

UA.

A fifty-cent lottery ticket last week
won $3,000 for James Castelli, brother of
Jerry Castelli, the Hills Station, Lawrence,
Pa., exhibitor.
John H. Harris, father of the Variety
Clubs, was surprised Saturday evening at
a stag party in his home, the event having been arranged by his wife in observance of his fortieth birthday.

“Dad” Lipman is holding down the fort
at the Lipman Engineering Co., with Herb
vacationing in Michigan for a fortnight.
Herb’s brother, Victor, recently vacationed
in New York City, his initial trip to town.
Harold

Lund,

Ross

Federal

Service

dis-

continued on next page)
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Associated Will Equip
New Wyandotte House
Detroit — Contracts

for

equipment

for

the new house at Wyandotte, south end
suburb, were awarded this week by Associated Theatres, the builders. General
equipment went to National Theatre Supply, for sound, carpets, generator and
screen.
Seating for 1,400 patrons will be provided by American Seating Co. The
house will have an Indian motif, following the local name, and the basic symbol,
an Indian drawing a bow will be used
throughout.

The house will be called “The

Wyandotte.”

Glazer

to California

Pittsburgh — A1

Glazer,

McKees

Rocks

exhibitor, departed on Wednesday for
Oakland, Cal., where he is a delegate to
the international Lion’s Club convention.
He will return July 29, bringing with him
a Technicolor movie camera record of his
trip on the Lion’s special tour. Last winter he photographed his vacation in Panama and South America countries, his
film record being about 90 per cent professional.

Revamp
Detroit — H.

C.

at Lansing
Cochrane,

manager

of

W. J. Hall’s Plaza Theatre at Lansing,
Mich., is beginning complete modernization of the house, to be completed by
August 1. Work, being done by National
Theatre Supply Co., includes installation
of new sound, projectors, and heavy duty
bases.

Too Much

Heat

Pittsburgh — Smothering

summer

heat

July 8, a new high for the year, was given
as the reason for no meeting of the MPTO
directors. Only six members of the board
presented themselves. It was the second
time that the July meeting had been postponed.

Name
Pittsburgh

Kellenberg
—

C.

C. Kellenberg,

local

20th-Fox sales manager, and adjutant of
the Variety Club’s American Legion Post
No. 589, has been named as this post’s
delegate to the legion’s state convention in
Scranton August 18-20.

Two

Summer

PITTSBURGH
(Continued

trict manager, was in Cleveland over the
weekend on business.

Yesterday
Turning Back Our Pages
10 Years Ago
QOMES
the ruling of the courts of
Pennsylvania declaring that the dialogue in sound pictures is subject to censorship. The case was based upon the
refusal of the censor board to approve the
exhibition of “Polly Moran, the Movie
Chatterbox,” a Vitaphone subject . . .
Cameo Theatre, Fifth Avenue, owned and
operated by Universal Pictures, totally destroyed by fire. Building loss estimated at
$100,000. George Dawson, veteran newsreel cameraman, one of the Cameo Theatre building tenants, suffered a total
loss of everything in his office, and the
Blackstone Theatre, adjoining, was badly
damaged by the fire . . . Summer slump
closes the State, Aldine, Olympic, Regent
and Davis . . . George W. Collins, Pathe’s
star salesman, receives his five-year honor
pin . . . Max Shulgold of FBO finds time
to “take” the boys occasionally over at
Jake’s . . . M-G-M Pep Club elects Stanley Wolf, president; Clara Czarofsky, secretary; Helen Gajer, treasurer . . . Mr.
and Mrs. H. C. Williams are doing a
clown prologue to “Laugh, Clown, Laugh,”
aqd Hymie Wheeler vacations from Jim
Alexanders’ for two weeks as a counsellor
at a camp for boys at Emma Farm, Harmony, Pa. Also vacationing are Harold
Lund, Paramount booker, and Tommy
Skelton, M-G-M booker . . . Bert Stearn,
UA manager, goes to Punxsutawney to sell
George Cirvella and returns with a
stalk of nice ripe bananas . . . Wallace
Beery and Raymond Hatton in “The
Killing,” the hit of the week.

More

been

These Fickle
Critics
Pittsburgh — Ole Massa Cohen (Harold W. Cohen, drama editor of the PostGazette) after ten years' unswerving
idolatry of Garbo, is now burning his
tapers

Anderson
Kingwood,

Back
W.

From

Va. —

Abroad

C. E. Anderson,

operator of the Alpine Theatre circuit,
with headquarters here, has returned from
a vacation in Scotland.
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Detroit — Wisper

before

the

shrines

of two

new

goddesses, Margaret Sullavan and
Danielle Darrieux. Oh, well, reports
Press Drama Critic Kaspar Monahan,
the Divine One still has Stokowski to
comfort her!

and

Wetsman,

Detroit,

owners

of a number of theatres, have instal ed a Carrier electric air conditioning
system at the Roosevelt Theatre. This is
a new type of air conditioning plant using
the ductless system and is said to be the
first installation in a theatre in the city
of Detroit. It consists of two units which
will deliver 107 tons of refrigeration.
They have also recently installed a Miller Simplex electric air conditioning system in their Fenkell Theatre, in the northwestern section of the city.

Valentino

Short

Pittsburgh — Monarch

has

acquired

a

one-reel subject, “The Life of Rudolph
Valentino,” which is now available, according to Milton Lefton, office manager. Twenty-three events are pictured
and the narration is by Harold Stone. A
four color one-sheet has been issued for
this subject and complete accessories are
available for the Valentino feature, “The
Son of the Sheik” which Monarch is distributing here.

Mrs, Margaret
Burgettstown,

Pa.

—

Clair
Mrs.

Margaret

Clair, 68, mother of George Clair, operator of the Arco Theatre, died here suddenly July 5. Mrs. Clair, who underwent
an operation for the amputation of a leg
more than a year ago, had enjoyed good
health, having attended a baseball game
and a picnic on the Fourth of July. The
Clair family has operated the local theatre for 21 years.

Mrs. Sandor
Cleveland — Mrs.

Klinger

Sandor

Klinger,

wife

of one of the owners of the Ritz and Ambassador theatres and sister of Oscar
Stotter of the Klinger-Stotter-Berkowitz
circuit, died last week at Lakeside Hospital after a long illness. She is survived
by her husband and two daughters, both
married. Funeral services were conducted
at Deutsch’s Funeral Home

on Tuesday.

Harry damage
Detroit — Harry

of the Avenue

closed

until September. A. Mungello’s PennSlovan Theatre, Slovan, is another local
house which has darkened for the remainder of the summer.

of air condition-

ing equipment as a means of keeping summer grosses up to a good average is proving more popular around this city, with
new installations being reported steadily
every week for the past month.
Latest, which went into service on Saturday, was the plant at the Norwest Theatre, erected about two years ago, by United Detroit circuit.

circuit’s Tem-

ple Theatre, Aliquippa, has

Big

Air Conditioning
Installed in Detroit

Detroit — Installation

Closings

Pittsburgh — Penn-Ware

New Type Conditioning
Plans in W&W Theatre

from preceding page )

damage,

Theatre

51, manager

here for 15 years,

died Wednesday, July 6 in Lincoln Hospital. He was a native of Chicago. He is
survived by his widow, Sarah, and three
children, David, Reva, and Raymond, and
five brothers and sisters, including Arthur
damage, circuit owner. Burial was in
Machpelah Cemetery.

Marr Re-equips
Detroit — George

Marr

is installing new

accessories, including draperies, stage
rigging, cycloramas, and new carpeting
in the Gem Theatre at St. Louis, Mich.
Equipment is being furnished by National
Theatre Supply So.
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New England Feels
Business Uptrend
Boston

— A

nation-wide

survey

shows

that New England is well to the fore in
broad business pickup. New England felt
especially resumption of buying in consumers’ goods like shoes and textiles. Six
shoe factories in the Brockton area put
over 6,000 to work on a full time work
week.
Several New England textile mills were
enumerated as expanding or resuming
operations, including three large woolen
plants at Lawrence giving work to about
3,000. Others were said to be planning
increased operations.
The shipbuilding boom was felt at the
Quincy yards of the Bethlehem Steel Corp.
in the addition of 2,000 to the payrolls
in the last two months.
Mill reopenings in Warren and Bristol,
R. I„ officials said, took 800 off the list
eligible for jobless insurance.
Textile authorities said the recent wave
of cotton cloth buying was the heaviest
in more than a year undoubtedly increasing mill employment.
Seasonal shoe manufacturing upturns,
trade sources reported, have been translated into longer work weeks rather than
more jobs.
In Coventry, R. I., the Anthony mill has
reopened, employing 800 men. The plant
had been shut for ten months.

Gift Donors
For MPTO
New

Announced

Concerts Replace Races
As Competition
Boston — ' If it isn't one thing it's another!" exhibitors around town exclaim
in unison. For, although the races at
Suffolk Downs
closed for the season
last Saturday,
are

the

in full swing

the first night)

esplanade

(it drew

and

concerts

15,000 people

George

A. Hamid's

Rodeo opens July 31 for a two-weeks'
engagement at Suffolk Downs.

Building Plans Portend
Boom for Massachusetts
Boston — A building

boom

is on its way

in Massachusetts. A list of building projects issued by the Associated Industries
of Massachusetts total many millions of
dollars which will give employment to
building workers. Indirectly, this will have
a very favorable effect on theatre grosses.
Among the projects cited were the $2,000,000 appropriation for a Westinghouse
plant in Springfield; the $2,500,000 modernization program of the Colonial Beacon
Oil Co. in Everett; the new $1,000,000
General Electric plant in Pittsfield; a
$250,000 plant extension program by the
Norton Company in Worcester, and a
$200,000 structure by the Cranberry
ners Co. in Southampton.

Can-

The Holyoke Water Power Co. is inaugurating a renovating and modernization
program in anticipation of new industries
in the valley.
In Leominster, the Cluett Peabody Co. is
finishing a new four-story plant which,
it is hoped, will employ 400 additional men
by the end of the year.

Golf Tourney

Haven — Handsome

received daily to reward

gifts are being

winners in Con-

necticut MPTO’s third annual industry
golf tournament in the New Haven territory, planned for August 2 at Racebrook
Country Club. Notices have gone out to
all exhibitors, distributor and allied industry representatives and a record attendance is expected.

Buying , Selling Policies
Analyzed by Exhibitors
Boston — Independent

Exhibitors,

Inc.,

Allied affiliate, held a special meeting at
its offices, 20 Shawmut St., Tuesday afternoon, July 12. General business conditions, buying and selling policies were
analyzed.

Committee meetings are being held under Irving C. Jacocks jr„ chairman of
the large group in charge, and all details
are being worked out. Donors of gifts thus
far received include Alexander Film Co.,
American Seating Co., and several exchange managers.

Nathan Yamins, president of Allied and
the New England organization; Arthur
Howard, business manager and national
secretary, and Frank Lydon, vice-president
of Independent Exhibitors, led the private
discussion.

Information Booths to Be
Aid to Boston Exhibitors

Boston Trans-Lux House
Is Nearing Completion

Boston — Six information

booths

will be

opened in Boston for the convenience of
tourists and visitors, it was announced by
City Greeter Louis J. Brems. One will be
located on Boston Common and others
on main highways leading into the city.
The booths will be manned by WPA
personnel, who will tell visitors how to get
to historic points, beaches, sporting centers, theatres or any other places they may
wish to visit.
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Boston — Work

on Boston’s

first Trans-

Lux Newsreel Theatre is progressing rapidly. The house is being modernized throughout and air-conditioning of the latest type
will be installed.
The Newsreel Theatre on Huntington
Avenue has adopted a new policy for the
balance of the summer. Popular films are
being shown in addition to the customary
program of latest newsreels and comedy
short subjects at no increase in price.

Lieberman Finishing
Expansion Program
Boston— The

Fred

E. Lieberman

circuit

has completed an extensive expansion program, confident that business conditions
are on the rebound. It is being planned
to operate at least three or four theatres
in the downtown section of Boston.
The Tremont Theatre, leading exponent
of Lieberman’s ‘‘proven pictures” policy,
will not be closed despite elaborate renovation to start within two weeks. An
expenditure of $75,000 to $100,000 is being contemplated, according to Fred E.
Lieberman. A complete remodeling job
has been set, including new seats and air
conditioning.
Work has been progressing at a rapid
pace on the recently acquired Bijou Theatre and there is a distinct possibility of
its opening up in a week or two.
The Normandie, formerly the old Boston Theatre and, in recent years, a dance
hall, is also set to reopen as a motion
picture theatre again. Picture policy for
the Bijou and Normandie has not yet been
decided upon.
Plans for a new theatre in the basement
underneath the Tremont Theatre already
have been drawn up and approved by the
building commissioners. Permits have
been granted. It will be the last word in
newsreel theatres with a capacity of 300
seats.
As a result of these moves the Lieberman
circuit is assuming a prominent position
in the Boston theatre district. The policies
to be pursued at the Bijou and Normandie
are being discussed widely as they are
bound to exert an important influence on
the present status quo of the motion picture business in the downtown district of
Boston.

Wins
Pay

Right to Conduct
Nites in Medford

Boston — The

Fred

E. Lieberman

circuit

won its case to conduct Pay Nites at the
Square Theatre in Medford. In a recent
appeal the case against Pay Nites was
nol grossed and the court ordered the material taken from the theatre to be returned, allowing Pay Nites to continue.
J. MacKenzie, formerly assistant manager at the Tremont Theatre, has been
appointed manager of the Square Theatre,
according to Fred E. Lieberman.
Remodeling
Boston — The

Keith

in Portland
Theatre,

Portland,

Me., will be completely remodeled. The
house is operated by the F. E. Lieberman
circuit.

Strand Alters Policy
Hamden,

Conn. — The

Strand

Theatre

has switched from a four-change to a
three-change weekly policy, following ban
of money games from theatres. Other
neighborhoods are reported considering a
similar move.
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T (0) N
JACK

BROWN
of the Paramount exchange is vacationing in Maine “where
no one can find him” . . . Walter Kessler
of New Jersey, Springfield and New Haven
has been named assistant manager at
Loew’s Orpheum. Walter
Boston to his string.

can

now

add

Sam

The boys in the film district were
whooping it up for Emerson Dickman,
Red Sox pitcher, the other day when he
hit that home run. Dickman was recommended to the Red Sox by Tim Donahue,
sales manager for Columbia. George Dickman, Emerson's father, is associated with
20 th Century-Fox in Buffalo.

Mary Doherty of the RKO Boston has
left on a cruise to Virginia Beach and
Washington, D. C. Have you received your
postcard yet?

Jack Granara, head of the Keith Memorial publicity, has been mountaineering the past week. Just ask him to yodel.

The Shawmut Theatre in Roxbury was
the scene of an attempted robbery last
week, but the yeggs found the safe too
tough to crack.

Sam Haas is commuting from Falmouth
these hot days. He has just completed
another big deal without benefit of publicity. Sam has made arrangements so
that he can now finance theatres up to

Tom

Fahey of the MkP mailing department had his tonsils out last week and
despite a hemorrhage was able to joke
about it afterwards, recounting how his
finances were low and consequently he
had tried to get only one tonsil removed —
at half price!

And while we are in Millinocket, we can
see that LePage has broken ground for
a new theatre there.

is a drive-in theatre not a drive-

Herb Millard has taken a vacation from
his accounting duties at the M&P offices.
He won’t account for his whereabouts.

in theatre? When it’s out in Shrewsbury,
where passing motorists can get a free
peek.

Fred Greenway, manager of Loew’s State,
is right in the middle of his vacation.

When
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THERE MUST
BE A REASON
M OTIOGRAPH
IRROPHONIC

RECENT
=
=

PARK THEATRE— Worcester
TOWN HALL— Rockport

The Manchester State
Shut for Alterations
Manchester,

N. H. — The

CAPITOL THEATRE SUPPLY COMPANY

State

Theatre,

•

BOSTON.

Medical

New

Haven — Day

Badamo

of the

Tieup

before

College

opening,

reached

Sam

every

doctor and dentist’s office in the city by
telephone on March of Time issue, “Men
of Medicine, 1938.” Showing times were
stressed, and permitted to be posted on
hospital bulletin boards. Checkup by number of doctors who left their names on
call at the desk showed good results.

Closed
Bridgeport,

lor Repairs

Conn. — The

Cameo

Theatre

has been closed for a three-to-four-week
period, during which time the 1,420-seat
house will be completely redecorated, remodeled and reseated. E. & F. Construction Co. of Bridgeport has the rebuilding
contract. American Seating will supply
chairs. A new marquee and new drapes
are also included in the plans.

Sign Attracts
in front of

the Gayety Theatre aroused considerable
interest the other day.
“Don’t be MAD because there is No
Parking Here. Come inside and enjoy be-

Installations =

ing ‘Mad About Music.’ ”

Two

to Snyder

Boston — Ralph

Snyder

will take

over

the Empire and Strand theatres in Portland, Me., on or about August 1, it was
learned from an authoritative source. Abe
Goodside is the present owner.

[

MEW ENGLAND ORGANIZATION FOR
NEW ENGLAND EXHIBITORS

"Time”

Novel

GRANITE SQ.— Manchester, N. H.
ORLEANS THEATRE— Orleans

STREET

No program pictures will be out shortly.
“The Call” and “Un Carnet de Bal” will
be distributed by Sam Davidson within a
few weeks.

Boston — A sign on the curb

DRIVE-IN THEATRE— SHREWSBURY where
Capitol has installed the first Motiograph
Mirrophonic system ever used in any
drive-in theatre.

28-30 PIEDMONT

of Cameo

Ed Senfert of the M&P booking department is vacationing somewhere — with a
book !

Meyer

Mr. and Mrs. Gus Schaeffer spent a few
days in Boston visiting their relatives.

head

Kearney announced that while the State
is closed, first-run motion pictures booked
for that house would be shown at the
Strand, owned by the same organization.

Milton Glickman, theatre operator in
Millinocket, Me., was in Boston for several days.

Marcus of the M&P publicity department had a wistful expression on his
face. It is still a matter of weeks before
he can relax.

Davidson,

sky is the limit,” ac-

Carlo Vannicola, artist for the RKO
Theatres, is sunning himself at Sunapee
Lake. And picking up plenty of local color,
no doubt.

Abner Pinanski, manager at the Modern Theatre, left on a two-week vacation,
basking place unknown.

Boston — Sam

Screen Attractions, Inc., announces that
he has taken over the distribution rights
to First Division Pictures, formerly handled by Grand National. More than 60
features are involved in the deal.

operated by the State Operating Co., with
Bernard L. Kearney as manager, has been
closed for alterations.

any amount. “The
cording to Sam.

Tony Zinn, assistant manager and treasurer at the Keith Boston Theatre, has returned from a vacation at Sunapee Lake
up in the hills of New Hampshire. You
guessed it! He brought back — fish stories!

Davidson Distributes
First Division Pictures

Cinema
Page
Next

Boston — The

___

MASS.

=

Club Outing
Cinema

Club

will hold one

of their popular outings on Saturday, July
16, according to Charles Repec, president
of the club. Locale has not yet been set
definitely.
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Door

Fire Does

Damage

Little

to Hub National

Boston — Flames

licked

the

stage

door

of the National Theatre last Saturday,
but an audience of 40 kept their seals on
being assured by Manager Louis Krasnow
that there was no danger. The damage
was only $10.
The fire was caused by a cigarette tossed
into a pool of crankcase oil which had
drained from a nearby gasoline station.

Herbert Higgins Moves
Offices; Adds Accounts
Boston — Herbert

Higgins,

former

head

booker for Warner, who recently set up a
booking service for exhibitors, has moved
his offices to 120 Arlington St.
Two new accounts have been acquired
by Higgins. He is now booking for the
Lyric Theatre, Kennebuncport, Me., and
the Park Theatre in East Jaffrey, N. H.

Loew and Solomon Open
Theatres at Charlestown
Boston — The

E. M. Loew

circuit has re-

opened the Thompson Square Theatre in
Charlestown, formerly operated by George
Solomon. It will be a second-run house.
George Solomon has opened the Hollywood Theatre in Charlestown with a firstrun picture policy.

Re-Hire at Pittsfield
Pittsfield,

N. H. — More

than

150

em-

ployes returned to the Pittsfield mills last
Monday on a two-shift schedule. The
mills had been closed for nine months.
The Exeter Manufacturing Co., which operates the mills, said it was expected orders would permit operation for more than
eight weeks.

Wilcox
Boston

—

Wilcox

has

Majestic, which
off Saturday
two in
weeks’
vacation
he plans for
to aspend
the
mountains of New Hampshire.

nearly four years manager of Loew’s State
here, is off to his new job as managing

Sunshine Club, employes’ organization of
the Strand Theatre, held its eighth annual banquet last Monday night at the
Drey fuss Frog Farm, swanky Warwick
roadhouse. About 35 present, including
Manager Edward L. Reed, Archibald Silverman, president of the corporation owning the theatre, Assistant Manager Johnny
Hodge and all of the theatre staff. Affair
ivas arranged by A. Louis E. Cornell,
Strand’s genial special officer, fireman,
and general good-fellow.

director of Loew’s Capitol in Washington,
D. C., and Edward McBride, his successor
here, who comes to Providence from Loew’s
State in Syracuse, is getting nicely acclimated to Rhode Island and proving himself a likeable chap to all who meet him.
“Bill” Brown, manager of the RKO-Albee
for the past two years, has severed his
connections with RKO and on July 11 becomes manager of Nathan Yamins’ Durfee
Theatre in Fall River, Mass. William S.
Canning, for the past year manager of that
house, has resigned and, according to reports, will be associated with a golf driving range at Tiverton, R. I., for the summer.
Walter Kessler, who has been at Loew’s
State for the past month as treasurer, has
been sent to the Orpheum, Boston, by
Division Manager H. M. Addison, to become assistant manager.
RKO-Albee opened July 11 for a summer
season of stage shows produced by Jules
Leventhal. Anthony Romano of Associated Theatres ( which is interested in the
deal), will act as manager of the Albee
during the season, with Ken Rockwell,
former assistant manager under Bill
Brown, continuing in that capacity. Advance sale of tickets for opening show,
“Idiot’s Delight,” with Lenore Ulric and
Oscar Shaw, good. Troupe and production
arrived Saturday and a dress rehearsal ivas
given Sunday night, viewed by Lieut. Cowan, city police censor.
Jack Toohey,

Murphy

Moves
Murphy,

at the

Eddie

Reed

of the Strand

is slipping

off early from the manager’s office of
the Strand on weekend nights for the next
few weeks. Reason: He’s again taken a
cottage at Matunuck Beach for the summer and it’s a 40-mile drive from office
to home. But cool breezes, salt spray and
good fishing at the end of the trip make
the drive worth while, Ed opines.
Stanzler’s Community Theatre, Wakefield, R. I., is being extensively renovated
and remodeled. The house is being kept
open for the present during work and it
and the Casino at Narragansett Pier, operated by same management, are running
Saturday morning cartoon matinees. Last
Saturday’s program offered 10 reels of the
funny films and ice cream for all the kids
present — all for 15 cents.
Newport Casino, society’s favorite summer theatre where each week’s opening
night sees the 400 out in all its finery,
has set back its announced opening date
from
1845,
for a
again

July 19 to 26 when “Fashion,” hit of
will be offered. Plan is to operate
six weeks’ season. Helen Arthur is
managing director of the theatre.
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IS

reopened

the Orleans Theatre, Orleans, Mass., after
a complete redecorating and remodeling
job was done by the Capitol Theatre Supply Co. Among the improvements added
are new sound, projectors, ventilation, carpeting and marquee.

Boston — Frank

assistant manager

THERE

Reopens

Charles

gACK
fromNewa quick
trip to
Jersey “over-the-Fourth”
and your correspondent found many managerial changes
here at home. Howard C. Burkhardt, for

Again
formerly

assist-

ant manager of Loew’s Orpheum, who recently was made manager in Wilmington,
Del., has been transferred again. He is
now managing Loew’s State Theatre in
Syracuse, N. Y.

A REASON
| More than eleven hundred Mirrophonic installa= tions . . . according to unsolicited testimonials ...
= have shown a minimum of 11% increased box1 office receipts .

|
|
|
=

CAPITOL THEATRE SUPPLY COMPANY
Medford
Boston — There

Sale Stalls
has been

a hitch in the

plans for the sale of the Larcon Theatre in
Medford controlled by George Ramsdell.
E. M. Loew was the interested party.
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xA NEW ENGLAND ORGANIZATION
NEW ENGLAND EXHIBITORS
28-30 PIEDMONT

STREET

•

BOSTON.

FOR,
MASS.
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PORTLAND
\I7HEN

a pair of complimentary

ringside

tourist season

is well under

way

and

such

V fight tickets go begging, exhibitors
can't have much to fear from fight competition. It was supposed to be a major
attraction, too, with tickets priced at $1.10,
but when one of the boys tried to give them
away to eight different couples last week
he could find no takers. A pair of complimentary theatre tickets would not have
been thus cold-shouldered.

pictures

as “Rage of Paris” (Univ) , “Algiers" (UA), “Little Miss Broadway”
(20 th-Fox) , and “Letter of Introduction”
(Univ), have been booked for pre-release
showing at the Empire and Strand, the
management felt that the reduced prices
were no longer necessary. The first of the

Golf has taken Filmrow by storm with
Walter Dyer of the Paramount exchange
and John Diviney, manager of the Maine
Theatre, leading. Neither man will take
credit for being better than the other.

Fred Kuser of Trenton, N. J„ was to
open Wentworth Hall at Jackson, N. H.,
on July 1 . . . The Inn at Islesboro, which
was scheduled for a July 6 opening, will
not be opened this summer.

new series is expected
in two weeks.

to be screened

with-

Ban on 'Motherhood'
Imposed in Portland
Portland, Me. — Due to strenuous opposition offered by the Portland District,
Maine Council of Catholic Women, the
Portland Council, K. of C. and leaders of
several
not

Frank Venett,
House, Bath, was
Clarence Shields,
Theatre, Gardner,
two weeks. Cedric

manager of the Opera
ill a few days this week.
operator at the Temple
has been ill for the past
Osgood is relieving him.

Francis Gooch, who has been subbing
for Harry Botwick at the State Theatre
while the latter was on vacation, will return to Bath Monday . . . Tourist trade is
boosting business slightly at all first-runs,
according to reports given out this week
. . . “Vivacious Lady” has been moved over
from the Strand Theatre to the Empire
for an additional run.
The

State

Theatre

sidewalk

broadcasts,

which proved so successful last winter,
have been renewed with the Casco Bay
lines as the sponsor. Instead of being
held only once a week as formerly, they
are

now

being conducted
nesday and Friday noon.

Monday, WedThe broadcasts

cover

a 15-minute period and are held directly in front of the theatre. The current picture and the theatre are plugged
several times during each broadcast.
The

Empire

Theatre

The

cooking school which is being conducted by Lever Bros., Boston, in conjunction with M&iP and Maine-New Hampshire Theatres throughout the state, was to

have

opened Monday, July 11, at the Empire, Lewiston. The following day the
State Theatre, Portland, holds its opening
session. Among the theatres holding the
cooking school are the Star, Westbrook;
the Opera House,
land Theatre at
uable prizes will
lucky coupons at
Leon

Bath, and the CumberBrunswick. Many valbe awarded holders of
the end of the session.

P. Gorman,

operator

of the Cape,

Elizabeth, and the Cameo Theatre, Portland, has opened some ritzy bowling alleys on High St. . . . Horse racing is in
progress at Lewiston, Gorham and Cornish. The Grand circuit was to open at
Old Orchard Beach on July 16.

cony until 6 o’clock. At the beginning of
summer, the theatre had reduced its prices
by 10 cents to help boost business during
the annual summer slump. Now that the

" Moonlight Sonata " in 8th
Week at Boston Fine Arts

The Danceland, operated by Charles
Downes, opened July 6 at East Raymond
. . . Peggy Seyford, State Theatre cashier,
has taken a camp at Highland Lake for the
slimmer.
Lester Hughes, Paramount booker and
his assistant, Walter Dyer, were to have
attended a Cinema Club outing July 16 at
Plum Island, near Ipswich, Mass. The
outing is being held for bookers in the
Boston and Portland territories. A clam
bake, swimming, softball and
feature the entertainment.

weight

in

gold,

to

have

boating

reproduced

will

so

faithfully Paderewski’s every move, the
spell of his magnificent personality. His
wonderful style, his deep expression and

Boston — “Moonlight Sonata” with Paderewski is in its eighth week at the Fine
Arts Theatre. George Kraska is confident
that it will play his house all summer.

amazing technique have been fully captured in this film, making it obligatory
for every pianist in particular and lovers
of music in general to see this film. It

“The only thing that is new
Kraska stated.

is absolutely

is the news,”

Leading pianists of national and international repute have been coming in daily
to see over and over again Paderewski, the
greatest of living pianists, perform in this
film.
The distinguished world famous pianist
and teacher, Heinrich Gebhard, was overjoyed upon seeing and hearing the master,
exclaiming,
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“Why,

this film

is worth

its

local organizations,

wonderful!

And

here now or at any other time.' The city
council last week decided that unless such
protests were made, Russell Mack, operator of the Colonial, would be allowed to
run the film.
Harry S. Judelsohn, representative from
Jewel Productions, Inc., New York City,
and the theatre management, defended
the

picture as “educational” and condemned as “ridiculous” the criticism of
these objectors who admitted they had not
and did not wish to see the film.
Dr. Thomas Tetreau, city health officer,
who viewed a private screening of the
picture, said it was

“in no wise proper

be shown in any city.”
Two American Legion
and

the Catholic

shown

Guild

also ob-

picture’s

being

Police Chief Ralph D. Brooks, who last
week saw the picture, told City Manager
James
and

E. Barlow

depressing

that

it was

“gruesome

but not indecent.”

Circuit Promotes

Two

Coleman,

formerly

assistant manager of the Paramount Theatre, has been promoted to the managership of the Arcade Theatre by the Western Massachusetts Theatres circuit. William Kennedy, former manager, has been
elevated to an executive position with the
circuit.

Action Resulted
Boston — When

a former

motion

picture

publicity man takes over a special assignment outside of the industry, action usually results. Witness the instance of the
appointment of R. L. Gorman, film veteran, to the position of advertising head
for the John T. Benson Animal Farm in
Nashua, N. H.
The extent of this film man’s immediate
achievements are signified best, perhaps,
by the multi-huge posters that soon appeared at strategic points about New England.
They

such a charm-

read:

“The

.Jungle

Train

Benson’s Wild Animal Farm
Acres of Wild Animals!
Bare Birds — Fish — Reptiles!
Elephants and Ponies to Ride!
Bigger Than a Zoo!
Better Than a Circus.

Wedding

Boston — Mr. and Mrs. Morris Pouzzner
have announced that the marriage of their
daughter, Janice, to Harold Silberstein of
Wausau, Wis., will take place Sunday
afternoon, July 24, at the Pouzzner estate
in Newtonville.

to

post commanders

Literary

jected strenuously to the
here.

ing story, too!”

Pouzzner

the Eu-

ropean motion picture “Motherhood” will
be shown by the Colonial Theatre

Springfield — George

is inaugurating

its new season of “greater hits” with a
return to its normal prices of 40 cents orchestra and 30 cents balcony in the evening, 30 cents orchestra and 20 cents bal-

other

$1.25 Round-Trip
Leave Boston
1:30 P. M., I). S. T.
Return Train Leaving Hudson, N. H.,

It is a tiein with
Railroad

6:00

the Boston
P.

and

Maine

M.”

for a special train, no less, run-

ning directly to the scene that Dick
man is putting on the map.
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Magic Eye Office
Moves to Dallas
Dallas — The

Magic

Eye

Weingarten to Invade Miami
With Chain of 12 Theatres
Miami — Plans

Co., handling

the “Photo-Pay Nite” proposition as it is
developed through the “Aisle of Fortune”
and the “Magic Eye,” is all set for actual
demonstrations at 2011 Jackson St., on
Filmrow.
It is safe to say 30 visiting exhibitors
saw the demonstration Monday with a
number following the procedure Tuesday.
The company announced last week that
a Dallas office would be opened because
at Gonzales, Tex., it was unable to give
proper service to exhibitors or to contact
the many who were interested in putting

Eye” is offered to all

HERMAN

wm
Dallas

— After

practically

20 years

Complete books of instructions including literature on the deal, with helpful
hints, are in the Adams office ready to go
out to interested theatres.
School Nites is the brain-child of Max
F. Todd, author and originator of the plan
and an associate in the company which
distributes it. He is formerly of Detroit and
Chicago and hails from the advertising
and merchandising fields.

Lee Fuhrman Is Atlanta
Editor tor BOXOFFICE
Effective with this issue, Lee Fuhrman,
newspaperman and business paper writer,
becomes Atlanta correspondent and representative for Boxoffice, succeeding Nell
Benedic. Mrs. Benedic left Boxoffice to
manage the Roxy Theatre in Lithonia,
Ga., for Ike Katz.
The Boxoffice address remains the
same, 148 ^ Walton St. The telephone
number is WALnut 7171.
BOXOFFICE

:: July 16, 1938

S

Following up his intention, announced
in Boxoffice June 18, to have a theatre at
the ocean end of the 79th street causeway,
Weingarten last week purchased the site
on which he will erect his second $100,000 house. It is on Collins Ave. just north
of 71st St. This house will be named the
Surf.

WEINGARTEN

u n

lexans Premiere

in

plan is called “Theatre School Nites.” Outside of saying he was well sold on the plan,
Adams is willing for the exhibitor to be the
judge. He does say, however, that School
Nites goes to the theatre at minimum cost.

has

been sold to Loew’s, for whom he built
the Cameo after which he is naming the
first of his Miami houses.

The slogan, first come, first served, they
said.

film distribution, Jack K. Adams, owner
of the film exchange which bears his
name, has taken his first full dish in the
purveying of boxoffice stimulants. His

building

His 3,000-seat Hillside in Jamaica

For some time back there was a shortage on filling installations, but the new
Dallas office advises equipments may be
had now on current orders due to a
temporary speed up in the manufacturing
center.

" Theatre School Nites"
Launched by Adams

$1,250,000

Having sold a number of his houses on
Long Island and in Brooklyn, Weingarten
retains ownership of the Claridge and
Treymoor in Flatbush, the Parthenon in
Ridgewood, the Roosevelt in Flushing, the
Drake in Woodhaven, the Rainbow, the
Surf in Coney Island, and the Fair (near
the World’s Fair grounds). Most recently
sold were the Little Neck, the Laurelton
and the Gables, all now managed by the
Prudential Theatre Operating Co. During his 25 years in the business he has
built more than 40 theatres.

on “Photo-Pay Nites” in their theatres.
The Robb & Rowley and Griffith theatres are leaders in the major circuits to
lake on the plan. These circuits are spread
over the widest area in Texas. At the
same time, “Magic
the independents.

for a

program, to include a chain of 12 theatres
in Miami and Miami Beach, were announced by Herman Weingarten before his
return to New York Tuesday. He sailed
on the Shawnee with his daughter, Henrietta Weingarten, his partner in his business activities.

Draws Dignitaries
San

Antonio — The

world

premiere

of

Equipment to be installed in the Cameo
will include a Carrier air-conditioning system and RCA sound, he said.
Weingarten and his daughter plan to
return to Miami the latter part of August when they will open their new N. Bay
Road home for the season.

“The Texans” at the Majestic Friday night
attracted a notable audience, including
government and state officials in addition to numerous important exhibitors in
the territory.
James E. Berry, lieutenant governor of
Oklahoma, Governor Allred and Sen. J.
Manley Head of Texas, Lieut. Gov. William Lindsay of Kansas and Mayor B. L.
Callahan of Abilene headed the stellar
guest list. L. C. Griffith, head of Griffith
Amusement Co., accompanied Berry and
his wife.
According to Paramount officials, a sellout at the 3,700-seat theatre was chalked
up two and a half hours after tickets for
the first performance were put on sale.
Many patrons were turned away for the
initial screening, but are said to have
made reservations for later showings.

Strand Charter
Hot

Springs,

Ark. — A charter

has

Lindstrom Goes to Texas
For "Work

Kansas

Night" Plan

City — O. T. Lindstrom,

who

has

been in the film business for a number
of years, has taken over distribution of
“Work Night,” a theatre plan for relief
of unemployment through the hiring of
goodwill ambassadors in Texas, with headquarters in Dallas. He has formed the
Lin-Warren Co. for the purpose.
“Work Night,” developed by Howard
White of Kansas City, is spreading gradually and steadily. A number of towns in
the Denver district are using it; Nebraska has many who have found it successful, including C. M. Peterson of Genoa,
Neb., who started it a fortnight ago. Fox
Midwest has added it recently in Excelsior Springs, Lexington, the Madrid in
Kansas City, and several other spots.

been

issued to the local Strand Theatre, Inc.
Capital stock was listed at 10,000 shares
at $5 par value. Incorporators: Mrs.
Loyce Glidewell, Mrs. Jessie L. Howe, Mrs.
Kate Renegar and H. E. Wheatley, all of
Hot Springs.

Break
Randleman,

broken
Street.

Ground
N.

for Theatre

C. — Ground

here for a new

has

been

theatre on Main
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New Orleans Operators
Honor 15 at an Outing
New Orleans — Fifteen members of Local No. 293, IATSE and MPMO, affiliated
with the AFL, were honored for their 25
years of membership in the organization
July 9 at an outing at Pontchartrain
Beach.
John Reich, E. M. Snyder, Charles Achee,
Fred Knaps, Louis N. Chateau, Henry
Maitre, Patrick Herbert, A. Marks, O. H.
Phelps, George Vivirito, S. Guiffre, R. V.
White, Alfred C. Miranne, Emile H. Bayi
and Paul S. Montamat are the members
who rounded
organization.

out a quarter-century

in the

The group applied for a charter in 1913.
Application was granted by the general
board on April 19 that year, and the
charter was formally approved by the organization convention on July 10.

Davis Reports Sales
Kansas City — Sales of new RCA sound
equipment in the southern area reported
by Don Hifi Davis follow: New U. S.
Army theatre. Fort Sill, Okla., expected
to open August 15; Temple Theatre, Ardmore, Okla.; Griffith Theatre, Enid, Okla.

AL Artcinema
BONDY, assistant
sales manager of
Productions, was in Dallas
Wednesday to further contact circuits and
confer with their local representative, A1
Wolf, over distribution of the old Rudolph
Valentino picture, "Son of the Sheik,”
which has been advertised for Elm Street.

The Sack boys are now settled in their
new Dallas offices which they have moved
from San Antonio to Harwood Street. The
place is light, airy arid breezy. Summer
drapes help a lot. Alfred, the boss, has an
exquisite suite of furniture. Lester, the
vice-president, may use it once in a while
although he has his own sanctum. Briefly,
it looks like the Sacks still mean business.
The personnel includes W. B. Lovelace,
cashier; John E. Stanfill, booker; Albert
Flores, ad sales, and Janice Jankins, inspector.
P. G. Cameron, a veteran Dallas showman and owner of the Peak, is about to
take off for Hollywood again, but this
time not necessarily on business. P. G.
had a birthday a few days ago and so did
his grandson in Los Angeles, who, so it
happened, celebrates the event on the
same day. P. G. was making it all right
but wondered

how

the grandson

was

far-

ing, and a thousand miles or so doesn’t
enter the picture in his case. Sometimes
Cameron goes west for a week or two, and
sometimes he spends only the day. The

Progress in Crossville
Crossville, Tenn. — Work on the new
$18,000 theatre going up here is progressing rapidly.

(Continued

on

page

68)

104 DEGREES
81 DEGREES

Reynolds

and

Boswell

Buy Teplis ' Two

Houses

Greensboro, Ga. — Jamie Reynolds jr. and
W. R. (Bill) Boswell, both of Greensboro,
have purchased the Greenland Theatre
here and the Union at Union Point, Ga.
The two houses were bought from Louis
Teplis, who assumed control March 1 when
he took over the interests of Mrs. W. M.
Kimbro.

Maddux

Returns

Hazelhurst, Ga. — J. C. Maddux has returned here to manage the Palace Theatre again. He left here a year ago to
assume managerial duties at the Palace
Theatre in Sylvester, Ga.

Open

at Pensacola

Pensacola, Fla. — The new Strand Theatre here, under the management of Clinton Vucovich, has been opened. New sound
equipment
stalled.

and

For money,

new

marbles

seats

have

been

in-

or chalk, there is no

finer quality than a Texlite new style ticket booth with side windows that lower,
louvered

door and adjustable ceiling ventilators. Choice of design and colors.
Tinted or clear glass. Circular or hexagon
shaped base. Also lobby display frames
finished in complementary
lite, Inc., Dallas.

colors.

Tex-

OUTSIDE
INSIDE

plus fresh air and good oscillation. That
is a typical condition in a theatre cooled
by us.
—

Immediate

QUICK

INSTALLATIONS

HERBER
210 SOUTH
64

HARWOOD

",Fair

Deliveries

Treatment

BROTHERS
and

Adequate

Service

Always "
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Watch for “THE LITTLE RED SCHOOL HOUSE"

"THEATRE

NITE"

SCHOOL

—for old and young alike.
—Low Cost to the Exhibitor.

DON’T BUY ANY OTHER PLAN UNTIL YOU’VE SEEN IT
SIMPLE: Takes only a Few Minutes to Of/er Award, or Awards .
LEGAL:

According to several responsible attorneys.

DESIGNED:

To help the industry — not retard it.
HOW

JACK K. ADAMS
Adams Film
Exchanges

find out how

mutually satisfactory basis for 18 years.
is no need

TELL YOUR

NITE

AT MINIMUM

been doing business with Exhibitors on a

There

PUT ON

SCHOOL

and

have

YOU MAY

COST, or

you may

1. NEW

use it at

practically no cost at all.

then,

for us to tell you this proposition is not fly-by-night
nor lacks proper backing.

—and

the EXHIBITOR

GETS THE THEATRE

WE THINK IT'S GOOD
— and are confident theatre owners will say the
same.

PUBLIC

2. DIFFERENT
it's
3. EDUCATIONAL

4. ENTERTAINING

PROFITS.
5. PAYS
DENDSDIVI-

— — Write or Wire
Nationally Distributed by

THEATRE SCHOOL NITE ENTERPRISES
3rd Floor Film Exchange Bldg.
TEXAS,

OKLAHOMA

ADAMS

AND

ARKANSAS

FILM

308 S. HARWOOD

DALLAS,
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TEXAS

DISTRIBUTORS

EXCHANGES
TEXAS

WIRE — PHONE
BOXOFFICE

DALLAS,

— WRITE

—
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PHONE

7-2940

MAGIC

EYE

Fifty Exhibitors

in Tei

Signed Up . . . Thirty
It Perform at 2011
(On Film Row)

. . . Wi

Positively the Greatest Sens

PHOl
A PROVEN
BOXOFFICE
NATURAL

Aisle of Fortune and The Magic Eye
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through AIS1
been placed 1
Production 1
PROMPT DE

2011 JACKSON
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[oves to Dallas
s and Oklahoma Have
hibitors Monday Saw
;KSON ST., DALLAS
:e It Was

on Display.

ion Since BANK

NIGHT!

)-PAY NITES
OF FORTUNE

and MAGIC

EYE

have

the big circuits in all their theatres,
advanced to where you may have
/ERY, if you act NOW!
WE URGE

YOU

WRITE,

NOT

TO WAIT

WIRE, PHONE

5 EYE COMPANY

DALLAS,

BOXOFFICE
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TEXAS
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A Y IL A N T A
BILL
KARRH of the Dixie Amusement
Co., Swainsboro, Ga„ is vacationing in
California. He will be away from
gia desk for several months.

his Geor-

Carl Floyd, branch manager of Republic Pictures, recently returned from a fourday trip to Cor dele, Vidalia, Claxton and
Swainsboro.
Filmrow
Theatre,

saw

Robert

Scottsboro,

Word

Johnny Long of the Bridgeport Theatre, Bridgeport, Ala., was a visitor along
the Row this week.
Ralph

T. Reed, manager

Monticello,

Theatre,

The

structure,

located

on

Gaines

St.,

is of Spanish architecture in cream colored brick. The interior is cream with
aluminum trimmings. The opening date
will be announced soon.

of the Theatrical

Printing

trip to south

Geor-

Miss Emily Taylor of the Theatrical
Printing Co. will vacation in Florida.

There is no floor quality than a Texlite
porcelain enamel product and the cost is
now so reasonable, you will agree that we
do take pride in serving you well at a failprice. The name TEXLITE on a theatre
display, like STERLING
on silver means
the tops in ticket booths, display frames
or a complete front. Texlite, Inc., Dallas.

Gets Permit to Build
High Point, N. C. — A permit has been
issued here for the erection of a new
$100,000 theatre by North Carolina Theatres, Inc. Actual cost of the building will
be approximately $85,000, but equipment
and furnishings will swell the total cost to
well beyond the $100,000 mark.

Change

at Andrews

Andrews, N. C. — The Andrews Theatre
here is under new management. Ridley
R. Kessler will manage the theatre, which
he and R. L. Burgin purchased. Frank
Duncan, former manager, will take over
the Bryson City and Gatlinburg, Tenn.,
houses.

NIGHT

and ]|D)AY

ALWAYS

YOUR

AT

(Continued

from

page

64)

grandson said once a year or so ago: “Tell
grandad to come out and have supper with

us Don
again.”
Douglas, one of the R&R executives,
has been moving up and down the Texas
coast on vacation.
It looked like an R&R convention in
Dallas Tuesday as C. V. (Uncle Vic) Jones
had a number of the managers in to see
the Magic Eye. Here’s hoping the mysterious eye caught Jones as that is about
the only route Boxoffice can show the
rest of the trade just what
ficial looks like.

of the Southern

Exchange, New Orleans, is vacationing here with his recent bride, the former
Miss Marion McCloskey of New Orleans.
S. R. Reams

Drew

two balconies accommodating 190. A confectionery, which will be run by the management, space for a beauty parlor and
four offices are also included in the new
building.

Post

Co., is on a two-week
gia and Florida.

Ark. — The

Monticello ’s new film house owned - by
B. V. McDougald, is almost completed.
It will have a seating capacity of 724, with

of the Ritz

Ala., this week.

DALLAS

The Drew, Monticello,
To Open Doors Shortly

that R&R

of-

It was M-G-M Day at the Variety Club
Monday and Showman Leroy Bickel made
it somewhat out of the ordinary in comparison to other exchange days of the past.
In the first place he thought of parading
Leo downtown as well as his office personnel. So a Greyhound air-conditioned
and transcontinental bus was chartered.
It was plastered with M-G-M. It moved
from Jackson St. down to the Adolphus
Hotel. Outside of what it cost him personally, Bickel bought the bus people a
round arid all the folks who worked for
him.

A very pleasant visitor in some weeks
was W. J. Wilke, operating the Liberty at
Graham. It was more so because of a
charming miss, Maureen, his daughter, who
was taking a hand in the booking. Wilke
wondered where he would be if it were not
for Mrs. Wilke and Maureen. Incidentally,
he is a brother of Frank Wilke, Houston
ace independent neighborhood exhibitor.
At least, Frank has more seats than the
few who are left.

SERVICE

Modernize

in Dothan

Dothan, Ala. — The remodeled Alabama
Theatre here is a modem picture house,

WIL-KIN

IS ALWAYS READY TO MEET
ANY EMERGENCY THAT MAY
ARISE IN YOUR THEATRE.

boasting RCA sound, a new cooling system, and a streamlined acoustical arrangement.

Bright
Porcelain

DEPENDABLE

MERCHANDISE PLUS A COMPLETE SERVICE ORGANIZATION

keep

colors
enamel

attract bright dollars.
colors that do not fade

display frames looking new and enhances the attention value of the display.

An

advertising display exercises its maximum sales-power only as long as it keeps
its freshness unmarred. Standard and
special size display
Dallas.

ALWAYS

WHEN

IN DOUBT

frames.

Texlite, Inc.,

AT ANY HOUR
We

CALL
321

S.

Church,
Phone

CHARLOTTE
8620

Specialize
in
QUALITY & SERVICE
The Queen Feature Service, Inc.

150

Walton St., ATLANTA
Phone WALnut
4613

Quality Theatre
1912%

Morris

Equipment

Avenue

BIRMINGHAM,

68

& Supplies
Phone

3-8665
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Paramount Crew Turn
Fishermen for a Day
]^EW
Azteca films, released through
Latin -American exchange here, include
“Huapango,” “Tierra Brava,” and “Aguila
O Sol” . . . The State played “Port of
Missing Girls” for three days last week
to a nice draw . . . Other shows here which
handed the summer slump a mean sock,
were Cab Calloway’s Harlem Revue at the
Majestic with the feature picture, “Kidnapped,” and the San Antonio Civopera’s
“Spring Maid.”
Sterling

Rohde has been appointed representative for Variety in the Alamo City
. . . O. B. Smith reopened the Ritz with a
mixed picture policy of white and Negro
films. The house is the only exclusive
colored theatre here . . . National Films is
preparing a religious picture, authored
by W. H. Foster.

Miami — Managers

of Paramount

and

department

Enterprises,

heads

Inc., chartered

the Yuma, gathered up their favorite rods
and reels and had an all-day fishing party
in Biscayne Bay Wednesday. The Big
Three among Paramount fishermen, W. R.
Lynch, Eddie Atkinson and George Baldwin, manager of the Regent, were favorites to land the best catches.

Although he
fellow managers

very

Jose Rubio

(Joe Rubiola),

who

played

in

is not accompanying his
on the party, Walter Early

them the benefit of his preventative and cure for seasickness — beer,
cold, generously rationed.

L-Z Installations
Sapulpa,

Okla. — John

Lamond,

general

manager of L-Z Display System, announces
that his system recently has been installed
in several theatres in this section. They
are: Lyric Theatre, Vinita, Okla.; Erie,
Hugo, Okla.; Sosna, Manhattan, Kas.;
Mainstreet, Chanute, Kas.; Commodore,
Eureka Springs, Ark.; Melba, Batesville,
Ark., and Ortman, Hennessey, Okla.

“Lash of Penitentes,” is in town visiting
his folks. He worked in local civic opera
productions and with the Little Theatre
players prior to going to Hollywood.
The
North

Camp Fire Girls tent show has left
Center St., after a short engagement . . . Recent show shoppers at the
Paramount exchange include Don Douglas, chief booker for Robb & Rowley circuit, Dallas, and Roxie Mills, head booker
for the Hall Industries, Beeville, Tex.
Cliff Lewis of the Paramount publicity
department is here putting on the advance campaign for the world’s premiere
of “The Texans” at the Majestic. Among
the notables expected are Vice-President
John Garner, Gov. James Allred of Texas;
Mayor C. K. Quinn of Sa?i Antonio; the
governors of Oklahoma and Kansas; Randolph Scott, May Robson, Sen. J. Manley
Head; Director James Hogan; Producer
Lucien Hubbard; Robert Cummings; Raymond Hatton and others.
The new Palace in Seguin, managed by
H. A. Daniels, is giving away free china
Saturday night as a special inducement.

Building in Newport
Newport,

Tenn. — Construction

of

a

new

theatre here by J. Winston Baird is now
underway. When completed, the theatre
policy will be westerns at 10 cents admission.

I'HE Saenger theatres have closed a deal
with Harry S. McLeod for “Son of the
Sheik” . . . Jack Hainey, manager of the
Liberty Theatre here, has been spending
a vacation in Chicago.
War orphans of Spain and China ivill
receive benefits from the showing of
“Spanish Earth,” by Ernest Hemingway ,
filmed under fire in the Spanish rear, and
“China

Strikes Back.” These two documentary films were shown twice nightly
at the Jerusalem Temple on Saturday and
Sunday,

Joseph M. Seiferth sr„ known as “the
poet of radioland,” died suddenly after a
heart attack, July 8. Seiferth, whose wife
died a- year ago, lived in the Monteleone
Hotel with his son, Joseph Seiferth jr., his
lone close survivor.
Mr. and Mrs. Rene Brunet, operators
of the Imperial Theatre, are vacationing
on the Mississippi gulf coast . . . Mrs.
I. J. Harrelson of the Bijou Theatre has
returned from a vacation in Atlanta.

One type P. G. 13 RCA
Photophone sound
equipment. Two heads, two belt drive motors,
amplifier, speaker and
motor
generator — all
complete and
in working
order. Also one
Wenzel single channel amplifier.
Address Box “X”
BOXOFFICE,
210 South
DALLAS,
TEXAS
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how

good

it is, when something better appears — and
what an APPEARANCE
a modern, new

SALE

Harwood,

will be given an all-expense trip to Memphis and if possible the management of
the theatre will arrange a screen test by
of one

of the major

com-

panies.
The

New

Theatre

at

Manila

Friday, July 8, according to an
ment made by C. W. Tipton,
manager. Very little of the old
has been used in reconstructing

opened

announceowner and
equipment
the house.

style TICKET BOOTH
gives to your lobby. Nothing to make, nothing to put together, everything finished. Distinctive
design,

Negotiations were started last week between K. K. King, Plaza Theatre, Searcy,
and Commonwealth
Theatres whereby
K. K. King and the Plaza will become part
of the company’s operation. At the present time Commonwealth is operating the
Rialto at Searcy under the management
of W. E. Blume. King and Blume left last
Monday for Kansas City to complete final
negotiations and are now back at Searcy.
M. S. McCord of Malco Theatres, Inc.,
North Little Rock, with Mrs. McCord and
their children, have returned home after
spending a week in Pensacola, Fla.

» Theatre

cc

MODERNIZING
&

STREAMLINING
HEADQUARTERS

July 9-10.

A thing is obsolete, no matter
FOR

will be held at the end of the eight-week
period. The winner in the final contest

is giving

the vacationists: Bob Nelson, assistant manager of the Aztec, is over in
New Orleans. Maurice Gleaves, skipper of
the Empire, seeing the sights with the
out in God’s Country. Tom Caraway. head man at Texas-Valley Film
Service, returned Sunday from Chicago,
and Eric Brendler, assistant major-domo
at the Palace, is somewhere along the
lazy Guadalupe, camping, swimming and
fishing.

The winner of each week’s contest will
become eligible to enter the finals which

a representative
In charge of arrangements for the expedition were Charles Whitacre of the
publicity department and Jack Murray of
the art department. Prizes were awarded
to the most successful anglers.

With

missus

AN beeneight-week
search for talent has
started at the Alamo, Pine Bluff.

modern materials, superior workmanship, a masterpiece. Oh what a joy!
Texlite, Inc., Dallas.

Visit Us
in our new office
1914 Main Street

PLANS FREE
On Remodeling lobs

KING
SCENIC CO.
1914 Main St.
DALLAS
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OKLA.
^JOST

important news item to your correspondent this week is his becoming
a full-fledged father with a 7-pound blueeyed girl . . . Upon receipt of which information, State Theatre manager, Bob
Pfotenhauer, probably will celebrate by
purchasing a new suit; any excuse does
for Bob . . . Jimmy Adams, Paramount
newsreel correspondent in this area, has
opened a new barbecue place at 34th and
May Sts. He was formerly manager of
the Folly Theatre here.

Southwestern’s Palace in Tulsa has
thrown out double bills and is now running a feature and a stock company unit
. . . Political campaign speeches are cutting into grosses ?iow as one of the hottest campaigns in the history of the state
comes to a close . . . Tom Dyer is back
from northeastern Oklahoma where he
carried his sales catalogs for Dyer Theatre Supply Co. to good effect . . . C. O.
Fulgum and Brownie Akers, Griffith theatres division managers, are back on the
job locally after an inspection trip.

Sol Davis and Morris Loewenstein are
back from New York on Republic business. Formerly Republic franchises were
given for Oklahoma and Arkansas in one

Exhibitor Is Arrested on

CITY

Charge

unit, but now Davis and Loewenstein have
the Oklahoma franchise, while Bader
Busby at Little Rock has the Arkansas
franchise. Davis, Loewenstein and Busby
were all in New York with Bill Underwood and Claude Ezell, both of Dallas,
who have the Republic ticket for Texas
. . . While in New York, Loewenstein
talked plans for the MPTOA convention
set for Oklahoma City. Tentative plans
have been drawn for October, with final
plans set for framing during the last week
of July or first week of August.
All state film men

are saddened

by the

passing of W. Torn Blair, 51 -year-old theatre veteran in Oklahoma who died last
week after a long illness on his farm
near Alma, Ark., to which he retired six
months ago. Blair, for the last 15 years,
has been a district sales manager for the
Griffith Amusement Co. and prior to that
time he operated theatres in Poteau,
Fairfax, Tonkawa and Enid, in Oklahoma,
and Lubbock, Pampa and Borger in Texas.
Burial will be in Memorial Park here.
Survivors are his wife, five sons, Tom
Blair Jr., Kansas City, Mo.; William,
Belleville, Kas.; Ed, El Paso, Tex.; Joe,
Borger, Tex., and Jack, New Orleans;
a brother, Sam Blair of Belleville, Kas.,
and a daughter.

Birmingham,

of Arson Attempt
Ala. — Dewey

McDermon,

40,

manager of the Norwood Theatre, was arrested on a charge of attempting to commit arson by setting fire to the theatre
building at 12th Ave. and 24th St., North.
The warrant for the arrest of McDermon was sworn out by Deputy State Fire
Marshal Fred Martin, who said McDermon
was charged with having attempted to set
fire to the theatre the morning of July 4.
The fire caused only minor damage.

m in a m in
JACK MURRAY,
art and
director
Paramount Enterprises,
his for
staff,
are
to have more convenient studios when the
new de luxe Paramount is completed. They
will be located behind the stage of the
new theatre. Murray and his artists, Giles
Neal and Jack Clem, and helper, Tom
Fleming, and accessory custodian, Jack
Boyd, are now on the fourth floor of the
building adjacent to the theatre.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ozborn leave the
latter part of July for a vacation trip to
Asheville, N. C. On their return trip, they
will stop in Charlotte.
As though

entertainment

business here

isn’t slow enough in the summertime under favorable conditions, local theatre
managers are finding themselves faced
with unprecedented night club competition.
*

JESSE L. CLARK, district manager of
the Sparks theatres on Florida’s west
coast, has moved into his new home in
Sunset Park, swank Tampa suburb. He
has as his guests Mr. and Mrs. F. A.
Hill of Chicago.

Since Bank Night has been discontinued
in the Tampa Theatre, ace Sparks house,
the management has instituted Negro
Amateur Night.
O. G. Finley, manager of the Park, in
Tampa, has returned from his vacation
at Clearwater Beach.
Novelties, new
out of the grab
Screeno, which
Tampa theatres.
Nights, Country
Seat Nights.
The

and old, have been pulled
bag to take the place of
has been abandoned by
List includes Watermelon
Store Nights and Lucky

bitterly fought

Tampa

Theatre

For the sake of a sweeter take, say it
quick and say it often. Keep saying it with
a banner type interchangeable letter
board across the lobby opening or hang it
under the marquee across the sidewalk.
Talk to more people. Say the right words.
Stimulate business. Economical, effective
and dignified ballyhoo. Texlite, Inc.,
Dallas.

BUFFALO
315 S. HARWOOD

70

Bank

Night case is now before the supreme court of Florida, with the theatre
seeking an injunction protecting them
from prosecution pending a ruling.

The Franklin Theatre, a Sparks house,
has bought a popcorn machine from Harry
Paul, with Wil-Kin.
Vacations have been set and the Tampa
employes of Sparks organization are making plans for their annual two-week
hiatus. Howard Jaudon, manager of the
Franklin, will leave July 17 for the mountains of North Carolina. After he returns,
Donald Holcomb, manager of the Garden
Theatre, will make an automobile trip
with his wife and daughter, which will
take them to Canada.
Miss Gladys Simmons, stenographer in
the Tampa office of Republic, has tripped
to the altar and returned as Mrs. Don
Frissell.

The atmosphere of prosperity and
brightness and gaiety so necessary to the
well being of the theatre is produced easily, quickly and economically with Texlite
products. Ticket booths, display frames,
banner type interchangeable letter panels,
marquee facings, attraction boards and
neon signs. Texlite, Inc., Dallas.

COOLING
BUFFALO

ENGINEERING

EQUIPMENT
CO., INC.

Dallas,

Texas

Passing through Miami last week, en
route to Guiara, Venezuela, via Brazilian
clipper ship, was M-G-M’s
Dallas.

Joseph Galtz of

A recent survey of theatres at Pass-AGrille Beach, on the west coast, showed
that double features are virtually a daily
commonplace in that community at the
Capitol, Pheil, LaPlaza, Roxy, Cameo and
9th St. The exception is the Spark’s Florida, which shows only one double bill a
week. Two- day runs are the rule at all
these houses.
Fred Lohner, assistant manager of the
State, is making a tour of Florida during
his vacation . . . Batting for Eddie Cohen,
reviewer for the Miami Daily News, is
James McLean. Cohen plans to take a
two-month leave of absence during which
he will probably trek to Hollywood.
The first theatre in this area to equip
with a newly perfected ventilator which
automatically closes when wind velocity
becomes greater than 40 miles per hour,
is the Savoy in Nassau.
William

Waide

Scott,

president

of

Screeri Ads, Buffalo, is down for his annual mid-summer vacation, staying at the
William Penn Hotel.

The

SHOW

NATION'S

WINDOW

LEADING

THEATRES

of the SYSTEM
L-Z DISPLAY
SAPULPA,

OKLA.
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Calgary Stampede
Is Biggest Event
Calgary,

Alta.

—

Calgary’s

Attracted by the big prizes, totaling
$40,000, over 600 top cowboys from all over
the continent are contending for the cash
and honors. Riding contestants have entered from Alberta, B. C„ Saskatchewan,
Oklahoma, Wyoming, Arizona, Washington, South Dakota, North Dakota, Idaho,
Montana, New Mexico, Texas, Utah and
Nevada. Chuck wagon races each night
have been highly exciting and will total
22 by the close of the Stampede, requiring 176 horses in five chuck wagon heats.
Local theatres generally suffer during
Stampede week with city patronage deserting to the Stampede grounds. The
greater number of visitors from country
points however have held attendance up
to normal figures. Charlie Straw, of the
Capitol and Pete Egan of the Palace, in
true community spirit, lent their aid in
boosting this year’s stampede. They were
on the committee arranging the excellent
street decorations that turned this mercantile town back to pioneer days. Fronts
of theatres and stores have been covered
with log frontage and bunting flies in the
downtown section. Indian and cowboy
street events in the morning give pioneer
color to the city. Record crowds at the
first days bring expectation of well over
250,000 paid admissions for the event.

Groat and Gibb Send
Calgary — Sharpe’s

to Far North
Theatre

Supplies

re-

ports sale of sound and projection equipment to Groat and Gibb of Yellowknife.
Equipment was shipped north this week
by rail to Fort McMurray, then will pro-

airplane' Messrs.
into the
northern
gold
miningceed bycenter.
Groat
and Gibb
are opening a theatre up north beyond
end of steel, lying well within the Arctic
Circle. This theatre will be the most
northern in the Dominion when opened.
Supplies are sent in by water during the
short summer months.

On Buying Trip
Calgary

—

William

Kieryluk

of Vegre-

ville, was also in Calgary buying new projection equipment for the Vimy Theatre.
Some of the theatres in the Cole chain
around
brought
placing
up film

Crow’s Nest district are also being
up to date. W. V. Cole has been
orders for equipment and lining
contracts while visiting Calgary.
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Show

Theatre

Montreal — Film

cameramen

who

at-

bidden to photograph der Fuehrer, the
understanding being authorities are
afraid someone might
den in a camera to
German leader.

use a gun hidassassinate the

The film expression "shoot," used in
another sense by daily newspaper
in instructing their correspondents to hurry, produced an amusing

episode
word

in Dublin,

Ireland,

is understood

where

in its most

the

literal

sense. A correspondent of an American news agency offered his editor a
story

on

“Shoot
was

De

De

Valera.

Valera."

arrested

He
The

when

the

graph operator notified
had
tions.

a

nerve-racking

cabled

reply:

correspondent
horrified

tele-

the police,

and

time

vincing authorities of only

before
good

coninten-

$120,000 in Contracts
To Carrier Corp, Ltd,
Montreal — Contracts

totaling

$120,000

have been awarded to Carrier Corp. of
Canada, Ltd., here for the installation cf
air-conditioning systems in the Princess,
Palace and Capitol theatres of the Consolidated Theatres, Ltd., three of the leading first-run theatres on St. Catherine
St. Consolidated Theatres is a subsidiary
of Famous Players Canadian Corp. The
plans were prepared by E. A. Robinson
Oil Burning Systems.
Another contract for $6,500 has been
awarded for improvements in the Palace
and one of $1,500 for repairs to the roof
of the Capitol, both going to the George
A. Fuller Co. of Canada, Ltd.

19 per cent above the low-water mark of
1933 but 23 per cent below the record
level of 1930 when the revenue from admissions was $38,479,500.
Total gross for the low year of 1933
was $24,897,100 but the upswing was in
evidence in 1935 when gross receipts totaled $27,272,000 which was 70.9 per cent
of the 1930 figure.
The

great bulk of receipts was registered in the Province of Ontario where

325 theatres are licensed, the latest revenue total for the 12 months being $12,888,400 or approximately 45 per cent of
the country’s total. The 154 moving picture theatres of the Province of Quebec
showed a boxoffice revenue of $6,245,200
while British Columbia, with 100 theatres,
showed $3,270,000. Fourth was Manitoba
with the annual gross of $2,007,100 for
its 77 theatres while Alberta returned
$1,734,100 for 87 theatres; Saskatchewan,
$1,369,300 for 123 theatres; Nova Scotia,
$1,217,600 with 55 theatres; New Brunswick, $775,400 for 34 theatres, and Prince
Edward Island grossed $103,200 with its
four theatres.
In the peak year of 1930, gross receipts
in the Province of Ontario soared to $15,900,900, as compared with the country’s
total for that year of $38,479,500. For
the latest year the aggregate receipts for
Ontario theatres was 81 per cent of that
for 1930, this being the high index percentage for all Provinces. British Columbia stood second in the upward swing with
a percentage of 78 per cent while Quebec
registered 75 per cent as compared with
its 1930 figure.

New
Vancouver,

Toronto

$36,000 Theatre

B. C. — Plans

have

1

New

Plans for
been

made

here for the construction of a new $36,000 theatre building on the northwest
corner of Barclay and Denman Sts., to
be known as the Bay Theatre.
The building will be 131x47 feet, with
the entrance on the corner. Provision is
also made for stores and offices on Denman St.

receipts, not including

amusement taxes, revenue secured by “itinerant operators” and patronage at legitimate houses, during the past year in Canada totaled $29,610,300, according to returns tabulated from the 959 permanently-equipped moving picture theatres licensed from coast to coast. This total was

" Follies'

Vancouver

Qualities

Ottawa — Theatre

tempt to "shoot" Hitler are in lor an
anxious time. Even soldiers are for-

editors

Receipts

Recuperative

When Words Take
On Meaning

Stampede

dominated the local amusement field this
year. With good weather prevailing, a
big parade opened the Stampede on July
11. This ex-cowtown is packed with
visitors from nearly every state in the
union and every province in Canada running the biggest rodeo event since 1912.
Excellent crop conditions brought flocks of
visitors from the prairies and a larger
number of livestock entries than ever.

Equipment

Canadian

—

Is

Initialer

Belleville House
Just

back

Goldfields,

Excavation

Alta. — Excavation

has been

started here on the site of a
$20,000 theatre.

proposed

from

Belleville,

Ont., W. H. Wilkes, United Artists exploiteer, tells of the campaign put on for
“The Goldwyn Follies” which comprised
the feature attraction for the opening of
the new McCarthy Theatre in Belleville.
Wilkes reports congratulations were pouring in to Owner McCarthy. The new theatre is rated as one of the finest in Canada, and a boon to film fans in Belleville
and surrounding towns.

Renovate
Goldfields

in

Calgary

—

Kinema

Kinema
Theatre,

neighbor-

hood theatre, closed July 9 for two weeks.
New type seats and screen will be placed
in this house, seating 350. Front and
auditorium will be redecorated.

K
71

Film
Montreal — Narrative

and

or feature

Theatre

films in

the beginning consisted of only one reel
of about 1.000 feet in length. These gradually developed to six and seven reels and
were augmented on programs by comedy
reels or shorts. Early in the 1920’s, super-pictures of 8,000 to 12,000 feet began to appear as special attractions, but
in the past decade the features have been
shortened and many theatres now offer
two medium-length feature pictures on
each program.
There were 313 motion picture theatres
in Canada; or about 33 per cent of the
total number operating in 1936 which reported that they showed single feature
performances only. Another 212 theatres,
or 22 per cent of the total, indicated that
they showed only double features, while
the remaining 434 establishments reported that they varied their programs with

Data

proportions of 42 per cent double feature cn y, 10 per cent single feature only,
and 48 per cent mixed.
One-half of the 154 theatres operating
in Quebec province showed double feature
performances only, while another 20 per
cent showed only single features. About
23 per cent of Ontario’s 325 motion picture houses used double features exclusively, 22 per cent showed only single features, while the remainder varied their
programs with both types.
The relatively large number of theatres
located in the smaller towns in the Prairie
Provinces and the Maritime Provinces result in much larger proportions of single
feature performance theatres for these regions. About 52 per cent of all theatres
in the Maritime Provinces were of the
single picture variety. In the Prairie Provinces, the corresponding ratio was 47 per
cent. Details for theatres classified ac-

Number of single and double feature performances in motion picture theatres, by
Single
provinces, 1936:
cent
Number TotalPer—100.0
559,9X1
100.0
100.0
30,9X1
100.0
21,099
100.0
118,007
100.0
215,872
1OO.0
13,771
30,581
100.0
31,829
56,208
100.0

CANADA
Prince Edward Island
Nova Scotia
New Brunswick
Quebec
Ontario
Manitoba
Saskatchewan
Alberta
British Columbia

both single and double features.
Single feature performances are most
numerous in the small theatres in small
localities; 121 or about 77 per cent of the
houses whose annual gross receipts did
not reach $2,500 fell into this class. The
single feature performance is also of considerable importance in the large firstrun city theatre. While only eight of the
53 theatres whose annual receipts were
$100,000 or more reported that they used
single features only, another 12 of these
large houses indicated that at least 50 per
cent of the pei’formances shown were of
the single feature variety.
The double feature performance is most
popular in the medium-sized theatre, 135
houses with annual receipts of between
$30,000 and $50,000 being divided in the

Number
211,030

Feature
Per 37.7
cent

18,096
2,536
13,181
21,909
80,971
12,632
21,778
17,268
10,056

100.0
00.3
18.6
62.5
10.3
28.9
49.0
59.5
28.5

Double Feature
62.3
Number Per cent
318,904
12,285
96,098
7,918
128,898
31,139
14,803
17,551
40,212

39.7
37.5
81.4
59.7
50.4
40.5
71.1
71.5

cording to proportion of single and double
feature perfox’mances and by economic divisions are shown in the above table.
In the preceding paragraphs the motion picture theatres themselves were the
subject of classification. When the actual performances are classified as to
whether single or double features were
shown, it is found that the 559,944 perfoi'mances shown in 1936 were divided in
the ratio 37.7 per cent single feature, and
62.3 per cent double feature.
The predominance of the double featiue
in Quebec again is apparent from the fact
that 96,098 or 81.4 per cent of the 118,007
pei’formances shown in that province were
double features. The ratio of double features to total performances was lowest in
New Brunswick at 37.5 per cent.

J^BCTA delegation consisting of Howard
Boothe, Dunbar; Frank Gow, F-P theatres; F. L. Kerr, Edison; Dick McCartie,
Metro; Don McMillan, Nova, and Les
Young, Fraser, under the guidance of
Hugo Ray, Beacon, went over to Victoria
last week to confer with the government
on matters relating to motion-picture theatre legislation.
A. W. Perry, general manager of Empire Universal, is due in Vancouver, July
22. He is on one of his periodical transCanada inspection tours.
Phil Tucker, Broadway Theatre, and
wife have been enjoying a vacation at
Rainbow Lake where Phil exchanged a
film reel for a fishing reel, and with such
success that he is said to have caught his
daily limit.
Miss Ailsa McLachlan, secretary to
Charley Ramage, is missing from her desk
in the M-G-M office. It is hut temporarily while she is enjoying a well-earned
vacation.
D. Coplan, general sales manager for
Columbia, spent several days in Vancouver, and, under the wing of Nat Levant,
the B. C. distributor, had his first real
opportunity to see, and appreciate, the
marvelous setting of this city. He was
duly impressed, and freely acknowledged
that it stands alone in the beauty of its
surroundings.
There is consternation among the bears
and deer — or is it dears — in the Alta Lake
district, as a rumor circulates that Ivan
Ackery is organizing an expedition to that
part of the country and will be accompanied by C. Neville and Bill Hansher. Details of the organization and equipment is
not now available, but Filmrow is convinced that it should include a cameraman with a high-speed lense.
Larry Berg is back at his desk in the
Famous Players office, refreshed by his
trip to the North which included a short
stay at Jasper Park.
“How Smart Are You?” a radio quiz,
has made a hit on the Orpheum program.
Another Ackery stunt.

Correction
Toronto — In

Fire Levels One

Plan in Saskatoon
Saskatoon — Plans

have

been

made

for

modernizing the Roxy here. Owner Nat
Rothstein announces a new air-conditioning unit will be installed, in addition to
hearing equipment for the deaf and neardeaf.

Three Order
Toronto

—

Seating

Seating
contracts

for the

Royal Theatre in Toronto and new theatres in Prescott and Timmins, Ontario,
have been placed with the Canadian Theatre Chair Co. of this city.
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Ashcroft, B. C. — A loss of $15,000 resulted when a fire, believed to have started in the projection booth, destroyed the
Community Hall at Burns Lake, 200 miles
north of here. The audience filed out in
orderly fashion.

Rebuild
Brockville,

in Brockville
Ont. —

Architectural

a

have been approved for a modern theatre
structure to replace the former New Theatre here, which was gutted by fire some
months ago.

display

on

Boxoffice.

Improves
plans

four-picture

“Modem Theatres in Canada’’ in the July
2 edition of Boxoffice, a front view of the
Parkdale Theatre here was erroneously referred to as the Palace. The new and attractive front of the Famoxis Players house
was designed by Kaplan & Sprachman,
prominent Toronto architects and affiliate
members of the Remodeling Institute of

Toronto — Since

Cash

Position

the end

of 1937, Para-

mount has improved its cash position by
about $1,500,000, stockholders were told
by President Barney Balaban at the company’s annual meeting recently.
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FACILITIES

A Real DRAWING-CARD
For Your Theatre
Give your audiences the realism of the new RCA Photophone High Fidelity sound reproduction. It will at once
lift your theatre to a new peak of popular favor.
For here, for the first time, the full range of music,
speech and incidental sound is reproduced completely
and naturally.
Every sound essential to the full enjoyment of the picture
is heard, clearly, crisply, distinctly. It will be a new
experience for your patrons and a new and profitable
experience for YOU.

Distributed

by
B77l

Dominion
Head
Branches
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Visitor Would Put
JT L. RHEAUME. manager of the Princess,
is playing “Son of the Sheik,” Rudolph
Valentino reissue. Columbia Pictures of
Canada, Ltd., has taken over distribution
rights of “Son of the Sheik” for the Dominion and Newfoundland . . . First runs
of the “dog days” along St. Catherine St.
were “The Toy Wife” at the Palace, “Tropic Holiday” at the Capitol, and "The Baroness and the Butler” at the Orpheum.
Second run was given “Test Pilot” at the
Imperial, where “Making the Head ines”
was the second feature.
Only actor-manager to own a west-end
London theatre is a South African, Michael Hillman, aged 35, who bought the
Duchess Theatre and will take control this
fall. Educated in England, he studied at
the Royal Academy of Dramatic Art and
acted in several plays.
Annoyed because children are being admitted to see “Snow White and the Seven
Dwarfs,” the central committee of the
Catholic Women’s League of the Province
of Quebec has appealed to Premier Maurice Duplessis to maintain the provincial
law prohibiting admission of juveniles
der 16 to motion picture theatres.
Winnipeg,

not Toronto

or Montreal,

way,

include

John

Casey,

Rawdon is Prevost’s favorite summer hangout, he also owns cinemas in Bedford,
Chambly and elsewhere in the province.
Charles Rioux of the Cambrai, Quebec,
has been looking them over on Filmrow.
Just now

he is running a roadshow, “Hollywood Revue,” with great acceptability.
Other visitors to Filmrow include A. Ringuette of the Parisienne, Louisville; Mr.
Boisseau of the Passe Temps, Joliette, and
A. Nolan of the Pix, Aylmer . . . Al Plunkett and his Amateurs, who have played
several mo-nths to large audience at United Amusement theatres, are giving performances at Belmont Park.
Teachers of East London, South Africa,
would like to see children prevented from
attending the cinema evenings. They will
move a resolution at the conference of the
South African Teachers’ Ass’n asking
“that legislation be introduced prohibiting the attendance of children under 16

will

“Asking for Trouble,” Jessie Matthews’
latest film, is due to be shot by GB nearly
three months after the date originally set.

immigrants, but they “melt” slowly, and
the result is that national groups support
propaganda films from their own countries
be permitted

the

at the ordinary

productions, by Cosmopolitan Films. Winnipeg is a melting pot of central European

would not even
bition in Montreal.

by

exhi-

evening

performances.”

The delay was due to the star’s illness.
A six-month tour of British cities with a
play written by themselves, is planned by
Jessie Matthews and Sonnie Hale.
Big outdoor

audiences

are making

cinema

managers envious. A religious play, presented during the Eucharistic Congress at
Quebec,

When King George and Queen Elizabeth visit Paris, their love of the cinema
will not be overlooked. The regular stage
will be called upon to supply its best actors

Canada in Films

advertising manager of 20th-Fox in Montreal. Ted Kelly of Dominion Sound is
planning to join him there. Although

un-

be headquarters for importation of central European films, particularly Soviet

which

These,

drew 60.000. A 20,000 crowd witnessed historical pageants at the Saguenay centenary celebration and, locally, a
record was set in Lafontaine Park when
films shown by Albert Archambault and

Regina, Sask. — Canadians want more
Canadian films in their newsreels, their
motion picture features and in the shorts
that go to fill out every program. For
years this undercurrent of desire has gone
unsatisfied but it begins to look like the
Ottawa politicians have at last decided
to take heed.
John

Grierson,

long

known

Britain as the producer of
dreds of government-sponsored
tary films, arrived in Regina
from

the east in the course

in

Great

the hundocumenlast week

of an inspec-

tion and “idea hunting” tour of the Dominion. He has been retained by the Canadian government to make a survey and
report

on Canada’s

film needs.

According to Grierson his organization
turned out 100 films in Great Britain last
year.

The majority were two-reel subjects. One of the most successful, from
the Canadian point of view, at least, was
that dealing with
er information

throughout

the gathering of weathand its dissemination

the British

Isles.

The production, incidentally, was turned out by Miss Evelyn Spice, a native
of Yorkton, Saskatchewan, who was a reporter on the Regina, Sask., Leader-Post
for a time before she traveled to England
and found a place in the government film
industry. She visited her home district
some years
ago to film
“Winter Though
Scene”
which
was acclaimed
in Britain.
Grierson felt it a truly Canadian document, Boxoffics recalls the Canadian press
at
the
drawn.

time

attacked

it as being

over-

actresses, arrangements already having been made with Maurice Chevalier,
Yvonne Printemps, Sacha Guitry, Vera
Korene, Louis Jouvet, Madeleine Ozeray,
Gabrielle Dorziat and Renee St. Gyr.

sponsored by Molson’s Brewery, drew an
attendance of 15,000 one evening. Archambault, for five months operator at the
Arcade in Comeau Bay, is now in charge

British filmgoers are clamoring for Canadian subjects and want to know more
about Canada, her mode of living, and her

of the

people, Grierson said. Any films that have
come out of Canada have been, for the

Copping’s Hall, summer film theatre at
Rawdon and a popular resort of Montrealers, is controlled by a youthful ex-

Montreal Repertory Theatre plans to
construct its own building in Westmount.
It will be the first permanent home of the

hibitor, Mort “One
is extremely popular

city’s only theatrical organization
professional standing.

and

Sheet” Prevost, who
with the vacationists.

Polls
Ottawa — With

a

view

Patrons
to ascertaining

the public’s preference for photoplays on
a return engagement basis and their manner of presentation, Donat Paquin, proprietor of the Laurier Theatre, Hull, circularized patrons with a printed questionnaire for a recording of the tastes.
Not only did the blank form ask for the
titles of pictures which film-fans would
like to see again but the opportunity was
extended of deciding how the return engagements would be played. Patrons were
asked

if they

would

like to see

a

“re-

quest feature” as a revival after the regular double-bill show without extra charge
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nightly

Montreal’s

on

film

displays

at four

of

parks.

of semi-

Reissues

the first request

part, unsatisfactory. No Canadian
reaches the newsreels overseas, he

said, in reply to a question
to comment further.

but

declined

“What is more important is that Canadians should know Canada. At a time
like this when, on every hand, you see
evidences the people must be made to
learn

or as one of the two features on the regular program, the proviso being made that
the pictures would be brought back fcr
showing on Wednesdays and Thursdays.
The vote was in favor of having the
request feature included in the regular
program on the two days and not as an
after -show revival which would really make
it a triple-bill affair. In other words,
the 3-in-l show apparently did not appeal
to the majority taking part.
Among

most
news

features

to be

booked by Paquin were “Jungle Princess”
and “Michael Strogoff” which were paired
with first-run features.

one another’s problems if Confederation is to continue, the motion picture can come into play as one of the most
important propaganda media.

“My job is to see what Canada offers
and make my recommendations to the
government. Whether any pictures will be
made

is up to them,”

he said.

Canada
Delightful
"
Star, "Ont.
— Canada and

Windsor

its

people are “delightful,” thinks Dorene
Dorene. The Hollywood specialty actress
was here recently en route to the east
coast.
BOXOFFICE
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Amateur

__€>

Cooling

Calgary — Weekly visit to Filmrow
generally means a trek from one sultry
office to another these hot days. Hence
the ingenuity of Vernon Skorey was
thoroughly appreciated when his office
was

to be refreshingly cool. Investigation brought to view a contraption
behind his desk from which came cool
waves of air. A box was standing upon
a light frame, 20 inches from the floor.
Within the box were two electric fans

T T

J^JANAGER
BOB laughs
MAYNARD
the Cartier Theatre
when of they
talk
about the summer’s heat. The new house
in Hull, across the Ottawa River, is kept
cool by means of a private artesian well
sunk for the purpose.

found

whirling away behind a block of ice. Outlet was through some wire netting. Vernon vows that not only the idea but also
the workmanship are his own, The ice
looked suggestive, but he states that it is
used strictly for cooling purposes.

Ontario Tendency Leans
Toward Smaller Cinemas
Woodstock, Ont. —
The Woodstock
Sentinel- Review, commenting on the theatre survey issued by the Toronto censor
board, reports a tendency toward the
building of smaller
vince of Ontario.

theatres

in the

pro-

“Contractors in Ontario should be able
to look forward to a substantial amount of
work in the remodeling of motion picture
theatres. The annual report of the censor
board, with which is now amalgamated
the theatre inspection branch, discloses
that ‘the architect of the department has
completely revised plans of 150 theatres,’
with the safety of patrons as first consideration.
“This may take some time at the present
rate. During the 12 months covered by
the report, 13 theatres were remodeled and
13 new ones built. The number of licenses
issued, 354, compared with 329 in 1936-37,
while the number of licenses issued for
public halls dropped from 3,344 to 2,921.
“The chairman notes a tendency to build
theatres capable of accommodating 750
persons or less. The 13 new ones erected
last year have seating capacity of 7,514,
an average of 577. Five of these are in
Toronto, and none will seat more than
1,000. This might be explained, in part,
by the fact that many properties formerly
used as theatres for road shows, or for
other purposes, were taken over as motion
picture theatres. When it comes to building a film theatre, the layout is different
and as there are usually far more film
shows in any municipality than there ever
were theatres of the old variety, the size
may well be smaller. The censor board
feels that this trend in size is ‘accountable
to rising property taxes and the desire of
the owner to obtain the maximum return
for the smallest investment consistent with
our regulations.’
“If the theatres, new and old, now used
for motion pictures in Ontario, average
only around 500 capacity, it evidently
would take three weeks for the whole
population

to get to see a show.”

Cooler

for Capitol

Chatham, Ont. — The Capitol here has
been equipped with a new air-conditioning
unit, at an expenditure of approximately
$6,000.
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The Canadian Capital may be quite prosperous, agrees T. R. Tubman, city manager of Famous Players Canadian Corp.,
but “Ottawa is definitely overseated,” he
said. Accordingly , no local theatre manager can sit back.
The

national convention of the Conservative Party, drawing 3,000 delegates
to Ottawa, had its moving picture angles.
J. Earl

Lawson, one of the four unsuccessful candidates for the party leadership in succession to Rt. Hon. R. R. Bennett, is corporation lawyer for EmpireUniversal Films, Ltd., and Hanson Theatres Corp. Another unsuccessful nominee is Denton Massey, member of a wealthy Canadian family, who is a first cousin
of Raymond Massey, film and stage star.
Both Lawson and Massey are members
of the Canadian commons.
Benny Goodman and his orchestra played a one-night engagement for the formal
opening of the Blue Room at the swanky
summer lodge, Dcmaine d’Esterel, at Ste.
Marguerite du Lac Massn, operated by
Mrs. M. T. Snowden, Ottawa socialite. The
charge for the
per couple.

dinner-dance

was

$15.00

Added interest was taken in the week’s
engagement at the Regent Theatre of
“Blockade,” according to Manager A. Stevens, because of the protests against the
theme of the attraction by the Knights
of Columbus.

program. The features were: “A Farewell to Arms” and “The Bride Comes
Home.” The result was satisfactory .
George Formby, British film comedian,
has a Canadian counterpart in George
Patton, radio artist of the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp., Ottawa, who is scheduled to sing one of Formby’s favorites
“They’re All Good Lads, They Wouldn’t
Do Me,” in the 96th program of “Let’s All
Go to the Music Hall” over the Canadian
network Saturday night, July 23.
Aileen

Beaufort,

actress-authoress,

has

written a play, “Stubborn Peasant,” which
is being produced by the Summer Theatre.
Miss Beaufort, who has been a member
of the script department of the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp., Ottawa, since 1935,
was born in England but has toured the
United States and the West Indies, as well
as Canada, in a professional capacity.
“Youth Marches On,” the film dealing
with the Oxford Group Movement in which
Ted Devlin jr. of Ottawa is one of the
stars, was given two private screenings
during the past week. One was for the
lady

delegates to the
tive Convention and

National Conservathe other was for

Mayor Stanley Lewis and members of the
Ottawa city council. The picture also
played a week at the Capitol and
shortly be given general release.

will

Yellowknife, the new mining settlement
in the northwest territories, has a population of 350 persons, mostly men. according to headquarters here of the Royal
Canadian Mounted Police. This is the most
northerly spot in Canada with a moving
picture theatre, which has been erected by
Kinema Amusements, Ltd., with supplies
and

Manager I. Singerman presented a pair
of reissues for the first half of the week
at the

Imperial

Theatre

as

a

“request”

QONTINUED
heavy rains in Saskatchewan and good growing conditions for
the first time in ten years have resulted
in early predictions the province will harvest a 200,000,000 bushel crop this fall,
cheering news to all in the entertainment
field and business world.
Lucien Roy of Associated Screen News,
Montreal, was in Swift Current to film the
“bearded city’s ” first annual
George of General Films,
Toronto, was also there and
for Universal.

rodeo. Peter
Regina and
shot footage

A 1,000 -foot reel was

made

by George for the two Swift Current theatres. It was screened at the Metropolitan,
Regina, and a print was quickly ordered
for local consumption.
Harry Mars of the Orpheum, Moose Jaw,
was a visitor to Regina on business . . .
Dave Copeland, general sales manager for
Columbia, Toronto, is touring the west
. . . John Grierson, chief producer of

equipment shipped entirely by airplane. Wolfe Blankstein, formerly with
Regal Films, Ltd., is the manager of the
Yellowknife Theatre.

British documentary films, is touring Canada at request of Canadian government
and hunting outfit film subjects.
Aimed at publicizing Highway 85 between Canada and Mexico, a series of
16 mm
and 35 mm
travelogue pictures is
being prepared by Bert F. Bell, president
of the Highway association, which will be
available to schools, universities and other
educational associations by June 1, 1939,
according to a letter received
Denver headquarters.

from

his

Don Nunn has installed a public address
system in his Colisium at Semans and finds
it best

for

plugging

new

and

coming

product.
Friends of Manager Bill Novak of the
Capitol, Regina, are still waiting for the
mess of fish he promised to send them
from Kenora, Ont., where he has been
holidaying. While he’s away
front has been revamped.

the

theatre
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Code

Revision

Trade
J^RTHUR LEE, New York City, managing director of Gaumont-British for
the United States, was a visitor in Toronto en route to spend a short vacation
on his island outside of Parry Sound in
the Georgian Bay district of Ontario.
A. W. Perry, general manager, EmpireUniversal Films, left Toronto early this
week for a trip to the western offices,
which will include stops at Winnipeg, Calgary and Vancouver .

Harry A. Friedman, owner of the Rialto
in Edmonton, Alberta, was a visitor in Toronto en route from attending the Conservative Party’s national convention at
Ottawa.
The

Hollywood

Theatre

is giving

the

first showing of “Jericho,” starring Paul
Robeson, in this city, and is doing good
business . . . Harrison Patte, booker for
Famous Players Canadian Corp., is in
Georgian
vacation.

Bay

district

on

a

two-weeks’

Haskell M. Masters, Canadian United
Artists general manager, is en route to
visit points throughout western Canada.
He will go as far as the Pacific coast.

Harry J. Allen was a recent visitor to
the Grand National office in Buffalo.
While in that city, Allen, who is general
manager in Canada for GN, looked at
some of the newest product of the company, in company with Mr. Gregory, the
Buffalo manager, and is most enthusiastic
about GN’s
offerings.

coming

program

Billy Myers and his bride have just returned from their honeymoon visit to the
Thousand Islands and the Laurentian
Mountains.
Vincent Freeman has resigned as assistant manager of the Belle Theatre in
Belleville, Ont., to take up the managership of the new McCarthy Theatre which
opened July 11.
Miss Lipsitz of the U A Toronto office, is
spending her vacation in upper Michigan
. . . The Main Theatre, Hamilton, one of
the houses
20 th Century

comprising N. A. Taylor’s
Theatres, is being remodeled.

Among recent visitors in Toronto along
Filmrow were Joe Lieberman and Mitch
Bernstein, maritime provinces’ distributors
for Columbia and theatre owners, who
spent considerable time with their old
friend, H. J. Allen of Grand National.
Also visiting at GN were Dr. R. T. Stewart
of the Lyric, Hamilton and Edward L.
Alperson.
James Cameron, well-known to his
friends as Jimmy, is convalescing from a
fishing trip during which he was burned
by the sun.
Harry Kohen, UA Toronto office manager, is spending his vacation with his
family at Lake Simcoe . . . B&F Theatres
executive offices have moved into a new
floor in the Royal Bank Building here
where

spacious quarters
vided for everybody.

have

been

pro-

Two well-known men in the film industry in Ottawa who have been visiting in
Toronto, Don Stapleton of the Centre
Theatre and M. Levinson of the Rialto,
called on many of their friends along
Filmrow.

H. Hager of the Regah Theatre, Hagersville, Ont., was seen trading stories with
Archie Laurie while in Toronto a few
days ago.
Miss Mary Ann Stapleton, daughter of
Don Stapleton, Centre Theatre, Ottawa, is
spending her vacation at Charles Mavety s
“Circle M” Ranch.

Dan Krendel, manager of the Tivoli
Theatre, Toronto, has taken his family
to occupy the Four X ranch cottage at
Crystal Beach on Lake Erie.
The

Uptown

Theatre

is sending

in its

campaign book on “Blockade.” As this
ace playhouse put forth outstanding effort for that picture, it is expected “Arthur and Company” will easily annex some
of the prize money.
George Hieber, brother of Eddie Hieber, Detroit Universal manager, has left
Toronto for St. John, N. B., where he
already has taken over the reins of UA

local of the IATSE

will ap-

peal the decision of Mr. Justice Taylor who awarded $1,000 damages to the
Park Theatre and placed a permanent injunction against picketing.
Mr. John

Schuberg

of Vancouver,

B. C„

associate of Hjalmar Jernberg of Winnipeg, is in the city . . . F. H. Kershaw, district manager of Famous Players in
Winnipeg, left for an inspection tour of
the circuit.

federal criminal code under the sponsorship of Hon. J. A. Lapointe, minister of
justice. The amendment now enforceable
provides that a place where Bingo or o:her
games of chance are played for a fee is
a common gaming house while the game
itself is classed as a lottery and, as such,
is prohibited.
The new official definition

Bingo and similar games
of Furthermore,
chance.”
are not included in the exemptions under
the criminal code when conducted for
charitable or religious purposes.

Welfare

house

76

boarding
and

around

the

front

of

the

workmen busy at work demolishing the structure signify that activities on the rebuilding of the Leland

Council

Issues

List of Approved
Ottawa — The

Canadian

Films

Welfare

Coun-

cil, operated in conjuncton with the Dominion government, has issued a white list
of current film features which have been
approved for family patronage from its
headquarters here. Noticeable in the list
is the Soviet film, “Peter the First,” which
has been recommended for adults and
adolescents but not for young children.
for

adolescent

consumption

are the following: “A Slight Case of Murder,” “The Adventures of Marco Polo,”
“Storm in a Teacup,” “The Divorce of
Lady X,” “Merrily We Live,” “Girl of the
Golden West,” “Test Pilot,” “The Adventures of Robin Hood,” “Return of the
Scarlet

Pimpernel,”

Gaiety
Girls.”
For younger

“Rascals”

children,

and

“The

the following

are

recommended: “Penrod and His Twin
Brother,” “Adventures of Tom Sawyer,”
“Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm”
and
“Judge Hardy’s Children.”
Four of the recommended pictures are
from British studios.

Another

Theatre are well under way . . . Jack
Pechet of Canadian Screen Publicity, left
early during the week for Toronto . . .
H. A. Morton suffered a broken toe while
on a train returning from Saskatoon.
Gilbert

Nathanson,

of Republic

Pictures

in Minneapolis, was a visitor to the city
. . . Manager George Dowbiggin of the
Gaiety Theatre, made a killing when he
won the Quinella which paid over $500.
A new theatre is being erected in St.
Boniface, according to advance reports . . .
Alterations will be made to the Park
Theatre.

Crack at Films
For Kids

Toronto — One
of those guys who
writes to the editor, alarmed at the
“increase
on

of juvenile

crime,"

took picks

the

part pictures play in this connection, when he wrote to the Toronto
Telegram thusly:
“With the motion picture, it is a question of enacting legislation prohibiting
children under the age of 16 admittance to the theatres. While this measure may seem drastic, it would be in
the best interests of the child, and the
parent

A

of a common

gaming house is “that in which payment
is made to the operator either from the
stakes played for or in the way of a direct
or indirect fee from the players for the
use of the appliances, tables, chairs or
any paraphernalia used in playing games

office manager.

WINNIPEG
\A7INNIPEG

in Banning- Bingo

Ottawa — Exhibitors of Canada who find
Bingo a formidable opposition have gained
an important point in the revision of tke

Suggested

of picture

Benefits

and

state

would

benefit

also

if

such a law were enacted."
Shades of Quebec?
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From

the Canadian

June 30, 1938
Montreal
Motion

Gazette, Que.

Pictures and

Censorship

“Catering on a gigantic scale for the taste
of the masses in the matter of popular entertainment, motion picture producers have
a very difficult task perpetually on their
hands. If evidence were needed of the
satisfactory way in which they are performing this task — evidence beyond tnat
which is manifest in a constantly increasing patronage of film theatres — it may be
found in the annual report which the
Motion Picture Censorship Board of Ontario has just issued from the Treasury
Department at Toronto. Film censorship
has become a settled institution in the
Dominion. It is intended to serve as an
intelligent safeguard against pernicious
films. This kind of film needs to be prohibited, of course, like any other antisocial thing, particularly because what is
seen may have greater influence than
anything which can be read.
But the motion picture censors must not
only stand as surety against the presentation of films that ridicule a religious sect
or the characteristics of any race of people, that deal with subjects tending to
debase morals or with scenes which could
be construed as providing instruction in
crime and pandering to criminal instincts.
They also have to face a more complicated problem of censorship so that there
shall be no presentation of motion pictures which are offensive in their treatment of contemporary social and political
issues. The importance of this phase of
censorship duty, and the demand it makes
for the exercise of an acute discernment
can be judged from a reminder in the
board’s report to the effect that the film
is one of the most powerful agencies at
the disposal of the propagandist who is
anxious to disseminate views and opinions
contrary to the democratic outlook of the
Canadian people.
“Generally speaking, Canada’s film censors have fulfilled their exacting duties
with a proper and full sense of their responsibilities, and without undue trespass
upon the principles of freedom and liberty, though many will be quick to point
to what seemed to be a glaring exception
to this rule in the instance of the Quebec
prohibition of the film depicting the life
of Emile Zola. At all events, the film censors have succeeded in making assurance
doubly sure that those who do not wish
to see an improper picture shall not run
the risk of unexpectedly doing so. And
in proof that the film producers, in appreciation of their own responsibilities,
have kept at once judiciously clear of the
controversial and within the limits of morality and good taste, the Ontario board,
after pointing to a marked increase in the
number of films submitted for censorship
during the past year — the number being
2,476 in the period covered by the report,
compared with 2,107 in 1936-37 — state
that 80 per cent of these films were reBOXOFFICE

:: July 16, 1938

Press

turned to the exchanges without mutilation and only four met with the boards
disapproval. One of these was a Russian
iilm. Not one of the British pictures waj
rejected, and less than one-half of the
number submitted was subject to alteration. Manifestly, the testimonial is wnoliy
deserved when the Ontario Board oi Censors declare that, in contrast with the experience a few years ago, there is an
awakening consciousness among producers
of the fact that their own interests are
best served by providing the public witn
wholesome film fare rather than salacious
productions that are boxoffice attractions
to some but permanently alienate another
large section of the public.
“Some of the dubious films of yesleryear resulted in a considerable number of
people holding the opinion that the
‘cinema’ was in itself immoral. The fact
that no one makes this charge today adds
weight and substance to the Ontario censors’ affirmation that the current run of
films submitted to the board bear evidence of improved standards. Whilst motion pictures are intended, of course, to
provide, and do provide, good entertainment, it has been gratifying to note an
increased tendency lately to exhibit more
and more of those films that have an educational and social usefulness. It is equally
gratifying to know that public patronage
has in most of these instances vindicated
the producers’ enlightened judgment and
yielded their enterprise in this respect
adequate profits.”
June 30, 1938
Halifax Chronicle, N. S.
Too

Much

For Their Money

“One of the minor mysteries of current
civilization is the practice of motion picture theatres of presenting ‘double bills.’
Theatres all over this continent are offering their patrons two full-length feature pictures along with newsreels, the
whole show lasting an unconscionable time,
and the idea meets with expressions of
disfavor on all sides. The producing studios, the exhibitors, ahd the public are
all loud in decrying the practice but it
seems to persist.
“The movie patrons are probably unique
among customers in complaining that they
are getting too much for their money.
Few businesses hear such a complaint.
“Some theatres, according to Jesse Zunser writing in Cue, go even farther. In
North Dakota a theatre offered five fulllength pictures on its program and a New
Jersey house lost all control and ran a
show of six full-length features as well
as a six-act vaudeville program.
“The practice started, of course, during
depression years when managers sought
new ways and means of luring patrons into
their theatres. Theatres which had offered
one full-length feature plus a selection
of short subjects began to run doublebills, bank-nights, or offer premiums. The

result has not been pleasing. The trend
to double bills became the demand on Hollywood and studios began rushing through
all sorts of pictures to satisfy the demand.
Many of these ‘quickies’ are pictures of a
quality so low as to be depressing. The
trend has also resulted in a check on the
fine progress which short subjects were
making as these were squeezed out by the
second main picture.
“Many people who found an assortment
of short subjects an enjoyable part of the
program have discovered that a double bill
frequently permits of no short subject
except a news reel.
“Recent polls of public opinion have
shown votes of 78 and 75 per cent against
double bills. Big producers dislike them,
too, because they offer a field for shoestring rivals. Managers and exhibitors
frequently condemn them.
“Income statistics, however, indicate
that, regardless of votes, the long show
seems to bring in more hard cash to the
boxoffice. There is little likelihood, then,
of the double feature practice disappearing within the near future. That is not
to say that it is permanent. Public taste
has a way of changing and sooner or later
it is probable that a program of long feature and high quality short subjects will
prove more lucrative. When that day comes
it is possible that the theatre advertisements will stress the one-picture program
as an inducement

for your patronage.”

Bagatelles
Toronto — The

Toronto

Telegram,

sur-

veying the local situation on why people
go to the theatre, prints considerable data,
some old, some new — but all, nonetheless, interesting.
The

Telegram

found

Petting in theatres
because of present-day
Businessmen use the
to doze for an hour or
to see the picture.

that
is on the decline,
improved lighting.
theatre as a place
so, never bothering

Some people, faced with a problem, are
able to work out that problem better after
a couple hours in a show.
Many parents use the theatre as a
parking spot for their children while
they’re out shopping.
Toronto theatre crowds are easier to
handle than those in the U. S., where in
some

theatres they have

to be “herded

behind ropes.”
Ash trays in ladies’ lounges are nearly
always filled when a Katharine Hepburn
or Joan Crawford film plays a Toronto
theatre.
Toronto patrons are thrill-hardened.
Seldom are ushers called upon to shake
someone out of a swoon brought on by a
realistic thriller on the screen.
At times the theatre “clean up” man
finds a pair of false teeth under a seat
— usually after a good comedy.
A lot of women

are guilty of taking off

their shoes to rest their feet while watching a picture.
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As a service to readers of BOXOFFICE, this page provides a ready source of information
on products and services which have been filed for reference with The MODERN THEATRE INFORMATION BUREAU. Information on the following subjects may be secured by
sending in the coupon. Use the key numbers. If data on subjects other than those listed
is wanted, just state your requirements. We will endeavor to see that you are supplied
with details promptly.

DECORATIONS

ADVERTISING
MT481
MT482
MT4S3
MT484
AIT 48 5
MT486
A1T487
MT488
MT489
MT490
MT491
MT482
MT493
MT4 94
MT495
A1T496
MT497
MT498
MT499
MT500

Main signs and marquees
Signs, Neon
Signs, structural glass
Signs, travel word
Attraction boards
Letters, attraction board
Letters, changeable silhouette
Price signs, boxoffice
Display frames
Poster lights
Poster projectors
Cut-out machines
Time schedule clocks, electric
Monogrammed
mats, rubber
Slides, advertising
Slides, announcement
Sound truck P. A. systems
Transformers, Neon
Ladders, safety
Moving words projector

MT505

Air

AIR CONDITIONING
conditioning plants — complete
MT506 Heating systems
A1T507 Refrigeration
MT508 Air washers
MTS 09 Blowers
MT510 Air circulators
MT511 Fans, exhaust
MT512 Grilles and registers
MTS 13 Temperature control devices
MT514 Air conditioning accessories
MT515 Motors, multi-speed fan
MTS 16 Motors, constant speed
MT517 Air filters
MT518 Air diffusers, high velocity
MT519 Cooling coils

MT520
MT521
MT522
MT523
MT524
MT525
MT526
MT527
MT528
MT529
MT530
MT531
MT532
MT533
MT534
MT535
MT536
MT537
MT538
MT539
MT540
MT541
MT542
MT543
MT544
MT545

and FURNISHING

Architectural service
Decorating service
Seating service
Theatre chairs
Chair covers
Theatre carpets
Carpet padding
Rubber matting
Furniture, lounge
Wall tiles, interior
Fabrics, decorating
Brass railings
Rope railings
Metal, ornamental
Mirrors
Luminous
colors
Ticket booths
Directional signs
Exit boxes
Curtain controls
Curtain tracks
Curtains, fireproof
Fountains, drinking
Fountains, ornamental
Rubber seat upholstery
Rubber floor & wall coverings

MT569
MT570
MT571
MT572
MT57 3
MT574
MT575
MT576
MT577
MT578
MT579
MT580
MT581
MT582
MT583
MT584
MT585
MT586
MT587
MT588
MT589

Fixtures, lighting
Colored lamps
Lumiline lamps
Candle flame lamps
Floodlight lamps
Spotlight lamps
Sign lamps
Dimmers

The MODERN

YOU

WANT ISN'T LISTED. ASK FOR IT BY NAME
UNDER "REMARKS"

THEATRE

section of BOXOFFICE

Room 334 — 332 S. Michigan Ave.
Chicago, 111.

Expansion Bolts
Chair fastening cement
Chair refinishing materials
Upholstering materials
Seat patching kits
Seat decking materials
Floor surfacing materials
Carpet cleaning systems
Floor waxes
Matting, rubber
Paint, screen
Paint, plastic
Paint, aluminum
Polish, metal
Polish, furniture
Fireproofing compounds
Fire extinguishers
Ladders, safety
Uniforms, staff
Screen cleaning tools
Venetian blind cleaners

PROJECTION

USE THIS COUPON
IF WHAT

Ultra violet lighting
Silhouette letter mounting units
Flashed opal glass
Pot metal opal glass
Fuses, indicator type
Fuses, cartridge
Lighting plants, individual

MAINTENANCE

LIGHTING
MT550
MT551
MT552
MT553
MT554
MT555
MT556
MT557

MT558
MT559
MTS 60
MT561
MT562
MT563
MT564

7-16-38

Please obtain for me free descriptive literature on the following
items. (List Key Numbers Below.)

I

Remarks:.

MT591
MT592

Projectors, complete
Projectors, standard

MT593
MT594
MT595
MT596
MT597
MT598
MT599
MT600
MT601
MT602

Projectors, semi-portable
Projector pedestals
Projector parts
Lamps, suprex type
Lamps, reflector arc
Lamps, high intensity
Lamps, incandescent projection
Arc regulators
Arc controls
Control panels

MT603
MT604
MT605
MT606

Rectifiers, copper-oxide
Rectifiers, tube type
Bulbs, rectifier
Rheostats, projection

MT607
MT608
MT609
MT610
MT611
MT612
MT613
MT614

Motor-generators
Lenses, projection
Lenses, condenser
Current changers
Mirror reflectors
Carbons, projector
Carbon savers
Reels

MT615
MT616

Reel alarms
Rewinders, automatic

MT617
MT618
MT619
MT620
MT621
MT622
MT623
MT624
MT625
MT626
MT627
MT628
MT629
MT630
MT631
MT632
MT633

Change-over devices
Slide, projection
Damps, spot and flood
Take-ups, film
Film safety controls
Fire prevention devices
Fire shutters, porthole
Film scales
Film scrapers
Film splicers
Film cleaners
Air gun (cleaner)
Tool kits
Film cabinets
Film cabinet stands
Effect projectors
Rectifiers, magnesium-copper
sulphide

Name

SANITATION

Theatre
City

78

_
State

|
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MT641
MT642
MT643

Cleaning
Cleaners, compounds
vacuum
Disinfectants

with

sound

MT644
MT645
MT646
MT64 7
MT64S
MT649

Deodorant blocks
Insecticides
Disseminators
Air purifiers, ozone
Air perfumes
Air sprays

MT650
MT651

Soap dispensers
Soaps, liquid

MT652
MT653
MT654
MT655
MT656
MT657

Hand
driers, electric
Chewing gum solvents
Rubber link matting
Exhaust fans
Plumbing fixtures
Toilet seats

SOUND
MT661
MT662
MT663

Sound systems,
Sound heads
Amplifiers

MT664
MT665
MT666
MT667

Pre-amplifiers
Speakers
Rectifiers
Condensers

MT668
MT669
MT670
MT671
MT672
MT673
MT674
MT675
MT676
MT677
MT678

Photo-electric cells
Tubes, amplifier
Tubes, rectifier
Exciter lamps
Baffles, horn
Lens assemblies, sound
Public address systems
Microphones
Microphone stands
Hearing aid systems
Acoustical materials

STAGE

complete

EQUIPMENT

MT685
MT686
MT687
MT688
MT68 9
MT690
MT691

Screens, moving
Lighting, stage
Curtain controls
Curtain tracks
Stage draperies
Stage rigging
Scenery, stage

MT692
MT693

Footlights
Switchboards

STRUCTURAL

picture

MATERIALS

MT700
MT701
MT702
MT703
MT704

Structural glassies
Insulation materials
Acoustical materials
Fibre boards
Fronts, glass

MT705
MT706
MT707
MT708
MT709

Fronts, vitreous
Fronts, porcelain
Fronts, stainless
Toilet partitions,
Flooring, asphalt

enamel
enamel
steel
metal
tile

MISCELLANEOUS
MT715
MT716
MT717
MT718
MT719

Accounting systems
Change makers
Safes, boxoffice
Tickets
Ticket choppers

MT720
MT721
MT722

Ticket
Ticket
Ticket

MT723
MT724

Pop corn
Uniforms,

issuing machines
registers
holders

BOXOFFICE

machines
staff

July 16, 1938

PRODUCTION
A CHECK-UP
Releases

ON

FEATURE

of 1937-38 for a seven-month

RELEASES

period.

Production

number

follows title. Running

time in parenthesis.

National release date at end of title line. Letter "A" indicates Adult classification, otherwise family suitability.
Symbol ^ indicates a BOXOFFICE Blue Ribbon Award Winner. Symbol ® indicates color photography.

Artcinema
Abraham
Lincoln (reissue) .. (86)
Fell. 25, ’38
Historical Drama.
Lincoln lives as boy, youth,
man.
A master piloting a nation. Walter Huston, Una Merkel. D. W. Griffith production.
Be Yourself (reissue) . . (04)
Musical Comedy
Drama.
A

Mar. 12, ’38
Broadway
favorite

nurses a second rate "pug” into a winner, but he
never kisses her until he kisses the canvas. Fanny Brice, Robert Armstrong.
Director: Thornton Freeland.
Corsair (reissue) . . (75)
Nov. 27, ’37
Romantic Drama. A modern
collegiate Captain
Kidd whips his way to power on the high seas
— only to be laughed into submission by love.
Chester Morris, Ned
Sparks, Frank
McHugh.
Producer: Roland West.
Du Barry (reissue) . . (78)
Dee. 10, ’37
Romantic
Drama
with Comedy.
A
woman
of
love and passion for whose favor a king begged,
turns to her true love. Norma
Talmadge, Conrad Nagel. Director: Sam Taylor.
Indiscreet (reissue) . . (74)
Romantic Drama. An intimate

tale

Jan.
of a

7, ’38
vivid

romance of a woman’s
happiness, imperiled by
a moment’s
indiscretion. Gloria Swanson, Ben
Lyon. Director: Leo McCarey.
New York Nights (reissue) .. (68)
April 16, ’38
Musical Drama.
Romance
of a charming little
militant chorus girl who
matched
wits and
warred love-mad racketeers for her man. Norma
Talmadge, Gilbert Roland. Lewis Milestone produced.
Puttin’ on the Kit* (reissue) .. (70)
Jan. 21, ’38
Musical. Small town troupers make
Broadway
through hilarity and heartbreaks. Harry Richman, James
Gleason, Joan Bennett. Director:
Edward
H. Sloman.
Reaching for the Moon (reissue) . . (74) . .Dec. 24, ’37
Comedy
Drama
with Music. Devil-may-care adventurer in Wall Street outsmarting financial
giants and
Fairbanks,
Gouldlng.

Heroes of the Alamo. .8209. . (74)
Feb. 17
Western. The story of Texas and the incidents
leading up to the siege of the now-famed Alamo.
Rex Lease, Lane Chandler, Earl Hodgins. Director: Harry Fraser.
Highway
Patrol. . (58)
June 27
Action Drama.
A highway patrolman is hired
to supervise the guarding of an oil refinery
during a gas price war. He captures the crooks
and
thwarts their plot to wreck
the plant.
Robert
Paige, Jacqueline Wells.
Director:
C. C. Coleman jr.
Holiday . . 8001 . . (93)
June 15
Drama.
Poor boy falls in love with rich girl.
Their ideas clash in a climax of satirical humor, in which
the traditions of wealth and
society are ribbed. Katharine Hepburn, Cary
Grant, Lew Ayres. Director: George Cukor.
I'll Take
Romance . . 8604 . . (85)
Dec. 25
Musical Drama. An opera star falls in love with
a
dashing South American, unaware
that his
interest is purely in seeing that she fulfills her
singing contract at his Buenos
Aires opera
house.
Grace
Moore, Melvyn
Douglas, Helen
Westley, Stuart Erwin. Director: Edward
H.
Griffith.
Law
of the Plains. .8205. . (66)
May 12
Western.
Ranch
hands round up and capture
city gunmen
who
rob their foreman
of the
proceeds from the sale of cattle. Charles Starrett, Iris Meredith. Director: Sam
Nelson.
Little Miss Roughneck. .8017. . (64)
Feb. 9
Comedy. Edith Fellows plays a part true to the
title of this film, and proves a
pain in the
neck to everyone about her. Edith Fellows, Margaret Irving and Leo Carrillo. Director: Aubrey
Scotto.
Lone

Call of the Rockies. .8204. . (54)
April 30
Western. A
cowboy
buys half interest in a
ranch owned by a girl, and together they expose a gang of land-stealing dealers. Charles
Starrett, Donald Grayson, Iris Meredith. Director: Allan James.
Cattle Raiders . . 8203 . . (56)
Feb. 12
Western.
The plot revolves itself around the
difficulties encountered by a cowboy in clearing himself of a murder charge. Charles Starrett, Donald Grayson, Iris Meredith. Director:
Sam Nelson.
City Streets. .8019. . (68)
July 1
Drama.
An Italian grocer takes a crippled girl
to his home when her mother dies. He sells his
business to obtain money
for an operation on
the girl by a
famous
surgeon, but a
civic
worker halts his plans by taking her to an
orphan asylum.
Edith Fellows, Leo Carrillo.
Director: Albert S. Rogell.
Extortion . . 8036 . . (58)
April 25
Melodrama.
An
unsuspected student is revealed as the murderer
of a
college proctor
after the coach and
various prominent
students had been suspected. Scott Colton, Mary
Russell. Director: Lambert
Hillyer.
Flight Into Nowhere. .8021. . (65)
Apr. 18
Action Drama.
An aviation company
executive
leads an expedition into the uncharted jungles
of Central America to save a lost and irresponsible pilot. Jack Holt, Dick Purcell, Jacqueline
Wells. Director: Lewis D. Collins.
Headin' East.. (66)
Western
Enlisted

by

a

group

of

:: July 16, 1938

Dec. 16
California let-

in

Paris,

The..

(67)

Mar.

24

Europe’s most daring jewel thief attempts to start life anew in Paris, but a Princess intervenes, and enlists his aid in getting
back her crown jewels. Frances Lederer, Fiances
Drake, Walter Kingsford. Director: Albert S.
Rogell.

Main

All-American Sweetheart. .8028. . (62)
Nov. 30
Comedy
with Music. A
serious-minded student
is finally persuaded to do his duty in school
athletics and emerges with glory and the girl.
Scott Colton, Patricia Farr. Director: Lambert
Hillyer.

Wolf

Drama.

society’s Romeos
besides. Douglas
Bing
Crosby. Director: Edmund

Columbia

BOXOFFICE

tuce growers to expose eastern racketeers preying on their business. Buck
Jones bests the
thugs and wins the girl. Buck
Jones, Ruth
Coleman, Shemp Howard. Director: Ewing Scott.

Event.

.8037.

. (55)

May

5

Action Drama. Traces an evening’s events starting with the kidnaping of the heavyweight
champ
on the eve of the title fight. Robert
Paige, Jacqueline Wells. Director: Danny Dare.
No

Time to Marry. .8020. . (65)
Jan. 10
Comedy.
The marriage plans of a star newspaper reporter and his fiancee are temporarily
thwarted when the former is sent out on some
crazy assignments. Richard Arlen, Mary Astor.
Director: Harry Lachman.

Outlaws of the Prairie. .8202. . (58)
Western.
A tale of double revenge by
Ranger against a gang leader who had

Dec. 31
a Texas
maimed

the ranger’s trigger finger in his youth. The
gang is captured and the leader brought to
justice. Charles Starrett, Donald Grayson, Iris
Meredith. Director: Sam
Nelson.
Overland Express, The. . (65)
Apr. 11
Western.
Based
on the forging of the first
Pony Express line from. Sacramento to St Joseph, with Indians and renegade whites attempting to block passage of the mails. Buck Jdnes,
Marjorie Reynolds, Carlyle Moore, William Arnold Director: Drew Eberson.
Penitentiary. .8007. . (74)
Jan. 17
Drama. A young man
sent to prison for an accidental killing falls in love with the warden’s
daughter, becomes involved in a prison break
resulting in two deaths, but is cleared, paroled
and
reunited with the girl. Walter Connolly,
Jean
Parker, John
Howard.
Director: John
Brahm.
Pioneer

Trail.

.8212.

. (55)

July

15

Western.
A Texas
cowboy after
captures
band* his
of
outlaws and
their leader
they a seize
herd of cattle. Jack
Luden, Joan
Barclay,
Slim Whittaker. Director: Joseph Levering.
Shadow, The.. (59)
Mystery. The fake half of a
revealed as the killer of a
whose

death

the

owner's

Dec. 9
Siamese twin is
circus rider for

daughter

was

blamed.

Rita Hayworth,
C. Coleman jr.

Charles

Quigley.

Director:

C.

She Married an Artist. .8008 .. (78)
Nov. 25
Comedy
Romance. A fashion designer wins back
her artist husband
by the same
methods
she
used to get him at first. John Boles, Luli Deste.
Director: Marion Gering.
Squadron of Honor. .8030. . (56)
Melodrama. A non-historical
national convention of the

film based
American

Jan. 20
on the
Legion.

Originally titled “American Legion.’’ Don Terry,
Mary
Russell
C.
Coleman
jr. and Thurston Hall. Director: C.
Stage Coach Days. .8211 .. (58)
June 20
Western. A
coachline owner is murdered, and
a
scheming
tyrant anxious to obtain control
of the line, accuses the missing nephew
and
heir of the dead man.
The real murderer is
exposed during an exciting coach race. Jack
Ingram, Eleanor Stewart, Jack Luden.
Director: Joseph Levering.
There's Always a Woman.
.8006. . (80)
Apr. 20
Comedy.
After the “Thin Man’’ fashion, the
story portrays man
and wife detectives pitted
against each other in the solving of a
baffling mystery. Joan Blondell, Melvyn Douglas,
Hall.
Mary der Astor,

Frances

Drake.

Director:

Alexan-

West
of Cheyenne. . (53)
June 20
Western.
A
band of desperadoes are rounded
up
and
captured after many
thrilling gun
fights. rector:
Charles
Starrett,
Sam Nelson.

Iris

Meredith.

Di-

When
G-Men
Step In. .8022. . (60)
Apr. 2
Melodrama.
A big-time racketeer sends his kid
brother to law school, only to have him turn
G-Man
when
he graduates. Don
Terry, JacColeman queline
jr. Wells, Robert Paige. Director: C. C.
Who
Killed Gail Preston? . . 8038 .. (61)
Feb. 24
Mystery Drama.
An actress is murdered when
a

spotlight is focused on her, and clever sleuthing on the part of a
police inspector brings
about a solution to the mystery. Wyn
Cahoon,
Don Terry. Director: Leon Barsha.
Wide
Open Faces. .8010. . (67)
Feb. 15
Comedy. Gangsters invade a resort inn in search
of a stolen necklace. A
soda jerker finds the
jewels,
Kurt

captures the bandits, and wins the reward and the girl. Joe E. Brown, Jane Wyman, Alison Skipworth, Alan Baxter. Director:
Keumann.

Woman
Against the World.. (67)
March 17
Drama.
A young mother, who
kills her aunt
for having given her child out for adoption, is
paroled, but legal difficulties ensue between
her and
the child’s foster parents.
Ralph
Forbes, Alice Moore, James McGrath.
Director:
David Selman.
Women
in Prison. .8034. . (59)
Jan. 1
Drama.
A
warden
refuses to bargain with a
mobster who
frames her daughter in order to
obtain the release of a prisoner. A prison break
clears things up. Wyn
Cahoon, Scott Colton.
Director: Lambert Hillyer.

First National
Adventures

of Robin

Historical

Drama.

Hood . .251 .. (102)
Presentation

of

the

May

14

swash-

buckling- exploits of the legendary Robin Hood.
Errol Flynn, Olivia de Havilland, Basil Rathbone.
Keighley.Directors: Michael Curtiz and William
Beloved Brat, The. .267. . (62)
April 30
Comedy
Drama.
A young girl, denied the love
and affection of her wealthy parents, becomes
a
problem child and is sent to a
school of
correction. Bonita Granville, Dolores Costello,
Donald Crisp. Director: Arthur Lubin.
Crime

School.

.259. .(86)

May

28

Melodrama.
The talented youngsters of "Dead
End” as juvenile crime problematics who show
the need for revision of present methods of correction. Humphrey Bogart, Gale Page.
Director: Lewis Seiler.
Daredevil

Drivers.

.279. . (69)

Feb.

12

T2atUtQ5\

THE

Action Drama. Love wins out when Dick Purcell
joins a bus company in an effort to put a rival
company, operated by Beverly Roberts, out of
business. Beverly Roberts, Dick Purcell and
Gloria Blondell. Director: B. Reeves Eason.

COMPLETE

CHECK-UP

matic Service sponsors the training of a beautiful gypsy girl with dancing and singing talents. Misunderstandings ensue when he tries to
save her from
his colleague, but love irons
them
out.
Anna
Neagle, Tullio Carminati,
Horace Hodges. Director: Herbert Wilcox.

Fools for Scandal . . 252 ..(79)
Apr. 16
Comedy. A wealthy girl hires a penniless nobleman as her chef. He turns out to be an amateur at cooking but knows the recipe for love.
Carole Lombard.
Fernand
Gravet, Ralph Bellamy, Allen Jenkins. Director: Mervyn LeRoy.

Sailing Along . . 7003 . . (94)
Mar. 15
Musical Comedy. A
stage struck girl gets her
fling at the stage but discovers she preters the
boy friend. Jessie Matthews,
Roland
Young.
Director: Sonnie Hale.

Gold Is Where You Find It. .255. . (97) Q. .Feb. 19
Outdoor Drama.
California's gold-mining feud
with agriculturalists in 1870, filmed in color.
George Brent, Olivia de Havilland, Claude Rains.
Director: Michael Curtiz.

Show
Goes On, The.. (68)
May 15
Drama.
Believing his best friend, whom
he sent
to court the girl he loved, betrayed him when
the girl fell in love with her suitor, this trapeze
artist attempts to kill his friend. When
the

Hollywood Hotel. .253. . (109)
Jan. 15
Musical Comedy. Ambitious boy goes to Hollywood but flops. He gets his chance when
he
uses his voice to substitute for a screen star
who
has to sing over the radio. Dick Powell,
Francis Langford, Hugh
Herbert, Lola Lane.
Director: Busby Berkeley.
Missing

Witnesses.

.273. . (61)

Dec.

Three on
Drama.

Melodrama.
A city’s crime ring is rounded up.
John Litel, Dick Purcell, Jean Dale, Marsha
Ralston. Director: William Clemens.

To
My
Bill . (60)
July 9
Drama.
A widow, through extravagance, finds
herself and her four children penniless. The
three selfish, older children desert her, leaving “Bill” who helps her fight her way back.
Kay Francis, Dickie Moore, Anita Louise. Director: John Farrow.

Patient in Room
18. .274. . (59)
Jan. 8
Action Drama.
Patric Knowles, a private detective, goes to a hospital to recuperate from
a nervous breakdown, but winds up solving a
rich radium
theft and
falling for the head
nurse. Patric Knowles, Ann
Sheridan and Edward McQuade. Director: Bobby Connolly.

She Loved a Fireman. .270. . (57)
Dec. 18
Melodrama.
A dramatization of the lives of the
smoke eaters. Dick Foran, Ann Sheridan, Robert
Armstrong. Director: John Farrow.
Slight Case of Murder, A.. 259.. (85)
Mar. 5
Comedy Melodrama. The story of a gangster who
goes legitimate and is more funny than he is
tough. Edward
G. Robinson, Jane Bryan, Allen
Jenkins. Director: Lloyd Bacon.

Submarine
Drama.
a

D-l. .258. . (105)
The undersea service,

girl. Pat O’Brien,
ris, Frank McHugh.

Nov. 27
the men in it, and
MorGeorge Brent, Wayne
Director: Lloyd Bacon.

Torchy Blane in Panama. .275. . (59)
May 7
Action Drama.
A
bank
holdup and murder
gives rise to a boat trip to Panama,
with a
girl reporter and her detective lover gunning
against each other in their pursuit of the assailant. Lola Lane, Paul Kelly, Tom
Kennedy.
Director: William Clemens.
When
Were You Born?. .263. . (65)
June 18
Mystery Drama.
A woman
astrologist predicts
a wealthy man’s death and is accused as an
accomplice when
the man
is murdered. Anna
May Wong, Margaret Lindsay, Anthony Averill.
Director: William McGann.
Women
Are Like That . .261 .. (65)
Apr. 23
Comedy
Drama.
A man-against-wife fracas in
which they become business competitors In the
advertising field. Kay
Francis, Pat O’Brien,
Grant Mitchell, Ralph Forbes. Director: Albert
H. Z. Carr.

Gaumont

the

Grand
Held

1

Arsene

Lupin

for

Ransom.

Feb. 1
cache of

June

International

Crime.

.214. . (63)

Apr.

9

22

backward valley town. Tex Ritter, Horace Murphy, Snub Pollard. Director: A1 Herman.
Six Shootin’ Sheriff (formerly Trails West)
224.. (59)
May 20
Western. A cowboy serves a term for a framed
robbery charge but tracks down
the guilty
party. Ken Maynard. Director: Harry Fraser.
Spirit of Youth. .299. . (66)
April 1
Action Drama. A young lad sets out to win the
heavyweight
title of the world, proving that
clean living is what it taxes to get ahead. Joe
Louis, Clarence Muse, Edna
Mae
Harris. Mae
Turner. Director: Harry Fraser.
Whirlwind
Horseman. .221. . (58)
May 7
Western.
Two
pals search for a third friend
who
had
disappeared after gaining sudden
wealth, and arrive in time to save the ranchers
from bandits and to rescue their friend. Ken
Maynard.
Director: Robert Hill.
Zamboanga. .218. . (60)
Apr. 15
Melodrama.
A story of the inhabitants of the
Sulu Sea area, built around the romance
of a
pearl diver whose loved one is captured by a
renegade chief during his absence, which brings
about a battle between opposing tribes. All native cast. Produced by Tait and Harris. Photographed by William H. Jansen.

Conn

. (62)

Jan.

1

Musical Comedy. A music professor "fronts” as
owner of a cabaret for a mobster and is mistaken for a tough out-of-town gunman.
Pinky
Tomlin, Paula Stone, Gordon Elliott. Director:
Marshall Neilan.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Yank at Oxford. .823. . (100)
Comedy
Drama. A cooky American
in a few days to overthrow the

25

Beg, Borrow
or Steal . .814 .. (72)
Dec. 3
Comedy.
A father promotes a castle and a family of bogus noblemen in order to give a daughter he hasn’t seen for years a
big wedding.
Frank Morgan, John Beal. Florence Rice. Director: William Thiele.
Crowd Roars, The..(..)
July 15
Action Drama.
The
story of a
lad with a
wicked left who grew up in the prize ring, and
after many
hardships and exciting experiences
tights his way
to the top and to the affections of the girl he loves. Robert Taylor,

Everybody

Arnold, Maureen
Nat
Pendleton.

Sing.

O'Sullivan, Frank
Director: Richard

.819. . (91)

Feb.

is expelled from a
swing music, but

4

girls’
sings

way

to stardom in a series of riotous escapades. Allan Jones, Judy
Garland, Fanny
Billie Burke, Reginald Owen.
Director:
L. Marin.

Fast Company. . (75)
July 8
Comedy
Drama.
Husband
and wife turn amateur detectives to solve the murder of a book
peddler. Melvyn Douglas, Florence Rice, Claire
Dodd. Director: Edward
Buzzell.
First Hundred
Years, The. .826. . (73)
Mar. 11
Comedy-Drama.
A
young wife is unwilling to
give up her good job to live where her husband
has work. They separate, with the wife paying
alimony. Robert Montgomery,
Virginia Bruce,
Warren William. Director: Richard Thorpe.
Girl of the Golden West. .827. . (121)
Mar. 18
Musical Operetta. A
sheriff and a bandit are
rivals for the affection of the belle of the California gold fields. To save the bandit, the girl

Rollin’ Plains. .226. .(. .)
July 8
Western. A Texas ranger and his men
end a
feud between
sheepmen
and
cattlemen in a

Professor.

Feb.

Bad Man of Brimstone, The. .812. . (90) ... .Dec. 31
Outdoor Drama.
A
young Deputy Marshal in
pursuit of a frontier outlaw gang, unaware that
his father is leader, is unknowingly aided by
the latter who
turns on ms
men
when
they

her

Detective Melodrama.
"Shadow,”
super-sleuth,
plays a battle of wits with a pair of international criminals plotting a giant robbery to prevent certain foreign investments from being negotiated. Rod La Rocque, Astrid Allwyn. Director: Charles Lamont.

It,

.824. . (82)

Musical. Judy Garland
school for introducing

GenInki-

National

.222. . (60)

Returns.

Comedy
Drama,
Maurice Leblanc’s fictionized
character, Arsene Lupin, thought dead, goes into
action to expose a fraudulent crook using his
name. Melvyn Douglas, Virginia Bruce, Warren
William. Director: George Fltzmaurice.

Edward
Thorpe.
Morgan,

Western. A heavy ransom is paid but kidnappers fail to return the victim. A young girl,
assigned to the case, poses as a novelist and
brings the kidnappers to justice. Grant Withers, Blanche Mehaffey.
Director: Clarence
Bricker.

A
Jan. 15
Diplo-

the
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habits of England's
tradition-seeped Oxford.
Robert
Taylor, Lionel Barrymore,
Maureen
Conway.
O’Sullivan, Edmund
Gwenn.
Director: Jack

Brice,
Edwin

Maurice

the

May

that has been providing the ruthless
eral Ling with munitions. Griffith Jones,
jinoff. Director: Ladislaus Vajda.

Hearts’ Desire . . 3612 . . (72)
Jan. 1
Musical Drama.
An obscure singer finds fame
but is disappointed in love. Richard. Tauber,
Leonora Corbett.

in

July 1
whose

man

arms

.Feb. 15
hobo, wrongfully
to clear himself

man

the

Wife of General Ling.. (72)
Drama.
A
British agent locates

and is aided by the constable’s daughter and a
romance
develops. Nova
Pilbeam, Derrick de
Marney.
Director: Alfred Hitchcock.

Look Out for Love.. (70)
Drama
with Musis. A young

with

Her-

Victor .. 7005 ..( 78)

British

Young, The.. (70)
Drama. A respectable
of murder, attempts

Weekend. . (72)
nurse infatuated

Director:

glens. Will Fyffe, John Loder, Margaret Lockson.
wood, Graham
Moffatt. Director: Robert Steven-

Swing
Girl Was
Mystery
accused

Carminati.

Drama,
A
homespun
tale of a and
sheep
herder’s
feud. Unusual
characterization
a sense
of
realism, against the background of the Scotch

Sh!

The Octopus. .268. . (66)
Dec. 11
Comedy
Mystery. Dire doings in an abandoned
lighthouse that turns out to be a hospital when
Hugh
Herbert comes out of the faint he fell
into when
his wife had twins. Hugh
Herbert,
Allen Jenkins, Marcia Ralston. Director: William McGann.

a
A

Tullio

deceased wite she attended, the bereaved husband, and the young man
who loves the nurse
untangle the skein of their fate on an English
holiday. Margaret Lockwood, John Lodge. Director: Carol Reed.

11

Mystery House. .277. . (56)
May 21
Melodrama.
A hunting lodge is the scene of a
murder
mystery, in which the president of a
large firm is found murdered
after calling an
executive conference to inform his men
that
one of them is guilty of forgery. Dick Purcell,
Ann Sheridan. Director: Noel Smith.

Neagle,
bert Wilcox.

CURRENT

refuse to “lay off” their plans to kill his son.
Wallace Beery, Virginia Bruce, Dennis O’Keefe,
Lewis Stone. Director: J. Walter Ruben.

girl's life becomes endangered he realizes that
their love was true and fades from the picture.
Anna

ON

Feb. 18
athlete tries
centuries-old

agrees to marry the sheriff. After a series of exciting events, the girl and her bandit sweetheart
are united. Jeanette MacDonald, Nelson Eddy,
Buddy Ebsen, Walter Pidgeon. Director: Robert
Z. Leonard.
Hold
That
Kiss. .833. . (74)
May 13
Comedy.
A young salesman in a travel agency
and a pretty model each think the other is a
socialite and proceed to carry out the deception in high comedy
Dennis
O'Keefe,
Edwinvan,L.
Marin.
Judge

Hardy’s

Children.

Comedy Drama.
series, in which
to

fashion. Maureen O’SulliMickey Rooney.
Director:

.828. . (77)

Mar.

25

Another of the "Judge Hardy”
Judge Hardy takes his family

Washington where he heads a Senate committee to investigate a public utilities monopoly.

Some

of the fundamental principles of democracy are demonstrated in this film which makes
it of great educational value. Lewis
Stone,
Mickey
Rooney, Cecilia Parker, Fay
Holden,
Janet Beecher. Director: George B. Seitz.
Lord
Jeff . .837. . (84)
June 24
Comedy
Drama.
A young boy, used as a tool
by London crooks, is sent to a nautical school,
but is ostracized by the other boys and runs
away.
He comes back, wins the confidence of
the boys, and brings honor to the school. Freddie Bartholomew, Mickey
Rooney.
Director:
Sam Wood.
Love Is a Headache. .821. . (68)
Jan. 14
Comedy.
A Broadway
columnist starts a drive
to find a home for a pair of kids orphaned in
an accident. A publicity loving actress adopts
the children for the news value, but to make
the adoption legal, a husband is required, and
the columnist fills the bill. Gladys George,
Franchot Tone, Ted
sie Ralph, Virginia
Thorpe.

Healy, Mickey Rooney, JesWeidler. Director: Richard

Mannequin. .820. . (95)
Jan. 21
Drama.
A
chorus girl divorces her worthless
husband and marries a shipping magnate whom
she loves. Unaware
that the new groom had
just lost his fortune by a labor strike, the girl
leaves him when her former husband threatens
blackmail, but they are reunited when
she
learns of his financial plight. Joan Crawford,

BOXOFFICE
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THE

Spencer
Borzage.

Tracy,

COMPLETE

Alan

Curtis.

CHECK-UP

Director:

Man-Proof. .817. . (73)
Comedy-Drama.
The fact that
loves has married another makes

Frank

Jan. 7
the man
she
no difference

in a certain young lady’s life until she meets
her match in his wife, and discovers that her
friendship with another suitor was
based on
love all the time. Myrna Loy, Franchot Tone,
Rosalind Russell, Walter
Pidgeon.
Director:
Richard Thorpe.
Merrily

We

Live . . 825 . . (95)

Mar.

4

Comedy.
On the order of "My Man Godfrey,”
a
noted author, thought to be a
tramp, becomes the chauffeur and general servant for a
wild socialite family. Constance Bennett, Brian
Aherne, Alan Mowbray,
Billie Burke. Director:
Norman
Z. McLeod.
Of

Human
Hearts. .822. . (105)
Feb. 11
Drama.
The
truth is brought home
in this
poignant story of father and son that a minister
of religion serves mankind
with success and
generosity in the same manner
as does a doctor of medicine. Walter Huston, Beulah Bondi,
James Stewart, Guy Kibbee. Director: Clarence
Brown.

Paradise for Three.
Comedy
Drama.

.818. . (75)
A
penniless

Jan. 28
advertising man

wins a slogan contest and gets an all-expensespald trip to a Swiss winter resort, where he is
mistaken for an eccentric millionaire. He wins
the boss’s daughter and a job. Frank Morgan,
Robert Young, Mary Astor, Florence Rice. Director: Edward Buzzell.
Port of Seven Seas . . 829 . . (81)
July 1
Drama.
The sailor lad lover of a young girl
returns to claim: her and the child she bore
him, though unmarried. He finds her the wife
of an older man
who
loves her and so steps
aside. Wallace Beery, Frank Morgan, Maureen
O’Sullivan.

James

Whale

directed.

Rosalie. .816. .(122)
Dec. 24
Musical. A
revolution helps a princess marry
the man
she loves. Nelson Eddy, Eleanor Powell, Ray Bolger. Director: W. S. Van Dyke.
Shopworn Angel. .835. . (85)
July 1
Drama.
A
Texas cowboy enlists in the army
and while stopping in New
York en route to
France, meets and falls in love with a show
girl, who
in turn is in love with a wealthy
broker. She
marries the cowboy
before he
leaves for the front, but receives word
later
that he has been killed. Margaret Sullavan,
James Stewart, Walter Pidgeon. Director: H. C.
Potter.
Swiss Miss. .830. . (73)
May 20
Comedy.
Two
American
mousetrap
salesmen
stranded in a Swiss village, meet and aid a
famous prima donna, who
disguises herself to
win an operatic role in an opera her husband is
writing, and for which he had selected another
singer.
Stan
Laurel, Oliver Hardy,
Della
Lind. Director: John Blystone.
Test Pilot. .831. . (118)
Action Drama.
The story
his work
more than his

Apr. 22
of a pilot who loved
wife. When
his pal

is killed in saving the pilot’s life, grief brings
to an end his work as a test pilot. Clark Gable,
Spencer Tracy, Myrna
Loy, Lionel Barrymore.
Director: Victor Fleming.
Thoroughbreds
Don’t Cry. .813. . (80)
Nov. 26
Drama.
A
boy and his grandfather come
to
America with no other assets than a race horse.
Mickey Rooney. Judy Garland, Ronald Sinclair.
Director: Alfred Green.
Three Comrades . . 832 . . (98)
June 3
Drama.
The story of the shattered lives of
three war comrades in post-war Germany, who
find difficulty in adjusting themselves to the
tempo of a confused world. Based on the novel
by Erich Maria
Remarque.
Robert
Taylor,
Margaret
Sullavan, Franchot
Tone,
Robert
Young.
Director: Frank Borzage.
Toy Wife . . 836 . . (93)
June 10
Drama.
New
Orleans in pre-Civil War
days,
and the story of a frivolous, selfish wife and
mother who carries on a liaison with a young
playboy. Buise Rainer, Melvyn Douglas, Robert Young. Director: Richard Thorpe.
Woman
Against Woman.
.838. . (61)
June 17
Dram'a. The trials of a second wife brought
home
to the same
town where
the divorced
spouse of her husband
is a
social favorite.
Herbert Marshall, Virginia Bruce, Mary Astor.
Director: Robert Sinclair.
Yellow Jack. .834. . (83)
May 27
Drama.
The noble fight waged against yellow
fever by Major Reed at the turn of the century.
Robert
Montgomery,
Virginia Bruce,
Lewis
Stone. Director: George B. Seitz.
You’re

Only
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Young
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July

.815. . (72)
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Comedy
Drama. A sequel to "A Family Affair,”
the father extricating his children from
unsatisfactory romances. Lewis
Stone. Mickey
Rooney, Cecilia Parker.
Director: George B.
Seitz.

of

the

Streets.

.3743.

. (76)

Dec.

8

Drama. Patterned in the style of ’’Dead End” in
its depiction of city slums. Jackie Cooper, Maureen O’Connor. Director: William Nigh.
County Fair. . (72)
Nov. 24
Drama.
A
“disgraced” jockey redeems himself
by winning a race for a small town family and
wins the girl in the process. John Arledge, Mary
Lou
Fender,
J. Farrell MacDonald,
Fuzzy
Knight,
erton.
Federal

Jimmy

Butler.

Director:

Bullets . . 3726 . . ( 61)

Melodrama. Based on
Men, who track down
burn
Stone, Zeffie
Brown.

when
Craig

Howard

Breth-

.

Oct. 30

the lives of America’s Ga new type of killer. MilTilbury. Director: Karl

Female
Fugitive. .3713. . (56)
Drama.
An
innocent wife

becomes

Gun Smoke
Trail. .3740. . (57)
May 8
Western.
Randall and his Indian friend save
a girl from a villain posing as her uncle and
custodian of an estate she has never seen. Jack
John

in

quest

of

a

husband

Merton.

Land of Fighting Men. . 3739. . (53)
Western. A friend helps another hold

up,

as a
Wel-

Apr. 24
Spanish
to clean

but a jealous sweetheart reveals his
tity. Tim McCoy, Betty Compson,
Joan
clay. Director: Alan James.

West of Rainbow’s End. .3727. . (57)
Western. Tim
McCoy
disposes of a
crooks responsible for a series of train
Tim
McCoy,
Eliot
Grail.
Director:Kathleen
Alan James.
Where
the
Western.

and

idenBar-

..Jan. 12
gang
of
robberies.

Walter

West Begins .. 3727 . . (55)
Jack
Randall
and
his

Mc-

Feb. 5
Fuzzy

pal.

Knight, combine to prevent Luana Walters from
unwittingly selling her valuable ranch to a
scheming
gang.
Jack Randall, Fuzzy Knight
and Luana Walters. Director: J. P. MacGowan.

Paramount
Bar 20 Justice. .3758. . (70)
June 24
Western. The mysterious looting of a mine and
a
series of accidents terrorizing its workers
are solved by “Hoppy”
and
Boyd, George Hayes, Russell
Lesley Selander.

his pals. William
Hayden.
Director:

Direc-

Apr. 11
his ranch,

although the owner’s sister would sell to the
villains, and in time vindicates his stand. Jack
Randall, Herman
Brix. Director: Alan James.
Man’s Country .. 3742 ..(.. )
July 6
Western. A young ranger is sent out to bring
in a gang of suspected outlaws, but he finds
the accused gang is innocent and rounds up
the real leader and his band. Jack Randall,
Ralph Peters, Walter Long, Marjorie Reynolds.
Director: Robert Hill.
Marines Are Here, The. . 3712 .. (60)
June8
Comedy
Drama.
The idealization of a young
boy and the love of a girl changes a clowning
marine to the pride of the service. June Travis,
Gordon Oliver. Director: Phil Rosen.
My
Old Kentucky
Home. .3719. . (72)
Feb. 9
Drama. When
his eyesight is imperiled, a scion
of an old Kentucky
family tries to break his
engagement
to his boyhood sweetheart, but all
ends on a happy note. Evelyn Venable. Grant
Richards, Hall Johnson Choir. Director: Lambert Hillyer.
Numbered
Women. .3709. . (63)
May 22
Drama.
A girl, seeking evidence to clear her
brother of a bond-stealing charge, takes a job
as private nurse to the guilty banker.
Sally
Blane, Lloyd Hughes, John Arledge. Director:
Karl Brown.
Fainted Trail. .3733. . (50)
Western. Tom
Keene, a federal agent
as the “Pecos Kid,” rounds up a gang
rustlers near
the Mexican
border.
Robert Hill.

Feb. 2
who

Dec. 22
to aid in a
Withers.

Two
Gun Justice. .3729. . (57)
Western.
A
ranger, disguised as a
bandit, joins a gang he is attempting

Apr. 15
fugitive

a

she learns of her husband’s criminal activities, after several murders
bring his nefarious dealings into the open. Evelyn Venable,
Reynolds. Director: William Nigh.

Randall, Louise Stanley,
tor: Sam Newfield.

.3724. . (65)
An heiress,

isn’t after her money, disguises herself
salesgirl and gets her man. Anne
Nagel,
don Heyburn. Director: Arthur G. Collins.
Telephone
Operator. .3722. . (62)
Drama.
A girl who defied danger
flood distress. Judith Allen, Grant

Monogram
Boy

Saleslady.
Drama.

Feb. 16
disguised
of cattle
Director:

Phantom
Ranger. .3730. . (57)
May 29
Western.
Tim, McCoy leads a band of counterfeiters into the hands of federal agents, and
wins a Spanish senorita. Tim McCoy, Suzanna
Kaaren, Karl Hackett.
Director: Sam
Newfield.
Fort of Missing Girls, The. .3725. . (64)
Feb. 23
Drama. Accidentally implicated in a gang murder, a girl takes refuge aboard a tramp steamer,
manned
by a woman-hating
captain, and runs
into fighting and
gun-smuggling
in Chinese
waters.
Judith Allen, Harry
Carey, Mllburn
Stone. Director: Karl Brown.
Romance
of the Limberlost. .3702. . (81) . . . June 22
Outdoor Drama.
Gene Stratton-Porter’s famous
novel of the loves and hates of the swamp
folks. Jean
Parker, Eric Linden.
Director:
William Nigh.
Romance
of the Rockies. .3731. . (53)
Dec. 15
Western. A trailer-touring doctor finds the longlost father of his young friend. Tom
Keene. Director: R. N. Bradbury.
Rose of the Rio Grande .. 3715 .. (60)
Mar. 16
Musical Romance. A Mexican Robin Hood leads
his band in the rescue of a girl fleeing from
outlaws who are after her family jewels. Movlta,
John Carroll. Director: William Nigh.

Big Broadcast of 1938, The. .3703. . (90)
Feb. 18
Musical Comedy.
A
trans- Atlantic race with
everyone on board having a special purpose in
winning. W. C. Fields, Martha Raye, Dorothy
Lamour,
Leisen.

Ben

Blue,

Bob

Hope.

Director:

Born to the West . .3721 .. (60)
Western. A
ranch owner
recognizes
the worker who saves his cattle and
girl. John Wayne,
John Mack
Brown,
Hunt.
Director: Charles Barton.

Mitchell

Dec. 10
merit in
wins his
Marsha

Buccaneer, The. .3728. . (127)
Feb. 4
Historical Drama.
A
dramatization of the defense of New Orleans in the War of 1812. Fredric
March, Franciska Gaal, Akim
Tamiroff, Margot
Grahame.
Director: Cecil B. DeMille.
Bulldog Drummond's
Peril. .3733. . (66) .Mar. 18, *38
Mystery Drama. A process for making diamonds
falls into the wrong hands and threatens England’s economic stability until it is retrieved.
John Barrymore, John Howard,
Louise Campbell. Director: James Hogan.
Bulldog Drummond’s
Revenge. .3725. . (60) . .Jan. 7
Action Drama. The struggle to keep a new and
dangerous explosive from falling into the hands
of enemy agents. Director: Louis King.
Cassidy of Bar 20. .3756. . (56)
Western. Cassidy aids his onetime

Feb. 25
sweetheart by

defeating a gang of cattle rustlers, wins her
promise to marry him and rides off in search
of new adventures. William Boyd, Frank Darien,
Russell Hayden,
Nora Lane. Director: Lesley
Selander.
Cocoanut
Grove. .3740. . (94)
May 20
Comedy
with Music.
A
band leader wins a
trailer in a contest and heads for Los Angeles
with
his troupe, where
he encounters stiff
competition in the annual contest staged for
selection of the winning band to play at the
famous
“Cocoanut
Grove.”
Fred
MacMurray,
Harriet Hilliard, Ben
Blue, the Yacht
Club
Boys. Director: Alfred Santell.
College Swing. .3737. . (87)
Apr. 29
Comedy
with Music. Gracie Allen inherits a
college and starts a class in Practical Romance.
Martha Raye, George Burns, Gracie Allen, Bob
Hope, Edward
Everett Horton. Director: Raoul
Walsh.
Dangerous to Know. .3732. . (70)
Mar. 11
Melodrama.
A
political city lord falls in love
with the engaged daughter of a first family, and
frames her fiance in an attempt to force her to
marry him.
Akim
Tamiroff, Anna May Wong,
Gail Patrick. Director: Robert Florey.
Daughter of Shanghai. .3722. . (62)
Dee. 17
Adventure Melodrama. A Chinese girl helps the
immigration service break up an alien smuggling
racket. Anna May Wong, Charles Bickford, Larry
Crabbe. Director: Robert Florey.
Dr. Rhythm . . 3739 . . ( 80)
Musical.
Two
friends, a
doctor
imbibe too freely and the former,
policeman, takes the
young
girl.
Bing
Beatrice Lillie, Andy
Tuttle.

and
a
dressed

May 6
cop,
as a

cop’s job of guarding a
Crosby,
Mary
Carlisle,
Devine. Director: Frank

THE

Ebb Tide . . 3719 . . (93) ®
Nov. 26
Drama.
The adventures and villainies of three
beachcombers
turned pirates on an uncharted
South Sea Island. Oscar Homolka, Frances Farmer, Ray Milland. Director: James Hogan.
Every Day’s a Holiday. .3726. . (79)
Jan. 14
Comedy. Mae West in another of her gay ‘90’s
background pictures, but devoid of her usual
suggestiveness. She plays the role of a golddigging showgirl who
disguises herself as a
brunette French actress to evade the police inspector so she can open her show. Mae West,
Edmund
Lowe, Charles Butterworth. Director:
A. Edward
Sutherland.
Farewell to Arms. .Reissue. . 3769. . (79) ... .June 11
Romantic
Drama.
From
Ernest Hemingway’s
novel, which
tells the story of a
man
and
woman
who
dare to face with their love the
challenge of a world gone mad
with the horrors of war. Helen Hayes, Gary Cooper, Adolphe
Menjou. Director: Frank Borzage.
Heart of Arizona. .3757. . (68)
Apr. 22
Western. Hopalong comes to the rescue of a
young lady and helps her free her ranch of
cattle rustlers. William Boyd, George Hayes,
Russell Hayden. Director: Les Selander.
Her Jungle Love. .3736. . (81)
Apr. 15
Melodrama.
A
couple of American
aviators
crash on a South Pacific Island, where one of
them
meets and falls in love with a jungle
Princess. Trouble starts when
the man-hating
natives find them on the island. Dorothy Labour, Ray Milland, Lynne Overman, J. Carrol
Naish. Director: George Archainbaud.
Hunted
Men . .3741 .. (67)
May 27
Drama.
A
regenerated gang leader forces a
model family in a small town to harbor him
from
the law.
Lloyd Nolan, Mary
Carlisle,
Lynne Overman.
Director: Louis King.
Love on Toast. .3720. . (65)
Dec. 3
Comedy.
The winners of a publicity contest,
supposed to get married, balk, but love steps
in to persuade them to carry the “gag” through.
John Payne, Stella Ardler, Luis Alberni, Benny
Bakar. Director: E. A. Dupont.
Partners

of

the

Plains.

.3755. . (70)

Jan.

28

Western. “Hopalong” has a hard time winning
the cooperation and heart of a snobbish English girl on whose ranch he is foreman. William Boyd. Director: Lesley Selander.
Pride of the West .. 3854 .. (55)
July 8
Action Melodrama.
Hopalong acts as a special
investigator in
thwarting
a
land-grabbing
scheme and in capturing the crooks who have
extended their activity to a stage coach robbery.
William Boyd, Russell Hayden, George Hayes.
Director: Lesley Selander.
Prison Farm. . 3743. . (70)
June 17
Melodrama.
A
young girl, innocently involved
with a murderer, is sent to the prison farm.
She falls in love with the prison doctor, who
aids in clearing her name.
Shirley Ross, Lloyd
Nolan, J. Carrol Naish. Director: Louis King.
Romance
in the Dark. .3731. . (79)
Musical Comedy. Miss Swarthout,
maid

in a tenor’s
dition, poses as a

Mar.
working as

home, and awaiting an
Persian Princess to aid

4
a

auher

master’s suit for the hand of a Countess. Instead she wins the master and an operatic contract. Gladys Swarthout, John
Boles, John
Barrymore. Director: H. C. Potter.
Scandal Street. .3729. . (64)
Feb. 11
Drama. A young woman
is caught in a merciless
trap of suspicion and circumstances when she is
found beside the murdered
body of a playboy
suitor, and small-town gossip does its work until
the killer is found. Louise Campbell, Lew Ayres,
Roscoe Karns, Virginia Weidler. Director: James
Hogan.
Stolen Heaven . . 3738 . . (88)
May 13
Drama
with Music. A gang of fleeing, international jewel thieves are marooned
in a forest where they take refuge in the home
of a
retired concert pianist. Gene Raymond,
Olympe
Bradna, Lewis
Stone.
Director: Andrew
L.
Stone.

Tip-Off Girls. .3735. . (62)
Apr. 1
Melodrama.
G-Men apprehend a gang hijacking
fast freight trucks. J. Carrol Naish, Lloyd
Nolan. Director: Louis King.
Tropic Holiday . . 3714 . . (78)
July 22
Comedy.
A writer hides out in a little Mexican
town to work on a movie script but is beset
with
charming
distractions in the way
of
senoritas. Bob
Burns, Ray
Milland, Dorothy
Lamour, Martha Raye. Director: Theodore Reed.
True Confession . . 3723 . . ( 75)
Dec. 24
Comedy.
The
adventures of a
madcap
wife
whose penchant for tall lies almost gets her convicted of a murder she did not commit. Carole
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Lombard,
Fred
MacMurray,
Directed by Wesley Ruggles.

John

Barrymore.

You and Me. . (90)
June 10
Drama.
The shadow
of the Big House looms
up as a threat to romance in this story of a
girl with a past. Sylvia Sidney, George Raft.
Director: Fritz Lang.

Republic
Army
Girl .. 7002
)
July 15
Drama.
An army
captain assigned to a regiment to study the need of mechanizing that
post with tanks. He meets and falls in love
with the Colonel’s daughter.
Madge
Evans,
Preston
Foster, James
Gleason.
Director:
George Nichols jr.
Arson Gang Busters. .7022. . (65)
Melodrama.
An
arson squad
gang

Mar. 28
joins a

member

of

arsonists and after his identity is discovered the gang is apprehended.
Bob
Livingston, Jackie Moran, Rosalind Keith. Director: Joe Kane.

Call of the Yukon. . 7011 . . (70)
Outdoor Drama.
Wild dogs and wolves
on game
force natives of an isolated

Apr. 18
raiding
Eskimo

village

to move
out or face a winter of starvation. A young authoress refuses to leave, but
a rugged trapper forces her to accompany
him
south. Their adventures on the long trek furnish the action. Richard Arlen, Beverly Roberts, Lyle Talbot. Director: B. Reeves Eason.
Culling the Mesquiteers . . 7115 . . (55)
Mar. 7
Western. Three modern
knights of the road,
returning from a rodeo, are hijacked by silk
thieves. To clear their names with the law, they
take to the saddle and round up the gang. Bob
Livingston, Ray Corrigan, Max
Terhune, Lynn
Roberts. Director: John English.
Colorado Kid . . 7123 . . (56)
Western. The Kid bucks

a western

Dec. 6
political boss,

saves the ranch of his girl’s father and brings a
murderous gang to justice. Bob Steele, Marlon
Weldon. Directed by Sam Newfield.
Desert Patrol .. 7127 .. (56)
June 6
Western.
A
secret Ranger out to avenge the
death of his buddy, joins the gang responsible
for the murder, and then springs the trap.
Bob Steele,
field.

Marion

Weldon.

Director:

Duke
Comes
Back, The. .7018. . (64)
Action Drama. A retired heavyweight

Sam

New-

Nov. 29
champion

is forced to stage a comeback to help his fatherin-law out of a
financial jam. Allan Lane,
Heather Angel. Directed by Irving Plchel.
Exiled to Shanghai. .7019 . . (64)
Action Drama.
Adventures
of
photographers in seeking news

ON
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Dec. 20
rival newsreel
scoops and a

girl’s affection. Final scene includes reference
to Shanghai.
Wallace Ford, June Travis, Dean
Jagger. Directed by Nick Grinde.

Gangs of New York. .7004. . (67)
May 23
Melodrama.
An
officer impersonates a
bigtime gangster who
is held in prison but supposedly released, and
c.leans out gangland.
Charles Bickford, Ann
Dvorak, Alan Baxter.
Director: James Cruze.

Ladies in Distress. . 7012 .. (65)
June 13
Comedy Drama.
A woman
mayor and her secretary start a reform movement
to wipe out a
racketeering element and are aided in their
efforts by the town’s bad
worth, Polly Moran, Robert
tor: Gus Meins.

Mine

in

the

Sky.

favor. Otto Kruger, Mary
Director: Brian
Desmond
. 7163.

. (60)

July

4

Western

with Music. Gene Autry as administrator of a will left by a
girl’s father, has
difficulty in keeping her
from
selling the

ranch, which
is the remains
fortune. Gene Autry, Smiley
Hughes. Director: Joe Kane.

of her father’s
Burnette, Carol

Hollywood Stadium Mystery .. 7021 .. (66) .. Feb. 21
Mystery Drama. Centers around the mystery of
a boxing arena murder, which occurs while the
house is darkened before the start of the championship fight. Neil Hamilton, Evelyn Venable,
Jimmy
Wallington. Director: David Howard.
Invisible Enemy. .7010. . (65)
Apr. 4
Drama.
An international oil ring is smashed by
a man masked as a Parisian playboy. Alan Marshal, Tala Birell, C. Henry
Gordon, Herbert
Mundin. Director: John H. Auer.
King of the Newsboys. . 7009. . (68)
Drama.
Danger
returns two lovers,

boy.
Alison SkipLivingston. Direc-

Lady Behave!. . 7005. . (68)
Jan. 5
Comedy
Drama. To keep her sister from facing
a bigamy charge, the heroine poses as wife of
the sister’s husband until the first marriage is
annulled, and the two fall In love. Neil Hamilton, Sally Ellers, Joseph Schildkraut. Director:
Lloyd Corrigan.
Mama

Runs

Wild .. 7003 .. (66)

Jan.

19

Comedy.
A
domineering, society-minded wife
runs for mayor, but the men of the town elect
her henpecked
husband
in retaliation. Mary
Boland, Ernest Truex. Director: Ralph Staub.
Old Barn Dance, The. . 7102 .. (61)
Jan. 29
Western with Music. A horse trader is tricked
into singing on a radio program for a pair of
swindling tractor dealers, but the former comes
through for his friends with horses in time for
the harvest reaping. Gene Autry, Helen Valkis,
Smiley Burnette, Walter Shrum
and Hillbillies.
Director: Joe Kane.
Outside

of

Paradise.

.7007.

. (68)

Feb.

7

Musical. Unable to buy out the girl co-owner of
a castle he has inherited, the hero converts it into a hamburger
stand. Romantic
complications
that ensue effect a truce. Phil Regan, Penny
Singleton.

Director:

John

Auer.

Paroled— To
Die. .7124. . (56)
Western. A rancher and a

banker

with

.Jan. 10
county

political powers, are rivals for the hand of the
Sheriff’s daughter, and events are climaxed when
the banker tries to jail the rancher on
a
trumped-up charge. Bob Steele, Kathleen Eliot,
Karl Hackett. Director: Sam
Newfield.
Prison Nurse. .7008. (67)
Drama. An imprisoned
of

a

doctor,

Mar. 1
by love

inspired

prison nurse, administers relief when
typhoid breaks out in a flooded prison and is

falsely blamed for an ensuing “break.”
Wilcoxon, Marian Marsh. Director: James

Henry
Cruze.

Purple Vigilantes. .7114. . (59)
Jan. 24
Western. The Three Mesquiteers, after ridding
Trails End of vice, finish their job by smashing
a new terrorist band which formed from the
vigilante group.
The
Joan Barclay. Director:
Riders

of

Black

Hills.

Three
George

.7117.

Mesquiteers
Sherman.

. (55)

and

June

15

Western. The three Mesquiteers set about proving their innocence of a
race horse stealing
charge
George
Romance

and expose the real gang. Bob LivingDirector:
Terhune.
ston, Ray Corrigan, Max
Sherman.
on

the

ilun.

Comedy
Drama.
by an insurance

.7023.

. (67)

May

11

A
private detective, retained
company
to recover a stolen

Under Western Stars.
Musical-Western. A

Mar. 15
separated

.7800. . (67)
crooning son

of

the

saves the range from
its enemy,
the
storm.
Roy
Rogers, Smiley Burnette,
Hughes. Director: Joe Kane.

Apr. 20
saddle
dustCarol

Wild Horse Rodeo .. 7113 .. (55)
Dec. 6
Western. A trio saves the wild horse they have
won for their friend who needed money for his
man.
ranch. Three Mesquiteers. Director: George Sher-

Glamorous
Night. .7017. . (61)
Dec. 6
Musical Romance.
An
engineer saves a
king
from the machinations of his prime minister
king’s
Jory.

each
Ber-

necklace, is blocked in his efforts by a blundering cop, a suspicious secretary and the jewel
thieves themselves.
Donald
Woods,
Patricia
Ellis. Director: Gus Meins.

Feud Maker, The. .7126. . (56)
Apr. 4
Western. A range war between the cowmen
and
the nesters, following a
mysterious slaying.
Bob Steele, Marion Weldon, Karl Hackett. Director: Sam Newfield.

and wins the
Ellis, Victor
Hurst.

RELEASES

first by poverty and then by wealth, to
other. Lew Ayres, Helen Mack. Director:
nard Vorhaus.

W ells Fargo. .3724. . (115) ^
Dec. 31
Historical Drama. The part played by the nation’s transportation system in the winning of
the west. Joel McCrea, Bob Burns, Frances Dee.
Director: Frank Lloyd.

Gold
Texas Trail. .3754. . (57)
Nov. 26
Western. Hopalong Cassidy and pals round up
wild horses for the Army
during the SpanishAmerican
war. William
Boyd, George Hayes.
Directed by Dave Selman.

COMPLETE

RKO
Blind

Alibi.

Radio

.829. . (61)

May

20

Melodrama.
To recover indiscreet letters written by his sister that were accidentally left in
an antique sold to an American museum,
Richard Dix poses as a blind man
at the museum
pretending to learn sculptoring by the “touch
system.”
Richard
Bourne.
Director: Lew
Landers. Dix, Whitney
Blond Cheat. .831. . (62)
June 17
Comedy
Drama.
An actress, hired by a rich
pawnbroker to break up the engagement of his
daughter, falls in love with the man
she was
paid to vamp.
Joan Fontaine, Derrick de Marney. Director: Joseph Santley.
Border G-Man .. 882 .. (60)
June 24
Western.
A
Federal investigator poses as a
ranch foreman and rounds up a gang of gunsmugglers who
are using the ranch as their
base. George O'Brien, Loraine Johnson, John
Miljan. Director: David Howard.
Bringing Up
Baby .. 739 .. (100)
Feb. 18
Comedy. An archeologist tries to promote $1,000,000 for his museum
from a wealthy woman
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and

encounters

COMPLETE

difficulty

leopard named
“Baby.”
Cary Grant, May Robson,
rector: Howard Hawks.

In

form

of

a

Katharine
Hepburn,
Charles Ruggles. Di-

Condemned
Women.
.813. . (76)
Drama.
A
woman
prisoner
life

the

CHECK-UP

whose

April 3
outlook on

is changed by a doctor’s love, becomes Involved in a stirring prison break when she feels

she is burdening the doctor’s career. Sally Ellers,
Louis Hayward,
Anne
Shirley. Director: Lew
Landers.
Crashing Hollywood. .816. . (61)
Jan. 7
Melodrama. A rib on Hollywood against a semigangster background. Lee Tracy, Joan Woodbury, Paul Guilfoyie. Director: Lew Landers.
Crime King. .836. . (70)
July 8
Melodrama.
A newspaper reporter exposes the
fortune-telling racket, with the aid of a
girl
who
poses as a
mystic to gather evidence
against the syndicate which
tries to> collect
10 per cent of her “take.” Allan Lane, Frances
Mercer. Director: Leslie Goodwins.
Danger
Patrol. .812. . (60)
Dec. 3
Action Drama. A job that necessitates handling
explosives is a temporary barrier to love. John
Beal, Sally Eilers, Harry Carey. Director: Lew
Landers.
Double Danger. .820. . (62)
Jan. 28
Comedy
Drama. The commissioner of detectives
sets a trap for a jewel thief by inviting the
suspects to his home for the weekend. Preston
Foster, Whitney
Bourne, Donald Meek. Director: Lew Landers.
Everybody’s Doing It. .817. . (67)
Jan. 14
Comedy
Drama.
Racketeers muscle In on a
super-contest which
has
caught
the public
fancy and sell the answers to the contestants.
Preston Foster, Sally Eilers. Director: Christy
Cabanne.
Go Chase Yourself . .825. . (70)
Apr. 22
Comedy.
Bank robbers steal a trailer with Joe
Penner in it. Further hazards arise when they
pick up a runaway
heiress whom
the bandits
hold as ransom, forcing Penner to aid them.
Joe Penner, Lucille Ball, Vicki Lester. Director: Edward Cline.
Gun
Law. .881. . (60)
Western.
A U. S.

marshal

takes

the

with the gang.
Director: David

George O’Brien,
Howard.

Having
Wonderful
Time . . 819 . . (70)
July 1
Comedy.
Romances
and rigmaroles of a summer vacation camp.
Ginger Rogers, Douglas
Fairbanks jr. Director: A1 Santell.
Hawaii
Calls. .846. . (73)
Mar. 11
Comedy
with Music. The adventures of Bobby
Breen and his newsboy pal as stowaways
to
Hawaii. Bobby
Breen, Ned
Sparks, Irvin S.
Cobb, Warren
Hull, Mamo
Clark, Raymond
Paige and orchestra. Director: Eddie Cline.
Hitting a New
High. .814. . (85)
Dec. 24
Musical Comedy. Lily Pons uses a clever hoax
to get a singing contract, and when
the trick
is revealed gives up her career to marry.
Lily
Pons, Jack Oakie, John Howard. Director: Raoul
Walsh.
Joy of Living. .826. . (91)
Apr. 15
Comedy.
A
mad,
whirlwind
courtship by a
carefree globe trotter of a career-minded stage
star who supports a family of leeches in luxury.
Irene Dunne, Douglas Fairbanks jr., Guy Kibbee, Eric Blore. Director: Tay Garnett.
Law
of the Underworld .. 827 .. (61)
May 6
Melodrama.
The leader of a dangerous gang
poses as a society man, and in his efforts to
escape the prosecutor two innocent youngsters
become
involved. Chester Morris, Anne
Shirley, Richard Bond, Walter Abel. Director: Lew
Landers.
Maid’s Night Out . . 822 . . (61)
Mar. 4
Comedy. A millionaire’s son and a society girl
accidentally meet and fall in love, she believing
him to be a milkman
and he thinking her a
housemaid. Joan Fontaine, Allan Lane. Director: Ben Holmes.
Mother Carey’s Chickens . . 833 . . ( . . )
Comedy
Drama.
The struggles of

an

July 15
English

captain’s widow
living on a
meager
pension,
and the love triangle of her two daughters who
are in love with the same man.
Anne Shirley,
Ruby

Keeler, James Ellison,
rector: Rowland V. Lee.

Fay

Bainter.

Di-

Night Spot. .821. .(60)
Feb. 25
Drama.
A
night club singer aids two rookie
cops to capture a
band
of jewel thieves.
Parkyakarkus, Allan Lane,
rector: Christy Cabanne.

Joan

Woodbury.

Di-

Quick Money . .811. . (59)
..Dec. 10
Comedy
Drama.
A
small town mayor
is Impeached for opposing plans to build a health
resort with the school funds, but is reinstated
when
he exposes the men
at the head of the
scheme as frauds. Fred Stone, Dorothy Moore.
Director: Edward
Killy.
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Drama.
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(69)
Anton
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Walbrook,

a

notorious

Jan. 21
crook

known
as the “Rat,” takes the rap for Rene,
the girl he loves, who
killed in self-defense
against a would-be seducer. Ruth Chatterton,
infatuated with Walbrook, falsely testifies she
was with Walbrook on the night of the murder.
Rene is given a light sentence. Walbrook waits
for her release. Anton Walbrook, Ruth Chatterton, and Rene Ray. Director: Jack Raymond.
Saint

in

New

York.

.930. . (72)

June

3

Detective Melodrama.
Based
on the “Saint”
stories by Leslie Charteris, in which the “Saint”
turns Robin Hood and helps a civic committee
clean up a gang of desperadoes. Louis Hayward,
Kay
Sutton, Paul
Guilfoyie. Director: Ben
Holmes.
She’s Got Everything. .818. . (72)
Dec. 31
Comedy. A pampered
heiress becomes penniless
and one of her creditors tries to marry her off
to a millionaire, who calls things off when
he
finds he has been framed. Gene Raymond,
Ann
Sothern, Victor Moore. Director: Joseph Santley.
Snow White and
891.. (86)

the

Seven

Dwarfs
Feb.

4

Animated
Feature.
Walt Disney’s Technicolor
cartoon of the famous childhood mythical story.
This Marriage Business. .824. . (71)
Apr. 8
Comedy-Drama.
A meek, small-town, marriage
clerk gains sudden prominence and
runs for
Mayor
against the crooked
element.
Victor
Moore, Vicki Lester. Director: Christy Cabanne.
Vivacious Lady. .740. . (90)
May 13
Comedy.
A young college professor marries a
night-club singer, then faces the problem of
breaking the news to his parents. Ginger Rogers, James Stewart, James
Ellison. Director:
George Stevens.
Wise Girl. .815. . (70)
Comedy.
A
millionaire

heiress

uses

a

Dec.
ruse

31
to

obtain custody of her dead sister’s two children who are under the guardianship of a penniless artist living in Greenwich Village, and wins
a husband at the same time. Miriam Hopkins,
Ray
Milland, Walter Abel, Henry
Stephenson.
Director: Leigh Jason.

May 13
identity

of a dead bandit to gain a gang’s confidence
and becomes town marshal, to make
the mob
believe his dual role is to avert suspicion of
his connection
Rita Oehman.
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Country Bride.. (85)
Amkino
Comedy.
A gay Russian comedy
dealing with
the trials and tribulations of a pair of collecF.
N. Kurikhin,
Piriov.

Marla

Courier of Lyons. . (92)
Pax Filins
Drama.
The story of an 18th century mail robbery in France, in which all the thieves but
the leader are caught. The wrong man
is mistaken as the leader and is guillotined on circumstantial evidence. Pierre Bianchar, Dita
Parlo. Dorville. Director: Maurice Lehamn.
Duke Is Tops, The . (65)
Million Dollar Prod.
Musical. An all-Negro musical. The hero sacrifices his own stage ambitions for his sweetheart singer, while he goes down
the ladder
and ends up with a
medicine show.
Ralph
Cooper, Lena Horne.
Director: Bill Nolty.
Great John Ericsson, The . (94)
Swedish picturization of a phase

Three Legionnaires. . (63)
General
Comedy. Two doughboys stationed in an obscure
Siberian village, unaware
that the war is over,
stage some
hectic incidents that nearly land
them before the firing squad. Robert Armstrong,
Lyle Talbot, Fifi D’Orsay, Donald Meek, Anne
Nagel, Man Mountain Dean. Director: Hamilton
MacFadden.
Ten Laps to Go.. (67)
Ace Pictures
Action Drama.
A romance of the speedway in
which a racing driver loses his nerve after a
crackup, but regains it in time to save his boss
from an unscrupulous driver who
attempts to
steal his invention plans and wreck his machine. Rex Lease, Muriel Evans, Tom
Moore.
Director: Elmer Clifton.

20th Century-Fox
Always Goodbye .. 852 .. (75)
July 1
Drama.
A
young
mother
makes
a
sacrifice
for her son and for the man
she loves. Barbara Stanwyck, Herbert Marshall, Ian Hunter.
Director: Sidney Lanfield.
Baroness and the Butler. .835. . (80)
Feb. 18
Comedy Drama. A butler is elected to the parliament on the opposition ticket to his master but
continues as his butler, only to be elected as
Prime Minister and marries his former master's
daughter.
William Powell, Annabella, Gregory
Ratoff, Henry Stephenson, Joseph Schildkrauti
Helen Westley. Director: Walter Lang.
Battle of Broadway . .845. . (84)
Apr. 22
Comedy.
A couple of steel workers are drafted
by their boss in an attempt to save his son
from a girl he thinks is a gold digger. Victor
McLaglen, Brian Donlevy, Louise Hovick, Raymond Walburn. Director: George Marshall.
Big Town
Girl. .822. . (66)
Dec. 3
Drama. The wife of a bank bandit hides from
her husband and wins radio acclaim as a mysterious masked countess. Claire Trevor, Donald
Woods, Alan Dinehart. Director: Alfred Werker.
Borrowing
Trouble. .824. . (60)
Dec. 10
Comedy
Drama.
Another in the Jones Family
series, with the family getting in hot water this
time through altruistic efforts to rehabiliate an
incorrigible young
truant. Jed Prouty, Spring
Bylngton. Director: Frank Strayer.

State Rights

tive farm workers'
in love.
Ladynina.
Director:
Ivan

picture closes only two of the five friends are
left. Jean
Gabin, Charles Vanel.
Director:
Julien Duvivier.

Scandinavian
of American

history, depicting a chapter in John Ericsson’s
life, the man
who turned the tide of the Civil
War.
As a prologue. Count Bernadotte, nephew
to King Gustav V of Sweden, greets America.
Victor Seastrom, Marta Ekstrom, Sigurd Wallen.
Director: Gustaf Edgren.

Change
of Heart. .829. . (106)
Jan. 14
Comedy
Drama.
The problems of a
warring
couple who quarrel once too often and are reconciled through the Cupid activities of caddy
and his dog. Gloria Stuart, Michael Whalen,
Lyle Talbot. Director: James Tinling.
Charlie Chan at Monte Carlo. .832. . (71) .. .Jan. 21
Mystery. Laid in Monte Carlo, the story deals
with Chan’s solution of several murders brought
about by the attempts of two business rivals to
ruin each other. Warner
Oland, Keye
Luke,
Forde.
Harold
Huber, Virginia Field. Director: Eugene
Checkers. .834. . (78)
Feb. 11
Comedy Drama. Jane and her Uncle Stuart enter
their horse in a race to keep the town banker
from foreclosing on the mortgage. Jane Withers,
Stuart Erwin, Una Merkel. Director: H. Bruce
Humberstone.
City Girl. .833. . (60)
Jan. 7
Drama.
The loves and adventures of a young
girl from the tenements whose
love of gold
causes her to desert her struggling attorney
sweetheart for a life of crime as a gangster’s
moll. Phyllis Brooks, Ricardo Cortez, Robert
Wilcox. Director: Alfred Werker.

Lenin in October. . (92)
Amkino
Drama.
A chronicle of the life of Lenin and
the events leading up to the Revolution. Boris
V.
Shchukin, N. Svobodin. Director: Mikhail
Romm.

Dangerously Yours. . 817 .. (62)
Nov. 12
Melodrama.
Jewel
thieves, two
men
and
a
woman,
attempt to outwit each other in getting
a
valuable diamond
aboard
a
liner. Phvllis
Brooks, Cesar Romero, Jane Darwell. Director:
Malcolm St. Claire.

Life and Loves of Beethoven. . (80)
World
Drama. A
French production bringing the Immortal music of the famous composer to the
screen and unfolding his tragic love story. Harry
Bauer, Annie Ducaux, Pauley Debucourt, Janny
Holt. Director: Abel Gance.

Dinner at the Ritz. .820. . (77)
Nov. 26
Musical Comedy. A Spanish marchesa practices
the sacrifice of jewelry at an extortionate price
on the plea of gambling losses and affects other
disguises her friends easily recognize. Annabella,
David Niven, Paul Lukas. Director: Harold D.
Schuster.

Slipper Episode, The.. (80)
French Film
Farce. Two
casual acquaintances tour a large
slice of Europe to return a missing slipper to a
faithless wife. Betty Stockfield, Roger Treville.
Director: Jean De Limur.
Tarzan and the Green Goddess. . (72) ... .Principal
A
statue containing a secret formula for an
explosive is the center of a
rigorous search
by an English party and an unscrupulous outfit who fight it out in the Guatemalan
jungle
for possession of the formula. Herman
Brix,
Ula Holt. Director: Edward
Kull.
They Were Five.. (78)
Lenauer
Drama.
Five friends, banded together by adversity, win a small fortune in a lottery and
pool their resources to build an inn. As the

Four Men
and a Prayer. .848. . (85)
April 29
Drama.
The story of four brothers who undertake to establish the innocence of their father,
a disgraced army officer who is murdered. Loretta Young, Richard Greene, George Sanders,
David Niven, C. Aubrey Smith.
Director: John
Ford.
45 Fathers. .821. . (71)
Nov. 26
Comedy. Jane Withers is adopted by 45 members of the Explorers' Club who draws lots to
designate a foster father. Numerous
situations
among the upper stratum of society furnish the
humorous
sequences. Jane
Withers. Richard
Carle, Louise Henry. Director: James Tinling.
Happy
Landing. .830. . (101)
Musical Comedy. In the usual

Ice palace

Jan. 28
locale.

THE

Sonja falls for a philandering band leader, then
for his woman-hating
manager.
Sonja Henie,
Don Ameche, Cesar Romero, Ethel Merman.
Director: Roy Del Ruth.
Hawaiian
Buckaroo. .828. . (58)
Jan. 14
Outdoor Drama.
A typical western dressed up
with a hula skirt and a ukulele in this story
of a couple of Arizona cowhands who get jobs
on a
cattle ranch in Hawaii, and the usual
cattle rustling angle ensues.
Smith
Ballew,
Evalyn Knapp, Benny Burt. George Regas. Director: Ray Taylor.
In

Old Chicago.. 840 .(110)
Apr. 15
Historical Drama.
An epic of the rise of Chicago, in which is depicted the spectacular scene
of the great Chicago fire. Tyrone Power, Alice
Faye, Don Ameche.
Director: Henry King.
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gypsy fall in love, and he raises the money to
restore her memory,
only to have her forget
she ever loved him.
Jane Withers, Rochelle
Hudson,
Robert Wilcox.
Director: H. Bruce
Humberstone.
Rawhide. .842. . (58)
Apr. 8
Western. Lou Gehrig refuses to join a crooked
cattlemen’s association that controls the town
of Rawhide, and sets out to smash
the organization. Smith Ballew, Lou Gehrig, Evalyn
Knapp.
Director: Ray Taylor.
Rebecca of Sunn.vbrook Farm. .837. . (80) .. .Mar. 18
Musical. A radio sponsor in search of a child
star discovers her on a farm next to his. takes
her away
and gets her an audition with a
rival food concern, which
audition the child
spoils

by pretenlng "mike fright.” Shirley Temple, Randolph Scott, Gloria Stuart, William
Demarest.
Director: Allan Dwan.

Island in the Sky. .843. . (67)
Apr. 1
Drama.
A
young man, innocently accused of
murder, is saved from the electric chair by the
district attorney’s financee, who
makes
a private Investigation to prove the boy's innocence.
Gloria Stuart, Michael Whalen.
Director: Herbert I. Leeds.

Sally, Irene and Mary . .827. . (85)
Mar. 4
Musical Comedy. Three manicurist sisters with
stage ambitions, make
the grade after a series
of disillusioning starts. Alice Faye, Tony Martin,
Fred Allen, Louise Hovick, Gregory Ratoff. Director: Wm. Seiter.

International Settlement. .826. . (84)
Action Drama. Newsreel shots of

Tarzan's Revenge. .823. . (68)
Adventure. A white girl falls

the

Feb. 4
Shanghai

bombing are woven
into this story of an adventurer masquerading as a
gun-runner who
suddenly finds himself responsible for the delivery of $1,000,000 to the head of an ammunition-smuggling ring. Dolores Del Rio. George
Sanders. June Lang. Director: Eugene Forde.
Josette. .839. . (70)
June 3
Musical Comedy.
A
New
Orleans cafe cutie
doubles for a French songbird who has flown,
and finds herself a
target for the romantic
whims
of two brothers. Don
Ameche,
Simone
Simon, Robert Young.
Director: Allan Dwan.
Kentucky
Comedy

Moonshine. .844. . (85)
May 13
with Music.
Loaded
with moonshine
and gags, the Ritz brothers turn hill-billies and
go off on another of their rampages.
The
Ritz Brothers. Tony Ma' tin, Marjorie Weaver.
Director: David Butler.

Kidnapped . . 846 . . (90)
May 27
Historical Drama.
Based
on
the immortal
novel by Robert Louis Stevenson portraying
Scotland's struggle for equality during the 18th
century, with an appealing romantic interlude
woven into the theme.
Warner
Baxter, Freddie Bartholomew, Arleen Whelan. Director: Alfred Werker.
Life Begins at 40. . 874. . ( . .)
May 6 (reissue)
Comedy Drama.
Will Rogers befriends a young
man
unjustly convicted of a bank defalcation
charge.
This angers the town
banker, who
forecloses on Rogers’ newspaper mortgage, only
to learn that his son is the guilty party. Will
Rogers, Rochelle Hudson,
Richard
Cromwell.
Director: George Marshall.
Look Ont, Mr. Moto. .819. .(. .)
Nov. 26
Action Drama. An American girl, a cameraman
and his assistant are involved in escapades In
the

jungles of Indo-China with Mr. Moto coming to the rescue. Peter Lorre, Rochelle Hudson,
Robert Kent. Director: Norman
Foster.

Love

and

Hisses.

.825. . (84)

Dec.

31

Musical Comedy. Ben Bernie discovers Simone’s
singing talent and tricks Winchell into giving
her a buildup via his column. Winchell stages
a fake kidnaping when he learns of the frameup.
Walter Winchell. Ben
Bernie, Simone
Simon,
Bert Lahr. Director: Sidney Lanfield.
Love

.8.36. . (64)
Feb. 25
encouple of newlyweds
A
Drama.
Comedy
counter financial and matrimonial difficulties,
their uncle
whose burdens are increased when
moves in on them. Shirley Deane, Russell Gleason. Alan DInehart. Director: Herbert Leeds.

Mr.

on

Moto

a

a

Takes

a

Chance . . 819

. (63)

June

24

One
Wild Night. .850. . (72)
June 10
Mystery Comedy. Three prominent men arrange
to be "kidnaped” to escape nagging wives and
become the center of mystery with every citizen a suspect until the plot is exposed. June
Dang, Dick
Baldwin, Lyle Talbot. Director:
Eugene Forde.
Panamint's Bad
Man. .853. . (60)
.July 8
Western. A deputy marshall, assigned to stop
a series of stage holdups near a frontier town,
poses as a gunman
to gain the confidence of
the outlaws and
finally brings about
their
capture. Smith Ballew, Evelyn Daw.
Director:
Ray Taylor.
Passport Husband. .854. . (74)
Jnly 15
Comedy.
A
Latin dancer is about to be deported as an alien, but a
marriage of convenience is arranged for her with a dim-witted American, so she can carry on her romancing with a
gangster sweetheart. Stuart
Erwin, Harold Huber, Joan Woodbury.
Director: James Tinling.
Rascals. .849 . . (77)
Comedy.
A society girl
is picked up by a gypsy

May 20
loses her memory
and
band. The girl and a

Tarzan

Jan. 7
during

hunting trip in Africa and renounces the outside world to remain
behind in the jungle.
Morris, Eleanor Holm,
George Barbier,
Hopper. Director: D. Ross Lederman.

Glenn
Hedda

Thank
You, Mr. Moto. .831. . (68)
Dec. 24
Mystery. The oriental detective retrieves valuable treasure maps from ruthless crooks. Peter
Lorre. Thomas
Beck. Jayne
Regan,
Pauline
Frederick. Director: Norman
Foster.
Three Blind Mice. .851. . (75)
Comedy.
Three
sisters who

own

a

Jane 17
Kansas

chicken

ranch gamble their savings on an expensive trip in their search for luxury and rich
husbands, one of them
posing as an heiress.

Loretta Young. Joel McCrea. David Niven,
nie Barnes.
Director: William A. Seiter.

Bin-

Trip to Paris, A . 847 . (64)
May 6
Comedy
Drama.
Another of the Jones Family
series, with Pa Jones this time planning a short
trip in celebration of his 25th wedding anniversary, but finding himself bundling the family off to Paris. Jed Prouty, Shirley Deane.
Spring Byington. Director: Mai St. Clair.
Walking Down
Broadway. .838. . (69)
Mar. 11
Drama.
A portrayal of the fates and fortunes
of six Broadway
chorines, who
each
take
separate paths, and promise to meet at the
end of one year. Claire Trevor, Phyllis Brooks.
Leah
Ray, Dixie Dunbar, Lynn
Bari, Jayne
Regan. Director: Norman
Foster.
We’re Going to Be Rich. .857. . (78)
July 8
Comedy.
A
story of the “Gay
Nineties” in
which a variety star and her shiftless husband
find themselves stranded through his investment in a bogus mine, and she is forced to
work in a "honky tonk” joint, where the boss
falls in love with her. Gracie Fields, Victor
McLaglen,
Brian
Donlevy.
Director: Monty
Banks.
Wings
of the Morning. .737. . (87)
Feb. 19
Romantic Drama. The granddaughter of a gypsy
woman
who
had married a nobleman
falls in
love with a man
who trains her horse to win
the Derby although the victory might have been
his.

Henry Fonda. Leslie Banks, Annahella.
rector: Harold Schuster. (Technicolor).

Budget.

Melodrama.
Peter Lorre, as Mr. Moto, and Rochelle Hudson, assume
roles of secret agents
in an Indo-China village in the throes of political skullduggery. Peter Lorre, Rochelle Hudson. Director: Norman
Foster.

for

Di-

United Artists

April
traveling

16
in

China, outwits his blood-thirsty rival for his
princess sweetheart’s affections, and defeats his
forces In frenzied battle. Gary Cooper, Slgrid
Gurie, Basil Rathbone. Director: Archie Mayo.
Adventures

of

Tom

Sawyer..

(99)

©

Feb.

11

Comedy
Drama. From the pen of Mark Twain’s
story of Tom
Sawyer and Huckleberry Finn, In
which Tom
defends an innocent man
accused of
murder
and lives in mortal terror after that
awaiting
Injun
Joe’s revenge
for having
squealed. Tommy
Kelly, Jackie Moran, Victor
Jory, Walter
Brennan,
Ann
Gill Is. Director:
Norman
Taurog.
Blockade ..( 85)
Drama.
The

love

of

a

peasant

for

a

June 17
beautiful

spy

is dramatically portrayed against the background of the Spanish revolution. Madeleine Carroll, Henry
Fonda. Leo Carrillo. Director: William Dieterle.
Divorce of Lady X, The.. (91)
April 9
Comedy
Drama.
A
young divorce lawyer confuses the Identity of a charming young woman
and the fun commences.
Filmed in color. Merle
Oberon. Laurence Olivier, Binnie Barnes, Ralph
Richardson. Director: Tim Whelan.
Gaiety

Girls,

The

. (73)
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Musical Comedy.
A story of mistaken identity,
in which the name of a chorus girl is linked with
that of a millionaire, bringing her recognition
and the lead in a show. Jack Hulbert, Patricia
Ellis. Director: Thornton Freeland.
Goldwyn Follies. . (119) ©
Feb. 4
Musical Comedy.
An
attractive villager works
her way into a job when a film company
goes
on location in her mountain town. Adolphe Menjou, Zorina, Andrea Leeds, Kenny Baker, Edgar
Bergen and Charlie McCarthy. In Technicolor.
Director: George Marshall.
Hurricane, The.. (103)
Dec. 24
Drama.
The effect of a South Seas hurricane
on the lives and loves of visitors and natives.
Dorothy Lamour,
tor: John Ford.

Jon

Hall,

Mary

Astor.

Direc-

I Met My Love Again.. (81)
Jan. 28
Drama.
A
girl returns home
to her lover ten
years after she jilted him, and numerous
obstacles present themselves before the two recapture the past. Joan Bennett, Henry Fonda,
Louise Platt, Dame
May Whitty. Directors: Arthur Ripley, Joshua Logan.
Murder on Diamond
Row.. (77)
Dec. 10
Melodrama.
A
former inspector of Scotland
Yard rehabilitates himself by tracking down a
criminal known
Howard. Sebastian
Lowe,

as "The
Squeaker.” Edmund
Shaw.
Director: William K.

Nothing Sacred.. (75) ©
Nov. 26
Comedy.
A
farcical and merciless ribbing for
New
York and Its tendency to go off the deep
end in mass
emotional hysteria. Carole Lombard, Fredric March, Charles Winninger. Director: William A. Wellman.
Return of the Scarlet Pimpernel. . (80) ... .April 29
Romantic Adventure.
A sequel to its namelike
predecessor. In this version the French Revolution is dominated through a reign of terror by
Robespierre, who
in turn is annoyed by the
Scarlet Pimpernel operating from England. The
latter’s wife Is abducted by Robespierre’s men
in their efforts to capture the Pimpernel. Mason,
Francis Lister, David
Tree.
Director: Hans
Schwartz.
Storm in a Teacup.. (86)
Comedy
Drama.
A
dog

is

condemned

Feb. 25
because

his

master can’t pay the license fee. A newspaper reporter picks up the fight and comical
situations develop from
the furore that is
raised. Vivien Leigh, Rex Harrison, Cecil Parker. Directors: Victor Saville and Ian Dalrymple.

Universal
Adventure’s End. .2036. . (60)
Dec. 5
Action Drama.
The hero subdues a mutiny at
sea after gaining the enmity of the captain and
crew

by marrying the girl upon whom
the captain has designs. John Wayne,
Diana Gibson,
Montagu Love. Director: Arthur Lubin.

Air Devils . . 2038 . . (60)
May 13
Action Drama.
A
pair of buddies joins a
South Sea island constabulary and thwart the
efforts of a band of natives, led by a renegade
white, to prevent the development of a U. S.
air base on the island. Larry Blake, Dick Purcell, Mamo Clark. Director: John Rawlins.
All Quiet on the
3071.. (87)
Drama.
War

Western
drama

Front . .Reissue.
of

German

.
May 15
schoolboys

plunged into a maelstrom of terror that shatters every illusion and propels their lives into a
new
perspective. Lewis Ayres, Louis Wolheim,
Raymond
Griffith. Director: Lewis Milestone.

Action for Slander. . (80)
Jan. 14
Drama. A man
brings court action to prove his
innocence in a card-cheating accusation, after
his friends desert him.
Clive Brook, Ann Todd,
Morton Selten. Director: Tim Whelan.
Adventures of Marco Polo.. (104) ©
Romantic
Adventure Drama. Polo,

ON

Mar.

18

Black
Doll, The. .2014. . (67)
Jan. 30
Mystery Drama. A black doll left near the scene
of a murder plays a part in the eventual but
difficult solution of the case. Donald Woods,
Nan
Grey, Edgar Kennedy, C. Henry Gordon.
Director: Otis Garrett.
Border Wolves. .2056. . (56)
Feb. 25
Western. A pair of wandering cowboys who find
themselves victims of circumstantial evidence
after stumbling upon
a
notorious outlaw at
work,

escape from jail and capture the real culprits. Bob Baker,
Constance
Moore.
Fuzzy
Knight, Dickie Jones, Willie Fung. Director:
Joseph H. Lewis.

Courage of the West. .2054. . (57)
Dec. 5
Outdoor Drama.
A
young ranger captures a
desperate outlaw, unaware
that he is his own
father. The bandit, learning of this Identity,
turns on his band and dies without revealing
the secret. Bob
Baker, Lois January, Harry
Woods. Director: Joseph H. Lewis.
Crime of
Drama.
serum,

Dr. Hallet, The. .2017. . (68)
Mar. 11
The struggles of a doctor and his assistant in the jungles to discover a red fever
which results in the death of the latter.

Complications follow when Dr. Hallet, for meritorious reasons, assumes the role of the dead
assistant, which deception is discovered on the
arrival of the latter’s wife. Ralph Bellamy, William Gargan. Josenhine Hutchinson, John King,
Barbara Read. Director: S. Sylvan Simon.
Danger on
Detective
murdered

the Air.. (65)
July 1
Drama.
An unethical business man is
under mysterious circumstances in a
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broadcasting station. Donald Woods, Nan Grey,
Skeets Gallagher, Berton Churchill. Director:
Otis Garrett.
Devil’s Party.. (67)
May 20
Action Drama.
Story of four chums
brought
up in the slums of New
York and how
they
are later brought together under tragic circumstances through the crime activities of one
of them.
Victor McLaglen, William
Gargan,
Paul Kelly. Director: Ray McCarey.
Forbidden
Valley. .2035. . (67)
Feb. 13
Outdoor Drama. Noah Beery jr., in a thrilling
pistol fight, avenges his father who was forced
to live as a tugitive from society on a bum
murder charge. Noah Beery jr., Frances Robinson and Sam Hinds. Director: Wyndham
Gittens.
Goodbye
Broadway. .2012. . (69)
Mar. 25
Comedy
Drama.
Troupers who
have bought a
hotel in a small town are harassed by the town
banker but a nut foils the banker and a Broadway contract ends
the settling down
idea.
Charles Winmneer.
Alice Brady. Director: Ray
McCarey.
Jury’s Secret, The. .2019. . (62)
Jan. 16
Drama.
A big financier is murdered and circumstantial evidence points to an innocent man,
but the real murderer, conscience-stricken, gets
on the jury and holds out for acquittal. Kent
Taylor, Fay Wray, Larry Blake, Nan Grey. Director: Edward Sloman.
Lady in the Morgue, The. .2027. . (70)
Apr. 22
Mystery Drama.
A Crime Club mystery wherein the body of a murdered
woman
disappears
from the morgue. Preston Foster, Frank Jenks,
Rowland
Drew. Patricia Ellis. Director: Otis
Garrett.
Lady Tubbs. .Reissue. .3074. . (69)
May 15
Comedy.
A cook in a construction camp, affectionately known as “Mom,” inherits a title and
shows
up some
society snobs. Alice Brady,
Douglass Montgomery,
Anita Louise. Director:
Alan Crosland.
Let’s Make
a Night of It. .2041. . (67) . . .March 25
Musical Drama. A wealthy man
gets a London
night club as a
bad debt payment, but unknown to him his wife buys a rival place. Their
daughter’s sweetheart
helps put
over
the
father’s club at the expense of the other, and
after a rollicking series of events, the two establishments become one. Buddy
Rogers, June
Clyde. Director: Graham
Cutts.
Love

Before

Breakfast.

.Reissue.

.3073.

. (70)

May 15
Comedy.
Preston Foster wins Miss Lombard
after a
madcap
courtship. Carole Lombard,
Preston Foster, Cesar Romero.
Director: Walter Lang.
Mad
About Music. .2002. . (100)
Feb. 27
Comedy
with Music. A
schoolgirl persuades a
stranger to pose as her father for a day, a role
lhat develoos Into a lifetime job. Deanna Durbin,
Herbert Marshall. Director: Norman
Taurog.
Midnight Intruder. .2016. . (66)
Feb. 6
Mystery Drama.
A
penniless young man
seeks
shelter during a
storm
and
is mistaken
by
servants for the long-lost son of the house. Before he can correct them he is involved in a
murder
case, nut matters are adjusted. Louis
Hayward,
Eric Linden, J. C. Nugent, Sheila
Bromley.
Director: Arthur Lubln.
Nurse From Brooklyn .. 2022 .. (67)
Apr. 15
Drama.
The fiance of a young nurse kills her
brother and blames it on a policeman wounded
in the fight. Ironically, the hospital assigns
her as nurse to the policeman she hates as the
murderer
of her brother. Sally Ellers, Paul
Kelly. Director: S. Sylvan Simon.
Outlaw Express. .2059. . (56)
June 17
Western. A young captain in the U. S. Cavalry
is sent to solve the baffling murders of several eastbound Pony Express riders. Bob Baker.
Cecilia Callejo, Don Barclay. Director: George
Waggner.
Prescription for Romance. .2013. . (68)
Dec. 12
Comedy
Drama. An Investigator chases an embezzler to Budapest where he meets the girl.
The girl, a friend of the crook, tries to get him
to the border before the investigator can catch
them and loses her heart to the minion of the
law in doing It. Wendy
Barrie, Kent Taylor,
Mischa Auer. Director: Sylvan Simon.
Rage of Paris, The. . (78)
July 1
Comedy.
An
unemployed
model foists herself
through subterfuge on a wealthy young man
who falls in love with her. Danielle Darrieux,
Douglas Fairbanks jr., Louis Hayward.
Director: Henry Koster.
Reckless Living. .2021. . (69)
Apr. 1
Comedy
Drama.
A race track story of sudden
wealth and a
romance.
Robert Wilcox, Nan
Grey, Jimmy
Savo. Director: Frank McDonald.
Reported Missing. .1006. . (63)
Aug. 15
Action Drama. A young man, whose device for
airplane navigation is held responsible for a
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crash

and many
deaths uncovers the real culprit. William Gargan,
Jean
Rogers, Hobart
Cavanaugh. Director: Milton Carruth.

Singing Outlaw, The. .2055. . (57)
Jan. 23
Western. Baker gets mixed up with the law
when forced to impersonate a U. S. marshal who
has been slain by a
notorious bandit.
Bob
Baker, John Barclay, Fuzzy Knight,
dale. Director: Joseph J. Lewis.

Carl

Stock-

Sinners in Paradise. . (65)
May 6
Drama.
A
Shanghai surgeon hides out on a
tropical isle with his Chinese servant from a
murder
charge, but their privacy is invaded
with a
China clipper carrying passengers is
forced down in a storm.
Madge
Evans, John
Boles, Bruce Cabot, Gene Lockhart.
Director:
James Whale.
Some Blondes Are Dangerous. .2018. . (68) . .Nov. 28
Drama. A prizefighter rises to the top and falls
for a blonde who plays him for a chump
and
leaves him flat when
he drops the title. Noah
Beery jr., William Gargan, Nan Grey, Dorothea
Kent. Director: Milton Carruth.
Spy Ring. .2033. . (61)
Melodrama.
Story centers

about

an

army

Jan. 9
post,

where a spy ring, under the guise of an invading polo club, attempts to get the army’s plans
for a new type of machine gun. William Hall,
Jane Wyman,
Jane Carleton, Robert Warwick.
Director: Joseph Lewis.
State Police. .2029. . (63)
Melodrama.
A young

man

vrins

Mar. 18
his girl

back

and his father’s approval when
he overcomes
racketeers in coal mine troubles, as a member
of the state police. John King, Constance Moore.
Director: John Rawlins.
Sudden Bill Dorn . . 2053 . . (60)
Western. Jones defeats his

enemy

Dec. 19
halts a

and

gold strike stampede on his girl friend's ranch.
Buck Jones, Noel Francis. Director: Ray Taylor.
Top of the Town. .1007. . (86)
Musical Comedy. A very wealthy young
an exaggerated idea and attempts to

April 18
lady gets
effect an

artistic uplift of night club entertainment, causing all sorts of complications. Doris Nolan,
George Murphy. Director: Ralph Murphy.
Western Trails. .2038. . (57)
June 3
Western. A young man
feels he must avenge
the death of his father before he can find
happiness with the girl he loves. Bob Baker,
Marjorie Reynolds, Jack
Kennedy.
Director:
George Waggner.
Wives
Under
Suspicion. .2010. . (75)
June 3
Drama.
A hardboiled prosecutor finds himself
in the same
predicament as a
man
he had
indicted, when
he almost kills his wife in a
jealous rage over another man.
Warren
William, Gail Patrick, Ralph
Morgan.
Director:
James Whale.
Young
Fugitives . . (68)
June 17
Melodrama.
The last Civil War
veteran, having survived all of his comrades, inherits $50,000 and uses it to redeem two young peonle who
have strayed. Harry Davennort, Robert Wilcox,
Dorothea Kent. Director: John Rawlins.
You’re a Sweetheart .. 2004 .. (95)
Dec. 26
Musical. A stage producer, scurrying around for
an idea to prevent his new show from being a
flop, gets a friend to pose as an oil millionaire
who supposedly buys out the entire theatre for a
week. Tt works. Alice Faye. George Murphy,
Ken Murray. Director: David Butler.

Washington
social
Francis, P. Foster.

Footloose Heiress, The. .123. . (62)
Aug. 21
Romantic
Comedy.
The accidental appearance
of a wealthy lad disguised as a hobo, changes
the marital status of a
young girl about to
elope. Ann
Sheridan, Craig Reynolds, Hugh
O’Connell. Director: Williams Clemens.
Gold Diggers in Paris. .206. . (97)
.June 11
Musical Comedy.
A singing and dancing spectacle, the theme
revolving itself around
a
French envoy who invites the wrong dancers to
appear in competition at the Paris Exposition.
Rudy
Vallee, Rosemary
Lane, Hugh
Herbert,
Allen Jenkins. Director: Ray Enright.
lie Couldn’t Say No. .221. . (57)
Mar. 19
Comedy.
A
timid clerk in a
linoleum1 factory
outwits a gang of crooks who attempt to steal
a statue from him for blackmailing purposes,
and takes time out to win the girl of his dreams.
Frank
McHugh,
Jane Wyman,
Cora Witherspoon. Director: Lew Seiler.
Invisible Menace. .224. . (55)
Jan. 22
Mystery Drama. A quartermaster in charge of a
military arsenal located on an island is murdered and Boris Karloff is suspected as killer.
Boris Karloff, Marie Wilson, Regis Toomey. Director: John Farrow.
Jezebel. .204. . (104)
Mar. 26
Drama. A young girl, embittered over convention restrictions of the 1850’s, which broke her
engagement, shuts herself from the world. When
she meets her lover again he Is married, and
she becomes a regular Jezebel in her vengeance.
Bette Davis, Henry Fonda, George Brent, Fay
Bainter. Director: William Wyler.
Kid Comes
Back. .214. . (62)
Feb. 12
Action Drama.
Wayne
Morris, a
prizefighter,
loses an important bout to the heavyweight contender, Barton MacLane, but wins in love with
MacLane’s
sister. Wayne
Eason. Lane and June Travis.

Accidents Will Happen.. (62)
Melodrama.
Fake accident claims

Apr. 9
racketeers are

Blondes at Work. . (60)
Feb. 5
Comedy Drama. Glenda Farrell, as an ace newshawk. overcomes numerous
obstacles to keep
her paper covered on Important story breaks.
Glenda
Farrell, Barton
MacLane
and
Frank
Shannon. Director: Frank McDonald.
Cowboy
From
Brooklyn . . 217 . . (77)
July 9
Musical Comedy.
A Flatbush entertainer, mortally afraid of horses, gets on a dude ranch
and becomes a cowbov crooning sensation, only
to find himself entering the rodeo show after
being tricked into an exnose bv a
courtship
rival. Pat O’Brien, Dick
Director: Lloyd Bacon.

Powell,

Priscilla

Lane.

Exnensive Husbands. .223. . (60)
Nov. 27
Comedy
Drama. The good intentions of a press
agent in getting his slipping movie star to arrange a marriage of convenience to a
count
eo a wrv when love interferes with duty. Patric
Knowles. Beverly Roberts. Directed by Bobbv
Con noli, v.
First Lady . .210 . (82)
Comedy.
Subtle and

satirical

comedy

Dec. 4
ribbing

June 4
from
an

orphanage to search for her father and is befriended by a race track gambler and his wife
end up in court on a kidnaping charge.

who

Janet

Chapman,
John
rector: John Farrow.

Litel,

Ann

Sheridan.

Di-

Love, Honor and Behave. .216. . (71) .
Mar. 12
Comedy
Drama.
Disowned
by his father, and
unable to make
a living for his bride because
his parents had never taught him
how, the
spineless hero is suddenly awakened
when
his
wife steps out on him. Wayne
Morris, Priscilla
Lane, John Litel, Dick Foran. Director: Stanley
Logan.
Men Are Such Fools. .215. . (69)
July 16
Comedy
Drama.
Based on the Faith Baldwin
story, in which a secretary elevates herself to
an
executive position, -gives up
her job to
marry only to return again after it fails. By
pretending to be in love with her benefactor
a
reconciliation is effected. Wayne
Morris,
Priscilla Lane. Director: Busby Berkeley.
Over

the

Wall

.212. . (59)

Apr.

2

Melodrama.
An
mpetuous young truck-driver
is framed on a murder charge, but gradually becomes less revenge-minded
after joining the
prison choir, which
wins him
many
friends
who
aid in clearing his name
and apprehending the real criminal. Dick Foran, June Travis,

Penrod

tripped up by a young wife who, divorced, returns to help her former husband round up the
culprits. Ronald Reagan, Gloria Blondell, Dick
Purcell. Director: William Clemens.

Morris, Barton MacDirector: B. Reeves

Little Miss Thoroughbred. .219. . (63)
Comedy
Drama.
A
child escapes

Donald.Litel,
John

Warner Bros.

and political circles. Kay
Director: Stanley Logan.

and

Dick
His

Purcell.

Twin

Director:

Brother.

Frank

Mac-

.226. . (62) . .Feb.

26

Comedy
Drama.
Penrod’s twin brother, who
bears an exact resemblance, comes to town and
his mischievous antics are charged to Penrod.
Billy Mauch, Bobby Mauch, Philip Hurlic, Spring
Byington. Director: William McGann.
Sergeant Murphy . . 216 . . (58)
Jan. 1
Action Drama. A prize cavalry mount is injured
and condemned
and sold out of service. His
owner buys him back and makes
him a winner at major horse shows
and he wins the
Grand
National in England. Ronald
Reagan,
Mary McGuire. Director: B. Reeves Eason.
Swing Your
Lady . .211 .. (79)
Jan. 29
Comedy.
A punch-drunk wrestler Is signed to
fight a female Amazon,
but loses the bout to
love. Humphrey
Bogart, Nat Pendleton, Louise
Fazenda, Penny
Singleton. Director: Ray
Enright.
Tovarich. .201. .(85) O
Dec. 25
Romantic
Comedy.
A
Russian prince and his
wife flee to Paris after the revolution, getting
a job as butler and maid in a wealthy Parisian
home. Claudette Colbert, Charles Boyer, Anita
Louise. Director: Anatole Litvak.
White Banners. .208. . (88)
June 25
Drama.
A story of human
loves and emotions
that might be the story of a neighbor or of
oneself. Based on the Lloyd C. Douglas story
of faith, philosophy and
Rains,
Bainter, Jackie
Edmund Fay
Goulding.

sacrifice. Claude
Cooper. Director:

Alphabetical
Designed
Here

as

a

Appear

Time-Saving:
in

the

Guide

for

PRODUCTION

Exhibitors
INDEX

in

Index
Who

Know

A

Adventure's End (Univ) Nov. 20
Adventures of Marco Polo (UA) ©
April 16
Air Devils (Univ) May 14
Ali Baba Goes to Town
(20th-Fox)
Oct. 30
All-American Sweetheart (Col)
All Quiet on the Western
Front (Univ) reissue
Always Goodbye (20th-Fox) July 2
Army Girl (Rep)
Lupin
Gang

Returns(M-G-M)
Jan. 29
Busters (Col) Apr. 9

Bad
Man
of Brimstone
(M-G-M)
Jan. 8
Bar 20 Justice (Para) April 16
Baroness and the Butler (20th-Fox)
Feb. 19
(20th -Fox)

Beg, Borrow or Steal (M-G-M) Dec. 4
Beloved Brat, The (FN) Feb. 19
Big Broadcast of 1938 (Para) Feb. 19
Big Town Girl (20th-Fox) Nov. 20
Black Doll, The (Univ) Jan. 29
Blazing Sixes (WB)
Blind AUbi (RICO) May 14
Blockade (UA) June 11
Blond Cheat (RKO)
May 28
Blondes at Work
(WB)
Border G-Man
(RKO)
June 18
Border Wolves (Univ) Mar. 5
Bordertown (WB)
reissue
Born to the West (Para)
Borrowing Trouble (20th-Fox) Nov.
Boy of the Streets (Mono) Dec. 11
Bringing Up Baby (RKO)
Feb. 19
Buccaneer (Para) Jan. 15
Bulldog Drummond’s
Bulldog Drummond’s
Nov. 13

9

Peril (Para)
Revenge (Para)

c
Call of the Rockies (Col)
Call of the Yukon (Rep)
Calling the Mesquiteers (Rep) Mar.
Cassidy of Bar 20 (Para) Feb. 12
Cattle Raiders (Col)

Crashing Hollywood (RKO)
Jan.
Crime of Dr. Hallet, The (Univ)
Crime Ring (RKO)
July 2
Crime School (FN) May 14
Roars

1

Fools for
Footloose
Forbidden

Scandal (FN) Mar.
Heiress, The (WB)
Valley (Univ)

Four Men and
April 30

Girls,

(20th-Fox)

(UA)

Mar.

12

Goldwyn Follies (UA) © Feb. 5
Goodbye Broadway
(Univ)
Great John Ericsson (Scandinavian)
June 18
Gun Law
(RKO)
May 14
Gun Smoke Trail (Mono)

H
Happy Landing (20th-Fox) Jan.
Having Wonderful Time (RKO)
June 18
Hawaii Calls (RKO) Mar. 5
Hawaiian
Buckaroo
(20th-Fox)
Jan. 22

29

Hitting a New High (RKO) Dec. 11
Highway
Patrol (Col)
Hold That Kiss (M-G-M)
May 14
Holiday (Col) May 21 y
Hollywood Hotel (FN) Jan. 8
Hollywood Stadium Mystery (Rep)
Mar. 5
Hunted Men
(Para) May
21
Hurricane, The (UA) Nov. 20

I
I Met My Love Again (UA) Jan. 29
I’ll Take Romance
(Col) Jan. 29
In Old Chicago (20th-Fox) Jan. 8
Indiscreet (Art)
International Crime (GN)
Settlement

Invisible Enemy
Invisible Menace
Island

in the

(20th-Fox)

(Rep) April 2
(WB)
Nov. 13

Sky

(20th-Fox)

Mar.

19

I
Jezebel
Josette

(WB)
Mar. 19
(20th-Fox) June

The

(Univ)

9

E
Oct.

2

Every Day’s a Holiday (Para)
Everybody Dance (GB)

Jan.

Everybody Sing (M-G-M)
Jan. 29
Everybody’s Doing It (RKO)
Jan.
Exiled to Shanghai (Rep) Dec. 18
Expensive Husbands
(WB)
Sept.
Extortion (Col)

1

22

Jan.

11

Mad

About

Date

reissue
Feb. 26
Jan. 15
Jan. 1
Jan. 15

Music

(Univ)

Mar.

5

Fox) June 18
Murder on Diamond Row (UA) Dec.
My Bill (FN) June 25
My Old Kentucky Home
(Mono)
Feb. 6
Mystery House (FN) May 14

4

(Reviewed under original
Thank
You, Mr. Moto)

title

Feb.
15

12

One Wild Night (20th-Fox) May 14
Orphans of the Pecos (Vic)
Outlaw Express (Univ)
Outlaws of the Prairie (Col)
Over the Wall (WB)
Mar. 19
Overland Express (Col) April 9
Outside of Paradise (Rep) Feb. 19
p
(Mono)

Panamint’s Bad Man
(20th-Fox)
Paradise for Three (M-G-M)
Jan. 29
Paroled to Die (Rep) Jan. 22
Partners of the Plains (Para) Dec. 1)
Passport Husband
(20th-Fox) July 2
Patient in Room
18 (FN)
Penitentiary (CoH Feb. 12
Penrod and His Twin Brother (WB)
Jan. 15
Phantom
Ranger (Mono)
Pioneer Trail (Col)
Girls

(Mono)

Mar.

Mar. 12
Dec. 25

Shopworn Angel (M-G-M)
Show Goes On, The (GB)

Vigilantes

Puttin’

on

the

Money

(RKO)

Rhythm

Saleslady (Mono) Jan.
Sailing Along (GB)

and

1

20

the

Green

Goddess
Jan.

22

18

They Mere Five (Lenauer) June
Thirteenth Guest (Mono) July 31
This Marriage Business (RKO)
Mar. 19
Thoroughbreds
Nov. 20

Don’t

Cry

18

(M-G-M)

Three
Three

Blind Mice (20th-Fox) June
Comrades (M-G-M)
May 28

Three
Three

Legionnaires
(Gen’l)
of
a Kind (Inv)

11

Three on a AA’eekend (GB)
Tip-Off Girls (Para) Mar. 19
To the Victor (GB) Feb. 19
Top of the Town (Univ) April 10
Torchy Blane in Panama
(FN)
April 23
Tovarich (WB)

y

Dec.

11

Toy AVife (M-G-M) June 11
Trapped by G-Men
(Col) reviewed
under title (River of Missing Men)
Sept. 11
Trip to Paris, A (20th-Fox) Mar.
Tropic Holiday (Para) July 2
True Confession (Para) Nov. 27
Two Gun Justice (Mono)

26

U
Suspicion (Col) Nov.
Western Stars (Rep)

Vivacious

27
April

16

Lady

(RKO)

May

7

W
Dec.

Balking Down
Broadway
(20th-Fox)
Feb. 5
AA’ells Fargo (Para) y Dec. 11
AVe’re
Fox) Going
July 9to Be Rich (20th-

4

AA'est

Fireman

of

Cheyenne

(Col)

AA’est of Rainbow’s End
AVestern Trails (Univ)

(Mono)

AA'hen G-Men Step In (Col) Mar. 26
AA lien AA'ere You Burn? (FN) June 18
AA'here the AVest Begins (Mono)
AVhiriwind Horseman
(GN)
AAhite Banners (WB)
June 4
AVho Killed Gail Preston? (Col)
AA'ide Open Faces (Col)
AA’ife of
General
(GB)
AA'ild
Horse
RodeoLing
(Rep)

Feb.

5

AA'ings of the Morning (20th-Fox)
Feb. 6
AVise Girl (RKO)
Jan. 1
AAives Under Suspicion (Univ) June 11
AVoman Against the AVorld (Col)
AA June
oman 25
Against AVoman
(M-G-M)
AA’omen
AVomen

Are Like That (FN) April
in Prison (Col) Mar. 12

(Conn)

Y
15

Scandal Street (Para) Feb. 12
Sergeant Murphy
(WB)
Dec. 18
Shadow. The fUol)
a

April

(Art)

Saint in New York (RKO)
May 7
Mar. 5
Sally. Irene and Mary (20th-Fox)

Loved

8
Dangerous

v

s

She

Jan.
Are

2

(Rep)

Ritz

9

Swing It, Professor (Conn) Nov.
Swiss Miss (M-G-M)
May 14
Swing Your Lady (WB)
Jan. 15

Under
Under

Pride of the West (Para) July
Prison Farm
(Para) June 25
Prison Nurse (Rep) Mar. 12
Pnrfde

July

Singing Outlaw (Univ) Jan. 15
Sinners in Paradise (Univ) May 7
Six Shootin’ Sheriff (GN)
Slight Case of Murder, A
(FN)
Feb. 12
Slipper Episode (French) June 18
Snow AY bite and the Seven Dwarfs

5

Port of Seven Seas (M-G-M)
Prescription
runiv> Dec.for18 Romance

Rough Riding
Apr. 2

of

She Married an Artist (Col)
She’s Got Everything (RKO)
Sh! The Octopus (FN)

Test Pilot (M-G-M) Apr. 23
Texas Trail (Para) Oct. 16
Thank
You, Mr. Moto (20th-Fox)
Dec. 18
There’s
(Col)
Mar. 26Always a AVoman

16

Of Human
Hearts (M-G-M)
Old Barn Dance (Rep) Jan.

Listed
Review.

(Prin) June 18
Tarzan’s Revenge (20th-Fox)
Telephone Operntor (Mono)
Ten Laps to Go (Ace) June

Nothing Sacred (UA) 0 Nov. 27
Numbered
Women
(Mono) May 14
Nurse From
Brooklyn (Univ)

of Missing

Pictures

Issue

T

New York Nights (Art)
Night Spot (RKO)
No Time to Marry (Col)

Port

is

Stolen Heaven
(Para) April 30
Storm in a Teacup (UA) Dec. 4
Submarine D-l (FN) Nov. 20
Sudden Bill Born (Univ) Jan. 22

N

Trail

All

of

Tarzan

Painted

Title

Spy Ring of
(Univ)
29
Squadron
HonorJan.
(Col)
Stage Coach Days (Col)
Stand-In (UA) Oct. 9
State Police (Univ)

Romance
In the Dark (Para) Feb. 2G
Romance
of the Limberlost (Mono)
June 25
Romance
of the Rockies (Mono)
Romance
on the Run (Rep) May 7
Rosalie (M-G-M)
Dec. 25
Rose of the Rio Grande (Mono)

(20th-Fox)

Distributor.

(RKO)
y©
Some
Blondes

Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm
(20thFox) Mar. 12
Reckless Living (Univ) April 9
Return of the Scarlet Pimpernel
(UA) April 16
Riders of the Black Hills (Rep)
July 25
Rollin’ Plains (GN)

11

Releases
or

Following:

(Univ) Nov. 20
Spirit of Youth (GN)

Mannecpiin (M-G-M)
Dec. 25
Man’s Country (Mono)
Man-Proof (M-G-M)
Jan. 22
Marines Are Here (Mono)
Men Are Such Fools (WB)
June 25
Merrily We Live (M-G-M) Mar. 5
Midnight Intruder (Univ) Jan. 29
Missing Witnesses (FN) Dec. 18
Mother Carey’s Chickens (RKO)
Mr. Moto Takes a Chance (20th-

Rage of Paris (Univ) June 18
Rascals (20th-Fox) April 9
Rat, The (RKO)
Mar. 12
Rawhide
(20th -Fox) Mar. 19
Reaching for the Moon (Art)

Let’s Make a Night of It (Univ)
I.ife and Loves of Beethoven (World
Films) Dec. 25
Life Begins at 40 (20th-Fox) reissue
Little Miss Roughneck
(Col)
Little Miss Thoroughbred
(WB)
T.one Wolf in Paris, The (Col)
Look Out for Love (GB)
Moto

Jeff (M-G-M)
Before Breakfast (Univ)
Honor and Behave(WB)
Is a Headache (M-G-M)
and Hisses (20th-Fox)
on a Budget (20th-Fox)
on Toast (Para)

15

May
28
(Rep)

Ladies in Distress (Rep) June
Lady Behave
(Rep) Dec. 25
Lady In the Morgue (Univ)
Oct. 23

Mr.

Producer

R

L

Look Out,
Nov. 6

the

Headings.

Lord
Love
Izive,
Love
Love
Love
Love

Quick

Lady Tubbs (Univ) reissue
Land of Fighting Men (Mono)
Law
of the Plains (Col)
Law
of the Underworld
(RKO)
Mar. 26
Lenin in October (Amkino)

Dollar)

Recall

Q

Kentucky
Moonshine (20th-Fox)
May 7
Kid Comes
Back
(WB)
Feb. 19
Kidnapped
(20th-Fox)
King of the Newsboys
Mar. 19

Not

Company

4

Joy of Living1 (RKO)
Mar. 26
Judge
Children (M-G-M)
Mar. Hardy's
26
Secret,

Do

o

Headin’ East (Col) Dec. 4
Heart of Arizona (Para) April 16
Heart’s Desire (GB) Aug. 21
He Couldn’t Say No (WB)
Mar. 5
Held for Ransom
(GN)
Her Jungle Love (Para) April 9 ©
Heroes of the Alamo (Col)

International
Jan. 29

but

Proper

April

K

Devil’s Party (Univ) May 28
Divorce of Lady X
(UA) April
Dr. Rhythm
(Para) April 30
Double Danger (RKO)
Jan. 29
Du Burry iArt)
Duke Comes Back, The (Rep)
Dec. 11

Easy Money (Inv)
Ebb Tide (Para) ©

The

the

Maid’s Night Out (RKO)
Feb. 26
Main Event (Col) May
14
Mama
Runs Wild (Rep) Dec. 25

Gangs of New
Y’ork (Rep)
Girl of the Golden West (M-G-M)
Girl Was Young (GB) Jan. 29
Glamorous Night (Rep)

Jury's

D

(Million

a Prayer

Picture,

M

19

G
Gaiety

(M-G-M)

Ranger on the Air (Univ) July 2
Danger Patrol (RKO)
Nov. 27
Dangerous to Know
(Para) Mar. 6
Dangerously Yours (20th-Fox)
Sept. 25
Daredevil Drivers (FN)
Daughter of Shanghai (Para) Dec. 25
Desert Patrol (Rep) June 11

Duke
Is Tops
June 18

of Feature
a

Farewell to Arms
(Para) reissue
Fast Company
(M-G-M)
July 2
Federal Bullets (Mono) Nov. 6
Female Fugitive (Mono) April 16
Feud Maker, The (Rep) April 16
First Hundred Years, The (M-G-M)
First Lady (WB) Sept. 11
Flight Into Nowhere
(Col)
Mar. 19

5

Change of Heart (20th-Fox) Jan. 8
Charlie Chan at Monte Carlo (20thFox) Nov. 13
.
City Girl (20th-Fox) Jan. 1
City Streets (Col)
Cocoanut Grove (Para) May
14
Colorado Kid (Rep) Dec. 18
College Swing (Para)
Condemned
YVomen
(RKO)
April 2
Corsuir (Art)
Country Bride (Amk) June 18
County lair (Mono)
Courage of the West (Univ)
Courier of Lyons (Pax) June 18
Cowboy From
Brooklyn (WB)
June 18

Crowd

of

Under

Go Chase Yourself (RKO)
April 16
Gold Diggers in Paris (WB) May 2
Gold Mine in the Sky (Rep)
Gold Is Where You Find It (FN) ©
Jan. 29

B

Battle of Broadway
April 2
lie Yourself (Art)

Title
Order

F

A Yank at Oxford (M-G-M)
Jan. 29
Abraham
Lincoln (Art)
Action for Slander (UA) Jan. 29
Accidents Will Happen
(WB)
Adventures of Robin Hood (FN) ©y
May
7
Adventures of Tom
Sawyer (UA) ©
Feb. 19

Arsene
Arson

the

Alphabetical

(FN)

Oct.

Yellow Jack (M-G-M) May 28
You and Me (Para) June 4
You’re a Sweetheart (Univ) Dec.
You’re

Only

Young

Dec.
Young

4
Fugitives

Once

(Univ)

July

z
23

Zamboanga

(GN)

Apr.

18

(M-G-M)

23

2

16

SELLS

AND

BUYS

EQUIPMENT,

THEATRES,

bleating

SERVICES

Classified Ads 10c Per Word, Payable in Advance.
GENERAL

ROOM

EQUIPMENT

SIMPLEX
double bearing mechanisms,
Powers A and B, complete low intensity
lamps
your

and generators, complete sound systems, portable sound projectors. Write us
needs. Liberty Theatre Supply, Sand

Springs,

Okla.

WEEK

AFTER

WEEK

7-16

AFTER

WEEK,

YOU'LL FIND THEATRE
EQUIPMENT
LOWER — PRICED AT S.O.S. Voco-chrome
sound screens, new stock, 19y2c sq. ft. Gold
bronze

exit boxes, new, $1.39. 10 Vi" Reflector units, conversion type, new, $14.95.
Sound opticals, $4.95. Film splicers, $3.99.
Film cabinets, $5.95 up. Exciter lamps, 29c.
Standard photocells, $2.95. Order from

S.O.S. , 636-Eleventh

Ave., New

York. 7-16

Test Reel for Projection and Sound. Combination visual, sound tests for all sound
track adjustments. Indicates travel ghost,
sidesway, picture jump, etc. Contains visual targets and constant level frequencies.
Mirrophonic recording. Truly simplified, easily understood. With full instructions, $29.50. 16mm. edition $17.50.

S.O.S., 636-Eleventh

AIR

Ave., New

York. 7-16

CONDITIONING

Charlotte

St., Kansas

THEATRE

Conditioning Corp., 101-A Walton
lanta, Ga.

St., Attf (4-2)

“ZEPHYR-COOLAIRE”
BLOWERS
ARE BIG IN CAPACITY, LOW IN PRICE.
12,000 CFM Blowers, with variable speed
pulley, V belt, oversize ball bearings, sturdy
construction, only $141.25, including % h.p.
motor. Fully guaranteed. Bargain List
and cooling layouts free. S.O.S., 636-Eleventh Ave., New York.
7-16

SPRAY

more, 40 cents; less 45 cents. G. A. Peterson, 2620 Charlotte St., Kansas City, Mo.
tf (b4-9)

SOUND

West

system.
42nd

BOXOFFICE

CHAIRS

to reliable party.

Address

office,

St.,

4704

E.

9th

SEAT

B-1001,

Kansas

City,

BoxMo.

RECOVERING

ARTIFICIAL LEATHER
MOLESKIN—
81c yd.; sateen, 60c yd. Six seats from
two yards. Samples sent on request. Commercialeather, 54 Canal St., Boston. 7-16

IDEAL, IRWIN, other famous makes — biggest variety veneer and upholstered at 75c
up. Free
Ave., New

OPPORTUNITIES

HAVE
EXCELLENT
LOCATION
for
colored theatre in Durham, N. C. Will
7-30
build modern theatre building for lease

7-16

PAINLESS RE-SEATING IS OUR SPECIALTY. 17,000 AMERICAN
SEATING,

List 15-P. S.O.S., 636-Eleventh
York.
7-16

HELP WANTED
EXPERIENCED
OPERATORS
— Every
state — movie circuits — car needed. 520
State Theatre

EQUIPMENT

Bldg., Pittsburgh,

EQUIPMENT
WESTERN

Make

St., New

offer.

York

ELECTRIC
Westin,

City.

:; July 16, 1938

138
7-16

POSITIONS

FOR SALE —
RCA sound equipment,
complete with soundheads and speakers.
Two five-point Simplex
Ampere switches. Post
Lancaster,

bases with
Office Box

Pa.

100749,

Pa.

7-23

8-6

EQUIPMENT

Chicago.

8-6

4704

E.
8-6

BOOKS
THAT

ALL

WHO

RUN

(PROJEC-

TORS) MAY READ, WE OFFER Sloane’s
“Motion Picture Projection,” Mancall’s
“Servicing Projection Equipment,” and
Benson’s “Fundamentals of Television,” all
for $1.39. Order yours today. S.O.S., 636Eleventh Ave., New York.
7-16

WANTED

WANTED — Two RCA soundheads; state
lowest price. I. Kamode, 5404 N. Clark,
Chicago.

THEATRES

years experience.
Sober. Reliable.

Sign Writer. B-1003, Boxoffice,
9th St., Kansas City, Mo.

SO
WRITE
FOR bargain list of used, rebuilt theatre equipment; opera chairs,
Simplex and Powers projectors, sound
equipment, etc. Movie Supply Co., Ltd.,

WANTED

PROJECTIONIST — 8
References. Married.

2 POWERS
6B’s, lamps, Leroy sound,
complete. What offers? Box 112, St. Vincent,
Minn.
8-6

FOR

7-23

SALE

PHOTO

ENLARGEMENTS

FOR
LOBBYS — Fronts — tieups finest
quality. Any size. 30x40 including negative $2.75. Write M. S. Photo Service, 517
West

45th St., New

York

City.

8-6

BRONX
OPERA HOUSE theatre building. 442 East 149th St., New York City,
for sale or lease. Phone

Sedgwick

3-3770.

WILL buy, sell or lease theatres. M. S.
tf
England, 86 Van Braam St., Pittsburgh,
Pa.
tf (6-18)
FOR

NOZZLES

SPRAY
NOZZLES, fool-proof, waterbroken to finest misty spray; lots of 100 or

COMPLETE

City, Mo.

Dept. O, 1318 So. Wabash,

BARGAINS — Reconditioned Arctic NuAir American blowers, noiseless drives,
hydraulic variable speed pulleys. New air
washer. Catalog mailed. Southern Air

sound

BUSINESS

COOLERS

EQUIPMENT

PROMINENT
SMPE
MEMBER
HAS
JUST DEVELOPED
NEW
PRECISION

WE

$1.00. Display Rates on Request

WE
HAVE
15 room coolers complete
washed air. Operated by Vi and 1/3
motor. All ready to attach to bulb socket.
Capacity 3,500 c.f.m. to 4,000. While they
last, $175; list price $267. Also blowers
and washers, all sizes. Southwestern Air
Conditioning Co., Inc., G. A. Peterson, 2620

USED
NEW

Minimum

yu5e

SALE — 200-seat theatre; no
petition. Rand Theatres, Randsburg,

com7-16
Cal.

For More Efficient — More
Economical Air Washing
The

finer

the

spray

the

cooler

the

theatre.

Marley

GOOD
SMALL-TOWN
theatre, northern Minnesota. Four hundred seats. For
information, E. G. Gannon, Lidgerwocd,
N. Dak.

7-16

spray nozzles wash air more thoroughly because they provide a finer, more
uniform spray. They reduce costs because
they operate efficiently under low pressures.
These nozzles machined internally — equipped
with removable
base plugs — made
in all
capacities. Write for literature and free
sample.
THE
Fairfax

MARLEY
Road

FOR SALE — 400-seat theatre in Texas
county seat; no opposition, operating
seven days a week in town of 1,750 people.

3001

B-1004, Boxoffice, 4704 E. 9th St., Kansas
City, Mo.
7-23

PATENTED

COMPANY
Kansas City,

MARLEY
SPRAY

Kas.

NOZZLES

•Address copy to BOXOFFICE,
4704 E. Ninth St., Kansas City,
Forms close Monday
noon preceding publication date.

Mo.
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Paramount’s

daring

drama

of nature

in the

raw,

produced

by

Clyde E. Elliott, director of “Bring ’Em Back Alive" and “Devil Tiger",
will be advertised to 40,000,000 readers of the American Weekly and
-Boouxy
WATCH

S#*#» it

FOR

BOOLOO"

JONT

.
MISS EOOLOOT

i tXOUITi:

other

big Sunday

newspapers

in this full page

smash,

July 31st.

M-G-M EXECS EXPLODE
“Love Finds Andy Hardy” was shown in
the M-G-M projection room Monday.
M-G-M execs were still laughing when
they came

to work Tuesday. — Advt.

★

★

★

★

★

THE<%^/"ST0RY

OF

JUDGE
HARDY'S FAMILY
and It's The Best Yet!

When you browse through the quarterly
magazine published by Consumers Bureau

Sbreen
it
it

of Standards, Summer 1938 issue, you’ll
be startled to find that motion pictures
are appraised just like canned salmon,

Give

government graded butter and women’s
slips (pardon the expression).

fast l

There are 26 productions

listed under the

heading “RECOMMENDED
MOTION
PICTURES" and, if you will forgive our
blushes, 9 are M-G-M, the next nearest
competitor has 4 and thereafter the various companies rank with 3, 3, 3, 3 and 1.

WARTSTECHA
JIMMYNEXT
MP
THE
AT THE BOX-OFFICE!

all

the
you've
smash

Rosy predictions for you, James. We get it
If M-G-M didn't win one of these surveys,
polls or star popularity votes . . . that would
be news. It would not only be man bites
dog, but lion bites editor.
It’s NEWS

in any case.

Here’s news, too. Lend an ear.

INSIDE STUFF ON
“MARIE ANTOINETTE”

from the showmen who show “Shopworn
Angel." Listen to the fans. Overheard in
the lobbies of America where money

witness ‘Marie Antoinette’ they pretty
nearly tore the theatre down. We have
never received a finer reaction to any
preview in this theatre. The comment
cards elected it as one of the greatest
motion

pictures of all time.”

★

★

★

★

★

★

★

FAY

★

★

• MICKEY
• CECILIA

ROONEY
PARKER

HOLDEN

★

★

★

cr

WHAT’S THE
SHOOTING
FOR?

★

ARNOLD MORGAN 05UUIVAN GARCAN
fjelro tyOo/duyn'^iver

Reports from the filming of “THE CITADEL” are exciting. King Vidor directing.
Robert Donat, Rosalind Russell co-stars.
Looks like the MEF (Metro Expeditionary

iu*.

THE CROWD BOVlv

.

Forces) will bring back an attraction big-

24-SHEET ROARS!
America

gets an eye-full of M-G-M advertising. In 1200 cities the gay billboards

tell the crowds about Bob Taylor’s big
new show. Depend on your pal Leo anytime but especially when you need him
most, in the good old

★

EXTRA!

ger than “Yank at Oxford.”
The “BOYS’ TOWN”
company still on
location at the actual famed spot in
Omaha. Spencer Tracy, Mickey Rooney
— perfect casting for this heart story.
Norman Taurog directing. A show to look
forward to.
Hunt Stromberg, Producer, Van Dyke,
Director, are too busy to take the bows
for “Marie Antoinette.”
with the pair they launched
— Jeanette MacDonald,
“SWEETHEARTS”
is the
show’s a sweetheart.

As We Go to Pr 'ess!

“MARIE ANTOINETTE”
WORLD PREMIERE
ENGAGEMENT AT
CARTHAY CIRCLE, L. A.
Twice Daily — Advanced Prices
PLAYING TO
S.R.Q. BUSINESS!
ANOTHER GREAT M-G-M
TRIUMPH IS LAUNCHED!

It's
... LEWIS STONE
JUDY GARLAND

you’ll say ditto!

Premiere — seebelou •) of ‘Marie Antoinette’
outside of Los Angeles. Claims it’s by far
the greatest picture turned out in years.

confidentially: . . .‘This was the first preview and played to a full house. The
minute the audience saw they were to

got!
Summer

in “Shopworn Angel” represents the final
clincher. He’s a box-office name. Listen to
the gals in your lobby after the show and

★

hit

T.c ,o*57

talks: “There’s my new passion, girls,
Jimmy Stewart.” “Reminds me of how my
Frankie makes love, so modest-like.”
“He’s never been so appealing.” “He’s a
real American type, the kind I’d like to
have around the house.” Mr. Stewart has
been climbing, hit by hit, up the ladder of
success. Conservative theatre men say that
his co-starring role with Margaret Sullavan

“Just met a theatre circuit operator back
from California. This fellow was tipped off
to a sneak preview (prior to the World

It’s the talk of California. And here’s
what the Manager of the theatre showing
the Preview wrote to his home office . . .

£?//vG

The

talk of the M-G-M

They’re back
to co-stardom
Nelson Eddy.
show, and the
studios:

the

beauty, the romance of “THE GREAT
WALTZ” (Luise Rainer, Fernand Gravet,
Miliza Korjus) and the thrill, merriment
and box-office wallop of “TOO HOT
TO HANDLE” (Clark Gable, MyrnaLoy).

The .audience at the Preview of “The
Crowd Roars” returned more “Comment
Postcards” to the studio than for any
picture within recent
Hollywood high sign.

years. That’s

a

All is not quiet on the Western front. I’ts
busy as hell at the M-G-M studios.
And it all spells
BUSINESS!
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WHEELBARROW

WILL

MOVE

IT HAS taken a long time. A far longer time than considered judgment should have

found necessary. But now at final last, a very tardy industry is about to turn the howitzers
of a united front in benevolent barrage on the customers who keep it in business.
There is much to be cheerful over and much to anticipate in the decision of the major companies to re-sell those who are sour or indifferent on films and to sell once more those who
find in them the outstanding entertainment of the times at the price.

The men who conferred with Will H. Hays at the initial meeting when all of this was first
generated are pledged to secrecy. That means practically all hands are talking and telling of
the preliminaries. They are telling of early plans for display copy in leading newspapers,
in class and fan magazines, on billboards. All of the known channels for spreading information widely and quickly are to have some place on the agenda. For this, this time,
is to be a job of the entire industry to plough the ground for the new season now so
close at hand.
"It has been said that business, like a wheelbarrow, does not get anywhere unless it is
pushed," Hays told the Ampa annual awards luncheon. “Much is being done by business
and by government to bring us out of this recession. It is necessary. But it is all futile
unless the public is told about it. That is the job of advertising. The advertising of every
business must be stepped up. I believe it is the essential of today. Advertising not
only sells what is already produced, but creates the demand which results in increased
production
Thus, the
theatreman,
advertising

... We need more, not less, advertising."
wheelbarrow is about to push. It has to push in a number of directions. The
confronted by sliding grosses, as usual is making the mistake of trimming his
because it is the easiest road to follow. He has to reverse himself.

The distributor aims for the public ultimately and, of course, has to realize the way to
that public is by way of the exhibitor. The theatreman is the middleman, the hurdle to be
met and mounted in such an enterprise. The exhibitor's enthusiasm, even for a product
bought in block and by sight unseen, must be stimulated and maintained.
The way to do it leads to and through the industry's trade press, conceived
tioning for exactly such a purpose.

and func/

SELF-REGULATORS FOR CONCILIATION BOARDS;
SALES HEADS SOONDED OUT; EXHIBITORS NEXT
Definite Conclusions Not
Yet Achieved, But
Progress Noted
New

York — Conciliation

boards,

along

lines as yet undefined, are expected to be
proposed as an all-industry method for
handling disputes between distributors and
exhibitors, it is learned by Boxoffice.
Sales heads of all major companies have
been sounded out by the special all-industry committee, comprising William F.
Rodgers, general sales manager of M-G-M;
Ned E. Depinet, vice-president in charge
of RKO distribution, and A. Montague,
sales head of Columbia, on their reaction
to establishing boards of this kind in various key cities.
No definite conclusion has been reached,
it is learned, because many angles have
yet to be worked out before such an idea,
or plan, can be promulgated.
Among the factors reported to be considered are the assessment of distributors
and exhibitor bodies, how the boards will
be set up, if such a plan is finally determined upon, when the meetings will be
held and how they are to be conducted.
Sales heads have met with the committee
of three several times and have not been
definitely told whether or not the idea
of conciliation boards will materialize.
Not

Talking

Yet

The all-industry committee, which has
been meeting regularly, is seeking to hold
all comments and statements in abeyance
until a definite plan of procedure is agreed
upon. For that reason comment in print
is without official confirmation.
As one important factor put it, ‘‘our
first job is to put our own house in order.”
As soon as a concrete plan is formulated,
the committee of three will invite the trade
press to sit in on a round-robin meeting
at which time a statement will be released.
The statement and answers to reporters’
questions will embrace groundwork covered and not nebulous plans. Such a general press meeting may take place shortly.
There is no assurance of a definite time
because it is felt by the committee that
when it has something to say to the trade
‘‘the house will be in order.”
After the meeting with the trade press,
invitations will be sent out to various exhibitor bodies and important circuit operators. At that time the plan, or plans,
which have been worked out will be explained to the groups and endorsement
sought.
Some industry factors see a modified
NRA Code Authority with a main body
of distributor and exhibitor representatives in New York and local boards in the
field with independent and affiliated exhibitors sitting with exchange heads as the
line of procedure for disposing of intraindustry disputes. The persons talking are

4

Government

Files "Divorce”

Suit

New York — Trailing by less than a week the federal court's unanimous decision
maintaining constitutionality of the North Dakota theatre "divorcement" bill, the
government Wednesday swung into action when the department of justice filed
civil suit here seeking to compel the major film companies to divest themselves of
theatre interests.
The defendants are Paramount, Loew's, Inc., RKO Radio. Warner Bros., 20th Century-Fox, Columbia, Universal, United Artists and 25 subsidiary or associated corporations including the Irving Trust Co. and the Chase National Bank, as well as
132 individuals, officers and directors of corporate defendants. The individual defendants are virtually the bluebook
York and Hollywood.
Monopoly

in production

of the industry's executive

as well as monopoly

in exhibition

manpower

in New

is charged.

The

organized industry's answer followed on the heels of the suit when Will H. Hays,
MPPDA president, a few hours later issued a statement declaring that the industry
will "welcome the prospect of a comprehensive, fair and conclusive endeavor to
clarify the application of existing laws to trade customs inherent in the development
of the motion

picture industry."

doing so on their own and not with official
authority from any all-industry committee, it is pointed out.
The crystal gazers also think that a
form of assessment used in the NRA
code machinery will be set up whereby theatres will be taxed according to types of
run and seating capacities. Distributors,
it is predicted, will be classified in groups
for assessment, the larger and more important companies being listed in the top
group and the other companies graduated
according to gross income annually.
‘‘Of course,” one speculator puts it,
“if conciliation boards are established
independent exhibitors will want the same
representation as affiliated exhibitors and
distributors combined.”
It is pointed out that during NRA the
local code boards did not have this type of
setup and many independent exhibitors
squawked that affiliated exhibitors added
to the strength of distributors. In some
instances, independents charged they were
notWhether
being given
“fair deal.”
the a boards
are called code
boards, all-industry committees or conciliation boards does not matter, according to some exhibitor minds, as long as a
means is established for amicably handling
differences which continue to crop up over
clearance and zoning, protection and various other alleged abuses on the part of
the exhibitor as well as the distributor.
It may take weeks before a definite allindustry program of handling internal
dissension is actually put into force, but
once distributors and exhibitors, large and
small agree to a plan, a temporary solution to what ails the business will come to
pass, in the opinion of some important
industry factors.
Meanwhile, Allied’s directors are awaiting word from New York for a meeting
with the committee. The directors may
meet here or in Washington to appoint a
committee, probably three.

"More Advertising"
Urged bg Schenck
New

By BILL ORNSTEIN
York — Not only should the adver-

tising in this business be increased but all
other industries should use more space in
selling their merchandise, Nicholas M.
Schenck,
president of Loew’s, told Boxoffice before departing for Hollywood.
“I think everybody in all industries
should do more advertising to sell their
products,” he said, “and I agree with Will
H. Hays in what he said in his talk to the
AMPA the other day.
“Of course, you have read his speech
and I am wholly in accord with it. I believe the committee appointed by Hays
will do a fine job for our industry.”
The outlook for the film business is
bright in the opinion of Schenck, who stated, “I believe things will get better in the
fall. As general conditions improve our
business naturally will get the benefit of
the turn. It always is the first to feel the
improvement in other lines.
“As things get better people go to the
movies more often and begin spending
more,” he added.
“What are the prospects for Loew earnasked. ings for the year?” Schenck was then
“You have seen our last consolidated
earnings statement. I expect that the
same ratio of 70 per cent will hold when
we finish the year.”
“Have you anything to say on conciliation? We understand that the plan being
worked out by the all-industry committee
will be harder to sell to distributors than
“I have nothing to say about that, but
exhibitors.”
(Continued on page 16)
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MARY PICKFORD LOOMS AS PRESIDENT OF DA;
WANGER, DISSATISFIED, IS FLIRTING WITD "D"
Formal

Seal

Management
Still "Woo"
Hollywood — Mary

to Schaefer
Pact Due;
Chaplin
Pickford

is giving up

her Hollywood home and will move to
New York permanently where she intends
to take a more active part in the affairs of
United Artists, in which she is a onefifth owner. Miss Pickford cut her contemplated two-week stay in the east to
three days last week to be on hand for
conferences among the company’s producers with Maurice Silverstone, chairman of the executive committee and general manager, and Charles Schwartz, attorney for Charles Chaplin, among others.
Silverstone last week signed a new fiveyear contract with UA.
Friends of Miss Pickford say that she
has a desire to become president of UA
now that Dr. A. H. Giannini has resigned.
Sources close to the UA producer-owner
recall she was slated for the post two
years ago when the board decided in favor
of Dr. Giannini.
Walter Wanger, who recently discarded
“Personal History,” much against his own
wishes, is understood from reliable sources
to be seeking a release from his contract
which runs until 1946. Samuel Goldwyn is
understood to hold the key to the Wanger
impasse and, if he agrees to settling the
pact, Wanger may find himself at another
studio.
Insiders who will not be quoted relay
through the grapevine system the report
that Wanger may become Universal production head, filling the spot vacated by
Charles R. Rogers. All are tight-lipped

at UA on any mention of a Wanger disaffection and all point to his program,
either in production or contemplated for
early camera work.
Asked by Boxoffice in Hollywood about
reports of his seeking release from UA
and offers to head Universal production,
Wanger replied:

“I know nothing of either.”
Although Silverstone, on his arrival, said
that his presence here was to meet the
producers and discuss the new lineups, it

Stars

in UA

Drama

This is Mary Pickford. She has ambitions once again to become president of United Artists. Those ambitions are anything but forlorn or farfetched.

This is Charlie Chaplin. He objects to

This is Walter Wanger.

the “kickback” and cheaper distribution plan, holds the key to ratification of both and probably will approve.

a release of his long-term UA contract. If he pries himself free, the
expectancy is that he will head production for Universal.

BOXOFFICE
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He is seeking

Selznick Negotiations

Are

Occupying Attention
Of Executives
is known that a substantial part of his
time is being spent ironing out the David
O. Selznick impasse which may lead to an
eight-year producer’s contract, the term of
the agreement being in line with all other
company producers. Also on his list of major topics for discussion is the Chaplin
protest against the 50 per cent kickback
to producers.
Those close to Chaplin say the onefifth owner and producer has virtually
been brought around to thinking the same
way as the other partners and that before
Silverstone and Schwartz end their twoweek stay here all kinks may be smoothed
out. However, the attitude of UA interests is to minimize the Chaplin upshot,
but those who know contend that the new
distribution plan, approved by the majority of the UA board, cannot go through
unless Chaplin makes it 100 per cent.
With UA headquarters being moved east
and directors’ meeting being held there
from now on, Miss Pickford wants to be
on the eastern scene. She also has her
cosmetic business which she will conduct
from New York. The former star of silent
days attended the July directors’ meeting
in the east, the first since Silverstone assumed over-all authority of UA. Miss
Pickford feels that she will go along with
the majority and see how things work out.
Terms and conditions for a new fiveyear contract for George J. Schaefer, vicecontinued on page 16)

This is George J. Schaefer. A new
five-year contract as vice-president
and general manager is ready for
signatures. The anticipation is that
Schaefer, terms agreeable, will sign.
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Critics

ALGIERS
unanimous

in praise

this “picture for your

starring CHARLES

I

must

for

list”!

BOYER

S1GRID GURIEHEDY

LAMARR

Directed by John Cromwell • Screenplay by John Howard

Lawson • Additional dialogue by James M. Cain • Released thru United Artists
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THERE was the day when John

Rosenfield jr. worked for Publix
right here in New York. For some
time since, he has been the critic
of the Dallas News, the columns
of which he frequently decorates
with

material pungent and constructive despite its sock.
Some editions back, he knocked

side? Why doesn't the public realize
that the fight is none of its business,
any more than the struggle between
automobile manufacturers and dealers
over the forced quota
must be sold?

of cars

that

For a Loyalty Code

off a piece titled, "How About a
Movie Code on Mud-Slinging?" It's
so
good,noyou're
about
it with
further
ado: to get much of

All of which is interesting, regardless of how you view it. But getting along, this Southern typewriter
pounder, gets hotter:

"While the Hays organization is
busy preventing movie producers from
hurting the feelings of the Sodality

"The wholesale mudslinging at actors, magnates, producers and the rest
has come from within the trade itself. Persons who have most to lose

League of the First Church of Massapequa, la., the industry elsewhere
is in grave danger of going to blazes.
The independent theatre owners have
rushed into print with the statement
that Hollywood extravagance and the
coddling of unpopular actors is at the
root of movie troubles. Samuel Goldwyn . . . comes back from Europe to
say that the movies would prosper
if the theatre owners would quit playing golf and revive some of the old
tricks of making the public think
about shows. Harry Warner, big
brother of the Warners, accuses his
competitive producers of withholding
their best pictures until fall and leaving the summer to screen trash and
empty seats.
"In the meantime, all the media of
opinion-molding, screen, stage, radio,
press, try to make a quick dollar by
stressing an ineffable farce to picturemaking, exhibiting it as the blundering occupation of dolts and illiterates.
"The net result of this blather is to
fix the picture industry in the public
mind

as a grand sucker game. Pictures are produced by boobs to be

patronized by nitwits. They are exhibited by loafers and exploited by
racketeers with complexes on Casanova and John Barleycorn. All this
makes sensational reading. It is yellow journalism and putrid history.

Pointing out other industries, too,
have miscalculated their 1938 market, Rosenfield wants to know if this
is any reason to lay films low "with
invective and satire." Then:
"If the Hays office isn't the goldtrimmed, diamond-studded- front for
the movie industry, what is it? Where
was the Hays' office when the hardly
disingenuous exhibitors obtained rash
passage of the Neely bill? And why
is the drive against block booking
greeted with such roars of acclaim
from a public badly informed on the
subject? . . . Why hasn't Mr. and Mrs.
Picturegoer been informed that block
booking is simply the straw man for
the

8

and studio for percentage advantages
with nothing to be said for either

eternal’ fight between

by shaking public confidence in the
industry were authors of the sensational remarks that had to be printed
as news.

"It seems to us that there should
be some code of loyalty in Hollywood.
The American motion picture is an
amazing achievement in art, science
and commerce and is entitled to fullest respect. The persons who live off
it should be slightly considerate of
its good name. There is room for another Hays code far more necessary
to the continuance of the industry
than the number of feet in a movie

The inability of many important
men in this business to remain quiet
is as notorious as it demonstrates
itself to be harmful. The golden
coloration of silence is something
they no longer remember, if they
ever kiss."
heard of it.
And so we are for Rosenfield and
his new code. If he ever decides to
go ahead, we want to be declared
in on the organizing and the framing of the penalties. For instance,
we'd make Harry Warner sit through
"The Gold Diggers in Paris." He'd
be more sensitive to public reactions
after that.

Publishing Idea
Gregory Dickson takes time out
from his duties on behalf of Walt
Disney, Snow White and the assorted dwarfs to observe:
”1 notice in BOXOFFICE that, in
some cases, you number your
pages 26-A and 26-B. I hope that
some day you will have a fat
enough edition to number one page
77-B, put all the news on that page
and the rest of the book ads. Ben
Shlyen

would

like that."

exhibitor
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$1,000,000 SPLURGE TO SELL NEW SEASON TO
PUBLIC ON TAP; TALK OF $250,000 CONTEST
Press and Radio to Figure "Fight Isn’t Over
Largely in Media to
t\-

Be used widely

New

York — The

organized

industry

is

preparing to go to town as never before
in its history in a concentrated big-time
effort to sell its 1938-39 product to the
American public.
It is nebulous at the minute beyond the
desire and the full intent to go through.
But heard along Broadway and where
film men congregate is this:
That $1,000,000 is the budgetry objective.
That a contest, along the lines of the
Old Gold cigarette competition is planned
and as much as $250,000 in cash prizes
will be awarded under a plan using cartoons tying in with the titles of new product. The first prize may go to $100,000
with at least 100 in the secondary and
available to those who turn in the highest
total of correct answers to the solutions.
That a short, perhaps in three reels, will
be made, stressing some of the past glories
of production and leading into the highlights of future big attractions.
The program, no matter in what form it
finally shapes itself calls for a large advertising budget in newspapers, class and
fan magazines, industry trade papers and
probably on billboards. Other avenues
of spreading messages quickly and widely,
such as radio, are being considered as well.
Trailing a general meeting of company
presidents, sales managers, circuit heads
and advertising men at the Hays office
last week, committees covering these three
fields of activity were immediately named.
Many problems confront them, not the
least that of a budget where the current
difficulty is one of figuring out to what extent circuits might contribute and on what
basis of calculation. In the meantime,
committeemen are maintaining a general
silence, resting on their decision to talk
only when there is something concrete to
talk about.
Committees

Heading the advertising and publicity
group is Howard Dietz of M-G-M, assisted by Robert M. Gillham of Paramount,
and Charles E. McCarthy of 20th CenturyFox. Just before he left for the coast,
Dietz said, “There is nothing to say at
this time as plans are still being formulated and until there is something concrete there will be no formal announcement.”
George J. Schaefer, vice-president and
general manager of UA distribution, heads
the distributor committee which includes
Neil F. Agnew, vice-president of Paramount distribution; Herman Wobber, sales
head of 20th Century-Fox; William A.
Scully, general sales manager of UniverBOXOFFICE
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Distributors

on

New York — “The fight isn’t over yet!”
This is the unanimous attitude of exhibitor-distributors on the federal court
ruling at Fargo unanimously holding the
North Dakota theatre divorcement law to
be constitutional.
That any adverse decision of the lower
U. S. court would be carried to the supreme court at Washington was apparent
as far back as the introduction of the
North Dakota law itself.
Distributors who are also exhibitors feel
that their entire business structure is at
stake and because of this will not rest
until the highest court in the land rules
on the issue involved.
Paramount home office attorneys are
studying the decision and copies were
struck off for study by other distributorexhibitors as well.
Executives at Paramount, which has
been contesting the constitutionality of
the law because one of its subsidiary companies is involved, has 90 days in which
to appeal. Conferences are being held
here by Austin C. Keough, general counsel of Paramount, and former Judge
Thacher of Simpson, Thacher and Bartlett, who appeared in the defense lineup
at Fargo with George Thorpe of Fargo
and Joseph Finley of St. Paul.
A definite decision to appeal to the supreme court at Washington is obvious.
Surprise was noted at the Paramount home
office when it was learned that the opinmous.ion of the three Fargo judges was unaniLouis Phillips, assistant to Keough, is
vacationing in Mexico. He played an important part in the legal defense lineup.
He has not been told of the decision because when he left town he had a bad cold.
Meanwhile, plans for appealing are now
being mapped out with several important
conferences contemplated before papers
are actually filed.
sal; and Gradwell L. Sears, president of
Vitagraph.
Y. Frank Freeman, vice-president of
Paramount, heads the theatre committee.
His running mates are Spyros Skouras,
National Theatres; Joseph Bernhard,
Warner Theatres; Charles C. Moskowitz,
Loew’s, Inc., and John J. O’Connor, RKO
Theatres.
Producers, distributors and affiliated
and unaffiliated circuit operators and theatre owners will meet at the Hotel Astor
on July 27 to discuss the industry programs. The call was issued by Schaefer
as distributor committee chairman.

Yet,” Declare
n
n
t

Fargo

riming

In Washington, Abram F. Myers, general counsel of Allied, described the decision as “the most sweeping victory the
independent exhibitors have ever won.”
He declared that “not only has Allied’s
position on the constitutionality of the divorcement legislation been upheld, but the
effort of the general counsel and his associates to establish the existence of a
motion picture trust has been successful.”
He cited excerpts from the unanimous
three-judge decisions as follows:
“Defendants introduced evidence showing the extent and nature of the controversy which has existed between independent exhibitors and the producer-distributors owning theatres, which tends to
prove that the independent owner is at a
disadvantage in competition with affiliated
theatres.
“No evidence that producers who have
affiliated theatres have an agreement or
understanding that none of their number
shall enter the competitive territory in
which another of them has theatres. They
apparently have refrained from competing with each other in the exhibition field.
“A producer who owns theatres has the
power to make it impossible for the independent exhibitor to procure films from
it and difficult to procure them from other
major producers in case the producer-exhibitor desires these films for itself.
“There is evidence tending to show that
producers with affiliated theatres have
exercised the power possessed by them for
their own advantage and to the detriment of their independent competitors.
“The existence of unusual power to deal
with competitors unfairly, where coupled
with the opportunity and temptation to
use that power is probably a sufficient
basis for legislative action to prevent the
possibility of its exercise. This must certainly be so where there is, in addition,
evidence of past aggressions.”

Only Four UA Features
For New Season Untitled
New

York — Only

four of the 29 United

Artists pictures for next season remain
untitled, a recapitulation shows. They
are the four Laurel and Hardy comedies
Hal Roach will produce. Heretofore untitled, the Edward Small production starring Jon Hall and Sigrid Gurie is to be
called “South of Pago Pago.” Among slight
changes in the original product announcement are: Walter Wanger’s substitution
of “Trade Winds” for “Personal History”
and Goldwyn’s dropping of “Beach Boy.”
9

Narrow Gauge Film
Code Into Effect
New

York

— All major

producing

“Whereas
(Name
of company)
manufactures
certain products (hereinafter called
products) listed in the schedule attached hereto, and
made a part hereof, are or may hereafter be distributed under trade names,
brands or trade
marks owned by
1
in free, fair and open
competition with commodities of the same
general class produced, sold or distributed by others,
and the parties hereto desire the advantages of
state

of

the

retailer's

“Therefore, in consideration of the mutual convenants herein contained and of sales of — *
products hereafter made by
to the retailer,
and in consideration of the execution of the similar agreement by other dealers located in the
same
state, it is mutually agreed between the

York — Interviewed

aboard

parties as follows:
“1. The retailer will not, except as specifically
provided in said fair trade act and except as
herein specified either directly or indirectly, ad\ertise, offer or display for sale or sell any of said
products at retail (i.e. to consumers for
use) at any price less than
retail list price
(less the maximum!
discount set forth in said
schedule).
“2.
may change said schedule from time
to time or at any time by adding to or removing
from products therefrom or by allowing a greater
or less maximum
discount than stated therein,
by a
these

10 days’ notice in writing to the retailer,
changes to take effect as if originally included. The retail list prices to which discounts
shall apply are those contained in
price list
as published from time to time, with such changes
as have been made
or may hereafter from time
to time be made
by
and confirmed in
trade circulars.
“3. No

offer shall be made, or any
sideration given, by the retailer, in

other conconnection

with any sale at retail, which may directly or indirectly violate the fair trade act of said state
of reducing the selling price of said product below
the list of said product below the list price (less
the stipulated maximum
discount in the schedule).
“4 The sale of
products to the United
States or any state or any subdivision thereof
(local government), of sales for commercial
or
professional photographic purposes for the use
in regularly maintained photographic establishment, shall not be subject to this agreement.
“5. This agreement
shall be operative unless
terminated by either party upon 10 days’ written
notice to the other, provided, however, that in
the event of such termination the retailer shall
not be released thereby from any promise in respect to sales of said — <— 1—
products imposed
upon him by the fair trade act or any other
statue or law. This agreement shall not apply to
sales in a state having no fair trade act.
“6. The facsimile signature of the president of
printed below shall be deemled to be sufficient execution of this agreement
by
■— .
This agreement shall apply to all of said
products sold at retail by the retailer on or after
1, 1938.”
Maximum

July

discounts are allowable up to

10 per cent from list prices on 8mm cameras, 8mm projectors, 16mm cameras,
16mm projectors, and slide projectors.

Forde to London
d — To do a film for 20th-Fox’s

Hollywoo
production quota, Eugene Forde,
British
contract director, is enroute to New York
and London. The picture, untitled, will
be produced by Robert Kane, with George
Sanders, contract player, to be featured.

by Dodging "Hot Salesmen 99
Wil
York— “What’s it all about, your sailing?” a Boxoffice reporter

New

sur-

prised Robert B. Wilby of the Wilby-Kincey circuit in his stateroom of the
Conte di Savoia.
“I’m trying to get away from hot salesmen. In other
away to cool off.”
“Yes, but what about H. F. Kincey, your partner?” was
reporter.
“You mean Mike. He’s in Charlotte. One of us has to
older.”
Accompanied by Mrs. Wilby, he will spend three weeks in
the wonders of the country. Altogether Wilby and his wife
weeks.

10

the Italian

liner Conte

di Savoia

just be-

fore he sailed for Rome, Paris, Milan, Lake Como and Cannes for a month’s
vacation, William George Van Schmus, managing director of the Music Hall,
informed Boxoffice that “the outlook is good.”
“We have as many good, if not better, pictures lined up for the next six
months than we had last year for the same period.”
When asked about the RKO suit against the Music Hall for non-fulfillment of contract and cancellation of certain pictures, Van Schmus briefly dismissed the subject. “Forget it!” he said, joining his bon voyage friends.
Social note: Gus Eyssell, assistant to Van Schmus, served champagne cocktails to all and sundry visitors.

and

distributing companies in the 8 and 16mm
field have signed the Fair Trade Practice
Agreement which is now in effect. It is expected the smaller companies dealing in
this type of equipment and production will
follow suit shortly.
Business in this field is 25 to 30 per
cent ahead of last year, according to a
checkup with the companies, and various
of them are looking forward to their best
season in years because of the trade agreement. The manufacture of equipment
at reduced prices, according to some interests, is stimulating sales throughout the
country.
Eastman Kodak was the first to sign
the agreement and in short order other
major companies specializing in 8 and
16mm projectors and cameras fell into
line.
Special commercial reels and narrowed
versions of shorts and features produced
by major and independent film companies
are included in the list of available subjects. The 8 and 16mm business has grown
rapidly in the past few years, so much so
that some companies handle nothing else
but this type of film. In each key city
there are several distributors of films and
equipment.
The home projectors is an important
factor in the development of the business,
as is the commercial pictures made for
advertising purposes in stores, theatre and
hotel lobbies and other places where they
promote specific products.
While none of the major film companies
handles the narrow width film directly,
some are known to have contracts with
concerns which specialize in the 8 and
16mm products on a royalty basis.
The retail fair trade agreement is as
follows:

the fair trade act of the
address as shown above;

"Product Is Good”—Van Schmus
New

words, I’m going

the retort of the
work and I’m the
France, taking in
will be away five

Rhoden's Division
Wins Circuit Prize
New

York — E. C. Rhoden

and

his Fox

Midwest associates copped the first prize
of $5,000 in the recent 12-week contest
conducted by National Theatres. Rick
Ricketson of Fox Intermountain took second with an award of $3,000 and Charles
Skouras and the Los Angeles division
wound up third for a prize of $2,000.
Rhoden and Ricketson will be given the
awards at the first of two regional meetings slated August 9-10 at the Muehlebach Hotel in Kansas City. Skouras will
be handed his check at the second and
last regional meetings in Los Angeles,
August 15-17.
In addition to Kansas City and Denver, the Milwaukee division will attend
the Kansas City two-day session. The
northwest group and far west division, district and winning theatre managers, bookers and treasurers will be on hand for
the coast palavers.
Product and policies will be the main
topic of discussions at both meetings.
From the home office will be Spyros
Skouras, vice-president of National Theatres Amusements; William T. Powers,
head buyer; J. J. Sullivan, west coast buyer; Edward Zabel, assistant to Skouras,
and Harry Cox, treasurer of National.

Metro-GB Deal lor Three ,
Not 12 Films as Reported
London — M-G-M’s

deal with

GB

is for

three pictures only and not 12 as reported
previously. Gainsborough, GB producing
subsidiary, makes on an average of about
12 a year. Because of this, it was understood M-G-M would distribute the entire
program in the United Kingdom. But as
it turned out, M-G-M needs only three
films to meet the current season’s quota
requirements. Being financially interested
in GB to the extent of one-fourth of the
common voting stock, it is held to be “natural” for M-G-M to consummate a deal
with the Ostrers.

Metro Shorts Peak
Hollywood — Peak production in Metro’s
short
department is reached with a quartet
of the diminutive subjects set to go.
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The flash of its dramatic lightning will flame in human
souls wherever men love women ... The crashing impact
of its thundering thrills will echo in the hearts of all who
dream of deeds of reckless daring!

4KY GIANT
starring

RICHARD DIX
CHESTER MORRIS
JOAN FONTAINE

"“Harry carey
PAUL GUILFOYLE
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tKures

directed by LEW LANDERS
Voduced by ROBERT SISK
•tory and screen play by Lionel Houser

MAJORS, EXCEPT FOX AND WARNER, PORSOE
ONRROKEN LINE IN DENYING ALLIED CHARGE
Point to Work

Sheets and

To Sales Manuals

to Re-

fute Group's Attack
New

York — Major distributors, with the

exception of 20th Century-Fox and Warner, follow an unbroken line in denying
the charge of national Allied that a collective 38 pictures for the 1937-38 season
“have been noted for release in 1938-39.”
The charge accompanied the organization’s assertion that Harry M. Warner’s
“hoarding” statement was worthy of “the
dumbest statement of the year.” Answers
were sought from 20th-Fox and Warner,
but both companies declined to make them.
There seems to be an impression Allied
put its tongue in its check when it admitted, in its charge, that it did not “claim
100 per cent accuracy” for its findings.
Distributors say flatly that an inquiry to
any accredited divisional or district manager would have brought the information
that would reduce the Allied claim to
oblivion, or nearly so.
In some sales quarters there is a strong
tendency to ignore the charge as another
“weak attempt to stir things up.” Literature, sales manuals, work sheets and release charts — open to anyone for the asking— prove that Allied probably did not
over exert itself in acquiring the facts in
the case, goes the rebutttal.
For instance, Universal, which is down
for holding out two for 1938-39 and for
advertising six for 1937-38 but forgetting
them, comes through with the following
from Nate J. Blumberg, president:
“Letter of Introduction” will be released
August 5 on this year’s contracts. “Road
to Reno” has been released as “Devil’s
Party.”
In the “forgotten” division — “Yesterday’s
Kisses” has been substituted with “Little
Tough Guy.” “Daughter of Rosy O’Grady”
has been released as “Summer in Paradise.” “Metropolitan Police” has been released as “The Westland Case.” “Let’s Be
Candid” has been released as “Jury’s Secret.” “Wanted at Headquarters” has been
released as “The Black Doll.” “Tonight

'

Report

Fox

Now

Publishing Field

in

!

New

York — "Economic Notes/' published by the Labor Research Ass'n,
lists William Fox, as the owner of
stocks and bonds of the New York Post,
I»c., publishers of the "Evening Post."
The same source includes Warner
Bros, “the $138,000,000 movie corporation in which Hearst is interested."
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Carr May
New

Do Columbia

Picture
as " Outsider "
York — Trem Carr, whose contract

with Universal expires in December, may
do one big picture
for Columbia, he indicated on his arrival
from the coast to attend the Monogram
board meeting
Thursday. Carr accompanied Scott
Dunlap, production
head of Monogram,
who is here to atsion. tend the board sesTREM

CARR

“We

have

been

talking about a picture for some time, but
nothing definite. Under my contract with
Universal I am permitted to make an outside picture,” Carr explained.
Dunlap said he makes three trips a year
to attend board meetings and this is one
of them. Other than that there is nothing significant to his eastern trek. He
departed for Hollywood Saturday. Carr
left Thursday night, after the board session, to visit his mother in St. Louis. He
said he would spend a few days with her
before returning to Hollywood.

Next State Music Tax
Tiff Due in Washington
New

York — Ascap’s

next judicial tiff

takes place in the state of Washington
where papers will be filed by Schwartz
and Frohlich, attorneys for Ascap, in the
U. S. district court in an appeal against
the state ruling that Ascap’s action does
not involve federal jurisdiction.
Florida is now considering a repeal
against the injunction granted Ascap. The
death of Attorney General Cary D. Landis has complicated matters. Ascap has
moved for dismissal of the suit and the
state of Florida has until August 14 to
answer.

We Laugh” has been released as “Wives
Under Suspicion.”
Blumberg speaking, “Universal will deliver 40 per for the season. Among them
will be ‘Letter of Introduction’ and ‘That
Certain Age,’ the Deanna Durbin film.
We could have held both out and made
$1,000,000 with them beginning next season. For a company in trouble we are releasing top pictures under great difficulties and not saying a word about it.”
Making it very clear that M-G-M’s contracts “do not stipulate by title any pictures to be delivered- — they are sold in
groups,” William F. Rodgers, general sales
manager, asserts: “We are not withhold-

Says Even Cursory Inquiry
Would Have Developed
Contrary Facts
ing any pictures. We stand by our perWhile Rodgers did not go into details
formance.”
concerning nine pictures Allied claims are
being held over to 1938-39 and five that
were announced but “forgotten,” perusal
of the company’s year books for the current and forthcoming seasons are suggested by way of an explanation.
The 1937-38 year book lists 128 properties, from which the company promised
to deliver from 44 to 52. A foreword
states: “A description of pictures in production or contemplated with present
plans for casting and production details
given where possible. Because of the exigencies of studio production, what follows is tentative and subject to change.”
Allied claims “Idiot’s Delight,” “Under
This Flag,” “Stand Up and Fight,” “Spring
Tide,” “The Great Waltz,” “Tell It to the
Marines,” “The Great Canadian,” “Kim”
and “Marie Antoinette” are being held
over. Interestingly, the year book discloses that M-G-M listed “Robin Hood,”
to star Jeanette MacDonald and Nelson
Eddy as a possible 1937-38 release.
In Allied’s “forgotten” category, “Heavenly Sinner” is not listed in the year book.
“Are You Beautiful,” “Roadshow” and
“The Git-Thar Stroke” — all Hal Roach
productions, have been released under different titles, M-G-M states. “Hats in the
Air” is listed as a “contemplated” release.
A. W. Smith jr., UA’s general sales manager, contain
explains hisa company’s
standard
contracts
clause whereby
any
pictures not generally released by September 15 are cancellable by either party
to the contracts.
Specifically, Smith answers Allied this
way: “Four Feathers” will not be ready
for release until next January or February. “Drums” is to be roadshown. “Lady
and the Cowboy” is about to go into production. “The Young in Heart” will be
(Continued on page 16)

They Want Horse
To Know Beery
Hollywood — Wallace
from his San Fernando
ing tested for his newest
In it. Beery portrays
and, as such, has to do

Beery’s horses,
ranch, are befilm.
a veterinarian
many dramatic

scenes with a horse. The M-G-M studios felt it wise to use a horse that was
accustomed to Beery. Obviously.
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Majors in Denial
Of Allied Charge

He's Optimistic

Need of Advertising
Cited bg N. Schenck

(Continued from page 13)

(Continued from page 4)

released in August as part of the 1937-38
contract. “Personal History” and “A Man
and His Woman” will be abandoned. The
above constitutes the group alleged to have
been held out for delivery in 1938-39.
About the “forgotten” group. “Duchess
of Broadway,” “Honeymoon in Reno” and
“Arabian Nights,” according to Smith,
“will never be made.” “Kiss in Paris”
will be delivered on 1937-38 contracts.
The trend in public taste is perhaps
chiefly responsible for the four RKO pictures on the “forgotten” list, according to
an important executive. “Irene” was originally scheduled for Ginger Rogers, but
studio heads thought the public preferred
Miss Rogers in a more modem vehicle.
The result was “Vivacious Lady” which
proved more than satisfactory, this executive maintains.
Among the others, it was felt that “New
Faces of 1938” would not be warmly received and. as a result, was put aside.
“Love Beiow Freezing” was intended for
Mitzi Green, who is under contract to
RKO but who has yet to appear in a picture. Indications point to its appearing
on the new season schedule. With Miss

you know when a few important people of
the industry get together it is harder to
work out a plan than if you have 10 persons of minor importance and try to sit
down with them and work out something
beneficial to the industry,” was his answer.
However, Schenck believes something
good will come out of the conferences being conducted by William F. Rodgers, general sales manager of M-G-M and alternate for Schenck; Ned E. Depinet, vicepresident in charge of RKO distribution
and alternate for Leo Spitz; and A. Montague, general sales manager for Columbia and alternate for Harry Cohn.

Rogers declared to be unavailable, “Perfect Harmony” for whom it was intended,
is set aside.
Paramount’s answer to the four pictures
not to be delivered on the current schedule is that 52, exclusive of the “Hopalong
Cassidys” were advertised and 52 will be
delivered. “As a matter of fact,” an important sales executive said, “we are delivering more big films than we advertised and to do so we had to stretch the
normal season to 13 months.”
Listed by Allied in the held over group
are “If I Were King,” which, according to
Paramount, is still shooting and will not
be ready until October or November, or
after the current releasing season; “Midnight,” originally intended for Marlene
Dietrich, who has been dropped from the
roster; “Paris Honeymoon,” slated for
Claudette Colbert who has not been available because of two or three outside commitments; “Men With Wings,” which is
still shooting.
But three of the company’s biggest pictures will be released in August, the answer to Allied goes. They are “The Texans,” “Give Me a Sailor,” and “Spawn of
the North” in Technicolor.
The company is not included in the
“Advertised and then — Silence” list.
A spokesman for Columbia, in explaining “You Can’t Take It With You” and
“Second Mrs. Draper” on Allied’s holdover
list, declared the company sold a group of
40 pictures, not promising any specific
titles. “You Can’t Take It With You,”
when originally announced for production,
did not mention Frank Capra and the director was only brought into the picture
when Columbia patched up its difficulties
with him. Further, it is stated, all Capra
pictures are sold on separate contracts
and none was sold last season. As far

!6

“The Second Mrs. Draper,” Columbia
merely asserts it will not be made.
Allied states nine others were advertised and then forgotten. Lis.ted are
“Frances Marion’s Spectacle Drama,”
“Miss Quis,” “For Tonight Only,” “Nobel,”
“Absent Without Leave,” “Cape of Good
Hope,” “Streamlined,” “Grand Gesture”
and “Paris on Broadway.” None of these
is contemplated for production, the Columbia spokesman added, for reasons
“best explained by the production department which is constantly trying to make
pictures with general appeal.”

Mary Picklord Is Looming
For Presidency of UA
(Continued from page 5)
president and general manager of distribution for the United States and Canada,
have been agreed upon. The pact is expected to be signed upon Silverstone’s return to New York. Schaefer’s current
contract has until next March to rim.
Presence of James A. Mulvey, eastern
representative for Samuel Goldwyn, concerns discussions of production matters.
He will most likely leave before Silverstone and Schwartz.
Silverstbne and Schwartz are minimizing the Chaplin reports, naturally, but
unless the one-fifth partner catapults from
his present stand insiders say that the UA
distribution system may have to be completely rearranged. The “kickback” plan
is said to have been an inducement for
bringing Hal E. Roach into the company
as the latest producer and also an important factor in the Selznick negotiations.
UA

Adds

To Its New
New

York

Two

Reissues

Season
—

Lineup

Following

in the steps of

M-G-M, United Artists now is selling two
reissues as part of the 1938-39 program.
The pictures are “Hurricane” and “A Star
Is Bom.” In addition to these, the local
sales force is selling “Modern Times,” but
A. W. Smith jr„ general sales manager,
says the Chaplin film is not on next season’s reissue program. The picture, his
last for UA so far, was made about two
years ago.
The two distributors, in selling reissues

Asked if “Marie Antoinette” will be roadshown, Schenck asserted the New York
showing at the Astor and a few other test
engagements will determine the policy.
“How many pictures will M-G-M produce
in England annually?”
“The same as we are doing now, two to
three. I don’t think we will increase the
“Is A1 Lichtman going to England?”
“Yes, later on.”
number.”
“Are you planning to make the trip?”
“Not at this time. I have no plans for
Schenck declared he will remain on the
crossing.”
coast 10 days to two weeks. He intends
to look at a number of pictures and to dispose of a lot of matters which have accumulated.
“Our company has no troubles of any
kind,” the Loew and M-G-M head revealed voluntarily. “Things have never
been so smooth as they are today.”
In a former interview, Schenck had said
that because of this he has been able to
make more trips than ever before. When
he returns from the coast he is planning
to spend the month of August at Saratoga,
as is his custom.
“Will M-G-M discontinue the radio program sponsored by General Foods?”
“You know they have exercised a threemonth option starting September 1. I
cannot say what will happen after that.”
No new theatres are planned and no
M-G-M stars will make personal appeardent. ance tours, according to the Loew presialong with new season’s product instead
of waiting for a specific time of the year
to announce them, find that better results
are achieved by salesmen when they dispose of such pictures early in the new
season. Exhibitors, sales executives contend, play them off faster.
The two UA reissues are on flat rental,
the same as the four Laurel and Hardy
four-reel comedies. These make a total of
31 for the company next season, 25 being
sold on percentages ranging from 25 per
cent to 40 per cent. There is a strong possibility the number may be enhanced by
the addition of at least two David O. Selznick pictures or contributions by one or
two new UA producers in England.
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U.S. SDIT STRIKING AT MAJORS AND SEEKING
THEATRE DIVORCE WON'T BE HEARD UNTIL '39
Comprehensive Trade Survey to Support Petition;
132 Persons Cited
New

York

—

A

government

bombshell

exploded on the collective industry Wednesday when the department of justice,
through Thurman Arnold, assistant attorney general in charge of the anti-trust
division, and Paul Williams, an assistant
to the attorney general, came in from
Washington and filed a monopoly suit in
the federal court seeking to divorce theatre operation from production and distribution. The procedure was in the form
of a civil action and lists in its lineup of
defendants eight major companies and 25
subsidiary or associated companies and
132 officers and directors of those companies. If the case comes to trial, the
expectancy is it will not be heard until
some time in 1939.
Of cardinal importance to the government is the first run setups in metropoli-

tan areas throughout the country where
it is claimed independent exhibitors have
no opportunity to compete with affiliated
theatres. In its 119-page petition, the department of justice embraces a comprehensive survey of the entire industry and
at times employs the argot of the industry and even goes so far as to define
“shooting galleries.”
The Government, in its petition, specifically seeks “that the defendants Paramount, 20th Century-Fox and Warner
Bros., and each of them, both as producers and distributors of motion pictures,
under the direction and supervision of the
court be ordered and directed to divest
themselves of all interest and ownership,
both direct and indirect, in theatres and
theatre holdings and that they, each of
them and their respective successors be
permanently enjoined from acquiring directly or indirectly any other interests in
the exhibition of motion pictures or in any
person, firms, or corporations which are
engaged or may engage in the exhibition
of motion pictures; said divestiture to be
accomplished and carried out upon such
terms and conditions as the court may

Long Investigation
the independent exhibitor from the field.”
More than two and a half years have
been spent in preparation by FBI agents
all over the country who gathered data
for the charges contained in the petition.
For the past few months, and even now,
Albert Law is conducting an investigation
of exchange operations in Los Angeles.
His findings will tie in with the suit.
Although given 20 days in which to file
answers, the government is not overlooking the fact that requests for extensions
will be sought. Likewise, counsel for the
department of justice is understood ready
to grant postponements. Those interested in filing the suit are said to be willing to give counsel for the major companies a reasonable amount of time to
prepare briefs answering the charges. The
(Continued on page 18)

deem

Why It's Civil,
Not Criminal

proper, and that pending such divestiture of operation and management
of said theatre holdings be placed in the
hands of trustees to be selected by the
court, who shall be entirely free from the
control or domination of any producer or
distributor of motion pictures.

Agents Secured Data From
All Sections During

Would
New

York — Two

factors played

an

im-

portant part in the department of justice’s
decision to file an equity action against
the eight major companies for alleged
anti-trust violations rather than a criminal proceeding.
Believing that free competition must be
restored to the industry after a lengthy
study of its practices, “such a result can
be accomplished only through an equity
decree which will require major companies
to divest themselves either of their ownership of theatres or of production or distribution,” a press release states.
“The fact is that only an equity decree
can accomplish the result which the department believes to be essential.”
The press release continues, “In the
course of its study of the motion picture
industry, the department attempted,
through voluntary cooperation of the
major companies, to adjust the difficulties of the independent exhibitors who
brought their problems to the department
and who consented to such a course. The
department believes that in the light of
its dealings with the industry in the past,
it would be inequitable to institute a general criminal proceeding relating to the
general subject matter of this suit. Specific violations with respect to which these
equitable considerations do not apply, of
course, are not covered by this statement.”
BOXOFFICE

E

Federal

Trustees

“That the defendants Loew’s and Irving Trust, a trustee in bankruptcy for
RKO, and each of them, as exhibitors of
motion pictures, be ordered and directed
to divest themselves of all interest, or interests, direct or indirect, in all persons,
firms or corporations engaged in production or distribution of motion pictures, and
that they, and each of them, and their
respective successors, be permanently enjoined from acquiring directly or indirectly any other interests in the production
or distribution of motion pictures or in
any persons, firms, or corporations which
are engaged or may engage in either the
production or distribution of motion pictures; said divestiture to be accomplished
and carried out upon such terms and conditions as the court may deem proper, and
that pending such divestiture, the operation and management of said production
interests be placed in the hand of trustees
to be selected by the court, who shall be
entirely free from the control or domination of any exhibitor of motion pictures.”
Trade practices allegedly imposed on independent exhibitors and reputed favors
and advantages extended by the defendants to each other, such as “sharing advertising costs, optional contracts, contract modifications, overage and underage, cancellation of short subjects and
moveovers,”

;: July 23, 1938

Name

are pointed out, “to exclude

Assert Zukor
Forecast 'Evil '
New

York — Adolph

Zukor,

chairman

of

the board of Paramount, is given credit
for his foresight by the department of
justice in a special press statement which
reflects back to the days of 1918 when
“the evils of the producer-exhibitor control were summarized by Mr. Zukor ... in
which he predicted exactly what has happened since that day.”
Zukor is quoted as saying then “the
evil of producing and exhibiting coalitions
is one of the gravest perils that has ever
confronted the motion picture industry.
For some time past this condition has been
developing and now threatens to halt the
industry’s progress, if indeed it does not
set it back beyond the point at which it
first took its place among the organized
industries of the day. It has been permitted to develop this far because no one
individual, either producer or exhibitor,
has dared to face the facts himself, and
compel other producers and exhibitors to
face them with him.
“If the business is to progress,” Zukor
added, “it must advance upon a basis of
free and unhampered selection of product
for exhibitors, large and small, and the
exhibitors alone can cure this evil by a
resolute refusal to be drawn into any allied
scheme, even if the results promised are of
temporary

benefit to themselves.”
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DISTINGUISHED OUTSIDE COUNSEL ON DEFENSE;
GOV. PROSECUTOR UNKNOWN; MAY BE WILLIAMS

—

—

—

—

Brief Covers
Trade Makeup

Subpoenas to Both Coasts;
New York May Accept
Service for West
(Continued

from

page

New York — What the 119 -page petition filed by the department of justice in
the U. S. district court against the eight
major companies, their officers and executives covers:

17)

department of justice also realizes that
exceptions to various charges will be made
at preliminary hearings.
At a quick

glance, the names

of Dr. A.

H. Giannini, M. H. Aylesworth and Courtland Smith, included in the 132 individual defendants, are no longer identified
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Chase

and

Irving

reorganization

trustee.

No
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decision
who

has been

will prosecute

reached

fact is known,

that

Russell

getting information from “various sources.”
Williams flatly denied Allied had anything to do with the latest industry-sweeping action. He told Boxoffice, “they don’t
like me down in Washington.”
At the local offices of the department of
justice, it was admitted that no trial is
expected

for months because of the comprehensive nature of the case.
Arnold appeared briefly in court before
Federal Judge Henry W. Goddard who
signed an order Wednesday for the issuance of the subpoenas. However, this does
not lend credence to his ultimate appearance in the action as prosecutor. He may
direct the department of justice legal
squad from the sidelines.
Explaining its reasons in a buff multigraphed statement to the press, the department of justice states the investigation “was made in response to numerous
complaints by independent producers, distributors and exhibitors and by the theatre-going public.
“Independent companies complained,”
the statement goes on to say, “that the
defendants were threatening their complete exclusion from the business. The
department of justice was interested on its
own initiative because the motion picture
business is not a private affair, but a matter of vital concern not only to those
immediately engaged in the industry but
to 85 to 90 million people who attend
the picture theatres every week. The industry has previously had the attention of
the

department and cases involving various features of the business have been

adjudicated.” Reference is made
(Continued on page 22)

'30-' 32 Consent

to the

Decrees

Are Unaffected

r.

is RKO

One

Hardy, the pivotal government figure in
the St. Louis suit, will not be in the offensive lineup. It may be Arnold or Williams, most likely the latter. He has been
supervising the investigation since 1936,
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In " Technically "

Flat Denial That Allied
Influenced the Suit
Issued Quickly

as to the

for the

New
York — The Government's latest
suit, seeking divorcement of exhibition
from distribution in no way affects the
two

consent

against

Fox

decrees
West

of 1930

Coast.

and

1932

It is stated

by the Department of Justice Albert Law
and Harold Collins are now examining
"hundreds of contracts" in connection
with the decrees because of complaints
of coast independents.

govern-
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v
f,a
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JUSTICE DEPT. HINTS CONSENT DECREE MIGHT
BE ACCEPTABLE, BDT TRADE IS NOT ALLERGIC
Secrecy
Guide

Veil Lifting
Other Trades,

Says Official
New

York — The

New

possibility in the gov-

ernment’s eyes of reaching ultimate accord through a consent decree rather
than determine the issues involved by
trial is seen in a potentially significant
sentence in the extensive press statement
released by the department of justice in
connection with its suit to divorce exhibition from production and distribution.
Since the entire existing structure of the
industry thereby would undergo complete
alteration, it is viewed in trade circles as
informally and unofficially extremely unlikely that the sued companies will consider any such alternative despite the apparent existence of the possibility in the
minds of the justice department’s officials.
This is what is regarded as sounding
the

government’s keynote in such a direction: “The department’s position can
be openly stated in court. Any negotiations for settlement that the parties may
undertake are conducted with reference
to particular charges. If any settlement is
reached by way of consent decrees, or
otherwise, it is subject to judicial approval
and

a full public explanation.”
No Secrecy Here

Unlike its proceedings in the St. Louis
case and other anti-trust actions from
time to time, when strict secrecy was the
word in all directions, the government’s
latest suit ties in “a relatively new” policy
of issuing statements in connection with
anti-trust
The
and

proceedings.

department

declares

these

state-

ments “are not ordinary press releases”
are intended (1) to guide business

men

who seek information on the probable policy and action of this department
in other cases where the circumstances
are similar; (2) to aid the department in

formulating a consistent anti-trust policy;
(3) to serve as a warning to those contemplating similar practices; and (4) to
bring
which

to the attention of Congress certain aspects of a total factual situation
may

need

consideration

in connec-

tion with further legislation.”
Explaining its stand for taking civil action, the department of justice, in its
opinion, believes certain rearrangements
must be made in the film industry in order to maintain competitive conditions in
the future.
“In the past it was the custom of business men to seek from the department of
justice some vague form of approval for
their plans of operation which involved
anti-trust questions. That practice is now
generally discredited. It put the department in a position of acquiescense in practices the evil results of which could not be
BOXOFFICE
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The

to

York —
fendants in the

Defendants , One

Companies listed as degovernment suit seeking

theatre divorcement by producer -distributors, as they appear in the complaint,
follow:
Paramount News, Inc., Paramount
tures Distributing Co., Inc.
Loew’s, Inc., M-G-M
Corp.,
Distributing Corp. of Texas.

Pic-

M-G-M

RKO
Radio Pictures, Keith-Albee-Orpheum, Pathe News, Inc., Van Beuren
Corp., RKO Proctor Corp., RKO Midwest
Corp., Irving Trust Co.
Warner Bros., Vitagraph, Inc., Vitaphone
Corp., Warner Bros. Circuit Management
Corp.
Twentieth Century-Pox, Movietonews,
20th Century-Fox Corp. of Texas, 20th
Century-Fox Film Corp., National Theatres, Chase National Bank of New York
City.
Columbia Pictures of California, Ltd.,
Screen Gems, Inc., Columbia Pictures of
Louisiana, Ltd.,
tributing Co.
Universal

Columbia

Pictures

Film Exchanges,
change.

Pictures

Dis-

Co., Inc., Universal

Inc., Big

U

Film

Ex-

United Artists.
Individuals and order of listing;
Paramount — Barney Balaban, Adolph
Zukor, Neil F. Agnew, Y.
man, Henry Herzbrun, John

Frank FreeW. Hicks jr„

and

George N. Armsby,
Harry Rapf.

All
William

A.

Parker,

RKO — Leo Spitz, Ned E. Depinet, George
N. Armsby, Cornelius N. Bliss, Maurice
Goodman, James G. Harbord, Edward W.
Harden, DeWitt Millhauser, David Sarnoff,
Frederick Strauss, Lunsford P. Yandell,
Courtland Smith, Merlin H. Aylesworth,
Malcolm Kingsberg, Leon Goldberg.
Warner Bros. — Harry M. Warner, Albert Warner, Jack Warner, Sam E. Morris, Herman Starr, Stanleigh Friedman,
Robert W. Perkins, Joseph Bernhard,
Gradwell L. Sears, Samuel Carlisle, Waddill Catchings, Charles S. Guggenheimer,
Morris Wolf, S. Charles Einfeld, W. Stewart McDonald.
Twentieth Century-Fox — Joseph M.
Schenck, Sidney R. Kent, William C.
Michel, Darryl F. Zanuck, Felix Jenkins,
Sidney Towell, William Goetz, H. Donald
Campbell, John R. Dillon, William P.
Philips, Herman G. Place, Seton Porter,
Daniel O. Hastings, Truman H. Talley,
Spyros P. Skouras, A. S. Gambee, Harry
C. Cox, John P. Edmondson, Herman
Wobber.
Columbia — Harry Cohn, Jack Cohn, Abe
Schneider, Charles Schwartz, A. Montague,
Saul Bornstein, Jack Kerner, Leo M.
Blancke, Mendel B. Silberberg, William S.
Holman, Charles B. Mintz,
ler, Theodore J. Elias.

George

Wink-

Austin C. Keough, Walter B. Cokell, Stanton E. Griffis, Stephen Gallaghan, Duncan
G. Harris, John D. Hertz, Harry O. King,
Charles A. McCulloch, Harvey D. Gibson,
A. Conger Goodrich, Earl J. McClintock,

Universal — J. Cheever Cowdin, Charles
R. Rogers, Samuel Machnovitch, James P.

Maurice Newton,
old A. Fortington,

Ramish, Budd Rogers, Daniel M. Schaeffer, Willis H. Taylor jr., Matthew Fox,
William A. Scully, Joseph H. Seidelman.
United Artists — A. H. Giannini, George
J. Schaefer, Harry D. Buckley, Arthur W.
Kelly, Loyd Wright, Harry J. Muller, Mary
Pickford, Douglas Fairbanks, Charles

Norman Collyer, HarErnest V. Richards jr.

Loew’s — Nicholas M. Schenck, Arthur M.
Loew, J. Robert Rubin, Col. E. A. Schiller,
Edward J. Mannix, A1 Lichtman, Sam
Katz, David Bernstein, Leopold Friedman,
Louis B. Mayer, William F. Rodgers, Isadore Frey, Charles C. Moskowitz, John R.
Hazel, William P. Philips, David Warfield,

Normanly, Nate J. Blumberg, Peyton Gibson, Paul G. Brown, William Freiday,
Daniel C. Collins, Ottavio Prochet, Adolph

Chaplin, Dennis F. O’Brien,
Raftery, Samuel Goldwyn.

Edward

C.

“The truth is that without a judicial
proceeding the department is not in a

munity from prosecution. Such approval
clarifies nothing and it lacks the sanction
of public confidence. It does not provide
Congress with a guide for amending the

position

laws

foreseen at the private conferences
representatives of the industry.

with

to inform the industry what arrangements it will accept. The law contemplates that the department must work
the courts and that it must not bind

with

itself in any way except
ceeding in court. The

by a public prodepartment can

only

talk through the medium of complaints filed in court and applications for
relief addressed to the court. No situation can ever become crystallized without
this form of proceeding. Approval voiced
by

individual representatives of the department in private conference cannot be

binding

on the department

or create

im-

where

they

are

achieving

an

un-

economical result.”

Myers Ponders Consent
Decree Angle As Well
Washington — Definite leaning of Allied
toward the possibility which, however, is
regarded as remote in New York of a consent decree to end the government suit
without the necessity for trial is evidenced
in the statement issued by Abram F. Myers
in connection with the action. He says:
(Continued

on

page

21)
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FIVE PRODUCER-EXHIBITORS OPERATE 2,421
HOUSES IN 46 STATES, TRUST ACTION CLAIMS
Charges 'Dominance' Cuts
Independent Incentive
To Produce
New

York — The

five producer- exhibitor

Industry

Welcomes

At Clarification, Asserts Hays
New

York

—

Less

than

a

handful

of

companies, themselves or through subsidiary or associated companies, operate
2,421 theatres in 46 states, according to
a breakdown of major circuit operation

hours after the department of justice filed
its suit, Will H. Hays, in his official capacity as president of the MPPDA, issued
a statement; reading in part:

outlined in “Equity No. 87-273,” which is
the brief filed by the government in the
U. S. district court in the southern district

“Motion picture producers, wholesale
distributors and leading exhibitors of the
nation will generally welcome the prospect
of a comprehensive, fair and conclusive
endeavor to clarify the application of existing laws to the trade customs inherent
in the development of the motion picture
industry. The entire matter is being approached in that spirit through which
beneficial results can come to all concerned. Courts clarify and explain the
meaning of law. Such a suit as this can
do just that.
“The trade customs of the industry were
born and have developed under unique

court seeking the divorcement of exhibition from production and distribution.
The five companies, of course, are Paramount,' Loew’s, RKO, Warner and 20th
Century-Fox. The two states not included
are Nevada and Oklahoma.
The detailed analysis is a two-way
affair. By companies, it lists, “Metropolitan De Luxe Theatres,” and “Other Theatres Than Metropolitan De Luxe Theatres.” It credits Paramount with 40 in 14
cities in the first division, Loew’s with 20
in 15 cities, RKO with 19 in 10 cities,
Warner with 20 in 10 cities and 20th Century-Fox with 19 in five cities to a total
of 118.
Paramount is down for 1,093 theatres in
38 states in the second classification,
Loew’s with 99 in 13 states and the District
of Columbia, RKO with 105 in 10 states,
Warner with 507 in 17 states and the District of Columbia, 20th Century-Fox with
499 in 17 states.
The combined

theatre representation is

not embraced in the government’s compilation, but as calculated by Boxoffice reveals :
Paramount with 1,133 theatres in 38
states, leading off with 172 in Texas;
Loew’s with 119 in 17 states, leading off
with 67 in New York: RKO with 112 in
12 states, leading off with 57 in New York;
Warner with 527 in 19 states, leading off
with 191 in Pennsylvania, and 20th Century-Fox with 518 in 19 states, leading
off with 195 in California.
Paramount’s “Metropolitan De Luxe
Theatres” follow:
Atlanta
4
Memphis
2
Boston
3
Newark
1
New Haven
1
Charlotte
3
New Orleans
3
Chicago
6
Dallas
5
New York City.... 1
Detroit
3
Omaha
2
Houston
3
Salt Lake City
3
Total.
40
Paramount’s “Other Theatres Then Metropolitan De Luxe Theatres” are:
Nebraska
Alabama
34
.12
Arizona
6
New Hampshire.. 9
New Jersey
12
Arkansas
1
. 5
New Mexico
11
Colorado

20

a Chance

and peculiar necessities never before encountered in commerce or law. Yet the
existing structure of production, distribution and exhibition of motion pictures has
brought to the theatre the greatest classics
of literature, history, drama and music
at a price that has commanded a universal audience even during the darkest
days of depression.
“The relationship between producers
and consumers of motion picture entertainment is better today than ever before.
The millions who comprise the motion
picture audience feel a definite sense of
partnership with the industry and an appreciation of the progress and the quality
of entertainment shown on the screen.
Such values should not be impaired.
“This world significance of the American motion picture depends upon the stability and efficiency of that industry. In
all of its world-wide relations the American motion picture industry has found its
government to be helpful and understanding in every respect.
“It is hoped that judicial clarification
will dispel the fog of uncertainty with regard to some customs which have grown
up in the industry. Pictures, like other
dramatic entertainment, must be created,
not manufactured. Pictures go on tour, as
does a road company, each in a definite
theatre first, for a specified period and
within a given territory to draw upon. This
explains the well-known trade expressions
of first-runs, clearance and zoning. Yet
..28
Connecticut
Florida
Georgia
Idaho
Illinois

...

5
94
32
.... 8
98

New York
North Carolina..
North Dakota ....
Ohio
Pennsylvania ....

..54
..11
..11
.68

so finely adjusted is the system that the
most expensive production of the year is
available in time to the smallest theatres
in the land for the lowest possible admission price.
“Not merely the methods but much of
the structure of the industry is the result
of necessity. The assurance of a continuous supply of product and the regular
service of entertainment is vital to the
very existence of the theatre. Thus it was
that the processes of integration began
that have brought the well-established
units which today are such important and
useful factors.
“In this industry the advantages of big
business and little business supplement
each other through the joint efforts of the
great units making and distributing the
greater pictures and the smallest theatres
exhibiting them in every hamlet in the
country.
“In this great field the keenest competition always is the order of the day. With
every studio competing to produce the
best entertainment, every distributor competing for sales, and every theatre competing for the best film product involving 12,000,000 individual transactions every year,
the problems of trade relations have grown
with the growth of the industry. This industry has not shirked its responsibility
for the solution of these problems. A committee of leading producers and distributors is now engaged in considering readjustments in the intricate machinery of
this business to the end that it may even
better serve the public interest.
“The real customers of the industry —
a potential motion picture public in the
United States of approximately 110,000,000
people — are interested primarily in the
entertainment and social values of the
screen brought to them at prices to meet
everyone’s pocketbook. The middlemen of
the industry, the wholesale distributors
and the retail exhibitors have seen in
self-regulation, rather than in legislation,
the final solution of the trade problems
peculiar to the business. If the present
action instituted by the department of
justice, in civil proceedings, clarifies the
law applicable to the complex business
operations of the motion picture industry
it should promote the further progress of
the screen.”
Rhode Island
. 5
5
Indiana
Iowa
Carolina..
South
24
Louisiana
South Dakota....
..22
21)
11
Maine
Tennessee
39
..19
..18
(Continued on page
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REPRESENTS FIRST RUN CONTROL; DECREASES
INDEPENDENTS' INCENTIVE, PETITION SAYS
Charges Such Control Now
Exists and Has Been
Enjoyed

for Years

1
Maryland
Massachusetts ....70
...102
Michigan
Minnesota
43
27
Mississippi
Montana
2
Total ....
Grand Total .
Loew’s “Metropolitan
follow:
Atlanta
1
Baltimore
1
Boston
2
Brooklyn
1
Cleveland
2
Houston
.... 1
1
Indianapolis ...
Kansas City ...
1
Total ..

Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
West Virginia..
Wisconsin
1,093
1,133

.164
....12
.... 8
....11
.... 3
.... 7

De Luxe Theatres”
.... 1
Memphis
Newark
... 1
New Haven
.... 2
New Orleans ....
.... 1
New York
2
.... 1
St. Louis
Washington
2

“Metropolitan De Luxe Theatres”

Boston
Brooklyn
Chicago
Cincinnati
Los Angeles
Total

2
1
I
6
2

New Orleans
New York
Omaha
San Francisco
Washington
19

RKO’s “Other Than Metropolitan
Luxe Theatres” are:
New York
California
1
New Jersey
Illinois
2
Ohio
Iowa
5
Massachusetts .... 3
Rhode Island
West Virginia.
Michigan
7
Total
105
Grand Total
124

1
2
1
2
1

De
.54
.14
.13

. 32

Warner “Metropolitan De Luxe Theatres” are:
Newark
2
Baltimore
1
New Haven
1
Charlotte
1
New York
1
Los Angeles
2
Philadelphia
8
Memphis
1
Milwaukee
1
Washington 20
2
Total
Warner “Other Than Metropolitan
Luxe Theatres” are:
California
10 New Jersey
BOXOFFICE

New York
40
Ohio
34
Oregon
2
Pennsylvania ....183
Virginia
9
Washington
3
West Virginia
11
Wisconsin
18
507
527

20th Century-Fox’s “Metropolitan
Luxe Theatres” are:
Denver
4
Portland, Ore
Los Angeles
4
Seattle
Milwaukee
2
Total
19

De
3
6

20th Century-Fox’s “Other Than Metropolitan De Luxe Theatres” are:
Arizona
Montana
7
10
17
Nebraska
California ....
191
Colorado
New
Mexico
...
6
32
Idaho
8
9
Oregon
Illinois
Utah
.... 2
21

20

Loew’s “Other Theatres Than Metropolitan De Luxe Theatres” are:
New York
64
Connecticut
8
1
Delaware
New Jersey
2
1
District of C.
Ohio
8
2
Indiana
Pennsylvania
3
1
Rhode Island
1
Kentucky
2
Tennessee
1
Maryland
Massachusetts
Virginia
2
Total
99
119
Grant Total
RKO’s
are:

Connecticut
34
Delaware
6
Dist. of Col
14
Illinois
19
Indiana
3
Kentucky
8
Maryland
7
Massachusetts ....16
Total
Grand Total

:: July 23, 1938

De
90

Strikes Note
For Ind'pts
New

York

—

Supporting

its allegation

that independent exhibitors are excluded
from bidding for first-run product where
major circuit interests are in competition
with the unaffiliated houses, the Government, in its civil suit petition asserts:
“Of the featured pictures played in the
first-run houses of the defendant Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc., for the exhibition
years 1934-35, 1935-36 and part of 193637, 95.54 per cent were released by major
producers, defendants herein, or by their
affiliated interests.
“Of the feature pictures played in the
first-run metropolitan houses of the defendant Loew’s, Inc., for the exhibition
years 1934-35, 1935-36, and part of 193637, 99.22 per cent were released by major
producers or affiliated interests.
“For the same periods RKO is listed as
having played 95.59 per cent. National
Theatres, 94.89 per cent and “approximately similar percentages apply to the
metropolitan first-run theatres operated
by the defendant producer-exhibitor
Paramount.”
Further, the petition states, that “by
reason of the ownership and control by
the producer-exhibitor defendants of substantially all of the first-run theatres
throughout the country, an independent
producer is unable to secure entrance to
this vital first-run market, except at the
sufferance of one or more of the defendant major producer-exhibitors.”

"Domination" of De Luxe
Houses Also Charged
In Brief
Iowa
Kansas
Michigan
Missouri
Total
Grand

Washington
Wisconsin
Wyoming

6
56
5

...
24
49
14

42

499
518

Total

The brief asserts: “The five producerexhibitor defendants now and for many
years past have dominated and controlled
almost all of the metropolitan de luxe
theatres the country over. The incentive
to independent production is very much
decreased by reason of the inability of independent producers to gain access to this
In connection with its theatre breakmarket.” downs, the petition points out that the
lists “indicate the approximate number of
first run theatres of the various producerexhibitor defendants located in those cities
as of the present time.”

Hint Consent Decree by
Government , Not Trade
(Continued

from page 19)

“The government’s action affords the
Big Eight a golden opportunity to clean
house once and for all and to correct existing relations with the government, the
independent exhibitors and the public.
They can now bring forward the proposals
for conforming to the law and for fair
trade practices and, if acceptable to the
government, can be embodied in a final
and enduring decree. It is hoped that, instead of resenting the government’s action, all will turn their thoughts to measures for meeting its demands to the end
that the industry may pursue its way
peacefully
and unmolested.”
“The Trade
Practice Conference in
1927, the 5-5-5 conferences, the conferences led by S. R. Kent in 1932 and the
NRA proceedings led to no permanent or
substantial reforms. Some of the commitments made by members of the Big
Eight on those occasions were either never
put into effect or were soon forgotten.
“All such efforts have been made coincident with some adverse development — an
order of the Federal Trade Commission,
imminence of block booking legislation,
etc. None was initiated in an off-year
when there could be no suspicion as to
the motive behind the movement.
“The movement recently announced
may have been, and as regards some of
the participants doubtless was, undertaken
in good faith. However, it was problem(Continued on page 22)
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Actual Control of
Product 90%, View
(Continued

from

page

by

New York — 'The civil suit instituted
the department of justice has in no

way changed the determination
committee to secure a solution

18)

Paramount Famous Lasky Corp. case
against the U. S., the U. S. against First
National, among others.
Despite the fact Universal, United Artists and Columbia are producing and distributing companies only they are brought

trade

into

will attempt

the

case

because

with

them

Parar

mount, Loew’s, RKO, Warner and 20thFox control about 65 per cent of all pictures produced, asserts the government.
Only one of the three companies operated
theatres. This is Universal, which long
ago dropped the plan.
“The
greater

actual control of product is even
than would appear from this fig-

the

furnish the basis for substantial competition with the theatres controlled by the
major
by

companies. This competition, however, is prevented by the major companies
denying to independents equal access

to the films distributed by them. A theatre affiliated with a major company is
given first access to the product of all
major companies before the independent
is permitted to exhibit it on any terms.”
In its complaint the department of justice charges “that the contracts, combinations and conspiracies in restraint of interstate trade and commerce together
with the attempt to monopolize and the
monopolization of the same herein before described be declared illegal and violative of the Act of Congress, July 2, 1890.
“That the defendants herein and each
of them and each and all of their respective officers and directors, and each of
the

respective agents, servants and employes, that all persons claiming to act on
behalf of the defendants or any of them,
be perpetually enjoined and restrained
from continuing to carry out directly or

leged herein to be illegal.”
In concluding, the government’s petition
says, “the petitioner prays that the court
issue its preliminary injunction restraining the defendants herein and each of
them, from building, buying, leasing or
otherwise acquiring any additional theatres or any further interest or interests
in any additional theatres, either directly
or indirectly, or by the acquisition of subsidaries or associated corporations or
otherwise until the final decree herein or
until further
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order

for amicable

How

adjustment

to complete,"

Wall

Would
York —

of trade

production

he

said.

Street Paper
Effectof exhibition
",Divorce
from"

New

Divorce

and

distribution

“could

be eas-

ily done,” believes the usually well-informed Wall Street Journal in commenting on the Government suit. It could be
brought

and

about,

says

this financial

news-

paper, “in most instances simply by issuing stockholders a share of theatre stock
of producing company stock. Most

big companies already have theatre-owning subsidiaries that could be used for this
purpose, like Paramount’s Balaban and
Katz and RKO’s KAO. Thus, even if producing company securities were hurt by
the divorcement, the theatre-owning division might be benefited.
“However,” the article states earlier, “if
the Government really intends to insist
upon the divorce of the theatres and the
studios and the abolition of block booking
as a condition to regulating the industry,
it is difficult to see how far the industry
could cooperate along this line.
“The great theatre chains were built up
to assure the producers of a market for
their product and theatres in key cities
were established as show windows to advertise that product. Separation of theatres and studios might be highly detrimental to the well-balanced producer-exhibitors, earning money from both divisions of their business. It might help producers that at present have no theatre affiliations and it also might help companies
with profitable theatres that are losing
money

Gary,

Indiana

Gov't Leaned
New

York — Most

of the statistical

eight

petition

major

in-

119-page
in its suit against

companies,

associated

companies, executives, officers and directors was gleaned from department
of commerce
department
who

information

the

Film

Because
business,
quoted
best

in Washington,

justice

of

Daily

has

been

Year

Book.

quick

changes

it is pointed

are

sources

approximate
possible."

a

representative

worked on the preparation
terial, informs BOXOFFICE.

theatre
from

records
of

out

The company asks the court to void
the clearance and protection arrangement
which it asserts prevents the playing of
product in Gary until after it is run by
loop.
Warner and B&K houses in the Chicago
Defendants are Columbia, M-G-M, Paramount, 20th Century-Fox, RKO
Radio,
United Artists, Loew’s, Inc., Universal and
Vitagraph, as well as the two theatre
companies named.

How Justice Department
Shows Growth of Trade
New York — Here’s how the department
of justice pictures the growth of the industry in the past 20 years.
“In the early days of the industry, the
three branches of production, distribution
and exhibition were to a large extent
operated

separately. A struggle for industry control developed between producers and exhibitors, as a result of which
some producers entered the exhibition
field — as in the case of the defendants
Paramount Pictures, Inc., and Warner
Bros. Pictures, Inc. — and some exhibitors
entered the production field, as in the case
of Loew’s, Inc. In 1919, the very next
year after issuing his prophetic statement
of the

evils expected from such
bination, Adolph Zukor, then a

producer, determined to enter
tion field. He moved swiftly.
“Other

companies

"and

moved

a comleading

the exhibito

keep

up

with

him. The period of the 1920’s became one of constant and aggressive acquisition of independent theatres by major
companies. That struggle has resulted in
the domination and control of the best
picture

theatres

Has

on

a nation-wide

companies.”

Due From

Obtained

Abroad:

Financing

New York — J. Cheever Cowdin, chairman of the Universal board, is due from
Europe on the lie de France Tuesday.
Reports
made

from

abroad

indicate

he

has

arrangements for additional financing with British interests already identified with the company.

of maOther
taken
in

the

Co. at

listed in the government’s “divorce” action, plus Balaban & Katz circuit and Warner Bros. Circuit Management.

Cowdin

Gov't
Thecontained
formation
in the

Government
the

on

Theatre

Ind., filed an anti-trust suit Friday against virtually the same majors

motion

in their studios.”

— The

scale by the major

indirectly, expressly or impliedly the attempt to monopolize, monopolies and restraint of interstate trade and commerce
in the production, distribution and exhibition of motion pictures herein and from
entering into and carrying out directly or
indirectly, expressly or impliedly, any
monopolies or restraints, or restraint of
interstate commerce similar to those al-

Chicago

practices, told BOXOFFICE.
“It is a
responsibility which we undertook and

films

eight major companies.”
Under the heading “Suppression of Independent Theatres,” the special release
states: “So far as ownership is concerned,
there are enough independent theatres to

of our
of our

problems," Sidney R. Kent, president of 20th Century-Fox and leader in
move by majors to establish a

forum

ure,” the press release adds, “because from
80 to 90 per cent of the quality feature
upon which exhibitors are dependent for the successful operation of their
theatres are produced or distributed by the

Indiana Firm Sues
On Clearance Pact

Suit No Bar to Conciliation Plan

figures

from

Consent
(Continued

the

the

atical whether
reached
whether

a

Decree
from

Hint

page

the movement
satisfactory

the results would

21)
would

have

conclusion
have

been

or
en-

of this court.”
during.”
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Pettijohn Cautious
On Anti-Trust Suit
New York — As the Italian liner Rex
slid through the Narrows, C. C. Pettijohn,
general counsel to the Hays office, was
first informed by Boxoffice that the Department of Justice had filed an antitrust suit against the major companies.
He hestitated to comment but thought
“the question should be tried out, then we
will know what to do.”
When advised that the constitutionality
of the North Dakota theatre
statute had been upheld,

“divorcement”
Pettijohn re-

marked that “in the final analysis” the
ruling would probably be reversed. He
said there is no question but that the case
will be carried to the Supreme Court.
While in Rome, Pettijohn talked with
Vittorio Mussolini, whose cooperative production-distribution plan with Hal Roach
and M-G-M
collapsed shortly after it
was announced. Young Mussolini is presently engaged in producing films for the
Italian market as Era Film Co. and does
not plan to revive his original jjeal with
M-G-M, Pettijohn said. The attorney
asserted that the Italian government backs
up the banks that loan 60 per cent to
Mussolini for his film venture.
Pettijohn also visited Paris and Cannes
in the four weeks he was abroad. Although he said he did not talk “shop,”
the impression prevails that film business
in Europe is gradually getting better.
On the same boat was Joseph I. Breen
and Mrs. Breen. Breen, head of the Production Code Administration, said “it is all
news to me” when asked about the Order
of St. Gregory the Great, which the Catholic Church is understood to have bestowed on him. However, Mrs. Breen
seemed more familiar with the honor.
She

corrected

a reporter, saying

the ponti-

fical order carries
Commander.
Rosina

the

degree

of Knight

Pettijohn

have

been partly dubbed for the American market, might not have been a happy
financial venture.

Pathe Bids for Cinema
Laboratory

in Hollywood

New

York —
Pathe seriously is considering making a bid for the International Cinema Laboratory in Hollywood
when the plant is put up for public sale
in bankruptcy proceedings.
John Wallace,
tive, is watching

Pathe’s coast representathe situation, having for-

Most

of the reports concerning International Cinema have been vague as to
liabilities and conditions of sale and,
therefore, Pathe is marking time until
definite and factual information can be
secured.
The company has no thought of building its own laboratory in Hollywood, an
official repeated in substantiation of Boxoffice’s story last week that Pathe was
not interested in a deal to erect a color
studio.

No IA Exchange Contracts
Returned ; Three Units Lag
New

York — With

three

local IA

units

True of American Airlines presenting certificates which make Ned
E. Depinet and S. Barret McCormick
“admirals” of the Flagship Fleet.

d"
No Deal for "Win
Set, Says Selznick
New
David

York — “Has
O.

“Will

Selznick

Norma

“Will M-G-M
appear
picture in
to it?’
the

M-G-M
for

closed

‘Gone

Shearer

and

with

With

Clark

the

Gable

finance production of the
extent of $2,000,000 and

Selznick get 20 per cent of the distribu”
Wind?’
“Is the deal with the producer for one
These orquestions
picture
more?”

were

put to Nicholas

M.

not yet reported to major distributor headquarters, none of the local pacts

Schenck, president of Loew’s, on his detion?” parture for the coast, and the answers
follow in order.

by distributors and sent to Washington for ratification by George H.
Browne, president, has been returned to
New York.

“We are working on a deal for ‘Gone
With the Wind’ but nothing is set. I hope

having

contracts are signed before returning approval deals to distributors. Since exchange employes have been working under
terms and conditions of the agreements,
there is no concern over the immediate
signing of the outstanding pacts.

Hammons Only Admits
Talking a GN Merger
New York — Aside from admitting that
a merger with Grand National is being
discussed, E. W. Hammons, president of
Educational, will reveal no details. He
scored various reports on what the final
setup

BOXOFFICE

Stan

merly used the plant to handle Pathe’s
coast work. In the event a definite sale
date is set shortly, Tom Loach, treasurer,
will go to the coast.

Home office executives figure that IA
headquarters are waiting until all the local

Charles Clyde Pettijohn getting playful as the Rex ploughed on its way
to New York from Italy. Last year,
he showed his torso.

Now

“Rigoletto,” which young Mussolini was
going to make as his first release under the
Hal Roach-M-G-M setup. Miss Lawrence
said her contract was settled satisfactorily.
She could throw no light on the reason
for abandonment of the film, except to
say that some studio officials advanced
the theory that the opera, which was to

signed

"Popeye"

Admirals

May Lawrence was also a passenger. She went abroad to appear in

negotiations

while

in Holly-

“Since nothing is definite I cannot say
whether these stars will appear in the pic“No terms are set. I cannot say now
wood.”
how
much will be spent on the production,
but I assure you that if we get it, it will
be entirely ours with no percentages.”
“The discussions with Selznick are
ture.”

for

oneSchenck
picture believed
and no that
others.”
his talks with

the

producer

will eventuate

in a

deal

which

will set at rest all rumors and reports concerning the Margaret Mitchell best seller
of many, many months.

Court Considers Metro's
Protest of Damage Award

“ill-

New York — M-G-M has filed a 100-page
brief taking exception to Special Master

working on a deal,”
there are a lot of ifs,
I will make a formal
if a deal is consum-

Gordon Auchincloss’ report on damages to
be awarded Edward Sheldon and Margaret

will be as “presumptuous”

advised.”
“Of course, we are
Hammons said, “but
ands and whereases.
statement when and

to complete

mated. Until then, nothing

and

Barnes, authors of “Dishonored Lady,”
which they claimed was infringed by “Letty
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May Name Walker
Ad Drive Treasurer
New

York — First step to formalize

the

industry’s projected nationwide publicityadvertising-exploitation campaign to stimulate theatre business takes place Wednesday at the Hotel Astor at a meeting
which major producers and distributors as
well as affiliated and unaffiliated theatre
operators will attend to draw up plans.
It is expected that Frank C. Walker, operating head of the Comerford circuit and
former treasurer of the campaign that
resulted in the re-election of President
Roosevelt, will be named treasurer of the
industry’s business drive.
George J. Schaefer, chairman of the distributors’ committee of the MPPDA, has
invited about 150 independent exhibitors
to attend the meeting. In addition, Neil
F. Agnew, Gradwell L. Sears, Herman
Wobber, William A. Scully and Schaefer,
representing the distributors, and Y. Frank
Freeman, Spyros Skouras, Joseph Bernhard, C. C. Moskowitz and John J. O’Connor, representing the affiliated circuits,
will be present. Paul Gulick has been engaged to work with the distributors on
advertising copy.
Those receiving telegrams follow:
William L. Benton, Saratoga; Si Fabian; M. J.
Kallet, Oneida, N. Y. ; William C. Smalley, Cooperstown. N. Y. ; Roy E. Martin, Columbus, Ga. ;
Hugh
Manning, Etowah,
Tenn.; S. H. Borisky,
Chattanooga;
Tony
Sudekum,
Nashville; L. J.
Duncan, West Point, Ga.; O. C. Lam, Rome. Ga. ;
N. H. Waters, Birmingham;
E. M. Fay, Providence; Samuel Kurson, Bangor, Me.; John S. Giles,
Cambridge;
Edward
Ansin, Boston; Julius Joelson, Somerville, Mass.; Peter D. Latchis, Kenne,
N. H, ; E. M. Loew, Fred E. Leiberman, Max
Levenson
and
Charles Morse, all of Boston;
George Ramsdell, Malden, Mass.; Nathan
Yammins, Fall River.
N. J. Basil, Buffalo; J. Meyer Schine, Gloversville, N. Y. ; S. S. Stevenson, Henderson, N. C. ;
S. W. Craver, Charlotte; Albert Sotille, Charleston; E. E. Alger, LaSalle, 111.; Fred W. Anderson,
Morris, 111.; D. Frisina, Taylorsville, 111.; Harry
Balaban, Edwin
Silverman, John J. Jones, Lou
Reinheimer,
Alexander
Mants, Arthur
Schoenstadt and Van
Nomikos, all of Chicago; F. W.
Huss, Cincinnati; A. B. Hyman,
Huntington, W.
Va. ; J. Real Neth and W. C. Chesbrough, Columbus; Joseph W.
Trunk, Youngstown;
Martin G.
Smith, Toledo; Meyer
S. Fine, Max
Lefkowich,
J. E. Scoville and M. B. Horowitz, Cleveland.
H. B. Robb and R. E. Griffith, Dallas; W. H.
Hall, Beeville, Tex.; Oskar Korn, Dallas; C. U.
Yaeger, Denver; Charles Klein, Deadwood,
S. D. ;

Everywhere
M.

Morris,

velopment engineer, is here
York for a six-week
European television
joined

Thomas

H.

NBC
from

deNew

inspection tour of
projects. He has
Hutchinson,

NBC

director of television programs, who
arrived last week on a similar mission.
Basically,
used
the

the men

in Britain,
United

state, the systems

France,

States

are

Germany
alike.

and
Many

American patents, for instance, are in-*
corporated in the London
station.
Through

exchange

of patents

and

tech-

nical information, any new development of one country becomes available
to

others. However, operating practices and minor refinements differ, it

appears.
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Gregory, Chicago; Harvey Cocks and Peter Mailers, Fort Wayne;
John Servas and V. N. Young,
Indianapolis; Sam
J. Switow, Louisville; H. P.
Vonderschmitt, Bloomington, Ind.; C. A. Schultz,
Glenn W.
Dickinson and Ed
Dubinsky, Kansas
City; Harry L. Nace, Phoenix; Louis F. Long,
Safford, Ariz. ; and Lou Metzger, Harry Popkin
and Milton Arthur, Los Angeles.
L. Gran and A1 Kvool, Milwaukee, F. L. Koppelberger, La
Cross; H. S. Gallup, Marquette;
A. W. Baehr, Bemidji, Minn.; Oscar Woempner,
Bennie Berger and E. R. Ruben, Minneapolis;
J. B. Fishman,
New
Haven;
Morris Jacobson,
Bridgeport; E. J. Myrick, New
Orleans; P. R.
Isley and L. C. Griffith, Oklahoma
City; Ralph
Talbot, Tulsa; Ben Amsterdam,
Lewen
Pizor and
A. R. Boyd, Philadelphia; S. Varbalow, Camden;
W.* C. Hunt, Wildwood, N. J. ; John H. Harris,
Pittsburgh; N. D. Dipson, Batavia, N. Y. ; M.
Manas, Greensburg, Pa.; J. J. Parker, Portland,
Ore.; George Hunt, Medford, Ore.
From
New'
York
City, Harry
Brandt, Leo
Brecher, A. H. Schwartz, Max
A. Cohen, S. D.
Oocalis,

L. S. Bolognino, Jack Hattem, Lee Newbury, Harry Shiftman, Joseph
Seider, Samuel
Rinzler, Walter Reade, George Skouras, Walter
Vincent and M. A. Shea.
I. W. Rogers, Cairo, 111.; Harry C. Arthur, Clarence Kaimann, Fred Wehrenberg
and Leto Hill.
St. Louis; I. H. Harris, Burley, Idaho; C. E.
Huish, Salt Lake City; W. A. Simons, Missoula,
Mont.; Joe Blumenfeld, H. V. Harvey, William
Nasser, Morgan
A. Walsh
and
R. A. McNeil,
San Francisco; Frederick Mercy, Yakima, Wash.;
John Danz and J. H. Von Herberg, Seattle; A. E.
Litchman and Sidney B. Lust, Washington, D. C. ;
Frank H. Durkee and J. Louis Rome, Baltimore;
Benjamin
Pitts, Fredericksburg Va.; Morton G.
Thalheimer, Richmond;
Elmore
Heins, Roanoke;
William S. Wilder, Norfolk.

Scully Reports Universal
Business 10% Over 1937
New

York — Universal’s

business

has in-

creased ten per cent as compared with
the same time last
year, William A.
Scully, general sales
manager, said on his
return from
the
south with Frank J.
A. McCarthy, eastern and southern
sales head.

While in Dallas
and Charlotte the
Universal sales executives held meetw. a. sc ijll v
ings with branch
managers and salesmen. A similar session was held with the New York force.
William J. Heineman, western sales manager, has arrived from the west after
holding a series of meetings with branch
heads and sales forces in the territory
under his supervision.

Expect More Deals
By Rolls in London
New

New

York — Monogram’s

business

is 40

per cent ahead of last year is the estimate made by George W. Weeks, general
sales manager, who is back at his desk
after a two months’ tour of the exchanges
and studios.
There is a possibility Monogram might
add one or two more top pictures to its
schedule, Weeks said. Conditions, according to Weeks, are extremely favorable for such a revision. Scott R. Dunlap, vice-president in charge of production,
is in town conferring with officials on a
production increase.
An eight-week collection drive ending
September 3 is now under way. A prize
of 100 shares of Monogram stock will be
awarded to the exchange showing the biggest average of increase in collections
during it.

York

—

Further

theatrical

deals

are expected to be concluded in London
by Ernest C. Rolls, representing the Australian and New Zealand Theatres, Ltd.,
controlling the reorganized J. C. Williamson circuit and the J. H. Tait Concert Bureau, who were due there Saturday.
Rolls, who believes the ideal entertainment consists of one feature, newsreel,
a short and a solid hour and a half musical show, has purchased the rights for
“I Marrried an Angel” from Dwight Deere
Wiman. He is negotiating with J. J. Shubert for ‘‘Three Waltzes,” “Ziegfeld Follies” and “Between the Devil.”
From Max Gordon, he bought rights to
“The Women” and along with it, the full
scenic affects. He has signed Vilot Carson, commedienne, who sails for Australia,
July 20, and Henry Molson, for dramatic
presentations.
Rolls also said before sailing he is negotiating with the Columbia Broadcasting
Co. for the services of Grace Moore for a
concert torn' in New Zealand and Australia.
On his return in about three weeks, he
expects to stop over in Hollywood and sign
a number of film luminaries for personal
appearance tours through the two Empire
countries. Already signed is Lina Basquette. Rolls also hopes to sign Herbert
Mundin, Andy Clyde and others for a
feature film to be produced in Australia.
Other deals closed by Rolls during his
stay here were the hiring of Macklin Gegley as his assistant, the signing of Dan
Eckley of the London Palladium as dance
arranger for the musical show and Grisha
Goluboff, concert violinist.

Rifkin Renews
Newton,

Franchise

Mass. — Herman

Rifkin

has re-

turned to his home here after a trip to
New York where he completed a deal with
James R. Grainger, general sales manager,
to continue the Republic franchise for
New Haven and Boston for five years.

Weeks Says Monogram
Business Up 40 Per Cent

Television Base Same
London — Robert

H. M. Weinberg and Harold D. Field, Des Moines;
E. C. Beatty, Lou Cohen, Frank Westman,
W. J.
Schultz and R. E. Moon, Detroit; R. R. Blair,
Indianapolis; Fred
J. Dolle, Louisville; S. J.

Moas, Kivis, and
Tuataras
Wellington,
Minister
official

F. E.
of

N.

Z. — (By

Langstone

great

dog
is a

probity.

sled).
public

He

has

started negotiations with Hollywood's
Walt Disney to make a film of New
Zealand subjects — birds, lizards, nadances).
tives, poi dances and hakas (war
Of course,
Publicity,

as Minister

it is essential

that no one be
characters. He

of Tourists
Langstone

and
sees

misled about the film's
has, therefore, made it

clear

should Disney turn from grasshoppers, ants and the gambols of the
mouse family he will be confronted
with such strange things
kiwis, katipos and tuataras.
considering.
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Poll Reports Films
Lag in Satisfying

OI# Man
New

New York — Which of four industries
has gone ahead the fastest in giving the
public what

sales

for Universal, on his return
south, told BOXOFFICE
that

exhibitors

in that territory
moaning bad business.

one

exhibitor

were

told me

be-

Washington — Export of negative and
positive sound film for the first six months
of 1938 shows a decrease of nearly 4,000,000 feet, a department of commerce report
notes. A total of 97,473,313 feet of film

business

was so bad/' Scully reveals, “that the
Mississippi River is running only twice

Air

transport? Radio broadcasting? Motion pictures?
Current issue of Fortune answers the

valued
a

question, through a national survey, listing public appraisal as follows:
Pet.
Automobiles
Radio broadcasting
Air transport
Motion pictures

York — Bill on
Scully,
general
Rollin'
Keeps

manager
from the

“Why,

it wants — not referring to mechanical improvements? Automobiles?

Film Exports Drop
In Past Half Year

River, He

week."

to do, but not necessarily because they
are enthusiastic about the fare Hollywood
is providing.

43.1
29.2
9.8
9.5

“On the contrary,” the article continues,
“even revivals of old silent films have recently outsold costly new offerings, and a
year ago it was discovered that about

Don’t know
8.4
The article makes reference to a Fortune survey of January, 1938, at which
time listening to the radio and going to
film theatres, in that order, were the two
favorite national pastimes.
It is pointed out that “there are nowhere near so many automobile owners
as there are radio listeners and moviegoers. Evidently, on the other hand, the
slump in movie attendance may be traced
to the inadequacy of the output. People
go to the pictures because it is something

three-quarters of the people with preferences like single feature programs better
than the double features the exhibi ors continue to provide, although a double feature
is, to be sure, more film for the price of
admission. The notable poor showing of
the cinema in the public favor is further
emphasized in comparison with air transport, •which, though it affects the average
man not at all, rates a shade higher in his
estimation.
“Analysis of the answers shows that air
travel outranks movies in the approval of

at $2,122,719 was exported as compared with 102,290,716 feet valued at $2,264,738 for the first six months of 1937.
Substandard projectors and 16 mm. sensitized not exposed films showed a marked
increase. A total of 12,347 projectors valued at $361,683 was exported as compared
with 7,062 valued at $214,907. The 16 mm.
films totaled 28,018,064 feet valued at
$683,739 compared with 12,494,321 feet
valued at $239,536.
each economic level — except the Negroes
— even including the poor whose chance of
flying

are nearly nil. Women
and oldsters, still cautious of the hazards of flight,

also give the movies a slight edge upon airplanes, but very slight. And only one part
of the country. Hollywood’s own Pacific
Coast, gives the pictures any appreciable
preference — 14.9 per cent as against 10.3
for air transport. Let Hollywood look to
its laurels.”

The

Criterion

Continues

by Its Guns

— News
Despite

pressure

reportedly

applied

by the Hays

office, the Criterion

on Broadway,

for the third time in almost

Events

as many

weeks, follows a course of unadulterated serisationalism i?i its lobby display. Latest is ballyhoo for “Forbidden Marriage”
which is a remake of “Damaged Goods.” The Criterion management is now resisting efforts of Boxoffice photographers
to record its activities and during the week threatened to smash the camera. What the cameraman was after — and got
— is shown above.
Serious -minded

showmen

deplore

this type of lurid advertising

and

express

concern

Boxoffice reviewer finds the picture has educational and social value, thereby
advertising approach is definitely out of key with the attraction it ballyhoos.
BOXOFFICE

over

suggesting

its eventual
strongly
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repercussions.
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J^MONG Our Scriveneers — Y. Prank
Freeman’s son, Frank jr., who is identified with the Paramount Theatre department, has come through with his first

Edward Small shows up at “A Night
Algiers” at the Versailles Club
benefit of N. Y. Exchange
Woman’s Work when the script
“ Algiers ” was auctioned although
one there recalls seeing or hearing

in
tor
for
of
no
it.

book and a pippin at that. He’s 22 and a
graduate of Georgia School of Technology.
After finishing school, junior took a cruise
around the world, sent letters to his
friends and received cheery notices from
them, all of which are incorporated in
“Travel and Live.” There are 100 photographic illustrations and you can get an
autographed copy by writing for it . . .
Charles Curran, who discarded advertising for writing, is doing a good job of
scripting at one of the Hollywood studios
. . . Karl Krueger, assistant to Monroe
Greenthal, will become a pappy shortly
after Labor Day . . . Wanda Hale, film

critic on the Daily News, is the sister of
Miriam Lundy, the short story editor of
the same paper. Miss Lundy’s husband
is Todd Wright, financial editor, same
sheet. And they talk about the film business !
Gilbert Josephson, operator of the World,
is no little annoyed at the sudden appearance of an uninvited boil on his neck . . .
Harry Brandt leaves Friday to spend a
month on Lake George, where he has
taken a cottage for his family . . . Ask
Walter Reade jr., to relate the incident
leading up to his falling heir to a rare
piece of New England enamel-wear . . .
Manny Reiner of Monogram, and Irving
Shiffrin of RKO are vacationing at Scaroon
Manor, Scroon Lake . . . Ruth Schwerin
is back from the same place.
Howard Dietz is due to return from the
coast by plane Monday . . . Bill Jaffe is
not scheduled to get back from his coast
trek until the first week in August . . .
David E. Rose, British production head
for Paramount, sails next Thursday on
the lie de France . . . George L. Carrington, vice-president of Altec, is back in
New York after a 10-day trip through the
middle west.

Eileen Creelman, critic of the N. Y. Sun, Mrs. Arthur W. Kelly and Vice-President of UA Kelly himself. The arm belongs to Jack Alicoate, publisher of The
Film Daily.

Four-way postcard from London.
Bob Goldstein: "Having a swell
Joe Moskowitz : "Have not as yet
anyone but will do so next week.

Writes
time.”
written
In the

meantime, my best.” Jake Milstein: "Me,
too.” Harry Green : "Me, too” . . . Al O.
Bondy is back from an extended sales tour
through the southeast and southwest . . .
Lynn

Farnol’s coast trip is now very indefinite as to departure date . . .' O. N.
Wilton, for 10 years manager of the export
division of Bell and Howell, is aboard the
Empress of Australia, Europe-and-vacation-bound . . . Sam Dembow jr. returns
from St. Louis Monday.

Adolphe Menjou’s appearance in Edward Small’s forthcoming production,
“The King of the Turf,” depends on whether he likes the script which he hopes to
read when he returns to the coast. Back
from a European vacation, the suave
Lynn Farnol, UA’s new director of advertising and publicity; Vera Zorina, star
of “I Married an Angel” and Bill Boehnel, critic of N. Y. World-Telegram.

player was full of praise for his wife’s appetite. Verree Teasdale gained ten pounds
on the trip. Menjou also revealed he has
signed to play the fight manager’s part in
Columbia’s “Golden Boy.” He also is
scheduled to do a picture for Samuel
Goldwyn.

Dan Michalove and Irving Barry will
head for the coast about August 10 and
sail from Los Angeles on the Monterey for
Australia to look into the Australian theatre situation. They will leave Sydney on
December 5 and return here about the

Cadwell (Cal) Swanson of J. Walter Thompson Co., "Dodo” Seadler and Si Seadler. The fact he works for M-G-M had nothing to do with Si’s presence at a UA
party. Besides, there was the rhumba. All photos by Metropolitan.
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first of the year . . . Morris Helprin, London Films’ American publicity head, returns Tuesday on the lie de France after
two months in England lining up campaigns on Alexander Korda’s five new big
pictures for next season . . . Rube Jackter
is a father again . . . Elliott Nugent has
BOXOFFICE
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arrived from the coast by auto after finishing “Give Me a Sailor.”

Blame

It on Martha

s Cake

Gene Autry, Republic’s top “Shoot ’Em
Up” star, finished a week’s personal appearance at the Earle, Philadelphia, over
the weekend and has gone to Erie for four
days, following which he heads for Pittsburgh and Baltimore for one week stands.
In September, he is due to appear at
Loew’s State on Broadway . . . Herbert J.
Yates leaves for the coast Tuesday on a
month’s

trip. It’s his usual visit.

Tom Waller recently put over a swell
story and picture layout with King Features on talent scouts on the hunt for
brains in addition to beauty . . . Paramount got its share of credit . . . What
happened to Si Seadler’s pencil illustrations with ad copy? Or is he waiting for
Christmas to number the days? . . . One
trade paper reporter made a futile effort
recently to organize an association in opposition to Ampa ... Is Hal Horne seriously thinking of producing a play in the
fall? is the question asked these days. The
answer is how can he with Irving Beecher
on the coast? . . . Helen Harrison’s weekly
contribution for Hearst’s American Weekly
rates her among the top writers in the

This is the cake Martha

Raye said she baked and entered in a cooking contest.

For it, she won first prize in a legs contest and became

a glamour

girl. Martha

says for the answer you have to see “Give Me a Sailor.”

field . . . Joe Hepner hopes his play, “City
Desk” will be among the crop produced
next season . . . George Bilson, former
publicity and exploitation man turned
producer, is no longer with Universal. He
made one picture and then took his leave
. . . William Peirce, head publicity man
at Monogram’s studios, is reported due
for a production job shortly . . . Rutgers
Neilson and the missus have gone to Nova
Scotia for a vacation from the RKO publicity headquarters.
Capt. Paul Kimberley, for years representative in London of National Screen
Service, is aboard the Georgic en route
again for London . . . A1 Krellberg is due
in from the Continent on the lie de France
. . . John Balaban here from Chicago . . .
Si Seadler continues strong for those walking tours on and around Bear Mountain
. . . As Lowell Thomas spoke about the
“days of the glory of Jimmy Walker,” in
Fox Movietone News at the press preview

Impatient guys, Boxoffice’s New York staff did this instead. It was a hot day,
anyway, and the cake turned out to be a bit of alright.

of “Alexander’s Ragtime Band” at the
Hollywood the other night, into the theatre
at that very split second walked the former mayor.
More important to Earle W. Hammons
than the business discussions he has been
taking part in, were the annual boat races
held by the Larchmont Yacht Club. Hammons hurried back from the coast to sail
his “Four Winds” with considerable succes . . . Sylvia Sidney is taking a month’s
vacation in England before commencing
work in “One Third of a Nation” which
will be produced in Astoria . . . James R.
Grainger was in Pittsburgh until Friday.
William F. Rodgers, who is general sales
manager of M-G-M when not behind
closed doors with Ned E. Depinet and A.
Montague working on a plan for handling
intra-industry problems, takes time off to
tell that independent accounts closed by
his company is 100 per cent ahead so far
(Continued
BOXOFFICE

on page 24- J)
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One result — one staff man

out of the running. House

rest of the layout through collusion with Cosmo-Sileo

ad on the right and the
Photos.
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Depinet, McCormick and
Strumpf Due Back East

"Magic Ege" Game
Draws Awag Ezell
New

York — Claude

Ezell,

who

has

New

and

given

re-

will be made

New

York — Word

has

New

new

lineup.

York — Harold

Lloyd

and

David

E.

Before entraining he told Boxoffice
that, should a deal be agreed upon, he
would not get the film under way until
next spring, fall weather conditions in
England being undesirable.
Lloyd declared the deal whereby he and
W. C. Fields would join forces for feature comedy production — Lloyd to produce, Fields to star — continues in the discussion stage. Lloyd said he has passed
the idea along to his production crew and
is awaiting its reaction.

ATOI

by

the Paramount home office foreign department of the death of J. Vidall Gomis, secretary and managing director of the company’s offices in Spain. His successor
be named by Fred W. Lange.

on the company’s

dian’s contemplated production of ''What,
Ho” in England. Meanwhile, Lloyd ended
his two-week stay here and returned to
the coast.

Dead
received

vice-presi-

Rose, head of Paramount’s British production, are still undecided about the come-

out as addi-

been

Depinet,

Lloyd and Rose Undecided
About English Production

Ezell has been negotiating for the attraction for months, having made numerous trips from Dallas to confer with Chicago interests who own the rights. He is
due back from the south in a few days.
Meanwhile, Goldstein is trying to interest
major circuits in signing up.

/. V . Gomis

E.

dent in charge of RKO distributions; S.
Barret McCormick, advertising and publicity director, and David Strumpf, art
director, are due back from the coast by
plane, Monday or Tuesday, after product
conferences with Pandro Berman, in
charge of production, J. R. McDonough
and other studio executives. Shortly after
the group returns, a trade announcement

signed as general manager of Affiliated
Enterprises, owners of Bank Night, has
joined William Rice Productions as general sales manager for Magic Eye, a new
boxoffice attraction. Edward Goldstein,
who formerly handled Bank Night here,
has formed Attendance Builder, Inc., to
handle the new attraction in New York
state and northern New Jersey.
Declaring the scheme new in these parts
but a success in the south and west, Goldstein says that the Magic Eye photographs patrons as they come into the theatre. Cash prizes are awarded to the first
ten persons recognizing their picture when
it is flashed on the screen through a slide.
In the event ten patrons do not win during the week, the awards are carried over
to the next week
tional awards.

York — Ned

Indianapolis

Convention
—

The

first

summer convention of the

Texas Comes

Set

annual

ATOI

held at the Spink- Wawasee Hotel
Wawasee, Ind., July 20-21.

will

Flash: DeMille Gets
First Rattler

mid-

will be
on Lake

to Broadway

Hollywood — Cecil

Jack

producer
the

Mille

has

of-

ficially opened his ranch, "Paradise."
ranch to work on a new script

At the
with

B. De

Cunningham
Bill Pine,

and

DeMille

associate

reports

that

rattlesnakes are unusually numerous and that he slew the first of the

season

with

a

stick

blocking

his path

dinner.

Quite

a

when

as

he

he
was

found

it

going

to

fea(s)t.

Empire Exhibitors
Arranging Alliance
New

York — An

alliance

of

British

pire exhibitors to handle problems
tual concern is in organization,

Em-

of mureports

Leon S. Snider, of the Snider-Dean circuit
of Australia, who represented theatremen
of Australia and New Zealand in his discussions with the Cinematograph
tors’ Ass’n in England.

Exhibi-

Plans, Snider said, call for a meeting
of Empire exhibitors once every three
years. He said the date for the first
has not yet been set. Explaining the new
development, Snider pointed out there are
basic problems applicable to each British
country and it is to the exhibitor’s welfare that such an organization be formed.
Business in England, Snider observes,
still is holding up but he noticed in London a “dearth in product.” He said the
number of “repeats” are on the increase.
The problem of theatre redundancy, Snider said, again is cropping up in England.
Snider told Boxoffice he will meet his
associate, George Dean, in Los Angeles the
early part of September. He expects to
stay here for a few weeks, depending on
the weather.
While in England, Snider took up the
options on a number of British plays for
Australia. The interests he represents are
connected with the reorganized J. C.
Williamson circuit which will present
legitimate

attractions.

Snider

said

his

group has the power to name the managing director.
Snider, who arrived on the Cunard
White Star liner Queen Mary with his wife,
will occupy himself here with matters pertaining to film deals and others of a sundry nature.
In his capacity as representative of
Australian exhibitors, he expressed satisfaction at the willingness of major foreign managers to discuss problems close
to the theatremen of his country.

No Farnol Successor
Gene Autry, number
one cowboy star on the
Republic roster, between sips of Coca Cola at
Jack Dempsey’s where Herbert J. Yates played
host the other nigtit, dug: deep in the memory
bag- for this one:
“You know
that picture ‘Cowboy From
Brook“Sure.”
lyn’?”
“Why, I made the same
under the title of 'Melody

24-D

picture
Trail’.”

three

years

ago

New

York — E.

Donahue
from

and

J.

Churchill,

Coe, Inc., advertising

head

of

agency

which Lynn Farnol resigned to become director of advertising and publicity

for United Artists, declares Farnol’s former duties will be absorbed by the organization and no successor named.
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Foreign Films Policy
At 36 N. Y. Theatres
New

York

—

At

least 36

theatres

It Was

a Nautical

Luncheon

in

Greater New York feature a foreign film
policy, according to a checkup by Boxoffice.

Heading

the

list is the

number

playing German product. There are nine
in this division, the theatres being the
Acme, Brooklyn; Little, Newark; 86th St.
Casino and 86th St. Gardens, Yorkville;
Irving, Brooklyn; Alvin Guttenberg, N. J.;
Europa, New Brunswick, N. J., and the
Hindenburg, Irvington, N. J.
Second in number is the French houses
with six. They are the Belmont, Manhattan, which closed last week for the
summer; Cinema de Paree; 55th St. Playhouse, Filmarte and World, Manhattan,
and the Little, Newark.
Four theatres exclusively play Russian
films and as many show Jewish and Russian pictures. The all-Russian houses are
all in Manhattan, notably the Cameo,
Comet, Lucky Star and Tobis. In the Russian-Jewish division are the Continental,
Broadway house dark for the summer;
Mermaid and People’s Cinema, Brooklyn,
and the Zenith, Bronx.
Featuring German and Polish films is
the Europa, New Brunswick.
The Squire, closed, and Teatro Hispano and Grant play Spanish product,
while the Miami on Sixth Ave. is devoted
to Russian and Polish output.
Italian pictures are shown in the Lindy,
Brooklyn, and Parkway, Bronx. Swedish
films are exhibited at the Center, Brooklyn. The Acme on 14th St. plays all foreign films and the Classic, Brooklyn, • and
AscQt, Bronx, show Jewish films in addition to other importations.
Gilbert Josephson
Art Cinema
New

York

Gilbert

Josephson,

who

operates the World on W. 49th St. and the
Lincoln at New Haven, has been engaged
to put on a series of screenings at the
Woodstock Art Cinema, Woodstock, N. Y.
His first presentation was “Mayerling”
July 18-19 and this will be followed by
“Carnival in Flanders,” July 25-26; “Holiday,” August 1 and 2; “Club de Femmes,”
August 8-9; “To the Victor,” August 1516; “Amphitryon,” August 22-23; “Three
on a Weekend,” August 29-30; “The Pearls
of the Crown,” September 5-6.

Sound Like Surf ; Sight
Like What?
New

York — Howard

fashion

designer,

Greer,

Hollywood

is vacationing

here

after designing 16 costumes that Ginger Rogers wears in her next musical.
He's

very enthusiastic about
sults and goes on to explain:

the

re-

"I kept away from beads in designing her dresses. If a bead broke while
she danced the sound would have been
like that of surf breaking
How about the sight?

BOXOFFICE

Prior to his departure for Europe on
the Conte di Savoia, members of his executive staff gave W. G. Van Schmus,
managing director of the Music Hall, a
nautical luncheon as the camera here reveals. The guest of honor is dead center
and he’s wearing a bow tie if further identification isrequired. Clockwise with that
as a starting point; Gus S. Eyssell, secretary of Music Hall Corp.; Russell V.

on

July 23, 1938

a

beach."

by

Cosmo-Sileo

Slate Five More
Holmes and SAG
Newsreel Houses
Remain at Peace
New

Slates

Screenings
—

— Photo

Downing, treasurer; Maraco Montedoro,
costume designer; Fred A. Cruise, house
manager; Hazel Flynn, publicity director;
Maurice Baron, staff composer; Leon
Leonidoff, senior stage producer; Robert
Henderson, stage director; Bruno Maine,
scenic designer; Eugene Braun, lighting director; Russell Markert, associate producer and Rockettes director; Gene Synder, co-director of Rockettes, and Hattie
Rogge, in charge of costumes.

York — With

six newsreel

theatres

in operation, five more are slated to be
added to the list in this city in the next
six months. The new projects include the
two new units planned by Newsreel Theatres, Inc. at 72nd St. and Broadway and
in the Associated Press Building in Radio
City. The former is due to open August
15, the latter Christmas Day.
The other three are those set for the
site near Pennsylvania Station, another
500-seat unit at 42nd Street and Park
Ave., where the old Belmont Hotel stood,
and the last a contemplated project, seating 500, to replace the Waldorf at West
50th Street, hard by the Music Hall.
Newsreel Theatres now operate the
Newsreel, formerly the Embassy, on Broadway, and also a theatre in Newark. On
June 30, the company closed the Fordham unit after a six months’ try.
Trans Lux has theatres at Madison
Ave. and 59th St., Broadway and 49th
St., 85th St. and Madison Ave. and one
at 52nd St. and Lexington Ave. The latter two units recently were turned over to
Leo Brecher under a five-year management deal with the 85th St. playing features and shorts and the 52nd St. newsreel and shorts under the new setup.
Dave Dubin, who books the Grand Central house, also will book for the new
Penn Station project.

New

York — A last-minute

the Burton

Holmes

acceptance

by

Laboratories, Inc., of

Chicago, of the Screen Actors’ Guild basic
agreement averted a walkout at the studios and the postponement of shooting of
“100 Years of Baseball.” The company’s
recognition of the SAG marks the first
victory for Mrs. Florence Marston, eastern representative, in her campaign to
have all commercial studios in that area
employ guild members only.
As a result, it is expected other large
companies, including Chicago Film Laboratories, Inc., Atlas Films Co., Consolidated Productions and the American Film
Co. will fall in line with fall production.
Acting as the SAG deputy is Leo Curley, recording secretary of Actors’ Equity
in Chicago. He remains in that capacity
until the midwestern regional office is set
up.

This will take place after Mrs. Marston confers with SAG coast officials.
Mrs. Marston said she expects to leave
sometime this week. She will stop off at
Chicago and then continue to Hollywood
where she will spend three weeks.
Summer stock and other commitments
will prevent the newly elected advisory
board of the eastern SAG from meeting
until the fall. The board consists of
Stephen Kent, John Hyland, Joseph McInerney, Ethel B. Curtis, Bert Wilcox,
Florence Auer, Edward Lawrence, Philip
N. Ober and John Neiber.

Approval bp Master
Advances RKO Plan

" Come

On and Hear "

Bondholders Likely
Warner Refinancers
New York — Informed Wall Street circles believe there will be no underwriting

New

York — Reorganization of RKO advanced a step when Special Master George
W. Alger approved the proposed amended
plan submitted by Atlas. All hearings

and

that the shortly anticipated refinancing of approximately $29,987,000 in
Warner debentures will be engineered by
direct negotiation with bondholders.

before the special master are now concluded and final disposition is in the hands of
Federal Judge William O. Bondy.

It is also reported Lehman Bros., believed to be the owners of blocks of the
bonds, will lend their support in the plan,
that the issue will be based on an exchange
of new for old bonds at six per cent, the

Alger, in closing the informal proceedings which have been under way for the
past month, said he would file four amendments in his report to Judge Bondy. He
listed the book value of the assets of the
corporation

at

approximately

$23,213,795

for the outstanding 2,365,518 shares under the amended plan. This gives an approximate value of $10.19 for each share,

Winthrop W. Aldrich, Chase National
board chairman, and Mrs. Aldrich at
press preview of “ Alexander’s Ragtime
Band” at the Hollywood, New York.

according to Alger’s calculation.
The four Alger amendments are:
pre
fe
pow rred,
er.

are

to hav
e

cum

ula

basis of faith in the current management. Bondholders are expected to
have pointed out for them the record of
the management, particularly in keeping
the company out of reorganization, and
the record of performance in production,
sales and exhibition.

e
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Duringer the many weeks of hearings, obs.
jections have been made to numerous
clauses in the amended plan.

are

Judge

Bondy

Walter

Winchell,

finding

to shake hands with
Fox French star.

it pleasant

Annabella,

20th-

compares with $1.42 a share for the 39week period of last year. The earnings
are also equivalent to $31.83 per share on

He has purposely canceled his trip abroad
this year so that he could be close by

the

103,107 shares of preferred outstanding as the fiscal period closed. As of
June 1 this year, dividends in arrears
totaled $24.0625 per share.

sse

in the event the RKO reorganization res o
f s
quired his attention. He has stressed
toc
k,
speed co
inmmefforts to rehabilitate the comn
pany and ohas
anxious after five and
anbeen
d
a half years to have the company start
on a new slate.

Indications are that the final report
howill
lde be ready for confirmation Thursday,
rs
will
at which
time it probably will be subb
mitted forecourt
en- approval. However, in the
absence of Federal Judge William O.
Bondy, who leaves Monday for a summer
vacation that will take him through Labor
Day, it is understood the presiding judge
will be asked by H. C. Rickaby, of Atlas
Corp., proponents of the plan, to set a date
the
plaafter Judge Bondy’s return. Meanwhile,
n,
proponents
of the plan will get notices of
has
the hearing to all creditors.
ure

Current assets are listed at $27,927,788
and current liabilities, $18,540,966. Total
Jack

Cohn, vice-president of Columbia, and Mrs. Cohn. He said the picture was "terrific.”

London — Stanton Griffis, chairman of
dethe
Paramount executive committee, is due
here next month on his annual visit, a
combination

24-F

business-pleasure

trip.

amount

of outstanding six per cent convertible debentures which mature next year

are $29,987,000.
610,673.

Assets are given as $175,-

Yorke Awarded
For New

Contract

Hampshire

Short

New York — Emerson Yorke has been
awarded a contract by the State Planning
and Development Commission of New
Hampshire for the production of a tworeel color film embodying the salient historic, scenic, recreational and industrial
features of the state. The film will be

Griffis to London
s i
s

New York — Warner profits for the first
39 weeks of 1938 show a decline of $2,278,267 as compared with the same period
a year ago. To May 28, 1938, the company
reports a net of $3,282,765. To May 29,
1937, earnings were $5,561,032.
The current level of profit is equivalent
to 80 cents a share on the 3,701,090 shares
of $5 par common outstanding, excluding
100,254 shares held by the company and

will not

ent

a

Warner Profits Show
Decline for 39 Weeks

pass on the Alger report until after he returns from his annual summer vacation.

ure

The debentures mature Sept. 1, 1939.
Warner financial experts have been busy
for some time working on ways and means

on
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Indications

several

rate, but that the indenture provisions will be substantially changed in
important points.

of meeting the maturity date. The appeal to the present bondholders, it is further reported, will be predicated largely
vot

tiv

current

Former Mayor James J. Walker and
Mrs. Walker were greeted by outside
ovation.

All photos

by Cosmo-Sileo.

presented at the World’s Fair and will be
titled “The Ninth State.”
A special one-reel edition is contemplated for theatrical distribution. Yorke
will produce through Loucks and Morling
studios here.
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to Walter Edgar
CONGRATULATIONS
Cersley, manager of the swanky Uptown, upon his election as chief of the
Cleveland Park Business Men’s Ass’n . . .
Carter Barron and the Capitol’s new pilot,
Howard Burkhardt, are off for Gotham
to mold plans for the forthcoming “Going Native” revue . . . Rumor has it that
Arthur DeTitta shortly will pack to cross
the Atlantic for Paris and the assistant
European directorship of Fox Movietone
News . . . Word that the Takoma Theatre
will undergo extensive remodeling under
the new Warner banner.

V acationeers include the Palace’s Orangelo Ratio who filled the petrol buggy with
fuel and was off to New England for a tivoweek motor jaunt while Assistant Barlup
capably manages . . . Roy Knight leaves
for Wrightsville, N. C„ intent on fishing
and golf . . . From the Earle building
to Miami and may haps Cuba goes Mary
Horner for a two-week stay . . . Bill Ewing
takes holiday time in the Pennsylvania
mountains . . . George Lanahan, aide-decamp at the Earle offices, takes summer
leave in Connecticut where the heart interest lives.
Allan Bachrach, manager of the Calvert, spent his holiday with the brother
Frank in the largest town . . . Harry Bachman, Tent No. ll’s golf champ, is burning the fairways at Indian Spring course
on his weekend time-offs . . . Zasu Pitts
and Frances Langford are slated to bolster
the Earle vaudeville summer season by
personal appearances within the month
. . . Paramount’s Beach party at Bay
Ridge was a brilliant affair featuring a
chicken dinner presided over by Jack
Frutchtman and Mrs. Bertha Boyd . . .
Paramount’s Russell Ricker admits a swell
week at the nationally famed Grove Park
Inn down Asheville way . . . Myrtle Hopkins is off for Michigan cities via a
short stopover at Myrtle Beach, S. C. . . .
Peggy and Buster Root, manager of the
Tivoli, tell tall tales of a vacation in the
great Smokies of Tennessee . . .Thomas R.
Murray, new assistant to Lamar Keen at
the Avalon, will take over while Lamar
takes over Virginia Beach . . . Jack Share,
booker at Columbia, writes of a gala trip
to Atlantic City . . . Foxite Stanley Summers also sees the famed ocean resort
from

Haddon

Hotel

Hall . . . Lillian Blum-

It's Better
Than Doing
Nothing
New
Artie

resort ... As did Metro’s
. . . Harriet Galbraith, also

of Metro,
apolis.

is off on a flying trek to Minne-

Illness abroad with Loew’s checking supervisor at George Washington Hospital
undergoing

an

appendectomy,

which

put

cold . . . Columbia’s
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Joe Kushiner
23, 1938

was

out

and

‘Tm
kay.

his

plans,

exhibitor,

told

Seigel

making
He's

not

a

deal

doing

with

Camp Happy, the city’s municipal camp
for poor children, on July 25. Harris has
entertained these kids at a free movie
party

answered:

every

year

for the past five years.

A

Eddie

anything,

splendid goodwill gesture. Frank Jordan is staging a gala program in connection with the celebration of the first anniversary of his Belgrade Theatre in
Northeast Philadelphia.

Pes-

either."

Admission Taxes in
Maryland Top Quota

Herb

Golden, former Boxoffice correspondent here and a member of the Philadelphia Record staff, was married last
Friday to Gertrude Fisher, press agent for
the Mount Sinai Hospital . . . The couple
are honeymooning in Puerto Rico . . .
More

Annapolis — Although the Maryland relief program of taxation to date is far
short of quota, the admission taxes are
one

of the few items to exceed quota expectations. These taxes inaugurated and
made effective last June, 1937, comprised
a graduated tax on passes and a one per
cent levy on gross receipts, and during the
past year garnered from state showmen
into the Maryland treasury $236,003,
against the scheduled quota of $225,000.
May

receipts from the admission tax listed $16,432.42.
Alert Maryland theatremen recalling the
last legislature when lawmakers aimed a
ten per cent levy at admissions, which was
later defeated in the form of the present
tax, see a future struggle at the next legislative session to keep this easy form of
relief revenues from exceeding present
bounds. Difficulties encountered in collection and under quota performance of
the income, whiskey and other forms of
taxes of the present program are said to
have influenced local statesmen to eye the
theatre taxes with respect and belief that
an increase would be an easy item
ster up the next relief budget.

to bol-

than 500 persons attended the annual picnic of the Horlachers Delivery
Service at Mohicon-on-the- Delaware, last
Sunday . . . Despite a full day of activities
no casulaties were reported . . . Tom Lark
was chairman of the committee and did a
remarkable
trol.
On

job keeping

vacations

things

under

con-

and

Mor-

are A1 Zimbalist

ris Wax . . . Gene Autry, who’s doing
amazingly well in his personal appearance
here at the Earle, is doing the night clubs
in style and

a

mean

rhumba

.

. . Wed-

nesday night was “Gene Autry Night” at
Benny-the-Bum’s . . . Johnny Bachman
was in town, visiting his old haunts on
Vine St.
Ted Aber, localad and a member of the
Paramount sales crew in Minneapolis, has
been transferred to the Brooklyn office and
is weekending in his home town . . . He’s
a brother of Dorothy Aber, secretary of
Jack H. Greenberg, former secretary of
the local Film Board of Trade . . . Oscar
Neufeld was appointed a member of the
Olympic Committee by Mayor Wilson . . .
The committee tried futilely to bring the
1940 Olympics here.
Art Padula, impresario of the ArcadiaInternational, surprised his friends when
he ran off and married Peggy Carpenter,

'Birth'
Civic Club Views
of a Baby” was

Baltimore —
“Birth
shown here last week at
tion for members of the
Club and their friends.
have

a private exhibiFree State Civic
The film owners

steered clear of the state motion picture censor board, Maryland being one of

the few states where the film was
sented to the censors.

Wolever

Goes

not pre-

West

Francisco — Carl A. Wolever, theatre operator, came across the country
from Newport News, Va., to attend the
immense International Rotary convention
held here this month. Mrs. Wolever ac-

work

companied him on the trip. The
ginia theatre man is active in Rotary
in his community.

pretty
News

Philadelphia model . . . Bill Goldman is reporting great business at his
Theatre since he added features to

the regular newsreel fare ... He is currently showing reissues . . . Incidentally,
Goldman got a great publicity break when
Franklin D. Roosevelt jr„ spent a couple
of hours

at the News

Theatre,

while

wait-

ing for his baby to be born at the Pennsylvania Lying-In Hospital . . . The house

San

re-

calls that Loew’s former local checking
head, Harvey Snyder, is back at his old
position in the 17. S. Bureau of Engraving
. . . Betty Morris, National Screen Service,
is another filmite at George Washington
Hospital . . . Mrs. Norma Newman, after
a month away from the Earle offices for
an appendix operation, is back at her desk
. . . Rusty Duncan sports a midsummer

about

former

BOXOFFICE,
"I'm not doing a thing."
Following which other questions were

enthal, daughter to Universal’s Oscar, and
attache of Fox, spent happy holiday time
at this same
Anne Ridgely

York — Asked
Seigel.

JACK HARRIS, manager of the Mayfair
Theatre, will host 2,500 kids from

Virclub

was swamped by photographers and reporters and the theatre hit the front pages
. . . The newshounds were tipped off by
Max Miller, Goldman’s tireless pressagent.
Preferred Pictures exchange is getting
a thorough goingover . . . Ditto the Grange
Theatre . . . Despite the fact that the
mayor turned thumbs down on “ Gueso ”
and “Quizo,” a big sign in the window of
the

Quality Premium’s
claims that the two

headquarters
games have

probeen

for several days with summer flu . . . Fish
tales from quartet Rudy Berger, Carter
Barron, Abe Lichtman and Sam Galanty,
just back from 30 miles off Ocean City,

ruled '‘legal.”

Md., where Abe snared a seven-foot Blue
Marlin and Carter took second place with
a six-foot-eleven-inch companion.

signed a new five-year franchise deal with
Nat L. Lefton, Republic franchise holder
in Cleveland and Cincinnati.

Lelton Renews
New

York — James

Franchise
R.

Grainger

has
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Lewen Pizor's Skillful Maneuvering
Douses Fireworks at DMPTO Meet
Philadelphia

—

Greets Successor

Skillful parliamentary

maneuvering by Lewen Pizor, president of
the UMPTO, replaced the long-expected
fireworks when exhibitors attended the
first organization meeting in nine months.
Expecting an explosion in the longsmouldering Milgram-Pizor feud, members
instead heard Pizor declare the gathering

With this technicality decided, Pizor
then dispensed with the reading of the

Golfers representing the film industry
were trounced soundly when they tangled

minutes, the treasurer’s report, and other
items. Members of the faction backing
David Milgram, youthful head of the Affiliated Theatres, Inc., were cut short
when they tried to bring their grievances
against Pizor and Charles Segall, UMPTO
secretary, to the floor.

Milgram

Hurls

Charges

Milgram charged Pizor was running a
“one-man meeting” and demanded the
treasurer’s report of the Paramount strike
be read. Milgram said he had put $200
into the strike and had a right to know
where the funds went.
George Aarons, UMPTO counsel, retorted that the money was in a special
fund apart from the organization and
that reports were made at meetings of the
“war board” that conducted the strike
and had no place in the UMPTO meeting. Pizor then announced a meeting
would be held in New York on Wednesday,
called by George J. Schaefer of United
Artists for “close harmony” in .the industry. The UMPTO head pleaded that
the organization not let “personal differences” split up the organization.
After some perfunctory business, Pizor
adjourned the meeting. But not before
Charles Goldfine, operator of the Falls
Theatre, had this to say: “This has ceased
to be an organization for the benefit of
the exhibitor. When I see a theatre like
the one going up on Chelton Ave., I feel
that the whole group is out to cut each
other’s throats. I think you’re out for
yourselves. If you want to get anywhere
to solve the ills of our business, you’ll
have to stick together, or else you’ll all
hang separately.”
Goldfine referred to a new theatre being
built on East Chelten Ave., in Germantown, by Segall and Pizor in competition
to the one already established there and
owned by Milgram interests.
Another general meeting is scheduled
next Thursday.

24-H

R. GRAINGER, president of Republic, was honored at a special luncheon when he arrived in town last Thursday. Jack (Ultra Ultra) Berkowitz made
his typical lavish arrangements, reserving the Georgian Room of the Statler
Hotel. Most bigwigs of the industry locally attended.
There’s another new manager at Grand
National. He’s Joseph Levee. He replaces
G. G. Gregory, transferred to Minneapolis.
The genial Levee, who incidentally (and
primarily) is the father of Paulette Goddard, had rather an interesting experience his first day back in the Queen City.
Thieves spotted his swanky car, took a liking to it, borrowed it. Cops spotted thieves,
ditto thieves cops; a merry gun-battle ensued. Levee got his car back; the cops
missed their quarry.

as “no meeting” due to the lack of a quorum of paid-up members. Observers said
there were less than five of the 26 exhibitors attending who were current in their
dues.

Mike Egnall, an attorney and exhibitor,
urged the two warring factions to confine
their quarrel to the courtroom (where the
Pizor-Milgram quarrel is pending). Egnall declared that the meeting was called
to discuss problems “vital to all exhibitors.”

JAMES

with a quintet from Shea’s theatres at
Erie Downs Golf and Country Club across
the border. The lads from flicker field

Charles Kurtzman

(left) , former man-

aging director of Loew’s Capitol,
Washington, greeting his successor,
Howard Burkhardt, from Loew’s
Providence, R. I., theatre. The occasion was the Variety Tent No. 11 farewell party for Kurtzman, who takes

Jane Keeler, maestro

over Loew’s Penn, Pittsburgh.

Fred McConnell
For
New

Record
York — Fred

Has Two
Distribution

McConnell,

maintain the score — it was 14-7 — isn’t
so bad as it sounds. They will try again
this week to reverse the decision. Members of the film industry team are: Jack
Chinell (RKO) ; Val Klaber (M-G-M) ;
E. Dickman (20th-Fox) ; A. Partlow (WB),
and Arnold Febrey (RKO) . Those from
Shea’s: Charles (Chuckie) McKernan,
Ken Cooley, Paul Vogt, Gene Bishop and
Stan Zuric.

president

of Record Pictures, has acquired two pictures for distribution. They are “Dark
Sands,” produced by Walter Futter, and
“The Gang Show,” made by Herbert Wilcox in England.
Under his present plans, McConnell intends to handle about four pictures a
year. He will sell the first-run key city
accounts himself and then later, probably

of the Studio, is

vacationing at Pasadena, Cal. She is reviewing productions of little theatres in
preparation for a busy season this fall
. . . Art Steffin announced the arrival of
a son, Arthur (Bing) Steffin jr. The baby
is doing nicely, likewise the mother. Son
Bing weighed almost seven pounds at
birth . . . Richard (Dick) Walsh, manager
of the Lafayette Theatre, is spending a
week in Canada with his family “for a
rest” . , . Mae Cloos and Denita Hofmann, both of RKO, are two-weeking it.
The former 'at Lake Chautauqua, the latter, Crystal Beach.

turn the product over to state rights distributors. “Dark Sands” has been sold
to the Rialto for an early August opening.
Ben Solomon is secretary of Record and
Bruce Gallup is in charge of publicity and
advertising.

Vince McFaul, Buffalo Theatres, Inc.,
president, has returned from a business
jaunt to New York . . . William Tischkoff
of Rochester was in town, dating and buying . . . Employes and their families of
Shea’s theatres wil frolic next Thursday
at the Lancaster Country Club. Charles
McKernan promises much ado, with a

Loew's " Out-oi-T owners"
Feel First Slump Pinch

ball game and golf, plus the usual Shea’s
boys diversion — nickeling the slot
machines.

New

York — Loew’s

business

in out-of-

town theatres “went off” a month ago for
the first time since the current season
began, according to Joseph R. Vogel, in
charge of operations.
Vogel attributes the drop “purely
through lack of good pictures.” He also
noted that “B” pictures are “doing less”
than normal, due, in his opinion, to a recent trend on the part of theatregoers to
“shop” for film entertainment.

A new summer theatre is expected to
be opened early next month on Grand
Island by the Buffalo Catholic Actors’
Guild. Plans call for presentation of four
plays, directed by Margaret Ryan. Light
comedies will predominate. Members of the
guild now are seeking a subscription
roster of 500 . . . Medina also will have a
summer theatre, to occupy a renovated
barn. David A. White jr., has given up
law to become its director.
BOXOFFICE
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JJAROLD LUCAS of Winchester, former
house manager of the Ginter Theatre,
is now assistant to Stanley Barr at the
Colonial in Norfolk . . . Robert Brient,
son of Elmer Brient, is now house manager of the Ginter . . . Dave Peterson,
Altec engineer from Washington, has been
substituting in Norfolk, Richmond and
Roanoke while the local engineers vacationed. . . Harry Nordin is vacationing at
Virginia Beach, instead of Atlantic City.
A certain lady from Petersburg made him
change his plans . . . Mr. and Mrs. George
Crozier are visiting at her home in
Wrightsville Beach, N. C„ during vacation.

. REVIEW
BOY MEETS GIRL (WB)— Brings
and versatile Jimmy Cagney
screen

at his very

hits a new
comedies.

best

in a

FLASHES

the dynamic
back to the
picture

which

high among raucous, screwball
Faithiully follows the stage play

from which it is adapted. Pat O'Brien,
Marie Wilson and Ralph Belamy dominate
the

support.

Directed

Produced

by

Lloyd

by

Sam

Bischoff.

DESPERATE

morning . . . Bob Etchberger, Loew’s Parkway, Baltimore, substituted for Allen Sparrow while he vacationed way down in
Florida.

GIVE ME A SAILOR (Para)— Wherein Martha
Raye, complete with her glamor legs. Bob

flat, although Ramon
and Eric Blore grabs

chuckles

the

Mellett Making Study of
Films for the President
Washington — A recent announcement
by Lowell Mellett, executive director of the
National Emergency Council, revealed that
he was making a study for the President
of the motion picture producing activities of the various government departments, with the possible aim of coordinating this work. Mellett said that he had
contacted Pare Lorentz, producer of the
two outstanding Farm Security documentary films “The River” and “Plow That
Broke the Plains.”
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valet.

intrigue
Novarro
off some

Produced

and

di-

H. Auer.

Hope and a highly competent supporting
cast fire a broadside of laughs that will

Managers Ass’n held a weekly meeting at
the American Legion Club. Sidney Bowden, general manager of the Wilder circuit, is president and Pierre Boulogne,

Wilmer and Vincent’s National Theatre,
died in a local hospital last Monday . . .
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Bergner have named
their baby, Betty Louise . . . Mrs. Frank
Whitbeck, wife of the advertising director
of M-G-M, a recent visitor in Pulaski.

as

Communities

throughout

be

to

thankful

type

audiences

Cordoba, Phyllis Barry,
Directed by Phil Stone.

right out of their seats

series

of

popular

action

oriental

and

although
manner.

screenplay

with

Nugent.
WAR

COMES

TOMORROW

(Amkino)—

This is the U.S.S.R.'s answer to foreign
powers who would
obliterate the Red
army.

It is

a

shoddy

piece,

smooth

performance

Ricardo

Cortez

by

L. Antsi-Polovski

PAROLED

two

as-

York — Leo

as

New

and

villain.

Pic-

consideration

of

BIG

HOUSE

houses,

the

(SR)—

only

out-

standing feature of the film is its mediocrity. The subject of paroled convicts
but

the film imme-

diately lapses into the old gangster

hokum.

Jean Carman, Richard Adams, George Eldridge. Produced by J. D. Kendis. Directed
by

Elmer

Clifton.

PUGACHEV

(Amkino)

of ambitious

—

Russian

proportions,

production

studded

with

im-

pressive and apparently costly sets, thousands of extras and many pictorial delights.
However,

if does

ingredients

for

cast.

not

possess

average

Directed

by

the

essential

entertainment.
P. Petrov-Bitov.

and

Leslie

E.

will open

the

Biography

By Beulah

Pool of Three
Brecher

New

York

— Beulah

Livingstone
Livingstone,

who

was associated with Rudolph Valentino
13 years ago as press agent when publicity
director of UA, has written a 30,000-word
life story of the star under the title
member Valentino,” which is being
lished by Selly Kann of Strand Press.
book will be distributed in .chain
stores, theatre lobbies where the
“Son of the Sheik,” is being shown,
selected book shops.

“RepubThe
drug
film,
and

Long
"Bluebeard" Run
York — “Bluebeard’s Eighth Wife,”

23rd St Ready

York — RKO

the

sleuth,

title role

the

the

THE
grind

A Valentino

Thompson comprise a committee of two
which is now operating the pooled Trans
Lux theatres on the east side and the
Plaza. The Trans Lux house at 85th and
Madison and a second at 52nd and Lexington draw 60 per cent of the income
and the Plaza, the remaining 40 per cent.
With all three houses running programs
of so-called “selected” features and shorts,
observers foresee product difficulties for
the new 600-seater now being built on
East 53rd St. by Robert Goelet and a
Boston group.

New

screen

REVIEWS on the above pictures will appear in an
early issue of BOXOFFICE.

and Thompson

Operating
New

and

concerning

and

in the

scores

FROM

for the

Foreign

COMPLETE

Brecher

Walton.

Moto's fans and satisfy all customers as a
programmer.
Produced by Sol Wurtzel.
Directed by Norman Foster.

screaming

with propaganda and wholly outside the
realm of accepted forms of entertainment.
Directed
sociates.

this

it unfolds in a more leisurely
Peter Lorre turns in his usual

sets off the proceedings,

gaggy

production and direction in keeping. Produced by Jeff Lazarus. Directed by Elliott

IF

Douglas

thrillers
fiction

excel

grand,

should

play

MR. MOTO'S
LAST WARNING
(20th-Fox)—
Maintains the high entertainment standards
established by those preceding in the

run up the SRO flag on any man's boxoffice. By far the best screen work Raye
has done, she is afforded an opportunity to
a

who

of picture. The intelligent will welcome its sincerity of purpose. Pedro De

Made

by

the country

exhibitors

ture amply will repay

blast

When “Yellow Jack” played at the
American, Roanoke, Mrs. Warren Jerrigan, widow of one of the “Yellow Jack”
heroes, was guest of honor . . . The National Theatre Supply Co. has sold the
Norfolk Naval Training Station the following equipment : projection mechanisms, lamps, changeovers and lenses . . .
Mrs. Mary Jane Sickinger, wife of Kenneth Sickinger, maintenance engineer of

Its continental

falls pretty
is excellent

rected by John

Lucian Shrader, newspaper publisher,
state legislator and theatre man, has open- •
ed his outdoor theatre in Lynchburg
which seats 2,000 . . . The new Norfolk

manager of Wilmer and Vincent’s Norva,
secretary . . . Dick Eason is now managing the James Theatre in Newport
News, a Hunter Perry theatre. He succeeded Ted Miles, resigned . . . The English Bros., operators of the Vista, in Alto
Vista, and the Mount in Rocky Mount,
have taken over the management of the
Franklin. Rocky Mount, from S. E. Day.

ADVENTURE
(Rep)— Strives desperately, but never succeeds in becoming

adventurous.

MARRIAGE
FORBIDDEN
(GN) — A well-presented tract about the results of syphilis.

Bacon.

All ten-year employes of the Virginia
state board of censors are receiving three
weeks vacation this year. They include
Cecil Crew, Miss Williamson, H. B. Gibbs
and Mrs. L. L. Speed . . . Our sympathy
is extended to Otis Kyger, relief manager,
Wilmer and Vincent Theatres, who lost his
father, George D. Kyger last Tuesday

very

•

New
New

23rd Street on August 4 with appropriate
pomp and ceremony. Located on the site
of the old Grand Opera House, the building has been torn down and completely rebuilt into a modern theatre.

now finishing a 12th week at the Metropole, Copenhagen, will continue until the
end of September, according to Paramount.
“Professor, Beware,” now at the Plaza,
London, a ' Paramount theatre, is doing
good business despite fair reviews, the
company states.

9:30 to 10:30 p. m. Musical salutes will
be contributed by Paul Whiteman, Guy
Lombardo, Rudy Vallee and Tom Dorsey,
the first two originating from New York,
(Continued from page 24-C)
this year as compared with a similar
period last season. Which means that progress is being made both inside and out
of those secret Radio City conclaves. However, those private meetings somewhat
have cut down on his traveling around the
country, but he says the scenery up Westchester way is just as nice, if not better,
than the west, midwest, south and northNew

west. Which is one way of saying “See
York First” as printed in those subway house ads is alright with Rodgers.

Joseph

R. Vogel, Johnny

Murphy,

Harry

Bernstein arid "Chip” McCarthy made up
a quartet of Isaak Waltons, bent on reducing the census in the waters off Cape
Vincent, where Lake Ontario empties into
the St. Lawrence River. Properly guided,
each of the Loew anglers landed the full
lawful quota of ten bass in less time than
it takes to see a double feature. With
plenty of time and expenses on their
hands, the boys turned pilots and let the
guides fish. Neither of the guides got a
bite.
It just goes to show you. Herman
Finklestein, of Schwartz and Frohlich,
who did his swimming at Pensacola while
trying the Ascap case in Florida, suffered
no ill-effects from the sun. But once he
came home, he received a swell sunburn at
Rye

over the weekend . . . Among the arrivals on the Cunard White Star liner
Queen Mary was Jean Tennyson, Chicago
Opera star, with Bernie Sobel and Connie Hope at the pier to greet her. She
returns from an European concert tour
. . . Arty Jacobson, of Paramount, is in
town making location shots for “Soubrette” . . . C. A. Mills, Ascap administrator, is back at his desk after a long business trip to the branch offices.
John

J . Friedl of Minnesota

Amusements

has gone back to Minneapolis after a tenday visit here and upstate . . . Bob Mochrie, U A southern district manager, and
E. V. McLucas, Omaha branch manager
for the same outfit, were recent visitors
at the home office . . . Mike Clofine, editor of News of the Day, is vacationing
abroad and looking over the newsreel
situation as a sideline . . . Mitchell Conery, Ravenna exhibitor, spent a few days
with A. W. Smith jr. . . . Herbert T. Kalmus, president of Technicolor, is due back
from abroad in two weeks.
Bill McShea, assistant to A. A. Schubart of RKO, is taking time off while he
absorbs the grandeur of White Mountains
. . . Kay Kamen is on the coast again for
a periodic checkup . . . For the record:
Miriam Hopkins has leased her Sutton
Place home . . . Leon Janney is doing the

Vallee from Chicago and Dorsey from Hollywood. This all may have something to

Harris P. Wolf berg, midwest M-G-M
district manager, spent the week in town
on what he said was his first trip in five
years. He almost got away with the fiveyear angle until William F. Rodgers, generalissimo of sales, started to think back
and the net result was that Wolfberg was
last here two years ago . . . Rodgers, by
the way, has moved his family to the
Westchester Biltmore Club, his wife having successfully come through her last
operation in Buffalo . . . Sam Shirley, former M-G-M district manager, is now living on the coast, retired but not forgetting the business after all these years.

do with “Alexander’s Ragtime
which opens at the Roxy, August

William Skirball, Ohio circuit operator,
is in from Cleveland for conferences with
his brother, Jack . . . Homer Harman’s revolving display in the Roxy rotunda on
“Alexander’s Ragtime Band” is a honey
and garnering plenty of swell comments
from patrons . . . Gus Nestle, manager of
the Lyceum, Bayonne, is vacationing in
Mame and New Hampshire . . . Kenneth
Clark of the Hays office may be found in
the purlieus of Maine on his vacation . . .
Walter Reade, his wife and daughter, Suzanne, return from Europe on the Conte
di Savoia, August 4.

Artie Seigel says he’s now making his
offices in a telephone booth . . . David E.
Rose returned Thursday from a quick
trip to the coast for final conferences with
Adolph Zukor before sailing for England
. . . Lou Diamond buys his flowers at
Macre Brothers at the Astor . . . Ralph
Brambles of Luzon Theatres, Manila, is
returning home through Canada . . . Irv-

Mort Spring is spending the summer in
Great Neck . . . Arthur Lowe has returned
from a ten-day sail on Lake Champlain
in his yacht, Funny Face . . . Bob Rubin
was reprimanded by a traffic officer the
other day for crossing agiinst lights at

ing Alcana, head of RKO’s still department, became the father of a six-pound,
eight-ounce girl, Rosalind Leah, over the
weekend, the event taking place at Jewish
Memorial Hospital.

45th St. and Broadway. They don’t hand
out tickets jay walking in this town . . .
James A. FitzPatrick is editing “Madeira”
and “Egypt,” first of his new season’s
travel talks for M-G-M. If he makes a
deal with the distributor next year it will
be his tin anniversary with the company
. . . Charles Ballance, India manager for

Charles MacDonald, RKO theatre division manager, was among the passengers
sailing on the last trip of the Italian liner
Conte di Savoia. He said he was going to
Genoa where he will meet Dan Simmons,
former vaudeville booker. Simmons has a
Fiat car waiting for MacDonald and both
will then travel to Milan, Venice, Rome
and

Paramount, was among the Nieuw Amsterdam arrivals . . . William E. Gerrity of
the Walt Disney coast office has been
visiting the Rockefeller Building office.
Andrew

Naples . . . Roger Marchetti, film attorney in Hollywood, was on the same vessel .. . Fred Kopp, Universal studio advertising art director, has been awarded

Farley, Paramount’s European production representative, returned from the
coast, bound for Paris.

A. J. Herman, eastern district manager
for Universal, is now ensconced in New
Rochelle . . . Charles Stern has been
visiting his 11-year-old son, Buddy, at
camp at Kent, Conn. The youngster over
the weekend made his first birdie . . . Moe

Irving Berlin will be heralded by his
fellow artists in a cavalcade of Berliniana
to be broadcast August 3 over CBS from

Streimer

informs us that “Modern
(Continued on page 24-L)

No Authoritarians
by Sam
reviews

Taylor, who conducts a weekly forum,
of listeners to review pictures with him and

“Once Is Enough” at the Theatre-by-theSea at Matunuck . . . Madge Evans is tak-

on

ing off the leading role in “Stage Door”
at Sufern . . . Erin O’Brien Moore is now
doing a stint in “High Tor,” which is
making the summer rounds . . . Louis K.
Sidney, while in town, is staying at the
Astor so he can be near his office in the
Loew Building.

you
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In addition
"occasionally"
To
one

a

persons
reviews

known
in age

of profesional

to 16 “no"
and

question,

answered

broadcast
ranging
and

two

director, and

Frank

appeared in color on the Daily News Sunday cover, arrived Tuesday from the coast
for a three-week vacation . . . Annabella,
the 20th-Fox star, got in the same day by
plane and sailed Wednesday for England
on the Queen Mary for a vacation in her
native France.

the air on

Paramount

her stint on “ Artists and Models Abroad”
for Paramount, Lillian Fischer, wife of

summer resort towns in “Brother Rat”
. . . Helen Vinson has been appearing in

24-1

Stone,

his crew working on “ Say It in French”
are in from the coast to film sequences including the Waldorf-Astoria, Savoy Plaza
and Edison Hotels . . . Having completed

a $100 prize by Woman’s Home Companion, taking third place for his design in a
personality building contest which had
over 10,000 entries . . . Ethel Merman, who

New York — In reply to a question
persons said they are not guided by
only two said that they are.

Band,”
5.

Here

Taylor, WHN
film commentator, 16
of professional movie critics while

'The Public
a consensus

as "Hollywood
from

movie
“yes"

Times”

Reviews,"
of opinion
Sound

17 to 60 are

invites
is then

a group
reported

Stage."

given

the question,

"Are

of responses

said

critics?"

answers,

the

balance

"rarely."
"Are

you

in favor

of these

public

reviews?"

31 said

"yes"

while

"positively."
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Trust Vaude Will
Counter Fair's Pull

Hollywood — Dorothy

policy

1939, it is expected.
Fair.
As

explained

by

early

spring,

The

World’s

Reason:

by one

major

10-minute ride from Times
It is learned the Capitol

circuit ex-

Square.”
will definitely

take on “flesh” shows. Harry Brandt
states the Gaiety will inaugurate a modified burlesque policy, with films, about
September. B. S. Moss is known to have
considered a band or “special attraction”
idea to bolster his independent films at
the Criterion. Moss is also toying with
an experimental television presentation.
“Dinty” Moore, managing director of the
Strand, Warner show window, is already
lining up novelty acts to supplement the
band policy that opens late in August.
A
combination vaudeville-film policy
has been discussed, it is understood, for
the Rivoli. Although John J. O’Connor
has denied that the Palace, second run
Broadway double bill outlet, will return to
“flesh”

attractions,

ter or type

reports

persist

the

idea is being discussed informally. Loew’s
State, Roxy, Paramount and Radio City
Music Hall have long maintained a stage
attraction of one form or another. Loew’s
also has the Mayfair, Broadway subsequent dual-bill unit, as a possible combination situation.
This leaves but Brandt’s Globe, Matty
Radin’s Continental, Arthur Mayer’s
Rialto and the Cine-Roma without a set
plan of action.

New

Product Deals
With Six Circuits

York — Republic

has

closed

deals

with six circuits for next season’s product.
The circuits are Interstate, operating 31
houses in New England, John J. Ford of
Maine and New Hampshire with 28 units,
Strand Theatres of Providence, Graphic
circuit operating in Dexter, Dover, Camden, Bucksport, Belfast, Millinocket, Bridgton, Ellsworth, Maine; Franklin, N. H.;
Newport, Brandon, Middlebury, Vt.; the
Arthur Sharby circuit in Groveston and
Hillsboro, N. H., Rickford, Island Pond,
Vt., and Libson Falls, Maine; the Andrew
Tegu circuit in Waterbury, Morrisville,
Lyndonville, St. Johnsbury, Vt., and
Woods ville, N. H.

Edward Callow Succeeds
Seltzer as Ad Director
Philadelphia — Edward Callow, former
district manager for the Warner circuit,
has been appointed director of advertising
and promotion for the chain.
Callow, who was in charge of the chain’s
theatres in Wilmington, Chester and Camden, replaced Jules Seltzer, resigned.
BOXOFFICE

:;

July

why

is fatal.
charac-

worth

keep-

me."

Qtterson Bringing
Score of Foreigns

Hollywood — Emil K. E’lis, attorney for
a group of eight minority Loew stockholders, has completed depositions of M-G-M
studio executives in connection with suits
filed in New York to abrogate the profitsharing contracts approved by the board
of directors and ratified by a majority of
the stockholders December 26, 1937.
Ellis is remaining here several weeks
for a vacation before returning east while
Leopold Friedman, general counsel and
secretary of Loew’s, and J. Alvin Van
Bergh, of Proskauer, Rose and Paskus,

New York — John E. Otterson, head of
Inter-Allied Films, is expected back from

counsel for Loew’s, left over the weekend
for New York where they are due Monday.

Europe August 10. Overseas cables report he has purchased 20 to 25 French and
British films for American distribution
through his new company.

Among the production and studio executives examined before trial by Ellis were
Louis B. Mayer, A1 Lichtman, Edward
Mannix, Lawrence Weingarten, Mervyn
LeRoy, Sam Katz, Bernard Hyman, Hunt
Stromberg and Benjamin Thau.

First account of the product is “very
optimistic.” This information is relayed
via Harry Brandt, acting as spokesman
for his brothers, Lou and Bernard, who
returned from a short European visit on
the French Liner Champlain.
Brandt, purportedly associated with Otterson in his enterprise, said he expected
the

first picture

would

open

about

Sep-

tember 10 in one of the 50 houses “set
aside” for the exhibition of foreign pictures. He also reiterated that the TransLux theatres would be included in the circuit.
There

is also a possibility, Brandt

said,

that one of the pictures would be roadshowed. He refused, however, to divulge
where the situations were and how they
would operate.

May Not Use Coast
Depositions at Trial
New

York — The

depositions

taken

by

Emil K. Ellis, counsel for a group of Loew’s
minority stockholders, on the coast may
or may not be used when the suit against
the company’s directors and executives
comes to trial in the fall in the N. Y.
state supreme court.
Loew attorneys consented to the trial
before examination so that the studio executives will not be called to New York.
However, there have been a number of
executives yet to be examined, but these
most

UA
Republic
Made

is something

on

ing. I don't see why making a jungle
picture once in a while should hurt or

type

ecutive, picture shows “will not be enough
to hold the patrons with the fair just a

Lamour

she doesn't think being “typed"
"It seems to me that a good

New York — Every Broadway first-run
and possibly main stem double feature
houses, will have installed a combination
film-vaudeville

Finish Depositions
For Loew Litigants

Dorothy Lamour
Has Spoken

Exploitation Crew

likely will appear during the hearings since they make their headquarters
here and are to be on call.

of

21 Tills lor ",Algiers "

New York — United Artists has a staff
of 21 exploitation men working in major
city
on

first-runs

for

“Algiers” which
tionally July 29.

individual
is being

campaigns

released

na-

The men and cities which they are
handling: Budd Getschal, Nashville and
Memphis; W. P. Bernfield, Kansas City;
Ed Bellew, Asbury Park; Art Catlin,
Louisville; Ben Cohn, Indianapolis; Bernard Evens, St. Louis; Steve Edwards,
Dayton; Jay Frank, Rochester; Ed Gallner, Baltimore; M. J. Kavanagh, Providence; Bill Lansburgh, Richmond and
Norfolk; James Lundy, Phoenix and Tuscon; John McGrail, Wilmington; J. H.
McFarland, Reading; E. M. Milburn, Toledo; Jack Proctor, San Francisco; Louis
Ramm, Atlanta; Antoinette Spitzer, Harrisburg; Martin Seed, Syracuse and Bob
Wood, New Orleans.

Plan New

Theatre

Wilmington, Del. — Plans for another
theatre, the second announced here in
three weeks, were revealed this week by
the Wilmington Drama League, which is
planning a $20,000 theatre in the northern
section of the city. It will seat nearly 300.

AF A Suggests Parley on
Acting Talent Agreement
New York — The American Federation
of Actors, of which Ralph Whitehead is
president and which has jurisdiction over
chorus performers and stage principals,
has sent communications to the Roxy,
Radio City Music Hall, Loew’s State,
Paramount and Strand suggesting a meeting for the formulation of basic working
agreements covering all acting talent.
Harry
“flesh”

L. Calking is in charge of organizing the Broadway theatres using
entertainment. The Strand inaugurates a band policy August 26.

Mrs. Pauline

Thalhimer

Richmond, Va. — Mrs. Pauline Thalhimer,
widow of Gustavus Thalhimer and for
many years prominent in the activities of
the Virginia Commission for the Blind,Sheltering Arms Hospital and other philanthropic organizations, died here at her
home after an illness of two weeks. Mrs.
Thalhimer was the mother of Morton C.
Thalhimer, prominent
dent of Neighborhood

realtor and
Theatres.

presi-

23, 1938
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He

Has Expansion
Room Anyway

New York — A branch manager lor a
local independent exchange visited a
buyer

of a

the

unaffiliated

and

started

"Look
made

ranks

the

circuit
other

day

and

manager

the

"They

'In Old

Chicago.'

After all, they can't
better than these."
The salesman paused

make

anything

went

at all the room

we

’Test Pilot' and

20th-Fox/'

began.

on, "But
have

us, look

briefly and

then

to compete."

.

Middle
Europe Will
0
"Snow White"
See 0
New

York

—

Distribution

of

‘‘Snow

White”

through the remainder of Continental Europe will 0
wait until the fall,
states George Kamen, London representative for Walt Disney, who slipped out of
town on the Cunard White Star liner

.
Queen Mary after a surprise
one-week
visit here. Kamen termed his trip as a

“purely personal venture.”
Among the passengers was Sylvia Sidney, looking like a school teacher going
on a vacation with her horn-rimmed
spectacles. She told Boxoffice she is
0 considering returning to the stage following the completion of the feature “ . . .
One Third of a Nation ...” which goes
into production at Astoria next month.
0
Miss Sidney said her contract arrangement with Paramount was on a pictureto-picture basis and she did not know
.
when she
would resume work again for
them.
Annabella, 20th-Fox’s attractive onenamed star, made the boat at the last
minute with Earl Wingert clearing the
way. She was hatless, her blonde hair being bobbed for “Suez,” and
there may be
0
another coiffeur vogue in the making.

Social Conscience
Is Aroused
London — (Not
Plane) — Zoltan

in

his speil:

at M-G-M

exchange

0

fairly important

$500,000 Settlement
Bid From Mrs. Fox
Atlantic

City — Offer

of a $500,000

cash

settlement has been made by Mrs. William Fox and their two daughters to settle a part of the long drawn out $9,535,261
William Fox bankruptcy case. Hiram
Steelman, trustee of the estate of the former producer, and his counsel, William
Elmer Brown jr„ are recommending that
the offer be accepted. Allan B. Endicott
jr., federal referee in bankruptcy, has set
a hearing for August 15.
Fox previously testified that in 1930 he
created the All-Continent Corp., an irrevocable trust for his wife, Eva, and two
daughters, Mrs. Mona Tauszig and Mrs.
Belle Schwartz, putting into it about $6,900,000 in securities. Since May 29, 1936,
when Fox filed his bankruptcy papers,
Steelman and Brown have sued the corporation, the wife and daughters in an
effort to recapture the assets that Fox
transferred to them. The suit is pending
in U. S. district court.
In addition to offering to settle the suit
for $500,000, Mrs. Fox, who is president of
All-Continent, and the daughters also offer to withdraw an estimated total of $41,000,000 out of more than $55,000,000 creditors’ claims against the bankrupt estate.
Fox’s voluntary bankruptcy petition listed
$9,535,261 liabilities.

0BROADWAY
(Continued

from page 24-J)

0
will open August
5 at the Globe single feature and that “Algiers” opened Saturday
at the Mayfair, Asbury Park.
0
John W. Hicks jr..
Paramount foreign
head, worked for Sam Goldwyn 22 years
ago as branch manager of the Minneapolis
exchange. He had left General Films to go
over with Goldwyn. In all the 22 years
Hicks has not seen Goldwyn again . . .

Via
Korda

Howard
has

Hughes

ordered

4,000

papier mache swords for a forthcoming
film. They will be forwarded to the
location crew now in the Sudan.
Korda

says

the

swords

will be

used

for the Fuzzy Wuzzy battle scenes with
native soldiers who are unable to comprehend film battles
ally slay each
weapons.

and

other

would

actu-

if given

steel

Pity. The film critics
preferred it that way.

might

have

ITOA Protests UA
Percentage Deals
New

York — The

ITOA

board

of direc-

tors, at its regular bi-monthly meeting,
adopted a resolution “that this organization go on record condemning the sales
policy of United Artists.”
The action was taken in face of UA’s
announced policy “it will sell its product
only on a percentage basis,” which the
ITOA construes as “arbitrary and unfair
insofar as subsequent run theatres are
concerned” in that the policy “would make
it impossible for subsequent run theatres
to play” UA product.
The resolution concludes the policy “is
evidently being adopted by UA to prevent
subsequent run theatres from playing their
A. W. Smith jr., sales manager, says
all
but Laurel and Hardy will be on percentage.
product.”

If the Salesman
New

York

—

Credit

Charles

Is Glib
Ballance,

Betty Roach, Al Lichtman’s former secreParamount’s general manager for India,
tary, is vacationing on the coast . . .
Burma and Ceylon, with a job that yields
James R. Grainger was tendered a speto none for commercial complexities.
cial
luncheon
Thursday
at
the
Georgian
a population estimated roughly at
Industry Gilt of Films 0 Room of the Statler Hotel, Buffalo, by Serving
Cu
Jack Berkowitz, Republic franchise holder
s
te
in th
tloects
To Philippine Colonies
in the territory.
rr
at
it and British films
mespoke the American
Rivaling
or
New York — Through the cooperation of 0
n
y.
r
Nathalie
Hammerstein,
secretary
to
the Hays office, leper colonies of Culion,
s are the “quickies”
for popularity
turned
out by Mohammedans and Hindus in their
Cebu and Ilo Ilo in the Philippines will
Tom Gerety at Loew’s is reported to have
respective vernaculars. For the former,
shortly get a large supply of features and
put on ,
ten pounds at O’Flaherty’s Milk
Farm, over the ridge from the Wayne
the dialect is in “Urdu” and the latter in
shorts as a gift from the industry. Lepers
“Hindi,” according to Ballance.
Country Club . . . J. S. MacLeod, back
will be trained to operate projectors. Perry
Despite the tremendous potential marfrom a tour of M-G-M’s western exBurgess, president of the Leonard Wood
ket, only a small percentage of it has been
changes, has become something of an exMemorial, active in that work, expressed
pert on corn crops . . . Leopold Freidman
his appreciation to the industry, Kermit
touched, Ballance states. Most of the buspostcards that his coast visit will extend
iness, he said, is done in the cities where
Roosevelt, The Roosevelt Line, the Wiggins
for another week . . . Harold Lloyd paythe population is composed of the EuroTerminals and the Film Transfer Exchange
pean classes and the educated class of
ing a visit to Charles E. McCarthy. Later
Indians.
Co. He said, in part: “It is impossible to
th Schaefer
to James Mulvey and George J.
paint any adequate picture of what this
er
e a MinThe greater portion of the population is
. . . Carl Laemmle postcards to Mike
gift of films will mean to the thousands
re
dlin from Zurich that his theatre interin the villages. There, according to Balmo
of lepers in the Philippines.”
re
lance, the standard of living is very low
ests are doing very nicely . . . Pat Reis,
t
secretary to Howard Deitz, is on vacation han and the amount of business small.
80 Ballance, who has been at that post
Allied Luncheon-Meeting
. . . Milton Weiss, going Si Seadler one
Asbury Park, N. J. — Allied of New Jerfordia-11 years, estimates the number of
better, can be found at “Man About Town
sey will hold a state-wide luncheon-meettheatres at 600. He said there is conLodge,” or “Rustic-R-Ranch,” Swarstwood
Lake, Sussex County, N. J.
struction going on but only in the cities.
ing at the Berkeley-Carteret Wednesday.
24-L
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CURRENT

90 Minutes

)

(

Paramount

ON

FEATURE

Rel. Aug.

RKO

12, '38

RKO

(833)

Richard

F

Warner

Rel. July 15, '38

Anne Shirley, Ruby Keeler, James Ellison, Fay Bainter,
Walter Brennan, Frank Albertson, Virginia Weidler.

(702)

Chickens
80 Minutes

F

!

!

hit

with

the

most

discriminating

of

film

20th

Rel. July 15, '38

shoppers,

Universal

Girl
(

)

de-

F

73 Minutes

Barton

MacLane,

s]
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61 Minutes

5, '38

Century-Fox

(

)

Smgleton,

Chester Clute.

60 Minutes

,
Rel.

(

)

F

60 Minutes

<£,»<■<.>
Rel. July 29, '38

Authentic Malayan backgrounds and some exceptional
photographic studies of animal life in the jungle are the
only factors to be recommended here, for the picture as
a whole is laughingly melodramatic, impossibly heroic
and tinged with brutality. As a novelty it may suffice, but
probably will find its most successful market among the
kid-matinee customers. The wanton and purposeless
slaughter of a number of tropical beasts — tigers, black
panthers and others — and the obvious and inexcusable
tortures inflicted on a bewildered baby elephant will undoubtedly meet with condemnation and ill-will on the part
of animal-lovers, at the same time contributing no useful
purpose to the development of the story. Clyde Elliott
produced and directed.
Colin Tapley, Mamo Clark, Michio Ito, Jayne Regan,
Claude King, Lionel Pape, John Sutton.
BOOiOO
F
Melodrama

F
CLASSIFICATION— A - ADULT

Rel. Aug.

F

Meet the Girls

Glenda Farrell, Paul Hurst, Constance
Moore, Ward Bond.

Prison Break

)

Davis, Lola Lane, Penny

Paramount

Rel. July 22, '38

Here is a substantial and well-knit drama of how the
law of circumstances takes its toll of human lives. Never
rising to great literary heights, it nevertheless has a message, which it tells in straightforward and telling fashion.
There are a few swell heart tugs, the suspense is always
properly drawn and the acting is entirely credible. The
story is less concerned with actual prison activities — as the
,i title would imply — than with the foibles of our existing
i prison parole system. Barton MacLane has a forceful
role as a fisherman who takes the “rap” for another’s
crime. On parole, he finds it impossible to secure honest
employment. Embarking on a life of crime, he is brought
to his senses by Glenda Farrell. Arthur Lubin directed.
■

(

Meager in both story and thespic accomplishments, this
initialer in still another 20th Century-Fox series, being
projected under the ambitious cognomen “Big Town Girls/’
fails to augur a very bright future for the group. As regards appeal and possibilities of establishing a series following, it falls considerably short of the company’s established predecessors of this type — the “Jones,” the
“Chans,” et al. What few abbreviated bows for acting
the feature affords go to Erik Rhodes and Lynn Bari, one
of the girls, to whom June Lang is a pulchritudinous but
unimpressive stooge. The story is about this metropolitan
duo when they find themselves stranded in Honolulu and
inadvertently stow away on a liner bound for the states,
become mixed up in a jewel theft. Eugene Ford directed.
June Lang, Lynn Bari, Erik Rhodes, Robert Allen, Ruth
Donnelly, Gene Lockhart, Wally Vernon.

Evans, Preston Foster, Neil Hamilton, Ruth Donnelly, H. B. Warner, James Gleason, Billy Gilbert.

Army

Bros.

F

Mr. Chump

Melodrama

livering a brimming measure of romance, action and
laughs; the results of a topflight cast, story, production
and direction. For photography and thrills the competitive race between a troop of cavalry and a modern
tank is something to write home about. In name values
and acting ability the cast is far above that usually
found in pictures of its class. Preston Foster and Madge
Evans are splendid leads. George Nicholls jr. directed.
Madge

Dix, Chester Morris, Joan Fontaine, Harry Carey,
Paul Guilfoyle, Robert Strange, Vicki Lester.

Johnny

Republic, or any other company for that matter, has
produced few program pictures which incorporate more
honest-value, red-blooded entertainment than this speedy
drama of peace-time army life. The feature will prove a
j

Rel. July 29, '38

In sponsoring this unripened tomato Warner either selected the title of “Mr. Chump” in hopes that lots of exhibitors are naive to a point approaching the uttermost
or else have assumed new roles of sly and artful kidders.
Along about the third reel, Johnny Davis, hat-lick artist
recently recruited from Fred Waring’s band, grabs a trumpet, proceeds to tootle it with an effort approaching vengeance, follows this with a skit-skat vocal rendition and
then lapses into romantic pursuit of Penny Singleton. This
is “Mr. Chump.” The rest of it is mostly surprises in that
just when the proceedings appear to be at an end, as in
a two-reeler, they are resumed. Davis is the small-town
dreamer who makes millions on paper through his stock
manipulations. William Clemens directed.

her own living by one means or another. Her “chickens,”
Anne Shirley, Ruby Keeler, Donnie Dunagan and Jackie
Moran — stalwart all — come through effectively. Rowland
V. Lee directed.

Republic

80 Minutes

Sky Giant

80 Minutes

Careys

(835)

Richard Dix and Chester Morris, the feature’s entertainment and boxoffice values are limited by a very obvious
and cliche-laden story. Photography, particularly of the
stunt and crash sequences, is splendid. Dix and Morris,
of a commercial airline, are assigned the chore of mapping
the world from the air, during which imperfect maps
cause them to crash their giant airliner. A thread of romance is carried by Joan Fontaine, wife of Dix but in love
with Morris. Lew Landers directed.

For folks that like homespun melodrama with a dash
of comedy and a spot of old-fashioned tear jerker stuff,
“Mother Carey’s Chickens” more than satisfies. It is a
picture headed for better results in neighborhood houses
than in key runs, not that it is not “A” house entertainment, but simply because plebians in their own homey
surroundings will appreciate it more. When luck plays
its hand against you there are few uphill roads. Essentially,
that is the story of Mother Carey who first loses her husband in war and then is constantly battling odds to earn

\ Mother

Radio

Interesting aviation feature based on the activities of a
training school for commercial pilots, this, if for no other
reason than its timeliness, should prove popular current
program material. Although ably produced and directed
and bolstered considerably by competent performances by

Another in the series of epical super westerns in the
making of which Paramount has excelled during recent seasons. While it lacks some of the entertainment finesse
found in “The Plainsman” and “Wells Fargo,” leaning
more toward the time-honored action elements of oldfashioned outdoor drama, it still qualifies as top bracket
film fare and certainly will do plenty of business in all
showings. Picture is expensively produced, direction is
masterful and photography rates a special nod. Randolph
Scott and Joan Bennett lead a sterling cast. Story deals
with the reconstruction period in Texas while motivation
depends largely on the driving of a herd of cattle from
the Rio Grande to Kansas markets to avoid confiscation
by unscrupulous carpet baggers. Directed by James Hogan.
Joan Bennett, Randolph Scott, May Robson, Walter Brennan, Robert Cummings, Raymond Hatton, Robert Barrat.

The Texans

enew3
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SELLING

ANGLES:

SUGGESTIONS

SELLING

SELLING

"Sky Giant"

THE

AD

PICTURE

ANGLES:

"The

This film is a modern successor to “The Covered
Wagon.” It is an epic western and boasts an allstar cast of proven worth. It deals with the period
following the war between the States. In this
connection arrange a display of Civil War relics
for the lobby. Have the house artist make a huge
map of Texas, across the face of which is written
the title in large, red letters. Spot this display
in the lobby or atop the marquee. Dress the help
in the costumes of the period, using stills from the
film as models.

CATCHLINES:

CATCHLINES:

Pals in the Air . . . But Rivals on the Ground
. . . Two Daredevils With the Hearts of Giants.
They Risked Their Lives . . . And Nearly Lost
Them ... To Increase the Safety of Commercial
Aviation.

A Great Epic of the Screen . . . The Stirring
Drama of the Rebuilding of America After the
Civil War.

SELLING

SELLING

ANGLES:

Greater Than “Covered Wagon'’ . . . This Romantic Drama of the Building of the West.

"Mr. Chump"

ANGLES:

"Mother

Carey’s Chickens"

Probably the most effective stunt is to get two
pretty girls, a boy of 12 and another of about five
and have them parade the main streets with signs
reading: “We Are Mother Carey’s Chickens.” Another ballyhoo would be to have a man, with a coop
of chickens, walk the main thoroughfares with a
sandwich sign. In front the sign should read:
“Are These Mother Carey’s Chickens?” In back,
“See for yourself at the
theatre.”
CATCHLINES:

CATCHLINES:

Her Chickens Were Mother Carey’s Lifeblood.
and
See aHappy.
Woman’s Fight to Keep Her Offspring Alive

Music, Humor, Romance, Heart Throbs and Surprises in a Mirthful Package of Merriment.
There Are Places Where Even Angels Fear to
Tread . . . But Not Mr. Chump.

When a Woman Loses a Husband Life Changes
for Her and the Children.
The Woman Struggles for a Living, Two Children
Fall in Love. What Then?

SELLING

For

ANGLES:

the mailing

list, send

"Meet

the Girls"

SELLING

out mimeographed

ANGLES:

"Army

Girl"

Foster, Neil Hamilton and Madge Evans should
rate the marquee credits. Transform the lobby to

notes, in a woman's handwriting, to all male
patrons reading: “Meet us Tuesday night at the
Blank Theatre. June and Lynn.” Repeat the stunt
in a telephone message. Call attention to the fact
that the film is the first in a projected series and
get audience reaction as to whether they would like
further episodes. Give free admission to all girls
named June or Lynn, and work out tieups with
dress shops on a “ ‘Meet the Girls’ in their new
fall outfits” angle.

resemble an army encampment, with two “soldiers”
doing “sentry duty” on the sidewalk in front of
the theatre. If there is an army post near by,
arrange a special showing for the soldiers there
and procure from them the familiar enlistment
posters for use in your advertising campaign. Capitalize on the current and intense interest in rearmament and various war “scares.”
CATCHLINES:

CATCHLINES:

Meet the Girls . . . Two Peppy Young Americans
. . . Whose Adventures and Romances Are Guaranteed Entertainment.
Introducing Two Swell Gals . . . Who Will Be
Your Friends for Life . . . When You See Them.

He Was the Fightin’est Guy in the Army . . .
Until the Colonel’s Daughter Came Along . . . And
Took All the Fight Out of Him.

SELLING

SELLING

ANGLES:

Action . . . Thrills . . . Romance ... An Inside
View of Uncle Sam’s Army ... In Peace Time.

"Booloo"

CATCHLINES:

The Thrill Picture of the Year . . . Filmed in
Mysterious Malay . . . With Jungle Natives as the
Cast.

USING

THE

PICTURE

“Prison Break"

CATCHLINES:

I’m a Free Man, But I Can’t Get a Job . . .
Society Won’t Accept Me.
Pardoned by Society . . . But Torn From Each
Other’s Arms.

On the Trail of the White Tiger ... In the
Far-Off Jungles of Malay . . . Adventure and Action Supreme!
YOU

ANGLES:

Many newspaper articles have been written
about various parole systems. These should be
enlarged and prominently displayed in your lobby
or front Civic and welfare society officials are
sure to lend their critical opinion. “Should a
paroled convict be denied the privilege of honest
employment?” could be the theme of a contest
that a local paper could pick up. The same idea
could be worked in the form of a questionnaire
among patrons, using their photos and comments
as a herald throwaway, with their permission, of
course.

Possessing more than the usual quantity of exploitation possibilities, this should be sold to lovers of authentic adventure everywhere. The picture, for the most part, was filmed deep in the
interior of the Malay peninsula. Give the lobby
a tropical, jungle atmosphere by planting a lot of
greenery, palm fronds, etc., about. Get a “noisemaker,” such as are used at circuses, and have
it operating in the lobby.

ARE

AIDS

Texans"

Exploitation possibilities are endless, no little of
which is the marquee value of Dix and Morris. Tie
into the recent record-breaking world circuit by
air of Howard Hughes with a lobby piece using
newspaper headlines telling of the exploit. Conduct a model airplane building contest and exhibit the prize-winners in the lobby. Place a giant
facsimile of an airplane wing above the marquee,
carrying picture billing. Purchase inexpensive cardboard gliders as throwaways, imprinting the picture title on them.

The general idea would be to aim the piece at
the young, romantic folk, with a facetious play
on the title. Davis has something of a following
among the dance fiends and Lola Lane, although
almost hidden, is linked with the footloose song
and dance addicts. The title permits some
fun in the newspaper classified columns. You
might be able to gag up a stunt whereby every unsuccessful suitor who has been made a “chump”
by a girl would be entitled to some sort of booby
prize. Get in touch with local band leaders, who
might be friendly toward Davis for song plugs.
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FOR

GUIDE

FOR HANDY

FILING OF THESE

REVIEWS?
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Skott Subject Preview!
The Great Adventures
Wild Bill Hickok

of

(Serial in 15 chapters)
Columbia
First Episode, 28 Minutes
This should prove a boxoffice bonanza
for exhibitors. It is a corking good western serial with plenty of action and an
exploitation idea that will probably bear
plenty of fruit. Always a glamorous figure in border struggles, the role of Wild
Bill Hickok is particularly fortunate in
being filled by a newcomer, Gordon Elliott. He has a fine speaking voice and
is slated for bigger things. The exploitation angle is the organization of boy-deputies known as “The Flaming Arrows.”
And something on which the alert showman will capitalize. All the action centers around the efforts of Wild Bill to
keep a ruthless gang known as the Phantom Riders from plundering the resources
of the ranchers. Also in the cast are
Monte Blue, Carol Wayne, Frankie Darro,
Dickie Jones, Kermit Maynard and Roscoe
Ates. Mack V. Wright and Sam Nelson
directed.

Cinderella Meets Her
Fella

THE GREATEST

Vitaphone

(True Adventures)

Copyrighted,

1938

by Maurice

10 to 60 Minutes

#

PACKING

EVER CONCEIVED
Patent Applied

For

#

Trade

Mark

Published

October,

1937

of

UNSURPASSED

ENTERTAINMENT

LEGAL IN EVERY STATE -pi
• •

The advantages of the
best Money

Columbia (World of Sports) 9 y2 Minutes
A collection of boxing scenes topped off
by a slam bang clip of some of the Golden
Glove fights. It starts off with comical
touch dealing with the bare knuckle days.
Then it shows the girls at play, the French
way of boxing which is with their feet,
battling infants, a sailors’ blindfolded
free-for-all, an action-laden Navy boxing
match and the Golden Glovers. This is
for sport fans.

Illustrated

Vitaphone (Colortour) 10 Minutes
This rates high in audience interest and
is bound to please. Done in color, it illustrates the making of paints, shellac,
varnish and enamel. The second sequence
shows how the scientists experiment with
the ultra violet ray and the effect it has
on insects. Concluding with a demonstration of liquid air, its use in freezing
food is explained.

gift games
• •

The Interest- Arousing
Elements of the most

Fistic Fun

BOXOFFICE

Copeland

11 Minutes

12 Minutes

Another interesting incident which
Floyd Gibbons has been successful in digging up for screen dramatization. Although not as exciting as the previous efforts, this is an absorbing yarn as an
event in the life of the former Supreme
Court Justice, Oliver Wendell Holmes,
when he was a captain in the Civil War.
The tale revolves about a little girl who
nursed the captain when he was wounded
and met again some 70 years later.

Mechanix

THEATRE

DEVICE

(No. 11)

Marking the 18th anniversary of this
series, the reel takes the occasion to do a
bit of comparing of the famous stars of
yesterday and today. Interesting indeed
is some of the clips of such Hollywood
notables as Doug and Mary, Jackie Coogan when he was “The Kid,” Mary Astor
with long tresses, Norma Shearer as a
bathing girl and many more.

Vitaphone (Merrie Melodies) 8 Minutes
One of those whacky type of cartoons
that may go over depending on the type
of audience. It is a Cinderella travesty
with humor of the breezy variety. The
main character is a takeoff on Joe Penner. Injected is a plug for a well-known
radio and the Warner program.

From

The Fighting Judge

Screen Snapshots
Columbia

popular radio programs
• •

for your Theatre !
LIFE to• • your Boxoffice !

BLOOD

NEW

NEW

For Exclusive Territories

WRITE, WIRE
to

NOW!

MAURICE COPELAND
29 W. Quincy St.
CHICAGO, ILL.

:: July 23, 1938
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'BIRTH OF BABY' & 'SNOW WHITE' LEAD GROSSES
CHICAGO

(AVERAGE

Apollo — White Banners (WB), 2d loop wk
75
Chicago — Tropic Holiday (Para), Martha
Raye
in person, picture and stage show held over
2d wk
95
Garrick — Josette (20th-Fox), 2d loop wk
85
Palace — Having Wonderful Time (RKO),
stage show, all held over 2d wk
105
Roosevelt — Woman
Against Woman
(M-G-M).. 85
State-Lake — Gangs of New York (Rep),
stage show
90
United Artists — Port of Seven Seas (M-G-M),
held 2d wk
100
World

Playhouse — Ave

Maria

(Itala),

3d

wk. .. 90

Birth

of

Snow

a

Baby — Omaha

White

(2d wk) — Los

(RKO),

2d

wk.

.100
100

Goodbye

Port

Wonderful

175

Time—

Seas — Cincin-

Goodbye

125
RUNS

Warner — David Copperfield
Torchy Blane in Panama

DALLAS
100
80
100
90
85
80
100

DENVER
Aladdin — Always Goodbye
a wk. at the Denver

(20th-Fox),

after

Broadway- — Having Wonderful Time (RKO);
Woman
Against Woman
(M-G-M), after a
wk. at the Orpheum
Denham — Birth of a Baby (GN)
Denver — Rage of Paris (Univ)
Orpheum — Viva Villa (M-G-M);
David Copperfield (M-G-M)
Paramount — Accidents Will Happen
(WB);
Gold Diggers in Paris (WB)
Rialto — Crime School (FN), after a wk. at
Paramount; Air Devils (Univ)

115

100
175
100

KANSAS
Mainstreet
Midland —
Victor
Newman —
show

Tower — Wives
stage show
Uptown — Three
holdover

Under
Blind

Suspicion
Mice

(Univ),

plus

(20th-Fox),

90
95

50
50
60
55
60
45

65
75
75
190

55

80
90

LOS ANGELES
125
80
200
80
125
125
125

MILWAUKEE
Palace — Always Goodbye
(20th-Fox);
Going: to Be Rich (20th-Fox)

28

wk.,

Three

Blind

Mice,

Comrades,

Chicago.
3d

3d

wk.,

wk.,

Fugitives

85

plus

100
90
80
100
90
100

(M-G-M),
(FN)

65
80
80
90
80

reissue;
50

Francisco.

PORTLAND,

Cincinnati.
Washington.

(Univ),

plus

ME.

Empire — -Vivacious Lady (RKO);
The Law
of the Underworld (RKO)
State — White Banners (WB); Little Miss
Thoroughbred (WB)

85
90

PROVIDENCE

stage

100

Strand — Having Wonderful Time (RKO);
Saint in New York (RKO)
Warner — Blockade (UA) ; Sinners in Paradise
(Univ)
Wisconsin — Shopworn
Angel (M-G-M);
Fast
Company
(M-G-M)

80
120
115

Carlton — Shopworn Angel (M-G-M) ; Highway
Patrol (Col), 2d wk
Majestic — Always Goodbye (20th-Fox);
State Police (Univ)
State — Rage of Paris (Univ) ; Young Fugitives (Univ)
Strand — Ladies in Distress (Rep); City
(Col)

90
100
110
70

MINNEAPOLIS
Aster — -Swiss Miss (M-G-M); Rascals
(20th-Fox)
Century — Woman
Against Woman
(M-G-M)
Orpheum — Crime School (FN)
State — Lord Jeff (M-G-M)
Time — Spirit of Youth (GN)

NEW

SALT LAKE
. .

HAVEN

We’re
85

100
85
95
85
90

70
90
50
110

ORLEANS

Center — Go Chase Yourself (RKO)
Globe — In Old Chicago (20th-Fox)
Liberty — Having
Wonderful
Time
Loew’s State — The Shopworn Angel
Orpheum — My Bill (FN)
Saenger — Kidnapped
(20th-Fox)
Tudor — Rascals (20th-Fox)

CITY

Capitol- — Born to Be Wild (Rep); Saturday’s
Heroes (RKO)
Centre — Little Miss Roughneck
(Col); Shopworn Angel (M-G-M)
Studio — Tropic Holiday (Para), 2d wk
Utah — Crime School (FN); Sinners in Paradise (Univ)
Victory — Bulldog Drummond’s
Revenge
(Para); Sudden Bill Dorn (Univ)

College — Lord Jeff (M-G-M) ; Fast Company
(M-G-M),
2d wk
Loew-Poli — Shopworn Angel (M-G-M): Woman
Against Woman
(M-G-M)
Paramount — Front Page (UA) ; Private Number (20th-Fox)
Roger Sherman — Having Wonderful Time
(RKO); The Saint in New York (RKO)

NEW

95
85
90
90
85

55
50
(RKO).... 55
(M-G-M).. 105
105
110
75

85

85

Chinese — Always Goodbye (20th-Fox); Fast
Company
(M-G-M)
Downtown — White Banners (WB);
Torchy
Blane in Panama
(FN), 2d wk
Hillstreet — Snow White (RKO), 2d wk
Hollywood — Same as Downtown
Pantages — Same
as Hillstreet
Paramount — Prison Farm
(Para), Sally Rand
on stage
State — Same
as Chinese

3d

Maria,

Three

San

(Univ),

95

CITY

— My Bill fFN); Blind Alibi (RKO)
Shopworn Angel (M-G-M); To the
(GB)
Prison Nurse (Para), plus stage

wk.,

Streets

INDIANAPOLIS
Apollo — Three Blind Mice (20th-Fox)
Circle — Tropic Holiday (Para)
Loew’s — Shopworn Angel (M-G-M)
Lyric — -Always Goodbye (20th-Fox), plus
stage show

5th

Riverside — Young
show

DETROIT
Adams — Sinners in Paradise (Univ) ; Lone
Wolf in Paris (Col)
i....
Cinema — Same
as Adams
Fox — Rage of Paris (Univ): plus stage show..
Madison — It Happened
One Night (Col) ;
Man’s Castle (Col), 2d wk., reissues
Michigan — Port of Seven Seas (M-G-M);
W’hite Banners
(WB)
Palms-State — She’s Got Everything (RKO);
Mystery House
(FN)

Ave

115

Alvin — Three Blind Mice (20th-Fox), 2d wk. . .
Barry — White Woman
(Para), reissue
Fulton — The Rage of Paris (Univ), 2d wk
Penn — Shopworn
Angel (M-G-M)
Stanley — My Bill (FN); Sammy
Kaye stage
show

(dual) — Los

EXTENDED
Capitol — Air Devils (Univ)
Capitol — Crime of Dr. Hallet (Univ)
Majestic — Crime School (FN)
Melba — Men Are Such Fools (WB)
Palace — Toy Wife (M-G-M)
Rialto — Farewell to Arms
(Para), reissue
Tower — Having Wonderful Time (RKO)

80

PITTSBURGH

130

Angeles

Blockade,

210

stage show
Fox — Having Wonderful Time (RKO)
Karlton — Sailing Along (GB)
Keith’s — White Banners (WB), 2d run
Stanley — Shopworn
Angel (M-G-M)
Stanton — When
Were You Born? (FN)

140

of Seven

Always

100

Boyd— Lord Jeff (M-G-M)
Earle — Wives Under Suspicion

190

nati

Allen — Having Wonderful Time (RKO), 2d wk. .100
Hippodrome — Three Blind Mice (20th-Fox) . . . .110
Palace — Tropic Holiday (Para)
85
State — Shopworn Angel (M-G-M)
100
Stillman — Port of Seven Seas (M-G-M), 2d wk. 90

95

(FN),

PHILADELPHIA

(plus stage

Washington

CLEVELAND

Hood

200

of a Baby — Denver

Having

Robin

OMAHA

Angeles

Birth

of

Brandeis — Birth of a Baby
(GN)
Omaha — Tropic Holiday (Para) ; Tip-Off
Girls (Para), 2d wk
Orpheum — Rage of Paris (Univ) ; Battle of
Broadway
(20th-Fox)

210

show) — Indianapolis

Albee — Always Goodbye (20th-Fox), held over. 120
Capitol — Lord Jeff (M-G-M),
2d wk
100
Grand— Three Blind Mice (20th-Fox), 3d wk. .115
Keith’s — Port of Seven Seas (M-G-M), held
over
130
Lyric — Having Wonderful Time
Palace — White Banners
(WB)

where (Col)
Tower — Adventures
2d wk

Top Hits of the Week

Always

CINCINNATI

IS 100%)

SAN

FRANCISCO

Fox — Tropic Holiday (Para); Passport Husband (20th-Fox)
Golden Gate — Having Wonderful Time (RKO),
plus stage show, 2d wk
Orpheum — Rage of Paris (Univ) ; Young
Fugitives (Univ), 2d wk
Paramount — Shopworn
Angel (M-G-M);
Mr.
Moto Takes a Chance (20th-Fox)
St. Francis — Lord Jeff (M-G-M) ; Fast Company (M-G-M), 2d d.t. wk
United Artists — Blockade (UA); 5th wk
Warfield — Always Goodbye
(M-G-M);
Prison Farm
(Para)

70
85
80
90
75
65
85

SEATTLE
NEW

YORK

CITY

Capitol — Shopworn
Angel (M-G-M)
85
Criterion — Rose of the Rio Grande (Mono).... 75
Globe — We’re Going to Be Rich (20th-Fox)
2d wk
110
Paramount — Tropic Holiday (Para), 2d wk.,
plus stage show
90
Radio City Music Hall — Having Wonderful
Time (RKO). plus stage show
90
Rialto — F’ast Company
(M-G-M)
80
Roxy — The Rage of Paris (Univ), 2d wlc.,
plus stage show
100
Strand — My
Bill (FN)
45

OKLAHOMA

65
80
65
70
80
75

WASHINGTON

CITY

Criterion — The Rage of Paris (Univ)
Liberty — Viva Villa (M-G-M); Reckless
Living (Univ), 4 days
Liberty — Trouble at Midnight (Univ) ; Return
of the Scarlet Pimpernel (UA), 3 days
Midwest — You and Me (Para)
State — Prison Nurse (Rep) ; Flight Into No-

Blue Mouse — Count of Monte Cristo (UA);
I Cover the Waterfront (UA), reissues,
2d wk
Fifth Avenue — Port of Seven Seas (M-G-M);
Men Are Such Fools (WB), 2d wk
Liberty — Son of the Sheik (Para), reissue;
When
G-Men Step In (Col)
Music Box — Tropic Holiday (Para); Saint in
New
York (RKO)
Orpheum — White Banners (WB);
Mr. Molo
Takes a Chance (20th-Fox)
Paramount — Shopworn
Angel (M-G-M);
Fast
Company
(M-G-M)

85
65
70
65

Capitol — Josette (20th-Fox), plus stage show.. 100
Columbia — Three Comrades
(M-G-M), 3d d.t.
wk
105
Earle — Cocoanut Grove (Para), plus stage
show
90
Keith’s — Having
Wonderful
Metropolitan — Crime School
Palace — Lord Jeff (M-G-M)

BOXOFFICE

Time
(FN),

(RKO)
2d d.t.

wk.

140
95
85
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Colony Theatre, Cleveland, Ohio,
builds box-office with better sound —
uses RCA MagicV oice of the Screen.
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Your Theatre, too, can have the Exclusive
Advantages of the Magic Voice of the Screen!
Over 5,000 houses now

use this equipment

of its superiority ! It’s available

which

offers 10 proofs

Only the Magic Voice of
the Screen Offers these

to theatres of every size

— at a price you'll appreciate!
Having good sound
tre is sound business
For

theatre-goers

sound

in your theaon your part.
nowadays

are

conscious. That’s why itwill

pay you to use RCA Photophone’s
Magic Voice of the Screen.
Made by the only company active in every phase of movie sound,
the Magic
your

Voice

theatre

of the Screen

is the final link

the sound

chain

producing

company’s

RCA

presents

RCA

sound

Photophone's

RCA

in

that begins

the Magic

Better

in

Key

in

studios.
better box

Service Organization

MANUFACTURING

the Magic

Voice

in panel at right. These facts
clearly indicate the wisdom of
investing in this equipment. So,
follow the lead of more than
5,000

other theatres — chains

independents

alike

—

get

and
the

Magic Voice! It’s available for
your kind of theatre — atjoz/rkind

2 to 3 P. M., E. D. S. T.t on
office — and

RCA

has a low-cost

THE

Tubes

theatre

mean

the NBC

Blue

MAGIC

Network.

• Rotary Stabilizer
• Cellular Speakers
• Simple

Operation

• Economical Operation
• Push-Pull Adaptability
• High

Fidelity Reproduction

• Simple Installation
• Accessibility
• Easy Payment Plan
• Low Cost Maintenance
— Liberal Service

better sound.

service you’ll be interested

CO.. INC., CAMDEN,

10 Proofs of Superiority

of the

of price!

every Sunday,

means

Only

Screen offers you the ten outstanding proofs of superiority shown

VOICE

OF

in.

THE

SCREEN

N. J. • A SERVICE OF THE RADIO

CORPORATION

^

"

OF AMERICA

THEATRE

FRONTS

THAT SET THE PACE FOR AMERICA

'0
*

•,X '* •

iowiis JESSIE MATTHEW.:' ' SAIL IMS ALONG'
!TbMJM%UAHV "CRIME OF DR. HALLETT'

C>«ABS

:

'■ ■

-TMl

of

The beautiful Eglinton Theatre, illustrated, is one of thirty
and more theatres faced entirely or in part with Vitrolite

_

1 ■

'

in Toronto , Ontario, Canada, alone. This theatre designed

successful

showman

that a showhouse
and
the crowds

radiant

and pays

Setting the pace
have

modern,

knows

alive with color

with

light attracts

for America

today

colorful theatrefront

glass and

metal

with pressuresash. Also, plate

In addition

to having

office” appeal,
are

outstanding

modern

"box

L O F Theatrefronts

unusually long-lasting. To

as clean and

purpose.

brilliant as new,

keep

them

year

after

off at the box office.

bles. Among the LO
modern

storefront

controlled, shock-absorbing

glass of finest qualities for every

by Kaplan & Sprachman, Architects.

The

patented

r%OBA~ B4H

F products

metal

you

ensemused

storefronts

in

year, costs amazingly

little.

Before you make

any definite commitments,

write us or send

the coupon.

our new

You will find

literature on theatres

very inter-

are

Vitrolite, structural glass for building fac-

esting. Address Libbey-Owens-Ford
Company,

1311 Nicholas

Glass

Bldg., Toledo, O.

ings and interiors. Vitrolux, the color-fused,
tempered
luminous

plate glass for radiant
color and

areas

of

Be

signs. Exfrudalite, the

sure

made

your

by a

L O

F installation

franchised

LOF

is

dealer

LlBBEY'OwEHS'FoRD
LIBBEY-OWENS-FORD

GLASS

COMPANY

1311 Nicholas Building, Toledo, Ohio
Please send your booklet in colors, illustrating
L’O-F products
and interiors.

used

in modern

theatrefronts

Name

Vestibules and lobbies of colorful,
easily cleaned Vitrolite are attractive, up-to-date and economical

BOXOFFICE
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VITROLITE

VITROLUX

EXTRUDALITE

For mirrors, L O F Polished Plate Glass, clear or in colors. Fo
display windows, L O F Polished Plate Glass. For lighting, the new
Vitrolux color- fused, tempered plate glass.

Address

City

State

Comfortable Seating
stimulates

THE management of the Fox InterMountain

Theatres

knows

that

theatres must not only be beautiful —
they must also be comfortable.
Significantly,

this organization

selected American Seating Company
chairs for their new Fox Chief Theatre

the movie

in Pocatello, Idaho. Reasons

aplenty

habit

If you are planning a new

theatre or

for this wise choice! But major among
them are these: American chairs are

if you wish to re-seat your present
house, see what the American Seating

luxuriously comfortable.

Company

They

make

theatre-going more enjoyable. And they
stimulate the movie habit, make people anxious to return.

GRAND

has to offer. What

you want

— no matter how unique or ' ‘different’ ’
— can be supplied. And you’ll like the
prices . Write us for complete information.

RAPIDS, MICHIGAN

Pioneers and pacemakers in theatre, auditorium, school, church, stadium and
transportation seating •
Branch Offices and Distributors in Principal Cities

32

The MODERN

THEATRE

SECTION

(Title

A

SECTION

OF

registered

U.

S. Patent

BOXOFFICE

THE MECHANICS
OPERATION AND

Office)

DEVOTED

OF MODERN THEATRE
MAINTENANCE.

EXPRESSLY

TO

FEATURED:

CONSTRUCTION,

Story About
Himself

Edited and Conducted

by J. HARRY

Pull On Your Gas Mask

TOLER

Ansel

by allowing
home-work

to be

done

we can expect, after the smoke barrage clears, are
not going to completely resuscitate our boxoffices
overnight.
blindness

sition where it must

has placed

this industry

The precepts and
minded
exhibitor
his
community.

House

resell itself to the public.

if

be

reminded,

too,

ically, Midsummer is just the right
ernize and make ready for the Fall
season. Why not get an architect
to help you perform a practical
miracle?

New

Naborhood

38

policies of a propertywho
keeps faith with

House

IN FLORIDA

41

The
Sunshine
State’s latest modern
amusement
center, the San Marco Theatre, illustrated and appraised.

Essential Points in the Selection of
Sound Equipment
...

46

E- M. Hartley, conducting the Cinema
Clinic, enumerates several precautions in
the purchase of reproducing apparatus.

Acousti-Decorative Treatment Economically
Applied

50

Case Histories Nos. 19 and 20, concerning
the clever modernization of a couple of
Minnesota Theatres.

More About Breaks — in Bones
in Business

that

econom-

time

to mod-

end
52

Cordon H. Simmons
sets himself up as a
fracture specialist and offers his services
to suffering showmen.

an obligation of the producer.
is entirely within your control.

If you are one who has put off long-needed repairs
to property in the hope that some generous genii
might appear and reward you for a mere rub of the
magic lamp, please allow us to disillusion you.

should

36

Who's

Appeal (without which all the "hoarded" pictures in Hollywood will be hard pressed for patronage), isyour obligation, exclusively.

You

A

in a po-

going to tackle the job? You're IT, Mr. Exhibitor,
you intend to stay in business and make money.
Better pictures are
All else that matters

It May

Eternal Vigilance Is the Price of
STEADY PATRONAGE

the smoke

and there isn't much time to waste in doing it.
We may as well face the fact that the best pictures

Picture

of comenforce-

Kent discusses symptoms
and suggests a possible palliative for present
boxoffice pains.

fingers are aimed in divers directions, apparently
with a design to take the heat off Hollywood.

There's

Moore presents a case
petition outwitted through an
ment of property restoration.

Helen

They appear to be laying a smoke screen. Charges
are flying and the fumes are spreading. Accusing

eyes.

34

M.

Music Hath Charm . . . Hence
Serve to Help the Situation

If the effect were not so disturbing to our mid-summer siesta, the current antics of our omnipotent overlords, the producers, would be amusing, indeed.

to get in our

Surprised

and

Let's Go to Work

But let us not be distracted

an Exhibitor Who

O

A Laudable
Theatre

Lighting Job: The

Collegian
54

Detailed

description

of

lumim

is display,

interior lighting effect
vice factors of an Iowa

and •
mod

-"rai ser1 theatre.

•
The Hum of the Vacuum
Business Promotion
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Story About an Exhibitor
JUmielL
Who
By Ansel M. Moore

projects that panned

AMES

nor places will not be mentioned in this recital. There’s really
no point in putting anyone on the
spot and it would be unsportsmanlike to
disclose such personal details even though
they mattered.
Some years ago when our job with this
journal was far more certain than it is
at present writing, we almost severed our
connection with the payroll by unwisely
failing to conceal the locale of our scenario. So, we’re taking no more such
chances.
On one of our recent rambles afield in
search of something singular to write
about, we ran across a case, purely by
accident, which we believe is worthy of
the effort we’re about to apply. The story
about an exhibitor who surprised himself
is neither a figment of our own sluggish
imagination nor a fictional foray on our
part. It is based on actual, provable fact,
but for reasons already given, we decline
to disclose the more intimate details.
Always

an

Argument

can’t get good pictures at proper rates of
rental. Thus, we would argue in circles
without result — except the big kick we got
out of hearing him howl at the suggestion
of modernization as the means of his
emancipation.
But — and here’s the point of our story
— a marked change had come over our
comrade the last time we saw him, which
was but recently. There was a noticeably
optimistic gleam in his eye when we
greeted him, despite a guilty expression
that led us immediately to the conclusion
that he’d been “up to something.” Momentarily, however, we abandoned our

AN

“How’s busito start the
no dice. He
the informaat both my

IRRESISTIBLE

Surprise

to

Us

Then the story came out. And here it
is, minus the more intimate particulars:
Unbeknown to us, our hero had been

out per-

suspicions, as we asked him,
ness,” expecting, of course,
customary disputation. But
floored us completely with
tion that “business is good

A

We had not known that our friend was
operating two houses. The last time we
had sipped the spirits fermenti together,
he had seemed to be cursed with but one
theatre. That “both” therefore, became
doubly intriguing and after we had recovered a bit from the general shock we
asked for details.

A dangerous flirtation with competition
had our hero in the dog house, but with
tongue in cheek he met the issue with two
modernizing
fectly.

theatres.” The unexpected statement was
such a shock that we almost missed the
most surprising angle of it.

"PULL"

the lease-holder of a “dark house” in his
community. At a considerable yearly tribute in lease fees, he had been able to
keep the place dormant and harmless to
the interests of his open house. This, it
seems, had been going on for years.
Finally, as the lease hold on the dark
house approached the point of termination, it suddenly became attractive to
others as an ideal site for another theatre
and the landlord, intently impressed with
the idea, hiked the rental to a point that
demanded a substantial income from the
property.
Our friend was thus faced with a threehorned dilemma. < 1 ) He could renew the
lease at high rent and continue the darkness of the house assuming the risk of
forcing his would-be rivals to find a new
site in the neighborhood: (2) He could
buy the ground and dismantle the old
trouble-maker, still assuming the risk of
competition finding a new spot nearby, or
(3) He could acquire the old house, revamp and reopen it as a modern theatre

AT

POINT

OF

SALE

We had occasion to call on an exhibitor
recently whom we had known for several
years. On previous trips to the town in
question, we had enjoyed his company
purely by reason of his argumentative nature. One of those characters, so highly
typical of this business of ours, who is
always singing the blues in high pitch.
Long and loud had been his protests
against the predatory invasions of the
picture people, the press, politics and the
public in general.
Our hero so exactly epitomized the
down-trodden showman who beats his
breast in agony at the suggestion of progress in show business that we always took
great delight in debating with him the
reasons why “the business ain’t what it
used to be.” He being picture-minded to
the point of exclusion and we an ardent
advocate of the more material aspects of
showmanship, we were invariably brought
very near to the point of physical combat
after a few rounds of scotch and soda.
When we would twit him sharply about
the horse-and-buggy appearance of his
house and its unwholesome condition
generally, he would challenge us just as
sharply with the obstinate assertion that
house attraction is so much hooey, if you
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The Princess Theatre, at Rushville, Indiana, puts punch in its appeal with a complete structural
glass front, including: boxoffice, poster cases and facade beneath a new marquee.
Color scheme:
Tropic green, Suntan and Walnut Agate, lettering: Sand-blasted with Tropic green enamel inlay
and projecting neon letters and trim. The owner, Ray E. Harrold; the designer, Alden Meranda.
(Photo courtesy Libbey-Owens-Ford
Glass Company).
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and assume the risk of overseating his
neighborhood without the help of competition.
After a great deal of counsel with his
own conscience and with the approval of
his banker, he adopted alternative No. 3,
and with his tongue still in his cheek went
ahead with the restoration of the old
property — a flyer that was to cost him
around $25,000.
Soon after contracts for the remodeling
project were placed, however, our friend
began to realize that the renewed house
was going to show up his other theatre
to poor advantage. They were only a few
blocks apart. This must not be allowed to
happen, so he forthwith let contracts for
fixing up his first love — another flyer at
a figure close to $5,000.
The

Watchers

Immediately

work

Caught

On

started on

the old

“dark house,” the public caught on. They
liked the idea. Here was a man who was
doing something for the neighborhood.
Housewives discussed it beneath their
clotheslines, neighborhood business men
ballyhooed it along. Even the WPA toilers,
in tearing up the street, leaned a little
heavier on their shovel handles as they
discussed the new coming event.
When labor trouble developed in the
town and one of the main factories laid
off a big crew of men, cutting the payroll
of the community almost in half, the
banker got jittery and threatened to draw
in the purse strings on our friend’s remodeling projects, the building tradesmen
of the community called on him in a body
and offered their services in seeing the
thing through.
Both jobs were recently completed. Two
neatly modern, air conditioned theatres
are now operating profitably under one
management in a precinct that barely provided boxoffice sustenance to one so-andso theatre before. And mark you, this
was all accomplished during a sharp recession in industry generally and a particularly dull season in show business.
Scared into action by a strong threat
of competition, this theatre owner fully expected to lose not only his shirt and pants
but 'the very hide with which nature had
blessed him. He admitted to us contritely that he had the surprise of his life

* Cover Illustration
An excellent example of what functional design and modern materials
are domg for small theatres. The
Mode

Theatre, at Columbus, Indiana, owned by Syndicate Theatres,
Inc., has a complete structural glass
facade, in ivory and black, from sidewalk to top. The modified V-shaped
marquee, name sign and ornamental
disks at the coping are of metal. The
panels

of gleaming

structural glass

have alumilite T-bars
are anchored directly
backing. Pereira and
were the architects.
Libbey-Owens-Ford

BOXOFFICE

in all joints and
to the masonry
Pereira, Chicago,
(Photo courtesy

Glass Company.)
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M. T. ARCHITECTURAL

THE roster of Architectural Affiliates

of The Modern Theatre Planning Institute is being revised and augmented in numbers by the addition of new
members, located at vantage points
throughout the United States and Canada.
It is expected that the new roster will
be completed and ready for announcement
in the August 20th issue of The Modern
Theatre section. The revised group will
embody registered architects who have designed two or more theatres and whose
services are available locally to readers of
The Modem Theatre section.
The Institute is sponsored by leading
manufacturers of theatre equipment and
building materials, whose products are advertised regularly in The Modern Theatre
section. Its purpose is collaborative and
coordinative, with an aim to foster the
employment of capable counsel on all theatre construction projects, encouraging
theatre owners toward attaining greater
House Appeal by editorial-architectural
cooperation consistently applied.
The architectural affiliates of the Institute will continue to contribute articles,
project data and case histories and
photographic evidence of their ability to
serve the theatre industry in all design
and structural requirements.

when the whole thing worked out better
than he expected.
His flirtation with competition is ended
for a while at least, and the lesson he
learned, in spite of himself, should be
illuminating to many other exhibitors who
play with fire too long before they try to
put it out.
Smart business men in show business
are awakening to the fact that feature pictures are not the only thing that affects
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of colored structural glass in achieving full
realization of modern design possibilities
in theatre fronts and in details of the interior.

SALES

HEAD

their incomes. So they’re not waiting for
things to happen — they’re making things
happen with modernization.
They say it takes a good scare to bring
out the fighting spirit in many of us. That
psychology was apparently confirmed by
the case we have just recited.

Luminous Architecture
Enlivens House Appeal
In recent years, architecture has been
seeking a more skillful, more colorful use
of light. This architectural demand for
a medium offering diversified colors and
surfaces evenly luminous by better light
diffusion has led to the creation of a colorfused tempered plate glass. Now, luminous
color as an integral part of the structure
itself opens up vast new design possibilities. Luminous buildings that “give off,”
not merely reflect light, become beacons
of soft, glowing color. Theatre fronts are
created that bring every eye to attention.
Color-fused tempered plate glass, which
is made three to seven times stronger than
ordinary plate glass and highly resistant
to thermal shock, is offered in a wide
range of colors, translucent or opaque. It
becomes, therefore, a logical companion

F.

It. Kohnstamm,

manager

of the
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TO HELP THE SITUATION
ject. Its practicability, popularity and
publicity features were stressed in every
case.

By Helen Kent

WHETHER it recognizes the symp-

toms or not, it is our belief that
the moving picture theatre industry is on the verge of a new trend in entertainment provision. Double-feature
programs, with which the public has been
glutted for lo these many months, have
reached a danger zone of disrepute. The
gullible masses are becoming vociferous
in their demands for a return to sensible
programs of diversified amusement.
There is a recurrent call for entertainment in the flesh to supplement (not supplant) high class moving pictures. Music
that isn’t canned is greeted warmly. Stage
offerings, the very simplicity of which endears after the lavishness of Hollywood’s
extravaganzas, have met with approval on
the part of audiences whenever they have
been properly presented.
What will be the reaction on the part
of wise showmen? Will they heed the
call? Have they felt the pulse of the huge
classification of potential customers? Do
they realize that these patrons favor a
change? Or is showmanship merely a
myth nowadays? We think not.
A Call for Cleverness
All those cunning devices which went
out of vogue in theatres with the coming
of talking pictures are finally being missed by their once loyal audiences. Many
patrons refer to the good old days with a
nostalgia born of too complete satisfaction
in their taste for moving pictures.
Good vaudeville is welcomed joyously
wherever it is presented nowadays; orchestras appearing either on the stage or
in the pit receive acclaim. Even the supposedly passe organ with the accompanying community sing has begun to regain
its lost popularity. This last may possibly
be attributed to the relatively recent invention and development of the unique
electric organ, which so suitably fills the
needs of small theatres or serves as an accessory instrument in more elaborate settings. Portability is a definite point in its
favor.
Until recently, we had surmised that
theatre organ music was only a memory
and that all such instruments had become
relics. However, a recent survey has
changed this assumption materially. It
seems that during the past three years,
about 40 of the new electric organs have
been installed in theatres and the number
and popularity is increasing apace.
This would seem to indicate that at
least some degree of live entertainment is
being re-born in the motion picture theatre. And since organ music is the most
universal means of presenting living talent in the theatre, either large or small,
it would seem that the reasonably priced

industry what to do next in the reclamation of public interest.
Worthwhile music in theatres has been
sadly lacking for a good many years. It
seems almost a tradition that theatrical
programs should be interspersed with good
music presented by an artist or artists who
can be seen. The very coldness of the

Shep Brinkley, who manages two theatres, one in Plymouth and another in Murfreesboro, North Carolina, is an enthusiastic booster for good music in the moving picture theatre. Mr. Brinkley uses an
electric organ alternately for two-month
periods in each of his theatres. Since the
instrument is small and nearly as easily

sound-moving picture’s brief overture has
dampened the public’s ardor for “preserved” music. Personality seems to have become an important factor in this respect.

moved as a piano, his use of the one organ in two theatres is not surprising but

Music that is well-played, embellished
by lighting and scenic effects, aided frequently by the use of additional musicians
or soloists, and showing personal effort on
the part of its providers is a powerful force
to consider in connection with the moving
picture theatre business. It was used successfully once before, was side-tracked by
sound-pictures, and now perhaps the cycle
has returned it to popular favor.

“My opening of the organ interludes attracted enough new patronage to pay

Facts

From

Afield

In this connection, our survey was most
enlightening. A number of exhibitors who
use organ music both regularly and as an
added attraction in their theatres were
asked to express themselves on the sub-

merely a good idea that proves both economical and interest-provoking.

one-seventeenth of its original cost,” wrote
Mr. Brinkley, who is an organist himself.
“I use the organ between all shows and
have not failed to receive applause after
each performance, which is rare, due to
usually cold receptions. I feel certain it
does bring in additional business. I am in
one town two months and in the other two
months, and I move my organ from one
town to the other. It adds new life and
color with each change, and, too, relieves
the steady
Another
gan serves
owned by

grind of mechanical music.”
instance in which the small ormultiple duty is the case of one
the Liberty Theatre, in Walla

Preston Sellers, prominent Chicago organist,
is here shown
seated
at the console of the
Hammond
organ
at
the
State-Lake
Theatre,
in
Chicago.
Mr.
Sellers* sprightly
renditions are featured
with
at

every

performance

the

big “loop” cinema, where the little
instrument
serves
as
an added attraction to
both stage and screen
presentations.

and novel new organ may be that “wee
small voice in the wilderness” telling the
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Walla, Wash. Manager J. W. Wright uses
it to furnish music for public gatherings,
at the college and high school assemblies,
the county fair, and at religious services.
He claims that such use of the organ has
gained many friends for his theatre.
Penetrates

Publicity

Mr. Wright puts his instrument to good
use in a promotional way, creating much
good will by lending it for civic events of
this kind. Also, this traveling instrument
has gained numerous publicity notices for
the theatre, where Mr. Wright himself
plays the organ daily for 15 minutes before the program starts, for exit music and
between features.
George Tyson, publicity director for the
Alvin Theatre, in Pittsburgh, Pa., also
makes

use of the Alvin’s organ in a publicity way. He writes that it “is being used
around town for various functions and

shows.” Although never used on the
stage of this theatre, the organ elicited
“extremely favorable” comment from patrons when used in the lobby and foyer, according to Mr. Tyson.
A queer case was that of Hal Lyon, who
directs the Lyon Theatres, headquarters
of which are in Franklin, Va. Mr. Lyon
bought an organ primarily for his own
amusement and had it installed in his
home, but now he uses it occasionally in
one of his theatres and finds “that it
goes over very well with the public.”
Fred Cannata, manager of the Will Horwitz Theatres, in Houston, Tex., was loud
in his praises of the effect organ music
has had on his audiences. Of the electric
organ installed in the Texan Theatre, he
writes: “Fred Gibbons, who is the manager-organist, has mastered this instrument until it sounds as good if not better
than some of the $50,000 old style organs
we have in other theatres here. We have
a midnight ramble with stage show every
Saturday night and find that it does the
work that a five-piece band used to do.”
Mr. Cannata also says that the Texan
uses the instrument with its singing clubs,
another innovation that fits the new style
organ nicely, since it is adaptable to popular and swing music. This angle offers an
excellent way to enliven programs, and
once the community sing habit is formed,
patrons seem to react most favorably to it
and to appreciate the human element at
the console again.
Using organ music as an added attraction on holidays and Sundays has many
advocates also. E. W. Cupp, manager of
(he Lorraine Theatre, in Hoopeston, 111.,
writes: “An organ concert as an added
attraction on our Sunday program was
enthusiastically received by our large audience. Mr. Herbert Kirkwood at the
console of the electric organ rendered a
half hour program before the matinee and
also a 15-minute program of light operatic
and several popular numbers between each
show. Mr. Kirkwood has appeared on our
Sunday program on two occasions and we
feel from the reception given his concert
by our audience that it will be well worth
while for his return at intervals.”
An

Interesting

Innovation

As an innovation for public interest
and enjoyment, the small organ is used in
every stage show at the State-Lake Theatre, in Chicago. With Preston Sellers at
the keyboard, it serves here as an adjunct
BOXOFFICE
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to the orchestra in both solo and accompaniment. The use of the organ with
stage productions is quite unusual and
probably for that reason it is meeting
with high acclaim at the State-Lake,
where it is usually featured in a prominent
spot in front of the orchestra.
The mobility of the little instrument
makes it possible for two men to move it
about easily and, as in the case of the
State-Lake Theatre, it may be placed on
or in front of the stage for spot solos or
it may be placed temporarily in the pit to
be used between pictures or to accompany
community singing.
The theatre that has no regular organ
space or pit also offers no problem nowadays. A letter from George Zorn, manager of the Mercury Theatre, in New York
City, put forth this excellent suggestion:
“Being able to lock the small electric organ and place it in an isolated corner, its
compactness and size make it highly suitable for motion picture house use, particularly in its added advantage of such
wide range of tone and volume. We find
ours
a good that
investment.”
It seems
none of the exhibitor users
of organ music and other live forms of entertainment are a bit reticent in their
praises of the instrument as a means of
providing more personality in moving picture theatre programs. Perhaps these
pioneers in an almost lost art are the real
showmen of this business. Maybe they
can see the light before their brothers, who
are still groping for something with which
to revive the movie-going habit. Better
music and more personality in our theatres seems such a logical next step, too.

Sound Correction Now
A Simple Procedure
Early forms of commercial acoustical
treatment employed hair and wool felt as
the absorbing medium. For appearance’s
sake, they were concealed beneath fabrics
such as burlap or sheeting.
First cost was high, and maintenance
involved periodical removal of the old
fabric when it became dirty, and replacement with new fabric. Painting the fabric, of course, lessened its porosity, and
largely destroyed the sound-absorbing efficiency of the concealed deadening felt.
The life of the healthy new business of
acoustical treatment was threatened because the simple, every-day problem of
maintaining a clean, light-reflecting surface, at a cost comparable with cleaning
ordinary plaster ceiling, appeared for a
long time to be insuperable.
With the advent of perforated, paintable
materials, however, the felt-and-fabric
form of acoustical treatment became obsolete. At present, thousands of installations, easily and economically maintained
by normal painting procedures, attest the
foolproofness of these patented products.
Seat covers add smartly to the summer
decorative scheme. They suggest coolness
and comfort during hot weather — and they
save the seats.
Automatic curtain controls contribute
a great deal to the House Appeal of any
theatre. A jerky, poorly timed “draw” is
detrimental to the effect of the picture.

AS A CAT'S STEP
In the foyer — on the stairs, Mohawk
Carpets say — color, luxury, swank.
But — down the aisles, theatre-wise
Mohawk hushes footsteps in the depths
of its sound-absorbing

softness. And,

if cats do have nine lives, that’s another advantage they share with Mohawk Carpets. Even your Treasurer
will approve of that built-in Mohawk
durability that cuts upkeep cost. The
sky’s the limit — in your choice of
designs — colors — textures — grades.
Any one of the popular Mohawk
Theatre Carpets — such as Broadway,
Rialto, or Scotia — will bring your
House-Appeal up to top billing!

MOHAWK

CARPET

MILLS

295 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK
REGIONAL SALES OFFICES
PHILADELPHIA
BOSTON
LOS ANGELES
CHICAGO
HIGH POINT
ST. LOUIS
DETROIT
SAN FRANCISCO
DALLAS

&te/mal Viailance is the Price
of STEADY PATRONAGE ....
A property-minded Kansas exhibitor keeps
the faith of his community by the exercise
of diligence in all matters of maintenance
that determine the physical comfort of his
patrons.

THE relationship between a paint-

of his neighborhood. Mr. Vaughan would
no more invite his patrons into a dirty,
uncomfortable, dark and unattractive theatre than he would invite personal friends
into such a home.

there’s quite a distance between an outlay of $12,000 and a week’s salary for the
janitor.
Yet for the same reason that he has a
man working constantly, eight hours a
day, seven days a week, to keep his theatre
clean and wholesome, Exhibitor Charles
Vaughan has just completed spending
$12,000 for the refurbishing of his Art
Theatre in Kansas City, Kansas.
Mr. Vaughan installed new seats of the
most comfortable type, carpets and
draperies of latest pattern, and modern
lighting fixtures that lend an atmosphere
of cheer and comfort to the place. The
Art has been repainted throughout. The
new carpets were laid in the aisles after
wooden floors in the aisle space were removed and replaced by concrete to provide a firmer footing and eliminate any
slight noise or other traffic interference
with his sound.

“It is their house, and we have sold
them on that idea — with trailers, display
cards and so forth. One card, for instance, reads, ‘Remember, the Art is Your
Theatre’,” is the way he exploits his public relationship policies.

brush and a vacuum cleaner is close
enough for most any exhibitor to understand it although the majority of theatre men use both too infrequently. But

Complete

Airing

Daily

Cleaning and painting both aim at comfort and attractiveness. Significantly, Mr.
Vaughan comments on daily airing of the
theatre, a simple thing that is seldom done
in the average theatre. Says he, “We
can heat oxygen as easily as we can carbon doxide (exhaled breath), and dusty
air holds odors. Disinfectants, which
suggest germs to patrons, are unnecessary
because we clean and air the house
thoroughly and constantly.”
Again, commenting on the new

seats,

he says: “How can any exhibitor sell a
hard, uncomfortable seat to a person who
drives a comfortable car — and practically
everyone does — or who goes home every
night to comfortable chairs in front of a
radio?”
A successful neighborhood theatre, according to Mr. Vaughan, is a community
center in every sense of the term. If a
new business opens in his community, even
a pool hall, he personally calls on the
owner or manager the opening day, makes
a purchase, and otherwise personally extends his welcome to the newcomer.
Exhibitor Vaughan is host to the people who live near his place of business:
many of them are his fast friends. He
makes it his business to know the people
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Income

Is Stabilized

Mr. Vaughan’s neighborhood is a residential business section surrounded by
homes occupied almost entirely by salaried
people — pretty typical of most neighborhood areas. That comfort and brightness
and friendliness appeal to them is indicated by the regularity with which they
attend the Art. The theatre’s gross varies
little from year to year or from month
to month. Seasons present no serious
problem in the maintenance of seat sales
at the Art.
The theatre is thoroughly vacuum cleaned and ventilated daily. Twice a
week, the janitor uses a long cleaning tube
attached to the sweeper to reach under
every seat and pick up every loose particle
of dust. With the same regularity he goes
over all surfaces with a damp cloth. Every
drapery in the theatre is vacuumed at
least once a week.
Yet with all these scrupulous maintenance precautions, the theatre has been
thoroughly refurbished and re-equipped
at frequent intervals. Erected in 1920, the
building is sound and modern. Always
well kept, it was refurbished both inside
and outside in 1928.
The

Recent

Revamping

The decorative scheme of the Art Theatre was changed during the recent goingover from brown and buff to blue and yellow with brown striping. Lighting is now
indirect from side fixtures, while formerly it was semi-direct from both sides and
ceiling.
The

five-panel doors that provide entrance from the lobby to the foyer were
replaced with one-panel doors in blue
stripped with chromium, and the boxoffice,
also formerly panelled, now matches the
foyer doors with its decoration in blue
painted pressed wood and chromium hardware.
Openings

on each side of the foyer to

A

candid

camera

catches

Charley

Vaughan

a contemplative mood as he views
the result of a recent renovizing
his

Art

Theatre,

in

Kansas

City,

in

with pride
project at
Kansas.

the balcony stairs are fitted with doublefaced valance festoons of blue velour with
double cascades on each side lined with
Persian red. Formerly the door openings and their accompanying draperies
extended upward to the 12-foot ceiling.
By furring the ceiling at the standrail, it
has been lowered four feet with stairstepped arches over the two doorways.
Standee rail drapes are of blue velour.
Valances at the stage exits are of lacquer colored velour trimmed in dark blue
with a full curtain of light green satin.
The valance border of the stage is also of
lacquer colored velour. Title curtains are
of gold satin with the canopy ceiling and
side masking shawls of green cordurella.
The

Clock

Stayed

Put

There was one important concession to
progress Mr. Vaughan could not make.
The plain-faced Western Union clock over
the right-hand stage exit still ticks away.
Patrons of the Art had grown accustomed
to it, liked it, and objected so vigorously
when Mr. Vaughan took it down that he
had to replace it.
Cleaning daily, modernizing every few
years, changing the scenery frequently —
in this way Exhibitor Vaughan keeps in
force the best boxoffice insurance available to any theatre.
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TOUR DEALER'S SALESMAN
TO SHOW YOU THIS BOOK
AN ANALYSIS OF THE SURPRISINGLY LOW GOST AND
THE ECONOMIES AND ADDED PROFIT MADE POSSIBLE
BY SIMPLIFIED HIGH INTENSITY PROJECTION

DID YOU KNOW?
that projection

light equipment

represents only 2-1/3 percent
of total theater investment —
that only 2-1/5 cents of each dollar
spent for operating
goes for producing

expenses
projection

light —
that modern

high intensity projec-

tion costs only TWO
DIMES

per show

THIN

more

than

low intensity —
that Simplified High Intensity projection isa profit making, self-

Get this interesting analysis of the COST,
PROFIT

POSSIBILITIES

of modern

ECONOMIES

and

motion picture projection.

Your dealer s salesman will leave a copy with you if you ask him.
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IN FLORIDA
MO GREATER invitation to the re-

turn of the movie-going habit can be
extended than that which is possible
through the medium of House Appeal.

Realizing the necessity for something
more alluring than the entertainment
value of pictures in themselves, many
progressive showmen are turning their attention to properties. Hence the modern
theatre, as we’ve come to know it, has begun to assert itself seriously as the one
factor necessary to a revival of interest in
moving picture entertainment.
The San Marco Theatre, located in an
exclusive residential section of Jacksonville, Fla., provides a modern touch and
a flare for the functional in theatre furnishing that is highly deserving of comment throughout the industry. It was
formally opened on Saturday, June 4, by
E. J. Sparks, largest theatre owner and
operator in Florida, with more than 100
theatres in the Sunshine State, operating
under the name of United Theatres, Inc.
House

Attractions

Described

The new San Marco is claimed to be one
of the finest neighborhood houses in the
south. The auditorium now has a seating capacity of 500 and there is sufficient
reserve space in the rear to increase the

Modern front entrance of the new San Marco Theatre, located in the Southside residential section
of Jacksonville, Florida. It takes its name from the San Marco residential section and also the fact
that it is located on San Marco Boulevard. This design offers a diversion from the usual in that
no changeable letter attraction boards are provided. Otherwise the display is completely functional and most attractive in form. Boy A. Benjamin was the architect.

size to 200 or more seats at a later date
should patronage warrant the expansion.
Neon lighting near the top as well as

Tlie
room

San
Marco
is unusually

projection
large and

without wires ot' any
kind
showing.
It is also the last
word
in fireproof construction. To the right is the
washroom
and another room
adjacent serves for storage.
The projection room is more
than double the size of the
average small theatre’s quarters for the projectionist and
is outfitted with the very latest models of
reproducing
equipment and accessories.

Interior of
the
new
San
Marco Theatre. The house is
cooled by
blower fans located on both sides of the
stage at the front of the
house. An
attractive design
in panel and tile effect for
the walls and ceiling has been
carried out. The seating capacity is 500 and the seats
are specially upholstered for
utmost
comfort. Attractively
carpeted aisles,
excellent
lighting effects and an altogether pleasant atmosphere
complete the ensemble.
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directly over the marquee adds to the attractiveness of the new house. In addition, there is a display of indirect floodlighting which enhances with a distinctive
touch the advertising value of the front
elevation.
The

foyer and aisles are heavily carpeted. Women’s and men’s rest rooms
are located directly off the foyer. The
seats have posture correct backs and full
upholstered, heavily cushioned seats, said
to be one of the finest seating installations
of this kind in the country.
The entire theatre has been acoustically
treated, making it possible to hear distinctly in every corner of the house. Ventilation equipment at the front provides
plenty of fresh air and steam is available
for heating during the cool winter days.
When the ceiling lights are dimmed, indirect lighting at the sides of the auditorium casts a soft glow, without interference to projection.
The building is fireproof throughout
with a sprinkler system in the roof and
special fire devices in the projection room.
B. A. Cawthon, technical director of projection, designed the San Marco projection quarters and supervised the installation of the new modern sound and visual
equipment.
Spacious

Work

Room

Some idea of the spaciousness of the
projection room may be gained from the
adjoining picture of the room. It is 25
feet wide, 18 V2 feet deep and has a 10foot ceiling. Observation ports are 10 by
(Continued on page 44)
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EYE-STRAIN
Eye-strain caused by looking at motion
pictures is all too common. Doctors and
eye specialists recognize the serious damage done to eyes in theatres where the
light from the screen is too dim to permit
safe and comfortable seeing of the picture.
Seeing is not an act of the eyes alone.
Muscles of the face, nerves, and the entire body are involved. Eye-strain causes
headache, dizziness and often a burning
sensation of the eyes. The avoidance of
eye-strain is most important and requires
the earnest attention of the exhibitor.
Doctors, the Society of Illuminating
Engineers and the Better Vision Institute
are agreed that it requires 20 foot candles
of light to safely and comfortably read a
newspaper or magazine. Anything less
than this causes eye-strain. Looking at
a picture is practically the same as reading a book or magazine. However, since
the picture is not close up to the eyes as
is the case in reading a book, a lower
light intensity can safely be used.
As a result of a survey made by the
Society of Illuminating Engineers, the
Better Vision Institute, and the Society of
Motion Picture Engineers, it was agreed
that an average of 10 foot candles on the
screen would give satisfactory projection.
Anything less than 10 foot candles will,
of course, mean corresponding loss in picture quality. More than 10 and up to 15
foot candles approaches the ideal.
Checking freshly dyed yarns to see
that the colors are exactly as specified

The

Tru-Tone

Structural Glass Adds
Charm to All Interiors

colors used in Alexander

Smith

Carpet are perfectly beautiful in themselves

Crestwood

and get along

perfectly beautifully with each other under all light conditions.
They are practical colors, too . . . the kind that can look
chewing

gum,

peanuts, popcorn,

thousand

muddy

dripping umbrellas

and a

feet in the face without batting an eye.

Result: A carpet that pleases your patrons and gives your
Vice

President

in Charge

of Carpet Replacements

a new

lease on life.

ALEXANDER
Crestwood
THEATRE

SMITH

CARPET

W. & J. Sloane, Selling Agents Division, 295 Fifth Avenue, New York

Structural glass is an indispensable material for modern-day building purposes.
Whether for its sanitary properties or its
decorative effect, there is a place where
structural glass can be used to advantage
in almost every theatre interior.
For the modernization of an existing
room to give it a new tenure of usefulness
or for the new interior that takes advantage of the latest and best in style and
equipment, structural glass heightens the
evidence of quality and contributes to
permanent satisfaction.
A sparkling, colorful interior of structural glass meets the most exacting requirements of cleanliness and sanitation.
Its hard, reflective surface will not deteriorate from the effects of moisture or
age but will always retain its original
beauty and newness without costly cleaning and waxing treatments.
Structural glass is not only a permanent protective wall material, but because
of its beauty of surface and color it has
become recognized as having a distinctly
modern appearance and to possess decorative qualities of a high order.
A new type of showmanship

is making

itself apparent nowadays. Basically, it’s
the old Barnum stuff, a little more refined
and backed up by twentieth century
merchandising and mechanical efficiency.
Mechanical efficiency is the only means
by which a theatre can be operated in a
methodical and economical manner. It’s
the key to successful operation.
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fl^LANS for alterations and moderniza-

tion press to the foreground of the
theatre manager’s mind during the
late summer and early autumn months.
In the consideration of such plans, thought
may profitably be given to the subject of
theatre lighting, in general, and of projection light, in particular. The last year
has witnessed an unusual volume of editorial comment on the need for improved
theatre illumination.
The frequent mention of the advantages
of higher levels of screen illumination,
whiter projection light for color features,
and sufficient general illumination to permit comfortable vision immediately following entrance into the theatre is quite
evidently a reflection of the theatre-goer’s
reaction. As such, these subjects merit
careful thought. If low intensity projection lamps are being used, the theatre
manager may well make modern, high intensity projection equipment the first item
for consideration in his program of improvement.
One of the questions arising in connection with any alteration that may be in
mind is the cost. Analysis of the cost of
projection light brings out the fact that
it is surprisingly low.
In an average 500- or 600-seat theatre,
projection light equipment costs only
2 1/3 per cent of the total investment in
land, building, seating, furnishings and
other equipment. The cost of operating
projection equipment is in like proportion
to total operating expense, representing
only a little more than 2 per cent of the
amount spent for film rental, payroll, incidental supplies and other items.
While the cost of projection light is
very low, the manager may well ask himself this question, “Is my projection expense so low that it is costing me money?”
The large, downtown theatres have all
had high intensity projection for some
time. Many neighborhood houses already
have it and it is rapidly replacing low intensity in theatres of this class. Theatre
patrons have thus been educated to expect a quality of theatre lighting much

New Line of Lighting
Fixtures Looks Good
An addition to their line of modern
theatre lighting fixtures is announced by
Missouri Steel & Wire Co., of St. Louis.
Bulletin sheets describing the fixtures
show a neat assortment of fixtures of advanced design and in various finishes including satin aluminum, chromium, silver,
white and gold. The line is to be introduced soon to the theatre trade through
dealers throughout the United States and
Canada.
The usable life of a projector is said to
be 16 years from the day it leaves the factory to the time it’s ready for the junkpile. That’s much too much in the interest of good projection as it is demanded today.
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PLANS

above that now provided in many houses.
Such houses are likely to find that their
projection and general lighting must be
brought up to present standards if they
are to increase or even hold their present
patronage.
Low intensity projection gives 20,000
lumen-hours for each dollar’s worth of
power consumed. High intensity projection, from modern, high intensity lamps

of simplified construction, gives 55,000
lumen-hours — more than 2V2 times as
much light per dollar spent for electric
power. Yet the operating cost of these
new lamps is little, if any, higher than
that of low intensity lamps. At the most,
20 cents per show will cover the difference.
Furthermore, since an increase of only
3 in average attendance per day will write
off within a period of 5 years the total
cost of changing from low to high intensity projection, including interest charges
on the investment, modernization of lighting equipment should take first rank when
plans for improvement in the theatre are
being made.
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SHOWS

ROYAL

BOUCLE

VISITORS to the New York Market
will have an opportunity

IN ROOM

SETTING

culties in such a manner as to start a
trend of its own in popularity.
The surface yarns of the new carpet
weave betray the back of the carpet in
spots, all of which disappear about two
weeks after its installation. The pile of
Royal Boucle lies crazily in all directions,
not in the usual vertical position, yet the
hard twisted yarns combine to form a resilient cushion.
The distinct advantage claimed is the
fact that Royal Boucle may be seamed side

to inspect

Mohawk’s new Royal Boucle seamless carpet in a specially fitted model
room, beautifully furnished.
This new carpet texture has inspired
a wave of comment since its introduction
this spring — the sort of comments usually
attending any product so radically different from its contemporaries. It violates
all the principles of ordinary carpet
weaves, yet surmounts its apparent diffi-

to side, side to end, or end to end, with
no line of demarcation. The extra hard
twist of this fabric cannot be affected by
shampooing, because it is a looped pile.
This extra twist also combines to add
materially to the life of the carpet. There
is no evidence of shading or crushing at
any time.
Other claims include the fact that Royal
Boucle need not be rolled up for dancing,
careless attendants can spill liquids without effecting it, and the play of lively
children cannot harm it.

A New Naborhood
House in Florida
(Continued

16 inches, while the projection ports are
8 by 8 inches. Two rooms connect directly with the projection room. One
houses the motor generator and ballast
rheostats and the other the lavatory.
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Benjamin, well known Jacksonville architect and an affiliate member of The Modern Theatre Planning Institute, who has
constructed a number of theatres for the
Sparks organization and is a recognized
authority on theatre construction and design. Mr. Benjamin also designed a new
Sparks theatre at St. Augustine. Work
started recently on this house. H. S. Baird
was general contractor.

purchasing the first ticket. John T. AIsop, a former mayor and who was engaged in the motion picture business in Jacksonville 25 years ago, assisted in operating the equipment as the first picture
was thrown on the screen. Guy A. Kenimer, district manager for Sparks, also officiated at the formal opening.
The theatre will be managed by Elbert

BUD-

members

The projectors are equipped with
photo-cell reel-end signal devices, which
are mounted on top of the magazines. The
lighting fixtures over the projectors are
semi-direct and were made especially for
this installation. They are vapor-proof
lamps. The film inspection table is equipped with a film viewing device, eliminating
the necessity of holding the film up to the
ceiling lights for viewing.
The San Marco was designed by Roy A.

The opening of the new theatre was
featured by a brief program with Mayor
George C. Blume of Jacksonville, cutting
the ribbon spanning the entrance and also

AVAILABLE

EXTREMELY IMPORTANT BENEFITS OF SMARTLY DESIGNED, LUXURIOUSLY COMFORTABLE SEATING
THOSE EXHIBITORS WHO MUST

OPERATE
GET.
The

TO

from page 41)

(lECKloKDEE
COmFORT
that keepi them j

Offices in all important cities

S. Thompson, formerly of the Lyric Theatre, in Gainesvile, Fla., who has been with
the Sparks organization for the last six
years. The San Marco will operate from
Monday through Friday at 6 p. m. daily
and at 1 p. m. on Saturdays, Sundays and
holidays. A double feature program of
second run pictures is now being offered.

“Sixty per cent of your customers have
sub-normal vision,” says the headline of a
recent National Carbon Company advertisement. There’s something for you fellows to think seriously about.

During

GRAND
44

RAPIDS, MICH.

the next 90 days, your air conditioning plant, if it’s right, will prove
its extraordinary worth to you at the
boxoffice.
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SEATING
In today’s battle to bring business back
to normal, you can’t expect patrons to
eagerly “rush” for shabby, hard, wheezy,
broken-down, uncomfortable seats! Most
movie-goers now have their pick of pictures and they can select the house in
which they want to see and hear their
favorite stars.
Given equal programs; the house with
new, modern, comfortable seating will
and profitably “outdraw” and
constantly
will
build for itself a steady patronage
that pays its dividends into the boxoffice.
If your house needs reseating to pull it up;
to bring back lost, strayed, or stolen
patronage, it will prove well worth your
while to investigate the many new theatre seating lines in full detail.
Wherever they have been installed, new
modern, comfort-giving theatre chairs
have definitely increased boxoffice
“draw,” have secured oodles of favorable
publicity for owners, and have won back
steady and profitable patronage. For
new theatres as well, these sleek, swanky
chairs do a marvelous job in creating a
smart, modern interior effect.

connection or other defect, while not of
much consequence in itself, might be the
cause of burning out a transformer, wiring
or tubing, necessitating expensive repairs.
If a sign is operated when tubing is broken
or burned out, it will weaken or burn out
other tubes or transformers. In fact, it is
safer and more economical never to operate the sign unless it is burning completely
and brilliantly until such time as it has
been thoroughly checked, the trouble located and corrected.
Have a reputable service man or company repair, clean, service or do other
work on the sign. Unknown or irresponsible persons may do more damage than
good. By accident or through careless-

ness, you might be liable for damages to
persons or property.
Don’t expect your sign to operate month
after month and year after year without
the same attention and maintenance you
would give to other mechanical or electrical equipment. And by all means, never
work on or in an electric sign with the
current turned on. Even low voltage current may be dangerous.

The best way to correct the acoustics of
a theatre is to fill it full of patrons. Empty
houses, like empty rain barrels, leave too
much room for echoes.

Modern Style Furniture
Finds Place in Theatres
The Modern style in furniture has
found its stride and is being well received
by the public, in the large cities particularly. The purely Modern pieces are admirable as a rule — simple, well-proportioned, of good materials, and they have
repose because of their plain surfaces and
substantial rectangular masses.
The woods used are good in color and
often beautiful in figure. The upholstery
is generally plain or nearly plain, and i,t
is most often in quiet colors, such as
brown, buff or soft gray-blue. The pieces
are so designed that when they are assembled in a room — for example, the theatre lounge — they provide interesting contrasts of rectangular forms that are tied
together by their design character, their
proportions and the coloring.
One of the strongest appeals that Modern furniture makes to the public, however, lies in the fact that, in its newer
forms, it is extremely comfortable; the
sofas and easy chairs have deep springy
seats and they are low, but not extremely so.

Sign Maintenance a
Management Obligation
Keep the electric display clean and completely lamped. If you allow the sign to
be dirty or have an unkempt appearance,
it is of little or no value to you. It would
be much better to have it removed. Don’t
let rusty, loose or weakened connections
or cables make your sign unsafe. It is
dangerous to you and to anyone coming
close to or passing under it.
Never operate a neon sign unless it is
working perfectly. A broken tube, a loose
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By E. M. Hartley*

THE purpose of

this article is to
point out to the
exhibitor some of the
advantages of good
sound, and to assist
him in exercising better judgment in its
selection.
There is a definite
effort being made by
the majority of Hollywood producers to
improve the character and quality of
sound recordings. This is being accomplished by the use of more modern recording equipment and careful adherence
to recording standards as recommended
by the Research Council of the Academy
of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences. The
effect of these agencies in their drive to
give the public more real enjoyment is
significant in that the importance of perfect sound to the motion picture is rapidly becoming an accepted factor. It behooves exhibitors to support these efforts,
which can be accomplished only by employing equipment capable of reproducing
the truer fidelity inherent in these better
recordings.
Patrons

Judge

Sound

Improvements are made each year in
sound reproducing equipment and are the
result of constant research on the part of
recording studio sound technicians and
nationally recognized manufacturers. New
equipment designs incorporate refinements which add to performance, provide
flexibility to meet specfic theatre conditions and trade standards, and, of considerable importance, utmost dependability.
Good sound reproduction is of utmost
importance to every exhibitor whether he
operates a small or large theatre, or a
chain of theatres. The public as a whole
has become discriminating and now looks

*Maiiager, Sound Department
tional Theatre Supply Company.
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of Na-

for theatres with good sound where heretofore it has been more impressed by modern or up-to-date design, comfortable
seats, air conditioning, etc. These are
still vitally important factors, but we
know definitely that boxoffice receipts
have fallen for certain theatres where the
sound is too loud or too low, or distorted
where a background of disturbing extraneous noises exists.
During the past year a number of major
theatre circuits contracted for numerous
sound system replacements, not only because of run-down condition due to age,
but also because better sound was necessary if they were to hold their boxoffice
returns in competition with wide-awake
theatre owners who recognize the value of
modern sound reproduction.
We urge exhibitors to apply similar effort, good judgment and care in selecting
their next sound system as they use in
the selection of film.
Reliable

Source

of

Advice

Many exhibitors have been successful
in getting the best in sound equipment by
conferring with their projectionists in regard to its selection. Usually the projectionist, because of his technical knowledge, is in an excellent position to be of
assistance. The projectionist will usually
advise the purchase of equipment which
will make for better sight and sound projection, resulting in a better show. It is
obvious that his main efforts would be in
the best interests of the exhibitor.
Exhibitors may solicit assistance in selecting new sound equipment from the
theatre supply organizations which they
rely upon for many of their theatre operating requisites — lamps, tubes, carbons,
seats, carpets, screens, etc. It is logical to
find such organizations keenly interested
in an exhibitor’s welfare and always willing to discuss his sound reproduction
problems.
The following appear to be logical questions an exhibitor should ask concerning
a manufacturer’s sound system before
purchasing. How completely these ques-

MORE

PRAC-

EFFICIENT

MODERN

THEATRE.

tions can be answered would be indicative
of the product’s quality and ability to
perform in accordance with the exhibitor’s
requisites and expectations:
1. We first want a product built by a
recognized manufacturer. Preferably, this
manufacturer should have had experience
in building equipment for theatre use, for
he will better understand an exhibitor’s
problems.
2. What are his manufacturing facilities, plant, location, personnel? Does he
merely assemble parts built by outside
concerns, or does he have a plant where
the majority of parts are built from raw
materials into the finished product, which
allows him the strict and fine control of
manufacturing, assembly and inspection?
3. Plant personnel — an important factor today. Are his employes steadily employed, or do they drift in and out on a
seasonal basis, continually changing? The
steady workman takes pride in his job and
the products he helps create.
Engineering

Facilities

4. How

about the manufacturer’s development and engineering personnel?
What has been the basis of their past
training, developments in the art for
which they might be responsible? How
are they recognized by leading engineering
societies?
5. What about the manufacturer’s product guarantee and their past record of furnishing products for the motion picture
field?
6. Do they build equipment of a substantial nature? Is their sound equipment designed to sell at a price, or on a
basis of performance and absolute dependability?
7. Has the manufacturer solicited co-
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operation in design with nationally recognized sound technicians, the Research
Council of the Academy of Motion Picture
Arts and Sciences, and the Society of
Motion Picture Engineers in order that
the product would incorporate the best
thinking in its overall design?
8. Have they retained proved design
features, recognized and accepted as the
ideal means to provide superior performance?
9. Does their equipment employ new developments designed to meet industry
standards?
10. Is the equipment so designed that
current research developments may be
added with minimum expense? We refer
to push-pull, stereophonic, or post-equalization— developments which have been
sponsored by producers and exhibitors
who are not content to rest until the best
in sound is given to the public.
Does

It Fit the Need?

11. Is there a model to specifically
meet the requirements of your size theatre, at the same time embodying and
meeting all the authoritatively recognized
system recommendations?
12. Is the equipment design neat, compact, easy to install and economical to
operate? Does it provide for operating
flexibility, emergency provisions, and
serviceability?
13. Does the manufacturer have a na-

A MODERN

PROJECTION

tional sales organization for your convenience in viewing an equipment display?
14. Does the manufacturer provide adequate retail sales facilities for obtaining
service, replacement parts, or component
units?
15. Do the important components of the
sound system, such as soundhead, volume
control amplifier, main power amplifier
and loudspeaker system conform with the
recommendations of the two recognized
engineering societies in the industry?

"Let Audiences Hear"
A Full-House Formula
Wise theatre managers are providing
their houses with modern, comfortable
seats, courteous ushers, and the finest of
projection and sound apparatus; but too
often they are not giving sufficient
thought to that which is most important
to the customers — the theatres’ acoustics.
The manager who “lets them hear” can
be sure of satisfied customers and a full
house at more performances — more profits.
An accurate analysis of acoustics by competent engineers will suggest the proper
acoustical treatment for solving the individual problem.
Have you investigated “Simplified High
Intensity Projection?”

ROOM

IN MICHIGAN

Effects
While Repairs
Emergency
Kit Carries Shoiv
ELMIRA,

N.

Y.— "In

the

middle

of

a matinee,,

recently, my sound failed” said Fred Schweppe,
owner-manager of the Capitol Theatre here.
"With everything on, the sound was barely
audible.
"The regular Altec man here was sick in bed,
but Altec had sent another inspector from New
York to cover this territory. W. B. Essex was
in my theatre within five minutes. Finding our
main amplifier was defective, he connected up
an emergency amplifier which he carried in his
car. Sound was restored so quickly the audience hardly noticed the interruption. While
operating on the Altec emergency amplifier
thru the evening and night show, the main amplifier and short-circuited filter were repaired.
"We saved an entire day’s receipts, a tidy
sum that almost equals the cost of Altec pro-

tection for a year.”
The Altec Service Agreement provides for
setting
up "performance
for
your individual
equipment.standards”
Let an Altec
Service Inspector explain how this exclusive Altec Service feature gives your theatre greater protection.

ALTEC

ALTEC
Mechanically modern in the minutest
detail is the projection plant of the
new
Monroe
Theatre, at Monroe,
Mich., a
1,250-seat house operated
jointly by j. R. Denniston Theatres
Company
and
Butterfield Theatres
Corporation. Simplified high-intensity lamps. Super type projectors
and a Mirrophonic sound system are
the major elements. Inset — a
view
of the Monroe’s generator room,
housing the latest type of current
conversion equipment. (Photos courtesy National Theatre Supply Company, Detroit).

SERVICE

CORPORATION

250 West
New
York 57th
City Street
Gentlemen: If it means more peace of mind to me
to have Altec Service, I'll listen. Without obligation, have an Altec Inspector call me for an appointment.
NAME
THEATRE
ADDRESS

CITY

24
“. - . THAT
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YOUR

THEATRE

MAY

NEVER

BE DARK.”
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WHITE, SILVER AND
SHATTER-PROOF BEADED

“One

Moment

Please”

A. G. TATUM, projectionist at the Ritz Theatre, in Ballinger, Texas, submits
the following predicament for our dopey dare-devil and thereby wins a dollar.
See what you can do.

FORlLARGE
Seamless

SCREENS
Screens

made

in one piece, without seams,

assure
makes

better projection. Da-Lite alone
both white and silver Seamless

screens

and

can

supply

them

large as 16' x 22'. See
write for catalog.

DA-LITE

your

SCREEN

2713 N. Crawford

in sizes as
dealer

CO., Inc.

Ave.

Chicago,

DEALERS
KNOW

Sam's

ISITRON
CELLS

• Your theatre supply dealer knows
of a

dependable,

photoelectric
more, he knows

cell.

atre managers. These
perts know from

supply

VISITRON
YOUR

If your screen has been in use several
months and you are not sure of its efficiency, there is probably no better way
of testing it for brightness and light distribution than by actual comparison with
new screen samples which are available
through your dealer.
Three samples, representing the three

long-

and

the-

experience

that

dealer

This

is

handles

PHOTOCELLS

SUPPLY

ASK
about

THE THOUSANDS

|NC.

1731 Belmont Ave.
Dept. I
CHICAGO, U. S. A.
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OWNERS

AND

PROJECTIONISTS

with

THE TRANSVERTER

free from the threat of unforeseen
of essential parts.
Sold

DEALER

LABORATORIES

OF THEATRE

the long years of service obtainable

Via hfXVntwi situ
G-M

different types of screens diffusive, reflective and beaded — can be used at the
same time by simply clipping them side
by side onto the front of the old screen
by means of paper clips. Then throw on
the picture. A few minutes observation,
from various angles and distances, will enable you not only to determine the comparative efficiency of the old screen but
to see which of the three types is best
suited for your house.

practical ex-

liant sound reproduction.

FROM

both jobs okay for an extra pitch in the pay-check.

Further-

Visitrons give perfectly defined, bril-

ORDER

that he could handle

that Visitron cells,

are preferred by operators

why your
Visitrons.

word

Testing the Screen
A Timely Precaution

PHOTOELECTRIC

lived

111.

That time OT Sam, engrossed in the art of sign writing, failed to thread up before
changeover time and thereby caught plenty of abuse from the Boss, who had taken

L
the value

or

-TJlifrllllP

through The
General

interruption or expensive

National Theatre Supply Co.; in Canada,
Theatre Supply Co.; or write us

THE HERTNER
12695 Elmwood
EXCLUSIVE

replacement

ELECTRIC

Avenue
MANUFACTURERS

The

CO.

Cleveland, Ohio, U. S. A.
OF THE TRANSVERTER
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with the many

POP-GUN

PROOF

beautiful fluorescent effects

observed when the “block light” strikes
fluorescent materials.

Get PEABODY

The 100 watt “black light” high intensity mercury vapor lamp for producing
fluorescent effects is here illustrated. It

THEATRE

has a red-purple bulb which absorbs visible light but allows near ultra-violet radiations to pass.

Catalog

by the simple action of a homemade “pop
gun.” Designed with a “vapor cushion,”
the new valve development is in line with
the move to perfect noiseless air conditioning equipment as the result of the recent
emphasis on quietness in operation. The
“vapor cushion” effect is achieved by a
unique design of valve cover so that, as gas
escapes at the first opening of the valve,
there is a cushioning effect which definitely quiets the operation.

BLACK

LIGHT

For producing
dramatic, weird
or useful fluorescent effects, a
new 100 watt
“black light”
high intensity
mercury vapor
lamp has been
announced b y
Westing house
Electric & Manufacturing Company’s Lamp Division.
This lamp has
an OUter bulb 100-Watt “black light”
lamp,
which acts as a
filter, shutting out practically all visible
light, but allowing most ultra-violet rays
commonly used in producing fluorescence
to pass through with little diminution. A
faint purple glow is visible when this lamp
is burning, but is too faint to interfere
BOXOFFICE
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and

Prices

Peabody's Improved

HINGE

Plans Completed for
SMPE Fall Convention

A new noiseless valve is illustrated by
Dr. Willis H. Carrier (left), chairman of
the board of Carrier Corporation, Syracuse, N. Y„ and its principle is explained

CHAIR

Before You Buy
Another Chair
Learn all About

This conveniently portable ultra-violet
lamp has exactly the same electrical characteristics as the 100 watt high intensity
mercury vapor lamp used for illumination,
and is to be used with the same transformer. Its designed life is 1,000 hours.

Elaborate arrangements have been completed for the Fall Convention of the Society of Motion Picture Engineers, which
will be held in Detroit, October 31 to November 3.
General convention facilities at the
Statler Hotel, which will be SMPE headquarters, have been arranged by W. C.
(Bill) Kunzman, convention vice-president. An outstanding program of papers
and presentations is being prepared by J.
E. Crabtree, editorial vice-president, and
G. E. Matthews, chairman of the papers
committee. Karl Brenkert of Detroit, is
chairman of the local arrangements and
reception committee. Mrs. J. F. Strickler
will be the convention hostess. Details of

S

the program being arranged for the delegates will be announced later.

Only Peabody Theatre Chairs can give
you all three of these very important features:
1— Relaxing cushion comfort, 2— Distinctive

Poster Projector Now
Solves an Ad Problem

beauty and 3 — Peabody's improved ball socket, self-cushioning, roller bearing hinge.
This wonderful hinge gives Peabody Chairs
quiet, easy operation. They require practically no service and give Peabody Chairs
extra long life.

With the aid of a poster projector, smaller theatres which cannot afford to employ skilled display artists or sign men,
can produce striking, attractive and business-building lobby displays. Any person of average ability can learn the interesting work.

Because of the smooth easy operation of
the Peabody Hinge and the accurate balance
of the seat, your customers can raise or
lower the seat by the slightest touch. No
springs or gadgets of any kind to get out of
order. Easy to enter, leave or to allow others to pass.

The “copy” or design is projected onto
the poster board, enlarged to the size
desired, traced and colored. It may be
pictures from press sheets, photographs,
original sketches, designs or advertisements. Thus, the small or remotely located theatre can be kept supplied with
artistic posters at reasonable cost and
minimum labor on the part of the sign
writer.

Write today for the Peabody Theatre Chair
Catalog Folder, tell us how many chairs you
need and get our attractive prices.

PEABODY

SEATING

CO.

Builders of Quality Seating for over
35 Years
Dept.

5

North

Manchester,

Ind.

Ticket Choppers Have
Become Modernistic Too
It is wise to protect the house receipts
with a modern and efficient ticket chopper. One which mutilates the ticket, but
not beyond accurate later checking, is
fine insurance to the day’s receipts.
The new choppers are extremely attractive in appearance and are available in
both standard and modernistic styles in
various colors, with shining metal trim. A
ticket chopper is a most practical furnishing for the theatre entrance or outer
lobby and one which should be considered
a wise investment for accuracy and protection.
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Histories

No. 19 and

Acousti-Decorative
Economically

of our older theatres and particularly those of small or medium size is
largely one of economics. What to spend
is the point at issue.
It is a question in most cases of how
much an exhibitor can afford to spend in
bringing his house up-to-date in appearance and acoustically fit for the presentation of sound pictures the way patrons
must have them presented today.
Every theatre man knows that a change
of scenery and environment at frequent
intervals, and especially at the beginning
of seasons, serves to speed up the rate of
income at the boxoffice. The neighborhood patron grows tired of seeing the
same setting every time he visits the place,
soon becomes disinterested and strays to
other sources of entertainment.
How Much for House Appeal
But, as hereinbefore stated, there is a
limit to which the owner can go in the
matter of seasonal changes. The limit,
however, is not as short as many owners
are inclined to believe. One must realize
that what he can afford is quite wholly
determined by the benefits to be derived.
If an alteration or any other improvement serves, as it nearly always does, to
attract new patrons and keep old ones
from straying away, the result is additional revenue, and thus the money expended is simply a good investment — the
kind that produces a tangible return.
It is no longer necessary for an exhibitor whose theatre needs rejuvenation or
sound correction to go beyond his means
in making the necessary alterations. Products and methods of application are now
available which take the high cost almost
entirely out of consideration. Indeed,
these new materials may be applied directly over old surfaces and when properly complemented with lighting and a
minimum of additional adornment they
serve to create an entirely new and refreshing effect for the theatre interior.
History

No.

19

Demonstrating that a theatre auditorium can be thoroughly modernized, its
acoustics corrected and its appearance
50

20

Treatment

Applied

THE problem that faces many owners

Case

IN OPERATION

brought up-to-date in the modern manner without extensive and costly alterations of the building itself, the Leola Theatre, at Minneapolis, Minnesota, was recently rejuvenated into one of the most
attractive small theatres in the Twin
Cities.
A popular sound-absorptive tile material
was applied to the side walls of the auditorium and this not only corrected the
acoustics of the auditorium, but provided
a surface for the modernistic murals of
the decorative artists.
Necessary radiators on the side walls

were hidden behind ornamental grilles and
the grilles were duplicated in other wall
panels to maintain a harmonious balance.
Obsolete ceiling chandeliers were removed and their openings covered with
small decorative rosettes.
Old-style candelabra which were interspersed between the side-wall panels were
replaced with larger, modern lighting fixtures supplying better illumination without glare.
Thus, sound reception in the auditorium
was materially improved and house appeal
further enhanced by more effective lighting and a decorative treatment that was
far superior to the one it replaced. All
this was accomplished at surprisingly low
cost as compared to what might have been
the case but a few years ago.
Instances of this type of thrifty modernization among theatres are many. A
wide variety of effects are possible with
the decorative-acoustical materials now

Before
How
the
auditorium
of the Lieola Theatre
(iMinnea polls) appeared before the acoustical engineer and decorative artists had begun their work.
A
drab
appearance, aggravated by exposed
radiators and
skimpy,
out-moded
lighting
fixtures
are

and an unattractive screen setting

apparent.

After
A

later

view

of

the

I.eola’s auditorium after modernization had
taken
place.
The
smooth
surface of a
modern
acousti-decoratlve material is accentuated by attractive
modern
painted designs, radiators are
concealed and lighting
efficiency restored.
(Photos courtesy The
Celotex Corp., Chicago.)
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All Exhibitors,
Please Note
If you have recently remodeled or
otherwise modernized your theatre and
are particularly proud of the result,
please send us photographs and details. Through the presentation of
these Case Histories, it is our purpose
to raise the standard of theatre construction and outfitting and thus render a service to the entire industry.
Your cooperation is requested. — The
Editor.

available at the local lumber dealers. Application may be made by local contractors, since installation is by no means
difficult nor expensive.
The decorative versatility of these new
materials in the hands of a capable designer is no less pronounced than its possibilities for acoustical correction.
Case

History

No.

20

The oldest and the newest in decorative
design — Ancient Egyptian and Modern —
were ideally combined when the interior of
the Nile Theatre, also at Minneapolis, was
remodeled recently. Despite the centuries
which intervened between the work of the
old and new artists, their designs harmonized into an attractive, restful, audience-building interior.
Acoustical correction of the auditorium,
a part of the general remodeling program,
was achieved by the installation of a noise
correcting product in wall panels. The
Egyptian designs — in keeping with the
name of the theatre — were painted directly on the surface, thus making double use
of the sound-absorptive material.
Authenticity for the Egyptian theme
was obtained from the Minneapolis Art
Institute, where copies were made of
drawings unearthed in the ancient land
of the Pyramids. These drawings were
transferred to stereopticon slides and projected on the walls of the auditorium, providing outlines which were filled in with
the desired colors. The panels with their
unusual paintings are illuminated by new
type lighting fixtures.
Looking ahead wisely to the opening of
another Fall season which should be an
excellent one for theatre business provided houses are properly put in apple pie
order, it would seem wise to entertain the
idea of a complete change of scenery.
The necessary materials are available,
costs are as low as they can ever be and
the advantage of getting things done now,
at a time when alterations present a
minimum of interference to business,
should be obvious to the exhibitor whose
house is in need of correction.
Consult your architect and your alteration problem will be simpler and the final
result more satisfying to all concerned —
particularly the patrons.
The successful exhibitor is a public
servant and as such he has more to contend with than the immortalized cranberry merchant.
BOXOFFICE

:: July
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Authentic Ancient Egyptian art is painted on the acousti-decorative panels which cover the sidenails of the newly-decorated Nile Theatre, in !UiiineapoUs, Minn. The Egyptian figures were copied
from centuries-old exhibits in the Minneapolis Art Institute mid were traced on the sound-absorptive material by an ingenious use of the stereopticon. (Photo courtesy The Celotex Corp.,
Chicago.

THEATRE

MODERNIZING

GUIDE

Through the co-operation of our affiliated architects, leading manufacturers, their engineers, designers, dealers, contractors and others, a majority of whom are active members of The Modern Theatre Remodeling
Institute, we are prepared to assist the theatre-owner in the structural
design as well as the selection and application of all commodities and
services needed in remodeling and modernizing by placing him in touch
with dependable sources of supply. As sponsor of the Institute, we
strive to impartially relay each inquiry only to sources of reliable information. However, we do not guarantee all statements or claims made
in connection with products offered.

MAIL
The MODERN

THIS FORM
THEATRE

Remodeling

Room 334 — 332 S. Michigan
Chicago, III.

FOR

FREE

Institute,

□ Acoustics
□ Air Conditioning

□ Decorating

□ Amplifiers
□ Architectural

□ Lighting Fixtures

□ Heating
□ Lounge

Equipment
Furniture

□ Carpets
□ Coin Changers

□ Plumbing

□ Complete

□ Projectors
□ Projection Lamps

Remodeling

Theatre

Fixtures

to have

data supplied

□ Screens
□
Seating
□ Signs and Marquees
□ Sound Equipment
□ Theatre Fronts
□ Ticket Machines
□ Other

Subjects

Seating

Capacity.

City
Address

State
Signed

7-23-38

Ave.

Gentlemen: Without cost or obligation please arrange
covering the following :

Service

INFORMATION

(Owner-Manager)

to us

A DEPARTMENT DEVOTED TO A BETTER UNDERSTANDING OF TEMPERATURE CONTROL
— ITS USAGE IN PRACTICAL APPLICATION FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE BOXOFFICE

More About
in Business

Breaks

By Gordon

WELL, C u t e y

thing I learned at an early age was, “You
can’t fool an old horse fly.” For in spite
of everything I could do, one of them
would invariably bite the old mare on the

Almost anybody can cut their own toenails. But when a bone snaps, someone
had better call a doctor before complications arise. If the pieces aren’t put together just right the patient is liable to
carry a “gimp” to his grave.
In the air conditioning of theatres, especially, many bones have been broken —
I mean figuratively, of course. I am frequently called in for consultation on such
fractures, and like the good ol’ country
doctor, I promptly put the injured limb
in a cast. Sometimes on a bauchy job of
bone-setting, I have to break it all over
again to get the right result.
Nurse

When my operation is finished, I can
do no more. For that matter, the patient
can’t either. And for that I'm sometimes
glad. All that can be done from then on
is “let Nature take its course.” We may
struggle and strive and strain trying to
think ourselves out of difficulties, but so
many times all we have to do is have the
bone in our head put in a cast and allow
Nature to fix us up.
My daddy was a doctor. My granddaddy was ditto. And his daddy also,
* Air Conditioning
Wis.

52

H. Simmons*

My job was to shoo the flies off Ol’ Nelly
while she was resting. Even in those early
days, I served a useful purpose. And one

to add — "But What of It?” The sourpuss!
Since my tormentor has brought up the
subject of bones and breaks, I may as well
stick to his headlines and see what happens. So here I am, Bonesetter Simmons,
at your beck and call.

a Good

and

unto the fifth generation. I'm not fooling. But I broke the strain, because when
I was growing up nobody ever paid the
doctor or the preacher.
When I was a small lad, I used to go
with my dad on trips to call on the sick.

had his fling
last i s s u e —
and again at my expense. Cutey, in case
you don’t know him,
is the guy that puts
the headlines on my
articles. “Sticks and
Stones May Break My
Bones.” Now wasn’t
that just too cute for
words? Then he had

Nature’s

... in Bones

Engineer, Milwaukee,

wrong end and I’d get a switch of her tail
right in my face.
There

are horse flies in the air conditioning business also. Certain types of
equipment salesmen who will sell the
horse (I mean the theatre owner) apparatus that will always be a worry to
him. And the inquiries I get about the
XYZ Gadget Company who make the
Whosit Air Conditioner cannot be answered except in a general way. Should I
call a particular firm a special kind of
horse fly. I’d surely get a swish in the
face from somebody’s tail.
From now on, when I answer letters
from you theatre owners, my silence on
such matters will be golden. I will recommend when I can, but when I don’t recommend it is usually because I see a horse
fly and recognize that sooner or later he
is going to bite some horse.
Pills for Pale

People

A serious attempt is being made to reduce air conditioning science to a “gadget” business. Go to any drug store and
you will see lined up on the shelves patent
medicines for almost every ill. It is for
you to decide if you prefer to buy some
nostrum in a bottle or rather call in a doctor and then take his prescription back to
that same drug store.
The XYZ Gadget Company, who make
the Whosit Air Conditioner, probably have
a good patent medicine. There is very
little apparatus these days that is not
mechanically sound. But the job, and a
big job it is, is to fit the gadget to the
theatre; to select one of a proper size to

do a proper job. So many local conditions
affect this that only a doctor can know,
and then only after a decent diagnosis.
A prescription for a proper air conditioning job consists of much more than a
mere specification of gadgets. A detailed
construction drawing showing gadgets
both as to size and number is not the
important thing. The important part is
“design.” Location and size of ducts; size
and shape of air supply grilles; determination of the amount of air to use; its temperature as well as humidity. So many
things with which you are not familiar
that enumerating them would make this
article too long and tiresome.
Attempting to buy any gadget from anybody before these vital factors are determined is actually flying in the face of
nature, and Mother Nature knows how to
take care of that, too.
Quite frequently a horse breaks a leg.
A theatre owner can break a leg, too, by
doing anyhow what I have just said not
to do. In the old days, we used to shoot
the horse to get him out of his misery.
But being a horse doctor, and if the horse
is willing, I try to put the broken bone in
a cast. I give my patient a design for a
proper job that makes use of as many
gadgets that he has bought and paid for
as I possibly can.
In one instance previously reported, I
used all of the theatre owner’s gadgets
and had some left over, but I didn’t buy
any more. The rearrangement gave him a
proper job because in this case his equipment was coordinated. One gadget did not
go fishing while another selected a bald
head over which to blow cold air. This
was exactly what happened before the
doctor was called in.
How

Design

Affects

the Case

A proper design for a theatre air conditioning job is akin to putting the theatre owner’s leg in a cast. If the design
is wrong, the owner will have a crooked
leg, but if the design is right, the job will
be right. The theatre owner cannot do
anything about the result, whether wrong
or right. He can only suffer and groan
while paying the bills. But after Nature
takes its course, he gets the benefit.
He may say “so and so” was a good
doctor. So much bosh! “So and so” only
did a natural thing. He only realized that
Nature, who has us all in her keeping,
knows best. All that anybody can do to
effect a cure of anything, be it air conditioning, business, health, or what have
The
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you, is to remove the hindering
and let Nature do her work.

causes

device is worth a tinker’s dam unless it conforms to Nature’s laws. Some
tools conform better than others, but
when they do, we talk about them in terms

SIMMONS'

No

of “higher efficiency.” Gadgets, of
course, must have capacity, but a blower,
for instance, could easily have capacity to
move all the air required for ventilating
a theatre and yet not have nearly enough
to move

this same

volume

of air while

ail-

conditioning it.” 1
Sounds screwy, doesn’t it? But air conditioning work nearly always requires that
a given volume of air be moved through
other gadgets (such as a filter to clean
this air) , which interposes resistance to
the flow of this air. This increases the
horse power required from the motor and
often causes a speeding up of the blower.
In theatre work, however, we can’t lick
the trouble by merely buying a bigger pulley. Speeding up the blowers causes noise
which interferes with the sound. Let us
assume that we are able to speed up the
blower without getting objectionable
noise, and that the motor is large enough
to drive the blower at a higher speed. Still
we are not out of the woods. For we can
get an “air rush noise” at the air supply
grilles in the theatre, and this condition
could be worse than the first.
Of course, we can make the air supply
openings larger as we frequently do. This
eliminates the noise, but we are faced with
still another problem. Unless those supply openings are covered with a proper
kind of air diffusion grilles, we are liable
to get improper air distribution and many
times objectionable drafts.
All

Kinds

of Gadgets

The gadget manufacturer who makes
grilles has all kinds of them, but probably
only one to fit your need. He is busy
building grilles and has not time to give
you in making a study of your plans. Yet
he probably has the only grille that will
do your particular job. Are you going to
let his salesman select it for you? How
is he going to know; how can he know?
Is he going to make a complete theatre
air conditioning design gratis just to sell
you $25.00 worth of grilles? Well, hardly.
And he probably could not do it even if
he wanted to.
The gadget salesmen and I get along
pretty well once we understand each other.
Most of them like to be relieved of the lia-

Problems

presented

herein

are

representing’ reader interest.
proval of correspondents.

bona

fide

Original

Q-AND-A

and

signed

are

not

letters

serves reproduction in “the corner” because of its peculiar application to conditions generally throughout the theatre
field. The letter follows:

been

This
than
not?

We have a fairly good
We lack cooling and

the

water

expense

involved

due

misap-

num-

For Pete’s sake, why do you want to
buy another blower in a fancy box when
you have a good blower already? Copy the
nameplate and send it to me along with
the horse power of the motor and I’ll
tell you if your present blower is suitable.

rate

I’ll bet any amount up to a dime that it is.
Then all you need is a set of coils and
a filter which you might buy for $600.
In fact, I am sure that you can. Make a
detailed dimension sketch of your pent

here, but it’s quite cheap. We never use
over the minimum in our house, which is
$2.00 every three months for five or six
thousand gallons.
“Any

of
the

ducts. Let me know the exact temperature of your water, because if it is cold
enough, four rows of coils will do the
business. But 52 degree water would be
needed,
and I doubt if your water is that
cold.

is 25 feet by 105 feet,
ceiling, seating capacity
the air from outside at

exactly

to

motor, filter and six rows of water cooling coils and providing *4 inch static
pressure to overcome resistance of your

of the theatre. Water temperature is around 55 degrees, I think.
would be a more economical set-up
an electric cooling system, would it
know

purpose

subject

of air, let’s not take a chance but provide
for a minimum of 8,000 c.f.m.
The manufacturer you name makes good
gadgets, but they cannot possibly sell you
one of the size you need for $500 to $600.
I have just been checking costs, which
based upon a 40 per cent trade discount,
is still $1,347.20 for a unit having a 3 h. p.

front

“I don’t

the

Now North Dakota can get -plenty hot
when it does get hot, and while in some
other locations I would call for 6,500 c.f.m.

the
They have an outfit — water
cooling — for from $500 to $600 that he
says will handle our theatre in nice shape.
Do you think this would be the proper
thing or as good as I can do for the
money?

the

for

examination,

standing room, you have a maximum
ber of 325 people to cool.

approached by a salesman
product from
called

“The theatre
with a 14-foot
290. We draw

concoctions

file for

You state that you have 290 seats. So
I assume that including all help and some

“I am much interested in your writings
on air conditioning. I want to give you
my situation here at the theatre. We
need some form of conditioning. We have
now installed a good blower type fan and
a large ventilator 4 feet by 4 feet on the
ceiling near the back of the building about
five or six feet in front of the screen on

“I have
with a

on

Answering: It is a pleasure to receive in
an initial letter such as yours of the 19th,
all the information needed to properly advise you.

From North Dakota comes an interesting call for help which undoubtedly de-

the roof, of course.
movement of air.
filtering.

CORNER

imaginary

are

to this in-

(Continued

quiry I will gladly pay. — J. K. B.”

on

page

59)

Cool and ventilate
economically

bility of selecting the proper size equipment to use. What they want is orders.
Let’s give ’em orders, but let’s find out
first and then tell them what we want.
As long as they tell us, they are often
doing us harm while doing themselves no
good.
On a recent theatre job, I made an air
conditioning layout and gave it to the
owner. I was later shocked to learn that
the gadget manufacturer proposed to use
only 10,000 c.f.m. of air to cool a 935seat house. I had specified a minimum
of 20,000 c.f.m. This manufacturer and I
are

very good business acquaintances indeed. I have used their apparatus on
many jobs and it always gave satisfaction,
and when it comes to engineering, they
know their business, too.
So I asked him, “Why are you going to
do this thing when you know you cannot
(Continued
BOXOFFICE
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f REYNOLDS )
Pitect Shot BLOWER
Vibrationless
Quiet
Also used
warm

for exhaust or circulating
air in winter, and with washed

air, refrigeration,

and

cold

water

REYNOLDS

coil

systems.
$47.50 up including variable
control, belt and motor pulley.

Cold Watex tune COOLING COILS
speed

Reynolds Manufacturing Co.,

412

Prospect

Ave., N. E., Grand

Rapid, Mien.
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OFFERING SERIALLY THE OPINIONS
OF ILLUMINATION FOR ADVERTISING

A Laudable
Collegian

Lighting

glass rods. The reflector section is finished in aluminum or its equivalent and
so polished as to give quite a lot of high
spots and life to this particular fixture.
The fixture is wired with four 60-watt
lamps and four 25-watt lamps of a different color. The 25-watt lamps are of
white and the 60-watt lamps are of canary yellow, and when these two colors
are mixed a very soft and pleasing effect
results.

lob: The

Theatre

AMONG the many examples of well-

planned and properly applied theatre lighting systems that have been
called to our attention during the past
year, the Collegian Theatre, at Ames,
Iowa, completed late in 1937, is deemed
worthy of description in this department.
The Collegian, erected by the Ames Theatre Company, seats slightly less than
1,000 persons, but is so constructed that a
balcony with additional seating capacity
may be added later. It was built at a
cost of approximately $140,000 and is said
to be one of the finest small theatres in
the Middlewest. Wetherell and Harrison, of Des Moines, Iowa, affiliate members of The Modern Theatre Planning Institute, designed the Collegian. A detailed description of the luminous display,
interior lighting effects and general service factors of the lighting follows.
Outdoor

OF SPECIALISTS IN THE VARIOUS FACTORS
DISPLAY. CLEAR VISION AND SCENIC EFFECT

Display

All photographs and. descriptive data
upon which this article is based were
supplied through the courtesy of Mr.
C. D. McCann, president, Modern Lighting & Manufacturing Co., Des Moines,
Iowa. — The Editor.
fusing glass ornamented by a bright metal
band with glass rods in more or less of a
wagon wheel arrangement. This fixture is
wired in two circuits, one using two 150watt lamps and the other with two 60watt lamps. As will be noted, lighting for
the display frames is done mostly in lumiline lamps, and there is a total of about
2,000 watts in these frames.
The fixture shown in Figure 3 is of the
same general character except that it is
made entirely of metal save for the fluted

These respective rooms have ceilings of
inlaid copper leaf done in a rather mosaic
pattern, giving an extremely effective design. The side walls of the foyer are done
in plastic wood with chrome metal mouldings as shown.
The

Auditorium

The next picture, Figure 4, is of the
main auditorium, in which is a most unusual installation. As will be noted, there
are 12 recessed louvre fixtures in the
ceiling, which have since been painted
out so that when they are not burning
they are not at all conspicuous. Each of
these houses one 200-watt clear incandescent lamp and the diffusing glass is on

FIGURE

1

The outline of the marquee, as shown
in the illustration marked Figure 1, is
done in neon. The back of the display
signs is done with 25-watt incandescent
lamps on 6-inch centers to each row. The
Collegian name is outlined in neon, and
the lighting under the marquee is also
done with 25-watt lamps, and there are
more than 300 individual lamps, with the
kilowatt connected load on the marquee
at approximately 30 kilowatt hours.
The

display frames are completely enclosed by regular lumiline lamps in 12inch and 18-inch sizes running across the
sides, top and bottom, with quite a remarkable effect. The two glass brick
panels on either side are approximately
5 feet in overall length. These are lighted
by six 40-watt natural blue and five 25watt each of red, green and canary yellow, and are controlled from a switch in
the foyer. These lamps are so housed in
the reflector sections that the complete
light output is directed against the glass
brick panel and shows up quite satisfactorily. There is also a section of glass
brick on either side above the marquee.
This is lighted from the lounge illumination.
Lobby

Illumination

Figure No. 2 shows the main lobby,
which is lighted by a circular bowl of dif-
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FIGURE

FIGURE

2

the louvres so that when looking up to
this fixture it is not annoying in any way.
The main decorative lighting is taken
from the wall fixtures, on which the overall length of the lighted section only is
12 feet, and the diameter is 18 feet.
Around the outside of this are fluted glass
tubes, 1% inches in diameter, which are
held in place with plated rods running
from top to bottom. The total amount of
the fluted tubing is 132 feet for each fixture. The finials at the bottom are made
of sections of the fluted glass tubing approximately 8 inches long.
Another most unusual feature, from the
theatrical standpoint, is that the pilasters
on which the fixtures are mounted are
faced with flesh-tint mirrors from the
bottom of the fixture to about shoulder
height, the full width of which is about
36 inches. There is also a strip of this
mirror along either side and across the
top, giving the appearance of a completely mirrored pilaster.
Contrary to what might be believed, the
reflection of the screen does not interfere
with the patrons’ attention to the screen.
This fixture is wired with twenty-one 40FIGUKE
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4

3

green and amber-orange. They also contain twenty 25 -watt regular inside frosted
white lamps for house lighting.
All white lights, including the recessed
ceiling lights, are connected to dimmers
and can be brought up to full brilliance
quite slowly. When they are completely
on, the room brilliancy is approximately
three to five lumen measurements in white
lights for the auditorium lighting. Figure
(Continued

Advice

FIGURE

5

watt natural blue lamps and twenty 25watt lamps for each of the colors, red,

on page 60)

on Lighting

Various contributors to this department, comprising outstanding authority on the subject of Theatre Lighting,
will be glad to answer questions or
otherwise assist in the correct solution
of any lighting problems presented by
our readers. Such inquiries, addressed
to the editor of The Modern Theatre
section, will be referred promptly to
sources of information most pertinent
to the problem presented.

FIGURE

6
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The Hum of the Vacuum Cleaner
Good Business Promotion

making up much street dirt between the
base of the carpet and the fibres themselves. This makes these gritty particles
act like miniature knives, but if vacuum
cleaning is done steadily, all such material is lifted out of the floor covering

By William Shaw

THE men, women and children who

come into your theatre are reading
more every day about the prevalence of bacteria and the danger from
them. It is true that many bacteria are
not a risk to human health, but most of
the public does not know this.
Furthermore, it is becoming better and
broader realized that bacteria are carried on dust. There is no such thing as
germs floating through the air unsupported. They must have dust particles for
balloons on which to ride. Consequently,
any theatre manager who makes it evident that he is carrying on a steady battle against dust is most likely to win and
retain the confidence of the health-conscious public.
Moreover, in these days of highly competitive conditions as between theatres, it
is only common sense for any manager to
take advantage of every possible businessholding and building aid.
Theatres

Only

Mild

Menace

Actually theatres do not constitute a
health menace. In New York City a
total of 2,517 samples of air was examined for the presence of one kind of bacteria known as alpha hemolytic streptococci. More of these germs were found
in schools than in any other location. The
subway was a close second. Streets were
third, non-air conditioned theatres,
fourth, air conditioned theatres, fifth, and
a public park was sixth, but it undoubtedly is easier for the average theatre manager to let his audiences see that he is
exerting all possible precautions for their
health than it is for him to demonstrate
that theatres naturally are relatively low
in germ “population.”
He has to have vacuum cleaners for the
necessary routine, daily removal of soil
from his carpets and for keeping his
draperies in the cleanest possible condition.
Fortunately, this common-sense precaution for the preservation of floor coverings and fabrics automatically takes care
of a large proportion of the germs that
find their way into a theatre.

56

and out of harm’s way before it has a
chance to penetrate down where it can
do its damage.

Any exhibitor’s patrons know that when
we cough, sneeze and talk, minute germcarrying particles of moisture are sent
into circulation. For more than a generation it has been thought that when these
dropped to the floor, more or less like
grains of sand, the germs died, but recently at the Harvard School of Public
Health something entirely different has
been discovered.
Many germs live for as much as eight
days if left undisturbed. The bacteria
expelled into the air from throat and
nose, and therefore easily inhaled, live
longer than those carried by liquids and
foods and live long enough to transmit
disease by inhalation. Health commentators, public officials and others are beginning to make general capital of this
information.
Cleanliness

Can

Be

Exploited

The exhibitor who ignores it and who
gives evidence by the neglect of his premises that he is not carrying on a constant
battle against dust is simply playing into
the hands of his smarter competitor. Like
the fire drill conducted on ocean liners as
a means both for keeping the crew in
practice and for reassuring the passengers,
it would be a great stroke of salesmanship
if any manager were to arrange his cleaning hours so that some of this work could
be done while lobby traffic was in progress so that patrons could see the precautions being taken to keep the house immaculate, which means, among other
things, dust-free.
Every theatre, of course, should have
the latest design heavy-duty vacuum
cleaners and should use them daily, without fail, as a potent health precaution and
also for the protection of fittings.
The principal carpet manufacturers say
it is much better to use a vacuum cleaner
a relatively short time each day than it is
to use it for longer periods at less frequent intervals. Soil carried in off the
street works down through the fibres of
rugs and carpets and the pressure of traffic then grinds the sharp little particles

Now,

since vacuum

cleaning

serves a

double purpose, acting both for the preservation of health and of materials, if it
cannot be arranged to have at least one
heavy-duty cleaner in operation during at
least part of the time while the theatre is
open to the public, then it is a good salesmanship trick to have at least one regulation household electrical vacuum cleaner
in use for pick-up work about the lobby
and the foyer. Such machines are virtually noiseless.
The efficient hum of the house cleaning appliance never could interfere with
any audience’s enjoyment of a picture and
by giving this conspicuous little example
of how thoroughly he exercises every precaution to maintain his theatre in A-l
condition, the alert manager puts one
more good selling influence to work on his
patrons.

The

Constituents

Most women
that theatres
cleaners. This
scenes activities

of Dirt

do not realize, of course,
use heavy-duty vacuum
is part of the behind-theabout which most of the

public never learn, but more than 11,000,000 housewives own and use electrical
vacuum cleaners, many of them every
day in the week, and when your patrons
among this number see a familiar household-type cleaner being used, it will be a
“homey,” re-assuring demonstration to
them of your interest in their well-being.
It is a common thing for a person to
breathe in a small teaspoonful of dust in
the course of a day. It is made up of the
most astonishing things, microscopic bits
of rubber from automobile tires, soot,
smoke

and ashes, volcanic dust from distant lands, flower pollen, bits of sputum,
particles of sand and glass cracked off
buildings, infinitesimal bits of iron hammered off wheels in traffic, bits of broken
hair from fur coats and our heads, almost
invisible flakes of human skin, and a great
variety of unpleasant things, all going to
make up a horrible mess which the smart
The MODERN
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exhibitor should show his
hates as much as they do.

patrons

he

life of the theatre

building.

ordinary

to deface

attempts

It resists all
it and

can

We are a dust-conscious country. Maybe President Roosevelt’s assertions about
the “dust bowl” were instrumental in
making us thus, but whatever the reason,

be kept clean with the least amount of attention, thus keeping down maintenance
costs.

it offers a good self-promotion to the exhibitor who will go to a slight amount of
trouble to take advantage of it.

Effective color combinations may be secured to carry out the general scheme of

Above all, the theatre’s vacuum cleaners should be the latest models. They are
more

efficient and they have better appearance. By their efficiency, they help

to reduce

operating cost. By their appearance, they become one more plus
value in the theatre.
No theatre can afford to be dowdy these
days. By their furnishings the largest
ones

the

building. Colors
tions can be selected

of about 16 different colors. Modernization and redecoration plans should certainly encompass investigation of materials for refurbishing this important
sanitary provision in the theatre.

invite comparison with the most palatial structures in other fields or, even in

the case of smaller

theatres, with

Rubber

is as neces-

Matting Makes
Maintenance Easier

Attractiveness is most essential to a
building entrance or lobby and by using
colored mats, two purposes are fulfilled:
modernization and additional appeal to
the

interior color scheme. Original designs can be worked out which will cause

favorable comment and afford many features heretofore impossible to obtain by
the use of matting.
The reason property owners have not
used sufficient matting to remove dirt in
the past was because of the unattractiveness of old style mats. Now, theatre owners can use sufficient matting and have
additional attractiveness for the lobby or
entrance as well.
If the theatre entrance floor is unsightly yet not due for refinishing, it is wise to
put matting on top of it. Colored matting
fills both purposes at one economical cost.
In addition to the attractive color appeal,

Ships Recorders
To Ceylon; Argentina

Shipment of ultra-violet sound recording and re-recording facilities to the
Argentine, and of a mobile recording
channel

to Ceylon,

was

announced

recent-

ly by Harry L. Sommerer, RCA Photophone Division Manager.
The new sound equipment was destined
for Estudios San Miguel, located in a
suburb of Buenos Aires, and Siedles Cineradio, Ltd., at Colombo, Ceylon, both new
RCA recording licensees.

RUSSIALOID

the fin-

est degree of “good housekeeping” in its
hotels, its department stores, its clubs and
all other structures where numbers congregate. No theatre can afford to suffer
by comparison.
Constant, unrelenting war on dust is an
important part of the competitive means
by which exhibitors have to strive to hold
their own. Newest equipment
sary as newest pictures.

of walls and partifrom an assortment

RCA

REG. TRADE-MARK

Artificial Leather for Seating
Modern theatre designers and owners are specifying RUSSIALOID because it is smarter looking
and wears better.
RUSSIALOID insures long and satisfactory service. Cleans easily. It comes in many fast colors
and varied patterns.
Write us for samples.
THE

PANTASOTE
250 PARK

AVENUE

COMPANY,

AT 46TH

STREET,

THE^e#teia^
SOLD

EVERYWHERE

BY

NEW

INC.

YORK

chair

DEALERS

SQUARE''

the advertising value of such colored matting is noteworthy and the resiliency of
rubber mats under foot causes favorable
comment as well.

Sanitary Construction
With Structural Glass
The materials used for toilet stalls,
wainscotings and partitions in wash
rooms are subject to exacting requirements that are closely related to the
maintenance of health and comfort. The
many advantages of vitreous materials
for these purposes are generally recognized
by authorities.
Structural glass, unlike other materials
sometimes

used, is non-absorbent. Consequently, itis impervious to moisture and
will not absorb substances which would
give off odors or cause discoloration. The

hard, gleaming surface will retain its luster and new appearance throughout the
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As a service to readers of BOXOFFICE, this page provides a ready source of information
on products and services which have been filed for reference with The MODERN THEATRE INFORMATION BUREAU. Information on the following subjects may be secured by
sending in the coupon. Use the key numbers. If data on subjects other than those listed
is wanted, just state your requirements. We will endeavor to see that you are supplied
with details promptly.

ADVERTISING
MT481
MT482
MT483
MT484
MT485
MT486
MT4 87
MT488
MT489
MT490
MT491
MT482
MT493
MT4 94
MT4 95
MT4 96

DECORATIONS

Main signs and marquees
Signs, Neon
Signs, structural glass
Signs, travel word
Attraction boards
Letters, attraction board
Letters, changeable silhouette
Price signs, boxoffice
Display frames
Poster lights
Poster projectors
Cut-out machines
Time schedule clocks, electric
Monogrammed
mats, rubber
Slides, advertising
Slides, announcement

M'J’497 Sound truck P. A. systems
MT498 Transformers, Neon
MT499 Ladders, safety
MT500 Moving words projector

AIR

CONDITIONING

Al Ti» 05

Air

conditioning

MT50i>

plete
Heating

plants

—

com-

M T.‘> t»7
MTS On
MT..09
ML* io
MT511
m i ;> i 2
mt;» i
MT;» 1 A
\!T5 i f>
MT5 1 rt
M'1’51 7
MT518
M T5 1 9

Refrigeration
Air washers
Blowers
Air cinulators
Fans, exhaust
Grilles and registers
temperature control devices
Air conditioning accessories
Motors, multi-speed fan
Motors, constant speed
Air filters
Air diffusers, high velocity
Cooling coils

systems

and

FURNISHING

MT520 Architectural service
MT521 Decorating service
MT522 Seating service
MT523 Theatre chairs
MT524 Chair covers
MT525 Theatre carpets
MT526 Carpet padding
MT527 Rubber matting
MT528 Furniture, lounge
MT529 Wall tiles, interior
MT530 Fabrics, decorating
MT531 Brass railings
MT532 Rope railings
MT533 Metal, ornamental
MT534 Mirrors
MT535 Luminous
colors
MT536 Ticket booths
MT537 Directional signs
MT538 Exit boxes
MT539 Curtain controls
MT540 Curtain tracks
MT541 Curtains, fireproof
MT542 Fountains, drinking
MTS 4 3 Fountains, ornamental
MT544 Rubber seat upholstery
MT545 Rubber floor & wall coverings

MTS 51
MT552
MT553
MT554
MT555
MT55G
M 1557

MT569
MT570
MT571
MT572
MT57 3
MT574
MT575
MT576
MT577
MT578
MT579
MT580
MT5S1
MT582
MT583
MT584
MT585
MT586
MT587
MT588
MT589

h'ixtures, lighting
Colored lamps
Lumiline lamps
Candle flame lamps
Floodlight lamps
Spotlight lamps
sign lamps
1 >immers
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YOU

WANT ISN'T LISTED. ASK
UNDER "REMARKS"

THEATRE

FOR

IT BY NAME

section of BOXOFFICE

332 S. Michigan

Ave.

111.

7-23-38

Please obtain for me free descriptive literature on the following
items. (List Key Numbers Below.)

Remarks:

MT591
MT592

Projectors, complete
Projectors, standard

MT593
MT594
MT595
MT59G
MT597
MT598
MT599
MT600
MT601
MT602

Projectors, semi-portable
Projector pedestals
Projector parts
Lamps, suprex type
Lamps, reflector arc
Lamps, high intensity
Lamps, incandescent projection
Arc regulators
Arc controls
Control panels

MT603
MTG04
MT605
MT606
MT607
MT608
MT609
MT610
MT611
MT612
MT613
MT614
MT615
MT616

Rectifiers, copper-oxide
Rectifiers, tube type
Bulbs, rectifier
Rheostats, projection
Motor-generators
Lenses, projection
Lenses, condenser
Current changers
Mirror reflectors
Carbons, projector
Carbon savers
Reels
Reel alarms
Rewinders, automatic

MT617
MT618
MT619
MT620
MT621
MT622
MT623
MT624
MT625
MT626
MT627
MT628
MT629
MT630
MT631
MT632

Change-over devices
Slide, projection
Lamps, spot and flood
Take-ups, film
Film safety controls
Fire prevention devices
Fire shutters, porthole
Film scales
Film scrapers
Film splicers
Film cleaners
Air gun (cleaner)
Tool kits
Film cabinets
Film cabinet stands
Effect projectors

MT633

Rectifiers,
sulphide

Name

58

■

;

Stat©

!

MT641
MT642

Cleaning compounds
Cleaners, vacuum

MTf> 43 Disinfectants

with

sound

magnesium-copper

SANITATION

Theatre
City

Expansion Bolts
Chair fastening cement
Chair refinishing materials
Upholstering materials
Seat patching kits
Seat decking materials
Floor surfacing materials
Carpet cleaning systems
Floor waxes
Matting, rubber
Paint, screen
Paint, plastic
Paint, aluminum
Polish, metal
Polish, furniture
Fireproofing compounds
Fire extinguishers
Ladders, safety
Uniforms, staff
Screen cleaning tools
Venetian blind cleaners

PROJECTION

USE THIS COUPON
IF WHAT

Ultra violet lighting
Silhouette letter mounting units
Flashed opal glass
Pot metal opal glass
Fuses, indicator type
Fuses, cartridge
Lighting plants, individual

MAINTENANCE

LIGHTING

M 'I'd 50

MT558
MT559
MT560
MT561
MT562
MT563
MT564

MT64 4
MT645
MT646
MT647
MT648
MTG49

Deodorant blocks
Insecticides
Disseminators
Air purifiers, ozone
Air perfumes
Air sprays

MT650
MT651

Soap dispensers
Soaps, liquid

MTG52
MT653
MT654
MT655

Hand
driers, electric
Chewing gum solvents
Rubber link matting
Exhaust tans

MTG56
MT657

Plumbing fixtures
Toilet seats

SOUND
MTH61
MT662
MT663
MT664
MT665
MT666
MTG67
MT668
MT669
MTG70
M T (i 7 1
MTG72
MTH73
MTG74
MT675
MTG76
MTfi77
MTG78

Sound
systems, complete
Sound heads
Amplifiers
Pre-amplifiers
Speakers
Rectifiers
Condensers
Photo-electric cells
Tubes, amplifier
Tubes, rectifier
Exciter lamps
Baffles, horn
Lens assemblies, sound
Public address systems
Microphones
Microphone stands
Hearing aid systems
Acoustical materials

STAGE

EQUIPMENT

MT685
MTG86

Screens, moving
Lighting, stage

MT687
MTH88
MT689
MT690
MTG91
MT692

Curtain controls
Curtain tracks
Stage draperies
Stage rigging
Scenery, stage
Footlights

MTG93

Switchboards

STRUCTURAL

picture

MATERIALS

MT700
MT701
MT702
MT703
MT704

Structural glasses
Insulation materials
Acoustical materials
Fibre boards
Fronts, glass

MT705
MT706
MT707
MT708
MT709

Fronts, vitreous
Fronts, porcelain
Fronts, stainless
Toilet partitions,
Flooring, asphalt

enamel
enamel
steel
metal
tile

MISCELLANEOUS
MT715
MT716
MT717
MT718
MT719

Accounting systems
Change makers
Safes, boxoffice
Tickets
Ticket choppers

MT720
MT721
MT722
MT723
MT724

Ticket issuing machines
Ticket registers
Ticket holders
Pop corn machines
Uniforms, staff
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More About Breaks ... in
Bones and in Business
(Continued

from page 53)

get anything but a lousy job?” The reply
was illuminating, to say the least: “We
know it, and we also told the theatre
owner, but he informed us that he was
only going to spend a certain amount of
money and we gave him all we could for
the money he proposes to spend.”
That theatre owner had his broken leg
put in a cast when he got a good design
out of me. Then along came a horse fly
and made the horse (theatre owner) jump
around until he forgot which end was
which. Who’s to blame? I’m asking now.
When a theatre owner tells a salesman, “I’m going to spend so much money
but no more,” he can depend upon it that
somebody is going to book his order for
that much in gadgets and no more. If the
purchase price amounts to the cost of a
good conditioning job which the owner
doesn’t get, it is because the
either failed to take the
scription or felt he didn’t
anyway. Too many legs
this business.

Simmons"
Comer

theatre owner
doctor’s preneed a doctor
get broken in

Q-and-A

On a Matter of Cool

YOU’VE GOT
SOMETHING THERE!

Justice in Missouri
Judicial decisions spring from cooler
heads in Missouri today as a result of the
recent air conditioning of the chambers
of the Supreme Court Justices in Jefferson City.
Due

WITH A

bTABILARC
Motor

to the necessity of the judges of

Missouri’s highest court having summer
sessions, a Carrier air conditioning system was installed in chambers. Another
reason was for the relief of the Chief
Justice’s hay fever.
Formerly the judicial processes in Missouri were slowed up because of “unbearable” heat and humidity. It was an old
Missouri custom for the Supreme court to
remain in session most of the summer to
clean up back cases and prepare decisions
for the Fall term. A judge’s rebellion was
scotched by the installation of the air conditioning at a cost of “one-thousandth of
a cent” to each taxpayer.
The compressor and condenser of the
system were placed in the basement at
the rear of the building. Three of the
weathermakers were fitted into unused
closets on the chamber floor and air was
supplied to the judges’ rooms

Keep

42-60-80

VOLT

35 VOLT

AUTOMATIC
737 Hamilton

MULTIPLE

UNITWIN

DEVICES

St.

COMPANY
Allentown,

Export Office 220 W. 42nd St., New
York
Also Manufacturers of Allentown Steel
Curtain Tracks and Curtain Machines

with ducts.

Pa.
City

Only too little can be written about uncomfortable seating. To build up a steady
and profitable patronage, it is absolutely
imperative, among other things, to get rid
of broken-down, shabby and uncomfortrow! able seats. And don’t wait until tomor-

your house in order! The keenwitted public today is picking its spots.

And it just doesn’t go for theatres, second
rate in furnishings and entertainment.

(Continued

Generator

Constant, uniform operation every second makes
it ideally suited for Simplified High
Intensity
Projection. Thousands
of STABILARCS
now
in
use is the result of selection by men
who recognize value.

from page 53)

house on the roof that holds your present
blower. It can be a rough sketch if it
shows plenty of dimensions. I’ll tell you
what size coils and filter to buy: even
buy them for you and not at retail prices
either. But anyway, put in the size I say
and the way I say, and if your job doesn’t
work, tell the editor and I’ll lose my job.
At the tail end of your letter, you advise that “water temperature is 55 degre s, I think.” Well, I think so, too. And
if we both think correctly, six rows of
water coils are not enough. It is enough
to reduce the temperature but is not
enough to maintain a decently low humidity at all times. You tell me now whether
you just want to “take the curse off the
place” or if you want a real air conditioning
job.
If by chance, you have 54-degree water,
I want to know this. You could have, you
know. And what a difference that one
degree can make when it comes to specifying coils.
You advise that any expense involved
due to this inquiry you will gladly pay. I
certainly do like cash customers. So the
following are my charges: A three-cent
stamp for your reply. An annual pass to
your theatre for the editor and myself.
Also a free meal for me if I ever come out
there. The editor can go hungry for all I
care. He’s too fat, anyhow.
This department was instituted to perform a service if it can be done. Letters
such as yours are welcome because they
can be definitely answered without any
guesswork on my part. If I have been
vague or failed to give you definite useable
information, please let me know and I will
make up the deficiency. — G. H. S.
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A Laudable

in daylight and it will be noted that on the
sides a great deal more light is obtained
through the glass bricks.
Since this photograph was taken, the
niches where the flowers appear have been
lined on the sides and bottom with mirrors, and across the top a piece of opal

Lighting Job:

The Collegian Theatre
(Continued
5 shows
clearly.

from

page

the large auditorium
Lounge

55)

fixtures more

Lighting

The main lounge is shown in Figure 6.
This area is completely illuminated by
cove lighting as shown, with the lights
running completely around the room on
the three straight sides and the curved
end, using 10- and 15-watt lamps on fourinch centers. This photograph was taken

flashed glass is used to conceal a 150-watt
lamp approximately 12 inches above this
for additional illumination. On the end
of the room not shown, there are two set
pieces which are also illuminated on all
four sides by lumiline lamps, and they take
the standard display sheets of 24 inches
by 36 inches and some additional stills of
the 8 inches by 10 inches size.
Figure

FIGURE

7 is of the ladies’ powder

room
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is likewise

done

with

most

and for the main part amber-orange lamps are used, which are
desirable with the walls decorated as

they

are.

For

mirror

illumination,

there

six rather tubular type fixtures enclosing frosted T-8 lamps. The tubes are
built up of small glass rods, about pencil

Glass

size, slightly acid-etched,
a satin-like appearance.
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HOLLYWOOD SLAPS MINORITY GROOP PRESSURE
Action

Inspired

by

Ban

On "Blockade" in Few
Domestic Areas
Liberal Hollywood thronged to the
Roosevelt Hotel Tuesday night to raise an
emphatic voice in disapproval of what it
termed pressure by organized minorities
threatening the freedom of the screen and
to sound a warning of its intention to bitterly and steadfastly oppose any further
encroachment of the rights of producers
and exhibitors to make and show films
which are social and political in theme
and scope if they so desire.
This united action came through the
unanimous adoption of a
resolution
brought before the meeting, which was
called under the sponsorship of the Motion Picture Artists Committee, and attended by 300 representatives of 60 organizations representing a total membership of more than 150,000.
The gathering was inspired by the opposition to and picketing of Walter Wanger’s United Artists production, “Blockade,” in certain territories. Those at the
meeting gave their unqualified endorsement to the feature and strongly urged
that more of its type and theme be
brought before the public.
“Belong

to Great

Majority”

The resolution set forth that “the motion picture medium can and must belong
to the great majority who support it by
theatre attendance,” urged that the
“great majority exercise their influences
in the direction of combatting minority
control of motion pictures through organizing themselves” and charged that, in
the instance of “Blockade,” “a disgraceful and effective campaign has been organized to prevent the large American
public from viewing a motion picture
which accords with the pronouncements of
the President of the United States, thousands of members of the clergy of all denominations, thousands of peace, women’s and labor organizations, in decrying
the wanton destruction by bombardment
of innocent women and children.”
“Therefore, be it resolved,” the resolution went on, “that we shall immediately
undertake to obtain the showing of all
films which are in the whole public inBOXOFFICE
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H

UA

Charts

Future

Course;

Wanger

Denies

Disaffection

Highlighting developments in the United Artists setup are conferences here designed to establish the company’s future
structure and policy. Participating are
various owner-members, directors and
Maurice Silverstone, chairman of the executive committee.
Will Mary Pickford become president of UA? This, and other important company matters are discussed in
detail starting on page 5 this issue.
Trailing only slightly less importantly
from the standpoint of trade interest is
the denial by Walter Wanger, UA producer, of any knowledge of well-founded
reports in New York that he is seeking
release from his contract and that he may
head production for Universal. Contacted by Boxoffice on the two reports, Wanger retorted: “I know nothing of either.”
His production schedules have been swelled by the addition of “Stage Coach,” a
story of early America, which Wanger
plans to produce with a $1,000,000 budget. John Ford will direct.
Another determined effort, through Silverstone, to get David O. Selznick’s signature on the dotted line as a UA producer,
despite the blowup of several past at-

terest, and encourage those producers,
directors, writers and actors who have
taken courageous steps to bring the motion picture to maturity to continue their
creative work . . . that we shall proceed
at once in this direction in the instance
of the motion picture ‘Blockade’ . . . that
through our organization of the American public we not only protect the motion
pictures in existence which dignify the
screen and honor the growing intelligence
and democratic unity of the American
people, but also succeed in stimulating
more and more pictures of this character
to be made.”
Wanger himself was the principal
speaker, setting forth that the time is now

tempts, is indicated. The presence here
of John Hay Whitney, Selznick International board chairman, lends weight to the
possibility of such a move.
The production plans of another UA
producer, Edward Small, were thrown
up in the air during the week when Jack
Dunn, 21-year-old ice-skating star, died of
tularemia in Hollywood Hospital. Small
had planned to star him in “The Duke of
West Point” as the first in a group of
pictures for UA’s 1938-39 distribution
schedule. Small has reached no decision
as to whether to place the picture in production with another player as the star,
or substitute one of the several properties
in his possession as the initialer in his
UA production career.
Meanwhile, activity by Hal Roach, newest of UA’s producers, continues unabated,
Roach having lined up several properties
for production during the coming season.
Currently nearing completion as his first
for UA is “There Goes My Heart,” starring Fredric March and Virginia Bruce.
This will be followed by “Topper Takes a
Trip,” sequel to “Topper,” with Roland
Young repeating in the title role and Constance Bennett, Alan Mowbray and others
of the original cast in line for featured
roles.

at hand for Hollywood to strike back at its
legion of critics.
“Hollywood is on the spot,” Wanger declared. “Everybody attacks Hollywood.
Most of the attacks are vile and unfair.
“The

motion picture ... is a very important pillar in the democratic structure
we are so proud to live under. It must
be protected ... we must halt these
abuses
at once.”
Wanger
went on to compliment the Hays
organization for its work, but declared it
was time for the producers’ association to
be lent a helping hand.
“The issue before us is that an industry,
so pregnant with talent, writers, directors
(Continued on page 66)

Natal Stull

Personnel Shakeup Continuing
With Production Indices Rising
Production, executive and talent ranks
in the various studios were the scenes of
several shakeups and personnel changes
during the week, while the high level of
production continued to hold employment
indices among union craftsmen and
laborers at a satisfactory summer figure.
Extra players, in particular, profited by
the production spurt, Central Casting reporting Friday as the biggest day in nearly two years, with more than 2,000 calls
placed.
Highlight of the week was the news that
Robert Riskin, ace scenarist, producer and
writing half of the Frank Capra-Riskin
team, was to leave Columbia and was negotiating a deal to join Samuel Goldwyn
as his executive assistant, writer and production aide. Goldwyn spokesmen declared the transaction had not yet been
consummated, but Columbia officials admitted that Riskin would leave that plant.
Universal recorded the departure of
George Bilson from its production ranks

associate producership, filling Bilson’s
shoes on the college picture and also taking the reins on “Exposed,” on which Bilson had been working. Golden, formerly
a producer at 20th Century-Fox, may
draw a term pact.
The Columbia art department was the
scene of a shakeup caused when Stephen
Goosson, head of the department for the
past eight years, secured a release from
his contract. Lionel Banks, his assistant,
succeeds Goosson, whose future plans have
not been announced.
The Warner plant has elevated Bob
Ross, assistant director, to a unit managership, replacing Carroll Sax, who has
taken over as studio business manager.
Sax steps into the position vacated recently by Joseph Gilpin.

after supervising the making of “Freshman Year,” first in a series of four collegiate pictures he had been set to produce. Disagreement with company officials over story treatment on the second

The Marathon Street plant’s talent roster
was also reduced by one when Colin Tapley, featured player, secured a release
from his contract after he had protested
what he believed was a minor assignment

in the series, “Swing That Cheer,” caused
Bilson to pull up stakes. Shortly thereafter
Max H. Golden was signed by U to an

in “King of Alcatraz.” Tapley had the male
lead in “Booloo,” jungle adventure picture made by Paramount.

Progressive Action
Confirmed by Judell
The anticipated resumption of activity
by Progressive Pictures upon the return
of its president, Ben Judell, from a business trip east, becomes definite as Judell
announces August 15 as the starting date
for the next in his projected program of
42 pictures for the 1938-39 independent
slate.
Also disclosed by Judell was the departure of Lon Young from Progressive’s
ranks, where he had occupied a spot as
associate producer since the inception of
the company.
Judell’s next will be “I Want a Divorce,” featuring Beverly Roberts, which
Charles Lamont will direct. Pictures will
be produced at Selznick International,
where Progressive is headquartering.
The whir of independent cameras was
heard on the Grand National lot this week,
with Fine Arts Productions giving the go
signal to its initial film in a series for
GN

distribution, “Shadows Over Shanghai.” Ralph Morgan has one of the leads
and the directorial chores have been entrusted to Charles Lamont. Another independent producer, Lou Rantz, was to

64

A vacancy in Paramount’s make-up department was caused by the departure of
Buddy Westmore to join the make-up staff
at 20th Century-Fox as assistant to Clay
Campbell, new head of the department.

Decidedly impromptu

was the surprise

birthday party Dorothy Lamour and
Boris Morros (left ) gave for Leo Robin
i center) , the lyric half of the RaingerRobin songwriting team, in his office
at Paramount recently.

Comeback by Swanson
"Oil" by Mutual Okay

get into action this week, also on the GN

Gloria Swanson’s comeback try at Republic has been called off by mutual consent and “Lady in the News,” which was
being whipped into shape as her initial
vehicle, will be shelved until another personality can be found to fit into the script.

lot, with “Topsy.”
Two larger-scale independent productions will hit the cameras July 25, David
L. Loew having set that date for the start

Studio
Swanson
personal
found her

of “Flirting With Fate,” a Joe E. Brown
comedy, and Sol Lesser’s Principal Pictures preparing to launch “Peck’s Bad
Boy at the Circus.” Loew has secured no
release as yet, while Lesser’s film will be
distributed through RKO Radio.
Other independent activity found the
Alexander Brothers, Max and Arthur, announcing the incorporation of Roadshow
Pictures, Inc., formed with Alfred Stern
and Gene Austin, stage, screen and radio
singer. Present plans are to produce four
musical westerns starring Austin for exhibition on a roadshow basis in conjunction
with personal appearances by the crooner.
First picture, it is planned, will go into
production within two weeks on location
in Utah or northern California.
At the same time, the production of
another western series was announced by

weeks.

officials explained that Miss
found herself too occupied with
financial interests, which have
in New York for the past several

She originally signed with
public on a three-picture deal.

B . B . Kahane

Re-

to Produce

Detective-Comedy

Sequel

Supplementing his present duties as
head of the studio’s legal department, B.
B. Kahane has been handed the production reins on a sequel to the recent detective-comedy, “There’s Always a Woman,”
with Melvyn Douglas set to repeat his
original characterization.
Studio officials deemed it probable that
Kahane would be placed in charge of a
group of sleuth films using the same
characters.

B. F. Zeidman, executive vice-president of
Malcolm Brown Productions, to be made
for Regent Pictures. Cliff Sanforth will
produce with Randy Rawlins, screen newcomer, to be starred. First picture gets
under way at Talisman Studios July 27.
Sol Lesser, who bought his way into JecJ

the making of a series of pictures using
all-midget casts. The second feature is
due to get before the cameras within a
month. Following its completion Buell
will head for Europe to round up more

Buell’s western novelty, “The Terror of
Tiny Town,” has worked out a deal with
the latter whereby he will be associated in

half-pint Thespians. “Tiny Town” is being dubbed in Italian, German, Spanish
and French.
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Canine

Newcomers

Screen Authors' Tangle Dumped
Into Labor Relations Board Lap
Battle lines of the two-year-old Screen
Writers Guild-Screen Playwrights, Inc.,
jurisdictional dispute have been transferred to Washington and shifted squarely onto the shoulders of the national labor relations board headquarters there by
Dr. Towne Nylander, regional director for
the NLRB, with every prospect that the
lengthy war will drag along for a considerable time.

Two new blessed events in the Bennett
canine family — Buzz, left, and Lux,
right, in the arms of Joan Bennett.
They were born recently to Bossie,
Miss Bennett’s Cocker Spaniel.

Few

P. A,'s Scheduled
As Studio Mills Hum

The cross-country march of Hollywood
personalities on personal appearance tours
have slowed to a standstill, chiefly traceable to the production pickup and the
increase in camera activity.
No new p. a. treks were planned or
announced by film notables, while one.
Gene Autry, now on the road, sent word
to Republic that he will check in August
8 to prepare for his next western starrer.
He is now in Philadelphia and will hit
Pittsburgh and New York during the next
ten days.

" Jesse James " Feminine
Lead to Arleen Whelan
Arleen Whelan, 20th Century-Pox’s latest star discovery, has been cast in the
feminine lead of “Jesse James,” forthcoming super-special, which the studio will
send before the cameras August 15 with
Henry King directing and Nunnally Johnson as associate producer.
Miss Whelan will play the wife of Tyrone Power, who has the title role. Walter Brennan also draws an important role
in the Technicolor production.

Jules Seltzer Will Head
Roach Trailers and Ads
To take charge of advertising and trailers, Jules Seltzer, formerly an executive
for Warner Theatres in Philadelphia, will
report to the Hal Roach studio in Culver
City, August 3.
He is a brother of Prank Seltzer, who is
in charge of Roach’s publicity department,
and will work under the latter’s supervision.
BOXOFFICE
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Dr. Nylander has forwarded to Washington a complete report of the recent
election in which the SWG was designated
by a majority of film scriveners as their
choice of bargaining agent, together with
the official protests filed with the NLRB
here by the 16 production companies
whose writing staffs participated in the
balloting.
It now

remains for the NLRB headquarters to weigh the reports, study the
producer protests and determine whether
or not the SWG shall be certified as exclusive bargaining representative for

scripters in the film industry. Students
of the situation here have voiced the prediction that the already overcrowded
NLRB calendar will delay any such action indefinitely.
Walter Wanger Productions during the
week filed its protest against the validity
of the election to make the producers’ opposition unanimous. All protests are
identical in premise, holding that the manner in which the balloting was conducted
was in violation
tutional rights. of the producers’ constiThe NLRB in Washington may order a
hearing to air these objections. If they
are overruled and the SWG certified as
sole bargaining representative, the production units involved will be ordered to
negotiate a working pact. If, as expected,
they refuse, the NLRB is expected to
cite them for contempt of • court,
presaging a lengthy legal battle in which
the SP has declared its intention of carrying the fight to the supreme court.

Nicholas Schenck

Over 1,500 at AIC
Fifth Annual Meet
Hollywood Visitor

Bringing with him information as to
the progress being made by eastern executives in their current drive for industry
stabilization and cooperation, now being
worked out in New York, Nicholas M.
Schenck, head of Loew’s, Inc., arrived in
Hollywood, Tuesday, to spend a week or
ten days here.
He was the second arrival during the
week, being preceded by Murray Silverstone, chairman of United Artists’ executive committee, and Charles Schwartz, attorney for UA Producers Walter Wanger,
Alexander Korda and Charles Chaplin.
Schenck will sit in on Hays office conferences due to get under way when Bill
Hays returns from New York, probably
early next week, and is also set to huddle
with Louis B. Mayer and other M-G-M
executives on the current production outlook.
New York bound was Scott Dunlap, who
trained out Friday to attend a series of
meetings with the board of directors of
Monogram. Dunlap, production chief, has
as his chief objective a request for an increase in production budgets for the 193839 season. Also due to sit in on the
Monogram board meetings was Trem
Carr, heavy stockholder in the company,
who headed east over the weekend. He
will remain in New York for two weeks.
The Hollywood to New York route was
to be undertaken by David Rose, Paramount’s new chief of British production,
on Wednesday. He was to sail for London, Friday, to assume his new duties.

Gaining first-hand knowledge of motion picture ' production, and discussing
the cultural and educational contributions
made to the world by American films,
more than 1,500 delegates were attending
sessions of the fifth annual convention
of the American Institute of Cinematography on the University of Southern
California campus.
Under the supervision of Dr. Boris V.
Morkovin, head of the U.S.C. department
of cinematography and an officer of the
institute, delegates from all parts of thq
country were to be taken on a tour of
Paramount studios, where Boris Morros,
musical director, was to speak on “Music
in the Cinema.” Members of the institute also were to visit the Bell and Howell
laboratory to see screenings of three short
technical films. The convention was officially opened last week when Mrs. Richard White, chairman of the motion picture committee of the Federation of
Women’s Clubs, discussed the sociological
aspects of motion pictures at a meeting
held in the Boulevard Theatre.
In connection

with

the convention,

a

public exhibition of “modern dynamic
arts,” including films, was on display at
U.S.C. Entries from several studios are
among the exhibits.
Hathaway Moves Office
Director Henry Hathaway has moved
from Paramount to the Samuel Goldwyn

65
offices to prepare for “The Last Frontier.”

Near Probe End for

Censorial Pressure

Greets Publisher

Meeting Resistance

Metro 'Melon' Suits

(Continued

Behind closed doors in private conference rooms at the Ambassador Hotel, Attorney Emil Ellis, sent here by the New
York state supreme court, was nearing
completion of his examination of Metro
studio executives, in which he is gaining
data preliminary to the trial in the east

and

A distmguished
Estate

Loew’S,
to New

Inc., at early hearings, returning
York early in the week. His associate, Attorney J. Alvin Van Bergh, has

remained to represent the studio personnel called upon to testify in the quizzes.
Ellis devoted the entire first day (Thursday) to Mayer, calling LeRoy on Friday;
Mannix and Weingarten on Monday;
Rapf, Katz and Thau, Tuesday; and
Stromberg,
nesday.

Hyman

and

Nayfack

on Wed-

USC Announces an Early
Ride on Film Bandwagon
Not

only is Hollywood

rapidly

acquiring

familiarity with the cloak of “culture”
that is being thrown around its film-making endeavors, but the nation’s seats of
learning are engaging in a wordy battle to
determine which of them was first to
recognize motion pictures as the newest
addition to the cultural “arts.”
The University of Southern California
is the latest to establish its claim as the
pioneer in acknowledging
technical and educational

the “cultural,
trends of the

industry” — through a statement by President Rufus B. Von KleinSmid — in which
he calls attention to the 21 motion picture
courses listed on the USC curriculum.
USC

thus jumps

occupied

on the bandwagon

now

by Harvard, which has announced the establishment of a new course

in motion pictures, and Dartmouth, which
claims to be the first educational institution to schedule a course in scenario
writing.
Von

KleinSmid declared that USC fostered the American Institute of Cinematography in 1934, and cited a long list of
directors, producers and artists who have
served on the Trojan faculty.

Benchley
Robert

Prepares

Benchley

early start on his next one-reeler
titled “How
He
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to Spend

has just completed

Your
“How

for

an

at Metro,

Lunch

the

his first visit to a
Arthur

York

Times,

discusses

ramifications
while

with

of

H.

moSulz-

the

New

films and

their

Samuel

visiting on the UA

Golduryn

Calling

upon

to support

members

lot.

of

the

its fight against

film

the al-

leged “reactionary censorship” which it
charges is being inflicted upon Walter
Wanger’s current release, “Blockade,”
Motion Picture Artists Committee and

the
the

Hollywood Anti-Nazi League are devoting their chief attentions to mapping a
campaign in active support
versial Wanger production.

of the contro-

Wanger himself appeared at a conference on Tuesday, attended by representatives of several liberal Hollywood organizations, as did John Ford, member of the
executive committee of the MPAC, both
speaking on the right of a producer to
create pictures with a “social theme” such
as “Blockade.”
Liberal groups here are up in arms at
what they term “Fascistic boycotts” of
of the film, which has a Spanish revolution background, with Hollywood Now, official Anti-Nazi League publication, quoting an article from The Nation in which
the latter periodical attacks Fox West
Coast for allegedly refusing to book the
United
fering.

Artists

feature

as a

first-run

of-

Otherwise, early summer activities of
the anti-Fascist organizations continued
to be more or less routine, devoted to
social gatherings and regular meetings of
the various groups. Next important event
will take place August 15 when the MPAC
and

“I am

not

bitter or pessimistic

about

our great industry,” Wanger continued
“but I am outraged to think that conditions exist in this country that will allow
exhibitors to be intimidated by unlawful
pickets

and

dishonest

attacks

by a

min-

ority group, to withhold an anti-war picture from being shown . . . What does
this mean? It means simply this . . . the

"Blockade" Defense
Mapped by MPAC
colony

against the screening of “Blockade”
through the establishment of picket lines
in front of the New York theatre at which
it opened.

the Anti-Nazi League join in sponsoring a mass meeting at the Shrine Audi-

plan is to frighten the distributor, exhibitor and producer from attempting films
that
something.”
ThesayUnited
Artists producer
the

“unfair

few”

be forced

urged

out

that

into the

open by “unleashing the volume of talent
in this community so that they may create
with good taste and artistic power films
that will make us proud of our industry,
fill our theatres and increase the power of
the film till it becomes one of the proudest
keystones in the spirit of democracy.”
John Ford, noted director, also was

a

speaker.
John Abbott, director of the motion picture library for the Rockefeller Institute
museum, presided.
ed by the reading

The meeting
of telegrams

concludassuring

the support and aid of such national figures as Robert Reid of the Theatre Arts
Committee, and Heywood Broun, president of the American Newspaper Guild.

Newspaper Guild Backs
Screen Freedom Move
New

York — The

dispatched Monday
Artists Committee
Hollywood:

following

message

was

to the Motion Picture
meeting Tuesday in

Motion Picture Artists Committee
Conference on Freedom
of the Screen
6513 Hollywood Boulevard
Fos Angeles, California
The
organized newspapermen
and
women
of
America are wholeheartedly on the side of real
democracy
and
freedom
of ideas and thought
whether in the press, on the screen, on the air,
in the forum, on the street or at the fireside.
Along
for

with a determined fight for economic freedom. we have been waging a persistent struggle
real freedom of the press which involved our

own integrity. Freedom
of the screen, like freedom of the press, is necessary and vital to the
culture and happiness of the people. The
Motion Picture Artists Committee, the Screen Writers Guild, the Screen Actors Guild and all the organizations fighting by their side for a free, honest and stimulating screen have our fraternal
sympathy
and best wishes for a success which
must be won.
THE

AMERICAN
By

NEWSPAPER
Heywood

Broun,

GUFLD,
President.

torium in protest of Tom Mooney’s prison
sentence. Congressman Jerry O’Connell,
of Montana, will appear.

Next

is preparing

of the Fourth

berger, left, publisher

of the week, with Hunt Stromberg, Bernard Hyman and Nicholas Nayfack yet to
appear before Ellis.
represented

pays

member

tion picture studio.

Benjamin Thau. The probe, it was expected, would be completed before the end

Proskauer

63)

Knights of Columbus, Catholic organization, as the leaders in applying pressure

In rapid order and without disclosing
what information he had gained, Ellis has
quizzed Louis B. Mayer, production chief;
Mervyn LeRoy, Edward Mannix, Larry
Weingarten, Harry Rapf, Sam Katz and

Joseph

page

restrictions of a small group.”
This point he expanded by naming

of suits brought against M-G-M
by a
group of stockholders attacking the profit-sharing contracts held by 12 company
executives.

Judge

from

actors can be blocked forever by outsiders who keep it from making the pictures the public wants because of the evil

Hour.”

to Read.”

On
Mrs.
and

July 31 the Anti-Nazi League membership will troop to the beach home of
Ad Schulberg for a swimming party
picnic.

“Mr. Moto Takes a Vacation” will be
"Mot
the seventh in
thenth
series
ofo"thrillers based
Seve
on the adventures of the Japanese
tive at 20th Century-Fox.
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WAR and politics make strange bed-

Walter H. Cole, editor of Tombstone's one
newspaper, the Epitaph, who told him the
entire town could be purchased for $75,000.

fellows, the history books proclaim.
Which tomes are overlooking the
fact that censorship apparently possesses
the same qualities when applied in overdoses to motion pictures.
Witness:

The

thoroughly

If one

magnificent

Claims the Warner Bros, blurb-mill:
“Olivia de Havilland sleeps on a pillow
stuffed with rose petals.”

front, despite their many inter-organizational strifes and differences, to those
busy-body minorities which for too many
years have been permitted to exercise too
great an influence in the censorship of
motion pictures.

Eddie Cline, who is
phone on the current
“Peck’s Bad Boy at
asked how work on the

Producer

Harry
idea

through

Sherman
of

which

up

Foster-Madge
to Sol

its head

with

Evans

S. Siegel

post,

the

Ariz., as

company

the

best

was

preview

as

town

of

movie

prop

on

was

topflight

of the

can

the

in the

best

Thespics

. . . Paramount
“The

case

of Jimmy

having

delivered

good

Cagney,
material

another

Texans," a historical western
ing, packed with action and good

the

hold

entertainment

necessity

with

ace-high

which

outdoor

of even
to work

picture

in

in a high-budgeted mountperformances by Randolph

Scott and Joan Bennett . . . “Four's a Crowd," from the Warner plant, unites four big-time players — Errol Flynn, Olivia de
Havilland,
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and

Rosalind

Russell — in a

a

screw-

She Malay

on

the fire — everywhere
Roach, Warners and

production

geniuses,

who

are

bombarding Douglas (It Was All a
Corrigan with offers to appear in

forthcoming

pictures,

seem

to have

complete-

ly forgotten a certain famous floppola, released not so long ago, in which an effort

his

and

was made
to
Merrill on the
actor.
And

loca-

transaction

foist Atlantic-spanning Dick
public as a motion picture

what ever became of John Trent, personable pilot who erstwhile producer B. P.

Schulberg
tor?

undertook

to

evolve

into

an

ac-

by

Raves

ball newspaper comedy
. . . A

to her?

floor — and this pun isn’t

Tombstone,

Rates

Repub-

much

producer,

such

other

currently
Mistake)

the

releases

permanent

. . . . Warner Bros.' “Boy Meets Girl," comedy standout of the
week, is particularly significant in demonstrating again, as
it does

possibly

Paramount,

near-ghost
a

approached

horizon

executive

of them

he

with

happened

A burnt child avoids
but in Hollywood. Hal

tion headquarters for Sherman's western
epics. Sherman, while on location there,

starrer, for which

as

What

the cutting-room
from Paul Snell.

"Hopalong Cassidy" and Zane Grey westerns, to purchase, lock, stock, and hitching

lic's “Army Girl," easily the best offering to come from the
North Hollywood lot in many months. While larger-budgeted
and more impressive features debuted for critical appraisal,

goes

is toying

persuading

Republic

credit

wielding the megaLesser production,
the Circus,” when
feature is progress-

ing, answers, “In tents.”
In case Cline runs short of atmosphere,
he might cast Praising Paul as one of the
elephants. Which crack is not in reference to the P. A.’s size — but his memory.

startling

price a publicity buildup?

After Paramount’s press agents had expended hundreds of dollars worth of time
and reams of weighty copy in informing
a palpitating populace of the staggering
beauty, charm and acting ability of a mysterious native girl discovered by the location unit filming “Booloo” in the darkest
depths of the Malay jungles, the press preview of the adventure picture found her
conspicuous by her absolute absence from
the cast.

Paul Snell — he who broadcasts facts and

that the lion’s share of opposition to
“Blockade” has come from the Catholic
Knights of Columbus — for reasons which
thus far no one has apparently been able
to fathom.
But the true and most encouraging significance of the gathering and its entirely commendable action is the evidence that

the Preston

What

fables about Sol Lesser’s Principal Pictures,
midgets, Bobby Breen, et al — submits this
as a humorous contribution :

offer to appear as the meeting’s principal
speaker.
Brave were his expressed opinions that
the time has come for Hollywood to strike
back at its too many critics, and his answer to a direct question from the floor

week's

By which logic, the players in “Gold
Diggers in Paris,” one of the more brutal
banalities from the Burbank boilerworks,
must have parked their weary heads on
ring.
cushions stuffed with long-deceased her-

here, at last, is tangible indication that
the many elements and groups which are
part and parcel of a great and intricate
industry are recognizing the necessity of
showing a solid and formidably defensive

High sounding and impressive was the
resolution unanimously adopted by this
Conference decrying the disgraceful and
effective campaign organized, in the instance of “Blockade,” to prevent the
American public from viewing motion pictures because they might dare to approach
a social theme; and vehemently disapproving the organized minority pressure
against freedom of the screen.
Equally impressive was the fact that
Mr. Wanger, who, because of his position
as an employer and producer, in the past
and of circumstantial necessity has been
on the opposite side of many issues projected by the organizations responsible for
the conference, received and accepted an

the

of the

industry, it might be more appropriate for Hollywood to offer itself for sale
to Tombstone.

000.

on

the wails

picture

picture, “Blockade,” has met from certain
minority groups.
Of considerably more significance than
Hollywood seemed to appreciate was the
Conference on Freedom of the Screen
which was called this week by the Motion
Picture Artists Committee, attended by
more than 300 delegates from 60 organizations, with a total membership of 150,-

spot

seriously

pessimists regarding the heading-for-therocks course being charted by the motion

manner in which the film capital’s more
liberal organizations have rallied to the
defense and aid of Walter Wanger in combatting the opposition his provocative

Brightest

is to take

poor

and

which

unoriginal

is far below

story idea

was

their acting
also

the

ability

weakening

factor in RKO Radio's “Sky Giant," first in the cycle of aviation features due to follow Metro's “Test Pilot." Richard Dix
and Chester Morris, co-featured, deliver their standardly excellent performances, however , . . Tangible indication that
Hollywood may be going overboard in its trend toward "series"
pictures was obvious in 20th Century-Fox's “Meet the Girls,"
ostensibly the initialer in another new series, but in which a
hodge-podge

script and

cess extremely doubtful
disappointment in view
Clyde

Elliott and

a

low-calibre

performances

make

its suc-

. . . Paramount's "Booloo" was also a
of the lengthy location trip taken by

camera

crew

to garner

authentic

jungle

shots. Hammy
melodrama and too much brutality spoil it as
a Grade A attraction . . . Chester Morris was the busiest actor
of the week, appearing again in RKO Radio's "Smashing the
Rackets," the picture, however, failing to register as more
than average action-crime entertainment.
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Majors Cautious in Suit Reaction;

Joint Spade

Work

Independents Are Openly Jubilant
The long-anticipated filing of monopoly
charges against eight major film corporations in federal distirct court in New
York by U. S. Attorney-General Homer
Cummings on Wednesday brought forth
mixed reactions within Hollywood executive, production and exhibition circles.
Spokesmen for major studio executives
here, representing those companies named
in the government action charging violations of the Sherman anti-trust law, expressed little surprise at the filing of Cummings’ suit. Independent production units,
however, while refusing to go on record
with official comments, allowed their
statements to be infested with a shallow
under-current of jubilation. Independent
Theatre Owners of Southern California,
unanimously expressed pleasure at the
government action.
Major studio officials declared in substance that it was not for Hollywood to
comment or take action, not only because
the suits were filed in New York, but because their company distribution organizations are more closely involved and it
is felt that the eight home offices represented in the actions should be allotted
the duties of spokesmen.
This was the feeling at Paramount, Universal, RKO Radio, Columbia, M-G-M,
20th Century-Fox, Warner and United
Artists, production branches of the film
companines named in Cummings’ charges.
Additionally, the fact that Will Hays
of the producers’ association is currently
in New York precluded any comment from
the Hays office here.

Among independent theatre operators’
opinions were more easily obtainable. Robert Poole, secretary of the ITO, crystallized the general independent exhibitor reaction in a statement in which he declared:
‘‘I have been expecting such action from
the government despite the fact that a
majority of our exhibitor-members held
the view that nothing would come of the
present investigation. I feel that all independent exhibitors will be highly gratified at this event.”
No comment was forthcoming from Fox
West Coast circuit headquarters. Although FWC is not named in Cummings’
suit, the theatre chain is one of the targets of a year-old department of justice
investigation here which, though purely
local and affecting only local branches of
the major distribution organizations, is
said to be a southern California parallel
of the national situation which Cummings avers is a monopoly. Albert J. Law,
special government investigator, and a
corps of federal sleuths have been in-andout of nearly every major exchange along
Filmrow gathering data and inspecting
financial records to be used in weighing
charges filed by local independent exhibitors and distributors that FWC and major distributors have also been guilty of
anti-trust law violations. Law and his
Hawkshaws have spent the last three
weeks at RKO Radio and are expected to
conclude their probe within a month by
checking through United Artists and Warner.

Adoption of 5-Day Plan Among
Chief Topics at New York Meet
Bearing the seal of approval of the Conference of Motion Picture Arts and Crafts
and winning the nod of the International
Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employes,
the adoption of a five-day work week for
craftsmen within the film industry will,
from all present indications, be one of the
chief topics at the annual producer-labor
basic agreement conferences due to be
held in New York early in August.
The feasibility of such a plan has been
discussed at great length by the CMPAC,
which numbers in its membership delegates from virtually every labor organization except the SAG and the IATSE, as
one of the possible cures for recurring depressions and peak employment periods
and will be strongly supported by the conference at the New York labor huddles.
Typical of the complexities of the film
labor situation is the fact that the IATSE,
through George E. Browne, its president,
has recorded its support of the CMPAC
in favoring the five-day week, although

68

the IATSE

itself has made the unions represented in the CMPAC its targets in an
impending drive to assume jurisdiction
over all film labor.
The CMPAC, in its regular weekly
meeting Thursday night, was expected to
select a delegate to attend the eastern
labor conferences as a lobbyist for the
short working week.
The forthcoming New York conferences
have quieted the local labor picture considerably. Chief activity was the continued conferences between executives of
the Studio Utility Employes and the
IATSE, in an effort to straighten out a
jurisdictional tangle involving SUE and
IATSE workers at Republic. The SUE
had appealed to Dr. Towne Nylander, of
the National Labor Relations Board,
charging the IATSE with attempting to
assume control over some 85 SUE laborers at Republic. The IATSE, however,
denied the charges, asserting that the dispute involved only eight workers. Dr. Ny-

Collaborating on the shovel work upon
the occasion of the recent groundbreaking ceremonies for Cinecolor,
Inc.’s new $250,000 laboratory and
processing plant in Burbank are W. T.
Crespinel, left, vice-president, and
A. L. McCormick, president of the
company.

Cinecolor Breaks Ground
For New

Burbank

Plant

Cinecolor, Inc., has broken ground for
its projected new $250,000 laboratory and
film processing plant in Burbank. President A. L. McCormick did the spadework
with a number of guests on hand to witness the event, including Mayor Frank G.
Tillson of Burbank.
Approximately 24,000 feet in area and
two stories high, the building will have a
capacity volume output of 1,000,000 feet
of film per week. It will be equipped to
process both 35 and 16 millimeter film,
and will handle Cinecolor’s two and three
color processes. The new plant is scheduled for completion and occupancy by
November. W. T. Crespinel, A. M. Gundelfinger and Howard Brown, vice-presidents, and William Prynne, secretary,
aided in the ceremonies.
lander instructed officers of the two
groups to attempt through mediation to
settle
tion. the argument without his intervenChanges in the studio management at
Warners, which have placed Tenant
Wright in charge as business manager succeeding Joseph Gilpin, occasioned a conference with Wright attended by the business representatives of several film unions,
including painters, plasterers, utility employes, machinists, carpenters and teamsters. The new setup was clarified and
Wright assured them of his cooperation
in business matters.
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(-Inematkl
Returning to New York is Jane Leslie,
socialite advertising woman, after several
days in conference here with John Hay
Whitney and David O. Selznick regarding
campaigns on two forthcoming Selznick
International productions.

OPTIONS
—Columbia
ARTHUR
— -Samuel

T.

HORMAN

joins

staff.

Goldwyn

JOHN
McCLAIN,
former
draws writing contract.
— Leon

writing

newspaper

reporter,

Schlesinger

CHARLES
THORSON
signed to five-year contract as “character model’’ artist — creating figures
as patterns for the cartoon animators.
— 20th

Century-Fox

RUTH
TERRY,
stock player, given contract renewal and acting chore in “Hold That Coed.”
RUSSELL
GLEASON
given one-year contract
extension. He will appear in future “Jones Family” pictures. •
EDWIN
BLUM,
writer, given term contract.
TYRONE
POWER
and JOAN
VALERIE
draw
contract extensions. The former is now
vacationing in Mexico City preparatory to beginning
work
in the title role of “Jesse James.”
Miss
Valerie is appearing in two current pictures —
“Wooden
Anchors” and the second, untitled, in
the “World of Sports” series.
ESTHER
BRODELET
and FRANCIS
LESLIE,
stock players, held for another term.
Both are
in “Hold That Coed.”

SCR1PTERS
— Columbia
MAXWELL,
SHANE
completes
—
Coronet on the Sahara” and goes
“Revolt

adaptation of
on screenplay.

*

After vacationing for five weeks in
Mexico, Kenneth Macgowan has returned
to his associate producer’s desk at 20 th
Century-Fox.

ARTHUR

HOERL

teamed

with

MONROE

SHAFF
on “Below the Rio Grande,”
Jones western for Columlbia release.
— E. B. Derr

next

Buck

— Metro
JOHN
third of

W.
KRAFFT
to “I Am,
Derr’s series for Monogram.

a

Criminal,”

*

Marvin MacIntyre, secretary to President Roosevelt, Marguerite LaHand, the
President’s confidential secretary, J. F. T.
O’Connor, former comptroller of currency,
and 11 Washington newspaper correspondents were guests of Louis B. Mayer
at M-G-M this week for luncheon.
*

WALDO
SALT
Rooney vehicle,

to “Huckleberry Finn,” a Mickey
for Producer Joseph Mankiewicz.

Salt lias completed
treatment
collaboration
with OGDEN
NASH.of
HOWARD
Along,” an
Harry Rapf

EMMETT
original
produces.

“Honolulu”

in

ROGERS
to “Milady Goes
by James
Edward
Grant.

FRANCIS
WALLACE
to “Hands
Across the
Table,” which Sam
Zimbalist will produce, with
Robert
Taylor slated to star.
—
Paramount

S. J. and LAURA
PERELMAN
to “I Robbed a
Bank,” Radio
set for production by William H. Wright.
-RKO

—Universal
VINCENT
PRICE, New York stage actor, given
five-year, 12-picture contract. Price, who
appeared opposite Helen Hayes in the play, “Victoria Regina,” will be groomed for stardom. His
contract stipulates that he may spend six months
each year on the stage.
ISABEL
JEANS,
character comedienne, signed
to a one-picture
Fling.”

deal

and

cast

in

“Youth

Takes

a

Following his attendance at the world
premiere of “The Texans” in San Antonio,
Tex., Robert Cummings, Paramount
player, is on his way to his home town,
Joplin, Mo., for a short visit before returning to Hollywood.
it

George O’Brien, western star, planed to
Sweetwater, Tex., to officiate in the
crowning of the “Goddess of Texas,” winner of a state-wide contest, after which
he treks to Arizona for two weeks of location work on his next RKO picture.
*

Tail-enders in a stream of 40 foreign
representatives, given trips to Hollywood during the past eight months as
guests of M-G-M for -winning sales contests in their respective territories, A. J.
Whetter, branch manager, Liverpool, England; A. G. Neville, of Dublin, and R.
Gerbert, London, were expected here early
this week. They will be studio guests for
ten days.

Metro’s publicity department is shorthanded by two this week, A1 Sellers and
Clarence Locan being on vacation. Sellers
is in Denver, while Locan headed for
Carmel.
*

Fred Datig, M-G-M casting director, is
holidaying in the desert. Billy Gordon is
sitting in in his absence.
J. D. Trop, an associate of Producer
Harry Sherman, weekended at Lake Arrowhead with Scenarist Norman Houston,
conferring on the script of Sherman’s next
picture for Paramount.
*

Mayor Andy Devine of Van Nuys and
his wife have embarked on a “goodwill”
tour of Oregon via automobile and trailer,
accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. Tom Raider.
They will be gone two weeks, praising
Van Nuys and catching Oregon fish.

*

Ronald Colman is vacationing off the
coast of lower California on his yacht,
“Dragoon.”
*

Director Henry King and Bob Webb,
his assistant, have planed to Pineville,
Mo., to scout locations for “Jesse James,”
King’s next assignment.
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a

Tour”

for Money,”
possible ve-

MORTIMER
OFFNER
to “Peck’s
Trouble.”
Sol Lesser produces for
release.
— Republic

Bad Boy in
RKO
Radio

a

DORIS
SCHROEDER
ers western.
PAUL
FRANKLIN
Roy Rogers.

to
to

an

untitled

“Texas

Roy

Rog-

Troubadour,”

for

LUCI
WARD
to “Riding the Range,” from
original
by Connie Lee, to star Gene Autry.
—
Hal Roach

GEZA
HERCZEG
tain Midnight,” to
Brian Aherne.

and

— 20th

and JANE
JEVNE
cofeature Margaret

an

to “CapSullavan

Century-Fox

JOHN
GREY
ture, untitled.

to

the

next

“Jones

Family”

MAURICE
MUSSELMAN
to “The World
Feet” in collaboration with
HOWARD
SMITH.
Sonja Henie will be starred
David Hempstead
production.
— Universal

pic-

at Her
ELLIS
in the

F. HUGH
HERBERT
Danielle Darrieux.
EDMUND
Crime Club

to an

untitled

original

for

HARTMAN
to “The Last Express,”
production for Producer Irving Starr.

HAROLD
KUSELL
to
Ken Goldsmith production.

“Adam’s

Evening,”

a

Joyce Mathews, Paramount contract
player, is vacationing for two weeks in
New York.
*

Melville Shyer, associate producer for
Progressive Pictures, has returned to work
after a three-week vacation.
*

*

Owen Davis fr. planed east to take a
co-starring role in a play written especially for him by his father, to be launched in
Skowhegan, Me. Young Davis fust completed a role in a Paramount picture.

Takes

STANLEY
RAUH
to “She Married
George Haight production, as a
hicle for Ginger Rogers.

*

*

Lee Tracy and Mrs. Helen Thomas of
San Francisco, were to be married in Las
Vegas, Nev., and will travel to London on
a combined honeymoon and professional
engagement for Tracy, who has a stage
commitment to fulfill there.

GRANET
to “Annabel
forBERT
Producer
Lou Lusty.

Sandstorm Will Not
Be Puny
Twentieth Century-Fox has approved
the expenditure of an additional $100,000 on the sandstorm sequences in
''Suez," with the intention of presenting
it on the same scale with the earthquake in ’’San Francisco," the hurricane in “The Hurricane" and the fire
in “In Old Chicago." One hundred and
fifty thousand dollars has already been
spent on the big blow.

More than 300 entries were on hand for
Columbia’s eighth annual golf tournament,
played off Sunday at the Altadena Country Club. C. C. Cooper, of the transportation department, bagged first prize, the
award being presented by Harry Cohn at
a banquet following the tourney. Richard H. Cahoon was chairman of the arrangements committee.
★

Claude Binyon and his wife and son
have returned from a two-week trip to
New York, where Binyon did some research on his next writing assignment for
Paramount.
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SAG

Seen Likely to Join AFRA

Banning
Screen

Actors

Guild

Levee Admits Fees

Free Talent on Radio

REVIEW

officials disclosed

that plans were being drafted for submission to the board of directors whereby

M. C. Levee, Hollywood talent agent,
admitted to a Sacramento grand jury this
week that he headed a group of film
figures which paid Arthur H. Samish, San
Francisco lobbyist, $5,000 in 1935 and
$10,000 in 1937 for his services. Levee
declared Samish had been employed to

the SAG
Radio

will, it is expected, join its affiliated craft, the American Federation of
Artists, in banning the use of free

acting talent as “guest stars” on radio
programs.
The AFRA board here recently adopted
a resolution forbidding its membership to
appear on broadcasts without being paid
the established AFRA wage scale, except
in instances where the ether shows are for
charitable or benefit purposes.
SAG spokesmen declared that Kenneth
Thomson, secretary of the Guild, was
working closely with AFRA
leaders in
drafting a resolution for presentation to
the SAG board and membership, under
which
radio
ban.

only those actors whose film contracts allow the studios rights to their
services will be excluded from the
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stage

rift caused within the Junior group by the
recent resignation of six of its council
members. No action was taken as to accepting or declining the resignations, however, although it was expected that some
decision may be reached during the week.
Murray Kinnell, of the SAG, and B. B.
Kahane have been conferring during the
week over the selection of the third member of an arbitration committee which
will be set up in an attempt to break the
deadlock reached during the recent annual conferences when producers and the
were unable to come to any agreement over amendments to the present

Guild

shop contract. Kahane will represent the producers and Kinnell sits in for
the Guild.

play

from

the American Federation of Radio Artists’
agreement governing artists on sustaining
programs on the National and Columbia
networks was unanimously ratified by the
AFRA local here. As the locals in San
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bills — particularly

one

Samish

is the central

figure in a state

inquiry into alleged legislative corruption.
Leo Morrison, also an agent, told the
grand jury that he contributed $250 to
the fees paid Samish, the latter declaring
he had

been

for motion

employed
picture

as “general

counsel

interests.”

Cruze Judgment
Litigation Highlight
Legal proceedings involving the film
colony were high-lighted by the short
trial in superior court of James Cruze ’s
$250,000 libel suit against McFadden
Publications, in which the director was
awarded six cents in damages. Cruze had

It is a

by

nominal damages, he declared, “to vindicate him . . . and to indicate that the
publication in no way reflected on his

COMES
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standing feature of the film is its mediocrity. The subject of paroled convicts
sets off the proceedings, but the film immediately lapses into the old gangster hokum.
Jean Carmen, Richard Adams, George Eldridge. Produced by J. D. Kendis. Directed
by Elmer
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COMPLETE
REVIEWS on the above
pictures will appear in an early issue
of BOXOFFICE.

t "Oz" LeRoy
DirecMervyn
g Will
“The Tauro
Wizard
of Oz,”
production at Metro, will be directed by
Norman Taurog, currently putting the
finishing touches
same studio.

on “Boys’

abilities as a motion

picture director.”

Denying
any
malicious intent and
asserting
that the broadcasts in question were made
in
good faith and contained no slanderous matter,
Jimmy
Fidler filed an answer in superior court
to the $250,000 suit brought against him by Constance Bennett. The latter charges the air commentator with making
objectionable statements
in reference to her conduct while working on a
motion picture at the Hal Roach studios
Other actions finding their way into court included a federal court income
tax lien filed
against B. P. Schulberg, in which
Nat Rogan,
collector of internal revenue, claimed the producer owes $59,218 on his 1937 earnings. Also hit
by the income tax collector were Director Kurt
Neumann,
alleged to owe
$625 for 1937, and
Rowland Brown, $801 for the same year.
The never-ending cycle of agent-client disputes
entered the picture with the filing of an action
by Agent Alex Kempner
in superior court against
Marjorie Gateson, character actress, in an effort
to recover $2,500 in damages as the result of what
the plaintiff charges was an unlawful breach of
contract on the part of the defendant.
Miss
Gateson claims misrepresentation.
Also charging misrepresentation are George W.
Campbell and Charles C. and P. T. Coe, asking
$25,000 in damages
from Roy Purdon, Henry W.
Warner, the Ince Film Library and others. The
plaintiffs allege that, in 1936, they paid $5,000
for 60,000 feet of negative and 30,000 feet of
positive film dealing with phases of pioneer life
After the purchase, however, according to the
charge, they found themselves in possession of
only

27,000 feet of film, much
of which had already been disposed of to exhibitors. They ask
the return of their $5,000 and an additional $20,000
in expenses and damages.

McCarey's

First for RKO

Leo McCarey’s first producing-directing
assignment at RKO Radio under his re-

Francisco, New York and Chicago had already ratified the agreement, it becomes
nation-wide and will go into effect within
three weeks. It provides for pay tilts for
entertainers and announcers, establishes
a minimum wage scale and a regular scale
for rehearsals, rebroadcasts and overtime.

specific

which Levee asserted would have “put us
out of business,” as it classified Hollywood agents in a manner which Levee
deemed detrimental to them.

charged Photoplay Magazine with publishing an article implying that he was impoverished and had lost his professional
ability. Judge Scheinman rendered the

WAR

This is the U.S.S.R.'s answer to foreign
powers who would obliterate the Red army.

of ambitious

Drawing closer to its goal of obtaining
a complete closed shop for radio talent,

best

high

comedies.

PUGACHEV

Radio "Closed Shop"
Moves Step Nearer

very

O'Brien, Marie Wilson and Ralph Bellamy
dominate the support. Produced by Sam
Bischoff. Directed by Lloyd Bacon.

inter-

America, of which Actors Equity is also a
member.
Other SAG activities found the board of
directors of the Senior and Junior groups
holding a joint session Monday night at
which further discussion was held on the

Guild

screen

screwball

views with “guest” stars, and at programs
of the variety type which have depended
upon “guest” interviews and “previews”
for their weekly entertainment highlight.
Both the SAG and the AFRA are affiliates
of the Associated Actors and Artistes of

oppose

BOY MEETS GIRL (WB) — Brings the dynamic
and versatile star Jimmy Cagney back to

offering, given

Locally, the adoption of such a taboo is
considered a direct hit at commentators
and

FLASHES
which

To State Lobbyist

Town”

at the

cently signed pact will be “Love Affair,”
with Charles Boyer, borrowed from Walter
Wanger, teamed with Irene Dunne in the
top spots. Feature will go before the
cameras in September. Dore Schary is
scripting from the original by McCarey.
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Production Deal Approval
Studio Activity Is
Limelights Grand National
Heartening Labor
The 47 motion pictures on sound
stages as the week opened, only one notch
under last week’s pace, give further solidification to the more optimistic outlook
assumed in recent weeks by film laborers
and technicians, for whom the rapid increase in shooting activity has brought
steady rises in employment. That the
high figure will be maintained throughout
the week is assured through the scheduling of eight additional pictures for starting during the period.
Hitting a season record, Paramount
leads the list with a total of 12 pictures
in production, including two new starts— ■“Escape From
Yesterday,” featuring
Frances Farmer, and “Illegal Traffic,” an
action picture under Louis King’s direction. Six more pictures will hit the cameras during the remainder of the month
and in early August, among them “Thanks
for the Memory,” co-starring Bob Hope
and Shirley Ross; “Disbarred,” with Gail
Patrick; “Say It in French,” in which Ray
Milland and Olympe Bradna will co-star;
“Scotland Yard vs. Bulldog Drummond”
and others.
With Paramount far out front, M-G-M
and Warner place a weak second, each
with eight in production. The Culver City
plant gave the nod to “Stablemates,” with
Wallace Beery and Mickey Rooney, and
“Listen, Darling,” a Judy Garland-Freddie Bartholomew vehicle; while Warner
started “Torchy Blane Finds Out.” Metro
has scheduled “Out West With the
Hardys,” latest in the “Judge Hardy”
series, to start in three weeks; “Idiot’s
Delight,’ with Clark Gable and Nonna
Shearer, for August 15, and early production of "The Wizard of Oz” and “Honolulu.” Warner has several lined up, including “Dawn Patrol,” “Maximilian and
Juarez” and “You Can’t Escape Forever.”
Twentieth Century-Fox, with 18 pictures
in the bag for its 1938-39 schedules, coasts
along in third position, having seven in
production while its sales executives plan
the start of the annual Sidney R. Kent
sales drive, to be launched August 1. An
untitled vehicle, first in Sol Wurtzel’s
new “Camera Daredevils” series, was to
get the gun this week, while “Jesse
James,” a super-special, and “Charlie
Chan in Honolulu” are set for mid-August
production.
Sol Lesser started “Peck’s Bad Boy at
the Circus” as the week opened, this RKO
Radio release bringing that company’s
total to six in the works, one more than
last week. The studio itself has scheduled
August 15 as the starting date of “The
Saint Strikes Twice,” second in its
“Saint” series, while Lesser has purchased
“Peck’s Bad Boy and the Hypnotists” for
early production as the second in his new
series. Tommy Kelly, Selznick International moppet, has been borrowed for the
title spot.
The launching of a new Charles Starrett
western, “Song of the Prairie,” found Columbia with four on the sound stages, two
less than
BOXOFFICE
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Doom,” featuring Charles Farrell, and
“The Phantom Trail,” a Coronet production starring Buck Jones for Columbia
release, went into the cutting rooms over
the weekend.
Monogram hit a fast stride by starting
two — Producer Edward Finney gunning a
Tex Ritter western, “Starlight Over
Texas,” and Lindsley Parsons launching a
Frankie Darro starrer, “Wanted by the
Police.” This gives the company three in
the works, the Anne Nagel vehicle, “The
Circus Comes to Town,” being in the last
stages of production. “Gang Bullets” will
get into work August 1 as an E. B. Derr
feature, while “Gangster’s Boy,” starring
Jackie Cooper, gets the nod August 15.
Republic draws a blank week, having no
new pictures ready for starts. The North
Hollywood plant is filming three and intends to start “The Return of Billy the
Kid,” a Roy Rogers western, by July 29,
with “Lady in the News,” the Gloria
Swanson vehicle, and “The Lone Ranger”
following in early August.
Three are also in work at Universal,
none of them new starts. Coming up are
“Swing That Cheer,” second in its college
series; “The Sun Never Sets;” “The Last
Express,” a Crime Club melodrama, and
“Three Smart Girls Grow Up,” to feature
Deanna Durbin and the original “Smart
Girls” cast.
United Artists was idling along with
two pictures in production — Hal Roach’s
“There Goes My Heart” and Samuel Goldwyn’s “The Lady and the Cowboy.” Coming up is “Made for Each Other,” which
Selznick International will produce.

Special Withers

Short

For " Humanity " Drive

A special short subject, starring Jane
Withers, was to go into production at
20th Century-Fox this week to be used in
the forthcoming “National Mobilization for
Human Needs” drive throughout the
country.
The short will be available, free, to exhibitors at 20th Century-Fox exchanges.

Darmour

Stars Holt

“Not for Glory,” first in the new series
of Jack Holt starrers to be produced by
Larry Darmour for Columbia, has gone
into production. Gordon Rigby draws credit for the original screenplay and Lewis
Collins directs. Beverly Roberts and Paul
Everton draw supporting roles.

Benny's Next Set
Paramount will star Jack Benny

next

in “Man About Town,” based on an original by Benn Levy, with Mark Sandrich
set to direct. Arthur Hornblow will produce from a script being written by Allan
Scott. November 15 is the starting date.

Federal court approval of one production deal, plus unconfirmable reports that
another financing -production transaction
is in the making, vaulted Grand National
to the forefront of Hollywood’s bankruptcy
trenches once more.
GN’s

1938-39 release schedules will include, through the negotiation of one
plan, two pictures starring Anna Sten,
which will be made by Eugene Frenke’s
United Players under terms of a settlement reached between Frenke and GN’s
co-trustees, Loyd Wright and Edward L.
Alperson. Frenke and Miss Sten had
filed salary and contract voidance claims
against the company totaling $118,750.
These claims will be taken care of through
court authorization of the two-picture
production deal.
A spokesman for Frenke declared that
the first feature would get under way
within five weeks, the second to be made
within a year. Both will be partially financed by GN — Frenke and Edmund
Sampton, New York financier, shouldering most of the burden. First of the duo
will be “Exile Express,” purchased by
Frenke from Phil Goldstone, and “With
Pleasure, Madame,” already in scenario
form, will follow. They will be budgeted
at approximately $100,000 each.
The meeting of Grand National creditors, scheduled for Friday, has been
indefinitely -postponed because of the
illness of Loyd Wright, GN co-trustee.
According to President Edivard Alperson, the purpose of the meeting was to
inform creditors of the proposed merger of GN with Educational.
The second production deal revolves
around reports that E. W. Hammons,
president of Educational, is endeavoring to
work out a GN release for a series of features, as well as investing in the company. Hammons, who has been in Hollywood for several days, is en route east,
with Loyd Wright, GN’s co-trustee, neither
confirming nor denying that such a transaction might be in the making.
One reported phase of the GN-Hammons
deal was blasted when Nat Levine issued
a statement denying that he had any
interest in the negotiations and declaring
that he intended to produce independently. The former M-G-M producer and expresident of Republic announced that he
is negotiating a production deal with
United Artists. Levine had been mentioned several times as a candidate for
production chieftain of GN should its
deal with Hammons be cemented.
Condor Pictures’ status under 77B remained the same during the week, its reorganizational plan still awaiting federal
court approval or veto.
A temporary trustee for Harman -Ising
Cartoons, which filed a 77-B petition last
week, will be appointed by federal court
at a hearing August 8.
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Coast Sets Stage for Its Part

Screen Notables

In " Greater Movies ” Campaign
Initial steps in plans for the cooperation of local producers with the campaign
inaugurated by company heads in the
east aimed at greater industry unity and
stabilization were taken here when studio
publicity and advertising chieftains and
theatre heads met at the Hays office to
pool their collective ideas for an organized,
cooperative advertising campaign.
Their work was given further impetus
with the arrival here of Howard Dietz,
head of the national campaign committee,

Airplane Epics on
Many Studio Lists

tentatively called “Greater Movie Season,”
to confer with Gabe Yorke, of the Hays
office, selected as chairman of the local
committee.

Hollywood, figuratively up in the air
over nosediving grosses, complicated labor
embroglios, unemployment and other industry ills, soon will be literally in the
clouds as far as its forthcoming picture
product is concerned.
With newspaper headlines currently recording the exploits of Howard Hughes,
Douglas (It Was All a Mistake) Corrigan

A committee of studio executives comprising Edward Mannix, Adolph Zukor and
Jack Warner is set to go into huddles with
Will Hays regarding the drafting of plans
from which it is hoped will be created a

and other heroes of aviation,
theatre marquees are due to
a landslide of airplane epics
late summer and fall.
The curent air cycle was

general “fair trade practice” code when
Hays returns from New York early next
week. Greater cooperation among members of the Producers Ass’n, particularly
in the “Greater Movie Season” campaign,
is one of the facets to be worked out.

Metro with its “Test Pilot,” in release for
several months, and has been picked up
wholeheartedly by several other major
studios. RKO Radio, which previewed

Members of the Hollywood committee
of publicists and theatre operators working on the campaign include Frank Whitbeck, M-G-M; Herbert Moulton, Paramount; Howard Benedict, RKO Radio;
Frank Seltzer, Hal Roach; Fred Marshall,
Columbia; Harry Brand and Troy Orr,
20th Century-Fox; David Upton, Universal; Robert Taplinger, Warner; Gregory
Dickson, Disney; A1 Vaughan, Samuel
Goldwyn; Paul Snell, Principal; Russell
Birdwell, Selznick International; John LeRoy Johnston, Walter Wanger; Ted Richmond, Grand National; Joe Reddy, Harold
Uoyd; Bill Peirce, Monogram; Walter
Compton, Republic; Charles Leonard,
United Artists; Ben Wallerstein, Warner.
Theatres; Jack Gross, RKO
Theatre;
Thornton Sargent, Fox West Coast, and
Harry Wallen, Paramount Theatre.

" Ice Follies " Troupe Is
Signed for Metro Film
Twentieth Century-Fox and its skating
star, Sonja Henie, are going to have some
competition, M-G-M having completed
negotiations for the signing of the “Ice
Follies” troupe which appeared in Hollywood recently.
Headed by Bess Ehrhardt, star of the
troupe, Ed Shipstad, Oscar Johnson and
Heine Brock, the skating ensemble will
report to the Culver City studio in September to appear in a picture now being
scripted by Jack MacGowan. Harry Rapf
will produce.

Lachman

Free-lancer

Marc Lachman, former publicity director at Universal, has opened offices on
Sunset Blvd. to enter the free-lance field
as a public relations and exploitation
counsel.
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the nation’s
be hit with
during the
initiated by

“Sky Giant” last week, will be the next to
get one into release, and has another in
the scripting stages under the title of
“Coffin Ship.”
Paramount’s “Men With Wings,” Technicolor super-special, is nearing completion. Twentieth Century-Fox is rushing
preparations for filming “Tailspin,” originally titled “Women With Wings.” Columbia is set to release “Wings of Doom,”
starring Charles Farrell, in the near future. Warners has four sky sagas on
schedule — “Wings of the Navy,” “Dawn
Patrol” — a
re-make — “Women in the
Wind,” a Kay Francis vehicle, and a historical vehicle based on the Wright Bros.
Even the independents are becoming airmindfd.National,
Fine Arts
first for
Grand
now Productions’
before the cameras,
is titled “Wings

Over Shanghai.”

Buy " Monsieur Beaucaire "
Rights for Power Starrer
Film rights to “Monsieur Beaucaire,”
the Booth Tarkington novel, have been
acquired from Paramount by 20th Century-Fox, which plans to star Tyrone
Power in the vehicle.
It served, in silent days, as one of Rudolph Valentino’s most successful efforts
under the Paramount banner. Nunnally
Johnson is working on the screenplay.

"Lady

Jane" for Shirley

Added to Shirley Temple’s production
schedule at 20th Century-Fox is “Lady
Jane,” written in 1891 by Mrs. C. V.
Jamison. Kathryn Scola is adapting for
Producer Raymond Griffith.
Gun

to Crime

Short

“No Way Out,” latest of Metro’s “Crime
Does Not Pay” shorts, is in production at
the Culver City studio with Harry Bucquet
directing. John Higgins wrote the script.

Help Police Show
Name after name of the film capital’s
Thespic luminaries was being added to
the roster of benefit performers set to appear on the second big outdoor charity
event of the season, the fourth annual
police show and motion picture spectacle
in the Los Angeles Coliseum.
Proceeds from the affair are to be
turned over to the police department’s
fund for operation of summer camps for
underprivileged children. Among the
many

studio notables to appear were Nelson Eddy, Milton Berle, Bob Hope, Dick
Powell, Monte Blue, George Jessel, Freddie Bartholomew, Bob Burns, Martha
Raye and scores of others. LeRoy Prinz,
dance director at Paramount, was handling preparations for the entertainment.
The film capital’s social set turned out
almost to a man— and woman — on Sunday
when the Motion Picture Relief Fund
sponsored a polo match and barbecue at
the Uplifters Ranch. Ginger Rogers’ team
defeated the Joan Bennett aggregation,
10-8, Frank Borzage and Walter Wanger
captaining the respective mallet-swingers,
with Fund officials reporting the affair a
complete sell-out. Jack Benny was master of ceremonies.
The Fund’s new board of directors met
last week and elected Ralph Morgan
chairman of its executive committee, comprising Lucile Gleason, Francis Faragoh,
Mary McCall, Irving Pichel, Norman Taurog, Frank Woods, Fred Beetson and Alex
Freundlich. A committee report on the
Fund’s financial status showed a $1,400
deficit for the first 13 days of July.

Cream

of Hollywood

For Benefit Airshow
A nation-wide radio program on which
the cream of Hollywood acting talent will
contribute their services for the benefit
of the Motion Picture Relief Fund is being worked out by Screen Actors Guild
and Fund leaders here, acording to SAG
officials.
Proceeds from the show, for which a
sponsor has been secured, will be turned
over to the Fund for the building of a retirement home for aged and infirm employes of the motion picture industry, it
was said.
Under terms of the deal as it now
stands, four actors or actresses each week
will appear on the broadcast, which will
be of a musical-variety nature, their appearances to be donated by the Guild and
the sponsor — whose identity has not been
revealed — to pay an allotted sum direct to
the Fund for the show.
A different quartet of players will be
signed each week, totaling 208 Thespics
during the year for which the airshow is
booked. Starting date, production of the
broadcast, network and other details remain undisclosed.
Fund leaders, it was announced, plan to
erect the home in San Fernando Valley.
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PORTLAND
jyjILLICENT

SMITH,

office manager

for

B. P. Shearer Co. here, is on vacation
for two weeks. The destination is not
known.
Glenn Slipper and Partner Kent of the
Los Angeles office of B. F. Shearer went
through Portland on vacation. They are
visiting all B. F. Shearer branches. Their
vacation will be spent in the northwest.
Jack Kloepper, Portland United Artists
representative, was in eastern Oregon during the week.

Al Adolph of the State Theatre in Salem
became the proud papa of Shirley Ann
Adolph, six pounds, nine ounces, Sunday,
July 10 at 12:43 a. m. The birth announcement was most unique and featured
“Birth of a Baby.” So well planned and
realistic was it that several recipients on
the Row tossed them in the waste basket
at first, thinking them advertisements.
Al followed the anouncements up by appearing on Portland’s Row in person.
Theodore Roosevelt Gamble, manager
of the J. J. Parker theatres, had a private
showing of “Birth of a Baby” at the B. F.
Shearer preview room for Portland medical heads. Their reactions were plenty
favorable.
J. C. Porter,
and Glen G.
operator, have
convention in

Mayfair Theatre operator,
Speck, Orpheum Theatre
returned from the IATSE
Cleveland.

Glen Speck bought a new Ford in Detroit, Mich., and drove it out West.
T. L. Shearer, manager of the Portland
office of B. F. Shearer Co. has returned
from a stay in Seattle.
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Mercy sr„ were
in town from Yakima, Wash.
Denny Hull of the Liberty Theatre of
Bend is expected in Portland for the Portland Gun club’s annual rap shoot. Hull
is one of the state’s ranking shooters.
S. G. Mendenhall of Grants Pass is also
expected. He’ll see that Hull is given a
run for his money.
Madeline Stone, Clark’s secretary at
Paramount, has returned from an auto vacation trip through Hood’s canal and Canada. Elaine Davis, Paramount cashier,
has left for a vacation in Seattle.
“Dutch” Stover of Bend was a recent
visitor on the Row.
Sam Whiteside of the Whiteside and
Majestic theatres in Corvallis will be confined in a hospital in Oregon City for the
next two weeks. He was on his way to
Portland when his auto collided head-on
with another. Whiteside didn’t fare so
well.
Portland was one of ten cities in the
nation allowed a pre-release showing of
the Harold Lloyd production, “Professor
Beware.”
Republic Pictures Corp. held a trade
showing of “Army Girl” with Madge Evans
and Preston Foster in the screening room
of the Star Film exchange.
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Exhibitor Plans to Build Annex to
Theatre as Solution to Dual Problem
A Western District
Reoriented bg FWC
Los Angeles — Because of their distance
from the homeoffice and to expedite development of the territory, Bakersfield and
Taft have been incorporated in a new
Fox West Coast district, it was disclosed
here by Charles Skouras, circuit president.
The decision was reached particularly
because of the impending opening of the
Nile Theatre, an 800-seater, in Bakersfield
as an FWC house, constructed at a cost of
$125,000.
Homer Gill, who has been supervising
the operation of FWC theatres in the two
cities, draws the rank of district manager. He previously was in charge of the
San Gabriel district, which included not
only Taft and Bakersfield, but the valley
area including San Bernardino, Ontario
and Pomona. This latter territory will
henceforth be managed by Spencer Leve,
assistant to Cullen Espy, Los Angeles No.
1 district manager.
Another shift occasioned by the creation
of the new district will find Hall Baetz,
manager of the Fox Wilshire, stepping
into Leve’s job as Espy’s assistant, at the
same time continuing his managerial
chores at the Wilshire.

Alhambra — Jimmy

Edwards,

"

Outlets

Are Sought on Coast
Los Angeles — Maurice Copeland of Chicago, arrived here to seek distributors for
a new boxoffice stimulator, copyrighted
as “Quiz-Nite,” which combines the basic
elements of radio’s question-answer programs with a cash-award device.
He is also seeking local distribution on
two roadshow exploitation features —
“Life,” showing the birth of a baby, and
“Sins of Passion.” Copeland plans to remain here a week or ten days.

Exchange
Union Employes'
Elects Officers
Seattle — The

annual

election of offipers

in the Seattle local of the film exchange
employes’ union resulted in the following
being placed in office:
Phil Haberal was re-elected president;
Pat Madigan, vice-president; Bob Stansbury, business agent; Carol Brown, secretary-treasurer; Morton Endert, re-elected
sergeant-at-arms. Stanley Jackson and
Carl O’Berry were elected to the board of
trustees.

of

"Illegal" Marquee Delays
An Opening in Tujunga
Alhambra — Informed

" Quiz-Nite

operator

the Edwards Theatre Circuit of 18 houses,
is completing plans for what he hopes will
be 'a startling solution to the double-bill
problem in exhibition.
Briefly, Edwards intends to create an
annex to his Alhambra Theatre here and
will simultaneously project two features,
one in each building, allowing his audiences to make their own selection as to
which picture they prefer to see — and
giving them the opportunity to see both if
they desire.
The Alhambra Theatre, a 952-seater, is
in a building owned by Edwards. Adjoining the theatre is a vacant auditorium
once utilized as a food market. Edwards
will install 325 seats and a screen in it,
patrons to continue to use the Alhambra
Theatre entrance and boxoffice, with an
entrance and exit to the annex to be built
into the foyer of the Alhambra.
The annex will screen the lower-bracket
feature, timed — as far as possible — so that
patrons in one auditorium may see that
picture, then transfer to the other building to view the other feature if they desire.
Edwards hopes to have the project in
operation by fall, and will retain his
present admission scale of 35 and 40 cents.
He operates another theatre in Alhambra,
as well as houses in Los Angeles, Monterey
Park and Garvey.

by

the

California

state highway division that the permanent marquee which has been erected on
the new Tujunga Theatre, Tujunga, is illegal, James Edwards, head of the Edwards circuit which owns the house, declared that he will be forced to postpone
the scheduled July 28 opening unless the
state reverses its ruling.
Edward pointed out that he deeded 17
feet of his sidewalk front to the state
when construction on the theatre was begun so that the adjacent highway could
be widened. Upon erecting the marquee,
which is of reinforced concrete, he was
informed by the highway division that
the marquee would have to be removed as
the circuit had failed to obtain a permit
and because of the fact that the marquee
was a permanent encroachment on the
state highway. The marquee, Edwards
said, is legal as far as the city is concerned.

Two to FWC
Los Angeles — The Maywood Theatre, in
Maywood, and the Avalon, in Wilmington,
independent houses, have been purchased
from Gene O’Keefe
Coastrespectively.
by Fox
and
Max West
Shapiro,
73

LOS

ANGELES

^L

GALSTON,
theatre operator and
president of the Independent Theatre
Owners of Southern California, has announced plans to remodel the Vernon Theatre, local- house, which he recently acquired. He also intends to change its name
but has not decided on a new one.
Visiting here on both business a7id
pleasure is Carlos Hogu, of the Goldberg
Film

Delivery’s

Arizona

office.

Sid Kurstin, a University of Southern
California student, is spending the summer vacation by managing the Boulevard
Theatre, on Whittier Blvd., for his father,
Max Kurstin.

In at Universal and 20 th Century-Fox,
for bookings : Nick Diamos, Arizona exhibitor, who operates houses in Tucson, Bisbee, Douglas and Nogales.
A

six-week vacation in northern California is being enjoyed by Bob Dunogan,
of the Rio Theatre, Blythe.
Recovered from several months of illness, C. A. Simons, operator of the Needles
Theatre, in Needles, is back at work.
On the Row: Bill Knotts, of the Covina,
Covina . . . Fred Siegal of the Palomar
and Margo, Oceanside.
Seth

Here’s something new in an audience
stimulator — the Wilcox Theatre, in Wilcox, Ariz., is being used as the office of a
justice of the peace every week day afternoon. Reports trickling onto the Row indicated that business is fine.
In for a short survey

of the local situa-

tion is Grover C. Parsons, Republic’s
western sales manager, from his San Francisco headquarters. He returns north
shortly, after spending some time at the
local Republic exchange and at the studio
in North Hollywood, to join James R.
Grainger, president of Republic Pictures
Corp., in a tour of western exchanges.
First place in GB’s national collections
drive, just concluded, has been awarded
to Harry Stern, GB exchange manager
here.
Terminating a seven-week business trip
through Arizona, Ollie Wog, Universal
salesman, is back at the local exchange.

Perkins,

managing

director

of the

Drive-In Theatres Corp., has made the
San Val, his new Burbank theatre, available on Sunday mornings to ministers
and congregations
nomination.

of every

and

any

de-

Mary Spengler is the new office secretary at Exhibitors Service, Inc.

Three Acquitted of
Prize Fraud Charge
San

Diego — A judicial opinion

a “Treasure
Theatre.

Harry

AND

Robert Poole, secretary of the Independent Theatre Owners, has returned from
a two-week vacation.
Member of the team which won the
Arizona state softball championship, Harry

“The ‘treasure hunt,’ or $200 drawing,
was either a lottery or a gift. If it was
a lottery, no fraud can be proven, because
the conducting of a lottery is illegal in itself. And if the $200 was a gift, there
was no fraud, because no delivery of the
gift is shown. In other words, the men

Complete

draw the “lucky” number
on the Vista stage.

Supplies

1969 So. Vermont

Long

Beach

just to see if Bob
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page

Poole, sec-

and

Support From Ladies

Specialists”

sex.
San

Booking

— Over

30 Theatres

G. Smith's Jewel Productions
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RO. 2205

Engineers”

Los Angeles

in 1937 —

DECORATORS

Specialists in Theatre Decoration
NAT SMYTHE & SONS
Decorators
1914 So. Vermont

THEATRE
Theatre

Booking

RE. 3578

SERVICE

Specialists
and Business

EXHIBITORS'

"LOVE LIFE OF A GORILLA''
"CHILDREN OF LONELINESS"
Wm.

Los

Engineering Company

"Air Conditioning

RE. 8212

PICTURES

1912 So. Vermont

Aid

the grand council of the Catholic Ladies’
Aid Society of California meeting here.
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1914 So. Vermont

RE. 3151

1968 So. Vermont

Now

Finds

200 women

pledged

support

of the

of Decency program of film selections, and of Archbishop J. J. Mitty of

Francisco

in

his

“crusade”

against

Spencer Leve Assumes
New FWC District Post

Carabin

Heywood-Wakefield Seats
Wagner Silhouette Letters
Motiograph Projectors

EXPLOITATION

basket

Santa Cruz, Cal. — Motion pictures
were classed with obscene literature and
sex magazines in a resolution adopted at

AIR CONDITIONING

COMPANY

Equipment

a

Harry Vinnicoff, head of the Vinnicoff
circuit, came into the ITO offices from

THEATRE
“Theatre

from

GUIDE FOR THE EXHIBITOR

Equipment

B. F. SHEARER

the

Legion of Decency

SUPPLIES

Line of Theatre

won

drawing by holding the stub of a ticket,
the mate to which Maxwell assertedly
drew from his sleeve after volunteering to

L. Nace jr., of the Publix-Rickards-Nace
circuit in Phoenix, was in town preparing
to leave on an eastern trip with fellow
ball players.

DIRECTORY

Breck Photoplay Supply Company
A

at the Vista

didn’t even get the $200.”
Jackson was alleged to have

LOS ANGELES
EQUIPMENT

drawing

Lewis and Terrance Maxwell, Superior Judge L. N. Turrentine declared:

The

A HANDY

Hunt”

In an advised verdict, as the result of
which the jury acquitted W. R. Jackson,

Legion

TRADE

catalogu-

ing theatre “giveaways” in their various
forms as “certainly appearing to be lotteries” and casting strong doubt on their
legality was transcribed on superior court
records here during a trial in which three
men were acquitted of charges that they
fraudulently conspired to obtain $200 at

SERVICE.

Counsellors

INC.

Harry Rackin
Jack Anderson
Room 31
Film Exchange Bldg.
Phone:
"QUALITY

RO-9191
SERVICE”

Angeles

—

Spencer

Leve

has

of-

ficially taken over his new duties as district manager of the San Gabriel Valley
area for Fox West Coast, which chores he
was assigned by Cullen Espy, Los Angeles
No. 1 district manager, when Charles
Skouras, FWC
president, created a new
district for Bakersfield and Taft. Leve
fills in for Homer Gill, who
ager of the new district.

becomes

man-

Good Business Follows
Renovation at San Jose
San Jose — The State Theatre, 1,700
seater here, has been registering strong
business since completion of its renovation
program.
Improvements
reupholstered

included

seats, and

a new
new

marquee,

decorations

and lighting. The Golden State’s link was
formerly known as the American.
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Seek Cancellation of
Exchange Purchase
Los Angeles — Seeking cancellation of
the contract by which they purchased a
film

exchange from George N. Montgomery in November, 1937, Jay M. Sutton and Albert A. Galston, joint owners

and

operators of the All-Star Pictures Exchange, Inc., have filed suit in superior
court against Montgomery charging fraud.
The

plaintiffs base their action on allegations that the deal, in which they

allege to have paid $16,500 for the exchange, was to include a large quantity of
films which
Montgomery assertedly
claimed to own. Sutton and Galston
charge, however, that Montgomery did not
have title to the pictures.
Their petition requests that the transaction be nullified and that Montgomery be
ordered to repay the purchase price and
reassume ownership of the exchange, or
that a judgment for $16,500, plus $10,000
in punitive damages,
tiffs.

be awarded

the plain-

" Hell's House " Reissue
Enjoys Heavy Bookings
San

Francisco — Pat Patterson of Atlantic Film Exchange here reports heavy

booking on “Hell’s House,” which he is
reissuing as part of Atlantic’s nation-wide
reissue program directed by R. M. Savini.
Among local chains currently playing
the

Capra-directed

reissue,

Bette Davis and Pat O’Brien,
jr„ Golden State, and part
West Coast circuit.

which

stars

are T. & D.
of the Fox

Orpheum Sets Precedent
In Using Republic Duo
San Francisco — For the first time in its
history, the Fanchon & Marco Orpheum,

Federal Theatre Project
Re-Activated at Oakland
Oakland, Cal. —
After more than a
year of idleness the WPA
Federal Theatre project activities will be resumed
here.
Recently leased from Allen King, veteran Northern California exhibitor, the
Twelfth Street Theatre, 600-seat house,
will be renovated and used to present lowprice legitimate productions performed by
relief workers. Shows will be shuttled
over from San Francisco for additional
two-week runs after playing two weeks at
the 1,200-seat Alcazar Theatre in that
city. Among those already announced is
“Night Must
film success.

Lesser Surveys SF Sites
For Next Breen Starrer
San Francisco — Sol Lesser, one-time San
Francisco theatre man, now a Hollywood
producer, was here for a flying trip to absorb some local color for his forthcoming
Bobby Breen starrer, which will have the
setting of San Francisco’s picturesque
Fisherman’s Wharf and waterfront.
Lesser plans to return shortly with a
technical crew and scenarists.

Nace Buys Columbia Lineup
New

York — Columbia

the Harry

Nace

atres for next
BOXOFFICE

closed

with

circuit of 17 Arizona

the-

season’s

has

product.
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version

of the

SF Capitol Is Reopened
With Film-Flesh Policy
San

Francisco

—

After

several

dark

months, the Capitol Theatre, 1,500-seat
downtown combination burlesque-pictures
outlet, has reopened on a resumption of
the old policy, with business helped along
a lot by the presence in San Francisco of
a large section of the Pacific battle fleet.
Eddie Skolak is manager of the theatre.
Previous to resuming the former filmflesh program, the Popkin and Rinzer
house had tried a short period of film
roadshows of which
registered strongly.

one, “A Baby

San Francisco —
Irving Ackerman,
operator of the Casino here, is currently
stressing “Secret of Treasure Island”
serial in his programs and throwaway
cards, with a strongly improved matinee
trade as the result.
The house, a downtown subsequent-run
at 15 cents and 20 cents, has a steady
patronage from tenants of the many
apartment houses in the vicinity.

No

Music

by his divorced wife for $4,757 back alimony won a court order to attach his
property for that amount.

Hunts Talent

San Francisco — Max Reinhardt, worldfamous play and screen producer, has been
reviewing local talent for his planned
“Summer
soon

Festival

of Drama”

in Hollywood’s

to be held

Pilgrimage

Theatre.

Sanitation and Cleaning
Methods
PACIFIC

CHEMICAL

San Francisco, Los Angeles,

a Beverly Hills publisher, in town to tell
the local Commonwealth Club of impressions on a civil war gleaned from a recent
visit to Spain . . . Elmer Rice, en route to
Hollywood to talk plays with studio heads
... El Brendel, wide-eyed comedian, here
for a vacation.
Personal appearances brought Irene
Rich, of silent screen and now radio
fame, to appear at the Oakland annual
Food Show . . . Sally Rand, minus that
much-discussed bubble, to dance at the
annual Press Club Rukus and talk bubble-dancing with heads of the Golden Gate
Exposition, which maybe has decided to
stop talking high art and get down to
showmanship . . . and Bob Burns, bazooka
and all, who will be guest of honor this
week at the annual Lions’ Clubs national
convention across the bay. Bob will tell
the boys, in his own inimitable way, how
he started a Lions’ Club in Van Buren,
Ark., and the joke of it is that he really
did — he
prove

has

a “charter

member”

card

to

it.

Hollywood-bound was Elsie Showbee,
leading film luminary of Denmark, who
plans to try her luck in the international
film capital. The blonde Danish beauty
happens to be married to a cousin of Barbara Hutton’s Count Reventlow, so
whether or not she wanted it, Else got
plenty

of newspaper

Strictly Filmrow

CO.

San Diego

attention
news

while

includes

here.

the fact

that

the Golden Gate’s recent 14 th Jubilee week, celebrating that many years of
show business, was a success in every way
... a fine send-off for George Boles in
his new post as manager . . . that Rotus
Harvey of Harvey Amusements, recentlyelected president of the ITO of Northern
California, has been named to the board
(Continued

San Francisco — Anson Weeks, radio and
screen dance-band leader, was out of luck
and swing in superior court here. A plea

Reinhardt

to his next Metro assignment . . . Richard Dix, rushing back south after a Canadian vacation . . . Will Rogers jr., now

Is Born”

Stress on Serial Boosts
Casino Matinee Trade

2,400-seat Market Street first run, this
week teamed two Republic pictures for its
double bill.
Product used was Charles Bickford in
“The Gangs of New York” and Roy
Rogers in “Under Western Stars.” Hal
Neidas is manager of the theatre.

Fall,” stage

CO
piLM city visitors were heavy this week,
although most of them were passing
through rather than stopping off. Among
those noted were Spencer Tracy, docking
after a Honolulu trip and now en route

on

page
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Nob Hill to Rosener
QOLONEL FLOYD HATFIELD and his
wife, from Fort Lewis, guests of the
J. T. Sheffield’s. Later, at the Tacoma
Country Club, a foresome was played with
Sheff and the Colonel being joined by
Colonel Hunter and Colonel Kraft . . .
Also seen on the same course were John
Hamrick, Frank Newman sr., Ned Edris
and Bill Conner . . . Joe Roberts has announced that he will run for state senate
at the forthcoming election. Joe is the
publisher of the Seattle Amusement Guide
. . . The Rendezvous has reopened its
doors and is now one of the swank eat
spots in town. Filmrow is proud of the
remodeled eatery . . . Guy Maxey, Jim
Parry, and Dan Weston to San Francisco
to attend a bookers’ meeting.
Herbert Rosener, who has a chain of
theatres showing foreign films, has opened
the Nob Hill theatre in Portland . . .
Ralph Christianson of the Montlake Theatre, the latest to join the ever-growing
ranks of the benedicts . . . Out-of-towners
attending the regular luncheon and meeting of the MPTO of the Northwest included Cecil Gwinn from Centralia; Hugh
Bruen from Whittier, Calif.; Gene Grosbeck, Enumclaw; Walter Graham, Shelton; and Ernie Shields, Kent.
Eddie Rivers back from his vacation
. . . June Pritchard celebrated her last
day at Metro by buying a dog. Ruth Farnum has taken June’s place while the latter will remain home expecting that wellknown bird visit . . . Lorraine Armstrong
called to Spokane by the death of her
father . . . The L. J. McGinley’s entertaining Lieut. Ephriam Holmes of the U. S. S.
Maryland . . . Adelaide Cooper and children have gone back to San Francisco.
Her hubby is Roy Cooper, district manager for the R. A. McNeil string.
L. O. and Eva Lukan entertaining Mr.
and Mrs. Alex Watson and Mr. and Mrs.
Troy Warner of Butte, Montana; Mrs.
Fred Ortman of Los Angeles and Mrs.
W. J. Cunningham of Portland . . . Senior
Mercy along with Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Wright over from Yakima . . . Neal East,
San Francisco branch manager for Paramount exchange, writes that he will be
in this neck of the woods for a vacation
and a bit of fishing . . . Jean Spear skittish about scales.
J. H. Norvall has taken over the Plaza
Theatre in Waitsburg . . . Ollie Hartman
in from Grand Coulee . . . Miss Beryl
Holt arriving by plane from Salem to
visit with her brother Archie Holt of GB
. . . Mrs. George Blair and Mrs. Gordon
Blair taking a trip to Victoria . . . Bill
Forman back from a
on the Hood Canal . . .
aging and emceeing a
(Continued on
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announcement

"
a oper" Sonat
r Buys
Rosene
Francisco
— Herbert
Rosener,

San

ator of a chain of foreign-film outlets on
the Pacific Coast, has contracted to show
Malmar Pictures’ “Moonlight Sonata” at
his Los Angeles, Seattle and San Francisco houses. First release of the musictheme foreign film is imminent.

^AILT

head, R. J. Cadman. Also here for huddles was Earl Dennison, with UA out of
New York . . . The Marlow, Intermountain
nabe here, is being remodeled.
The Service Theatre Supply Co. here is
equipping the Empress Theatre, Magna,
Utah, while George Smith, operator, vacations on the west coast.
E. L. Alperson, Grand National president, was here for conferences with G. S.
Pinnell, branch manager . . . Preparations
are progressing rapidly on the Pioneer
Days celebration, July 24 and 25, in Ogden.
Utah.
John Rugar, Intermountain MPMO
president, has returned from a tour of the
territory after getting first-hand opinion
from theatre owners and operators on the
exhibition end of the industry.

Graham

"CJHOPWORN ANGEL” proved the surprise in first-runs and, although business started brisk at the Orpheum where it
was showing, it built right along for most
of the week. It, together with RKO’s
“Crime Ring” was taken over to the
Broadway for a second w.eek. Universal’s
“Rage of Paris” played to a better percentage of average at the Aladdin than
it did the previous week at the Denver.
Mickey Gross, Orpheum manager, is enjoying a well-earned vacation at Eldorado
Springs, in the mountains west of Denver.
The seventh annual play festival at Central City, with “Ruy Bias” as the production, is playing to repeated sellouts. Helen
Chandler and Bramwell Fletcher are in
the leads. The play is scheduled for 18
performances in two weeks.
Several theatre men connected with the
Kansas City district of Fox theatres are
spending their vacations at Evergreen, in
the mountains near here. Included are Mr.
and Mrs. Tom Steele and son. Tom is city
manager at Hutchinson, Kas. Mr. and
Mrs. Harry McClure and son Harry jr.,
her sister. Harry is manager of Kansas
City district No. 2; Al McClure, city manager at Wichita, Kas.; Mr. and Mrs. Chester Hylton, booker district No. 5, Kansas
City; and Mrs. Max Van Buren, wife of
the city manager at Hayes, Kas., and her
sister.
Jack Kramer, manager of the Santa Fe
Theatre, was taken suddenly ill and rushed to a hospital for an appendicitis operation. He is recovering nicely.

1ILAK1IE

BEN FISH,
UA western
manager, conferred
with thedistrict
local branch

insurance,

Burch

Ore. — Official

has been made here that the Herbert
Rosener Co. has taken over the management of the Nob Hill Theatre here and
will, in association with the Portland Civic
Theatre, present foreign-made films.
The name of the theatre will be changed
to Esquire and extensive alterations will
be made between now and early August,
when the new policy is inaugurated.
H. S. McLeon of the Theatre Utilities
service will completely redecorate the theatre, install new seats, a new marquee, a
new electric sign and new carpets.
Selon Burns, RCA sound engineer, will
install the latest RCA high fidelity sound
equipment.
According to Rosener, new policy programs at the Esquire will follow the custom of theatres now showing foreign films
in Seattle, San Francisco, Los Angeles and
Hollywood.
English titles are superimposed on all
the foreign films, Rosener says. During
the first six months of this year more
than 140 foreign films were shown in New
York City alone.

Bros.

MPTO

Booth

Seattle — Cities

Sponsor
Phoenix,

and

546 Lincoln St.

in

many

parts

of

the

Ariz.

Beauty
—

Test

Co-sponsors

in

the

first Arizona contest to choose a state
representative for the forthcoming Atlantic City beauty parade are Dell Crosby
of Station KVOA in Tucson, the PublicRickards-Nace circuit of Phoenix, and the
Harry L. Nace Theatres, also headquartering at Phoenix.

Theatre

TELEPHONE

PARKWAY

7593

QUICK
GUARANTEED
PROJECTION
REPAIR
SERVICE

Stage

Seating; Carpets;
jection Repair Service.

in Civic Event

Pacific Northwest and in Alaska have announced they will be represented in Seattle’s 1938 Potlatch of Progress, Charles L.
Smith, president of the Washingtonian’s,
Inc., sponsors of the event, has announced.
It was agreed by the MPTO that a special
theatre float will be placed in the gigantic
parade. The four-day Potlatch will open
Friday morning, July 29.
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few days’ vacation
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retary of the latter organization, would
remember that they had an appointment.
Seen on the Row: Harold Glass of the
Gordon Theatre; Earle Strebe of the Arrowhead, and the Palm Springs Theatre
in Palm Springs; and Nate Boasberg of
the Ritz Theatre.
Guy

Gunderson, United Artists salesman, plays host to a group of Filmrowites
at his 50 th birthday party to be given in
his Santa Anita canyon cabin this Saturday.
Filmrow learned this week of the recent
marriage of Edward Cook, office manager at Universal, and Florence Benger.
The ceremony took place at St. Mary’s
Church in Fullerton.
Being shown the ropes around the Row
was Vernon Dore, new assistant manager
of the Madrid Theatre. Harry Zeidel,
who manages the house for the Harry
Vinnicoff circuit, was taking him around.
Visitors: Tom Smith of the Novelty on
Main St.; L. W. Allen, Southgate, Southgate; Leo Hamercher, Victor, San Diego;
William Martin, Hemet, Hemet.
Ham Beal, exploitation manager for the
Drive-In Theatre Corp., and Chester
Black, who manages the Drive-In Theatre
on Pico Blvd., were in and out of business.
Holidaying here for a few days is Arthur Esberg, city manager for the Interstate Theatres of Albuquerque, N. M. The
circuit will open its new Lobo Theatre, a
750-seater, in that city August 19, with
Esberg in charge of the ballyhoo. Interstate, with the new Lobo, will have seven
houses in Albuquerque.

SEATTLE

Seattle Is Winner

(Continued

Of Monogram Stock
Seattle — George

Weeks,

general

Weeks left New York a month ago to
visit all Monogram branches. He was accompanied here by Ray Olmstead, one of
the largest franchise holders on the Pacific coast. It is his first visit here in
five years.

Seen along the Row . . . A1 Gorrell, wellknown Pacific Northwest distributor, looking up old friends. Al’s specialty is roadshows. . . Homer Tegtmeier, local B. F.
Shearer manager, back from a flying trip
to Los Angeles . . . ditto for Floyd St.
John, head of Republic Pictures exchange
here . . . Bill Edmonds passing through
from Seattle . . . Freda Hirsch of Los An-

Jim Hone dressing up the Washington
Hotel meeting of the Potlatch group with
the largest lilies ever seen . . . Bill Ripley
in from Longview and chatting with Don
Beckman . . . H. T. Moore, Sid Dean and

KOL Must Answer
Judge

Ernest

Card

has ordered the Seattle Broadcasting Co.,
operating Radio Station KOL, and plaintiff in a $250,000 damage suit against the
Columbia Broadcasting; Queen City Broadcasting Company of Seattle; United
States Senator and Mrs. Homer T. Bone,
and Mr. and Mrs. Saul Haas, to answer
five interrogatories covering points in the
complaint which defendants held were
indefinite. The order entailed among
other demands, the producing of the plaintiff corporation’s contract with the Columbia Broadcasting System. Trial of the
suit has been set for October 17.

your correspondent attending a “Lone
Ranger” meeting in Tacoma . . . Bert and
Mrs. Williams of Cashmere spending some
time on the Row . . . Biggest excitement
here in months was the visit of Postmaster General Farley who attended the meeting of Young Democrats, then sailed for
Alaska with his two daughters.
Harry Nichols making sure that everyone
is on the Boxoffice mailing list . . . Jack
Sampson angling for a candy tieup . . .
Rex Stevenson on his vacation arid spending it in Bellingham.

-HOTEL

SAN FRANCISCO
(Continued from page 74- A)
of directors of MPTOA . . . that George
Mann, of Redwood Theatres, has built
himself a grand home in St. Francis Woods
< thanks to Armand Cohn for that information). . . and that R. A. McNeill, general manager of Golden State chain, will
be back in a few weeks from that European
tour.

Attending the Washington State Federation of Labor convention in Yakima,
are John Von Herberg jr., and Lawrence
Wicklund for the doormen, ushers and
cashiers; Basil Gray for the stagehands;
Richard Crist and James McNabb for the
operators . . . The Carl Peppercorns back
from the New York vacation . . . Rae
Schaub here from Walla Walla spending
some time with her sister, Mrs. Roy Brobeck. Roy is with the B. F. Shearer Co.
. . . Another visitor is Miss M. Webster
of the 20 th Century-Fox exchange in
Vancouver, B. C. . . . Hugh Bruen to Victoria then back home to Whittier, Cal.

sales

manager of Monogram Pictures, came to
town to award to the local exchange, A1
Goldstein, manager, 100 shares of stock
in the Monogram Pictures Corp. The
stock was the first prize in the recent
George Weeks sales drive and the Seattle
branch won it in competition with 36
other exchanges throughout the United
States.

Seattle — Superior

from preceding page)

Yakima. He likes it so well that he has
written for his trunk and belongings.
Only bad thing about the town, he writes,
is the heat.

• FREE OUTDOOR
CATHEDRAL

SWIMMING

LOBBY

POOL

• LUXURIOUS

• DINING ROOM

• SIDEWALK

CAFE • COCKTAIL

ROOM

YET SECLUDED

AND

• NEAR BUSINESS CENTERS
QUIET

•

FREE PARKING

ALL OUTSIDE ROOMS$2s,
N6lE $Jo(

geles’ United Artists’ exchange wandering
into the Bay city just to get acquainted while on vacation . . . Maxine Cushing,
promotion expert, leaving for New York,
where she’ll work her wiles on the land’s
biggest city . . . Morgan Walsh telling
somebody what he said when he lectured
recently on exhibitors’ problems before
the University of Southern California students.
Out-of-town exhibitors in town last
week included Bruno V eccharelli, down
from Coalinga; Leo Reese, from Lakeport.
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WANT— to sell your

theatre, to buy a theatre, a job, a position open, to buy or sell equipment,
miscellaneous

articles — it will pay

you

to advertise your needs in the CLEARING HOUSE section appearing in all
eight
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WISCONSIN COLLUSION CHARGE FLUNG AT SIX
Jack Kirsch Named
New Allied Head

La Crosse Theatres Files
A $1,050,000 Action
In Madison
Madison,

Chicago — Jack

Kirsch,

veteran

Chicago

exhibitor, was unanimously elected president of Allied States of Illinois by the
board of directors at a meeting Wednesday afternoon. Although only 36 years of
age he is considered a likely successor to
the late Aaron Saperstein.
“I have no comment to make regarding
the government monopoly action or pending Allied suit against B&K and major distributors until I have had time to look into
matters. I hope to carry on where Saperstein left off,” said Kirsch.
Allied faces many immediate problems
pertaining to the welfare of its members.
Included is the forthcoming conference
with the operators’ union. It is understood that the operators, following their
voluntary cut of ten per cent in their
salaries for July and August, will seek a
15 per cent hike in their regular pay beginning September 1. Negotiations on
the new contract are expected to begin
about August 15.
Another is the forthcoming buying season. Saperstein, in numerous instances,
instigated settlements between exhibitors
and the exchanges on new contracts.

Bill Baker Takes Sales
Post at United Artists
Chicago

—

Bill Baker,

with

Universal

here and in other cities for more than 20
years, has resigned to become a salesman
here for United Artists.
Baker’s spot with Universal has been
taken over by William Weinshenker, who
has been the south side salesman.
Lipton Astrachan, formerly far eastern
manager for Universal, has been named
south side salesman, taking over Weinshenker’s territory.
Ben Eisenberg Upped
In Shuffle at UA
Chicago — Naming

of Ben

Eisenberg

as

assistant manager and southside salesman,
succeeding Steve Montgomery, who resigned last week, heads several changes
this week at the local United Artists exchange.
Bill Baker, Universal salesman, succeeds to Eisenberg ’s territory. Harry
James, booker, has been upped to office
manager, succeeding O. K. Swan, who resigned. Oscar Bernstein, shipper, moves
up to booker, and Bernstein’s job is taken
over by Bill Wirth, poster clerk.

Cinecolor Starts Plant
Hollywood — Cinecolor,

Inc., has broken

ground for its projected new $250,000 laboratory and film processing plant in Burbank.
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C

Wis. — The

La Crosse

Theatres

Co., Inc., La Crosse, Wis., instituted suit
in federal district court here July 14 for
damages totaling $1,050,000 against Paramount Pictures Distributing Corp., 20th
Century-Fox Film Corp., United Artists
Distributing Corp., Minnesota Amusement
Co., its subsidiary, Welworth Theatres of
Wisconsin, and Ed Ruben, president of
Welworth, charging formation of an unlawful combination in an attempt to force
the plaintiff to suspend operations.
The complaint charges, in part, that
the defendants “combined, confederated
and conspired in restraint of trade and
commerce among the several states with
the purpose and intent of preventing the
plaintiff from carrying on its said business
and from continuing therein, and with the
intent and purpose to ruin plaintiff in its
business and reputation.”
La Crosse Theatres operates the Rivoli,
Wisconsin, Bijou, Strand and Riviera in
La Crosse, a city with an approximate
population of 40,000. Until several years
ago, when Welworth erected the Hollywood, La Crosse Theatres controlled the
city. Welworth since has opened the
Fifth Avenue to give La Crosse seven.
The complaint alleges damages of $20,000 due to unjust and exorbitant prices it
has had to pay since 1936 for film rentals,
$30,000 due to increasing cost of operations because of unlawful acts of the defendants, $50,000 due to decreased business while the theatre business normally
was showing increases, and $250,000 in
estimated future profits. La Crosse Theatres is asking damages three times the
sum of these totals.
The plaintiff charges that Paramount,
20th-Fox and United Artists product has
been withheld from it as the result of
monopolization by the defendants.

New Phone Directory
To Trade
Chicago — The second BOXOFFICE
telephone directory should be in the
hands of all Chicago exhibitors and
exchanges by now. This is another of
the many BOXOFFICE services offered
to local exhibitors by your favorite
trade paper.
The

directories, containing

telephone

numbers called frequently by exhibitors, have been distributed through the
cooperation of Photoplay Advertising
and Chicago Poster Exchange.
Our apologies to Ross Federal Checking, phone, WABash 3753; to Wolk Supplies, phone WEBster 2720, and to National Theatre Service, phone, CALumet 7733, for inadvertently omitting
them in the listings.

Optimism Cropping
Up in Two Centers
Chicago — Optimism

appears

to prevail

here as business is reported up somewhat
in various quarters,
B&K reported that boxoffice takes over
the weekend were a little above those of
the past few weeks.
While business was spotty in the suburban houses, the majority of the exhibitors
reported that receipts are gradually and
generally showing an upward swing.
Detroit Shows Signs
Of Better Times
Detroit

— This

automotive

center

ap-

pears to be getting the creaks out of its
joints, slowly but surely.
Everywhere exhibitors are feeling more
optimistic. Word is being breezed around
that the automotive plants, life-line of
this city of over 1,000,000 persons, will
shortly begin working. One circuit executive told Boxoffice this week that “all of
the tool and die companies have so many
rush orders for parts, that they are working four six-hour shifts a day.”
Another prominent' exhibitor said that,
“while the upward swing hasn’t been anything to get on housetops and shout about,
we have noticed it gradually during the
last three weeks. Every day and every
week correspondingly appear to be just a
little bit above the previous period. That
is a good sign and we hope it continues.”
Exhibitors here are no longer looking as
if they are at the end of the world and
looking
forward to better business very
soon.

Hollywood Spends Over
Million With Airlines
Chicago — More

than

a million

dollars a

year is spent by motion picture stars, producers, and technical people on air transportation, according to a TWA report released here.
In addition to air transportation purchased, Hollywood spends thousands of
dollars monthly on air express, shipping
rushes to New York, canned film to exchanges throughout the country, special
costumes and materials from coast to
coast almost daily.

Not Teitel's
Agent
Teitel, distributor

Chicago — Abe

of the

motion picture, “Cloistered,” this week advised Boxoffice that a “Vern Smith, operating in northern Indiana, is not my representative for ‘Cloistered,’ or any other
Teitel asked for all exhibitors to notify
him in case they hear of “Smith.”
picture.”

Merchants
F&M
St. Louis — Local

in St. Louis

to Reopen

motion

picture

theatre

history was made here last week when
the Mid-Town Business Club, representing some 250 merchants and business men,
appealed to Panchon & Marco to reopen
the 5,000-seat Pox Theatre on Grand
Blvd., which was shuttered on May 19.
At the time the Fox closed its doors, apparently for the 13-week period permitted under the lease held by Fanchon &
Marco on the big house, Harry Arthur jr.,
general manager of the F&M interests
stated that lack of sufficient screen product of a quality suitable for all of the firstruns operated by the company, decreased
business due to the general depression
and the necessity -for repairs to the theatre’s cooling system, etc., was responsible
for the decision to darken the Fox temporarily.
But when the Fox closed its doors
thousands of patrons were taken from the
many merchants in the vicinity, and as a
result the Mid-Town Club at a meeting
held in the Elks Club adopted the following resolution:

Industrial Picture

Ask

Fox Theatre

States, is a matter of grave civic concern,
a serious reflection upon the business repnow,
utation of the city of St. Louis as a whole,

“Whereas, the closing of a theatre of
the magnitude of the Fox, being as it is
the largest theatre west of New York and
the third largest theatre in the United

“Be it resolved, that the Mid-TownBusiness Club petition the Fanchon &
Marco Service Corp. to use its best efforts both in the spirit of civic pride and
enterprise, to bring about the reopening
of the Fox Theatre at the earliest possible
date, and
“Be it further resolved, that the MidTown Business Club, its board of directors
and members hereby pledge themselves
to cooperate to their fullest extent with a
view of encouraging the continuous patronage of the Fox Theatre.”
Arthur was not in town when the resolution was adopted by the business club,
but G. C. Kirley, treasurer, indicated that
the big house might be opened soon. Alterations and improvements that are being made in the Fox during the off season
are just about completed.
In discussing the Fox situation several
days ago Arthur indicated that it was not
decided just what policy would be followed when it does reopen. Prior to closing
on May 19 the big house had been using
stage shows in conjunction with first run
pictures. However, it is believed that unless the Fanchon & Marco interests can
line up a number of high class name bands
and other similar attractions for its stage
the Fox probably will return to a straight
motion picture policy.
The final decision as to the reopening
date and policy was being withheld pending Arthur’s return from California.
If Fanchon & Marco’s interests exercised their full privilege of keeping the
house closed for 13 weeks the Fox would
not reopen until August 19.

Bids Are Made

Fohrman

“Whereas, modern merchandising discloses that community business is interdependent and the secession of one activity affects other activities in a community, and
“Whereas, the business in the mid-town
district of St. Louis has suffered greatly
by the secession of that traffic which patronized the Fox Theatre, reducing the income of the various mercantile enterprises
in this whole community and thereby affecting the property values adversely, and

Theatre
Portageville,

tor New

at Portageville
Mo. — Bids

were

received

from contractors July 16 on the construction of the proposed new Maxon Theatre
to be erected here for John C. Shannon,
local motion picture theatre owner. The
plans prepared by Bruce F. Barnes, Clayton, Mo., architect, call for a one-story
brick building, to seat 500. Plain and reinforced concrete, structural glass and steel
will also be used.

Bros. Take Over

State at La Grange,
La

Grange,

Mo. — Fohrman

Desloge,

Mo.

—

It is understood

that

plans are nearing completion on the new
500-seat motion picture theatre to be
erected here by the Lead Belt Amusement
Co., headed by George Karsch of Farmington, Mo.
As has been announced, R. W. Corbin,
local exhibitor, and the Frisina Amusement
Co. of Springfield, 111., contemplate the
erection of another new house here to seat
525.
76

Bros,

have

purchased the State Theatre here from
Joseph M. Newman jr. Barker Fohrman
will manage the house, while Eugene
Glasgow and Frances Stout will be retained as projectionist and cashier, respectively.

Lets Fans
Chicago — Dorothy

Plans Near Completion
For New Desloge House

Mo.

film

critic of

St. Louis House

St. Louis — The

new

Longwood

local industrial

film com-

panies recently held a meeting to discuss
means and plans of dickering with the
Screen Actors Guild.
An executive of one of the larger local
concerns told Boxoffice that “we are
willing to cooperate in all matters. I am
sure that a satisfactory plan will be worked
out if Mrs. Florence Marston, the eastern
secretary of the SAG, will organize her
actors
Mrs. here.”
Marston was here last week conferring with the industrial concerns, and
expects to return in about a week for further discussions.
Her first objective is to sign up the Burton Holmes company, which is planning
to employ several actors in the making of
the National League promotional baseball
feature.

" Antoinette " Roadshow
Reported tor Chicago
Chicago — With

the picture opening

on a

roadshow basis in New York next month,
it was understood here that M-G-M is
planning to debut “Marie Antoinette” as
a roadshow here the latter part of next
month following the Gotham premiere.
The campaign will be in charge of William Ferguson, exploitation manager in
New York, with Bill Bishop, divisional exploiteer in Chicago, handling the actual
campaign work here. The picture will
probably play one of the legitimate show
houses in the loop.

Remodeling Work Begun
On the Roxy at Delphi
Delphi,

Ind. — Work

was

to begin

this

weekend on the remodeling of a local store
building into the 450-seat Roxy Theatre,
which R. Levine and Co. of Chicago is
building for the Gregory circuit.
The house is expected to be open by
September 1. Work will cost approximately $10,000.

Chicago

the Chicago American, has devised a plan
whereby she uses personal comments of
film fans once a week on her reviews of
pictures. She arranges to see at least
one film in the theatre, the opening day,
and then stops numerous patrons as they
leave the theatre. She uses typical comments over the patrons’ names, as the
major part of her review.
New

Chicago — The

Lipnick Contest

Criticize
Deere,

Makers Cooperate

Theatre

was to open Friday. The house seats 700.

—

Irving

Lipnick,

manager

of

the Jeffery Theatre, is conducting a “Star
Doubles Contest.” Entrants are those persons in the neighborhood of the theatre
who resemble or act like the film or radio
star for whom they claim to be a double.

St. Agitate
Louis — Catholics
Against

of St. Louis and
"Blockade"

vicinity have been asked not to patronize
the motion picture “Blockade,” which is
designated as Communistic propaganda,
in a letter sent out recently by Dr. Edward
C. Signaigo of the Knights of Columbus.
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C H II C A Cl ©
J^BOUT 75 members of the Filmack staff
and their friends enjoyed a picnic last
Sunday at Grayslake Park, 111. Mel Ogrin
had everyone cheering his swim across the
mile-wide lake. Herbie Singer was emcee,
and Freddie Martin’s basso profundo solo
was one of the “highlights.”
HERE

and GONE:

Sam Cummins was here this week
making plans for the new selling season.
Rube Levin is back from a business
trip through Ohio, where he contacted
numerous exhibitors . . . Marian Corcoran and Martha Stangl of RKO are
due back Monday from their Hollywood vacation.
Jack Flynn, M-G-M district manager, was here on a periodical stopover on business.
Fanny Krause, St. Louis M-G-M
cashier, whose famous column “Fanning With Fanny,” is familiar to employes of Loew’s everywhere who read
the Distributor , was here visiting local
friends in the M-G-M exchange, as
part of her vacation trip.
Helen Hayes was through here en
route to New York to get ready for the
fall opening there of “Victoria Regina.” Following her through here
later in the week via TWA Skychief,
was Charles MacArthur, her husband.
Three more M-G-M contest winners
— R. Gerbert, London; A. J. Whetter,
Liverpool, and A. G. Neville, Dublin—
were through here en route to Hollywood.
Milton Berle, who stopped off here
en route to the coast to visit with
Manager Frank Smith of the Palace,
did a turn with the Reis Brothers and
Sid Tomack on the Palace stage. Also
on the same train and visiting with
Smith was Bob Hope.
Denis Cooney of the Royale Frolics is
sending out 57 persons with his review m
September. There’ll be 30 gals in the line
alone . . . Sid Stine is the new artist at
Filmack . . . Abe Teitel has obtained the
local distribution rights for a new religious film, ‘‘The Call.”
Robert is the name of the new son presented to A1 Teplitz by the Missus last
week at Mt. Sinai Hospital. A1 is booker
for the Sam Meyers-A. J. Balaban circuit,
and the baby takes after him — it weighed
10 pounds, 3 ounces.
Jimmy Luntzel has gotten out a “Boys
Town Times,” small broadside on the
forthcoming road tour of the unit being
sent out by Father Flanagan, of the famous Nebraska home for boys.
Zasu Pitts is the current stage attraction at the Chicago, while the Three
Stooges are headlining the show at the
Palace.
In looking over the many pictures
adorning the walls of his office at the
Chicago Theatre this week, Manager Roy
Bruder noticed that three in a row — Will
(Continued on page 80)
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Blaming

Gross Drop on Poor

Films

Unjust, Says

Balaban

the exceptional
below standard.
By GENE
Chicago — “Our

RICH

business

at the moment

happens to be a little better which I think
can be attributed to the general public
optimism,” John Balaban told Boxoffice
this week. “People are not feeling so uneasy about the future. Their improved
frame of mind will reflect itself in increased motion picture attendance.”
After such a comment, the writer sought
to determine from the head of the B&K
circuit in the city, what he thought of
the current talk on “bad business.”
“Our business for the past several weeks
is under last year’s because there has been
a general business decline,” he said. “It
has nothing to do with these so-called
‘bad pictures.’ We shouldn’t be taken in
by this talk about bad pictures. Every
year for the last 25 years I’ve heard this
talk about bad pictures. It’s not true. It
never
has been.”
Balaban,
in showing a reason for all the
“bad-picture talk,” said:
“We know that every picture can’t be
exceptional. However, it is only human
for people to compare the good pictures
to the outstanding ones. What happens,
then, is that by comparison, the good
picture, when judged side-by-side with

TRADE
■

- a—

A HANDY

picture, naturally seems

“On the other hand, its also true that
if every picture were a ‘Mad About Music,’
or a ‘Test Pilot,’ or an ‘Awful Truth,’ the
last picture in each group would hardly
be as much in demand as the first one.
There has to be a complete variety of pictures in hand all the time.”
Balaban pointed out that many times a
cycle gets started and runs too long. As
an example, he mentioned “Bluebeard’s
Eighth Wife,” which had two boxoffice
names, Claudette Colbert and Gary Cooper. He feels that, had it been released
two or three months earlier, it would have
been adjudged outstanding, and would
have done standout business. “But that
didn’t make it a ‘bad picture’,” he said.
“It simply became a picture that the public didn’t want at that time.
“Bad pictures? This time next year the
talk will get going again. It always does.
Like the death of Mark Twain, the reports are exaggerated, and always will
be,” he concluded.

Works

Her Way

Hollywood — Mary

Up

Howard,

heretofore

a short subject player at Metro, has drawn
a long-term contract at the studio.

DIRECTORY
GUIDE

FOR

THE

EXHIBITOR

-

—

CHICAGO

ROADSHOW

TICKET

PICTURES

I. FRANKLIN
distributing Soviet Films
All films have

English

Dialogue

Titles

831 So. Wabash — Chicago — Phone WAB.

7G15

SIGNS - MARQUEES AND
MAINTENANCE
Whiteway

Electric Sign & Maintenance
Tom

Flannery,

Co.

President

AND

EXCHANGES

SAVE MONEY
Theatre Advertising Rental Service
All Advertising

From, One

Source.

1, 3, 6-sheets, 11x14 photos, stills, 22x28's,
window cards, slides, inserts.
Also DeLuxe Silk Screen Art Service

DISPLAYS

Advertise Your Theatre Along the Highways
Metal Signs — Low Prices — Free Sketch
on Request

See or Write Harry Blumenthal
AD-ART DISPLAY STUDIOS
1243 So. Wabash — Chicago — Victory 7161

FILMROW

SERVICE

GOLD SEAL— SIMPLEX— MODEL "H"
Factory Mechanics — Genuine Parts Used
Loaner Service Machines Supplied
GENERAL REGISTER CORPORATION
1018 South Wabash Avenue — Chicago

POSTER

315-17 W. Walton Street
Phone DELaware 9211

SIGNS

REGISTER

40x60's, 30x40's, 24x60's, 24x82 banners.
40x60 Hollywood Transparencies.
No Contracts. Lowest Rental Prices.

PHOTOPLAY
1243 South

ADVERTISING

Wabash

COMPANY

Ave. — CALumet

7660

RESTAURANTS

GATEWAY GARDENS
1136-38 South Wabash — Phone WEB
COCKTAIL BAR— RESTAURANT

THEATRICAL
0799

Banquets — private parties — business meetings— card patries — our private dining room
is ideal.

PRINTING

A. B. C. PRINTERS, INC.
We Print Everything Theatrical
1225 South Wabash — Chicago
For lowest prices Call — VIC 3456
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Trampe Testimonial
Fete Asks Exhibits

Chicago — Manny Stutz, at the Sonotone, certainly knows what catchlines
to use on the Amkino
pictures he
shows.

Milwaukee — Hard

outstanding success
dustry reunion and
Trampe, Monogram
be held August 30
Schroeder here, the

at work

to make

an

of the Wisconsin intribute to Charles W.
distributor, that will
and 31 at the Hotel
committee in charge

Race Track Adds
Money Giveaways

Covering a Lot of
Territory

Currently

running

the

Amkino

release, “U.S.S.R., 1938,” Stutz,
to emphasize cast, without any
value, covered it thus:

Chicago — For

trying
name

“With a cast of 180,000,000."
That is the population of Russia, and
day. picture deals with Russian life tothe

is soliciting the trade’s services to take
display space at the reunion.
Charles Trampe, for whom the reunion
will mark his 25th year in the trade is one
of the state’s outstanding industry members. In addition to his activities as a
distributor, Trampe is also the operator
of two independent theatres, heads Tent
14 of the Variety Club, is owner of Film
Delivery Service and is president of the
Film Board of Trade.
Secretary for the committee in charge
of the fete, is Ray A. Tesch, business manager of the ITPA of Wisconsin.

Chicago

Council

Lists

Only Four lor Family
Chicago — Only

four family

pictures were

listed in the July report of the Better
Films Council of Chicago. These included
“Romance of the Limberlost,” Monogram;
“Gaiety Girls,” UA; “Kidnapped,” 20th
Century Fox, and “Call of the Yukon,”
Republic.
The adult and young adult pictures listed were “Ave Maria,” Itala; Holiday,”
Col; “Nurse From Brooklyn,” “This Marriage Business,” “Wives Under Suspicion,”
and “The Rage of Paris,” Univ; “Saint in
New York,” RKO; “Crime School,” “Gold
Diggers,” and “Women Are Like That,”
WB; “Yellow Jack” and “Three Comrades,” M-G-M; “Three Blind Mice,” 20thFox, and “You and Me,” Paramount.
Listed in the adult classification was

^RTHUR
J. GAINES, secretary-manager of the St. Louis Symphony Society, has resigned. No reason was given
for his decision to quit. He plans to continue on the job until the directors pass
on his resignation. He has several positions under consideration and may leave
St. Louis.
The Kingsland Theatre, a St. Louis
Amusement Co. house on Gravois avenue near Kingshighvoay boulevard, has revived amateur shows. Manager Bill Reid
has found a large following for such entertainment in the vicinity of the theatre.
The Gravois Theatre on Jefferson avenue
is another St. Louis Amusement Co. house
that is using amateur stage shows once a
week.
Fred Wehrenberg is installing a new
and enlarged cooling unit in his Melba Theatre, Grand boulevard and Miami street.
Patrons of the old Majestic Theatre on
Franklin avenue near Eleventh street perhaps will recall that along about 1912 a
kid in knee pants presided at the piano of
that theatre. Well that kid is none other

UA’s “The Divorce of Lady X,” and tagged
“most enjoyable for mature audiences.”

than Joe Reichman, one of the country’s
outstanding bandsmen. He and his orchestra are scheduled to move into the Meadowbrook Country Club here next month
for an extended stay.

Several Chicago Houses
Join in Beauty Quest

Former Mayor Henry W. Kiel, president of the St. Louis Municipal Opera

Chicago — The

Grove

and

Stratford,

Ogden,

Frolic,

Jeffery theatres have

joined

other local theatres in conducting “Chicago’s Own Search for Beauty.” This is
being conducted by the Chicago New Century Committee of Mayor Edward Kelly.
There will be two city-wide winners.
One of the girls will represent Chicago at
the San Francisco World’s Fair and the
other will represent the Windy City in
New York during 1939.
Several Essaness theatres are also joining the project.

Ass’n, and Paul Beisman, general manager of the Municipal Theatre, were in
Memphis, Tenn., last week to tell the folks
there how to put over summer theatre
shows. Memphis opens its first summer
shows this week. St. Louis has been operating its municipal opera successfully for
20 years.

Metropolis Opening
Expected
Metropolis,

Two

Metro

Hollywood — “On

Properties
Borrowed

Time”

and

“The Ladybird” have been added to
M-G-M properties for the coming season.
The former is a current Broadway production by Paul Osborn; the latter an
original story by William Thiele and
Reginald Owen.

78

new

theatre

days,

beginning

Au-

idea as “silly and illegal.”
With an evident change of heart, Walter L. Gregory, president of the Washington Park Jockey Club, Tuesday announced that a minimum daily pool of $1,000
would go the patron naming the winners
of the first seven races. If by Friday of
the week, track fans have not proved
themselves adept at the “art” of picking
winners, an accumulated $5,000 pot will be
given away to the one choosing the greatest number of winners. The week’s remaining $1,000 will carry over until the
final session of races. In case of a tie in
“pickings” prize money will be split.
Boxoffice,

in its May

Leonard

Dickering With

Unions

be-

to Accept

Chicago — Maurice

Leonard,

Cuts
president

of the Exhibitors’ Ass’n of Chicago, was
still huddling with various union executives this week in trying to get some salary
reductions for the remainder of the summer season.
It was understood

this week that James

Petrillo, musicians’ czar here, turned down
requests for reductions, and that Frank
Olsen of the stagehands’ union was considering following his example. This
leaves still the engineers and electricians.
It was understood engineers will take a
12y2 per cent cut; the electricians a week’s
Meanwhile, the operators’ union
pay.
voluntarily taken a 10 per cent cut in
ary for July and August. This will be
tomatically reinstated September 1,
time when the new contract will go

has
salauthe
into

effect. Discussions for the new season’s
figures wil begin about August 15, John
Smith of the operators, told Boxoffice.

New

ing erected here for Robert Cluster of
Salem, 111., is expected to open the latter
part of August or early in September.
The general contractor, Ed Barenfanger
of Salem, 111., is pushing the work on the
750-seater and recently expressed the belief it might be finished by August 15 or
20. The building will contain two shops
and will cost aproximately $30,000.

28 issue, reported

plans by Washington Park for a Bank
Day system, as well as a denial by track
officials.

Columbia

Is

in September

III. — The

30

gust 1, officials of the Washington Park
race track will give away a minimum of
$1,000 daily to patrons picking the winners
of the first seven races. As far back as
May, race track officials, when questioned
on reports the track would institute a
daily cash giveaway system, labeled the

York — The

Signs Two
Wilmer

& Vincent

cir-

cuit has signed a three-year contract with
Columbia for the company’s entire lineup,
starting with the 1938-39 list. A one-year
pact with Fabian Theatres was also effected.

Hollywood
Robinson
Making G."Law"
on Edward
Robins—

is

presently making “I Am the Law” for
Columbia, with Barbara O’Neil, John Beal,
Wendy Barrie and Otto Kruger.
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INDIANAPOLIS

MMILW AlUKIEIEi Essaness Quashes

TIMMY LUNTZEL, former Pox press
^ agent here, was in town plugging Toby
Wing’s revue at the Pox Palace.

Edwin J. Daniels, manager of the Violet, west side neighborhood house, reported to police that the office safe had been
opened and $121 stolen.
Mark Morgan, manager of the Rivoli
Theatre at Cedarburg, was a busy man
July 4 taking films of the city’s celebration, which he later showed at the theatre.
Edward Benjii, manager of the Capitol
Theatre at Madison, will sponsor a benefit show for the 1938 Capitol Times-Family Welfare Kiddie Camp.
It is believed that nothing will be done
this year in connection with the plans for
a new theatre, store and hotel building
scheduled for erection at Three Lakes, at
an estimated $50,000 cost.
Strand Theatre, Sheboygan, cooperated
with other local merchants in offering $10
in trade and service for 59 cents as a
move to secure new customers. The theatre offered three theatre admissions free.

Lane

Thor son Garners
Anniversary

Ballyhoo

Chicago— -Lane Thorson, who is manag-

ing the Coed Theatre here, has been getting some nice publicity breaks in the
local dailies in connection with the 25th
anniversary of the opening of the original
Morse Theatre, on which site the Coed is
located.
He is displaying the original camera,
printing and sprocketing machines, and
projector used by Essanay Film Corp., 25
years ago. Photographs of the stars of
that era are also being displayed in the
lobby.
Coed patrons are offered prizes for the
100 best letters on “The Probable Development of the Motion Picture Industry During the ‘First 100 Years’.”

Talk on Oriental

Chicago — “Just

another

one

of those

rumors,” is the comment about Essaness
offices on the current gossip that the circuit is dickering for a lease on the closed
Oriental Theatre.
As far as Boxoffice could determine, no
one but B&K is still interested in operation of the loop de luxer, and no one
about the Paramount affiliate here would
comment upon when the house will be
opened.

Lincoln Hippodrome Has
Double Owner Change
Chicago

—

Just a few

days after the

Gregory circuit had acquired the Lincoln
Hippodrome Theatre from George Evans
and Henry Goldberg, the circuit re-sold
it to Van Nomikos of the Rex Theatre
circuit, late Tuesday. Evans and Goldberg
had operated the house for ten years.
Nomikos plans to spend several thousand
dollars remodeling the house, the contract
for which has been let to R. Levine & Co.
Levine also will handle the remodeling of
the Ambassador Theatre for Van Nomikos.

Exhibitor

a Newsreel

Cameraman
Chicago— Joe C. Emma,

for a Fire
manager

of the

Deerpath Theatre, Lake Forrest, exclusive
Chicago northshore suburb, has been taking lessons on using a motion picture camera. So the other week when the Deerpath Inn was destroyed in a $100,000
fire and he happened to be on the spot,
Joe decided to see if what he learned was
practical.
It evidently was, for the last issue of
Universal News, carries an “exclusive”
newsreel story of the fire, with the film
that Emma shot.

Mrs. Louis Menges
Six on Council
Chicago — The

East

executive council of the

National Conference on Visual Education
named here recently includes W. G. Hart,
Dearborn, Mich.; L. W. Cochrane, Iowa
City, Iowa; Mrs. Richard M. McClure,
Chicago; Dr. James Bliss, Cleveland; Miss
Eleanor Mossman, Chicago, and A. P.
Hollis, Chicago.

Springfield
Springfield,

Remodeling

III. — The

Fox

Midwest

Agency Corp., at Kansas City, is taking
bids on alterations and improvements to
the Lincoln Theatre here. The plans contemplate the construction of a new front
of stucco and structural glass. Robert O.
Boiler of Kansas City is the architect in
charge.
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St. Loins,

III. —

Mrs.

Louis

J.

Menges, wife of Illinois State Senator
Menges and owner of the Columbia and
State theatres here, died at St. Mary’s
Hospital the night of July 13 a short time
after she suffered a paralytic stroke at
her home in Fairview, five miles east of
East St. Louis. She was 43 years old. In
addition to her husband she is survived
by two daughters, Mrs. Helen Dolores Edmonds of Cincinnati, Ohio, and Mrs.
Charles Courtney of East St. Louis; one
grandchild, her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
William S. Rigden, and a brother, Edward
C. Rigden.
Yeo Installs Cooling
Burlington,

Wis. — The

Plaza

Theatre,

of which Jack Yeo is manager, has installed new air-conditioning equipment.

has
salesman,
QJ.EORGE
resigned LEVY,
after Universal
eight years
of service.
Levy has been associated with the motion
picture industry since he was 15 years
old. His future plans will not be made
known until after his return from New
York where he will spend several days.
George Landis, manager of 20 th Centtury-Fok branch here was host to a group
of his friends Wednesday night at a surprise party given in his honor by his wife.

Reservations for the Annual Golf Tournament, given by the Indianapolis Variety
Club, July 25, are being received by Floyd
Brown, chairman of the golf committee.
The number of members to be present
will be larger than last year according to
the committee in charge of reservations.
Prizes are now on display in the windows
of the National Theatre Supply Co.
Nathan Tamler, operator of the Oliver
Theatre is planning an extended vacation
abroad . . . H. P. V onder schmitt has installed the latest type of RCA sound equipment in his Von Castle Theatre, Greencastle, Ind. . . . Cary and Alexander, of
Lebanon, Ind., are building a new theatre
in Attica.

Roseland Snidley has succeeded Betty
Hind as secretary to E. J. Barnard, manager of Paramount branch . . . Allan
Fromouth, Paramount ad sales manager,
is vacationing in northern Indiana. Sol
Greemberg, RKO booker, has left for parts
unknown to spend several weeks’ vacation. . . Roy Perry, manager. Oriental
Theatre, has gone to Canada on his vacation. . . Betty Jenkins, Universal switch
board operator is spending her vacation
in the Smoky Mountains of Tenn. . . .
Lillian Gorelick, United Artists, has gone
to South Haven, Mich., on vacation.
Al Lachnit has joined the Universal exchange sales force. He formerly was with
the Chicago exchange, covering Illinois
territory . . . Al Hedding, assistant manager, Lyric Theatre, was taken to the
Methodist Hospital, Thursday, for an
emergency appendectomy. His condition
was reported satisfactory.

Bob Stevens, Paramount booker, recently married to Betty Hind, secretary
to E. J. Barnard, has resigned his position. Bob and his wife will reside in
Greencastle, Ind., where he has business
interests.
Claude McKean, RKO salesman, was
called to Granite City, III., Friday, following the death of his mother who had been
ill for some time . . . About one hundred
reservations have been made by members
of the Associated Theatre Owners of Indiana for their mid-summer convention
and golf tournament at Lake Wawasee,
July 20 and 21.

Abe Baker, Columbia booker, was the
donor of a pint of blood for Albert Collins, former motion picture exhibitor,
Ridgeville, Ind., the father of Ken Col79
lins, manager of the Apollo Theatre here.

CHICAGO
(Continued from page 77)
Rogers, Chic Sale, and Howard Thurston
— are all dead.
It was said here that Martha Raye’s
salary weekly while she was at the B&K
Chicago the last two weeks, was about 30
times as much as what she received four
years ago from B&K at the Oriental as a
“torch singer.”
Duke Hickey, for many years with Universal as exploiteer, and more recently
author of a hook, is confined at Cook
County Hospital, due to an operation
necessitated on his leg. Hickey is anxious
for any of his old friends to “drop in and
say hello.”
Bobby Bloomfield, local youngster, has
been contracted by the National Talent
Picture Corp. for a role in the forthcomwood.ing “Juvenile Follies of 1938,” in HollyNat Nathanson, United Artists salesman, is the father of a baby girl.
Kenneth (Pete) Peterson, one of the
poster clerks with Photoplay Advertising,
takes his work seriously enough to have a
lot of fun with the crew in sending cards
back from his vacation. While up in Hayward, Wis., enjoying the beauties of nature, Pete wrote a card back, saying,
“Hello gang, 3924, yours, Pete.” Puzzled
for a while, they began looking up their
stock numbers on pictures, and found that
3924 deciphered, meant: “Having Wonderful Time.”
Big business on Filmrow : Si Stein of
Universal’s office staff has given Mickey
Desdemona an I.O.U. for 51 cigarette coupons, payable in 49 days (the time it will
take Si to smoke enough cigarettes to pay
back that many coupons).

Progressive Action
Confirmed by Judell
Hollywood — The

anticipated

resumption

of activity by Progressive Pictures upon
the return of its president, Ben Judell,
from a business trip east, becomes definite as Judell announces August 15 as the
starting date for the next in his projected
program of 42 pictures for the 1938-39 independent slate.
Also disclosed by Judell was the departure of Lon Young from Progressive’s
ranks, where he had occupied a spot as
associate producer since the inception of
the company.
Judell’s next will be “I Want a Divorce,” featuring Beverly Roberts, which
Charles Lamont will direct. Pictures will
be produced at Selznick International,
where Progressive is headquartering.
The whir of independent cameras was
heard on the Grand National lot this week,
with Fine Arts Productions giving the go
signal to its initial film in a series for
GN distribution, “Shadows Over Shanghai.” Ralph Morgan has one of the leads
and the directorial chores have been entrusted to Charles Lamont. Another independent producer, Lou Rantz, was to
get into action this week, also on the GN
lot, with “Topsy.”
Two larger-scale independent productions will hit the cameras July 25, David
L. Loew having set that date for the start
of “Flirting With Fate,” a Joe E. Brown
comedy, and Sol Lesser’s Principal Pictures preparing to launch “Peck’s Bad
Boy at the Circus.” Loew has secured no
release as yet, while Lesser’s film will be
distributed through RKO Radio.

formerly of Bank Night,
Rice’s company here as
Rice is distributing his
Eye” camera.

Shelby York is here this week from
Hollywood interviewing prospects for the
new Max Reinhardt workshop of stage,
screen and radio.
Bill Hollander of B&K quipped this week
after the famed “reverse-Irish" plane hop
of Douglas Corrigan: “We might hire the
guy for a personal appearance if he could
fly his plane into the Chicago Theatre.
It’d fill some of those empty seats in the
balcony anyway.”
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Rose, Mr. and Mrs.
Alex Manta and Mr. and Mrs. Jim Chrissis
of the Indiana-Illinois Theatres were in
Wawasee, Ind., this week attending the
Allied Theatres confab there.
Peter Bezek, secretary of the Chicago
Cinema Club, is putting his hobby to
profitable usage. He has been taking pictures of neighborhood gatherings and
parties for suburban theatre managers,
who later exhibit the films.
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Loew's "Out-oI-T owners"
Feel First Slump Pinch
New

York — Loew’s

business

in out-of-

town theatres “went off” a month ago for
the first time since the current season
began, according to Joseph R. Vogel, in
charge of operations.
Vogel attributes the drop “purely
through lack of good pictures.” He also
noted that “B” pictures are “doing less”
than normal, due, in his opinion, to a recent trend on the part of theatregoers to
“shop” for film entertainment.

Benchley

Talks Blue Streak

Hollywood — Bob

streak in
Love Life
directly
Benchley

Benchley

talks a blue

his latest short for Metro. “The
of a Newt” is in the form of a
recorded speech. Of course,
talks.

Still Leads

Chicago

Ball League

Chicago — Paramount’s

ball

team

con-

tinues at the top of the Chicago Softball
League standings this week, having won a
doubleheader last week. They defeated
the Henri Elmans, 17 to 12, and National
Screen, 17 to 8.
Other results: Photoplay, 7, Filmack, 5;
8.
National Screen, 7, 20th-Fox, 2; Elman,
10, Photoplay, 5; Filmack, 10, 20th-Fox,
The standings:
Won
9
8
7
5
3
1

Paramount
Photoplay
Henri Elmans
Filmack
National Screen
20th-Fox

Lost
2
3
4
6
8
10

Sales Magazine Rates
Film Trade Future High
New

York — A five-star

classification

is

given films in the July issue of Sales Management’s future sales ratings for the next
12 months. Boiled down to words, it
means that the industry as compared with
others, ranks among those with the best
relative outlook for next year.
The service endeavors to simplify the
task of sales and advertising manager by
giving the relative sales outlook rating for
three months and 12 months on 88 industries. Sales Management also reports
those authorities who check, edit and contribute their ideas to the Future Sales
Ratings are agreed strongly that the sharp
decline in business activity has about run
its course and “recovery forces are definitely congealing.”

Mrs, George
St. Louis,

Bess Shannon, secretary to Jimmy Coston, is back from a vacation in Wisconsin.
Claude Ezell,
has joined Bill
sales manager.
patented “Magic

Paramount

McKean

Mo. — Funeral

services

were

held last week at the Nedringhaus M. E.
Church, Granite City, 111., for Mrs. Martha Anice McKean, 72 years old, wife of
George E. McKean, manager of the Affiliated Distributors, Inc., of St. Louis.
Her two sons, Claude McKean of Indianapolis, and Thomas McKean of Des
Moines, are also very well known to the
motion picture industry. Two daughters,
Mrs. Earl Varnum and Mrs. Roy Huff,
both of Granite City, also survive.

Refurbishing
Tipton,

Ind. — The

Diana

Diana

Theatre

here is

being extensively remodeled. Manager
Nick Paikos said that, when completed,
the house will have a new front, new canopy, and new ticket booth. New seats
have already been installed. All work is
being carried on without interruption of
performances.

Pettit Buys Gordon
Brother-Sister
Hollywood — Judy

Act

Garland

Mountain
and

Freddie

Bartholomew do a brother-sister act in
Metro’s “Listen, Darling,” which went into
work this week.

View,

Mo. — G. W. Gordon,

who

has operated the Gordon
the past two years, has
Pettit of Ava. Mr. and
of Ava will move here to

Theatre here for
sold out to L. H.
Mrs. Roy Castle
operate the show.
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ALLIED LOOKS AFIELD FOR NEW CONQUESTS;
CIRCUIT RETRENCHING FOR "LAST STAND"
Right to Compete
Minneapolis — The right to invade a situation
motion pictures and the right of a film exchange
wishes

will be proclaimed

by the Ruben

Supreme

Is Defense

theatre

and compete in the
to do business with
circuit, Eddie

Ruben,

exhibition
whomever
its owner,

of
it
the

Minnesota Amusement Co., and the Paramount, 20th-Fox and United Artists' branches
of this city when they defend themselves in the $1,050,000 damage suit brought
against

them

The
formed

by

action,
an

the La

unlawful

of the Clayton
that law.

Crosse,

Wis.,

filed in federal
combination

anti-trust

law.

Theatres

court,

to force

The

company.

alleges

that

the

defendants

the plaintiff out

treble

damages

of $1,050,000

are

Denying such an unlawful combination, or conspiracy, the
claim no cause of action exists and seek a dismissal of the suit.
In its complaint,
in La Crosse
or Paramount,
Since
adequate
whatever

the La

in 1934 when
or both,

its refusal,

the La

company
acting

tried without

the La

film service and
film it secures.

When

Crosse
Ruben,

Crosse

avail

Crosse

has

that it operated

forced

alleges,
to pay

declined

it has

to sell, Ruben

under

defendants

will

theatres

Amusement
unable

and

went

new theatre in La Crosse in opposition to the several La
houses. Recently he constructed still another theatre there.

asked

unfair

ahead

Crosse

to obtain
prices

and

for

built a

company

show-

With the Ruben theatres in operation, it's alleged. Paramount cancelled its
contract with the La Crosse company and induced 20th-Fox and United Artists to do
likewise.
Frank
who

Koppelberger,

testified

the witness

head

at the recent

stand

of the La

North

the alleged

Dakota

L. Hamilton,

owner

of

the Princess Theatre, local 1,000-seat inneighborhood
‘which
recently dependent
inaugurated
doublehouse,
features
in the
face of an unwritten agreement among
Twin City exhibitors to lay off the duals,
is starting to encounter some obstacles in
the pursuance of the policy.
Hamilton says he was summoned by W.
H. Workman, M-G-M branch manager
here, and informed that he will not be
serviced with M-G-M pictures after July
24 for showing on dual bills.
There is nothing in his M-G-M contract prohibiting the double featuring of
his pictures, Hamilton claims. In addition, some of the M-G-M pictures are being double billed at the Minnesota Amusement’s loop Aster Theatre and in several
of its downtown St. Paul houses, as well
as in 70 per cent of theatres throughout
the territory, according to Hamilton. So
he asked for an explanation from Workman, he says.
“I was told by Mr. Workman that Twin
City independents, members of Northwest
Allied, had agreed among themselves not
to double feature and were averse to any
extension of the policy in Minneapolis or
BOXOFFICE
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MW

company,

theatre

efforts to force

Dualling Exhibitor
Meets Opposition
Minneapolis — W.

Crosse

him

was

divorcement
out

one
law

of the

exhibitors

trial, relating

on

of business.

St. Paul,” says Hamilton. “He told me,
too, he didn’t want to see conditions disrupted or an undesirable situation created.
“As a matter of fact, we independent
Twin City exhibitors, members of Northwest Allied, did have a gentlemen's agreement not to double feature. That agreement was made after the Minnesota
Amusement Co. began double featuring in
four Minneapolis and St. Paul downtown
houses. But the agreement expired last
spring and since then nothing more has
been said or done about the policy.”
Independents

Might

Aid

Workman himself told a Boxoffice reporter he had no comment to make on
the matter — that “it was purely an organization (Northwest Allied) matter.”
No other exchanges, as yet, have objected to the showing of their pictures on
dual bills at his theatre, Hamilton says.
After M-G-M actually refuses to deliver
pictures to him under his contract, Hamilton declares, he’ll consider legal action.
If Hamilton brings suit in an effort to
force delivery of the films, he may have
assistance from local independent exchanges. When he learned of the Princess Theatre’s difficulties, Charlie Weiner,
Monogram co-franchise holder, declared
that if a law suit becomes necessary he’ll
try to raise a fund among the independent
exchanges to help defray its cost.
“There’s too much dissension in the
business now and nearly all of it is caused
ner. the major
by

Will

Get

"Divorcement"
AppealNorthwest

Minneapolis — While

Allied

began shaping its fight to have similar
legislature, Paramount and the Minnesota
and American Amusement companies prepared to appeal to the U. S. supreme
court from the decision of the federal
court, comprising a circuit court
peals’ judge and two district court
upholding the constitutionality
North Dakota theatre divorcement

of apjudges,
of the
law.

Co.,

to him.
been

exorbitant

above,
violation

the only

of the Minnesota

to get it to sell out

company

been

company

says

in behalf

named

of business — a

Court

distributors,” declared Wei-

The law, prohibiting producers- distributors from owning or operating theatres
and requiring the Minnesota Amusement
Company to relinquish its ten North Dakota showhouses, was held valid on the
theory that in the public interest the independent merchant has a right to be protected against monopoly. The court unanimously dismissed the plaintiffs’ application for a permanent injunction.
Until the U. S. supreme court passes on
the case, a temporary restraining order
preventing the law’s enforcement will continue in effect and the Minnesota Amusement Co. will retain its theatres.
The victory of the defense, the state of
North Dakota, in the first round of the
fight caused rejoicing in the camp of
President W. A. Steffes of Northwest Allied and his followers who were instrumental in obtaining the measure’s passage
and who provided counsel, including J. P.
Devaney, former Minnesota state supreme
court chief justice, and L. B. Schwartz,
his associate, to help the North Dakota
state attorney general in the trial of the
action which consumed several weeks and
during which many prominent figures in
the industry and a number of independent
exhibitors testified.
Steffes predicted that the U. S. supreme
court would concur in the lower court’s
ruling and that independent exhibitors in
other states throughout the country would
wage fights to obtain passage of laws patterned after the North Dakota statute.
Several weeks were consumed by the
three trial judges in studying the testimony, arguments and briefs, following
conclusion of the hearing at Fargo, N. D.
Paramount and its co-plaintiffs, the
theatre operating subsidiary companies,
attacked the law principally on the alleged ground that it confiscates property
without due process of law. Testimony
and arguments were designed to prove
that competition exists throughout the entire film industry and that there is no
justification for a divorcement measure.
The defense was built about the claim
that producer-owned theatres enjoy unfair
trade advantages over independents and
81
tend to destroy the latter.

BOOM IN THEATRE CONSTRUCTION IS SEEN
NEXT SIX MONTHS IN OMAHA TERRITORY
Better Crop Conditions Are
Encouraging Sign to
Exhibitors
By

MONTE

Crop conditions look very favorable and
indications nationally point to Omaha and
surrounding territory as one of the bright
spots as far as business is concerned.
Drouth conditions the past five years have
caused exhibitors to draw their belts a bit
tighter, cut expenses here and there, and
hope for the crop that apparently is here.
The Omaha area consists of 425 exhibitors in Nebraska, western Iowa, southern South Dakota and Minnesota and
parts of Kansas and Missouri.
Plans

Several

Foremost among contemplated theatres
in Omaha proper is a $100,000 suburban
house planned by Tri-States Theatre
Corp. This theatre, seating 900, will be
situated half way between the main business section and Omaha’s better class
residential section.

Tri-States also is eyeing locations in
South Omaha, where all Omaha’s packing
centers are located, District Manager
Evert R. Cummings told Boxoffice. A site
in North Omaha also is under consideration by Tri-States.
Tri-States interests also hope to open
the 3,000-seat Paramount Theatre, now
dark almost two years, provided business
and crop conditions warrant. A redecoration job, at least, will be necessary on this
house.
Goldberg

Making

Preparations

Ralph D. Goldberg, circuit owner
operating one downtown theatre and five
neighborhoods, is readying an announcement concerning construction activities in
Omaha this fall. Goldberg will announce
his plans August 15.

R. R. “Bob” Booth, former exhibitor at
Auburn, Neb., has just opened his Mainstreet Theatre at Fremont, Neb., a 360seat house costing about $12,000. Several sources have named this theatre one
of the prettiest small houses in the Omaha
trade territory.
C. C. Moore has started construction on
a new $20,000 theatre at Dunlap, la. He
also operates the Dunlap Theatre there.
George

Norman

is building

a theatre
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theatre

at Crete, Neb.

He

" Policy Flexible
Says Rodgers
New

York — Advised

Minneapolis that
United Artists in
City

independent

of reports

from

M-G-M
has joined
insisting that Twin
exhibitors

buy

on

percentage “or not at all," William F.
Rodgers, Metro general sales manager,
stands

by

his statement

pany has announced
is flexible."
This," he

said,

that

the

“its sales

“is my

compolicy

answer."

Minneapolis — M-G-M
here has joined
United Artists in insisting that Twin City
independent exhibitors buy on percentage
“or not at all.”
Like United Artists, M-G-M avers it will
make no deals with Twin City independents that do not include percentage pictures, according to W. H. Workman,
branch manager here. It is demanding
40 per cent for four of its pictures.
Both M-G-M and United Artists assert
that this is their national policy and they
cannot

deviate

from

west Allied States’

remodel a building which he owns there.
L. W. Heal, former exhibitor at Ravenna,
Neb., has opened the Royal Theatre at
Fullerton, Neb., after a remodel and redecoration job.
C. W. Lee has just opened the Nancy
Theatre, a $15,000 house at Bridgewater,
S. D. Mr. Lee also owns the Marion Theatre at Marion, S. D.
Henry Hower has started a remodel and
decoration project at the State Theatre
at Windom, Minn. Hower expects an
August 15 opening following a $25,000 job.
Several other exhibitors in all parts of
the Omaha territory are anticipating new
theatre or at least remodeling and modernization of present houses. Increased
business brought about by a good crop will
be the lever to set these jobs in motion.
Omaha
theatre supply houses — F. A.
Van Husan of Western Theatre Supply;
Bob Ballantyne of Scott-Ballantyne Co.,
and Carl White of Quality Theatre Supply— told Boxoffice their business was
showing an upturn. Many exhibitors are
discussing much-needed improvements,
they said, once grosses climb out of the
red into the black.

Altec Officials Visit
Kansas City — G. L. Carrington, vicepresident of Altec, New York City; Stan
Parisean, branch manager for the company in Los Angeles; Don Turner, branch
manager of the Chicago office, and C. J.
Zern, branch manager at Dallas, were here
late last week visiting with Obie Hunt,
manager here, and Jack Gregory.

it, despite the Northfight against

percent-

ages.
United Artists demands percentages for
all its pictures and will not sell any flat.
Thus,

Northwest

Allied is encountering

stiff opposition to its ultimatum “no percentages.” As far as can be learned, too,
it is not getting anywhere with its demand for “a reduction of at least 25 per
cent from last season’s prices” for the
new-season product.
With grosses far under those of the
last several years and with other operating
costs, in addition to film rentals, up, the
independent

exhibitors

insist that the dis-

tributors are “unreasonable” in asking as
high, or higher, prices than last year.
Moreover, the exhibitors point out, Hollywood production costs have been considerably reduced.
Although M-G-M
has made no effort
yet to sell Twin City independents, several have ‘come into the office and made
1938-39 deals — all of them with percentage pictures — according to Workman.
How United Artists will fare with local
and St. Paul independent exhibitors is a
matter of much speculation in trade
circles and the results will be watched
with much interest.

Outdoor

Shows

Widen

Minneapolis — The free outdoor show
evil is spreading over the territory and
exhibitors in many
small towns are
squawking plenty. In most instance, the
shows are being sponsored by local
merchants and their purpose is to attract
transients. The home folks as well as the
transients give the established theatres
the go-by

for the free shows.

at

Storm Lake, la., and an early fall opening is expected. Norman also operates
theatres at Cherokee and Sac City, la.
Adolph Rozanek is completing plans for
a 450-seat

Percentage ” Decree
Snags Twin City Trade

DAVIS

Omaha —
Theatre construction in the
Omaha area, both new and remodel projects, is expected to show a sharp upturn
during the last six months of 1938, according to a survey by Boxoffice.

Tri-States

"No

will

New

Manager

at California

Change

at Orrick

California, Mo. — E. S. Wilcoxon is the
Orrick, Mo. — The Main Street recently
new manager of the Ritz Theatre here, reverted to its former owners, Dudgeon &
succeeding Earl Bowlin who has turned Thomas. The latter will continue weekly
to automobile selling.
shows.
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Midland

Instructed to

Reorganize

Under

77-B

Kansas City — Judge Albert L. Reeves of
the federal district court has instructed

Mainstreet
RKO

in Kaycee

Remodeling

Darkens;

the Orpheum

Midland Investment, owners of the Midland theatre and office building at 13th
and

streets, to consummate
organization under section 77-B of
federal bankruptcy act.
The

Main

rethe

reorganization plan is a compromise worked out under supervision of the

court after an independent bondholders’
committee earlier this year objected to
the original plan submitted by Securities
Service Corp., Chicago, the reorganization
managers. Of the $1,807,500 in bonds
outstanding, $1,252,500 have been deposited with the Chicago corporation in
approval of the reorganization.
The present plan provides Loew’s Theatre & Realty Co., which holds a lease on
the Midland Theatre, shall pay $90,000 a
year for the house for ten years.

Balk at K. C. First Run
Wage

Cut Suggestion

of first-run theatres that they accept a
substantial decrease in wage scale on
September 1. A two-year labor contract
effective Sept. 1, 1937, provides for a five
per cent increase on that date this fall.
of the first runs, the Newman

and

the Mainstreet, gave employes two weeks’
notice and are operating on a week to
week basis, according to Felix Snow,
IATSE representative for this district.
Union members have indicated, Snow
said, that they will insist on the five per
cent hike September 1.

Annual

Kaycee

Picnic Set for August

8

Co-chairmen for the affair this year are
Robert F. Withers of Republic-Midwest
and George Baker. The general committeemen are Arthur Cole, R. R. Biechele,
•and Norris B. Cresswell.

so ago

Re-

when
ment of the

it arranged a pool manageNewman, Tower, Mainstreet

and

Uptown. The four first-runs involved did not have any more product, but
the arrangement did enable a flexibility
of booking which helped for a time; but
the arrangement eventually was dropped
because it was not successful enough to
warrant continuation. Some houses were
benefitted, notably the Mainstreet which
played the big pictures, but others
ed, particularly the Newman.

theatre served notice on its employes two weeks ago.
Built in 1921 by the Kansas City Junior

suffer-

When the pooling arrangement negotiated by Fox Midwest was dissolved, the
Mainstreet and Newman continued for a

Co., the house was the city’s
theatre for years. It was the

while

largest house until Loew’s Midland was
built in 1927.
William Elson is returning to his
Seventh Street Theatre in Minneapolis.
See No Product Change

under a similar arrangement managed by RKO. The Mainstreet played the

big pictures. After a few months this arrangement was also dissolved, which left
the Mainstreet again in the position of
being a high priced, fine theatre with an
insufficient supply of quality films.
So the pool idea did not prove to be a

Closing of the Mainstreet is not expected to make any permanent change in
the lineup of first-run product for the
city because of the remodeling of the Orpheum. The Orpheum would still have

solution of the first-run problem.
The Fox Uptown has managed to get
along with its smaller number of seats and
its suburban location. When faced with

RKO and First National pictures. Loew’s
Midland remains in the best position so
far as product is concerned, with Metro,
United Artists, and Columbia, and an oc-

poor product or the lack of product, it
has moved in ahead of the Plaza and
(Continued

on

page

85)

Double Comfort for Your Patrons
MEANS

Double Patronage at Your Theatre
Now
and

with

the

double

ever

that

your

your

unusual

publicity

break

when it was playing “Crime School” in its
South Dakota theatres last week. A break
occurred from the state reform school at
Plankington, S. D., similar to the one in

with

the picture. It also developed that conditions in the reform school were much
the same as those in the institution pictured in the film. The showhouses took
full advantage of the opportunity to tie
up with the front page stories.
23, 1938

investment — not

The

New

Ideal

Priced as Low
SEE

entire

best

way
new

As $3.69
ON

time

spent

this is to equip

and

1804

Wyandotte

St., Kansas

comfortable

City, Mo.

patrons

Line

Each

DISPLAY

Equipment,

in

your
Ideal

to thor-

them want to come
Good Seating is an

Stebbins Theatre
General

than

comfortable

expense.

"500”

SAMPLES

be

that enable

an

features

important

to do

oughly relax and make
again and again.

back

of double

it is more
customers

the

The

theatre

showing

shows

throughout
theatre.

"Break"
A Timely
The Minnesota Amuse-

July

and

dwindling grosses. Fox Midwest worked
out the most ambitious of these a year or

with the unionization of “front” employes. Operators and stagehands have a
two-year contract with the Mainstreet
calling for a five per cent increase September 1, anniversary date of the contract.
Product has been another factor in
the situation for the Mainstreet, which
seats over 3,000.

chairs — the kind

::

Universal

of downtown first-run theatres. Several
methods have been tried as a solution to

year

Preliminary plans call for each exchange and firm to furnish its own food,
as in times past. There will be games,
swimming, and, in the evening, dancing.

BOXOFFICE

20th-Fox,

public.
But the closing of one of the ace first
runs does dramatize the growing problem

and is expected to be used as the firstrun spot for RKO and First National pictures here.
It was rumored several months ago that
RKO
would not renew its lease on the
Mainstreet, that the rental was too high
for the kind of business the theatre has
been doing the past year or two. Labor
costs also had increased during the past

Orpheum
dominant

Uptown,

Filmrow

Kansas City — Arrangements are being
completed for the annual film picnic,
which will be held August 8 at Quivira.

Minneapolis —
ment Co. got an

and

The

Kansas City — Members of the Operators Local No. 170 and the local stagehands group have declined the suggestion

Two

casional buy outside from Monogram, GB,
and Grand National. The Newman has
Paramount and Warner Bros.; the Tower

Kansas City — RKO Thursday closed its
first-run outlet, the Mainstreet. The
Orpheum, another RKO
house, dark for
some time and originally constructed as
a vaudeville theatre, is being remodeled,

IN

of Theatre

Fa°o^ Lots of 100 or More
OUR

SHOWROOM

Equipment

Repairing

Chairs

and

Phone

Sound
GRand

Co.

Service
0134; Night,

DRexel

2791
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Press Is Friendly to
Films, Says Kiesling

than

many

who

cannot

stand

criticism

would have one believe.”
Kiesling, who had completed stopovers
and informal discussions in 65 cities since

Kansas City — • Reports of a generally
unfriendly newspaper attitude toward the
motion picture industry were discounted
here by Barrett S. Kiesling, traveling

April and who plans additional visits, outlined briefly his impressions of business
conditions and trends as they affect the
industry. He reviewed for the benefit of
his audience the product situation as it
concerns all studios in general and Metro
in particular, referring to specific Metro
releases either current or forthcoming.
Present at the luncheon were:

newspaper contact man for the M-G-M
studio, in an informal talk to a group of
invited guests at the Hotel Muehlebach
grill.

M-G-M: Frank C.
man, Joe Markowitz,
Morris, Joe Maguire.
E. C. Rhoden, Lon

Hensler, Truly WildHarold Cohen, Claud
Fox Midwest Circuit:
Cox, Ed Haas, Senn

“Very definitely the general viewpoint
of the public press is one of understand-

Lawler,

Buddy

ing and cooperation,’’ he declared. “There
is of course more criticism because more
now is appearing about motion pictures
and

the motion

picture

industry

in news-

papers than ever before,” he pointed out.
He cited the fact that while newspapers
generally have recently decreased their
composition and bulk about 25 per cent,
there has been very little abridgment of
space devoted to copy on films.
Increased attention to the motion picture trade and its products by newspaper
editorial pages was pointed out by Kiesling, who viewed in the trend a realization by newspaper publishers of the public interest in motion pictures and in the
influence they exercise.
“Now more than ever before,” he said,
“newspapers that have consistently devoted their editorial pages to major national and local problems and affairs are
lending attention to our business. In such
a movement we, of course, must expect our
share of criticism and blame. That is one
of the prices we pay for the editorial
spotlight; and it has been my observation
that we are getting our share of just
treatment, which is a far bigger share

Allen

Karf,

Brown,

Laur-

ence Brenninger. Loew’s circuit: John McManus, W. A. Finney, Mike Cullen. Commonwealth circuit: Clarence Schultz, Leland Allen. News-papers: Landon Laird, K.
C. Star; Lowell Lawrence and John Cameron Swayze, K. C. Journal-Post. Trade
papers: Ben Shlyen and Wm. G. Formby,
Boxoffice.
One of Kiesling’s tasks on the current
swing is to determine exhibitor preference
in the matter of short subject types. He
distributes questionnaires requesting data
on

Metro

series popularity from the exhibitor’s personal viewpoint as well as
from the reaction of his audiences. Other
information sought concerns shorts
deemed

worthy of marquee billing, advertising and exploitation policy on shorts,
any suggestion for improvement of shorts
accessories and for the improvement of
the present and forthcoming lineups. Exhibitors are asked to suggest means of improving Metro service on trailers, manuals
and radio transcriptions.
Showmen also are invited to select from
a list of 26 titles the six Pete Smith
Specialties subjects they consider best
from a boxoffice and entertainment viewpoint.

Equipment Jobs as
Improvement Index
Kansas

City— -Demand

for

sound

and

projection equipment by exhibitors is one
index of the better outlook for exhibition
which
E.

has come with the revival of business in general over the country.
C.

Leeves

of

the

Equipment Co. points
mand is excellent.
Dubinsky

Bros, new

Central
out

Theatre

that

Hollywood

the

de-

Theatre,

Leavenworth, Kas., had its formal opening Saturday. The installation includes
Western Electric Mirrophonic sound.
G. W. Summers has installed Mirrophonic sound, Motiograph K projectors, and
Brenkert lamps in his Royal Theatre,
Unionville, Mo.
Glen W. Dickinson’s Carlton Theatre in
Manhattan, Kas., is installing Mirrophonic
sound, Motiograph K
projectors, and
Brenkert lamps. This house will open
just before Labor Day.
Reube

Finkelstein

has

installed

Motio-

graph K projectors in his Belmont, Kansas City, and new Motiograph mechanism
in the projectors at the Byam, Fairmount.
Sam Blair’s Blair Theatre, Smith
ter, Kas., Mirrophonic sound.

Some

Fun Planned

Cen-

for

Lincoln Theatre Help
Lincoln — Show business has its annual
roller skating fiasco here Wednesday, July
27, at Capitol Beach, when all theatre
employes take a pillow for their sitdown
region and become guests of the amusement park concession for the night. It’s
a clown affair, no holds barred, and only

Omaha
Omaha — Tri-States

Theatre

Sees
Corp.

final-

ly decided to show “Blockade” at the
Omaha Theatre after a week of indecision during which protests and counterprotests flowed into district offices here.
The picture was booked for this week
(starting July 21).
Rather than
States stood on

enter the dispute, Trithe sidelines and let the

pro-and-con groups fight the question out
in the newspapers.
Manager Eddie Forester of the Omaha
Theatre ran the following open letter in
paid space in the Omaha World-Herald
and the True Voice, Catholic newspaper
which fought the film:
“The Omaha Theatre has always tried
to avoid showing attractions which, by
any laudable method of appraisal, might
be considered objectionable by sincere
groups or factions in our community.
“After careful consideration we have
reached the conclusion the controversial
picture, ‘Blockade,’ does not violate our
neutral position, and that in fairness to
the prominent organizations and interested
individuals who have called or written us,
we must show the picture.

84

one person in 20 has ever skated since the
first time a year ago when the score was
kept in black and blue marks.

fr Blockade 77
“We regret sincerely that certain groups
who have a partisan interest in the present
Spanish

situation

have

read into the pic-

Bob Livingston, Capitol; Howard Federer, of the T. B. Noble jr. theatres; Bob
Huffman, representing the Cooper Enterprises, and Don Finlayson, for KFABKFOR, are committeemen, and Barney

ture ‘Blockade’ propaganda which was not
intended by the producer. We
have

Oldfield
man.

weighed carefully their expressed opinion, against the opinion of those who have
approved the picture; and it is the dictate
of our better judgment that there is but
one way to remain neutral, and that is to

Columbia Pictures, was selected as committee of one in Omaha to communicate
the invitation to the trade to be on hand.

show

‘Blockade’

and

be the judge.”
Controversy on
Omaha

Council,
tested the film
seemed to be
Moran, editor
said they did

allow

the

our patrons

film

started

when

“wanted it advertised for what it really
is — a propaganda film favoring the Leftconsidering

not

showing the picture, counter-protests
started to pour in from peace organizations and the Omaha YWCA. The Omaha
World-Herald, in an editorial, asked
the picture be shown.

Iz Weiner,

Omaha

is general

branch

chair-

manager

for

to

Knights of Columbus, probeing shown. Opposition
led by Father Patrick J.
of True Voice. Catholics
not want it banned but

ists in the Spanish War.”
While Tri-States was

of Boxoffice,

that

Exhibitor Lauds 20th-Fox
Manager on New Lineup
Minneapolis — Sam Heller, Grand Rapids, Minn., exhibitor, is so impressed with
the 20th-Fox 1938-39 picture lineup that
he was moved to write Joe Podoloff, local
branch

manager,

complimenting

the

lat-

ter on the company’s release schedule for
the first four months of the new season.
“I felt that I must write and compliment you on the grand beginning your
company is making in 1938-39,” said Heller. “Your array of shows should make
every

exhibitor’s

heart jump

BOXOFFICE

with joy.”
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RKO

Closes First-Run
Outlet in Kansas
(Continued

from

page

0

83)

taken the first suburban run of pictures
first-run at non-Fox downtown first-run
houses, but at first-run prices. It has
been able to do really rather well under
the circumstances. The Fox Tower has
been

pretty well supplied with good product from 20th Century-Fox and Universal.

The Newman has been able to maintain a single policy fairly consistently with
the quality of pictures it is getting from
Paramount.
Another method of attracting patronage downtown which was tried for a while
several years ago and then dropped was
Loew’s exclusive policy at the Midland.
The pictures were not shown at other
Kansas City theatres.
General business conditions the past
year have played their important part in
squeezing grosses at first-runs downtown,
but for years the first-runs here have
faced growing difficulty in getting the
share of dollars they must have if they
are to continue to bear the bulk of the
burden of picture costs. One indication
of this is the fact that on average pictures the downtown first-runs are having
to get a larger proportion of their revenue
from matinees.
“Bottle Neck” Situation
Downtown Kansas City physically

is

characterized as a “bottle neck,” which
means it is hard to get into, hard to get
out of. Easy and cheap parking facilities
are insufficient. Outside of film attractions downtown consist largely of night
clubs, drinking and gambling none of them
very conducive to stimulating boxoffice.
Another factor has been the steady
growth in comfort and fine equipment of
neighborhood theatres, which are nearer
patronage, cheaper, and possessed of
plenty of free parking.
The

Tower

has

built a

base

of steady

patronage with its stage shows, but success of the Mainstreet with an occasional
stage

show has been dependent on presenting an A No. 1 — and therefore an ex-

problem

C HE IE

City

pensive— attraction. It hasn’t solved
of week by week attendance.

the

Paying high rentals both for pictures
and real estate, paying heavy overhead,
the first runs face a real task.

P. SHANER, Odessa, Mo., exhibitor,
closed his theatre a week or so ago
till Labor Day and started west for a
vacation . . . Tom Baldwin, office manager of Columbia, is on vacation ... So
is Reba Bredehoft, booker for GB . . .
Charles Crawford, ad sales, 20th-Fox,
spending his at Leavenworth, Kas.
E. W. Brooks, Ritz, Marshfield,
was on Filmrow this week for the
time in some months.

Fredonia,

Kas., was

Kansas City — The Dubinsky Bros, have
invited the film trade to the opening of
their new Hollywood at Leavenworth, Kas.,
July 23. A celebration follows at the
home of Irwin Dubinsky at Leavenworth.

Waterville, Minn. —
W. D. Haswell,
local exhibitor, was injured in an unusual accident. While he was fishing in
the lake here a fish jumped out of the
water and bit him, he says. He has the
injured finger to show for the bite.
BOXOFFICE
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early

week

visitor, as was Mrs. Sam Blair, Belleville, Kas.; R. E. Conrad, Burlingame,
Kas.; Mrs. E. Nolan and her two young
sons, Cassville, Mo.; Max Barewin of
Price Theatre Premiums, St. Louis; Tom
Lauck, Mound City, Kas.; Robert Martin
of the Cozy, Chetopa, Kas.; Mrs. Marion

5vwsww-v
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Sound
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THE

Co.

Stage Equipment

Theatre

new

at Repub-

Several Fox theatre men are spending
their vacations at Evergreen, in the mountains near Denver . . . Included are Mr.
(Continued on page 88)

SOUND

St.
T. L. Greening,
Phone: Victor 9078

Stebbins

Sieve

John McManus, Loew’s Midland manager, left Tuesday night by plane for Los
Angeles to vacation with his family there.
Robert V. Kail, assistant manager, is
pinch hitting.

SUPPLIES

Ernest Amoneno,

is the

Allen Karf, John McManus, W. P. Bernfield, Chief Scanlon. The boys are practicing up so that they can beat him when
he comes back — they hope.

FOR

KANSAS
EQUIPMENT

Ingalsby

DIRECTORY

A HANDY

EXHIBITOR

Fish Bites Haswell

an

TRADE

new "togs.”
Marguerite

Jack Goldhar, district manager of
United Artists, got all the boys playing
checkers when he was here last week:

It is a known fact that H. C. “ Cotton ”
Vogelpohl is a good presser, especially of
“pents.”
Art Pugh,

Oren Gregg of Sedan, Kas., was in this
week buying equipment for his thoroughly
remodeled house there. It will be closed
about a month before reopening in the

filling
in for Josephine
lic-Midwest.

manager. He was “full” of all the new
things GB is doing in America: Television, educational films, etc.

C. D. Peck, Mgr

Premiere

Mo.,
first

Robert W. Selig, GB district manager,
flew in Monday from Omaha to spend
the week with Douglas Desch, GB branch

309 West

Dubinsky

is

Miller, Casino, Boonville, Mo.; G. C. Coffman, Osceola, Mo.; Cle Bratton, Ritz,
Council Grove, Kas.
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— VAlentine 2770
John Wolfberg, Sec.

K. M. T. A.
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John Staple, Pres. R. R. Biechele, Sec.-Treas.
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■^^TLL
SINGER has
gone toand
Chicago
on
a combined
business
pleasure
trip. He will visit his mother, now 86
years old . . . Elvera Roslund of RKO went
to Osceola, Neb., her home town, for her
vacation . . . Edna Cosgrove, Paramount
inspectress, is back from her vacation . . .
Jay Jones, 20th-Fox ad sales, is back
from Minnesota . . . Barrett Kiesling,
M-G-M assistant publicity director, was
in town.
Mildred Bidder celebrated her first wedding anniversary this week . . . Earle Perkins recently celebrated his 21st wedding
anniversary . . . Birthday greetings to Mary
Francis, Elmer Huhnke and Jake Rachman, radio station KOIL’s movie columnist . . . T. Hilton Fonda jr„ 20 th-Fox
shipper, took a Great Lakes cruise.
Jack Riggs, Central City, Neb., was a
visitor on Filmrow . . . Also Charles Fraser, Havelock, Neb.; Mr. Neeley, Griswold, la.; A. R. Miller, Audubon, la.; Mr.
and Mrs. John Noffsinger, Madison, Neb.;
A. Burrus, Crete, Neb.; Mr. and Mrs. R.
P. McGill, Utica, Neb., who said business
is good and things look great for increased grosses this fall.
Vacation time caught up with Ruth Kruger and Ruth Cogley; Fritz Bierman,
RKO; Ed Creighton and Cliff Norene,
Paramount; Esther McCracken, Universal .. . Glenn and Merle Fratt went to

DONweekending
SHEARON,here,Fairbury
News reporter,
said Ray Holtz is just
stalling the girl ... By the film peddling
grapevine, reports are that things are
much better, now that Bill Youngclaus
and Harry Schiller have that Grand Island agreement . . . Orville Rennie postcarded from Sioux City that he couldn’t
come in for the Hagenbeck-Wallace circus. He’s vacationing there.
Charlie Lieb offered to take Rosella Culp
to Omaha the other Saturday, and did
by way of Syracuse, where he left her
sitting for an hour and a half in the hot
village sun, while he sold a spool of film
. . . Harry Shumow says John Considine
assured him Nebraska was cinched for
location when Metro starts filming “Sea
of Grass’’ with Spencer Tracy and Myrna
Loy. This time it’ll be around the Valentine area.
Barrett Kiesling, M-G-M
publicity
chieftain, in town for a press dinner and
a radio interview conducted by Barney
Oldfield, Sunday Journal and Star movie
editor and KFOR broadcaster . . . Nobody’s seen Wally Johnson for months,

THEATRE
In

small

town.

WANTED
Iowa

or

Nebraska

pre-

ferred. Give all particulars, location, competition, equipment, price, terms, etc. in
first letter. Write Clair Wolfe, Weeping
Water, Neb.
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the Black Hills in South Dakota . . . Dora
McLaren got back from the lakes.
Mr. and Mrs. Walt Green are back from
Chicago where the Chief Barker of Omaha
Variety Club attended an annual reunion
of the Second Division, Marines . . . Bob
Pennington, Villisca, la., was on the Row
and now gets around without a cane . . .
To recover from the “Blockade” affair and
the turbulent visit of the “Boys Town”
company, Ted Emerson took his family
and his shattered nerves to the Black
Hills for a rest.
Roy Botf, the Hooper, Neb., mayor, was
spotted on Davenport St. .. . Also Mrs.
Jennie Wickman and her tall son, Fred,
from Tekamah, Neb.; Allen Banks, Remsen, la.; A. H. Lehman, Avoca, la.; Bob
Oliver, Onawa, la.; H. H. Thomas, Kingsley, la.; Mort Troxell, Wilber, Neb.; Earl
Kerr, from across the river.
Joe Scott was expecting visits from
Roger Ferri, editor of the 20th-Fox weekly magazine, and William O’Loghlin,
home office exec . . . Toby Wing and stage
show are booked into the Orpheum, July
29 . . . Raves among exhibitors were
plentiful after a screening of “Dr. Clitterhouse,” but Boxoffice had trouble hearing the words. Ralph Goldberg’s bright
red shirt melted most of the sound! . . .
Regina Molseed will have the mid-year
changes in the Omaha Distribution Directory out next week.

likewise Carl Rose . . . George O. Monroe
says all the self regulation is okay for talk,
but he’s sure the distributors will come
out
last. a good first and the exhibitors a poor
John Cherry went on vacation for two
weeks and is spending the bulk of it in
Ottumwa, la., where he used to be in the
show business — and he hopes the girls
have missed him . . . Little Jack Little
can’t wait for that Yonkers, N . Y., vacation of two months, he hopes to take . . .
Letter from Muzzy Marcellino, Ted Fio

Ernotte Hiller Top
Man in Tournament
Minneapolis — Scoring

a low gross of 77

Ernotte Hiller, young northern Minnesota
independent exhibitor, carried off medalist
honors at the Twin City Variety Club’s
annual Oak Ridge golf tournament. With
101 active participants and numerous
other guests, it was by far the most largely attended tournament in the organization’s history. A record field in the competition made up 12 y2 flights.

Hiller, who just graduated from the
University of Minnesota, was a member
of the university’s champion golf team.
He is a member of a .“golfing family,” his
father, C. L. Hiller, scoring 81 gross and
67 net and a young brother also doing
well. For the first nine holes Hiller
chalked up 37, but it took him 40 to
negotiate the last nine.
Low net score was made by Ed Johnson, Redwood Falls, Minn., theatre manager, whose 28 handicap brought him down
from 93 to 65. Although he had to hobble around on an injured leg, Bonnie Benfield, Morris, Minn., exhibitor finished
with a 92 gross, while “Butchey” Stevens,
Bennie Berger’s manager at Bemidji,
Minn., who has won fame as a golfer,
turned in 85 gross or 79 net.
One of the highest gross scores was that
of L. E. Goldhammer, with a 136 gross,
running Bill Ronning, Minnesota Amusement Co., a close second. Ronning took
152 strokes for the 18 holes. Par of the
difficult course is 72.
In addition to Hiller and Johnson, cups
were awarded to flight and event winners,
including “Butchey” Stevens; Bill Evidon, Columbia office manager; Paul Lundquist, 20th-Fox booker; Harold Ruben,
Don Rullifson jr., and Don Crozier.
A Calcutta sweepstakes, the first ever
held by the club, drew a large crowd to
the clubrooms the night before the tournament and netted the charity fund more
than $400. Don Buckley, Redwood Falls,
Minn., exhibitor, carried off first money,
more than $400, on Ed Johnson, his own
house manager.

Rito’s featured singer, says he married
Pat Carter in Memphis . . . Reginald B.
Martin, former KFAB-KFOR station manager, now at YSIX, Nashville, Tenn., has
been named manager of the CBS affiliate,
WJNO, West Palm Beach, Fla.

President W. A. Steffes praised Don
Woods, Eddie Ruben, Lowell Smoots, Gilbert Nathanson and Joe Podoloff for their
handling of arrangements and congratulated them on the tournament’s success.
He announced work would start imme-

Jack McCarty came in for a ball game
. . . Bob Livingston handles more introductions to the governor for the film

diately on enlarging the club’s quarters in
the Hotel Nicollet, giving the organization
four times its present space and much
more elaborate rooms. The club is in
splendid financial condition, he said.
Another golf tournament is planned for
next month. No decision has been made
yet, however, as to where it will be held.

business than anyone . . . Harry Shumow’s
latest: A yellow shirt, bathed in boudoir
perfume . . . Happiness note: The subsequent runs have shown a tendency during the past ten days to get better money.

Makes
Hebron,

Brandeis

Over Majestic

Neb. — Arthur

H. Reckord,

vet-

eran Nebraska exhibitor, has taken over
his Majestic here and will start a redecoration and remodeling job immediately.
Quality Theatre Supply Co. of Omaha,
will handle the complete job.

Omaha — Grosses

Grosses
at the

Up

Brandeis

The-

atre are 20 per cent ahead of 1937, according to Manager Will Singer. Singer
attributes the increase in business to
“Snow White” and several other holdovers
in the 1,200-seat first-run house.
BOXOFFICE
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Summers

Modernizes

Royal

at Unionville

Kansas City — G. W. Summers writes to
Boxoffice that he has just installed all

new equipment in his Royal Theatre at
Unionville, Mo. Included in the modernization plan are new Motiograph sound
projectors complete with new lamp houses
and lenses, automatic changeovers. The
new equipment made its debut July 10
and, says Summers, “It was a big success
and everyone was well pleased with our
presentation.”
He says further, “I have been a regular
reader of Boxoffice for a long time and
could not do without it.” (Editor’s Note —
Thanks for the posy).

Minnesota

Chain Cooling

Two More in Minneapolis
Minneapolis

—

All six local Minnesota

Amusement Co. downtown houses will be
air-conditioned and cooled by next week
when the plant being constructed for the
Grand and Aster is put into operation.
The Aster, 900-seat first-run double
feature theatre, has been the company’s
only spot without a cooling system. The
house is located adjacent to the Grand
which now is being remodeled preparatory to reopening next fall.

Birth Helps Film
Crystal,

N. D. — While

Ernie

Kronigner,

former Universal booker at Sioux Falls, S.
D., was showing “A Star Is Born” at his
theatre here he became the father of a
baby boy — his first child. The coincidence
resulted in plenty of publicity for the picture which did a big business.

Austin Eagle Sold
Austin,

Minn.— The

Eagle

Theatre

here

has been purchased by C. E. Zimmerman,
Castleton, N. D„ and H. L. Stolzman of
this city. The former owner was J. J.
Proulx.

Again
Kansas

Heads

City — The

Film Charities
Charities

Campaign

Advertising Pays?
—

Exhibitors

around

here

still

are chuckling over a prank played recently on W. F. “Bill” Haycock, former
operator of the Star Theatre, Callaway,
Neb., and now active in political circles.
Bill is democratic candidate for state
railway commissioner and his auto, in true
showman’s fashion, is covered with his
name and advertising. Some pals painted
his opponent’s name over Bill’s so that
for hours, Bill was driving around advertising one of his principal rivals!
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L. J. Ludwig, Minnesota Amusement Co.
assistant general manager, fust having
learned that the validity of the North Dakota theatre divorcement law had been
upheld, was looking for W. A. Steffes,
president of Northwest Allied, he said, to
collect $3,000,000. Steffes, it appears,
testified during the trial he would have
no, trouble raising that amount to buy
Minnesota Amusement’s North Dakota
theatre holdings, if necessary . . . Another
conspicuous figure at the tournament was
Fred Cubberly, long a Minneapolis film
man and now retired and residing in Los
Angeles. He and the wife pay the city an
annual visit. While at the tournament he
made a $50 gift to the club to purchase an
article of furniture for the new clubrooms
. . . One of the veterans of veterans on
hand was Theodore Hays of the Minnesota
Amusement Co.
W. H. Workman, Don Woods and Bill
Shartin did a swell job as auctioneers for
the Variety club’s Calcutta sweepstakes.
The purchase totalled more than $1,000.
It was the club’s first Calcutta and everybody was tickled at the results . . . John
J. Friedl, Minnesota Amusement Co. general manager, back from an eastern business and pleasure trip . . . Eddie Stoller,
United Artists’ office manager, invested
in a new Buick sedan before he set forth
on his northern Minnesota vacation . . .
“Nickey” Goldhammer of RKO is happy
over the manner in which “Having Wonderful Time” clicked at the Orpheum here,
giving that house its best week in some
time . . . Frank Mantzke, Universal branch
manager, visited South Dakota accounts.
Max

this fall again will have Arthur Cole of
Paramount as chairman of the motion
picture committee.

Omaha

pRED BIRNBACH, former head of the
musicians’ union here and now national secretary of the Federation of
American Musicians, with headquarters at
Newark, N. J., renewed his many old theatrical acquaintances at the Twin City
Variety club golf tournament . . . Harry
Sherman, now selling theatre accessories,
also was on hand from New York and
told of being present at the opening of the
4,200-seat Minnesota Theatre here and
of playing baseball in the lobby on the
recent night when the big showhouse
closed its doors, probably permanently.

Roth, Republic district manager,

a

visitor . . . George Weeks, Monogram’s
general sales’ manager, dropped in on
Charlie Weiner for a few days . . . Margaret Thome, RKO assistant cashier, vacationing at Minnesota lake resorts . . .
Morrie Abrams, M-G-M exploiteer, back
after escorting Barrett Kiesling of the
Hollywood studio publicity staff around
the Twin Cities and to Duluth, Fargo, N.
D., and Sioux Falls, S. D. He says Kiesling
was received with open arms everywhere,
made a number of radio talks and landed
considerable newspaper publicity. He also
says he never has seen such good-looking
crops before.
Hannah Pederson, that very nice
M-G-M information girl, survived her first
airplane ride in grand style and hopes to
travel more by air. She returned by plane
from Chicago where she says she spent an
enjoyable

vacation

.

.

. “Hy

Chapman,

Columbia branch manager, spent a week
in northern Minnesota contacting accounts. . . Ben Blotcky, Paramount district manager, is back from his Atlantic
City vacation and on the job again . . .
Ben Lass of the National Screen Des
Moines office a visitor here en route to
a northern Minnesota vacation, accompanied by his charming wife . . . The
Crane brothers, Cambridge and Lake City,
Minn., exhibitors, fishing from canoes on
the Gunflint . . . Gene La Verne, dance
instructor to Hollywood’s stars, booked
into Worthington and Montevido, Minn.,
houses after a successful tour of Iowa and
Nebraska small-town theatres.
A. Selby Carr, Paramount advertising
manager, was one of the few from the
Filmrow bunch to see Howard Hughes
land at the Minneapolis airport on the
around-the -world trip. He ivaited from
4:15 to 7:15 a. m. and says it was worth
it. Earl Sly, slide man, played a hunch and
was at the airport just in time to get
swell action shots for Universal News. He
used the dark room in the navy quarters
at the port and had his films on the next
plane to New York where they were shown
that afternoon. Harry Dickerman, local
independent neighborhood exhibitor, a
movie cameraman in his own right, kept
watch at the flying field until 5 a. m. and
then, believing the round-the-world fliers
would not land there, packed up and returned home, only to sizzle when he heard
otherwise over the radio.
The widely publicized reception for the
Swedish royal party at the Fair Grounds
played havoc with Twin City theatre attendance Sunday . . . Welworth Theatres
(the Eddie Ruben circuit) will celebrate
“Eddie Ruben Week” July 30 to August
6 with special showmanship campaigns
. . . Johnny Diedenhofen, Ted Bolnick’s
house manager at the Hollywood Theatre, La Crosse, Wis., came through an
appendectomy nicely . . . Phil Dunas, Columbia district manager, a visitor . . .
Last week’s intense heat made northern
Minnesota a popular spot for film branch
managers
and salesmen
. . . at
After
“Kelly”
Evidon finishes
his fishing
Waterville,
Minn., he’ll go to Chicago for a convention
and then stop over at Omaha and Des
Moines before returning to the job.
Dorothy Roy, Paramount booker’s secretary, has resigned to become a bride. Her
wedding is scheduled for late August or
early September . . . Out-of-town exhibitors visiting Filmrow included B. R. Parsons, Sauk Center, Minn.; Ted Bolnick,
La Crosse, Wis.; Sam Heller, Grand Rapids, Minn.; B. G. Parsons, Springfield,
Minn.; W. J. Carter, Plainview, Minn.;
Don Buckley, Redwood Falls, Minn., and
George Westernian, Milaca, Minn. . . .
Lieut. G. H. Smith, U. S. A., called on
National Screen to buy trailers for the
CCC camp movies which he’ll supervise.
United Artists and National Screen
happy and comfortable in their new and
larger quarters . . . Betty Dee, secretary
to Ralph Cramblet, United Artists’ office manager, recovered from her illness
(Continued on next page)
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PUBLICITY
“gag” that made the
papers here was a telegram received
here last week by Inspector of Detectives

Jack Brophy. It read: “Will appreciate
your locating Jeff Davis, king of American hoboes, for me. Understand he is
near your city en route from New York.
Need him to make authentic hoboes out of
me and other actors in 'The Arkansas
Traveler’ at Paramount studio. After the
way my friend Davis has been squawking
about public failing to distinguish between
hoboes, tramps and bums I’m afraid we
might give offense to great fraternities of
the road without his expert advice. Wire
me his address collect if he is in your city.
I’ll be mighty grateful.”
was signed by Bob Burns.
Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Blank

The

telegram

will leave next

Monday for Banff Springs Hotel
and expect to be there a month.

at Banff

Tri-States had a swell mess of muskies
at the Savery Hotel by courtesy of A. G.
Stolte’s fishing

Because Fay Bainter was leading lady
at the old Princess stock company here
for many years, the Des Moines Theatre
used a “guest book” in the foyer for old
friends of Miss Bainter to sign during the
run

of “White

Joy

Hodges

Banners.”
and

fiance, Robert

Kansas
was

Over Its Set Quota

City started

E. C. Rhoden, the Kansas City division went 321 per cent over quota.

Lon Cox’s Kansas City suburban district
led all other districts for the 12 weeks.
Stanley

Chambers’ first run district, comprising the Uptown and Tower in Kansas

Ellinwood,

Thompson

H. P. Wolfberg, district manager of
Metro, is in Colorado on vacation . . .
Hazel Buell of Universal is motoring in

Winn

Is Appointed
Theatre

Kansas

City — The

Omaha — Up the ladder in big jumps is
the record of James H. Thompson, who
has recently been named manager of the
Winn Theatre, suburban owned by Ralph
D. Goldberg.
Starting

as usher

Commonwealth

Shutters

cir-

One

Comstock, Neb. — Fred Rodocker has
closed the 250-seat Comstock Theatre indefinitely.

88

and

later doorman

at

Goldberg’s downtown
Town
Theatre,
Thompson has moved up to the manager’s
spot at the Winn within a year.

New
tion. England

with

apart, in April

Kas., was

relatives on her

a

vaca-

Vaughn Mann, formerly manager of the
Brookside, is back on Filmrow, very proud
of a five-week-old

daughter.

The temperature and vacations for
John, Mac, and the other boys at Variety
Club has led directors to close it at 7 : 00
in the evening except Monday, until
September.
R. R. Winship, Phillipsburg , Kas.; Frank
Anderson, Kirksville, Mo.; Virgil Green,

Mrs . Irene Goldberg
Kansas City — Mrs. Irene Goldberg, 47,
died July 13, at the Menorah Hospital.
She was the mother of Stanley and Herb
Goldberg. Also surviving is Miss Reeva
Goldberg. Stanley is branch manager for
Metro Premium Co. and Herb is managing
a Fox theatre in California.

MINNEAPOLIS
back

on

from

preceding

page)

the

job . . . Ask

Morrie

to show you the copy of the souvenir booklet published by the M-G-M
Milwaukee office to commemorate the

opening of its new exchange building. It’s
a work of art — a beauty. Sam Shurman,
Milwaukee branch manager, is extolled by
fellow employes and exhibitors in this
territory . . . Incidentally, Morrie, like
Shurman, is a M-G-M
veteran, being in
his 18th year with the company . . . The
mother of A1 Lutz, maintenance engineer,
passed away.
Mr. and Mrs. L. Churchill visiting the
Harold Kaplans. Churchill is a United

cuit will operate the Wareham at Manhattan, Kas., effective August 1. Harry
Wareham remains as manager.

Rodocker

Manager

Abrams

to Commonwealth

Ray Cresswell, son of Norris B. Cresswell, who is fighting for the Loyalist forces
in Spain, was at Valencia according to
last report. The Cresswells received two
letters recently on the same day although

Warren Weber,
midweek visitor.

and

his retirement a year ago as a partnerexecutive in the entensive Griffith circuit
in the South and West, Tom Blair sr. is
survived by his widow, a daughter, and
four other sons.
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City, was second. Harry McClure’s district was third. The districts of Edd Haas,
Fred Souttar and H. E. Jameyson finished
in that order.

(Continued

Blair Dies

page

a month

Tri-States gave a birthday party for
A. G. Stolte, with ice cream and cake and
all the trimmings.

Belleville, Kas. — The father of Sam
Blair, Kansas circuit operator, died a
fortnight ago at Alma, Ark., after a long
illness. Prominent in the industry before

from

and Mrs. Tom Steele and son; Tom is city
manager at Hutchinson, Kas. . . . Mr. and
Mrs. Harry McClure and son Harry jr„
her sister. Harry is manager of Kansas
City district No. 2 ... Al McClure, city
manager at Wichita, Kas. . . . Mr. and Mrs.
Chester Hylton, booker, district No. 5,
Kansas City; and Mrs. Max Vaji Buren,
wife of the city manager at Hayes, Kas.,
mid her sister.

they were written
and in May.

Wilcox,

hoped to visit Joy’s parents here together this week, but Bob arrived without
Joy who had found it necessary to go to
Rochester, Minn, for observation for a
recently developed throat infection. She
plans to meet her parents in Colorado
Springs this weekend and Wilcox goes
directly to Hollywood from here. Wilcox
appeared on a Drake University program
for Mutual here Mo?iday night.

One

off in the lead and

never headed. In the final week, annually set aside by Fox Midwest men to

honor

had

Tom

(Continued

Kansas City — The Fox Midwest division
of National Theatres which won first place
in a hotly contested 12- week spring drive
conducted by the parent organization, went
109 per cent over its quota, the only one
of six National Theatres divisions to exceed its assignment. (See story on page 10) .

prowess.

A recent double -billing at the Uptown
read: “Invisible Menace” — “Women
Are
Like That.”

KAYCEE

Tops Drive;

Artists’ salesman out of Winnipeg
Kaplan is the State Theatre manager

and
. . .

W.

A. Steffes, president of Northwest Allied States and of the Twin City Variety
Club, attended the funeral of Aaron
Saperstein, Chicago Allied leader . . . An
injury to his foot kept Abe Kaplan, prominent Twin City independent exhibitor and
golf enthusiast, out of the Twin
riety Club tournament.

City Va-

LaPlata, Mo.; Glen Newbold, Yates Center, Kas.; H. F. Higgins, Princess, St.
Marys, Kas.; F. L. “Doc” Lowe, Western
Kansas exhibitor; Earl and Jess Binney,
Pattonsburg , Mo.; Leo Porter, Glasco,
Kas.; George Hayob, Marshall, Mo.;
George Sproule, Ft. Scott, Kas.; Carl
Sproule, Hutchinson, Kas., and Louis
Griefe, Windsor, Mo., were among the past
week’s Filmrow visitors.
O. K. Mason of Commonwealth Amusement Corp. and Mrs. Mason are in Alaska
on vacation. Mason will be back in the
office about August 2.
Edward Auger, assistant general manager of RCA Photophone, was here last
Friday. He left for Montreal by plane.
Lester F. Martin, former secretary of
Allied Theatres of Iowa and Nebraska,
and formerly associated with Bank Night,
now with Consolidated Book Co., Chicago,
visited R. W. McEwan Saturday . . . Mrs.
R. W. McEwan returned from an extended
urday.
visit with friends in Des Moines, la., Sat-

When
they removed Royal Cowger’s
appendix at St. Mary's Hospital, Jefferson City, Mo., last week, they found, so
he says, a film gate and

Close

an exciter lamp.

in Gresham

Gresham, Neb. — H. K. Diers has closed
the 200-seat Diers Theatre until fall.
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Outside Attractions
Hit in Mansfield
Mansfield, Ohio — Theatre
here are indignant over the
city officials
tent

show

here

the

in permitting

and
same

a

carnival

week.

operators
action of

a

dramatic
to

They

appear
contend

business is bad without allowing
sition from outside attractions.

oppo-

Whittinghill Heads
Council in Detroit
Detroit — The

Greater

Detroit

Motion

Picture Council has elected new officers as
follows: Richard W. Reading (mayor of
Detroit), honorary president; Walter W.
Whittinghill, president; Mrs. Charles H.
Marden, vice-president; Mrs. A. R. Carr,
recording secretary; Mrs. Angus McDonald, corresponding secretary; Mrs. John
O. Phillips, treasurer; Mrs. William O.
Merrill, Dr. Herbert Rhodes, Dr. Frederick Poole, and Rev. Father Joseph A.
Luther, S. J„ advisory directors; Mrs.
William Fitzgerald, parliamentarian.
Standing committee chairmen, newly
appointed, are: Mrs. Wayne Mohr, educational; Mrs. Max Williams, finance; Mrs.
Robert Simpson, house; Mrs. John Anhut,
legislative; Mrs. Arthur Kerwin, membership; Mrs. S. S. Sutherland, previews;
Mrs. John Siefert, program; Mrs. Elmer
Lumley, publicity; Mr. M. E. Shattuck,
public relations; Miss Georgia Skinner, revisions, and Miss Elizabeth Owen, zoning.
The new president, director of visual
and radio education in Detroit public
schools, in a statement to Boxoffice, said:
“We do not limit our activities to motion pictures alone. Officially, we do discuss theatrical, educational and commercial films. We are concerned with cooperation with the motion picture industry in making available pictures which we
believe to be suitable for audiences within
our area. In no case are we sending out
a lot of negative ballyhoo with the anticipated hope that the echoes will bring
positive results.
“Incidentally, we do not show theatrical
films in the public schools. We are of
the opinion that theatrical films should be
shown in the theatre.”

Ross Roy Firm Prominent
In Slide Film Production
Detroit — Ross

Roy

Service,

Inc., De-

troit organization which is engaged in
specialized advertising services, is ranked
as among the two largest producers of
sound slide films at the present time. The
company is producing primarily for automotive accounts.
According to data recently released,
from various producing companies, the
Detroit and Michigan auto factories account for the largest volume of commercial
film work for any one industry, if not for
an absolute majority of all commercial
footage. •
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Cleveland Variety's Golf Tourney
Establishes Three New Records

ME

Cleveland — The

third

annual

Variety

Club golf tournament, held last week at
the Beechmont Country Club, chalked up
a new triple record. The total attendance
was the greatest in the history of the
club; more golfers teed off than at any
other tournament and there were twice as
many prizes awarded as in any previous
year.
Jack Shulman, chairman of the tournament committee reports that 102 men entered the tournament. Dinner was served
to 284 Variety members and their guests,
and 102 prizes were distributed.
All of which condenses into the statement that this was the most successful
tournament the Variety Club has ever
staged. Of course, the weather man played
right along by supplying the right temperature. Last year the boys had to wear
rubber boots to get around the course.
And here is the lucky list:
Lowest Net Score and Runner Up — Warren
B.
Irons, electric clock; Harry
Goldstein, y2 doz.
golf balls.
Lowest Gross Score and Runner Up — Max Greenwald, bottle champagne;
Jerry Friedlander, y2
doz. golf balls.
Lowest Number
of Putts — Joe Zucker, y2 doz.
golf balls; M. B. Horwitz, % doz. golf balls.
Highest Number
of Putts — Frank Gross, Masterlite.
Highest Gross Score — Lou Walters, pipes; Frank
Boyd, 100 razer blades.
Most 4s — Manny
Landers, y2 doz. golf balls;
Frank Drew, 14 doz. golf balls; Joe Trunk, 1/4 doz.
golf balls
Most 5s — 'Herb Ochs, 1 bottle “Grand Dad;’’ A1
Shulman, 1 bottle “Grand Dad.”
Most
Gs — Joe Loeffler, table Masterlite; Milt
Mooney, table Masterlite.
Most 7s — Duke Clark, leather key case, bill fold
and memo
pad; Nat Barach, 100 razor blades;
F. H. Hathaway, 100 razor blades; Ed Bank, table
model Masterlite.
Lowest Total on Par 3s — Jack Jossey, 1 bottle
“Grand Dad;” Buck Stoner, trophy.
Highest Total on Par 3s — I. J. Schmertz, 100
blades; Myer Fine, 100 blades; Bill Kunzman,
1
fog light; Charles Reinholt, 1 bottle champagne.
Best Dressed Golfer — Jack
Shulman,
pair of
golf trousers.
Blind Poker Tournament — Max Lefkowich, raincoat; Max Marmorstein, 3 golf balls.
Nine Selected Holes — Peter Klein, 4
dinners;
George Roberts, 3 golf balls.
Variety Club Door Prizes — Nathan
Rosen, box
cigars, C. DeArango; Mrs. Morris Berkowitz, brief
case, Frankel Bros.; Mrs. Milton Harris, cigaret

No, Dakota

Divorcement

Approval

Stirs in Ohio

Cleveland — Excitement

ran

high

here

among independent theatre owners when
news was received that the United States
circuit court at Fargo, N. D., upheld the
constitutionality of the North Dakota theatre divorcement bill.
A bill to divorce exhibition from distribution and production has been introduced in Ohio.

Red Cross Reel Popular
Detroit — The

new

Red

Cross

reel, “Why

Not Live,” is provoking a lot of interest
among Michigan exhibitors, says Fred
Nugent of Monarch Pictures. The film is
being booked into houses gratis. It is being handled at actual cost by Monarch.

case, Bernstein-Fellinger, Inc.; Tommy
Baird,
shave, haircut, manicure, massage, Film
Bldg.
Barber Shop; Mrs. Robbins, smoking stand, Oliver
Theatre Suppy Co. ; Ben Zwick, smoking
stand,
Oliver Theatre Supply Co.; Bud Silverman, smoking stand, Oliver Theatre Supply Co.; Mrs. Sol
Edgert, smoking
stand, Oliver Theatre
Supply
Co.; Mrs. Peter Klein, 1 bottle “Grand
Dad,”
Vitagraph Pictures, Inc.; Miss Grace Meier, electric clock, National Screen Service Co ; Henry
Glickman,
1
bottle champagne,
20th-Fox; Mrs.
Nat Barach, cocktail shaker, Sterling & Welsh Co.;
Morris Berkowitz, cartoon cigarettes, Moss Pretzel
& Cone Co.; Mrs. M. B. Horwitz, fog light, Johnson & Gross; Joe Zucker, 1 bottle champagne,
Columbia
Pictures; Miss Gandell (niece of Nat
Holt), 1 doz. bath towels, Independent Towel Supply; Miss Daley, order for flowers, M. Diamond,
florist; Mrs. Silverman, bath room
scale, B. B.
Candy Co. ; L
Gardner, hostess pitcher, Amster
Kirtz Co. ; Mrs. Harry Portugal, treasure chest,
State Chemical Mfg
Co.; Aaron Wayne,
electric
clock, Fixit Tire and Electric Co.; John Huebner,
electric clock, Fixit Tire and Electric Co.; Ethel
Bergman,
4 metal bridge chairs, American
Seating Co. ; Sam Stecker, toastmaster, Universal Film
Co.; Louis Gross, bedspread, Liberman
Flag &
Valence Co.; Selma Horwitz, radio, RCA
Corp. ;
Mrs. Sam Gerson, radio. United Artist Corp ; Mrs.
Bert Stearn, lamp, Frankelite Co.; Mrs. Abe
Schwartz, manicure set, N. R. Cornsweet & Sons,
Inc.; Peter Rossen, siphon, Aetna Window
Cleaning Co.; P. L. Tanner, siphon, Aetna Window
Cleaning Co.; Mrs
Manny
Landers, electric clock,
BOXOFFICE;
Miss Olive Shaeffer, painting of
George Washintgon, Continental Lithograph Co.;
Mr. Kemper, pillow, Emerling 7 Kahn; Nat Wolf,
golf bag, Schine Enterprises; Eddie Br.auer, electric razor, National Theatre Supply Co.; Henry
Greenberger, duffle bag, Nat Holt, RKO
Palace
Theatre; John Kalafat, duffle bag, J. J. Maloney,
for M-G-M.
Jim Scoville, Herb
Lou Walters, Eddie

Greenblatt, Matt Goodman,
Johnson, Joe Leavitt, Sam

Greenberger, Nat Holt and Fred Meier, each received 2 bottles champagne
donated by Columbia
Pictures, 20th Century-Fox and Nat Wolf.
Other
prizes donated
included — One
pair of
trousers by Jacobson-Aronoff Co.; box of cigars
by Film Bldg. Cigar Store; leather key, bill,
memo
outfit by
Movie
Sweepstakes;
cocktail
shaker by Sterling &
Welsh
Co.; flashlight, 3
Eveready table model Masterlies by National Carbon Co.; trophy by Deutsch Jewelry Co ; electric
clock by National Screen Service; bottle Haig &
Haig by Exhibitors Poster Service; 2 fog lights by
L. C. Gross and E. S. Johnson; 12 golf balls by
Bank
Night;
leather brief

12 pipes
case by

by Bercu Insurance Co.;
Frankel Bros.; cigarette

box by Bernstein-Fellinger Co.;
ton Hotel; 3 smoking stands

4 dinners by Allerby Oliver Theatre

2 y2 gal. floor wax by A. C. ExtermiSupply natingCo.;
& Chemical Co ; box cigars by C. DeArango;
2 cartons cigarettes by Moss Pretzel & Cone Co.;
golf umbrella by Dick Deutsch Printing Co.; 1
doz. golf balls by Monogram
Pictures; 1 doz. golf
balls by Republic Pictures; 6 bottles “Grand Dad”
Naby Vitagraph, Inc.; 9 golf balls by Grand
tional; a golf ball for every player by Paramount
Pictures; 1 Soda King by W. D. Prodfoot; golf
balls by Berio Vending Co.

Night Ball Games
Draw From Shows
Louisville,

Ky. — Open

air opera

at Iro-

quois Park, soft baseball under flood lights,
and various other amusements are not
proving of any benefit to night attendances
at local theatres.
The night open air opera performances
in a city-owned park, through city planning, has resulted in near capacity crowds
every night since the place opened.
Night softball has taken the city by
storm and large crowds are attending
such games, whether by boy or girl teams.
Even with air-conditioning it is difficult
to get people to attend inside amusements
in July and August.
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Detroit Studies Grosses to
Establish Draw of Pictures
Detroit — Comparative pulling power of
various films was disclosed this week in a
study compiled from the records of grosses
at the Fox Theatre during the 1937-38
season.
Twentieth-Fox product proved most
profitable for the house, naturally, inasmuch as this constituted the major product for which the house signed up. Out
of 29 pictures played, 21 showed a profit
and eight a loss. In the top brackets of
this class were "You Can’t Have Everything,” “Life Begins in College,” “Love and
Hisses,” ‘‘In Old Chicago,” and “The
Baroness and the Butler.” Low spot went
to "The Battle of Broadway,” with Victor
McLaglen reported to be the cause.
Shirley Temple pictures were off 40 per
cent from previous grosses for this store.
Indications are that youngsters and
adolescents are still interested, but night
business on these films has been a flop
this year.
However,

straight

programmers,

like

Jane Withers films, and "Mr. Moto Takes
a Chance,” if supported by a good stage
show, showed up well in the finals.
Of other producers, the Fox
shows: Universal had five in the
with

two showing a
anna Durbins. Of

report
house,

profit — the two Deeight Columbia re-

leases, four showed a profit, with “Lost
Horizon” way up near the top. One Grand
National and one GB film, "Dr. Syn,” were
played, both showing to a loss. The two
Republic films played to an even break.
Pictures

grossing

best

on

their

own

pulling power were: “In Old Chicago,”
“You Can’t Have Everything,” “Wife, Doctor, and Nurse,” “Thin Ice,” "Ali Baba
Goes to Town.”
Jane Withers in “Checkers” proved a
surprise draw. This film would normally
have gone to the Adams Theatre, but went
to the Fox because of product shortage.
Jane Withers, appearing here in person,
proved the one big film name to do a
good boxoffice during the season. Most
disappointing, with Ben Blue’s engagement a distinct setback to the house,
and a reason for the very slim number of
personal appearances booked the balance
of the season.

were

Radio
than

names

screen

proved

much

stars. George

better draws

Jessel and

Bud-

Build Up Poor Nights with

He'd Give Warner
Consideration
Detroit — H. M.

Richey

of Cooperative

Theatres of Michigan, this week seconded the motion of Abram Myers of
Allied.

Commenting

on

ner's recent statement
told BOXOFFICE:
"I'm

definitely

on

Harry

War-

hoarding,

convinced

that

he

War-

ner should get that award for the dumbest statement of the year. I know if
I were
he

sitting as

would

get

a

member

my

tion over anyone

serious

of the jury
considera-

dy Rogers did a high average house business, Jessel drawing better as a radio star
than when he appeared here before as a
screen name.

FIIJW
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EXCHANGE

B1DG.

INC.

CLEVELAND,

O.

recently . . . Al Herzenberg , M-G-M booker
proinoted to the foreign department with
headquarters in Johannesburg, South
Africa, interviewed the British consul in
New York last week, preparatory to sailing the end of the month.
J. J. Maloney, M-G-M district manager,
routed his tour of exchanges to be in

couple of weeks . . . Jack Walsh, M-G-M
exploiteer now in Albany, stopped off to
visit the local gang in general, and with
Charlie Deardourff in particular.
Caldwell Brown, the all but one and only
exhibitor of Zanesville, paid the local

Bands proved the standby of the stage
shows during the season, but with many
lower priced bands, like Chick Webb and
Bunny Berigan, doubling or trebling the
gross of high priced outfits like Hal Kemp

exchanges a visit last week.
blum of East Liverpool was
along Filmrow.

and Guy

Lombardo, who proved
appointments at the boxoffice.

major

dis-

The year’s high gross went to the week
of December 31, with Ted Lewis on the
stage and “Love and Hisses” on the screen.
Record low was the week of January 28,
playing

Hal

Kemp,

and

“International

Settlement.”
Need of a well-balanced show to draw
the crowds into this 6,000-seater was emphasized by Manager David M. Idzal, who
said, “our experience has shown that it is
definitely necessary to spend money for
two things — a big stage show and a big
picture, to get big grosses for us. One
alone will not pull sufficiently, but each
needs

support.”

Delit House

Undergoes

Complete
Munising,

Mich.

—

Renovation
The

Delft

Theatre

here, owned and operated by Delft Theatre, Inc., has been completely remodeled
and redecorated. The auditorium has
been repainted, indirect lighting has been
installed, the front has been remodeled,
and a new projection machine has been
added.

Plan Kentucky

SWEEPSTAKES,

We lamp a spurt in automobile business.
Must have been caused by the new car
Jack Lawrence, now with RKO, purchased

Rubinoff proved the best single grosser,
with one of the few stage show holdovers.

remodeling job was under the supervision of Ernest Wagner, B&K head
designer. Miss E. C. McNulty is resident
manager of the theatre.

MOVIE

j^RT GOLDSMITH,
RKO city salesman,
is vacationing for two weeks with his
mother in Albany and other members of
his family in New York . . . Jimmy Schreck
will manage the Clark Theatre when it
reopens in about two weeks, all dressed
up in a new coat of paint.

Cleveland for the Variety Club golf tournament . . . Bill Sheehan, M-G-M booker, is
camping somewhere in New York for a

else."

The

Ask Us About It

C HUE VEIL AMD

Theatre

Detroit — Bennett & Straight, Detroit
architects, are outlining plans for a new
theatre to be constructed in a Kentucky
city not disclosed. The house will seat
600 and be known as the Pastime.

Sam Reichalso spotted

Vacation notes: Howard Roth, Paramount booker, is spending his time off between home and Cedar Point . . . Irwin
Balber, United Artist poster clerk, is visiting his folks in Akron . . . John Sabot,
RKO booker, is vacationing in Maine in
anticipation of participating in a share of
the prizes from the Ned Depinet sales drive
. . . And Art Ehrlich, also of RKO, spent
his anticipated profits having the ruffles
ironed out of his fenders . . . Hazel Hoffman, RKO switchboard operator, is relaxing at a cottage on the lake front.
John

Downing, RKO home office representative, was a local visitor . . . Miss Nazera Zegiob has added the Vermillion Theatre, formerly the Liber, to her theatre
holdings. The house, closed for several
months, opened early in July.
Zoltan Gombos, operating the City Theatre, is going after business with reissues
in a big way. He has booked “King Kong”
for two weeks, “Little Women” for two
weeks, and is advertising both with 500
window cards and 100 three-sheets.
Sam

Greenberger

has concluded

his an-

nual revival weeks, playing 14 of the year’s
outstanding attractions in the seven days
. . . Local newspaper critics went the limit
in praise of GB’s “To the Victor,” an
earthy picture of dogs and men and sheep
ringing true from start to end. It played
the Alhambra Theatre.
More vacation notes: Miss Helen Katzel
of the Columbia office force is relaxing
somewhere in Canada . . . George Shenker
is concentrating on his new Lorain Theatre, Lorain, these days, having closed the
Pearl and Grove for the summer.
Bob Bial of Art Guild Studios, Film
Bldg., has closed a contract with Harry
(Continued on page 94)
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England

Bros. Introduce

Buck-Nite

in Pittsburgh

Pittsburgh —
Buck-Nite, attendance
stimulator which has been used extensively in other parts of the country for
several years, was introduced in this territory last week, and with unusual success, according to Mort and Art England,
distributors.
The

England brothers, owners and distributors of Bank Night for Pennsylvania,

have acquired all rights to Buck-Nite for
the entire state, the negotiations having
been completed recently with the Barnes
Printing Co. of Dallas, Tex., copyright
owners.
First
Park

two accounts here are the
lumbia Theatre, Sharon, Pa., and
Theatre, Meadville, Pa.

Buck-Nite
contests on
unique

differs from the
the market and

Cothe

other cash
through a

system no consideration
quired, the local owners state.

is re-

At Meadville, Buck-Nite replaces Bank
Night, which, with clothing store suit
clubs, has been suspended
trict Attorney H. A. Mook.

New

Name,

New

there

by Dis-

Dress

For Michigan

Theatre

A Sounder Footing
For Detroit Trade
Detroit

— . For

the

second

successive

weekend, theatre “takes” here registered
a slight increase. Although warm weather
Saturday kept the public pretty much on
the outside and away from theatres,
heavy, intermittent rains Sunday kept
many would-be picknickers away from the
parks and open sections. The theatres, of
course, were chosen by many to round
out the day.
“Standup” crowds were reported on
Sunday in only isolated instances, but the
trade generally reported a quickening in
attendance.
On Monday, business hit a backslide
when warm, sultry weather reappeared
with the end of the welcomed .rains.
There is little talk here lately of theatre darkenings. Operators, apparently
convinced the worst is behind them, seem
intent on keeping their houses open the
balance of the summer. They are hoping
for a real business revival beginning in
August, when top-notch product will
again flow from the various film companies.— H. F. R.

Grand Rapids, Mich. — The newly-named
Center Theatre here, long known as the
Isis, is being completely remodeled. Customers will find a new marquee, additional
seats, and a modern lobby and foyer when
the theatre is re-opened.
Walter J. Norris, local manager for the
Butterfield interests, operating this and
several other houses here, announces that
the contract for entirely re-seating the
theatre has been awarded to the American Seating Co. of this city. The same
firm will install new seating in the Majestic, which is also undergoing extensive
modernization.

D. M. Idzal Minimizes
Talk of "Differences"
Detroit — Need for special machinery to
adjust exhibitor - distributor differences
was minimized this week by David M.
Idzal, managing director of the Fox Theatre.
“There is no exhibitor with a legitimate
claim that he has ever failed to have adjusted. There is no real exhibitor-distributor problem.
Detroit, the labor crafts, distributors, and others have always treated us
fairly, when they were approached intelligently. For instance, we have received adjustments of both film rentals and wage

Huge Bicycle Buy Made
By Lake Shore Sales Co.
Cleveland — The Lake Shore Sales Co. of
Cleveland, operated by F. Arthur Simon
and M. M. Jacobs, announces it has purchased the entire factory output of Hollywood Ingo-Bikes, manufactured by Ingersoll Steel & Disc Co. of Chicago.
The

Ingo-Bike, called the rage of Hollywood, is given away free at theatres without cost to the exhibitor. Lake Shore Sales
Co. arranges merchant tieups, whereby all
cost is carried by the merchant who gives
numbered coupons with each purchase.
Simon and Jacobs will arrange the merchant tieups in every instance. All the
exhibitor has to do is handle the coupons,
run a merchant’s trailer and give away as
many bikes as the deal will carry. IngoBikes are for folks more than ten years
old, including adults.
Local theatres who are giving away
novelty ificlude the Knickerbocker.

Point

Pa. — Jack
Theatre,

Mapel,
reports

lineup:

July 18, Harry Seed, Paul Krumenacker and Bob Lynch were Kings; for

July 25, Kings are Clarence Eiseman and
Dave Brown, United Artists Day; August
1, Ira H. Cohn and C. C. Kellenberg, 20thFox Day; August 8, Art Levy and Joe
Gins, Columbia Day; August 15, dinner
cancelled because of golf tournament;
August 22, Joe Kauffman, Pete Quiter, A1
Lostetter and Francis Guehl. Universal
Day; August 29, James H. Alexander,
George W. Collins and Samuel Fineberg,
Republic Day.

Cleveland First Runs
Find Summer Net Usual
Cleveland— First-run theatre owners report that business is holding close to the
summer normal. "A big boxoffice attraction draws just as much business this
July as it did last
Long, Loew division
one without appeal
did. However, the
where it always is

July,” Col. Harry . E.
manager says, “while
flops just as it always
average is just about
at this season of the

year.” Other first run circuit operators
expressed like opinions.
Subsequent run exhibitors, however, say
that business is off no matter what they
play. The drop varies from 18 per cent to
as much as 40 per cent they state.

Business Pickup
Detroit — Considerable pickup in sales
is reported by Cross Machine Shop for its
carbon

saver. Wallace E. Cross has increased the working staff at the shop here
to meet the increased demand.

that

Dezel Shows

of publication he is receiving recognition from national advertisers, he

:: July 23, 1938

day, or $3.50 for dinner only.
Monday
evening dinners continue
through the summer, with the announced

oper-

he's doing
newspaper,

territory. These include: Willis Kent’s
“The Wages of Sin,” and J. D. Kendis’
“Main Street Girl.”

Variety Club’s golf tournament will be
staged at the Pittsburgh Field Club, August 15. Tickets are being handled by Paul
Krumenacker, the fee being $7.50 for the

this

difficulty.”

Detroit — A1 Dezel has completed contracts for two new roadshows, to be
booked for fall release in the Michigan

BOXOFFICE

Marion,

ator of Barney's

than

New

Pittsburgh — Entertainment committee
of the Variety Club has cancelled family
night parties for the remainder of the
summer, with the announcement that
they will be resumed the Friday evening
following Labor Day.

Mapel's Newspaper
Beats Theatre

“In

scales without

Variety Family Night
Parties End for Summer

with

states,
on

the

better with his weekly
the Point Marion News,

the theatre.

and

the

After nine

newspaper

increase.

He

years

business

devotes

quite

is
a

lot of space to exploiting his theatre
and the attractions which he offers
there.

PERMANENT construction that means
Write for details
THE F&Y
lowest

upkeep

cost

at

a

surprisingly

low

first cost.

BUILDING

SERVICE

328 E. Town

Columbus,

—

O.

D HE If R O M T
J^AOUL CLEAVER, manager of Imperial
Pictures of Michigan, is reported recovering from acute indigestion. He
hopes to be at work by the time this is in
print. Cleaver’s office is being moved from
4420 West Vernon Highway, two doors east.
Lloyd Hammond Studio had a minor
“earthquake” to worry about Monday. The
heavy sidewalk curbing leading up to the
building collapsed, probably due to the
heavy Sunday rains.
Anne O’Donnell, Monarch manager, and
Myrtle Clements, secretary to Jack Goldhar, UA district manager, spent the weekend together in Cleveland.
George W. Weeks, Monogram general
salesman, teas in town the first part of
the week, visiting Branch Manager William Flemion. He came here from Dallas
. . . Don Lancaster, manager of his father’s
Lancaster Theatre, in River Rouge, spent
last week near Steuben, in Michigan’s upper peninsula, with a party of four — and
they all got their full legal limit of fish
daily.
Fred B. Miller, formerly with the Dexter
Theatre, is now assisting John Golden at
the Irving . . . Which reminds us that we
ran into a lot of old-time friends of Golden’s last week, who told us of his pioneer
days as a storekeeper at Lewiston, Mich.
Michael J. Chargot jr., is taking over
responsibility as manager of the Grand
Victory, lately bought by his father from
Wade Allen circuit, succeeding Jake Sullivan. Chargot is being assisted by his
sister.
Lieutenant Claude Broom, co-producer
with Censor Joseph Kollar of the recent
test motion picture of alleged drunken
drivers for the Detroit police department,
has left for Washington, to attend a tenday session of the National Police
Academy.
Nancy Osgood, Detroit motion picture
actress, arid wife of Dick Osgood, who both
writes and broadcasts over WXYZ, is vacationing in the east . . . Frank Striker,
author of “The Lone Ranger,” current
Republic serial, has just returned to his
home here, from a vacation at his "Fiction Farm” near Buffalo.
Wallace E. Cross, of the Cross Machine
Shop, is commuting almost daily between
Detroit and his summer cottage at Algonac — where he has become a great swimmer in the St. Clair River.
G. V. McLauchlin of the Acoustical and
Specialties Contracting Co., reports theatrical installations for the summer season at a very low peak at this time . . .
Edward F. Knop, manager of the Cosmopolitan Film Laboratories, is planning expansion of the business, adding a complete
line of motion picture cameras and other
special equipment, devoting the summer to
expanding the operations of the company.
Regular season for this company, which
(Continued on page 94)
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Skirball Denies Report
"Birth" Met
Cleveland — From

W.

CINCINNATI

Opposition
N. Skirball,

TIMMY

head

of Special Pictures, owners of “The Birth
of a Baby,” comes denial of reports printed in the July 9 issue of Boxoffice that
there is opposition to the picture in Massilon and New Philadelphia.
“Facts in the case are,” Skirball stated,
“that ‘The Birth of a Baby’ played an extended run engagement at the Opera
House, New Philadelphia the week of July
2, to the best business the house has had
in months, without any criticism whatsoever from any public groups.
“As to the statement that we will play
the picture in Massilon and not in Canton, thereby drawing Canton business to
Massilon, why, that is ridiculous. We are
right now negotiating with several Canton
exhibitors for a run, and we have purposely held it out of Massilon, where it
will play a Skirball house, until the Canton engagement is set.”
Skirball also said that “The Birth of a
Baby” has been given extended time in
every engagement it has played in this
territory.

BRUNETTI

Mrs. Gilbert Shepherd,

tor a

New

House in Hurley , Mich.
Hurley,

Mich.

—

Unconfirmed

rumors

that a theatre will be erected here were
forthcoming this week. Original plans by
the Chamber of Commerce called for a
municipal theatre, erected with WPA
funds, on the Schlender property on Silver St. However, the site has been transferred to Frank Milavetz, of Ironwood,
and A. W. Reynolds, who are understood
to be contemplating the construction of a
motion picture theatre.

Finances
Detroit— At

an

meeting

of

the Russell Johnson Theatrical Post of
the American Legion, administration of
financial matters was placed under the
charge of the. new commander, Jack Ferentz. Plans were also made to send representatives to the state Legion convention
next month.

Kranz-Cohen

Engagement

Pittsburgh — Announcement

is made

of

the engagement of Miss Marcia Cohen,
of United Artists, and Larry Kranz of the
Triangle Poster and Printing Co. Wedding date is set as September 3. Marcia
is a sister of Miss Ann Cohen, veteran UA
employe.

Like Industrial Film
Pittsburgh

— Monogram

exchange

of Gil

Ed Burkhardt, 20th-Fox West Virginia
representative, suffered two broken ribs
this week, when he slipped while entering
his car. Ed continued on the territory
after a doctor rendered medical aid.
Paramount’s Adrienne Stoeffer is also
on the sick list. Dorothy Draper has been
added to their booking department.
Tom Powell dropped in from New Carlise. . . Mr. and Mrs. T. T. Clutts accompanied by their manager, Joe Brown,
and Miss Eleanor Jenkins, trained nurse
from Brooklyn, visited with Florence Shoemaker at Universal . . . C. B. Hall, The
Virginia, Parkersburg, also here.
and Helen Roudebusch are vacationing in Smoky Mts. . . . Malleros

Bros, have taken over Walker Baughman’s
Grand at Circleville. The Rockford at
Rockford, Ohio, has been closed; also the
Savoy at W . Alexander.
M-G-M’s “Tom Conners’ Championship
Drive” is well under way, extending from
July 2 to August 25. Their district manhere. ager, J. J. Maloney, spent several days
Lee Goldberg and family left for several days of fishing and golfing at Lake
Wawassee. Goldberg recently broke 75 at
Hillcrest Country Club and is ?iow registered with the ace golfers.
Big Features has purchased “Fight for
Peace,” for Ohio, Kentucky, Tennessee and
Mississippi. M. A. Lightman circuit has

to Ferentz
executive

mother

Shepherd, 20 th-Fox’s ad sales department,
died this week.

Howard

Prospect

is passing the cigars.

It’s an eleven pound son at the Brunetti
domicile. Another blessed event recorded
is a daughter to Mrs. A. Bohman, formerly Helen Cain, for several year a booker
for Columbia.

purchased “The Son of the Sheik,” for
Kentucky and Tennessee. The feature
has also been sold to the Schine circuit.
“The Man Who Came Back,”, novelty one
reel depicting the life of Valentino, is being booked by Big Features.
Joe Goldberg is back in eastern Kentucky territory again . . . Herb Byrd, The
Ohio at Dayton, is vacationing in
Michigan.
Joe Alexander, manager of the RKO
Albee, is honeymooning, following his
marriage to Miss Myrtle Cudy, proprietor
of the Fountain Square Beauty Shop. An
unusual coincidence is that the former
beauty shop proprietor, Miss Ruth Guetle,
married Manny Shore, Joe’s predecessor
at the Albee. Manny resigned to manage
Easy Aces on the air.
Art Miller, Point Pleasant, W. Va., visited the Row . . . James Howe of Carrolton

re-

ports unusual exhibitor interest in “Steel
— Man’s Servant,” an industrial picture
which is now on view at the Fulton Theatre. The picture was produced for the
U. S. Steel Corp. and is a 40-minute subject, photographed in Technicolor.

was here; also Charley Behlen of Nicholasville, Lancaster and Stanford . . . Joe
Golden, Schine’s short subject booker, was
here with Feature Booker Ray Frizz . . .
Metro’s Ethel Shields and Kate Mersch
are vacatioiiing . Marguerite Hill is in
Michigan.
BOXOFFICE
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Mooney's Cooperative
Operation Is Delayed
Cleveland

—

Cooperative

Theatres

of

Ohio, organized by Milton Mooney, failed
to get under operation on July 15 as previously announced. A stockholders meeting was held last week to elect a board of
directors. Following the meeting no announcements were forthcoming either as
to those named on the board or when the
directors will meet to elect officers.
Local major exchanges report that they
have received a letter from Cooperative
Theatres of Ohio listing the theatres which
have joined the organization, but that they
have not yet been approached in regard
to the purchase of new season product.

Monarch

Distributing

Malcolm-Browne
Detroit — Monarch

handle

Films

exchange

here

will

distribution in this area of Malcolm-Browne product, Anne

announced.

O’Donnell has

Product will include one exploitation
special, four specials, eight action series,
and eight western series.

Adds

to Cooling

Detroit — The

refrigerating

capacity

of

the Dexter Theatre, operated by Sam
Brown circuit, was quadrupled this week,
by installation of a new 50-ton unit by
American Refrigerating Co. This makes
the second house of the Sam Brown circuit to get special refrigeration in the
past couple of weeks. Original unit in the
house was 16 tons, making a new total
of 66.

Win Bango
Cleveland

—

After

Prizes

dinner,

the Variety

Club members were offered a surprise
when $100 cash was offered as prizes for
Bango, donated by Sidney Stern of L. W.
S. Sales Corp., distributor of Bango. The
cash was divided into five prizes of $20
each. Winners were Mrs. Richard Miller,
Mr. Van Skaik of the Buckeye division of
the General Electric Lamp Works, Mrs.
Myer Fine and Ray Schmertz.

Enlarge
Vandergrift,

at Vandergrilt
Pa. — Casino

Theatre,

oper-

ated by Indiana County Theatres Co., will
be renovated and enlarged in the future.
New seats and a new marquee will be installed.
Ingram

Equips

Detroit — Richard

Two

Ingram

is installing

new Pictur-Fone equipment in the Dixie
Theatre at Flint and the Mt. Morris at
Mr. Morris.
Offices Move
Pittsburgh — The

Circuit
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Mrs. F. D. Moore, wife of “Dinty” Moore,
the Robertsdale exhibitor, is ill at a
Philadelphia hospital . , . Mr. and Mrs.
George Lefko vacationed in Atlantic City
over the weekend . . . Eugene L. Connelly,
veteran showman of this city, broke into
the press the other day to express his appreciation to city council for the passage
of an ordinance providing summer music
at the parks. He is chairman of the Community Fine Arts committee.
RKO’s “Having Wonderful Time” was
exploited here by Lou Allemann, at one
time manager of the Pitt and later the
Aldine theatres . . . R. B. (Bob) Freeman
has resigned as. salesman for Alvin Seiler,
theatre supply dealer of Pittsburgh and
Greensburg. Before joining Seiler, Freeman was local sales manager for Erpi.
Ed Stuve, Paramount’s grand veteran
sales representative, spends his early evenings looking after his garden . . . Fred
Solomon installed a radio at his American
Poster Supply quarters last week to furnish news of Howard Hughes’ flight and
baseball broadcasts . . . Abe Rothenstein,
West Aliquippa exhibitor, has named his
first-born, Richard Murray Rothenstein
. . . Hilda Lissman, Rose Leibhart, M.
Weir and Bob Munn of Vitagraph will attend a company in New York next weekend . . . Eugene McPherson has opened a
theatrical printing shop at 904 Warrington Ave.
Bob Finkel, son of Bill Finkel, the south
side showman, is a member of the cast of
a summer theatre at Provincetown, Mass.
Young Bob is a student at Carnegie Tech’s
drama school.
T. J. Hickes, the Saxton, Pa., exhibitor,
is vacationing at Ocean City . . . Canadian fishing has attracted Joe Delisi, the
Saltsburg, Pa., showman . . . Harry
Schmitt, Imperial, Pa., exhibitor, Nathan
Rosen of the local Granada, and Mrs.
Rosen, Bert M. Stearn, UA district manager, with his wife, and Clarence Eiseman, local UA manager, were in attendance at the Cleveland horse races last
Saturday.
M. Schmalzbach, 20 th-Fox’s traveling
auditor, has returned to New York to atTakes

Pittsburgh — A young
Man-

agement Corp., has moved from the second floor to the 22nd floor of the Clark
Building.
BOXOFFICE

Paramount exchange is breaking in a
new student in the person of Wayne Fleeger . . . Sidney Pink, former theatre manager of this city, is visiting relatives here.
He is connected with Fox West Coast
Theatres, managing the Marquee Theatre,
Beverley Hills.

Death

Up

Warner

^■HE George
W. Collins
family is spending the summer
at Cochranton,
Pa.,
with the Republic exchange executive reporting his business to the office via mail
and phone . . . Other news from Cochranton is that Mr. and Mrs. F. E. Hasley,
operators of the Bessemer Terrace Theatre, vacationed there last week.

a Winnerwoman

winner

of

a Morgantown Bank Night award with insurance amounting to $4,250 was killed
en route to this city last week to make
purchases.

tend the golden anniversary of his parents on July 26. Joe Ornstein, local 20thFox cashier, accompanied Schmalzbach to
New York, where Ornstein will vacation
for two weeks with his family. Joe’s
brother, Bill, is eastern editor of your
favorite trade paper.

A fire of undetermined origin at the
unoccupied Davis Theatre, Smithfield
street, last Saturday, caused damage in
the amount of $100 . . . Ann Clemens,
cashier at the Princess Theatre, Donora,
Pa., was off duty this week having her
tonsils removed.

Ben Amdur, popular operator of the
Garden Theatre, north side, has installed
new upholstered seats, without removing
the chairs or backs. Also he has installed
new projectors.

Among those vacationing this week are
Ann Mottey and Marcella Schuck, UA;
William Probst and Francis Guehl, Universal; Elizabeth Cunningham, Republic;
Ellen Nicholas and Jack Kohler, Columbia; Cecelia Guehl, GB; Joe Feldman, WB
circuit; Lou Gilbert, Warner Theatre
. . . Duke Prince, manager of the Shea
Corporation’s Orpheum Theatre, McKees
Rocks, Pa., is a happy young papa. He
has raves for newcomer Garry Earl
Prince . . . Attending the Pirate games
was the way Tom Ray of the 20th-Fox
exchange spent his vacation. He is a
former professional baseball player himself and is a cousin of Johnny Rizzo,
Pirate outfield star . . . Nate Landy of
20th-Fox is vacationing in Canada, and
Bob Leiber, manager of the Paramount
Theatre, Braddock, hurried off to Atlantic City, as did the Jimmy (Harirs)
Balmer family.
H. A. Doman, manager of the Harris
Theatre, Jeannette, Pa., got hitched last
week . . . Wage agreements are being discussed at open meetings at the Peoples
Alliance by the Entertainers’ Federation
of America . . . Artcinema, now showing
“All Quiet on the Western Front,” ivill
follow through with two other Universal
reissues, “ Frankenstein ” and “Dracula,”
according to Gabe Rubin.
Included in the local theatre parade are
the following bookings: Alvin, 20th-Fox’s
“Little Miss Broadway,” opening July 28,
will be followed by “Alexander’s Ragtime
Band,” also from Darryl Zanuck’s factory; M-G-M’s “Love Finds Andy Hardy”
is set for Loew’s Penn, following “Dr.
Clitterhouse,” now on view; Frances Langford, radio and screen songbird and recent bride of Jon (Hurricane) Hall, is
appearing on the Stanley stage this week,
and the appearance of Gene Autry, Republic’s “Public Cowboy No. 1,” set for
(Continued on page 96)

Five Bookings

Detroit— “The

Set on "Birth"

Birth

of

a

Baby”

has

been set for five spots in the territory, according to Eddie Murphy, who is handling
fice.
the film through the Grand National of-

CLEVELAND
(Continued

from

page

DETROIT

Detroit Quintet Is

90)

(Continued

Reinhart of Canton to supply all display
boxes for transparent signs at his Mozart, State and McKinley theatres.
Wedding Bells: Hor tense Greenbaum of
the Paramount secretariat and Charles
Greenwald, brother of Paramount salesman, Max Greenwald, were married earlier
this month.
Ed

Fisher, United

Artist exploiteer, was

here for a campaign in behalf of “Blockade” . . . John Newkirk, manager of Loew’s
Granada Theatre, calls it vacation to
spend two weeks in New York looking over
the theatres.
Col. Harry E. Long, Loew division manager, will have to join the army of commuters now that Akron and Canton have
added

to his territory. The

Longs,

by the

way, are entertaining the Colonel’s mother
who came here from her home in Baltimore for a visit.
Leroy Kendis of Exhibitors Poster Service Co. and Ben Fain, manager of the
Sunbeam Theatre, are motoring in Mexico . . . Howard Reif postcards from New
Orleans that, after a visit in Cuba, he is
now on his way to California.
Mrs.

George

Roberts

and

Jane,

wife

and daughter of George Roberts, 20th-Fox
district manager, sailed last Wednesday
on the Queen Mary for a six weeks’ trip
through England, Holland, Switzerland
and France.
Variety Club Golf Tournament Addenda:
Jim Scoville swapped the bottle of giggle
ivater that he won for a bottle of “Grand
Dad ” . . . Bill Kunzman of National Carbon Co. was one of many who were fooled
by the plaster of paris golf balls handed
out to tee-ers off . . . Joe Loeffler of Metro
Premium Co., made his first local appearance since resigning as GB branch manager . . . August Ilg of Lorain, came up
for the doings . . . Also John Huebner of
Marion and Joe Trunk of Youngstown.

Heavy

Turnout

Variety Golt Tournament

The first prize went, as usual, to John
Howard, Paramount branch manager.
Discussion along Filmrow on Tuesday was
to the effect that some method must be
found to graduate Howard to a higher
class or give him a handicap. Second
prize went to F. Schomberger, who was
the guest of Harold (Sandy) Sandelman,
of M-G-M.
Steak

dinner and an evening of entertainment followed. The third and final
tournament of the season is to be held
Monday, August 22, at Franklin Hills Golf
Club. Special prizes are being arranged
to make this affair a big windup for the
season.
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Again Schreiber's

Eve Ross,
at the Fox,

producer
and her

film

of the Dansonettes
assistant, Miss Pat

Detroit — Jacob Schreiber resumed possession of his theatre circuit of five theatres here on Saturday. Schreiber sold
out his circuit in November of last year
to Advance Theatrical Operation Corp.,

Mason, are away on a two weeks’ vacation at Miss Ross’ summer cottage near
Colchester, Ont., while the Dansonettes
themselves are scattered for their own
vacations.

headed by Jack Broder and Howard Harris, with Broder as active head of the circuit. Schreiber went to Florida shortly
after the deal, and returned to the city
recently.

Jack Krass has obtained a building permit for remodeling the front of his Dix
Theatre. Work will be done by Ernest Artt.

He told Boxoffice that it was necessary
for him to resort to legal action through
the Wayne county circuit court to oust
the Broder management from possession,
and that, as an aftermath of the lawsuit
action, the original agreement for sale was
cancelled and the houses returned to him
outright.
In

resuming

possession,

Schreiber

is

planning an important program of remodeling for his houses, which are all located in a mile and a half along Woodward
Ave., making this one of the most important theatre deals in this city in several
years.

Details of rebuilding
closed to date.

Reorganization

of

were

not dis-

personnel

followed

Schreiber’s taking command, with Bernard Samuels who has been officiating as
house manager of the Colonial recently,
becoming general manager of the circuit.
Lloyd Terrell, formerly with the London
interests here, has been made manager of
the Colonial, and will also book films for
the entire circuit. Mrs. Mildred Todd,
Schreiber’s private secretary for years,
who has been with the Broder organization, resumes her old post with Schreiber.
G. Hudson was appointed manager of
the Majestic, replacing Walter Harris.
Eddie Jacobson remains as manager of
the Forest. Howard Harris jr., son of
Broder’s former partner, is manager of
the Garden, succeeding Forrester Mounty.
The fifth house of the circuit, the Blackstone No. 2, is closed at present, but is to
be shortly reopened.

to Second

Detroit — Second Variety Club golf
tournament of the season was held at
Knollwood Country Club with a very
heavy turnout for both the golfing and
the dinner that followed.

from

caters especially to the educational
field, starts in September.

Permit to W&W
Detroit — Wisper & Wetsman circuit has
received a permit from the city council to
construct a marquee sign at their Uptown Theatre on Mack Ave. Sign is to
be of a V-type,

Smith

12x18

feet.

Succeeds

Gill

tribution of “Race Suicide” and “Uncivilized,” replacing John F. Gill who has
to Philadelphia.

Child Skate

With next election of officers for Russell Johnson Theatrical Post of the American Legion not slated until next May, the
boys already are campaigning for next
year’s commander. Campaign headquarters are on the sidewalk in front of the
Hoffman Building.

Heart Attack Is Fatal
To Lieut . Lester Potter
Detroit — Lieut. Lester Potter, Detroit
police censor for a quarter century until
his retirement a little over a year ago,
died suddenly on Tuesday, July 19, from
a heart attack. Potter was one of the
best known figures in every branch of
show business in Detroit for many years,
and won the respect of those who had
long acquaintance with him for his conscientious administration of his difficult
office — so much so that those whom he was
forced to rule against almost inevitably
paid tribute to his just position in their
own cases.
Potter

Tour

Hollywood — Irene Dare, 5-year-old
figure skating professional, who makes
her screen debut in RKO’s “Breaking the
Ice,” starring Bobby Breen, is being set
for a personal appearance tour of "the
country with her own company of 60.

was

born

in Albany,

N.

Y„

62

years ago, being brought to Michigan as
an infant, and was educated in the public
schools and the Michigan State Normal
College at Ypsilanti. He jointed the Detroit police department, July 9, 1906, and
soon thereafter became theatrical censor.
Potter was given a large share of credit
for establishing the right of the authorities to establish a censorship of films in
the early days of the industry, and secure
some order in the chaos then existing.
He also had jurisdiction of legitimate stage
shows,

closed

Pittsburgh —
Ray Smith has arrived
here from Philadelphia to take over dis-

returned

David M. Idzal rates as one of the coolest of Detroit showmen these days — with
his special air-conditioned office backstage
at the Fox.

and was considered a national authority on censorship in this field, engaging in one noted controversy when he
the Earl Carroll show a number of

years

ago.

other

types of amusements,
cluding outdoor shows.

He

was

His control

stricken

extended
as

at his home,

over

all

well, inon Tues-

day, and taken to Redford branch of Receiving Hospital, but was dead upon admittance. Burial was to be held Friday,
at 2 p. m. He is survived
and seven children.

Alter at Grand

by his widow

Haven

Detroit —
Mrs. Margaret Vandenberg
has installed a new neon sign and made
other alterations on the front of the
Crescent Theatre at Grand Haven, Mich.
BOXOFFICE
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Michigan Resorts
Have Good Takes
Detroit — The

first genuinely

optimistic

report in a long time came in this week
from Warren Slee, M-G-M exploiteer,
who just returned from an extensive
tour among the southwestern Michigan
theatres. He called on all the theatres
in some ten or twelve major resort towns,
and reports the managers uniformly optimistic and much better satisfied with
business than they have been for a long
time.
Business in the summer resort sections
of Michigan is seasonal, with this naturally the best time of the year. Actual grosses
appear to be somewhat lower than last
year, but not as much as theatre grosses
are generally. Resort trade in this state
has acquired a theatregoing habit, and it
is one not easily broken by minor recessions, as indicated by the consistent
business done by theatres in these sections
even during the worst of the great depression.
Slee was to leave again on Tuesday for
another tour of the resort area, starting
at Ludington, and going north this time to
the central part of Michigan, just south
of Mackinac.

Detroit — Butterfield

circuit is opening

a new Greater Movie Campaign

How

Wyandotte
Detroit

—

August

Bow
12 was

on August

New

Set
named,

Sound

this

Manufacturing

troit, has completed

Co., De-

the installation of

Photophone sound equipment in Schram’s
Uptown Theatre at Kalamazoo, Mich.,
and in the Gibson at Greenville, Mich.
Sturgess

Completes

Detroit — W.

R.

Installations

Sturgess

reopened

the

Gem Theatre at Saginaw on Thursday,
after the installation of new sound and
projection equipment. Work was done by
National Theatre Supply.
Son

Flight Helps Film
Detroit — Swell

to A1 Dezel

motion

break

for

Columbia’s

“Flight Into Nowhere,” with Jack Holt,
came this week with the Corrigan venture
to Ireland. The Columbia film is getting
booking everywhere around town in the
subsequent runs.

of A1 Dezel

Roadshows, became a father on Tuesday
morning. The new arrival is a seven-pound
boy named Albert jr.

to operate

profits for the first

compares with $1.42 a share for the 39week period of last year. The earnings
are also equivalent to $31.83 per share on
the 103,107 shares of preferred outstanding as the fiscal period closed. As of
June 1 this year, dividends in arrears
totaled $24.0625 per share.
Current assets are listed at $27,927,788
and current liabilities, $18,540,966. Total
amount of outstanding six per cent convertible debentures which mature next year
are $29,987,000. Assets are given as $175,610,673.

tor Two

Detroit — RCA

York — Warner

39 weeks of 1938 show a decline of $2,278,267 as compared with the same period
a year ago. To May 28, 1938, the company
reports a net of $3,282,765. To May 29,
1937, earnings were $5,561,032.
The current level of profit is equivalent
to 80 cents a share on the 3,701,090 shares
of $5 par common outstanding, excluding
100,254 shares held by the company and

week, as opening date for the new Wyandotte Theatre at Wyandotte, Mich., by
Associated Theatres. Progress on the
house has been going along steadily for
several months, and it is certain to be
ready on time. This, incidentally, is expected to be the biggest job of theatre construction in Detroit this season.

Detroit — A1 Dezel, manager

Butterfield Promotion

Warner Net Drops
First 39 Weeks

1, Slee announced Tuesday. In connection
with this new promotion, the circuit is
planning to base its bookings largely on
“The Crowd Roars” and “Love Comes to
Andy Hardy,” which are currently being
released upstate and are expected to prove
good draws for late summer trade.

picture theatres

profitably
Here is a new book full of HOW TO DO IT information, written by a man
who believes that the first objective of theatre management is to make money.
In this book he covers motion picture theatre management from A to Z,
giving the best results of years of experience as a guide in establishing
successful policies, building profitable business, and efficiently operating any
size theatre.

The Management of
Motion Picture Theatres
By FRANK

Get

This Great

Aid

Management ! GET

to Theatre

H. RICKETSON,

Jr.

President, Fox Inter-Mountain Theatres, Inc.

IT TODAY!!
Send check or money

375 pages. 6x9, illustrated, $3.so
order to

ASSOCIATED PUBLICATIONS, 4704 East Ninth Street, Kansas City, Missouri
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Grainger Receives
Pittsburgh Welcome
Pittsburgh — Exhibitors

from

all parts

of the territory turned out Tuesday to do
honor to James R. Grainger, president of
Republic Pictures Corp., who was making
his initial visit here since affiliating himself with this company.
Fifty leading theatre owners, circuit
executives and bookers were in attendance
at a luncheon which celebrated the occasion in the Cardinal Room of the William Penn Hotel. Throughout the day
“Jimmie” Grainger
with exhibitors and

A. LaVine, Republic’s central district sales manager, was present for the
luncheon and informal reception at the
newly remodeled Republic exchange. Also
present was S. P. Gorrel, manager of Republic’s Cleveland exchange, who accompanied Joe Lissauer, general manager of
the Skirball theatre circuit, Cleveland.
Speakers at the Grainger luncheon included James H. Alexander, manager of
Republic Pictures Corp. of Pittsburgh;
Harry M. Kalmine, zone manager of Warner Bros. Circuit Management Corp.; John
H. Harris, general manager of the Harris
Amusement Companies, and James B.
Clark, the veteran showman, who seldom
attends such social functions and who referred to himself as “just a farmer.” The
honor guest responded with the expression
of much thanks to all those who took
valuable time from their business to be
present.

Pittsburgh

Ohio
—

Theatre

William

Thomas

an-

nounced here this week that he has leased
the Liberty Theatre, Lowellville, Otto,
which has been dark for two months.
House is being renovated and will be
opened under his management in about
three weeks. The Lowellville house is
owned by Andy Masters, New Castle, Pa.,
exhibitor. Thomas, who is in the restaurant business at New Castle, has had no
previous experience in exhibition.

Reopen

Strand July 25

Brownsville,

Pa. —

Strand

Theatre,

operated by Moody and Dickinson, is
scheduled to reopen July 25. The house
has been dark for three weeks for redecorating and reseating. Moody and
Dickinson’s Bison Theatre, recently closed
for a month and reopened, is modernized
with new decorations and carpets.

W. Va. Ass'n Meet
Set Aug . 22-23
Pittsburgh

—

Annual

convention

of

the West Virginia Theatre Managers'
Ass'n will be held at the Greenbrier
Hotel, White Sulphur Springs, Monday and Tuesday, August 22 and 23.
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Fire and
Day

Theft Same

Pittsburgh — State

Theatre,

East

Liv-

Jim Alexander, Republic manager, is in
New York on company busmess . . . Wally
Nordby, former exhibitor at Indiana, Pa.,
was a Filmrow visitor this week. Since
withdrawing from the theatre business
three years ago he has managed the In-

erpool, Ohio, was
playing "Having
Wonderful Time'' and Earl Ochsenbein,
manager, was enthusiastic.
At

4

a.

m. Saturday a fire of undetermined origin brought the fire

fighters to the theatre with
age suffered, not enough
the

opening

At

10

of the

house

slight damto prevent

diana County Building & Loan Ass’n. It’s
not as exciting as show business, says
Wally, and he should know, as he was a
very active exhibitor.

for business.

p. m. an armed bandit appeared and got away with more than

$400.
By this
headache.

time

Ochsenbein

New

Hollywood

Has Opening
California,

had

E. B. Morton, NTS manager, will vacation next week in Virginia . . . Others
vacationing include: Julie Apel, NTS;

a

Theatre

Ceremonies

Pa. — New

Hollywood

Alice Cunningham, Grace O’Neil, Helen
Netzel, Betty Spang, Anthony Weyrauch,
Vitagraph; Lucy Kopp, Hanna Braff,
Margaret Casey, Beulah Marena, M-G-M.

Yesterday

The-

atre was opened to the public Monday
evening, with special dedication ceremonies at 6:30 o’clock. Civic leaders participated in the inaugural by extending
congratulations to James Fetter, veteran
exhibitor of this city, and M. Goldman of
Monongahela, owners and operators of
the fine new theatre which is said to have
cost around $160,000.
John J. Maloney, M-G-M district manager, spoke as a representative of the industry. Opening attraction was “Lord
New Hollywood Theatre is one of western Pennsylvania’s most modern theatres
and
it is equipped with all the latest deJeff.”
vices and all materials are of the highest
quality. Construction had been under
way for about two years and tentative
opening dates were set back several times
to insure everything being “just right” for
the inaugural.
With

the grand opening of the Hollywood, Retter has closed his Grand Theatre here.

McKay Chain Managerial
Changes Are Announced
Pittsburgh — L. C. Haughton,

from page 93)

the week of July 29 at the Stanley is attracting unusual attention.

for Exhibitor

renewed friendships
others in the trade.

Harry

Leases

PITTSBURGH
(Continued

partner

of

P. V. McKay in the Kayton Theatres,
Inc., announces the following switches in
managements:
Frank Frye of Grove City, Pa., has
been transferred to Weston, W. Va.; Frank
Gillfillan of Montgomery, W. Va., replaces Frye at Grove City; Stanley Gulnab of Franklin, Pa., goes to Montgomery.
Camden Theatre, Weston, W. Va., recently acquired by Kayton Theatres, Inc.,
closed a week for construction of a new
and extensive redecoration, including installation of new seats, carpets,
drapes, etc., was scheduled to open July
22, according to Haughton. At the time
of purchasing the Camden, the Hollywood
Theatre, Weston, also was acquired from
William L. Pritchard, who has retired
from exhibition.

Turning Back Our Pages
10 Years Ago
^ATHAN FRIEDBERG, exhibitor for 15
years, killed in auto accident . . . Frank
Strayer of Wilkinsburg directing “Moran
of the Marines” with Richard Dix . . .
Johnny Harris vacations in Hollywood . . .
William J. Kupper, Fox manager, selling
his product in great style . . . Frank
Frayne booking “The Great Spencer,” a
magician act . . . Phototone is introduced
here by Mort England . . . Harry Lande
handling the Buck Jones films . . . Jack
Leary, U salesman, joins Tiffany-Stahl
. . . Vitaphone equipment installed at the
Stanley and Guy Wonders, manager, “goes
to town” on “Tenderloin” set as initial
attraction . . . C. M. McCloskey sells his
interest in the Penn-State Amusement
Company, Uniontown, to C. H. Gorley, O.
M. Boughner and Frank E. Mertz . . .
Frank Guckert, veteran projector mechanic, goes into business for himself . . .
Emmaline Fineberg of the Film Board,
transferred to the Albany office . . . James
J. Meyers enters the theatre ventilating
business . . . Howard Hughes, producing
“Hell’s Angels,” gets his name in our
paper for the first time . . . John Gilbert in
“The Cossacks” the hit of the week.

Eastland

Date Set

Pittsburgh — August

3

is the

date

set

the opening of the new Eastland Theatre,
Fairmount, W. Va. The new 675-seat
house is owned by Joseph Morrone, John
Urse and William Reese.

marquee

Wallington

Completes

Hollywood — James

Tour

Wallington

has

re-

turned from a successful personal appearance tour.

Three More
Pittsburgh

Closings
reported

closed

include the Majestic, Johnstown;
Bellefonte; Grand, Latrobe.

— Theatres

State,

Bilson Leaves

Universal

Hollywood — George

R. Bilson

signed his production

Studios.

Bilson

produced

BOXOFFICE

has

re-

post at Universal
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“Freshman
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MAJORS LOSE GROUND IN ANTI-TRUST ACTION
REING WAGED BY MORSE & ROTHENBERG CIRCUIT
Hub

Trade

and Affiliated

Defendants

Groups Plan Outing Aug. IS
Boston — The

combined

Motion

Picture

and Allied Industries here will hold a gala
outing on August 16 at Pieldson in Marshfield, Mass. Over 300 persons are expected to attend. It is planned to go by
bus and spend the day in diversified
sport. Swimming, bowling and games of
all kinds are on the program with many
valuable prizes. An elaborate dinner also
is being planned. The total cost will be
$2 per person.
The committee in charge is composed of
Major P. P. Healey, chairman; James
Burke, co-chairman; William Cuddy,
secretary; Steve Broidy, treasurer, and
Dave Whalen, publicity.
Practically all theatre organizations
have announced their intention of aiding
to make it one of the greatest outings
ever held by theatre interests.
The

organizations

attending

and

their

Television Theatre
Has Evening Show
Boston

—

The

Television

Playhouse,

operated by the Massachusetts Television
Institute, is presenting regular evening
performances from 7 to 10 p. m. except
Sundays. There is a regular admission
charge of 25 cents.
The Playhouse is the first theatre in the
country to be licensed for television shows
and marks the arrival of a new era. A
continuous 45-minute show is put on. At
the present time only live talent is being
used. The Institute has not yet acquired
film equipment.
A hundred persons can enjoy the show
at one time as it is more or less an exhibition of what a home television set can
do. The broadcast is transmitted by a
coaxial cable from one floor of the building to another. It is reproduced by a
machine no longer than a phonograph
and the moving images are reflected in a
mirror set in the lid of the machine.
The sound reproduction is very clear
and the features of the performers are
quite distinct.
Metro

Local 182, Operator’s Union, James Burke
and Thad C. Barrows; Local B9, Theatre
Employes, J. J. O’Brien and Arthur Nolan;
Film Exchange Transfer, Harry Decker;
Independent Exhibitors, Inc., Frank Lydon; Allied Theatres, Joseph Brennan;
Local 11, Stage Hands, Prank Mahar;
Standard Theatre Supply Co., J. Loftus;
National Theatre Supply Co., H. Mackinney; Capitol Theatre Supply Co., Kenneth
Douglas; Theatre Supply, Joe Cifre;
Friars’ Club, Maurice N. Wolf, M. Weiss,
and A. C. Kilpatrick; Cinema Club, H.
Martin, Charles Repec, H. Smith and

Hollywood — The

title of Metro’s

: : July 23, 1938

NE

been

"Relevant Documents,"
Jurist Says
Boston

— Defendants

in the

anti-trust

suit for $2,100,000 being waged by the
Morse & Rothenberg circuit should produce “relevant and material documents
and papers,” according to an opinion handed down by Judge Murray Hulbert of the
U. S. district court for the southern district of New York.
The court finding is in favor of the
plaintiff exhibitors and hinges on a point
that has been contested from the first
by Loew’s, Warner, Paramount, National
Theatres, Irving Trust Co., United Artists, United Artists Theatres Circuit, Universal, Columbia, and Big U Film Exchange, Inc.
George S. Ryan, Boston lawyer who is
handling the A. B. Momand anti-trust
action against the majors as well as other
similar cases, argued in behalf of his previously filed petition for production before
Federal Judge Hulbert on June 23. Decision
was reserved at that time.

A Commissioner Scores
Inadequate Fire Guards

“It is, of course, not intended that the
petitioner should be authorized to launch

Portland,

Me. — In

an

attempt

to edu-

cate the public in the prevention of careless and accidental fires, Insurance Commissioner C. W. Lovejoy, July 11, scored
conditions existing in some theatres and
dance halls throughout the state. Dance
halls, especially, he said, are “without
proper or adequate fire-fighting equipment,” and in many cases are located remote distances from organized fire departments.
“In some instances,” he said, “dance
halls have been found to be without a telephone or other means of communication
in the event of emergency.
“Such conditions should not be allowed
to exist, especially at this time of the year
when

a fishing expedition,” Judge Hulbert noted
in his edict. “The examination should be
kept within proper bounds, and I suppose
that can be done before a notary public
because all parties may at any time appear before the court if necessity therefor
should arise.”
Attorney Ryan is continuing with deposition taking in New York for use in the
nine actions at law pending in the United
States district court in Boston. If judge
Hulbert’s opinion is followed up by an
order, it will follow, in the jurist’s words,
that “if the defendant can be brought to
admit possession of documents sought,
which appear to be pertinent to the inquiry, they will be produced and marked
for identification and their admissibility
will be determined

at the trial.”

an influx of tourists is under way.”

Cinema
Boston — The

Asher Succeeds

Outing

Cinema

Club

Boston — Replacing

held its an-

nual outing and clambake last Saturday
at Sandy Point, Plum Island, near Newburyport. About 50 members of the club
and their guests attended.
Charlie Repec of Metro
of RKO were in charge.
O'Neill

“White

Submit

Charles Wilson; Salesmens’ Club, Maurice
Goldstein and J. Gubbins; Lt. Vernon
Macauley Theatrical Post of the American Legion, Major P. F. Headley, Kenneth
Forkey, H. Aronson, William McLaughlin,
B. Leve and C. McGerigle.

Title Change

Collars,” now in production, has
changed to “It’s Now or Never.”
BOXOFFICE

committees follow: Local B3, Exchange
Employes, M. Magovski and Ann Rolfe;

Should

Boston

— Vaughn

R.

Scully
Scully, who

re-

cently resigned as branch manager of
Grand National here, is Harry Asher.
Asher, one of the earliest film men in
Boston, has operated an independent exchange for many years.

and Bill Cuddy

Prakas Buys Rivoli
Bridgeport — The

in Charge

manager of Loew’s
Greenway’s vacation.

John

O’Neill

State

is acting

during

Fred

730-seat

Rivoli

The-

atre, leased and operated by Athan Prakas
for the past ten years, has been purchased
by him. The purchase includes a store
located in the same building.

Comi

Files for Patents

Three
Boston — P. Edward

Comi

Projector
has

applied

for patents involving improvements on
three different parts of motion picture
projectors. The head of the Theatre
Service and Supply Company, local equipment house, is also the inventor of the
Simplex rear shutter.
One

of Comi’s present patent applications is on a new-type rear shutter to replace so-called cylindrical or horizontal
shutters on Motiograph machines. This
type of shutter is attached to the Motiograph by eliminating the left back door
and applying another type of door which
has a complete disc-type shutter assembly
mounted upon it.
The new Comi shutter is driven by a
universal coupling connected directly to
the intermittent movement. The film
guide opens between the guard of the rear
shutter, thus eliminating the extra weight
that the cylindrical type shutter offered.
The

new disc shutter causes the machine to run smoother than was possible
with the cylindrical shutter, it is claimed.
Operation is said to be free from vibration.
The disc shutter also reduces heat at the
film point, it is claimed, as a result of
tests made with Everett Ryan of the department of Public Safety. Whereas the
old type of shutter rotated in the heat at
all times and caused “undue binds” on
mechanism, the disc shutter involves two
blades, one of which is always out of the
heat.
Dicker

for

Invention

Light is also increased, Comi asserts, as
two gears are eliminated, allowing the
cut-off blades to be narrower.
Negotiations involving the invention are
going on at the present time with Motiograph, Kaplan, Wenzell, and Wolk, Boxoffice

is informed.

It was Comi who installed the projection equipment at the first drive-in
theatre in New England, that at Weymouth, and in subsequent similar spots,
originally devised the disc -type shutter
for use with the 185 amps necessary for
outdoor projection.
These shutters are at present being
used in outdoor theatres in Weymouth,
Shrewsbury, and Saugus. The Theatre
Service and Supply Co. is at present building one for a Chicago house.
Comi has also applied for patents
on several improvements on the lower
film guard reels. Application of this innovation can be applied, it is stated, to
any standard projector.
The practical object of this invention
is to eliminate the lower take-up sprocket.
The local film man now is working on a
device by which it will be possible to eliminate the top sprocket. He prognosticates
that in the near future projectors will need
but one sprocket, thus saving wear on the
film.
Comi does away with the lower take-up
in sprocket by utilizing two heavy rollers.
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Snider Leases Duo
From Abe Goodside

on

Advances

One

roller revolves on a shaft. The second roller, by its weight, applies friction
to the edges of the film as the celluloid
strip passes through the two rollers. The
photographic part of the film is not damaged as these rollers are so designed that
only the extreme edges of the film ribbon comes in contact with them.
The principle is said to be particularly
valuable for use in outdoor projection.
Where the film must be advanced closer
to the optical system of the sound mechanism, this type of arrangement is said to be
necessary.
Inasmuch as there is no sprocket to
guide the film, the film can be advanced
at any required amount between the two
rollers. The constant pressure and rotating of the rollers eliminates all vibration,
it is claimed, thus allowing higher frequencies from the sound mechanism to be
more faithfully reproduced.
Comi’s third patent application covers a new type of framing device. This is
said to be much more rapid than the
regular device. It is connected directly
to the central frame, thus' enabling swifter
gearing. It, too, is particularly designed
for outdoor work.
The

Theatre Service and Supply Company owner also has patents pending for
a new-type of intermittent movement
which does away with the so-called star
and can, a new method of framing pictures
whereby the projectionist may observe the
image by looking into a handily situated
aperture, and a new device for increasing
all arc illumination at the aperture.

Portland,

Me. — The

Strand

and

Empire

theatres here have been leased by Abraham Goodside to Snider of Boston, operator of several houses in Massachusetts and
Rhode Island.
In being told of the change July 16, the
personnel of the two theatres were informed that policy and personnel would
remain the same, at least for the present.
Leo Young is manager of the Strand and
Harlan J. Boucher of the Empire.
By leasing the two theatres to Snider,
Goodside found himself outside the theatre game for the first time since 1923. He
has large real estate holdings in Portland.

Legit in Boston Closes
Alter Extensive Season
Boston — The

legitimate

season

in Bos-

ton which just closed saw seven Boston
theatres open for a total of 119 weeks and
six days. Four motion picture roadshows
are included in the tabulations.
Each theatre, on an average, ran 17
weeks and one day during the season. The
Shubert, with a credit of 30 weeks, was
open for the longest period.
Productions in town during the season
totalled 83. There were legitimate plays,
picture roadshows, and musical entertainments; the latter including operas, ballets,
reviews, and musical comedies.
M-G-M’s “The Firefly” was at the Colonial for three weeks beginning August 9.
Warner’s “Life of Emile Zola” played the
same theatre for three weeks beginning

Circuit Managers List
Of Vacationists Ending
New

Haven — The

circuits wind

up their

managerial vacation list with late July
and early August leave-takers. All will
be back at their posts in time for the new
movie season. Harry Rose of the Globe,
Bridgeport, and Sam Badamo of the
College, New Haven, are the last on the
July Loew list, while Randolph Mailer,
of the Strand, New Britain, and Bob
Eliano of the Palace, Torrington, finish
up the Warner list. Loew men leaving
early in August include George Freeman
of the Poli, Springfield, Bob Portle, Plaza,
Worcester; Jack Simons of he Poli, Hartford; Billy Elder of the Bijou, New Haven,
and Lou Cohen of the Palace, Hartford.

Other Contests Follow
Bridgeport — When

Loew’s

complete

August
30.theUnited
“Hurricane”
came into
ColonialArtists’
for four
weeks on
November 16, while 20th-Fox’s “In Old
Chicago” opened there February 14 for
four weeks.
Motion picture personalities appearing
on the local legitimate stages during the
season included Sylvia Sidney, Ben Hecht,
Lois Wilson, Henry Fonda, Helen Hayes,
Blanche Sweet, Vera Zorina, and Lupe
Velez, Toby Wing, Lillian Gish, Elizabeth Young, Heather Angel, Constance
Cummings, Margot Grahame, Donald
Cook, Roland Young, and Joan Bennett.

Grainger
Boston — James

in Hub

Grainger,

president

of

Republic Pictures, was in Boston for four
days last weekend, accompanied by Jack
Bellman, eastern division manager. Several deals were closed including Maine and
New Hampshire and the Interstate circuit.

the

five -week bathing beauty contest and perfect form contest at the Globe Theatre
this week, a new Monday night series of
shag contests will be started. The five
contests will be open to the public, competition being for money prizes. The shows
have been found most successful.

"Limberlost"

to Three
\ .?

Boston

—

Steve

Broidy,

manager

of

Monogram, states that “Romance of the
Limberlost,” has recently been sold to
Interstate, M&P and Warners circuits. 1
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... BUT WHERE IS THE
MOHEY COMING FROM
FOR NEW SOUND PROJECTION EQUIPMENT?
Money

Is Coming

Theatre. . . . They
Properly Presented.
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the Patrons

to See

Good

of Your

Pictures —
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And they are willing to pay good money at your box
office if you have these TWO things to offer them
We

Vi

don't say that simply installing Motiographs will turn the
trick. But the right pictures PLUS
Motiograph Projection and Mirrophonic Sound, positively will.
Within the past few months
almost every industry leader has
stressed the timely need for this
kind of showmanship.
Every trade publication has

Vi
Vi

urged it as the sure-fire businessgetter. And every progressive
exhibitor has singled it out as
the best solution to the picture
selling problem.
That is why your Motiograph
distributor has a place of NEW
importance in your showmanship plans.
See CAPITOL Today!
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• BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES
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under

of the Deferred

MOTIOGRAPH
MIRROPHONIC SOUND SYSTEMS are equipped
with WESTERN ELECTRIC amplifiers and speakers exclusively.
Every protective feature tending to assure continuous operation
. . . evolved by the BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES during their
fifty years' experience

projector. Compare its exclusive
life features with other makes.
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Vi
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Railway
Boston — An

actor’s

Goes

castle

in the

air,

William Gillette’s 14-acre Hadlyme estate on the Connecticut River, will fall
into “good hands” if the wish expressed
by the veteran actor in his last will and
testament is followed.
William Gillette, who was an architect
and engineer besides being the stage’s
favorite Sherlock Holmes, personally supervised the construction of the fortresslike castle and the narrow gauge railroad
which runs more than three miles over
trestles and through tunnels to various
parts of the grounds. The miniature railway system, in addition to two small engines which were built to the actor’s
specifications, are to be sold with the
residence, furnishings, paintings, boats and
automobiles.
William Gillette had a happy custom of
entertaining his guests by riding them
around the hills of the property in two
“Pullmans.” Each of the latter accommodated seven persons. For larger parties,

Hub Support for Foreign
Films None Too Staunch
Boston — Foreign

films

have

proved

no

bonanza in Boston. The Fine Arts Theatre, which celebrated its ninth anniversary a few weeks ago, has been the only
motion picture spot in the Hub that has
been able to exist under the foreign and
arty film standard.
The Fine Arts is operated by George
Kraska whose sideline is the handling and
re-editing of such features as “Monastery,”
“Ski Chase,” “The Life and Loves of
Beethoven,” and “Princess Tam Tam.”
The theatre depends largely on French

OLD AGE SECURITV
It's in the air these days — but
how many theatre men know how
well they will be fixed ten, twenty
or thirty years from now? Neither
do we.
However, we offer one possible
way to assure your future. Sign
up now to receive Alexander adrevenue. invest that revenue in
an annuity, and we believe you
may be surprised at the size of
the stock farm you can buy when
the day arrives that you decide
to retire. The beauty of it is that,
under favorable conditions, the
annuity should not cost you a
single penny.
Write

to:

ALEXANDER
NEW
230 PARK

Property

the Gillette railroad had an observation
car in reserve. The wealthy actor put on
overalls, gloves, and railroading cap when
he became engineer on his own system.
Mr. Gillette’s unique will reads:
“That the property at Hadlyme, Conn ,
which has been my home for fifteen years,
and upon which I have built a house and
other structures, together with a narrowgauge railway of approximately three
miles in length, railway shops, and a
roundhouse for the two locomotives (one
electric storage batteries, the other steam) ,
and for the several passenger cars of the
road; and throughout the place, numerous
paths, ponds and bridges, etc., may become the possession of a person or persons fitted by nature to appreciate not
only the extraordinary natural beauty of
the situation and its surroundings, but
more especially the mechanical features
connected with it and established upon it
during the time that I have occupied it
as a home.”
talking versions. Kraska, however, makes
it a policy to play any film of any nation
that he believes has enough artistic value
to make it commercial. Russian films
occasionally find a haven here. In fact,
Kraska has played releases in practically
every language except Chinese.
Other local foreign film projects in the
past have involved the Majestic Theatre
and the Columbia Theatre. The operation of the Majestic for Russian films
brought forth protests from such organizations as the Knights of Columbus, to the
effect that the Majestic was becoming a
hot-bed of socialistic propaganda and was
being thronged by impressionable adolescents who were being imbued with radical
tendencies.
The manager’s only answer was that if
such crowds were gaining admittance, they
must have been doing it through the back
door. The theatre was darkened after a
few days because of all too purely financial
reasons.
The Tremont Temple is leased on occasion these weeks for foreign roadshows.
Spasmodic Swedish fare has proved the
most popular here. Irish and Polish releases have also drawn.
Attempts to make part-time foreign
product operation profitable have proved
futile at such theatres as the Tremont and
the Columbia, however.

New

Top Spot for "Andy
Haven — Loew’s

have

Hardy"
booked

“Love

Finds Andy Hardy” as a first feature,
instead of second as originally intended.
Hartford and Worcester open July 22, and
New Haven, Bridgeport and Springfield,
July 29.

FILM COMPANY
YORK

AVE.

OFFICE:
NEW

YORK

Phone: Murray Hill 9-3161

100

With

CITY

"Shopworn

Angel"

Boston — “Shopworn

Held

Angel”

Over
was

held

over two weeks at both Loew’s State and
Orpheum theatres in response to popular
demand.

LUCKY BREAK for the State Theatre when WCSH, local radio station,
squeezed in a 15-second commercial announcement to the effect that pictures of
Howard Hughes landing in New York were
being shown at the theatre, just when NBC
went off the air and the Yankee Network
took over the job of telling the world
about Hughes’ landing in Gotham, the
big reception and parade that was at that
moment doing him honor. Such timeliIt wouldn’t happen again in a
hundred ness!years.
Both the Strajid and State theatres are
showing newsreel shots of the return of
Hughes and his companions, the latter
using the air as well as ?iewspapers and
billboards to publicise the fact.
Motion picture projector operator’s licenses were granted recently to Maurice
J. Landey, 59 Bell Street, and George
Sibulkin, 344 Broadway, South Portland.
Filmrow visitors: Dan Sullivan, Transit
Advertisers, Boston; Earnest Warren, WB
salesman, Boston; Frank “Skip” McManus,
district M&iP manager, Boston; Bill Benjamin, NS salesman, Boston and Gilbert
Hughes, who is at the Empire checking
M-G-M’s “Three Comrades.”
Interest in the Harold Lloyd picture,
"Professor Beware,” which is currently
playing at the State Theatre, was stimulated considerably when Harry Botwick,
manager, arranged a telephonic interview
between the star and a Portland Evening
Express reporter the other day. Close to
two columns were given to the story and
picture of Lloyd, taken as he conversed
with the reporter. Incidentally, the State
management sent the comedian a “batch”
of Maine lobsters for his dinner that
evening.
Bertina Wolfe, Strand cashier, is vacationing. Also Nathan A. Press, “Nate”
to you, who is assistant manager at the
State Theatre.
Doings in Filmrow’s childland — A. J.
Moreau’s 4-year-old son takes his first
long automobile ride into Vermont; Harry
Botwick’s little daughter has a tricky habit
of biting people’s arms when they get in
her way, which Harry did one time; Nate
Press’ daughter won’t eat her supper unless Nate feeds it to her; Francis Gooch’s
young Junior had his picture snapped the
other day — looks like Mrs. G., they say,
except for the eyes which are definitely
Gooch’s; Calvin Dyer, young son of the
assistant booker at the Paramount exchange, dons his sun suit for an afternoon at the beach.
Town
by Bob
a week
theatre
opened
6. Mills

Hall, Pittsburgh, N. H., operated
Fuller, is expected to open within
or ten days. Fuller also operates a
at Dixfield Notch . . . Walter Mills
the Casino at Belgrade Lakes, July
hails from Milo, Me.

Two

"Nancy"

Hollywood — Guy

Additions

Kibbee

and

Fay

Hol-

den are additions to the cast of M-G-M’s
“Three Loves Has Nancy.”
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JOM FAHEY of M&P is still at home
quite ill after a tonsil operation . . .
Louis Beckman, booker for United Artists, left on his vacation last Saturday
for two weeks with Billy Alpern of the
F. E. Lieberman circuit. The two of them
are planning to keep out of mischief at
Old Orchard, Me.

Josie Rubin, pretty cashier at the Universal exchange, is getting a tan at Oak
Bluffs.
There

was

a fire in the roof of Jack

Shipped
Portland,

to Disney

Me. — Walt

Disney

Operators

has chosen

New

Haven — More

erators from the New

the star from his next picture from Maine
woods. She left Augusta July 15 en route

Meet

than

50 booth

Haven

op-

territory,

including West Haven, Derby, Ansonia,
Shelton and Seymour, met at a regular
local No. 272 meeting in Trades Council

to Hollywood — Bambi, the IQ-weeks-old
fawn, which will be used as a model for
the leading character in Disney’s next
full-length picture, “Bambi,” story of the
woods. Bambi was accompanied by another fawn of the same age as a companion. She is scheduled to arrive in the
movie capital July 18, to be received in
true Hollywood style.

Hall Monday night, with Maurice Moriarity
presiding. Several undisclosed problems
were discussed. The local signed circuit
contracts last September, calling for a
sliding-scale increase of $4, $3, and $2 for
the next three years, effecting the first
increase in several years.

Eames’ block in Littleton, N. H., but the
flames did not reach the theatre. The
fire was caused by a short circuit.

Julie Kauffman
lic office force.

has joined the Repub-

Managers must have their vacations too.
Jack Goodwin, manager of the Metropolitan, is sending cards from New Jersey.

— MARIHUANA
Sweeping

And Ben Domingo, popular manager of
the Keith Memorial, is enjoying the sea
breezes along the South Shore.

is

Connecticut !

Doris Anders, formerly of the Metropolitan, is convalescing at the Waltham
Sanatorium. Her many friends are wishing her the best of luck.

Rene Cummings, also formerly of the
Met, is now working at the Liquor Mart
in Boston.
Republic has closed a deal with the
Washburn-Crosby Co., arranging a Gene
Autry-Wheaties contest. Valuable prizes
will be awarded during the Gene Autry
play dates.

Mr. and Mrs. Rolland Rousse are visiting their home in Barre, Vt., for ten days.
Rousse is assistaiit chief -of -service at the
Keith Memorial.
Jack Martin of Republic has gone on
vacation. Where to go is no problem with
Jack. He refused to argue about going to
the seashore or the mountains. He is going to Falmouth and New Hampshire both.

Madge Evans, who is at present playing
in stock at Suffern, N. Y ., is coming to the
Cape Playhouse soon and plans to pay a
visit to the Republic exchange.

“MARIHUANA”
WITH

WEEDS

ROOTS

IN

HELL!

Dave Glover, booker for RKO, is on
vacation and won’t be back until July 25.

Bernard Kreisler is the new Universal
salesman covering Rhode Island and
Southern Massachusetts. Welcome to the
fold! Frank Dervin comes up to cover
Metropolitan Boston.
Charlie Hurlbert of the M&P accounting
department is vacationing in his old home
town in Vermont. He says he is coming
back with a twang.

“Having Wonderful Time” was
for a second week at the Keith
by Manager Ben Domingo. Ben
having that kind of a time
grosses!

held over
Memorial
must be
with the

Mary Hickson of the M&P accounting
department is going to be married on
September 5. The lucky guy is Fred Bowers, an automobile dealer in West Roxbury.
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Not a Sex picture —
feature about
it's backed

not a Crime

show

— just a timely

a timely topic — doing business because

up by our $1,200 mechanical

lobby.
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Vkli Week We Meet
DOMINGO
Boston — Ben

Domingo

to the Memorial

recently returned

as resident manager

of

RKO’s ace house in
Boston where his
theatrical career began close to a decade
ago. He is present
city manager for
RKO in the Hub.
After becoming dissatisfied with the
prospect of advancement in several other
fields, which included drug clerking and office work for a custom broker, Ben Domingo applied for a
the service staff of the Keith’s
position on prior
Memorial
to the opening of the
million dollar plant in 1928.
He had always been interested in the
theatre. One brother, Joseph Dunn, is a
cameraman on the coast. Another, Anthony Davely, is a theatre owner in Florida.
Ben got his job on the service staff, but
he only lasted two months. He was then
advanced to the publicity department of
the theatre.
Harry Browning, now New England
publicity head for the M&P Theatres Corp.,
then had charge of the RKO exploitation
destinies. The late Henry Taylor, who
died in harness a few months ago at the
Metropolitan, was New England division
manager. Under their aegis and that of
their successors, Ben remained in the publicity department for two years.
He vividly recalls all the details connected with the opening of what often
has been termed, “The most beautiful theatre in the world.” It was built by E. F.
Albee as a last tribute and as a memorial
to his partner, B. F. Keith.
He also remembers, with pardonable
pride, his acquaintance with Joseph P.
Kennedy at the time the latter was chairman of the board of directors of the KeithAlbee-Orpheum. The two, the present
RKO city manager and American Ambassador to Great Britain, had robust_
discussions on the merits and demerits
of their mutual birthplace, East Boston.
Ben followed up his apprenticeship in
the Keith Memorial publicity department
by being appointed manager of the Keith
Bijou. He was at the latter house for
five years, beginning in 1930. RKO interests gave up the theatre this June 30
after controlling it for close to four decades.
For five years, Ben Domingo booked
the film fare at the Bijou and answered

is pumped to the top by gravity and is
thus kept circulating indefinitely. This
fact, however, had to be explained to
theatre patrons by the dozens. The latter continued to show vast concern over
the amount of aqua which they thought
was being wasted day after month after
year.
Ben remembers how, after one day of
explanations, he explained to one nervous
little man — who had proceeded to berate
him about the extravagance of the whole
thing — that the under stairway current
generated the electricity which, in turn,
furnished the motivation for the escalator
which ran upward beside the stairway.
This so greatly mollified the gentleman,
who then turned to such compliments that
the explanation thereafter became the
stock answer for those who were gullible
enough to believe it.
Ben Domingo was advanced in 1935 to
the resident managership of the 3,246seat RKO Boston Theatre. He still retained booking supervision over his first
love, the Bijou.
The policy of elaborate stage shows, in
connection with first-run films, was inaugurated at the RKO Boston. It proved
highly successful. At this theatre, Ben
made many friends among the performers and top flight stars.
His collection of autographed photo-

graphs and mementos is perhaps the largest in town. It includes tributes from
Sophie Tucker, Sally Rand, Ben Bernie,
Jackie Coogan, Ozzie Nelson, Gene Raymond, Joe Cook, Morton Downey, Bill
Robinson, the Ritz Bros., and Eddie Cantor to mention just a few.
The de luxe stage presentations were
moved to the Keith’s Memorial earlier
this year. Ben went along with them and
was given the stewardship of that theatre
where he is now firmly ensconced. With
the passing of the RKO Boston from the
first-run list, Ben Domingo was made
city manager and assumed the booking responsibility for the latter location.

Kraska Surveys Patrons'
Newspaper Preferences
Boston — A specific survey

of the news-

papers read by Boston theatregoers is
being made by George Kraska, foreign
film distributor and theatre operator, in
a new set of questionnaires being handed
Fine Arts patrons. Kraska is asking fans
to check, in a list of local dailies, the
periodicals that they regularly read.
Breaking down the important advertising question even more, Kraska is endeavoring to find out whether it is advertisements, reviews, or readers that bring
the largest slice of the public through
motion picture theatre portals. Results
will be given by this publication within the
next few weeks.

Now
Hollywood

"Wooden
—

The

Anchors"
title of

“Splinter

Fleet” has been changed to “Wooden Anchors.” Tire 20th-Fox film stars Richard
Greene and Nancy Kelly.

such question as: “Is that real water
running down under the glass stairway?”
and “Where does that water go when it
reaches the bottom?”
The Bijou possesses what is believed to
be the only crystal stairway with running
water existing in the world. The water
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Service !
Boston

— When

the

Capitol

Theatre

Supply Co. advertises emergency service,
that’s what it means.
A hurry call came in about 9:30 the
other morning from an exhibitor on an
island off the Maine coast. Charles Fish,
regular service man for that territory, was
on vacation, but the main office recalled
that Lowell Frank of the Capitol staff was
at Ocean Park, Me., and that Frank has a

^LLIED Theatres o^. Connecticut meeting tentatively set for July 26 at the
Hofbrau Haus, with possibility of an outof-town speaker and important discussions.
Maurice Shulman will preside.
Morris Safir, personal representative of
Edward Alperson, Grand National president, was a Meadow Street visitor, conferring on new product.

pilot’s license.
Frank was contacted by telephone. He
rushed to Portland where he hired a land
plane. He flew to Rockland in time to
catch the sea plane connecting with the
island. The equipment was in order about
noon.
The anti-climax came when Frank was
caught in the fog on his way back to
Portland and called the Capitol office with

Harry Shaw and Arthur Lockwood are
co-chairmen of the motion picture committee on the opening of the new Middletown bridge August 6. Both Metro and
Fox newsreel cameras will record the event.

the cryptic message, “I’ve had to land in
someone’s backyard.” He took off later
and was back in Portland by evening.

Pinebrook Country Club entertainers’ personal appearance at the theatre recently.

Current Year's RCA Sales
Beats Three-Year Record
Boston — “In

spite

of

the

present

re-

cession, sales of RCA High Fidelity equipments this year have far outnumbered
those of the same period in the last three

years,” H. C. Elwes jr„ Photophone sales
representative for the RCA Mfg. Co., Inc.,
told Boxoffice in an exclusive statement
this week.
A few of the many theatres which have
recently ordered or installed complete new
units are:
Casco, Portland, Me.; Hollywood, E.
Providence, R. I.; Colonial, Southington,
Conn.; Black Rock, Bridgeport, Conn.;
New, Weymouth, Mass.; State, Presque
Isle, Me.; New Madison, Jamaica Plain,
Mass.; Acme, Eastport, Me.; Phil Smith
drive-in, Detroit, Mich.; State, Saugus,
Mass.; Majestic, W. Springfield, Mass.;
Strand, Westboro, Mass.; Grand, Ellsworth, Me.; E. M. Loew’s New, North
Adams, Mass.
The Sam Kurson Graphic Theatre circuit is the latest New England chain to go
RCA all the way, Elwes stated. Graphic
recently purchased equipment for their
new house in Ellsworth, Maine, and also
signed with RCA for service in all their
houses in Maine, Vermont, and New
Hampshire. The majority of these are
equipped with Westinghouse and add to
the total of nearly 800 equipments which
RCA services today.

—

Herbert

Higgins

has

added

Phillip Kraft’s two houses to the list of
theatres he now is providing with a -booking service. The two are the Casino at
Blodgett’s Landing, N. H„ and the Auditorium, Henniker, N. H.

Best Seller to Metro
Hollywood — Metro

Flavin,”
Brinig.

has purchased

best-selling novel

by

While Lou
duty for Ed
bury, Jack
and Palace

Cohen does relief managerial
Fitzpatrick at the Poli, WaterSimons covers both the Poli
in Hartford.

Perennial interest in a film district outing is growing, as Barney Pitkin, chairman, points to Pinebrook Country Club as
a possible spot, and August 18 or 25 as
possible dates. This Meadow St. custom
dates back to 1920. Members of the initial
planning committee include John Pavone,
Ben Simon, Edward Ruff, Lou Wechsler,
homas Donaldson, Tim O’Toole, Bob:
obe, I. Levine, and Sam Rosen . . . Fur-'
ther announcement of plans for the annual
golf tournament August 2 rests until next
week.
Community Theatre, Fairfield, has increased its weekly order on colored Mexicala ware . . . A. F. Cummings, Metro
head of exchange operations, visited the
New Haven branch on the trip back from
Boston.
Reports crop up periodically that interest is being shown in operation of the

Coast
Portland,

bookers

who

Me. — This

Guard

is the story of two

discovered, to their relief,

that the adage “better late than
is absolutely true.

never”

Lester Hughes, Paramount booker, Portland, and his able assistant, Walter Dyer,
left the home base rather early Saturday

Higgins Adds Two
Boston

Hi Boy Radio Rangers, WTIC coast-tocoast and local daily feature, will appear
in person at the Globe, Bridgeport, August 18, following tremendous success of

“May

Myron

to attend a picnic and field day at Plum’s
Island, near Ipswich, Mass., held for the
bookers in the Boston and Portland areas.
For some reason, hard to understand,
they decided to drive down the island,
rather than take a boat, as they had
planned. They chose a side road that apparently led to the desired spot, but when
they arrived in the vicinity of the Coast
Guard station, they could drive no further, so began to foot it. That didn’t go so
well and after they had become somewhat

Park Theatre, Bridgeport, formerly
for PWA stage presentations.

used

Absent with leave: Lou Schaefer traveling Maine-ward, or wherever fancy and
the car take him . . . Sam Weber is off to
Block Island for some deep-sea fishing
. . . Barney Pitkin, who is also becoming
an old salt, joins the party . . . Jim Memery and his new bride are on vacation
in Ontario . . . Abe Mattes and Matt Saunders both getting the ocean breezes at
Atlantic City . . . Bob Russell writes glowing accounts of Wentworth-by-the-Sea,
Portsmouth, N. H. . . . John Hesse decided
against a ranch in favor of the ocean at
Avon, N. J. . . . Sam Badamo will do plenty
of boating at the Weirs, Lake Winepesaukee . . . Lou Phillips is headed for Yellowstne. . . Morris Nunes will take another
flying trip to Maine to visit with his son
. . . Sidney Levine and Mrs. are joining
the Fursts in Maine and New Hampshire
. . . Joe Amstead is dropping in on relatives in Pittsburgh . . . Sam Rosen has returned from Florida where his fishing exploits were rewarded with a special button
. . . Elliot Kronish just back from Chicago
where he missed his typewriter . . . James
Bracken is visiting in Philly.
Vincent Fiore is sporting a new Oldsmobile . . . Barney Calechman and Philip
Saslau families are summering in Woodmont . . . Extra-curricular: Johnny Pavone is an artist in his way at building
rustic fences around his new home . . .
A. L. Titus is bugs for gardening . . . Nick
DelRosso is a handball fiend . . . Harry
Shaw is getting a kick out of playing daddy
to his visiting niece, Anita.
Thurman Arnold, Yale law prof, rumored
as a possibility for the supreme court
vacancy, was an ardent advocate of the
NRA motion picture and other codes, and
sat on the local clearance and zoning
board as alternate several times.
Pictures of Ben Cohen, now at the
Metro, Calcutta, show him right at home
(Continued on next page)

Aids

Bookers

foot-worn and were not yet in sight of
their destination, they turned back with
the intention of bringing “lizzie” into
service again. But alas, the wheels turned
’round and ’round in the sand but the
car refused to move.
Finally the Coast Guard came to the
rescue with its nine-inch-tired truck and
the two worn and temper-frayed bookers
arrived at Ipswich three hours late. Fortunately for them a chartered boat was
waiting to take two golfing bookers to the
spot where the clam bake, etcetera, was
in progress. So, at long last, they reached
the picnic grounds in time to stow away
their share of the “grub” even if they
did miss out on the softball, the boating
and other sports scheduled

for their en-

joyment.
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J^EVUE by Pinebrook summer theatre
group on stage of Globe was so well
received that it may become a regular
Monday night feature.
Matt L. Saunders
vacationing .

of the Loew-Poli

Mayor Lets Hub
View "Blockade"
Boston — Despite

Cameo Theatre will be known as the
Warner when it reopens about the middle
of August.
Capitol used a musical revue by 25
neighborhood youngsters with gratifying
results.
No plans have been announced as yet as
to future of Lyric Theatre in the fall.
Rumors persist here of a permanent
stock company, but check of dark houses
shows no offers have been made.
Palace, Torrington, has started giving
away Burgundy tableware.

a

unanimous

passage

of

resolution by the city council calling

for the banning of “Blockade,” scheduled
for day and date opening Thursday at
Loew’s State and Orpheum, Mayor Maurice
J. Tobin permitted the film to be shown.
The mayor’s approval came after he
attended a screening at United Artists in
company with his secretary, Cornelius
Reardon, City Censor John Spencer and
Fire Commissioner William Reilly. Tobin
publicly announced that UA had agreed
to make “certain minor deletions which
will leave the film without any evidence
of partisanship.”
The Council’s action followed concerted
protests by Catholic laymen and the State
Council of the Knights of Columbus, whose
representatives charged the film to be communistic propaganda.

A new air conditioning plant has been
installed in the Palace, Stamford.

Douglass

Exhibitors in the British
Empire
New

York — An

Boston — Kenneth

Are Organizing
alliance of British

Em-

pire exhibitors to handle problems of mutual concern is in organization, reports
Leon S. Snider, of the Snider-Dean circuit
of Australia, who represented theatremen
of Australia and New Zealand in his discussions with the Cinematograph Exhibitors’ Ass’n in England.
Plans, Snider said, call for a meeting
of Empire exhibitors once every three
years. He said the date for the first
has not yet been set. Explaining the new
development, Snider pointed out there are
basic problems applicable to each British
country and it is to the exhibitor’s welfare that such an organization be formed.
Business in England, Snider observes,
still is holding up but he noticed in London a “dearth in product.” He said the
number of “repeats” are on the increase.
The problem of theatre redundancy, Snider said, again is cropping up in England.
Snider told Boxoffice he will meet his
associate, George Dean, in Los Angeles the
early part of September. He expects to
stay here for a few weeks, depending on
the weather.
While in England, Snider took up the
options on a number of British plays for
Australia. The interests he represents are
connected with the reorganized J. C.
Williamson circuit which will present
legitimate attractions. Snider said his
group has the power to name the managing director.
Snider, who arrived on the Cunard
White Star liner Queen Mary with his wife,
will occupy himself here with matters pertaining to film deals and others of a sundry nature.
In his capacity as representative of
Australian exhibitors, he expressed satisfaction at the willingness of major foreign managers to discuss problems close
to the theatremen of his country.
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from preceding page)

in Indian garb with twisted turban headdress and all.

is

Robbins Bros. Circus, first show in this
year, cleaned up on a Saturday date.

NEW
(Continued

Fishing
R. Douglass,

head

of

Capitol Theatre Supply Co. here, left this
week for a fortnight of fishing in the
Lake Winnepasaukee region.

Termite Attacks Grow
Boston

—

Boston

theatre

owners

Nathan Rubin, new assistant at the
Loew-Poli, New Haven, gets an orchid for
arranging a remote broadcast from a lighthouse in the harbor, with interview of the
keeper, and other novel features, on WELI,
in advance of “Port of Seven Seas.” Rubin
has been on his toes every second of Bob
Russell’s absence . . . Another assistant
who has been bending every effort during
his superior’s vacation is Irving Hillman,
at the Roger Sherman.
Building department has made no progress on New Haven Saviiigs Bank application for permit to rebuild former Capitol Theatre on Congress Ave. for theatre
operation. Decision is expected in a few
weeks.
No sooner had the Hughes Paris landing been announced, than the Poli capitalized on its shots of the flyer leaving
New York with a big 40x60 in front of
the boxoffice . . . Similar sign announced
the “first shots of the landing in New
York” inserted in the newsreel on July 15.
Ben Washer, publicity man for various
strawhats in this territory, has been signed to do publicity for United Artists . . .
Charles Kullman, New Havener who made
good at the Met, is summering
yard Point, Conn. . . . Katharine
has been at Saybrook.

at VineHepburn

are

warned that termites are on the increase
in Massachusetts. The State College at
Amherst reports that termite damage in
the Bay State has become serious.
Theatre owners, this publication is advised by William B. Becker, head of the
Department of Entemology, may detect the
presence of termites in the spring when
swarms of the winged insects issue from
woodwork near the ground to seek outdoor locations for new colonies. Their
excavations in the timber may be seen,
particularly if they have been in the theatre property for several years.
The expert stated that termite activity
may go on for years without involving extensive repairs on wrecking of foundations.
Once the termites get into the building,
however, they go on with the damage as
long as they remain unmolested.
Becker pointed out that a particular
termite characteristic exposes the insect
to effective attack even after it gets into
the building timber. The termite cannot
live in wood unless it has physical contact
with the soil from which it draws necessary moisture. This is obtained by building a shelter over the stone foundation
from the ground to the point where it enters the woodwork, so that workers in the
colonies are never seen entering or leaving the structure.
Theatre owners, Becker suggests, should
examine their foundations for these small
shelter tubes and should sweep them down.
If this is done, termites already living and
boring deeper into the wood will die.

Savin Rock seems doomed so far as
gambling is concerned, with darto and
other attempts at evading the bingo ban,
ruled out by law . . . Harry Feldman, business agent of IATSE here and secretary
of the New Haven Central Labor Council’s
Committee for Independent Political Action, has invited two members from each
AFL local to a special convention. Permanent body to advise on what legislators
voted for or against labor legislation will
be formed.
With money

definitely out, the Howard

is trying stage opportunity nights, presenting local amateurs and a guest star.

No IA Exchange Contracts
Returned ; Three Units Lag
New

York — With

three

local IA

units

having not yet reported to major distributor headquarters, none of the local pacts
signed by distributors and sent to Washington for ratification by George H.
Browne, president, has been returned to
New York.
Home office executives figure that IA
headquarters are waiting until all the local
contracts are signed before returning approval deals to distributors. Since exchange employes have been working under
terms and conditions of the agreements,
there is no concern over the immediate
signing of the outstanding pacts.
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Tax " Headaches "
In Louisiana
New
Orleans — The Louisiana trade
has two more tax headaches.
One is the extension last week of
the two per cent tax
businesses to 1940, and
imposition
sales
Both
by

tax

of a
on

on amusement
the other is the

per

business

measures

Gov.

one

Richard

were

cent

general

generally.
signed

last week

Leche.

Warm Reception for
\\m
// n
lexans Premiere
By LESTER
San Antonio — The

KETNER
world premiere

of the

Paramount production, “The Texans,” at
the Majestic Theatre was a sell-out. Amid
bright spotlights and the arrival of Hollywood film players, natives jammed Houston Street for blocks each way, glimpsing
Randolph Scott, Glenda Farrell, Robert
Cummings, Raymond Hatton and Producer
Lucien Hubbard. R. J. “Bob” O’Donnell
was master of ceremonies on the stage,
while a KTSA radio broadcast was handled by Buster Bryan on the sidewalk.
Among out-of-town notables were Raymond Willie of Interstate circuit, Dallas;
L. C. Griffith, Griffith Amusement Corp.,
Oklahoma City; Serin Lawler, Fox Midwest
Theatres; Arthur Cole, Paramount Pictures, Kansas City; Hugh Braley, Paramount, Dallas; A1 R. Lever, Interstate,
Houston; Marscaline Moore, Fort Worth;
James Cherry, Interstate, Dallas; Frank
Starz, Interstate, Dallas, and Clifford
Lewis, Paramount, Hollywood.
Other important visitors included Gov.
James V. Allred of Texas, Austin; Lieut. Gov. William Lindsay of Kansas; Lieut.Gov. James Berry, Oklahoma; Mayor B.
L. Callahan, Abilene, Kas., and Texas
senator, Manley Head, who is seen in the
picture. A dozen Texas newspaper critics
were on hand. Jimmy Lederer, Paramount
staff cameraman, “shot” the opening as
a special newsreel for the epoch of the
Lone Star State.
The picture played a full week at the
ace Interstate house following its eventful
“first night.”
San

Antonio — The

Saint

Anthony

was

the scene of gay festivities with the arrival of Randolph Scott, star of “The
Texans.” Others registered at the hotel
included Glenda Farrell, Don English, Lucien Hubbard, director-producer, and Raymond Hatton.
Gov. James V. Allred entertained with a
dinner party in the Tapestry Room honoring Miss Farrell and Scott, preceding “The
Texans” premiere.
Ernest Hauser and his orchestra played
a special overture on the opening night.
His arrangements of famous Texas medleys were warmly received.
The huge floodlights for the premiere
BOXOFFICE
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New Orleans Changes Amusement
Tax Schedule to Boost Income

23, 1938

S

New

Orleans

—

Changes

in the

city

amusement tax scheduled to bring an additional income to the city welfare fund
were announced July 16 by Commissioner
of Finance Jesse S. Cave. The new plan,
which is scheduled to go into effect July
21, restores the tax basis to that in effect previous to 1936. The theatre and
amusement tax will be two per cent on
theatre and motion picture admissions under the new plan, and five per cent on all
others. Only children paying ten cents
or under are exempt.
The tax will be collected on higher
priced entertainment, which include concert, group theatre, and other similar entertainments. Exemptions include entertainments given by church and charitable
institutions, students and faculty members of school entertainments, in addition to children under 12 years of age paying ten cents or less admission. This revision will produce added revenue from
attendance at sporting events, which has
not been collected during the past two
years, and the tax on adult admission
under 15 cents, which was not collected
during that period. The tax will be collected by the gasoline and welfare department, of which A. Frank Fairley is head,
and goes exclusively to the aid of unemployables and mother’s aid cases, under the welfare ordinance. The city at
present receives approximately $9,000 a
month from the tax. The difference in
the new ordinance, where motion pictures
are concerned, is that in the last admissions of 15 cents or less were not taxed.
Above 15 cents, under the previous law, the
two per cent tax, which was flatly rated
at one cent whether the seat was 16 cents
or 50 cents, prevailed. Under the new
law the one cent flat tax applies to admissions of five cents to 50 cents. Legitimate attractions, whose higher admission
prices brings them under the federal
amusement tax, face a 15 per cent total
amusement tax in the city of New Orleans.

Football games are now taxable, also. The
five per cent tax, not including motion
pictures, applies to everything from shooting galleries to excursion steamers, restaurants and circuses which have music. Violations are punishable by a fine of $25, or
30 days’ imprisonment, or both. The tax
must be passed on to the patron. Rene
Brunet, representative of the independents
and N. L. Carter, of the Saengers, assisted
in mapping out these ordinances. However, the ordinances, it seems, would place
a burden on the smaller exhibitors.
Exchanges have asked a ruling as to
whether their product is subject to the
tax Under Act 2, House Bill 57:
(b) Sales means any transfer of title or
possession, or both, exchange, barter,
lease or rental, conditional or otherwise
in any manner or by any means whatsoev r . . . for a consideration , . .
(f) Lease or rental means the leasing
or renting and the possession and use
thereof by the rentee or lessee for a consideration without transfer of the title of
such property . . . The word dealer is defined to mean every person who imports or
causes to be imported tangible personal
property from any state or foreign country for sale, for use or distribution. The
term dealer is further defined to mean
any person who leases or rents tangible
personal property for a consideration for
use or possession . . . without transferring
the title thereto . . . the dealer shall pay
the tax.
Sec. 5: The tax shall be collected by the
dealer from the purchaser or consumer.
It is not the intention of this Act to
levy a tax on bona fide interstate commerce.
The tax will be tested in court
said, by one of the large circuits, they
ing their contention on the fact
Paramount beat the business tax
years ago.

it is
basthat
some

were furnished by Otto K. Olsen. They
were
casion.shipped from Hollywood for the ocVivian Janis, former legit star (in private life Mrs. Robert Cummings), planed
here with her husband-actor-pilot from
Hollywood for the premiere.
Roily Moore, Col. Paul Wakefield, Lillian Mumme, Douglas Largen jr„ Sterling
Rohde, Ken Wimer, Mary Louise Walliser
and Samuel Ward Woolford were among
the “first-nighters.”

Pull — "Acme
Assassin
"
Theatre

Birmingham

officials

had to pull “Assassin, of Youth” after a
week’s run at the request of city authorities. The management had planned to
keep the film dealing with the marihuana
weed a second week.

Ferguson's Theatre
Destroyed by Fire
Kemp City, Tex. — Ben Ferguson’s KMA
Theatre
was almost totally destroyed by
fire Saturday night when an entire block
of business houses went up in smoke. The
fire originated at the other end of the
block from the theatre. The KMA building
was not totally wrecked but the equipment
was understood to be, for the most part,
beyond salvage.

Ferguson staged a “non-colossal opening,” according to printed invitations, earlier in the year. It was soon after the new
Kemp City pool came in.
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Ezell General Sales Head
Oakley Supervises
For Magic Eye Distributor East Texas Offices
15 Patrons Burned in
Theatre Bombing

Dallas — Effective July 15, Claude C.
Ezell has been made general sales manager of Billy Rice
Productions, Chicago,
owners of the new

Houston,
burned

Photo-Pay Nite proposition which includes the Magic Eye
and Aisle of Fortune.

with

decided
Bank

last week

Queen

Theatre building and are under supervision of S. L. Oakley, assistant director
of theatres for the circuit, with its home
office in Beaumont.

cities during

re-

Oakley has made his home in Nacogdoches for the most part of 12 years during
his connection in east Texas and has had

A1 Wolfe Books "Sheik"
From Home After Mishap
c. c. ezell
Night

in the ma-

jority of the nation’s theatres. Magic
Eye has gained considerable headway in
Texas with one of its latest installations
being made
burne.

were

assignments

Ezell was the general sales manager
for Bank Night. He
traveled the entire
in placing

patrons

stench-bombing

bombings in various
cent years.

will handle distribution through the
United States.

success

a recent

of the Joy Theatre on Main St., operated by Teeter & Cauble. The bomb
was hurled in a sock familiar to other

He

country

Tex. — Fifteen

during

Nacogdoches, Tex. — Newly constructed
divisional offices of East Texas Theatres,
Inc., have been located in the Texas

at the Yale

in Cle-

at Lorenzo Reopens

Lorenzo, Tex. — The Queen, after a shutdown for repairs, is now operating full
time.

Dallas — A1 Wolf, who is booking “Son
of the Sheik” with Rudolph Valentino in
Texas, climbed into the attic of his attractive home a few days ago, slipped off
the ladder, and broke his ankle. The
booking is going right ahead, however,
as Wolf says the picture opens at the Melba
in Dallas on July 29; that it opened in
Galveston on July 20; already has played
Austin; was to open Saturday in the Kirby
at Houston and played this week at the
Hollywood, Ft. Worth, all being Interstate
circuit runs.

Dallas and other

places.
The circuit employs 17 persons in Nacogdoches, besides Oakley, as follows:
Donn E. Abshier, manager, Texan;
Blackwell S. Arendale, manager, Stone
Fort; Laverne
secretary.
At Texan

Cade

Spies, division

Theatre — Miss

Helena

office
Brown,

cashier; Miss Tannie Frances Ivey, cashier; Miss Myrtle Blount, candy salesgirl;
Buren Shadden, operator; Maurice Ryan,
operator; Melvin Ramsey, doorman; Chas.
Paine, doorman.
At Stone Fort Theatre — Miss Evelyn
Thurston, cashier; Gwen Chandler, cashier; Gene Manning, operator; Willie Perritte, operator; Lionel Ramsey, doorman.

’Deep THE

The Novelty Sensation of 1938!
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in Beaumont,

FROM

SPW
.South"

HERBERT
SENSATIONAL

JEFFREY
SINGING

COWBOY

"STYMIE"
STAR

OF

"OUR

GANG"

BOOKED

SOLID

COMEDIES

For Showing to White Audiences on
Regular Run by
O. K. THEATRES — TRI-STATES THEATRES
and
More Than 50 Circuit and Independent
White Houses
"Two-Gun Man From Harlem"
“natural" in any theatre.
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1919

PHONE!
FILM EXCHANGE
BUILDING
Dallas

•
109 Walton St.
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HAPY-MUNY is here — grab yourself a hunk

bills and battered,
See the happy money go rolling into the till — Folding money, folded many times, old, wrinkled
modern, new
worn coins SMILE like crisp, fresh bills and shiny, new coins, as they are laid down on the counter of the
style TICKET BOOTH . . . Happy money in a happy home.. . . Didn't we tell you.

L
No. 800 Series TICKET BOOTH with Octagon Base
Offers your choice
glass . . . Stationary
or plain ceiling . .
Change counter for
at mass production

of Colors and Design . . . Tinted or clear
or Lowerable side windows . . . Ventilated
. Louvered door with sliding cover . . .
ticket machine or plain . . . Custom built
prices.

Banner

type, non-illuminated,

interchangeable

letter panels

of one, two, three or more lines for 8-inch or 10-inch letters.
Double face to hang under marquee, over sidewalk. Single
face, against
in any

wall or across lobby opening. Any length. Interchangeable letters, all sizes, all types, all materials. Finished
color paint or porcelain enamel.

LOBBY DISPLAY FRAMES too— Finished in porcelain colors to match

€13H2§ TEXLITE INC.
It

A

M

THEAT

are wearing
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" The Pride of Eveska"
g F. BUSBY and Fred Lawrence, Republic
Pictures, Little Rock, attended the
opening of the New Theatre, Manila, last
week. They also stopped in Blytheville,
Osceola, and other northeastern Arkansas
cities for short visits . . . Jack Hoxie,
movie star featured in Western films for
many years, and a company of five appeared in person at the New, McGehee,
Sunday and Monday.
It is announced that Herod Jimerson,
advertising director for the New, Roxy
and Prospect theatres, Little Rock, for a
number of years, has resigned to accept
a place with J. F. Norman, owner of the
Best Theatre at England. Jimerson entered the theatre business at the Prospect
in Little Rock under T. W. Sharp. Serving first as usher, cashier, then projectionist, Jimerson acted as advertising director and manager for the three Little
Rock houses under Sharp, Sanders and
Wheeler, and the Arkansas Amusement
Corp.
Ray

Wilson, owner of the New at Dewitt, is beginning the construction of a
new fire-proof theatre building which will
have a seating capacity twice as large as
his present house. New equipment also
will be installed in the new building.
H. E. Herrington, manager of the Home
Theatre, Smackover, announces the completion of an air-conditioning system, the
unit being a product of the United States
Air Conditioning Co., of Milwaukee.
Manager R. B. Hardy of the Gem,
Nashville, entertained the boy scouts at
his theatre at which the Bobby Breen film,

DUE

Hartsville,

Tenn. — The

subject

of this

piece is a mere 14.
This early in life, he tips the scales for
a hefty 334 pounds, spread over a 5-feet,
8-inch frame.
He’s reputedly the largest theatre doorman in the state of Tennessee, and his
slogan, by his own admission, goes something like this:
"This is a lot of doorman.
They shall not pass.”
To his bosses, Gene Mcllwain

and J. S.

McMurry, he is “the pride of the Eveska.”
Oh yes, his name. Louis Baxter West
jr. And, besides a lot of weight, he packs
a plenty pleasant smile.
(Ed. Note: If any exhibitors know of
anyone like Louis, will they please get in
touch with Mcllwain and McMurry.
There may be something in it).

Truman Riley Becomes
Denison Star Manager
Denison,

Tex. — Truman

Riley,

former

assistant manager of the Star and Rialto,
has been promoted to house manager of
the remodeled Star, working under R. D.
Leatherman, city manager for the Interstate theatres.
Riley is a graduate of Hardin-Simmons
University and did his first theatre work
in Abilene.

Dinnerware
Atlanta — Ike

Katz

Deal

of the

Atlanta

of-

“Make a Wish,” was shown ... A new
cooling system has been installed at the
Strand, Camden. Other improvements, including new lighting equipment, and redecoration of the interior, also were made.

fice of Metro Premium Co., reports closing a deal with the Star Theatre, Savannah, Ga„ for Golden Poppy dinnerware,
to begin August 19.

E. A. Patton, manager of the Roxy, at
Huntington, announces a reduction in
prices for the summer season. Instead of
10 and 25 cents, the admission will be
10 and 15 cents. A new cooling system also
has been installed at the Roxy.

"Assassin" in Santone
San

Antonio — “Assassin

of Youth”

play-

ed a five-day engagement starting July
19 at the Plaza Theatre. A special front
was built for the run by Manager E. R.
Seffel.

NOW AVAILABLE FOR BOOKING ANYWHERE

to fly in and out of Miami the latter part of this week was Danielle Darrieux. She was to be met at the municipal
airport by John M. (Sonny) Shepherd,
manager of the Lincoln Theatre, who also
was to be on hand to see her off to Havana via Pan American airways and to
welcome her back to the states when she
returns. The trip is being made to enable
her to “re-enter” the United States, which
suggests, incidentally, that there’s a promotional angle yet to be disclosed.
A featured short at the Olympia this
week, "Strike,” was the subject for a
strong recommendation to all fishermen
given on his Tuesday evening broadcast
by Major Fred Bradford, angling editor
of the Miami Daily News.
Back from his vacation in Hampton, la.,
Rollin K. Stonebrook is taking over Charles
Whitacre’s desk in the Paramount publicity department while Charley and his
wife
N. C. go vacationing up to Hendersonville,

Scheduled for summer construction are
two new Negro houses to be erected by
Wometco. The one to go up in the closein
northwest, at the corner of N. W. Third
Ave. and 16 th St., is to be the finest Negro
theatre in the south, plans indicate. It is
being erected at a cost of $35,000. A
1,000-seat house, it is to be a de luxer
throughout. Plans for this and a smaller
house, a 650 -seat one, in Cocoanut Grove
are being completed by Wometco architect Robert Collins. The Cocoanut Grove
house is to cost $20,000.
Inaugurated this week is a new back
cover feature on the Wometco weekly program. Titled “Cheers and Jeers,” it offers free tickets for the best letters from
Wometco patrons who give the most interesting reports on why they did or didn’t
like certain pictures or certain houses,
services or personnel. One of the first
prize-winning letters is a request for mystery thrillers photographed to resemble
third dimension
scopiks.

as Pete Smith’s

Audio-

Wometco architect Robert Collins has
moved into the space formerly occupied

SIX
PEOPLE

$10,000.00

by the Wometco offices. A corridor connects his offices with the handsome new
Wometco executive headquarters.

Featuring

DISPLAY
Including

She Catches Whopper

$5,000.00
SADDLE

wife of the Beeville theatreman, caught
a whopper here last week. The fish was
5 feet, 11 inches long.

LOBBY

Little 3-YearOld
JACK

Port

HOXIE,

JR.
"Tumbleweed'
"Lonesome
’’Ramona
Joe"

—FLASH

Western
Screen Starj

in pefsofo
JACK

HOXIE

Aransas,

Tex. — Mrs.

H.

W.

Hall,

PLENTY—
BOOKING
FAST

Bell"
FURNISH

OWN

WESTERN

FEATURE

TALKIE

PHONE, WIRE or WRITE — R. V. McGINNIS
Phone No. 550
117 South Elm St.
Hope, Arkansas
108
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There is no finer quality than a Texlite
porcelain enamel product and the cost is
now so reasonable, you will agree that we
do take pride in serving you well at a fair
price. The name TEXLITE on a theatre
display, like STERLING on silver means
the tops in ticket booths, display frames
or a complete front. Texlite, Inc., Dallas.
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QLINTON VUCOVICH, who for a long
time was connected with the Gulf
Amusement Co., managing its two Pensacola, Fla., theatres, now is manager of
the new East Hill Theatre in Pensacola.
Last month, according to W. A. Hodges
of National Theatre Supply here, was
somewhat ahead of the same month of last
year in theatre improvements and way
ahead in equipment sales. Hodges claims
a 40 per cent increase for June, while other
firms of the same kind show a corresponding sales hike . . . The Fox Theatre,
Houma, La., which is managed by Vic
Moran, formerly of the Bromberg exchange in New Orleans, is installing new
booth equipment.
Mr. and Mrs. James Alsina, operators
of the Famous Theatre, are on a vacation
jaunt to St. Louis, Chicago and Canada.
E. V. Richards of the Saenger Theatres
entertained the personnel of the Paramount and Anderson theatres on his yacht,
Eldes, at Biloxi, Miss. About 30 persons
participated.
The Jolly, a Negro house, has been
opened here. Admission is 10 cents top
. . . Eunice Knobloch, a local girl, has been

Sentence Is Suspended
On Extortion Charges
Mobile,

Ala.

—

The

sentence

of Roye

McLeod, former theatre manager, to a
year-and-a-day in federal prison on
charges of extortion, was suspended by
Judge John McDuffie of United States
district court.
Judge

McDuffie put McLeod, who allegedly wrote a threatening letter to E.
V. Richards, president of the RichardsParamount chain, under probation for a
four-year term. McLeod paid a $100 fine.

Malco
Hot

Springs,

Planning
Ark. — Malco,

New

Orleans — The

booked

the

Reel

Saenger

special Rudolph

circuit has

reel, “The Man Who Came Back,” for
early showing. The reel is distributed
nationally by Astor Pictures through its
30 franchise holders.

Opens
Hondo,

opened

in Hondo

Tex. — Raymond

his new

Raye

Bluff,

Ark. — For

Jennings

Theatre

family and Miss Ann Allen, cashier, stopped in Atlanta en route to Washington,
D. C., for a few days.

Ellijay, Ga„

has

here.

Atlanta — A

The Cross Carbon Saver
has been thoroughly tried
and tested by hundreds
of Theatres.

by

Write us for actual
and our low prices.
THROUGHOUT

We

The Queen Feature Service, Inc.
BIRMINGHAM,

BOXOFFICE

& Supplies
Phone
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3-8665

o

on your
Carbon Costs

thea-

Specialize
in
QUALITY & SERVICE

ap-

in

DISTRIBUTED

Avenue

costing

SAVE

treman of Cullman, Ala., has taken over
the Lyric Theatre, formerly operated by
T. D. McMinn. He also operates the Strand
and Cullman.

Morris

house

15% to 20

the first time

Quality Theatre Equipment

300-seat

proximately $35,000 is under construction
at Ellijay, Ga. The house will give that
community its first motion picture theatre.
Operators will be Hayden Hampton and
James S. Tankersley. The house is being
built of brick, and will probably be opened
early in September.

Three for Griffin

1912%

to Get

Theatre by September

Pine Bluff has an exclusive Negro
The new house will be managed
Miller and will be known as the
It is located at Second and State

Atlanta — Bill Griffin, enterprising

Ga., was a Row

E. F. Ingram, exhibitor from Ashland
and Lineville, Ala., accompanied by his

Negro Theatre Opens
Pine

Pictures

Others along Filmrow: R. L. (Bob)
Nowell, Cherokee Theatre, Monroe, Ga.;
Gill Griffin, Cullman, Ala.; Butler Gore,
Tampa; Hal Macon, Statesboro, Ga.; C.
S. Dunn, Chattahoochee, Fla.

A1 Durning jr., is in Pensacola, Fla., “up
to his neck” in beautiful girls, who are
taking part in the Old Spanish Trail
Beauty contest of which he is general director.

20 years,
theatre.
by P. K.
Vester.
Sts.

of Monogram

Ed Strange of Gordon,
visitor.

Valentino

assigned a part in “If I Were King,” Paramount picture with Ronald Colman.
James Dempsy, local representative of
the IATSE No. 39, will be general chairman of the Labor Day celebration of the
Central Trades and Labor Council at
Ponchartrain Beach at an all-day picnic.

T W. MANGHAM

J spent the weekend in Birmingham, Ala.,
in connection with the showing of “Assassin of Youth,” now playing day and date
at both the Gaylax and the Capitol theatres.

it is re-

ported, will rebuild here on the site of
the old Princess, destroyed by fire three
years ago. The contemplated house will
seat between 1,000 and 1,200 and will reportedly cost $100,000. Malco operates
four other theatres here.

Books Valentino

A T IL ASIA

WIL-KIN
150 Walton St., ATLANTA
Phone WALnut 4613

THE

ENTIRE

tests

SOUTH

321 S. Church, CHARLOTTE
Phone 8620

***%£**
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White

Scully Optimistic
Over Trade Future

Theatres

Book

Sack's " Two-Gun

Dallas — Sack

Amusement

Man "

Enterprises

announces that “Two-Gun Man
From
Harlem,” all-Negro musical western, is
proving a sensation in white theatres.

Dallas — William A. Scully, Universal’s
general sales manager, accompanied by

Following a trial run in Monahans, Oskar Korn booked the picture for regular
run in his entire O. K. circuit. Barton

Frank

McLendon

J. A. McCarthy, eastern sales manager, expressed optimism for the industry
here last week while on a tour of the com-

pany’s exchanges.
Scully was elated at the relatively good
business conditions in the southwest, and
pointed with overflowing enthusiasm to
two of his company’s current releases,
“The Rage of Paris,” with Danielle Darrieux, and "Tough Guy,” starring the New
York stage kids of “Dead End” film fame.
Scully conferred here with Division
Manager Harry Graham of Atlanta, and
E. S. Olsmith, local branch manager.

has

also played

the picture

on

regular run in his Tri-State theatres in
Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas.
The picture has been used successfully
by Interstate, R&R and Jefferson circuits
at special midnight shows for colored.
Produced by Richard C. Kahn's Merit
Pictures, Inc., “Two-Gun Man From Harlem” is being distributed nationally by
Sack exchanges here and in Atlanta.
The success of “Two-Gun Man From
Harlem” in white theatres has led the Sack
organization to offer another all-Negro
feature, “Swing,” for white showings. This
picture is a backstage musical. It has

Deport RFC Loan Wins
First Step to Approval

been dubbed the “Negro 42nd Street.”
Supplementing its long list of Negro features, Sack has brought forth two series
of colored short subjects. These are the

Deport, Tex. — Application for an RFC
loan of $2,500 by the Deport Amusement

six two-reel

Octavus

Roy

Cohen

comedies,

newsreel of Howard Hughes’ famous landing at Floyd Bennett Field. A special airplane rushed the film here from New
York.

Fred Naumann, 20 -year-old night usher
on the Majestic Theatre floor staff, slipped
the other day while at Brackenridge Park
swimming pool and fractured his collar
hone. Fred is resting in the Robert B.
Green Hospital.
Free candy was given away to the kiddies
at the State Theatre last Saturday as a
special inducement for the opening chapter
of “The

Lone

Star Ranger.”

Stella Hudgeons, Interstate PBX operator, has returned to her desk following a
vacation in Corpus Christi.
Robert (Bob> Moses, erstwhile employe
with a theatre supply company here, has
gone into business for himself. This time
Bob

is operating a radio and electrical appliance shop on West Commerce St.

produced

Corp.

which is ready to erect a new theatre building, has been favored in Dallas
and forwarded to Washington for final
approval.
The company has raised $2,800, which,
with the loan, is estimated enough to cover
cost of the building 31x100 ft.

by A1 Christie and formerly distributed by Paramount, and the six ForbesRandolph Kentucky Jubilee musicals produced by Tiffany.

1*HESaturday
Aztec Theatre
scored a “beat” last
in presenting the Metrotone

In to Book
San Antonio — Douglas Askey made
booking visit for Talley Enterprises.

a

Jack H. Adams jr. of Dallas was
at the Latin- American exchange office
week. He says he will move here
month . . . Robert N. Smith, manager

seen
last
next
and

otvner of theatres at Mission and Raymondville, ivas in the same place booking
Mexican product for his houses.

HOT WEATHER
AND A

COOL THEATRE
MEAN

GOOD BUSINESS
We

can make

immediate

deliveries

and quick installations from Dallas
stock on Blowers

and

Air Washer

Cooling Systems.

HERBER
210 SOUTH
110

HARWOOD

“Fair

Treatment

BROTHERS
and

Adequate

Service

Always ”
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Oklahoma City Will
Get $75,000 House
Oklahoma

City — Plans

for construction

of a new $75,000 theatre at 2509 N. W.
23rd St., have been announced by J. L.
Groves, who operates theatres at Sulphur
and Pawnee.
He has been granted a permit for construction of a $20,000 brick building 137
by 50 feet. Additional money will be
spent on furnishings, equipment and other
improvements.
Work on the building will be started
this month by the Peltier & Fitzgibbons
Construction Co. The theatre will show
subsequent run pictures for the most part,
Groves announced.

Palace at Stephenville
Reopened Alter Repairs
Stephenville,

Tex. — The

new

Palace

has been reopened by Mrs. Thomas Donnell
after complete rebuilding following fire
damage about two month ago.
The cost was about $10,000 and the
capacity is 450. The house is well equipped
and is attractive. Mrs. Donnell also operates the Majestic.

Overton Theatre Opening
Sell-out lor Two Shows
Overton,

Tex. — A sell-out for two shows

featured the opening of Ted Lewis’ Overton Theatre. The program included a few
short talks from the extra large stage.
General opinion lauded the theatre, and
the manner in which the formal opening
was conducted. The house has a balcony
for colored.

Suiters Heat Stroke
Burkburnett,

Tex. — Ernest

Dillon, pro-

jectionist at the Palace, collapsed in his
booth suffering from a heat stroke. He
was reported recovering at his home, although under doctor’s orders to remain
quiet for some time.

NOW

BOOKING

pRANK WILKE put off his next deep sea
fishing trip long enough to book a few
pictures for the Boulevard at Houston.
The last jaunt was 20 miles into the Gulf
when the party, including Sam Kirchheimer, of the Northside, chartered a 60foot boat and caught almost a boat load,
most of which were kings and red snapper.
Frank said he broke the record on this
visit to the Row by bringing along Mrs.
Wilke and that he was walking the narrow
path.
Henry Krumm is back at the Warner
Bros, camp and hitting the high spots in
soiLth Texas as usual. He left M-G-M for
the new connection, which after all is not
so new, as Krumm quit M-G-M
fore to go with Warner.

Mfg. Co.
for more
last few
to A. P.

Homer Mulkey of Clarendon and Hollis
Boren, Memphis, made one of their regular joint trips. Recent rains over the
Panhandle have brightened prospects in
that section, although both said the moisture was too late for this season’s crop.
was represented at the opening

of Ted Lewis’ Overton Theatre by Col. H.
A. Cole of Allied, and W. B. King of King
Scenic Co., who did the decorations.
“The Magic Eye” has been inaugurated
by the Griffith circuit in Cleburne. The
“Eye” is the key to Photo-Pay Nite, which
already has spread over most of the Griffith circuit. The plan is now being offered
out of a Dallas office.

Box Office Sensation of 1938

Rudolph Valentino
in “Son
with VILMA
BANKYofjThe Sheik"
Synchronized with music, songs and dramatic sound effects.
BOOKED SOLID OVER THE INTERSTATE CIRCUIT.
P. O. Box
2417

AL WOLF
DALLAS, TEX.

City, Tex. — The

J. G. Long

circuit

The Long theatres are handled in two
different groups with the Long general
office in Bay City looking after about 14
and the R. E. Griffith circuit in Dallas
supervising six or seven towns.

Hamilton

Brashear, the company’s president, was
annexed by a thief and so far not returned.
A Packard belonging to Mrs. Forrest Dunlap, wife of the general sales manager,
was wrecked by their son, and to top it all
Dunlap ivas given a ticket for speeding
on his way to Dallas.

Filmrow

Bay

has taken over Miller’s Theatre in Navasota from the Miller estate. The theatre
had been in receivership. A slightly earlier
expansion by Long resulted in the taking
over of the Queen at Palacios from Williams & Deutsch.

once be-

Frank Shea, partner with Gail Pettit
in the new neighborhood Queen at Houston, was booking Wednesday. Frank says
the Queen is making a little money.
Cars in the American Desk
families at Temple have been in
than their share of trouble the
days. A new Buick belonging

Long Circuit Gets
House in Navasota

Fire Damages

"B" Gem
Harold Tex.Stroud's
— Fire of unknown
origin

Hamilton,

destroyed the screen, speakers, and spread
some damage to the auditorium of Harold
Stroud’s “B” theatre, the Gem.
The

loss was about $500, with no insurance. It will be two or three weeks
before the house can be reopened.

Underwoods
Dallas — W.

G.

on Cruise

Underwood

ii Theatre

Mrs.

«

MODERNIZING
&
STREAMLINING
HEADQUARTERS
Visit Us
in our new office
1914 Main Street

PLANS

FREE

On Remodeling

Phone
8-8413

and

Underwood are in the midst of a Carribean
cruise and dodging Texas hot weather
for most of the summer.

Jobs

KING
SCENIC CO.
1914 Main St.

BUFFALO
315 s. harwood
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ENGINEERING

EQUIPMENT
CO., INC.

Dallas.

DALLAS

Texas
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okil a. canny

Vku Week We Meet

LOTS

— JOF ABERCROMBIE
Miami

— While

most

theatre

managers

can truthfully claim that there’s little
scenario material in their lives, the manager of Paramount’s latest addition to its
Greater Miami chain could not venture
that claim with much justification. One
wonders what Hecht and MacArthur would
do with the odyssey of Joe Abercrombie
whose new assignment brings his total of
theatres managed up to the “Believe-It-orNot” total of 29!
And Joe’s not very far along in his
thirties yet!
Beginning “on the door” at the old West
End Theatre in Atlanta, his home town,
he worked up to be manager of that house
and half a dozen others in Atlanta before
streaking off to California where his perennial good humor and adaptability won
for him immediately the same recognition
he had been given back in his home town,
as an ideal “trouble shooter.”
On the West Coast Little Joe (who’s
“way up thar” when one stands beside
him) spent most of his time at houses in
Oakland, Berkeley, San Francisco and
Hollywood, United Artists theatres.
A yen for the old home town — and perhaps for the uncopyrighted song of mocking birds and the fragrance of real magnolias, the tithesis, in short, of the synthetic existence of the film capitol —
brought him back to Georgia several years
ago.
Two years ago he came down to Miami

Uptown in DeRidder
Is a Modern Theatre
DeRidder,

La. — The

new

Uptown

open-

ed here recently by Southern Amusement
Co., is a modern motion picture theatre
seating 528.
The walls and ceiling are pink with
green stencil in bold relief near the ceiling in the foyer. The lighting system is
of the indirect type.
Admission on Sunday, Monday and Friday is 10 and 25 cents; Tuesday the entire family is admitted for 50 cents; Wednesday and Thursday, 10 and 15 cents;
Saturday, 10 and 20 cents.

Contest lor Name
Anderson,

S. C. —

A

six-month

McDuffie Sts., according to Jimmie Cartledge, presently manager of the local
Strand.

Port

Port Opened

St. Joe,

Fla. — The

prior to his advancement to Paramount’s
newest acquisition. This handsome Cinema Casino, transformed into a moving
picture house last fall after housing for a
brief period the French Casino for which
it was designed, was one of the most elaborate and costly theatre-restaurants in
the country.
Abercrombie does not, by the way, like
the name Cinema Casino. Considering it
a bit awkward and unwieldly, if not downright misleading, he plans to gradually
ease the name over to Cinema Theatre.
The house is to have both first and second runs on the beach.
Being retained to work with Abercrombie are Johnny Dwyer, assistant manager,
and all the other members of the old
Cinema staff. Like them, the new manager is an inveterate swimmer. He hasn’t
missed a day since he’s been over on the
beach.
Larry Morris, who managed the Cinema
Casino for its previous lessees, the Morris Bros., has returned to New York.

Youth Wins $500 Damage
Suit From Theatre Chain
Concord,

N.

C. —

In

a

three-year-old

case, Clyde Robinson, college student, was
awarded $500 damages against North
Carolina Theatres, Inc., for a lip injury
allegedly received January 1, 1935, in the
circuit’s Paramount Theatre when a firecracker exploded in front of his face.
The original plaintiff petition asked for
$5,000 damages. Defense counsel have
indicated they will appeal the case.

Ed Hardin Is Building a
New Theatre in Tazewell
Tenn. — Ed

Hardin

has start-

ed construction of a new theatre to replace his present New Tazewell Theatre
here. The house will seat 500.

Westbrook
Holly

Springs,

Miss. — The

Palace

Forms
Little

Theatres,

Ferguson, back on the job after an extended illness. Todd is spotted at the
Circle, taking it easy for two or three
weeks.
Gus Zaffos, Ritz manager, has fooled
with double bills at his house so much
that his doctor
about to become
. . . Dee Fuller,
tion . . . John
will move their

has informed him he’s
a “ double-feature” father
Circle manager, on vacaBuckles and Bill Howell
Motiograph office shortly

. . . Buddy Moran, at the Republic exchange, making railroad plans; he has
one of those model layouts that a lot of
men are taking to these days.
Dyer

Theatre Supply Co. sales announced as follows: Complete U. S. air
plant to Glen Thompson, Thompson at
Healdton; B. A. McConnell, Emerson at
Hartford, Ark.; Ed Holt, Wigwam at Coalgate; new fixtures to Ed Crews, Empress
at Waurika; rebuilt projectors to B. L.
Smith, Liberty at Quinton; new rectifiers
to Bill Jones and Bill Stricher, Harmony
at Sand Springs, and new rectifiers to
Harry Holt, Arcadia at Maud.
Sol Davidson, with Grand National Air
Conditio>ning outfit, in an auto wreck. Results: Four cracked ribs and 14 stitches
. . . Tom Dyer, back from a business trip
through Oklahoma, Arkansas and Texas,
reporting favorable reception everywhere.
The “jackpot” program of the Rex at
Tulsa — a variation of Bank Night— is not
a public nuisance, Judge Floyd Staley has
decided in district court at Tulsa. The
court denied the request of a permanent
injunction asked by the Rev. J. E. Bridges,
who said the crowds attending the theatre were interfering with his church
services. Judge Staley said he believed
the “Jackpot Night” was a lottery which
could be disposed of by the state penal
code. Judge Grady Cornett of common
pleas court, however, previously held it
was not a lottery law violation.

Harriman,

Thea-

New

Tenn.

—

Palace

Boyd

Underhill

of

Knoxville is manager of the Palace, new
theatre here. Supervision of construction
was in charge of T. W. Smith.

A. L. Runs Theatre

Partnership

Rock — Imperial

to begin shooting on “Jesse James,” to
star Tyrone Power, following the visit of
Director Henry King to several state locations. King stated that part of the film
is to be shot against an Oklahoma background. . . State’s manager, Bob Pfotenhauer, off to Bentonville, Ark., and other
points in the Ozarks for a two-week vacation. He is driving Mrs. T. B. Noble jr. to
Bentonville and from there is going on to
the vacation spots in the Ozarks . . . Todd

Manages

Remodeling

tre here, purchased recently by Clyde
Westbrook of Cleveland, Miss., is being remodeled throughout at a cost of $25,000.

ultra-modem

Port Theatre, a new link in the Martin
circuit, opened here recently. Admission,
in line with those in other theatres here,
was 10 and 25 cents on the lower floor,
10 and 15 cents in balcony.

112

So now he not only has “sand in his shoes”
but salt water in his curly red hair!
He came down here to the Flagler Theatre from the Burkhead in Atlanta, has
presided in turn at the Rex, the Coral
Gables and was back at the Flagler again

Tazewell,
guest

ticket is to be given to the person submitting the best name for the new theatre to
be built here at the corner of Whitner and

New

to join the Paramount Enterprises organization and to learn that Florida also
has mocking birds and magnolias with
the added lure of long, golden beaches.

of spots in this state are anticipating the arrival of a 20th-Fox company

Inc.,

of Forrest City, has filed notice with the
secretary of state’s office of a change
its operations to a partnership.

of

Concord,

N.

C. — The

Legion

Theatre,

opened here recently, is being operated for
the benefit of the Harold Goodman Post
of the American Legion.
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DOMINION OPENS DRIVE TO BOOST ATTENDANCE
AT THEATRES; BROAD ADVERTISING CAMPAIGN
Tourists Travel

Ottawa,

But

Their Purses Are Shut Tight
By

W.

M.

GLADISH

Ottawa — The tourist business doesn’t
mean a thing to theatres in Ottawa this
year, but the patronage of local residents
during the hot-weather weeks has more
than made up the depreciation in tourist
dollars, according to the exhibitors. The
situation reflects to an appreciable extent
the current trends in business here and
“abroad.”
Automobiles bearing license plates of
numerous states of the United States are
seen on local streets as usual because the
Canadian capital has always
mecca of summer tourists from

been the
the south

side of the border but, frankly, the theatre managers are agreed that the visitors
are not so free with their coin.
On

the

other hand, various local developments are giving increasing prosperity to the people of Ottawa. Several

business

blocks, a large church,

the

ven-

Theatre Attendance
In Nova Scotia Low

erable postoffice and other structures are
being torn down in a beautification scheme
which was started 20 years ago. New
buildings under way include a $600,000
postoffice, a
$400,000 technical school,
Canada’s war memorial costing many
thousands, a
new civic administration
building and various apartment blocks and
stores, as well as the opening up of a national playground on the Quebec side of
the Ottawa River. These are not mere
depression palliatives, but part of extensive program which was placed on the
order paper immediately after the great
war.
An

angle to the summer tourist situation in Hull, Que., is that the theatres
there find themselves confronted with the
problem of refusing admission to visitors
with children because of the Quebec law,
on the statute books for 10 years, which
prohibits the admission of juveniles under 16 years of age to any moving picture
theatre. Tourists cannot understand it.

The Empress , Vernon ,
Will Be Rejuvenated
Vancouver — Frank Gow, Famous Players, states that definite arrangements have
now been made for the rejuvenation of
the Empress Theatre at Vernon, B. C.,
which

St. Johns, N. B. — Nova Scotians spend
$2.27 per capita a year on motion picture
entertainment, and the average cost of
theatre admissions in Halifax is only 20.6
cents, a low mark which is matched by
only two other cities in Canada — Quebec
and Saint John — the Halifax Rotary Club
was told in an address by Larry M. Graburn, Capitol Theatre manager.
He presented statistics to show that in
Nova Scotia there are 55 theatres; that in
Halifax there is one theatre seat for every
seven people; that in Canada there are
959 theatres with total seating capacity of
565,000; that in the United States 18,350
with capacity of 11,000,000; and that Canada has one seat for every 19 persons, one
theatre for every 11,000 persons.
The decency movement to raise film
standards had benefitted the industry,
Graburn said. In the early days pictures
were produced solely with the aim of entertainment— that aim was still foremost,
but the value of the film as an educational
force was being more widely recognized,
and producers were depending on public
opinion to shape their course in subject
matter. He termed the motion picture one
of the greatest influences in the creation
of goodwill among nations.
BOXOFFICE
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is actually an exchange of buildings. The ballroom which has been used
for dances, and other public purposes,
will be completely remodeled for theatre
purposes, and the
pared for dances.

Empress

will be

pre-

The work, estimated to cost over $25,000, will involve major structural architectural changes as well as complete new
equipment

The

and furnishings, with the installation of the latest modern air-conditioning system.
advantage of this complete change

is that the theatre will continue to operate in its present location until the opening of the new house.

Ten Full Pages
Belleville, Ont. — Ten full pages of the
Ontario Intelligencer were given over to
the announcement of the recent opening
of the deluxe McCarthy Theatre here by
J. C. McCarthy. The theatre is modern
throughout.
ager.

Vincent

Ulster Leases

Freeman

Toronto

is man-

Broadway

Toronto — The Broadway has been leased
by Ben Ulster. Alex Eckler is the new
manager.

Equivalent Patronage
Other English Lands
Is Objective
of

to

Toronto — That it is time the proportion
Canadians who are theatregoers is

brought at least up to the level of theatregoing in the United States, England and
Australia, is one of the outstanding objectives of the drive just launched by a
special publicity committee of the motion
picture branch of the Toronto Board of
Trade with the purpose of developing a
larger theatre attendance on the part of
the people in the Dominion of Canada.
This special publicity committee, of
which Col. John A. Cooper has jusu been
chosen the secretary-treasurer, feels the
surface for possible theatre attendance in
tne Dominion has scarcely been scratched
as yet.

In proof of this stand the committee points out that the week.y table of

theatre

attendance in various countries reveals that theatregoing in Canada only
represents an attendance of 22 per cent
of the population as compared with 100
per cent attendance in Australia, 70 per
cent in the United States and 51 per
cent in England. It also is pointed out
that these countries are all English-speaking nations with the people having a
similar standard of living to those in
Canada.
A

feature of the drive for more theatregoing in Canada is likely to be the preparation of a comprehensive press book or
publicity campaign book to be sent to every
theatre manager in Canada. Among the
things

this book will contain wi'l be information and advertising setups for posters, trailers, newspaper advertisements

and publicity stories for the National "Goto-the-Movies Week” to be held in Canada starting Monday, September 19.
It is expected

that

the

work

done

to

publicize the “Go-to-the-Movies Week”
will have the effect of stimulating attendance at motion picture theatres throughout the entire year. Because of the proIcn ed effect of the intensive advertising
and publicity campaign now being started
and because it has been decided to keep
the publicity committee functioning the
year round, the plan to be followed will
be to maintain live contacts with newspapers, furnishing story and publicity material for a proposed theatre page in all
large daily papers, similar to the sports
and society
terests.

pages

devoted

to these

in-

In the campaign now commencing to
publicize the theatres an intensive drive
will be earned on in all the key cities of
the Dominion by means of display newspaper advertisements, radio broadcasts and
use of the nation’s

billboards.

K
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John Grierson Is
An Ottawa Visitor

Winnipeg Wing of IATSE to
Fight Adverse Picket Order
Winnipeg — Local 299 of the International Alliance of Theatrical and Stage
Employes will fight “through to the British Privy Council if necessary” for a reversal of the judgment handed down by
Justice Taylor in King’s Bench June 6,
fining the union $1,000 for damages caused by picketing the Park Theatre here
and placing a permanent injunction on
the union to prevent it from further picketing the theatre. E. Turner, president
of the local, made this announcement to
the Winnipeg Trades and Labor Council.
The

council voted to grant Turner’s request that it circularize local branches of

international unions, other trades and labor councils and the Trades and Labor
Congress

of Canada,

asking

financial

sistance

for the IATSE

in carrying

on the

already

spent $7,500 on law cases in Winni-

Ottawa — A visitor in Ottawa is John
Grierson of London, England, a member of
the advisory film council of the imperial
government, who has been commissioned
by the Dominion government to look into

peg.
Jack

Bruce,

the subject of proper films for the theatres of the British Isles and the Empire.

fight.

The local president gave the assurance his union would supply the balance of the funds necessary, though it has

the

Toronto,

vice-president

of

Plumbers’ and Pipefitters’ International Union, argued strongly for support

of the projectionists’ union, accusing the
courts of “intending to make it impossible for us legally to picket.”
Turner predicted that in the near future, “every Canadian theatre will be
compelled to have an IATSE projectionist or risk not being supplied with films,
since all films now bear the stamp of the

asunion.”

After a sight-seeing tour of the West,
Grierson declared that one of the faults
of the Canadian government’s film releases
up to the present time is that they lacked
human interest and he could find no coordinated effort to “put Canadians
nadian films.”
“Britain
is crying

a staff job. The “graduates” reached
Hollywood in time to do their share in
animating the fairy tale and enjoy bonus

at Saint John, are being invited by Walter H. Golding, Capitol Theatre manager,
to attend a special midnight program
sometime in the next few weeks. Educational, industrial and feature fiction films
are being donated by members of the
Maritime Film Board of Trade. An added
attraction will be a demonstration of singsong leading by David Thomson, who filled the Capitol at each of his weekly

splits.

“sings” during the
these programs were

winter and spring;
broadcast over CHSJ,

and simultaneous sing-songs were held by
many school groups in towns and villages
of the province with radio sets leading
them.
Mayor N. W. Mason of New Glasgow,
N. S., who operates the Academy and
Roseland theatres, has returned from
Montreal after undergoing medical treatment. His condition has improved.
Maritime film people were keenly interested in a dispatch from Los Angeles telling of the apprehension of a sound recorder, George Donald Smart, and a makeup
artist, Layne Britton, on suspicion of forgery, grand theft and conspiracy in connection with an alleged get-rich-quick
scheme in which Louis B. Mayer’s name
was forged to $50,000 in promissory notes
. . . The M-G-M magnate was a boyhood
resident of Saint John and renewed acquaintances there and elsewhere in the
Maritime a couple of years ago.
Word

of the Disney

staff bonuses

handful of successful candidates at Walt’s
“school” in New York two years ago. Several thousand artists sought a chance for
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pictures

interpreted

coming

country.

in a thousand

This

could be

films.”

Several Jobs Reported

Halifax theatre patrons have been looking forward with interest to the opening,

By Maritime

Equipment

later this month, of the New Gaiety Theatre, owned by M. E. Walker, who also
operates the Imperial in Sackville, N. B.
The old theatre was destroyed by fire last
winter. The new structure, concrete and
steel with brick front, is fireproof . . . The
Princess Theatre, Saint John, is again
under the management of J. E. Quinn.

St. John, N. B. — Business this summer
has been good, reports the Maritime
Theatre Equipment Co. here, in which
L. A. and A. C. Sprague, brothers, are
partners. Their activity signifies the
gradual trend toward establishment of
permanent theatres in towns and small
communities of the Maritimes.

“Capitol Gang
was the message

(Tommy) Gregory, at Bisley Camp, England, by the staff of the Capitol Theatre,
Saint John, after the former Capitol usher
led the Canadian rifle team to victory over
British Empire teams in the competition

Harvey, N. B., Empire Theatre — the farmdairy village’s first — under the management of O. E. McCutcheon, Fredericton,
and G. L. Glenn, Chipman, and at the
newly renovated Capitol Theatre, Shediac,
N. B., opened on July 9 by Joe LeBlanc,
in the building formerly occupied by the

for the Rajah of Kolapore’s coveted challenge cup, July 14. Twenty-two-year-old
Tommy, stepping in to break a tie between
Canada and Great Britain, scored eight

Eclipse Theatre. New rectifiers, reflector arc lamps, lens and other equipment
were installed in the Chipman Theatre,
Chipman. A pair of projectors complete

successive bullseyes on the 600 -yard range,
the finest individual performance of the
match.

with sound equipment in the Capitol Theatre, Hartland, N. B.; the same type projectors in the new Capitol Theatre at Oxford, N. S.

Incidentally, a fellow usher at the Capitol a few years ago was Don MacLeod,

The brothers Sprague have modernized
their Old Opera House Theatre at St.
George, N. B.

They
Sends Congratulations”
cabled to Aircraftsman

Canadian Royal Military College graduate who is now completing military engineering courses at Cambridge University.
Don also won some of the highest rifle
awards in Canada and later competed at
Bisley. Tommy was prevented from going
by his youthful age in those days.

as a

result of “Snow White’s” phenomenal
success is gratifying news to the many
Saint John friends of young Don Gunn,commercial artist and advertising man
who, the sole Canadian, was one of the

better

of Canada,” he said, “but is only getting
tourist stuff — men catching fish. Make
documentary films showing the life and
times of the people themselves; show how
they live, how they work and how they
fight drought, hail, frost and grasshoppers.
You must think people. Canada is filled
with dramatic life. You must show it as
an up and

pjUNDREDS
of New Brunswick school
teachers, attending the Provincial Summer School of Education and Fine Arts

for

in Ca-

Good marksmanship seems to run
the show business, for Lieut. Harold

in
F.

Parker, formerly of Saint John, now manager of the reconditioned Majestic Theatre at Yarmouth, N. S., was chosen for
Bisley twice and, like Tommy
Gregory,
won

his way

into the select “King’s

Hun-

installed

Cockle

equipment

new

export manInstructional

Baird Television and British AcousFilms, who has been in the United
for the past few weeks studying the
education market, is here from New

Cockle’s present plan is to sail to London from Montreal. The plan may be
changed, however,
to New York.

necessitating

BOXOFFICE
dred.”

the

to Montreal

Montreal — Victor Cockle,
ager of Gaumont
British
Films,
tic
States
visual
York

at

a
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A Real DRAWING-CARD
For Your Theatre
Give your audiences the realism of the new RCA Photophone High Fidelity sound reproduction. It will at once
lift your theatre to a new peak of popular favor.
For here, for the first time, the full range of music,
speech and incidental sound is reproduced completely
and naturally.
Every sound essential to the full enjoyment of the picture
is heard, clearly, crisply, distinctly. It will be a new
experience for your patrons and a new and profitable
experience for YOU.

Distributed

Dominion
Head
Branches
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Office:
HALIFAX

by

Q7T

Sound
Equipments
LIMITED
1620

Notre

TORONTO

Dame

Street

WINNIPEG

West,

REGINA

Montreal

CALGARY

VANCOUVER

CO Y TAWA
^JANAGER
T. R. Tubman pulied off one
of those 48-point screamers for the
presentation of "Lord Jeff’’ this week at
the Capitol Theatre for the reason that
the

engagement was the Canadian premiere of the M-G-M attraction. The British angle to the story was emphasized
with good effect.

tined for the screen.

One

of his previous

fictional works “Thirty-Nine Steps” was
produced by a British studio. His Excellency is now in Scotland for installation as Chancellor of the University of
Edinburgh and will not be returning to
the Dominion until September before
which time he is to discuss
tion of his story.

the produc-

A stage was brightened for the nonce
in the Ottawa district during the current
week when a flesh show was presented as
an added feature at the Cartier Theatre

It is very seldom that the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. will plug a current
moving picture attraction over its national

by Manager Bob Maynard. This was “The
Avalon Club Revue” with the Wally Short
orchestra and five vaudeville acts. The

network, but 20th Century-Fox gets a real
break on Saturday, July 23, it is revealed
at the Ottawa head office of the CBS,

stage show was booked as a “brightener”
on the program with “All Quiet on the
Western Front.”

with the broadcasting of two musical numbers from “Josette.” Louise King, radio

It was the turn last Saturday for Manager Joe Paul at the Elgin Theatre to give
away

a bottle of pop to all juvenile customers at matinee performances, the screen

attraction

being “Rose

of the Rio Grande.”

Most

theatre operators are ready to declaim floodlight baseball as a deterrent
to patronage, but such is not the case with
Don Stapleton of the Centre Theatre who
is the man behind the Ottawa Braves in
the Canadian- American Baseball League.
The local club has fust introduced night
ball at Lansdowne
ing move.

Park

as a crowd-boost-

Harry S. Dahn, former general manager of Hanson Theatres Corp., and Mrs.
Dahn have been spending a glorious fishing holiday at their summer home at Cameron Lake in the picturesque Kawartha
Lakes district. Dahn is lining up a big
project in the theatre field starting in the
fall, particulars of which are withheld.

an operator in the Patricia Theatre, London, succeeds H. J. McCallum of Toronto.
The Rideau is the only theatre in Ottawa
which employs members of the Canadian
local.
With

the annual eastern managers convention of Famous Players Canadian Corp.

only a month away, Clarence Robson, veteran executive of the chain as Eastern
Canadian supervisor, is seriously ill and
has been ordered to take a long rest.

in many

theatres.

MILES of Western Theatres, Ltd., is
spending his holiday at Watrous . . .

N. Rothstein will spend some time at Watrous, later leaving for Saskatoon.

Reissue of “All Quiet on the Western
Front” at the Lyceum Theatre is doing
good business.
Mornings

Max Heppner of the Colonial, Winnipeg, left for Yellowstone and California
. . . Don Gauld of Western Theatres Ltd.,
left for Detroit Lakes and Chicago on a
vacation.

at

the

Windsor

golf course

have the air of a theatremen’s convention.
This course is the favorite rendezvous of
Winnipeg

exhibitors.

will visit here

M. Triller’s new roller-skating rink in
the basement of the Winnipeg Auditorium
has been opened.

in connection with the Winnipeg Summer Fair, August 8-13. Major attractions
will include "Follies Internationale” and
the “California Varsity Eight.”

Alf Peery, general manager of Empire
Universal, is expected here soon . . . An
appreciative audience, the guests of the

Royal

American

Shows

The Province has closed its doors for
extensive alterations and will reopen about
July 30 as the Rio.

I. H. Allan,

western

head

of Grand

tional, witnessed a preview
ling,” famous French film.

of

Na-

“Mayer-

e

A private screening of Universal’s “The
Rage of Paris” was held under the auspices of Doug (Spike) Rosen of Empire
Universal early this week.
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Bill Popham, formerly of the Playhouse
in Winnipeg, and now of Kamsack, is a
visitor . . . William Novak of the Capitol,
Regina,

ditto.

weekly and as many as 3,500 persons have been in attendance while a
move is on foot to install betting facilities
on the pari-mutuel system.

Travel Agents
Preview

Witness

of travel
" Lordagents
Jeffat-"

Montreal — Montreal

tended a preview of “Lord Jeff,” starring
Freddie Bartholomew and Mickey Rooney.
The plot evolves about the training of
boys for the British merchant marine,
and the chief locale is at the Russell-Cotes
Navigation School, founded by Lord Jellicoe and one of the institutions operated
by the Dr. Bardnardo Homes.
While the film is technically good and
the training of the boys for the merchant
service is authentically portrayed, it is
this film which aroused protests from officers of the Cunard liner Franconia when
they saw it in New York. Their objection
was that the leading character, played by
Freddie Bartholomew, was a
juvenile
criminal before being sent to the RussellCotes School, and that the merchant serords. vice did not accept boys with criminal rec-

will MW HP IE
T

The track, which is nearing completion,
is a replica of the greyhound plants in
Florida and, with its clubhouse, bleachers,

nights

shown

is des-

breeder, has been installed as track manager and is also in charge of the kennels.

According to Manager Marshall of the
Rideau Theatre, word has been received
that O. Elliott, former inspector of theatres
in the Ontario Government, has been
elected president of the Canadian Moving
Picture Operators Union, a company union
which is opposition to the IATSE. Elliott,

life in Northwest

which

the Greyhound Racing Ass’n, the prime
mover of which is Mrs. E. M. Lea, formerly of England, who is creating a racing
plant at Scarborough Junction, Ont., under the name of Country Club Kennels.
Archibald Mcllveen, prominent greyhound

paddock and kennels, resembles a miniature horse-racing establishment. Practice programs are already being held two

Baron Tweedsmuir, Governor-General of Canada, who recently
broke precedent by leaving the shores of
Canada during his tenure of office here, is
preparing a drama dealing with pioneer
Canada

Ottawa — A new menace to the theatres
of Canada is seen in the incorporation of

soprano, is to sing "Where in the World”
and "In Any Language” from the Gordon
and Revel filmusical.

Richard Finnie, film cameraman of the
Canadian government, is scheduled to
give a descriptive talk on Anticosti Island
over the national network of the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. on July 25. Finnie
became noted because of his many films of
the Canadian Arctic which have been

His Excellency

A Dog Race Threat
Rising in Ontario

Toronto

New

Sound

—

Starland

The

Theatre

in

Waterloo, Que., operated by Leo Choquette, has installed a new CTR sound
equipment. Choquette has purchased the
same kind of equipment for his theatre
in Farnham, Que. The new Centre being
built in Timmins, Ont., is being equipped
by the Perkins Electric
sound equipment.

Co.

with

CTR

Pearson-Harnott
Montreal

—

Lloyd

Campbell

Pearson,

sales manager of Dominion Sound Equipments, Ltd., was married July 16 in St.
George’s Church, Ste. Anne de Bellevue,
Que., to Miss Frieda Harnott. Following
the ceremony, a reception was held at the
home of the bride, after which the couple
left for a motor trip to Cape Cod.
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Critic Defends
•pHE Filmrow softball team has disbanded
for the summer as the recurring gaps
in the lineup, on account of the vacation
season, seriously affected its efficiency.
Prior to the breakup, the boys were getting into their stride.
H. M. Masters,

United

Artists Canadian

general manager , does not believe in wasting time. He attended a baseball game
in New York on Sunday, and was in Vancouver the following Monday. From the
Pacific coast, he will move more leisurely,
by rail, in a trans-Canada trip, visiting
the principal cities en route.
Jim Hayworth stuck so closely to the
building of his new Rialto in Ladysmith,
B. C„ that the work has been finished
in record time and the opening will take
place before the end of the month.
C. E. Doctor, Dominion Theatre manager, is joyfully preparing for a two-week
vacation, part of which will be spent among
the Gulf IslaJids.

Montreal — “Presentation of the picture,
‘Kidnapped,’ based on Robert Louis Stevenson’s famous novel of the same name,
at the Capitol Theatre, brings up once
more the question of the right of picture
producers to depart from the plot and
dialogue of a novel or play upon which a
film may be based,” says S. MorganPowell, dramatic film critic of the Montreal Star.
“On more than one occasion I have
stated my conviction that, unless a specific agreement is made between the producers of the picture and the author of
the novel or play, the former are entitled
to depart in any way they may elect from
plot or dialogue or both; but only on the
understanding that if they do so, they undoubtedly owe it to the public which patronizes film theatres to state unequivocally at the beginning of every such picture ‘This picture is based upon such and
such a novel or play, but certain departures from plot, dialogue and story have

William Hansher, Paramount distributor, took a short run on Vancouver Island
to call on a few exhibitors there.

been made.’
“If this is done, and if advance publicity
and advertising are in accord, then certainly the public has no just grounds for

Sam Nagler spent a couple of days in
Victoria in the interest of United Artists.

complaint, since it is not claimed in advance as an inducement to patronize that
such a picture adheres faithfully to the
book or play upon which it is based.

No Separate Canadian
Monogram Distribution
New

York — Edward

A. Golden,

general

sales manager of Monogram, denies Canadian reports that the company will set up
a separate system of exchanges in the
Dominion.
Inferentially, therefore, the distribution
job for Monogram product remains with
Regal

Films, Ltd., the
leasing the lineup.

company

now

re-

“A correspondent who has very decided
views on the question writes as follows:

Oct.

observed

Monday,

October

Dominion

10, this year.

Okay

on

" Blockade "
Ottawa — Despite the almost-universal protestations of Councils of the
Knights of Columbus across the Dominion. every provincial board of moving
picture
has

censors

has

approved

the

cur-

rent film “Blockade" and the picture
been released without hindrance.

This

applies, incidentally, to the Province of Quebec, where the influence
of the Roman Catholic Church is most

in evidence

in the Dominion.

plaint has been

that

picts only one side
uation in Spain.
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Edinburgh and of the old-fashioned brig
and the old costumes gave considerable
pleasure to a number of
friends of my acquaintance.

Scottish-born

“As for the rearrangement of situations
and the re-writing of dialogue, I cannot
for the life of me see any objections to
this, provided, as I say, that the producers admit it in advance. They take certain ideas from a book or a play, write a
scenario around them, and make a picture of it. What is unfair to the public
about that, provided they do not claim to
reproduce the identical text of the story,
or the situations in the sequence of the
novel or play?
“Finally, as far as my observation of
motion pictures based on famous novels,
and plays goes, there have been a far
larger proportion proved successes than
failures. I am far from suggesting that
all pictures based on novels or plays are
satisfactory. A certain number have been
decidedly unsatisfactory, but that is generally because the book or play was unsuitable for production in film form, or
because the scenarist had failed to grasp
the basic
wright.

ideas

of the

novelist

or play-

“I cannot help thinking that a lot of the
trouble would be obviated if authors would

part of the public to support picture
sions of famous novels or plays?
“ ‘I submit that no
at the moment can

ver-

writer in Hollywood
come within 17,000

and

completely

re-write

dia-

“I am glad to have this letter, for it
logue.’
enables me to take up certain specific

insist upon a general agreement with producers. But they do not. Some, like
Theodore Dreiser and the late Rudyard
Kipling, took the stand that the author
has a right to assure himself of the faithful or satisfactory transcription of his
work into film form. On the other hand,
several prominent American writers have
been

at considerable pains to tell the public that they do not care what happens
to their stories which they have sold for

points. In the first place, it is my firm belief that the vast majority of film patrons
prefer any story presented on the screen
to possess some element of romance rather
than to be devoid of such an element. I
am not at all certain that the lack of the

them

romantic factor in Stevenson’s novel made
it any more compelling; rather am I inclined to think that, had such a master of
romance invested this story with that
quality, it would have been even more
fascinating than it is.

and

“Again, I do not agree that the film
‘Kidnapped’ is ‘peopled with Brooklyn
twangs’; certainly not one of the leading
characters speaks out of character. All
these were satisfactorily plausible to me —
and I am by no means easy to satisfy in

not susceptito the screen,
novelists and
reputation, as
hold theirs in
in mind.

screen

adaptation, that they are not responsible, and that it is all the same to
whether the film version turns out

to be a good

one or a bad

one.

“Here is another argument in favour
of cooperation. If there were a general
standard agreement in regard to authors

the

films, then the author might be expected to take just as keen an interest in
adaptation of his book as the film

producer does in the results. My own belief is that it would be best if the author
were

accorded

the right of supervision,

and

that he should also have the right to object to any such changes in his story as
would reflect upon his skill as a literary

com-

picture

de-

of the civil war

sit-

July 23, 1938

moorland could not be fairly criticized, and the reconstruction of Old

twangs against psuedo-Scottish settings,
and then complain about the failure on the

10

Ottawa — An official proclamation of the
Canadian government sets forth that
Thanksgiving Day in the Dominion will be

Scottish

“All novels and plays are
ble of successful adaptation
and that is a point which
playwrights who value their
well as film producers who
respect, should always bear

rods of ‘R.L.S.’. Therefore, isn’t it sheer
cheek for a mere scenarist to rearrange

Thanksgiving

regard to enunciation. So far as settings
are concerned, the scenes suggesting the

“ ‘Why does Hollywood take a classic,
beloved by youngsters from eight to eighty,
deliberately inject romantic elements, the
lack of which in the original made it the
more compelling, people it with Brooklyn

situations

Observe

Adaptations

Hurwitz

Visiting

Winnipeg — H. Hurwitz of the Tivoli,
ily.
Saskatoon, is visiting here with his fam-

Kershaw

on Trip

artist.”
Winnipeg — F. H. Kershaw is off on an
inspection trip which will take him over
his entire circuit.
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Report of Goldhar
Meld

holdings in Ontario to Famous Players’
Canadian Corp. interests.
It is reported that four Goldhar and
Solway theatres are in the pool, these theatres being the Paramount, Bloordale and
the new Eglinton district house (when
finished), all three being in Toronto, and
the new Galt Theatre, in Galt, Ont. A
plan being worked out will give the new
Eglinton district theatre in Toronto a
split in first-run pictures with the present
de luxe Eglinton Theatre, which is a
Famous Players house.
There is an understanding that the
pooling arrangement will not bind Goldhar
and Solway in respect to any future plans
they may have for theatre expansion.
Two objectives, it is believed, are sought
by Famous Players in making the pooling
arrangement with Goldhar and Solway.

M

is being neglected

miles
Life
. . .
CeleRaythat

by the film pro-

ducers, adding “I’m afraid I’m the only
Balliol man who has ever sunk to the level

With
word

a movie
much

cheer, Montrealers
Shearer,

received

a native daugh-

ter, would play Scarlett O’Hara in the
widely -publicized “Gone With the Wind”
. . . John Dydzak, operating the Palace,
Cadillac, Que., is making headway on a
new theatre which he hopes to complete
by the 6nd of the month.
From Toronto comes this announcement
of a Sunday church service:
11 A. M.
WHAT

A

recent

IS

Music

newspaper

HELL?
by the Choir
headline

first is viewed

as being

the plan

of

achieving a means of offsetting competi-'
ti n in the Eglinton Ave. district of Toronto, where the present F-P theatre is
acknowledged to be the peer of any theatre of its size in Canada, and also of offsetting rivalry in Galt, where Famous
Players was planning to reopen the closed
Regent Theatre in competition to Goldhar and Solway’s new house. The second
objective sought, it is reported, is to remove four key spots for the showing of
United Artists’ features in second-run and
subsequent extended runs; the new Eglinton site being viewed as the logical place
for United Artists’ second-run Toronto,
instead of the Circle Theatre, where these
pictures this season
over business.

are playing

to hold-

Jack

Hulbert, English comedian-producer, is en route to Hollywood . . . Edward Everett Horton, spending a few days
here, is headed for New York and thence
for London.
A visitor from Chicago was J. B. Kleckner, president of Motiograph, manufacturers of projectors, for which Dominion
Sound Equipments, Ltd., is exclusive Canadian representative. He conferred two

showing of “Blockade,” Walter Wanger’s
picture of civilians in the Spanish war, to
tell their readers whether they thought it
“communist propaganda” as charged by
anti-communist groups in some United
States cities.
Said

the

Evening

Times-Globe

critic,

“The picture walks right out of the daily
headlines and on to the screen ... It is
propaganda all right — straightforward
anti-war propaganda. But whether it is
communist propaganda is a matter for the
individual theatregoer to decide, because
the film attacks not war as between armies
or nations or ideologies but war upon civilans. . . Supporters of Franco often
contend that the Spanish government
armies shell and bomb civilians as readily
as the Insurgents do — so they can imagine
the locale to be in Insurgent territory, if

It now is thought that with the new
Eglinton district theatre out of the independent field, the Circle Theatre, H.

they wish, and look upon the picture as
pro-rebel propaganda . . . The film goes
out of its way to stress silent human agony,
also to explain that these simple, friendly

Freedman’s house, is again to be the likeliest spot for United Artists’ second-run
during the next season.

people, whether or not they be Loyalists,
are very devout and seemingly incapable
the closing scene, in which Henry
of Of
barbarism.”
Fonda turns and speaks directly to the

days with F. E. Peters, general manager,
and L. C. Pearson, sales manager.
The Theatre Alma, St. Joseph d’Alma,
will open shortly with new projection supplied by Dominion Sound. Dominion has
also installed Mirrophonic conversion
equipment in the Dreamland, Edmonton.

audience, the comment continued: “That
scene is a jolt. It’s like reading an illustrated strip of sketches and finding, in
the last panel, that it is all an advertisement for soap flakes or breakfast food.
In this the

film casts

aside

its make-up

and hurls its message into the listener’s
lap and lets him walk out with someNo

thing to chew on.”
announcement

when and where
in Saint John.

has

been

“Blockade”

made

as to

will be shown

tion is “far distant.” He has just returned from Eyigland where he made a study
of the system.
Visitors:

Ambrose

Nolan,

Pix, Aylmer;

C. Magnan, Malartic, Malartic; I. Adelson, Roxy, St. Agatha, and D. Rosenberg,
Canada, Montreal.
Quebec parish priests are exhibiting reissues in Gaspe and other outlying sections. The shows are keeping parishioners
away from the cities . . . “Irish and Proud
of It” was given a private showing before
the Montreal St. Patrick’s Society and the
local wing of the Ancient Order of Hibernians by John Levitt of Regent Films.

reported :

“Fan Attacks Movie Critic.” However,
this time a reviewer got his hand too near
the whirling blade of a cooling fan.
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The

George A. Taggart, CBC program executive, thinks television for mass consump-

actor.”

that Norma

Special

St. John, N. B. — On
invitation of
Charles S. Chaplin, UA manager at Saint
John, local newspapermen attended a pre-

O N T R IE A IL

jyjANY from Montreal motored 60
to Hawkesbury, Ont., to see “The
of Emile Zola,” banned in Quebec
Addressing London’s Dominion Day
bration at the Canadian Club, Actor
mond Massey, told those assembled

of being

"S traigh tf or ward"

With F-P Being Watched

Toronto — Film circles in Toronto and
in Ontario are viewing with much interest
the report that arrangements are now
under way for an amalgamation which
will join the Goldhar and Solway theatre

Canada

and Solway

Lloyd C. Pearson, general sales manager of Dominion Sound Equipments, Ltd.,
was guest of honor at a stag party given
by friends in the Mount Royal Hotel.
Pearson has deserted the benedictine
ranks to wed Miss Frieda Harnott, Ste„
Anne de Bellevue.

"Silver"
London — Michael

Expedition
Powell,

who

the rural municipal
duplicated same.

on a refilm.

secretary-treasurer

Motion pictures invaded camp life at
Dundurn military concentration here this
month. The camp is fitted out with huge
recreation hall complete
era box and projector.
W.

J. Passmore,

with

manager

35 mm

cam-

of the Royal

Theatre, Moose Jaw, has returned
holiday trip on the Pacific coast.

from

a

Saskatoon theatres benefited greatly
when a large contingent of troops from
nearby Dundurn military camp invaded
the streets.

will di-

rect Alexander Korda’s “Burmese Silver,”
with Sabu and Conrad Veidt, has left
London for Rangoon in Burma
connoitering expedition for the

JACK FIELD, manager of the Capitol
Theatre, Moose Jaw, has returned from
a holiday at Detroit Lakes, Minn. . . . The
need for more films in schools and education was stressed by two different bodies
meeting in Saskatchewan. At Saskatoon,
teachers voiced the opinion. At Regina,

GB

Plans

Series

London — GB announces the production
of a new series of feature films based
on

the novels

by Richard
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Optimism Bolstered
By Production Hike
Hollywood — The

47 pictures

on

sound

stages as the week opened, only one notch
under last week’s pace, give further solidification to the more optimistic outlook
assumed in recent weeks by film laborers
and technicians, for whom the rapid increase in shooting activity has brought
steady rises in employment. That the
high figure will be maintained throughout
the week is assured through the scheduling of eight additional pictures for starting during the period.
Hitting a season record, Paramount
leads the list with a total of 12 pictures
in production, including two new starts— >•
“Escape From
Yesterday,” featuring
Frances Farmer, and “Illegal Traffic,” an
action picture under Louis King’s direction. Six more pictures will hit the cameras during the remainder of the month
and in early August, among them “Thanks
for the Memory,” co-starring Bob Hope
and Shirley Ross; “Disbarred,” with Gail
Patrick; “Say It in French,” in which Ray
Milland and Olympe Bradna will co-star;
“Scotland Yard vs. Bulldog Drummond”
and others.
With Paramount far out front, M-G-M
and Warner place a weak second, each
with eight in production. The Culver City
plant gave the nod to “Stablemates.” with
Wallace Beery and Mickey Rooney, and
“Listen, Darling,” a Judy Garland-Freddie Bartholomew vehicle; while Warner
started “Torchy Blane Finds Out.” Metro
has scheduled “Out West With the
Hardys,” latest in the “Judge Hardy”
series, to start in three weeks; “Idiot’s
Delight,’ with Clark Gable and Norma
Shearer, for August 15, and early production of “The Wizard of Oz” and “Honolulu.” Warner has several lined up, including “Dawn Patrol,” “Maximilian and
Juarez” and “You Can’t Escape Forever.”
20th-Fox

Third

Twentieth Century-Fox, with 18 pictures
in the bag for its 1938-39 schedules, coasts
along in third position, having seven in
production while its sales executives plan
the start of the annual Sidney R. Kent
sales drive, to be launched August 1. An
untitled vehicle, first in Sol Wurtzel’s
new “Camera Daredevils” series, was to
get the gun this week, while “Jesse
James,” a super-special, and “Charlie
Chan in Honolulu” are set for mid-August
production.
Sol Lesser started “Peck’s Bad Boy at
the Circus” as the week opened, this RKO
Radio release bringing that company’s
total to six in the works, one more than
last week. The studio itself has scheduled
August 15 as the starting date of “The
Saint Strikes Twice,” second in its
“Saint” series, while Lesser has purchased
“Peck’s Bad Boy and the Hypnotists” for
early production as the second in his new
series. Tommy Kelly, Selznick International moppet, has been borrowed for the
title spot.
The launching of a new Charles Starrett
BOXOFFICE
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The Title's There
Montreal — Gravel-voiced

Andy

Devine,

screen and radio comedian, is a mayor
all right but he has not got a city to boss.
That was the assertion made by Geheil
S. Davis, of Van Nuys, Calif., interviewed
as he sailed for Europe on the Canadian
Pacific liner Duchess of York.
“Oh, Andy Devine is Mayor of Van
Nuys, sure enough, but Van Nuys just
isn’t a city. It is a suburb of Los Angeles
and comes under the L. A. municipal administration,” he said.
Devine, he pointed out, was elected honorary mayor of the place by the Community Ass’n, and turns out to represent the
district at public receptions and parades.
That region of California, Mr. Davis added, was particularly “thick” with cityless
mayors, every little community appointing

New

York

—

Maybe

it’s because

they

can be seen now, but Sheila Barrett, wellknown mimic, thinks television “is going
to frighten all those highly paid hams.”
Miss Barrett, who arrived on the Cunard
White Star liner Queen Mary, speaks with
authority because she has been doing television work in London for the last two

months.

She says “television demands that entertainers be real troupers. There are no
retakes or scripts. You are on your own
once
start.” who
MissyouBarrett,

opened

in a Chicago

night club over the weekend, in September starts work on a series of four shorts
for RKO.

a resident film star to public office. “Edward Everett Horton is mayor of Sherman Oaks, A1 Jolson of Encino, and the
late Will Rogers was once mayor of Bever-

Principal Lets Contracts
For New Toronto Theatre

He and other residents of Van Nuys
ly Hills.”
were proud of their new chief magistrate,
Mr. Davis said, “but we couldn’t forget it
if we wanted to. Everywhere we go there

been let by Principal Investments, Ltd.,
who are constructing the new theatre
building at the southeast corner of Eglinton and Braemar avenues.

is someone asking how we like Mr. Mayor.”
It was really fortunate, he agreed that
“Mayor Andy” did not actually boss a
city and have to run for elections. “Think
what his voice would sound like after a

In addition to an air-conditioning contract to Sheldons, Ltd., other contracts
have been let for carpentry, excavating,
ready-mixed concrete supply and structural steel.

Toronto — Additional

sub-contracts

have

few weeks of campaign speech-making.”
He admitted, however, that the screen
star’s voice was not really as bad as it
sounded. 'By nature his voice is a little
rough, but he exaggerates it for radio and
screen
Mr. use.”
Davis is conducting a party of
Californians on a European tour. About
60 per cent of those tour members sailing
with him are
Andy Devine.

“constituents”

of Mayor

western, “Song of the Prairie,” found Columbia with four on the sound stages, two
less than last week’s figure. “Wings of
Doom,” featuring Charles Farrell, and
“The Phantom Trail,” a Coronet production starring Buck Jones for Columbia
release, went into the cutting rooms over
the weekend.
Monogram hit a fast stride by starting
two — Producer Edward Finney gunning a
Tex Ritter western, “Starlight Over
Texas,” and Lindsley Parsons launching a
Frankie Darro starrer, “Wanted by the
Police.” This gives the company three in
the works, the Anne Nagel vehicle, “The
Circus Comes to Town,” being in the last
stages of production. “Gang Bullets” will
get into work August 1 as an E. B. Derr
feature, while “Gangster’s Boy,” starring
Jackie Cooper, gets the nod August 15.
Republic draws a blank week, having no
new pictures ready for starts. The North
Hollywood plant is filming three and intends to start “The Return of Billy the
Kid,” a Roy Rogers western, by July 29,
with “Lady in the News,” the Gloria
Swanson vehicle, and “The Lone Ranger”
following in early August.
Three are also in work at Universal,
none of them new starts. Coming up are

Construction Underway
On Tillsonburg House
Tillsonburg,

Ont. — Construction

on the

new $50,000 theatre on South Broadway
here is under way. The foundation has
been laid for the building, which is being
erected by Robert Hambleton. Plans were
made by William J. Walsh jr., Terminal
Bldg., Hamilton.

Plan Alterations
Toronto — Plans

have

been

announced

here for alterations, costing approximately
$5,000, for the Royal Theatre at 1483 Dundas St. west. Plans were prepared by
Kaplan and Sprachman, architects.

Milne Sells Out
Calgary — M.

P. Jenkins

has

purchased

his interest in the Rex Theatre at Claresholm, T. C. Milne announced this week
while visiting here.

“Swing That Cheer,” second in its college
series; “The Sun Never Sets;” “The Last
Express,” a Crime Club melodrama, and
“Three Smart Girls Grow Up,” to feature
Deanna Durbin and the original “Smart
Girls” cast.
United

Artists was

idling along

with

two pictures in production — Hal Roach’s
“There Goes My Heart” and Samuel Goldwyn’s “The Lady and the Cowboy.” Coming up is “Made for Each Other,” which
Selznick International will produce.
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SERVICE
THAT

these "little fellers." And that is one
reason why it is necessary to know
the truth about

them.

The Short Sub-

ject Reviews in BOXOFFICE

are written

with an eye critical to the needs
showman.

of the

They give essential informa-

tion— accurately and honestly. "The
Short of the Week" selection is carefully made. In this a number of exhibitors
have discovered

a value that they have

turned to advantage
Some have
these Award

at their boxoffices.

made lobby blowups of
Shorts scrolls; others have

featured them in screen and newspaper
advertising.
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Date at top of column is week ending. Number in square is
national release date, 1937-38. Production number is at right.

Hooking

Running

time follows title. Letter "A" indicates Adult classification, otherwise Family suitability. R — is review date; EP — exploitation preview. Symbol O indicates BOXOFFICE Blue Ribbon Award Winner. Symbol © indicates color photography.

FEBRUARY

FEBRUARY

5

|~9 1
Little

FEBRUARY

12

Comedy
8017
Miss
Roughneck

EP — Jan.

[T2]
Western
8203
Cattle Haiders (66)
C. Starrett-I. Meredith
R — May
7

R — Apr.

23

Heroes of the ter
Alamo
8209
n (74)
Wes
[17]
E. Hodgins-L. Chandler

215

Comedy

4j

8;

GUIDE

FEBRUARY

18

W[16]
ide Open
Faces
edy (67)8010
Com
Joe E. Brown-Jane
Wyman

(64)
R — Apr. 9
E. Feliows-Leo Carrillo

wing It Sailor
V. Ford- Isabel
l— Nov. 20

A

[24]
Mystery
tnn?
(61)
Who
time)Killed
( For.

2G

Drama
8038
Gail Pr.**-

Murder

In

CURRENT

Swing-

5

nolly
start
Cheering
(79)
[~3~| Com.
with Music
Jimmy

H — May
14
Wyn
Cahoon-Don

(2k

J

MARCH

R — Feb.

Durante- W.
5;

RELEASES
E

MARCH
8009
Con-

EP — Oct.

30

Tnrry

Frontier Town
(58)
Tex
Ritter
[Y]
Western
R—
Mar
ID

216
Drama
y
ComedStep*
[jg| Boggs
Out (67)
Mr.
Mr. Boggs Buys a
(For.
Barrel)

(63)
Jewell

TO

12

Rolling Caravans (57)
17~|
Western
8210
E. Stewart-J. Luden
Making the Headlines (65)
(For. House of Mystery)
R — Jan. h
[ip] Action
Jack
Holt-B. Drama
Roberts

217

Stu Erwin-H. Chandler
R— Nov. 27; EP— Oct. 16

819

Comedy

4]

everybody Sing: (91)
Ilian Jones-J. Garland
1— Jan. 29; EP — Dec. 18

~2\
Western
3727
iVlicre
the
West Begins
(66)
lack Randall

3724
Drama
Yj
Saleslady (66)
Inne Nagel-W. Heyburn
3 — Jan. 2#

Yj
Adventure
3728
The Buccaneer (127)
ITedric March-F. Gaal
R — Jan. 16; EP — Sept. 18

29]

Western

)ld Bam

Dance

7102

(61)

j. Autry

822
Drama
[H]
Of
Human
Hearts (100)
(For. Benefits Foreot)
Walter Huston-Beulah
Bondi
R — Feb. 12; EP — Jan. 1

823
Drama (100)
Comed
A[ig]Yank
aty Oxford
Robert Taylor

Arsene
Lupin Drama
Returns 824
[25]
Comedy
(82)

Maureen
K — Jan.

Melvyn
Bruce

Douglas- Virginia

R — Jan.

29;

|~9~|
Drama
3719
My Old Kentucky Home
(72)
Evelyn Venable-Gi ant
Richards-Hall Johnson
R—Choir
Feb. 5

Painted
Trail ern
(50)
West
[l0]
Tom
Keene

pjfl
Scandal

Dra
Streetma
(64)

O’Sullivan
29

3733

[l8| Musical Comedy
3730
Big
(90)Broadcast of 1938

3729

W. C. Fields- M
Rave
R— Feb. 19; EP— Nov
27

|~7]
Musical
Outside
of Paradise
Phil Regan-Penny
Singleton
R — Feb. 19

Born
Be Wild
a (66)7020
[lg]to Dram
R.
Bvrd-D.
Weston
R
— July
2

7007
(68)

15

R— Feb.

12

[21]
Mystery(66)
Drama
Hollywood
Stadium
Mystery
N. Hamilton

7021

R — Feb.

26

19

Code
the Rangers (57)
Tim of
McCoy
R— April 16
3729
Western
[9]

Allen

Cassidy
of Barern
20 (56)
3758
West
[25]
series)
Wm.
Boyd (Hopalong

The First 100 Years (73)
(For. Wooden
Wedding)
826
Comedy
Robt.
[H] Montgomery
Virginia Bruce
EP — Mar. 6; R — Mar.

Port
Missing Girls 3725
[23]of Drama
H.
Farev-.T
R — Mar.
6
(64)

Lew
Ayres-Loulse
Campbell
R— Feb. 12

EP — Jan.

Merrily We
Live (95)
825
dy
Come
Constance
Bennett
[4]
Brian Aherne
R — Mar. 5; EP — Feb. 12

Romance
In the
Dark
[Yj Musical
Comedy

(79)
3731

Gladys
John
R—Bnles-J
Feb. Swarthout26 Barrymore

Prison

Nurse

Dangerous

to

Know

(70)

3732
[YT| Melodrama
Anna
May5 Wong-Gail
R —Patrick
Mar.

(67)

|T|
Drama
7008
Marsh Wilcoxon-Marian
Henry

Thunder Western
in the Desert(56)
7125
[2i|
R— May
21
Bob
Steele-L.
Stanley

Call the Mesquiteers (55)
7115
(For.
Riders)
tern
WesTrail
[Yj Desert
Lynn
Roberts
R — Mar. 5
Three Mesquiteers

1

Yj Animated
Feat. 891
U©Snow
White and the
Seven Dwarfs (86)
Characters by Walt
Disney
R — Jan. 8

[HI
Musical
823
Radio City Revels (90)
Bob Burns-Jack Oakie
R — Feb. 6; EP — Jan. 29

Yj Action Drama
826
International Settlement
(84)
;For. Shanghai Deadline)
Colores Del Rio
George Sanders
R — Jan. 29

|nl Comedy
Drama
Checkers (78)

4]

Musical

Comedy

SJGoldwyn Follies (109)
Menjou- Jepson-Rltzes
Bergen & McCarthy
R — Feb. 5; EP — Nov. 20

S50] Mystery Drama
2014
The Black Doll (67)
N. Grey-Donald Woods
R— Jan. 29; EP— Dec. 25

[29] Comedy
WB211
Swing Your Lady (79)
Frank McHugh
Humphrey
Bogart
R- — Jan. 15
[5] Comedy
Drama

Jane Withers-Stu.
R— Dec. 11

[lg]
Comedy
739
Bringing
Up Baby (100)
K. Hepburn-Cary Grant
R — Feb. 19; EP — Nov. 27

834

[l8] Comedy
835
Baroness
and Drama
Butler (80)
Wm.
Powell-Annabella
R — Feb. 19; EP — Jan. 8

Erwin

Night Spot (72)
821
Drama
[25]
Joan
Woodbury-Allan
Lane
R — Mar. 19

Maid’s Night Out (61)
822
Comedy
[4]
(Form.
Certified)
J.
Lane
R— Fontaine-A.
Feb. 26

Love
on a Budget
[25] Comedy
Drama (64)
830
S.
Prouty
R — Peane-.Ted
Jan. 15

(85)
Sally,
Irene
[I] Musical

[ti] Comedy
Drama
2016
Midnight Intruder (66)

[13] OutdoorValley
Drama(67)2035
Forbidden

L. Haywood-B.
Read
R — Jan. 29; EP — Jan.

Noah Beery
Robinson
R— April 23

1

|l2| Action Drama
WB2I4
Kid Conies Buck (62)
Wayne
Morris-June
Travis
R — Feb. 19

Blondes at Work
(60)
G. Farrell-B. MacLane

|lj
Drama
GB
Wife of General Ling
1 (72)
iriffith Jones-Inkljinoff
Feb. 5

|jj]
Drama
Invin
It Couldn’t Have Happened (64)
Reg. Denny-Jack LaRueEvelyn Brent

5

Walking Down
Broad838
Way] (69)
[ix
(For.
Six Dra
Girls)ma
Claire
Trevor-Michael
Whalen
R — Feb.

5;

EP— Jan

15

Storm in a Teacup (86)
Drama
[25] Comedy
Vivien Leigh-Rex Harr!
son
R — Dec. 4

Tommy
Kelly-May Robson-Ann Gillis
R— Feb. 19; EP— Sept. 11

|l2| Action Drama
FN279
Daredevil Drivers (59)
Dick Purcell-Beverly
Roberts
R — Mar. 6

846

B. —Breen-Irvin
EP
Feb. 5; R — Cobb
Mar.

and Mary827
Comedy

R — Mar. 5
F. A Men-Faye-Hovick

[l8] Comedy
Drama
County
Chairman
(88) 873
W. Rogers-E. Venable

Drama
[u] Comedy
of Tom
©Adventures
Sawyer (99)

Hawaii Calls (73)
[ill Com. with Music

|l9| Outd’r
©Gold
Find Is
It
tleo.

jr.-Frances

Crime

Drama
Where
(97)

FN255
You
do

1 lavilland

[26] Com.and
Drama
Penrod
Brother (62)His

WB220
Twin

Mauch
Twins
R — Jan. 15

29

of Dr.

Ballet

(68)

Ralph Bellamy-Barbara
2017
Drama
Read
j
[JJ

Mad About Music
(96)2002
Musical
[27]
D. Durbin-H. Marshall
R — Mar. 5; EP — Dec. 11

Brent-Olivia

11— Jan.

Border Wolves (56)
2050
Western
[25]
Bob Baker
R — Mar. 5

EP — Jan.

[~5~| Com. M’drama
FN259
A Slight Case of Murder
(85)
Edw.
Robinson-Jane
Bryan
R— Feb. 12

29; R — Mar

19

Love, Honor and Behave
WB216
[X2] Com. Drama
(For.
Was
(71) Everybody
Very
Nice.)

Wayne
Lane 29
R — Feb. Morris-P.
26; EP — Jan

[15] Mys.
Girl
Was

Drama
Young

N. Pilbeam-D.
R — Jan. 29

De

GB7004
(70)
Marney

Ballad
of Cossack
[26]
Com.
Drama
Golota
(83)
R — Mar. 19

Amk.

Brilliant Marriage (62)
|Y]
Drama
Inv.
Joan Marsh-Ray
Walker

Ski Battalion
R— April 16

HU

a
Young
Pushkin
R[27]
— Mar.Dram
6

[5] His. Drama
Artc’ma
Abraham
Lincoln
(86) reissue
Walter Huston
Una
Merkel

Amkino
(85)

Be

(78)

Drama

Yourself

(64)

y
Drama
Brice
Fann
[42| Mus.
Robt.
Armstrong

,

Amkino
reissue
Artc’ma

AUGUST.
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MARCH

MARCH

19

26

APRIL

APRIL

2

9

APRIL

APRIL 23

16

There’s
Woman Always
(80)
8040
Drama
(n)
Woman
Against the
World (62)
Alice Moore-R. Forbes
R — May
14

Lone
WolfDram
in aParis (67)
[24]
Francis Lederer-Frances
EP— Jan.

29;

R— May

28

When
G-Men rama
Step
ftl| Melod
(60)
Don
Terry-J.
Wells
R— Mar. 26

Overland

In8022

Express

(55)

(For.
Trail Blazer)
11 TheWestern
Buck
Jones
R — Apr.
9
Marjorie Reynolds

a

[2Q|
Comedy
8*
J. Blondeli-M. Dougla
EP — Mai. 5; R — Mar.
Flight Into .Now here (6{
|l8] Action Drama
8' |
J . Holt
i< — Mar.

1

I

175

Drama
|Xs]
Damaged
Goods (60)
Phyllis Barry
Pedro de Corboda

He LovedDr
anam
Actress
217
a
HU
(63)
Ben Lyon-Lupe
Velez

HU Musical Operetta 827
Girl of the Golden West
(119)
Nelson Eddy- Jeanette
MacDonald
EP — Jan.

8;

R — Mar.

19

[T] Action
Drama
Spirit
of Youth
(66)
Joe Louis-Edna
Harris
R — Jan. 8

Zamboanga

299

International

(60)

Native
R— AprilCast.
23
HU

Mae

2l*

Crime

(6

Rod LaRocque
[22I Melodrama
Astrid
Allwyn
R — Apr. 23

;

Test

[25] Comedy
Drama
828
Judge Hardy’s Children
(77)
Lewis Stone
Cecilia Parker
R— Mar. 26

Pilot (118)
Galile-M. Loy

EP — Jan. 22; R — Apr.
H|] Action Drama

Land
of Fighting
Hi]
Western
(53)
Jack Randall

fie] Musical Rom.
3715
Rose of the Rio Grande
(60)
Movita-John Carroll
R — Apr. 2; EP— Feb. 26

Female

Fugitive

2:
1

Men
3739

(56)

Evelyn Venable
3713
Drama
HU
C. Reynolds
R — Apr. P
[H]

Melodrama

3733

Bulldog Drummond's
Peril (66)
J. Barrymore
L. Campbell
R — Mar. 19

p
Comedy
Rom.
3734
Bluebeard's Eighth Wife
(88)
C. Colbert-G. Cooper
R — Mar. 26; EP — Jan. 8

(For. Sidewalks
York)

of

|28] Gang
Melodrama
Arson
Busters
Bob Livingston
Rosalind
R — Apr. 9Keith

New

7022
(65)

C. Henry Gordon
Tala Birell
R — Apr.

Condemned
Women
(76)
813
ma
Dra
[i]
Sally Eilers-Louis HayR —ward
Mar. 12

819
[25] Melodrama
Mr. Moto's Gamble
(63)
P. Lorre-R. Hudson
EP — Apr. 23; R — Apr. 2

2029

B.
WB221

No

(57)

Rogers-J.

2041
Drama
a Night
Clyde

Dram
|26|
Jezebel
(104) a

WB204

B. Davis-H. Fonda
EP — Dec. 18; R — Mar.

(55)
7116

(68>

Western

3"

|22]

of

Go

Joy of Living (91)
I. Dunne-Fairbanks
R—
Mar. 26
Comedy
HU

Jr
826

Lady

X

Drama

(104)
Polo
es
ventur
©Ad

B. Baker-C.
R-June 4

Chase

From

(For. Hallelujah
Bum)
A1 Jolson

I’m

[~2~| Melodrama
WB212
Over
the Wall (59)

Accidents
Will
[9] Melodrama

Happen
WB222

Travis
R. April
Reagan-G.
R—
30
(62)

19

a

[l~| P.
Action
Drama Answer
GB7014
F.
1 Doesn’t
(Reissue) (..)
( Form

F.

P.

(7

of Broadway

(8,

Brooklyn

Lady in the Morgue (7
Preston Foster
20
Patricia
Ellis
ry Drama
HU — Myste
EP
Mar. 26; R — May i

Moore

John
Litel-June
R — Mar.
19

p
Drama- Mus. Atlantic
Heart of New York (..)

Yourself

V
EP —McLaglen-L.
Mar. 19; R — Hovic
Apr.
81
Comedy
HU
i

Blondell

Fools

for

Scandal

(79)

Carole Lombard
FN252
edy
Com
HU
Fernand
Gravet
EP— Jan. 22; R— Mar. 19

Women

1)

Leslie Fenton
Jill Esmond

Lenin In
October Am
(AS)kino
pjY| Drama
R — April 30

[~9~| Melodrama
Hell
in a Circus Atlantic
(..)
(For. Constant
Conrad Nagel

New

York

Nights

Woman)
Norma
Talmadge
Dram
Mus.reissu
HU(68)
e a
Gilbert Roland

Artc’ma

Are

Like

Thai

FN2
a
P. O’Brien-K.
Com.1 1 DramFrancis
RHU
— Apr.

(65)

p] Musical Com. GB7003
Sailing Along (80)
I
Matthews-R. Young
R — Apr. 9

(70

14

2022
Drama
HU Eilers-Paul
Sally
Kelly
EP — Mar. 19; R— Apr. 16

[~j~|
Western
The
Last
Stand (56) 2057

Yukon

Marco

of

n
G.
Gurie
Romantic Adve
HU Cooper-Sig.
R — Feb. 19; EP — Aug.

Nurse
(67)

9

the

Joe Penner-Lucille B;
EP — Mar. 19; R — Apr. 1
8;
Comedy
HU

Battle
(Jtln
Old 8 Chicago (110)
R
— Jan.
T. Power-Alice Faye
840
Drama
HU

Reckless
Living
(69) 2021
[Y| Comedy
Drama
Nan
Grey-Jimmy
Savo
EP — Mar. 12; R — Apr.

of

(For. Thunder in
Alaska)
R — Apr. ,
R. Arlen-B. Roberts
7(*
Adv. Drama
|U
Under Western Stars (6(
[2q|
Western
R.
Rogers
R — Apr. 711

(58)

R— Mar.
19
842
Lou
Gehrig-S.
Ballew
n
Wester
[J]

orce
©Div
(91)

HU Musical
Let’s
Make
of It (67)

HU
Comedy
He Couldn’t Say
Frank
McHugh
Jane Wyman
R — Mar. 5

Victor Moore-V. Lester
EP — Mar. 5; R — Mar. 19

Comedy
Merle
RHU
— Jan.Oberon
22

2012
Goodbye
Broadway
edy (69)
Com
HU
A. Brady-C. Winninger
EP — Feb. 19; R — Apr. 2

Outlaws of Sonora
Western
|l4] Mesqulteers
Three
R— April 30

2

[8~|Marriage
Comedy
824
This
Business
(71)

Kawhide
Island in the Sky (67) 843
Drama
|Y|
Gloria Stuart
Michael Whalen
EP — Mar. 12; R — Mar. 19

[l8] Musical Comedy
The Gaiety Girls (73)
Patricia Ellis
Jack Hulbert

HU Action Drama
state Police (63)
Wm.
Hall
R — Apr. 9

Feud Maker
(56)
fi]
Western
7126
Bob Steele
R — Apr. 16
[~4~]
Drama
Invisible
Enemy
(65) 7010

Mack

HU
Musical
837
O Rebecca of Sunnybrook
Farm
(80)
Shirley Temple
Randolph Scott
R — Mar. 12; EP — Nov. 13

Heart of Arizona
William Boyd
R — Apr. 1 6

Call

7009
Drama
[H
King of the Newsboys
(68)

Dew Ayres-Helen
R — Mar. 26

©Her
Jungle Love (81)
3736
Dorothy
Lamour-Ray
drama
Mjlo
HU
Milland
EP — Jan. 1; R — Apr. 9

[~f] Melodrama
3735
Tip-Off
Girls (62)
L.
Carlisle
R— Nolan-M.
Mar. 19

NOVEMBER.
8 M T W
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MAY
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CURRENT

28
JUNE 4

8036
j5j Melodrama
Ixtortion (58)
Colton-M. Russell
8204
Western
jo]
all of the Rockies (54)
Starrett-I. Meredith
t— June 18

[5] Action Drama
Main Event (55)
1

J. Wells-R.
It — May
14

8037

8205
ern (66)
Law
the Plains
|l2|of West
C. Stewart-lris Meredith

Paige

Western
|T|
Whirlwind
Horseman
(58)
Ken Maynard
R — July 16

221
[2q|
Western
.
ISix
Sliootin’
Sheriff
Ken Maynard

Hold
HU

Come
That
Kissdy
(74)

833

.Swiss Miss (73)
830
Comedy
[20]
Laurel &
Hardy
EP — Feb. 19; It — May 14

D. O’Keete-M. O'Sullivan
Mickey Rooney
R— May
14

3729
Western
24j
Two Gun Justice (57)
Tim McCoy
R — June 4

224
(59)

[~8|Smoke
Western
Gun
Trail (57)3740
Jack Randall

Yellow

[27]
Robert
Virg.

Jack

(83)
Drama
Montgomery

Bruce

It — May

834
28

Young
Three Comrades
(98)
|T|
Drama
832
Taylor, Tone, Sullavan,
EP — Mar.

26;

R — May

28

Numbered
Women
(63)
[22]
Drama
3709
(For. Private Nurse)
R
—
May
14
S. Blane-J. Arledge

Phantom
Ranger
R — July 2
Tim
McCoy

(57)

Hunted
Men
(67)
[27]
Drama
3741
(For. Crime
Gives
R—
'May 21
Orders)
EP — Apr. 2
L. Nolan-M. Carlisle

Farewell to Arms
(7 9)
fU] Rom. Drama
Reis-3769
G. Cooper-Helen Hayes

Western

HU

3730

|

29] Com.

with

music

3737

,’ollege Swing- (87)
d. Raye-Burns-Allen
3P — Jan. 15; R — Apr.

23

cal
Musi(80)
[6]
l»r.
Rhythm
B. Crosby-Bea
R — April 30

3739

ut with
(94) 3710
Grove
Cocoan
Music
|2p| Com.
May 14
F.It —M'Murray
EP — Mar. 12

.stolen
Heaven
(88)
3738
ma
Melod’
HU Rom.
G. Raymond-O.
Bradna
EP — Feb. 5; R — Apr. 30

Lillie

ce y
[JY] Comed
the Run7023
on Drama
Roman
(68)
Donald Woods
Patricia
R — May 7Ellis

f6~| ofMelodrama
827
Law
the Underworld
(61)

Gangs of New York (67)
7001
Melodrama
[23] Bickford
Chas.
Ann Dvorak
R — May 28

Hlind Alibi (61)
[20]
Melodrama
R. Dix-W. Bourne
EP — Apr. 2; R — May

Vivacious Lady
(90) 740
Comedy
HU
G. Rogers-J. Stewart
EP — Jan. 29; R — May
7

C. Morris-Ann Shirley
EH- Mar. 12; R— Mar. 26

829

R— Mayin iNew
Saint
York
fU!
Melodrama
Louis
Hayward

14

Kay

(72)
830

Sutton

Gun Law
(60)
881
Western
HU
Geo. O’Brien; R— May 14
848
Drama
2|j
i’our Men and a Prayer
(85)
.oretta Young
tichard Greene

[~6~| Comedy
Drama
847
A Trip to Paris (64)
Shirley Deane-J. Prouty
EP — Apr. 2; R — Mar. 26

IP — Feb.

|~6] Comedy
Life
Begins atDrama
40 ( . . )874
Will Rogers
(reissue)

26; R — Apr.

30

hine
ucky
Moons
Kent
Music
Com. with
HU(851

Rascals (77)
|2p|
Comedy
819
R — Withers-R.
Apr. 9
J.
Hudson

844

Rltz Bros.-Maj. Weaver
EP— Mar. 5; R — May
7

Kidnapped (90)
[27] Historical Drama
846
Warner
Baxter
Freddie Bartholomew
EP — Feb. 12; R — May 28

Josette (70)
[3] Musical Comedy
D. —Ameche-S.
Simon
EP
Feb. 19

839

29] Romantic
Adven.
Return of the Scarlet
Pimpernel (80)
. Stewart-B. Barnes
l— Apr. 1 6
170)

|~6~|
Drama
.Sinners in Paradise (65)
(For. Half Way
to
Shanghai)
J. Boles-M. Evans
EP — Apr. 2; R — May

0] Com.
Drama
FN267
leloved Brat (62)
. Granvllle-D. Costello
t— Feb. 19

7

IT] Action Drama
FN275
Torehy
< 59 t Blane in Panama
Pnul Kelly-Lola
R— Apr. 23

Lane

ID Drama
GB7005
To the Victor (78)
Will Fyffe
Margaret Lockwood
K— P'eb. 19

j

Devil’s
(67)
It — May Party
28
[20] Action Drama

HU Action Drama
2038
Air Devils (60) R-May 14
D. Purcell-Mamo
Clark

V.

Frankenstein (71)a
3072
Melodram
H|]
Boris Karloff-Mae Clark

Lew

HU Hist. Drama
FN251
^©Adventures
of Robin
Hood
(102)
Errol Flynn
Olivia
R
— Mayde 7 Havilland

|l5|
Gti
Show Drama-Music
Goes On (68)
Anna
Neaglm
Tullio

Carminatl

McLaglen-B.

Roberts

jl5l Drama
Reis-3071
All Quiet
on (87)
the Western Front
Ayres

Mystery
House (56)FN277
[21] Melodrama
Dick Purcell
Ann
Sheridan
R — May
14

;

Tonight
Never Atlantic
(. . )
[17] Com. orDrama
Melvyn Douglas
Gloria Swanson

Love

Before

Breakfast

3073
Comedy
HU
C. Lombard-P.
Foster

Lady Tubbs (69)
3074
Comedy
A.
Brady-D.
Montgomer)
[15]

Crime School (86)
FN259
R — Action
May 14 Drama Page
HU
H.
Bogart-Gale

Western

Trails

(57)

fU] Baker;
Western
Bob
R — July 2938
9
Wives
Under
Suspicion
Rm— June Drama
11
2010
(68) Warren
William

|~4~| Com.
WB219
bred (63; Drama
Little Miss ThoroughJanet Kay
John Litel

Chapman
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30
82

JUNE 11

JUNE

18

JUNE 24

8001

JULY 2

^Holiday
(93)
[15]
Drama
k. Hepburn-C. Grant
HP— Apr. 9; it— May 21

Si age
John

8211
Coach Days (58)
Luden-E. Stewart

West of Cheyenne
<|3p|
harles Western
Starrett
Iris Meredith

(53)

222
tern
[9] for Wes
Held
Hansom
(60)
Grant Withers

Douglas

(61)
(For.
Answer)

One

Woman’s
Marshall

Lord Jeff (84)
Drama
[24] Comedy
Freddie
Bartholomew

3742
Raft

[22] Outdoor
lost (81) of
Romance

[17] Melodrama
Prison
Farm
(70)
S. Ross-L. Nolan
R — June 25

3743

Western
(56)

Drama

Reissue

O’Sullivan

Drama
3702
the Limber-

Bareli

226

Western(75)
Plains

Ritter

Melodrama
The High Command
Lionel Atwill

(.

Shopworn
R — July 9 Angel (85)
James Stewart
[l5|
Drama
8
Margaret Sullavan

Melvyn
R
— July Douglas
2
Florence ltice

Jack

Country
Western (55)

3742

Randall

R — Apr.

Pride of (he West (55)
Cassidy)
William
(Mopalong
3864
R—
July Boyd
2
ern
West
[g]

16

Tropic Holiday (78)
R — July 2
Dorothy
Lamour
I22]
Comedy
Bob Burns

37

ill i

Riders of Black Hills(55)
Three Mesquiteers
R — June 25

Gold Mine in the Sky
R—(60)
July 9
[4] West, with Music 7163
Gene Autry-C. Hughes

[17] Comedy
Blond
Cheat Drama
(62)
Derrick de Marney
Joan Fontaine R-May

831
28

Girl

(85)

Madge
Evans
Preston Foster
Drama
[l5|
70

Border

G-Man

(60)

Little
|~8~| Women
Drama(99) reissue
836
Hepburn-J. Bennett

Having
Wonderful
Time (70)
Comedy
[T|
Ginger Rogers
Douglas Fairbanks
EP— Oct. 23
R — June 18

RGeorge
— June O’Brien
18

K.

Crime

Ring

Allan

Lane

|if]
Melodrama

Three Blind Mice (75)
L
Young- J. McCrea
R — June 11

Army

882

Comedy

850
Comedy
p
One Wild Night (72)
Juno Lang-D. Baldwin
It — May
14

[~8~| Comedy
Fast
Company Drama
(74)

Linden

7012
[13] Comedy
Drama
Ladies
in Distress
Alison Skipworth
(65)
Polly Moran; R — June 11

King Kong
(99)
Fay Wray-R. Armstrong

R — July 16
W. Beery-M.

829
(81)

Western
3758
Bar 20 Justice (70)
Wm.
Boyd (Hopalong
Cassidy)

J127

Action

[~8~|
Hullin’
Tex

[~1~| Adven.
Port
of SevenDrama
Seas

Mickey Rooney
R — June 25

Jean
Parker-Eric
R — June
25

Desert Patrol
Bob Steele
R — June 11

(55)

Western

[15]

Streets (68)
(For. City Shadows)
Leo Carrillo-E. Fellows

Man's

3712
Drama
[g] Comedy
Marines Are Here (60)
J. Travers-G. Oliver

Sylvia SidDey-Geo.
R — June 4

Trail

Luden-Joan

8019

837

V. Bruce-H.
It:— June 25

|lo]
Drama
You and Me (90)

0City

Drama

John

R
— July
16
Ned
Hamilton

838
ma Woman
[17]
Woman Dra
Against

(95)

I,. Rainer- M.
R — June 11

Highway
Patrol (58)
[27]
Action Paige
Drama
J. Wells-R.

Melodrama
1[~1~|
Married
a Spy (59) 225

836

Drama
Wife

Pioneer

223

1 >rama
[jp]
1 .i to Itetnrns (60)
Lois Wilson

Toy

JULY 16

JULY 9

Western

Moto
Takes
Mr.Chance (63)
RPeter
— JuneLorre-R.
18

819
a

Hudson

(70)
R — July

Melodrama
853

[~j~| Goodbye
Drama (75) 852
Always
Barbara
R—
July 2 Stanwyck
Herbert Marshall

Panamint’s

Bad

Man

(60)

Smith
Ballew-E. Daw
Western
[8]
Going to Be Rich (78)
857
Victor
McLaglen
Comedy
[p]
Gracie Fields; R — July 9

Passport Husband
(67)
R— July 2
Stuart
8;
Comedy
[is] Erwin
Pauline
Moore

MIT SCELLAN
WA
EORNUEHS-F.

Blockade
(85)
Drama
J17]
Madeleine Carroll
Henry Fonda
R — June 11

|ll| Mus. Com.
Gold Diggers in
(97)
Rudy
Vailee
Priscilla Lane
it — May 21

[17] Melodrama
2039
Young Fugitives (68)
D. Kent
R — July 2

Danger on the Air (65)
|T| Action Drama
2032
Donald Woods R — July 2

fl7| Western
2059
Outlaw Express (56)
(For. Pony Express
Days) — Bob Baker

Rage
of Comedy
Paris (78)
n
i^anielle Darrieux
R — June IX

Break

Prison
Barton
Glenda
[15]

2005

(73)

MacLane
Farrell
Melodrama

WB208
WB206
Paris

[is] Mys. Drama
When
Were
You
(65)
Anna
May
Wong
Margaret Lindsay
R — June 18

FN2C3
Born?

White

Banners

(88)

My
Bill (60)
|~9]
Drama
R — June
25
K.
Francis-D.
Moore

Claude Rains-F. Bainter
EP — Feb. 26; R — June 4

FN

Such Fools(69
Are 25
Men
R — June
W. Morris-P. Lane
WB21
[pj] Com. Drama
Melodrama
Racket Busters ( . . )

Geo.
[15] Action Drama
Crime Over London
Margot Grahame
caul Cavanaugh

GB
(..)

0

Three

Brent-G.

Dickson

Drama
a Weekend

(72)

Margaret
Lockwood
Lodge
RJohn
— June
11

on

GB

Evergreen ( . . ) reissue
[15] Musical
Comedy
G
Jessie
Matthews
Barry Mackay
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JULY

fej] Action Drama
Reformatory (61)
Jack Holt-C. Winters
It — June 25

i

A
AUGUST

6

1g

Adven.

Drama

3745

Booloo ( . . )
Colin Tapley
Suratna Asmara

*|22] Action
1 .Sky

Giant

Drama
(80)

(Form. Northern
Chester Morris
Richard Dix

7118
(. . )

835

Flight)

855
[22] Romantic Drama
| I’ll Give a Million (70)
Baxter
Warner
Marjorie Weaver
R— July 16

Drama
H!
Algiers
(95)
Charles Boyer
Sigrid Gurie-Hedy
R— July 2

LaMarr

Drama
g
Little
Tough Guy
“Dead End” Kids
Robt. Wilcox
R — July 16

[23] Com.

Drama

(83)

FN276

It— April

"VJ/ elcD ; R-July

[~5~| Action Drama
840
The Crowd Roars ( . . )
Robert Taylor
Maureen

3746
edy
Com
[29]
Professor
Beware
(93)
Harold Lloyd

16

O’Sullivan

The Texans (93)
[l2| Outdoor Drama
Joan Bennett-R. Scott

John

Howard-H.

in

[5] Com.
I’m
From with
the
Joe

834
Music
City ( . . )

Penner-Kay

Sutton

Give

Me

[~5~| Drama
Gateway
(. . )
Don Ameche
Arleen Whelan

901

a

Martha

Sailor

Painted
fl2]

Desert ( . . )
Western

883

O’Brien

Keep Smiling ( . . )
[12]
Drama
Jane Withers
Gloria Stuart

Hope

902

I
1Q3R

the

Edw.

G.

Law

(. . )

Robinson

Wendy
I25]

Barrie
Drama

Listen

Darling

(. . )

Freddie
Bartholomew
|26] Comedy
Drama
Judy Garland

of the

North

(..)

George
Raft
[26]
Action
Drama
Dorothy Lamour
Henry Fonda

Morris
Mercer

Band
(105)
[19] Musical
Alexander’s

Comedy
Ragtime

Tyrone Power-Alice
Don
Ameche
R — June
4

903
Faye

Speed to Burn (60)
Michael Whalen
R[26|
— June
11
Action
Drama
Lynn Bari

There

Goes

My

Heart

(. .)
Fredric
March
Drama
Comedy
HU
Virginia Bruce

That Certain Age ( . . )
l Comedy
[19] Musica
Deanna
Durbin
Jackie Cooper

Music
with
Introduction

and McCarthy
Leeds

FN262
|Uj] Melodrama
Amazing Dr. Clitterliouse
(85)

(56)

.Smashing the Rackets
832
[l9|
(. •) Melodrama
(For Cleanup)

Drama
Come
HU g
\oun
in dy
Heart ( . . )
Janet Gaynor
Douglas Fairbanks jr.

Com.
HU
Letter
of

I Am

Spawn

(..)

Raye-Bob

Chester
Frances

|~6~|
Comedy
Mr.
Chump
(60)

WB227

Johnnie Davis
Lola Lane

Renee

-Tiller 93

Too Hot to Handle (..)
Romance
y
[19] Comed
Clark
Gable-Myrna
Loy

Comedy
[19]
Orphan Annie, Detective
Drama
[lU
(. •) Comedy

George

Gold

Town

Angel

ma (79) GB
Strange
Boarders
Dra
[l]
Tom Walls

TrF

It’s Now
or Never ( . . )
[l2[ Comedy
Drama
(For. White Collars)
R. Young- R. Hussey

|~5~[ Melodrama
Bulldog Drummond
Africa ( . . )

833
Drama
[29] Com.
Mother Carey’s Chickens
(SO)
Ruby Keeler- Ann Shirley
Janies Ellison

Shu ie.> Temple
Jimmy
Durante
R — July 9

1

Circus Comes
to
[10]
Drama
(. .)
Marjorie
Main
Ann Nagel

Come
on Leatherneck
Drama
[Y| Action
Richard
Cromwell
Marcia Hunt

856
a
Dramdway
Broa

Phantom

[22]Luden-Beth
WesternMarion
8213
Jack

229

[~3~| Outdoor
Barefoot
Boy ( .Drama
. )
Jackie Moran

ntic Ho
e ama
ltoinaRo
manticgu Dr ( . . )
H|]
(For. Desperate Adventure
Ramon
Novarro
Marian
Marsh

Edw. G. Robinson
Claire Trevor
R— July 9

2

842

Dennis O'Keefe
Ann Morris

(••)
Bergen
Andrea

Penrod’s Double
Trouble (60)
Mauch
Twins

Drama
(. . )

dy
Litt
Miss
HU leCome
(70)

20

The Gladiator ( . . )
fl5l
Comedy
Joe E. Brown
June Travis

Itali Trail (..)
Western
]
[12Ritter
Tex

Phyllis

Western
,ig
Heroes of the Hills
Three Mesquiteers

AUGUST

13

tern (56)8207
eolith
Arizona
[jig] ofWes
Clias. Starrett
Iris Meredith

dy
[29] Come
The
Chaser

AUGU
ST
LEASES
27
CURRENTRE

TO/

30

228
([22] Action Drama
Renfrew on the Great
White Trail ( . . )
James Newell
Terry Walker

841
Drama
i [22I Comedy
Love Finds Andy Hardy
(90)
Mickey
Rooney-Judy
Garland-Lewis Stone
R — July 16

GUIDE

31

AUGUST

23

Hooking Hk

S

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9 10 11 12 13 14 15
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23 24 25 86 27 28 29
30

JULY

JULY,
M

Saint-Cyr

[13] Com.From
MusicBrooklyn
WB217
Cowboy
(77)
Dick Powell

R— June 18
Priscilla Lane

Four’s a Crowd
[20] Com.
Errol
FlynnDrama
Olivia

de

(. . )
WB213

Havilland

Daughters Courageous
FN359
Drama
H7]
Lane
(■ ■) Sisters
Jeffrey Lynn

|

Wee Wee
Monsieur (17) . .Feb. 18, ’38
Stranded in France after the war,
the three complicate their problems by joining the
Foreign
Legion.

*Sk<yct4

WORLD

IN

COLOR

©Friendly Neighbors
Views of Ontario.
©Quebec
Numerals Following: Titles are
Running: Time.
Date Is National Release, 1938, Unless
Otherwise Specified.
^Indicates short of the week
rating:.
©Indicates

SONG

Reisenfeld
30, *38
26, *38
26, *38
29, *38

©Old Raid Mule, The (19)
Mar. 4
Andy
Clyde is a sucker for bargains and gets talked into many
a
bad one.
The Mind Needer (18)
Apr. 29
Charlie Chase.
The Soul of a Heel (16%) . . . June 4
Andy Clyde has a time trying to
marry the sheriff’s daughter.
Time Out for Trouble (19) . . . Mar. 18
Charlie Chase arouses the underworld by fooling around with a

©Horse on the Merry-Go-Round
(9)
Feb. 17, ’38
Poor Little Butterfly (8)
July 4
©The
Big Birdcast (8)
May 13
©The
Foolish Bunny
(6) . . . Mar. 11
Window
Shopping (7)
June 3

Van — Song

KRAZY
Krazy

folks

used

Jan.

21, ’38

Feb.
Shop)

25, *38

May 6, *38
sing.
June 25
July 4

to

HAT

Magic

(7)

May

20

Krazy’s Travel Squawks
( . . ) July 4
The
Auto Clinic (7)
Mar. 4
The Little Buckaroo (fl)
Apr. 11
Sad Little Guinea Pigs (..).. Feb. 22
NEW

SPORT

THRILLS

Feminine Fun
(10)
Feb.
Snow
Foolin’ (10)
Jan.
Sport Stamina (10)
May
Unusual Hunting
( 10) . . . Mar.
SCRAPPY
CARTOONS
Scrappy’s Playmates (7)
Scrappy’s Trip to Mars
(7)
SCREEN
SNAPSHOTS
No.
No.

18,
21,
10,
15,

’38
’38
’38
’38

Apr.

27

Feb. 4, ’38
(Series 16)

6(9)
7(10)

Feb.

No. 8(10)
No. 9(10)
No. 10 (10)
No. 11 (10)
No. 12( . )

*38
’38
’38
’38
29

SPECIAL

THREE

July

22

Apr.

15

The
The

13, ’38
June 24

STOOGES

Big Top ( . . )
Last Indian (..)

May

CHEST

Kingdom
for a Horse
Music From the Stars
(11)
Horace

Lapp

(10) . . . Apr.

June

1

June

1

TAVO
Beautiful

Mar. 25, ’38
Orchestra.

and

HEELERS
But

Cactus Caballeros (19)
May 27
Harry Gribbon and Joey Haye, although scared stiff, set out after
a
Mexican bandit and succeed in
capturing him.
Cupid Takes a Holiday (16). . Feb. 4
Danny Kaye seeks a bride through
a marriage agency.
Apr.

29, *38

Jitter Bugs
(. . )
May 20, *38
Buster West and Tom Patricola recover a stolen bracelet after they
steal a turkey.
Love and Onions (19)
Mar. 11
Retail hijinks with Herman
Timberg jr. and Pat Rooney jr.
Miss They Missed, The
(18)
Willie

Jan. 28, *38
Howard
as Pierre, the human bloodhound for a
wealthy
family, gets fired when his phoney
French is discovered and gets involved with racketeers.
Money on Your Life ( . . ) . May 13, *38
Revolutionary antics with
Kemper and Kaye.
Pardon My Accident (17) . . . June 10
Willie Howard
fakes an accident
and is mistaken for a famous sur-

i ing
for Sweetie
geon.

(19)

Apr. 15

Gangsters interfere with Lee Sullivan’s plans for the elopement
but he manages.
Uncle Sol Solves It (19)
Feb. 11
Entertainment on Uncle Sol’s radio
hour
with
Eddie
Lambert
and
Beverly Sills.

AVanna Be a Model? (16) Feb. 25, *38
Jefferson Machamer.
AVinner Lose All ( . . )
June 17
Charles Kemper
devotes his time
to puzzle contest and almost loses
his girl because he signed away
the prize
test.

rights

in

a

$50,000

con-

M-G-M
CRIME
DOESN’T
PAY
A Criminal Is Born (21)
Come
Across (20)

June
May

ijt Miracle

Mar. 26

Money

(21)

25
14

j^JWhat Priee Safety (21) . . . . Feb. 5
The
penalty exacted
by
cheap
contracting.
CAPTAIN
AND
CARTOONS
A

Day

at

the

Beach

19

Mar.

19

22, ’389
July
May 14

HARMAN-ISING
Little Bantamweight
. . . .Mar. 12, ’38
HISTORIC A I. MYYSTERIES

(11)
The Ship That Died
Strange Glory (11)
MINIATURES

22, ’38

Mar.
(10) Feb.

19, ’38
19, ’38
July 2

©An
Optical Poem
(7) . . . Mar. 5, ’38
In Technicolor.
Hollywood Handicap
(10) . . . .May 28
Life in Some Town ,USA
(11)
Feb. 26, ’38
Stroke of Genius (11)
Feb. 5, ’38
l^That Mothers Might Live
(10)
Apr. 30
The Forgotten Step (10) . .May 7, ’38
Tracking the Sleeping Death
(. . )
July 9
Tupapao
(..)
June 11
MUSICAL

COMEDIES

Billy Rose’s Casa Manana
(21)
Mar. 26
now Gets in Your Eyes (20) .May 14
The Canary Comes Across
(21)
Jan. 2
Gay doings of a prison glee club
with Erik Rhodes.
M-G-M
NEWS
OF
THE
DAY
Released twice weekly.
OUR
Awful
Bear
Came

GANG

Tooth,

COMEDIES

The

(. . )

Facts (11)
the Brawn

May

28

Mar. 3, ’38
Apr. 16

(11)

Canned
Fishing (11)
Feb. 12, *38
Feed ’Em and Weep
(11) . May 17, '38
Hide and Shriek (..)
June 18

Dummies

(19)
25, *38
Buster
West
and
Tom Mar.
Patricola
have some fun with a near-sighted,
Conceited manager
of a
fashion
shop.

COMEDIES

Healthy, Wealthy and Dumb
(16)
May 20
All sorts of things happen
to
the trio when
Curly wins a puzzle contest.
Tassels In the Air (18)
Apr. 1
Signpainters, prattling in
pig
Latin, are mistaken for high-class
French decorators and get a free
hand in a swanky household.
Three Goofy Gobs (..)
July 29

22

Return of the Bufalo (10) . Apr. 8, ’38
Sky Fishing (10)
Feb. 25, *38
Songbirds of the North Woods
(10)
Feb. 11
AVe Live in Two Worlds ( . . ) . .July 22

4, *38
Mar. 4

Apr. 1,
Apr. 29,
May 27,
June 24,
July

The New
Nation (. .)
Story of Czechoslovakia.
Jungle Babies ( . . )

25, *38

Mrs. O’Leary’s Cow ( . .)
Robinson Crusoe’s Broadcast
(7)

SING

(Song Parade)
(Cowboy Songs)

(10)
Songs the
No. 9 ( . . )
No. 10 ( . . )

HITS
Feb.

( ute Crime
(. . )
Jefferson Machamer.

gangster’s sweetie.
COLOR
RHAPSODIES

5
6

COMEDY

TREASURE

Doggone Mixup (19) . . . .Feb. 4, *38
Harry Langdon who can’t say no
to a salesman becomes over-bought
on troubles.
Ankles Away
(19)
May 13
Andy Clyde.
Cuckoorancho
(16%)
Mar. 25
Complications when two wanderers
are mistaken for rich Americans
by a Mexican rancher.
Halfway to Hollywood ( 17%) . . July 1
Jump
Chump
Jump
(19%) . . . Apr. 5
Firechief Andy
Clyde falls for a
school teacher.

(10)
No. 7 (Gus

AND

Jan.

Feb.

Captain Kidd's Treasure
(10)
The
Face Behind the MaskJan.

20th-Fox)

Gandy
the Goose (6)
Mar. 4, ’38
Happy and Lucky (..)... Mar. 18, *38
Here’s to Good Old Jail ( . . ) . .June 10
His Off Day
(. . )
Feb. 4, *38
Just Ask Jupiter (7)
Feb. 18, ’38
Maid in China (7)
Apr. 29
Milk for Baby (..)
July 8

COMEDIES

A

No.
No.

25, *38

TERRY-TOONS

Columbia

COMMUNITY

through

West on(10)
Paris
Parade
(..)
Rural Sweden
(8)

29

A Mountain Romance
(7) . .Apr. 1, *38
Devil of the Deep (..).. May 27, *38
Eliza Runs Again ( . . )
July 29

Americans Come, The (9) . Apr.
Glorious Vamp, The (9) . .Feb.
Irish Fantasy (9)
Mar.
Wizards* Apprentice, The
(9)
Jan.

ALL-STAR

Mar.

All’s Fair (10)
The Cabin Kids.

CLASSICS
by Hugo
(Reissues)

.Apr.

Educational

Artcinema
Produced

(10)

(Distributed

color.

MUSICAL.

(..)...

Glimpses of Austria (9)
Glimpses of New
Brunswick
<8)
Natural Wonders of the

THE

KIDS

(..)....

June

25

Blue Monday
(9)
Apr. 2, '38
Captain’s Pup (9)
Apr. 30
Cleaning: House (8)
Feb. 19
Poultry Pirates (9)
Apr. 16
FITZPATRICK
TRAVELTALKS
In Technicolor
Beautiful Budapest
(9)
CzecIio-NIovak i;t on Parade
(9)

Apr.

16

June

11

Three Men
PETE

Jan.

1, ’38

(9)
Jan. 29, ’38
Savate (8)
Mar. 12, ’38
Humorous
account of French sport
in which opponents rely mainly on
their feet.

Modeling

California Giants (11) . . . .Jan. 28, *38
Story of the giant redwood tree.
Crime Fighters (10)
May 20
Depicting the thorough training a
police officer undergoes.
QFiml What’s Wrong
(10) . . June 17
Gold (10)
Feb. 25
The gold mines of South Africa.
Jungle Glimpses (10)
Mar. 25
A
colorful camera
trip through
South America tropics.
The Bike Parade (10)
Apr. 22
Husing.
The saga of the bicycle from 1900
to the present. Narrated by Ted
PARAMOUNT

for

Money

(10) . . . .Apr.

©Penny’s
Party
(9)
Story of Dr. Carver (..)
Surf Heroes (10)
Three on a Rope
REISSUES
Laurel

and

(10) . . . .Feb.
Hardy

19, ’38

Styles in the sun. New York’s army
shop.
of night workers, canine beauty
No. 9 (10)
The
Bureau

Apr. 1
Standards
in

of

Washington, trained
pine aqueduct.
No. 10(10)

fish

No. 11 (10)
Alpine streams, a
Guadalupe
Islands,
of California.
No. 12(10)

July

Gigantic farming — Streaming
ery—a day in a dog’s life.
POPEYE
CARTOONS
Big Chief Ugh-Amugh-Ugh
(7)
I Yam
Love Sick (8)

POPULAR
(In

SCIENCE

Cinecolor)

©No.
3(10)
Newest
wrinkles

in

Jan. 14, *38
science.

©No. 4(10)
No. 5(10)
No. 6(10)

Mar. 18
May 13
July 8

SCREEN

SONG

Thanks for the Memory
(7) . .Mar. 25
Bert Block and orchestra supply
the music.
You Leave Me Breathless (7). May 27
Jimmy
You Took

Dorsey and orchestra.
the Words Right Out
Jan. 8, *38
Blaine and his

RICE

SPORT-

(’ops and Robbers (10)
Mar. 25
A chase in which a black bear and
mountain lion are captured.
Fascinating Adventure, A (10) Feb. 25
modern
Tarzan and
tures in the streams
Florida.
Good Looking Winners
(10)
Refuting

CARTOONS

Up to Date (7)
Feb. 25
Junior and Pudgy go hunting, with
amusing results.
Honest Love and True (7)... Mar. 25
Out of the Inkwell (7)
Apr. 22
Jan. May
28, ’38
27
June 24

CLASSICS

Hold It (8)
Hunky
and Spunky (7)
Little Lamby
(7)
The Tears of an Onion

(7)

Apr.
June
Dec.
. Feb.

29
24
31
25

HEADLINER
Bob Crosby and His Orchestra
(10)
May 6
Easy on the Ice (10)
June 3
Henry King and his orchestra with
Shirley Foster.
Hall’s Holiday (10)
Apr. 8
George
Hall and
his Orchestra
with Dolly Dawn.
Hirnber Harmonies
(10) . Jan. 28, ’38
A typical day in the life of Richard Himiber and His Orchestra.
Queens of the Air (10)
July 8
Vincent Lopez and his orchestra,
Benay Venuta. Hollace Shaw, Jean
Ellington, Betty Hutton and Nan
Wynn.
STAR

REPORTER

No. 3(10)
Mar. 10
Ted Husing introduces us to Mark
Warnow
and band, Rio Brothers,
Vic Heide and Freddy Rich and
Listen 6 to^Lucas (10)
Feb.
Clyde Lucas and Orchestra.
PARAMOUNT
Released twice

NEWS
weekly.

Apr. 15
May 20

14

Be

COLOR

1

scen-

Learn Polikness (7)
Feb. 18, *38
Let’s Celeb rake (9)
Jan. 21, *38
Plumbing Is a “Pipe** (7)... June 17
The House Builder-Upper (7). Mar. 18

GRANTLANI)
LIGHTS
May

Tax

Paramount

Riding
the Rails
Swing School
(7) (7)
The Lost Kitten (7)

6

June 3
visit to the
and vineyards

A

BOOI*

Al-

May

22, ’38

(8) to Raise a Baby (9)Mar.
19, ’382
’low
. . . .July
Music Made
Simple (8)
Apr. 16

BETTY

and

Chesapeake
fishermen —
camera
studies of clouds —
feeding the
animals.

of My Mouth (8)
Cartoon plus Jerry
orchestra.

Reissues

County Hospital (19)
Jan.
ROBERT
BENCHLEY
An Evening Alone (9)
How
to Figure Income

30

Apr. 9, ’38
June 18
May 28

PICTORIAL

No. 7(10)
Reb. 4, 38
The Yerkes Observatory, Autumn
in the Alps and the Shadow
Man.
No. .8(10)
Mar. 4

in a Tub ( 10) . Mar. 26, '38
SMITH
SPECIALTIES

^Friend
Indeed the
(10) dog.
Man's friend,
Jungle Juveniles No. 2
La

PARAGKAPHICS

18, '38

that

the

many

popular

of

the

his advenof Central

Jan. 28, *38
conception

feminine

cham-

pions of sports
are “muscle
molls.’’
Red, White
and Blue
Champions
(10)
May 20
A
Win,

unique group of aquatic youngsters of the Panama
Canal zone.
Place or .Show (10) . . . . Apr. 22

Human
interest
leah racing
track.yarn of the Hiaing.
Strike (10)
June 17
Not baseball but a reel about fishUNUSUAL

OCCUPATIONS

©No. 4(10)
©No. 5(10)
Gold beating;
woman
No.

chimney

Feb. 11, *38
Apr. 15
circulating library;
sweep;

tool leath-

er portraits.
6(10)

RKO
DISNEY
©Boat

10

Feb.

25

Radio

CARTOONS

Builders

Mickey,

June

(7)

Donald and the Goof attempt to build a boat with disastrous consequences.

©Donald’s Better Self (8) Mar. 11, *38
©Donald’s Nephews
(8) .. Apr. 15, *38
Introducing
three
mischievous
editions of Donald
Duck,
Huey, Dewey
and Louie.
Good Scouts (8)
Donald
Duck
takes
camping,

much

to

his

Polar
Trappers
Adventures
of (8)
Donald
in the Arctic.

his

July 8
nephews

sorrow.
June
and

17,
*38
Goofy

^©Self-Control (9)
Feb. 11
Donald Duck tries to practice that
under trying conditions.

BOXOFFICE

:: July 23, 1938

The Fox Hunt (8)
July 29
Adventures of Donald
Duck
and.
Goofy during a fox hunt.
$J©The Moth and the Flame
Apr. 1, ’38
(8)
Adventures
of a boy and girl moth.
The Whalers (8)
Aug. 19
A whaling expedition costs Mickey,
Donald and the Goof their boat.
SlAWynken,
Blynken and Nod
(8)
May 27
The
adventures
of
the
three
youngsters in Eugene Field’s
who
sail through the sky
wooden-shoe.
EDGAR

KENNEDY

False Roomers
(17)
Mar. 25, ’38
A slighthly unbalanced roomer is
the cause of all the hilarity.

HEADLINER

College

May 28
and
the

play poker
in with her

RADIO

COMEDIES

FLASH

COMEDIES

Berthquakes
(16)
Errol tries his hand
child psychology.

at

RKO-PATHE

The wife’s yen for dancing sets
Errol off on a jag which ends in
a rousing finale.
MARCH

OF

Story

of the nation's first government-promoted tourist resort and
arms and the League of Nations.
QNo.
9(21)
Apr. 15
The Nazi conquest of Austria and
a
pictorial discussion on
crime
and prisons.
No. 10(19)
May 13
Racketeers vs. Housewives.
0No. 11 (17)
June 10
A study of the American physician.
No 12 (17)
July 8
Work,
training and activities of
the U. S. Coast Guard.
NU-ATLAS

MUSICALS

Radio Hookup
(10)
Jan. 28
Starring Dorothy
Stone
and
Charles
Collins, the
Buckaroos,

Yost's Singing Dozen
and
Doug
Leavitt.
Carnival Show
(10)
June 24
Clyde Hager, Jan Peerce, Cotton
Club Tramp
Band.
International Rhythm
(10)... June 3
Roy Smeck
and his Aloha Islanders, Ada Brown,
Mara, Princess
Chivo.
Latin Rhythm
(11)
Feb. 18
Jan
Pearce, Luba
Malina, Mia
Miles Foursome
and the Dansapators.
Maids
Ray

and Music (10) . . . . Apr. 22, ’38
Fabing’s Ingenues with Janice Walker. Also Bernice Parks.
No Sale (11)
Mar. 11
Original Dixieland Jazz band, Gogo
de Lys, Adia Kuznetzoff and Russion Octette, King, King & King,
Charioteers, Hal Sherman.
Salt Shakers (11)
May 13, ’33
Jay C. Flippen, Joe Dorris, Mae
McKim
and
Her
Three
Boy
Friends, Vera Haal.
Skyline Revue (11)
Apr. 1
Paula Stone, Billy and Milly, Sugar
Nicholas, DeMay
Moore
and
Martin.
Sweet Shoe (11)
Jan. 14, ’38
Rita Rio and her Girl Band, The
Four Norsemen, The Four Specs,
Anita Jacobi.
The Deviled Ham
(10) . Mar. 11, ’38
Gus Van, Arskine Hawkins and his
band, Toy and Wing, The Three
Kays, Moya Engele.

No. 4 (10)
Depicting

PARADE

the

BOXOFFICE

STRANGER

PATHE

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

Feb. 18
background

a

SPORTSCOPE

Tournament
with
the
leading pros.
Swinging Mallets (10)
as played
tween two crack

Apr.

(9)

3

COLORTOUR

(18)
Nick
Betty

MUSICAL

Girls

and

©Crossroads

Stuart and
Jane Rhodes,

FOX
MOVIETONE
NEWS
Released twice weekly.

Injun
Porky

cadet

(19)
GOING

SPECIAL

Moments
Feb.
WITH

PLACES
ELL THOMAS

(’36-’37

training

re-

Feb. 25
school,

:: July 23, 1938

28, ’38
LOW-

MELODY

45(9)
46 ( 9)
47 ( 9)
48 ( 9)
49 ( 9)
50 ( 9)
51 (10)
52 ( 9)

Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Apr.

MENTONE

29, ’38
28, ’38
21, ’38
11, ’38
Apr. 25
May 9
June 3
June 27

PRODUCTIONS

Down
on the Barn (17) . Reb.
Billy Jones
and
Ernest

St. Martin
Girls.
(17)
James

’n

and
the

Mac’s

Bea

Boys

and

May 18, ’38
Saxon, The

Three
Marshalls, Starnes Foursome.
Latin Hi-Hattin (18)
Apr. 27
Dorothy
Stone, Charles
Collins,
Geraldine and
Joe, Del Campo,
Bernice Parks
and
the 12 MeGurns' Dancers.
Music and Flowers (19) . . . . June 15
Block &
Sully, Peg Leg
Bates,
Royal
Swedish
Bell
Ringers,
Stearnes & Anavan.
Oh, Say Can You Hear? (15). Dec. 29
Mildred Fenton, Leavitt &
Lockwood, the Merry Macs, Raymond
Baird,

the Loria
Donald & Ross.

Brothers,

Mc-

Rhapsody in Zoo (151/™) . . Jan. 26, ’38
Mark
Plant,
Nagasake
Tramp
Band, Ruth
Daye, The
Asburns,
Evelyn Poe, The Kidoodlers.
Somewhere
in Paris (17) . . . .Mar. 23
J. Harold Murray, Three Samuels
and
Harriet Hayes,
Ben
Yost's
Varsity Eight.
Stars and Stripes (17)
July 6
Ed
East, Ralph
Dumke,
Ada
Brown
and
ica Band.
OSWALD
Cheese

Carl

Freed’s

Harmon-

(7)

Nellie, The Indian Chief’s
Daughter
(7)
Nellie the Sewing Machine
Girl (7y2)

Vitaphone
Vitaphone
TRUE

’38
’38
’38
25
’33
19
16
’38
27

A

and

Rich

7, '38
12, ’38
18, ’38

and

July 9, ’38
Orchestra

and

Jan.
Orchestra

and

29, ’38

(10)
Ruhinoff

and

(10)
Saturday

Night

(10)
MERRIE

Jan.

15, ’33

Mar.

26, ’38

April
Club

16, ’38

Orchestra

His

Violin

Swing

July 30, ’38
(In Color)

MELODIES

A
Star Is Hatched
(7)
Apr. 2
Cinderella Meets Her Fella (8) Jul. 23
©Daffy Duck and Egghead
(7)
Lie of

Pingo

Jan. 1, ’38
( . . ) . May 28, ’38

Pongo

©Jungle
Jitters (7)
Feb.
Katnip
Kollege (7)
June
©My
Little Buckaroo (7) Jan.
Now
That Summer
Is Gone

19, ’38
11, ’38
29, '38

(..)
May
Penguin Parade (7)
Apr.
CiSneezing Weasel
(7) .. Mar.
©Woods
Are Full of Cuckoos
(7)

14, ’38
23, ’38
12, ’38

(Some

Dec.

in

No. 6(10)
Kellog Horse Ranch;
making of shoes.

July
Mar.

4

14, ’38
June 20
Mar. 28
May 30
June
Apr.

6
11

Song
writers
bathing
suits. .—

Wayne.
Jungle Menace

Feb. 5, ’38
ice hockey;

—

Sept. 1

15 episodes (20), first chapter runs
(30) — Frank
Buck, Sasha Siemel.
Charlotte Henry, Rubber hijackers
in the Malayan jungle.
Mysterious Pilot, The
Dec. 9
15 episodes (19) —
Starring Capt.
Frank
Hawks
in exploits of the
Royal Canadian Air Force.
Secret of Treasure Island. . .Mar.

17

(15 episodes), Story of buried
island.
pirate’s
treasure on an adventurer’s
REPUBLIC
Fighting Devil Dogs, The. . . .May 28
12 chapters. Lee Powell, Herman
Brix, Eleanor
Stewart, Montagu
Love.
Lone
Ranger, The
Feb. 12, ’38
15 chapters.
Painted Stallion
June 5, ’38
With Ray Corrigan and Hoot Gibson. The first chapters runs about
(7) and the rest average (19).
Zorro Rides Again
Nov. 28
12 episodes (20) —
John CarrollHelen Christian. The adventures
of a Mexican Robin Hood.
UNIVERSAL
Frontiers

July

5

15

color)

bowling

June 4, ’38
Apr. 16, ’38
July 2

4

REVUES

sequences

(12)

COLUMBIA
The Great Adventures of Wild
Bill Hickok
June 30
15 chapters.
Gordon
Elliot, Monte
Blue, Carol

Flaming
©PICTORIAL

(By Floyd Gibbons)
Comes True

SERIALS
15, ’38

Orchestra June

Madriguera

(10)
Mike Riley

Dream

12, ’38

Apr. 9, ’38
May 14, ’38
Jan. 22, ’38
( . . ) . .Aug. 6

Hit and Run
(12) ...... .Feb. 10, ’38
Shopgirl’s Evidence
(12) . . . .Mar. 19
Wanderlust
(12)
May 14, ’38

Feb.
Orchestra,

and

Feb.

Capers
(10) . ..June 18, ’38
Gambols (10) . .Mar. 19, ’38
ADVENTURES

(11)
Dear Old Dad
(12)
The Fighting Judge

No.Dogs
7 (10)
Mar. 5, ’38
— Billiards — Lithography.
No. 8(11)
Apr. 2

CARTOONS

Nappers

(10)
Don
Bestor

May

variety

Crawfords, The
(10)
Juggling Fool (11)
Ski Flight (10)
Swing Cat’s Jamboree

Orchestra
and

26, ’38

Apr. 23, ’38
June.Aug.
25, ’38
(..)..
27

Alibi
Time
(11)
Radio
Ramblers.

21, ’38
Aug. 6

Jan.

16, ’38
(20) .. July
May 21,
’38

(20)
Mar.
GAY-ETIES

vitaphone

(11)
May 28, ’38
Henry King and His Orchestra
(10)
Dec. 25
Leon Navarro and His Orchestra

Show

Barton,

(10)
Clyde Lucas

(10)
Greddie

Charles Althoff, Tom
Emerson's
Mountaineers, Danzi Goodell, Clair

High-Jack

May

COMEDIES

Waiting Around
(20)
Feb. 26
Frank Libuse, Shea and Raymond,
Margo
Brander,
Stanley Twins,
Joan Merrill.

Mar. 12, ’33
CARTOONS

Moore

Begin

Louisiana

Hold That Ball (21).
Rise
There and
Goes Sing
the (21)
Bride
Fifi D’Orsay.

July 23, ’38
Sept. 25

Orchestra (10)
Carl Hoff and Orchestra

(10)
Enrico
23, ’38
Hare,

and

(11)
Carl “Deacon”

Stars

My
Pop
. )
Stocks
and< . Blondes

MASTERS

Meroff

of

Under the Wire
VITAPHONE

11, ’.38
15, ’33

Apr.
2, ’38
(..)...
Aug.
27

Trouble (7)
and Daffy (7)

Benny
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

7, ’38
5, ’38

Orient

TUNES

the

VITAPHONE

May
Mar.

ADVENTURES
the

Where

(19) young
,
May 28,
’38
A
dancer
makes
good
through the aid of a makeup
man.
With Evelyn Thawl, Jeffrey Lynn,
Armida, Fritz Feld and Charley

Sons of the Plains (..).. July 30, ’38
Mauch
Twins, Rosella Towns.

Pork at the Crocadero (7) Feb. 5,
Porky’s Five and Ten (7) .Apr. 16,
Porky’s Hare Hunt
(7) .. Apr. 30,
Porky’s Party (7)
June
Porky’s Poppa
(7)
Jan. 15,
Porky’s Phoney Express (7).. Mar.
Porky’s Spring Planting (7).. July
What
Price Porky (7) .. .Feb. 26,
Wholly Smoke
(7)
Aug.

Universal
EXPLOITATION

of

(10)
LOONEY

20th Century-Fox

^•Breathless

Si ©Out

Malayan
Jungles (10) . . . .Feb. 5, ’38
Mechanix Illustrated (10) . .June 4, ’38
Pearl of the East (10) . . .Mar. 21, ’33
Toradja Land
(10)
Apr. 30, ’38
What
the World Makes

Apr. 8, ’38
his orchestra.
June Johnson.

Apr. 9, ’38
July 2, ’38
Aug. 13

(19) story of the purchase
Mar. of
12, the
’38
The
Louisiana territory.

(10)
Long Bright Land
(10)
A trip to New Zealand.

Band

Got
a
Match?
(20)
Rainbow’s
End
(. . )
UpPat
in Rooney.
Lights (..)
F'oy.
TECHNICOLOR

17, ’38
21, ’38
Mar. 14
Apr. 18
May 2
June 6
June 20

(21) .. June
Jan.

(10)
The
Hermit Kingdom
Isles of Enchantment

COMEDIES

a

Feb. 12,song
’38
Huston,

HEALINERS

Prisoner of Swing
^Script Girl (20)
Cross and Dunn.

13

Candid
Kid, Josephine
The (20)
Featuring
stylist.

©Romance

Forget Me Knots (21)
Little Me
(21)
Wini Shaw, songstress.

White
Magic
(10)
Jan. 28
Winter sports filmed partly in the
Tyrolean Alps and Sun Valley.
Windward
Way
(10)
Mar. 11
A yachting reel centering on the
Miami-Nassau
Yacht race.
RADIO

Jan.
Feb.

BROADWAY

1

New
underwater
sport "goggle
fishing” and
some
water
polo
scenes.

Twenty

45(10)
46(10)
47 ( 9)
49 ( 9)
50 ( 9)
51 ( 9)
52 ( 9)

Vitaphone

be-

June

FICTION

UNIVERSAL
NEWS
Released twice weekly.

country’s

in Jamaica
teams.

THAN

No. 12(.)
Aug.
Hollywood-Sculling-Furs.
PRESENTATION
REVUES

’38
’38
’38
25
18
21

No. 44 ( 9)
Dec. 27
Plutocratic Plugs, Home
on the
Rails, Crime Stories Pay, Personal
School, Decoy for Coy Ducks, Go
Hang Yourself, Honest Candy Kids.

SPECIAL

Feed the Kitty (7)
Happy
Scouts (7)
Hollywood Bowl
(7)
Movie Phoney News
(..)

PATHE
NEWS
Released twice weekly.
PATHE
leases)

COMEDIES

TIME

No. 6 .(16)
Jan. 21, ’38
“Inside Nazi Germany — 1938”
No. 7(19)
Feb. 18, ’38
Old Dixie’s New
Boom, One Million Missing, Russians in Exile.
ONo.
8(19)
Mar. 18

A

The Man
Hunt
(7)
Feb. 13,
The Jroblem Child (7) . . . May 16,
Trade Mice (7)
Feb. 28,
Tail End
(7)
Apr.
Voodoo Harlem
(7)
July
Yokel Boy Makes Good (7) . Feb.

Bit and Bridle (10)
May 13, ’38
A trip to Aiken, S. C., haven of
horse lovers and their horses.
In the Swim
(10)
Feb. 18
Fancy diving with champions.
Pinehurst (9)
Apr. 22
The
North-South
Open
Golf

May 6
applying

Dummy
Owner
(19)
Jan. 7, ’38
Errol gets mixed
up with race
track touts.
His Pest Friend (18)
Mar. 11
Blind jealousy gets Leon into hot
water.
The Jitters (19)
July 1

Field,

The Photographer (15) .. .June 17, ’38
A
candid camera
bug runs into
difficulties over a picture.

Underwater

ERROL

Randolph

Stuporvisor (17)
Feb. 25, *38
Jack Norton runs against his wife
for city supervisor.

Polo

Music Will Tell (18)
Feb. 11, ’38
Ted Fio Rito and his orchestra
show up an impersonator.
Picketing for Love
(17)
June 3
Betty Jane Rhodes, Joe Morrison.
Phyllis Kennedy, Jack Carson and
Barbara Bedford.
LEON

at

^Quintupland
(19)
The Quints against
of Northern winter.

Ears of Experience (18) .Jan. 28, ’38
Kennedy, who is seeking a promotion, gets into difficulties when he
takes the advice of a professional
listener.

customers' home
to
when
the wife walks
friends.

Air

IjiNo. 6 The Count of Ten (9) .June 17
Development of the Golden Gloves.

poem
in a

COMEDIES

Kennedy’s
Castle (17)
Edgar
brings the boss

the

rubber

chapters, average about 20 minutes each. With
Johnny
Mack
Brown
and Eleanor Hansen.

Flash Gordon’s Trip to
Mars
Mar. 22, ’38
15 episodes, approximately
(20)
each. Larry
Jean Rogers
on Mars.
Radio Patrol

“Buster” Crabbe and
in exciting adventures
Oct. 4

4, ’38

12 episodes (20) — Grant WithersCatherine Hughes.
The
valuable
formula for flexible steel and its
possession by a number
of people
is the basis for this one.

No. 11 (10)
July 9, ’38
Bakelite — Greyhounds — Perfume.

Tim Tyler’s Luck
Dec. 26
12 episodes, first runs (19) the
others average between 18 and 20.

No. 9 (10)
Making of silver
tov trains.

—

Apr. 30, ’38
ice boating —

No. 10 (10)
Beavers — Polo — Woolens.

June

m

Un ~The Aialc
STARTING

WELL

ALONG

COMPLETED

5
2

JUVENILE
COURT — Paul Kelly, Rita Haworth,
Robert Kent, Henry Taylor, David Gorcey. Producer: Irving- Briskin. Director: D. Ross Lederman.
Original: Robert Kent, Henry Taylor.

D

GIRLS’

2

SCHOOL — Margaret Tallichet, Anne Shirley, Nan Grey, Ralph Bellamy, Marjorie Main.
Producer:
Irving
Briskin.
Director: John
Brahm.
Screenplay: Tess Slessinger, Richard
Sherman.

O
O

LADY
OBJECTS — Gloria Stuart, Lanny Ross, Joan
Marsh, Robert Paige, Arthur Loft. Producer:
William Perlberg. Director: Erie C. Kenton.
Screenplay: Gladys Lehman, Charles Kenyon.
THE
PHANTOM
TRAIL — Buck Jones, Roy Barcroft, Dorothy Day.
Producer: Monroe
Shaff.
Director: Elmer Clifton.

►r SHADOWS
OVER
('HINA — Ralph Morgan.
Pro-h
ducer: Fine Arts. Director: Charles Lamont.

STARLIGHT
q
^
q

OVER

TEXAS— Tex

Ritter,

Snub

Pollard
Producer: Edward
Finney.
Original:
John Rathmell.
WANTED
BY
THE
POLICE
—
Frankie Darro.
Producer: Lindsley Parsons. Director: Howard
Bretherton. Original:
play: Sally Sandlin.

Donn

O’Mullally.

THE

CIRCUS

COMES

Marjorie Main,
Producer: W. T.
Orth.
Original: Karl

Anne

Nagel,

Betty’ Compson,
Jack
Lackey. Director: Karl
Brown.
Screenplay:

TO

TOWN—

LaRue.
Brown.
Marion

Screen-

THREE
STABLEMATES — Wallace Beery, Mickey Rooney.
Producer: Harry Rapf.
Director: Sam
Wood.

(3
•
2

5
05

•

VACATION
PROM
LOVE — Robert Young, Florence Rice. Producer: John Considine jr. Director: Edwin
L. Marin.
Original: Harland
Ware, Patterson McNutt.
Screenplay: Patterson McNutt.

THANKS
FOR
THE
MEMORY— Bob Hope, Shirley Ross, Charles Butterworth, Dorothy Howe.
Producer: William LeBaron.
Director: George
Archainbaud.
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LISTEN,
DARLING — Freddie Bartholomew,
Judy
Garland, Mary Astor, Walter Pidgeon. Producer:
Harry
Rapf.
Director: William! Thiele. Original: Katharine Brush.
RICH
MAN,
POOR
MAN
— Robert Young. Lew
Ayres, Ruth Hussey, Guy Kibbee, Lana Turner.
Producer: Edward
Chodorov.
Director: Rheinold Schunzel.
Screenplay: Jerome
Chodorov,
Joseph Fields.

re

en

-

SWEETHEARTS
—
Jeanette MacDonald,
Nelson
Eddy, Mischa Auer, Frank
Morgan, Florence
Rice.
Producer: Hunt
Stromberg.
Director:
W. S. Van Dyke.
Screenplay: Alan Campbell,
Dorothy Parker.

John
her.

C.

Moffitt.

Screenplay:

Ferdinand

Rey-

John Howard,
Robert
William Frawley, Mary

Carlisle, Benny
Baker, Grant Withers.
Producer: William LeBaron.
Director: Kurt Neumann. Original Screenplay: Lloyd
Corrigan,
Erwin Gelsey.

PARIS

HONEYMOON

—

Bing

Crosby,

Franciska

Gaal. Ben Blue, Edward
Everett Horton, Shirley Ross. Producer: Harlan Thompson.
Director: Frank Tuttle. Original: Angela Sherwood.
Screenplay: Frank Butler, Don Hartman.

MR.
DOODLE
KICKS
OFF — Joe Penner, June
Travis, Billy Gilbert, Richard Lane.
Producer:
Robert
Sisk
Director: Les
Goodwins.
Original: Mark Kelly. Screenplay: Bert Granet.

TENTH
AVENUE
KID
—
Bruce Cabot, Beverly
Roberts, Horace
McMahon.
Producer: Harry
Grey. Director: Bernard Vorhaus.

•

TO US — James Gleason,
HAPPENS
EVERYTHING
Russell Gleason, William
Bakewell, Gay
Seabrook, Paul Harvey.
Producer: James Gleason.
Original: James
Gleason.
Screenplay: Paul
Gerard Smith, Jack Townley.

gj
gS

O
CAMERA
DAREDEVILS — Brian Donlevy, Wally
[i*
Vernon, Jonathan Hale.
Producer: Sol Wurthh
zel.
Director: James
Tinling.
Screenplay:
Robert Ellis, Helen Logan.
o
<N

WHILE
NEW
YORK
SLEEPS — Michael Whalen,
Chick Chandler, Jean Rogers, Joan Woodbury,
Harold
Huber.
Producer: Howard
J. Green.
Director: H. Bruce Humberstone.
UNTITLED — Joan Valerie,
Beck,
Bill Robinson,

Henry Arthur, Thomas
Henry
Armetta,
Lon

Chaney jr. Producer: Jerry Hoffman.
tor: Otto Brower.
Original Screenplay:
Ellis, Helen Logan.

D

Original:

,■
ti

Z

Rose

Jo

Swer-

THE
ROAD
TO
RENO — Hope
Hampton,
dolph Scott, Alan Marshal, Mischa Auer,

RanLouis

Hayward.

D

rector:
Wylie.

YOG

CAN’T

Margaret

ESCAPE

Lindsay.

FOREVER — Errol

Producer: Benjamin

Flynn,

Glazer.

“h
Original: Thelma Strabel.
M
CERTAIN
CALL — Kay Francis, Ian Hunter, John
^
Litel. Producer: Bryan Foy.
Director: Busby
Berkeley

Franken.

Producer:

Screenplay:

Edmund

Grainger.

S. Sylvan Simon.
Original:
Screenplay: Roy Chanslor.

I.

A.

THERE

GOES
MY
HEART — Predric March, Virginia Bruce, Patsy Kelly, Alan Mowbray, Claude
Gillingwater. Producer: Hal Roach.
Director:
Norman
McLeod.
Original: Ed Sullivan. Screenplay: Jack Jevne, Eddie Moran.

Di-

R.

ANGELS
WITH
DIRTY
FACES— James
Cagney,
Pat O’Brien, Humphrey
Bogart, Billy Halop,
Bobby
Jordan, Leo Gorcey, Bernard
Punsley,
Huntz Hall, Gabriel Dell. Producer:
choff.
Director :
Michael
Curtiz.
Rowland
Brown.

SAFETY
IN NUMBERS — Jed Prouty, Spiing Byington, Shirley Deane, Russell Gleason, Henry
Kolker.
Producer: John Stone. Director: Mai
St. Clair. Original: Katharine Kavanaugh.

DirecRobert

THE
LADY
AND
THE
COWBOY— -Gary Cooper,
Merle Oberon, David Niven, Walter Brennan.
Producer: Samuel
Goldwyn.
Director: H
C.
Potter. Screenplay: S. N. Behrman.
Original:
Leo McCarey, Prank R. Adams.
MADE
FOR
EACH
OTHER
—
Carole Lombard,
ling
James
Stewart, Walter
Cameron.
Producer:
David O. Selznick. Director: John Cromwell.

<

Z

BOYS’
TOWN — Spencer Tracy. Mickey
Rooney,
Leslie Fenton, Gene
Reynolds, Henry
Hull,
Donald Barry
Producer: John W. Considine,
jr.
Director: Norman
Taurog.
Screenplay:
Dore Schary, John Meehan.

ESCAPE
FROM
YESTERDAY — Frances Farmer,
Leif Erikson, Akim
Tamiroff.
Producer: Jeff
Lazarus. Director: Alfred E. Green.
Original:

TOUCHDOWN,
ARMY'
—
Cummings, Roscoe Karns,

Sc

PECK’S
BAD
BOY
AT
THE
CIRCUS
—
Tommy
Kelly. Producer: Sol Lesser (Principal). Di*rector: Eddie Cline. Original: George W. Peck.
Screenplay: Robert Neville, David
Boehm,
A1
Martin.

O
W
w

LOVES
HAS
NANCY— Robert Montgomery, Janet Gaynor, Franchot Tone, Cora Witherspoon. Producer: Norman
Krasna.
Director:
Richard
Thorpe.
Original: Lee
Loeb, Mort
Braus.

Sam
BisOriginal:

DEVIL’S
ISLAND — Boris Karloff, Leonard Mudie,
Pedro de Cordoba, James
Stephenson, Stuart
Holmes.
Producer: Bryan Foy. Director: William Clemiens. Screenplay: Anthony
Coldway,
Raymond
Schrock.
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EQUIPMENT,

Classified Ads

GENERAL
THIS

THEATRES,

10c Per Word,

QUALITY

SELLS

AT

PRICES. 10 y4" REFLECTOR
CONVERSION KITS, for Peerless or Strong,
all parts, only $14.95. Handsome, sturdy
metal exit signs, 39c. Optical porthole
glass, sq. inch, 6c. Used Soundheads,
$15.00 up. Used Amplifiers, $19.50 up.
lamps, fresh stock, 29c each. Projection lenses, Series I, $5.95. Loads of

swell buys always on hand. S.O.S., 636Eleventh Ave., New York.
7-23

NEW

PROMINENT
SMPE
MEMBER
HAS
JUST DEVELOPED
NEW
PRECISION
TEST REEL for projection and sound.
Combination visual, sound tests for all
sound track adjustments. Indicates travel
ghost, sidesway, picture jump, etc. Contains visual targets and constant level frequencies. WE Mirrophonic recording.
Truly simplified, easily understood. With
full instructions, $29.50. 16mm edition

AIR

Two five-point Simplex
Ampere switches. Post
Lancaster,

Ave.,

New
7-23

EQUIPMENT

Conditioning Corp., 101-A Walton
lanta, Ga.

St„ Attf (4-2)

FAMOUS
MODEL “A” ZEPHYR-COOLAIRE BLOWER,
6500 CFM
CAPACITY,
with 1/3 h.p. motor, V-belt, oversize ball
bearings, sturdy construction, now only
$75.65. Will handle to 300 seats, or can
be used for exhaust fan. Plenty other
bargains in air conditioning needs. Get
Ave., New
7-23

more,

bases with
Office Box

100749,
8-6

40 cents; less 45 cents. G. A. Peterson, 2620 Charlotte St„ Kansas City, Mo.
tf (b4-9)

Chicago.

to reliable party.

Address

office,

St.,

4704

fi. 9th

PHOTO

CHAIRS

CUSTOMERS
BLEATING
ABOUT
YOUR SEATING? WHY WORRY?
17,000
American Seating, Ideal, Irwin, other famous makes — biggest variety veneer and
upholstered at 75c up. Free List 15-P.
S.O.S., 636-Eleventh Ave., New York. 7-23

BOXOFFICE

:: July 23, 1938

B-1001,

Kansas

Mo.

FOR
LOBBIES — Fronts — tieups finest
quality. Any size. 30x40 including negative $2.75. Write M. S. Photo Service, 517
West

45th St., New

8-6

York

City.

8-6

BOOKS
THAT
EVER-POPULAR
BOOK
DLE, NOW MORE
POPULAR

WANTED

Box-

City,

ENLARGEMENTS

BUNTHAN

Chicago.

Equipment,” and Benson’s "Fundamentals
7-23
of Television," all only $1.39. Order today.
S.O.S., 636-Eleventh Ave., New York.

7-23

WANTED
TO BUY — One pair good used
Cinephor series two lenses, focal size
7-23
5-inch. Lake Theatre, Heron Lake, Minn.

Sloane’s “Motion Picture Projection,” Mancall's “Servicing Projection

CHANGEMAKERS
FOR

SALE

in

BRONX
OPERA HOUSE theatre building. 442 East 149th St., New York City,
for sale or lease. Phone

Sedgwick

3-3770.
tf

BRAND
NEW Automatic changemakers
original cartons at BIG SAVINGS.

Your opportunity to modernize your boxoffice — eliminate costly mistakes — and increase employe efficiency. Write B-1006,
c/o Boxoffice Magazine, 332 So. Michigan
Ave., Chicago.

WILL buy, sell or lease theatres. M. S.
England, 86 Van Braam St., Pittsburgh,
Pa.
tf (6-18)
FOR SALE— 400-seat theatre in Texas
county seat; no opposition, operating
seven days a week in town of 1,750 people.
B-1004,

Boxoffice,

4704 E. 9th St., Kansas

City, Mo.

7-23

FOR SALE — Paying theatre. County
seat; modern equipment including RCA.

WILL

very moderately; terms. Guy Montgomery, State Theatre, Allison, la.
7-23
LEASE

and

give option

EXPERIENCED
OPERATORS
— Every
state — movie circuits — car needed. 520
State Theatre

Bldg., Pittsburgh,

THEATRES

7-23

9th St., Kansas

City, Mo.

7-23

WANTED — Operator. Write Ritz Theatre, Ashland, Kas.
7-30

POSITIONS

WANTED

PROJECTIONIST — 8
References. Married.
Sign

Writer.

B-1003,

years experience.
Sober. Reliable.
Boxoffice,

4704

City, Mo.

E.
8-6

WANTED

PAYING THEATRE
WANTED— Detroit
or within 150-mile radius. Box 411. 2214
Hazelwood, Detroit, Mich.
7-23
$3,000 CASH

Pa.

WANTED — Live, capable sales manager,
large territory, opportunity to make a
killing. Write B-1007, Boxoffice, 4704 E.

to buy

New
University 538-seat Neighborhood
Theatre, Equipment and building $200
monthly. No lemon, have other business.
D. F. Luckie, 921 W. Gardiner, Houston,
Tex.
7-23

7-23

HELP WANTED

9th St., Kansas

THEATRE

OPPORTUNITIES

EVER.

NOZZLES

SPRAY
NOZZLES, fool-proof, waterbroken to finest misty spray; lots of 100 or

Request

WANTED — Two RCA soundheads; state
lowest price. I. Kamode, 5404 N. Clark

Priced

SPRAY

on

OUfe

HAVE
EXCELLENT
LOCATION
for
colored theatre in Durham, N. C. Will
7-30
build modern theatre building for lease

2 POWERS
6B’s, lamps, Leroy sound,
complete. What offers? Box 112, St. Vincent,
Minn.
8-6

Dept. O, 1318 So. Wabash,

Rates

BUSINESS

Pa.

THEATRES

BARGAINS — Reconditioned Arctic NuAir American blowers, noiseless drives,
hydraulic variable speed pulleys. New air
washer. Catalog mailed. Southern Air

Display

EQUIPMENT

FOR SALE —
RCA sound equipment,
complete with soundheads and speakers.

CONDITIONING

free facts. S.O.S., 636-Eleventh
York.

$1.00.

WRITE
FOR bargain list of used, rebuilt theatre equipment; opera chairs,
Simplex and Powers projectors, sound
equipment, etc. Movie Supply Co., Ltd.,

EQUIPMENT

$17.50. S.O.S., 636-Eleventh
York

Minimum

in Advance.

USED

LOW

Exciter

Payable

EQUIPMENT

IS WHERE

eu eatina H

SERVICES

for exclusive

theatre.

be bargain. B-1005, Boxoffice,
9th St., Kansas City, Mo.

Must

4704 E.
8-13

BOXOFFICE
BOOST

YOUR

STIMULATORS
BOXOFFICE

PULL—

Organize a postage stamp club in your theatre. Inexpensive and a real attendance
7-23
booster. For particulars write: Paseo
Stamp Mart, 4414 Paseo, Kansas City, Mo.

•Address copy to BOXOFFICE,
4704 E. Ninth St., Kansas City,
Forms close Monday
noon preceding: publication date.

Mo.

THESE
MEAN

it'lMWEAR FEATURE
HIM DOLLARS TO YOl

The wise Exhibitor buys sound projection equipment like he books
his pictures — with a view to extra returns.
The important consideration then, in the purchase of projectors
is, which make will stand up best... have lowest maintenance costs
...give greatest service return per dollar invested.
For 41 years, durability and extremely low service expense have
been outstanding characteristics of Motiograph Projectors. Here are
a few of the Motiograph features behind this enviable reputation:
The rugged, simplified intermittent movement . . .
heart of the projector
...has no gears to develop back lash... is built
to micrometric precision
... and built to last.

This actual microphotograph ofa section through
a Motiograph sprocket
shows the unusual depth
of the hardening ... the
reason these parts outwear any other make.

1
J

MIIMHH’HOXir

i

SOUN
D
PROJECTION

Only Motiograph Mirrophonic Sound offers all
three of these outstanding advantages:
+ E. R. P. I. Engineering
+ Bell Telephone Laboratories
* Motiograph Craftsmanship

Gears are heavy duty type
...top-hobbed and helicalcut for quiet operation ...
extra wide for extra wear,
and a generous margin
of safety.

J

These are but three of the reasons behind the famous
lasting qualities of Motiograph Projectors. There are
many other “hidden values”, such as the score proof
removable bronze bearings . . . the heavily ribbed cast
iron frame which maintains perfect alignment of the

Research

The established box office drawing power of
Mirrophonic Sound ... its tried and proved reliab ty. . . make this the outstanding sound
system value.
Available in seven different sizes — all of identical quality. One of them has been engineered
to fit your theatre exactly, an important cost
reducing feature.

mechanism under the most severe operating conditior
By all means, see the Motiograph distributor
your film trading center before you buy any project
He will show you all the long-life features which J
'
get only in Motiograph.

IN

SOUND

PROJECTION!

MOTIOGRAPH lncv Chicsgo, U.S.A. ,,<7.4e stcuuiaAd

the Wo^m

“Bert of ,he Judge Hardy series from Metro, this one has the class for first-run single bills where
find production, it rates high bracket allocation. Sock entertainment.” — VARIETY

it will do boxoffice business. In story, performance'

nee a year,
decade,
once in a
picture of
comes a
farming •
such heartsincerity1.
winning
humor...
Such rich
human
Such deep
g
in
nd
ta
unders

« fi"d in
as you Wi
’
won' dertut motion U
g la
in
ar
ro
s
With it
t
tea^ and
with its
American
it’s truly
The

of tl
best film

At the heart... At the funny-bone... At the tear-ducts...
At the purse-strings... Here is what happened
engagement
theatres, L. A

playing Day and Date... State and Chinese
Business

so enormous... They had to give

. . . Additional performance . . . Keeping
11 P. M. ... Subsequent

openings

box-office open

confirm

that it’s the Biggest profit opportunity
Up

in the first

go the ad budgets! ...Give

until

trade opinion
in months

it everything

. . .

you’ve got

LOVE FINDS
ANDY HARDY

ARWHMWV
Another

Screen

«* HOLDER , ,,,,
mickey boonev
CECILIA PARKER

Story
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*
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THE BLOCKADE AGAINST
THIS may turn out to be a very handsome plug tor

particular picture. We suppose, at the outset,
such an interpretation will be inescapable. But it is a
chance that we risk, and gladly, for the issue at stake
and its vast, potential importance to a whole industry
and the measure of freedom to which it is entitled.
a

The circumstance has been discussed before in BOXOFFICE, but it becomes inevitably a matter for further comment because of what has happened, and is
happening, since first we praised "Blockade" for the
courage it represents in calling a halt on the aerial bombardment of hapless and helpless women and children.
We said earlier that, while it was our interpretation
Walter

Wanger, the producer, had permitted his sympathies, naturally or commercially, to flow toward the
Loyalist side in the Spanish civil war, the chief cause
championed was the unnecessary ruthlessness of modern
warfare. As such, our conviction refuses to be disr
that the results, regardless of the motivation, constitute a something which Hollywood is privileged to

have

undertaken. And, further, a something which Hollywood, by bounden duty, should have undertaken with
praise, not criticism, its reward.
There can be no question over the decision of Catholic
opinion, apparently for this purpose centralized in a
united Knights of Columbus front, to criticize the film.
The

blockade against "Blockade" represents the expression of an inalienable right. But just as inalienable
a counter right is the tooth-and-nail, vigor-and-brawn
fight of those forces interested in peace and the democratic procedure which seek to obtain for this much-discussed picture an untrammeled screen.
The Knights of Columbus charge their guns with the
argument the film is Leftist propaganda. Many of those
who want Loyalist Spain to win accuse Wanger of fencestraddling to a fine line point where they assert simple reediting would remove any speculation with a completely
pro-Franco consequence. There must be untold thousands, on the other hand, who take “Blockade" for the
boy-and-girl spy melodrama it is generally advertised
to be and think nothing beyond their initial reaction.
This, however, is far from the major consideration.
The point involved goes very considerably beyond this
one picture, its success or its failure. The point involves
the vitally significant question of seeking to pre-determine for the public what it is, or is not, to see. By such

G.

Formby,

Editor:

Jesse

Shlyen,

Managing Editor; J. Harry Toler. Modern
Theatre Editor; Joseph H. Gallagher. General Manager; Ivan Spear, Western Manager.

e. 9th

st., Kansas city, mo.; Hollywood: 6404 Hollywood blvd.; Chicaao: 332 s. Michigan blvd.

lodged

KANN

Editor-in-Chief

Member
Audit Bureau of Circulations

Editorial Offices: 9 rockefeller

SHLYEN
Publisher

BLOCKADE '

an approach, the pro groups and the anti groups in
this, or any other, issue are on identical ground while
looming significantly in the background is the public
who should be privileged to make its own selection irrespective ofany one point of view.
Boston

newspaper

editorials think so.

In that city,

Mayor Tobin permitted "Blockade" to be shown over
the unanimous protest of the city council. Said the Boston Herald: "The Spanish war is an exceedingly controversial subject even in this country and adherents of
both sides can doubtless read into the film ideas and
opinions favorable or unfavorable to their cause. But
as intelligent and tolerent Americans, they should be
willing to allow those ideas and opinions to be made
public." The Transcript: "The picture may or may not
be a biased presentation of a controversial political
question.
penetrate

If it is, the people of this city are not so unintelligent or immature that they will be unable to
the disguise.

If it isn't, no harm

will be done."

Finally, the Traveler: "The public by this time is quite
aware of the various opinions expressed regarding the
picture. Thus warned, they may see the picture or stay
away. What is propaganda? And exactly what sort of
propaganda is right and what is wrong? Incidentally,
what is communistic and what is not communistic?
Even

Stalin and

If we

should ban a picture suspected of being communistic propaganda, should we ban pictures suspected of

Trotsky

cannot

being Fascist propaganda?"
Liberal elements in Hollywood,

agree

on that subject.

including

John

Ford,

member of the Knights of Columbus, recently recognized the public right to be the first right. We believe
that all others, unless they be reactionaries, must recognize this.
We believe also, and there will be argument over it,
that motion pictures can, and should have, a great deal
more to them than escapist subjects, as necessary as
they may be; that motion pictures have inherent in their
very concept sustenance and comfort for democracy
which sorely needs both; that motion pictures, withal,
can fullfill their primary function of entertaining.
The issue, for the present anyway,

now

rests.

IMMEDIATE TRADE PRACTICE CONCESSIONS VIA
LINES IN GOV'T ACTION MAY PRECEDE TRIAL
would

Give Majors Early Opposition
in

to Consent

Tactical Advantage

Revised
New

York — The

Study

majors’

committee

on

trade practice regulation and reformation
is endeavoring to cut a wide swath into
substantial portions of the government’s
anti-trust suit by granting exhibitor concessions before the action has opportunity
to reach the docket.
The department of justice petition, as
outlined extensively elsewhere in Boxoffice, lists what

it views

as the industry's

chief malpractices. Many of them of course
are not new to the committee. All of them,
now that the government has conveniently
aired them, are regarded as giving the
industry a considerable tactical advantage
in governing the revised deliberations of
the distributors’ committee in moulding
and, if necessary, in revising its findings
and its decisions.
Back

to

the

Start

The committee, it is learned, virtually
has gone back to its starting, or nearstarting, point of a month ago and may
even embark immediately upon a remedial
program in specific theatre situations in
order to effectively stymie the government’s plaints by granting, before trial
and by voluntary action, the relief sought.
The reasons would appear to be twofold:
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Action,
and evenntperhaps
announcement,
ti
tio
o
on whatn are understoodn. to be generous
and wide concessions by major distributors
are close, Boxoffice learns. The committee, of which S. R. Kent is chairman, has
been pursuing its solutions along a threecornered base. One angle has to do with
drafting a plan to satisfy all possible exhibitor grievances, although nobody is
sanguine enough to believe that every
plaint can be satisfied. A second angle
seeks to satisfy the public, which appears
to know a great deal about block booking
and blind selling and, in minor key, about
designated playdates, clearance and chain
ownership. The third is to satisfy the government by keeping it out of the industry
4

Admits

Guilt,

The Consent Decree:
What It Is
New

York — "Judicial

and

what

Definitions of Words
and Phrases,"
second series, gives the following definition of a consent decree:
"A

‘decree

by

consent'

is the decree

of the parties put on file with the sanction and permission of the court, and
in such decrees the parties, acting for
themselves,

may

provide

as

to

them

seems best concerning the subject matter of the litigation. A consent decree
is not, in a strictly legal sense, a judicial sentence, but is in the nature of a
solemn contract."
In effect, attorneys
decree
the

part

is

an

of the

say,

admission

a

of

consent
guilt

Settles
New

Statutory

on

defendant.

first and the industry’s second. The preponderant sentiment, however, is for
sweeping concessions, up to, and including,
the point where further action would be
viewed as “writing themselves out of busiThe majors are fully aware of the suggested danger in the department of jusness.” tice’s statement, the one which was released with the filing of the suit. “Until
the evidence is produced, it is too early to
state whether the anti-trust laws by themselves are sufficiently effective to restore
competitive conditions. If it appears from
such evidence that further aid is needed,
the results of the investigation and trial
will be brought to the attention of Congress.” They are stalwartly determined to
ward off any such eventuality and are reliably understood to realize the effective
stop gap will be indicated by the measure
of their self-arrived remedies.
The decision to go ahead has been
sounded in two directions. Firstly, Kent
issued a statement in which he made it
clear the committee will continue, although

No

Law

York — A new and hitherto undisclosed motive asserts itself in establishing
major attorneys believe to be an irrefutable reason for abstaining from a con-

suit. sent decree in the government’s

anti-trust

“A consent decree would not settle the
question of law,” a prominent film attorney
asserted. The industry has long been at
sea over whether a voluntary agreement
to refrain from doing certain things — as
well as doing certain things — is illegal or
not. This suit will clarify what the law
is as applied to trade practices.”
It was this identical attitude that led the
statement of Will H. Hays, immediately
after the suit was filed. Hays said the
industry welcomes the “endeavor to clarify
the application of existing laws to the trade
customs” of the industry. “Courts clarify
and explain the meaning of the law.”
Would

and, by any and all means, to avoid any
presentation of the need for regulatory
legislation on the floor of Congress.
There are, however, difficulties. Several
of the majors are assuming what is described as a “very liberal” point of view.
Others are reported negotiating with the
committee on a straight individualized approach which places their own problems

Decree;

Invite

Further

Attack

In legal circles it is pointed out the
government has two arms; the department
of justice — the prosecuting agency — and
the courts — where questions of law are settled. By way of explaining the inadequacy
of a consent decree at this time major
attorneys declare that, in coming to an
“agreement” with the department, the door
would be left open to further attack in the
future should the department charge that
the consent decree was being violated.
Whereas should the suit reach a final adjudication in the courts the many complex questions that have long baffled the
industry would be settled for all time.

First Summons
New

York

—

First

of

Issued
the

served to several Paramount

summonses

and Warner

executives early this week by the department of justice in its civil suit are returnable August 15.
ber of the committee, Nicholas M. Schenck,
returned from Hollywood early in the week
and echoed the Kent statement to its full
extent.
If the committee can arrive at concessions fitting into the pattern of the
government’s outline, the results bid fair
to be happy ones on both sides. The department of justice has made it clear that
it “desires to encourage and not to retard
the development and orderly operation of

he admitted the “trade practice questions
now raised in the government’s petition
demands a most careful re-examination of

the motion picture industry.” It also has
stated that “though the form of its action
be adversary, its substance permits and
the policy of the department encourages

all the questions involved.” Another

the fullest cooperation with the industry.”

mem-
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"GOV'T DIDN'T MISS THING," IS THE REACTION
TO A DETAILED STUDY OF FEDERAL PETITION
All Essential Practices Are
Included as Result of
Two-Year
New

Maybe

He's It

Cites
"Impositions'*
On Nine
Independents
by
Major Concerns

Probe
butor

York — Now that the initial excitement engendered by the launching of the

government’s long-anticipated monopoly
suit has somewhat subsided and an opportunity presented to submit its 119-page
petition to closer study, it is apparent that
the department of justice has overlooked
no essential trade practice in its charges.
FBI agents throughout the United States
have been conducting the investigation
preparatory
early 1936.

Several men who were active in the St.
Louis anti-trust cases have been identified
with the probe. These are chiefly Harold
Collins, now on the coast assisting Albert
J. Law in his extended investigation of

The

collective

appear

results

in Paragraphs

of their findings

214 and

government’s petition.
is described as “Trade

215 of the

The first grouping
Practices Imposed

Upon Independent Exhibitors” and the
second as “Benefits, Favors and Advantages Extended by the Defendants to Each
other.” In the legal language of the petition, the trade practices are nine in number and follow:
“By virtue of the power resulting from
the attempts to monopolize, the monopolization, the combinations and conspiracies
to monopolize the interstate trade and
commerce
and

in motion pictures by the defendants herein, as hereinbefore alleged,

by reason of the dependence of unaffiliated exhibitors upon the motion pictures produced by the defendants herein

for the

successful

operation

of their re-

theatre

interests,

M-G-M,

Century-Fox

in the civil suit along

Paramount,
and

RKO

Warner,

20th

is two-fold.

Reason one: In order to prove conspiracy all major film companies must
be

mentioned. Reason two: As a protective angle for the government. In
the event these theatres are divorced
from
can

distribution
step

BOXOFFICE

in and

::

none
acquire

July

of

the

them.

30, 1938

of Time

Washington — Paul Williams, special assists nt to Attorney General Cummings,
may prosecute the department of justice’s
anti-trust. He was born less than half
century ago in Salt Lake City. He was
educated at a number of schools, including
Phillips Exeter Academy, Cornell University and Columbia Law School. He practiced law, first with his father in Salt
Lake, later, after army service first on
the Mexican border and then in the
World War, in New York until he joined
the anti-trust division in May, 1934.

three

Block

booking

is

the effect of imposing upon the independent exhibitor a great number of pictures
that are not desired by him, and tends to
arbitrarily fill up and consume his screen
time, thus preventing him from securing
other pictures through other distributors.
“(2) — Forcing of Short Subjects and
News Reels — Forcing of short subjects and
news reels is a practice generally enforced
only against the independent exhibitor,
whereby he is compelled to license and
pay for short subjects and news reels in
order

to procure
plays, even though

desired feature photoit is impossible for such

independent exhibitor to utilize and exhibit such short subjects and news reels.
This practice, as a rule, is never enforced
by one

of the major companies, the defendants herein, against another major

company

and

its affiliated

theatres.

In the department, Williams participated in the preparation of an important
steel case, among others, but since 1936
has been entrusted with the film investigation on which the current suit is based.

“(3) — Arbitrary Designation of Playdates — This is a practice usually employed
only against the independent exhibitor,
whereby the major producer defendants
herein, in selling to the exhibitor, compel
him to play the films to be licensed upon

spective theatres throughout the country,
the said defendants have placed themselves
in a position to impose, and have imposed
upon unaffiliated exhibitors throughout

designated playdates, usually the most desirable, such as Saturday, Sunday or holi(Continued on page 15)

and

New York — A legal sidelight on why
the government mentions Universal,
Columbia and United Artists, without
with

— March

the United States a series of harsh, onerous, and unfair trade practices, each of
which tends to restrain and does restrain

Why Non-Theatre
Majors Are In

exhibitor.

exhibitor, however, he is compelled to contract and pay for a whole block or group
of pictures in order to obtain any of them
which he may desire. This practice has

to the filing of the suit since

Los Angeles exchanges, and John F. Clagett, special assistant to the attorney general. Clagett was on both the criminal
and equity suits assisting Russell Hardy,
while Collins appeared only in the latter
case.

and

seldom, if ever, enforced by the producerexhibitor defendants against each other.
On the contrary, the exhibition contracts
between and among the defendants herein
are usually placed upon a selective basis,
whereunder each defendant and its affiliated theatres may play such product or
pictures of the other, or others, as it may
select. In the case of the independent

obstruct interstate trade and commerce in motion pictures in violation of
the Sherman Anti-Trust Act. Among
such trade practices so imposed are the
following:
“(1) Block Booking — Block booking is a
practice whereby unaffiliated or independent exhibitors are compelled to take
blocks or groups of pictures in order to
obtain any of them. Compulsory block
booking, such as is enforced against the
independent exhibitor, should not be confused with voluntary block booking whereunder a group or block of pictures is purchased as the result of a voluntary agreement freely entered into between distri-

One Lawyer Who
Isn't Worrying
New York — There's a film attorney in
town who frankly admits to being six
feet under by the time the government's
latest suit against the industry is decided. Here's his reasoning:
“I remember when
Commission brought
Famous

Players

the Federal Trade
an action against

in

1922

over

case

was

decided

booking.

The

1929.

government

The

block
in

lost it. At that

rate, seven years for one charge — the
present action of 35 specific charges
should

take

245 years.''
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in the case of the persistently out-of-line Criterion here in
New York, there was speculation
voiced over where the license commissioner was while this theatre
and

continued to reach further and further with its off-color lobby displays.
First was the instance of "The Sign
of the Cross." Secondly, "Man's
Paradise." Thirdly and illustrated in
BOXOFFICE last week, despite the
threat of the theatre's press agent
to smash the camera, was “Marriage
." about the license comForbidden
The point
missioner was simple enough. While
this publication assumes it its duty
to combat any untoward attack on
the reputation of the industry, no
matter what the source of such attack, it also, and it thinks correctly,
believes such tussles should not be
conducted in solo. Therefore came
about its wondering having to do
with
Paul

the commissioner's
abouts as this went on.
Moss

now

where-

explains:

"Matters such as this fall within
the province of the motion picture
division [censors] of the State Education Department. When our attention is called to what are, or
may be, violations, we act. We did
act in the case of the Gaiety on
Broadway and the Miami on 6th
Avenue.
"However, our own inspection
force is not adequate enough to
b.anket the entire city.
“Insofar as the relationship of
B. S. Moss is concerned [the two
Mosses are brothers] that has no
bearing whatsoever on the matter.
I think enough men in show business know me and my type of operations sufficiently to understand

P.

Ave.,

Ben

the meantime, the commissioner now, it is to be assumed, is
aware of the continued Criterion
this."
transgressions.
If all that is necessary is a complaint, let this be viewed as one. Not one, but three.

Splendid
The

tales

are

tall about

the

"bursted" British production bubble.
Every boat seems to add to the collection. But when London can turn
them out as Alex Korda has done
in "Drums," time for a re-appraisal
might conceivably be in order.
In Technicolor

6

military adventure along Britain's
imperialistic bypasses in Northern
India is a first-rate yarn of exciting
and bloody adventure. It involves
Moslem tribes seeking their independence and not allowing the massacre of a British outpost garrison to
stand in their way. It is loaded with
military ceremonials, howling natives, a representatively villainous
portrayal by Raymond Massey, the
unaffected charm of the Sabu of
"Elephant Boy" and unfailingly courageous English army officers and
their wives, or wife, to be as much of
a stickler as the Briton about it.
The production scale is broad,
lavish and all-embracing. There are
unusual and little-known scenes of
Northern India near the Khyber, of
tribal ceremonies to trail along with
the military, adroitly encompassed
in a rattling good, all-around

show.

That Settles It
The other issue we began to brag
about our limited knowledge of
music. We mildly poked a finger
at United Artists for renaming Rossini's "Italians in Algiers" merely
“Algiers" to coincide with its picture
of the latter title at the Music Hall.
Before he sailed for Italy on holiday, W. G. Van Schmus, the genial
managing
of the
ace
theatre,director
found time
to nation's
drop a
note. Glance over the shoulder with
us and read:
"Just in passing, re: Musical Mixup
in your issue of July 9, the overture
was called 'Algiers to herald the
coming picture as stated, but is not
Rossini's ’Italians in Algiers.' It was
made up of selections from Victor
Herbert's ’Rose of Algiers,' a somewhat lighter work and more suitable
for the current show.
see how

carefully I read

your

In

G.

Merri-

wood's best efforts with the color
cameras, this melodramatic tale of

"You

William

Bulletin.

Holton

LONDON,
ONTARIO — London
E. Carruthers.

Tele-

Dyer.

Albertan,

ALBERTA — The

HAMILTON,
ONTARIO—
Hugh
Millar.

Cooper.
A.

ON this page a couple of weeks

that rivals Holly-

All Past Tense
column."
"The
movement [for industry selfregulation] recently announced may
have been, and as regards some of

the participants doubtless was, undertaken ingood faith. However, it
was problematical whether the
movement would have reached a
satisfactory conclusion or whether
the results would have been enduring."— Abram F. Myers.
Was problematical? When was
the program, completed, tried and
found wanting?
BOXOFFICE
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PROTECTION, OVERBUYING, "ARBITRARY AND
UNCONSCIONABLE" RENTALS AMONG TARGETS
Charges Exhibitor Often
Made to Run House to
Disadvantage
(Continued

from page 5)

days. The independent exhibitor is forced to accept such arbitrary designation
of preferred playing dates in order to obtain the product necessary to the operation of his theatre. The affect of this
practice is to subject the management of
the independent exhibitor’s theatre to the
will of the producer and to relieve the exhibitor of his own judgment as to how his
own theatre shall be operated. The independent exhibitor, as a result of this practice, is often compelled to operate his
theatre in the interest of the distributor
and contrary to his own best interests.

“(4) — Protection — Thus a practice which
includes clearance and zoning, by which
first-run exhibition is given the protection
of a period of time before the same picture
may be played upon subsequent run. The
producer-exhibitor defendants herein, in
all areas where they or any of them own,
control, or operate theatres, generally contract for the first run exhibition of all feature pictures produced by any of them, and
in the negotiation of said contracts the
said defendants often impose upon the
subsequent run exhibitors arbitrary and
unreasonable clearance and zoning schedules. As a result, the independent exhibitor, in many instances, is unable to exhibit feature photoplays until after their
boxoffice value is practically exhausted
and their novelty and freshness have worn
off.

“(5) — Overbuying — Through methods of
distribution employed by the major distributors, defendants herein, exhibitors are
permitted in many instances to contract
for more films than can be legitimately
displayed in their theatre. The said methods of distribution employed by the defendants permit unscrupulous exhibitors to
place more films under contract than can
be properly displayed in their theatres under reasonable exhibition programs with
the result that thereby the said unscrupulous exhibitors are enabled to withhold
product from other independent exhibitors who may need it for the operation of
their theatres. If unused pictures are released for the use of others by such exhibitors, it is usually only after sufficient
time has elapsed to diminish greatly their
exhibition value.

“(6) — Arbitrary, Unconscionable and
Discriminatory Film Rentals — Independent
exhibitors, as a result of their dependence
upon the major producer defendants herein for product, are, as a general rule, compelled to pay arbitrary, unconscionable
and discriminatory film rentals in order
to procure licenses for the exhibition of

BOXOFFICE

pictures upon subsequent run which the
competiting affiliated theatres have played upon first run in the same competitive
areas. In some instances the independent
exhibitor has been compelled to pay four

: ; July 30, 1938

'Divorcements

Are Not New

New

York — The

federal judges

who

'

up-

held the constitutionality of the North
Dakota theatre divorcement law, in their
lengthy decision, point out “laws requiring the divorcement of certain classes of
business are not a novelty in this country.”
In view of the government’s suit which so
closely trailed the Fargo decision, this
statement and the examples in the law
cited to support it are attracting attention
here.
In that section of their decision, U. S.
circuit judges John B. Sanborn and Seth
Thomas, who sat with U. S. District Judge
George F. Sullivan, pointed out:
“Congress has prohibited carriers from
transporting coal produced by companies
in which the carrier has an interest. (U.
S. v. Delaware and Hudson Co., 213 U. S.
366; U. S. v. Lehigh Valley R. R. Co., 220
U. S. 257). Congress has exercised the
power — delegated it to a commissioner — to
require certain corporations engaged in interstate commerce to divorce themselves
of stock in subsidiary corporations. (Federal Trade Commission v. Western Meat
Co., 272 U. S. 554). The state of Mississippi, as already pointed out, enacted a
law to prevent corporations engaged in
manufacturing cotton seed oil and meal
from operating cotton gins. (Crescent Oil
Co. v. Mississippi, supra (257 U. S. 129).
“The State of Arkansas passed an act
providing that corporations engaged in a
combination or trust outside the state
should not do business within the state.
(Hammond Packing Co. v. Arkansas, supra
212 U. S. 322). These enactments have
been sustained. Congress recently enacted
laws separating the businesses of banking
and investment. (48 Stat. 162,188; 12 U.
S. C. 377). By the Public Utilities Holding
Act of 1935 (15 U. S. C. 79), Congress provided for the disintegration of the public
utility holding company systems.
“States have passed legislation divorcing
the business of banking and investment
and laws prohibiting manufacturers and
wholesalers of whisky from engaging in or
having any interest in liquor retail stores.
Grain warehousemen are forbidden in Illinois from engaging in grain trading. (Central Elevator Co. v. People, 174 111. 203;
51 N. E. 254).”

Claims Distributor Shares
In Theatre Profits But
Not in Losses
or five times as much, or even more, for
the exhibition of film upon subsequent run
as the major producer-exhibitor defendant
paid for the same film on first run in the
same competitive area. In order for the
independent exhibitor to secure feature
pictures produced by the major producer
defendants herein, he is often compelled
to license said pictures under exhibition
contracts, the terms of which are based
upon a percentage of the gross boxoffice
receipts derived from the exhibition thereof, with the right exacted by the major
defendants to inspect the books of the
exhibitor in order to verify the film rentals realized from such exhibition. In addition, a minimum license fee is frequently demanded, enabling the major distributor defendants to share the profits, if any,
but not the losses. As a result, film rentals are determined in such cases not by
what would be a fair return to the major
distributor for its product, but, on the contrary, by the greatest amount that the
independent exhibitor can possibly pay.
Thus the major defendant distributors
realize the principal financial benefit from
such exhibition of their pictures, leaving
the independent exhibitor with scarcely
enough to keep their theatres open. The
power which, under present conditions in
the industry, has been thus vested in the
major companies, the defendant herein,
to impose arbitrary, unconscionable and
discriminatory film rentals upon independent exhibitors, enables them, through the
exercise of that power in instances where
they desire to use it, to drive such independent exhibitors out of business.
“(7) — Prohibition of Double Features —
In exhibition contracts with independent
exhibitors in various parts of the United
States, provisions are often insisted upon
by the major companies, the defendants
herein, whereby said exhibitors are prevented from playing any of the featured
films covered by said contracts as a part
of double feature programs. Such prohibitions are not insisted upon in the contracts of the defendants herein with each
other, but, on the contrary, the practice
of double featuring is often encouraged
in such cases and reduced film rentals
are often given when pictures are exhibited as a part of double feature programs in their own or affiliated theatres.
The practice of seeking to prohibit the
exhibition of films by independent exhibitors upon double feature programs has
heretofore been decreed to be illegal, as
violative of the federal anti-trust laws by
the federal district court for the eastern
district of Pennsylvania, and the decree
(Continued

on page 18)

MAY PLEAD FARGO CASE ON PLEDGE NOT TO
EXPAND, BUT TO KEEP CDRRENT HOLDINGS
Major Attorneys Believe
Loophole for Plea in
Court Ruling
New York —
Probable line of attack
should the U. S. supreme court consent to
review

the

decision

upholding

North

Da-

kota’s theatre divorcement statute may
center about a proposal to abstain from
further acquisitions rather than an act
to prohibit operation by producers or
distributors.
Inference that such a loophole exists
comes from major attorneys, who, after
study of the 30-page decision, point to this
position of the decision:
“There is, no doubt, force in the plaintiffs’ (Paramount’s) contention that the
Act goes beyond the necessities of the situation with which the Legislature was
dealing. As already pointed out, the
plaintiffs had operated 10 theatres in the
State

for some eight years. It can reasonably be believed that an act which
would have prevented the operation of any
more affiliated theatres in the State would
have served every useful purpose.” (Italics
by a major attorney) .
Approach Strength in Decision
Seen

as

further

strengthening

Para-

mount’s position should this approach
highlight its appeal is the three-judge
statutory court’s
lature of North
adequately with
solved by this

“opinion that the LegisDakota could have dealt
the problem sought to be
challenged legislation in

some different or more moderate way.”
Legal circles see a significance in the
ruling that “there is no evidence in the
record which would justify a finding that
the plaintiffs have any monopoly of the
business of exhibiting motion pictures in
North Dakota, or that there is any present
threat on their part to monopolize such
business. There is no evidence which
would justify a finding that the practices
of which the independent exhibitors complain generally, have been indulged in by
the plaintiffs, or any of them, in that
state.”
Major attorneys construe the basic concept upon which the statute was upheld
not upon the existence of monopoly or its
attendant evils but “the existence of unusual power to deal with competitors unfairly, when coupled with the opportunity
and the temptation to use that power,”
as a probable “sufficient basis for legislative action to prevent the possibility of
its exercise.”
A significant element in the decision
which seems to puzzle those who have
studied it is the hint of aggression “by
producers having affiliated theatres”
without evidence on the part of the court
to support this contention. Portions of
the ruling dealing with this phase of the
case follow:
“There
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is evidence

in the

record

here

The

"Prayer”

Government's

New

York — This is the full text outlining what the government seeks to obtain in its sweeping equity suit against

the major producing and distributing companies, 25 of their subsidiary or associated
corporations as well as 132 individuals ,
officers and directors. The action would
compel Paramount, 20 th Century-Fox and
Warner to divest themselves of all activity in exhibition and Loew’s and
from production and distribution.
the bill of complaint:

RKO
From

( 1 ) That the court issue its preliminary
injunction restraining the defendants
herein, and each of them, from building,
buying, leasing, or otherwise acquiring any
additional theatres or any further interest, or interests, in any additional theatres, either directly or indirectly, through
the acquisition thereof by subsidiary or associated corporations or otherwise, until
the final decree herein or until the further
order of this court.
(2) That the contracts, combinations
and conspiracies in restraint of interstate
trade and commerce, together with the
attempts to monopolize and the monopolization of the same, hereinbefore described,
be declared illegal and violative of the Act
of Congress passed July 2, 1890.
(3) That the defendants herein, and

each of them, and each and all of their
respective officers and directors, and each
and all of the respective agents, servants
and employes, and all persons acting or
claiming to act on behalf of the defendants, or any of them, be perpetually enjoined and restrained from continuing to
carry out, directly or indirectly, expressly
or impliedly, the attempts at monopolization, the monopolies and all restrains of
said interstate trade and commerce in the
production, distribution and exhibition of
motion pictures described herein, and from
entering into and carrying out, directly
or indirectly, expressly or impliedly, any
monopolies or restraints of interstate trade
and commerce similar to those alleged
herein to be illegal.
(4) That the integration of the production and exhibition branches of the industry by the producer-exhibitor defendants herein, and each of them, be declared to be unlawful as an intrumentality of
monopoly and restraint upon interstate
trade and commerce, and violative of the
Sherman Anti-Trust Act.
(5) That the defendants Paramount
Pictures, Inc., Twentieth Century-Fox
Film Corp., and Warner Bros. Pictures,
Inc., and each of them, both as producers
(Continued on page 37)

which justifies an inference of suppression
of local competition in states other than

competing

North

tion field.”
Indicative
of the Fargo court’s interpretation of the far-reaching effects of the
“temptation” to use "power,” rather than
any pointed reference to the exercise of
such power is this statement, again from
the decision:

Dakota by producers having affiliated theatres; and the evidence also discloses the existence of the power and the
temptation of such producers to engage

in practices promotive of monopoly and restraint of trade. We have no doubt, however, that a state legislature, for the purpose of shaping its laws and of guarding
against evils which have, or which it may
reasonably believe have, developed elsewhere, may look beyond the boundaries
of its own state.”
This latter assertion, film attorneys say,
is not borne out by evidence indicative
that

the plaintiffs indulged in “suppression of local competition” in North Dakota. They point to the decision:

“A finding that the plaintiffs had a
monopoly in North Dakota or were threatening to obtain one, or had been guilty of
any

serious abuses with respect to competitors or to the public in North Dakota,

would not be justified.”
However, as further

complicating

the

picture is the declaration that “while there
is no evidence that the producers who
have

affiliated theatres have an agreement or understanding that none of their

number shall enter the competitive territory in which another of them has theatres, they apparently have refrained from

with

each

other

in the exhibi-

“Legislative as well as judicial action to
curb what may honestly be believed to be
monopolistic tendencies can be based upon
a reasonable and justified fear that a powerful corporation or group of corporations
possessing the power to unjustly handicap
competitors, and faced with
tion to use that power, may

the temptado so if not

prevented. It is our opinion that the existence of unusual power to deal with
competitors unfairly, when coupled with
the opportunity and the temptation to
use that power, is probably a sufficient
basis for legislative action to prevent the
possibility
of its
exercise.”
But major
attorneys
say they are in the
dark over the observation:
“This must certainly be so where there
is, in addition, evidence of past aggresFilm

attorneys,

going

further,

see

an

admission that “the court is not required
to determine what would be the best, fairsions.”
est and wisest solution of the problems
(Continued on page 20)
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GOV'T LOOKS SHARPLY ASKANCE AT "FAVORS"
ALLEGEDLY INTERCHANGED BY THE "BIG EIGHT"
Advertising Agreements,
Selective Contracts
Under the Gun
(Continued from page 15)
was affirmed by the circuit court of appeals for the third circuit.
“(8) — Score Charges — The practice of
imposing score charges upon exhibitors by
the defendants herein originally grew out
of the introduction of sound in motion
pictures. Originally, sound came from a
disk, or record, the playing of which was
synchronized with the picture. A charge
was made for the use of the disk, which
came to be characterized as, or called, a
‘score charge.’ With the change made in
sound whereby the sound track was superimposed on the celluloid film, the disk
fell into disuse and was discarded. Nevertheless, the imposition of score charges
upon exhibitors has continued, and in
reality amounts to additional film rental
under existing conditions. The score
charge is not applied uniformly to both
affiliated and independent exhibitors, but
on the contrary, the affiliated theatres
pay the charges under about one-half of
their contracts only, while the independent
theatres are generally compelled to meet
and pay said score charges in all situations.
“(9) — Minimum Admissions — In many
instances the defendants herein, in negotiating contracts for the exhibition of
their product, fix, or attempt to fix, the
minimum admission prices to be charged
by the independent exhibitor, and in certain instances have agreed, in contracting
with first or prior run exhibitors affiliated with one of the defendant exhibitors
herein, to impose terms upon subsequent
run exhibitors which are harsh and unreasonable. As a result, the film has little,
if any, exhibition value to the independent
exhibitor.”
The government’s interpretation “Benefits, Favors and Advantages Extended by
the Defendants to Each Other” are these:
“(1) Sharing Advertising Costs — The
boxoffice value of feature films is increased greatly by various forms of advertising, which generally involve the expenditure of large sums of money. In many
instances the contracts between the defendants as producers and other defendants as exhibitors provide that the advertising costs in the areas covered by such
contracts shall be borne partially by the
producer. Such benefits are rarely, if ever,
extended to independent exhibitors.
“(2) — Optional Contracts — In dealing
with each other, the defendants, or some
of them, as producers and others of them
as exhibitors frequently enter into contracts whereby the exhibitor is given the
right and privilege to play certain speci-

Why the Suit
Lists All Units
New

York — Among

the

corporate

de-

fendant companies listed in the government’s civil suit against eight major distributors are M-G-M of Texas, 20th Century-Fox of Texas, Columbia Pictures of
Louisiana and Big U Exchange of New
York.
Attorneys explain M-G-M of Texas operates in that state and Louisiana because a state law provides that a company
doing business in those states is taxable
on gross business. Therefore, when M-G-M
and 20th Century-Fox dissolved subsidiaries in all states these two units were kept
alive so that no claim for taxes on business in the other 47 states could be demanded.
The Columbia corporation in Louisiana
also includes the state of Mississippi. This
unit is a wholly-owned subsidiary and,
according to Louisiana law, the entire
world gross is taxable for companies operating in the state without a local charter.
Big U Exchange has always been operated independently of Universal Film
Exchanges. In order for the government
to tie in its operations, it had to include
this subsidiary.
fied feature photoplays, but without assuming any binding obligation to do so.
This, in form, is a selective contract and
provides for the exhibitor a wider selection of pictures without obligation to take
them. Such benefits are seldom, if ever,
extended to independent exhibitors.
“(3) — Contract Modifications — In numerous instances material changes and alterations are made in contracts existing
between the defendants, or some of them,
as producers and others of them as exhibitors. Among the types of modifications thus allowed are the following:
“(a) Reduction of film rentals where
boxoffice receipts upon the exhibition of
pictures covered by the contract have
been disappointing.
“(b) Reduction in film rentals where
pictures covered by the contract are double featured.
“(c) Reduction in film rentals where
pictures
covered by the contract are shown*
with vaudeville.
“(d) Reduction in film rentals where
pictures covered by the contract are shown
in connection with a premium giveaway,
by which attendance at the theatre is encouraged.
“(e) Changing pictures covered by contract specifying percentage of boxoffice
revenue as rental, to a flat rental, so

Score Charge

Rebates

Eye
Other Get
"Swaps"

and

Also

called, which means a fixed rental designated in terms of dollars and cents.
“(f) Elimination of pictures covered by
contract specifying percentage of boxoffice revenue as rental, to a flat rental,
so called, which means a fixed rental
designated in terms of dollars and cents.
“(f) Elimination of pictures covered by
contracts by repeating or extending the
playing time of other pictures covered by
the same contracts.
“(g) Transference of pictures contracted for exhibition in one theatre to anfendant.other theatre operated by the same de“(h) Cancellation of pictures covered
by a contract by reason of increased film
rentals realized from other pictures covered by the same contract; in other words,
where a picture exceeds expectations at
the boxoffice, the exhibitor is permitted
to reduce his commitments for the exhibition of other pictures covered by the
contract. The aforesaid privileges of contract modification are seldom, if ever, extended to the independent exhibitor.
“(4) Overage and Underage — This is a
practice extended by the defendants, as
producers, to others of the defendants as
exhibitors, whereby the exhibitor defendants are permitted as to one theatre or
group of theatres to play fewer pictures
than the minimum contract commitment
requires, and to charge the deficit thus
created against pictures played in excess
of the commitment relating to another
theatre or group of theatres operated by
the same defendant. This privilege is seldom, if ever, extended to the independent
exhibitor.
“(5) Cancellation of Short Subjects —
The defendants, as exhibitors, are often
permitted by other defendants, as producers, to cancel short subjects contracted for in instances where they enter into
spot contracts for feature pictures. This
privilege is seldom, if ever, extended to
the independent exhibitor.
“(6) Moveovers — A practice whereby the
defendants, or some of them, as exhibitors, are permitted by other defendants,
as producers, to move a picture from a
theatre where its exhibition has been completed, to another theatre operated by the
same defendant for a continued run or
exhibition. This practice affects adversely the boxoffice value of a picture when
it reaches subsequent run exhibitors. This
practice is generally confined to metropolitan areas. This privilege is seldom,
if ever, extended to the independent ex-
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LAWYERS ALREADY DOPING COST TO DEFENSE;
$2,000,000 OR MORE SEEN AS THE OVERHEAD
Cite Over $1,000,000 Total
Legal Fees Registered
By St. Louis Case
New

York — Legal

Long

Delay

After a quick glance at the work ahead
of the defendant companies’ lawyers, some
attorneys are inclined to believe that it
may be late in 1939 or the middle of
1940 before the first witness for the government takes the stand.
It is already anticipated many exhibitors, probably more than 100 independents
from all over the country, will be summoned to appear for the government. Likewise, the defense witness lineup is expected
to run into three figures.
There is talk of enlisting the most outstanding men in the legal profession, to
be drafted from downtown, in addition to
counsel retained by major companies and
supplemented by their own staffs.
With the St. Louis case as an example,
observers point to the legal lineups of Warner, Paramount and RKO, corporate defendants in the anti-trust case of 1935.
Warner had Former Senator James A.
Reed, who acted as the guiding spirit. St.
Louis counsel comprised Samuel B. Jeffries
and Arthur E. Simpson of Jeffries, Simpson & Plummer. From New York were
Frederick H. Wood and Bruce Bromley of
Cravath, de Gersdorff, Swaine & Wood;
Russell Dore, Robert W. Perkins, I. Levinson and James Taylor. This major company is said to have had the largest legal
bill of the three.
RKO

was second in costs, having retained Jacob M. Lashly of Lashly, Lashly

BOXOFFICE

Suit Only One Headache ;

Flock

of Others

Hanging

Fire

costs in the govern-

ment’s civil suit against the eight majors,
25 corporate and 132 individual defendants is expected to tally well over the
$2,000,000 figure, according to preliminary
estimates by several attorneys identified
with the companies involved. The legal
battery appearing in the St. Louis trial
when three major companies and six individuals were named defendants registered over $1,000,000.
Speculation over the amount of time
required to try the suit, not from its inception when preliminary motions are
made and disposed of in the federal court,
but time of actual hearings run from one
year to a year and a half. Lawyers contend that it may take a year for the disposition of technical matters, including
servicing of summonses, elimination of defendants no longer with the companies,
the establishment of jurisdiction of witnesses in parts of the country other than
New York, preparation of defense in answer to the charges, lining up material
witnesses for major companies and the
government and plan of procedure.
See

New

:: July 30, 1938

New

York

— Important

anti-trust

and

monopoly suits against the major companies current in addition to the civil suit
filed by the government July 20 include:
The Indiana Theatre Co. of Gary, Ind.,
against major distributors, B&K and Warner Bros. Circuit Management, Inc., filed
in Chicago, July 24. Before leaving for
Cape Vincent for a four-day vacation,
John Balaban declined comment, holding
he had not seen the papers.
The Morse & Rothenberg action seeking
$2,100,000. Attorney George Ryan this
week submitted a five-page duces tecum
asking majors to produce certain documents and contracts. The suit is now two
years old, depositions have been taken here
and trial is not expected for another year.
The A. B. Momand anti-trust action in
Oklahoma, also filed by Ryan. No indication of trial.
The La Crosse Theatres, Wis., suit filed
July 14, seeking $1,050,000 damages and
listing Minnesota Amusement Co. and its
subsidiary, Wellworth Theatres, as co-defendants.
Recently, major distributors settled the
Ledrick Amusement anti-trust action after
it was in the Newark court for three years.

& Miller, St. Louis; George S. Leisure of
Donovan, Leisure, Newton & Lombard, New
York; in addition to William Mallard,
Gordon E. Youngman and Melvin H. Alvin
of the home office staff.
Paramount had Samuel Fordyce and
Walter H. Mayne of Fordyce, Mayne &
Williams, St. Louis; William R. Gentry, of
Watts & Gentry, St. Louis; Austin C.
Keough, Louis Phillips and Irving Cohen
from the home office.
For the government were Russell Hardy,
Harold L. Schilz, Dwight L. Savage, Walter
Rice, William K. Benham, Harold Collins,
John Clagett in addition to District Attorney Harry C. Blanton of St. Louis.
Ernest L. Wilkinson and John S. Leahy,
the former from Washington, and the latter a St. Louisan, represented F&M, the
complainants.
Indications are that Hardy, who is working on an automobile finance case, and
Rice, busy on an aluminum case, will not
appear in the new case. Schilz has been
ill and is in a Washington hospital. Clagett will be in the government’s lineup, as
well as Collins, now assisting Albert J.
Law in a coast investigation of exchanges.
Paul Williams, assistant to the attorney

Israel Green, attorney for Moe Kreidel,
was paid $12,500 by the distributors, of
which Warner contributed $5,000. Kreidel’s
Palace, East Orange, has been pooled with
two Warner houses. The settlement is similar to that of Levin Bros, of Newark. District Attorney David Wilentz, attorney for
the Levins, brought about a pooling arrangement with Warner and the plaintiff
sharing
in the profits of the three-way
deal.
As this was written, major companies
were expecting a suit by Eddie Silverman
of Essaness circuit of Chicago covering
B&K protection and dual features. Silverman recently was in New York with his attorney, Joe Rosenberg, and is understood
not to have been given an audience by distributors.
There are three consent decrees outstanding. Two involve Fox West Coast,
one signed in 1930 and the second two
years later. Independent exhibitor complaints alleging violation of the decrees is
occupying the attention of Albert J. Law
and Harold Collins, assistants to the attorney general. The third is a B&K agreement filed in 1930. Columbia, although a
defendant in the original action, did not
consent to the decree.

general, may prosecute. He has been supervising the investigation since 1936 and
has a complete knowledge of the various
phases charged in the bill of complaint.
Wood may again appear importantly for
RKO in its latest anti-trust defense. His
recent victory before the supreme court
in an oil case is said to make him an outstanding contender for leading role when
the new action comes up for trial. His
ner.
firm is expected to be retained for WarLeisure and his staff may again be in
the spotlight for RKO. Judge Thacher of
Simpson, Thacher & Bartlett, who represented Paramount in the North Dakota
case, also may appear as leading counsel
for the company in the civil anti-trust
suit. M-G-M is understood undecided on
John W. Davis, former presidential candidate, or Former Judge John Proskauer
of Proskauer, Rose & Paskus. The former
represented the company in the “Letty
Lynton” case and the latter is counsel in
the minority stockholders’ suits against
Loew’s profit-sharing plan.
O’Brien, Driscoll & Raftery will represent UA and Schwartz & Froehlich will
act for Columbia.
19

ORIGINAL FIRST NATIONAL FRANCHISE IDEA
GRIPS REPUBLIC; MAY GO FOR IT NEXT YEAR
Leading

Showmen

Would

Be Given Key Rights
Under the Plan
New

mulling

York

—

Herbert

J. Yates

office

Sky's Clearing

over the original First National

on

his

departure

for

the

he will spend three weeks

coast

at the

studios. “It will probably take another
year before anything is done,” he added.
Under the plan, important theatre operators as individuals or groups in each key
situation will be given the Republic franchise and they will distribute through their
own exchanges.
Yates pointed out 65 per cent of the
franchise holders have renewed for five
years, 28 per cent are in negotiating and
12 per cent will go to other distributors.
Under terms of the new deals is a clause
giving Republic the right to cancel after
any one year. This is seen as a safeguard for the company in the event a
final decision is reached to switch the distribution setup in line with the former
First National plan.
The president of Consolidated Film Industries feels that in another year Republic product will be in proper shape to
approach exhibitors on the First National
scheme and “will be glad to take it.”
Budget costs on the 55 pictures scheduled for the new season are being increased 25 per cent and “our business is
increasing all year round,” Yates said.
Meanwhile, James R. Grainger, president of Republic, has closed with the
Harris circuit of 21 houses in and near
Pittsburgh.

"No Expansion" Pledge
May Be Fargo Appeal
(Continued from page 16)
and controversies which have come about
through the acquisition of theatres by
those engaged in the production and distribution of pictures ... is not for the
court to pass upon,” as leaving the door
open for a possible successful challenge of
the Legislature’s action in passing the act.
This on the basis of the statement, regarded as significant:
“There is no substantial evidence relative to Paramount’s conduct of its theatre operations in North Dakota which
would seem to justify its exclusion from
the State.”
See Federal
Washington

—

“TVA

Hollywood — Following

conferences

here

of producer-owners, Maurice Silverstone,
chairman of the executive committee and
general manager, and Charles Schwartz,
counsel for Charles Chaplin, the general
atmosphere at UA continued overcast with
a clearing in sight.
Mary Pickford’s desire to become president has been relegated to the “abeyance”
file. Miss Pickford’s intention first came
to light October 15, 1935, but was temporarily cast aside when Dr. A. H. Giannini
entered into UA affairs as president and
chairman of the board. Giannini recently
resigned, settling his contract, which had
several years to run, for $200,000.
Conflicting reports exist on the Chaplin
grievance in connection with the “kickback” plan to producers. One report has
it the producer-star has finally seen eye
to eye with the other producer-owners
after discussing the matter with Schwartz,
who spent about five days here. Those
who know how Chaplin feels about the
situation state he has not been converted
to acceptance of the plan to return 50 per
cent of the profits of each picture to the
individual producer.
George J. Schaefer’s new five-year contract is set, according to insiders, and will
be signed when Silverstone arrives in New
York over the weekend. He and James
A. Mulvey, eastern representative for Samuel Goldwyn, left Wednesday for the east.
Despite Walter Wanger’s denial of reports he will move over to Universal as
production head, his financial status for
production purposes after “Trade Winds,”
slated to start August 15, is understood
to be doubtful.
UA holds a 50 per cent interest in Walter Wanger Prod, to the extent of $2,000,000. In the event further finances are
extended, it is said the UA partners are
seeking control of the Wanger board which,
according to his contract, rests with Wanger. The only way he can shake off his
UA contract, which has eight more years
to go, is by full consent of the board.
Meanwhile, it is planned that UA function without a president until the November election in New York at which time
Silverstone may yet be named to the post.
Blumberg

Formally

Denies

Films
at

Work”

and

“Building of the Morris Dam,” federal
films, were shown to an agriculture local
here.
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at UA;

Paramount
On

Set

U. K. Films

is still

franchise idea for Republic but “we are
not quite ready for it yet,” he told Boxwhere

Cloudy

loin J.”U"
May
New York
— Nate
Blumberg, president
Wanger
of Universal, joins Walter Wanger in formally denying that the latter will become
production head of the company.

London — Paramount

British Productions,

Inc., dormant for many years, will be reorganized shortly after David E. Rose,
new English production head for the company, arrives on the French liner lie de
France Tuesday from New York where he
has been conferring with Barney Balaban,
Stanton Griffis and John W. Hicks jr.
Rose will be elected chairman and managing director of the rehabilitated unit when
the initial meeting of Paramount British
is called.
Richard Blaydon, assistant production
manager for Paramount in Hollywood, will
be production manager under Rose. He
has been with Paramount on the west
coast for 14 years and is a British subject. He is due here early in September.
Starting April 1, 1939, the beginning
of the second year of the new Quota Act,
Paramount will produce all its own pictures
for this market and also include two or
three for international release. The program will be set up by Rose in the next
few months.
According to present plans, Paul Czinner
will produce “Stolen Life” with Elisabeth
Bergner in a dual role for world wide distribution. Herbert Wilcox will make “The
Royal Divorce” with Ruth Chatterton,
who owns the rights to the play. “This
Man Is News” will be made by Pinewood
Studios of which Richard Norton is managing director. The deal with Alexander
Korda for “Lawrence in Arabia,” to be
directed by Zoltan Korda, is not yet
signed. There are a few details to be
ironed out by Rose when he arrives here.
However, no hitches are seen.
Keynoting the setup will be an interchange of talent between Hollywood and
Great Britain with numerous personalities
in Hollywood scheduled to make the crossing to appear in Paramount’s own productions. Rose, likewise, will be on the lookout for personalities for Hollywood.
Griffis is due in August to spend two to
three weeks on his annual trip. Adolph
Zukor is slated to come over in September, as well as Hicks, for conferences with
Rose on the new setup.
While no definite program has been
drafted, it is understood that among the
possibilities is Rudyard Kipling’s “The
Light That Failed.” Rose will announce his
program the end of the year. Three to
four big pictures for grouping under the
triple quota count and two to three small
ones, to meet the single-count regulation
and for distribution in the United Kingdom only, are expected to be listed.
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RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
NEW

YORK

Pardon us, Loew’s Metropolitan Circuit, but the crowds
upon crowds force us to hold over for still another week,
"Algiers", the hit picture of the year!
UNITED ARTISTS THEATRE
SAN

FRANCISCO

Pardon us, Fox West Coast, Golden State, and T and D,
for the delay in your getting “Algiers", but the people
of San Francisco just won’t let it go.

FOUR-STAR

THEATRE
LOS

Pardon

us, Fox West

ANGELES

Coast, but your patrons will

have to wait. Business is booming

in Los Angeles,

and it looks as if "Algiers" will hold on forever!

Pardon us for pointing out what
you

already

know,

but the

one picture that everyone is

WALTER WANGER

waiting to see is...

ALGIERS
presents

starring

CHARLES

BOYER

HEDY LAMARR SIGRIOGURIE
JOSEPH CALLEIAAUN HALE-GENE LOCKHART-NINA KOSHETZ
Directed by John Cromwell • Screen Play by John Howard Lawson'
Additional Dialogue by James M. Cain • Released thru United Artists

"GREATEST YEAR" DRIVE IS IN NATURE OF TEST;
BECOMES ANNUAL AFFAIR IF THE FIRST CLICKS
Representative Gathering
Hears an Outline of
Trade Ad Plan

$1,400,000

New York — The “Motion Picture’s
Greatest Year” campaign, inaugurated by
major producers and distributors plus affiliated circuits, will be a test run which,
if successful in increasing September
through December grosses anywhere from
10 to 20 per cent, will become an industry
institution annually.
Before an aggregation of more than 200
important distributors and exhibitors, by
far the largest and most representative
to gather in one room since the NRA
deliberations in Washington, George J.

New York — Universal has completed a
new distribution deal with General Film

000 having been pledged by major distributors, $250,000 by affiliated circuits and

Distributors

$75,000

Schaefer, chairman of the joint committee, highlighted his talk by bringing to the

Cowdin declined to go into any discussion
about the arrangement he completed. In

fore what

a press

he termed

serious problems”
to surmount.
These

are

were

which

(1) The

“three

or four

the industry

depression

had

plus the

seasonal decline and the “plague” of daylight saving, (2) Too much loose talk from
tne industry to the public “by all of us,”
(3) the motion picture as a “perfect” target for editorial writers, columnists, radio
and others who appeal to mass audiences.
Factors advanced by Schaefer to overcome these problems, as they will be embodied in the campaign, are (1) the advantage of new season’s product, this to
be given an added “kick” through a national advertising campaign for which
$600,000

will be expended in 1,950 newspapers and magazines, (2) a one or tworeel entertainment subject which will combine the personalities of all companies, to
be distributed gratis, (3) and a question
game contest with prizes totaling $250,000
for the 5,000 awards, this to be tied in
directly with theatres in all situations.
What Schaefer and the committee hope
to accomplish is to sell “glamour of motion pictures, quality and entertainment
value of motion pictures and to make
people

motion-picture-minded as a stimulant to attendance.” He added he
locks for benefits over a long pull.
Howard Dietz, chairman of the adverthe

tising men’s committee, in outlining what
committee had tentatively decided

upon emphasized that “nothing can be
completely promised,” and that the entire
plan was conceived with a theatre point
of view. It is hoped to have numerous
stars “make fugitive trips to help boom
business,” he pointed out.
As an early springboard to acquaint the
public with the collective industry’s
“Movies Are Your Best Entertainment”
thought, Dietz said newspaper publishers
with control over 300 Hollywood correspondents are in favor of the idea and
have already expressed a willingness to
cooperate. City officialdom will be called

22

Univ.

sum

in Great

Schaefer

Deal

Britain

and

also con-

summated arrangements for “a very large
of money to be placed at the com-

pany’s disposal for a substantial length
of time,” J. Cheever Cowdin, chairman of
the board, said on his arrival from Europe.
It is understood that the financial deal
involves approximately $1,400,000. Recently, the company completed a deal whereby Commercial National Bank & Trust Co.
will invest $600,000.

with

release, he said the product

General

is “on

a much

more

deal
satis-

factory basis for both.” He was loquacious
in his silence regarding his foreign visit
when interviewed aboard the incoming
French liner lie de France. He refused all
detail on the new financing arranged while
abroad. Mrs. Cowdin also made the trip,
both being gone six weeks, during which
they visited France and England. Cowdin
observed that theatre business abroad is
“much better” than it was
there nine months ago.

upon
In

to “show

that trade

when

follows

he

was

Cites a

Trio of

"Serious Problems"
To Surmount

Yet

of $250,000 sought from independents on the basis of 10 cents a theatre

seat. The initial newspaper ad will break
September 1 when the competition starts.
All films, however, released from August
1 to October 31 will be eligible for the
“Picture Parade” contest.
A plan is being worked
runs and neighborhood

out whereby first
houses will have

full protection as to the number of pictures to be played during the contest period. Over periods of the contest from
200 to 6,000 line ads will be placed in
newspapers,
interest.

these geared

to sustain

reader

Preliminary estimates made by Schaefer,
assuming theatres will benefit at the rate
of a 10 per cent increase at the boxoffice,
should

return an added $20,800,000 to participating houses each week during the
life of the contest.

Declaring many agree there has been a
letdown in advertising budgets and oldfashioned showmanship, Schaefer saw a
better merchandising of product “as to
method and policy,” resulting from the
campaign. He also saw the proposed camas an

paign as a “challenge to producers”
all-round stimulant.

No

British Production

as well

the mo-

tion picture industry.”
order to alleviate individual problems in isolated cities, Schaefer appointed

Nathan Yamins, head of Allied; R. E. Griffith of the Griffith circuit of Oklahoma;
Joseph Seider of Prudential Playhouses,

Yet in Monogram

Plan

Hollywood — Monogram has no intention of going into production in England

New

York; Moe Horwitz, Cleveland; Eddie Silverman, head of Essaness circuit,
Chicago; John Danz, Seattle; and M. A.
Lightman, Malco circuit, Memphis, who

at the present time, Scott R. Dunlap, vicepresident in charge of production, said on
his return from New York where he attended a board meeting.

will regulate the formation of local committees, and in turn, report back to the
master committee in New York. In this

“We are not in a position to produce
abroad and there is no reason why we

way as many “bugs” as possible will be
eliminated, it is hoped.
Assisting Paul Gulick as coordinator in
the operations of his department at the
Loew Bldg., are Sidney Singerman, P. K.
Thomajan, Madeline Foss and Miriam
Portman.
In connection with the “Picture Parade”
contest, considerable stress was laid on
the importance of keeping undesirable
aftermaths usually associated with cash
contest enterprises away from the industry. No relatives of anyone identified
with the industry, the agency placing copy,

should at the present time,” he added.
It is understood Arthur Levy, Mono-

New
usual

gram representative in London, recommended the proposal on his recent visit to
York and it was discussed in the
course of business
sion last week.

at the board

ses-

John Maxwell is handling Monogram’s
releases in England. In addition to being
a distributor, he also has a producing
company

and it is felt that the quota requirements by Monogram are taken care

of by Maxwell’s allied unit.
Reports William Peirce, publicity

head

at the studio, would be promoted to a production berth are denied by Dunlap, who

or preview groups or their relatives are
eligible to participate. Much stress was
placed on the assertion that there will be

assei’ted, “He loves his work
Dunlap also declared Trem

no possibility of “corruption.”
All told $1,000,000 will be spent, $500,-

not join Monogram
pacity.

in a

BOXOFFICE

too much.”
Carr would
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Essaness-Allied Suit
Mag Not fie Pressed
New

York — The

anticipated

suit of the

Essaness circuit of Chicago, tied in with
Allied, may not come to pass as a result
of meetings held here and at least one
scheduled for next week in Chicago by interests involved.
Eddie Silverman, head of Essaness;
Joseph Rosenberg, his attorney; Jack
Kirsch, president of Allied of Illinois and
Van Nomikos, vice-president of the unit,
spent several days in conferences with
home office sales executives. James Coston, zone manager for Warners, flew in
from „ Chicago Wednesday and returned
Friday. He attended meetings with William F. Rodgers and E. M. Saunders of
M-G-M. John Balaban, operating head
of B&K, whose protection and double feature policy is being attacked, is due back
from Cape Vincent over the weekend to
join the Chicago parley, or more than one,
next week.
Asked about the probable outcome, Coston said, “I think it will be settled satisfactorily.”
It is also expected B&K, Warners and
sales heads are aiming to patch up the
protection dispute claimed by Gary Theatres of Gary, Ind., in a suit filed in Chicago last week. It is understood serious
consideration is to be given the matter
so that the complaint will be satisfied, in
some respects, and the court action withdrawn.

Dollinger Pleased With
Deals Made by Majors
New

York — Associated

Theatres

of New

Jersey, buying combine recently formed
among 15 northern New Jersey independent theatres, is experiencing only the
“friendliest” attitude among major exchange executives in the discussion of
new season deals, according to Irving Dollinger, president. This is contrary to the
expressions of at least two local sales executives, who last week informed Boxoffice

they would

refuse to sell the group,

but would make individual deals only.
Dollinger said, although the group has
not consummated any major deals, there
are a few well on the way. He denied an
Associated committee has asked for certain terms, including selective contracts,
to apply to one and all of the members.
He added each member will assume personal responsibility for contracts.

Still Dickering
New

York — Merger

negotiations

tinuing between Educational

and

are con-

Grand

National with the latter’s status under
77-B responsible for the delay.
Further developments, Boxoffice learns,
are contingent upon the presence of Loyd
Wright, co-trustee of GN, who now looms
as the current key figure in the deal. The
postponed creditors meeting has been set
for next Tuesday.

All Set on Four

Commenting on the meetings, Silverman
told Boxoffice, before leaving town, that
as soon as a statement is ready to be made
he will make it so “the facts are not
garbled.”

Home

Depositions

York — United

Artists

and

Walter

Maurice Silverstone, chairman of the
UA executive committee, is said to have
played an important part in turning the
deal in favor of Wanger. The producer is
expected to leave for New York over the
weekend and sail Wednesday on the
Normandie for a vacation abroad.

Three-Dimensionals
New

by

"The Next 12 Months"
York — Three-dimensional

pictures

are on the way, reports Regina Crewe,
film commentator in the New York Journal-American from Hollywood.
“The next 12 months should see some
revolutionary changes in the motion picture field, even more cataclysmic than the

in "Melon"

York — Leopold

Friedman

for use in theatres. But the company’s
technicians are working on this problem

Suits

and results are expected momentarily.”

returned

ority stockholders’ suits against the company’s profit-sharing plan.
Friedman said that Ellis will take depositions of Loew directors and executives
here as soon as he returns.
The Loew board will meet Wednesday
to decide a special August dividend rather
than pay the undistributed profit tax.
Last August the stockholders got $1 per
share extra.

Conciliation Meetings
To Be Resumed Monday
York— Meetings

to perfect a meth-

od of conciliation for industry trade problems will be resumed Monday when S. R.
Kent, leader of the movement, interrupts
his Maine vacation to discuss plans to replace the former tentative program.
BOXOFFICE
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E

pictures would have to be projected at the same distance at which they
filmed, which makes it impractical

were

Friday from the west coast after Emil K.
Ellis finished depositions of the Metro
studio executives in connection with min-

New

New

Wanger have called a truce in their spat
over finances with the result that the distributing company has made available
$1,500,000 additional financing to the producer, making a total investment of $3,500,000 in Walter Wanger Productions.
Whether or not Wanger has given up
control of the board of his company, as
indicated on page 20, is not known. It
is understood this question has been the
bone of contention during the various
arguments
between Wanger and the UA
board.

“The

Due
New

Wanger Call Truce

introduction of talkies back in 1929,” she
says. “Word now comes three-dimension
pictures have reached a similar stage of
development. One major company has
perfected a three -dimension device, but is
not yet ready to release it for commercial
consumption. The device is perfected insofar as reproducing three-dimensional
pictures is concerned, but one obstacle still
remains.

Silverman, Kirsch and Van Nomikos left
for Chicago Thursday. Rosenberg departed earlier in the week.

Loew

United Artists and

Oiiicial Report on New
RKO
— Photo

New

York — Before

by

Cosmo-Sileo

sailing on the lie de

France, David E. Rose, pictured on the
gangplank of the French liner, said that
Paramount is all set on four pictures to
be made by independent producers in England and during his stay in London will
negotiate for two more to complete requirements for the first quota year which
ends April 30. After that, he said, Paramount will produce on its own, a number
of big pictures having been tentatively lined up. He could not estimate the budget
under the company’s own production plan
in England, but this will be made up after
the first of the year. His wife will join
him in September.
(Additional story on page 20)

New

Lineup

York

—

Due

Official

word

Soon
on

RKO’s

new season product is expected within a
few days, says S. Barret McCormick, director of advertising and publicity, following his return from conferences with
studio officials. He was accompanied by
David Strumpf, art director. Ned E. Depinet, vice-president in charge of RKO distributions, extended his stay and planed
back later in the week.
Aside from pointing out there would be
48 features and six George O’Brien westerns, McCormick declined to go into detail.

Sold to G. F. D.
New

York — General

of London

Film

has acquired UK

of the Sheik.”

Distributors

rights for “Son

He Was

Number

1

Independents lor Industry's
Contest, But Await Details
New York — Independent theatre exhibitors and organizations, willing and anxious
to participate in the industry’s $1,000,000
advertising campaign to stimulate grosses,
are awaiting final and complete details in
the “Picture Parade” contest planned before joining the bandwagon with financial
support. The primary concern seemingly
is the manner in which late subsequent
runs,

Alex

support to “Motion
Year” drive.

will become

eli-

By and large, Wednesday’s meeting at
the Astor Hotel brought a full round of
approval to the general idea. Testifying

Manta of Indiana- Illinois Theatres, Inc., Chicago, first independent

to pledge
Greatest

and their patrons,
gible to participate.

to this was the approximate $75,000 pledged by representatives or owners of 744

Picture’s

theatres with an aggregate
000. Well-defined opinion,
ing, however, was directed
inability of theatres in the
run

categories

seating of 750,after the meetto the probable
fourth and fifth

“to get the same

break

as

Fred Wehrenberg, president of the
prior
MPTO runs.”
of Eastern Missouri and Southern
Illinois, told Boxoffice that he would not
discuss the campaign or contest with the
membership until he had something final
and intelligible to talk about.
Max

A. Cohen,

head

of Allied of New

York, said he did not plan to call a meeting of his group until a complete plan had
been projected.
Meyer

Fine and E. P. Essick of Cleveland

MP

Exhibitors Ass’n declared they wanted to study any plan before talking about
it to their membership.
Following

a

meeting

at

George

J.

Schaefer’s office after the Astor session it
was said that the contest plan, in its present form, is the most equitable for all situations. The plan provides that no contest
books will be distributed to theatres not
pledging

financial

support.

Many

independent exhibitors who attended the rally were under the impression, ironically enough, that trade practices were to be the chief topic. The first
unaffiliated theatre owner to subscribe

Almost

all Paramount.

Left to right:

M.

A. Lightman,

Neil F. Agnew,

Sam

Pinanski, Robert J . O’Donnell, Barney Balaban, Frank C. Walker, A. W. Smith
jr., and Y. Frank Freeman Smith, of course, is UA’s general sales manager.

to the campaign after Schaefer
ard Dietz outlined details was
Manta

of

He
was
burgh.

followed

the

Schaefer

and HowAlexander

Indiana-Illinois

made

by John
clear

Theatres.

Harris
that

the

of Pittscurrent

campaign would serve as keynote for future campaigns and “this will be the yardstick to see if the investment is worth
while.” He also invited Canadian
tors to join in the movement.

exhibi-

In opening, the chairman of the session
brought a laugh from the assemblage
when he said: “I assure you no sales
manager will attempt to sell you anything
unless you attack him and then he will
have to defend himself.”
Making an analogy, Schaefer pointed
to other industries such as anthracite,
textile, automobile, oil, baking, railroads
and electric manufacturers where the
Representing National Theatres, chiefly. Front row, left to right: Irving
Barry, William T. Powers, George Balsdon. Second row: Milton Hossfeld,
Edward Zabel, John Danz, Jack Sullivan. Third row: Max Weisfeldt, Columbia; A. W. Smith, again. Danz is on his own in Seattle.

The

committee

well L. Sears,
C. Walker.

24

men,
George

left to right:
J. Schaefer,

Y. Frank

Howard

Freeman,

Dietz, Charles

Charles

C. Moskowitz,

E. McCarthy , Robert

pooling of interests for national advertising have brought remarkable results. He
referred to the second-hand auto market

Spyros

Skouras,

M. Gillham,

Herman

John

Wobber,

J. O’Connor
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"Loose Talk” From Topflight
Quarters Roundly Denounced
where

in a one-week

concerted

drive more

cars were sold than in 51 weeks. “Every
major industry has its association devoting money and time to advertise its prodand

uct,” he said. All independent producers
distributors are invited to join.

A significant feature of Schaefer’s preamble, considering the import of the occasion, was the repeated reference to “loose
as emanating from within the industry. First to sound off, he said, “There
must be no more loose talk. It is hard to
talk”

put the gag on some people.” Later from
the floor, Walter Vincent of Wilmer &
Vincent, echoed the sentiment, and
elicited applause,

from

the

entire assem-

blage with “There should be no outside
adverse comment on anything in this industry. It ought to be kept within the

Committee

Man

man’s job is to add plus value to the
product. Let’s not delude ourselves that
publicity is the thing itself.
“The greatest compliment to the industry is the fact we are criticized from all
sides.

Nothing unimportant is ever discussed,” he added.
Among the theatremen present were:
Y.

York;

Frank
Sam

Freeman,

Pinanski,

Paramount,

Boston;

New

M. A. Light-

man, Memphis; Bob O’Donnell, Dallas;
E. J. Sparks, Miami; William Jenkins, Atlanta; Simon H. Fabian, New York; J. J.
(Continued

Metropolitan

on

Photos

page

30-A)

for BOXOFFICE

Nathan Yamins, Allied’s president and
member of committee to raise $250,000
from the independents as their share
in the industry’s

$1,000,000

drive.

confines of our offices.”
Privately expressed opinions later left
no doubt that the criticisms were directed
at Harry
harangue.

M.

Warner

for his “hoarding”

Si Fabian, local circuit operator, said
something should be done to offset the
derisive criticism emanating from Hollywood air chatter columnists. He mentioned Jimmy Fidler specifically. To this
Schaefer answered that serious consideration had been given by the committee to
the advisability of employing a radio commentator whose chief aim would be to
build up a receptive air audience. He
added he hoped standing committees
everywhere would be set up to reduce
anti-industry

In between the courses for Boxoffice's cameraman. J. Myer Schine standing
and looking pleasant. Then left to right, also pleased about something or
other, are Fred Meyers, John J. Connor and Louis Schine.

comment.

Dietz, chairman of the advertising men’s
committee, held that “we are trying to discuss with the public what they would like
to hear and hope they will respond. We
are not trying to trick or inveigle patrons
into anything.” Then he went on to say
that “what is news is not always pleasing
to the man who is the news. We have
nothing to worry about from any quarter
but to do the job well.”
Because plans have not been finally approved, meetings are being held by the advertising and publicity committee in an
effort to have the final results reach as
many small theatre operators as possible.
Dietz, in referring to the publicity setup on the coast and New York for advancing the campaign,

said “the publicity

General round robin. Spyros Skouras animatedly talking to Sam Rinzler
(back to camera). Others include Ed Dubinsky, Al Adams, E. L. McEvoy,
John Harris, Joseph Bernhard, Milton Mooney, Louis Astor, Joe Vogel, Milt
Kusell and Monroe Greenthal.

The advertising men’s committee, all good camera subjects.
Howard Dietz; Charles E. McCarthy ; Robert Gillham.
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And
Sam

here and finally Sam Dembow jr., Jack Partington,
Rinzler, this time facing camera, and W. C. Michel.

WMCA Fostering
Vaude Unit Plan
New

York — “Semi-professional”

Raised Money

s in
clear
Und"
usmaonin"W
StatRe
New

vaude-

ville is slated to invade Brooklyn neighborhood houses this fall under a plan developed by station WMCA. The idea has

reached the point where the station’s
sales staff is soliciting local merchant
support to defray the cost of wire lines
from the theatres to the studio in New
York.
The tentative plan, barring obstacles
imposed by stagehand unions, is to stagger a group of one-hour stage units from
one house to another, supplementing one
film attraction. A deal is understood to
be in the making, but circuit officials are
said to be balking over a percentage agreement, the preference being for a flat deal.
Only 30 minutes of the one hour show
would go over the air each evening. The
other 30 minutes would be consumed in
typical stage routine proportioned to coincide with air schedules. WMCA hopes
to meet the talent problem by inaugurating a series of amateur contests with
bona fide contracts to those who qualify.
Units would be bolstered with substantial
turns from professional ranks.
Local merchant support would be forthcoming through judicious spotting of the
name, in effect giving the impression that
the store is sponsoring the show.

Agents License Deadline
Is Set
by Actors' Union
York — The American Federation

New

of Actors will require all agents doing
business with its members to be licensed
by September 1. Once licensed, the agents
will not be able to handle non-union acts.
In line with this policy, the Rockwell
O’Keefe agency has inserted a clause in its
contract requiring all acts booking through
their office to be either AFA members in
good standing or to join.

National Pictures Bows
With "Legions of Honor"
New York — The initial release of National Pictures Corp.,
by Edwin M. Fadman
foreign pictures in the
Latin America, as well
of American product

recently organized
for importation of
United States and
as the exportation
to Europe, will be

“Legions of Honor.”
Fadman claims his is the first foreign
film organization relying on its own direct
contact on the continent, not only for distribution, but for “remakes” and as an
agency for well-known European writers.
National Pictures, according to Fadman,
will offer a complete schedule of foreign
importations throughout the year for foreign film theatres which up to now have
been compelled to scramble for product
from numberless sources.
The four subsequent releases are at
present being subtitled and will be ready
at the end of August, Fadman said.

26

York — Late this week

the status on

the “Gone With the Wind” situation was
the same as it had been before Nicholas
M. Schenck, president of Loew’s, went to
the coast. On his return from Hollywood,
the Loew chieftain indicated a deal was
to be concluded with David O. Selznick in
a few days. This did not develop.
Under terms of the deal being negotiated, M-G-M will assume all production costs
in the making of the picture to star
Norma Shearer and Clark Gable and Selznick will receive a stipulated sum for pro— .Metropolitan Photo

J. Cheever Cowdin, chairman of Vniversal’s board, as he disembarked from
the lie de France with word that he
had obtained new capital for his company while abroad.
(Story on page 22)

More Friendly Basis
For Clearance Feud
New

York — The

Century-Skouras

cir-

cuits’ feud over clearances in Rockville
Center, Hempstead and Freeport, L. I., is
on a more friendly basis these days and
local branch and district managers continue to ignore letters sent to them by
both circuits for reinstating original protections in force before the two companies
pooled operations.
One day A. H. Schwartz of Century
circuit was seen playing 18 holes on a
Long Island course with George P. Skouras
of the circuit bearing his name. The
other day, in the Astor grill, exchange
managers noted the appearance of Schwartz and his son, Fred, buyer and chief
booker; Skouras and William White, his
chief assistant.
The misunderstanding seems to be on
a friendly basis, according to one branch
head, who adds “people who fight don’t
break bread together.”
Meanwhile, exchanges have received no
word recinding the written notice and are
wondering how much bread it will take to
break and how many golf courses will
have to be ruined before Skouras and
Schwartz make up their minds to call the
whole tiff off.

Walker
New

York

—

All Set

Thomas

Walker,

ducing it for M-G-M.
John Hay Whitney, chairman of the
Selznick International board, also returned
from the coast this week and still nothing
has happened in the way of signing contracts.

4-Month "Routine" Trip
For Walter Hutchinson
New

eastern

a

new

high

in

routine stuff.”
About October 15, Hutchinson expects
to take a steamer for Johannesburg where
he will look into the theatre situation.
When he returns, he will ready himself
for a visit to Australia early next year.

Commonwealth
Remodel
New

New

York — Starting

Circuit to
Kansas
August

Unit

1, the Com-

monwealth circuit of Kansas City will start
remodeling the Wareham at Manhattan to
seat 850. It will be ready for opening
September 15. This will make 37 for the
circuit, according to Clarence Schultz, who
left Thursday for Minneapolis to meet his
daughter who has been in camp there and
return home with her.
Harry Wareham, who has been manager
of the RKO Palace, Cleveland, will manage the new Commonwealth unit.

Endorsed IA Exchange
Pacts to Home Offices
New

representative for Hal E. Roach, moves his
headquarters from the Loew Building to
the third floor of 729 Seventh Ave., where
UA makes its headquarters, next Thursday or Friday. Grace Rosenfield continues to handle publicity and the staff
will be increased.

York — Attaining

understatement is what Walter J. Hutchinson, director of foreign sales for 20thFox, achieved just before he sailed Friday
on the Grace liner Sa7ita Maria for a
four-month survey of South America and
South Africa. He will be gone until December 15 and termed his trip the “usual

York

—

Home

office distributors

have received endorsed copies of local IA
exchange pacts with the exception of
those cities not sent in for signing by distributor headquarters. Lou Krouse, vicepresident of the IA, endorsed the contracts. There are several outstanding, but
of no consequence since those exchange
areas are working, and have been working for months, under an agreed plan.
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Underwriting Fails;
WB to Bondholders

Cut 5, Warner
Delivering 55
New

York — Local

Warner

exchange

thereby

on

cutting

current

schedule,

the promised

the

schedule

New

allocations

is available

at

As

Majors Had a Hint
Of Federal Plans
New

York — Commenting

on the govern-

ment’s anti-trust suit in the form

of a reply

to the question, “Were you surprised?”
Nicholas M. Schenck told Boxoffice “We
had a general knowledge that they had
something like this in mind.” The Loew
president had just stepped off the Century
on his return from Hollywood.
Asked
ultimate
against

what

he

thought

would

be

the

outcome of the stockholders’ suits
those executives recently voted

profit-sharing

bonuses

Schenck

replied:

“When you are right about something there
is nothing to worry about.”
Schenck revealed the deal for M-G-M to
release “Gone with the Wind” had not been
concluded while he was in Hollywood, but
that it would probably be set here before
the week was up.
Just

before

Schenck

left the

York — Admittedly failing in its endeavors to obtain a public underwriting

to provide funds for the retirement of
$29,400,000 of six per cent debentures,
Warner has turned to its bondholders to
take substitute securities.

of 60 to 55. No titles are given and, according to theatremen, no information
concerning
this time.

group

of

far back

as June

4, Boxoffice,

commenting on Warner’s probable course,
said: “Refunding, this is the issuance of
some other form of security in exchange
for the present ones, is admittedly the only
possible course.”
Letters have gone out to holders of optional six per cent convertible debentures
due Sept. 1, 1939, asking them to deposit
their debentures under a plan of exchange
providing for the delivery of an equal
principal

amount of new six per cent debentures maturing in 1948.

The new debentures provide for a sinking fund under which there will be retired
three per cent of the largest aggregate
principal amount of debentures which shall
have been outstanding at any one time,
on December 15 of each of the years 1942,
1943, 1944, and five per cent on December 15 of each of the years 1945, 1946,

1947.

Since

the

maximum

amount

of

new

debentures is $29,400,000, the annual sinking funds will be $882,000, $1,176,000 and
$1,470,000 for the three periods. If less
than $29,400,000 of new debentures are
issued,

the

Formal

sinking
spondingly lower.

transfer

fund

will be

to Warner

of

Muzak

the government’s

suit “was

not serious.”

Music

“All
back.

serious,”

Schenck

completed. The transfer also embraces two music companies, Associate
Publishers, Inc., and
lications, Inc. These two

Breitkopf Pubfurnish Muzak

its programs.

West

— Photo

Herbert

shot

been

by

and
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and

Sadie,

“human''

fleas

appear with Claudette
$100 for anyone who
flea commissary.

who

are

to

Colbert. There's
will serve as a

F&M Will Retain
St. Louis Deluxer
New York — Operation of the Ambassador, St. Louis, will continue under the
F&M aegis, Sam Dembow, vice-president,
stated upon his return from a two-week
visit to the Mound City. There has been
talk of Clarence M. Turley taking over
the house, but F&M has made up its default and everything is continuing smoothly once again.
The Fox, closed for the summer, will
reopen the second or third week in August despite the plea of local business to
relight it earlier.
With the government anti-trust action
filed here against the major companies
for theatre divorcement, it is believed the
UA theatre circuit deal for a half interest
in the F&M

units has been set back indefinitely. However, William Phillips,

vice-president and treasurer of UA circuit, is due back soon from a European
vacation and will have an opinion on the
negotiations.

R&R Remodeling
New York- — The Robb & Rowley circuit
is remodeling about six Texas theatres,
Harold Robb stated during his visit here.

on Traveling

— Metropolitan

Photo

J. J. Milstein, former distributor now
turned producer, back from a quick
business and holiday trip which took
him to London.
(Story

E

Keep

— ‘Metropolitan

Cosmo-Sileo

J. Yates, power behind Republic, as he left New York for Hollywood. With him, Mrs. Yates who remained at home.
(Story

East, They

Russ Pierce, Paramount. In other words.
Pierce wants blood donors for Sam

corre-

Corp. which pipes orchestral music into
restaurants and chop suey emporiums, has

are

opportunity.

in

trade paper reporters who had been questioning him, one of them, apparently seeking to impress the executive with his keen
insight in industry affairs, remarked that
suits

Hollywood — Unequalled

Practically no work. Males preferred.
Must be healthy. Good pay. Apply

bookers are notifying independent circuit heads that they will not deliver
live pictures

Good Old P . A/s
At It Again

Photo

Morris Helprin, American press representative for London Films, greeted
by Manny Silver stone, on former’s return from London.
(Story

on

page

30)
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B

R

^"ATE J. BLUMBERG
returns Monday
from a four- day trip to Maine . . .
Garrett Van Wagner, assistant to A. H.
McCausland, RKO
trustee, will be back
Monday from a vacation at Mountain
Lakes, N. J. . . . Milt Kusell spent a day
in Albany . . . Dan Michalove and Irving
Barry sail on the Monterey from Los
Angeles, August 17 for Sydney, Australia
. . . William Dover, personnel manager of
the 20th-Fox studios, is in town and on
August 5 will be joined by Tyrone Power
and Jack Haley on Monday to attend the
opening of “Alexander’s
at the Roxy.

Ragtime

Band”

Hicks jr.. Bob O'Donnell, Neil F. Agnew,
Y . Frank Freeman and Russell Holman
. . . Leo Justin on Thursday celebrated
another birthday and was disappointed
anticipated event didn’t take
same day . . . Bill Gedris of

Ideal

Chairs, Grand Rapids, Mich., returned home Thursday after five days
visiting Joe Hornstein.
Lew

Golder,

Columbia

ID) W

associate

pro-

In-and-Outer

— Metropolitan

Howard

Joe Lee turned in a fine job as master of-ceremonies at the banquet at Si
golf tourney . . . Joe Miller, Columbia branch manager in Buffalo, has
been in town working on the Comerford
deal with John Nolan . . . Nicholas M.

Schenck has postponed his trip to Saratoga indefinitely . . . Not so with E. B.
Hatrick, who plans to head for the Spa
any day now . . . Monte Proser, special
publicity man for Walter Wanger, flew
to the coast Friday . . . George L. Carrington, vice-president of Altec, is on a vacation. . . Eddie Small departed for Hollywood environs Saturday . . . Jules Seltzer
is en route to Hollywood to assume his
publicity post with Hal Roach . . . Arthur
A. Lee is on an extensive tour qf middle
mid far west branch offices . . . Major F.
L. Herron is taking fugitive trips into
Connecticut to get away from the heat
day.
. . . E. P. Kilroe began his weekend, Thurs-

Sam S. Cohen, M-G-M attorney, Mary
Lawton and Kathryn Hulme, authors, and
Mrs. Kenny Baker sailed the other day on
the French liner Champlain . . . Frank
Rohrenbeck of WHN is the champion bass
catcher in the Loew Building . . . A1 Simon
spends most of his weekends at Atlantic
Beach . . . Louis Phillips, Paramount
counsel, returns from his vacation in Mexico on August 15 . . . Kitty Jantzen, continental film star, and her husband, Richard Eichberg, are in town from the coast
en route to St. Moritz, Switzerland, where
they make their home.

Photos

Dietz, chairman

of the advertising men’s committee
in the “Motion Pictures’ Greatest
Year”

drive, was en route to Hollywood to tie in. loose ends of the campaign at the studios. Seemingly
the next minute he was stepping off
the train at Grand Central where
E. J. Churchill, head of Donahue
and Coe, advertising agency, was
present to greet him.

2C

President and Hobo

are to appear in the London cast of “Golden Boy.” La Rue said he hoped to make
two to three pictures in England during his
four to five-month stay there.

lumbia’s foreign department is the father
of a seven-pound, nine-ounce daughter
■ . . Manny Reiner and Irving Shiffrin
have been spending the week at Scaroon
Manor, Schroon Lake, N. Y. . . . John E.
Firnkoess of the Century circuit is mourning the loss of his mother . . . William

minute

Y.

ducer, is in town again and headed for
the Thousand Islands . . . Harry Cohn
has sneaked off on a vacation somewhere
in these parts, probably Saratoga . . .
Mary Boland, Jack La Rue and Eric Linden were among the passengers on the
outgoing lie de France. The latter two

Erich Pommer sails for England and
home August 4 on the Normandie . . .
Milton Mayer of the RKO legal department has been having trouble with his
stomach lately . . . Arnold Picker of Co-

One

A

Fabian’s

Stanton Griffis, chairman of the Paramount executive committee, threw David
E. Rose a farewell party on his yacht, the
Northwind, the evening before Rose sailed
for England. Among those who were on
hand included Barney Balaban, John W.

that the
place the

<0> A

McShea of RKO’s home office is due back
Monday from a vacation in the White
Mountains . . . Harris P. Wolfberg is back
on home grounds in Kansas City after a
week here visiting M-G-M
home office
executives.
James R. Grainger has returned from
Dallas, Oklahoma City, Kansas City and
Chicago where he conferred with Republic franchise holders on new deals . . .
Meyer Lavenstein, general counsel for
Consolidated Film Industries, is recuperating in the Post Graduate Hospital from
an emergency operation . . . Jack Edelstein,

Hollywood called for the real lowdown on matters of habit and deportment a la hobo. Paramount embarked upon extensive negotiations
and finally succeeded in signing Jeff
Davis,

so-called “King of the Hoboes,” to serve as technical advisor

cn “The Arkansas Traveler.”
the left, Barney Balaban. On
right, Davis.

On
the

M-G-M
branch manager in Paris, was
killed in an auto accident over the weekend, the home office was informed Wednesday. . . Sam Burger is planning another long trip on his M-G-M roving assignments.
Maurice
about
run

Brown

speaks

enthusiastically

a vacation spent at Alfredo’s Sunshine Villa, Hunter, N . Y ., which is being
by Al Farara, former film salesman

. . . Eddie Dowden, in charge of Loew’s
Brooklyn publicity, has been appointed a
director of the Emerald Society, Catholic
charitable organization of the Brooklyn
diocese . . . Louis and Meyer
like potatoes, the idea being
terfere with the waistline . . .
witz is slipping. Twice in one
caught

Schine don’t
that they inC. C. Moskoweek he was

without his customary white carnation. . . Len Cohen, assistant treasurer

of Loew’s,
company.

celebrated

Bill Sussman

was

21 years

in Boston

with

the

for a

few

days . . . Fred Ullman has been vacationing at Darien, Conn. . . . Les Whelan, 20thFox’s foreign publicity head, is on the
Coast for studio huddles . . . Sir Stork
has

been

quite

rushed

at the

Columbia

home office. Aside from Papa Jackter’s
latest bundle of joy, Irving Sherman, assistant short subject sales supervisor, is
the father of a 7
pound boy, David
Martin; Arnold Picker, foreign department
executive, is boasting about Carol Diane,
and

A. Suarez del Rivero, Spanish publicity director, is doing likewise about his
little girl, Carmen Beatrice . . . Johnny
Dowd staged quite a jolly preview party
for the press at RKO’s New 23rd Street
Theatre which has been completely rebuilt
on the site of the famous Grand Opera
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House.

The

tour of inspection

by a cocktail party
Not
March,

was

capped

at Cavanaugh’s.

The

discouraged one whit, Fredric
whose last Broadway appearance

Capitol
By

Finds
LEONARD

Some

Hardys

WEISBERG

in “Yr. Obedient Husband” was marked
by the graceful manner in which he accepted the critic’s verdict of thumbs down,
is to try again this fall with his wife,
Florence Eldridge. March, who is featured
in ‘‘There Goes My Heart,” is doing
‘‘Trade Winds” for Wanger . . . Stage
commitments kept Jack Byr?ie, of the
original stage play, from accepting the
part in RKO’s version of ‘‘Room Service”
. . . Morris Gest and S. H. Bornstein, director of Irving Berlin, Inc., were among
the arrivals on the French liner lie de
France.
Etta Klein is aboard the Normandie
which arrives here Monday. Husband
Eddie cannot leave London at this time
. . . Jules Levy has dropped all cares as
general sales manager for RKO
and is
vacationing. Back in a few days . . .
Johnny Walker, his accident well behind
him, says he feels swell . . . A1 Altman
postcards
John,

Si Seadler:

but won’t

“I think

know

we’re in St.

until the fog lifts.”

Herb
during

Berg spent a day in Philadelphia
the week on business for Paramount . . . Tom Connor, brother of John
J. at RKO, is due back Monday from a
vacation at Bennington, Vt. ... A. E.
Reoch is vacationing at Kennebunk Beach,
Maine . . . Milton Maier had Al Dawson of
the RKO legal department as his weekend guest at Belle Harbor . . . Mort Singer
is due from the coast next week, while his
attorney, Joe Berne, will accompany him
east as far as Cleveland . . . Norma Davis,
secretary to John J. O'Connor, is taking
time off while looking over the sights at
Syracuse . . . Harry Pimstein left over the
weekend for Tupper Lake, N. Y ., where he
will spend the next two weeks golfing . . .
Eurega Eloy David of the RKO
theatre
department on August 15 will start a twoweek vacation as guest of Margery Lane,
former George M. Cohan ingenue, at her
home in Beachurst, L. I.
Al Jutkowitz, RKO
partner in Far
Rockaway and Rockaway Beach, gave a
farewell party at his home in Cedarhurst
prior to his departure for Saratoga . . .
Arthur Loew has chartered the Talofa, a
beautiful yacht, for August 3 when the
international force of M-G-M at the exchange, home office and laboratory, 75
strong, will spend the day at his Glen
Cove estate. There will be games and
other activities for a full day’s fun . . .
Harry L. Sommerer of RCA, on his way to
the coast, is stopping off at Salt Lake
City before visiting San Francisco and
Los Angeles.
Dr. A.
also are
. . . Lynn
Whitney
nesday.

H. Giannini a?id Eddie Cantor
due Monday on the Normandie
Farnol conferred with John Hay
before flying to the coast Wed. . Carl Krueger spent a few days

in Detroit on the “Blockade” campaign
for UA . . . Ed Cohen of the Miami Daily
News is visiting around town and home
office advertising departments . . . Charles
McDonald, RKO theatre division head, returns August 6 from a vacation on the
Continent.
Shirley

Temple,
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a short

trip

New

York — Whoever

it is that puts the

final “okay” on the cans that take new
M-G-M films across the country couldn’t
possibly have conceived the near catastrophe he almost caused when the strips
of celluloid bearing the title, “Love Finds
Andy Hardy” hit the Capitol here.
With the air full of talk about new
“Corrigan Family Clubs” and “Hughes
Family Clubs” it was only natural that
Ben Serkowich, the theatre’s publicist,
should hit on a “Hardy Family Club.”
The rest of it was comparatively easy.
The telephone directory revealed about 80
Hardys. Telephone girls and stenographers were put into service and proceeded
to extend invitations to all the Hardys who
weren’t on vacation to drop into the Capitol, Wednesday evening. There they
would see, and possibly enthuse over, the
manner in which M-G-M
was glorifying
the Hardy

name.

Back

of it all was

per-

haps some wishful thinking on Ben’s part
whereby the spokesman for the group
might have a resolution adopted urging
all Hardys to storm the theatre.
In no time at all the spokesman asserted
himself. He was Dr. James Hazen Hardy,
hereinafter known as James Hazen. When

James Hazen excused himself, introduced
himself to the newcomer, and explained
that she was eligible if she hadn’t adopted
the name merely because it is short and
easily enunciated. Mrs. Millicent assured
James Hazen that she was a genuine
Hardy and she took her place as a bonafide listener.
James Hazen continued. He was so
proud

of the works

of poet Thomas

Hardy,

among
had

which were “Return of the Natives” and “Tess of D’ Urberville,” that he
himself tried a hand at poetry. Just

a lark, of course, but not bad for a beginner. The others might give it a thought
on rainy days.
An

usher

interrupted

the

proceedings

to introduce Mrs. Anne Hardy. She exhibited the letter inviting her to the theatre and James Hazen wanted to know if
she always spelled her name H-a-r-d-y.
Mrs. Anne said yes. James Hazen was
obviously pleased, because, he explained,
those who spell it H-a-r-d-i-e were of
Norman descent, a somewhat alien branch
of the original family.
Everything was going along as smoothly as could be hoped for. There was about
ten minutes before a break in the show

about six Hardys had collected in the inner lobby, James Hazen set out to correct
an erroneous impression. In a mild enough
manner, but with an approach bordering
on reverence, James Hazen informed his

— the Hardys were really looking forward
to the latest M-G-M
Hardy Family release— so James Hazen felt duty bound to

listeners that a “Hardy Family Ass’n” has
been in existence since 1930. In fact, every

kept glancing apprehensively at the lobby
doors, was drawn in. James Hazen rolled
his eyes slowly and upward and told how
he almost cried when he viewed the wax
figure of Thomas Hardy on display in a
London museum.

Hardy

present, whether he or she recognized it or not, could trace the lineage
back to Thomas Hardy, the poet, who
came over from England with Governor
Winthrop, the first Boston settler, in 1630.
This left a very deep impression. As
James Hazen was given his audience some
facts about U. S. District Attorney Lamar
Hardy, about how the membership has
grown
the

to 300, about- how, at the last national gathering at Groverland, Mass.,
members put on a playlet depicting

the genealogy of the Hardys, a Mrs. Millicent Hardy was ushered into the circle.

to Bermuda, is stopping at the WaldorfAstoria . . . Also at the same hotel is Andrew Stone, Paramount director, who is
still visiting here . . . D. A. Doran now is
the coast
He

was

head of the play and story department of the A. and S. Lyons agency.
formerly eastern story editor for

wind

up his discourse with all the eloquence at his command. Even Ben, who

Suddenly, Ben found himself being
pulled in the direction of the ticket taker.
An assistant manager was introducing Ben
to another Hardy, who had just arrived,
invitation in hand, looking for his brother
and sister Hardys. Ben grasped the new
Hardy firmly by the arm, walking him
straightaway into the orchestra.
“Yah,

suh,”

Ben. “And
Columbia

the new

Hardy

I’se the only Hardy
.

.

.

Albert

N.

producer of “Mayerling,”

was

telling

in Harlem.”

Chaperau,

co-

is extending

his

stay here . . . Americo Aboaf, Paramount’s
manager for Italy, is expected next month.
Morton

Van

Praag

(Continued

is making
on

page

the rounds
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20th-Fox Half Year
Profits Show Drop
New

York — Net

profits

of

$3,419,658.

after all charges and taxes, are reported
by 20th Century-Fox for the 26 weeks
ended June 25. This compares with $3,755,483 for the same period last year. For
the second quarter of the year the profits
amounted to $1,778,121, compared to $1,641,537 for the first quarter and $1,687,885
for the second quarter of 1937.
No dividends were received from National Theatres for the first half of the
year.
After preferred dividends, the 20th-Fox
report was equivalent to $1.55 a share on
the 1,741,932 common shares. The Roxy
board of directors has declared a cash dividend of $1.50 on the preferred, payable
August 10 to stockholders of record
August 3.
Paramount

6 Month

Net

$1,225,811; Slightly Off
New

York— Paramount’s

net

KAO 6-Month Report
Scheduled for Wednesday
York

—

KAO

will issue

a

six

months’ report about Wednesday by which
time Leo Spitz returns from Cape Vincent where he is fishing on his yacht
with John Balaban. The report will show
a profit.
On Thursday, Special Master George W.
Alger presented to Federal Judge Goddard his modifications for the RKO reorganization plan.
GB Triples Profit Over
Last Year; GTE in Drop
New

York — GB

Picture

Corp., Ltd., re-

ports a net profit for the year ended
March 31 of $1,027,975 as compared with
$318,410 the previous year.
General Theatres Equipment reports a
net income of $194,920 for the June quarter in comparison to $323,204 for a similar
period last year. Trans-Lux had a profit
of $90,590, equal to 12 cents a share on the
$1 capital stock, for six months ended
June 30.

Nothing Radical
For Warners
New
York — Sidney Skolsky in his
Daily Mirror column from Hollywood:
“Warners are going to change the
name
of 'The Red Shadow' in ’The
Desert Song' for they don't want people to believe that he is a radical
character.''

30

New
Daily

York — Sidney

Skolsky

in

the

"Robert Taylor's new picture is called
‘The Crowd Roars' which was
once
used

by Warners as the title of a
ture with James Cagney. Warners

allowing

Metro

to

use

picare

this title and,

as one executive put it, ‘We gave the
title as a gift until we want some"This

week

the

Warners

have

de-

Crowd

Roars,'

but

thing." cided to remake

The

they can't use
picture because

their own
they gave

now

asked

they

for ’The
me

have
Crowd

wrong,

I love

title for the
it away and

Metro

Roars.'

But

for a
don't

title
get

Hollywood."

Korda Will Make
Pictures for France
New

Trade Talks Lead
MPTOA to Defer

Mirror:

earnings

for six months ended July 2 totaled $1,225,811, including $1,165,000 share of undistributed earnings of partially owned
and non-consolidated subsidiaries. Of this
amount $394,945 was earned during the
second three-month period. This compares with $1,307,000 for the second quarter last year.

New

A Case of Confusion
At Warners

York — Alexander

Korda

New

York — Because

meetings

now

of the trade practice

going on, the MPTOA

is

expected to postpone its annual convention, tentatively scheduled for October in
Oklahoma City, to a later date and probably switch the city.
Fred Wehrenberg, president of the
MPTO of St. Louis, Eastern Missouri and
Southern Illinois, told Boxoffice before
leaving for St. Louis Thursday, all industry meetings will most likely be held on
trade practices before convention time and
it would be good policy to delay the gathering of MPTOA units until there is something to talk about.
Because New York is the center of activity in connection with promulgating an
industry program, it is felt it would be
advisable to hold the affiliated exhibitor
convention here. However, this may not
eventuate as it already has been decided
to hold the conclave in Oklahoma City and
that city is eagerly awaiting the onrush of
theatre interests.

is planning

to invade the French market at once,
with an ambitious schedule of French productions that are suitable for remake for
the world market, according to Morris
Helprin, Korda’s London Films representative here. Helprin returned on the French
liner lie de France, accompanied by Mrs.
Helprin.
Also arriving were J. J. Milstein, producer of “Fight for Peace;” A1 Krellberg,
brother of S. S. Krellberg, foreign film
distributor and operator of the Belmont,
and Eric Rutledge, 20th Century-Fox manager in New Zealand.
Helprin sat in on production conferences and said Korda intends to produce
his forthcoming films in the true locals
around which their respective stories revolve. Of the five films scheduled for
1938-39, four will be in technicolor. Rudyard Kipling’s “Jungle Book” has been
bought for 1939-40 release, will feature
Sabu and will introduce a film novelty in
that all the animals will “talk,” Helprin
said. Also for 1939-40 are “Greenmantle,”
written by Lord Tweedsmuir, and “Empress Elizabeth of Austria,” to feature
Merle Oberon.
The English government refused to permit the showing of “Fight for Peace,”
Milstein said, on the ground that it was
too anti-Fascist and would injure the relationship which England is attempting to
cement with dictator countries. Milstein,
who produced the picture, said he will dispose of the American distribution rights
and go to Hollywood in about a month to
resume production.
Rutledge made the trip to London as
part of a vacation. He heads for Hollywood in two weeks and then returns to hi^
post in New Zealand.
Krellberg brought with him prints of
two French pictures, making a total of
six of a contemplated 12 that his brother
will release next season. One of these is
“Street Without Joy,” a remake of the
first silent picture in which Great Garbo
appeared.

Move

to Include Irving
Trust Co, in Civil Suit

New

York — The

government

has filed a

motion with Federal Judge Goddard seeking permission of the court to make Irving
Trust Co. defendant in its civil suit. No
decision has been rendered. When the
matter comes up for hearing, counsel for
Irving Trust will offer no objection if the
form of order is satisfactory and makes
clear that the defendant’s rights are not
prejudiced.

Schwarzwald
Shorts
New

Readying

Shooting

York — With

the

Plans

first three

sub-

jects of his series of 13 Nu-Atlas shorts
for RKO completed, Milton Schwarzwald
is getting ready to resume shooting at the
Eastern Service Studios.
Among the personalities featured in the
three shorts are J. Harold Murray, Virginia Verrill, Charles King, Harrison &
Fischer, the Five Reills, Paul Robinson
and the Merry Macs.
May
New

Reissue

York — United

reissue

Times.”

of

Charles

Chaplin

Film

Artists is considering

Chaplin’s

“Modern

Another Beef at
Hollywood

New

York — American

distillers

are

pounding their breasts in protest at
Hollywood. Scotch whiskey, it seems,
is being

featured

in

drinking

scenes,

and — say distillers — therefore Americans have rapidly acquired the Scotch
habit to the detriment of home industry.
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Approve Drive, But
Wait for the Details
(Continued

from page 25)

Fitzgibbons, Toronto; Carl Bamford,
ville, N. C.

Ashe-

Spyros Skouras, William T. Powers, Edward Zabel, J. J. Sullivan, Milton Hossfeld, Dan Michalove, Irving Barry, George
Balsdon, Henry C. Cox, representing National Theatres, New York; George P.
Skouras, William White, Louis Weber,
Skouras Theatres, New York.
Charles C. Moskowitz, Joseph R.
Larry Beatus, Sam Rosen, Oscar
Seymour Mayer, William A. Downs,
vin Schenck, Sam Meinhold, Eugene
er, Loew’s, New York.
Joseph Bernhard, Harry Goldberg,
ard Schlesinger, Warner, New York;
Coston, Chicago.
John J. O’Connor,
New York.

Fred

Vogel,
Doob,
MarPickLeonJames

Meyer,

RKO,

Nathan Yamins, Fall River, Mass.; Max
A. Cohen, New York; H. M. Richey, Detroit; Moe Horwitz, Cleveland; Dr. J. B.
Fishman, New Haven; Pete J. Wood, Columbus; Eddie Silverman, Jack Kirsch,
Van Nomikos, Johnny Mednikow, Chicago.
R. E. Griffith, Dallas; L. C. Griffith,
Oklahoma City; John Danz, Seattle; Harold Robb, Dallas; Clarence Schultz, Kansas City; Glen W. Dickinson, Kansas City;
Ed Dubinsky, Kansas City; Joseph Von
Herberg, Seattle; L. Gran, Milwaukee;
Fred Wehrenberg, St. Louis; N. A. Taylor,
Toronto; Arthur Schoenstadt, Chicago;
Garson W. Rodgers, Cairo, 111.
R. E. Martin, Columbus, Ga.; L. J.
Duncan, West Point, Ga.; Sam J. Switow,
Louisville; H. C. Hogan, Indianapolis;
Alexander Manta, Chicago; David Kamsky, Richmond; N. H. Waters, Birmingham; Benjamin Pitts, Fredericksburg, Va.;
W. S. Wilder, Norfolk; Elmore D. Heins,
Roanoke, Va.; John Nolan, Scranton; Sidney Lust, Washington, D. C.
P. E. Essick, Cleveland; W. C. Chesbrough, Columbus; Michael Manos, Greensburg, Pa.; John Harris, Pittsburgh; A. E.

Cowdin Approves
The Company
New

York

steamed
After
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Schaefer Names
Chairman in Ad
New

Regional
Drive

York — George

J. Schaefer,

chair-

man of the distributor committee in the
industry advertising campaign, has named
the following as regional chairmen;
M. B. Horwitz, Cleveland; Edwin Silverman, Chicago; R. E. Griffith, Dallas;
Joseph M. Seider, New York; John Danz,
Seattle; M. A. Lightman, Memphis; H. M.
Richey, Detroit.
These chairmen each will name a distributor representative to assist in field
meetings for funds and cooperation. No
dates for such meetings have been set.
This group, after the session, and after
listening to arguments of first and last
run exhibitors, decided to leave the contest dates as originally set.
The first run that holds pictures two
weeks or more will sacrifice a number of
films, as will the last run playing 60 to
120 days after the first run.

Hollywood Support
Industry Drive
Hollywood — Plans

for
were

you

York — Film
victims

men
ol a

made

here Fri-

A coordinating committee was created,
under the direction of George Thomas, to
act as a clearing house for publicity.
Frank Whitbeck was selected to produce
a special ballyhoo short subject and other
trailers; John Leroy Johnston handles fan
magazine publicity; Irving Rubine supervises radio publicity; Cliff Lewis is general exploitation supervisor, and Fred
Beetson is the Guild contact.

report
gang

they

are

of phonies

who are using the telephone to collect
import duty on articles presumably
bought for them by foreign representatives of their own company.
Effort was made to hook an executive the other day. He was told one
of

his

branch

managers

America

had

send

messenger

a

duty.

The

ordered

sent

a rug

executive,

nor

expected

in

and

with

South

would

$30

due

he
as

however,

neither

any

article,

such

became suspicious and discovered the
boat named was non-existent as was
the false office address given him. It's
always done over the phone, of course,
and

the duty

is always

sought

in cash.

Sales Paper Rates
Trade Future High
New

York — A

five-star

classification

is

given films in the July issue of Sales Management’s future sales ratings for the next
12 months. Boiled down to words, it
means that the industry as compared with
others, ranks among those with the best
relative outlook for next year.
The service endeavors to simplify the
task of sales and advertising manager by
giving the relative sales outlook rating for
three months and 12 months on 88 industries. Sales Management also reports
those authorities who check, edit and contribute their ideas to the Future Sales
Ratings are agreed strongly that the sharp
decline in business activity has about run
its course.

Ad Campaign

day for local participation in the industry’s greater business campaign, with
Gabe Yorke appointed to head an advertising-publicity committee comprising studio
publicity directors and theatre managers.
The cooperation of the SAG, SDG, SWG
and SP was assured.

"Tough

a

anti-

proud?"

side, too."

New

attempted

Endorsed

By York
MPTO's
Wehrenberg
— Having endorsed the adver-

New

tising campaign for his eight theatres in
St. Louis, Fred Wehrenberg, head of MPTO
of St. Louis, Eastern Missouri and Southern Illinois, told Boxoffice he is awaiting
literature and final data on the campaign before putting it up to the membership of his organization. He added that
before he presented a plan to his members
he wanted to be in a position to discuss
it intelligently.
Before leaving for St. Louis, Wehrenberg
conferred with George J. Schaefer, chairman of the joint committee.

Allied's Cohen
On

you're

government's

the government's

BOXOFFICE

In addition, an almost complete roster
of New York distribution and exhibition
executives, representing all companies,
were in attendance.

Phonies Seeking
Film Money

Cryptic

com-

"Why not? Look at the company I'm
keeping. And there are some nice men
on

Columbus, Ga.; Meyer Fine, Cleveland; E. M. Fay, Providence; Meyer and
Louis Schine, George Lynch, Gloversville,
N. Y.; A. E. Lichtman, Washington.
N. Goldstein, Springfield, Mass.; Ben
Amsterdam, Philadelphia; A1 Boyd and
Frank Buehler, Philadelphia; Lewen Pizor, Philadelphia; Mike Kallett, Oneida,
N. Y.; Milton Mooney, Cleveland; Adam
Adams, Newark; Judge and Samuel Varblow, Newark.
Louis Frisch and Sam Rinzler, Harry
Brandt, Laurence Bolognino, A. H.
Schwartz, Joseph M. Seider, Sam Dembow,
Jack Partington, Walter Vincent, Harry
Katz, Walter Reade jr., Leo Justin, David
J. Chatkin, David Weinstock, Arthur Seigel, Rudolph Sanders, Irwin Wheeler, W.
C. Patterson and Frank C. Walker.
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York — The

Guy"

New

Strong

Orpheum,

New

Orleans,

close to breaking the record
lished by ‘‘Snow White and the
Dwarfs” with “Little Tough Guy,”
garnered $9,400 for the first seven

estabSeven
which
days.

Industry's Ad

York — “We

are

awaiting

Drive

develop-

ments,” Max A. Cohen, head of Allied of
New York, said in commenting on the
industry’s advertising campaign to hypo
business in the fall. There will be no
meeting of the unit before a concrete plan
is worked out.
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once again and can be seen at the usual
places where film folk gather during noon
hour . . . Faybelle Streimer, daughter of
Moe, is vacationing at Camp Allegro,
Pittsfield, Mass. . . . Charles Stern has returned from V A branches in Philadelphia
and Washington . . . David E. Rose, new
Paramount British production head, will
make his temporary headquarters at the
Plaza Theatre Building in London . . .
Toots Shor says he feels lost if Boxoffice
doesn’t come into the Tavern before noon
Mondays . . . Harold Rodner and the
missus and Mary Boland were among the
early arrivals from the coast this week.
Louis K. Sidney arrives on the coast
Monday after almost three weeks in New
York on WHN
matters . . . Gerry Baum,
secretary to Joseph H. Seidelman, returns
today from a week’s trip to Maine . . .
Rosalie Ross of the RKO publicity department is vacationing at Lake George . . .
Ben B. Resnick, manager of the Regent,
Brooklyn, has a new eight-pound, nineounce visitor at his home . . . Dennis F.
O’Brien spends a week at his country home
and a week in town on business during the
summer.
John Balaban, before leaving for a fourday vacation at Cape Vincent, in the
Thousand Islmids, said business with the
B&K

circuit is “holding up fair.’’ He returned directly to Chicago from the cape
. . . Sam Dembow is back from a quick
trip to St. Louis . . . Leto Hill, manager of
the Fox, St. Louis, will be heading back
for the Mound City in a fortnight. He has
been relieving Ralph McGowan, F&M
operating head in New England . . .
Ralph Pielow, M-G-M
Albany manager,

New Metro Albany B U IF IF A IL (0)
Branch in a Debut
York — The

stage is all set for the

debut of M-G-M’s
Tom J. Connors,

New

new Buffalo exchange.
eastern division sales

manager, and E. K. (Ted) O’Shea, eastern
district manager with supervision over the
upstate branch, left over the weekend for
Buffalo to attend the open house party
Monday afternoon from 3 to 6.

sandwich between bookings and screenings. Entertainment will be furnished by

ivitli E. K. O'Shea, district manager, in
charge of events. A buffet luncheon will be
served and drinks are on the house.

Shea’s Buffalo and preliminary indications are that the affair will run far beyond the original hour set for winding it
up.
William F. Rodgers, general sales manager, had planned to be on hand for the
event but what with the all-industry
program meetings and other business affairs he is forced to stand by at his headquarters.

Herbert Wilcox , a Former
Erpi Executive, Dies at 56
New York— Herbert M. Wilcox, former
vice-president in charge of operations for
Erpi, is dead at 56.
With Westinghouse at the time, Wilcox
joined the telephone company in 1926 by
way of Western Electric. The following
year he was transferred to Erpi as operations manager and became a vice-president three years later. He quit to become
executive assistant to John E. Otterson

Arthur- Loew is back at his desk after
a ten-day trip up the Hudson and to Lake
Champlain on his boat Funny Face . . .
Alfred Weiss, president of Consolidated
Theatre Supply, is in Europe now on a

Carr to Quit Production
When Univ. Pact Expires

with Russell Uniform Co., as manager of the theatrical department. He
leaves in about a week for the south and
southwest . . . It’s another girl over at the
Rube Jackters. The baby, who was named
Susan, was born at the Doctor’s Hospital
and weighed 7 pounds, 9 ounces . . . James
A. FitzPatrick is expected back from the
coast about August 8 where he is on busines . . . WHN’s A1 Simon is doing a piece
for Billboard, “Analyzing Trends in Broadcasting.”

Zanuck

Returns

New York — Darryl F. Zanuck, vicepresident in charge of production for
20th-Fox, arrives Monday on the French
liner Normandie from England where he
has been vacationing. Also on the boat
is Joseph H. Moskowitz, eastern studio
contact.

30-B

its new studio here amid
of scores of leaders in the

film industry, and many of the city’s officials. The day holds many thrills,

latter was president of Paramount. Thereafter, he joined Westinghouse. His widow, the former Frances H.
Jaynes, survives. Wilcox made his home
in New Haven.

is now

Metro opens
the well wishes

Exhibitors from the surrounding territory have been invited to sandwich a

has been visiting E. K. “Ted” O’Shea . . .
A. J. Van Bergh of Proskauer, Rose &
Paskus has extended his coast business for
vacation purposes.

two-month selling trip. Among the countries he expects to visit are England,
France and Egypt . . . Howard A. Zeimer,
formerly with S. Apel & Co. for 14 years,

JACK
YELLEN,
one ofand
the a country’s
known
song writers
native of best
this
city, is here for a vacation. Yellen had
the distinction of being the first person
to alight at Buffalo on an eastbound Century since the train became streamlined
several weeks ago. He came from Hollywood. Yellen said he is here to spend
a few weeks at his farm in nearby Springville. After a rest there he will return to
the motion picture capital.

while

the

Hollywood— Trem

Carr, currently

pro-

ducing the Bob Baker westerns for Universal, will retire from production when his
contract expires in December. He has
been negotiating with Columbia on a new
color process in which he is interested and
if a deal is completed the understanding
is that Carr may produce one picture, with
the newly developed tinting process, for the
company.
Carr’s contract
clause giving him
outside picture.

with Universal has a
the right to make one

They Go in Advance
New York — Milton Hossfeld, who has
returned from a six-month tour of the
field, and Edward Zabel are expected to
leave in advance of the National Theatres’
homeoffice contingent for Kansas City to
attend the first of two regional meetings
there
Cox

August 9-10. Spyros Skouras, William T. Powers, J. J. Sullivan and Harry
are slated to leave for the midwest

August

7.

Vacationing

here and

hereabouts:

Betty

worker,

at Muskoka

Lake,

Eberts, M-G-M

Canada; Alice O’Shea, ditto firm, Adirondack Mountains; Jessica Kolker, TCF, Atlantic City; John Bykowski, United Artists, also Atlantic City.
Gert

Kemp is reported doing nicely following an operation at Central Park Clinic
... Max Friedman of Albany, Lou Goldstein of Gloversville and Ralph Crabill of
Jamestown were in town last week booking . . . William Bork, office manager of
Universal, is away this week. Destination
unknown. Presumably a business trip . . .
Gene Murphy, R. Ruth Rappeport and
Bertha Kemp are attending a bookers and
accessory convention in New York this
weekend.

National
RKO
New

Theatres Signs

New-Season
York — After

Product

months

of negotia-

tions, RKO has closed with National Theatres for its new season product. The contract covers approximately 350 theatres.
Phases of the deal will be discussed at the
two National Theatres’ regional meetings
to be held in Kansas City August 9-10
and at Los Angeles August 15-17.

Mooney Sets Deals With
Four Majors for Ohio
New York — Deals
bia, UA and Warner

with M-G-M, Columhave been practically

set by Milton Mooney, head of Cooperative Theatres of Ohio with 46 units in the
state. He returned to Cleveland by plane
Thursday after a week here conferring
with sales executives of the various companies. He is expected to consummate
arrangements in Cleveland.

Finney Succeeds

Keene

In Loew's Southern
Atlanta — W.

A. Finney,

Area

formerly

mid-

western district manager for Loew’s, has
taken up headquarters here in charge of
the territory embracing Evansville, Houston, Louisville, Memphis, Nashville and
New Orleans. He succeeds Lionel H.
Keene,
Finney’s

resigned.
former

Mike

Cullen

has assumed

post in Columbus.
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^OCAL Variety golfers and their friends
will make happy at the Rolling Road
Club this week at the scheduled golf
tournament-dinner-dance tossed by Tent
No. 19 — under control of Chief Barker
Rome and with ducats rating $7.50 per
couple ... A back-stage fire threatened
the Century Theatre to the purported tune
of 30 grand damages to drapes, organ,
woodwork and seats. Flames discovered
by Porter Matthews were under control
after commotion had tied up traffic on the
busy Lexington street thoroughfare for
nigh

half-hour . . . Incidentally, the Century pilot and local Loew Chief Bill Saxton, snared beaucoup space for his future

line-up
column

of attractions when he did
chore for Norman Clark on

the
the

Game Men in Phillq
Still Marking Time
Philadelphia — Distributors
called “legal”
time here in

of

the

so-

games are still marking
their contemplated court

action against the mayor’s ban.
Convinced that the games wouldn’t draw
expected patronage during the summer
season, the distributors are holding off
their actions until the fall. David Barrist, distributor of Gueso and Quizo, meanwhile was readying his product for distribution in the New England, New York
and Chicago territories.

News-Post.

.

Miss Marie Presstman, member of the
state censor board, after her recent series

REVIEW

Sim’s rotogravure— a definitely topnotch
task . . . The Lyric will spot a new marquee, new recital stage set, 300 new chairs,
sound-proof

ceiling and

repainting

before

fall opening (made possible by patron’s
endowment) . . . Baltimore’s latest, the
325-seat Lexway, opened doors with neighborhood price policy in a downtown house
and Willard Silverberg at the helm.

Hipp’s impresario, Izzy Rappaport, is off
for Atlantic City and rumor lias it mayhaps the Maine woods for a longer stay.
Herman Blum and his manager, Max
Weinberg, marked up a fifth record-breaking week
Theatre . .
speaker at
ner at the

for “Mayerling” at the Little
. Louis Azrael was the principal
the Baltimore Town, Inc., dinSouthern hostelry . . . Sammy

“Bonanza” Soltz leaves for a jaunt to
Toronto, with a probable stopover at his
Nova Scotia gold-mine holdings . . . Walt
Gardner, new sales gent for D. C. Poster
and Theatre Arts, is in town covering exhibitor customers . . . Norman Ansell is
recovering after the recent attack by an
unknown burglar.

BULLDOG

DRUMMOND

IN

AFRICA

York

—

Despite

protests

mayor

to the

by Detroit Catholic groups, “Blockade” opened at the Madison in Detroit,
Friday.
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(Para)—

villain. The feature is ably produced, directed at a fast clip and is adequately cast.
Howard,

Heather

Naish,

by Harold

Angel,

Reginald

Hurley.

H. B. Warner,

Denny.

Directed

Troc

by

The-

to SRO

business

with the reissue of “Scar-

John

Golder’s Hollyivood exchange announces it will handle reissues of the old
Chesterfield
and Invincible studios . . .
face.”
Norman Lewis and Sam Felt are reported
to have leased their New Ideal Theatre to

stunt

Produced

Louis

King.

City this September . . . E. M. Orowitz, local radio movie commentator over WIP,
will be in charge of the competition . . .
The

first meeting of the committees planning the annual Variety Club affair will
be held Monday night . . . Tuesday night
continues to be card night at the Variety
and Showmen’s Club . . . And with the
wives away, the Vine Street bachelors are
making the fur fly over the card tables.

CRIME OVER
LONDON
(GB)— Tepid British
gangster melodrama which suffers mainly
from

an

Neither

overabundance

do

sound

of

recording

dialogue.

and

photog-

raphy contribute much relief to the proceedings. Paul Cavanaugh, Joseph Cawthorn, Margot
fred Zeisler.

Grahame.

Directed

by

Al-

CROWD
ROARS, THE (M-G-M)— Will bring
roars of joy from showmen when they see
how

the cash

customers

are

sure

to go

for

this lusty, exciting and thoroughly engrossing picture of the prize ring. In every
situation it will be a knockout from the
opening gong through the last round. Cast,
story production and direction contribute
to

an

than

ensemble that more closely approaches as mass
screen entertainment

anything

to come

from

any

studio

in

a long time. Easily Robert Taylor's best,
every member
of an imposing supporting
cast

is comparably

Sam

Zimbalist.

GATEWAY
waving
made
Don

up

excellent.

Directed

by

Produced

Richard

(20th-Fox)— Goes

in

almost

Ameche

entirely

heads

a

COMPLETE

for

competent

REVIEWS

pictures will appear
of BOXOFFICE.

. . . Marty Kramer, Fox Theatre saxophonist, has been invited to the music festival
at Interlachen Lakes, Mich., to present his
original classical saxophone compositions
. . . Milt Young is back from his summer
hegira to the seashore.
Vaudeville

will be added

at the Fox

The-

atre, according to the wiseacres . . . Par-X
Premiums has moved its showrooms from
Vine Street to the Flint Bldg . . . Columbia
Pictures have again postponed the opening of their new, streamlined exchange
. . . Elsie Finn, Record film critic, still
ailing . . . Arthur Bronstein,
in, doing a grand job.

who’s

filling

by

flag

a subpicture

of patriotic hokum.

background

Quite a few of the local movie moguls
attended the farewell party for N . T . G. on
the Adelphia Roof on Wednesday night

Thorpe.

and Arleen Whelan moves
stantial step toward stardom in a

land. Produced by Samuel
ed by Alfred Werker.

" Blockade " in Detroit

. . . The

to pick “Miss Philadelphia” to compete
for the “Miss America” title in Atlantic

Rip-snortin' melodrama that will have the
action addicts adither as the hero overcomes insurmountable odds to outwit the

ing cast. Story

New

of the measure

atre will open August 1 . . . Tillie Grisboard, George P. Aaron’s secretary, is
vacationing in Camp Tamiment in the
Poconos . . . The News Theatre is playing

The Variety club has tied up with the
neighborhood newspapers in their effort

*

FLASHES

I. Carrol

melody . . . RK.O’s branch manager, Bob
Folliard, and Columbia’s division head,
Sam Galanty, scouted the footlight attraction for film talent . . . Incidentally, the

terms

of ceremonies at the baseball sandlot
at his Bell Theatre last Monday.

John

The Hippodrome cracked house records
for their local revue with the latest StarDust revue rating a holdover. Credit goes
to production chief, Ted Routson, who
staged the show besides holding his regular publicity spot at the theatre. Also to
Betty Jane McHugh, Broadway star, for
staging the dance routines and local lads,
Ben Canter and Lou Seidenman, for the

appearance if the pending bill in the legislature to widen Vine St. passes . . . Tire
street will be widened from the Delaware
River Bridge to the Parkway under the

Murray Diamond, the premium man . . .
Sid Bloomfield did a grand job as master

of lectures “Sin Centers of Baltimore,”
made headlines as the star attraction in
court for the Grand Jury’s investigation
of local vice conditions . . . Morris Mechanic plugged his latest Temple film with
cooperative bread company ads in the

yiNE STREETERS
were getting set for
a big time at their annual clambake
to be held on Thursday in Schwenksville,
Pa. . . . Filmrow will take on a strange

support-

is Ellis

Engel.

Is-

Direct-

French Educationals
New York — French educational films in
their original sound version are being
readied for distribution by the French
Cinema
mann,

Corp. to various educational institutions, according to Andre R. Heypresident.

on the above

in an early issue

Fourth
for "Algiers"
New York
— “Algiers”
is scheduled to
be held a fourth week at the Music Hall.

National
Many

JTLIZABETH COPELAND, film editor of
the News Leader, is vacationing at Old
Point Comfort . . . Sam Bendheim jr. and
his family are at Virginia Beach . . . Dave
Kamsky and Alex Ravdin are back from
vacationing at the beach . . . Eugene
Whitaker, usher at the State, and member
of the Richmond Howitzers, will entrain
for camp in Pennsylvania on August 6 . . .
Linwood Wright and David Garber, also
ushers at the State have returned from
vacationing on the Rappahannock and
Swift Creek . . . Allen Sparrow, Loew manager, has returned from vacationing in
Florida and other points South. During
his absence, Bob Etchberger substituted.

New

Tom Baldridge, manager of the Capitol
in Winchester, has returned from a visit
to California . . . Stewart Tucker, manager
of the Westhampton, accompanied Mervin
Ullman, Altec engineer, on his regular visit
to the State Penitentiary last week . . .
The Jefferson Theatre in Newport News
has reduced prices to ten and 15 cents.
Every theatre in Norfolk is represented
in the recently organized Theatre Managers Association which meets in the
American Legion Club every Monday at
noon.
30-D

Supply

in-

G. F. Wielland’s Apollo, Atlantic City;
Harry Waxman’s Astor, Atlantic City; Lee
W. Newbury’s Algonquin, Manasquan, N.
J.; Ritz Enterprises, Inc.’s Ritz, Baltimore;
Frank Muscato and Charles Suozzo’s Polk
Avenue, Jackson Heights, L. I.; Maxwell
L. Rothman’s Rialto, Ridgefield Park, N.
J.; Philip Baroudi’s Lake, Indian Lake,
N. Y.; H. J. Elliott’s Fern Rock, Philadelphia; Office of Virginia State Board of
Motion Picture Censors, Richmond, Va.;
Kohn Amusement Corp.’s Metropolitan,
Newark, and Eastman Kadak Co.’s Kodak
Park Works, Rochester, N. Y.

See Better Conditions
In Tax Revenue Hike
Washington — Improvement

in boxoffice

conditions is indicated by the internal
revenue bureau in its monthly report of
tax collections. June receipts from the
admission tax are placed at $1,624,453
which, while over $250,000 under the June,
1937, total of $1,874,775.29, was approximately $230,000 above the May, 1938, collections of $1,394,659.49.
The June collections were the first in
three months to show an increase over
the immediately preceding period.

of Wilmer

Benjamin T. Pitts is planning on building a new 1,200-seat house in Front Royal,
and to remodel his 500-seat Tally-Ho at
Leesburg . . . William Dalke’s new theatre
in Woodstock is nearing completion . . .
Elinor Whitemoyer, cashier of the Central
Theatre in Martinsburg, was married recently to William Shawl.

Theatre

C. V. Martina’s Rialto, Albion, N. Y.;
Charles A. Somma’s Henrico, Richmond,
Va.; Cataract Theatre Corp.’s Cataract,
Niagara Falls, N. Y.; Harden Theatres,
Inc.’s Park, Windsor, N. Y.; Randforce
Amusement Corp.’s Meserole, Brooklyn;
Netco Theatres Corp.’s Stratford, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

Earl Stitzer, doorman of the Byrd, is
the proud daddy of a girl named Dorothy
Louise . . . Mrs. Elizabeth Chalkley, member of the board of censors, is visiting in
Philadelphia . . . Morton G. Thalhimer,
president of the Neighborhood Theatres of
Virginia; Benjamin T. Pitts of Fredericksburg; William S. Wilder of Norfolk, and
Elmore Heins of Roanoke, were among the
independent theatre owners invited to the
industry ad campaign rally in New York
. . . Charlie Somma has moved his family
down on the Rappahannock River to his
summer home and spends every weekend
with them.

and Vincent’s National, has been forced to
give up his golf on account of a torn
ligament . . . Barron Ramsey, the newest
member of the Byrd service staff has announced his intentions of marrying Miss
Jane Smith on September 2 . . . The owner
of the new theatre at Colonial Beach is
John Adams.

With Simplex Unit

York — National

stallations of new Simplex 4-star sound
systems, manufactured by International
Projection Co., include the following houses
in the eastern territory:

A. O. Budina, architect for Neighborhood
Theatres, is busy on the remodeling of the
Ashton at Clarendon . . . Miss Ruth Kelch,
cashier of the Grand, has returned from
vacationing in Dante, Va. . . . Harry Rawlings and his friend were down from Falls
Church the other week. Harry is manager
of the State, Falls Church . . . Edith Lindeman, film editor of the Times Dispatch,
leaves for Hollywood next week to visit
the studios. She will be gone about three
weeks . . . Jack Derrenberger , LoeuTs poster artist, is vacationing in New England.

N. E. Manwaring , manager

Supply Equips

The bureau’s June figures complete the
tabulation for the fiscal year which ended
on the 30th of that month, with total receipts from the admission tax placed at
$20,800,779.49, an increase of $1,060,587.71
over the preceding fiscal year, when they
amounted to $19,740,191.78.
The gain reported was due entirely to
the comparatively good business enjoyed
during the last six months of 1937, collections for the first six months of the
current year being some $173,000 under
those of the same period a year ago.

Seize Polish Film
.

Philadelphia — A

print of a Polish-lan-

guage film was seized at the Belgrade
Theatre this week by the Pennsylvania
board of censors, because of alleged tampering with titles. Miss Harriet Fye, secretary of the board, after a hearing, said
the film would be released as soon as the
titles were rectified.
Republic

Renews

Philadelphia — Republic

Clark Pact
has

renewed

its

contract with Clark Film Distributors for
distribution and storage in the Philadelphia
territory, according to Clark officials.

QCCASION of the week will be the farewell stag soiree tossed under the guiding hand of Sam Wheeler for Arthur DeTitta, in honor of his promotion to Fox
Movietone’s assistant European managership— the air-cooled Willard room is
housing the party . . . The Variety clubrooms will be the scene of another affair,
conducted by Mrs. Sam Wheeler, so that
the show ladies of D. C. can fete Helen DeTitta . . . Slated to be present for the
doings are Truman Talley, Lew Lehr, Lowell Thomas along with many top men in
White House representatives ranks . . .
Mitchell M. Haddad, publicity representative for the E. M. Loew interests, announces for headquarters that their openair filmshop will be open on a 52-week
schedule sometime next month.
Louis Alleman of RKO’s New York publicity offices is in town aiding Hardie
Meakin on a coming celluloid attraction
. . . Ray Bell receives congratulations for
copping a national trade journal publicity
award — also inaugurating a news folder for
local Tent No. 11 . . . Local No. 161’s deledates returning from the Tampa meet of
the American Federation of Musicians
ivere Ralph Fox, Harry Marvell and Stanley Hertzman . . . Sidney Lust seems to be
successfully experimenting with foreign
film bookings at his new Boro . . . Howard Burkhardt reports applications for the
Capitol’s “Going Native” are reaching a
new high . . . Paramounts’ Jimmy Burns
takes holiday time off to paint the homestead.
Elissa Landi, starring opening week for
Steve Cochran’s Olney playshop proved
an advance sellout . . . Earl and Pat Taylor, spend spare summer time at their
North Beach hideaway . . . Sol Sorkin with
the wife and kiddies has returned from
Gotham and a visit to the kinfolk there
. . . Pare Lorentz’ first cousin, Mercia Loren tz, met the minister in a gay Wesley
Heights Campbell
wedding
Herbert
Irene and Dave
two-week stay on
Hardie Meakin,
Leonard and Jr.

. is. Virginia
. Columbia
Theatre’s
Beaching
. . .
Sadel are back from a
Old Point Comfort . . .
the Mrs., with young
journey to the Cavalier,

Virginia
Beach, for a full week of relaxation.
Mrs. Archie Engel is touring the contine t . . . Jimmy Root, Tivoli skipper and
publicity ace for the Columbia Heights
Ass’n, is in the midst of the Marshall Hall
outing plans . . . Dan Reynolds, Penn pilot,
takes time off at his Chesapeake Bay cottage . . . Leo Schimmel, assistant contact
manager at the Earle offices, sails for a
two-week jaunt to South America . . .
Harry Maginnis is off for Cape May and a
fishing spree . . . Sheridan Manager Lawrence Snoots, makes summer leave at Virginia Beach . . . Isabel Baugh of the Earle
offices, takes her vacation at Lake George
. . . Sad news of the death of Jesse Operator Garcia . . . Dorothy Humphries of NSS
is off for a holiday trek to Ocean City,
Md. . . . Mentalist Maxine is lending a
mystic air to the Metropolitan inner lobby
while manager Charles Grimes is on vacation hereabouts.
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John Payne, Margaret Lindsay, Pat O’Brien, Jimmie Fidler, Johnnie (Scat) Davis, Mabel Todd, Melville Cooper.

i
<

(

of the Moon
)

F

170 Minutes

Marie
Warner

Antoinette

Bros. (

)

Rel.

Paramount

Give

Rel.

RKO

Pat O’Brien, Marie Wilson and Ralph Bellamy dominate
the support. Production by Sam Bischoff and Lloyd
Bacon’s direction are laudable.
James Cagney, Pat O’Brien, Marie Wilson, Ralph Bellamy,
Frank McHugh, Dick Foran, Bruce Lester, Ronald Reagan.

F

Baker, Cecilia Callejo, Don Barclay, Leroy
Forrest Taylor, Nina Campano.

Outlaw

Express

F
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80 Minutes

Rel. Aug.

19, '38

a Sailor
(834)

F

71 Minutes

Rel. July 22. '38

(

the City

)

F

75 Minutes

Rel. Aug. 5, '38

Metro adds another to its list of brisk, workmanlike program offerings in this commendably novel and interestsustaining expose of the ambulance-chasing racket'. It is
well mounted, briskly directed and played to the hilt by
a competent cast — a film any exhibitor should book quickly. Dennis O’Keefe shows considerable improvement, while
Ann Morriss, screen newcomer, delivers with sincerity.
Acting honors, however, go to that old veteran, Lewis Stone,
past-master at picture stealing. O’Keefe is a shyster lawyer
whose pet peeve is the local traction company. Stone, a
tippling medico, and Nat Pendleton compose his staff —
Stone to assure accident victims they are seriously hurt;
Pendleton as a professional “flopper” who pretends serious
injuries and collects. Ed Marin directed.

Mason,

Dennis

O’Keefe, Ann Morriss, Lewis Stone, Nat Pendleton,
Henry O’Neill, John Qualen, Jack Mulhall.

The Chaser

w„,.„

CLASSIFICATION — A - ADULT

Me

I’m From

ComM,

Universal (2059)
56 Minutes
Rel. June 17, '38
Mark this down as a spirited western for cowboy fans.
The characters enter into the proceeding in a sprightly
manner and, despite its lapses, the film will hold its own.
Bob Baker continues to stand out. Although he doesn’t
go in much for he-man stuff, he sings pleasantly enough
and goes to town in a saddle. This time Baker is a postal
inspector out to investigate the robberies of the Pony Express. His probing brings him to a Spanish ranch where
he finds romance in the arms of a charming senorita,
Cecilia Callejo. The action, however, develops at this
point when a scheming gang attempts to defraud the
Spanish ranch owners of their land. For the climax. Bob
and his Pony Express riders come to the rescue.
Bob

)

Me,

After the acclaim given his preceding picture. “Go Chase
Yourself,” this latest Joe Penner offering will be a definite
letdown for his fans and will fare even worse in the consideration it receives from those who are not out-and-out
Penner enthusiasts. The feature suffers through an original story and the hiatuses between its few hilarious sequences. Joe, playing the usual oaf, is a male Trilby to
the Svengali of a grasping and ruthless manager. Normally
deathly afraid of horses, he shines as a trick circus rider —
but only when under the hypnotic influence of the heavy.
Grandma, a ranch owner, and her winsome and somewhat dizzy granddaughter, Rosie, see his performance and
contrive with the manager to take him west to ride in a
race against an Indian. Ben Holmes directed.
Joe Penner, Richard Lane, Kay Sutton, Paul Guilfoyle,
Lorraine Krueger, Kathryn Sheldon. Ethan Laidlaw.

Jimmy Cagney’s first for this company since the “come
home, all is forgiven” sign went up on the Burbank lot, this
brings the dynamic and versatile star back to the screen
at his very best in a picture which hits a new high among
raucous, screwball comedies. Adapted from the popular
stage play, the feature faithfully follows — with some ?mplification and cleaning up of censorable sequences — the
pattern of the original. The motion picture studio background and the burlesquing of picture-making problems,
plus a fast moving screenplay and excellent cast, should
assure its being a laugh riot among sophisticated city audiences, but its boxoffice fate in the hinterlands is doubtful.

Boy Meets Girl

(

F

Wherein Martha Raye, complete with her glamour legs,
Bob Hope and a highly competent supporting cast fire a
broadside of laughs that will blast audiences out of their
seats and should run up the SRO flag on the mizzen-mast
of any man’s boxoffice. Miss Raye turns in the best performance of her screen career, being afforded an opportunity to excel through a grand, gaggy screenplay and production and direction in keeping. While the feature is
fundamentally a merry, madcap meringue of mirth and
melody, its story thread is sufficiently substantial and its
production values sufficiently impressive to entertain those
not comedy addicts. Story concerns a matrimonial mixup
of two sisters, one a butterfly, the other a drudge, and two
brothers, naval officers. Directed by Elliott Nugent.
Martha Raye, Bob Hope, Betty Grable, Jack Whiting,
Clarence Kolb, J. C. Nugent, Nana Bryant.

F

80 Minutes

Peter Lorre, Ricardo Cortez, Virginia Field, John Carradine, George Sanders, Joan Carol, Robert Coote.

Mr Moto's Last Warning

Signaling the triumphant return to the screen of Norma
Shearer, and destined to win universal acclaim as one of
the most impressive and spectacular film offerings of all
times, this lavish production has been beautifully and
painstakingly mounted and motivated and should record
staggering grosses in its de luxe and first-run engagements
everywhere. It approaches the ultimate in perfection in
every department. Miss Shearer’s magnificent performance as the tragic Queen of France easily transcends anything she previously has done and should permanently
enthrone her as the screen’s first lady. Supporting cast,
without exception, is ideally selected, with second honors
going to Robert Morley, a British import, as Louis XVI.
Hunt Stromberg produced and W. S. Van Dyke directed.
Norma Shearer, Robert Morley, Tyrone Power, John Barrymore, Joseph Schildkraut, Gladys George, Anita Louise.

!

(

Dipping deep into his bag of tricks, Mr. Moto pulls out
enough action and thrills to maintain the high entertainment standards set by preceding pictures in the series, al; though it unfolds in more leisurely fashion than its predecessors despite the weighty international problem which
the wily Oriental sleuth tackles and solves. Peter Lorre, as
i usual, aces in the title role, closely followed in excellence
by Ricardo Cortez as his cold hearted opponent and Virginia Field as the blonde villainess. All in all, the picture
will amply repay the consideration of Moto fans and should
satisfy all customers as a programmer. Masquerading as an
Oriental shopkeeper, Moto trails Cortez, who is planning
to destroy Anglo-French amity by blowing up the French
fleet as it enters Port Said. Norman Foster directed,

M-G-M

j
:

20th Century-Fox

At long last tossing its stereotyped musical formula
overboard, Warner comes through with a novel and refreshing offering which has been provided with a better
story framework than most of the films in the studio’s
extravaganza cycle. Good performances are recorded right
down the line, particularly noteworthy being the fine work
of one John Payne, in the male lead, a youngster with good
looks, ability and a fine singing voice. The story tells of
a hot and bitter feud between Payne, orchestra leader, and
Pat O’Brien, manager of the “Garden of the Moon,” famous dancing spot in a big hotel, in which Payne, with the
aid of Margaret Lindsay, press agent for the night spot, perpetrates a colossal hoax on O’Brien. Busby Berkeley directed.

Garden
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SELLING ANGLES: “Mr. Moto's Last Warning"
The “Mr. Moto” character is by now well-known
to detective-picture fans and should require little
selling. Use the Oriental style of lettering in
newspaper advertising, lobby cutouts and throwsheets. Plant stills with chop suey houses. Obtain a quantity of old Japanese or Chinese newspapers, tear them into small squares and imprint
picture billing in red ink. For giveaways use
Chinese “cash” — coins with holes through them —
attached to cards bearing picture billing.

SELLING ANGLES:
“Garden of the Moon"
This story was widely read as a Saturday Evening
Post serial. Prepare a giant Post cover for lobby
display with stills from the picture super-imposed
on it, and arrange with magazine distributors to
stuff the Post with heralds. Tie up on the radio
angles — the presence of Joe Venutl and his orchestra, and Jimmy Fidler, air commentator. Plug the
songs in the film with local radio stations and

CATCHLINES:

CATCHLINES:

Mr. Moto Takes a Hand to Trap a Renegade Who
Wanted to Blow the World Into the Inferno of
Another War.

A Behind-the-Scenes Comedy of a World-Famed
Dancing Spot . . . And the Lives and Loves of Those
Who Run It.

Spine-Tingling Adventure With That
Sleuths . . . Wily, Likeable Mi*. Moto.

of

It Twinkles With Stars . . . Music . . . Comedy
. . . And Romance . . . Warner’s Best Musical.

SELLING ANGLES:
"Give Me a Sailor”
Martha Raye, Bob Hope and Betty Grable should
prove a winning marquee combination. Dress attendants in “gob” costumes and string a series of
“signal” flags above the marquee. Have a group
of pretty girls go about town “recruiting” men to
“join the navy” by attending the picture. Use stills
of Miss Raye with a mud-pack over her face in
beauty shop tie ups. If the locality is not too
prudish, hold a “beautiful legs” contest — winners
being those whose legs measurements come closest
to Miss Raye’s.
CATCHLINES:

SELLING ANGLES:
“Marie Antoinette"
Teeming with exploitation possibilities is this historical drama. Sell, primarily, Norma Shearer, returning to the screen, with Tyrone Power and John

Ace

Barrymore in support. Use the famous “Let ’em
eat cake” phrase, supposedly from Marie Antoinette’s lips, as the basis of an essay contest for high
school students, on French history of that period.
Have local hairdressers feature a “Marie Antoinette” coiffure.
CATCHLINES:
The Tragic, Romantic Story of a Queen Who
Wanted Love . . . And Grasped at It . . . While Her
People Starved.
Turmoil .
tion. . . The
XVI . . . And
Because She

. . Intrigue . . . Romance . . . RevoluStory of France in the Days of Louis
a Queen Who Met Death With a Smile
Had Found Love.

SELLING ANGLES:
"I'm From the City"
Penner, who stars on the Coco-Malt radio program each week, is good for plugs with all broadcasting fans, and tieups should be made with grocery stores on the food product and the picture.
Promote a special sale in which purchasers of the
product are given rate-reduction tickets to the
picture. Sell Penner to the kid audiences by holding Penner “imitation” contest for youngsters at
matinee performances.

SELLING ANGLES:
“Boy Meets Girl"
Sell this as a behind-the-scenes-in-Hollywood
comedy and plug it heavily as the filmization of
the successful stage play. Use the title as the
basis for a special invitation to newlyweds and
newly engaged couples to see the film at special
rates. Persuade drug and grocery stores to tie up
on a display of soaps, cosmetics, deodorants, etc.,
on the “boy meets girl — boy loses girl — boy wins
girl” theme. Snipe the town with posters bearing
these three sentences.

CATCHLINES:

CATCHLINES:

It’s a Laugh-a-Minute . . . Chuckle-a-Second
Comedy . . . With Joe Penner at His Funniest.

It’s a Celluloid Brainstorm . . . The Story of
Two Crazy Writers . . . Running Wild in Hollywood.

One Long Howl From Start to Finish as Joe
Stumbles From One Panic-Making Situation to
Another.

Boy Meets Girl . . . Boy Loses Girl . . . Boy
Wins Girl . . . With Two Screwy Screen Writers
Playing Cupid.

SELLING ANGLES:
“The Chaser"
Sell this as an expose of the activities of ambulance chasing shyster lawyers and quack doctors,
and invite local physicians, lawyers and insurance
men to see the feature. Dennis O’Keefe and Lewis
Stone rate the marquee credits. Tie up with drugstores on displays of first-aid equipment and use
the title as an advertising tieup for soft drinks —

SELLING ANGLES:
“Outlaw Express"
Promote a Bob Baker safety club among the
youngsters. Giveaways could consist of autographed “glossies” of the star or Safety Club membership buttons. Tie up with merchants in a “Treasure Hunt” for passes. Arrange to have heralds
included in copies of western magazines sold on
the newsstands. Have barker or doorman attired
in Indian costume. Plant pictures of Baker in
as many situations as possible.

“chases thirst” — and pain-killing medicines.
CATCHLINES:

CATCHLINES:

He “Fixed” Accidents in Which Nobody Got Hurt
. . . And Collected Fat Fees for His Dishonesty.

Danger Along the Pony Express Trail . . . But
the Mail Must Go Through.
Bob Baker in a Whirlwind

Framed at His Own Game . . . This “Fixer” of
Fake Accidents Finds the Price for Revenge Is
Too Great.
ARE

YOU

USING

THE

PICTURE
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dance bands. Give marquee play to Pat O’Brien,
John Payne and Margaret Lindsay.

Oh-h-h-h . . . Boy! That Swingin’, Singin’, Comedy Sensation Is Here Again ... In the Maddest
Mixup Martha Ever Managed.
She Was So Stuck on a Sailor That She Almost
Joined the Navy to Make Him Fall in Love.
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Action Picture.
Shiver and the Seno-
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Grand

farce comedies, this one, of the frenzied “Front Page”
newspaper variety, clocks enough chuckles and laughs to
warrant general satisfaction. Intelligent seekers of entertainment, however, will deplore the sheer extravagant
waste of such thespic talent as Errol Flynn, Rosalind
Russell, Olivia de Havilland and Walter Connolly in a
startling unoriginal story which, with more than its share
of journalistic cliches, frequently resorts to slapstick and
time-worn gags to sustain interest. Flynn handles his
comedy assignment expertly and with assurance, wringing
every possible laugh out of his portrayal as a quickthinking, double-crossing newspaperman who is out gunning for Connolly, stock market tycoon.
Errol Flynn, Rosalind Russell, Olivia de Havilland, Walter
Connolly, Patric Knowles, Melville Cooper.

a Crowd

Principal (

)

F
Rel.

Columbia

|

National (

)

Law

F

56 Minutes

(8205)

F

56 Minutes

Rel. May

12, '38

Rel.

Grand

of the Plains
National

(227)

F

Western

59 Minutes

Rel. July 15,'38

Communities throughout the country should be thankful to exhibitors who play this type of picture. It’s going
to make the namby pambies blanch when the subject comes
up. A few of the more intolerant may raise a hue and cry
but the intelligent will welcome its sincerity of purpose.
The film is a well-presented tract about the results of
syphilis. Pedro de Cordoba, as the doctor, gets the message across in a convincing manner. As a subject case,
there is a young couple in love. The young man is afflicted with the disease. He disregards the advice of his
physician and marries. What ocurs effectively points out
the moral. The net effect is a constructive one. A Criterion audience in New York paid close attention to the proceedings on the screen.

This English drama of army life in Africa, while not important, isgood hokum, with a nice flair for suspense. The
more diverting moments are those where Lionel Atwill occupies the spotlight. Acting and production, generally, are
good, although considerable English accent is a little hard
to grasp. In a small way it is red meat for the folk who
like mystery, murder and intrigue done in quiet, suave
manner. Atwill, an army officer, with a murder on his

Pedro de Cordoba, Phyllis Barry, Douglas Walton, Arietta
Duncan, Ferdinand Munier.

Lionel Atwill, Lucy Mannheim, Steve Geray, Leslie
Perrins, James Mason.

Marriage
RKO

Radio

(

Forbidden
)

A

80 Minutes

conscience, is “discovered” by a fellow officer. The latter
is murdered, with the finger pointing to Atwill. In his
own way, Atwill clears himself, but pays with his life.
Thor aid Dickinson directed.

High Command

Drama
Rel.

Republic

in cleaning up that city’s crime problem and for that
reason, if properly exploited, should attract interest among
students of criminology. Chester Morris, starred as the
G-Man who turns assistant district attorney and special
prosecutor, is his usual convincing self, while Bruce Cabot,
as chief villain, turns in a bang-up job. A slender romance
is carried by Frances Mercer.
Chester Morris, Bruce Cabot, Frances Mercer, Rita Johnson,
Edward Pawley, Joseph de Stefani, Donald Douglas.

Smashing

the Rackets

j
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Ramon Novarro, Marian
Blore, Andrew Tombes,
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F

Rel. July 25, '38

Although it strives desperately, this never succeeds in
becoming very adventurous, principally because of an inept
and superficial screenplay, obvious plot development and
dialogue which hampers the efforts of such troupers as
i Ramon Novarro, Marian Marsh and Eric Blore. Novarro,
looking as youthful as ever, is excellent and Blore grabs
off some scattered chuckles as the inevitable valet. Novarro,
a Parisian artist, has painted a scantily-clad portrait of
his “dream girl” — a creation of his own imagination — and
i the story complications arise when Miss Marsh, an American heiress, puts in her appearance, bearing a startling
resemblance to the picture. John H. Auer produced and
directed.

Slow-paced and unoriginal, this racket-busting feature
lacks the punch and sparkle necessary to keep a sustained
interest, the acting contributions in general being superior
to the script and motivation. Obviously it is based on the
activities of Thomas E. Dewey, New York special attorney,

;

Rel. June 9, '38

No alibis needed for this model prairie prancer. It opens
with a bang, carries along at top speed, delivers a credible
and better than average story and leaves nothing to be desired in casting. Charles Starrett takes his boys through
the usual chases but makes it all seem that there is serious
and important business at hand. The scripters have seen
to this with a solidly built plot, providing for a full complement of thrills and making room for some pleasant
musical interludes. Iris Meredith, as reason for romance,
makes her role wholly believable. Starrett’s boss, who supposedly lost his wife and daughter in a holdup 15 years before, is robbed of a large sum of cattle money. Starrett and
the boys step in and reveal the gang “brains” as the one who
“adopted” the boss’ daughter. Sam Nelson directed.
Charles Starrett, Iris Meredith, Bob Nolan, Robert Warwick,
Dick Curtis

Billy Curtis, Yvonne Moray, Little Billy, Billy Platt,
Johnny Bambury, Joseph Herbst, Charles Becker.

Grand

60 Minutes

Held lor Ransom

There is no precedent by which to judge the boxoffice
and entertainment potentialities of this novelty feature,
with its all-midget cast. Quite probably it will serve
satisfactorily in the exploitation field at which it is primarily aimed and as a run-of-the-mill programmer, despite the fact it has little to offer other than its uniqueness.
The thespic efforts of the midgets are amateurish and
stilted and the story is very much formula horse-opera,
which combine to make the picture jerky and unconvincing.
Jed Buell, who conceived the idea of the first western
with an all-colored cast, also produced this latest innovation in the western field. As a novelty, it compares favorably with the first, although it does not incorporate as
much in entertainment. Directed by Sam Newfield.

The Terror of Tiny Town

(222)

Grant Withers, Blanche Mehaffey, Jack Mulhall, Bruce
Warren, Ken Harlan, Harry Harvey, Robert McKenzie.

Come(ly

GO Minutes

National

A soporific melodrama, devoid of action, that proves an
entertainment dud. It is decidedly inferior entertainment
in all departments. And it in its own guileless manner,
utterly lacking in suspense to put this kidnaping yarn over.
Figuring prominently in the story is Blanche Mehaffey
who, as the government agent, succeeds in unearthing the
headquarters of a gang of kidnapers who are holding a
wealthy old man for ransom. What causes the excitement
is the efforts of the gang to locate the money. Grant
Withers, as the nephew, almost loses his life in a blazing
mill but is saved by G-Woman Mehaffey who comes to the
rescue with Jack Mulhall. Mulhall is good in a brief role
and Robert McKenzie does a credible job. Clarence Bricker
directed.

As another in the apparently endless chain of screwball
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lor Ransom"

SELLING

Swing

SELLING

ANGLES:

“Law

. . . See ‘Held
of the Plains"

"Four's a Crowd"

SELLING

ANGLES:

“The Terror of Tiny Town"

There’s an angle here that should have better
than average appeal for creating juvenile interest.
Run a contest, offering usual prize, for the oldest
watch that the kids can dig up. Likewise, a jeweler
can tie in with an unusual display of old timepieces.
Print heralds, with photo of Miss Meredith, asking
for her whereabouts the idea being that she is supposed to have been “lost” in the film. A gag stunt
that has a bearing on the film would be to put a
small safe in your lobby with a prize to anyone
who can open it.

Exploit the outstanding feature of this western
— the all-midget cast — to the hilt, not only to appeal to fans of the outdoor picture, but those who
seek novelty in their film entertainment. Dress a
group of young children in cowboy attire and
parade them about the streets in suitable attire.
Promote a department store’s cooperation in setting up a doll “village” in the lobby. Plant feature
stories on the various midget cast members with
local newspapers and plug it on the radio.

CATCHLINES:

The Screen’s First All-Midget Western . . . With
a Half-Pint Cast . . . And Four Times the Entertainment.

CATCHLINES:

He’s Six Foot Two of Smooth Singin’ . . . Hard
Hittin’ . . . Romancin’ . . . He-Man.
Hittin’ the Trail With
SELLING

You’ve Never Seen Anything Like It ... A RipSnorting. . Western
With a Cast That’s Measured in
Inches
. Not Feet.

Sweet Singin’ Daredevils.

ANGLES:

“High

Command"

SELLING

Murder and mystery in the Far East should be
a good lever for your campaign. With this can be
coupled copy and exploitation to point up the rigors
of army life in Africa, the colorful life of native
warriors in the outposts of civilization. Get as
much jungle regalia for the lobby as possible, and
surround this with a plentiful display of scene
stills. Put your doorman and ushers in army dress.
You may be able to secure a number of pistols,
cover their trade marks, and offer passes to the one
guessing the make in the film.

Forbidden"

A Subject of Vital Public Interest . . . You Should
Know All About It.

. . . Nothing but Murder

Desperate Men and Forgotten
Outposts of Civilization.
ANGLES:

“Marriage

CATCHLINES:

Death Before Dishonor
Protected His Secret.

SELLING

ANGLES:

The best way to sell this picture without alienating sentiment is presenting it as it really is — one
of educational value. No need for sensationalism.
You should be able to obtain the endorsement of
leading physicians, social workers and leaders of
women’s clubs to a special showing. The U. S.
Public Health Service has pamphlets on the subject. Get some and distribute them to the audience. If possible, get a physician or social worker
to lecture about significance of such a picture.

CATCHLINES:

“A

Women

Desperate

in the

Is Syphilis an
SELLING
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“Mar-

ANGLES:

“Smashing

the Rackets"

This is based on a series of articles published in
the Saturday Evening Post as a biography of New
York’s racket-buster, Thomas E. Dewey. Give
Chester Morris the starring credits. Arrange with
magazine distributors to stuff heralds in copies of
the Post, advertising the picture. Construct a
large facsimile of a Post cover for your lobby center-piece. Tie up with libraries and bookstores on
crime-expose books, such as those by Courtney
Riley Cooper and Warden Lawes. Tie up with
the “Dick Tracy” G-Man comic strip and similar
newspaper cartoons.

tires.”
CATCHLINES:
He Painted a Portrait of His Dream Girl . . .
And She Came to Life.
A Romantic Parisian Artist . . * A Wealthy
Heiress . . . And the Moonlight ... All Combine
to Make a Desperate Adventure.
ARE

“Unmentionable”?

riage Forbidden.”

Adventure"

Convert the lobby into a Parisian “Latin quarter,” attiring attendants in berets and smock. Hold
an exhibition of the art work of local amateur
painters in the foyer. Spot a quick-sketch artist
in the lobby to dash off one-minute portraits of
every tenth ticket-buyer. Give Novarro the starring credits. Tie up with travel agencies by planting stills of the many shipboard sequences. Tie
up with service stations on the angle: “It’s a
‘Desperate Adventure’ to risk your life on worn

34

ANGLES:

His Motto Was . . . Give ’Em Something to Hate
. . . And It Made Him a Newspaper Success . . .
But a Failure in Love.
This Newspaperman Lampooned a Millionaire
. . . Ran Off With His Daughter . . . And Fell in
Love With His Girl Rival.

Into Action Again.

The Nation’s Plague — Kidnaping
for Ransom.’

PICTURE

CATCHLINES:

CATCHLINES:

G-Men

THE

The Flynn- de Havilland-Russell combination
should be plenty for the marquee. Connolly’s hobby in the film is miniature railroading, suggesting a tieup with local department stores to set up
a model railroad in the lobby. Work out title
tieups with automobile dealers on the angle that
“ ‘Four’s a Crowd’ — but not in the front seat of the
new, roomy Dash Eight.” Invite newspapermen to
see the picture at a special preview in return for
reviews by drama editors.

Title here offers number of possibilities and angles to plug. If possible, obtain clippings of recent
kidnapings and blow them up for lobby display.
Tie in with G-Men magazines and other detective
fiction sold on newsstands. Have placards at
newsstands. Try to have a magazine distributor’s
truck carry banner with the film’s title. In publicity stories, play up the picture as a timely account of how G-Men function. A throwaway in
in the form of a front page of a newspaper with
title as banner headline should attract interest.

The

SELLING

CATCHLINES:

Thrilling Pages . . . Torn From the Dramatic,
Stranger-Than-Fiction Facts Behind the RacketBusters.
GUIDE

FOR

HANDY

FILING

OF THESE

REVIEWS?
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Shott
Mans
Modern

Subject

Paradise

Film

35 Minutes

Contrasting our civilization with that
under which the natives of the Island of
Bali live, makes for an interesting social
anthropological study. The emphasis is
placed on Bali as a place where primitive
but happy people live in the land of sunshine. A subject, somewhat overplayed,
is the fact that the Bali women go undraped from the waist up. The camera
devotes considerable space to it at every
opportunity. The most impressive shot is
the cremation ceremony and a scene of a
Balinese costume drama. There are a
number of cute shots, particularly the one
of a little child herding his ducks back
to the yard. To heighten differences in
respective mode of living, the film opens
with a middle aged couple discussing current problems. From then on, the continuity consists of a dialogue in which
the woman explains significant points
about certain Balinese customs.

J£evieu/5t

€hort!
J+PqY

WEEK

THE

Popular Science
Paramount

I

Silver Millions
(Paragraphics)
Paramount

10 Minutes

An
absorbing one-reeler
with the habits of the Alaskan

dealing
salmon.

In all of nature's domain, there is no
struggle more stirring than that of the
salmon's herculean efforts to get back
to his spawning ground miles inland
from the sea. Unfortunately, the short
fails to get the most

out

and

dismal

ends

on a rather

of the subject
note

show-

ing a canning factory or the end
trail for the brave fish.

of the

(Betty Boop)

Introducing a

new

7 Minutes

Besides a Moonlit Stream
(Screen Songs)

8 Minutes

The bouncing ball is back, but with not
much to recommend it. Cartoon portion
of this one-reeler is fairly diverting depicting a birthday party tendered to a
bear cub. Frank Dailey and his “Stop
and Go Rhythm” orchestra render “Besides a Moonlit Stream” in an undistinguished manner. Howard DuLany does
the vocal.

(Sportlights)

::

July

Vitaphone

(Melody

Masters)

10 Minutes

Pictorial Reviews

Paramount

(Popeye Cartoon)

7 Minutes

This Popeye cartoon is mildly amusing
with a few chuckles scattered through the
piece. Li’l Swee’ Pea again crops up to
plague Popeye. He disappears from his
crib making Olive Oyl all upset. Popeye
calls on his magic pup, The Jeep, and
after a roundabout chase succeed in locating Li’l Swee’ Pea at the point where
the search commenced.

30, 1938

Vitaphone

(No. 12)

10 Minutes

A satisfactory program filler with Clem
McCarthy’s description of crew racing as
the highlight. This sequence is more of
a technical nature inasmuch as McCarthy
attempts to describe in detail the various
training routines through which oarsmen
rouis a day’s
of ainterest
must tinego.
in the Also
life of
film actress.
The last
one is aimed at the women and deals with
fur styles.

Poor Little Butterfly
Columbia

(Color Rhapsody)

8 Minutes

Decidedly below average as far as cartoons go. It’s unimaginative, shy of humor and has very little to recommend it.
Action sequence has something to do
about a sailor butterfly who returns to his
little Chinese butterfly.

For More Efficient— More
Economical Air Washing
The

finer

the

spray

the

cooler

the

theatre.

Marley

10 Minutes

An entertaining sport reel which presents Ted Allen, world’s champion horseshoe pitcher. A dude ranch setting is the
background for Allen’s performance with
the horseshoes. He demonstrates his skill
with astounding ease and the devotees of
the sport should get a big kick out of the
manner in which he gets ringers.
BOXOFFICE

Happy Felton and His
Orchestra

The Jeep

Horseshoes
Paramount

Replete with interesting items, this rates
as recommended. It starts off with a scene
showing Patrick Lambert, bird specialist,
who uses his knowledge of the medical
science to aid the feathered specimens.
Next, one of those modern kitchens with a
number of helpful gadgets that should
make the women sigh with envy. Then
there is a brief view of the world’s largest
automotive truck. It concludes with a
sequence showing the latest scientific
methods employed by the Texas Rangers
who still find use for their horses.

cartoon character

“Buzzy Boop” who turns out to be Betty’s
tomboy cousin from the country. The
piece is fairly breezy and an improvement on previous efforts. Buzzy shows the
kids up in the neighborhood and also goes
to their rescue when the goat runs wild.
She is rewarded with doughnuts from
Betty.

Paramount

11 Minutes

Portly Happy Felton proves to be a
genial band leader and, as a result, this
is one of the better shorts in this series.
He has a nice rhythmical band and clicks
as a singer. Outstanding numbers he
presents are “Weekend of a Private Secretary” and a swing arrangement of “When
You’re Smiling.” Bob Robinson and Virroutine.ginia Martin go through a peppy dance

Buzzy Boop
Paramount

(No. 6)

City Slicker
Columbia

(Scrappy)

7 Minutes

A fairly diverting cartoon whose humor
should appeal mainly to the youngsters.
Scrappy plays the part of a practical joker
who visits his country cousin on the farm.
But the rube outsmarts him and Scrappy
flees for home.

spray nozzles wash air more thoroughly because they provide a finer, more
uniform spray. They reduce costs because
they operate efficiently under low pressures.
These nozzles machined internally — equipped
with removable
base plugs — made
in all
capacities. Write for literature and free
sample.
3001

THE
Fairfax

MARLEY
Road

COMPANY
Kansas City,

MARLEY
PATENTED

SPRAY

Kas.

NOZZLES
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Selling Seat s
"Barrel of Fun" in
Kaycee Good Stunt
Kansas City — An effective one -week
promotion was put on at the Fox Isis recently by Frank E. Ritter, manager, and
Harry Biederman, assistant. Called “Barrel of Fun Week,” it included a number
of ideas and was responsible for one of
the best week’s business the theatre has
had in some time.
The lobby presented a startling array
of barrels with placards. Giveaways included a Norge refrigerator, vacation luggage, roller skates for kids to introduce
“The Lone Ranger,” “lemonized tea,” a
new product, was served each evening to
patrons; there was an extra Ten-O-Win;
broadsides carried numbers and if one of
these corresponded with one on the placards in the lobby it entitled the holder
to a pass.
Two complete Univex movie sets were
given: camera, screen, projector. Movie
shots were taken by the Univex representative— of patrons at the boxoffice, at the
ball park, around tennis courts, and elsewhere, during the three weeks before the
“Barrel of Fun” week. These then were
shown in a small alcove in the foyer. If
patrons identified their picture they received a pass. The idea is being continued,
pictures going on during rush periods.
They entertain patrons while they wait
and save passouts.
Five of the six pictures shown during
the week were comedy hits. A fortuneteller gave five-minute readings during
the peak hours.
The week was built up several weeks
in advance with heralds, window cards,
etc., throughout the neighborhood. Cost,
aside from time, effort, and a few trailers, was nothing.

CUT

CITY WATER
BILLS 98%
Cool and Re-circulate Air Conditioning or Refrigeration
System Water with
this All-Steel Marley Water Cooling
Unit.

Permits
repeated
reuse of city water with
minimum
evaporation
loss. Operates quietly;
keeps all moisture within the unit. Designs for indoor and outdoor service. Easy
to install; inexpensive to operate. Prompt
delivery. Write for full details.

THE MARLEY
3001

Fairfax

Road

. .

COMPANY
. .

Kansas

CRy,

MARLEY
WATER
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COOLING

Kas.

SYSTEMS

PRACTICAL

IDEAS

NUGGETS
FLOWER tieup that need not necessarily be done with orchids went over
big for “Algiers” at the Radio City Music
Hall. Some 3,000 specially named Algerian orchids were distributed to all the
women at 25 of New York’s smartest hotel
restaurants and supper clubs on the eve
of the opening. Attached to each was a
dignified card giving all details.

•
An impressive black and white mailing
piece was used by RKO for “Sky Giant."
Leon J. Bamberger reports approximately
9,500 exhibitors, circuit officials and house
managers throughout the United States,
Canada, England and Australia were on
the mailing list.
“Drums,” Alexander Korda’s Technicolor film production, was accorded the
honor of the outstanding picture of the
month and awarded the special medal by
Parents magazine. The film was rated
excellent entertainment for family audiences.

BY

PRACTICAL

SHOWMEN

Baseball Night Is
Builder for Summer
Philadelphia — Sid

Myer

Bloomfield

of the Bell Theatre

and

Jerry

are putting on

a stunt on Monday night, which is a surefire click for the baseball season.
Three boys in the neighborhood — in
Southwest Philadelphia — are entered in a
contest sponsored by the Philadelphia
Record, which will send six boys south
with the two local major league clubs next
spring.
The Bell is staging a “Sandlot Night” at
which each of the big league hopefuls will
appear on the stage in his baseball uniform
and be introduced to the audience. Each
then will make a speech asking the folks
down front to cast their votes for them.
Bloomfield is showing a baseball short in
connection with this stunt and covering
the section with 10,000 heralds with the
pictures of these ballplayers. The stunt is
being ballyhooed at the ball diamonds in
the neighborhood and is getting reams of
publicity in the paper.

•
Exhibitors

will find a

merchandising

break for “Love Finds Andy Hardy.” This
is the time of the year when stores are
beginning to display apparel for the school
miss. Bill Ferguson informs that Judy
Garland figures in a number of important
fashion tieups which are described in the
pressbook.

•

A police girl ballyhoo was used successfully by a number of Loew’s theatres on
“There’s Always a Woman.” Attractive
girls supplied by the Chorus Equity were
dressed in abbreviated police uniforms, and
distributed “summonses” to passersbys, requesting their appearance at the nearest
Loew theatre showing the picture.

National Scout Tieup for
Disney's " Good
New

York — Walt

Disney’s

Scouts”
cartoon

“Good

Scouts” with Donald Duck and his three
nephews is getting national promotion
as a result of a tieup arranged between
RKO and the Boy Scouts of America.
Highlight is the reproduction of a drawing showing Donald and his nephews saluting a typical boy scout which will go
to 1,000 scout executives for framing at
scout offices and for use in newspapers.
The drawing signed by Disney, will be
reproduced in Boys’ Life and Scouting with
a combined circulation of over 500,000.
Over 5,000 newspapers will be contacted
and it is estimated that some 38,500 scoutmasters will receive literature on the short.
In many communities, boy scout units will
turn out for local exploitation.

s"
"Algier
anger's
Tie
AndW New
Orleans
Suburb
New

Orleans

was made

—

The

suburb

of

Algiers

the target for the exploitation

campaign staged by UA’s Bob Wood and
Rodney Toups of Loew’s State for the
opening
the State. of Walter Wanger’s “Algiers” at
Commuters to the city proper saw emblazoned on the ferry boats that waddle
across the Mississippi boat-length banners
announcing the picture’s opening. Cards
were distributed to the passengers on the
other side of the river “Welcome to Algiers.” The following day passengers coming. ing ashore were given cards telling them
about the picture and where it was playThe New Orleans Item joined in promotion of the picture’s engagement through
the use of a double truck of cooperative
advertisements of all Algiers merchants
with a streamer at the top of the layout
reading “All Cheer for Algiers,” and another at the bottom reading “All Will
Cheer for ‘Algiers’ at Loew’s.”

Honeymoon
Atlanta — A

belated

Tieup

honeymoon

was

just

about what “Fulton County’s typical progressive farm couple” received as part of
the exploitation campaign for “Having
Wonderful Time” at the Fox. Manager
Edwards reports that a tieup was effected
with the Atlanta Georgian whose readers
were requested to suggest where the couple
should go and things they should do during their visit.
BOXOFFICE
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and distributors of motion pictures, under
the direction and supervision of the court
be ordered and directed to divest themselves of all interest and ownership, both
direct and indirect, in theatres and theatre holdings and that they, and each of
them and their respective successors be
permanently enjoined from acquiring directly or indirectly any other interests in
the exhibition of motion pictures or in any
persons, firms or corporations which are
engaged or may engage in the exhibition
of motion pictures; said divestiture to be
accomplished and carried out upon such
terms and conditions as the court may
deem proper, and that pending such divesture the operation and management of
said theatres and theatre holdings be
placed in the hands of trustees to be selected by the court, who shall be entirely
free from the control or domination of any
producer or distributor of motion pictures.

The Government's
Prayer
(Continued

tions as the court may

fend

ants

Loew

’s,

deem

proper, and

that pending such divestiture, the operation and management of said production
interests be placed in the hands of trustees to be selected by the court, who shall
be entirely free from the control or domination of any exhibition of motion pictures.
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from page 16)

perform such orders and decrees as the
court may make in the premises.
(10) That the petitioner have such other
and further relief as the court may deem
proper.
(11) That
costs herein.
UNITED

the

petitioner recover

STATES OF AMERICA
By Lamar Hardy,

United

States Attorney for the
District of New York.

Homer

Cummings,

Attorney

Thurman

its

Southern

General

Arnold,

Assistant

Attorney

General

(7) That the producer defendants
herein, and each of them, be permanently
enjoined from borrowing, loaning or otherwise making available their respective contract stars, featured players, or other
technical personnel to any of the other
defendants and from pooling their assets
in the manner described herein, or in any
other manner.

Wendell Berge
John J. Abt
Paul Williams
J. Stephens Doyle jr.
John F. Clagett

(8) That defendants herein, and each
of them, be permanently enjoined from
enforcing upon independent exhibitors, or
any of them, any and all of the unfair
trade practices referred to and described
in Paragraphs 214 and 215 of this petition.

Wagner Charges Theatre
With Sign Infringement

(9) In order that the petitioner herein
may obtain the relief to which it is justly
entitled in the premises, may it please
Your Honors to grant to it writs of subpoena directed to each of said defendants,
commanding it, or him, to appear herein
and answer upon oath the allegations contained in this petition and to abide by and

Special Assistants
General.

Chicago

—

to the Attorney

Charging

infringement

on

United States Letters patents Nos. 2,048,040 and 2,119,430 by use of an Adler silhouette sign and letters on the marquee,
Wagner Sign Service has filed suit for an
injunction and accounting against the
Patio Theatre here.
The action followed alleged failure of the
Adler Sign Letter Co. to procure an injunction restraining Wagner from instituting patent infringement suits against users
of Adler silhouette signs.

Inc.,

WORLD’S

first

travflingtheatrf

M,

t, ;
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first Tra^'

Pi<j
This huge
the

reality a modern

>W °N EARJH

, of PitSho*""rt! B**
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D°’
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.^n

Leviathan

Wheels

of the Road

De Luxe

is in

Movie

Pal-

ace. Air conditioned and electric lighted and operated. Seats 60 people.
Equipped

with

Melophone
theatre

Powers

sound.

6B projectors,

It gives

performances

brilliant

to full feature

pictures. Just the thing for small towns.
Travels from state to state. Has 6 feature pictures and

shorts.

Pulled

by

Ford V-8 truck. Built July, 1937, at a
cost of $3,700.00. Is for sale for $1,800.00 cash. Will also sell 1/2 interest for $1,000 or trade for small theatre. All
equipped ready to go - - 2 to 5 shows
see the world.

daily. A big money-making

Write A. L. BROWN,
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proposition

for a young

couple who

wants

to

4704 E. Ninth Street, Kansas City, Mo.
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"ALGIERS" AND "TROPIC HOLIDAY" DOUBLE PAR
BOSTON

(AVERAGE

Fenway — 31en Are Such Fools (WB);
When
Were You Born? (FN)
Memorial — Having Wonderful Time
(EKO) ;
Wives Under Suspicion (Univ), 2d wk
Metropolitan — Cowboy
From
Brooklyn (WB);
My Bill (FN)
Orpheum — Shopworn Angel (M-G-M)
Castle (Col), reissue, 2d wk
Paramount — Same
as Fenway
State — Same
as Orpheum

; Man’s

85
60
75
55
70

the

80
85
80

dence

Finds

Hardy

Rage

(dual) —

White

(3rd wk) — Los

150

Holiday — Los
Goodbye

Angeles

Behave
(Rep)
Tower — The Divorce

130
Paris — Cincinnati

Shopworn

Angel — Cleveland

EXTENDED

90
90

Always
Birth

CINCINNATI

Snow

Albee — The Rage of Paris (Univ); held over.. 130
Capitol — Always
Goodbye
(20th-Fox)
100
Family — The Kid Comes Back (WB)
110
Grand — Port of Seven Seas (M-G-M), 2d wk. ..115
Keith’s — Man’s Castle (Col), reissue, held over. 115
Lyric — Fast Company
(M-G-M)
110
Palace — Shopworn Angel (M-G-M)
90

CLEVELAND
Allen — Three Blind Mice (20th-Fox), 2d wk. ..115
Hippodrome — The Rage of Paris (Univ)
90
Palace — Cowboy
From
Brooklyn (WB)
95
State — Love Finds Andy Hardy
(M-G-M)
. ..125
Stillman — Shopworn Angel (M-G-M), 2d wk...l30

DALLAS
90
125
200
90
150
100

Goodbye,
of a

3d

Baby,

White,

3d

DENVER
(Univ),

after

a

wk.

Broadway — Viva Villa (M-G-M);
David Copperfield (M-G-M), reissues, after a wk. at
the Orpheum
Denham — Birth of a Baby (GN)
Denver — White Banners (W!B)
Orpheum — Shopworn Angel (M-G-M);
Ring (RKO)

115

60
90
90

Crime

Paramount — Devil’s Party (Univ) ; Wives
Under Suspicion (Univ)
Rialto — Always Goodbye (20th-Fox), after a
wk. at each the Denver and Aladdin; and
When
G-Men Step In (Col)

115
100

130

DETROIT
Adams — The Rage of Paris (Univ) ; after
wk. at Fox; Young Fugitives (Univ)
Fox — We’re Going to Be Rich (20th-Fox),
plus stage show
Madison— Crime School (FN); Little Miss
Thoroughbred (WB)
Michigan — Tropic Holiday (Para); My Bill
(FN)
Palms-State — Port of Seven Seas (M-G-M);
Go Chase Yourself (RKO)

55
60
45
50
55

INDIANAPOLIS
Apollo — Birth of a Baby (GN), 3d
Circle — The Rage of Paris (Univ)
Loew’s — Fast Company
(M-G-M)
Lyric — Men Are Such Fools (WB),
stage show

KANSAS

wk

plus

120

CITY

Ma instreet — When
AVere You Born? (FN);
Romance
of the Limberlost (Mono)

38

80
90
90

75

115
120
90
85
65

X

95
100
65
85
105
80

(UA)

OMAHA

130

Brandeis — Birth of a Baby (GN). 2d wk
Omaha — Port of Seven Seas (M-G-M);

115

130

Devil’s Party (Univ)
Orpheum — Kidnapped
(20th-Fox);
Heaven
(Para)

100

wk.,

3d

105

PHILADELPHIA

Denver.

wk.,

wk.,

Stolen

RUNS
Boyd— My
Bill (FN)
Earle — Fast Company
(M-G-M), with stage
show, headed by Gene Autry
Fox — Cowboy From Brooklyn (WB)
Karl ton — Penrod and His Twin Brother

Indianapolis.

Los

Angeles.

Midland — Blockade (UA) ; Reformatory (Col).. 80
Newman — Cowboy From Brooklyn (WB)
95
Tower — Always Goodbye
(20th-Fox); Phil
Harris stage show
230
Uptown — Three Comrades
(M-G-M);
previously at Midland
75

LOS ANGELES
Chinese — -Yellow Jack (M-G-M);
Love Finds
Andy
Hardy
(M-G-M)
Downtown — My Bill (FN); Men Are Such
Fools (WB)
Four Star — Algiers (UA)
Hillstreet — Snow White (RKO), 3d wk
Hollywood — Same
as Downtown
Pantages — Same
as Hillstreet
Paramount — Tropic Holiday (Para), plus
stage show
State — Same
as Chinese

150
80
200
150
75
110
140
150

(WB)
Keith’s — The Rage of Paris (Univ), 2d
Stanley — Tropic Holiday (Para)
Stanton — Port of Seven Seas (M-G-M)

run

80
120
75
75
90
75
120

PITTSBURGH
Alvin — A

Farewell

Mr. Moto’s
Barry — When

to

Arms

(Para),

Gamble
(20th -Fox)
G-Men Step In (Col);

reissue;
I Married

a Spy (GN)
Fulton — Always Goodbye
(20th-Fox)
Penn — Having Wonderful Time (RKO)
Stanley — Cowboy From Brooklyn (WB) ; Major
Bowes’ show
Warner — Hold That Kiss (M-G-M); Saint in
New York (RKO)

PORTLAND,
State — Professor Beware
Kiss (M-G-M)

70
75
125
85
110
105

ME.

(Para-);

Hold

That

110

PROVIDENCE
MILWAUKEE

Aladdin — Rage of Paris
at the Denver

of Lady

100

(3rd wk) —

Denver
of

140

65
80

CITY

Criterion — Tropic Holiday (Para)
Liberty — Go Chase Yourself (RKO);
Blind
Alibi (RKO),
4 days
Liberty — Hunted Men (Para); Love on a Budget (20th-Fox), 3 days
Midwest — Port of Seven Seas (M-G-M)
State — Gold Mine in the Sky (Rep); Lady

150

Angeles

Always

OKLAHOMA

150

of Paris — Dallas

Snow

200

90

Crown

Capitol — Who
Killed Gail Preston? (Col)
Capitol — Gangs of New
Y’ork (Rep)
Majestic — Kidnapped
(20th-Fox); plus Cab
Calloway on stage
Melba — Wives Under Suspicion (Univ)
Palace — Rage of Paris (Univ)
Tower — Crime School (FN)

Andy

CITY

stage show
Radio City Music Hall — Algiers (UA), plus
stage show
Rialto — Sky
Giant (RKO)
Roxy— -I’ll Give a 3Iillion (20th-Fox), plus
stage show
Strand — Cowboy
From
Brooklyn (WB)

200

(dual) — Provi-

Los Angeles, Providence

Rage
90
75

Angeles

Holiday

Tropic

CHICAGO

of

Tropic
Love

90
100
110
120
100
105

Apollo — Fast Company
(M-G-M)
Chicago — Tropic Holiday (Para), Martha Raye
on stage, 2d wk
Garrick — The
Sheik (Para)
Palace — Having Wonderful Time (RKO), plus
stage show, 2d wk
Roosevelt — Cowboy From
Brooklyn (WB)
....
State-Lake — Hold That Kiss (M-G-M), plus
stage show
United Artists — Port of Seven Seas (M-G-M),
2d wk
World-Playhouse — Pearls
(Lenauer), 2d wk

Top Hits of the Week
Algiers — Los

YORK

Capitol — Port of Seven Seas (M-G-M)
Criterion — Marriage Forbidden (GN)
Globe — We’re Going to Be Rich (20th-Fox),
3d wk
Paramount — Professor Beware
(Para), plus

50

CHARLOTTE
Broadway — Saint of New
York (RKO)
Carolina — Shopworn
Angel
(M-G-M)
Imperial — Tropic Holiday (Para)
State — Border Wolves (Univ)
State — Prairie Thunder (FN)
State — Sea Racketeers (Rep)

NEW

IS 100%)

Palace — Blind Alibi (RKO);
Toby Wing in
person
Riverside — Flight Into Nowhere
(Col), plus
stage show
Strand — Port of Seven Seas (M-G-M); Always
Goodbye (20th-Fox)
Warner — The Itage of Paris (Univ) ; The
Devil’s Party (Univ)
Wisconsin — Slave Ship (20th-Fox);
Number
(20th-Fox)

Private

100
90
80

85

MINNEAPOLIS

HAVEN

College — Blind Alibi (RKO);
High Flyers
(RKO)
Loew-Poli — Port of Seven Seas (M-G-M); The
Lone Wolf in Paris (Col)
Paramount — Tropic Holiday (Para); Gangs of
New York (Rep), 8 days

85

Roger Sherman — My
Party (Univ)

70

NEW

Bill

(FN);

Devil’s

70
90

ORLEANS

Center — Mr. Moto Takes a Chance (20th-Fox)
Globe — Adventures of Robin Hood (FN),
2d run
Liberty — Life and Loves of Beethoven (SR)....
Loew’s State — Woman
Against Woman
(M-G-M)
Orpheum — Little Tough Guy (Univ)
Saenger — Tropic Holiday (Para)
Tudor — Prison Farm (Para)

Justice

(Para)

75
150
200

SALT

LAKE

CITY

100

Aster — Little Miss Thoroughbred
(WB);
Hunted
Men
(Para)
90
Century — Wives Under Suspicion (Univ)
80
Orpheum — Having Wonderful Time (RKO).... 100
State — Tropic Holiday (Para)
90

NEW

Majestic — My
Bill (FN) ; When
Were You
Born?
(FN)
State — Love Finds Andy
Hardy
(M-G-M);
Storm in a Teacup (UA)
Strand — Tropic Holiday (Para); Bar 20

55
65
110
100
100
100
75

Capitol — Penrod’s Double Trouble (WB) ;
When
Were Y’ou Born?
(FN)
105
Centre — The Texans (Para)
95
Studio — Having Wonderful Time
(RKO)
110
Utah — Little Miss Broadway
(20th-Fox)
100
Victory — Farewell to Arms (Para); King of the
Newsboys
(Rep)
100

SAN

FRANCISCO

Clay — Storm in a Teacup (UA)
Fox — Cowboy
From
Broadway
(WB)

90
; Woman

Against Woman
(M-G-M)
95
Golden Gate — Sky Giant (RKO), stage show.. 110
Orpheum — Birth of a Baby (GN)
110
Paramount — Port of Seven Seas (M-G-M);
We’re Going to Be Rich (20th-Fox)
125
St. Francis — Shopworn
Angel (M-G-M);
Mr. Moto
Takes a Chance
(20th-Fox),
2d d.t. wk
80
United Artists — I Cover the Waterfront (UA) ;
Count of Monte Cristo (UA), reissues
105
Warfield — Always Goodbye (20th-Fox); Prison
Farm
(Para), 2d wk
85

WASHINGTON
Capitol— Always Goodbye (20th-Fox), plus
stage show
120
Columbia — The Sheik (Para)
105
Earle — Tropic Holiday (Para), plus stage
show
HO
Keith’S' — Little Tough Guy (UA)
100
Metropolitan — When
Were
You Born?
(FN)..100
Palace — Shopworn Angel (M-G-M), 2d wk
85
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PRODUCTION
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OF

VIEWS

AND

NEWS

(Hollywood Office — Suite 219 at 6404 Hollywood

CENTER

Blvd.; Ivan Spear, Western Manager)

TALK TURNS TO 5-DAY WEEK TO STAGGER LABOR
Lubitsch - Selznick

May

Efforts

Slow

Lubitsch’s initial production will be
“The Shop Around the Corner,” a play by
the Hungarian writer Nicholas Laszlo,
with Dolly Haas, foreign star, in the
leading role. Miss Haas has been at Columbia for the past year but failed to get
before the cameras. She starred in the
English production of “Broken Blossoms.”
Admittedly the most important factors
in Silverstone’s visit has been his efforts
to entice Selznick International back into
the UA fold by persuading the organization to sign a new and exclusive distribution deal on terms similar to the 193738 pact, now nearly expired.
While certain quarters opine that the
output of the new Ernst Lubitsch Productions will ultimately go to UA for distribution, those who take the opposite
view point out that if Myron Selznick carries out his avowed intention of forming
several units headed by writers, directors
and Thespians under his management,
the combined product would be too much
for UA, under its present setup, to absorb— particularly if Silverstone succeeds
BOXOFFICE
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H

UA
Over

Boosts W anger
Budget
a

million

will be made
ger

Virtually Every Studio
Setup Cral', H°s Aflirmed

UA

Complicate

The possibility of further complications
in the United Artists production-distribution setup, final details of which
Maurice Silverstone, chairman of the
UA executive committee, is trying to
adjust during his current Hollywood visit,
are seen by local observers in an important announcement, released over the weekend, by Myron Selznick, artists’ representative and head of a talent agency
bearing his name.
Selznick, according to the announcement, has formed a partnership with
Ernst Lubitsch, producer-director, under
which the Ernst Lubitsch Productions, Inc.,
has been incorporated, and which will be
the forerunner of a proposed series of
producing units in which Selznick will
serve in partnership with stars, directors
and writers whom he now represents.
Each unit will bear the name of the personality involved.
All creative talent concerned will share
the profits of the pictures produced.
Conciliation

Tieup

and

available

a

half

dollars

to Walter

Wan-

to enable him to enlarge his production activity and carry out the

most ambitious program of his career,
it was announced late this week by
Maurice Silverstone, chairman of the
UA

executive committee. No other
tailed information was given.

The

arrangement

meetings
Wanger

follows

between

and

the producer

series

Silverstone

apparently
will stay

a

indicates
in the

de-

UA

of

and
that
fold.

in consummating a new deal with S-I —
and in which latter company Myron Selznick is also financially interested.
Those adhering to this latter viewpoint
lean toward the theory that Lubitsch and
the other projected production units, along
with S-I, may be the elements from which
a new and entirely separate distribution
organization may be formulated.
While these rumors as to the manifold
possibilities of the new Myron Selznick
deals were being discussed, Silverstone was
awaiting the arrival of Lynn Farnol, recently appointed advertising - publicity
chieftain for UA, who was due here
Thursday. Upon his coming, Silverstone
and Farnol were to address a meeting of
the publicity-advertising directors of the
separate production units in the UA fold,
explaining the new UA advertising and
publicity setup, with Silverstone planning
to return to New York some time during
the weekend.

Doran

Joins Agency

D. A. Doran, who previously served as
story editor at Paramount, 20th CenturyFox and Columbia, has affiliated with the
A. and S. Lyons, Inc., agency as a vicepresident.

Of prime importance among studio
labor topics is the growing possibility that
unanimous action may be taken to push
the adoption of a five-day working week
in the studios as a method of staggering
employment and avoiding peak and depression periods for the rank-and-file of
motion picture workers.
Virtually every craft has placed its okay
on the measure, including the powerful
International Alliance of Theatrical Stage
Employes and the Conference of Motion
Pictures Arts and Crafts. The expected
return to Hollywood on August 1 of Pat
Casey, producer labor contact, will find
craft leaders presenting their plan to him
for scrutiny and possible inclusion as one
of the major planks in the coming producer-labor basic agreement conferences
to be held in New York within a few
weeks.
The Screen Directors Guild hearing, originally set to be held before the National
Labor Relations Board August 16, has
been moved back to August 22. On tap are
the bargaining requests filed by the
Motion Picture Film Editors, Script
Clerks Guild, Society of Motion Picture
Art Directors and the Society of Motion
Picture Artists and Illustrators. All have
been on the NLRB waiting list for a considerable period, marking time while the
labor body disposed of the Screen Writers Guild-Screen Playwrights, Inc., tangle.
Giving the two organizations in question
further time to iron out the situation
themselves, Dr. Towne Nylander, regional
director of the NLRB, has again deferred
action on the request filed with his office
by the Studio Utility Employes Local asking that government action be taken on
what the SUE alleged to be a jurisdictional
encroachment attempt by the IATSE. SUE
officials declared that 85 of their members at Republic had been made the targets of an absorption campaign by the
IATSE,

which charge the latter union denied. Leaders of the two crafts have been
huddling on the matter for the past two
weeks.

REVIEW
Directors Balk at Being Saddled
With Excess of Associate Producers FLASHES
The spotlight which for many months
has been unrelentingly focused on the
lengthy and complex jurisdictional batcle
between the Screen Writers Guild and the
Screen Playwrights, Inc., shone on another of Hollywood’s major talent Guilds
this week, with the Screen Directors Guild
moving into prominence by addressing a
2,500 word communication to the producers against whom it is conducting a recognitional campaign.
Titled “An Analysis of the Motion Picture Industry,” and headed by an explanatory note declaring that “this is not
a series of demands,” the statement declared, as an explanation for current industry woes and the nation’s nosediving
boxoffice, that the production system, in
its executive branches, is to blame through
having created an over-supply of “utterly
unqualified” associate producers. The
“interference of these intermediates” with
what the SDG terms the logical work of
the director is causing the megaphonists
to play an ever-decreasing part in the
preparation and production of motion pictures to the detriment of the finished product, the SDG claims, and such associate
producers have been given too much responsibility.
“No director questions the need of executive supervision,” the manifesto declared. “We speak here of the army of
the inept, who have been promoted to
positions of authority for which they are
unqualified, inexperienced and utterly
lacking in creative ability.
“A survey of the major

studios has re-

Strike Threat by
Negroes at Metro
A near strike of approximately 100
Negro extras on an M-G-M set, closely
following the filing of several protests
with the Screen Actors Guild that a number of bit-players have been violating the
Guild’s established basic wage scales, gave
SAG leaders new problems on which to
ponder this week in addition to the several matters already confronting them.
The difference between an $8.75 and an
$11 paycheck caused the trouble at Metro.
Guild officials explained the situation as
having been created when the colored
players, called to work on an $8.75 check,
refused to perform for less than $11, the
extras declaring that the work they were
called upon to do automatically placed
them in a higher bracket. Metro, under
protest, paid the higher wage but immediately protested to the SAG. The matter has already been placed before the
Guild - producer adjustment committee,
with a Guild spokesman predicting that
the difficulty would be ironed out quickly

40

vealed that 40 per cent of the cost of production is represented by overhead and
miscellaneous. Never in the history of the
industry has this cost been so high. We
believe that it is to be explained by the
’system of production’ described above
. . . In the making of ‘B’ pictures these
conditions are even more prevalent and
are aggravated

by the fact that the econ-

omy of production is paramount.”
The survey was drawn up by W. S. Van
Dyke, Howard Hawks, Herbert Biberman,
Rowland V. Lee and Phil Rosen. Continuing, it pointed out that, in a ten-year period, the number of associate producers
had increased 800 per cent, while 40 per
cent less pictures were turned out by them.
As a solution, it recommended that “closer
unity be established and maintained between the real producer on the one hand
and the director on the other, and that
the directors bend every effort toward the
re-establishment of the collaborative system which was, and still is, the moneys
making and good picture-making fact of
statement was given the unanimous
theThepast.”
approval of the SDG membership at a
dinner-mass meeting held Monday night
at the Lakeside Country Club.
Of a routine nature during the week
was the SDG's appointment of Harry Potter as chairman of the studio contact
committee at United Artists, and Erie
Kenton in a similar capacity at Columbia. Also received during the week was
the resignation of Herrick F. Herrick as
executive secretary, due to ill health.

BULLDOG

Junior SAG members had “chiseled” by
accepting lower-than-standard paychecks,
particularly for assignments as screen
policeman, for which, it was charged, they
have been taking $8.25 daily instead of the
accepted $11 scale. Aubrey Blair, of the
Junior SAG, set to work to solve this problem by calling a meeting of all Junior
Guilders involved and securing their
signatures on a “gentleman’s agreement”
to refrain from further price-cutting.

More
Four

"Heart" Scenes

days of additional scenes are be-

ing shot for Selznick International’s “The
Young in Heart,” building up the roles of
Paulette Goddard, Richard Carlson and
Minnie Dupree, to ready the film for its
guaranteed two-week run at the Radio
City Music Hall, in New York, where it
will have its world premiere.
Next "Hopalong Cassidy"
“Sons of the Pioneers” is the next
“Hopalong Cassidy” to be made by Producer Harry Sherman for Paramount.

IN

AFRICA

(Para)—

villain. The feature is ably produced, directed at a fast clip and is adequately cast.
John Howard, Heather Angel, H. B. WarKing. ner, J. Carrol Naish, Reginald Denny. Produced by Harold Hurley. Directed by Louis
CRIME OVER
LONDON
(GB)— Tepid British
gangster melodrama which suffers mainly
from an
overabundance
of dialogue.
Neither

do

sound

recording

and

photog-

raphy contribute much relief to the proceedings. Paul Cavanaugh, Joseph Cawthorn, Margot
fred Zeisler.

Grahame.

Directed

by

Al-

CROWD
ROARS, THE (M-G-M)— Will bring
roars of joy from showmen when they see
how the cash customers are sure to go for
this lusty, exciting and thoroughly engrossing picture of the prize ring. In every
situation it will be a knockout from the
opening gong through the last round. Cast,
story production and direction contribute
to an ensemble that more closely approaches as mass
screen
anything to come from

than

entertainment
any studio in

a long member
time. Easily
Taylor's
best,
every
of an Robert
imposing
supporting
cast is comparably excellent. Produced by
Sam Zimbalist. Directed by Richard Thorpe.

COMPLETE REVIEWS on the above
pictures will appear in an early issue
of BOXOFFICE.

Good
and hinting at “punitive action” against
the near-strikers.
Of a different nature were the other
charges of wage-scale violations. These
revolve around allegations that numerous

DRUMMOND

Rip-snortin' melodrama that will have the
action addicts adither as the hero overcomes insurmountable odds to outwit the

3rd Week

Roadshow

Assured

of 'Antoinette'

Metro’s roadshow engagement of “Marie
Antoinette” was certain of an approximate
$13,700 take in its third week at the
Carthay Circle Theatre here.
The Norma Shearer vehicle grossed $15,300 in its second week and brought $18,200
in its initial seven days, including the premiere. Figures in each stanza are nearly
double those registered by the last M-G-M
feature in the house, “Captains Courageous,” which ended its third and final twoa-day week there with $7,800 in the till.
“Antoinette,” however, is considerably under the take of “Snow White and the Seven
Dwarfs,” which set new house records in
its extended run,

DeRoche Signed by S-I
For "Titanic" Research
Jean Renwick

DeRoche

has been signed

by Selznick International as research assistant on the forthcoming production of
“Titanic,” filmization of the maritime
disaster. DeRoche has crossed the Atlantic 47 times.
“Titanic” will be the first American picture directed by Alfred Hitchcock, ace
British megaphonist.
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Characteristic of the apparently

SPEARHEADS

immovable imperviousness of Hollywood to industry developments and
problems outside its own mountainous
boundaries, was the film capital’s reaction,
if any, to the anti-trust violation suits
filed by the government last week. Here
was an action, the far-reaching importance of which rocked New York executive and nation-wide distribution and exhibition circles to their very foundations,
and which may materially alter the entire structure of the industry.
Yet, Hollywood, pursuing its sublime
isolationist policy, took the news in stride,
hardly pausing for even casual comment,
and manifesting considerably less interest
therein than in the next day’s entries at
Jack Warner’s Inglewood emporium of
chance.
Further indicative of this impermeable
position are two recent developments in
the local radio broadcasting field. One
is the now-being-talked-of program in
which the Motion Picture Relief Fund and
the Screen Actors Guild will combine
forces, the latter contributing the services
of its Thespic membership to a transcontinental program given commercial
sponsorship and the Fund to receive the
profits therefrom. The other is the announcement by the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences that it, too, will
enter the radio business by launching a
weekly show titled “Cavalcade of Hollywood,” on which the cream of acting and
writing talent will be used.
For two years or more the rank and file
of the nation’s showmen have chanted a
continued wail regarding the harmful effect the increasing appearances of ranking motion picture stars on ether programs is having on boxoffice grosses
generally, and the popularity of certain
stars, specifically. But in the face of such prolonged plaints
from the exhibitors, two of the production center’s most important organizations
announce their respective intentions of
substantially contributing to what the the-

/
I[

Anything ior
publicity) seems
Paramount

eight features having been unfurled for the Hollywood critics and other

sundry
Martha
aided

chiselers during the past week,
Raye, whose diversified talents,
and abetted by an efficient publicity department, have caused her to

evolve

from

girl, handily
the

best

a

comedienne

won

the

performance

to a

consensus
of the

best picture shown during
One of the fastest, breeziest
emerge

from

the

Paramount

week

glamour
nod

for

in the

that period.
comedies to
lot this sum-

mer, “Give Me a Sailor" is a credit to all
concerned in its making and should prove
one of the bright
boxoffice horizon.

spots

on

the

August

same time brought forth a new musical
formula for the Burbank lot to work on.
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days.

it's for
on the

First,

prodigious

and

ac-

splashing

of

mimeograph
ink. the Marathon St. outfit
claims to have imported two trained fleas
from

Hubert's

Museum

Flea

Circus,

York, to appear in “Zaza," which
Cukor is directing. Next, after an

atre-men have called their greatest and
most annoying competition.
And, it must be remembered, one of
these bodies is fundamentally a trade
union, made up of those who earn their
livings appearing in the pictures which
these exhibitors must buy and show and
which the public must patronize if its
membership is to continue to find work
before the cameras; while the other is a
non-profit organization which quite recently— and in an obvious effort to avoid
outgrowing its usefulness — announced a
complete revamping of its functions and
policies, a divorcement from all industry
economic or political problems, and an
intention to devote its attention exclusively to the “establishment and promotion of a cultural clearing house devoted
to the furthering of the artistic and technical developments of the industry.”
From which it is reasonable to assume
that there is nothing which can ever jar
Hollywood from its complacent, imperturbable insulation, that it is prepared to
stand or fall on its oft-displayed “we
make ’em, you worry about distributing
and exhibiting ’em” attitude.
Darryl

Zanuck has approved the expenditure of an additional $100,000 on the

sandstorm sequences in “Suez,” raising the
total cost of the spectacle sequence to a
quarter of a million. Judging from an
earlier blast, he could have purchased just

and

nation-wide

search,

Jeff

hoboes,

located

and

brought
Bob

is

to Hollywood

toward the goal of realism.
the Paramount stockholders,

competently

The Queen

has spoken! Referring to a

Paul

Snell

reports

stations

are

charging

that

local

broadcasting

producers

and

exhibi-

tors by the syllable for all spot announcements, which determined him against the
use of this medium on "Peck's Bad
the Circus." If Grand National
come

out

of 77B

it hadn't

better

Boy With
wants to
even

the Great

ladder

White

another

through

satisfacreverted

Nuisance,"

to homey, down-to-earth fare in "Mother
Carey's Chickens," a tasteful and commendable adaptation of the children's
well-portrayed throughout . . .
of the

were

popular

unreeled

Japanin

“Mr.

Moto's Last Warning," a 20th Century-Fox
contribution, and while this latest in the
paced

than

enough

Trail."

its predeces-

thrills and

enter-

"The

a

step

on

splendid

Chaser,"

which

the

cinematic

performance

in

a re-make

of "The

uncovers

another

also

promising newcomer in Ann Morriss. Sustaining interest throughout, the picture is
solid, honest
Distinctly

entertainment.
on the debit

side

of the ledger

was Republic's "A Desperate Adventure."
Slated as another milestone in the comeback try of Ramon
story, meager

Novarro,

production

its tiresome

values

and

lag-

ging direction are an unfortunate but insurmountable handicap for the talented
Latin star, who would do well to insist
upon

more

lavish

treatment

if he

wishes

antics in RKO Radio's "I'm From the City,"
but the feature is distinctly inferior to

to regain his once prominent position as
a matinee idol. A
forced air of gay

earlier Penner vehicles, Joe finding himself unable to surmount a creaking and

Continental

unoriginal

Blore

story idea

con-

sider using spot announcements
on "Renfrew of the Royal Mounted Rides North on

picture destined for universally
tory acceptance . . . RKO Radio

sors, it packs

not as fleaCukor epic,

signed
him the
on ablind
contract.”
. . . and
shall lead the halt.

M-G-M's

is slower

For the sake of
let it be hoped

bit player in “Garden of the Moon,”
columns Louella Parsons: “He wasn’t even
listed on the program in the cast of characters, but I mentioned him in my review
of the picture. Yesterday, Hal Wallis told
me Warners had acted on my tip and

program

series

ad-

forthcoming
get the two

Incidentally, the far-fetched publicity blurbs
which have been billowing from Paramount
concerning fleas, are pretty sorry.

acted

ese hawkshaw

technical

that the returns on "Zaza" are
bitten as those on the last
"Camille."

tightly-woven,

adventures

to act as

of

being

widely-ballyhooed importations together, the
studio will have really taken a forward stride

mounted

classic,

king

reported

visor for "Arkansas Traveler,"
Bums starrer. Now, if they

. . . "Prison Break," Universal's contribution to the jailhouse cycle, proved a

Further

Davis,

New

George
alleged

Rancid

tainment to guarantee successful reception , . . Joe Penner displayed his comic

Warner's "Garden of the Moon"
uncovered a promising screen personality in
John Payne, actor and singer, and at the

realism (or maybe
to be the watchword

lot these
companied by a

Raye
With

as much hot air for three arid a half cents
by merely getting Harry Warner on the
telephone.

. . . Dennis

O'Keefe

intrigue

sags

pretty badly,

al-

though performances by Novarro, Eric
and Marian Marsh are all excellent.
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Dip in the Number of Films Before
Cameras Still Leaves 44 in Work
Dipping slightly from the top figures hit
in recent weeks, Hollywood’s production
index is lagging along at a 44-picture figure as the week opens, three under last
week but still hitting a satisfactory pace
insofar as labor activity is concerned.
Chiefly responsible for the drop in
Paramount, which nosedived out of first
position — where it hit a 12-picture figure
last week — by sending five films to the
cutting rooms. This week it stars “King
of Chinatown’’ and, by August 1, will have
three more in work — “Thanks for the
Memory,” co-featuring Bob Hope and
Shirley Ross; “Illegal Traffic,” which
Louis King will direct; and “St. Louis
Blues,” starring George Raft, with Raoul
Walsh directing.
With Paramount relinquishing its throttle hold as most active studio, Warner,
experiencing a summer boom, sneaks into
that spot, maintaining the eight-picture
pace it established last week. No new
films were set to go into work at the Burbank plant this week, although several
will hit the cameras during August.
Metro shares second spot with Paramount. The Culver City lot draws a blank
week insofar as new pictures are concerned, but its sound stages are grinding out
seven films. Coming up are “Honolulu/’
to star Eleanor Powell, “Out West With
the Hardys,” next in the “Hardy Family”
series, “Idiot’s Delight,” to co-star Norma
Shearer and Clark Gable, and “The Wizard of Oz.”
Pending the return of Production Chief
Darryl Zanuck from his European vacation, 20th Century-Fox is content to idle
along with six pictures in production.
Upon Zanuck’s return, however, the studio
will experience a late-summer boom in
which at least ten pictures will get the go
signal — among them two Technicolor
specials, “Jesse James” and “Kentucky;”
a Shirley Temple starrer, “Little Princess;” Eddie Cantor’s “Mr. Average
Man;” the Ritz Brothers in “Three Musketeers;” as well as “Mr. Moto Takes a
Vacation,” “Charlie Chan in Honolulu,”
“Big Town Girls in Reno” and several
others.
RKO Radio holds its six-picture pace
by launching a new and as yet untitled
George

O'Brien under Dave Howard’s direction. August cameras will focus on

“Annabel

Takes

a Tour,” second

in the

B . B. Kahane's Initialer Is
Given Title at Columbia
Initial production

efforts at Columbia

for B. B. Kahane, head of the company’s
legal department, has been titled “That
Woman’s Here Again,” a
sequal to
“There’s Always a Woman.” Melvyn Douglas will repeat his original detective role,
although a new feminine lead will be
sought to replace Joan Blondell.
A1 Hall will direct.
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series co-starring Lucille Ball and

Jack

Oakie, and “Trailer Romance,” while “Pacific Liner” is scheduled for a September
start.
Columbia, through independent producers, starts two — Larry Darmour getting
“Not for Glory,” a Jack Holt starrer, into
production, and Coronet Pictures launches
a Buck Jones vehicle, “Below the Rio
Grande.” Columbia will release both. In
total the studio is shooting on four films —
same figure as last week.
Also filming a quartet is Universal,
which launches “Swing That Cheer,” second in its collegiate series, as Max H.
Golden’s first production chore since he
signed with the studio. This is a onepicture gain over last week. Coming in
August will be two “Crime Club” productions— “The Last Express” and “The
Comet,” as well as “Adam’s Evening,” a
Ken Goldsmith production, “The Sun
Never Sets;” another Deanna Durbin picture; and “Rio,” second Danielle Darrieux
starrer.
“The Return of Billy the Kid,” starring
Roy Rogers, is given the nod at Republic,
keeping that studio’s production index at
three pictures. August will find a considerable increase in camera activity, coincidental with the expected arrival here
of Herbert Yates, guiding light of the
company’s destiny. Three Gene Autry vehicles are lined up, including “Overland
Stage Riders,” “Pony Boy” and “Western
Jamboree.” Other vehicles on the slate
are “Command to Glory,” “Murder at the
Dogshow,” and “Sam Houston.”
Monogram, sending “The Circus Comes
to Town” into the cutting rooms, starts
"Wanted by the Police,” featuring Frankie
Darro. Two pictures are in production,
the other being “Starlight Over Texas,”
first of the Tex Ritter western series.
E. B. Derr will send “Gang Bullets” before
the cameras August 1, following it with
“I Am a Criminal.” Also on schedule is
“Gangster’s Boy,” a Jackie Cooper vehicle.
United

Artists holds steady, Producer

Samuel Goldwyn having “The Lady and
the Cowboy” in production and Hal Roach
nearing completion of “There Goes My
Heart.” Selznick International plans an
August 1 start on “Made for Each Other,”
for UA release, with Carole Lombard and
James Stewart co-starred.

Returns

to Law

Disney to Expand
This Fall
Walt Disney is preparing to
construction next fall on new

start
and

greatly

Ferpro-

and

enlarged studios in San
nando Valley, having acquired

perty there from the Los Angeles Water
Power Co. The new plant will

enable

the

cartoon

maker

to speed

up

production of his feature-length animated cartoons and will call for an
expanded staff of animators
technicians.

and

other

“Pinoccio," his second feature-length
cartoon, is now in work at the present
Hyperion

Ave.

studio.

A Boom Looms on
Independent Lots
Independent cameras seem slated for a
marked upswing in activity with the advent of August, current production plans
of several independent film-makers disclose.
Clinching of an eight-picture deal with
Tim McCoy, western star, will end a long
period of idleness for Sam Katzman and
his Victory Pictures. Katzman, whose
Culver City studio was destroyed by fire
last year, will shoot at Conn Studios, the
first of the series to get into work before
August
15. He will seek state-right releases.
Zeidman

Adds

Eight

Bennie F. Zeidman, executive vice-president of Malcolm-Browne productions, has
added eight more pictures to that company’s schedules through the signing of a
pact with Majestic Pictures for a series of
feature-length melodramas. Alvin G.
Manuel will produce for Majestic, with
the first picture, titled “Prison Train,”
set to get into production August 1 at
Talisman studios. Gordon Wiles directs.
This series is in addition to eight westerns which will be produced for Zeidman
by Regent Pictures, starring Randy Rawlins, new “find,” and which will also be
launched during August.
Another independent due to swing back
into action in August is Ben Judell and
his Progressive Pictures. Judell is to
transfer his production headquarters from
Selznick International to the Conn
Studios. Cameras will turn August 15 on
“I Want a Divorce,” featuring Beverly
Roberts.
Fine

Arts

Well

Along

Fine Arts Productions, well along with

Koenig, formerly in executive capacity at Warner and Universal, and a
brother of William Koenig, studio manager at M-G-M, has returned to the practice of law, opening offices in Hollywood.

its first picture for Grand National release, has handed Charles Lamont a producer-director contract. Lamont is megaphoning “Shadows Over China,” featuring
James Dunn. During August, FA plans

King to Meg "Illegal Traffic"
Louis King will direct “Illegal Traffic”
for Producer Bill Thomas at Paramount.
No cast has been set.

production of “Wild Bill Hickok,” with
Sam Newfield directing; “Cipher Bureau,”
a story by Arthur Hoerl; “Wonder World,”
with Edward Halperin as associate producer, and a “special,” tentatively titled
“Slave Ship.”

Ben
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<2tmama tk.5
OPTIONS
—Columbia
CHARLES
ROYAL
added
prepare an untitled original.

to

writing

staff

to

contract

actress,

held

for

an-

—Paramount
MARY
BOLAND
signs two-picture contract, indicating that the studio may
re-unite her and
Charlie Ruggles in a
new
series of domestic
comedies.
— RKO

Radio

GEORGE
O’BRIEN
signs new six-picture contract to continue starring in westerns.
DONNIE
DUNAGEN,
moppet
player, handed
long-term contract after his screen debut in
“Mother Carey’s Chickens.’’
— Edward
Small
HOWARD
EMMETT
staff, transferring from

ROGERS
M-G-M.

joins

writing

—20th Century-Fox
ALBERT
RAY
and FRANCES
HYLAND
draw
new writing tickets. No assignments as yet.
ROBERT
KELLARD,
contract player, given
contract extension.
NORMAN
FOSTER
draws new writer-directoractor pact. He is currently preparing to direct
“Mr. Moto’s Vacation,’’ seventh in the series.
KENNETH
MacGOWAN,
associate producer,
held for another year.
HANS
PETERS
joins art department
on
a
term. deal.
—Universal
LESTER

JAY,

“Dead End" gang,
— Warner Bros.
SAM
current
Ffaces.”

BISCHOFF

15-year-old

member

draws

contract.

draws

production

job

term,
new
is

term

“Angels

of

the

contract.

His

With

Dirty

Cliff Lewis, Paramount studio advertising chief, is back from Little Rock and
San Antonio, where he handled the world
premiere of “The

Texans.”
*

Back at their studio desks are Mack
Gordon and Harry Revel, 20th CenturyFox tunesters, after an eight-week motor
trip through the east. They have been
assigned the song-writing chores on three
forthcoming pictures at the studio.
*

Completing a 18-week jaunt around the
country visiting newspapers and theatre
men, Barrett Riesling, Metro publicist, has
returned to the studio. He visited 69 cities
on the trip, which began April 11, including a conference with the governor of
Nebraska.

Although personal appearance engagements by Hollywood Thespics are at a low
ebb this week, principally due to the general increase in picture production which
has called many wandering minstrels back
to the studio fold, at least two film figures
will hit the trail during the early weeks in
August.
Hugh Herbert checks out August 6 for
a six-week trek for stopovers in New
York, Philadelphia, Washington, D. C„ and
Pittsburgh.
Also planning to embark on a six-week
jaunt when his current Coronet production hits the cutting rooms is Buck Jones.
The veteran western star will exhibit himself in New York, Cleveland, Detroit, Boston, Chicago and St. Louis before returning to face the cameras again.
Frances Langford, screen and radio
star, wound up two weeks of p.a.’s in New
York and opened Sunday in Pittsburgh for
a seven-day stand, moving from there to
Philadelphia.

Lamour

and MacMurray
in " Mantrap "

“Mantrap,” a story of the Canadian
northwest, has been placed on Paramount’s
production schedule as a Technicolor feature co-starring Dorothy Lamour and Fred
MacMurray. It is. based on a novel by
Sinclair Lewis and was once filmed by
Paramount, in 1926, with Clara Bow
starred.
Frederick Hazlitt Brennan is scripting.
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H

JAMES
EDWARD
Here Again,” slated
B. Kahane
produces.

by the Paramount Office Employes Ass’n,
according to an announcement by Carey
Hall, president. More than 500 secretaries
and studio clerks are members.

*

George Burns, Grade Allen and their
two children will leave August 5 for a
Honolulu vacation.

to “That Woman’s
Melvyn Douglas. B.

to “Duchess
LEHMAN.

of Broadway,”
The film will

IRMGARD
VON
CUBE
to an untitled
as a starring vehicle for Sigrid Gurie.
— Paramount

original

NORMAN
HOUSTON
to “Sons of the Pioneers,”
a “Hopalong Cassidy” western for Producer Harry
Sherman.
LEO
BIRINSKI
Producer Harlan

on “The World’s
Thompson.

JAMES
CREELMAN
to
ALLAN
SCOTT
to “Man
Benny starrer.

Applause”

for

the

GRANETT
WESTON
to the next
Drummond”
adventure, as yet untitled.
MALCOLM
STUART
BOYLAN
From
Kentucky,” a Jeff Lazarus
ring George Raft.
— RKO
Radio
TRUMBO

to

for

“A Million Thrills.”
About Town,” the Jack

WILKIE
MAHONEY
to “Thanks
ory,” the Bob Hope comedy.

an

Mem-

“Bulldog

to “The Lady’s
production star-

untitled

story

which

will be Garson Kanin’s first production effort at
the studio.
FRITZ
FALKENSTEIN
and
N. BREWSTER
MORSE
to
— Republic
produce.

“The

Inside

GARRETT
to
man Schlom, FORT
produces.
a WELLS
1938-39

A baby daughter ivas born to Mrs. S.
Sylvan Simon, wife of the Universal director, at the Cedars of Lebanon Hospital.

GRANT
to star

JACK
McDERMOTT
teamed with GLADYS
star Jean Arthur.
— Samuel Goldwyn

DALTON

ROOT
special.

begins

Room.”

“Lady

in

work

on

Lou

the

Lusty

News.”

“Sam

DONALD
HENDERSON
CLARKE
titled original for Producer Armand

will

Her-

Houston,”
to an unSchaefer.

MAURICE
HANLINE
to “Dr. Judith Randall,”
set as a starring vehicle for Frieda Inescourt.
HERBERT
DALMAS
to “Red
“Three Roach
Mesquiteers” western.
—Hal

River

Range,”

a

ARNOLD
BELGARD
to “Fifth Avenue Parade,”
an
original by France Romer
and Edgar
MacGregor.
—
Universal

*

Julian (Bud) Lesser, son of Producer
Sol Lesser, and Genee Mae Kobacker, of
Columbus, Ohio, have announced their
engagement.
*

August 14 has been set as the date of
the annual Motion Picture Fathers and
Sons outing, to be staged at the Uplifters Club. Three hundred and fifty invitations to the affair went out this week.
*

Sol Lesser, Principal Pictures president,
was guest speaker at the opening of the
National Conference of Jews and Christians in Estes Park, Colo., on Wednesday.
He ivas to return to Hollywood on Friday.
*

W. W. WATSON
to “Newsboys’ Home,”
Goldsmith
production which
will star
Cooper.
of

a Ken
Jackie

HAROLD
BUCKLEY
to “Thunderbugs,” a story
midget automobile racing ; VAL
BURTON
and

El T TOT
GIBBONS
to “Flying
LOEB
to “Swing That Cheer” and
on Walter
“West Wangrer
Side Miracle.”
—

Cadets;” LEE
TOM
LENNON

DOROTHY
PARKER
and ALAN
CAMPBELL
to “Trade Winds,” which hits the cameras August
20 with Fredric March
and Joan Bennett costarred.

Gene

Austin lor Four

By Roadshow

Pictures

Hi observance of his birthday, John Carroll. Monogram singing star, was guest of
honor at a party given by his mother,
Mrs. Julian La Faye, now here visiting her
son from New Orleans. Jean Parker, Mrs.
Wallace Reid, Ida Lupino, William Bakewell, Florence George, Ramon Novarro,

First of an announced series of four
musical westerns starring Gene Austin, to
be produced by Roadshow Pictures, Inc.,
incorporated recently by Max and Arthur
Alexander, Alfred Stem and Austin, gets
before the cameras about August 1.
Max Alexander is the producer and
Harry Fraser will direct. Candy and
Coco, entertainers who have appeared
with Austin in radio and stage engagements, have featured roles, and Joan
Brooks, radio singer, has been selected for
the feminine lead. Five songs written by
Austin will be sung by him in the picture.
Robert Kerr, Austin’s personal manager,
has joined the company in charge of distribution. Pictures will be exhibited on
a roadshow basis with the crooning star

Jack LaRue, Dennis O’Keefe and
Cooper were among the guests.

making personal appearances in conjunction with showings of the films.

Eleanore Whitney, Paramount player,
was to undergo a tonsillotomy at the Cedars of Lebanon Hospital on Friday, following the completion of a picture assignment.
*

Co-Star

SIMMONS
completes
“Thoroughbred”
on “Power to Burn,” which Wallace McDonald will produce. Dan
Totheroh and Sidney
Harmon
wrote the original.

*

August 13 has been set as the date for
the first annual dinner dance to be given

*

Personal Appearances
Call Herbert and Jones

SCR1PTERS
— Columbia

MIKE
and goes

*

—Metro
RUTH
HUSSEY,
other term.

To spend two weeks here on business
and pleasure, Julian Abeles, music representative for Metro, 20th Century-Fox and
Universal, motored in on Sunday. His
family joined him by train.

Jackie
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Academy Enters Radio Picture
With "Cavalcade of Hollywood"
Interpreted in both radio and film circles as a forward step in tying the sister
industries together as entertainment mediums, and designed to give ether audiences an authentic glimpse of motion pictures and their operations, the Academy
of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences announced its entrance into the broadcasting field by disclosing that it would
launch, in early autumn, a weekly show
titled “Cavalcade of Hollywood.”
This ether activity on the part of the
Academy is one of the facets of its recently-announced reorganizational program. Coupled with the announcement
was a strong hint that “heavy money”
sponsorship had been arranged, and it was
declared that top film names and ace
writing talent will contribute. A special
committee headed by Grover Jones will
handle all details, with further announcements as to the type of program, network
to be used and other information expected
shortly.
Radio Row, while absorbing this announcement, continued to cogitate impending developments in the currentlybeing-discussed Motion Picture Relief
Fund-Screen Actors Guild radio tieup,
through which, if successfully negotiated,
local broadcasting will be assured of another large-scale show this fall. Unconfirmable but general reports were being
circulated that General Foods is in line
to sponsor the broadcast, to which the
SAG will contribute the cream of its acting talent, and from which the Relief

Fund

will receive the bulk of the proceeds for use in charitable work — principally the construction of a home for
aged and penniless Thespics.
Late September will find the Columbia
network experiencing the beginning of its
expected autumn boom, with the return
to the airwaves, emanating from Hollywood, of Jack Haley on a new variety

Producer

Native

Sees

Film Expansion

Disclosing plans for a 100 per cent expansion of Mexican film-making activity
during the next six months, Paul H. Bush,
Mexican producer and financier, is conferring here with bankers and industry
leaders, and is studying American filmproducing methods.
Head of Impulsora Cinematografica,
Bush predicts that Mexico City, where he
headquarters, will become the Hollywood
of Latin America within two years because, he claims, its films have a stronger
psychological appeal to Central and South
American audiences than do those produced here.

show, and General Foods sponsoring “We,
theGetting
People.”in readiness for the autumn
spurt, CBS began exhaustive tests of its
new $350,000 transmitter in Torrance
during the week, under the supervision
of James Middlebrooks, construction
engineer, and an inspector for the federal
communications commission.
The Don Lee-Mutual netwoi’k and Station KHJ have garnered two new summer
programs. The first is to be launched
Sunday under a tieup perfected some time
ago with Paramount. Titled “Men With
Wings,” it is an exploitation plug for
Paramount’s soon-to-be-released airplane
picture of that name, and will be sent
transcontinentally for 13 weeks. Fred
MacMurray and Andy Devine, featured
in the film, will be guests at the initial
broadcast. The other new DL-M show is
“Hollywood Hams,” transferring from
Station KFWB. Taking satirical digs at
the film capital and its well-known
personalities, the show recently drew a
protest from Samuel Goldwyn against a
characterization he declared was unflattering to himself.

Wide Support Encourages
Screen Liberty Defenders
Spurred by the success of its first meeting, which was attended by more than
300 representatives of liberal Hollywood
organizations, the Freedom of the Screen
Committee is rapidly solidifying its platform and planning extended efforts to defend and encourage the production of
motion pictures treating of social and
political themes.
Under the sponsorship of the Motion
Picture Artists Committee, 60 organizations selected Walter Wanger, Director
John Ford, William Dieterle, Herbert
Biberman, Ray Mayer, Frank Sheridan,
Joe Shea, William Gately and Margaret
Goodrich to comprise a committee which
will aim to set in motion militant preparations for establishing a permanent organization.

Another highlight of the week’s gatherings was a meeting of the Friends
of the Abraham Lincoln battalion, at
Trinity Auditorium, with Bill Rogers, son
of the late Will Rogers, as the principal
speaker. He recounted his recent experiences in Spain as a newspaper correspondent. Also on the speakers’ platform were
Congressman Thomas Ford, Assemblyman
John Gee Clark, Scenarist Samuel Ornitz,
and Hy Roseman, returned volunteer
from the Spanish Loyalist army.

Efforts of the liberals were crystallized
through what Wanger termed, at the initial meeting, the “unfair” activities of
“minority groups” to prevent the American public from being allowed to see
films of a documentary social nature

"Road Demon" Sports Reel Title
“Road Demon” has been decided upon
as the title of the second “World of
Sports” pictures at 20th Century-Fox.
Jerry Hoffman is the producer.
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Mexican

through “illegal” picketing, particularly
of the Wanger production, “Blockade.”
Activities of other anti-Fascistic organizations were held to the minimum. The
Hollywood Anti-Nazi League’s Youth
Commission met to hear an address by
Assemblyman John Gee Clark.

Evelyn Keyes Emissary
For " Sons of Legion "

Paramount is tieing in its “Sons of the
Legion,” now in production, with the
opening of the American Legion convention here in September by dispatching
Evelyn Keyes, who has the feminine lead,
to accompany Vic MacKenzie, Legion official, on a national invitational tour. Official invitations to the governors of 21
states, mayors of the same number of cities
and other civic and national figures will
be carried by Miss Keyes.
“Sons of the Legion” is due for release
at the height of the Legion conclave.

Cinema

Music

Concert

Featuring scores from recent films, with
Cecil B. DeMille as narrator and Boris
Morros conducting, the Hollywood Bowl
has scheduled August 2 as an all-cinema
music concert.
Edward G. Robinson, John Barrymore,
Basil Rathbone and Hope Hampton are
among

Thespics who

will be on the pro-

gram.

Max
Golden
given
met" nod
"Costarting
ts the
Star
en has
Gold
to “The Comet,” his first production chore
under his recently-signed Universal ticket.
William Gargan, Joy Hodges and Andy
Devine top the cast, with Ruth Donnelly
and Florence Roberts in supporting roles
in the mystery melodrama. Otis Garrett
directs.

er" McRKO
Radio
has borrowed
lor "LinVictor
owed
Borr
Laglen from 20th Century-Fox for the lead
in “Pacific Liner,” a story by Anthony
Coldeway and Henry Roberts Symonds.
Picture goes into work when McLaglen
has completed his work in “Gunga Din,”
now in production by RKO Radio. Lew
Landers

will direct “Pacific Liner.”

Fine Arts Signs W. E .
Western Electric recording equipment
will be used on all Fine Arts productions,
President Franklyn Warner having signed
with General Service Studios for that
service.
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Color Laboratories

Coast

For Trade

Augment Facilities
With

Technicolor, Inc., having announced that its autumn output would
tax the plant to capacity and would neces itate a heavy increase in technical
employment at its local plant because of
the many important pictures scheduled for
production during the coming months
which will incorporate the Technicolor
process, two other color-processing laboratories have moved in and usurped a
portion of the limelight.
The Dunning Laboratory and its president, Carroll Dunning, a pioneer in colorfilm development, drew the spotlight when
it became known through reliable sources
that a new three-color process on which
Dunning has been working for several
years will be available for commercial
use within two months and that, coincidental with the marketing of this new
process, Dunning will move into larger
quarters. At present Dunning, operating
at peak capacity, confines his business to
industrial films, cartoons and short subjects.
The new Dunning process, it is claimed,
will cut present established print costs for
three-color work to about one-half. It
requires no special cameras.
Another development during the week
came when it was announced by Cinecolor, Inc., officials that the company’s entire stock issue of 167,000 shares had been
over-subscribed. The stock had been offered at $1.50 per share. This announcement came shortly after the company
formally broke ground for the construction of its new $250,000 laboratory and
processing plant in Burbank — which plant,
when completed, will have a capacity of
1,000,000 feet of film per week. The new
plant will be prepared to handle Cinecolor’s present two-color process and, in
addition, will offer a new three-color process now in the final stages of development. Officers of the company hope to
have construction on the greatly-enlarged
plant completed by October.
Heretofore Cinecolor’s business has been
largely confined to short subjects, and
commercial films, utilizing a two-color process, but with the 1,000,000 feet capacity
of the new plant, company officials expect
to branch out into the feature-length field.
Cinecolor holds contracts with Paramount,
Warner, Columbia and RKO Radio for
1938-39 short product.

Predicting a boxoffice upswing and general industry prosperity that will find motion picture production and distribution
both enjoying normal times before the
end of the year, Ned Depinet, vice-president in charge of distribution for RKO
Radio, headed the week’s roster of visiting executives. Arriving here Thursday
with S. Barret McCormick, publicity-advertising chief, and Dave Strumpf, head
of the art department, Depinet spent several days at the studio conferring with
Pandro Berman, production head, on summer release schedules, viewed rushes on
recently-completed pictures, and planed
east again on Tuesday.
Another arrival early in the week
was Trem
Carr, accompanied
by C. King
Charney.
Carr
attended the Monogram
board of directors meeting in New
York ahd discharged some personal
business, while Charney checked up on the activities of his New
York office. Also back from
New

York was Scott R. Dunlap, Monogram’s
production chieftain, who
attended the board meeting to present his request for a
hefty budget

boost

for

the

for "Finn"

"Balalaika" for Schunzel
“Balalaika” will be directed for M-G-M
by Reinhold Schunzel as his next chore at
the studio. He is currently winding up
“Rich Man, Poor Girl.”
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company’s

1938-39

picture-making

program.
Concluding a
week
of conferences at M-G-M,
Nicholas Schenck headed for New
York over the
weekend, accompanied by Mrs. Schenck and Howard Dietz, Metro’s publicity-advertising chief, who
spent several days here outlining the “Greater
Movie Season” campaign
for local studio publicists in preparation for the nation-wide drive to
swell theatre attendance.
Also utilizing the exit gate was
Cliff Work,
vice-president and general manager
at Universal,
who trained out to New York to meet J. Cheever
Cowdin, Universal’s board chairman, and President Nate Blum.berg for a
short conference on
details of the production lineup set for the next
few months.
Work
carried
of Introduction” with him
east.

Primed
Starter

The opening gun in the Hollywood contribution to the industry’s greater business
drive was fired Thursday when Gabe Yorke
outlined the campaign at a meeting of the
advertising and publicity committee at the
local Hays office.
Budget allocations for the cooperative
advertising campaign, boosting late summer and fall releases, are being worked
out in the east. Points of the campaign
were amplified by Howard Dietz, advertising-publicity chief for Loew’s, Inc., during a hasty visit here over the weekend,
with Dietz returning to New York after
clarifying the parts to be played by the
local committee. Eastern committee members met Wednesday in New York for a
final review of their plans.
For details of the industry ad campaign see page 22 this issue.
With his customary lips-sealed attitude.
Will Hays returned here Saturday after a
hurried trip east, and early in the week
was in conference with studio executives
concerning the anti-trust suit filed against
eight major companies by the federal government. Neither he nor Hays office
spokesmen would discuss the matter.
It was anticipated that Hays would call
a conference of the studio executive committee, comprising Edward Mannix, Adolph
Zukor and Jack Warner, which was appointed to aid in the better-business campaign, and that he would also review the
plans drafted by the committee of publicists and theatre operators handling the
local end of the campaign.

a negative of “Letter
for screening in the

Ben Thau, M-G-M
executive, prepared to leave
for New
York, whence he sails for London early
next week to supervise the production of several
Metro quota pictures to be
ing the next few months.

Are

Campaign

Depinet Predicts
Business Upswing

made

in England

dur-

RKO Writer Exits ; "Doc"man
Merman Joins Zeid
Checking off the RKO Radio payroll as
a writer is Gertrude Purcell, leaving an
affiliation that had continued for more
than two years. Her last scripting effort
was “Mother
release.

MetroRoo
has ney
decided to star Mickey Rooney in “Huckleberry Finn,” the screen
rights to the famous Mark Twain novel
having been acquired some months ago
from Paramount. Joseph Mankiewicz will
produce.

Publicists

Carey’s Chickens,”

now

in

Completing his production lineup, B. F.
Zeidman, executive vice-president of Malcolm-Browne productions, independent
outfit, has signed Doc Merman as his production manager on a series of eight action
melodramas.

Bickford
on "S. O. S."
has signed Charles Bickford

Universal

for a leading role in “S. O. S.” Ken Goldsmith produces with Nan Grey and Barton MacLane also set for top roles. Harold Young will direct.

Loew

Examinations
The Coast

on

Are Ended

Last details of the local examination of
M-G-M studio executives by Attorney Emil
Ellis preliminary to the coming eastern
trial of suits brought against Metro by a
group of stockholders attacking the profitsharing contracts held by 12 company
executives, were cleaned up here when
Ellis recalled Nicholas Nayfack to gain
additional information from him.
Working

behind closed doors at the Ambassador Hotel, Ellis, sent here by the
New York supreme court, has spent two
weeks quizzing Louis B. Mayer, Mervyn
LeRoy, Nayfack, Edward Mannix, Larry
Weingarten, Harry Rapf, Sam Katz, Ben
Thau, Hunt Stromberg, and Bernard Hyman. Charts, books and other financial
records were turned over to Ellis on Monday by J. Alvin Van Bergh, New York attorney who is representing Loew’s, Inc.
When his second meeting with Nayfack
was concluded, Ellis returned to New York,
his findings remaining secret. Van Bergh
also headed east, probably on Friday or
Saturday.
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DENIAL OF UTAH THEATRE SUPERVISION RAISES
STATE FAIR TRADES ACT CLARIFICATION ISSUE
Ogden Chain Victory
Bank Night Is Blow
To Commission

in

File Paramount

Los Angeles — "New developments," the nature of which he would
have prompted R. Dean Warner, attorney for 20 independent theatre
appeal

to U. S. circuit court

in district court, in which

By V. B. HUTTON

The

R. Yankwich's

commission to prevent the Paramor Theatre Co. from operating Bank Night and
Ten-O-Win at its theatres in Ogden. The
court held that the operation of theatres

and

ions,” and that in the absence of more
specific language in the fair trades act
the commission cannot supervise these
places of amusement.
The commission issued a cease and desist order against the theatre company
several months ago, and the firm asked
the supreme court for an injunction
against the commission pending decision.
The injunction now is made permanent.
In its opinion, written by Chief Justice
William H. Folland, the court said:
a line of business is to be supervised or controlled in whole or in part

by a

state agency, the legislative enactment should be clear, and decisive words
indicate the intent to do so, rather than
leave the power to depend on a judicial
construction

of doubtful

words.”

1ID) IE N V IE R
£D
sued

BOB MAPEL and Bernard Newman, theatre and film men, have been
for $50,500 damages by Nat Wolfe.

AND

The

suit, filed in district court, is the outgrowth of a beating Wolfe says he sustained at the hands of the three in his exchange. Wolfe says the three entered his
exchange and beat him after he denied
knowing anything of the alleged hijacking
of the Louis-Schmeling fight films from a
local express office. Wolfe is suing for
$25,500 actual and $25,000 exemplary damages, the $500 being for medical attention
following the fight, which amount Wolfe
claims he spent for medical attention.
Albert Coppell, who also operated the
Bideawee here, is reopening the old Sun
Theatre on Larimer St., as the Mexico.
With

an all-Spanish film fare at the Bideawee proving successful, Coppell will use
the same at the 440 -seat Mexico . . . A. P.
Archer, head of the Civic Theatres, went
to the Jackson Hole country in Wyoming
for his vacation
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Les

Abbott,

vice-

decision

exhibitors'

ruled

that

certain

handed
suits

to deliver

down

against

against

his clients

Paramount,

six pictures

not disclose,
operators, to

promised

recently

charging
on

breach

the company's

appeal was filed in circuit court by Warner after a conference of the exhibitors had arrived at the decision to continue the fight, despite District Judge Leon

trades act following the supreme court’s
ruling that the Utah Trade Commission is
without authority to regulate the operation
of theatres.
The case involved the efforts of the

is not “trade or commerce as the term
has been defined in previous court opin-

the

the

of contract for assertedly failing
1936-37 program, were dismissed.

Salt Lake City — Exhibitors in Utah are
alert for indications of a drive to clarify
and extend the provisions of the state fair

“Where

Appeal

denial

of their right to amend

Paramount's

pictures

on

contract

its promised

with

the

program

the

complaint.

showmen

gave

Judge

it the

if "unavoidable"

Yankwich

had

right to substitute

circumstances,

such

as

illness of stars or creators, hampered production. Pictures involved were “Souls at
Sea," "Angel," "Artists and Models," "Count of Luxembourg," "Spawn of the North"
“High,

Wide

and

Handsome."

president and sales manager for Monograph visited the Graham Bros. Theatre
Equipment Co. for several days.
Most

of the members

of the

Gibraltar

Enterprises, Inc., went to the Triangle C
dude ranch at DuBois, Wyo., for a few
days

before continuing on to the Yellowstone National Park. Those going to Yellowstone included Mr. and Mrs. E. J.
Ward and family of Silver City, N. M.;
Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Murphy, Raton, N. M.;
Mr. and Mrs. John Greer, Santa Fe; Mr.
and Mrs. Chas. Gilmour and daughters,
Denver. These and the following enjoyed
the stay at the ranch: Mr. and Mrs. E. J.
Schulte, Casper, Wyo.; Mr. and Mrs. Wm.
Ostenberg, Scottsbluff, Neb.; Mr. and Mrs.
Clarence Chidley, Casper; Mr. and Mrs.
Everett Cole, Alamosa, Colo., and Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Knill of Denver. Some of them
returned to their theatres after the ranch
vacation.

Montgomery Files
Counter-Action Suit
Los

Angeles — Charging failure to perform the terms of a contract, George

Montgomery,

Salmon,

owner

of theatres

in

Santa Fe, is building a 200 -room hotel
costing about $600,000 in Albuquerque,
N. M. The structure has been leased to
the Hilton Hotel Co. . . . S. B. Rahn has
moved his Atlantic Pictures exchange back
to his former quarters at 828 21st St. He
reports that because of the Hughes
around-the-world

flight that

the demand

and

exchange

Alfred Smallberg, he asks that
tion through which Sutton and
seek

cancellation
tract be rendered

The
Nathan

distributor

operator, has filed a counter-action in superior court in answer to the suit brought
against him by Jay Sutton and Albert A.
Galston of the All-Star Exchange here.
Montgomery alleges that Sutton and
Galston, who purchased the exchange from
him in November, 1937, owe more than
$7,000 on it to him. Through Attorney

plaintiffs

the acGalston

of their purchase
void.
charged

con-

Montgomery

with

fraud, alleging that they were to receive as a portion of the sale a number of
film negatives to which, they asserted,

they

found

Montgomery

had

no title.

Carrillo Campaigning
For T. F . /. O'Connor

for “ Hells Angels” and ‘Sky Devils,” two
films made by Hughes, has increased until

San Francisco — Leo Carrillo, motion
picture star and member of a pioneer

he has a hard time
mand is also heavy

California Spanish family, has been appointed chairman of the motion picture

entino

short

dealing

supplying prints. Defor the Rudolph Valwith

the

star’s life.

Redecorators have just finished the redecorating job at the Mercury Film exchange . . . Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Newman
of the Mercury exchange are spending
two weeks in New York . . . Nat Wolfe has
booked “Missing Girls” for roadshows in
a majority of the Fox houses in the territory. . . L. J. Finske mixing a little pleasure with a lot of business on a threeweek trip to New York . . . Ross Bluck of
the RKO exchange on vacation.

committee of T. F. J. O’Connor’s campaign
for the gubernatorial nomination on the
Democratic ticket.
in

Last year, both interest and amusement
San Francisco political circles was

aroused by Carrillo’s statement
might rim for governor himself.

Nace
Salt
product
Arizona.

Lake

Buys

that

he

Columbia

City — The

Harry

Nace

or-

ganization has signed for Columbia’s new
for its chain of 17 theatres in
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Selznick Sold on
One With Pickford
San Francisco — David

O. Selznick

would

like to produce a picture for United Artists with Mary Pickford in the key role,
the one-time “America’s Sweetheart” and
heavy UA stockholder revealed while visiting San Francisco.
Here en route to Santa Cruz, where
husband Buddy Rogers, former screen
star now band-leading, is set to play
at a swank peninsula ballroom. Miss Pickford told newspapermen that she definitely intended to return to pictures after
her absence of several years, but that she
was having difficulty in finding the

^HE Gumm family was well represented
among Filmrow visitors. Bob Gumm,
uncle of the young screen actress, Judy
Garland, was handing out small white elephants— claiming them to be exact replicas of his Brea Theatre, in Brea. With
him was Jim Gumm, Judy’s cousin, in
from Huntsville, Ala., for a vacation which
he may make permanent.
On the Row hooking: Art La Shelle,
of the Catalina Island Amusement Co. . . .
Nick and Frank Diamos, owners of the
Lyric Amusement Co. and a chain of theatres in Arizona . . . Irving Carlin, of the
Carlin and Sinker Circuit, operators of
the Oriental and Alvarado theatres.
Ollie Wog, Universal salesman, has returned from a short business jaunt to
suburban areas.

“right” stories.

Charles Skouras Bags a
68 lor Low Golf Score
Los Angeles — Although nearly every
one of the 50 contestants received a trophy, it remained
man, President

for Fox West Coast’s top
Charles P. Skouras, to

card the low net score in the circuit’s second annual golf tournament at the Lakeside Country Club.
Leading a field of district managers,
executives, house managers, other FWC
employes and friends, Skouras checked in
with a 68, three strokes under Cullen
Espy, Los Angeles district No. 1 manager.
Third lowest net was carded by W. H.
Lollier, with a 72.
Skouras was host, after the play, to the
golfers at a barbecue at Dick Dickson’s
San Fernando Rancho, during which the
trophies were handed out.

Lippert and Henning
Handling Dresserware
San

Francisco — Robert

Lippert

and

E.

J. “Doc” Henning have severed their connection with Coulter Premiums and will
concentrate on a new dresserware line,
“First Love.”
Lippert is currently in Chicago concluding arrangements for the new premium
line, which has already been purchased by
Mike Kaliski for his Lorin, Berkeley; Eddie Stokes for his Eastmont, Oakland; and
Morgan Walsh and George Mann for
several of their Redwood houses.
Lippert and Henning will retain their
local office and showrooms.

San

from

ing " Femmes "
Book
Francisco — J. L. Hartman,
Chicago

to handle

here

roadshowing

of

“Club de Femmes,” Danielle Darrieux
starrer, has booked it for several of the
Aaron Goldberg houses.

Vada
Patterson,

Funk

Robbed

Cal. — Vada

Again

Funk’s

new

400-

seater here was robbed this month, the
second time in 60 days. Some $50 was
taken.
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Vacationing is Bob Beretta, salesman
with the Filbert Equipment Co., who left
for two weeks in San Francisco.
Holiday time also caught up with Ivan
Hanson of the Cairo Theatre, who is on
his way to Colorado and Yellowstone Park
for five weeks, and Jack Goldman, of the
Pico Theatre, heading north for a rest.
As Santa Ana’s delegate to the state
convention of Lion’s Clubs, Vic Walker,
owner of Walker’s and the State theatres
there, has planed out to San Francisco.
Harry Goldfarb, owner of the Vista, San
Diego, and the National Theatre in National City, in for bookings, as were L. E.
Fund of the Bellflower, Bellflower . . .
A1 Sanborn, operator of the El Monte
Theatre, El Monte, and the Baldwin, Baldwin Park . . . John T. Rennie of Rennies’
Theatre, San Fernando, and Leo Fenton,
owner of the Metro, a local house.
Nick Diamos of the Lyric Amusement
Co. of Arizona has returned to his Tucson
headquarters after spending ten days here
booking product.
The Paramount

Theatre in Casa Grande

will close August 1, to remain dark during August and September. It is a yearly
policy of the house, which always goes
dark during the late summer months.
The Alpine Theatre in Alpine has been
re-christened the Carmen and a new marquee has been installed.
Visitors: James Tigner, Temple Theatre in San Bernardino; Manny Feldstein,
Oxnard and Boulevard, Oxnard; Dave
Cantor, Canoga, Canoga Park; Emil Yuman, Regina; I. Victor, Victor, a local
house.
George (Daddy) Hines was a Filmrow
visitor on one of his infrequent booking trips. Hines operates the Ambassador
Theatre.
Funeral services were held Tuesday for
Charles Norton, for 33 years an employe
of the RKO Theatres organization, who
died last week of a heart attack at his
Fullerton walnut ranch. Rites were to be
observed at the W. A. Brown chapel. Norton was usher and prop boy at the old
Spring Street Orpheum, moving into the
RKO Hillstreet Theatre as stage manager.

Karski Ahead With
East Oakland Plans
San

Francisco — Despite

rumors

that es-

tablished chains will fight construction
of another house in East Oakland, A. C.
Karski, owner of Motion Picture Service
Co. here, is going ahead with plans for a
2,000-seater at the corner of Brown and
Hopkins Sts. in Oakland.
The house, tentatively named the Laurel,
will be built from plans drawn by Karski
himself, and will be operated as a class
suburban outlet. Karski, a veteran in the
local theatre picture, built the Royal on
Polk St. here, 1,500-seat neighborhood now
operated by Nasser Bros., and has been associated with theatre management in
Northern California for many years. His
son, Gerald Karski, is active manager of
the M. P. Service Co. laboratories, recently extensively enlarged.

Tony Blanco Remodels
Theatre in Palo Alto
Palo

Alto,

Cal.

—

Tony

Blanco

has

closed the 600-seat Mountain View here
for extensive renovating. Blanco is booking into his 450-seat Cinema.
Alterations to the larger house include
installation of new lamps, machines,
drapes, carpets and light fixtures, and
complete redecorating of foyer; lobby and
interior. All work is being done by National Theatre Supply.

Casa

Grande

at Santa

Clara Being Improved
San

Francisco — Twenty

thousand

dol-

lars is being spent on remodeling the old
Casa Grande Theatre in Santa Clara, recently acquired by Rotus Harvey, Harvey
Amusement Co., and Gerald Hardy.
Rechristened the Santa Clara, the 1,000seat house will be ready for operation in
August.

WOW!
In less than lour
months

over

1000

theatres have contracted lor our
TRAILER

service.

TRAILER-MADE
1909 S. Vermont

Los Angeles
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INVESTIGATION OF MAJORS BY FEDERAL AGENT
MAY BE LENGTHENED AN ADDITIONAL 10 DAYS
When a Contract Is
Not a Contract

Albert J. Law Strikes a
Snag in Probe at
Warner Bros.

Los

Currently at RKO Radio, Law had expected to check into the Warner exchange this week, moving from there to
United Artists to complete his investigation. Pending Levinson’s arrival he will
remain at RKO Radio.

Benefit From
Salt

Lake

cularly booking product

into

would

book

product

its entire

into the two

here has been boosted by the many visitors in town for Covered Wagon Days, an
annual civic event.

TRADE

Seth

1938-39

Perkins

Per-

western

houses

on

a 50-50 percentage basis for matinee
performances, chortling to himself over
the advantageous terms of the deal.
Then

he dropped

to earth

with

a thud

when Marty Sullivan, also a Columbia
salesman, evinced curiosity as to what
arrangements
dead

with

films in
houses.

Perkins,

laughter,
the

who

had

daytime

was

made
in

nearly
to show

his

open-air

Buys Land lor Theatre
Los Angeles — A plot of land adjacent to
the Compton Theatre in Compton has been
purchased by the West Coast Compton
Theatres, subsidiary of Fox West Coast.

Hardys' Theme

attendance

sales-

kins' Drive-In Theatres. Sam had contracts all drawn up whereby Columbia

Civic Event

City — Theatre

Nathanson,

man at Columbia, hasn't much to say
certain subjects these days — parti-

on

Los Angeles — Albert J. Law’s investigation of major exchanges’ financial records
here, being conducted as the result of
charges of anti-trust violations filed with
the department of justice by various local
independent distributors and exhibitors,
may be extended a week or ten days longer
than previously announced.
Law, a department of justice deputy,
previously announced he would wind up
his probe by the end of August. However,
he and his corps of sleuths have struck a
snag at Warner Bros, in that Howard
Levinson, eastern attorney for that company, sent word from New York that he
would not be able to arrive here until
August 1.

Angeles — Sam

Hollywood — The

Song

popular

Hardy

family

now has a theme song. It’s titled “You’re
Only Young Once,” and was contributed
by Dave Snell.
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San Francisco’s touch with the producing world was held this week by word
from Hollywood that Lois Lane, San Jose
girl, is making good in the film capital by
way of a forthcoming featured role with
Grand National . . . Zoe Delle Lantis,
Exposition ‘‘theme girl” and one-time
cashier at Hal Neidas’ Orpheum here,
signed with Paramount not so long ago.
Remember? . . . Another local starlet,
Mary Russell, former department store
clerk now with Columbia, was recently
married to Producer Paul Ames. From
New York, too, came word that Caroline
Chew, talented San Francisco Chinese girl
and noted dancer, last month wed Lee
Ruttle, theatrical producer. Caroline was
in ‘‘Good Earth” (like half of California’s
Chinese- American population) and in several of 20 th-Fox’s Charlie Chan features.
Vacationeers : Mack Morris jr. of Western Poster, combining business and pleasure with a swing around the Pacific
Northwest territory . . . Seattle was the
choice of Ethel McMann of the local FWC
office, too, while popular Jerry Leon,
secretary to A. M. Bowles of FWC, headed
for LA . . . Charlie Peterson is back from

right in her own back yard, where she’s
got lots of pretty flowers and a nice green
lawn.

Engineers"

30 Theatres

THEATRE
B. F. SHEARER

Company

1914 So. Vermont

Equipment
1969

Engineering

lots of attention at Ralph Pincus’ Geary,
where they’re appearing on the stage
with “On Borrowed Time.”

a San Diego sunning . . . Eleanore Pedranzini, Agnes Cannon and Anne Sammel are
at Catalina Island ... We hear that Leon
Carlen, poster clerk for All-Star here, is
offering his own super-colossal version of
“Having Wonderful Time” at Hoberg’s
summer resort, where the girls outnumber
the men ten to one . . . Leita Elliott, of
the Golden Gate, is spending her vacation

LOS ANGELES
EQUIPMENT

jyjARY
and passing
Buddy through
Rogers
were PICKFORD
the only stars
this week, but Victor Moore and Guy
Bates Post, featured comedian and character actor, respectively, are attracting

RO-9191
SERVICE"

Congratulations are in order: Ralph
Moore, assistant manager of the Golden
State Noe Theatre, and Gene Farrar, office manager for General Register Co.,
both of whom sneaked off and got married without telling us the names of their
brides. Good luck anyway ... To Jan
Garber, Burns and Allen radio maestro,
who’s currently wowing ’em at the St.
Francis ballroom here ... To Gordon
Allen because he just placed Screeno in
three of Golden State’s biggest houses . . .
To Jack Hunter, formerly purchasing
agent for T. & D. jr., circuit here, this
month appointed manager of location
leases for the Exposition . . . And to Exposition executives, who signed ‘‘Flying
Doug” Corrigan as San Francisco World
Fair Ambassador.
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Frisco Trade Warg
Of a Roller Derby
San

Francisco — Local

theatre

operators

are looking with some anxiety at the
Roller Derby currently pulling heavy attendance to the immense Civic Auditorium.
Happily free from dance marathons, roller derbies, walkathons and similar events
in the past few years, theatres here at one
time suffered heavily from the competition of such events. Local veterans fear
that success for the roller derby might
encourage promoters of other such events
to try the town.

Frisco Trade Grieves
San

Death

"Sons"
of Two
veterans of show

Francisco — Local

business, both legit and film, are grieved
to learn of the deaths of two San Francisco old timers, Arthur Hotaling and
Edgar J. Regan.
Hotaling, 66, died in Riverside, Cal.,
where he made his home following retirement from the trade during the days
of silent pictures. A member of an old
San Francisco family after which one of
the local streets is named, he had his
first theatrical experience in this city.
Regan, another San Francisco pioneer
family member, was with Henry Miller for
years, appearing on the stage with such
stars as Margaret Anglin, Pauline Frederick and Sothern and Marlowe. He also
worked in pictures during the early silent
days.
Louis
San

Honig

Dead

Francisco — Louis

Honig,

64-year-

old advertising executive well-known to
local theatre men, died suddenly of heart
disease here. He was western division
manager for the Erwin-Wasey Agency.

RKO First-Run Lets Down
Bars to Other Product
San

Francisco — For

the

first time

in

many years, the 3,000-seat Golden Gate,
RKO first-run outlet here, is to show
products from other exchanges.
Columbia’s “Reformatory” registered
strongly early in the week and was exr.
pected to go well above the house’s average “take.”
Following “Reformatory,” the Gate will
show Republic’s “The Marines Are Here.”

Third to Levin
San

Francisco — Samuel

C. Levin,

local

theatre insurance man associated with
Mrs. Helen Seiter in the operation of the
Selma and Wasco theatres, has purchased
the 400-seat house at Kingsbury from Tony
Bou.
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JJEAT in this neck-of-the-woods for the
past few days has been terrific, causing
lots of forest fires and burning a big hole
in boxoffice receipts . . . Harry Nichols,
who travels the country in a trailer and
hob-nobs with the “who’s who” of show
business, had a nice scare. Fire broke
out near his abode and he had to rush
the home-on-wheels out of the roll of
smoke. Harry has now left these parts
and will be in Portland for a spell, then
on to Los Angeles . . . Ray Felker had a
birthday and was having a great time.
Dorothy, his daughter, sauntered in and
proudly displayed a beautiful engagement
ring. The display knocked Ray for a loop
but he recovered and a double celebration
was held aboard the deck of the bridegroom’s boat. Robert Harnish will be
Ray’s new son-in-law.
A stranger in our midst is R. W. Simpson of the Palace, Paducah, Tex. Accompanied by his wife, he will journey
through Alaska. He tells of his trip
through Canada and collecting branding
irons and sending them on to Jack Underwood in Dallas. Seems Jack has a new
fireplace in his new spot and the brands
will be burnt into it .. . Lots of activities
around the Sterling office. Bill Forman
will have a new office and the bookkeeping department has moved to new quarters . . . Right here is a good spot to tell
that Mark Morris, manager of the San
Francisco office of Western Poster, is visiting with Don Beckman, Seattle manager. Mark and his very attractive wife
were surprised to find that in five minutes people here can land on a swell beach
and have sandwiches and everything .
The gang from Hamrick-Evergreen took
time out for their annual picnic. In the
morning a golf scrap was held, after which
the day was spent in games and contests
. . . Jim Hone, executive secretary of the
Northwest MPTO, is back from his trip
to Dayton and Waitsburg and in time to
wish his friend Warren Hastings “a grand
trip.” Rev. Doctor Warren Hastings, the
padre of Seattle show business, has been
invited to spend a month in London, England, with a close friend. While there,
Doctor Hastings will address two or three
meetings and clubs, giving them the highlights of the United States. Hurry back,
Doc, the convention of the MPTO will be
on shortly and the meeting will not be
complete without one of your famous talks.
The Rendezvous, Filmrow Eatery and
Hangout, is again open, and looks like a
million. The credit for the lighting goes
to Oscar Seeger of the Cascade Fixture
Co., who is responsible for lighting in
ma?iy of the theatres in the Northwest . . .
Mrs. Otto Herman and daughter, Darle,
in from Portland and visiting Mrs. Herman’s sister, Mrs. John Hamrick . . .
Johnny Smythe now has a side-kick who
will be on the Row when Johnny cannot
make it. He is Jimmy Lewis . . . Truly
East and Neal jr„ visiting in Portland
and writing they will be in Seattle later,
or as soon as Neal gets his vacation from
Paramount in San Francisco . . . Mrs. Roy
Peacock, back from Vancouver, B. C„ af-

ter attending the wedding of her younger
sister ... At Brake, home after a sixweek trip through Montana . . . Glen
Slipper of the B. F. Shearer Co. in Los
Angeles has left for home after a Northwest vacation. Glenn was accompanied by
his wife.
A1 Clapp, giving his Hollywood Theatre
a remodeling job and making the place
look real nifty . . . Rad Pratch of Tacoma,
giving the boat a good going-over, for
he will have a busy weekend with the
Nicholas family . . . Mrs. Corrine Brown,
back from her vacation and on the Row
with her mother, Mrs. Tom Berry of Edmonds. . . Tom Shearer, in and out to
Portland and on a trip through the Oregon territory . . . Bill and Dorothy Forman, back from their vacation with a
good-looking suntan . . . The Morrie Segels, house-hunting . . . A1 Goldstein,
buying a can opener. He lives in an
apartment and without a cook . . . Howard (Mac) MacBride, introducing his son
to the gang on the Row. Junior is as
tall as his dad and is here from Los Angeles.
Mrs. H. I. Shannon, here from Idaho
visiting her daughter, Mrs. B. F. Shearer
. . . Senior and Beryl Mercy entertained
a party of 14 at the Mercy mountain cabin
... I. H. Crabtree has opened the Roxy
in Toppenish . . . Don Geddes, vacationing
at Soap Lake and thinking up a lot of
new ideas for his Orpheum . . . Archie
Bartholot, city manager of the Mercy circuit in Yakima, - is back at his desk after
a couple of weeks in the mountains. He
could have said “yes” and made a trip to
Alaska . . . Jack and Mrs. McMillan, here
from Long Beach and on to Spokane after a few hours’ visit with Jack’s brother,
A. H., who handles the Northwest Film
Club.
Mickey DeLeo, the golf champ of the
Northwest show business, visiting from
Port Townsend . . . Mildred DeFoi, vacationing on Lummi Island . . . Allen
Zell, over from Spokane and doing some
fancy figuring on his future bookings . . ,
Harry Cohen, division manager for RKO,
visiting the local exchange and doing a
little limping ... Ed Halberg, learning
about express on a new boat he had shipped to Port Angeles . . . Murray Peck,
ducking out of Yakima for a weekend
and telling of the terrific heat.

To
San

Salt Lake

Francisco— Back

Friends
to see his friends

in Salt Lake City this week went M. S.
Smart, operator of the Roxie and Cameo
theatres here. Previously, Smart operated several houses in the Utah metropolis.
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Highlights

of the High

By Harry

Enough

fyJRS. RAD PRATSCH of the Realart Theatre, So. Tacoma, is touring
the East with her daughter on their annual vacation. Skipper Rad Pratsch is
on the job and his boat, the Flying Cloud,
is tied up at the Tacoma Yacht Club. Mrs.
Pratsch while on her vacation trips looks
over new ideas in theatre design, especially those of a colonial art. Hence the
beautiful front that now graces the Realart. Her ideas were conceded to that
master lobby designer, Don Beckman,
manager of Western Poster, Seattle, who
built for the Realart one of the finest
colonial fronts in the state of Washington.
Norton Clapp , founder of the beautiful
Lakewood district, adjacent to Camp
Lewis, spared no expense to make the
Lakewood Theatre modern and in keeping with the atmosphere of the very ritzy
Lakewood center. B. F. Shearer and H.
Moore of Tacoma, collaborated and turned
out for Clapp a monument dedicated to
the amusement of Lakewood moving picture fans. Dave Lindsay, manager, adds
class to the enterprise. Two nights a week
are given over to the showing of foreign
films.
W. A. Slater, owner of the Northwest
Film Service, advises us that he now is
using ten trucks. In addition to the
servicing of most of Washington’s theatres, Slater has just received a contract
to distribute most of the national magazines to the different news companies
throughout the state. Assisting Slater
are Don Hoidale, Skipper Okeson and F.
J. Londry.
Don Beckman, manager of Western
Seattle, has just received a contract to
build the lobby frames for Joe Danz’ new
Embassy Theatre at Seattle.
L. O. Lukan has been operating the
Green Lake Theatre at Seattle almost a
year. August 24 will be the first anniversary. This beautiful 750-seat house reminds us of the Eastwood at Houston, Tex.
Luke has one of the largest children following we have ever seen in a neighborhood house, which speaks well of the future for the Green Lake. The other night
Luke was playing a magician act, and in
the course of the performance, was called
on to assist the master mind. After the
rope cutting trick the magician turned to
Luke and proceeded to cut his neck tie in
small pieces. Luke is still wondering what
the trick was, as we saw him in the lobby
after the show and he had no necktie.
Ray Olmstead was in Seattle with
George Weeks of Monogram last week.
The usual conferences iVith Al Goldstein,
local manager, was the reason. Ray left
Weeks here and returned to Los Angeles,
George going on to Minneapolis.
Ben Fish, district manager for United
Artists, stopped in Seattle to see that Jack
O’Laughlin,

50

new

salesman,

received the

Spots

Nichols

proper

introductions

and

told us

that

Jack O’Brien will work the Oregon territory, with Portland his headquarters. The
Oregon exhibitors will not have to read
the United Artists reviews now, as Jack
will have all their scripts memorized.
Paul Westlund, former owner of the
Rose Theatre at Regina, Sask., is making plans either to remodel his American
Theatre, Seattle, or build a new one. Paul
has not quite made up his mind as we go
to press. We did not have much time this
year, so we had to pass up our usual boat
trip with Paul, who as a fisherman, is a
good showman.
Ollie Hartman says $26,000,000,000 is
still a lot of money and he intends to get
some of it. Ollie is the manager of the
Roosevelt Theatre at Grand Coulee Dam.
His associates are planning a new 400seat house at Electric City, where we understand the power from this great structure will be generated.
Clarence Farrell and the missus are still
booking first runs in their Audion and
Mid-State theatres at Ellensburg, Wash.
The Audion has Mirrophonic sound and
new high intensities with a new motor
generator. Clarence has been running a
theatre in Ellensburg for the past 17 years.

fHE Universal exchange held its house
picnic at Avalon Park on the Tualitan
river. There was plenty to eat and everybody had a swell time . . . Gordon Craddock went to Seattle a few days on busines . . . On the Row were Harry Percy
of White Salmon, Merle Harrington of
Clatskanie, Don Radabaugh of Roseburg
and Eni Hemmila of Medford . . . Bess
Erskin, Universal film inspectress, is away
on her vacation.
Jack O'Bryan, super salesman for
United Artists, had his name painted under Jack Kloepper’s at the United Artists
office in the B. F. Shearer Bldg. . . . Edgar Mercy of Camas, Wash., was in using
the telephone at B. F. Shearer Co. . . .
“Cap” Kuhn was in from Lebanon with
his son Ronald. M. W. Mattechecks of
McMinnville was another visitor. Howard
Gordon was another out-of-towner. He’s
from Boise, Ida. George W . Gould of Dallas’ Majestic Theatre claims the title of
Oregon's youngest exhibitor.
Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Durkee of Springfield took in the Rose City and stopped in
to see Jimmie Beale at Columbia. Jimmie
has just returned from making the loop of
Newport, Eugene, Cottage Grove and
Salem ... B. E. Fisk of Bandon has leased the theatre at Port Orford, according to
Frank Becker. The Western Theatre
Equipment Co., completely overhauled the
house in time for the opening July 30 . . .
Milt Odem of Redmond drove down to

Paul Volkman of Wapato, Wash., says
business is way off, due to their big cherry
crop being ruined by heavy rains. Donald
and Paul jr. are doing nicely though and
are
has. the best customers that the Liberty

Portland and then took a plane for Seattle to see the Freddie Steele-Al Hostak
fight with Jack Dempsey as referee.

F. C. Weskil is now running the Canida
Theatre at Sand Point, Ida., and his son,
L. H., will continue to operate the Roxie
and Rose at Colfax, Wash. New projectors
have been installed in the Rose.

Harrington, manager of Hamrick-Evergreen’s Orpheum Theatre, is vacationing
at Rockaway . . . John McGeehn, northivest publicity representative for RKO,

Take Madge Evans, Preston Foster,
James Gleason, H. B. Warner, Neil Hamilton, Heather Angel, Ralph Morgan and
Big Boy Williams under the understanding and competent direction of George
Nicholls jr. and a producer like Sol Siegal, who will let his director have something to say about the final cutting; then
give them a script like “Army Girl” and
what do we find; that trademarks mean
nothing. Sterling actors and proper producing, with directorial genius, and a
story that will please every conceivable
type and kind of audience is what spells
money at the boxoffice. This Republic
picture has all of that.
Don Glover, who operates the Audian
Theatre at Pullman, Wash., states that
he will continue to run a single bill policy.
This house is in first-class shape and enjoying a nice business. If your county
wants any new school buses, get in touch
with Don, as that is his side line. Don
looks forward to the coming football season, as he expects to take Seattle Filmrow
this fall, as he tells us the Cougars are
a cinch to take the Huskies.

Johnny Griffin of Chinook, Mont., was
renewing old friendships on his way home
from Los Angeles the other day . . . Ron

took in Portland on “Mother Carey’s
Chickens" and “Sky Giant." . . . Those
from Portland who went to Seattle for the
fight included Ted Gamble, Bill McCurdy
and Walt Finney.

Theatre Construction
Is Begun

in Chehalis

Seattle — Cecil Gwinn

and

A. St. John,

who control theatres in Centralia and
Chehalis and also the radio station in
that district, have started to build their
new house in Chehalis. The theatre will
be named the Pix. Seating capacity will
be 680.
Bjarne Moe of the B. F. Shearer
will design the house.

Into Valance
San

Francisco — Lee

Co.,

Field

Dibble

of Ten-O-

Win

Co., has launched into another theatre sideline. The new endeavor is the
“Flash” valance. Several local houses, including the El Capitan, have been
perimenting with the new accessory.
BOXOFFICE
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ILLINOIS ALLIED CLEARANCE SUIT BEING
READIED FOR FILING WITHIN TEN DAYS
Wisconsin

Old

Carry " Divorce ”

Suit May
Milwaukee — A state anti-trust

Anti -Trust

suit filed

six years ago may prompt the federal
government to call Wisconsin exhibitors
to testify in the current action to divorce
production and distribution from exhibition, local observers believe.
The state attack was launched against

major distributors in 1932 by independent
exhibitors while Fred Wylie was serving
as attorney general. Federal Judge F. A.
Geiger halted the action in federal district court here and when James E. Finnegan succeeded Wylie he failed to appeal
Judge Geiger’s decision

Monopoly Suit Has Gov. Suit Recalls
Rembusch Battles
Newspaper Space
Chicago — All the daily newspapers

here

played up with page one headlines the
story of the civil monopolistic suit filed
against the industry by the government
in New York.
The two morning papers, the Hearst
Herald & Eraminer and the Chicago
Tribune, came forth the following day
with comments by Allied exhibitors on the
suit. The Hearst paper quoted Van A.
Nomikos, vice-president of Allied, and
George Topper. Also quoted was Sam C.
Meyers, who is a brother-in-law of John
and Barney Balaban.
The Tribune quoted Joseph Rosenberg,
counsel for Allied, on many trade terms
such as block booking, etc.
The Daily News ran a short page one
story the day after it broke a two-column page one story on the suit, with
comments by Van Nomikos.
Only paper to carry any producer comment was the Chicago Evening American,
Hearst afternoon paper, which quoted an
interview with John Balaban in New York.

Marcus and Swirnoii
Purchase the Badger
Ripon,

Wis.

—

Ben

Marcus

and

I. E.

Swirnoff have purchased the Badger
Theatre, Reedsburg, Wis. Remodeling of
the house is expected to start next week
with the reopening set for about August
25. Included in the work to be done will
be enlarging the house to a capacity of
about 500, equipping with new sound, projection, air-conditioning and new decorations.
Marcus and Swirnoff operate the Campus and Ripon theatres here, and the
Tomah in Tomah, Wis.
BOXOFFICE
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Indianapolis

— Institution

of anti-trust

suits by the government against eight
major motion picture producing concerns
carries on a fight for the interests of independent exhibitors launched years ago
by the late Frank J. Rembusch, operator
of a chain of theatres in Indiana.
Death in the spring of 1936 closed a
career in which Rembusch had created
his independent chain of motion picture
houses and at the same time fought a
bitter battle against block booking, standard exhibition contracts, enforced arbitration and film rental rates which he maintained were fostered by a monopoly of
producers and distributors.
His first move in the long fight came
in October of 1929 when he formed the
Motion Picture Congress of America, an
organization intended to buy pictures
from producers and handle all distribution among its exhibitor members on a
profit sharing basis. The congress also
included Equitable Picture Corp., a league
of independent producers whose films
were to be shown by Congress members.
In May of 1930, two of Rembusch’s companies filed suit in New York against the
powerful Motion Picture Producers and
Distributors Association of America, Inc.,
demanding a total of $2,744,250 damages,
allegedly suffered as the result of monopolistic practices against Rembusch.
This action brought a countersuit from
the producers’ and distributors’ association in which Rembusch’s companies were
to specify the damages suffered. Illness
which afflicted Rembusch some time before his death enforced his retirement
from the battle.

Critics Cite "Algiers"
Los Angeles — The Los Angeles Association of Screen Critics has named Walter
Wanger’s

“Algiers” as July’s best.

Only Action to Forestall
Litigation Might Be
Single-Bill Return
By GENE
Chicago — The

RICH

long-anticipated

Allied of

Illinois suit over the clearance situation
in Chicago is expected to be filed in federal court here within the next ten days,
Boxoffice

learned

this week.

authoritatively

late

Jack Kirsch, newly-named president of
Allied, was in New York on what he
termed “a mission of great importance.”
Several of Allied’s leading members were
planning to accompany him to Gotham.
While there, they planned to confer with
Joseph Rosenberg. The Allied attorney
was in New York on several matters his
firm is handling, and was expected to
spend some time conferring with representatives of the major distributors.
No one at organization headquarters felt
that “this is the opportune time to discuss
the matter.” However, Aaron Stein, another member of the Allied legal staff, did
tell the writer that “we are preparing the
suit and may have something definite for
youWhat
by the
end the
of the
form
suitweek.”
will take depends
upon the outcome of the conversations
with the major representatives in New
York, it is learned. “It appears that
Rosenberg and the Allied leaders have
given up hope of sitting down and settling
the matter and that we will have to go to
court to iron out our troubles,” said one
leading independent.
While the main barrage at present is
at the ten-week clearance that B&K now
enjoys over the first week of release, it is
learned that among the Allied leaders
there is still considerable sentiment for
the return of single features. A favorable
settlement along these lines, it is thought,
might go a long way toward harmonious
regulation of the other complaints by the
independents
against the distributors and
B&K.

No

Chicago

On

Gary

Comment

Trust Suit

Chicago — There

is no

comment

here

by

anyone on the suit filed in federal district court by the Gary Theatre Co., operators of the Palace Theatre in the Indiana
town, alleging a monopoly held here by
Warner Brothers Theatres, B&K and nine
of the major distributors. The complaint
seeks an injunction against the Chicago
clearance schedule provisions.
V. U. Young, operator of several houses
in Indiana and Ohio, is head of the company which operates the Palace in Gary.
He has continually contended that the
(Continued on page 53)
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All-Industry Silver Jubilee
For C. W. Trampe Progresses
Milwaukee — Plans

are

progressing

for

the all-industry silver jubilee celebration
in honor of Charles W. Trampe and others
who have served the business in Wisconsin
for 25 years or more to be held August 30
and 31 at the Schroeder Hotel here.
First meeting of the reunion and testimonial committee was held July 21. Members of this committee include:
A. N. Schmitz, RKO, and Sam Shurman.
M-G-M, representing major distributors:
Jack Frackman, Republic Pictures, and
Charles Koehler, B. N. Judell Exchange,
representing independent distributors: E. J.
Weisfeldt, past chief barker, and Mrs.
Frank

Fischer, president, women’s auxiliary, representing Variety Club; Ben Miller, Film Board of Trade; A. D. Kvool and
Jack Keegan, Warner-Saxe Theatres; H.
J. Fitzgerald and L. Roy Pierce, Fox-Wisconsin Theatres.
Harold Mirisch, Tower and Oriental theatres; Harry Perlewitz, Astor and Jackson
theatres, and George Panka, Prairie du
Chien theatres, representing unaffiliated
exhibitors; George Langheinrich, Burleigh Theatre; George Fischer, Capitol
Theatre, and William Copeland, Jeffris
Theatre, Jefferson, associated exhibitors.
Elmer Klase, president, Milwaukee Projectionists’ Union, Local 164; Oscar Olson,
business manager of the same union, and
Steve Thomas, secretary, Wisconsin Ass’n
of Projectionists’ Unions, Racine, representing theatre employes; William Griffith, president. Film Exchange Employes
Union, Local B-27, and Carl Clancy, business manager of the same union, representing exchange employes.
A1 Sickels, Film Service, Inc., representing transportation; Ray Smith, Ray Smith
Co., and J. B. Schuyler, National Theatre
Supply Co., representing accessories and
supplies; E. F. Maertz, president: A. C.
Berkholtz, West Bend, secretary; Max
Krofta, treasurer, and F. J. McWilliams,
Portage, chairman of the board, representing the I TP A of Wisconsin, and Eddie
Krofta, Monogram, and R. A. Tesch. serving as secretaries.
All committee members are from Milwaukee unless otherwise indicated. Ad-

Vacation
Chicago — Titled “July Fish Facts”

article by Jimmy

Savage

is an

in the current

B&K house organ, the Spotlight, to “aid
these would-be Waltons, the following table
of what fish and why, has been compiled.”
Savage’s article is based upon the recent
successful fishing trip of his bosses, John
Balaban and Bill Hollander, to St. Croix
River. The terms listed are:
Carp (note to typesetter — please be careful)— What to do when film bookers set
the rental.
Herring (Red) — What to drag across
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CAPA Plans Filmrow
Picnic. Aug . 7
Chicago — CAPA
is planning a Filmrow picnic for next Sunday, August 7,
with
thal
Plans
will

Joe Berenson and Harry Blumenin charge of the arrangements.
are also underway for a moonlight boat trip in August. Admission
be

numerous
other

$1

per person. Present arrangements call for a beauty contest,
individual competitions and

plans.

ditional committees
shortly.

are

to be

named

All those who have been associated with
the motion picture industry in Wisconsin
for 25 years or more are being asked to
contact committee headquarters, 709 North
11th St., Milwaukee. Besides Trampe, who
is chief barker of Variety Club, Tent No.
14, head of Monogram Mid-West Film
Exchange, independent exhibitor in two
theatres, affiliated exhibitor in two Fox
theatres, membership card holder in projectionists union, Local 164, owner of Film
Delivery Service and president of the Film
Board of Trade, others to be honored at
the jubilee include the following:
Otto Meister, Fitzgerald, McWilliams,
Weisfeldt, Maertz, Berkholtz, Koehler, Fischer, Smith, Klase, Thomas Saxe, Bert
Fischer; John Adler, Marshfield; Frank
Koppelberger, La Crosse; Neil Duffy, Appleton; A. L. Robarge, Merrill; James Kent,
William Kent, as well as others.
The program calls for a three-hour boat
trip on Lake Michigan the evening of
August 30, to include dancing and refreshments. The second day will feature an
industry meeting in the afternoon with
notable speakers on the program, followed
by the banquet in the evening at which
the presentations will be made to the 25year men.
Everyone in the industry is invited to
attend the celebration, which will include
an exhibit of accessories and equipment
as well, at the Schroeder.

Lake

Wawasee,

Ind. — Showmen

from

all

parts of Indiana mixed business with
recreation at the midsummer meeting of
the Associated Theatre Owners’ of Indiana at the Spink-Wawasee Hotel, Tuesday and Wednesday. Golf, fishing, flying
and other out-of-door sports had a place
on the program with general discussions
of trade practices.
Among the speakers were: John Logan
Campbell of Baltimore; Joseph Sherer of
the state fire marshal’s office; Austin
Clifford, Indianapolis, attorney for the
association and Tom Baker, head of the
Affiliated Theatres, with headquarters in
Indianapolis.
Don Rossiter, newly appointed secretary
of the association, was unable to be
present on account of sickness. Rossiter,
now manager of the Elks Theatre, New
Albany, operated by the Schwartz Amusement Co., and prior to that manager of
the Ger-Bar Theatre Equipment Co., Indianapolis branch will assume his new
position September 1.
Mam-ice Rubin, president of the association, and I. R. Holycross, vice-president, presided. The meeting was an unusual success and undoubtedly will be an
annual event, officers said.
Norma Campbell Todd, office secretary
of the association, had charge of the entertainment for wives of members.

Chicago Trade Bestirs
To Counter Sports Draw
Chicago — Though

sports

of

all types

have been prominent here for years, exhibitors this summer are taking more cognizance of the patronage they are receiving from potential theatre fans.
Main target of exhibitors is the score
of soft-ball leagues in operation everywhere throughout the city. Hundreds of
amateur baseball players participate in
the games every week that blanket the
city. So popular lias the game become that
there are several teams from the motion
picture industry playing this summer.
“Last week there were over 9,000 persons at one series of games on the west
side,” said a prominent exhibitor. “We
should do something to curb this competition, either by having them licensed

Vagary
the trail when

Business-Pleasure
Spirit at ATOI Meet

comes the income

Sardines — What
like.

tax.

by Itthe
or by other
was city
understood
this methods.”
week that Allied
Theatres may investigate the matter and
determine if any action can be taken to
curb this rising competition.

we don’t pack theatres

Whale— And how’s business?
Octopus — The opposition.
Crappies — A double feature of “Parnell”
and “Forbidden Adventure.”
Smelt — Again, how’s business?
Flounder — “Sorry, the booking department is in conference.”
Bull-Head — Insert name of YOUR district supervisor.

Royer Brings Print
Chicago — Fanchon

Royer,

said to be the

only woman producer on the west coast,
was here last week with a print of her
new picture, “Religious Racketeer,” with
Betty Compson and Mrs. Harry Houdini in
the cast. The film attacks spiritualism.
While here she conferred with Dick Beck
and Fred Mindlin.
BOXOFFICE
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Illinois Clearance
Suit to Court Soon
(Continued from page 23)
fact that the Gary houses, some 35 miles
distant from Chicago, must follow the
Chicago loop runs by four weeks, constitutes restraint of trade and violation of
the anti-trust laws. This he has incorporated into the complaint.
He also contends that Gary should get
films sooner than the Warner houses in
Hammond, Ind., which is on the outskirts
of South Chicago. It is understood that
many times the three Warner houses
there get preferred playing time over the
Palace in Gary. That is the reason, it is
said, for the inclusion of the Warner circuit in the group of defendants.
The producers named in the complaint
include Columbia, M-G-M, Paramount.
20th Century-Fox, RKO, Universal, United
Artists, Loew’s, Inc., and Vitagraph, Inc.
Affiliated Chain
Absent

Interests

or Not Talking

Chicago — John

Balaban,

head

of B&K

Theatres here, was not due back in Chicago until late this week. He has been
in New York conferring with Paramount
heads on the recently-filed government
“divorce” suit.
Walter Immerman, who was also in New
York last week on the same matter, returned to Chicago this week, but declined
comment on the suit, and the contemplated Allied suit on the local clearance
setup.
Meanwhile, Chicago dailies continued
commenting on the monopolistic suit filed
in Washington. The Chicago Herald &
Examiner ran a cartoon on its editorial
page. Titled “Girth Control,” it showed a
doctor, labeled “government monopoly investigation,” taking the waist measurement of a pompous and perspiring gentleman. The tape measure used was a reel
of film.
The Daily Times, also on its editorial
page, ran a cartoon showing a large director, “big movie companies,” surrounded
by theatres. Approaching him was a
man carrying the following billing: “The
U. S. government presents one of the largest anti-trust suits ever filed against an
industry. A department of justice production.” The caption on the cartoon
was “Brother, you’re super-colossal!”
Chicago Tribune
Deals a Blow
Chicago

— The

Chicago

Tribune,

arch-

enemy of the New Deal and of the motion picture releasing situation in Chicago,
took a swing at both in editorializing on
the forthcoming government suit against
the majors.
Titled, “Trust-Busting the Movies,” the
editorial said that “there is more justified
complaint in Chicago than any other region in the country. The smaller cities
and towns roundabout get first run re(Continued on page 58)
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Exhibitor Leader

Giveaways Dominant
In Chicago Houses
Chicago — Between

60 and

75 per

cent

of the city’s approximate 300 theatres are
using giveaways this summer at least once
a week. This is according to a Boxoffice
survey including all of the premium offices
in the city.

JACK

Premiums offered by the exhibitors
range all the way from the old standby,
dishes, to the newest giveaway, dresser
sets for women. In between come glassware, mixing bowls, refrigerator boxes, silverware. decalcomanias, lace sets and
earthenware.
“Deals” offered exhibitors run from a
few cents upward, and can cover any
period of time from a few weeks to more
than a year. Favorite among the exhibitors at the present are the short-term
deals covering the summer months.

KIRSCH

Allied Has Young
Veteran in Kirsch
Chicago — Jack

Kirsch,

newly-elected

president of Allied of Illinois, “grew up”
in the exhibition end of the business in
Chicago.
Just 36 years old, he is one of the youngest heads of a major Allied unit in the
country. However, he is truly a veteran
of the exhibition side of the business,
having started with his father-in-law. the
late Jacob Cooper, when the latter operated the 20th Century Theatre.
Since then, Kirsch and his brother-inlaw, Charles Cooper, have added the Villa
and Gold theatres.
“I have no comment to make on anything at this time,” Kirsch told Boxoffice this week.

“I naturally

hope

to fol-

low in the footsteps of our late president,
Aaron Saperstein, and I know that all of
the members will cooperate with me. I
want to look into all matters pending,
such as the proposed suit against the
majors and B&K in regard to the local
clearance situation, and the pending civil
federal suit by the government, before
I make any statements.”
Congratulations continued to pour into
the local Allied offices this week for the
new head. Everywhere there appeared a
cooperative spirit that spells immediate
success for his undertakings.
Kirsch is married and has two children.
While he will retain his interest in his
theatres, Cooper will continue active management
Other officers remain the same: Van
Nomikos, vice-president; Ben Bartlestein,
secretary: Joe Stern, treasurer, and Louis
Abramson, recording secretary, and secretary to Kirsch. Beth Morganstern remains
as stenographer and Ed (Red) Mager will
continue as head of the Allied booking
department.

" Blue Law " Measure
Out
Indianapolis

in Indianapolis
—

More

than

100

exhibi-

tors, exchange executives, and many
employes along Filmrow appeared at the
senate chamber in the statehouse, fearful
that the special session of the legislature,
assembled here to spend more than $5,000,000 of the taxpayers’ money was to pass
a “blue law shakedown” bill.
On Thursday, July 21, a measure prohibiting motion picture shows, baseball
games and other sports was introduced by
Senator Raymond Sohl (Dem.), Dyer, Ind.
Informed that they had nothing to worry
about, that the bill would not be reported
for passage, the crowd left for the Variety
Club golf tournament.

No B&K

Stage Shows

Chicago— Despite

rumors

that

B&K

is

considering stage shows at the big “A”
houses, it was said at the circuit’s offices
this week that the matter is not being
discussed at present.

Gordon H. Simmons Co.
Theatre Air Conditioning
We

can

purchase

suitable

apparatus for your needs at
a substantial saving to you,
and specify
stallation.

its proper

in-

926 North Cass Street
MILWAUKEE,
Phone,

Broadway

WIS.
9800
53

P IE CO) R 111 A
fl/JISS

Familiar

C H III C A G CD

Surroundings

ALBERTA
PETZINGER.
secretary to Len Worley, city manager

J^MBROSE
CONROY, pulled
one ofa the
better B&K P.
managers,
Douglas
Corrigan-Roy Reigels stunt weeks ago
while motoring on his vacation, says Eddie
Seguin. Conroy started for Canada and
ended up sending postcard greetings from
Washington, D. C., a mere 3,000 miles
from his original destination.

of the Publix-Great States Theatres, has
returned from a visit to the West Coast
which of course included a tour of the
Hollywood studios. Worley will leave for
a West Coast vacation, August 5.

E. G. Fitzgibbons, publicity manager of
Publix-Great States Theatres, postcards
from Kelly Lake, Suhring, Wzs., that his

Jolly Gillette headed the stage show this
week at the State-Lake Theatre . . . Helen
Jepson ivas to sing at the Grant Park
concert VJednesday night.

vacation is going nicely. “ Fitz ” is storing
up a lot of sun tan for those long winter
days behind his desk.

When Zasu Pitts was appearing last
week at the Chicago Theatre, her stooge
was the veteran Charlie Hall, once straight
man for Baron (Vas you dere, Sharlie)
Munchausen. Tommy
Riggs, with his

Milt Brown, former manager of the
Madison Theatre and now city manager
for Publix-Great States Theatres in Freeport, underwent a serious operation in
Beloit, Wis.

mythical “Betty
stage show.

The Palace Theatre, dark for the past
month, reopens August 7 with Metro’s
“Love Finds Andy Hardy.’’ The Madison
will close August 6 with the tentative reopening set for Labor Day.

Plan in Shawneetown,

Norman Alley (right) , Universal newsreel cameraman whose pictures of the
sinking of the U. S. S. Panay made
film history last season, is shown in
this picture which has found its way
back to Chicago friends, chatting with
Clark Gable and Myrna Loy cn the

111.

St. Louis — Harvey Goldman and Herman Illmere, interested in several theatre

M-G-M

properties

here, visited recently in Shawneetown, 111., where they arranged for the
construction of a new theatre on a Main
St. property.

TRADE
■■

-

-B--

A

HANDY

lot. Gable and Miss Loy are

starred in M-G-M ’s picture dramatizing the life of the newsreel cameraman, “Too Hot to Handle.”

GUIDE

FOR

THE

ROADSHOW

PICTURES

I. FRANKLIN
distributing Soviet Films
All films have

English Dialogue

Titles
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Electric Sign <5 Maintenance
Tom

Flannery,

GENERAL
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CORPORATION
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POSTER
Co.

President
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DISPLAYS

See or Write Harry Blumenthal
AD-ART DISPLAY STUDIOS
1243 So. Wabash — Chicago — Victory 7161

Source.

(thanks

to

managing everything but the carmel-corn
shop . . . Sam Soible of the Apollo spent
his vacation at Union Pier, Mich. . . .
Norman Brown, United Artists assistant,
that

plane

trip he

won

Drama Club’s “Night of January
and the missus journeyed to New
the prize.

at the
16.” He
York on

Bill Bishop, M-G-M
cationing in Oklahoma

exploiteer, is vaCity . . . Martha

Raye, following, her personal appearance
at the Chicago Theatre here, was to give
a free concert at Grant Park here before

PHOTOPLAY

‘continuing

1243

South

ADVERTISING

Wabash

THEATRICAL
0799

Banquets — private parties — business meetings— card patries — our private dining room
is ideal.

circuit

40x60’s, 30x40's, 24x60's, 24x82 banners.
40x60 Hollywood Transparencies.
No Contracts. Lowest Rental Prices.

COMPANY

Ave. — CALumet

RESTAURANTS

GATEWAY GARDENS
1136-38 South Wabash — Phone WEB
COCKTAIL BAR— RESTAURANT
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From, One

B&K

Harry Wolk, company auditor of Metro
Premium Co., was host last week to the
employes of the local office at a dinner
and theatre party, after which he returned
to the home office in New York.

1, 3, 6-sheets, 11x14 photos, stills, 22x28's,
window cards, slides, inserts.
Also DeLuxe Silk Screen Art Service

Advertise Your Theatre Along the Highways
Metal Signs — Low Prices — Free Sketch
on Request

FILMROW

EXCHANGES

All Advertising

the

Theatre staff plans to enter Mundelein College at Techny, 111., this fall,

enjoyed

SAVE MONEY
Theatre Advertising Rental Service

315-17 W. Walton Street
Phone DELaware 9211

SIGNS

"H"

Factory Mechanics — Genuine Parts Used
Loaner Service Machines Supplied

SIGNS - MARQUEES AND
MAINTENANCE
Whiteway

Edith Borchardt, 18-year-old daughter
of a local high school teacher, recently
icon a Paramount screen test . . . Joe Loeffler of Metro Premium was back this week
from a business trip to Cleveland.

to study for the priesthood . . . Ben Bloomfield is doing yeoman duty in the loop

SERVICE

SEAL— SIMPLEX— MODEL

the

Ben Adelman of the Uptown Theatre is
spending his two weeks motoring in the
Black Hills, Estes Park, Yellowstone and
points west . . . Harry Odendahl and Jimmy
Savage are still recruiting B&K seamen for
those Sunday morning voyages on Lake
Michigan aboard the schooner Jackellen.

State

GOLD

on

Savage and the Spotlight’s eavesdrop ing) : Phil Solomon of the Regal
spent his vacation between an operation at
Grant Hospital and convalescing at Martinsville, Ind. . . . Young Ed Burke of the

CHICAGO

REGISTER

also

Jimmy

EXHIBITOR

TICKET

was

They figure around B&K that the recent
softball season was a success. Why? Joe
Stout got a home run in one game.

Around

DIRECTORY

Lou,”

We

A. B. C. PRINTERS. INC.
Print Everything Theatrical

1225 South
For

PRINTING

lowest

Wabash

—

Chicago

prices Call — VIC

3456

7660

on her tour to Cleveland.

Joe Duffy, connected with the industry
in Chicago for over 25 years, died last
week. Up until the time he became ill four
years ago, he was with National Theatre
Supply since its inception, having left
Exhibitors’ Supply to join the company.
Prior to that time he was with the Kleine
(Continued

on

BOXOFFICE

page

57)
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F&M Will Reopen
St. Louis Deluxer

Flying Star

St. Louis — Harry C. Arthur jr., Panchon
& Marco executive, has announced that the
Fox Theatre will be reopened on August

St. Louis — New theatres now under construction or contemplated for this territory
include :
ILLINOIS

19. The policy of the 5,000-seater has not
been decided. Just prior to its closing for

Effingham — 700-seater for Frisina
Amusement Co. Site purchased.
Herrin — New Hippodrome Theatre, 1,500
seats, to replace house destroyed by fire.
John Marlow, Marlow Amusement Co.,
owner.
Jacksonville — Illinois Theatre. Remodeling bids soon to be taken. Operated by
Fox Midwest Agency Corp.

a 13-week period on May 19, the theatre
was showing pictures in combination with
selected stage shows. Several prominent
bands and radio units were seen on the
Fox stage this year.
The announcement that the Fox will be
reopened should prove welcome news to the
members of the Midtown Business Club,
composed of some 250 business men in the
Grand Blvd. area adjacent to the Fox.
This organization, headed by O. W. Godefroy, has been working for the reopening
of the big theatre.

Marion — 650-seat house for Steve Farrar
and Oscar Turner. Site purchased.
Metropolis — New Massac Theatre, 800
seats. Robert Cluster, Salem, 111., owner.
Olney — 700-seat house
Amusement Co.
MISSOURI

Business establishments in the vicinity
of the Fox reported that their sales volume dropped 50 per cent when the theatre
closed.
The final policy for the Fox requires
much thought on the part of the Fanchon
& Marco executive heads. Experience has
shown that when the Fox Theatre goes big
it draws most of its patronage from the
second run and neighborhood theatres.
Since Fanchon & Marco are interested in
the St. Louis Amusement Co. chain of
neighborhood and suburban houses, the effect of the Fox on those theatres must
be given careful consideration.

This angle of the Fox situation is of
more than passing interest. It indicates
that the various first-run theatres of the
city have their normal patronage, business
swinging up or down according to the calibre of picture. But when any of them
have a real week they draw the greater
part of the surplus cash customers from
the smaller theatres instead of the rival
first-runs.

Equipment Installed
In Several Theatres
Indianapolis— Recent National Theatre
Supply installations are as follows: The
Strand, Crawfordsville, new sound screen;
Marion, Posey ville, projector mechanisms;
Arc, Lafayette, complete blower and
washer equipment; Gem, Huntingburg,
new screen; Hooiser, Vevay, generator;
Boy Scouts’ Camp, near Indianapolis, new
curtain control and track for the auditorium; Hines, Portland, lamps and transverter; Columbia, Columbia City, complete stage equipment including curtain,
track, control, dimmers, flood and spotlights; K of P, Greensburg, new low intensity lamphouses.

New

Suburban

House

St. Louis — The new Longwood Theatre
on South Broadway opened its doors on
July 22. A. F. & Arthur Stauder were
the architects for the modern 700-seater.
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Construction Plans
Promise Revival

for

Frisina

Des Loge — 500-seat house for Lead Belt
Amusement Co. of Farmington, Mo. Postponed indefinitely.
Portageville — Maxon Theatre. 500 seats.
J. C. Shannon, owner. Bids soon.
St. Louis

Joy

Hodges,

Universal

star, enroute

to the coast waves a cheery hello during a stopover in Chicago. There was
a neither “yes” nor “no” answer to
questions concerning reports she is to
marry Robert Wilcox when she arrives
in Hollywood.

Criterion, 2644 Franklin Ave., 750 seats.
George Pliakos, owner. Remodeling.
Maryland, 1860 So. 13th, Louis Landau,
owner. To be enlarged from 450 to 550
seats.
Pageant,

Union,

St. Louis — During recent weeks theatre
redecorating, remodeling and construction
projects in the St. Louis trade territory,
which involved carpets included the following purchased through the Exhibitors Supply Co., distributors of the product of the
Mohawk Carpet Mills: Miners Theatre,
Collinsville, 111.; Clark Theatre, Louisiana,
Mo.; Orris Theatre, Ste. Genevieve, Mo.;
Clark Theatre, formerly K. P. Theatre,
Pittsfield, 111.; Roseland Theatre, Flat
River, Mo.; State Theatre, Ironton, Mo.;

Blvd., 1,312 seats.
Co.

1506 N. Union
Amusement

house

Ave.

on

750 seats.

Closed

for re-

Blvd., 1,029 seats.
Co.

Sarah
Tommy

Closed

for re-

St. near
James.

Fairfax
Contem-

plated.

ce of Screen
Magic Voi
Photophone’s
Offers
The

Only Complete
tem BUILT, SOLD

RCA

with

Sound

the

Heads,

System,

from

Now

being

Outstanding Sound Sysand GUARANTEED
by

ORIGINAL,
and

Two-Way

$1075

used

Rotary

up, F.O.B.,

by

Stabilized

Cellular

Speaker

Indianapolis.

all Reading

Cir-

cuits, Major Studios and Independent Exhibitors Throughout
the
World.

Elvins Theatre, Elvins, Mo.; Clark Theatre, Shelbina, Mo.; Strand Theatre, Carmi,
111., and Strand Theatre, Fairfield, 111.
Carpet sales made recently through National Theatre Supply Co.: New Longwood Theatre, St. Louis; New Time Theatre, Mattoon, 111.; Rodgers Theatre, Anna,
111.; Salem Theatre, Salem, 111.
Recent carpet sales made
through
George Busher: Princess Theatre, St. Louis;
Alamo Theatre, Lebanon, 111.; Roxy Theatre, New Franklin, Mo.; Dixon Theatre,
Crystal City, Mo.; Hope, Sesser, 111.

Amusement

St. Louis
modeling.
New

Carpet Sales Enjoy
An Extensive Climb

5851 Delmar

St. Louis
modeling.

For

Further

Information,

call

or

write

RCA MFG. CO., Inc.
A.

E.

I. F.

WM.

KLEIN — 589 E. Illinois
Delaware 4300

St., Chicago,

O’BRIEN— 3143 Olive St.,
Jefferson 3000
H.

TRUNICK— Mich. &
Indianapolis — Cherry

St.

Louis,

LaSalle
4800

Sts.,
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J. BARNARD, Paramount branch
£
manager, left for Miami on vacation
. . . Tom Goodman, Poseyville, Ind., has
been added as a booker at Paramount . . .
Griff Head, Greenville, Ky„ has a picturesque camp on Green River. Some
of the film men think it is a hideout from
film salesmen.
Tom McCleaster , 20 th Century-Fox sales
representative, attracted the attention of
a large crowd when his car was discovered
on fire in Vincennes en route to Evansville. The Vincennes fire department was
called to extinguish the blaze. Origin unknown.
Vacationing: Sam
Perk, Universal
booker, in Chicago; Mildred Anderson,
United Artists, in northern Indiana and
Chicago; Abe Baker, Columbia booker,
along the Ohio River; Duff Newman.
Paramount salesman, at home.
An unusual visitor along Filmrow the
past week was Kermit Stengel, of the
Rockwood Amusement Co., Nashville,
Tenn. . . . Oscar Fine, Evansville exhibitor, ivas here confirming his entry as
leading foursome at the Variety Club golf
tournament.

St. Louis Houses
Experience Upsurge
St. Louis — The local first-run theatres
are benefiting from the upward swing of
general business conditions.

Harry

C. Arthur reports that the Ambassador Theatre is enjoying the best
business of the summer. The Missouri and
St. Louis theatres are also moving along
in good style.
Loew’s, the lone first-runner now under
the Fanchon & Marco wing, had its biggest opening day for any picture in many
months on July 22.
The first-runners, generally speaking,
have done well this year, despite the business recession but earlier in the year they
had to give a picture greater advertising
and exploitation than has been the case
the past two or three weeks.
Among the second run, neighborhood
and suburban theatres there has been a
very decided upswing since early in June
but prior to that time practically every
theatre in those classifications here was
decidedly behind the corresponding period
in 1937.
On

Lee Goldberg stopped off and called at
the office of Big Feature Rights. He was
on his way to Martinsville, Ind., watering
resort.
Don

Rossiter, manager of the Elks Theatre, New Albany, is confined to his home
with an infected jaw, caused by a tooth
extraction.
Harold Van Oman, Evansville exhibitor,
has returned from Rochester, Minn., after
being under observation for several weeks.
He will return late in September for a
minor operation. On account of his health
he was not able to attend the Variety
Club golf tournament, July 25, but sent
a beautiful prize instead.
“The Birth of a Baby” is being held at
the Apollo for a fourth and final week,
according to Kenneth Collins, manager.
Six hundred members of Camp Megrew
No. 1, United Spanish War Veterans, are
sponsoring the four-day showing of “Yellow Jack” at the Fountain Square Theatre. The veterans are to receive a portion of the last three nights’ receipts.

International's
Equipment
New

York

— National

branches announce
Simplex

Sound
Wins Favor
Theatre

Supply

the installation of new

4-star sound systems in the following houses: Rosco, Chicago; H. H.

Johnson’s Ohio, Madison, Ind.; Carl
Niesse’s Vogue, Indianapolis; Rock River’s
Parkway, Milwaukee; Julian Raabe’s Longwood, St. Louis; W. A. Thimmig’s McNair,
St. Louis, and Eskin’s Avalon, Black River
Falls, Wis.
The
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systems are manufactured
ternational Projection Co.

by In-

the whole the motion picture outlook in St. Louis, eastern Missouri and
southern Illinois is much brighter today
than it has been for many months. There
is every reason to expect good late summer and fall business throughout this section.

Cotfel
South

and

Bend,

Ind. —

Cooling
Carrol

V. Coffel,

manager of the State Theatre, broke a
good promotion stunt in the South Bend
News when he arranged for a picture to
be printed of the theatre’s new cooling
system. Posing with Coffel for the picture
were Mayor George W. Freyermuth, Fire
Chief William Fresh, and Dr. F. R.
Nicholas Carter, secretary of the board of
health.
Improve
Wellsville,

Wellsville

Regal

Mo. — Improvements

on

the

Regal Theatre here, owned and operated
by J. F. Rees, include new sound and
new upholstered seats.

Tourists

Gang

Chicago — It’s a small

Johnny Morphet, Columbia salesman on
a two weeks’ leave of absence while he
recuperates from his recent ilhiess, has
gone to New York City.
Walter Thimmig, owner of the McNair
Theatre, reportedly put $10 across the
board on a well known nag the afternoon
of July 19 and took down $338 from the
hard earning cash of a prominent smoke
shop proprietor.
Cecil Maberry, Monogram district manager who was here last week, departed
for a trip to Cleveland.
Carl H. Shalit, division manager for
Columbia, was here for a few days chatting with Manager C. D. Hill. He headquarters in Detroit.
Sam

Koom, owner of the Peerless Theatre, has purchased 500 new opera chairs
from the Exhibitors Supply Co. The same
firm sold 500 opera chairs to the Avenue
Theatre in East St. Louis, 300 to the Scenic Theatre, Assumption, III., and 300 to
the Cozy Theatre, Kahoka, Mo.
The local office of the Missouri sales
tax department has acquired additional
space in the Syndicate Trust Bldg., Tenth
and Olive Sts., to be used exclusively for
the redemption of sales tax tokens due
to a potential shortage of the zinc tokens.
It is estimated that of the 30,000,000
tokens in St. Louis about 20,000,000 are
idle.
The McNair Theatre held a special fiveunit show on July 23, 24 and 25, including
“ Forty Naughty Girls,” “The First Hundred Years” an Our Gang comedy, a musical and a colored cartoon.
Fred Wehrenberg, president of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of St. Louis,
E. Mo. and So. 111., was in New York
City to attend the big producer-distributor-exhibitor pep meeting held at Hotel
Astor on July 27.
Wally Heim, the new assistant to Jimmy
Harris, advertising and publicity manager
for Loew’s, at one time was assistant manager of the old Shubert Theatre. He is
also a trap drummer and has led his own
orchestra.

Up

world, and

pRED WEHRENBERG plans to make his
own ice for the cooling system at his
Melba Theatre, Grand Blvd. at Miami St.
The finishing touches on the ice plant are
now in progress and the ice making machinery will be installed soon.

Sylvan

Goldfinger, manager of te B&K Garrick,
and Frank Church of the art department
of the circuit, will attest to that statement.
While arguing with a cashier in a Columbus, Neb., lunch room over the price of
a chicken dinner, writes Jimmy Savage in
the current B&K Spotlight, Church, who
was vacationing with the missus, overheard a familiar voice with a similar complaint. The co-arguer turned out to be
Goldfinger, who was also touring the west
on his vacation. Joining forces, they convinced the hapless clerk they were entitled to “professional discounts.”

John P. Shea, north side motion picture
theatre manager, is seeking reelection to
the state senate. He served in the senate during the 58th and 59th general assemblies. He has been active in Democratic party affairs for many years.
Jimmy Marion, former doorman at
Loew’s, is visiting his folks here. He now
represents a leading shoe polish manufacturing concern as their Oklahoma City
sales representative.
E. J. Marks, the poster man, is raising
muskrats on his farm and is looking forward to that big home-raised fur coat he
plans to wear next winter.
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of the new Savoy Theatre at
QPENING
Watertown has been postponed from
July 21 to July 28 ... A postcard, 5x3
feet, was mailed last week to Lewis Stone
in Hollywood, bearing the signatures of
some 500 patrons of the Rialto Theatre,
Racine, in token of their appreciation of
the Judge Hardy Family series. Harvey
manager of the Rialto, was responsible for promoting the card which required $5 in postage stamps.

Kny,

Work

is progressing

on the new

theatre

and

shop building being erected in Waterloo by H. L. Miller. The house will have
a glass and stone front.

Application for a 100-watt radio station
to operate unlimited time on 1,390 kilocycles was returned to A. C. Bergholtz,
operator of theatres in West Bend and
Two Rivers. The commission ruled that
such

a

higher

wave length was considered regional and stations using it must have
power.

A. C. Bergholtz is renovating the interior and exterior of his Mermac Theatre in West Bend cut an estimated cost

(Continued

from

page

Optical Co. He is survived
so7i and a daughter.

54)

by his wife , a

Among the Filmrow vacationers: Florence Lipschitz, operator at the RKO exchange, is taking a “private secretary’s”
weekend to Havana, only in her case its
two weeks; Selma Hackman, secretary to
Clyde Eckhardt at 20th Century-Fox,
spent her vacation time in Michigan;
Betty Sandler of Guercio and Barthel, is
due back next
Minneapolis.

week

from

a week’s

rest in

They’re wondering around Universal who
Gertude Abrams’ secret admirer is, now
that she’s sporting that new wrist watch.
Igel, son

of Henry

Igel of the

Filmrow screening room, was seriously injured in an automobile accident.
Guercio
1200

and Barthel
modeling of their new

have begun
quarters in

block on South Wabash.
pect to be located by September

They
1.

rethe
ex-

Dave Dubin and Johnny Mednikow have
made up, it seems. At least so it appears
from reports out of New York where, ’tis
said, Johnny and Dave were seen “skipping, hand-in-hand,” down Broadway en
route to the White Sox-Yankee ball game
last week.
Rabbi Abraham Saperstein, father of
the late Aaron Saperstein, was buried last
week. He died after a lengthy illness. He
was 82 years old.
Sidney Schatz of the Sheridan Theatre
has taken over the Pal Theatre, Palatine,
111.
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Cooney
operating
tionalBrothers
Playhouses . were
. . The
coming Naof
was throwing a scare into the

“talkies”
Des Loge, Mo. — The threatened theatre
war here and other sections of southeastern Missouri has been averted by a
peace pact reached between Mrs. John
Karsch of the Lead Belt Amusement Co.
and R. W. Corbin, who has been operating
the New Grand Theatre, a 334-seat house,
for the past several years.
The Karsch interests are taking over the
New Grand Theatre at k price said to have
been satisfactory to Corbin. They also
have purchased the theatre building from
the estate owning the property.
The Lead Belt Amusement Co. plans to
operate the New Grand for the time being,
just as it is and has sidetracked to the

ranks

of musicians. With contracts expiring Labor Day, there was open talk
in Chicago of a rift in exhibitor-musician
relations.
“Hoot” Gibson, Universal western star,
was to make a personal appearance in
Chicago at the Annual Rodeo at Soldiers’
Field. All of which was part of a national
buildup for Gibson’s next picture, “King
of the Rodeo” . . . The Colfax, a new
2,080-seater in South Bend, Ind., was to
open.
Fla.

A Publix house, it was to be managed by M. A. Beker, formerly of Miami,

future plans for a new 500-seat house.
The peace pact means that the proposed
alliance of Corbin with the Frisma Amusement Co. of Springfield, 111., is out and

Clyde W. Eckhardt was district manager
for Fox Film Corp. with offices in the
Windy City ... It was the thing in Chicago

that

to boast a “Jack

the

new

525-seat

theatre

contem-

plated by Corbin and the Frisina interests has been thrown into the discard.
The Lead Belt Amusement Co. also
Terre,

Farm-

Chicago — Scott Dunlap, vice-president
in charge of production for Monogram,
through here over the weekend, stopped
off to confer with Henri Elman, Chicago
franchise holder. Dunlap said that the
company will release its 12 big pictures
first.
Included

in this group

will be

The

Orpheum

opened

with

at

Clifford

Mendota,

111., was

Peters

as manager
. . . Ross Herman, First National salesman, was vacationing in Upper Michigan
. . . Floyd Albert of Chicago purchased
the Palace, Cambridge, 111., from Mrs.
H. S. Record . . . The Honeymoon, South
Bend, was taken over by I. B. Lucaszewski
from C. W. Rohn.

Jackie

Cooper’s next, “Gangster’s Boy;” the first
of the Boris Karloff series, “Mr. Wong,
Detective,” and the Martin Mooney story,
“Murder in the Big House,” which is expected to star George Bancroft.
• With Dunlap en route to the coast was
C. King Charney, Agfa distributor in the
U. S. They were to meet Trem Carr in
Kansas City and go on to Hollywood.

Warsaw

Miller” tan. Latest turned

brown at this genial host’s home at Lake
Geneva, was Dave Dubin, Educational office manager in Chicago . . . Rapid progress on the Capitol, Anderson, Ind., was
reported by Owner Harry Muller. The
theatre, seating 1,500, was being built at
a colossal cost of $300,000.

Scott Dunlap Conlers
With Elman in Chicago

CHICAGO

10 Years Ago

^HE

operates theatres in Bonne
ington and Flat River.

of $3,000.

Robert

Karsch and Corbin
Avert Theatre War

Vivo Opened

Warsaw, III. — Completely remodeled
and air conditioned, the 380-seat Vivo
Theatre has been reopened here by Alexander Steal.

James R. Grainger, general sales manager for Fox, was expected in Chicago for
conferences with Clyde Eckhardt, district
manager . . . Mildred Schneider of the
Fox contract department entered the state
of married bliss. The other half was a
prominent attorney, Carl Aplon.
The

brothers

Eberman,

E. M. and

P. H.,

took over operation of the Manhattan in
the Illinois town of that name . . . The
Liberty, Delavan, 111., was purchased by
H. M. Frobell from E. M. Bennett . . .
Mrs. C. Brouillette leased the Opera House,
St. Anne, 111.
Not Ed Kuykendall, but R. F. Woodhull
of New York was president of the MPTOA.
The exhibitor group was preparing for its
national conclave at the King Edward

Lobby Again Proves
Its Sales Power
of the
has a

Hotel, Toronto . . . Emil Jannings’ “Age
of Lust” was ready for release . . . Douglas Fairbanks jr. was featured in Columbia’s “Modern Mothers.”

hobby — art. So, he thought he would
beautify the lobby of the theatre with
some of his pencil sketches. A Great

Joan Crawford was starred in Metro’s
“Our Dancing Daughters” . . . Mary Pick-

Chicago — Waldo Bail, manager
Great States LaGrange Theatre,

States

executive

promptly

the

saw

the

company

display

and

purchased

four

of the sketches for permanent exhibition at the theatre. Two of the sketches
are street
studies.

scenes

and

two

are

dog

ford was appearing in UA’s “My Best Girl”
and “Sparrows,” and not being talked of
as new president of that company . . .
Howard

Hughes,

without

his four

globe-

girdling companions, was making “Hell’s
Angels” in color and sound with the late
Jean Harlow.
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A Run for "Steel"
At B&K's Chicago
Chicago — The first major circuit in the
middle west to run a sponsored subject of
more than a single reel in one of its
de luxe houses — Balaban & Katz here has
set in the four-reel U. S. Steel reel, “Steel —
Man’s Servant,” for a week’s run in the
Chicago Theatre. The Chicago is the circuit’s ace house in the Windy City loop,
and the tentative opening date for the
film is August 12.
Back of this booking date hangs a
story. It appears that last summer U. S.
Steel decided to make a picture that would
show the public how steel is processed and
what
more

its every-day uses are. It is said that
than $200,000 was expended in making this Technicolor production. U. S.
Steel credits are at the beginning and end
of the film, with none of the commentary
by Edwin C. Hill directly mentioning the

company, his remarks confined to “steel.”
However, after the film was finished it
was discovered by the U. S. Steel executives that they “had no money to spend”
on distribution of the picture through their
own sales and advertising organization.
After several months now, the national distribution has been turned over to Jam
Handy of Detroit, and is being handled
out of the Automotive City by Jack Haley.
A test run

of the picture was

held some

weeks ago at the Great States’ State Theatre in Gary, Ind., where the film was well
received. With it was displayed a miniature blast furnace which was placed in
operation in the lobby of the theatre.
Another test run was made by Jam Handy
at the Fulton Theatre, Pittsburgh, and it
is still running there.
Jack Haley told Boxoffice this week in
Detroit that Jam Handy will push the
single-reel version of the subject for all
subsequent runs and that “only ace firstruns will get a chance to play the fourreeler.” He said that other bookings set
are the Madison, Detroit; Orpheum, New
Orleans; Alabama, Birmingham, all firstruns. The picture is being screened this
week by the Roxy, New York, for possible
showing by the house.
Monogram exchanges in about 25 spots
in the country will handle physical distribution for Jam Handy on the reel. In
other spots, independent exchanges will
handle this phase of the distribution.
In Chicago Monogram
physical distribution.

is handling

the

Wage and Rent Costs
Force Courshon to Close
Neenah, Wis. — This town is again showless this summer, due to failure of the
Embassy Theatre management to complete a working arrangement with the
union operators and owners of the theatre
building.
The

house

will open

again

in September.

Ushers' Slanguage
Chicago — Sylvan Goldfinger, who looks
after the destinies of the B&K Garrick,

Illinois Clearance
Suit to Court Soon

was doing some word-manufacturing that
Webster would probably not recognize the
other day. He figured out a lot of new

con-

(Continued

from

page

53)

coctions of the American and King’s English into an ushers’ slanguage that we
thought some of our readers would be
interested in. They follow:
Mountain goat: The usher assigned to
duty in the balcony.
A Dizzy Dean : Bum arm caused by hours
of directing people (who said they were
coming in these d&ys?) to various aisles.
Break or spill: Not a jitter-bug term,
but the crowds (again where?) leaving at
end of a performance.
Grabber: Ticket-taker.
Dental lass: Smiling cashier.
Chandelirium: Suffered by ushers who
these days have little to do but stare at
the foyer lights all evening.

know. If it is the usual governmental socking of the most successful, the
patrons will be a long time getting any

Foyer feet: Condition of the “dogs”
the close of the day’s work.

good
of it.” further
The out
editorial

Chicago — It was understood this week
that Essaness still may get operation of
the Woods Theatre by September 1.
Essaness recently leased the Woods
Theatre Bldg., under a 99-year-deal from
the Marshall Field Estate. It is said that
a clause in the present lease of the Midland Theatre Corp., subsidiary of JonesLinick & Schaefer, present operators of
the Woods, that their lease is cancelable
after a 90-day notification if the building
is leased to another firm for longer than
a 10-year period.
It is under this clause that Essaness, it
is said, is planning to obtain control of
the house. This is despite the fact that
J-L-S recently made a new 5-year lease
on the Woods.

Dickers With

Stagehands , Janitors
Chicago— Maurice

Leonard,

head

of the

Exhibitors’ Ass’n, says that he is still negotiating for summer pay cuts for the stagehands and janitors.
Work of negotiating with the janitors’
union has been held up due to the death
last week of Jack Abrams, the president.
Meanwhile, Leonard was conferring with
Tom Burke, the business agent, this week.
Conferences are still scheduled with the
stagehands.
Thus far, relief has been granted by
the operators, engineers, and electricians.
No relief was offered by Jim Petrillo, head
of the musicians’

Father

union.

Succeeds

are monopolized

in the loop

or are kept out for weeks. Neighborhood
and suburban exhibitors do not get them
for months, if ever. This keeps the price
down but it makes the customer mad. His
small-town friend is half a year ahead of
him as a picturegoer. The neighborhood
picture

patron

He also knows
number.

a good

film is out.

he’ll see it when

knows

it is a back

“Hollywood is probably in for some trouble and what it will do to the movies no
one

can

at

Essaness Still Mag
Take Over Woods

Leonard

leases which

Son

Merrill, Wis. — H. W. Robarge has resigned as manager of the Cosmo Theatre
here and will be succeeded by his father,
A. L. Robarge of Tomahawk.

“The
reached

commented:

government trust busters have
out for the movie industry. They

are seeking popular cases in a campaign
year and have concluded that the big
Hollywood producers have caused enough
dissatisfaction the country over to make
a whipping of them good business. The
principal objects of attack are the booking
arrangements and the
bution and exhibiting.

control

of distri-

“A great many good things can be said
about American movies. Their productions are favorites the world over because
the Hollywood producers, more than picture makers in any other country, have hit
the popular taste and with their apparently unlimited financial resources, their
technical ability, and their equally competent theatrical direction they have overcome even the handicap of language in
marketing their films everywhere. They
have given the people of the United States
their favorite amusement the year around,
at generally

low prices.

“The new release in the neighborhoods
and in the small cities, towns, and even
villages is one of the events of the week.
All through the depression millions of
American families have been able to keep
this amusement within their means and
expectations. The production cost is tremendous, often extravagant, sometimes
foolish, but the companies have kept going. Then the movies have had to buck,
dodge,

or placate censorship, both governmental and private, using Will Hays as a

moral stand-in man
criticism with good

and doing
results.

some

self-

“Independent producers, distributors and
exhibitors complain that monopolistic
practices freeze them out. Exhibitors and
patrons both object because poor pictures
are forced on them, frequently in double
feature programs, which drive the more
discriminating customers away. The booking arrangements which make the trouble
are used as a sort of production insurance,
cushioning the producer against the consequences of a lavish expenditure and a
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NORTHWEST ALLIED MAY HOLD SPECIAL SESSION
SWIFT ON HEELS OF DOUBLE DISTRIBUTOR BLOW
Opposition

Rising

Against

Minnesota-Singer

Pooling

Buying Policy Important
Problem; Resistance
Is Forecast
Minneapolis— As

Minneapolis — Independent

opposition

is

in the offing for the Minnesota Amusement Co.-Singer pool in downtown Minneapolis company as a result of the decision to launch a picture policy in W. A.
Steffes’ 1,500-seat Alvin Theatre, one of
the loop’s most beautiful showhouses which
has been dark the greater part of recent
years, except for short spells of dramatic
stock and a few roadshow picture engagements.
At present the only first-run opposition
to the Minnesota Amusement Co.-Singer
houses is that provided by two sure-seaters,
the 350-seat World and 290-seat Time.
The Alvin entry will enliven the situation
and enlarge the demand for product.
What product will be available for the
Alvin is a mystery to the trade because the
Minnesota-Singer pool apparently has all
the major companies lined up. The World

Industry Defense
Wins Recognition
Kansas

City — “Will H. Hays

has offered

a persuasive case for the American motion picture industry, in connection with
the government’s suit charging the chief
film companies and their executives with
violations of the anti-trust law,” remarks
the Kansas City Star editorially, and continues as follows:
“As official spokesman for the industry,
Mr. Hays admits that a ‘fog of uncertainty’
surrounds certain of its trade practices —
or, as he prefers to describe them, ‘customs which have grown up in the industry.’
On behalf of the defendants, therefore, he
welcomes judicial action to clarify the
situation.
“Meanwhile, he points to the remarkable
achievements of the industry and argues
that at least much of its present structure is the result of necessity. The system, according to Mr. Hays, requires both
large and small units if the country is to
be assured a regular supply of entertainment at the lowest possible price. It also
entails, in his opinion, various methods of
organization which now have been challenged by the government as monopolistic.
“Whether these contentions constitute
an adequate legal defense for the practices
BOXOFFICE
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uses foreign films, unusual and art pictures not suitable for regular houses and
sluffs. The Time has been running independent releases, sluffs and reissues.
However, the Alvin sponsors seem confident of their ability to obtain the necessary screen attractions.
With the Grand reopening and the
Alvin tossing its hat in the ring, there will
be one more first-run downtown situation
here than last fall, despite the fact that
the 4,200-seat Minnesota will be kept dark.
However, there will be about 1,600 fewer
seats to fill.
The Minnesota Amusement Co. also is
going ahead with plans to build a new
theatre in St. Louis Park, an adjacent
suburb. The company obtained a permit
for this house some time ago. There is
no theatre at present in St. Louis Park
proper, but a number of houses in the
immediate vicinity.

in question remains

to be seen. From

the

public’s point of view, the mere size of
some of the corporations cited by the federal authorities is not in itself proof of
an

a result of the North

Dakota divorcement law victory and the
government anti-trust suit against the
producers, President W. A. Steffes of
Northwest Allied States is expected to call
a meeting of his organization to review
the situation.
What

effect, if any, these new developments should have on the buying policy
of members would be the most important
matter decided at the meeting, it’s indicated.
Northwest Allied leaders believe that the
task of selling Northwestern independents
new season product will be made considerably more difficult.
Plan

Buying

Resistance

A number of the independents already
have signified their intention to resist percentages, block deals and forced buying of
shorts, for example, it is known.
The independents in question believe
that in view of the government’s present
stand, the distributors will be loath to
make “excessive” or “unreasonable” demands for new season product. If such
demands are made, however, they claim
to be ready “to report the offenders to
the department of justice.”
Prior to the suit, M-G-M, as well as
United Artists, was demanding four 40

undesirable condition. On the contrary, it seems probable that here, as in
the motor car industry, large-scale operations have permitted standards of quality
at a price to the consumer that cannot
be equaled today in any other country.

per cent percentage pictures in the 193839 contract. Now William F. Rodgers,
Metro general sales manager, is quoted to
the effect that “Metro has a flexible sales

“This fact, however, does not mean
necessarily that all is well with the American film industry or that all of its practices are to be approved. One of the principal charges against the industry appears

When Northwest Allied meets, members
also are expected to decide whether or not
to push a theatre divorcement law for
Minnesota
in the impending session of
policy.”
the state legislature or whether to wait

to concern the practice of ‘block booking.’
The independent theatre owners, particularly in small towns, generally are required to accept a number of less popular
pictures, in order to obtain others in the
same ‘block’ that they may want.

the outcome of the government’s federal
anti-trust which also has as its objective the elimination of producer-owned
theatres.

“Many bills have been introduced in Congress to abolish this system. They have all
failed of enactment. The industry has repeatedly contended that block booking is
necessary, to hold down distribution costs
and to allow the inclusion in producing
schedules of pictures of artistic value that
the companies might not risk otherwise.
But this defense has not proved convincing and to many persons the practice
smacks strongly of monopoly.
“In any case Mr. Hays has taken a smart
stand on the pending suit. Whatever other
faults the film industry may have, ignoring public opinion is not one of them.”

Producers

Encouraged

A study of the lengthy findings of the
three-judge federal court, sustaining the
North Dakota theatre divorcement law’s
constitutionality, gives some encouragement to the producers in fighting the government’s anti-trust suit.
“The producers deny,” says the decision, “that they have been guilty of any
unfair practices in the distribution of their
films, or of any attempts to acquire a
monopoly in the business of exhibition,
either in North Dakota or elsewhere. Their
evidence tends to sustain their contentions in that regard.
“There

is vigorous competition
(Continued on page 65)

among
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Omaha Theatre Area Punctuated

15 Years Ago
(From

By 37 Changes First Half of 1938
tell Hamer; Roxie Theatre, Shelton, E. L.
Jonson to H. S. Conroy; Empress Theatre,

Omaha — A total of 37 theatres in the
Omaha distribution area were involved in
changes of one kind or another during
the first six months of 1938, according to
information compiled by Regina Molseed,
RKO second booker.

Wausa, Mrs. Mary Gropper to P. A. Larson; Chief Theatre, Weeping Water, H. E.
Brookings to H. D. Bowers; Dodge Theatre,
Dodge, C. A. Vrda to J. J. Cochnar.

A total of 21 theatres changed hands;
10 closed; two opened; three new theatres
entered the field and one burned.
New

Iowa changes include Alta Theatre, Alta,
F. J. Hrachovec to H. J. Minglin; Cleghorn Theatre, Cleghorn, L. L. Patton to J.
C. Eding; King Theatre, Ida Grove, Mrs.
Ellamarie Stipp to Wesley Mansfield; Princess Theatre, Odebolt, Sumner Mapes to
Karl Silkebakken; Woodbine Theatre,
Woodbine, Charles Shaffer to Wallace
Dupree.

theatres are the Mainstreet, Fremont, Neb., owned by R. R. Booth; Lyric,

Holbrook, Neb., J. M. Neel, and Rex Theatre at Indianola, Neb., G. W. Baughman.
Frank Thomas opened the Brownville
Theatre at Brownville, Neb., and C. V.
Roof opened the Imo at Blanchard, la.

Changes in South Dakota include Community Theatre, Avon, S. D„ from W. C.
Donahue to Avon Community Club.

D. L. Frank’s Roxy Theatre at Table
Rock, Neb., was destroyed by fire. He is
undecided about rebuilding.
Paul Tramp sold the Empire
Neb., to R. P. McGill of Omaha

Two Omaha theatres changed hands.
Frank Houston sold the Minne Lusa to
Carl M. Olsen and Mrs. Blanche Snider

at Utica,
and took

sold the Victoria
la.

over the Sterling Theatre at Blue Hill,
Neb., and Clay Theatre at Clay Center,
Neb., from T. C. Shipley.

Island; Diers, Gresham; Mac’s, Lebanon;
Prague, Prague; Palm, Adams; Tivoli,
Omaha.

Hollywood at Cedar Rapids, Neb., to his
son, Edwin.
Ed Opocensky took over the Strand at
Newman Grove, Neb., from C. W. Johnson
and Joe Liska obtained the Koster Theatre at Niobrara, Neb., from W. C. Kroll
and renamed it the Niobrara.
Other

Nebraska

changes

Pierce, Inland

—

included

Theatre

THE

Strand

REAL

STORY

YEAR'S

OF

Closes Roanoke

helping
house.

out at the Central,

READY

CLEANUP
THE

Young

Kansas City — E. S. Young has closed
his Roanoke Theatre, suburban house here.
Red Eells, manager of the Roanoke, is

Co. to Or-

NOW
OUR

of Malvern,

Nebraska closings were Bristow Theatre,
Bristow; Comstock, Comstock; Elm, Elm
Creek; Empress and Majestic at Grand

L. W. Heal turned over the Pastime at
Ravenna, Neb., to W. N. Youngclaus and
then took over the Royal at Fullerton,
Neb. George VanAckeran turned over the

Theatre,

to F. E. Pace

MOST

Young’s

other

—

SENSATIONAL

PICTURE

COUNTRY'S

MENACE

NEWEST,

GREATEST

“ASSASSIN OF VOUTH”
Headline

—

A PUFF —
A PARTY —
A TRAGEDY
Editorial — Feature Story — Hottest Subject in Today

and Every Day's News

—

It's the Cold (or Hot) Truth

MARIJUANA

Everyone

Wants to See the True Story of This Menace to Our Youth
MAMMOTH BOX OFFICE RETURNS EVERYWHERE
GET SET NOW FOR BIG MONEY

Monogram
Kansas City, Mo.
60

Film Distributors, Inc.

L. F. (Les) Durland, Mgr.

130 W. 18th St.

Boxoffice

C. RHODEN,
Enterprises

Files, July 28

manager

in the

1923j

of A. H. Blank

Kansas

City

terri-

tory, announces distribution of “Environment,” with Milton Sills . . . Paramount
plans to reissue 25 two-reel Mack Sennett
comedies during the 1923-24 season . . .
A1 and M. A. Kahn of Crescent exchange,
Kansas City, announce distribution of
18 Classics by Warner Bros, in the- Kansas
City and Omaha territories.
The
for a

Isis Theatre, Kansas City, has closed
complete remodeling program . . .

Ed Dubinsky charges that the attempt to
close his Regent Theatre by the Kansas
City fire warden, Emmett A. Scanlon, is
a “frameup.”

Dubinsky,

arrested

recently

when he refused to remove a “hot dog”
and soft drink stand from in front of the
Regent as a “menace,” claims the real
reason for the action against him concerns only an admission cut from 20 to
10 cents he effected not long ago. He
has applied for an injunction to restrain
the city from closing the Regent.
Several Latin-American diplomats are
being entertained at the Muehlebach Hotel by the Kansas City Chamber of Commerce and the Film Board of Trade.
The party is en route to Los Angeles and
the Monroe Centennial Motion Picture Expositon. . . Cresent in Kansas City is
distributing “Main Street,”
Sinclair Lewis book.

based

on

“Doc”
Biechele

Cook, A. F. Baker and R.
are named as a committee

select a

permanent

headquarters

the

R.
to

for the

MPTO
of Kansas . . . "The Covered
Wagon,” Emerson Hough picture made by
Famous Players-Lasky, is scheduled to
play the Shubert, Kansas City, at $1.50
top . . . F. B. McCracken, Kansas City
branch manager for United Artists, is
winner of $10 from Frank L. Newman
after “Robin Hood,” with Douglas
banks, ran four weeks at the Royal,
sas City.

FairKan-

J. C. Stapel, manager of Memorial Auditorium, Rockport, Mo., is a Kansas City
visitor . . . Earl S. Nesbitt, publicity manager of Capitol Enterprises, is confined
at Kansas City Research Hospital with
blood poisoning . . . J. A. Masters, manager of the Film Booking Office, Kansas
City, is vacationing at Yellowstone . . .
“Gib” Jones, booker for Goldwyn, has returned from a Canadian vacation jaunt
. . . “Bob” Withers, after undergoing a
nasal operation, is around again and on
the job.

“Rube” Melcher is called in off the
territory to meet a young son who has
just put in an appearance. The young
fellow weighs six pounds . . . Bert Edwards, former Kansas City Fox manager,
has joined the Selznick sales force . . .
J. E. Bradford has quit Selznick and is
motoring to the west coast with his family ... R. C. LiBeau, district manager of
Famous Players-Lasky, announces Paramount plans to release 50 pictures the
coming season.
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The Best Theatres

Buy

AMERICAN SEATING COMPANV CHAIRS
Recent

Installations

VISTA THEATRE

Storm Lake, la.

PARK

Fort Dodge, la.

THEATRE

IOWA

THEATRE

Bloomfield, la.

IRIS THEATRE
OPERA
STAR

HOUSE

Riceville, la.
THEATRE. . . Ringsted, la.

THEATRE

MASONIC

Gowrie, la.

TEMPLE

Marshalltown,

la.

MORE AMERICAN CHAIRS ARE SOLD BECAUSE THEV ARE,
First in New Designs
All Metal Parts Rust Proofed
All Castings Steel & Gray Cast Iron
Will Not Bend or Break After Installed
First to Make

Metal Clad Back

Exclusive Distribution of Genuine Goodrich
hyde Covering and Nu-Kraft Pads

Nauga-

See the New Exclusive Helical Mesh Spring Bottom
Seat, Used on All Spring Bottom Chairs
“The

Toughest

Chair

Neither

Made.
Bend

Jump

Nor

Distributed

on

it. You

Can

Break ”

by

DES MOINES THEATRE SUPPLV CO.
1121 HIGH
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DES MOINES,

IOWA

Champagne and Beer
And Prizes on Fox
Kansas City — Fox Midwest managers
will drink champagne at the National
Theatres convention August 9, in addition
to receiving prizes they won in the recent 12-week contest. Other managers will
drink beer, but because of the splendid
showing they made all down the line, they
will have plenty of it and it will be Class A.
The campaign was divided into four
periods of three weeks each, and there
were Fox Midwest prizes for Kansas City
division managers for each of those
periods, three in Class A and three in
Class B.
Winners during the final three-week
period: Class A — Charles Barnes, Uptown,
Kansas City; Jerry Baker, Granada, Kansas City, Kas., and Morrie Cohn, Council Bluffs. Class B — L. B. Sponsler, Waldo,
Kansas City; Ed Mater, Sedalia, Mo., and
Roy Cato, Cape Girardeau, Mo,
Third period winners: Morrie Cohn;
Frank Ritter, Isis, Kansas City; Sam
Naster, Lincoln, Kansas City; Sponsler;
Joe Redmond, Brookside, Kansas City,
and B. M. Montee, Chanute, Kas.
Second period, Class A: Cohn, Jim
Long, Plaza, Kansas City, and Frank Ritter.
Class B — H. Carroll, Carthage, Mo.; Charley Morehead, Beatrice, Neb., and C. P.
Forbes, Fort Scott, Kas. First period: Class
A — Cohn, Ray McLain, Emporia, Kas.;
and Art Zimmer, Springfield, 111. Class B
— Glen Hall, Marysville, Kas.; Forbes;
Mel Miller, Ottawa, Kas.

and

Modernizing Policies
Keep His Business Good
Kansas
with
F. B.
Fort
policy

City — “Business

is always

good

us here at Park Theatre,” writes
Damon, owner and operator of the
Dodge, la., house, whose operating
is based on continuous modernizing.

Recent additions to the theatre’s policy
include “installing 350 of the latest type
American Seating Co.’s most comfortable
seats, recarpeting of the entire house, rebuilding the stage so that it is large
enough for stage shows, revamping the
air-conditioning system so that we now
have as perfect control over the weather
as possible, and
office.
“We

building

a new

manager’s

like Boxoffice with its many features and look forward each week for its

appearance,”

adds

Kansas City — E. C. Leeves of the Central Theatre Supply Co. has purchased
the office furnishings and equipment, and
has taken over the General Register
Corp. line and the line of tickets formerly
handled by Frank H. Bowen.
Central

will continue

at 130 West

St., distributing Motiograph, Western
tric and Brenkert equipment.

18th

Bowen Gets Wider Area
To Sell Salem Chinaware
Kansas City — Frank H. Bowen has been
appointed direct representative of the
Salem

China Co., and will cover the territories west of the Mississippi except the
Pacific Coast. Bowen has relinquished his
other lines (which included HeywoodWakefield seating, Lloyd lobby furniture,
etc.), and will devote all his time to the
development and supervision of Salem
sales in that area. Bowen expects
point salesmen in each state.

to ap-

Bowen has handled Salem China, almost
altogether as theatre premiums, in the
Kansas City area for the past five years,
and has been particularly successful with
the line. He will continue to make his

Elec-

Leeves has just sold projectors, sound,
lamps and rectifiers to E. E. Webber for
his new Colonial, suburban house being
completed here.

20th-Fox Billings and
Sales Hit Record Pace
Minneapolis — Twentieth-Fox billings
and sales are running well ahead of last
year and its pictures are delivering at the
boxoffice,

according

to Roger

Omaha — Almost 100 Nebraska and Iowa
exhibitors already are using trading stamp
deals as a business stimulator and many
others are seriously considering this method of gross booster, since it is a giveaway that costs the exhibitor nothing.
The Midwest Stamp Co., Inc , with home
offices in Omaha, has reported marked
success for the trading stamp plan in the
Omaha distribution area. Leo Wolf is
president, and Sid Flateau,
of the company.

vice-president

The plan consists of issuing trading
stamps to merchants who issue a stamp

Damon.

headquarters in Kansas City. He has spent
18 years in the allied trades field.

General Register Line
Transferred to Leeves

Trading Stamp Plan
Is Gaining in Favor

Ferri, edi-

tor of the company’s house organ, Dynamo, here with Jim O’Loghlin, S. R. Kent
drive leader, to pep up the local branch
for the start of the campaign.
Ferri also pointed out that 20th-Fox
has its pictures finished up to the last
of November, while those announced for
December already are in production.

for each ten-cent purchase. A book full
of stamps, representing $10 in purchases,
is accepted by the exhibitor as an admission ticket to any performance. The exhibitor, in turn, redeems the book of 100
stamps with the Midwest company for an
agreed cash price.
A total of 17 Omaha theatres are using
the plan. Ralph Goldberg has a premium
giveaway at his six houses, and the TriStates, Brandeis and Muse theatres have
no giveaways.
Exhibitors create patron interest in the
trading stamps through trailers, using the
names of merchants issuing stamps and
lobby boards.
From

seven to ten merchants are cooperating with each exhibitor on the plan.
Arrangements are made with grocers,
druggists,

shoe stores, filling stations, department stores and business concerns of

all kinds. The merchant’s cost of stamps
is more than balanced by increased business, Flateau told Boxoffice.

Charley Vaughan Elected
President of Kansas Assn
Kansas City — Charley Vaughan, operator of the Art Theatre, Kansas City, Kas.,
Wednesday

was

elected

president

of the

Theatre Owners Ass’n of Kansas City,
Kas., at a meeting in Variety clubrooms
Vaughan succeeds George Baker, who was
named secretary of the group.
Jack
elected

Truitt, manager

of the Electric, was

vice-president.

St, Joe Electric Cuts
St. Joseph, Mo. — A 15-cent top admission for a double-feature program of second runs features Dubinsky’s Electric Theatre here. Dubinsky recently closed the
Crystal Theatre, a second-run house, and
opened the Electric with the double-feature second runs as the attraction.

Knight to Kiva
Lincoln — Bill Knight, formerly house
manager at the Sun, a J. H. Cooper house,
has been taken on at the Kiva, one of the
opposition T. B. Noble jr. string.
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Omaha Variety Directors
Promote Sol J. Francis

Minneapolis

Omaha — Sol J. Francis, second assistant
chief barker of Omaha Variety Club, has
been elevated to the post of first assistant
chief barker, succeeding Evert R. Cummings, who resigned due to press of business.

Minneapolis — More stage shows will be
booked into the Orpheum from now on, it
was indicated by John J. Friedl, general
manager of the Minnesota Amusement Co.,
upon his return from New York.
Rudy Vallee comes in for five days,

Ted Mendenhall was named by the club
directorate to succeed Francis as second

starting August 5. Later in the month another Major Bowes unit will be offered.
Negotiations also are in progress to bring
in Tommy Dorsey and his orchestra.

assistant
mittee.

and

chairman

of the house

com-

Goes

Orpheum
for Stage Hits
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Dubinskys Host Film Trade for
Opening of Leavenworth Theatre

a “new
him.

St. Paul Ignores
"Blockade" Kicks

like George F. Monroe jr. is going to be a busy guy, “Birth of a Baby”
having now gone into the 12th state.
George is acting as midwife between the
Skirball interests who own the film, and
the small town exhibitors ... Is Weiner,
here making light of the sketches Howard
Federer drew of Spencer Tracy. Says the
way they look Federer should bill him as
star,” because nobody’ll recognize

Hymie Novitsky is convinced “Army
Girl” is the picture that’ll save the life
of any exhibitor . . . All employes at the
two J. H. Cooper houses, Sun and Orpheum, are counting back to find whether
their seniority is lengthy enough to bump
some of the younger stuff at the other
houses which will stay open ... At the
same time, the union is having trouble
convincing George O. Monroe at the Colonial that his favorite operator can be
bumped.
Chick Boyes is bringing a new tent
troupe here, replacing the present one
which goes on the road. No relief for the
picture house gang . . . Orville Rennie
pens a note from Sioux City that he’ll
soon be back to work.
Tip to Evert Cummings: Entirely possible Barney Oldfield will be aired via
KOIL this fall with a daily Hollywood
show — for a cosmetics company . . . Bob
Livingston is still rankled because the
scenes in the newsreel about Nebraska’s
“white spot” which included the Capitol
Theatre ticket window, were cut out of
the print on this date. He had a special
screening for the governor and the governor's secretary one night last week showing the complete reel.

The

Minneapolis — Despite

group

of St. Paul

steps taken

Catholic

by a

societies to

combat the showing of “Blockade” in their
city, the Minnesota Amusement Co. proceeded to show it at its Rivera Theatre this
week.

The picture was attacked as “political propaganda.”
The group, calling itself the St. Paul
Joint Council Catholic Laymen, was formed last week and elected officers. It prepared and sent a message to all St. Paul
Catholic pastors.
In the letter calling attention to the
film, the group emphasized that before
“Blockade” went into production it was
protested by the Knights of Columbus,
the Legion of Decency, the National
Screen Council of Catholic Women and
other Catholic organizations. It was
charged that the Riviera had ignored proing. tests of local Catholic groups to its showPastors were asked to call their parishioners’ attention to the alleged “lack of
cooperation of producers and exhibitors.”
The message was signed by Alphonse J.
Mattern, chairman, and Miss Eileen De
Long, secretary of the Council of Laymen.
In Minneapolis the picture was shown
at the Orpheum without any opposition.

Dubinskys , Their

Theatre

Kansas

City — The

Dubinsky

Bros, open-

ed their new $175,000 Hollywood Theatre
in Leavenworth, Kas., July 23, as hosts
to over 100 members of the industry, exchange managers, theatremen, bookers,
etc. The 1,050-seat house was full the two
opening performances Saturday evening.
Feature attraction was “Little Miss Broadway,” starring Shirley Temple.
The theatre is modernistic, and, unusual
for a modern house, is as attractive and
impressive from the outside as on the inside. It is now the circuit’s No. 1 spot in
Leavenworth and will play top pictures
first run. The Dubinskys also operate the
Orpheum and Lyceum in Leavenworth.
The Hollywood gives the Dubinskys 22
theatres, all of them first runs, in Kansas
and Missouri, according to Ed DubinskyDurwood.
Following the show, members of the
industry were guests of the Dubinskys.
Bill and Violet Dubinsky entertained at
the National Hotel and Irvin Dubinsky,
who is manager of the Hollywood, was
host at his home.

Welling to Open 350-Seat
Theatre at Natoma, Kas .
Natoma,

Kas. — George

S.

Welling

ex-

pects to complete his new 350-seat theatre here within two months. Natoma,
with 600 population, has not had a theatre before. The house will be completely
modern.

and

Guests

A reunion of the Dubinsky family is represented in the first photo. Reading from left to right: Ed Dubinsky Durivood,
his daughter, Marjorie, Mrs. Durwood, Mrs. Maurice Schweitzer (Ed’s sister, Bertha), Mrs. Steiner, Mrs. Irwin Dubinsky,
Mrs. H. S. Gould, Arlene Dubinsky, Irvin Dubinsky, Betty Dubinsky, Vi and Bill Dubinsky and Stanley Durwood (Ed’s son).
The second photo is a front and side view of the new Hollywood Theatre.
Kansas City film exchange managers appear in the third photo. From left to right: Frank Hensler, M-G-M branch
manager; J. T. Manfre, Paramount branch manager; Russell Borg, Grand National branch manager; Robert O. Boiler,
theatre architect; Leroy Miller, Universal branch manager ; William Warner, Warner exchange manager; R. C. LiBeau,
Paramount district manager; Arthur H. Cole, Paramount office manager; Morris Hoffman, theatre builder.
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O

M

A

DOROTHY
LAIRD
went to Colorado
Springs for her vacation . . . John
Winn was home ill . . . S. A. Madsen is
vacationing. His first name, in case you
haven’t heard, is Swain . . . Les Abbott,
general sales manager for Motiograph,
was in town on business.
Omaha exchange is still leading the
Grand National drive as it goes into the
sixth week. First prize of $1,000 would he
split among exchange employes, but the
last two weeks may he the toughest, says
Manager Jack Lamont . . . Howard Federer
and Boh Livingston were up from Lincoln.
Seen

dodging in and out of air conditioned exchanges with the mercury at the

1HI A,
Row.

It consists of E. H. Robertson, Scribner Theatre, Scribner, Neb., and L. C.
Ehlers, Minden Theatre, Minden, Neb. . . .
Jane Lucille Van Husan is home from
summer school at Boulder, Colo. . . . D. V.
McLucas is back from New York.
Plans for several fall and winter social
affairs will he mulled over at the meeting
of Omaha Variety Club hoard of directors
on August 1. Chief Barker Walt Green
says he’ll have “lots of news” after the
meeting . . . Club Canvassmen are Harry
J. Shumow, D. V. McLucas, R. S. Ballantyne, W. J. Foley, Hymie Novitsky, E. I.
Rubin, Ted Mendenhall and Glenn Rogers.

Cen-

Two rare visitors on Davenport street:
A1 Wuebbens, Royal Theatre, Parkston,
S. D., and A. C. Myrick, State Theatre,
Lake Park, la. . . . Lou Ireland, Logan
Theatre, Logan, la., was on the Row . . .
Bob Pennington, Rialto Theatre, Villisca,

Helen Baum, M-G-M biller, went to Chicago and then to the home town. Cedar

la., says he’s “feeling fine.” Bob is almost completely recovered from serious
injuries received in an auto accident . . .

100 mark: Harry M. Lowder, Sioux Theatre, Anthon, la.; Mr. and Mrs. C. C.
Goodrich, Rialto, Stromsburg, Neb.; A. H.
Lehman, Harris Theatre, Avoca, la.; Mr.
and

Mrs. Jack
tral City, Neb.

Riggs,

Sun

Theatre,

Rapids, Neb., for her vacation . . . Catherine Nodean, M-G-M inspectress and secretary of Local B-47, Film Employes Union,
went to the lakes ... F. A. Van Husan
went

to Dunlap,

Moore’s
The

new

la., to see

theatre

how

C. C.

is getting along.

“brother-in-law

team”

was

on

the

Ted

Mendenhall, Paramount boss, is having trouble with his left shoulder again.

Harry Skirball says business is “great”
. . . Bob Riddle, RKO booker at Kansas
City, was here for a few days . . . Sid
Flateau is planning on moving his family
here from

St. Louis.

K. C. Exhibitors Not
Jubilant Over Probe
Kansas City — Perhaps it’s the hot weather, but independent exhibitors here have
indicated no jubilance over the government’s anti-monopoly suit against major
theatre-producer groups.
Independents do, however, believe
suit will be beneficial to independent

the
in-

terests; that it will “shake up” the industry structure which they feel has become too stratified to permit that freedom of competition they naturally feel
should exist in the industry.
As

an exhibitor and not in his capacity as president of the ITO of Kansas
City, E. E. Webber jr„ of the Mary Lue,
said he thought the action “okay” and
expressed the hope that the government
“will go to the bottom of the whole complicated structure.” One trouble has been
that the actions of the government in the
past have not been thorough or decisive,
and many points and issues have remained
“up in the air,” he said.
Webber thinks a conciliation board setup by which the industry could handle
its own problems would be more beneficial perhaps than government action.
Asked why the industry has not done this
before, he laid at least a part of the
blame

Midwest Stamp Co.
INCORPORATED

A

Reliable

Financially

K. C. Filmrow Ready
For Picnic Aug. 8

Responsible

Corporation

MOVIE STAMPS
Fill Your

Empty

Seats

l^fil
PMM

at No Cost to You With
midwest
movie

Ml

STAMP

plan.

Kansas City — The annual film picnic is
all prepared to explode into one of the
biggest social constellations of the season.
Set for Monday afternoon, August 8, at
Lake Quivira, exchanges will close at 3
p. m. Transportation is being arranged
individually, as is food.
For golf the fee will be 50 cents, which
includes shower, locker, and green fees;
swimming, 30 cents for adults (which excludes most film people on picnic), and
patrons

A

Proven

Plan That

lated Theatre
where

Under

Has
Stimu-

Attendance
Our

CleanEvery-'
Cut

Method.

Write

or Wire

Midwest Stamp Co.
INCORPORATED
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Picnic grounds at Quivira have been reserved for film folk. Some exchanges are
arranging for food, others leaving it to
individuals. The club will' have special
steak and chicken dinners for those not
otherwise provided.
Quivira is in Kansas so that only beer
will be served.

Us

For Information

1518 Cass

supply their own suits. An orchestra will play for dancing (free) on the
second floor of the clubhouse from 9 to
12 in the evening.

In charge

of the picnic are Bob

Withers,

George Baker, Arthur Cole, Norris
well, and R. R. Biechele.

Cress-

Marino

in Principal

Cities

Omaha — Joe

Manages
Marino

Maryland
has

been

The
would

average exhibitor, Webber thinks,
much rather have the conference

method

of solving

difficulties.

One independent, E. S. Young of the
Central, said he was not opposed to block
booking and the present methods of doing
business in general, but that there has
been too great a concentration of power
in circuits which have followed the practice of buying out their strongest independent competition. The government action should help.
One

trouble

has

been, Young

said, that

distributors talked a lot about conci’iation, adjusting methods to comply more
with independent operation, etc., but that
it mostly has been conversation. Perhaps
the government’s
thing definite.
Other
sions.

move

exhibitors

Affected
all of Fox

will produce

made

similar

someexpres-

by the government’s suit here
Midwest’s more than 100 the-

atres, Loew’s Midland, the B&K Newman.
Fox Midwest of course has first runs here,
the Tower and Uptown, as well as in
Wichita, Topeka, Hutchinson and other
Kansas towns, Springfield, Joplin, Moberly, and other Missouri cities and towns,
and in Nebraska, Iowa and Illinois. Suburban theatres in Kansas City include the
Plaza, Isis, Warwick, Madrid, Rockhill,

Atlantic 9649

NEBR.

on exhibitors themselves, and included independents. He admitted that
exhibitors have not been able to solve
their problems.

named

manager of the Maryland Theatre, suburban house, succeeding Bob Bertram.

Linwood, Waldo, Brookside, Vista, Gladstone, Benton; in Kansas City, Kas., the
Granada.
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Allied Mag Hold
A Special Session
(Continued
all producers

in

from
the

page

the

current heat of political campaigns, Filmrow has its own candidates
for offices. It all happened on the way
back
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production

JN

of pic-

tures.”
Also contained in the decision, however,
are some observations that are not so
favorable.
“While there is no evidence,” says the
decision, “that the producers who have affiliated theatres have an agreement, or
understanding, that none of their number shall enter the competitive territory
in which another of them has theatres,
they apparently have refrained from competing with each other in the exhibition
field.

from Leavenworth, Kas., last Saturday night, following the opening of Dubinsky Bros. Hollywood Theatre there.
There is plenty of evidence in National
Screen Service that Charles E. Gregory
is running for sheriff, and that “A vote
for B. W. Chipman for mayor will close
the saloons.” Walt Lambader of Metro
is campaign manager for both the candidates.
On the Row: John Stapel, Rockport,
Mo., exhibitor, and president of the
KMTA; S. A. Myers, Rainbow, Rockville ,
Mo.; Walter Lovan, Eldorado Springs, Mo.;
Torn Wilhoit, Platte City, Mo.; George
Hayob,

“A producer which owns theatres has
the power to make it impossible for the
independent exhibitor to procure films
from it, and difficult to procure them from
other

major

producers in case the producer-exhibitor desires these films for itself. There is evidence tending to show
that producers with affiliated theatres
have exercised the powers possessed by
them for their own advantage and to the
detriment of their independent competitors.”
Schwartz Confident
L. B. Schwartz, local attorney who assisted the North Dakota state attorney
general in the defense of the divorcement
law’s validity, feels that the court’s findings sustains his contentions regarding the
monopoly character of the situation and
the opportunities existing for the exercise
of monopolistic practices in restraint of
trade. He is supremely confident that the
U. S. supreme court will affirm the decision of the federal circuit court of appeal judge and two district court judges
who were unanimous in their opinion regarding the measure’s validity. He is willing, in fact, to wager two to one on the
outcome.

Marshall,

“Coming on the heels of the decision,
the government anti-trust suit undoubtedly will tend to slow up the grasping
and monopolistic methods of the Big Eight
and give the independent exhibitor a
sense of security he hasn’t known in a
generation.”

Mrs.

R. W.

Miller,

Hutchinson, Kas.; Shields Wilson, Camdenton, Mo.; Art C. Wooten, former theatre operator at Lamed, Kas.; H. L. Reed.
State, Lamed, Kas.; Oliver Williams, Civic,
Brookfield, Mo.; Tom Edwards, Ozark,
Eldon, Mo., back from

a vacation

in Idaho;

TRADE

Kansas

City — John

Due Back
McManus,

manager

of the Loew’s Midland here, will return
Monday from California where he has been
vacationing two weeks with his family.
Robert V. Kail, assistant manager of the
house, has been pinch-hitting for McManus.
BOXOFFICE

Advice to the Lovelorn: Don’t carry towels to lunch at Screenland. What’s his
name, Hazel joy Ralph?
We

see by the papers that the engagement of Miss Kathryn (Kay) Griffith of
Republic-Midwest, to Frederick William
Schulzke of St. Louis is announced. Accompanied by pitchers, too.
Paul Allison, home office advertising
sales representative for RKO, was at the
local exchange this week.
Hiram
in from

iwvwww
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Has Nancy,” starring Robert Montgomery
and Janet Gaynor.
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Mrs. Marion Miller, operator of the Casino at Boonville, Mo., is off for a vacation.
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H. Gaston, new operator of the Mayflower, Florence, Kas., and Max Davisson,
formerly operator of the house; Abe Shafer
III, Edgerton, Mo.

Casino, Boonville, Mo.; J. W. Davis, Higginsville, Mo.; Harry Till, Courter, Hamilton, Mo.; Tom Steele, Fox city manager,

817 Holmes

“The decision means,” says Schwar
tz,
“that the producers will have to divorc
e
themselves from theatre operations and
clear the way for the small independent
exhibitor to exist, and the sooner
they
realize this the better for them. They
must
reconcile themselves to the fact that they’ll
have to quit siphoning into one New York
jackpot the country’s wealth and resour
ces.
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H. WORKMAN, M-G-M branch manager, called to Florida by the serious
illness of his father . . . Harry Dickerman, local independent exhibitor, back
from Omaha where he visited with a former employe, Donald Guttman, now a
Columbia salesman out of the Nebraska
metropolis. Incidentally, Donald is in line
for congratulations, just having become
a daddy . . . Thieves stole Harold Kaplan’s comparatively new Olds 8 from in
front of the Minnesota Theatre, despite
the fact it was locked. The car later was
found in a ditch 50 miles from Minneapolis, completely wrecked and dismantled.
Harold is manager of the State.
While the guest of W. A. Steffes at the
latter’s northern Minnesota estate, Charlie Weiner of Monogram distinguished
himself by catching a four-pound pike.
Charlie’s new nick-name for Steffes is
“pill man.” It seems that the Northwest
Allied and Twin City Variety Club president keeps a supply of pills on hand for
his guests who, according to Weiner, are
fed like kings and usually succumb to the
temptation to overeat, needing the medication.
Pretty Shirley Schuman of Universal
spent her vacation at Bemidji, Minn. . . .
Charles School, M-G-M home office auditor, in town . . . Eddie McErlane spending his vacation at northern Minnesota
lake resorts and in the north woods . . .
Claude Dickinson, Universal booker, was
watching the Chicago Cubs baseball team
in action last week and caught “Dizzy”
Dean on the mound. Claude’s a red-hot
fan.
Abe Kaplan, prominent Twin City independent exhibitor, has recovered from
his leg injury and is back on the golf links,
chalking up his usual low scores . . . Gene
Meredith driving to New York, Atlantic
City and Saratoga Springs, in which lastnamed spot he’ll watch the nags perform
. . . Fred Finnegan, Universal office manager, driving a new Pontiac. He is believed to be the first Filmrow individual
to send in his order for a University of
Minnesota season football book, mailing
the application in less than five minutes
after he received it through the mail.
He’s a dyed-in-the-wool Gopher rooter.
Out-of-town exhibitors visiting Filmrow
included Don Buckley, Redwood Falls,
Minn.; G. D. Thome, Sandstone, Minn.;
Jack Heywood, New Richmond, Wis.; C. P.
Knudson, Red Lake, Minn.; Julius Overmoe, Hillsboro, N. D„ and W. H. McIntyre, Blooming Prairie, Minn. . . . Eddie Stoller, United Artists office manager,

Davis Sales Jump
Kansas

City — Theatre

equipment

“Kelly” Evidon’s sunburn the envy of
Filmrow . . . Joe Behan has recovered
from his leg infection which had him in
the hospital . . . Ted Mails, St. Paul independent exhibitor, the father of a sevenpound baby girl — his first child . . . RKO
starts releasing its new season product in
the territory September 1, with the Marx
Brothers’ “Room Service” one of the first
offerings, “Nickey” Goldhammer confides.
United Artists is screening its first picture of the new selling season, “Algiers,”
this week . . . The M-G-M annual office
picnic at Medicine Lake was declared to
be “the best ever.” Mickey Coen’s wrestling match featured it . . . Jack Reynolds,
driving new car . . . Bill Evidon, Columbia office manager, in company with Lowell Kaplan, Ruben circuit booker, touring
northern Minnesota woods and lakes.
Morrie Abrams and wife and daughter,
Lois, touring to New York. It will be the
M-G-M publicity man’s first visit to the
metropolis in 20 years. He recently completed a tour of the territory, checking
up with newspapers on his company’s
mat service . . . E. J. Hurley, Paramount
chief accountant, vacationing in the northern Minnesota woods . . . Reno Wilk,
back in town, says his “Marihuana” is
mopping up. It played the Memorial
Auditorium, Wadena, Minn., last Tuesday
and turned ’em away, he confides . . .
Monogram’s “Romance of the Limberlost”
did a smashing business in Red Wing last
Sunday, according to Charlie Weiner. This
one’s an even better boxoffice bet than
“Boy of the Streets,” he insists.
Phil Dunas, district manager, addressed
a meeting of the Columbia sales staff to
start a drive to put over the new product
. . . Sam Sherman, formerly Republic
salesman in South Dakota, handling the
“Marihuana” roadshow for Reno Wilk . . .
Minneapolis will be without a circus this
summer. The A1 G. Barnes show playing
all around here will pass up the city because of fear of labor troubles. Circumventing the city’s anti-carnival ordinance,
the Goodman Wonder Shows last week
went on exhibition just outside the city
limits.
Jim Donohue, former Paramount branch
manager here and now serving in a similar capacity in Chicago, stopped over en
route to the northern Minnesota woods
where he’s vacationing .

Work
sales

reported this week by Don “High Fidelity”
Davis follow: Ed Marsh’s Strand, Eskridge, Kas.; J. D. Lankister’s Majestic,
Allen, Okla.; Steve Sellers’ Westville, Westville, Okla.; Clyde Phillips’ Eagle, Stillwell, Okla.
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fishing in northern Minnesota waters . . .
Frank Mantzke, Universal branch manager, paid a visit to La Crosse, Wis.

Kansas

Night Growing

City — Work

Night,

theatre

Metro Holds Threat
Aimed at Hamilton
Minneapolis — Metro

hasn’t

carried

out

its threat to discontinue servicing W. L.
Hamilton for his Princess Theatre, independent neighborhood house, because he’s
double featuring contrary to the wishes of
other Twin City independent exhibitors,
members of Northwest Allied States, who
are dead set against the twin bills.
Instead, it’s continuing to deliver pictures to him under his contract which
doesn’t prohibit him from double featuring
the M-G-M product.
However, Hamilton says Metro has
changed the availability for his theatre,
putting the Princess behind two other
houses in the same district that play single
features. If the distributor adheres to this
determination, he says, he’ll demand
duction in the prices for the films.

a re-

It had been indicated that a lawsuit
probably would result if Metro had gone
through with its threat to shut Hamilton
off from its pictures. Charlie Weiner,
Monogram co-franchise holder, offered to
raise a fund among independent exchanges
to help defray the cost of a court action
by Hamilton if it became necessary.
Hamilton has pointed out that some of
the M-G-M product is being doubled featured in several Minnesota Amusement
Co. downtown houses in Minneapolis and
St. Paul and in many theatres throughout
the territory He also cites the fact that
the unwritten agreement among Twin
City independent exhibitors not to double
feature has expired.

Cooper to Darken Two
In Lincoln in August
Lincoln — The

J. H. Cooper

Enterprises

announces the Sun, a 500-seater, and the
Orpheum, a 1,350-seater, would close early
in August. Bob Huffman, JHCE city
manager, said the Orpheum would be given
an extensive remodeling and will be reopened about October 1.
He wrote a letter to Bob Livingston,
telling him the Sun would be vacated by
August 31. Lease is held by Livingston,
and has been sublet to Cooper for several
years. This is probably the end of the Sun
as a film spot, one firm already having
looked it over as a skating rink site.

Ultimate gain by these theatre closings
will not be to shorten the amount of
playable product in Lincoln, but to cut
down the number of subsequent runs which
allegedly have been eating into the first
showings. This is not the end of the closings; it is understood, the Liberty, a 1,400darken when Cooper’s
probably
will out
seater,
in December.
lease runs

pro-

motion evolved by Howard White of Kansas City, now is being used in 30 cities
and towns throughout the middle west, he
says. Mike Roth, who represents the idea
in Illinois, has just placed it in the Vogue
at Lincoln, 111.

Six Try New
Omaha

—

American

Game
Distributing

Corp.

reported six more Nebraska situations
signed for “Work Night.” They are: Falls
City, South Sioux City, Pender, Osmond,
Genoa and Wausa.
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INDEPENDENT CIRCUITS ALSO ARE "GUILTY"
OF UNFAIR PRACTICES, SAYS CLEVELAND
Independents Expect Probe
Of Such Chains After
Major Hearings
By

ELSIE

Cleveland — While

disputes.

over

of the “evils” amicably achieved by conference of the conflicting industry
branches.
Locally, the animosity against producerowned houses is directed almost exclusively to neighborhood units, where it is
believed successful exhibition is largely a
matter of contact between the owners and
the public. First-run downtown affiliated
theatres operated as show-windows for
product generally are considered justified.

District Attorneys Ass'n
Skips Bank Night Game
Pa. — The

State

Ass’n

of District

Attorneys in annual convention here failed
to take action on the legality of Bank
Night.
A resolution expressing the opinion of
the association that such contests are illegal did not bring action from the floor.
Prosecutors of Beaver, Crawford and other
counties have ruled Bank Night illegal.
Mortimer E. Graham, Erie district attorney, stated that no opinion was rendered here by the association, adding that
the question is now before the Pennsylvania Supreme Court.

M. J. Cullen Studies New
Territory With Finney
Contrary

to reports

elsewhere, M. J. Cullen, newly

Columbus,

Ohio

—

appointed

Loew’s district manager and successor to
W. J. Finney, did not take up his duties
here Monday, July 18, but, over the weekend, flew to Kansas City where he met
Finney and with the latter spent several days working back over his new territory to Columbus. He expects to be
joined here by Mrs. Cullen within a few
weeks.
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ME

The

Myers 7 Permission

secretary

of ITO

of Ohio,

reminds

his members

of the

last month to insure the achievement of national Allied's objecwith any industry plan for conciliation and adjustment of trade

gist of the resolution

cited

by

Wood

via

the bulletin

route:

"Resolved that no member of this board or any other member of this organization act in any capacity in connection with the contemplated conciliation and arbitration plan until he is first authorized to do so by Mr. Abram F. Myers, general

the

“divorce” suit filed against major producers and distributors, independent exhibitors here do not confine their ire to
the national topnotchers. They assertedly are as much concerned over allegedly
unfair practices of large independent circuits.
Many local independents believe that
after the hearing on the federal suit
against the majors, an investigation of
unaffiliated chains will be launched.
It is the opinion, further, of some exhibitor leaders here that the suit will be
settled by consent decree, with adjustment

Erie,

Without

resolution adopted
tives in connection

LOEB
“jubilant”

Not

Columbus — P. I. Wood,

counsel

of national

Allied."

orce
ivlv
'Dsy
MayInSeekPenn
an'ia
Pittsburgh

whether

— It

the MPTO

is

not

determined

of W. Pa., Inc., will

press for action in the Pennsylvania legislature for enactment of a theatre divorcement statute at the next regular
session.
An officer of the local Allied organization stated that national Allied is on record “to work aggressively for a bonafide
concilatory program for the motion picture industry,” but at the same time that
the local board of directors would likely
discuss a divorcement proposal at the
next meeting and undoubtedly it would be
one of the major considerations of the
annual convention of the western Pennsylvania exhibitor association early in the
fall.
MPTO executives expressed “satisfaction” when advised that a three-judge
statutory court had upheld the constitutionality of the North Dakota statute
which prohibits producers-distributors
from engaging in exhibition in that state.
The spokesman here said that arrangements could be made for the introduction
of a bill similar to the North Dakota statute in the legislature at Harrisburg and
that great strength could be mustered in
its behalf.

No “Divorce"

Plans
W.

Va.

Detroit — Percentage

bookings

are

con-

demned by Joseph G. Portell, Detroit circuit operator. “A house of the neighborhood type cannot afford to pay as much
as 20 per cent for pictures,” he says. “This
applies for the whole program of a distributor, of course, as a house could readily afford to pay this for a single selected
picture. I am consequently strongly in
favor of straight rentals.
“No small theatre owner can make
money on a rental charge of 40 or even 30
per cent. Even if we get top grosses, we
can’t do it. And if we do get the people,
we can’t take care of them in a small
house.
“If it were possible to arrange a fair,
ethical percentage, it would be all right,
but would the film companies be willing
to share our losses on some dates with us

as well?”

Approve
Columbus,

Tax Extension

Ohio — The

Ohio

House

of

Representatives has approved the tax
extension bill anticipated to produce $7,200,000 in poor relief from excise taxes,
including the three per cent admissions
tax, which was extended through 1941.

White Sulphur Springs, August 22-23.
“As I see the situation, I know of no
new legislation that is hanging over our
heads or that is threatened at the next
legislative session in West Virginia.

By W. Va. Exhibitors
Huntington,

Joseph Portell Condemns
Bookings on Percentage

S. J. Hyman,

“Of course, lots of things can happen,

president of the West Virginia Managers’
Ass’n, stated this week that this exhibitor
organization does not contemplate any
divorce laws for the Mountain state.

—

but I know of nothing at present,” Hyman
told Boxoffice.

At the same time he said that the industry has no legislative program to present at Charleston during the next session
of the legislature.
Hyman urged attendance at the fourth
annual convention of the association at

Subjects to be discussed at the convention have not been selected and the guest
speaker has not been decided upon at
present, the association president said.
West

Virginia Managers’ Ass’n, independent organization, does not plan any
affiliations
at this time, according to Hyman.
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Seek to Halt Grand Jury Probe of
Sunday Film Law of 1935 "Sellout"
Harrisburg —
Legislation to stop the
grand jury probe of the Earle administration was before the legislature Tuesday, the special session having convened
late Monday evening. Among charges the
grand jury proposed to investigate was the
one which accused leading Democrats of
“selling for cold cash in the amount of
$100,000” passage of the Sunday film law
of 1935.
The legislature sits on a powder-keg
the precedent-shattering special session opens. Public tension is high and
newspapers challenge Governor Earle with
as

attempting
ernment.

to set up a “Huey

Long”

gov-

In Earle’s call to the legislature he listed
24 topics for action.
Topic No. 21 concerns technical changes

'Blockade' Blockade
No Blow to Takes
Cleveland — Picketing

Oakmont, Pa. — Ground has been broken
for the new theatre which is being erected
by Stephen Rodnenok, proprietor of the
Lehigh Theatre, on Allegheny River Blvd.
The contractor is the Navarro Construction Corp. of Pittsburgh.
The

new

house

Oaks,” Rodnenok
embody the most
construction.
Victor

will be

named

“The

stated this week. It will
modern ideas in theatre

A. Rigaumont,

prominent

archi-

tect and a member of Boxoffice’s Modern Theatre Remodeling Institute, designed
“The Oaks.”
Deep well water will be used as a cooling
medium through water cooling coils, the
well having been dug last week as one of
the first steps in the construction.

New

Emlenton
Open

Theatre to

by September

1

Emlenton, Pa. — Hayes Garbarino, Clarion exhibitor, stated this week that the
new theatre being erected here will be
open by September 1.
T.

A. Birocco and T. Aquilina, associated with Garbarino in the Garby Theatre enterprise at Clarion, are interested
in this new unnamed theatre which will
have a seating capacity of 400.

Walter

Wan-

The Catholic Workers Ass’n picketed the
picture, charging it contained Communistic propaganda.

Read

in the fire and panic act regulating number of exits and means of egress from
buildings, to conform to new construction
practices.

Ground Breaking for
New Oakmont Theatre

of

ger’s UA release, "Blockade,” in no manner depressed grosses at the Loew’s State
Theatre here, according to Manager
Everett Steinbuck. The film played to
above average business, he said.

Red

Karin’s

editorial on page

three 'of this issue for more
the blockade

details on

of “Blockade.”

"Blockade" Plays Detroit
Despite Many Protests
Detroit — “Blockade”
day) at the Madison

was to open (FriTheatre, following

receipt

of a bombardment of letters demanding and protesting against a showing of the film in this city by United Detroit Circuit. Many hundreds of letters
and post cards were received upholding
both sides.
Volume of sentiment appeared to favor
showing of the film, judging by number
of protests received, although there were
more individually written letters received
denouncing the film.
Typical

form letters were received demanding the showing, largely, it is believed, through union support for the film.

A common one stated, in part: “I am very
much interested in the showing of ‘Blockade,’ which has been shown in every
major city in the U. S., and should have
been shown in Detroit some time ago.
“At present it does not seem as though
the picture will be coming here at all,
and I feel that there must be something
behind the scenes holding this picture up.
It is too valuable a film to be lost to the
general public through the demands of a
few who would sacrifice freedom of the
screen to their partisan interests.”
Aside from any question of partisan
propaganda for or against the film, and
its banning in Flint upon protest by clerics
there, the picture has naturally been delayed by closing of the United Artists Theatre, which normally would receive this
UA

Open

at Youngstown

Youngstown, Ohio — This town’s newest neighborhood theatre, the Wilson, has
been opened to the public. The new
house will operate on a double feature
policy with four program changes a week.
Jack Steinberg, associated with the old
Dome Theatre here, is the manager.
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product, resulting in delaying of booking dates.
“Blockade” also received support in the
form of a resolution urging its showing
and urging everyone to see it, passed by

the Michigan
Clubs.
Unusual

State Federation

part of the program

of Women’s
will be the

playing of a four-reeler in connection
it, instead of a regular feature.

with

Pittsburgh — Members of Republic Pictures Corp. of Pittsburgh were visited last
week

by James

Republic

R. Grainger,

Pictures

Corp., who

president
in turn

of
was

welcomed by a hundred leading exhibitors. Also present was Harry A. LaVine,
central
photo
George

district
shows,
W.

Grainger,
Hymen

manager.
left

Collins, James

LaVine,

M.

sales

standing,
Samuel

Wheeler,

Discovers
Operating

The
right,

Alexander,

Fineberg;

Louis

16mm.

H.

to

front,

Hanna.

Theatre

at Marklesburg

Pittsburgh— Found — A New Theatre.
George Tice, who travels hither and yon
for Columbia Pictures, ran smack into a
new

theatre

last week.

It was

at Markles-

burg, Pa., just a few miles out of Friendsville, Md.
The

Marklesburg

Theatre,

seating

375,

was opened just three weeks ago, Tice was
told. The operator is Dr. R. C. Jones, a
resident of Uniontown, Pa. He operated
another storeroom show for a year before
opening

the new theatre. All films projected are 16 mm, and most of them are

rented

through Russell C. Roshon, manager of United Educator Films Co. of
Pittsburgh.

Plugging

Kent Drive

Pittsburgh — Local 20th-Fox exchange
is displaying special banners announcing
the sixth annual S. R. Kent drive, which
will be observed from August 14 to December 17. Ira H. Cohn, branch manager, is out to break his former record,
which include winning the Kent drive on
several occasions.
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W. Va. Program on Tap
At IATSE Convention
unaffiliated circuit execuJ^MONG tivesthe
from this territory invited to this
week’s “business rally” in New York were
John H. Harris, Michael Manos, Nikitas
Dipson

and A. B. Hyman. Dipson is vacationing in Europe and he is not expected
to return here until November . . . Va-

riety Club’s 150 resident members have
closed the roster with Art England, Maurice Spitalny and Charles Baron being
transferred to the local Tent .No. 1. No
more resident members can be taken into
the club until there is a vacancy . . . Harris-Alvin opens 20th-Fox’s “Alexander’s
Ragtime Band” on August 11.
Irving Barnett, formerly of Filmrow, has
obtained leave of absence for several
months from Ross Federal Service, and
has set out on a tour of fairs to operate
eating concessions.
to

Homer Michaels jr., is the name given
the son of Homer Michaels of the

Liberty Theatre,
pap Louie beams
Homer.
Among

Carson street. Grandwhen speaking of little

those vacationing

are Mort

Eng-

land of the England Bros.’ Enterprises,
who is visiting A. E. “Addie” Klein, Chicago’s RCA sales manager, formerly of
this city; Irene Polan, secretary to the
England Bros.; Bill Conway and Henrietta
Brehler,

Universal; Sabina Maltesta, Paramount; Elizabeth Cunningham, Republic;

Marlene Leff, Columbia;
vich, Eddie Miniski, Hilda

Mary StepanoAlvin and Irvin

Pittsburgh — The

legislative program

Virginia will be outlined at a convention of the IATSE at Gassaway on
August 7. The date was set at an IATSE
meeting in Bluefield.
Larry Katz, international representative of the motion picture machine operators’ union, presided
Bluefield meeting.

Runs

Twice

as chairman

at the

Cleveland — “Under Western Stars,”
Republic western starring Roy Rogers, is
playing

most of Cleveland’s Class A subsequent run houses, contrary to long established precedent, according to Sam P. Gorrel, Republic salesmanager.

“Among the theatres which for years
have tabooed westerns, that are now play•'ng the Roy Rogers picture are the Lyceum, Beech Cliff, LaSalle, Capitol, Gar-

Weekly

den, Lorain-Fulton and
reports.

in Summer

East Brady, Pa. — The State Theatre is
operating on Fridays and Saturdays only
for the remainder of the summer.

Avalon,”

Gorrel

Others playing “Under Western Stars”
contrary to established policies are the
Palace, Akron, and Pantheon, Toledo.

To Our Many
Exhibitor
We

want

most

kindly

for the pleasant

we have

always

Monarch; Marie Rost and May Weir, Vitagraph; Allan Terner, American Theatrical Valance Co.

we have
territory.

been

It’s a 7-pound-9 ounce daughter at the
Werner Lunds. Young papa is the Daisytown, Marianna and Bobtown exhibitor

It was

. . . Margaret Kripp has joined the booking staff at 20th-Fox exchange as stenographer, replacing Betty Smith, resigned

and

that we

enjoyed

only through
were

of thanking

business

and more

distributing Republic

again

are pleased

signed

Friends:

to take this opportunity

Jacobs, M-G-M;
Jane Patterson, UA;
Irene Bartek, RKO; Jeanette Simpson,

....

for

West

" Under Western Stars"
Wins Over New Screens

relations

especially since
Pictures in this

this fine cooperation
offered the Republic

to announce

you

that we

of yours
Franchise
have

just

a new

Cecil E. Maberry, Monogram’s district manager, is here on business for ten

days.

He

reports splendid exhibitor cooperation on the D. J. Selznick drive which
opens August 13 and closes August 31.
Selznick returned the other day from
Baltimore where he underwent another
slight throat operation.

REPUBLIC

FRANCHISE

For a Period of Five Years

George Sullivan, manager of the Clifton Theatre, Huntington, a Harris circuit house, has returned to his post following an illness . . . Lou Miller, assistant
manager

of the State, Wilkinsburg, recovering from an operation, is spending the
next month at Cumberland, Md. . . . Harry
Kalmine and C. J. Latta were recent visitors at State College, Pa., inspecting the
new theatre which Warner Bros, have under construction.
Spotted

by

your

correspondent

at the

Teddy Yarosz-Billy Conn
fight were
James H. Alexander, C. E. Eiseman, Art
England, Sam Fineberg, Lou Hanna, C. C.
Kellenberg, Dave Leff, C. J. Latta, Carl
and Bus Poke, Harry Seed, Dave Victor,
Mike Winograd, George Wheeler and A1
Weiss.

Jon (Hurricane) Hall was introduced from the ring to the 11,000 wild(Continued on page 72)
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We

solicit your

continued

support

REPUBLIC PICTURES CORPORATION
OF PITTSBURGH
Jas. H. Alexander

—

Sam Fineberg

—

Geo. W. Collins
69

W.Pa. MPTO Confab

Kurtzman in Show
Business 17 Years

©

Scheduled Oct. 17-18
Pittsburgh — Annual

convention

of the

Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Western Pennsylvania, Inc., will be held Monday and Tuesday, October 17 and 18. The
dates were announced this week by officers of the exhibitor organization. Headquarters have not been selected, it was
stated, but indications pointed to the
Schenley Hotel.
MPTO directors will meet in regular
session Friday afternoon, August 5.
Corn

Roast

Scheduled

Sunday afternoon, August 28, is the
date of the annual corn roast sponsored
by the MPTO. As in past years the big
event will be held at the Carnegie farm
of C. E. Herman, M. D., a veteran officer
of the local Allied exhibitor association.
The corn roast is a stag affair and is one
of the largest attended events of the year,
with all male members of the industry
invited and expected to be present. Tickets will be available at an early date.
Oldtimers in the industry are especially
invited to attend and everybody is requested to reserve this date, August 28, for
the year’s best picnic.

Cohens

During

Vacation

Siege

Bros, circuit is making

a series of managerial shifts during the
vacation period.
George Baird, day man at the Roxy, is
vacationing and Danny Drozan, Mayfair
manager, is relieving him. Drozan will
next sub for Fred Sourbeck at the Roxy
for two weeks in August. Louis Eros, new
relief manager at the Norwood, will run
the Mayfair in Drozan’s absence, later going to the Roxy as chief-of-service. Billy
Drozan and Joseph Adelman remain as
managers of the Norwood.

Variety Parties Set
Pittsburgh — Friday

family

night

par-

ties will be resumed September 9 at the
Variety Club. Hosts and hostesses are
scheduled as follows:
September 9, Mr. and Mrs. A1 Glazer;
September 16, Mr. and Mrs. Larry Katz;
September 23, Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
Eiseman; September 30, Mr. and Mrs.
Sam Fleishman.
October 7, Mr. and
October 14, Mr. and
jr. ; October 21, Mr.
man; October 28, Mr.
Kalmine.

Mrs. Joseph Gins;
Mrs. Burtus Bishop
and Mrs. B. Steerand Mrs. Harry M.

Norrises on Vacation
Detroit — Alban

J. Norris,

Tour
head

—
—

Charles

Kurtzman,

of
of Loew
Loew’s Penn Theatre,
of age, has
show business
He started his

new

36 years
been in
17 years.
career as

a reporter
in San Francisco and landed
a job
as publicity agent for
Paul Ashe, first big-

You can’t scratch him off, you can’t
swat him. But you can relieve his
bite at the seventh annual Variety
Club golf tournament and dinner at
the Pittsburgh Field Club, Monday,
August 15. Valuable prizes are offered for golfers and duffers.

Vacationeers Thin
Detroit Film Ranks

After
a long stand
time
“emcee.”
with Ashe, Kurtzman
joined the publicity
staff of the Paramount
Theatres on the west
C. KURTZMAN

coast. From this position he was drafted into theatre management and in due time, at the age of 27,

was division manager for this chain’s theatres on the west coast. Then he joined
Fox Theatres and came east as divisional
manager. He returned to Paramount and
later joined the Fanchon & Marco group.
Ten months ago he joined Loew’s as
manager of the Capitol Theatre, Washington, D. C.
Several weeks ago he was appointed as

continued

to deplete

the ranks of well-known filmites this week.
The Fox Theatre was a deserted village, with Jack Efrusy, publicity assistant, one of the few men on deck. David
M. Idzal was in New York for a few days
of business and pleasure, with Jack Hurford, Harry Remington, and William
Jackson also away. Jackson will spend
one week in Hollywood with his wife.
Ollie Brooks, Butterfield head booker,
was expected to return this week, after a
stay in the Canadian north woods.
Frank Wetsman, head of Wisper & Wetsman circuit, was to return August 1 from
a California holiday. Pearl M. Sprott, office manager of Allied, was to return this
week.
At United Detroit offices, Earl Hudson
left Friday for the Blue Ridge Mountains.
His assistant, Bill Hendricks, and George
W. Trendle jr., son of the circuit president, returned from Dellafield, Wis. Cliff
Giesseman, manager of Downtown Theatres, returned from a trip into Quebec.

Pitt AFA

Reorganizes

Pittsburgh — Local

branch

of the

AFL

American Federation of Actors has been
reorganized and an open meeting was
scheduled for Thursday afternoon in the
Fort Pitt Hotel. Ralph Whitehead, AFA
executive secretary, was to preside and
outline to local entertainers plans to regulate wage and working conditions in thements. atres, night clubs and outdoor amuse-

Improve
of the

Michigan Film Library and Mrs. Norris,
are enjoying a few weeks vacation by motor car.

70

It’s the
Golf Bug!

Detroit — Vacations

Shift Managers

Detroit — Cohen

Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh

manager
manager

Three

Riviera, Three Rivers

Rivers,

Mich. — The

Riviera

The-

atre here has installed new projection, including Brenkert Enarc lamps, and a new
screen.

manager of Loew’s Penn Theatre, Pittsburgh, succeeding M. J. “Mike” Cullen.
Cullen is now Loew’s midwest district
manager, replacing W. A. Finney, who has
been promoted to special assignments. The
former Pittsburgher, now headquartering
in Columbus, supervises Loew’s houses in
St. Louis, Kansas City, Indianapolis, Dayton, Evansville, Columbus and Pittsburgh.

Seven Darken, Two Open
In Michigan During June
Detroit — Report

of theatre

transactions

in Michigan for the month of June show
seven theatres closed and two new ones
opened. Figures were released by Allied
Theatres of Michigan.
The list does not take into consideration
the eight or ten houses closed earlier by
Butterfield circuit for the summer, listing
only one Butterfield theatre, the State at
Pontiac. The two new houses are the
Saline at Saline and the Ritz at Watervliet.
In addition, the report shows, four
transfers of theatres took place, and three
houses were renamed.

Colonial in Detroit
Effects a Price Cut
Detroit — The

Colonial,

Woodward

Ave.

house, has dropped prices from 20 cents
afternoons to 15, and from 25 cents evenings to 20.
The move is not symptomatic of any
price break. Conditions along Woodward
Ave. have been closely competitive, and
the move

evidently represents a price adjustment to depression conditions. The

Colonial recently dropped “flesh” shows.
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Jack Moss

For Special Treatment
Detroit — Progress

was

reported

on

He Could Sell 'Em
Popcorn or Candy

the

sick list this week, with one new name
added and favorable reports from those
already on it. Jack Moss, Grand National salesman, is suffering from an unknown disease, with treatment at present
consisting of two sets of “shots,” supervised by four doctors, and X-rays for
diagnosis.
Frank Smith, convalescing in Atlantic
City, has been unreported for several
weeks. Raoul Cleaver was expected to
return to his office this week, following
his severe fall two weeks ago.
Grace

Many Mideast Theatres
Install Simplex Sound

in Hospital

Hoffman, cashier at Grand National, was a new victim of streptococcus

New

Detroit — Robert Peltier, who recently
closed the Bijou at Mount Clemens for
remodeling,

found

crowd

he

still could

to a

house

closed. Secret was an expenditure of $1,800 to drill 1,200 feet for

water

good

that

play

even

for air-conditioning.

town's reputation as a
center, suitable water

with

Despite

the

the

mineral spring
could not be

found, and drilling was
abandoned.
Meanwhile, Peltier was happy over a
daily

gallery

of 50 to 100 watching

drilling operations — only
any boxoffice.

there

the

wasn't

throat.

Lone Bandit Holds Up
East Liverpool Theatre
East

Liverpool,

Ohio

—

A lone

armed

bandit held up employes of the State Theatre here July 16 and relieved them of
the day’s receipts totaling $400. The
bandit came into the theatre and told
James Ellis, ticket seller, to take him to
the office located on the second floor.
Earl Oschenbine, manager, was one of the
persons held up in the office.
He ordered the trio to lie on the floor,
then took all the money in sight which
was on the table being counted, and fled.

Suit Against

Detroit

—

The

suit against

the

local

Drive-In Theatre instituted by neighbors
who claimed “weird and diabolical” noises
originating at the ozone situation were
disturbing their peace, has been dropped
by the circuit court with the consent of
the plaintiffs.
Even before the placement of the action,
the Drive-In management took steps to
reduce sound and other noise to a minimum pitch, apparently with good results.

Ten-Year Lease Secures
Gusdanovic Fifth House
Cleveland — Paul Gusdanovic,

local thea-

tre circuit owner, has signed a ten-year
lease on the Lincoln Theatre, 15504 Madison Ave., effective September 1. For the
past year, the house has been operated
by RKO. It is a subsequent run house
with approximately 950 seats.
Other houses in the Gusdanovic circuit
are the Avalon, Corlett, LaSalle and Regent.

Boucher
Altoona,

Quits Job

Pa. — Frank

Boucher,

manager

of the Silverman Bros.’ theatres at Altoona and Hollidaysburg, has resigned.
Now vacationing for several weeks, Boucher is considering offers to join the
Schine circuit or to operate a theatre at
Baltimore, and other proposals.
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Bert Steam, United Artists district manager, celebrated another birthday last
Thursday . . . Bill Clarry, who operated
the Hollywood Pictures exchange here
some seven or eight years ago, is back in
town selling ‘‘White Woman,” a Carole
Lombard picture, being reissued. Clarry
is headquartering at the Paramount exchange.
Ray

Drive-In Is Dropped
Detroit

JOE LOEFFLER, general manager of
Metro Premium Co., was in town, arranging for the opening of local Metro
headquarters. He leased ground floor
space in the Film Bldg., expecting to be in
operation by the first of August.

Cudmore, former manager of Superior Motion Picture Supply Co., is selling 16mm educational films to schools,
churches and such . . . Morris Barck of
the Market Square Theatre held the lucky
number in a drawing conducted by the
film exchange employes union. The reward was a gold wrist watch.
Manny Manishor, of Regal Films, who
has been here ever since the Joe LouisSchmeling fight, has returned to his native hearth in New York to remain until
the next fight picture comes along . . .
The Cozy Theatre at La Porte, Ind., closed a long time contract with Movie Sweepstakes, Inc., of Cleveland, for Bingo-onthe-Screen.
Wedding Bells . . . The little bird that
picks up choice items of interest tells us
that Jimmy Kalafat, son of John D. Kalafat, local circuit owner, is going to Ash
Fork, Ariz., early in August for the sole
purpose of acquiring a wife. The party
of the second part in the contract is Miss
Mary Washington, with whom Jimmy attended college in Arizona. Miss Washington’s sister is now here taking a post graduate course at Western Reserve University.

territorial installa-

Leo Kessel; Schine’s Vernon, Mt. Vernon,
Ohio; Sproule and Walsh’s Freeman,
Northfork, W. Va.; W. T. Cain jr.’s Garden, Louisa, Ky.; Jay Emanuel’s New Senate, Harrisburg, Pa.; Jack Frisch’s Washington, Maysville, Ky.; D. Reda’s Pastime,
Vicco, Ky.; Jack Kaiser’s Royal, Chillicothe, Ohio; Neth’s Lincoln, Columbus,
Ohio; L. M. Smith’s Chardon, Chardon,
Ohio; A. G. Constant’s Park, Mansfield,
Ohio; Morrone, Urse and Reed’s Eastland,
Fairmont, W. Va.; Associated’s Wyandotte,
Wyandotte, Mich.; Hocking’s Lyric, Lancaster, Ohio; D. P. Thomas’ Garrettsville,
Garrettsville, Ohio; Delft, Munising,
Mich., and Soo and Temple, Saulte Sainte
Marie, Mich., both operated by Soo
Amusement Co.; Jeff Williams’ Roseville,
Roseville, Mich.

Menches

Starts Annual

Revival
Akron

—

Week

Robert

in Akron

Menches,

manager

of

the Liberty Theatre, de luxe neighborhood house here, started his annual revival week, Saturday, July 23, with a 15
cent admission for adults at any time.
Bills for the week are as follows; Saturday
and Sunday — “Lives of a Bengal Lancer”
and “100 Men and a Girl;” Monday and
Tuesday — “Magnificent Obsession” and
“Flying Down to Rio;” Wednesday and
Thursday — “Romeo and Juliet” and “It
Happened One Night;” Friday and Saturday— “Little Lord Fauntleroy” and “Call
of the Wild.” Pictures were selected for
the week’s revival observance by popular
poll of patrons.

Schuttenhelm

Planning

Alterations
Detroit — New

for Dawn

remodeling

plans

are un-

der consideration for the Dawn Theatre by
Manager William Schuttenhelm.
House

Manager Ed Carlson is now supervising the redecorating with thorough
rebuilding slated for next year when
street widening will destroy the present
lobby and place the structure oh a street
corner with a two-way front.

Build Up Poor Nights with

Vacations — Marie Flynn of the M-G-M
secretarial force, is visiting her uncle,
M-G-M District Manager Jack Flynn in
Chicago . . . Mrs. Nativa Roberts, from
the same office, is spending her vacation
in the east.
More Vacations: “Dad” Johnson, who
has his ups and downs as elevator opera(Continued on next page)

York — Mideast

tions of new Simplex 4-star sound systems,
manufactured by International Projection
Co., have been announced by National
Theatre Supply as follows:
Broad, Lancaster, Ohio, operated by

Ask Us About It
MOVIE
FILM

SWEEPSTAKES,

EXCHANGE

BLDG.

INC-

CLEVELAND,

O.
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CLEVELAND
(Continued

from

Associated

preceding

page)

Majestic

tor at the Warner Bldg., is visiting out in
Utah where once upon a time he owned
and operated a chain of motion picture
theatres . . . Frank Harpster, manager of
the Ohio Theatre, Mansfield, has taken
his family to Altoona, Pa., to visit the
folks back home . . . John LaDue of the
Strand, Akron, is vacationing in Chicago,
and Bill Dworski of the Madison Theatre,
Mansfield, is visiting his folks in New
Haven, Conn.
Harry

Bodie

of Coschocton

traveled

all

the way to Wisconsin’s north woods to
fish, and to date has reported a total
catch of three fish, size and variety not
designated . . . Marvin Samuelson, manager of the new Colony Theatre, is back
from a visit at Clean, New York.
Loren
Theatre,

and

Mrs.

Solether

of the

Falls

spell, because

they

named

their

young

hopeful

“Darryl” — suggested by the successful 20th Century-Fox official. The
Solethers are also the proud grandparents
of a 14-month-old granddaughter who
will be their house guest for the month
of August.
Morris Berkowitz of the Ambassador
and Ritz theatres, and Mrs. Berkowitz, are
drinking the waters of Mt. Clemens,
Michigan for a couple of weeks . . . Al
Shulman, who reports that the Penn
Square Theatre, home of foreign movies,
will reopen on Labor Day, is devoting his
time

these summer days to his law practice. Sanford Benjamin, house manager
of the Penn Square, is at Tucson, Ariz.,
until the house turns on the lights again
. . . Ben Schwartz, manager of the Ohio
Theatre, Canton, is back from a stay in
St. Louis.
Dave Chatkin of New York, who has
Ohio theatre interests, was a visitor along
Filmrow during the past week . . . T. F.
Whyte, manager of the Capitol Theatre,
was called to Montreal, Canada, last week,
by the death of his father.

Detroit — Negotiations for the Majestic
Theatre at Wyandotte, south end suburb,
are reliably reported under way, with
Associated Theatres slated to take over
the house from George Wilbur. The Majestic, with 976 seats, is now the largest
in Wyandotte, but will be eclipsed by
Associated’s new Wyandotte Theatre, to
open August 12 with 1,400 seats. The
combination of the two houses would give
the circuit 80 per cent of Wyandotte theatre seating, and effective control of booking and buying power there.
It was anticipated that Associated
spend around $25,000 in remodeling
Majestic if the deal goes through.
would mean one of the largest local
provement programs in one suburb
long time, combining expenditures for
houses.

At

for this house

Kent

in less than

City, Carter

closed the Merchants’
in the town.

Kenneth

&

a year.

Johnson

Theatre,

have

only house

Second

Detroit — Kenneth Thompson, 21 -yearold son of N. Dow Thompson, manager
of the Varsity Theatre of United Detroit
Theatres, died suddenly July 19.
ents and three brothers survive.
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His par-

to

Club

admit
golf

the

ladies

tournament

to
on

Pittsburgh’s Al Quaill in the featured preliminary bout. Yarosz’ decisive victory
over Conn in a thrilling action battle was
cheered.
John

J. Maloney, M-G-M district manager, was in Cincinnati this week . . .

Local

M-G-M exchange, now being renovated and with new booking desks installed, is celebrating a
special drive
known as the Tom Connors Championship Contest, from June 30 to August 25
. . . Recent M-G-M visitors included Nat
Rochlin of the home office and J. M.

visitor here

was

Densmore

A. Ross, vice-president of Ross Federal
Service, and in charge of branch operation. Ross, making his regular inspection
tour of company offices, continues next to
Chicago and Minneapolis.

Just a Sample

Free

Press,

with

advertised

last

week

Hall, handsome star of “Hurricane,” departed with his wife, Frances Langford,
who starred on the Stanley stage this
week . . . Loew’s Penn distributed score
cards at Monday’s fight at Forbes Field,
one-half of the card devoted to copy on
M-G-M’s “The Crowd Roars,” a prize fight
picture which stars Bob Taylor and which
opens at the Penn on August 5.
Gene Autry is appearing at the Stanley this week and his latest Republic picture, “Gold Mine

in the Sky”

is on

view

at the Barry . . . Ross Federal Service’s
recent survey shows that WCAE, WJAS
and KDKA, in the order mentioned, are
Pittsburgh’s favorite radio stations . . .
Stanley. bands haven’t done so well at the
Siving

Fee

is $3 for golf, dinner and entertainment. George “B” Josack, who has been
busy booking the Louis-Schmeling fight
pictures, is handling tickets.

John Perry of the Ritz Theatre, Belle
Vernon, Pa., and one of his sons went to
a hospital together and had their tonsils
removed.
Sol Goldberg, Elkins, W. Va., exhibitor,
and popular on the sports pages as the

Detroit — A unique “calling card” was
sent over the weekend by Joe LaRose,
versatile manager of Wisper and Wetsman’s Roosevelt Theatre. The announcement was in the form of a 400-pound
cake of ice, which Joe shipped down to
the desk of James Pooler, film editor of
Detroit

Stewart,

A number of the Filmrow golfers will attend the second annual Dapper Dan golf
tournament at Stanton Heights August 8.

Ross Visits Detroit
Detroit — A

Dick Powell’s fighter, Billy
a nice impression, upsetting

4

August

projection for these special shows, following in the steps of the late Ed Buckley
who was fatally burned in the Fine Arts
Theatre fire two months ago. Incidentally the two theatres are almost next door
neighbors.
It is decided

69)

by M-G-M in this publication as “the next
champ at the boxoffice,” has returned to
Hollywood after a week’s vacation at his
home in Indiana, Pa. Jimmy went almost
unrecognized while in Pittsburgh . . . Jon

Joseph Sullivan, operator at the Mayfair Theatre, has volunteered to do the

the Variety
August 22.

page

Cummings, auditor . . . Harris circuit’s
local 21 theatres will play Republic Pictures wider terms of a 1938-39 contract
signed last week.

Detroit Variety

Charity Show

from

will
the
This
imin a
both

Detroit — Detroit Variety Club is giving
the second charity show of the summer on
August 4, at Romeo Tubercular Sanitarium, Romeo. The first was at the Oakland Sanitarium. The show was arranged through Welfare Chairman William Flemion.

the

Thompson

eyed fans.
Soose, made

Jimmy

Johnson-Gould Acquire
Star , Nashville, Mich.
Detroit — The Star Theatre at Nashville,
Mich., has been taken over by C. Johnson
from A. S. Gould. This is the fourth owner

(Continued

at Wyandotte

Chagrin Falls, are receiving congratulations upon the birth of their first

grandson recently born to their son Jimmy and his wife. Although not affiliated
with the film industry, the young couple
have nevertheless been touched by its

reported

PITTSBURGH

Taking Over

the

state-

ment “the Roosevelt is cooled by refrigeration.” The house has just completed installation of a new Carrier unit.
Just what disposition Editor Pooler
made of the calling card over the hot
weekend was not known at this writing,
but at least he’ll remember that
have cool shows at the Roosevelt,
warrant.

they
we’ll

“proudest father in America,” visiting the
celluloid market, stated that his son Marshall, better known as “Biggie” Goldberg,
Pitt’s All-American star, is vacationing in
the New England states. Coming into
Pitt this fall as a freshman will be Bill
Goldberg,

another

football flash, says “the

proud
papa.” 3 Stooges are booked for
Columbia’s
another appearance at the Stanley Theatre, opening August 12 . . . “Em-Kalthoum,” a Syrian talking picture, was on
view Sunday at the Harris-Palace, downtown . . . Larry Katz, IATSE’s head man
in these parts, has returned from Williamsport, Pa., where he attended a SLRB hear( Continued on page 74)
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showing
Larry

QUEEN
CITY Variety Club’s annual golf
^ tournament is set for August 22, at the
Summit Hills Country Club, according to
announcement of Maury White, president
of United Theatres. M-G-M’s John Allen
has charge of the tickets at $5 each, and
a full day of entertainment is planned.
For those not addicted to golf, there will
be horseshoe pitching, badminton, tennis,
swimming, a buffet luncheon, a full course

off their

Kaye

newest

Dorsey,

three

addition,
months

Miss

old.

Frank Alara, Matewan and Del Barton
theatres, Matewan and Del Barton, W.
Va., respectively, is taking a prolonged
vacation at Virginia Beach.
Harry
Schwartz, Opera House, Lexington, is also
vacationing and visiting the home folks
in Erie, Pa.
Bill Onie

of Monogram

is happy

over

and a big floor show. The tournament prizes will be very handsome.
Reservations are beginning to roll in.

“Romance of the Limberlost,” proving so
popular extra prints have been ordered
. . . Max Stahl of UA is batching it while
the family is vacationing at Cedar Point,
and cruising the lakes in northern Ohio

Jimmy Gibbs has been advanced from
assistant to manager at the Nordland; and

. . . UA's Mildred Gehler is in New York
City . . . Universal’s Ellen Fitzwater is also
vacationing .

dinner

Robert Hartlaub, manager of the Nordland, has been promoted to the helm of
the Hollywood, in suburban Cincy.
The Alpine circuit has taken over the
Mound Theatre, South Charleston, from
Martin Littkin, effective August 1.

The

Gayety,

former

burlesque,

to “Assassin of Youth.”
vention also sponsored
Taft Theatre, showing
for four days.
J. C. Newboldt,

opened

The Legion cona movie at the

“The

Dead

Newboldt

and

Freeman

S. MacQueen of the Gawley Bridge and
Breenbriar theatres, Charleston, is ill in
a hospital in Charleston . . . Gene Autry
created a stir in Filmrow when he dropped in to see Max Margolis of Republic.
Autry is making personal appearances in
Philly and Pittsburgh.

Phil Chakeres has closed for complete
new equipment for the Chakeres house
under construction at Hillsboro. The theatre will be ready September 15.
National

of

Theatre

National

Supply

has

also sold

complete equipment for Ferd Middleberg’s
new 1,200 -seat house at Logan, W. Va.,
set for opening in mid-October.

the

Two Premium Companies
In Detroit Out of Business

state

medical

board

of W.

of “Birth

Va., has

of a

Baby”

J. J. Grady announces “Alexander’s
Ragtime Band,” 20th-Fox feature, set in
RKO
Shubert for five weeks, beginning
August 19. This, too, will mark the opening of Shubert for the fall season . . .
Louis

Knostman and party, from Crescent Theatre, Minster; James Crist, the
Roxy; and Norman Goodall, Opera House,
Versailles, visited Filmrow, booking, and
took time off for a game at Crosley Fields.
Evelyn

Keyes

and

Vic MacKenzie,

Para-

mount stars in “Sons of the Legion,” were
here in person July 23, to attend the
American Legion state convention banquet
at the Netherland Plaza. The Paramount
stars are making personal appearances in
a coast to coast trek covering Legion
conventions. Incidentally Joe Oulahan,
local manager, had the exchange beautifully decorated in honor of the convening
legionnaires.
Paramount’s Bill Neier won the $10
first prize on WLW’s Musical Steeplechase this week. Nier guessed all the song
hits . . . Bert Fiala, Alhambra, Dayton,
has just harvested a bumper crop of fruit,
on his farm, and is back in regular harness at the show game . . . RKO’s Sally
Shearer has returned to her desk after an
absence due to illness.
Mr. and Mrs. Marion Dorsey, Dorsey
Theatre, Johnstown, are busy these days
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plans . . . Warren

Slee, M-G-M

papers, and as a window display in Benton Harbor, because of their resemblance
to the pets of “Lord Jeff” . . . M-G-M
boys are very drive-minded these days
anyway, with plenty of huge posters stringing around the fourth floor of the Film
Exchange.
Irving Goldberg is spending most of his
time at the Royal Oak these days, leaving his twin, Adolph, at the Redford. Irvclaims Royal Oak is the coolest spot
theseingdays.

manager, spent
New York.

National

Theatre

Supply

the first of last week

in

George Rossman, Columbia booker, is
away at Pentwater, Mich., on his vacation,
while Joe Baringhaus, poster clerk, is in
Cincinnati.

announces

Jack Stallings, president of Midwest
Theatres Supplies, has returned from a
fishing trip on Birch Lake in northern
Wisconsin . . . William Skirball announces
approved showings
in that state.

to present

publicist, managed to get his wife’s Siamese cats in the press this week as subjects of special stories in the Kalamazoo

W. J. Turnbull,

Woody Bressler, Midwest Theatre Supplies, will marry Gelda Mae Eshelman of
Connersville, Ind., July 30.

Hunt

^ ALTER
C. BLACKINTON,
owner of
the Dine-Out Co., is planning to buy
a theatre in the west or south, according

March,”

circuit, have taken over the Lyric, Bramwell, W. Va. The house will open in six
weeks, after remodeling , which will include
the installation of new projectors from
National Theatre Supply.
Herman

ID) IE T R CO 1 T

Detroit — Two different premium companies, inactive for some time, are definitely out of business, it is reported at the
Film Building. These are the Norman
Lane Premiums and the American Picture Co.
is reported to be with another organization in the theatrical field now,
and Arthur Robinson, who had the American Picture Co., is concentrating his activities on the Price Theatre Premiums,
which he has operated here for a number

Frank

Stuart,

ATSI

manager,

evidently

is traveling a lot these days. Anyway, he’s
hard to locate, with the office closed and
just a route report on the door.
Emil

Beck,

independent

few optimistic reports from
tors this week.

booker,
upstate

got

a

exhibi-

Ira Kaplan has closed the Cinema Theatre. He evidently plans to reopen this
first-run foreign language house in the
fall.
William A. Cassidy’s new Civic Center
project — theatre and all kinds of recreation activities — at Midland, Mich., was
reported going this week.
Allied Theatres directors took a vacation from their regular monthly meeting.
The weather was too hot.

Lane

of years.

Fast Work
Detroit — One of the fastest redecorating and reconditioning jobs in a long time
has been engineered at the Roxy Theatre
by Manager Fred Sourbeck. Operating as
a 24-hour house, remodeling presented
extra difficulties. So Sourbeck closed
shop at 7:30 a. m. and reopened at 1:00,
with all work done except finishing touches
that could be done while the house was
operating.

Renovate

at Elkins

Elkins, W. Va. — Roosevelt Theatre has
been modernized with a new lighting system and carpets. The house has been redecorated and 86 new upholstered seats
have been installed in the balcony.

A. F. Martin, auditor for United Detroit
Theatres, is fixing up a new swimming pool
at his home in Grosse Pointe.
Ideal trip for the tired showman was
discovered by William Schuttenhelm, who
just returned from a boat cruise through
Georgian Bay, with his daughter. Cruise
runs Monday to Friday, allowing showmen to be in town for the weekends — “on
the day they do business, if any,” he said.

More vacation notes piled up over the
weekend. Ollie Brooks of Butterfield returned from North Bay, and George Custer of Monogram from a Michigan lake
. . . Sydney Bowman, the strong, silent
man of UA, left for two weeks at Manistee.
Ruth

McGregor

of

National

Theatre

Supply exhibited a new kind of beauty
mask Monday, acquired during her swimming exploits . . . William Schuttenhelm
of the Dawn and Globe, replying to a
query about the weather, remarked,
not so hot — I mean not so cold.”
(Continued on next page)
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" Ragtime Band " Daily
Screenings to Be Held
Pittsburgh — Exhibitors

of the

(Continued

territory

are invited to attend special screenings of
“Alexander’s Ragtime Band” at the 20thFox exchange preview room twice daily
beginning Monday, August 1, and continuing through Friday, August 5. The
production, which features a review of

from page 72)

ing on a petition for certification by the
Theatre Employes Guild as the collective
bargaining agency for the Rialto Theatre,
Williamsport.

Yesterday

Irving Berlin’s popular song triumphs over
a period of a quarter of a century, will be
screened at 10:30 a. m. and 2:30 p. m., Ira
H. Cohn, 20th-Fox branch manager, announces.

Turning Back Our Pages
10 Years Ago
QNE

Agents License Deadline
Is Set by Actors Union
New

York — The

American

Federation

of Actors will require all agents doing
business with its members to be licensed
by September 1. Once licensed, the agents
will not be able to handle non-union acts.
In line with this policy, the Rockwell
O’Keefe agency has inserted a clause in its
contract requiring all acts booking through
their office to be either AFA members in
good standing or to join.

Meyers
Detroit — W.

at Lansing

D. Meyers,

sound

installa-

tion engineer for International Projector
Corp., was in town for a few days, and upstate supervising a new job at H. C. Cochrane’s Plaza Theatre at Lansing, for National Theatre Supply. W. J. Turnbull,
National’s manager, returned from New
York, and spent Tuesday in Grand Rapids.

650 at Potter Rites
Detroit — Over

650 intimates

and friends

paid final respects to Lt. Lester Potter,
retired police censor, at funeral services
conducted for the well-known industry
figure by the Ashlar Masonic Lodge.

Pennsylvania judge rules that talking pictures are censorable and a second judge hands down opposite decision,
saying that the agitation by the Pennsylvania board of censors is only an attempt
to extend jurisdiction beyond that conferred upon it by the state legislature.
Both disc and film sound subjects involved
in the two cases, the objecting judge’s
opinion being that the state board, for
instance, would have no right to censor
the language of President Coolidge, were
he to be filmed while making an address.
The cases are appealed to the state’s supreme court . . . Jim Alexander and Walter Thomas recorded Amelia Earhart’s
visit for Kinograms ... Ed Kelley is booking Mary Millnack, “Miss Pittsburgh” for
personal appearances . . . Harry E. Reiff,
manager of the Standard exchange, acquires Gotham and Trinity product . . .
Irving D. Rossheim reelected president of
the Stanley Co. of America . . . A1 Weiss
sets Gus Sun vaudeville for the Liberty,
McKeesport . . . Feature story outlines and
pictures the career of Harry Milstein, Universal manager . . . Fred J. Herrington,
MPTO secretary, forwards bulletin to the
trade predicting a victory for exhibitors
in the local arbitration case scheduled for
hearing in the Pittsburgh courts in
September . . . Vitaphone’s “Tenderloin”
and Ramon Novarro’s “A Certain Young
Man” the hits of the week.

DETROIT
(Continued

Celebrates
Clarion,

Anniversary

Pa. — Lewis

Hepinger,

operator

of the Orpheum Theatre, celebrated his
26th anniversary as an exhibitor Tuesday
evening at a party which was attended by
friends in the industry.

Marini Operates
Belle

Vernon,

Verdi

Pa. — Joseph

Castorella

has resigned as manager of the Verdi
Theatre and the house is now being operated by Z. Marini, one of the owners of
the property.

Readying

"Talkie-Walkie"

Detroit — A dancing

and

Anne O’Donnell, Detroit’s betravelled
exchange manager, journeyed to Dexter,
Mich., for the weekend memorial services
to the late Senator Copeland of New
York . . . Al Dezel passed out good cigars
this week for the arrival of his heir, even
if they were a bit late . . . William London of Associated Theatres, is interested
in “Shu-La Meth,” a nice new cruiser
which is giving lake rides.
Richard W. Oudersluys, manager of the
Detroit branch of Ross Federal Service,
and Mrs. Oudersluys, are enjoying a vacation by motor. They will visit at Grand
Rapids, Mich., on the trip.
Miss Fanchon Royer, woman producer,
was in town this week, arranging for

Film

talking

picture

bearing the title of “Talkie-Walkie” is
now in preparation by Martlatt-Schlesinger Presentations.

opening of her feature, “Religious Racketeers,’’ at Goldberg and Schram’s Columbia Theatre.

"Lady
Next

"Hopalong

Hollywood — “Sons

Cassidy"

of the Pioneers”

Vanishes"

London — Next
is

the next “Hopalong Cassidy” to be made by
Producer Harry Sherman for Paramount.
74

from preceding page)

Alfred

for Hitchcock
Hitchcock

produc-

tion for GB is “The Lady Vanishes.” Margaret Lockwood and Michael Redgraves
are the romantic leads.

Carr to Quit Production
When Univ . Pact Expires
Hollywood — Trem

Carr, currently

pro-

ducing the Bob Baker westerns for Universal, will retire from production when his
contract expires in December. He has
been negotiating with Columbia on a new
color process in which he is interested and
if a deal is completed the understanding
is that Carr may produce one picture, with
the
newly developed tinting process, for the
company.
Carr’s contract with Universal has a
clause giving him the right to make one
outside picture.

National
RKO
New

Theatres Signs

New-Season
York — After

Product

months

of negotia-

tions, RKO has closed with National Theatres for its new season product. The contract covers approximately 350 theatres.
Phases of the deal will be discussed at the
two National Theatres’ regional meetings
to be held in Kansas City August 9-10
and at Los Angeles August 15-17.

Hughes'

FilmsherePull
are

Pittsburgh — Exhibitors

cash-

ing in on the name of Howard Hughes,
’round-the-world flyer, who produced a
number of films some years ago. Hughes’
“Hell’s Angeles,” which introduced the
late Jean Harlow, opened at the Art
Cinema, Wednesday. Monarch Pictures
Co., distributor of the Hughes pictures, reports a new demand for these subjects
which have been feissued.

Keeps Concessions
Detroit

—

In

the

changeover

houses last week from Advance

of five

Theatrical

Operation Corp. to Jacob Schreiber circuit, the candy and other concessions in
the various houses remain in possession
of Jack Broder, who headed the Advance
organization. Broder originally started
in the circuit as candy concessionaire.

Two

Decorated

Pittsburgh — American

new

Theatrical

Val-

ance Co. is furnishing decorations for two
West Virginia theatres, the Burwell

at Parkersburg
mont.

and

the Eastland, Fair-

11th Week for "Drums"
London — Alexander Korda’s “Drums,”
with Sabu of “Elephant Boy” fame, is in
its 11th week at London’s West End. It
opens early this fall at Radio City Music
Hall, New York.
To Start Buck-Nite
Titusville,

Pa. — The

Plan

Orpheum

Theatre,

a Warner house, will inaugurate
Nite within a few days.

Handy
Detroit

—

Adds

Buck-

Craighead

Norman

D.

Craighead

has

been added to the contract staff of the
local branch of Jam Handy.
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INDUSTRY CONCILIATION CAN FIND SPUR IN
FEDERAL MONOPOLY MOVE, INTIMATES ALLIED
Bay

State "Divorcement"
Legislation Kept
Waiting

Advise Fan to Watch
Playing Time
Boston — A
Boston
a

Boston — The unofficial concensus of
opinion among local Allied ranks this week
v/as that no formal action would be taken
in Massachusetts on theatre divorcement
legislation until the Supreme Court, if
appealed to, passed on the North Dakota
law.
What steps will be taken in the Bay
State if the high judiciary is not called
into the matter is not certain. In the
meantime a bill, similar to the North Dakota document, is scheduled to come up
before the 1938 Massachusetts legislature.
A theatre divorcement bill came before
the legislature early this year. Action
upon it was postponed without prejudice,
however, on the request of the Independent Exhibitors, Inc.

“Since I’ve been unavoidably called out
of town, I wish to file a request with your
committee that the petition of Representative Edward D. Sirois for legislation to
prohibit operation of motion picture theatres which are controlled by producers
or distributors of motion picture films be
given to the next annual session,” Arthur
K. Howard, local Allied business manager,
went on record in the matter.
“The
by our

contents of this bill were drafted
national organization. We introduced it in the North Dakota legislature
and it was enacted into law. Since its
constitutionality is now being tested in the
courts of that state, the board of directors of our organization, representing
more than 200 independent theatre owners
in Massachusetts, prefer to take no action
on the bill at this time.”
Allied had no part in the introduction
of the divorcement bill in Massachusetts.
Although Representative Sirois declined
to make known the name of the party or
parties for whom he filed the petition, it
was believed at the time that a Lawrence
exhibitor was identified with the action.
Inasmuch as Warner controls most of
Lawrence, indications are that the proposal was aimed mainly at that circuit.
Howard

told Boxoffice

last February,

“There is no need of sticking our neck out
and backing such a measure if it is not

Legislators Sit
Boston — The Bay State legislature is
sitting. The session, however, has not
reached the record set several years
when a local General Court held over
August when concerned with a bill
garding outdoor advertising.

: : July 30, 1938

a

fan

few

wrote

days

to

ago,

cating “shorter movies.'' Since
quantity of opposition mail has

problem
schedules

advocating that the disgruntled film patron might solve her
by

consulting

published

in

daily
all

the

time
local

papers.

Connecticut Allied
Elects New Board
New

Haven — Allied Theatres of Connecticut has elected the following new

board of directors for the year 1938-39:
A1 Schuman, of the Black Rock Theatre,
Bridgeport, chairman: Charles Levine and
Morris

Jacobson, of the Strand Amusement Co., Bridgeport: Samuel Bailey, of
the Whalley Theatre, New Haven; Ralph
Pasho, Gem, Naugatuck; George Comden,
Fine Arts, Westport; Jack Schwartz, West
End, Bridgeport; Harry L. Lavietes, Pequot
Theatre, New Haven; Joseph
ran Memorial, Washington

F. Reed,
Depot;

ByAbe

Fishman, and Jacob B. Fishman, of Fishman Theatres; Barney Calechman, Howard Theatre, New Haven, and Joseph A.
Davis, Colonial Theatre, Southington. The
regular meeting of the organization was
postponed
Astor

until after the producer-distributor-exhibitor conference at the Hotel

in New

York

“to stimulate

business.”

Cifre and Swartz Open
New

Methuen

Drive-In

Boston — Joe Cifre and George Swartz
have opened the Merrimac Park Auto Theatre in Methuen. The drive-in is on the
Lowell-Lawrence Boulevard, on the bank
of the Merrimac River.
Cifre, who

never

misses

NE

still
yet
ago
into
re-

175 First-Run

Sees

then,
been

received by the daily. A simple solution has been advanced by several
readers,

Howard

"Unfair Practices"
Curbed

the

advo-

a point, is ad-

vising prospective patrons that: “A large
body of water is Nature’s greatest airconditioner.” Cifre terms the theatre,
“Something new under the moon.”

clear.”

BOXOFFICE

movie

Herald

Secretary

Dates

Hollywood — David Selznick’s “The
Heart in Young” will get simultaneous
play dates in 175 first- runs throughout U.
S. during the week of Friday, September 2.

Boston — Intimating that inter-industry
conciliation may still be possible, Arthur
K. Howard, national recording secretary
of Allied and New England business manager of the Independent Exhibitors, told
Boxoffice this week, “We sincerely hope
that now, with federal government taking
action, ‘The Big Eight’ will forsake selfaggrandizement and institute self-regulation for the benefit of all concerned in
the motion picture industry.”
Howard
prognosticated, “The broad
anti-trust action filed by the U. S. department of justice against the 'Big Eight,’
the U. S. district court’s unanimous decision upholding the theatre divorcement
law in North Dakota, and the Senate’s
passage of the Neely Bill indicate in no
uncertain fashion that the monopolistic
practices
way out.

of the

‘movie

trust’ are

on

the

“Independent exhibitors can thank Allied and the present administration for
the relief from unfair trade practices
which must accrue in the near future.
“The
worked
angle to
industry
bring

record shows that Allied has
diligently from every conceivable
bring about major reforms in our
. . . reforms, which we believe will

about a healthier and more prosperous industry — an industry which will

provide

the public with better entertainment, an industry which will enable all
and not the few in power to operate
profitably.

“The present administration’s attitude
toward the ‘little fellow’ is indicated in
the President’s anti-monopoly message:
‘If private enterprise, left to its
own devices, becomes half regimented
and half competitive, half slave and
half free, as it is today, it obviously
cannot adjust itself to meet the needs
and demands of the country,’
and as reflected in the present suit, is indeed a fortunate and timely happenstance
for the independent exhibitor.
“The producer-distributors have their
own arrogance and greed to thank for
their present predicament,” Howard
stated. “But, we sincerely hope that
now, with the federal government taking
action, the ‘Big Eight’ will forsake selfaggrandizement and institute self-regulation for the benefit of all concerned in the
motion

picture

industry.”

Broidy Signs Three
Boston

—

Steve

Broidy,

Circuits
New

England

sales manager for Monogram, reports contracts signed with such circuits as Interstate, Joe Mathieu and Arthur Sharby.
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"Blockade” Wins Approval
Before the Bar of Patrons
Boston — Efforts

to blockade

Artists and Loew’s, Inc., as no more than
an ordinary bill blossomed into an attraction that left opening day grosses about
300 per cent above those that the dual
Loew’s spot has been enjoying, and otherwise, these past few summer weeks.
Audience reaction, in view of the high
pressure agitation being brought against
the United Artists release by certain
Catholic quarters, was interesting. At an
opening day performance attended by a
representative of this publication, scattered hissing was noticeable when the introductory sequences of the Walter Wanger production were flashed on the screen.
This was quickly drowned by cheering,
however.
Impressive applause punctuated the
viewing of the film. A burst of handclapping and cheering, with a total absence of any derogatory noises, was evidenced at the close of the picture.
Thomas Burke, state senator from
Boston and speadhead for the disgruntled members of the “ Blockade ”
battle, ivas seeking at press time to introduce a bill in the legislature enabling Commissioner of Public Safety
Eugene McSweeney to cancel licenses
of theatres screening “Blockade.”
Burke has in previous sessions unsuccessfully sponsored a bill to ban
from Massachusetts screens those
films that may be termed by politically
appointed censors as “ communistic .”
Before the presently advocated bill can
get in this session it will have to have
the unanimous consent of the legislators. Some such restrictive bill, however, is certain to be filed again next
year.
Even

after Mayor Maurice Tobin declined to follow the unanimous recommendation of the Boston City Council
that “Blockade” be given the too- wellknown “Banned in Boston” tag, Catholic
representatives continued to move against
the film.
The fight moved out of Boston, in one
instance, when the K. of C. inaugurated
a campaign to prevent the showing of
“Blockade” in that city.
Tom Spry and John Dervin of United
Artists arranged a special showing at RKO
of the film upon the request of Mayor
Maurice Tobin who was besieged by a
group of Catholic women who admittedly
had never seen the picture.
The latter included Mrs. David J. Johnson who signed the telegram — purporting
that 50 Catholic organizations were
against the Boston showing of “Blockade”— upon which President John E. Carrigan of the Boston City Council based
the action of that body; Mrs. James H.
7G

Even Police Find
It Realistic

the open-

ing of “Blockade” at Loew’s State and
Loews Orpheum had just the opposite effect on the theatre-going public.
What was privately regarded by United

Boston — A

office

showing
members

ol the

local

con-

"Blockade," explaining how
of the Catholic clergy had

come out
Sunday.
He

member

stabulary was seated in the manager's
of one of the Loew's houses

against

suddenly

the

heard

up his coat, jammed

film
a

earlier

that

siren, buttoned

on his cap,

scuffed

out a cigarette, and vaulted through
the door. He was back a minute later.
"How

was

siren in
manded.

the

I to know
damned

there
film?"

was
he

a
de-

Murray, State Regent of the Catholic
Daughters of America; Miss Alma J.
Reavey, Newman Alumnae Club of New
England, and Miss Alice E. Barry, representing alumnae of Notre Dame, Trinity,
Emmanuel and Boston College.
To guard against threatened trouble, six
uniformed policemen and two plainclothes men were stationed in front of
Loew’s State when the house opened
Thursday. Everything was orderly, however, and the major part of the contingent
was withdrawn within a half hour. Similar procedure was' followed at Loew’s Orpheum.
War-Slapping
Needs

No

Boston

Film

Ban
—

When

Elinor

Hughes

of the

Boston Herald wrote in her review of
“Blockade” that: “We are at a loss to
understand why anyone should wish to
forbid its presentation, for Walter Wanger has carefully straddled all issues save
that of the cruelty of war,” she seemed to
express the opinion of most of the local
film scribes.
As patrons continued to throng Loew’s
Orpheum and Loew’s State lobbies as the
week progressed, concensus of opinion
grew that it was the widely publicized
Catholic opposition that kept “Blockade”
from the doldrums. Opposition theatre
managers admitted as much and wistfully
wished for a little of the same.
“The reviews of ‘Blockade’ in the Boston newspapers confirm the opinion that
the film is innocuous as a piece of propaganda,” the Herald stated editorially this
week. “The film contains no discussion of
the political or social questions involved
in the Spanish conflict, no mention by
name or suggestion of either of the combatant groups, and only a faint intimation of foreign intervention.
“Even as a non-partisan thesis against
modern war’s barbarity, the film is only
occasionally effective. The plot is machine-made, the characters are stereotyped, and the photography and technical
effects, which might have been superb,
are not. One can only conclude that the
producers, in their anxiety not to offend

adherents of either of the parties in the
Spanish struggle, continually pulled their
punches and sidestepped all but the most
obvious scenes and developments.
“But the film is decidedly worthwhile,
if only because it represents an effort by
Hollywood to bring a great contemporary
issue to the attention of the movie-going
public. Few of us would want all our
screen entertainment devoted to presentations of current political and social problems, but most of us would welcome an
occasional discussion — even at the risk of
a little propaganda! — of matters dealing
with the realities of this volcanic world.
Blockade’

is a good investment

for any

movie-goer.”
Mayor's Decision
Upheld by Paper
Boston — Coming

Is
out

in

favor

of

the

Hub action on “Blockade,” the Boston
Herald stated editorially last week that:
“In refusing to forbid showing of the
Spanish war film, Mayor Tobin has taken
the only position which is in accord with
Boston’s liberal traditions. The picture
may or may not be a biased presentation
of a controversial political question. If it
is, the people of this city are not so unintelligent or immature that they will be unable to penetrate
the disguise. If it isn’t,
no harm
will be done.
“With

respect to ‘Blockade,’ there is involved no question of the public morals.
Obviously the producers have succeeded
in keeping the film on a high plane of
decency. They say that the only purpose
of it is to bring home to all the people the
horrors of modern war. Inasmuch as the
locale is Spain, it is possible that there are
some scenes which do not show the belligerents in the best of lights.
“But Bostonians, we are confident and
so evidently is the Mayor, can be trusted to
view the spectacle without much emotional distress. To think that any movie can
change public opinion of the merits of a
civil strife 3,000 miles away is to give the
screen rather more credit than it deserves.”

Two Lists Come Through
Without Censor Snips
Boston — No

eliminations

were

recorded

on the past two lists comprising 77 films
releases, to be issued by the Massachusetts
bureau of Sunday censorship. “Algiers,”
“Professor, Beware,” “Shopworn Angel,”
“Man’s Country,” “Army Girl,” and “Little
Tough Guy” were among the features to be
okayed.
“My Bill,” First National release which
incurred cuts when viewed by the department of Public Safety late in June, has
finally been passed without eliminations
by Commissioner Eugene M. McSweeney.
On the vaudeville side of the ledger,
seven acts were disapproved for Sunday
“Hell,” “God,” “Damn” “objectionable and suggestive actions,” and
“woman’s scanty and nude attire” were
eliminated from five other routines.
showings.

Mitzi— in
"Sing,
Hollywood
Mitzi
GreenSister"
is co-featured
with Sally Eilers in “Sing, Sister,” which
grinds next month at RKO.
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Gatelee Broaches
Mass. Relief Plan

"When
By

BRAD

Boston — The
Boston — John F. Gatelee, Springfield
projectionist who
heads the AFL
in
Massachusetts, last week offered the Bay
State legislature a plan for a $10,000,000
bond issue for the relief of the unemployed
in the Commonwealth. It was turned down,
and

Gatelee spoke of a “march of thousands of laborers upon the state Capitol to
show the legislators just how we feel
about this question.”
By its action, the Massachusetts legislature, after two months of wrangling,
was back at the starting point of its difference of opinion with Governor Charles
F. Hurley. The difficulty lies in the fact

sun

It Rains It Pours "

ANGIER
showed

for about

two

minutes

one day last week. Two inspectresses and a secretary fainted before it
had been properly identified. Rain fell
the rest of the time but the populace
was used to that.
The California dew aided show business.
People

thronged

theatres

via the silverscreen,
ed like.

what

perhaps

to see,

ol’ sol had

look-

The drainpipes on one local marquee
clogged during a cloudburst. The theatre
manager, his assistant, and a doorman
took to the stormy heights in an effort to
relieve the situation.
Some

of the

rain

started

to flood

the

that Hurley is a Democrat, that the legislature is predominantly Republican, and

window of a tobacco shop. The proprietor
burst out, yelling cops and lawyers.

that

“What ar’ yo’ goin’ ta do about
demanded finally.

increased means for Hurley patronage in an election year is not a Republican desire.

Hurley reaffirms that the legislature must
sit until provision is made for care of the
unemployed. The legislature prorogued
last year, May 29. The record session was
in 1935 when the body did not quit until
August 15. Democratic membership in
the house is sufficiently strong to support
any Hurley veto, and
stands this year.
Kenneth I. Taylor,
the state federation

that’s

the

way

it

son.

Boston — The first witness before the
House Ways and Means Committee when
it opened

overshoes

its hearing

nor Charles F.
sages was John

last week

Hurley’s labor
F. Gatelee.

my

knees

and

pray

to rescue

a

new

shipment

of

paper. Jack Martin, jack-of-every-trade,
appeared on the scene, and Charlie went
back to his booking desk.

advisability
brellas.

put over for the summer. Arrangements already are being made for the annual installation and dance of the film dis-

25 at the Copley-Plaza.

Washouts delayed some film shipments via motor and rail, while plane
crackups followed in the wake of the
monsoon.
Joe Cifre and George Swartz opened a
drive-in and called it the Merrimac Park
Auto Theatre. They were considering
naming it “Little Venice” at
going to press.
The total precipitation for
days of the week exceeded the
for every other month of July
in the history
reau.

Gaffney

the operation

Jack

Levaggi

the name

O'Brien

starring

of Levaggi’s, Back

Bay

night

and

Alfred

DiPesa.

The

lat-

of the niterie to the “Trocadero.”

BEST

BET

BEST PARLAY
BRENKERT
LAMPS
and
BRENKERT RECTIFIERS.

picture

this year by George O’Brien for RKO is
“Ranger Code,” a western. Rita Hayworth
is his leading lady.
:: July 30, 1938

Buys
Levaggi's
Gaffney
has taken over

Play MOTIOGRAPH
on the
nose. Hasn't been topped in
last 2,000 starts.

Steady

at the post and unbeatable down the stretch.

BEST

SYSTEM

Play all CAPITOL entries to
win. They're surer than money
in the bank.

CAPITOL THEATRE SUPPLY COMPANY
NEW

BOXOFFICE

bu-

bill mes-

Turns to Golf

for George

weather

ter is the cousin of Joe DiPesa, Loew’s advertising head. Gaffney plans to change

in this matter.”

— Fourth

the first six
31 -day total
except three

on Gover-

William Brown, formerly manager of the
Keith Albee in Providence, has been assigned to the Durfee in Fall River by the
Allied president.

Fourth

of

spot opposite the Loew’s State and Fine
Arts theatres. Gaffney has bought out

Boston — William Canning, formerly
manager for Nathan Yamins, has quit the
theatre business in favor of a Rhode Island
golf range. Canning won the Boston Friars
golf tournament last year.

Hollywood

of the Boston

the time

Boston — William

“This is not the governor’s program. It
is my own,” Gatelee told the assembly with
some heat. “I resent the impressions that
I am acting as a Charlie McCarthy for

Canning

line of um-

dollars.

Gatelee went on record to the effect
that he resented implications that he had
previously discussed his labor relief
recommendations with Governor Hurley.

the governor

in a

pessimistic.
The Brookline fire department was called to pump out the cellar of the Brookline
Theatre in Coolidge Corner. There were
dozens of similar instances.
Millions of dollars of property damage
resulted in New England. Crop loss in
these states, certain to reflect in future
boxoffice takes, was set at two million

trict organization. The affair, this publication has been informed, will be held
on October

of putting

Ken Douglass, Capitol Theatre Supply
Co. head, and other film men were on
vacation. Their postcards were somewhat

Meet in September
Boston — The next regular meeting of
the Theatrical Post of American Legion
will be held in September, confabs having
been

Not Stooging
For the Governor

on

for it to stop raining,” the manager promised him.
The basement of Republic Pictures
flooded. Charlie Wilson went down in

legislative agent for
of labor, publically

branded as “absurd,” reports that the
federation was inclined to favor Hurley
because the governor had given a job to
Gatelee’s

“I’ll get down

it?” he

It brightened from time to time, but it
always rained the harder. One premium
man wired his boss in New York on the

ENGLAND

NEW

ORGANIZATION

ENGLAND

28-30 PIEDMONT

STREET

l

FOR

EXHIBITORS
•

BOSTON.

MASS
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j?y[EADOW STREET
visitors are eagerly
eyeing the array of prizes for the
annual golf tournament at Racebrook,
August 2, displayed in Adolph Johnson’s
window, and perfecting their strokes on
the q. t. Non-golfers may also enter several competitions for the 20-odd prizes
already on hand, and the candid camera
is a lucky-number

draw.

Film district outing plans, scheduled for
later in August, have not yet been completed. John Pavone, Barney Pitkin, and
Lou Wechsler have once more been asked
to take charge.
A new type of quiz test, tied in with a
baseball scoring idea and cash prizes, is
being worked out by Harry Shaw, in conjunction with station WELI, as a possibility for the College . . . Mam-ice Bailey reports plans for the new theatre in Westville village are within three weeks of
completion.
Bob Russell writes the drinks are so
high at his chosen vacation spot that he
has decided to buy a new suit instead . . .
Rumors that Bert Doff will join Ben Cohen
in India with a wife . . . Esther Melnick,
RKO cashier, and Elvira Tassanelli, Columbia biller, are on this week’s vacation
list . . . C. D. Burbank is away from it all
in the Morning side section of Woodmont
. . . Lou Schaefer, Paramount Theatre
manager, leaves August 5, but definitely
. . . Lenore Olderman is at Lake Sunnapee
. . . Irving Hillman, Roger Sherman assistant, is having a wonderful time at
Pinebrook Country Club . . . Erie Wright,
Loew-Poli publicity man, has become
pletely boat-minded and put in an
for a cabin sailing cruiser.
Tom

Bailey, 20th-Fox

dropped

in from

comorder

district manager,

Boston

for a

day’s visit

at the local branch . . . Maurice N. Wolf,
Metro district manager, also paid a visit
to Tom Donaldson and the local Metro
crew . . . Rialto, Stamford, is trying a
10-cent Friday matinee,
clipped from newspaper.

Lives there a man
dead
want

with soul so

that he never has said: "I
to look forward to security

in ivitli Sheriff
Register

Slavin

and

his First Of-

fender Club, the Child Welfare Ass’n, the
and St. Francis bands, to put over

the opening of “Reformatory.” The Sheriff, who has sold his “First Offender”
radio series for movie production, said a
few words, and children designated by
Child Welfare were invited to attejid.
Three bands preceded the parade to the
theatre.
Bring-backs:

The

Allyn,

Hartford,

re-

peats “The Virginian” . . . Strand, Hartford, returns “White Banners” and “Rage
of Paris” on the same bill. Rialto, Stamford, heralds “The Sheik” . . . Cameo,
West Haven, will reopen for “Ecstasy” the
week of July 29 . . . Capitol, New London,
plays “Mayerling”
“We're Going to Be

as co-feature
Rich” . . . The

with
Em-

pire, New London, goes Irish with “Kathlen.” . . The State, Hartford, turns to
“The Private Life of Mussolini.”
Hamilton,

Waterbury,

has

started

Adolph Johnson’s crystal stemware series
. . . Air-conditioning system at the Whalley was designed by four engineers especially for the theatre, and is an all-year
automatic setup.
Boris Marshalov
group

has

played

of the Clinton
in

films

strawhat

with

Walter

Connolly and Paul Muni . . . Nathan Lampert is more interested in potatoes,
chickens and the simple life these days
in the “borscht”

circuit.

Ben Simon and Morris Nunes are CascoBay-bound for a weekend visit with their
sons at camp . . . Erie Wright is strong on
weak- fishing these days . . . John Barnett
is recovering from an attack of undulant
fever, prevalent through New London . . .
20th-Fox has scheduled a trade preview of
“Alexander’s Ragtime
Poli, August 9.

by displaying Alexander shortshorts. These are not the playlets
of yesterday. They are made in
RCA Ultra-Violet sound, many of
them are in color, and they are
interesting and amusing to theatregoers. With Hollywood actors
and high photographic quality,
audience acceptance is assured.

"Algiers” is the only 3^2 star-rater this
week, according to the Bridgeport Herald

ALEXANDER
NEW
230

PARK

FILM COMPANY
YORK

AVE.

Phone:

Murray

OFFICE:
NEW

YORK

Hill 9-3161

CITY

Band”

is reported progressing “satisfactorily” on the Cameo, Bridgeport, remodeling job, although there is no prospect of opening before August 15 . . .

Middlesex

Samuelson,

former

Al-

lied president, wrote Insurance Man
Aaron Rosenberg that he wanted lo
cover the Newton Theatre in Newton,
New Jersey, for July 25, 26, and 27. Sid
said bis annual cow milking contest is
scheduled then. Rosenberg wonders
whether "Rube''
"backfire," or
trade

fears a "leaky spigot,"
some
other "current

practice."

Many Contribute Gilts
For MPTO Golf Tourney
New Haven — Gifts for the third annual Connecticut MPTO golf tournament,
scheduled for Racebrook Country Club,
August 2, have been received from the
following:
Barney
Simon,

Pitkin, manager

manager

of RKO;

of 20th-Fox;

Ben

Alexander

Film Co.; Rosen’s Film Delivery; E. J.
Warner Sign Co.; William Scully, Universal; Timothy O’Toole, Columbia manager;
Lou Wechsler, United Artists manager;
Irving C. Jacocks jr., MPTO
president;
National Screen Service; National Screen
Accessories; National Carbon Co.; Adolph
G. Johnson; Old England Brewing Co.;
V & S Construction Co.; Edwin S. Raffile;
N. C. Wrisley; Lester Tobias; Progressive
Premium
Co.; Boxoffice; Showmen’s
Trade Review. The gifts include a candid
camera, from Irving Jacocks jr., which will
be used as an attendance lucky-number
drawing, silver trays, cups, radios, golf
bags and equipment, clocks, and many
other

valuable items, all of which
played in the Film Building.

Among

advance

reservations

are disrecently

Fall

River, Massachusetts; Donald Jacocks, Warner New Jersey zone manager,
and a New Jersey group of film men, and
other out-of-town filmites already reported. In addition, it is expected that
Connecticuit reservations will exceed
those of last year.

at the Loew-

. . . Work

Isadore Kemmler, former
ner at the Apollo, now
visited here.

Boston — Sid

Recalls
Fire

received are those of Nathan Yamins, Allied States president, and a party from

in my old age."
Exhibitors young and old can
build toward peace and comfort

Spice your program with minute-or-less playlets and provide
your own old age security.
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coupon

Rumor persists Michael Cascioli is on
the point of breaking ground for a new
Allingtown theatre . . . Sam Badamo tied

than

LOOKING AHEAD

with

Maybe He
Chicago

Fishman
in New

partYork,

Get New
New
new

is re-

of the

Simplex 4-star sound systems, manufactured by International Projection Co.,

Conn., and Julia M. Powers’ Opera House,
Caribou, Me. National Theatre Supply
branches installed the equipment.

Can

Inc., operating the Capitol, Palace and
Middlesex theatres in Middletown, Conn.,
in the superior court suit filed by Ruth

Sound
installations

include E. M. Loew’s Thompson Square,
Charlestown, Mass.; Howard, New Haven,

Receiver

New Haven — William L. Hadden of
Westhaven has been appointed temporary
receiver for the Middlesex Enterprises,

Lockwood. Hadden’s appointment
turnable in September.

York — Recent

Sit Back Now

Boston — Jimmy O’Brien, New England
sales representative for the International
Seat

Co., has consummated what is believed to be the largest single sale of

theatre

chairs

ever

made

in New

Eng-

land. O’Brien sold 5,000 “floating comforts” to independent circuit owner Frederick E. Lieberman.
BOXOFFICE
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Perhaps an Extension
Would Do
Boston — A

suburban

owner

claims,

week

by

from

was

persistent

a woman

theatre,

bothered

who

telephone

wanted

“He's

the

short

Patronize'

calls

carrying

sign

outside

replied,

to

Harry Browning, M&P
publicity head,
has been in Bath in connection with the
opening

wanted

picket

lobby," the woman
must talk to him."

its
this

to speak

"Jackson." The owner finally
to know who Jackson was.

'Don't

so

early

that
your

“and

I

Broadcast

Plugs

" Little Miss Broadway"

New

Haven — Opening

night

of

20th-

Fox’s “Little Miss Broadway,” Nate Rubin,
Loew-Poli assistant, in charge during Bob
Russell’s vacation, promoted a half-hour
radio program in the lobby, 8 to 8:30 p. m„
with Golly, WELI Roving Reporter, in
charge of the “Hollywood Premiere.” A
piano was moved into the lobby, and a
dance mat provided, so that 15 talented
children

could perform; while Golly interviewed outgoing patrons, and otherwise
tied in the picture.

New

Color Scheme

For Kraska's

Picked

Fine

Arts

Boston — A new decoration scheme is
set for the Fine Arts Theatre. The present
red-black-silver motif will be replaced by
a sunbeam yellow and blue combination.
Capitol Theatre Supply Co., has installed two new projector lamps in the
George Kraska situation.
One reason for the present renovations
may lie in the fact that business on

Tom Fahey was expected to return to
the M&P home offices this week. Fahey

of the Uptown in the Maine community by the theatre circuit which recently lost a house there by fire.

Walter

Murphy,

regularly

assistant

developed

pneumonia after a tonsil extracion. . . Irma Montague, formerly
at the Metropolitan, is on the coast . . .

to

Harry Snyder, New England sales manager for Alexander Film, has been in
Colorado.

Manager George Jones at Loew’s Orpheum, has been acting as relief assistant
manager at Loew’s
ter, New York.

Lobby

Kraska, assistaiit manager at the Fine
Arts, has returned from a crazyquilt vacation i?i New York, Connecticut, and
Canada.

gONIA LOEW, wife of Circuit Owner E.
M. Loew, is in Europe . . . Fred Allen,
is vacationing in Old Orchard, Me.

Rochester

in RochesGeorge

Richard Malm, executive secretary to
Divisional Manager Charles W. Koerner
of RKO, and his bride have returned from
a honeymoon, part of which was spent in
Vermont.
Sam

Davidson

of Cameo

“can’t

accommodate

busi-

swatting an occasional
quito. . . Edith Alper,
for a number of years
M. Loew, is back from a

Tom

Hill has

manager

crutches,

auditing delast week on

scheduled roadshowing by Loew’s, Inc., of
“Marie Antoinette” at the Colonial.

Domingo

Zinn

during

has

been

covering

the local RKO

ager’s sojourn at Cape

Cod

Loew’s,

has

New Jersey moswith Bank Night
and now with E.
Connecticut stay.

at

been

Grand

appointed
National.

shipping
Hill

re-

places Charles Asdot, formerly of Decker’s,
who goes to Warner, taking, in turn, the
place formerly filled by Matty Moriarty
who has been promoted.

following a leg injury . . . Preliminary work is going ahead for the

Anthony

at

Wayne
Brenkert, sales manager of
Brenkert Co., was in Boston last week,
centering at the Capitol Theatre Supply.

these past few years informs this publication that he plans to get going again at
M. I. T. in November on a similar line of
instruction.
Simes of the M&P
partment returned to work

manager

Jack O’Brien has been acting managing
director at the Metropolitan during the
vacation of Jack Goodwin who has been

Louis Frey plans to reopen his house at
ness.” Falls, Rhode Island, early in SepValley
tember. Frey, who has conducted courses
in projection for University Extension

Ethel

resident

Booker Phil Berler of E. M.
been automobiling in Maine.

has eight prints

of “Mayerling” working in New England
at the present time. Walter Gillis, exchange manager, is still complaining, however, that he

Jones,

Loew's Orpheum, started his vacation
Monday . . . Marty Glazer, assistant to
Publicity Manager Paul Levy of the Metropolitan, has been motoring in Canada . . .
Florence Buckley, secretary to Head

Al

Swerdlcve

has

introduced

a

new

Madame DuBarry “Beautyware” deal that,
according to his office, has already been
placed in 50 New England theatres. There
are 22 pieces in the gift set.

Ben

city man-

. . . Leonard

“Moonlight Sonata” has been such that
the house has held over the attraction for
the ninth consecutive week.

INTERNATIONAL SEAT COMPANV

John Curley Helps Out
Boston — John

Curley,

student

assistant

FLOATING

manager at Loew’s State in Providence,
has been in Boston for the past fortnight,
relieving Assistant Manager Vaughn R.
O’Neill who has been taking over Loew’s
State locally during the vacation sojourn
in New York, Chicago, and points sundry
of Fred Greenway.

MR.

O-

Seats
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Playhouses in Newsreels
News last week
shot numerous pictures of Maine’s oldest
summer playhouses, the Lakewood at
Skowhegan and the Ogunquit at Ogunquit.
30, 1938

O-

in New

Made

England.

J

O'BRIEN
2239

643 Church Street
•

LIEBERMAN

WHY?

o-

England waterways. A ferry operating on
Lake Champlain between Burlington, Vt.,
and Plattsburg, N. Y„ is offering its passengers 16mm product.

Portland — Paramount

CHAIRS

(The Largest Single Sale of Theatre \

O-

Boston — Motion pictures took to the
high seas long ago, but they now are becoming more and more established on New

FRED

THEATRE

JUST BOUGHT 5,000
OF THEM!

O-

Films on Ferry

COMFORT

•

•

•

•

HANcock
?
•

9
•

?
•

?•

9
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10 Years

There's Vacate in
This Vacation
(From
Boston — Joseph A. DiPesa, perennial
advertising manager
in Boston for
Loew's, is on a 30-day vacation. It
carries the ultimatum of Division Manager H. M.
shows up
his leave

Addison

that

if DiPesa

at his office during
will be cancelled.

the hiatus,

Boxoffice

Ago

Sally Clark Does
A Number

Files for July 28, 1928i
Boston — Sally

pox FILM CORP.
26 Poli theatres

purchased a string of
in Massachusetts and

Connecticut at a reported price of $26,000,000 . . . Harris Theatre Corp., Boston, was readying plans for a new theatre
at Natick, Mass. The new house was to
seat 1,500 and patrons’ automobiles
to have a special parking lot.
Joseph

QRDINARILY
checkers come to Portland
via automobile, train and, on rare
occasions, by plane, but it took Ralph E.
Snyder, Boston, the new operator of the
Strand and Empire, to inaugurate the
system of checking his houses by yacht.
The trim pleasure boat was anchored in
Portland Harbor for several days this
week.
Conferences

between

the

new

theatre

owner and his co-workers were in progress
rather continually this week, leaving Filmrow excited and somewhat apprehensive
over possible changes that may be made
shortly. Double-column, eye-catching advertisements launched the new seasons at
both houses.
With
of the
Snyder

the change Leo Young, manager
Strand, becomes city supervisor.
will commute from Boston periodically to keep an eye on his new

ventures.

Rudy Vallee, screen and radio star,
stopped here long enough, July 22, to endorse a Westbrook lad who was to have
raced in the Soap Box Derby scheduled
for Saturday morning, July 23. Vallee was
en route to his lodge on Kezar Lake.

of Review designated
“exceptional” film.

The Strand Theatre sponsored one of
the Derby entrants tying in with a bit of
good publicity on “Lord
for a Monday opening.
Filmrow

Jeff,” scheduled

visitors this week

included

Dan

and Phil Broum of Transit Advertisers, Boston; Bill Benjamin, NS salesman of Boston and Mrs. Benjamin;
Harry Browning of the M&P office, Boston,
and K. E. Quint, former operator of the
Opera House at Gorham, N. H.
Harry Botwick, State Theatre manager,
motored to New Haven, July 24, to get
Mrs. Botwick, who has been visiting
friends and relatives there for several
weeks.

John

danced

on

the

Ritz-Carlton

mount and 20th
screen tests.

her

roof. Para-

Century-Fox

offered

Montague,

“Lonesome”

as

an

^NOTHER
downtown
dark July 29 when

theatre here went
the Carlton closed

for a four-week period. The house, operated by Ed Fay chain, has been on an
“extended run” policy since last fall.

neighborhood

doubtful if he will entirely recover” . . .
Helen Boden, secretary to Manager Cropper of the Pathe Boston office, was wearing a “sparkler” and liking it.

will not play “Blockade” as the result of
“suggestions” made by him to theatre
managers that showing of film would be
“inadvisable.” Commissioner Benjamin P.

Dan Cupid seemingly was working a
wide Boston front. Others pierced were
Helen McHugh, Mary Gillan and Irene
Dolan . . . Dave Grover won a marathon

Moulton of the police board said no petition remonstrating against the picture had

swim at the Pathe bookers’ stage party
at the Beach . . . Myer Gruber was covering Greater Boston as salesman for
Royal

Heath

of Boston

traveled

to the

“Queers” for a bit of fishing, but the
game warden made him row five miles to
show his license . . . For the 1928-29
season, Royal Films announced four Jack
Londons, four Betty Compsons and 12
Trinity productions . . . Boston exhibitors
were beefing about the hot weather and
poor

business. Is your
ably air-conditioned?

Howard
somewhat

theatre

comfort-

Hughes, a young Texas oil man
interested in aviation, was in

Hollywood making “Hell’s Angels” in color
and sound with the late Jean Harlow . . .
was to release “Our Dancing Daughters,” with Joan Crawford . . . Mary Pick-

ford was not
president, but
in “My

Best

Samuel

the likely United Artists’
a good actress appearing
Girl”

and

“Sparrows.”

Goldwyn was making three super-specials with Ronald Colman and

Vilma Banky, namely, “Magic Flame,”
“Night of Love” and “The Winning of
Barbara Worth” ... A $4,000,000 budget

Emil

Jannings’

“Age

of Lust”

was

for

near-

ly ready for the nation’s projection machines . . . His hobo days a memory,
Writer

Jim

Capt. George W. Cowan, amusement inspector of the Providence bureau of police and fire, reported last Friday that

Tully

was

assigned

by Para-

second-run

houses

in

city

been

submitted to authorities. Cowan’s action— which theatre managers are said to
have received agreeably — and his report
to the bureau were approved by that body.
Eddie

Films.

was announced by Columbia’s Cohns
the “perfect 36” lineup for 1928-29.

Sullivan

80

Abe

of

Harry G. Segal, president-treasurer of
Royal Film Exchange, Boston, was described in a “Who’s Who” column as
“fond of all outdoor sports, but the golf
bug has bitten him very badly and it is

Metro
M-G-M
and Paramount news cameramen covered the Derby. Both companies
are rushing pictures of the event to houses
in adjacent territory. They will also be
shown in New Hampshire and Massachusetts as well as the whole of Maine.

and

sister

were

co-workers with Independent Film Exchange, pitched in their bit to make the
Boston film district outing at Pemberton
Inn a big success . . . The National Board

Charles

A solid week of rainy weather boosted
grosses at all houses, in spite of a decided
drop in the number of out-of-state tourists visiting the city. Because of the rain,
opening of the Gra?id circuit at Old Orchard Beach was postponed.

McConville

Clark,

Roosevelt's wife, appeared in public
last week for the first time as a professional entertainer. She sang and

Reed,

manager

of the Strand,

was

to leave for a fortnight’s vacation, July
28 — most of which he plans to spend
sword fishing off Block Island.
M.

J. Kavanaugh

in

town

this week

planting publicity and tieups for “Algiers,”
opening at the State, July 29. Says local
newspapers are more generous to the
visiting P. A. than they used to be ten
years ago, when he visited town with legit
stage shows at the old Providence Opera
House.
Six days of constant rain which hit
Rhode Island last week and deluged the
state with its heaviest July rainfall in the
history of the local weather bureau,
spelled a million dollars in damage as
crops were spoiled, homes and factories
flooded in some sections, and thousands
temporarily thrown out of work. But
theatremen weren’t wailing too loudly, for
the rainy weather gave all houses the best
weekend business in many weeks.

Herbert

Henry

Rice, 50 -year-old

midget

actor who created role of “Buster Brown”
on the stage 30 years ago, and who later
appeared in several silent films, was
buried

in East Greenwich, R. /., his birthplace and home of his family, July 25. He
died in Chicago last week.

mount to do “Beggars of Life,” with William Wellman at the megaphone . . .
Douglas

Fairbanks jr. was featured
lumbia’s “Modern Mothers.”

in Co-

There was no Allied organization, but
the MPTOA
was readying plans for its
national convention at the King Edward
Hotel, Toronto.

Paramount
having

News

pictures

set a speed

brought

to

record

the

in

United

States

on the pick-a-back plane “Mercury” to theatres in this city. The Strand
here, and also in Newport, had the films
on screens last Friday, same day the plane
landed at New York.
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LOUISIANA'S DORMANT CENSORSHIP BUREAU
MAY OVERCOME OBJECTIONS TO SALES TAX
Study Compensation
New Orleans — Exchange interests here are
enacted by the legislature to determine whether
The
who
the

act provides

does

not

that every

schedule

workmen's compensation
surance company.

Self-insurers must
of legal payments.

employer

property

deposit

law)
with

must

studying the provisions of Act 232
or not it applies to their operation.

or corporation

assessed

at $25,000
carry

the state

Act

not
(and

protection

treasurer

domiciled

in Louisiana

who

liable

with

a bond

are
an

under

authorized

sufficient

to take

incare

A T 1IL A N T A
MEETING of the Jolly Club, composed
of Atlanta managers, bookers, salesmen and other employes, will be held
August 1 at the country home of Dave
Prince, branch manager of United Artists.
The meeting was announced by A. C.
Cowles, of Lucas & Jenkins, club secretary. Entertainment and sports events will
feature the gathering. Members, their
wives, sweethearts and friends will attend.
Fred Jack, southern district manager for
Warner, is ill with malarial fever in St.
Joseph’s Hospital, Atlanta. His condition
is fair.
Ellison Dunn, of Donaldsonville, Ga.,
was a recent Row visitor . . . John W.
Mangham, president of Monogram-Southern Films Exchanges, has returned from
Charlotte, N. C., where he conferred with
H. F. (Mike) Kinsey, of North Carolina
theatres.
Paul S. Wilson, manager of 20 th
tury-Fox Film Corp., is on a business
in Florida with Fred Dodson, Florida
representative. Wilson will be away
his desk a week.

Centrip
sales
from

Jimmy Campbell and Karl Chalman, of
Paramount, are among leaders in the
southeastern and other districts in deliveries for their company.
Frank Sams and Randall Bryan were
in Atlanta for sales conferences with John
W. Mangham of Monogram- Southern Film
exchanges.
Ike Katz, of Metro Premium, leaves this
week for an extended tour of Tennessee
and northern Mississippi and Alabama,
accompanied by M. S. Katz, his father,
and Harry Katz, his brother. They will
make their headquarters at Memphis.
Mrs. Nell Benedic, manager of the Roxy
Theatre, Lithonia, Ga., was a Row visitor
this week. Business at her theatre showed improvement last week, despite rainy
weather.
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Elaborate plans are being made

for the

world premiere of Bob Burns in “The Arkansas Traveler,” to open in Little Rock
in the fall, it was revealed in the recent
visit to Little Rock of Cliff Lewis, Paramount publicity chief. Lewis declined to
disclose nature of plans, but it was learned
state officials are behind plans for the
opening. The picture will be shown at
Robb & Rowley theatres, of which Ralph
Noble is manager.
Harold Laird, of Rome, Ga., head of
the Laird Amusement Co., was seen along
the Row this week . . . Exhibitors in Atlanta last week for the directors meeting
of the Southeastern Theatre Owners Ass’n
included Oscar Lam of Rome, Ga., president of the Lam Amusement Co.; Mack
Jackson of the Strand, Alexander City,
Ala.; Bill Griffin of Cullman, Ala., accompanied by his wife and son; Tommy
Thompson of Hawkinsville, Ga., and Mrs.
Willingham Wood, of the Strand, Washington, Ga.
Arthur E. Denman of New York, RKO
exploitation man, who was stricken with
appendicitis while visiting Atlanta, is a
patient in Georgia Baptist Hospital. He
underwent an operation, and is in fair
condition . . . William K. Jenkins, of
Lucas & Jenkins, is on a trip to Canada.
Albert Duren, booking manager

at Para-

mount, and Miss D'Ette Aaron were married last week at Druid Hills Baptist
church, and are now honeymoon-vacationing.
In for a sales conference

No Official Threat, But Film
Guardian Setup Is
Still There
By
New

BOXOFFICE

Orleans — Unless

Jr.

distributors

pay

the state sales tax without grumbling and
without resort to court test cases they may
find the quiescent state film censorship
bureau is not so quiescent.
Strictly via the grapevine from Baton
Rouge and without the slightest vestige
of official approval, comes this information, and the additional hint that the
state is prepared to make an example no
end of the trade should the distributors
prove stubborn.
And

herein lies the weapon:

A short time before the death of Senator Huey P. Long a law was passed establishing a censorship board which set
up inspection fees for all films released
in the state. Commissions were never
issued to the censors, and the law now
stands. By its own peculiar system of
deduction, the grapevine holds that if the
distributors don’t rock the tax boat by
seeking exemption the censorship bureau
remains in status quo. If they resist —
well, say the grapeviners, there’s the bureau, empty but quickly available.

Theatre Architects Bid
For Southwestern Favor
Dallas — Corgan

& Moore,

theatre

archi-

tects, who have done more than enough to
hang their shingle on Filmrow, this week
are announcing their services to the theatre trade.
This firm has done much theatre work
for the Griffith circuit and is now in
process of handling a job for Robb & Rowley, the first of which they are working on
in Muskogee, Okla.
Corgan & Moore have offices in the Dallas Gas Co. Bldg, on Filmrow, just across
the street from important exchanges. They
hob-knob with visiting exhibitors on Monday, or any other day, just as the regular
film salesman carries on his work.

in connection

with screening of “Mother Carey’s Chickens” this week, at offices of Hubert Lyons,
district manager, and Guy Brown, manager RKO, were Paul Harrison, Cam Price,
B. S. Bryan, Frank Salley and Jack de
Waald and Frank Alfred, of the home office in New York.
Sidney Laird, office manager of Columbia Pictures, is on a two- week vacation
(Continued on page 84)

Griiiin Closes Strand and
Buys Lyric at Cullman
Cullman,

Ala. — Bill Griffin, manager

of

the Cullman and Strand theatres here,
has closed the Strand and purchased the
Lyric from the McMinn interests.
The Lyric will be remodeled. Gi'iffin is
well known in association affairs in the
southeast.
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Wometco Employes' Credit Union
Makes a Proud Record in 3 Years
By EDITH

The President

CUMMINGS

Miami — Achievements

of Wometco

em-

ployes in building their Credit Union into
one of the strongest and most exemplary
organizations of its type in the south represent one of the features of his theatrical
chain in which Sidney Meyer takes particular pride.

ganization’s success is provided by two
significant statements in a letter published
in the midsummer edition of the Wometco
magazine, Contact. The letter is written by Stanley Stern, manager of the
newly acquired Miami Theatre, who also
is president of the Credit Union. Stern
reminds his fellow members in the union
that while there are other credit unions

Only

Another very worthwhile phase of the
Credit Union’s activities is revealed in a
recent statement issued by J. W. Case jr„
assistant to the comptroller and chairman of the union’s credit committee. Calling attention to the existence of a $6,000
surplus available for loans to members
for provident purposes, Case pointed out
that “the union was formed to be of assistance to those in the organization who
need help, to keep them free from financial troubles, and especially to keep members from being victimized by loan sharks.”
Among the provident purpose for which
it particularly approves Credit Union
loans, Case added, are buying insurance,
furniture or clothing, and the pay off of
outstanding debts to centralize obligations
in one place. Credit Union funds are also
frequently called upon to supply means for
emergency operations and to finance
“blessed events.”
Besides mitigating the financial problems of Wometco employes, and providing
them with an investment and savings de-

82

Group

Represented

Officers chosen at that initial meeting
and at subsequent meetings have included
representatives of every group of theatre
employes from porters to managers and
office personnel.
Executives have no hand in any of the
affairs of the Credit Union, but both of
them consider it an invaluable builder of
employe morale. Bitter battles have been
waged over some of the issues that have

On

in the course of the union’s three
but they have always been settled
where they started — without calling
executive intervention.

the supervisory committee are Herman Silverman, in charge of booking, and

district manager of the chain’s colored
theatres; Harry Redell, doorman at the
Capitol, and incidentally a theatre mam
of 40 years of varied experience, and Ted
Stanley Stem, manager of Wometco’s
recently acquired Miami Theatre —
now that South Florida organization’s
de luxe first run Miami house — is the
president of the Wometco employes’
Federal Credit Union. This employe

Schlosser, Biscayne Plaza assistant manaParamount
ger.
Loan

Group

Saving

and

Is Successiul

Miami — Organized

only

a

few

months

“savings and loan” is regarded as one
of the strongest in the south.

after the Wometco Federal Credit Union
was the similar employe savings and loan

posit that assures them a safe, six per
cent return, the Credit Union has proved
amazingly successful in building a genuine
feeling of corps de esprit among its members. It also gives to individual employes
a needed sense of security and a feeling
of independence.

ployes.
It has been successful beyond the hopes
and expectations of its organizers, says
Walter Early, president, with whom these
Paramount folks serve as union officers:
Eddie Atkinson, treasurer; Daniel Boone,
vice-president, and Mrs. Eva Stam, secretary. George Raywood is a director.
The credit committee is composed of
Mrs. Stam, Mary Smith and A1 Weiss,
while members of the supervisory committee are Willie Slater, Austin Moon and
Carl Mott.

organization

$4 Loss

Checking this Credit Union’s three-year
record, one is inclined to credit Stern with
undue modesty relative to the organization’s strength when one learns that out
of $62,500 loaned to its membership during the union’s existence there has been
a net loss of only $4!

Every

first runs

Completing the list of Credit Union officers are: Jack Fink, Capitol manager,
vice-president; Earl Potter, Miami assistant manager, secretary; L. A. Johnstone, Wometco comptroller, treasurer, and
Burton Clark, Rosetta manager, director.
With Case on the credit committee are
Mark R. Chartrand, Mayfair manager,
and Charles Ozburn, State manager.

ploye bank’s third year.
A comprehensive explanation of this or-

reasons for the union’s excellent record:
shares on deposit have steadily forged
ahead each month, and outstanding loans
nave always been sufficient to guarantee
the paying of six per cent interest on
savings each year.

de luxe house where Wometco’s
are shown.

arisen
years,
right
upon

In the midst of the rush of preparations
for his European vacation, Meyer (coexecutive with Mitchell Wolfson in the
Wometco Theatres) took time out to show
the local Boxoffice representative the current statement of the Credit Union. This
report marks the conclusion of this em-

in the south which are larger, “there are
few that can show as good a record.”
He then continues to point out the two

John M. (Sonny) Shepherd, Lincoln manager, and this spring, when the Miami
Theatre was purchased from Alfred Gettesman, to the managerial position of this

Still another very desirable end achieved
by this Wometco Credit Union is apparent
in the effectiveness with which it has
called to the attention of Wometco executives qualities of leadership and judgment
among employes.
“There is no surer proving ground than
before a merciless jury of fellow-workmen,” observed Meyer in commenting upon
several cases in which leadership in the
Credit Union had called his and Wolfson’s
attention to employes who have been given
rapid and desirable promotions on the
strength of their success in Credit Union
activities.
Conspicuous among these cases is that
of Stern, now president of the union.
Three years ago, at the time of the Credit
Union’s beginning, he was an usher at the
Capitol Theatre. He was elected as a
director at the initial meeting. Since that
time he has served continuously in various
capacities until his recent elevation to
the presidency. During this same time, he
was advanced to the post of assistant to

set up by Paramount

em-

Any organization having 50 or more
employes will find a credit union of this
type, for which a charter may be obtained through the federal farm loan admin stration, a decidedly worthwhile project, Early points out.

Iturbi in “Sweethearts"

Hollywood — Jose

Iturbi,

famed

com-

poser-conductor, leads the orchestra and
“Sweethearts,”
in Metro’s
plays the piano
co-starring
Nelson
Eddy and Jeanette
MacDonald.
Co-Star

Bradna-Milland

Hollywood — Olympe

Bradna

and

Ray

Milland are co-starred in “Say It in
French,” formerly “Soubrette.” Andrew
Stone directs the Paramount production.
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Cummings
J^ECENT weekend visitors were Mrs. C. W.
F. Bethel of Nassau, N. P., and her
sister, Mrs. Reginald Farrington. Mr.

of each
weekly.

prize winning

letter is prmted

Bethel operates the Savoy and the Nassau theatres on the neighboring Bahaman
island.

By way of congratulation when she
moved into her new home last week, Mrs.
Eva

Stam, secretary to W. R. Lynch, general manager, Paramount Enterprises, Inc.,

Back front a vacation that definitely
agreed with him, Walter Elements, in
charge of hooking for the Wometco theatres, actually gained weight while dashing about in Atlanta and in the mountains
of North Carolina.

was

presented with a new radio, accompanied with a handsome bouquet of dahlias and tuberoses, by theatre managers
the executive office personnel.

Jack

Murray,

head

of the Paramount

art

department, and Charles Whitacre, manager of the Paramount Theatre, tied for
first honors on the recent fishing expedition of managers and department heads
of Paramount Enterprises, Inc. Jimmy
Barnette, Community manager, brought
to boat the largest catch of the day, a
big red snapper. Congratulations are also
being extended to A1 Weiss jr., Olympia
manager, on his unusual maintenance of
unprecedented
fishing cruise.

“dignity”

throughout

and

Top billing is due Hal Kopplin and his
art and advertising staff for making their
ads outstanding , even in the definitely
curtailed space they are assigned during
the summer. Frequent changes in the type
of border used is one of their most effective stunts. Around the Fourth, Wometco ads ivere bordered with exploding
firecrackers, and now, when midsummer
stars in Miami are so large that you feel
you have to be careful about tripping over

Wometco executives are plenty gratified
over the response being made to the new
department inaugurated on the back cover
of their weekly program, “Jeers and
Cheers.” The writer of the letter judged
as best each week is awarded four tickets
to the Miami. The next best four are
given two ducats to the Capital. The gist

Yazoo Dixie Opened
Yazoo,

Miss. — The

has been opened
ment of Frank

Karl

Roller, of the Paramount

publicity

office, is editing the “Gatecrasher” column in that chain’s weekly program now.
Commenting upon Corrigan this week, he
makes the apt comparison “what Errol
Flynn is to the seas and wildernesses, Corrigan is to the airways.”

Stanley Malotte, former popular organist
(Continued

on page

87)

new

Dixie

Theatre

here under the manageMutz. The Kennington

Bldg.,

opposite the postoffice, was extensively remodeled to house the new theatre. The latest in technical equipment
has also been installed.

Exhibitor Elected to C. C. Board
Jasper, Fla. — Jimmie

Biddle, manager

of

the Fay Theatre here, was elected to membership on the board of directors of the
Hamilton county Chamber of Commerce.

them — when the moon isn’t up to outrival
them — their ads are, appropriately , starrimmed.

the

Advances

Douglas, Ga. — Paul Cummings, assistant
manager of the Rivoli Theatre here for
the past eight months, was promoted to
the post of manager by Roy Martin,
president of Martin Theatres. Matt H.
Whitham, former manager here, has been
transferred to the managerial duties of
the two Martin theatres in Tifton.

ATLANTA
• Continued

from

page

81)

. . . Among Row visitors recently were
Milton C. Moore of the Riverside, Jacksonville, Fla.; Walter Klementz, booker
for the Wometco circuit, Miami; Jack
Fink, manager of the Capitol, Miami; H. J .
Woodward, Strand, Winder, Ga.; and
James Jarrell, Roxy, Commerce, Ga.
Jack Barrett, of Accessory Consolidation Service, and Sid Reams, of Theatrical Printing Co., have returned for a
three-week trip to south Georgia and Florida . . . Film exchanges in Atlanta are
closing every other Saturday to give employes a day off. The arrangement is

Did You Know

permanent.

WIL KIN MAINTAINS A C0MPLCT6

Cecil E. House, Paramount branch manager, says sales contracts have shoiv?i the
“most remarkable increase in the history
of the office. Exhibitors are not only
buying,” he said, “but new theatres are
being built in towns which previously had
none. Another encouraging note is that

DECORATING DEPARTMENT

few theatres are closing.” He said general reports of crop and other conditions

NO JOB TOO SMALL - NO JOB TOO LARGE
Let Us Survey

Your

Theatre

in the southeast were “ most encouraging .”
Richard P. Morgan, son of Oscar A.
Morgan, and member of the law firm of
Talmadge & Morgan, which specializes in
motion picture work, recently underwent
an operation at Emory Hospital. He is
reported getting along all right.

Today

NOW
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OR WRITE

WIL-KIN
34

8620

RUDOLPH VALENTINO

150 Walton St., ATLANTA
Phone WALnut 4613

IN
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New

Stall to Make

For Wometco
Miami — When

Bow

Magazine

the next issue of Contact,

Wometco’s employe magazine, is off the
press, a new staff will make its bow. John
M. (Sonny) Shepherd continues on as
editor-in-chief. An enlarged publication,
written by a staff of associated editors
and departmental writers, will include alternate front page columns by Mitchell
Wolfson and Sidney Meyer.
Four departments are to be represented
in each issue. Larry Johnston is to edit
the Credit Union columns with Jimmie
Case and Stanley Stern as his assistants;
while Herman Silverman and Burton Clark
are to assist Jack Fink in preparing material for the section on Operations.
In the department of Good Fellowship,
edited by Hal Kopplin, Felice Schreter will
do society notes, Gordon Spradley will
cover sports, and Mark Chartrand jr. is
slated to corral the chuckles. Product,
appropriately enough, is the department
which the booking executive, Walter Klements, will handle.

Latest RCA
Kansas

City — Theatre

Federal "Divorce" Suit Peps
Interest in Momand Cases
Oklahoma

equipment

sales

men looked upon Momand’s chances of
winning his suits at about 50,000 to one,
but there has been considerable change
of opinion. With action by the federal
government along much the same lines, it
is expected that a great deal more interest
independent’s

There always has been considerable undercover dissent against major circuits
and preferential bookings in this state. The
Griffith Amusement Co., one of the largest independent circuits in the country,
practically controls the situation, with only
Standard Theatres Corp. in Oklahoma City

ACCESSORIES

and Robb & Rowley in southern Oklaline. homa touching the producer-owned circuit
In view of the similarity between the
Momand suits and the federal action, it is
of interest to note that Momand filed a
similar suit several years ago. This, asking $4,000,000 or thereabouts, went through
one court after another until, in the U. S.
circuit court of appeals at Boston, Momand
was ordered to secure more definite and
explicit charges and facts and present
these in a new suit.
The exact date at which the Momand
suits will be heard here is still in doubt
with an indefinite postponement operative
at present. However, as soon as Momand’s
chief counsel, George S. Ryan, finishes
another important case in Boston it is
expected that a date for hearing in Oklahoma City will be set.

Newport
Newport,

ORDER
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new

Cetron Photo Cells

NOW!

Westinghouse
Rectifier Tubes
Reels

HARWOOD

Tenn. — The

Set

atre here is scheduled for opening on
August 1. Winston Baird, manager of the
house, said that no name has yet been
selected and that it was possible that later
the public would be asked to suggest a
name.

Thumb

Amplifiers
Speakers
Horns
Transformers

Opening

FOR THE THEATRE

Tickets
Carbons
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anti-

Most of the companies named in the
government action are defendants in the
Momand suits and the basic charges in
both are identical. Heretofore local film

will be taken in the Shawnee
suits.

Sales

reported this week by Don “High Fidelity’’
Davis follow: Ed Marsh’s Strand, Eskridge, Kas.; J. D. Lankister’s Majestic,
Allen, Okla.; Steve Sellers’ Westville, Westville, Okla.; Clyde Phillips’ Eagle, Stillwell, Okla.

210 SOUTH

City — The government’s

trust suit against the majors is of particular interest in Oklahoma due to the fact
that there is pending in U. S. district court
here an action for $6,600,000 filed by independent A. B. Momand of Shawnee
against major producers, distributors and
circuits charging they conspired in antitrust law violation to create a monopoly
and rim his own small circuit out of business.

Fair Treatment

BROTHERS
and Adequate

Service

Always 1

DALLAS. TEXAS
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S A NT T O N IE__
pROM Bandera our news scout brings
back word that J. C. Webb’s Bantex
Theatre is the smallest house in the state
of Texas, as it seats only 180 people .
A novel idea was worked out recently by
Jack Pickens, New Braunfels theatreman,
who got out a calling card similar to the
ones handed out by candidates during the
Democratic Primary Election. As near as
we remember the wording on the card
read: “For the best in entertainment,
VOTE for the Rialto Theatre.”
We herewith make a correction of a recent story under the caption “Carabaza
Film Stock Is Taken by Azteca.” The item
should not have stated that two of the
leading pictures made in Mexico were acquired in the trade when they were originally released by the Azteca Films Distributing Co. of El Paso and were never
owned by the dissolved firm.
The

Horne Film Co. of Dallas was refused the right to use Brackenridge, San
Pedro and Woodlawn parks for free motion pictures; probably the city dads
frowned on the idea because advertising
trailers were to be used on the end of
each feature.
Sign on the Plaza Theatre-. “Assassin
of Youth” — “The Devil Is Driving!” . . .

g LUSKY is now acting as assistant manager of the Palace Theatre (colored)
in the absence of Dick Samuels, former
manager, who is now connected with the
Saenger Amusement Co. as field man.
Irwin Poche has been appointed manager of the new municipal auditorium. The
building has been air-conditioned and will
be used for sporting events, flesh and
film shows and conventions.
Rodney Toups, manager of Loew’s State
Theatre, has been vacationing in Mexico
for about three weeks . . . Lou Irwin is

Doug Largen jr.. Film Daily correspondent,
vacationed at Reagan Wells , Tex. . . .
Summer Theatre Guild planning to do
“Cradle Song” in the Sunken Garden Theatre August 17 instead of the banned
“Idiot’s Delight” . . . Representative Maury
Maverick shotved free moving pictures to
ballyhoo his campaign.
Don Owen, Hollywood scenario writer,
spoke before the San Antonio Advertising
Club last week at the Plaza Hotel. He
stated that S. A. has more to offer the
tourists than the far-famed California resorts. | !
To ballyhoo Republic’s “Gangs of New
York” at the Empire Theatre last week.
Manager Maurice Gleaves had his doorman
in the outer lobby dressed as a policeman
with badge and all. It did the trick.
David Ramos, who has been with LatinAmerican Film Exchange here, has left for
New York City to work for a picture company there. Incidentally, the above film
firm is now located in their new and spacious quarters at 610 North Soledad St., on
Santone’s Filmrow . . . Rebecca De La
Garza of the same office divided her vacation period between Corpus Christi and
Laredo. Becky says she likes both the
coast and the border towns.

scheduled to arrive here about the middle of August on a talent scouting expedition.
Trouping back to Hollywood following
the filming of one-fourth of their $1,000,000 production, “Wings of the Navy,” at
the United States naval air training base
in Pensacola, Fla., 58 actors stopped in
New Orleans between trains one day last
week. The group included, among others.
Director Lloyd Bacon, Assista?it Director
Dick Mayberry, George Brent, Frank McHugh and Regis Toomey.
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|)WIGHT SEYMOUR, manager of the
Sunray, Griffith house in the Texas
city of that name, has been named manager of Griffith houses in Kermit, Tex. . . .
William Turk, assistant at Enid, succeeds
Seymour in Sunray . . . P. J. McKenna,
Griffith Amusement Co. comptroller, off
for a three-week vacation in California . . .
C. B. Akers, Griffith division manager,
visiting in Dallas . . . Griffith held a test
on the new Photo Pay-Nite game in Cleveland, Okla., with surprising reception on
the part of patrons. Result: Stunt will
be used in Griffith houses this week at
Blackwell, Enid and Ponca City.
Quite a commotion in these parts resulted from the visit of Philip Rochelle,
29, of Chicago, who posed as the brother
of Edward Arnold and landed up behind
the w. k. bars after an attempt to induce
officials of radio station KOMA to part
with some cash in return for a “special”
broadcast . . . Tod Ferguson, manager of
the Circle, built up Sunday business by
slapping one-sheets on cardboards and
wrapping them around light and telephone poles. Sheets stayed up a day or
two and got the job done.
Because Gordon McKowan, 20-year-old
usher, went back for a suit of clothes, a
robbery at the Majestic, Morris Loewenstein’s house, was frustrated last Sunday
night at the cost of a bump on McKowan’s head. He returned to the theatre
about a half hour after closing time to
get his suit and noticed a flashlight beam
in the ticket booth. Upon investigating,
he encountered a young stranger who
grappled with
scious with a
ing, McKowan
dropping his

him, knocked him unconblow on the head. Revivfound the burgler had fled,
flashlight behind. A safe

in the ticket booth containing the day’s
receipts was untouched.
Standard Theatres are preparing a
school for their employes, it is understood,
during which period every man in the organization is to be taught the full requirements of his job. Officials will provide the major part of the teaching staff
. . . Plans for the forthcoming MPTOA
convention (which seems certain for Oklahoma City) are being made by every
man on Filmrow; there probably will be
a number of organization conventions at
the same time, according to latest reports.
Virginia Nelson, Daily Oklahoman film
critic, back from a countrywide motor
tour and vacation . . . “Gold Mine in the
Sky,” Republic Gene Autry cow-opera,
broke all weekend summer double-bill records at the State here . . . Standard Theatres’ Jimmy Birge all set for his Cali: jfornia vacation trip . . . Dee Fuller, with
Standard, due back from his this week.
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Extensive
Of New
New

n a in

Installations
Sound

York — Southern

Reported
territorial instal-

lations of new Simplex 4-star sound systems, manufactured by International Projection Co., have been announced by National Theatre Supply.
Installations include: T. F. Keasler’s
Strand, Hughes Springs, Tex.; E. W. Morten Realty’s Arcadia, Dallas, Tex.; Covington Amusement Enterprises, Inc.’s
Strand, Covington, Ga.; Sunset Amusement Co., Inc.’s Charlotte, Charlotte, N. C.;
Gail Pettit’s Queen, Houston, Tex.
Clyde E. Westbrook’s Rosedale, Rosedale, Miss.; S. E. McDonald’s Bells, Bells,
Tenn.; A. E. Groom’s State, Mooresville,
N. C.; Deep River Amusement Co., Inc.’s
Uptown, Durham, N. C.; Peerless Enterprises, Inc.’s New, Harriman, Tenn.; B. B.
Anderson’s Anderson, Mullins, S. C.; T. B.
Phillips’ Texan, Junction, Tex., and W. A.
Tucker’s Wisner, Wisner, La.

MIAMI
(Continued from page 84)
and composer and long a familiar local
figure at the consoles of the Capitol and
Olympia, is now permanently located at
the Alabama in Birmingham where Francis
Falkenberg, former assistant manager of
the Olympia when Malotte was there, is
the present manager. Malotte made an
extensive tour of the larger southern cities,
appearing as a guest artist, before he settled down to his present post in Birmingham.
Elmer Hecht, manager of the Grand in
West Palm Beach, is the most recent winner of the monthly $5 award, offered to
the Wometco manager who makes the
best suggestion. His prize winning idea
concerned a system for checking in and
out trailers, films and advertising.
Now

vacationing are Helen Scoville, secretary of Sidney Meyer, co-executive of
Wometco Theatres, and Earl Potter, assistant manager of the Miami Theatre.
Miss Scoville is spending her off time right
here in Miami while Mr. Potter has hied
himself off to the Smokey Mountains. Al
Weiss fr. and his wife are going after the
distance record in the matter of vacations.
Ted Schlosser with his Canadian expedition has been record holder up to date,
but the Weisses are trekking way up into
Wisconsin.

CJOME of the boys who previously held
their own on the horses, football games
and other events, went haywire on the
gubernatorial election. Losses in the A
class were from $500 to $1,000. Inside
dope was wrong somewhere, and today
there is a feeling of satisfaction and proffered willing support to the Democratic
nominee, W. Lee O’Daniel.
Uncle Joe ( J . E.) Luckett, whom
Texas exhibitor knows, is. as spry
spring chicken as he alights from
almost every work day morning in

of the main part of Filmrow. He’s the
south town city manager for Interstate in
charge of three theatres.
Henry Krumm was finishing up his
M-G-M connection with C. A. Edmondson
at Newgulf. He was all through and was
coming in to Dallas to resign. Somewhere
a car turned in on him on the highway
and forced Henry to take the ditch, which
he did to the tune of two or three turnovers and a broken shoulder. They took
him to a hospital in Wharton and a number of exhibitors in the south Texas field
called to see if he were dead. Henry quit
his job and in Dallas went with another
outfit. A Negro chauffeur is driving
him around on popular exhibitor calls.
He may, or may not, be seeing you in south
Texas soon.
Carl Mock, who handled the LouisSchmeling fight picture in Oklahoma, is
back in Dallas among friends, he wants
the trade to know.
Jimmie

King

has closed the Strand

Hiram

David Parks, a west Texas sales-

man for Warner Bros'., is no longer representing that company. His dismissal follows a general shake-up the company has
been going through with its selling staff
lately. Parks is interested in a neiv show
at Grand Falls, in the lower western Panhandle region.
James

R. Grainger, well-known

Specialize
in
QUALITY & SERVICE
The Queen Feature Service, Inc.
Quality Theatre
1912%

Morris

Equipment

Avenue

BIRMINGHAM,

BUFFALO
315 s. harwood

BOXOFFICE

& Supplies
Phone

been here lately, Grainger was highly optimistic over what the Southwest has in
store the next six months.
Harold Wilkes, the Paramount manager
in New Orleans, ivas in Dallas W ednesday
visiting friends and at the same time was
with his brother, Leslie W. Wilkes, who
also came over for a slant at the Texas
situation. Facts are the Wilkes came to
see their mother, who has been confined
in a Dallas hospital due to a fall. Harold
is well entrenched as Paramount’s New
Orleans, manager. Leslie, a high-ranking
film salesman in Texas, is selling the
Magic Eye in the southeast.
It looks like Al Wolf is going to town
with “Son of the Sheik.” Exhibitors are
hunting him up at his home even though
his leg is in a plaster cast due to a domestic accident last week. The Interstate
circuit, for some reason, is harping on
the picture with an unusual newspaper
and billboard campaign, showing mostly
Valentino, whom women still remember,
with a woman in his arms, stealing away
into his tent.

ii Theatre
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enough

Latin - American Film Exchange

Lloyd Rust, manager of the Dallas exchange, in closing a 100 per cent deal with
the Interstate circuit. Following opinions
of other New York film men who have

at

New Boston because he couldn’t make it
pay. He’s a high-powered theatre man
with a little too much explosive for that
community. Jimmy has been in Dallas a
few days and was figuring on hitting the
road for Texas Poster Exchange.

Distributors

We

every
as a
a car
front

in Dallas to be called “Little Jimmie”
which he was, tarried only a few hours
with Bill Underwood and Claude Ezell
Tuesday. He is the president and general
manager of Republic Pictures, Inc. Grainger sat in with Underwood, Ezell, and

2882;

6497

Dallas,

FREE

On Remodeling

Jobs

KING
SCENIC

EQUIPMENT
CO., INC.

PLANS

CO.

1914 Main St.
DALLAS

Texas
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P ^ CHARTER has been granted Tad Ads,

Inc., of Charlotte, which will do motion picture advertising with K. M. Brim
and Francis Bell, both of Greensboro, and
I. A. Anderson and R. A. Duncan, both of
Dallas, Tex., subscribing four of the 250
authorized shares of stock.
Brevard’s Clemson Theatre has completed extensive remodeling which makes
it rate with the best in western North
Carolina. The Clemson is owned and operated by F. D. Clement and Verne Clement.

John Vickers, head of the Carolina Delivery Service, Inc., has been named chairman of the unit division of the Charlotte
Community Chest. Vickers entertained at
his home on the evening of July 28 for
the members of the committee, the presidents of agency boards, and other campaign officials.
Frank H. Beddingfield was installed
president of the Charlotte Lions Club

as
at

a picnic and dance at the Myers Park
Club. Beddingfield heads the Carolina
Poster Exchange. J. H. “Cy” Dillon, manager of Republic exchange, is the new Lion
tamer.

Colleen Moore, screen star and owner of
the famous doll house, was in Charlotte
last week. The doll house was on view
here in connection with the Charlotte
Observer

Fresh

Air Camp

A. C. Bromberg,

How

head

fund.
of Republic

at

Atlanta, visited the local office this week
. . . J. C. White, manager of Affiliated
exchange, and Mrs. White have returned
from a vacation trip in Atlanta . . . Mr.
ajid Mrs. Boyd Brown, Winnsboro, S. C.,
exhibitors, were Filmrow visitors.

J^AY THOMAS of Hollywood is visiting
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Thomas,
Little Rock. Thomas worked at the Majestic, Palace, Arkansas, Capitol and Rialto
theatres in Little Rock several years ago.

New furniture in the Republic exchange
office here has given the place a modernized effect.

The

A motion

Republic is taking her’s in western North
Carolina.

Another Martin House
has been broken

has

signed

the

motion

had iyistalled a
system.

Rialto and Plaza at Searcy announce

a

in policy. Rialto will play a Saturday night prevue at 10:30; Sunday matinee, 1:30 and 3:30; Monday matinee, 2:30;
Monday night, 7:15 and 9:00. The Plaza
announces a similar schedule. Plaza
changes are Wednesday and Thursday,
bargain days, with matinee and nights 10
and 15 cents; Friday and Saturday, double
feature days, matinee and nights 10 and
20 cents.

ex-

tensive Fox-Skouras chain of theatres for
1938-39 product. The contract covers approximately 350 houses in 12 mid-western
and western states.

to operate

the

change

RKO Signs Fox-Skouras
York — RKO

Beverly

picture trailer advertising

The Gem, Dumas, has
complete air-conditioning

here for a new theatre building, to be
erected by Roy E. Martin, in the heart
of the downtown section. The new house,
according to Martin, will have a seating
capacity of 300.

New

ceiling of the

Arkansas Centennial Commission’s campaign to raise $125,000 to finance the
state’s exhibit at the New York World’s
Fair in 1939, has been prepared and will
be released to theatres. Walter Harm,
chairman of the planning committee, will
return from New Orleans where he has
been supervising the film.

Vacationing in the east are National
Screen Office Manager Bob Simeral,
and Mrs. Simeral . . . Jannie Bayne of

Ga. — Ground

and

Prairie Grove, have been redecorated. According to Donald and Berry
Parks, managers, other improvements will
be made.

Preparing for their new house in Boone,
N. C., Hamby and Winkler, well known
theatre men there, were in town recently
to purchase new equipment from Bryant
Theatre Supply Co.

Columbus,

lobby

Theatre,

Amity’s new theatre, operated by
and Mrs. Blankenship, has opened.

Mr.

picture theatres

profitably
Here is a new book full of HOW TO DO IT information, written by a man
who believes that the first objective of theatre management is to make money.
In this book he covers motion picture theatre management from A to Z,
giving the best results of years of experience as a guide in establishing
successful policies, building profitable business, and efficiently operating any
size theatre.

The Management of
Motion Picture Theatres
By FRANK

Get

This Great

Management!

Aid

GET

to Theatre

H. RICKETSON,

Jr.

President. Fox Inter-Mountain Theatres, Inc.

IT TODAY!!
Send check or money

375 pages, 6x9, illustrated, $3.50
order to

ASSOCIATED PUBLICATIONS, 4704 East Ninth Street, Kansas City, Missouri
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CBC

Relents

On Film Plugs
Ottawa

—

The

Canadian

Broadcasting

Regulations Tightened on Showing
Of Narrow Gauge Films in Ontario

Corp., government - sponsored network
across the Dominion with headquarters
here, has relented in its attitude toward
“plugs” for current film attractions.
Indicating a new policy, announced programs of the CBC for early presentation
have included hit selections from forthcoming screen features. In the scheduled
“Bands Across the Sea” half-hour broadcast Saturday night, July 30, the numbers
include “There’s Silver on the Sage” from
Paramount’s “The Texans” by Percey
Faith and his orchestra and “Now It Can
Be Told” from “Alexander’s Ragtime
Band,” which will be sung by Dave Davies,
Canadian baritone.
Another current broadcast over the CBC
chain included two numbers from “Josette,” 20th Century-Fox musical.
The “Bands Across the Sea” program
is being short-waved to Hawaii and is
also an exchange feature with the National Broadcasting Co. for broadcasting
in the United Staets so that theatres
everywhere are getting the benefit of the
boost.
Canada’s national network was formerly
a tough proposition for moving picture exploitation but there is a difference now
because one of the governors on the board
of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. is N.
L. Nathanson, president of Famous Players Canadian Corp. and controlling head
of several film distributing companies in
the Dominion.

Martin
Trenton,

Manages

Ont. — Gilbert

Trent
Martin,

former-

ly of the Capitol Theatre, has been established as manager of the Trent, succeeding Harry Smith, transferred.

Prices and Seats
Montreal — New

rules to prevent

London

theatre managers from juggling prices of
seats will be recommended to the London
county council by the entertainments committee.
The rules provide that a plan of the
seating and prices must be clearly exhibited to the public, and that the prices
must not be raised between the opening
and closing of the theatre for the day.
Prices can, however, be reduced during
the day if desired.
Plan and price list must be shown both
in the auditorium and at the entrance.
No seats may be kept vacant if there is
a demand for them.
It is proposed that the new rules shall
operate from January 1, next, and that,
meanwhile, managers should be asked to
adopt them voluntarily.
The committee say they have received
many complaints, and that variation of
prices is “a very real grievance and a constant source of irritation which can only
be harmful to the trade.”
BOXOFFICE

::
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Toronto — Decision

It's Either Bingo
Or Fires
Montreal — Either

Kentville,

its Bingo games or there
town fire department.

N. S., has
will

be

no

Threatening to fight no fires if prevented from continuing operation of a
"Housie-Housie" game in a vacant
members of the Kentville volunteer
department
staging

defied

another

town

game.

officials

Proceeds

lot,
fire
by

of the

games were used to purchase fire-fighting equipment, bring relief to sick and
injured members
of the department,
and a donation was made to the new
Kentville

by the Ontario

gov-

ernment to enact additional regulations
governing the showing of 16mm pictures in
this province, is announced.
The added regulations follow:
“For transfer of 16mm film exchange
license, a fee of $5 shall be paid.
“For the purpose of carrying out the
provisions of this regulation, every company, association or dealer in 16mm, or
miniature motion picture projectors and
supplies and equipment shall furnish the
inspector with a monthly report in writing
of the names and addresses to whom 16mm
machines and films have been rented,
leased, sold or supplied, together with the
addresses at which it is intended to use
these machines and films.

hospital.

“The license fee for 16mm motion picture shows, traveling or otherwise, shall
be in the amount of $10 per year.
“No person shall operate a 16mm motion picture projector in any hall, building or place of amusement until he has

Pictures of King's
Visit Via 'Mercury'
Montreal — Film

history

was

made

in

Montreal when the pick-a-back plane Mercury, of the Imperial Airways, arrived from
Foynes, Ireland, July 21, bringing with it
newsreels and photographs of the welcome
given their Majesties, King George VI
and Queen Elizabeth in Paris, and London
newspapers of July 20 containing reports
and pictures of the same event. Some of
the newsreels were unloaded at the Boucherville seaplane port, Montreal, and the
remainder taken on the same afternoon
to Port Washington for display in New
York theatres.
On the same evening the newsreels
brought by the Mercury were screened at
the Princess Theatre, Montreal, of which
Edgar Rheaume is the popular manager.
The announcement was made to Boxoffice by Charles

E. Kibbey,

accountant

of

Consolidated Theatres, Ltd., of which
George Rotsky, well remembered by fans
as manager of the Palace in its early days,
is general manager. Rotsky arranged that
the first official showing to the public of
the visit of their Majesties to Paris,
brought over the Atlantic by the Mercury,
take place at the Palace, where they were
enthusiastically applauded by capacity audiences.

Polio Closes Theatres
Calgary — Picture

theatre

doors

are shut

in the towns of the Turner Valley oilfields, following diagnosis of cases of poliomyelitis. All cases are said to be of a
mild nature. Towns at present affected
are Turner Valley and Black Diamond.

secured a license from the Minister.”
“All films intended for exhibition in the
Province of Ontario shall be submitted
to the board (of censors) who
upon approve or disapprove
indicate the changes required
to meet the approval of the

shall thereof them, or
to be made
board, and

every subsequent copy of the original previously passed by the board.
“The board shall not examine any film
submitted by a film exchange until the
fees applying to such film exchange have
been paid.
Fees payable for censorship of 16mm
film: Sound or silent film subjects of English dialog, $2 per reel, not exceeding
400 feet (each duplicate copy) ; sound or
silent film subjects, other than English
dialog, $3 per reel (not exceeding 400
feet)
2,921 Licensed Halls
For 16mm Films
Ottawa — That

the exhibition

of 16 mm

films of theatrical type is a development
in Canada with tremendous scope is seen
in the currently-compiled government
statistics which reveal the available facilities in the Province of Ontario.
The figures show that the number of
licensed halls of the one Province in which
portable projection machines may be used
for theatre performances is 2,921, many of
these being located in rural communities
or isolated sections where no regular theatres are in operation.
Officially, the number of licensed theatres in Ontario at the present time is
354. Thus it can readily be seen that the
available halls for 16 mm film shows is
more than eight times greater than actual
theatres.
While the license fee for a recognized
theatre runs into hundreds of dollars per
(Continued on page 93)
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Bridge Opening Should
Stimulate Film Trade

No Worry and Plenty of Fish at
Baie-Comeau, Says Hank Perras
■pHE theatre
living has
Hank Perras
Baie-Comeau,
to the editor

Ottawa — Exhibitors of the Canadian
Capital expect a further impetus to local
business by the formal opening on August
18 of the new International Bridge across
the St. Lawrence River at Ivy Lea, Ont.,
which will form a new avenue of entry
from the United States close to Ottawa.
It will mean that users of the highways
will be able to make the crossing of the

Here's the Prooi

business and the business of
been solved quite happily by
of the Arcade Theatre in
Que., as the following letter
reveals:

river by a direct route and without resorting to ferry facilities.
Much interest is turning to the opening
of the bridge because of its importance to
Ottawa. The ceremony will be attended
by President Roosevelt. An official U. S.

“Yes sir, I have your letter of June 27
as I return from a fishing trip and celebrate my birthday. I am 44 today <July
17) and I feel like a five-year-old crocodile.

party

who will meet the King’s representative in Canada, Prime Minister W.
L. M. King and other Canadian dignitaries
in the center of the middle span for the

“Well, sir, you don’t know how it feels
to be isolated from the rest of the world.
I have visited England, France, Germany,
Italy, Scotland and Wales, and 40 state
capitals in the USA, Mexico and Cuba,
and every Parliament in Canada from
Halifax to Vancouver. Life, I have
ed, is just what I make it.
“I sell the public

100 per cent

dedication

Toronto — J. P. O’Loghlin, Canadian district manager of 20th-Fox Corp., has be-

1,000 in a hundred-

gun his swing over all the company’s offices in Canada and United States as drive
leader for the sixth annual S. R. Kent

“My two boys are at college, but during
vacation are here for two months — fishing
every day, and all I hear is talk of fish
and fish, clams, lobsters and how rough
the sea is.
boys from the Montreal film exchanges seem to like visiting me. Maybe

it’s because I’m getting younger every
day, and also because I used to be director
of the Quebec Allied Theatres Ass’n, know
every exhibitor in this Province and all
the general managers in the Dominion.

Drive.

from

100

miles

around,

and

they

cried,

and they asked if it was like that in the
world. And on western pictures the people
ask me if the west is like that. Boy, what
a sweet life it is here! No trouble, no
worry,

and

no

thought

of MONEY.

And

plenty of fish.
“You will find enclosed a photograph
(see illustration) of myself and my two

“But they call me a grouse. So a man
with his head is a grouse! But business
is business. Mr. Roosevelt with the New
Deal will save the world. I was raised in

boys. I am holding a 25-pound salmon.
You will notice the fish is as tall as the

Kankakee, 111., and speak
I fit in this country.

boys. What a fight to catch a fish like
that! So when are you coming down?

good

French,

so

“You certainly don’t get lonesome here.
The officials of the Ontario Paper Co. are
a friendly lot, as are the few merchants
here. The people here, or most of them,
have never seen a city, and I answer
hundreds of questions a day. I am now
playing a picture called “Heidi” with Shirley Temple. It gets the cake. Indians came

And Happiness
For Hank
No

“Boy, what
worry, no

a sweet lile it is here!
trouble, and no thought

oi MONEY — and plenty of fish." And
if this expression of contentment from
Hank Perras of the Arcade Theatre at
Baie-Comeau,
Que., doesn't make
pressing problems of the trade seem
less serious the drinks are on us.

Don’t wait until you are too old, as I will
then have to give you a small rod to catch
trout.
“In the picture you will notice the bush
in the background. That is where the
print comes from for the New York News
and the Chicago Tribune and other U. S.
newspapers. We have the most modern
paper mill in North America.
“Regarding equipment, with Motiograph
de luxe equipment and Strong lamps and
RCA
high-fidelity sound you can’t go
wrong. I went for my shirt in opening
the theatre, and Dominion Sound Co. is
looking after me nicely. They love to fight
for me and with me for business.
“So when are
porpoise hunting

coming fishing
get seasick?

or

“You will excuse my lingo as I have
steno and I sit up nights to do this.

no

you
and

“My best regards to the film boys in
Montreal and Toronto and also across the
line, and

90

Herbert

O'Loghlin Begins Swing
For Sidney Kent Drive

year we are in snow up to our necks —
and I love it. We are like a big family
here. I have about 600 theatregoers right

“The

of the Re-

an official capacity is Governor
H. Lehman of New York state.

any

pictures that play here. Don’t forget that
this town is 456 miles northeast from
Montreal on the north shore of the St.
Lawrence River. About six months of the

in this area, or about
mile radius.

the President

will play national airs. Incidentally, moving picture cameraman will record the
event.
One of those scheduled to be present in

learnon

when

public will be received with a 21-gun salute
while military bands of both countries

personal

Before

the

drive

is completed

in

December, he will have visited every Canadian and American office three times.
This is his second year as drive leader.
Last year he had the distinction of winning
the president’s prize, as his Canadian
fices put his district in first place.

of-

Last year’s drive produced a gross revenue in excess of any previous 20th-Fox
drive and O’Loghlin has pledged
and the entire sales organization

himself
to sur-

pass last year’s record.

Silent on Port Arthur
Port Arthur, Ont. — Nothing definite has
been announced by Famous-Players regarding construction of a theatre here on
a property at Court and Park Sts., purchased by the chain not long ago. Frank
Kershaw, with F-P out of Winnipeg, said
an announcement may be made in the
near future.

Letters From Other
Readers Invited
We believe everybody enjoys reading letters addressed to the editor. We
know we enjoy it tremendously. So
whenever you want to discuss a problem, a motion picture, or just things
in general, send it along to the BOXOFFICE editor, 4704 E. 9th St., Kansas
City, Mo.,

USA.

regards.”
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Bud

Goldin

Far

Returns

North

From

Building

Trip

Calgary — Bud Goldin, controlling the
Kinema and Tivoli neighborhood theatres
here, returned from beyond the Arctic Circle day before the reopening of the Kinema
on July 27. The Kinema had been closed
for reseating and redecoration.
Goldin went by plane, flying 800 miles
north of Edmonton to the Yellowknife
goldmining district. While in the mining
settlement he made arrangements for the
building of a modern theatre at Yellowknife in the northwest territories. Construction will start immediately.
A large territory was covered on this
trip by Bud Goldin who has returned most
enthusiastic about the developments taking place and the booming activities of
the far north. Inspection of his company’s
theatres at Port McMurray and Goldfields
also was made. Visits to Gordon Lake,
Fort Smith, Fort Resolution, Waterways
and

Chipewyan
ation tour.

Canadian

were

included

Corp.

Expected

on this avi-

Reunion

to Aid

Grosses

Toronto — With the presence in Toronto
on July 31, 31 and August 1 of 125,000
Canadian veterans of the World war who
are gathering
Corp

Critic Sees "Blockade" Filmdom's
Call Against "Pot-Bellied" Tyrants
^HE
been inlet
for a B.
500seat contract
theatre tohas
be built
Creston,
C.
It is to be of timber and concrete construction, with stucco finish, and will be
air-conditioned. The cost of the building is estimated at $20,000 and an additional $15,000 will be spent on the furnishings and equipment. The owner is
Lloyd Johnston, who is well known as an
exhibitor in that district, having operated
houses in Fernie and Kimberly.

Earl Hayter, assistant manager of the
Plaza, is back from a two-week vacation,
ready for a busy fall season.
Construction on the new theatre on
Denman St. is making rapid progress.
Excavation has been completed and the
forms for the exterior concrete walls are
rising, giving, now, a fair idea of the size
and shape of the building which promises
to be a compact, attractive structure.

in this city for the Canadian

Reunion, the motion picture cameraman will have a wealth of pictures to

shoot, and theatre trade should be stimulated.
The war veterans will rock this city with
hilarity, color, processions, marches,
bands,

songs and their festivities. An extensive French village has been constructed at the Canadian National Exhibition
grounds here for the Corp Reunion and a
monster parade through the city will be
a memorable feature of the celebration.

The renovations, new equipment and
alterations, which have been undertaken
by many of the theatre owners a?id managers during the past year, have caused
others to take stock of their houses, with
the result that at least two major remodeling jobs are planned for this autumn.
The Orpheum has returned to stage
performances in conjunction with screen
features, but the former will not be put on
every

week, as only outstanding combinations will be booked when they are avail-

able.

Kaplan

and

Handling

Sprachman
Edmonton

Job

Toronto — Kaplan & Sprachman of Toronto are the architects for the remodeling
of the

Empress Theatre, Edmonton, Alberta. This theatre is being operated by

Famous Players’ Canadian Corp., Ltd., and
when alterations are completed the theatre will be as new and modern and will
have equipment
Canada.
The

The continued dry and warm weather
is keeping theatre attendance down,
though the influx of summer tourists
helps,
tions. somewhat, to offset adverse condi-

Empress

as up to date
Theatre

as any

will have

the best

air-conditioning, completely new interior and exterior, and the finest seating
and furnishings are being arranged for
by the owners. Cost of building and equipment will be $100,000.

Another

Sound

Unit

Toronto — Reporting on sales of CTR
sound equipment, the Perkins Electric Co.,
Ltd., state that one week after Leo Choquette, operator of the Starland Theatre,
Waterloo, Que., installed a new outfit of
CTR in that house, he bought the same
kind of equipment for his theatre in
Farnham, Que.
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has gone

east on

a busi-

in

of

Buys

Willis Dewees
ness trip.

"Men

of Medicine"

Termed

Is

"Magniiicent"

Winnipeg — “Hollywood, which has been
pussy-footing around themes which would
be likely to offend pot-bellied dictators
and moustached tyrants has at last come
into the open and taken a definite stand
on the
Morris,

side of Democracy,” says Frank
dramatic critic of the Winnipeg

Free Press.
Walter

Wanger’s

“Blockade”

release, is the subject
sion, as he continues:
“ ‘Blockade,’ as we

marked, has all the

for

of Morris’

have

earmarks

UA

discus-

already

reof motion

picture (ho-hum!) at it's most virulent —
the beautiful blonde spy, and so on. But
it is courageous enough to come out and
declare that the Spanish war is a war of
rebels furthered by outside interests for
their own hellish gains.
“And that, movie
of sensational.

fans, is nothing

short

“If you care to look back at motion picture history for the past few years you
will see that one fine story after another
has been thrown into the discard. Sinclair Lewis’ ‘It Can’t Happen Here’ was
purchased for something like $165,000 and
was then dropped like a hot brick because
Hitler and Mussolini declared that should
the company produce the picture its products would be barred from Italy and Germany. Franz Werfel’s ‘The Forty Days
of Musa Dagh’ was also dropped in the
face of protest.
“It meant, of course, that when Hollywood produced pictures dealing with
themes of European conflict they have
turned out to be poor, anemic things.
‘Blockade,’ then, is a historic picture in
the sense that is likely to be pointed out
years from now as the film that freed
Hollywood from the bonds of interference
from foreign dictators. The night we saw
the picture applause greeted the last query
of Henry Fonda. The world can stop it.
Where’s the conscience of the world?
“There will be advanced, of course, the
statement that art should have nothing to
do with propaganda, and the answer will
be, of course, that a living screen and a
living stage are not worth the dialogue
they’re written with if they’re not allowed
to take staunch stands on questions that
deal with life.

Toronto — “Magnificent” was the way
George Hoadley, one-time minister of
health for Alberta and now chairman of

“Yes, ‘Blockade’ is propaganda, but it
is propaganda for democracy. It may not
be art, but it makes sense to a number of

the committee studying health services in
Canada for the Canadian National Committee for Mental Hygiene, described

people.
“Let’s drink
men, to a more

a toast, ladies and
vigorous

gentle-

screen.”

“Men of Medicine: 1938,” produced by
March of Time, and concerned with the
problem of socialized medicine.
Hoadley saw the film in company with
a group of Toronto doctors headed by Sir
Frederick Banting, discoverer of insulin.
Doctors who viewed the film agreed an
estimate of $50,000 per day would be a

duties on July 18 as Calgary branch manager for Grand National at Calgary Film
Exchange. Blankstein was for many years

general figure for the free services
vided in Toronto at clinics alone.

associated with Regal Films, Ltd., distributors of M-G-M and GB product.

pro-

Blankstein
Calgary — Wolfe

to GN

Blankstein

took

up

his
91

From
U. S. Government

the Canadian

Film

Suit Unsettles Investors
(From the Toronto Globe and Mail)
Why did the amusement issues in New
York yesterday have a slump and so affect confidence notably? One reason for
the revival in stock market trading is that
investors have more or less come to think
that the United States Government has
entered into an era of cooperation with
business generally and that the series of
punitive measures were at an end for the
time being. And as any apparent departure from the accord unsettles minds of
investors. It provides the incalculable element in investing.
If it were not that the Washington Administration for some years has been given
over to the experimentalists and that the
economic vivisectionists have been operating almost constantly on the mere fact
that Government keeps a vigilant eye on
business trends and practices would not
cause such tremors. In the name of freedom— in this case, in the name of free
competition in producing and exhibiting
pictures — the Government is filing suit
in U. S. district court for an equity decree
which will require the major companies
to divorce the production and distribution
ends of the business from the theatres.
Investors should be forgiven if their first
reaction to these startling developments
of government policy is to ask, not how
good governmental intentions may be, but
how will it affect earnings?
Is it alleged that discriminatory practices against independent producers and
exhibitors exist. It affects the market mainly because Washington advices are that
this may be only the opening gun in a
campaign to apply the anti-trust laws to
every industry where producers or distributors are knit together in a common
trade association whose object is believed
to be either to control markets directly
or indirectly.
In these days when nearly every industry and business, whose units have like
problems, is organized into an association
with the object of studying the interest
of members of the industry, such a policy
might have a wide application. Not so
long ago the New Deal itself was flirting
with the idea that such associations could
be of great value in attempts to stabilize
prices, production and wage levels and to
prevent the modicum of companies on the
fringe from giving competition by low
paid workers at long hours. But, like Corrigan, something has happened to the
administrative compass, and here they are
again wielding the Irish shillelagh over
business when all thought they were headed to eat the apple of concord in California.
Many Canadians, who exchanged their
Famous Players common stock some eight
years ago for Paramount stock, and who
have stayed with their new holdings
through the subsequent reorganization, and
bankruptcy, will have a direct interest in
this United States move. Paramount Pictures Corp. owns about 1,000 theatres and
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Distribution Rights

Press

most of its profit comes from these theatres, as its producing department has
not been making a profit recently. Loew’s,
on the other hand, in which many Canadians are interested, gets most of its profits
from its production department, and has
only about 100 theatres in large cities all
over the United States and Canada.
Canadian bondholders of Famous Players Canadian Corp. would probably find
no change in their situation as the result
of this threatened split-up of the controlling companies in the United States.
Twentieth Century-Fox derives its income entirely from its successful production division, but gets dividends from National Theatres Corp., which it controls.
Warner Bros, gets profits both from production and exhibition in its 400 theatres.
Columbia Pictures is solely a production
company.
Tire government move does not necessarily mean a worse deal for security holders. For one thing, such a suit is likely
to drag along for years in the courts. For
another, there is no hurdle likely to be
created by the government policy even
if it is successful, which the clever business men in all ends of the picture business would not be able to leap over with
ease. The new policy would cause a reorientation of organization and long before
the courts would decide such a case the
industry could know very well exactly what
it would do about it.

For Instructional
Montreal — Rights

which has been established independently to make them. They range from
illustrations of how a chicken’s egg is
hatched to a tour of historic England and
include subjects dealing with natural history, biology, domestic science and hygiene,
sport, geology and religion.
The films are intended for use in schools
and colleges as well as in the theatre.
Some of the films have been bought by
the Ontario government and the Protestant Committee of Education in Quebec.
Three, “Tire Story of a Disturbance,” “Life
Cycle of a Plant” and “The Frog,” were
exhibited by Dr. Percival during his lecture on “Visual Instruction” given at Ottawa recently under the auspices of the
American Society for the Advancement of
Science.

Terms Important
"Safety Films"
Most
Project

the (Belleville ) OntarioIntelligencer )

“Belleville business section which has
been steadily improved during the past few
years has just received an important addition in the new McCarthy Theatre, a
modern building of which all citizens can
well be proud. The new structure marks a
decided improvement in the appearance of
the business section, replacing an old
building not remarkable for beauty of
architecture, just the plain style of building of fifty years ago or more. The McCarthy Theatre also marks the confidence
in Belleville’s present and future prosperity held by Mr. J. C. McCarthy, the
owner and builder, who was willing to invest his capital in the venture, and by so
doing improve Belleville and give employment to a number of Belleville citizens,
thereby placing a large sum of money in
local circulation which would otherwise
have been missing.”

Small Haul
—

Only

safety instruction

cam-

‘ paign at present being undertaken by the
National Education Ass’n through the distribution of safety films in schools all over

Belleville Tribute
To Theatre Builder

Toronto

in

bureau

Montreal — The

(From

for the distribution

Canada of the new instructional films being made by Gaumont-British have been
acquired by the Associated Screen News.
The deal was made during the visit to
Montreal of V. Cookie, GB export manager.
Approximately 50 of these instructional
films are being produced annually by the

a

small

haul

the countx-y, is described as the “most important educational activity now under
way” by Paul G. Hoffman, chairman of
the Automotive Safety Ass’n and president
of the Studebaker Corp., in his booklet,
“A Rational Approach to an Emotional
According to the author the demands on
these films exceed the supply by 200 per
cent.
Problem.”
He deplores the lack of organized safety
programs in North American cities and
claims that Americans are not applying
their knowledge of the high death rate
caused by traffic accidents, toward the
establishment of safety in travel. “Contemplation of this fact is appalling because so many lives are being lost, so many
injuries are incurred, and so much money
is lost as unnecessary,” he states.
Hoffman highly commends the unflagging efforts of automobile manufacturers
to produce finer and safer cars and suggests Amei’icans are ultimately to reach
their objective of safe travel with the
complete modernization of highway systems with “islands” between lanes and
the building of elevated roads and subways in cities.

was

achieved by thieves who forced the rear
door of the Doric Theatre here, early Sunday morning. The burglars managed to
steal about $25 which had been put in a
drawer for safe keeping. After the police
discovered the break-in they notified Sam
Lester, the theatre manager.

Theatregoers
Vancouver — That

in Vancouver
Vancouver

is a

the-

atre-going city is borne out by the fact
that two-thirds of the revenue received
from amusement taxes are yielded by motion picture theatres.
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Toronto Architects
Remodel F-P Unit
Toronto

—

Famous

Players

Canadian

Corp., Ltd., has appointed Kaplan &
Sprachman, Toronto architects, to have
charge of the remodeling of the Capitol
Theatre in Edmonton, Alta., and the work
when completed is expected to make for
one of the finest theatres in Canada. The
extent of the alterations to this theatre
are given as follows:
The foyer and promenade will be completely re-done; the exterior lobby and
boxoffice will be done in structural glass
and stainless steel, together with the very
newest in shadow boxes. The boxoffice
itself will be constructed of stainless steel
and colored mirrors and colored structural glass and provided with an unusual
type of lighting units. The marquee will
be 75 feet wide and very likely one of the
largest in Canada and it will have colored
neon decoration and other types of ornaments, together with interchangeable
colored letters. The theatre will be completely new rest room and lavatory accommodation, and there will be a new,
concrete floor, plumbing fixtures, all in
color, and walls in colored tile. The new
air-conditioning system will function
throughout the year.
M. Chechik, who is building and will
operate the new Bay Theatre, at Denham
and Barclay streets, in Vancouver, also
has appointed the Toronto firm of Kaplan
& Sprachman, to be the consulting architects. The house’s seating capacity will
be 750 and when completed will be one
of the most attractive theatres in western Canada. Dominion Construction Co.,
of Vancouver, are the building contractors.

Narrow Gauge Showings
More Strictly Regulated
(Continued

from page 89)

year based on seating capacity in various
categories of population and size of theatre, the annual fee for 16 mm motion picture shows, traveling or otherwise, is only
$10 per year. A narrow film unit can
play any censored program in a different
licensed hall every night in the week for
this impost for the year. The owner of a
hall is required to pay $10 per year for a
license as well, but this covers all types of
entertainment and sports. Public halls
include school auditoriums, lodge rooms,
church halls, skating rinks, sport arenas
and fair buildings. Further there is no
restriction on the type of building, whether fireproof or not, in the granting of a
hall license whereas a theatre must have
concrete floors and roof, designated exits,
enclosed projection rooms, fire-fighting
equipment, etc.
The film distributor specializing in
16mm reels is called upon to pay the comparatively high annual license fee of $50
but even this is half the charge for handling full-width prints.
BOXOFFICE
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Potshot at Plots
Montreal — A

denunciation

of

motion

picture productions whose plots were designated as “impossible and ridiculous” and
which aroused only fleeting and intangible
emotions in the audience, was delivered
from a local pulpit.
The characteristics of the consecrated
man was the subject of this sermon in the
northend of the city.
Attacking many of the plots in current
productions, Rev. Albert E. Day, D.D., of
Pasadena, Cal., guest preacher for this
month at St. James United Church, termed
them

“impossible

and

ridiculous situa-

“The emotions aroused in a motion pictions.”
ture house,” he said, “give the audience
a momentary thrill and are immediately
forgotten, having no influence on the outside world.”
Rendering the third of a series of sermons on Christ and the contemporary
cults, the preacher spoke on “The Cult of
Emotions.” “Every excited moment in life
is filled with emotion, and the person who
disregards emotion is guilty of a contradiction for in his indifference he is being
emotional,” he declared.

He Likes American
But Uses English
Montreal — Despite

his belief that

the

American language is better than the English when making sound pictures, Jack
Hulbert, British comedy star visiting Montreal, has to use the latter, says the Montreal Star, which newspaper continues:
“I recognize two languages,” said Mr.
Hulbert, “the American and the English.
The American is quick, breezy, succinct,
as against the more leisurely English mode
of speech.
“Now it may seem like a paradox, but
the best talkie is the one in which there
is the least talk. The Americans can say
things patly. For instance, we have no
such terse expressions as ‘Scram’ and ‘Sez
you.’ Even the word ‘sure’ is not said in
England as on this continent. Since I am
an English actor, I have to be careful not
to use the word ‘sure,’ since I would then
be accused of imitating Americanism.”
Mr. Hulbert thinks that not only do the
Americans have much more money to
spend on pictures, but that there is better
judgment used by American directors in
the matter of comedy.
He said he was going to the Selznick
studio in Hollywood, with a script he had
written himself in his bag, and if this
proved the right thing, he would come
back next spring and do a picture in
Hollywood.
Mr. Hulbert is a Cambridge graduate
with a B.A. degree — something few people on this continent know.

Hollywood Retains
An Aura of Glamor
Toronto — Hollywood

remains

the name

that calls up all the glamor of films and
film-making, but the place itself has become mainly a “residential place for ordinary people,” according to Mr. and Mrs.
J. W. Hobday, manager and lady superHome

here. intendent, respectively, of Dr. Barnardo’s

Mr. and Mrs. Hobday have just returned
here after four months of being technical
advisers in the M-G-M studio during the
filming of “Lord Jeff.” The play, which
stars Freddie Bartholomew and Mickey
Rooney, deals with life at a Barnardo naval
school in England, and the studio was
anxious to have it exact to the last detail.
“Hollywood no longer really counts nowadays in the film industry; it is no longer
the home of most of the stars and the
location of most of the studios — they are
scattered through several of the suburbs
of Los Angeles, of which Hollywood is only
one,” Hobday said.
Both he and Mrs. Hobday, though they
have lived in Toronto in charge of the
home for 20 years, are unmistakably English.
A passion for “exactness” and for “getting it right” was what chiefly impressed
both in their contacts with the directors
of the film. “We found they will go to
the utmost trouble to get things correct.

Report 52 Theatres Open
In Half Year in Dominion
Toronto — It is shown

in a report by the

Canadian Film Boards of Trade that in
the first six months of 1938, a total of 52
theatres have been opened in the Dominion, of which 90 per cent were new; seven
theatres have been closed and 54 have
changed ownership.
Changed
Territory
Vancouver
Calgary
Winnipeg
Toronto
Montreal
St. John

Opened Ownership
5
1
13
32
14
9
3
7
9
3
8
2
52

"York” Remains

Of New

54

Closed
0
4
1
1
1
0
7

the Name

Montreal House

Montreal — The

Montreal

Star published

an item the other day stating that United
Amusement Corp.’s new theatre on St.
Catherine St., which Boxoffice had announced would be christened the York,
would be known as the Carleton. Surprised, the Montreal correspondent of
Boxoffice

inquired

of William

Lester, as-

sistant managing director of the chain, who
assured him that there has been no change
in nomenclature. The theatre will be yclept
the York.
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tyJANAGER
RAY
TUBMAN
literally
pulled a fast one for the Capitol
Theatre when he sprang a special topical
film which had been brought across the
Atlantic on the pick-a-back plane Mercury which alighted in Montreal harbor
only the day previously. This reel, which
was put on the screen starting July 22,
showed King George and Queen Elizabeth
in Paris and the arrival of Douglas
“Wrong-Way” Corrigan
land. The quick work
paper publicity.

by plane in Iredrew nice news-

Real hot-weather news is that busmess
pulled up so nicely at the Elgin Theatre
for “Rose of the Rio Grande” that Manager Joe Paul held the program for an
extra three days. The Monogram feature
was

playing first local run with “Whipsaw” as the second half of a double bill,
the latter picture being second run.
Continuing his successful summer season of repeat pictures, Manager I. Singerman of the Imperial Theatre, brought
back “Lloyds of London” and “One in a
Million” for a double-header program
which registered well for three days. Another successful repeat bill comprised
“King

Kong”

and

“A Bride

for Henry.”

Coinciding with the engagement of “The
Rage of Paris,” the first Hollywood picture starrmg Danielle Darrieux, at the
Ottawa

Capitol, was

one

of her Made-in-

France films, “Un Mauvais Garcon,” as
the headline attraction of a
Frenchlanguage double bill at the Rideau Theatre. This was the second time in recent
weeks

that Manager J . Marshall has presented a Darrieux French-language pic-

ture.
Two artists once prominent in moving
picture theatres of the Dominion are now
being featured daily on programs of the
coast-to-coast network of the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. One is Kathleen
Stokes, dainty organist who once delighted
theatre audiences with her musical accompaniment of silent films and later presented organ solos. The other is Horace
Lapp, a musician who gained fame with
stage units along with Florence Rogge
and Leon Leonidoff when they were featured by Famous Players Canadian Corp.

^■HE
Fort

western convention of Famous Players will take place in Winnipeg at the
Garry

Hotel

September

6-7.

F. H. Kershaw, district manager for
Famous Players, who has recently returned
from

a visit to the head of the Lakes, disclosed new property has been obtained at
Fort William and Port Arthur which Famous Players has earmarked for future
developments. Discussing crop conditions
in the west, where Kershaw visited a short
while ago on an inspection tour, he said
indications pointed to a bumper crop this
fall and the prospect of fine business
conditions.
A

94

double

bill of reissues, composed

of

Lapp is now conducting the orchestra
broadcasts from Banff Springs in the
Canadian Rockies.

Three-Dimensional
Pictures Invention

A new opposition for Ottawa theatres is
found in the introduction of floodlight
baseball, the first pro night game locally
drawing a record crowd. Manager Don
Stapleton of the Centre Theatre did not
worry, however, because he is the backer
of the Ottawa Braves in the CanadianAmerican League.

Ave., Verdun, is rapidly completing an invention which he claims will take threedimensional pictures. It will, Jeurvorst
contends, reproduce still or moving images,
faithfully recording the original depth.
Jeurvorst is reluctant to explain too

Manager Morris Berlin had an unusual
extra attraction for the Somerset Theatre when he presented the first Arabic
talking
picture, “Demouth Alhoob”
(“Tears of Love”), under the auspices of
the Kafr Mishkey Benevolent Society. The
picture was secured from Albert Rashid,
Near Eastern Films, Detroit, for special
showing.
Herbert H. McElroy, manager of the
Central Canada Exhibition, has turned
showman with the booking of an array of
acts for the grandstand vaudeville show
of Ottawa’s 1938 Fair which
for the week of August 22.
The

theatres

of Ottawa

getting

a

machines. Those operating the slot devices are threatened with cancellation of
shop licenses through being charged with
conducting a common gaming house.

A

has been receiving the condolences of many friends because of the
of his father.

visitor has been Ben J. Covert, exhibitor of Denver, Colo., who was a theatre manager in Ontario in the silent days.

T. R. Tubman,
secured

manager

a big 2-column

of the Capitol,

free advertisement

in the Ottawa Journal for “The Rage of
Paris” in a tieup boost for the paper’s
want ad section on the strength of the
fact that Danielle Darrieux secured her
first film job by answering a classified advertisement in a Paris newspaper. The display included a
large picture of the
screen star.

“Trader Horn” and “When Ladies Meet,”
has been doing fine business at the Lyceum.
Capitol Theatre Manager Harold Bishop
is back from a vacation in California.
Haskell Masters, general manager
United Artists, is a visitor to the city.
Leo Devaney,
is in Winnipeg.

general

just how he takes the third dimention pictures at this stage in the in-

While

there are several methods of producing so-called third-dimension pictures

at the present time, and while a tri-dimension motion picture has been shown in
Montreal, these methods are either too
costly for mass production or the pictures
must be viewed through two-color glasses,
as
was the case with the films exhibited
locally.
the

new

invention,

Jeurvorst

claims, pictures are taken with one lens,
have depth, and may be viewed with the
naked eye.
This is not the first invention that Jeurvorst has perfected. He has at least half
a dozen others completed, some of them
patented, others under consideration by
various interested parties, and still others
not yet finished.

of the Rialto

Theatre,
death

284 Second

vention, as his patent attorneys “have not
yet completed protection on it.” The details, however, will be worked out in a short
time, he said.

With
are

proprietor

carefully

N. Jeurvorst,

is scheduled

break through the clean-up drive by police officials in putting a halt to bingo
games and clamping down on gambling

M. K. Levinson,

Montreal — W.

manager

of

of RKO,

Alf Perry, general manager of Empire
Universal, stopped off in the city while
en route to Vancouver.
An unsuccessful attempt was made to
force open the safe at the Palace Theatre.

Edward Everett Horton
A Visitor to Montreal
Montreal — Once a comedian always a
comedian, seems to be the ideal term in
connection with one of the screen’s favorite actors, Edward Everett Horton, who
sailed on the Canadian
clare for England.
The

man

who

has

Pacific liner Montbeen

appearing

in

pictures for the past 18 years arrived in
Montreal by motor from California. He
was

accompanied by his 80-year-old mother, Mrs. Isabella Horton, his brother and
business manager, W. D. Horton, and the

latter’s wife. They
Ritz-Carlton Hotel.

were

guests

at

the

At a press conference at the hotel Horton was the target for hundreds of questions and he ably answered all of them,
invariably with a smart quip to boot.
The conference would have lasted much
longer but for the arrival of radio officials
calling him for a broadcast which took
place at 11:15 over station CBC.
But for a slight touch of gray at the
temple “Ed” (as he prefers to be called)
did not look his 50 years.
Born in Brooklyn, N. Y„ he first made
his stage appearance at Sydney Mines,
Nova Scotia, in 1910. Two years later he
came to Montreal and appeared at the
Princess Theatre, being billed with the
great German comedian Louis Mann. He
also made appearances in Toronto.
The comedian has the distinction of
making

the second

be produced,

talking picture ever to

titled “The
BOXOFFICE
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Sameness in Films
Hurts, Says Taylor
Toronto — N. A. Taylor, chairman

of the

motion picture section of the Toronto
Board of Trade, is asking if the basic and
fundamental reason for the public’s adverse reaction to both motion picture and
radio entertainment is “too much repetition” or “what may be styled ‘Carbon
copy entertainment’?, which has exhausted the audience interest.” Taylor asks, “If
the public won’t listen to free (radio)
programs, because of a sameness in the
material used, on what premise will it pay
money for entertainment which is largely
a duplication of what was seen last week
or last month or last year?”
Taylor points out that “Samuel Goldwyn is reported recently to have made a
humorous but startling remark. “ ‘Judging
by the success of ‘Snow White’ and Charlie McCarthy, people are fed up with
people,’ ” he said. “And up to a point he
was right. But take into account that both
of these attractions are fresh and novel as
well as the fact that they feature fanciful characters, that they can by no means
be classified in the ‘Carbon copy’ category, and you may be nearer to the reason of their success.” The point is emphasized by Taylor that “They (the producers) show small disposition to launch
out into new territory for fresh ideas and
methods.”

Films as a Medium

to

Integrate the Dominion
Montreal — “One

of the most

noticeable

things that Canadians lack is knowledge
of their fellow-Canadians in other than
adjacent regions; the film, one of the best
mediums for overcoming this, is not being
put into use.”
This was the statement made by John
Grierson, a Scotsman and a producer
member of the British Government Advisory Film Council, as he sailed from
Quebec on the Empress of Australia. Grierson has spent two months here on the
invitation of the Canadian government and
has covered over 5,000 miles, mostly by
plane.
“I was struck by the lack of knowledge
that Canadians in one part of the country
have of Canadians in other parts,” he remarked. “Naturally it is because your distances are so extraordinary. The increased
use of airplanes will undoubtedly integrate
Canada a great deal — but only physically.
You require a creative machinery which
will integrate the country mentally, too.”
The Dominion, he believed, had two institutions at its disposal for this work.
One, radio, was already being put to work
through the means of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp.; the other, motion pictures,
needed much development.

Music Hall Holds "Algiers"
New

York — Walter

Wanger’s

“Algiers”

has gone into its second week at the Radio
City Music Hall.
BOXOFFICE
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■^TACATION
is reducing
the at
staffs
of Filmrowtime
offices.
One week
St.
Jovite was all William Lester, assistant
managing director of United Amusement
C'orp., allowed himself. He returned July
20 and confessed he did no fishing but
“just took it easy.”
Newsreelers are finding Montreal an interesting spot. Among recent events occupying them were the departure of the
Hudson’s Bay Co.’s steamship, Nascopie,
for the Arctic, followed by the similarlybound missionary ship Maria Therese;
the sailing of the honeymooning Joint
Roosevelts for Bermuda, and the arrival
of the British pic-a-back plane Mercury.
Although Montreal is one of the most
Catholic cities in the world, and the
French-Canadians, inspired by their
priests, have consistently shown sympathy
for Franco and his Fascists, no protest is
being made here over the presentation of
the Wanger

Construction

of an opera house in Mon-

treal or Quebec as a relief measure “if
wealthy Montrealers fail to provide funds,”
is advocated by Dr. Wilfrid Pelletier, Montreal-born conductor of the Metropolitan
Opera Ass’n. He mentioned that when the
Montreal Symphony Orchestra played recently in the chalet on the summit of
Mount Royal, at least 2,000 people who
could not gain admittance in the overpacked hall, remained outside in stormy
weather to listen.
Shad flies and other insects annoyed
the manager of a Montral theatre so much
that he was discovered spraying them with
“Flit.” “Watch them fall,” he advised as
he sprayed a million insects swarmed
around the huge electric light at the theatre entrance. And fall they did. Then he
extinguished the neon sign and those that
escaped migrated in a cluster to the illuminated sign above a neighboring restaurant.

film, “Blockade.”

Quebec villages are enjoying open-air
pictures under commercial sponsorship.
The other evening the Boxoffice correspondent was tnotoring through Laprairie
when he noticed a crowd on the village
green. He found that an ancient Charlie
Chaplin silent picture was being shown
with synchronized sound effects. The
Chaplin film was followed by a Parisian
film, also silent.
Trio Theatre Co. of Peterboro, Ontario,
plans construction of a third theatre
which, according to Syd Goldstone, secretary, will be “one of the finest theatres
in eastern Ontario.” Jay I. English, Toronto architect, will design the building and
supervise construction, with a view to opening in the late autumn.
S. Morgan-Powell, assistant managing
editor of Montral Star, is advocating presentation of Canadian scenic films in other
parts of the British Empire, and also regular public screenings of Empire scenes
“provided free for boys and girls throughout the Dominion of Canada from coast to

The

John

Roosevelt honeymooners

had

intended going to a ball game before sailing from Montreal on the Lady Somers for
Bermuda. They compromised on a motion picture and spent most of their time
up to the hour of sailing watching the
silver screen. As a contrast, Mrs. Effie
Walker, aged 107, a Scotswoman resident
at Big Ridge, Cape Breton Island, celebrated her birthday by giving an interview in which she said she had never
ridden in an automobile, never seen a train
or a tramway car, never listened to the
radio and had never been to the cinema.
While

newsreel

operators

ground

out

film at the launching of the new Mauretania at Birkenhead, the world’s greatest
splash was due to be heard on the radio
across the world as the giant liner hit the
water. A novel combination of radio and
film effects also was achieved when A. E.
Capelli, wealthy South African race horse
owner, ill in London, was filmed in his
bed as he listened to a broadcast summary
from Durban, Natal, of a race won by his
horse, Extinguisher II.

coast.”

W. PERRY, general manager, EmpireUniversal Films, who is visiting the
branches of the company in western Canada, expects to be back in Toronto about
August 15.
I. W. Blankstein, for many years with
Regal Films, is now in charge of the Calgary office of Grand Rational.
Archie Laurie expects to do his first
fishing of the season commencing Friday.
The staff hopes the E-U assistant general
manager will have record luck in pulling
in the denizens of the deep.
Sam Brint, sales manager for E-U, is
hard to find in his office these days;
tory.
he is spending a lot of time in the terri-

Appointment

is announced

of David

Pressman, director of the Toronto “Theatre of Action,” for two successive years
the winning group in the central Ontario
regional drama festival, to the post of assistant director at the Neighborhood Playhouse, New York City.
H. Freedman

of the Circle Theatre put

on a rousing campaign

for “Mayerling.”

J. Scott of the Weston Theatre, in the
Greater Toronto area, is reported to be
organizing a booking unit to service a
number of the independents in various
parts of Ontario.
Lou Rosenfield, E-U salesman, was taken
suddenly down with the flu while in London, Ont.
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Sylvia

3742
Raft

|~6~| Patrol
Western
Desert
(56)
Bob Steele.
R — June 11

7127

King Kong
(99)
[io| Action Drama
Reissue
Fay Wray-R. Armstrong

14

844

Comedy
(77)

J.
R — Withers-R.
Apr. 9

|l3] Action Drama
2038
Air Devils (60) R-Mayl4
D. Purcell-Mamo
Clark

Hudson

] Action Drama
FN275
orehy Blane in Panama
(69)
aul Kelly-Lola Lane
— Apr. 23

[14] Hist. Drama
FN251
^©Adventures
of Robin
Hood
(102)
Errol Flynn
Olivia de Havilland
R — May 7

Devil’s
Party
(67)
n Drama
Actio
|2p|
It
— May
28
V.

|l5| Melodrama
3072
Frankenstein (71)
Boris Karloff-Mae Clark

:: July 30, 1938

limited Men
(67)
3741
Drama
I27]
(For. Crime
Gives
Orders)
EP — Apr. 2
R—
(May 21
L. Nolan-M. Carlisle

EP — Mar.

829

Melodrama
Alibi
(61)

Ritz Bros.-Maj. Weaver
EP — Mar. 5; R — May
7

[Is] Drama-Music
Show Goes On (68)
Anna
Neagle
Tullio Carminatl

28

R. Dix-W. Bourne
EP — Apr. 2; R— May

|2o|
Blind

7

Drama
I]
nners in Paradise (65)
For. Half Way
to
Shanghai)
Boles-M. Evans
P — Apr. 2; R — May
7

fj Drama
GB7005
o the Victor (78)
/ill Fyffe
(argaret Lockwood
. — Feb. 19

R — May

Three
(98)
Young Comrades
[3]
Drama
832
Taylor, Tone, Sullavan,

(60)

881

[l3|LawWestern
Gun
(60)
Geo.

Bruce

834

Gangs of New
York (67)
7004
Melodrama
[23] Bickford
Chas.
Ann Dvorak
R — May 28

740

G. Rogers-J. Stewart
EP — Jan. 29; R — May

Virg.

Jack (83)
Drama
Montgomery

Women
(63)
(For.
Nurse) 3709
Drama
H] Private
S.
R — Blane-J.
May 14 Arledge

7023
Drama
[xT] Comedy
Romance
on the Run
(68)
Donald Woods
Patricia Ellis
R — May 7

jjj
Melodrama
827
aw of the Underworld
(61)
. Morris-Ann Shirley
P — Mar. 12; R — Mar. 26

Yellow
[27]
Robert

Numbered

[~8]Smoke
Western
Gun
Trail (57)3740
Jack Randall

COFFICE

Ransom

Withers
Western

[io|
Drama
Lois
Wilson

[ja]
Comedy
Hold That Kiss (74)

s]
Musical
ir. Rhythm
(80)
. Crosby-Bea Lillie
— April 30

for

GB

McLaglen-B.

Roberts

jl5| Drama
Reis-3071
All Quiet on the Western Front (87)
Lew Ayres

|2i] Melodrama
FN277
Mystery House (56)
Dick Purcell
Ann Sheridan
R — May 14
j

[T7| Com. orDrama
Tonight
Never Atlantic
(. . )
Melvyn Douglas
Gloria Swanson

Kidnapped
[27]
Historical(90)Drama
846
Warner
Baxter
Freddie Bartholomew
EP — Feb. 12; R— May 28

Love
Breakfast
[15] Before
Comedy
3073
(70)
C.

Lombard-P.

Foster

Lady
(69)
3074
Comedy
[xH] Tubbs
A. Brady-D.
Montgomery

Crime
School
(86) FN259
|28| Action
Drama
R — Bogart-Gale
May 14
H.

Page

Josette ( 70 )
[3] Musical Comedy
D. Ameche S. Simon
EP — Feb. 1 9

|~3~[ Western
Western
Trails (57)
Bob

Baker;

R — July

839

One Wild Night (72)
R — May
14
850
dy
ComeBaldwin
June
[Ip]Lang-D.

£438
9

[~3~| Drama
2010
Wives
Under
Suspicion
R — June 11
(68) Wanen
William

|~4~| Com. Drama
WB219
(63;
Kittle bred
Miss
ThoroughJanet Kay
John Litel

Chapman

(90
Gold
|ll|

Diggers in Paris
WB206
Mus. Com.

K — MayVailee
21
Rudy
Priscilla Lane

MARCH,

Hooking
A

GUIDE

12 M
13
8
19

Hkazt

To/

CURHENI

5

w
1
8
7

T

e

14
20

18

RELEASES

JUNE 24

[15]
Drama
8001
^Holiday
(93)
K. Hepburn-C. Grant
DP — Api. 9; R — May 21

JULY 2

|2p|
Western
8211
Stage Coacli Days (58)
John Luden-E. Stewart
|3p] of Western
West
Cheyenne
Chai les Starrett
Iris Meredith

(53)

2
9

F

8

3

4

17

15
22

23

JULY 9

17
16 M
8
302

»

23
24
31

T

W

T

F

S
1

8

1
7
14

8

17

T

W

1939
X F

2

3
9 10

30

31

18

21
28

JULY 16

21
29

23

24

29

S

5
6
12
19
26 27

4

25
28

Pioneer Trail (55)
[l5| Western
8212
John Luden-Joan Barclay

Paige

22

M

16

18
24

13

11

1939

4
3
5
6
7
8
10 11 12 13 14 15
19 20
22
25 26 27

25

30

Highway
Patrol
(58)
[27] Action
Drama

1. Wells-R.

11

20 27 28 29
21

JUNE

APRIL,

10
1939

16
T

18JULY20

Reformatory

23

r

(61)

R— June 25
ma
Jack
Winters
Action Dra
|2i| Holt-C.

*

8019
Drama
City
(68)
f] Streets
|
(For. City Shadows)
Leo Carrillo-E. Fellows

1|~f|
Married
a Spy (59) 225
Melodrama
Neil
Hamilton
R
— July
16

|~8~|
Boilin’
Tex

Western
Plains
(75)

226

Ritter

The High Command
[15] Melodrama
Lionel Atwill

(..)
227

Renfrew
on the
White Trail
(59) Great
228
|22] Action Drama
James Newell
Terry

Walker

1 ir
838
Drama
[17]
Woman
Against Woman
(61) (For. One Woman’s
Answer)
V. Bruce-H. Marshall
R — June 25

|24] Comedy
Drama
837
Lord
Jeff (84)
Freddie Bartholomew
Mickey Rooney
R — June 25

829
Seas (81)
of SevenDrama
Port
[T| Adven.
RW.
— July
16M. O’Sullivan
Beery-

[~8~| Comedy
Fast
Company Drama
(74)

Shopworn
Angel (85)
835
R[l5[
— July Drama
9
James Stewart
Margaret Sullavan

Melvyn
R—
July Douglas
2
Florence Rice

Love Finds
(90)

Andy

Garland-Lewis

[22| Outdoor
Romance
of
lost (81)

Jean Parker-Eric
R — June 25

[17] Melodrama
Prison Farm
(70)
S. Ross-L. Nolan
R — June 25

3743

Western

7117

|~6~| Country
Western
Man’s
(55)

Drama
3702
the Umber-

Jack

1

Booloo

R — Apr.

16

|l3] Comedy
Drama
7012
Ladies in Distress (65)
Alison Slcipworth
Polly Moran; R — June 11

[l7j
Comedy
851
Three Blind Mice (75)
L. Young- J. McCrea
R — June 1]

Tropic

Holiday

Army

Girl

3744

(85)

Drama
[15] Evans
Madge
R—
July 23
Preston Foster

7002

Western
G-Man
(60)

882

RGeorge
— June O'Brien
18

|~i~|
Comedy
Having
Wonderful
Time (70)
Ginger Rogers
Douglas Fairbanks
EP — Oct. 23
R — June 18

|24] Moto
Melodrama
Mr.
Takes
a
Chance (63)

819

Hudson

819

|~8~| Women
Drama(99) reissue
Little
K.

jr.

Always Goodbye
Drama(75)
|Y|
Barbara
Stanwyck
RHerbert
— July 2Marshall

852

Hepburn-J.

Colin Tapley
R — July 23
. Drama
Suratna
Asmara
HU Adven

3745 1

Heroes

(. . )

Three

of

Crime King (70)
|g~| Melodrama
836
Allan Lane
R — July 2

[~8~|
Western
853
Punamint’s Bad Man (60)
Smith
Ballew-E. Daw
|~8~|
Comedy
857
Going to Be Rich (78)
Victor McLaglen
Gracie Fields; R — July 9

the

Hills

Mesquiteers
7118'’

Western

Sky Giant (80)
835 J
(Form.
Northern
Flight)
Drama
|22| Action
R— July 23
Chester Morris
Richard Dix

Bennett

Passport Husband
(67)
854
[15]
R—
July Erwin
2Comedy
Stuart
Pauline

Moore

[17]
Drama
Blockade (85)
Madeleine Carroll
Henry Fonda
R — June 11

I'll Give

a Million

(70)

r
Baxter
Warne
R— July
16
HU Romantic Drama
Marjorie Weaver

855

Algiers (95)
R— July 2
Charles Boyer
Sigrid

Prison

[17] Melodrama
2039
Young Fugitives (68)
D. Kent
R — July 2

DangerAction
on the
Air (65)
2032
Drama
[Tj
Donald Woods R — July 2

|l7| Western
2059
Outlaw Express (56)
(For. Pony Express
Days) — Bob Baker

Knge
Paris (78)
IT] of Comedy
Danielle Darrieux
11 — June 18

WARNER- v MISCELLANEOUS

[l|] Mys. Drama
When
Were
You
(65)
Anna
May
Wong
Margaret Lindsay
R — June 18

(60)

(78)

R—
July 2Lamour
Dorothy
Comedy
Bob
HU Burns

g

Peter Lorre-R.
R — June 18

! 1

Randall

Gold Mine in the Sky
[5] West, with Music 7163
R—(60)
July 9
Gene Autry-C. Hughes

j24|
Border

Stone

3742

Pride
the West (55)
|~g]of Western
3854
Cassidy)
William
(Hopalong
R—
July Boyd
2

Riders of Black Hills (55)
Three Mesquiteers
R — June 25

|l7] Comedy
Drama
831
Blond Cheat (62)
Derrick de Marney
Joan Fontaine R-May 28

841 , «

Linden

[24]
Western
3758
Bar 20 Justice (70)
Win. Boyd (Hopalong
Cassidy)

Hardy

dy Drama
R—
Come16
HU July
Mickey
Rooney-Judy

FN263
Born?

[25|
White

Melodrama
Break (73)

2028

HU

HU

Drama (88)
YVB208
Banners

My Bill (60)
[9~|
Drama
R — June
25
K.
Francis-D.
Moore

FN

Men Are Sueh Fools (69)
[10] Com. 25Drama
WB2I5
R
W.— June
Morris-P. Lane

Racket

Busters

Guy
Kids

(83)

2008 1

Drama

Trouble
(60)le
od's Doub
Penr
R
— AprilTwins
2
Mauch
Com. Drama

H|]

(. . )

LaMari

Drama

Little Tough
"Dead End”
R — July 16
Robt. Wilcox

Barton MacLane
R— July 23
Glenda Farrell

2005

Claude Rains-F. Balnter
EP — Feb. 26; R — June 4

Gurie-Hedy

FN271

Geo. Brent-G. Dickson
[10] Melodrama

Three

on

a Weekend

ama
Margaret
Lockwood
Dr
[jJLodge
John
R — June 11

(72)
GB

Evergreen ( . . ) reissue
Jessie Matthews
al Comedy GB
H|] Music
Barry
Mackay

SOXOFFICE

- -

M
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8
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2
9
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AUGUST

6

S

M

6

T

7

W
1

2

1939
T

F

S

3

4

5

8

9 10 11 12

13 14 15
20 21 22
27 28 29

16 17 18 19
23 24 25 26
30 31

AUGUST

Hooking Hit
A

GUIDE

AUGUST

13

The

8207

Western

2g]

S

30

■south of Arizona
Jhas. Starrett
ris Meredith

AUGUST.

JULY. 1939

JUNE. 1939
S

(56)

Gladiator

20

CURRENTRE E L E A S E S

TO/

AUGUST

(. . )

Joe E. Brown
June ] Travis
Comedy
£5

I Am

the

Edw.

G.

Wendy
[25]

Law

SEPTEMBER

27

Phantom

(. . )

Drama
(75)

[29] Comedy
' The Chaser

842

Dennis O’Keefe
liAnn Morris

|~5~| Action Drama
840
The Crowd Roars ( . . )
Robert Taylor
Maureen

O’Sullivan

Barrie
Drama

Lady Objects ( . . )
[29I Comedy
Drama
Lanny Ross-Gloria Stuart

229

Drama
Rich
Poor
Girl(..)
Comedy
[12] Man,
(For. It’s Now or Never)
R. Young- R. Hussey

Blockheads
Laurel
£9]

[~2~| Operetta
The Great Waltz
Luise Rainer

(. . )

'jPhyllis

Welch;

R-July

1G

Drama
HU Romantic
Desperate Ad venture ( . . )
(For. Romantic Rogue)
Ramon
Novarro
Marian
Marsh

[29]

Drama

Com.

833

Mother Carey's Chickens
(80)
Ruby Iveller-Anne Shirley
James
Ellison
; R— July

Cirrus

|~5~| Melodrama
3747
Bulldog; Drummond
in
Africa ( . . )
John
Howard-H.
Angel

£5| Outdoor
The
Texans

Drama
(93)

Joan
Bennett-R.
R — July
23

3748

Scott

Give

Me

Martha

a

Sailor

(..)

Raye-Bob

Hope

Comedy
£9]
Orphan
Annie, Drama
Detective
Comedy
[19]
(• .)

[29] Com.
Letter of
(• •)

|~5~] Com. with Music 834
I’m From
the City ( . . )
Joe Penner-Kay
Sutton

[12]
Fainted

|~5~| Drama
Gateway
(. . )
Don Ameche
Arleen Whelan

[12]Smiling;
Drama
Keep
(. . )
Jane Withers
Gloria Stuart

George

Western
Desert
(. . )

883

O’Brien

901

902

Spawn

of the

Town

North

(. . )

George
Raft n Drama
Actio
[26]
Dorothy Lamour
Henry Fonda

The Unholy Beebes ( . . )
Bing Crosby
[2] Comedy
with Music
Fred
MacMurray

Home
Sweet Home
(. . )
The
[29] Gleason
Comedy Family
Drama

832
Smashing
the
Rackets
a
dram
[19] Melo
t. •)
(For Cleanup)
Chester Morris
Frances Mercer

[l9| Musical
Alexander’s
Band
(105)

Comedy
Ragtime

Tyrone Power-Alice
Don Ameche
R — June 4

903
Faye

with Music
Introduction

Melodrama
Dr.

FN262

Clitterhouse

(85)
Edw. G. Robinson
Claire Trevor

Speed to Burn (60)
[25] Action
Drama
Michael
Whalen

|251

Virginia

Missing
Guest (Drama
. . )
[12] Mystery
Paul Kelly
Constance Moore

That Certain Age ( . . )
£9] Musical Comedy
Deanna
Durbin
Jackie Cooper

[6]

Comedy

Mr. Chump
(60)
Johnnie Davis
Lola Lane
R — July 23

[13] Com. Music WB217
Cowboy
From
Brooklyn

F[20]
our’s
a Crowd
Drama
Com.
Errol Flynn

WB227
(77)
Dick Powell

R— June 18
Priscilla Lane

Olivia

de

( AVB213
. . )

Havilland

My

Comedy

Fredric

Adven.
itati
[l2| Explo
re on( . . )
Dark
Raptu

904

My Lucky Star ( . . )
[2] Comedy
Sonja
Henie Drama
Richard Greene

905

R — June 11
Lynn Bari

There Goes
(■ •)

and McCa-rthy
Leeds

1 Amazing:

R— July

to

Tenth Avenue Kid ( . . )
Bruce Cabot
I22] Action Drama
Beverly Roberts

Drama
|Y| Acti
Come
onon Leatherneck
(• •)
Richard Cromwell
Marcia Hunt

Drama
[29] Comedy
Young; in Heart (..)
Janet Gaynor
Douglas Fairbanks jr.

| [30]

Comes

(• .)
Drama
[31]
Marjorie
Ann
NagelMain

23

856
Drama
[29] Comedy
‘Little Miss Broadway
i
(70)
Shirley Temple
Jimmy
Durante
R— July 9

Bergen
Andrea

(. . )

&
Hardy
Comedy

|~3~| Outdoor Drama
Barefoot Boy ( . . )
Jackie Moran

3746
Comedy
|[29]
Professor Beware
(93)
Harold Lloyd

(56)

8213
Jack
WesternMarion
[31]Luden-Beth

Robinson

Convicted ( . . )
Action Drama
[is]
R.
Hayworth-C.
Quigley

Utah Trail (59)
n
Tex
Ritter Wester
£2]

Gold

3

Heart

Drama

March
Bruce

Daughters Courageous
FN359
Drama
|27]
(■•)
Lane Sisters
Jeffrey Lynn

|~3~| Com. Drama
WB303
Boy Meets Girl (..)
Cagney-O’Brien

9

GB
Drama
[£]
Strange
Boarders (79)
Tom
Walls
Renee

Saint-Cyr

Crime Over London (..)
GB
n Drama
Actio
£5] t
Grahame
Margo
Paul Cavanaugh

Man

with

100

Faces

Noel
Melodrama
[7] Madison
Lilli Palmer

(. . )
GB

the

.%hott5

three complicate their problems by joining the
Foreign

short

©Indicates

of

the

IN

COLOR

©Friendly Neighbors
Views of Ontario.

(..)....

(10)

Apr.

Mar.

29

25, ’38

Educational

Numerals Following: Titles are
Running; Time.
Date Is National Release, 1938, Unless
Otherwise Specified.

(Distributed
SONG

week

through

AND

MUSICAL

25, ’38

A Mountain Romance
(7) . .Apr. 1, *38
Devil of the Deep (..).. .May 27, *38
Eliza Runs Again ( . . )
July 29

CLASSICS

Produced

by Hugo
(Reissues)

Reisenfeld

Americans Come, The (9) . Apr.
Glorious Vamp, The (9) . .Feb.
Irish Fantasy (9)
Mar.

30, *38
26, ’38
26, ’38

Columbia
ALL-STAR

COMEDIES

Doggone Mixup (19) . . . .Feb. 4, ’38
Harry Langdon
who can’t say no
to a salesman becomes over-bought
on troubles.
Ankles Away
(19)
May 13
Andy Clyde.
Cuckoorancho
(16%)
Mar. 25
Complications when two wanderers
are mistaken for rich Americans
by a Mexican rancher.
Halfway to Hollywood (17%).. July 1
Jump
Chump
Jump
(19%) .. .Apr. 5
Firechief Andy
Clyde falls for a
school teacher.

Gandy
the Goose (6)
Mar. 4, *38
Happy and Lucky (..).. .Mar. 18, *38
Here’s to Good Old Jail (. .). .June 10
His Off Day
(. . )
Feb. 4, ’38
Just Ask Jupiter (7)
Feb. 18, ’38
Maid in China (7)
Apr. 29
Milk for Baby
(..)
July 8
Mrs. O’Leary’s Cow ( . . )
Robinson Crusoe’s Broadcast
(7)

July

22

Apr.

15

The
The

13, ’38
June 24

TREASURE

A

©Old Raid Mule, The (19)
Mar. 4
Andy
Clyde is a sucker for bargains and gets talked into many
a
bad one.
The Mind Needer (18)
Apr. 29
Charlie Chase.
The Soul of a Heel (16%) .. ..June 4
Andy Clyde has a time trying to
marry the sheriff’s daughter.
Time Out for Trouble (19) . . . .Mar. 18
Charlie Chase arouses the underworld by fooling around with a
gangster’s sweetie.
COLOR
RHAPSODIES

No.

6

(Cowboy

(10)
No. 7 (Gus

KRAZY
Krazy

SING

Songs)

Van — Song

(10)
Songs the
No. 9 (..)
No. 10 (..)

folks

used

Feb.
Shop)

25, *38

May 6, ’38
sing.
June 25
July 4

to

KAT

Magic

(7)

May

20

Krazy’s Travel Squawks
(..) -July 4
The Auto Clinic (7)
Mar. 4
The Little Buckaroo (6)
Vpr. 1 1
Sad Little Guinea Pigs ( ) . .Feb. 22
NEW

SPORT

THRILLS

Feminine Fun
(10)
Feb.
Sport Stamina (10)
May
Unusual Hunting
(10) . . .Mar.
SCRAPPY
CARTOONS
Scrappy’s Playmates (7)
Scrappy’s Trip to Mars
(7)
SCREEN
SNAPSHOTS
No.
No.

18, ’38
10, ’38
15, ’38

(11)
Horace

TWO

Feb.

The New
Nation (..)
Story of Czechoslovakia.
Jungle Babies ( . . )

Dummies

(19)
Mar. 25, ’38
Buster West
and
Tom
Patricola
have some fun with a near-sighted,
Conceited manager
of a
fashion
shop.
Cactus Caballeros (19)
May 27
Harry Gribbon and Joey Haye, although scared stiff, set out after
a Mexican bandit and succeed in
capturing him.
Cupid Takes a Holiday (16) . Feb. 4
Danny Kaye seeks a bride through
a marriage agency.
Apr.

29, *38

Jitter Bugs
(. . )
May 20, *38
Buster West and Tom Patricola recover a stolen bracelet after they
steal a turkey.
Love and Onions (19)
Mar. 11
Retail hijinks with Herman
Timberg jr. and Pat Rooney jr.
Money on Your Life ( . . ) . May 1.3, *38
Revolutionary antics with
Kemper and Kaye.
Pardon My Accident (17) . . . June 10
Willie Howard
fakes an accident
and is mistaken for a famous surSing
Apr. 15
geon.for Sweetie (19)
Gangsters interfere with Lee Sullivan’s plans for the elopement
but he manages.
Uncle Sol Solves It (19)
Feb. 11
Entertainment on Uncle Sol's radio
hour
with
Eddie
Lambert
and
Beverly Sills.
Wanna
Be a Model? (16) Feb. 25, *38
Jefferson Machamer.
Winner Lose All (..)
June 17
Charles Kemper
devotes his time
to puzzle contest and almost loses
his girl because he signed away
rights

in

a

$50,000

con-

27

4, ’38
Mar. 4

Apr. 1,
Apr. 29,
May 27,
June 24,
July

STOOGES

But

’38
’38
’38
’38
29

June

M-G-M
CRIME
DOESN’T
PAY
A Criminal Is Born (21)
June 25
Come
Across (20)
May 14
Q Miracle Money
(21)
Mar. 26
£^What
Price Safety (21) . . . .Feb. 5
The
penalty exacted
by
cheap
contracting.
CAPTAIN
AND
CARTOONS
A

June

1

Healthy, Wealthy and Dumb
(16)
May 20
All sorts of things happen
to
the trio when
Curly wins a puzzle contest.
Tassels in the Air (18)
Apr. 1
Sign painters, prattling in
pig
Latin, are mistaken for high-class
French decorators and get a free
hand in a swanky household.
Three Goof v Gobs (..)
July 29
Wee Wee
Monsieur (17) . Feb. 18, ’38
Stranded in France after the war.

MUSICAL

COMEDIES

Billy Rose’s Casa Manana
(21)
The Magician's Daughter
(18)
Eleanor Lynn and Frankie
son.
Snow Gets in Your Eyes (20).
M-G-M
Released
OUR
Awful
Bear
Came

NEWS
OF
THE
twice weekly.
GANG

Tooth,

Mar.

26

July 16
AlbertMay

14

DAY

COMEDIES

The

( . .)

Facts (11)
the Brawn

Day

at

the

Beach

Blue Monday
(9)
Captain’s Pup (9)
Cleaning House
(8)
Poultry Pirates (9)

THE

KIDS

(10) . . . . June

25

Apr. 2, ’38
Apr. 30
Feb. 19
Apr. 16

W'hat a Lion (..)
July 16
FITZPATRICK
TRAVELTALKS
In Technicolor
Beautiful Budapest
(9)
Czeclio -Slovakia on Parade
(9)
Glimpses of Austria (9)
Glimpses of New
Brunswick
(8)
Natural Wonders of the
YVest

(10)

a

May

28

Jan.

Apr.

16

June
Feb.

11
19

Mar.

19

22, ’38

PARAMOUNT

(11)

PICTORIAL

No. 7(10)
Reb. 4, 38
The Yerkes Observatory, Autumn
in the Alps and the Shadow
Man.
No. .8(10)
Mar. 4
shop.
Styles in the sun, New York's army
of night workers, canine beauty
No. 9(10)
The
Bureau

Apr. 1
Standards
in

of

Washington, trained
pine aqueduct.
No. 10(10)

fish

and

Al-

May

6

Chesapeake
fishermen —
camera
studies of clouds —
feeding the
animals.
No. 11 (10)
Alpine streams, a
Guadalupe
Islands,
of California.
No. 12 (10)

June 3
visit to the
and vineyards
July

1

Gigantic farming — Streaming scenery— a day in a dog’s life.
No. 1
(10)
Aug. 5
Tropical trophies; Canyon country;
Aquatic Antics.

Mar. 3, ’38
Apr. 16

POPEYE

CARTOONS

Canned
Fishing (11)
Feb. 12, ’38
Feed ’Em and YVeep (11) . May 17, ’38
Hide and Shriek (11)
June 18

Big Chief Ugh-Amugh-Ugh
(7)
I Yam
Love Sick (8)

Apr.
May

15
20

Three Men
PETE

The

July

15

Follow
La

in a Tub (10) .Mar. 26, ’38
SMITH
SPECIALTIES

the

Arrow

(..)

July

30

Savate (8)
Mar. 12, ’38
Humorous
account of French sport
in which opponents rely mainly on

their feet.
•
Modeling
for Money
(10) . . . .Apr.
©Penny’s
Pa’rt.v (9)
Story of Dr. Carver (10)
Surf Heroes (10)
Three on a Rope
REISSUES
Laurel

and

Apr. 9, ’38
June 18
May 28

(10) . . . .Feb.
Hardy

19, ’38

An Evening Alone (9)
The Courtship of the Newt
(8)
How
to Figure Income Tax

May

14

July

23

CARTOONS

Be

Up to Date (7)
Feb. 25
Junior and Pudgy go hunting, with
amusing results.
Buzz.v Boop
(7)
July 22
Honest Love and True (7)... Mar. 25
Out of thie Inkwell (7)
Apr. 22

COLOR

Jan.

28, ’.38
May 27
June 24

Apr.
June
Dec.
(7) . .Feb.

29
24
31
25

Bob Crosby and His Orchestra
(10)
May 6
Easy on the Ice (10)
June 3
Henry King and his orchestra with
Shirley Foster.
Hall’s Holiday (10)
Apr. 8
George
Hall and
his Orchestra
with Dolly Dawn.
Moments
of Charm
(10)
Aug. 5
Phil Spitalny and Girl Orchestra.
Queens of the Air (10)
July 8
Vincent Lopez and his orchestra,
Benay Venuta. Hollace Shaw, Jean
Ellington, Betty Hutton and Nan
Wynn.
STAR

©No.
3(10)
Newest
wrinkles

Jan. 14, ’38
science.

in

©No. 4(10)
No. 5(10)
No. 6(10)

Mar. 18
May 13
July 8
SONG

Beside a Moonlit Stream (8) . .July 29
Frank
Dailey and His Orchestra.
Thanks for the Memory
(7).. Mar. 25
Bert Block and orchestra supply
the music.
You Leave Me Breathless (7) . May 27
Jimmy

Dorsey

LIGHTS
GRANTLAND

and

orchestra.

RICE

SPORT-

A modern
Tarzan and
tures in the streams
Florida.
Good Looking Winners

his advenof Central

(10)
Jan. 28, ’38
Refuting the popular conception
that many
of the feminine champions of sports
Horseshoes
(10)

are

“muscle

molls.”
July 15

Allen,
championhis horseshoe artist,world’s
demonstrates
skill.
Red, White and Blue Champions
(10)
May 20
A unique group of aquatic youngsters of the Panama
Canal zone.
Sporting Test (10)
Aug. 5
Question answers in the field of
ing.
sport supplied by Ted Husing.
Strike (10)
June 17
Not baseball but a reel about fishWin,

Place

or

Show

(10) . . . . Apr.

Human
interest
leah racing
track.yarn
UNUSUAL

woman

of

the

22

Hia-

OCCUPATIONS

©No. 4 (10)
©No. 5(10)
Gold beating;
chimney

Feb.
circulating
sweep;

11, ’38
Apr. 15
library;

tool leath-

er portraits.
No. 6 (10)
No. 1 (10)

June 10
Aug. 5

REPORTER

No. 3(10)
Mar. 10
Ted Husing introduces us to Mark
Warnow
and band, Rio Brothers,
Vic Heide and Freddy Rich and
orchestra.

RKO
DISNEY

Listen to Lucas (10) . . . ! .Feb.
Clyde Lucas and Orchestra.
PARAMOUNT
Released twice

Fighters

©Boat

NEWS
weekly.

(10)

Radio

CARTOONS

18, *38
Builders

Mickey,

PARAGRAPHICS
Crime

SCIENCE

Cinecolor)

Ted

CLASSICS

Hold It (8)
Hunky
and Spunky (7)
Little Lamby
(7)
The Tears of an Onion

(In

Cops and Robbers (10)
Mar. 25
A chase in which a black bear and
mountain lion are captured.
Fascinating Adventure, A (10) Feb. 25

Paramount

Riding the Rails (7)
Swing School (7)
The Lost Kitten (7)

POPULAR

SCREEN

(8) to Raise a Baby
19, ’382
How
(9)Mar.
. . . July
Music Made
Simple (8)
Apr. 16

BOOP

(7)

Learn Polikness (7)
Feb. 18, ’38
Let’s Celebrake (9)
Jan. 21, *38
Plumbing Is a “Pipe” (7) . . June 17
The House Builder-Upper (7). Mar. 18

Reissues

County Hospital (19)
Jail. 22, ’38
ROBERT
BENCHLEY

BETTY

Jeep

30

HEADLINER

1

COMEDIES

19, ’38
19, ’38
July 2

(11)
Feb. 26, ’38
Stroke of Genius (11)
Feb. 5, ’38
4jtThat Mothers .Might Live
(10)
Apr. 30
The Forgotten Step (10) .. May 7, ’38
Tracking the Sleeping Death
(10)
July 9
Tupapao
(11)
June 11

Mar. 25, ’38
Orchestra,

and

22, *38

Mar.
(10) Feb.

©An
Optical Poem
(7) . . . Mar. 5, ’38
In Technicolor.
Hollywood Handicap
(10) . . . . May 28
Life in Some Town ,USA

22

REELERS

Beautiful

SPECIAL

THREE

Lapp

(10) . . . Apr.

Return of the Bufalo (10) . Apr. 8, ’38
Sky Fishing (10)
Feb. 25, *38
Songbirds of the North Woods
(10)
Feb. 11
We Live in Two Worlds ( . .) . .July 22

the prize
test.
Apr.

No. 8 (10)
No. 9(10)
No. 10 (10)
No. 11 (10)
No. 12( .)

CHEST

Kingdom
for a Horse
Music From the Stars

Feb. 4, ’38
(Scries 16)

6(9)
7(10)

May

Cute Crime
(. . )
Jefferson Machaoner.

©Horse on the Merry-Go-Round
(9)
Feb. 17, ’38
Poor Little Butterfly (8)
July 4
©The
Big Birdcast (8)
May 13
©The
Foolish Bunny
(6) . . . . Mar. 11
Window
Shopping (7)
June 3
COMMUNITY

Big Top ( . . )
Last Indian (..)

Captain Kidd’s Treasure
(10)
Jan.
The Face Behind the Mask

Depicting the thorough training
police officer undergoes.

OFind What’s Wrong
(10) . . June 17
Gold (10)
Feb. 25
The gold mines of South Africa.
Jungle Glimpses (10)
Mar. 25
A
colorful camera
trip through
South America tropics.
Silver Millions (10)
July 15
Story of the Alaskan salmon and
their spawning habits.
The Bike Parade (10)
Apr. 22
Husing.
The
saga of the bicycle from 1900
to the present. Narrated by Ted

HITS
Feb.

TERRY-TOONS

Artcinema

July 9
May 14

Little Bantamweight
. . . . Mar. 12, ’38
HISTORICAL
MYYSTERIES

(11)
The Ship That Died
Strange Glory (11)
MINIATURES

20th-Fox)

COMEDY

All’s Fair (10)
The Cabin Kids.

color.

on Parade
(..)
Sweden
(8)

HARMAN-ISING

WORLD

©Quebec

^Indicates
rating;.

Paris
Rural

Legion.

May

20

(7)

Feb.

25

Donald and the Goof attempt to build a boat with disastrous consequences,

©Donald’s Better Self (8) Mar. 11, ’38
©Donald’s Nephews
(8) .. Apr. 15, ’38
Introducing three mischievous edi-

BOXOFFICE

:: July 30, 1938

tions of Donald Duck, Huey, Dewey
and Louie.
Good Scouts (8)
July 8
Donald
Duck
takes his nephews
camping, much
to his sorrow.
Polar Trappers (8)
Adventures of Donald
in the Arctic.

June
and

17, ’38
Goofy

O® Self-Control (9)
Feb. 11
Donald Duck tries to practice that
under trying conditions.
The Fox Hunt (8)
July 29
Adventures of Donald
Duck
and
Goofy during a fox hunt.
O&The
Moth and the Flame
(8)
Apr. 1, ’38
Adventures of a boy and girl moth.
The Whalers (8)
Aug. 19
A whaling expedition costs Mickey,
Donald and the Goof their boat.
Q<2)Wynken, Blynken and Nod
(8)
May 27
The
adventures
of
the
three
youngsters in Eugene Field’s
who
sail through the sky
wooden-shoe.
EDGAR

KENNEDY

poem
in a

COMEDIES

False Roomers
(17)
Mar. 25, '38
A
slightly unbalanced roomer is
the cause of all the hilarity.
Kennedy’s Castle (17)
May 28
Edgar
brings the boss and
the
customers
home
to play poker
when the wife walks in with her
friends.
HEADLINER

COMEDIES

Music Will Tell (18)
Feb. 11, ’38
Ted Fio Rito and his orchestra
show up an impersonator.
Picketing for Love
(17)
June 3
Betty Jane Rhodes, Joe Morrison.
Phyllis Kennedy, Jack Carson and
Barbara Bedford.
LEON

ERROL

at

May* 6
applying

Dummy
Owner
(19)
Jan. 7, ’38
Errol gets mixed
up with race
track touts.
His Pest Friend (18)
Mar. 11
Blind jealousy gets Leon into hot
water.
The Jitters (19)
July 1
The wife’s yen for dancing sets
Errol off on a jag which ends in
a rousing finale.
OF

Story of the nation’s first government-promoted tourist resort and
arms and the League of Nations.
QNo.
9(21)
Apr. 15
The Nazi conquest of Austria and
a
pictorial discussion on
crime
and prisons.
No. 10 (19)
May 13
Racketeers vs. Housewives.
ay* No. 11 (17)
June 10
A study of the American physician.
No 12 (17)
July 8
Work,
training and activities of
the U. S. Coast Guard.
NIT-ATLAS

MUSICALS

Radio Hookup
(10)
Jan. 28
Starring
Dorothy
Stone
and
Charles
Collins, the
Buckaroos,

Yost’s Singing Dozen
and
Doug
Leavitt.
Carnival Show
(10)
June 24
Clyde Hager, Jan Peerce, Cotton
Club Tramp
Band.
International Rhythm
(10)... June 3
Roy Smeck and his Aloha Islanders, Ada Brown,
Mara, Princess
Chivo.
Latin Rhythm
(11)
Feb. 18
Jan
Pearce, Luba
Malina. Mia
Miles Foursome
and the Dansapators.
Maids
Ray

and Music (10) ... .Apr. 22, ’38
Fabing’s Ingenues with Janice Walker. Also Bernice Parks.
No Sale (11)
Mar. 11
Original Dixieland Jazz band. Gogo
de Lys, Adia Kuznetzoff and Russion Octette, King, King & King,
Charioteers, Hal Sherman.
Salt Shakers (11)
May 13, ’38
Jay C. Flippen, Joe Dorris, Mae
McKim
and
Her
Three
Boy
Friends, Vera Haal.
Skyline Revue
(11)
Apr. 1
Paula Stone, Billy and Milly, Sugar
Nicholas, DeMay
Moore
and
Martin.
Sweet Shoe (11)
Jan. 14, ’38
Rita Rio and her Girl Band, The
Four Norsemen, The Four Specs,
Anita Jacobi.
The Deviled Ham
(10) . Mar. 11, ’38
Gus Van, Arskine Hawkins and his
band, Toy and Wing, The Three
Kays, Moya Engele.
PATHE
NEWS
Released twice weekly.

BOXOFFICE

(’3G-’37

re-

4^No. 0 The Count
Development of
RADIO

STRANGER

of Ten (9) June 17
the Golden Gloves.

FLASH

The Photographer (15) . . .June 17, ’38
A
candid camera
bug runs into
difficulties over a picture.

PATHE

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

SPECIAL

$y?Quintupland (19)
The Quints against
of Northern winter.

a

Feb. 18
background

the

BROADWAY

country’s

(18)
Nick
Betty

MUSICAL
and

a

:: July 30, 1938

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

45
40
47
48
49
50
51
52

Fell. 28, ’38
WITH
LOW-

PRODUCTIONS

and

23, ’.38
Hare,

(10)
Don
Bestor
(10)
Enrico

Rich

Apr. 27
Collins,
Campo,

Bernice Parks
and
the 12 McGurns’ Dancers.
Music and Flowers (19) . . . . June 15
Block
&
Sully, Peg
Leg
Bates,
Royal
Swedish
Bell
Ringers,
Stearnes & Anavan.
Somewhere
in Paris (17) , . . Mar. 23
J. Harold Murray, Three Samuels
and
Harriet
Ben
Yost's
Varsity
Eight. Hayes,
Stars and Stripes (17)
July 6
Ed
East, Ralph
Dumke,
Ada

CARTOONS
1
4

Feed the Kitty (7)
Mar. 14, ’38
Happy
Scouts (7)
June 20
Hollywood Bowl
(7)
Mar. 28
Movie Phoney News
( . .)
May 30
Nellie, The Indian Chief’s
Daughter
(7)
Nellie the Sewing Machine
Girl (7V2)

June
Apr.

and

Jan.
May

15, ’38
7, ’38
12, ’38
18, ’38

July 9, ’38
Orchestra

and

Jan.
Orchestra

29, ‘38

(10)
Mike Riley

and

(10)
MERRIE

Jan.

15, ’38

Mar.

26, ’38

April
Club

16, ’38

Orchestra

His

Violin

Swing

July 30, ’38
(In Color)

0
11

GAY-ETIES

VITAPHONE

Apr. 23, ’38
June Aug.
25, ’38
(..)...
27

VARIETY

Alibi
Time
(11)
Radio
Ramblers.

Feb.

Crawfords, The
(10)
Juggling Fool (11)
Swing Cat’s Jamboree

Vitaphone Capers
(10) . .June
Vitaphone Gambols
(10) . .Mar.
TRUE
ADVENTURES
A

Dream

12, ’38

Apr. 9, ’38
May 14, ’38
(..).. Aug. 6
18, ’38
19, ’38

(By Floyd Gibbons)
Comes True

(11)
Dear Old Dad
(12)
The Fighting Judge

(12)

Hit and Run
(12)
Shopgirl's Evidence
Wanderlust
(12)

June 4, ’38
Apr. 16, ’38
July 2

Feb. 10, ’38
(12) . . . .Mar. 19
May 14, ’38

SERIALS

MELODIES

COLUMBIA
The Great Adventures of Wild
Bill Hickok
June 30
15 chapters.
Gordon
Elliot, Monte Blue, Carol
Wayne.
Jungle

Menace

Sept. 1

15 episodes (20), first chapter runs
(30) — Frank
Buck. Sasha Siemel.
Charlotte Henry, Rubber hijackers
in the Malayan jungle.
Mysterious Pilot, The
Dee. 9
15 episodes (19) —
Starring Capt.
Frank
Hawks
in exploits of the
Royal Canadian Air Force.
Secret of Treasure Island. . .Mar. 17
(15

episodes),

pirate’s
island.

treasure

Story
on

an

of

buried

adventurer’s

REPUBLIC
Dick Tracy Returns
15 Chapters —
Dick
Roberts.

Byrd

Aug. 20
- Dynn

A
Star Is Hatched
(7)
Apr. 2
Cinderella Meets Her Fella (8) Jul. 23
©Daffy Duck and Egghead

Fighting Devil Dogs, The . . .May 28
12 chapters. Lee Powell, Herman
Brix,
Eleanor
Stewart, Montagu
Love.

(7)
Isle of

Lone
Ranger,
15 chapters.

Pingo

Ian. 1, ’38
( . . ) . May 28, ’38

Pongo

©Jungle
Jitters (7)
Feb. 19, ’38
Katnip
Kollege
(7)
June 11, ’38
©M.v
Little Summer
Buckaroo
..Jan. 29, ’38
Now
That
Is (7)
Gone
(. . )
May
Penguin Parade (7)
Apr.
£JSneezing Weasel
(7) .. Mar.
©Woods
Are Full of Cuckoos
(7)

14, ’38
23, ’38
12, ’38
Dec.

The

Feb.

12, *38

Painted Stallion
June 5, *38
With Ray Corrigan and Hoot Gibson. The first chapters runs about
(7) and the rest average (19).
Zorro Rides Again
Nov. 28
12 episodes (20) —
John CarrollHelen Christian. The adventures
of a Mexican Robin Hood.

4
UNIVERSAL

©PICTORIAL
REVUES
(Some sequences in color)
No.
6(10)Horse Ranch;
Kellog
making of shoes.

Flaming

5, ’38
iceFeb.
hockey;

No. 7 (10)
Mar. 5, ’38
Dogs — Billiards — Lithography.
No. 8(11)
Apr. 2

Harmon-

Aug.
July

’38
’38
’38
25
’38
19
16
’38
27

OrchestraFeb.

and

Night

Barnyard Romeo
(, . )
Cheese Nappers (7)

21, ’38
Aug. 6

(11)
May 28, ’38
Henry King and His Orchestra
(10)
Dec. 25
Leon Navarro and His Orchestra

and

High-Jaelt ’n the Show
(17)
May 18, ’38
James
Barton, Bea
Saxon, The
Three
Marshalls, Starnes Foursome.

COMEDIES

Orchestra

Madriguera

(10)
Greddie

(10)
Saturday

OSWALD

May

Orchestra June

and
and

(10)
Rubinoff

Freed’s

Mar. 12, ’38
CARTOONS

Moore

Charles Althoff, Tom
Emerson's
Mountaineers, Danzi Goodell, Clair

Carl

July 23, ’38
Sept. 25

Orchestra (10)
Carl Hoff and Orchestra

St. Martin and Mac’s Boys and
Girls.
Fits & Benefits (..)
July 27
Yorke and King, Original Cotton
Club Tramp
Band, Carolyn Marsh,
The Merry Macs.

Latin Hi-Hattin (18)
Dorothy
Stone, Charles
Geraldine and
Joe, Del

Apr.
2, '38
(..)...
Aug.
27

MASTERS

Meroff

(10) Lucas
Clyde
Jan. 29, '38
Feb. 28, ’38
Mar. 21, ’38
Apr. II, ’38
Apr. 25
May 9
Jane 3
June 27

Down
on tire Barn (17) . .Feb.
Billy Jones
and
Ernest

Brown
and
ica Band.

Louisiana

VITAPHONE

Orient

Trouble (7)
and Daffy (7)

(11)
Carl “Deacon”

Moments

MENTONE

the

TUNES

MELODY
Benny

SPECIAL

( 0)
( 9)
( 9)
( 9)
( 9)
( 9)
(10)
( 9)

of

(19) story of the purchase
Mar. of
12, the
’38
The
Louisiana territory.

Waiting Around
(20)
Feb. 26
Frank Libuse, Shea and Raymond,
Margo
Brander,
Stanley Twins,
Joan Merrill.

of

Pork at the Crocadero (7) Feb. 5,
Porky’s Five and Ten (7) . Apr. 16,
Porky’s Hare Hunt
(7) .. Apr. 30,
Porky’s Party (7)
June
Porky’s Poppa
(7)
Jan. 15,
Porky’s Phoney Express (7).. Mar.
Porky’s Spring Planting (7) . July
What
Price Porky (7) . . . Feb. 26,
Wholly Smoke
(7)
Aug.

Universal

PLACES
ELL THOMAS

©Romance

©Crossroads

Injun
Porky

FOX
MOVIETONE
NEWS
Released twice weekly.

(10)
GOING

Begin

Prisoner of Swing (21) . .June 11, '38
COLORTOUR
ADVENTURES

(10)
LOONEY

Apr. 8, *38
his orchestra,
June Johnson.

20th Century-Fox

•^Breathless

Stars

My
Pop
(. . )
July 16, ’38
Stocks and Blondes (20) . .May 21, ’38
Under the Wire (20)
Mar. 26, ’38

7, ’38
5, ’38

Malayan
Jungles (10) . . . .Feb. 5, ’.38
Mechanic Illustrated (10) . June 4, ’38
Pearl of the East (10) . . .Mar. 21, '38
Tornd.ja
Apr. 30, ’38
What
theLand
World(10)
Makes

COMEDIES

EXPLOITATION

the

VITAPHONE

May
Mar.

(10)
Long Bright Land
(10)
A trip to New Zealand.

Band

Stuart and
Jane Rhodes,

17, ’38
21, ’38
Mar. 14
Apr. 18
May 2
June 6
June 20

Where

(19) young
May 28,
’38
A
dancer
makes
good
through the aid of a makeup
man.
With Evelyn Thawl, Jeffrey Lynn,
Armida,
Fritz Feld and Charley

Hold That Ball (21)
Rise
There and
Goes Sing
the (21)
Bride
Fifi D’Orsay.

(10)
The
Hermit Kingdom
Isles of Enchantment

White
Magic
(10)
Jan. 28
Winter sports filmed partly in the
Tyrolean Alps and Sun Valley.
Windward
Way
(10)
Mar. 11
A
yachting reel centering on the
Miami-Nassau
Yacht race.

Girls

TECHNICOLOR
F'oy.
ii)©Out

HEALINERS

Forget Me Knots (21)
Little Me
(21)
Wini Shaw, songstress.

New
underwater
sport “goggle
fishing” and
some
water
polo
scenes.

RADIO

Jan.
Feb.

Apr. 9, ’38
July 2, ’38
Aug. 13

Vitaphone

Swinging Mallets (10)
Apr. 1
Polo as played in Jamaica
between two crack teams.
Underwater
(9)
June 3

Twenty

45(10)
46(10)
47 ( 9)
49 ( 9)
50 ( 9)
51 ( 9)
52 ( 9)

Feb. 12, ’38
Huston, song

stylist.
Got
a
Match?
(20)
Rainbow’s
End
( . .)
UpPat
in Rooney.
Lights ( . . )

Sons of the Plains (..).. July .30, ’.38
Mauch
Twins, Rosella Towns.

Bit and Bridle (10)
May 13, *38
A
trip to Aiken, S. C., haven of
horse lovers and their horses.
In the Swim
(10)
Feb. 18
Fancy diving with champions.
Pinehurst (9)
Apr. 22
The
North-South
Open
Golf
with

FICTION

REVUES

Candid Kid, The (20)
Featuring Josephine

UNIVERSAL
NEWS
Released twice weekly.

SFORTSCOPE

Tournament
leading pros.

THAN

No. 44 ( 9)
Dec. 27
Plutocratic Plugs, Home
on the
Rails, Crime Stories Pay, Personal
School, Decoy for Coy Ducks, Go
Hang Yourself, Honest Candy Kids.

COMEDIES

Stuporvisor (17)
Feb. 25, ’38
Jack Norton runs against his wife
for city supervisor.

RKO-PATHE

PRESENTATION

The Man
Hunt
(7)
Feb. 13, ’38
The Jroblem Child (7) . . . May 16, ’38
Trade Mice (7)
Feb. 28, ’38
Tail End
(7)
Apr. 25
Voodoo Harlem
(7)
July 18
Yokel Boy Makes Good (7) . Feb. 21

TIME

No. 6.(16)
Jan. 21, ’38
“Inside Nazi Germany — 1938“
No. 7 (19)
Feb. 18, ’38
Old Dixie’s New
Boom,
One Million Missing, Russians in Exile.
ONd.
8(19)
Mar. 18

A

PARADE

No. 4(10)
Feb. 25
Depicting the cadet training school,
the Air College at Randolph Field,
T exas.

COMEDIES

Berthquakes
(16)
Errol tries his hand
child psychology.

MARCH

leases)
PATHE

Song writers ■—
bathing suits.
No. 9(10)
Making of silver
toy trains.

bowling

—

ice

No. 10 (10)
Beavers — Polo — Woolens.

—

rubber

Apr. 30, ’38
boating —
June

4, ’38

No. 11(10)
July 9, ’38
Bakelite — Greyhounds — Perfume.
No. 12 ( . - )
Aug. 13
Hollywood- Sculling-Furs.

Frontiers

July

5

15

chapters, average about 20 minutes each. With
Johnny
Mack
Brown
and Eleanor Hansen.
Flash Gordon’s Trip to
Mars
15 episodes,
each. Larry
Jean Rogers
on Mars.
Radio

Patrol

Mar. 22, *38
approximately
(20)
“Buster” Crabbe and
in exciting adventures
Oet. 4

12 episodes (20) — Grant WithersCatherine Hughes.
The
valuable
formula for flexible steel and its
possession by a number
of people
is the basis for this one.
Tim Tyler’s Luck
Dec. 26
12 episodes, first runs (19) the
others average between 18 and 20.

|
5
§

STARTING

g

BELOW
ducer:

O

SONG

U

|| WELL

NOT
FOR
GLORY — Jack Holt, Beverly Roberts
Paul Everton, Noah Beery jr. Producer: Larry
Darmour.
Director: Lewis
Collins. Original
Screenplay: Gordon Rigby.
THE
RIO GRANDE— Buck Jones. ProMonroe Shaft. Director: Elmer Clifton.

OF

THE

PRAIRIE — Charles Starrett, Sons

of the Pioneers. Producer:
Director: Sam Nelson.

Harry

L.

WILD
BILL
HICKOK — Producer:
ner (Fine Arts). Director: Sam
ginal: Frances Guihan.

2

GANG
BUGLETS — Producer: E. B. Derr.
Original: Harrison Jacobs.
Screenplay: John
T.

GIRLS’

SCHOOL — Margaret Tallichet, Anne Shirley, Nan Grey, Ralph Bellamy, Marjorie Main.
JUVENILE
COURT — Paul Kelly, Rita Haworth,
Producer:
Irving
Briskin.
Director: John
Robert Kent, Henry Taylor, David Gorcey. ProBrahm.
Original: Tess Slesinger. Screenplay:
ducer: Irving Briskin. Director: D. Ross LedTess Slesinger, Richard Sherman.
erman.
Original: Robert Kent, Henry Taylor.

Franklyn WarNewfield. Ori-

SHADOWS
OVER
CHINA— James
Dunn. Linda
Grey, Robert Barratt, Edward Woods. Producer:
Fine Arts. Director: Charles Lamont.

WANTED
BY
THE
Producer: Lindsley

Neville.

POLICE
—
Frankie Darro.
Parsons. Director: Howard

Bretherton. Original: Donn O’Mullally. Screenplay: Sally Sandlin.
STARLIGHT
OVER
TEXAS — Tex Ritter, Horace
Murphy, Carmen
La Roux. Snub Pollard. Producer: Edward Finney. Director: Wallace Fox.

STABLEMATES — Wallace
s
.

O

^

OUT

BEST

WITH

THE

Original: Kay Van Riper.

«

Producer:

.

<

OH

HARDYS — Mickey

ney, Lewis Stone, Fay Holden, Ann
Harry

Rapf.

Director:

Roo-

Rutherford.

George

Seitz.

ST. LOFIS
BLUES — George Raft, Dorothy
Lamour, Tito Guizar, Elizabeth Patterson, Maxine
Sullivan, William
Frawley,
Jerome
Cowan.

Producer:

Jeff Lazarus.

Director:

Raoul

Walsh.

Minor
Rapf.

Beery,

Mickey

William

Thomas.

O
RANGER
CODE — George O'Brien, Rita Hayworth,
^
Tim
Holt, Ray Whitley.
Producer: Bert GilCC
roy. Director: Dave Howard.

20T
H-F
OX

Pj THE
RETURN
OF BILLY
THE
KID — Roy Rogers,
pg
Smiley Burnette. Lynn Roberts. Producer: Joe
Kane.
Director: Joe Kane.

Producer: Edward
Chodorov.
Director: Rhe'.nold SchunzqJ. Original: Edith Ellis. Screenplay: Jerome Chodorov, Joseph Fields.
VACATION
FROM
LOVE— Robert Young, FlorTHE
GREAT
WALTZ
—
Fernand Gravet, Luise
ence Rice. Producer: John Considine jr. DiRainer, Lionel Atwill, Herman
Bing, Hugh
rector: Edwin
L. Marin.
Original: Harland
Herbert. Producer: Bernard Hyman.
Director:
Ware. Patterson McNutt.
Screenplay: PatterJulien Duvivier.
Screenplay: Samuel
Hoffenson McNutt.
stein, Walter Reisch.

ZAZA — Claudette Colbert, Herbert Marshall, Bert
Lahr, Helen Westley, Genevieve Tobin.
Producer: Albert Lewin.
Director: George Cukor.
Screenplay: Zoe Akins.
OF
ALCATRAZ — Gail Patrick, Lloyd Nolan, J. Carrol Naish, Stanley Morner, Anthony
Quinn.
Producer: William LeBaron.
Director:
Robert Florey.

PECK’S
BAD
BOY
AT
THE
CIRCUS
—
Tommy
Kelly. Producer: Sol Lesser (Principal). Director: Eddie Cline. Original: George W. Peck.
Screenplay: Robert Neville, David Boehm,
A1
Martin.
THE
MAD
MISS
MANTON — Barbara
Stanwyck,
Eleanor Hansen, Henry Fonda, Whitney Bourne,
Sam
Levene, Frances Mercer.
Producer: P. J.
Wolfson.
Director: Leigh
Jason.
Orig.nal:
Wilson Collison. Screenplay: Philip G. Epstein.
TENTH
AVENUE
KID
—
Bruce Cabot, Beverly
Roberts, Horace
McMahon.
Producer: Harry
EVERYTHING
HAPPENS
TO US — James Gleason,
Grey. Director: Bernard Vorhaus.
Russell Gleason, William
Bakewell, Gay
SeaPALS
OF THE
SADDLE — John Wayne, Ray Corbrook, Paul Harvey.
Producer: James Gleason.
rigan, Max
Terhune (Three Mesquiteers), DorOriginal: James
Gleason.
Screenplay: Paul
een McKay.
Producer: William Berke.
DirecGerard Smith, Jack Townley.
tor: George Sherman.
Original: William Colt
MacDonald.

THE
LADY
AND
THE
COWBOY— Gary Cooper,
Merle Oberon, David Niven, Walter Brennan,
Benita Hume.
Producer: Samuel Goldwyn.
Director: H. C. Potter. Screenplay: S. N. Behrman,
Sonya Levien.
Original: Leo McOarey,
Frank R. Adams.
MADE
FOR
EACH
OTHER
—
Carole
James
Stewart, Walter
Cameron.
David O. Selznick. Director: John
Screenplay: Jo Swerling.

THAT

CHEER—

Producer : Max

H.

Golden.

WB-

FN

SWING

2
DAWN
PATROL
—
Errol Flynn, George
Mj*
Patric Knowles, David Niven. Producer:
PQ
Lord. Director: Edmund
Gouldlng.
Es

RICH
MAN,
POOR
GIRL
—
Robert Young, Lew
Ayres, Ruth Hussey, Guy Kibbee, Lana Turner.

CAMERA
DAREDEVILS— Brian
Donlevy, John
King, Lynn Bari, Wally Vernon, Jonathan Hale.
Producer: Sol Wurtzel. Director: James Tinling.
Screenplay: Robert Ellis, Helen Logan.
HOLD
THAT
COED — George Murphy,
Marjorie
Weaver, Jack Haley, Glenn Morris, Elaine Barrie, John Barrymore.
Producer: David Hempstead. Director: George
Marshall.
Original
Screenplay: Karl Tunberg, Don Ettlinger.

vn

O

Rooney,

Watson, Arthur Hohl.
Producer: Harry
Director: Sam
Wood.

KING
ILLEGAL
TRAFFIC — Producer:
Director: Louis King.

a

COMPLETED

Decker.

^

g

ALONG

Brent,
Robert

Lombard,
Producer:
Cromwell.

YOUTH
TAKES
A
FLING — Andrea
Leeds, Joel
McCrea, Virginia Grey, Isabel Jeans, Willie Best,
Helen Parrish. Producer: Joe Pasternak. Director: Archie Mayo.
Screenplay: Myles Connolly. Original: Phil Epstein.

HEART
OF THE
NORTH — Ann
Sheridan, Janet
Kay Chapman,
Dick Foran, Allen Jenkins. Producer: Bryan Foy. Director: Lew Seiler. Screenplay: George Bricker. Original: Peter B. Kyne.
TORCHY
BLANE
GETS
HER
MAN— Glenda Farrell, Barton MacLane.
Producer: Bryan Foy.

BOXOFFICE

:: July 30, 1938

EQUIPMENT.

THEATRES.

(?leatlna 4jou5e

SERVICES

Classified Ads 10c Per Word, Payable in Advance.
GENERAL
COME

HERE

EQUIPMENT

WHERE

USED

EVERY

DAY

IS

BARGAIN
DAY.
10 »/4" Reflector Conversion Kits, for Peerless or Strong, all
parts, only $14.95. Handsome, sturdy metal
exit signs, 39c. Optical porthole glass,
sq. in., 6c. Used Soundheads, $15.00 up.
Used Amplifiers, $19.50 up. Exciter Lamps,
fresh stock, 29c each. Projection lenses,
Series I, $5.95. Loads of swell buys always
on hand. S.O.S., 636-Eleventh
York.

NEW

Ave., New
7-30

$17.50. S.O.S., 636-Eleventh
York.

Ave.,

New
7-30

CONDITIONING

BARGAINS — Reconditioned Arctic NuAir American blowers, noiseless drives,
hydraulic variable speed pulleys. New air
washer. Catalog mailed. Southern Air
Conditioning Corp., 101-A Walton
lanta, Ga.
FOR

SHORT

TIME

THEATRE

ONLY,

FOR SALE —
RCA sound equipment,
complete with soundheads and speakers.
Two five-point Simplex
Ampere switches. Post
Lancaster,

bases with
Office Box

Pa.

100749,
8-6

CHAIRS

HEADQUARTERS.

Thousands

DON'T LET PATRONS
THE WRONG
WAY WITH

9th St., Kansas

FOR SALE — 2,500 opera chairs. Spring
seats, upholstered backs, all in excellent
condition. National Theatre Supply Co.,
255 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco.
7-30
WE MANUFACTURE
both plywood and
upholstered chairs in twenty -five styles.
Write for catalog. Changing plywood seats
to cushioned seats a specialty. The Southern Desk Co., Hickory, N. C.
8-20

:: July 30, 1938

City, Mo.

WANTED — Buy
Write particulars.
E. 9th St., Kansas

8-13

or lease small theatres.
B-1009, Boxoffice, 4704
City, Mo.
7-30

FINANCIAL

HELP

WANTED

ORGANIZING
to build six theatres, California towns that are theatreless; want
capital for one or all. 4526 El Cajon, San
Diego.

Cal.

7-30

HELP WANTED
WANTED — Operator. Write Ritz Theatre, Ashland, Kas.
7-30

TWO
bases.

COMPLETELY
overhauled guaranteed Motiograph projectors, de luxe
Two low intensity Morelite lamp

houses, like new. Very reasonable. Stanley Theatre Supply Co., 1235 South Wabash, Chicago.
7-30

WRITE
FOR bargain list of used, rebuilt theatre equipment; opera chairs,
Simplex and Powers projectors, sound
equipment, etc. Movie Supply Co., Ltd.,
Dept. O, 1318 So. Wabash,

SPRAY

Chicago.

8-6

NOZZLES

SPRAY
NOZZLES, fool-proof, waterbroken to finest misty spray; lots of 100 or
more,

40 cents; less 45 cents. G. A. Peterson, 2620 Charlotte St„ Kansas City, Mo.
tf (b4-9)

THEATRES

FOR

Sedgwick

Sign

3-3770.

tf
WILL buy, sell or lease theatres. M. S.
England, 86 Van Braam St., Pittsburgh,
Pa.
tf (6-18)

Writer.

BUSINESS

years experience.
Sober. Reliable.
Boxoffice,

Mo.

7-30

EXPERIENCED
PROJECTIONIST
—
Married; eight years experience on RCA,
Western Electric, Simplex. Would like decent job anywhere. B-1010, Boxoffice,
4704 E. 9th St., Kansas City, Mo.
7-30

PHOTO
FOR

ENLARGEMENTS

LOBBIES — Fronts — tieups

finest

quality. Any size. 30x40 including negative $2.75. Write M. S. Photo Service, 517
45th St., New

York

City.

8-6

BOOKS
SELLING

LIKE

HOT-CAKES

—

AND

ALMOST
AS GOOD.
Sloane’s “Motion
Picture Projection,” Mancall’s “Servicing
Projection Equipment,” and
Benson’s
"Fundamentals of Television,” whole bundle only $1.39. S.O.S., 636-Eleventh Ave.,
New York.
7-30

RECOVERING

ARTIFICIAL LEATHER
MOLESKIN—
81c per yd.; Sateen 60c yd. Six seats
from two yards. Samples on request.
Commercialeather,

116 Merrimac

DUPLICATING
HAND

Forms

E.
8-6

PROJECTIONIST — Five years experience. References. Sober, reliable. B-1008,
Boxoffice, 4704 E. 9th St., Kansas City,

OPPORTUNITIES

HAVE
EXCELLENT
LOCATION
for
colored theatre in Durham, N. C. Will
build modern theatre building for lease
7-30
to reliable party. Address B-1001, Boxoffice, 4704 E. 9th St., Kansas City, Mo.

4704

City, Mo.

SEAT
FOR SALE — 400-seat theatre in Texas
county seat; no opposition, operating
seven days a week in town of 1,750 people.
B-1004, Boxoffice, 4704 E. 9th St., Kansas
City, Mo.
7-30

WANTED

B-1003,

9th St., Kansas

West

SALE

BRONX
OPERA HOUSE theatre building. 442 East 149th St., New York City,
for sale or lease. Phone

POSITIONS

PROJECTIONIST — 8
References. Married.

GET RUBBED
POOR SEATS.

17,000 American Seating, Ideal, Irwin, other famous makes — biggest variety veneer
and upholstered at 75c up. Free List 15-P.
S.O.S., 636-Eleventh Ave., New York. 7-30

WANTED

$3,000 CASH for exclusive theatre. Must
be bargain. B-1005, Boxoffice, 4704 E.

2 POWERS
6B’s, lamps, Leroy sound,
complete. What offers? Box 112, St. Vincent,
Minn.
8-6

FAMOUS

used chairs, spring-edge, box-spring and
veneers at 85 cents and up. We remodel
chairs in your theatre. Stanley Theatre
Supply Co., 1235 South Wabash, Chicago.
7-30

BOXOFFICE

THEATRES

EQUIPMENT

BARGAIN — Make me offer. Walker
sound screen used 14 months, size 16x12,
good condition. Dixie Theatre, Brooksville,
Fla.
7-30

St., Attf (4-2)

MODEL
‘A’ ZEPHYR-COOLAIRE
BLOWER, 6500 CFM
capacity, with 1 /3 H.P.
Motor, V-belt, oversize ball bearings,
sturdy construction, now only $75.65. Will
handle to 300 seats, or use as exhaust fan.
Plenty other air conditioning needs. Get
free facts. S.O S., 636-Eleventh Ave., New
York.
7-30

CHAIR

$1.00. Display Rates on Request

EQUIPMENT

PROMINENT
SMPE
MEMBER
HAS
JUST
DEVELOPED
NEW
PRECISION
TEST
REEL
FOR
PROJECTION
and
sound. Combination visual, sound tests,
for all sound track adjustment. Indicates
travel ghost, sidesway, picture jump, etc.
Contains visual targets and constant level
frequencies. W. E. Mirrophonic recording.
Truly simplified, easily understood. With
full instructions, $29.50. 16mm edition

AIR

Minimum

OPERATED

St., Boston. 10-15

MACHINES
DUPLICATORS.

Print handbills, notices, etc., 3 x/2 x 5 V2
inches, in one or more colors in a single
operation. Matter may be typewritten or
hand

drawn. Only $2.45 postpaid. Arnold Shanberg, 4001 Benton Blvd., Kansas
City, Mo.

close Mf»nr)a> noon firccecling publication »!«♦«.

NATIONAL MAGAZINES
RADIO FILM CRITICS
MONOGRAM’S
OF
THE

ME
The

Weekly

rl<!

If I could see movies as good as this
one, once or twice a week — I’d be a
picture fan year in and year out . . .
The picture has some delightful songs

N«»«maga2i

Frank melodrama

Rio Grande

based on the Mexi-

can border legend of a rough-riding
Robin Hood of the last century. Its
tall, broad, swashbuckling hero isjohn
Carroll . . . who resembles Ronald

— but it’s not a musical comedy. For
the entire family, I promise a pleasant
hour in — "Rose of the Rio Grande.”

Colman, has a hint of Douglas Fairagility, and sings in a rich concert banks’
baritone.

JIMMY

★★

(Good to Excellent)

They’ve got something here. His name
is John Carroll. He is tall, dark, handsome, young and the happy possessor
of one of those at-last-we-are-alonedarling voices. Considering the pulling
power of Messrs. Eddy, Crosby, and
Powell when they begin giving out their
dulcet tones, we feel this newcomer can

Lively, Robin
Hoodish ro
remtm
mantl< adventur
e tale"
Westerns, bu
t with con

yderably more
The lovely Movita
and Z
r'.f y an,d h'storic interest'

lcnt romantic
team.
as
as well
'm.f
l° j*J kIi
n CarnS J°h

roll *HC

lent m

Preview: Here is a

co-stars, John

Carroll and

Movita. Carroll, tall, dark ’n’ handsome, with a beautiful baritone voice,
shows promise

of being another

reason why girls leave home.

brigandage in Mexico one hundred years ago.
Use Smart Scmm

Magaaise

Brisk in its dramatic inventions, colorful with the
swashbuckling heroics of romantic melodrama,
here is enjoyable entertainment for the whole family. John Carroll is splendid as the singing hero,
and Movita is a most pleasing Mexican belle.

picture in the current vogue for
action films. ..Chief interest lies in the
two

You’ll catch this someplace and you'll like it.
Movita is really lovely, and John Carroll is
excellent as the hero in a story concerning the

tS’ make an exceI-

■walk right into the boys’ club.

Recommended

FIDLER

RADIE

HARRIS

“Today’s white-haired boy’’

“ROLL
SLEEVES

cooperative tie-ups.
Judy Garland sings two hit songs by
Gordon and Revel, published by Leo Feist,
Inc., for music promotion via radio, bands,
etc. Use the sheet music. Electrical transcription free to radio stations.

This issue of “The Lion’s Roar” is dedicated to“LOVE FINDS ANDY HARDY!’

A rare combination

MICKEY ROONEY
FOR PRESIDENT!
What

“HARDY CLUBS” being formed everywhere. Sponsored by local newspaper,

this country needs is a bigger budget

of belly-laughs. When Mickey’s name appears in an ad, when his generous grin
expands on the screen the public chuckles
in anticipation. M-G-M has built another
solid box-office draw for you, another Star
added to your wealth of M-G-M Stars!
★ ★ ★ ★ ★

FINE TALK!

“ ‘LOVE

FINDS

ANDY

HARDY

’ is first

rate.” — BOX-OFFICE.
“The picture
has what it takes.” — M. P. DAILY. “Has
9000 showmen
FREE

got this autographed

(Write M-G-M

★

★

★

photo

if you didn’t)

★

★

IT’S A SMASH AT
THE BOX-OFFICE!
Good news from everywhere. Los Angeles
Day & Date engagement at Chinese
and State biggest at both theatres since
“Test Pilot” with extra performance necessary at each one to handle crowds.
Capitol, N. Y. beats “Three
and held for 2nd Week.

Comrades”

Week-end openings in 27 key cities
(mostly rainy!) all doing from 123% to
160% of normal business, including Waterbury, Reading, Wilmington, Worcester,
Houston, Atlanta, Richmond, Harrisburg,
New Orleans, Kansas City, Hartford,
Providence.

BOYS!”

Showmen are doing their stuff. It’s a
pleasure to promote. For money, honey!
Six national manufacturers selling Judy
Garland apparel. Thousands of dollars
spent in clothing trade journals to acquaint stores with window and newspaper

EXTRA!
Because it’s not only the answer to every
exhibitor’s
prayer, but also just what the
doctor ordered.

UP THE

radio station, theatre. Promoting youthful recreation and better understanding
between children and parents. Schools,
Y.M.C.A. and Y.W.C.A. cooperating, developing into a big nationwide promotion
for the Hardy series.
Appeal of picture to newspaper-reading
home folks makes press cooperation, contests, etc., welcome.
Actual Hardy Families entertained by local hotel with newspaper tie-in; introduced on radio ; interviewed by press ;
invited to performance.
A million ideas in the press-sheet. Get it!

everything that an ‘A’ picture should
have.”— M. P. HERALD. “Will take its
place alongside anything to come out of
Hollywood this season.” — DAILY
VARIETY. “Tops in this series. Terrific
appeal.”— HOLLYWOOD
REPORTER.
“For every type of audience, sparkling
comedy, warm human emotion.”— FILM
DAILY. “Finest of the series.”— SHOWMEN’S TRADE REVIEW. “Rates high
bracket allocation.” — VARIETY. “As
welcome as the sunshine.” — N.Y. DAILY
NEWS. “More genuine entertainment
than many super-specials.” — JOURNALAMERICAN.
“Drop whatever you are
doing and rush to see it.” — WORLDTELEGRAM.
“Sheer joy. Deservedly
popular series.” — SUN. “Friendly, likeable show.” — TIMES. “Best of the series.
Exceedingly
TRIBUNE

entertaining.” —

HERALD-

As we go to press 13 single bill situations
doing sensational business!
And how those HARDYS are growing!
Wait ’till you compare the business of
“LOVE FINDS ANDY
HARDY” with
“Judge Hardy’s Children.” More than
double at Hartford, St. Louis, Philadelphia,
Atlanta, Houston, Nashville and beating

Above is front cover of a 4 -page herald
to help you start new season business
pick-up with a bang!

“Captains Courageous” in 13 of the first
27 key city engagements.

Write to THE LION’S ROAR, 1540
Broadway, N. Y. C. for a free sample or
for prices, stating quantity desired.

Small town business absolutely phenomenal! For instance at random, Tom’s
River, N. J. beats “Test Pilot,” “Rosalie,”
“Double Wedding,” “Saratoga” and
“Maytime.” In York, Pa.; Hazelton, Pa.;
Stroudsburg, Pa.; Beach Haven, N. J. and
other small towns it leads four out of
those five comparative Big Ones !
Just the beginning! Get on the band
wagon and ride right up to the bank !

“LOVE FINDS ANDY
one of the Big Ones.

UP GOES YOUR

AD-BUDGET!

(Many exhibitors are running the above
ad after opening. A smart change of
scheduling that keeps business hot for a
hold-over!)

HARDY”

But the slogan of the herald
whole M-G-M story . . .

“Happy Days Are Here Again!”

is just

tells the
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IT MEANS

A BILL

OF RIGHTS

IN ONE form or another, it is well within the framework of the facts to point

out the government's suit was anticipated. From the focal point in Washington, pre-filing indications presaged a criminal action, carrying with it ugly spectres
of federal prison as well as fines. That the procedure is in equity and on that
one

score

alone, the industry

of relief. There

is no

reason

is privileged to draw, and should
for anyone

There is no reason, also, to go wild-eyed

draw, a deep sigh

on any of the counts charged
and

indignant

or to pull a

persecution complex out of a convenient closet for comfort's sake.
nothing in the light of the realistic situation and are apt to befuddle
come

when

What

clear thinking will be the essential

now

confronts

circumstances
must

pass.

through
That

this industry is nothing
which

all big business,

the department

to go to jail.
convenient
They prove
the days to

of the plot unfoldment.
more,

nothing

at some

less than

a

set of

juncture in its development,

of justice charges

monopoly

and

believes

it

in the public good to compel the divorcement of exhibition from production and distribution, itis essential to bear in mind, proves nothing. The demonstration and the
proof are yet to come and will take many months, if not a few years, to establish,
if at all. The battle has not ended; it has not even been launched.
We believe it rational and also very much pro-industry to draw attention to the
fact that some of the trade practices which the government alleges now lead to a
monopoly

have

never

Topsy's phenomenal
on. They now work
them

acceptance,

By the same

and

been

clearly defined

legally.

They represent something

like

growth. They were evolved, or they happened. They caught
through application constantly affixed to a degree which gives
much

approach,

opposition,
it must

be

in the fabric of the industry.
recognized

that some

of them

call for un-

winding, readjustment or elimination. The very existence of the distributors' committee currently engaged in self-regulation makes this thoroughly clear.
It seems
of work

to us, therefore, and

to come and despite
looked little or nothing should

by a general

approach,

that, despite the pressure

the burden of the cost, the federal action which
not be entirely unwelcome.

over-

It brings many bitter bones of contention into the clearing for final condemnation
or sanction, for clarification or modification. It paves the way for an ultimate bill
of rights under

which

satisfying knowledge
importantly,

above

the industry may
that its business

all law suits as well.

function peacefully
deportment

and

is above

confidently

all conjecture

in the
and,

REMODELED BLOCK BOOKING SYSTEM STYMIES
SELF - REGULATION; EXPECT EVENTUAL CURE
Cancellation Also Tough
Problem in Revival
Of Parleys
New

York — Reconstruction

Far

From

of the block

Accord

However, the program itself is somewhat removed from the finishing mark.
Boxoffice

learns

that

a

vast

amount

of

ground

has been covered. The sub-committee, composed of William F. Rodgers,
M-G-M; Ned E. Depinet, RKO, and Abe
Montague, Columbia, has sweated and
poured over obscure complaints, as well
as the obvious ones. Its enterprise is
known to have encompassed not only all
of the major beefs registered by any exhibitor anywhere, but also squawks developing in near and remote situations on
near and remote distributor practices.
Those who are familiar with the extent of
the job essayed so far point to this approach as a conclusive bit of evidence to
demonstrate how serious and how all-embracing the sub-committee has endeavored
to make its efforts.
The fly in the ointment now is the government’s anti-trust suit. If it had not
been filed, the reasonable conclusion is
that the committees, major and sub, would
have been close to completion of their
task and, by this time, would have been
preparing to issue their call for exhibitors
to convene in New York for the round
robin out of which the ultimate program
will emerge.
The federal action, however, presages a
delay of probably a month, although it
may be less. The delay is occasioned by
the belief that it now becomes advisable
to harken back to the beginning and, with
the government’s malpractice charges as
a guide, revamp points previously agreed
upon along even more liberal lines. In
other words, and while the decisions on
matters such as block booking, unreasonable protection, designated playdates,
score charges and others of that wellknown ilk are viewed as “taking care” of
the average exhibitor complaint, the reaction of the committee now is that it

4

Return to Starting Point
Forced by Federal
"Divorce" Suit

The strategy behind this plan was covered in its essence in the last edition of

booking system to make the compulsory
element less onerous and, at the same time,
to continue this long-established selling
method is the most baffling job confronting the distributors’ self-regulation commit e . A formula mutually agreeable
may have to go beyond the Kent-SchenckSpitz committee for determination by the
boards of directors of each of the major
companies.
Sneaking up behind this stumbling block
as No. 2 villain in the piece is cancellations and the percentage bracket to be
agreed upon for them. Aside from this
pair of current insolubles, the committee
is on solidly constructive ground where
other trade practices are involved.
Still

would be advisable to comb over earlier
arrived at conclusions in a wholesale effort to ascertain if further concessions are
not possible. One informed quarter asserts they are.

Boxoffice.

In seeking

to eliminate,

in toto,

or to remedy, in part, those trade practices which immediately lend themselves
to treatment, the theory goes a substantial portion of the government’s charges,
as sweeping as they are, can be routed out
of the picture and with it exhibitor witnesses who might do the complaining on
the stand for the prosecution.
The inside history of the block booking
impasse traces to the inability of the subcommittee to get together on a rule of
procedure. One of the great difficulties
had to do with country towns and a typical case in point cited the inability of
small town operators whose situations may
be closed in buying a picture like “Snow
White” under a normal distribution procedure of compelling the purchase of the
rest of RKO's output, or half of it
way, in order to get the one picture.
cific mention of the Disney feature
RKO as its distributor, it is pointed

anySpeand
out.

is for purposes of illustration only and
does not necessarily constitute an authenticated instance.
It is recognized that cases such as this
one are unfair to the exhibitor and have
given rise to much protest over the block
booking system. It is similarly recognized
that, insofar as what is now construed as
normal selling procedure goes, the distributor feels he is entitled to get all that
he can while the getting is good. This
merely represents one of the apparently
incurable situations which sales managers
persistently present before the committee.
Unable to arrive at any conclusion of its
own, the sub-committee then appealed to
its governing committee. However, S. R.
Kent was vacationing in Maine. Nicholas
M. Schenck was in Hollywood. Leo Spitz
preferred not to determine an issue held
to be so vital on his own and efforts to
reach a conclusion via telephone and mail
ultimately proved to be unsatisfactory.
Rejection

Legal Strategy
Raises
New

Queries

York — While

the major

com-

panies are fully determined to evidence their good intentions by extending relief on trade practices regardless of the government’s suit and, at
the same time, hope to vitiate much
of the federal charges by so doing,
there appear to be doubts in some
responsible quarters over the efficacy
of such a plan.
The strategy seeks to reduce the
potential list of witnesses for the prosecution by eliminating the bases of
complaints. In other words, if unreasonable protection can be made
reasonable, it is calculated that, with
the disappearance of the original
causes for such complaints, will also go
witnesses.
However, the legal point mulled over
in that connection is this:
The government suit is predicated
on past and current alleged misdemeanors. Will their elimination by
future action remove the basis of the
original charge?
There is division on the answer,
but regardless of that, the committee
on self -regulation is of the frame of
mind to proceed on the elimination
basis anyway.

Privilege

Snag

No. 2 — cancellations — likewise are proving a tough nut to crack. The difficulty
on that score stems to some of the sales
managers who are adhering to a straight
statistical approach and give as a typical
argument their mathematical conclusion
that a 20 per cent cancellation privilege
on a theoretical $15,000,000 gross means a
cool $3,000,000 shrinkage a year. Coupled
with this type of argument is the openly
expressed fear no company can stand
such a reduction in volume business.
The rebuttal, however, is twofold and
goes in this fashion: (1) and (2) if exercised, the playdates go to some other distributor which means the combined volume
for the majors remains untouched although some in one year may get more
than the other with the reverse obviously
following in succeeding years.
Regardless of what the determined percentage bracket may be, it seems pretty
well defined that there will be no “gimmicks” trailing it, but that the concession
will be a straight, unharnessed cancellation clause with stipulations on series of
pictures or average costs and the like entirely eliminated.
As an indication of the point of view
of the committee

Boxoffice

upon

is Kent’s statement

his return

to New

to

York

from his vacation. He declared much of
the earlier work of the committee of which
he is chairman has been “kicked out” by
the federal suit. Company lawyers now
are sitting in on resumed deliberations,
net only with the government charges
playing a part in the advice they are offering but the legality of the committee’s
findings, current and future, as well.
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NAT'L CIRCUITS, IN STRATEGY MOVE, SHYING
CLEAR OF EXPANSION WHILE 0. S. SUIT PENDS
No

Plans

for Wholesale

Acquisition Drives on
Tap, Anyway

Ready

York

—

Producer-exhibitors

will

tread cautiously during the life — and it
bids fair to be a lengthy one — of the government suit by sticking to their knitting
and abstaining from any expansion in the
theatre field.
The advice has been furnished them by
their counsel who have concluded it would
be the strategic step to follow in the light
of the department of justice proceedings
to compel a divorcement of exhibition
from production and distribution.
The plan will present no hardships.
Those familiar with circuit operations and,
therefore, in a position to know declare no
such stepping out in wholesale is in the
minds
way.

of any

of the national

Were the converse
imposed restriction

chains

any-

to be true, the selfwould constitute a

short-sighted piece of business in that
these properties would have to be discarded in the event the government is
(Continued

on

column

"Lights,

3)

York— Following

opinion

of the three

judges

All Offers Coming to Chain
Headquarters Being

Seeking
Dismissal

Case

Fargo
New

Paul
New

Decree

the

upholding

the

Rejected Now

unanimous

Minneapolis
North

and

St.

Dakota

(Continued

from

column

1)

theatre divorcement law, Simpson, Thacher & Bartlett, attorneys for Paramount,
are drafting a decree to present to the

successful in pursuing its suit.
In the meantime and representing the
normal flow of business, offers involving

U. S. supreme
the case.

new

Papers

are

court

seeking

scheduled

dismissal

to be

of

submitted

to the court next week. Paramount’s
counsel is trying to agree with attorneys
for the state of North Dakota on the form
of decree.
papers

no

soon

as this is done

By the same juncture, it is understood
this blanket policy does not bear on deals
negotiated prior to the launching of the

the

government’s action.
Viewed as a step to insure its intention
of obtaining a
temporary injunction
against further acquisitions as rapidly as
possible in the light of extensions which

will be sent to Fargo.

Despite
would

As

previous

be taken

reports

from

that

an

appeal

the unanimous

ver-

dict, counsel for Paramount now s'ates
definite decision has been made and,

since the state is not pushing

the matter,

attorneys with Simpson, Thacher & Bartlett are leisurely mapping their plan of
procedure. However, legal procedure provides that before an appeal can be taken
a decree must be filed with the court.

"An

Camera ”

properties or the purchase of existing properties are regularly reaching the
head offices of the five big circuits. All
of them, however, are being rejected.

will be granted for filing answers to subpoenas, the government shortly will go
into federal court with a special motion
for such an injunction. Major circuit
heads

are aware of the move, but are discounting its importance because of their
self-imposed decision not to expand until
they know where they stand.

Unexpected

Role ”
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CRITICISMS are heading the way
ol the joint committee

han-

dling "Motion Picture's Greatest
Year." But the personnel of that
committee and its allied offshoots
expects it.
It understands that, in as sweeping a task as the one undertaken
in whipping

up a nation-wide, industry-wide advertising and exploitation campaign almost over night,
the best might be good, or very
good,
fect.

but not by any

means

per-

And it is very good, as well as
something moderately approaching
the slightly miraculous when you
get a quick idea of the vast organizational activities beyond the decision to go ahead.
There was the matter of money;
someone has to pay for full page
and

ads of lesser size in practically every daily newspaper in
America. There was the matter of

finding the men to prepare the job
and follow it through; they have
their regular duties to perform, as
well. There is the matter of tying
in independent exhibitors, exploitation men, Chambers of Commerce,
newspapers, radio, Hollywood and,
running through it all, a very apparent desire to give the greatest number the greatest satisfaction.
Most of the money has been found.
Producers are pledged for $500,000;
affiliated circuits for $250,000 and

saw

assembled the most representative gathering of theatre power
since Washington and the code, not
a. solitary opposing voice was raised
to the broad, general plan. Thereby its endorsement was obviously
sounded. It was concern over the
manner in which subsequent runs

would

fit in that caused the speculation, but the word is around now
that even this has been satisfactorily
explained and, thus, met.
The committee, as a matter of fact,
believes the contest leans preponderantly toward all of those theatres
beyond first runs. The competition

starts September 1, covers all releases up to and including October
31 and closes December 31. However, August releases are included,
although first runs will not benefit
thereby. They fit in with attractions
they play during September and
October.
Subsequents
withwill
60 get
days'
protection to observe
August
releases in October, September stuff
in November and October releases
in December. Where protection may
be shorter, the span naturally is
shorter and where it is longer, the
reverse likewise applies. The point
is that the subsequents, with no
week stands and with double features, will have opportunity to play
more

perhaps

with

a bit beyond. In the endeavor to have the independent exhibitors, in circuits or in solo, kick in
the remaining and necessary

Yet it is significant and loaded with
interest that at the meeting which

$250,000, the ten cents-a-seat idea
was evolved. That strikes as feasible and reasonable, too.

The " Added

Kick"

The industry actually is going to
town this time. Aside from the usual
advantage of a new season, accompanied as it always is by the best
production foot of all studios forward, the forthcoming advertising
deluge and the generous contest
fillip are expected to furnish an additional kick, and should.
It is in connection with the contest
that headaches and brain aches
have bothered the committee. At
the Astor Hotel meeting a few days
ago and as vaguely defined as the
"Movie

Quiz" plan then was, objections rose quickly enough and
they came from men who ran first
runs as well as subsequents.

of the approximate 80 new releases embraced in the contest than

the first runs. That's how the committee figures the breaks work out.

Best for the Most
It is understood and appreciated
that not all classes of runs are, nor
can they be, covered in this or any
other contest that may be devised
to operate in a three or four-month
period. Too many different types
of situations spread over the face of
the

industry. The conclusion, arrived at after day meetings and

night meetings,
feasible scheme

called for the most
to blanket as many

situations as possible and

to let it

go at that.
Lapses in releases because of failure of the distributor to deliver or
because of production involvements
which make meeting a release date
impractical, if not impossible, are to
be covered in the rules which will
make

it essential for only 30 questions to be answered. This is de(Continued
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with

TYRONE

POWER

ALICE
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• FAYE • AMECHE
and

ETHEL MERMAN

* JACK HALEY

JEAN HERSHOLT • HELEN WESTLEY
JOHN CARRADINE • PAUL HURST
WALLY VERNON • RUTH TERRY
DOUGLAS FOWLEY • EDDIE COLLINS
CHICK CHANDLER
Directed
Associate
Kathryn

Producer

Scola

and

Lamar

Dances

Featuring
26

a pageant

favorites

"NOW

BE

King

Harry Joe Brown.
Trotti. Adaptation
staged

TOLD”

F. Zanuck,

THE KEYSTONE

Berlin

and
and

including

hits of tomorrow,

WALKING

in Charge

OF YOUR

Sherman.

Felix.

melodies

2 smash
"MY

Screen play by

by Richard

by Seymour

of Irving

of yesteryear

IT CAN

Darryl

by Henry

STICK”

of Production

FUTURE

STAR-GAZERS, DOPING FUTURES, SEE DIVORCE
ROUGHING, NOT EASING, INDEPENDENTS' ROAD

New Unaffiliated Chains
Without Obligation to
Customers Seen

New

By CLAUDIUS

PTOLEMY*

York — They’re

reading

things

By BILL

The government seeks to have Loew’s,
Inc., originally a theatre company, separate itself from production and distribution. If the courts were to hold this valid,
it is suggested a new and unaffiliated corporation would be formed to engage in
the making and selling of pictures. It
might be called the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Corp., and it will be remembered that until
recently there was a company by that
name engaged in exactly those functions.
It Might

Work

Under

a new setup, it might be presumed, for example, that A1 Lichtman
would replace Nicholas M. Schenck as
president and sever all official connection
with Loew’s, Inc. Schenck would continue
as head of the latter company, but divorce
himself from any affiliation or activity
with the producing and distributing unit.
There, furthermore, would be no crisscrossing of management or directorate by
one company with the other.
Loew’s, free from production and distribution, and exclusively a theatre operator, then would be within its legal rights
and within the framework of normally
accepted business procedure to step out
in as many directions as its management
may deem advisable. Actually and as a
matter of record, today that circuit is
known to have remained out of a number of theatre situations where it felt
the opportunity was attractive because
existing operators have been customers of
its affiliated and controlled producing
organization for many years. There is
substantial reason to believe this condition currently applies to every other major
company now engaged in the three chief
branches of the industry.
Coupled with the mythical divorcement,
*Noted astrologer. He
tury, A. D.
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Seeking

Eigh ty Days Extension

ORNSTEIN

into

the government’s 119 page anti-trust petition and one of several conjectures that
comes out is an impression that theatre
divorcement would move independent
operators closer to the extinction line than
away from it. Or, if not, confront them
with the possibility of a more intensive
type of competition than they may be
experiencing now.
Of course, this is strictly a producerdistributor approach and there’s no guarantee that the dopesheet now toyed over
will work out as those who are indulging
in the conjecture figure it.
What these crystal gazers see and
wholly hypothetically, of course, is this:

How

Legal Battery Begins Banging;

Cen-

New

York — It didn’t take the industry’s

legal battery long to swing into action
once the government served official notice of its civil suit against the eight
major companies, 25 corporate affiliates
and 132 individuals. Immediately after the
first group of summonses was served, attorneys for various distributors and defendant executives got in touch with Paul
Williams, assistant to the attorney general, and requested 80-day extensions from
the time of service by the marshal’s office.
Williams, who has been accepted by
the industry as the prosecuting attorney,
has already made a commitment for a
“reasonable extension.” This eliminates
the scheduled appearance of Paramount

the soothsayers ponder over a circumstance whereby the presumably divorced
Loew company would make a very longterm franchise for film service with the
presumably divorced M-G-M Corporation
covering such situations as the decentralized Loew company may enter.
There are other angles. For instance,
there is conjecture if, under a divorcement decree, the Loew management might
not make its deals with current corporation executives, by which topflight men
now employed might be set up in business for themselves. They cite men like
C. C. Moskowitz and Joseph R. Vogel.
Closed-Town

Situation

Likewise played around with is the
closed town situation where distributors
are now at the mercy of one or two theatremen. It is suggested that, by the above
plan, any one of the divorced theatre
groups, under its new disentangled management, might determine to step in and
construct a large and new house in which,
by contract previously arranged, they
would run major product suddenly removed from the exhibitor or exhibitors
who had been buying it and, perhaps,
eventually force him to the wall.
Another slant, equally as hypothetical or
fantastic, dependent upon the readers’
point of view, deals with a method by
which producer-exhibitors would split
their business. For this purpose the
Minnesota Amusement Co. might be considered the guinea pig. Paramount would
cut itself loose of ownership, form a new
theatre unit to replace Minnesota, issue
as many shares of stock in it as there may
be outstanding in Paramount and give
to each one of the parent company’s stockholders a share or part of a share in the

and Warner counsel before Federal Judge
John C. Knox August 15, the day when
subpoenas are answerable.
Counsel for the major companies and
executive defendants listed by the government during the past few days sent a
formal request to Attorney General Homer
S. Cummings in Washington asking for 80
days instead of the usual 20 days from
date of service with the further understanding that if more time is required it
will be agreeable to both sides. The anticipation is it may take beyond October
before answers to the government’s
are set down on paper.

charges

In addition to the civil suit, major companies on July 29 were served in connection with the Palace, Gary, Ind., anti-trust
action for elimination of asserted unrea(Continued on page 14)

theatre unit for each share of Paramount
stock held. Where Paramount now has
its operating partners, it is held to be
conceivable — perhaps — that an arrangement like the above would be put into
effect so that, in the instance of the southeast, Robert B. Wilby and E. J. Sparks
would become the presidents of the organization divorced from the body parent.
Still another line of speculation fondles the possibility of important individuals in Paramount, such as Barney
Balaban, Stanton Griffis or Y. Frank
Freeman, personally and as individuals
without known or identifiable Paramount
financing buying heavily into these separated theatre companies to a total approximating management, if not actual,
control. Heard also are rumblings of a
plan to buy in, where necessary, through
specifically created corporations with nonindustry figures as the nominal control.
And it’s still only hypothetical.
Exhibitor

Dislocation

Raised

Significantly in the conversation is the
national dislocation to exhibition which,
it is held, would inevitably result if any
or all of the above ways out should be
blocked and if, actually, the majors now
in theatres must sell their holdings.
It is being asked where the millions
necessary to buy up these houses would
come from and, if in a glutted theatre
market, property values would not tumble
to a level approaching near disaster for the
immediate industry future beyond.
From a securities point of view, much
concern is expressed over the possible effect on the many thousands of public
stockholders and the ultimate impact of a
possibly shriveled market on future film
investing, as well as financing.
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Major Legal Guns
In Bombardment
(Continued

from page 11)

sonable protection by B&K
theatres in the Windy City.
Boxoffice

in its July

and

23

Warner

issue

exclu-

sively indicated that the government would
lean toward reasonable extensions when
requests were made. As stated then, the
department of justice is not anxious to
force its case to a hasty trial but rather
give ample time for preparation and presentation by defense attorneys. FBI men
all over the country spent about two and
a half years gathering material for the
action and those identified with the government petition realize that it will take
many months before film attorneys can
collate material to answer the bill of complaint.
RKO has retained William Donovan and
George S. Leisure of Donovan, Leisure,
Newton and Lumbar d to serve as counsel.
Both Donovan and Leisure figured prominently in the St. Louis anti-trust action
for RKO as one of the three major company defendants. Leisure however, was
the trial lawyer and had members of his
staff and the RKO home office, namely
William Mallard, Gordon E. Youngman
and Russell Dore assisting.
Neither John W. Davis nor Former Judge
Joseph Proskauer will represent Loew’s,
it is learned. Another prominent legal
figure familiar with anti-trust procedure
will be retained, flanked by home office
counsel to include Tyree Dillard jr. Dillard, before joining M-G-M, was counsel
for the NRA Code Authority for the film
industry and served from its inception
to the day when the supreme court declared NRA illegal. Before that, he was a
member of the government’s staff in
Washington.
Ralph S. Harris of Dwight & Harris,
attorneys for Chase National Bank and
20th Century-Fox, will represent the latter. He is understood to be among the
best trial lawyers in the country and will
be assisted by Felix Jenkins, general counsel for 20th-Fox.
Former Judge Thacher of Simpson,
Thacher & Bartlett will handle the Para-

New

York — Thursday

was

a

great

day for Douglas Corrigan, "the East
is West" flyer, and RKO.
He returned
from Dublin after an eventful flight
across the ocean in his $900 crate and

Washington — The

RKO
reopened the new
23rd Street
Theatre at an
estimated cost of
$500,000.
The

two

great

events,

tied in, smacked

possibilities.

thought

of

opening,

but was

inviting

go to the Albee
the 23rd St.

RKO
Corrigan

afraid

of

seriously
to

the

the flyer would

in Brooklyn

instead

of

mount defense with Austin C. Keough,
Louis Phillips and Irving Cohen, who played important roles in the St. Louis case,
again lending support. Phillips is on vacation in Mexico and returns August 15.
Judge Thacher represented Paramount in
the North Dakota theatre divorcement action and, although an appeal is planned
from the unanimous decision of the three
judges upholding the state statute. Phillips has not been notified of what has
occurred during his absence.
UA’s defense will be presented by Edward C. Raftery of O’Brien, Driscoll &
Raftery. It will be remembered he acted
for the company in NRA code cases and
also appeared as trial lawyer in a number
of infringement and anti-trust actions.
Frederick Wood and Bruce Bromley of
Cravath, de Gersdorf, Swaine & Wood loom
prominently la the Warner legal lineup.
Both appeared for the film company in
St. Louis, Wood assisting Former Senator
James A. Reed. Since the St. Louis suit
in 1935, Wood has been in the limelight as
lawyer for the oil industry on an appeal
before the U. S. supreme court. Reed,
on his last trip to New' York about three
months ago, was asked by this reporter
whether his visit was in connection with
the film industry. He said it was not.
However, the impression continues that
film companies may enlist one of the legal

that he was not among the individual
defendants, Maurice Silverstone said,

profession’s most outstanding members as
spokesman. Whether this means Reed
will be retained or someone of equal importance in the downtown sector has not
yet been determined. The matter has
been discussed, Boxoffice learns, but no
decision reached up to the present.
For Columbia will be Schwartz & Froehlich. Charles Schwartz is expected to be
active guiding counsel with Leonard Picker among his assistants.
Whether Former Judge Willard C McKay will represent Universal is not known
as decision on outside counsel there has
not yet been made.

"There is one thing I must do soon."
"What is that?" the inquiring reporter asked.

Adler Offers Protection

Silverstone Adds to
"Must"
New
OFFICE

List

York —
Apprised by
on his return from the

”1 must

read

the

tion. It's now
literature."
And Charles

on

BOXcoast

government's
my

’must'

Schwartz,

peti-

relative

to the

"bound

On Wagner

list of

attorney

for

Charles Chaplin, Samuel Goldwyn and
Alexander Korda, seconded the motion
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"Divorce" Outcome
To Color Attitude

Corrigan Confuses
RKO , Too

pamphlet."

New

and

York — The

Sign

Letter

future

of the

Ben H. Adler, president of the companies
bearing his name, said here.
Adler said that the protection is by contract with National Patent Corp., whose
performance he asserted is guaranteed by
Seaboard Surety Co.
Wagner filed suit last week against the
Patio Theatre of Chicago, charging infringement of the above-mentioned patents in the use of Adler silhouette signs.

All He Did Was
To Stop Fights
New

York — Dr. A. H. Giannini,

when

informed by BOXOFFICE
that he was
one of the 132 individual defendants
in the government's
surprise.

civil suit, evinced

"Why
should I be included?" he
asked, still believing he was being
kidded.

Patent Suits

Adler

whole

government’s attitude toward the motion
picture industry will be colored by the results of the civil suit brought against the
majors in New York last month.
Pending the trial and determination of
that case, it was disclosed in Washington
this week, the department will bring no
further suits against the industry, holding that to do so would merely serve to
scatter the issues into several jurisdictions,
in one or more of which the government
might get a setback.
While the department will continue to
keep in touch with developments in the
industry, it is understood to have abandoned all field work with the exception of
the study in California, where charges
have been made that the majors have
violated the consent decree in the Fox
West Coast Theatres case. That matter,
involving issues differing from those of
the New York suit, may eventually be
made the subject of separate proceedings.
The department of justice, putting all
its eggs into one basket and all its issues
into one suit, is, in the view of observers
in Washington, hazarding less than would
appear on the surface. If the government secures a favorable verdict in the
trial court, which is upheld by the supreme court, it has finally disposed of its
difficulties with the picture industry. On
the other hand, if the courts rule against
it, the department will merely appeal to
Congress for changes in the anti-trust
laws, definitely outlawing the practices it
seeks to prohibit.
With two strings to its bow, the department is seen as risking little but bound
to gain much.

Co.

Ben Adler Signs, Inc., are protecting exhibitors, users and jobbers against
suits instituted by Wagner Sign Service,
Inc., on charges of infringement of Wagner patents Nos. 2,048,040 and 2,119,430,

”1 never

sold

a

out, “and I never
Giannini shook
to the reporter,
to do is keep
fighting

with

picture,"

he

pointed

produced a picture,"
his head and turned

"The only thing I tried
Samuel Goldwyn from

the other
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It BEGINS A NEW ERA
OF ENTERTAINMENT!
A living story... drama that reaches heart-close
to things as they are. ..comedy that is infectious
..events you’ll follow with tip-toe eagerness.
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NATIONAL
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Screen

R. ROGERS, Executive Vice-President
in Charge of Production

Play by Sheridan Gibney and Leonard Spigelgass
Based on an original story by Bernice Boone

Directed by John M. Stahl

Campaign Origin
Credit to Skouras
New York —
Greater Movie
drives are not new. The idea

Season
for an

industry-wide, nation-wide, drive along
such lines, likewise, is not new. But campaign now being whipped into shape with
“Motion Pictures’ Greatest Year” as the
general catchline was generated by Spyros
Skouras, operating head of National Theatres, more than any single individual.
He did the pioneering conversation
which quickly led into action with United
Artists via George J. Schaefer, the first
to whole-heartedly swing into line. The
others followed in short order.
The various committees charged with
what is admittedly a gigantic task were
busy

throughout the week further whipping detail into line. Arrangements were
made for publication of a pressbook to go
to exhibitors, Donahue & Coe, advertising
agency, was selected to handle advertising
details and placement of copy in newspapers in cooperaton with other advertising agencies having motion picture accounts. These include the Biow Co., which
services Columbia; Blaine - Thompson,
which services Warner; Buchanan & Co.,
Paramount; J. Walter Thompson, Universal; Lord & Thomas, RKO, and the
Kayton-Spiero Co., 20th Century-Fox.
The proposed press book will break down
into three sections. The exploitation section has been assigned to Monroe Greenthal, exploitation director of UA; the
publicity section to S. Barret McCormick,
director of advertising and publicity of
RKO, while the advertising section will be

directly

in charge of Howard Dietz, director of advertising and publicity of

M-G-M, who will also serve
all committees.

ex-officio

Regional meetings were held
on Wednesday, in Cleveland on
and in Chicago on Friday, with
city meetings immediately

in Detroit
Thursday
other key
scheduled.

These

rallies are designed to directly familiarize independent exhibitors with the
purpose and scope of the campaign and
to seek their support on the basis of 10
cents per theatre seat to an anticipated
total from this source of $250,000.
This is the yardstick which applies to
affiliated circuits from whom a second
$250,000 already has been pledged on the
basis of their aggregate approximate 2,500,000 seats. The producers, who will
contribute $500,000, have not yet been
nished the basis of their assessment.

by

the

figures

committee to independent producers will be accepted. The committee
the benefits accruing to all participating producing and distributing companies will be vastly beneficial and that,

therefore, the cost should be proportionately borne by all those who enter.

Speculate Over Reason
For N. Y. Times Crack
New York — Speculation is afoot over
the reason, if there is one, why the New
York Times took what is regarded as an
unwarranted crack at the “Motion
tures’ Greatest Year” campaign.
In

that

newspaper’s

Sunday

film

PICTURES'

GREATEST

Better Than

YEAR

Ever

Hays

office.

season.”

No More Playing Time
Guarantees for Foreigns
New
York — Theatre owners whose
houses are devoted to exclusive foreign
presentations have got together and
agreed there will be no further guarantee
of playing time and hereafter pictures will
be held over if they stand up at the boxoffice. The current practice is to give
distributors of foreign product a guarantee of a number of weeks, but the exhibitors feel that each picture will be dated
on its own merit from week to week.
no organization

has been

actually

formed,

the foreign theatre group hold informal meetings whenever questions relevant to their business come up. Two have
been held in the past month, Gilbert

(Company)
(City)

Josephson of the World sounding the tocsin and the men gathering in Jean Lenauer’s office.

Date

16

investigation and to head off the threatened legislation contained in the Neely
anti-block booking bill which is due to go
before the house when Congress reconvenes. The directors of the campaign,
however, discredit these beliefs by saying
that the idea of the campaign did not
originate either in Hollywood or in the

While

(Sign)

exhibitors,

sec-

“Although the drive is only a few days
old, skeptics within and without the industry already have expressed the opinion that the campaign is part of an attempt to submerge the impending federal

entertainment

We wish to be a part of the movement for the observance of The
Motion Pictures' Greatest Year and in furtherance of the plans for that
movement hereby subscribe to pay to the Treasurer, Frank C. Walker,
at the rate of 10 cents a seat for all theatres operated by the undersigned.

cards for the “Motion
at $250,000.

Pic-

tion, an unsigned article outlined drive
plans, as far as available then, but added
this:

“Rather, they say it originated in the
minds of thousands of theatremen who
have long advocated a united industry
drive to herald the beginning of the new

i

Independent

furThe

anticipation is, however, that their individual contributions will be made on the
basis of their Hays association dues which
are calculated, roughly, on one half of one
per cent of their national domestic gross.
There seems to be some speculation as
to whether or not the invitation extended

This Is the Pledge Card

MOTION

He Pushed It

on

solo and
Pictures’

circuit-linked,
Greatest

Year”

are being
drive.

asked
Their

to sign these
share

is fixed

Efforts to secure reductions in advertising rates from the New York Times for
foreign theatres met with no response. A
meeting had been held with C. C. Lane,
business executive for the newspaper, and
the proposal subsequently rejected.
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Zanuck Finds Trade

GN-Educational Deal

Booming in Europe
New York — Theatre business in France,
England and Holland is booming and these
countries are going stronger than ever,
Darryl F. Zanuck, vice-president in charge
of 20th Century-Fox production, asserted
on his return from a visit abroad. As a
matter of fact, he said, he personally
spoke to numerous exhibitoi’S in those
countries and all have concluded that
American pictures “are their life.”
Discussing his own company’s affairs,
Zanuck declared 20th Century-Fox is set
on its lineup for 1938-39 and any deals he
discussed abroad for properties and talent
were

for

1939-40. Although he is considering some important properties, he

said that the talent being negotiated “is
not of star quality.”
So enthused was London over “Alexander’s Ragtime Band,” said Zanuck, that
the West End Odeon has booked it for
12 solid weeks after the bank holidays in
September.
Robert T. Kane, in charge of British
production for the company, will make
six for 1938-39, and nine the year after.
The Grade Fields pictures will be triple
quotas and among other films scheduled
for England this season are “So This Is
London” and “Hangman’s House.” About
$2,500,000 will be spent on the six films.
Twentieth-Fox is not lining up too
many pictures in advance for British

production, Zanuck said, because everything depends on the trend. Hence the
program is on a picture-to-picture basis.
Returning to the coast Friday with his
family, Eddie Cantor, William Dover and
Harry Tugend, writer for Cantor, Zanuck
is looking forward to three big pictures
which will get the gun in September. They
are “Stanley and Livingstone,” “Jesse
James” and “Kentucky.” “Suez” is the
last big one finished. “Jesse James” and
“Kentucky” will be in Technicolor.
On the same boat was Cantor who returned from England where he raised
$560,000 for Jewish refugees in Germany.
Zanuck said the star was a “sensation”
wherever he appeared and that this also
was evident on the return trip of the
Normandie. Cantor participated in the
show every night and was a riot, according to Zanuck.

(Continued

/o ^>u_
from

page

signed also to meet those situations where first runs do not pick
up attractions on announced release
dates or where they may hold over
a specific picture on a run which

New York— Earle W. Hammons is seeking capital to the extent of $1,250,000
from

Chase National Bank. If his negotiations succeed, it is understood the deal
whereby he will acquire Grand National

will make it a nip-and-tuck procedure for it to reach the subsequents,
or some of the subsequents, at all.
It ought

for a

GN

should

be

Educational

will be-

Informally

EducTs

Offer

Los Angeles — Grand National creditors
informally favor a merger of the company
with

Educational. Loyd Wright, co-trustee with E. L. Alperson, is in New York
to work out definite details with E. W.
Hammons for later and formal submission
to court, creditors and stockholders.
The deal calls for formation of a new

They

be appreciated before potshots are let loose. Perhaps, then,

there won't

Creditors

Approve

again obvious that split-ups cannot
allow any given theatre to show
all of the pictures on the market.
the highlights.

with

be a feature program with a limited number of shorts added for purposes of rounding out a program similar in design to
that of the major companies in the field.

the public to visit several theatres,
not merely the one to which it regularly goes. With all product enrolled in the $250,000 cash handouts, spread over 5,000 prizes, it is

are

merger
come fact.

In this event, Hammons is further reported planning what would essentially

to be stated early in the

campaign that the contest is so fabricated as to make it essential for

These

Depends on Loan

6)

so many.

United Artists ; ProfitSharing Still in Air

company to absorb all assets and liabilities
of GN. Educational would furnish $400,000

Hollywood — UA’s profit sharing plan
for producers is still up in the air and
Charles Chaplin, the lone holdout of the

but excluding sub-standard films and the
company trade mark. Estimated value of
such assets runs to $2,000,000.

five producer-owners

The $400,000 would provide $50,000 for
the trustees and legal expenses to clear
GN from 77B and $150,000 for purchase

has

not

agreed

to

the 50 per cent “kickback” formula promulgated by Samuel Goldwyn and Alexander Korda.
Chaplin is understood stubbornly refusing to accede to giving producers half
of the

profits on their pictures, his reported contention being that earnings of

the company
owners.

rightfully

belong

to its fivoe

Zanuck fs Welcome

in cash for all assets,
duaries in pictures now

including resiin distribution,

of preferred stock as well as some initial
working capital. The remainder would
provide a part cash, part preferred stock
settlement for creditors. It is preliminarily estimated creditors will receive 66 per
cent of their claims if cash is taken or
100 per cent if they

Home

accept

the preferred.

Committee

Joseph H. Moskowitz, assistant to Joseph
M. Schenck, was another homecomer after
visiting London, Paris and Holland. He
said he went away for a rest and managed to get “some.”
Zanuck said he had taken a leisurely
vacation until Joseph M. Schenck showed
up. Ditto for Moskowitz.
Both Zanuck and Moskowitz visited Don
Ameche in a Holland hospital when the
star underwent an appendicitis operation.
Ameche is due back at the studios September 1.
Going down the bay to meet the 20th
Century-Fox contingent were Charles E.
McCarthy, I. Lincer, Leonard Gaynor and
several Movietonews men. At the pier
were Sidney R. Kent, Herman Wobber,
Spyros Skouras, C. C. Moskowitz, Joe
Pincus, Lou Irwin, and Martin Moskowitz.
BOXOFFICE
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— Cosmo-Sileo

Photo

The peppery production head of 20 th Century-Fox, pictured at the right,
registered an impression as he awaits customs clearance on the Normandie
pier in New York. His welcoming committee, left to right, includes S. R. Kent,
Spyros Skouras and Herman Wobber.
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-AWAFUBBOn,
RD
BLUE'
JULY, 1938
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Producer
‘LOVE

Metro's "Love Finds Andy Hardy"
July Blue Ribbon Award Film

FINDS

ANDY

HARDY”

ivhol^

M-G-M's "Love Finds Andy Hardy,” one of the Judge Hardy
series, whose theme deals with the problems of adolescent romance, is the National Screen Council's selection for winner of the
July BOXOFFICE Blue Ribbon Award, and the outstanding family
film release.
Produced

by Louis B. Mayer

and

directed

by George

B. Seitz,

the film features Mickey Rooney as the adolescent lover who can't
decide among three girls, Judy Garland, Anny Rutherford, Lana
Turner. Mickey buys a second-hand automobile, making a down
payment of $12 and depends on the $8 balance to be paid him
for dating his friend's girl while he is on a vacation. Two other
girl problems come into his life — one who is visiting next door,
and his own girl who wires that she is corning in for the big dance
to which he had already promised to take his friend's girl. The
weighty triangle is finally settled after many turbulent happenings.

This Award is given each
month to the film receiving
the highest number

"Holiday," a Columbia

production, was

winner

of the June award.

Cast of Characters
Judge James
Andrew

Hardy. ...Lewis Stone

Hardy

Mickey

Betsy
Marian

Rooney

Judy Garland
Hardy

Cecilia Parker

Mrs. Hardy

Pay Holden

Polly Benedict
Aunt Milly

Ann Rutherford
Betty

Ross

Clarke

selection is governed by out-

Cynthia
Augusta
Dennis Hunt
Jimmy

Lana Turner
Marie Blake
Don Castle

McMahon
Gene

Mrs. Tompkins
“Beezy”
Peter Dugan

Reynolds

Mary

Howard

George Breakston
Raymond Hatton

Production Stall
Producer
Louis B. Mayer
Director
George B. Seitz
Screenplay
..William Ludwig
From the Stories by
Vivien

R. Bretherton

Based on the Characters
Created by
Aurania Rouverol
Words and Music
Mack

Gordon,

Harry

Revel

and Roger Edens
Vocal Arrangement. ...Roger Edens

Musical

Score

Recording

David Snell

Director
Douglas

Art Director

Shearer

Cedric Gibbons

Associate Art Directors
....Stan Rogers,

Edwin

Wardrobe by
Photographed by
Lester

Film Editor

of votes

by the members of the National Screen Council, whose

B. Willis

Jeanne
White,

ASC

Ben Lewis

standing merit and suitability of the film to whole- family entertainment. Members
of the Council include over
200 motion picture editors of
leading newspapers throughout the country, motion picture reviewing committee of
the International Federation
of Catholic

Alumnae,

state motion

picture chair-

men of the General
eration of Women’s

and
Fed-

Clubs.

Charges

Legion

Censor
New

York — The

Now,

Legion

of Decency

has

stepped

beyond its decency-in-films objective and is now seeking to foist political
censorship on Hollywood, Film Survey, occasionally issued organ of Associated Film
Audiences charges in its August publication.

“A new bogey of censorship has been
raised against the movies,” the pamphlet
says. “This time, the censors are not concerned with a clean-up on moral grounds.
That has been accomplished . . . This
time the censors are disturbed by politics.
Can films be made about the Fascist invaders of Spain, China and Austria? Can
totalitarian persecution of racial and religious minorities, including Catholics, be
made into drama for the screen? The
Catholic Legion of Decency says no.
Charges

“Control”

Setup

Tracing the history of the Legion, Film
Survey asserts that in this organization,
the Catholic Church “has the set-up for
developing world-wide control of the
movies.” The article recognizes that the
Legion “has had much influence in purging movies of smut, which producers tried
to pass off as ‘entertainment’ ” and continues, at one point:
“After that has been said, and due
credit given, it must be considered that
the interpretation of morality and poli' tics which guides the Legion can be
wholly acceptable only to members of the
Catholic Church, and not even to all
Catholic laymen, workers and farmers. No
one questions the right of this Church to
lay down for its adherents, such rules and
doctrines as it sees fit.” The article, however, questions the right to “impose its
own code to the exclusion of all others
upon the 85,000,000 Americans who see
movies each week and upon the millions
of others over the world who also see the
products of Hollywood.”
“Recently, the Legion used its influence
to prevent showings of the widely publicized picture ‘Birth of a Baby.’ This is
a full-length feature that deals intelligently and educationally with the process
of child birth. It has been endorsed by
the medical profession, by film critics and
has, wherever shown, received commendation from women’s, parents’ and civic
groups. Yet the Legion objects because
the theatre hardly provides the kind of
environment necessary for a proper, dignified and reverential attitude toward this
subject.’ Under guise of being an organization concerned solely with moral standards, the Legion thus speaks against showing a picture which is constructively moral,
but whose subject matter is likely to shake
the Catholic attitude that marriage and
birth are phenomena exclusively subject
to ecclesiastical dicta.
“In like manner, the Legion has objected to ‘The Golem,’ a splendid film
showing the persecution of Jews; it has
objected to ‘Men in White’ and ‘Ceiling
Zero.’ Any film which uses suicide as part
of plot development is automatically objectionabl.
BOXOFFICE
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E

Is Political
Not Just Moral
“The Legion, embarrassed by a picture
(‘Blockade’) which is a stirring condemnation of modern warfare, of bombing of
women and children, could not flout it
openly. The picture was placed in a

Lawyers Called In;
Still Seek Formula
New

York — While

counsel

for

various

majors are now in the self-regulation picture in light of the government’s suit,

Boxoffice

the part
its efforts
This is
statement

learns

there is no intention

on

of the committee to let up on
to arrive at a formula.
the situation despite a guarded
from S. R. Kent, chairman of

‘Special Classification,’ labeled ‘foreign
political propaganda.’ The Legion objection has only one meaning — it identifies
itself politically with the side in Spain
that bombs open towns and food ships.
And because its political concerns now
outweigh its interests in decency, it is out
to knife ‘Blockade.’ Powerful support for
the picture, which rallied from religious,
peace, labor and educational groups
through the country indicates that the
Legion speaks for the Catholic hierarchy
and for no one else.

the distributors’ committee, which contains references susceptible of several interpretations. One is suggested strongly
in the closing paragraph of the three
paragraph statement which says:
“Right after Labor Day and after counsel have given their opinion, it can be
said definitely what the position in regard to meetings with exhibitors will be or
it can be said whether conditions because

“To what kind of picture, then, does the
Legion give blessing? Study of its ratings

of
suit'
makethe it pendency
impossible ofto the
meetgovernment
the exhibitors

reveals that among pictures ‘unobjectionable’ for general patronage are those
which are pro-war, which glorify militarism, are anti-Negro and detrimental to
labor. Such outbursts as ‘Born to Glory,’
‘Stand Up and Cheer,’ ‘Annapolis Salute,’
‘Riff Raff,’ ‘Espionage,’ ‘Join the Marines,’
‘Professional Soldier,’ the anti-Negro
Prisoner of Shark Island’ are placed in
the (unobjectionable) Class A category.

It is appreciated the sweeping nature of
the federal action compels the majors to
lean upon their lawyers for advice on
at all.”
specific points, but the committee, while
recognizing the necessity, is no means inclined to abandon its agenda or hopes for
its consummation.

Terms

Ratings

Inconsistent

“Strikingly fine pictures like ‘Black
Legion,’ ‘Dead End,’ ‘They Won’t Forget,’ and ‘The Road Back,’ an anti-war
film, are for adults only ... In labeling
pictures suitable only for adults the implication is, in many cases, that children
might be adversely influenced by seeing
on the screen progressive treatment of
contemporary problems. It can hardly be
a question of whether children ought to
see scenes of violence and bloodshed. Such
blood and thunder creations as ‘Armored
Car,’ ‘Blazing Justice,’ ‘The Gambling Terror,’ ‘Law and Lead,’ ‘Racketeers in Exile,’
‘Two Gun Law’ are, according to Legion
classifications, wholesome for children.
“Of 120 Nazi pictures reviewed from
February, 1936 to November, 1937, none is
condemned. Only six are ‘not acceptable
in part.’ Among those passed was ‘Friesennot,’ one of the most reactionary pictures ever shown here and hurriedly withdrawn from screens in this country after
mass protests against its vicious antiSemitic propaganda. Twenty pictures
from Fascist Italy were reviewed during
the same period. Not one failed to win
the Legion’s seal of purity. It is Legion
policy not to review Russian films, though
movie critics of the world have praised the
artistic film achievements of the Soviet.
Not even Russian films of non -political
content like ‘Gypsies,’ ‘Beethoven Concerto,’ ‘Son of Mongolia,’ ‘Peter the First,’
‘Song of Happiness’ are worthy of the
Legion’s attention. It has reviewed upward of 250 foreign films, including obscure importations in Japanese, Chinese
and Slovak; but has seen fit to ignore
Paul Strand’s Mexican film, ‘The Wave.’
This dealt in sympathetic light with the
economic struggles of peon fishermen, was

Kent’s statement is apparently designed
to inform exhibitors why the promised
call to them has not been issued. “I am
informed,” he states, “that substantial
progress has been made, but it now seems
definite that meetings with exhibitors
cannot be held until after Labor Day. The
problems facing the various companies,
which now can only be met after consultation with their counsel because of the
government suit, are so important that
they must be studied carefully before anything is done.”
widely shown in America
finest films ever made.

as one of the

“Why, on one hand, does the Legion
pass pro-war, militaristic and Fascist films
and, on the other, criticize all liberal and
progressive
in Revolt’
movements
acceptable
‘Blockade’

treatments? Why is ‘World
which discredited progressive
by labeling them revolutions,
and the humanitarianism of
condemned?

“No longer is the Legion of Decency
the mere watchdog of decency. It is the
self-appointed censor of a nation’s progressive ideals. It brings to the movie
the standard of narrow suppression, which
from time immemorial has fought and
blocked all forms of civilized progress.”

No Legion Comment
Ready Yet
New
York — First advised by BOXOFFICE
of the Film Survey attack.
Father
Decency

McClaferty
declined

of

the

Legion

to comment,

of

not hav-

ing seen the full charges. A
ment may be made after study
article, he intimated.

stateof the

19

active in remodeling

England Prospering,
Sags Circuit Head
New York — Film business in England
is very good and general conditions in
Italy are very bad, Robert Allen McNeil,
general manager of Golden State Theatre
circuit in northern California, asserted
on

his return from a four-month vacation with his wife and daughter, Peggy.
The party visited Egypt, all of Palestine,
Germany, France, Syria, Czechoslovakia,
Jugoslavia, Italy and Switzerland.

Although

no

further

expansion

better equipping

houses. In all, there are an estimated 4,000 theatres in Italy, 500 or so
not wired for sound.
“With the government adding impetus,
there is a lot of production going on in
Italy,” Aboaf declared. The government
is not sponsoring production, he added,
but many independents are active in making pictures. It is figured that from 60
to 65 films, which is more than double
last year, will be produced next season.
Salo
M-G-M

Rosenberger, who
built
the
1,500-seat theatre in Bombay, returned after 15 months in India. On his

way back he stopped off at Cario where
Arthur Loew recently closed for a site for
a new theatre.

“Germany is bad and they keep visitors
at high tension all the time,’’ McNeil held.
He added he was glad to get out of the
country because of this. However, before
he left there he bought five cuckoo clocks
which he brought back with him.
are

and

their

Off the Savoia

plans

McNeil party left Sunday for San Francisco.
Other Trade Figures Aeoard

Lewis,
dent.

here, Kalmus

wife

of company’s

vice-presi-

her

Zanuck.
damn

and

we’ll all be dead and buried by the time
they come around to making something

have

his return,

been

away

three months.

the exhibitor

summarily

planning

to ex-

Pommer Delays Return
To Close Deals lor Duo
New

York — Erich

Pommer,

back

from

husband,

deals for the American distribution of “St.
Martin’s Lane” and “Vessel of Wrath.”

Americo Aboaf, managing director of
Paramount activities in Italy, is here on
a three to four-week vacation with his
wife. He said there is no new theatre construction under way but exhibitors are

Reade, New York circuit operator, who kept McNeil amused. Mrs.
Reade, and Susan Reade, flanking
papa.

20

a

“The

on

Frank Chapman, returned from a vacation abroad. The opera singer has one
more, and probably the last, picture to do
for Paramount and leaves for the coast
early next month. Most of her time after
that has been booked for radio and concert work in foreign fields.

Walter

Mrs.

pictures he plans to produce for Mayflower
in the next 15 to 16 months, may return to
England next week, provided he closes

has just fin-

ished Technicolor supervision
and

and

worth

the coast where he contacted writers, players and artists in connection with the three

intends to head for Hollywood. Mrs. Kalmus is due in two or three weeks from

Swarthout

isn’t

say for pub-

plant in England.”
After two or three

Mikado.”
Gladys

Darryl

dismissed reports he was
pand theatre operations.

Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus, Technicolor
president, greeted by Mrs. George

She

and

"Television

On

lication is that “Technicolor is being
pressed by important interests in Paris,
Rome and Berlin to build laboratories
there. The company, as you know, has a

for a vacation.

Schenck,

Paris. They

Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus, president of
Technicolor, was another arrival on the

London

him

England where he saw a demonstration put on by Sir Albert Sterling. With
at the demonstration were Joseph M.

operators used to grind film through machines by hand. Projection of a television
image is limited to a half mile and there
is no sound track, he said. Sam Eckman,
M-G-M managing director in England, arranged the exhibition.
Reade sailed on the Normandie, July 13,
and met his wife and daughter, Susan, in

the exception of M-G-M and Warner, all
new product deals have been closed. The

weeks

from

Reade added the demonstration retheatres.”minded him of the old silent days when

California section during McNeil’s absence. This makes a total of 84. With

di Savoia. All he would

New York — Theatres are safe from
television, Walter Reade, Greater New
York circuit operator, said on his return

of it,” the exhibitor declared. “It is hopeless in my mind and there is no fear of it
becoming an attraction for the public in

contemplated, the Golden State circuit acquired eight houses in the northern

Conte

ace'
Televi
idend 'MbgenReade
Dersio

Harold Lloyd Returns to
Coast to Start " What

Ho"

Hollywood — Harold Lloyd arrived from
New York late this week and in three
weeks is expected to start production of
“What Ho” for Paramount release. Jack
Robert A. McNeil, head of Golden
State circuit of San Francisco. His
wife and daughter, Peggy, with him.

Americo

Aboaf,

Paramount

managing

in Italy, here

visit. Mrs. Aboaf

director for
on

by his side.

a

short

Murphy preceded him by plane from New
York. Distribution arrangements with
Paramount virtually are completed.

Gladys

Swarthout

and

husband,

Frank

Chapman,

in a pose which the cameraman, for whatever reason, insisted
Upon.
. — Metropolitan Photos
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UA Wanger Interest Giannini Strikes for Harmony
Tops Three Millions And Honesty Within the Trade
Hollywood — With

the announcement

Thinking

by

a Point

New York — Striking a note for peace
and unanimity among interests in the
film business and scoring petty jealousies

Maurice Silverstone, chairman of the executive committee and general manager of
world-wide operations, that $1,500,000 has
been advanced to Walter Wanger for new

apparently besetting component factors.
Dr. A. H. Giannini, former president and
chairman of the UA board, returns from

production, UA’s interest in Walter Wanger Productions now aggregates $3,390,000.

Europe

with a direct message to those presumably on the lookout for sound advice.
“This business should be run sanely,
meticulously, honestly and constructively
and with a complete absence of petty

When

the producing company was formed, it was capitalized at $1,500,000. Wanger was given 2,500 shares of preferred
and 1,200 shares of common.
UA has
1,200 shares of the common and splits
50-50 on the profits. Control of the board
rests with Wanger unless he agrees t j
give it up.

jealousies,
says.

Chaplin

Adamant

Objections

Hollywood

par

and

unusualness

Chaplin,

Hal

Roach’s new deal with UA remains to be seen. This also goes for
Alexander Korda who late last year raised
a rumpus with the four other UA owners
on the ground he was not getting returns
commensurate with his activities. He
privately threatened suit and finally
scotched the idea when Samuel Goldwyn
made a trip to England where the “kickback” plan was evolved.
Korda’s current position is viewed by
insiders as an enviable one. His pictures,
made in England as they are, serve as

Asked
said

about

his

plans.

Dr.

Giannini

he

“worthy of consideration,” he declared,
adding, “the English banks are not loan— Photo by Cosmo-Sileo
Dr. A. H. Giannini, caught by a very
candid camera, as he was interviewed
by Boxoffice
company

aboard

completely

the Normandie.

at heart, always

has

and will be for anything constructive.”
The question arose over the one-fifth
owner’s reported refusal to agree to the

50 per cent “kickback” plan to producers.
“Mr. Chaplin has always expressed himself as having a keen appreciation of fine
pictures and it is his policy to encourage
that. It is those ideals on which UA was
founded,” Silverstone added, “and, like
others in the company, Chaplin wants
those ideals maintained.”
Charles Schwartz, attorney for Chaplin,
was at the station to meet Silverstone, who
was accompanied by James A. Mulvey,
representative for Samuel Goldwyn. Schwartz said he had several long
talks with his client on the coast during

the efforts of UA’s Hollywood producers
here, he is important internationally.

his last trip, but declined to comment on
the outcome of the conferences as far as

eastern

the “kickback”

plan is concerned.

ing money for film production.” Last
year he financed Alexander Korda to the
extent of $1,500,000. This year, Korda is
getting his money from English sources,
principally Prudential Assurance.
“England

is

dominating

the

foreign

situation for the good of the world,” Giannini concluded. He has no plans to return to an active film post. He intends
to continue making his home in California and, having reached the age of 64,
does not want to move to New York, a
decision which was partly responsible for
his retiring from UA. Prior to the naming of Maurice Silverstone chairman of
the executive committee, UA owners, with
the exception of Charles Chaplin, insisted
that he move his headquarters east. He
declined.
After

meeting

his

friends

once

again,

Giannini was scheduled to leave for Hollywood over the weekend with his wife, son
and niece. He was away five weeks.

RKO

Renews

Lee Marcus

Insists

Is Contented

Roach

New York— Again denying there is any
dissatisfaction in UA affairs by Charles
Chaplin, Maurice Silverstone, chairman of
the executive committee and general manager, on his return from the coast said,
Chaplin

BOXOFFICE

Italy,

has always financed film companies, even during his term at UA, and
will continue to do that in the future. He
had two to three offers abroad which are

UA’s quota requirements. They also, as
a rule, roll up huge grosses there. Thus,
while his product may be subordinate to

“Charles

and

by England. He sees an improvement in conditions abroad as soon
as armament spending is over. When that
happens, he states, trade treaties will be
revived among foreign nations and business will pick up.

lone

effective without the comedian’s sanction.
How his opposition, therefore, will bear

Chaplin

the right price if the in-

placated

Chaplin’s opposition is understood to be
predicated on his resentment over announcement of the “kickback” plan without his consent. He is further reported
dissatisfied over the events culminating in
the resignation of Dr. A. H. Giannini as
president of the company.
It is said the scheme cannot become

Silverstone

no

Giannini saw “all the crowd,” he said. He
views England as the great stabilizer. Italy,
Germany and Czechoslovakia have been

standout against UA’s “kickback” plan
for producers, is standing by his guns,
despite reports to the contrary. Charles
Schwartz of Schwartz and Frohlich, his
attorneys, journeyed here from New York
especially to persuade Chaplin to swing
into line with other owner-members of
UA. The mission failed.

on

and

to succeed.”
Whiledustry isin
France, England

in His
Charles

he

“There are three things to remember:
Pictures have to have variety, quality and

the com-

to "Kickbacks"
—

chicanery,”

should be legitimate.” He mentioned
company or individual by name.

permanent capital at the beginning represented $1,250,000 by UA. The preferred
is listed at $100
mon at $1 par.

and

“After all this is a legitimate business,
the film business, and the conduct of it

Last year UA is understood to have
loaned the production unit $640,000, which
made a total investment of $1,890,000 since

stock

intrigue

has
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of the

Replaces

Pact

One

Hollywood — “Captain Midnight” replaces “Robbery Under Arms” on Hal
Roach’s film program for the current season, the latter having been shelved because of script difficulties. Margaret Sullavan and Brian Aherne play the leads.

and

Hollywood —
contract of Lee

Options

Sisk

RKO
has renewed the
Marcus, producer, for

three years. He continues in charge of all
“B” productions. Producer Robert Sisk
also has been optioned, drawing a oneyear

pact.
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Japanese
New
in Tokyo
terms
San

In the
Japan

arrangement

to be

Francisco

major

Otterson Arrives
With 25 Foreigns

Clearing

York — Major distributors are awaiting word from the minister of finances
on an agreement reached for resumption of film shipments to Japan. Under

of the

S900.000,

Impasse

taken
bank

event

companies
since

awaiting

out

of the

for three years

Japan

before

signatures

according

the

to past

last November

approval,

country

and

the

Japan

it is to be

agreement,

performance.

the

will permit

first year,

arrangement

the

turned
the

No

money
over

money

shipments

is subject

3,000,000
to be

yen,

held

or

in a

New

to film companies.
is to be
have

prorated

been

made

to negotiation

to
to

every

year.

Spanish War No Bar
ZealandtoIndp'ts
Succumb
Chains
To Fans in Madrid New
New

York — Madrid,

which

has been

the

target for numerous bombardments by the
Franco forces, apparently has not given
up its film habits as the civil war goes
into its third year. Thirty-seven houses
are still running, reports Richard Watts
jr., drama critic for the New York Herald
Tribune, from that city.
Those habits, however, according to
Watts, have been altered slightly because
theatre going and social conviviality must
go on in the afternoon and early evenings
since Madrid, of course, is still unlighted
by night.
Some of the pictures that are being
shown include “The Great Ziegfeld,” “The
Gay Divorcee,” “Mary Burns, Fugitive
From Justice,” “Under Two Flags,” “Small
Town Girl,” “G-Men,” “Riff Raff,”
“Suzy,” and others.
Watts, who is visiting Madrid after a
year’s absence, records his impression of
the city as follows: “In a warm summer
sun people stroll calmly and smilingly
about the streets, take their ease at their
inns, read the 16 daily newspapers that
still are published, attend the 17 theatres,
the three vaudeville houses and the 37
film theatres, and, if they are fairly well
equipped with pesetas, even drink champagne in the newly reopened Ritz bar.”

FitzPatrick Proposes an
Animal Film in London
New

York — James

FitzPatrick

states he

will do an animal picture next summer
in London for M-G-M as part of quota
production. He recently spent four days
on the coast where he signed up a number
of animal acts which he will call “Hollywood Circus” for exhibition near his studio
in Sound City.
FitzPatrick also says he has arranged
his releases with M-G-M for the 1939-40
season which will wind up his ten-year
contract during which time he will have
supplied Metro with 120 traveltalks. He
is now negotiating a new five-year pact.

New
New

Columbia

York — Columbia

has

Deals
closed

with

Feiber & Shea and the Milgrim and
Schwartz circuits for two-year franchise
deals.

22

New

York — That

independent

exhibi-

tors in New Zealand are gradually bowing to circuit competition is the observation made by Eric L. Rutledge, 20th-Fox’s
managing director for that territory, who
winds up his four months’ vacation here
August 17 when he leaves for home.
Rutledge, who has just returned from
a short trip to London, reveals there are
two important buying factors in New Zealand, a country of approximately a million
and a half population and with some 400
theatres. They are, he said, the Amalgamated Theatres in which 20th-Fox has a
50 per cent interest, and three other circuits, the J. C. Williamson, Fuller-Hayward and New Zealand Theatres, Ltd.,
which have a pooling agreement.
Those interests control about 50 per cent
of all the theatres in New Zealand, Rutledge said. As a result, he added, independent operation is confined to subsequent and suburban situations.

U . S. Films Lose Ground
In Greece : French Gain
Washington

—

While

American

films

showed a decline in Greece, there was an
upspring by French films released there
during the 1937-38 season, the department
of commerce reports.
Statistics reveal American releases
dropped from 71.3 per cent of all the films
exhibited in Greece during 1937-38. French
films increased from 25 to 66. American
product, however, with 187 releases totals
more than all the other countries combined. German pictures which have been
deteriorating under increased political influence, the report states, decreased from
60 to 49.
A number of American films failed to
arouse interest and proved commercially
unsatisfactory although there were several of outstanding merit. The tendency
toward the French product is attributed to
paucity of Continental films and many
were by third and fourth rate producers,
the reports adds.
Turning to Cuba, the report finds theatre grosses off from 25 to 30 per cent.
The decline, felt the most in low-priced
neighborhood houses, began in May and
continued during the succeeding months.

York — Having

acquired

15 French

films and ten British productions for release in the United States, John E. Otterson, president of Inter-Allied, on his return from Europe asserted the first release will be ready October 1. No exchange system will be set up nationally,
the product to be sold out of New York.
Harry Brandt has a five-year franchise
for the pictures for his theatres and those
Trans Lux houses which book features in
addition to shorts, Otterson stated. While
in England, he formed a British company
to acquire films for American distribution.
He also did this in France.
Some of the product he acquired is on
an outright basis and some on a participation basis. “Let’s Go Back to the
Champ Elysees” is among the films secured.
No re-makes

will be considered the first

year although it is possible “The Grand
Illusion” may be among that classification. Otterson declared titles to the films
acquired will be announced shortly.
Eduardo Corniglion - Molinier, associated with Inter-Allied, is due from
abroad in a month. Production on its
own is out for the time being for InterAllied, although such a plan may come
later. Otterson plans to head for the
coast in a month.
He said a deal has been concluded for
the French output of Filmsonor, formerly
French Tobis, and that M. Van Beveren,
American representative for the company,
may

join Inter-Allied.

Gabriel Pascal Bound
For Hollywood
New

York— Gabriel

Shortly

Pascal, producer

of

“Pygmalion,” the film version of the
George Bernard Shaw play with Leslie
Howard and Wendy Hiller, plans to leave
for Hollywood in the next week or two,
he said on his arrival on the Normandie.
He has the rights to two other Shaw
plays, “Caesar and Cleopatra” and “Devil’s
Disciple,” the latter to be made in Hollywood. Exteriors for “Caesar and Cleopatra” will be made in Rome and interiors
at Pinewood studios in London.
Another picture planned for Howard is
“Nelson,” Pascal said. He is being advised by Dr. A. H. Giannini during his
stay here.

The Exhibitor Has
His Choice
New

York — Over

the
not
ready.
appears
therefore,

official

being

handed

form.

billing

In

and

centages appears this
"And

a

Artists, it

“Drums''
pressbook
Informationforfor
reviews,is

is

mimeographed
with

at United

cast

in
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of 3,000
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HA Publicity Heads KAO 6-Month Net .
In Weekly Huddles
Only Half of '37

Eskin on Bandwagon
In a Hurry
New

York-— Harold

circuit with
Newark,

theatres

N. J„ and

hem, Pa., is among

Eskin

oi the Eskin

in Stamford,
Easton

and

the early

Conn.,
Bethle-

New

subscrib-

grosses.
100 per

He

says

"I'm

for

the

idea

cent."

Simone Simon Sails
Sails in Huff Huff
New

York — With

her

well-known

pout

very much in evidence, Simone Simon declared her contract with 20th-Fox “was
through, it’s finished and I don’t want
to talk about it” as she sailed on the
French liner Normandie with a farewell to
reporters, “I might never come back.”
The French player was almost detained
at the last minute because she could not
produce her passport. She convinced a
systematic treasury official that she had
filed her papers in Los Angeles and paid
the government $4,000 in income tax.
Miss Simon said she is to appear in
“The Human Beast” which will be directed
by Jean Renoir in Paris. Her leading man
will be Jean Gabin. “After that,” shrugging her shoulders, “I might do a show in
Paris, a picture in London. Who knows?”
Other passengers included David Sarnoff of RCA who said he would study the
latest developments in television abroad.
As a member of the board of directors of
the parent company of RKO, Sarnoff professed to know nothing beyond what is
taking place openly with the reorganization plan.
Julien Duvivier, French director who
has just completed “The Great Waltz”
for Metro, sailed also, saying his contract
with M-G-M was a one-picture deal and
that he will return in March. While in
France, he will direct “Pont Au Souveniers.”
Duvivier had one critical comment to
make of Hollywood. “Here pictures are
difficult to get by the censor. One has to
soften up situations. In France, . we are
more free and as a result, able to get more
atmosphere in our films.”
Benjamin Thau, Metro production executive; Lee Tracy, Mrs. Paul Robeson,
and Kitty Carlisle, were among those
sailing.

Boat”

heads

for UA

Silverstone declared the new arrangement with Wanger makes available for the
producer in excess of $1,500,000 for production. Tay Garnett is now working on
“Trade Winds,” John Ford will direct another picture and two others are scheduled for the new season.
“I don’t know if Mary Pickford will
make a picture,” Silverstone said. “She
has been talking about it for some time.”
She is due here shortly.
Goldwyn, who now lists four on his new
schedule, may make five, according to
the chairman. “The Daring Age” is his
next and will be followed by “Wuthering
Heights.” Roach is now working on “Topper Takes a Trip.”
On Thursday a routine board meeting
was held here.
Asked

about George

High
New

J. Schaefer’s new

New

which

best

York — Net profit for KAO

of $254,538.01 for the same six-month
period and compares with $513,727.35 for
the same months last year. For the 52
weeks ended July 2, B. F. Keith and subsidiaries aggregated $790,839.03 profit
after all charges but surtax on undistributed profits for the 26 weeks ended
December 31, 1937 against $1,249,523 for
the 53 weeks ending July 3, 1937.
The KAO board has declared $1.75 dividend on the preferred out of the capital
surplus payable October 1 to stockholders
of September 15.
contract, Silverstone said, “The terms are
set.” However, he said nothing about
signing. It is understood the contract is
for three years with a two-year option and
provides for a participation in profits.
When informed that L. F. Alstock of
Selznick International would be in New
York to discuss the new UA deal, Silverstone said it was news to him. He pointed
out that John Hay Whitney was in the
east and future discussions on the Selznick
contract, which expires the end of the
year, would be held with him.
Giannini May Finance
Wilcox Series of Four
London — Dr.

for the strides

A. H.

Giannini

is under-

stood to be ready to finance Herbert Wilcox for the four pictures he is planning
under

a two-year deal. Giannini financed “Victoria the Great” for Wilcox
and when Wilcox advised him on the impending UA deal at Southampton, the financier is reported to have approved. J

Praise for French

York — Praise

French

producers
Darryl

Producers
have

made

F. Zanuck

and

in the last year
John

E. Otterson

Said Giannini: "The French are making great pictures. France is making
product of all foreign countries and it is the independent producers who

responsible."
To quote Zanuck: "The French are making
made in English and the only trouble is that
tures. Nevertheless, France
can films are

is making

for the

six months ended July 2 totaled $338,194.41 as compared with $687,190.04 for
the half year ended July 3, 1937. This is
after all charges. For the 52 weeks, KAO
and subsidiaries showed a net of $1,013,767.08, which is equal to $15.76 a share on
the 64,304 shares of seven per cent convertible cumulative preferred and compares with $1,563,358 or 92 cents a share
for the 53 weeks ending July 3, 1937.
B. F. Keith Corp. showed a net profit

better

the
are

fine headway. None of the films is
consumption is limited to good picpictures

than

ever

before,

but

Ameri-

still the favorite."

Otterson: "Independent producers in France are doing a wonderful job." He
lined up 15 pictures for distribution here and all of them were made by independent

"Show Boat" in '40
York — “Show

Publicity

“common policy,” Maurice Silverstone,
chairman of the executive committee,
stated on his return from the coast. At
these sessions a general exchange of views
and ideas takes place, according to Silverstone, some of which are fruitful to
producers along constructive lines.
Lynn Farnol, head of the eastern publicity, advertising and exploitation activities, has been officially initiated and will
make periodic trips to the coast to attend future gatherings. Ideas that result
will be sent to New York for adoption.
Producers, or their representatives, meet
intermittently to discuss matters beneficial
to them, the UA chairman asserted. On
the Friday he left for the east, Silverstone
attended such a session which was presided
over by Henry Ginsberg of Selznick International. Milton Bren represented Hal
E. Roach, who was on a fishing trip. Edward Small was in the east and could not
attend. Samuel Goldwyn, Mary Pickford,
Walter Wanger, James A. Mulvey and
Farnol were on hand. The idea is to have
a different producer as host at luncheon
when pertinent problems to all are gone
over.

$40,000,000

in unemployment benefits were paid to
insured jobless workers in 25 states during June, bringing the total distributed
during the six months ending June 30 to
approximately $180,000,000, according to
the social security board.

New

—

was heaped on them by Dr. A. H. Giannini,
on their return from abroad.

Jobless Benefit
Washington — Approximately

York

producers are holding weekly meetings in
Hollywood under the guidance of Russell
J. Birdwell, chairman, for discussion of a

ers to the industry's national advertising campaign to stimulate fall

Metro

producers.

has acquired from Universal, will not be
included on the former’s 1938-39 program.
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BLUMBERG
is idly speculating
the Nate Blumberg, arrested as one

American Legion convention in Los Angeles next month. On her itinerary are

of those charged with maintaining a gambling establishment at Lake Success, Long
Island, may be. Tne gambling Blumberg
was listed on the police blotter as being
39 years old and his residence the Hotel
Wellington, here in New York . . . Rube
Jackter is officially heralding the new

Boston, Chicago, Milwaukee, Denver, Seattle, Portland, Ore., Cincinnati and Cleveland. . . Morris Jacks says from now
on he’s going to submit dates to a judge
for approval instead of exchanges . . .
Frank Freeman almost burned to a crisp
the other day when he was served in the

child with a special “Flash.” Nothing
to do with Boxoffice Flashes, of course
. . . Dave Palfreyman has been working

government’s suit. The story
repeated here but the curious
Y. F. F. for the lowdown.

^ATE
who

day and night and says flatly he doesn’t
like it. Well, who does?
Sidney Justin of Paramount’s coast legal
staff is vacationing here, but will probably include business among other things
. . . Bob O’Donnell is still among us . . .
Frank Seltzer, head of Hal E. Roach’s
studio publicity, is due for conferences
with Tom Walker in the next week or
ten days . . . David Bernstein is tentatively slated to return from his European
vacation August 15 . . . George W. Weeks
again is visiting Monogram exchanges in
Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Detroit, Cincinnati
and New Orleans.
Lillian Jeffrey, secretary to Joseph R.
Vogel, on July 29 celebrated her ninth
year with Loew’s. She got the job, which
she holds today, by answering a blind ad
. . . Evelyn Keyes, Paramount starlet, is
on tour of the nation inviting federal,
civic and state officials to attend the

There's Trouble in
Westchester
New York — Yachting’s cause celebre of the season finds Skipper Earle
W. Hammons
one
of the leading perpetrators. At the
annual regatta of
the Stamford
Yacht Club in the
international onedesign class over
the weekend, some
of the
leading
skippers took part
in a
navigation
error that is the
k. w. hammons
subject for lively
debate along the Sound.
The race was over a P. and R.
course which is triangle-shaped.
Skipper Hammons
rounded the P.
buoy out in first place with his
“Four Winds” and pointed toward
the next buoy which could not be
located. So on sailed the skipper
followed by the rest of the fleet until
they found a marker belonging to
another club. Although the skippers
realized something was wrong, they
headed for home along with Hammons who sailed home second. In
the meantime, three other skippers
retraced their steps and found the
buoy. They sailed back and claimed
a one-two-three victory.
up to the yachting solons.

Now

it’s

New
a

York — This

circuit

to be a sea captain on Cal Tinney’s radio
program the other night . . . William
Philips of the United Artists Theatre circuit returns from a European trip on the
French liner lie de France August 19 . . .
Jacques Grineff, French producer, is also
expected back sometime next week. He
plans to settle down here . . . Manny Reiner, assistant to Lou Lifton, won a handsome silver loving cup in a tennis tournament at Scaroon Manor during his vacation . . . James FitzPatrick is writing a
bock
Voice

of his adventures,

aptly titled “The

of the Globe.”

Mrs. Florence Marston, eastern secretary of the SAG, is motoring out to the
coast with her family. She expects to
stop in Chicago on her way back toward
the end of the month to wind up a number of contracts . . . Walter J. Hutchinson, director of foreign sales, was tendered a farewell luncheon at the Tavern
by his confreres at 20th-Fox. Those present included A. F. Lomba, Hutchinson’s
assistant; E. L. Rutledge, F. S. Irby, Irving
Maas, E. S. Fraser, C. F. Minck and A. F.
Corwin, all of the foreign department.
Benn Jacobson, assistant to Al Altman,
eastern M-G-M
talent scout, left Friday
for the coast on a three-week pleasure
and business trip . . . Arthur W. Kelly
says he’s not planning a trip to foreign
ports . . . Joseph H. Moskowitz will be
on his way to California in a couple of
weeks . . . Benny K. Thau was among the
passengers sailing on the Normandie. He
will spend a few weeks at Denham Studios
in London in connection with M-G-M’s
“The Citadel” . . . Herman Wobber left
ever the weekend for Kansas City to attend the National Theatres regional which
gets wider way Tuesday . . . Gustav
Schwab, film importer, has been home ill
for the past three weeks.
Joe Moskowitz’s proclivity for meeting
all checks is well known up and down
Broadway. But, on his just-completed
European trip, he ran across a circumstance that even stopped him. He had
planned a visit to the battlefields and,
from

Paris, had ordered hotel accommodations at Verdun. The trip never developed, but from the hotel came a bill for

the accommodations.

No objection

he was

prepared

on Mosto pay.

is the

brief

story

who

wants

to

operator

of
ex-

pand, but doesn't know where to expand. He is Harold Robb of Robb and
Rowley,
There

United

are

no

who

towns

says:

“Expansion?

left to go into."

Closer scrutiny brought to light a 15 per
cent service charge for space never even
occupied.

Louis Nizer is on the high seas bound
for Honolulu. He sailed from Los Angeles Friday . . . Wedding bells will ring
for Pete Lewis of the New York Film
Board August 21. The girl is Evelyn Smith,
of Paterson, N. J. . . . Irene Kuhn gave
some colorful reasons why she would like

kowitz’s part and

24

cannot be
might ask

For Expansion , But
Where to Go?

That

proved

too much.

Harry Brand's recent trip to London
paved the publicity way for Darryl F.
Zanuck. Returning now from London via
newly arrived transatlantic travelers is the
situation which made it essential for
Harry

to bedeck

himself

in white

tie and

tails. His equipment wasn’t that well
rounded out, so he borrowed Bob Goldstein's dress suit. There being a difference in girth, Brand had his hotel tailor
spread the waist, lengthen the sleeves,
alter the trousers and eventually returned the borrowings to Goldstein with nary
a word as to what had happened. The
next night. Bob dressed for the theatre
with results easily calculable.
Formal

announcements

of

Le

Roy

J.

Furman’s wedding on July 3 to Elizabeth
Zelinsky were in the mails this week . . .
Among those Californians looking longingly toward the west are Dr. A. H. Giannini
and Vic Shapiro. The humidity here’s got
them — and everybody else . . . Kenneth
Clark back from his Adirondacks vacation. . . Herb Berg back to his old piscatorial habits . . . Emanuel Cohen in from
Europe . . . First thing Etta Klein did,
after getting set at the Barbizon-Plaza,
was to drop in at Essex House for a cup
of American coffee . . . Mrs. Lou Morris,
wife of the London exhibitor, still in New
York . . . Bob McNeil and his family in
on the Conte di Savoia and anxious to return to San Francisco and his Golden
State Theatres.
Sam Burger flew to Miami the other
day, en route to South America. He is
making stopovers on the way to the east
coast . . . Maurice Silver stein has gone
to the M-G-M
studios and from there
leaves for Seattle. From Seattle he will
take a boat for Singapore where he will
make his new headquarters . . . Marty
Collins

and Harry Peterson start an engagement at the President, A. C., August

12 . . . Art Arthur, 20 th Century-Fox
writer, flew in from the coast for a vacation. .* . Bill Goldman has been visiting.
He expected to find Al Lichtman in town
the other day to keep an appointment at
Saratoga, August 15.
Charlie Schwartz, the lawyer, thought
he would teach James Mulvey pinnochle
on their way to the coast recently and
Murray Silverstone, who joined the game
innocently, was cleaned out . . . Arthur
Greenblatt is on a visit to GB exchanges
in Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Buffalo and Albany. Due back next week . . . Benny
Goodman and Abel Green were among the
homecoming Normandie passengers . . .
BOXOFFICE
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S. R. Kent has acquired a neat nut hue
while at Rangely, Me. . . . Louella Parsons
is in from Hollywood, but it’s far from a
vacation with her byline appearing regularly in local Hearst papers . . . Shirley
Temple is looking over Canadian sights
and is due back at the studios August 20
. . . Mack Liftman’s mother
from a vacation abroad.
M.

has

returned

A. Schlesinger is hankering on sailing for Europe any day now. His wife

awaits him in Naples . . . Reginald Reubenscn, British independent distributor,
sailed on the Normandie after completing
a number of deals for product . . . Al Selig
has joined Paul Gulick’s staff at ‘‘Motion
Pictures’ Greatest Year” campaign headquartes. . . A. F. Alstock, comptroller
for Selznick International, is in town and
will spend a few weeks here on company
business.

Roger Ferri and James P. O'Loghlin
return today from an extensive trip where
they

laid the groundwork
coming Kent Drive . . .

for the forthRose Drucker,

Ferri’s secretary, is dude ranching up at
Brewster, N. Y. . . . Harry Brandt is
spending the remainder of the summer
at Lake

George . . . J. W. Piper, Paramount manager for Japan, has arrived
in Los Angeles where he is visiting with
his family before coming to New York
sometime next week.

Fox studio publicity
few days in town.
Leo
where

staff is spending

press interview at the Sherry -Netherlands
at 11 a. m. . . . Sidney Davis of Columbia’s foreign department is en route to
the coast by auto on a year’s leave of
absence . . . The French Line the other
day took supreme pride in announcing
that among its passengers from abroad
were “Asta” and “Junior,” the dogs
appeared in “The Thin Man.”

who

Joshua Logan has returned from the
coast after looking over possibilities for
“Knickerbocker Holiday,” a new play . . .
Thomas F. Ambrose is the new operator
of the Star, Middleport, N. Y. . . . George
White is back on Broadway after a lengthy
stay in Hollywood . . . Ian Hay is due
soon from England . . . Marion Gering,
the director, is in town from the coast to
produce his own play and direct several
others . . . Dick Pittinger of the 20th-

Now 11 They'll Go
To the Film
New
known

York — M-G-M
almost

80,000

proudly
persons

makes
visited

"Marie
Antoinette"
museum
at
Astor
Theatre
during
the
first
weeks

of its stay.

The
August

picture

Admission

opens

16. Localites

ing public flocks
Metro

really
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the
two

theatre,
pay-

numbers,

something.

6,

the

is free.

if the

like

it

Normandie

Cargo

Spitz is back from Cape Vincent
he spent a few days on his yacht

. . . Sam Galanty, Columbia district manager with headquarters in Washington,
was a visitor during the week . . . Ernie
Morrell, traffic head for M-G-M, returns
Monday from a two-week fishing trip up
the St. Lawrence . . . Lew Golder left the
old town high and dry over the weekend,
returning to his chores at the Columbia
studios where he is associate producer . . .
Walter
.

.

.

Wanger has called cff his contemplated trip to New York at this time
Simone Simon, Lee Tracy, Kitty

Carlisle, Clifford
vivier sailed on
mandie.

Fischer and
the French

Julien Duliner, Nor-

Chris Buckley, who now concentrates his
exhibition interests at Bennington, Vt„ is
in town visiting friends . . . Tony Muto
left a few days ago for Washington where
he now heads activities for Movietonews.
He last was with the IATSE in that city
. . . James R. Grainger spent the weekend
in Gloversville and Saratoga . . . Louis B.
Mayer is vacationing at Saratoga on a
short respite from

the M-G-M

studios

Leopold Friedman has returned to
tions for his lapel after various
tutions. Rain recently brought on a
of carnations and Friedman had to
next
him. best thing, for which

Al Simon of WHN
has gone to Lake
George for a vacation . . . Tyrone Power
disappointed the tensers at the Grand
Central when, instead of coming in from
Chicago via 20 th Century, he decided to
take a plane Sunday. Earle Wingart
soothed the boys by holding a general

a

. . .
—Photo

carnasubstidearth
do the

Returning
Joseph
studio

you can’t blame

European

Laube,

formerly

of the nth

association
“ Men

and

the Rosenblatt-Welt

Leon

be named,

Eddie

Cantor.

Rosenblatt

of

circuit both celebrated

birthdays Saturday. More Rosenblatt-Welt
notes: Gus Nestle, manager of the Lyceum, back from a vacation at Bethlehem, New Hampshire; Naomi Welt and
Betty Rosenblatt return Monday from a
four-day rest at Woodstock, N. Y.; Leon
Rosenblatt is back from an eight-day auto
trip through New Hampshire, Connecticut,
Vermont, Maine and Massachusetts; Harry
Allen, manager of the Empire. Port Richmond, went to Maine over the weekend;
Edward Rowe, head man at the Orient,
Jersey City, gets back Monday from a
week in Philadelphia.
Patsy Kelly will appear with Ben Ber■nie’s band when the new policy at the
Strand is inaugurated August 26. Harriet
Hilliard follows with Ozzie Nelson and his
musicians three weeks later. They will be
held for two weeks . . . Lou Irwin is in
Chicago with the Ritz Bros, who are
p. a.-ing at a B&K house there . . . Bobby
Arnst is in town from the coast . . . Leto
Hill has returned to St. Louis, after a few
weeks in New England, and underground
reports have him rejoining Warner . . .
Douglas Corrigan has been elected to the
roster of the Black Cat Club, fraternal

of stunt

With

Frank

flyers who

worked

in

Wings.”

Durkee

will head

for a European

vacation shortly . . . Paul Buchanan of
Walt Disney Enterprises got back from an
extensive visit abroad on the Manhattan
. . . Brian Aherne sails from England for
New York August 15. After arriving here
he will fly to Hollywood in his own plane
.

Brooks

Left,

Moskowitz, eastern representative for the 20 th Century-Fox
and Joseph M. Schenck. Right,

St., is

managing the Skouras Manhassett, Manhassett, L. I., replacing Augusta Kessler,
who for the past year has been the only
feminine manager in the circuit. She has
returned to secretarial duties at the Skouras home office ... Max Cohen, Big U
sales manager, was in from Albany one
day during the week. He is pinch hitting
at the Albany exchange for another week
or so.
Bernie

Cosmo-Sileo

H.

if he must
Paul

by

travelers.

.

. Emil

and

Jensen has given Beulah Livingstone a five-month leave of absence
she iS now working at the campaign

headquarters for “Motion Pictures’ Greatest Year” . . . Harry Lachman accompanied John E. Otterson from abroad . . .
Myron Sattler’s wife gave him a beautiful
radio for his car when he lighted another
birthday candle the other day.
The

gang

around

CBS

was

interested

in

learning

Irving Reis, who directed the “Columbia Workshop” before he joined the
Paramount story department some months
ago, is married. The girl is Meta Arenson
... Mrs. Grad Sears is mourning the loss
of her mother . . . Jules Levy enjoyed his
stay in Maine
to the coast
and Murray
some.
Hal Horne,

. . . Mike

Hoffman

repairs

shortly . . . “Doc” Giannini
Silverstone a luncheon twoJim

Finney,

Bob

Hawkinson,

Mike Hoffay, Dick Nolan and Mrs. Buchannan were at the pier to meet Paul Buchannan when he returned on the Manhattan the other day . . . Elisha Walker of
Kuhn,

Loeb & Co. was among the passengers and, when interviewed, said he was

not interested

in film financing

ter G. Bent, general
dak Co. in London,
(Continued

on

. . . Wal-

manager of the Koalso was an arrival
page

26-A)
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Anti-Trust Action
Absorbs UA Board
New York — Principal topic of discussion at the UA board meeting Thursday,
the second presided over by Maurice Silverstone since he became chairman of the
executive committee, was the government’s
anti-trust suit and how it affects the company. No action was taken on George J.
Schaefer’s new
yet unsigned.

five-year

contract, which

is

Because it is felt the company is a “Simon pure” distributor and not interested
in theatre operation or production, the advisability of filing a motion seeking to eliminate UA, its directors and officers from
the list of defendants was seriously taken
under consideration.
It is understood

such

a motion

may

be

filed by O’Brien, Driscoll & Raftery, attorneys for UA, on or before November 1,
the deadline for answering subpoenas.
Paul Williams, in charge of the government’s case so far, has gone on a twovacation after having agreed to the

week

80-day extension with the proviso that
Thurman Arnold signs the stipulation in
Washington.
Attorneys

Gather

Data

Meanwhile, attorneys for at least five
major companies are now in the throes of
gathering data to answer the charges of
the government. Additional lawyers, clerks
and stenographer who will be especially assigned to preparation of material for the
defense are now being enlisted. One major company in the next week or so will
employ at least 10 people to assist the lawyer who is handling the case.
According to one counselor, the first
thing that has to be done is to carefully
SuUdy the charges alleged by the government for accuracy. The next step is to
investigate all sources available -for information.
It is pointed out each company will have
a different economic consideration for the
charges
tion.
The

outlined
reason

in the government’s

peti-

for this, it is said, is because

each company’s selling policy is different
as are corporate and internal operations.
Some lawyers view the question of the
board members as defendants as immaterial while others assert they have
thority in the selling of film.

no

au-

New

Dramatic

RKO Relighting 13,

Form

Hollywood — A Paramount studio press
release is urging audiences to watch, not
Martha Raye, but her “footsies” in “Give
Me a Sailor.” She is supposed to display
six or seven emotions via her underpinnings. These are:
1. Poise: Weight on foot; the other at
graceful ease.
2. Love: She
kissed.

rises to her

toes

to

be

3. Anger: She keeps the ball of one foot
off the ground, the instep turned slightly
in.
4. Shyness: One foot is wound around
the calf of the other leg.
5. Embarrassment: One foot is pressed
down by the ball of the other.
6. Confidence: She crosses her legs and
swings the free one slightly.
7. Defiance: She stretches her feet out
when seated, with the knees slightly
straight indicating independence.
Only slightly straight
pendence?

to indicate

inde-

Nat'l Executives
To Kagcee Parley
New

York — Spyros

Skouras,

William

T.

Powers, Edward Zabel, J. J. Sullivan, Milton Hossfeld and Harry C. Cox arrive in
Kansas City,. Monday, and on the following day start the first of a two-day regional meeting at the Muehlebach Hotel.
On the third day, E. C. Rhoden, winner of
the first award of $5,000 in the recent
12-week contest, will stage a surprise for
the visitors. Rick Ricketson, operating

Reveals O'Connor
New York —
Reopening dates for 13
houses, closed for the summer, have been
set by John J. O’Connor, general manager
of the RKO circuit. The first group of
five will be relighted August 12 and include the Regent, Rochester, N. Y.; Shore
Road, Brooklyn: Uptown,
Jefferson, Manhattan.

Yorktown

and

On August 18, the Albee, Providence,
will resume business and on the following
day, the Shubert, Cincinnati, will join
the parade. On August 26, the Trent,
Trenton, will be in the running once again.
Other

reopening dates are the Alden, Jamaica, September 1; Strand, Syracuse;

Orpheum,

Kansas

City,

September

2;

Majestic, Columbus, September 3; Orpheum, Champaign, 111., September 10.
With the New 23rd St. opening last
Thursday, RKO
has leased
23rd Street to Consolidated
beginning
George

September
Skouras

Proctor’s on
Amusements

1.
plans

to

reopen

six

local houses on August 12. It was originally intended to relight the theatres
around Labor Day, but because of the
RKO move on upper Broadway, Skouras
will most likely revise his schedule so that
the houses will resume the end of the week.
The

Rivoli reopened

Saturday

with “Gate-

Universal Repays Loan
From Bank of America

and his men, will be given the second prize of $3,000. The third award of
$2,000 will be tendered Charles Skouras
and his associates at the second regional

New
way.” York — Universal, in what is viewed
as a step improving its financial position,
has paid off $600,000 recently borrowed
from Bank of America, N. A., of San
Francisco and is now entirely clear of any

August 15-17 at the Fox
fices in Los Angeles.

obligations
stitution.

head,

West

Coast

of-

Policies and product discussions will
highlight the general sessions. Although
RKO recently sent out an announcement
that the National Theatres’ deal was consummated, an executive of the circuit says
this is not so. Hence, this company’s product, Universal and UA will not come up
for discussion on the floor. Herman Wobber, general sales manager of 20th-Fox,
has finally completed negotiations on a

with

the Giannini

banking

in-

The $600,000 was additional to the major
loan engineered sometime ago. The first
loan, aggregating close to $2,000,000 was
cleared up months ago. The second, on
which $200,000 already had been cleared,
was closed out during the week with payment of the remaining $400,000. This releases to the company the lien held by the
bank

on “The Rage of Paris”
duals in “Mad About Music.”

and

resi-

one-year deal for National’s 450 theatres.
This is the only contract closed since the
new season selling got under way.

They'd Like to Be
Included. Too
New

York — Dr.

Lawrence

New

Spangard,

Hollywood physician, concludes stardom contributes to longevity. Stars
take
more

better care of themselves,
rest and sunshine, etc.

Members
industry

of the various

committees

working

regulation and "Motion
est Year" want
to
same can be extended
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and

get

assorted
on

self-

Picture's Greatknow
whether
to New York.

But Do They Mean
All the Time?

York Allied to Talk

Joint Conclave

With N. J.

New York — Max A. Cohen, temporary
chairman of Allied of New York, next
week will call a meeting of the board to
decide

whether the unit will hold a convention of its own this year or combine
it with Allied of New Jersey, which plans
to hold its meeting in Atlantic City in
October. Discussion also will be held on
mapping a program in connection
Ascap’s 15 cents a seat tax.

with

Hollywood — Hedy Lamarr wears a
knife-pleated skirt, very full, of black
silk crepe with a very sheer white
blouse,

which

is collarless,
neckline

with

closely,

a

flat

band

fitting the

from

which

gathering allows for great fullness of the blouse. Sleeves are long

and very full, caught tightly, with a
wrist-band. M-G-M
obliges with this.
Not always?
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lor "Pauline"
RitesObserved
Last Are
in Paris
(Continued from page 25) •
. . . Austin C. Keough returned from Chicago over the weekend . . . Tyrone Power
left for the coast Saturday . . . Don
Ameche, recovered from his operation in
Holland, is due in the next week or so, and
Sonja Henie arrives Monday on the Normandie en route to the 20th-Fox studios.
Irving Barry leaves for Hollywood Monday night with a stopover in Kansas City.
Malcolm

Kingsberg

of KOA

arrives in

London today. He’s aboard the Normandie
. . . Lunsford P. Yandell, executive treasurer of RCA, is back from a European vacation; he’s also a director of RKO . . .
George E. Kann has forsaken temporary
cares at Loew’s Willard for his usual and
annual vacation at the country home of
George Neubert. It’s at Oakdale, L. I.,
hard by the Great South Bay . . . Lynn
Farnol’s back from Hollywood. He traveled
the bird’s way . . . Eddie Small is en route
to the coast . . . Walter W anger, busy in
production, has been compelled to pass up
an invitation to address the World Youth
Congress at Vassar, Aug. 16-23.
Walter Goetz, son of Harry, leaves Monday for the coast where he joins the Republic writing staff . . . May Reis, secretary to Milt M. Kusell and sister of Irving
Reis, the Paramount writer, left for Hollywood Friday for a vacation . . . A1 Wilkie
went to Saratoga over the weekend to arrange advance campaign for “Sing You
Sinners” in that city . . . Stanton Griffis
sails Wednesday on the Queen Mary on his
annual trip abroad . . . Abe Leff is spending the summer in Rockaway.

Paris

—

Burial

rites for Pearl

White,

first heroine of the serial thrillers, were
held here at the Passay Cemetery, Saturday. Death was caused by a kidney ailment.
Miss White was understood to be 49
but her 84-year-old father said in Springfield, Mo., that she was not 49, but 41 —
explaining she had added a few years “to
keep ahead of Mary Pickford.”
She made her debut in films in 1913
and at the top of her career earned $10,000 a week playing opposite Warner Oland, who was the villain. In 1921, Miss
White retired on the fortune she had
amassed and came to this country where
she established her home.

Feiber & Shea
Two
New

Renews

Warner

York — Feiber

Poolings

& Shea

has

renewed

its pooling arrangement with Warner in
Jamestown, N. Y„ and in Akron, Ohio,
for one year. Each circuit has two theatres in Jamestown and one in Akron.
The Jamestown pool has been in effect
for two years and the Akron arrangement a year and a half.

.

Allied Would Enjoin
Chicago Clearance
Chicago — An

injunction

will be sought

in federal court within the next ten days
here by Allied Theatres of Illinois, whereby
they will seek to enjoin B&K from enforcing its current clearance of ten weeks.
This will be part of the legal action to
seek invalidation of the present protection
system in the Windy City.
Announcement of the legal action was
made Thursday afternoon by Joseph
Rosenberg, of the law firm of Rosenberg, Stein and Rosenberg, who has represented Allied in discussions with Paramount and B&K executives for the
last several weeks. The final meeting
was held here Wednesday afternoon, with
Austin C. Keough, Paramount general
counsel, John Balaban, Walter Immerman
and Maurice Leonard, all of B&K; and
Jack Kirsch, Van Nomikos, Ben Bartlestein, Ludwig Sussman, and Rosenberg,
representing Allied.
Allied was adamant in its contention
for clearance of only five weeks, while
B&K would not capitulate to the demands.
Rosenberg told Boxoffice that “we
want this suit heard in federal court immediately so that the 1938-39 contracts
will not be completed with the current

REVIEW

clearance setup still in effect.”
Allied Suit, Not
Eddie
Silverman's
Chicago
— The suit referred to in Box-

U. S. Premium Corp. Will
Show New Kameragraph
New

York

— United

States

Premium

Corp. will hold demonstrations for circuits of the new Kameragraph device
soon here and in Philadelphia, Boston and
Buffalo, according to Lester S. Tobias,
general manager.
An automatic, electrically operated camera, the Kameragraph is designed to be
placed in the theatre lobby to take pictures at random of patrons. It was developed by the Kameragraph Corp. of
America, national rights to which have
been acquired by United States Premium
Corp.

Directory Requires 101
Changes in 3 Months
New

York

—

A

total of 101 changes

from April 1 to June 30 were added in a
supplement to the Directory of Motion
Picture Theatres issued by the Film Board
of Trade. Two new circuits are included
in the listings: Carsten Theatres, Inc.,
Bronx, and Stahl circuit, Rutherford, N. J.
Buys
New

York

Darrieux
—

French

Gustave

Schwab

has

ac-

quired American rights to a Danielle Darrieux picture, “Gold in the Streets,” which
will be available for distribution early this
fall. It was made in France.
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THE

GLADIATOR

high

(Col) — Has

hilarity, but

general

formula

starrers.

The

its moments

in general

E. Brown's best.
fully weak and

is below

of
Joe

by

David

of many

picture

preceding

will have

Brown

to depend

Loew,

Directed

by

Edward

Sedgwick.
MAN

FROM

Again

MUSIC

presents

MOUNTAIN

Gene

Autry

(Rep)—

in the kind

of

singing, shooting western that has made
his name
a favorite with showmen
and
action
music

fans.
are

Charles
SAFETY

Timely

among

Ford.

story

Directed

Jones

and

the assets.

IN NUMBERS

the popular

by

splendid

Produced

(20th-Fox)— Another
family

by

Joe Kane.

series

in

incorporat-

ing the typical wholesome comedy and action that have characterized those preceding in the winning group and portrayed by
highly

the

same

be

expected to perform comparable yeoman service at the boxoffice. Produced by
Stone.

acceptable

Directed

COMPLETE

last week

under

a New

York

date-

line involving Eddie Silverman of Essaness
circuit covering B&K protection and dual
features, should have been referred to as
the pending Allied of Illinois suit against
B&K, Silverman said here.

Supporting cast is woestory follows the same

entirely on the popularity of the colossalkissered comic for its support. Produced

John

Film

*

FLASHES

office

cast.

by Malcolm

REVIEWS

It can

St. Clair.

on the above

pictures will appear in an early issue
of BOXOFFICE.

RKO's New 23rd Street
Throws Open Its Doors
New

York- — Another

flagship

to RKO’s

fleet of theatres was installed Thursday
night when the New 23rd Street, located
on the site of the old Grand Opera House,
was unveiled to the gaze of the public.
Representing a slick job of construction,
the theatre approaches the last word as
far as modern building technique is concerned. For those statistically inclined,
there are 1,100 seats on the main floor
and 400 in the balcony and it is estimated
the job of rebuilding costs in the neighborhood of $500,000.
The color scheme of the interior is
cherry red and rust harmonizing with the
blue of the ceiling which is finished with
a border of yellow and green and consists
of a series of green and pink superimposed
circles to give it a velvety effect.
Prominent in the grand foyer is the
original staircase leading to the rear of
the balcony which has been modernized
with a walnut veneer of the latest design.
In the projection room the equipment approaches technical perfection.

IB) HU IF IF A IL CO
JjVENT of the week for Buffalo
western New York theatre men

and
was

the Variety Club’s second annual picnicdance at Muegel’s Inn and grove, 18 miles
northeast of the city. It attracted more
than 150 persons, including members and
guests from Syracuse, Rochester, Elmira,
Niagara Falls, Gowanda and Cattaraugus,
and provided merriment galore.
Highlight

of the fun

was

afforded

They won 26-15. in a seven-inning contest
(?) for which a Ross Federal Service
checker would have been a great help in
compiling hits and errors, and a board of
arbitration of much assistance as umpire.
In the final inning, when 11 exhibitors
crossed the plate, the distributors had
to make threats of contract cancellations
in order to get the game over. Sidney J.
Cohen of the Buffalo Jubilee captained the
winners, who received the Shea Theatres
trophy, presented by Vincent R. McFaul,
president and general manager of Buffalo
of Mono-

G. Emerson Dickman of 20th CenturyFox again revealed his prowess as the
club’s ace golfer, with a net of 69 to win
the annual trophy. Jack Read of the
Hollywood, Gowanda, captured the other
major trophy with a 72 for low gross.
William Bradley of the Hayman Niagara
Falls theatres made the best score in a
nine-hole

Emanual;

TCF.

John M. Sitterly of Pyramid Exchange, Mel Schwartz of the Jubilee, Jerome L. Schwartz and Jasper were on the
arrangements committee.
Mi’s. Mollie Lavene, wife of Phil, manager of the Embassy Theatre, suffered
a broken left ankle, the loss of several
teeth and severe cuts in the face. Phil received gashes on his neck and facial contusions, and their son, Martin, was cut
in the face when the Lavene automobile
crashed

into a railroad viaduct. Phil reported that a bug flew into his face, and
that he lost control of the car while trying
to brush off the insect. Mrs. Lavene is in
Millard Fillmore Hospital for at least two
months.

Margaret

Adrian

of

brother-in-law, Charlie Somma, on the
Rappahannock River . . . Henry Reid,
Byrd Service staff, motored to Yorktown
and Virginia Beach during his vacation
. . . The Dalton in Pulaski is planning another colored all local talent show as the
first was so successful . . . Employes of
the Pulaski theatres had another outing
on Draper Mountain.
Borrah Minnevitch’s Harmonica Rascals
made a personal appearance at the Pulaski
Theatre recently . . . Henry Dusman, Baltimore Supply dealer, visited town recently
accompanied by his family . . . Granham
Barbee and Ed Haley, Lichtman circuit
officials, were recent visitors . . . Russ
Widenor,

Philadelphia Altec engineer, supervised the installation of the new sound

at the censor board . . . Herbert Pocklington has been promoted to doorman of the

2G-B

films foremost in the public’s mind, a representative gathering of between 75 and
100 trade leaders and exhibitors met here
Friday at the King Edward Hotel preparatory to launching the Dominion-wide advertising campaign designed to increase
attendance at Canadian theatres.
Canadian theatres, it was announced,
will participate equally with Americans
in competiting for the $250,000 in cash
prizes.
A committee

of three was

to leave Sat-

urday on a tom' of the Dominion to address exhibitors on behalf of the drive.
They are J. J. Fitzgibbons, vice-president
and director of theatre operations for Fa-

Another new branch sales manager in
Buffalo in the person of John Scully,
transferred here from Boston by Universal. He succeeds Peter F. Dana, called
to the New York offices for an assignment.
Dana has been here since last May, having

N. A. Taylor, chairman of the film section of the Toronto Board of Trade, presided at the three-hour meeting Friday.
In addition to Taylor, other speakers were

succeeded Nate Sauber, who went to Washington in the spring series of promotions.

Col.

Dewey Michaels has selected Jack Richards, New Yorker, formerly with the
Brandt circuit, as manager for his new
intimate theatre just about completed. Michaels has postponed the opening until August 20, when he figures to
have Kleig lights, a sound truck, and the
other

appurtenances

of a Hollywood

inau-

gural.

RICHMOND
QANDY
vending machines have finally
made their appearance in town and
all theatres report satisfactory sales . . .
Harriett Eisner, Byrd cashier, is spending
her vacation at the summer home of her

Toronto — Endorsing the drive by the
motion picture industry generally to keep

mous Players’ Canadian Corp.; Haskell
Masters, Canadian manager for United
Artists, and Leo Devaney, Canadian manager for Radio-Keith-Orpheum.

Mercury,

special.

Bridge occupied the early afternoon for
the women. Later they participated in
races with Mrs. Muriel Woronov, wife of
M-G-M’s

Academy, Variety’s chief barker; Bob Murphy of the Shea organization, Ken Robinson of Paramount, Sydney Samson of

by

the softball game between teams of exhibitors and distributors, in which the showmen repeated their victory of last year.

Theatres, Inc. Jules J. Jasper
gram headed the losers.

the Shea staff and Mrs. Anne Murphy
capturing the awards . . . Sydney Lehman
of United Artists, Jacob Lavene of the

Canada Is Prepared
To Aid Trade Drive

Henrico

and

William

Maxey,

Farley

added

to the

assistant

to Pete

Stain-

back

at Loew’s, has returned from vacationing at Ware’s Wharf . . . Floyd Stawls,
manager of the Carillon, has bought a
new car . . . Frances Stenchfield, cashier,
Loew’s,

is recovering

from

an

emergency

appendectomy . . . George Daniels, Loew’s
projectionist, is vacationing at Buckroe
Beach

. . . Sam Wheeler, Washington manager for 20th Century-Fox, was in town
last week . . . Robert Egan, who was manager of the closed Strand, has been appointed relief manager for all Wilmer and
Vincent theatres, succeeding Otis Kyger,
who

A

special committee, under the chairmanship of Taylor, named to deal with all
problems relative to the drive, starting, as
in the United States, on September 1, consists of Herb Allen, H. C. D. Main, Sam
Fine, H. Freedman, P. J. Nolan, all of
Ottawa; O. J. Scott and L. Lush of Wiarton; and Harry Firestone, Harold Kay, M.
Stein and Gordon Lightston.

Albany

service staff . . . Ben Pitts, prominent Virginia exhibitor, is building bowling alleys
in Fredericksburg .

Leneous

John A. Cooper, head of the Motion Picture Distributors and Exhibitors
Devaney.
of
Canada; Fitzgibbons, Haskell and

returns to his old duties at the Colonial . . . The Virginia censor board re-

jected “The Birth of a Baby” . . . Mack
Scarborough, projectionist, has been transferred from the closed Strand to the Carillon, replacing H. F. Saunders who went
to the State.

Theatres

On
Albany

Help

" Sales Means
—

In

a

drive

Jobs"

encompassing

all

forms

of media, "Sales Means Jobs” campaign here is declared to be accomplishing
its objective under the guidance of Jimmy
Carrier of the Fabian Theatres, who is
acting as director of publicity.
Every

theatre

in

the

city is running

trailers centering on the “Sales Means
Jobs” theme. These trailers are screened
at every show. Radio, newspapers, street
car and bus advertising, billboards and
trucks of industrial firms
ized to carry the message.

New

are being

util-

Picon Film

New
York —
Molly Picon’s latest,
“Mamele,” has just been completed in
Warsaw, and will be ready for release
here early in October, reports Joseph
Green, president of Sphinx Films. The
company
man.
Mamen,”

is now shooting “A Brivele Der
starring Misha and Lucy Ger-
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Mayer Cites Need
■p \\n
i- n
ror Cooperation
By

GENE

RICH

JTjN ROUTE
by plane to the home town
of Norfolk, Margaret Sullavan stopped
over long enough to criticize the short
runways and the local airport thereby
giving needed impetus to the drive for a

Chicago — Louis B. Mayer, stopping off
here en route to Saratoga Springs, N. Y„
took time out from his one hour between
trains to answer queries on conciliation

better aerodrome at the nation’s Capital
. . . Tim McCoy’s holdings from the illfated wild west carnival venture that folded here, went under the auctioneers routine hammer this week . . . Larry Laskey,

with
the

representative
Loew, is busy

“after
coast

hands

full with production.” He added: “However there is a definite

need
and

all, we on
have our

for
we

dates for an early opening

Going Native revue at the Capitol, bringing along famed Dance Director Chester
Hale.

have

never

felt that the distributor or producer
should take every cent

Twentieth Century -Fox
nual Kent drive meeting

of profit from the exhibitor in rentals. There
should
the

be some

theatre

left for

owner,

LOUIS

so

15. MAYEIi

he, too, can remain in business. And vice
versa, the exhibitor should not want to
keep all the profits for himself but permit
the producer to have some that can go
back into still better pictures for the benefit of all concerned. It can all be accomplished through cooperation.”
The M-G-M production head also found
time to discuss business in general, thoroughbred race horses he is breeding, the
need for cooperation among
various
branches of the industry and the weather.
He conferred with J. T. Flynn,
district manager; W. E. Banford,
branch manager.
Production

Pace

M-G-M
M-G-M

“Wallace Beery and Mickey Rooney will
give the exhibitors another ‘Champ,’ in
‘Stable Mates.’ ‘The Great Waltz,’ which
Julien Duvivier directed for us, will bring
to the American screen Militza Kurjus,
to my

mind

will be one

of the out-

standing finds of the new season.”
Mayer raved over the potentialities of
Hedy Lamarr, whose first American picture
by the way is UA’s “Algiers.”
for M-G-M is not yet set.
Mayer

heaped

praise upon

Her

Mickey

first
Roo-

ney— “One-take” Rooney, as he dubbed
him, for his ability to grasp directions so
quickly — and said that the youngster
would continue a boxoffice asset for exhibitors for years to come. “Incidentally,”
he added, “there is more to the ‘Judge
Hardy’ series than entertainment. It gives
American parents a different insight on
the raising of children.”
“Gone With the Wind,” Mayer estimated, will be budgeted at $3,000,000 before the last foot of film is shot on the
production, with Clark Gable definitely
set for the role of Rhett Butler. Norma
Shearer is out as Scarlett O’Hara, with
the studio up in the air as to what actress
will get, as Mayer
BOXOFFICE

termed
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it, “the

big-

held its first anwith Drive Lea-

der Jim O’Loghlin, Roger Ferri, Dynamo
editor; Edgar Moss, Harvey Day and Lee
Balsly as pep talkers . . . Rose Harris,
secretary for Sara Young at Fox, is off
for a vacation at a New England camp
... A Metro visitor is C. B. Fogle, supervisor of exchange maintenance from the
New

York offices . . . Lou Marks is recouping lost strength at his Gotham home
after an operation . . . Times drama critic,
Andy Kelley, is back from his holiday at
Atlantic City . . . Former Star drama
columnist, Eddie Melcher, in town for a
short visit, is rumored to be working on
dramatization of a novel for a Chappell
play.
After

the

gala

DeTittas, Variety
gerald to replace

Holds

“We’re going along in great style,” he
said. “As I left the studio for this tenday rest period at Saratoga Springs there
were nine pictures in work. And there are
many ready for release shortly.

who

of the open-air

theatre,
near here
Alexandria
. . the
Geneannual
Ford
has
arrived
to assist.' in

cooperation,

at M-G-M

of New England’s E. M.
around Filmrow pencilling

governors

gest

and

acting

farewell

party

to

the

has named Blaine FitzArthur on the board of

Keith’s

plum

Hardie

since

the

occupy

the

recording

secretary

spot

left

open . . . Earle’s Mackie Duvall admits a
diamond-studded engagement . . . Mary
Horney, also of the Earle offices, is back
from a Miami stay . . . Unhappy news of
an auto mishap to relatives called Dan
Terrell to Glen Falls, N. Y. . . . A1 Pratt
boasts of a four-star catch in a brown
trout from Grandfather’s Mt., N. C. . . .
The Ambassador’s Bob Etris is vacationing at Ocean City, Md. . . . Sid Hoffman,
the Home’s pilot, is off for Atlantic City
and a holiday stay . . . Guy Wonders is on
this year’s leave at Caledonia

Park

in the

Pennsylvania mountains, broke last year’s
marathon golfing record by doing a total
of 423 holes . . . Ray Bell, avid amateur
camera ace, copped third prize in a local
paper contest . . . Loew Artist Tommy
Eitten spent days on a fishing spree
around

Boone’s

Isle in the Chesapeake.

Marian Hepburn, Katharine’s younger
sister, is much news kodaked at the Senate Civil Liberties strike investigation . . .
H. C. Taylor announces new air-conditioning equipment for his LaPlata Theatre
. . . Kenneth Duke fr., son of Leonardtown’s filmhouse owner, underwent an
operation at St. Mary’s Hospital . . .
Metro’s Pete Prince reports a 3-2 loss by
the Variety softballers to the Rockpoint
nine . . . RKO’s Lawrence Ady is one of
the mam cogs in the new Wayside playhouse, down Herring Bay way . . . Hardie
Meakin is celebrating a natal anniversary
. . . Varieteer Garfield Kass is reputed to
be building the first local ice skating rink
out Connecticut Avenue . . . Horlacher’s
chief, Ralph Bums, turned an ankle while
baseballing which sent him to work on
crutches . . . Blanche Hall is in charge of

Meakin

to

Metro's

advent

of

the Century for Saratoga. “It’s a nice day,
I feel like a walk,” he said, and then
jauntily led the others a brisk walk north
on Dearborn St.
On the same train in from the coast were

motion pictures.”
Reminiscing with Jack Flynn, who was
closely associated with him for more than
three years at one time on the west coast,
Mayer said: “It is surprising, despite the
heavy losses that M-G-M
has suffered
through death and other circumstances,
how the company keeps forging ahead.
We lost Lon Chaney, Jean Harlow and
Dressier at the height of their careers, through death. William Haines and
Jack Gilbert we lost because they were
not suited for roles in talking pictures.
The death of Irving Thalberg, the greatest producer the industry has known, was
a terrific blow, as was the passing of Paul
Despite these losses, M-G-M continues ahead and in 1938-39 we are looking for our greatest year yet, and hope to
introduce still many new personalities with
which the exhibitors can make money.”
Also with Mayer were his doctor and
Norman Church, trainer of his stable of six
horses, which are now quartered at Saratoga. However, none of them are running
at this meeting. Appearing in good health,
the M-G-M production head chose to walk
from the Dearborn Street station where he
alighted from the Santa Fe Chief to the
LaSalle Street station where he boarded

beach

party

at Bay

Ridge.

Julien Duvivier, who directed “The Great
Waltz,” on his way back to France to direct
a French production; Ariane Borg, young
French beauty, who has been here for some
time

Marie

Bern.

annual

and

learning English, but who is committed to Pathe of France for another picture,
who

contract

will return to Hollywood in November; and Janet Beecher, Paramount
player, en route to New York for

a two-week

New

stay, “to see the sights.”

"Glass"

Film

Washington — The latest venture by the
government in film production will be
labelled “Safety Glass” and depict the
manufacture and utilization of such glass.
A two-reel silent flicker, it will portray all
important steps of construction from
quarrying silica to the marketing.

O'Brien Half Dozen
Hollywood — George O’Brien has been
signed by Pandro S. Berman for six more
westerns, with Bert Gilroy producing and
David Howard directing.
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^yiNTER
can’tblistering
be far behind
. . party
. For
despite the
heat those
boys — the Variety Club — have already got
under way with plans for their annual
party next winter. Heading the various
committees for the big banquet are the
following moviemoguls: General chairman,
James P. Clark; 1st vice-chairman, Dr.
Leon Levy; 2nd vice-chairman, Milton
Rogasner; ticket committee, Ben Amsterdam; dais committee, Ted Schlanger; reception committee, Earl Sweigert; entertainment committee, David Weshner; electrical committee, Louis Krou.se ; microphone committee, E. O. Wilschke; publicity, E. M. Orowitz; dinner committee, Ben
Fertel; seating committee, Ben Amsterdam; transportation-hotel committee,
William J. Clark; souvenir committee,
Charles Goodwin; program committee, A1
Blofson; meritorious award committee, Oscar Neufeld; out-of-town guests committee, Paul Greenhalgh; ad committee, William J. Clark. Evidently they expect to
have a big time, for they’ve named a
•‘physician-in-charge.” He’s Dr. J. Alex
Ritter.
Filmrovo was shocked to hear of the untimely death of Dave Fuhrman, manager
of the 333 Market Theatre. He drowned
last week while bathing in Atlantic City.
Fuhrman broke into the motion picture
business as secretary to the late Stanley
Mastbaum, brother of Jules Mastbaum . . .
Frank Weiland is reported taking over the
Elm Theatre, Camden, from the Slatko
interests.
The Byrd Theatre, West Philadelphia,
has been sold by Albert M. Greenfield,
representing the Northern Trust Co., trustees for the bondholders of the theatre
property, to the Byrd Theatre Co. The
property was bought in by the bondholders’ protective committee on the former
first mortgage bond issue of $150,000, and
resold through the Greenfield organization.
In the present transaction the bondholders are taking back a new first mortgage
bond of $100,000. The house, which seats
1,800, was built ten years ago. It was
closed since April 30, and will reopen
after Labor Day following extensive alterations. Among those who attended were
Marcus Benn, George Resnick, Ben Fertel,
Louis Schlifer and George Nonamaker.
Russ Forence’s Strand Theatre, Ocean
City, N. J., is being equipped with an entirely new steup of booth equipment. Installation being made by the National
Theatre Supply Co. . . . The Stanley outfit is throwing a press party in honor of
Irving Berlin on Monday at the Warwick
Hotel, in line with the gigantic buildup
campaign of the musical film . . . Denizens of Vine Street who attended the
preview at the Aldine on Wednesday, dubbed the film, ‘‘one of the best that’s hit
town 17 1 ages.”
Charlie Goldfine, operator of the Falls
Theatre, is planning a baseball night next
Friday in order to boost an East Falls
boy in the big-league contest sponsored
by the Philadelphia Record. Each kid
who brings in six ballots for the sand2G-D

lotter, will be admitted to the theatre free
on Saturday afternoon . . . Jon Hall, star
of Hurricane, is getting beacoup plaudits
at the Earle Theatre this week, despite
the fact that he wasn’t even on the bill.
Jon is following his bride, Frances Langford, around the circuit, and the fans
keep yelling for him. The house meanwhile gets a front rank star on the cuff
. . . Leon Janney, ex-screen juvenile, was
exonerated by a grand jury of a charge
of breaking a window and stealing an
armload of books.

A Theatre "Chess” Move
In Milqram-Pizor
Philadelphia — Dave

Milgram

Feud
fired

the

latest salvo in his feud with Lewen Pizor,
UMPTO prexy, when the Affiliated Theatres Corp. announced control of the
Frolic Theatre at 52nd St. and Wyalusing
Ave.
With a new house being built by the
Milgram interests on one side of Segall’s
Apollo, and now the Frolic on the other
side, it puts the Pizor-Segall faction in
the middle in West Philadelphia.
Filmrow observers are interested in
what move Pizor and his associate, Charles
Segall, UMPTO secretary, now will make.
The two factions have been playing theatre chess all over the lot. It started
when Pizor purchased a lot and began
building near Milgram’s Walton. Milgram protested that it was against the
canons of UMPTO for one independent to
compete with a brother member. Pizor
retorted that Milgram wasn’t a bona fide
member, due to the non-payment of dues.
Then Milgram retaliated by building a
theatre near the Apollo. Now the purchase of the Frolic, makes

A Central Source
Educational
New

York— A central

it Pizor’s move.

lor
Pictures

source

for educa-

tional films has been established here as
the Association of School Film Libraries
with headquarters in the Time and Life
building. The organization was made possible by a grant from the General Education Board, a Rockefeller foundation.
The membership according to Fanning
Kearon, executive director, will be limited
to educational institutions and non-commercial distributors serving the educational field. Schools and colleges may
now turn to the association for help and
advice in securing the films they need in
determining the value of motion pictures
in education.

$1 Loew
New

York — Loew’s

Dividend
has declared

a year-

end dividend of $1 on the common, payable August 25 to those of record August
15. The fiscal year ends August 31. The
last dividend was 50 cents on June 30.

pox folks, along with Morris Mechanic
and the cooperation of Lou Rome, are
tossing an invitation preview for their
latest Berlin film opus at the Rialto . . .
Which reminds that directly across the
thoroughfare at North and Linden, Motsey Schwaber has labelled his new 1,000seater, the Linden, and will open in September with former local managerial veteran, Frank Boucher, at the helm . . .
Local Allied Chief Frank Hornig and the
missus, are vacationing on Atlantic City
sands' . . . Mr. and Mrs. John Smearman,
manager of Havre de Gras State — under
the Durkee banner — is also at the famed
play resort . . . The Variety golf tournament at Rolling Road proved a sellout for
their couple hundred ducats with the
Pennington’s A1 Kahn taking top honors
with a 135 — and a 72 handicap! . . . Washington’s prize golfer, Harry Bachman
(Monogram), and Horlacher Executive
Ralph Binns attended from the Capitol.
The Harlem’s
his wife, have

journeying to Hartford, Conn. Incidentally, the Zelkos are shopping for baby
gadgets . . . After their return from New
England, Norman Ansell, Lenox pilot, will
oe of) to the biggest town and also a
sojourn at Atlajitic City . . . Barry Goldman,
bookerman
for Rome’s
colored theatreschief
and head
at the Regent,
has
substituted his summer leave for a winter
vacation when he will trek to Florida sunshine. . . The Regent, after a short rowid
with the officials, are legally operating
their Monte Carlo night . . . Leon and
Helen Back, and the Eddie Kempels, motored to D. C. for the Arthur DeTitta farewell dinner at the Willard . . . Sad news
of the death of Lou Rome’s father-in-law
. . . Also the death of Edgar Moore, father
of Actor Raymond Moore.
Local

Tent

No.

19

has

inaugurated

Wednesday night get-to-gethers with such
success as to warrant limited attendance.
The latest Wednesday night soiree was
tossed for Hippodrome’s Ted Routson because of his activity in finding entertainment for the club . . . Variety social committee— Eddie Sherwood jr. (Ascap), and
Joe Grant (.Dunbar) — deserve mention
. . . The aforementioned Regent comes in
for a summer redecorating . . . Sammy
Soltz’s Howard also takes a remodeling
and repainting . . . Rodney Collier and
the Mrs. are back at the St. Paul street
homestead after an Atlantic City leave
. . . Lamar Keen, manager of Warner’s
Avalon, D. C„ was here for the funeral
of his father . . . Jackson Wheat is inaugurating a four-day week during the
torrid August for his Earle . . . Bill Saxton
is celebrating a decade and a half as a
Loew veteran.

$600 lor UA Awards
New

Quits
Justice J.Dep't
Washington
— Russell
Hardy, special
assistant attorney general, who prosecuted
the St. Louis cases for the government,
has resigned to enter private law practice.
He has been with the department of
justice 24 years.

Skipper Bill Zelko, with
takeri holiday leave by

York — UA

has

inaugurated

an

ad

sales drive with three awards totaling
$600 to be given to the first three men
who score highest quotas from now until
December 31. First prize will be $300;
second, $200; third, $100. The plan is to
stimulate
sales during the company’s
anniversary.
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ITS ON THE
THAT'S

WHY

WAY
WE SAY

WAIT

FOR

SWEETHEART
BEAUTYWARE
$50,000.00
Already

Spent in Producing This Electrifying Box Office Sensation
Destined to Shatter All Precedent in Premium Values.

THAT'S

METRO

WHY

WE

CAN

PREMIUM

SAY

THAT

CO. WILL

PAY

$1,000.00
To Anyone

Who

Can Duplicate and Deliver for Theatre Distribution the

DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION AND
UNPARALLELED CASH VALUE
Featured In This Premium

AT DOUBLE THE PRICE
YOU CAN BUY IT FROM US

It3s Comi ng Soon !
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IN ALL
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1938

CO.

DIVISION

PRINCIPAL
By Metro

For It 1

Premium

CITIES
Co.

27

TOP HONORS DIVIDED AMONG SIX VARIED FILMS
BOSTON

(AVERAGE

Fenway — Tropic Holiday (Para); Prison
Farm
(Para)
50
Memorial — Little Tough Guy (20th-Fbx);
Walt Disney’s Parade (RKO)
105
Metropolitan — Little Miss Broadway
(20th-Fox);
Mr. Moto Takes a Chance (20th-Fox)
110
Orpheum — Blockade (UA); Reformatory (Col). 115
Paramount — Same
as Fenway
55
State — Same
as Orpheum
110

Crime

Ring
of

95
90
...100
100
100
100

The

(FN)
Goodbye

a

Baby

(2d.

Tropic

New
60

(20th-Fox),

stage

150

United Artists — Shopworn Angel (M-G-M)
....
World-Playhouse — Pearls of t.ie Crown (Lenauer), 2d wk

90

Miss

Finds

110
110
120

(FN)

CLEVELAND
Allen — Sky Giant (RKO)
Hippodrome — Little Miss Broadway
(20th-Fox)
Palace — You and Me (Para); stage: Martha
Kaye and 5 acts of vaudeville
State — Blockade
(UA)
Stillman — Love Finds Andy Hardy (M-G-M),
2d wk

95
100
185
90

150
Hardy

Andy

85
80
125
110
90

Hardy —

(WB),

after

(M-G-M)
a wk. at

a

wk.

75

and
the
80

Denham — Tropic Holiday (Para)
Denver — Cowboy
From
Brooklyn (WT3), and
Benny Meroff and band pn the stage
Orpheum — Lord Jeff (M-G-M); Fast Company
(M-G-M)
Paramount — Men Are Such Fools (WB);
Beloved Brat (FN)
Rialto — Rage
each
the
Moto’s

of Paris (Univ), after
Denver
and
Aladdin;

Gamble

150
140

115

a wk. at
and
Mr.
95

DETROIT
York

(Rep);

A

Trip

Saint in New
YTork (RKO)
Palms-State — Crime School (X^N), after wk. at
Madison, and Tropic Holiday (Para), after
wk. at Michigan

28

Goodbye

4th

wk.,

RUNS
Los

Angeles.

55

90
80

160
100
120

105
110
120
80
90

PITTSBURGH

LOS ANGELES
Chinese — Lord Jeff (M-G-M);
Port of Seven
Seas (M-G-M)
Downtown — Cowboy From
Brooklyn (WB) ;
Penrod’s Double Trouble (FN)
Four Star — Algiers (UA), 2d wk
Hillstreet — Snow White (RKO), 4th wk
Hollywood — Same
as Downtown
Pantages — Same
as Hillstreet
Paramount — Tropic Holiday (Para), plus
stage show, 2d wk
State — Same
as Chinese

no
100
125
100
90
90
90
100

Alvin — I’ll Give a Million (20th-Fox)
75
Barry — Lone Wolf in Paris (Col); High
Command
(GN)
90
Fulton — Always Goodbye (20th-Fox); Steel —
Man’s Servant (Mono), 2d wk
90
Penn — -The Amazing I)r. Clitterhouse (FN) ....110
Stanley — Port of Seven Seas (M-G-M); Frances
Langford, Maurice Spitalny
120
Warner — Woman
Against Woman
(M-G-M);
Bulldog Drummond’s
Peril (Para)
80

PORTLAND.

Pa'aoe — Tropic Holiday (Para) ; Prison Farm
(Para)
Riverside — Call of the Yukon (Rep); vaudeville
Strand — Shopworn Angel (M-G-M);
Fa-t
Company
(M-G-M)
Warner — Cowboy From
Brooklyn (WB);
My

no

80

MINNEAPOLIS
Aster — One Mild Night (20th-Fox);
of Dr. Hallet (Univ)
Century — My Bill (FN)
Orpheum — Shopworn Angel (M-G-M)
State — White Banners (WB)

NEW

Crime
90
80
90
95

HAVEN

College — Reformatory (Col); Crashing Hollywood (RKO)
70
Loew-Poli — Little Miss Broadway
(20th-Fox);
One Mild Night (20th-Fox)
115
Paramount — Condemned
Women
(RKO);
Ladies in Distress (Rep)
65
Roger Sherman — Cowboy From Brooklyn (WB);
State Police (Univ)
no

NEW

65

ORLEANS

55

Center — Penrod’s Double Trouble (WB)
Globe — Vivacious Lady (RKO)
Liberty — Sky Giant (RKO)
Loew’s State — Love Finds Andv Hardy
(M-G-M)

holdover

135
150
100
90

NEW

YORK

Empire — Fast Company
(Univ)
State — Gold Diggers in
Farm
(Para)

ME.

(M-G-M);

Spy

Ring
70

Paris

(WB);

Prison
125

100

50

CITY

(20th-Fox),

90
90

Stanley — I’ll Give a Million (20th-Fox)
70
Stanton — Port of Seven Seas (M-G-M), 2d wk. ..105

Orpheum — Little ’rough Guy (Univ). 2d
Saenger — Three Blind Mire (20th-Fox)
Tudor — All Quiet on the Western Front
(Univ), reissue

Midland — Love Finds Andy
Hardy
(M-G-M);
Storm in a Teacup (UA)
Newman — The Texans
(Para)
Tower — I’ll Give a Million (20th-Fox), plus
stage show
Uptown — Always

80

Boyd — Love Finds Andy Hardy (M-G-M)
Earle — Sky Giant (RKO), plus stage show
Fox — The Amazing
Dr. Clitterhouse (FN)
Kariton — My Bill (FN), 2d run
Keith’s — Having Wonderful
Time
(RKO)
2d run

.. 45

Fox — I’ll Give a Million (20th-Fox), plus
stage show
Madison — Theodora Goes Wild (Col);
20th Century (Col)
Michigan — Professor Beware
(Para);

KANSAS

85

PHILADELPHIA

135

110

(20th-Fox)

Adams — Gangs of New
to Paris (20th-Fox)

Orleans

Bill (FN)
.‘...110
Wisconsin
— Little Miss Broadway
(20th-Fox);
Romance
of the Limberlost (Mono)
120

DENVER
Broadway — Shopworn Angel
Crime Ring (RKO), after
Orpheum

140

MILWAUKEE

Capitol- — Mr. Moto Takes a Chance
(20th-Fox)
Melba— Passport Husband
(20th-Fox)
Majestic — The Texans (Para)
Palace — Holiday
(Col)
Tower — Rage of Paris (Univ), 2d wk

Banners

CITY

140

DALLAS

Aladdin — White
at the Denver

110
150

OMAHA

110
110
115

(Univ)

125

Brandeis- -Crime School (FN); Romance
of
the Limberlost (Mono)
Omaha — Blockade (UA); Wives Under
Suspicion (Univ)
Orpheum — Cowboy From Brooklyn (WB) ;
Woman
Against Woman
(M-G-M)

Broadway —

City, New

White,

wk.,

— Crime School (FN)
Son of the Sheik (Art); Torchy
in Panama
(FN), 4 days
Prison Farm
(Para) ; Island in the

150

Andy

Finds

Kansas

Snow

(Para); held over
(Univ); 2d wk
York (Rep)
Guy

150

(2d wk.) — Cleveland
Love

100

Clitterhouse —

EXTENDED

Clitterhouse

150

Providence
Love

75
wk.,

Sky (20th-Fox), 3 days
Midwest — Having
Wonderful Time
(RKO) ....
State — Non-Stop New York (GB); Tile M’hole
Town’s Talking (Col)
Tower — Woman
Against M'oman
(FN)

90

CINCINNATI

Keith’s — Little Tough
Lyric— My Bill (FN)
Palace — Amazing
Dr.

City

York

Little

Criterion
Liberty —
Blane
Liberty —

—

Holiday — Denver
Dr.

OKLAHOMA

160

110

Garrick — Port of Seven Seas (M-G-M),
3d loop w. ; adults only
85
Palace — Sky Giant (RKO), 3 Stooges on stage.. 100
Roosevelt — I’ll Give a Million (20th-Fox)
90
State-Lake — Treasure Island (M-G-M);
reissue; stage show
95

Albee — Tropic Holiday
Capitol- — Rage of Paris
Family — Gangs of New

wk.)

Texans — Kansas

Amazing

CHICAGO
Apollo— My Bill
Chicago — Always
show

(dual) — Omaha

Portland, Ore

Broadway — Stolen Heaven
(Para)
Carolina — The Rage of Paris (Univ)
Carolina — Having Wonderful Time
(RKO)
Imperial — White Banners (WB)
Imperial — Professor Beware (Para)
State — Prison Nurse (Rep)

Globe — City Streets (Col)
Paramount — Professor Beware (Para), 2d
plus stage show
Radio City Music Hall — Algiers (UA), 2d
plus stage show
Roxy — Little Miss Broadway
(20th-Fox),
plus stage show
Strand — Amazing
Dr. Clitterhouse (FN)

Top Hits of the Week

Birth

CHARLOTTE

IS 100%)

80
60
80

PORTLAND.

ORE.

Broadway — Birth of a Baby (GN), 2d wk
Mayfair — Little Miss Broadway
(20th-Fox).
2d wk

150
110

Orpheum — I’ll Give a Million (20th-Fox);
Little Miss Thoroughbred
(WB)
Paramount — Mother Carey’s Chickens (RKO) ;
Sky Giant (RKO)
United Artists — The Amazing
Dr. Clitterhouse
(FN); Penrod’s Double Trouble (FN), 2d wk.

90
90
105

PROVIDENCE
Majestic — Little Miss Broadway
( 20th-Fox) . . . 150
State — Algiers (UA) ; Everybody’s Doing It
(RKO)
100
Strand — Army Girl (Rep); The Shadow
(Col).. 110

SALT

LAKE

CITY

Capitol — Calling the Mesquiteers (Rep);
Mystery House
(FN)
Centre — Professor Beware
(Para)
Studio — The Texans (Para), 2d wk
Utah — Rage of Paris (Univ) ; We’re Going
Be Rich (20th-Fox)
Victory — College Swing (Para); Gun Law
(RKO)

100
100
100
to

95
95

SEATTLE

135
wk. . . .

65
125
110

CITY

Canitol Love Finds Anrlv Hardv
(M-G-M) ... 1 20
Criterion — Marriage Forbidden (GN), 2d wk. . . . 80

Blue Mouse — Lord Jeff (M-G-M); Y'ou and
Me (Para), 2d wk
85
Fifth Avenue — Always
Goodbye
(20th-Fox);
Passport Husband
(20th-Fox)
85
Liberty — Birth of a Baby (GN), 2d wk
95
Music Box — Shopworn Angel (M-G-M);
Fast Company
(M-G-M), holdover, last wk. . . 85
Orpheum — Cowboy From Brooklyn (WB);
Accidents Will Happen (WB)
110
Paramount — I’ll Give a Million (20th-Fox);
Devil’s Party (Univ)
80
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OPINIONS

Paramount

(

ON

)

CURRENT

60 Minutes

FEATURE

PRODUCTIONS

Paramount

Rel.

John Howard , Heather Angel, H. B. Warner, J. Carrol
Naish, Reginald Denny, E. E. Clive, Anthony Quinn.

\ Bulldog Drummond
i

1

M-G-M

(

)

RKO

Rel. July 29. '38

from

any

studio

in a

long

time.

It is easily

20th Century-Fox

Roars

(

)

F

73 Minutes

Minutes

Rel.

Radio

—

F

Wertern

Minutes

Rel.

the plot development and climax obvious. This time O’Brien
matches wits and fists with villains who attempt by every
known method of persuasion and force to gain control of
a valuable tungsten mine located on his ranch. Such factors as a $50,000 mortgage, a beautiful heroine, and a climax in which the bad men resort to dynamite give O’Brien
the opportunity to prove himself a hero once more. David
Howard directed.

the

best performance Robert Taylor has contributed to the
screen, and every member of an imposing supporting cast
is comparatively excellent. Particularly noteworthy are the
delineations of Frank Morgan and Edward Arnold, both of
whom, cast in unsympathetic roles, turn in warmly human
characterizations. Richard Thorpe directed.
Robert Taylor, Edward Arnold, Frank Morgan, Maureen
O’Sullivan, Lionel Stander, Jane Wyman, Nat Pendleton.

The Crowd

—

Western fans who have come to depend upon George
O’Brien’s screen appearance as reliably good entertainment
are slated for disappointment in this, the latest of his wideopen-spaces dramas for RKO Radio. O’Brien and his supporting cast turn in complete jobs, but are handicapped
by a stereotyped story the unoriginality of which makes

Showmen will issue roars of joy when they see how the
cash customers are sure to go for this lusty, exciting and
thoroughly engrossing picture of the prize ring. In every
situation it will be a knockout from the opening gong
through the last round. Cast, story, production and direction contribute to an ensemble that more closely approaches
perfection as mass screen entertainment than anything
to come

)

In Old Mexico

in Africa F Melodrama

87 Minutes

(

Harry Sherman, ace producer of westerns, has endowed
this latest in the popular Hopalong Cassidy series with
richer production values than any of its predecessors,
permitting the virile hero of the sagebrush to be surrounded with such folderols as musical interludes, fancy
sets and suchlike. Results: The picture will quite probably have a wider appeal among those who can take their
westerns or leave them alone, but may suffer correspondingly among the out-and-out Cassidy fans who like their
action, riding and gunplay in large, unadulterated doses.
However, Hoppy and his two stalwart buddies, Windy and
Lucky, are in there pitching with their usual acceptable
performances, which will most likely save the day for all
concerned. Directed by Edward D. Venturini.
William Boyd, George Hayes, Russell Hayden, Paul Sutton,
Allan Garcia, Jane Clayton, Trevor Bardette.

Rip-snortin’ melodrama that will have the action addicts
adither as John Howard, in the title role, overcomes insurmountable odds to outwit J. Carrol Naish, as oily a
villain as ever invited hisses from the gallery. The feature
is ably produced, directed at a fast clip and is adequately
cast — with acting honors going to Howard, Naish and
H. B. Warner. In toto, however, picture will prove highly
acceptable as program material in the spots toward which
it is aimed. Drummond, determined to go through with
his often-postponed marriage, has isolated himself awaiting the day. His friend and rival, Col. Neilson of the Yard,
is kidnaped by a mob of international spies, so Drummond
again delays his middle-aisling to effect the ultimate
rescue. Directed by Louis King.

George O’Brien, Loraine Johnson, Ray Whitley, Stanley
Fields, Maude Allen, Fred Kohler, Lloyd Ingraham.

Painted Desert

Dramfl

United

Rel.

Some strenuous flag-waving in which it is pointed out
that America is truly a wonderful place in which to live
overshadows the meaner story interest this feature contains.
Arleen Whelan, in the top role, moves a substantial step

Artists (

)

F

Wester;i

99 Minutes

Rel

;

toward

i

Ameche, is high-powered throughout. There is little or no
continuity and direction is equally spotty. Miss Whelan portrays an Irish lass en route to the United States to be
married. Innocently, she is involved in a ship-board scandal which lands her at Ellis Island along with an assorted
coterie of other immigrants. Strenuous efforts by Don
Ameche, in love with her, finally straighten out the situation. Alfred Werker directed.

“Drums” is a thrilling story along well known and routine
lines of military adventure on England’s imperialistic bypasses in Northern India. Once again, it is a yarn, full of
pomp and panoply, about native tribes seeking to throw off
Great Britain’s yoke through the machinations of Raymond
Massey and the defeat of those efforts by British troops,
aided by Sabu, who appeared in “Elephant Boy,” but who,
this time, is a native prince and a friend of Britain. In
beautiful technicolor, the picture is rich in production
qualities. It has a first-rate, melodramatic flavor, with
accompanying action coursing all through it and is
replete with native ceremonials as it seeks to, and does,
capture the flavor of the little known east.

Arleen Whelan, Don Ameche, Binnie Barnes, Gregory Ratoff,
Raymond Walburn, Lyle Talbot, Harry Carey.

Sabu, Raymond Massey, Desmond Tester, Roger
Valerie Hobson, Francis L. Sullivan.

Gateway

Drums

stardom

Monogram

and

the supporting

(3742)

cast, headed

by Don

F

55 Minutes

Rel. July 6, '38

Country

F
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Universal

(

Adolphe

Menjou, Andrea Leeds, Edgar Bergen and Charlie McCarthy, George Murphy, Rita Johnson.

103 Minutes

Letter of Introduction

We,ter„

CLASSIFICATION— A - ADULT

,,*1™,,
Rel. July 30, '38

What may have been only a routine affair is saved by
Edgar Bergen, his famous dummy, Charlie McCarthy, and
another wooden character, who comes in for a sure-fire
bit. Lagging for the most part, the slight story is livened
intermittently by the ventriloquist and his stooges. Most
of the weakness seemingly is in presentation of the story.
The cast, headed by Adolphe Menjou, who appears to
work under a handicap, does not always ring up sincere
performances. Obsessed by a strong streak of vanity,
Menjou is overwhelmed when his unheard-of daughter
shows up with theatrical ambitions. Rather than expose
himself as an aging idol, he stalls off public announcement until it is too late. Even his desire to make amends
on his death bed is futile. James Whale produced, directed.

Jack Randall’s latest rates as a good, solid western. All
the fundamentals for entertaining outdoor drama are
included. Chief among the film’s assets is the splendid
mountain background adding an authentic flavor to the
proceedings. The narrative itself reveals the application
of industrious workmanship, all of which is reflected in the
final result. Jack Randall comes to the mountain range
to prevent a group of western land thieves from warring on
his mates. He is detailed to find if Walter Long is guilty
but discovers, with the aid of Marjorie Reynolds, Long’s
brother is responsible. Family hatred and oil on the land
are the causes for the crimes. The ending is the usual one,
with Randall winning the girl. He is easily one of the better cowboy actors. Robert Hill directed.
Jack Randall, Marjorie Reynolds, Ralph Peters, Walter
Long, Bud Osborne, Dave O’Brien, Ernie Adams.

Man's

)

F

Livesey,

—

F- FAMILY

—

F

Melodrama

I - JUVENILE
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SELLING

ANGLES:

SUGGESTIONS

SELLING

SELLING

"In Old Mexico"

ANGLES:

THE

AD

PICTURE

"Bulldog Drummond

Past pictures in this action series have built up a
substantial fan following. Tieups in this latest can
be made via the “Flash Gordon” and “Buck Rogers” comic strips on the “radio wave disintegrator” which brings Drummond into action once
more. Revive the “minute mystery” newspaper
contest, labeling it “Bulldog Drummond Adventures,” with tickets going to contestants who first
turn in the correct solution. Tie up with pet shops
on the bulldog and bull terriers, popular canine
breeds.

CATCHLINES:

CATCHLINES:

Eight Exciting Hours . . . With a Thrill a Minute . . . When Bulldog Drummond Goes Gunning
for a Dangerous Maniac.

Another Thrilling Adventure of Hopalong Cassidy and His Buddies in the Gay, Romantic Atmosphere of Old Mexico.
SELLING

ANGLES:

"The

Painted

Bulldog Drummond Tackles His Greatest
venture on a Black Night of Terror.
SELLING

Desert"

ANGLES:

"The

Crowd

Ad-

Roars"

Robert Taylor, marque magic in most territories,
should have added appeal in this virile role as a
prize-fighter. Bill the picture as an expose of
behind-the-scenes activities of boxing racketeers.
Take advertising and try to plant pictures on newspaper sports pages. Plant throwsheets at local boxing arenas. Get the YMCA or another athletic
group to aid in sponsoring an amateur boxing tourney, giving
“Robert Taylor Trophy” to the winners
in each
division.

A George O’Brien western is always slated for
big matinee reception among the kid fans. Decorate lobby in western cowtown style and dress
attendants as cowhands. Erect a blown-up figure
of O’Brien in the lobby with gun in hand. Promote
a “marksmanship” contest among the kids with
BB guns in the lobby or on a nearby vacant lot.
Tie up with libraries on displays of western novels,
distributing bookmarks with picture billing imprinted on them, and play range ballads over the
lobby p. a. system.

CATCHLINES:

CATCHLINES:

A Man’s Picture About a Man’s Man, Two-Fisted
George O’Brien, Ace of Western Heroes.
The Lure of the Desert Country . . . Where Adventure and Excitement Mingle With Romance.

Here’s a Different Robert Taylor ... A Slashing,
Smashing Boxer Who Battles His Way to the Championship ... At the Expense of Love and Honor.
The Shady Dealings of Ringside Gamblers Are
Dealt a Telling Blow When Whirlwind Bob Taylor
Cleans Up the Boxing Game.

SELLING

SELLING

ANGLES:

"Drums"

All of the ceremonials, and they are plenty, of the
British army suggest themselves for colorful exploitation and ballyhoo. In addition. Indian (East,
not West) natives appear prominently and further
suggest opportunity for the showman who might
easily see something a bit different from the routine in the idea hereby hinted. Maps of India
showing Khyber Pass, little known in this country,
might be utilized for catchlines and teaser angles.

ANGLES:

"Gateway"

There are plenty of human-interest tieups in this
picture’s locale. Give Don Ameche and Arleen
Whelan the co-starring credits. Tie up with local
grocers on Chase & Sanborn coffee displays, in line
with the radio program on which Ameche is master of ceremonies. Contact local exchange for
commercial tieups on Ameche and Miss Whelan as
worked out by the studio.
CATCHLINES:

CATCHLINES:

Rich Man

See How a Drummer Boy Averted a Holy War
in the Far East.
East and West, Unlike Kipling, Do Meet Under
Dramatic Circumstances . . . “Drums” Tells You
How.
Military Adventure on Mysterious Khyber Pass
. . . With Sabu of “Elephant Boy” Fame.
SELLING

AIDS

in Africa"

Make over the lobby in Mexican hacienda style,
with gaily-colored pottery, tropical shrubs and colorful Mexican blankets. Dress theatre attendants
as peons, with large sombreros and serapes. Arrange for spot plugs on a local radio program
which features Spanish music. Tie up with libraries
on the Clarence E. Mulford stories on which this
series of features is based. Give the marquee
credits to Bill Boyd and his buddies, Russell Hayden and George Hayes.

Border Bad -Men Meet Their Master When
Cassidy Rides Again for Honor and Justice.

ANGLES:

SELLING

22x28

PICTURE

“Man's

Counfry"

cards at advantageous

spots throughout

in cowboy

town.

outfit.

CATCHLINES:

The Jack
Range.

The Story With a Theatrical Flavor, Romantic
Background and Surprise Ending ... He Promised
His Daughter Success on the Stage and Fell Down
on His Word.
THE

ANGLES:

Dress up barker or doorman

If You Were the Daughter of a Matinee Idol
Would You Want It Publicized? ... Do You Need
a Letter to Be Introduced to Your Father?

USING

. . .

Brighten up the lobby with Jack Randall pennants. October issue of Comics is carrying a cartoonization of the picture. Mount the pages in the
lobby in advance of the playdate and get benefit of
publicity. Autographed fan photos are desirable
giveaways for the matinees. Kids also should go
for the Jack Randall buttons. Use one-sheets and

CATCHLINES:

YOU

. . . Beggar Man

The World’s Gateway to Liberty . . . The Opening to America’s Heart . . . For All Peoples ... All
Classes.

"Letter of Introduction"

ARE

. . . Poor Man

Thief . . . Are All Equal in the World’s Greatest
Melting Pot . . . Ellis Island.

Charlie McCarthy’s popularity should net theatres reams of space in local newspapers. In addition you can develop the angle of Mortimer, the
other dummy, which affords ventriloquist Edgar
Bergen the opportunity of introducing a new
character, a hick farmer with handle-bar moustache. Exhibitors can invite ventriloquists free or
offer passes to children drawing the best pictures
of Charlie McCarthy’s likeness.

3
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HAIL! “KAMERAGRAPH”
America’s Newest and Most Sensationalj Attraction
NOT A GAME
“KAMERAGRAPH”
YOUR
PICTURE
IS WORTH
MONEY
Automatically Photographs Y our
Patrons as They Enter Your Theatre.
Will You Be the First in Your Locality
To Introduce "KAMERAGRAPH"?
Each

Week

Its Patron-Pulling Power

Grows — GROWS

-GROWS.

Each Week Your Patron's Pictures Increase In Value.
THE

KING

OF

BOX-OFFICE

FRANCHISES

ALL
ATTRACTIONS '

FOR

VALUABLE

TERRITORIES STILL AVAILABLE to RESPONSIBLE PARTIES
National Distributors

United States Premium Corporation
LESTER

S. TOBIAS,

SOLE

KAMERAGRAPH

General

REPRESENTATIVES
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FOR

CORPORATION

25 West 23rd Street
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Selling Seat*
Crosby " Prescription "
Brings Good Results
Providence,

Ky. — “Lots

of

publicity”

and the possibility of being “out fifty
tickets,” was the way L. W. McCuan, manager of the Lido Theatre here, described
his publicity buildup for “Dr. Rhythm.”
McCuan arranged for a prescription
“gag” tieup with a local drug store, with
Dr. Bing Crosby prescribing his picture for
popular consumption. In addition to numbered prescriptions distributed from house
to house and passed out at the drug store,
there were window displays, stills, cutouts,
and snipes devoted to “Dr. Rhythm.”
Fifty lucky numbers were to be posted
in the drug store window on the opening
day, with winners awarded free passes for
the picture.

Why

Kids Like Eddie
Jacobson in Detroit

Detroit — In the automobile

city, the kids

like Eddie Jacobson and Eddie Jacobson
likes the kids.
On Saturdays, Jacobson holds a regular

Kiddies’ Show at the Majestic. But last
Tuesday he did them one better, inviting
150 who* attended the previous Saturday
matinee, to a show at the Forest.
The young guests were taken down
Woodward Ave., in a fleet of 20 taxicabs.
Jacobson trailed along with a camera
mounted on top of his car, taking pictures
of the parade. Stopping briefly at the
Republic exchange in the Film Bldg.,
Jacobson got some banners for the Majestic advertising the serial, “Devil Dois.”

Where

All May

See

PRACTICAL

IDEAS

BY

PRACTICAL

SHOWMEN

Careful Planning
Spratts Harmonize
B&K Weather

Make

on

Chicago — The third in the "cool"
series of B&K featured Jack Spratt.
Headed

by

an

arguing

couple,

the

man saying 'I like it hot," the woman,
”1 like it cold," the copy read:
"The Jack Spratts had many
spats
and all about the weather — But now,
at Balaban

& Katz,

they

harmonize

to-

gether!
"Take a tip from the Spratts and take
the
the copy.
temper out of temperature," read
It ended

with

the usual

world leadership
theatres.

in

B&K

copy

of

air-conditioned

Gets His Share of
'Bucks' With Serials
C. Arnold Skelly, manager of the Arcade Theatre in Newark, Ohio, is sold on
serials as boxoffice tonic. The picture
in the column at the right shows one way
he sells them. He conducted a contest to
find the local man most nearly measuring
up to “Flash” Gordon’s stature for Universal’s “Flash Gordon’s Trip to Mars.”
“It packed the house,” writes the Arcade
manager, “on a darn hot summer night —
and we have no air conditioning. And
that’s not the full story. We play the
serial on a Sunday date, and many a weak
feature has it to thank
He continues:

to

Contests Click

By E. W. FAIR
Successful theatre contests are always
carefully planned. When they have not
been so designed and developed considerable headaches and possible damage suits
may result.
Here are eight suggestions offered by a
leading contest authority that will aid
any theatre manager in planning his house
contest:
(1) Remember that you get what you
pay for, so don’t stint in preparations or
promotion of the contest.
(2) Make contest rules readily understandable and complete in all details.
(3) Set a definite date for distribution
of prize awards.
(4) Inform the public where winning
lists may be seen or secured.
(5) Ticket purchase clauses (if any)
should be within reason.
(6) Discuss the contests with entrants
and help them to understand it better.
(7) Cooperate wholeheartedly with other merchants and with theatre personnel
in putting over the contest.
(8) Build contest to fit theatre.

Summer

Effect

Responsible for the “summery” effect
of the Poli, Worcester, boxoffice are the
soft blue and white Venetian blinds to harmonize with the same colors repainted on
the interior. Daylight blue lamps are used
to add to the cool effect. The cashiers
wear light blue and yellow uniforms.

A Serial Seller

for an audience.”

“I promote serials more than I do features; finding that the income for 13 and
15 weeks more acceptable than an opening (which I might add is about all some
of these misconceptions get) . If that
sounds nuts to anyone, I’ll say ‘nuts’ right
back. I’ve got a little red book marked
‘deposits’ to prove my point.
“Thanks for any space on the inclosed,
and I hope that others may get the germ
of an idea for their own situations and a
sure cure for boxoffice shrinking pains.
The ‘bucks’ are still ridin’, but it takes
WORK.
And we love both.”

Postal Tieup
Strategic is the location selected by
Monroe Greenthal, director of exploitation at United Artists, for the
painted billboard on UA’s “Algiers”
engagement at the Music Hall. It is
placed at the Jersey entrance to the
Holland Tunnel, a very busy place.

32

Evansville,

III. —

Cards

urging

vaca-

tionists “ ‘Having Wonderful Time’ to
keep in touch with their friends by Postal
Telegraph” were sent out with telegrams
by the communication system in a tieup
with the Carlton Theatre for the RKO
picture.

A

contest that drew well for Manager C. Arnold Skelly at the Arcade
Theatre in Newark, Ohio, for the run

of Universal’s serial, “Flash Gordon’s
Trip to Mars.” Local he-men vied for
the trophy awarded for physical proportions nearest the chapterplay star.
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Selling Seati

Daring Strokes for
'Blockade' in Frisco

Defiance

San

Francisco — A

daring

and

The Keynote

original

exploitation campaign engineered by
Charles L. Schlaifer smashed Walter Wanger’s “Blockade” into terrific grosses at
the 1,200-seat United Artists Theatre here.
The house is operated by Herman Cohen,
and is the only Market St. first run in
San Francisco independently owned and
playing a single-picture policy.
Utilizing the force of San Francisco’s
strong union labor and progressive character, Schlaifer played up the picture as
an expose of European fascism, keying the
entire campaign to the phrase used in
the opening-day ads: “The censors be
hanged.” The word “unexpurgated” was
emphasized heavily in all advertising. All
four San Francisco dailies were used for
the ads, with heavy space going to the
two Hearst papers, the morning Examiner
and evening Call- Bulletin. The Call-Bulletin gave the picture a special layout spread
on the front page of it's feature “Green
Flash” section during the film’s run.
Throughout the run grosses hit percentage spots far above the other five
first runs in proportion to house averages.
Every week was over the usual United Artists first-week average, with the opening
stanza hitting a clean 200 per cent.
A

Herman Cohen bached his publicity
director, Charles L. Schlaifer, to the
hilt in the latter’s campaign on Walter Wanger’s UA release, "Blockade,”
at the United Artists Theatre in San
Francisco. Above is a typical newspaper advertisement.

Dummy Dan a Stooge
For Friend McCarthy
Meade,

Kas. — When

“Goldwyn

Pollies”

played the Meade Theatre here F. D.
Morris, manager, mounted a Dummy Dan,
markedly resembling “Charlie” McCarthy,
on the hood of a sedan, with a miniature
loud speaker inside the doll.
Lower jaw of Dummy Dan was fixed to
move up and down with the jerk of a
string running under the radiator hood
into the inside front of the car.
Dummy Dan, of course, told Meade citizens of the merit of “Goldwyn Follies.”

Exhibits Monkey
Harvey,

III.— Walter

Grometer,

manager

of the Harvey here, exhibited a caged
live monkey in front of the theatre during the showing of Paramount’s “Her
Jungle Love.”
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large portion of the advertising expenditure, in which United Artists distributors shared, was put into teasers used
several days before the opening, and into
a smash three columns by 12 inches in
all papers the opening day. Later space
was smaller but consistent, and carried
the same “unexpected” theme.
In addition to newspaper advertising, a
letter characterizing “Blockade” as “the
picture the fascist dictators tried to stop”
was sent to more than 100 unions, both
those belonging to the American Federation of Labor and those affiliated with
the Committee for Industrial Organization.
It is estimated that through unions and
liberal organizations more than 150,000
San Franciscans of liberal sympathies were
told of the film. Many unions posted the
announcements on their office bulletin
boards.
Excerpts from the letter read: “This
picture is profoundly opposed to war in
general and the starvation and indiscriminate bombing of civilian populations in
particular.
“Yesterday the trade unions were smashed in Germany, Italy and Rebel Spain —
tomorrow it might be here. See this picture and help prevent it happening here.”
The entire campaign was worked out by
Schlaifer in collaboration with Herman
Cohen and James Buck, United Artists
artist who executed the ads and the house’s

Another

newspaper

advertisement

in

the campaign on "Blockade” at the
United Artists Theatre in San Francisco. Note the warning to "bigots,
censors, ignorant, cynics.” Also the
“unexpurgated” panel. See story in
the adjacent column.

elaborate lobby display from Schlaifer’s
layouts.
Herman Cohen has a deserved reputation in San Francisco for shrewd showmanship and daring. For several years he
closed the United Artists and Embassy
theatres down during the summer, despite
the fact all other houses in the area keep
open during the slack season.
A recent Cohen action which caused
considerable interest in San Francisco theatre circles was the experiment of booking
UA releases day-and-date into the United
Artists and Embassy theatres. The Embas y, a 1,400-seat house on which Cohen
last year spent approximately $100,000 in
renovating and re-equipping, is currently
closed for the summer.
Charles Schlaifer came to San Francisco from the A. H. Blank circuit in Omaha, where he was director of advertising
and exploitation for the entire chain of
houses in three states.
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Shott

Subject

Previews,

Strange Glory

the Campanille, the Bridge of Sighs, the
Palace of the Doges, St. Marks Square
and the pigeons, the gondoliers and other
historic landmarks.

M-G-M
(Historical Mystery) 11 Minutes
In keeping with the high calibre of this
series, this poser on “Did a woman win the
civil war?” is an absorbing dramatization
and certainly an excellent subject. The
turning point of the Civil War, according
to the story, was the Tennessee campaign
for which generals took credit but for
which Anna Ella Carroll, a confidante of
President Lincoln, later asked Congress for
recognition as the authoress of the plan.
Twelve different Congresses heard her plea.

Ancient Cities ot
Southern France
P. P. Devlin

Dick Tracy Returns

This

(15 Chapters)
Republic

Average

20 Min.

Although they didn’t honor it, they didn't
deny it either since her only proof is what
occurred between her and
Lincoln.

Not since "The Lone Ranger" has
anything approached this for gilt-edge
returns in the adventure field. This

Jacques Tournier
did the narration.

time

directed,

Carey

Wilson

the

Byrd,

The Magician's

M-G-M

story — extremely

well

known

among newspaper cartoon strip fans —
centers about G-men, headed by Ralph

Daughter

(Musical)

18 Minutes
One of the best two-reelers that has
come out of Hollywood as far as musicals

are concerned. Camera tricks provide
most of the fun in demonstrating the routine Maurice Cass goes through as the magician. Audiences should get a kick out of
the stunts, some of which were originated
by leading magicians. Frank Albertson is
the photographer who falls in love with the
magician’s daughter, Eleanor Lynn. They
make a nice team and sing "I Want to
Write a Song,” especially composed for
the short. It’s grand entertainment. Felix
Feist’s direction is good.

Brother Goiters
RKO

11 Minutes

Here is a golf short done in a big time
manner. Against the beautiful background

and

notorious
sons.

their

efforts

family

of

Everything

to

father

about

subdue
and

a

five

it smacks

of

super-quality care. It packs a terrific
pace. It is tightly woven, leaving
mighty
as

appeal.

At

credible, forceful and
vor. It displays the

all times

the pursuit

played with fersort of research

of arch

been

given

criminals

by

G-men

has

Casting
strong,

is well-nigh perfect. Byrd is a
upright character that should

become

an

idol among

exploitation.

the kids.

surrounded — on

the government

by

of young

a fine group

Stark
group

gang

is everything

He

that

a

of killers should be. The
duction is a credit to Republic

should be
showmen.

a

bonanza

is

side —

agents.

The
slimy
proand

(Screen

Traveler)

loy2 Minute

RKO

(Nu-Atlas

Blues

Musicals)

10 Minutes

A moderately entertaining musical which
suffers from the inane continuity. Head-
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Foix, Carcassone, Nimes, Arlesx, Aigues
Mories and Marseilles. Outstanding are
the shots of remarkable edifices built by
inces.
the Romans which still dot these prov-

Fool Coverage
RKO

(Kennedy

Our

long

Comedies)

suffering

16 Minutes

Edgar

Kennedy

doesn’t disappoint. He suffers this time
from father-in-law trouble and the result
is a spanking good bit of slapstick recommended for any program filler. Pop wants
a license to drive a car although

his eye-

sight is poor and he doesn’t know a thing
about driving. Kennedy, who works for
an automobile club, is forced to give him
the test in his car. Pop wrecks the car,
and adding to Edgar’s woes, he finds the
insurance hasn’t been renewed. Good
for hearty laughs.

Carnival
(Nu-Atlas

Show

Musicals)

10 Minutes

An above average musical with some
fine entertainers headed by Jan Peerce,
star of the Radio City Music Hall and
Sunday radio program. Peerce delivers in
grand voice. For contrast, there are the
talented group swingsters known as the
Cotton Club Tramp Band who simulate
plenty of hot rhythm on washboards, pots

ini the performers is Carolyn Marsh whose
vocalizing registers adequately. Also a
peppy

tap

dancing

team,

Wally

Venice
(Screen

Traveler)

and pans and the like. Clyde Hager, vaudevillian, who is known for his characterization of the pitch man and fakir, st-11
amuses. Also on the bill are the Three
De Lovelies, tap dancers.

and

Ver’Dyn Stapleton, who show promise.
Brad Reynolds and His Whispering
Rhythm Orchestra prove to be a capable
unit.

P. P. Devlin

Hockshop

provinces which are so rich in ancient history and medieval art. It is very informative and the scenes of the imposing
Gothic architecture are worth seeing.
Some of the cities de LaVarre visits are

RKO

Makassar
A trading port of Celebes, one of the
Great Sundra Group in the Dutch East
Indies, is Makassar. Whatever romance
about it is the fact that Joseph Conrad
immortalized these islands in his stories.
The rest of it is typical camera studies
of the natives and their habits, and the
always necessary parts of a travelogue, the
historic spots. This is just average.

filler for

to wide-awake

of Bermuda’s beautiful fairways, golfdom’s
most famous family, the six Tumesa brothers, are photographed in match play.
Scenic effects are tops and a treat on the
eye while golf addicts should get a kick
out of watching the styles of the brothers
who rank among the leading pros and
amateurs of the country. Frank Donovan
produced.

P. P. Devlin

11 Minutes

it is

work — always
fascinating — that has
captured the imagination of the public
where

Traveler)

ideal program

the better situations. De LaVarre is especially good when he is dealing with France
and apparently is well acquainted with

little for the “movie boner" addicts. It should have as much adult

juvenile

(Screen

rates as

11 Minutes

Venice, city of lagoons, is accorded firstclass camera treatment by de LaVarre and
the result is an immensely interesting study
of the romantic city on the Adriatic. Very
little is missed, for included are sights of

A Day

at the Beach

M-G-M
(Captain and Kids) 10 Minutes
The antics of this famous cartoon strip
family are not very humorous. Situations
are stereotyped and gags are few. It has
to do with the captain and the family
spending

the day

at the beach.

The

kids

are pesky, mama almost drowns and the
captain almost drowns trying to save her.
The end finds the captain looking for the
troublesome duo who removed the bottom
from the rowboat.
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CHollywood

Office — Suite 219 at 6404 Hollywood

Blvd.; Ivan Spear, Western Manager)

DIRECTORS WAGNER ACT VIOLATION BLAST
AT MAJORS STEALS HOLLYWOOD SPOTLIGHT
Studios to Test Labor Board
Study Federal Wage-Hour Law
Jurisdiction Over
The case
Application to Studio Staffs
Initial steps to arrive at a solution to
the complexities offered by the federal
government's wage-hour law, which goes
into effect in October, as it applies to
the studios and their involved labor classifications, were taken when major film
plant studio managers met with Victor
Clarke, labor contact for the Hays office, to discuss the ramifications of the
measure.
Limiting themselves to a review of the
applicability of the wage-hour bill to the
film industry, studio managers submitted
a list of the classifications of workers on
their various lots, which list will be
scrutinized by Pat Casey, Hays office contact, when he returns from New York. At
that time studio executives and attorneys
will meet with Casey in an effort to determine which of their salaried workers
may

be declared exempt from the provisions of the measure. Studio attorneys
were also to meet for a discussion along
similar lines. Casey, however, will be held
in New York for at least another week,
he notified the Hays office here.
While the wage-hour bill and its ramifications are considered of paramount importance by labor and studio leaders here
this week, considerable interest is drawn
to the disclosure that the Sacramento
grand jury had opened an investigation
to probe the reasons for the sudden halt
of the California legislature’s capitallabor committee inquiry into the operations of the International Alliance of
Theatrical Stage Employes here, begun
last November. State District Attorney
Babcock issued a subpoena for Attorney

Stage Actress in "Miss Manton"
Catherine O’Quinn, young New York
stage actress, draws a comedy role in “The
Mad Miss Manton” at RKO Radio.
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The
William

Neblet, local lawyer, and instructed him to bring records of his firm,
including payments to William Mosely
Jones, speaker of the assembly, and transactions with William Bioff and George
Browne of the IATSE.
The probe by the assembly last year
came to an abrupt close when, during the
first few days, bitter controversy arose
between the investigators and IATSE
leaders.
The national labor relations board, as
usual, hummed with activity, Dr. Towne
Nylander, regional director, announcing
that four recognitional petitions would be
taken up for consideration immediately
following disposition of the forthcoming
Screen Directors Guild hearing. Film
editors, script clerks, art directors and
artists
and illustrators have petitions on
file.
Settlement of the strike of some 50
editorial employes of the Hollywood
Citizen-News, with Publisher Harlan Palmer signing an American Newspaper Guild
contract and reinstating the five employes
whose dismissal caused the walkout more
than two months ago, again brought to
the forefront the strong part played by
unionism in the film capital. The CitizenNews picket line had consistently been reinforced by the presence of top film
notables, including leading members of
the Screen Writers, Screen Actors and
Screen Directors Guilds, and the strikers’
“war fund” was swelled from time to time
by individual contributions from Hollywood screen figures.

Sternberg to Direct Lamarr
Metro has signed Josef von Sternberg
to direct the next Hedy Lamarr starrer
as yet unannounced.

Screen Directors Guild again stole

the limelight from Hollywood’s other big
talent unions when, following its recent
blast against the “associate producer system,” it unleashed a broadside against the
producers themselves by filing charges
with the national labor relations board accusing ten major companies of violating
the terms of the Wagner Act by allegedly
refusing to open bargaining negotiations.
Metro, Paramount, Selznick International, Samuel Goldwyn, Universal, Walter Wanger, Warner, Columbia, RKO
Radio, and 20th Century-Fox — the ten
production units in the SDG’s original
NLRB petition, hearing on which opens
August 22 — are the studios named in the
new SDG charges. Dr. Towne Nylander,
regional director of the NLRB, called a
hearing on the new allegations, at which
Guild and studio executives were to apAt the same time the probability that
pear.
the SDG bargaining hearing will rival the
Screen Writers Guild-Screen Playwrights
tangle in length and complexity came
when 20th Century-Fox filed a protest
with the NLRB against the coming certification hearing, utilizing the same argument as that advanced by the producers
in the SWG-SP case— that the NLRB has
no jurisdiction over film production and
that directors cannot be classified as employes. Other production units named in
the petition are expected to file similar
complaints before the hearing takes place.
It is considered probable that the new
SDG charges of “unfair labor tactics” will
be merged with the petition hearing, with
producers expected to reiterate their
principal argument that they would be
perfectly willing to negotiate a bargaining pact with the directors if they would
agree to drop from their membership the
assistant directors and unit managers who
(Continued on next page)

PERMANENT HOLLYWOOD COMMITTEE AND
HEADQUARTERS FOR INDUSTRY CAMPAIGN
Participation

Details

Jell

As Sept. 3 Deadline
Approaches
Appointment of a permanent local committee of studio and theatre advertising
and publicity men to work with the New
York committee on the “Motion Pictures
Greatest Year” campaign, parceling out of
initial assignments, and the establishment
of headquarters for the western committee at 6631 Hollywood Blvd., constituted
the chief activities of Hollywood’s representatives in the nationwide better boxoffice business drive.
The

headquarters, serving as a coordinating bureau, is in charge of George
Thomas, with Robert Burkhardt and Joe
Shea as his assistants — Shea to handle
pictorial publicity, Burkhardt doing news
releases.
Cooperators

Meet

Two meetings — one of the executive
publicity committee, the other of studio
production heads who are cooperating in
the campaign, were held during the week.
At the former, Gabe Yorke, of the Hays
office and supervisor of the local campaign, named his permanent committee,
including Herb Moulton, of Paramount;
Howard Benedict, RKO Radio; Frank
Seltzer, Hal Roach; Troy Orr, 20th Century-Fox; Dave Lipton, Universal; Robert
Taplinger, Warner; Gregory Dickson, Walt
Disney; A1 Vaughn, Samuel Goldwyn; Paul
Snell, Principal; Russell Birdwell, Selznick International; John LeRoy Johnston, Walter Wanger; Ted Richmond,
Grand National; Joe Reddy, Harold Lloyd;
Bill Peirce, Monogram; Walter Compton,
Republic; Charles Leonard, United Artists; Ben Wallerstein, Warner Bros. Theatres; Jack Gross, RKO Theatre; Thornton Sargent, Fox West Coast; Fred Marshall, Columbia; Howard Strickling and
Frank Whitbeck, Metro, and Murphy McHenry, Edward Small Productions.
To

Make

Short

and Trailers

Assignments handed out found Whitbeck selected to produce a ballyhoo short
subject and other trailers; Fred Beetson to
contact and secure the cooperation of the
Screen Actors, Screen Writers and Screen
Directors Guilds and the Screen Playwrights; John LeRoy Johnston to supervise fan magazine publicity; Irving Rubine,
Warner, to handle radio publicity and
exploitation, and Cliff Lewis, Paramount,
to supervise all general exploitation.
Now going full blast, the committee is
gathering byline stories from Hollywood
notables for immediate distribution, but
has decided against a previous plan whereby scores of film stars would be sent
across country on a gigantic personal ap-
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Filmites

Prepare

Proposed

to Counter

Nazi

Mass meetings and regular sessions of
the various local anti-Fascist organizations are all overshadowed by the announcement, as disclosed in the Hollywood Anti-Nazi League’s official publication, Now, that California Nazis are to
hold their first convention here beginning August 6.
“The Hollywood Anti-Nazi League is
making appropriate plans,” was the only
official comment made in the columns of
Now. Those “appropriate plans,” it was
anticipated, would be centered on a mass
protest against the gathering participated
in by every local anti-Nazi group, with
film notables expected to turn out in great
numbers to express their feelings.
While, naturally, the Anti-Nazi League
was devoting considerable of its attention
to the coming Nazi convention, the League
was at the same time interesting itself
in a lecture engagement which opened last
week with Martin Hall, German exile, as
the speaker. Hall is to be here for two
weeks. Dorothy Parker and Hy Kraft,
among other screen luminaries, are planning receptions for him.
The Chinese-Japanese situation was to
be explained Wednesday by James Bertram, war correspondent, under the auspices of the China Aid Council, at a
pearance tour, declaring the difficulty of
working out schedules is too great on such
short notice, the campaign having been
set to get underway September 3.
The meeting of studio executives was
presided over by Will Hays, coming in
from his ranch hideout, in the offices of
Louis B. Mayer at M-G-M. They discussed and passed on the activities and
plans of the executive publicity committee. The huddle was attended by Edward
Mannix, J. R. McDonough, Adolph Zukor,
Matty Fox, William Goetz, A1 Lichtman,
Cliff Work, B. B. Kahane and Reeves
Espy.
Hays’ appearance at the producers’
meeting was one of only two he made
during the week. He was on hand Monday as one of the welcoming speakers
when Howard Hughes, globe-girdling millionaire, arrived in Los Angeles, but otherwise, according to association officials, has
spent most of his time at his Hidden Valley Ranch. Spokesmen for him at the
Hays office declared that his major interest at present is the better business
drive, and that they had been unable to
secure any comment from him as to
whatever other problems he might be considering.

Convention

meeting at Trinity Auditorium. Also on
schedule for the week was a “Meet the
Candidates” meeting of the Motion Picture Democratic Committee, at which
gubernatorial and senatorial candidates
who

have been given the MPDC’s support in the coming election were to appear at the Committee’s headquarters, with
Melvyn Douglas, chairman of the group,
presiding.
On August 15 local anti-Fascist groups
will unite in sponsoring another mass
meeting and rally in behalf of Tom Mooney. Congressmen Jerry O’Connell of
Montana and Byron Scott of California
will be the speakers, the meeting to be
held in Shrine Auditorium.
Of an unusual nature is an enterprise
being worked out by the Motion Picture
Artists Committee. It is planning a stage
production titled “Sticks and Stones,” with
committee members, many of them ace
film writers and songsmiths, contributing
skits, sketches and songs. Arthur Kober,
author of “Having Wonderful Time;”
Philip Epstein, Newman Levy, Robert
Presnell, Milt Gross and other MPAC
members are among those who will devote their time and talent to the show,
which is to be staged at the Eda Edson
Theatre Workshop on August 14.

Wagner Act Violation
Charges From Directors
(Continued

from preceeding

page)

now form the Junior Guild — and who, the
producers declare, are not properly within
the SDG’s jurisdiction.
The new SDG charges were filed by
Barry Brannen, counsel for the Guild,
while the 20th Century-Fox protest was
formulated by Alfred Wright, legal counsel for that studio. In preparation for
the August 22 hearing, William Walsh,
attorney for the NLRB, cut short his
vacation to complete arrangements.
The SDG board of directors, which
drafted its blast against the producers at
a board meeting Monday night, also approved the appointment of J. P. McGowan
as executive secretary, replacing Herrick
Herrick, whose resignation, on account of
ill health, was accepted last week.

Announce Next "Drummond"
“Bulldog Drummond vs. Scotland Yard,”
next in the sleuth series at Paramount,
will be directed by James Hogan. John
Howard is again in the title role.
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THE talent agency system has, of ne-

thur Caesar trails a large field piking
along with a paltry 96 bucks.

cessity, grown to be so intrinsically a
part of this motion picture production business that it is hard to conceive
of the industry functioning without it.
Prom humble beginnings, paralleling the
modest genesis of the studios themselves,
the more prominent Hollywood agents
have grown apace until several of them
today wield more influence and power in
the film capital — socially, politically and,
above all, financially — -than do most of
the major studio executive heads.
Typical is the recently announced move
of Myron Selznick, probably most important of all agents, to enter even deeper into
production activities through the formation of Ernst Lubitsch Productions, Inc.,
in partnership with the director whose
name the new unit bears and first of a
series of such enterprises which will be
organized along similar lines. The companies yet to be formed likewise will be
partnerships between Selznick and top
stars, directors or writers and will, in each
case, bear the name of the personality involved.

For the sake of the reading public’s collective nerves, it might be a good idea if
the local fan writers got together and organized a clearing bureom for news —
— if any — anent the marital affairs of
Joan Crawford and Franchot Tone. On
07ie day this week no less than five purveyors of fan fodder reported as many
conflicting items
torch. “Franchot

reason

for Phyllis

attitude

was

traceable

cardo Cortez will direct
Cortez

has

starred

this fledgling

in

actress

greeted

with

raised

and

crop

of hair

which

as

a softie need

hard-hitting

only

prizefighter

lineate a he-man

to see

to be

role with

the

week.

Leo's

more

and

Ri-

Veteran

pictures

seen,

Here

is a

lusty,

far-from-subtle

pro-

While

can

decidedly
Verily,

unsympathetic

“The

Second

Crowd

Roars"

in importance

if entrusted
is a
was

which
to

might
less

have

de-

expert

been
hands.

knockout.
Universal's

"Letter
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the McCarthy

a substantial

step

toward

in

the

plans

being

projected

Max and Arthur Alexander, in partnership with Gene Austin, by which they have
Roadshow

Pictures,

Inc., to pro-

duce a series of musical
Austin and which they

oat-operas starring
will release on a

roadshow

to

films

basis — Austin

and

make

conjunction

personal

with

their

travel

with

appearances

the
in

exhibition.

Austin's popularity as a stage and radio
favorite is too well established to necessitate citation here.
Just

how

his

with

the

low

budget

appearance

showing
will

in

of features
be

conjunction

of comparably

received

by

exhibitors

and the public constitutes an experiment
the outcome of which all branches of the
industry

can

well

afford

to watch

carefully.

for a

rather

rubber-stamp,

unoriginal

Among
the lesser lights were 20th Century-Fox's "Gateway," notable chiefly because it advances Arleen Whelan another notch toward stardom, but disappointing in general be-

it is pri-

cause of its jumbled

story . . . Producer

Harry

Sherman's

latest

Hopalong Cassidy, "In Old Mexico," for Paramount release, in
which the cowboy hero and his buddies are aided and abetted
musical

adventures

by

more

interludes — all-in-all

elaborate
measuring

settings
up

and

satisfac-

torily to the high standard of the series . . . RKO
Radio's
"Painted Desert," a let-down for George O'Brien fans, stereotyped as to story, slow-paced as to direction . . . and Para-

of Introduc-

tion." That this picture will earn a place in the hit class there
is no gainsaying. The magic of the Edgar Bergen-Charlie
McCarthy combine on the marquee, if nothing else, will see
to that.

by

criticism

several

in roles

prove

cares?

John Stahl, but which nevertheless contrives to keep the film's
general background from attaining the greatness which might
have been expected.

effort as

that Taylor

to

in their border-line

solidly

may

who

screenplay, many of the weaknesses of which are overcome
by the excellence of the cast and the masterly direction of

both

score

What

incorporated

re-

marily hairy-chested Bob's picture, the supporting cast to the
last man
and woman
is comparably splendid. Particularly
are paeons of praise due Edward Arnold and Frank Morgan,
of whom

in the final analysis,

rec-

Well

is subject

Taylor's chest
the idol of the

of them.

unll not become

partially overcoming the widely-bemoaned
evils of double bills in certain situations is

than

her

hear to ‘mind your
“they will become

And,

formulated

"Roars”

his latest screen

convinced
best

that

If Nat Rogan, local tenacious collector
of internal revenue, continues his current
suit-filing spree, the time will soon arrive when Hollywood’s great and neargreat are rated as to social and financial
prominence by the amounts they are alleged to owe the government in delinquent income taxes. Among the avalanche of such actions instituted during
the past week, Barbara Stanwyck is away
out in front with $61,659 assertedly due
the national coffers, while Busby Berkeley
is a poor second with a mere $19,818. Ar-

pagandists so painstakingly grew on Robert
the skeptics who have habitually classified

femmes
a

the

fact

eyebrows.

red-blooded action picture which for mass entertainment appeal
will be surpassed by few of the current season. It is the first
on

to the

the picture.

has

Metro's “The Crowd Roars" romped home with all the
honors provided by the lineup of a sextet of features unwound

dividend

chot so that all can
business’ "...

reconciled” . . . “they
onciled”. . .

ported fear of entrusting her Thespic future to his directorial ability is sure to be

Leo
the past

declin-

from the 20th Century-Fox payroll, will hardly enhance her popularity in the film colony,
albeit she subsequently denied that her

— their ineffectualities a7id overabundance
— it will not be surprising if these latter
gentlemen organize and join the parade
toward complete unionization. After all,

during

Brooks'

ing a part in ”A Very Practical Joke," which
refusal brought a well-deserved suspension

In view of the analysis of the motion
picture industry issued by the Screen Directors Guild in scathing indictment of
the associate producers and supervisors

audience

manifesting ‘that old feeling’ "... “ they
battle at dinner with Joan telling Franown

Which, viewed from any perspective, is
plain, unadulterated competition to those
organizations, major or independent, already engaged in the production of motion pictures. Perhaps the film capital’s
executive genuises will begin to suspect
that agency operations, the development
of which they have so liberally aided and
abetted, may possess some of the characteristics of Frankenstein’s monster.

for preview

rounds of night spots by himself” . . .
“Joan and Franchot dming together and

they and the stockholders are the only
contributors to the industry who do not
carry union cards.

Reported

on the Crawford-Tone
Tone glumly makes the

hero

mount's "Bulldog Drummond
in Africa," in which the fictional
pits his wits and courage against some pretty villainous

villains
tory.

in one

of his most

tures. Cast, production

and

thrilling and
direction

are

melodramatic
more

than

advensatisfac-

lure, the feature
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REVIEW
Sound Booms Swing Over 42
Pictures With Nine Lined Dp plashT
s
Studio sound stages recorded another
dip in the production index as the week
opened, the film plants having 43 pictures before the cameras as compared to
44 last week, with nine new features aimed
for starts during the period.
Chief reason advanced for the slow
downward trend of production pace in the
past few weeks after it had hit a new allyear high was the fact that most studios
are well-caught-up with their summer
schedules and can, for a time at least,
coast along without exerting too much
pressure.
This condition is particularly noticeable
at 20th Century-Fox, where Producer Sol
Wurtzel has completed and shipped six of
his 1938-39 program, has four more in the
cutting rooms and is shooting another pair.
Until the return of Darryl Zanuck, expected back from his European vacation
August 15, the studio is content to ride
along with four pictures in work, as
against six last week. With Zanuck seated at his desk once more, however, the
production tide will roll upward once
more, seven films now being on schedule
for August and September. Among them
are “Jesse James” and “Kentucky,” both
Technicolor specials; “Corn on the Cob,”
a Jones Family episode; Eddie Cantor’s
“Mr. Average Man;” an untitled Jane
Withers comedy; Ricardo Cortez’ initial
directorial effort, “A Very Practical Joke”
and “The Big Town Girls in Reno.”
The opposite holds true at Warner,
however, which heads the list with ten
pictures in production — two of them new
starts. Cameras were to turn this week
on the re-make of “Dawn Patrol,” with
Errol Flynn heading an all -male cast, and
Dick Powell’s new musical, “Going Places.”
This represents a gain of two over last
week and is a new season high for the
Burbank

factory. Coming up are “Maximilian and Juarez,” “Each Dawn I Die,”
“They Made Me a Criminal,” “Unfit to
Print” and several programmers.
Holding a steady pace is Paramount,
which stole most of the honors by launching a quartet of pictures during the week
— “Thanks for the Memory,” “St. Louis
Blues,” “Illegal Traffic” and “King of
Chinatown” all going before the cameras.
Four more films will get the gun during
the balance of the month, “Disbarred” and
“Bulldog Drummond vs. Scotland Yard”
starting August 15; “Say It in French”
August 22; and “I’m From Mizzouri,”
starring Bob Burns, rolling August 29.
Producer
rolled two

Irving Briskin

at Columbia

as the week opened — “Thoroughbred,” starring Edith Fellows, and an
untitled action picture featuring Bruce
Cabot. This raises the studio’s total to
six, two ahead of last week’s pace.
Again carding a blank week as far as
new starts were concerned, Metro drop-
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ped off a point from last week’s sevenpicture total by sending “The Great
Waltz” into the cutting rooms. “Honolulu,’ featuring Eleanor Powell, “Out West
With the Hardys,” and “Idiot’s Delight”
are all slated for starts by mid-August.
An untitled drama under .Robert Sisk’s
production guidance was to hit the RKO
Radio sound stages this week, the studio
thus having five pictures in work. “Room
Service,” the Marx Bros, comedy, came
in on schedule under Director William
Seiter. During August and September 11
films will be ground out on the lot, including “Annabel Takes a Tour,” “Pacific Liner,” “Memory of Love” — to be produced and directed by Leo McCarey —
“Trailer Romance,” “Picardy Max,” the
first of the new George O’Brien series, as
yet untitled, and several others.
Producer Trem Carr at Universal gave
an untitled Bob Baker western the gun
early in the week, and the studio holds
even with the four-picture pace established last week. “The Road to Reno” went
into the cutting rooms, on schedule. Early
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" Little Orphan Annie "
Delayed , Not Cancelled
Denying printed reports that he had
called off the projected production of

next week “Swing That Cheer,” Max
Golden’s initial production for the studio,
and “The Last Express,” a Crime Clubber,
are slated for starts, to be followed by

“Little Orphan Annie” for Paramount release, and declaring that casting troubles
had caused the long delay which brought
forth rumors that it had been scrapped,

“Adam’s Evening,” “The Storm,” “Exposed”
and others.

John

Republic had but one film in work —
“The Return of Billy the Kid,” starring
Roy Rogers. Three pictures, which were
shooting last week, hit the cutting rooms
over the weekend. A noticeable pickup
is anticipated during the remainder of
August, with Gene Autry scheduled to appear in “Pony Boy;” Producer Armand
Schaefer readying “Murder at the Dogshow,” “The Lone Ranger” and an untitled
hillbilly musical; and “The Lady in the
News,” “Command to Glory” and “Sam
Houston” also being whipped into shape.
Monogram launched “Mexicali Kid,”
starring Jack Randall, as the week opened
and continued filming “Wanted by the
Police,” a Frankie Darro starrer. That a
steady pace will continue was indicated
by Scott R. Dunlap, production chief, upon
his return from New York, Dunlap announcing that “Gang Bullets,” an E. B.
Derr production; “Gangster’s Boy,” starring Jackie Cooper; “Mr. Wong, Detective,” first of a projected series starring
Boris Karloff; and Tex Ritter’s next western, “Roll, Wagon, Roll,” will all be filming
in August and early September.
Samuel Goldwyn remains the only active United Artists producer, well along
with his “Lady and the Cowboy.” Hal
Roach sent “There Goes My Heart” to his
film editors over the weekend. Next to
get into action for UA will be Selznick International, set to start “Made for Each
Other” in a few days.

Speaks, president of Colonial Pictures, set the matter right through an official statement in which he asserted:

“I have

not in any

manner

cancelled

plans to produce ‘Little Orphan Annie.’
I have, however, been delayed in starting the production, due to my inability
to complete the cast due to various players being tied up in current productions.
Within the near future I will set a starting date and proceed with the picture,
on which I have prepared for some
months, according to my original plans.”
Colonial is financed in part by Merian
C. Cooper and has office and shooting
space at Selznick International. Phil
Rosen has been signed to direct the
vehicle.

Academy Committee Tests
Studio Sound Recording
Tests to compare current studio sound
recordings were made by the theatre standardization committee of the research
council, division of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences. Those attending: John Hilliard, John Aalberg,
Lawrence Aicholtz, Lloyd Goldsmith, Barton Kreuzer, K. F. Morgan, Elmer Raguse,
Gordon Sawyer, William Thayer, Ralph
Townsend, S. J. Twining and Gordon
Mitchell, committee members; as well as
Fred Albin, A. E. McClintock, Don Loye
and Thomas Moulton, who appeared in an
advisory capacity.
Tests were conducted
erly Hills Theatre.
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e mama
fashion stylist, when she leaves Hollywood
August 13 for Paris, London and other
style centers.

Filmdom’s dog lovers were to be well
represented at the dinner-dance which
was to be held Thursday night at the
Beverly Hills Hotel under the auspices of
the Tailwaggers, a foundation which is

Heading

east

his

week

film

were

Brothers , 20 th Century-Fox
aboard the Streamliner.

the camera work on Samuel Goldwyn’s
film efforts was chalked up this week by

was

Gregg

Ritz

date on “Swing That Cheer,” in which
Lundigan has a top spot, pending his recovery.

comedians,

■k

In charge of arrangements for the paters in the fifth annual Father-Son get-together at Uplifters Ranch August 14 are
Joseph Breen, Sam Briskin, Joe E. Brown,
Henry Ginsberg, Jean Hersholt, A1 Kaufman, Arthur Landau, Jesse L. Lasky, Sol
Lesser, A1 Lewis, Groucho Marx, Harry
Rapf, Cliff Reid, Hal Roach, Charles R.
Rogers, Ed Schallert, Charles Skouras,

Izaak Waltonites by reeling in a 210pound swordfish off Catalina Island on
Sunday. It took him 12 minutes to do
the job.
held Saturday

for

William L. Jones, 11-year-old father of
Scenarist Grover Jones, who died suddenly
at

years

of continuous

Toland,

the United

Joseph Schnitzel-, Pete Smith, Bob Wagner, Jack Warner and Sol Wurtzel. A
picnic and ball game will highlight the day.
Executive committee for the Sons includes
Tom Brown, F. Maury Grossman, Richard

his home. Burial followed at Inglewood Park Cemetery. Jones, who had been

a

studio electrician for 23 years, is survived by Grover and William Jones, his
sons; and his widow, Mrs. Elizabeth Lucian Jones.

Landau, Bud Lesser, Art Lewis, John Rogers, David Weisbart and Henry Willson.

k

service

doing

Artists produc-

er’s chief cinematographer . Toland established something of a record by remaining
constantly wider contract to Goldwyn
during the entire time.
k

William Lundigan is recuperating from
an appendectomy performed late last
iveek. Universal is delaying the starting

Raymond Griffith, 20th Century-Fox
producer, established a season record for

services were

Ten

k

*

Funeral

-k

A farewell party for Richard Blaydon
and James Moore, both of whom are leaving the Paramount Studio organization,
given by the Studio Club Little Theatre at the La Fonda Club Saturday night.
Blaydon goes to London as assistant to
David Rose, while Moore will join RKO
Radio as a test director.

lumi-

the

★

k

one of several sponsors of the seeing-eye
dog movement. Bette Davis, Joan Bennett, Norma Shearer, Dick Powell, Ralph
Morgan, Mary Pickford, Freddie and Aunt
Millicent Bartholomew, Henry Fonda, the
Warren Williams, Rupert Hughes, Mr.
and Mrs. Edgar Kennedy, Lloyd Nolan,
Una Merkel, Porter Hall, Billie Burke,
Marjorie Weaver and other
naries had reservations.
*

othy Lamour, radio and screen star, following an operation for acute appendicitis
at the Good Samaritan Hospital.

Harold Lloyd
York trip.

is due here

from

his New

*

John

M.

Stahl

left for New

York

this

week to catch the premiere of “Letter of
Introduction,” his latest directorial effort,
at the Roxy Theatre.
*

While her husband is appearing before
the cameras on location in Idaho for
“Northwest Passage,” Mrs. Spencer Tracy
away. vacation at Payette Lake, 100 miles
will
*

Having completed his initial directorial
assignment for M-G-M, Julien Duvivier
is on his way back to France, where he
will fulfill picture commitments before
returning here.
*

I. A. R. Wylie
York,

has

entrained

for New

having completed a writing
ment here for Samuel Goldwyn.

commit-

*

*

Cecil B. DeMille and his writing staff,
Jack Cunningham, Jeanie Macpherson
and Jesse Lasky jr., are working on the

Metro’s studio club will hold its annual
picnic August 28 at the Lake Norconian
Country Club and will restrict attendance

Edward H. Griffith, 20 th Century-Fox
director, has returned from a six-month
leave of absence and reports to the studio

script of the producer’s next picture aboard
the DeMille yacht, cruising off the coast.
*

to club

for assignment.

Hendry.

A six-week
will be taken

*

business and pleasure trip
by Edith Head, Paramount

Silver

Commemorating

their 25th

members and families only. Arrangements committee is headed by W. P.

Reported

doing

satisfactorily

Bell for Silver

wedding

anniversary , celebrated

was

Dor-

*

Irving Reis, Paramount writer, and his
bride, Meta Arenson, are honeymooning in
Carmel.

Anniversary

recently, Mr.

and

Mrs.

Frank

Lloyd

are the recipients

of a silver-plated bro-nze ranch bell, presented them by the cast, staff and crew of Lloyd’s “If I Were King,” now in
■production at Paramount. Just left of the gong is Ronald Colman, who made the presentation. Lloyd and his wife are
behind the gift and at the right is C. V. France, British actor.
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GN Future Hinges on Trustee Actors' Guild Busy
Loyd Wright's Trip to Gotham
Qn Vital Problems
The

future of Grand

National, film-

dom’s most prominent possessor of bankruptcy status, hinged this week on the
working out of final details of a merger
of GN

with E. W. Hammons’ Educational Pictures, consummation of the deal
to be negotiated by Trustee Loyd Wright
in New York, for which city he left Tuesday night. Informal approval of the Educational proposition, as tentatively outlined by Wright and Co-Trustee Edward
Alperson, was given by GN’s creditors at
a meeting Tuesday morning.
If and when definite details are worked
out in the east, the plan will be brought
back here once more for formal approval
of the creditors, federal court and stockholders.
A

New

Company

The plan, as outlined by Wright & Alperson, provides for the formation of a
new company, the name of which is as
yet undetermined, but which possibly may
be called New Grand National. All assets, liabilities and commitments to and
by GN will be absorbed, and Educational
will contribute $400,000 in cash, plus all
its assets, including the residuaries from
pictures now in distribution, but excluding sub-standard films and the Educational trade-mark. The estimated value
of such assets, Wright declared, is approximately $2,000,000.
Educational’s $400,000 contribution will
be broken down to provide $50,000 for
the trustees’ and legal expenses for the
liquidation of GN’s 77-B status; $150,000
for the purchase of preferred stock in
the new company to provide sufficient
capital for its initial operating expenses,
and the balance to provide for a part
cash-part preferred stock settlement of
the claims of GN’s creditors. Over and
above the stock to be issued Educational
for its $400,000. the Hammons company
will receive preferred stock to the exact
value of its approximate $2,000,000 in
assets.
GN creditors, Wright explained, will be
given their option as to receiving payment in cash or in preferred stock in
settlement of their claims, which stock
will constitute the first lien against the
new company’s assets. The stock will provide a 5 per cent dividend and will be
callable at 103. Creditors may also receive settlement via a combination payment, part cash and part stock. Wright
estimated that, should the creditor choose
cash, under the procedure, he would receive from 65 to 70 per cent of his claim;
if he accepts stock in the new company,
his claim would be settled 100 per cent.
Wright

Optimistic

The deal, as tentatively outlined, has
been approved by the Educational board
of directors, Wright said. The GN trustee emphasized that published stories to
the effect that Educational had taken or
would take an option on GN were entirely erroneous and that such a proposal
had never been considered.
Wright sounded an optimistic note as
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to GN’s present financial and operating
condition, stressing the company’s satisfactory progress even under 77-B, and
predicted that, even if the Educational
negotiations should fall through, creditors
might expect a small payment by October or November from the company’s present returns — providing, Wright warned,
that GN is permitted to pursue its present
operations without undue interference or
pressure from its creditors. Wright declared that if liquidation were to be forced
at this time, it was doubtful if creditors
would receive more than 10 per cent on
their claims.
A brief reference during the meeting
was made by Wright to a second proposition, made by Philadelphia financial interests, for a cash investment in GN under its present status, which proposition
he declined to amplify — stating that it will
not be considered until the Educational
deal is either okayed or vetoed. He declared, however, that he would investigate the offer more thoroughly during
his present trip east.
In emphasizing to the assembled creditors the fact that GN is making satisfactory progress toward working its way
out of 77-B, Wright said he knew of two
persons — whom he declined to name — who
would be interested in offers from creditors to sell their GN claims, providing
such creditors are apprehensive as to the
company’s possibility of recovery under
one of the three bases outlined to the
meeting: The continuance of the company’s present status and operational procedure; acceptance of the Educational
proposition; or the Philadelphia financial
offer to which he previously referred.
These Grand National developments almost completely stole the show insofar as
the film capital’s bankruptcy activities
were concerned, although Condor grabbed
a bit of the spotlight when Boxoffice was
informed by Attorney Lloyd Tarraday,
representing the film company, that the
reorganizational plan which has been under federal court scrutiny for the past
three months had been turned back to the
creditors’ and stockholders’ committee for
several minor revisions. Tarraday declared he expected the plan to be resubmitted to Federal Judge Cosgrove within ten days.

Curtis , Winslow

Buy Lou

Clayton Agency

Interest

Formation of a new talent agency under
the firm name of Crawford, Winslow and
Curtis is completed with Jack Curtis and
Max Winslow purchasing the interest of
Lou Clayton in the Robert Crawford
agency.
Winslow, for five years a Columbia producer, will handle music and story properties. Curtis is a veteran vaudeville
agent and legitimate producer, while
Crawford has been in the music business
for more than 20 years.

Further

complications

in two

of the

Screen Actors Guild’s most important current problems developed to keep the executives of that organization going at
more than their usual busy pace.
The question surrounding the disposition to be made of the resignations handed in recently by six members of the
Junior Guild council was given added
complexity when Duke R. Lee, also a
council member, served notice that he
was departing the organization and joining his resigned contemporaries. A meeting of the SAG directorate again failed to
take any action on the matter.
The Guild’s other problem, that of its
coming arbitration session with the producers on the deadlock reached in the recent annual conferences over charges in
the Guild-producer contracts for the coming year, was turned over to the American
Arbitration Ass’n when Murray Kinnell,
SAG arbiter, and B. B. Kahane, representing the producers, professed themselves unable to agree on a third and neutral member of the committee. The AAA
has been asked to select the disinterested
party from among some 65 persons qualified as possible arbiters, under terms of
the arbitration machinery set up in the
original Guild shop pact. A Guild spokesman expressed his opinion that the arbitration sessions would not get under way
before September 1.
The Screen Writers Guild reported complete success for the first open meeting of
its executive board, SWG having earlier
announced a new policy whereby the general membership would be invited to participate in such gatherings, submit recommendations and problems to the board and
in general have a part in the board’s activities. Charles Brackett, vice-president,
presided in the absence of President Dudley Nichols, vacationing in the east.
No word has as yet been received from
the national labor relations board in
Washington as to when the expected certification of the SWG as sole bargaining
agent for film scriveners may be forwarded.

Republic

Ups Salkow

Sidney Salkow draws a producer-director ticket at Republic, replacing the directorial contract under which he will handle the reins of “Hell Bent for Headlines”
for Producer Harry Grey. His first production-direction assignment will be “Dr.
cort.
Judith Randall,” starring Frieda Ines-

d

" Annabel "

Secon
PlanLanders
Lew
will direct “Annabel Takes
a Tour,” second in the new series, at RKO
Radio, with Lucille Ball and Jack Oakie
repeating their original roles. Film gets
into work August 16, with Lou Lusty producing from a script by Bert Granet and
Olive Cooper.
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See Camera Spurt
With Yates Arrival
The weekend arrival at Republic of
Herbert J. Yates, chairman of the board
and guiding light of the company, for a
three-week stay, is expected to serve as the
forerunner of a pickup in the North Hollywood’s studio production pace, which
hit a new low level during the week with
only one picture, a Roy Rogers western,
on the sound stages. Yates, heading an
aggregation of incoming executives slated
to arrive during the week at various studios, is set to look over several pictures
now in the editing stages and to okay for
early starts a number of scripts being
whipped into shape by the 32 writers now
on the studio payroll. Completed and
nearly ready to be shipped out are “The
Tenth Avenue Kid,” featuring Bruce
Cabot, “Come on Leathernecks,” “Pals of
the Saddle” and “The Man From Music
Mountain,” the latter a Gene Autry
western.
Heading east on a long-delayed vacation was Louis B. Mayer, with Saratoga
Springs and a horse-buying spree as his
destination. He was accompanied by
Frank Orsatti, talent agent, and will be
gone for an indefinite period.
New York bound was Daniel T. O’Shea,
secretary and business representative for
Selznick International, combining business and vacation for a three-week stay.
Back at his Universal desk is Cliff Work,
vice-president and general manager, after
spending a few days at the homeoffice
conferring with President Nate Blumberg
and J. Cheever Cowdin, chairman of the
board, relative to budgets and production
schedules for 1938-39. Approval of the
entire new season’s program was brought
back by Work, together with the announcement that the starting date of the
next Danielle Darrieux picture, “Rio,” has
been set back from September 15 to
October 7, the French actress not arriving here from Europe until October 1.
Work will gun nine top budget pictures
during the next three months.
Due here Friday was Edward Small,
United Artists producer, who has been in
Gotham for the past two weeks conferring
with George Schaefer, UA sales chief.
Small plans an early start on “Pago
Pago,” set as his first UA production, having been switched to replace “The Duke
of West Point.” The latter vehicle has
been shelved temporarily due to the death
of Jack Dunn, slated as its star.
Other arrivals included Louis Hyman,
distribution chief for Principal Pictures,
from New York. He flew east ten days
ago bearing a print of Sol Lesser’s “Terror of Tiny Town,” all-midget western,
seeking a release for it. In also was Lou
Rantz, independent producer, coming out
from New York to prepare for an early
start on “Topsy.”
AMG Meet Routine
Routine business was discussed and
disposed of at a meeting of the Artists
Managers Guild. M. C. Levee, president
of the agents’ organization, presided.
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Independent

Studios

Showing

Production

The

first week in August was characterized by an upswing in independent production that is unparalleled in more than
a year of only spasmodic shooting activity by this classification of film-makers. During the week no less than five
pictures were set to hit the cameras at as
many independent units, with schedules
for the remainder of the month equally
as promising.
Busiest was the newly-formed Fine Arts
Pictures, producing for release through
Grand National. “Wild Bill Hickock,”
starring George Houston, went before the
cameras as the week opened, with “Cipher
Bureau” expected to be ready for shooting by the end of the week, and “Shadows
Over China,” first of FA’S efforts, in the
cutting rooms. Also in preparatory stages
is FA’s “Wonder World,” similar in theme
to the silent hit, “The Lost World.”
The initialer in Roadshow Pictures,
Inc.’s, series of four Gene Austin musical
westerns went into production Monday on
location at Sonora. Max Alexander, who
formed the company in partnership with
his brother Arthur and Austin, is the
producer. The series is to be exhibited on
a roadshow basis, with Austin making
personal appearances in conjunction with
showings of the films.
Although early in the week he had lined
up no cast or director, Bud Barsky, former
Grand National producer, had set August
6 as the starting date for “Alcatraz,” based
on his own original. Shooting on the
GN lot, Barsky has as yet secured no release for the production.
Cameras were also whirring on “Murder
on Sunset Blvd.,” with Sally Rand starred,
which George Hirliman is shooting at GN
for release through that company. Louis
Gasnier is directing from a story by Har-

UA Again Is in Running
As "Wind" Distributor
Every week new developments within the
Selznick International organization cause
the tossing of a bombshell into the rumor
ranks regarding the details of the United
Artists production setup.
This week proved no exception, the latest upset coming when Norma Shearer
officially informed David O. Selznick and
Louis B. Mayer of M-G-M that she had
decided not to play the role of “Scarlett
O’Hara” in S-I’s Number One and most
widely-publicized story property, “Gone
With the Wind.”
Miss Shearer’s withdrawal, in which she
declared herself to be “convinced that the
majority of fans who think I should not
play this kind of character are right,” had
the effect of putting the fate of the Margaret Mitchell novel’s filmization right
back in the conjectural class which it has
ocupied for nearly two years. The deal
whereby Metro was to release the picture
— although never actually signed — was said
to be contingent upon Selznick’s securing
Clark Gable and Miss Shearer for the
leads in the production.

Begin
Upswing

old Joyce. On the Talisman lot, B. F.
Zeidman, executive producer for Malcolm F. Browne Productions, rolled “The
Masked Phantom,” starring Randy Rawlins, as the first in an eight-picture series,
with Charles Abbott directing. The films
will bear the label of Sovereign Pictures,
headed by George H. Callaghan and Jack
Vance, but will be state-righted by Browne
Productions. On August 11 Zeidman will
give the nod to “Prison Train,” first in
another eight-picture series, with Gordon
Wiles directing. Alvin G. Manuel is the
associate producer, the films going under
the title of Majestic Pictures.
Other bright spots:
Ben Judell’s Progressive Pictures formally took possession of the entire Conn
studio. Judell announced the purchase of
“The Revolt of Youth,” “Desirable Woman”
and “Trapped by Radio Police” for future
production, and set August 22 as the starting date for his next effort, “I Want a
Divorce,” featuring Beverly Roberts. Judell distributes through his own exchanges.
Louis Rantz

returned

from

New

York,

set to launch “Topsy” when Louis Gasnier
completes his directorial commitment with
George Hirliman. He will produce at GN.
Nat Levine, once president of Republic
and latterly an M-G-M producer, indicated his imminent return to independent
production activity by securing headquarters at Selznick International and announcing the signing of A1 Levoy, formerly
a Republic producer, as his assistant.
Levine, who recently announced he was
dickering for an United Artists release,
has. several deals on the fire and is expected to announce definite plans within
a few days.

e of "Last Ditch"
Promis
Battle on Old Chaplins
Indicating that Charles Chaplin will
fight the project to the last ditch, attorneys for the veteran comedian and film
producer have already begun to throw obstacles in the path of Fred Futter, independent producer and laboratory operator,
who is assembling four Chaplin two-reelers, vintage 1914, into a feature reissue under the title “I Knew Him When.”
Chaplin’s consistent refusals to reissue
his own pictures, thereby passing up
hundreds of thousands of dollars in rentals, will spur him to concentrated efforts,
it is thought, to keep the Futter enterprise from hitting the screen — particularly
as the 24-year-old comedies present the
pantomime artist in his earliest and least
attractive appearances.
Attorneys for Chaplin have already succeeded in preventing Futter from dubbing
a voice in the comedian’s mouth, although
they have failed so far in blocking Futter’s plans to add a soundtrack and otherwise modernize the films. Futter claims
to have $20,000 worth of bookings already
signed in foreign territories.
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Summer Siesta for

SCRIPTERS

Radio Nearing End
Placid on the surface, as it has been
since late spring, Radio Row is dotted with
undercurrents of activity in various spots,
indicating an early and heavy return to
life with the long-promised autumn boom
may be at hand. Most suggestive barometers are the arrivals of several top network and agency officials, ostensibly to
prepare

formal

new

fall shows; the expected announcement of a gigantic program of expansion by the Don Lee-Mutual network;
dedication, August 11, of Colum-

bia Broadcasting Co.’s new San Francisco
studios, and the general belief that the
Screen Actors Guild-Motion Picture Relief Fund charity airshow would reach
the signature stage before the end of the
week.
The SAG-Relief Fund show, under
which the Guild would donate the services
of its top actors and the Fund would receive the proceeds from whatever sponsor may be obtained, has been in the
negotiatory stages for more than two
weeks,

calling for almost daily conferences between Kenneth Thomson, of the
Guild, Tom Revere of Benton and Bowles
advertising agency and Walter Johnson of
the Music Corp. of America. So far 35
stars and featured players have been
pledged to make appearances on the airer
by Jean Hersholt, president of the MPRF.
Among

executive

arrivals here was

Louis

K. Sidney, producer of the “Good News”
show for M-G-M, after spending a month
in New York on business. The new series,
starting September 1, will retain the pattern set in the earlier show, Sidney reported, with Ed Gardner supervising,
Meredith Willson in charge of music, and
Robert Taylor, Fanny
gan again featured.

Brice, Frank

Mor-

Also up for discussion is the fall “Hollywood Hotel” series, now being set up by
Ward Wheelock, producer for the F. Wallis Armstrong agency, who checked in
from New York this week. Replacement
of Raymond Paige as musical director
and the selection of a master of ceremonies for the variety hour are the immediate problems.
The projected Mutual
embrace the affiliation of
according to the report
Weiss, western division
from a three-week tour
Chicago and Cincinnati.
with him
swing.

rosy reports

expansion will
24 new stations,
of Lewis Allen
manager, back
to New York,
Weiss brought

of an

autumn

up-

Station KFI of the National Broadcasting Co. stepped into the picture by announcing that Beaumont Laboratories had
signed for 155 transcribed programs hitting the net October 3 to advertise a cold
remedy.

S. Sylvan
S.

Sylvan

M-G-M
current
“The
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Simon

Simon

to Reno,”

JONATHAN

move

over

is completed.

LATIMER

— David L. Loew
Daughter.”
E. HARRY
Brown CLORK
comedy.
— Monogram

to

“The

to “Flirting

WELLYN
TOTMAN
Frankie Darro.

to

ROBERT
ANDREWS
Jackie Cooper starrer.
— RKO
Radio

an
to

Lone

With

Wolf’s

Fate.”

untitled

a

Joe

picture

for

“Gangster’s

Boy,”

a

DALTON
TRUMBO
to “Sorority House.” B. P.
Fineman
will produce with Anne Shirley in the
lead.
RICHARD
SHERMAN
to
next Astaire-Rogers vehicle.
— Republic

“Castles

in

the

Air.”

FREDERICK
KOHNER
to
“Doctor’s Don’t
Tell,”
John
H. Auer will produce and
direct. which
NORMAN
HALL
to “Hawk
of the North.”
GARRETT
FORT
to “Lady in the News,” tentatively aimed as a Frieda Inescourt starrer.
GEORGE

YATES

thors of the

and

HENRY

to

TAYLOR,

script

“Private

au-

his previously announced policy of protecting the wages of juvenile actors, Superior Judge Emmet H. Wilson refused
to place his stamp of approval on a new
contract for the Selznick International
moppet,

Tommy

Kelly, who

rose to fame

as “Tom Sawyer.” The studio had submit ed a contract guaranteeing the boy

HOWARD
EMMET
ROGERS
to “South of Pago
Pago,”
an original in which Jon Hall and Sigrid
tive.”
Gurie will be co-featured. It will be Small’s first
as a United Artists producer.

from $300 to $2,500 per week over a sevenyear period. Tommy’s father, however,
balked at Judge Wilson’s stipulation that
50 per cent of the earnings be placed in
a trust fund — a clause which the jurist has
insisted upon. Judge Wilson declared he
would insist upon such a clause before
okaying the Kelly ticket.
Uncle Sam and his income tax collectors
also intruded themselves once more, with
Nat Rogan, collector of internal revenue
for the district, filing federal court liens

— Edward

original,

Problems surrounding the ultimate disposition of the earnings of child film stars
— brought to the forefront by the recent
Jackie Coogan case — highlighted the
week’s court actions in which film folk
were the leading figures.
Reaffirming that he would adhere to

Detec-

Small

GEORGE
BRUCE
to “King of the Turf.” in
which Adolphe Menjou will be featured. United
Artists will release.
— 20th Century-Fox
JOHN
GREY
and

MARGUERITE

“Big Town
Girls in Reno,”
second in the “Big Town
Santley directs.
— Universal
THEODORE
Ken Goldsmith

ROBERTS

to

tentative t’tle for the
Girls” series. Joseph

REEVES
to
will produce.

“The

EDWARD
ELISCU
to “Adam's
Goldsmith production.

Storm,”

Evening,”

which
a

Ken

OPTIONS
— Metro
GENE
REYNOLDS,
extended period.
— Paramount
WILLIAM

juvenile

FRAWLEY,

actor,

comedian,

held

for

given

new

contract and
role in “St. Louis Blues,” the
George Raft starrer.
BILLY
WILDER,
writer, held for another year.
— RKO
Radio
ALBERT
GEORGE
contract.

BEIN
checks in on writing contract.
BRICKER
joins writing staff on term

PAUL
FRANKLIN
given writing contract.
LORNA
LIND, three-year-old actress, added

to

the studio contract list. She appeared in “The
Doll
stage last year.
—
Hal House”
Roa^h on the Broadway

against a number of screen notables. Largest amount requested is $61,659, which the
government claims Barbara Stanwyck owes
on her 1937 income. Others hit are Busby
Berkeley, director, who owes $19,818 for
1937, according to Rogan; Director A.
Edward
Sutherland, $12,327; Carmel
Myers, $5,481; Constance Collier, $2,263;
Walter Catlett, $6,482; Sam Jaffe, artists’
representative, $1,644; Bob Steele, western
hero, $1,294; Director William Dieterle,
$3,703; Erik Rhodes, $1,465; Max Steiner,
$4,329; Jimmy Dunn, $2,608; Dashiell
Hammett, $2,107; Stepin Fetchit, $1,432,
and several others for lesser amounts.
A gold mine which produced no gold
caused Errol Flynn to appear in superior
court to ask for the dissolution of the

FRANCINE
BORDEAUX,
F r e n c h-Canadian
stage actress, draws long-term contract.
— 20th Century-Fox
FRANCES
LESLIE,
DOROTHY
DEARING
and
ESTHER
BRODELET,
stock actresses, get con-

Kingward

1 ' !C 1 g!X DU NC AN
and LEONARDO
BERCOVICT,
writers, held tor extended terms.
EDWARD
CRONJAGER,
ace cameraman,
and
EDMUND
H. HANSEN,
head of the sound department, draw new contracts.
ROBERT
KELLARD,
featured player, given
contract pickup.
— Universal

company’s airplane, now in Fairbanks,
Alaska. Flynn also asks for an accounting of the company’s business, organized
some time ago by himself, Otis Odell and

ADRIAN
work on an

LEVY
joins
original.

writing

department

to

Assign Santley
Directorial assignment on the next “Big
Town Girls” film at 20th Century-Fox
goes to Joseph Santley. Tentatively titled
“Big Town Girls in Reno,” it will be produced by Howard J. Green from a script
being

prepared by John Grey and Marguerite Roberts, hitting the cameras August 15. Lynn Bari and June Lang will
repeat the characterizations they created
in the first of the series.

concern

Exploration Co. and a
restraining order preventing members of the
from taking possession of the

Ward Hamilton for the purpose of deritory.
veloping a gold mine in the Alaskan terDeclaring that picture rights to “The
Lone Ranger” were purchased from the
radio show of that name, Republic has
filed an answer in federal court to the
$250,000 suit brought against the studio
by Buck Jones, the western hero charging that his mannerisms and, particularly,
the call used by him to his horse — “Hiyo,
Silver” — had been aped in the screen production. Republic contends that costumes,
mannerisms and other factors to which
Jones objects are based directly on the
airshow.

Assign Salkow

to M-G-M

will

to

on a long-term contract when his
directional chore at Universal,

Road

— Columbia

Child Star Earnings
Protection Affirmed

Initial

directorial

assignment

for

Sid-

ney Salkow at Republic will be “Hell Bent
for Headlines,” which goes into production August 10.

Edmund
Grainger
has been
assigned
e "Czar"
er to Produc
Graing
produce
from an

to

“Big Town Czar” at Universal,
original story by Ed Sullivan.
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McFadden Defends
Bank Night Game
Portland,

Ore. — Carl R. McFadden,

own-

er and manager of the Laurelhurst Theatre, a suburban house here, has filed a
complaint in the circuit court of Multnomah county, naming James R. Bain,
district attorney, and Martin Pratt, sheriff, defendants.
In the complaint he asks for a declaratory judgment construing section 14-801 of
the Oregon code, 1930, which is the state
lottery stature.
McFadden alleges the Bank Night scheme
he is using in the complaint and states
that the defendants are about to prosecute him and he wishes the court to state
whether this constitutes a violation of
the statute.
He is represented by J. H. Kelley, the
same attorney who defended Rose Moyer
in the Sellwood Theatre Bank Night case
two years ago.

Simplex Enjoys Wide
Demand for Its Sound
New

York

—

Several

theatres

in the

western territory have installed new Simplex 4-Star sound systems, manufactured
by International Projection Co. Installation was made by National Theatre
Supply.
Houses included are: Charles E. Peterson’s Brentwood, Brentwood, Cal.; L. F.
Long’s San Carlos, Coolidge, Ariz.; Isaac
Victor and William Sobelman’s Victor, Los
Angeles; Peterson Theatre Circuit’s Oakley, Oakley, Cal.; Paul Alietti’s Roxie,
Sacramento, Cal.
Rainier Theatres Corp.’s Hollywood,
Portland; Cascade Theatres Corp.’s 5th
Avenue Screen Room, Seattle; Arthur
Fukuda’s Corcoran, Corcoran, Cal; B. J.
Callahan’s Strand, Seaside, Ore.; Fox West
Coast Agency Corp.’s Fox Alexander, Glendale, Cal.; H. Muraki’s Mission, Sacramento, Cal.; Fox West Coast Agency
Corp.’s Nile, Bakersfield, Cal.; Bellingham
American Theatre Co.’s American, Bellingham, Wash., and Fox West Coast Theatres Corp.’s Gentry, Los Angeles.

Labors " Blockade " Smile
Big Factor in Success
Oakland,

Cal. — Endorsement

by the East

Bay

Industrial Union Council, representing local CIO unions with over 20,000
members is being regarded by local theatre men as one of the contributing elements to the strong business registered
at the Roxie Theatre by United Artists’
“Blockade” in a recent two-week holdover.
The house, a 1,100-seater, is part of the
Blumenfeld chain of theatres which includes also first-run outlets in the Sacramento valley cities and in other east bay
towns near here.
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J7AGLE-EYED fans were goggling and
film luminaries were busy buzzing in
and out of hotel lobbies here this week,
with many Hollywood studio folk around
the northern California capital. Among
them were Florence Rice, at Lake Tahoe;
Margot Grahame, recently-imported English screen star, at Reno; Sally Eilers down
at Carmel to help costume the outdoor
Spanish pageant at historic old Carmel
Mission; Rosalie Wagner, young “modernistic” dancer of the Wigman School, en
route to Honolulu to study the native
terpsichoreans; Slim Summerville, who
started to fly up from Hollywood, got
grounded by fog at Pleasanton, reached
the city finally and turned right around
and flew south again, all in 12 hours;
and Mr. and Mrs. Walter Connelly, here
to attend the socialite wedding of their
niece, Annette Loughran.
From Hollywood, also, came two winsome Junior Screen Actors Guilders : Claire
James and Mitzie Uehlein, “bit’’ players
sent up by the Los Angeles Chamber of

FWC -Projectionists
New Contracts Due
Los

Angeles — With the present contract, under which approximately 175 projectionists are supplied the Fox West
Coast circuit, expiring September 30, attorneys and executives of both FWC and
the Projectionists Local No. 150 of the
International Alliance of Theatrical Stage
Employes are preparing to go into huddles
on a new two-year agreement, starting
August 10.
The present pact will have run for three
years upon its expiration. John Bertero of
FWC’s legal department and Dick Dickson, district manager, will negotiate for
the circuit with R. L. Haywood, business
manager of the projectionists.
Peace and harmony having been the
distinguishing characteristic of the current
agreement, no fireworks are expected.
Minor revisions in the wage scale will be
the chief topic for discussion.

Commerce to spy out World's Fair preparations. . . and Clarence Locan, of the
Metro

studio publicity department, vacationing down the Monterey peninsula.

Less glamorous, maybe, but no less
welcome were such travelers as these, all
of whom stayed or passed through while
vacationing: Mr. and Mrs. Charles Gaertner, who operate the theatre at Moore
Park, Cal.; Anna Marie Miller, receptionist at the L. A. Warner exchange;
Jack Goldman, Pico Theatre, L. A.; Bob
Beretti, salesman for Filbert Equipment
Co., down south, here with the wife and
youngsters; Robert Dunagan, Rio Theatre, Blythe; Martha York, cashier at
Metro’s Seattle exchange; B. R. Wolf,
Southern Poster manager in L. A.; and
Bernice Sheehy, office manager at GB’s
southern California headquarters.
Not to be outdone, San Francisco’s vacationists were going arid coming madly,
including Lloyd
ager, back after
the Southwest,
Grand Canyon
per at All-Star

Ownby, NTS branch mandriving 3,500 miles through
ivith a stop-off for the
. . . Abe Brownstone, shipexchange, back from Los

Angeles . . . Esther “Jerry” Leon, secretary to FWC Division Manager A. M.
Bowles, who also was a Los Angeles visitor
. . . Lillian Symes, of Southern Poster, who
spent her vacation at Boyes Sprhigs . . .
Howard Schultz, New Filmore Theatre
manager, who caught lots of fish up Feather River . . . And Ken McGaffney , Golden
State press agent, who went to the same
place and claims he didn’t catch any . . .
Jack Culver and Boris Skopin, Motion
Picture Service Co. technicians, who
wouldn’t tell where they went . . . And
Mr. and Mrs. Abe Blumenfeld completing
a tour of the Pacific Northwest.
Seen and heard along the Row: Charles
Schlaifer of United Artists Theatre talking over “Algiers” exploitation with Jack
Proctor of the UA field force . . . Audrey
Lurie and Harriet Young, now with M-G-M
in the south, visiting old friends.

Plan Campus
Apply

Theatre ;

lor WPA

Seattle — If the

WPA

Labor

will provide

the

labor, the drama division of the University
of Washington will build a new theatre on
the campus. Plans have already been approved for loans by Associated Students
of $15,000 to the drama
terials.

division for ma-

The new theatre would take care of the
dramatic classes under the direction of
Glenn Hughes, which have been unable
to function following considerable union
trouble. The university have been operating the Penthouse Theatre and had to
close the house when the stagehands union
objected to students handling the lines
and props.

Cashier and Exhibitor
Fined lor Keeno Contest
Pasadena — Pleading

guilty to conducting

a Keeno contest in which tickets were
sold for prize drawings, in violation of
a city ordinance prohibiting lotteries and
chance games, Clifford Drew, manager,
and Ida Nonemaker, cashier of the Park
Theatre here paid a total of $125 in fines
to police court.
Drew maker
was
$25. assessed $100 and Miss None-

Milstein and

Mellinkoff

Buy Land lor Theatre Site
Gardena,

Cal. — Purchase

of a

tract

of

land here by Harry Milstein and Albert
Mellinkoff from Judge Frank Carrell has
been disclosed.
The buyers, who operate the Torrance
Theatre in Torrance, plan to spend $35,000
in the construction of a 750-seat house,
which they expect to open about Nov. 1.43

Highlights

of the High

By
TRIP

would

be incomplete

Harry

Enough

is never

without calling on that pioneer of exhibitors, W. A. Long, who runs the Star
and Liberty at Oregon City. Long has
been in this spot since 1912. The Star
has just been enlarged by 378 seats.
Up
the

on

the

hill at Oregon

City

his campaign on “Snow White” and an
early edition of Boxoffice will show you
his ballyhoo truck.
Mrs. R. Moyer has built a beautiful
house, the Sellwood, in Portland. It set
her back $85,000. It seats 684.

Ore.,

happy unless he is building something. So he bought the house at Port

beautiful retreat at the foot of the Wasatch mountains, August 10.

We didn’t miss Marshfield, Ore., and
it’s a pleasure to stop and visit each year
with that genial host and showman, Bob
Marsden. The Noble Theatre here has
been redecorated and refurbished with new
drapes, lighting fixtures and generators
from the B. F. Shearer Co. of Portland.
The Liberty, North Bend, has a new coat
of paint and shines like a silver dollar.

other

was

plant

Harriett Edwards operates the Edwards Theatre, Reedsport, Ore. Business
bad when we called; one of those

carnivals
in town.

that exhibitors

“like” so well was

Architect D. W. Hilborn of Portland sure
did a swell job on the Cameo at Newberg,
Ore. Drapes and carpets were furnished
by National arid the seats and equipment
by B. F. Shearer, Portland. Avery Combs,
whose father operates the Ideal at Burns,
Ore., is manager. Policy is single features.

Crescent City, Cal., still has its ocean
front and, of course, the Endert Theatre.
B. C. Endert has been exhibiting here
since 1916 and tells us that he is getting

The Roxy, a Claver & Wood house at
Coquille, Ore., is not so bad either. This

and

What a difference in the Chinook at
Gold Beach. We hardly knew the place.
Louis Gitschlag, a disciple of Thomas Edison and manager of this modern theatre,
has put in a panel for dimmers and spots
that would do credit to Radio Music Hall.

according to J. R. Keitz, publicity director of the committee in charge. The picnic is to be held at Lagoon, midway between Salt Lake and Ogden, Utah, in a

Orford, Ore., closed it, and is now remodeling same. The auditorium will be enlarged, ceiling lifted, snappy light fixtures
and interior redecorated.

Mrs.

Leo Pallay, of the Jefferson, Portland,
manages a little time for fishing and has
just returned from a trip to Astoria where
he took in deep sea trolling. Leo says
business is very bad arid is hoping the
suit of equity will be all that independent
exhibitors hope it will be.

heating

Bandon,

stands

State Theatre enjoying a nice patronage under the able management of Sanford Palo. The trade is still talking about

ready to install a new
redecorate the house.

Fisk of the Bandon,

new theatre is operating as an “A” house
. . . Tire Klamath at Klamath, Cal., has
been dolled up under the new ownership
of Joe Perry. The house seats 350. Joe
was out fishing when we called and we
wonder if he was the guy we saw coming
into Klamath falling off a log when it
looked like he had a big one hooked.

Tourist travel in and through Salt Lake
this summer has surpassed that of any
year. All of this additional population speeds up the theatre patronage
for the summer nicely.
The Salt Lake and Ogden, Utah, “Covered Wagon Days” and "Pioneer Days”
celebrations were held with a good deal
of success and record-breaking attendance.
Other Intermountain cities also held successful celebrations, including rodeos,
horse shows, parades, pageants, etc.
Division Manager Rick Ricketson of Fox
Intermountain Theatres spent some time
conferring with the local chief, Si Sanders. Sanders and Bill Steege, district
manager

for Fox Intermountain, are preparing to leave here shortly for Kansas
City, Mo., where they will attend the Fox
convention August 9 and 10.
James

to FWC

FWC

San Bernardino — The 1,909-seat Fox
Theatre here has been purchased by the
Fox De Luxe Theatres, Inc., a Fox West
Coast

subsidiary, from the San Bernardino Theatre Holding Co. at a cost of

$110,000.

and Evergreen

Convene

Theatres, as theatre operating divisions of
National Theatres Corp., will participate,
August

'

only in /
price

*

S. Vermont

Please
us.

We're

have
from

Hotel

here

Skouras,

president

of National

Theatres, will preside. Division and district managers from both circuits will discuss operating problems and the product
lineup for 1938-39. The confab is one of
two regional conventions, the other to be
in Kansas City, attended by operators in the Kansas City, Milwaukee and
Denver territories.

Los
representative

Angeles
call

on

of FWC, while Evergreen
ington and Oregon.

embraces

Scott, manager for National Theatre Supply, returns this week from an

Manager Norman
Theatre entertained

Wash-

Carole

Lombard

city during
for Denver.

Los

By
City
State

J

Angeles — Disclosure

of Fox

West

Coast’s product buys for the 1938-39 season was made to the circuit’s district managers from northern and southern California at an executive meeting here.

the

spent some
past

week,

time in this
leaving

here

Tony

Martin,

famed

screen

and

radio

singing

star, is here making personal appearances with his 14-piece orchestra , at
world-famed Saltair.

Gordon Thornberg , co-manager of the
Service Theatre Supply Co., is working
Idaho at the present time.
Wallace

Buys

Sprowl of the Utah
children of the local

President John Rugar of the Intermountain Motion Picture Operators and Owners Ass'n is due on a visit to Salt Lake
from his home in Park City. He recently
concluded a visit throughout the territory.

Missouri.

Discuss Product

ter-

Kearns St. Ann’s Orphanage, with the
showing of “Little Miss Broadway,” a
Shirley Temple vehicle.

the
National’s California, Montana and Arizona operations are under the management

Theatre

44

Ambassador

branch

“Sky Giant,” RKO’s latest release, is
being exploited to advantage throughout
the country, and is being well received
in the Intermountain territory . . . RKO
Branch Manager H. C. Fuller has returned
here from Idaho and Montana, where he
found business good.

held

TRAILER-MADE
1909

at the

15.

Spyros

r CHEAP

15

Los Angeles — A three-day convention in
which Fox West Coast and Evergreen

will open

exchange

extensive sales trip into the northern
ritory of the Intermountain region.

to

on August

Keitz, Mercury

manager here, states that “Son of the
Sheik” is hitting the ball nicely throughout the Rockies.

Lee

Deluxer

LAKE

^HE local film industry is sponsoring the
first of a series of annual picnics,

Nichols
Dick

in Oregon

SALT

Spots

Beery

was

in Cedar

City, Utah,

a few days ago en route to Fish Lake
for a short fishing excursion. Beery goes
10

Fish

Lake

because

he

can

land

his

plane at Richfield and be on the lake in
an hour, in addition to being partial to
Utah in many other ways.
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A Rocky Mountain
Club Outing Aug. 18
Denver — The

annual

Rocky

Mountain

Motion Picture Industry Roundup has been
set for August 18 at the Eddie Ott club
house and Evergreen golf club at Evergreen, Colo., 40 miles from Denver. The
affair will start in the morning with the
golf tournament and run until some time in
the wee sma’ hours of the next morning.
It will all be informal — come in western
attire or any way you wish, and don’t
change for dinner.
Entertainment will include, beside golf
(all kinds), horseshoe pitching, nail driving contest, baseball game between exhibitors and distributors, horseback riding,
races for ladies and gents and a bridge
tournament. Prizes galore are being lined
up. Price for everything but golf will be
$2.50 a person, with golf 50 cents a round.
To avoid confusion tickets must be purchased in advance.
Emmett Thurmon, president of the
Rocky Mountain Screen Club, under whose
auspices the picnic is held, announces to
appointment of A. G. Edwards as manager of the club rooms in the Cosmopolitan Hotel. This is a full time job and
will relieve members who have been putting in long hours keeping things moving.
Edwards is well known, having formerly
been manager of the Pathe exchange here.
Several hundred are expected to attend
the picnic.
The picnic will be the opening day of
the annual convention of the Theatre
Owners and Managers of the Rocky Mountain Region as well as the closing day of
the meeting of the Fox Intermountain
Theatre managers.

LOS

£JNDING
four-month
of the
Uniteda
States aand
Canada, tour
George
Giroux,
special representative of Technicolor, Inc.,
checked in to visit acquaintances along
Filmrow. While in Washington, Giroux
disclosed he was made a member of the
Society of Motion Picture Engineers.
July 30 was the wedding date for the
marriage of Margaret Kathryn Hanson,
daughter of Mark H. Hanson, an associate of Fox West Coast and operator of
the Larchmont and Marquee theatres, to
Robert Burrill.
The

RKO Radio exchange was skeletonized Wednesday when the entire staff
threw a picnic at Malibu Beach.
The marriage of Bessie Glazer to Robert Plotkin has been disclosed. The bride
is secretary to Bernard Leavitt, head of
the Levitt Theatre Enterprises.
The Universal exchange

Francisco — The

former

Plaza

Along the Row: Mason Siler, operator
of the Ritz Theatre in Balboa and the
Roxie in Huntington Beach; L. E. Fink,
Bellflower, Bellflower; David Small, manager of the Fox Fullerton, Fullerton;
George Halligan, formerly part owner of
the Metro Theatre, a local house, visiting
acquaintances.
En route to New York to close deals
whereby he will add several theatres to
his circuit is Henry Pincus, owner of the
Esquire and Grand International theatres
here.

TRADE

Under the guidance of Michael Santocono, an entire new decorative scheme
was worked out, including new carpets,
drapes, lighting fixtures, and foyer and
lobby accessories. The auditorium was
re-seated entirely with International Seats
from Jim Riley’s Pacific Coast Theatre
Supply Co.
Roberts, local builders who
theatre jobs, surprised the
the house, seating capacity
greatly increased.

Francisco— George

Moore

of Shaf-

ter has taken over the 500-seat Princess
Theatre formerly known as the Isis, local
neighborhood house recently renovated
by L. K. Brin.
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Sid Bernstein, manager of the Metro
Premium office here, was to leave Friday
for New York to pick up a new boxoffice
stimulator which his organization will distribute locally.
Visitors: Al Olander of
tebello; Chester Black,
Drive-In Theatre on Pico
Palace, Las Vegas; Mr.

the Vogue, Monmanager of the
Blvd.; Art Brick,
and Mrs. C. W.

Page, Ritz, Hanford, and the Exeter, Exeter; Al Pavlow, who runs the Aliena Theatre, a local house.
Al Galston opened the Casino Theatre,
which he acquired recently, on Friday
night. The house, located on Vernon Ave.,
was formerly called the Vernon.
Architect S. Charles Lee is now taking
bids for the construction of the $180,000
Hunt Theatre, in Riverside, which will be
built for the Hunt Theatre Corp. and Fox
West Coast in partnership. It will have
a 1,000-seat capacity.
The Mission Theatre in San Juan Capistrano, purchased recently by an eastern
nitely.
financier, has been closed down indefiVacationing here from El Paso is Al
Salasporras, general manager of Azteca
Films, with his wife and family. They
will head for Denver and Canada before
returning home.
Bob Baker, Universal’s singing cowboy
star, paid his respects to several friends
along Filmrow one day last week.

DIRECTORY
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EXPLOITATION
Takes Over Former Isis
San

Eddie Disbrow of the Plaza Theatre,
Hawthorne, was in booking product.

The-

atre here, re-christened the Vogue, is
opening under the direction of the Blumenfeld theatre chain after extensive alteration and redecoration effected following
Blumenfeld’s purchase of the house from
Mark Harrison.

Moore and
handle many
remodeling of
of which was

is getting a new

paint job, in and out. The office personnel, consequently, is giving it a wide
berth as far as possible.

Blumenfeld Chain Opens
Remodeled Frisco Vogue
San

ANGELES

THEATRE
Theatre

Booking

SERVICE

Specialists
and Business

EXHIBITORS'
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SERVICE,

Counsellors

INC.

Harry Rackin
Jack Anderson
Room 31
Film Exchange Bldg.
Phone:
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RO-9191
SERVICE”
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$ HE A T T 1IL IE
1*HE old town is back to normal after the
big celebration and Potlatch which
lasted four days. The parade is still the
topic of conversation. The float entered
by the downtown theatres and, flanked by
a bevy of usherettes, was certainly a
beauty, causing lots of talk. Next year
the Potlatch will be a state affair and all
credit goes to that organization, the Washingtoians. . . For general information,
Ted Kemper of the U. S. Army Motion
Picture Service wants to sell his boat, the

Popeye.

This is the craft that was for-

merly owned by Neal East. The Popeye
can be had real reasonable and is fully
equipped . . . The midnight cruise of the
Northwest Film Club was a huge success.

Seattle is a real sport town. The SteeleHostak fight drew a $90,000 gate; the
baseball games are pulling in some 12,000
people a night, and the Longacres track
is jammed every day . . . W. B. McDonald, owner of the Avalon in Olympia, is
back from the cruiser race. Every year
there is a special boat race from Bremerton to Naniamo, B. C., and some hundred cruisers participate. Every year Mac
has entered, and his main ambition is to
win that race. This year he came second
and figures that, now that he knows more
about the course, he can win the coveted
placque next year. More power to you,
Mac .. . Jerry Ross, who doubles in brass
at the Palomar as manager and master of
ceremonies, is away on a two-week vacation in the Cascades, fishing and resting.
John Danz, head of Sterling Theatres,
is in New York for a couple of weeks . . .
Lloyd

Lamb,

well-known

on

the

Row,

is

now handling ‘‘The Birth of a Baby” in
the Northwest . . . Don Beckman, telling
a friend what he would like as a gift from
Honolulu and the friend bringing back the

"Mr. Fink's Night "
San

Diego — The

Metro

Theatre

marquee,

here,

startled

patrons

when

it carried

only

the following legend last week: "Mr. Fink's Nite."
"Red" Lentz, Columbia film salesman from Los Angeles, on a business trip here,
looked up George Fink, owner of the theatre, and asked for an explanation.
"Well," said Fink, "tonight is the only night the Metro is not giving away
thing. On Monday, I give away dishes; on Tuesday, groceries; on Wednesday,
and

anycash;

so on. Tonight, however, is my night, and I decided to tell all the folks."
Customers thought the idea a novel joke and there was no falling off in business.

Nassers Plan Third
Law's Sleuths in
Warner's Records Neighborhood Acer
Los Angeles — Last stages of the extended probe into the financial operations and
records of major exchanges and the Fox
West Coast circuit here were being cleaned up this week by Albert J. Law and his
department of justice sleuths, the corps
of investigators having moved into the
Warner exchange on Tuesday.
Law and his men, conducting their probe
as the result of charges of anti-trust violations filed against major distributors by
numerous independent exchangemen and
theatre operators, have been marking time
for the past week awaiting the arrival
of Howard Levinson, attorney for Warner,
from the east. Levinson checked in on
Monday

after postponing

his visit.

Law, special deputy of Attorney-General
Radio all
Cummings, remained at RKO
last week. Following his stop at Warner,
he moves his crew into United Artists,
winding up the investigation.

San

Francisco — Nasser

Brothers

Thea-

tres plan construction of a third Class A
neighborhood house in the popular Polks
Street
week.

district, it was

announced

this

The

theatre, to be located midway between the Nasser Royal, 1,400-seater, and
Alhambra, 1,600-seater, on Polk Street,
will accommodate 1,100 patrons and cost
approximately $150,000 to construct, decorate and equip. Work will start immediately, with the opening date tentatively
set for late autumn.
The house will be the ninth in northern
California operated by the chain. Nasser
brothers already opening six suburban
second-runs in San Francisco — the New
Mission, New Fillmore, Castro, American,
Royal and Alhambra — and
outlets in Alameda across
Strand and New Alameda.

two
the

first-run
bay — the

request all made of candy . . . Leo Hartley is the new manager of the State Theatre, the town’s only burlesque house . . .
Earl Anderson is in the saddle at the
Colonial. Both houses are in the Sterling
group.

Theatre owners are watching the first
of the twilight horse races at Longacres
to start at 4:15 in the afternoon . . .
Senior Mercy held a get-together at his
mountain cabin. A special fish barbecue
was served. Among those present were
Herndon Edmond, Ed Lamb, Pete Higgins,
George Blair, Butch Wingham and Junior
Mercy . . . Ben and Mrs. Shearer, off to
V ancouver , B. C., along with Mr. and Mrs.
Ned Edris of the Hamrick-Edris Theatres
of Tacoma . . . J. von Herberg, to New
York to attend the big advertising meeting
. . . Charley Powers of the 20th-Fox exchange in Portland, spending a couple of
days here.

Burch “SUPER
Mr.
they
like

Exhibitor,
want?
Burch

you

give

Dare

you

to
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Popcorn.
‘‘You’ll

POPCORN

SHOWMAN"

do

be

SMITH,

astonished”

BOX

284, SEATTLE

were reAND MRS. L. A. MOORE
jyjR.
1 cent visitors. They hail from Hermiston, Arlington and Goldendale ... Wes
Johnson of the Heilig in Eugene was another visitor . . . Gordon Craddock, Universal exchange manager, was away during the week making the loop of Seaside,
Tillamook and McMinnville.

More visitors included M. W. Mattecheck and son Bob; Loring Schmidt of
the Grand in Salem, and Bill Ripley of
Longview, Wash.
Guy Navarre of Seattle, United Artists
exchange manager, and Ben Fish, district
, arrived by plane for consultamanager
tion with Jack Kloepper.

Sam
moved

Whiteside and his wife have been
home to Corvallis from a hospital
in Oregon City, but are still confined to
bed. George Whiteside was in Portland
taking over Sam’s booking job.
Stanley Gordon, son of A. C. Gordon
of the Rialto and Rio theatres in Boise,
was in Portland during the week . . . A1
of the State in Salem, Ray Henderson of the Rialto in Albany and John
Taggart of Vernonia were visitors.

Adolph

Norman

Goodin

of Carlton, Wilamina
to talk to Jim. Vic MacKenthe American
Evelyn Keyes

and Cloverdale dropped in
mie Beale of Columbia . .
zie, state commander of
Legion, arrived here with
on

a

tour

to invite mayors

of the larger

cities to the American

George Hunt and S. G. Mendenhall of
the Grants Pass Amusement Co., are
building a new 700 -seat theatre in Grants
Pass: It will either be called the Rogue or
the Josephine. B. F. Shearer is completely equipping the theatre.
George Gould of the Majestic at Dallas
is another Oregon exhibitor who recently
purchased new Motiograph model K projectors for his theatre.

Legion convention
in Los Angeles. Miss Keyes is the feminine lead in the motion picture, “Sons of
the Legion.” MacKenzie’s son is also in
the picture.
L. K. Brin of Grand National in Seattle
in town. So was A. M. Goldstein of
Monogram. He, too, hails from the Puget
Sound area ... V. A. Whitcomb, booker

was

at 20th Century-Fox,
ier, are vacationing.
BOXOFFICE
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HOPE FOR CLEARANCE ROW SETTLEMENT AS
TONGUES WAG AND INDUSTRY SUITS PILE UP
*,

Meeting in Chicago Operators Ready
For Industry Drive For Wage Parleys
Chicago — Eddie

Silverman

of Essaness

Theatres, member

of the special committee
to push the industry’s nation-wide advertising campaign, called a meeting of independent exhibitors in the Chicago area,
that was held at 10:30 o’clock Friday
morning in the Stevens Hotel.
Bob Gillham, Paramount ad head, and
Grad Sears of Warner Bros, presided.
Independent exhibitors, it is understood,
will be asked to contribute one time on
the basis of 10 cents per seat.
Silverman said that various other matters of interest to the industry as a whole
might be discussed also at the meeting.
Invitations to attend the Friday meetings were sent to more than 500 exhibitors
in Illinois, Wisconsin, Indiana and Michigan. Part of the invitation read:
“As evidenced by trade journals this
plan is of tremendous interest to everybody in the industry and of great importance to you and your business. You will
be afforded first-hand details of tremendous importance. We feel that the purpose of the meeting of such magnitude
that you should be intimately acquainted
with facts by your personal presence . . . ”
It was signed by Silverman, Clyde Eckhardt of 20th Century-Fox, and Gradwell
Sears.

13 Added

to Honor

For Wisconsin's

Milwaukee — Names

Roll
Jubilee

of 13 additional

25-

year honor roll men to be feted at the
silver jubilee celebration of the motion
picture industry in Wisconsin, August 30
and 31, at the Schroeder Hotel here have
been listed by the committee in charge
as follows:
Franch Fischer, Paul and George Langheinrich, Jack Camp, Jack Stillman, Jack
Frackman, Max Weisner, E. P. Vollendorf,
Frank Trottman and Herbert Schwahn,
all of Milwaukee; Jack Yeo, Burlington;
Charles H. Braun, Hartford, and Walter
A. Baier, Fort Atkinson.
It is expected that additional names
will be added to the roll before the jubilee
is observed.

Chicago

— Letters

week from John

Hollywood — George

O’Brien

:: August

has

6, 1933

By B. O. TELLER
Chicago — Law suits, clearance,

this

Smith, business agent of

nish gossip for the “second-guessers.”
Everyone “knows” just how everything is
going to turn out and they’ll tell you the
answer — even if you don’t ask.
It appears, definitely, however, that
while Allied attorneys have the planned
federal suit to break up the local clearance
plan and double-feature situation ready for
filing, that there is hope of a last-minute
settlement to avert a lengthy court battle.
That is where the situation stands as
Jack Kirsch, aggressive new president of

next week.” The new contracts go into
effect September 1.
The operators are now working on a 10
per cent reduction of their current wage
scale during the remainder of August, the
cut having been effective since July 4.
While Smith would not comment this
week, it is understood the first request
of the operators will be for a 15 per cent
hike over their standard deal of the current season.
Labor

Pickup

Allied of Illinois, tells Boxoffice: “We
didn’t get anywhere in New York last
week. Just talked over the proposed industry-wide advertising campaign for this
fall. On our own clearance situation nothing developed, and we hope to avert any
legal trouble when conferences are re-

Seen

Area

Chicago — Of

special interest

sumed here this week.”
Kirsch said that future conferences between Paramount’s Austin C. Keough, B&K

to Chicago

exhibitors is a survey just completed here
by the Hearst newspapers, showing that
thousands of men and women in the Windy
City area will go back on payrolls during
the month of August.
Steel mills in the Indiana towns nearby
are taking on small numbers of new employes daily. International Harvester,
when it resumes operations in three Chicago plants and in units at East Moline
and Canton, 111., will recall about 10,000
employes. Many other plants have announced plans to recall all the way from
50 to 2,000 employes each.
All of which means that thousands of
families will have more money to spend
for recreation, of which live-wire exhibitors can hope to get some.

Government
Chicago — The
Homer

government

S. Cummings.
consin for a vacation.

Cummings

intimated

and others will be held here, adding, “we’ve
got to stay here now and attend to our
The recently-filed suit by V. U. Young
business.”
of
the Palace Theatre, Gary, Ind., against
B&K and the various distributors, was
commented upon to some extent here this
week also. It was learned that B&K keeps
the same protection over its Great States
houses in Gary — the State and Grand —
that it asks of the Palace. Product is
split there with UA, Paramount, Warners
and M-G-M going to Great States, and
the rest to the Palace.
Numerous exchange managers remarked
that, should this protection be changed,
(Continued on next page)

Is Determined

means

U. S. attorney

the gov-

ernment’s anti-trust suit continue to fur-

Smith told Boxoffice that “we expect to
get our conferences under way within the

In Chicago

Enjoy

business

general,

in

said

all of its anti-trust
here

that it is the government's

aim

this week

to seek

en

campaigns.

route

to Wis-

relief in all cases.

“We are looking for the ultimate remedy in every instance," he said. “If we can't
find it in the courts, we will submit a report to Congress and it will be up to Congress
to provide the solution.
now

have

proceedings

against

the motion

picture,

oil and

milk

industries,

the Aluminum Company of America and the American Medical Ass'n," he added.
While here Cummings
conferred for more than an hour with U. S. Attorney

been

signed by Pandro S. Berman for six more
westerns, with Bert Gilroy producing and
David Howard directing.
BOXOFFICE

forward

Guessers"

Field Day, Forecasting "Facts" Freely

the operators’ union, to B&K, Schoenstadt,
Warner circuit, Exhibitors Associated and
Allied of Illinois, that the union is ready
to negotiate the wage scale for the 1938-39
season.

“We

O'Brien Hall Dozen

went

"Second

C

Michael

L. Igoe

and

jury investigation

Assistant

into alleged

U. S. Attorney
monopolistic

Leo

F. Tierney

practices

in the

in regard
milk

to the grand

industry.

Trade Ties With Chicago Group as
Better Business Campaign Begins

Deficiency Judgment
Filed in Kenosha
Kenosha,

Wis. —

ment for $67,787.24
the
on

Orpheum
behalf

A

deficiency

has

Theatre

been
Bldg.

of bondholders.

ing, housing the Orpheum

Chicago — Chicago’s New Century Committee is working hand in hand with the
city’s exhibitors in promoting a
for better business in coming
Mayor
mittee.
Chief

Edward
among

J. Kelly

heads

the tieups with

stimulus
months.
the

com-

theatres

is

a “Search for Beauty” contest being conducted at present. Numerous preliminaries
are being held and thus far about 25 theatres are cooperating included Essaness
Theatres, Schoenstadt circuit and
ous independent houses.

numer-

Following the preliminaries, the finals
will be held late this month. There will
be two winners, one to represent the city
at the New York World’s Fair and the
other at the San Francisco Fair, both
being held in 1939.
Besides

the beauty

contest, the commit-

tee is sponsoring production of a “Your
Chicago,” four-reel picture. This is being
produced by the Sidney Stern Laboratories
here. Additional

fifth reels are being incor-

porated

into the film for the various
munities of the city.

com-

Theatres participating in the beauty contest are running special trailers and are
being plugged over radio programs.
The theatres included are Essaness West
End, Ted Morris, manager; the Peoples,
Joseph Churan, manager;
Midwest,

Lester Retchin’s Howard Theatre, Nate
Ruttenberg, manager; the Calo, I. Komade,
manager; the Harry Balaban Windsor,
Fred Hartman, manager; the Four-Star of
Lubliner and Trinz, Bud Lewy, manager;
the Plaza; Lou Reinheimer’s RoselandState, Orville Baldassari, manager; Indiana-Illinois’

Gayety

Theatre,

John

Bur-

horn, manager; Lasker and Sons’ Bertha
Theatre; the Parkway of the Van Nomikos circuit, and the Cosmo, Ogden, Highland, Grove, Frolic, Jeffery, Shore, Oakland Square theatres.

Co.,
The

on

here
build-

Theatre,

was

sold recently at a sheriff's sale to Chris
Schroeder & Son Co., Milwaukee, on a
bid of $200,000.

Clearance

Settlement

Hopes Hold in Chicago

George Neckerman, manager, and Brighton, John Wilkes, manager; all Schoenstadt houses; Tippy Harrison’s Marshall
Square, of the Goodman-Harrison circuit;

judg-

filed

(Continued

from

preceding

page)

the distributors would lose large sums in
rentals through loss of revenue to the
B&K and Warner Bros, houses on the
south side here, which get considerable
patronage from the Indiana towns.
“Second-guesses” from one extreme to
another were heard on all sides as to the
outcome of the monopolistic action of the
government against the industry. About
the

only sure thing that everyone appeared agreed upon is:
“The main ones who will benefit from
all of the avalanche of law-suits are the
attorneys and scores of lawyers interested
in the cases.”

Mowbray

ts a “ Home 77
Wan
GENE RICH

Roach’s publicity department is responsible for the following “heart-rending”
story of an orphan seeking a home, but
the results no doubt will be beneficial to
everyone concerned.
It seems that some one got the idea of
having special first showings of Hal
Roach’s new “There Goes My Heart” in
the home towns of the picture’s leading
players. All went well until it was learned
that Alan Mowbray was born in London,
and since part of the plan calls for the
stars

to appear with the picture, something had to be done to keep Mowbray
in this country.
So a plan was adopted whereby Mowbray
wrote to numerous cities in the country
seeking “adoption” by them. One of the
letters was sent to the local Chamber of
Commerce, which fell upon the idea as a
good one to promote its Peach Festival to
be held the week of August 28.
So, at present George M. Pickell, secretary of the local Chamber of Commerce, is
leading a concerted drive to gain 10,000
signatures on a petition that will offer to
“adopt” Mowbray. Numerous lists have
been placed in downtown stores and leading resort hotels nearby (South Haven is
the center of one of the biggest resort
spots for Chicagoans).
The local Chamber of Commerce hopes
to induce Mowbray to come here so that

would
Model

48

Chicago — Allied, Paramount and B&K
representatives met this week further on
the local clearance and double feature

By

South Haven, Mich. — No doubt the fine
public relations hand of some one in Hal

the picture could be shown
cal Peach Festival. The

Allied, Paramount
B&K Attend Sessions

The

has

the heaviest

vote ac-

cording to its population, the “letter” says,
will be chosen by Mowbray as his “home.”
The “letter” follows:
“I hope I am not presuming too much
on your
community’s reputation for kindness to orphans,
but I want to be adopted by some American city.
The reason for my
plea, made
in all sincerity,
is this: Hal Roach Studios have promised to hold
the

first showings of their new
romantic comedy, “There Goes My
Heart,” in the birthplaces
of the picture’s stars. In addition, the star will
be present at the premiere.
“Fredric March
has been promised a trip to
Racine, Wis., where he was born; Virginia Bruce,
to Minneapolis; Patsy Kelly, to Brooklyn; Nancy
Carroll, to New
York City and Eugene Pallette,
to Winfield, Kansas.
“London
is my
birthplace. You
can readily
see the complications in the way of time and distance if I were to greet my hometown
with the
debut

of the picture. Therefore, I face the prospect of being the forgotten man
of 1938 unless
some big-hearted city takes immediate
steps to
include me
among
its native sons. I have the
Studio’s pledge that it will ship me, freight prepaid to any city in the United States that signifies its desire to adopt me.
“May
I suggest that you put* it to a vote of
the citizens of your community.
Perhaps you can
prevail upon the editors of your newspapers to
conduct some sort of poll to make
me
eligible.
The city showing the greatest percentage of favorable votes in proportion to its population gets
me

...
a prize package unadorned with cellophane wrappings and fancy trimmings, but six
feet in length and about 170 pounds in weight.
I am widely experienced and self-supporting. My
studio contract affords a guarantee that I will
neither be listed among
your unemployed
nor
cause expenditures for relief. Among
my
assets
I may mention that I have served an apprenticeship in making service club talks and participating in compaigns for civic betterment and charitable purposes.
“The picture is to be released the latter part
of August and your courtesy in expediting an
official invitation will be greatly appreciated.
Naturally

I’m

eager

to

know

Installs New

during the lofilm probably

be shown at the recently-opened
Theatre of the Butterfield circuit.

city which

of

where

I am

problem.
After meeting for a couple hours in
more than 90-degree heat Tuesday afternoon at the Congress Hotel, they adjourned till Wednesday afternoon.
Those meeting were Austin C. Keough,
Paramount general counsel, New York;
John Balaban, Walter Immerman
and
Maurice Leonard, B&K; and Jack Kirsch,
Van Nomikos, Eddie Silverman, Emile
Stern and Ludwig Sussman, Allied.
No action was reached at the Tuesday
meeting, and no one could be contacted to
determine

what transpired during the discussions. However, it was learned that
the meeting was tranquil.

Start in Two
New

Months

on

20th-Fox Exchange

Chicago — Though financing has not yet
been completed, work on the new 20th
Century-Fox exchange building, to be
erected on the northwest corner of 13th
and Wabash, is expected to get under way
in about two months.
It is understood that all of the latest
modern devices will go into the building.
It will be completely air-conditioned. The
building will cost between $150,000 and
$200,000, it is said.

going.”

Sound

Sullivan, Ind. — Don Ballard, manager
the Sherman Theatre here, has installed new sound equipment in the house.

Quimby

to Renovate

Fort Wayne, Ind. — Quimby circuit will
renovate the Palace Theatre here, Harvey
G. Cocks, general manager, announces.
A September reopening is planned.
BOXOFFICE
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Foreign Heads of
Metro in Chicago
Chicago — Three

Metro

foreign

On

Their

Way

to England

executives

stopped here briefly last Sunday en route
for the east after an eight-day stay in
Hollywood as guests at the Culver City
studios. They were high in their praise
for the modernly-appointed Esquire Theatre, Harry and Elmer Balaban house.
The men were Arthur J. Whetter, branch
manager at Liverpool; Alfred Neville,
branch manager at Dublin, and Robert
Gerbert, circuit manager in the London
office. They were the last three of numerous contingents of foreign branch managers and other executives who were awarded trips to Hollywood and New York as
prizes in the world-wide sales competition.
Whetter, markedly resembling Leslie
Howard, told how pictures are sold singly
in England. He explained how trade
showings are held on every picture released
and then dates taken after the special
screenings. These screenings are held in
every branch office city in the British
Isles. The exhibitor sets the dates, not
the exchange, and no working dates can be
set more than six months in advance.
Gerbert, after seeing Rudy Vallee in
bright lights over the Chicago Theatre
marquee, commented: “There are no stage
shows offered with our attractions in England. Cinema theatres run pictures only,
with the variety halls offering the vaudeville stars.”
Norma Shearer is the top-ranking favorite among the M-G-M stars everywhere
in Britain and now that the popular star
has not appeared in a new picture in two
years, all of England is anxiously awaiting “Marie Antoinette.” Said Gerbert:
“We’ve never reissued Norman Shearer’s
‘Smiling Through,’ because they’ve never
stopped booking it yet.”
Economic note: Neville, after seeing the
many beautiful homes on Chicago’s north
side and thousands of automobiles rolling
by, wryly smiled and said, “I was told
there is a depression in America. Where
is it?”
Style note: Whetter, himself immaculately garbed, commented, “Your American women are most beautiful and dress
ten times better than do our English girls.
However, you American men are ten times

Three

M-G-M

executives

branch

manager

for M-G-M,

and

Alfred

Neville, Dublin

through

Boxoffice,

Bend,

country,

old chap.”
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in Chicago

from

Gene

Rich,

Central

editor

manager.
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“After

reading

going on in the industry

Said

Gerbert:

in your
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Friday, August 2. At the circuit’s offices,
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Oriental
it this

left, and

JUNIOR

ger of the Indiana Theatre here, was injured recently when he accidentally fell
down an open air duct in the house. He
is recovering from four factured vertebrae
in his back.

Chicago — Reports

Ireland

NOW ISniM

Injured

Ind. — Lee

extreme

we certainly

Fully

South

and

of Boxoffice, shown on the steps of the Northwestern Railroad's Los
Angeles Limited. The visiting M-G-Mites are, left to right: Robert Gerbert,
circuit manager, London office; Arthur J. Whetter, Liverpool branch manager;

shabbier dressed than we English.”

Babcock

of England

Hollywood. En route back to their home countries, after an eight-day visit
on the west coast, they were met here last Sunday by W . E. Banford, Chicago
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Illinois Bank Night
Is Hit bg Crusade

St. Louis — Frogs,
dids in the

vicinity

tre in St. Louis

Alton,

III. — The

current

anti-gambling

crusade in Madison county, which always
bursts into flame along about primary
election time in various southern Illinois
counties, has resulted in the issuance of
orders to four local motion picture theatres- that they must discontinue their
weekly Bank Night drawings.
The new clean-up orders to the theatres
are said to have come direct from Mayor
John Struif. In one instance the chief
of police personally served the edict.
The new order was to take effect on
August 1 but really will not affect boxoffice
receipts until August 6 as the theatres
have been conducting their Bank Nights
on Saturdays. The houses held their last
drawings on July 30.
The Illinois supreme court, in a verdict
some months ago, banned Bank Night,
but in a number of localities the local police officials haven’t taken any steps to
stop the practice.
Assortment

of Schemes

Get Frequent

Tryouts

St. Louis — With Bank Night and similar
arrangements definitely out in St. Louis
and elsewhere in eastern Missouri because
of the steps taken by state and federal
officials against such boxoffice stimulants,
local theatre executives have been burning the midnight electric juice to dig up
new schemes for attracting the take-achance class of cash customers.
Among the latest plans trotted forth are
“Crazy Auctions” and “Dopey Nights.”
To put on a “Crazy Auction” the theatre
owner or his manager first tours the
neighborhood and puts the bee on merchants for merchandise gifts to be auctioned at the theatre. The merchant who
comes across is rewarded with a plug for
his product.
These preliminaries gone through, the
auction night is then staged and at a suitable period during the evening show the
auctioneer takes the limelight. He may
sell a pair of ladies garters and a loaf of
bread for 5 cents, a watermelon for a dime,
or a summer suit for 50 cents with a refund

Gordon H. Simmons Co.
Theatre Air Conditioning
We

can

apparatus

purchase
for your

needs

saving

and specify
stallation.

its proper

50

Broadway

at

to you,

926 North Cass Street

Phone,

of the

county

have

and

katy-

Civic

Thea-

been

prov-

ing tough competition for the actors
actorines of that al fresco venture.

and
So

crickets

much

so, that Prexy

is seriously
services

Gordon

considering

of the players

Carter

enlisting

the

in their off stage

moments to prowl the woods to exterminate the disturbers. Customers near
the stage of the 600-seat open-airer are
not greatly disturbed, but those higher
up the hill have a tough time to hear
all the lines when a big bull frog does
his
frogs

stuff.

And

there

are

plenty

of

thereabouts.

WIS.
9800

in-

J^EN S. BROWN, Mainstreet manager, is
expected home August 10 from California, where he spent a month with
his mother and two brothers, Stanley
Skouras, manager in Long Beach, and
Fred, Plymouth, Wis., theatre owner. Mrs.
Brown, carrying on the managerial work
in his absence, will leave for a visit on
the west coast on August 17.
Faced with AFL and UAW threats to
picket the show, the Al G. Barnes circus
canceled a permit for showing in Racine
last Friday. An additional performance
in Milwaukee on the cmiceled Racine date
made five
Cream
City. Barnes’
Fox-Midwesco’s

of 15 cents and couple of ducats tossed in
to clinch the deal as the chap did who put
on the show at the Congress Theatre, a
St. Louis Amusement Co. unit, one night
last week.
The highlight of that particular sale
came when a male customer purchased a
dress worn by the auctioneer’s femme assistant, for $2 but the buyer received a
90 cent refund to take care of pressing
charges.
“Dopey Night” is slightly different but
the object was the same. For instance out
at the Wellston Theatre one night last
week the master of ceremonies announced
that a prize would be awarded to the
boy first to reach the stage minus his
shirt. Under the rules the shirt had to be
shed en route.
Another stunt called for recitation as
the master of ceremonies grimaced into
the contestant’s face to disconcert him.
A number of the neighborhood houses
have already taken to the new fads and
in some quarters it is believed they may
crowd out the merchandise giveaways.

A Springfield
Wins

Contractor

Lincoln

Springfield,

Remodeling

III. — The

general

contract

for the construction of alterations and
improvements to the Lincoln Theatre has
been awarded by the Fox Midwest Agency
Corp. of Kansas City, Mo., to C. C. Hahn,
local contractor.
The work will include a new modern
front, interior and exterior decoration, etc.
Robert O. Boiler, 7332 Brooklyn Ave.,
Kansas City, was the architect. The Lincoln has about 1,050 seats.

suitable

a substantial

MILWAUKEE,

R A C I M IE

Country Night Lite
A Competitor

"Pappy”

Eyes

St. Louis — Harry

appearances

Uptown

in the

attempted

a

stage show late in July, booking “Hollywood Vanities.” Boxoffice returns were
most disheartening.

a

Operated during the spring months on
Friday, Saturday and Sunday policy

only, Warner’s
summer.
Stephen

State is closed for the

Thomas,

union

operator, is

president of the police and fire commission of Racine, and as such was to preside at the hearing on August 4 at which
the chief of police, Grover C. Lutter, temporarily suspended by the commission, was
to appear in answer to charges filed
against him by Mayor Roy Spencer.
Negotiations are under way for the reopening of the Rex Theatre, closed, with
the exception of about three weeks, for
several years. The Rex, in its early days
the Racine Theatre, was the locale of many
of the outstanding legitimate productions
during the early part of the century.
When Manager Harvey Kny, Rialto, sent
a huge postcard to Lewis Stone recently,
bearing on one side a sketch of the Racine postoffice by local theatre artist
Stanley Gere, and on the other side the
signatures of several hundred patrons
who were evidencing their appreciation of
the “Judge Hardy” series, the superintendent of mails at the Racine office,
Col. William Holzapfel, revealed that he
and Lewis Stone had been tent mates
during the Spanish-American

war.

The marriage of blonde Claire Trevor
of the screen and Clark Andrews, radio
show producer, was of special interest in
Racine, as two local men were ushers at
the wedding. Julius Sklute, protege of
Mary

Garden, known in Hollywood circles as Robert Grandon, and Marshall
Grant, production manager with Universal
studios, were selected for that honor.

Hollywood

“Pappy”

Cheshire,

hill

billy boss of Radio Station KMOX, has
received an offer to go to Hollywood to
make a film short. As the film job would
not include the members of his Hill Billy
Gang he will attempt to rearrange his
schedule so that he can get away for the
duration of his film work. Provided of
course that the financial arrangements are
satisfactory.

Scenic
Assumption,

Reopened

III. —

Sam

Hallowell

has

reopened the Scenic Theatre after completely remodeling it. The renovation included acoustical treatment of the walls,
installation of new box-spring seats, new
lighting effects, and remodeling of the
marquee.
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A Saperstein Film
Fund Soon bg CAPA
Chicago — A fund

that will be used to aid

the needy of the film industry in Chicago
is being started by CAPA in memory of
Aaron Saperstein, late president of Allied
of Illinois.
The fund, to be known as the Aaron
Saperstein Relief Fund, will be started with
one-half of the proceeds from the annual
summer cruise that CAPA is giving Friday
night, August 26. The party will be held
on the liner City of Grand Rapids, beginning at midnight. The ship will return at
3:30 a. m„ Saturday.
Tickets will be $1.00 per person and
may be obtained from any CAPA member.
A group of girls will also sell tickets, and
the one selling the most will be awarded
a $50 prize. On board the ship there will
be numerous premiums and giveaways
awarded, and a beauty contest will be held.

C H I C A Cl CO)
WE in HAD
an audience the other night
front of the Chicago Theatre as

The local Universal exchange, headed
by Mannie Gottlieb, is now in first place

we started to make use of our pass — the
three Esses of the B&K publicity department, Savage, Solomon and Seguin, aided
by Burt Ofstie. They were en route to

among

play a quiet peaceful game of billiards —
just plain pool to those guys.

week. Jimmy

Have you noticed the “small” bulletin
board at Allied’s offices? Beth Morganstern thinks it should be a little larger —
big enough to cover the whole side of a
ivall instead of just half of it.

the company’s

which ran in last week’s issue, a detail
we unfortunately overlooked in printing
the picture.

B&K
Kathryn Wright, Jack Osserman’s efficient Girl Friday at RKO, celebrated her
one?

We

don’t

Benny Goodman and his band, who are
set for a Chicago Theatre appearance late

Loop Vaudeiilm Houses
Ready Ace Attractions

this month, gave
concert Wednesday
Ravinia Festival.

Chicago — The three loop vaudefilm
houses are girding for real competition
and expecting SRO crowds, equipped with
outstanding stage and film attractions.

Jack Rose of the
atres is vacationing
. . . Mae Frank of
ment was back this
tion.

said: “It’s a sty.”

The Chicago Evening American is credited with the excellent likeness of Jack
Kirsch, the new state Allied president,

Helen Jepson drew the largest crowd of
the free Grant Park concerts thus far
this season last week when she sang
several songs W ednesday night.

Henry Porter of Photoplay Advertising
was at his summer cottage on the Kankakee River the last two weeks on his vacation.

birthday
last week. Which
know.

offices.

Jimmy Savage ivas wearing dark glasses
around the B&K advertising offices last

a special “jitterbug”
night of this week at

Indiana-lllinois Theat Eagle River, Wis.
the auditing departweek from her vaca-

was

running

a revival of one of

Bob Taylor’s earlier pictures, “Times
Square Lady,” this week at the Belpark
and Will Rogers theatres.
Mel Blieden of Indiana-lllinois Theatres
and Howard DeTamble of 20th CenturyFox, rvho left last week for New York on
a motor trip vacation, were abruptly stopped when Blieden’s car was totally demolished in an accident near Detroit. Another car, attempting to pass a truck illegally, it is said, was the cause of the
wreck. Both Blieden and DeTamble returned to Chicago, after spending a night
(Continued on page 53)

Twentieth Century-Fox’s mad-cap comedians, the three Ritz Bros., topped the
Chicago Theatre offering on the stage.
The picture was 20th Century-Fox’s
“Gateway,” a story based on Ellis Island,
with Don Ameche and Arleen Whelan in
the leads.
The Palace headlined its show with Universal’s outstanding hit, “A Letter of Introduction,” starring Charlie McCarthy
and his human stooge, Edgar Bergen, with
Andrea Leeds and Adolphe Menjou. On
the stage were A1 Trahan, the Sylvia
Manon unit, Jack Gwyne, the magician,
and others.
Edmund Lowe will be the main attraction this week at the State-Lake Theatre,
with RKO’s “Blind Alibi,” featuring Richard Dix on the screen.
All three houses ballyhooed these attractions at least two weeks in advance.
The Chicago has been running trailers and
had the preceding stage stars comment on
the Ritz Bros.’ appearance. Rudy Vallee,
who appeared at the Chicago last week
was also ballyhooed in advance.

Jackie Moran Dickers
For P . A . in Chicago
Chicago

—

Jackie

Moran,

local young-

ster who went to Hollywood with his folks
several years ago and has continued to
“make good,” is dickering for a personal
appearance in the Windy City.
The youngster’s latest role is in Monogram’s “Barefoot Boy,” due for release
shortly.
His father, well known here, is handling
negotiations through the William Morris
office, for an anticipated loop personal
appearance.
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TRADE
r-

A

HANDY

DIRECTORY
GUIDE

FOR

THE

EXHIBITOR

-

CHICAGO

ROADSHOW

TICKET

PICTURES

I. FRANKLIN
distributing Soviet Films
All films have

English Dialogue

Titles

831 So. Wabash — Chicago — Phone WAB.

7815

Electric Sign & Maintenance
Tom

Flannery,

POSTER
Co.

President

315-17 W. Walton Street
Phone DELaware 9211

SERVICE

GOLD SEAL— SIMPLEX— MODEL ”H"
Factory Mechanics — Genuine Parts Used
Loaner Service Machines Supplied
GENERAL REGISTER CORPORATION
1018 South Wabash Avenue — Chicago

SIGNS - MARQUEES AND
MAINTENANCE
Whiteway

REGISTER

EXCHANGES

SAVE MONEY
Theatre Advertising Rental Service
All Advertising

From

One

Source.

1, 3, 6-sheets, 11x14 photos, stills, 22x28's,
window cards, slides, inserts.

SIGNS

AND

DISPLAYS

Also DeLuxe

Advertise Your Theatre Along the Highways
Metal Signs — Low Prices — Free Sketch
on Request

See or Write Harry Blumenthal
AD-ART DISPLAY STUDIOS
1243 So. Wabash — Chicago — Victory 7181

FILMROW

Silk Screen

Art Service

40x60's, 30x40's, 24x60's, 24x82 banners.
40x60 Hollywood Transparencies.
No Contracts. Lowest Rental Prices.

PHOTOPLAY
1243 South

ADVERTISING

Wabash

COMPANY

Ave. — CALumet

RESTAURANTS

GATEWAY GARDENS
1136-38 South Wabash — Phone WEB
COCKTAIL BAR— RESTAURANT

THEATRICAL
0799

Banquets — private parties — business meetings— card parties — our private dining room
is ideal.

We

PRINTING

A. B. C. PRINTERS, INC.
Print Everything Theatrical

1225 South Wabash — Chicago
For lowest prices Call — VTC 3456

7660

Chicago

September
WEEK

OF

SEPTEMBER

In Chicago Sector

4

836 — Toy Wile — L. Rainer, M. Douglas, Robt. Young, B. O'Neil, H. B. Warner
A. Kruger
— The Sheik — R. Valentino, A. Ayres, R. Miller, A. Menjou (reissue)
.... — Farewell to Arms — G. Cooper, H. Hayes, A. Menjou, M. Phillip (reissue)
851 — Three Blind Mice — L. Young, J. McCrea, M. Weaver, D. Niven, S. Erwin
206 — Gold Diggers in Paris — R. Vaillee, R. Lane, H. Herbert, A. Jenkins
8206 — West of Cheyenne — C. Starrett, I. Meredith
2032 — Danger on the Air — D. Woods, N. Grey, J. Prouty, S. Gallagher
—
—
—
3708 —
—
—

RKO Sales Ahead

Releases

95-M-G-M
66-Para.79-Para.
75-Fox
97-WB
51-Col.
67-Univ.

Three on a Week-End — John Lodge, Margaret Lockwood
A Desperate Adventure — R. Navarro, M. Marsh, E. Blore
Romance of the Limberlost — J. Parker, E. Linden, M. Main, Edtw. Pawley
Two-Fisted Justice — Tom Tyler
The Utah Trail — Tex Ritter
Knight of the Plains — Fred Scott, A. St. John
WEEK OF SEPTEMBER 11

H. Mundin
3749 — Prison Farm — N. Nolan, J. Howard, S. Ross, J. C. Naish, P. Hall, M. Main
839 — Josette — S. Simon, Robt. Young, B. Lahr, D. Ameche, J. Davis, P. Hurst

71-GB
Rep.
82-Mono.
58-Jud.
59-GN
63-Sup.

85-M-G-M
69-Para.
74-Fox

261 — Women Are Like That — K. Francis, P. O'Brien, R. Forbes, M. Cooper
79-FN
— Blockade — M. Carrol, H. Fonda, L. Carrillo, R. Denny, J. Halliday, K. DeMille .. 84-UA
— Convicted — Rita Hayworth, C. Quigley
Col.
3074 — Lady Tubbs — A. Brady, D. Montgomery (reissue)
68-Univ.
— Dracula — Bela Lugosi, David Manners (reissue)
Univ.
834 — I'm From the City — Joe Penner, L Kreuger, K. Sutton
RKO
—
836
Crim
e Ring
7126 — Feud
Maker
— Bob
55-Rep.
— A.
Lane,Steele
F. MercWestern
er, P. Kennedy, I. Cour
tney, B. Page, W. Mille
r.. ,.70
— Man's Country — Jack Randall Western
55-Mono.
-RKO
613 — Delinquent Parents — D. Weston, M. Murphy
60-Jud.
— Spirit of Youth — Joe Louis, Edna Mae Harris
66-GN
— Red Wagon — Chas Bickford, G. Neissen
72-Sup.
WEEK OF SEPTEMBER 18
829 — Port of Seven
3747 — Bulldog

857 —
208 —
—
—
8025 —
8213 —
—
837 2058
Lord—
882 —
—
—
.... —
—
509 —
—
—

Seas — W. Beery, F. Morgan,

Drummond

in Africa — J. Howard,

M. O'Sullivan, J. Beal (Pink). ... 81-M-G-M
J. C. Naish, H. Angel

Para.

We're Going to Be Rich — V. McLaglen, G. Fields, B. Donley (foreign)
79-Fox
White Banners — C. Rains, F. Bainter, J. Cooper, B. Granville, H. O'Neil
92-WB
Count of Monte Cristo — R. Donat, E. Landi, L. Calhern, S. Blackmer (reissue). 113-UA
I Cover the Water Front — C. Colbert, E. Torrence, B. Lyons (reissue)
73-UA
Reformatory — Jack Holt, C. Wynters, G. Mitchell, Bobby Jordan, F. Darro
61-Col.
Phantom Gold — J. Luden, B. Marion
54-Col.
Fiddlin'
Buckaroo — Ken Maynard Western
60-Univ.
Jeff — M. Ro
Border
G-Man
— ,Geo.
OBrien, L. Johnson, R. Whitley, J. Miljan, R. LaRoy
61-RKO
oney
F. Ba
rt lomew,
Thirty-Nine Steps — Robt. hoDonat,
Madeleine
77-GB
G. SondergaCarroll (reissue)
ard, C. Co
Come on Leathernecks — Richard Cromwell, Marsha Hunt, buEdw.
Rep.
rn, Brophy
Damaged Lives — Cecelia Parker, D. Sinclair, G. Irving
65-Mono.
Phantom G-Man — Jack Mulhall, Lloyd Hughes
65-Mono.
Jaws of Jungle — Jungle Love Story
65-Jud.
Great Guy — James Cagney, Mae Clarke (reissue)
73-GN
Sunset Trail — Ken Maynard (reissue)
62-Sup.
WEEK OF SEPTEMBER 25

3744 — Tropic Holiday — M. Raye, B. Burns, D. Lamour, R. Milland, B. Barnes
78-Para
819 — Mr. Moto Takes a Chance — P. Lorre, R. Hudson, R. Kent, J. Edw. Bromberg 61-Fox
853 —
217 —
—
2028 —
819 —
7117 —
—
—
410 —
—

Panamints' Bad Man — S. Ballew, N. Beery jr., E. Daw, S. Fields
60-Fox
Cowboy From Brooklyn — D. Powell, P. O'Brien, P. Lane, D. Foran, A. Sheridan. ,76-WB
Wings of Doom — C. Farrell, J. Wells
Col.
Prison Break — B. MacLane, G. Farrell, C. Moore, Robt. Wilcox
73-Univ.
Having Wonderful Time — G. Rogers, D. Fairbanks jr., P. Conklin
70-RKO
Riders of the Black Hills — Three Mesquiteers
55-Rep.
Rats of the Underworld — C. Parker, H. Hopton
66-Mono.
Judgment Book — Conway Tearle (tentative title)
64-Mono.
World Cruise — Cora S. Collins, Dickie Moore, V. Tobin
60-Jud.
Oklahoma Cyclone — Bob Steele
60-Sup.

A Windy City Welcome
For Hughes Contingent
Chicago — Howard

Hughes

and

his four

Ellis Farrell in Deal
For Carlinville Grand
Carlinville,

III. — Ellis Farrell

the

sales parade

by

in country sales for next season’s product
that its “action” announcement has not
kept many of the exhibitors from dickering into lower deals than they enjoyed this
season. In many spots, it is said, the Warner-First National contracts call for less
money than the 1937-38 deals.
M-G-M and 20th Century-Fox, together
with the other exchanges, have not yet
concentrated on their country selling,
which
shortly. they do expect to get under way
Report had it this week that in several
contested locations that the exchanges
have orders to hold up selling until New7
York learns which way the government
anti-trust suit will go. However, this has
been denied by managers here, and proved by the large selling percentage already
enjoyed by RKO.

Paramount , Elman Tied
For Lead in Soitball
Chicago — Paramount

and

Henri

Elman’s

team are tied for first place as the second
half of the Chicago Filmrow Softball League gets under way. Each won one game
Monday night and they played a 6-to-6
eight-inning tie with each other.
The Elmans defeated Filmack, 9 to 1,
while Paramount won from the 20th Century-Fox, 14 to 4. The Fox crew defeated
National Screen, 7 to 6, while Photoplay
took the measure of National, 9 to 6. Photoplay also defeated Filmack, 7 to 3. The
standings :
W
L
T
Elman
4
0
1
Paramount
4
0
1
Photoplay
3
2
0
Filmack
2
3
0
20th Century-Fox
14
0
National Screen
0
5
0

of Web-

ster Groves, Mo., has closed a deal to take
companions who did their round-the-world
over the former Grand Theatre here which
flight in 91 hours, were guests of the city
has been dark for many months. He
last Friday. While here they participated
—
a parade down Michigan Ave., and a
plans to remodel and redecorate the house.
838 Woin
man Agai
When it will reopen has not been finally
banquet ns
int the
Womaevening
n — V. E- at the Palmer
ruce, H.
decided.
House.
Marshall,
M. Astor,
From here they went on a leisurely hop
J. BeecherTheatre, a 762-seater operThe Marvel
61-M-G-M
ated by Frisina Amusement
of Springfield,
in their globe-circling plane to the west
coast.
111., is the opposition for the Grand.

52

Chicago — Heading

a comfortable margin, RKO is way out
front in the matter of completed deals for
1938-39 product in the Chicago territory,
a Boxoffice cursory survey shows.
Of course, as usual, selling in the city
proper is lagging. In addition, exhibitors
feel they are entitled to better deals, while
the exchanges are seeking higher rentals.
As in the past, brisk selling in the city is
not expected for a couple months yet.
RKO is understood to have close to 200
accounts sold out in the state, with an increase of about 15 per cent over money
figures of this season. This despite no
company convention, no announcement.
Next to RKO comes Paramount.
It is said that while Warners are third

Passes at Premium
Chicago — For

the

first time

in years,

passes for a trade showing were at a
premium this week. The occasion was the
midnight screening of 20th Century-Fox’s
“Alexander’s Ragtime Band” at the United
Artists Theatre.
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Max Factor Heads

CHICAGO
(Continued

Chicago's Bookers
Chicago — Max

Factor

of Great

States is

the new president of the Bookers Club of
Chicago. New officers were elected last
week at the club rooms in the Crillon
Hotel. Others named: Stanley Butte,
Schoenstadt circuit, vice-president; Joe
Abramson, Capitol-Monogram, secretary;
H. D. James, United Artists, treasurer;
Jack Eckhardt, 20th Century-Fox, sergeant-at-arms; Charles Davidson, Great
States, corresponding secretary. Sam
Traynor of the Bailey Circuit, Princeton,
111., was named downstate representative.
A special meeting for downstate bookers
will be held Saturday, August 27, when the
65 members of the club will be guests of
H. U. Bailey at Princeton at an outing.

Judge Holly Assigned
Gary
Chicago — The

Anti-Trust
anti-trust

Suit

suit brought

by

the Gary Theatre Co. of V. U. Young,
Gary, Ind., against Warner circuit, B&K
and the majors, has been assigned in federal court to Judge William Holly.
Sigmund David and Albert Gavit are the
attorneys for Young.

from page 51)

in a hospital near Detroit. They are improved this week.
Irving Mandel of Republic Pictures was
vacationing this week in Michigan . . .
Other vacationists: From Paramount:
Harry Hamburg, in Havana; Herman
Busch, at a “special private fishing spot”
in Minnesota; Jim Donohus, just back
from a vacation jaunt to Minnesota; Patsy
Justafson and Margie Bacon, back a few
weeks from their Wisconsin trips.
Jack Barnett of Kansas City is here
pinch-hitting for Emilio Montemurro, Fox
ing.
Movietone bureau head, who is vacation-

Stanley Theatre Supply has been named
Illinois and Indiana distributors for U. S.
air conditioning equipment.
Photographs by Helen and Stephen
Deutch, well-known Chicago photographers, are on display this week at the
Esquire Theatre.
HERE

and

GONE:

Metro Premium Co.
Holds Sales Meet
Chicago — A

second

salesmen’s

conven-

tion of Metro Premium Co. was to be held
at the Blackstone Hotel Saturday, with
Irving Zussman of New York, president,
presiding. The company’s newest premium
deal, Beautyware dresser sets, was to be
shown to the salesmen for the new season.
Those who were to attend were Joe
Loeffler, central district manager, Chicago;
Stanley Goldberg, Kansas City; Jack
O’Neil, St. Louis; Nat Haase, Detroit;
Irving Pick, Milwaukee; G. W. Germaine,
Minneapolis; and Sid Bernstein, Los Angeles. Plans were to be discussed for
hotel displays for exhibitors later this
month in all key exchange center.

Republic Signs Up 65%

Of Franchise Holders
Chicago — It was

learned

here

this week

Louella Parsons, Hearst film editor,
was through here en route to New York
where she was to participate this week
in the nationwide broadcast honoring

that new franchise deals have been completed with over 65 per cent of the Republic franchise holders throughout the
country. The deals call for graduated
percentages and bonuses.

The

Irving Berlin and 20th Century-Fox’s
production of “Alexander’s Ragtime

James R. Grainger
en route back to New

St. Louis — A suit has

Regina Crewe, New York JournalBand.”
American film editor, who has been
on the coast for two months with her
husband, Herb Cruickshank, publicist,
were also on the same Superchief
eastward bound.

Gary company has filed 125 questions for the defendants to answer. The
latter have 20 days to file answers.

Sue Organ

Maker
been

filed in the

circuit court by Max Hess, a stockholder
of the George Kilgen & Son, Inc., theatre
and church organ manufacturers, asking
for the removal of the officers of the corporation and the appointment of a receiver. The petition alleges that the corporation’s losses for the past seven years have
totaled $282,593, and that the accumulated
unpaid dividends on the outstanding preferred stock now amount to $287,100 which
on the present basis of business and earnings of the corporation can never be paid.
Hess is chief engineer at the company’s
factory.

Downers
Downers

Grove Opening

Grove,

III. — The

R.

&

N.

Amusement Co., headed by Mr. Neiminski
of Chicago, has opened the Hollywood
Theatre here. The house is the old Dick
Theatre, which was first opened in 1907
and continued in operation until ten years
ago.

Going
Fort

Wayne,

Straight

Ind.- — The

Palace

Theatre,

operated here for years as a vaude-film
house by the Quimby circuit, is going
straight pictures after September 1. The
house is being completely renovated for
the change.
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Harold Lloyd, en route back to the
west coast stopped off here Tuesday,
taking time to wonder “why ‘Professor Beware,’ hasn’t shown yet in ChiIrene Castle McLaughlin left this
week
cago.”for the west coast where she will
have an advisory post on the RKO
lot during the production of the new
Fred Astaire-Ginger Rogers opus,
tentatively titled, “Castles in the Air,”
based on the life of Mrs. McLaughlin
and her late first husband, Vernon
Castle.
William Gehring, central division
manager of 20th Century-Fox, was
here on the 1938-39 product deal with
Great States.
Zasu Pitts, before leaving for Washington via TWA last week, said that
she has six weeks left on her personal appearance tour ending up in
New York City, after which she returns to the coast for additional picture work.
Sam Ward, press agent for Hawthorne
Race Track, and for the Federal Theatre
Project here, got into Universal Newsreel last week. Sam acted the part of a
(Continued on next page)

completed
ters.

was through here
York after having

deals in several exchange

Reiinishes
Watseka,

III. — The

cen-

Front
front

of the

Shel-

don Theatre, operated by Clayton E. Jones,
has been refinished in white stucco. Other
improvements include a new floor covering
to the outer lobby, new acoustical treatment of the walls and ceiling and addition of indirect lighting. The house was
completely redecorated, and new equipment installed in the booth.

New
Roodhouse,

Sign, Marquee
III. — A new

neon

sign and

marquee have been added to the State
Theatre front by Clarence Denney, operator of the house. This completes work on
the new front constructed some weeks ago.
The house is now closed till the latter
part of August' while Denney completes
renovation with installation of new seats
and redecorates the interior.

Script Four-Reeler
Hollywood

— Hal

Roach’s

Laurel

and

Hardy writing staff, comprised of Harry
Langdon, former comedian turned gag
man, Charles Rogers, Felix Adler and
James Parrott, is completing the screenplay for the next four-reeler by the two
comedians. The production, which is as
yet untitled, will be released through UA.

10 Years Ago
fHEODORE CHARLES, operator of the
Moon, Vincennes, Ind., will build a new
1,500-seat theatre. The Moon will be razed
for parking space.
Hadley Hull, manager of the Grand National exchange, is reported much improved in health and will return to his
desk in the near future.
Ross Garver, Terre Haute exhibitor, operating the Orpheum, Virginia and Swan
theatres, will build another house seating
600.
The Princess Theatre, Thorntown,
been closed.

has

Bayliss and Shekels, Hammond, Ind.,
exhibitors, are contemplating the erection
of a new 500-seat theatre in Knox, Ind., to
be known as the Knox. J. H. Shekles
will manage.
Carl Shalit, Columbia district manager,
spent several days here on business. While
here he attended the Variety golf tournament.
The Castle Theatre, Gosport, is dark.

"Blockade" Pickets
From Both Ranks
St. Louis — Double

lines of pickets — one

for, and one against the showing

of the

motion picture “Blockade,” have been
working in front of the theatres that include the film on their current bills.
The double dose of pickets was served
first to the cash customers of the Empress,
the Ritz, and the Northside Theatre, the
night of July 28.
Handbills opposing the picture were
handed out by the workers of the St. Louis
Hospice of the Catholic Worker, an organization of lay Catholics, while praises
of the pictures were sung by the pickets
of the American Relief Ship Committee,
Friends of the Abraham Lincoln Brigade,
and other Spanish Loyalist supporters.
The latter circulates in addition to praising the picture asked for contributions to
send a ship to Spanish Loyalists with food
and clothing.
The

Catholic pickets charge

that the

motion picture is Spanish Loyalist propaganda and intended to bring about the
lifting of the U. S. munitions ban.

Bathing
Michigan

Beauty

City, Ind. — Finals

Finals
in the Miss

Indiana bathing beauty contest were to be
held at the Indiana-Illinois Tivoli Theatre here Friday night. The contest is conducted by the Ruben Bros., who operate
the I-I houses in this summer resort city.
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Ted Nicholas, manger of the Lyric Theatre, has gone to Lake Wawasee on his
vacation. Howard McIntosh, assistajit ad
sales manager at Paramount, will vacation
in Michigan.
Fred Dolle, president of the Fourth Avenue Amusement Co., Louisville, left for an
extended trip through the west, including
Yellowstone National Park. Mrs. Dolle
accompanied her husband.
Harry

VanNoy, manager of the Paramount, Anderson, is celebrating his 24 th
wedding anninversary .
Walter Easley, Greensburg, Ind., operator of the K. P. Theatre, is confined with
an attack of rheumatism.
Ward Farrar,
here, is on a
Crouch of the
affairs during

manager of Loew’s Theatre
two-week sojourn. Orville
local Loew staff will direct
his absence.

A

goodly number of local theatre operators and exchange men, including salesmen, will attend the Cincinnati Variety
golf tournament August 22.

From

Boxoffice

files, Aug. 4, 1928

RESENTMENT
rising out of
the Northwest against isdistributors
serving
nontheatrical accounts. Federal agents have
been in the Minneapolis territory investigating charges of alleged coercion and
boycott in buying, instigated by United
Artists ... A fire of undetermined origin,
sweeping through the Orpheum Theatre,
Waukegan, 111., destroyed the scenery,
stage and dressing rooms. Damage is
placed at more than $10,000 by Manager
Julius Lamm.
The appearance of Jackie Coogan and
his father at the Chicago Theatre, Chicago, is doing a landoffice business. The
pair winds
up in Chicago
B&K’s onUptown and Tivoli.
Next, theyat move
to
Detroit . . . Cinemactress June Collyer
spent a few hours in Chicago, then continued on to Hollywood . . . Will J. “Bill”
Sweeney, Chicago’s first theatre operator,
is dead at 67. Prominent in exhibitor associations, Sweeney first operated the
State St. Museum. His widow survives . . .
The Shuberts have taken over the Wooers
Theatre at Randolph and Dearborn Sts.,
Chicago.
The Chicago Film Board of Trade plans
its annual election soon. Present officers
are: Harry S. Lorch, president; I. W.

J. WEISFELDT, managing director of
the Riverside Theatre here, is on a
visit to Hollywood.
The Rainbow Theatre, northside neighborhood house operated by Charles
Trampe,
is
being decked out with a new
canopy.
William Miller jr„ an employe of the
Appleton Theatre, was married last week
to Miss Dorothy Fiedler of Kaukauna.
Jack Camp, local Universal exchange
manager, is confined to a hospital with a
throat ailment.

from preceding page)

disgruntled pony player. Note to agents:
Sam already is signed up.
Dan

Roche, who

handles publicity and

advertising for Joe Vicidomini’s World
Playhouse, pulled a good one in his ads
last week on Josephine Baker in “Princess
Tam Tam.” The catchline reads “The
REAL Rage of Paris, Josephine Baker . . .”
Herb Elisburg of Essaness was passing
out cigars again this week. It’s another
boy, Daniel, 6 pounds and 12 ounces. Both
mother and son are doing well at Michael
Reese Hospital.
Everybody at Universal, from District
Manager Peck Gomersoll on down, this
week was all smiles. Reason: They screened “Letter of Introduction.” And coming
on Monday morning, there was no blue
Monday around the exchange.
There was merriment at M-G-M this
week, too, after the salesmen looked at
Robert Taylor’s latest, “The Crowd

Aaron
Board

Saperstein, a member of the arbitration committee of the Chicago Film
of Trade, is convalescing from a

serious attack of “flu.”
is also seriously ill in a
. . . Max Balaban, Emil
Brockell, B&K executives,

Mrs. Saperstein
Chicago hospital
Stern, and Floyd
are in New York

on a buying trip . . . “Billy” Wilson is at
Mackinac Islands, vacationing. Wilson
manages the Park, Chicago.

CHICAGO
(Continued

Mandel, secretary; Earl Silverman, treasurer; N. F. Agnew, Carl Harthill, Felix
Mendelssohn, and Clyde E. Eckhart, executive board . . . Hazel Brown, an employe
of Filmack Co., was seriously injured
when the taxicab in which she was riding
collided with another car.

J. W. Greer has installed Photophone in
his Starette Theatre, Newcastle, Ind. . . .
Ben Eskine, Madisonville, Ky„ made a flying trip to Indianapolis ... A short subject with color and sound was shown at
the Gaiety, New York . . . Wallace Beery
sings a song in Paramount’s “Beggars of
Life,” based on an original by Jim Tully,
once King of the Hobos.
George H. Hart, manager
ton Airdome, St. Louis, lost
papers valued at $14,000, a
and automobile to a lone

of the Hamil$2,800 in cash,
revolver, watch
armed bandit

. . . “Human Wreckage” is responsible for
an “Anti-Dope Week” proclaimed by St.
Louis’ mayor, Henry W. Kiel.
Bill Weiss has resigned from the St.
Louis First National sales staff . . . Barney
Rosenthal, St. Louis manager for Universal, is back from a Chicago business trip
. . . S. E. Pertle of Jerseyville, 111., will vacation in the Rocky Mountains . . . The
new Washington Theatre, Granite, 111.,
000. set back Owner Leo Landau $100,will

Roars.”
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"FREE SHOW" SITUATION IN OMAHA TERRITORY
CAUSING ALARM AS FAST-GROWING MENACE
To Pressure Film Outlets
Involves Conspiracy,
Says MPTO
By

MONTE

Head

Steffes Starts Allied Fight
For Minnesota Divorcement

DAVIS

Omaha — The “free show” situation, now
seriously affecting grosses of legitimate
exhibitors in all parts of the Omaha trade
area, is going to become even more prevalent in 1939 unless exhibitors find a

Minneapolis — Calling upon
tive candidates to make known
W.

A. Steffes, president

all legislatheir stand,

of Northwest

Al-

lied, has launched the organization’s fight
for a Minnesota theatre divorcement law
similar to the one which the federal court
has held valid in North Dakota.

will have the hardest kind of battle to get
the bill out of committee. The Minnesota
Amusement Co. with approximately 80
theatres representing a worth running well
into the millions, has much more at stake
than in North Dakota. There may be
plenty of money spent
strenuous efforts to block

way to combat the “menace.”
This is the statement of President
Charles E. Williams of the MPTO
of

Steffes sent
for the house

Nebraska and Western
office interview.

expression of whether he’s for or against
theatre divorcement in Minnesota. The

problem

purpose is to put every candidate on record
so that local independent exhibitors will

out of committee
can win.

Williams

Iowa,

complimented

“bringing the
a news story
zine certainly
at heart,” he
Two

in a

Box-

Boxoffice

for

situation into the open” in
30 days ago. “Your magahas the exhibitors’ interests
said.
Main Objections

“There are two main objections that
anyone connected with the film industry
should have against free shows.”
“1. Free shows seriously lower the general standards of the film industry. The
best product free show sponsors can get
is poor stuff, below standard throughout.
The general public is going to judge the
picture business by these free shows.
“2. Free shows means a direct loss of
legitimate exhibitors who pay taxes, licenses, overhead and contribute to a community’s welfare. There is enough
petition without motion pictures
“given away.”
A survey by

Boxoffice

combeing

disclosed

that

over 100 “free shows” are operating in the
Omaha trade territory at present. This
is in contrast with 60 to 75 about a
month ago.
A typical “situation” was related
exhibitor in northern Nebraska:
One

town

of 200 population

by one

drew

know

a letter to every nominee
and senate asking for an

whom to support and whom
pose next November, Steffes says.

The

proposed

measure

was

to op-

buried

in

committee at the last Minnesota legislative session. But now that the federal
government has made separation of theatre operation and film producing one of
the main objectives of its recently filed
anti-trust suit against eight major producers and now that a federal court has

summer
One

months and something else somewhere else during the winter.
exhibitor in southeastern Nebraska

else take
plained.

away

Fears

my

business,”

Conspiracy

he

From

the standpoint

Charge

for shopping
means

purposes.

From

the

stand-

point of the “free show” operator, it
$50 to $60 a week net during the
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MW

promoters, the merchants and promoter would have a clear case of conspiracy or attempted monopoly against

one

of the merchants,

they

“During 1939 we’re going to see a lot of
advertising films built around entertainment pictures. These films probably will
be offered to promoters free of charge.
Then we exhibitors will have a real menace
us.”
to legitimate business,” Williams said.
An exhibitor in Council Bluffs, la., has
had

three free shows to combat. In Omaha, Norfolk and Hastings, the shows are

being

exhibited
ment centers.

in public parks

or amuse-

“So far,” Williams said, “there has been
no solution offered to one of the greatest
problems ever to face exhibitors in the
Omaha

trade

area.”

of the memeager for an-

Allied Fighting to
Stop Ross Checkers

ex-

show

“free show” night is tops as a business
stimulator. Naturally the show attracts
persons who might go to another town

confident

There had been considerable speculation as to whether Northwest Allied would
seek the Minnesota theatre divorcement
law at this time or would stand by until
the U. S. supreme court passed on the
North Dakota measure and the government anti-trust suit was tried. But Steffes’ move makes clear that the Minnesota
independents want immediate action.

is operating his own “free show” circuit in
six towns around his own. “I’d rather be
my own competition than have someone

towns 30 and 35 miles away. “There is
no question about free shows being able

for a feature and short, investigation disclosed.
A Business Stimulator

they’re

obvious reasons a number
bers of the legislature are
other joust with it.

on a “free show” night. The exhibitor (who operates a theatre in a town
ten miles away) said he saw autos from

$20 a week

the big

However, those “in the know” predict a
terrific fight and assert Northwest Allied

persons

man with one set of portable (and usually obsolete) equipment can serve six towns
a week, weaving a circuit in hamlets near
towns with regular theatres. Promoters
of the free shows are paying from $10 to

admit

However, it’s doubtful if Northwest Allied could prevent the bill from being
introduced even if it wished to do so. For

2,000

out that

Allied leaders

will be to get the measure reported to the floor. If they can get it

ruled theatre divorcement legislation constitutional, Steffes and his followers expect
victory.

“The trouble is,” Williams told Boxoffice,” is that should exhibitors attempt
to sit on the film outlets for serving free

to pack them in,” he said.
An Iowa exhibitor pointed

Northwest

to supplement
the measure.

Minneapolis — In a fight “to the finish”
against blind checking generally and the
Ross

Federal Service in particular, Northwest Allied is proceeding against the Ross
company, trying to crowd it out of the
local scene.
On

the heels of the organization’s action in barring Ross checkers from the
theatre premises of its members, Sidney
Volk, owner of the Nile Theatre, one of the
city’s most important de luxe neighborhood houses, a member of Northwest Allied, has filed a complaint in municipal
court charging the Ross company with
operating a private
out a license.
Volk

claims

detective

that

theatre

agency

with-

checking

is

private detective work and, under the state
law, the company engaging in it requires
a private detective license.
In its defense, the Ross company will
aver that it is not a private detective
(Continued

on

page

60)
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NORTHWEST EXHIBITORS ENDORSE INDUSTRY'S
BUSINESS PUSH DESPITE ALLIED HESITANCE
Discordant Note by Berger Independent
Also No Damper on
Broad Approval

Minneapolis — Named

chairman

States, doesn’t know yet whether he’ll
accept.
Before making up his mind, Steffes
says he wishes to learn more of the campaign’s details and what is expected of
him and Twin City exhibitors if they
participate.
Steffes, however, stated that on August 10 he’ll confer with A. W. Smith, head
of a film advertising company here, also
appointed to the Twin City special committee, and he’ll announce his decision
after this meeting.
Manifest

Interest

The great majority of independent exhibitors here interviewed by Boxoffice
are highly in favor of the campaign and
enthusiastic about the idea back of it,
even though Steffes hasn’t indorsed it
yet and even though Bennie Berger, a
former Northwest Allied president and
still active and prominent in the organization, struck a discordant note.
Berger not only declined to attend the
New York meetings to which he was invited along with several other Twin City
exhibitors, but he also issued a statement
asserting he wouldn’t join the drive because, in his opinion, it behooves leaders
to clean house in the industry before
launching any cooperative scheme to ballyhoo the boxoffice.
Producer-distributors must rectify trade
abuses if they want cooperation from the
independent exhibitors, according to Berger who claims these trade practices are
“causing

industry decay by forcing exhibitors deliberately to dissipate high percentage pictures.”
Claiming that his views are representative of many of the territory’s independent
exhibitors who are expected to participate
in the campaign, Berger declares that

“exhibitors are handcuffed by conflicting
percentage sales policies, unfair clearance and exorbitant accessory costs and
a mere hypodermic, like the ‘Go to
Movies’ advertising campaign, will not
better the independent theatre owners’
lot materially.”
Says

Guarantees

“Ruinous”

In his statement declining to attend,
Berger explained how guarantee and percentage are “ruining” the business.
“Guarantee and percentage deals are
mostly maximum percentage deals,” says
Berger. “Thus, if a picture is played at
35 per cent with a guarantee of $100, and
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Minnesota

Units

Fear
to Dud!

of the

Twin City group of exhibitors by George
J. Schaefer, chairman of the joint industry committee to push the nationwide “Go
to Movies” advertising campaign, President W. A. Steffes of Northwest Allied

Exhibitors

1WO

Exhibitors

Minneapolis — With

neighborhood

dou-

twin bills to one house, the Aster, after

ble featuring still confined in the Twin
Cities to one local house, the Princess, independent exhibitors are worried over the
policy that the Minnesota Amusement Co.
will install in the loop Grand here when
it reopens that house next month after
extensive alterations and improvements.
Reports are current that the Grand, or
Lyric, will go to twin bills at 25 cent top
— a policy that would be objectionable to
the independent neighborhood exhibitors
who are anxious to prevent the further
spread of double featuring.
On his part, however, John J. Friedl,
general manager of the Minnesota Amusement Co., declares no decision has been
made yet regarding the Grand policy or
extending double featuring.
A favorable development for the independents occurred this week when Friedl,
after a conference with President W. A.
Steffes of Northwest Allied States, announced that double features would be
abandoned at the Riviera, St. Paul, leaving only one twin bill house, the Tower,
there. In Minneapolis, too, the Minnesota
Amusement Co. has been confining its

discontinuing the policy at the
eral months ago. For nearly
the big circuit double featured
downtown houses in each of
Cities.

the gross is only $100, the picture becomes
a 100 per cent rental attraction for the
purpose of future deals. Knowing this,
exhibitors are deliberately sabbotaging

industry drive to improve business, providing that distributors rectify some of
the abuses being heaped on showmen. Such
elimination of trade practice evils, plus

high percentage pictures. If they do business with such pictures, they’re afraid
they’ll have to pay through the nose for
similar films in the future.

better product, is all that’s needed and
will bring a return to prosperity for the
entire industry. The future now is in the

“Exhibitors have learned that once they
accept guarantee and percentage deals
from one company, they’re marked men.
Other distributors quickly learn what has
happened and the following year raise
their terms and add more pictures to the
high bracket.
“Every distributor knows that an exhibitor cannot give an honest return and
have a fair profit for himself on pictures
played at 60 per cent and top guarantee.
The exhibitor cannot accept the salesman’s
or manager’s verbal promise that an adjustment will be made if undue loss is
suffered on such contracts. Besides, acceptance of the terms in itself establishes
a precedent and sets up a rental rating
for his theatre and this record goes down
on the record at the home office to be
used as a basis for negotiating future deals.
And every exhibitor knows that each year
that rating is raised on promises of bigger
and better pictures — promises that usually
never are kept.
“Independents

would like to join an all-

State sevtwo years
at the two
the Twin

At its recent convention here, Northwest Allied States called upon Steffes to
use his offices to induce Friedl to eliminate
one of the two St. Paul double feature
houses, the same as was done in Minneapolis. Steffes’ efforts evidently bore
fruit.
There still is concern in independent exhibitors’ circles because some of the independent neighborhood house theatre owners are threatening to kick over the traces
and follow in the footsteps of the Princess Theatre if that house continues its
twin bill policy. Several exhibitors claim
they’ll “be forced to it.”
In addition to believing the double feature policy is undesirable from the showmanship and similar angles and is detrimental to the boxoffice, independent exhibitors, for the most part, fear its adoption would place them at distributors’
mercy and raise film and operating costs.

producer-distributors’
hands.”
Ruben and Field Boost

Drive

On the other hand, Eddie Ruben and
Harold Field, large independent circuit
operators like Berger, are big boosters for
the campaign and their attitude seems to
be representative of that of the vast majority of independent exhibitors here.
Both see potentialities for much boxoffice good from the drive and think it
will provide a much needed stimulus for
business. With all branches of the industry pulling together to bring the public into the showhouses there should be
worth-while results, they point out. The
campaign merits the cooperation and support of everybody and those behind it
merit exhibitors’ gratitude, in their
opinion.
Ruben has been conducting a “Go to
the Movies” drive on his account over his
own circuit with gratifying results.
Regarding the levy of 10 cents per seat
to help finance the campaign, it is indicated that there may be exhibitors here,
in the minority, who will balk.
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How to Get Out to
Lake Quivira
Kansas City — For the benefit of outof-town exhibitors and others who do
not

know

how

to reach

Lake

Quivira,

site of the Filmrow

picnic

suggest

via U. S. Highway

driving

out

50 to Shawnee
Quivira Road.

and

Monday,

turning

Cl mi A

Kaycee Filmrowers Schedule
Softball Tilt at Picnic Aug. 8

north

we
to

1HI A

^^ILL SINGER, Brandeis manager, was
expected back from Chicago this week
. . . Mr. and Mrs. B. B. Holdredge and

Kansas

of Quality

Theatre

Sup-

ply was ' in Iowa this week . . . Avis Gill,
assistant cashier at Warners, is vacation g. . . Mr. and Mrs. Bob Pennington ,
Rialto Theatre, Villisca, la., were on the
Row

. . . Leon Mendelson, Warner salesman, is on the sick list with an infected

foot.
Faye and Lloyd Honey, Tecumseh Theatre, Tecumseh, Neb., were spotted on Davenport St. . . . Also R. L. Fridley, Roxy,
Danbury, la., a rare visitor . . . Wes Booth,
Booth and Paramount, Nebraska City,
Neb., and Bob Booth, Mainstreet Theatre,
Fremont, Neb., are back from a fishing
trip. Wes got a touch of pneumonia but
is recovered . . . Peggy Bragg, inspectress,
is vacationing.

who
the

a crack

department

who

Wheeler and Nelson Burrus of Paramount; Chet Borg of WB; Zack Beiser, Columbia; Martin Stone, Screenland;
Johnnie Scott of Republic; Walt Kirkham of Commonwealth; M. G. Shackelford, Monogram; Bob Riddle, RKO; Bud
Wolf berg; Arthur Burke of the Gillham,
the dark horse of the ITO All Stars; Frank
Mountjoy; E. Rolsky, Charley Potter,
Chuck Esterle, Ed Hartman, Joe Maguire,
Dusty Rhoades.

has pitched three

games this year in league competition for the Warner Plaza team, which
is in first place in its league. Two

now

is being relied upon to “spark plug”
ITO team; A1 Adler, Metro; Ken

Harry

George Friedel, booker at Fox, is arranging the game. He will have as pitcher
for the Fox stars George Regan of the
no-hit

White

of the Westport,

Levy, Warner Plaza player; Stanley Goldberg, Metro Premiums; George Baker,

shipping

. . . Carl

ber, Jim Rigney

athletes

behalf of the Independent Theatre Owners Ass’n, which he heads. Lake Quivira will be the site for the ball-slamming
event.

many

It’s reported a southwestern Iowa theatre is about to announce remodeling plans

ambitious

outfielder and a “big man with the stick;”
Woody Sherrill of Metro; Roger Leaton of
Metro, who plays with Warner Plaza, and

children, State and Iowa theatres at Shenandoah, la., are taking a tour covering
parts of the U. S. . . . Eddie Forester, Omaha Theatre manager, celebrated
his tenth wedding anniversary on August 4.

City — Those

at 20th Century-Fox have issued a blanket
challenge to all Filmrow and Theatredom
for a softball game at the film picnic
Monday, August 8, and Ed Webber jr.
of the Mary Lue promptly accepted on

of the shutout performances were in succession last week. The ITOs hope he
has all of that out of his system. Others
in the Fox lineup are Gary Hodson, head
shipper, who plays right field; Bob Conn,
second shipper, catcher; Johnny Long,
assistant ad salesmanager, third base. All
three play on the Warner Plaza team.

Russ
“We

Borg

will play backstop.

will present

a united

front to those

braggarts from Fox,” Webber asserted hotly. Immediately afterwards he thought
up a rule to keep Regan from pitching all
the innings. Queensbury rules will apply,

Charles Palermo, cashier, will be the lineup, along with Friedel, Charles Decker,
booker; Gus Kubitzki, office manager;
A1 Tanner, booker, Charley Crawford, ad
salesmanager; Joe Woodward, salesman;
Ward Scott, district manager.
After accepting the challenge, which
involves a case of beer from loser to winner, Ed Webber immediately began to

as in an

aU-star

game,

which

means

no

one pitcher can fling ’em more than three
innings. Webber doesn’t think he has anyone on his team that will last more than
one inning on the mound, and may use
a pitcher for every opposition batter. To
get his men to put into the game all
they’ve got, Webber promises a free beer
for every home run. If the going gets

name

one of the biggest (if not strongest) aggregation of film and theatre softball players ever got together on Filmrow. The tentative lineup includes Web-

tough, he’ll offer a beer for every hit.
The game will be called at 4 o’clock
and will go seven innings — the boys hope.

Richard Peck, son of the Omaha Theatre assistant manager, was one year old
July 31 . . . RKO office is noio on a fiveday week . . . Toby Stewart, Mayfair Theatre, Shenandoah, la., was on the Row
and looking
hoivever.

fine.

He’s

still on

a

diet,

Visiting exhibitors during the week included C. V. Roof, Imo Theatre, Blanchard, la.; A. W. Lathrop, Iowa Theatre,
Manilla, la.; Fred Schuler, Humboldt Theatre, Humboldt, Neb.; Lou Heal, Royal
Theatre, Fullerton, Neb.; C. C. Moore,

NOW

Dunlap Theatre, Dunlap, la.; W. M. Miller and son, Moelner, Neu Theatre, Ashland, Neb.

Omaha Variety Club board will meet
August 8. Meeting was postponed a week
due to absence of several members. Last
(Continued
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JUNIOR MODEL
$60.00 Down; $26.75 Per Month
Sound

Head

Driven

by

Direct

Connected

Ball

Bearing

Motor —

Stabilizing Gyrofilter — All Film Travel on Rotating Surfaces — Constant Axis Optical System Carriage — Single Unit Construction.

Harold and Hazel Dunn, Jewel Theatre,
Valentine, Neb., are now in the Black
Hills, S. D. . . . Harold Martin, WB ad
sales manager, is on a fishing trip . . .
Mrs. Jennie Wickman, Lyric Theatre, Tekamah. Neb., is at Rochester, Minn., for
a checkup. Her son, Fred, was on the
Row doing the booking this week . . .
Fred Dethlefs, Crystal Theatre, Manning,
la., was in town. Also R. V. Fletcher,
Lyric Theatre, Hartington, Neb.

SALE

AUGUST
TRADE-IN

Fully

Perfected

Optical

System — Pre-

Focused Exciter Light Carriage — “DC”
Exciter Light Supply — Calibrated Volume
Control — Two-Way
Horn System — Separate Built-In Amplifier for Booth Monitor
and

Hard

of Hearing
production of All New

pwsg

Aids — Perfect ReType Recordings.

OTHER MODELS AS LOW AS
$50.00 DOWN, $22.25 PER MONTH
Duo Light-Master
The

All

New

Projection

Lamp
with 14-ineh Reflectors— $30.00 Down ; $13.50
Per Month.

Scott BALLANTVNE CO.
219

No.

OMAHA.

16th

St.

NEBRASKA

26)
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Possibilities of 1 6mm

K A Y C IE IE

Films

Are Offered by C. H. Badger
Kansas

City

—

The

commercial

goodwill possibilities of using 16mm equipment, both camera and projection, particularly in smaller communities, was discussed this week by C. H. Badger of the
Stebbins Theatre Supply Co.
There

are two

directions

in which

the

exhibitor in a small town or neighborhood house can develop business and attention for his theatre. He can take an
inexpensive camera and take local “news”
shots for showing in conj miction with his
regular program. This already has proved
successful

where used carefully and intel igently. A good camera can be purchased for as little as $85, projection
equipment for around $450.

The other possibility is the showing of
educational films in the 16mm field, of
which there is a rapidly growing number
of excellent ones, in cooperation with
schools unable to afford to purchase
equipment and arrange for a proper place
to project them. The exhibitor should be
able to get support for special matinees
for school children for programs of such
pictures, or work one or two of them in
with his regular show and get the school
children to come and bring their parents.
There

are

all sorts of promotional opportunities involved in such a setup. Bad-

Midwest Stamp Co.
INCORPORATED

A

Responsible

MOVIE STAMPS
Empty

Seats

at No Cost to You
MIDWEST
STAMP

A

Proven

Plan

With

MOVIE

plan.

That

Has

Stimu-

lated Theatre Attendance

Every-

where Under Our

Clean

Cut

Method.

Write

City — “Who

says

or Wire

Us

For Information

the modern

Ozark at Eldon, Mo. "Tonight two men
and three women
walked up to the
boxoffice.

One

for the group,

of the men,
asked

the

spokesman

cashier

if we

had a ladies' rest room. The answer
was, of course, yes. He then asked if
we had a men's rest room. Again
received an affirmative response.
" Then

give

me

five

he

tickets, quick!'

the“It's
man exclaimed."
true," says Tom.

ger points out, and no exhibitor should
find it difficult to pay for his equipment
within six months.
One of the strongest recommendations
of the idea is that the educational films
will get youngsters into the film habit
and keep them there, thus helping to
create a theatre public for tomorrow.
The exhibitor can use the equipment
to make showings before clubs and civic
groups, further advertising his theatre.

" Scrambled Sweethearts "
Contest for Fall Hypo
Des

Moines,

Ia. — An

eight-day

bled Sweethearts contest

pictures.
The contest,

Corporation

Fill Your

Kansas

theatre doesn't pay ior itself in a period
of time?” asks Tom Edwards of the

here Friday to feature
campaign in connection

Reliable

Financially

Wants to Be Assured
Of Comfort

and

worked

was

Scram-

to

open

the Tri-States
with new fall
out

by

Dorothy

Day, Tri-States’ publicity chief, calls for
daily publication of a clinch still of two
stars who have never played together.
Contestants must cut them out and paste
together the proper pairs as they appear
in the new shows being featured in TriStates advertising.
The neatest and most original correct
solution will win a $100 prize and there
will be runnerup awards of $25 and $15.
The plan also calls for presentation of two
tickets to one of the fall shows for every
correct solution which does not place in
the money.
Opening of the new motion picture season will be given a carnival aspect in Des
Moines’ first-run houses. The houses are
scheduled to close at 5:00 p. m. on the
day each opens its fall drive and reopen at
8:00 p. m. with one of the new films and
confetti, balloons and streamers for the
fans.

Midwest Stamp Co.
INCORPORATED

1518

Cass

St. — Phone
OMAHA,

Representation

in

Atlantic

9649

NEBR.
Principal

ATLANTIC
115

W.

18th

St. —

CITY,

T. J. Buell,

of Hazel

Buell

of

Universal, died last week at St. Mary’s
Hospital, Kansas City. Burial was at
Lewisburg, Kas.
Miss

Helen Parott, inspectress at Universal, left this week for the Pacific
Northwest and Canada on a motor trip
with her sister.
Harry Biederman, assistant manager of
the Isis, just returned from vacationing
in California.
On

the Row:

Mr. and Mrs. John

Oregon, Mo.; Mr. and
son. Grant City, Mo.
More
Monday
the Isis,
too! All

Mrs.

Brandt,

Robert

Robi-

players for the big softball game
afternoon: Harry Biederman of
and the boys at NSS, very good,
for dear old ITO.

All those desiring to pester Leon Abraham, Metro head booker, at home will
have to go to 1820 Spruce, Northeast, now.
He moved from “Filmrow,” the region near
37th and Wyoming, where Chet Hylton
of Fox, Handy Anderson of Paramount,
A1 Adler of Metro, and other Filmrow
folk live.
Claude C. Ezell, general sales manager
for Magic Eye, new boxoffice stimulator,
was on the Row the early part of the
week greeting old friends.
Edgar Jones, Fox manager at Marion,
111., says he is bringing 16 merchants of
Marion to the Fox managers convention,
August 16, because the merchants
been so cooperative the past year.

have

Monday’s standbys: Curly Wilson, Excelsior Springs, Mo., and Frank Cassil, St.
Joseph, Mo.
Flett Building

Co. of Kansas

City broke

ground Monday for George Harttmann’s
new house in Mound City, Mo. Trevor C.
Jones and Clarence Kivett are architecting the building. Flett, Kivett and Jones
also are City.
doing
Kansas

E. E. Webber’s

Colonial

in

O. K. Bourgeois, assistant to R. M.
Savini of Atlantic Pictures, spent two
weeks in Oklahoma City and then went
on to Dallas.

MO.

Eleanor

Bell, booker

Inc., created

58

father

the U. S., already ranks seventh in the
country in sales. Stan took over for Metro
here only a month or two ago.

PICTURES
KANSAS

Finally placing him, he said, “Aren’t you
Lawrence Gilbreath?” “Yes,” came the
reply, “who are you?” Recognition over,
Foland and Gilbreath recalled that the
last time they had seen each other was 20
years ago when Foland, then working for
Pathe, was in Lucas, Kas., and watched
Gilbreath, who operated the Isis Theatre,
as he does today, off on the train that was
taking him to camp and the war.

Stan Goldberg, one of the newest members of the Metro Premium sales staff in

ES'
HUGHDollar)
$4,000,000
(Four Million
RD
HOWA
"HELL'S ANGELS"

Cities

JIMMIE FOLAND
of the Independent
Theatre Supply Co., was sitting in
Screenland, Tuesday morning, when in
walked a man who looked vaguely familiar.

a

at American

“desert”
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to illustrate “Harlem on the Prairie’’
Western feature with Negro stars which
is getting a lot of play. The miniature
includes rocks, desert plants, a “mirror”
pool, log cabin ranch house, horses and
actors “in action.” There
pickaninnies hiding among
neat.

o,re even three
the rocks. Very

Les Durland, branch manager of Monogram, stopped by the side of the road in
North Kansas City the other day and
picked up a bunch of “marijuana” weed,
which he now has on display in the company’s offices. Monogram is distributing
L. J. McCarthy’s “Marijuana,” feature
dealing with the evils of traffic and habit,
which first ran in Kansas City the past
week at the Regent.
George

Fuller, branch

manager

Minneapolis — Glen

of “Alexander’s Ragtime Band” at Merle
Swank’s Nova Theatre, Stockton, Kas.,
July 28. The Nova has just installed new
RCA sound equipment.

Gregory

has

been

appointed Grand National branch manager here, coming from Buffalo, N. Y.

View

Clarion House

Moines, Ia. — Some Des Moines theatre employes made a point of visiting
Clarion, la., last weekend to see the new
Clarion Theatre.
The house was built by the Central
States Theatre Corp. at a cost of $50,000
and was opened July 28.
Des

State Center, Ia. — W. T. Carter has sold
the State Theatre here to Roy T. Hill of
Des Moines. Hill has been connected
with George M. Bechtel Co. of Davenport.
Carter, who has not been here since
February, has not announced any future
plans.

Royal Cowger, who helps Tom Edwards
operate the Ozark at Eldon, Mo„ was
in town over the weekend with Mrs.
Cowger — “Billie.” He is recuperating from
an appendectomy undergone at Jefferson
City

a couple of weeks ago . . . Whenever Cowger has a communication to send
film companies he sticks a note in a film
can, signed “Elmer Wrotit.” Some time
ago he wrote Warner Bros, that he wanted
two or three of the applications used in
connection with Eddie
subjects. An adman at

Gibbons’ short
WB
wrote Ed-

wards to tell “Mr. Wrotit”
tions were being sent.

the

Kansas City — Equipment sales reported
by C. H. Badger of the Stebbins Theatre
Supply this week include seats at the
Royal, Trenton, Mo., which is scheduled
to reopen August 15; new projection
equipment in the Adrian Theatre, Adrian,
Mo., operated by the business men of the
town; 16mm projection equipment (silent)
to C. B. Kelly, Wakeeny, Kas., who will
us it to show local “news” reels in his
Kelly Theatre which he is taking with a
camera

he recently purchased from Stebbins, and new sound equipment to H.

Doering’s Peoples Theatre, Garnett, Kas.,
which includes amplifiers, speakers, and
sound heads.

Carter Sells State

of 20 th

Century-Fox; Don “High Fidelity” Davis,
and Finton Jones of the Travelers Insurance Co. attended a private screening

Recent Equipment Sales
Are Reported by Badger

Glen Gregory Appointed
Minneapolis GN Manager

Governor's

Guests

Omaha — Branch managers of Omaha exchanges and theatre supply men were
guests of Gov. R. L. Cochran at a dinner
in Hotel Lincoln, this week.

T R A DE

Lincoln — Both the Sun and the Orpheum darkened last Sunday, the 31st,
after announcement was made that they
would about a month ago. This takes
nearly 1,900 seats out of the downtown
area and should be a good business boost
for the remainder of the houses.
The Sun was a subsequent runner, and
the Orpheum handled B firsts. Latter
house will open about October 1, after
complete remodeling.

DIRECTORY

A HANDY

applica-

Lights Out tor the Sun
And Orpheum in Lincoln

GUIDE

FOR

KANSAS

THE

EXHIBITOR

CITY

Howard Kennedy, exhibitor at Broken
Bow, Neb., was in town Saturday.

EQUIPMENT
Nat Hechtman of Hollywood Advertising went to St. Louis Sunday to meet his
family, who have been in Florida.
FOR
SALE, CHEAP:
slightly used circulars on

One batch
the wonders

of
of

California. Due to owner’s inability to
use this fine collection at present time,
this offer will go to highest bidder. For
further particulars
public-Midwest.
DID

YOU

see Johnnie

Scott, Re-

local censorship. The office of censor was
established in 1913. The censor ordinance
provided that the mayor appoint the censor at $100 per month; provided for a
of appeals consisting of three members appointed by the mayor.

Weekend

1117 Cherry
Great

St
Western

817 Holmes

visitors included

Moskau, Regal, St. Joseph,
mer Bills, Salisbury, Mo.

Stebbins

Mr. and
Mo.,

and

Mrs.
El-

Southwest
309 West

"Traveler" Cast Additions
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vehicle

Phones

Mgr
“Service

Co.
0134

Co., Inc.

Wichita,
Phone

Kas.

Manufacturing — Engineering — Installation

ASSOCIATIONS

1214 Brush Creek Road
E. E. Webber jr.. Pres.

2-4012—2-4115

As Near

As Your

Telephone"

SCREEN

PUBLICITY

Alexander

Film Company

Motion

2-2153

National Air Conditioning and
Engineering Corp.
VI. 3535
109 W. 18th St — Kansas City, Mo

Owners

Service

Building

Association

Picture Advertising

E. L. Harris, Dist. Mgr., Mo., Kan., Neb , Iowa
239 East 72nd
Phone;

AIR CONDITIONING

Theatre

Theatre

St. Joseph, Mo.

Co.

GRand

Equipment

C. D. Peck, Mgr

C. R. BUTLER

Installation and

St.

Phone:

Ave.

System
Orpheum

Victor 8796

Stage Equipment

Theatre

EXHIBITOR

Hollywood — Joseph Crehan, Henry
Roquemore, John T. Murray and Henry
Martin have been added to the cast of

Sound

St.
T. L. Greening.
Phone: Victor 9078

Independent

“Arkansas Traveler,”
for Paramount.

Phone'

ENGINEER

ENGINEER

A. A. Electric Machinery Co.
Ernest Amoneno, Mgr.

C. H. Badger,

KNOW—

SOUND

SUPPLIES

1804 Wyandotte

That Kansas City, Mo., was one of the
first cities in the U. S. to establish official

board

AND

—

TICKET

Terrace

Hlland

REGISTER

2694

SERVICE

Gold Seal — Simplex Model “H"
Factory Mechanics — Genuine Parts Used
Loaner Service Machines Supplied
GENERAL
1018
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REGISTER
Wabash

CORPORATION
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—

Chicago

— VAlentine 2770
John Wolfberg, Sec.

K. M. T. A.
128 W. 18th St. — Harrison 4825
lohn Staple, Pres. R. R. Biechele, Sec.-Treas.

K. C. SOUND

SERVICE

~
E
ICService
Syncrofilm SO
Sound
SERVand
UND Equipment
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126 W. 18th St.
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IL I N C €> IL N Allied Fighting to
Conflicting Claims
On Sales Progress
Stop Ross Checkers
gIGGEST item of the
business on wheels
nual observance of the
at the Capitol Beach .
down from Omaha, and

Minneapolis — There are conflicting
claims regarding the progress of the 193839 selling season.
Exchange heads insist it is progressing
most satisfactorily, with sales running
ahead of the corresponding period a year
ago. This despite the Northwest Allied’s
efforts to induce exhibitors to defer buying and despite the blows sustained by
the producers-distributors in the form of
the adverse North Dakota divorcement
law

decision
trust suit.

and

the

government’s

anti-

On the other hand, Northwest Allied
heads insist there has been little buying
since President W. A. Steffes issued a
bulletin advising independent exhibitors
not to buy for the present.
Independent exhibitors outside the Twin
Cities are not balking against the deals
being offered to them, but, in most instances, actually are eager to close them,
being optimistic over the ensuing fall and
winter outlook, according to the branch
managers. The government anti-trust
suit hasn’t altered the attitude of the exhibitors and there have been no threats
to complain to the department of justice,
they assert.

week was the show
at the second anroller skating party
. . Delegation was
this column means

“down” — down on the seats of their pants
. . . Iz Weiner was the Omaha gladhander
who brought the exchange boys along.

(Continued

They

page

agency and that theatre
a detective function.
The

alleged

offense

55)

checking

is a

is not

misdemeanor

Barney Miller, Don Kilinski, Sol Yeager and Weiner made it almost unanimous
for the Columbia exchange . . . Hymie
Novitsky, a male Sonja Henie, had the
knee shakes early in the game, but did
himself proud at the finish . . . Bob

punishable by a fine.
pany is found guilty,
heads believe they can
fluence to prevent it
license.

Huffman

percentage pictures and all kinds of checking, but its members are particularly
wrathy regarding blind checking and the

shoived up dressed as a combination halfback-big league catcher-and
hockey player. Boys waited until he took
the outfits off, then pushed him around
. . . Frank Hollingsworth drove all the
way up from Beatrice with his wife and
mixed in the fun.
Les Abbott, the Motiograph man, with
Frank Van Husan, of Western Theatre
Supply, Omaha, sought the safety of the
sidelines and laughed themselves sick . . .
Harry Shumow promised he’d be down,
but had to attend to a contractual cleanup for Leo, the lion . . . Chick Boyes
tent show sent the entire crew into the
fray . . . Eddie Vaughn mixed it up a
little, but turned into a pretty good
liner before it was over.

side-

Northwest

Were

Most

Allied

If the Ross comNorthwest Allied
wield enough infrom obtaining a

is dead

set

against

Ross company’s alleged business methods.
Eventually, Northwest Allied hopes to
knock out percentage pictures entirely,
eliminating the need of checking. In fact,
it’s declared that there’ll be no percentage
deals whatsoever the ensuing season as
far as Twin City independents are concerned.
The Ross company was accused during
the recent Northwest Allied convention of
devoting its efforts to induce local exchanges to do more blind checking and to
sell more pictures on percentage in order
to augment their income.
It was alleged that it has attempted to
work

up more business for itself by revealing theatre grosses to exchanges other
the ones by which they were employed as checkers, trying to convince the

than

Where

from

other exchanges they weren’t realizing as
much
on their pictures as they’re entitled
to obtain.
The Ross company was accused further
of misrepresenting the grosses as being
higher than they actually were in a campaign to stimulate blind checking and
percentage selling of pictures. Another
charge is that its checkers have been disclosing grosses to opposition theatres.

New

Sales Plan Readied

By Scott-Ballantyne

Co,

Omaha — Sensing that many theatres
need new or improved equipment in
preparation for fall and winter business
but that many exhibitors are financially
hard-pressed, Bob Ballantyne
Ballantyne Co. announces a new
effective during August.
The
and
and

plan

features

of Scottsales plan

a low down

payment

low installments on all booth
ment, including Duo Soundmaster
Lightmaster lamps.

equipsound

“Crop conditions look very favorable for
the Omaha trade territory, but many exreplace

Lincoln

—

No

member

of this crew

could trust himself to stand still long
enough on skates to pose for the picture,
so they all lay on the floor — where they
were most of the evening during the Lincoln film trade roller derby. For once
the exhibs got the film salesmen on the
bottom. Upper row, Charlie Shire, treasurer Lincoln Theatres Corp.; Bob Livingston, Capitol Theatre owner-manager;

60

Alvin Hendricks, Kiva manager, and Howard Federer, formerly general manager of
the L. L. Dent Westland theatres, now
associated with T. B. Noble jr. here. Lower
row has Sol Yeager, Columbia; Danny
McCarthy, United Artists; Hymie Novitsky, Republic branch manager, and Iz
Weiner, Columbia branch manager, all of
Omaha.

hibitors feel that they can’t remodel or
present equipment because of lack

of capital,” Ballantyne said. “This lowcost financing plan will take care of that
The sales plan is available to all exhibisituation.”
tors in the Omaha territory, he said.

Orpheum

in September

Kansas City — According to word from
New York, RKO will reopen the Orpheum
here early in September.
BOXOFFICE
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H. WORKMAN,
M-G-M branch manager, back from Excelsior Springs,
Mo.,

and reports his ailing father improved in health . . . Ella Herrod, who resigned as National Screen office manager,

off to New York where she’ll reside . . .
Helene Workman, daughter of the M-G-M
branch manager, was slightly hurt in an
auto accident at Grand Canyon where
she was vacationing . . . Gib Esterly,
Paramount head shipper, is vacationing
in northern Minnesota . . . Night baseball
in Twin Cities, is cutting heavily into
theatre attendance.

On "Rights" Quest
For Independents
Omaha — What rights, if any, do the independent exhibitor have in this motion
picture business?
That’s the question Ralph D. Goldberg,
veteran Omaha exhibitor, is asking, and
he expects to carry through until he finds
the answer, he told Boxoffice.
Goldberg

Paramount already is getting ready for
its Paramount Week drive September 4-10.
Business already up, A. Selby Carr, advertising department manager, reports
. . . The sister of Joe Behan, booker, was
seriously injured in an auto accident while
en route to Rochester, Minn., to visit their
ill father, confined to the Mayo clinic
there. Her car turned over . . . Bob Branton, Rational Screen booker, is vacationing around Minnesota . . . “Hy” Chapman
and Joe Jacobs of Columbia took a trip
together to Duluth to close some first-run
deals there . . . J. W. McFarland, National
Screen exchange manager, is spending his
vacation fishing in northern Minnesota
lakes.

in

Columbia’s reissue of “Man’s Castle” is
demand for out-of-town spots. Inci-

dentally, many of the company’s other reissues are being played at the Seventh
Street and Palace theatres here . . . Bill
Elson is back from Kansas City permanently and guiding the destinies of his
Seventh Street Theatre again . . . Harry
Hirsch is preparing to launch another
season of stock burlesque at the Gayety
the last week in August and will have
Harry Katz again as his right-hand man
. . . Gilbert Nathanson, Republic exchange
head, visited northern Minnesota accounts
. . . Louis Rubenstein, prominent independent neighborhood exhibitor, is recovering
in Asbury Hospital from a pneumonia
attack.
Irene

Mount

of National

Screen

is visit-

ing her parents in Illinois . . . Out-of-town
exhibitors visiting Filmrow included E. L.
Dawson, Prior Lake, Minn.; Ernie Phillips,
River Falls, Wis.; Don Buckley, Redwood
Falls, Minn.; Lyle Webster, Rice Lake,
Wis.; C. Cliarboneau, Baldwin, Wzs.; J. A.
Kolven, Strum, Wis., and Ernie Danielsen,
Mabel, Minn. . . . “Young in Heart” first
booking of United Artists’ new-season
product in the territory . . . After a big
week at the Orpheum “The Rage of Paris”
has moved over to the World for an extended first-run . . . Joe Podoloff, 20thFox branch manager, accompanied Bill
Mussman, North Dakota salesman, on a
trip into the Flickertail state.
What a lucky girl is Irene Youngerhead,
Universal inspectress. She won an auto
on a 10 cent chance in a picnic drawing
. . . Bill Clayson, 20th-Fox ad salesman,
vacationing at northern Minnesota resorts. . . Andy Smith, United Artists’
general sales manager, expected here this
month to confer with Minnesota Amusement Co., on a product deal.
BOXOFFICE
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has sent a letter to various independents in Nebraska asking them how
they feel about the whole situation. He
pointed out in the letter that it was time
something was done to protect the
terests of the independent exhibitor.

in-

First step in Goldberg’s plan, he told
Boxoffice, is to call a meeting of independent exhibitors in the Omaha distribution territory, sometime the last part of
August or early in September.
“I want to find out if the independent
exhibitor has any rights any more in the
film industry,”

Goldberg

said.

“If the other independents want to go
along with me on this thing, all right. If
they

don’t, I’m

going

to see it through

Goldberg said he was “tired of having
my
business life threatened every two or
myself.”
three months.” He said he referred to
pressure he charged was working against
him to keep him from building additional
theatres or improving his business.
“It’s time the question of exhibitor rights
was settled, and I’m going to try to get
it settled one way or the other,” Goldberg said.

Kaycee

Radio

Tieup Is

" Ranger
Arranged
City — Robert lor
F. Withers,
branch"

Kansas
manager

of Republic-Midwest, has arranged a tieup, through John Schilling,
with radio station WHB
under which the
radio station will announce the names of
all theatres here playing Republic’s serial,
“The Lone Ranger.”
In turn, theatres will show a brief
trailer at the end of each episode calling
attention to WHB’s version of the serial
which it is airing from 4 to 4:30, Monday, Wednesday and Friday.

Bill Crystal Succeeds
Lamont at GN, Omaha
Omaha — Bill Crystal has been named
branch manager for Grand National, succeeding Jack Lamont.
Lamont went to Atlanta, Ga., as
exchange manager, succeeding W.
Richardson, resigned.

Harms

GN
M.

With Universal

Omaha — John Harms, well-known in the
Omaha trade territory, has been named
poster clerk at Universal’s exchange here,
according to Manager Roy Palmquist.
Harms succeeds John Spence.

JS^ name
PETITION
for change
of inhis
last
to “Warren”
was filed
district
court

Monday by Harry Mitchell Weinberg, general manager for the Central

Theatres Corp. Mr. Weinberg’s petition
said his wife’s name was Pauline Marquis
Weinberg, and that Warren is an old family name of Mrs. Weinberg. The petition
also asked that the Warren name by made
the legal surname of Mrs. Weinberg and
their two minor children, James Marquis
and Harry Robert Weinberg.

The Orpheum here plugged “Mail’s
Castle” with a painted pathway on the
sidewalk, the path leading into the theatre. . . Ted Ashby, Des Moines Tribune
columnist,

asked

Rufus

Blair

of

Para-

mount’s publicity staff to give him a vacation column and wound up with one
under Jack Benny’s label. It ran Tuesday . . . Art Anderson insists that Minneapolis trip was on business.
While

the A. H. Blanks

are vacationing

in Banff, Canada, A. H.’s secretary, Madge
Ward, is also taking some time off. But
she didn’t tell her Tri-States pals where
she’d do her resting . . . That new secretary taking orders from G. Ralph Branton
at the Tri-States’ offices is Virginia Ore.
formerly with Affiliated Distributors . . .
Joe Kinsky, Davenport district manager
for Tri-States theatres, was in Des Moines
Sunday and Monday getting set for the
new

season’s

campaign.

Mrs. Kermit Carr, wife of the Ottumwa
Theatre manager at Ottumwa, la., wound
up a two-week

Hollywood

vacation

junket

with

a trip to the hospital. She is now reported recovering from an appendicitis
operation. The Carrs made the trip west
with Don Allen, manager of the Des
Moines Theatre, Des Moines, and his wife.
They report royal entertainment by the
studio forces' on the coast.
Paramount’s

“Artists

and

Models

Abroad” gets a publicity break via its
“tailor-made girl” in tomorrow’s Des
Moines Register. The girl is Linda Yale,
the former Lillian Yeglin of Des Moines.
She

was remodeled by Paramount masseurs for a role in the movie. The remodeling process provided a feature for
Look magazine and Sunday the Register
will carry a color photo of Linda on page
one of its rotogravure section. Linda has
kept in the Iowa news with the statement
that she planned to forego a possible film
career to marry Samuel Altman (Sandy)
Gerstein of New York.
Wm. V. Toney, manager of the National
Theatre Supply Co., here, and Miss Grace
Clifford of Des Moines, were married at
the First Methodist Church on Thursday,
July 28. After a trip through the south
they will live here . . . Norma Kathleen
Fenton, who has been employed by Central States Theatre Corp. here, was married at her home in Kansas City on July
31 to Clark A. F err el of Pittsburg, Kas.
Following a wedding trip to Denver and
Colorado Springs the couple will be at
home

in Pittsburg where Mr. F err el is connected with the J. C. Penney Co.
61

A Week

for "Parky"

Kansas

City — So much has been contributed by exhibitors and others to the
literature of the film salesman as a pest,
that what is happening in Arma, Kas., this
week is not only unusual, but, so far as
this territory is concerned at least, is
unique.
The Empress, Glen Neeley’s theatre at
Arma, has dedicated the week of July 31August 6 to C. M. Parkhurst, salesman
for Republic-Midwest.
Both in the newspaper and in heralds,
big ones, Neeley advertised as follows:
“The Empress, having done business
with Mr. C. M. ‘Parky’ Parkhurst, representative of Republic Pictures for the past
four years, in appreciation of his honest
fair dealing policies, we have booked a
solid week of his pictures and are designating it PARKY’S WEEK.
This is the
first time this theatre ever has so honored a film salesman. Help us show our
gratitude by attending every program.’’
The advertising lists all Republic pictures, with quotations of Parky on each
picture. On
“Manhattan Merry-GoRound,” for instance, Neeley quotes Parky
as saying, “Glen, it’s a swell musical romance they will love . . . and wait till
they see Henry Armetta. He will slay
them with laughter.”
The most unusual part of it all is that
it was a complete surprise to Parkhurst.

Two New Releases
To American Films
Kansas

City — American

Films,

Inc., has

two new features, “Two Gun Man From
Harlem,” western with Negro players,
and “Enlighten Thy Daughter,” sex picture, both released by Sack Amusement
Enterprises, Dallas. The company also is
offering 12 Negro spirituals, nine of them
two reelers and three of them one reelers,
originally issued by Paramount. Sack also
is handling these, as reissues.
Alfred N. Sack of Sack Amusement was
here to close the deal with W. L. Norris,
president of American.

Ballantyne Sr, "Tough"
Customer for Cooling
Omaha — “It was
it over,”
laugh.

said

a tough

Bob

with

a

The “tough deal” was installation of a
coding system in the Ballantyne Furniture Co., Norfolk, Neb., owned and opernow

ated by Bob’s father, John
85 years old.

Ballantyne

sr„

Incidentally, Ballantyne sr. has attended the semi-annual furniture market week
in Chicago every year for 25 years.

So I really didn’t pay much attention to
. . . ‘Parky.’ But we started buying pictures from him, nevertheless, and “since
then ‘Parky’ has given us a lbt of help in
keeping up our policy of ‘Only the Best’ of
film entertainment at the Empress.”

proved.

Harold Smith Operating
Theatre at Elm Creek

Kansas City — In reviewing “Algiers”
Sunday, Landon Laird of the Kansas City
Star took occasion to comment on one

Elm Creek, Neb. — Harold Smith has
opened and is operating the Elm Theatre,
250-seat house. Peter Fakas owns the
theatre.

of the “wonders” of the theatrical season
here during the past year. Discussing
Hedy Lamarr, the former Hedy Kiesler,
Laird said:

Pineville Location

The

house

is being

remodeled

and

im-

Political Censorship

“In almost every American city the picture ‘Ecstasy’ was allowed to be shown,
as there was indubitable art in the production. In Kansas City the management
of the Royal Theatre tried to exhibit the
photoplay,

Pineville,

Mo. — Twentieth

Century-Fox

is going to “shoot” its Jesse James picture with this town as background, Henry
King directing. Board sidewalks, dirt
streets, horses and buggies will be
“created.”

Marsh

Remodels

Strand

Kansas City — Ed Marsh is remodeling
his Strand at Eskridge, Kas. Last week
he installed new booth equipment and
screen
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furnished by Jimmie Foland’s
dependent Theatre Supply Co.

In-

4, 1923

E. “DOC” COOK, business manager,
and R. G. Liggett, president, are in
Topeka, arranging the incorporation of the
Kansas wing of MPTO . . . G. A. Kubach
of the Lyric, Abilene, Kas., is a Kansas
City Filmrow visitor . . . Jack Roth is
spending $20,000 to improve the Strand,
Kansas City.
Lemonade, popcorn and ice cream will
be served at a preview screening of Jackie
Coogan’s “Circus Days” at the First National exchange, Kansas City . . . Lee
D. Balsly, Universal representative, is in
Kansas City, conferring with exchange

only to run into constant embroilment with the city officials, culminating with the statement that the prints,
which the police had seized, had been lost,
so that seemed to be that.
“Later ‘Ecstasy’ was allowed to be presented for quite an engagement at the
Empress, the decision of the Kansas City
authorities apparently being that what
was immoral at Tenth and Main
mate entertainment on McGee

was legitiSt., north

of 12th. The city manager and the censors refused to make a statement about
their change of heart. It was all . . .
very

confusing.”

after a two-week

Harry Roberts has purchased the Electric Theatre, Centralia, Kas. . . . E. C.
Rhoden, Kansas City manager for the
A. H. Blank Enterprises, announces the
reissue of “Daddy Long Legs,” with Mary
Pickford . . . Preferred Pictures has arranged for permanent offices at the Kansas City Crescent exchange, 115 West
17th St. Preferred’s president, A1 Lichtman, in Kansas City on his way from the
coast

Minneapolis — Clyde Cutter has resigned
as head M-G-M
booker to become associated with Paul Mans, circuit operator,
in the operation of the Robbins Theatre,
Robbinsdale, Minn., suburban house,
which was acquired frorh Jessie Anderson.

The-

Files, Aug.

deal but I put

Ballantyne

‘Parky’

the Dreamland

Boxoffice

his
Kansas
Omaha
trip.City quarters

Clyde Cutter Operating
Theatre With Paul Mans

Smith also operates
atre at Carson, la.

From

officials ... Ed Grossman, Preferred Pictures division manager, has returned to

In “Theatre Gossip,” his column in the
Arma Record, Neeley continued: “It will
be just four years ago this fall that
walked into the office and introduced himself. About that time I was
rather disgusted with those worms called
film peddlers because they all had tried
to unload a lot of junk programs on me.

15 Years Ago

.

to New York,
tails on the change.

completed

final de-

Rudolph Valentino has signed a longterm contract with Ritz-Carlton Pictures
. . National officers and directors of

MPTOA

meet August 6, 7 and 8 at Atlantic City in an effort to stir action
toward repeal of the admission and seat
taxes. Other problems: A plan by certain interests to introduce to the next
Congress, a national censorship bill and
a national Sunday closing measure.
Harry Graham, president of the Kansas
City Film Board of Trade, has returned
from a Chicago convention of the various
presidents of film boards throughout the
country . . . “Main Street” is smashing
gross records at the Newman, Kansas City,
despite extremely hot weather . . . The
same goes for “Human
Royal.

Wreckage”

at the

OMAHA
(Continued

from

page

57)

week we omitted the name of Roy Palmquist from list of canvassmen ... A rare
visitor, Roy Hingst, Emerson Theatre,
Emerson, Neb., was on Davenport St. . . .
Also A. P. Sorenson, Barrymore Theatre,
Alcester, S. D„ and Frank Hollingsworth,
Rialto Theatre, Beatrice, Neb.
F. A. Van
Jane,

went

Husan,

wife

to Windom,

and

Minn.,

daughter,
to partici-

Hower’s remodof Henry
pate in opening
eled
theatre there
August 3 . . . Ask D.
V. McLucas the iced tea story . . . Bob
Ballantyne

was

out

of town

on

business

. . . Regina Molseed, RKO booker,
ing smart in an all-white outfit.
BOXOFFICE
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TWO EXHIBITOR RANKS IN AKRON DIVIDED
ON PROTECTION AND AVAILABILITY METHODS
Plagdate Impasse
Fretting Exhibitors
Detroit — The

play date

situation

is just

beginning to become a worry to local filmites — an annual recurrence of early fall.
The usual situation is for exhibitors to
become worried over potential blockade of
films as distributors wait for the first-run
houses to use up their product from the
closing season, meanwhile holding up setting of dates for any new product.
Several exchanges are currently bringing pressure to bear on the key situations
to play pictures under the existing
schedules, but there is a marked unwillingness on the part of bookers for the
larger houses and circuits to set dates
for any slough product at this time. The
usual summer point of view that “anything will go over about as well in hot
weather” finds no support this season,
with bookers cannily using only the best
available films, to build up the abnormally
low grosses of this summer into a reasonable figure.
The present situation will evidently
mean that the slough films will be held
up until the extreme end of the 1937-1938
contracts, and subsequent runs may get
them during the fall, when everybody anticipates a business revival. Distributors,
according to one booker, are apparently
trying to keep the better new pictures for
later fall bookings, meanwhile getting rid
of their less desirable product, resulting
in an impasse and ultimately destroying
still further the value of lower quality
pictures, as they become so old as to lose
fresh appeal.

Free

Shows

Canton

Spread

Canton, Ohio — The free show idea
the small communities hereabouts

Honored
Prior to Foreign Jaunt

Cleveland — Al Herzenberg,

former

local

M-G-M booker who sails August 11 on
the S. S. Champlain to join the M-G-M
office in Johannesburg, South Africa, was
guest of honor at a dinner given by the
M-G-M-ers of Cleveland and Cincinnati
last Saturday at the Variety Club.
Those present included all of the bookers and salesmen of Cleveland, and Bud
Weigel, booker; Al Hope, cashier, and
Bud Schumow, student booker of Cincinnati.

Betty Bryden
Detroit

— Betty

Reopens
Bryden

Agency
has

reopened

the Bryden Entertainment Bureau at the
Fox Theatre Building, and is handling
vaudeville bookings.
BOXOFFICE
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ME

in
is

spreading, with nearby Clinton merchants announcing this week that free
film under the group's
would be presented in

sponsorship
the village

square every Monday night throughout
the remainder of the summer. More
than

a

dozen

district without

smaller
theatres

villages
are

in this

being

vided with free shows through
dium of a portable projection

pro-

the meunit.

AFA Rejected bg
Pittsburgh Actors
Pittsburgh — Objecting

to a rule of the

American Federation of Actors that all
local funds be expended under direction
of AFA’s national officers, Pittsburgh
members of the Entertainer’s Federation
of America late last week blocked a plan
to affiliate with the AFL unit.
Ralph Whitehead, executive secretary
of the AFA, urged the affiliation. Leo
Abernathy, international president of the
Billposters’ Union, and president of the
AFL’s Pittsburgh Central Labor Union,
was a speaker at the meeting.

Special

Meeting

Sixth Annual

Al Herzenberg

Around

Pittsburgh

—

The

Opens
Kent Drive

sixth

annual

S. R.

Kent drive was officially opened at the
20th-Fox branch when a special meeting
was called with four company guests
present to address members of the staff.
James P. O’Loghlin, Canadian manager
and leader of the Kent drive, Roger Ferri,
editor of the company organ, Dynamo;
Lee Balsley, manager of the company’s ad
sales; and Edgar Moss, district manager,
were the speakers, with Ira H. Cohn,
branch manager, presiding.

Allied Meeting
Detroit

—

The

first Allied

Theatres’

board of directors’ meeting since late
spring was slated to be held this week at
the unit’s offices here. Event will be devoted largely to making plans for fall activities, it was indicated.

One Group for Price Basis
While Another Favors
Present Policy
Akron — Exhibitors

here

appear

to

be

divided on the subject of protection and
availability. Last week Boxoffice presented the opinion of those who favor
abandonment of the present policy of uniform availability to all subsequent run
houses regardless of admission prices
charged. This group of exhibitors is of
the opinion that protection should be
granted on the basis of price only, and
should be scaled at 42 days for 25-cent
houses, 49 days for 20-cent houses and 56
days for 15-cent houses. At present, pictures are available to all classifications on
the 42nd day following the first run.
There is another group, however, claiming to be the majority which wants the
present uniform 42-day protection policy
maintained. Robert C. Menches, president of the Akron Independent Theatre
Owners Ass’n, favors this latter policy. In
a letter to Boxoffice, he points out that,
with Akron in its present deplorable economic condition due to withdrawal of the
majority of the rubber plants, this is not
time to juggle with availability policies.
He also points out that the revenue for distributors would be greatly decreased if
availability were based on admissions,
claiming that all Akron exhibitors now
pay the top price for pictures because of
the uniform availability.
Menches

Answers

Article

Menches says, in reply to the article on
Akron availability that appeared in the;
July 16 issue of Boxoffice.
“For of
years
this city
has had
ability
42 days
following
the an
firstavail-’
run,
regardless of admission charged. Some
houses got 25c, more got 20c and the
great minority got 15c. The 25c houses
never complained about the 20c or the
15c houses getting pictures day and date
with them and very often ahead of them.
Everything was peaceful and complete,
harmony existed among the exhibitors.
And I am sure the exchanges were just as
well satisfied. As a matter of fact, the
25c house was never given any consideration on an earlier date when on rare ocshortage.casions there should happen to be a print
“At the time of the opening of the New
Highland Theatre, charging 25c admission, it was rumored that this theatre was
to be given a 35-day availability, and the
Akron exhibitors were notified that the
same availability would prevail wherever
25c was charged. This was entirely contrary to Akron’s availability, and a petition immediately was signed by every
theatre owner in the organization with
(Continued on next page)
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AD CAMPAIGN MEETING BY OHIO EXHIBITORS
M. B. Horwitz Calls Confab
With Cooperation of
Gradwell Sears
Cleveland — M. B. Horwitz, named local
chairman of the George Schaefer committee to promote business through a national industry advertising campaign,
called
room

a

meeting of northern Ohio exhibitors last Thursday, in the assembly
of the Cleveland Motion Picture Ex-

hibitors Ass’n., Film Bldg. Gradwell L.
Sears, Warner executive, was scheduled
to conduct the meeting with Horwitz.
Horwitz, one of the leading circuit owners in this territory, and a theatre owner
and

operator for the past 20 years, is enthusiastic over the campaign.

“I think,” said Horwitz in commenting
upon the plan upon his return from attending the Schaefer meeting in New
York last week, “that this is the most
constructive piece of work ever undertaken
by the industry as a whole, and
see how it can help but succeed.”

Want

Theatre

I can’t

Back

Shelby, Ohio — H. B. and D. W. Brickley, owners of the Opera House, who leased
the building to the Lion Theatre Corp. for
six years from Jan. 1, 1935, have filed
suit in common pleas court seeking to regain possession of the property. Plaintiffs contend the defendants are three
months in arrears in the rent.

Huge

Acquacade

Dim

Cleveland — The Acquacade, 4,500-seat
lake front theatre, which played a fourweek season of operettas, closed last week.
Backers will reopen next summer.

Ohioans

piFTEEN

reservations from the Indianapolis filmites have already poured in

for Queen City Variety’s monster golf
tournament, August 22, at the Summit
Hills Country Club. Handsome prizes will
be awarded, including silver sets, golf
clubs, bags, cocktail sets, radios and

Exhibitors Divided
On Trade Issues
(Continued

from

preceding

page)

articles too numerous to mention. Metro’s
John Allen is in charge of tickets. Maury

the exception of two, namely the Royal
and Allen, protesting strongly against any
change in availabilities other than what

White,
man.

we

United

John
joined

Theatres,

Dugan,
Max

is general

recently

Margolis’

with

chair-

GB,

has

gang

at Republic,

working Kentucky. Republic’s
has been booked into RKO

“Army Girl”
Lyric, week

of August 4. The “Dick Tracy” serial has
been booked by the State, Dayton.
The bookers and the business managers
will clash in a hotly contested baseball
game, August 13. RKO’s Joe Goetz will
manage the bookers, with M-G-M’s Tom
Smiley as captain. The BM’s will be
piloted by Warner’s A1 Schmitkin, with
GN’s Ralph Kinsler as captain. Final
plans for the bloody fray were completed
at the monthly meeting of the Bookers
Club, July 28 at 20th-Fox.
will be served regardless.

Refreshments

Ike

Lisbon of RKO
Theatres has departed for a vacation on the coast, which
will include a visit to the studios . . . Lee
Goldberg of Big Features Rights, and his
son, Jay, left for Cleveland and New
York

City, on business. R. W. Drew, recently resigned from Republic sales staff,
has joined Big Features, covering northern
Ohio, out of Cleveland office.
E. V. Dinerman,
head,

at Industry

RKO

theatres

publicity

won second prize in the “Quigley”
(Continued on page 69)

Campaign

Meet

have had
tion was sent
and we hoped
would rather
satisfy three.
“This

matter

-

« V

has

been

taken

up

with

Mr. Vogel of Loew’s and his reply to me
asked for time to consider. It is to be
remembered by all on both sides of the
fence that Akron is not by any means in
a healthy condition, and that the theatre
business in Akron is so bad that several
are for sale or lease, and not one theatre
has shown one dollar of profit for the
past year. Is this the time to foster this
availability hardship on the exhibitors?
“Akron always has paid well for film
and in the event this new availability is
enforced in Akron, Akron is going to
cease being a flim salesman’s paradise.
With all the cream taken from the product through prior runs, quite naturally
the others are going to demand large
chops in film rentals, whereas before,
with all theatres on the same basis, these
theatres felt they could pay the tariff.
“I cannot see who is getting the advantage in this matter, unless it be the 25c
houses. Surely some of the large 15c houses
in Akron are not going to pay through
the nose for film and get the last run in
Akron.
“Is the above something the exchanges
have overlooked?
Sincerely yours,
Akron

(Signed)
V

in former years. This petito all the major exchanges
that the exchange managers
satisfy 20 theatres than just

Independent

Robert

Theatre

Owners

C. Menches.”

*

v w ./ >»

Martha

Lures 'Em

Ass’n on a personal
Cleveland— Martha Raye,
appearance tour, was a wow last week at
the RKO Palace, where business kited to
almost double the average take. Miss
Raye headed a vaudeville bill, first stage
show presented at the Palace since June.
In spite of excessive and continued heat,
and in spite of boosted admission prices,
business boomed.

UA

Signs Two

Columbus — The J. Real Neth and the
McDonald circuits here have signed 100
per cent United Artists contracts for the
Ohio

exhibitor

leaders

at the meeting

of the industry

members

at the Astor

Hotel in New York last week to map details of the “Motion Pictures Greatest
Year ” campaign. Left to right, they are, Ohioans all except for the secondnamed: Meyer Fine, Associated Theatres, Cleveland; Fred Wehrenberg, president of the MPTOA
affiliate in St. Louis, Mo.; P. J. Wood, ITO of Ohio secretary, Columbus, and P. E. Essick of the Scoville, Essick & Rief circuit in Ohio.
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company’s entire 1938-39 product. The
deals, covering six Real Neth houses and
five McDonald houses, reported by Bert
Stearn, United Artists district manager,
were closed
office.

by the company’s
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QOL. HARRY E. LONG, Loew division
manager, and the Plain Dealer, sought
to discover via the letter contest route,
how many Clevelanders are allergic to theatres. Guest tickets to see Harold Lloyd
in “Professor Beware” were awarded for
the best written alibis . . . Gene Ochs has
resigned as manager of the recently built
Beach Cliff Theatre, to join the Paul
Gusdanovic circuit as manager of the
Regent, with Frank Greenwald moving out
of the managerial chair of the Regent to
take over the reins of the Lincoln, which
raised the Gusdanovic banner the first of
August.
Jack Lefton has parted company with
Universal, with which company he has
been associated as salesman for the past
16 years, to join Republic in a sales capacity. He succeeds R. O. (Jack) Flemm,
resigned.
Dan Robins, big-time exhibitor of Warren, has gone to the White Mountains on
a vacation . . . Sam Gorrel, Republic sales
manager, is getting around these days.
Last week he made a swing around the
country, including Youngstown, Alliance
and Wheeling, W. Va.
Mrs. Hazel B. Holzwortli, mother of Fred
Holzworth, manager of the Hilliard
Square Theatre, died last week, surviving
Fred’s father by less than a year . . . Nat
Lefton, Republic franchise owner, is enthusiastic over ‘‘Army Girl," screened
here last week. Lefton says it’s the tops
in pure entertainment value.
Howard

Harris Amusements
Mark Anniversary

Harris' Elephant
For GOP
Pittsburgh — -Senator Frank J. Harris'
"streamlined'' elephant has
been
adopted nationally by the Republican
party.
About

a

executive

year
and

ago,

Harris,

Allegheny

Pittsburgh — “Founder’s

theatre

county

publican chairman, got tired of the dejected elephants used

blems.
He

replaced

them,

charging elephants,
tusks thrust forward.
A

similar

week

model

as

GOP

with

trunks

was

em-

rampant,
aloft

and

presented

this

to John Hamilton, national chairman. Its base carried the legend:

"Let's

G.

Walters

O.

Places."

Reports Upturn

In the Equipment
Cleveland — The

approach

of

Field
the

Walters reports having sold new carpeting for the Madison and Commodore
theatres of Cleveland; new silver sheet
screen for the Avalon, Cleveland; and new
lamps and generator for the Shaw-Hayden here. The Royal Theatre, Akron, has
installed new projectors and super bases.

Sadie Meckler is back at her M-G-M
desk, recovered after an operation . . .
“Danny” Dannenberg had the choice of
vacationing last week or not at all . . . The
local M-G-M office, at the present writing, is heading the division in the Tom
Connors summer drive, according to
Branch

Manager Frank Drew . . . “Alexander’s Ragtime Band,” 20th CenturyFox’s antidote for the summer slump,
plays a pre-release engagement at the
Hippodrome, August 13.
Albert C. Herzenberg will be accompanied by his mother and father when he
sails August 11 on the S. S. Champlain for
Marseilles, France, from where he expects
to take a plane to Johannesburg, South
Africa, to join the M-G-M foreign legion.
Dave Miller, Universal district manager,
reports “Little Tough Guy,” featuring the
“Dead End” kids, is the surprise picture
of the summer. It is dated into the RKO
Palace for the week of August 12 ... C. M.
Kahn is reported to have taken back the
Alan Theatre, Toledo.

Martin Leases Grand
Circleville,

territory at Loew’s Toledo, August 5.
ROXOFFICF.
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Grand

Theatre,

operated by Walker Baughman of Circleville since 1911, has been leased to the
Pickaway Improvement Co., an Ohio
corporation headed by Louis A. Martin of
Middletown. Martin personally will be in
charge of the theatre after September 1,
when the transaction becomes effective.
The Grand, famed for many years as an
opera house, has recently been remodeled
and redecorated.

“It is a pleasure to participate in honoring a man who was a public-spirited citizen, and a purveyor of clean, wholesome

pictures.”
Ownership
Split-up in
Jerold Amusement
Cleveland — Meyer

Ingo-Bikes Interest
Cleveland — Lake

Shore

Sales

Co.

re-

ports a growing exhibitor interest in Hollywood Ingo-Bikes as business builders.
Within the past week theatres contracting
to give away Ingo-Bikes with local merchant tieups, include the Imperial and
Capitol theatres, Cleveland; George
Manos’ theatres in Toronto and Lisbon,
and theatres in Newton Falls and Carrollton.

—

“Religious

Co.

president

of

The Arion and Waldorf theatres go to
Meyer Kaplan and Nate Schultz. on a 50-50
partnership basis. The Crown and Superior theatres become the sole property
of Meyer Kaplan, and the Southern Theatre remains under the ownership and control of Hyman Kaplan.
This split-up of interests became effective August 1, at which time Meyer Kaplan took office space in the Monogram
exchange of which Nate Schultz is franchise owner. Under the new setup, the
Arion and Waldorf will be remodeled.

Harry Allen Expected
At Detroit GN Office
Allen, Canadian

general

manager for Grand National, was expected here Thursday for a visit with
Ralph Peckham, branch manager.
In addition, Allen planned to review a
number of films for Canadian release, to
be screened for him here.

Build Up Poor Nights with

BINGO

Get "Racketeers"

ON THE SCREEN

Racketeers,”

Royer expose of the spiritualist racket,
featuring Madame Houdini, has been acquired for Ohio and Kentucky distribution by Harry Lande and Nate Gerson, who
operate Independent Film Service, 308
Film Bldg.

Kaplan,

the Jerold Amusement Co., which has
owned and operated a local independent
subsequent run circuit of five theatres, anization. nounces sweeping changes in the organ-

Detroit — Harry

Cleveland

A. M. Goodman, UA branch manager,
reports new contracts sold to date are far
in excess of those signed at the same period last year. “Algiers,” first of the ’38-’39
UA product to be released, opened in the

Ohio — The

is being

new

theatre season is making exhibitors improvement-minded, according to L. H.
Walters, manager of the National Theatre Supply Co., who reports a decided upturn in business, especially in replacements.

Reif writes from California that

reports of his retirement is a gross exagertion. . . A. G. Constant’s new
1,300-seat Park Theatre, Mansfield, will
start doing business, he hopes, on Labor
Day.

Month”

celebrated during August by the Harris
Amusement Companies, observing the 44th
anniversary of the pioneering amusement
enterprises.
The company was founded in 1894 when
John P. Harris opened the Musee Theatre
in McKeesport. In 1905 he opened the
first theatre devoted entirely to motion
pictures, the Nickelodeon, at Diamond and
Smithfield streets, Pittsburgh.
Mayor Cornelius D. Scully last week
paid tribute to the late John P. Harris,
stating :

Re-

Ask Us About It
MOVIE
FILM

SWEEPSTAKES,

EXCHANGE

BLDG.

INC-

CLEVELAND,

O.
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West Virginia Managers Assn to
Discuss Trade Practices at Meet
Ronceverte,

W.

Va. — Selling

of film in

block and various trade practices will constitute the major discussions at the fourth
annual convention of the West Virginia
Managers’ Ass’n, according to James C.
Shanklin, chairman of the convention
committee.
Regarding rumors that the association
will affiliate with national Allied, Shanklin states “I do not think we will. However, it may be discussed at this meeting.”
Shanklin said that S. J. Hyman, Huntington, president, will name the guest
speaker for the convention which will be
held at the Greenbrier Hotel, White Sulphur Springs, August 22 and 23.
W. H. Holt, Richwood, is secretarytreasurer. Vice-presidents of the association are: Mrs. P. M. Thomas, Parkersburg; Richard Marks, Clarksburg; N. B.
Carskadon, Keyser; L. E. Rogers, Welch,
and R. W. Phelan, Clendenin.
Greenbrier Hotel rates are: rooms (European) single, $5; double, $10; rooms
(American), single $10; double $20. Reservations may be made through J. C.
Shanklin, Shanklin’s Grand Theatre, Ronceverte, W. Va.
Program of the convention will be issued within a few days, the committee
chairman told Boxoffice.

Upper Michigan Houses
Remodel ; Detroit Lags
Detroit — Three

new

installations

were

reported this week by National Theatre
Supply in upstate theatres. Remodeling in
Detroit appears to be at a standstill, while
upstate operators are modernizing extensively.
George Smith, owner of the Lyric at
Lapeer, is installing new Simplex 4-Star
sound.
Two screens were sold and delivered
this week to A. H. DeRosia’s State, Onaway, and E. C. Hoffman’s Hollywood,
Buchanan.

Club

Hears

Detroit — Jay

Director

Warren

Hart,

casting

di-

rector and assistant production manager
at Wilding Picture Productions, was the
speaker of the day, Wednesday for the
Up-to-Daters Club. Hart gave a talk to
the organization, composed of ’teen age
girls, in the Studio of WWJ, on how to be
attractive, basing his talk upon his experience in motion pictures.

First GN
Detroit- — Ralph

Release
Peckham,

Grand

Petosky,

Na-

Pictures, that “Shadow Over China” will
be the first released of 26 films his company is making for GN.

Went

On

Jack

McGinn,

Mich. — As

the

regular operator of the Hollywood Theatre here, sat behind his projection machine last Monday, he suddenly slumped
over, partially paralyzed.
While Harry Levinson, manager, frantically sought another operator, Ticket
Taker Jack Brill, who never before had
operated a projector, went into the booth,
coolly carried out the directions given
by McGinn, who sat helpless in a chair.
McGinn, placed under a physician’s
care, has been ordered on a rigid diet,
and is reported improving rapidly.

Butterfield Will Reopen
In Grand
Detroit

—

Rapids Aug. 15

Reports

seeping

in through

film salesmen of poor theatre business
upstate were slightly lightened this week
by decision of the Butterfield circuit to
reopen the Majestic Theatre at Grand
Rapids on August 15. This will be the
first to reopen, of the eight or ten houses
closed by the circuit for the summer.
Grand Rapids, drawing considerable
tourist and summer resort business as
well as from its own industrial population,
is probably enjoying a little better trade
than most other Michigan cities.
One exception is the resort territory
proper, which is now in the full swing of
the season, and business is reported
thriving.

Party lor Young

Patrons

Of Detroit's Majestic
Detroit

—

Following

its venture

last

Tuesday as host to 20 taxicabs full of
youngsters at an all-day picnic at Belle
Isle, the Majestic Theatre management
will hold an all-day roller skating party
on Tuesday, August 9. Event will be at
Madison Gardens Rink, one of the city’s
leading rinks.
Admission to the party will be free to
youngsters who attend the Majestic’s
matinee on Saturday, August 6. Eddie
Jacobson, of the Forest Theatre, and
special publicist for the Schreiber circuit,
rates the credit for the idea.

Detroit — An

extensive

remodeling

Detroit — August

Opening

24 has been

set as date

of opening for the new Uptown Theatre
at Kalamazoo, Mich., to be operated jointly by Butterfield Circuit and P. C. Schram.
The house is being equipped by National
Theatre Supply Co.

pro-

gram is now in progress at Max Allen’s
Lincoln Park Theatre, on West Fort Street
in Lincoln Park, southwest suburb of Detroit. The theatre is being enlarged and
thoroughly modernized. A new marquee
is included in the remodeling and the
latest type of air conditioning and ventilating system is to be installed. This house
was enlarged and reseated a year ago,
converting it into a 1,000-seat house.
The

present remodeling cost is estimated to be $14,000, according to W. Richmond, manager.
Plans for the new theatre to be erected
by Mr. Allen in Lincoln Park are now in
the final stage of completion, and bids
will be taken within the next few weeks.
Construction will be started as soon as
these are completed. Estimated cost of
the new house, which is to be one of the
most modern and up to date in this section, is approximately $80,000. House will
have about 1,000 seats and will be
equipped with the latest type of air conditioning and ventilating equipment.
The site covers an entire city block and
provides adequate parking facilities.
Although the name has not yet been
decided upon, it will probably be called
the Allen Theatre. Allen, owner, will be
managing director of both houses.
Woodward Grand Due
For Wide Remodeling
Detroit — The

plans

for

complete

re-

modeling of the front of the Woodward
Grand Theatre, to be started in about a
week, were disclosed by A. Milo DeHaven,
manager of the house for the Sam Brown
circuit, this week. The house has always
been located on a side street about 60 feet
off Woodward Avenue in the center of
Highland Park, Detroit’s biggest north end
suburb. The new addition will bring the
front of the house right on Woodward,
by the use of a present store space, about
40 by 60 feet, for a new entrance. A
modernistic ice cream bar will be installed
along the south side.
The side of this building will give valuable display space for large posters, possibly nearly up to 24 sheet size, facing
on a small city park area that is now directly in front of the present entrance.
New marquee and complete new front will
of course be installed on the newly acquired building. A new entrance doorway
will be constructed into the auditorium
of the theatre, giving direct access from
the front, and the present entrance will be
remodeled, providing lounge space.

Detroit Variety Makes
A Repayment

Set Uptown

tional exchange manager here, has been
advised by Sam Berkowitz of Fine Arts
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The Show

Revamp and Construction
Plans Occupy Max Allen

Detroit

—

Variety

Club

on Loans
members

who

loaned about $3,500 for remodeling of the
clubrooms a year ago, received a very
pleasant surprise, by mail, this week from
the treasurer. It was in the form of the
first 25 per cent repayment of the loan
at a time when the boys can really use the
money for vacations or what not.
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Cowboy

Lefton Buys Out Jossey Interest

in the Field

In
Republic's Franchise for Ohio
Captures Pittsburgh
Cleveland— Nat

Pittsburgh — Gene

Autry

spent

an

hour

and a half at the Republic exchange,
Tuesday morning, greeting hundreds of
children (of all ages and races) with exhibitors pushing their way into the establishment to shake the hand of their big
boxoffice star. Used to the handling of
traffic, exhibitors acted as ushers to
hurry in-and-out hundreds of Gene Autry
fans. Jim Alexander, local Republic distributor, had the front doors lifted from
their hinges in anticipation of the crowd.
Autry and his personal representative,
George Goodale, were pleased to greet the
bashful smiling kiddies and exhibitors who
had brought their own children, nieces,
Lewistown,

Pa. —

En

route

to Pitts-

burgh for a personal appearance engagement, Gene Autry, Hollywood’s ace western star, stopped here for a visit with
local exhibitors.
Reading in the usual manner, are Paul
Kingler, manager of the Rialto Theatre,
Lewistown; Autry, and Ike Berney, proprietor of the same city’s Pastime Theatre.

Welcome for McCloskey
On Pittsburgh Filmrow
Pittsburgh — C.

M.

McCloskey,

one

of

the veteran exhibitors who retired ten
years ago, is back in harness and was
given a fine reception this week when he
paid his respects to Filmrow.
McCloskey is one of the owners of the
Penn-State Amusement Co. of Uniontown,
Pa., and he was more or less forced out
of retirement in recent months when two
of the partners, O. M. Boughner and
Frank E. Mertz, died within a period of a
few days. C. H. Gorley, another member
of the company, has never been active in
the operation of the enterprises.
The veteran McCloskey is now general
manager of the company and he states he
is on duty daily from 10 a. m. to noon, and
from 2 to 4 p. m. George Purcell is manager of the Penn and State theatres.

Cromwell Will Build a
Second Bedford Theatre
Bedford,

Pa. —

A

new

modern

theatre

will be erected here by H. R. Cromwell,
veteran exhibitor of this city, he announced to Boxoffice this week.
Construction will be started as soon as
the plans are approved by the department
of labor and industry at Harrisburg.
Modern in every detail, the new unnamed theatre will have a seating capacity of 700.
Cromwell has operated the Bedford Theatre here for 15 years and he is very popular in the motion picture trade!
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nephews,
aunts, cousins and even motherin-laws.
Public Cowboy No. 1 shook the hand of
each person who greeted him and he
signed many autographs. There were a
number of photographers whom he accommodated. He had “Champion,” his
“old Faithful” horse along and a mighty
cheer went up when he mounted the beautiful steed and waved his hat to the crowd.
Alexander, Fineberg and Collins, who have
just announced the signing of a new fiveyear franchise with Republic, announced
that autographed photos of the singing
cowboy would be available to all who called

L. Lefton

has

bought

out J. S. Jossey’s interest in the Ohio Republic franchise and is now sole owner of
the Cleveland and Cincinnati Republic offices. The deal became effective with the
signing of a new five-year franchise with
Republic.
Jossey, with an office on the fifth floor
of the Film Bldg, continues as local Bank
Night representative.

Times Critic Interviews
Wanger

Via Telephone

Detroit — Long

distance

telephonic

in-

terview was jointly conducted by Ralph
Holmes, dramatic editor of the Detroit
Times, and his assistant, Charlie Gentry,
this week, with Walter Wanger, over the
latter's production of “Blockade,” currently at the Madison. Wanger explained
his objectives in making the film, and his
views of the reactions aroused, by ’phone
from Hollywood, saying in part:
“There is a greater market for films
in the lighter vein, but occasionally one
has to offer a film treatment on the serious side, and I prefer those myself.”
Wanger also discussed his future production plans, and declined to answer
whether he planned to marry Joan Bennett in the fall.

at the exchange. They didn’t forget a
thing to cheer everyone present. Dozens of
cases of ice cold “7 Up” beverage were
served with the compliments of the local
distributors. Traffic on the Blvd. of the
Allies was stopped for blocks.

Alden

Autry packed ’em in this week at the
Stanley Theatre, giving the de luxe house
its best business in years. He had a very

attend ordinary theatres will be guests of
the Drive-In Theatre on specified guest
nights, Manager Alden Smith announced
this week. An invalid who had been unable to see a motion picture in 17 years
inspired the plan, when he was able to
come to the Drive-In in the family car
and remain right in the car while seeing
the film.

busy schedule, playing extra shows, appearing on special radio broadcasts, visiting at hospitals, etc. — R. F. K.

Theatre Firm Will Build
400-Seater at Smiihers
Smithers,

W.

Va. — A new

theatre

is be-

ing erected here by the Black Diamond
Theatres, Inc., with headquarters at
Montgomery. Gene Hensley and Archie
Clemens, executives of the company which
operates a half dozen theatres, state that
the Smithers Theatre will have a seating
capacity of 400 and that opening is scheduled for early October.
The same circuit has acquired and
opened the theatre at Mamouth, W. Va.,
which had been dark for several seasons.

Huge
Paw

Paw,

Marquee
Mich. — A

in Paw
huge

Paw
marquee,

40

feet across and nine feet in depth, has
been installed on the Strand Theatre here
by Manager M. W. Dennis.

Smith Will Host
Invalids at Drive-In

Detroit — Shut-ins

who

are

unable

to

Smith, accordingly, is inviting hospitals,
American Legion posts, and other organizations to make arrangements for their
unfortunate members and inmates to attend the Drive-In as guests of the management.

Flemions

Branch

Monogram
Detroit

—

Branch

Leads

Collections
Manager

William

Flemion of Monogram proudly led his
branch out into first place this week, in
the national collection drive conducted by
Monogram Pictures. A 16-week campaign
for collections is on, with Detroit in the
van for the week just reported, according
to announcement from the office of Sales
Manager George W. Weeks, who was in
town a week ago.
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pRED NUGENT of Monarch Pictures
boasts one of the most complete collections of autographed pictures of film
stars extant . . . William Hurlbut and Jack
Saxe of Monogram had a busy conference
this week over the lock on the door. Maybe
they’ve taken in so much cash in the
current collection drive that they want
extra protection.
Art Robinson, manager of Price Premiums, invested two cents on the number
611 this week. It paid off 600 to 1.
Richard W. Oudersluys, manager of
Ross Federal Service, and Clive Waxman,
office manager of RKO, were to golf this
weekend. Oudersluys is bringing along a
professional Ross checker to keep tab of
Waxman’s strokes.
Eddie Heiber, Universal manager, reports “We’re riding high, wide, and handsome, particularly with prospects for our
newest, ‘Letter of Introduction’ .”
A1 Dezel was in Chicago the past week,
assisting at his sister’s wedding.
later.

Details

Mrs. J. A. Ward, mother of W . D. Ward,
RKO salesman, celebrated her 90 th birthday on Tuesday at her Ohio home.
John Goshom of Irwin Seating Co., was
in town for several days, assisting National
Theatre Supply on several big chair deals.
Reports are current along Filmrow that
Barney Mechanic, who formerly operated
a house in a Windsor, Ont., suburb, is
negotiating for the Ray Theatre, north end
house recently closed by Elton S. Van
Riper.
Walter R. Liebmann of Silsbee-Liebmann Co., is working on several equipment deals . . . Frank Mellon, former theatre owner, is managing the Imperial, west
side house, for M. J. Chargot.
Vacations continued to call more filmites, some returning with tales of tall
scenery and big fish. B. Gardner, Columbus representative for Paramount, drove
through with his family, en route to northern Canada, over the weekend. He visited
with Fred Nugent of Monarch Pictures
and took Fred fr. along with him on the
trip.
Anne O’Donnell, manager of Monarch,
was away on a week’s vacation with her
mother and sister in Escanaba, Mich.
Raoul Cleaver, manager of Imperial Pictures of Mich., still recuperating from his
recent serious fall, went to Port Hope,
Mich., to continue his convalescence.
Miss Pearl M. Sprott, office manager of
Allied Theatres, returned last week from
a vacation at Curtis, Mich., “where it’s
really cool,” way up in the Upper Peninsula . . . Joseph G. Portell, circuit owner
who got back lately from three months
spent south of the U. S„ just gave us his
itinerary, made partly by his own car, by
boat, and by airplane. Here are chief
ports of call — Santiago, Haiti, San Domingo Republic, Puerto Rica, Virgin Is(Continued on page 70)
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Triple Feature Policy
Hits Cleveland
Cleveland — The triple feature policy
has struck Cleveland for the first time
in local
Tried
Corlett

film history.
out

as

an

Theatre

experiment

by

the

at

owner,

the
Paul

Gusdanovic, the policy proved so successful that starting September 1, it
will become the regular house policy.
The three features are chosen with the
idea

of presenting

possible.

as

Admission

much
price

variety

as

is 25 cents.

New Theatre for
Natrona Heights
Pittsburgh — Ground

has

been

broken

for a new theatre to be erected along
Freeport Road, Natrona Heights, at the
intersection of the Spring Hill Road. Owners and operators are newcomers to exhibition, Joseph P. Benedek of New Kensington, and John Burin of Creighton.
The new house will have 468 seats.
Fireproof structure will be of concrete
blocks and bricks, and the front will feature Cararra glass and a large marquee.
Contractor is J. C. Grooms of Cheswick.
Estimated cost of the building with
equipment is $35,000. Modern ventilating
and heating system will be installed together with new type projection equipment, Benedek states.
The

theatre will
land, suggestive of
be the first theatre
Natrona Heights
township.

be named the Highthe location. It will
to be erected in the
district of Harrison

October 1 is the tentative date set for
the opening.

Circuit Acquires Lyric
In Charleston , W. Va.
Pittsburgh — The

Lyric

Theatre,

Char-

leston, W. Va., has been acquired from
Mrs. Parkhurst by the Keesling, Newbolt
and Freeman circuit, which headquarters
at Bramwell.
A balcony is being installed which will
increase the seating capacity to 500. Remodeling will continue throughout August and opening under the new management is scheduled for early September.
The
circuit
operates about a dozen theatres.

Frank

Orhan

and

Vacationing
Hooversville,

Wife

in Europe

Pa. — Mr.

and

Mrs.

Frank

Orban sr., owners of the Savoy Theatre
here, are vacationing in Europe and will
return in September.
Frank Orban jr., who
tre, is keeping himself
ious theatre tasks and
attorney at Somerset,

operates the theabusy with his varhis practice as an
Pa.

]yjR. isAND
JOSEPH FLESHIN
(he
the MRS.
sales representative
of Monarch Pictures) have established their
home at 303 Pennsylvania Ave., Charleston, W. Va. Fleshin, in the future, will
cover the entire state of West Virginia,
and I. T. Sweeney will work the main line
for Monarch.
Alexander Parke, the veteran of all veteran film exploitation men, was a welcome
Filmrow visitor last Friday . . . Another
veteran gets his name in print. J. Roger
McKelvey, projectionist at the HarrisAlvin, is boasting about his mint beds,
petunias and other blooms which grow in
boxes outside the operating booth!
Catherine Woll, cashier at the Rialto,
Brownsville Road, has returned from a
two-week ocean cruise . . . Herb Lipman,
manufacturer of sound equipments, recently returned from a vacation, has
photographic proof to back up his fish
stories.
The Valley Daily News, Tarentum, Pa.,
will not advertise Sunday attractions at
local district theatres . . . Frank Thomas,
Filmrow projectionist who suffered an arm
infection and who was confined to Mercy
Hospital for six weeks, was up and around
last week.
Mannie Steinberg, Herron Avenue exhibitor and family, vacationing in Atlantic City . . . Jimmy Balmer, the Harris
circuit executive, represented Johnny Harris in Chicago at the Auditorium Managers Ass’n meeting.
Wilford B. “Bud” Roney, well known
on Filmrow, died last week after a long
illness. He was a brother of Harry Roney,
Columbia booker, who is himself recovering from an illness at a local hospital.
Harry Rees, UA sales representative, was
the uncle to the deceased.
E. B. Morton, manager of National Theatre Supply Co., is vacationing in the
Shenendoah Valley .... Theatre at Beards
Fork, W. Va., has been opened by a Mr.
Thompson.
Among those in attendance at Lewis
Hepinger’s recent midnight dinner, which
celebrated his 26 th anniversary as operator of the Orpheum Theatre, Clarion, Pa.,
were employes of the Orpheum and
friends, Dave Kimelman, Bob Caskey and
Charles Mergen of Paramount Pictures;
George M. Moore of 20 th-Fox; James H.
Madden, Parkers Landing exhibitor, and
R. R. Whitmer, burgess of Clarion.
Used car dealers beware! Charlie
Baron started something when he purchased a $20 jallopy as a street ballyhoo
for “Love Finds Andy Hardy,” which had
its initial engagement out in the territory
at the Penn Theatre, New Castle, Pa.
There is an incident in the picture which
ties in with the broken-down car. Baron,
M-G-M field man, stated that his jallopy
was to be awarded “to some lucky person”
as the result of a contest.
Variety Club Monday evening dinner
schedule: Ira H. Cohn and C. C. Kellenberg (20 th-Fox) were Kings, August 1;
Columbia Day with Art Levy and Joe Gins,
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August 8; RKO Day with George Lefko,
August 22; Universal Day with Joseph R.
Kauffman, Peter Quiter, Al Lostetter and
Francis Guehl, August 29. Family Nights
will resume September 9 when Mr. and
Mrs. Al Glazer will act as host and hostess.
Replacing Eddie Moreels who resigned a

CINCINNATI
Contest for Better
Postcards
Detroit— Unique
troit Times has

tieup
been

(Continued

National publicity contest, for the second

United Detroit circuit lor “Having
Wonderful Time," currently at the
Michigan. A contest for the best vacation postcard, not over 25 words, was
arranged, with first prize being $100

Al Glazer, McKees Rocks exhibitor, was
back on the job this week after a 12,000mile trip, arranged in connection with the
Lions International convention. While at
Hollywood, Glazer was the guest of Harold
Weinberger, former local M-G-M booker,
who is connected with the company’s production department. Glazer helped in the

cash.

campaign which will bring next year’s
Lions convention to Pittsburgh.
Among the summer vacationists: The
John H. Harris family is at Longport; the
Arthur G. Levys, at Ventnor; the Jules
Lapidus’ at Chelsea; the Harry Browarskys, at Margate; the Harry Kalmines,
Atlantic City.
Thieves ransacked the Monarch exchange early Sunday morning cvnd upset
the office, but nothing was taken. Entrance was gained by breaking the glass
window of the front door.
Cecil E. Mayberry, Monogram’s district
manager, who has been headquartering
here for several weeks, reports that the
company collections drive, ending September 3, is progressing very satisfactorily
. . . Duke Prince, manager of Shea’s Orpheum, McKees Rocks, is vacationing for
several weeks, and during his absence the
house is being managed by John Walsh,
of the Shea organization at Newport.
Walsh substitutes next at Akron.
Mrs. Austin Interrante, operator of the
Rowland Theatre, Phillipsburg, Pa., was
a Filmrow visitor with her son, E. W ., and
daughter, Vivian. Papa Interrante is the
popular 20 th-Fox salesman . . . Sympathy
to Mary Lavelle, inspectress at Universal
exchange for ten years, whose mother was
killed Monday near Hagerstown, when
struck by an auto. She was on her way to
witness her son take the vows for the
priesthood when the fatal accident occured. . . Sam, Angotti’s Belington, W.
17a., theatre has been closed . . . Smith
Ballew (20 th-Fox star) and his band will
play afternoon and evening concerts at
Kennywood Park, Sunday, August 28.
Bashful Mortimer, a dummy from the
country, is our new screen hero of the
week. Edgar Bergen springs him in Universal’s “Letter of Introduction.” And does
Charlie McCarthy burn? . . . Goldye
Mandell of the Paramount office is vacationing at South Mountain Manor, Wernersville, Pa.

Yesterday

of two ducats
were offered.

25 prizes

each

to

quarter . . . Jim Shanklin, Shanklin’s
Grand, Ronceverte, W. Va., is taking
reservations for the annual W. Va. Exhibitors Ass’n convention, to be held August 22 and 23 at the Greenbrier Hotel,
White Sulphur Springs.

with the Dearranged by

month ago, F. D. “Dinty” Moore has been
added to the Vitagraph sales staff, according to Harry Seed, manager of the Pittsburgh branch.

In addition

consisting

the

Michigan

establish an affiliation. But no dice . . .
B. Fiscus acquires two Apollo theatres from
Pete Pegadiotes . . . John Maloney goes
to New York to attend premiere of “White
Shadows of the South Seas,” an M-G-M
picture, of course . . . Harry F. Grelle
handling the Tunney-Heeney fight pictures
. . . George W. Dawson, vet cameraman,
whose equipment, laboratory and office
were destroyed in the Cameo Theatre fire,
opens a publicity office in the Law &
Finance Bldg. . . . First Filmrow golf
tournament at Shannopin Country Club
is a success despite rain. Prize winners included Charles A. Atwell, Saul “Bud” Silverman, F. Brandon, Vince Josack, Dick
Brown, Harry Grelle, John Alderdice,
Elmer Thomas. Among those present were
Teddy Joyce and Ted King, theatre emcees,
Jim Alexander, Abe Schnitzer, Allan
Moritz, and others including Max Shulgold, who was in charge of the affair
. . . Employes of the Harris Amusement
Co. staged a picnic at Dravo Park, Neville
Island . . . Among those vacationing were
Catherine Lockhart of M-G-M and Helen
Brogan of the MPTO office . . . Johnny
Harris, “Ukelele” Pat Haley and Earl
Rosier are in Hollywood after a ten -day
drive across the continent . . . Richard
Barthelmess in “The Wheel of Chance”
smash hit of the week.

the

left for a three weeks’ trip to open “The
Birth of a Baby’’ in W . Va., territory.
Andy Hettisheimer, Norwood exhibitor
and the oldest exhibitor in years of service, claims the distinction of giving Tyrone Power his first job as an usher, in
the old Orpheum Theatre. August 21, 50
years ago, Andy purchased peanuts from
Jesse James’ son at the ball park, and
struck up a lively acquaintance with the
lad. All of which is more or less coincident that
Tyronefeature
is to play
“Jessename
James”
in the
slated
of that
by
20th-Fox.
George

Waring,

Norris, manager

of the

Regent Theatre at Grand Rapids, won the
first prize in the contest recently conducted by Butterfield circuit on “Merrily
We Live.” The contest was open to all
house managers and awards were based
upon the most successful exploitation
ideas. Second prize went to Frank Anderson, manager of the Cadillac Theatre at
Cadillac.

Conditioning

Urling Circuit Acquires
South Charleston House
B.

Urling

circuit

has

acquired the Mound Theatre, South
Charleston, W. Va.
This circuit has taken an option on the
theatre at Eskdale, W. Va., from “Uncle”
Bob Wilson.

J)ETE Woodhull, MPTOA president, visits
Fred Herrington in an effort to reBOXOFFICE
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Test for “Chickens"

Hollywood — RKO

Program
by UDT

has entered

“Mother

Carey’s Chickens” for competition at the
Sixth Annual Exhibition of Cinematographic Art in Venice, Italy.

of

air

Circuit
conditioning

ago, following one at UDT’s Alger.
Next job, now in progress, is at the
Birmingham, in the suburb of that name.

Auditorium
Detroit — Jack

Head

Leaves

F. Petrill, who

director

of

the

has

been

Industrial

Mutual Ass’n Auditorium at Flint for the
past ten years, resigned this week. No
successor has yet been announced. The
I. M. A. Auditorium has been a source of
difficulty to exhibitors periodically for
years, through the former policy of presenting current film shows at low prices.

Complete
Detroit — The

Turning Back Our Pages
10 Years Ago

of Harry

in various theatres of United Detroit circuit has been under way for sometime,
with the latest step marked by completion
of job at the Northwest Theatre a week

recreational

Pittsburgh — W.

father-in-law

Bugie, died here this week . . . Paramount’s
“Texans” is booked into RKO Palace, week
of August 14 . . . Joe Oulahan, Paramount
BM, is vacationing at Chesapeake Bay and
Washington, D. C„ with his family.

Detroit — Program

by Walter Norris

Detroit — Walter

Booker Jimmy Brunetti is vacationing. Universal’s Frank Schrieber is
fishing at Indian Lake. Their Naomi Gordon is also vacationing . Metro’s Mrs. Olga
Hanna left for Dallas and their Howard
Erwin is spending two weeks in New York
City. RKO’s Wilbur Heatherington is
touring the west . . . M-G-M’s Pep Club
will hold its annual and first outing, at
LeSourdesville Lake, August 8. The club
at its monthly meeting, presented Tom
Smiley, recent benedict, with a handsome
gift . . . William Skirball, Grand National,

Pushed

Exploitation Contest
Won

from page 64)

Boyne
Boyne

City Revamp
Theatre

at Boyne

City, Mich., owned by H. J. Heaton, has
completed its program of remodeling and
is now ready for opening with a completely new front, a large new lobby and
new marquee.
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Steinberg to Wed
Youngstown,

Ohio

—

Jack

Steinberg,

who is associated with his father, Harry
Steinberg, in the operation of the Home
Theatre, Youngstown, and the Harbor
Theatre, Ashtabula Harbor, will be married on August 7 to Miss Flora Stein of
Youngstown. Following an open church
ceremony, a reception will be held at the
Aushe Emeth Temple. After a honeymoon
trip east, Steinberg will resume his duties
as manager of the Ashtabula Harbor
house.

Liebmann

to Parley

Detroit — Walter

R.

Liebmann

of Sils-

bee-Liebmann, local representative of Herman A. DeVry, Inc., manufacturers of
projection equipment, spent all of last
week at the Michigan State College at
Lansing, attending the Annual Agricultural Conference. The Victor, Ampro and
DeVry distributors had displays.

Columbia

Circuit Deal

Pittsburgh — Arthur

G.

Levy,

Columbia

branch manager, stated this week exhibition contracts for 1938-39 product have
been closed with Warner Bros. Circuit
Management Corp. The deal was set in
New York, with Levy and other company
executives acting for Columbia.

House
Detroit

—

to Olsons

The

Community

Theatre

Berkley

to Zimmerman
Springs,

merman has
atre here. He
Romney, and
now
cuit. operated

—

Va. — Vance

Zim-

Weeks

George

W.

Weeks,

sales manager of Monogram
expected here the first of
visit the exchange leading
tion in the current collection

general

Pictures, was
this week, to
his organizadrive.

—

Theatre

supply

business

is

holding up nicely, George McArthur of
McArthur Theatre Equipment Co., reports.

New
Pittsburgh

Moundsville
—

R.

American

films

Turning to Cuba, the report finds theatre grosses off from 25 to 30 per cent.
The decline, felt the most in low-priced
neighborhood houses, began in May and
continued during the succeeding months.
Although a seasonal slump is to be expected, the attendance decrease has been
greater than during the past few years.

DETROIT
(Continued

from page 68)

lands, St. Croix, Antigua, Martinique,
Guadaloupe, Trinidad, La Guiana, Caracas, Maracaibo, Panama Canal Zone,
Colon, Panama City, and Jamaica.
RKO

exploiteer, is in

town handling special work on “Having
Wonderful Time,” currently at the Michigan Theatre.
Eddie Jacobson

has returned

to Jacob

has

been

Schenley
Pittsburgh

—

Remodeling
The

Schenley

Theatre,

Oakland district, is scheduled to close
August 13 for extensive remodeling and
repair. Concrete floor will replace the
wood floor, new seats and fixtures will
be installed and the auditorium will be redecorated. A new glass front was installed
some months ago.

Coverage

lor M-G-M

Pittsburgh — Charles

Baron,

M-G-M’s

exploitation director for this territory,
covered a number of cities in the area
this week in the interest of “Love Finds
Andy Hardy” and “The Crowd Roars.”
Among his stops were New Castle, Clearfield, DuBois, Lewistown, Altoona and Indiana.

Parkersburg
Pittsburgh

—

Bow

R.

J.

Soon

“Riney”

Hiehle,

Parkersburg, W. Va., exhibitor for many
years, here with Mrs. Hiehle to shake
hands with Gene Autry, stated that their
new Burwell Theatre, Parkersburg, would
be opened the first week in September.
Their son, Charles Hiehle, will be the
manager of the Burwell.

Ersig Promoted
Detroit — Charles

Ersig, formerly

of the

Gayety Theatre, has been made treasurer
of the Avenue, succeeding Harry damage, who died two weeks ago. Arthur
damage, part owner of the house, stated
that the Gayety will be reopened in the
fall under a burlesque policy.

Mrs . Lena Schagrin
Youngstown,

Ohio — Mrs.

Lena

Scha-

grin, manager of the Park and Paramount
theatres and of Max Schagrin manager
of Jane Withers in Hollywood, died in St.
Elizabeth Hospital last week as result of
a broken hip. Six other children — three
sons and three daughters — survive.

Schreiber’s Forest Theatre as manager,
after a short interlude at the Majestic.
William V. Jackson of the Fox Theatre postcards en route to Hollywood,
from Oklahoma City, aboard an American
Airliner, with Mrs. Jackson. Back late this
week.

Star From
the
is a
this
City,
Miss
in a

leading

lady in

new Lloyd film, “Professor Beware,”
former Michigander, it was disclosed
week by Margot Sanger of Traverse
Mich., through the Detroit Free Press.
Welch played with a stock company
Traverse City theatre four years ago.

McCarthy
Detroit

—

A

new

Handle

Kooler-Aire

Pittsburgh — A. &

S. Steinberg,

theatre

supply dealers, are exclusive distributors
for Kooler-Air room units, it was announced this week. One of these units is
on display and is being demonstrated in
the private office of the Steinbergs.

Michigan

Manager

Jennings

named as manager of the Grand Theatre,
Moundsville, W. Va., succeeding John
Tucker, resigned. The new manager is a
brother of Dick Jennings, Irwin, Pa.,
theatreman.
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While

Detroit— Phyllis Welch,

Supplies Move
Detroit

—

Jules Serkowich,

taken over the Ideal Theformerly operated the Ideal,
the New, Petersburg, both
by Anderson’s Alpine cir-

Await
Detroit

W.

Washington

showed a decline in Greece, there was an
upspring by French films released there
during the 1937-38 season, the department
of commerce reports.
Statistics reveal American releases
dropped from 71.3 per cent of all the films
exhibited in Greece during 1937-38. French
films increased from 25 to 66. American
product, however, with 187 releases totals
more than all the other countries combined. German pictures which have been
deteriorating under increased political influence, the report states, decreased from
60 to 49.
A number of American films failed to
arouse interest and proved commercially
unsatisfactory although there were several of outstanding merit. The tendency
toward the French product is attributed to
paucity of Continental films and many
were by third and fourth rate producers,
the reports adds.

at

Elk Rapids, owned by E. C. Loomis, has
been taken over by G. N. and W. J. Olson,
who also own the Rialto Theatre at Grayling, Mich. The Olson circuit has become
the largest in central northern Michigan.

One

U. S. Films Lose
Ground in Greece

Giveaway
giveaway

deal

Take

Group

Kermit,
of

Charlie McCarthy dummies, nearly lifesize, is being sold in Detroit. The giveaways are planned as a game of skill.

Insurance

Mt. Carmel, Pa. — A group life insurance
policy involving a total of $59,500 has been
signed by the Buckley Amusement Enterprises for employes of the State Theatre,
Mt. Carmel; the State, Mahaney City, and
the Majestic and Capitol at Shamokin.
W.

Va., Theatre

Pittsburgh — A new

theatre, seating

350,

was opened last week at Kermit, W. Va.,
located 22 miles out of Williamson. Operators are Richmond and Brown.
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TIME BOMB EXPLOSION IN FRED LIEBERMAN'S
TREMONT THEATRE IN BOSTON INJURES SEVEN
Projectionists Will
Dicker September 1

Warm Reception for
Jack Goodwin
Boston — Jack Goodwin, managing director of the Metropolitan, was given
quite
home
week

Boston — The

Moving

Picture

a

reception

he

dentally set off
resulted

in a

which

general

automatically

four-alarm

foray.

Apparatus sirened up to the
politan from every direction.
Somebody
on

later apologized

win because the Firemen's
hand.

Metro-

to Good-

Band

wasn't

Negotiations are expected to start soon.

Adamant on Wage Cuts
In New Haven Area
New

Haven — At a large joint meeting

of

Local No. 273, motion picture operators’
union covering New Haven, West Haven,
Ansonia, Derby and Shelton, and Local
No. 74 of IATSE for the same district,
members voted to stand pat on their refusal to accept a proffered 10 per cent
wage cut for the summer months from
the affiliated circuit theatres.
The three-year contracts, signed last
September providing for a sliding scale increase, will remain in effect. Unions estimate the cut would have amounted to
$27,360 in the aggregate.

Lead in " Cant Happen "
Taken by Sinclair Lewis
Boston — Sinclair Lewis, appearing

leading role of the South

Shore

in the

Players

Boston Film Outing
Planned August 16
Boston

— A

committee

on

the

Boston

Motion Picture and Allied Industry Outing
held a meeting at the RKO exchange at
60 Church St. last Tuesday at 5:30 p. m.
The film district affair will be held at
Fieldston in Marshfield, Mass., on Tuesday, August 16. Major Patrick F. Healey
is chairman in charge of arrangements.
Prizes are being donated at the present
time to be used as awards in the elaborate
sports and entertainment program being
planned.
Arrangements are being made to accommodate at least 300. The district will
be closed on August 16 for those who
attend. Free swimming, lockers, and boating will be featured.

production of his own, “It Can’t Happen
Here,” was the main attraction along the
summer theatre front in New England.
Donald Cook was in the cast.

There is a possibility that the affair
may be insured against rain.

Phil Baker appeared in the top role of
“Idiot’s Delight” at the Cape Playhouse
in Dennis. Mary Brian was in the supporting cast.

Specialty Pictures Will
Handle Four New Films

Arthur Byron was the guest star of “Let’s
Never Change,” a new play by Owen
Davis which was presented last week by
the Lakewood Players in Skowhegan.
Jane, Pattie, and Helen Pickens appeared in “The Spider” at the Wharf Theatre in Provincetown. Charles Collins was
also in the cast. Fred Stone’s “Lightnin’ ”
moved to the Keene Summer Theatre for
the week on Monday.

Boston — Roy

Boston — The

Boston

Friars Club

is see-

ing to it that a number of needy boys are
getting their vacations this summer.
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Pat

Mc-

over the New England distribution of “Delinquent Parents,” “Slander House,” and
“Rebellious Daughters.”
Specialty has also acquired “Meet

Boston — A time

bomb,

filled with

mus-

tard gas and chlorine, injured seven people and incapacitated six others when it
exploded in the orchestra of the Tremont
Theatre at
approximately
Saturday
evening.

nine

o’clock

When four widely separated New England theatres were damaged by explosion
within a single hour one morning several
years ago, the Tremont was one of them.
It has since figured in other terrorist
attempts.
Frederick E. Lieberman operates the
Tremont as a part of an independent
chain, other links of which have incurred
sabotage from time to time. Lieberman
does not use AFL labor in his local houses,
but, rather, has a contract with the
Knights of Labor, an independent union.
Lieberman, together with E. M. Loew,
whose theatres continue to figure in arson
and bombing attempts, has been negotiating with various AFL locals for some
time.
1
Confabs have been particularly numerous
recently in the case of Lieberman who has
been considering going AFL in his operation of three proposed theatres in the
old B. F. Keith location in Boston. Lieberman opened the Bijou a few days ago,
however,

with

independent

union

em-

ployes.
The bomb used at the Tremont consisted of a pint whisky bottle which, in
violation of federal regulations which
state that such containers may not be
refilled, was loaded with chlorine and
mustard gas. Two watches were attached
for the timing effect, which set off the
infernal machine during “The Prisoner of
Zenda” and proved that swordplay is an
anachronism.
Loss of life might have very well resulted, police state. Thirteen people, as
it was, were removed to the hospital for
treatment. The most severely injured was
Louis Van Camp, 64, of South Boston,
whose legs were punctured in multiple
places by flying glass. Fortunately, no
panic resulted in clearing the theatre.

the

Storm Blows Over
Mayor.”

Martin Wont

exchange

Friar Gesture

and

Gee of Specialty Pictures, Inc., have taken

Boston — Jack

Kind

E. Heffner

an

returned

Monday from a well-earned twovacation. A fire alarm was acci-

Operators

Union, Local 182, has informed local theatre operators that the two-year projectionists’ contracts expire September 1.
These contracts would have automatically
gone into effect for another year if the
union had not taken this move.

when

Independent House
Object of Earlier
Attacks

has

Boston — Phil

Run

Martin

of the

Republic

declined

to run

for the

house of representatives, he says. Martin
is a candidate, though, for delegate to the
post-primary

state Democratic

meet.

Smith,

circuit

owner,

is

taking deep breaths again. A suit charging him with disturbing the peace, in connection with his operation of the Drive-In
Theatre in Detroit, has been dismissed.
The trouble, according to the Smith office,
resulted after the ozone location screened
“Hurricane.”

NE
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PROJECTION
That PACKS

"^^ILLIAM WOOL, national advertising
head for Metro' Premium Co., was in
Boston early this week on business . . .
William J. Ryan, formerly manager of the
Plymouth at Worcester and now at the
Roxy in New York, has been honeymooning
in Worcester. Ryan is a former Holy Cross
first baseman.

'EM IN

Mr.

and Mrs. Benjamin Loeb have returned to Boston following a Mexican
honeymoon. Mrs. Loeb is the daughter of
Phillip Lavine, general manager of the
Phil Smith Theatrical Enterprises. Loeb
is a well known CPA.
Weather so far as New England driveins have been concerned this season has
been

“ducky” . . . Majority of the operators have also been having their court
troubles, too.
Harry Smith, RKO booker, left Saturday
for a sojourn in the vicinity of New Gloucester, Me.
Shirley Sitker of 20th-Fox has returned
from a vacation on the North Shore . . .
Eva

Worshofsky of the 20th-Fox exchange is back from a Cape Cod stay.

A certain exchange manager is wearing
his sox in an inverted roll these warm
days.

Just a fashion

roll.

John Scully and family are vacationing
in Maine for the month of August.
Helen Chansky of Republic left for a
North Shore rest . . . Grace Sullivan of
the local Republic headquarters is back at
the corner of Church and Winchester Sts.
following a vacation leave.
Helen Kelley left the 20th-Fox exchange
Saturday for a vacation in Hull . . . Mildred Lyons of the 20th-Fox offices is at
Falmouth.
Arthur Fallon, 20 th-Fox cashier, was
away from his desk part of last week on a
not unsuccessful collection trip.
John

EXHIBITORS

WHO CAN'T AFFORD
MORE AND

TO PAY

EXHIBITORS

WHO CAN'T AFFORD
LESS — PREFER

TO PAY

Glazier,

booker

for the

Western

Massachusetts Theatres, Inc., is on vacation leave. His office in the Metropolitan
Theatre Bldg, is being redecorated during
his absence.
Joseph

A. DiPesa,

advertising

director

for the local Loew’s Theatres, returned late
last week from a 30 -day sentence away
from his desk. He took the stretch in the
White Mountains.
If a certain Collie-Shepherd dog in Milford, N. H., is ever taken to Hollywood
to replace Rin-Tin-Tin, there should be

CAPITOL THEATRE SUPPLY COMPANY
^4 NEW

ENGLAND

ORGANIZATION

NEW 7 ENGLAND
28-30 PIEDMONT

72

STREET

FOR

EXHIBITORS
•

BOSTON,

MASS.

c

some
name

fun for marquee men. The
is “Meticoudaliocackiocus.”

pup’s

Walter Murphy returned to Loew’s Orpheum as assistant manager late last
week. Murphy who has been doing relief
work, returned from Rochester, N. Y., and
immediately went on a three-day leave . . .
Paul Kesler, here from New Jersey, continued to manage the de luxe Orpheum
last week during the summer sojourn of
George Jones.
Lou Gordon is back in the lineup following a rest cure at the Beth Israel Hos(Continued on page 74)
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A Film Standard Is

Madge

Evans

(Continued

" Army

Urged for Children
Portland,

Me. — “No

matter

how

Boston — Madge

good,

Council at the Eastland Hotel here. “If
you wish to improve the standards of moving pictures for children, you must build
up an appreciation for the better films

in New

England

the lobby of the Strand before her appearance on the stage.
Boston film critics attending the soiree
included Prunella Hall of the Post, Helen
Eager of the Traveler, Peggy Doyle and
Joyce
Adams

“spinach”

Dana of Hearst’s, and Marjory
and Jack Hamilton of the Globe.

Installation of an army recruiting station in the lobby of the Strand, attendance
of a Color Guard, and an armament display and the naming of Miss Mary Jo
Baxter as “Rhode Island’s Army Girl”
rounded out the Whalen wahoo. Miss
Baxter is the daughter of Colonel Baxter,
commanding officer of Fort Adams.

He described “local organization” as an
important function in the effort to improve public taste. Such organization, he
said, was most effective when it included
the agencies represented by the church,
the schools, libraries and the miscellaneous welfare groups. He outlined various
methods by which these groups might encourage good pictures.
“Such

encouragement,” he said, “is absolutely essential for the theatre manager, as well as the motion picture producer as a business man, and if the better films fail at the boxoffice neither producer nor manager can be expected to
handle them.

Camelot

Theatre

Corp.

Buys Springlield House
Boston — The

Camelot

Theatre

Corp.

has purchased the Art in Springfield from
the William Fox Play Company, Inc., of
New York.
Transaction is said to hinge upon a
first mortgage of $118,750 and a second
mortgage of $12,000. A new mortgage
was given back to the William Fox Play
Company, Inc., for $98,750.

“39 Steps" Again Sept. 15
date for the reissue of

Alfred Hitchcock’s “The 39 Steps,” starring Robert Donat and Madeleine Carroll,
has been advanced to September 15.

•

Evans,

in Boston

One of the headlines of the stunt which
was carried through in entirety by David
B. Whalen who heads publicity for Republic in New England, was the 15-minute
radio interview of Miss Evans put on in

among the younger people,” he said.
Milliken, secretary of the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc., and director of the community
service department of the corporation, told
the group that if certain films were selected by grown-ups, and youngsters were
arbitrarily directed to see them, children

Hollywood — The

Girl "

with a summer stock company on Cape
Cod, made a personal appearance at the
Strand Theatre in Providence. The meander was in connection with the premiere
showing at the Edward Reed house of
“Army Girl,” Republic feature starring
Miss Evans.

you can’t cram pictures down the youngsters’ throats,” Carl E. Milliken advised
members of the Portland Motion Picture

would regard them as so much
and nothing would be gained.

BOSTON

Ballyhoos

••••••••••••••

from page 72)

pital. The circuit owner, controlling theatres in Maine and on Cape Cod, underwent a minor operation.
John Curley returned as student assistant manager at Loew’s State in Providence
this week. Curley has been subbing at
Loew’s Orpheum in Boston.
Sam Haase, theatre broker, was seen
coming out of the offices of Lehman Bros,
in New York one day last week.
Certain film district fishermen are complaining that it has been so damp in New
England of late that mosquitoes, black flies,
and midges are being born with web feet.
Samuel F. Liftman of the Decorative
Flower shop in the Motor Mart Bldg, in
the district is working on a special gift
giveaway for local film executives.
Jack Granara, RKO Theatres publicity
head, went to town last week on exploitation for what was termed the “world premiere” of “Mother Carey’s Chickens” at
the Keith’s Memorial. Granara, perhaps
back too soon after his golfing vacation,
credited “Kate Smith Wig gin” in press
releases with being the author of the bestselling novel. The middle name is, of
course, “Douglas.”
Dave Whalen, New England publicity
manager for Republic, has promoted the
inclusion of a credit line for the Republic
serial in the Dick Tracy comic series
running in the Herald-Traveler . This is a
particularly tough daily to crack.
Theatre men have done about everything, but it remained to Arthur Lockwood and Harry Shaw, Connecticut circuit executives, to be named chairmen to a
Motion•O Picture Committee for the opening
of the Middletown Bridge, no less.
Thomas DiMaura has changed the policy
o
of •the
Drive-In Theatre in Weymouth.
The open-air is now putting on new double
features every Wednesday and Sunday.

•■o

“* INTERNAT
0
FLOATING IONAL
COMFORT SEAT
THEATRECOMPANY
CHAIRS
O-

MR.

O-

C-

O-

*•
74

Horace McNab, theatre publicity man,
suffered last week with a toothache. One
side of his jaw was twice as prominent as
the other.

(The Largest Single Sale of Theatre 0

John Curran, advance man, left here last
week after centering at the RKO publicity
offices for a few days.

Ever

Made

in New

England,

WHY?

O-

O-

LIEBERMAN

JIMMY

643 Church

•■o Pickens Sisters held a reunion in
The
Provincetown last week. Jane Pickens ap•o peared there in a summer stock production.

JUST BOUGHT 5.000
OF THEM!
Seats

O-

FRED

Betty Sloper has resigned from the staff
•o Fine Arts. Her parents hold imporof the
tant positions on the Christian Science
Monitor.

Street

O'
BRIEN
2239

HANcock

Ernest Comi, National Theatre Supply
salesman, has been talking with wholesale
cigar dealers.
Amelio Franzi of the National Theatre
boy.
Supply Co. and Mrs. Franzi have a baby

BOSTON

»0

William Kunzman of the National Carbon Co. was in town. He dined one day
with John Gatelee and James Burke, projection powers.
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RCA Sound Rides High
In New England Market
Boston — The

sale

and

installation

new RCA

equipment continues at an “increasing pace” in New England, according to H. C. Elwes jr., Photophone sales
representative.
E. M. Loew who is constructing another
Drive-In Theatre, this in Washington, D.
C„ has contracted for a new RCA High
Fidelity sound system. The apparatus
utilizes special out-of-door speakers which
RCA has developed specifically for outdoor worl$. Loew already has ozone spots
in Florida, Rhode Island, and Massachusetts.
The circuit owner has contracted, in
addition, de luxe RCA equipment for his
new theatre which is being erected in
Framingham. The house will be named
the Hollis.
Ann

Leavitt of Ogunquit, Me., has installed new RCA sound in the Leavitt

Theatre.
Frank

LePage

has contracted

They Talk Shop in
Bean Town

of

for the

latest type RCA sound for the LePage’s
new house in Millinocket, Me. The theatre, now under construction, is expected
to open the latter part of August.
A. C. Barwood will put a new sound
system, together with RCA hard of hearing
aids, into the Nugget. Barwood recently
tore down the old Nugget in the Dartmouth College town and is putting up a
modern house, to open early in September.
Frederick E. Lieberman has put the
latest type of RCA unit into the Bijou in
Boston. Down in Newport, R. I., the Naval
Training School has replaced antiquated
sound apparatus with new units.

Boston
lately?

—

“Where

I haven't

have

seen

you

you

been

around

for

the past few weeks," one theatreman
was heard to say to another this week.
“I have
answer.

been

very

busy,"

“Have you given up
came the comeback.

Two

your

was

the

theatre?"

Foreign Films Are

Ripped
Boston — The

by Hub
Bureau

Censors

of Sunday

Censor-

ship has reported again on two foreign
features passed in April and November,
respectively, by the Massachusetts board.
The films in question are “Un Carnet de
Bal,” otherwise known as “Life Dances
On,” and “Mayerling.” Cameo Screen Attractions, Inc., distributes both features.
Eliminations on “Un Carnet de Bal” are:
“Dialogue, ‘you are lunching between your
wife and your mistress’; caption, ‘You are
lunching between your wife . . . and your
mistress!’ Dialogue, ‘ — killed his mistress— ’; caption, ‘He murdered his mistress
something.’ on” the nine-reel “Mayerling”
or Scissorings
follow: “Dialogue, ‘Non de Dieu’; scene
showing girl on table pulling her dress up;
scene showing Prince pulling girl off table
onto his lap; dialogue, ‘ — Marie is my wife.
And soon she will be my wife before the
whole world.’ ”
“Lady Godiva" Banned
In Massachusetts

" Moonlight Sonata " Is
Held Over a 11th Week
Boston — “Moonlight

Sonata”

has vaulted

into second place on the all-time holdover
list at the Fine Arts Theatre with its retention at the house for its 11th week.
The second- is held by “Cloistered” which
tallied 14 weeks.
Nearest to the record holder is “Man
of Aran” with 10 weeks. “Monastery” and
“Life and Loves of Beethoven” each
chalked up eight weeks. “Ski Chase”
was good for seven, “Slalom” for six and
“Power” for five.

" Miss Legion" Flies In

Boston — Evelyn

Keyes,

star

of

Para-

mount’s “Son of the Legion,” arrived in
Boston by plane last week. Vic McKenzie,
who is national convention director
of the American Legion, accompanied Miss
Keyes whose first picture was the “Buccaneer.” An American Legion detachment
also turned out en force inasmuch as the
Cecil B. DeMille protege is “Miss American Legion.”

"Traveler"

Cast Additions

Hollywood — Joseph

Crehan,

Henry

Roquemore, John T. Murray and Henry
Martin have been added to the cast of
“Arkansas Traveler,” Bob
for Paramount.
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Boston — “Lady

Godiva

but not in Massachusetts.

Rides

Again”

The entire sub-

ject under that heading in Loew’s “News
of the Day No. 287” has been eliminated
by the Bay State bureau of Sunday censorship. It was the only cut in 38 films
reviewed by the board.
Nine vaudeville acts were passed as presented for exhibition on the Lord’s Day.
Four were disapproved, while five others
were passed after deletions.

^ANCEHALLS and theatres criticized by
Insurance Commissioner C. W. Lovejoy as lacking in proper fire protection
and equipment are located principally in
Washingtonhibitors. Nocounty,
according
to local'
exCumberland
county
theatres
were in any way criticized.
The Empire Theatre is to be redecorated, work to begin within two or three
weeks . . . The Strand’s new marquee is
to make its appearance within a week or
ten days . . . With the new Snyder regime,
all vacations with pay have been canceled.
The

sidewalk broadcasts

staged by the

State every Monday, Wednesday and Friday noon, are drawing increasingly large
crowds. The fact the P. A. system has
been hooked up with the mike so that
those standing many feet away can hear
perfectly, is partially responsible for the
stunt’s popularity.
Rain, ivhich fell almost continuously for
two weeks, proved a boon to local boxoffices but detrimental to crops in the surrounding territory . . . Louis Wiley, former
employe of the Maine Theatre, is ill.
The new M&P

theatre at Bath, Me., the

Uptown, will open officially August' 8.
Francis Gooch, former manager of the
Columbia at Bath and assistant manager
of the State Theatre here, will manage
the house.
Returning vacationists: Nate Press, assistant manager, State Theatre; Bertina
Wolfe, cashier, Strand; Charles Burns,
doorman, Strand. Madeline Roberts, Empire cashier, will leave August 6 for two
weeks. Muriel Cote, former bookkeeper
for the Strand and Empire, will sub.
When Rudy Vallee stopped briefly in
Portland he received an unusual gift from
a former fellow-worker. Chelsea Waldron,
State Theatre projectionist', who was an
operator at the Strand Theatre in 1911
when Rudy was a wheelboy there, presented the popular screen and radio star
with an old picture of Vallee, taken in
April, 27 years ago.

Now’s

the Time

to replace that cylindrical type Motiograph rear shutter with the new P.
EDWARD COMI disc type rear shutter.
MORE

LIGHT

LESS

HEAT

GUARANTEED
Inquire about prices
Loan Machines Available

Theatre Service & Supply Co.
112 Arlington

St.

Boston
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10 Years Ago
^HE
third annual Connecticut MPTO
golf tournament at Racebrook was the
most successful yet. Both 18-hole
courses were reserved for the party.

golf
The

aldson,

Morris

Joseph,

Edward

Ruff,

Bob

Cobe, and I. Levine are on this year's
committee. Events will include novel
races, swimming, luncheon, dinner, dancing
and awarding of prizes. Watch for further
announcements next week.

morning was devoted to a nine-hole qualifying round, with luncheon at the Clubhouse. The 18-hole tournament in the
afternoon was followed by dinner and entertainment. They came from Boston,
New York, New Jersey, and all parts of
Connecticut. Out-of-towners included
Nathan Yamins of Fall River, president
of Allied States; Maurice N. Wolf, Metro
district manager; Herb McIntyre, RKO

New

district manager; Joe Cohen, Pouzzner circuit; Chester Grenier, demon film printer;

follow the present engagement
with a dark period for repairs.

E. X. Callahan, 20th-Fox; I. H. Rogovin,
Columbia; Jack Byrne, Metro; E. C. Callahan, Columbia; Hy Fine and Phil Seletsky,
M&P; and A1 Kane, Paramount, all of
Boston; Louis Astor, William Scully and
Eddie McEvoy of New York.

Tire Strand, Norwich, and Empire, New
London, will try a series of midnight shows
of Italian pictures . . . Yale students will
be back 5,000 strong, September 26 . . .
exhibitors have missed the boys.

No pictures will he shown this summer
at either the Niantic Ballroom or the Hotel
Griswold . . . John A. Eherson, architect,
personally advertises the reopening of the
Cameo

at Bridgeport. The house is undergoing extensive remodeling . . . The Rialto,
Britain, Daly-DiLorenzo house, will
of “Elysia”

From

Boxoffice

Files, Aug.

4, 1928

JJERMAN Rifkin, president of Rayart, is
tripping through Maine . . . Independent Theatre Supply is outfitting the new
Franklin, Franklin, Mass. . . . Leon A.
Crosby has opened the Casino at Naples,
Me. . . . Esther Lasker, American Feature
Films cashier, is vacationing. She’ll be
gone two weeks, destination unannounced.

“Jake” Lowrie is getting some kinks out
of his back, the result of third-basing in
a ball game at the Boston film district
outing at Pemberton Inn . . . Morris
Pouzzner opens the Toy Town Theatre in
Winchendon, Mass., in September . . .
Mrs. Rose Mee, assistant contract clerk
at the Fox office, Boston, is vacationing
in the White Mountains.
Phil Seletsky,
Publix, is down

well-known booker
with appendicitis .

for
. .

Good
Shirley scooped again as
houses in Hartford, New Haven

Loew-Poli
and Wor-

cester kept her for a second week in “Little
Miss Broadway .” “Curly Top,” playing a
holiday week, was the only Temple picture
to heat it in New Haven . . . 20 th-Fox has
invited the trade to a special screening of
“Alexander’s Ragtime Band” August 9
at 10 a. m. at the Poli, New Haven. Ben
Simon’s enthusiasm mounts daily. All
Poli houses operi with the picture on the
19th.
Next
August

date to ring on your calendar is
25, when the annual film district

outing will be held at Ye Castle Inn, Saybrook, a spot steeped in many years of
movie outing tradition. For the benefit
of those who don’t remember, a little digging reveals the first outing was held in
1920. Barney Pitkin, John Pavone, Lou
Wechsler,

Timothy

O’Toole,

Thomas

Don-

Wister

Tax spenders are on the lookout for new ways to tax the theatre, but who looks out for the theatre man when he gets old?
Happily, you can provide your
own pension — from the income
brought by Alexander minute-orless playlets. Tests have shown
that these quality short-shorts actually increase theatre attendance
and at the same time bring a dependable monthly revenue. Have
you seen the 1938 newsreel type
of playlet?
We'll gladly give you a looksee and tell you how to gain extra revenue with Hollywood-quality shorts. Write:

ALEXANDER
NEW
230 PARK

FILM COMPANY
YORK

This week should
whether the State,
by Ben Leo, will put
and the rest films.
ful at Millerton and

AVE.

NEW

YORK

Phone: Murray Hill 9-3161

CITY

Accessories

see the decision as to
Springdale, operated
in three days of stock
Stock was unsuccessthe theatre is back on

and

H. Romer

ing over all' the Loew
Franklin

used

Theatre,

have

been

go-

lobbies.
Springfield,

is due

to

August 15, Barnett Tabackman leaving Devon to take charge . . . The Poli
spot announcements

on

WELI

pre-

ceding “Love Finds Andy Hardy,” in addition to the regular “Ambassador” program,
which launched a contest for the best
letter on “How I fell in love,” with guest
tickets as prizes . . . Local Poli announcement on WELI, which takes the Hollywood
salute to Irving Berlin and “Alexander’s
Ragtime Band” from Columbia Broadcasting, August 19, will precede and follow
the national program.
Vacationing: Matt Saunders of Bridgepart Poli goes to Chicago and then Canad . . . George Freeman of the Poli,
Springfield, makes it Maine . . . Sam Badamo of the College, New Haven, is Lake

news that “Billy” White of the Central Theatre, Westerly, R. L, is recuperating after a severe illness at his Hub
home . . . Eva Worshofsky of the Fox

poster department,
week vacation.
Federal

Boston,

is on

a

two-

agents are in the Northwest investigating charges of coercion and boycott

in buying, growing out of exhibitor resentment toward distributors serving nontheatrical accounts . . . Edward A. Lavery
has started work on a new theatre in
North Attleboro, Mass.

JJARRY ROSE, Globe manager, delayed
his vacation three days to launch another stage contest. House has so many
stage contests that Harry had trouble
keeping them straight. When he finally
got away, he went to Syracuse.
Morris Rosenthal of the Majestic is receiving congratulations on a birthday, but
that’s all he'll tell.
Vandals broke a large boxoffice
at the Park City Theatre.
Week

of rainy

weather

did

window

much

to

increase the boxoffice receipts. Loew-Poli
even had a long line standing in pouring
rain waiting

to see “Little Miss Broadway .”

Matt Saunders of Loew-Poli brought his
family home from the Thousand Island
and then took a plane for Chicago to visit
his mother.

Sunnapee-bound.

Morris Rosenthal hosted social workers,
probation officers and newspapermen at a

Hi-hats :
had grand

midnight

Capitol Park Amphitheatre
opera under Alfredo Almaggi

of New York Hippodrome Co. . . . University Gilbert & Sullivan troupe gave four
operas at Avery Memorial, Hartford.
in a series of specialty

nights

at

the Globe, Bridgeport, features ‘Coquettes,”
an all-girl swing band. The Shag Contest is on at this house, with five Monday
(Continued
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Strawhat

flickers only . . . Home office auditor is
making the rounds of the Loew-Poli houses
. . . Charles Casanave of National Screen

Third

OFFICE:

of the Ivory ton

group worked with Universal in Hollywood
for two years . . . Katharine Hepburn was
in the Westport Playhouse audience last
week . . . Charles Kullman came down for
the opening at Stony Creek . . . Governor
Wilhur Cross and staff and Rex Beach attended the Clinton summer theatre last
week.

open

A HAPPY ENDING

Clark

on next page)

Dorothy
Loew-Poli,

preview

of “Little Tough

Guy.”

Peddle, chief of staff at the
is back from Block Island.

Borrows

Jean Arthur

Hollywood — Borrowed

from

Columbia,

Jean Arthur draws the lead in “Water
Gypsies,” Hal Roach film for Metro release.
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HAVEN
from

preceding

tain streamers, five big downtown

Rumors

that Riverside

a five-

cvnd Shrewsbury

drive-ins will be investigated, because of
misconduct of -patrons in parked cars . . .
Michael Cascioli of the Park is showing his
young nephew, Father Michael Donatelli,
just arrived from Italy, around New England . . . Ben Lourie is an accomplished
electrician when he isn’t showing the light
to exhibitors . . . The Guilfold one-man
fire department is still pumping water out
of Leo Schapiro’s theatre, which
ed in the recent rams.

was flood-

Theatre News, New Haven county guide
to theatres and other entertainment, has
moved to enlarged quarters at 116 Church
St. . . . It’s a game: No sooner does the
college announce a coming feature and begin ballyhooing, than it is yanked for second-feature atthe Loew-Poli. Latest: “City
Streets” . . . Plymouth, Milford, is the only
strawhat in Connecticut or Long Island
which does not employ IATSE members,
according to Harry Feldman, local No. 74
business agent.

Roach Replaces One
Hollywood — - “Captain Midnight” replaces “Robbery Under Arms” on Hal
Roach’s film program for the current season, the latter having been shelved because of script difficulties. Margaret Sullavan and Brian Aherne play the leads,
and John C. Blystone directs.

How

window tieups, daily radio plugs on “Quiz”
program in front of theatre five times
weekly and other items worked out by him,

page)

nights reserved for the event, and
piece band, accompanying.

J^FTER the rain comes the — horses. August 1 brought back the gee-gees to
Rhode Island for the first meet since
last summer. And so theatremen who have
been enjoying unusually
business — thanks to the

“Love

Finds Andy Hardy” played to biggest
business of past five months at the
State.

good summer
unprecedented

Maurice

rainy spell of June and July — now can
use as an alibi for any falling off in

boys

are

hoping

that

Cooke,

featured

organist

at

Loew’s State, is now sharing his console
artistry with radio listeners, playing a 15minute program twice weekly over WPRO
direct from the theatre. Music is aired

grosses this month that perennial favorite— “what can you expect, with all the
money and people going to Narragansett

Track?”
Some of the

store

before the house opens and each broadcast carries plugs for current films.

Ed

Cumberland

Hills Playhouse

folded

up

Fay will slip them a few good tips — direct
from the horses themselves. Fay, last
week, was appointed as Honorary Steward
of the track by Director Jim Dooley. No,

July 26 after 13 weeks of losing business
which reportedly cost backers of the
project more than $10,000.

there’s no

John Curley of Loew’s State staff back
to work this week after a month spent in

salary

with

the job!

Dave Whalen, Republic p, a., breezed
into town last week and pulled some
stunts that put a lot of the other boys
to shame in the matter of garnering

relief duty at the State in Boston, as assistant manager . . . Miss Betty Chappelle,
attractive cashier at the State, was absent
from duty this week while acquiring a
vacation coat of tan somewhere in New

newspaper space. Whalen brought Madje
Evans from her summer theatre rehearsals
on Cape Cod to the Strand for a personal

Jersey . . . Manager Sam Kaufman is
taking advantage of summer shutdown of
Fays to spend much of his time with his
family at a seaside summer cottage.

appearance on the opening day of “Army
Girl.” What with newspaper and stage
interviews, and a cocktail party for the
press at the Biltmore, the town knew
“Army Girl” was on
the resultant SRO.

at the

Strand

with

" Wonderful Time " Big
New

Over at Loew’s State, Manager Eddie
McBride has been keeping busy putting
over campaigns for his attractions. Thanks
largely to radio

to operate

transcriptions,

motion

York — In

spite of

terrific heat,

“Having Wonderful Time” had openings
at Baltimore and Lake Placid in which
the grosses paralleled
ney’s “Snow White.”

soda foun-

those

of Walt

Dis^-

picture theatres

profitably
Here is a new book full of HOW TO DO IT information, written by a man
who believes that the first objective of theatre management is to make money.
In this book he covers motion picture theatre management from A to Z,
giving the best results of years of experience as a guide in establishing
successful policies, building profitable business, and efficiently operating any
size theatre.

The Management of
Motion Picture Theatres
By FRANK

Get This Great Aid to Theatre

Management / GET IT TODAY!!

H. RICKETSON.

Jr.

President. Fox Inter-Mountain Theatres, Inc.

375 pages, 6x9, illustrated, $3.50

Send check or money order to

ASSOCIATED PUBLICATIONS, 4704 East Ninth Street, Kansas City, Missouri
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Fund

New Englanders Loom Importantly
In Eastern Area News Spotlight
'J'HE meeting in New York of distributor
and exhibitor representatives from all
parts of the country to iron out final details of the industry cooperative advertising campaign highlighted news developments in the neighboring eastern territory the past week, with Nathan Yamins,
New England’s own exhibitor leader of
Fall River, Mass., emerging conspicuous
in the forthcoming program.
Upon

Yamins, also president of the national Allied States organization, falls the
duty of leading the drive to raise $250,000
from independent exhibitors as their share
in the trade’s $1,000,000 campaign.
Also prominent in the gathering from
New England were Sam Pinanski, Boston;
Dr. J. B. Fishman, New Haven; E. M. Fay,
Providence, and N. Goldstein, Springfield,
Mass.
Other newsworthy developments
neighboring eastern territory;

month
“We

European

cruise was

Raiser

to be “rou-

had a general knowledge

that they

had
something like this in mind,” Metro’s
tine.”
president Nicholas M. Schenck told Boxoffice

when

Hollywood

asked

on

his

arrival

for his comment
ernment’s “divorce” suit.

from

on the gov-

Failing in its efforts to secure a public
underwriting to provide funds for the retirement of $29,400,000 of six per cent
debentures, Warner Bros, asked its bondholders to take substitute securities. Bookers for the same company’s New York
exchange notified independent circuit
heads that Warner will not deliver five

Jumping into the industry’s “Motion Picture’s Greatest Year” campaign, Nathan Yamins of Fall River,
Mass., president of Allied, is member
of a committee to raise $250,000 from
independent exhibitors as their contribution to the $1,000,000 budget.

in the

Emil K. Ellis, armed with special power
by the New York supreme court, prepared
to take depositions of Loew’s, Inc., directors and other home office officials in the
minority stockholder suit against the
profit-sharing plan recently inaugurated.
He had just finished west coast depositions.
S. R. Kent was to resume meetings to
perfect a method for conciliation of trade
problems. In view of the government’s “divorce” suit, earlier tentative plans probably will have to be revised.
David E. Rose, new head of Paramount’s
British production, told Boxoffice the
company is all set on four pictures to be
made by independent producers in England and that during his current trip to
London he will negotiate two more feawhich

tures to complete Paramount’s
ends April 30, 1939.

quota year

Regina Crewe, film commentator in the
New York Journal- American, predicted
third- dimensional effects will be achieved
in pictures within the next 12 months.
“Semi-professional” vaudeville over a
circuit of Brooklyn neighborhood houses
this fall was announced as under discussion by radio station WMCA. Half of the
one-hour shows would go on the air, the
other 30 minutes exclusive in the theatres.
The American Federation of Actors announced it would require all agents doing
business with its members to be licensed
by September 1. Once licensed, the agents
will not be able to handle non-union acts.
Edwin M. Fadman’s National Pictures
Corp. for the distribution of foreign pictures on the domestic market bowed in
with the release of “Legions
as the starter.

of Honor”

Walter J. Hutchinson, director of foreign
sales for 20th-Fox, said on boarding
the Grace liner Santa Maria that his four-
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Another New Englander prominent at the industry gathering last week in the
Hotel Astor, New York, was Samuel Pinanski ( third from left ) . Pictured here
are M. A. Lightman, Neil F. Agnew, Pinanski, Robert J. O’Donnell, Barney
Balaban, Frank C. Walker, A. W. Smith jr„ and Y. Frank Freeman. Also
from New England, but not catching the camera’s eye, were Dr. J. B. Fishman,
E. M. Fay, arid N. Goldstein.
pictures on the current lineup, cutting
the promised list of 60 to 55.
The trade practice meetings probably
will cause MPTOA to postpone its annual
convention, tentatively scheduled for October in Oklahoma City, Fred Wehrenberg,
president of the MPTOA St. Louis affiliate and member of the national board,
intimated.
The new Metro exchange building in
Buffalo was being readied for a Monday
opening.
The

internal

revenue

bureau

in

its

monthly report of admission tax collections revealed June receipts from the
ticket levy were $1,624,453, an increase
of $250,000 over the June total last year.

"Professor" Bows
Boston — The

New

England

premiere

of

Harold Lloyd’s “Professor, Beware” has
been set for the Paramount and Fenway.
The feature was scheduled to open dayand-date at these M&P theatres Thursday, with “Bulldog Drummond

in Africa.”

Prizes Abundant at
MPTO Tournament
New

awarded

Haven — Seventy-five

at the third annual

prizes

were

Connecticut

MPTO

golf tournament that was held August 2 at the Racebrook Country Club.
Prize winners included Meyer Bailey,

Bert Jacocks and Max Hoffman, exhibitors’
low gross; for low net — Jack Findlay, Hy
Fine, Herb McIntyre, Leo Ricci, Maurice
Shulman; putting — George Wilkinson, Art
Smith, George Comden, Hoffman; driving— Ben Lourie, J. Casey, Max Tabackman. Non-golfers putting prizes were garnered by Leo Bonoff, A1 Robbins and Jim
O’Toole.
Mahoney.
Awards for the best dressed
participants went to Cy O’Toole and Tim
The allied industries low gross was copped by Ralph Civitello, Charles Casanave
jr„ I. H. Rogovin and H. Germaine.
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MOTION PICTURE CAMPAIGN IS OPENED IN
SOUTHWEST WITH OKLAHOMA CITY MEETING
Griffith Takes Five Pickens

Griffith Takes

Houses; Deal Effective Sept. 1
Dallas — R. E. Griffith

has

taken

over

the Pickens south Texas towns of Cuero,
New Braunfels and Refugio, effective September 1. The deal involves five houses.
Film exchanges were notified of the transaction early in the week.
The Pickens-Griffith tieup was reported, but unverified, in Boxoffice over a
month ago. At that time the deal was
denied both by Pickens and the Griffith
organization.
Pickens, a well-known and successful
Texas exhibitor, and a film salesman before that, started in on what seemed to
be the nucleus of another important Texas
circuit.
The Pickens acquisition adds to the R.
E. Griffith remarkable expansion in Texas
during the past two years. However,
neither Cuero nor New Braunsfels are considered good show towns.

Amusement Tax In
At New Orleans
New

Orleans — The

new

tax

law,

two

differing

on

of last

year,

that

Dallas

city amuse-

several

points

continues

the

per cent levy on theatre and motion picture admissions and adds a

five per cent levy on some forms of
entertainment not now taxed. Because
of the

many exemptions, the approximate amount of the revenue the taxes

will

yield

Frank

Fairley, director
line and amusement

has

not

been

estimated,

of the city gasotax department,

said.

a hasty check-up, seemed to be hit hardest among central Texas theatres by the
Colorado River flood now subsiding along
to the Gulf. Griffith houses at Brady and
San Saba were closed part of the time.
There was some damage at El Campo, Bay
City and Victoria, it was reported. Damage

to theatre properties, however, was not as
great as is the fall off in receipts and
the anticipated low revenues for some
weeks to come due to much rehabilitation
now going on in those sections.
In Wharton, where Griffith and Rubin
Frels have one theatre each, both of those
houses were flooded up through the first
few rows of seats last Sunday afternoon
but all the dry cushions were filled. Everybody had a good time.

Latin-American Into
New Santone Offices

Griffith Pleased With
Test of Photo Pay Nite

Central Texas Floods
Exact Toll of Houses
Dallas — The

R. E. Griffith

San Antonio — The

circuit, after

Latin-American

Film

Exchange is now settled in its new quarters at 610 Soledad St., on Filmrow. A
gold-lettered sign on the window reads:
“Azteca Films Distributing Co., El Paso,
San Antonio, Los Angeles, Mexico City,
New York, N. Y.,” for whom Latin-American is the local distributor. Manager
Jimenez has a private office next to the
general office.
In step with the increased expansion,
Jack H. Adams jr. of Dallas is expected
in this week to handle American film
product in south Texas.
The shipping, inspection and vault departments are large and have all facilities
of any modern film plant. — L. K.
Boston Likes Fantasy
Boston — Straight-laced

Bostonians

::

August
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S

City — After

a

test run

on

Photo Pay-Nite by the Griffith Amusement Co. in its theatre at Cleveland, Okla.,
the company has decided to put the stunt
into a large number of its houses.
The game is now running in Griffith
houses at Ponca City, Blackwell and Enid
and plans are being made to put it into
operation in Griffith houses at Seminole,
Mangum, Frederick, Altus and Ada within the near future.

Tours for Legion
Hollywood — As

“Miss

American

Le-

gion,” Evelyn Keyes, Paramount starlet,
is touring key cities and inviting leading
civic officials to attend the 1938 convention of the American Legion in Los Angeles in September.

ap-

parently like their films with fantasy.
“King Kong,” RKO reissue, playing the
Gayety here, added seven days to an
original four-day booking.
BOXOFFICE

Oklahoma

In Calling Exhibitor
Leaders
—

Austin

Theatre

Loses $300
robbed

itol here of $300 last Sunday.

before

he

reached

his

Following the Oklahoma meet, Texas
exhibitors are due to be inspired with the
return from New York of R. J. O’Donnell,
co-chairman with Griffith, for the southwest. A Dallas meeting is in the cards
immediately on the heels of the Oklahoma
affair, and Friday of this week was said
to be the possible date, so swift are these
two leading Texas showmen working.

Flying Exhibitor May
Have Set New Record
Charlotte — The

the Cap-

business

of Robert

Bry-

ant of Rock Hill, S. C., is operating a motion picture theatre, but his hobby is flying
in a light airplane, and seeking to set
new records with it.
He claims to have set a new world
record Sunday when he flew nonstop from
Miami, Fla., to Camden, N. J. — 1,050 miles
— in slightly more than 13 hours in a oneseat monoplane with a two-cylinder engine. The longest recognized nonstop flight
for planes with engines with 122 cubic
inches or less displacement was 763 miles,
flown by a Frenchman several years ago.
Bryant, 30 years old, prior to last Sunday
had attempted to break the Frenchman’s
record.
In his latest effort he carried sealed
instruments to be submitted to Washington authorities for official calibration.

Charter Eufaula House
Oklahoma

Austin— A lone bandit

Even

Dallas headquarters, on a return trip from
New York, R. E. Griffith, one of the regional chairmen of the “Motion Picture’s
Greatest Year Campaign” started the ball
rolling Wednesday with a call of exhibitor leaders for a meeting in Oklahoma
City on Thursday.
The call was issued by Griffith by wire
which was signed with him by such important figures as L. C. Griffith, H. J.
Griffith, Ralph Talbot, Morris Loewenstein. The Oklahoma meet was to be the
opening gun to fire the campaign in the
southwest where it has been well received
as a good idea by every exhibitor contacted.

ment tax, designed to produce additional revenue, is in effect. The new
from

Initiative

City — The

secretary

of state

has granted a charter for the Chief Theatre, Inc., of Eufaula to Marvin Lowe,
S. P. Doss and B. E. Doss. Capital stock
is $2,500.
79

Southerners

m in a m\ in

in Gotham

CJMOKING is being permitted for the first
time in Miami theatres as special sections for smokers are being put into use
this week at the Capitol and the Olympia
theatres. Previously special sections for
smokers have been set aside in several of
the

Miami Beach houses, but this present arrangement marks an innovation for
the larger city. Permission was granted
by the police department when staff members, trained in coping with fire hazards,
added.

were

Mrs. Max Fleischer and her son, Richard, have come back to the beach and have
reopened their home on Meridan Ave.
Prom

M. A. Lightman,

president of the Malco

chain, Memphis,

leads off the con-

tingent, supported in fourth position by R. J. O’Donnell, general manager of
the Interstate circuit, Dallas. In proper order now, left to right: Lightman,
Neil F. Agnew, Sam Pinanski, O’Donnell, Barney
A. W . Smith jr. and Y. Frank Freeman.

Balaban, Frank

C. Walker,

Miami

Chicago, Jonas Perlberg, the perennial wag, postcards greetings to his
friends, telling of a sign he noted

on a theatre marquee there: “Damsel
Distress. Cooled by Refrigeration!”

in

Gloria Osburn, young daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Osburn, is much in demand as a dancer. She was a featured
performer at a recent stage show at the
Flagler. Daddy Osburn, who manages the
State, was a bit reluctant to have his
daughter contribute her talent to a Paramount house’s program but, since none
of the Wometco houses are using any
variety features, he yielded to Gloria’s
coaxing. She is now with her father and
mother on a vacation jaunt through
Georgia, Alabama and the Carolinas.

Almost all southerners. First row, left to right: A. E. Adams, general manager of the Martin circuit, Columbus, Ga., and N. A. Taylor, head of the
Toronto (Canada) Exhibitors Booking Ass’n. Second row: N. H. Waters, Waters
chain, Birmingham; Roy Martin, head of the Martin circuit, Columbus, and
David Komisky of the Neighborhoods Theatres, Inc., Richmond, Va.

Flying through Miami were these well
known names in the world of amusement:
Linton Wells and Carleton Smith. Wells
was returning from South America where
ihe has been touring about handling the
mike assignment on the Sunday Magic
Key broadcasts. He came in from Port
au Prince on the West Indies clippership.
Smith, music critic for Esquire and Coro-

net, and commentator
Stadium

symphonic

on the Lewishon

concerts, took off from

the International Pan-American
at Dinner Key for Cristobal.

airport

George Manley, assistant manager of
the Gables Theatre, is spending his vacation putting the final touches on his new
Miami home, just over the city line from
Coral Gables. George Allen, assistant at
the closed- for -the-summer Sheridan, is
assisting Daniel Boone while Manley is
out. Boone and his wife, incidentally , recently returned from a vacation trip which
was also a celebration of their first wedding anniversary. They made a circuit of
the state.
Many celebrities in the entertainment
world who make their southern headquarters at the Alamac Hotel on Miami
Beach during their midwinter vacations,

Jack Roper, Arthur Dunn
Orleans.
To

Direct Dock

Charleston,
in September,

and Herman

Street

S. C. — Charles H. Meredith,
becomes managing director

of the Dock Street Theatre here. He presently directs the Little Theatre in Dallas.
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Lorber of the Saenger

Film

Machine

circuit in New

to School

Boiling Springs, N. C. — The local high
school has purchased a motion picture
machine and other equipment to be used
in class study.

are spending their midsummer rest-andplay period with the same host since genial Walter Jacob has opened for the second season the smart Lake Tarlton Club
in New Hampshire. The Jacobs family,
Walter,

his father and two brothers, purchased the 5,500 acre property, formerly an
ultra exclusive private club, a year ago
last spring.
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SAMTOi

HE

For

Trade

Drive

Meeting

L

W. McCLINTOCK, Paramount branch
manager, had to make a wide detour
recently in returning from a sales trip to
El Paso. “Mack” was flood-bound and it
took him several days after he left the
border town to get back to the Alamo
City via cross state routes which brought
him up around Fort Worth and down,
taking him several hundred miles out of
his way in order to escape the Colorado
and San
page.

Saba

rivers’ wild and

wide

ram-

Vacation notes: Lawrence Arnold, assistant skipper at the State, vacationed
and “worked” at Camp Bullis as a secondlieutenant . . . Bob Nelson, second in command at the Aztec, back from Memphis
and St. Louis . . . Jerry (Fluff Duff ) McCasland, Palace cashier, enjoying herself
up in the cool hills of Colorado . . . C.
E. (Red) Rupard, business agent of the
Dallas projectionists, with Guy Luther also
of the same city, here recently en route
to Austin to cast their lines in the water
. . . Lee Aronstein, head man at the Palace,
is hobnobbing around Dallas, Galveston
and Houston . . . Clarence Moss, Interstate
publicity department, has returned from
Saltillo, Mex., to let his boss, Jack Chalman, go fishing down around Port Aransas.

Harold Robb (right) of the Robb & Rowley chain, Dallas, chats with Wm. T.
Powers (center ) of the Fox circuit, and George Lynch of the Schine Enterprises,
Gloversville, N. Y.

Dolores Sellers, former candy saleslady
at the State, is now Mrs. C. C. Potts of
Wink, Tex. Her successor is Miss Helen
Collins . . . James Broyles, Texas roadshowman, was a caller at Independent
Film Exchange-Supply Co. to do some shopping for his tent show now touring the
state.
As a premium

for being the first visitor

at Latin- American’s new film exchange.
Dr. A. Duran of the Rio Theatre, San
Diego, Tex., was given an all-Mexican
short subject to run free of rental. The
doctor’s new Regis Theatre in this south
Texas city is nearing completion and the
opening date will be set very shortly.

Carl Bamford (second from right) of Asheville, N. C., with (left to right)
Stanley Hand of Altec, Leon Netter of Paramount and Hal Young of National
Screen Service.

Jce Louis’ all-Negro picture, “Spirit of
Youth,” played the Empire as a special
midnight show for colored. The owl run
registered favorably.

Agent-Booker W . J . Butler of the
production, “Assassin of Youth,”
town and disclosed that a print
picture was sold to the Mexican
ment as a propaganda film for the
$75,000
Searcy

B. C. B.
was in
of the
governsum of

U. S. currency.
Lacy

of Texas- Valley Film

Serv-

ice is in Vernon, visiting his “first sweetheart.” He’s due back August 10 . . .
Marion Galbraith, Paramount, is in Wisconsin, relaxing.
As

a

special free gift to the

kids, the

management of the State Theatre is giving away hats, gum and sweets to plug
“The Lone
month.

Ranger,”

which

started last

Still more: Eddie Collins, Majestic major-domo, spent his time off along the
Gulf Coast, relaxing, swimming, fishing
and boating. What, no golf?, Ed . . .
Leo Mooty of the Paramount office staff
spent his leave of absence down at Corpus
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And

here a general round robin shot of the meeting held for development

of

plans for the industry’s greatest cooperative advertising and goodwill campaign. Spyros Skouras is animatedly talking to Sam Rinzler (back to camera).
Others include Ed Dubinsky, Al Adams, E. L. McEvoy, John Harris, Joseph
Bernhard, Milton Mooney, Louis Astor, Joe Vogel, Milt Kusell and Monroe
Greenthal.

Christi. Well, Leo, how’s about some of
them tall “fish stories?” . . . Eph Charninsky of the Interstate Community theatres,
still talking about his wonderful cruise
through Cuban, Honduran and Panama

waters

with

Bill Underwood

of Republic,

Dallas . . . Karl Hoblitzelle, Interstate
chief, is somewhere on European waters
aboard the S. S. Rex at this writing. Bon
voyage!
81

OKU

A. CITY

LEE

WILLIAMS has 15 roadshows going in the middlewest and northwest
and southwest and reports business good
except in very small towns . . . J. Elden
Peak, Oklahoma Theatre Supply Co., exec,
out of town on business . . . Paul Ketchum
has resigned from the sales department of
Oklahoma Theatre Supply . . . Sam Moscow, southern district manager for Columbia, visiting locally and inspecting the exchange. . . Tod Ferguson is now managing the Plaza, Gus Zaffos is at the Ritz and
Jack Tunstill is at the Criterion . . . Tom
Dyer, head of Dyer Theatre Supply Co.,
back from Colorado where he supervised

next goes to Kansas City, then Des Moines
and after that Chicago, closing new deals
with franchise holders . . . Howard Troop,
Warner Theatre assistant manager, has resigned. . . Joe Noble is opening the Noble
at Meeker with 250 seats . . . M. R. Parks
is rebuilding his theatre at Disney, Okla.,
new boom town . . . Cleo Moudy, secretary to H. J. Griffith jr. of the Griffith
Amusement Co. is off on a two-week vacation in California . . . Walter S. Quade,
25 years in Oklahoma film circles, has resigned from the Universal exchange staff.

“crackerjack” lobby displays. Roberts, incidentally, is recovering from a poisoned
finger.

E. A. Youman’s new Temple at Ardmore
has a new cooling system, installed by the
National Theatre Supply branch here . . .
W. E. Scott, 20 th-Fox Kansas City manager, into Oklahoma City to pick up Charles
Clark, local 20 th-Fox branch manager,
then both off by air for New York . . .
E. R. Slocum of El Reno was in town reporting business “not so bad” . . . Forrest
Swiger, Criterion manager, has resigned
. . . Pauline Johnson, secretary to W. B.
Shuttee, Standard general manager, with
Jimmy Birge, Standard promotion manager, and Joe Hill, Standard accountant, off
for California vacations. Hill is the most
recent bridegroom in film circles, having
iced Grace Davidson of Oklahoma City.
The California trip is the honeymoon.

J. R. Grainger, Republic president, accompanied by Heck Everett, Dallas Republic district manager, in town. Grainger

Marion Hicks, cashier at the Plaza, got a
screen test when Ted Lesser of Paramount
(Continued on page 86)

installation of E. V. "Weaver’s equipment in
his new house at Rocky Ford. Weaver also
operates the Osage Theatre, Shidler, Okla.
Most
Supply

recent sales by the Dyer Theatre
Co. include new U. S. air conditioning plants for the Wigwam, Coalgate;

Levi Metcalf’s Ritz, Purcell; and E. V.
Weaver’s new house at Rocky Ford, Colo.
Dick Dyer of the supply firm is eagerly
looking for the stork, with
rival set for January . . .
passing out comps to young
erts, assistant manager at

the bird’s arThe boys are
Ownbey Robthe Plaza, for

Logans Sell Capitol
Theatre in Meridian
Dallas — G. H. Williams,

a former

sheet

metal manufacturer of Quincy, 111., this
week closed a deal with G. P. Logan, and
his son, Tex, for the Capitol at Meridian.
Williams, with his wife, is now operating
the house, and with Texas Logan Wednesday was on sotheWilliams
Row “wrestling”
with
film contracts,
put it.
Williams sold his extensive plant in
Quincy, which took the manufacture of
chicken incubators, brooders, etc., and was
attracted to show business for his next investment. He arrived in Dallas a few
weeks ago, admitted he was “green,” said
he
going
to much.
get trimmed,
but way
didn’t
wantwasit to
be too
From the
he
has made friends, several have said Texas
has acquired another good exhibitor.

Two
San

Promotions Made
In Interstate Ranks
Antonio — Richard

Cornielson,

for-

merly chief of service at the Palace, Harlandale, has been named assistant manager of the house by Interstate.
Jack Silverthorn, until recently assistant
manager of the Harlandale house, has
been appointed assistant skipper at the
Uptown, a suburban theatre.

4 “I

FRONT USED BV CAPITOL, Dallas, Tex.
jiifjii
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Theatremen Profit
With Oil Ventures
Dallas — About

a

year

ago

Boxoffice

carried a story of the formation of the
WRR Oil Corp., the initials standing for
N. F. Wertheimer, H. B. Robb and E. H.
Rowley. This week they brought in a
gusher on their 80-acre tract near Refugio. The sand is 14 feet deep at the
hole in the Mission River bed. They are
making another hole 1,500 feet up the river.
Wertheimer was a partner with Robb &
Rowley in theatres at Little Rock, selling
his interest to the circuit a number of
years ago. He has been successful in the
oil business since and interested R&R in
his Refugio acreage.
The trade heard earlier in the year of
L. C. Griffith making a second fortune in
the KMA new field near Wichita Falls,
being the same discovery where the Kadanes of Frederick made enough to retire
from active work with their theatres.

Tower
Oklahoma

Birthday Party
City — The

first anniversary

of the Tower Theatre, Standard house, was
celebrated last week with the theatre presenting a six-foot cake, a diamond ring
being baked into the cake. More than 1,000
people attended the birthday party.

who once whipped a big circuit out of his
town, was happy Monday because it was
his 23rd wedding anniversary. He well
recognized the event, and celebrated it,
even though he had to book as usual in
Dallas that day. Fry is an unusually hard
worker and his family shares the burden
and the fruits with him. For instance,
Mrs. Fry is the secretary for five theatres
and (attention office managers), she signs
all the checks. They operate in Tyler,

J^LFRED N. SACK, president of Sack
Amusement Enterprises, Dallas and Atlanta, has gone to New York to again look
over the situation covering production of
all-Negro pictures. He will visit a number of eastern cities before returning via
Atlanta to check over that branch.
V. E. Hamm, a Texas independent who
sprang from nowhere, and who has been
able to hold his own against big circuit
competition, is building a new theatre at
Wichita Falls and has let the decoration
and furnishing contract to W. B. King,
of the King Scenic Co. Hamm rarely attends a trade screening, but Wednesday

Van, Grand Saline, and Brownsboro. Carrying on, we might say that S. G. is up on
styles for men. He and his Georgia Tech
son, Siegel,
ishing store operate
in Tyler.a leading men’s furn-

he saw one of M-G-M’s latest. Asked why,
he said he expected to play it within a
reasonable length of time, subsequent run,

Rubin Frels, the fighting German from
Victoria, has been in Washington, we
learn, for the past few days. He was there
on invitation and supposedly to confer
with the department of justice on the suit
against distributors . Evidently Frels is going to be an important witness, and evidently his legal battle with Jefferson
Amusement Co., and the distributors, which
he lost, is going to be rehearsed. Furthermore, the government, we learn, wants to
know more about the transfer of certain
theatres by Jefferson to the Long circuit.

of course.
Everything is lovely in the household of
Ed Blumenthal, or at least in the home
he has now. Last Saturday he married
Mrs. Josephine Rosamond, who was his
former wife. They live at 2611 Pine St.
This couple has a handsome son, Edwin,
connected with the Hollywood in Ft.
Worth.
Harold Schwarz, Mrs. Schwarz and I.
Brode, are vacationing in New York from
whence they migrated to Texas. Brode
and Schwarz operate the Athletic Film

Andy Maudlin, one of the independents
at Lubbock, who also operates in other
small
booking.towns, was in Dallas Wednesday

Exchange. They’ll be back after the hot
days of August.
S. G. Fry, the little man

from

Ray

Hidgon, the National Screen
( Continued on page 85)

Tyler,

Ser-
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construction.
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'pONY DEMHARTER, his wife, and son
are vacationing in Europe. The last
news from them at this writing they were
in Lucerne, Switzerland. Demharter is
manager of the Peacock Theatre.
The Paramount Theatre, Baton Rouge,
La., was closed several hours July 24 as
a result of the falling of the marquee. W.
H. Booth, city building inspector, said one
of the three- fourth-inch hooks gave way
as a result of a defect which was probably in the hook at the time the marquee
was built more than 25 years ago. John
Eiford, a Neon company worker, was injured when the marquee fell.
Gaston Dureau

jr. of the Saenger chain,

with his family, were to leave on a week’s
motor trip through Florida, after which
they will return to their Pass Christian,
Miss., cottage . . . Returning from a trip
upstate, Bob Kelly of Grand National says
exhibitors are painting and renovating
their houses in preparation for a banner
fall season . . . Sunday matinees and
“flesh” shows are proving
neighborhood theatres here.

popular

A T 1IL A Mir A
Ground Bought tor
Atlanta 500-Seater
gIDNEY

LAIRD,
manager from
of Co-a
lumbia Pictures,office
has returned
two -week vacation.

Atlanta — A lot 56x200

week on Oxford

new theatres, the Grand at Vicksburg, and the Dixie at Yazoo City, have
opened in Mississippi. The Grand is operated by Guy Adams; the Yazoo City
by the Dixie Amusement Co. . . . Rodney
Toups, manager of the Loew’s State here,
has returned from a two-week vacation
in Mexico.

sold last

road near North Decatur

road, in the fashionable Druid Hills section, and a lease was negotiated whereby
a 500-seat theatre will be built.
Lessee of the theatre is Hill Enterprises, headed by Robert C. Frost, who now
operates the Buckhead Theatre. The cost
of the house will be $26,000. The lease
is for a 10-year period, and will have an
aggregate rental of $48,000.
Besides the moving picture theatre, there
will be two small stores in front of the
property.

Southern

Amusement

Signs tor RCA

in

Two

feet was

St. Charles,

La. — The

Co.

Service

Southern

Amuse-

ment Co. here has signed for RCA sound,
according to Edward C. Cahill, Photophone
service manager. The deal involves Southern’s 20 theatres.
The deal was completed by Neil Blount
and Carl Johnson, sales and service executives representing Photophone in the
southwest, with George Baillio, representing Southern Amusement.

PRODUCTS

Miss Mae Naylor, secretary to Cecil E.
House, manager of Paramount, is back at
her desk after vacationing two weeks.
Riley P. Davis, general manager of Theatrical Printing Co., was out of town last
week on a business trip.
S. R. Reams, president of Theatrical
Printing Co., and his family, are vacationing in Washington arid New York.
News

has reached here of the illness of

Tommy Thompson of Hawkinsville, associate of Roy Martin. Thompson is at home,
suffering intestinal trouble.
W. M. Karrh of the Dixie Amusement
Co., Swainsboro, has returned from an
extended trip to California.
Mrs. Mamie Smarr, contract clerk at
United Artists, is vacationing at Jacksonville Beach.
Marion Watkins, cashier at United Artists,cationrecently
trip. returned from a Florida vaFire last week damaged the Dixie Theatre at Unadilla, Ga. The blaze broke out
in the projection booth at about 6 o’clock
in the evening during a performance.
C. C. Hardin, operator of the house, said
the loss was unestimated, but new projection equipment would be necessary. The
booth was badly damaged.
W. R. Boswell and

OF MERIT

were ; Row

J. M. Reynolds

jr.

visitors last week.

Among Row vacationists are Miss Bernice Wadsworth, secretary to John W.

MOTIOGRAPH

MIRROPHONIC

PROJECTORS

SOUND

BRENKERT

LAMPS

FOREST

IMPERIAL

GENERATORS

CARRIER

AIR CONDITIONING

CRETORS

POPCORN

U. S. AIRCO
BAUSCH

PRODUCTS

& LOMB

NATIONAL

ALEXANDER

LENS

' Everything

SMITH

INTERNATIONAL

CARBONS

Complete

RECTIFIERS

of
the organization’s inspection department.

MACHINES
CARPETS

CHAIRS

Stock Of All Supplies

tor the Theatre

ALWAYS

TRY

Mangham, president of Monogram Southern Exchanges, and Miss Willie Merritt,

Seen along the Row last week was Harold Laird of Rome, Ga.
Bernie Shapiro of Triangle Poster Printing Co. and Mrs. Shapiro are on a threeweek vacation. Their trip includes Philadelphia and Atlantic City.
Sam Borisky of Chattanooga, wellknown exhibitor of independent theatres,
is confined to his home by illness.

except the Film'

US FIRST

Wesley Pence's Injuries
From Fall Prove Fatal
Charlotte — Wesley

WIL-KIN
321 S. Church, CHARLOTTE
Phone 8620

84

150 Walton St., ATLANTA
Phone WALnut 4613

Pence,

16-year-old

employe of the Black Mountain Theatre,
died in an Asheville hospital Sunday of
injuries received Friday when he fell
through a ventilator from the roof of the
house and landed on the seats, fracturing
his skull and breaking an arm. He had
gone to the roof to replace the ventilator
cap which had been removed the previous
night because of the heat, investigating
officers reported. The injured boy was
found by his father.
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vice representative, was a Dallas visitor
over the weekend. Coincidently , he happened to be here with other Oklahomans,
they being Miss Mary Bitting, sister of
Mrs. Wallace Walthall, and Mrs. Frank
McCabe,
both
home.

wife of the former Criterion Oklahoma City manager before the shake-up,
of whom visited in the Walthall

P. G. Cameron again is commuting to
the west coast. This time he left in his
car, after a set of new tires were installed,
with Mrs. Cameron to spend the hot month
of August in a cooler clime. P. G. just
can’t leave that grandson alone. Before
leaving he left $2 for a Boxoffice subscription for his Peak Theatre.
W. W. McNatt of the Inez at Naples,
was unduly proud of the watermelon crop
in his territory this year. He brought in
two that must have weighed nearly 60
pounds each for his friend, E. L. Black,
of the Ritz at Denton. Black transferred
the fruit to his car without any score
charge.
Incidentally, M. D. Stewart, of DeLeon,
has been bragging on the melon crop in
his county lately. He said his grosses
have been unduly helped because of that
phase of agriculture. Stewart, incidentally, was going to bring in a melon or two,
and

let’s hope

this refreshes

his memory.

Henry Stein, the key man down at Luting, Gonzales and as far as theatres are
concerned, was a Dallas visitor Monday.
He was about the Row with Lynn Stocker
of the Griffith organization which controls an interest in the three towns. Besides theatres, Stein is a local political
figure. He is mayor now, or was a former
mayor of Luting.
Jack Gruben, who was let out at RKO
about two months ago, unlike other letouts recently, has been laughing about
being out of a job, although within the
last few days he is taking it more seriously. Jack, who visited the Row Wednesday for the first time in weeks, says
it’s no fun to loaf. Reports go that he is
well healed financially and doesn’t need
a job, but he’s looking for one now. Jack
says fishing trips and a lot of conversation get old. It looks like he’ll be selling
films again before long.
E. B. Coleman, the M-G-M
southern
exploitation supervisor , is back on his job
after a sort of physical breakdown, and
a traveling vacation which followed. He
stayed at R. E. Griffith’s El Rancho and
said it was all they claimed for it. He
saw the big gorge and a number of interesting spots in the west, and is glad to be
well again and back in active theatre
work.
And

this reminds

us that Dallas

Here’s
made.
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Atlanta — William

A.

Finney,

former

divisional manager of Loew’s, Inc., in the
midwest, has been appointed southern
division manager, it is announced by J.
R. Vogel, general manager of the theatre
chain.
Finney succeeds Lionel E. Keene, who
resigned to go into business for himself
here. Finney will occupy offices in Loew’s
Grand building. Keene has been with the
Loew organization here since 1918.
Finney

is a

native

of New

York

A $750,000 auditorium and theatre for

Charlotte through PWA funds is being
discussed. There is a plan to have the

theatre and auditorium built on comityowned property on South Tryon st. at
Third St.
James

C. White, office manager of Affiliated Producers here, died suddenly in
Atlanta, where he and his wife had gone
on vacation. Surviving are his widow, Mrs.
Alyne B. White, and several brothers of
Atlanta.
Gertrude
Supply
week.

Theatre here from 1918 until 1921, leaving Atlanta for posts in the north and west.
For the past several years he has lived in
Columbus, Ohio.

nounced, “and that is work.”
Keene served for many years as assistant to Colonel E. A. Schiller, now vicepresident of the theatre chain. Prior to
division

her

Theatre

vacation

this

Word from Mr. and Mrs. Don Nichols is
that they are vacationing at Sturgeon Bay,
Wis., about 100 miles north of Sheboygan,
where Don manages a theatre. He formerly was manager of the Broadway here.

Herman

“I have only one hobby,” said Finney,
interviewed when his appointment was an-

to southern

of the National

City.

He has been with the Loew’s organization
for many years. He managed the Grand

his promotion

Short

office is having

mana-

Craver Hurt

Dallas — South Texas exhibitors won’t
be seeing Columbia’s Herman Craver for a
few days. He is in a Dallas hospital with
a broken knee and lacerations following
an automobile accident near Ft. Worth.
His wife was also injured in the crash.

ger, Keene was general manager of Loew’s
southern and southwestern circuit.
Under his guidance, Loew’s interests in
Atlanta have progressed steadily, with
acquisition of . the Capitol and the Fox
theatres,

and the Grand has been remodeled and made headquarters for firstrun M-G-M
pictures, produced by the
Loew affiliate, Metro.

>1 Theatre

Standard Begins School
Sessions for Employes
Oklahoma City — Standard Theatres
have begun a school for their employes
with more than 100 employes expected to
attend the once a week sessions which are
to last for a month.
The school has been made non-compulsory but few are the employes missing the
opportunity. W. B. Shuttee, Standard
general manager, heads the list of lecturers which includes L. J. Finske, division
manager;

Jimmy

Birge, exploitation

We
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man-

ager; E. A. “Pat” Patchen, advertising and
publicity director, and David Goodman.

1912 >4 Morris
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3-8665

PLANS FREE
On Remodeling Jobs

KING
SCENIC CO.
1914 Main St.
DALLAS

ALABAMA

friends

have learned that Pierre Levy, Interstate’s
city manager at Ft. Worth, has been very
sick the past few days.
a recovery like Coleman

Finney Into Loew
Southern Div. Post

hoping

for
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V. McGinnis of Hope, owner of theatres at Hope, Smackover and Nashville, announces some changes in personnel. H. E. Harrington, former manager of the Home Theatre, Smackover, has
been transferred to Hope as office manager and accountant. Ted Wilson, formerly
of the State Theatre, Corning, will succeed Harrington at Smackover. Jack Witt,
of Hope, has been named manager of the
New, another McGinnis house, at Nashville.
A beauty revue, sponsored by the Young
Business Men’s Club of Newport, was to
be held at the Strand Theatre on Wednesday night, August 3. The Club plans to
send representatives to the Water Carnival
to be held at Batesville August 10 and 11
. . . Herman Alwes, manager of the Commodore Theatre, Eureka Springs, has instal ed a new cooling system.

This is a portion of the throng which jammed Houston
premiere showing of Paramount’s “ The Texans,” at the
San Antonio recently. In its week’s run the picture did
average for any film to play the ace Interstate house in

OKLAHOMA
(Continued

from

CITY

NOW

The R. E. Griff ith-Westex Circuit falls in line
playing:

RUDOLPH VALENTINO
in
“SON OF THE SHEIK”
The Boxoffice
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AL. WOLF
P. O. Box 2417
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Sell is vacationing in Gage,

page 82)

came into town to look over the beauties
here . . . W. J. Cooper, 20th-Fox divisional
manager, expected in town on business
. . . Barney Bloom, off on a vacation . . .
Ben Kalmenson and Doak Roberts, in town

AND

. . . Mildred
Okla.

Street for the world
Majestic Theatre in
75 per cent over the
recent months.

Beulah Briley, secretary to C. P. Andersen, local National Theatre Supply Co.
manager, vacationing . . . Hugh Braley,
Dallas district Paramount manager, in
town . . . Athel Barter, assistant local
Paramount hooker, on leave . . . Hugh
Marsh of R&R Theatres (Muskogee) , in
toion . . . National Theatre Supply installed
new Simplex 4 -Star sound at Talbot’s
Rialto, Tulsa . . . Orville Enloe has new
sound in his Empress, El Reno . . . D. E.
Wilkenson has neiv air-conditioning plant
in his Ritz, Comanche.
Congratulations to Sam Brunk, Paramount booker and manager of Filmrow’s
softball team in the local commercial
league, as well as the boys who did the
playing. They closed the season with 17
victories and 3 losses . . . Genevive Lee,
Paramount contract department steno, in
New Mexico . . . Ed Chumley, Paramount
head shipper, touring Arkansas and Tennes e. . . Ruth Jones, Universal biller, in
Dallas and San Antonio for rest-up . . .
Mrs. Neva Barnes, Universal steno, ill in
local hospital five weeks . . . W. G. Ray,
formerly with Paramount at Memphis, has
joined the local Universal exchange staff
. . . H. D. Graham, southern district manager for Universal, and F. J. McCarthy,
eastern general sales manager, flew
through here en route to visit Ralph Talbot in Tulsa.

Dallas
Paramount staff held its annual picnic
at a YMCA camp north of Oklahoma City,
with 50 employes and guests attending.

Sam B. Kirby, who spent six years at
the old Majestic Theatre in Little Rock,
and who has been out of the state several
years, has returned to Arkansas and will
be connected with the Clark & Williams
Enterprises, operators of the Rialto and
Majestic at El Dorado. Kirby was formerly
with the Malco circuit, traveling out of
the North Little Rock office and serving
as manager of the company in Fort Smith.
He was recently publicity manager for six
film houses in Beaumont, Tex.
Work has been started on the new theatre at DeWitt by Ray Wilson, owner of the
New at that place.

Exchange Honors Davis
With a Record Month
Oklahoma

City — A

new

record

month

for August already has been established
by employes of the Republic exchange
here in their drive to show appreciation of
Sol Davis’ 25 years in the film business.
Davis, holder with Morris Loewenstein
of the Republic franchise for Oklahoma,
entered the film industry with the General Film Co. at Dallas under C. C. Ezell,
then went to Hallmark, Inc., San Francisco. Next he was with Special Pictures
Corp. at Dallas, from where he went to
establish the Arkansas Specialty Co. at
Little Rock, operating this for ten years.
His next move was to Oklahoma City to
represent Syndicate Pictures, Inc., which
company changed to Monogram, then to
Republic.

" Two-Gun Man " Producer
Visits Sack Amusement
Dallas — Richard

C. Kahn,

president

of

Merit Pictures, Inc., producers of “TwoGun Man From Harlem,” was a visitor at
the Sack Amusement Enterprises offices
during the week.
Kahn announced that he has placed
Herbert Jeffrey, colored singing cowboy
and star of “Two-Gun Man From Harlem,”
under contract for additional pictures to
be produced in Hollywood. Jeffrey is presently making a personal appearance tour
in the southwestern territory.
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Dominion and United States May

Old, But Funny
Toronto — William

Fry,

editor

of

the

Dunnville Chronicle, in addition to being
known to the film fraternity of Ontario
and being a leading figure in amateur
sports in this province, is also celebrated
for his skill in digging up humorous stories
and sayings and in printing them on the
front page of his paper. Harold Hager, of
the Regal Theatre, Hagerville, Ont., is also
becoming celebrated for his hobby of
clipping out these humorous skits and
then showing them to everybody. The following is an example of the humorous
items Fry publishes, and Hager shows to
people:

And I laughed like heck at the judge's decision.
’Cause it give him the kids and they ain’t his’n.*’

Church Film Cooperative
Is Formed in Melbourne
church

film

cooperative

society has been formed in Melbourne,
Australia, for distributing films to be
shown in churches throughout Australia.
Most

Rev.

F. W.

Head,

Archbishop

of

Melbourne, is chief of the society’s advisory board and other members include
Dr. John MacKenzie, moderator-general of
the Presbyterian Church, and W. Creeswell,
O’Reilly,

Commonwealth

film

censor.

The success of “celluloid sermons” in
drawing people to church in England was
mentioned by the society’s secretary. Rev.
Irving Benson, as one of the reasons for
formation of the society.
A film library will be established in each
of the capital cities of Australia. The
society has acquired exclusive distributing
rights for Australia of all productions of
the British Religious Film Society.

Interest in 16mm
Prompts
Ottawa — The

Films

Camera
growing

Series

interest

on

the

part of Canadians in 16mm films and the
amateur use of motion picture equipment
has led the Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
to institute a series of study broadcasts
each

week

under

the title of “Your

Cam-

era” over the national network by Hazen
Sise, well-known Canadian authority on
the subject.
The first of the series of six talks, which
are intended for both novices and seasoned movie camera enthusiasts, was
scheduled for Friday, Aug. 5, starting at
4:45 p. m. (EDST). This feature replaces
the literature course, “This English,” conducted over a lengthy period of weeks by
J. Campbell Mclnnes.

Redecorate
Brampton,

here

Ont. — The

Capitol
Capitol

Theatre

has been redecorated, with the
tire color scheme of the interior and

enthe

front of the building having been changed.
All traces of black have been removed
from

the theatre’s
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16mm Film Caravan

K

Ottawa — Following

Launched by Price
Ottawa

launched

“There ain’t no justice in this here land,
Just got a divorce from my old man;

Montreal — A

Unite in Industry Business Push

—

a

Without

16 mm

fanfare

film caravan

has

been

to travel

the byways of Ontario under the title of
Superior Road Attractions, an enterprise
sponsored by Superior Films, Ltd., a Canadian film distributing company under the
general management of Harry Price, film
veteran of many years’ experience.
The traveling unit, scheduled to take

a

load of entertainment to many communities of the Ottawa Valley and elsewhere
not

now served by a fixed theatre, comprises a two-ton truck of modern streamline design with self-contained equipment
including a generator for the production
of necessary electricity for use in those
areas where
known.

local power

facilities are un-

The truck is painted in noisy colors of
orange, blue and yellow typical of circus
combination while electrically illuminated
signs announcing the featured film attraction are found on the sides and back of the
enclosed body. The show equipment includes a sound system with portable projector, four loudspeakers; a collapsible
screen measuring 9 by 12 feet; re-wind
table and accessories.
A

One-Man

on each of the doors of the driver’s cabin
on the truck which is a brand new model.
The whole unit, which is the first of its
type to be placed in commission in Canada,
represents an outlay of $4,000 for the truck
with its special body and the projection
equipment. It is possible to hold open-air
shows where a town hall or lodge room is
not available and, generally speaking, to
provide moving picture entertainment in
communities where the people have never
had the opportunity of viewing a screen.
To many, in other words, it will be the
newest thrill in their lives.
Emblazoned
at

the

on
time

the sides of the
of

that

appointed at Toronto to stage a “Go-tothe-Movies Week” on a cooperative basis
during the week of September 19, has reconsidered its general plan with a view
to falling in line with the U. S. campaign
to give united effect to all advertising on
this continent through the medium of
magazines’,
boards.

newspapers,

radio

and

bill-

. The Canadian committee, headed by N.
A. Taylor of Toronto, chairman of the
Moving Picture Section of the Board of
Trade, has been in touch with George
J. Schaefer,

chairman

of the Joint

Com-

mittee for Motion Picture’s Greatest Year,
New York, with a view to combining the
two campaigns.
At the moment it looks very much as if
the Canadian “Go-to-the-Movies Week”
will be dropped and, in its place, will be
the international drive for the trade which
would get underway around Labor Day.
All advertising material, announcements
in publications having circulation in the
Dominion and radio programs would then
be applicable to Canada as well as to
the States.
A

meeting

of the

Canadian

committee

is to be held shortly to give official approval to the acceptance of the United
States trade drive for Canada.

Show

It is strictly a one-man show, the truck
driver also being the film operator and
ticket checker, although there is an advance man to arrange bookings, rent halls
and place poster advertising, window cards
and handbills. By way of further localized
advertising, date cards are placed in slots

van

announcement

a movement had been launched in the
United States for a cooperative effort to
promote the cause of the theatre business, the special committee of the trade

writing

motor

is the

an-

nouncement of the feature “Sky Devils,”
starring Spencer Tracy and Ann Dvorak.
Advertising lines above and below the
title are “The Supreme Thriller of All
Time” and “A Mammoth
Road Show
Production.” Other films in the 16mm
repertoire are “Scarface,” with Paul Muni,
which was released by the censor board
for showing in Ontario only a comparatively short time ago; “Street Scene,” with
Sylvia Sydney and Estelle Taylor; “Chil-

dren of the Big House,”
Girls,” etc.

“Three

Broadway

The show is specializing in one-night
stands, but patrons are asking for return
engagements, thus indicating that already the success of the unit enterprise is
assured. The rental of a small hall is
generally $10 for the night, which includes
the services of a ticket seller. The admission price for adults is 25 cents and that
for juveniles, 15 cents.
There are other traveling shows of recent origin, using the 16mm film, but this
is the first enterprise to make use of a
motor van built for the purpose in which
the driver-operator can actually live while
following his circuit.
It is the intention of Superior Road Attractions to send out a show-truck in the
Prairie Provinces of the middle west where
the settlements are even more remote than
in Ontario and where communities galore
have never enjoyed the local presentation
of a moving picture show. In the meantime, the attention of Price is being concentrated in this section of the country before the arrival of snow provides a difficulty for motorized travel.

$10,000
Winnipeg

—

for Province
A

permit

has

Revamp
been

issued

here for a $10,000 alteration job on
Province Theatre, Notre Dame Ave.

the
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Back

Looking

By ROY
Montreal — “It’s a far cry to Loch

CARMICHAEL

Awe,”

say the Scots, and a far cry it is in present
day Montreal with its air-conditioned
“talkie” houses to the unimpressive beginnings in the days of the “flickers.” My
memory of the early days of the motion
pictures, or “living picture” as it was then
called, goes back to the newsreels and
short fictional essays presented as an interlude in the programs of the vaudeville
houses. I can recall when between the
acts at His Majesty’s on Guy Street, then
known as Proctor’s, variety turns were
shown. There I first saw Eugen Sandow,
the world’s strongest man, and the Finneys, then the world’s most noted swimmers and divers. The Theatre Francais,
now a United Amusement house, played
melodrama, and 50 cents secured me -a
box seat from which to gloat over “Uncle
Tom’s Cabin.” The Academy, long dead,
was a leading home of comedy and opera,
and Bennett’s, now the Orpheum, a firstrun motion picture theatre, was devoted to
vaudeville, and later, when renamed the
Orpheum, was the home of English and
French stock companies playing mostly
comedy.
I found the early attempts at picturing
news events interesting, but did not become a fan when the first film theatres
opened. I recall John Bunny’s image
staring at me from posters advertising an
early St. Catherine St. house, but my
favorite film house was the “Nickel” at
the corner of Bleury and St. Catherine
Sts. where in the odd moments of leisure
accorded a news hound, I saw the earliest
serials, wild west and other adventure
pictures with breath-taking episodes, hairbreadth escapes, and a climax which came
just as excitement reached its zenith and
the legend “continued next Friday” appeared. At that time a rapid-fire nimblefingered pianist supplied the music and a
blowsy, rather disconsolate maiden warbled sentimental melodies from the wings.
Occasionally there was a chorus of the
burlesque type, and the whole entertainment was the world’s best value at five
cents.
Later, George Ganatakos, now managing director of United Amusement Corp.,
launched the Strand, still a leading unit
in the United chain; the Lyric (now dead)
was opened further west on St. Catherine
St., and a few abandoned churches were
transformed into picture theatres. The
Allen, on St. Catherine, became filmland’s
“Palace,” and later, if memory serves me,
actually became the present Palace Theatre, which under the able direction of the
genial George Rotsky speedily achieved
the rank of the city’s most popular amusement center. Loew’s came along with a
part vaudeville program still continued,
and the Capitol was erected to rival the
Palace, but under the same ownership.
The Princess, after a long career as the
hGme

of the legitimate

drama,

was

con-

verted into a vaudeville theatre and later
became a cinema. In its vaudeville days
“Abbie” Wright, the king of Montreal theatre managers, directed it, and many have
been the efforts made, and to my regret
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Theatre Poll Proves
Valentino Still Idol

in Montreal
resisted by him, to lure him back to the
amusement world from the steamship
travel field which engages his energies
now. The Orpheum was the last of the
legitimate theatres to succumb to the demand for motion pictures, and it was followed by the Gaiety, a burlesque house.
In the east end, the St. Denis was constructed to rival the Imperial, and present
French shows, but for a time it was forced
to show Hollywood films. Now, along
with many other east-end theatres, it
shows French films exclusively.
The principal changes which I have
remarked since the days when Pearl White
(now middle-aged and recently mentioned
in a dispatch from Paris where she resides) played the part of a good girl on
whose hand a red circle appeared whenever there was danger of her doing wrong,
are the disappearance of the wonderful
orchestras which attracted musical audiences to the Palace and other leading
cinemas, the substitution of mechanical
music, and the disappearance when the
talkies arrived of the titles in English
and French which were a popular aid to
the learning of the dual languages without
a knowledge of which no citizen can really
call himself a Montrealer. Many an English-speaking fan obtained his preliminary knowledge of French from the translated titles, and many a French-Canadian
studies the English titles for the same
reason. Serials have almost vanished and
are found as a rule only in small theatres
of the cheapest type which still present
bathing beauty choruses and red-nosed
comedians of the burlesque variety.
Montreal has six times as many cinemas
as it had in the days of the silent film,
and the first-run theatres, although none
of them are of recent construction, are attractive and comfortable. Several of them
are having air-conditioning installed, an
improvement in which they have been preceded by the Snowdon of the United
Amusement chain and the Savoy in Verdun, a Confederate Amusements house.
Admission prices have varied considerably
in the past 15 years. From a high of 60
cents at evening shows, the first-run theatres descended a few years ago to 50
cents, and the chain theatres showing
double bills are mostly stabilized at 35
cents. These prices include amusement
taxes and must be considered reasonable.
They allow scarcely sufficient margin for
profitable enterprises and as soon as economic conditions improve generally it is
likely they will be augmented.

Winnipeg — While

columnists

Toronto

—

Attending

conference held in New

the

international

York City on ways

and
to promote
atre means
movement
were: aJ.back-'to-the-theJ. Fitzgibbons,
vice-president of Famous Players Canadian Corp.; N. A. Taylor, chairman of the
film section, Toronto Board of Trade, and
Colonel John A. Cooper, head of the Motion Picture Distributors and Exhibitors
of Canada.

critics

Very curious as to how the feminine
fans of today would react to Valentino,
Newman invited a group of girls to attend
the show as his guests. These girls, aged
18-21, were too young to have seen Valentino and knew of him only by repute.
Newman handed them a questionnaire to
fill out and the result is very interesting.
The answers to the various questions
asked were as follows: Who do you think
was the greatest screen lover? Valentino
or Robert Taylor? . . . Valentino 58.3 per
cent.
Barring unusual incidents and knowing
that Valentino spoke fluent English, do
you think he would still be a star if alive
today? . . . Yes, 84.5 per cent.
Who would you say was the handsomer,
Valentino or Taylor? . . . Taylor, 61.5 per
cent.
Which one possesses the most screen
personality . . . Taylor, 69.6 per cent.
Other questions asked, although removed
from the matters dealt with above, throw
an interesting light on the attitude of a
portion, at least, of present-day fans.
Do you still enjoy a silent picture? . . .
No, 76.9 per cent.
Do you think a love scene made silently
is more convincing than that made with
dialogue? . . . No, 61.5 per cent.
Which do you prefer, single or double
feature programs? . . . Single, 53.8 per
cent.
Preference for favorite male and female
stars showed a wide variety. Favorites included among the men: Spencer Tracy,
Errol Flynn, James Stewart, Tyrone
Power, Robert Taylor, Nino Martini, Robert Montgomery. Among the women the
favorites were: Myrna Loy, Kay Francis,
Betty Grable, Loretta Young, Claudette
Colbert, Bette Davis. While Spencer
Tracy enjoyed a slight edge among the
male stars, Myrna Loy was a heavy favorite among the females.

Religious Picture Will
Play Winnipeg

At the Ad Parley

and

have written reams on Valentino discussing his potentialities as a star were he
alive today and theorizing about the present day reaction of women to his charms,
Manager Eddie Newman of the Lyceum
carried out an experiment which removes
the argument from the field of theory to
that of fact.

Winnipeg — Telling

the

of the Christian church

Churches
historical

and

story

relating its

present-day problems, “Thunder of the
Sea,” a full-length motion picture with
sound made by the United Lutheran
Church of America, will be exhibited in a
number of churches here.
The film, containing music by the late
George Gershwin, is part of the 20th anniversary celebration of the United Lutheran
Church, numbering nearly 4,000 congregations in the United States and Canada.
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M CO N T R IE A IL
■J®HE INDUSTRY in Canada is speculating
over the details of a deal just closed
setting a complete Warner lineup next
season in the 150 theatres of the Famous
Players Canadian Corp. which operates in
nine Canadian provinces. Carl Leserman,
assistant general sales manager; Roy
Haines, eastern and Canadian sales manager, and Wolfe Cohen, Canadian district
manager, acting for Warner, and J. J.
Fitzgibbons and Ben Geldsaler, for the
Famous Players Canadian Corp., closed the
deal.
Eugene
mcnt
For

Maynard,

manager

of Confed-

eration Amusements’ Savoy and Outretheatres, is on his annual holiday.
25 years he has spent his summer vacation in New York and Atlantic City.

Canada’s latest child prodigy, whose
future may be film stardom, is four-yearold Margaret Masson, daughter of a Toronto University medical graduate. Already she has attained the mentality of
a third-grade student, is an acrobat,
guist, pianist, dancer and skater.

lin-

Harry Sriyder of Montreal, financier and
big game hunter, is on his way back to
Canada from Central Africa where he shot
the

ivorld’s record elephant, and photographed the first Albino giraffe ever reported by a white man. He is bringing
back a large number of specimens for a
New York museum, and almost 16,000

feet of motion
dreds of stills.

picture

film, besides

cinema, but in the recorders’ court,
charged with loitering. Recorder Plante
asked her full name, and she answered

a

could

who

find

expressed

time

a

wish

to visit her

that

native

she
Win-

nipeg. “My biggest ambition is to sing in
opera,” she confessed. Asked “why you
don’t?” she laughed, and said it was not
so simple as all that. “You have to take an
audition,” she said, and seemed doubtful.
“I guess I’m pretty lucky,” she said of her
film success.
“Holy Deadlock,” A. P. Herbert M. P.’s
satirical novel, will be filmed at Teddington, England. A number of scripts had
to be submitted to the censor before one
was

approved

in its entirety.

Little has been heard of Bank Night
at the local theatres since summer commenced, but R. A. McNeil, head of the
Golden State Theatre circuit, California’s
largest theatre chain, has been telling Londoners that “Bank Night” is the biggest
thing that has happened in the United
States cinema world. He expressed surprise that London cinemas were crowded
in summer and credited Alexander Korda
with the improvement in British pictures.
London

narrowly

missed

a repetition

of

Montreal’s tragic Laurier Palace disaster
when, just after hundreds of children had
left the theatre, the Endeavour Cinema
took fire and much damage was done to
the screen, the floor and the seating. The
building

is exclusively
tainment of children.

used

for the enter-

the

Robert Reeds, Canadian journalist, had
long talk in Hollywood with Deanna

Ottawa — Amendments to the Criminal
Code of Canada, promulgated at the last
session of parliament in Ottawa and effective August 1, finally and explicitly
make the operation of slot machines
against the law in all parts of the country and under any and all circumstances
through the provision that the use of such
machines is an infraction of the clause of
the Criminal Code which defines the
premises where they are operated as a
“common gaming house.” The proprietor
of such a place as well as those present as
apparent patrons are subject to prosecution, with penalties of heavy fines and
imprisonment prescribed.
The new provisions
Code also are effective

of the Criminal
in the matter of

Bingo and other games of chance which
have flourished in recent years to the
detriment of theatres. The definition of
“a common gaming house” is sufficiently
broad to cover the Bingo tournaments, the
operators and patrons of which are subject to prosecution. Police authorities of
many municipalities have already given
notice of intention to enforce the new law
and Bingo operations have been at a
standstill for some days. One effect of
conviction is that the license of a hall or
licenses

hun-

“Snow White” made a personal appearance in Montreal the other day — not in a

“Snow White Black.” So amused was
judge that he suspended sentence.

Durbin,

A Ban on Bingo by
Amendment to Code

Visitors to Filmrow
ema proprietors from
Parry of the Alhambra

included two cinSte. Agathe, Miss
and J. Adelson of

for the sale of tobaccos and refreshments are cancelled automatically
when the premises are declared a common
gaming house.

the Roxy. Another out-of-town exhibitor
seen around was A. Ringuette of the
Parisienne, Louisville — H. Heller of the
Majestic, Montreal, and J. Cytrynbaum of

Civic officials
in local license
chines in recent
courage their

had made stiff increases
fees for actual slot mayears in an effort to disoperation under existing

Perron Hall, found it so hot around Filmrow that they both sped quickly away by
car to their respective summer cottages at
Val David.

laws, the annual fee for each machine
ing boosted to $500 in some situations.
some cities machine operators have
ready made application for a rebate
license fees for the year to the extent

beIn
alin
of

the

remaining five months of 1938 during which the devices will be illegal, but
the authorities have made no move for re-

'J'OM DALEY, manager of the Imperial
Theatre, is on his vacation, in Muskoka.
Fred

Robertson

Ottawa,

was

Simon

of the Mayfair

a visitor last week.

Meretsky

of

the

Theatre,
'

Capitol

and

T. Long, general manager of Associated Theatres, has returned from his
vacation, spent in Muskoka.
Walter
celebrated
wife, Jean

Kennery of Sovereign Films
the birthday anniversary of his
Kennedy, with a few friends.

Tom Walton and his two sons are spending their vacation sailing on Lake Ontario in their cruiser, the Dorothy II.
Morris Berlin of the Somerset Theatre,
Ottawa, visited in Toronto. Pat Greenlees of Woodstock, also was in town.

90

Sound
“Little Tough

Guy,”

the

Universal

new

feature, starring the “Dead End” kids, will
have its Canadian premiere at the Centre

H.

time, thus eliminating a competitive nuisance over which there has been countless
complaints.

Ralph Dale, chief booker for FamousPlayers Canadian Corp., is on his vacation.

Palace
boys
Clair.

theatres, Windsor, Ont., is vacationing and entertaining some of the film
at his summer home on Lake St.

“Rage of Paris,” starring Danielle Darrieux, is continuing its successful run in
Winnipeg, Ottawa and Montreal.

funds pending advice from the government. Theatre owners feel that the situation has been cleaned up once and for all

Theatre,
ust 10.

Ottawa,

during

the week

of Aug-

Morris
F-P

Stein, district manager for Famous-Players, ison his vacation. Lou Karp,
booker, is on his holidays. Harrison

Patte,

another F-P booker,
turned from his vacation.

has

just re-

Jack Arthur, manager of the Uptown
Theatre, is on his vacation . . . Harlos
Pfaff, salesman for Paramount Pictures,
is spending his holidays with his family
at “Circle M

Retreat,”

Rebecca

Lake.

May

Infringement
Be Heard

Suit

This Fall

Toronto — Postponed several times at
the request of defendants, action in the
patent infringement suit against Brown’s
Theatres, Ltd., operating the Community
Theatre here, in connection with Cincinnati Time Recorder sound reproducing
equipment is expected to get under way
shortly after the summer court recess.
The statement of defense has been filed,
but an order has been obtained requiring
defendants to furnish particulars. Examination on discovery is expected to take
place in September, with the trial date to
be set soon thereafter.
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Celluloid Products
Face Restrictions
Montreal — Recommendations for reducing the danger to the public, especially
children, from celluloid articles, are made
in the report by the British home office
departmental committee appointed under
the chairmanship of Lt.-Col. Sir Vivian
Henderson, last October to inquire into the
matter. The committee recommends that
the following be prohibited:
Sale or hire to the public of any top
cinematograph or optical projecting or
viewing apparatus taking a film wider
than 20 milimeters.
Sale or hire to the public of any finished

QNE

of the
most Dominion
ardent speedboat
devotees of the
is Ambrose
Nolan, manager of the Pic Theatre in
Aylmer, Ottawa’s picturesque suburban
town. Ambrose is perfectly at home on
the waters of nearby Lake Deschenes and
championship races have seen him as a
competitor. He has had some thrilling
escapes on occasions when his boat has
capsized at full tilt, but the greater the
danger the more he seems to like the sport.
Manager Bob Maynard of the Cartier
Theatre scored a ten-strike in the presentation of a French play, “Dernier Miracle du Frere Andre,” starring Jacques
Auger, formerly of the Odeon de Paris,
France, the story being based on the life
of Brother Andre, the miracle cleric of
Montreal. The theatre was filled with

films of any width ready printed for projection composed of nitro-cellulose.

French-Canadians

Sale of celluloid cuffs, collars, shirtfronts, side-combs, and hair ornaments.
The committee also recommends that

The majority of local theatre managers
are having important business away from

safety or non-inflammable film for sale
or hire to the public should not contain
more than
and that

three per cent of nitro-cellulose
all celluloid toilet combs and

dolls “the two principal causes of accidents” be marked or labeled “celluloid.”
The recommendations regarding toy
cinemas is designed to prevent the sale of
cheap imported toy projectors in which the
standard size inflammable film can be
used. The committee finds that there is
some illicit trade in inflammable film.
The

width of film recommended as allowable in toy cinemas is sufficient to include all the sizes of film used in substandard cinematographic work, in which
the use of acetate film is the standard
practice in Britain.

Courtney Represents
Dominion at Banquet
Ottawa — R. M. Courtney of Ottawa represented the Dominion government at a
complimentary banquet at Waddington to
William Whalen upon his retirement from
18 years as collector of customs at that
port, with 100 friends from all parts of the
States in attendance.

been incorporated into various cowboy operas of the screen. He was asso-

ciated for years with “Buffalo Bill” Cody
and was eventually a member of Cody’s
Wild West Show with which he toured
the United States, Canada, Great Britain,
Germany, Prance and Italy. Whalen’s
stories of the frontier west were frequently
sought by scenario writers.

days.

their offices these days. The annual 14day race meet of the Connaught Park
Jockey Club, Ottawa’s turf festival of the
season, opened August 1.
Found: A theatre manager who enthuses
publicly over a double bill. This is Ray
Tubman, manager of the Capitol, who used
big type in newspaper

displays for the cur-

rent week’s program to shout: “The Answer to a Theatre Manager’s Prayer — A
Perfect Dual Program, etc.” The attractions were, Harold Lloyd in “Professor Beware” and “You and Me” with Sylvia
Sidney and George Raft. It was distinctive eye-catching advertising .
The

local film

colony

has

heard,

with

regret, that Rosina Lawrence, Ottawa’s
current contribution to screen stardom,
has returned from Italy without appearing

Montreal — The new Carleton Theatre,
being erected at the northwest corner of
St. Catherine and Mackay Sts. here, will
seat 1,200. The theatre and adjacent
stores and apartment building will cost
•approximately
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Brouse,

former prominent theatre proprietor, was the scene of a $20,000 midnight fire of unknown origin in which four
persons had to be rescued from the upper
floors by the fire-fighters.
were also partially destroyed.

Two

Ottawa theatre managers are
forward with doubtful pleasure
annual
rated

stores
looking
to the

fair of the Central Canada Exhibition Ass’n, August 22-27, which is
the second largest yearly event of

its kind in Canada. In by-gone days, visitors to the city generally took in a show or
two while in town, but now they drive
straight to the exhibition park in their
automobiles and return home late at night
without seeing the downtown section of
the Capital.
Richard

Finnie,

Ottawa

news

camera-

man, is giving a travel talk over the national network of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp., on Monday evening, Aug. 8.
His subject is “Morning

in Paris.”

An entire French program was presented
by Manager J. Marshall at the Rideau
Theatre all day Wednesday, substantial
crowds
Bebe

seeing “Sarati

le Terrible”

and

“Le

de VEscardom.”

The newly introduced floodlight baseball, which is far from being favored by
Ottawa exhibitors, has aroused a flood of
protests from residents in the neighborhood of the ball park because of the noise
late at night and the disturbing lights.

In a recent issue of Boxoffice attention
was drawn to the fact that Prescott, Ont.,
. was the largest town in Canada without
a theatre. Since that time, actual steps
have been noted toward the construction

Manager Joe Paul of the new Elgin
Theatre has supervised the finishing
touches to the refrigeration system and
patrons are now enjoying the refreshing
atmosphere to the full.

WINNIPEG
ACTIVITY
aroundit the
Province
atre indicates
will old
reopen
soon The. . .
For publicity for “Little Miss Broadway,”
Manager Harold Bishop of the Capitol
arranged for tieups with the Quaker Oats
Co. and with local music stores featuring
the song hits from the film.

advance publicity for “ Lord Jeff,” which
plays the house next week. Bishop has a
strong campaign outlined for this picture.
The Royal American shows, featuring
the Follies Internationale, will appear next
week at Polo Park in connection with the
Winnipeg

$260,000.

The Lida Court Hotel, Queen and Bank
Sts., Ottawa, owned by the estate of Harry

“I have had plenty of complaints,” declared Mayor Stan Lewis, who is an ardent sport fan, but he promised to discuss
the situation with the club.

Ushers and door men at the Capitol are
sporting attractive sail costumes worn as

Carleton Will Seat 1,200

Ogdensburg, N. Y. The identity of the promoter has not been disclosed, as yet.

in a featured role of “Rigoletto,” plans for
the production of which have been postponed indefinitely.

Whalen was a pioneer of the early west
and encountered many adventures which
have

for the two

of a theatre in the community which is
on the St. Lawrence River opposite

Summer

Fair.

Don Gauld is expected back from
vacation at the beginning of the week.

his

Ernie Palmer of the Gaiety, who won the
Manitoba amateur golf championship, is
don London,
cup.
in

Ont., playing

for the Willing-

A lucky break showmen enjoy every
now and then took place when Liberty
magazine appeared on the stands here
with a story on Valentino on the opening
day of his film at the Lyceum.
man was duly grateful.

Eddie

New-

H. A. Bercovich of Regina is in the city
. . . J. Miles is back from holidays at
Watrous . . . Eddie Newman is leaving for
a two-week vacation at Victoria Beach.

6, 1938
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Ben Stapleton, the
Ottawa Film Dean

in the heart of Ottawa’s retail business
section, Stapleton’s policy was “to give the
people what they want.” This was once
exemplified in a statement by Ben’s associate, Harry Brouse, when he said: “If
they want to see the villain chasing the
girl around a bedroom, let ’em have it.”
Let it be reminded that this was in the

Ottawa — An

oldtimer

whose

name

has

come

down through the years in association with the activities and development
of the moving picture business in Ottawa
is Ben Stapleton, dean of theatre owners
in the Canadian capital and one of the
elder statesmen of filmdom in the Dominion.
Stapleton prides himself on the fact that
he has always been an independent and,
ably assisted by his son, has more than
held his own during the past 30 years in
competition with the big corporate
terests which have spread across
Dominion.

inthe

“old days” and
of this writer.
“Make

it was

the patrons

as “First National.” For the start of this
company each of the 100 exhibitors, united
in a common causes, became an original
franchise holder by placing $1,000 in a
common fund and production started with
a cash capital of $100,000. They laid a
foundation that has endured throughout
the years.
The other charter member of Associated
First National Exhibitors in Canada was
the late Harry Brouse, also of Ottawa,
who,

during his lifetime, built up an estate that was valued at approximately
$800,000 in probate, his numerous local
properties including the Imperial and

Family theatres in which he took an active managerial interest until his death.
The

two, Stapleton and Brouse, were business buddies although holding distinctly
to their respective physical interests.
As

charter

franchise

holders

of

comfortable

O’Loghlin is returning from a visit to the
Hollywood studio and will meet some
Canadian delegates from Winnipeg and

without

insure good projection” is the
advice based on years of experience, in which the Stapleton-owned
advanced by steady stages into the

'big theatre” class. The Centre was the
first in Ottawa to have wide-range sound
and was among the first in Canada to have
complete acoustic wall coverings. These
and similar details, coupled with personal
attention to film bookings, have made the
name of Stapleton synonymous with good
entertainment.

High Praise Accorded
French Picture Makers
New York —
Praise for the strides
French producers have made in the last
year was heaped on them by Dr. A. H.
Giannini, Darryl F. Zanuck and John E.
Otterson on their return from abroad.
Said Giannini: “The French are making great pictures. France is making the
best product of all foreign countries and
it is the independent producers who are
I'esponsible.”
To quote Zanuck: “The French are making fine headway. None of the films is
made in English and the only trouble is
that

consumption is limited to good pictures. Nevertheless, France is making better pictures than ever before, but American films are still the favorite.”
Otterson: “Independent producers in
France are doing a wonderful job.” He
lined up 15 pictures for distribution here
and all of them were made by independent
producers.

Calgary at this point. Proposed sales drive
runs from August 15 to December 15.
Harry

A. Burkovitch

of the Rex

Theatre

in Regina was a visitor to Calgary’s
Filmrow last week. En route to Glacier
and Yellowstone National Parks, he was
accompanied by his family and George
Gross, general
Regina.

manager

for Woolsworth

at

Ernest Lawrence Upped
To Post at Dunnville
Dunnville, Ont. — In line with its promotion policy, Hanson Theatre Corp. has
transferred Ernest Lawrence, formerly assistant manager of the Grand Opera
House, Orillia, to the management of the
Granada Theatre here.
Lawrence succeeds John Kearney, who
has been transferred to St. Catharines.

Incorporate Legit House
Montreal — Urge of dramatic and musical Montreal for progress is indicated
in the incorporation of the Mount Royal
Theatre Francais, Incorpore, which appears in the current Quebec Official Gazette. The incorporation lists Joseph Emery
Phaneuf, advocate, Mario Duliani, journalist, dramatic playwright and writer,
and Henriette Gaultier, secretary. The
aim is to encourage, stimulate, favor and
arts.
promote
dramatic, lyric and terpsichorean

First

National, Stapleton and Brouse maintained an important position in the moving picture business in Canada for decades. Eventually when the big theatre
chain

signed long-term exhibition contracts with First National, the proviso was
necessary that the Ottawa territory could
not be included in the agreement because
it belonged exclusively to Stapleton and
Brouse, who were popularly called “the
Old Romans of the Film Business.”
Independence has been the Stapleton
characteristic throughout the decades. Although in sympathy with the cause of lone
exhibitors, Ben never identified himself
as a member with theatre owner associations in Canada but preferred to play solitaire. This policy has been continued by
his son, Don Stapleton, who has been the
active manager of the Centre Theatre,
for some years. With full recognition of the value of cooperation among
independent exhibitors, it must be said
that the Centre Theatre has been one of
the most successful units anywhere, year
in and year out.

FitzPatrick Proposes
Animal Film in London
New York — James FitzPatrick states he
will do an animal picture next summer
in London for M-G-M
as part of quota
production. He recently spent four days
on the coast where he signed up a number
of animal acts which he will call “Hollywood Circus” for exhibition near his studio
in Sound City.
FitzPatrick also says he has arranged
his releases with M-G-M
for the 1939-40
season which will wind up his ten-year
contract during which time he will have
supplied Metro with 120 traveltalks. He
is now
tract.

negotiating

a

new

five-year

con-

From the start when he operated a simple nickelodeon in a store on Sparks St.

New

Cameos

Toronto — Canadian

Ray Lewis in Balmoral
Balmoral, Scotland — Ray Lewis, editor
of the Canadian Moving Picture Digest, is
visiting here with the Herbert

Wilcox

ducing unit, which is shooting
Glorious Years” for RKO.

pro-

“Sixty

Series

Cameos

is releas-

ing a new picture called “Ballet of the
Mermaids,” all the scenes being taken in
the Muskoka Lakes district of Ontario
in conjunction with the assistance of Mr.
Erskine and the members of the Mermaid
Swimming Club. Its first local showing
will be at the Imperial Theatre. The picture was produced by Gordon Sparling, the
previous picture of the series being released in the United States at the Roxy
Theatre in New York City.

Home

Films Costly

Montreal — Damages
Archambault, through

Ottawa,

92

Minneapolis, accompanied by his salesman, Frank Scott. There he was met by
J. P. O’Loghlin, Canadian general manager, to consult on the coming sales drive.

Indicating his pioneering role as a leader among independent exhibitors was his
early connection with Associated First National Exhibitors as a cooperative producing organization. He was one of the two
theatre owners in Canada who were identified with the 100 men on this continent
responsible for the creation of the studio
unit which continues to be widely known

^ERNON
SKOREY, branch manager of
20th Century-Fox, left July 19 for

said in the presence

frills and
Stapleton
house

A IL B HE R T A

suffered by Adriend
injuries to his two

children and the death of his sister-in-law,
in a fire during the showing of home moving pictures have been fixed at $1,861.50
by Justice Surveyer in superior court. The
fire cost the lives of two of the spectators,
when flames spread from motion picture
machine to a nearby Christmas tree.
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As a service to readers

of BOXOFFICE,

this page

provides a ready

source

of information

on products and services which have been filed for reference with The MODERN THEATRE INFORMATION BUREAU. Information on the following subjects may be secured by
sending in the coupon. Use the key numbers. If data on subjects other than those listed
is wanted, just state your requirements. We will endeavor to see that you are supplied
with details promptly.

MT563 Fuses, cartridge
MTS U4 Lighting plants,

ADVERTISING
MT4S1
MT482
MT48 3
; jMT 48 4
MT485
MT486
MT4 87
MT488
MT489
MT490
MT491
MT482
MT493
MT494
MT495
JV1T49G.
MT497
MT498
MT499
MT500

Main signs and marquees
Signs, Neon
Signs, structural glass
Signs, travel word
Attraction boards
Letters, attraction board
Letters, changeable silhouette
Price signs, boxoffice
Display frames
Poster lights
Poster projectors
Cut-out machines
Time schedule clocks, electric
Monogrammed
mats, rubber
Slides, advertising
Slides, announcement
Sound truck P. A. systems
Transformers, Neon
Ladders, safety
Moving words projector

AIR CONDITIONING
MT505

Air

MT506
MT507
MT50S
MT509
MT510
MT5lT
MT512
MT513
MT514
MTS 15
MT51G
MT517

conditioning plants — complete
Heating systems
Refrigeration
Air washers
Blowers
Air circulators
Fans, exhaust
Grilles and registers
Temperature control devices
Air conditioning accessories
Motors, multi-speed fan
Motors, constant speed
Air filters

MT518
MT519

Air diffusers,
Cooling coils

DECORATIONS
MT520
MT521
MT522
MT523
MT524
MT525
MT52G
MT527
MT528
MT529
MT530
MT531
MT532
MT533
MT534
MT535
MT536
MT537
MT538
MT539
MT540
MT541
MT5.42
MT543
MT54 4
MT545

high

and

velocity

FURNISHING

Architectural service
Decorating service
Seating service
Theatre chairs
Chair covers
Theatre carpets
Carpet padding
Rubber matting
Furniture, lounge
Wall tiles, interior
Fabrics, decorating
Brass railings
Rope railings
Metal, ornamental
Mirrors
Luminous
colors
Ticket booths
Directional signs
Exit boxes
Curtain controls
Curtain tracks
Curtains, fireproof
Fountains, drinking
Fountains, ornamental
Rubber seat upholstery
Rubber floor & wall coverings

LIGHTING
MT550
MT551
MT552
MT553
MT554
MT555
MT556
MTS57
MTS 58
M T S59
MTSfiO
MT561
MT562

Fixtures, lighting
Colored lamps
Lumiline lamps
Candle flame lamps
Floodlight lamps
Spotlight lamps
Sign lamps
Dimmers
Ultra violet lighting
Silhouette letter mounting
Flashed opal glass
Pot metal opal glass
Fuses, indicator type
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MAINTENANCE
MTS 09
MT5 70
MTS 71
MT572
MTS 7 3
MTS 74
MT575
MT576
MT577
MT578
MT579
MT580
MT581
MT582
MT583
MT584
MT585
MT586
MT587
MT588
MT589

Expansion Bolts
Chair fastening cement
Chair refinisliing materials
Upholstering materials
Seat patching kits
Seat decking materials
Floor surfacing materials
Carpet cleaning systems
Floor waxes
Matting, rubber
Paint, screen
Paint, plastic
Paint, aluminum
Polish, metal
Polish, furniture
Fireproofing compounds
Fire extinguishers
Ladders, safety
Uniforms, staff
Screen cleaning tools
Venetian blind cleaners

PROJECTION
MT591
MT592
MT593
MT594
MT595
MT59G
MT597
MT598
MT599
MTG00
MT601
MTG02

Projectors, complete with sound
Projectors, standard
Projectors, semi-portable
Projector pedestals
Projector parts
Lamps, suprex type
Lamps, reflector arc
Lamps, high intensity
Lamps, incandescent projection
Arc regulators
Arc controls
Control panels

MT603
MT604
MTG05
MT60G
MTG07
MTG08
MT609
MTG10
MTG11
MT612
MT613
MTG14
MT615
MT616
MT617
MT618
MT619
MTG20
MT621
MT622
MT623
MT624
MT625
MT626
MT627
MTG28
MT629
MT630
MT631
MT632
MT633

Rectifiers, copper-oxide
Rectifiers, tube type
Bulbs, rectifier
Rheostats, projection
Motor-generators
Lenses, projection
Lenses, condenser
Current changers
Mirror reflectors
Carbons, projector
Carbon savers
Reels
Reel alarms
Rewinders, automatic
Change-over devices
Slide, projection
Lamps, spot and flood
Take-ups, film
Film safety controls
Fire prevention devices
Fire shutters, porthole
Film scales
Film scrapers
Film splicers
Film cleaners
Air gun (cleaner)
Tool kits
Film cabinets
Film cabinet stands
Effect projectors
Rectifiers, magnesium-copper
sulphide

MT649
MTG50
MTG51
MTG52
MTG53
MTG54
MTG55
MTG5G
MT657

Air sprays
Soap dispensers
Soaps, liquid
Hand
driers, electric
Chewing gum solvents
Rubber link matting
Exhaust fans
Plumbing fixtures
Toilet seats

MTG86

Lighting,

MT687
MTG88
MTG89
MT690
MT691
MTG92

Curtain controls
Curtain tracks
Stage draperies
Stage rigging
Scenery, stage
Footlights

MT693

Switchboards

SOUND
MTGG1
MT662
MTG63
MT6G4
MTG65
MT6 66
MTGG7
MTG68
MTG69
MTG70
MTG71
MT672
MTG73
MT674
MT675
MTG7G
MT6 77
MTG78

MT685

STRUCTURAL

Sound
systems, complete
Sound heads
Amplifiers
Pre-amplifiers
Speakers
Rectifiers
Condensers
Photo-electric cells
Tubes, amplifier
Tubes, rectifier
Exciter lamps
Baffles, horn
Lens assemblies, sound
Public address systems
Microphones
Microphone stands
Hearing aid systems
Acoustical materials

STAGE
Screens,

MATERIALS

MT700
MT701
MT702
MT703
MT704

Structural glass_es
Insulation materials
Acoustical materials
Fibre boards
Fronts, glass

MT705
MT706
MT707
MT708
MT709

Fronts, vitreous
Fronts, porcelain
Fronts, stainless
Toilet partitions,
Flooring, asphalt

enamel
enamel
steel
metal
tile

MISCELLANEOUS

EQUIPMENT
moving

stage

picture

MT715

Accounting

MT716
MT717
MT718
MT719

Change makers
Sates, boxoffice
Tickets
Ticket choppers

systems

MT720
MT721
MT722

Ticket
Ticket
Ticket

MT723
MT724

Pop corn
Uniforms,

issuing machines
registers
holders
machines
staff
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MT641
MT642
MTfi 43
MTG44
MT645
MT64G
MTG47

Cleaning compounds
Cleaners, vacuum
Disinfectants
Deodorant blocks
Insecticides
Disseminators
Air purifiers, ozone

MT64S

'Air

perfumes

Name
Theatre
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Invitation

By C. P. RUTTY
Vancouver — When you dig into the past
of the motion-picture industry in Vancouver, back a matter of 20 to 25 years, you
run into many names of those who are still
in it; those who have stuck by it from the
time when it was merely “look-see,” as the
Indians say, until it developed into the
day.
melodious, colorful presentations of this
There

is Bill Brown,

who,

with

W.

P.

Nickols, operated the first chain of theatres in this part of the country; they
are both still going
own house.

strong, each

with

his

Willis

The

largest postcard ever carried by
livered to Mayor Queen, inviting him

Theatre

at the showing

of “Son

of the

By arrangement with Mayor Queen and
the postal authorities, Newman sent the
mayor the largest postcard ever carried
by the mail here, inviting His Honor to
attendance a performance as a guest of
the management. A large cut of the mayor
receiving the card from the postman who
delivered it appeared in one of the daily
papers.
In addition to these moves, Newman
employed extensively such means of publicity as lucky numbers in a Lyceum herald which was delivered to homes, the
lucky numbers permitting the holders to
free admission to the show; street ballyhoo in the form of a man dressed to resemble Valentino in the picture, parading
the city streets with a banner advertising
the film, the man being on horseback,
furnishing newsboys on busy
sections with advertising banners
they wore on their backs.

interwhich

Other publicity took the form of tieups
with a number of cafes which were featuring Valentino spaghetti, and with Johnson-Hutchinson, local jewelers, who were
featuring slave bracelets of the kind introduced by Valentino years ago.
The

campaign was one of the most thorough-going ever staged in the city and
Newman has been the recipient of congratulatory comment from showmen here.
An

amusing

connection

94

incident

with

which

Newman’s

the “Son

occurred

campaign

and re-equipped it, following each advance,
each trend, to bring it up to date as time
went on. Bob Scott, who came on from
Winnipeg, where he was exhibiting, to go

of one

of the Sheik” arose out of the insertion of an ad in the personal columns
of the local papers. The ad read

as follows: “Wanted — one four-legged
camel in good shape, to be used in connection with 'Son of the Sheik.’

Newman began a preliminary campaign
of newspaper teaser ads a week in advance and inserted art layouts in the Saturday papers a week before the opening
date.

and

the mail in Winnipeg is deto be a guest of the Lyceum

of the Sheik.”

Winnipeg — Determined to lick bad business in the hot weather, Manager Eddie
Newman of the Lyceum Theatre carried
out an intensive exploitation campaign
for the reissue of Valentino’s “Son
Sheik,” now playing his house.

Dewees who served his apprenticeship in a small theatre on Hastings
St. East, is now the lessor of several. Frank
Kerr, who has remained with his first love
in New Westminster, though he has rebuilt

in
for

Apply

Ly-

ceum Theatre.”
Advertising men at the paper were reluctant to insert the ad because they believed it to be a gag, but when Newman
assured them it was bona fide and that
he was

eager to procure a camel for publicity purposes, the ad appeared.

The following day Newman was greatly
surprised to receive a phone call from a
citizen who informed him he had a camel
at his disposal. Newman, who was skeptical regarding the presence of these beasts
of burden in Winnipeg, asked some penetrating questions and was told that this
person had not only one camel, but two,
and that these animals came from Saskatchewan where they had been used last
year, presumably in connection with the
drought which had turned that province
into a fair imitation of the Sahara. A
certain price was demanded for the daily
rental of the camel. Newman told the
gentleman his price was exorbitant, but
if he would quote a reasonable figure they
could do business. He was left with a telephone number and the assurance that the
party would call again. Up to the present
time the unknown has not called and Newman is puzzled as to whether the offer
was
row.

genuine or was a gentle hoax perpetrated by one of his friends along Film-

Showing of reissues at the Lyceum has
resulted in Eddie Newman
receiving a
number of letters from movie-goers asking for the reissue of various films. Some
of those asked for are: “Be Mine Tonight,” “Great Expectations” and “David
Copperfield,” and a number who have
asked for “Rose Marie.”

into the distribution end, is now back exhibiting. Frank Gow, who gained that
sensitiveness to audience reactions when
operating on his own
the Famous Players.

hook,

is now

with

J. R. Muir is another who gained his
experience in showmanship in his own
house and is now giving F. P. the benefit
of it in the management of one of their
big theatres here.
Distributors
Jim

Hayworth,

Have
who

Memories,

Too

has just completed

his new theatre in Ladysmith, was exhibiting there in the early days, and kept right
on with the same house, plus recurring
improvements, to the opening of the new
one this week. Bill Hansher is another
old exhibitor who, having shared the trials
and tribulations of fellow exhibitors, has,
as a distributor, a sympathetic ear for the
woes of his customers. Fred Bannister is
still running that house in Mission City
where he, and his theatre, are looked upon
as landmarks.
These are the old-timers here today, the
ones who can be seen, and heard, but they
seem to have a common characteristic,
they will tell about the other fellow, but
have nothing to say about themselves.
Then there were the distributing agencies and their representatives: General
Films, Gaumont, Universal, Canadian, The
Allens, Kay’ Bees, Biograph, Edison, Vitagraph, Kalen, Regal and the Mutual, later
called the Standard.
There was “Tiny” Auger, a man of
generous proportions, standing six feet
three and weighing close to 300 pounds.
E. Towser, William Haus, Sid Tauber and
Bob Scott. These, and others, played their
parts in the film industry in that period
and all but two have passed out of the
local picture. One of the two is Bob Scott
who
was

plays a prominent part in the management of the Lyric, and Sid Tauber who
here recently on a visit.
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Date at top of column
national release date,

is week
1937-38.

ending. Number in square is
Production number is at right.
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time follows title. Letter "A" indicates Adult classification, otherwise Family suitability. R — is review date; EP — exBlue Ribploitation preview. Symbol O indicates BOXOFFICE
bon Award Winner. Symbol © indicates color photography.

Running

FEBRUARY

19

FEBRUARY

|

8010
Comedy
|15|
Wide Open Faces (67)
loe E. Brown-Jane
Wy1 man

EP1 — Jan.

8;

R — Apr. 23
8200
Western
jl7|
Heroes of the Alamo (74)
H) Hodgins-L. Chandler

MARCH

26

8038
Drama
Gail Pres-

ery
HU Myst
Who
Killed
ton? (61)

ume) Murder
(For.

In

Swing-

Wyn Cahoon-Don
R — May
14

Frontier Town
(68)
Western
[J|Ritter
Tex
R— Mar. 19

Maureen
R— Jan.

Mqlvyn
Bruce

Douglas-Virginia

R — Jan.

29;

3730
||j Musical Comedy
Big Broadcast of 1938
(90)
W. C. Fields-M. Raye
R— Feb. 19; BP — Nov. S7

7030
Drama
[igj
Born to Be Wild (66)
R. Byrd-D.
Weston
;R— July

i

2

30

Comedy

730

835
Drama
H|] Comedy
Baroness and Butler (80)
ffm. Powell-Annabella
R — Feb. 19; EP — Jan. 8
873
Drama
H|[ Comedy
(8§)
County Chairman
W. Rogers-E. Venable

MARCH

Rolling Caravans
(57)8210
Western
[7]
E. Stewart-J. Luden

Making the Headlines (65)
ery)
(For. House of Myst
Drama
Action
RHU
— kJan.
s -B. Roberts
Holt
Jac

EP — Jan.

edy(95) 825
Com
Merrily
We
Live
|Y|
Constance
Bennett
Brian Aherne
R— Mar.

5;

EP — Feb.

12

15

3758
n (56)
ter
Wes
Cassidy
of Bar
20
HU
Wm.
Boyd
(Hopalong
series)
R— Feb. 12

|2i| Mystery Drama
Hollywood Stadium
Mystery (66)

The
100 Years (73)
|n]FirstComedy
826
(For. Wooden
Wedding)
Robt. Montgomery
Virginia Bruce
EP— Mar. 5; R — Mar. 19

Code
the
Rangers
[9] of
Western
Tim
McCoy
R— April

(57)
3729

16

Outdoor

Drama

2035

[4] Musical
Comedy
Romance
in the
Dark

3731
(79)

Gladys Swarthout-John
Boles-J. Barrymore
R— Feb. 26

Prison
(T|
26

Nurse
(67)
Drama

7008

Henry
Marsh Wilcoxon- Marian

830
Drama
y
[25] Comed
oil a Budget (64)
Love
S. Deane-Jed Prouty
R — Jan. 15

|~4~] Musical Comedy
827
Sally, Irene and Mary
(85)
F. Mar.
Allen-Faye-Hovick
R—
6

Dangerous to Know
(70)
3732
Melodrama
HI]
Anna
May
Wong-Gail
R —Patrick
Mar. 5

Call
Mesquiteers (55)
[7]the Western
7115
(For. Desert Trail Riders)
Lynn
Roberts
R — Mar.Mesquiteers
5
Three

Hawaii
[H] Com. Calls
with (73)
Music
B. Breen-Irvin Cobb
EP — Feb. 6; R— Mar.

|R— April

175

Peril

2;

Loved

an

1 iavilland

i — Jan.

GB70O4
(70)
Marney

Judge Hardy’s Children
(77)
828
Drama
dy
Lewis
Stone
HU Come
R— Mar. 26
Cecilia Parker

EP— Feb.

26

(66)
Bluebeard’s Eighth Wife
3734
Rom.
HU(86)Comedy

C. Colbei
R — Mar.

t-G. Cooper
26; EP — Jan.

Drama
*j
Jbung Pushkin
cl— Mar. 5

Amkino
(85)
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(For.

Six

Girls)

Claire Trevor-Miehael
Whalen
5;

EP — Jan,

Mack

Farm
(80)
ORebecca
of Sufmybrook
|l8]
Musical
837
Shirley Temple
Randolph
Scott
R — Mar. 12; EP — Nov.

13

16

Mr. Moto’s Gamble
(63) Melodrama
HU
P. Lorre-Lynn Bari
BP — Apr.

Gaiety

Girls

Police

Wm.
Hall9
RHU
— Apr.
Action

23;

|~5~| Com. M’drama FN259
A Slight Case of Murder
(85)
Edw.
Robinson- Jane
Bryan
R— Feb. 12

Amk.

[Y]
Drama
Inv.
Brilliant
Marriage (62)
Joan Marsh-Ray
Walker

Love,
HonorDrama
and Behave
HU(71)
Com.
WB216
(For. Everybody
Very Nice.)

Was

R — Apr.

2

•

(63)
Drama

2029

Goodbye

Comedy
Broadway

2012
(69)

A. Brady-C. Winninger
EP — Feb. 19; R — Apr.

He Couldn’t Say
Frank
McHugh
HU
Comedy
R
— Mar.
5
Jane
Wyman

No (57)
WB221

Jezebel

2

Night
2041
Drama

a

Clyde

(104)

B. Davls-H. Fonda
04
WB219
EP — Dec.Dr
18;
Ra
— Mar.
am
HU

Wayne
Morris-P. Lane
R— Feb. 26; EP — Jan. 29

Ski Battalion (78)
Amkino
a
Dram
R[12]
— April
16

841

(73)

ofs ItMak
(67)
e
Let’

Be Yonrself (64) reissue
HU Mus. Drama
Arte’ma
Fanny
Brice
Robt. Armstrong

6, 1938

8

King of the Newsboys
(68)
York)
7009
Drama
HU
(For. Sidewalks of New

State

5

WB220
Twin

a
Dramck
d of Cossa
Balla
HU Com.
Golota (83)
R — Mar. 19

217

E

Crime
Dr. Hallet (68)
[HI of Drama
2017
Ralph Bellamy-Barbara
Read
EP — Jan. 29; R — Mar. 19

29

sj Mys. Drama
|lrl Was Young
ll Pilbeam-D. De
■—Jan. 29

Actress

Rio Grande
3715
Rom.
Carroll

3733
Bulldog
Drummond’s
drama
Melo
HU
J. Barrymore
R— Campbell
Mar. 19
L.

The

2056

R — Mar.

Drama
HU Com.
d and
Penro
His
Brother (62)
Mauch
Twins
R — Jan. 15

28

Drama

HU Musical
B. Rogers-J.
FN255
J|j Outd’r Drama
&Gold Is Where
You
Find It (97)
leo. Brent-Olivla de

R — May

(63)
Ben Lyon-Lupe Velez
Drama
H|j

Patricia Ellis
Jack
Hulbert
al Comedy
Music
HU

ical (96)2002
MusMusic
Mad
Hr]About
D. Durbln-H. Marshall
R — Mar. 5; EP — Dec. 11

23

29;

846

[TT]
Drama
Way
(69)
Walking
Down
Broad- 838

R — Feb.

Baker

He

(60)

R—
26
Lew Mar.
Ayres-Helen

[4~| Night
Comedy
Maid’s
Out (61) 822
(Form. Certified)
J.
Lane
R— Fontaine-A.
Feb. 26

Bob

EP — Jan.

7021

R — Feb.

Western
AVolves (56)

Goods

Girl of tlie Golden West
(119)
827
H|] Musical Operetta
Nelson Eddy- Jeanette
MacDonald
EP — Jan. 8; R— Mar. 19

R— Apr.

821
Drama
[25] Spot
Niglit
(72)
Joan Woodbury-Allan
Lane
R — Mar. 1 9

|2s|
Border

Lone Wolf in Paris (67)
Drake
Francis Lederer-Frances

the

8040
R— ]
May Dr
14 ama
Ht
Alice Moore-R. Forbes

(60) of the
Bose
Musical
HU
Movita-John

|

19

Woman
World Against
(62)

Damaged

Storm Com
in edy
a Teacup
Drama (86)
HU
Vivien Lelgh-Rex Harrison
R — Dec. 4

Forbidden Valley (67)
Sioah Beery jr.-Frances
Robinson

@k

RELEASES
CURRENT MAR
I CH
26

J?

Phyllis
R— July Barry
30
Pedro de Dr
Corboda
ama
HU

7125
[21]
Thunder Western
in the Desert (5 6)
Bob Steele-D. Stanley
R — May
21

Bringing Bp Baby (100)
K. Hepburn-Cary Grant
R— Feb. 19; EP— Nov. 27

12

217

Port
DramaGirls 3726
H|]of Missing
(64)
H. Carey-J. Allen
R — Mar. 5

N. Hamilton

TO

HU

ma
edy n Dra
rns 824
ComLupi
Retu
Arse
H|] ne
(82)

3733

EP — Oct.

Terry

833
Drama
HU Comedy
A Yank at Oxford (100)
Robert Taylor

Western
0
Painted Trail (50)
Tom
Keene

5;

GUIDE

MARCH

5

|~3~| Com.
with Music
Start
Cheering
(79) 8009
nolly
Jimmy
Durante-W. ConR — Feb.

210
Drama
jjgj Comedy
Mr. Boggs Steps Out (67)
(For. Mr. Boggs Buys a
Barrel)
Stu Erwin-H. Chandler
R — Nov. 27; EP — Oct. 16

O’Sullivan
29

A

Sailing Along (80)
HU— Musical
R
Apr. 9 Com. GB7003
J. Matthews-R. Young

Bum)
Heart of New York ( . . )
Atlantic
HU Drama-Mus.
(For. Hallelujah
A1 Jolson

I’m

a
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19
26 27

11

15
22

28

30

APRIL

2

9

APRIL

8022
In

odrama
j3|j Mel
When
G-Men
Step
(60)
Don Terry-J. Wells
R — Mar. 2b

APRIL

16

Overland Express (55)
ern Blazer)
(For.
Trail
[IX] TheWest
Buck Jones
Marjorie
K — Apr
» Reynolds

23

299
[Y| Action Drama
Spirit of Youtli (66)
Joe Louis-Edna
Mae
Harris
R — Jan. 8

8006

J. Blondell-M. Douglas
EP — Mar. 5; R — Mar. 26
Flight
Into Nowhere
(66)
|lij] Action
Drama
8021
2«

Zamboanga
(60)
D
[I
Native
Cast.
R— April 23

*18

Holt

K — Mar.

[15]
Female
Evelyn
C.

Drama

International
Crime
[22] Melodrama
Rod LaRocque
Astrid Allwyn
R — Apr. 23

Reynolds

EP — Mar.

12; R — Mar.

R— Apr.

PH
Feud

Western
Maker
(56)
Steele

7126

R — Apr.

16

1;

R — Apr.

Outlaws
of Sonora
ern
West
|l4]
Three Mesquiteers
R — April 30

7110
(55)

Extortion

MI^SCELLANWA
EORN
US
ELF.

Action

Drama

P. l Doesn’t
(Reissue) (..)
(Form. P. p. i)
Leslie Fenton
Jill Esmond

[~8]
Western
Rawhide
(58)

[Is]
840
Qln
Old Drama
Chicago (110)
T.— Jan.
Power-Alice
Faye
R
8

Lou Gehrig-S.
R — Mar. 19

y
[Is] Comed
rce of
©Divo

848

Ballew

826
jr.

29

15

(58)

[25] Melodrama
8036
S. Colton-M. Russell

20

27

MAY
24

21

7

30
[~S~[ Action
Main
Event Drama
(55)
R — May
14
J. Wells-R. Paige
28

80

Cull of the Rockies (54)
Western
8204
R|5o|
— June
18
(J.
Starrett-I.
Meredith

Whirlwind
Horseman
R[7]
— July Western
16
Ken Maynard

22

831

Two
Tim Gun
McCoyJustice (57)
3729
ern
R
— June West
4
[24]

Heart of Arizona
[22]
Western
William
Boyd
R — Apr. 1 6

(68)
3757

College Swing (87)
[2<j] Com. with music 3737
M. Raye-Burns-Alleu
EP — Jan. 15; R — Apr. 23

Drama
Lady X

G. Cooper-Slg. Gurle
R — Feb. 19; EP — Aug.

Law
of the Underwork
n
Melodrama
8 !
C. (61)
Morris-Ann Shirley

Go
Chase
Yourself (70)
[22]
Comedy
825
Joe Penner-Lucille Ball
EP — Mar. 19; R — Apr. 16

Buttle
Broadway
(84)
[22] ofComedy
845
V- McLaglen-L.
Hovlck
EP — Mar. 19; R — Apr. 2

Four
(85) Men and a Prayer
848
Drama
I29]
Loretta Young
Richard Greene

2022
Drama
From
Brooklyn

FN252
dy
Fools
Scandal
(79)
Come
jg] for
Carole Lombard
Fernand Cravet
EP— Jan.

22;

R— Mar.

19

York Nights Artc’ma
New
[Iq] Mus. Drama
(68) reissue
Norma
Talmadge
Gilbert

Roland

26; R — Apr.

30

12; R — Mar.

26

A Trip to Paris (64)
n
Comedy
Drama
84
Shirley Deane-J. Prout
EP — Apr. 2; R— Mar. 2
Life Begins at 40 ( . . )
n
Comedy
Will
Rogers Drama
(reissue) 87

Return of the Scarlet
neltic(80)Adven.
Pimper
Roman
|2<j]
R — Stewart-B.
Apr. 16
S.

14

Sally Eilers-Faul Kelly
EP— Mar. 19; R — Apr. 16

[TfJ Melodrama
Hell
in a Circus Atlantic
(..)
(For. Constant Woman)
Conrad Nagel

(80)

Call
the Drama
Yukon (70)
^8] of
Adv.
7011
(For. Thunder in
Alaska)
R — Apr. 23
R. Arlen-B. Roberts

Adven.
of
Marco

tic
s
Roman
nture
[is]
©Adve
Polo
(104)

(67)
Nurse
js|

[9~| Melodrama
WB222
Accidents
Will Happen
(62)
R. Reagan-G.
Blondel!
R— April 30

Rhythm

in
R
— Crosby-Bea
AprilMusical
30
B.
Lillie 873

EP — Mar.

GB7014
Answer

21

3028

Lnder Western Stars (66)
[20]
Western
7800
R. Rogers
R — Apr. 16

[l5|
Comedy
Joy
of Living
(91)
I.
R— Dunne-Fairbanks
Mar. 26

[T] Comedy
Drama
2021
Reckless Living (69)
Nan
Grey-Jimmy
Savo
EP— Mar. 12; R— Apr. 9
[T]
Western
2057
The Last Stand (66)
B. Baker-C. Moore
R-.T«ne 4

n

22

27

9

|~8~]
Comedy
824
This Marriage Business
(71)
Victor Moore-V. Lester
EP — Mar. 5; R— Mar. 19

(91) Oberon
Merle
R — Jan. 22

F.

22

7
8
14 15

18

24

EP — Feb.

pT| Melodrama
WB212
Over the Wall (69)
John Litel-June Travis
R — Mar. 19

20

1938
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26

1
8

W

16

[71
Drama
Invisible
Enemy
(66) 7010
C. Henry Gordon
Tala Blrell
R— Apr. 2

|T|
Drama
843
Island in the Sky (67)
Gloria Stuart
Michael Whalen

25

7
14

(63)
214

3739
Men

[l5| Melodrama
3736
©tier
Jungle Love (81)
Dorothy
Lamour-Ray
Milland

Bob

813

17

6

13

29
T

M

Drama
Fugitive (56)3713
Venable

EP — Jan.

[T|

31

5

S

Dr.

[J]
Melodrama
3735
Tip-Off Girls (62)
L. Nolan-M. Carlisle
R — Mar. 19

Condemned
Women
(76)
Sally Eilers-Louis Hayward
R — Mar. 12

23
30

4
11

NOVEMBER.
16
s

(58)

rn
Land
Fighting
|H) ofWeste
(53)
Jack Randall

7022
(66)

10

F

19

lest Pilot (118)
[22] Action Drama
C. Gable-M. Loy
EP — Jan. 22; R — Apr.

[Is] Melodrama
Arson Gang Busters
Bob Livingston
Rosalind Keith
R — Apr. 9

3

9

24
APRIL

23

There’s
Always
a
|2(j]
WomanComedy
(80)

J.

2

T

14
21

APRIL

3
9 10
17

2

1938

Barnes

Sinners in Paradise (65
Shanghai)
(For
Half Way
to

Lady
in the Morgue
(70)
|22| Mystery
Drama
2027
Preston Foster
Patricia Ellis
EP — Mar. 26; R— May 14

Women
Like That
[23] Com.AreDrama
FN261
P. O’Brien K.
R — Apr. 1 1

Francis

J. Boles-M. Evans
EP
2; ma
R — May
n — Apr. Dra

Beloved Brat (62)
[30] Com.
Drama
FN267
R— Feb.
19
B.
Granville-D.
Costello

7

(69)
Torchy

Blane

in Panam

R— Apr.
FN21'
n23 Drama Lane
Paul
Kelly-Lola
[7] Actio

(65)

To

the

Victor

(78)

Will
Fyffe ma
GB70
[T| Dra
R
— Feb. 19Lockwood
Margaret

[si| Drama
Amkino
Lenin In October (91)
R— April 30
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JUNE 4

25

11

JUNE 18
sy Holiday

8205
Western
1
rLaw of the Plains (56)
C. Stewart-Irls Meredith
Ri— July 30

224
(59)

Held for Ransom
(60)
222
R[9]
— July
30 drama
Melo
Grant
Withers

Life
P
Lois

833

D. O’Keefe-M. O’Sullivan
Mickey Rooney
R — May
14

(93)

P
Drama
8001
K.
EP —Hepburn-C.
Api. 9; R —Grant
May 21

|p
Western
Six Shootin’ Sheriff
Ken Maynard

Comedy
g|]
Hold That Kiss (74)

RELEASES

|2p|
Comedy
830
Swiss Miss (73)
Laurel &
Hardy
EP— Feb. 19; R— May 14

|27|
Yellow
Robert
Virg.

Drama
Jack
(83)
Montgomery
Bruce

834

R — May

|~3~]
Drama
832
Three Comrades
(98)
Young
Taylor, Tone, Sullavan,

28
EP — Mar.

26;

R — May

Returns (60)
Drama
Wilson

223

Toy Wife (95)
R
11
L.— June
Rainer-M.
Douglas 836
Drama
go]

Woman
Answer)

Against

Woman

838
Dra
[lj]
R — June
25Onema
(61)
(For.
Woman’s
V. Bruce-H. Marshall

28

w
[~8]
Western
3740
Cun Smoke
Trail (57)
Jack Randall

|p
Drama
3709
Numbered
Women
(63)
(For. Private Nurse)
S.
R — Blane-J.
May 14 Arledge

Phantom
Ranger (57)3730
Western
p
Tim
McCoy
R— July 2

Marines

Are

Tlere

(60)

Drama
J.
Oliver 3712
Comedy
|j$]Travers-G.

Prison

Melod’ma 3738
Rom.
p
stolen
Heaven
(88)
G. Raymond-O.
Bradna
BP — Feb. 6; R — Apr. 30

|2p| Com. with Music 3740
Cocoanut Grove (94)

P
Hunted

F. M’ Murray
R — May 14

(For. Crime
Gives
Orders)
EP — Apr.
L.
Carlisle
R — Nolan-M.
May
21

EP — Mar.

12

7023
Drama
[H] Comedy
Romance
on the Run
(68)
Tonald Woods
’atricia Kills
1— May

Gangs
[23]
Chas.
Ann

Drama
Men
(67)

of New
York
a
dram
Melo
Bickford

Dvorak

3741
2

|~3~| Rom. Drama
Farewell
to ArmsReis-3769
(79)
G.

Cooper-Helen

Hayes

|~6~|
Desert

7004
(67)

R — May

You and Me (90)
P
Drama
R — June 4
Sylvia Sidney-Geo.

Western
Patrol
(56)

3742
Raft

7127

O’Brien;

R — May

3743

Riders of Black Hills(55)
R — JuneMesquiteers
25
P
Western
7117
Three

28

Ladies in Distress
P
Comedy
Drama
Alison Skipworth
Polly

Geo.

(70)

Bob
Steele11
R — June

7

740
Comedy
p]
Vivacious l.ady (90)
G. Rogers-J. Stewart
EP — Jan. 29; R — May
7
881
Western
pi
Gun I.avv (60)

Farm

R — June
25
[17]
Melodrama
S. Ross-L. Nolan

|p
Melodrama
Blind Alibi (61)
R
Dix-W. Bourne
EP — Apr. 2; R — May

Blond

829

Saint in
New rama
York
Melod
[3]
Louis Hayward
R — May
7
Kay
Sutton

14

(72)
830

King Kong
(99)
Reissue
p Action Drama
Fay Wray-R. Armstrong

Moran;

R — .Tune

Cheat

Fontaine

11

(62)

p7[ Comedy
Drama
Derrick
de Marney
Joan

(65)
7012

R-May

831
28

14

P
Com. with Music 844
Kentucky
Moonshine
(85)
Ritz Bros.-Maj. Weaver
EP— Mar. 5; R — May 7

|io|
Comedy
849
Rascnls (77)
J. Withers-R. Hudson
R — Apr. 9

|27|
Historical(90)Drama
846
Kidnapped
Warner
Baxter
Freddie Bartholomew
EP — Feb. 12; R — May 28

Josette (70)
[3] Musical Comedy
D. Ameche-S.
Simon
EP — Feb. 1 9

839

One Wild Niglit (72)
856
dy
R[ip]
— May Come
14
June Lang-D. Baldwin

Three Blind Mice (75)
851
Rp
— June Come
11
dy
L. Young-J. McCrea

Blockade

(85)

Madeleine
Carroll
fp7]
Drama
RHenry
— June Fonda
11

P

Action

Drama

2038

Air Devils (60) R-May 14
D. Purcell-Mamo
Clark
P
Melodrama
3072
Frankenstein (71)
Boris Karloff-Mae Clark

P
Hist. Drama
FN251
^©Adventures
of Robin
Hood
(102)
Errol Flynn
Olivia de Havilland
R — May 7

P
Drama-Music
Show Goes On (68)
Inna Neagie
['ullio Carminati

GB

n Drama
|2p] Actio
Devil’s
Party (67)
R — May
28

V.

McLaglen-B.

Roberts

P
All

Drama
Reis-3071
Quiet on the Western Front (87)
Lew Ayres

p|
Melodrama
FN277
Mystery House (56)
Dick Purcell
Ann Sheridan
It — May 14

p Com. Drama
Atlantic
Tonight or Never (..)
Melvyn Douglas
Gloria Swanson

(70)
P
Love
C.

Comedy
3073
Before
Breakfast

Lombard-P.

P
l.ady

Foster

Comedy
Tubbs
(69)

A. Brady-D.

3074

Western
Trails (57) 1938
p3~| Western
Bob Baker; R — July 9

Young
Fugitives (68)
20392
D.
R —a July
Melodram
p Kent

[~3~] Drama
2010
Wives
Under
Suspicion
R
— June
11
(68)
Warren
William

Outlaw Express (56)
2059
Western
p
Bob
Baker
R — July 30

Montgomery

P Action Drama
FN259
Crime School (86)
H.
it — Bogart-Gale
May 14

Page

[~4~1 Com. Drama
WB219
(63)
Little bred
Miss
ThoroughJanet Kay
John Lite)

Chapman

( 97 )
in Paris
Gold Diggers
WB206
Mus. Com.
p
Rudy
K — MayVallee
21
Priscilla Lane

You
When
(65) Were
Mys. Drama
p
Anna
May
Wong
RMargaret
— June 18Lindsay

Born?
FN263
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jSooklnG (?k
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CURRENT

Western
|30|
West of Cheyenne
Charles Starrett
Iris Meredith

|T1
Drama
8019
City Streets (68)
iFor. City Shadows)
Leo Carrillo-E. Fellows

n
Melodrama
225
I Married a Spy (59)
Neil Hamilton
R — July 16

Beery-M.
RW.
— July
16

829
(81)

O’Sullivan

3702
|22j Outdoor Drama
of the LimberRomance
lost (81)
Jean Parker-Ertc Linden
R — June 25

|8l
Western
Rollin’
Plains
(75)
Tex Ritter

JULY

226

Fast
Company Drama
(74)
[ITI Comedy
Melvyn Douglas
Florence
R
— July 2 Rice

Western
G-Man
(60)

882

Jack

819
[24] Melodrama
Mr. Moto
Xakes
a
Chance (63)
Peter Lorre-R. Hudson
R — June 18

Ginger Rogers
Douglas Fairbanks
EP— Oct. 23
R — June 18

8
4
10 11
17 18
24 25
31

16

819

The
Command
|l5| High
Melodrama
Lionel
R— JulyAtwill
30

8

M

(59)
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W
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JULY 23

Reformatory

8

JULY 30

(61)

South

R — June 25
Jack
Holt-C. Drama
Winters
[21] Action

on
Renfre
White wXrail
[22] Action

F

of

Arizona

(56)

|28| Starrett
Western
Chas.
Iris Meredith

8207

the
(59) Great
228
Drama

Newell
Walker

Love
(90) Finds Andy Hardy
|22| Comedy
Drama
841
Mickey
R — July Rooney-Judy
16
Garland-Lewis Stone

The

Chaser

(75)

[29]
Comedy
Drama
R— July
30
Dennis
O’Keefe
Ann Morris

842

3742

Xropic Holiday (78)
I22I
Comedy
Dorothy Lamour
R—
2
Bob July
Burns

Army
Girl (85)
[15I
Drama
Madge
Evans
Preston
R — July Foster
23

Booloo
3744

7002

Little Women
(99)
reissue
Drama
[s|
K. Hepburn-J. Bennett
Crime
18~|
Allan

I

1

30

(60)

I22] Adven.
Colin
Tapley Drama
R — July 23
Suratna Asmara

3745

Passport
Husband
(67)854
|l5|
Comedy
Stuart Erwin
R—
July Moore
2
Pauline

Beware

Lloyd
Comedy
Welch;

(93)

3746.

R-July

16

Heroes of the Hills (55)
|2e] Mesquiteers
Western
7118
Three

Jting (70)
Melodrama
836
Lane
R — July 2

|~g~|
Western
853
Panamint’s Bad Man (GO)
Smith
Ballew-E. Daw

Professor
Harold
|ffj|
Phyllis

Sky Giant (80)
[22] Action Drama
835
(Form. Northern Flight)
Chester
R — July Morris
23
Richard Dix

jr.

Drama (75) 862
n
Always
Goodbye
Barbara
Stanwyck
Herbert Marshall
R— July 2

APRIL, 1939
S

Randall

|~g~|of Western
3854
Pride
the West (55)
William
Cassidy)Boyd (Hopalong
R — July 2

n
Comedy
Having Wonderful
Xime (70)

F

Shopworn
Angel (85) 835
[l5|
Drama
James Stewart
R — July 9
Margaret Sullavan

|~4~| West,
MusicSky7163
Gold
Minewith
in the
(60)
R— July
9
Gene
Autry-C.
Hughes

George O’Brien
R — June 18

1939
X

James
Terry

Man’s
(55)
|~6] Country
Western

3758
Western
^4]
Bar 20 Justice (70)
Wm.
Boyd (Hopalong
Cassidy) R — Apr. 16

£4]
Border

W

Pioneer Xrail (55)
fl5] Western
8212
John Luden-Joan Barclay

I27] Action Drama
Highway
Patrol (58)
1. Wells-R. Paige

n
Adven. Drama
Port of Seven Seas

T

12
5
6
7
8
9
12 13 14 15 10
19 20 21 22 23
26 27 28 29 30

JULY 9

8211
Western
[20] Coach
Stage
Days (58)
John Luden-E. Stewart

837
Drama
|24| Comedy
Lord Jeff (84)
Freddie Bartholomew
Mickey Kooney
R — June 25

M

RELEASES

JULY 2

(53)

S

I’ll Give a Million (70)
[22] Romantic
855
Warner
BaxterDrama
R — July 16
Marjorie Weaver

|~s] to Comedy
Going
Be Rich (78) 857
Victor McLaglen
Grade Fields; R — July 9

ns
s Chicke
Mother Carey’
833 c
a
Dram
[29]
(SO) Com.
Ruby
Keller-Anne
Shirley
R— July
23
James
Ellison

(70)
Miss Broadway
856
Drama
R|29|
— July
9 dy
Come
Shirley Temple

Little

Jimmy

Durante

Algiers (95)
Charles
R— July Boyer
2
Sigrid] Gurie-Hedy
Drama
|22

Prison Break (73)
[l5| Melodrama
Barton MacLane
R— July Farrell
23
Glenda

n
Action Drama
2032
Danger on the Air (65)
Donald Woods R — July 2
n
Comedy
Rage of Paris (78)
Danielle Darrleux
R— June 18

2028

Little Tough Guy
[i>2| End”
Drama
"Dead
Kids
R — July 16
Robt. Wilcox

LaMarr

(83)
2008

2005

(85)
|25|
Drama
WB208
White Banners (88)
Claude Ralns-F. Bainter
EP— Feb. 26; R — June 4

My Bill Dra
(60) ma
FN260
[9]
K.
Francis-D.
Moore
R — June
25

Men Are Such Fools(69)
Com. 25Drama
W.
Morris-P.
Lane WB215
Rg|]
— June

Mauch
K — AprilTwins
2
Racket
Busters (71)
[l6| Melodrama
WB205
Geo.

S

ANEOU

SCELL

Pl"|on aDrama
Ihree
Weekend
Margaret
Lockwood
John Lodge
R — June 11

GB
(72)

Trouble Double
(60)
Penrod’s
[23I Com.
Drama

Brent-G.

Dickson

|l5| Musical (..)
Comedy
GB
Evergreen
reissue
Jessie Matthews
Barry Mackay

FN276
Amazing Dr. Clitterhous
R— July 9
FN262
[30] Melodrama
Bdw. G. Robinson
Claire Trevor
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A

GUIDE

AUGUST

AUGUST

20

The Gladiator ( . . )
Comedy
]
[15E.
Joe
Brown
June Travis

daureen

I Am
Edw.

Phantom
Gold (56)
[3i|
Western
8213
Jack Duden-Beth Marion

the Law ( . . )
G. Robinson

Wendy
|I|]

(For. It’s Now
R. Young- R.

[3] Outdoor Drama
Barefoot Boy ( . . )
fackie Moran

Lady Objects ( . . )
[29] Comedy
Drama
Lanny Ross-Gloria Stuart

or Never)
Hussey

Mickey

dy (77)3749
Give
a Sailor
|l9]Me Come
Martha
Hope
R — July Raye-Bob
30

[xs| Romantic Drama
7013
Desperate Adventure(65)
Ramon
Novarro
Marian
Marsh

Music

834

[l2|
Fainted

901

Drama
;5J
Gateway (74)
,>011

George

Whelan

883

O’Brien

a
Dram
[i|]Smiling
Keep
(77)
Jane Withers
Gloria Stuart

Ameche

trleen

Western
Desert ( . . )

Town

[26] Action
Spawn
of the Drama
North
George Raft
Dorothy Lamour
Henry Fonda

(3750
. . )

Tenth Avenue Kid ( . . )
[22] Action
Bruce
Cabot Drama
Beverly Roberts

Sing
You Sinners
[2] Comedy
with
Bing Crosby
Fred MacMurray

(. . )
Music

Letter
(103)
mdrea

of

with

Music

Introduction

and

902

832
rama
[19] Melod
Smashing
the Rackets
(80)
(For Cleanup)
Chester Morris
Frances Mercer
R — July 30

|26| Com.
Breaking

[X9] Musical
Alexander's
Band
(105)

Speed
to BurnDrama
(60)
[20] Action
Michael Whalen

Comedy
Ragtime

Tyrone Power-Alice
Don Ameche
R — June 4

903
Faye

with
Music
the Ice
(..) 845

Carefree
( . . )Comedy
|~2~[ Musical

837

III] Mystery Drama
Missing Guest ( . . )
Paul Kelly
Constance Moore

That
Certain Comedy
Age ( . . )
[19] Musical
Deanna
Durbin
Jackie Cooper

[13] Com. Music WB217
Cowboy
From
Brooklyn

[i>o| Com. Drama
WB213
Four’s a Crowd (95)
Errol Flynn
Olivia de Havilland
R— July 30

1— July

WB227

(77)
Dick Powell

23

6H
Drama
|]
llrange Boarders (79)
■lorn Walls

lienee

Saint-Oyr

Mlii

Frontier

(. . )

[y[ Randall
Western
Jack

3741

[~9~|
In
Old Western
Mexico ( . . )
William Boyd

3855

Bobby
Breen
Irene Dare

904

R
— June
Lynn
Bari11

R— June 18
Priscilla Lane

[15] Action
Drama
Crime
Over London
Margot Grahams
Paul Cavanaugh

( GB
. . )

|~9~|
Affairs
Lucille

Ginger Rogers
Fred Astaire

Jack

|~2~| Comedy
Drama
My Lucky Star ( . . )
Sonja Henie
Richard Greene

905

Cassidy)

Comedy
of Annabel

902
(. . )

Ball

Oakie

Safety in Numbers
(..)
m
Comedy
906
Jones
Family Drama

[~9~| Comedy
Young
in HeartDrama
(. . )
Janet Gaynor
Douglas Fairbanks jr.

Bruce

Freshman

Year

Dixie Come
Dunbar
dy
[2]
Ernest Truex

(. . )

Drama

McCarthy"

Comedy
U
lr. Chump
(60)
ohnnie Davis
.ola Lane

Stablemates ( . . )
Wallace Beery
[T[ Comedy
Mickey
RooneyDrama

Home
Sweet Home
(..)
Drama
The
Comedy Family
[29] Gleason

Leeds

jBergen

(. . )

Autry

Virginia

5] Com.

Trail

(Hopalong

There
Goes MyDrama
Heart
[2§] Comedy
(• .)
Fredric March

lj] Exploitation Adven.
lark Rapture ( . . )
Native Cast

(. . )

7104
Western
[is]From
Man
tain
(58) Music MounGene

with

Doom

Chas. Starrett
Iris
[8~| Meredith
Western

Last

[12] Outdoor Drama
3748
The Texans (93)
Joan Bennett-R. Scott
R— July 23

i’m From the City (71)
oe Penner-Kay
Sutton
ft— July 30

of

Chas. Farrell- J. Wells
[5] Action Drama

Rooney

Circus Comes
to
(■ ■)
Drama
[3i|
Marjorie
Main
Ann Nagel

|~8] Action
Drama
Come
on Leatherneck
(• .)
Richard Cromwell
Marcia Hunt

] Com.

|~2~| Comedy
Romance ( . . )
Too
Hot to Handle
Clark Gable-Myrna
Loy

Boys’ Town
(. . )
Drama
y
[26| Comed
Spencer
Tracy

Blockheads ( . . )
dy
[19] &Come
Laurel
Hardy

3810

3747
Melodrama
y]
lulldog Drummond
in
Ifrica (59)
ohn Howard-H.
Angel

Wings

Colorado

Barrie
Drama

10

3

229

[12] Comedy
Drama
Rich Man, Poor Girl(..)

O'Sullivan

REE L E A S E S

CURRENT

SEPTEMBER

27

Convicted
(. . )
[is] Action Drama
R. Hayworth-C.
Quigley

840
Action Drama
yj
rhe Crowd Roars (92)
tobert Taylor

(?k

S

SEPTEMBER

13

ern
West
|l2|Trail
Utah
(59)
Tex Ritter

TO

[27] Com.
WB303
Boy
Meets Drama
Girl (80)
R— July 30
Cagney-O’Brien

|~j~] Melodrama
Man with 100 Faces
Noel
Lilli

Madison
Palmer

GB
(. . )

|

All
the

jS?flOtt5
Numerals

Following

Titles

short

©Indicates

color.

of

the

Wee Wee
Monsieur (17) . Feb. 18, ’38
Stranded in France after the war,
the three complicate their problems by joining the
Foreign
Legion.

are

week

WORLD

Produced

©Quebec

by Hugo
(Reissues)

SONG

Americans Come, The (9) .Apr.
Glorious Vamp, The (9) . .Feb.
Mar.
Irish Fantasy (9)

30, *38
26, ’38
26, ’38

COMEDIES

marry the sheriff’s daughter.
Time Out for Trouble (19) . . . .Mar. 18
Charlie Chase arouses the underworld by fooling around with a

Lapp

Feb.

25, ’38

July

22

Apr.

15

May 13, ’38
..June 24

(10) . . . Apr.

But

(Cowboy

No.(j0)
7 (Gus

SING

25, ’38

Feb.
Shop)

Van — Song

May 6, ’38
(JO)
Songs
the folks used to sing.
No. 9 (10) — Spanish Melodies .June 25
July 4
No. 10 (9) — Patriotic Songs
Aug. 26
No. 11 (..)
Songs of Yesteryear.
Sept. 15
No. 12 (..)
Scotch Songs
KRAZY

KAT

May 20
Krazy Magic (7)
Krazy’s Travel Squawks
(7)... July 4
Mar. 4
(7)
Clinic
Auto
The
The Little Buckaroo (6)
Apr. 11
Sad Little Guinea Pigs (7)
Feb. 22
NEW

SPORT

THRILLS

Athletic Youth
(..)
Demons
of the Deep

(..)...

July
.Aug.

’38
’38
11
22

Dummies

Feminine Fun
(10)
Fistic Fun (914)

Feb.

18, ’38
July 1

Sport Stamina (10)
Thrilling Moments
(10)

May

10, *38
June 10

Unusual
Hunting
(10) .. .Mar.
SCRAPPY
CARTOONS

15, ’38

City Slicker (614)
Scrappy’s Playmates (7)
Scrappy’s Trip to Mars

(7)
SCREEN

July
Apr.

Cactus Caballeros (19)
May 27
Harry Gribbon and Joey Hays, although scared stiff, set out after
a Mexican bandit and succeed in
capturing him.
Cupid Takes a Holiday (16).. Feb. 4
Danny Kaye seeks a bride through
a marriage agency.

SNAPSHOTS

Feb.

No. 8(10)
No. 9(10)
No. 10 (10)
No. 11(10)
No. 12 (10)

4, ’38
Mar. 4

Apr. 1,
Apr. 29,
May 27,
June 24,
July

’38
’38
’38
’38
29

Sing
Apr. 15
geon.for Sweetie (19)
Gangsters interfere with Lee Sulliran’s plans for the elopement
but he manages.
Uncle Sol Solves It (19)
Feb. 11
Entertainment on Uncle Sol’s radio
hour
with
Eddie
Lambert
and
Beverly Sills.
Wanna
Be a Model? (16) Feb. 25, ’38
Jefferson Machamer.
Winner Lose All (..)
June 17
Charles Kemper
devotes his time
to puzzle contest and almost loses
his girl because he signed away
the prize
test.

THREE

STOOGES

Wealthy

and

June

1

June

1

COMEDIES
Dumb
May

20

rights

in

a

$50,000

con-

M-G-M
CRIME
DOESN’T
PAY
A Criminal Is Born (21)
Jnne 25
Come
Across (20)
May 14
^Miracle Money
(21)
Mar. 26
©What
Price Safety (21)
Feb. 5
The
penalty exacted
by
cheap
contracting.

SPECIAL
The New Nation (..)
Story of Czechoslovakia.
Jungle Babies ( . . )

29, ’38

Money on Your Life ( . . ) . May 13, ’38
Revolutionary antics with
Kemper and Kaye.
Pardon My Accident (17) . . . . June 10
Willie Howard
fakes an accident
and is mistaken for a famous sur-

Feb. 4, ’38
(Series 16)

6(9)
7(10)

Apr.

Jitter Bugs
(. . )
May 20, ’38
Buster West and Tom Patricola recover a stolen bracelet after they
steal a turkey.
Love and Onions (19)
Mar. 11
Retail hijinks with Herman
Timberg jr. and Pat Rooney jr.

22
27

CAPTAIN
AND
CARTOONS
A

Day

at

the

11
19

Beach

Blue Monday
(9)
Captain’s Pup (9)
Cleaning House
(8)
Poultry Pirates (9)

Mar. 19
July 9
May 14

HARMAN-ISING
Bantamweight

Captain

Kidd’s

(10)
The
Face

. . . .Mar.

12, ’38

MYSTERIES

Treasure

Behind

MaskJan.

22, ’38

Mar.
(10) Feb.

19, ’38
19, ’38
July 2

the

Died
(11)

©An
Optical Poem
(7) . . . Mar. 5, ’38
In Technicolor.
Hollywood Handicap
(10) . . . .May 28
Life in Some Town ,USA
(11)
Stroke of Genius (11)
QThat
Mothers Might
(10)

THE

KIDS

(10) . . . . June

25

Apr. 2, ’38
Apr. 30
Feb. 19
Apr. 16

Apr.

MUSICAL

30

COMEDIES

Billy Rose’s Casa Manana
(21)
The Magician’s Daughter
(18)
Eleanor Lynn and Frankie
son.
Snow Gets In Your Eyes (20).
M-G-M
Released
OUR

Bear
Came

Mar.

NEWS
OF
THE
twice weekly.
GANG

Tooth,

26

July 16
AlbertMay

14

DAY

COMEDIES

The

(..)

Facts (11)
the Brawn

May

28

Mar. 3, ’38
Apr. 16

(11)

Canned
Fishing (11)
Feb. 12, ’38
Feed ’Em and Weep
(11) . May 17, ’38
Hide nnd Shriek (11)
June 18
Three Men
PETE

Arrow

(..)

July

30

Savate (8)
Mar. 12, ’38
Humorous
account of French sport
in which opponents rely mainly on
their feet.

Modeling

for

Money

(10) . . . .Apr.

©Penny’s
Party
(9)
Story of Dr. Carver (10)
Surf Heroes (10)
Three on a Rope
REISSUES
Laurel

and

30

Apr. 9, ’38
June 18
May 28

(10) . . . .Feb.

Reissues

An Evening Alone (9)
The Courtship of the Newt

May

14

(8)
How
to

July

23

Figure

Income

Tax

Paramount
BETTY
Be

BOOP

Up to Date (7)
Junior and Pudgy
amusing results.

the

Watchman

(7) . . . . Aug.

COLOR

Jan.

12

28, ’38
May 27
June 24

Washington, trained
pine aqueduct.
10 (10)

HEADLINER
Bob Crosby and His Orchestra
(10)
May 6
Easy on the Ice (10)
June 3
Henry King and his orchestra with
Shirley Foster.
Hall’s Holiday (10)
Apr. 8
George
Hal] and
his Orchestra
with Dolly Dawn.
Moments
of Charm
(10)
Aug. 5
Phil Spitalny and Girl Orchestra.
Queens of the Air (10)
July 8
Vincent Lopez and his orchestra,
Benay Venuta, Hollace Shaw, Jean
Ellington, Betty Hutton and Nan
Wynn.
REPORTER

No. 3 (10)
Mar. 10
Ted Husing introduces us to Mark
Warnow
and band, Rio Brothers,

fish

and

No.

Al-

May

6

Chesapeake
fishermen —
camera
studies of clouds —
feeding the
animals.
No. 11 (10)
June 3
Alpine streams, a
visit to the
Guadalupe
Islands, and vineyards
of California.
No. 12 (10)
July 1
Gigantic farming — Streaming scenery— a day in a dog’s life.
No. 1
(10)
Aug. 5
Tropical trophies; Canyon country;
Aquatic Antics.
POPEYE

CARTOONS

Big Chief Ugh-Amugli-Ugh
(7)
I Yam
Love Sick (8)

Apr. 15
May 20

The

July

Jeep

(7)

15

Learn Polikness (7)
Feb. 18, ’38
Let’s Celebralte (9)
Jan. 21, ’38
Plumbing Is a “Pipe” (7) . . June 17
The House Builder-Upper (7). Mar. 18
popular

science

Cinecolor)
Jan. 14, ’38
science.

in

©No. 4 (10)
No. 5(10)
No. 6 (10)

Mar. 18
May 13
July 8

SCREEN

SONG

a Moonlit

Stream

(8).. July

29

Frank Dailey and His Orchestra.
Thanks for the Memory
(7) . .Mar. 25
Bert Block . and orchestra supply
the music.
You Leave Me Breathless (7). May 27
Dorsey

and

orchestra.

RICE

SPORT-

Cops and Robbers (10)
Mar. 25
A chase in which a black bear and
mountain lion are captured.
Fascinating Adventure, A (10) Feb. 25
A

modern
Tarzan and
tures in the streams
Florida.
Good Looking Winners
(10)
Refuting

Aug. 12
Apr. 29
June 24
(7).. Feb. 25

Apr. 1
Standards
in

of

GRANTLAND
LIGHTS

CLASSICS

Guatemala
(10)
Hold It (8)
Hunky
and Spunky (7)
The Tears of an Onion

PICTORIAL

No. 9(10)
The
Bureau

Jimmy

Feb. 25
hunting, with

go

Riding the Rails (7)
Swing School (7)
The Lost Kitten (7)

STAR

PARAMOUNT

No. 7(10)
Reb. 4, 38
The Yerkes Observatory, Autumn
in the Alps and the Shadow
Man.
No. .8(10)
Mar. 4
shop.
Styles
in the
sun, Newcanine
York’s beauty
army
of night
workers,

CARTOONS

Buzzy Boop
(7)
July 22
Honest Love and True (7)... Mar. 25
Out of the Inkwell (7)
Apr. 22
Pudgy

A special arrangement of Wagner's
immortal
"Tanhaueser” as played
by the National Symphony
Orchestra under baton of Frederick Feher.
The Bike Parade (10)
Apr. 22
Husing.
The saga of the bicycle from 1900
to the present. Narrated by Ted

Beside

(8) to Raise a Baby
Mar.
19, ’382
How
(9).
— July
Music Made
Simple (8)
Apr. 16

18, ’38

NEWS
weekly.

©No.
3 (10)
Newest
wrinkles

22, ’38

and

©Find What’s Wrong
(10) .. .June 17
Gold (10)
Feb. 25
The gold mines of South Africa.
Jungle Glimpses (10)
Mar. 25
A
colorful camera
trip through
South America tropics.
©Silver Millions (10)
July 15
Story of the Alaskan salmon and
their spawning habits.
Tanhaueser (12)
Aug. 12

(In
Hardy

Rich

PARAGRAPHICS

19, ’38

County Hospital (19)
Jan.
ROBERT
BENCHLEY

Freddy

Crime Fighters (10)
May 20
Depicting the thorough training a
police officer undergoes.

in a Tub (10) .Mar. 26, ’38
SMITH
SPECIALTIES

the

and

PARAMOUNT
Released twice

Feb. 26, ’38
Feb. 5, ’38

Live

The Forgotten Step (10) .. May 7, ’38
Tracking the Sleeping Death
(10)
July 9
Tupapao
(11)
June 11

La

(19)
Mar. 25, ’38
Buster West
and
Tom
Patricola
have some fun with a near-sighted.
Conceited manager
of a
fashion
shop.

29
19

June
Feb.

Follow

Cute Crime
(. . )
Jefferson Machamer.

Songs)

(9)
Glimpses of Austria (9)
Glimpses of New
Brunswick
(8)
Paris on Parade
(..)
Rural Sweden
(8)

Awful

the

COMMUNITY

16

Little

Vic Heide
orchestra.

Listen to Lucas (10)
Feb.
Clyde Lucas and Orchestra.

Apr.

22

Mar. 25, ’38
Orchestra.

and

16

Beautiful 'Budapest
(9)
Czecho-Slovakia on Parade

CHEST

REELERS

Beautiful

RHAPSODIES

on

Healthy,
(16)

HITS

Return of the Buffalo (10) .Apr. 8,
Sky Fishing (10)
Feb. 25,
Songbirds of the North Woods
(10)
Feb.
We Live in Two Worlds ( . .) . .July

sweetie.

Merry-Go-Round
Feb. 17, ’38
July 22
(8)
July 4
May 13
Big Birdcast (8)
©The
(6) . . . -Mar. 11
Foolish Bunny
©The
Aug. 12
The Frog Pond (7)
June 3
Shopping (7)
Window

No.
No.

(11)
Horace

July

20th-Fox)

COMEDY

Kingdom
for a Horse
Music From the Stars

TWO

<9) Elmer
(7)
Poor
Poor Little Butterfly

6

through

Big Top (..)
Last Indian (..)
TREASURE

(..)

MINIATURES

Mrs. O’Leary’s Cow ( . .)
Robinson Crusoe’s Broadcast
(7)
The
The

Lion

(11)
The Ship That
Strange Glory

Gandy
the Goose (6)
Mar. 4, ’38
Happy and Lucky (..)... Mar. 18, ’38
Here’s to Good Old Jail (. .). .June 10
His Off Day
(. . )
Feb. 4, ’38
Just Ask Jupiter (7)
Feb. 18, ’38
Maid in China (7)
Apr. 29
Milk for Baby (..)
July 8

by a Mexican rancher.
Halfway to Hollywood (17%).. July 1
(19%) .. -Apr. 5
Jump
Chump
Jump
Clyde falls for a
Firechief Andy
school teacher.
Mar. 4
©Old Raid Mule, The (19)
Clyde is a sucker for barAndy
a
gains and gets talked Into many
bad one.
Apr. 29
The Mind Needer (18)
Charlie Chase.
June 4
The Soul of a Heel (1614)
Andy Clyde has a time trying to

No.

25, ’38

A Mountain Romance
(7) . .Apr. 1, ’38
Devil of the Deep (..).. .May 27, ’38
Eliza Runs Again (..)
July 29

Doggone Mixup (19) . . . .Feb. 4, ’38
who can’t say no
Harry Langdon
to a salesman becomes over-bought
on troubles.
Ankles Away
(19)
May 13
Andy Clyde.
Mar. 2o
(16*4)
Cuckoorancho
Complications when two wanderers
are mistaken for rich Americans

©Horse

29

TERRY-TOONS

A

COLOR

.Apr.

Mar.

All’s Fair (10)
The Cabin Kids.

Columbia

gangster’s

AND

a

FITZPATRICK
TRAVELTALKS
In Technicolor

HISTORICAL

(..)...

(10)

(Distributed

Reisenfeld

What

COLOR

Educational

CLASSICS

ALL-STAR

IN

©Friendly Neighbors
Views of Ontario.

Artcinema
MUSICAL,

things happen
to
Curly wins a puz-

Tassels in the Air (18)
Apr. 1
Signpainters, prattling in
pig
Latin, are mistaken for high-class
French decorators and get a free
hand in a swanky household.
Three Goofy Gobs (..)
July 29
Three Missing Links ( 18) . . . . July 29

Running Time.
Date Is National Release, 1938, Unless
Otherwise Specified.
^Indicates
rating.

sorts of
trio when
zle contest.

that

the

many

his advenof Central

Jan.
28, ’38
conception

popular

of

the

feminine

cham-

pions of sports
Horseshoes
(10)

are

“muscle

molls.”
July 15

Ted Alien, world’s champion horseshoe artist, demonstrates his skill.
Red, White and Blue Champions
(10)
May 20
A unique group of aquatic youngsters of the Panama
Canal zone.
Sporting Test (10)
Aug. 5
Question answers in the field of
ing.
sport
supplied by Ted Husing.
Strike (10)
June 17
Not baseball but a reel about fishWin,

Place

or

Show

(10) . . . . Apr.

Human
interest yarn
leah racing track.
UNUSUAL

22

Hia-

chimney

Feb. 11, ’38
Apr. 15
circulating library;
sweep;

er portraits.
No. 6(10)
No. 1 (10)

BOXOFFICE

the

OCCUPATIONS

©No. 4 (10)
©No. 5(10)
Gold beating;
woman

of

tool leathJune 10
Aug. 5

August

6, 1938

RKO Radio
DISNEY

Sweet Shoe (11)
Jan. 14, ’38
Rita Rio and her Girl Band, The
Four Norsemen, The Four Specs,
Anita Jacobi.

CARTOONS

©Boat
Builders (7)
Feb. 25
Mickey, Donald and the Goot attempt to build a boat with disastrous consequences.
©Donald’s Better Self (8). Mar. II, ’38
©Donald’s Nephews
(8) . .Apr. 15, ’38
Introducing three mischievous editions of Donald Duck, Huey, Dewey
and Louie.
Good Scouts (8)
July 8
Donald
Duck
takes his nephews
camping, much
to his sorrow.
Mickey’s Parrot (8)
A concealed parrot
an escaped killer.

Sept. 9
is mistaken for

Polar Trappers (8)
Adventures of Donald
in the Arctic.

June
and

(8)
Apr. 1, ’.38
Adventures of a boy and girl moth.
The Whalers (8)
Aug. 19
A whaling expedition costs Mickey,
Donald and the Goof their boat.
Q©Wynken,
Blynken and Nod
(8)
May 27
The
adventures
of
the
three

EDGAR

KENNEDY

poem
in a

COMEDIES

False Roomers
(17)
Mar. 25, ’38
A
slightly unbalanced roomer is
the cause of all the hilarity.
Kennedy’s Castle (17)
May 28
Edgar
brings the boss and
the
customers
home
to play poker
when
the wife walks in with her
friends.
HEADLINER

COMEDIES

Music Will Tell (18)
Feb. 11, ’38
Ted Flo Rito and his orchestra
show up an impersonator.
Picketing for Love
(17)
June 3
Betty Jane Rhodes, Joe Morrison,
Phyllis Kennedy, Jack Carson and
Barbara Bedford.
LEON

ERROL

The

Jitters

May 6
applying

(19)

MARCH

OF

(jNo. 6 The Count
Development of
RADIO

July

of

No. 10 (19)
May 13
Racketeers vs. Housewives.
CJNo. 11 (17)
June 10
A study of the American physician.
No. 12 (17)
July 8
Work,
training and activities of
the U. S. Coast Guard.
NC-ATLAS

PATHE

A

a

Tournament
leading pros.

with

the

country’s

New
underwater
sport "goggle
fishing" and
some
water
polo
scenes.
White
Magic
(10)
Jan. 28
Winter sports filmed partly in the
Tyrolean Alps and Sun Valley.
Windward
Way
(10)
Mar. 11
A
yachting reel centering on the
Miami-Nassau
Yacht race.
RADIO

MUSICAL

Girls

and

a

Stuart and
Jane Rhodes,

COMEDIES
Band
Apr. 8, ’38
his orchestra,
June Johnson.

20th Century-Fox

(19)
GOING
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

45
4fi
47
48
49
50
51
52

PLACES
ELL THOMAS

Feb.
WITH

28, ’38
LOW-

.Jan.

29, ’38

Feb. 28, ’38
Mar. 21, ’38
. . . .Apr.
25
Apr.
11,
May '389
June 3
. . . .June 27

St. Martin and
Mac’s Boys and
Girls.
Fits & Benefits (..)
July 27
Yorke and King, Original Cotton
Club Tramp
Band, Carolyn Marsh,
The Merry Macs.

Carnival Show
(10)
June 24
Clyde Hager, Jan Peerce, Cottor
Club Tramp
Band.
International Rhythm
(10)... June!
Roy Smeck and his Aloha Islanders, Ada Brown,
Mara, Princess
Chivo.
Latin Rhythm
(11)
Feb. If
Jan
Pearce, Luba
Malina, MU
Miles Foursome
and the Dansapators.
Maids
Ray

and Music (10) ... .Apr. 22, ’31
Fabing’s Ingenues with Janice Walker. Also Bernice Parks.
No Sale (11)
Mar. 11
Original Dixieland Jazz band, Gogc
de Lys, Adia Kuznetzoff and Rus
sion Octette, King, King & King
Charioteers, Hal Sherman.
Salt Shakers (11)
May 13, ’31
Jay C. Flippen, Joe Dorris, Mat
McKim
and
Her
Three
Boj
Friends, Vera Haal.
Skyline Revue (11)
Apr. 1
Paula Stone, Billy and Milly, Sugai
Nicholas, DeMay
Moore
anc
Martin.
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2.3, ’38
Hare,

Charles Althoff, Tom
Emerson’s
Mountaineers, Danzi Goodell, Clair

High-Jack
(17)
James
Three
some.

’n

the

Show

May 18, ’38
Barton, Bea
Saxon, The
Marshalls, Starnes Four-

Latin Hi-Hattin (18)
Apr. 27
Dorothy
Stone, Charles
Collins,
Geraldine and
Joe. Del Campo,
Bernice Parks
and
the 12 McGurns’ Dancers.
Music and Flowers (19) . . . . June 15
Block &
Sully, Peg
Leg
Bates,
Royal
Swedish
Bell
Ringers,
Stearnes & Anavan.
Somewhere
in Paris (17) . . . . Mar. 23
J. Harold Murray, Three Samuels
and
Harriet Hayes, Ben
Yost’s
Varsity Eight.
Stars and Stripes (17)
July 6
Ed
East, Ralph
Dumke,
Ada
Brown
and
ica Band.

Carl

Freed’s

17, ’38
21, ’38
Mar. 14
Apr. 18
May 2
June 6
June 20

of

the

7, ’38
5, ’38
11, ’38

Orient
Apr. 2, ’38
(..).. .Aug. 27

(10)
Long Bright Land
(10)
A trip to New Zealand.

July 23, ’38
Sept. 25

Malayan
Jungles (10) . . . .Feb. 5, *38
Mechanix Illustrated (10) . .June 4, ’38
Pearl of the East (10) .. .Mar. 21, ’38
Toradja Land (10)
Apr. 30, ’38
What
the World Makes
(10)
LOONEY

Mar. 12, ’38
CARTOONS

TUNES

Injun Trouble (7)
May 21, ’38
Porky and Daffy (7)
... Aug. 6
Pork at the Crocatlero (7) .Feb. 5, ’38
Porky’s Five and Ten (7) .Apr. 16, '38
Porky’s Hare Hunt
(7) . .Apr. 30, '38
Porky’s Party (7)
June 25
Porky's Poppa
(7)
Jan. 15, ’38
Porky’s Phoney Express ( 7) . . Mar. 19
Porky’s Spring Planting (7).. July 16
What
Price Porky (7) .. .Feb. 26, ’38
Wholly Smoke
(7)
Aug. 27
MASTERS

“Deacon"

Moore

and

(10)
Enrico

and

Rich

Orchestra June

18, ’38

and
and

(10)
Rubinoff

and

(10)
Saturday

Night

(10)
MERRIE

7, ’38
12, ’38

Madriguera

(10)
Freddie

May

OrchestraFeb.

and

July 9, ’38
Orchestra

and

Jan.
Orchestra

29, ‘38

May

28, ’38

Mar.

26, ’38

April
Club

16, ’38

Orchestra

His

Violin

Swing

(7)
Fella

Apr. 2
(8) Jnl. 23

Isle of Pingo Pongo ( . . ) .May
©Jungle
Jitters (7)
Feb.
Katnip
Kollege (7)
June
©My
Little Buckaroo (7) .Jan.
Now
That Summer
Is Gone

28,
19,
11,
29,

(..)
Penguin Parade (7)
^Sneezing
Weasel

14, ’38
23, ’38
12, ’38

©PICTORIAL
(Some

May
Apr.
(7) . .Mar.

’38
’38
’38
’38

REVUES

sequences

in

No. 6 (10)
Kellog Horse Ranch;
making of shoes.

—

ice

No. 10 (10)
Beavers — Polo — Woolens.

PRESENTATION
The

(20)

Louisiana

Sons of the Plains (. .) . .July 30, ’38
Mauch
Twins, Rosella Towns.
VITAPHONE

COMEDIES

My
Pop
(..)
Stocks and Blondes
the

Wire

July 16, ’38
(20) .. May 21, ’38

(20)

Mar.

26, '38

GAY-ETIES
Apr. 23, ’38
June.Aug.
25, ’38
(..)..
27

Waiting Around
(20)
Feb. 26
Frank Libuse, Shea and Raymond,
Margo
Brander,
Stanley Twins,
Joan Merrill.
VITAPHONE

VARIETY

Alibi
Time
(11)
Radio
Ramblers.

Feb.

Crawfords, The
(10)
Juggling Fool (11)
Swing Cat’s Jamboree

Apr. 9, ’38
May 14, ’38
(..).. Aug. 6

Vitaphone Capers
(10) . .June
Vitaphone Gambols
(10) . .Mar.
TRUE
ADVENTURES
A

Dream

12, ’38

18, ’38
19, ’38

(By Floyd Gibbons)
Comes True

(11)
Dear Old Dad
(12)
The Fighting Judge

(12)

Hit and Run
(12)
Shopgirl’s Evidence
Wanderlust

June 4, ’38
Apr. 16, ’38
July 2

Feb. 10, ’38
(12) . . . . Mar. 19

(12)

May

14, ’38

SERIALS
COLUMBIA
The Great Adventures of Wild
Bill Hickok
June 30
15 chapters.
Gordon
Elliot, Monte
Blue, Carol
Wayne.
Jungle Menace
Sept. 1
15 episodes (20), first chapter runs
(30) — Frank
Buck, Sasha Siemel,
Charlotte Henry, Rubber hijackers
In the Malayan jungle.
Mysterious Pilot, The
Dec. 9
15 episodes (19) —
Starring Capt.
Frank
Hawks
in exploits of the
Royal
Secret

Canadian
of

(15

Air

Treasure

episodes),

pirate's
island.

treasure

Force.

Island.
Story

on

an

. .Mar.
of

17

buried

adventurer’s

Dick

Tracy

Returns

15 Chapters
Roberts.

—

Aug.

Dick

Byrd

20

- Lynn

Fighting Devil Dogs, The.... May 28
12 chapters. Lee Powell, Herman
Brix, Eleanor
Stewart, Montagu
Love.
Lone
Ranger,
15 chapters.

The

Feb.

12, ’38

Painted Stallion
June 5, ’38
With Ray Corrigan and Hoot Gibson. The first chapters runs about
(7) and the rest average (19).
Zorro Rides Again
Nov. 28
12 episodes (20) —
John CarrollHelen Christian. The adventures
of a Mexican Robin Hood.

Flaming

Frontiers

July

5

15

Apr. 30, ’38
boating —
June

4, ’38

REVUES

HarmonKid,

of

UNIVERSAL

No. 11 (10)
July 9, ’38
Bakelite — Greyhounds — Perfume.
No. 12(..)
Aug. 13
Hollywood-Sculling-Furs.

Candid

©Romance

color)
Feb. 5, ’38
ice hockey;

No. 7 (10)
Mar. 5, ’38
Dogs — Billiards — Lithography.
No. 8 (11)
Apr. 2
Song writers .—
bowling —
rubber
bathing suits.
No. 9(10)
Making of silver
toy trains.

f|;©Out Where the Stars Begin
(19)
May 28, ’38
A
young
dancer
makes
good
through the aid of a makeup
man.
With Evelyn Thawl, Jeffrey Lynn,
Foy.
Armida,
Fritz Feld and Charley

REPUBLIC

July 30, ’38
(In Color)

MELODIES

Apr. 9, ’38
July 2, *38
Aug. 13

Hold That Ball (21)
Rise
There and
Goes Sing
the (21)
Bride
Fifi D’Orsay.

May
Mar.

song

TECHNICOLOR

VITAPHONE

ADVENTURES

(10)
The Hermit Kingdom
Isles of Enchantment

Huston,

Got
a
Match?
(20)
Rainbow’s
End
(. . )
UpPat
in Rooney.
Lights (..)

Under

(21) .. June

A
Star Is Hatched
Cinderella Meets Her

PRODUCTIONS

Yost’s
Leavitt. Singing

Dou|

©Crossroads

(11)
Mike Riley

Radio Hookup
(10)
Jan. 21
Starring Dorothy
Stone
anc
Charles Collins, the
Buckaroos
and

Swing

Josephine

(19) story of the purchase
Mar. of
12, the
’38
The
Louisiana territory.

HEADLINERS

COLORTOUR

(10)
Don
Bestor

Down
on the Barn (17) . .Feb.
Billy Jones
and
Ernest

Dozen

of

(10) Lucas
Clyde

SPECIAL

( 9)
( 9)
( 9)
( 9)
( 9)
( 9)
(10)
( 9)

Jan.
Feb.

Forget Me Knots (21)
Little Me
(21)
Wini Shaw, songstress.
Prisoner

Featuring
stylist.

FICTION

Orchestra (10)
Carl Hoff and Orchestra

Moments

11

Vitaphone

Carl

EXPLOITATION

THAN

45 (10)
46(10)
47(9)
49 ( 9)
50 ( 9) . .
51 ( 9)
52 ( 9)

MELODY

Universal

6

UNIVERSAL
NEWS
Released twice weekly.

FOX
MOVIETONE
NEWS
Released twice weekly.

^Breathless

Apr.

BROADWAY

Swinging Mallets (10)
Apr. 1
Polo as played in Jamaica
between two crack teams.
Underwater
(9)
June 3

(18)
Nick
Betty

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

Feb. 18
background

Bit and Bridle (10)
May 13, ’38
A trip to Aiken, S. C., haven of
horse lovers and their horses.
In the Swim
(10)
Feb. 18
Fancy diving with Champions.
Pinehurst (9)
Apr. 22
The
North-South
Open
Golf

June

(7y2)

STRANGER

SPORTSCOPE

MENTONE

MUSICALS

SPECIAL

^Quintupland
(19)
The Quints against
of Northern winter.

TIME

nation’s first government-promoted tourist resort and
arms and the League of Nations.
yNo.
9 (21)
Apr. 15
The Nazi conquest of Austria and
a
pictorial discussion on
crime
and prisons.

COMEDIES

1
4

The Man
Hunt
(7)
Feb. 13, ’38
The Jroblein Child (7) .. .May 16, ’38
Trade Mice (7)
Feb. 28, ’38
Tail End
(7)
Apr. 25
Voodoo Harlem
(7)
July 18
Yokel Boy Makes Good (7).. Feb. 21

of Ten (9) .June 17
the Golden Gloves.

FLASH

RKO-PATHE

1

the

re-

The Photographer (15) ... June 17, ’38
A
candid camera
bug runs into
difficulties over a picture.

No. 7 (19)
Feb. 18, '38
Old Dixie’s New
Boom,
One Million Missing, Russians in Exile.
yNo.
8 (19)
Mar. 18
Story

(’36-’37

Stuporvisor (17)
Feb. 25, ’38
Jack Norton runs against his wife
for city supervisor.

Mar. 11
into hot

The wife’s yen for dancing sets
Errol off on a jag which ends in
a rousing finale.

PARADE

Aug.
July

Feed the Kitty (7)
Mar. 14, ’38
Happy
Scouts (7)
June 20
Hollywood Bowl
(7)
Mar. 28
Movie Phoney News ( . .)
May 30

Girl

No. 4 (10)
Feb. 25
Depicting the cadet training school,
the Air College at Randolph Field,
Texas.

Twenty

COMEDIES

Berthquakes
(1C)
Errol tries his hand at
child psychology.
His Pest Friend (18)
Blind jealousy gets Leon
water.

leases)
PATHE

CARTOONS

Nellie, The Indian Chief’s
Daughter
(7)
Nellie the Sewing Machine

PATHE
NEWS
Released twice weekly.

17, ’38
Goofy

Q ©Self-Control (9)
Feb. 11
Donald Duck tries to practice that
under trying conditions.
The Fox Hunt (8)
July 29
Adventures of Donald
Duck
and
Goofy during a fox hunt.
y©The
Moth and the Flame

youngsters in Eugene Field’s
who
sail through the sky
wooden-shoe.

The Deviled Ham
(10) . . Mar. 11, ’38
Gus Van, Arskine Hawkins and his
band. Toy and Wing, The Three
Kays, Moya Engele.

OSWALD

Barnyard Romeo
(. . )
Cheese Nappers (7)

Feb.

12, ’38

chapters, average about 20 minutes each. With
Johnny
Mack
Brown
and Eleanor Hansen.
Flash

Gordon’s

Mars
15 episodes,
each. Larry
Jean
Rogers
on Mars.
Radio

Patrol

Trip

to

Mar. 22, ’38
approximately
(20)
"Buster” Crabbe and
in exciting adventures
Oct. 4

12 episodes (20) — Grant WithersCatherine Hughes.
The
valuable
formula for flexible steel and its
possession by a number
of people
is the basis for this one.
Tim Tyler’s Luck
Dec. 26
12 episodes, first runs (19) the
others average between 18 and 20.

Un "The Aiak.
STARTING
<
HOMICIDE
BUREAU— Bruce Cabot. Rita HayDirector:
Producer: Irving Briskin.
worth.
pq
jj?
C. C. Coleman jr.

a

i-J
0

0

THOROUGHBRED — Edith Fellows, Cliff Edwards,
Jacqueline Wells, Robert
Paige.
Producer:

Irving Briskin.
Screenplay:

Director: D. Ross Lederman.

Michael

Simmons.

Z
0

MURDER
ON
SUNSET
BOULEVARD
— Sally
Rand, Vince Barnett, Esther Muir, Lona Andre,
Producer: George Hirliman. DiJean Carman.
rector: Louis Gasnier. Original: Harold Joyce.
Screenplay: Paul Franklin, Arthur Hoerl.

q
2
O
»

UNTITLED — Jack Randall, Eleanor Stewart, William von Brincken, Ed Cassidy. Producer: Robert Tansey.
Director: Wallace Fox.
Original
Screenplay: Robert Emmett.

WELL

ALONG

NOT
FOR
GLORY — Jack Holt, Beverly Roberts,
Paul Everton, Noah Beery jr., Barbara Pepper.
Producer: Larry Darmour.
Director: Lewis Collins. Original Screenplay: Gordon Rigby.
BELOW
THE
RIO GRANDE — Buck Jones, Claire
Richards.
Producer: Monroe
Shaft. Director:
Elmer Clifton.

WILD
BILL
HICKOK— George Houston, A1 St.
John, Beth Marion, Walter Byron.
Producer:
Franklyn Warner
(Fine Arts). Director: Sam
Newfield.
Original: Frances Guihan.
Screenplay: Frances Guihan.

GANG

BULLETS — Producer: E. B. Derr.
Original: Harrison Jacobs.
Screenplay: John T.

Neville.
WANTED
BY
THE
Producer: Lindsley

POLICE
— Frankie Darro.
Parsons. Director; Howard

Bretherton. Original:
play: Sally Sandlin.

M-G-M

COMPLETED

Donn

O'Mullally.

SHADOWS

OVER

CHINA— James

Dunn,

Linda

Grey,

Robert
Barrat, Edward
Woods.
Producer: Franklyn Warner (Fine Arts). Director:
Charles Lamont.
Screenplay : Joseph Hoffman.

STARLIGHT
OVER
TEXAS— Tex Ritter, Horace
Murphy, Carmen La Roux, Snub Pollard, Charles
King.
Producer: Edward
Finney.
Director:
Wallace Fox.
Screenplay: John Rathmell.

LOVES
HAS
NANCY— Robert Montgomery, Janet Gaynor, Franchot Tone, Cora Witherspoon. Producer: Norman
Krasna.
Director:
Richard
Thorpe.
Original: Lee
Loeb, Mort
Braus.

PARA
|
.

THREE

SUNSET
TRAIL
— , Bill Boyd, Russell Hayden,
George
Hayes,
Alphonse
Ethier.
Producer:
Harry
Sherman.
Director: Lesley Selander.
Original: Clarence E.
Mulford.
Screenplay:
Norman
Houston.

ARKANSAS
TRAVELER— Bob Burns, Fay Bainter, Jean Parker, John Beal. Producer: George
Arthur. Director: Alfred Santell.

RKO
I

SAY
IT WITH
FRENCH— Ray Milland, Olympe
Bradna, Irene Hervey, Janet Beecher, Evelyn
Keyes.
Producer:
Andrew
Stone.
Director:
Andrew
Stone.

ANNABEL
TAKES
A
TOUR— Lucille Ball, Jack
Oakie, Ruth
Donnelly.
Producer: Lou Lusty.
Screenplay: Bert Granet.

REP.
I

THE
SAINT
STRIKES
TWICE — Louis Hayward.
Producer: Robert Sisk. Director: Ben Holmes.
Original: Leslie Charteris. Screenplay: A. C.
Edington.

20THI
FOX

SCHOOL — Margaret Tallichet, Anne Shirley, Nan Grey, Ralph Bellamy, Marjorie Main.
Producer:
Irving
Briskin.
Director: John
Brahm.
Original: Tess Slesinger. Screenplay:
Tess Slesinger, Richard Sherman.

Screen-

LISTEN,
DARLING — Freddie Bartholomew,
Judy
Garland, Mary
Astor, Walter
Pjdgeon, Gene
Lockhart, Alan Hale.
Producer: Harry Rapf.
Director: William Thiele. Original: Katharine
Brush.

PONY

GIRLS’

BOY — Gene Autry, Smiley Burnette. Producer: William Berke. Director: Joe Kane.

HELL
BENT
FOR
HEADLINES
— Producer:
Harry Grey. Director: Sidney Salkow. Screenplay: Earl Felton.

SONS

OF THE
LEGION — Donald O’Connor, Evelyn Keyes, Tim Holt, William Cook, Billy Lee,
Elizabeth Patterson.
Producer: William
LeBaron.
Director: James
Hogan.
Original
Screenplay: Lillie
ert F. MacGowan.

Hayward,

Lewis

Foster,

Rob-

GUNGA
DIN — Cary Grant, Douglas Fairbanks jr.,
Joan
Fontaine, Sam
Jaffe, Victor McLaglen,
Sabu. Producer: Pandro S. Berman.
Director:
George
Stevens.
Original: Rudyard
Kipling.
Screenplay: Ben
Hecht,
Charles MacArthur,
Fred Guiol, Joel Sayre.
RANGER
CODE — George O’Brien, Rita Hayworth,
Tim
Holt, Ray Whitley.
Producer: Bert Gilroy. Director: Dave Howard.

THE
RETURN
OF BILLY
THE
KID — Roy Rogers,
Smiley Burnette, Lynn Roberts, Horace Murphy.
Producer: Joe Kane.
Director: Joe Kane.

WOODEN
ANCHORS
— Richard Greene, Nancy
Kelly, Slim Summerville, Warren
Hymer, Joan
Valerie, Douglas Fowley. Producer: Sam Engel.
Director: John Ford.
Original: Raymill Holland.
BY
THE
DAWN’S
EARLY
LIGHT— Alice Faye,
Warner
Baxter, Charles Winninger,
Arthur
Treacher, Keye Luke.
Director: Gregory Ratoff. Producer: Edward
Kaufman.

ROOM
SERVICE — The
Marx
Brothers. Adolphe
Menjou, Frank Albertson, Lucille Ball, Donald
McBride, Jack Byrne, Phillip Wood.
Producer:
Pandro S. Berman.
Director: William A. Seiter.
Original: John Murray,
play: Morrie Ryskind.

EVERYTHING

HAPPENS

Allen

TO

Boretz.

US — James

Screen-

Gleason,

Russell Gleason, William Bakewell, Gay
Seabrook, Paul Harvey.
Producer: James Gleason.
Original: James
Gleason.
Screenplay: Paul
Gerard Smith, Jack Towniey.

HOLD

THAT

COED — George

Murphy,

Marjorie

Weaver, Jack Haley, Glen Morris, Elaine Barrie, John Barrymore.
Producer: David Hempstead. Director: George
Marshall.
Original
Screenplay:
Karl
Tunberg,
Don Ettlinger, Jack
Yellen.

THE
LADY
AND
THE
COWBOY— Gary Cooper,
Merle Oberon, David Niven, Walter Brennan,
Benita Hume,
Patsy Kelly, Thomas
Mitchell.
Director: H. C.
Goldwyn.
Producer: Samuel
Potter.
Screenplay: S. N.
Behrman,
Sonya
Levien.
Original: Leo
MeCarey,
Frank
R.
Adams.

q

.
g
►2

CD

£

THE
COMET — William Gargan, Joy Hodges, Andy
Devine, Ruth Donnelly, Florence Roberts. Producer: Max H. Golden. Director: Otis Garrett,
Screenplay: Charles Grayson.
UNTITLED — Bob Baker, Marjorie Reynolds, Hal
Taliaferro, Forrest Taylor.
Producer:
Trem
Carr.
Director: George
Waggner.
Original:
Joseph West.
Screenplay: Joseph West.

THAT
CERTAIN
AGE
■—
Deanna Durbin, Jackie
Cooper, Irene Rich, John
Halliday, Juanita
Quigley. Producer: Joe Pasternak.
Director:
Edward Ludwig, Bruce Manning, Charles Brackett, Billy Wilder.

THE

BROTHER
RAT — Wayne
Morris, Priscilla Lane,
Gordon Oliver, Ronald Reagan, Johnny
(Scat)
Davis, John
Payne.
Producer: Robert Lord.
Director: William
Keighley.
Original: John

ANGELS
WITH
DIRTY
FACES — James
Cagney,
Pat O’Brien, Humphrey
Bogart, Billy Halop,
Bobby
Jordan, Leo Gorcey, Bernard Punsley,
Huntz Hall, Gabriel Dell. Producer: Sam
Bischoff.
Director: Michael
Curtiz.
Original:
Rowland
Brown.

Monks jr., Fred Finklehoffe.
ard Macauley, Jerry Wald.

Screenplay:

Rich-

ROAD
TO
RENO — Hope
Hampton,
dolph Scott, Alan Marshal, Mischa Auer,

RanLouis

Hayward.
Producer: Edmund
Grainger.
Director: S. Sylvan Simon.
Original: I. A. R.
Wylie. Screenplay: Roy Chanslor.
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SELLS

AND

BUYS

EQUIPMENT,

THEATRES,

^leatlna Jjouie

SERVICES

Classified Ads 10c Per Word, Payable in Advance.
GENERAL
NOWHERE

SPRAY

EQUIPMENT

ELSE

ARE

PRICES

SO

LOW! 10 y4" REFLECTOR
CONVERSION
Kits, for Peerless or Strong, all parts, only
$14.95. Handsome, sturdy metal exit signs,
39c. Optional porthole glass, sq. in., 6c.
Used Soundheads, $15.00 up. Used Amplifiers, $19.50 up. Exciter Lamps, fresh
stock, 29c each. Projection lenses, Series
1, $5.95. Loads of swell buys always on
hand. S.O.S., 636 Eleventh Ave., New
York.
8-6

USED

EQUIPMENT

HOLMES
EDUCATORS,
pair 2,000-foot
magazines, amplifier, speaker, complete,
$550. S. C. Holloway, Hardin, 111. 8-6

FOR SALE — Bought out my competitor. Have complete equipment, excepting
chairs; good condition. Monte Theatre,
Montezuma, Iowa.
8-6
HOLMES
Portable “Educators” — Complete with 2000-ft. magazines, stands, amplifier, speaker, cases and cords; $600.00
pail .
Bargains in Simplex and Powers
projectors. Special prices on Blowers.
Liberty Radio and Theatre Supply, Sand
Springs, Okla.
8-fi

WRITE FOR bargain list of used, rebuilt theatre equipment; opera chairs,
Simplex and Powers projectors, sound
equipment, etc. Movie Supply Co., Ltd.,
Dept. O, 1318 So. Wabash, Chicago. 8-6

FOR SALE —
RCA sound equipment,
complete with soundheads and speakers.
Two five-point Simplex bases with 100Ampere switches. Post Office Box 749,
Lancaster, Pa.
8-6
2 POWERS
6B’s, lamps, Leroy sound,
complete. What offers? Box 112. St. Vincent,
Minn.
8-6

AIR

CONDITIONING

ON

BLOWERS!

HIGHLY

more,

:: August

6, 1938

St., Attf (4-2)

TWO

THEATRE

CHAIRS

Branchville,

— biggest variety veneer and upholstered
at 75c up. Free List 15-P. S.O.S., 636
Eleventh Ave., New York.
8-6
WE

MANUFACTURE

both

plywood

and

upholstered chairs in twenty-five styles.
Write for catalog. Changing plywood seats
to cushioned seats a specialty. The
ern Desk Co., Hickory, N. C.

South8-20

Surf.

St., Chicago,

THEATRES

111.

FOR

FOR

RENT

WILL buy, sell or lease theatres. M. S.
England, 86 Van Braam St., Pittsburgh,
Pa.
tf (6-18)

OR

LEASE

4704

E.

9th

WANTED

Theatre.
St.,

B-1011,

Kansas

LOBBIES

—

Fronts — tieups

finest

West

45th St., New

York

City.

8-6

BOOKS
JUST

A

LITTLE

BUNDLE — OF

GOOD

BOOKS — BUT GOOD!
Sloane's "Motion
Picture Projection,” Mancall’s “Servicing
Projection Equipment,” and Benson’s
“Fundamentals of Television,” whole bundle cnly $1.39. S.O.S., 636 Eleventh Ave.,
New

York.

SEAT

8-6

RECOVERING

ARTIFICIAL LEATHER
MOLESKIN—
81c per yd.; Sateen 60c yd. Six seats
from two yards. Samples on request.
Commercialeather, 116 Merrimac St., Boston. 10-15

DUPLICATING

MACHINES

HAND
OPERATED
DUPLICATORS.
Print handbills, notices, etc., 3Y2x5Y2

SALE

BRONX
OPERA HOUSE theatre building. 442 East 149th St., New York City,
for sale or lease. Phone Sedgwick 3-3770.
tf

THEATRES

ENLARGEMENTS

8-6

FOR
RENT — 400-seat theatre, $100
monthly. Fully equipped. Box 395, Rochester, N. Y.
8-6

THEATRES

8-6

quality. Any size. 30x40 including negative $2.75. Write Milton Sachson, 517

THEATRE
CHAIRS — 1,400 spring cushioned for sale; 500 veneer. Jesse M. Cole,
620

S. C.

PHOTO
FOR

JOIN DRIVE FOR BIGGER BUSINESS
WITH BETTER SEATS. 17,000 American
Seating, Ideal, Irwin, other famous makes

MACHINES

PORTABLE
DeVry Machines complete, sound. $250. Edisto Theatre,

tf (b4-9

Box-

City,

Mo.

EFFI-

BARGAINS — Reconditioned Arctic NuAir American blowers, noiseless drives,
hydraulic variable speed pulleys. New air
washer. Catalog mailed. Southern Air

BQXOFFICE

PORTABLE

NOZZLES

40 cents; less 45 cents. G. A. Peterson, 2620 Charlotte St„ Kansas City, Mo.

BUY

CIENT MODEL “A” ZEPHYR-COOLAIRE
Blower, 6500 CFM capacity, with 1/3 H.P.
Motor, V-belt, oversize ball bearings, sturdy
construction, now only $75.65. Will handle
to 300 seats, or use as exhaust fan. Plenty
other air conditioning needs. Get free
facts. S.O.S., 636 Eleventh Ave., New
York.
8-6

Conditioning Corp., 101-A Walton
lanta, Ga.

$1.00. Display Rates on Request

SPRAY
NOZZLES, fool-proof, waterbroken to finest misty spray; lots of 100 or

office,

SALE

Minimum

inches, in one or more
operation. Matter may

colors in a single
be typewritten or

hand

drawn. Only $2.45 postpaid. Arnold Shanberg, 4001 Benton Blvd., Kansas
City, Mo.
tf

IN ADVERTISING
THERE IS NO
SUBSTITUTE
FOR GOOD

8-6

POSITIONS

RESULTS

WANTED

PROJECTIONIST — 8
References. Married.

years experience.
Sober. Reliable.

Sign Writer. B-1003, Bqxoffice,
9th St., Kansas City, Mo.

4704

E.
8-6

Advertise in

FILMS WANTED
16MM SOUND
TRACK
features-shorts,
outright purchase. Ideal Pictures Co.,
Filmrow, Omaha, Neb.
8-6

for Quick Action

•Address copy to BOXOFFICE,
4704 E. Ninth St., Kansas City,
Forms close Monday
noon preceding publication date.

Mo.

jflLv

A BOY
WITH
COURAGE
. . .
PITTED AGAINST
A GANGSTER WITH
A GUN1

/111

MW
ITII 1

™4
J
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f
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'■

it

M.

A MONOGRAM

PICTURE

Produced
by E. B. DERR
Directed by KARL BROWN
Story

and

Screenplay

by JOHN

T. NEVILLE

BOX OFFICE
INSURANCE
43,800/000
Saturday

readers

Evening

Post, Look,

Collier’s, Liberty, Time
leading fan magazines
on

Paramount’s

of The

and the
pre-sold

"SPAWN

OF

THE NORTH" by the greatest national magazine campaign ever
given a single motion picture!

£

HARVEST!
Gather it in! Love Finds Andy
Hardy ’’starts the Parade of Hits!
4-PAGE

HERALD

— Just one °f Leo’s Harvest-time helps. At left is front cover.

Below is double spread. Back page blank for your theatre message. Actual size isl3 ”x 9"
Write M-G-M, 1540 B’way, N.Y.C.,for free sample or for prices, stating quantity desired.

the roaring lion of Metro-GoldwynMayer, proudly lists current and forthcoming
entertainments. The Biggest Hits, the Greatest
Star-Studded

Movies

since the screen

Compare

It only to their glorious "Rose Marie"

began.

•

•n Victor Herbert's

"SWEETHEARTS"
Filmed in Technicolor

The Best Picture In which he has ev^r appeared

ROBERT TAYLOR
-''THE CROWD ROARS"
with Maureen

Morgan,

How

O'Sullivan,

William

she landed

Edward

Gargan,

Arnold,

with Frank Morgan, Mischa Auer, Herman Bing, Ray
Bolger, Reginald Gardiner, Florence Rice.
Giant Musical Ensemble!
•
AH

new!

Romantic
dudeJudge
ranchHardy
adventures
beloved
family !with America's

"OUT
WESTSTONE,
WITHMICKEY
THEROONEY,
HARDYS"
with LEWIS

"RICH MAN -POOR GIRL"
with ROBERT YOUNG • LEW AYRES
Ruth Hussey, Guy

Frank

Lionel Stander

a millionaire!

CECILIA

"Holiday"?)

Kibbee, Lana Turner
•

Importantly produced

CLARK GABLE • MYRNA LOY
-"TOO HOT TO HANDLE"
Wanted.

FREDDIE

Pidgeon,

Walter

for Mom1

Handsome,

A man

Connolly,

Leo

wm ROBERT

*1937'S 3EST

SPENCER

Walter
•

Pidgeon,

Alan

Thrilling musical drama

Behind
Hale

ROONEY

of the romantic life and loves of Johann
the world's waltz king!

Herbert,

Thousands.

Herman

Combined

Bing,

Henry

Symphonic
•

Stars of "Yellow Jack" and "A Star Is Born"

Hull, Lionel

Orchestra

Atwill

and

a cast of

of Hundreds
of modern

RUSSELL

for glamorous

loan

Mark

the scenes, revealing the lile and love affairs of those who dream

LUISE RAINER
-"DRAMATIC • SCHOOL"

Twain's Great American

Classic of a boy and romantic

of stage careers

Mississippi

"HUCKLEBERRY FINN"
w„h MICKEY ROONEY
and an Impressive Cast
of M-G-M
•
"Tiny Tim" and "Scrooge"

will live again! Charles Dickens'
to the hearts of the world !

Stars
Masterpiece — dedicated

LIONEL BARRYMORE
in Charles Dickens'
"A CHRISTMAS
CAROL"
Cast Now Being Auditioned and

with a Magnificent

Selected

Manhattan

•

Star of "The Bad Man

"THE CITADEL"
DONAT • ROSALIND

•
in a gay romance

JANET GAYNOR • ROBERT MONTGOMERY
-"THREE TONE,
LOVES
HAS NANCY"
with FRANCHOT
Guy Kibbee, Cora Witherspoon
WALLACE

Millions read the book!

Strauss, II

LUISE RAINER • FERNAND GRAVET
MILIZA KORJUS
-"THE GREAT WALTZ"
with Hugh

from the sensational novel by Dt. A. J. Cronin!

JOAN CRAWFORD
-"THE SHINING
HOUR"
•

ACTOR" m the bold drama of a beloved pnest and a boy
who was "Born to be Hung!”

TRACY • MICKEY
-"BOYS' • TOWN"

HOLDEN
•

Brilliant long-run stage romance

single men — please apply!

"LISTEN DARLING"
Astor,

FAY

Cast of Thousands
•

Carrillo

BARTHOLOMEW
• JUDY GARLAND
in Katherine Brush s
with Mary

PARKER,

Tens of Millions will see the picture1

Exciting stars of "Test Pilot" in the romance of a dare-devil round-the-world
newsTeel cameraman Love in action on land, 6ea and air

with Walter

and "Maytime"

JEANETTE MacDONALD
NELSON EDDY

of Brimstone" returns . . . with a grand new
in thrilling, new melodrama!

BEERY • MICKEY
-"STABLEMATES"

pal

ROONEY

COMING
GREAT PICTURES! WATCH
FOR THEM! THEY’LL
MAKE
ALL OF 1938-1939 A HAPPY
MOVIE
NEW
YEAR!
Look for importantly fine entertainments from M-G-M all through this winter and spring.
Among the big, notable attractions to come
Spectacular dramatization of KENNETH
ROBERTS' "NORTHWEST PASSAGE," in Technicolor, starring ROBERT TAYLOR, SPENCER
TRACY and WALLACE BEERY
NORMA SHEARER and CLARK GABLE in the celebrated
Stage hit, "IDIOT'S DELIGHT" The riotous MARX BROTHERS in "A DAY AT THE CIRCUS"
. .The famed "WIZARD OF OZ," in Technicolor, with a star-studded M-G-M cast . . . CLARK
GABLE and MYRNA LOY in the thrills of "THE GREAT CANADIAN". . ’THE
the most daring New York stage hit in years., .and MORE! MORE! MORE.’

WOMEN."
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PRACTICAL, IS THE WAY
YOU may discount at once any talk that may have
the government

reached

you

or any

accounts

that you

may

have

read which say or indicate the distributors' committee
on self-regulation has suspended its deliberations. Actually and potentially, this is an extremely damaging
impression to beat its way up and down the country.
This, exactly, is what

has taken

place:

The committee charged with self-regulation, saying
little, had accomplished a great deal by the time the
government filed its suit. If you are lodged in the
wide-flung, faithful reader division, you will know from
the columns of BOXOFFICE by this time that, barring
the nettlesome problem in block booking as the arch
menace and cancellation privileges as the second best
heavy,

liberal and progressive action had been determined in matters various. Specifically? All right: Score
charges, unreasonable protection, designated playdates,
forcing of the sale of shorts with features, carryovers
from one season to the following.

Then the suit, listing many of the trade practices which
the committee had been ironing out and the peculiar
circumstance of an industry facing trial, in part, on the
very charges it already had
ification, ifnot elimination.

kick out much of the government's platform of complaints.
Now, and it had to be, of course, eminent company
counsel stride the decks, checking this and pondering
that, giving advice from a strictly legal point of view
and suggesting cautious overtones to official statements
covering the situation, specifically and at large.
column,

mind

you,

it impossible

to meet

the

exhibitors at all."
This regrettably suggests what it suggests readily
enough and is the reason for the impression already
prevailing the committee has called it a day in favor of
the outcome of the trial which will determine the merits
of the department of justice petition.
The

major

companies,

of course,

must

turn to their

lawyers for considered judgment and opinion; that's
what lawyers are for. But it seems to make sense, too,
that some friendly word be ventured on behalf of a
straight business approach, shy on the exactitudes of the
legal mind and
mercial mind.
We

long on the practicabilities of the com-

do not assume

it remote

for the men

who

make

and sell the product and know by the bushel load the
nature of the complaints arising from their methods to
successfully work out the answers to some or all of the
riddles. The government is demanding specific trade
practice relief. Before the demands became known, the
committee was working on identical issues. By public
statement stress has been placed
ceed, the law suit notwithstanding.

on the intent to pro-

voluntarily slated for mod-

Out of this crossing of paths next came the idea of
going strategic by hastening the modification, or the
elimination, on the theory voluntary reformation might

This

suit, make

has

no

direct information

pointing toward legalistic influences applied to the statement by Sidney R. Kent explaining why the promised
call to exhibitors cannot be sounded at this time. The
impression, however, is pretty firmly rooted this may
have taken place; certainly, the statement did not
echo like the usually clear and succinct Kent when, for
instance, it indulged in as variously an interpretable
paragraph as this:
"Right after Labor Day and after counsel have given
their opinions, it can be said definitely what the position
in regard to meetings with exhibitors will be or it can
be said whether conditions, because of the pendency of

There may be jeopardy in pursuing the original decision and perhaps it is indicated by the manner in
which counsel have landed on the scene like the Marines.
But what

that jeopardy

might

be

is not clear.

If de-

mands made in one direction — let's call them the government— are met from another direction — let's call that
the committee — the desired objective is attained and,
thus, simply and in practical sense, the situation relieved.
By fine or even obvious points of law, this analysis
might collapse with a disturbing thud; that is, disturbing
to this obliging typewriter. However, we take it the
purpose which brought the committee on self-regulation
into being was to reorganize trade procedure, at least
in part, so that the benefits springing out of such a plan
would reach the exhibitor in the field with as little delay
as possible. Such a promise was made and by the
committee's

lights, happily

is slated for delivery.

Technicalities, if there should develop reason to conclude they are pre-eminently that, should not be permitted to halt this purpose.

i

SNARLED ON BLOCK BOOKING RIDDLE, SEVERAL
MAJORS PONDER PLAYDATE, NOT FILM, SALES
Seeking to Alter the System
Instead of Revamping
The Structure
New

York — Intensive

sparring

about

in

the effort to surmount the block booking
situation while, at the same time, it is, in
effect, maintained, is inducing distributors
to consider the sale of product on a playdate, rather than a straight picture, basis.
Before blood pressures rise or the arguments began to pop, it is the fact to report that this is merely an idea, which like
others, is being talked over and torn apart
in the desire, induced by what is viewed
as the necessity, for remedial action of
some nature quieting public and exhibitor
protests over block booking by altering
the system without revamping the entire
modern structure of the business.
Furthermore, there is nothing on the
horizon to indicate this idea, or any other
idea, yet faces ultimate adoption. The
significance in the consideration given to
playdate selling rests largely in the fact
that it conclusively evidences a wholesale
desire on the part of the majors to arrive
at some sort of a reasonable and rational
solution to the block booking riddle.
The

scheme, as suggested and as discussed for situations beyond the major
circuits, would allow the buyer to contract
from a given company an agreed upon
number of playdates, the total as far as
each distributor is concerned being computed generally on a breakdown of the
product the theatreman purchased in his
last year under the current system. A
hypothetical case would be this:
If a theatre bought 52 from Paramount
at an average price of $40 a picture at a
total price of $2,080, a deal might be
struck for the same number of pictures
at $50 a date to a total of $2,600, or an
increase of $520 on the deal. The uppage,
however, would be viewed either as a
direct increase or a premium for vesting
in the exhibitor the right of playing whatever Paramount attraction he elected, at

He Figures Gov't
Must Mean It
New York — Writes
the Daily News:

John

Chapman

in

"Ernie Holst thinks he overheard two
movie magnates discussing the government's trust-busting suit against

Holly-

wood. 'Do you think the government is
serious?' queried one. 'Serious,' wailed
the other. ’I got it direct from Washington— either we do as they say or they'll
stop lending

4

us the navy'-''

Tacit Pact on Theatre
Is Already
New

York — The

tacit

agreement

Halt

Working
Arnold
Once

be-

tween major companies and the government precluding further theatre expansion
moves until the current anti-trust suit is
wiped off the federal court calendars has
already been put into force. Boxoffice
learns.
With the unwritten arrangement less
than two weeks old, at least two affiliated
circuits have turned down deals for new
sites, abiding by recommendations of counsel not to broaden their activities “until
we know where we stand in the governOne mentof
suit.”the first instances is an offer
made Loew’s by an independent exhibitor
to pool his interests with the major circuit
in a small town. The exhibitor approached
circuit executives and espoused the benefits of such an arrangement. Under ordinary circumstances, Loew’s would have
considered the proposition to its advantage, but, wary of the understanding
reached with the government, declined to
negotiate.
A second instance was that of a prominent independent circuit in the east and
affiliated with Paramount in several towns.
A site had been offered the independent
group in a city where Paramount has one
or two houses pooled. The independents
circuit seriously considered the offer and
then sounded out Paramount to join in
building a new house. Paramount executives reminded the independent of the
the same juncture giving to him the right
to ditch any he may so elect.
In the case of percentage pictures, it
has been suggested the number set up
might be split, the distributor designating
half of the group and the exhibitor the
other half. Deals of the same general ilk
would be duplicated with other distributors
until the exhibitor completed his buy on
the basis of the total number of days of
his yearly operation.
It is argued that, while it is true the exhibitor would sidetrack some product it is
likewise held to be true that he would
gladly give extended playing time to attractions either demonstrated to have
clicked elsewhere or those that will, in
the opinion of the man operating the
theatre.
Since the total volume of combined distributors gross cannot vary and since the
playdates must be filled with some company’s product, the theory further goes
that no less in aggregate revenue will follow since mathematically it cannot. It is
admitted some distributors in some situations will suffer a shrinkage, but it is

Quietly
and Films
Touched

New York — Thurman Arnold, special
assistant attorney general of the U. S.
and in charge of the government's
anti-trust suit against the major companies, their affiliates,
executives,
experience

had
with

film industry
NRA.

officers

a brief — very
the problems

back

in the

and

brief —
of the

days

of the

Elected to sit as alternate for Professor Wesley Sturges as impartial
member
representing t h e
ment, Sturges was sitting on

governthe New

Haven grievance board when
came from Washington that the
supreme

court

illegal.

Sturges

time,

had

declared

could

not

word
U. S.

the

NRA

sit at

having been sent to the
pines by President Roosevelt.

the

Philip-

tacit agreement and tabooed the deal.
Counsel for major circuits have been
aware of the government’s intentions of
filing a special motion for a temporary injunction to stop further expansion. Rather
than have another suit coupled with the
one launched July 20, it has been agreed
to lay off. However, where pooling deals
come up for renewal there is no hesitancy
in continuing them, if profitable.
countered

with rebuttal which

sets forth

they will gain additional revenue on extended playing time not calculated.
The biggest point involved in the whole
setup, however, is the presumed stifling of
complaints from any source that the exhibitor must play what the distributor
gives him under the block booking buy.
There are many “bugs” in the scheme.
Producers, for instance, argue pictures in
which they have considerable investment
thereby would have no guarantee of playing time; that the smaller pictures, popularly viewed now by all studios, as testing
grounds for new players would not be accorded the widespread distribution out of
which such talent might be developed.
There is also a knotty something to conjure with in the matter of designated playdates and difficulty, likewise, is foreseen
in setting up a workable system under
such a system for percentage attractions.
Nothing may come of it. Nevertheless,
the plan is being talked about in several
high councils and the job of exploration
into whatever its weaknesses may turn out
to be is under way.
BOXOFFICE
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CHAPLIN INSISTS UA'S "KICKBACKS" REWARD
BIG GROSSING PRODUCERS, PASS OTHERS BY
Prepare Move
For Extension
New

York — Stipulations

until November

for extensions

1 for filing of answers in

the government’s anti-trust suit will be
sent to Washington next week by counsel
for the eight major companies, their subsidiaries and individual defendants for approval by department of justice authorities, Boxoffice learns. Drafts on the form
were to have been ready this week, but because Paul Williams, assistant to the attorney general, was on vacation, counsel
for the defendants delayed the final wording until Williams gets back Monday or
Tuesday.
Before Williams left town, he verbally
agreed to the November 1 date and indicated at the same time that the government is not seeking to rush the major
companies in preparation of answers to
subpoenas or charges contained in the bill
of complaint. He has been accepted by
the industry as the prosecutor, having personally supervised the investigation by
the FBI during the two and a half years
preceding filing of the suit.
Meanwhile, Universal has retained Chadbourne, Hunt, Jaeckel & Brown to represent it. Charles Prutzman is a member
of the law firm and is being assisted by
Adolph Schimel of Universal’s legal staff.
Indications point definitely to Warner
retaining the firm of Cravath, de Gersdorf,
Swaine & Wood with Frederick H. Wood,
who did an outstanding job for the company in the St. Louis criminal and equity
trials, as active spokesman. Robert W.
Perkins, Warner general counsel, and his
assistant, Howard Levinson, also will appear in the legal lineup.
Loew’s

May

Retain

Davis

While no definite decision will be made
for some weeks, Loew’s is seriously thinking of John W. Davis, former presidential
candidate and once solicitor general of the
United States. He represented the company in the “Letty Lynton” copyright infringement case. Loew and M-G-M attorneys now actively working on the government case include J. Robert Rubin,
Tyree Dillard jr., and Irving Greenfield.
Louis Phillips of the Paramount home
office returns from a Mexico vacation Monday. He will assist Former Judge Thacher
of Simpson, Thacher & Bartlett, Austin C.
Keough and Irving Cohen in preparation
of data.
During the past few weeks, attorneys
of the major companies have been holding
periodic meetings at the Hays office mapping plans and gathering factual material
in preparation for the answers to be filed
in federal court here November 1.
BOXOFFICE

:: August
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'Times’ Reveals
1All the News'
New

York

—

“lowdown”

The

on

the

events leading to the government suit, as
seen through the eyes and typewriter of
Douglas W. Churchill, Hollywood correspondent of the the New York Times:
“Although Hollywood was unconcerned,
the home-office lads journeyed to Washington on June 25 and saw the President
in an attempt to avert the suit, the papers
for which were at that moment in the government’s print shop. For the first time
from an authoritative source, it has been
learned what the tenor of the meeting
was. Representations were made that, if
the government would drop its action, the
industry voluntarily would embark upon a
program of self -regulation in its business
practices. The President is said to have
sidestepped the issue by informing the
delegates that the matter was in the hands
of Attorney General Cummings.
“Stopped’’

by

Arnold

“Representatives of the group then
called on the attorney general, according
to this source, and repeated the offer. Mr.
Cummings was interested but explained
that he had nothing to do with it; that
it was entirely in the hands of Assistant
Attorney General Arnold. Undaunted, the
film men approached that official, who
made no attempt to soften his words and
is reputed to have said that if the suit
were quashed it would result in a national
scandal of unprecedented proportions.
“Following the White House call, Will
H. Hays, who served as spokesman, issued
a pleasant statement which said little,
but which attempted to belie the belief
that there was anything in the wind, for
he spoke of ‘self-regulation’ and ‘cooperative endeavor not only within the industry
but between industry and government.’
This explanation of the meeting apparently did not set well with the White
House, for on July 5, word was passed
from the Presidential office that the meeting had nothing to do with cooperation,
but, rather, with law enforcement.
“It is this suit that most seriously vexes
the industry, for not only would its success completely destroy the business structure of today but many of the film leaders
fear that disclosures made in the civil action might result in criminal prosecution.
If the suit is pressed with any militancy —
which is the thing the industry is most active in trying to avoid — it probably will result in the greatest boom in independent
production in the history of the town. Performers now denied to the independent
operators will be made available, for it
will be necessary for the major concerns to
cease the practice of placing people under
contract to keep them

away from others.”

Won't Approve Alternative
Proposal by Korda
And Goldwyn
New

York — Charles

owner in UA, is holding
tion “kickback” plan
company producers on
represented by the
learns he will not agree

Chaplin,

one-fifth

out for a distribuwhich will reward
a basis of merit, as
gross. Boxoffice
to any alternative,

such as the setup evolved by Samuel Goldwyn and Alexander Korda a few months
ago in London whereby distribution
charges for all producers was fixed and a
“kickback” fund set up after charges, plus
a profit for owner-members, met.
It is understood Chaplin claims he was
not consulted when the London plan was
worked out; that, since he was not a party
to it, he is not bound to observe it and
that, finally, he continues in opposition
because he feels it will not bring the prosper reward for performance delivered and,
therefore, tend to reduce UA’s reputation
as a distributor of quality product.
This represents his point of view on the
current problem which rules harmony out
of the UA situation:
If a producer delivers an attraction
which can roll up a theoretical world gross
to a “kickback”
entitled distribution
of $4,000,000,
in
the form ofhe a isreduced
cost,
but after performance in dollars has been
registered. The producer who, for whatever the reason may be, is not successful
in turning over a substantial grosser to
the distributing company ought to be prepared to take it on the chin in accordance
with the job delivered.
Another

Formula

Revealed

It is understood that, while Dr. A. H.
Giannini was president of the company, he
and Chaplin saw eye to eye on such a proposal and that a formula, although tentative and obviously subject to complete approval of all company members had been
worked out. Roughly, this would have reduced selling cost on a picture grossing
$4,000,000 to somewhere between 10 per
cent low and 12 per cent high. A $2,000,000
grosser revenue-getter might have been
charged off at 18 per cent; one doing $1,500,000 at 20 per cent and thus down the
line.
Chaplin and Giannini also were in accord on the effect of such a plan. They
felt it placed a premium on big attractions
by holding out the possibility of greater
return to a successful producer, at the
same time removing from the medicore
or less successful producer guarantees of
greater profits under any other sort of
“kickback” arrangement.
Columbia
New

Trade

York — Columbia

Shows
will trade

show

“You Can’t Take It With You” in 31 key
cities. The picture opens at the Music
Hall, August 25.
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M dwest editor. Telephone CHestnut 7777.
LITTLE
ROCK — P. O. Box 253, Lynn
Hubbard.
Telephone 3-0156.
MEMPHIS — Commercial Appeal, Annie Mae Day.
MILWAUKEE — 210 East
Michigan
St., H.
C.
Brunner. Telephone Kilbourn 6670-J.
MINNEAPOLIS — 507 Essex Bldg., Maurice Wolff.
NEW
HAVEN — 42 Church St., Suite 915, Gertrude
Pearson. Telephone 6-4149.
NEW
ORLEANS— 1509 Bodenger
Blvd., J. W.
Leigh. Telephone Algiers 1495.
NEW
YORK
CITY — 9 Rockefeller Plaza, William
Ornstein, Eastern editor. Telephone Columbus
5-6370, 5-6371, 5-6372.
OKLAHOMA
CITY — P. O. Box 4547, E. W. Fair.
Telephone 7-1038.
OMAHA — 4677 Marcy St., Monte Davis.
PHILADELPHIA — Philadelphia Record, Broad &
Wood
Sts., Si Shaltz.
PITTSBURGH — 1701 Blvd. of the Allies. R. F.
Kin gen smith. Telephone Atlantic 4858.
PORTLAND,
ORE. — The
News-Telegram,
D. W.
Polivka.
ST. LOUIS — 5149 Rosa Ave.,
Telephone Flanders 3727.

David

F.

Barrett.

SALT
LAKE
CITY— 605 Utah
Savings &
Trust
Bldg., Viola B. Hutton. Telephone Hyland 4359.
SAN
FRANCISCO — 201 Golden
Gate
Bldg., 25
Taylor St., Phil Stone.
SEATTLE — 2417 Second
phone Elliott 8678.

Ave.,

WASHINGTON

St.,

— 1426

G.

IN

Joe

Earle

Cooper.
A.

Tele-

Dyer.

CANADA

CALGARY.
ALBERTA
— The
Albertan, William
Campbell.
EDMONTON,
ALBERTA
— The
Bulletin, W.
A.
DeGraves.
HAMILTON,
ONTARIO — 20
Hugh
Millar.

Holton

LONDON,
ONTARIO — London
E. Carruthers.

Free

Ave.,
Press,

North,

The

Star,

Andy

ST. JOHN,
NEW
BRUNSWICK — 34 Cranston
Stuart Trueman.

Ave.,

TORONTO,
ONTARIO— 16 Buller Ave., Walter
Fessey. Telephone Howard
0158.
VANCOUVER,
B. C.— 615 Hastings St., C.
Rutty.
VICTORIA,
man.
WINNIPEG,
Lepkin.

G

B.

C.— -350

Robertson

MANITOBA—

709

St., Tom

Selkirk

chance of stiffening
an entire industry.
deal like a four-star,
of statement, usually

G.
P.

Merri-

Ave.,

the morale of
That sounds a
screwball sort
identified with

Hollywood,
but let's see if we
not make it valid.

can-

Grosses began to slide after Labor Day. They kept on sliding, always barring the exceptional circumstances as represented by a
"Snow

White" which, of course, established a precedent rather than
constituted one. The great concern
of circuit operators, worried as they
obviously were over declining
grosses, was approached from another angle, however. Recognizing
the times and a failure on the part
of the studios to kick in with a sustained flow of attractions that mattered, the shrinkage was tough
enough to take.
Yet, far and away the primary
worry was the complete lack of any
indication that theatres finally were
bumping along the bottom. To put

LETTERS
EVERYBODY’S

FROM

it another way: Circuit men felt
that, if only they could, in some way,
learn how far the toboggan was carrying them, they then would be in
a position to make their readjustments in consonance with conditions. This, they discovered, was
not to be. Exactly as they figured
the dregs had been quaffed, another picture in another week dipped even further into the bitter cup.
In a word, they did not, because
they could not, learn where they and
their business stood.
How "Alexander" fits into the pattern is in reverse procedure. If the
bottom apparently was not to be
sounded, there comes comfort in
learning all over again that the top
is seemingly limitless as well. Naturally, the attraction has to have
what it takes to approximate anything as stratosphered as all of this.
The Roxy, and all of those lucky first
runs — and the avalanche of houses
to follow, as well — which get "Alexander" stand a grade- A chance of
experiencing the thrill.
If these two eyes ever saw a film
that rated roadshow handling, it is
"Alexander" — and it ought to be
(Continued

OUR
air

HAPPY

Plattsburg, Mo.
book. We were
other night and
town came to see

— Here’s one for the
playing “Holiday” the
just about everyone in
it. Among our patrons

was one who didn’t have the 25c. He was
anxious to attend and instead of his quarter he left his Ingersoll watch and I gave

on page

14)

READERS

conditioning

equipment

changing the air every
Rankin, Plaza Theatre.

capable

of

six minutes. — H.

o
DISAPPOINTED
Lincoln, Neb. — Today I was disappointed! I suppose you wonder why. Every

it to our operator, “Flea” Trice — and, believe it or not, the watch works perfectly.

Monday I look forward to receiving Boxoffice and this week I did not receive my

My operator is happy, the watch “leaver”
is happy, I’m happy — and I hope Columbia is happy. — Thomas E. Wilhoit, Lyric
Theatre.

copy, could you tell me why? If it is not
too late I would appreciate it if you would

o—

Charles

MONTREAL,
QUEBEC — 4330 Wilson Ave., N. D.
G., Roy Carmichael. Telephone Walnut
5519.
OTTAWA,
ONTARIO— 1146 Bank
St., William
Gladish.
REGINA,
SASKATCHEWAN—
McDermott.

IF "Alexander's Ragtime Band"

continues its pace at the Roxy
which is giving New York the world
premiere of this outstanding musical-romance-melodrama, itsperformance there stands an excellent

DOGGY

FRONT

AND

GIVEAWAY

Tilbury, Ontario — Complete renovation
of the front of the Plaza Theatre has been
completed, with a new red and green front
of the most striking modernistic style. I
am giving away a pedigreed Spaniel pup
each week at the Plaza which is getting
favorable results. (Mr. Rankin is a great
deg fancier.) Have also installed modern

send me a copy of July 23 issue. Kindest
regards. — A. N. Beezley, Orpheum Theatre.
Ed. Note — We

can’t tell you why

you

didn’t get your copy of Boxoffice last
Monday. Maybe somebody around the
theatre picked it up, the address imprint may have been unclear to the
postman,

or maybe the mailing department isat fault. Anyway, a duplicate copy is on the way to you. Hope
the Monday arrivals of the paper are
regular hereafter.

Ben

The Editors welcome letters from readers on picture reports or other
trade topics. All letters must be signed. Identity withheld on request.
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LET RHYTHM RING ! . . . FRED AND GINGER

and the world’s not so bad alter
all .'...Think oi the treat you’ve
got coming... Think ol the happiness ahead L.The world’s gay
dancing sweethearts aglow with
bubbling romance, alive with
the blithesome spirit that will
e
nation into evee!r.y theatr
abl
. .YEORU
seat avail
EMB
BET THE SEPT
S
SHOW FSUKLILEY SHOW
TI
BLUE
BEAU !
ADY
ALRE

a(swe rphyth
e

Lyrics

:< ;< o

RADIO
PICTURES

A PANDRO

S. BERMAN

and

music

by

IRVING BERLIN

JACK CARSON
CLARENCE KOLB

PRODUCTION

FRANKLIN

. . . Directed by Mark Sandrich

Screen Play by Ernest Pagano and Allan Scott . . . Story and Adaptation by Dudley Nichols and Hagar Wilde

LUELLA

GEAR

PANGBORN

i|

50 HOLLYWOOD NAMES MAY BARNSTORM U. S.
IN GOODWILL SPEAKING TOUR FOR BIG DRIVE
Where the Cash
Will Go

Practical Difficulties Yet to
Be Smoothed

Out,

Cleveland

However

the

nation

in a

quarter

million

in

far-flung

speaking

Pictures’

tour

Great-

Prizes

will

in the

United

be

eligible
States

to

and

all patrons
Canada

re-

gardless of age but who correctly answer a minimum
of 30 questions, as
follows:
First prize
Second

The

joint committee, under chairmanship of George J. Schaefer, is seriously
considering the plan as a final piece de

Third

$50,000
25,000
15,000

.

Fourth
Fifth

resistance in what is now rapidly recognized as the most outstanding collective

10,000
5,000

Five each at
Ten each at

enterprise in the industry’s history.
The idea is to take Hollywood to the
country and, by speeches before Chambers
of Commerce and the wide array of civic
and social organizations that weave in

120 each

at

860

at

each

4,000
5,000

each

1,000
500
100
50

at

20

prizes

$250,000

and out of the country’s fabric, launch a
goodwill tour such as publicity men dream
of.
There are practical difficulties intervening and those difficulties may be sufficient to thwart consummation of the plan.
The chief problem is the necessity for

tie, August 16 when John Danz will preside, and Denver, August 17 under the
aegis of Rick Ricketson. Kansas City,
Louisville and Memphis are coming up.

keeping the wheels of production humming, particularly in the light of the new

Forty-one exchanges in the United
States and Canada have been designated
as shipping points and supply depots

season.

Of grave concern to the committee, also, is the inevitable deluge of requests from exhibitors of all stature for

personal appearances if and when prominent players hit their cities. Normal business acumen of alert showmen, the committee knows, is apt to shove into a siding
the realization the drive is an all-industry
enterprise and, therefore, cannot be turned
to the boxoffice advantage of a specific
theatreman. The danger in even countenancing personal appearances in one house
rests in the certain storm of opposition to
arise from competing exhibitors who may
not be included and it is an obvious impossibility for a player to include all.
Ahead at Top Speed
In the meantime, all hands are working
at top speed to prepare the essential material, including the millions of required
booklets for the “Movie Quiz” contest,
the campaign pressbook of which there
probably will be 25,000. Donahue and
Coe, retained advertising agency, is busy
whipping newspaper copy into shape for
scheduled insertions everywhere on Septemper 1.
Regional meetings are being held and
others are planned. The Minneapolis district met Wednesday in that city with
A.- W. Smith jr„ general sales manager
of UA, representing the New York joint
committee. On the same day, Philadelphia
convened with Lewen Pizor as chairman.
Charlotte, under direction of H. F. Kincey,
met Friday; Atlanta gets going August 15
with William K. Jenkins presiding; SeatBOXOFFICE

August

Others Due

cash prizes for winners of the "Movie
Quiz” contest divides into 5,000 prizes,
as explained to independents here.

New York — Fifty Hollywood stars and
name players may be marshalled to travel
on behalf of the “Motion
est Year” drive.

— - The

Many Regional Meetings
Held Over Country;

13, 1938

through which essential campaign material will be cleared. Divided among the
eight majors, the split-up designates Columbia in Albany and Des Moines; M-G-M
in Chicago, Cleveland, Milwaukee, New
Orleans and Pittsburgh; Paramount in
Cincinnati, Jacksonville, Los Angeles,
Portland, Me. ; New York, San Antonio and
Washington in this country and Calgary,
Montreal, St. John, Toronto, Vancouver
and

Winnipeg in Canada;
lotte, Detroit, Philadelphia,

RKO in CharPortland, Ore.;

and

South Falls; 20th Century-Fox in Atlanta, Boston, Buffalo, Dallas, Indianapolis and Minneapolis; United Artists in
Denver, Omaha and Salt Lake; Universal
in New Haven and St. Louis and Warner
in Kansas City, Memphis, Oklahoma City,
San Francisco and Seattle.
While
are
nine

in many

cases, October

releases

not

definitely determined by participating distributors, including Monogram,
companies, by information furnished

and then simply enough compiled by Boxoffice, already list 96 features which will
be eligible in the $250,000 cash contest.
Although the contest starts September 1
and concludes December 31, the releasing
period has been moved up from August 1 to
July

Columbia is down for 10; M-G-M
for
11; Monogram, 10; Paramount, 14; RKO,
10; 20th

Century-Fox,

14;, United

five; Universal, 11, and Warner
ber releases in some instances
the total. As it stands now:

Artists,

11. Octowill swell

Columbia
Travis.
Aug:.
15 — “The*

Gladiator” — Joe

E.

Brown,

June

Aug.
18 — “Convicted” — Rita
Hayworth,
Charles
Quigley.
Aug.
31 — “Phantom
Gold” — Jack
Luden,
Beth
Marion.
Sept. 2 — “I Am
the Law” — Edward
G. Robinson,
Wendy
Barrie.
Sept. 8 — “The
Colorado Kid” — Charles Starrett,
Bess Meredith.
Sept. 9 — “The Lady Objects” — Lanny Ross, Gloria
Stuart.
Sept. 15 — “Juvenile Court” — Paul Kelly, Rita Hayworth.
Sept. 22 — “Stranger From
Arizona” — Buck
Jones.
Sept. 29 — “You
Can’t Take
It With
You”- — Jean
Arthur, Lionel Barrymore, Edward
Arnold.
Sept. 30 — “Girls’ School” — Anne
Ralph Bellamy.

Shirley,

Nan

Grey,

M-G-M
July 29 — “The Chaser” — Dennis O’Keefe, Ann Morriss, Lewis Stone.
Aug. 5 — “The Crowd
Roars” —
Robert Taylor,
Maureen
O’Sullivan, Edward
Arnold, Frank
Morgan.
Aug. 12 — “Rich Man, Poor Girl” — Robert Young,
Lew
Ayres, Guy Kibbee, Lane Turner.
Aug. 19 — “Block-Heads” — Laurel and Hardy.
Aug. 26 — “Marie Antoinette” — Norma
Shearer, Tyrone Power.
Rooney.
Sept.
2 — “Boys’

Town”

—

Spencer

Rooney.
Sept. 9 — “Stablemates” — Wallace
Sept.

16 — '“Listen, Darling”
mew, Judy Garland.

Sept. 23 — “Vacation From,
Florence Rice, Reginald

—

Tracy,

Mickey

Beery,

Mickey

Freddie

Bartholo-

Love” — Dennis
Owen.

O’Keefe,

Oct.

14 — “Three Loves Has Nancy” — Robert Montgomery, Janet Gaynor, Franchot Tone.
Oct. 28 — -“Sweethearts” —
Jeanette MacDonald,
Nelson Eddy.

Monogram
Aug.
Mae

3 — “Barefoot
Jones, Ralph

Boy” — Jackie
Morgan.

Aug. 31 — “Under
the Big
Ann Nagel, Jack LaRue.
Sept. 7 — “Mexicali
Stuart.

Kid” — Jack

Sept. 14 — “Starlight
Carmen LaRuex.

Over

Sept.
24 — “Wanted
Evalyn
Knapp.

the

by

Moran,

Marcia

Top” — Marjorie
Randall,

Texas” — Tex

Police” — Frankie

Main,

Eleanor
Ritter,
Darro,

Sept. 28 — “Gang Bullets” (not cast).
Oct. 5 — “Mr. Wong,
Detective” — Boris Karloff.
Oct. 12 — “Gangster’s Boy” — Jackie Cooper.
Oct. 19 — “Wanderer
of. the West”
(tentative) —
Jack Randall.
Oct.

26 — “Where

the

Buffalo

Roam” — Tex

Ritter.

Paramount
July 29 — “Professor Beware” — Harold
Lloyd.
Aug.
5 — “Bulldog Drummond
in Africa” — John
Howard, Heather Angel, H. B. Warner.
Aug. 12 — “The Texans” — Joan Bennett, Randolph
Scott, May Robson, Walter Brennan.
Aug.
19 — “Give Me a Sailor” — Martha Raye, Bob
Burns.

29 and terminates, as originally determined, with releases down for October
The two months beyond the release

Aug. 26 — “Spawn
of the North” — George
Raft,
Henry Fonda, Dorothy Lamour, John Barrymore,
Akim Tamiroff.

limitation, of course, are designed to permit the final releases to filter through to
the subsequents.

MacMurray, Donald O’Connor.
Sept. 9 — “In
Old
Mexico” — Hopalong
Cassidy.
Sept. 16 — “Sins of the Legion” — Donald O’Connor,
Billy Lee, Billy Cook.
Sept. 23 — “Campus
Confessions” —
Betty Grable,
“Hank”
Luisetti, Eleanore Whitney.

31.

The

data

which follows represents information supplied by the distributor.

Sept.

2 — “Sing,

You

Sinners” — Bing

(Continued

on

page

Crosby,

Fred
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THE

GREATEST

produced

BOXOFFICE

is smashing

every

SUCCESS

ever

record in the

Roxy’s entire 11 'A -year history. Records set in
the hey-days of 1928-29! Records established
on holiday week-ends ... on New
openings! All blasted to bits !

Year’s Eve

OPENING- DAY attendance topped opening of former
world’s record-holder (“Cock Eyed World“) by
more than 2,300 people!
BIGGEST SINGLE DAY’S ATTENDANCE record was
knocked galley west when 34,149 people
were clocked at the boxoffice Saturday!
OPENING WEEK-END set another all-time high ... as
90,393 people jammed the Roxy with
standees night and day!
MONDAY... so-called Blue Monday... showed 25,970
admissions! Just compare this with the list of
Biggest Opening Days shown at left!

AND THE AMAZING

PACE actually gains momentum

... for a 7-day gross more than double a
normal big-profit Roxy week!

SARNOFF LOOMS LARGE IN REORGANIZED RKO;
1938-39 LIST HAS 54 FEATURES, 95 SHORTS
the

If Move Gains Impetus
RCA May Keep Its
Half Interest

fall of 1936

June
New York — David Sarnoff, president cf
the Radio Corp. of America, is being discussed as a dominant figure in the final
emergence of RKO
tion under 77 B.
Such

from

its reorganiza-

a possibility closely held and believed known to only a handful, may prove

the key to the reported published “railure”
of the negotiations under which RCA was
to sell the remaining half of its holdings
in RKO
to Atlas Corp. But whatever
finally takes shape, RKO is pursuing normal operations and during the week, via
Ned E. Depinet, announced its 1938-39
program of 54 features and 95 shorts, plus
the usual 104 issues of Pathe News.
Three-Way

Control

Possible

If the Sarnoff move generates further
impetus, it is not regarded as remote that
RCA will hold on to its 50 per cent interest
in RKO.
On that basis, the RKO which
will emerge from the courts then will be
controlled by RCA, Atlas, Lehman Bros,
and the Rockefellers.
Aired also is the report Floyd B. Odium
of Atlas is seeking to arrange the selection of Peter Rathvon, his sometimes described “right hand,” as chairman of the
RKO finance committee. Those who profess to be on the inside incline toward
belief Odium may have his way in view
of the fact Atlas’ holdings now approximate one-fourth of RKO’s present common stock and nearly 50 per cent of the
company’s 10 year debentures. Atlas, therefore, is a factor of weight in the corporation.
The

Atlas option to acquire RCA’s remaining half interest in RKO for $5,000,000 expired June 30, the date representing an extension of the original option
which ran out Dec. 31, 1937. The option
was to have been picked up on payment of
$500,000, believed in cash, on June 30,
but was

not “because the price was considered too high,” in the words of an Atlas
spokesman. The RCA deal was struck in

BOXOFFICE Had It
Months Ago
New

York —
M-G-M
nounced Greta Garbo

Hollywood,

November

this week anwill return to
1, to start work

on

two pictures, "Ninotchka” and "Madame Curie/’ In the May 28 issue,
BOXOFFICE
exclusively reported that
Garbo

will

be

starred

in

"Ninotska,”

then the tentative title for “Ninotchka,”
and “Madame
Curie.”

the company

sold

of the
605,731
of 10
of the
31 to

30 of this year, Atlas purchased

one-

twelfth of RCA's remaining holdings for
another $500,000. If by June 30, another
one-twelfth had been taken up for a second $500,000 cash payment, RCA
had
agreed to extend the option on the $5,000,000 remainder until the end of this
year. This option privilege is what Atlas
has now lost.

54 Features,
On RKO's

95 Shorts

New

Schedule

York — Titles on 28 of RKO’s program of 48 features, six westerns, 95
shorts and 104 issues of Pathe News for
1938-39 were made known this week.

Television Now
"Smoking
Out"
York — NBC
engineers

New

announce

happily

that the first permanent

tele-

vision exhibit has reached the “smoking out” stage. This stage is when you
turn on the electricity and wait for the
curls of smoke to reveal sources of
trouble.

Like

a

toaster?

Paramount May Back
A Television Concern

New

“Room Service” and “Gunga Din” headline the list. There will be 25 two-reelers,
one to feature the Dionne Quintuplets,
and 18 Walt Disney cartoons.
Contracts have been closed with National Theatres, Warner, Interstate, Malco,
Sparks, Monarch, Butterfield, Frank
Durkee, Minnesota Amusement, United
Circuit of California and Famous Players
Canadian circuits, in addition to numerous other independent circuits, according
to Jules Levy, general sales manager, who
adds that the volume of deals exceeds last
year by 300 or more.
Titles — Stars

Listed

The

titles and stars are: “Room Service” with the Marx Brothers; “Mad Miss
Manton,” with Barbara Stanwyck and
Henry Fonda; “Gunga Din,” with Cary
Grant and Douglas Fairbanks jr. ; “Love
Match,” with Irene Dunne and Charles
Boyer, with Gregory La Cava directing;
“Pacific Liner” with Victor McLaglen;
“Memory of Love” with Claudette Colbert;
“Peck’s Bad Boy” with Tommy Kelly; “The
Affairs of Annabel” and “Annabel Takes a
Tour” with Jack Oakie and Lucille Ball,
two in a series of that type; “The Saint
Strikes Back” and “The Saint in London,”
two in a series based on Leslie Charteris’
mystery stories; “Mr. Doodle Kicks Off”
with Joe Penner; “Law West of Tombstone” with Harry Carey.
“Sorority House” with Anne Shirley;
“Virginia City — On the Silver Trail of Nevada;” “The Night of January 16,” based
on the A. H. Woods play; “Washington
Agent,” “What’s Your Racket?” “A Man
to Remember,” with Anne Shirley and Lee
Bowman; “Beauty for the Asking;” “The
Inside Room,” “On the Spot,” “Fugitives
for a Night,” “The Miracle Racket,” with
Sally Eilers; “Five Came Back,” “Air
Pirates,” “Wildcat Bus” and “Sixty Glorious Years,” produced by Herbert Wilcox
in London with Anna Neagle, Anton Walbrook and C. Aubrey Smith.
George

12

when

to Atlas for $5,000,000 in cash half
RKO
interest as represented by
shares of common and $4,983,328
year debentures. In consideration
option extension from December

O’Brien

will be

starred

in six

New

York — With the belief that television will play an important part in

future
Allen

theatrical entertainment, Paramount is negotiating for a half interest in
B. Dumont Laboratories, Inc., of

Passaic, N. J., according to Barney Balaban, president.
“The investment,” Balaban adds, “will
permit us to have a daily look at what’s
going on in an active company in the teleThe vision
amount
to be invested has not yet
field.”
been determined and will depend largely on
what

the Dumont
ban asserts. “We
can be made by
with
says.

the resources

business requires, Balafeel that more progress
the television company
we

have

to offer,” he

The available
question of
Paramount and
ta’ent
formaking
demonstrations
broadcasts has not come up, but it is likely
that players will be offered, if and when
needed. At the present time Dumont does
not broadcast, but manufactures scientific
instruments and cathode ray tubes which
are essential for transmitting
ing television.

and

receiv-

westerns,
Ginger
Rogers
Burns
to the
Lesser

titles of which are to be announced. There will be one Fred AstaireRogers picture. In addition, Miss
will be starred in two others. Bob
and Peter Holden, a new youngster
screen, will be featured in one. Sol
will produce two Bobby Breens, as

yet unnamed.
All of the

Disney

shorts

will

be

in

Technicolor. Six will be special attractions. There will be 24 two-reel comedies in addition to a Dionne Quintuplet
subject.
There will be 13 Sportscopes, while
Sheila Barrett will appear in four other
single

reels.

Nu-Atlas

will

supply

13

musicals, and another series of nine onereelers, will be known as Realisms. March
of Time again will furnish 10 releases, and,
as usual, there will be included
of Pathe News.
BOXOFFICE
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Hollywood Names
May Plug Campaign
(Continued

from page 9)

Sept. 30 — “King: of Alcatraz” — Gail
Nolan, J. Carrol Naish.
Oct. 7 — “Touchdown” — John
lisle.
Oct. 14 — “Arkansas
Bainter.

Patrick,

Howard,

Lloyd

Mary

Traveler” — Bob

Car-

Burns,

Fay

Oct. 21 — “Mysterious Rider” — Hopalong Cassidy.
Oct. 28 — “Escape
From
Yesterday”
(temporary
title) — Frances Farmer, Leif Erickson, Akim
Tamirofr.

RKO
July

29 — “Mother Carey’s Chickens” — Anne
ley, Ruby Keeler, Fay Bainter.

Aug.
5—
Aug. 12 —
Aug. 19 —
ris,
Aug.

Shir-

“I’m From
the City” — Joe Penner.
“Painted Desert” — George O’Brien.
“Smashing
the Rackets” — Chester
Bruce Cabot.

26 — “Breaking the
lores Costello, Charles

Ice” — Bobby
Ruggles.

Sept.
ers.

2 — “Carefree” — Fred

Sept.

9 — “Affairs
cille Ball.

of

Mor-

Breen,

Astaire,

Do-

Ginger

Annabel” — Jack

Rog-

Oakie,

Lu-

Sept. 16 — George O’Brien vehicle, not titled.
Sept. 23 — “Fugitives for a Night” — Frank Albertson. Adrienne Ames.
Sept.

30 — “Room

Service” — Marx

Bros.

20th Century-Fox
July 29 — “Little Miss Broadway” — Shirley
ple.
Aug.
5 — “Gateway” — Don
Ameche,
Arleen
lan.
Aug. 12 — “Keep
Stuart, Henry

Smiling” — Jane
Wilcoxon.

Aug. 19 — “Alexander’s
Faye, Tyrone Power,
Aug. 26 — “Speed
Bari.
Sept.

2 — “My
ard Green.

to

Whe-

Withers,

Gloria

Ragtime
Band
—
Don Ameche, Jack

Alice
Haley.

Burn” — Michael

Lucky

Tem-

Whalen,

Lynn

Henie,

Rich-

Star” — Sonja

Sept. 9 — “Safety in Numbers” — Jones Family.
Sept. 16 — “Hold
That
Co-Ed” — John
Barrymore,
George Murphy, Marjorie Weaver.
Sept. 23 — “Time Out
Michael Whalen.

for

Sept. 30 — “Submarine
Nancy Kelly.

Murder” — Gloria

Patrol”

—

Stuart,

Richard

Green,

Oct. 7 — “Meet the Girls” — June Lang, Lynn Bari.
Oct. 14 — “Straight, Place and Show” — Ritz Bros.
Oct. 21 — “Mysterious Mr. Moto” — Peter Lorre.
Oct. 28 — “Suez” —
Tyrone Power, Loretta Young,
Annabella.

United

Oct. 14 — “The
Young
in Heart” — Janet Gaynor,
Douglas Fairbanks jr., Paulette Goddard.
and

the

Lady”

—

Gary

Universal
Aug.

5 — “Letter of Introduction” — Charlie McCarthy and Edgar
Bergen,
Andrea
Leeds,
Adolphe Menjou.

Aug.

12 — “The Missing
stance Moore.

Guest” — Paul

Kelly,

Con-

Aug. 26 — “Dark
Rapture” — Big game
film.
Sept. 2 — “Freshman
Year” — Dixie Dunbar, Ernest
Truex.
Sept. 9 — “The
Hodges, Andy
Sept.

Comet”
Devine.

—

William

16 — “Road to Reno” — Hope
dolph Scott, Glenda Farrell.

Sept. 30 — “Youth
Takes
Andrea Leeds.
Following releases are

a

Gargan,

Hampton,

Fling” — Joel

Joe

Aftdy

Bennett,

Warner
July

30 — “The
Amazing
Dr. Clitterhouse” - — Edward G. Robinson, Claire Trevor, Humphrey
Bogart.
Aug.
6— “Mr. Chump”
—
Johnny
Davis, Penny
Singleton.
Aug. 13 — “Racket
Busters” —
George Brent, Gloria Dixon.

Humphrey

Girl” — James

Sept. 3 — “Four’s a
Crowd” — Errol
de Havilland, Rosalind Russell.

Bogart,

Cagney,
Flynn,

Sept. 10 — “Secrets of an Actress” — Kay
George Brent, Ian Hunter.
of

the

Oct. 1 — "Garden of the Moon” — Pat
Payne, Margaret Lindsay.

Oct.

14

Morris,

Rosemary

O’Brien,

8 — “Broadway
Musketeers” — Margaret
say, Marie Wilson, Ann Sheridan.
15 — -"Sisters" — Bette

Usually, the two-a-day decision launches from money spent,
wisely or foolishly, by the producer
who continues to cling to the illusory
idea the de luxe atmosphere forced
into a roadshow run will drag in the
public. He forgets the public knows
thoroughly the first run will get the
film soon enough and the subsequent key run not long thereafter.
Sometimes, it ought to be concluded
and it is, a roadshow approximates
the decision which makes it one on
the basis of merit. Not very often.
All of this is pretty obvious stuff.
Certainly, 20 th Century-Fox was
aware of it which makes its decision
to start ''Alexander'' rolling in the
regular runs an exceedingly smart
piece of business. It has been exploited and advertised expertly and
handsomely, which Darryl F. Zanuck
as witness

the compli-

ment dropped in Charlie McCarthy's
lap as the maestro left New York
for Hollywood. The public has been
made aware of it through the usual
channels for spreading the word,
climaxed by the 76-minute broadcast tribute to Irving Berlin — and
the picture — a few days ago.
Now, a look at what happened in
the earliest flushes of the Roxy run.
In the light of the fact that the August 5 on which it opened was the
hottest August 5 in the archives of

bureau,

the picture played to 29,614 admissions and $12,965. This is a money
record for an opening day since the
Roxy had "Cockeyed World" at
$1.65 and $2.20 top, which demonstrates this to have been a long, long
time the
back.
Also, "Cockeyed
World"
had
advantage
of a Saturday
as
against a Friday opening. Also,
since

1932, Roxy prices have unwound and also, again, no picture

there with a during-the-week opening has gone beyond $8,300.
More on the statistical side:
This is the
third that
time 30,000
in the orRoxy's
checkered
history
more
admissions have strained the doors,
not to say the staff, in any one day,
"Alexander"
or otherwise.
opening
fell
a mere
handful under
this figactually, but
there won't
be
much ure,
inclination
to quibble
between
this standard and the 29,614 admissions officially tallied. The attendance record, it appears, still belongs
to "Wake Up and Live" with 33,000,
but the theatre points out a couple
of qualifying considerations. Firstly,
this was again a Saturday opening.
Secondly, and vitally, "Wake Up
and Live" was a shorter film and
permitted a more frequent break.
"One in a Million" opened on the
day preceding a New Year's, had
the advantage
New admissions;
Year's Eve
and
chalked up of26,404
"Four Sons" with a Saturday opening, did 25,981; "Street Angel," Saturday again, 24,171; "What Price
Glory?" ditto on the Saturday slant,
23,221. That makes it a solid Fox
and 20th Century-Fox parade, by
the way, and are they tickled?

Davis,

Errol

Flynn.

Only Two Roadshow
For " Marie
New

York — With

Runs

Antoinette "

the exception

of the

showings at the Carthay Circle, Los Angeles, and at the Astor on Broadway, which
opens with the picture August 16, “Marie
Antoinette” will not be roadshown by
M-G-M in any other key city. The release date is August 26.

Chain

John
Lind-

Operators Predict

Sharp Upturn in Grosses
New

York — Major

Skouras

New

Premium

Deal

After spending what is said to be the
largest amount ever expended by any theatre premium concern to launch a new
giveaway, Metro Premium Co. has released a 24-week dresserware deal from
coast to coast.

and

independent

cir-

cuit operators see an upturn in general
business in the fall, asserting that the new
lineup of films to be released on and after
Labor Day and seasonal pickups in other
industries will reflect in theatre grosses.

Pat

Olivia

Francis,

Giants” — Wayne

Sept. 24 — “Four
Daughters” — Priscilla,
and Lola Lane, Gail Paige.

Oct.

are.

Ran-

Brown,

Oct. 28 — “Service De
Luxe” — Constance
Charles Ruggles, Vincent Price.

Sept. 17 — “Valley
Claire Trevor.

the great mass, popular-priced entertainment which motion pictures
have been built to be and, of course,

York City weather

McCrea,

Oct. 14 — “That Certain Age” — Deanna
Durbin.
Oct. 21 — ‘The Storm” — Charles Bickford, Barton
MacLane, Andy Devine.

Meets

optics scan the two-a-day attraction with complete disfavor. The
roadshow is not a natural adjunct of

the New

tentative:

Oct. 7 — “Swing That Cheer” — Tom
Devine. Robert Wilcox.

Aug. 27 — “Boy
O’Brien.

same

appreciates

Artists

Aug.
5 — “Algiers” — Charles Boyer, Hedy Lamarr.
Sept. 22 — “Drums” — Sabu, Raymond
Massey.
Oct. 7 — "There Goes My Heart” — Predrlc March,
Virginia Bruce.

Oct. 21 — “The
Cowboy
Cooper, Merle Oberon.

(Continued from page 6)
said in the same sentence that these

Kansas

Is Optimistic

City — Spyros

of National

Theatres

Skouras,

president

circuit, echoes the

optimistic expressions of major and independent chain operators in the east. He
told Boxoffice at the territorial meeting
of his personnel here this week that the
quality of forthcoming product promises
“greatly increased” grosses for the fall.
BOXOFFICE
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REPUBLIC LEADS
IN SERIAL ENTERTAIN#

rH

. .

^

■I

RETURNS
Starring RALPH
with LYNN

BVRD

ROBERTS

Based on cartoon strip by CHESTER

GOULD

Directed by William Witney, John English
Associate Producer Robert Beche

SERIAL
IN 15 SMASHING

CHAPTERS

BAR
A COMPUTATION OF WHAT THE PICTURES DID IN
THEIR FIRST RUNS IN PRINCIPAL CENTERS AS COMPILED FROM THE WEEKLY REPORTS IN BOXOFFICE.

PERCENTAGES

Always

Goodbye

(20th-Fox)

Birth of a Baby

(GN)

Blind Alibi (RKO)

75

NUMBER OF RUNS FOLLOWS INITIALS OF DISTRIBUTORS. PICTURES WITH LESS THAN 5 RUNS NOT LISTED. AVERAGE THEATRE GROSS FIGURED AT 100%

90 100 110 125 140

PERCENTAGES

9

Men

6

Mr. Moto

Fools (WB)

Takes

5

Bill (FN)

14

11 —
Port of Seven

Crime

From

a Chance

8 _

(UA)

Count of Monte
reissue
Cowboy

Seas (M-G-M)

17

Cristo (UA),
7
Brooklyn

(WB)

Prison Farm

14 —

School (FN)

(Para)

Professor Beware

12

Rage

11

(Para)

5

of Paris (Univ)

17

Devil's Party (Univ)

6

Saint in New

(RKO)

8

Farewell to Arms
reissue

9

Sheik, The (Para), reissue

5

(M-G-M)

Gangs

York (Rep)

Go
Gold

Chase

Yourself

Diggers

15

Wonderful

Hunted

Men

Shopworn

7

(RKO)

Sinners

7

in Paris (WB)

Having

York

(Para),

Fast Company
of New

90 100 110 125 140

10

(20th-Fox)
My
Blockade

Are Such

75

(M-G-M)

in Paradise

19

(Univ)

6

Sky Giant (RKO)

9

Time (RKO)

Angel

Three

23

Blind Mice

7
(20th-Fox)

Torchy Blane in Panama

14

(FN) .... 5

(Para)
Tropic Holiday

(Para)

24

I'll Give a Million (20th-Fox)
We're Going
Fox)

Josette (20th-Fox)
Law

of the Underworld

Little Miss Broadway

(RKO)

...

When

Were

(20th-Fox)

White

Banners

Wives

Under

Little Miss Thoroughbred
Lord Jeff (M-G-M)

(WB)..

Andy

You

5

Born? (FN)

(WB)
Suspicion

7
18

(Univ) . 7

20
Yellow

Love Finds
(M-G-M)

to Be Rich (20th-

Jack (M-G-M)

5

Hardy
You

7

and Me

9 City

(Para)

City
CITIES FROM WHICH AVERAGES WERE COMPUTED: With comparative figures indicating the percentage
City
cent) achieved by individual cities as compiled from the first run records of each.
Pet.
Pet.
City
Pet.
90
Detroit
55
New Orleans
85
Boston
100
90
New York
95
Charlotte
Indianapolis
Oklahoma City
Kansas City
80
100
90
Chicago
Omaha
125
125
105
Cincinnati
Los Angeles
105
Philadelphia
.. 90
90
Milwaukee
Cleveland
95
Pittsburgh
90
85
105
Dallas
Minneapolis
Portland, Me.
105
New Haven
Denver

of average

Portland,

business

Ore.

Providence
San

(100 per

Pet.
110
110
80
95

Francisco

90

Seattle
Washington,

D. C.

100

80
16
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NEW YORK'S FIRST -LINE CIRCUITS LAONCH
THEIR PUSH TO FURTHER INDUSTRY'S DRIVE

Special Ad Material
One Angle; Theatres
—
Get Publicity

Is

—

New

York — Local

major

Complete
New

York — The

industry

“Movie

their way

to town on the “Motion PicYear” campaign, displayin first-run theatres and
ad copy ad— special slugs in newspaper
vising patrons to “see this picture . . .It
—
may help you win in the $250,000 Movie

tures’ Greatest
—
—
—
—
ing special signs

patrons.
Prizes totaling $250,000 have been
stepped up from their original 5,000 to
5,404 and have been rearranged since de- 4
tails, as published on page 9, were divulged to Cleveland exhibitors last week.
They are:

Quiz contest. Watch our screen.”
Loew’s began making use of the copy
with “Algiers” at the Metropolitan in
Brooklyn and theatres following it and
also at the Capitol in connection with
“The Crowd Roars.” Short trailers are also
being flashed. They are being distributed
First prize
by National Screen at cost.
The theatre publicity committee, com- —
Second prize
prising Oscar A. Doob of Loew’s, John
Two,
each
Dowd of RKO, and Harry Goldberg of
Warner, is sending periodical bulletins to
Five, each
approximately 15,000 theatres to keep
Five, each
managers and theatre owners informed on
campaign developments.
Ten, each
In the latest bulletin, various angles are
Forty, each
touched upon. Publicity is first: “VirtualForty, each
ly every major newspaper chain and syndicate and service has agreed to cooperate;
Three hundred, each
100 prominent authors have written by5,000, each
line stories which will be published in
many papers. A great quantity of especialThe official rules follow:
ly written publicity is in preparation and
will be available for local placement.
“Advertising: National newspaper ads
will tell some facts about the movies that
haven’t been said before. They also announce that 1939 will be the 50th anniversary of the motion picture. They also
tell those who want to enter the $250,000
Movie Quiz contest to ‘go to your theatre
for information.’
“Movie Quiz: The mass of details of this
gigantic effort are being ironed out. It’s
a race against time; looks like we’ll win.
Presses will roll within a few hours on
100,000,000 contest booklets. How many

10,000

5,000

2,000

1,000

500

250
100

10

,e
isk
rld
wo
u

o
50 y

“Press Books: A complete and practicable pressbook is on the presses; it will
cover the drive generally in all phases;
also the contest.

“Committees:

sk

il

l.

A

13, 1938
gr
ou

3

po

f

E

Many

The “Movie Quiz” booklets are to be distributed to the public free and may be
handed out in the theatre after admission
is paid or in the lobby. The committee is
disinterested on this point. The booklets, while free to entrants, will be sold
to participating exhibitors at $5.50 a thousand.
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you’re playing contest pictures. Order
trailers direct from National Screen.

a
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“Trailers: Use of trailers, posters, etc.,
is something you can start at once, if

te
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Buffalo —Thi20th Century-Fox.
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Greatest
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Pictures'

s

the "Motion
campaign:

ry

best and why.
Fancy writing or phraseology are
not necessary. Just write as if you were telling
a friend why the picture appealed to you. Only
one 50-word letter may
accompany
your set of
30 answers. Your statement may
be typewritten
or in longhand.
Fancy penmanship
or artistic
writing will not influence the judges.
Do
not
decorate your entries.

$50,000

will you want? Notify the exchange
in your territory for material.

en

depots of supplies for the handling
and
to
ev
clearance of essential accessories
e and
in connection

a
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st
New
York — These exchanges
have
is
been set up as shipping op points and
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Quiz”

contest is set and ready to go. Details and
rules have been approved by the postal
authorities and the 32-page illustrated
booklet containing the information necessary for entry, is now being readied for
the printer. These booklets are to be distributed through theatres to participating

circuits are on

—

advertising

Details

cities are reporting

formation of local committees. How about
your towns? Please notify us at once what
is being done in your localities. Shoot
along details on what you are planning.
It will be a good example for others to
Two trailers are now available and two
others will be ready shortly. The first is
follow.” especially for use during August,
designed
before the contest opens, in those houses
(Continued on next page)

h

W
e

N. Y. Circuits Launch
Big Push
(Continued

from

page

in Industry

17)

that are playing, or will play, pictures included in the contest. It is to be attached
to the regular coming attraction trailer
on the contest picture next to be played.
The second provides copy which may be
used in lobbies and newspapers and other
advertising. Copy in the first trailer states:
“Startling News Is Coming. To help launch
our new movie season we are proud to b?
selected as one of the theatres from coast
to coast participating

in the gigantic $250,-

Franklin Business

Their
Drive

Manager of Drive

Irving Rubins to direct the radio work on
the coast. Sidney C. Davidson, former
director of exploitation for Warner, has
joined the campaign committee and will
work on general promotion and tieups.
Meanwhile, a canvass of exhibitors in
all parts of the country has been started
by the theatre committee to determine the
progress made. Exhibitors are urged to
rush in a brief report of what is being
done in their localities in connection with
the drive. The queries are routine dealing
with committee organization, exploitation,

000 Movie Quiz contest.” The second
trailer says: “$50,000 first prize! 4,999
Other Cash Awards! An opportunity to
win a fortune! Easy! Amusing! Free!

the “Movie Quiz” contest and
ready done by the individual

Come on — let’s start Motion Pictures’
Greatest Year by having winners right
in this theatre! Watch this screen and

Monogram Joins in
Publicity Campaign

newspapers for details!”
Locally Loew’s is planning to divide the
territory into districts and cooperate with
independents and affiliated circuits in
holding meetings for putting into effect
certain ideas in connection with the drive.

"Motion Pictures’ Greatest Year” advertising and publicity campaign, W. Ray
Johnston, president, told Boxoffice just
before he left for the coast. He said the

Parades are planned. Floats will visit all
parts of the city broadcasting the contest.
Valances, banners, special posters and window cards will be displayed at convenient
locations.
Current plans are to hold a meeting of
independent and major circuit publicity
and advertising men at the Astor next
week.

This

Seider,
next

will not conflict with the independent exhibitor meeting called by Joe
Greater New York chairman, for

Thursday at the same hotel. Goldberg during the past week addressed district managers of various circuits and their

publicity and advertising forces in Chicago, Milwaukee and Washington and next
week will talk to theatre interests in Philadelphia, Newark, Pittsburgh and Cleveland.
Urges

Men

to Cooperate

In a special letter to out-of-town Loew
managers, Joseph R. Vogel points out
nothing is to stand in the way of theatre
managers

in cooperating

with

other

ex-

hibitors. “While your first consideration
is your own theatre,” he stated, “do not
let that prevent you from combining with
all the other exhibitors in your town to
help the general drive along for the common good of the industry. In some instance, you will be rendering help to your
competitor, but don’t let that worry you
too much. We feel it is a good thing to
foster an industry-consciousness.”
Charles L. O’Reilly is the chairman of
a committee handling special features. The
committee is comprised of Tony Sudekum,
Nashville; John Balaban, Chicago; George
W. Trendle, Detroit, and Charles Skouras,
Los Angeles. These leading exhibitors
have forwarded their acceptances and the
committee is expected to swing into action
at once.
Other
Mort

appointments

include

that

of

Blumenstock, head of Warner’s publicity and advertising in the East, as chairman of the radio committee. In his first
official action, Blumenstock designated
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New

York — Monogram

the work alexhibitor.

has

joined

the

company will be assessed according to
gross, the percentage now being worked
out by Edward A. Golden, vice-president.
This is the first independent producerdistributor to line up with the major companies in the move to stimulate fall boxoffice business.
While

in Hollywood, Johnston is conferring with Scott R. Dunlap, production
chief, on new production plans. He will be
gone several weeks. George W. Weeks,
general sales manager, has extended his
tour of the midwest to include Milwaukee,
Chicago and Memphis branches.

Philadelphia Swings
Into Trade Drive

meeting of the local “brain trust” and
exhibitors, representing 90 theatres, independent and affiliated.
All present signed pledges promising tr
contribute a sum equivalent to ten cents
for each seat in their houses to chip into
the war chest to hypo the industry.
The steering committee for the local
drive was named. It consists of Lewen
Pizor, UMPTO
president and a member of
the national committee; Ben Amsterdam,
also a member of the national body, and
chieftain

Franklin,

who

an active part in the national

York — Harold

B.

the-

atre setup from 19141933, has been named
business manager of the
"Motion Pictures’ Greatest Yea r” campaign,
making his headquarters in the Loew Building where the entire
second floor has been
turned over
to the
drive’s forces.
He has held importh. i$. franklin ant posts with Paramount Publix, Fox West Coast and KAO
and RKO circuits both in New York and
the west. At one time he formed HughesFranklin Theatres and later started Standard Theatres, which was dissolved after
a

short

life. In 1935 he joined the Columbia production staff on the coast.
Franklin has made periodic trips from
the coast, where he makes his home, and
recently was reported
turn to RKO.
This,

negotiating to rehowever, failed to

materialize when John J. O’Connor
named to succeed Nate J. Blumberg,

was
who

resigned as vice-president and general
manager, to head Universal.
During his years with RKO, Franklin
had executive charge of a number of local
“Greater

Movie

Seasons.”

New Haven Committee
To Meet With Franklin
New Haven — Comprising the temporary
committee to confer with Harold B. Franklin in New York Monday on this area’s
participation in the industry campaign are

Philadelphia — Philadelphia’s part in the
film industry’s giant exploitation campaign got under way on Wednesday at a

Leonard Schlesinger,
ner chain here.

New
played

of the War-

Representing the exchanges on the steering committee will be Sam Gross, of 20th
Century-Fox, and Harry Bodkin of United
Artists. Other exchange managers will be
instructed to sell the exploitation idea to
exhibitors who are thus far outside the
fold. A meeting of the exchange committee will be held early next week.
The committee-in-charge is aiming at
lining up every exhibitor in this territory

Maurice Schulman, Jacob Fishman, Lawrence Caplan, Irving Jacocks, Edward Levy.
A general committee meeting will be held
at the Hofbrau here Tuesday noon for the
appointment of a regular committee and to
evolve a plan of action.
been

cold to the idea. This committee

in-

cludes Luke Gring, William Rovner a^d
Leo Posel. George P. Aarons, UMPTO
counsel, was named secretary of this group
Among the independents who attended
the initial meeting and signed the war
chest pledge were William Rovner, Ab<*
Sablosky, Morris Wax, Luke Gring, Judge
Varbalow, Ben Amsterdam and Lewen
Pizor.
The

rank and file of the
peared cold toward the
the industry needed good
business would follow
strong product.

independents apidea. Some said
pictures and that
on the heels of

David Milgram, head of Affiliated Theatres, Inc., a chain of 16 theatres, however, blamed the independents’ seeming reluctance tojoin the movement on the leadership of Pizor.
“I’ll throw all my theatres and all my

to back the industry in its fight to increase grosses.
An exhibitors committee was formed to

resources into this battle for bigger boxoffice, if the movement is divorced from the

aid

UMPTO

in proselytizing

exhibitors

who

have

leadership,”

BOXOFFICE
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Financial

To England

Head

lor Vacation

Seider Lining Up New York's
Independents; Meet Thursday

$2,100 in Prizes
Await Exhibitors
New

York — Exhibitors

who

are working

to put over the “Motion Pictures’ Greatest
Year” campaign, will share in $2,100 in
prizes. Awards will go to those showmen
who are responsible for lively exploitation
campaigns arid those who make the best
use of materials and accessories in the
drive.

New York — Stanton Griffis, chairman
of the executive committee of Paramount,
is due in England Monday aboard the
Queen Mary. It is a vacation trip.
Routine procedure through which departing overseas passengers pass as they
step aboard their liners was waived as
Griffis sailed. His ticket and passport
were checked on board the de luxe liner,
not at the pier.

New

York Allied Will
Seek to Limit Ascap

That such a move was contemplated was
exclusively reported in Boxoffice several
weeks ago. The New York Allied unit will
hold its convention in conjunction with
the New Jersey organization at Atlantic
City in October.

FitzPatrick Schedules

Series

New York — With his plans all set for
12 Travel Talks for next season, James A.
FitzPatrick

will make

a

series

Five hundred dollars will go to the winner in each division. Remaining prizes in
three divisions are the same: second prize,
$100; third prize, $50, and fourth and
fifth prizes, $25 each.
Strenuous efforts are being made by the
exploitation and press book committee to
make the pressbook and the accessories it
lists available to exhibitors in ample time
for the drive’s opening

New York — Unable to get together with
Ascap representatives for reduction of
the 15 cent tax on theatre seats, Allied
of New York will present a bill to limit the
activities of the music organization in the
legislature when it convenes at Albany
next January. The proposed measure will
be similar to that upheld by three federal
judges in Tacoma last June.

" All American"

There will be three sets of awards, each
offering $700 in five prizes, to equalize the
chances of large and small exhibitors. The
divisions have been divided according to
population with one group representing
communities with a population of 15,000 or
less, the second for cities from 15,000 io
100,000 and the third includes all those
cities over 100,000.

of

“All

American” shorts for M-G-M for the following year. He will leave in October on

Metro "Wind"
Seen Only

on September

1.

Deal Papers
a Formality

New York — Contracts are being drawn
here and on the coast whereby David O.
Selznick will produce “Gone With the
Wind” for M-G-M release.
Nicholas M. Schenck, president of
Loew’s, and John Hay Whitney, chairman
of the Selznick-International board, are
understood to have reached a
definite
agreement on terms early in the week.
Hollywood

—

Contrary

to all reports,

when “Gone With the Wind” goes into
production David O. Selznick alone will
produce

it at his own studio. His only arrangement with any other company,
whichever it may be, will be solely for
release, a company statement declared.

Even 'Wind' Has Limits.
Declares New York Post
New York — The Evening Post editorially suggests to David O. Selznick an early
filming of “Gone With the Wind” while
the public continues to remember it. Un-

a cross-country auto tour for data on the
subjects. Two subjects on Alaska will be
included.

der the caption, “Winds Don’t Last Forever,” the paper discusses Norma Shearer’s
withdrawal from the Scarlett O’Hara role
and adds:

On next season’s program, he will have
the following: “Madeira,” “Algiers,”
“Monte Carlo,” “Ancient Egypt,” “Cairo,”
“India,” “Penang,” “Singapore,” “Java,”
“Bali,” “Australia” and “Fiji.”

“Of course, the indecision makes good
publicity, but that can be carried too far.
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‘Gone

With the Wind’ was a highly readable book, but it will scarcely be immortal.
Unless the producers find a star and make

New

York — Having

set August

18 as the

date of the general get-together for local
affiliated and independent circuit operators, exchange heads and salesmen to
launch the "Motion Pictures’ Greatest
Year” campaign, Joseph M. Seider, Greater
New York chairman, has appointed various
committees to assist him on the drive.
Max A. Cohen, head of Allied of New
York and president of Cinema Circuit;
Harry Brandt, top man in the ITOA and
Brandt circuit; and Irving Dollinger, Allied of New Jersey chief and also president of Associated Theatres of New JerCohen

sey, have been designated co-chairman.
also has been named treasurer, and

Leon Rosenblatt of the Rosenblatt-Welt
circuit, secretary. Leo Abrams, Universal branch manager, is chairman of the
distributors’

committee.

At the meeting of the working committee, held early in the week at the Astor
Hotel, Seider said $550,000 was to be
spent on advertising in national mediums,
$250,000 for contest prizes and the balance for administration expense. He also
asserted that 90 pictures would figure in
the quiz contest, these to be released
from

August 1 to October 31. Next Thursday’s meeting also is slated for the Astor.
Home office sales executives and major
circuit heads will be on hand.
Those who heard Seider outline plans
for the working committee were Arthur

Rapf of Rapf, Rudin & Lederer; Laurence
Bolognino of Consolidated Amusements;
Sam Rinzler of Randforce; Henry Randell
and Edward Bell of Paramount; Bob Wolff
of RKO; Jack Bowen and Dave Levy of
M-G-M; Dave Snaper of the Snaper circuit; Lee Newbury of the Newbury circuit;
E. Thornton Kelly of Allied of New York;
John
Manheimer, pinch hitting for
Brandt; Sam Strassberg of the circuit
bearing his name, and J. M. Hirschblond
of Toms River, N. J.
Hirschblond, in the future, will attend
Philadelphia meetings, his theatre being
serviced from exchanges in that city. A.
H. Schwartz of the Century circuit could
not attend. He was out of town. Nat
Beier of UA also was absent from the city.
Joe Lee of 20th Century-Fox could not get
over as he was in a sales meeting of the
exchange force being conducted by William Sussman, eastern division manager.

that picture, pretty soon
greeted with: ‘Gone With
yes; that was the book
men who went around the

it’s going to be
the Wind?’ Oh,
about the four
world in a sail-

Editorially, the Sun also pokes fun at
ing vessel.”
same situation. “Now, the national

the

mind is rocked, harder than last week’s
earthquake, by the news that Miss Norma
Shearer will not be seen as Scarlett
O’Hara,”

says

this paper.

“Those

who

fell asleep at page 409 and closed ‘Gone
With the Wind’ forever may not understand why, but may reasonably guess that
Scarlett was too much of a hellcat to suit
the personality

of Miss

Shearer.”
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Zanuck Lining Up
Product for '39-'40
New

York — Having

completed

office

he

has

purchased

five properties

all things being equal there will be

the same number of "A” pictures in 193940 as are marked up for next season.
The greatest potential woman star and
personality in the 20th-Fox roster, according to Zanuck, is Nancy Kelly, who plays
opposite Richard Greene in “Submarine
Patrol,’’ a John Ford production. As lor
Simone Simon, her contract has expired
and there are no indications it will be renewed. She is now in France.
Discussing production

budgets, Zanuck

said: “We wish we could make our pictures cheaper, but in order to maintain
quality we did not cut down on costs.” He
emphasized this point by declaring that
“during the depression, when everyone
was cutting down we made ’Suez,’ ’Alexander’s Ragtime Band’ and ’My Lucky
Star.’
“Each of these pictures cost not less
than $1,000,000 and this also applies to
our special ’A’s.’ ” In his mind, the 193839 program looms as the greatest in the
history of the company.
With hundreds of telegrams pouring in
from all over the country complimenting
him on the broadcast of "Alexander’s Ragtime Band,” which was a tribute to Irving
Berlin, Zanuck said it would be a great
idea if “we could have more broadcasts
like it.” He added, broadcasts of that calibre sell seats and “there’s no kidding about
it.” He then went on to talk about opening business at the Roxy and saw a record-breaking run for the theatre. The
fii-so Saturday "Cockeyed World” opened
there, the day’s gross was $29,000.
Just before he boarded the train, Joe
Fincus handed Joe Moskowitz a copy of
Boxofffice

flashes

which

gave

an

hourly

account of business at the Roxy for the
opening day. Moskowitz showed it to
Zanuck and the next few minutes were
devoted to grosses and figures.

A

Short Cut

to

Authenticity
Hollywood — Another illusion created
by the silver screen is swept into the
discard

by

Paramount's

callous

pub-

licity bureau. In case you didn’t
know, the prison garb worn by actors
in pictures of the federal stir are not
authentic. But, Paramount
claims, uniforms worn by
the federal

penitentiary

for the first time

proudly exprisoners in

will be

in "Escape

shown

From

Yes-

terday." It's all very simple. The outfits were purchased from federal authorities in Leavenworth.
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New York — The “New Yorker" lists its
"favorite movie houses," to wit and as
follows:
Uncle

plans for

the 20th-Fox program for 1938-39, Darryl
F. Zanuck, vice-president in charge of production, is already active in lining up material for the 1939-40 schedule. Before
leaving for the coast, he informed Boxand

Have You Any
Candidates?

Ben — Laceyville,

Pa.

New

Two Weeks More
On Coastal Probe
York — Returning

from

the

coast

where he spent a few days conferring with
Albert J. Law and Harold Collins, FBI
representatives from Washington, Howard Levinson, home office Warner attorney, stated the department of justice investigators will not wind up in California
“for some time yet.”
It is expected Law and Collins will spend
at least two more weeks at the Warner
Los

Angeles exchange examining contracts in connection with independent exhibitor complaints alleging violation of
the consent decrees by Fox West Coast.

Slaps "Perfunctory"
Trade Promotion
New

York— “The

York — It’s anniversary

industry

has failed to

do the advertising and promotion job
which the extent of the available business justifies,” Advertising Age, editorially
states. “Most promotion is of a routine
and perfunctory character with the result that public interest is not properly
stimulated. The feeling seems to be that
free publicity will carry the load, although
experience has proved that it cannot be
counted on to build up profitable audiences. Some of the largest exhibitors in
some of the largest cities, operating on a
near-monopoly basis, do the poorest promotion jobs in the entire country.
“The tightly integrated film industry
needs more competition and more promotion if it is to retain the hold on the

public which good pictures justify. Better pictures, with poor pictures shelved
instead of being forced down the throats
of exhibitors and the public, and better
promotion, with advertising used on an
adequate basis to sell individual productions, would go a long way toward solving the current and future problems of
the great entertainment business of

Stanley Howell, Loew’s, Dayton, O., 20;
George Williams, projectionist at the National, Bronx, 20; James
State, St. Louis, Mo., 20;
district manager, Bronx,
projectionist, Columbus,

State, New Orleans, 15; Edward Bartel man and H. O’Laughlin, Loew’s State, St.
Louis, 14; George Kerry, Penn, Pittsburgh,
14; Mary Malone, Vendome, Nashville, 13;
Tom Elton and A1 Smith, Century, Baltimore, 12; Nat Shaub, projectionist, Rio,
Manhattan, 12; Walter A. Hoffestetter,
Loew’s State, St. Louis, 12; Cecil Barr,
cashier Loew’s Sheridan, Manhattan (she
is the woman who identified one of the
Lindbergh ransom bills and collected $1,000 reward), 11; Fred Beuhl, Boulevard,
Bronx, 11; J. Ludwig, doorman Brevoort,
Brooklyn, 10.

method

of anti-trust prosecution by what

might be called the soft impeachment,”
the paper writes. “His recent announcement that he was setting out to enjoin
the motion picture companies as violators
of the law, but was doing so in only the
most constructive and friendliest possible
spirit, had much to recommend it; here at
least, it seemed, was a way through which
the anti-trust laws might be made into
really serviceable instruments of national
industrial regulation.”

"Boy" Put on This
Season s Buy
New

York — Bookers for local independent circuits were literally thrown
of their collective swivel chairs the

"Friendly" Spirit of Suit
Wins Editorial Commendation

other

day

“Boy

Meets

about

the govern-

ment’s anti-trust suit “on the non-industrial problem of group medicine” the New
York Her aid- Tribune, editorially, on the
other hand finds “much to recommend it”
in the federal action against this industry. “The nation is just getting itself
adjusted to Mr. Thurman Arnold’s novel

Marion, Loew’s
Harry Karasik,
19; H. Dawson,
Washington, D.

C„ 19; Harold MacMahon, Loew’s 72nd
St., Manhattan, 17; William Saxton, city
manager, Baltimore, 15; Aline Rojas,

out

York — Dubious

for

circuit employes who have collectively chalked up a total of 374 years
of service. In the latest checkup the
record goes to Jake Lubin, home office
executive, with 28 years. Second is Anna
D. Ellmer of the home office publicity and
advertising department. She has 24 years
to reminisce about. Len Cohen, assistant
treasurer, is next with 21 years. Also in
Miss Cohen’s category is Bernie Lusty,
manager of Loew’s Valentine, Toledo.
Those who have been with the company
for 20 years down to 10, the latter term
being the first time official cognizance is
taken for the record, are as follows:

America.”

New

time

23 Loew

Skinny's — Austin, Tex.
Mac's — Lebanon, Neb.

New

Anniversary Time
For Loew Workers

when

Warner

Girl"

informed

would

be

them

delivered

on the current season's contracts. For
some weeks, salesmen have been advising exhibitors the picture had been
withdrawn and would be sold on next
season's program. The sudden change
is a cheery note, exhibitors contend,
and “it's the best thing Warner has
done

for independents

BOXOFFICE

in a long

time."
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Cooperative
Preparing for a
Rainy Day

By Foreign
New

Hollywood —
"When loan Crawford
was complimented highly on a white
sports

was

dress she was wearing, the actress, all smiles, calmly announced it

last year's

model

merely

shortened

to the new
popular length." The
M-G-M studio dispassionately makes it
known.
The depression must
leveller after all.

be

the

common

Critics, Regulars,
Rinzler's Concern
New

York

—

Sam

Rinzler,

who

with

Louis Frisch operates the Randforce circuit in Brooklyn, views the industry advertising campaign in a “yes” and “no”
manner.
Before his story is told, let it be known
that the Randforce circuit subscribed to
the campaign to the tune of $5,000 and
Rinzler thinks “it’s the best thing for the
industry.”
However, his viewpoint is this:
“(1) The pessimists. They stay away
altogether and they believe all pictures are
rotten.
“(2) The optimists. They like pictures.
They go whether the critics say the films
are good or bad.
“(3) The in-betweens. They are the
ones we have to watch out for. Half of
them go to the movies to spend an evening being entertained. The other half
go to find out whether the show is good
or not. Those are the people we have the
most trouble with.”
Don’t get me wrong, Rinzler admonishes.
“I’m just telling you my observations and
if you can get a committee to correct
these you’ve got something.”

Andy Finds Love and
Gross Records Tumble
New

York — In 27 key city runs, “Love

Finds Andy Hardy,” latest in the Hardy
family series, has been held over in nine
situations, company officials report.
In many instances, the film is grossing
from 25 to 50 per cent above normal business. In 13 engagements it outdrew the
highly touted “Captains Courageous,” and
from a number of smaller towns reports
filter in the Hardy film grosses are bettering those chalked up for “Maytime,”
“Saratoga,” “Test Pilot,” and “Rosalie.”

Only Two Roadshow
For
New

" Marie

York — With

Antoinette "
the exception

of the

opens with the picture August 26, “Marie
Antoinette” will not be roadshown by
M-G-M in any other key city.
:: August 13, 1938

as the new

season

gets under way next month and theatres
closed for the summer are rejuvenated,
operators of at least five foreign houses
will join in a group advertising scheme
for display copy in metropolitan newspapers. Among those to be included, under present plans, would be the World,
Filmarte, Cameo, Continental and 55th St.
Playhouse with the possibility of the Belmont coming in later.
In the closed list now are the Continental, Filmarte and Belmont. Attractions have been lined up by operators of
the houses to start the new season the first
week in September. Recently the New
York Times refused rate reductions for
foreign theatres. The idea being proposed
for the group is in the form of a directory
for daily insertion.

Metro Foreign Branches
Will Conduct Loew Drive
New

York — For

They Go in for
Common Touch

Units Near

York — As soon

the

first time

in the

Hollywood —
smeared with

“Because they were
coal, dirt and black

grease paint for stoker scenes of ’King
of Alcatraz,' Lloyd Nolan, J. Carrol
Naish and Anthony Quinn had their
lunch served to them in the Paramount
studio garage, a few
set" — Paramount press

feet from
release.

their

Nice of the
venient.

to

con-

garage

be

so

Paramount Deal For
Korda Feature Near
London — Here

from

New

York

and

Hollywood, David E. Rose, British production head for Paramount, is completing negotiations with Alexander Korda

history of the M-G-M international department, all foreign branches wifi conduct an Arthur M. Loew drive month during
their most propitious time of the year.
The drive is exclusively for exhibitors who
put on the best exploitation campaigns
and lobby displays in connection with
M-G-M’s product. Local juries, to be composed of trade, fan and newspaper editors
will decide the winners in each instance.
Awards in the nature of cups, enlarged
colored reproductions of M-G-M stars and
money will be given to theatre owners who
come through in a blaze of glory.
This drive has no connection with the
annual sales contest which ends in January. The first 20 international winners
will be given free trips to Paris. Branch
managers who exceeded quotas in the last
drive were awarded with trips to New York
and the studios in Hollywood.

for production of “Lawrence of Arabia”
as one of the triple quota pictures for the
current year. Three others have been
lined up and Rose will complete deals for
two or three others before March 30, the
end of the first quota year. After that,
Paramount will produce on its own.

Ned Clark on Swing of
South American Lands

Labor

Harold Lloyd will not make “What Ho”
here, and, instead, will produce it for
Paramount in Hollywood. Stanton Griffis
is due Monday on the Queen Mary and
John W. Hicks jr. and Adolph Zukor are
slated to arrive from New York and Hollywood in September. Hicks will spend four
or five weeks here and on the Continent,
while Zukor will devote a part of his vacation to British production.

Skouras Will Launch
A New Business Push
New

New

York

—

Ned

Clark,

who

recently

returned from a 21 -month tour of RKO
European offices on a survey for Phil
Reisman, left Saturday for Mexico City
from which point he will go to Panama.
He then will visit all countries in South
America, including Trinidad, and will be
gone six to eight months.
While in Holland, Clark married Susan
Brissaud, daughter of the Paramount
managing director in that country.

France

Aiming

New
year

'38-'39
200 — in
York
French
producers

turned

out about

175 features

New

last
and

are planning 200 for the 1938-39 season.
Production in that country is at high
tide and there is an
ket for the output.

international

York — Starting

the

week

before

Day, the Skouras circuit will inaugurate a new business drive “which
will combine the best features of previous
drives.” Executives are checking into past
grosses and playdates to determine the
manner in which awards will be made. A
general meeting of all district and theatre
managers will be held at the home office
August 15.
It is stated the amount of money to be
awarded in the new drive will be the
greatest ever put aside for the purpose by
the circuit. Under the plan, each district
will be placed in a position where the men
will become eligible for awards.

Loew's to Reopen Seven
Gotham Units in August

At

Runs

showings at the Carthay Circle, Los Angeles and at the Astor on Broadway, which

BOXOFFICE

Advertising

mar-

York — Starting

August

18, Loew’s

will reopen seven local theatres closed
several weeks ago for the summer. On
the first day, the Dyckman, upper Manhattan, and the Palace, Brooklyn, will be
relighted; on August 19, the Boston Road,
Bronx; August 26, the Astoria, Astoria,
L. I.; Century, Brooklyn; Hollywood, East
Side; Breevoort, Brooklyn.
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"Alexander” Blares Its Way
To Head of the Procession

Standing room has been the rule at all
shows and, while there have been a few
refunds, the management states all who
stand

in line want to see the picture. Horton’s Dixie cups were served to 4,000
standees during the first three days. Umbrelas were provided to many patrons
waiting in the rain. On the four sides of
the umbrellas, Homer Harman had the
title of the picture lettered on and the
stunt worked perfectly.
At times, the line on the side of the 50th
Street entrance of the theatre extended
to 6th Ave. According to Lesser the crowds
by far have been the largest to ever wait
hours before entering the theatre. Lines
start forming daily in early afternoon and
the procession keeps up until late evening.
More than 110 uniformed men, which
includes page boys, ushers, doormen, and
ticket takers have been on the job constantly since the picture opened. This is
50 over the normal staff. Berlin has been
in and out of the theatre several times a
day.
An unusual experience occurred August
6, the day after the picture opened. D. S.
Radzely took his wife to the Roxy because
she insisted on seeing the picture. An
pectant mother, Radzely explained

exthe

situation to one of the ushers who admitted the woman without waiting in line.
Her

husband

found

a seat near

her, luck-

ily enough, and during the show
pectant mother complained, but
New
York — . “Alexander’s Ragtime
Band’’ is striking up a new tune in boxoffice records at the Roxy here, the Stanley, Philadelphia; Metropolitan, Boston;
Alvin, Pittsburgh, and the State and Chinese, Los Angeles. Blue ribbon pictures
which have scored highs in these theatres
are making way for a new champion, the
musical which has the entire 20th Century-Fox organization in a dither from
coast to coast.
Locally, the Roxy’s 11 and a half year
record for opening day’s admissions took
a back seat when the current tenant
chalked up 29,614 paying patrons for the
first day. This tops “Cockeyed World,”
which scored 27,299 admissions Saturday,
August 3, 1929. Had the scale of prices
been the same, “Alexander’s Ragtime
Band” would have achieved a new high
in dollars and cents. In 1929, the scale
was $2.20 for loges and $1.65 for orchestra.
Today, the same theatre charges 25 cents
to all from opening to 1 p. m„ 55 cents
from 1 p. m. to 6 p. m., and 75 cents from
6 p. m. to closing. The same scale prevails weekends and holidays.
At

the

Quaker City Rocked
Stanley, Philadelphia,

day, a five-year

record

was

thrown

opening
to the

winds when at 1 p. m., “Alexander” tallied
$618. Closest to this figure was “Snow
White and the Seven Dwarfs,” which had
garnered $456 up to the same hour. “Robin
Hood” had grossed $425 and “The Great
Ziegfeld,” $417.
“In Old Chicago,” which had been the
blue ribbon winner at the Boston Metropolitan when it scored $726 up to 1 p. m„
opening day, bowed to the Irving Berlin
film-musical which rang up $1,613. Doubling the gross of “Lost Horizon” and beating “In Old Chicago” by $452, “Alexander” netted the Alvin, Pittsburgh, $877
at 1 p. m., last Friday when it opened
there.
Opening day takes and attendance at
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the State

and

Chinese,

Los

Angeles,

took

back seats and “Thin Ice,” its nearest competitor, paved the way for the new history
maker. At the State, “Alexander” did
$3,848 and chalked up 10,423 admissions,
compared with $3,742 and 10,043 admissions with “Thin Ice.” The Chinese with
its current attraction tallied $3,252 and
7,688 patrons on the opening day, compared with $2,811 and 6,870 admissions on
“Thin Ice.”
Charles E. McCarthy, 20th CenturyFox’s advertising director, spent $125,000
for radio, billboards and newspaper advertising all over the country on advance
campaigns. This included the cavalcade
of Irving Berlin tunes broadcast for 76
minutes over CBS in addition to posters
on American Express trucks. About $25,000 was allocated to New York for the
opening and first week. Newspapers have
given extraordinary space to news features
on Berlin and the picture.
Sees

Another

Four

Weeks

Since

the picture opened here, McCarthy has been getting hourly reports at
his office and his home in Nutley. He
never goes to sleep until the midnight
figure is telephoned him. He expects the
picture to continue for at least another
four weeks.
On the opening day, it was discovered
that four people gathered in line at the
Roxy at 2:35 a. m. They were the first
four to purchase tickets. This is unknown
in the history of the house. On the first
and second days, Irving Lesser put on
eight runs of the picture with six stage
shows. Usually the stage show runs from
45 minutes to an hour, but because of the
length of “Alexander” only 27 minutes of
stage entertainment are provided. On
Sundays there are six feature showings
and five stage shows. Another screening
was added from Monday on and this
schedule will be followed until the run is
completed.

the exinsisted

on seeing “Alexander” to the end. When
the couple left the Roxy, they rushed to
their physician. Mrs. Radzley was then
rushed to Beth Israel Hospital and early
the next morning a baby girl was born.
The theatre management sent a basket of
flowers on learning of the blessed event.

On

Checkers for “Waiters”
Sunday afternoon some of the patrons who waited in the rotunda ambled

off to the balcony stairs and began playing checkers. No squawks from the house.
No one can figure it out, but on August
5, the opening day, a horse by the name
of Alice Faye, apparently named after
the star who appears in the picture, ran
in the first race at Saratoga and came
in four to one.
Prior to the opening, Harman
volving cylinder, 14 feet high
feet wide in the rotunda with
ent cutouts from the picture.
the first time such a stunt was

had a reand seven
transparIt marked
employed.

Berlin’s piano, shipped from the studio
and insured for $1,000 while in transit,
was on display in the lounge and is now
(Continued

on

page

24-D)

They Wont Budge
On This
New

York — The

their tongues
tell this:

20th-Fox

in their cheek

boys
when

have
they

The

waiting line at the Roxy, Wednesday afternoon, was
so long it
reached the Music Hall where four
people in the crush were pushed into
that theatre. They subsequently complained to the Roxy because they
didn't see "Alexander's Ragtime Band"
and
demanded
a
refund from the
Music Hall.
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NEGATIVE

A

Their 24th

Major and Mrs .

— Metropolitan

Photo

Leslie E. Thompson usually eludes
photographers, but here he is shown
with his wife at the opening of the
new RKO 23 rd St., formerly the
Grand Opera House.
J)AN MICHALOVE left the end of the
week for the coast and sails from Los Angeles on the Monterey, August 17, for Sydney where he will look over 20th CenturyFox theatre properties . . . Irving Barry,
who will accompany Michalove, left earlier
in the week, stopping off at Chicago to see
his brother, and from there spent a few
days in Kansas City to attend the National Theatres’ regional meeting. He
also will sit in on the coast National Theatres’ session, August 15-17 . . . Jack Lait
returned from the coast over the weekend . . . Jack Skirball spent the weekend
in Toledo and Cleveland where he visited
his family . . . Aubrey Schenck is back on
the job after a week’s illness.
Louis Berg, former GB publicity manager, is handling trade paper publicity for
Paul Gulick, coordinator of the “Motion
Pictures’ Greatest Year’’ campaign , . .
Arthur Jacobsen, assistant director for
Paramount, is staying at the Waldorf. He
is working with Director Andrew Stone on
background shots for “Say It in French”
. . . Charles Findlay is now making his
headquarters with Reginald Armour of
RKO International in Paris as special
representative for RKO Pathe News on
the Continent . . . Louise Rousseau of the
same newsreel staff, is back in town with
a Texas tan . . . Jim Boyle of RKO’s publicity staff, stepped out at Saratoga over
the weekend . . . Walter Winchell gets another break in August 13 issue of the
Saturday Evening Post.
Tom Walker and Grace Rosenfield of
the Hal Roach office are now ensconced
on the third floor of 729 Seventh Ave., the
same building where UA makes its headquarters ... Sabu, who appears in “Drums,”
which is being shown to local exhibitors
Monday night at the Hollywood, will come
in from England for the opening at the
Music Hall, September 22 . . . Charles Ballance, general manager for Paramount in
India, sailed on the Manhattan for home,
via England and the Continent. He had
been here several weeks . . . William Wyler is back on the coast after a trip to
England . . . Pete Lewis of the N. Y. Film
Board became a benedict Sunday.
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JULES LEVY is upstate on a business trip.
First stops were Albany and Gloversville
. . . Add proud poppas: Winfield Andrus,
of the Film Daily, whose wife gave birth
to a son, Winfield Scott jr. . . . Among the
guest speakers at the annual outing of the
International Projector Corp. at Narragansett Inn were: Earle G. Hines, president; H. Griffin, executive vice-president;
Louis Frappier, vice-president; A. E. Meyer,
general sales manager; E. L. Worfolk,
comptroller; A. J. Palmer, assistant to the
president; P. A. McGuire, advertising manager, and R. Kneuer, assistant sales manager and chairman of the event . . . Manny
Reisler, Walter Reade city theatre manager, is on a fishing trip upstate with the
missus . . . Sid Rechetnik is vacationing
at Milford, Penn., where he is having his
copy of Boxoffice forwarded him . . . Dave
Palfreyman another on the vacation list.
Bill Goldberg, his wife, the former Dorothy Spero, and Trigger, their dog, sailed
the other day on the Champlain for a sixweek vacation in France . . . Meyer Laven stein, general counsel for Consolidated
Films, has been discharged from the hospital after an emergency operation . . .
Bob O’Donnell left for Dallas over the
weekend .... Frey of the Loew legal staff
scampered off on a vacation, his office
knows not where . . . Arthur Stebbins is
back in town for a short stay.

How

They Did It

Douglas Corrigan's homecoming after
the "wrong way" flight to Ireland had
the radio companies, CBS, the newsreels and daily newspapers hopping
aplenty.

Two days before the "Manhattan'' sailed up the Hudson with the

pilot of a $900 crate that just wouldn't
fly to California when there was an
ocean leading to Dublin, the two radio
outfits, all newsreels and Associated
Press

made a deal to charter the “Martha Murley" two-masted fishing
schooner at New
Bedford, Mass., for

$1,000.
Several

hours

Nantucket
wind

before

Light,

of the

deal

the

the liner neared
Daily

and

sent

News
Tom

got
Wat-

son in a Sikorsky amphibian to board
the schooner and compete with Murray
Becker

of AP.

A coast

guard

cutter

es-

corted the schooner to the "Manhattan'' about 60 miles off Ambrose Light
because of choppy waters. The men
boarded the U. S. liner and practically
all the pictures seen in the papers and
newsreels were
shot before they
reached

quarantine.

transferred

the

There,

exposed

the

News

negatives

to a

tugboat, which then shifted them
another amphibian, which landed
31st Street
cycle

in the East

River.

A

to
at

motor-'

messenger picked up and
livered the pictures to the News

defor

the first bulldog edition. All told there
were 20 cameramen
and broadcasting
people on the schooner. The
News bill amounted to $1,000.

Daily

— Metropolitan

Photo

James Brennan, RKO Theatre division manager in charge of New Jersey,
and his wife. They’ve just celebrated
their 24th wedding anniversary .

^JH ARLES E. KESSNICH, southern district manager for M-G:-M, is due from
Atlanta the end of the week . . . Irving Berlin returned from Boston Thursday after
looking over campaigns on “Alexander’s
Ragtime Band,” which opened at the Metropolitan. Rodney Bush went along . . .
Douglas Shearer arrives Monday from
Hollywood to attend the premiere of
“Marie Antoinette” at the Astor the following night . . . Fred Ayer has succeeded
Frank Leyendecker at Film Curb . . .
Joseph M. Schenck is delaying his return
from abroad and may not get back until
the latter part of September.
Joe

Seider, George

J. Schaefer,

Bob

Wolf, Harry Buxbaum, Ted O’Shea, Tom
Waller, S. R. Kent and Tom Connors are
hardy fishermen and find this one of the
greatest sports. Just try and talk about
tunas and bass when they’re around and
you’ll forget your business woes . . . Homer
Harman did a swell publicity job at the
Roxy

for “Alexander’s Ragtime

Band.”

David Bernstein returns Monday on the
Normandie after an extended vacation
abroad . . . Sammy Cohen and the missus
Friday celebrated their 15th wedding anniversary and sailed on the Kungsholm
for a cruise . . . Tom Walker, Lowell Calvert, Leo Samuels, F. L. Alstock, Louis
Perazzo and James Cavagnaro were among
those who bid Dr. A. H. Giannini farewell at the train Wednesday . . . Charles
Stem returns Monday from Philadelphia,
Baltimore and Washington.
William P. Philips gets back August 19
from a European vacation . . . Y. Frank
Freeman is on his first vacation since assuming his present Paramount theatre
post. He had an invitation to ramble
through the Maine woods but decided on
Highlands, N. C., instead. There’s no telling when he’ll return . . . Anna D. Ellmer
of Loew’s publicity department is due
Tuesday from a vacation cruise to Guatemal . . . Lou Diamond has signed five
bands for Paramount shorts, namely Orrin
Tucker, Henry Busse, Hal Kemp, Richard
Himber and Larry Clinton.
BOXOFFICE
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On August 9, a single feature attraction,
weighing six and a half pounds and titled
Susan G. Justin, was booked at the Mt.
Eden Sanitarium. At first it was believed
a twin bill was slated, but scarcity of
product, which is nothing unusual at this
time of the year, made the single bill all
the more enjoyable. The screening was
held at 8 p. m. sharp through the cooperation of Mrs. Leo G. Justin, wife of

Leo

Justin Has

a Baby

Walter Reade’s partner in a number of
local houses. Two days after the special
premiere, the general public was invited,
with continuous shows held from then on.
On the right are pictures of Producer
Justin and his well wishers who celebrated
with an impromptu party at the Tavern.
“Toots” Shor, who operates the 1’estaurant, provided a special cake. The boys
all got together and wanted to be the
first to open a bank account for Susan,
who now is enriched by $27.
Among those who can be seen, and who
cannot be seen in the pictures but who
were much, much present at the Tavern,
are: Walter Reade jr. and sr., Morris
Jacks, Jerome Buchbinder, Irving Goldstein, Walter Hoffman, Emil Gottheimer
and Charles J. Bryan, all associated with
Justin; L. W. Conroy, president, and Bert
Sanford of Altec; Bob Wolff, RKO branch
manager; Milton Blumberg, insurance
man; Dave Levy, M-G-M New Jersey
branch manager; Harry H. Buxbaum,
branch manager, and Joe Lee, sales manager of 20th Century-Fox local exchange;
Joe Hornstein, equipment dealer; Moe
Streimer and Charles Stern of UA; Leo
Abrams, Universal; Myron Sattler and
Edward Bell, Paramount; Herman Gluckman and Morris Epstein, Republic; Joe
Felder, Monogram; A1 Suchman of Consolidated Amusements; Shor and two waiters known to all film men who gather at
the Tavern during lunch hour or otherwise. They are Bill Moran and Tom
Hegarty.

Papa

cuts the cake as L. W. Conroy, president of Altec; Charles J. Bryan,

general manager of the Reade circuit; Dave Levy, “Toots” Shor, Moe
Streimer, Morris Jacks and Joe Hornstein looks on, not to overlook those
well-known boys in the black ties — Bill Moran and Tom Hegarty.

William F. Rodgers and E. M. Saunders
returned from Detroit Thursday after
working Ray Moon of Cooperative Theatres and Jack E. Flynn, midwest district
manager for M-G-M, on next season’s
product deal . . . Dave Levy’s New Jersey
M-G-M branch is leading in Tom Connors’
“Summer Championship Contest” which
ends August 25 after a nine-week drive
. . . Charles Rosenzweig is spending the
summer in Atlantic Beach . . . Max Herschmann of National Screen is the father of
a seven-pound boy.

More

of the guests who turned out for the same reason. This photo includes Al Suchman, Herman Gluckman, Walter Reade and the heavily-laden
festive board.

Louis Gianazza, who has been with Consolidated Amusements for 25 years and
manages the Forum in the Bronx, now
has five youngsters in his family, the
latest arriving the other day and is named
James Joseph . . . George Jessel arrives
Monday in England on the Queen Mary,
the same boat on which Stanton Griffis
sailed . . . Arthur Jarratt, head of GB’s
circuit in England, arrived over the weekend from Montreal, where he docked o"
the Empress of Britain . . . Mary Mason,
film actress, was among the passengers
sailing on the French liner, Champlain.
(Continued

on page 24-H)
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Jerome

Buchbinder,

the right, Charles Stern, Moe
to the fork.

Milton

Blumberg,

Walter

Reade

jr. On

Streimer, Morris Epstein. He’s the one close

E
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Merger Pact Signed
For GN-Educational
New

York — The

agreement

Paramount's Appeal to
Supreme Court Is Near
York — Attorneys

representing

Para-

mount are expecting the three judges who
sat at the Fargo hearings and unanimously upheld the North Dakota statute on
theatre divorcement, to sign a decree prepared for them early next week. As soon
as the decree is signed, Paramount wi’l
appeal the decision to the U. S. supreme
court.
Simpson, Thacher & Bartlett are the attorneys for the distributor-exhibitor.

A Deal Closed by GB
With Warner Theatres
New

York

—

GB

Tsouras
York

—

I. G.

(for Got)

Has
Tsouras,

operator of the Bandy Box, Bronx, admits
that he’s just about reached the end of
the well-known rope. What with the trolley car company offering half-price rides
to Blintzes Beach, free evening concerts
at Olaf’s Oval and free movies at Moe’s
(formerly Joe’s) Magnificient Outdoor
Beer Garden, it just doesn’t make sense.
“A guy can stand so much gaffing.
After that, it’s not to laffing.”
Tsouras has a trump card, though, and
he’s going to play it. He figures that if he
can keep those high-pressure film salesmen off his neck this alone might partly
compensate for an otherwise hopeless situ24-B

of

White" Completed

Japanese Impasse
Delags Shipments
New

Hal Horne, New York manager for
Walt Disney, welcomes Paul Bucfrannan as the latter arrives on the Manhattan from Europe.
New

York — Foreign

versions

made.”

Suspends

has

suspended

George Raft for refusal to work in “St.
Louis Blues.”

Alibis

Posted

ation. So that there might not be a conceivable loop-hole through which a salesman can crawl, Tsouras has shot the
works and has prepared a large sign in his
office with the following alibis:
Weather too cold.
Weather
too hot.
Raining. Snowing.
Nobody spending.
Roads bad.
Taxes due. Civic rally.
Strawberry festival.
Sound equipment bad.
Ventilation bad.
Second mortgage due.
Christmas, Thanksgiving;
Hay ride; Bronx variety.
Playground opening.
Odd Fellows outing.
Masonic outing.
Boy Scouts outing.

pressure

assertedly

Fred Quimby Dickering
For Harmon-Ising Firm
New

York — With

the

Harmon-Ising

company in bankruptcy, Fred C. Quimby,
short subject manager for M-G-M, is understood negotiating for purchase of the
organization and also for the return of the
two head animators. It is stated that the
color animations will be resumed as soon
as a deal is closed, the subjects to replace “Captain Kid.”

Columbia

May

Release

Pascal's
"Pygmalion"
York — Columbia is expected to re-

New

lease “Pygmalion,” produced by Gabriel
Pascal in England. The producer, who is
being advised by Dr. A. H. Giannini during his stay in this country, left for the
coast over the weekend.

Appearance of Loew and
M-G-M Executives Not Set

Rait

Hollywood — Paramount

York — With

being brought to bear by Japanese interests, foreign heads of major companies
report negotiations with the minister of
finance in Japan has reached an impasse
and resumption of shipments to that country will be delayed indefinitely.
A temporary agreement had been reached with the Nipponese finance minister
whereby the government would release
3,000,000 yen, or $900,000 the first year
after the territory was opened up again,
the money to be held in escrow by a San
Francisco bank for three years. At the
present time, major company branches in
Japan are reissuing all releases shipped
before last November.

of “Snow

White and the Seven Dwarfs” have been
completed in Swedish, Danish, Dutch, Polish, Czechoslovakian and Italian with the
dubbing performed in those countries, Paul
S. Buchannan, Walt Disney representative
said on his return from a five-month trip
abroad. He left Sunday for the coast
where he will again confer with Roy Disney on his work overseas.
The cartoon feature has opened in Belgium, Switzerland, France and in England, and about September 20 will be seen
in Sweden, Poland and Holland. Denmark
and Czechoslovakia will get an opportunity to witness the film in October or November.
During his supervision of the foreign
versions, Buchannan said he had no censor troubles to speak of. There was a
minor instance in one country. Czechoslovakia waived all taxes in permitting the
foreign version to be made, Buchannan
stated. Disney went through a considerable expense to make the foreign versions
“and it is the best investment we ever

has closed its Master

film deal with Warner Theatres and is
now working on that circuit’s territorial
setups. Arthur Greenblatt, eastern division
manager leaves today (Monday) for this
purpose. Albany is his first stop.

New

"Snow

Versions

for the mer-

ger of Grand National and Educational
and the formation of a new company to be
known as New Grand National was signed
here Friday afternoon. The action followed conferences by E. L. Alperson, GN
president, and Loyd Wright, co-trustee of
the firm, with E. W. Hammons, Educational president. Accompanying Alperson from the coast on Thursday was
Franklyn Warner, head of Fine Arts.
Assets and residuals of both companies
total between $3,500,000 and $4,000,000.
It is understood Chase National may advance $1,250,000 on the deal. The Federal Court in Los Angeles must first approve before the plan can become effective,
which action is anticipated in ten days.
Present plans indicate that Hammons will
head the combined companies with Alperson as general sales manager.

New

Six Foreign

New

York

— Appearance

of Loew

and

M-G-M home office executives, including
M. Schenck, David Bernstein, J. Robert
Rubin and others for examination before
trial by Emil K. Ellis, attorney for a
group of minority stockholders suing to
abrogate profit-sharing contracts has not
been set. Ellis returned from the coast
early this week and has not indicated to
Loew attorneys when he will call upon the
executives for depositions.

Kamen
London — George

Resigns
Kamen,

English

repre-

sentative for Walt Disney, has resigned.
He recently returned from New York and
the west coast.
McConville
see

calendar.

Naples

— Joseph

Due

Wednesday

McConville,

Columbia

foreign head, sailed August 10 on the Rex
for New York where he is due next
Wednesday.
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g an "H"
oppinCountenanced
DrNot
New

York

—

According

to the

RKO Buffalo Exchange
Again Is Drive Winner
York

—

Top

award

in the recent

Ned E. Depinet sales drive for the second
consecutive year goes to Charles Boasberg,
manager of the Buffalo exchange and his
staff. All employes have been given four
weeks’ extra salary for their winning efforts. J. F. Meyers, Toronto manager,
and W. S. Jones, Vancouver, tied for second, while George Lefko, Pittsburgh, came
in third.
M. E. Cory, Portland, was fourth; H.
Greenblatt, Cleveland, fifth; Page Baker,
Memphis, sixth; Ed Lamb, Seattle,
seventh; J. H. Ashby, Denver, eighth. It
was originally intended to give eight
awards but the close tally for second place,
which brought about a tie, necessitated an
extra award.
Winners in the foreign division resulted
in G. E. Gregory, manager of Egypt, and
Leon Britton, manager of China tied for
first. Fred S. Gulbransen, Panama, was
second; Louis S. Lioni, Dutch East Indies,
third.
M-G-M
New

Adds

York — Joseph

Rosthal
Rosthal

has

been

added to the M-G-M international legal
department to relieve Dave Blum of that
phase of his work and leaving the latter
more time for his other duties.
BOXOFFICE

:: August

13, 1938

New York — Universal, already clear
of its Bank of America loans, has followed the same
man Kodak.

latest

census compiled by Countem Corp., there
are 68 employes in the Loew Building who
qualify as executives. According to the
law of averages each one of these executives looks out his respective office windows at least 12 times a day. Sometimes
it’s to see if the pigeons are being properly fed, other times it’s just to see how
long the line in front of the Astor is.
Oddly, it seems none of these executives took notice of an incident that, by
its very nature, shattered every orthodox
precedent in the annals of pedagogy. It
was left for a Boxoffice reporter to become the hero of this drama.
Encountering Oscar A. Doob, the reporter asked him to glance out the window, take note of the new electric message sign strung across the Astor marquee
and report his findings. Instead of doing
as requested, Doob grabbed his Pax phone,
twisted the dial a few times and sounded
off something like this:
Doob: Say, Si, is it true what you’re
saying about those documents on display?
Si: Well, you know, it’s strictly a Broadway campaign.
Doob: But it’s not the best French dialogue. It just isn’t like you.
Si: It’s not my fault. Maybe that’s
the way the sign builder talks.
Doob was referring to the line: . . .
“showing the research and autentic properties.’’ By late afternoon it was changed
to authentic. The reporter was told to call
again, sometime.

New

" U " Clears Up Its
Eastman Debt
procedure

with EastNew

Studio's Bargainers
national

labor

rela-

tions board has announced the recognition
of the Screen Writers’ Guild as the exclusive collective bargaining agency for
screen writers employed by 13 Hollywood
motion picture producers.
At the same time, the board dismissed
petitions filed by the Guild for recognition
as the agency for screen writers employed
by Grand National Films, B. P. Schulberg,
Inc., Trem Carr Pictures, Major Pictures
and Walter Wanger Productions, where no
votes were cast in the case of the first four
and but one vote in the case of Wanger.
The board’s anouncement certified the
results of the elections held on the coast
June 28 to determine whether the Screen
Writers’ Guild or the Screen Playwrights
should act as the bargaining agency, the
former receiving a majority of the votes at
Loews, Inc., Selznick International, Samuel
Goldwyn, Inc., Republic Productions, Columbia Pictures, Paramount Pictures, RKO
Radio Pictures, Universal Pictures, Twentieth Century-Fox, Warner Bros., Hal
Roach Studios, Monogram Productions,
and Darmour, Inc.
In dismissing the Guild’s application for
recognition as the agency of the writers in
the five other companies, the board held
that it could not act where no, or but one,
employe was involved, pointing out that
the principle of collective bargaining “presupposes that there is more than one eligible person who desires to bargain.”
There is nothing in the act, however, it
added, to prevent a single employe from
designating a representative to act for
him.

Borscht
New

Also

York — Just as sure as sweet

York — Prospects

for the

fall are

swell. As a matter of fact, Mort Singer,
head of the Singer circuit, affiliate of
RKO, thinks they are perfect and 100 per
cent. Good crops and re-employment are
his reasons.

Screen Writers as
Washington — The

Swell Prospects for
Fall Seen hg Singer

cream

— “make sure it’s heavy” — goes with
borscht, so does a contingent of Columbia
executives gather every day at a certain
corner table at Lindy’s.
It probably isn’t written, but somehow
the table is exclusively reserved for Columbia. Rarely, if ever, does one see a
luncher from a rival outfit there. In fact,
one day a stranger happened to slip down
at the table before the maitre de luncheon
spied him. When the Columbia crew arrived and saw the lone stranger they
dropped down to the bar and drank beer
until he left the table.

“We’ve had plenty of rain this year in
the districts where they had drought and
dust storms last summer. There are plenty
of corn crops and in the Gardan City,
Kas., area the wheat crops have been
abundant and farmers will get the highest
prices in seven years,” he says.
Further indication of improvement in
business is the fact that the implement
companies with factories at Waterloo, la.,
and Moline, 111., are beginning to put men
back to work. The general re-employment
move gets under way August 15 and gradually 15,000 men will be replaced on the
payrolls. That’s a good sign for theatre
business, Singer adds.
None of his theatres closed for the summer. Rudy Vallee and his Connecticut
Yankees chalked up new records at the
Orpheum, Minneapolis, and Horace Heidt
and his band are scheduled for a later date.
Singer’s Davenport, la., house occasionally
plays weekend vaudeville when the acts
he wants come his way.
Singer left Friday after spending about
a week conferring with RKO home office
executives. On Wednesday he played golf
at Purchase,
N. Y., with J. J. O’Connor
and
Fred Meyers.

Five Attractions Lined
New

Music Hall
N , Y.
UpYorkby— Five
pictures have been

lined up by the Music Hall to follow
“Four’s a Crowd,” current attraction.
They are “You Can’t Take It With You,”
“Carefree,” “Drums,” “The Young in
Heart” and “There Goes My Heart.”
W. G. Van Schmus, managing director,
returns Wednesday on the Rex after a
six-week vacation abroad.

Takes

Potato

Imagine, then, the amazement of an innocent onlooker when this scene unfolded:
Nat Cohn, Max Cohn, Louis Astor, Mort
Wormser, Max Weisfeldt, Saul Trauner
and Rube Jackter were quietly lifting
forks and spoons to where forks and
spoons usually carry food. Bill Sussman
happened- to go by, headed for a window
table. Suddenly, as though someone had
turned on a switch, a mass query went up
that rent the air. “Are you alone, Bill?”
It seems that Bill was alone. He was accorded the privilege and accepted. After
lunch the boys talked about stocks and
bonds.

"Alexander" Leads
First Run Parade

9

(Continued
in the window
St.

from page 22)

at Wurlitzer’s on West 42nd

For two weeks before the opening, a
prop on the stage with the title of the
picture figured prominently in the stage
show in a stilt walking number by the
Gae Foster girls. There also were 15
sketches of the costumes and as many
sketches of the sets in the film. These are
now on display at Bloomingdale’s. For the
first three days, 10,000 souvenir programs
were distributed free and, on Monday,
ushers began handing out 15,000 regular
programs.
The only recent picture to approach the
present tenant was “Thin Ice,” which had
the advantage of New Year’s holiday week.
Take for the week, including New Year’s
Eve, was $68,000 in 1938. The current
scale of admissions was adopted in 1932.
“Cockeyed World” played the house three
years earlier.
The $90,000 for the first week is net.
The hour-by-hour and day-by-day admissions and gross for the initial seven
days of “Alexander”

follow:

Friday,

August

Hour
8 a. nr
9 a. ni
10 a. m
11 a. m
12 noon
1 p. m
2 p. m
3 p. m
4 p. in
5 p. m
6 p. in
7 p. m.
8 p. m.
9 p. m
10 n. m
11 J>. in
12:30 a. m

Attendance
Gross
702
$
175
1,708
416
2,260
962
3,302
1.759
9,212
2,224
12,024
2,891
13,588
3.619
14,893
4,247
16,119
4,860
17,465
5,517
19,988
6,742
21,412
7,701
23,949
9,406
26,443
11,090
27.960
12,115
28,929
12,652
29,614
12,965

Saturday,
Hour
8 a. iu
9 a. m
10 a. in
11 a. m
12 noon
1 p. m
2
p. m
3 p. m
4 p. in
5 p. m
6 p. in.
7 p. m
8 p. m
9 p. m
10 p. m
11 p. m
12 p. in
1:10 a. in
Sunday,
Hour
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

p. m
p. m
n. m
p. ill.
n. in
p. m
n. m
p. m
p. ni
p. ill
p. m
midnight

Monday,
Hour
9 a, m
10 a. m
11 a. m
12 noon
1 p. m
2 p. m
3 p. m.
4 p. m.
5 p. m
6 p. m
7 p. m
8 p. m
9 p. in

24-D
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August 6
Attendance
Gross
130
$
31
585
142
2,195
532
6,063
1,463
8,698
2,090
10,803
2,587
12.955
3.587
13,829
3,990
16,802
5,416
18,689
6,334
20,785
7,363
22,699
8,648
24.460
9,831
27,897
12.149
29,746
13,402
31.176
14,372
33,063
15,404
34,149
15,947
August 7
Attendance
6,506
7,420
10,483
12,582
14 031
17,491
18.696
20.514
23.388
25,862
26,157
26,630

Gross
1,548
1,957
3,389
4,380
5,076
6.757
7,552
8.770
10 707
12,365
12,513
12,757

August 8
Attendance
Gross
640
$
156
2,823 .
691
6,561
1,590
8,671
2,089
10,230
2,457
11,673
3,091
1.3,052
3,734
13,970
4,168
15,138
4,732
17,413
5 831
18.413
6.504
20.302
7,720
23,039
9,618

10 p. in
10:30 I>. m
11 p. m
12 midnight
12:10 a. m

24,848
25,391
25,594
25,859
25,970

Tuesday,
Hour
10 a. m
11 a. m
12 noon
1 a.p. m
m
2 ii. m
3 p. m
4 p. ni
5 p. m
6 p. m
•>
7 p. m
8 p. in.
9 p. m
10 p. m
10:30 p. in
11 p. in
12 midnight
12:10 a. m
a.
Hour
111.
119
10
m.
a.
noon
m.
12
a.
1
m.
3
4
5
6
7 1>.
8
9
10 :30
16:
12
1 1 p.
i>.
mid
!>•
!>•
12: :10

Wednesday,

. . .
. . .
. . .

m.

. . .
. . .

m.
m.
m.
m.
m.
m.

. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .

m.

. .

1>.

:30
10
12
10
11
12

627
1,512
1,859
2,245
3,009
3,515
4,067
13
2
4,658

17,041
18,789
21,448
23,397
25,098
25,621
25,841
26,071
26,134

5,874
7,050
8,837
10,152
11,307
11,579
11,689
11,804
11,836
Gross

$ 1,474
206
1,793
2,28.3
2,839
3,370
3,852
4,436
5,659
6,912
10,152
8,741
11,374
11,719

25,996
26,282
26,336
Thursday,

11,800
11,943
11,970

August 11
Attendance

Gross

377

m.
m.
m.
m.
in.
m.
m.
m.
m.
Ul.
in.

. .
P.
.
.
.
.

. .
. .
.
. .

.
.
.
.

..
.
.
.

432

1,795
7,149
9,024
10,157
11,252
12,149
13,113

$

90
1,238
1,706
2,147
2,642
3,150
3,573

16,503

4,040
5,040
5,926

19,111
20,985
22,614
23,142

p.
m. in.. .
midnight
:10
a. m.
p.
p.
Total
admissions for the
I>and p.the total grossed was

23,639
23,687
seven days were
$87,487.

10,052
7,680
8,947
10,301
10,397
10,549
10,572
192,520

P.
p.
P.
p.

p.

SINUS attack has laid low A. Joseph
DeFiore, president of the MPTO of
Delaware and Eastern Shore, and operator of the Park, a neighborhood house . . .
Ben Shindler and wife have returned after
an enjoyable vacation, by motor car, to
Saranac Lake and Saratoga Springs, N. Y.
Employes at Shindler’s Ace Theatre
three-day vacations this summer.
Calvin

Taylor, Park

Theatre

IB! IU IF IF A IL (0)
JJOWARD CARROLL, long with the
Schine Enterprises, has taken over the
Strand, Rochester, which the Fenyvessy
interests closed recently after 21 years
of operation. Changes planned by Carroll include new seats, carpets, and projection equipment, as well as a thorough
decoration job. Estimates indicate about
$25,000 in improvements.
Happiest group in Buffalo this week is
the RKO sales staff, headed by Charlie
Boasberg. Its jubilation is over the collection of awards in the Ned Depinet sales
drive in which it led the country and
Canada.

648

7,510
9,608
10,830
11,977
12,996
14,204
16,719
18,580
21,294

m.
nig m.
lit
p.
m. in.
a.

!>•
a.
m.
m.
noon

p.
P-

Gross

2,599
6,291
7,757
9,392
11,006
.12,095
546
13,252
$
14,478

August 10
Attendance
860
2,696
6,160

. . .

a.
Hour
10
1>0 a.
11
12
1
2
3
4
5
0
7
H
9

August 9
Attendance

10,846
11,153
11,254
11,386
11,440

get

usher, is

taking a leave of absence in Virginia. He’s
due back on the fob and at his Beacon
College studies in September . . . Stanley
Zebrowski, Grand Opera assistant manager, has returned from a honeymoon with
his new bride . . . Catherine Riley, Savoy
cashier, is vacationing . Dorothy Tonelle
is substituting for her.

The Diana Theatre, Medina, in the
hands of remodelers for several months,
is about ready for reopening. Its interior
has undergone a complete change, and
seating capacity has been increased to
1,200.

Thomas Amorose has acquired the Star
Theatre, Middleport . . . The Martina
Brothers have ordered 300 seats for their
Nmida Theatre, Nunda, and are installing
new projection and sound equipment in
their Rialto, Albion.
Otto Siegel, Universal salesman, is ill
. . . Phil Lavene, injured in an auto crash
in which his wife suffered a broken leg, is
back on the job at the Embassy.
What is declared to be the first ventilating system of its kind in a community
theatre, has been installed by Stanley
Kozanowski at his Rivoli, Buffalo. Experts say it’s worth $30,000. New carpets
also have been laid.
Ephraim Bettigole, formerly of the
Kenmore, Kenmore, and now managing
the Empire, Syracuse, was here this week,
the first time in several months, checking over bookings . . . The Landman-Pressler theatre in Hornell, which may be
named for the city, will be opened about
September 1. Irving Cohen is delaying
construction work on his new house in
the same town, until October.
The Little Kensington, Menno Dykstra’s community house in the northeast
section of Buffalo, has been fitted with
300 new seats, after a redecoration job.
Dykstra also operates the W illiamsville
Glen ... A new 300 -seater will be ready
in Avon about September 15.
Mrs. Elizabeth Woronov and Mrs. Sadie
Wolfson, both of New York, are visiting
their son and daughter, Emanuel M.
Woronov of M-G-M and his wife . . . H.
Langdon has closed the Cazenovia, south
side house, for the summer.

Frank Page, Loew’s projectionist, vacationed at his summer home in Oak Orchard, Del. . . . Mrs. Edgar J. Doob, wife of
the Loew’s Theatre manager, is visiting
friends at Virginia Beach . . . Camden
and South Jersey have been trimmed from
the Wilmington district of the Stanley Co.
Everett Callow, the company’s district
manager, has been named publicity director in Philadelphia. He is succeeded by
Jack Mulhall, heretofore manager of the
Stanley
Pa. Mulhall’s
successor Theatre,
has not Chester,
been announced.

Eastman
New

Net Down

York — Eastman

Kodak

reports

a

net of $7,051,673 equal to $3.05 a share on
the common for the 24 weeks ended June
11 as compared with $11,475,066, or $5.01 a
share, for the same period last year. Sales
amounting to $57,131,939 compared with
$61,273,205 in the like period ended June
12, 1937.
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To Promote Films as
Educational Medium
New

York — The

American

Film

Center,

a
non-profit educational corporation,
which will devote its energies to the promotion of films as a medium of education,
has been organized with quarters at Radio
City.
Objective of the Center is to serve as a
connecting link between scientific, educational, social, industrial and governmental
organizations which have film ideas and
production and distribution units capable
of bringing the ideas before the public.
It will also offer its research facilities to
producers for entertainment.
The members of the board include experts in education, administration and
government. They are: Dr. Alice V. Keliher, chairman of the Progressive Education
Ass’n; Dr. Luther Gulick, director of the
Institute of Public Administration; Kenneth D. Widdemer; Fanning Hearon, director of the Association of Film Libraries,
Inc., and Donald Slesinger, Director of
Education at the New York World's Fair
1939. Counsel is H. William Fitelson.
A small grant-in-aid of the Rockefeller
Foundation will assist the Center in its
activities for the first six months.

Praises Newspaper

as

N.

to Burbank . . . Metropolitan’s skipper,
Charles Grimes, has returned from his trip
to Charlotte, N. C. . . . Latest newcomer
to D. C. theatredom would be a Dartmouth
grad, Harold Gould, manager of the E.
M. Loew, Mt. Vernon open-air filmshop,
definitely scheduled to debut August 14

Y. — Newspapers

as

a

medium for selling films were praised by
J. Myer Schine, president of Schine Enterprises, Inc., at the three-day annual
convention which was attended by 150
members of the organization and home

Ray Bell, along with the local drama
critics, were judges for the Miss Washington contest . . . Katherine Hillyer, News
drama critic, is vacationing in New England . . . Joe Cohan, Fox office boss, is
also in New England, resting . . . Lillie

. . . Paramount’s booker, “Beau Brummel”
Grace, tells of a happy holiday spent at
Havana Plaza hostelry . . . Colleague Tommy Mudd spent his leave at Atlantic City,
while the exchange accountant, Anne
Bern, cruises from New York through the
Gulf to Mexico City . . . Paramount’s
chief, Eddie Fontaine, turned to the
Missus’ home town of Detroit . . . Mrs.
Bertha Boyd, also Paramount, has returned from visiting kinfolk in San Diego.

Hardie

Meakin

had

a

birthday

.

Levy, Columbia’s biller, is taking time off
in Canada . . . Doris Price, formerly of
Grand National and later Monogram, is
back at GN, occupying the spot vacated
by Sarah Gaskowitz, who permanently left
for her western homestead. Ruth Newman
is replacing at Monogram . . . The new
face at Harry Bachman’s offices is Lorraine Middlekauf, recently of Preferred
Films . . . According to an announcement
by D. F. Aleshire, the Page Theatre Corp.
will erect a $75,000 1,000-seat deluxer in
Luray, Va.

Divot stingers seen on the links: Met’s
Charles Grimes, Savoy’s Fred MacMillan,
Sid Hoffman of the Home, and Bill Hoyle
. . . Angie Ratto, having thoroughly toured
the scenic routes of New England, is back
at his Palace office . . . L. Stoddard Taylor, from his Cape Cod vacation spot, reports the Belasco lights up in September
. . . Headliner Zasu Pitts surprised herself, the La Falce publicity department,
and the town in general when she entered,
incognito, a radio impersonation contest,
sponsored by WJSV and the Earle, and
took
a localsecond
lass. place, being “out-Zasued”

Trade's Top Ad Media

Gloversville,

ness Men’s Ass’n, took the gold medal . . .
Helen Hayes, on a visit to her dad near
Leonardtown, informed local reporters she
will do the Bard on Broadway this fall.

J^EASON for Frank La Falce foregoing
his summer vacation is a longer stay
next year on the planned summer trek

"
Baby motion
much-publicized
and " praised
picReject
ture produced by the American Committee
on Maternal Welfare, was rejected this
Richmond,

Va. — '“The

New

York — The

Legion

of Decency

has

arrived at no decision about an answer
to the charges of the Associated Film Audiences that the organization has stepped
from moral into political censorship, as
detailed in Boxoffice last week.
Father McClafferty, secretary of the
Legion, is authority for the statement on
the Legion’s current position.
Book
New

York — Mae

Mae

West

West

will open

RKO

at the

Golden Gate, San Francisco, September 28. Other dates in the circuit are
being lined up.
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of a Baby,”

week by the Virginia board of motion picture censors. The rejection came after
the board had viewed the picture for the
second time.

by
.

Tivoli’s pilot, James Root, takes a nod on
the 14th booking for “Naughty Marietta”
in his 14th St. filmhouse. Incidentally,
Root’s selection for Miss Washington,
sponsored by the Columbia Heights Busi-

La, Tax Suit Likely

.
New

Orleans — An

early test suit by a

major

circuit to determine the constitutionality of the state sales tax is expected
here. The circuit probably will pay the
tax and then sue to recover.

office executives at Schine’s summer home
at Caroga Lake. The meeting also endorsed the industry’s million dollar advertising campaign.
In his address, Schine pointed out that
an analysis in the communities where the
183 houses are located, newspapers were
deemed superior to any other media. As
a result, Schine said, advertising budgets
have been increased for the fall season
with additional appropriations allocated
solely for newspapers.

Legion Ponders Charges
Of Political Censorship

Birth

EXPANSION
The latest business

expansion

move

made

necessary by Cinecolor's consistent progress
is the magnificent new $250,000 plant now
being erected in Burbank and shown above
in architect's drawing — another monument
to the widespread acceptance of this remarkable color process!

CINECOLOR
<*

Allied -B&K Matter
Still Being Studied

Hollywood — Connoisseurs
sichorean
reached

New

York — Returning

from

Chicago

where he conferred with Allied of Illinois
representatives and B&K officials on the
former’s clearance complaint against the
major circuit affiliate, Austin C. Keough,
general counsel for Paramount, states the
matter is still under consideration and
nothing definitely has been decided upon
in reducing the amount of protection in
the loop by B&K.
The indication is further conferences
will be held and every effort will be made
to avoid the threatened suit by the Allied
unit.

New

York — Another

Newsreel

theatre

in the heart of Times Square is in the
offing. Joe Steiner, who will operate the
new Penn Newsreel, slated to open next
month, has secured a lease on a store between Sixth Ave. and Broadway where
Drake’s
restaurant formerly occupied the
site.

Richard Blaydon Sailing
Aug . 24 lor London Post
New

York — Richard

Blaydon,

who

will

become

production manager for Paramount in England, sails August 24 to assume his new post under David E. Rose.
On Thursday, he married Margaret Elizabeth Philippe, who appears in “Artists and
Models Abroad.” The couple are now
spending their honeymoon in Ensenada,
Mexico.

Korda

Coming

London — Alexander

Korda

Over
is planning

to

visit the United States in November to
attend the annual stockholders’ meeting
of UA in New York.

E. V. Richards
New

Improved

York — E. V. Richards

of the Saen-

ger circuit in New Orleans has improved
considerably from a recent illness and is
planning a trip to Alaska.

art thought
when

“Flat

a

of the terp-

new

Foot

hi-hi was

Floogee

and

His Floy Floy" came stompin' out of
Harlem. Now look what LeRoy Prinz,
Paramount dance director, created for

Albany — A proposal

the jitterbugs. It's the ”Za-Za CanCan." It is the original can-can, popular in France a generation ago, brought
up to date with a generous dash of
swing. Inspiration is supposed to have
come

from

Claudette

Colbert's

Rothstein Opens
Gotham
New

September Opening Set
For Penn Newsreel House

Freedom Idea for
Films Turned Down

"Za-Za Can-Can
Prinz Creation

“Zaza."

Initial

",Drive-In " House

York — Max

Rothstein,

Boston

ex-

hibitor, has opened the first local Drive-In
theatre at Sunrise Highway, east of the
Rosedale station of the L. I. Railroad. He
also operates similar theatres in New England.
Admission is by person and not by the
auiomooile parked in the special section.
Two shows are being given nightiy, rain or
shine. The project will continue to November 1.

Nat Levine Incorporates ;
Reported

Alter UA Outlet

Hollywood — Indicating

that

he

plans

action in the near future, Nat Levine, who
last week rented headquarters and shooting space at Selznick International, has
filed articles of incorporation at Sacramento for Nat Levine Productions. Albert
E. Reney and J. S. Kessler are listed as
directors. Albert Levoy, who was a producer at Republic when Levine was president of that company’s studio subsidiary,
is a member of the organization as aide to
Levine, who is reported to be negotiating
for a United Artists release.

Peter Dana Heading New
"U" Midwestern District
New

York — Peter Dana,

Universal

man-

ager in Buffalo, has been promoted to the
new Kansas City district that will include
supervision over that center, Omaha, Des
Moines and St. Louis. This reduces E. T.
Gomersall’s district.
John Scully, brother of W. A. Scully,
Universal general sales manager, replaces
Dana in Buffalo.

to extend

the free-

dom of speech and press to motion pictures, stage and radio was defeated by
delegates to the Constitutional convention
in session here by a vote of 62 to 28. The
motion, which Henry A. Hirschberg, Newburgh Republican, attempted to bring
from the Bills of Rights committee, included a proposal to abolish the State
Board of Motion Picture Censorship.
Hirschberg, who is Orange County district attorney, termed present censorship
“an un-American attempt to throttle
ideas” and contended “there has been no
instance of man, woman or child being injured by indecency on the screen.”

Snider of Australia to
Meet
New

Partner on Coast

York — Leon

S. Snider

of the Snider

& Dean circuit in Australia leaves Tuesday
for Washington where he will spend a few
days before heading for Chicago and the
coast. He sails from Los Angeles on the
Mariposa

September

14. In September,

George Dean, the other partner in the circuit, will arrive in Los Angeles on the
same boat from Sydney. Both partners
will confer for about a week on deals for
shows and pictures discussed by Snider.
Dean will come to New York about September 20.

Zuelch Translerred
New

York — Arthur

E. C. Zuelch, second

booker at the M-G-M Detroit exchange,
has been transferred to Minneapolis to
succeed Clyde Cutter, resigned. Clifford
Perry takes over Zuelch’s post in Detroit.
Herbert
duties in Brown
Detroit.will assume Perry’s former

Visit Kansas
Hollywood

—

William

City
F. Rodgers

and

E. M. Chambers arrived here from Kansas
City over the weekend. In Kansas City they
attended the National Theatres’ regional
meeting and also will be on hand to tell the
circuit men about M-G-M product at the
Los Angeles session August 15-17.

" Antoinette " Opening
He Knows

Whereof

New

He Speaks?
Hollywood — Modesty in an actor is as
rare as a good one. So lend an ear to
what

H. B. Warner

has

to say

on

are

quickly

24-F

very

unimportant.

forgotten,

and

we

We

should

stars

and

are
be."

It Must Be the

per-

sonalities in the industry will be on hand

for the opening of “Marie Antoinette” at
the Astor Tuesday night. A two-a-day
policy will prevail.

the

subject. "Some of us fall into the delusion of thinking the world revolves
about the theatre. As a matter of fact
we

York — Numerous

Ad

Agency

Film Dept. Due

Hollywood — Stanley

of the
agency,
will set
on the

Resor,

president

J. Walter Thompson advertising
intimated here that his company
up an advertising film department
coast.

Climate
Hollywood — Some

time

ago,

Anna

May Wong planted the first of a group
of willows at a
ceremony for a
"friendship grove" of decorative trees
in front of the entrance to North Chinatown. Latest reports have Miss Wong
perturbed

because

showing

tendency

a
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Tenth Avenue
J^L NOWITSKY put on a clever street
ballyhoo for “Tropic Holiday” when it
played at the Colonial. He secured a bull
costume from a costumer and hired two
boys to fill the front and rear, with a
girl leading them around. Practically
stopped traffic . . . Bob Folliard and Elbert Grover, RKO representatives, were
in town last week . . . Ben Caplon, Columbia salesman, was also on hand . . .
A. O. Budina, architect, Neighborhood
Theatres, is dividing his time between here
and Clarendon where he is supervising the
remodeling of the Ashton Theatre . . .
Miss Courtney Tillman has succeeded Mrs.
Harold Lucas as cashier of the Carillon.
Charlie David, Metro exploitation man,
was in town last week visiting with the
boys at Loews, where he staged a screen
test some time ago . . . Pete Lichtman, city
representative for Lichtman theatres, has
returned from motoring through New
England in time to move into his new
apartment out near the Belt Line.

Hay
^HE Warwick really spread itself at a
party for Irving Berlin as the opening

New

York — Way

over

at Tenth

Avenue

where hay is a manner of greeting among
the youngsters, there was plenty of it at
the Fox Movietone studios where everyone went rustic in a big way.
Deacon Dan Doherty gathered all the
trade paper boys at the Fox Movietone
farm where they were greeted by Vyvyan
Donner, fashion commentator, who was
responsible for the rural rendezvous.
“Hi, you bindle stiffs,” was the pleasant greeting.
“Aw, it’s too early in the day for that,”
one of the sage commentators commented.
“By cracky,” said another snooping reporter, “it’s just like a farm. All they
got is milk with the lunch.” With that
startling announcement, the rest of the
entourage practically swooned.
Some of the rustic maids who were nice
to look at, however, helped revive the
flagging spirits. But the milk proved hard
to take. In the meantime, Miss Donner
returned and said she was preparing a
sequence illustrating rustic fashions.
Everybody entered into the spirit of

Lucille LaVerne, former stock company
favorite here, is making a personal appearance at the Barter Theatre at Abingdon
. . . Lorenzo Fells has succeeded Marc Terthings, with the exception of the “boys,”
who were afraid to get too near the hay
rell as manager of the Hippodrome. Terrell
because they might get the fever. Lew
went to Portsmouth to manage the CapiLehr dropped in and after quite a search
tol for Lichtman circuit . . . Eugene AnMiss Donner was able to unearth a pair
derson is the new manager of the Globe
of overalls that would fit him. Properly
Theatre . . . Mrs. Jane Taylor, cashier of (
attired, the portly comedian with the
the State Theatre, recently celebrated her
“mixed-up accent” went into a torrid shag
23 rd birthday with a big party . . . Ruwith his comely daughter as a partner.
dolph Berger, Metro Washington manager,
was a recent visitor . . . Fred Rohrs, United
One of the “extras” was Lowell Thomas.
Artists manager, was also here . . . The
Ginter and Bellevue theatres have been
leased by the G. B. T. Inc. (Ginter Bellevue Theatres) , which corporation is controlled by neighborhood Theatres, Inc.

.

Ed Fontaine and Harley Davidson, manager and salesman for Paramount Pictures, were in town last week . . . David
Kamsky, advertising manager of Neighborhood Theatres, attended the industry
meeting in New York . . . Laverne Mann,
cashier of the Grand, is vacationing at
Virginia Beach . . . George Roscher, doorman of the Bellevue, has returned to work
after vacationing at Buckroe Beach . . .
Paul Nauman attended the summer encampment of the National Guard at Virginia Beach.

No, 16 Added by Milgram,
Who Acquires the Frolic
Philadelphia — With

the

acquisition

of

the Frolic in West Philadelphia, David
Milgram’s Affiliated Theatres, Inc., has
grown to a 16-house circuit. The Milgram
chain will take over the house on September 1.
Other openings in the chain in the near
future will be the reopening of the Walton
Theatre in Germantown on August 24.
The new $80,000 Adelphi Theatre, near
Segall-Pizor’s Apollo, will be opened on
September 16. The Rialto Theatre was opened last Friday after being closed for
extensive alterations.
BOXOFFICE
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ALWAYS IN TROUBLE (20th-Fox)— The usual
high calibre entertainment standards are
maintained in this Jane Withers feature.
John Stone
rected.

produced.

Joseph

Santley

di-

BLOCK HEADS (M-G-M)— With all the tried
and true situations of slapstick plus several
bright new gags, this Laurel and Hardy
effort should provide a field day for fans.
Hal Roach
rected.

produced.

John

Blystone

di-

LET'S

MAKE A NIGHT OF IT (Univ)— American audiences will have difficulty in finding sufficient entertainment morsels in this
English musical. Buddy Rogers, June
Clyde. Graham Cutts directed.

gun here for 20th Century-Fox’s “Alexander’s Ragtime Band.” Everybody who
was anybody in the film, newspaper, or
radio business was there. Edgar Moss,
20th-Century biggie, kept assuring Berlin
the picture would gross more than “Snow
White.” Said Irving: “I hope you’re right
— but I’ve heard movie men talk before.”
The gossip columnists are linking Leonard Schlesinger with Rose Mary Coyle,
who was “Miss America 1936.” Miss Coyle,
a beauteous colleen, is sporting a huge
diamond . . . Talking about beauties, the
Variety Club will choose its “Miss Philadelphia” on board the “Liberty Bell,” an
excursion boat going down the Delaware.
The finals will be held on August 30 and
tickets will be $1.00 per. Proceeds to go to
charity.
Exhibitors barred from playing Bingo,
Bango and similar games at their theatres by law, are asking why the city allows catch-penny games at the Woodside
Amusement Park. Both Woodside and
Willow Grove, the latter outside of city
limits, have penny arcades with slot machines and pinball games, masquerading
as games of skill.
Scouts for a Hollywood producing company are studying the report of the Ruth
legislative commission with the view of
getting material for a picture on political
domination of the courts. The commission
recently ended a 16-month investigation of
alleged corruption:
Sydney Cetron of the Logan Theatre will
be host to 25 ball players in connection
with its tieup with the Philadelphia
Record on a Sandlot Contest . . . Powers
Gouraud will act as master of ceremonies
at the Walton Roof during the current
show . . . Dave Greenberg, Variety Club
Monday. celebrates his 31st birthday on
steward,
Many Vine Streeters are signing up for
the Hole-In-One tournament. They hope
to match the luck of Syd Lefko, who last
year walked off with the first prize . . .
Zasu Pitts told local newsmen how she
got the odd monicker. “One of my aunts
was named Saphrony and the other was
named Sue, so they put them together to
keep both of them happy,” said Zasu.
“But look what they did to me,” she sighed.
Jeff Keen, Daily News film critic, is
spending his three weeks on a farm in
Berks county . . . More foreign pictures
are being used in this territory than ever
before.

Goes to Features

RACKET BUSTERS (WB)— A fairly smooth
and exciting melodrama inspired by the
experiences of New York's Thomas E.
Dewey. George Brent, Gloria Dickson. Dh
rected by Lloyd Bacon.

COMPLETE REVIEWS on the above
pictures will appear in an early issue
of BOXOFFICE.

New

York — “Rage

of Paris” inaugurated

a new policy for the Trans Lux on 52nd
St. and Lexington Ave. Saturday when the
theatre added one feature to its program
of news and shorts. The theatre is under
joint management of Trans Lux and Leo
Brecher along with the Trans Lux at 85th
St. and Madison Ave. and the Plaza.
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(Continued from page 24-A)
James H. Smith of Cinelab has gone to
the coast for a month’s visit . . . Sidney
Justin, Paramount studio lawyer, returns
to Hollywood, August 20 . . . James A.
PitzPatrick has been finally initiated into
smoking cigarettes, something he has kept
away from all these years . . . Harvey Newins has returned from a five-week auto
trip to Mexico, California and Canada and
speaks well of the fishing in Mexico . . .
Norman Elson, booker and buyer for the
Globe, was given a bachelor party by
friends at the Astor, Monday night, and
two days later married Peggy Krapp . . .
Herman Robbins’ son, Allan, is ill . . . Walter Reade made a bee line for Saratoga the
day he got back from England and France
. . . A1 Suchman spent a good two weeks
away from his labors at Consolidated
Amusements when he vacationed at
Sacandaga Park, N. Y. . . . I. A. R. Wylie
is another returning writer from the Hollywood front.
Jack Schlaifer, UA western division
manager, has returned from a week in
Chicago . . . Joe Seider has moved his offices to the 26th floor in the Paramount
Building. He was on a lower floor previously .. . Charles MacDonald, RKO theatre
district head, has a couple of more cute
stories under his belt since he returned
from a month’s vacation abroad . . . Mort
Singer has been visiting the RKO home
office on one of his frequent periodic trips
. . . May Reis, secretary to Milt Kusell,
was disappointed Tyrone Power was not
on her train when she left for the coast.
She got a closeup of the 20 th-Fox star
when he came down to the station to see
the Darryl F. Zanucks off . . . Billy Scully
has shaved 25 pounds since the first of the
year.
What a film reporter does on holiday:
Prom Mexico, Me., Leonard Weisberg
writes “the combined staff of Boxoffice”
and reports: “Just came out of the woods
long enough to get some food. Nearest
thing to a typewriter up here is a fishing rod. Thanks for sending the paper.
Our French guide is interpreting for me.
Using three blankets at night. Hoping
you’re the same.”
Dr. A. H. Giannini departed for the
coast, Wednesday, after spending 10 days

Virginia Censor Board
Receipts Reach Peak
Richmond,

Va. — The

annual

report

of

the Virginia state board of censors for the
fiscal year ending July 1, 1938 shows that
the division took in more money than
any other year since it started back in
1922.
Total receipts were $37,732.75. Expenses,
including salaries, office expenses and new
sound equipment left a profit of $16,090.15,
which was turned back to the state treasury.
Four pictures were rejected during the
year and 42 eliminations were ordered in
27 pictures. One thousand, five hundred
and one pictures were screened with a
total footage of 5,000,418.

24-H

in New York following a European vacation. . . Milt Kusell was home ill for a
few days this week . . . Earle Sweigert,
Philadelphia Paramount manager, was a
visitor during the week . . . Manny Reisler
is now managing Walter Reade’s City and
Savoy theatres . . . Fred C. Quimby is due
from the coast early next month . . . Joe
McConville, Columbia foreign head, gets
back from abroad next month, the exact
date and boat are not yet set.
Arthur Krim of Phillips & Nizer returned on the Queen Mary from a fourweek vacation. He visited London, Paris
and the Riviera. While in London he
completed contracts for the second London unit of “Golden Boy” . . . Charles
Mendelson, cashier of the 20th-Fox exchange in Washington, is on vacation
here and visiting his family at the same
time . . . Louis B. Mayer, after a week
in Saratoga where he partook of the
special spring water and looked over the
horses, returned to Hollywood.
Harold B. Franklin and Pat Casey are
in town again, the former on social calls
and the latter on industry drive business
. . . Tyrone Power made a personal appearance at the Roxy, August 6, his appearance being unheralded, which may
have been the reason he seemed nervous
. . . J. J. Sicardi of the Liberty, Plainfield,
is spending the summer at the shore . . .
Morris Gluck, ad sales manager of the
local Paramount exchange, will handle all
accessories for
Greatest Year.”

the

“Motion

Pictures’

Lou Silvers, general musical director for
20th Century-Fox, is in town on a vacation
. . . Morris J. Yahr, RCA Photophone commercial engineer, will deliver an address on
“Recent Developments in Film Recording
and Reproduction” at the Fox Intermountain Theatres, Inc., convention in Denver,
Tuesday and Wednesday . . . Homer B.
Snook, manager of that company’s sales, is
en route to the coast ... Sydney Albright
succeeds P. T. Lee as UA manager at
Batavia. The latter has resigned . . .Bill
Sussman and Max Fellerman are among
the fathers who regularly visit their offspring at their summer camps . . . Bill
Heineman has finally located at Forest
Hills.

Makes

It a Triple

Grainger
York — James

Signs Two
R.

Gainger,

Hollywood — The

eyes of students

of the

labor situation, long focused on the complexities of union alignments and jurisdictional battles here, are due to be turned
toward New York next week, word having
been received from the east that the longdelayed annual producer-labor conferences
regarding changes in the basic pacts held
with five labor unions will open there
August 15. The conferences, originally
slated to open in April, received setback
after setback, due principally to the unsettled employment conditions within the
studios, which only now are definitely assuming a healthier aspect.
Pat Casey, labor contact for the Hays
office, has been in New York for several
weeks conferring with international leaders of the American Federation of Musicians, teamsters, carpenters, International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employes and electrical workers, which now
are signatories to the basic studio agreement. On his way east now is William
Bioff, Pacific Coast representative of the
IATSE, to aid Casey in setting the machinery for the confabs in motion.
The Hollywood labor scene was virtually dormant, the most discussed subject
being developments in the Sacramento
grand jury’s investigation into reasons for
the abrupt termination last November of
a probe instituted by the legislature’s capital-labor committee into the workings and
records of the IATSE. Postponement of
the probe until October 1, after William
Bioff, of the IATSE, and William H.
Neblett, local attorney, among others, has
been subpoenaed and called to give testimony, was ordered by Special Counsel
George M. Naus. Neblett testified that
William Mosely Jones, speaker of the assembly who ordered the investigation, had
been employed by him for 30 days, while
Assemblyman Kenneth B. Dawson, a member of the committee, declared the probers had been “sold down the river.”
Following the filing of protests by representatives of the carpenters, transportation drivers and painters locals, M-G-M
this week agreed to use only studio union
men to construct location sets at McCall,
Idaho, for “Northwest Passage.” The
studio had originally planned to use available labor from the McCall territory.

Los Angeles — The Regina Theatre’s current triple-bill all-horror show, reissues of
“Dracula,” “Frankenstein” and “The Son
of King Kong,” is being further supplemented by a personal appearance engagement of Bela Lugosi, who starred in
“Dracula.” Lugosi will trail “Dracula” up
the west coast and, later, throughout the
country with his act.

New

Hollywood Eyes on
Eastern Labor Fab

presi-

dent of Republic, has closed with B&K

for

the company’s lineup in 72 theatres in Illinois and Indianapolis. Essaness circuit of
Chicago also has signed up.

Racing Notables Attend
Premiere of Track Film
Saratoga

Springs — Prominent

figures of

the racing fraternity who gathered here
Saturday for the running of the historic
Travers Handicap were guests at the world
premiere of “Sing You Sinners” at a
midnight showing at the Community. One
of the features of the picture is a complete racing sequence.

Sylvia Sidney to Wed
London — Sylvia Sidney,

screen

star, and

Luther Adler, stage actor, have filed intent to wed here.
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Paramount

(

ON

)

CURRENT

88 Minutes

FEATURE

Rel.

GB

20th Century-Fox

55 Minutes

Rel.

Republic

i

Jed Prouty, Shirley Deane, Spring Byington, Russell
Gleason, Ken Howell, George Ernest, June Carlson.

(

)

Rel.

54 Minutes

prove to be the film’s major handicaps. Robert Young is
his usual flippant and competent self as the ardent suitor,
but most of the laughs are garnered by Lew Ayres, champion of the great middle class, in a rich comedy role which
reaffirms his ability. Ruth Hussey and Guy Kibbee dominate the support. Reinhold Schunzel directed.

(7118)

55 Minutes

Robert Young, Lew Ayres, Ruth Hussey, Guy Kibbee, Lana
Turner, Rita Johnson, Don Castle, Sarah Padden.

Robert

Rich Man. Poor Girl

Heroes of the Hills

Columbia

(

)

This yarn manages

F

58 Minutes

Rel. June

Record

27, '38

some cop, Robert Paige, ticketing a rich oil tycoon’s daughter, Jacqueline Wells. Next, the cop, hired by the oilman to
straighten out his crooked rivals, produces the general
manager as the inside arch-villain. While all of this is
going on, the spoiled rich girl mends her ways and wins
the cop. Pretty Miss Wells deserves better story material.
C. C. Coleman jr. directed.

|
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Rel. July 20. '38

Livingston, Ray Corrigan, Max Terhune,
Lawson, Le Roy Mason.

Pictures

(SR)

75 Minutes

F
■

Priscilla

Western
Rel.

Paul Robeson, Henry Wilcoxson, Wallace Ford, Princess
Kouka, John Lauri, James Carew.

Dark Sands

“

CLASSIFICATION — A - ADULT

Western

figure. At any rate, it’s good entertainment, although
not helped by the rambling unreeling of the story. Robeson is a soldier who flees the army when unjustly accused
of murder, not knowing his superior officer who befriends
him, is court-martialed. He reaches the desert and becomes
a leader of a tribe due to his medical and general knowledge. The superior officer finally succeeds in locating
Robeson but changes his mind about bringing him back
to clear his name. Thornton Freeland directed.

j Robert Paige, Jacqueline Wells, Robert Middlemass, Arthur
Loft, Alan Bridge, Eddie Foster, George McKay.

Patrol

F

This British film is a curious mixture of melodrama and
idealism blended in an uneven manner. For showmen,
it stacks up as a picture that can be exploited for the
action that takes place mainly in the African desert or
for Paul Robeson, with his fine voice, who is the central

to generate some excitement, although

it strains one’s credulity and the dialogue, to an average
cast, is of little help. Moving rapidly, it opens with a hand-

Highway

Rel.

A genuine effort to inject something more than the
customary A, B, C western formula has not been lost here.
Excusing a minor flaw or two in production, the piece shows
clearly as having been worked on diligently in the scenario
department. It packs more than tne average quota of
suspense, and this more from plot construction than from
the usual sneery, heavy and overloaded six-shooters. The
dependable Three Mesquiteers give workmanlike performances, getting good support in direction and camera work.
The trio befriends two escaped convicts, believing their story
of prison oppression. They convince the board to try an
outdoor prison camp experiment, which results in trouble
with a construction company. George Sherman directed.

erately entertaining fare. Cast members all down the line
are excellent, but cumbersome direction and a spotty script

!
1

)

Gene Autry hits the screen again in the kind of singing, shooting western that has made nis name a favor He
with showmen and action fans. The sagebrush hero benefits this time from a more lavishly mounted vehicle wmch
has as its framework a timely and fast-paced story, directed with a sure hand by Joe Kane and interspersed
with some splendid music, Gene himself carrying a fair
snare of the crooning honors. Smiley Burnette is nis usual

Republic

j has
that been
the girl’s
family
resentstimes
his big
bankroll.
utilized
countless
before,
but inThe
thistheme
case
j has been given sufficient new plot twists to make it mod-

j

(

Basil

F

[Man From Music Mountain

Wealthy young man loves poor-but-honest working girl,
and finds his greatest obstacle to a happy union the fact

|

15, '38

Gene Autry, Smiley Burnette, Carol Hughes, Sally Payne,
Ivan Miller, Earl Dwire, Polly Jenkins and her Plowboys.

F

65 Minutes

Rel. Aug.

competent self as Gene’s buddy and Carol Hughes shows
up well in a light role as the love interest. Autry swings
into action when unscrupulous promoters subdivide a gnost
town, in tne heart ox the desert, on the false claim that the
Boulder Dam power line will run througn it.

\ selling them the idea that the ol’ swamp-water is laden
with health-giving minerals and will support a gigantic
money-making project. In the nick of time the youngsters uncover the swindle. Directed by Malcolm St. Clair.

M-G-M

63 Minutes

Crime Over London

|
Another in the popular Jones Family series, incorporat! ing the typical wholesome comedy and action that have
characterized those preceding in the winning group, and
portrayed by the same highly acceptable cast, this, as a
natural consequence, can be expected to perform yeoman
service at the boxoffice. In story, production and direction it maintains the established high order. Pa (Mayor)
Jones and Mrs. Jones are taken in by a group of promoters who float a stock issue to the gullible townsfolk by

Satety in Numbers

)

Joseph Cawthorn, Margot Grahame, Paul Cavanaugh,
Sydney, Bruce Lister, Rene Ray.

F

Sinners

You

(

Tepid British gangster melodrama which suffers mainly
from an overabundance of dialogue. Neither do sound recording and photography contribute much relief to the
proceedings. A capable cast, however, manages to put this
in the average entertainment class. All the action evolves
from the plans of a gang, typical of the British conception of such groups, to rob a large London department
store on its jubilee. Key figure is Jospeh Cawthorn, who
does some fine trouping in the dual role of the owner and
an actor hired to impersonate him during working hours.
Tne holdup is stymied by Paul Cavanaugh as the Scotland
Yard Inspector. Margot Grahame plays the moll of the
gang leader, Basil Sydney. Alfred Zeisier directed.

j
There’s boxoffice TNT in every foot of Bing Crosby’s
j latest, quite probably destined to be acclaimed his all-time
best. Picture is incalculably more human and meaty than
■ former vehicles provided the crooner and, additionally, has
j action — and how. This is largely creditable to a standout
screenplay by Claude Binyon and the erudite steering of
! Wesley Ruggles, who may take double bows as producer
and director. The cast is comparably top flight. While
Fred MacMurray, Elizabeth Patterson and Ellen Drew perform some plain and fancy scene-stealing in supporting
roles, it is a youngster, Donald O’Connor, an entertainment
bombshell whose performance is certain to catapult him
to the top ranks of moppet actors. Paramount can justifiably sing long and loud about “Sing, You Sinners.”
; Bing Crosby, Fred MacMurray, Donald O’Connor, Elizabeth
Patterson, Ellen Drew, Paul White, Irving Bacon.

\ Sing,

QVIQW5

PRODUCTIONS

—
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—

F
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SUGGESTIONS

SELLING ANGLES:
"Crime Over London"
A contest to tie in with the title that might be
planted in local papers would be to have readers
name the 20 most interesting facts they know about
London. Award tickets to the winners. For a lobby
display, have your artists draw a chart comparing
the crime rate of all the principal cities in the
world. Statistics are available in libraries. Dress
up your doorman as an English Bobby or have a
man in a similar outfit parade through town distributing heralds.

FOR

SELLING

THE

AD

PICTURE

AIDS

SELLING ANGLES:
“Sing, You Sinners"
A cast headed by Bing Crosby and bolstered by
Fred MacMurray plus two new “discoveries,” Erin
Drew and Donald O’Connor, this should prove an
easily exploitable picture. Crosby’s role as a confirmed “swapper” suggests a charity show at which
patrons trade clothing, canned goods, etc., for admission tickets. Tie up with Crosby’s Kraft radio
show, on which the picture and its new songs have
been liberally plugged.

CATCHLINES:

CATCHLINES:

Death Rears Its Head Out of a London Night.
Scotland Yard Strikes Again Against a Ruthless
Mob of Killers.
Crime Over London . . . Filled With the Intrigue
of a London Fog.

Life Was Just One Long, Happy Song to Him
. . . And Hard Work Was the Only Sour Note.
Lazybones
Life Away

SELLING ANGLES:
“Man From Music Mountain"
Promote a tieup with local dealers in electrical
household products to arrange a display in your
lobby, using a large map of the Boulder Dam district and stills from the picture as the center-piece.
Prepare “shares” in the “Gene Autry Goldmine”
for your mailing list, exchangeable at the boxoffice for “an evening’s entertainment.” Dress the
lobby in western style and make the usual radio
and music store tieups on the new Autry songs.

Would

Trade

to Avoid Doing a Day’s Hard

Crosby

. . . Who

Work.

His

SELLING ANGLES:
"Safety in Numbers"
The well-established popularity of past pictures
in this series should count to advantage in selling
this latest episode. Make a tieup with investment
houses, using Pa Jones’ near-fleecing at the hands
of financial swindlers as the basis. Start a “Jones
Family” club among theatre patrons of that name
and promote a newspaper contest based on famous
Joneses — John Paul, Bobby and others. Use the
title in tieups on new tires, drugstore prescriptions,
etc.

CATCHLINES:
CATCHLINES:
Gene

Autry Swings

Fast-Talking
Town.

Into Action Again

...

As

More Trouble . . . And More Fun . . . With
Filmdom’s Favorite Funsters . . . The Jones Family.
The Joneses Are in a Jam Again . . . Running
the Gamut of In-Laws and Outlaws in Their Merriest Mixup.

Crooks Try to Put Life Into a Ghost

Music, Action, Romance ... As Only Gene Autry,
King of Western Heroes, Can Deliver It.
SELLING ANGLES:
"Heroes oi the Hills"
Your big noise should, of course, center around

SELLING ANGLES:
"Rich Man, Poor Girl"
Robert Young, Lew Ayres and Metro’s new starlet, Ruth Hussey, rate the marquee space in this
romantic comedy. Prepare your advertising campaign by printing ads resembling the Beatrice
Fairfax type of newspaper column, in which the
situation — a rich man desiring to marry a poor
girl — is presented. Conduct a quiz among working
girls in the community as to whether they would
marry a rich man without love or a poor man for
happiness. Submit the answers as feature stories
to a local newspaper.

the Three Mesquiteers. However, there’s nothing to
lose in attempting to draw those usually outside
the ken of most westerns. This might be done
through playing up the prison angle. Police, civic
and welfare group officials should find something
to comment about. You might offer “Prison Official” badges to kids who show up at the theatre
with their mother or father. Dress a couple of
ushers in prison garb, have them picket your front
with signs: “The 3 Mesquiteers are unfair to organized outlaws.”
CATCHLINES:

CATCHLINES:
Poor

Honest

Working

Girl and

Rich

But

Handsome Employer . . . Fall in Love But Can’t
Get Her Family’s Consent.
He Was Handsome . . . Cultured . . . Agreeable
. . . But He Had Too Much Money!

SELLING ANGLES:
"Dark Sands"
Plug Paul Robeson if the situation is appropriate.
He sings “My Way” and “Deep Desert” written by
the composers of “Isle of Capri.” This offers an
ideal music store tieup. Try and promote Robeson recordings over a radio station. Use some for
lobby attraction. Also play up fact the desert
scenes are authentic. Distribute small hour glasses
with card attached reading: “What Fate Do the
‘Dark Sands’ Hold for You?” In lobby decorations
aim at desert atmosphere.

SELLING ANGLES:
"Highway Patrol"
Stir up a safety campaign. Get police coopera- |
tion, placarding crossings with such copy: “Be
Careful When Crossing Streets. Be Your Own
Highway Patrol.” Invite motorcycle officers and
state police to the opening. Arrange banner tieups for oil company trucks. Placard gasoline stations, bus depots.
CATCHLINES:
She

CATCHLINES:
ity.A Manhunt

Unequaled

in Its Dramatic

ARE

YOU

USING

Intens-

THE

PICTURE

Gave

Him

a Smile

...

He

Gave

Her

a

Ticket . . . And It Wasn’t a Meal Ticket.
She Forgot How to Be Spoiled When She Loved
Her Handsome Cop.

Hear Paul Robeson’s Glorious Voice as He Sings
“My Way” and “Deep Desert.”
Two Years in the Making . . . Scenes Never
before Screened.

26

But

They Live for a Fight or a Frolic . . . They’ll Go
for a Life or a Laugh.
They Risked Everything They Owned to Give
the Underdog a Break.

Thrill as the Toughest
a Reign of Terror.
GUIDE

FOR HANDY

FILING OF THESE

Cop on the Force Ends

REVIEWS?
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Shout
March

of Time

(No. 13)

RKO

Subject Review*

18

Minutes

Another splendid job of pictorial reporting which makes for excellent entertainment. Both subjects presented are of
vital concern. The first “The Man at the
Wheel,” is of primary importance for domestic consumption and the second,
“Threat to Gibraltar,” is another eyeopener for those who are hazy about the
growing influences of Fascism abroad. Illustrated in the opening subject, are the
efforts of various organizations to lower
the accident and death rate on the highways. The campaign is conducted on
three basic principles, education, enforcement and engineering. The benefits of all
three are aptly demonstrated. Tangiers,
an international settlement lying opposite
Gibraltar in Northern Africa, has now become a beehive for Fascist activity. With
the rise of German and Italian influence,
Great Britain views the situation as a definite threat to her life line to India.

€HORT
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How
M-G-M
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Benchley
many,

9 Minutes
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to
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12 Minutes

A very creditable advance in the short
subject field is this presentation of the
National Philharmonic Symphony Orchestra and a choral group of 50 voices.
Under the baton of Frederick Feher, the
orchestra offers a special arrangement of
Wagner’s “Tannhausser.” Sound reproduction is of excellent quality and makes
this thoroughly enjoyable for music lovers. Showmen would do wise to get cooperation of music teachers and schools for
this series.

Paramount

(Sportlights)

10 Minutes

Here is a sport shot that should find
favor with all audiences. With Ted Husing as the genial interlocutor, the audience is given an opportunity to test its
knowledge of sports by answering 12 questions which Husing asks. The answers are
illustrated. Some of the brain teasers included: What is a judo, in what game do
they use a cesta, what sporting event is
called a Bonspiel, the royal coachman is
associated with what popular pastime?

(No. 1)

Paramount

10 Minutes

Highlight of this subject is some of the
aquatic stunts performed on a surf board
by an agile pair of acrobats. Also of interest, is the sequence dealing with the
taxidermy establishment of a Miamian who
mounts big fish for sportsmen. Rounding
out the short is a Technicolor clip of the
intriguing landscape of the canyon country in the Far West.
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C. Pearson

30 Minutes

An inferior collection of camera shots
from an African safari. Explorer Harry
C. Pearson claims a number of sequences
such as the snake dance and the clip of the
Okapi, a cross between a giraffe and
zebra, as being photographed for the first
time. It may be so, but the quality of the
camera work does much to nullify a presentation that covers lots of ground and
includes a number of interesting scenes of
African tribes.

A Criminal Is Born

Paramount

of Charm

(Headliner)

10 Minutes

Phil Spitalny and his talented all-girl
band are the principals in this pleasing
one-reel musical. It’s also very soothing
on the eyes since the proceedings are
filmed in Cinecolor. The girls render “Ten
Pretty Girls,” swing out in “Bugle Call
Rag,” and harmonize beautifully in “I
Love You Truly.” An undistinguished arrangement of the “William Tell Overture”
is the closing number. Featured soloists
include Rochelle and Lola at the twin
pianos, Evelyn and her violin and Maxine,
who sings charmingly.

P. P. Devlin (Screen Traveler)

11 Minutes

Some particularly outstanding black and
white photography makes this a grand
study of the capital of Brazil. Andre de
LaVarre doesn’t miss a trick here and a
fine view of the city which is located on
a beautiful harbor is screened for the
benefit of the customers. All the sights
are included, notably the Sugar Loaf Rock
and the Corcovado with the famous stone
figure of Christ.

(Crime Does Not Pay) 21 Minutes

The cause and effect of juvenile delinquency are examined in a gripping dramatization proving the story’s point that
parents are to blame when youth learns
too late that crime does not pay. It is
a short that packs a wallop and can earn
exhibitors lots of goodwill. Three lads,
portrayed in a convincing manner by
George Breakston, David Durand and Norman Phillips, depict how easy it is to become involved in crime after indulging
in a number of risks for excitement. In
each case, the parents were too busy with
other activities to display any interest in
their children’s problem. The moral is one
a number of parent will take to heart. The
alert showman would do wise to enlist the
support of every group interested in the
problem of juvenile delinquency.

Tracking the Sleeping
Death
M-G-M

Rio de Janeiro

Pictorial

Harry

M-G-M

Moments
A Sporting Test

10 Minutes

African Holiday

sub-

jects which are beyond Benchley's humorous dissection. Happily, babies

(No. 1)

This series starts the new season off
in an auspicious manner. A new batch of
unusual ways of earning a living is presented in the customary entertaining manner. Starting with a man who runs an
armadillo farm where novelties are made
from the shells, there is an English woman
who wakes Londoners with her pea
shooter, a woman who makes expensive
dolls, another woman whose ugly face is
her fortune in Hollywood, another whose
hands are in demand, a woman whose
shapely legs are used for closeups, a Yaqui
Indian knife thrower and a Missouri farmer who trains bloodhounds.

it's babies. And you can be assured Benchley makes this a very di-

morning

(Paragraphic)

and

will raise a cheer at the appearance oi their idol in his latest disserta-

Among

Paramount

Benchley)

addicts,

tion on how
time

WEEK

to Raise a Baby

psychological

Tannhausser

Unusual Occupations
Paramount

(Miniature)

10 Minutes

Digging deep into the archives of scientific research, Metro comes up with a
miniature edition of a screenplay along
the lines of “Yellow Jack.” With Carey
Wilson doing the narration, this yarn of
the efforts of Sir David Bruce and his wife
to track the “sleeping death,” emerges
as absorbing subject. Locale is in British
Uganda and it shows how Bruce found the
tse-tse fly which is the carrier of the
dreaded sickness. The short reflects the
competent direction of Fred Zinneman.
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Merchandising

of Reissues
Dividends in Detroit

Pays
By H. F. REVES

^HE wave of revivals and reissues this
season is bringing a problem new to
many showmen, but an old one that has
been successfully answered for several
years by A. Milo DeHaven, manager of
the Belmont Theatre in Detroit, for the
Sam Brown circuit. Business during the
recent years of depression has been maintained at a fair level — not spectacular, but
consistently good — and steady — through
the use of a revival policy.
That location alone is not responsible,
but rather intelligent experiment and
adaptation of promotion policies is proved
by the history of successful revival policies pursued by De Haven for seven years,
in three states. He started this policy with
the Bolte and Wakefield theatres of the
John C. Bolte circuit in New York City,
of which he was general manager, later
following the same policy when he held
the same post with the Phil Chakeres
circuit in Ohio, before coming to the Brown
circuit. The Belmont already had a revival tradition, established through its
bringing back a few pictures as many as
a dozen times, but this was transformed
into the key policy of the house by De
Haven.
Straight

25-Cent

Policy

The Belmont is located in the heart of
Highland Park, chief north end suburb of
Detroit, and is in a very extensive suburban shopping center. It is also an important transfer and industrial center —
similar to Philadelphia’s famous new 69th
St. development.
The house operates at a straight 25cent admission at all times, and it opens
on a continuous policy from 9:00 a. m.
The early morning hours draw a nice
business from men working nights, particularly white collar workers and street
car men, for instance, with several factories and a car terminal nearby. The
one-price policy tends to maintain a high
calibre of daytime patronage, avoiding any
possibility of the house dropping into the
category of a grind patronage with its
long hours.
An advertising and promotion program
that covers every angle is the basis of the
house’s success. Newspaper space, for instance, is used generously for a neighborhood house. The Belmont uses a daily
one-inch, one-column display space in the
Detroit News, in addition to the regular
listing used in a series of brief column
announcements by practically all houses.
This special display — and this is the only
suburban house of anywhere near this size
to use such space — is devoted to announcement of current and coming attractions.
28

He Brings 'Em Back

A. MILO

DE HAVEN

allowing patrons to plan their theatregoing ahead.
A natural result of this use of space
has been a friendly attitude by the newspaper film editors, in giving frequent
“readers,” usually to the effect that “Anyone in Detroit who wants to see a revival
can do so by sending in their request to
the manager of the Belmont Theatre.”
Occasionally, too, lengthier stories on the
house have appeared. On June 17, for
instance, the Detroit Free Press in a signed
article by Editor James S. Pooler, devoted
22 inches to the house, and covered thoroughly the benefits of the idea from the
standpoint of the theatregoing public.
“Planned”

Displays

Displays and house advertising are
planned thoroughly, with “point of sale
advertising,” or lobby displays, of next
importance. A special 24x30-inch card, for
instance, was prepared for lobby use, headed “Do you want to see any of these pictures?” Beneath this were placed the titles
of 87 pictures, clipped from press books,
trade magazines, and other sources. Special work of this kind is very meticulous,
but important if the revival idea is to be
soundly merchandised.
Other types of cards are used at all
times, calling attention to the revival policy and listing old pictures. A shadow
box is now in the lobby, with the message, “If there is any picture you have
missed, kindly leave your request, and we
will inform you when it is to be shown.”
Prominently displayed, and worked into

BY

PRACTICAL

as much

SHOWMEN

of the promotional effort as

possible, is DeHaven’s slogan, “Pictures of
Yesterday are like treasures of the past.”
It is used as heading on special mailings,
letterheads, etc.
A series of three special trailers have
been prepared, and are constantly run in
the house, being alternated from time to
time to avoid staleness, calling attention
to the need of patron cooperation on making a revival policy successful. Attention
is called by the trailer to a special writing desk installed in the lobby, at which
the patron may fill out his request for
pictures.
At the present time, a herald is being
prepared in the form of a personal letter.
This is being distributed to the apartment
house trade. Special distributors who can
be relied upon are used, and passes are
given to the caretakers of each apartment
building who, in return, give the distributors the privilege of going through the
building and placing the heralds right under each apartment door. In this way,
there is no waste circulation, as the heralds enter directly into each apartment,
and go to a class of trade a little above
the average — suitable material to sell the
idea of the revival house to, as response
already has indicated. Direct mailing is
also used from time to time — with an excellent mailing list of past patrons built
up through the previous requests for picures, to be described later.
Fan

Clubs

Important

Star fan clubs have become an important factor in the situation. There are
many of these, of course, everywhere, and
DeHaven endeavors to get in touch with
them here, and notify the clubs whenever
a revival with their star will be presented.
One fan recently wrote in with a list
of pictures she would like to see, adding
“any real good Jean Harlow picture,” typifying the patrons who will join fan clubs,
or occasionally just be a fan without joining. Others write “25 of us got together
at our club and made out a list of old
pictures we would like to see again. Ours
is a movie club, and members consist of
husbands, wives, and we girls who bring
ourSuch
‘boy written
friends.’response
”
is typical of audience reaction to the house policy. De
Haven has an active file of 250 personally
written letters from customers, asking for

The Request
Detroit — The "Request Card” available for patrons of the Belmont Theatre
here carries the line:
"Pictures of Yesterday
sures of the Past!”
“If you've missed

are like Trea-

some

of the Big

Pictures here's your opportunity
them," the card invites.
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specific pictures. The writer has seen
many of these, and can vouch for their
authenticity.
Analyzing personal letters received, De
Haven reports four classes:
1. Persons who have learned of the revival policy from newspaper advertising,
chiefly, and want to suggest particular
pictures, or be informed when they are
playing.
2. Those who saw a particular film and
enjoyed it so much that they want to have
their friends, or perhaps a club, go. “Night
Must Pall” was one which drew this type
of letter especially, and was brought back
to the house again and again. Educators
appear most frequently in this class.
Teachers, for instance, have frequently
used some film as background or reference
in the classroom, and write the management that they would like to know when
the film can be shown, usually adding that
they will guarantee an attendance of perhaps 40 or 50 of their pupils when it
appears.
3. Those who missed the downtown
showing. These usually hear of the Belmont policy through friends, and request
to be advised of revival dates.
4. Letters of appreciation, from both
new and old customers. These come at
the rate of nearly one a working day, and
are definite proof that the policy is accepted as established. Many of them go
further and indicate really personal gratitude, as letters •wishing the manager a
“Merry Christmas” or whatever the season greetings may be, and just expressing
appreciation, without even a request for
any further specific pictures.
Wide

Drawing

Area

The Belmont draws a good steady patronage— there are about 75 customers who
are there without fail every week, others
less often. Business from the community
of Highland Park — population about 50,000
is only 20 per cent. The rest comes
from the entire metropolitan area of Detroit, including towns as far away as
Pontiac and New Baltimore — the latter, 40
miles away.
The patrons can be generally described
as the “carriage trade” class. The revival
policy would work in only a limited number of houses in any area, but the revival house will draw from the entire community. For this reason, it draws a better
class of trade than most neighborhood
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“It is my personal belief that there is nothing radically wrong with show business in general, except that many of our so-called great showmen have converted
theatrical institutions into palaces of chance, and have educated the ladies
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"Several of the Detroit newspapers, and a few local theatre men, have said
the Belmont Theatre presents successfully Old Pictures without Giveaways of
kind.

The

fact is that

we

MERCHANDISE

outstanding

revival

which is a big difference in the degree of showmanship." — A. Milo
Belmont Theatre, Detroit, in a letter to BOXOFFICE.

houses, except in exclusive sections. And
the trade tends to be more stable as well.
In addition to the letter file, De Haven
has a request file system, in which there
are ordinarily 1,300 to 1,400 active requests, made out on a prepared orange
form. The patron is given this form to
fill out, with name of desired film and
his own name and address. These are
then filed by pictures, and the names,
incidentally, added to the theatre’s extensive mailing list for publicity mailings.
Then, when the picture is booked into
the house, another special notice is sent
to the patron, so that he will be sure to
attend, without the bother of watching
for the particular film in the newspaper.
Pictures are booked on “hunches,” as
well as solely upon the number of requests on file — there are probably about
100 films requested at any one time, the
number of requests running from one to
several dozen each.
Program

Building

There were many requests to play
“Jungle Princess,” an old Paramount picture. De Haven, on one of his shrewd
hunches, has booked this with “Flying
Down to Rio,” an early musical, for which
there were few requests. This is typical
of revival program making, as explained
by De Haven:
“Booking revivals is like any other show
business. The combination of two pictures has to be good, and each must appeal to a different class of audience. The
second picture must be good enough to
appeal to the patron who came to see the
first primarily.
“Shorts occupy an important place on
the program. Current shorts are used
mostly with the revivals, and they are
planned to balance the bill. A variety
short will be used with a musical picture,
while a good short comedy will go with
a Double
heavy dramatic
feature.”
bill revivals
are the rule of the
house. While single bills would be desirable, they seem to be impossible here,
inasmuch as not more than one house

presentations,

DeHaven

of the

in the Detroit area is on a single-bill
policy, so that the Belmont, like other
theatres in Detroit, is forced to continue
duals in self-defense.
Film rentals prove about equal in cost
to those for current films, so that no
cheapening of operating costs in this factor
is to be anticipated.
Booking has to be planned somewhat
ahead, inasmuch as many prints must be
brought in from New York or other exchange territories. In many cases, De
Haven is able to secure his prints through
personal contacts with exchanges in certain territories, particularly in the South,
where many of the prints being revived
here are still playing.
Accessories for the films are ordinarily
available right in the city, from the film
service companies, or from De Haven’s
own old display stock, of which he has
a large quantity stored in a nearby theatre of the Crown circuit. Posters, of
course, are individually prepared.
“Scarface”

11 Times

An interesting story is going the rounds
of Detroit, that Monarch Exchange has
refused to allow the Belmont to book
“Scarface” again, claiming the house has
worn out all available prints — the picture
played there at least 11 times.
As this article was being written, word
came of an unusually quick repeat of a
double bill. “Naughty Marietta” and
“Night Must Fall,” which have both been
here several times, played there again recently, and are being brought back again,
for the same double bill, within three
weeks. Business on the first showing was
good, and these two look like perennial
favorites at the Belmont, along with such
films as “A Star Is Born” and “It Happened One Night.”
Among other revival favorites are “Trail
of the Lonesome Pine,” “My Man Godfrey,” “Mr. Deeds Goes to Town,” “Three
Smart Girls,” “San Francisco,” “Rose
Marie,” and “The Informer.”
29
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Kenosha Standard Chain Sells Metro Radio Tieup
Seasonal Films With Ad Series Details Into Mill
Kenosha,

Wis. — William

Exton,

mana-

ger of the Standard Theatres local houses,
went to bat for the motion picture industry in a recent series of newspaper advertisements. Copy in the first two-column
by three-inch advertisement read as follows:
“Attention all movie fans. Forget the
idle chatter and join the nationwide backto-the-movies campaign! Do you believe
everything you hear — or do you take true
facts as you read them?
“There has been a rumor afloat that
there is something wrong with the movies
released today! In this paper next Friday
I’ll give you facts that I guarantee will
make you sit up and take notice!”
Two more teaser ads of this type preceded the Friday three-column by page
length announcement, which was captioned: “Here’s My Answer! It takes a lot of
space to tell it— and a whole lot of time
to prepare it— but time and space mean
nothing — If I can but convince you of the
sincerity of my cry!
“What’s wrong with the movies? Or
is there anything wrong? There seems to
be a rumor afloat that major studios are
holding back the big pictures . . . and
there are no ‘good’ movies this summer.
“It is said . . . ‘It’s no disgrace to run
when you’re scared’ . . . But I’m not scared!
I have had the happy privilege of serving
Kenosha with entertainment for the past
four years. And to me . . . this summer’s
movies are better than ever. The following productions are being released by the
major studios for showing the Kenosha
first-run theatres.”
Included in the coming list of attractions were films produced by M-G-M, 20th
Century-Fox, RKO, Universal and Paramount.
Copy concluded with the statement:
“And once again I ask, what’s the matter
with our ‘summer’ movies? And my answer is . . . ‘They’re just as good as any
time!’ So my good friends, forget the idle
chatter, get into that happy ‘Back-to-theMovies Spirit’ and enjoy these big outstanding summer movie bookings that are
released from the studios and booked for
your continued entertainment regardless
of summer. Summer ends when school
starts, and all of the above will be boxoffice
history by then!”
Standard

in Oklahoma

Exploits Its August
Oklahoma

City

Hits

City — With

their goal one

of

the best gross months in years Standard
Theatres staff has begun exploitation of
August Hit Jubilee at all of their local
theatres. The Jubilee began with a home30

town newsreel shot of Mayor Frank Martin presenting a proclamation declaring
the Jubilee in effect to W. B. Shuttee,
Standard general manager. This clip was
shown in all of the Standard houses.
The program was backed by cooperative
ads, special trailers, individual house exploitation and every conceivable method
of exploitation that the organization has
used in the past. A special rotogravure
tabloid section was also used.

NUGGETS
AT artist
Kansas
City, the Newman Theatre
painted a map of the territory
covered in “The Texans” in bright colors
on the sidewalk directly in front of the
boxoffice. In spite of constant foot traffic, the map retained its bright freshness
and color all week and attracted passersby
like sugar does flies.
Shirts, sweaters, bikes, skates, balls, bats,
gloves and hundreds of other prizes presented 264 youngsters, who competed in
the Louisville Courier -Journal Soap Box
Derby, were being tried out following a big
night at the Rialto Theatre. Prizes were
distributed from the Rialto stage to every
bey whose home-made coaster rolled down
Derby Hill in a race.
As a tribute to Paramount’s “The Texans,” which recently had its world premiere showing at the Majestic Theatre,
San Antonio, and as an expression of welcome to the celebrities who attended this
special showing, Joske’s Bros, store on
Alamo Plaza, through the cooperation of
its customers, had on display in their windows ancient guns, lariats, saddles, boats,
photos and other old relics of Texas
that reflected the early history and spirit
of the Lone Star State.

Hollywood — As

its air show, “Good News of 1938” resumes September 1 after a summer layoff,
Louis K. Sidney, producer of the program,
said on his arrival from New York where
he spent three weeks on WHN business.
Essentially, it is planned to have a brief
preview of an M-G-M picture at least once
a week. So that exhibitors can coordinate
bookings, it is intended to send out notices when previews will take place. Bookings can then be arranged to have film
presentations follow in theatres shortly
after.
A1 Lichtman, assistant to Nicholas M.
Schenck, has had the idea in mind and
has felt that advance notices of air previews can work out effectively with exhibitors. Theatre bookings may be plugged
over the air as a result. Major Bowes,
for instance, announces his road unit bookings every week.
Sidney feels the radio program has accomplished some good results. M-G-M stars
are presented under their own management, he declares, and every effort is
made to give them proper material which,
he adds, reflects favorably on exhibitors
in the end. He says, further, that individual attention is given to roles each
personality performs on the radio.
“We are trying to build up a desire
with the public to see the pictures previewed and also to go to the movies and
see the stars,” Sidney asserts. Being a
theatre man in his own right, Sidney feels
he is in a position of knowing how to
project personalities before the public and
for the best interests of exhibitors.

New
New

Tops of Quick Arrow Soap Flakes boxes
are worth five cents toward admission at
Interstate theatres in San Antonio. Interstate houses plug the product in their
lobbies.

•
Manager Lester
Providence, Ky.,
feature, “What Is
licize his theatre.
answers, McCuan
Lido. The paper,
a credit line.

W. McCuan of the Lido,
utilizes the newspaper
Your News I. Q.” to pubFor most accurate news
gives free tickets to the
of course, gives McCuan

a result of suggestions

from Spyros Skouras, John Balaban,
Charles Skouras and William Brandt,
prominent affiliated and independent exhibitor leaders, M-G-M will direct considerable attention to projecting tieups
with theatres all over the country when

Haven , Baltimore
Herald
Shirley's Latest
Haven — A week in advance of play-

date, 24-sheet cutouts, 9 feet high, of Shirley Temple were hung in the lobby of the
Poli here for “Little Miss Broadway.”
A ringer for Shirley, Jeannie Pickhardt
modeled Temple styles at a leading department store, passed out 1,000 fan photos
of Shirley to children entering the show.
For the same film, Morris Mechanic of
the New, Baltimore, worked a tie with
the News-Post, awarding cash and free
tickets to Temple fans writing the most
complete list of tunes from her many
films, along with which tune appealed
most, and why.
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The

plan was

approved

on the spot and Ross

Federal

became nationwide.”
The exhibitor leaned forward. “ ‘Available to
all,’ ” he repeated. “To exhibitors, too?”
“Sure. We have done work for many exhibitors,
both in theatre and research lines. Circuits have us
check for them frequently.”
“What’s this research you mention?”
“Ross Federal does a lot of that. We make all
kinds of surveys, not only for film people, but also
for manufacturers, newspapers, radio stations, advertising agencies, etc. We study markets, find out what

N eminent exhibitor — a man you probably know- — recently paid a visit to our
New York offices. When the matter at hand
was settled, he arose to go.
“ Just a moment,” we said. ‘‘Now that
you’re here, would you like to have a look
around?”
He paused, then sat down. ‘‘There’s a
couple
mitted. of things I’d like to know,” he ad-

people

like and

“Okay, answer this one.” The exhibitor grinned.
“Isn’t it more expensive for the film companies, and
thus for us, to have a third party like Ross Federal
doing the checking? You make a profit, don’t you?”
“Naturally, we make a profit!” came our reply.
“A legitimate profit and no more. In fact, we slashed
our rates several times since we started eight years

they act.”

ago, I’ve wondered about the outfit and
this business of checking. What’s it all

to a pretty penny. That’s all done away with nowadays. If the distributor wants to check your house,
our man is right in your locality. He hops in his car

as aV/NE
matter

An odd question from a man who grew
up in the show business?
We thought not. You can never know

— we're 92%

to a discussion

of ‘‘this business of checking.” Would you
like to listen in? The conversation should
interest you!

ikl
JLJOOK,” said our visitor, “we exhibitors have
certain ideas about checking. Give it to me straight —
why should we be checked? Isn’t it a reflection on
our honesty?”
“Let’s answer the first question first,” we replied.
“And let’s dig into the fundamentals. Just so long
as there are percentage pictures, there must be a box
office check on those pictures. You have the theatre,
the distributor has the product. Neither is valuable
without the other. You are partners in business.
Therefore, the fairest possible system is profit-sharing
-— which, if you analyze it, is the basis of all partnerships. Checking is a vital part of that percentage, or
profit-sharing, system.”
“Why? Why a vital part?”
"Here’s the answer. You know the show business.
You know that the difference between red and black
ink exists at the box office. The public’s the judge.
To satisfy the public, the producer invests a whale

measure

his profits. Exhibitors are becoming more researchminded every day, showing an increasing interest
in finding out what their patrons want and how

long distances, put up in good hotels, etc. It amounted

up cigars and settled down

in products,

uO

ago — voluntarily. That saving is passed on to you.”
We continued: That’s not the only saving, either.
Think back to the time when there was no Ross

too much about the factors of your business— and checking is an important factor
in the motion picture industry.
So the exhibitor and a number of us lit

like

using three papers. We found that his patrons primarily read one paper, so he cut down on the other
two. It saved him considerable money. His box office
remained as high as ever, so he was actually increasing

‘‘Fire away,” we invited.
‘‘All right, I will. You might think me
pretty blunt, but I’m curious. Ever since
Ross Federal first checked my houses years

Iabo:ut , anyway?”

don’t

advertising,
and of
so research
on.”
“What kind
can exhibitors possibly
use?” our visitor inquired doubtfully.
“Here’s an example. An exhibitor in Pennsylvania
had us check into his newspaper advertising. He was

Federal.

your

Checking

was

expensive.

Men

were

motorized — and drives a few

traveled

miles to

“Just

theatre. He doesn’t go to a hotel after the show,

the same

as yours

would

be if you

were

have a job to do. We’ll do it despite opposition and
difficulties. But we prefer to work, naturally, in a

ul I
XI OW

pleasant atmosphere of cooperation.
“That is why Ross Federal goes out of the way
to help exhibitors in their work. Just so long as it
does not interfere with our own duties, of course. Our
men take care of the door, substitute as cashiers, etc.

did you fellows get in business, anyway?

the exhibitor

asked. “Some

of us would

like to know

what your relationship with the distributor is.”
“That’s a fair question,” we answered. Ross Federal
isprivately owned,
started.

Many a time we have run a theatre when
is taken ill or some emergency arises.

privately operated. Here’s how

“In 1930, the film companies came to the realization that something had to be done about checking.
It was costly and disorganized. So they got together
and devised some plans, even trying to use the services
of existing organizations in other lines of work. The

“It’s all in a day’s work.

We

the manager

feel that in the past

eight years we have done a lot to clear up differences
between branches of the industry. And this we know:
the motion picture industry is a more closely knit
group

experiments didn't pan out. The irregular hours
couldn’t be fitted into ordinary business schedules.
Also, you really have to know the show business to
work in it.

than

most

people

‘‘You know,”

“While this was going on, Harry Ross established
his own checking service, with headquarters in Chicago and branch offices in Milwaukee, Indianapolis
and Detroit. He felt he would be able to solve the

in it realize.

said the visiting exhibitor

as the conversation drew to an end, “this
little talk has given me some new angles on
checking. The trouble with you fellows is
that you have never told exhibitors where

checking problem, having been both an exhibitor
and distributor. He resigned his position as Paramount
district manager after a 14-year affiliation and incorporated Ross Federal Service, Inc., in April, 1930.

‘‘Maybe you’re right,” we
‘‘What do you propose?”

“Highly interested, executives of all the film companies gathered at the Union League Club, New
York, in July of that year. Mr. Ross was asked to
present his plan, which he did. It provided for the
consolidation of all checking activities in one trained
service organization, with the service available to all.

admitted.

stood.”
you
' It’s
simple,” he replied. ‘‘Just tell them
And you’ve
so we told
have. me.”
what

of a lot of money in big pictures. And he’s got to
protect that investment ! The picture that runs at
your
theatre is a valuable piece of property requiryc
ing the presence of a business representative. Actually,

in

"he checker is the bona fide representative of the disributor
and his job is to protect his client’s investent.
“Now,” we continued, “the film company must
et its rightful share of the box office receipts. That’s
good business, isn’t it? The corner grocery store has
a cash register, the theatre has a ticket machine. Does
that mean that all grocery clerks and theatre cashiers
are dishonest? Of course not ! Nor does the presence
of Ross
and

Federal

reflect on

the integrity of any

HDSS FEDERAL
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Executive
V
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ex-

hibitor. Ross Federal is the distributor’s cash register
ticket machine — an impartial, impersonal third

in

our
position,” we responded. “It is to the advantage
exhibitors?”
of all parties — distributor, exhibitor and ourselves — to be as businesslike and cooperative as possible. We

but drives home.”

we

morecuriosity,
question,”
“Just
of
whatsaid
is the
yourexhibitor,
policy toward

-
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TWO UNIVERSAL FILMS IN CLOSE RACE FOR HIGH
100

BOSTON
Fenway — I’ll Give
Booloo (Para)

a

Million

(AVERAGE
(20th-Fox);

CHARLOTTE
Broadway — Men Are Such Fools (WB)
Broadway — Women
in Prison (Col)
Carolina- — The Crowd Roars (M-G-M)
Carolina — Letter oi Introduction (Univ)
Imperial — Gateway
(20th-Fox)
Imperial — There’s Always a Woman
(Col)
State — Call the Mesquiteers (Rep)
State — Reckless Living (Univ)

80
75
110
100
85
90
120
100

Top Hits oi the Week
Letter

CHICAGO

of Paris — New

Gold

Mine

Little

100

Roosevelt — Little
held 2d wk

110

80
115
85

(Univ),

State-Lake — The Devil’s Party (20th-Fox),
plus stage show
United Artists — Love Finds Andy Hardy
(M-G-M), held 2d wk

of

The

Crowd

the

CINCINNATI
held

Family — Prison Farm
(Para)
Grand — Tropic Holiday (Para), 2d wk
Keith’s — I’ll Give a Million (20th-Fox)
Lyric — Sky Giant (RKO)
Palace — Cowboy From Brooklyn (WB)

Allen — We’re Going to Be Rich (20th-Fox),
4 days; Reformatory
(Col). 3 days
70
Hippodrome — Amazing
Dr. Clitterhouse (FN)..115
Palace — I’ll Give a Million (20th-Fox)
100
State — Professor Beware
(Para)
80
Stillman — Booloo (Para)
100

From

Finds

150
115
150
90
80

DENVER
75

Broadway — Lord Jeff (M-G-M) ; Fast Company
(M-G-M), after a week at the Orpheum....
85
Denham — Tropic Holiday (Para), 2d wk
70
Denver — Little Miss Broadway
(20th-Fox),
plus stage show
115
Orpheum — Mother Carey’s Chickens (RKO);
Sky Giant (RKO)
Paramount — When
Were You Bora? (FN) ;
My Bill (FN)
Rialto — White Banners (WB), after a wk. at
each the Denver and Aladdin; A
Trip to
Paris (20th-Fox)

105
100

Andy

New

Dr.

EXTENDED
Algiers,
York City.

3d

wk.,

Amazing
land, Ore.

Dr.

Birth

a

of

50
50
60
45

Lyric — Amazing
stage show

Dr.

Clitterhouse

(FN),

plus

Streets (Col)...
2d wk
(20th-Fox),

Uptown — Having Wonderful Time (RKO),
previously at Mainstreet (now closed)
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3d

wk.,

3d

and
wk.,

New

Stanley — Little
Stanton — Saint

Port-

Portland,

75
85
75
115

150
85

125
100
125
150
130

(20th-Fox);

125

MINNEAPOLIS
Aster — Prison Farm
(Para) ; Sinners in
Paradise (Univ)
Century — Port of Seven Seas (M-G-M)
Orpheum — Professor Beware
(Para)

90
100
80

State — Little Miss Broadway
Time — Uncivilized (SR)
World — Gaiety Girls (UA)

125
60
90

NEW

(20th-F'ox)

HAVEN

College — Tittle Miss Broadway
(20th-Fox);
One Wild Night (20th-Fox), 2d wk
Loew-Poli — Love Finds Andy Hardy (M-G-M);
Mr. Moto Takes a Chance (20th-Fox)
Paramount — Professor Beware
(Para);
Yroung Fugitives (Univ)
Roger Sherman — The Amazing Dr. Clitterhouse
(FN); Torchy Blane in Panama
(FN)

NEW

Sheik

Capitol — Love
2d wk

Finds

45

(Para)

reissue...-.

YORK
Andy

70
105

50
105
80
110
175
100
140

CITY

Hardy

Criterion — Booloo (Para)
Paramount — The Texans (Para),
show

(M-G-M),

105
75

plus

200

Miss Broadway
(20th-Fox)
of New
York (RKO)

. . . .

80
110

Alvin — Little Miss Broadway
(20th-Fox)
Barry — Thunder in the East (UA), reissue;
The Main Event (Col)
Fulton — Gangs of New York (Rep); Romance
of the Limberlost (Mono)
Penn — Love Finds Andy Hardy (M-G-M)
Stanley — Tropic Holiday (Para); Gene Autry
in person
Warner — Divorce of Lady X
(UA) ; The Kid
Comes Back (WB)

PORTLAND,
State— Tropic

Holiday

80
115
130
160
90

ME.

(Para);

PORTLAND,

100

My

Bill

(FN)..120

ORE.

Broadway — Birth of a Baby (GN), 3d wk
Mayfair — Amazing
Dr. Clitterhouse (FN) ;
Penrod’s Double Trouble (FN), 3d wk
Orpheum — The Texans (Para) ; Crime King
(RKO)
Paramount — Gateway
(20th-Fox); Keep
Smiling (20th-Fox)
United Artists — Love Finds Andy
(M-G-M); Prison Break (Univ)

Hardy

110
100
90
90
120

PROVIDENCE
Majestic — Amazing Dr. Clitterhouse (FN);
Men Are Such Fools (WB)
125
State — Crowd Boars (M-G-M); Invisible
Enemy
(Rep)
140
Strand — Prison Farm
(Para); Booloo (Para).. 100

SALT

LAKE

CITY

Capitol — The Chaser (M-G-M); Mr. Chump
(WB)
Centre — Crowd
Roars (M-G-M)
Studio — Rage of Paris (Univ), 2d wk
Utah — Amazing
Dr. Clitterhouse (FN) ;
Desperate Adventure (Rep)
Victory — Gangway
(GB); Renfrew
of the
Great White Trail (GN)

SAN

95
100
90
100
100

FRANCISCO

105

ORLEANS

Center — The Devil’s Party (Univ)
Globe — The Toy Wife (M-G-M)
Liberty — Romance
of the Limberlost (Mono)..
Orpheum — The Amazing
Dr. Clitterhouse
(FN)
Saenger — The Rage of Paris (Univ)
State — Love Finds Andy Hardy (M-G-M),
2d wk

NEW
95
90

130
100
100

Palace — Professor Beware
(Para); Mr. Moto
Takes a Chance (20th-Fox)
120
Riverside — Extortion (Col), plus stage show.. 105
Strand — Tittle Miss Broadway
(20th-Fox);
Romance
of the Limberlost (Mono)
90
Warner — The Amazing
Dr. Clitterhouse (FN);
Wives Under Suspicion (Univ)
115
Wisconsin — I’ll Give a
Million
Gangs of New York (Rep)

120

Stage:

PITTSBURGH

Ore.

MILWAUKEE

CITY

Midland — Algiers (UA); City
Newman — The Texans (Para),
Tower- — Little Miss Broadway
plus stage show

Clitterhouse,

Baby,

135

Chinese — Little Miss Broadway
(20th-Fox);
The Chaser (M-G-M)
Downtown — Amazing Dr. Clitterhouse (FN);
Mr. Chump
(WtB)
Four Star — Algiers (UA), 3d wk
Hillstreet — Having Wonderful Time (RKO);
Highway
Patrol (Col)
Hollywood — Same
as Downtown
Pantages — Same as Hillstreet
Paramount — Professor, Beware (Para), plus
stage show
State — Same as Chinese

Tudor — The

KANSAS

Angeles

135

Boyd — Mother Carey’s Chickens (RKO)
65
Earle— We’re Going to Be Rich (20th-Fox),
with
stage show, headed
by Frances
Langford
125
Fox — Amazing
Dr. Clitterhouse (FN), 2d wk. ..100
Karlton — Count of Monte Cristo (UA), reissue. 80
Keith’s — Cowboy
From
Brooklyn (WB), 2d
run
80

RUNS

Los

Castle
Fast

PHILADELPHIA

135

LOS ANGELES

40

INDIANAPOLIS
Apollo — I’ll Give a Million (20th-Fox)
Circle — Professor Beware
(Para)
Loew’s— Love Finds Andy Hardy
(M-G-M),
2d wk

135

Clitterhouse —

York

CITY

Brandeis — Sky Giant (RKO);
Man’s
(Col), reissue
Omaha— Shopworn
Angel (M-G-M);
Company
(M-G-M)
Orpheum — Professor Beware
(Para);
Toby Wing

140

Hardy —

Washington

110

DETROIT
Adams — Rascals (20th-Fox); One Wild Night
(20th-Fox)
Fox — Little Miss Broadway’ (20th-Fox),
plus stage show
Madison— Blockade (UA)
Michigan — Having Wonderful
Time
(RKO);
Woman
Again Woman
(M-G-M)
Palms-State — Booloo (Para) ; Professor Beware (Para), after a wk. at Michigan

Orleans

90
135
100

OMAHA

140

Brooklyn —

Washington

DALLAS

From Brooklyn (WB), after
the Denver and Aladdin

(dual) —

110

CLEVELAND

Aladdin — Cowboy
a wk. at each

Roars

150

120

110
110
115
110
110

Capitol — Gold Mine in the Sky (Rep)
Majestic — Three Blind Mice (20th-Fox)
Melba — Son ot the Sheik (Art)
Palace — Josette (20th-Fox)
Tower — The Texans (Para), 2d wk

150

Sheik — Dallas

Sheik — New

Amazing

175

Broadway —

Providence

Love

Orleans

wk.,

Criterion — Professor Beware
(Para), 6 days.. 80
Liberty- — Air Devils (Univ) ; Beloved Brat
(FN)
4 days
85
Liberty — Life Begins at Forty (20th-Fox);
Devil’s Party (Univ), 3 days
90
Midwest — Cowboy From
Brooklyn (WB)
75
State — Gangs of New York (Rep)
105
Tower — I’ll Give a Million (20th-Fox)
110

Sky — Dallas.. ..150

City

Son

85
115

in the

Miss

Kansas

OKLAHOMA

180

Rage

Cowboy

Apollo — Always Goodbye (20th-Fox),
2d loop wk
Chicago — Amazing
Dr. Clitterhouse (FN),
Rudy Vallee on stage
Garrick — Booloo (Para)
Palace — Little Tough Guy (Univ), plus
stage show

Albee — Little Miss Broadway
(20th-Fox),
over
Capitol — Amazing
Dr. Clitterhouse (FN),
2d wk

of Introduction —

Washington

The

Broadway

Radio City Music Hall — Algiers (UA), 3d
plus stage show
Rialto — The Chaser (M-G-M)
Roxy— Little Miss Broadway
(20th-Fox),
2d wk., plus stage show
Strand — The Amazing
Dr. Clitterhouse
(FN), 2d wk

50

Memorial — Mother Carey’s Chickens (RKO);
Sky Giant (RKO)
95
Metropolitan — Amazing
Dr. Clitterhouse (FN);
Passport Husband
(20th-Fox)
80
Orpheum — Love Finds Andy Hardy
(M-G-M);
Storm in a Teacup (UA)
130
Paramount — Same
as Fenway
60
State — Same as Orpheum
110

Miss

IS 100%)

stage
120

Clay — Storm in Teacup (UA), 2d wk
75
Fox — The Texans (Para); My Bill (FN)
105
Golden Gate — Reformatory
(Col), plus stage
show
95
Orpheum — Birth of a Baby
(FN) ; Maternal
Welfare (GN) ; Technicolor short, 2d wk.... 80
Paramount — Port of Seven
Seas (M-G-M);
We’re Going to Be Rich (20th-Fox), 2d wk. . . 85
St. Francis — Cowboy
From
Brooklyn
(WB);
Woman
Against Woman
(M-G-M), 2d d. t.
wk
85
United Artists — Algiers (UA)
130
Warfield — Professor, Beware
(Para) ; Penrod’s
Double Trouble (FN)
110

WASHINGTON
Capitol- — I’ll Give a Million (20th-Fox), plus
stage show
Columbia — Fast Company
(M-G-M)
Earle — My Bill (FN), plus stage show
(Zasu Pitts)
Keith’s — Letter of Introduction (Univ)
Metropolitan — Gangs of New
York (Rep)
Palace — Love Finds Andy Hardy
(M-G-M) ....
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SCREEN PLAYWRIGHTS PLAN LAST-DITCH FIGHT
Enthusiastic

Talent

Support

For Trade Goodwill
As September 1, date set for the launching of the “Motion Pictures’ Greatest
Year” campaign, approaches, the local
unit of the committee set up to engineer
the drive is becoming increasingly more
active, several developments here indicating that Hollywood’s part in the ballrolling tactics will have plenty of strength
behind it.
As one important factor in local participation, Gabe Yorke, heading the executive campaign committee here, secured the enthusiastic support of the
the Screen Actors Guild, which support
was pledged by the SAG at a board meeting Tuesday night.
The actors affirmed their belief, in delivering the pledge through President
Robert Montgomery, that the $1,000,000
campaign will prove a tremendous stimulus
to general business conditions as well as
a shot-in-the-arm for ailing boxoffices.
Preliminary work by the campaign
committee here was further enhanced by
the optimistic notes sounded by three
studio executives returning from eastern
trips. Twentieth Century-Pox’s Darryl
Zanuck, in particular, predicted upon his
return from Europe that the better-business drive would set an all-time high in
production expenditures and returns and
would further launch a new era of prosperity in the film capital. Echoing Zanuck’s rosy prophecies was Edward Small,
United Artists producer, who declared that
“everyone is agreed that our great newspaper advertising campaign is an intelligent way to stimulate business.” Similar

Two lor Fields
Concluding negotiations underway for
some time, Universal has signed a twopicture deal with W. C. Fields, under
which the veteran comedian will star in a
pair of films to be produced by Lester
Cowan. First will be “You Can’t Cheat an
Honest Man,” from a Fields original,
which George Marion jr., is scripting for
a September 15 start.
BOXOFFICE
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Latest War-Cry Follows
The NLRB Election
Of SWG

Campaign

in gist was the optimistic statement issued
by W. Ray Johnston, president of Monogram, when he trained in.
Meanwhile

Will Hays

himself expressed

the prediction that the industry-cooperation drive will increase boxoffice receipts
by $20,000,000 before it draws to a close
October 31, and declared the campaign
“may be the means of starting a general
movement of industry to spend its way out
of the recession.”
While these cheering pictures were being painted, the local committee itself was
perfecting its campaign plans. Prominent
film scenarists are hard at work on byline stories to be planted with the nation’s newspapers as their contribution to
the drive. Cliff Lewis, who has been appointed to head the general exploitation
committee, named as his aides Tom Alfred of 20th Century-Fox; Irving Rubine,
Warner; Russell Phelps, Walter Wanger;
Harry Loud, Metro; Cy Allen, RKO Radio;
Jack Sherman, Orpheum Theatre; Willis
Kinnear, Paramount Theatre; Bob Kesner, Hillstreet Theatre, and Dean Hyskell
of Fox West Coast.
Frank Whitbeck and his short-subjects
and trailers committee have selected
“500,000,000 People Can’t Be Wrong” as
the title of the short they will produce
for nationwide exhibition in conjunction
with the drive. Lou Harris of Paramount,
and Herman Hoffman of Metro, will assist Whitbeck in making the film, with an
all-star cast of actors, writers and other
talent to be lined up for the project.

Signs
" Bill
Bader," Pawnee
who recently
opened

Dave

a

talent agency here, has placed “Pawnee”
Bill, old-time Indian fighter, under an exclusive management contract and has acquired film rights to his life story. Several studios are dickering for the story
property, with Bader also reporting plans
to construct a radio program around the
veteran’s adventures.

Following the course they had vowed
to pursue at the time the Screen Writers
Guild won its decisive National Labor Relations Board election, the rival Screen
Playwrights, Inc., and the producers
again have declared their intention of
making the jurisdictional battle a lastditch fight, their latest war-cry coming
shortly after the NLRB in Washington,
D. C„ certified the SWG as sole bargaining agent for writers in the film industry.
The long-awaited certification, effective
in 13 of the 18 film studios named in the
original SWG bargaining petition, called
for no unexpected comments by the SP
or the producers, both of which groups
have several times forcefully reiterated
that they will carry the battle through to
the United States supreme court, if necessary, to prove their point that the NLRB
has no jurisdiction over film scriveners and
that the film industry is not engaged in
interstate commerce.
The NLRB certificate over-ruled objections to the election, filed by the companies involved, as being without merit,
and will next direct the producers to
negotiate a working agreement with the
writing body. This, as frequently announced by them in the past, the producers will refuse to do, whereupon in
all probability the labor board will cite
them for contempt and the court battles
will be on.
Facing the probability that its position
has been materially weakened through the
resignation of James Kevin McGuinness,
a founder-member, the SP, through President John Lee Mahin, nevertheless absorbed news of the SWG’s certification by
reiterating its contention that the contract which the Playwrights now hold with
the producers is valid and that the NLRB
cannot set it aside. McGuinness left
the SP fold and applied for membership
in the SWG because, he explained, he
had been unsuccessful in attempting to
persuade the SP to affiliate with the SWG
in a body. The SP board of directors met
Tuesday

night and accepted McGuinness’
(Continued on page 39)
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Production
Keel

Maintains

With 43

Hollywood’s sound stages found themselves even-steven with last week’s production pace as the week opened, 43 pictures being in work and with ten slated
to hit the cameras during the week.
Although slightly under the high marks
set a few weeks ago, chiefly because most
studios are well ahead of their 1938-39
schedules, the shooting pace is considered
satisfactory insofar as employment and
work calls are concerned.
Well

out in front was

Warner

Bros.,

starting its aviation re-make, “Dawn
Patrol,” to bring the total in production
to ten — a new season record and a gain
of one over last week. During the balance of August and in September another ten features will be shoved into production, assuring the lot of an unbroken
busy spell.
After slight delays, Paramount gunned
“King of Chinatown” and “St. Louis
Blues” as the week opened, thus registering a total of eight in work, one more
than last week. The remainder of August
will see “Disbarred,” “Say It in French,”
“Bulldog Drummond vs. Scotland Yard”
and others hitting the cameras.
Metro, after carding three blank weeks
insofar as new starts were concerned,
broke the idle spell by placing “Vacation
From Love,” featuring Dennis O’Keefe,
in production. The washup of another
film over the weekend kept the index at
six on the sound stages. “Out West With
the Hardys” and “Northwest Passage,”
set for August 15 starts, and “Idiot’s Delight,” to be gunned August 22, are on
the studio’s to-come schedule.
The selection of Robert Fiske for the
male lead removed the last obstacle to the
launching of “Thoroughbred,” an Edith
Fellows vehicle, at Columbia, keeping that
studio’s shooting total at five pictures.
Coming up, via Coronet Productions, is
another Buck Jones western, which Columbia will release.
Also training its cameras

on five ve-

hicles is Universal, including "Swing That
Cheer,” a new start this week, Max Golden’s initial production assignment at the
studio, and accounting for a gain of one
over last week’s figure. Definite starting
dates on 11 more were set by Cliff Work,
vice-president and production manager,
carrying through until October. “Service
DeLuxe,” featuring Constance Bennett,
will get underway August 15, to be followed by “Adam’s Evening,” “The Storm,”
“The Sun Never Sets,” “Exposed,” “Destry
Rides Again,” “Saints in Training,” “Rio,”
“Three Smart Girls Grow Up,” a “Buck
Rogers” serial and an untitled chapter
play dealing with the Boy Scouts.
Running at half-throttle, Republic
gunned “Overland Stage Riders,” a Three
Mesquiteers western, to supplement “The
Return of Billy the Kid,” already in production. Associate Producer William
Berke has lined up several additional Gene
Autry and Three Mesquiteers vehicles,
Autry being set for “Pony Boy,” “Cactus
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Even

Under

Lights

Cavalier,” “Western Jamboree,” “Roving
Tumbleweeds” and others, and the Mesquiteers slated to appear in “Santa Fe
Stampede” and “The Texas Steers.”
Other pictures due for early starts are
“Dr. Judith Randall,” “Murder at the
Dogshow” and “Lady in the News.”
Twentieth Century-Fox, well ahead of
schedule, idles along with four pictures in
work. “A Very Practical Joke,” got the
starting nod as the week opened. Coming
up are “Jesse James,” geared for an August 15 stai't on location in Pineville, Mo.;
“Down on the Farm,” “Kentucky,” “The
Average Man,” “Mr. Moto Takes a Vacation,” and “Big Town Girls in Reno.”
RKO Radio sent two pictures to the
cutting rooms over the weekend, supplementing them by starting “A Man to Remember,” under Producer Robert Sisk. The
studio thus has three productions on its
sound stages. Among the eleven films
get for late August and September starts
are “Annabel Takes a Tour,” “Law Comes
to Tombstone,” “Miss X,” “Picardy Max,”
“Trailer Romance” and “Pacific Liner.”
Next United Artists producer to swing
into action will be Walter Wanger, who
plans to gun “Trade Winds,” with Tay
Garnett directing, on August 15. Alan
Campbell and Dorothy Parker are currently polishing the script. This will be
followed by Selznick International’s “Made
for Each Other,” hitting the cameras
September 1. Nearing completion now,
for UA release, is Samuel Goldwyn’s “The
Lady and the Cowboy.”
Announcing that six pictures will be in
production within 30 days, Monogram
nevertheless had no new starts this week,
but continued shooting on “Mexicali Kid,”
a Jack Randall western, and “Wanted by
the Police,” starring Frankie Darro.
Among the projected starts are “Mr. Wong,
Detective,” first of a series starring Boris
Karloff; “Gang Bullets,” an E. B. Derr
production; Jackie Cooper in “Gangster’s
Boy,” and Edward Finney’s next Tex Ritter western, “Roll, Wagon, Roll.”

Nat Levine Incorporates ;
Reported

After UA Outlet

Indicating that he plans to get into action in the near future, Nat Levine, who
last week rented headquarters and shooting space at Selznick International, has
filed articles of incorporation at Sacramento for Nat Levine Productions. Albert
E. Reney and J. S. Kessler are listed as
directors. Albert Levoy, who was a producer at Republic when Levine was president of that company’s studio subsidiary,
is a member of the organization as aide to
Levine, who is reported to be negotiating
for a United Artists release.

Independent Surge
Shows No Letdown
The heartening upswing of independent
production in past weeks showed no signs
of abating, several new films being slated
to hit the cameras this week and diversified activities indicating that the present revival will continue throughout the
season.
From

the east came word that accompanying Dr. A. H. Giannini, former president of United Artists, to Hollywood will
be Gabriel L. Pascal, a British independent producer, to look over the coastal
situation and perhaps enter into a filmmaking enterprise here. Pascal recently
finished production of “Pygmalion,” a
high-budget feature, in England, basing
it on the play by George Bernard Shaw.
Starting date on B. W. Richards’ Standard Pictures production, “20,000,000
Witnesses,” received another setback
when1 George Jessel and the producer
tore up their contract whereby Jessel was
to have the lead in the film. Richards,
who had planned an August 15 start, has
decided to hold it over until Sally Rand,
who has been given the feminine lead,
has completed her stage commitments in
summer stock. Meantime, Standard is
whipping a
script into shape from
“Among Those Present,” a stage play,
ture.
to be used as its initial production venThe Jessel-Richards deal was called off
reportedly because of a disagreement over
the script between the comedian and
Richards.
New

productions

rector; and B. F. Zeidman’s “Masked
Phantom,” featuring a new cowboy player, Randy' Rawlins, which will be staterighted by Malcolm F. Browne productions. All were to get the gun this week.
Heading for the cutting rooms was
“Songs and Saddles,” first of the pictures
to be made by Roadshow Productions,
featuring Gene Autry. Max and Arthur
Alexander and Autry are partners in the
company, which plans several musical
westerns for roadshow release with Autry
tagging along for personal appearances.
A new independent company entered
the production picture with the incorporation by Ralph Ravenscroft, former aide
to Harry Sherman, of Pictorial Pictures. Ravenscroft has taken shooting
space and headquarters at General Service Studios and is planning an early
start on “Navajo,” to be made with an
all-Indian cast, mostly on location in New
Mexico.
Midget-conscious

Paramount Suspends Raft
Charging that the actor refused to work
in “St. Louis Blues,” Paramount has suspended George Raft.

on the line for early

starts include another “Renfrew” picture to be made by Phil Goldstone’s
Criterion Pictures for release through
Grand National, Jimmy Newill starring
and Elmer Clifton as the director; Fine
Arts’ “Cipher Bureau,” also for GN and
third of that new company’s productions,
with Charles Lamont as producer-di-

Jed Buell, producer of

the first half-pint western, “The Terror
of Tiny Town,” disclosed that he will sail
for Europe within three weeks to round
up more midgets for future film efforts.
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RELIABLE
IT WAS

not by chance that Eastman

X became

the world’s most

Super

widely used

motion picture negative. Super X simply
proved

over

the world’s

and

over

that it yielded

finest photographic

The industry takes no chance
ing to use
Eastman

this famous,

Kodak

in continu-

reliable film.

Company,

N. Y. (J. E. Brulatour,

quality.

Rochester,

Inc., Distributors,

Fort Lee, Chicago, Hollywood.)

EASTMAN

SUPER

PANCHROMATIC
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Long-Delayed Producer-Labor Academy Advances
Parleys in New York Aug. 15 Reorganization Plan
The eyes of students of the Hollywood
labor situation, long focused on the complexities of union alignments and jurisdictional battles here, are due to be turned
toward New York next week, word having
been received from the east that the longdelayed annual producer-labor conferences
regarding changes in the basic pacts held
with five labor unions will open there
August 15. The conferences, originally
slated to open in April, received setback
after setback, due principally to the unsettled employment conditions within the
studios, which only now are definitely assuming a healthier aspect.
Pat Casey, labor contact for the Hays
office, has been in New York for several
weeks conferring with international leaders of the American Federation of Musicians, teamsters, carpenters, International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employes and electrical workers, which now
are signatories to the basic studio agreement. On his way east now is William
Bioff, Pacific Coast representative of the
IATSE, to aid Casey in setting the machinery for the confabs in motion.
The Hollywood labor scene was virtu-

Storey
" Arkansaw " Lead
Republic has borrowed June Storey from
20th Century-Fox for the feminine lead in
“Down in Arkansaw,” hill-billy musical
which Producer Armand Schaefer sends
before the cameras August 16. Ralph
Byrd, Berton Churchill, Pinky Tomlin, the
Weaver Brothers and Elviry head the
cast, with Nick Grinde directing.

ally dormant, the most discussed subject
being developments in the Sacramento
grand jury’s investigation into reasons for
the abrupt termination last November of
a probe instituted by the legislature’s capital-labor committee into the workings and
records of the IATSE. Postponement of
the probe until October 1, after William
Bioff, of the IATSE, and William H.
Neblett, local attorney, among others, has
been subpoenaed and called to give testimony, was ordered by Special Counsel
George M. Naus. Neblett testified that
William Mosely Jones, speaker of the assembly who ordered the investigation, had
been employed by him for 30 days, while
Assemblyman Kenneth B. Dawson, a member of the committee, declared the probers had been “sold down the river.”
Following the filing of protests by representatives of the carpenters, transportation drivers and painters locals, M-G-M
this week agreed to use only studio union
men to construct location sets at McCall,
Idaho, for “Northwest Passage.” The
studio had originally planned to use available labor from the territory around McCall.

Confers

With Dancer

For conferences with Pandro Berman,
executive producer at RKO Radio, Irene
Castle McLaughlin, of the once-famous
dance team, has arrived here. She is to
huddle with Berman on the next Fred
Astaire-Ginger Rogers vehicle, “The
Castles,” based on the lives of Vernon
Castle and Mrs. McLaughlin.

expansion

move

made

necessary by Cinecolor's consistent progress
is the magnificent new $250,000 plant now
being erected in Burbank and shown above
in architect's drawing — another monument
to the widespread acceptance of this remarkable color process!
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organization’s membership met and unanimously approved the broad new program
drafted by a committee headed by W. S.
Van Dyke.
Approved of the members follows an
official okay of the plan handed down
some weeks ago by the Academy’s board
of governors, which plan included the creation of a radio program, establishment
of a number of “scholarships” for promising young creative and production talent and the building of a club house as
the social and business meeting place for
the Academy’s members.
A slight change in the setup of the
pending radio show was suggested and
adopted by the members, under which original plans to secure a sponsor for the
broadcast have been scrapped. The airshow will be sponsorless, with the probability that its entertainment value will
cause one of the nation-wide networks
to book it on free air time.
Those attending and casting their votes
of approval:
John Arnold, Lionel Atwill, Joan and
Constance Bennett, Herbert Biberman,
Charles Brackett, Houston Branch, Frank
Capra, Jack Chertok, Walter Connolly,
Donald Crisp, Melvyn Douglas, Howard
Estabrook, Frederick Gibbons, William
Goetz, Edmund Goulding, Sid Grauman,
Raymond Hatton, George Irving, Rian
James, Grover Jones, Edwin Knopf, Mervyn LeRoy, Sol Lesser, Anatole Litvak,
Frank Lloyd, Harold Lloyd, Gene Lockhart, Ernst Lubitsch, John Lee Mahin, J.
Farrell McDonald, Rouben Mamoulian, E.
J. Mannix, Lewis Milestone, Jane Murfin, Ned Marin, Fred Niblo jr., Reginald
Owen, Ernest Pascal, Mary Pickford,
Harry Rapf, Phil Rosen, Hal Rosson,
David O. Selznick, Norma Shearer, Joseph
Sistrom, Allen Scott, Jo Swerling, Ernst
Vajda, W. S. Van Dyke, Josef Von Sternberg, Walter Wanger, William Wellman,
Sol Wurtzel and Darryl Zanuck.

EXPANSION
The latest business

The Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences took further steps to perfect the reorganization plan by which it
will re-create its position as a clearing
house for cultural and technical developments within the film industry, when the

" Gettysburg " Added to
Albert Lewin Schedule
“Gettysburg,”

a story of the Civil War

battle, has been added to Albert Lewin’s
1938-39 production schedule at Paramount,
after being under tentative consideration
for more than a year. Clifford Odets has
written a screen treatment for the picture, which Henry Hathaway will direct.
Other Lewin productions will be
“Knights of the Round Table,” which Talbot Jennings is scripting, “Two Bad Hats,”
by Monckton Hoffe, and “The Amazing
Marriage,” by Rebecca West.
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SPEARHEADS

HEDDA (Actress-Turned-Columnist)

than

takes to task such well-established motion picture personalities as Melvyn Douglas, Miriam Hopkins,
Paul Muni, Gloria Stuart and Frank Tuttle for their participation in “that Motion Picture Democratic Committee, proRoosevelt, pro-New Deal . .
Hopper

their living from the public, and I don’t
believe the public is interested in their political, racial or religious affiliation. What

unemployed
Herr

was

Direktor

not

Reinhold

lessened

any

Schunzel's

initial ef-

resent the “fumbling drollery’’ and “lame
quip” printed here two weeks ago about
“Sam” and “Sadie,” the trained fleas allegedly imported for parts in “Zaza.” He
proudly admits fatherhood of the tulex
irrita7is ( fleas to you, Bill), or, at least,
the idea of importing them, and declares

Breen’s phonograph
a typical month were
sound needles which
would cover approxi-

mately 280,000 miles.”
The whole thing is pretty frightening
when you look at it that way.

in his verbose squawk “the flea stunt was
one of the most successful stunts from a
publicity standpoint that we have had

While Jerry Olenick, free-lance publicist, plants the startling information
that: “Ed Loiory’s home was entered by
a sneak thief and all that was taken was

around here for some time.”
Which, if true, might make it a good
idea for Herb Moulton to retire Bill and

a typewriter.”
The thief made

install “Sam” and “Sadie” permanently on
the publicity department payroll. Then
everyone could start from scratch.

Toss a sincere bouquet in Eddie Cantor’s
direction for the pure humanity of the
man and his loyalty to his race. After
consuming a lot of his valuable time and
■no small amount of his own money, the
screen, stage and radio comedian is back
from a benefit cruise that raised a halfmillion dollars for the Jewish children
refugees from Germany.

a serious mistake. He

should

have purloined Olenick’s Underwood. Or maybe he was just getting even
with Lowry, who has been stealing gags
for years.

eral opinion that M-G-M
line when

it imports

scores

of competent

grown

up

with

is pretty

German

far out

megaphonists

the industry

the gen-

directors

Those

of

while

who

who

included

have

in Hollywood

in

were

Crosby,

aided

by

fortunate

Paramount's

enough

and

Bing

Paramount's

genial

publicists,

where

on the alleged
You Sinners."

they

were

"privileged"

to wager

a

few

best

racehorses prior to seeing Bing's latest, "Sing
And, while many of them came home nursing

picture

of the week

and

easily

the

crooner-race-

There

can

meaty

be

no

boxoffice

construction

coupling

with

doubt

that the

score.

It has

than

most

also-rans

included

another

moppet

topflight

Gene

from

Autry

western from Republic, "The Man From Music Mountain," fresh
and timely as to story, expertly directed by loe Kane and
rating
20th
be

applause

all around

Century-Fox's

as

as

popular

a

slap-bang

Jones

Family

action

feature

in "Safety

. . .

in Num-

bers," standardly good in performance and story and sure to
well-received at the boxoffice as have its predecessors

. . . Metro's "Rich Man, Poor Man," in which the competent
Robert Young finds the going a bit tough against Lew Ayres,

track-impresario's best to date.

impressive

four

highly-talented

bob

a strong hunch that "Sing, You Suckers" might have been a
more appropriate title for the offering — on that day, at least —
it was the unanimous opinion that the Crosby starrer was by
far the

he will continue his anti-Nazi activity here by going ahead with his fundraising efforts for Jewish refugees who
want to go to Palestine.

the latter a thoroughly lovable and
whom big things can be expected.
The

track

And

Crosby's

on Hollywood

threw a party for Hollywood's reviewers and assorted free-lunch
snatchers last week, taking them by special train to the Del
Mar

to be

delightful preview party at the crooner's Del
Mar racetrack last week learned to their re-

are

A Horse
Crooner

faster

Chaplin’s attorneys have already succeeded in preventing Futter from dubbing
a voice in Charlie’s mute mouth and are
bending every effort toward blocking Futter’s plans for consummating the project
at all. In which battle Chaplin should
have the whole-hearted and solid moral
support of Hollywood, since it seems manifestly unfair that one man should be permitted to injure another’s popularity
through unauthorized exhibition of his
less favorable and outmoded screen appearances.

a local newspaper:

“If all of Bobby
records issued during
played but once, the
reproduce his voice

Praiser Bill Hebert arises to

Hollywood

much

1914, proposes to re-edit them into a feature-length picture under the title “I
Knew Him When,” adding continuity and
a slim story through new sequences which
he will shoot himself.

when

fort for Leo, "Rich Man, Poor Girl," was unfolded for preview audiences last week.

From

Anti-Nazi

move

thereby passing up several hundred thousand dollars in profits therefrom, and has,
further, spent large sums to buy up most
of the negatives of his early Thespic efforts in order to prevent them from being so re-issued. Now Fred Futter, who has
acquired four Chaplin comedies, vintage

Qy Ivan JSpta>t.

do you think?”
Perhaps Douglas, Muni, Stuart, et al„
have some pretty definite ideas about actresses— assuming Mrs. Hopper still presumes to include herself in that category
— who take on columning and undertake
to indict those who are provenly more successful as Thespics.

In definitely

pictures

To safeguard his boxoffice popularity,
Charlie Chaplin has consistently refused
to re-issue his past comedy successes,

Says Hedda: “It’s none of my business,
but actors are entertainers, who make

Paramount

gret that Bing's
his horses.

feature
more

preceding

the fine supporting

will chalk

an

who

and

the

picture

stories, which,

and

none

human
Crosby

cast and

up

appeal

the expert

guidance

gleefully

wraps

up

a swell

with

it. Picture

too well

handled

comedy

in general

by Herr

part and

nearly

is spottily

Reinhold

steals

constructed

Schunzel,

German

of Producer-Director Wesley Ruggles,
plenty to satisfy any and all celluloid

endows the film with
tastes. Outstanding in

import, in his first American task . . . and Warner's "Four
Daughters," serving primarily as a tear-jerking vehicle which
features the screen debuts of a pair of likeable and competent

support

newcomers,

actors

and

are

Fred

MacMurray

and

two

Ellen

Drew

Donald O'Connor, the former a personable miss displaying unusual promise for a first time at bat in the big leagues.
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in Jeffery Lynn and John Garfield.
ticular, should carve himself a huge chunk
fortune.

The latter, in parof Hollywood fame
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William

Powell

Campbell
One of the boldest advances

Airshow
into enemy

territory yet recorded in the exhibitorradio competition feud was made when,
virtually completing the lineup for the
new Hollywood Hotel airshow this fall,
William Powell, Metro star and a top
film name, was signed as master of ceremonies and headlining actor in the new
Campbell Soup series.
Powell’s signature was affixed by the
Ward Wheelock advertising agency, producers of the show for the Columbia network. Details as to the length of his contract or his specific duties have not as
yet been forthcoming, but it is certain
that he will appear weekly during the
1938-39 broadcasting season, and it is
generally considered probable that a
stock company of other Hollywood Thespics will be signed to supplement Powell.
Many

More

Big

Names

Set

That radio’s raids on Hollywood talent,
despite the continued complaints of
showmen against such tactics, will be carried on in full force throughout the season was indicated not only by the signing of Powell, but through the disclosure
by CBS that no less than eight other
film stars will be featured in regular
microphonic chores, including Eddie Cantor, A1 Jolson, Edward G. Robinson, Claire
Trevor, Jean Hersholt, Joe Penner and
Jack Haley, with the expectation that
more will be lined up shortly.
Agency and network officials are going ahead rapidly to complete the structure of Powell’s Hollywood Hotel show,
earlier in the week having signed Victor
Young as musical director, replacing Raymond Paige, and booking Frances Langford and Jean Sablon as featured vocalists.
Ken Niles will announce, the program to
start September 9.
Negotiations concerning theatre owners’
other potential competitor, the projected Screen Actors Guild-Motion Picture
Relief Fund show, were transferred to
New York, with the departure of Tom
Revere, of Benton and Bowles agency,

Republic Personnel
Realigned bg Yates
While the stable production pace kept
employment and work calls at an encouraging level during the week, whitecollar and executive workers were the targets of several personnel changes and
transfers.
One of the first actions of Herbert J.
Yates, chairman of Republic’s board of directors, upon his arrival here for a threeweek stay at the studio, was to initiate a
re-alignment of the executive production
setup, at the same time hastening to assure the studio personnel that there would
be no dismissals. Under the new structure M. J. Siegel becomes the sole execu-
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Set to Emcee
Over

CBS

and Harold Hackett of the Music Corp.
of America — who have been edging close
to a deal here — for the east. The transaction, under which the SAG would contribute the services of its top acting
talent, the fund to receive the proceeds
from the show, has been reported close
to signing here for several weeks.
New

DL-M

Studios

Confirmed

Also of interest to Radio Row was the
confirmation, at long last, that the Don
Lee-Mutual system has opened negotiations
for the construction of new studios in
Hollywood, on a tract of land between the
old CBS studios and the National Broadcasting center on Sunset Blvd. DL-M’s
general manager, Lewis Allen Weiss, is
studying blueprints, having recently returned from a trip east during which he
observed a general note of optimism regarding the future of radio, particularly
in Hollywood.
One program casualty was reported during the week, Jerry Belcher’s “Interesting
Neighbors” weekly show being set to go
off the air August 28. A dance program
will be piped in from the east via NBC
to replace it.
On Wednesday night Walter Wanger
was the guest of Knox Manning, commentator, and his “Headlines on Parade,”
going out over CBS. Wanger, United Artists producer, discussed “Blockade.”
Checking in from a two-week vacation
to plunge into pre-autumn preparations
was Harrison Holliway, station manager
of KFI-KECA, NBC outlets.
Local radio technicians and engineers
were allowed .to peer around the corner
behind which television has been lurking when, during the week, Farnsworth
Television, Inc., demonstrated its latest
advances in sight- and-sound transmission
and reception. Witnesses to the demonstration reported that images, on a 9 by
12-inch screen, were clear and steady.
Officials of the company claim good reception is possible up to distances of 50
miles.
tive producer, with Sol Siegel and Charles
E. Ford, who had been executive producers
in charge of features and westerns, respectively, assuming posts as associates.
Siegel will produce the company’s four
Anniversary Specials. Ford takes charge
of the Roy Rogers westerns. Further new
assignments find Harry Grey taking over
the Gene Autry films, William Berke supervising t'he Three Mesquiteers features and
Robert Beche handling the serial output.
George Nichols jr., Bernard Vorhaus,
Jimmy Gleason and Joe Kane remain as
producer- directors, while retaining their
producer status are Herman Schlom, Armand Schaefer and Sol Siegel.
On the Goldwyn lot the staff was hit by
one departure and the notification that
another is impending. A1 Vaughan resigned as head of the producer’s publicity
department to accept a position on Frank
Seltzer’s publicity staff at the Hal Roach
studio, with John Miles taking over for

Interest Again to
Animated Features
With Walt Disney’s phenomenal “Snow
White and the Seven Dwarfs” now drawing to a close in its runs in neighborhood
houses, Hollywood’s attention again is on
future plans for the production of similar
feature-length cartoons, not only by Pioneer Disney but by several other cartoonmaking organizations which have been
reported, at various times, as being right
on the starting line.
Latest announcement to revive interest
in the subject came from the Walter
Lantz organization at Universal. Lantz
declares he has cleared picture rights to
the title, “Aladdin and His Wonderful
Lamp” and that he is preparing to launch
work on the Arabian Nights tale for U
release. He has secured a $750,000 budget for the task, and is now supervising
color tests and whipping the story into
shape.
Disney himself is well along with the
animation

work on “Pinoccio,” which feature-length offering will be followed by
“Bambi,” an animal story, and “Ferdinand, the Bull,” rights to which he acquired some months ago from Author
Monroe Leaf.
Leon Schlesinger has made no further
definite announcements regarding his
plans to follow Disney’s trail, having several times indicated that he would bow
to the popular fancy and turn out a fulllength cartoon if the demand were great
enough. Schlesinger has consistently
maintained, however, that public reaction
to animated cartoons is more satisfactory if the offerings are held down to one
and two-reel lengths.
In the east, the Max Fleischer organization is working full speed on “Ali Baba
and the Forty Thieves,” indicating that
Fleischer, releasing through Paramount,
will be the first cartoon maker to cash in
on Meanwhile
the popularity
of is
“Snow
White.” rapidly
Disney
proceeding
with plans for his projected new $1,000,000 studio in Burbank. Architects’
sketches are in the hands of the cartoon
manufacturer, with the probability that
ground will be broken and construction
started early in September on a 51-acre
site purchased a short time ago from the
Los Angeles Bureau of Power and Light.
Beauty and barber shops, an art school,
warehouse, restaurant, cutting rooms,
processing laboratory, heating plant and
workshops, a small zoo, a swimming pool
and a recreation ground are among the
items included in plans for the new plant.

John

"Soliloquy" for Beal
Beal, of stage and screen fame,

has been signed for the lead in “Soliloquy,”
a play by John Cameron and N. H. Rappap;r:, which Homer Curran will produce.
Vaughan at Goldwyn’s. Richard
has been Goldwyn’s art director
eight years, served notice that
leave the lot when his present
pires in October.
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Screen Playwrights Filmites Intensify Campaign
As Election Is Approaching
Prepare for Battle
(Continued

from

page 33)

resignation, while the SWG board also
convened, but took no action on McGuinness’ application for membership.
SWG certification applies to Metro, Selznick International, Samuel Goldwyn, Republic, Columbia, Paramount, RKO Radio,
Universal, 20th Century-Fox, Warners, Hal
Roach, Monogram and Larry Darmour.
Guild petitions were dismissed at Walter
Wanger, Grand National, Trem Carr,
Major Pictures and B. P. Scliulberg productions, only one employe having voted
at Wanger’s and none at the other four.
SDG Campaign Simplified
Meanwhile the recognitional campaign
of the Screen Directors Guild was simplified considerably during a meeting between Dr. Towne Nylander of the NLRB;
the SDG and the producers, whom the
Guild charges have refused to open negotiations. Dr. Nylander ordered that the
SDG’s newly-filed “unfair” complaint
against the producers be consolidated with
the petitions already filed against ten
major studios, and that both charges be
aired at the hearing scheduled for August
22. The producers, taking the same stand
that they have maintained in the SWG
case, renewed their refusal to negotiate a
working pact because directors are not,
they assert, employes. During the week
the Junior SDG’s board of directors met
to discuss the progress being made in the
organization’s recognitional fight.
Activities of the Screen Actors Guild
were concentrated on renewed efforts to
speed up the starting date for the coming
arbitration session which was agreed upon
when the recent SAG-producer parleys regarding Guild shop contracts for the coming year ended in a deadlock. Selection of
the third and neutral member of the arbitration committee has been placed in
the hands of the American Arbitration
Ass’n, which to date has not made known
its choice. Murray Kinnell will represent
the SAG and B. B. Kahane the producers, the expectancy being that the sessions will not get underway until midSeptember.
SAG Juniors ax Meeting *
The SAG directorate met with the
Junior SAG council Tuesday night to explain revisions which have been made
in the bylaws of the organization, but took
no action on the disposition to be made of
the resignations of six Junior council
members, handed in several weeks ago.
Another Hollywood union, the Artists
Managers Guild, disclosed expansion plans
during the week when President M. C.
Levee announced that five agencies had
been invited to join the 13 talent representatives who were instrumental in forming the organization.

Sparks Draws "Blondie"
“Blondie,” first of a projected series
based on the Chic Young comic strip, will
be produced for Columbia by Robert
Sparks. Cast remains unselected.
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With

primary gubernatorial and senatorial elections drawing closer, the prominent film folk who recently organized the
Motion Picture Democratic Committee are
plunging into their pre-polling campaigns
with added fervor, and contributing heavily to the general activity of Hollywood’s
many anti-Fascist organizations.
The endorsement of Culbert Olson as
candidate for governor was given by the
MPDC at a membership meeting last week,
presided over by Philip ^ Dunne, scenarist
and committee leader. On the following
Sunday the committee hosted a reception
in honor of Olson at the home of Sidney
Buchman, Columbia producer-writer, in
Bel-Air, attended by scores of film stars
and other Hollywood figures.
The MPDC added to its activities by going into the publishing business, issuing
the first of a weekly campaign organ titled
“The Motion Picture Democrat” in conjunction with its Olson-for-Governor rally.
It is a four-page affair and will be printed
during the period of the campaign.
Another new liberal group, the Freedom
of the Screen Committee, held its first
organizational meeting at the Roosevelt
Hotel to elect a nominating committee for
permanent officers and to plan a radio
campaign and ways and means of establishing a national organization. Herbert
Biberman, writer-director, presided. The
committee came into being recently when
it lashed out at critics of Walter Wanger’s
“Blockade” and hit at the “illegal” picketing of that film in its first-run showings.

Four More Film Stars
Due East on P. A. Tours
Four more Hollywoodians soon will be
on their way across country to join others of the film colony’s acting fraternity
in personal appearance engagements.
Securing a leave of absence from RKO
Radio, where he is under contract, Chester Morris will open August 26 in Flint,
Mich., with his sleight-of-hand and magic
act, moving on to Washington, D. C., Philadelphia and Kansas City. The actor will
return
September
15 for a film assignment.
Now en route to Hawaii for a short
vacation, George Burns and Gracie Allen
have signed for an appearance in Kansas
City, at that metropolis’ Jubilesta celebration, late in September. The radioscreen team will stop over en route to
New York, where they will open their new
radio show September 30.
Also on his way east is Tex Ritter,
cowboy star. He is bound for Durango,
Colo., to be the featured performer at
that city’s annual fiesta and rodeo August
12 and 13. From there he goes to Amarillo, Tex., for the “Old Southwest Days”
celebration there August 15. He returns
August 23 for a Monogram picture assignment.

Dorothy Parker has been selected as
chairman of the forthcoming mass meeting, sponsored by the Motion Picture
Artists Committee, devoted to the cause of
freeing Tom Mooney. The meeting is to
be held August 15 at the Shrine AudiJerry O’Contorium, with Congressman
nell as principal
speaker.
Boasting contributions of song and
sketch from the pens of several of the
film capital’s leading tunesmiths and
writers, the Hollywood Anti-Nazi League
and the MPAC debut their first venture
into stage production on August 14 when
“Sticks and Stones,” classified as a satirical revue, begins its run at the Writers
Club. John Murray and Alan Boretz, coauthors of “Room Service;” Harry Tugend,
20th Century-Fox writer; Allan Rivkin,
Robert Presnell, Milt Gross, Newman
Levy, Nat Perrin, Arthur Sheekman, S. J.
Perelman and Arthur Kober have contributed blackouts and sketches. Johnny
Green, orchestra leader, is handling the
musical side of the show, aided by Ray
Henderson and Dorothy Fields. The acting lineup will include Leif Erickson,
Frances Farmer, Sterling Holloway, Jane
Rhodes, Lionel Stander, Gale Sondergaard,
Binnie Barnes and Sam Levene.
Having been instrumental in collecting
more than $500,000 to be used in building
a Hebrew colony for refugee children of
Austria, Germany and Poland in Palestine, Eddie Cantor, screen, radio and
stage comedian, returned this week from
Europe. He toured under the auspices of
the Women’s Zionist organization.

Film Deaths Wedge
Production for Two
Sudden deaths over the weekend have
affected production plans at two motion
picture plants.
At 20th Century-Fox it was disclosed
that an attempt will be made to carry on
the “Charlie Chan” series, with the studio
set to launch a search for an actor to
replace Warner Oland, whose death in
Sweden occurred on Friday. Oland, who
appeared in 17 of the Chinese detective
thrillers for the studio, was next to make
“Charlie Chan in Honolulu,” starting August 15. The film has been set back until a
successor can be found.
Hal Roach is expected to name a new
director within a few days so as not to
delay his projected September 1 start on
“Captain Midnight,” starring Brian
Aherne, to which John G. Blystone, who
died Saturday, had been assigned the
megaphonic duties.
Services for Blystone were held Tuesday
at the Wee Kirk O’ the Heather. A
widow, Gwendolyn, and two daughters,
Fran cine and Betty, survive.
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See Film Afflatus
On Zanuck Return
Bringing to an end an extended European vacation, and presaging a tremendous putsch in the production pace of his
home lot, Darryl F. Zanuck planted his
feet under his 20th Century-Fox studio
desk on Monday, his arrival headlining
the weekly comings and goings of studio
and home office executives.
Zanuck, who combined holidaying with
acting as a good-will ambassador for the
film colony in foreign territories, was immediately to jump into harness by giving
his official okay to the impending starts
of a number of films on the studio’s 193839 schedule, including two Technicolor
specials, “Jesse James” and “Kentucky.”
William Dover, eastern executive of the
company, checked in with the studio production chief.
Having purchased a number of race
horses for his new breeding farm, Louis
B. Mayer, Metro studio head, also returned Monday after a short trip to Saratoga. Accompanying him were Frank
Orsatti and Dr. Ellis Jones.
Other arrivals:
Edward Small, United Artists producer,
winding up a series of conferences with
UA’s sales chief, George Schaefer. Small
expects to get under way with his first
UA production, "Pago Pago,” within two
weeks, the film to feature Jon Hall.
W. Ray Johnston, Monogram president,
came in Monday for a three-week stay at
the studio. He will spend most of his
time mapping advertising and exploitation campaigns for Monogram’s late summer releases. His production supervisor,
Scott R. Dunlap, checked in last week
after attending a meeting of the company’s board of directors, announcing
upon his return that six pictures will hit
the studio’s cameras within 30 days and
reporting that the company’s financial
condition is healthy and prosperous.
Johnston announced shortly after his
arrival that Monogram’s sales were up 38
per cent over this time last season. He
declared that the plan under consideration whereby his company will produce
four pictures in England this year will, if
details are satisfactorily consummated, be
officially announced at the company’s
stockholder meeting in September. The
English production project contemplates
the use of Pathe’s British studios, Monogram to import stars and technicians from
Hollywood. Negotiations are being carried forward with William Gell, managing
director of Pathe in England. Being considered for the undertaking are one picture starring Jackie Cooper, one with Boris
Karloff and two in which Movita and
John Carroll will be starred.
Indicating that the proposition has
never passed the nebulous discussion
stages, Johnston refused to comment on
whether or not Monogram is seriously considering the building of a studio here.
Henri Elman, Monogram franchise holder in Chicago, and George West, who has
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a financial interest in several Monogram
exchanges, accompanied Johnston here.
Professing himself to be encouraged by
a general business upswing, Harold Lloyd,
veteran producer-comedian, disclosed upon
his arrival from New York that he intends to expand his production activities.
Accompanied by his publicity director, Joe
Reddy, Lloyd spent three weeks in the
east, during which he secured a new
Paramount distribution contract.
Heading eastward was Lynn Farnol,
new United Artists publicity-advertising
director. He is expected back in a month
to resume his discussions with the publicists of the various UA production units,
his chief item of business while here.
Also New

York bound

was John Joseph,

Universal’s advertising-publicity head, to
sit in over the home office publicity department while Lew Pollock, his eastern
chieftain, is vacationing.

Garbo Due Back at
M-G-M November 1
Definitely quashing conjectures as to
her retirement, Greta Garbo has notified
M-G-M that she will return here November 1 to prepare for starring roles in two
pictures. Her first will be “Love Is Not
So Simple,” a play by Melchior Lengyel,
which Jacques Deval is scripting. Next
will be “Madame Curie,” from a screen
play being prepared by Aldous Huxley.
The Swedish

star is now in Copenhagen.

Coogan Is Star in
Player Legal Frags
After losing one legal point and winning another, Jackie Coogan dominated
not only the newspaper headlines but the
activities of film folk in their legal tangles
when he kept his promise to “talk plenty”
by giving a deposition in the $4,000,000
suit he has brought against his mother
and step-father, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Bernstein.
Young Coogan, one-time moppet screen
star, gained one point when Superior
Judge Ruben S. Schmidt overruled a request by the Bernsteins’ attorneys for an
indefinite postponement, and ordered the
case to trail November 14. Judge Schmidt,
however, for
refused
pleas of Coogan’s
attorneys
a jurythetrial.
Jackie reiterated during the deposition
his claims that his father, John L. Coogan,
intended the boy to get the bulk of his
film earnings when he became of age —
and repeated his charge that the Bernsteins cut him off with $1,000 when he
turned 21 years of age.
Other ternal
litigation
found Nat
UncleHogan,
Sam’s adding
local inrevenue collector,
to
his list of income tax liens by filing charges in
federal court against Scott R. Dunlap, Monogram
executive, seeking $320 in alleged shortage from
his 1937 income.
In

another version of the wage tangles involving screen-star children and their parents, Superior Judge Robert Kenny
ruled that Charles
G. Rosher, cinematographer, need not pay $4,650
in asserted arrearage for the support of his film
actress daughter, Joan Marsh.
This ruling was
handed
down
after Mrs. Lolita Rosher, ex-wife
of the defendant, applied for a writ of execution
to compel Rosher to pay that amount.
Rosher
submitted that his daughter had earned large
sums as an actress after she became
of age in
1932,

John Hilliard , Sound
Expert

to New

York

regarding the Research Council’s theatre
standardization program, John Hilliard,
chairman of the Academy committee, has
gone to New York. While in the east he
will check the sound for the opening of
"Marie Antoinette” at the Astor Theatre.
On his way back Hilliard will stop off
in key cities to talk over the standardization program with various theatre circuit
heads.

Disney

Renews

Kay Kamen

Contract

Walt Disney has renewed his contract
with Kay Kamen as exclusive representative for Walt Disney Enterprises, effective
January 1, 1939. Kamen has exclusively
represented Disney for the past six years
on all commercial and licensing activities
in which the Disney name and his comic
characters have figured.
More

pay-

of
Barbara
Frank
Fay,

were

To confer with theatre circuit executives,
sound equipment companies and others

Walt

and that in that year he discontinued
ing her $150 per month for her support.

The
property-division problems
Stanwyck
and her former husband,

than 150 manufacturers hold licenses with the cartoon maker on 2,000
different articles, with 50,000 stores in the
United States handling the merchandise.

settled out of court by attorneys representing both parties. Another action found the city
council referring to the city attorney a
$3,500
claim filed by Harry
Carey, who
alleges his
ranch property was damaged
to that amount
by
large volumes
of water being discharged from
the city aqueduct into San Francisquito Canyon,
where his ranch is located.
With
the state labor commiission refusing to
reopen the case, the complaint of Jayne Regan,
actress, that the Monter-Gray talent agency was
guilty of misrepresentation when
it signed her
to an exclusive contract she now seeks to void,
is expected to be transferred to superior court
for settlement. The commission turned down the
action on the grounds that it had no authority
in the matter.
Another

agent-client

action

went

on

superior

court records when
Robert Cum'mjngs was sued
by the Walter Herzbrun
agency, the percenter
charging that Cummings
illegally canceled a
seven-year managerial contract in March
of this
year, although it still had four years to run.
Herzbrun asks $19,603 in damages.
On
the grounds that two stage engagements
are on her immediate calendar, Sally Rand
secured a continuance of her municipal court trial,
in which
she is the defendant against battery
charges. The fan dancer is accused by Hazel
Drain and C. R. Stanford of assaulting them
July

12 in the Paramount
Theatre, after Stanford assertedly took candid camera
pictures of
her performance on the stage.
Judge Landreth set October 4 as the date of
the trial.

Jean Rogers Assigned
" Practical Joke " Role
Jean Rogers replaces Phyllis Brooks in
“A Very Practical Joke” at 20th CenturyFox. Miss Brooks went on the suspended
list when she refused the part. The picture was to start this week as Ricardo
Cortez’ initial directorial assignment.
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Having undergone a sinus operation,
Pandro S. Berman has left the Good
Samaritan Hospital.
*

Nearly 200 film fathers and sons have
accepted invitations to participate in the
annual Motion Picture Fathers and Sons
Day at the Uplifters Ranch next Sunday,
indicating a record turnout. S. J. Briskin
has been named captain and pitcher of the
paters’ baseball team, on which Cliff Reid,
Mervyn LeRoy, Groucho Marx, Howard
Green, Pete Smith, Sol Lesser, Jack Warner and Ed Schallert will star.
The sons’ team will comprise Jack Stanley, Vaughn Paul, Dave Weisbart, Art
Lewis, Cliff Reid jr., Tom Brown, Jerry
Briskin, Herman Timberg jr., Johnny
Downs, John Rogers and Mickey Rooney.
★

Winding up a two-month leave of absence, Herman Mankiewicz has returned to
the M-G-M lot.
*

After completing

three weeks of a pro-

jected six- week personal appearance tour,
Martha Raye returned to Hollywood this
week, explaining that she was “homesick”
for the film capital. She stopped off two
weeks in Chicago and one in Cleveland.
The Paramount star was accompanied by
Dave Rose, her fiance- accompanist, and
her secretary.
★

Tim McCoy, star of countless westerns,
left for an eastern vacation this week.
*

Jack Whiting, stage and screen player,
returned from a motor trip to New York,
accompanied by his wife.

Lone
Louis

Wolf’s
Joseph

— Metro
WALDO
SALT
and HUGO
BUTLER,
writers,
given contract extensions.
DON
CASTLE,
contract player, draws
new
ticket. He is to be built up to featured rank.
DONALD
OGDEN
STEWART
to “The Women,”
from the noted stage play. Hunt Stromlberg will
produce.
ROBERT
ARTHUR
joins writing department,
working in the Meriam C. Cooper production unit.
ANN
MORRISS,
who made her screen debut in
“The Chaser,” draws contract renewal.
WALLACE
SULLIVAN
signed to write an untitled original for Producer Harry Rapf.
LEW
AYRES
wins term contract after appearing in “Rich Man, Poor Girl.”
JANE
HALL
given new writing contract. She
goes on “Such Mad
Fun,” on the original of
which
she collaborated with Marion Parsonnet.
Sam
Zimbalist will produce.

Bill Boyd, Russell Hayden, George
Hayes and June Clayton returned from
El Paso, Tex., where they attended the
world premiere of Harry Sherman’s “In
Old Mexico,” in which they have leading
roles.
*

Louis K. Sidney, supervisor of Metro’s
radio activities, observed two anniversaries this week — his birthday and his
16 th year with Loew’s, Inc.

given

contract

ex-

LIONEL
ATWILL
signs director-actor-writerproducer contract. No assignment has been lined
up for him as yet.
—“Universal
BRENDA
WEISBERG
to
adapting her own original.

“Angels

in

Training,”

Theatre , Radio Standards
Groups May Coordinate
The possibility of coordination

:: August

family were shown around the M-G-M
studio by Director George Sidney.
*

Back at his desk is George L. Bagnall,
Paramount studio manager, following a
vacation at Lake Louise, Banff and Calgary, Canada.
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for the

next “Hardy Family” picture is Director
George Seitz, accompanied by Arthur
Rose, production manager, and Frank
Bjerring, still-man. They plan to move on
to Utah if suitable spots in Arizona cannot be found.
*

Appointed
of Southern
department,

a lecturer in the University
California’s cinematography
Boris Morros, Paramount

music head, becomes the world’s first professor of music in the cinema. He will
head a course titled “Music in Motion Pictures,” having been given the appointment
by Rufus Von Klein-Smid, president of the
university .
*

H

— Columbia
MARTIN
BERKELEY
— Metro
a
military school as
Sparks will produce.

★

Edward G. Robinson, accompanied by
his wife, is enjoying an extended vacation
in Mexico and Cuba, following completion
of an acting commitment at Columbia.
*

MARION
ORTH
to “The Girl Next Door.”
ERWIN
GELSEY
to
“Arkansas
Traveler
Abroad,” to follow “Arkansas Traveler,” now in
production,
—
Paramount starring Bob Burns.
WALTER
DE
LEON
joins JACK
CUNNINGHAM on “Union Pacific,” forthcoming Cecil B.
DeMille production.
NAT
Case;”

PERRIN
to “The
Gracie Allen Murder
LEWIS
FOSTER
to “Tom
Sawyer, Detective;” ERWIN GELSEY
and KEN
ENGLUND
“I’m From
Missouri,” a Bob Burns starrer.

VIRGINIA
VAN
UPP
to “St. Louis Blues,”
George Raft starrer.
PETER
MILNE
to an original story, aimed as
as thelandfirst
of the new Charlie Ruggles-Mary Bocomedies.
— RKO

Radio

JOE
second

PAGANO
to “The
Saint Strikes Twice,”
in the adventure series. Bernie Fineman

produces.
ANTHONY
VEILLER
ary 16,” mystery drama
— Republic
produce.
HERBERT
— 20th

Twenty-two years as a motion picture
star was observed by Jack Holt, action

to an original story with
the background.
Robert

SIDNEY
HOWARD
to “Northwest
Passage,”
doing a
re-write on the Kenneth
Roberts bestseller.
SAM
HELLMAN
to “Honolulu,” Eleanor Powell
feature.
— Monogram

to

Ralph Rainger returned to Hollywood
early this week from New York, where he
handled a musical assignment. His wife
accompanied.

LEWIS

Stahl , Not Whale ,

BARNES
intending

assignment
is
the
Ritz Bros.

Helmed

"Letter"
and directed

"A Letter of Introduction" for Universal,
not Janies Whale as was erroneously
stated in BOXOFFICE's review of this
production in the issue of August 6.

untitled

draws
long-term
to build her to
in

“The

original.

Three

REED
by Ed

to “Big
Sullivan.

contract,
stardom.

Musketeers,”

composer-arranger,

BARRY
TRIVERS
to an untitled
signed as a Jane Withers vehicle.
— Universal

TOM
original

John M. Stahl produced

to

Century-Fox

BINNIE
the studio
Next
with

CLYDE

to “The Night of Januwhich George Haight will

HERBERT
SPENCER,
for another term.

between

the Research Council’s theatre equipment
standardization committee and various
groups seeking to standardize radio equipment was under discussion here this week
with the arrival of Hugh S. Knowles, chief
engineer for the Jensen Manufacturing
Co., to confer with members of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences.
Knowles, a member of the Institute of
Radio Engineers, will review the work accomplished by the Research Council.
BOXOFFICE

Nathan Straus, administrator of the
United States Housing Authority, and his

SCRIPTERS

locations in Arizona

Radio

LEE
MARCUS,
general supervisor of studio’s
“B”
product, draws
new
three-year contract.
ROBERT
SISK, producer, also optioned, for oneyear period.
director,

Guests of Edward Mannix at Metro
were Walter Gifford, president of the
American Telephone and Telegraph Co.
and his son, in Los Angeles for a one-day
stopover before embarking for Honolulu.

*

— Columbia

— 20th Century-Fox
OTTO
BROWER,
tension.

The Selznick International studio club
will hold its first annual picnic, September
11 at the Barney Oldfield ranch, according to present plans.

*

Scouting

— RKO

★

*

OPTIONS
JONATHAN
LATIMER
to “The
Daughter,” based on the stories by
Vance.

hero, last week. He began his screen career in 1916 and thus far has appeared in
210 productions.

Town

original,

Czar,”

from

held
de-

an

W. W. WATSON
Home”
adaptation.
ERNST completes
MASS
goes“Newsboys’
on screenplay.
F. MAURY
GROSSMAN
and THOMAS
AHEARN
to an untitled original which Burt Kelly, recently
signed, will produce.
NORTON
S. PARKER
to “Young Victory.”
FRANK
COEN
and CHARLES
KAUFMAN
complete “Exposed” for Producer Max Golden.
GERTRUDE
PURCELL
and
LEONARD
SPIGELGLASS
to “Service DeLuxe,” which Edmund
Grainger will produce, starring Constance Bennett and Vincent Price.
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Dn "The AIgIc
STARTING

WELL

ALONG

COMPLETED

THOROUGHBRED — Edith Fellows, Cliff Edwards,
Jacqueline Wells, Robert
Paige.
Producer:
Irving Briskin. Director: D. Ross Lederman.
Screenplay: Michael Simmons.

O

-J

O

o

5
U

CIPHER
BUREAU — Producer: Charles Lamont.
Director: Charles Lamont.
Original: Monroe
Shaff: Screenplay: Arthur Hoerl.

MURDER
ON
SUNSET
BOULEVARD
—
Sally
Rand, Vince Barnett, Esther Muir, Lona Andre,
Katherine Kane.
Producer: George Hirliman.
Director: Louis Gasnier. Original: Harold Joyce.
Screenplay: Paul Franklin, Arthur Hoerl.

2

NORTHWEST
Taylor, Nat
ducer: Hunt

STABLEMATES — Wallace Beery, Mickey Rooney,
Minor Watson, Arthur Hohl.
Producer: Harry
Rapf.
Director: Sam Wood.

PASSAGE — Spencer Tracy, Robert
Pendleton, Wallace
Beery.
ProStromberg.
Director: W. S. Van

r*j
Dyke.
Original: Kenneth Roberts.
.
IDIOT’S DELIGHT — Clark Gable, Norma
Shearer,
2
Charles Coburn, Laura Hope Crews. Producer:
Hunt
Stromberg.
Director: Clarence Brown.
Original: Robert Sherwood.

o
§

ILLEGAL
TRAFFIC — J. Carrol Naish, Mary Oarlisle, Robert Preston, Judith Barrett, Buster

q

Crabbe.
Producer: William Thomas.
Louis King.

[S

DISBARRED — Gail

13*

ducer:

^

Florey.

William

Original:

Patrick,

Randolph

LeBaron.

Harry

Director:
Scott.

Director:

Pro-

Robert

O
A MAN
TO REMEMBER — Anne Shirley, Edward
W
Ellis, Granville Bates, Lee Bowman.
Producer:
PS
Robert Sisk. Director: Garson Kanin.

OVERLAND
STAGE
RIDERS
—
John
Wayne,
Louise Brooks, Ray
Corrigan, Max
Terhune,
Three Mesquiteers. Producer: William Berke. Director: George Sherman. Screenplay: Luci Ward,
Edmund
Kelso.

JESSE
JAMES — Tyrone Power, Henry Fonda, Arleen Whelan, Walter Brennan, Douglas Fowley,
J. Edward
Bromberg,
John
Carradine. Pro-

ducer: Nunnally Johnson.

O

lu
►I*
O

Screenplay:

A

VERY
June

Nunnallv

Director: Henry King.

Johnson.

PRACTICAL

Gale.

Producer:

JOKE— Michael
Howard

Donn

O’Mullally.

Screen-

ST. LOUIS
BLUES — George Raft, Dorothy Lamour, Tito Guizar, Elizabeth Patterson, Maxine
Sullivan, William
Frawley,
Jerome
Cowan.
Producer: Jeff Lazarus. Director: Raoul Walsh.
Original: Eleanore Griffin, William Rankin.
ESCAPE
FROM
YESTERDAY— Frances Farmer,
Leif Erickson, Akim
Tamiroff, Lynne Overman.
Producer: Jeff Lazarus.
Director: Alfred E.
Green.
Original: John C. Moffitt. Screenplay:
Ferdinand Reyher.
KING
OF CHINATOWN— Anna May Wong, Philip
Ahn, Akim
Tamiroff.
Producer: William LeBaron. Director: Kurt
Neumann.
Screenplay:
Stuart Anthony, Robert Yost.

Sauber.

J.

Whalen,

Green.

THE
MAD
MISS
MANTON — Barbara
Stanwyck,
Eleanor Hansen, Henry Fonda, Whitney Bourne,
Sam
Levene, Frances Mercer. Producer: P. J.
Wolfson.
Director: Leigh
Jason.
Original:
Wilson Collison. Screenplay: Philip G. Epstein.
ANNABEL
TAKES
A TOUR— Lucille Ball, Jack
Oakie, Bradley
Page, Ruth
Donnelly.
Producer: Lou Lusty. Director: Ben Stoloff. Screenplay: Bert Granet.

PONY

BELOW
THE
RIO GRANDE — Buck Jones, Claire
Richards.
Producer: Monroe
Shaff. Director:
Elmer Clifton.

WILD
BILL
HICKOK — George Houston, A1 St.
John. Beth Marion. Walter Byron.
Producer:
Franklvn Warner
(Fine Arts). Director: Sam
Newfield.
Original: Frances Guihan.
Screenplay: Frances Guihan.

WEST
WITH
THE
HARDYS— Mickey Rooney, Lewis Stone, Fay Holden, Cecilia Parker,
Rutherford.
Producer: Harry Rapf.
Director: George Seitz. Original: Kay Van Riper.

Bretherton. Original:
play: Wellyn Totman.

►jr

X

Ann

WANTED
BY
THE
POLICE
—
Frankie Darro,
Matty Fain, Robert Kent, Evalyn Knapp. Producer: Lindsley Parsons.
Director: Howard

2
O

P?
M
PS

OUT

NOT
FOR
GLORY- Jack Holt, Beverly Roberts,
Paul Everton, Noah Beery jr., John Qualen, Barbara Pepper. Producer: Larry Darmour.
Director: Lewis Collins. Original Screenplay: Gordon Rigby.

BOY — Gene Autry, Smiley Burnette. Producer: William Berke. Director: Joe Kane.

THE
LAST
FRONTIER— Jack Randall, Eleanor
Stewart, William von Brincken, Ed Cassidy. Producer: Robert Tansey.
Director: Wallace Fox.
Original Screenplay: Robert Emmett.

SONS

OF THE
LEGION— Donald O’Connor, Evelyn Keyes, Tim Holt, William Cook, Billy Lee,
Elizabeth Patterson.
Producer: William
LeBaron. Director: James
Hogan.
Original
Screenplay: Lillie
ert F. MacGowan.

Hayward,

Lewis

Foster,

Rob-

TOUCHDOWN,
ARMY
—
John Howard,
Robert
Cummings,
Roscoe
Karns, William
Frawley,
Mary
Carlisle, Benny
Baker, Grant
Withers.
Producer: William
LeBaron.
Director: Kurt
Neumann.
Original Screenplay: Lloyd Corrigan,
Erwin Gelsey.

MR.
DOODLE
KICKS
OFF
—
Joe Penner, June
Travis, Billy Gilbert, Richard Lane.
Producer:
Robert Sisk. Director: Les Goodwins.
Original: Mark Kelly. Screenplay: Bert Granet.
RANGER
CODE — George O’Brien, Rita Hayworth,
Tim
Holt, Ray Whitley.
Producer: Bert Gilroy. Director: Dave Howard.
THE
RETURN
OF BILLY
THE
KID— Roy Rogers,
Smiley Burnette, Lynn
Roberts, Morgan
Wallace, Fred Kohler sr., Horace Murphy. Producer:
Joe Kane. Director: Joe Kane. Screenplay: Jack
Natteford.

SH ARPSHOOTERS — Brian Donlevy, John
King,
Lynn Bari, Wally Vernon, Jonathan Hale. Producer: Sol Wurtzel.
Director: James
Tinling.
Screenplay: Robert Ellis, Helen Logan.

WHILE
NEW
YORK
SLEEPS— Michael Whalen,
Chick Chandler, Jean Rogers, Joan Woodbury,
Harold
Huber.
Producer: Howard
J. Green.
Director: H. Bruce Humberstone.

SUBMARINE
PATROL — Richard
Greene, Nancy
Kelly, Slim Summerville, Warren
Hymer,
Joan
Valerie, Douglas Fowley. Producer: Sam Engel.
Director: John Ford. Original: Raymill Holland.

UNTITLED — Joan Valerie,
Beck,
Bill Robinson,

Di-

ll? rector: Ricardo Cortez. Original: Ben Ames Wil-

liams. Screenplay: Jerry Cady.
DOWN
ON THE
FARM — Jed Prouty, SpTing Byington, Russell Gleason, Shirley Deane. Producer: John Stone.
Director: Mai
St. Clair.
Original: Homer
Croy.

THE
LADY
AND
THE
Merle Oberon, David
Benita Hume,
Patsy

DirecRobert

COWBOY— Gary Cooper,
Niven, Walter Brennan,
Kelly, Thomas
Mitchell,

Producer: Samuel
Goldwyn.
Director: H. C.
Potter.
Screenplay: S. N.
Behrman,
Sonya
Levien.
Original: Leo
McCarey,
Frank
R.
Adams.

UNIV.

p

Henry Arthur, Thomas
Henry
Armetta,
Lon

Chaney jr. Producer: Jerry Hoffman.
tor: Otto Brower.
Original Screenplay:
Ellis, Helen Logan.

WBI
FN

SERVICE
DELUXE
Price. Producer:
Rowland V. Lee.
Bruce Manning.

— Constance Bennett, Vincent
Edmund
Grainger. Director:
Screenplay: James Mulhauser,

THE
LAST
EXPRESS — Preston
Irving Starr. Director: Otis

Foster.
Garrett.

Producer:

STUDENT
NURSE — Ann Sheridan, Marie Wilson,
Ronald Reagan, Rosella Towne, Margaret Lindsay. Producer: Bryan Foy.
GOING
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PLACES — Dick Powell, Anita Louise, Allen Jenkins, Joyce Compton.
Producer: Benjamin Glazer. Director: Ray Enright.

THE
COMET — William Gargan, Joy Hodges, Andy
Devine, Ruth Donnelly, Florence Roberts. Producer: Max H. Golden. Director: Otis Garrett.
Screenplay: Charles Grayson.
UNTITLED — Bob Baker, Marjorie Reynolds, Hal
Taliaferro, Forrest Taylor.
Producer:
Trem
Carr.
Director: George
Waggner.
Original:
Joseph West.
Screenplay: Joseph West.
DAWN
PATROL
—
Errol Flynn, George Brent,
Patric Knowles, Michael Brooke, Basil Rathbone, David Niven. Producer: Robert Lord. Director: Edmund Goulding.

YOUTH
TAKES
A FLING
—
Andrea Leeds, Joel
McCrea, Virginia Grey, Isabel Jeans, Willie Best,
Helen Parrish. Producer: Joe Pasternak.
Director: Archie Mayo.
Screenplay: Myles Connolly. Original: Phil Epstein.

CURTAIN
CALL — Kay Francis, Ian Hunter, John
Litel, Donald Crisp. Producer: Bryan Foy. Director: Busby Berkeley. Original: Faith Baldwin.

WINGS
OVER
THE
NAVY — George Brent, Regis
Toomey, John Litel. Producer: Lou Edelman.
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Six Films by Metro
To Use Technicolor
Technicolor, Inc., dominated the news
front this week insofar as tint-processing
companies were concerned, with the announcement that M-G-M, long a holdout against the trend toward color films,
has capitulated whole-heartedly by signing contracts with the Kalmus company
for the processing of six of its 1938-39
features.
Headed by “Sweethearts,” the Jeanette
MacDonald-Nelson Eddy musical, now in
the cutting rooms, the lineup of Metro
features to be dunked in Technicolor
processing vats will include “Hands Across
the Border,” a Robert Taylor feature,
“20,000 Leagues Under the Sea,” “Northwest Passage” — set to go into production
on location August 15 — “The Wizard of
Oz,” a Mervyn LeRoy vehicle, and one as
yet unselected. In addition, several Pete
Smith short subjects will be filmed in
Technicolor, it was disclosed, including
“Penny’s Party,” which was to go before
the cameras late this week.
With these six Metro pictures on its
schedule, plus two high-budgeted 20th
Century-Fox offerings, “Jesse James” and
“Kentucky,” as well as a lineup of features from Samuel Goldwyn, Selznick International, Paramount and other studios,
Technicolor bids fair to more than realize
the predictions of its president, Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus, that it would surpass past
records during the 1938-39 season.
Having broken ground, Cinecolor, Inc.,
is concentrating on the speedy construction of its new laboratory and processing
plant in Burbank, which it hopes to complete by January of 1939 and which will
have print capacity of 1,000,000 feet per
week. At that time Cinecolor intends to
branch out into the feature-length processing field, having so far confined its
efforts to short subjects, cartoons and industrial films.
Dunning Process Corp., another of the
local color companies, is apparently riding
on its oai’s after well-circulated reports in
recent weeks had it that the laboratory
was prepared to introduce a new threecolor process and photographic equipment within 60 days, the new process to
be vastly less expensive than those now in
use. Previously Carroll Dunning, president of the company, had disclosed his intentions of constructing an enlarged plant
and, like Cinecolor, entering the featurelength processing field when his new tricolor process is perfected.

Non-Appearance

Results

In Laurel's Suspension

His failure to put in an appearance at
the studio to prepare for a forthcoming
picture has placed Stan Laurel on the
suspended list at Hal Roach studios.
Picture under preparation was to team
Laurel with Oliver Hardy as the first in
Roach’s series of four-reel comedies for
United Artists release.
BOXOFFICE
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Buck Jones-Coronet Split
Seems Likely This Time
After making several widely-publicized
and heretofore ineffectual attempts to
terminate his connection with Coronet Pictures, Buck Jones, veteran cowboy hero,
this week again manifested his intention
of ending the pact, with every indication
that this time his walk-out will stick.
Jones so notified Columbia Pictures,
which has been releasing the westerns,
and Howard Lang, president of Coronet.
Lang immediately dispatched instructions
to the action star to be on hand next
Tuesday, when the fifth in the JonesCoronet series was scheduled to start, but
voiced his opinion to Boxoffice that the
film very probably would not get underway.
Coronet has made four of a six-picture
quota for 1938-39 starring Jones, whom it
signed on a one-year contract. The
buckaroo claims it expired August 3, and
that he is not compelled to make the
other two pictures, while Coronet’s Lang
holds that the pact does not expire until
September 15, at the earliest.
At various times during the past several months Jones has taken steps to ease
himself out of the Coronet setup, reporting himself as dissatisfied with the internal executive structure of the organization as well as what he termed an extremely low budget allocation for the Columbia releases.
Probability is that the latest split will
result in an attorneys’ battle to determine
when the Jones-Coronet contract legally
expires.

Little Action Enters
Bankruptcy
The

scene

of action

'Wind' Outlet Again
Keeps Kettle Aboil
David O. Selznick and his going, going
“Gone With the Wind” property again
was a leading factor which during the
week kept the turoulent Umted Artists pot
boning — or, at least, a-simmering.
Seiznicx and tne chairman of his company s Doard of directors, John Hay Whitney, definitely clarified one point in the
complex situation by asseverating firmly
that tne vemcie “is not for safe at any
price,” and that a $1,UUU,0U0 offer for the
him rignts — presumaoiy, though not admittedly, from Warner — had been turned
down. Pursuing his original intention,
faeiznick declared he will produce the picture himseil at his own Culver City
studios, ms only arrangement with other
studios being the setting of a distribution
oeai and tne possible borrowing of players
lor roies m the production.
Apparently homing the inside track on
the acquisition of distribution rights to
the “Wind’’ are Metro, wmcn at one time
was believed to have signed and sealed
a release deal, and Warner — both willing
to aid in the linancing and to lend any
players to Selznick which the latter may
desire for parts in the cast. M-G-M, hottest at one time, chilled with the recent
decision of Norma Shearer not to play the
Scanett O'Hara
fered her,

role which

had been of-

Acimty in other UA quarters found Edward Small returning from conferences
with UA s sales chief, George Scnaeler, in
New

Picture

for the leading

member of the film colony’s bankruptcy
brigade having shifted to New York last
week with the departure of Loyd Wright,
co-trustee of Grand National in 77-B, for
the east, developments in local bankruptcy
actions were nil during the week.
Wright went east for sessions with E.
W. Hammons, president of Educational,
after explaining to creditors here the tentative outlines of a deal for the merger
of the two companies. If and when definite details are worked out, Wright will
bring the plan back here once more for
formal approval by creditors, stockholders
and federal court.
Condor and its 77-B woes dragged along
for another uneventful week, its reorganization committee making several minor
revisions, as suggested by Federal Judge
Cosgrove, in the plan whereby it is hoped
the film company may resume production
activity under the new banner of Peerless
Pictures.

Starlet Gets Lead
Nancy Kelly, 20th Century-Fox starlet,
draws the feminine lead opposite Tyrone
Power in “Jesse James,” which goes into
production August 15 on location at Pineville, Mo. Henry King is directing the
Technicolor production for Producer Nunnally Johnson.

York and bearing with him an additional $250, UU0 in financing for his production program, raising the total budget
allotment to $2,500,000. Small plans an
eany start on “Pago Pago,” featuring Jon
Hah, as his initial UA release, the producer having set “The Duke of West
Point” back because of the untimely death
of Jack Dunn, who had been slated to
star.
Meantime UA’s busiest producer, Samuel
Goldwyn, announced September 15 as the
starting date on his next film, “The Last
Frontier,” in which Gary Cooper will star.
Goldwyn is nearing completion of “The
Lady and the Cowboy,” co-featuring Cooper
and Merle Oberon. Henry Hathaway will
direct “Frontier,” from a screenplay by
Howard Estabrook, with Robert Riskin
tackling the production duties as the first
assignment under his recently negotiated
producer-writer partnership deal.

Lubitsch Productions
Signs Powell , Lombard
The newly-organized Ernst Lubitsch
Productions, formed by the producer-director in partnership with Agent Myron
Selznick, has signed William Powell and
Carole Lombard to co-star in the second
of the company’s productions.
Lubitsch is at present selecting a story
for the team, which last appeared together
in Universal’s “My Man Godfrey.”
Lubitsch’s first will be “The Shop
Around the Corner,” starring Dolly Haas.
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No rthwest MPTO Will Convene in
AN

Special Session for Film Push
Seattle — The

Motion

Picture

Theatre

Owners have called a special session for
around August 16 at the Washington
Hotel. Purpose of the meeting is to hear
John Danz, president of Sterling Theatres,
tell of the national meeting in New York
for the “Motion Pictures’ Greatest Year’’
campaign.
Danz and J. von Her berg attended the
meeting and helped in the plans for the
“million-dollar campaign” to be staged
by the industry. Danz was appointed regional committee chairman for the northwest. At the special meeting, various committees will be selected for the different
northwest sections and an extensive publicity campaign will be planned. The
MPTO of the Northwest will back the
movement to its fullest extent, according
to Jim Hone, executive-secretary.
In letters sent out to northwest exhibitors, it was urged that all attend the
meeting and that the success of the movement depended upon cooperation.

Large Denver Contingent
Heads for Lobo Opening
Denver — Denver

will send

a large dele-

gation to the opening of the new 700-seat
Lobo Theatre in Albuquerque, N. M„ on
August 19.
The house has been built by Consolidated Theatres, owned by Karl Hoblitzelle, Bob O’Donnell and Harx-y Sachs. Arthur Esberg is city manager, and besides
the Lobo, the company operates the King,
Rio, Sunshine, Mission, Mesa and Chief,
all in Albuquerque. A banquet will climax
the festivities of the opening, to be attended by city and state officials.
Those going from Denver include the
following exchange managers: Wayne C.
Ball, Columbia; Robert Selig, GB; H. A.
Friedel, Metro; Chester J. Bell, Paramount; J. H. Ashby, RKO; Gene Gerbase,
Republic; R. J. Morrison, 20th-Fox; A1
Hoffman, United Artists; Jack Langan,
Universal; Earl Bell, Warner Bros., and
Lon T. Fidler, Monogram.

Newsreel

Theatre Opened
In Downtown Los Angeles

Los Angeles — After a hiatus of several
years, the downtown theatre area witnessed the opening of the Newsreel Theatre here on Wednesday. Formerly the
President, on Broadway near Eighth
Street, the house operates on a continuousrun policy, featuring the latest in newsreels interspersed with cartoons and short
subjects.
A similar policy was instituted in the
same theatre some years ago, but was
withdrawn after a few months. The Orpheum Theatres Circuit operates the
house.
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Where

You

Get

Drive

Advertising material
and other pertinent

supplies

iurnished

will

be

participat-

Sammy Siegel, who insists he hails from
Los Angeles even though he usually works
out of Seattle, was held over here a week

ing western exhibitors in "Motion Pictures' Greatest Year" campaign at the
following exchanges:
Denver — United Artists.

due to
the expected.
opening
later
than

Los Angeles — Paramount.
Portland, Ore. — RKO.
Salt Lake City — United
San Francisco — Warner
Seattle — Warner Bros.

Slated August 25
fourth

annual

of “Algiers” a week

Vic Keedy, manager of the Broadway
Theatre, is putting on weight . . . Harry
L. Akins, manager of the Capitol Theatre,
telling the world his is the only Portland
house with vaudeville . . . Bob Farrell of
the New Rivoli complaining about the
heat . . . Bob White talking politics . . .
Charles H. Richards looking down S. W.
Washington St.

Artists.
Bros.

Northwest Picnic
Seattle — The

showing. The films were “Birth of a
Baby” and “The Amazing Dr. ClitterPortland newspapers played up the fact
that
M-G-M’s “Love Finds Andy Hardy,”
house.”
is based on three stories written by Vivien
R. Bretherton, Portland authoress.

Ad Material
Los Angeles —
and accessories

UNUSUAL situation prevailed here
as two first-run pictures, in the face
of the summer slump and bad business in
general, withstood their third week of

picnic

of

the Northwest Film Club will be held August 25. The place will be Shadow Lake,
same as last year. This get-together is
one time when exhibitors and distributors
unite for a day of real fun. Listed in the
events are a baseball game between the two
factions, egg tossing contest, swimming and
rowing events, roller skating races and
many other features. A dance will wind
up the evening.
Committees appointed are: Roy Peacock
and A1 Goldstein, gate and grounds; Art
Slater and Don Hoidale, transportation;
Frank Christie and Harry Blatt, baseball;
Joe Cooper and John Danz, races; Fred
Mercy jr. and George Blair, water sports;
A1 Bloom and Heaton Randall, starters;
Joe Cooper and Jack Sampson, publicity.
The ticket committee comprises Bill Kostenbader, Leonard Raatz, Harry Blatt,
Dwight Spracher, L. C. “Tommy” Tomlinson, Bob Osborne, Harold Hardin, Carl
Peppercorn, A. H, McMillan, and Art
Gollofon.
The Northwest Film Club is composed of
theatre owners and managers and film exchange employes. The president is A1
Rosenberg, with Fred Mercy jr. and Pete
Higgins vice-presidents. Eddie Lamb is
secretary-treasurer and A. H. McMillan
is club manager.

Mark Corey being out to lunch . . .
Mose Mesher in conference with A1 Finkelstein . . . Earl Hunt boasting about his
golf score . . . George Askerman wondering when dooi-men’s uniforms will be
cooler . . . Gordon Craddock talking films
and (fish . . . Frank Clark talking to Ted
Gamble . . . Wally Rose complaining about
an artist’s life.
Paul Forsythe changing a booking . . .
Harold Lake adding a list of figures . . .
Marie Jank and Maxine Moore talking
over vacations . . . Walt Finney taking
on a moveover bill at the Mayfair . . .
Johnny Harvey starting a vacation . . .
Thelma Flake being a man-hater . . . W.
A. Graeper talking golf, golf and golf . . .
Jack Kloepper in conference.
Tom L. Shearer talking long-distance
. . . Ron Harrington chiseling the use of
the Orpheum’s air-conditioning system
for his office by leaving the connecting
door in between open . . . Betty Mount
arriving at the office way too early . . .
Hal White discussing Bank Night . . .
Helen Bush talking to Millicent Smith
. . . Frank Becker out of town.
Dorothy Thirion selling pop . . . Roy
Brown on vacation . . . Orville Reynolds
boosting the Hollywood Theatre . . . Herb
Sobottka staying out of the way of speedchasing police . . . Stanley Lang smoking
one of his many pipes . . . Vete Stewart out
to lunch.

Action and
Peters Sells Out
San

Francisco — William

Peters

San
is un-

derstood here to have disposed of his interests in the Los Banos Theatre, Los
Angeles, to David Bolton. John Peters,
William’s brother, retains his share of the
600-seat house.

Francisco — While

Talk
high-priced

law-

years wrangle regarding the reissue of
Chaplin two-reelers, J. J. Franklin, former Honolulu exhibitor now operating the
1,400-seat Strand Theatre here, booked the
1936 “Modern Times” into his Market St.
subsequent-run and registered terrific
thi-ee-day business.
BOXOFFICE
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Predict Seven
On
Los
gross

Weeks

" Blockade "

Angeles — Chalking
ever registered in

up the best
regular runs

at the house, Walter Wanger's United
Artists production, “Blockade," is set
for at least two more weeks at the
Four

Star

week

on

having

Theatre,

It began

Wednesday,
grossed

its fifth

the fourth

slightly

stanza

more

than

$4,000 — normal business for the house
in first-week

receipts.

New Pacts Offered
By Portland Unions
Portland,

Ore. — All

theatrical

ITO Releases Carl Laemmle, Sr.'s
Statement Lashing Block Booking

employes,

including musicians, stage hands, operators, engineers, ushers, cashiers, doormen
and janitors, have prepared individual organization contracts here, but have submitted them jointly through the theatrical
federation to the theatres.
The contracts are supposed to take effect September 1, the expiration date of
present working agreements.
Heretofore none of the local theatres
have recognized the theatre employes
union which embodies doormen, cashiers
and ushers, but an attempt is apparently
being made by the older locals of the
federation to force recognition of the new
union.
Contracts are now in the hands of Albert J. Pinkelstein and Ted R. Gamble,
representing local theatres.
While no comment is being made at this
time, a check of local theatre men reveals
that they, chafing under the refusal of
the union to grant any relief during the
summer months, feel that they are burdened under present agreements, and expect relief instead of an increase in costs
which the new contracts represent.

Salt

Murray's Equipment

Lake

City — The

new

Murray

The-

atre, Murray, Utah, is being completely
furnished with the following equipment
by the local office of the National Theatre
Supply Co.:
Projectors complete with pedestals and
magazines; sound system; lamphouses;
transverter; 698 opera chairs; 330 yards
of carpet; lenses; screen; screen frame;
sandurns; ticket register; boxoffice chair;
hand rewinds; 2,000 foot reels; film
splicer; film reel alarms; removable posts
and velour covered rope for lobby; suction cleaner; ticket box; dissolver, and
complete set of stage and exit drapes with
track and control.

Oakland,

Cal. — William

I. Garren

BOXOFFICE

business
operates.”
Laemmle
took the stand

automobiles or other bulk merchandise.”
He stressed intelligent legislation on their
manufacture and distribution.

the system on the
that the exhibitor is obliged to

grounds

Martin Kaplan Manager
Of L. A. Fox Belmont

Art Jones to Build
Malibu

Beach,

Cal.

— •

Tentative

plans

for a 400 -seat theatre to be constructed
here are being drawn up by Art Jones,
local realtor. He will build in the center
of the colony, famed as a resort and residence area for film stars and talent.

Evergreen

Los

Angeles — Martin Kaplin, who recently resigned his position as manager of
the Forum Theatre, was appointed this
week to replace Ed Smith as manager of
the Fox Belmont Theatre here.
Smith, a veteran showman, who was
connected for a period of years with Paramount Publix, resigned his post.

Radio

Los Angeles — S. N. Kotwal of the Evergreen Pictures Co., Bombay, India, has
advised local friends of a new radio department added to his organization. The
division will work under the name of Evergreen Radio Corp.
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Francisco — Jack

you

do

Talk

Gross,

RKO

divi-

sion manager, was here from Los Angeles
conferring with George Boles, manager of
the RKO Golden Gate Theatre.
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to Your Box Office Receipts

You

and

that motion

pictures are “works of art,” either good or
bad, and that they “cannot possibly come
within the same category as groceries,

on Laemmle
his hands.”
condemned

this

we tell you our beautifully
will do it for you.
is now

Commenting on the Neely Bill itself,
however, Laemmle declared:
“In fairness to both sides, I feel it my
tures.”
duty
to say that while I am, and always
have been, an opponent of blockbooking,
I consider this bill as a faulty piece of
legislative construction . . . obviously
drawn up by some legislator who does not
have a very good idea of how the picture

course, the picture producer won’t like it
because it means that he will be obliged
to make only good pictures. The exhibitor
will not be obliged to buy the bad ones,
therefore, the producer who hopes to ring
in a few cheaters will not have a market
for them and he will be left with the duds

to Garren

operating the 500-seat Albany Theatre,
Albany, independently. Neal Crowley was
formerly associated with Garren in management of the house.

willing to pay the extra price to the manufacturer for the higher cost of better pic-

“Abolition of the blockbooking system
will be a good thing for the industry. Of

We

Full Control

“Abolition of blockbooking,” Laemmle’s
statement continued, “will put the picture
producer strictly on his merits. He will
have to make the best possible product, no
matter what its classification, or quit
making pictures . . . The producer will
make better pictures, the public will come
more often to see them, the exhibitor will
thereby make more money, and if he is not
altogether unwise he will be more than

Laemmle’s lengthy opinion was secured
by Albert Galston, president of the ITO,
via an exchange of letters at the time the
Neely Bill, abolishing blockbooking, was
passed by the senate and pigeon-holed by
the house. The ex-president of Universal
Pictures declared, upon Galston’s request
that he render an opinion of the bill’s
merits and demerits:

National Supply Provides
New

take everything offered him, not what he
desires to book.

Los Angeles — Challenging a “very recent statement by Mr. Will H. Hays,
president of the Motion Picture Producers
and Distributors of America, on the subject of ‘blockbooking’,” the Independent
Theatre Owners of Southern California
has released a statement secured from
Carl Laemmle sr„ several weeks ago, in
which the veteran film maker and distributor outlined his views on the same
subject.
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NOTfilmin folk
person,
but by proxie, Hollywood
were here for triumphs this
week, with blue ribbon honors at the San
Mateo-Burlingame swank society horse
show going to the stables of Mrs. Spencer
Tracy for her champion polo ponies and
to George O’Brien for his stock horses —
somehow we would have thought George's
entries would be pinto ponies or western
cayuses . . . Prom Hollywood, too, came
Will Rogers jr., son of the late humorist
and himself publisher of a Beverly Hills
paper largely read by flicker people. Young
Rogers was here to relate his experiences
as a newspaper correspondent in Spain,
where his sympathies are definitely with
the government forces . . . Also from Hollywood were the newly-wed Mr. and Mrs.
Irving R. Reis, honeymooning at picturesque Carmel before Reis returns to his
job in the Paramount scenario department.
Exhibitor visitors along the Row included a vast phalanx from, the Sacramento
Valley, where at this time of the year 100
degrees is considered cool . . . Among them
were Herbert Harris of the Mandarin,
Stockton . . . Harry Nayashino, who operates the Imperial, Star and Lincoln
houses in the same city . . . And from
Sacramento, Lou Marks of the Rialto, N.
Natakani of the Nippon and Harry Muraki
of the Mission, the latter with his hands
healed finally after a lot of trouble with
broken bones and torn ligaments sustained
in a fall from his theatre stage.

Rogers, assistant to Hal Wilson who handles Golden State’s advertising as well as
the “whei-e to go” theatre columns in the
Examiner

and News, back from a Los An-

geles holiday . . . Janet Baird of the local
NBC staff likewise, with the addition of a
special made-to-order Max Factor makeup complete with artificial eyelashes . . .
Bill Helms of Nile, getting ready to leave
for Hobergs’ ranch resort . . . Franklin
Goldberg, college student son of Aaron
Goldberg, shipping off for a Honolulu trip
. . . Gladys Hoffpauir, President Theatre
cashier, up in the mountains somewhere
. . . And Jack Culver, laboratory technician at Gerald Karski’s Motion Picture
Service Co., back from his vacation and
still not telling where he went.
Seen and heard along the Row:

Ernie

Van Pelt giving Metro's Leo a lion-size plug
when caught by a roving mike in the lobby
of the Mark Twain Hotel . . . Maestros
Ted Lewis, Jan Garber and Jerry Lester
unwilling witnesses of a “swing session”
with fists at the Club Roberti . . . G. H.
Thomson, veteran theatreman now handling mammoth electric signs, visiting with
Jack Frazier of Film Messenger Service

. . . Vivian Daly substituting for Grace
Callero at the Golden

State switchboard

. . . Jimmy Chapman, FWC booker, commuting in from his new home in San
Carlos . . . NBC actress, Phoebe Clark, rating critical acclaim for her fine work as
“Caesar’s wife” in the University of California “Julius Caesar” in modern dress.

Vacations are still the major topic of
conversation, with Joe Solomon of Southern Poster off for the Feather River country and Ben Wolf of the firm’s Los Angeles branch here substituting for him
during the holiday time . . . Madeleine

Seats for Princess
San

Francisco — Jim

Floating Comfort
Theatre Chairs
Are Installed in the
THEATRES

IN THE

SAN

FRANCISCO

Los Angeles — Robert H. Poole, general
manager of the Independent Theatre
Owners of Southern California, went on
record this week to compliment E. W.
MacLean, manager of the United Artists
exchange, for making the UA-Walter
Wanger production of “Algiers” available
immediately to independent exhibitors in
this territory. Poole urged showmen to
“show their appreciation” to MacLean
“when exhibitors need outstanding pictures during this particular period.”
Exhibitors will be given “Algiers” on the
1937-38 UA contract through MacLean’s
action, even though it was originally
scheduled as a 1938-39 release. Booking
dates here are ahead of any other territory in the United States, Poole pointed
out.

Open

20th-Foxs
",Ragtime
Los Angeles
— Anticipating
record takes"
and crowds for the opening of “Alexander’s
Ragtime Band” at the Chinese and Loew’s
State theatres here Wednesday, the two
Fox West Coast houses threw their doors
open two hours earlier in the morning and
scheduled extra shows throughout the day.
The 20th Century-Fox picture is singlebilled, day-and-date, at the two houses.

NTS
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Glade Theatre, Lindsay, California
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Clay International
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Oaks Theatre, Berkeley, California
Larkin Theatre, San Francisco

Biggest Eastern Circuits Have
NORTHERN

Theatre,

Vogue

Theatre,

Enean

Theatre,

California

California

Rafael,

Hall

San

Portola,

complete charge of the new $5,000 equipment repair shop installed when the local
fices.
supply
branch moved into their new of-

Schlaiier Injured
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Princess
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Cruz
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Standardized
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Concord,
San

On

Cruz,

San
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This Chair

L. Schlaifer,

Morris Host

Francisco — Max

Morris, general

manager of Western Poster Co. here, will
act as host at the annual company picnic,
to be held August 14 on the Morris estate
outside San Rafael.

DISTRIBUTOR

PACIFIC COAST THEATRE SUPPLV CO.
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Max

California

Francisco

Santa

Francisco — Charles

advertising
manager
for here,
Herman
Cohen’s
United Artists
Theatre
is confined
to his home with an injured leg, the result
of a fall.

TO BE INSTALLED

JIM RILEY

250 Golden

California

manager

of the local National Theatre Supply
branch here, announces his staff has been
enlarged by the addition of Victor Gretzinger,
equipment
specialist
New York
headquarters,
whofrom
will NTS’s
take

TERRITORY:

Quincy,

Theatre,

Addition

San Francisco — Lloyd Ownby,

San
Town

Doors Early lor

Riley of Pacific

Theatre Supply Co. has installed new
International seats at D. W. Moore’s Princess Theatre and also at Enea Brothers’
new house, the Enean, in Concord.

INTERNATIONAL SEAT CORPORATION
FOLLOWING

e ofUA'Algie
easns
RelWi
nks
Thars'

Gate Ave., San Francisco

FWC

Picnic

Los Angeles — - Fox West Coast circuit
managers and house employes in Cullen
Espy’s District No. 1 were to hold their
yearly picnic at Catalina Island on Friday, spending the day at the resort.
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SALT

^ICTOR JORY, motion, picture star and
former Utahan, has accepted an invitation to attend the Jackson Democratic
league gathering to be held here shortly
and to select “Miss Democracy of 1938.”
Business at the local Capitol Theatre is
being bolstered up currently by a “Popeye
Club” broadcast over radio station KDYL.
A local merchant is sponsoring the air
show.

A local lad of 9 years of age reveals
that cowboy shows gave him the urge to
find out how it felt to dangle from the
end of a rope. He is nursing a rather
painfully burned neck for a few days.
The Harris circuit is equipping its Burley, Idaho theatre with a modern ventilating system which is expected to be in
operation in a couple of weeks.

Gordon Thornberg, who with Oren C.
Hazen operates the Service Theatre Supply Co., has returned from a business trip
into Idaho.
Ben Fish, western district manager for
United Artists, is spending several days at
the company’s local exchange . . . R. J.
Cadman, manager here, is on a business
trip to Montana.

Joe Madsen, secretary-treasurer of the
committee in charge of arrangements for
the annual film picnic, to be staged August 10, reports details practically completed. Madsen is UA’s office manager.
Rick Ricketson, division manager of Fox
Intermountain theatres has been conferring with officials of the local bra?ich and
also traveling through this territory. He
left here for his Denver headquarters.

Seven hundred chairs are being installed
in the Murray Theatre, Murray, Utah, by
National Theatre Supply. Manager Scott
secured from Joe Lawrence, owner of the
theatre, the contract to entirely equip and
furnish this modem theatre which is scheduled to open within the next three weeks.
Lawrence operates several theatres here.
Bill Steege, district manager of Fox
Intermountain Theatres, Inc., and Cy
Sanders, booker at the local branch, attended the Fox convention held August

9 and 10 in Kansas City, Mo. Steege is located in Great Falls, Mont.

Joe Lawrence, local chain exhibitor, has
left the city for a few days . . . Maurice
Saffle, branch manager for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, is back from a highly successful trip throughout Montana . . . Gordon
Wilcox, formerly with the Paramount exchange of Los Angeles, has been transferred to the local sales staff, it is reported
by P. H. Smith, manager of the company’s
offices here.
Ray Hendry, assistant manager of the
Intermountain Theatres, Inc., is on a business trip. This company operates five
first-run theatres in Salt Lake City besides numerous other houses throughout
this region. Harry David is general manager . . . The Finney Theatre, Boise, Idaho,
is reported to be closed due to inability to
secure films.
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MOSTto catch
theatrea king
sportsmen
here are trying
salmon to qualify for
the big national fishing derby. Strange
as it seems, there are few in this neck
of the woods interested in the fishing sport,
but those who are, are so with a vengeance
. . . Funeral services were held for Mrs.
Alice Pollack a few days ago. Mrs. Pollack
was the mother of Elden D. Pollack, who
operates two theatres in Mount Vernon
. . . Howard McBride is getting along fine
after his operation. Nothing serious. Just
an appendectomy.
Miss Ellen Lynch, arriving by plane
from Hartford, Conn., to visit with the
L. J. McGinleys for two weeks . . . Chuck
and Mrs. Charles are doing a vacation
from the theatre in Everett . . . Senior
and Mrs. Mercy, accompanied by Paul
Mercy, are aboard the Mount McKinley
for a trip to Alaska . . . Jack Flannery of
National Screen Service, vacationing at
Seaside . . . Bill Parker, back from the trip
to Yakima and Walla Walla . . . Ned
Clark, who hob-nobbed with the gang in
this territory and is now field auditor for
RKO, writes he has been transferred to
South America.

Danny Matin, formerly with Grand Na-

^ATES for the Rocky Mountain Screen
Club picnic and the convention of
the Theatre Owners and Managers of
the Rocky Mountain Region have been
set back a week. The convention will be
on August 24, at the Cosmopolitan Hotel,
Denver, with A. P. Archer, president, presiding. The picnic will be on August 25,
and as announced, will be at Eddie Ott’s
place and the Evergreen golf club at
Evergreen, Colo., 40 miles from Denver.
Charge has been cut to $2.50 a person.
Several of the Fox Intermountain theatre executives attended the regional National Theatre Amusement Co. convention
in Kansas City this week. They included
Rick Ricketson, division manager; Bill
Steege, Harry Huffman, Fred Glass, Ray
Davis, district managers; Bookers Bill
Agren, Bob Garland, Bill Dollison, and Si
Sanders; Geo. Frantz, I. Weiner, Jack
McGee and Bill Conrad of the Denver offices. R. J. Morrison, manager of the 20th
Century-Fox exchange here, and Chas.
Walker, manager of the same exchange
in Salt Lake City, were also on the train
to Kansas City.

T. B. Noble of Oklahoma City was in
the city conferring with L. L. Dent, Howard Federer and Larry Starsmore of the
Westland theatres. Noble is marketing
(Continued on next page)

tional in this territory, is now with Monogram in Los Angeles . . . Lloyd Lamb, wellknown salesman in the northwest, is now
booking the “Birth of a Baby” in key
spots of the territory . . . Charley Grieme
and his fanjily, after spending a week
here, have left for their home and theatres
in Wenatchee . . . Birthday week on Filmrow mingled a lot of folks, day after day.
Dorothy Mercy celebrated her day August
2; Dennis von Herberg hollers his first
August 6; Florence Shearer is the seventh
of the month; A1 Oxtoby will celebrate the
8th, while Junior Mercy will no doubt
have a large gathering for his party.
Frank Clark, Portland branch manager
for Paramount, feeling proud of the 76 he
made on the Earlington course . . . The
Willard Coughlans, moving to Qalicum
Beach for their vacation . . . John Von
Herberg, substituting at the Ballard Bagdad, while Clint Weinholt vacations . . .
Wilma McNett, off for a trip to California . . . Al and Rose Bloom escaped injury
when, on their way home from Yakima,
their car hit a hay-binder on the road
without lights. Their car was wrecked . . .
John Danz, back from New York.

Two Buy Interest in
Republic Franchise
Los Angeles — Francis A. Bateman, former film exhibitor, and now manager of
Republic’s Los Angeles exchange, and S.
D. Weisbaum, manager of Republic’s San
Francisco exchange, have purchased a
portion of Floyd St. John’s interest in Republic Pictures Corp. of California, distributing company.
The deal came as a result of the renewal
of his franchise by St. John, who is the
corporation’s president, for five years of
Republic’s product.
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gENNY MATIN, formerly manager of
Grand National’s Seattle exchange, is
now with the local Monogram exchange as
a salesman.

Actual construction of . Jake Cone’s
“Monkey Island,” in San Fernando Valley, has begun. Cone, former exhibitor, is
planning to open the project in September.
Along the Row: W. G. Peck, La Mode
Theatre, Atascandero . . . Nate Scheinberg, former independent showman, now
connected with Fox West Coast in Van
Nuys . . . Claude Ezell, in from Chicago,
here on business in connection with the
“Magic Eye,” a boxoffice stimulator
which he is national distributor.

for

Bill Smith has severed his connections
with Jewel Productions, local exchange,
and plans to turn independent producer.
M. J. Shroate and Matthew J. Freed, the
latter a former manager of the Melrose
Theatre, a Fox West Coast house, have
been appointed representatives for Treasure Chest, giveaway stunt, in Dallas, Tex.

Paramount exchmige employes were on
the receiving end of a cabin party at
which Guy Gunderson, United Artists
salesman, was host at his Santa Anita
Canyon cottage over the weekend.
Earl Strebe, now operating the Arrowhead Theatre at Lake Arrowhead, plans
to open his Palm Springs Theatre in Palm
Springs the week after the Labor Day
holiday.

Dorothy Backstrand, Universal bookkeeper, is busy entertaining her sister and

TRADE

niece, visitors from Minneapolis.
George Mitchell, head of National
Screen Service’s special trailer department, is vacationing in the mountains, accompanied by his wife.

Also holidaying is Bill Kohler, co-partner in the Selected Pictures exchange. His
business associate, Dave Biedermann, is
entertaining Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Thomas,
visitors from Pittsburgh, Pa.
Having just returned from a buying trip
to Mexico, C. B. Emanuel, head of Foreign Films, is vacationing at his Healdsberg ranch, north of San Francisco.

Visitors: Edwin Teagraden, manager of
the Burbank Theatre, in Burbank; Curtis
Donath of the Mission Theatre, Fallbrook.
Beverly Beckley of Universal is vacationing on the desert, near 29 Palms, for
two weeks.
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Golden

Effected by the transaction are the 500seat Avenal in Avenal, and the 1,000-seat
California and 750-seat Liberty in Coalinga.
Population of the rural district surrounding the two communities is approximately
6,000.
The deal was handled by John R. Saul
and J. Leslie Jacobs, local theatre realty
specialists, with Saul acting for Golden
State and Jacobs representing Harvey
Amusement interests.

Los Angeles — Out-of-court settlements
have caused the dismissal in superior court
here of two pending suits, one brought
against George Montgomery by Jay Sutton
and A1 Galston of the All-Star Exchange
and the other a counter-action filed
against Sutton and Galston by Montgomery.

Here for a two-week visit to the studios
and local exchanges, is Harry Katz,
brother of Producer Sam Katz at M-G-M
and president of Monarch Theatres. Headquartering in Chicago, Katz’s circuit operates a group of houses throughout the
midwest.

Neither Harry Sutton, attorney for Sutton and Ga'ston, nor Alfred Smallberg,
counsel for Montgomery, would divulge details of the settlement.
Suit was originally brought against
Montgomery by Sutton and Galston, charging fraud in the sale of the All-Star Exchange to them. Montgomery in turn accused them of failing to perform the terms
of the contract by which they purchased
the exchange from him, declaring they
still owed more than $7,000 on it.
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State chain of the three houses in Coalinga
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H. V. Harvey and Bruno Vecharelli has
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of at least one theatre being contemplated.

Ollie Wog, Universal salesman, is in
San Diego on a business trip.
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“Photo Pay Nite” in several territories besides operating the State Theatre in Oklahoma City. Noble was formerly general
manager of the Westland circuit.

Rose Agren, efficient booker at the
Monogram exchange, has been made office manager as well . . . Because of numerous other interests, M. C. Korrell has
sold the Rialto at Cheyenne Wells, Colo.,
to H. H. Hanson, one of his employes.
The Cocoanut Grove at Alamosa is being remodeled into a theatre for the Gibralter group. The building, formerly a
theatre, has been bought by Everett Cole,
and about $60,000, including the price of
the property, will be spent to make one of
the finest houses in the territory. It will
seat about 700, and will replace the Palm,
which will be closed when the new house
is opened. The Gibralter group, headed
by Chas. Gilmous as president and general manager, consists of 31 theatres, all
in the Denver territory.
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ALLIED'S CHICAGO CLEARANCE SUIT THREAT
STYMIES BUYING; SETTLEMENT IS FORECAST
Action Also Would

Cite

"Violations" of 1932
Consent Decree

May
of 1938-39
The

By GENE RICH
Chicago — As predicted exclusively

two

weeks ago in Boxoffice, Allied of Illinois
has announced through its attorneys, that
it will take legal action in federal court
immediately to restrain Balaban & Katz
from exercising the 10-week clearance provision now in film contracts. The major
companies will be co-defendants in the
suit.
The statement was given to the trade
press by Joseph Rosenberg, of the law firm
of Rosenberg, Stein and Rosenberg,
“representing independent exhibitors operating 120 theatres in and around Chicago.”
It was a formal statement, reviewing “efforts” of the independent exhibitors to
negotiate a satisfactory clearance plan
with B&K.
The statement read in part: “Having
exhausted all amicable means, the Chicago exhibitors will file suits under the
anti-trust laws against Balaban & Katz,
and the major film companies, for injunctions and for damages, and will likewise call to the attention of the department of justice and the federal district
court instances of violation by Balaban &
Katz Corp., of an injunction decree entered
by Judge Woodward in 1932 in an equity
suit brought by the government against
the same defendants, which violations
constitute contempt of the federal court.”
Consent

Decree

Cited

The equity suit referred to was the one
whereby B&K agreed to do away with
certain clearance practices in effect at that
time, which promise Allied now contends
has not been carried out.
Rosenberg also referred to the meeting
of the presidents of the major companies
with President Roosevelt on June 25 “to
pledge their companies to a program of
voluntary correction of the abuses complained of by independent exhibitors, who,
because of unfair competitive practices of
producer-owner theatre chains, have been
forced out of business in increasing numbers.”
Rosenberg, in a later press conference
this week, added that “we hope to file the
suit immediately and to obtain an immediate injunction restraining B&K from
enforcing their clearance, so that exhibitors will not have to buy their 193839 product under this handicap.” The filing of the suit now for an injunction has
Allied executives working overtime daily
getting ready for the court battle.
It is expected that Maurice Leonard,
general counsel for B&K, and Austin C.
Keough, general counsel for Paramount,
will head the array of legal talent that
BOXOFFICE
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Slow 1938-39

Chicago — The iiling oi the Allied suit against
the federal court within the next week is expected

C

product

Allied

to attempt

in Chicago

counsel

proper.

told BOXOFFICE

to forestall buying

Deals

B&K and the major companies in
to slow up materially fall buying

that the main

until a "new
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purpose
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for the early

can

be

filing is

set up.''

Press Release Cites 1Intolerable '
Chicago Competitive Situation
Chicago

—

Excerpts

from

the

“press

statement” of Rosenberg, Stein and Rosenberg on the Allied suit against B&K and
the major companies, follow:
“On June 18, Joseph Rosenberg . . . addres ed a letter to the major film companies demanding relief against an intolerable competitive situation which had
grown up in Chicago. Complaint was
made that Balaban & Katz Corp., almost
wholly owned subsidiary of Paramount
Pictures, Inc., had, over a period of years
prior to 1936, by a series of contracts with
the major film companies, built up a
system of releases under which independent exhibitors were excluded from acquiring motion pictures for exhibition for
a period of ten weeks following their first
run in the downtown district; that since
1936, the situation had become further aggravated by the adoption of a policy by
B&K of playing the better pictures continuously over the ten-week period instead
of intermittently as before, and of playing
double-feature programs, all of which had
resulted in the extraction of all possible
entertainment value out of the pictures before they became available to the independent exhibitor.
“Following the announcement of the
film companies that in their opinion the
industry was capable of regulating itself,
conferences were had over a period of several weeks, both in New York and Chicago,
in an attempt to find an amicable solution
to the problems of the Chicago exhibitors.
The last such conferences were held on

Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday of last
week. The representatives of Paramount
Pictures, Inc., including Austin C. Keough,
its general counsel, stated their desire and
willingness to make concessions to the independents. They declined, however,
either to discontinue double feature programs or to reduce to five weeks the period
of clearance which they now hold, and
suggested no concessions whereby independent exhibitors might obtain pictures
with some element of freshness and novelty remaining in them, although it was
pointed out to them that by means of
continuous runs they were ‘milking’ the
pictures, while their double features policy
resulted in their playing practically the
entire output of the major producers,
subsequent exhibitor no ‘clear’
leaving the
pictures
whatever.
“It has therefore become apparent to
the independent exhibitors that self-regulation in this instance has failed because of
the unwillingness of those in control of
the industry to give up to their smaller
competitors any part of the unfair competitive advantages which they enjoy.”
The statement concluded with the independents’ plans to seek an injunction, etc.
Both Stein and Rosenberg, Allied attorneys, reiterated to Boxoffice this week
that “a lawsuit is the last thing in the
World we want. It would be much more
to the advantage of all concerned for
B&K and the majors to offer us concessions so that the independent can stay
in business.”

will defend the action. Numerous others
are expected to assist in the case.
It is understood that the three days of
meetings here last week resulted in a
deadlock with neither side willing to give
either way. On the one side were Keough,
Leonard, John Balaban, Walter Immerman,
and on the Allied side were Rosenberg,
Jack Kirsch, Van Nomikos, Edwin Silverman, Emil Stern, Ludwig Sussman and

Ben Bartlestein.
An Allied board meeting was held last
week, but all executives were tight-lipped
as to what occurred behind the closed
doors. It is understood that it was at this
meeting a final decision was made to institute the law suit.
Up until the time of the announcement
of plans to file the suit, Allied continued
(Continued on page 49)
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CENTRAL AREA DRIVING AHEAD FOR QUOTA
IN "MOTION PICTURES' GREATEST" YEAR PUSH
Committee Is Optimistic
With $10,000 in Pledges
Already in Bag

Industry
Chicago — Contributors
the midwest district, are:
Dudley

Chicago — With

$10,000

pledged

to

the

industry “Motion Pictures’ Greatest Year”
campaign as a result of the meeting here
last week of independent exhibitors from
Illinois, Wisconsin, Indiana and Michigan,
the newly appointed committee is driving
ahead toward a probable quota of $25,000.
The committee named to handle collections includes Silverman, Eckhardt,
Kirsch, Mort Goldberg of the GCS circuit; Jules Rubens of B&K, all Chicago;
A. B. McCollum, McComb, 111.; Maurice
Ruben, president of Indiana Allied, Michigan City, Ind.; Jack Silliman, Charles
Trampe, Martin Thomas, all of Milwaukee.
Presiding at the meeting were Edwin
Silverman of the Essaness circuit; Jack
Kirsch of Allied; Clyde Eckhardt of 20th
Century-Fox, and Harold Mirisch of Wisconsin. The campaign plan was outlined
by Gradwell Sears, president of Vitagraph.
Silverman led the contributors by announcing a pledge of $3,000 by the Essaness chain.
Fidler

Gag

Draws

M.

Williston

M.

Tom

Murray,

John

C. Gordon,

Alex Manta of Indiana-Illinois Theatres,
who was the first independent circuit
operator to pledge to the campaign at the
initial meeting in New York, brought
cheers from the assembled exhibitors here,
when he rapped Air-Caster Jimmy Fidler.
Manta complained of Fidler’s comment
about the campaign recently when the
commentator said: “The initials of the
movie campaign, 'Movies Are Your Best
Entertainment,’ spell out ‘MAYBE’.”
Manta said that definite means should be
taken to curb such comments by film
columnists.
Sears, during the course of explaining
the features of the campaign and the
men in charge of it, praised Howard Dietz,
M-G-M advertising and publicity director
who will be in charge of all advertising
publicity, with the comment: “Dietz is one

Geo.

W.

Chicago

—

Advertising

pertinent
plies may be

material

accessories
obtained

by

and

and
sup-

participat-

ing central area exhibitors in the “Motion Pictures' Greatest Year" drive from
the following exchanges:
Chicago — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
Indianapolis — 20th

Century -Fox.

Milwaukee — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
St. Louis — Universal.
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M.

O.

Wells,

Ludwig
Geo.

Dune

Willard

Sussman.

Ind.

$

Gehring,

G.

C. S. Circuit,

T. M.

Chicago

Oscar
Jack

A.

61.30

Hinsdale,

Corp.,

500.00
300.00

Mich.

111.

Michigan

80.00

City, Ind.

228.00

Chicago

Theatre

85.00

Chicago
Corp.,

128.80

Chicago

100.00

Eagle Theatre, Chicago
& Appleton Theatres, Appleton, Wis.

30.00
160.00

Chicago

Jackson

Park

Brotman,

Kirsch,

Corp.,

Theatre,

Ellis jr., Wisconsin

R. Salkin,

350.00
60.00

Theatre,

Rosewood

M. D- Zimmerman,
Jack Silliman. Rio

500.00

Theatres
Theatre,

Avalon

20th Century,

in

70.00

Theatre

Adelphi

to press,

Chicago

Theatre

Lake

goes

Chicago

Theatre,

Evahem

Rubin,

&

Enterprise,

240.00

Chicago

Main

Gold

Beloit, Wis

140.00

Theatres,

Chicago

& Villa Theatres.

95.00

Chicago

200.00

East Side Theatre, Chicago
Harvard Theatre, Chicago

90.00
60.00

Samuel Halper, Metro Theatre, Chicago
Kurt Laemmle, Ritz Theatre, Lowell, Inc.

86.90
33.00

Harry A. Reckas, Ramova Theatre, Chicago
Edward Zorn, Crescent Theatre, Pontiac, 111.
C. W.

Trampe,

Milwaukee,

Standard

Van

Nomikus

Jones.

Linick

Harold

Mirisch,

Wiesner
Edward
John

Circuit,
&

Milwaukee,

300.00
Wis.

Brunell,

Ramger,

Oriental

..

3,000.00
1,200.00
1,100.00

Circuit
&

Tower

Milwaukee,

1,000.00
Theatre

Corp.,

Theatre,

Chicago

Arcadia

& Gaelic

Theatres,

Astor

Theatre,

Nate

Lane

Court

Milwaukee

400.00

Wis.

Coed

Jas. Roder,
Wolff,

1,200.00

Chicago

Schaefer

Theatres,

200.00
68.20

Wis.

Theatre,

Essaness Circuit, Chicago
Illinois-Indiana Theatres

130.00
100.00

Chicago

80.00

Chicago

Theatre,

30.00

Chicago

94.00

A. J. Balaban Theatres, Chicago
H. & E. Balaban Theatres, Chicago

of the ablest advertising men in our business or any other business.”
George Weeks, sales manager of Monogram, advised the exhibitors that his company would be one independent producer,
at least, that will go along and contribute
to the campaign fund.
Space

other

Indianapolis,

Langley

Thalia

campaign

Contributors

Asher Levy, Ashley Theatre Co., Madison, Wis
Martin Thomas, Braums & Thomas Corp., Iron Mountain,

It was

Furnish Ad Material
For Film Drive

to the

Theatres,

Fieldman,

L- F. Gran,

Fire

Campaign

for

learned

Trailers for Fair
Indianapolis — The

majority

of Indiana

theatre

operators will run trailers announcing the annual State Fair, to be
held here in September.

Newspapers

that

1,800, 1,500 and

1,200-line ads will be placed
papers from coast to coast,
country with details of the
especially the $250,000 prize
M. O. Wells, operator of
Willard
spot” as
send in
for the

400.00
763.00

in 1,959 newsblanketing the
campaign, and
contest.
the NRA and

Theatres, was “johnny-on-thethe first midwestern exhibitor to
his check to local headquarters
campaign.

Practically every exhibitor present
pledged support to the campaign here.
Contributions announced by Chairman Edwin Silverman, as Boxoffice goes to press
are printed elsewhere on this page.

Perlberg Contributes
His Share
Chicago — Jonas Perlberg, well known
about Chicago, and currently publicity
director for the Paramount circuit in
Miami, was
talking with some
friends on Filmrow this week.

old

Talk turned to the "Movies Are Your
Best Entertainment" slogan suggestion
for the industry drive. Said Perlberg:
"Another
'when

you

good
gotta

catchline

would

show,

gotta
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Cantor Business Eye
On Television Field

Chicago — A
nearly

Chicago — The

shrewd

business

eye

of

Eddie Cantor already is on television, the
screen, radio and
stage comic revealed
here en route to
Hollywood from a
European voyage.

fans get enough
radio now,” he
the same thing
They want enthey go to the

theatre.” Drawing a similar parallel, other
trade figures have pointed out that radio
fans “endure” the commercial plugs as the
price they pay for ether amusement, while
film fans feel their admission price entitles them to screen entertainment devoid of commercialism.
The star also revealed that he will continue his anti-Nazi activities here, and
that he will go on with his fund-raising efforts for Jewish refugees who want to go
to Palestine. His next picture for 20th
Century-Fox, “Mr. Average Man,” goes before the cameras September 1. He returns
to his radio activity October 3.

99-Year Lease Secures
The Woods to Essaness
definitely

will

take

over operation of the Woods Theatre from
Jones, Linick and Schaefer on September
4. Staff or policy changes, if any, are as
yet not known.
The land lease which secured the Woods
to Essaness, as reported in the dailies, runs
for 99 years and calls for an annual rental
of $47,500. For the first time a percentage
of profits clause is used in this lease. The
clause provides the estate with an undisclosed percentage if the gross profits exceed $600,000.
Reports are that Essaness will remodel
the house and move its general offices to
the building.
Progress in Delphi
Ind. — Work

is progressing

rap-

idly on the new Delphi Theatre here being
built by the Gregory circuit. The house
is expected to open around September 15.
BOXOFFICE
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Chicago — George

Interest

was

higher

over

this

stage, radio and

pre-

Jessel, veteran

view than for any similar trade showing in several years. Everyone about
Filmrow, even to branch managers of
other

exchanges,

was

to Irving

anxious

paused here en route
to New York from
Hollywood. And he
emphatically denied
it had anything to

to see

Berlin.

requests were received by
for additional tickets. Ben

do with his other
sideline, master of
ceremonies at swank

August

13, 1938

phoned requests for "ducats"

entertainment
tions.

between

6:00 and 9:30 o'clock that evening.
Prolonged
of

the

applause

showing

of

at the conclusion
the

film

to be a producer of legitimate shows. With
Alex Yokel, he is to do “Lady on Horseback,” written by Ben Cohen and Seymour Korman, Chicago Tribune news-

Enthusiasm Rising
For Silver Jubilee
committee

in charge

of the Silver Jubilee of the motion picture industry in Wisconsin to be held at
the Schroeder Hotel here August 30 and
31 reports growing enthusiasm from exhibitors throughout the state.
Ben Miller, secretary of the Film Board
of Trade, sent to New York by the committee, contacted C. C. Pettijohn and Will
Hays as well as the general sales managers
of the various distributing companies, inviting them to the affair. Also invited
were Sidney R. Kent, chairman of the
distributors’ conciliation committee, and
George J. Schaefer, chairman of the allindustry national advertising campaign.
Announcement has also been made of
committee chairmen as follows: Ticket
sales, Max Krofta; business meeting,
Charles W. Trampe; hotel reservations, H.
J. Mirisch; ladies’ program, Mrs. Frank
Fischer; registration, George Langheinrich; publicity, Jack Keegan; banquet, Ed
Weisfeldt and Ed Maertz; reception, Ray
Smith and Sam Shurman; program book,
Ray Tesch; speakers, Ben Miller; cruise,
A1 Sickels; trophies, Ed Krofta, and exhibits, Merril Devine. All are from Milwaukee.

2Qth-Fox Holds Chicago
Loop Playing Time Edge
Chicago — Including

the

current

run

func-

For Jessel is going

evidently

made those who struggled for tickets
feel that it was worth while. — E. D. R.

Milwaukee — The

of the

screen, carried another
hope aboard
his
shoulders as he

Feldman, manager of the United Artists, was snowed under with 159 tele-

sponsored pictures. “The
advertising plugs on the
said. “They would resent
in their motion pictures.
tertainment solely when

Delphi,

audience

scores of extrade showing

of 20th Century-Fox's "Alexander's
Ragtime Band," last Tuesday night, at
the United Artists Theatre.

Numerous
BOXOFFICE

years to bring Marcel Elman, television
inventor, to America
and to raise $10,000,000 in domestic capital. His attention
was drawn favorably to television, he said,
when he saw $200 receiving sets operating
satisfactorily in England. That country,
Cantor believes, is five years ahead of the
United States in this development.
Cantor also took time to aim a sock at

Chicago — Essaness

capacity

1,800, including
hibitors, applauded the

this tribute

The manufacturing
branch appeals particularly to Eddie,
who said he hoped
within the next two

Jessel to East in
Production Venture

" Ragtime Band " Wins
Chicago Applause

of

“Alexander’s Ragtime Band,” at the Chicago Theatre, 20th Century-Fox product
has had six out of the last nine weeks at
the ace B&K loop house.
Twentieth Century-Fox has a better
than 50 per cent playing time record at
the B&K Roosevelt in the loop also. In
the last 30 weeks, 16 of them have been
utilized by 20th-Fox product.

papermen.
While here, Jessel conferred with
Cohen and Korman in his suite at the
Hotel Sherman.
Airlane travelers using Chicago as a
stopping point included Darryl F. Zanuck,
20th Century-Fox production chief,
headed for Hollywood, and Paul Lukas,
screen star, en route to New York from
the west coast.

Family Films Increase
On Film Council
Chicago — There

were

List

considerably

more

family pictures listed for July than for
any recent months by the Better Films
Council of Chicago. They were: “Sky
Giant,” RKO; “Hold That Kiss” and “Lord
Jeff,” M-G-M; “My Bill,” “White Banners,” and “Cowboy From Brooklyn,” WB;
“I’ll Give a Million,” 20th-Fox; “Tropic
Holiday,” Para.
Adult and young adult listings included
“Always Goodbye” and “Josette,” 20thFox; “Blockade,” UA; “Fast Company,”
“Shopworn Angel,” “Woman
Against
Woman,” and “Toy Wife,” M-G-M; “Having Wonderful Time,” RKO; “Little Tough
Guy,” Univ.; “Pearls of the Crown,” Lenauer; “Love, Honor and Behave,” WB.
Adult films listed were “Gangs of New
York,” Republic; and “Port of Seven
Seas,” M-G-M.

Police Film Censor Plans
Meeting
Chicago

—

on Print Permits

Lieut.

Harry

Costello,

police

film censor, was planning to meet this
week or next with branch managers of
the major and independent exchanges here
to attempt to work out a plan whereby
every print sent to theatre? will have a
permit with it.
Costello has found numerous instances
where the exchanges failed to send permits
with the pictures to theatres. In practically every case it has been an oversight
and not intentional.
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New Air-Conditioning Probe Is
Being Conducted at Indianapolis
Indianapolis — A

new

investigation

cooling systems to operate with less and
warmer water, authorities said.

into

the air-conditioning situation, in downtown Indianapolis, is now under way. The
move was prompted by fears of future
trouble with city water supply. The Indianapolis Air-Conditioning Council is
conducting the investigation.

The city engineer’s office recommended
recirculation of cooling water to conserve
the supply, and remove the load from the
sewers, and predicted this would be done
in the next two or three years.
Recirculation methods require only five
per cent the amount of water being used
now, according to the city engineer, and
will restore the ground water supply which
geologists say is being depleted.
If necessary a city ordinance could be
enacted to require recirculation, unless the
situation corrects itself, which is the belief. It also was said that this would and
could be solved without cost to the city.
Water can be recooled by recirculation
through either evaporative condensers or
cooling towers, it was pointed out, thus
using it over and over.

The Council, composed of about 20 airconditioning contractors and engineers, is
not convinced that local air-cooling systems face trouble with their water supply, President William Frieje said, but
“we’re going to investigate to find out.”
The action will be the latest development in a series of moves that began
July 8, when several public and private
groups and individuals expressed concern
over the situation.
They reported that about
ing systems in downtown
most of which use well water
the heat, faced the possibility
revise their systems to cope
water temperatures.

200 air-coolIndianapolis,
to carry off
of having to
with higher

Beauty Contest Title
To a Noblesville

The

geology division of the state conservation department reported a statewide shrinkage in ground water levels, and
other sources reported a ten-degree jump
in well water temperatures.
City authorities reported themselves
concerned over the load that waste water
from cooling systems placed on city
sewers, with over 300,000 gallons of water
dumped into city sewers hourly from cooling systems alone.
In addition, a reduction in well water
supplies, indicated by higher temperatures,
probably would mean ultimate revision of

Michigan

City,

Ind.

—

Miss

Girl
Maxine

Gragg of Noblesville, Ind., won the Miss
Indiana title at the annual Michiana Days
Festival here last week.
The beauty contest was held Friday
night at the Tivoli Theatre here, and was
conducted as in past years, by the Ruben
Brothers.
Twenty-five Indiana towns participated
this year, in which a theatre was tied in
with the local contest in each town.

in operat-

ing costs. With 14" mirror — Independent adjustments of carbon jaws on
feed screw — Vertical and horizontal adjustments on both mirror and negative
carbon jaw — New improved automatic
arc feed — Improved inside dowser.

TRADE-IN
$30.00 DOWN —

SALE PRICE
$13.50 PER MONTH

Better Sound Means Better Business
Install “Duo Sound-Master” now
tion of all new type recordings.

Rear

SOUND

shutter mechanisms — 18" magazines
Amplifier —

$160.00 DOWN

—

Heads

—

$69.95 PER MONTH

SCOTT-BALLANTYNE
219 North 16th Street

COMPANY
OMAHA,

Billings,

Collinsville, 111., that his “blue-nosed
policy” is contrary to the traditions of the
Democratic Party that put him into office
and that if he doesn’t realize that fact it
will become apparent in 1940 when he runs
for re-election, if he does.
Senator Monroe who heads a large
printing establishment, said that the
Democratic Party did not believe gambling
in Madison county of enough importance
to warrant the clean-up drive that Coroner Billings has launched, and that the
party is based on principles of individual
liberty and local self-government.
And in the meantime the owners of
various theatres in the county who have
been using Bank Night, etc., have taken
steps to wind up such arrangements. August 1 was the deadline set by Dr. Billings
for most of the theatres.
In his crusade Dr. Billings is taking advantage of the extraordinary police powers that his office holds when the sheriff
and state’s attorney fails to act.

Metro Sets " Antoinette "
Central Trade Previews
Chicago

—

Definitely

deciding

against

The Chicago trade showing will be held
at 10 o’clock Tuesday morning, August
16, at the Esquire Theatre.
Other showings in this area will be:
Indianapolis, Monday, August 15, 2 p. m„
St. Clair Theatre; Milwaukee, Monday,
August 15, 2:30 p. m., Oriental Theatre;
Minneapolis, Tuesday, August 16, 8:30 p.
m„ Granada Theatre. Civic leaders and
others
will also be invited to the screenings.

“While ‘Marie Antoinette,’ is one of the
most expensive pictures ever made, and

PROJECTORS
— 5-point pedestals — Sound
Speaker

W.

The picture will be released nationally
on August 26.

for perfect reproduc-

TRADE-IN SALE PRICES AS LOW AS
$50.00 DOWN — $22.25 PER MONTH

COMPLETE

III. — Dr. W.

year when exhibitors need powerful attractions to combat the unusual opposition of seasonal competition.” W. E. Banford, Chicago branch manager, this week
announced several trade showings to be
held in this territory next week.

DUO LIGHT-MASTER
light with no increase

Edwardsville,

the crusading Madison county coroner
who has announced his intention of making corpses of every live gambling device
or arrangement in this county, including
the elimination of Bank Night and other
similar boxoffice stimulants used by motion picture theatres, has been warned
by State Senator James O. Monroe of

roadshowing “Marie Antoinette,” predicated “on the desire of officials of M-G-M
to release this picture of unprecedented
magnificence during the period of the

GIANT AUGUST
TRADE-IN SALE
More

Game Attack
Is Censured

NEBRASKA

had every qualification for road-showing
on a national basis,” said Banford this
week, ‘“M-G-M has evidenced its sincere
desire to protect the exhibitor at a time
when erroneous opinions have been expressed that producers in general are withholding the better pictures until later in
the season with an eye to greater returns.”
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Suit a Threat
To New Deals

Frisina Faces Lottery Charges

(Continued from page 45)
its demands for five weeks clearance instead of the current ten weeks.
It is said the suit will be filed in federal
court by August 15.
In many quarters here this week it
was felt that the Allied suit may
be withdrawn “at the last moment before
filing provided relief is given the independents.” These same informants told
Boxoffice:

“We

think

that

in

view

of

the

pending government anti-trust suit B&K
and the majors may see their way clear to
offer concessions and thus avoid legal
strife at this time.”
When informed that Austin C. Keough,
Paramount’s general counsel in New York,
had appeared “surprised” that the independents were planning anti-trust action against B&K and the majors, Aaron
Stein of the Allied legal staff of Rosenberg, Stein and Rosenberg countered with:
“We’re surprised that they’re surprised.”
It appears that it will be at least a
week yet before the briefs and other legal
documents are ready for filing in the suit.
Defendants
For Gary

III. — A

test

case

is pend-

ing in Justice D. L. Dunbar’s court here
against Dominic Frisina of the circuit
bearing his name, on his operation of a
“profit-sharing” plan at the Capitol Theatre here. Frisina is bound over to the
August grand jury for the test, on bond of
$1,000.

The plan is termed a modified version
of Bank Night, and offers a cash prize of
$50 every Tuesday night to someone who
has registered on Tuesdays since the plan
was started. The amount is held until
the next week if the winner is not present.
The charge was brought on complaint
of a patron, who. says that his name was
drawn on July 12 for the award, totaling
than $700, but he was not in the audience
and did not get the money. He complained
to State’s Attorney John W. Coale, who
issued a warrant on the lottery charge.
Dishes First Among
Racine Giveaways

Get Extensions
Suit Replies

Chicago — All

defendant

companies

in

the anti-trust suit brought in federal court
here by the Gary Theatre Co. of Gary,
Ind., have been granted an extension of
time to September 10 to file answers to
the 125 interrogations filed by the plaintiffs.
Mayer, Meyer, Austrian and Platt will
represent the eight majors; Defree, Buckingham, Jones and Hoffman, will handle
arguments for Warners; while Sonnenschein, Berkson, Lautmann, Levinson and
Morse, will represent B&K.
Paper Terms "Divorce"
“Equitable," "Beneficial"
St.

On Taglorville Patron's Plaint
Taylorville,

Louis— The

St.

Louis

Herald

editor-

ially views the North Dakota “divorcement” law, upheld recently by the federal
court, as a decision “not only equitable”
but one which “promises a certain measure
of beneficial freedom for movie-house
owners and managers.”
“The individual manager of a neighborhood show,” the Herald writes, “will, under greater freedom, feel an increased responsibility toward his decent patrons. If
he is the right sort, he will welcome ‘divorcement,’ and then order, from wherever
he can procure it, the sort of films he
can let his wife and children see, and the
wives and children of his friends and
neighbors.
“One of the famous writers of the
French school of realists of the last century would not permit his daughters to
read the books by which he gained fame.
The objectionable character of his books
was his fault. The movie show manager is
at times in a similar position through no
fault of his own. Perhaps legislation like
that passed in North Dakota can open a
way to help him emancipate himself and
his patrons.”
BOXOFFICE
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Racine,

Wis. — “Giveaways,”

those

be-

loved business boosters, are proving more
popular with local theatre managers with
each succeeding week as decoys for increased boxoffice receipts. A survey taken
the first week in August revealed “giveaways” of one kind or another in every
neighborhood house in the city, as well
as in the two first-run theatres.
Dishes are first in favor, and every one
of Racine’s nine operating theatres presents this form of gift to patrons at some
time during the week. For a three-week
period, Warner’s Venetian is giving to
lucky patrons several complete dinner services, in addition to several sets of silver.
Three Bank Night days are also on the
Venetian’s weekly schedule. Warner’s
second first-run house, the Rialto, is luring its feminine customers with fiesta ware
and refrigerator sets.
In the second and third-run neighborhood houses, the Mainstreet offers patrons a wide choice of gifts during the
week, including petit point dinner service, refrigerator bowls, and silverware. At
the Crown, silverware is available on Mondays and dinnerware on Thursdays, in
addition to cash sweepstakes prizes offered on a third night. Bank Night, discontinued some months ago at the Uptown Theatre, was resumed on August 8,
with the original registrations still in effect. Chinaware also is given at the Uptown, as well as to Douglas and Granada
patrons.
At the Capital Theatre, a neighborhood
house recently acquired from Fox-Midwesco by Max Krofta, who has just returned from Milwaukee, where he operated an independent house, to this city
where he previously managed the Capitol
and Granada, there is Bingo on Sunday
nights, Ten-O-Win on Wednesdays and

Saturdays,
and dishes on Thursdays and
Fridays.
The Venetian, when Shirley Temple’s
"Little Miss Broadway” was shown there
the first week in August, presented pictures of the child star to the first 500
feminine customers on the opening day.
Racetrack

Cash

Gift

Clicking in Chicago
Chicago

—

The

Washington

Park

race

track has been finding its added attraction of a $1,000 daily award to the person who picks the most winners of each
day’s races an attendance booster, during
the first two weeks of the meet. All of
the turf writers for the daily newspapers
have been playing up the prize feature.
The plan consists of $1,000 being set
aside daily to be awarded to any person
or persons selecting the winners of the
day’s seven races. On any day that none
succeeds in selecting the first seven winners, the award is carried over and added
to the next day’s pool. If there are no
winners the first five days of the week, the
total accumulated $5,000 is divided among
those who pick the most winners in the
first seven races on Saturday.
Contestants have to be present to win,
but do not have to patronize the betting
windows. Selections for each day can be
made on the official entry blank which is
part of the program (for which the customer pays 10 cents).
Exhibitors have been wondering why
the plan has been permitted. The reason
is that the park is outside Cook county.

MagicPhotophone’s
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tem BUILT, SOLD
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with
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APPARENTLY
all of Chicago — exhibitors and the public as well — listened
in to the Columbia broadcast honoring
Irving Berlin and “Alexander’s Ragtime
Band,” last week. B&K is looking for exceptional business this week on the midwestern premiere of the film at the Chicago Theatre.
Ben Feldman, genial manager of the
B&K
United Artists Theatre, was a
marked man last week the day of the
trade showing of “Alexander’s Ragtime
Band.” He was bombarded from all sides
for requests for additional tickets — which
he, of course, couldn’t furnish as 20 th
Century-Fox was handling the trade showing. Even at that office, the supply was
exhausted immediately after the showing
was announced.
We were in Roy Bruder’s office at the
Chicago Theatre listening to the Berlin
special broadcast, and enjoyed even more
Roy’s reminiscing over the many old songs.
Incidentally, we noticed the new Boxoffice

phone

directory

occupying

a promi-

nent framed spot on Roy’s desk.
Jimmy Luntzel, who has been on a leave
of absence from the B&K publicity department, isbranching out on his own and
this week opened a publicity office on
North Clark. With him will be Hal Smith,
editor of the former Movie News, and Carl
Wolfe, advertising man.
Roman Wood, office boy for B&K, was
drowned last week when his rowboat overturned in Lake Michigan near Foss Park
in North Chicago. He was 21 years old
. . . Sy Stein at Universal is going back
back to test-tubes and books this fall when
he re-enters medical school at the University of Illinois . . . Joseph Rosenberg,
Allied attorney in the forthcoming suit
against B&K over clearance, is taking a
10-day vacation at Mackinac Island, Mich.,

J R. HOLYCROSS, Anderson exhibitor,

is planning to remodel his Starland,
with a new front and redecoration of the
interior. The house will be closed during
alterations . . . Sam Routes, operator of
the Strand, Hobart, Ind., is confined at
Mayo Bros, clinic, Rochester, Minn.
Robert and Lawrence Scherer are completing their Cine Theatre, Linton, Ind-,
and expect to open the house by October
1. Joe Goldberg, Inc., has furnished chairs,
marquee and stainless steel poster display
cases, screen and other accessories. The
theatre ivill seat 825.
The Hollywood, Morgantown, has been
acquired by Oval Clock. The theatre was
formerly operated by A. Mauzy.
Marc Wolf, manager of Theatrical
Managers, Inc., and Mrs. Wolf are spending their vacation with Percy Barr, National Screen Service, St. Louis, and wife
at Lake Wawasee.
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evidently getting in trim for the forthcoming battle. His partner, Aaron Stein,
will handle preparation of the suit while
he is away.
Henri Elman has his office at CapitolMonogram air-conditioned now. Henri, incidentally, was vacationing out west this
tveek . . . Dan Nolan and Ray O’Brien,
home office auditors, from RKO, are currently at the local exchange.
Boxoffice’s

Helen

Kent

has become

an

expert horsewoman now. She took a place
ribbon at the last show held at the Lincolnshire Country Club at Crete, 111.
The Harry and Elmer Balaban Esquire
Theatre is now one of the stopping points
on the sight-seeing tours of the Gray
Bus Line.
George Browne, president of the IATSE,
is receiving congratulations upon the birth
of twins to the missus recently. The family is vacationing in Lake Geneva . . .
Ferd Weber, office manager of Great
States, is vacationing with his family at
Niagara Falls.
Tom Flannery of White Way Sign was
vacationing at his favorite rendezvous,
Nippersink Country Club, last week . . .
Alice Dugan, secretary to Henri Elman,
was vacationing this week in the Georgian
Lake country.
HERE

and

GONE:

Herman Wobber, general sales manager of 20th Century-Fox, en route
westward, stopped off here Monday to
confer with Branch Manager Clyde
Eckhardt.
Darryl Zanuck, head man on the
20th Century-Fox lot, was through
here last Saturday, en route back to
the west coast.

Floyd Gentry, Jasonville, Ind., has reopened the State in Carlisle, Ind.
The Palace, Ft. Wayne, operated by
Quimby Circuit, will be remodeled at a
cost of about $35,000. The foyer will be revamped, new seats installed, and the entire house recarpeted.
Walter

Whitworth,

film critic of the

Indianapolis News, is spending his vacation in Michigan. Corbin Patrick, the reviewer on the Indianapolis Star, is enjoying his at home with wife and son, while
James Q. Thrasher, on the Indianapolis
Times, is touring the east with his wife.
According to reports along Filmrow, a
new theatre is being planned for Boonville, Ind., seating 500.
Wild Bill Cummins, nationally known
auto speed merchant, won the Fish Derby,
sponsored by Claude Allison, manager of
Bair’s Strand Theatre. Bill received two

Ferguson Coupons
Raise a Question
By B. O. TELLER
Ferguson,

Mo. — With

the

Savoy

The-

atre here distributing through the local
merchants coupons that are good for a
10-cent reduction in the purchase of an
adult ticket at the theatre, some of his
brother exhibitors in these parts are wondering whether Fred Wehrenberg, president of the local MPTO unit, forgot the
contents of the letter he sent out under
date of June 30 to all of the members of
his organization warning them against the
folly of such cut-rate devices to stimulate
trade in the dog days of summer.
The coupons are distributed by the
merchants to customers who purchase
merchandise at that store. The coupon
must be used within a stipulated time in
order to obtain the benefit of the 10cent cut in the theatre admission price.
The coupons are not distributed by the
theatre direct but can only be obtained
through the merchants. Even the local
hamburger stands have tied in with the
boxoffice shot-in-the-arm of the Savoy.
Recall

Wehrenberg

Statement

Wehrenberg is interested in the Savoy,
which has caused the squawk by some of
his competitors. In commenting on the
cut-rate coupons they point out that
Wehrenberg in that historic letter of June
30 said: “Quite a number of theatres in
the City of St. Louis are cutting admission
prices, to try to overcome the slump in
business.
“Experience has taught us that we go
through this same summer slump each and
every year and the cutting of admission
prices will avail us nothing. One exhibitor cuts, his competitor follows suit and
the momentary advantage that the first
theatre owner had, who cut his prices,
vanished for the reason that he really had
no advantage over his competitor and the
first thing we know all the theatres in the
entire city will be having 15 cent and 10
cent adult admission prices . . . What the
exhibitor must do is to doll up his theatre, in place of cutting his prices of admission and use every means at his command to try to keep his head above
water during this off season period.
While the Savoy Theatre

is outside the

limits of St. Louis, some of that house’s
competitors feel that the coupon cutprice arrangement will contribute indirectly to the evils in St. Louis about which
President Wehrenberg wrote.

To Be Diana
Noblesville,

Ind. — The

State

Theatre,

being remodeled here at a cost of about
$4,000, will be renamed the Diana.
tickets as his award
to the theatre.

and an annual pass

Thelma Smith of Universal is spending
her vacation in the south.
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St. Louis Fox Will

Sli. LOUIS

Reopen With 'Band'

St. Louis,

Mo. — Fanchon

&

Marco

are

PEORIA

owners and managers
theatre
J^OCAL
and film
exchange men are expected
to meet soon to perfect plans for the local

J^USSELL
FIELDER,
former
organist
at
the Madison
Theatre
and well
known
in middle western music circles, with his
wife is vacationing along the West Coast.

participation in the “Motion Pictures’
Greatest Year” campaign. The time and
place of the pow-wow will be announced
later.

Merle Eagle, manager of the Palace
Theatre, went to La Salle, III., last week
to relieve Jimmy McCullough, city manager of the Publix-Great States Theatres,
who is on a vacation.

reopening their Fox Theatre, August 19,
with 20th-Fox’s “Alexander’s Ragtime
Band” as the feature picture.
When the Fox reopens, Harry C. Arthur jr., F&M executive will assume personal supervision over that organization’s
first-run houses here, including the Fox,
Ambassador and Missouri. By adding the
supervision of the first runs to his other
duties, Arthur fills the vacancy caused by
the recent resignation of Leto Hill from
the F&M organization here.
Hill has not yet announced his future
plans but it is anticipated in local film
circles that he will finally line up with
Warner as a district supervisor in their

Ed Martin, manager of the Florissant
Air dome, was married to Miss Rosemary
Reynolds at Holy Rosary Church the
morning of August 3.

theatre operations’ department. Prior to
his connection with F&M he was district
manager of the Warner theatres here.
The headquarters of the local Fanchon
& Marco companies, including the St.
Louis Amusement Co., will be moved Friday, August 18, from the Ambassador
Building, Seventh and Locust streets, to
the Fox Theatre Building at Grand and
Washington boulevards. Special space in
the Fox building has been prepared for the
offices of the various companies.
Clyde Brown, who has been manager of
the Missouri Theatre, is being moved
across the Grand boulevard to become
house manager for the Fox, while George

Loew’s Theatre will observe its 14th annual jubilee for a month, opening on August 12. Operated on a standard price
policy, this theatre has never closed nor
changed management since it opened in
August, 1924. It is estimated that 33,000,000 patrons have passed through the
theatre in that period. Naturally there
were a number of repeaters in that immense army of picture lovers. Harold W.
“Chick” Evens is the manager of the
theatre.

Rixner, who has been Brown’s assistant
at the Missouri, has been upped to the
manager’s chair at that Grand boulevard
picture palace.
Harry C. Arthur has also announced
that F&M will reopen the New Grand Central Theatre at the northeast corner of
Grand boulevard and Lucas avenue about
September 1 as a subsequent run house.
This 1,800-seat house has been dark for
many months. At one time F&M considered converting it into a swank house
for special pictures but when bids were
taken from contractors early in 1937 the
cost of this work promised to far exceed
that anticipated.
In order to interest the leaders of
various local bands and orks in “Alexander’s Ragtime Band,” F&M has perfected arrangements for a special preview.

Charles Gorham, local theatre operator,
has completed his new home at 57 Ridgemoor Drive in Claverach Park, St. Louis
county.

Contrary to what one would expect,
Harry Crawford, manager of the Ambassador, is not a Simon-pure Manhattaner. He first annoyed the neighbors in
White Fence, Minn., a local critic has
revealed.

TRADE
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GUIDE

Ronan, district manager for Publix-Great States Theatres, is in town

working
up a campaign
for film
“Sky upGiant”
(RKO) planning
to tie the
with
the
recent
Hughes
Corrigan
hops.
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Theatre Air Conditioning

Among improvements to be made at the
Madison Theatre which closed August 6
until Labor Day will be recovering of the
seats.
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Whiteway

Gordon H. Simmons Co.

HANDy

Among persons she visited during her
recent trip to Hollywood, Miss Alberta
Petzinger, secretary to Len Worley, city
manager of Publix-Great States Theatres, reports an interesting talk with
Eddie Goldberg, former Peorian and son
of Lew Goldberg, one time manager of
the Palace Theatre in Peoria. Eddie is
in the films now under the name of Edwin Brian and is engaged in making
“Tenth Avenue Kid” (Rep). This is his
third picture and his roles have been increasingly important.
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R A C I N HE
ALL
Racine theatres cooperated in
launching the “Sales Mean Jobs” crusade in this city by showing on their
screens a special talkie trailer made by
Tex Reynolds, Racine Journal-Times
columnist, calling attention to the part
citizens of the Belle City might play in
this nation-wide movement.
Bob Ungerfeld, now managing RKO and
Skouras houses in Newark, N. J ., and former manager of the State when it was a
Fox-Midwesco theatre, visited in Racine
last week after an absence of seven years.
Floyd E. Wesp, Venetian manager, with
his wife and family, is vacationing with
his mother in Iowa. In his absence, Harvey Kny is in charge at both the Rialto
and Venetian theatres. Kny for three
weeks has presented special cartoon shows
on Saturday for juvenile patrons at the
Rialto, where he offered six cartoons, two
comedies and one serial as a prelude to
the regular bill which included two features.

Aviation Film Role to
Former
Logansport,

Logansport
Ind. —

Robert

Boy

Etnire,

23

years old, former local high school basketball star, is to be featured in an aviation
picture, “Wings Over the Navy,” according to word received here. The picture
stars Olivia De Havilland and George
Brent.
Bob graduated from Logansport High
School in 1933, and from Indiana University where he was a star athlete, in
1937.
He is presently company commander at
the Naval Aeronautical School in Pensacola, Fla. A temporary location set has
been built there to film parts of the new
picture.

Steeleville,

III. — Leonard

Bixby
Bixby,

pro-

jectionist for the Auditorium Theatre here,
suffered burns on his hands when a film
trailer ignited in the booth here recently.
As it was 10-cent night at the theatre,
there was a large crowd. The audience,
however, left in orderly fashion and the
fire was soon extinguished with about $200
damage to one machine in the booth.
Spanky

Hollywood

—

Rejoins

Spanky

REPORTS are that an announcement
will be made shortly concerning the
opening of a theatre for Negroes in the
city’s “dark belt” . . . Paul Millunzi of
Milwaukee has opened the Ozaukee at
Port Washington. The house has been
dark for several months.

Not "Yo-All"

Chicago — The Chicago Times inquiring reporter last week asked whether
M-G-M
should
Southern club
southern

accede
women

accents

by

to requests of
and eliminate

characters

appear-

ing in "Gone With the Wind.''
All of six persons who were
the

question

answered

Evelyn Keyes, Hollywood actress, was a
visitor here last week as the guest of the
local American Legion posts.

asked

unqualifyingly

that southern characters in the production should use southern accents, and
that any

other

accents

would

Dorothy Blaine, scheduled to fill an
early fall engagement at the Belmont
Plaza Hotel, New York, from whence she
will go to Hollywood for a screen test, is
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Nicholas
Okash, in Superior.

spoil the

picture.

Investors File Suit
Against Condor Co.
Madison,

Wis.

—

Maintaining

that

the

present market value of stock of Condor
Pictures, Inc., is nil, 46 Milwaukee investors have instigated suit against Glenn
W. Stephens, local attorney and a director of the picture company.
The

investors, who are seeking to recover $34,318.54, which they charge was
paid for the picture stock, maintain that
a Condor registration statement and prospectus filed with the federal securities and
exchange commission, February 1, 1937,
contained “untrue statements” as well as
“omissions of material facts.”
Condor Pictures was sponsored by the
defunct B. E. Buckman & Co., for which
Stephens was formerly an attorney. The
Buckman company sold about $324,000
worth of Condor stock in Wisconsin.

Projectionist Displays

Steeleville Booth Fire
Injures Leonard

But It's "You- All"

"Gang”

McFarland

re-

Ship Models
Chicago — Eight

model

in Lobby
ships, the

work

of Projectionist Art Hollins, were on display in the lobby of the B&K Harding.
Hollins made the models in his spare time.
Included were miniature replicas of the
H. M. S. Bounty of “Mutiny on the
Bounty,” the Queen Mary, Leviathan,
cabin cruisers, sailing vessels and others.
One was an accurate working model of
the newest diesel-powered fireboat of the
Chicago fire department. Hollins received
an honorary fire chief appointment for
making this model for Fire Commissioner
Michael J. Corrigan of Chicago.

joins “Our Gang” in “Aladdin’s Lantern,”
which Gordon Douglas directs for Metro.

To Reopen
Operators Will Ask
10 Per Cent Hike
Chicago — It was

learned

this

Chicago — The

week

that

the

operators' union, when conferences begin with exhibitors, will

now

ask

a

10 per

cent

hike

instead

of

a 15 per cent raise for the forthcoming
contracts, due to become
effective
September
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1.

Harold E. Chasmer, vice-president of the
Commercial Crime Commission, Inc., New
York, was here to present a preview of
“Racket Busters,” which opened at the
Warner, August 5. The flicker was shown
to police and labor officials as well as Boy
Scout troups and their reactions provided
swell newspaper publicity for the picture
with Manager MacDonald reporting opening business strong.

"Gateway" Contest Is
Built Around Ameche
Kenosha,

Wis. — The

Gateway

Theatre

here sponsored a “Recollections of Don
Ameche Contest” in connection with the
showing of “Gateway” at the local house.
The contest was promoted because Ameche
is a local lad and because of the similarity
in names between the theatre and the title
of the film.
Prizes included $3 in cash for the best
letter, $2 for the second best, $1 for the
third and free tickets to the theatre for
the remainder of the letters received.

Savoy
Watertown,

Doing
Wis. — The

Well
new

Savoy,

op-

ened here recently, reports outstanding
business to date, according to Samuel
Ozonoff. The theatre is air-conditioned
and has the latest modern equipment.
Oriental Bow
Chicago — Latest

on Labor

Day

of the Oriental

Theatre

opening reports, sets the date for about
Labor Day, with B&K operating the house.

Three

Schoenstadts

are

plan-

ning to reopen the Archer, Crane and
Crown theatres, which were closed during the last two months.

Trio Incorporates
Chicago — S. B.

William Exton cooperated in the “Sales
Mean Jobs’’ campaign staged in Kenosha
last week by donating the Kenosha Theatre as a meeting place for a morning
sales rally.

Holtzman,

A.

and D. Grund are incorporators
Charles Theatre, Inc. Company
were filed last week.

Lists Choice of July's
"Ten Best"
Chicago — Mae Tinee listed the following films as the best during July:
"Josette,"

Spencer

in the
papers

“I'll Give

a Million,"

“Cow-

“Lord
“Blockade,"Angel,"
From Brooklyn/'
Jeff," boy“Sky
Giant," “Shopworn
"Little
Andy

Miss
Hardy,"

Broadway,"
and

“Love

“Always
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MINNEAPOLIS JURY MAY DECIDE CHARGES ROSS
FEDERAL SERVICE ENGAGED IN DETECTIVE WORK
Northwest
Support
Minneapolis — After

Exhibitors

Film Advertising
hearing

Kansas

meeting and asserting he wouldn’t join
the drive “because the first thing the industry should do is to clean house and eliminate unfair trade practices,” was one of
the first to sign up.
Eddie Ruben and Harold Fields, also
important independent circuit operators,
lost no time in joining. The former explained he had been reluctant even to
attend the meeting, but that, after hearing the campaign explained, was “entirely sold on it.” John J. Friedl, Minnesota
Amusement Co. general manager, announced the big chain would go along
“lock, stock and barrel.” He predicted
the campaign will boost theatre business
substantially.

“I can’t see how any exhibitor can be
so foolish as to stay out,” said Steffes.
“He just can’t afford to do otherwise.”
The share of the campaign’s cost to be
raised for this district, Steffes pointed out,
is only $35,000. Approximately $4,000 was
pledged at the meeting which was attended by only a small percentage of the territory’s exhibitors.
Steffes appointed the following commitee chairmen:
Charles Winchell of the Minnesota
Amusement Co., press; John J. Friedl,
theatres; W. H. Workman, M-G-M branch
manager, exchanges, and Moe Levy, 20thFox exchange manager, accessories.
Omaha Preparing
To Do Its Share
Omaha-— Exhibitors in the Omaha distribution territory — 450 of them — are pre::
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MW

exhibitors

Moines — Columbia.

Kansas

City — Warner

Bros.

Minneapolis — 20th Century-Fox.
Omaha — United Artists.

the chairman of this district’s group and
said he wouldn’t make up his mind until
he learned more of the particulars, announced he would be “proud and happy”
to take charge, pledged his wholehearted
support, urged all independents to “participate to the fullest extent possible” and
indorsed the campaign “without reservations.”
Even Bennie Berger, large independent
circuit operator who had issued a statement declining to attend the New York

City — Midwestern

taking part in the "Motion Pictures'
Greatest Year" drive will be furnished
advertising material and essential accessories at the following exchanges:
Des

Sioux

Falls — RKO.

paring to cooperate in the film industry’s
greatest campaign to stimulate boxoffice
grosses.
First steps in the drive to increase theatre patronage in the Omaha area, as a
part of the national drive, were taken at
a meeting in Omaha this week. More than
150 exhibitors, exchange managers and
salesmen attended the conclave.
“You can count on us,” was the general opinion expressed at the enthusiastic
meeting.
G. Ralph Branton, general manager for
Tri-States Theatres, presented details of
the national “Motion Pictures’ Greatest
Year” campaign, which is expected to
benefit exhibitors more than any individual
or group promotion drive ever conducted.
In

explaining the campaign’s background, Branton pointed out “some of the
great minds of the film industry made
statements to the general press which
should have been confined to the trade
publications. One of them said other companies were hoarding pictures. Then there
was the ‘boxoffice poison’ ad. All these
things have given the general public the
wrong idea about the motion picture busiBranton

explained

Sid

Drive

Exchanges Handling
Drive Material

the purpose

and plan of the united industry advertising
campaign explained by Andy Smith, United Artists’ general sales manager, a member of the national committee, circuit, affiliated and independent exhibitors of the
territory, attending a meeting called by
President W. A. Steffes of Northwest Allied, gave the drive their stamp of approval and agreed to join it.
Steffes, who had deferred acceptance of

BOXOFFICE

Unite to

that this campaign

will do what a “lot of exhibitors do every
ness.”
year, but it will do it bigger and better.”
The plan has two main points, he said:
1. The campaign will overcome the unfavorable publicity which the film industry has received during the past year.
2. The campaign will directly create an
upswing in boxoffice grosses.
The drive was originated by exhibitors,
will be directed and supported by exhibitors and will benefit exhibitors, Branton
pointed out. Not only that, he said, the
movement will do most good for the small,
independent exhibitor.
“This is the first time in the industry’s
(Continued on page 59)

Volk Opens Attack;
Hearing Is Set for
October 5

Minneapolis

— A

jury

decision

as

to

whether Ross Federal Service checkers are
engaged in detective work is expected to
eventuate from a hearing set here for
October 5 on charges of a local exhibitor
that the checkers are operating a detective
agency without a license.
Arraigned in municipal court here, the
Ross checkers pleaded not guilty and asked
for a jury trial. The new hearing date
then was set by the court.
The charge was brought by Sid Volk,
owner of the Nile Theatre, one of the
larger independent neighborhood houses,
as a move in the Northwest Allied fight
to put the company out of business in this
territory and against percentage pictures
and checking generally. The Nile was one
of the numerous theatres here blind and
otherwise checked by Ross men.

Twin

Cities Taking

Joint

' Blockade
Minneapolis
— Minneapolis
Catholics '
Action Against
have joined those of St. Paul in protesting against the showing of “Blockade,”
which already has been offered at two
Twin City downtown houses.
Grounds for the protest are that “ ‘Blockade’ is a propaganda film not historically
norIn factually
correct.”
a statement
issued in connection with
the action, J. A. Quist of the executive
committee of the Minneapolis joint committee of Catholic Laymen’s Organizations
said:
“Regardless of the political situation in
Spain which this picture assumes to introduce, it is but another of those enterprises calculated to disturb the public
welfare by inviting class and political and
religious differences.”
Quist also charged “the film is but the
first of a series of propaganda pictures
which agencies under foreign direction are
producing as a form of influence contrary
to the better principles of American ac-

Competition
Omaha — Exhibitors

in Omaha
here

are

going

to

tion.”
have plenty of competition starting August 20. The Barnes and Sells-Floto combined circus is due for four performances,

August 20 and 21. Then Ak-Sar-Ben, Nebraska booster organization, is bringing
an outdoor show to the Ak-Sar-Ben Field
the entire week of August 22.
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Natl Circuit Conventioneers Hear

plus general and specific pointers on operation occupied the major attention of vis-

Skouras Praise Attendance Drive

iting division, district and individual-theatre managers during the three-day session which opened in the Muehlebach Hotel on Tuesday.
Besides Skouras, those attending the sessions included Herman Wobber and Felix
A. Jenkins of 20th Century-Fox, New York;
Charles P. Skouras, Los Angeles; Rick
Ricketson,

Kansas City — Terming the industry’s
“Motion Pictures’ Greatest Year’’ cam-

Esquire "
Had ",
Skoura16s Years
Ago

paign the “greatest thing that ever happened to this business,” Spyros Skouras
said here this week that he hoped the
advertising and exploitation program
would become an annual affair.

Kansas City — The
town, which reopens
Esquire

“Not only will it produce bigger grosses
and increase the trade’s prestige but it
will help unify all branches of the business to fight together in a common cause
instead of fighting each other at arm’s
length,” said the National Theatre circuit president, here to attend his chain’s
divisional meeting.
He revealed that the industry drive was
one of the subjects of prime consideration
at the

circuit sessions, and

that

the

the campaign to bring the new season’s
“exceptionally fine” pictures to the closer
attention of the public. Increased advertising budgets will be set up, he said, and
advertising will be carefully aimed at the
same general objective as that of others
concerned in the national program.
Predicting generally improved grosses in
the next few weeks, Skouras cited forthcoming product as of a calibre to warrant
optimism.
He confirmed New York reports of the
closing of a two-year product deal with
RKO Radio for the entire lineup over a
spread of 350 houses. Other major product
deals already had been signed when William T. Powers, circuit buyer, sealed
the RKO contract with Jules Levy of that

National

was

established

1G

years

ago by Spyros Skouras, president of National Theatres, he revealed

here

this week.

His

first venture

be-

yond his St. Louis scene of operations,
house then was known
as the

the

Twelfth

Street

Theatre.

company before leaving New
for Kansas City.
Asked

or-

ganization’s approximately 500 theatres
the country will participate in

throughout

Theatre,

remodeled DownAugust 18 as the

if the remodeling

York

by plane

of the Esquire

in Kansas City into an “intimate” sureseater indicated a circuit-wide trend in
that direction, Skouras replied that it did
not. The chain will convert small houses
into de luxe intimate units only where
conditions justify and where
sibilities exist, he said.
Double
The

Features

policy on double

long-run

pos-

to Stay
features

will con-

tinue without change, he said, “because in
many cases they pay regardless of what
newspaper

and

other

straw-vote

polls re-

Denver; H. J. Fitzgerald, Milwaukee; Frank Newman, Portland, and
E. C. Rhoden, Kansas City.
Others :
New York — Jack Sullivan, William T.
Powers, Eddie Zabel, H. C. Cox, John
Healy, and Milt Hossfeld.
West Coast — Charles A. Buckley, Mike
Rosenberg, A. M. Bowles, Irving Epsteen,
A. J. Krappman.
Rocky Mountain Area — Fred Glass, Ray
Davis, Bill Steege, Harry Huffman, Jack
McGee, Bob Garland, Bill Dollison, Jack
Copeland. Harry Ashton, Harold Jones,
Don Dungan, Si Sanders, I. Weiner, Bill
Agran, Bill Conrad, and George Frantz.
Wisconsin — L. R. Pierce, R. Leedy, C. L.
Loewenberg, W. V. Geehan, V. T. Touchett,
Joseph Strother, John Bergant, G. H.
Brown, G. N. Blatchford, Elmer Brennan,
Gene Kilburg, Loewell Parmentier, and
Harold Knudson.
Midwest — Lon Cox, H. A. McClure, Edd
Haas, Fred Souttar, H. E. Jameyson, Stanley Chambers, Senn Lawler, L. E. Pope,
Charles E. Shafer, L. O. Honig, Leland
Hazard, Allan Karf, Harold Hume, H. F.
Brown, Chester Hylton, Ralph Adams,
Morrill Moore, B. M. Montee, C. H. Zile,
C. C. Murray, J. Earl Hayes, and John
Meinardi.

veal as the public’s desire.” The condition
of each situation determines the policy,
he said, pointing out that many of his

Willard Keith of the Keith-Cosgrove
& Co., insurance concern, attended.

houses operate profitably on a single-bill
policy, while others can show a profit only
on double-feature programs.
Discussion of the exhibition and promotional value of pictures under contract,

Awarding of Prizes
A Meeting Highlight

Theatres

Executives

Kansas City — One of the highlights of
the National Theatres convention was the
awarding

in Kaycee

of prizes to the winners

in Na-

Meeting

— Photo by Cresswell
Included

among

the above

assembled

National

Kansas City are Spyros Skouras, Herman
Frank Newman and E. C. Rhoden.
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Theatre

Wobber,

executives

who

Felix A. Jenkins,

convened

Charles

for three

P. Skouras,

days, August

Rick

Ricketson,
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Grosses Encouraging

tional Theatres’ drive for business, which
ended July 9. Pox Midwest, the Kansas
City division, won first place, and E. C.
Rhoden, head of the area, accepted the
division award from Spyros Skouras.
Individual managers also were presented

Minneapolis — The

of grosses downtown
night, resulting in
brought
dustry.

From the Kansas City division the winners were J. Earl Hayes, Strand, Ft. Madison, la.; B. M. Montee, Peoples, Chanute,
Kas.; C. H. Zile, Regent, Winfield, Kas.;
C. C. Murray, formerly at the Fox Tower
here, Lincoln, Belleville, 111., and Morrill
Moore, manager of the Warwick in Kansas
City.
From the Rocky Mountain division winners were Don Dugan, Fox, Montrose,

by

some

during the past forttwo holdovers, have

encouragement

to the

in-

Holdover pictures doing well are “The
Rage of Paris,” now in its second week
at the World after a splendid week at the

More than
the Kirkwood

Orpheum, and “The Crowd Roars,” moved
from the State to the Century for a second
week.

Speakers at the session, which started
at 10 a. m. and lasted through luncheon,
included Branton, Lou Elman, RKO branch

W. Purcell of the Hampton Chronicle, and E. E. Morris of Eagle Grove.
Larry Day, son of Jess Day of Fort
Dodge, is managing the theatre.

Hall Remodels
Amateur

Contests

Farmington, Ia. — The State Theatre here
has been bolstering business with a series
of amateur contests with cash prizes.

100 attended
Hotel.

the meeting

manager; Leo Walcott of Eldora,
ation president, and representatives
production organizations.

at

associof film

Branton planned to hold a similar meeting in Omaha Tuesday.

The Star. Warrensburg.
Closed for Remodeling
Kansas

City— The

Star

Theatre,

War-

rensburg, Mo., has been closed for extensive remodeling, which will require two
or

Stage

completed.

general
as Des

Moines and Omaha chairman of the “Motion Pictures’ Greatest Year” campaign
in this territory, outlined the prospects
in the film field at a meeting of the Allied
Motion Picture Exhibitors of Iowa here
Monday.

T.

Franklin, Neb. — George Hall is remodeling and redecorating the front of his
Rosebowl Theatre. Job will be black and
sign when

Industry's Drive
Des Moines — G. Ralph Branton,
manager of Tri-States Theatres,

Vallee packed ’em into the Orpheum for
one of the biggest five-day grosses in the
theatre’s history. The take was even
larger than for the five-day engagement
last season.

Clarion, Ia. — Among visitors during the
first week of operation of the new Clarion
Theatre were Charles and Walter Peterson, Hampton theatre operators; Editor

winners: Elmer Brennan, Orpheum, Green
Bay; Harold Knudson, Oden, Beaver Dam;
Gene Kilburg, Milwaukee, and Lowell Parmentier, Paradise, West Allis, Wis.

new

done

Quartet of Visitors Call
On New Clarion Theatre

Colo.; Jack Copeland, Paramount, Denver, Colo.; Harry Ashton, Boulder and
Isis, Boulder, Colo., and Harold Jones,
Adelaide and Majestic, Nampa, Idaho.
From the Wisconsin area there were four

with

big business

Rudy Vallee in his five-day engagement at
the Orpheum here last week and the spurt

measured but resourcefulness, extra activities and consistent performance from
week to week.

white

Branton Outlines

Industry in Minneapolis

cash prizes by Mr. Skouras. A “No. 1”
theatre manager was selected from each
district, and they attended the convention
as special guests. Quota performance was
not the yardstick by which managers were

George

to

three

weeks.

The

Mainstreet,

Com-

monwealth Amusement Corp.’s other house
there, will remain open. Bob Shelton, who
manages
rensburg.

both

houses,

is mayor

of War-

Buy Genuine

WESTERN ELECTRIC
MOTIOGRAPH
MIRROPHONIC

SOUND
FROM
YOU

YOUR

EQUIPMENT
IOWA

THE ONE

AND

SUPPLY

HOUSE,

ONLY

GENUINE

THAT

GIVES

EQUIPMENT

"No Substitute"

DES MOINES

THEATRE

1121 High Street
BOXOFFICE
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SUPPLY

CO.

Des Moines, Iowa
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C IE I
Miss Agnes

Kemp, cashier for Republic-Midwest, left for Colorado this week
on vacation . . . Jim Weakly is the new
booker at Republic.

£ L. LEWELLEN, who operates the Community at Rosendale, Mo., an open air
show in the summer, was chinning with
Jimmie Foland of the Independent Theatre Supply not long ago and they recalled when the theatre at Rosendale was
first built. Foland then was with Pathe,
and one of the bookers for the company
was Morton Van Praag. The theatre

M.

exclaimed

Glen

in

Newbold, Yates Center, Kas., exhibitor, was on Filmrow this week.

still doesn’t know who sent it. A day or
so later he received another, in the same
mysterious way. Tuesday morning someone— apparently the mysterious donor of
the dogs — inserted an ad in the Times:
“Will give pedigreed terriers to anyone with
good home. Tom Baldwin, 219 West 18 th
St.” Naturally there were a lot of calls.
In the meantime Tom doesn’t know how
it is all going to end.
Max

Leland Allen, Commonwealth Amusement Corp. booker, left Sunday for Memphis on business for Commonwealth’s Arkansas theatres. He returned the last of
the week.

Barewin of Price Theatre Premiums was in this week from St. Louis.

We couldn’t say a thing early this week
when Les Durland, manager of Monogram, asked us if the picture he is distributing for L. J. McCarthy is entitled

Ralph A. Morrow of Universal, Mrs.
Morrow and their son, Ralph jr„ will
spend next weekend with their daughter
and sister, Mrs. Ethel Johnson, in St.
Louis.

“Marijuana” or “Assassin of Youth.” It’s
“Assassin of Youth,” not “Marijuana,” as
we indicated in last week’s column, and
it did a whale of a business at the Regent,
where it first ran last week.

OFFICE

THE BIGGEST

RECORDS

CLEANUP

PICTURE

ASK — Edw. Mansfield, Regent Theatre. Kansas City, Mo.
O. F. Sullivan, Civic Theatre, Wichita, Kas.
Lloyd Morris, Plaza Theatre, Great Bend, Kas.
Ray Holmes, Cozy Theatre, Norton, Kas.

THEY

WILL

TELL YOU

"ASSASSIN
A

A

New

PUFF

—

Picture That

A

TO

GET

IT QUICKLY

OF YOUTH"

PARTY

—

A

TRAGEDY

Really Tells the Story of Today's

GREATEST MENACE — MARIJUANA
MONOGRAM
FILM DISTRIBUTORS,
130 West

56

18th Street

was

Several days ago someone sent Tom
Baldivin of Columbia a dog, a very smart
looking wire-haired terrier, by Film Delivery. No name was attached, aiid Tom

Jane Dodd, formerly with Universal, is
at Metro, filling in with the booking department due to the illness of Mary Ryan.
Mary Agnes Dold also is on the sick list
. . . The new girl at Metro is Genevieve
Palmer.

BOX

of Monogram

Ray Cresswell, son of Norris B. Cresswell, who is fighting for the Loyalists in
Spain, sent a letter the other day, written
May 27 at Barcelona, telling the folks that
he has been transferred to an all-Spanish
fighting unit. He formerly was with the
Abraham Lincoln brigade, which contained
many Americans.

J. J. Kametz, formerly a theatre operator at Bunceton, Mo., and now maintenance man in Coffeyville, Kas., for Fox
Midwest, was on the Row this week. Other
visitors included: E. Van Hyning, Ritz,
Parsons, Kas.; Joe McClure of the Kansan, Osawatomie, Kas.; Chub Golladay, Moberly, Mo., and Mrs. Golladay, on the Row
returning home from a vacation; Mrs.
E. Nolan, Cassville, Mo.; Charles Swiercinsky. Major Theatre, Washington, Mo.;
Art Pugh, Fredonia, Kas.; H. E. Jarboe,
Cameron, Mo.; Howard Meek, Mayville,
Mo., and Mrs. Meek; Ercil Arnold, Hillsboro, Kas.; Fred Wilcox, Lockwood, Mo.;
H. B. Garber, Baxter Springs, Kas.; Walt
Talbut, Rogers, Ark.; W. D. Smith of the
Lone Star, Vermillion, Kas.

NEW

G. Shackelford

asked recently why he didn’t cash his pay
check. Shack couldn’t remember, he
thought there was one missing, but where?
He went to his private bank, consisting
of a row of shoes on a rack in his closet
at home, and methodically searched out
of the toe of one of them the missing instrument.

couldn’t get an operator by opening night,
so Foland and Van Praag went up from
Kansas City, the latter to fill in as operator. The first night’s show was a “Baby
Marie Osborn” release. Rosendale showed
its appreciation for the good offices of
Van Praag and Foland in the form of food.
“Did they feed us!” Foland
gustatory recollection.

K.C. Filmrow Romps

L. F. (LES) DURLAND,

Mgr

Kansas

INC.
City, Mo.

And Ramps at Picnic
Kansas

City — Notes

from

the

annual

film picnic at Quivira, which Bob Withers so ably generaled again this year, with
the assistance of Arthur Cole, Norris B.
Cresswell, George Baker, R. R. Biechele,
and others.
Biechele and Cresswell spent the morning tacking up signs along the route (the
Leo Finkelstein spelling was Quivera) . . .
At the George Hinton table (Mrs. Parkhurst, Mrs. Hinton, Beverly and Mrs. Miller, Mrs. Riley) they were having great
sport putting dry ice in water and coffee
to make it boil and steam . . . Arthur Cole
pinning badges on for the dance . . .
Frank Hensler of Metro and a group of
Metro employes having a good time . . .
June Medcalf, secretary to the secretary
of the KMTA, with Miss Medcalf, her sister-in-law, and Francis Biechele . . . Bill
Truog and John Graham eating in a quiet
spot, early, with their party . . . Walt
Kirkham of Commonwealth pushing
around vigorously . . . The picnic Tough
Guy: Jimmie Lewis . . . M. G. Shackelford in a pair of trunks gingerly treading the raised plank pathway from the
George Baker’s Electric Theatre “Poppool.
eye” band provided music.
Columbia, spearheaded by Ben Marcus,
went through its fried chicken like a hot
knife through butter. Ben was ably assisted by Tom Baldwin, Bill Bradfield,
Louise Williams, Maybelle Elsloo and husband, Bill Weintraub of Majestic, Max
Barewin, Tom Wilhoit, Glen W. Dickinson,
Alberta Minor, etc. The group picnicked
it. There was a good deal of “Who done
it” after Ben was pelted on the head with
a roll and Bill found a lighted cigarette
in his pocket.
Ed

Webber jr„ looking like an advertisement for a bathing suit as he got out

of the pool to have a beer with Bud Wolfberg . . . Leroy Miller, Ralph Morrow and
Clarence Knipe, of Universal . . . Bob
Withers and O. K. Mason going into the
clubhouse . . . Stan Goldberg and Charley
Crawford telling stories to the press.
The boys from 20th Century-Fox took
Ed Webber’s ITO All-Star team to the
tune of 10 to 4. The game lasted the full
seven innings, which surprised observers.
Among the players for Fox were George
Regan, pitcher (who slew the enemy),
John Long, who did some pitching; Charley Crawford, Bob Conn, George Friedel,
Gus Kubitzki, a mean man with the sticks;
Jay Knight, Bill Bradfield (who was trying to work up an appetite, and Les Kilpatrick. Among those who worked for the
ITO’s were Ed Webber, Frank Ritter of
the Isis (who did a nice job twirling) , Tom
Wilhoit, who pitched to a couple of batters at least, Bud Wolfberg; Nast and
Larry and Bob Biechele from National
Screen Service; Harry Biederman, Isis;
Sherrill and Leaton of Metro, and Milberger and Sandusky of Columbia.
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Minneapolis Grand
Remodeling Slows
Minneapolis— The

big business

done

by

Grand Theatre is progressing more slowly
than anticipated and the Minnesota
Amusement house will not be ready to openuntil October, according to John J, Priedl,
general manager.
Moreover, no decision has been reached
yet as to the policy to be installed at this
1,100-seat theatre which will replace the
4,200-seat Minnesota, Priedl insists.
“We’ll probably decide the policy next
month,” says Priedl. “The matter still
is under consideration.”
In the meanwhile, independent neighborhood exhibitors, members of Northwest
Allied, will keep their fingers crossed, hoping that the predicated 25-cent first-run
double feature policy will not eventuate
for either the Grand or Lyric.
The fact that the Minnesota Amusement Co. discontinued dual bills in its 35cent Rivera, St. Paul, going to single bills
at 25 cents there, has brought hope to the
independents that the big chain will confine its double featuring to one 25-cent
house each in the Twin Cities — the Aster,
Minneapolis, and Tower, St. Paul. However, Priedl says discontinuance of twin
bills in St. Paul has no relation to Minneapolis policies and was prompted by the
dual features’ failure to catch on in the
35-cent Riviera, just as it flopped in the
35~cent State here.
Among the independent neighborhoods,
the Princess alone continues to double feature. There is no indication the policy
will spread, although some of the opposition have been threatening to go to the
policy.

MINNEAPOLIS
ment of the Twin
the enlarge
Yy^ORK
City on
Variety
Club quarters in the
Hotel Nicollet is progressing at a rapid
rate, but it probably will be at least two
months before the formal opening can
take place. When the quarters are completed they will be one of the finest and
largest of any Variety Club in the country. . . manager,
Andy Smith, United Artists’ general
a visitor.
Out-of-town exhibitors visiting Filmrow
included Don Anderson, Pine Island, Minn.;
E. L. Danielson, Mabel, Minn.; Allen Mueller, Arlington, Minn.; S. R. Holman, New
Effington, S. D.; Bonnie Benfield, Morris,
Minn.; Jack Heywood, New Richmond,

Wis.; Don Buckley, Redwood

E. T. “Peck” Gomersall, Universal district manager, was expected here this
week . . . “Alexander’s Ragtime Band”
goes into the State here August 19. It is
being given extended time on all bookings, Joe Podoloff, 20th-Fox branch manager, confides.
Helen Rissler of United Artists is vacationing right here in Minneapolis

Kansas

City — L. T. “Pat”

Garlow

has

resigned as GB salesman here and has
gone to California.
Robert Moore, formerly shipper with
National Screen Service here, has been
employed by Douglas Desch, GB branch
manager, as booker and city salesman.
Moore is the son of Morrill Moore of the
Pox Rockhill.
Reba Bredehoft, who has been handling the booking, will take care of office
work and continue as secretary to Desch.

Stan Goldberg
Kansas

City — Stanley

Back

Goldberg

of Met-

ro Premiums returned last week from Chicago with the company’s new BeautyWare premiums and “a lot of new premium ideas which will be announced
shortly.” Seventh a couple of weeks ago,
Goldberg now stands third nationally in
Metro sales.
He has a new secretary, Loraine Draper.
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Father of W. H. Workman, M-G-M
branch manager, has taken a turn for the
worse. He is seriously ill at his soil’s home
. . . Dan Cupid busy on Filmrow again:
Dorothy Roy, Paramount booking department secretary, to wed Ward Christianson, Time Theatre projectionist . . . Bertha Nauer, secretary to W. H. Workman
at M-G-M, back from her vacation brown
as a berry . . . 20 th-Fox here preparing
to launch its S. R. Kent drive.
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"Pat" Garlow Quits GB ;
Leaves tor California

. . .Who’s

TRADE
A

Bill Evidon, Columbia office manager,
spending a week with his brother, Mel, in
Des Moines, where the latter is Columbia
branch manager . . . Helen Paasch of the
M-G-M office staff spending a couple of
weeks in the northern Minnesota woods
. . . Genevieve Donovan of the Columbia
office staff off to South Dakota for a
visit.

Falls, Minn.,

and Jack Engen, Bottineau, N. D.

""

Filmrow’s “Shoe String?” ’Tis said she
worked at Universal and now is on her
vacation . . . Josephine Renner , formerly
branch manager secretary, has been promoted to district manager’s secretary at
Paramount, succeeding Eve Phillips, resigned.
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When Is a Free
Show Free?
Omaha — Major
picture exchanges
who maintain they are not serving
"free shows" had best check
things a little closer, suggested
Nebraska exhibitor.
In several

towns

in the

as

are

giving

tickets to the local theatre,

the exhibitor
store.

refunds

Omaha — The
dis-

which

at the merchant's

This, the exhibitor contends, "is just
much a free show as giving away

the whole

thing

to anybody

that wants

to come.”

Running Start for
Fall in Tri-States

Omaha

“free show”

situation in the

trade territory, now grown to serious proportions, took a different turn

this week with persons from the “pro”
side of the question being interviewed by
Boxoffice.

“Pro” speakers, however, asked to remain anonymous, since they admitted
frankly the “free show” problem is one
seriously affecting the general standards
of the motion picture industry.
Three exchanges in Omaha are serving
what may be classed as out-and-out “free
shows.” A concensus of their expressions
include:

in Des

“We are serving free shows where they
do not conflict with legitimate exhibitors.
This means that film goes to free shows
only when the picture will be shown 10 to
15 miles from any town with a regular
exhibitor.

Moines, Waterloo, Cedar Rapids, Davenport and Sioux City, la., and in some
Illinois and Nebraska cities, this week
sought to give their fall season a running

“After all, towns of 200 to 500 population are entitled to some sort of entertainment. They can’t afford to support a
theatre, so the merchants pay for a free

Des

Moines — Tri- States

theatres

start with “Happy New Year” festivities
to draw patrons’ attention to the new
productions.
In Des Moines and in most of the
other Tri-States theatres, the inaugural of
the new motion picture year was highlighted by the new season’s attractions
and carnival trappings.
The Des Moines and Roosevelt theatres
here closed their boxoffices at 5 p. m.
Wednesday. Decorations and special lighting were moved into place and the ‘‘new
year’s eve” show, “Love Finds Andy
Hardy,” opened at 8 p. m., with no advance in prices and only the capacity of
the theatres sold.
Toy balloons were released to mark the
.opening of the season.
The same procedure was followed on
Thursday at the Paramount Theatre, showing “The Texans,” and the Orpheum, giving “My Bill” a sendoff.
Meanwhile, the Scrambled Sweethearts
contest, originally scheduled to start Friday, August 5, got under way Monday in
the Des Moines Tribune. The contest, running daily for eight days, has the wrong
film players pictured together, calls on
fans to unscramble them for $100 in cash
prizes.

Royal to Reopen
Kansas

City — The

Royal, Commonwealth

Amusement Corp.’s house at Trenton, Mo.,
which burned recently, will reopen August 13. Wendell Lenhart is manager.

KEN MAVNRRD
WESTERNS
NEW

PRINTS

ATLANTIC
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18th

St.

—

—

BOOK
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KANSAS

CITY,

MO.

show one night a week.”
One central Nebraska

exhibitor, who

admitted he “hated” free shows, pointed
out that small-town merchants knew what
to use to draw persons into a town. “It
just proved that a theatre is as necessary
to a town
Dozen

as schools and
Towns

Run

Own

churches.”
Shows

Almost a dozen towns in the Omaha
distribution territory operate their own
theatre; that is, the town’s business association or community club acts as the
exhibitor. This practice has been given
the approval of other exhibitors, since
admission is charged, and the theatre
is operated just as one owned by an individual.
Theatres

operated by community

And

How

Omaha — A
"free show"
promoter
completed his deal with merchants in
small

Nebraska

town

and

proceeded

to look for a good place for the outdoor showing. A
box-car on some
sidetracks was the best spot for the
handy.
screen, since a large open lot was
When
the picture was
half-way
through, the screen started moving
down the track, for a switch engine
had

attached

itself to the

cars. The promoter
chasing

had

his screen

line of boxa

down

merry
the

time

tracks!

Trade in Davenport
For Ban on Bingo
Davenport,

Ia. — Theatre

operators

here

are reported by newspapers to be plainly
pleased by city officials banning of big
cash award Bingo games.
“Theatre operators have felt that many
Bingo players would go to the movies if
the lure for big Bingo profits were eliminated,” the Des Moines Register reporter
wrote.
Because there are hundreds of Bingo
addicts in Davenport and across the river
in Rock Island and Moline, 111., theatre
men were still skeptical about the success
of city officials’ drive on the game, however.
Last Saturday night there were approximately 2,000 Bingo players concentrated
in three downtown halls here. Monday,
Mayor John Jebens ordered that cash
prizes in Bingo must be stopped and all
awards limited to baskets of groceries and
canned goods. Prizes heretofore have
ranged up to $1,000.

clubs

or merchants’ groups include Palace Theatre, Clear Water; Ritz Theatre, Deshler;
Liberty Theatre, Liberty; Community Theatre, Lindsay; Palmer Theatre, Palmer:
Mason Theatre, Mason City, all in Nebraska; Sun Theatre, Coin, and Lytton
Theatre, Lytton, both in Iowa; Community Theatre, Avon, and Colome Theatre,
Colome, both in South Dakota.
“Free shows,” generally, are 35 mm
films, but 1939 will see considerable 16mm
pictures on free screens, according to one
“free show” promoter. Many top-notch
pictures are available in 16mm which will
aid the “giveaway shows” materially.
One exchange manager, serving free
shows, frankly admitted he is against the
practice but “after all we’re in the picture
selling business. The practice has caused
us a lot of trouble with legitimate exhibitors, who rightfully have a squawk
because of unfair competition.”
Exhibitors so far have been unable

to

find a solution to the “free show” problem, which is showing up clearly in the
boxoffice “takes.”
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Portable Screen ,

a

into
one

Omaha

tribution area, merchants
away

The Free Show Pros
Present Their Side

Mort

H. Singer Sees
An " Upswing " in Fall

Omaha — Mort

H.

Singer,

head

of

the

Singer circuit, reported business “on the
upswing” when he was here this week on
a brief visit to the Brandeis Theatre,
managed by brother Will Singer.
“A combination of improved business
conditions with better pictures has meant
a definite increase in grosses the last
week or so,” Singer told Boxoffice. “I
think we’re going to see some real business
at the boxoffice this fall and winter.”
Singer returned to Chicago after his
visit here.

Boyes' Tent Stays
Lincoln — Chick

Boyes’

tent theatre

will

stay here until about November 1. That’s
the plan now, according to Boyes, who
has taken a No. 2 dramatic stock company to play all the county fair and picnic
dates he has booked.
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Northwest Exhibitors IL I SCO
Unite for Film Drive

IL M Price Tilt Follows
Darkening of Two

here
came went
parents
Federer
last week and
for a visit
FEDERER'S
JJOWARD
on to Colorado with them. Leaves Alvin

(Continued
history
around

from

page

53)

that all divisions are able to sit
a table and agree on a common

cause,” Branton said. “There are several
reasons for the recent boxoffice slump,
but none as important as those problems
inside the industry.”
The general plan of advertising, exploitation and contest — entailing expenditure of $1,000,000 — was explained. The
campaign will be “twice as effective as
Bank Night and other giveaways” and will
cost less for the increase in benefits, the
speaker said.
Under details completed at the meeting in Omaha, every exhibitor in the trade
territory will be asked to cooperate on the
basis of ten cents per seat in his theatre.
August Herman, Muse, and Walter Creal,
Beacon, will handle details in Omaha.
President Charles E. Williams of the MPTO
of Nebraska and Western Iowa heads a
committee contacting exhibitors outside
Omaha. Members of the committee are
H. D. Bowers, Chief, Weeping Water, Neb.;
Charles Stewart, Mayfair, Shenandoah,
la.; C. N. Robinson, Home, Blair, Neb.;
John Noffsinger, Capitol, Madison, Neb.;
W. W. Troxell, Troxell theatres, Wilber
and DeWitt, Neb.

Casino Would Settle
Delinquency in Taxes
Des Moines — The Casino Theatre Corp.,
which operates the Casino Theatre here,
has filed an offer to settle its $1,263.75
tax delinquency for half that amount.
The delinquency, according to Polk
county supervisors, runs from 1929 to
1936, inclusive.

Hendricks a big man on theatre Row . . .
Glenn Trump on the Journal will be the
Boxoffice representative for the next two
weeks while Barney Oldfield is handling
press at the Nebraska National Guard
camp at Ashland.
Bob

Livingston

is searching

among

the

petty cash to try and find enough to take
a trip for three or four days to Estes
Park, where approximately half of Lincoln
is now . . . Charlie Shire has ideas of
making the annual roller skating bee here
a lavish affair, after seeing all the fun
everybody had the other night.

Colo., except that he’s doing all right . . .
Also things are quiet in the Walter B.
Shuttee and E. A. Pate hen sector (Oklahoma City) . . . Edith Keller, wife of the
Altec gent here, went to O. C. where her
father died. Hank, her husband, flew
down from Minnesota.

Kansas City — E. Van Hyning reopened
his Ritz Theatre, Parsons, Kas., this week
after extensive remodeling.
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ever

since it was organized when it acquired the Cole Theatre Supply here about
14 years ago.
“Smitty”

manager

was

for

here

in

National.

1925
In

as branch

1929

he

re-

signed to go with Fox as pm-chasing
agent, and after a year and a half went
with the Dickinson circuit where he remained 3V2 years. He was manager for
the Southern Theatre Equipment Co. at
Oklahoma City from 1921 to 1924.

milkmaid’s contest to replace it. He turned comedian himself and carried a shovel
all the while the cows were on the stage.

GIANT AUGUST
TRADE-IN SALE

DUO LIGHT-MASTER
More

light with no increase

in operat-

ingdent
costs.
With 14"
mirror — Indepenadjustments
of carbon
jaws on
feed screw — Vertical and horizontal adjustments on both mirror and negative
carbon jaw — New improved automatic
arc feed — Improved inside dowser.

TRADE-IN
$30.00 DOWN —

Newton, Ia. — Fire in the projection booth
the Capitol Theatre in Newton destroyed 400 feet of film, damaged the
booth and one projection machine Saturday night.
Origin of the fire was not immediately
determined. The blaze was confined to the
both and extinguished by chemicals.
Operator William Burnett suffered hand
burns. Approximately 150 patrons left the
theatre without confusion and the show

Ritz, Parsons, Open

in St. Louis, and formerly was in the Kansas City area. He has been with National

every day . . . Showmen can’t get used to
seeing the Orpheum and Sun dark, bu+
most of them prefer it . . . Still no fish
from Ray Holtz . . . Eddie Schoenthal got
breaks in papers all over the state when
he started a fight between two rival
candidates in Holdrege about who could
pail a cow the best. Finally, neither
would appear, and Ed had to arrange a

at

delay.

J. H. Kelley is taking over the Kansas
territory. He has been in Cincinnati for
National Theatre Supply the past 16
months. Prior to that he was with them

Cooper's yacht . . . Eddie Vaughn comes
up with a new one, or tries to, almost

Resume Show After Fire
In Newton Theatre Booth

after a 30-minute

Kansas City — National Theatre Supply
has shifted A. G. Smith, widely known
among the exhibitors of Kansas, where he
has represented National for several years,
to Oklahoma City. He will do special work
out of that office.

Guess Joe Scott is the only Nebraska
film man who has ever ridden in Joe

Assets are insufficient to meet existing
obligations, the petition said, adding that
the corporation owns no property.

resumed

NTS Shifts A. G. Smith:
J. Ft. Kelley Is Successor

Hardly a word is heard about Bill Lindeman since he went to Grand Junction,

The theatre corporation’s petition said
that it is $6,000 in arrears in rent, owes
$3,000 on purchases of equipment and
seats and owes $2,000 more for a canopy
across the front of the theatre.

was

Lincoln — A raise in prices at the Kiva
and Colonial after the closing of the
Orpheum and Sun, has been taken in good
stride, with hardly a squawk.
The two houses went up a nickel, which
found Howard Federer abandoning the five
cent admissions at the Kiva which have
been a bone of contention for some time.
Both Federer and George Monroe, at the
Colonial, have found the boxoffice take
better.

SALE PRICE
$13.50 PER MONTH

Better Sound Means Better Business
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I'ED
EMERSON,
is back
from hisTri-States
vacation horn
in the blower,
Black
Hills. His wife and two children accompanied him . . . John Quinlan, Brandeis
assistant manager, took a couple of days
off . . . Regina Molseed, RKO booker, left
this week with her mother and sister for
South Dakota and the lakes on a combined business and pleasure trip . . . Roy
Palmquist was in Des Moines on business.
Eldon Rollin is the new poster clerk at
Paramount exchange. He took Ed Creighton’s place . . . Elaine Anderson, M-G-M
inspectress, went to the Minnesota lakes
with her husband . . . Gus Kopald, Republic shipper, went to Chicago for his
vacation.
Don

Marleau is the new Warner exchange employe. Hell handle general
office work, says Office Manager Alice
Neal . . . When William White “Trox”
Troxell talks about his “office,” he is
talking about the steps in front of the
rear door to Fepco. The cold air pours
out on the steps from the air-cooled shop
. . . Earle Perkins was in northwest Nebraska with Leon Dizon.
Fred Wickman, Lyric Theatre, Tekamah,
Neb., ivas cm the Row. Says his mother,
Mrs. Jennie Wickman, is back from
Rochester and feeling fine . . . Also on
Davenport St. were Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Riggs, Sun Theatre, Central City, Neb.;
Paul Tramp, Sterling Theatre, Blue Hill,
Neb., arid Clay Theatre at Clay Center,
Neb.; A. H. Lehman, Harris Theatre,
Avoca, la.
Ike Rubin, Paramount salesman, has recovered from an illness that took 17 pounds
from him . . . Wally Johnson, Plaza Theatre, Friend, Neb., went to Denver for a
week . . . William Aloysius Burke, RKO
traveling auditor, went fishing at the
lakes.
Eddie Forester, Omaha Theatre manager, will invite all the Omaha girls who
had dates with Mickey Rooney when he
was in Omaha cm location, as special
guests when Rooney's latest picture hits
the Omaha screen. Eddie’s house ho7ds
2,200, so he may have to have two shows
for the guests! . . . DeWitt Green, RKO
poster clerk, went to Chicago and the
lakes.
Julia Leahy, secretary to Ted Mendenhall, Paramount boss, is vacationing. Also
Rose Haller, Paramount billing clerk . . .
Harold Stewart, manager of State Theatre, Shenandoah, la., was on the Row
. . . Also A. Burrus, Lyric and Iris Theatres, Crete, Neb.; Mr. and Mrs. Bob
Pennington, Rialto Theatre, Villisca, la.;
J. J. Cochnar, Dodge Theatre, Dodge, Neb
Everett Kundert’s father-in-law is very
sick. Everett operates the Empress Theatre, Beresford, S. D. . . . Henry Goldberg, Paramount traveling auditor, was
here . . . Leo Doty, UA office manager, is
back from a long motor trip through the
mountains . . . Will Singer, Brandeis manager, is back from Chicago.
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Stefies Warns Against
Catholic Order
Minneapolis — President W. A. Steifes
warned independent exhibitors at a
meeting

here

not to sign

being circulated
tre owners by

an

agreement

among twin city theaa joint committee of

Catholic laymen's organizations, not
to exhibit any picture unless approved
by the group. The dictatorial order by
the Catholics follows their recent action
against

"Blockade."

Law-Body Nominees
Assure Steffes Aid
Minneapolis — President

W.

A.

Steffes

of Northwest Allied is receiving a “gratifying response” from nominees to the state
legislature whom he has queried regarding
their stand on a theatre divorcement law
in Minnesota similar to the North Dakota
one held valid by the federal court.
Local independents, members of Northwest Allied, will support those nominees
who promise to get behind the divorcement law. Candidates, of course, are eager
for this support. The election takes place
next November.
If the measure can be brought to the
floor for a vote, Steffes is confident it will
pass. With considerable at stake, the
Minnesota Amusement Co., of course, will
combat the measure vigorously. At the
last session it succeeded in blocking a
vote on the bill.

15 Years Ago
From

Boxoffice

Files, Aug. 11, 1923

gDDIE PESKAY, St. Joe theatreman,
mingled with Kansas City’s film fraternity this week . . . Eddie O’Neil, Pathe
salesman, has returned to his Kansas City
office after touring Kansas four weeks
. . . C. M. Parkhurst will spend four days
weekly in the territory. Parky’s assistant
manager of the Kansas City Hodkinson
office.
Kansas City visitors: J. L. Stapp, Lyceum, Platte City, Mo.; S. E. Wilhoit, Jefferson and Princess theatres, Springfield,
Mo.; W. H. Hardman, Frankfort, Kas.;
C. L. Trimble, Plattsburg, Mo.; A. T.
Perkins, Harrisonville, Mo.; J. L. Phillips,
Lyric, Colby, Kas.; I. W. Maple, Bethany,
Mo.
The Strand, Sedalia, is being remodeled

ORMAN HOLT, assistant cashier at the
Warner exchange here, is in the midst
of a two-week vacation, divided between
Omaha friends and Minnesota fish . . .
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Joachims of LuVerne, Minn., spent a few days visiting
acquaintances here . . . Miss Ruby Dyer,
secretary to A. W. Anderson, Warner
branch manager, is vacationing.
W. J. Curry, Paramount booking chief
in Des Moines, is among vacationists at
Lake Okoboji . . . R. C. LiBeau, district
manager, and A. Mendenhall, Omaha
branch manager for Paramount, were
scheduled to confer with R. M. Copeland,
Paramount branch manager in Des Moines,
Wednesday.
Paul Walsh is spending his vacation in
Chicago . . . H. S. (Speed) Lambert,
M-G-M exploiteer, got half of his vacation before being called back on the job
by the press of duty. Lambert visited his
mother in Toronto, Canada, during his
time off . . . Glenn Folsom spent his vacation drumming up business.

Theatre Business Hurt
By Grain Price Decline
Minneapolis — Outlook

for fall and

win-

ter theatre business has been beclouded
in this territory during recent weeks by
the severe decline in grain prices, particularly wheat on which loan figures set by
the federal government are unsatisfactory
to agricultural interests.
Indications now are that farm income
for the section will fall far below earlier
optimistic estimates. Wheat has hit a new
low for five years. Other farm prices, including livestock, also are down.
For most parts of the territory a generous harvest seems assured — which is
one of the factors in the price decline.
Of course, it is pointed, out, the farmer
is better off having something to sell, even
though prices are down, than he’d be
without anything, as has been the case
much of the time since 1920.
With

the trend of general business upwards and with large farm yields indicated,
conditions should improve considerably,
but, because of the drop in prices, they are
not likely to attain the extremely high
level predicted, in the opinion of local
theatre interests.
There is certainly still more reason for
optimism than pessimism and prospects
are brighter with regard to farm income
than they have been during drouth years
when crop failure was the rule throughout
the territory, it’s pointed out.

. . . Roy Churchill, FBO manager in Kansas City, is vacationing at his father’s
ranch south of Salt Lake City . . . Carl
W. Whitney, shipping head at Cole Theatre Supply, Kansas City, is visiting relatives at Braymer, Mo.
Cullen Espy, manager of the Twelfth
Street, Kansas City, is driving a dolled-up
flivver.

Film
City First
— The "U"
Loew’s
Midland,
Plays

Kansas

downtown

first run, is playing its first

Universal picture this week with the showing of “Little Tough Guy” which features
the “Dead End” kids.
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CLEVELAND LISTENS TO AIM OF INDUSTRY DRIVE
BY LEADERS; A FULL AND HEARTY RESPONSE
Gradwell Sears and M. B.
Horwitz Talk to 125
Trade Members
Cleveland — Approximately

125

members

of the motion picture industry, including
independent exhibitors, affiliated theatre
owners and exchange managers, gathered
last week in the assembly room of the
Cleveland Motion Picture Exhibitors Ass’n
to hear Gradwell L. Sears, president of
Vitagraph, and M. B. Horwitz, chairman
of the Cleveland division, explain the
purpose of the million-dollar industry drive
for better business.
The boys listened attentively to Sears
for more than an hour while he told them
that $500,000 will be contributed by the
producer-distributor group, $250,000 by the
affiliated theatre group, and that the independent exhibitors were invited to participate in the program through a voluntary contribution of another $250,000.
An

Effort

to

Elevate

Sears was emphatic in stressing the
point that the only object of the program
is to unite the entire industry in an effort to constructively elevate the industry in the minds of the public for the sole
purpose of boosting boxoffice takes.
The nation-wide contest with $250,000
in prizes, Sears stated, is only a shot-inthe-arm to get immediate results. “The
contest,” said Sears, “is not necessary to
the working out of the program outlined
in New York by George J. Schaefer, United
Artist general manager, but it will, in my
opinion, speed up the tempo of the program to the mutual advantage of all
branches of the industry.”
The $250,000 in prizes, eligible to all
theatre patrons of the United States and
Canada regardless of age who correctly
answer a minimum of 30 questons set forth
in a booklet distributed by the participating theatres, is distributed as follows:
First prize
Second prize
Third prize
Fourth prize
Fifth prize

$50,000
25,000
15,000
.... 10,000
5,000

Five prizes of... $1,000
Ten prizes of. . . .
500
120 prizes of
100
800 prizes of
50
4,000 prizes of . . . .
20

The contest, operating from September 1
to December 31, under the direction of a
national advertising firm, is so designed,
Sears pointed out, that the last run theatre in any situation, will have played
the pictures on which the Movie Quiz is
founded.
To participate in this united industry
front against falling business, the independent exhibitors are asked to (1) contribute ten cents a seat; (2) buy the
Movie Quiz booklet at a nominal charge;
(3) to show on their screens a “glamour
reel” of a parade of stars, minus studio
credits, which is given to exhibitors gratis.
The cost to any one exhibitor, Chairman
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ME

Mideast
Drive

Outlets

for
lor

Material

Cleveland — Exhibitors

taking

part

in

the “Motion Pictures' Greatest Year"
campaign may obtain advertising material and accessories from the following exchanges in the mideast
Cincinnati — Paramount.

area:

Detroit — The

Cleveland — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
Detroit — RKO.
Pittsburgh — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

Horwitz pointed out, cannot possibly exceed $150, or, in his own words, the cost
of the entire 3-month contest approximates the cost of two Bank Nights.
“In return for the expenditure of not
more than $150, you will benefit by the
widespread national advertising that is the
backbone of the program,” Horwitz said,
“by the word-of-mouth advertising created by the contest and by the cooperation
of local concerns, allied or otherwise.”
A question and answer hour followed the
story as told by Sears and Horwitz, indicating that the exhibitors in the Cleveland area were nearly unanimous in support of the plan.
Applaud

Caldwell

when he said “only a fool would hesitate
to go into this plan.” Whereupon there
was a rush for pledges. Harry Reinhart,
owner of the Mozart and State theatres,
Canton, was the first to sign. Louis Eick
of Martin’s Ferry was a close second. From
then on there was a steady line of exhibitors waiting an opportunity to pledge their
ten-cent-a-seat toward the industry drive
to make the public conscious that “Movies
Are the Best Entertainment.”
Both Sears and Horwitz were gratified
with the exhibitor response to the industry program and anticipate 100 per cent
participation by theatre owners of the
Cleveland area.
Pittsburgh

Trade

Calls

for August

Pittsburgh

—

In

drive

by

the

moiion

pic-

ture industry to stimulate attendance at
theatres took definite shape here this
week, when a representative meeting of
exhibitors and circuit heads named H. M.
Richey, a member of the national drive
committee, chairman for Michigan.
Organizations and their representatives
at the meeting included: George W. Trendle. United Detroit Theatres; J. Oliver
Brooks, Butterfield Theatres; Ray Branch
and Pearl M. Sprott, Allied of Michigan.
David Idzal, Fox Theatre managing director, who was out of town, telegraphed
the meeting, urging complete support for
the program.
Cooperative Theatres was to discuss the
drive and formulate a program at a meeting Tuesday. Allied, at a Wednesday session, was unable to give the campaign detailed attention, due, in the main, to considerable other pressing business problems

Brown

Applause followed Caldwell Brown, owner of a string of theatres in Zanesville,

Meeting

Richey Named Drive
Head for Michigan

16
connection

with

the

observance of the campaign for “The Motion Pictures’ Greatest Year,” an all-industry mass meeting has been called for
Tuesday, Aug. 16, at 1:30 p. m., daylight
saving time, in the Urban Room of the
William Penn Hotel.
All members of the industry are invited to attend.
The meeting was set at an organization
session Monday in the Variety Club, called
by John H. Harris, local chairman of the
drive.
Among those present at the initial meeting were Harry M. Kalmine, C. J. Latta,
Sid Jacobs, Tom Fordham, Fred J. Her-

Horwitz

Explains

Campaign
Cleveland

—

M.

Film

to Salesmen
B.

Horwitz,

regional

chairman in charge of the industry’s million dollar drive to make the public film
conscious, followed his recently called
meeting of exhibitors and distributors with
a meeting of all film salesmen in this territory in order to acquaint them with the
Schaefer plan and with the $250,000 movie
quiz contest. Object was to prepare salesmen so that they may explain the plan to
exhibitors who did not attend the first
meeting.

rington, M. A. Rosenberg, Alex S. Moore,
William L. Brown, Mark Goldman, Ira H.
Cohn, Burtus Bishop, Harry Seed, Clarence Eiseman, James H. Alexander, Joseph
R. Kauffman, David Kimelman, Jules
Lapidus, George Lefko, Joe Feldman,
Greevey.
James Totman, Ken Hoel and John McAdvertising supplies, accessories and
trailers, which will introduce the industry’s greatest cooperative exploitation
drive, will be handled here by the M-G-M
exchange.
Independent exhibitors’ committee,
which includes Alex S. Moore, Fred J.
Herrington, William L. Brown and M. A.
Rosenberg, forwarded a letter to every independent theatre in the territory urging
the exhibitor to attend the all -industry
mass meeting, August 16.
61

INDUSTRIAL FILM MAKERS WOULD WITHDRAW
FROM GRIP OF THE AUTOMOBILE TRADE
Conducting Experiments to
Find a More Stable
Field for Tieups
Detroit

—

Commercial

and

industrial

film producers are exerting strenuous promotion efforts these days in an effort to
break away from the close tieup with the
automobile industry which has characterized the industry for many years. Last
available survey showed that 80 per cent
of commercial films are produced for automotive and allied trades, including tire
and battery companies, for instance, making the commercial film industry almost
wholly dependent upon the rather violent
fluctuations of the motor industry.
Outstanding work has naturally been
done in other fields by the producers, but
the volume has consistently remained under one-fifth. With the automotive industry nearly prostrate for the past few
months, the producers are turning to new
pastures for film sponsors. No definite
industry has been picked as yet for any
sizeable source of revenue, and efforts are
being widely scattered in a series of experiments to find those fields which besl
lend themselves to pictorial promotion.
An important effect of the move into
new fields might easily be the lessened
importance of Detroit as a commercial
production center. With the affiliated
production made by the leading producing
organizations in their studios controlled
from the Detroit headquarters, the city
is recognized as the principal production
center for commercials. Jam Handy, Wilding, and the newer Industrial Pictures
divide the bulk of the business at present.
Use

of Radio

Is Commercial

Talent
Trend

Detroit — Shorts

for

commercial

spon-

sors, featuring radio talent, are the latest
trend in this field. It all started with
Chevrolet’s “On the Air,” which got rave
notices for Rubinoff and High Conrad.
Chrysler followed with a Major Bowes
reel, and Oldsmobile soon had one of its
own.
These features are being carefully handled in distribution — “On the Air” had a
“controlled circulation” to 1,480 audienced
in selected theatres with a total audience
of 2,100,000, in areas in which the Rubinoff air show was rated below par from
a listener standpoint. Distribution simultaneously paralleled dealer outlets, and
film exploitation was tied in with merchandising activity of local dealers, becoming reciprocally important for theatres
as well as the sponsors.
Typical of the setup is a traveling booking crew organized by Jam Handy Picture
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BOHM, exhibitor of Albion,
Mich., and Mrs. Max Blumenthal were
among infrequent visitors to the Film Bldg,
noted Monday . . . Charles A. Garner, roadshow distributor, is anticipating a speedy
return of his perennial hay fever . . .
Fred Nugent of Monogram spent the weekend at Goderich, Ont. . . . Detective Harry
Lotz, also UA booker, spends most of his
weekends now at Buffalo, scene of his
early sleuthing triumph.

Ida Gottlieb, UA cashier, is away to South
Haven for a week . . . Fred Witters, owner of the Janes and Court theatres, Saginaw, is on an extended vacation with his
wife and son to Yellowstone Park and
other points west.

Vacation season for filmites is coming
to a close — at least from indications in
several offices. RKO Office Manager Clive
Waxman is spending these hot days at
the hooking desk doing double duty . . .
Cora Atkinson, secretary to Columbia Manager Carl Shalit, is vacationing currently
in Chicago and Milwaukee . . . Anne
O’Donnell, Monarch manager, has returned from a vacation at Escanaba, Ida.

William Marley’s National Theatre
Sound Engineering Co. has been succeeded

Mrs. Susan E. MacRae, who died in
Chicago recently, was the mother of Mrs.
Jack Moss of Detroit, whose husband is
a salesman with Grand National.

by Nicholasgineering Co.Brack’s National Theatre EnWilliam Flemion, Monogram branch
manager, had extra cause for rejoicing
again this week. For the second consecutive week, his exchange led all others in
the current Monogram sales drive.

Pittsburgh Prepares

Detroit's Deluxe
Madison Darkens
For Big Celebration

Pittsburgh — Allegheny

county’s

gigan-

tic 23-day celebration of her 150th birthday, which begins September 2, providing
spectacles at both North and South Parks,
will include the sixth annual free fair at
the latter park from September 16 through
September 20 and will attract hundreds of
thousands of persons from western Pennsylvania and the tri-state area. Six featured attractions on the $100,000 program
will be: huge dramatic historical pageant
on the world’s second largest revolving
stage; historical aqua-ballet; air show
starring Major A1 Williams; river parade
and pageant depicting water transportation development; district’s biggest parade; shell-boat races on Allegheny River.
Pittsburgh will boast a Mardi Gras spirit
in the Golden Triangle, September 21 to
23. Theatres will participate, with floats
entered in the September 24 parade, and
will cooperate in exploiting the Sesquicentennial.
Daley

Closes

Detroit — Johnny

Booking
Daley,

Office

manager

of the

Affiliated Theatrical Offices of America,
local booking agency, has closed his office.
Service, who produced the film, with 29
active exchanges handling physical distribution. Current concentration is on the
Technicolor film on steel, sponsored by
U. S. Steel, in both
editions.

one

and

four-reel

Detroit — Continued

low grosses, hover-

ing around 50 per cent of normal, brought
down the curtains this week at the Madison Theatre. Reopening is slated in September.
Unconfirmed rumors are current the
United Artists will reopen shortly.
Readjustment to business conditions has
resulted in a series of policy and operation changes by United Detroit circuit. All
neighborhood houses are being kept open
as the severe slump has been confined to
the downtown district. Changes from single to double bill, dropping of stage shows
and price readjustments all have been
tried to rally falling grosses.

Booking by Mooney
Will Start August 21
Cleveland — Milton

A. Mooney,

head

of

the newly organized Co-operative Theatres
of Ohio, announces that he will start booking for the 46 theatres which have contracted for his service on August 21. Don
Glennie, formerly with the Co-operative
Theatres of Detroit, has joined the Mooney
organization.
UDC

Hosts

Detroit — United

last week

YMCA

Campers

Detroit Circuit was host

to 500 YMCA

Campers.” BOXOFFICE
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Catholic "Blockade"
Advance "Flop" Tag
Pittsburgh

weekly

—

The

official organ

Pittsburgh

Catholic,

of the Diocese, brand-

ed Walter W anger’s “Blockade” as a “boxoffice flop” in advance of its showing here.
The editorial stated:
“The motion picture, ‘Blockade,’ which
has been pretty well exposed as a piece
of Leftist propaganda, disguised with what
the

Hollywood Reds thought was excruciating cleverness, is to be shown in Pittsburgh beginning August 12. It has been
discussed widely, and no one should be
in doubt as to what it is and is not. It
is not based on truth, it reveals no facts,
it is not good entertainment, and the only
excuse for its presentation is the hope
of its backers that it may arouse feeling
against the Franco side in the Spanish
war.
“There has been considerable opposition
in some Catholic quarters to the film, but
many clear thinkers, including Father
Daniel

Lord, S.J.,
sition is welcomed
now realize that
can be attracted
way it will slump

suggest that such oppoby the producers who
unless special attention
to the picture in this
by its own dullness into

what it really is, a ‘boxoffice flop.’
“The Legion of Decency has placed
‘Blockade’ in a special classification, ‘the
film is regarded as containing foreign political propaganda.’ ”

" Blockade " Draws Above
Average Detroit Runs
Detroit — United

better

than

Detroit

average

houses

Circuit

drew

at the Madi-

son last week with the showing of “Blockade.” Controversial publicity was definitely avoided in the handling of the film
here, and the circuit’s advertising was conducted along a definitely dignified line.
In a trailer presenting its attitude, the
management explained that it was not
being presented

as a controversial

film, but

solely as “high powered melodrama.” Conversations overheard from fans in the
lobby after performances indicated that it
was precisely this reaction that the average patron got from the film. The women,
particularly, were mostly interested in
the romantic story, comparing notes on
Madeleine Carroll’s role here and in her
previous pictures. The serious aspects of
the film, including Fonda’s final fadeout
plea against warfare against civilians, appeared to impress the men in the house
more, but the initial reaction was silence
rather than any vocal expression of
opinion.

Wilcock
Detroit — George

has

been

Open in September
Cleveland — J.

S.

Jossey,

Bank

Night

franchise owner and motion picture exhibitor, reports his new Oxford Theatre
in Oxford, Ohio, will open on or about
September 10. The New Oxford will have
close to 1,000 seats and the latest in style
and design. It is being built by the F&Y
Construction Co. of Columbus.
Policy of the house, according to Jossey,
will be four changes a week, with admission price at 30 cents top.
Oxford is the home of Miami University,
which enrolls about 3,500 students.

Full Page

Newspaper

Break lor Detroit Drive-In
Detroit —

One

of

the

biggest

newspaper

publicity tieups arranged for any local
theatre in a long time was a full page in
Sunday’s Detroit News, devoted to the
Drive-In Theatre.
A series of feature articles describing

to Handy
Wilcock

Oxford Theatre to

ap-

pointed by President Jamison Handy to
the editorial staff of the Jam Handy Picture Service, Inc., and will specialize in
point-of-sale sound slide films. Wilcock
was formerly with Frigidaire division of
General Motors and Nash-Kelvinator, Inc.

the theatre’s service and construction details and two pictures provided the reading matter, with about half the page devoted to a group of 19 advertisements,
from construction companies working on
the house, and from other amusement
enterprises

classed

under

“before

and

af-

ter the show.”
wm

FRONT USED BV CAPITOL, Dallas, Tex.
CAPITOL

"HELL'S
PAT

O'BRIEN

BOOK

HOUSE"
- BETTE DAVIS

IT NOW!

CINCINNATI
Big-
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CLEVELAND

Feature Rights Exchange
Monogram
Film Distributors
DETROIT
PITTSBURGH
Monarch
Pictures Corp.
Monarch
Pictures Company
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CLEVELAND
QHARLES
GOTTLOB
Theatre sailed
last week offorthean Milo
extended
European trip that will take him to Russia, Poland, Czechoslovakia, Germany,
France and Holland. This will be his first
trip to the other side since he came here
from his home in Galicia more than 20
years ago . . . Stuart Cagney, who was a
local exhibitor before joining the Schine
circuit at Norwich, N. Y., is vacationing
here, wearing a heavy coat of tan, and
the faint beginnings of a moustache . . .
W. N. Skirball of Special Pictures was in
Chicago last week in the interest of “The
Birth of a Baby” which, he reports, continues to chalk up astonishing results
wherever shown.

Pictured above is William Settos’ present
Liberty Theatre in Springfield, Ohio, and
the architect’s drawing of the theatre as
it will be when remodeled and enlarged
as Settos plans to do. The plans, made by
the F&Y Building Service of Columbus,
Ohio, call for a small store at the west end
of the present theatre building, but the
theatre itself will take up the entire area
it now occupies plus that occupied by two-

business houses. Settos already has taken
over the two adjacent stores. The enlarged theatre will have almost double its
present seating capacity, providing accommodations for between 500 and 600 patrons. F&Y, who have specialized in
theatre work for the last three years, plan
a thoroughly modern house in appearance,
design and equipment.

Meadville Games

Buging Combiue for
Hearing August 11 Kaplan and Schultz

Meadville,

Pa. — Meadville

Park

Thea-

tre Corp., fighting to retain Bank Nights
and Buck Nites, was scheduled to be
heard August 11 in local court. The theatre was granted a preliminary injunction
last Saturday which the district attorney’s office from prosecuting it on lottery charges. Judge O. Clare Kent handed down the injunction when the theatre
management contended that interference
with its Bank Night and Buck Nite programs would violate its constitutional
rights. District Attorney Herbert A.
Mook, on July 20, ordered theatres to
cease Bank Night operations. At that
time the Park Theatre introduced Buck
Nites.

Cleveland

— Nate

Schultz,

Remodeling Progresses
On Kramer in Detroit
Detroit — Reconstruction

Build Up Poor Nights with

MOVIE
FILM

64

SWEEPSTAKES,

EXCHANGE

BEDG.

Detroit — George

INC-

CLEVELAND,

of the Kramer

on Michigan Ave. is progressing rapidly.
The house will be ready for opening next
month, according to Ben Cohen, owner.
The Crystal Theatre, new unit in the
Cohen circuit, now under construction, is
expected to be ready for opening about
Thanksgiving. Seating capacity will be
750.

Geo. W. Carr Moves

Ask Us About It
O.

Monogram

franchise owner, who also owns theatres
in this territory, announces that he is now
allied with Meyer Kaplan, president of
Jerold Amusement Co. in a new buying
combine, effective immediately.
Included in the arrangement are the
Union, Arion, Waldorf, Crown and Superior theatres of Cleveland and the Pastime Theatre, Barberton.

W.

Carr,

Office
representa-

tive of the International Seat Co., has
moved his headquarters, formerly in the
Fort Wayne Hotel, to 1179 Webb Ave.

R. T. Kemper of the State Theatre,
Shelby, has added the Shelby Theatre to
his theatre possessions . . . And over in
Toledo, Mrs. Maggie Rihacek of the Tivoli, has taken over the Star from George
Shenker. She bought new projectors for
the house from Lou Walters of Rational
Theatre Supply Co., with the intention of
opening it late in August . . . Out-of-town
exhibitors spotted at the industry meeting held in the Cleveland Motion Picture
Exhibitors Ass’n rooms last week included
Harry Reinhart, Canton; Louis Eick, Martins Ferry; John J. Huebner, Marion;
Caldwell Brown, Zanesville; Leo Jones, Upper Sandusky; Bob Menches, Akron.
Hazel Mack of Exhibitors Poster Service
has just returned from a vacation. She
and her mother, who is employed at United
Artists, took a trip west that included
Banff, the Grand Canyon and Hollywood,
where they met some of the screen stars
at a cocktail party hosted by Richard Dix
. . . J. O. Guthrie of the Carline Theatre,
New London, has placed an order with
National Theatre Supply Co. for new carpets and new lamphouses.
F. Arthur Simon and M. M. Jacobs of
Lake Shore Sales Co., Film Bldg., have
sold Ingo-Bike contracts to the CenterMay field and Imperial theatres, making
eight Cleveland houses giving the bikes
away on the merchants cooperative plan
. . . Sam P. Gorrel of Republic Pictures
was in Gloversville during the week just
passed . . . J. S. Jossey is now located at
503 Film Bldg., operating under the name
of Modern Enterprises, Inc. . . . Charles
Deesen, assistant to M-G-M’s Tom Connors, was a visitor at the local M-G-M
exchange during the past week on his tour
of offices.

Fry Their
Fish
Johnson Theatrical

Detroit — Russell

Post, American Legion, staged a fish fry
last week, following the return of several
prominent post members from fishing trips.
The fishermen — all claiming their contributions were their own — included Commander Jack Ferentz, Sam Cornelia, Max
Kolin, Pop Stolz, Frank Wetsman and
Owen Blough. Albert Luconi, president of
the Federation of Musicians, was a guest
of honor.
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CINCINNATI
O EVER AX. new houses opened this week.
Willis Vance opened his recently built
Ohio Theatre, Norwood, with an invitational show which was enthusiastically attended. The house, 425 seats, is of excellent type. Mrs. Marie Boschian also opened her English Theatre, English, W. Va.,
this being her first venture in the theatre
trade. Mrs. Boschian is a prominent baker
at English . . . Manny Shore suffered loss
by fire when the booth burned in his motion picture house, War, W. Va. Water
damaged the seats badly. Shore is remodeling, redecorating and installing new
seats.
Jim Waddell and Ralph Sack closed
shop during the Dearborn County fair the
past week, and both utilized the vacation
to redecorate. Waddell installed a new
de luxe marquee in the Walnut Theatre
and Sack repainted and redecorated the
marquee of the Liberty . . . District Manager Cecil Maberry visited Bill Onie of
Monogram for several days and General
Sales Manager George Weeks was here,
week of the 8th, for opening conferences
on the annual drive, honoring W. Ray
Johnston. The drive is set from July 11
to October 29.
Twentieth-Fox also leaps in the ring
with their S. R. Kent drive, the sixth annual, August 14 to December 17 . . . Jim
Neth, 20th-Fox booker, and his coterie,
Jim Christian, Bob McNabb and Bob Laws
extend their heartiest thanks to all exhibitors who cooperated in the “Educational Month” drive. The local boys captured first place and $200 in prizes . . .
Dwight Jones, Jackson Theatre, Jackson,
has been called to Boston to the bedside
of his brother, Donald, who is seriously ill
in that city.
Lester Rosenthal, Dunbar Theatre, Dunbar, W. Va., lost his safe this week when
burglars carted it from the Dunbar Theatre to an open field. The safe withstood
all attempts to batter it open and was
abandoned, its contents intact, to be finally
restored by the law, to Rosenthal. The
burglars also were captured and sent to
jail. Rosenthal, who runs a chain in W.
Va., is leaving for Virginia Beach . . . J.
Mandros, Wierton, Pa., has taken over the
Rubel Theatre, Logan, O.
Warner’s Lenore Schmidt is back at her
desk after vacationing in Chicago. James
Schmidt is in New York City, visiting the
home folks . . . Harry Rathner, Independent Producers, visited Max Stahl, UA,
this week . . . George Meyers, Frankfort,
Ky., visited the Row. J. Woodrow Thomas,
Fayetteville, Mt. Olivet and Oak Hill theatres, also here . . . Frank Schriber is
fishing at Indian Lake for his vacation.

Kent Theatre Is Name
Of New House at Arnold
Arnold,

Pa.— New

Detroit— The

Visger

Theatre

in River

Rouge, south end suburb of Detroit, has
been reopened by John Harper. The house,
as in the past, caters to a predominantly
colored neighborhood.
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under

con-

A theatre pass good for one year will
be issued to Helen Kelly, named the winner by the judges.
D. Serrao, former Kittanning exhibitor,
is the general contractor for the Kent
Theatre, which will have a seating capacity of around 700.
The New Arnold Theatre was acquired
by the General Theatre Corp. several
months ago and shortly thereafter construction was started on the new modern
house.

Theatre Construction in
Michigan
Detroit — Theatre

Is Retarding
construction

in Michi-

gan is slated to take a downturn, in the
opinion of Milton Strauss, financier who
has been interested in the construction of
many

houses projected here in recent seasons. Plans for the new theatre at Ecorse
by Andrew Bzovi have been abandoned for
the
ing: time being at least, Strauss said, add“I can see no bright spot in construction at present, from reports that we are
getting. Michigan seems to be in the worst
condition of any state.”

New

Theatre Is Planned

In Grand

Rapids , Mich.

Detroit — Construction

has

been

started

on a new theatre in Grand Rapids for
the B. and J. Theatres, to be known as
the Four Star. Frank L. Proctor of Grand
Rapids is the architect. E. A. Long & Co.,
Detroit, will erect a modern marquee and
neon sign.
The Center Theatre in Grand Rapids,
formerly the Isis, is being remodeled by
the Butterfield. A new marquee and a
stick-out neon sign with interchangeable
letters are to be installed by Long & Co

Cincinnati — William

Theatre

Poster

Bien,

Supply

president

Co., and

of

Ralph

Kinsler, business manager for Grand National, returned from New York with their
attorney after a week of deliberations
which culminated in the purchase of the
franchise for the distribution of TrailerMade products in six midwestern and
southern states, including Ohio, Kentucky,
West Virginia, Tennessee and North and
South Carolina.
Kinsler will resign from Grand National
and offices for the new service, which will
be distributed from Cincinnati, are to be
opened on Filmrow, 1635 Central Parkway, by September 1. The new venture
in no way interferes with Theatre Poster
Supply, which will manage and handle the
business of the Trailer-Made service.
Announcements go forth to the trade
this week. However, the news of the trailer
franchise has already brought scores of
letters and telegrams to Bien and Kinsler
and several important circuits have contracted the new service. These include
Maurice White, president of United Theatres, for ten houses; the Jefferson Amusement Co., 68 theatres; Wilby-Kinsey,
Paramount affiliate with 45 theatres.
“An extensive advertising campaign will
follow the announcements, and the advent of the new service bids to break up
a seven-year monopoly in the trailer field,”
said Bien. “The new trailer is built to
interest among theatregoers and the innovation of a new idea in trailers will be
a welcome departure from the type now
in vogue. We feel that we are meeting a
much-needed demand of exhibitors in setCincinnati.”
ting up a distribution
Heretofore
exhibitors point
have inbeen
supplied
from New York.

Rebuilding
Detroit — Work

Progresses

of rebuilding

Bob

Pel-

letier’s Bijou Theatre at Mt. Clemens is
progressing nicely, according to H. Eddie
Stuckley, booker of Paramount.

H. C. Robinson Running
For Sheriff in Primaries
Detroit — Harold

C. Robinson,

head

of

the Film Truck Service, is running for
sheriff in the September primaries. He
is a well-known figure in political circles,
and was formerly undersheriff of Wayne
county.

Showman
Reopen Negro Theatre

theatre

struction here for the General Theatres
Corp. of Arnold has been named the
Kent, it is announced here following a
contest.

Trailer-Made Sets
Cincinnati Outlet

Lebanon,

s Son Hurt

Ohio — James

Patterson,

PERMANENT construction that means
lowest upkeep
first cost.

20,

son of J. C. Patterson, local exhibitor, suffered severe shock and was painfully injured when an airplane in which he was a
pilot on an exhibition flight struck a tree
at the take-off.

cost

at

a

surprisingly

low

Write for details

THE

F &Y

BUILDING

SERVICE

328 E. Town

Columbus,

—

O.

Autry

MPTO Unit Sets
Back a Convention

in Pittsburgh

Pittsburgh — Convention

dates

for

the

Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Western Pennsylvania, Inc., have been set back
to October 24 and 25, Fred J. Herrington,
secretary, announced
18.First dates set had

this week.
been October

Change of dates was made
conflict with the convention
New

Jersey,
lantic City. set for October

17 and

so as not to
of Allied of
19-21, at At-

It is expected that Abram F. Myers,
eral counsel for Allied, will attend
conventions.

genboth

W. Virginia Managers
Ass'n Also Defers
Pittsburgh — James C. Shanklin, chairman of the convention committee for the
West Virginia Managers Ass’n, announced
to Boxoffice this week that the fourth
annual convention has been set back to
Monday and Tuesday, September 5 and 6.
He

stated that because of so many conflicting dates with other organizations
and meetings and the possibility that S.
J. Hyman, president, would be unable
to attend on August 22-23, the affair has
been set back two weeks to September
5 and 6. As usual the convention will be
held

at the Greenbrier
phur Springs.

Cincinnati

Hotel, White

Bookers

Sul-

Will

Play for Softball Crown
Cincinnati — The Bookers’ Club will play
a soft-ball championship game with a
team

representing the salesmen and managers of all the Cincinnati film exchanges.
The game has been set for Saturday,

August
A1

13 at Sharon Woods on the Lebanon Pike just above Sharonvile, Ohio.
Shmitken, Warner manager, will be

manager of the salesmen-managers while
Ralph Kinsler of Grand National is captain. Tom Smiley, booker at Loew’s, is
manager of the Cincinnati bookers while
Joe Goetz of RKO Theatres is captain.
Colonel Arthur Frudenfeld of RKO
Theatres is umpiring behind the plate

Nine

snaps of Gene Autry taken on his visit to Pittsburgh’s Filmrow. Starting in the upper left hand corner Republic’s Cowboy No. 1 welcomes the
kiddies at the Republic exchange; a ch^er goes up for the singing cowboy;
with Sam Fleishman, McKees Rocks exhibitor; some of the exchange staff

while Maurie White of the Libson-White
circuit is at first base and Wess Huss jr.,

gather ’round; Autry brings Champion from the motor truck; standing outside
of the Republic exchange; acknowledging the cheers of exhibitors; with Bob
Klingensmith, Boxoffice representative; on Van Braam Street; with Jim
Alexander.

a prominent
third base.
The

Dapper Dan Club Golf
Circus Draws Filmites
Pittsburgh — Numerous

members

of the

industry were in attendance and participated in the second annual golf circus of
the Dapper Dan Club, staged Monday at
Stanton Heights. The filmites included
Art Morrone, Art Levy, Joe Gins, Milt Lefton, Vince and George Josack, Jake Soltz,
Dave Leff, Bill Walker and son, Carl Poke,
Norm Huhn, Charles Philbrook, John
ing and Bill Brown sr. and jr. None
prize winners.

66

Gorwere

Off-Studio Broadcasts
Back Following Accord
Pittsburgh — Remote
from

control

broadcasts

theatres, hotels, night clubs, etc., are

on the air again, following

an

agreement

with the local musicians’ union.
The five-week ban was ended

by

an

agreement

which provides definite engagements for local bands, according to
Clair Meeder, president of the Pittsburgh
Musical Society, Local No.
Federation of Musicians.

60, American

winner

Cincinnati

exhibitor,

of this game

is at

will play the

shippers of all film exchanges for the
championship of Filmrow.
The game and gathering will be in the
form of an outing with a big feed and
plenty of drinks after the game.
The affair is strictly stag and all details are being handled by Joe Goetz,
president of the Cincinnati Bookers’ Club
and James Brunetti, treasurer of the club.

Engineering

Head

Visits

Pittsburgh — David G. Ong, president of
the United States Air Conditioning Corp.,
was a Filmrow visitor this week at the
office of A. & S. Steinberg, distributor.
BOXOFFICE
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Pioneer in Industry
Lost With Selznick
Pittsburgh — Hundreds

of friends

in the

industry mourned the death this week of
D. J. Selznick, pioneer in distribution and
an exhibitor in the
early days
pictures.

of motion

“Dave,” as he was
known
and
loved,
passed away at 1:10
a. m., Tuesday, August 9, at Montefiore
Hospital.
Ill for a number
months,

he

died

of
as

result of pneumonia. During the
winter he underwent
a series of operations
for cancer of the
throat and up to six

years ago, transferring his interests from
the jewelry business. In the early days
of Selznick Pictures, produced by his
brother, he managed the New England
territory for this company. He traveled
to Australia to open and operate an exchange for Selznick Pictures. In Pittsburgh he operated Imperial Theatrical
Enterprises, and for two terms was
dent of the MPTO of W. Pa., Inc.

daughter

and

Mrs.
a

was

Etta

grand-

Funeral was held Wednesday afternoon
from the parlors of Ralph Schugar, Centre
avenue, with interment at Beth Shalom
Cemetery.
Monogram executives here for the services were George W. Weeks, general sales
manager, Cecil Maberry, district sales
manager, and Ben Welansky, franchise
owner. In respect to his memory the local
exchange was closed Wednesday.
A

wonderful

tribute

had

been

paid

to

“Dave” Selznick before his passing. Members of the office and sales staff had promoted a special “D. J. Selznick Playdate
Collection Drive,” and had the approval of Monogram to set aside a percentage of the gross business receipts from
August 13 to August 31 for a fund with
which to defray the hospital expenses incurred during the illness of their branch
manager.
and
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headquarters

at Charleston.

Vacationing this week were Mabel Sessi,
RKO;
Eddie Moriarty and
Thelma
Schaurer, M-G-M; Mrs. Laura George and
Josephine Baklarz, Universal . . . Eddie
Steinfeld of Filmrow is farming in New
Jersey

Martin Seed, son of Harry Seed,
Vitagraph manager, is now connected

local
with

Virgil Wadkins, manager of the Indiana Theatres Co., is vacationing, and during his absence his assistant, Ronald Bagley, is in charge of the Indiana, Pa., theatres. . . Hugh 'Woo Woo) Herbert is including this city on his personal appearance tour.

publicity department. Formerly employed at the Vitagraph branch exchange

for the next

Adam

W . Wetland,

month.

brother

of Albert

and

Club

chairmen

for the week

of

Wetland, veterans here in distribution and exhibition, died Sunday, August 7, following a long illness. Funeral
was from the family home, 250 Charles
St., Knoxville; Thursday at 9 a. m., with

August 14: Sunday, Mort England ; Monday, golf tournament at Field Club; Tuesday, Ben Brown; Wednesday, J. Green;
Thursday, Sam DeFazio; Friday, Sam
Fleishman; Saturday, Elmer Ecker. For
the week of August 21: Sunday, John

solemn high mass at St. George’s Church.
The deceased was a
member of the
Knights
of
St.
George
and
the Holy Name
Society.

Hawley; Monday, Universal Day; Tuesday, H. Burger; Wednesday, W. L. Butler;
Thursday, J. B. Clark; Friday, Clarence
Eiseman; Saturday, Mike Gallagher .

Recent visitors included Eddie Fontaine,
Washington manager for Paramount, and

Dr. Lawrence G. Beinhauer, active
member of the Variety and the Dapper
Dan Clubs, and Miss Mildred M. Larkin
will be married on August 30. The clubs
are planning parties for the genial doctor
later this month.

Lee
Fox
at

Balsly, ad sales manager for 20th. . . Dora Moskovitz of the RKO exchange took the vows as Mrs. I. Sherapan
the Tree of Life Synagogue Sunday

evening. The young couple is honeymooning at Atlantic City.
Word

was

received

here

last week

of

Werner Lund’s daughter has been named
Martha Hilma Lund. It is the maiden

the death of James
mont, W. Va. He

name of the mother
town theatreman.

two “Fuzzy” Knights, one the film comic,
and the other the Fairmont manager for
Warner . . . After several weeks of inquiry
we publish the reported death several

Dick

Jennings,

of the young

the Irwin

Daisy-

exhibitor,

was

a

“to shoot straight.” If something wasn’t
just right he was the first on the job
“to make it right.”
He is survived by his widow,

with

sales
with
conthe-

presi-

in the film business

reported as representative for the entire
Mountain State, travels all other parts,

. . . Arthur Greenblatt, GB's eastern
manager, was here for several days
Mark Goldman, resident manager, in
nection with business with the WB
atre circuit.

Variety

Brother of the late L. J. Selznick, the
pioneer producer, and uncle of David, the
producer of noted films, and Myron, the
theatrical agent, the Pittsburgh film man
entered film distribution more than 30

one

wife of the Erie
stroke last week

I. T. Sweeney, Monarch sales representative, retains the West Virginia territory
covering Wheeling, Morgantown, Fairmont
and Clarksburg, and Joe Fleshin, recently

William

Selznick had been manager here for
Monogram Pictures since this company
re-entered the field. A year prior to this
he operated an independent exchange
here.

Selznick,
daughter.

Mrs. Grant Harmon,
theatreman, suffered a

D. J. SELZNICK

he had shown constant improvement. He took ill again two weeks
ago and last Thursday he went to the
local hospital.

motto

Charles Kurtzman, manager of Loew’s
Penn, are new members of the American
Legion Post of the Variety Club.

at Cincinnati, he is now exploiting Wanger’s “Algiers.” He visited here over the
weekend.

ago

“Dave’s”

for the past year
BOUCHER,
pRANK
manager of the Silverman Brothers’
theatres, Altoona, will assume the management of the new Linden Theatre, Baltimore. . . Bob Caskey of Paramount and

UA’s

the

weeks

PITTSBURGH

recent visitor on the film market, reporting that his brother, Harry Jennings,
has been named manager of the Grand
Theatre, Moundsville, W. Va.
Les

Bowser, former Willcinsburg theatre manager, who has been at Warren,
Ohio, for several years with the Harris
circuit, was a visitor last week . . . Tony
Vincent, manager of the four Carnegie,
Pa., theatres for C. E. Herman, M. D., observing his 24 th wedding anniversary , has
taken Mrs. Vincent for a vacation in Canada. He’ll be back in time for the annual
exhibitor corn roast at Dr. Herman’s farm,
Sunday, August 28.
MPTO
directors didn’t meet last Friday as only six members presented themselves. Heat and the summer vacation
period were responsible.

M-G-M’s “Marie Antoinette” will not be
presented as a Nixon roadshow attraction but will open within a few weeks at
popular
Berlin

prices at Loew’s Penn . . . Exhibitors are whistling all the old Irving
songs as the result of a dozen

screenings of “Alexander’s Ragtime Band”
at the 20 tli-Fox screening room last week.

A. Knight, 73, at Fairwas the father of the

months ago of Frank Frayne, veteran theatre manager and distributor. The veteran had been in ill health for a long period when he made two appearances on
Filmrow early in the spring, being very
feeble and frail. Several persons intimate
with him state that Frayne died about
two months ago.
Nathan Rosen, partner of Harry Hendel
in the operation of the Granada Theatre,
Center avenue, is recovering after departing with his appendix . . . Don Stitt, Harris DuBois manager, was one of the first
in the

country

to cash

in with

an

all-

around campaign on M-G-M’s “The Crowd
Roars,” being tied in with Founders Month
held in honor of the late John P. Harris,
founder of Harris Amusement Co. Twentyone merchants cooperated and each gave
an entire window to the attraction.
F.

D.

“Dinty” Moore, Orbisonia exhibitor, joining the sales staff of Vitagraph, Inc., reports that Mrs. Moore will
operate the Strand Theatre, Orbisonia.
“Dinty” will cover the main line as a film
salesman, replacing Eddie Moreels, resigned.

Many Film Names Loom
For Fair in Michigan

Giveaways Attract

Detroit — A

Cleveland's Trade
Cleveland — Giveaways,

out of the Cleve-

land area the last eight years, are back
again in full force in what promises to be
their
biggest year in the history of local '
theatres.
Already five theatres in this district are
giving away Ingo-Bikes, for which Lake
Shore Sales Co., Film Bldg., has the exclusive sales rights. They are the Knickerbocker, LaSalle, Union Square, Imperial
and Capitol.
Lake Shore, also distributors of dishes,
glassware, kitchenade sets and dresser sets,
has concluded deals for distribution of
dishes at the Rialto and for the kitchenade
set of five pieces at the Clark.
Metro Premium Co. opened a showroom
in the East 21st side of the Film Bldg,
with a complete display of its product,
under the direction of H. W. Zussman, who
announces Metro Premium has available
eight complete sets of china, four sets of
glassware, “Lady Fair” filet lace sets of 32
pieces, two types of flat table silver, “Festival Ware” in six colors and “Beauty
Ware” dresser sets, valued at $10.
Joe E. Loeffler, district manager for
Metro Premium, in town for the opening
of the Cleveland office, reports deals have
been closed with the Alhambra and Jennings theatres, Cleveland; Majestic, Akron; Pastime, Barberton; Post, Warren;
McKinley, Niles; Hippodrome, Crestline
and Bedford, Bedford.

Ohio — A new

contract

for three

years has been negotiated by operators
and stage hands, with theatres here. The
new agreement stipulates a $2 reduction
in salary during the first year, restoration
of the cut the second year and a boost
of $2 the third year.
The new contract becomes effective
September 1 and has been signed by both
factions, it is reported.

Receipts Shortage
Reported
IJetroit — Boxoffice

Is

stars may

Newsreel

Planned
Detroit — Plans

by a Producer
for a newsreel

company

to produce in India are being formulated
under the auspices of Ram L. Gogtay, secretary of the Indian Motion Picture Producers’ Ass’n, it is learned.
Gogtay has been in touch with the Ford
Motor Co. here regarding equipment used
by the company for production of features, including a thoroughly equipped
photographic truck, with complete lighting plant, etc., described in these pages
sometime ago. Ford chassis and equipment would be used as far as possible in
the proposed newsreel equipment. Headquarters are at Bombay.

Detroit — The

Sunday, according to Owner Jacob Schreiber.
A warrant for the arrest of Erma
Swaney, theatre cashier, was sworn out
in recorder’s court. Miss Swaney was reported missing following the robbery.

Schmertz

Is III

Cleveland — I. J. Schmertz,

manager

Chopin

Theatre,

west side

house, has been closed for the summer,
and is being redecorated and re-equipped
for fall opening by M. J. Chargot, circuit
owner.
Chargot is operating the Chopin as an
exclusively Polish house, the only one in
the city to play this type of films exclusively, although other houses occasionally
book a single Polish film. Detroit has a
huge Polish population, making this a
“natural” for a limited number of houses
in strategic neighborhoods.

" Antoinette " Set for
The State , Cleveland
Cleveland — “Marie

nally scheduled as a

Antoinette,”

roadshow

origi-

at the

instead, be shown at Loew’s
Hanna,
State at will,
regular prices, Col. Harry E. Long,
Loew division manager, announces.
That the “Marie Antoinette” Museum in
New York may be moved here during the

of

the local 20th Century-Fox exchange, is
at Huron Road Hospital where doctors are
trying to diagnose the cause of continued
fever. His present treatment consists of
complete rest.

Detroit — Bingo,

in

the

new

form

of

Tango, is outlawed at Flint, Mich., by
Police Chief Neil Anderson.
The ban was issued specifically against
a game at a local amusement park, but
it was pointed out that it would also apply
to “commercialized forms of Bingo” promoted by churches and lodges as well,
thereby apparently effectively eliminating
one long-standing grievance of local theatre operators.
However, night clubs operating free
games and giving their patrons prizes,
will not be affected by the new order.

Firm in India

by Schreiber
receipts totaling $600

were stolen from the Colonial Theatre last

68

of screen

Chargot Closes Chopin in
Detroit for Renovations

Three-Year Union Pact
Is Effected in Akron
Akron,

troupe

appear here at the Michigan State Fair,
August 27 to September 11, according to
Managing Director Frank N. Isbey. This
will be the first time the fair has been
extended from 10 to 16 days, with an
attendance goal of a million visitors set
by Isbey.
Edgar Bergen and Charlie McCarthy
will headline the show. Others to appear
are Rudy Vallee, Benny Goodman, Guy
Lombardo, Kay Kyser and Buddy Rogers.
Negotiations for personal appearances by
Claudette Colbert, Robert Taylor, Alice
Faye, Deanna Durbin and Morton Downey
are underway.

All Forms of Bingo
Outlawed at Flint

engagement of the picture early in September is a distinct possibility, said Colonel
Long. Negotiations are now pending, it is
understood, to house the “museum” in the
Mayfair Casino, immediately adjoining the
State.

Two-Month

Illness Is

Fatal to James McGrath
Pittsburgh — James

N. “Jim”

McGrath,

veteran figure in this city’s theatrical affairs, died last Thursday at Magee Hospital after a two -month illness.
For many years he was the stage manager at the Alvin Theatre and he was associated with such spectacles as the Sesquicentennial and the Golden Light Festival, and was familiar with the hundreds
of theatrical folk whose tours brought
them here. He resided at 121 Kearsarge
St., Mt. Washington.
McGrath, 63, was president of the
stagehands’ union and was stage manager at Syria Mosque. He also operated a
vaudeville booking agency.
A bachelor, he lived with a sister, Mrs.
Mary Gallaher. Also surviving are three
brothers, Edward L., Robert L. and Frank
C. McGrath. Masonic bodies and hundreds of friends in the theatrical world
grieved with members of the family in the
passing
of “Jim”
Interment
was in McGrath.
Homewood

Wisper-Wetsman

Cemetery.

Circuit

Is Testing Stage
Detroit — Test

stage shows
& Wetsman
the Uptown
and his Hi
unit with a

of the drawing

Shows
power

of

is being made by the Wisper
circuit at two suburban houses,
and Westown. Tommy Powell
De Ho Boys, a song and dance
rhythm band using only string

instruments, was selected for the test engagement.
Two daily shows were slated at the
Eastown on Tuesday, Wednesday and

Thursday, and a daily show on Wednesday, Thursday and Friday at the Uptown.

O'Keefe

Has Bikes

Pittsburgh — James

O’Keefe,

one

of the

most popular and hardest workers of the
Filmrow fraternity, has been named as
local distributor for Hollywood Ingo-Bikes,
manufactured by Ingersoll Steel & Disc Co.
of Chicago. The Ingo-Bikes are given
away free at theatres without cost to the
exhibitor through merchant tieups.
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Hub Trans-Lux
Bo w Labor Day

Massachusetts Legislative Session
Starting Monday; Censor Bill Up

Boston — Opening of the Trans-Lux Theatre on Washington St. is being aimed at
Labor Day. There is still considerable
renovation work to be completed before
the locks may be clicked open, however.
Arthur L. Tuohy, manager of the house,
is supervising the work.
The

Trans-Lux

was

formerly

the

Boston — Participating

Hub

New England
material and

and, before that, the Park. It is an oldtime legitimate house which, after a turn
of Minsky burlesque, reverted to a haven
for sexy roadshows and then into a straight
film haven. It will be the first Trans-Lux
situation to be operated by the circuit
outside of New York.
Elsewhere

along

the

newsreel

Boston — The

Exchange Outlets for
Drive Material
theatremen

in

may receive advertising
other essential supplies

for the "Motion Pictures'
campaign
from the
changes:

Greatest Year"
following ex-

theatre

shove

Me. — Paramount.

line, Frederick E. Lieberman is still considering opening similar projects in the
basement of the Tremont and in the old
B. F. Keith Theatre property which he recently obtained. Plans some months ago
for a newsreel in the Tremont Bldg.,
utilizing Trans-Lux
when terms could

equipment, fell through
not be reached largely

because Trans-Lux
present outlay.

was

considering

Record for Bigness Kept
Up by New Met Marquee
Boston — The

Metropolitan

Theatre,

New

England’s largest motion picture house, has
modernized with a new marquee. Appropriately, it,too, is the largest in New
England. Stainless steel and translucent
glass, together with portable aluminum
silhouette letters are used.
Lamps

powerful enough to light 25 ordinary houses and sufficient tubing for
30 standard size signs are part of the
ccnstruction, according to publicists Paul
Levi and Marty Glazer. Jack Goodwin,
managing director of the house, recommended the innovation when he took over
the house

a few

months

'Ragtime Band' Mag
Enter Record Class

ago.

the Metropolitan. If the holdover is recorded, it will be the second time in the
history of the largest show place in New
England that any picture has been retained
for a fortnight.
The

previous

20th-Fox

Ten

vaudeville

Censors

films in all got by
a single scalp being

acts were

approved.

Six

routines were ruled out for Sunday showings. Five other acts got the clippers.

release, “In

F. W. Hartford Dead
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Old

Labor Commission
Bring AFL

was

another

Chicago.”

NE

Instructor

Ways

Strike Threat

Boston — A strike threat came
AFL convention in Worcester

Hollywood
heads

the

—

Film Making

Benfield

English

Pressey,

department

who

at Dart-

mouth College, is here for a six months’
study of every branch of motion pictures
in connection with the Irving Thalberg
Memorial course initiated at the college
by

Walter
During

Wanger.
its first year the course, intend-

ed to provide training for “writing for
the motion pictures,” attracted 155 students. The school aspires to other courses

out of the
last week

when

delegates agitated reversion to walkouts and away from the state labor relations commission “unless the commission
quits meddling, stalling, and recognizing

that

will prepare
ities in Hollywood

students
studios.

for opportun-

Exchange Employes Union
Plans September Election

company-dominated unions.” The convention was presided over by John F. Gatelee,
Springfield projectionist and president for

Boston — Election of officers of the Exchange Employes Local probably will be
held in September, a union leader told this
publication this week. Meetings of the

the past year of the Massachusetts
tion of Labor.

organization have
eral months.

Federa-

Boston — Francis
a

Gooch,

burned

out

of

job

some months ago when fire destroyed the M&P house in Bath, was installed as manager of the Uptown this
week when the circuit opened the theatre
Monday in the Maine town.

Scully to Buffalo
Boston — John

not

been

held

for sev-

Historical Film

Scully, recently succeeded

by Harry Asher as Grand National manager here, has been made manager for
Universal in Buffalo.

Boston — F. W. Hartford, former Portsmouth mayor and exhibitor, is dead. Hartford was originally opposition to William
Gray, whose theatre interests in the New
Hampshire community are now leased to
Maine and New Hampshire.
BOXOFFICE

exhibition

Post for Gooch

Boston — Motion pictures passed Massachusetts censor frontiers unscathed last
week. Twenty-eight
the barriers without
taken.

Dartmouth
Studying

Boston — “Alexander’s Ragtime Band”
has been tentatively set for two weeks at

28 Films Pass Unscathed
By Massachusetts

through at the present session because of the “Blockade” agitation. The
bill would have it that no motion picture
could be displayed or shown in a public
place unless approved by Commissioner
Eugene McSweeney of the department of
public safety.

its

Lieberman is operating a newsreel theatre on Huntington Avenue at present.

legislature

Action is awaiting on the bill that State
Senator Thomas Burke is attempting to

Boston — 20th Century-Fox.
New Haven — Universal.
Portland,

Massachusetts

is scheduled to reconvene Monday following an informal two-week vacation. To
abide by legislative rules, the state house
of representatives and senate have been
holding skeleton sessions every two days.
Members have been subject to call within
24 hours by telegraph.

Concord, N. H. — A motion picture, “The
Ninth State,” is being produced in New
Hampshire under the direction of Emerson Yorke of New York. The title comes
from the fact that New Hampshire was
the ninth and deciding state to ratify
the federal Constitution. The entire film
will be in color and will deal with the
state’s history
resources.

and

recreational

Leo Morgan

and

other

Wed

is to be

Boston — Leo Morgan, former stage producer at the Metropolitan Theatre, and
Elsie Browndorff, formerly in the line at

shown day-and-date at Loew’s State and
Loew’s Orpheum. Previous plans were
to roadshow it at the Colonial.

the Met, have been married in New York
where Morgan is at present connected with
69
the Music Corporation of America.

Day-and-Date

Boston

—

“Marie

for "Antoinette"
Antoinette”

Boston Allied Unit Finds Cause

10 Years Ago
From

For Jubilation in Anti-Trust Suit
Boston — Terming

it “A

Great

Victory,”

the Independent Exhibitors, Inc., in a bulletin that went out to members this week,
stated :
“Fortunate indeed are we, that the present anti-monopoly minded administration
chose the motion picture industry for the
first target in its attack on regimentation. If all goes well, independent exhibitors will soon be free from the tentacles
of the octopus and July, 1938, will go down
in exhibitor history as the month in which
Allied’s long but persistent battle for exhibitor rights was won.”
After summing up details of the government suit, and editorializing upon them,
the exhibitor unit touched upon proposed
distributor regulation.
“The movement recently announced may
have been, and as regards some of the
participants, doubtless was, undertaken in
good faith. However, it was problematical
whether the movement would have reached
a satisfactory conclusion or whether the
results would have been enduring.”
The Allied unit, whose words have particular weight because of the fact that
national President Nathan Yamins is local
prexy of the body and national Recording
Secretary Arthur K. Howard is business
manager, concluded:
“Now that this suit has been filed, the
Big Eight have a golden opportunity to

clean house and to straighten out their relations with the government, the independent exhibitors and the public. They
can now bring forward their proposals
for bringing themselves into conformity
with the law. If such proposals are acceptable to the government, they can be
embodied in a decree which cannot be
disregarded whenever the temptation arises
so to do.
“The motion picture industry is at the
crossroads and its future will be determined by the course it now adopts. The
Big Eight must bring about an abrupt
change in their public relations policies.
They must realize that they cannot get
by with flagrant violations of the law and
unfair and oppressive practices by purely
political methods.
“The ‘fixing’ days are gone forever. They
must make up their minds hereafter to
deal frankly, fairly and directly with all
who have a legitimate concern with the
operations of the industry. It is a job for
men of experience, integrity and tact;
definitely it cannot be accomplished by
conniving political methods.
“Allied hopes that out of this maelstrom
will come dignity, peace and security for a
great industry. Moreover, she stands ready
and willing to cooperate with like-minded
executives among the motion picture producers and distributors.”

Connecticut Group New England Bears
Talks Trade Drive Brunt of Increase
New

Haven

— Connecticut

cooperation

with the national “Motion Pictures’ Greatest Year” was discussed at a joint Alllied
Theatres of Connecticut and Motion Pictue Theatre Owners luncheon meeting at
the Hofbrau last Wednesday.
The meeting was conducted by Presidents Maurice Shulman and Irving C.
Jacocks jr. of the exhibitor groups. Dr.
Jacob B. Fishman gave a report of the
recent distributor-exhibitor meeting at the
Hotel Astor in New York.
A working committee for this territory,
as well as a plan of action shortly will be
announced.

Seats Saved
Boston — Jimmy

in Fire

O’Brien,

sales manager

for the International Seat Co. in New England, now has a new sales argument for
his “Floating Comfort” line. Chairs, which
O’Brien recently sold Morris Safner, were
saved from flood damage at the Laurier
Theatre in Woonsocket, R. I., when they
were taken apart and moved to safety during a recent inundation there.
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Boston — New

England

exhibitors

were

“hit hardest by increases and percentages” of any territory in the east last year,
according to the Independent Exhibitors.
“Of 301 presented dealings sold in the
east,” according to the organization’s survey, “New England bought 244 or 74 per
cent. Of 306 dealings sold at increased
prices, New England bought 236 or 77 per

cent.”

Cooling Attracts

Boston — Air-conditioning

may

become

an important sideline, several distributors
have been learning these past few weeks.
A. Bendslev of Wellesley, for instance, reports that business in his store, adjoining
the Bendslev Community Theatre, has
been particularly prosperous recently because of comfort-seeking customers.
Exile Plans Film Career
Littleton,

N.

H. — Alexander

Granach,

screen and stage star exiled from Germany,
is visiting and studying here, preparatory
to seeking an American career.

Boxoffice

Files, Aug.

11, 1928

gOSTON police are on the lookout for
five bandits who escaped after firing
a fusillade of shots at Patrolman Vaughn
Hewey, who was investigating an early
morning “break” into the Rialto Theatre
at Roslindale Square. A riot squad, rushed
to the Rialto, subjected the theatre to generous doses of gas, but without success . . .
Carl Wenzel of Culver City, Cal., is thinking seriously of opening up studios in
Boston to make “talking” pictures.
Tom Donaldson, Metro salesman in
Massachusetts and Rhode Island, is summering with his family at Onset on the
Cape ... A shiny new Hudson sedan is
being driven these days by Ray Curran,
who spends a great deal of his time selling
Metro films in Maine . . . And Sam Lubell
is quite chesty about his brand new Packard roadster.
Hustling around the Hub film district, on
a film buying mission, is Arthur McEvoy
of the Leominster Theatres . . . Frank M.
Gallagher is the new booking manager at
Associated booking offices, Boston . . .
Edward O’Connell of Montpelier, Vt„ is
readying his Garden Theatre, Laconia, N.
H., for an early September opening.
James Kennedy of Metropolitan booking offices, Boston, is again at his desk
after two “pleasant” weeks in the north
country . . . Sam Pinanski, Netoco president, has announced acquisition of the
Maine Theatre, Portland. Netoco is planing to build another theatre there to be
known as the State.
The new playhouse in Fall River, rising
on the site of the fire-leveled Rialto, will
be leased by Nathan Yamins. A February
opening is planned. The theatre will be
known as the Durfee . . . William Murphy
has resigned as manager of the Embassy
Theatre, Waltham ... A “swell time” was
reported by all who attended the outing at
Saybrook, Conn., sponsored annually by
the New Haven Film Board of Trade.
Heywcod-Wakefield is equipping the
Milton Theatre, Boston, with opera chairs
. . . “Bill” O’Brien, former salesman
for Pathe in Boston, and now police
chief at Old Orchard, Me., wants some of
the boys to come up and get arrested. He
says business is not so good.
Charlie Heath of Pathe, Boston, has
returned from his vacation with a prominent “bay window.” . . . Eddie Powers,
genial manager of the Congress Hall Theatre, South Boston, has shed 37 excess
pounds on the bridle paths at Franklin
Park. He can be seen there trotting them
off almost any morning . . . John Howard
is now in charge of Paramount’s
department in Boston.

sound

His troublesome molars fixed up, Bill
Russell is again taking to steaks with a
vengeance . . . Joseph Roth is spending
the summer at his Squantem, Mass., beach
home. Roth is president of Consolidated
Films . . . Abner Pinanski, manager of the
Franklin Park, Netoco link in Dorchester,
is vacationing in Canada.
BOXOFFICE
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Louis Lesser Appointed
Salesman lor Alexander

West Haven Issues
A Building Permit
West

Haven,

Conn. — Building

permit

for

the construction of a theatre and two
stores at the corner of Forest Road and
the Milford Turnpike has been issued in
the name of Carmela Cascioli Ardolino,
daughter of Michael Cascioli, lessee and
operator of the Park Theatre, in the same
Allingtown sector. V. & S. Construction
Co. has the contract for construction of the
950-seat house, to be called the Forest,
and ground has already been broken, with
January 15, 1939, set as probable opening
date.
The house will be fan-shape, with allglass front, large novel marquee, all-indirect lighting, two-story lobby, air-conditioning, and modernistic decoration, carried out by Vincent Fiore. Fiore will also
personally supervise the entire construction of the building, whose architect is
Walter Shiner of East Haven. Equipment
of the latest types will be installed by
Modern Theatre Equipment Co.

Boston — Louis

Lesser

has been

appoint-

ed sales representative in Massachusetts
for the Alexander Film Co. by Divisional
Manager Harry Snider. Lesser formerly
sold for a number of local distributors.
He is also an exhibitor.
E. H. Gage, formerly with Firestone, has
gone into New Hampshire for Alexander.
Richard Slocum has been detailed to
Maine.

Bernice Chases
Boston

— Bernice

secretary

Boston — John

over
terests.some

months

Boston — Ann
to

Harry Kirchgessner, district manager of
National Screen Service, married this week.

Carroll

is looking

ago from

Shubert

Have

Madge

Martin

of the construction

department of M-G-M announced last
week that a year ago she became Mrs.
Alimcare Salvucci.

Evans

"Stage Door" Roles

Boston — Jane

Wyatt,

who

played

oppo-

site Ronald Colman in “Lost Horizon,”
was starred last week in “Stage Door” at
the Berkshire Playhouse in Stockbridge.
Violet Hening was due there this week in
“Susan and God.”
Blanche Yurka was the guest star at
Cohasset in “Yes, My Darling Daughter.”
Mary Young appeared with the Bass Rock
Company at the Moorland Casino at Gloucester in another production of the same
play.
Frances Starr was the leading player at
the Ogunquit Playhouse this week in

BRENKERT ENARC LAMPS AND RECTIFIERS
GIVE THREE TIMES GREATER LIGHT
THAN LOW INTENSITY
YET
ONE

ADDITIONAL

TICKET

SALE

PER SHOW
PAYS

“Susan and God.” Owen Davis jr. had a
leading role in “The House Master” at
Skowhegan last week.
Madge Evans was starred last week at
the Cape Playhouse in Dennis in the

FOR

Kaufman-Ferber play, “Stage Door.” June
Walker was also featured.

High

OPERATION

intensify

Has "Roulette Wheel"
Boston — Elmer

Turnquist

has

been

ap-

pointed by Milton Glickman to handle the
New England sales of another cash giveaway. This one is described as “Roulette
Wheel.” Turnquist was formerly district
manager in Boston for Imperial Pictures.

CAPITOL THEATRE SUPPLY COMPANY

Lincoln, Me., Opening This Month
Boston — The

Latchis

circuit

plans

to

open its new house in Lincoln, Me., the
last of this month. Peter Latchis was in
town last week booking for the new situation.
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<-A NEW ENGLAND ORGANIZATION
NEW ENGLAND EXHIBITORS
28-30 PIEDMONT

in-

Secretly for a Year

Cascioli’s lease of the Park has four
years to run, but is under contest in the
superior court for New Haven county by
Angelo Tomasino, who recently acquired
ownership of the building.

Jane Wyatt

for a

tenant for the Majestic. The manager of
the Paramount has supervision over the
nearby M&P Theatres Corp. property.
The Majestic, situated in the heart of
the theatrical district on Tremont St., is
a former legitimate house which M&P took

Wedded

Wed

Chases,

John Carroll Seeks Tenant
For Majestic in Boston

STREET

•

BOSTON,

FOR
MASS.

New

Haven

Outing

August

25

New Haven — Events are being lined up
for the annual film district outing, set for
Ye Castle Inn, Saybrook, on August 25.
The committee, consisting of exchange
managers with Barney Pitkin as chairman,
announces all Meadow Street and a large
representation of exhibitors from the state
will gather at luncheon at the Inn, after

Martin

which

ster. For instance, “rewind girls are little
girls who know more about the latest dress
styles than about making a proper film

swimming,
tests will make

baseball, races
up

the

and

con-

afternoon’s

pro-

gram.
Behind locked doors the girls are practicing pie-eating, the 100-yard dash, shoe
kicking, potato-balancing, the 50-yard
dash, etc., while the men are tuning up
for the shot-put, pie-eating, fat men’s
race, 100-yard dash, and baseball. A full
course dinner will be prepared for the
athletes, and dancing and an amateur
contest, which will make Major Bowes sit
up and take notice, will take the program
into the wee hours. Valuable prizes of
both
ed.

merchandise

and

cash will be award-

Although scheduled for several weeks
later than usual, the outing promises to
be one

of the best. Tickets may be obtained from Barney Pitkin, John Pavone,
Lou Wechsler, Edward Ruff, Ben Simon,
Morris Joseph, Thomas Donaldson, Robert
Cobe, and I. H. Levine.
18-Year Institution
The outing is an institution in the New
Haven territory dating back to 1920. Up
to 1926 the favorite spot seemed to be
Double Beach, where the film people’s cars
proceeded, with much gayety and decoration, about noon. Baseball, “fat men’s
and stout ladies’ ” races, and impromptu
vaudeville were the favorite pastimes. One
of the programs warns attendants: “To
those driving home from the outing, don’t
go through East Haven with your arm
around your lady friend. It cost one of us
ten bucks recently. Beware!”
In 1924, a historic baseball

game

was

Keleher, Joseph Leighton. Shippers-bookers were then B. Jacocks, D.
Jacocks, B. Pitkin, Henry and Sam Germaine, I. Sherman, A. Titus, T. Bascillator and A. Poulton.
The

1926 program shows the usual activities, and a group of Meadow Street

definitions

which

differ slightly from

Web-

patch;” “shippers, swimmers and baseball fans who gain their strength by tossing wrong films into battered cases;” “auditors, busy-bodies who travel for a living
and whose chief enjoyment is to annoy
branch

office employes;”

“a home

office,

where discharge papers emanate from.”
In 1925 the program contained a novel
“kitchen utensil battle for couples” and
a “watermelon-eating contest,” not to mention boxing, and prettiest girl competition.
Since 1927, research reveals no printed
programs, but “post-mortems” have always declared the outing a great time
in the by now traditional Meadow Street
manner.

Boston Trade Picnic
Prizes Total $200
Boston — More than $200 worth of prizes
have been donated for the Boston Motion
Picture and Allied Industry Outing which
will be held at Marshfield on Tuesday.
It is estimated by those in charge that at
least 300 will turn out for the affair.
Tariff is two dollars. The fact that the
dinner to be served will cost the promoters
$1.50 a plate, that the bus ride will rate
another 50 cents charge per patron, and
that the ducats entitle the holders to 65
cents free entertainment in Fieldston is
being

explained

by Dave

Whalen,

are

"2 Smiles" Docks

Famous
Pioneer:

aboard “2 Smiles,” his twin-screw yacht.
The Alexander Film Co. head planned to
take film parties out daily aboard
foot craft throughout the week.

Milbury

House

Meyer Bailey, first, Bert Jacocks, second,
Maxwell Hoffman, Jack Findlay, Hy Fine,
Leo Bonoff, A1 Robbins, Jim Mahoney,
George Wilkinson, I. J. Hoffman, Irwin
Wheeler, Art Smith, George Comden, Morris Bailey. Putting awards went to Ben
Lcurie, Jim Casey, Max Tabackman, and
to the following

into

comfortable

spring

—

and

BOSTON

Barney

Pitkin

in next

order.

Andy Finds Love and
Gross Records Tumble
New York — In 27 key city runs, “Love
Finds Andy Hardy,” latest in the Hardy
family series, has been held over in nine
situations, company officials report.
In many instances, the film is grossing
from

25 to 50 per cent above normal business. In 13 engagements it outdrew the

highly touted “Captains Courageous,” and
from a number of smaller towns reports
film grosses are better-

ing those chalked up for “Maytime,”
“Saratoga,” “Test Pilot,” and “Rosalie.

the 82-

Diverse Ottering
New

York — Diversity

RKO’s

four

August

drama,

a comedy,

is the keynote

releases.

a western

and

A

of

music
a melo-

drama are the quartet. They are, “Breaking the Ice,” “I’m From the City,” “The
Painted Desert” and “Smashing the

for Steinberg

"Show

New

Boat" to Metro

York — Metro

has

purchased

film

rights to “Show Boat,” for both the novel
by Edna Ferber and the musical play by
Jerome Kern and Oscar Hammerstein II.

new seats.
those hard

seats.

WILLIAM

J. H. McIn-

Six prizes for best-dressed golfers were
given to William Brown, Manny Kugel,
Tony Boscardini, Maurice Wolfe, Morris
Joseph and Lou Wechsler.

BEWARE OF
IMITATIONS
squabs

non-golfers:

tyre, Leo Ricci, Maurice Shulman. Driving honors went to Cy O'Toole, first, and
Tim O'Toole, second.
In the second group, Ralph Civitello won
low gross, with Charles Casanave, second,
and I. H. Rogovin, Henry Germaine, Erie

Rackets.”

For your own good, why not consult us before purchasing
We make old seats new. Now is the time to CONVERT

72

guests outside the industry, rates the winners as follows; First group, best gross:

Boston — Henry Steinberg of Worcester
will reportedly build in Milbury.

★

STREET

prizes awarded in three groups to exhibitors, friends including distributors, and

filter in the Hardy

Boston — J. Don Alexander arrived at
the South Boston Yacht Club this week

12 PIEDMONT

event yet to be recorded — 121 film mien
and their friends, with nine states represented. Final computation of the over 70

public-

ity manager, by the assertion, “There
six miracle men on the committee.”

First players on the managers-salesmen
were John T. Powers, then manager of

WE ARE THE
ORIGINATOR

New Haven — The third annual industry
golf tournament at Racebrook Country
Club drew the largest attendance for the

Wright,

played between the managers-salesmen
and shippers-bookers. The lineup will
bring memories to many on the Street.

Players-Lasky; Morris Joseph,
W. Scully, Metro: T. Jacocks, Independent; I. Astor; C. Haskett, Pathe;

Record Attendance
At a Golf Tourney

We Have Repaired More Theatre Seats Throughout
New
England Than All Other Healers Combined

S.
OUR

KOSTER
WORK

CAN

BE

IMITATED

BUT

NOT
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T <0> M
urday on a Bermuda cruise . . . Workmen
were busy last week on the ailing Boston

Sniffing Out

Friars Club safe in the fraternity’s quarters in the Hotel Statler.

Support
Boston

—

An

Independent

Inc., executive

is trying

subscriptions

for

outfit he

he is going

says

a

Edward

Exhibitor,

to line up

new

stock

to form.

with

guaranteed

The

B. O."

^TILLIAMtege, A1 S.
KOSTER’S
McCoy,
scored pugilistic
a victory proover
Harry Thomas of Chicago in Montreal
last week. McCoy reports that the heat
cast by the lights pouring down on the
ring brought the temperature close to 120.
Koster, incidentally, now has his seatrenovation headquarters in the offices formerly occupied by the Phil Smith circuit
at 12 Piedmont St.
Ethel “Duchess” Moore is again decorating the Paramount following a hit of
basking at Hampton Beach . . . John Loner gan, dance director for the Metropolitan
before stage shows were eliminated, is still
turning out lines for summer enterprises.
A

local circuit booker

is about

Ansin, Interstate partner, is undergoing hospital treatment . . . Harry

Segal picked “Dick Merrill” at Narragaiisett recently and thus bailed out a number
of film men who had been in hock up to
that time.

distribution

company, according to the filmite, will
be Odiferous Pictures, Inc. The slogan:
"Pictures

Etta Grady of the booking department
of M-G-M has been on vacation . . . Mary
Brady of Monogram returned this week
from a hiatus . . . Tom Farrell, M-G-M
booker, returned Monday from the usual
thing . . . Elmer Foster, assistant to Max
Magovski of National Screen Service, has
been vacationing.
Joe Schmuck, New England representative for Trailer -Made, is readying to leave
the John Adams House in Chelsea. The
cast has been removed from Schmuck’s
leg. He recently incurred a compoundfracture.
Mike Zamins, 20th-Fox shipper, has returned with his family from a Nova Scotian
sojourn . . . Dorothy Gardiner of the contract department of M-G-M has been on
summer leave.

to be
Mickey Rooney’s double in Boston has
turned out to be Harry S. Turner of Milton, son of the athletic director of the
University Club in Boston. The similarity
was diagnosed following an exploitation

“altered,” word has it . . . Ike Robbins,
formerly owner of the Elizabeth Theatre
in Falmouth, which is now part of the
Julius Joelson circuit, has sold his swanky
restaurant in the South Shore community.
Robbins may return to the theatre business.

stunt for “Love Finds Andy Hardy” which
has been held over for a second week at

Herbert Frank, New England manager
for the Advertising Bureau, Inc., has been
spending this week in New York.

Loew’s State and Orpheum. Divisional
Manager H. M. Addison presented the
youth with a $20 check and a loving cup,
of all things, from Rooney.

Joseph Walsh of Hartford was in town
last week . . . Harry Segal, independent
exchange owner, was in New York last
week . . . Lowell Frank, Capitol Theatre
Supply Co. flying representative, was in
last week from Maine where he is operating a summer stock proposition . . . Nathan
“One-Shot” Ross is now merchandising
candy-machine line for theatres.

Your Christmas Fund
Christmas is coming,
dred miles an hour!

a

And

who

at a hun-

Maurice Schwartz of the M&P publicity
department returned this week from a
vacation leave that took him to Lake
George and Canada . . . Margaret De Cota,

For 19 years we have made
quality playlets, bringing approximately $13,000,000 to theatres in
extra revenue. At no time have
audiences welcomed these entertaining, minute-or-less units as
much as now. They move with
newsreel tempo and a Hollywood
flair.
Theatre-goers find them interesting.

been

so-

Marty Glaser is still incapacitated with
an ailing finger. The digit was in splints
for six weeks and was untaped only a few
ago. The Metropolitan publicity assista?it,
who is known for his prowess on the basketball court and bowling alley, managed
to rupture an exterior tendon while performing the no more dangerous task than
removing his sox.

Start now to build a Christmas
fund with quality shorts. Write:

ALEXANDER
Colorado
230

Paul Levi, publicity manager at the Metropolitan, is scheduled to leave next Sat::
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exploitation
England

manual

exhibitors
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sent
by

publisher

out

to New

Republic.

The

advised

the-

atrical men in this treatise
ness cannot depend

upon

that: “Busiwindfalls."

Fred Rush, Graphic Theatre circuit
manager in Brandon, recently tied up traffic in the Vermont town with a ten-kid
bicycle parade. Bikes carried advertising
on “Yellow Jack.” Rush, who obtained his
tutelage from Jack Granara, evidently believes in exploitation on wheels.
Al

Longo,

exploitation

manager

for

Loew’s, may go to Moosehead Lake for his
vacation which begins Monday . . . George
Jones returned to the helm of Loew’s Orpheum this week following a rest . . .
Minna Chauncey of Imperial is set to vacation.
Joan Fleming, wife of Assistant Manager Buster Holt of the Fenway, is virtually set as a warbler on a radio program
emanating from Boston. The former Vanities beauty was recently a featured singer
at College Inn in Chicago.
Cal Wilson, manager for Sam Kurson in
Middlebury, Vt., has been recently visited
by his parents who have been vacationing
at Lake Dummure . . .May Doherty, assistant to Anthony Zinn at the RKO Boston, has returned from a cruise to Virginia
Beach.
William O’Loghlin and Roger Ferri
were in from New York last week to addres a pep meeting at 20th-Fox coincidental with the inauguration of a new
three-month drive at the exchange. Divisional Manager Tom Bailey and District
Manager
horted.

The revenue from Alexander
short-shorts will build for the theatre man a sizeable Christmas
fund.

Keith’s Memorial cashier, has
journing in Washington.

Reprinted
Boston — Ben Shlyen's "Plain Facts"
editorial in the July 9 issue oi BOXOFFICE was headlined this week in an

Edward

X. Callahan

also ex-

is going to pay for it?

Film men, lured by a tip, wagered over
$400 on a nag at Narragansett recently.
Less than $500 in all was riding on the
bangtail. The horse came in last.

BOXOFFICE

"Facts' Editorial

FILM COMPANY
Springs,

NEW
YORK
PARK
AVE.
Phone: Murray

Colo.

OFFICE:
NEW
YORK
Hill 9-3161

CITY

Bill Lee, formerly salesman out of Boston
for District Manager Marcel Meckleberg
of GB, is now booking in Buffalo for the
distributor.
The

combined

attractions of air-condi-

tioning and “Alexander’s
Band”to
caused several
film men toRagtime
be the host
feminine friends in the screening room of
20th-Fox last week.
Edith Alper of the E. M. Loew office
has been vacationing in New Haven . . .
Joyce Dana, Boston American film critic,
is taking a piecemeal vacation weekending
with her husband, a safety engineer, supervising New England for an insurance
concern.
•Jack Granara, publicity manager for the
local RKO theatres, underwent a birthday
last week . . . John Beaufort, film critic
for the Christian Science Monitor, is va< Continued on next page)
73
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MOVIE season had its state premiere at the Roger Sherman, where
flags and banners announcing its arrival
already top the marquee . . . Tuesday's
Loew-Poli managers’ meeting promises to
bring forth final details of the annual
circuit-embracing stunts launching the
Loew new season . . . And the joint exhibitor meeting for cooperation with the
national institutional movie compaign
should also produce many ideas.
About 75 of the 121 who attended the
golf tournament brought home prizes:
Harry Shaw won the candid camera;
Louis Astor, the telelist; Meyer Bailey,
bronze statuette for “best golfer;” I. J.
Hoffman, four bridge chairs and golfer’s
umbrella; J. H. McIntyre, Barney Pitkin
and Henry Germaine, golf bags; Max Hoffman, decanters and radio; Tim O'Toole,
chipper; Max Tabackman, bathroom scale;
Leo Ricci, accessories kit, etc.
Ray England, former assistant manager
at the Poli-Palace, Meriden, has been appointed manager of the Colonial Theatre,
Southington, by Joseph A. Davis.
from vacation, Bob Russell arranged a quick tieup of a $50 “Crowd
Roars” handicap in the annual midget auto
races, with picture-copy banners on grandstand and fences, and Russell himself as
honorary starter. The sports columns
wrote up the event and pictures of prize
presentation made the press. Soap box
winners’ prizes were presented on stage at
the College.

Lou Schaefer tied in with WICC

street

broadcasts on “Letter of Introduction,”
giving guest tickets . . . Downtowns are
having increasing recourse to radio annoucemnts. . . Assistant Carney at the
College staged a lobby kiddie show Saturday evening, with WELI mike broadcasting.

Cameo, Bridgeport, being
built, will reopen August 17
lin, who “strawhats” at
trained under film director
oulian.

completely re. . . Hal ConkMilford, once
Rouben Mam-

John Findlay jr., 15-year-old son of
Jack Findlay, operator in Mystic and
Westerly, is sailing his Harrishoff 15, for
Watch Hill Yacht Club against 15 other
clubs in the annual boatraces. Young Findlay enters the Choate School in the fall.

. „ .zra-Li©

Joe Reed’s Bryan Memorial at Washington Depot is reported to be the only
known Mother Nature-cooled theatre in
these parts. Breezes from the hills make
it the coolest spot in town.

Back

Following the Poli, Waterbury, the
Globe, Bridgeport, offers the all-colored
Cotton Club show as a special feature.
Vacationing: Bob Hart, former assistant
at the Bijou, and now at the Grand, Atlanta, is visiting his parents in Hartford
. . . Morris Jacobson just back from a stay
in the hills of Pennsylvania . . . Mrs. Nat
Furst and daughter are visiting with the
Harry Gibbs . . . Lou Phillips back with a
motion picture record of his auto trip west
. . . Rose Flanery, secretary to I. J. Hoffman, will make it another cruise to Havana and Nassau . . . The John Barnetts
are summering at Lake Shady Beach, R. I.
Harris Brothers have a lineup of the
biggest names in vaudeville to resume
stage show policy at the State, Hartford,
on and after Labor Day . . . Local New
Haveners, new to the business, are said
to be all set for a summer theatre in Woodmont next year . . . Renewed reports that
Putnam will have a new house.

The Max Tabackmans have taken an
Orange Street apartment and are in the
throes of furniture -buying . . . Preview of
“Alexander’s Ragtime Band” at the Poll
enthusiastically received.
Leo Bonoff is the only exhibitor in the
territory to continue special weekly 10 a. m.
children’s shows as a regular policy. Shows
have completed their fourth year at the
Bonoff, Madison, made up of most suitable
available product running for an hour and
a quarter with prices at 10-25 cents.
George Somma of the Republic office is
on the sick list . . . Typographical error
obscured the meaning of Ben CohenBert Doff item last week. Miss Doff is
sailing to India to be married to the former College Theatre manager.
Good crowd of exhibitors were invited to
the annual Alexander Film Co. yacht outing Tuesday . . . Harry Rose, Globe, Bridgeport manager, cut short his vacation to
arrange a Saturday night “Hollywood premiere” for “Gay Nineties,” with notables,
lobby radio broadcasting , arc lights, and
all the fixings.

Mediord

Ban on

" Blockade "
Gas bombs were placed simultaneously
in the Proven Pictures Theatre, Hartford
and Tremont, Boston, both Fred Lieberman houses. One thousand four hundred
persons filed out of the Hartford house .'. .
Sidney Goldberg, formerly with National
Screen and later Trailer-Made in this
territory, is now selling for Grand Natmnal
in Washington.
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Boston — Mayor John C. Carr of Medford has declared that he will not approve the exhibition of Walter Wangets

Eskin's Move on
Maine Is Belated
Boston — Harold

Eskin, Connecticut

and

New York theatre man, appeared briefly
on the Maine theatre scene a few days
ago. Eskin made an unsuccessful trip to
Portland on the possibility that he might
take over the Abe Goodside theatre interests there.
Negotiations had previously been completed with Ralph Snyder by Goodside
and his trustees, however.

BOSTON
(Continued

from preceding page)

cationing in Europe where, at present, he
is conducting an informal survey of the
motion picture industry in Italy.
Tom Green, chief engineer at Loew’s
State, and Mrs. Green, former Loew’s
cashier, have become eleven. It’s a girl.
James McAllister is working hard seven
days a week as manager for Graphic in
Franklin, N. H., and eyeing the traveling
case he received from Richard Mahn, secretary to Charles W. Koerner of RKO, for
acting as Malm’s
ago.

best man

a few weeks

Mildred Sacco has left Boston to join a
studio on the coast as dance instructor.
Vincent Bellizia, cinder king of New England, was host to a group of theatrical
and newspaper men at Pine Meadow Country Club on the eve of her departure.
Julius Joelson has been entertaining
the local film industry at his home in
Falmouth. Distributor representatives have
cooperated with the circuit owner in making his Cape Cod home buying headquarters for the chain.
Emerson Dickman, protege of City Salesman Tim Donahue of Columbia, has been
going great guns with the Red Sox.
Charles

W.

Koerner,

RKO

divisional

manager, has proclaimed a “Greater Movie
Season” at Keith’s Memorial. “The biggest
of the fall attractions will be shown fully
one month earlier than usual,” says the
publicity department, “through special arrangement with Hollywood producers.”
The widow of a former local exchange
manager, who died three years ago, is seeking work as a secretary or stenographer
in the film district. She held similar positions with several film companies before
her marriage. She is supporting a boy.
The Boston Friars Club has been notified
of the case.

“Blockade" in Medford. The action followed Catholic opposition to the picture, heightened by

nearly

attempts to affix to it the
Boston" tag.

successful
“Banned

in

Defer "Drums”
Hollywood

— The

Preview

preview

of

Korda’s

“Drums” has been postponed to August 15.
It originally was planned for August 10.
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Eastern News Eye

PORTLAND
7 a. m. to 10:30 p. m. Commercial
grams will start August 15.

jyjAINE theatremen will tell you that the
rule in Vacationland this season is:

On "Legion" Blast
bogey of censorship . . . disturbed by politics . . . set-up for developing world-wide control of the movies
. , . imposes its own code to the exclusion of all others upon the 85,000,000
Americans who see movies each week . . .
” Pi, NEW

passes pro-war, militaristic and Fascist
films; criticizes all liberal and progressive movements.”
Thus, as the Eastern area’s news highlight, did the Film Survey during the past
week lampoon the action of the Catholic
Legion of Decency for pressing its anti“Blockade” campaign.
In conclusion, the pamphlet charged:
“No longer is the Legion of Decency the
mere watchdog of decency. It is the selfappointed censor of a nation’s progressive
ideals. It brings to the movie the standard of narrow suppression, which from
time immemorial has fought and blocked
all forms of civilized progress.”
The Albee in Providence will be among
the parade of 13 RKO houses to relight
this month and next . . . Reopening date
for the Albee is scheduled for August 18
. . . Others include the Regent', Rochester, N. Y.; Shore Road, Brooklyn; Uptown, Yorktown; Jefferson, Manhattan;
Shubert, Cincinnati; Trent, Trenton;
Strand, Syracuse; Orpheum, Kansas City;
Majestic, Columbus, and Orpheum, Champaign, 111.
Other news highlights of the week from
the eastern territory:
“Television isn’t worth a damn and we’ll
all be dead and buried by the time they
come around to making something of it,”
declared Walter Reade, Greater New York
circuit operator, upon his return from
England where he had occasion to investigate television’s threat to exhibitors
as an entertainment medium.

When it rains it pours, and when it’s hot
it’s hotter than the hinges of Hades. Right
now it’s hot. June was a rainy month
while July was twice that. This adds up to
the fact that home folks are staying away
from the theatres in droves; but, praise
be, the tourists are taking the vacant seats.

Bqxoffice

learned

(Continued
BOXOFFICE

last week

that there

on next page)
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is

Lou

Harry

Wiley,

formerly

employed

at

to

the

and brother of Paul Wiley, an employe of Standard Theatre Supply, died
here July 31 of pneumonia. Burial was in
Waterville.
Fred Eugley, manager of the Star in
Westbrook, is on vacation. In his absence
Arthur Allaire is in charge. As scon as
John

Pendergast, Paramount shipper, returns from his vacation at Bar Harbor,
Malcolm Lester, assistant shipper, will
take his turn.
Paramount’s traveling auditor, Mr. Coburn, arrived at the local office August 6
and will probably remain here two months.
His last auditing job was at St. John, N. B.
Walter Dyer, assistant booker for Paramount, won one match and lost two in the
city golf championship tourney . . . Lillian
Julian, inspectress, received high praise
after singing ever radio station WCSH
August 5. It was her first appearance on
the air.

Manager Francis J. Gooch opened the
new Uptown Theatre at Bath, August 8,
with a fanfare of publicity which included
a special section in the Bath Times. The
Uptown will play first-run second-choice
films, single -feature programs, with three
changes a week.

Taken over by the Snyder chain recently,
the Strand and Empire theatres are now

Another advertising medium for Portland and Maine theatres opened August
3 in Portland. It is radio station WGAN,

running combination ads . . . Filmrow visitors: Bill Benjamin, National Screen salesman; Tom Feloney, 20th-Fox salesman;
Carl Divizia, RKO salesman.

a 500-watt station owned by Portland
Broadcasting System, Inc. President Guy
P. Gannett is also president of the Gannett Publishing Co., which publishes Port-

Donald

Cook,

screen

star, and

Cornelia

Otis Skinner, famous for her solo-drama,
are playing at Ogunquit Playhouse.

land’s three newspapers. The sta'tion, a
affiliate, will be on the air daily from

???????????????

INTERNATIONAL SEAT COMPANY
FLOATING
O-

O-

things to remember: “Pictures have to
have variety, quality and unusualness and
the right price if the industry is to suc-

suit,

to Manager

Maine,

writers and authors of “The Thin Man;”
Producers Arthur Hopkins, Albert Lewis,
Marcus Heiman and Harry Goetz.

of petty jealousies, intrigue and chicanery.”
In striking this note for peace and
unanimity among interests in the film
business, Giannini said there were three

monopoly

according

chief of staff at the State, has nothing
do with mike trouble, Harry says.

And speaking of visitors, here are some
who visited Lakewood early this month:
Harold Friedman of New York, play broker and theatrical agent; Jean Dixon, stage
and screen actress; Mary Phillips and
Kenneth McKenna, both of Hollywood:
Albert Hackett and Frances Goodrich, film

industry: “This business should be ran
sanely, meticulously, honestly and constructively and with a complete absence

Despite the government’s

successful,

Botwick. It is a “quiz” program with cash
awards. The sickness of Bill Romanoff,

Theatre’s basketball team last fall. John
fell afoul the law when he appeared at a
local beach without tops for his bathing
trunks. John bared his chest, the law
bared its fangs, and John bore a $5 fine.

Dr. A. H. Giannini, former president and
chairman of the UA board, upon his return from Europe, adverbally advised the

ceed.”
Also offering a solution for curing the
ills of the industry was Louis B. Mayer,
M-G-M executive, in Chicago, when he
said that “there is a definite need for
cooperation, and we at M-G-M have never
felt that the distributor or producer
should take every cent of profit from the
exhibitor in rentals.”

Sidewalk broadcasts at the State Theatre three times a week are proving very

Speaking of hot weather, shed a tear for
John Lomac, who played on the State

CBS

pro-

COMFORT

MR.

:
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c-
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O-
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Eastern News

PROVIDENCE
its previously anended
J^KO-ALBEEnounced
four-week summer season of
legitimate stage attractions August 6, with
house going dark. Theatre will reopen
August 18 for fall season, with double
feature, first-run policy. Kenneth Rockwell, assistant manager of the theatre for
the past year under "Bill” Brown, will take
over the managerial reins when the theatre reopens.
Manager

Eddie McBride

of Loeufs State

plans to play up the ‘‘Local Girl Makes
Good” angle in his campaign on ‘‘Rich
Man, Poor Girl” at his house week of
August 12. Ruth Hussey, featured star of
the film, is a Providence lass who in this
picture gets her first starring role — and
from reports has scored a bullseye with the
assignment.
Start of the fall season hereabouts will
find two Providence theatres greatly altered in appearance, equipment, etc. Both
houses are units in the Associated Theatres, Inc., chain — the Palace, neighborhood house in the Washington Park section of the city, and the Empire, downtown
second run house. At the Palace more
than $10,000 is being spent on a new
structural glass front, new marquee, new
display frames. Manager Matthew J. Reilley is keeping the house open for usual
matinee and night performances while
the work is being carried on. At the
chain’s Empire Theatre, program of improvement launched last year with the in-

How

Blast at Catholic

stallation of an ice cooling system, will be
continued during next few weeks, says
House Manager George Cronin.

• Continued

week after a fortnight’s swordfishing off
Block Island. This will give Assistant Manager Johnny Hodge his opportunity to hie
himself down to Cape Cod for a couple of
weeks. Marian Cooper, that likeable lass
in Loew’s State’s boxoffice, left Sunday for
a week at Narragansett Pier.
Manager McGhee of the E. M. Loew
Drive-In has altered policy of that house,
playing a single night performance now

from preceding page)

UA's

interest in Walter Wanger Productions now aggregates $3,390,000 following an advancement of $1,500,000 by the
company
. . . Charles Chaplin, lone standback.”
out against UA’s “kickback” plan for producers, was standing by his guns . . . Film
business in England is very good; Italy,

instead of two shows as formerly. "Hell’s
Angels” at that amusement place brought
biggest grosses of season last week.
Cumberland Hills Playhouse, which
closed August 5 with a reported loss of

very bad, said Robert Allen McNeil, general manager of Golden State Theatre
circuit in northern California, on his return from Europe.
Leon Rosenblatt of the Rosenblatt-Welt
circuit is back at his desk after an eightday auto trip through New Hampshire,
Connecticut, Vermont, Maine and Massachuset . . . Harry Allen, manager of
the Empire, Port Richmond, N. Y., took
a brief jaunt to Maine . . . Gus Nestle,
manager of the Lyceum, New York City,
is back from a vacation at Bethlehem,
N. H.

mere than $10,000 in 16 weeks’ operation,
reopened on the 12 th with a new troupe
as occupants. This company was brought
down from the Nabnasset Theatre near
Lowell, Mass., where it had been playing
for past six weeks. Opening attraction was
“Three Men on a Horse.”

Marin— Directs
Hollywood
Edwin L. "Darling"
Marin will direct
“Listen, Darling” for Metro, with Judy
Garland and Freddie Bartholomew in the
leading roles.

motion

Legion

no letup on the part of the distributors’
self -regulation committee to arrive at a
suitable formula.
Other newsbits:
Canadian theatres will participate equally with Americans in competing for the
$250,000 in cash prizes being offered for
the “Motion Pictures’ Greatest Year” drive
. . . Headline in Boxoffice: “Simone Simon
Sails Sails in Huff Huff,” when the French
star, departing on the French liner Normandie, shrugged “I might never come

Vacation jottings: Eddie Reed returns
to his job as manager of the Strand this

to operate

Spotlight on

picture theatres

profitably
Here is a new book full of HOW TO DO IT information, written by a man
who believes that the first objective of theatre management is to make money.
In this book he covers motion picture theatre management from A to Z,
giving the best results of years of experience as a guide in establishing
successful policies, building profitable business, and efficiently operating any
size theatre.

The Management of
Motion Picture Theatres
By FRANK

Get

This Great

Aid

Management / GET

to Theatre

H. RICKETSON,

Jr.

President, Fox Inter-Mountain Theatres, Inc.

IT TODAY!!
Send check or money

375 Pa9es' 6x9- illustrated, $3.50
order to

ASSOCIATED PUBLICATIONS, 4704 East Ninth Street, Kansas City, Missouri
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SAVANNAH THEATRE CO. FILES MONOPOLY SUIT
AGAINST LUCAS & JENKINS AND DISTRIBUTORS
Oklahoma

Exhibitors

Film Advertising
Oklahoma

City — The

industry’s

adver-

tising drive came to Oklahoma City with
state exhibitors and independent circuit
heads meeting here at the Biltmore to
secure pledges and formulate plans for
the state’s part in the drive.
Before the meeting closed, 20,000 seats
were signed up for the drive and R. E.
Griffith of Griffith Amusement Co. had
put up $200 in cash to be distributed as
prizes, three in number, to the film salesmen who signed up the most independents
for the drive during the next two weeks.
Ralph Talbot of Talbot Theatre in Tulsa
pledged the support of his organization,
as did R. E. and L. C. Griffith for the
Griffith independent circuit and Phil Isley and W. P. Moran for Southwestern
Theatres independent circuit. Robb & Rowley houses in Oklahoma will be covered
by the circuit’s office at Dallas in the
Texas campaign, it was learned.
More than 50 independents and members of the allied trades attended the
meeting.
Morris Loewenstein, president of the
MPTO and secretary of the MPTOA, presided at the meeting and expressed his
own opinion of the drive with these remarks :
“Exhibitors here believe the drive a fine
idea and believe the benefits will linger
long after the drive is over. I am personally more than satisfied with what has
been done as well as the whole scheme.”
Ralph Talbot related a summary of the
experiences of other industries in similar
drives pointing out that for $1,250,000
spent in National Used Car Week more
than 200,000 used cars were sold. He also
pointed out that the Old Gold Contest
resulted in a sales increase of $2,000,000.
“It is the greatest idea conceived in
recent years,” L. C. Griffith summed up
the reaction of members of the industry
present to the campaign.
Dallas Launches

Campaign

time, telegrams were sent to all independents in the state urging attendance.
Griffith described the coming campaign
as a life saver for the industry. There has
been so much adverse criticism of the
industry, both from inside and out, that
something was badly needed to offset it,
he said. He cited several national contest
campaigns in other business during the
past year, including Old Gold, the used
car campaign, the ice manufacturers, and
others, giving figures of remarkable results in each. Everybody must work together in this campaign, he said.
To

Sign

Pledges

Exhibitors attending the Monday meeting will be asked to sign pledges to contribute their prorata share for advertising
the contest. The amount will be based on
number of seats at a few cents each, it
was said. The circuits already have agreed
to take care of their share.
All film salesmen have been assigned to
the sideline of selling theatre owners to
come in promptly. To encourage them,
Griffith, O’Donnell and W. G. Underwood
have put up $750 in three prizes to go to
the salesmen getting the largest number
of pledges from exhibitors.
Atlanta
Mass

Trade

Meeting

Atlanta

Slates
August

— Preliminary

15
conferences

are

under way here as plans are outlined for
a mammoth meeting Monday afternoon,
August 15, at which time 400 theatre and
exchange men are expected to assemble.
The big meeting will be held in the
interest of Atlanta and the southeast’s
participation in the industry advertising
and exploitation campaign.
Preliminary meetings were held by William K. Jenkins, chairman for theatres in
the southeast exchange territory; Robert
M. Mochrie, chairman for distributors, and
O. C. Lam of Rome, chairman for independent theatre owners.
Drive

Dallas — In a very thorough

explanation

of plans for “The Motion Pictures’ Greatest Year” campaign, R. E. Griffith, cochairman with R. J. O’Donnell for Texas
and Oklahoma, fired the first gun for the
Texas sector at the Variety club luncheon
attended by about 100, most of whom were
exhibitors and film men.
He called a mass meeting for Monday,
August 15, to be held at 2:00 p. m. in the
Grand Ball Room, on the first floor of the
Adolphus Hotel. Because of shortage of
::

$654,000 Damages Sought
From Circuit and
Nine Majors

Drive

At Variety Luncheon

BOXOFFICE
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S

Committee
N.

C. — A

committee

that Lucas

com-

posed of George W. Parr, Lyle M. Wilson,
H. P. Kincey, Ben Rosen wald and R. J.
Ingram has been appointed by George J.
Schaefer, national general chairman, to
acquaint the trade in the Carolinas with
details of the “Motion Pictures’ Greatest
Year” campaign.
A meeting for this purpose was to be
held here August 15 at Chamber of Commerce offices.

& Jenkins,

pany.
Arthur Lucas and W. K. Jenkins, Atlanta operators of a chain of Georgia motion picture houses, also were named individually as defendants, along with nine
major motion picture producing and distributing companies.
Those named as defendants with Lucas
& Jenkins, Inc., and Lucas and Jenkins as
individuals included Paramount, M-G-M,
Columbia, United Artists, 20th CenturyFox, RKO Radio, Warner Bros., and Universal.
Lucas

Feels

“Complimented”

Lucas, commenting

on the suit, said he

“felt greatly complimented

by being sued

forAccording
$654,000.” to the petition, about Jan. 1,
1935, Lucas & Jenkins allegedly “entered
into a conspiracy with the defendant producers and distributors to monopolize and
attempt to monopolize the motion picture
theatre business in the cities of Savannah,
Macon, Augusta, Gainesville, Athens, Barnesville and other towns.”
The petition further stated that “this
was done through contracts which made
it impossible for the Savannah Theatre
Co. to obtain sufficient first class films
to maintain its business.”
Prior to this time, the plaintiff said the
Savannah Theatre Co. had operated the
Savannah Theatre successfully for 14 years,
building up a business which “in normal
(Continued on page 79)

Where

to Get Your

Campaign
Atlanta — Southern

Named

For the Carolinas
Charlotte,

Atlanta — Alleging

Inc., prostrated a lucrative theatre business through violation of anti- trust laws, a
suit has been filed in federal court here
by the Savannah Theatre Co., seeking
$654,000 damages. Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Weis are the owners of the plaintiff com-

Ads

theatremen

taking

part in the "Motion Pictures' Greatest
Year" campaign may obtain advertising material and other pertinent supplies from the following exchanges:
Atlanta — 20th .Century-Fox.
Charlotte — RKO.
Dallas — 20th Century-Fox.
Jacksonville — Paramount.
Memphis — Warner Bros.
New

Orleans — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

Oklahoma City — Warner Bros.
San Antonio — Paramount.
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Compromise Doubles Voluntary Tax
Valuations for Seven Exchanges
Oklahoma

City — After

two

months

of

bickering, during which assessments went
as high as $975,000, the county excise
board has reached a compromise agreement with seven Oklahoma City film exchanges on the personal property valuations for the firms for the 1938 tax year.
The board more than doubled the voluntary valuations submitted by the firms,
and promised a thorough investigation of
valuations so that a “more equitable figure” could be set in the compromise at
$56,445, as compared with the $23,300
total voluntarily submitted.
Firms and valuations are: 20th CenturyFox Film Corp., raised from $4,270 to
$8,960; Columbia Pictures Corp. from
$1,625 to $4,025; Vitagraph, Inc., from
$2,050 to $8,290; Paramount Pictures Distributing Co., Inc., from $4,085 to $10,765;
Universal Film Exchanges, Inc., from
$3,560 to $7,710; RKO Radio Pictures, Inc.,
from $3,360 to $7,610, and
from $4,350 to $8,225.

Loew’s, Inc.,

Opens in Boswell, Okla.
Boswell,

Okla. — J. Y.

Greenwood

opened his new theatre here.

has

Dallas Invitations lor

" Antoinette " Screening
Dallas — M-G-M

o’clock by Metro officials, conflicted with
the meeting of Texas exhibitors at the
Adolphus Hotel to launch the “Motion
Pictures’ Greatest Year” campaign in
Texas, necessitating the shift in the
screening.

Reopen

R&R

Tex. — The

Palace, thor-

oughly renewed, has reopened. Many from
the R&R circuit were present. From Dallas
were C. V. Jones, general manager; W. L.
Pullen, D. G. Bell, Houston & Smith, architects for the job; H. E. Hardgrave,
Sherman; Dave Callahan, Waxahachie;
H. L. Youngblood. San Angelo, and J. Y.
Robb, Big Spring.

Sachs,

Projection Lamps
Rectifiers

THEM

Machine

NOW!

Parts

Westinghouse
Rectifier Tubes

WE SHIP

Amplifiers

THEM

PRONTO

Transformers

HERBER

southwestern

which rounded out that company’s potential grosses in the state for the coming
Sachs, a very likeable fellow, was more
year.
than elated. The RKO season announcement will be out Monday, Sachs said. He
flew to New York and back. He saw the
Corrigan parade. Incidentally, he said
the New Yorkers are highly sold on the
“Greatest Year” campaign and what it
will mean to the industry.

E. Helms,

recently made

RKO’s office manager in the Dallas
branch, is at home in Texas because for
years past he has made trips to Dallas
as the company’s traveling auditor. He
succeeded Joe E. Brecheon, film veteran
since about 1918, who was transferred to
Charlotte as branch manager.
Helms has been with RKO since 1922
when the Charlotte branch was opened.

Thumb

Tacks

Cetron Photo Cells
RCA

Tubes

Exciter Lamps
Amplifier Repair Service
Matching

Reels

RKO

district manager, is back in Dallas more
enthusiastic than ever after taking his
bigger job because the Interstate deal for
RKO product 100 per cent was signed up
in Gotham.
With Jules Levy, general sales manager;
Cresson E. Smith, western division manager; R. J. O’Donnell, vice-president of
Interstate (who was in New York at the
time) , Sachs sat in on the coveted deal

FOR THE THEATRE
ORDER

Carbons

210 SOUTH

Dallas — Sol

Elates

RKO's Office Manager
At Home in Southwest

Palace
R&R

East ;

Interstate Deal

Dallas — Robert
Colorado,

Tickets

Speakers
Horns

here sent out

invitations to a trade

screening of “Marie Antoinette” to be held
at 4 o’clock Monday afternoon, August 15,
at the Melrose Theatre in north Dallas.
The original screening hour, set for 2

ACCESSORIES
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exchange

early in the week
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L & J and Nine Majors
Cited in Monopoly Suit
(Continued

from page 77)

times grossed earnings of as high as $90,000 a year.”
The petition, filed by Attorney John Kelley, charged that the alleged conspiracy
had reduced the plaintiff’s business by
more than $40,000 a year for the past four
years.
In addition, the company said it suffered
an estimated $40,000 loss through depreciation in the value of the property and
a $13,500 shrinkage in the value of equipment.
The plaintiff figured its total actual
damages at $218,000 and claimed, under
terms of the anti-trust laws, three times
this amount, plus costs.
The suit further charged that the Savannah Theatre Co. prior to 1935 had
contracts with various of the defendant
producing
exception
petitioner
use in its

companies, but that “with the
of old and secondary films” the
“had been denied any films for
said theatre” since that time.

Charge

Contract

Refusal

The petition charged the defendant producers and distributors “have refused to
make any contract with petitioner for films
throughout a season so that the petitioner
was and is unable to plan its programs
far enough in advance to properly operate
its theatre.”
The plaintiff asserted that
ants allowed the defendant
determine what films are to
petitioner and to control the

the “defendexhibitors to
be offered to
dates of their

A T IL ANT

E. SAVINI, president of Savini Films,
is back at his desk with contracts with

blocks from the defendants’ theatres was
purchased for $11,500. Another $1,000 was
spent on preliminary plans and tentative
agreement was reached for films.
But, charged the plaintiff, Lucas & Jenkins obtained another lot in the immediate
area, built a theatre named the Victory,
obtained exclusive film contracts and thus
forced the plaintiff to abandon its suburban theatre building plan.
Arthur

Lucas

Comments

Arthur Lucas, commenting on the suit,
issued the following statement:
“I feel greatly complimented by being
sued for $654,000 by the son of a gentleman who once controlled a far-flung theatrical empire — his theatres extending
from Savannah, Ga., to San Antonio, Tex.
“My first theatre employment was with
these interests as an usher in Savannah
at 25 cents a day.
“The suit of Mr. Weis is unique and unusual inasmuch as his chances and opportunities were far greater than mine.
He had a foundation to start, whereas I

Interest Sid Meyer

the E. J. Sparks circuit to exhibit “Hell’s
Angels” all over Florida. Savini said the
picture has been dated for two months
now, with future dates coming in actively.

Miami — Of
Jack Barrett of Accessories Consolidation Service has returned from a trip to
Tennessee.

Kim
from

Smith, chain owner, whose headquarters are at Knoxville, is recovering
injuries suffered in a recent automobile crash.

Riley P. Davis, general manager of Theatrical Printing Co., is back at his desk
after a vacation trip.

Row visitors included: Mrs. H. T. Wood
of Washington, Ga., operator of the Strand
at Washington and the Linco at Lincolnton, Ga.; R. D. Page, Mt. Pleasant, Tenn.;
H. Green, Orr circuit, Albertville, Ala.;
Miss Katherine Johnson, Monticello, Fla.,
whose house was damaged by fire last
March, but who is making plans for reopening soon; Robert Word, Ritz, Scottsboro, Ala.

Beddingfield Returns
Charlotte,

N.

C. — Frank

Beddingfield,

head of Carolina Poster exchange, has returned from the national convention of
Lions Club on the west coast.

release, so that' said defendant exhibitors
were and are able virtually to dictate the
program of the petitioner and the type
of films it may use.” As further “evidence
of the monopolistic practices of the defendants,” the plaintiffs cited a thwarted
attempt to build a suburban theatre in
Savannah. The petition said the idea of
constructing suburban theatres, not in
competition with downtown houses, was
conceived as an expedient to escape effects of the picture shortage.
The petition told how a site about 20

A Theatres in Norway
interest,

There is no additional charge for such
short features, he adds, punctuating the
amazing fact with a row of exclamation
points!
Regretfully Meyer adds that he’s had
little opportunity to boast of the coolness
of Miami’s summer during the past several weeks as both Denmark and Norway
have been so cold he wore his overcoat
every day.
Mr. and Mrs. Meyer and their niece,
Miss Felice Schreter, plan to sail for the
States August 10.
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Complete
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All moving picture theatre programs in
Oslo are timed to run exactly one hour
and 45 minutes, Meyer added. When the
featured production does not last that
long, the distributor provides additional
shorts to build the program up to the specified length.

BRENKERT

U. S. AIRCO

in

had gone to Oslo, Norway, from Copenhagen, Denmark, wrote that all of the theatres in Oslo were municipally owned.

PRODUCTS
MOTIOGRAPH

particular

word he has written back to his organization during his European vacation, is the
postcard Sidney Meyer sent last week to
Burton Clark, manager of the Rosetta
Theatre. Tire Wometco executive, who

MACHINES
CARPETS

CHAIRS

Stock Of All Supplies

'Everything tor the Theatre
ALWAYS

TRY

WIL-MN

except the Film'

US FIRST
150 Walton St., ATLANTA
Phone WALnut 4613

321 S. Church, CHARLOTTE
Phone 8620

had to struggle and build from the ground.”
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Ml III A
£JLEARING up of a mysterious increase
in the M-G-M men returning from
Parimova, Netherlands Guiana, on the Rio
clipper last week was accomplished when
it was learned that Director Dick Rosson
and his assistant, Carlos Miller, had slipped through the local airports unnoticed
on one of the rare days when passenger
lists were not compiled. As the records
appeared to stand, it was a case of three
going down and five coming back. Rosson
and Miller had flown down to the Amazon jungle country to megaphone atmosphere sequences for “Too Hot to Handle.”
Clyde DeVinna and Rom Dowling, cameramen, and W. W. Beattie, wardrobe director, had flown down the previous week.
Purchase of an assortment of new fishing tackle for the second of the Paramount managers and department heads’
fishing party last Wednesday didn’t help
Eddie Atkinson’s luck at all. As chairman
in charge of arrangements Eddie had the
say as to what waters were to be fished,
but that additional break didn’t bring him
a nibble. Award for the largest catch
went to Joe Abercrombie. This Cinema
Theatre manager and his wife are, incidentally, now vacationing in Douglas
county, near Atlanta.
After being closed for a midsummer vacation, the local Federal Theatre is to reopen next week with a series of three evening performances, two groups of one act
plays and one three-act comedy. Admission will be by invitation, Roy Elkins,
supervising director, has announced.
This week’s first prize award in the
Cheers and Jeers contest being held weekly
by the Wometco’s program goes to a woman who objected to the fact that ‘‘Always

Mil ]||

Trio Plans Theatre

Goodbye” was virtually a carbon copy of
Anne Harding’s “Gallant Lady.” Another
letter which won tickets to the Capitol
for its writer expressed appreciation for
the earphones installed for the hard-ofhearing at the Lincoln, Capitol, Rosetta
and Tower theatres. In addition to its
earphone sets, the Lincoln also has a number of bone induction units which convey
sound even more perfectly.
As a

part of the big campaign

it is

planning to mark the opening of “Alexanander’s Ragtime Band” at the Lincoln,
August 24, a prize of $5 is being offered
to the person who guesses the figure nearest to the total attendance on the first
day’s showing.
For the convenience

of fans who

do not

wish to miss an issue of the “March of
Time,” Wometco theatres are offering to
notify by phone any of their patrons desiring this service.
Personalities in or passing through
Miami this past week included Mr. and
Mrs. Samuel Burger, Buenos Aires, flying
home by clippership via Porto Rico; and
tiny six-yeay-old Helen Magna, vacationing at the beach. Burger is an Argentinian theatre owner while Helen is a relaxing Broadwayite, seen recently in “Wingless Victory” and “The Old Maid.”
Following Austin Moon’s return to his
Colony Theatre on the beach, his assistant,
Billy Mount, is off to the mountains of
Clayton, Ga., for a fortnight and James
Barnett goes down to the Cinema Theatre
as manager while Joe Abercrombie takes
his vacation. Also on the vacation rolls
are Helen Scoville, secretary to Sidney
Meyer, Wometco

At College Station
Dallas — Rapid

development

of

the

Col-

lege Station area, particularly the College
Hill addition outside the school’s main entrance, promises that settlement a new
theatre within the near future. Mrs. Morris Schulman of Bryan, with H. Lazarus
and Mrs. Lazarus of New Orleans, has purchased a site there and will start building
within a short time, she told Boxoffice
last week.
While in town the trio purchased chairs
and new sound for the Palace, deluxer, in
Bryan. The three are interested in Bryan
Amusement Co., connected with Jefferson
Amusement Co. After completing their
equipment buying they expected to leave
for California on vacation.
The Lazarus are long established theatre people in the Quaint City. They own
and operate the Center, downtown, and
Coliseum, neighborhood, in their own right,
and with Jack Decharry are building the
Circle, in virgin neighborhood on the outskirts of the city. The Circle will be operated by Jadel Theatres, Inc. Decharry owns
the Lincoln, a colored theatre there, said
to be the first air conditioned neighborhood house in the south.
Mrs. Schulman is well known on Dallas Filmrow, and Mr. and Mrs. Lazarus
met
visit. a number of old acquaintances on the

ter, assistant manager of the Miami Thetains. atre, who is way up in the Smokey Moun-

executive; and Earl PotMitchell Wolfson, Wometco executive,
represents the local theatrical business on
the board of directors of the Miami Chamber of Commerce, serving as one of the
23 representative business men on this
board. He is also a vice-president of
MPTOA.

SALE

AUGUST
TRADE-IN

JUNIOR MODEL
$60.00 Down; $26.75 Per Month
Sound Head Driven by Direct Connected Ball Bearing Motor —
Stabilizing Gyrofilter — All Film Travel on Rotating Surfaces — Constant Axis Optical System Carriage — Single Unit Construction.
Fully Perfected Optical System — PreFocused Exciter Light Carriage — "DC"
Exciter Light Supply — Calibrated Volume
Control — Two-Way
Horn System — Separate Built-In Amplifier for Booth Monitor
and Hard of Hearing Aids — Perfect Reproduction of All New Type Recordings.

OTHER MODELS AS LOW AS
$50.00 DOWN, $22.25 PER MONTH
Duo Light-Master
The
All New
Projection
Lamp
with 14-inch Reflectors— $30.00 Down;
$13.50
Per Month.
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" Snow White " to 4,000
In Town of Only 1,500
Ellisville,

Miss. — Official

census

bu-

reau figures credit this Mississippi town
with a population of 1,500. However, during a week’s run of “Snow White” at the
Varsity here, 4,000 persons jammed the
theatre for the Disney animated feature.
Manager Frank Bishop reports the influx of patrons came mainly from the
neighboring towns of Laurel, Hattiesburg.
Waynesboro, Collins and Mt. Olive.

New Sack Branch
Chicago —

Sack

Amusement

Enterprises,

Dallas and Atlanta, will open a branch
exchange here on Labor Day to cover the
midwest territory, according to Alfred N.
Sack, general manager, here for a business trip. Saul Goldman, independent
film man in this area for 15 years, will be
manager.
BOXOFFICE
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Patron Institutes a
$10,000 Damage Suit
Dallas

— A

suit

for

$10,000

damages

claimed by a woman patron against O. L.
Smith of the Alto Theatre at Alto is pending in the court here, accordilng to Smith
who was here Wednesday booking. The
suit was filed some weeks ago, but has not
yet come to trial because of a crowded
docket. It likely will go over to the next
January term, he said.
The patron, who allegedly fell in the
aisle several months ago, claims bodily injuries as a result.

Fleischer Studios Getting
Set lor Arrival of Stalls
Miami — Increasing

at the new

activity

is apparent

Fleischer studios here as the

present group of employes already “on
location” is completing arrangements for
the arrival of the first group of office
employes August 27 and a party of 60
artists September 7.
Following his visit here in mid-August,
Sam Buckwald, personnel manager, will
return to open his office in September.
Recording equipment is being installed
in the sound studio this week. Additional
equipment and machinery is arriving daily
by boat and train.
There will be some 200 employes transferred to Miami by the first of September, Abe Aronovitz, Miami council for the
studio, has announced.

R. W, Simpsons

Are on

A 23-Day Alaskan
Seattle — R.

W.

Simpson,

Tour

operator

of

the Palace Theatre, Paducah, Tex., stopped here briefly with his wife before taking a boat on a 23-day trip through
Alaska.
Simpson recently completed a tour of
Canadian provinces. In Calgary he took
colored films of the Stampede, which most
likely will find a place on his screen on
his return.

Remodel
Gainesville,

Majestic

Tex. — The

ated by A. V. Wade in
Griffith, is undergoing
gram to be completed
Majestic pictures have
Plaza and the Ritz is
time.

oper-

a partnership with
a remodeling proin 60 to 90 days.
been shifted to the
now operating full

Piwets Helms
Lockhart,

Majestic,

Tex. — Mrs.
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Okla., where he sold out to Griffith. Sweetwater is an R&R town.
Jake Lutzer is film, salesman No. 2 to
break a knee cap in a car wreck a few days
age. He is in Baylor Hospital. Herman
Craver was No. 1. He got his about two
weeks ago, and is in St. Pauls Hospital.
Frank Shea, a partner in the new
at Houston, suburban, has been in
for a few days, booking. He was
branch manager for United Artists
a few months ago.

Queen
Dallas
Dallas
up to

The W. B. Kings are back from a week’s
vacation at Galveston. One of their diversions was deep sea fishing ten miles out.
Sam Lewis, who has worked on many
theatre decorating jobs in Texas, was
married last week to Miss Oresa Jones
and left this week for New York to live.
He worked for King Scenic Co. for some
time, was manager of the Knox Street
Theatre in Dallas and was connected with
the Long and Cole circuits in south Texas,
as combination theatre manager and decorator.
W. A. Prewitt, manager
leans office of American
turing Co., selling theatre
this week and sat in on a

of the New OrDesk Manufacseats, was here
deal with C. V.

Griggs, general managre, who sold a reseating job to Mrs. Morris Schulman for
the Palace at Bryan.
At Austin over the weekend, within the
throes of Texas University campus, an oldtime family reunion was held in the Herber
homestead. Among those who attended
were E. P. and B. G. Herber of Dallas,
who spent pleasant hours with their father,
Ernest Herber sr„ who is hale and hearty
around the octogenarian mark.
Ben Knoch, a partner with the Rocketts
south of Waxahachie, is in Alpena, Mich.,
visiting relatives. He expected to visit in
St. Louis, Chicago and New York. Ben’s
weakness has been the attending of various
Christmas parties in Dallas during recent
years. In fact, he had a number of the
girls in a whirl during the ’36-’37 campaign.
Filmrow was represented Saturday night
at the Adolphus Century room with the
visit of Ed Turner of New Mexico, who
manages R. E. Griffith’s El Rancho (hostelry) at Gallup, N. M. He’s an uncle of
Griffith. Around the table were Wallace
Walthall, Rip Payne, Lynn Stocker, Jack
Pickens and Fred Hoensheidt.
Dale F. Luckie has leased his University
Theatre at Houston to George C. Rice, a

SHOW

has

resigned as manager of the Baker Theatre
and H. L. Stein has promoted Laddo Piwets
as manager and Herschel “Butch” Garner
as assistant manager.
BOXOFFICE

DUFFEY and his son were here furthering plans to open a show in Sweetwater. He formerly operated in Mangum,

The

Baker
H. L. Masur

pAT

NATION'S

WINDOW

of the
LEADING

THEATRES

L-Z DISPLAY SYSTEM
SAPULPA,

former manager for Publix-Great States,
effective August 18. Luckie has inaugurated seven theatres in Texas during the past
three years. He is now retiring from show
business for the skating rink, the first one
of which he will operate in Houston in an
$18,000 building just purchased by him,
he said.
J. I. Roberts, down at the National office, has a man working for him who will
play halfback with the College All-Stars
against the Washington Redskins in a
charity game in Dallas about September 5.
He is M. J. Koneman, a Georgia Tech
star the past three years who finished
in ’38 and was given a job with the company by Oscar Oldknow, an alumnus and
ardent supporter of Tech athletics.
New Variety Club members are Alfred
N. and Lester J. Sack of Dallas, and John
C. Kriendler, 21 W. 52 7id St., New York
. . . Adams, Monogram and Sack, in a
triumvirate, were the guest companies at
the Variety luncheon last Monday. It’s
curtains for Variety now until September
12. For a time it looked like the Monday
sessions would go through without a recess, but the heat came.
The “Treasure Chest,” new boxoffice
stimulant, is moving into Texas with the
appearance of Mat Freed and Bud Shorte,
from the west coast, who have this territory under franchise.
Miss Evelyn Harris is on the job again
after an appendicitis operation.
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Leatherman
Why

piLMROW was shocked last week when
the news reached here of the death of
J. C. White, former office manager of Affiliated exchange. White had been in
Charlotte three years after being with the
film exchange in Atlanta several years.
He was with Mrs. White in Atlanta on
vacation trip at the time of his death.
Hazel McCall is the new
Universal exchange.

Explains

They Cant

Dallas — Because

of recent

OK
Park

parking

vio-

lations, R. D. Leatherman, Interstate city
manager, has had to explain to patrons
that the state and not the theatre has
disallowed parking in front of Denison
theatres. He had published a paragraph
in the state fire insurance regulations, as
follows:

biller at the

Ed Carroll of Wil-Kin Theatre Supply
Co. is on a business trip through western
North Carolina this week.
Marvin Rogers , cashier of Universal in
Atlanta, was on the Row recently while
vacationing .
Pauline Bradley, secretary to Emil Bernstecker, manager of the North Carolina
Theatres, has returned from a vacation at
Myrtle Beach, S. C.

“The street space, immediately in front
of the theatres, shall be designated as a
no-parking space and proper signs shall
be posted to clearly indicate this designation. It shall be the responsibility of
the city or county officials to enforce this
regulation for the safety of the patrons of
the theatre.”
The clear space is intended for quick
exit of the audience in case of fire, Leatherman pointed out.

H. F. Kincey, head of the North Carolina Theatres, is back in his office this
week after being on the sick list for a week.
Jimmie Greenleaf, formerly of the Universal branch, Atlanta, is in the Charlotte
office temporarily for the local branch as
salesman for the two Carolinas.
Exhibitor C. G. Laiving and the family
were in Marion, N. C., Sunday attending
the annual hawing reunion.
Bill Talley and the wife are back after
a vacation trip in eastern North Carolina.
Talley is the local office manager of Grand
National.

20th-Fox in Atlanta Holds
Meeting on Kent Drive
Atlanta — The

20th

Century-Fox

ex-

change held an enthusiastic meeting on
the new Kent drive last week, attended
by salesmen and employes. More than 50
persons attended.
Principal speakers were Jim O’Loghlin
and Roger Ferri, both of New York, the
latter being editor of the organization’s
house organ, The Dynamo. Plans for sales
and future activities were outlined.
H. G. Ballance, southern
ger, presided.

NOW

district mana-

BOOKING

SENSATION

OF

£

M. SALLEY of Texarkana is now assisting W. P. Florence, owner of the
and Odeon at Magnolia. Salley

Macco

has had 17 years’ experience in the theatre business in various capacities and will
conduct the advertising department of the
Magnolia houses.
Mrs. Katherine Wallace Vidor of Los
Angeles, mother of motion picture director,
King Vidor, is in Little Rock for two weeks
at the home of her sister, Mrs. Wood
Rainwater.
A trailer showing scenes of Arkansas
peach orchards, will be run at the Strand,
C’arksville, Thursday and Friday, giving
an announcement of the Arkansas State
Exhibit of the New York World’s Fair.
Cameramen will shoot scenes in all sections of Arkansas showing all the phases
of life as an advertisement of the state.
John Crabtree jr. is making a number
of repairs at his theatre at Cotton Plant
. . . Barry and Donald Parks, managers
of the Beverly Theatre at Prairie Grove,
announce that a new sound amplifier has
been installed . . . Ted Wilson of Corning
is now managing the Home Theatre at
Smackover . The house is owned by R. V .
McGinnis of Hope.

1938

LA. CITY

TIMMY BIRGE, exploitation manager
with Standard Theatres, is set for the
post as manager of the Criterion upon return from his vacation . . . Dee Fuller is
back from his vacation to his job as manager of the Circle . . . Boys at the Midwest set a kite high into the sky for a
recent feature picture; kite was lettered,
“Having a Wonderful Time here at the
Midwest — Ginger Rogers.”
Ora Louise Murfin, cashier at the State
Theatre here, is now carrying the name
of Mrs. Quintein Phillpot, a bank teller.
Wedding bells for Claude O. Fulgum,
district manager with Griffith Amusement
Co. The lady is Miss Ella Lindsey of Oklahoma City. Mr. and Mrs. Fulgum are
leaving for Chicago August 6 for the
honeymoon. They are building a new
home in Nichols Hills, swanky Oklahoma
City district.
W. J. Kupper, 20 th-Fox western division
manager, and Ward E. Scott, Kansas City
district manager in by air working out
new Griffith product contracts . . . An
August 11 Photo-Pay-Nite will be in 18
Griffith towns. Robb & Rowley circuit are
trying it out in their house at McAllister.
R. L. Barton, operator of houses in
Stroud and Disney, is building a new 300seater at Pryor which is expected to be
in operation about September 1 . . . Jessie
Bunkhalter, in 20th-Fox ad sales department, isrecovering from an operation.
K. Lee Williams is back from a sevenweek vacation trip through the South and
East . . . E. L. Walker, booker for K. Lee
Williams road shows, in from Arkansas
. . . Doris Ashburn, secretary to Williams,
back from Carlsbad Caverns . . . Dutch
Camer, formerly with GB here, handling
revival of “Son of the Sheik” in the state
. . . Harry McKenna, booker for Williams
Film Exchange, all set for something big
in his life . . . B. H. “Bob” Pfotenhauer,
State manager, back from his sojourn with
the hillbillies.
The damage suit of Mary I. Naylor
against the Griffith Amusement Co. and
Ralph Leachman has been removed from
the district court of Kay county to the
U. S. federal district court here. Suit
seeks damages for personal injuries.

Ritz to Sanders
Alpine,

RUDOLPH VALENTINO
IN

“SON OF THE SHEIK”
AL WOLF

We Specialize
in
QUALITY & SERVICE
The Queen Feature Service, Inc.
Quality Theatre Equipment

P. O. Box 2417
Phone 8-8413

Dallas, Texas

BUFFALO

COOLING

1912% Morris Avenue

BIRMINGHAM,

& Supplies
Phone 3-8665

ALABAMA

Tex. — M. A. Sanders

Fire Hits Early
Quanah,

Tex. — Garner

Jones,

315 s. HARWOOD
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BUFFALO

ENGINEERING

CO., INC.

Dallas.

Texas

who

re-

has

in-

cently opened the Ritz, ran into hard luck
the first few days after the opening. A
fire caused damage estimated at $2,500,
he said. The loss is covered by insurance.
Crystal Hearing

EQUIPMENT

of Lubbock

has acquired the Ritz Theatre from Robert
Mann. A number of improvements were
made. The Oskar Korn circuit of Dallas
also operates a theatre in Alpine.

Gonzales,

Tex. — Lynn

Aids
Smith

stalled latest type hearing

aids in the

Crystal.
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As a service to readers of BOXOFFICE, this page provides a ready source of information
on products and services which have been filed for reference with The MODERN THEATRE INFORMATION BUREAU. Information on the following subjects may be secured by
sending in the coupon. Use the key numbers. If data on subjects other than those listed
is wanted, just state your requirements. We will endeavor to see that you are supplied
with details promptly.
MT563
MT564

ADVERTISING
MT481
MT482
MT483
MT484
MT485
MT486
MT487
MT488
MT489
MT490
MT491
MT482
MT493
MT494
MT495
MT4 96
MT497
MT498
MT499
MT500

Main signs and marquees
Signs, Neon
Signs, structural glass
Signs, travel word
Attraction boards
Letters, attraction board
Letters, changeable silhouette
Price signs, boxoffice
Display frames
Poster lights
Poster projectors
Cut-out machines
Time schedule clocks, electric
Monogrammed
mats, rubber
Slides, advertising
Slides, announcement
Sound truck P. A. systems
Transformers, Neon
Ladders, safety
Moving words projector

AIR
MT505

CONDITIONING

Air

conditioning- plants — complete
Heating systems
Refrigeration
Air washers
Blowers
Air circulators
Fans, exhaust
Grilles and registers
Temperature control devices
M i'514 Air conditioning accessories
MT515 Motors, multi-speed
fan
MTS lii Motors, constant speed
MTB17 Air filters
MT518 Air diffusers, high velocity
MT519 Cooling coils
MT506
MT507
MT50S
MT5 09
MT510
MT511
MT512
MT513

DECORATIONS
MT520
MT521
MT522
MT523
MT524
MT525
MT526
MT527
MT528
MT529
MT530
MT531
MT532
MT533
MT534
MT53B
MT536
MT537
MT538
MT539
MT540
MT541
MT542
MT543
MT544
MT545

and

FURNISHING

Architectural service
Decorating service
Seating service
Theatre chairs
Chair covers
Theatre carpets
Carpet padding
Rubber matting
Furniture, lounge
Wall tiles, interior
Fabrics, decorating
Brass railings
Rope railings
Metal, ornamental
Mirrors
Luminous
colors
Ticket booths
Directional signs
Exit boxes
Curtain controls
Curtain tracks
Curtains, fireproof
Fountains, drinking
Fountains, ornamental
Rubber seat upholstery
Rubber floor & wall coverings

LIGHTING
MT550
MT551
MT552
MT553
MT554
MT555
MT556
MT557

Fixtures, lighting
Colored lamps
Lumiline lamps
Candle flame lamps
Floodlight lamps
Spotlight lamps
Sign lamps
Dimmers

MT558
MT559
MT560
MT561
MT562

Ultra violet lighting
Silhouette letter mounting
Flashed opal glass
Pot metal opal glass
Fuses, indicator type

BOXOFFICE
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Fuses, cartridge
Lighting plants,

individual

MAINTENANCE
MT569
MT570
MT571
MT572
MT573
MT574
MT575
MT576
MT577
MT578
MT579
MT580
MT581
MT582
MT583
MT584
MT585
MT58G
MT587
MT588
MT589

Expansion Bolts
Chair fastening cement
Chair refinishing materials
Upholstering materials
Seat patching kits
Seat decking materials
Floor surfacing materials
Carpet cleaning systems
Floor waxes
Matting, rubber
Paint, screen
Paint, plastic
Paint, aluminum
Polish, metal
Polish, furniture
Fireproofing compounds
Fire extinguishers
Ladders, safety
Uniforms, staff
Screen cleaning tools
Venetian blind cleaners

PROJECTION
MT591
MT592
MT593
MT594
MT595
MT596
MT597
MT598
MT599
MT600
MT601
MT602
MT603
MTG04
MTG05
MTGOG
MT607
MT608
MT609
MT610
MT611
MT612
MT613
MT614
MT615
MT616
MT617
MT618
MT619
MT620
MT621
MT622
MT623
MT624
MT625
MT626
MT627
MT628
MT629
MT630
MT631
MT632

Projectors, complete with sound
Projectors, standard
Projectors, semi-portable
Projector pedestals
Projector parts
Lamps, suprex type
Lamps, reflector arc
Lamps, high intensity
Lamps, incandescent projection
Arc regulators
Arc controls
Control panels
Rectifiers, copper-oxide
Rectifiers, tube type
Bulbs, rectifier
Rheostats, projection
Motor-generators
Lenses, projection
Lenses, condenser
Current changers
Mirror reflectors
Carbons, projector
Carbon savers
Reels
Reel alarms
Rewinders, automatic
Change-over devices
Slide, projection
Lamps, spot and flood
Take-ups, film
Film safety controls
Fire prevention devices
Fire shutters, porthole
Film scales
Film scrapers
Film splicers
Film cleaners
Air gun (cleaner)
Tool kits
Film cabinets
Film cabinet stands
Effect projectors

MT633

Rectifiers,
sulphide

units
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Air

Soap dispensers
Soaps, liquid
Hand
driers, electric
Chewing gum solvents
Rubber link matting
Exhaust fans
Plumbing fixtures
Toilet seats

sprays

MTG86

Lighting,

MT687
MT688
MT689
MT690
MTG91
MT692

Curtain controls
Curtain tracks
Stage draperies
Stage rigging
Scenery, stage
Footlights

MT693

Switchboards

STRUCTURAL

SOUND
MTG61
MT662
MT663
MT6 64
MT665
MT666
MTG67
MTG68
MT669
MT670
MTG71
MT672
MTG73
MT674
MT675
MT67G
MT6 77
MT678

Sound
systems, complete
Sound heads
Amplifiers
Pre-amplifiers
Speakers
Rectifiers
Condensers
Photo-electric cells
Tubes, amplifier
Tubes, rectifier
Exciter lamps
Baffles, horn
Lens assemblies, sound
Public address systems
Microphones
Microphone stands
Hearing aid systems
Acoustical materials

STAGE
MT685

Screens,

MATERIALS

MT700
MT701
MT702
MT703
MT704

Structural glassies
Insulation materials
Acoustical materials
Fibre boards
Fronts, glass

MT705
MT706
MT707
MT708
MT709

Fronts, vitreous
Fronts, porcelain
Fronts, stainless
Toilet partitions,
Flooring, asphalt

enamel
enamel
steel
metal
tile

MISCELLANEOUS

EQUIPMENT
moving

stage

picture

MT715
MT716
MT717
MT718
MT719

Accounting systems
Change makers
Safes, boxoffice
Tickets
Ticket choppers

MT720
MT721
MT722
MT723
MT724

Ticket issuing machines
Ticket registers
Ticket holders
Pop corn machines
Uniforms, staff

USE THIS COUPON
IF WHAT

YOU

WANT

ISN'T LISTED.

UNDER
The MODERN
Room

334 —

THEATRE

ASK

FOR

IT BY NAME

“REMARKS''

section of BOXOFFICE

332 S. Michigan

Ave.

Chicago. 111.

8-13-38

Please obtain for me free descriptive literature on the following
items. (List Key Numbers Below.)

I

magnesium-copper

SANITATION
MT641
MT642
MT6 43
MT644
MT645
MT646
MT647
MT648

MT649
MT650
MT651
MT652
MT653
MT654
MT655
MTG56
MT657

Cleaning compounds
Cleaners, vacuum
Disinfectants
Deodorant blocks
Insecticides
Disseminators
Air purifiers, ozone
Air perfumes

Remarks:.

Name
Theatre
City

State.
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Louisiana Exchanges Paging Sales
Tax, But Test Case Is Indicated
New

Orleans — While

exchanges

are bill-

ing exhibitors for the state sales tax on
film rentals, indications are that a suit
will be instituted shortly to test the constitutionality of the impost.
Reports hold that one of the major circuits will pay the tax direct to the state
treasurer and later will file suit to recover
the remittance on the ground that the
amusement gouge is unconstitutional.
Exchanges started billing exhibitors after
Boxoffice

reported

an unofficial

hint that

the dormant state film censor board might
be revived if distributors contested the
sales levy.

S A N T O N IE
^HE ALAMO CITY again will take on a
Hollywood countenance September 1
when the 20th-Fox Studios will send Jane
Withers here to be starred in “Brass Buttons.” The Jefferson Senior High School
will be the locale. An entire film troupe
will be sent here from the California cinema city.
Speaking of picture making, San Antonio’s own Vernon Geyer, billed as America’s
ace organ recording star, recently did the
musical background for “Bluebonnets and
Blood,” a historical featurette made here
with Percy Barbat, radio actor, as narrator. Vernon is heard regularly over
KM AC here. The short is a National Films
production.
Add to vacationists: Dolly Wildenstein
off to Denver via motor; Madeline DeRudder back from Galveston and Houston;
Aileen Herndon going to Rockport this
week; Lawrence Arnold has returned from
a visit in Houston, and Sylvan Barry
still talking about wonders of the Bayou
city.
News in stacatto: Miss Mary Cristina
Jimenez of the Latin- American Film office, has returned from an extended vacation in Mexico City . . . Friddell Roadshow Attractions of Beeville now has two
tent shows out showing all-talking Spanish pictures. They are at Kennedy and
Sinton, Tex. . . . Recent visitors around
the Azteca Films exchange were Frank
Torres, Azteca Theatre, Houston, and Dr.
A. Duran, Rio Theatre, San Diego, Tex.
Paramount pickups: Dorothea Painsley,
chief accountant, is back from a vacation
. . . W. C. Kroeger, head booker, celebrated
another milestone August 5. Many more
happy birthdays to you, Bill.
Benefit Shows
Lampasas,

Tex. — The

at Leroy
Leroy

Theatre,

a

Griffith house, has been giving benefit
shows for those in distress, following the
Colorado flood.
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£JITY PARK began collecting the new five
per cent amusement tax on sports Saturday, August 6, according to Frank Fairley, head of the gasoline and welfare tax
department, and Felix J. Dreyfous, park
board chairman. The tax went into effect
July 27 . . . Eleck Seligman, 73 years old,
veteran doorman at the Lafayette Theatre,
died August 3 at Charity Hospital. He had
been employed at the theatre for the past
quarter of a century.
“ Marie Antoinette” will be at Loew’s
State about the 26 th of this month at
popular prices. It is reported that plans
are being made for a spectacular opening.
Miss Irene Schoenberger, 18-year-old
commercial artist, won the Miss New Orleans title for 1938 at Pontchartrain Beach
August 5. New Orleans has contributed
several winners to the title who have made
good in Hollywood. They are : . Edna Duvernay, 1926, who rose to success on the
stage in New York; Gladys Moore, 1927,
who succeeded in New York, later she
married John Held jr„ famed cartoonist;
Dorothy Dell Goff, who was killed in an
auto accident just as she had reached the
top; Dorothy Lamour (Lambour) ; Louise
Schmaltz (Small now), 1934, winning the
national contest, went to Hollywood and
has played in several pictures; Mary Healy,
1935, studied singing and traveled about
the country with several popular bands,
returned to New Orleans and was secretary at the office of the local 20th Century-Fox exchange. While working there
was “found,” and is now working in “Hold
That Coed,” a 20th Century-Fox production.
Gar Moore, press agent for the Orpheum and Liberty theatres, has been
elected chairman of the reception committee of the Advertising Club of New
Orleans . . . The Palace Theatre, one of
New Orleans landmarks, formerly the Old
Gruenwald and now one of the South’s
best colored theatres, is being remodeled
and also reequipped with new furnishings, including furniture, seats, etc. The
house is now being managed by Simon
Lusky.
Closed since 1926 the Woodbine Theatre, Fisher, La., owned by the Louisiana
Long Leaf Lumber Co., with a seating
capacity of 500 has been reopened by the
company with Aubrey Lee as house manager . . . Joe Barcelona, Baton Rouge,
was in town the other day buying films
for his new theatre, the Dixie, erected at
a cost of $6,000 and which will open the
latter part of this month.
The new

Saenger

house at Yazoo

City,

Miss., is scheduled to open about the middle of this w,onth . . . Yazoo City has an-

other new house also, the Dixie, costing
$70,000 with a seating capacity of 900,
operated by the Dixie Theatres, Inc. . . .
A. L. Royal is now manager of the Royal
Theatre at Picayune, Miss., just opened
at a cost of $5,000.
The society of New Orleans put on a
very gay event Saturday night, July 30,
in the form of a “Hollywood” party which
was sponsored by the Southern Yacht
Club at their club house overlooking Lake
Ponchartrain. The theme of the party
was carried out with advertising posters
and pictures, and with a large number of
guests representing different screen actors
and actresses, in costumes that were typical. Different tables were decorated to
represent various popular plays and prizes
for the best costumes and for the best
characterizations and tables, were given
by the committee in charge. It was a well
planned and beautifully carried out entertainment. John Curren, Miss Cora
Jahncke and Edward Jahncke, were on
the committee in charge. There were
more than 200 guests in attendance from
Washington, Tennessee, Arkansas, Mississippi, and Louisiana. One of the prizes
was an “academy” award.
Ned E. Thatcher, a former newspaper
man and in 1921 amusement editor for
the Times-Picayune, died August 1 here at
his home at 7023 West End Blvd. He was
66 years of age.
Paul

Brunet,

who

a

few

years

ago

operated the Plaza Theatre on Claiborne and Ursline streets but closed the
house, is now operating the Joy Theatre
located at 1309 South Rampart St. The
Alamo Theatre at Vicksburg, Miss., formerly operated by the Saenger Theatres
Corp., New Orleans, has been demolished
and according to reports will not be rebuilt.

Anna Bell Ward's Party
Sets Up Fishing Record
Miami — When

Anna

Bell

Ward,

the

“Ward” of the Elliott-Ward Enterprises,
Inc., of Lexington, Ky„ whose chain of
theatres extends through Kentucky, Ohio
and Indiana, vacationed recently at the
LeRoy Hotel on Miami Beach, she and her
party hung up a new local record for their
piscatorial prowess.
She and her two sisters, Mrs. Adaline
Ward Burnette and Mrs. Charles Ward
MayHugh, caught three of the gamest
fighters the Atlantic boasts, sailfish, simultaneously. They had gone out into the
Gulf Stream from Ft. Lauderdale with
Capt. Monroe in the cruiser Reel Lucky.
Mrs. Burnette took top honors in the
group when she later brought to boat another sailfish, tipping the beam at 59 V2
pounds, in the brief space of a 20-minute
fight. (These flying denizens of the deep
sometimes wage a battle hours long before they succeed in throwing themselves
free or are exhausted and brought to boat) .
Two large barracuda and a dolphin also
were included in the catch.
Miss Ward is a Kentucky colonel, serving on the governor’s staff as the past
master and the keeper of the seals for that
famous honorary organization.
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DOMINION INDUSTRY LEADERS MANIFEST ZEST
FOR MOTION PICTURE ATTENDANCE CAMPAIGN
Trans -Canada Air Tour
Launched to Acquaint
Trade With Plan

Emissaries
hold
Aug.

By
Toronto

WALT
—

Response

to the

proposed

combined Canadian-U. S. campaign to
boost motion picture attendance took concrete form here with the announcement
by J. J. Fitzgibbons, vice-president and
director of theatre operations for Famous
Players’ Canadian Corp., that he himself,
accompanied by Haskell Masters, Canadian general manager for United Artists,
and by Leo Devaney, Canadian general
manager for RKO, would start out together for a coast to coast air tour of
Canada to conduct meetings for industry members explaining the drive and details of the campaign. The trio will appoint local chairmen in each center they
visit who will correlate the campaign.
Taylor

Helms

Committee

The decision to make this trans-Canada tour followed the meeting of industry
leaders held last week at the King Edward
Hotel in Toronto at which Canada pledged
itself to join the “Motion Pictures Greatest Year” campaign.
In addition to approving the campaign,
the gathering, which numbered between
75 and 100 representatives of every branch
of the film industry in Canada, chose a
committee of 12 men, to be under the
chairmanship of N. A. Taylor, chairman
of the film section of the Toronto board
of trade, vice-president of the Independent
Theatres’ Ass’n, and prominently identified in the direction of the Exhibitors’
Booking Ass’n and 20th Century Theatres.
The special committee consists of:
Herb Allen of Premier Theatres; H. C.
D. Main of Associated Theatres; S. Fine
of Bloom & Fine Theatres; P. J. Nolan, exmayor of Ottawa and operator of the
Roxy Theatre in Ottawa; Harold Kay,
operator of the Fox Theatre in Toronto;
H. Freedman, president of the Independent Theatres’ Ass’n of Ontario; L. Lush
of the Bongard Theatre, Wiarton, Ont.;
O. J. Scott; M. Stein of Famous Players’
Canadian Corp.; Harry Alexander, Gordon
Lightston and Harry Firestone.
Participation

at 10 Cents

Per

Seat

This committee will have power to deal
with any questions or problems which may
arise in connection with the drive and
the accompanying contest in the Province
of Ontario.
The choosing of the members of the
foregoing Ontario committee, and spoken
declaration of each member that he would
be pleased to devote his services to it, was
followed by the distribution of forms to
the exhibitors present and the securing
of their signatures to pledges to contribute
to the industry’s drive on the basis of 10
cents per theatre seat. It was announced
BOXOFFICE
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Winnipeg — Messrs. J. J. Fitzgibbons, Haskell Masters and Leo Devaney were to
a meeting with all exhibitors of this territory at the Fort Garry Hotel, Friday,
12, in connection
The

G. FESSEY

13, 1983

K

on Their Way

will hold

above

with

mentioned

meetings

across

the Greater
gentlemen

Movie

the Dominion

Vancouver — Monday;
Friday.

during

the week.

Calgary — Wednesday;

this will be the only contribution they
will be called on to make to the campaign,
as it will make their theatres eligible to
distribute the “quiz” books needed by their
theatre patrons in order to participate in
the contest for $250,000 prizes to be conducted as a feature of the campaign, and
that campaign accessories, such as banners and trailers, would be furnished exhibitors free of charge. It also was stated
that the price, tentatively set, for exhibitors to pay for the contest booklets, was
about $3.50 per thousand.
The central campaign committee, it was
stated, also had a plan under consideration by which the film industry would
contribute $25,000 in additional prize
money, in order that theatre managers
could compete also for prizes. This latter
amount would be awarded to the theatre
managements which put on the most effective campaigns during the drive.
The meeting was presided over by N.
A. Taylor and those present came in response to invitations sent out by Col.
John A. Cooper, who is secretary-treasurer of the publicity committee appointed
by the film section of the Toronto board
of trade, as well as being the head of the
Motion Picture Distributors & Exhibitors
of Canada.
Need

Season.

will fly to Vancouver

Is Recognized

Taylor, who spoke first, said the leaders in the film industry in Canada and
the United States had realized something
was needed to stimulate business and
Canada had readily seen the advisability
of the Dominion sharing the benefits of
the momentum of the United States’ campaign. He said he had attended the campaign organization meeting in New York
and “never had seen such a cross section of the entire industry represented”
as at that gathering. Taylor stated the
Independent Theatres’ Ass’n was unhesitant in endorsing 100 per cent participation in the plans for the campaign which
had been conceived at New York.
Colonel Cooper said Taylor had “struck
a very fair opening note with regard to
what promises to be the greatest campaign
ever held by the industry in North
America.”
“In Canada,” Cooper said, “we are facing one basic fact: That every man,
(Continued on next page)

over
Their

the

weekend

itinerary

Regina — Thursday;

and

was:

Winnipeg —

Ottawans Respond
To Film Campaign
Ottawa — A

general

meeting

of the in-

dependent and chain theatre managers of
Ottawa and district towns was held this
week in the Chateau Laurier, big hostelry
of the Canadian capital, for the purpose of
effecting local organization for the “Motion Pictures’ Greatest Year” drive which
will open across the continent September 1.
For this rally the chief speakers were
N. A. Taylor of Toronto, president of the
moving picture section of the Toronto
board of trade, who is chairman of the
Canadian committee for the industry’s
drive, and Gordon Lightstone, manager of
the Toronto branch of Regal Films, Ltd.,
Canadian M-G-M distributor, who outlined details of cooperative advertising,
display materials, features of the contest
from September 1 to October 31, etc., and
announced that the cost to the independent theatre owners would be a mere 10
cents per seat for a four months’ campaign ending December 31.
One of those who took an active part
in the discussion was P. J. Nolan, pioneer
Ottawa independent and owner of the
Roxy, Nola and Avalon theatres in this
city. Nolan was bubbling over with
enthusiasm for the campaign after having attended the opening conference in
Toronto which was addressed by J. J.
Fitzgibbons, managing director of Famous
(Continued on next page)

Paramount Handling
Drive Material
Toronto — Dominion

exhibitors

taking

part in the "Motion Pictures' Greatest
Year" drive will be furnished advertising material and necessary accessories
at Paramount exchanges in the following cities: Calgary, Alta.; Montreal,
Que.; St. John, N. B.; Toronto, Ont.;
Vancouver, B. C.; Winnipeg, Man.
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the exhibitors, said it had been noted “that
exhibitors of motion pictures do make a
definite contribution to the community in
which they live. Stores open and close as

Trans-Canada Tour
firings Plan Setup

a theatre opens or closes.”
A striking statement by Fitzgibbons was
that “We must combat the improvement
of motion pictures within the past four or
five years . . . strange as it may seem.
Whether it was a 15-cent, or a 50-cent
theatre the public went to, the public has
become very rich: for their choice is

(Continued from preceding page)
woman and child in the U. S. A. was paying $7 into the coffers of the motion picture theatres there; that in England, they
were paying $6; in Australia, $5; but in
Canada, according to Dominion bureau of

The producers of America had agreed
to underwrite the amount deemed necesgreat.”
sary to remedy conditions, that was, to
create larger attendances by stimulating

statistics, they were paying less than $3.”
Originally, it was planned to have the
campaign slogan read: “Take your family
to the movies today,” and he believed it
was a good slogan. In England, the exhibitors realized that family custom was
going to constitute the keynote to the success of the theatre industry. Cooper also
emphasized that Will H. Hays had said

the public’s interest.
It was emphasized

J. Schaefer who heads the campaign, at one meeting had said every exhibitor, small or big, was interested in the
motion picture business and therefore he
believed that every one of them wanted to
be identified with the publicity drive, even
if he only gave it his moral support.
A big feature of the publicity drive,
starting about September 1 and ending
December 31, would be the expenditure
of $500,000 in advertising in newspapers,
magazines, trade papers and other periodicals. This sum would be for paid
space for publicity and particularly in
every daily newspaper in Canada and in
the United States. This publicity would

that “it is to the family the great appeal
must be made.” Cooper said the problem
of the film from now onward would be
to make pictures “to get in between the
two extremes of pictures of purely entertainment value and pictures of social and
educational significance.” In closing he
said he believed the film industry of Canada owed a great debt of gratitude to J. J.
Fitzgibbons for having made the appeal
to the industry in the United States
which had enabled Canada to participate
jointly and share in the benefits of the
American campaign.
Leo Devaney said it seemed to him the
high film industry leader who had declared “good pictures” was all that was
required to keep the film industry prospering, was after all, only 50 per cent

“only have matter calculated to sell
glamour, educational value and importance” of pictures. Other publicity would
consist in furnishing theatres with special
one or two-reel films, which would have
nothing to do with the $250,000 cash
prizes contest, “but would emphasize
something unusual in the personalities of

right. Devaney’s view was that although
motion pictures were one of the four leading industries in the world, the film industry did not, like the other three, keep
its merchandise continually before the

those who appear in the films.”
“I believe that in Canada we have a
glorious opportunity — as we have had no
Bank Nights — though some giveaways”
declared Fitzgibbons in explaining the
$250,000 prize contest for theatre patrons.
There would be 5,000 separate cash
prizes. The first prize would be $50,000;
second, $25,000; third, $15,000; fourth,
$10,000; fifth, $5,000; five prizes of $1,000
each; ten prizes of $500 each, and so on.
It was expected at least 25,000,000 of
the booklets which theatre patrons would
need in connection with the contest would
be required and that another 25,000,000
or more “quiz” books, containing the
questions the patrons must answer to
compete for the prizes, would be needed.

public. So, experience had proved “you
cannot have the public motion picture
conscious without making an appeal to
the public at large.” His own company
had found out the fact that the public
as a whole was not motion picture conscious by recent experience with a certain
picture. A checkup on those viewing
that picture “had shown 50 per cent of
the audience was not used to going to the
theatre as a general practice.”
J. J. Fitzgibbons, who made the principal address and brought from New York
the latest data in reference to the campaign plan, and explained it to the meeting, aiming his remarks particularly to

Extend
Montreal — A

drive

(Continued

Admission

to prosecute

by Fitzgibbons that

George

theatre

owners

on next page )

Ban

in both

Verdun

and

Outremont,

Montreal suburbs, who admit children under 16 years of age, is now being undertaken by the department of the attorney-general of the province of Quebec.
Until now admission of children into theatres of both these municipalities had
been

more

Montreal

or less

were

tolerated

closely

despite

watched

occasional

fines, while

theatres

in the

city of

for infractions.

The Crown Prosecutor, Ivan Sabourin, has been investigating the situation during the past few weeks and has decided to issue summonses against two theatres
in each suburb.
Complaints
as

many

as 300

have

been

under-age

received
children

by

Sabourin,

attending

whose

afternoon

investigators

shows.

discovered

Ottawans Respond
To Film Campaign
(Continued

from preceding page)

Players Canadian Corp., and H. M. Masters, Canadian general manager of United
Artists Corp., Ltd., who, with Mr. Taylor,
had attended a meeting in New York City
of the Campaign Committee headed by G.
J. Schaefer. Ottawa exhibitors immediately fell in line with their support of
the industry’s drive and quickly gave assurance of their active cooperation. Among
those present were: T. R. Tubman, Capitol
Theatre; Isser Singerman, Imperial; Chris
Holmes, Avalon; Bob Maynard, Cartier;
Don Stapleton, Centre; Joe Paul, Elgin
Theatre; M. Levinson, Rialto; P. J. Nolan,
Rexy and Nola; M. Berlin, Somerset; R.
Robertson, Mayfair; D. Paquin, Francais;
J. Marshall, Rideau, and Angelo Stevens,
Regent Theatre, practically a 100 per cent
attendance.
Similar regional rallies are to be held in
many other centers of the Dominion during the next few weeks with J. J. Fitzgibbons and H. M. Masters speaking at the
main conferences at Vancouver, Calgary,
Winnipeg and Montreal in a speedy 10,000-mile tour before the middle of August.
Ottawa

Exhibitors Agree

Theatres
"Break" speech in the CaOttawa —Need
The opening
nadian drive for better theatre business
by J. J. Fitzgibbons, managing director
of Famous Players Canadian Corp., at the
Toronto conference of chain and independent interests to adopt plans for the cooperative campaign, had a noteworthy reaction among Ottawa theatre managers
when the import of his address was discerned in reports of the Canadian committee’s inaugural meeting.
Mr. Fitzgibbons declared that he did not
feel that the theatres had been getting
a fair deal in spite of advertising appropriations and that the industry’s drive was
intended to offset the negative statements
of columnists and radio commentators.
He expressed the view that opposition features were getting direct and indirect support out of proportion to the cooperation
extended to motion picture entertainment.
This broadside has brought about the
launching of a defensive declaration by
Ottawa exhibitors who are in accord with
the argument that opposition features are
getting the breaks and that the theatres
are considered fair game for legislators
and those in authority while all kinds of
encroachment are extended to horse racing and other sports. The situation was
appropriately expressed by one exhibitor
in asking the question: “How long are
we going to take it?” This show-down
query was uttered during a discussion of
the situation with the local representative
of Boxoffice.
It was pointed out that five night clubs
are operating in wide-open manner almost
within the shadow of the Parliament
Buildings here and they can and do accommodate 3,500 merrymakers of an evening. This opposition comprises the GatiBOXOFFICE
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neau, Avalon, Aylmer, Glenlea and Fairmont country clubs. There is also the
Standish Hall beer garden which has its
attractive features including dancing.
On top of these permanent spots, there
is currently 14 days of horse racing at
the Connaught Park Jockey Club which
is patronized by many employes of the
federal government who quit work so early
in the afternoon that they can take in
the turf meet without difficulty. A carnival has been operating on the Quebec
side of the Ottawa River; there is professional baseball in Ottawa as well as
other sports which are accorded generoi s
newspaper attention. In the offing is the
annual fair of the Central Canada Exhibition Ass’n during the week of August
22 which won’t do the local theatres a
particle of good at the cashier’s wicket.
The declaration is made that gambling
is “wide open” in Hull with such devices
as roulettes, dice and chuck-a-luck while
many bookmakers are enjoying big business without hindrance, it is claimed. All
these activities are playing havoc with the
moving picture trade.
Patrons at night clubs can buy their
beer at 40c per quart and there is neither
cover charge nor tipping, while they can
take in a floor show at no extra cost while
bending their elbows. The clubs can operate until the early morning hours without a word of warning. A quart or two of
beer at 40c per quart and one can have
a whole night of revelry! The gambling
takes plenty of loose change that might
otherwise be spent in entertainment for
the whole family at a theatre.
It looks as if the theatre managers have
something there and that more will be
heard.

C. Aubrey Smith Thanks
Paper
N.

St. John,

"
for " Write-Up
with the

B. — Coincidental

coming

of Robert Louis Stevenson’s “Kidnapped” to Saint John, the Evening
Times-Globe received a letter from C. Aubrey Smith, veteran English featured
player in the picture, expressing his appreciation for a story published concerning him immediately after King George’s
distribution of honors. The birthday list
conferred a C.B.E. upon him. The special
story expressed the view that the honor
was accorded both for his dramatic ability and for the international goodwill his
oft-taken role of “typical Englishman” has
engendered. Written from Glasgow, where
he had been attending the British Empire
Exposition, the letter said: “Let me thank
you most cordially for your very kind
‘write-up.’ It was exceedingly kind of you
to take the trouble and to express your
compliments in such flattering terms.
Yes, I agree the interchange of players —
both ways — between the British Empire
and the United States must, to some extent, help in the cementing of the friendship between the two English-speaking
powers, which, to my mind, is one of the
most important things to the world today.”
Team
Hollywood

Powell-Young
—

Eleanor

Powell

and

Robert Young draw the leads in Metro’s
“Honolulu,” Eddie Buzzell directing.
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Remodeling and Modernization in
Ontario Continuing Active Pace
Toronto — Theatre

construction,

modern-

ization, remodeling and reequipping continues active here and in other Ontario
cities. Word comes from Brockville that
plans have been approved for the erection
of a modern theatre to replace the New
Theatre, destroyed by fire earlier in the
year.
The Regent Theatre here, which is being rebuilt, is having the finishing touches
put to the modernistic new front and the
house is scheduled to reopen for business
this month.

Trans-Canada Tour
Brings Plan Setup
(Continued

from preceding page)

The

first booklet likely would tell something about the coming season’s product
and something about the “quiz” book. The
“quiz” book would have some 60 questions, but only 30 complete answers
would be needed in order for a person to
be eligible to win some of the prizes. To
win a prize, a contestant would have to
have the first six consecutive answers
right. In order to break any ties, and
ties were expected, contestants would be
requested to write an essay.
Contestants would not merely go to one
theatre, but to many different theatres in
order to see enough pictures to answer
the contest questions. By tieing in on
the contest and by reaping the benefits of
the “tremendous publicity campaign the
industry will stage,” asserted Fitzgibbons,
“exhibitors will be able to ‘recreate’ their
Fitzgibbons Explains Plan
business.”
Fitzgibbons read a message to the meeting sent by Schaefer, stating that in telegraphing on behalf of the general campaign committee in New York, he wished
to say how pleased he was to hear of the
Toronto gathering, that he wished it every
success, and that the central committee
was leaving no stone unturned in its endeavor to make the campaign the complete success they were confident it would
be.

When the meeting was thrown open
for questions regarding the campaign and
contest, there were answered by Fitzgibbons. In his replies he made the following statements, among others:
No one, including the agency arranging
the contest, would know all of the answers to the contest questions.
Theatres changing their pictures two
or three times a week, or even every day
or so would benefit very much more from
the contest campaign than houses which
ran pictures a whole week.
To stretch the contest over a longer

The Royal Theatre in Bowmanville is in
process of being altered and reseated.
At Leamington, the Capitol Theatre has
had new sound equipment, air-conditioning system, new lighting and other features installed. The marquee also has been
redecorated.
At London, Ont., the Elmwood has had
the final unit of its air-conditioning system installed.
The Capitol Theatre at Chatham has
installed a new air-conditioning plant.
period than now contemplated would have
the effect of killing interest in it . . .
there might be a subsequent contest, but
he only could guess about that.
There would be objections to exhibitors
pointing out in the advertising columns
of their local papers that a certain picture was included in the prize contest.
Exhibitors would get their reimbursement for their contribution to the campaign by making certain that each recipient of a contest booklet paid an admission to the theatre.
Those at the meeting, in addition to
the ones already mentioned, included:
Joseph M. Franklin of the Mayfair, St.
John, N. B.; Ben Geldsaler of Famous
Players Canadian Corp.; Archie Laurie of
Empire-Universal Films; R. Auerbach of
Exhibitors’ Booking Ass’n; Harold Pfaff
of Paramount Films; Wolfe Cohen of Warner Bros.; Harry Paynter of Vitagraph;
Harry Bailey of 20th Century-Fox; Meyer
Axler of 20th Century Theatres; J. F.
Meyers of RKO; Mrs. S. H. Falk, editor,
Canadian Independent ; Joy Smith of
Canadian Moving Picture Digest; Walt G.
Fessey of Boxoffice; Joseph Franklin of
RKO; Syd Goldstone of Rex Theatre; A.
B. Cass of Columbia Pictures; M. Cormick
of Duchess Theatre; W. J. Reid of 20th
Century-Fox; Jules Wolfe of B&F Theatres, and Barney Fox of RKO.

Halifax Explosion May
Be Theme of Picture
Halifax — Local

exhibitors

have

learned

with keen interest that a Hollywood film
company, whose identity has not been divulged, isplanning to make a feature picture with the disastrous Halifax explosion
as the key incident. On December 6, 1917,
a munitions ship blew up in the Atlantic
port, killing 1,635 persons and injuring
6,000. The prospective producers have
written the Halifax Board of Trade for all
available data on the blast as well as on
the old garrison city itself and the surrounding countryside. The story will be
laid in the days immediately before and
following the explosion, showing the rebirth of the city, and will portray the
community

in “a most favorable light.”
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HEAT wave is only one of the troubles endured by theatre managers. Just
as they were beginning to think Quebec
had relented on the question of juvenile
admissions a warning has been issued that
summonses will be served on those infringing the statute prohibiting entry to
children under sixteen.
Tommy Farr has learned a lot about
business since coming to the United States.
On a flying visit to Canada to endeavor
to sign up a bout with Maurice Strickland, he stipulated that he should be ‘‘cut
in" on motion picture and radio rights — a
thought that had not occurred to him before landing in New York.
Hiawatha, which seems to be good film
material, if suitable Indian talent could
be secured, is being played as opera in
London, with Chief Oskenonton, an Iroquois from Caughnawaga Reserve, near
Montreal, singing the lead.
Noel Coward is aboard H. M. S. Warspite of the Mediterranean fleet studying
means to provide naval ratings with better cinema shows. Lord Louis Mountbatten is Mr. Coward’s colleague and liaison
officer with the trade in London, and in
this navy film scheme they have an importajit ally as film-booking secretary in
Arthur W. Jarratt, the Gaumont- British
chief.
Dr.

Ralph

H.

McKee,

of the

chemical

engineering department of Columbia University, has made public here formulae of
salt compounds which will make possible
a saturated atmosphere of 70 per cent, enabling the preservation of motion picture
films, which, by the use of a compound of
borax and Glauber salt, can be kept in tin
boxes without drying and cracking.

ported to be “stealing the show” from the
instrumentalists on the present United
States tour. Lila is a daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. S. Dettner, 370 Clarke Ave.,
Westmount.
S. Morgan-Powell, Montreal Star critic,
is campaigning agamst misrepresentation
of newspapermen and newspaper offices
in motion pictures. He would like them
eliminated
men

can

“until

both

be naturally

Mademoiselle

the

work

and

the

presented.”

Gaby

Morlay,

greatest

of

all living French dramatic stars, and equally famous on the screen in France, has
been signed for a short tour of Canada
and the United States by J. A. Gauvin,
Montreal impresario. She will be the
greatest Parisian star to have appeared
in Montreal since Cecile Sorel and Yvonne
Printemps a few years ago.
Sou?id pictures from

all parts of Caiiada

are to be made by the new mobile broadcasting studio of the CBC. Consisting of a
passenger aiLto and radio-equipped trailer
the rollmg radio station will specialize first
on recordings of the sounds in westemi
Canadian national parks, of the game in
the parks and the people found there.
These recordings will be edited for later
use as 15-muiute,

half-hour

or hour

pro-

Force

film,

grams.
Premiere

of

a

Royal

Air

“Raising Air Fighters,” was given in the
Plaza Theatre, London, recently. Introduced by Sir Kingsley Wood with a short
talk, the film shows life at the Halton
School for apprentices, the Cranwell College for cadets, and the routine training of
short-service officers.
Shareholders

of Mansfield

Theatre

Co.,

composer

Montreal, proprietors of Loew’s Montreal
Theatre, have before them an offer from

and

singer, who during his service overseas wrote the ever-popular “Dear Old Pal
of Mine," took part in the Canadian Corps
reunion in Toronto for which he composed

Famous Players’ Canadian Corp., to lease
the theatre for five years from September 1 this year. The rejital offered would
permit payment of 3M2 per cent dividend

a special song entitled “I’m Coming
Home.” The boys sang it with all the old
wartime enthusiasm. Gitz is a brother of
the Montreal humorous
entertainer,

per annum
shares.

Gitz

Rice,

famous

Montreal

“Jimmy” Rice, known to and loved by every American gathering held in Montreal
in the past generation.
Sir John Pratt, K.B.E., C.M.G., arrived
recently in Montreal from England. As
usual he was mistaken for his brother and
double, Boris Karloff, creator of the film
version of the Frankenstein monster. Rabid movie fans, he said, often mistook him
for Boris and asked for his autograph.
When they got it and found he was merely a diplomat, they were bitterly disappointed.
Although July was the biggest month of
the year for the issue of building permits,
and some contracts were awarded for over
a million dollars each, only one theatre
appears in the list. It is at Tillsonburg ,
Ontario, and the figure is $50,000.
Lila Deane, a Montreal girl, whose real
name is Lila Dettner, has been given a
part
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with

Ben

Bernie’s

band

and

is re-

The

071 the

church

has

compa7iy’s
entered

preference
the

motion

picture field in Montreal as a competitor.
Every Thursday evening until the middle
of September, St. James United Church
will give free motion picture shows in the
evenings for the boys and girls of downtown Montreal on the lawn of the church.
Rev. Roy P. Stafford, pastor, will direct
the program of comedy and educational
films.
The Montreal correspondent of Boxoffice paid a visit to Rouse Point, N. Y„
the other day and was surprised to find
himself glorified in the next issue of the
“North Countryman” as follows: “Captain
Ernest H. Bradley, of Dublin, Ireland, and
his very good frie7id, Roy Carmichael, of
Montreal, spent several pleasant hours in
Rouse Point last Wednesday and were
very much impressed with the village. Mr.
Carmichael, a typical Irishman himself,
Tvith fust a trace of the brogue left after
30 years

in Cmiada,

is the Montreal

( Continued

on page

91)

cor-

a" t
"Vwicto
to go
quelGlas
SeAt
Exhriibi
Montreal — “Sixty Glorious Years,”
sequel to “Victoria the Great,” will be
shown at Glasgow Exhibition this autumn,
in which connection there is a notable
coincidence. The new film contains a
scene showing the opening of the first
great exhibition in the Crystal Palace. The
exhibition was originally erected in Hyde
Park, but was transferred to the Crystal
Palace which was recently destroyed by
fire.
The

huge studio stage at Denham, England, was cleared for the scene, representing the half of the exhibition with its dais
and throne. Hundreds of extras made up
a glittering assembly representing the ambassadors and dignitaries present, while
Anna Neagle, as Queen Victoria, performed the opening ceremony in a speech
which made reference to the work of the
Prince Consort, played by Anton Walbrook.
The Princesses Elizabeth and Margaret
Rose were eager spectators at an upper
window at Buckingham Palace recently
when Herbert Wilcox filmed scenes in the
quadrangle of the palace for “Sixty Glorious Years.” The occasion marked the
first time that such facilities had been
extended to any film company, and follows
similar cooperation at Windsor Castle and
Balmoral.
The scenes filmed show Anna Neagle
as Queen Victoria leaving the palace in
her carriage for St. Paul’s Cathedral on
the occasion of her diamond jubilee, and
returning later. The famous Windsor
Grays were loaned by Royal permission,
and drew the authentic carriage of Queen
Victoria. Royal troops formed the escort.

Lutheran

Church

Anniversary

Marks
With

Film

Montreal — United Lutheran churches in
Canada and the United States will, as
part

of their 20th anniversary celebrations, be shown an unusual film, entitled,

“The Thunder of the Sea,” telling the story
of the Christian church.
The film has already been shown to the
congregations of three Lutheran churches
in Winnipeg. Many of the historic scenes
were made on the actual sites where the
original events took place.
The story of the earliest Lutheranism
on this continent is enacted again in the
same Pennsylvania foothills, and the elder
Muhlenmerg preaches again in 1938 from
the pulpit of his first church at Trappe,
Pa., a

colonial

settlement

near

Philadel-

phia.

Progress in Vancouver
Vancouver, B. C. — Construction is progressing on the new Bay Theatre going up
here on Denman and Barclay Sts. Building and equipment cost for the 800-seat
house will approximate $70,000.
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Talent Everywhere,
Says Metro Scout
New

Brunswick

—

A

visitor

to

New

Brunswick recently was I. I. Altman, eastern talent representative of M-G-M, who
with Mrs. Altman made a tour of the province, returning to New York via Maine.
Acting talent, the scout commented, exists
in potential form in all sections of Canada and the United States — the thing is
to locate it and weed it out. “Capable
performers,” he said, “are not always the
products of big cities, nor are the semiprofessionals and straight professionals
acceptable to us in all instances. It is
more often the case that a man or woman,
possibly a child, from a small town or village possesses a special merit or characteristic that motion pictures would develop advantageously.” Constantly on the
alert for new prospects, Mr. Altman has
assembled 169 performers for screen testing since he took over the New York talent
office and only 29 have been rejected. He
admitted having had his own difficulties
with over-enthusiastic parents of dancing
children and starry-eyed grown-ups who
felt sure Hollywood was calling them with
outstretched arms. He was attracted to
New Brunswick for a holiday trip through
having seen the currently distributed
M-G-M travelogue on this province.

School Teachers

Free Show

St. John,

Vote

" Best Treat "

N. B. — The

hundreds

of school

teachers attending the New Brunswick
summer school of education and fine arts
at Saint John voted the special show given
them by the Capitol Theatre and the maritime film board of trade “the best treat
of the season.” They saw industrial and
educational films, travelogues, comedies
and Disney cartoons. Manager Walter H.
Golding introduced David Thomson, theatre-radio sing-song conductor, who led the
teachers in demonstration songs. A surprise feature was a program of light music
provided by the dance orchestra of the
cruiser H.M.S. Orion, visiting the port at
the time.
Miss Alice L. Fairweather, executive
secretary of the maritime film board of
trade, told the teachers of the development of visual education, reviewed screen
advancements of recent yars and suggested the wonders of the future. Her confreres, incidentally, say Miss Fairweather
is one of the women best acquainted with
all aspects of the picture industry in eastern Canada; she has been associated with
the business for 21 years — first as editor
of the motion picture page of the Saint
John Standard, seven years with a film
advertising firm, three years a member
of the board of censors, and latterly in her
present position.
Next "Topper"

Starts Aug. 30

Hollywood — Hal Roach

announced

pro-

duction on “Topper Takes a Trip” will
start August 30. Norman Z. McLeod will
direct.
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JOSEPH nentM.
FRANKLIN,
promitheatre
manager offormer
Ottawa,
has
been paying his annual visit to the Canadian capital and his many former associates were delighted to see him — and to
note that he was in the best of health
after a lengthy stretch of illness. Franklin is now the head of the Franklin-Herschorn circuit of theatres in the Maritime
Provinces, previous to the organization of
which he was the Canadian general manager of RKO theatres.
Ben Stapleton, dean of the Ottawa moving picture theatre owners, is spending
most of the summer at Fitzroy Harbor.
The sympathy of numerous friends has
been extended to Isser Singerman, manager of the Imperial Theatre, Ottawa, in
the death of his father in Montreal.
Harry A. Coulson has booked Cab Calloway and his Orchestra for a one-night
engagement early in the fall for the Auditorium which is Ottawa's Madison Square
Garden, accommodating 9,000 persons.
Manager Marshall of the Rideau Theatre has secured a tie-up for two Saturday morning shows in succession with
Hires Beverages, Ltd., the two extra performances being booked for August 13 and
August 20 at 10 a. m. Any juvenile is
being admitted to a presentation of the
regular program on each date by contributing five Hires Root Beer bottle tops.
Bruce Holder, for years concert master
of the Imperial Theatre orchestra in St.
John, N. B., has been appointed director
of a string orchestra of the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp.
Manager M. Berlin of the Somerset
Theatre opened last January, has had a
“cool” truck parading the streets, the

Simone

Holds Outing

Toronto — V. Simone

of the Beverly

and

Radio City theatres here held an outing
for all the employes of both these theatres
which took the form of a picnic at Chas.
Mavity’s “Circle M” ranch, which is situated near Toronto. Other guests invited
and present included Oscar R. Hanson,
H. T. Long, Geo. F. Law, Dick Main and
Walter Kennedy.

Extend

Share

Montreal — Famous

Option

Players

Canadian

Corp., Ltd., has advised the Montreal
stock exchange that the option to purchase 11,000 treasury shares of the company at $14.00 per share has been extended to Dec. 15, 1938.

$15,000 for Cooling
Brantford,

Ont. — Fifteen

thousand

dol-

lars was invested recently by the Esquire
Theatre here in a cooling system.

motor vehicle being enclosed on three sides
with box-car banners to announce the
refreshing coolness at the theatre. Panels at the bottom give the current program.
Ottawa independent exhibitors have gone
in for stencil posters and displays in a
big ivay instead of buying the lithographed
accessories from the film exchanges. The
stenciled artwork gives an air of dignified
individuality to the neighborhood houses
and this enables the owners to hold their
own with the circuit houses and their specially prepared cutouts.
Dave

Gill, business manager

of Britan-

nia Park, brought Luigi Romanelli’s Orchestra for a return engagement to Ottawa on August 9. Romanelli was once
famed as the director of music for the
Allen theatre chain across the Dominion
and kept his featured band intact for
hotel, radio and other engagements with
good result.
Manager Bob Maynard of the Cartier
Theatre in Hull has been enjoying an edge
in first-run bookings against the firstrun theatres in Ottawa, a five-minute drive
across the Ottawa River from Hull, because of a peculiar booking arrangement
due to censorship requirements. The Cartier Theatre gets its pictures from film
exchange branches in Montreal after they
have been approved there by the Quebec
censor board while the Ottaiva ace houses
get their programs from Toronto where
the Ontario censors are located. One result is that an attraction frequently plays
practically day and date in opposition
houses of the twin cities. It is understood
the situation is being discussed with the
film distribution executives in order to
work out a local clearance schedule.

Autumn Outlook Is
Good in Maritimes
St. John,

N. B. — Most

of the

Filmrow

executives are out on the road these days,
starting their drives for the intensified
selling season. They have high hopes for
a good autumn, although conditions have
been backward in the Maritimes during the
spring and summer. The “recession” has
not been felt in this area by general business circles so severely as in some parts of
the United States, but the consequent falling-off in tourist traffic from below the
border cut into exhibitors’ receipts in the
Maritimes — and the recent extended rainy
season has not helped the boxoffice as
much as might be expected. One factor
that will improve matters is a good crop
outlook on Maritime farms, if the rain
doesn’t keep on forever and retard harvesting to an unprofitable extent . . .
Prince Edward Island, especially, is feeling optimistic.
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Ml A R 111T 1!MI IE P R O V I N (C IE S F-P Meet Marks
22nd Anniversary

^*HE Capitol Theatre, Andover, N. B.,
one of the chain operated by B&L, is
being remodeled and modernized . . . Extensive renovations are to be made at the
Gaiety Theatre, neighborhood house at
Fairville, N. B., operated by T. J. O’Rourke
of Minto and L. A. and A. C. Sprague of
Saint John . . . “Varsity Show” was the
feature at the opening of the New Gaiety
Theatre, Halifax, this month. At the official morning inaugural show Mayor
Mitchell presided. There were 300 invited guests.
Exhibitors visiting Filmrow in Saint
John have included Charlie Staples of St.
Stephen, N. B., who has an international
sort of job — he manages both the Queen
Theatre, St. Stephen, and the State Theatre, Calais, Me. . . . Mr. and Mrs. J. A.
Williams of Chipman, N . B., who operate
the Chipman Theatre . . . Jack Kieley of
Montreal, who operates the Nickel Theatre in St. Johns, Newfoundland, dropping in on his way home from the old
colony.
A former Saint John boy who came
back with his wife from New York for a
visit the other day was Harold Friars, ar-

ranger of orchestral parts for Fiorito’s
band . . . M. F. O’Connor, secretary-treasurer of New York’s Hotel Pierre, arrived
in the Maritimes for a holiday trip. Before entering the hotel business he was
the representative of the owners of the
Hippodrome, being associated with the
managment of the theatre back in the
days when Charles Dillingham staged his
spectacular shows. The O’Connors were
taken with the cool climate, and plan to
return to the Maritimes for a long stay
next summer.
New

Glasgow, N. S., firemen are planning a new idea for the public in connection with the Labor Day Scottish gathering there early next month — a screen
test for movie-minded young women.
Registration for the test is now being
conducted.
R. G. March, 20th Century-Fox branch
manager, has been in Boston the last few
days conferring with eastern executives
. . . Miss Flora Thurston, program booker
for WB in the Maritimes and Newfoundland— one of the few women bookers in
Canada — has been attending an international conference of bookers in New York.

S A S K A YCHIEWAM
J^EGINA’S
exhibitionreceipts,
played but
havocit
as usual, annual
with theatre
did bring a flock of film men to town to
discuss problems. Tire problems usually
involved a visit to the exhibition race
track before the day was over. Among
those in town from Winnipeg for a day
or two during the week were: Charlie
Krupp, 20th Century-Fox representative;
Doug Rosen, Empire Universal; Dave
Goldhar, Columbia; Frank Kershaw, Famous Players Canadian; Russ Simpson,
Paramount Pictures.
The Regina Laum Tennis Club is backing the showing of two educational pictures showing the proper form in tennis
play.
H. A. “Scotty” Bercovich, manager of
the Rex Theatre, has returned to Regina
after closing contracts for 1938-39 product and making new bookings. “Berky”
again has obtained United Artists releases
and will add them to his regular showings of Columbia, Republic and Universal
pictures. He plans to show Valentino in
“Son of the Sheik” next Saturday.
Otis Bowes, manager of the Grand
Theatre, Regina, was one of the judges of
floats entered in the annual Travelers’
Day parade in connection with the Regina
exhibition last week.
“Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs”
had a successful four-day run at the Lux
Theatre in Humboldt, according to Manager George Bailey, despite the fact it has
been shown and reshown several weeks in
surrounding cities.
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Cosmopolitan Films’ “Three Women”
was previewed to a large audience of
Ukrainians and Russians at the Metropolitan Theatre at midnight, August 5.
The date was chosen to coincide with
Farmers’ Day at the Regina Exhibition as
it would be sure to attract many of the
foreign born visitors.
Charlie Krupp, representative for 20th
Century-Fox, Winnipeg, held something of
a convention in Regina during Exhibition
Week. Among the exhibitors at the meeting were: Henry Humphries, Grenfell,
operator of a circuit of shows at Grenfell, Wolseley, Broadview, Whitewood and
Wapella; Alvin Reetz, manager of the
Radville “Princess”; Roland Rainville, of
the Willow Bunch “Palace” and John
Vopni of the “Davidson” at Davidson.
“Nobody
Boxoffice

would
found

known

hadn’t

out,” complained

have

Charlie

Bahrynowski, shy manager of the Metropolitan Theatre, Regina, when he slipped
back into Regina just as quietly as he left
for his home town, Fort William, to be
married. The big event took place July 28
when Rev. Fr. A. J. Murray performed the
nuptials for Miss Vino Maria Turve of Port
Arthur and Mr. Bahrynowski. After the
ceremony the bridal couple left by motor
for the west, traveling via the United
States. The staff presented them with a
beautiful wall mirror on their arrival.

Story of Country
Hollywood — A

Life

story of life in a coun-

try town, “A Man to Remember,” has been
purchased by RKO for screen adaptation
by Dalton Trumbo.

Toronto — The

annual

convention

of

theatre managers in eastern Canada of
Famous Players Canadian Corp., scheduled for August 24-26, marks the 22nd
anniversary of the start of the circuit by
N. L. Nathanson, president of the corporation which now boasts well over 200
theatres including subsidiary units.
The Western Managers’ convention will
be held in Winnipeg early in September,
it is now stated, instead of at Jasper, in
the heart of the Canadian Rockies, as
originally planned.
It was in August, 1916, that Mr. Nathanson threw open the doors of the Regent Theatre in downtown Toronto for
what, he predicted, would be the first of
scores of deluxe houses across the Dominion although, at the moment, he had little
in the way of financial resources or backing. The Regent, previously known as the
Majestic, had become worn down as the
home of 10-20-30-cent melodramas whose
popularity was on the wane. The house,
purchased from A. J. Small, who later
mysteriously disappeared, was given a
transformation in appearance, a new type
of program was devised by Nathanscn
which included a big orchestra, ballets,
atmospheric prologues, overtures and organ music and the remodeled Regent became an instantaneous success.
The anniversary of the opening of the
Regent will be commemorated at the coming convention in Toronto upon the return of Nathanson from England, as a
forerunner to the big cooperative advertising drive of the whole industry this fall.

Extensive Rebuilding
Planned in Edmonton
Montreal

—

An

unnamed

Edmonton,

Alberta theatre will be rebuilt this fall at
a cost of over $100,000, A. Fraser Duncan, Edmonton barrister, announced. He
commented that Edmonton is enjoying
the greatest building boom in years, with
contracts already started totaling $2,500,000. Motion picture houses will benefit when the record crop is paid for, as
the west is in for its most prosperous year
in the past ten.

Welcome
Montreal

in Massachusetts
—

Donald

Wetmore,

well

known for his work with the Montreal
Repertory Theatre and the Westmount
Dramatic Society, is at present with the
Nabnasset Summer Theatre at Westford,
Mass. He recently directed “Work for the
Giants” by Elizabeth McCormick, a
dramatization of the Garbo legend. He
also directed “Because
Harry R. Irving.

Ready

We’re

Here,” by

“Christmas
Carol"
already whipping

Hollywood — They’re

“Christmas Carol” into shape at Metro.
Lionel Barrymore plays Scrooge in the
Dickens story.
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MONTREAL
(Continued from page 88)
respondent of Boxoffice. He has been in
the newspaper business for a good many
years and has held down jobs on practically every important newspaper desk in
the Canadian metropolis, including the
editor’s chair of the Montreal Herald. Mr.
Carmichael has a winning Irish smile and
has evidently kissed the Blarney Stone.
They say that he can write like nobody’s
business, and that he is one of the best
newspapermen in Canada.” The joke is
that your correspondent is a Scotman, and
if he has “a trace of an Irish brogue” he
must have picked it up on the motor trip
from his friend Bradley, who, by the bye,
is a film scenario writer.

Sidney Tapley, producer of a revue at
the Tic-Toc cabaret, has introduced as a
feature, “Movie Night,” in which old-time
silent films including early pictures of
Rudolph Valentino and Patty Arbuckle
are shown. The novelty has proved particularly popular with veteran fans who recall these stars at the height of their
fame.
Eddie Cantor, during his visit to London, helped to raise $20,000 for the relief
of persecuted Jewish children. He visited
the Jewish quarter in the East End and
took part in a sing-song, enjoying himself heartily while giving keen pleasure
to thousands of youngsters. He also induced the BBC to give him 15 minutes time
free which was sold for $50 a minute, the
money going to charity.

In what the British foreign office described as “an entirely unofficial capacity,”
its late Permanent Head, Sir Robert Gilbert Vansittart, is busily engaged writing
script and dialogue for Empire-boosting
films, to be made by Hungarian-born
Alexander Korda’s London Film Productions.
Grand’ Mere and Shawinigan Falls are
two of the most prosperous industrial
towns in Quebec province. Both are good
“movie” towns, and both sent emissaries
to Filmrow this week in the persons of Dr.
Guibord, of the Nationale, Grand’ Mere
and G. Champagne of the Auditorium,
Shawinigan Falls.

uThem

— Empire-Universal

Films

TORONTO

is

putting up a contest for the honor of the
club championship at the Fairmount Golf
and Country Club here. The first flight
of 36 holes was completed on August 7,
when the 16 best scorers qualified and Archie Laurie of Empire-Universal came in
fourth in the qualifying round. The finals
will be played on August 13 and 14.
Completes
Winnipeg— Tom

Seat Installation
Fink

of Canadian

Of-

fice and School Furniture of Preston,
Ont., was here completing installation of
new seats in the Rio.
Minneapolitan
Winnipeg— Sam

Visits

Siegal of Cinema

Sup-

plies and Air-Loc Seats, Inc., of Minneapolis, was a visitor here.
BOXOFFICE
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the Days™

CARMICHAEL
_____
place of a screen. The Nickel had a girl
Montreal — In the early days of the sisoloist who would sing a song between piclent film few Montreal newspapers took
tures, usually pathetic, and often with
“the pictures” seriously and dramatic
some sentimental relationship to the piccritics as a rule paid scant attention to
ture just shown or about to be shown.
them. One journalist of international
“One of the earliest theatres was the
renown, Kennedy Crone, then occupying
an executive editorial position on the
Vitascope on Mount Royal Ave. It vanished a long time ago. The Lyric, also
Montreal Standard, did envisage their posout of existence, was one of the first
sibilities and made them the subject of
west-end theatres. Before it disappeared
many brilliant articles still well-remembered by the fans of those days.
it was renamed the New Grand and frequently showed Max Sennett bathing
Mr. Crone, after gravitating to the Montreal Daily Witness, Montreal Gazette and
beauties with Mabel Normand. Sometimes the beauties were there in person.
Canadian Railroader, has been for the past
five years publicity representative of a Other stars of these early days seen in the
pioneer theatres included Theda Bara,
famous Canadian advertising agency, A.
McKim, Ltd.
Francis X. Bushman and Maurice Costello, who recently sued his daughter
Chatting with the Montreal correspondDolores for support. Louise Fazenda, who
ent of Boxoffice he recalled some memis still a popular figure in the films, is
ories of the infancy of the motion picture
in the Canadian metropolis.
probably the only remaining star of those
Mr. Crone was an early and enthusiastic
iar-off
days.” established his fame as hisadmirer of the late John Bunny, whom he
Mr. Crone
torian of the silent film when about 25
remembers seeing at the Nickel on Bleury
St. and at the Casino further east on St.
years ago he persuaded the Montreal Daily
Catherine St. Both these theatres have
Witness, of which he was telegrapn editor,
long since disappeared, a row of small
to let him write a full-page review of the
development of the motion picture. This
shops taking the place of the former while
the demolition of the latter provided the
was a great concession, as the newspaper
site for a department store.
was perhaps the only daily on the continent which did not accept theatre ad“John Bunny was the first screen comedian of prominence — a roly-poly of a
vertisements. Rarely did it criticize a theman, something of the W. C. Fields type
atrical production, and when it did the
criticism merited the word. A young freein action,” said Mr. Crone. “He usually
played with Flora Finch who might be
lance artist, William Casey, illustrated Mr.
Crone’s article and devised a heading
described as his “stooge.” H. W. Conover,
who was for many years manager of the
showing a motion picture screen with a
Imperial, was also, I believe, manager of
beam of light falling on it. For this the
artist received two dollars.
the Nickel, which presented single reelers
and thrilling serials with Pearl White, who
From that time, until he joined the Mchas just died, always in grave danger and
Kim agency five years ago, Mr. Crone lost
track of the artist. To his astonishment
saved by a miracle which always took place
at the next showing some days later. The
he found him at McKim’s where he is one
Nickel was the first theatre to acquire a of the leading copywriters, still leaning
screen. Other early theatres were not
towards art and illustrating his own advertisements. Casey, like Crone, was an
specially built as such, but were merely
converted stores with the front knocked
early picture fan and was able to check
out, a boxoffice erected, and a few cheap
and “help out” some of Mr. Crone’s memchairs for seating. There was no raising
ories, particularly in relation to the illustrations in the celebrated review of the
of the floor and a large sheet kept in
place with nails at the corners took the
pioneer picture industry.

Empire Golf Contest
Toronto

Was
By ROY

jyjANAGERS

of three

of the ace houses

in Toronto are just back in town from
their summer holidays. They are Dan
Krendall of the Tivoli, Jack Arthur of the
Uptown and Tom Daley of the Imperial.
Everyone is glad to see Clarence Robson, one of the district managers for
Famous Players Canadian Corp., back on
the job again after a spell of illness and
looking good. Robson was just back in
time to be at the great get-together gathering of the industry which launched the
big business drive in Canada.

Harold Gould, booker for the Toronto
branch of Empire-Universal Films, is on
his holidays. Joe Simon, head booker for
Regal Films, has just returned from a
fishing vacation spent at White Fish Lake,
which is situated 65 miles from Hull, Que.

A. W. Perry, general manager for Empire-Universal Films, who has been on a
business trip taking him as far west as
the Pacific coast, was expected back in
Toronto early this week.

Ralph
Players,
spent in
Ontario

Dale, chief booker for Famous
has returned from his holidays,
the Muskoka district of northern
and in Detroit.

Selwin Ginsler, son of Harry Ginsler of
the Iola Theatre, is back from a twoweeks vacation spent in Algonquin Park in
northern Ontario.

J. I. Foy, manager of Soverign Film Distributors, the firm recently established,
with head offices here, to distribute 16mm
pictures in the Dominion, is visiting points
in the Canadian west.
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When

Films

Were

WINNIPEG

ff Imported ”

|£EEN
contest
Toronto — Times when motion
membered by Clair Hague, now
Canada,

with

head

offices

the film exchange

industry

Referring

time

to the

in Brantford,
his job was

Ont.,

says

to run

pictures "went down to the sea in ships" are reCanadian representative of Universal Pictures in

in Toronto,

in relating

the

story

of the

development

he

he

entered

the film industry.

Hague,

joined

the motion

up

the Fontaine

show.

The

Manley

carnival's

who

was

Carnival

first show

born

Co., and

was

Sarnia.

Ont. Coming to Toronto, in 1910, the show established itself at Hanlan's Point, a
summer resort and recreation park, situated on Toronto Island, opposite Toronto
harbor.
To

transport

of Toronto

Bay,

apparatus

and

the

show

every

equipment

bit of the

films, was

across

freight

put on

the

and

scows

waters

luggage,

and

drawn

of the

mile-wide

including

by

boats

the

over

expanse

motion

picture

to the amusement

park. After showing moving pictures that summer in Toronto at Hanlan's Point,
the Province of Ontario was toured by Hague, and then the United States. Returning to Brantford, Ontario, Hague brought all his motion picture show equipment
back

with

had

him

started

business

to Canada

regular
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Miles Bros. Film Exchange of New York City.
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time
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show
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was founded in Canada, offices being opened in Montreal, the first manager being the late F. G. Bradford, who was succeeded by E. A.
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of the Motion
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in Toronto

at
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its own
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Film

Com-

exchanges

in Canada

and

Hague

was

appointed

general manager in the Dominion. Universal's interest in Canada
covers the
operation of film exchanges in Toronto, Montreal, Winnipeg, St. John, Calgary and
Vancouver.
During

92

the period

of the

operation

their

later exchanges,

including: Paramount, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, F. B. O., Fox Film Corp., Educational Film Co., First National, and also some other small distributing companies
producers.

offices

throughout

to,

these

of independent

distributing

just referred

producing

the product

opened

of all the

other

handled

companies

good

ex-

of the Hud-

ARCHER

had

a busy, and

interest-

ing, four days during the visit of A.

W. Perry, general manager of EmpireUniversal, who came here after a trip
through Western Canada. Perry was very
busioptimistic regarding future prairie
ness as the crops were exceptionally good,
with a certainty of the free circulation of
money in the near future.

Jim Haworth opened his new theatre,
the Rio, August 4, and Joe Plottel, WB
distributor, went over to Ladysmith to
help in the celebration.
The Globe has closed its doors pending
major alterations, and will not reopen
until November or December. This is one
of the oldest houses on Granville Street
and has had but a few minor changes
since it was built. It is reported that it
will be completely remodeled, inside and
out, and will be added to the holdings of
exhibitor here whose apparent ambition is to operate a small chain of downtown houses, as he is said to be negotiating for still another which would give
him three in all.
an

newly-formed

pany's exchange for a short period, but later was connected with the Allen Film
Exchange, which at that time was handling the product of Universal Film Co. Hague
continued this connection with the Allen interests until some time later, when the
Universal

some

An event which should bring iiewsreel
cameramen to the city will be the weeklong celebration planned to commemorate
the 200 th anniversary of the arrival of
Pierre Gauthier La Verendrye, first white
man in Western Canada. The celebration
will include parades, a pageant in the
Civic Auditorium and an Old Time fair.

to the branch

Exchange,

the film releases

by

for

of the

well-known figures in the Canadian film
and his brother, George Lennon, who at

merging

negotiations

arranged

ploitation of "Having Wonderful Time”
included an outstandingly attrac-

tiveBaydisplay
son
Co. in the windows

exchange

sorbed and the General Film Company's Ontario office was
7 Front street east, managed by George F. Law.

which

again,

film

After the foregoing exchanges had been in operation for several years in Toronto, an amalgamation took place of the principal exchanges in the United States

No.
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Palace

George
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firm, the Laemmle

of Louis

fire occurred

Laemmle

was

Theatres.

of the Capitol arranged

L. Waters.

During this same period, L. J. Applegath,
ducted a hat business, opened an exchange
Applegath

Exchange

Associated

the management

organization

reopened,

Film

with

Finds

Manager Frank Willis of the Metropolitan, back from his vacation and on the

which

purchased from the Allens the exchange interest the latter held for Universal Pictures in Canada, and then formed the Canadian Universal Film Company and it was
Clair

"Love

he

the position

of joining

distributing

to the

carnival

held

opportunity

theatres

again

for

publicity for “Lord Jeff” which included
dressing his staff in sailor suits; a parade
of the Royal Canadian Naval Volunteer
Reserve to the theatre and a platoon drill
in front of the house. Other exploitation
involved a tie up with the Cunard White
Star lines whose Queen Mary plays a
prominent part in the film, and displays
in five main ticket offices. Ads on the
comic pages and arrangements whereby
organizations such as the YMCA and
YMHA and Boy Scout groups will attend
the theatre in parties rounded out a
comprehensive exploitation campaign.

the arrival in Toronto of John C. Graham, (who is the present British representative for Paramount Pictures in Europe) accompanied by George Magie, they

at this point that Clair

publicity

Andy
Hardy.”
Harold
Bishop

with

picture

outstanding

of

in the Dominion.
that

interest
is exhibited herePlayers
concerning the M-G-M-Famous
for managers obtaining the most

Canada,

Bill Brown, one of the real old-timers,
who has been exhibiting at the Globe for
for the time being, withtime, is,Bill
a long
has been one of the
out a house.
hardest working exhibitors here, and no
one can remember when he has taken a
holiday, so now is his chance to cast all
thought of screen and audience aside, and
relax a bit.
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Production

number

follows title. Running

time in parenthesis.

National release date at end of title line. Letter "A" indicates Adult classification, otherwise family suitability.
Symbol & indicates a BOXOFFICE Blue Ribbon Award Winner. Symbol © indicates color photography.

Artcinema

Robert
Paige, Jacqueline
C. C. Coleman jr.

Abraham
Lincoln (reissue) .. (86)
Feb. 25
Historical Drama.
Lincoln lives as boy, youth,
man.
A master piloting a nation. Walter Huston, Una Merkel. D. W. Griffith production.
Be

Yourself (reissue) .. (64)
Musical Comedy
Drama.
A

Broadway

Mar. 12
favorite

nurses a second rate "pug” into a winner, but he
never kisses her until he kisses the canvas. Fanny Brice, Robert Armstrong.
Director: Thornton Freeland.
Indiscreet (reissue) .. (74)
Romantic Drama.
An Intimate

tale

of

a

Jan. 7
vivid

romance of a woman’s
happiness, Imperiled by
a moment’s
indiscretion. Gloria Swanson, Ben
Lyon. Director: Leo McCarey.
New
York
Nights (reissue) .. (68)
April 16
Musical Drama.
Romance
of a charming little
militant chorus girl who
matched
wits and
warred love-mad racketeers for her man. Norma
Talmadge, Gilbert Roland. Lewis Milestone produced.

Puttin’ on the Ritz (reissue) .. (70)
Jan. 21
Musical. Small town troupers make
Broadway
through hilarity and heartbreaks. Harry Richman, James
Gleason, Joan Bennett. Director:
Edward
H. Sloman.

Director:

Cattle Raiders . . 8203 . . (56)
Feb. 12
Western.
The plot revolves itself around the
difficulties encountered by a cowboy in clearing himself of a murder charge. Charles Starrett, Donald Grayson, Iris Meredith. Director:
Sam Nelson.
City Streets. .8019. . (68)
July 1
Drama.
An Italian grocer takes a crippled girl
to his home when her mother dies. He sells his
business to obtain money
for an operation on
the girl by a
famous
surgeon, but a
civic
worker halts his plans by taking her to an
orphan asylum.
Edith Fellows, Leo Carrillo.
Director: Albert S. Rogell.
Extortion . . 8036 . . (58)
April 25
Melodrama.
An
unsuspected student is revealed as the murderer
of a
college proctor
after the coach and
various prominent
students had been suspected. Scott Colton, Mary
Russell. Director: Lambert
Hillyer.
Flight Into Nowhere. .8021. . (65)
Apr. 18
Action Drama.
An aviation company
executive
leads an expedition Into the uncharted jungles
of Central America to save a lost and Irresponsible pilot. Jack Holt, Dick Purcell, Jacqueline
Wells. Director: Lewis D. Collins.
Headin’ East.. (66)
Dec. 16
Western. Enlisted by a group of California lettuce growers to expose eastern racketeers preying on their business, Buck
Jones bests the
thugs and wins the girl. Buck
Jones, Ruth
Coleman, Shemp Howard. Director: Ewing Scott.
Heroes of the Alamo. .8209. . (74)
Feb. 17
Western. The story of Texas and the incidents
leading up to the siege of the now-famed Alamo.
Rex Lease, Lane Chandler, Earl Hodgins. Director: Harry Fraser.
Highway
Patrol. . (58)
June 27
Action Drama.
A highway patrolman is hired
to supervise the guarding of an oil refinery
during a gas price war. He captures the crooks
and
thwarts their plot to wreck
the plant.
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Boles,

Luli

Deste.

Squadron of Honor. .8030. . (56)
Melodrama. A non-historical
national convention of the

I’ll Take
Romance. .8604. . (85)
Dec. 25
Musical Drama. An opera star falls in love with
a dashing South American, unaware
that his
interest Is purely in seeing that she fulfills her
singing contract at his Buenos
Aires opera
house.
Grace Moore, Melvyn
Douglas, Helen
Westley, Stuart Erwin. Director: Edward
H.
Griffith.

Stage Coach Days. .8211. . (58)
June 20
Western. A
coachline owner is murdered, and
a
scheming
tyrant anxious to obtain control
of the line, accuses the miissing nephew
and
heir of the dead man.
The real murderer is
exposed during an exciting coach race. Jack
Ingram, Eleanor Stewart, Jack Luden.
Director: Joseph Levering.

Law
of the Plains. .8205. . (66)
May 12
Western.
Ranch
hands round up and capture
city gunmen
who
rob their foreman
of the
proceeds from the sale of cattle. Charles Starrett, Iris Meredith. Director: Sam
Nelson.

There’s Always a Woman.
.8006. . (80)
Apr. 20
Comedy.
After the “Thin Man”
fashion, the
story portrays man
and wife detectives pitted
against each other in the solving of a
baffling mystery. Joan Blondell, Melvyn Douglas,
Mary Astor, Frances Drake. Director: Alexander Hall.

Little Miss Roughneck. .8017. . (64)
Feb. 9
Comedy. Edith Fellows plays a part true to the
title of this film, and proves a
pain in the
neck to everyone about her. Edith Fellows, Margaret Irving and Leo Carrillo. Director: Aubrey
Scotto.
Lone

Wolf

in

Paris,

The..

(67)

Mar.

24

Drama.

Europe’s most daring jewel thief attempts to start life anew in Paris, but a Princess intervenes, and enlists his aid in getting
back her crown jewels. Frances Lederer, Frances
Drake, Walter Kingsford. Director: Albert S.
Rogell.

Main

Event.

.8037.

. (55)

May

5

Action Drama. Traces an evening’s events starting with the kidnaping of the heavyweight
champ
on the eve of the title fight. Robert
Paige, Jacqueline Wells. Director: Danny Dare.
No

Call of the Rockies. .8204. . (54)
April 30
Western. A
cowboy
buys half interest in a
ranch owned by a girl, and together they expose a gang of land-stealing dealers. Charles
Starrett, Donald Grayson, Iris Meredith. Director: Allan James.

used to get him at first. John
Director: Marion Gering.

Holiday. .8001. . (93)
June 15
Drama.
Poor boy falls in love with rich girl.
Their ideas clash in a climax of satirical humor, in which
the traditions of wealth and
society are ribbed. Katharine Hepburn, Cary
Grant, Lew Ayres. Director: George Cukor.

Columbia
All-American Sweetheart. .8028. . (62)
Nov. 30
Comedy
with Music. A serious-minded student
is finally persuaded to do his duty in school
athletics and emerges with glory and the girl.
Scott Colton, Patricia Farr. Director: Lambert
Hillyer.

Wells.

Time to Marry. .8020. . (65) .
Jan. 10
Comedy.
The marriage plans of a star newspaper reporter and his fiancee are temporarily
thwarted when the former is sent out on some
crazy assignments. Richard Arlen, Mary Astor.
Director: Harry Lachman.

Outlaws of the Prairie. .8202. . (58)
Western.
A tale of double revenge by
Ranger against a gang leader who had

Dec. 31
a Texas
maimed

the ranger’s trigger finger in his youth. The
gang is captured and the leader brought to
justice. Charles Starrett, Donald Grayson, Iris
Meredith. Director: Sam
Nelson.
Overland Express, The.. (55)
Apr. 11
Western.
Based
on the forging of the first
Pony Express line from; Sacramento to St Joseph, with Indians and renegade whites attempting to block passage of the mails. Buck Jones,
Marjorie Reynolds, Carlyle Moore, William Arnold Director: Drew Eberson.
Penitentiary.
Drama. A

.8007. . (74)
young man
sent

to

prison

for

Pioneer Trail . . 8212 . . (55)
July 15
Western. A Texas cowboy captures a band of
outlaws and their leader after they seize his
herd of cattle. Jack
Luden, Joan
Barclay,
Slim Whittaker. Director: Joseph Levering.
Reformatory.

. (59)

July

21

Action Drama.
Jack Holt puts a boys’ reformatory on an honor system and makes
it work.
Jack Holt, Bobby Jordan, Frankie Darro.
Director: Lewis D. Collins.
Shadow, The.. (59)
Dec. 9
Mystery. The fake half of a Siamese twin is
revealed as the killer of a
circus rider for
whose death the owner’s daughter was blamed.
Rita Hayworth,
Charles Quigley. Director: C.
C. Coleman jr.
South of Arizona. .8207. . (56)
July 28
Western.
Charles Starrett exposes cattle rustlers and captures the heart of Iris Meredith.
Charles Starrett, Iris Meredith. Director: Sam
Nelson.
She Married an Artist. .8008. . (78)
Nov. 25
Comedy
Romance. A fashion designer wins back
her artist husband by the same
methods
she

Jan. 20
on the
Legion.

Originally titled “American Legion.” Don Terry,
Mary
Russell and Thurston Hall. Director: C.
C. Coleman jr.

West
of Cheyenne. . (53)
June 20
Western. A
band of desperadoes are rounded
up
and
captured after many
thrilling gun
fights. Charles Starrett, Iris Meredith.
Director: Sam Nelson.
When
G-Men Step In. .8022. . (60)
Apr. 2
Melodrama.
A big-time racketeer sends his kid
brother to law school, only to have him turn
G-Man
when
he graduates. Don
Terry, JacColeman queline
jr. Wells, Robert Paige. Director: C. C.
Who
Killed Gail Preston?. .8038. . (61)
Feb. 24
Mystery Drama.
An actress is murdered when
a spotlight is focused on her, and clever sleuthing on the part of a police inspector brings
about a solution to the mystery. Wyn
Cahoon,
Don Terry. Director: Leon Barsha.
Wide
Open Faces. .8010. . (67)
Feb. 15
Comedy. Gangsters invade a resort inn in search
of a stolen necklace. A
soda jerker finds the
jewels, captures the bandits, and wins the reward and the girl. Joe E. Brown, Jane Wyman, Alison Skipworth, Alan Baxter. Director:
Kurt Keumann.
Woman
Against the World.. (67)
March 17
Drama.
A young mother, who
kills her aunt
for having given her child out for adoption, is
paroled, but legal difficulties ensue between
her and
the child’s foster parents.
Ralph
Forbes, Alice Moore, James McGrath.
Director:
David Selman.
Women
in Prison. .8034. . (59)
Jan. 1
Drama.
A
warden
refuses to bargain with a
mobster who frames her daughter in order to
obtain the release of a prisoner. A prison break
clears things up. Wyn
Cahoon, Scott Colton.
Director: Lambert Hillyer.

Jan. 17
an ac-

cidental killing falls in love with the warden’s
daughter, becomes involved in a prison break
resulting in two deaths, but is cleared, paroled
and
reunited with the girl. Walter Connolly,
Jean
Parker, John
Howard.
Director: John
Brahm.

film based
American

First National
Adventures of Robin Hood. .251. . (102)
May 14
Historical Drama.
Presentation of the swashbuckling exploits of the legendary Robin Hood.
Errol Flynn, Olivia de Havilland, Basil RathKeighley.
bone.
Directors: Michael Curtiz and William
Amazing
Dr. Clitterhouse, The. .262. . (85) July 30
Melodrama.
A physician intent upon writing a
treatise on
criminal psychology, becomes
a
criminal and winds up on trial for murder.
Edward
G. Robinson, Claire Trevor, Humphrey
Bogart. Director: Anatole Litvak.
Beloved Brat, The. .267. . (62)
April 30
Comedy
Drama.
A young girl, denied the love
and affection of her wealthy parents, becomes
a
problem child and Is sent to a
school of
correction. Bonita Granville, Dolores Costello,
Donald Crisp. Director: Arthur Lubin.

Crime

School . . 259 . . (86)
May 28
Melodrama.
The talented youngsters of "Dead
End” as juvenile crime problematics who show
the need for revision of present methods of correction. Humphrey Bogart, Gale Page.
Director: Lewis Seiler.

Daredevil Drivers. .279. . (69)
Action Drama. Love wins out

when

Dick

Feb. 12
Purcell

TeG.tu.te5

THE

joins a bus company
in an effort to put a rival
company,
operated by Beverly Roberts, out of
business. Beverly Roberts, Dick Purcell and
Gloria Blondell. Director: B. Reeves Eason.

Mystery
accused

.273. . (61)

Dec.

11

Sailing Along. .7003. . (94)
Mar. 15
Musical Comedy. A
stage struck girl gets her
fling at the stage but discovers she prefers the
boy friend. Jessie Matthews,
Roland
Young.
Director: Sonnie Hale.
Show
Goes On, The.. (68)
May 15
Drama.
Believing his best friend, whom
he sent
to court the girl he loved, betrayed him when
the girl fell in love with her suitor, this trapeze
artist attempts to kill his friend. When
the
girl's life becomes endangered he realizes that
their love was true and fades from the picture.
Anna Neagle, Tullio Carminati. Director: Herbert Wilcox.

My
Bill. .260. . (60)
July 9
Drama.
A widow, through extravagance, finds
herself and her four children penniless. The
three selfish, older children desert her, leaving ’’Bill” who helps her fight her way back.
Kay
Francis, Dickie Moore, Anita Louise. Director: John Farrow.
Mystery House. .277. . (56)
May 21
Melodrama.
A hunting lodge is the scene of a
murder
mystery, in which the president of a
large firm is found murdered
after calling an
executive conference to inform his men
that
one of them is guilty of forgery. Dick Purcell,
Ann Sheridan. Director: Noel Smith.
Patient in Room
18. .274. . (59)
Jan. 8
Action Drama.
Patric Knowles, a private detective, goes to a hospital to recuperate from
a nervous breakdown, but winds up solving a
rich radium
theft and
falling for the head
nurse. Patric Knowles, Ann
Sheridan and Edward McQuade. Director: Bobby Connolly.
Penrod’s Double Trouble.
Comedy.
Penrod stows

.276. . (60)
away in the

July
basket

hobo, wrongfully
to clear himself

Look Out for Love.. (70)
Jan. 15
Drama
with Musi®. A young man
in the Diplomatic Service sponsors the training of a beautiful gypsy girl with dancing and singing talents. Misunderstandings ensue when he tries to
save her from his colleague, but love irons
them
out.
Anna
Neagle, Tullio Carminati,
Horace Hodges. Director: Herbert Wilcox.

Hollywood Hotel. .253. . (109)
Jan. 15
Musical Comedy. Ambitious boy goes to Hollywood but flops. He gets his chance when
he
uses his voice to substitute for a screen star
who
has to sing over the radio. Dick Powell,
Francis Langford, Hugh
Herbert, Lola Lane.
Director: Busby Berkeley.
Witnesses.

Drama. A respectable
of murder, attempts

Hearts’ Desire. . 3612 .. (72)
Jan. 1
Musical Drama.
An obscure singer finds fame
but is disappointed in love. Richard Tauber,
Leonora Corbett.

Gold Is Where You Find It. .255. . (97) ©. .Feb. 19
Outdoor Drama.
California’s gold-mining feud
with agriculturalists in 1870, filmed in color.
George Brent, Olivia de Havilland, Claude Rains.
Director: Michael Curtiz.

Melodrama.
A city’s crime ring is rounded up.
John Litel, Dick Purcell, Jean Dale, Marsha
Ralston. Director: William Clemens.

CHECK-UP

and Is aided by the constable’s daughter and a
romance
develops. Nova
Pilbeam, Derrick de
Marney.
Director: Alfred Hitchcock.

Fools for Scandal. .252. . (79)
Apr. 16
Comedy.
A wealthy girl hires a penniless nobleman as her chef. He turns out to be an amateur at cooking but knows the recipe for love.
Carole Lombard.
Fernand
Gravet, Ralph Bellamy, Allen Jenkins. Director: Mervyn LeRoy.

Missing

COMPLETE

Three on
Drama.

a
A

Weekend. . (72)
nurse infatuated

with

the

To

the

Victor.

.7005. . (78)

May

Wife of General Ling.. (72)
Drama.
A
British agent locates

the

Feb. 1
cache of

arms that has been providing the ruthless
eral Ling with munitions. Griffith Jones,
jinoff. Director: Ladislaus Vajda.

Grand
Held

She Loved a Fireman. .270. . (57)
Dec. 18
Melodrama.
A dramatization of the lives of the
smoke eaters. Dick Foran, Ann Sheridan, Robert
Armstrong. Director: John Farrow.

High Command,
The. .227. . (59)
July 15
Melodrama.
An English drama of army life in
Africa, in which an officer, with a murder on his
conscience, is discovered by a
fellow officer.
The latter is found dead and the first officer
is suspected, but fights to clear himself. Lionel
Atwill, Lucy
Mannheim.
Director: Thorald
Dickinson.

D-l. .258. . (105)
The undersea service,

girl. Pat O’Brien,
ris, Frank McHugh.

the

men

Nov. 27
in it, and

George Brent, Wayne
MorDirector: Lloyd Bacon.

Toreh.v Blane in Panama. .275. . (59)
May 7
Action Drama.
A
bank
holdup and murder
gives rise to a boat trip to Panama,
with a
girl reporter and her detective lover gunning
against each other in their pursuit of the assailant. Lola Lane, Paul Kelly, Tom
Kennedy.
Director: William Clemens.
When
Were You Born?. .263. . (65)
Mystery Drama.
A woman
astrologist

June 18
predicts

a wealthy man’s death and is accused as an
accomplice when
the man
is murdered. Anna
May Wong. Margaret Lindsay, Anthony Averill.
Director: William McGann.
Women
Are Like That. .261 .. (65)
Apr. 23
Comedy
Drama.
A man-against-wife fracas in
which they become business competitors in the
advertising field. Kay
Francis, Pat O'Brien,
Grant Mitchell, Ralph Forbes. Director: Albert
H. Z. Carr.

Gaumont

British

Was

Young,

The..

(70)

.222. . (60)

.Feb.

15

June

9

Western. A heavy ransom is paid but kidnappers fail to return the victim. A young girl,
assigned to the case, poses as a novelist and
brings the kidnappers to justice. Grant Withers. Blanche Mehaffey.
Director: Clarence
Bricker.

I

Married a Spy. .225. . (59)
July 1
Melodrama.
A French army
officer marries a
French woman
spy to save her from extradition
to the Germans, with the understanding that
the marriage would be annulled after the war,
but he falls in love with her. Neil Hamilton,
Brigette Horney.
Director: Edmond
Greville.

International

Crime.

.214. . (63)

Apr.

22

Detective Melodrama.
“Shadow,”
super-sleuth,
plays a battle of wits with a pair of international criminals plotting a giant robbery to prevent certain foreign investments from being negotiated. Rod Da Rocque, Astrid Allwyn. Director: Charles Lamont.
Life

Returns.

.223.

. (60)

June

10

Drama.
The operation of a scientist’s life-reviving experiments as a racket discourages him.
chance to utilize his knowledge to bring happiness to his son
reawakens
him.
Onslow
Stevens, Lois Wilson. Director: Eugen Frenke.

Trail.

.229. . (59)

Aug.

12

Whirlwind
Horseman . . 221 . . (58)
May 7
Western.
Two
pals search for a third friend
who
had
disappeared after gaining sudden
wealth, and arrive in time to save the ranchers
from bandits and to rescue their friend. Ken
Maynard.
Director: Robert Hill.
Zamboanga. .218. . (60)
Apr. 15
Melodrama.
A story of the inhabitants of the
Sulu Sea area, built around the romance of a
pearl diver whose loved one is captured by a
renegade chief during his absence, which brings
about a battle between opposing tribes. All native cast. Produced by Tait and Harris. Photographed by William H. Jansen.

Maurice
Swing

It,

Professor.

Conn

. (62)

Jan.

1

Musical Comedy. A music professor “fronts” as
owner of a cabaret for a mobster and is mistaken for a tough out-of-town gunman.
Pinky
Tomlin, Paula Stone, Gordon Elliott. Director:
Marshall Neilan

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
A

Yank at Oxford . .823 .. (100)
Feb. 18
Comedy
Drama. A cocky American athlete tries
in a few days to overthrow the centuries-old
habits of England’s
tradition-seeped Oxford.
Robert
Taylor, Lionel Barrymore,
Maureen
Conway.
O’Sullivan, Edmund
Gwenn.
Director: Jack

Arsene

Lupin

Returns.

.824. . (82)

Feb.

25

Comedy
Drama.
Maurice Leblanc’s fictionized
character, Arsene Lupin, thought dead, goes Into
action to expose a fraudulent crook using his
name. Melvyn Douglas, Virginia Bruce, Warren
William. Director: George Fitzmaurice.
Bad Man of Brimstone, The. .812. . (90)
Dec. 31
Outdoor Drama.
A
young Deputy Marshal in
pursuit of a frontier outlaw gang, unaware that
his father is leader, is unknowingly
aided by
the latter who
turns on his men
when
they
refuse to "lay off” their plans to kill his son.
Wallace Beery, Virginia Bruce. Dennis O’Keefe,
Lewis Stone. Director: J. Walter Ruben.
Beg,

Borrow

or

Steal.

.814. . (72)

Dec.

3

Comedy.
A father promotes a castle and a family of bogus noblemen in order to give a daughter he hasn’t seen for years a
big wedding.
Frank Morgan, John Beal. Florence Rice. Director: William Thiele.
Chaser,

The.

. 842 . . (75)

July

29

Comedy
Drama.
Dennis O’Keefe plays the shyster lawyer in a story woven around a mirthquake of escapades in the life of an ambulance
chaser.
Dennis
O’Keefe, Lewis
Stone, Nat
Pendleton, Ann Morriss. Director: Ed Marin.
Crowd
Roars, The. .840 . (92)
Aug. 5
Action Drama.
A lusty tale of the fight game,
with Robert Taylor as the main mitt slinger.
Robert Taylor, Edward
Arnold, Frank Morgan.
Maureen O’Sullivan. Director: Richard Thorpe.
Everybody

Sing.

.819. . (91)

Musical. Judy Garland
school for introducing
her

Feb.

is expelled from a
swing music, but

4

girls'
sings

way

Brice,
Edwin

to stardom in a series of riotous escapades. Allan Jones, Judy
Garland, Fanny
Billie Burke, Reginald Owen.
Director:
L. Marin.

A

Renfrew on the Great White Trail.. 228
(59)
July 22
Action Drama.
Renfrew
survives a series of
close adventures to finally win the daughter of
a
trading post owner.
James
Newill, Terry
Walker.
Director: A1 Herman.
Rollin’ Plains. .226. . (75)
Western. A Texas ranger and
feud between
sheepmen
and

Evergreen. . (82) reissue
July 15
Musical Comedy.
The daughter of a great star
poses as the star herself 20 years later. The
hoax is successful until love enters the setup.
Jessie Matthews, Sonnie Hale. Director: Victor
Saville.
Girl

Ransom.

National

Sh! The Octopus .. 268 .. (66)
Dec. 11
Comedy
Mystery. Dire doings in an abandoned
lighthouse that turns out to be a hospital when
Hugh
Herbert comes out of the faint he fell
Into when
his wife had twins. Hugh
Herbert,
Allen Jenkins, Marcia Ralston. Director: William McGann.

a

for

GenInki-

RELEASES

Western.
Tex Ritter solves the “ghost train”
murder and marries the girl whose father was
slain. Tex Ritter, Adele Pearce. Director: A1
Herman.

1

Drama.
A
homespun
tale of a sheep herder’s
feud. Unusual characterization and a sense of
realism, against the background of the Scotch
glens. Will Fyffe, John Loder, Margaret Lockwood, Graham
Moffatt. Director: Robert Stevenson.

a barnstormer’s balloon at a county fair and is
carried away.
A sideshow operator tries unsuccessfully to palm off his assistant as the missing boy. Billy Mauch,
Bobby
Mauch,
Dick
Purcell, Gene Lockhart.
Director: Lewis Seiler.

Submarine
Drama.

Utah

July 1
whose

man

CURRENT

Spirit of Youth . . 299 . . (66)
April 1
Action Drama. A young lad sets out to win the
heavyweight
title of the world, proving that
clean living is what it lanes to get ahead. Joe
Louis, Clarence Muse, Edna
Mae
Harris, Mae
Turner. Director: Harry Fraser.

deceased wife she attended, the bereaved husband, and the young man
who loves the nurse
untangle the skein of their fate on an English
holiday. Margaret Lockwood, John Lodge. Director: Carol Reed.

23
of

Slight Case of Murder, A.. 259.. (85)
Mar. 5
Comedy Melodrama. The story of a gangster who
goes legitimate and is more funny than he is
tough. Edward
G. Robinson, Jane Bryan, Allen
Jenkins. Director: Lloyd Bacon.

ON

July 8
his men
end a
cattlemen in a

backward valley town. Tex Ritter, Horace Murphy, Snub Pollard. Director: A1 Herman.
Six Shootin* Sheriff (formerly Trails West)
224.. (59)
May 20
Western. A cowboy serves a term for a framed
robbery charge but tracks down
the guilty
party. Ken Maynard. Director: Harry Fraser.

Fast

Company .. (75)

July

8

Comedy
Drama.
Husband
and wife turn amateur detectives to solve the murder of a book
peddler. Melvyn Douglas, Florence Rice, Claire
Dodd. Director: Edward
Buzzell.
First Hundred
Years, The. .826. . (73)
Comedy-Drama.
A
young wife is

Mar.
unwilling

11
to

give up her good job to live where her husband
has work. They separate, with the wife paying
alimony. Robert Montgomery,
Virginia Bruce,
Warren William. Director: Richard Thorpe.
Girl of the Golden West. .827. . (121)
Mar. 18
Musical Operetta. A
sheriff and a bandit are
rivals for the affection of the belle of the California gold fields. To save the bandit, the girl
agrees
are

to marry the sheriff. After a series of exciting events, the girl and her bandit sweetheart
united. Jeanette MacDonald, Nelson Eddy,
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Buddy Ebsen,
Z. Leonard.

Walter

Pidgeon.

Director:

Robert

Hold
That
Kiss. .833. . (74)
.May 13
Comedy.
A young salesman in a travel agency
and a pretty model each think the other is a
socialite and proceed to carry out the deception in high comedy fashion. Maureen O’Sullivan, Dennis O'Keefe, Mickey Roonfey. Director:
Edwin L. Marin.
Judge Hardy’s Children. .828. . (77)
Mar. 25
Comedy Drama.
Another of the “Judge Hardy”
series, in which Judge Hardy takes his family
to Washington where he heads a Senate committee to investigate a public utilities monopoly.
Some of the fundamental principles of democracy are demonstrated in this film which makes
it of great educational value. Lewis
Stone,
Mickey Rooney, Cecilia Parker, Fay
Holden,
Janet Beecher. Director: George B. Seitz.
Lord
Jeff. .837. . (84)
June 24
Comedy
Drama.
A young boy, used as a tool
by London crooks, is sent to a nautical school,
but is ostracized by the other boys and runs
away.
He comes back, wins the confidence of
the boys, and brings honor to the school. Freddie Bartholomew, Mickey
Rooney.
Director:
Sam Wood.

stranded in a Swiss village, meet and aid a
famous prima donna, who
disguises herself to
win an operatic role in an opera her husband is
writing, and for which he had selected another
singer.
Stan
Laurel, Oliver Hardy,
Della
Lind. Director: John Blystone.
Test Pilot. .831. . (118)
Action Drama.
The story
his work more than his

Apr. 22
of a pilot who loved
wife. When
his pal

is killed in saving the pilot’s life, grief brings
to an end his work as a test pilot. Clark Gable,
Spencer Tracy, Myrna
Loy, Lionel Barrymore.
Director: Victor Fleming.
Three Comrades. .832. . (98)
June 3
Drama.
The story of the shattered lives of
three war comrades in post-war Germany, who
find difficulty in adjusting themselves to the
tempo of a confused world. Based on the novel
by Erich
Maria
Remarque.
Robert
Taylor,
Margaret
Sullavan, Franchot
Tone,
Robert
Young.
Director: Frank Borzage.
Toy Wife. .836. . (93)
June 10
Drama.
New
Orleans in pre-Civil War
days,
and the story of a frivolous, selfish wife and
mother who carries on a liaison with a young
playboy. Luise Rainer. Melvyn Douglas,
ert Young. Director: Richard Thorpe.

Rob-

Love Finds Andy
Hardy. .841. . (90)
July 22
Comedy
Drama.
Another of the Judge Hardy
series, in which the 15-year old finds himself
in a predicament in choosing one of three girls
for a dance date. Lewis Stone, Mickey Rooney,
Judy Garland. Director: George Seitz.

Woman
Against Woman.
.838. . (61)
June 17
Dram'a. The trials of a second wife brought
home
to the same
town where
the divorced
spouse of her husband
is a
social favorite.
Herbert Marshall, Virginia Bruce, Mary Astor.
Director: Robert Sinclair.

Love Is a Headache. .821. . (68) .
Jan. 14
Comedy,
A Broadway
columnist starts a drive
to find a home for a pair of kids orphaned in
an accident. A publicity loving actress adopts
the children for the news value, but to make
the adoption legal, a husband is required, and
the columnist fills the bill. Gladys George,
Franchot Tone, Ted Healy, Mickey Rooney, Jessie Ralph, Virginia Weidler. Director: Richard
Thorpe.

Yellow Jack . . 834 . . (83)
May 27
Drama.
The noble fight waged against yellow
fever by Major Reed at the turn of the century.
Robert
Montgomery,
Virginia Bruce,
Lewis
Stone. Director: George B. Seitz.

Mannequin. .820. . (95)
Jan. 21
Drama.
A
chorus girl divorces her worthless
husband and marries a shipping magnate whom
she loves. Unaware
that the new
groom had
just lost his fortune by a labor strike, the girl
leaves him when
her former husband threatens
blackmail, but they are reunited when
she
learns of his financial plight. Joan Crawford,
Spencer Tracy, Alan
Curtis. Director: Frank
Borzage.
Man-Proof. .817. . (73)
Comedy-Drama.
The fact that
loves has married another makes

Jan. 7
the man
she
no difference

in a certain young lady’s life until she meets
her match in his wife, and discovers that her
friendship with another suitor was
based on
love all the time. Myrna Loy, Franchot Tone,
Rosalind Russell, Walter
Pidgeon.
Director:
Richard Thorpe.
Merrily

We

Live.

.825. . (95)

.Mar.

4

Comedy.
On the order of “My Man Godfrey,”
a
noted author, thought to be a tramp, becomes the chauffeur and general servant for a
wild socialite family. Constance Bennett, Brian
Aherne, Alan Mowbray,
Billie Burke. Director:
Norman
Z. McLeod.
Of

Human
Hearts. .822 .. (105)
Feb. 11
Drama.
The
truth is brought Lome
in this
poignant story of father and son that a minister
of religion serves mankind
with success and
generosity in the same manner
as does a doctor of medicine. Walter Huston, Beulah Bondi,
James Stewart, Guy Kibbee. Director: Clarence
Brown.

Paradise for Three. . 818 .. (75)
Jan. 28
Comedy
Drama.
A
penniless advertising man
wins a slogan contest and gets an all-expensespaid trip to a Swiss winter resort, where he is
mistaken for an eccentric millionaire. He wins
the boss’s daughter and a job. Frank Morgan,
Robert Young, Mary Astor, Florence Rice. Director: Edward Buzzell.
Port of Seven Seas. .829. . (81)
July 1
Drama.
The sailor lad lover of a young girl
returns to claimJ her and the child she bore
him, though unmarried. He finds her the wife
of an older man
who
loves her and so steps
aside. Wallace Beery, Frank Morgan, Maureen
O’Sullivan. James Whale
directed.
Shopworn Angel. .835. . (85)
July 15
Drama.
A
Texas cowboy enlists in the army
and while stopping in New
York en route to
France, meets and falls in love with a show
girl, who
in turn is in love with a wealthy
broker. She marries the cowboy
before he
leaves for the front, but receives word
later
that he has been killed. Margaret Sullavan,
James Stewart, Walter Pidgeon. Director: H. C.
Potter.
Swiss Miss.
Comedy.

.830. . (73)
Two
American
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May 20
salesmen

You’re Only Young
Once. .815. . (72)
Dec. 10
Comedy
Drama. A sequel to “A Family Affair,”
the father extricating his children from
unsatisfactory romances. Lewis
Stone, Mickey
Rooney. Cecilia Parker.
Director: George B.
Seitz.

Monogram
Barefoot Boy ..(..)
Aug. 3
Outdoor Drama. A courageous lad and his country pals bring to justice a gang of crooks for
whose
crime the boy’s father was
punished.
Jackie Moran, Marcia Mae
Jones, Ralph Morgan. Director: Karl Brown.
Female
Fugitive. .3713. . (56)
Drama.
An innocent wife
when
Craig

becomes

a

Apr. 15
fugitive

she learns of her husband’s criminal activities, after several murders
bring his nefarious dealings into the open. Evelyn Venable,
Reynolds. Director: William Nigh.

Gun Smoke
Trail . . 3740. . (57)
May 8
Western.
Randall and his Indian friend save
a girl from a villain posing as her uncle and
custodian of an estate she has never seen. Jack
Randall, Louise Stanley, John Merton.
Director: Sam Newfield.
Land of Fighting Men .. 3739. . (5.3)
Apr. 11
Western. A friend helps another hold his ranch,
although the owner's sister would sell to the
villains, and in time vindicates his stand. Jack
Randall. Herman
Brix. Director: Alan James.
Man’s Country. .3742. . (55)
July 6
Western. A young ranger is sent out to bring
in a gang of suspected outlaws, but he finds
the accused gang is innocent and rounds un
the real leader and his hand. Jack Randall,
Ralph Peters, Walter Long, Marjorie Reynolds.
Director: Robert Hill.
Marines Are Here, The. .3712. . (60)
June 8
Comedy
Drama.
The idealization of a young
boy and the love of a girl changes a clowning
marine to the pride of the service. June Travis,
Gordon Oliver. Director: Phil Rosen.
Mv
Old Kentucky
Home. .3719. . (72)
Feh. 9
Drama. When
his eyesight is imperiled, a scion
of an old Kentucky
familv tries to break his
engagement
to his boyhood sweetheart, but all
ends on a happy note. Evelyn Venable. Grant
Richards. Hall Johnson Choir. Director: Lambert Hillyer.
Numbered
Women.
.3709. . (63)
May 22
Drama.
A girl, seeking evidence to clear her
brother of a bond-stealing charge, takes a job
as private nurse to the guilty hanker.
Sally
Blane. Lloyd Hughes, John Arledge. Director:
Karl Brown.
Fainted Trail . . 3733 . . (50)
Western
Tom
Koene. a
as the “Pecos Kid.”
rustlers near
the
Robert Hill.

agent

Feh. 16
disguised

rounds up a gang
Mexican
border.

of cattle
Director:

federal

Phantom
Ranger. .3730. . (57)
May 29
Western.
Tirru McCoy leads a band of counterfeiters into the hands of federal agents, and
wins a Spanish senorita. Tim McCoy, Suzanna
Kaaren, Karl Hackett.
Director: Sam
Newfield.
Port of Missing Girls, The. . 3725. . (64)
Feh. 23
Drama. Accidentally implicated in a gang murder, a girl takes refuge aboard a tramp steamer,
manned
by a woman-hating
captain, and runs
into fighting and
gun-smuggling
in Chinese
waters.
Judith Allen, Harry
Carey, Milburn
Stone. Director: Karl Brown.
Romance
of the Limberlost. .3702. . (81) . . . June 22
Outdoor Drama.
Gene Stratton-Porter’s famous
novel of the loves and hates of the swamp
folks.
Jean
Parker,
Eric Linden.
Director:
William Nigh.

Romance

of the Rockies. .3731. . (53)
Dec. 15
Western. A trailer-touring doctor finds the longlost father of his young friend. Tom
Keene. Director: R. N. Bradbury.

Rose of the Rio Grande. .3715. . (60)
Mar. 16
Musical Romance. A Mexican Robin Hood leads
his band in the rescue of a g-irl fleeing from
outlaws who are after her family jewels. Movita,
John Carroll. Director: William Nigh.
Saleslady. .3734. . (65)
Feb. 3
Drama. An heiress, in quest of a husband who
isn’t after her money, disguises herself as a
salesgirl and gets her man. Anne
Nagel. Weldon Heyburn. Director: Arthur G. Collins.
Telephone
Operator. .3722. . (62)
Drama.
A girl who defied danger
flood distress. Judith Allen, Grant

llec. 22
to aid in a
Withers.

Two
Gun Justice. .3729. . (57)
Apr. 24
Western.
A
ranger, disguised as a
Spanish
bandit, joins a gang he is attempting to clean
up, but a jealous sweetheart reveals his identity. Tim McCoy. Betty Compson,
Joan Barclay. Director: Alan James.
West of Rainbow’s End.
Western. Tim
McCoy

.3727. . (57)
Jan. 12
disposes of a
gang
of
crooks responsible for a series of train robberies.
Tim
McCoy.
Kathleen
Eliot and
Walter McGrail. Director: Alan James.

Where
the West Begins .. 3727 .. (55)
Feh. 5
Western. Jack
Randall
and
his pal. Fuzzy
Knight, combine to prevent Luana Walters from
unwittingly selling her valuable ranch to a
scheming
gang.
Jack Randall, Fuzzy Knight
and Luana Walters. Director: J. P. MacGowan.

Paramount
Bar 20 Justice. .3758. . (70)
June 24
Western. The mysterious looting of a mine and
a
series of accidents terrorizing its workers
are solved by "Hoppy”
and
Boyd, George Hayes, Russell
Lesley Selander.

his pals. William
Hayden.
Director:

Big Broadcast of 1938, The. .3703. . (90) ... .Feb. 18
Musical Comedy.
A
trans- Atlantic race with
everyone on hoard having a special purpose in
winning. W. C. Fields, Martha
Raye, Dorothy
Lamour. Ben Blue, Bob Hope. Director: Mitchell
Leisen.
Booioo. .3745. . (60)
July 22
Adventure Drama.
Filmed in the jungles of Malay, the story deals with the wanton slaughtering of tropical beasts. Colin Tapley, Mamo
Clark and other native cast. Director: Clyde
Elliott.
Born to the West .. 3721 .. (66)
Dec. 1®
Western. A
ranch owner
recognizes merit in
the worker who saves his cattle and wins his
girl. John Wayne.
John Mack
Brown, Marsha
Hunt.
Director: Charles Barton.
Buccaneer, The. .3728. . (127)
Feb. 4
Historical Drama.
A
dramatization of the defense of New Orleans in the War of 1812. Fredrlc
March, Franclska Gaal. Akim
Tamiroff, Margot
Grahame.
Director: Cecil B. DeMille.
Bulldog Drummond
in Africa. . 3747 .. (59) . .Aug. 5
Melodrama.
Drummond
delays his middle-aisling
to rescue his friend and rival from a mob
of
international spies. John
Howard,
Heather
Angel, H. B. Warner.
Director: Louis King.
Bulldog Drummond’s
Peril. .3733. . (66) .Mar. 18, ’38
Mystery Drama. A process for making diamonds
falls into the wrong hands and threatens England’s economic stability until it is retrieved.
John Barrymore. John Howard,
Louise Campbell. Director: James Hogan.
Bulldog Drummond’s
Revenge. .3725. . (60) . .Jan. 7
Action Drama. The struggle to keep a new and
dangerous explosive from falling into the hands
of enemy agents. Director: Louis King.
Cassidy of Bar 20. .3756. . (56)
Western. Cassidy aids his onetime

Feb. 25
sweetheart by

THE

defeating: a gang of cattle rustlers, wins her
promise to marry him and rides off in search
of new adventures. William Boyd, Frank Darien,
Russell Hayden,
Nora Lane. Director: Lesley
Selander.
Cocoanut
Grove. .3740. . (94)
May 20
Comedy
with Music.
A
band leader wins a
trailer in a contest and heads for Los Angeles
with his troupe, where
he encounters stiff
competition in the annual contest staged for
selection of the winning band to play at the
famous
"Cocoanut
Grove.”
Fred
MacMurray,
Harriet Hilliard, Ben
Blue, the Yacht
Club
Boys. Director: Alfred Santell.
College Swing. .3737. . (87)
Apr. 29
Comedy
with Music. Gracie Allen inherits a
college and starts a class in Practical Romance.
Martha Raye, George Burns, Gracie Allen, Bob
Hope, Edward
Everett Horton. Director: Raoul
Walsh.
Dangerous to Know. .3732. . (70)
Mar. 11
Melodrama.
A
political city lord falls in love
with the engaged daughter of a first family, and
frames her fiance in an attempt to force her to
marry him.
Akim
Tamiroff, Anna May Wong,
Gail Patrick. Director: Robert Florey.
Dr. Rhythm. .3739. . (80)
May 6
Musical.
Two
friends, a
doctor and
a
cop,
imbibe too freely and the former, dressed as a
policeman, takes the
young
girl.
Bing
Beatrice Lillie, Andy
Tuttle.

cop’s job of guarding a
Crosby,
Mary
Carlisle,
Devine. Director: Frank

Every Day’s a Holiday .. 3726 .. (79)
Jan. 14
Comedy. Mae West in another of her gay ‘90’s
background
pictures, but devoid of her usual
suggestiveness. She plays the role of a golddigging showgirl who
disguises herself as a
brunette French actress to evade the police inspector so she can open her show. Mae West,
Edmund
Lowe, Charles Butterworth. Director:
A. Edward
Sutherland.
Farewell

to

Arms.

.Reissue.

.3769.

. (79) . . . .June

11

Romantic
Drama.
From
Ernest Hemingway’s
novel, which
tells the story of a
man
and
woman
who
dare to face with their love the
challenge of a world gone mad
with the horrors of war. Helen Hayes, Gary Cooper, Adolphe
Menjou. Director: Frank Borzage.
Heart of Arizona. .3757. . (68)
Apr. 22
Western.
Hopalong comes to the rescue of a
young lady and helps her free her ranch of
cattle rustlers. William
Boyd, George Hayes,
Russell Hayden. Director: Les Selander.
Her Jungle Love. .3736. . (81)
Apr. 15
Melodrama.
A
couple of American
aviators
crash on a South Pacific Island, where one of
them
meets and falls in love with a jungle
Princess. Trouble starts when
the man-hating
natives find them on the island. Dorothy Lamour, Ray Milland, Lynne Overman, J. Carrol
Naish. Director: George Archainbaud.
Hunted
Men . .3741 .. (67)
May 27
Drama.
A
regenerated gang leader forces a
model family in a small town to harbor him
from
the law.
Lloyd Nolan, Mary
Carlisle,
Lynne Overman.
Director: Louis King.
Partners

of

the

Plains.

.3755. . (70)

Jan.

28

Western. "Hopalong” has a hard time winning
the cooperation and heart of a snobbish English girl on whose ranch he is foreman. William Boyd. Director: Lesley Selander.
Pride of the West. .3854. . (55)
Action Melodrama.
Hopalong

acts

as

a

July 8
special

investigator in
thwarting
a
land-grabbing
scheme and in capturing the crooks who have
extended their activity to a stage coach robbery.
William Boyd, Russell Hayden, George Hayes.
Director: Lesley Selander.
Prison Farm. .3743. . (70)
June 17
Melodrama.
A
young girl, innocently involved
with a murderer, is sent to the prison farm.
She falls in love with the prison doctor, who
aids in clearing her name.
Shirley Ross, Lloyd
Nolan, J. Carrol Naish. Director: Louis King.
Professor, Beware. .3746. . (93)
July 29
Comedy.
An Egyptologist finally gets his big
chance to join an expedition but never gets
there. Harold Lloyd, Phyllis Welch.
Director:
Elliott Nugent.
Romance
in the Dark. .3731. . (79)
Musical Comedy. Miss Swarthout,

working

Mar.
as

4
a

maid

in a tenor’s home, and awaiting an audition, poses as a Persian Princess to aid her
master’s suit for the hand of a Countess. Instead she wins the master and an operatic contract. Gladys Swarthout, John
Boles, John
Barrymore. Director: H. C. Potter.

Scandal Street . . 3729 . . ( 64)
Feb. 11
Drama. A young woman
is caught in a merciless
trap of suspicion and circumstances when she is
found beside the murdered
body of a playboy
suitor, and small-town gossip does its work until
the killer Is found. Louise Campbell, Lew Ayres,

Roscoe

COMPLETE

Karns,

Virginia

CHECK-UP

Weidler.

Director:

James

Hogan.
Stolen Heaven. .3738. . (88)
May 13
Drama
with Music. A gang of fleeing, international jewel thieves are marooned
in a forest where they take refuge in the home
of a
retired concert pianist. Gene Raymond,
Olympe
Bradna,
Lewis
Stone.
Director: Andrew
L.
Stone.
Texans, The. .3749. . (93)
Aug. 12
Historical Western.
An epic of the reconstruction period in Texas after the Civil War.
Joan
Bennett, Randolph
Scott). Director:: James
Hogan.
Texas Trail . . 3754 . . (57)
Nov. 26
Western. Hopalong Cassidy and pals round up
wild horses for the Army
during the SpanishAmerican
war. William
Boyd, George Hayes.
Directed by Dave Selman.
Tip-Off Girls. .3735. . (62)
Apr. 1
Melodrama.
G-Men apprehend a gang hijacking
fast freight trucks. J. Carrol Naish, Lloyd
Nolan. Director: Louis King.
Tropic Holiday. .3744. . (78)
July 22
Comedy.
A writer hides out in a little Mexican
town to work on a movie script but is beset
with
charming
distractions in the way
of
senoritas. Bob
Burns, Ray
Milland, Dorothy
Lamour, Martha Raye. Director: Theodore Reed.
True Confession. .3723. .(75)
Dec. 24
Comedy.
The
adventures of a
madcap
wife
whose penchant for tall lies almost gets her convicted of a murder she did not commit. Carole
Lombard,
Fred
MacMurray,
John
Barrymore.
Directed by Wesley Ruggles.
Wells Fargo . . 3724 . . ( 115) {J
Dec. 31
Historical Drama. The part played by the nation’s transportation system in the winning of
the west. Joel McCrea, Bob Burns, Frances Dee.
Director: Frank Lloyd.
You
and Me.. (90)
June 10
Drama.
The shadow
of the Big House looms
up as a threat to romance in this story of a
girl with a past. Sylvia Sidney, George Raft.
Director: Fritz Lang.

Republic
Army
Girl . . 7002 .. (85)
July 15
Drama.
An army
captain assigned to a regiment to study the need of mechanizing that
post with tanks. He meets and falls in love
with the Colonel’s daughter.
Madge
Evans,
Preston
Foster, James
Gleason.
Director:
George Nichols jr.
Arson Gang Busters. .7022. . (65)
Melodrama.
An
arson squad
gang

member

Mar. 28
joins a

of

arsonists and after his identity is discovered the gang is apprehended.
Bob
Livingston, Jackie Moran, Rosalind Keith. Director: Joe Kane.

Call of the Yukon
7011 .. (70)
Apr. 18
Outdoor Drama.
Wild dogs and wolves raiding
on game
force natives of an isolated Eskimo
village to move
out or face a winter of starvation. A young authoress refuses to leave, but
a rugged trapper forces her to accompany
him
south. Their adventures on the long trek furnish the action. Richard Arlen. Beverly Roberts, Lyle Talbot. Director: B. Reeves Eason.
Calling the Mesquiteers . . 7115 . . (55)
Mar. 7
Western. Three modern
knights of the road,
returning from a rodeo, are hijacked by silk
thieves. To clear their names with the law, they
take to the saddle and round up the gang. Bob
Livingston, Ray Corrigan, Max
Terhune, Lynn
Roberts. Director: John English.
Desert Patrol . .7127. . (56)
June 6
Western.
A
secret Ranger out to avenge the
death of his buddy, joins the gang responsible
for the murder, and then springs the trap.
Bob Steele, Marion Weldon. Director: Sam Newfield.
Duke
Comes
Back, The . . 7018 . . (64)
Nov. 29
Action Drama. A retired heavyweight champion
is forced to stage a comeback to help his fatherin-law out of a
financial jam. Allan Lane,
Heather Angel. Directed by Irving Pichel.
Exiled to Shanghai. .7019. . (64)
Dec. 20
Action Drama.
Adventures
of rival newsreel
photographers in seeking news
scoops and a
girl’s affection. Final scene includes reference
to Shanghai.
Wallace Ford, June Travis, Dean
Jagger. Directed by Nick Grinde.
Feud Maker, The. .7126. . (56)
Apr. 4
Western. A range war between the cowmen
and
the nesters, following a
mysterious slaying.
Bob Steele, Marion Weldon,
recto!: Sam Newfield.

Karl

Hackett.

Di-

Gangs of New York. .7004. . (67)
May 23
Melodrama.
An
officer impersonates a
bigtime gangster who
is held in prison but supposedly released, and
cleans out gangland.
Charles Bickford. Ann
Dvorak, Alan Baxter.
Director: James Cruze.

ON

CURRENT
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Gold Mine in the Sky .. 7163. . (60)
July 4
Western with Music. Gene Autry as administrator of a will left by a
girl's father, has
difficulty in keeping her from
selling the
ranch, which
is the remains
fortune. Gene Autry, Smiley
Hughes. Director: Joe Kane.

of her father’s
Burnette, Carol

Heroes of the Hills .. 7118 .. (55)
July 20
Western.
The Three Mesquiteers win a prison
camp
experiment plan after befriending two
escaped convicts who
tell yarns of prison oppression. Robert Livingston, Ray Corrigan, Max
Terhune. Director: George Sherman.
Hollywood Stadium Mystery. .7021. . (66) .. .Feb. 21
Mystery Drama. Centers around the mystery of
a boxing arena murder, which occurs while the
house is darkened before the start of the championship fight. Neil Hamilton, Evelyn Venable,
Jimmy
Wallington. Director: David Howard.
Invisible Enemy. .7010. . (65)
Drama.
An international oil ring

Apr. 4
is smashed by

a man

masked as a Parisian playboy. Alan Marshal, Tala Birell, C. Henry
Gordon, Herbert
Mundin. Director: John H. Auer.

King of the Newsboys. .7009. . (68)
Mar. 15
Drama.
Danger
returns two lovers, separated
first by poverty and then by wealth, to each
other. nard
Lew
Ayres, Helen Mack. Director: BerVorhaus.
Ladies in Distress .. 7012 .. (65)
June 13
Comedy Drama.
A woman
mayor and her secretary start a reform movement
to wipe out a
racketeering element and are aided in their
efforts by the town's bad
worth,
Polly
Moran, Robert
tor: Gus
Meins.

boy.
Alison SkipLivingston. Direc-

Lady Behave! .. 7005 .. (68)
Jan. 5
Comedy
Drama. To keep her sister from facing
a bigamy charge, the heroine poses as wife of
the sister’s husband until the first marriage is
annulled, and the two fall in love. Neil Hamilton, Sally Ellers, Joseph Schlldkraut. Director:
Lloyd Corrigan.
Mama
Runs Wild. .7003. . (66)
Jan. 19
Comedy.
A
domineering, society-minded wife
runs for mayor, but the men of the town elect
her henpecked
husband
in retaliation. Mary
Boland, Ernest Truex. Director: Ralph Staub.
Old Barn Dance, The. .7102. . (61)
Jan. 29
Western with Music. A horse trader is tricked
into singing on a radio program for a pair of
swindling tractor dealers, but the former comes
through for his friends with horses in time for
the harvest reaping. Gene Autry, Helen Valkis,
Smiley Burnette, Walter Shrum
and Hillbillies.
Director: Joe Kane.
Outside

of

Paradise .. 7007 .. (68)

Feb.

7

Musical. Unable to buy out the girl co-owner of
a castle he has inherited, the hero converts it into a hamburger
stand. Romantic
complications
that ensue effect a truce. Phil Regan, Penny
Singleton. Director: John Auer.
Paroled — To
Die. .7124. .(56)
Western. A rancher and a banker
political powers, are rivals for the

Jan. 10
county
of the

with
hand

Sheriff’s daughter, and events are climaxed
the banker
tries to jail the rancher
trumped-up charge. Bob Steele, Kathleen
Karl Hackett. Director: Sam
Newfield.
Prison Nurse. .7008. . (67)
Drama. An imprisoned
of

a

doctor,

inspired

when
on a
Eliot,

Mar. 1
by love

prison nurse, administers relief when
typhoid breaks out in a flooded prison and is

falsely blamed for an ensuing "break.”
Wilcoxon, Marian Marsh. Director: James

Henry
Cruze.

Purple Vigilantes. .7114. . (59)
Jan. 24
Western. The Three Mesquiteers, after ridding
Trails End of vice, finish their job by smashing
a new
terrorist band which formed from the
vigilante group.
The
Three Mesquiteers and
Joan Barclay. Director: George Sherman.
Riders

of

Black

Hills.

.7117.

. (55)

June

15

Western. The three Mesquiteers set about proving their innocence of a
race horse stealing
charge and expose the real gang. Bob Livingston, Ray Corrigan, Max
Terhune.
Director:
George Sherman.
Romance

on

the

Run.

.7023.

. (67)

May

11

Comedy
Drama.
A
private detective, retained
by an insurance company
to recover a stolen
necklace, is blocked in his efforts by a blundering cop, a suspicious secretary and the jewel
thieves themselves.
Donald
Woods,
Patricia
Ellis. Director: Gus Meins.
Under Western Stars . . 7800 . . (67)
Apr. 20
Musical-Western. A crooning son of the saddle
saves the range from
its enemy,
the duststorm.
Roy
Rogers, Smiley Burnette, Carol
Hughes. Director: Joe Kane.
Wild Horse Rodeo. .7113. . (55)
.Dec. 6
Western. A trio saves the wild horse they have
won for their friend who needed money for his
man.
ranch. Three Mesquiteers. Director: George Sher-
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pretending to learn sculptoring by the ‘‘touch
system.”
Richard Dix, Whitney
Bourne.
Director: Lew Landers.
Blond Cheat. .831. . (62)
June 17
Comedy
Drama.
An actress, hired by a rich
pawnbroker to break up the engagement
of his
daughter, falls in love with the man
she was
paid to vamp.
Joan Fontaine, Derrick de Marney. Director: Joseph Santley.
Border G-Man. .882. . (60)
June 24
Western.
A
Federal investigator poses as a
ranch foreman and rounds up a gang of gunsmugglers who
are using the ranch as their
base. George O’Brien, Loraine Johnson,
Miljan. Director: David Howard.

John

Bringing TJp Baby .. 739 .. (100)
Feb. 18
Comedy. An archeologist tries to promote $1,000,000 for his museum
from a wealthy woman
and encounters difficulty in the form
of a
Katharine
Hepburn,
Charles Ruggles. Di-

Condemned
Women. .813. . (76)
Drama.
A
woman
prisoner
life

whose

April 3
outlook on

is changed by a doctor’s love, becomes involved in a stirring prison break when she feels

she is burdening the doctor’s career. Sally Eilers,
Louis Hayward,
Anne
Shirley. Director: Lew
Landers.
Crashing Hollywood. .816. . (61)
Jan. 7
Melodrama. A rib on Hollywood against a semigangster background. Lee Tracy, Joan Woodbury, Paul Guilfoyle. Director: Lew Landers.
Crime Ring. .836. . (70)
July 8
Melodrama.
A newspaper reporter exposes the
fortune-telling racket, with the aid of a
girl
who
poses as a
mystic to gather evidence
against the syndicate which
tries to collect
10 per cent of her "take.” Allan Lane,
Mercer. Director: Leslie Goodwins.

Frances

Danger Patrol. .812. . (60)
Dec. 3
Action Drama. A job that necessitates handling
explosives is a temporary barrier to love. John
Beal, Sally Eilers, Harry Carey. Director: Lew
Landers.
Double Danger . . 820 . . (62)
Jan. 28
Comedy
Drama. The commissioner of detectives
sets a trap for a jewel thief by inviting the
suspects to his home
for the weekend. Preston
Foster, Whitney
Bourne, Donald Meek. Director: Dew Landers.
Everybody’s Doing It. .817. . (67)
Jan. 14
Comedy
Drama.
Racketeers muscle in on a
super-contest which
has
caught
the public
fancy and sell the answers to the contestants.
Preston Foster, Sally Eilers. Director: Christy
Cabanne.
Go Chase Yourself . .825. . (70)
Apr. 22
Comedy.
Bank robbers steal a trailer with Joe
Penner in It. Further hazards arise when they
pick up a runaway
heiress whom
the bandits
hold as ransom, forcing Penner to aid them.
Joe Penner, Lucille Ball, Vicki Lester. Director: Edward Cline.
Gun
Law. .881 .. (60)
Western.
A U. S.

marshal

takes

the

May 13
identity

of a dead bandit to gain a gang’s confidence
and becomes town marshal, to make
the mob
believe his dual role is to avert suspicion of
his connection
Rita Oehman.

with the gang.
Director: David

George O'Brien,
Howard.

Having
Wonderful
Time . . 819 . . (70)
July 1
Comedy.
Romances
and rigmaroles of a summer vacation camp.
Ginger Rogers, Douglas
Fairbanks jr. Director: A1 Santell.
Hawaii
Calls. .846. . (73)
Mar. 11
Comedy
with Music. The adventures of Bobby
Breen and his newsboy
pal as stowaways
to
Hawaii. Bobby
Breen, Ned
Sparks, Irvin S.
Cobb, Warren
Hull, Mamo
Clark, Raymond
Paige and orchestra. Director: Eddie Cline.
Hitting a New
High . .814. . (85)
Dec. 24
Musical Comedy. Lily Pons uses a clever hoax
to get a singing contract, and when
the trick
is revealed gives up her career to marry.
Lily
Pons, Jack Oakie, John Howard. Director: Raoul
Walsh.
I’m From
the City . .834. . (71)
Aug. 5
Comedy.
Normally afraid of horses, Joe Penner shines as a trick rider when under the influence of a ruthless manager.
Seeing his performance, a girl takes him west to ride in a
race against an Indian. Joe Penner, Richard
Lane, Kay Sutton. Director: Ben Holmes.
Joy of Living. .826. . (91)
Apr. 15
Comedy.
A
mad,
whirlwind
courtship by a
carefree globe trotter of a career-minded stage
star who supports a family of leeches in luxury.
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Irene Dunne, Douglas Fairbanks jr., Guy
bee, Eric Blore. Director: Tay Garnett.

Blind Alibi . . 829 . . (61)
May 20
Melodrama.
To recover indiscreet letters written by his sister that were accidentally left in
an antique sold to an American museum,
Richard Dix poses as a blind man
at the museum

leopard named
"Baby.”
Cary Grant, May Robson,
rector: Howard Hawks.

ON

the

Kib-

Law
of the Underworld . .827 . . (61)
May 6
Melodrama.
The leader of a dangerous gang
poses as a society man, and in his efforts to
escape the prosecutor two innocent youngsters
become
involved. Chester Morris, Anne
Shirley, Richard Bond, Walter Abel. Director: Lew
Landers.
Maid’s Night Out. .822. . (61)
Mar. 4
Comedy. A millionaire’s son and a society girl
accidentally meet and fall in love, she believing
him to be a milkman
and he thinking her a
housemaid.
Joan
tor: Ben Holmes.

Fontaine,

Allan

Lane.

Direc-

Mother
Carey’s Chickens. .833. . (80)
July 29
Comedy
Drama.
The struggles of an English
captain's widow
living on a
meager
pension,
and the love triangle of her two daughters who
are in love with the same man.
Anne Shirley,
Ruby

Keeler,
James
Ellison,
rector: Rowland
V. Lee.

Fay

Bainter.

Di-

Night Spot. .821. . (60)
Feb. 25
Drama.
A
night club singer aids two rookie
cops to capture a
band
of jewel thieves.
Parkyakarkus, Allan Lane, Joan Woodbury. Director: Christy Cabanne.
Fainted Desert. .883. .(. .)
Aug. 12
Western.
The hero thwarts the efforts of villains to gain control of a tungsten mine located
on

his ranch,
George O’Brien, Loraine Johnson, Ray Whitley.
Director: David Howard.

Quick Money . .811. . (59)
Dec. 10
Comedy
Drama.
A
small town mayor
is impeached tor opposing plans to build a health
resort with the school funds, but is reinstated
when
he exposes the men
at the head of the
scheme as frauds. Fred Stone, Dorothy Moore.
Director: Edward
Killy.
Rat, The.
Drama.

. (69)
Anton

Walbrook,

a

notorious

Jan. 21
crook

known
as the "Rat,” takes the rap for Rene,
the girl he loves, who
killed in self-defense
against a would-be seducer. Ruth Chatterton,
infatuated with Walbrook, falsely testifies she
was with Walbrook on the night of the murder.
Rene Is given a light sentence. Walbrook waits
for her release. Anton Walbrook, Ruth Chatterton, and Rene Ray. Director: Jack Raymond.
Saint

in

New

York.

.930. . (72)

June

3

Detective Melodrama.
Based
on the “Saint”
stories by Leslie Charteris, in which the “Saint”
turns Robin Hood and helps a civic committee
clean up a gang of desperadoes. Louis Hayward,
Kay
Sutton, Paul
Guilfoyle. Director: Ben
Holmes.

Sky Giant. .835. . (80)
July 22
Melodrama.
Two
daredevil aviators of a commercial airline are assigned to map
the world
from the air, and nearly lose their lives when
imperfect maps
cause them to crash. Richard
Dix, Chester Morris, Joan Fontaine. Director:
Lew Landers.
the

Seven

Delinquent Parents (62)
Progressive
Drama.
Woman
judge makes amends
for her
daughter whom
she placed in a foundling home.
Doris Weston,
Maurice
Murphy,
Helen
MacKellar. Director: Nick Grinde.
Duke Is Tops, The.. (65)
Million Dollar Prod.
Musical. An all-Negro musical. The hero sacrifices his own stage ambitions for his sweetheart singer, while he goes down
the ladder
and ends up with a
medicine show.
Ralph
Cooper, Lena Horne.
Director: Bill Nolty.
Great John Ericsson, The.. (94)
Swedish picturization of a phase

history, depicting a chapter in John Ericsson’s
life, the man
who turned the tide of the Civil
War.
As a prologue, Count Bernadotte, nephew
to King Gustav V of Sweden, greets America.
Victor Seastrom, Marta Ekstrom, Sigurd Wallen.
Director: Gustaf Edgren.
Lenin in October .. (92)
Amkino
Drama.
A chronicle of the life of Lenin and
the events leading up to the Revolution. Boris
Romm.
V.
Shchukin, N. Svobodin. Director: Mikhail
Life

and

Loves

of

Beethoven.

. (80)

World

Drama.

A
French production bringing the Immortal music of the famous composer to the
screen and unfolding his tragic love story. Harry
Bauer, Annie Ducaux, Pauley Debucourt, Janny
Holt. Director: Abel Gance.
Slipper Episode, The.. (80)
French FUm
Farce. Two
casual acquaintances tour a large
slice of Europe to return a missing slipper to a
faithless wife. Betty Stockfield, Roger Treville.
Director: Jean De Limur.
Tarzan and
A
statue
explosive
by
for
Ula

the Green Goddess. . (72) ... .Principal
containing a secret formula for an
is the center of a
rigorous search

an English party and an unscrupulous outfit who fight it out in the Guatemalan
jungle
possession of the formula. Herman
Brix,
Holt. Director: Edward
Kull.

Ten Laps to Go.. (67)
Action Drama.
A romance

of

the

Ace Pictures
speedway in

which a racing driver loses his nerve after a
crackup, but regains it in time to save his boss
from an unscrupulous driver who
attempts to

They Were Five.. (78)
Lenauer
Drama.
Five friends, banded together by adversity, win a small fortune in a lottery and
pool their resources to build an inn. As the
picture closes only two of the five friends are
left. Jean
Gabin, Charles Vanel.
Director:
Julien Duvivier.
Three Legionnaires. . (63)
General
Comedy. Two doughboys stationed in an obscure
Siberian village, unaware that the war is over,
stage some
hectic incidents that nearly land
them before the firing squad. Robert Armstrong,
Lyle Talbot, Fifi D’Orsay, Donald Meek, Anne
Nagel,
Man
Mountain Dean. Director: Hamilton
MacFadden.

Dwarfs
Feb.

4

20th Century-Fox

Animated
Feature.
Walt
Disney’s Technicolor
cartoon of the famous childhood mythical story.
This Marriage Business. .824. . (71)
Apr. 8
Comedy-Drama.
A meek, small-town, marriage
clerk gains sudden prominence
and
runs for
Mayor
against the crooked element.
Victor
Moore, Vicki Lester. Director: Christy Cabanne.
Vivacious Lady . . 740 . . (90)
May 13
Comedy.
A young college professor marries a
night-club singer, then faces the problem of
breaking the news to his parents. Ginger Rogers, James Stewart, James
Ellison. Director:
George Stevens.
Wise Girl. .815. . (70)
Comedy.
A
millionaire

Scandinavian
of American

steal his invention plans and wreck his machine. Rex Lease, Muriel Evans, Tom
Moore.
Director: Elmer Clifton.

She’s Got Everything. .818. . (72)
Dec. 31
Comedy. A pampered
heiress becomes penniless
and one of her creditors tries to marry her off
to a millionaire, who calls things off when he
finds he has been framed. Gene Raymond,
Ann
Sothern, Victor Moore. Director: Joseph Santley.

Snow White and
891.. (86)

leader are caught. The wrong man
is mistaken as the leader and is guillotined on circumstantial evidence. Pierre Blanchar, Dita
Parlo. Dorville. Director: Maurice Lehamn.

heiress

uses

a

Dec.
ruse

31
to

obtain custody of her dead sister’s two children who are under the guardianship of a penniless artist living in Greenwich Village, and wins
a husband at the same time. Miriam Hopkins,
Ray
Milland, Walter Abel, Henry
Stephenson.
Director: Leigh Jason.

State Rights
Country Bride. . (85) .
Amkino
Comedy.
A
gay Russian comedy
dealing with
the trials and tribulations of a pair of collective farm workers in love. F. N. Kurikhin, Maria
Ladynina. Director: Ivan Piriov.
Courier of Lyons. . (92)
Pax Films
Drama.
The story of an 18th century mail robbery in France, in which all the thieves but

Always Goodbye. .852. . (75)
July I
Drama.
A
young
mother
makes
a
sacrifice
for her son and for the man
she loves. Barbara Stanwyck, Herbert Marshall, Ian Hunter.
Director: Sidney Lanfield.
Baroness

and

the

Butler.

.835. . (80)

Feb.

18

Comedy Drama. A butler is elected to the parliament on the opposition ticket to his master but
continues as his butler, only to be elected as
Prime Minister and
daughter.
William

marries
Powell,

his former
Annabella,

master’s
Gregory

Ratoff, Henry
Stephenson, Joseph Schildkraut,
Helen Westley. Director: Walter Lang.
Battle

of

Broadway .. 845. . (84)

Apr.

22

Comedy.
A couple of steel workers are drafted
by their boss in an attempt to save his son
from a girl he thinks is a gold digger. Victor
McLaglen, Brian Donlevy,
mond Walburn. Director:

Louise
George

Change
of Heart. .829. . (106)
Comedy
Drama.
The problems

Hovick, RayMarshall.
of

a

Jan. 14
warring

couple
and
Lyle

who quarrel once too often and are reconciled through the Cupid activities of caddy
his dog. Gloria Stuart, Michael Whalen,
Talbot. Director: James Tinling.

Charlie Chan at Monte Carlo. .832. . (71) . . .Jan. 21
Mystery. Laid in Monte Carlo, the story deals
with Chan’s solution of several murders brought
about by the attempts of two business rivals to
ruin each other. Warner
Oland, Keye
Luke,
Forde.
Harold
Huber, Virginia Field. Director: Eugene

THE

Checkers . . 834 . . ( 78 )
Feb. 11
Comedy Drama. Jane and her Uncle Stuart enter
their horse in a race to keep the town banker
from foreclosing on the mortgage. Jane Withers,
Stuart Erwin, Una Merkel. Director: H. Bruce
Humberstone.
City Girl. .833. . (60)
Jan. 7
Drama.
The loves and adventures of a young
girl from the tenements whose
love of gold
causes her to desert her struggling attorney
sweetheart for a life of crime as a gangster’s
moll. Phyllis Brooks, Ricardo Cortez, Robert
Wilcox. Director: Alfred Werker.
Four Men
and a Prayer. .848. . (85)
April 29
Drama.
The story of four brothers who undertake to establish the innocence of their father,
a disgraced army officer who is murdered. Loretta Young, Richard Greene, George Sanders,
David Niven, C. Aubrey Smith. Directors John
Ford.
Gateway. .901. . (74)
Aug. 5
Drama.
Innocently involved in a ship scandal,
an Irish lass is rescued from Ellis Island by
efforts of the hero.
Arleen
Whelan,
Don
Ameche,
Binnie Barnes, Gregory Ratoff. Director: Alfred Werker.
Happy
Landing. .830. . (101)
Jan. 28
Musical Comedy. In the usual ice palace locale,
Sonja (alls tor a philandering band leader, then
for his woman-hating
manager.
Sonja Henle,
Don Ameche, Cesar Romero, Ethel Merman.
Director: Roy Del Ruth.
Hawaiian
Bucltaroo. .828. . (58)
Jan. 14
Outdoor Drama.
A typical western dressed up
with a hula skirt and a ukulele in this story
of a couple of Arizona cowhands who get jobs
on a
cattle ranch in Hawaii, and the usual
cattle rustling angle ensues.
Smith
Ballew,
Evalyn Knapp, Benny Burt, George Regas. Director: Ray Taylor.
I’ll Give a Million. .855. . (70)
July 22
Comedy
Drama.
A millionaire, tired of moneygrabbing leeches, changes clothes with a tramp
and wanders off in search of some
one who
would
be kind to him
for himself. Warner
Baxter, Marjorie Weaver,
tor: Walter Lang.
In

Peter

Lorre.

Direc-

Old Chicago. .840. . (110)
Apr. 15
Historical Drama.
An epic of the rise of Chicago, in which is depicted the spectacular scene
of the great Chicago fire. Tyrone Power, Alice
Faye, Don Ameche.
Director: Henry King.

Island in the Sky. .843. . (67)
Apr. 1
Drama.
A
young man, innocently accused of
murder, is saved from the electric chair by the
district attorney’s financee, who
makes
a private investigation to prove the boy’s innocence.
Gloria Stuart, Michael Whalen.
Director: Herbert I. Leeds.
International Settlement. .826. . (84)
Feb. 4
Action Drama. Newsreel shots of the Shanghai
bombing are woven
into this story of an adventurer masquerading as a
gun-runner who
suddenly finds himself responsible for the delivery of $1,000,000 to the head of an ammunition-smuggling ring. Dolores Del Rio, George
Sanders, June Lang. Director: Eugene Forde.
Josette. .839. . (70)
June 3
Musical Comedy.
A
New
Orleans cafe cutle
doubles for a French songbird who has flown,
and finds herself a
target for the romantic
whims
of two brothers. Don
Ameche,
Simone
Simon, Robert Young.
Director: Allan Dwan.
Keep Smiling. .902. . (77)
Aug. 12
Drama.
A little girl treks to Hollywood to be
with her uncle and crashes the movies, at the
same time helping her uncle who is down-andout.
Jane
Withers, Henry
Wilcoxon, Gloria
Stuart. Director: Herbert I. Leeds.
Kentucky
Moonshine. .844. . (85)
May 13
Comedy
with Music.
Loaded
with moonshine
and gags, the Ritz brothers turn hill-billies and
go off on another of their rampages.
The
Ritz Brothers, Tony Ma. tin, Marjorie Weaver.
Director: David Butler.
Kidnapped. .846. . (90)
May 27
Historical Drama.
Based
on
the immortal
novel by Robert Louis Stevenson portraying
Scotland’s struggle for equality during the 18th
century, with an appealing romantic interlude
woven into the theme.
Warner
Baxter, Freddie Bartholomew, Arleen Whelan. Director: Alfred Werker.
Life Begins at 40. .874. . ( . .)
May 6 (reissue)
Comedy Drama.
Will Rogers befriends a young
man
unjustly convicted of a bank defalcation
charge.
This angers the town
banker, who
forecloses on Rogers’ newspaper mortgage, only
to learn that his son is the guilty party. Will
Rogers, Rochelle Hudson,
Richard
Cromwell.
Director: George Marshall.
Little Miss Broadway .. 856. . (70)
July 29
Musical Comedy.
An
orphanage
inmate
is
adopted by the manager
of a hotel catering to
show people and she comes to the rescue when
the hotel owner tries to foreclose for a $2,500
debt. Shirley Temple, George Murphy, Jimmy
Durante. Director: Irving Cummings.
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Love and Hisses. .825. . (84)
Dec. 31
Musical Comedy. Ben Bernie discovers Simone's
singing talent and tricks Wlnchell into giving
her a buildup via his column. Winchell stages
a fake kidnaping when he learns of the frameup.
Walter Winchell, Ben
Bernie, Simone
Simon,
Bert Lahr. Director: Sidney Lanfield.

Wings of the Morning. . 737 .. (87)
Feb. 19
Romantic Drama. The granddaughter of a gypsy
woman
who
had married a nobleman
falls in
love with a man
who trains her horse to win
the Derby although the victory might have been
his. Henry Fonda, Leslie Banks, Annabella. Director: Harold Schuster. (Technicolor).

Love on a Budget. .836. . (64)
Feb. 25
Comedy
Drama.
A
couple of newlyweds
encounter financial and matrimonial difficulties,
whose burdens are increased when
their uncle
moves In on them. Shirley Deane, Russell Gleason, Alan Dinehart. Director: Herbert Leeds.

United Artists

Mr. Moto Takes a Chance .. 819 .. (63)
June 24
Melodrama.
Peter Lorre, as Mr. Moto, and Rochelle Hudson, assume
roles of secret agents
in an Indo-China village in the throes of political skullduggery. Peter Lorre, Rochelle Hudson. Director: Norman
Foster.
One
Wild Night. .850. . (72)
June 10
Mystery Comedy. Three prominent men arrange
to be "kidnaped” to escape nagging wives and
become the center of mystery with every citizen a suspect until the plot is exposed. June
Lang, Dick
Baldwin, Lyle Talbot. Director:
Eugene Forde.
1’anamint’s Bad
Man. .853. . (60)
July 8
Western. A deputy marshall, assigned to stop
a series of stage holdups near a trontier town,
poses as a gunman
to gain the continence of
the outlaws and
finally brings about
their
capture. (Smith Ballew, Evelyn Daw.
Director:
Ray Taylor.
Passport

Husband.

.854. . (67)

July

15

Comedy.
A
Latin dancer is about to be deported as an alien, but a
marriage
of convenience is arranged for her with a dim-witted American, so she can carry on her romancing with a
gangster sweetheart. Stuart
Erwin, Harold Huber, Joan Woodbury.
Director: James Tinling.
Rascals. .849. . (77)
May 20
Comedy.
A society girl loses her memory
and
is picked up by a gypsy band. The girl and a
gypsy fall in love, and he raises the money
to
restore her memory,
only to have her forget
she ever loved him.
Jane Withers, Rochelle
Hudson,
Robert Wilcox.
Director: H. Bruce
Humberstone.

Action for Slander. . (80)
Jan. 14
Drama. A man brings court action to prove his
innocence in a card-cheating accusation, after
his friends desert him. Clive Brook, Ann Todd,
Morton Selten. Director: Titn Whelan.
Adventures of Marco Polo.. (104) ©
Romantic Adventure Drama.
Polo,

April
traveling

16
in

China, outwits his blood-thirsty rival for his
princess sweetheart’s affections, and defeats his
forces in frenzied battle. Gary Cooper, Slgrid
Gurie, Basil Rathbone. Director: Archie Mayo.
Adventures

of

Tom

Sawyer..

(99)

©

Feb.

11

Comedy Drama. From the pen of Mark Twain’s
story of Tom
Sawyer and Huckleberry Finn, in
which Tom defends an Innocent man accused of
murder
and lives in mortal terror after that
awaiting
Injun
Joe’s revenge
for
having
squealed. Tommy
Kelly, Jackie Moran, Victor
Jory, Walter
Brennan,
Ann
Gillls. Director:
Norman
Taurog.
Algiers. . (95)
July 22
Drama. The entrance of the heroine proves the
undoing of a noted jewel thief who is safe so
long as he maintains his hideout in the native
quarter of Algiers. Charles Boyer, Sigrid Gurie,
Hedy Lamarr.
Director: John Cromwell.
Blockade. . (85)
June 17
Drama.
The love of a peasant for a beautiful
spy Is dramatically portrayed against the background of the Spanish revolution. Madeleine Carroll, Henry
Fonda, Leo Carrillo. Director: William Dieterle.
Divorce of Lady X, The.. (91)
April 9
Comedy
Drama.
A
young divorce lawyer confuses the identity of a charming young woman
and the fun commences.
Filmed in color. Merle
Oberon, Laurence Olivier, Binnie Barnes, Ralph
Richardson. Director: Tim Whelan.

Rawhide. .842. . (58)
Apr. 8
Western. Lou Gehrig refuses to join a crooked
cattlemen’s association that controls the town
of Rawhide,
and sets out to smash
the organization. Smith Ballew, Lou Gehrig, Evalyn
Knapp.
Director: Kay Taylor.

Gaiety Girls, The.. (73)
Mar. 18
Musical Comedy.
A story of mistaken identity,
in which the name of a chorus girl is linked with
that of a millionaire, bringing her recognition

Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm. .837 . . (80) . . . Mar. 18
Musical. A radio sponsor in search of a child
star discovers her on a farm next to his, takes
her away
and gets her an audition with a
rival food concern, which
audition the child

Goldw.vn Follies .. (119) Q
Feb. 4
Musical Comedy.
An
attractive villager works
her way into a job when a film company
goes
on location in her mountain town. Adolphe Menjou, Zorina, Andrea Leeds, Kenny Baker, Edgar
Bergen and Charlie McCarthy. In Technicolor.
Director: George Marshall.

spoils by pretemng "mike fright.” Shirley Temple, Randolph Scott, Gloria Stuart, William
Demarest.
Director: Allan Dwan.
Sally, Irene and Mary . .827. . (85)
Mar. 4
Musical Comedy. Three manicurist sisters with
stage ambitions, make
the grade after a series
of disillusioning starts. Alice Faye, Tony Martin,
Fred

Allen, Louise Hovick,
rector: Wm. Setter.

Gregory

Tarzau’s Revenge. .823. . (68)
Adventure. A white girl tails

for

Ratoff.

Tarzan

Di-

Jan. 7
during

a

and the lead in a show.
Ellis. Director: Thornton

I Met My
Drama.
years

Jack Hulbert,
Freeland.

Love Again.. (81)
A
girl returns home

to

her

Patricia

Jan. 28
lover ten

after she jilted him, and numerous
obstacles present themselves before the two recapture the past. Joan Bennett, Henry Fonda,

Louise Platt, Dame
thur Ripley, Joshua

May Whitty.
Logan.

Directors:

Ar-

Return of the Scarlet Pimpernel. . (80) ... .April 29
Romantic Adventure.
A sequel to its namelike

hunting trip in Africa and renounces the outside world to remain
behind in the jungle.
Glenn Morris, Eleanor Holm, George Barbier,
Hedda
Hopper. Director: D. Ross Lederman.

predecessor. In this version the French Revolution is dominated through a reign of terror by
Robespierre, who
in turn is annoyed by the
Scarlet Pimpernel operating from England. The

Three Blind Mice. .851. . (75)
June 17
Comedy.
Three
sisters who
own
a
Kansas
chicken ranch gamble their savings on an expensive trip in their search for luxury and rich
husbands, one of them
posing as an heiress.
Loretta Young, Joel McCrea, David Niven, Binnie Barnes. Director: William A. Selter.

latter’s wife Is abducted by Robespierre’s men
in their efforts to capture the Pimpernel. Mason,
Francis Lister, David
Tree.
Director: Hans
Schwartz.

Trip to Paris, A. .847. . (64)
Comedy
Drama.
Another of the Jones
series, with Pa Jones this time planning
trip

May 6
Family
a short

in

celebration of his 25th wedding anniversary, but finding himself bundling the family off to Paris. Jed Prouty, Shirley Deane,
Spring Byington.
Director: Mai St. Clair.
Walking Down
Broadway. .838. . (69)
Mar. 11
Drama.
A portrayal of the fates and fortunes
of six Broadway
chorines, who
each
take
separate paths, and promise to meet at the
end of one year. Claire Trevor, Phyllis Brooks,
Leah
Ray, Dixie Dunbar, Lynn
Bari, Jayne
Regan. Director: Norman
Foster.
We’re

Going

to

Be

Rich.

. 857 .. (78)

July

8

Comedy.
A
story of the “Gay
Nineties” in
which a variety star and her shiftless husband
find themselves stranded through his investment in a bogus mine, and she is forced to
work in a “honky tonk” joint, where the boss
falls in love with her. Gracie Fields, Victor
McLaglen,
Brian
Donlevy.
Director: Monty
Banks.

Storm in a Teacup. . (86)
Feb. 25
Comedy
Drama.
A
dog is condemned
because
his master can’t pay the license fee. A newspaper reporter picks up the fight and comical
situations develop from
the furore that is
raised. Vivien Leigh, Rex Harrison,
ker. Directors: Victor Saville and Ian

Cecil ParDalrymple.

Universal
Air Devils . . 2038 . . (60)
May 13
Action Drama.
A
pair of buddies joins a
South Sea island constabulary and thwart the
efforts of a band of natives, led by a renegade
white, to prevent the development of a U. S.
air base on the island. Larry Blake, Dick Purcell, Mamo Clark. Director: John Rawlins.
All Quiet on the
3071.. (87)
Drama.
War

Western
drama

Front.
of

.Reissue.

German

.
May 15
schoolboys

plunged into a maelstrom of terror that shatters every illusion and propels their lives into a
new
perspective. Lewis Ayres, Louis Wolheim,
Raymond
Griffith. Director: Lewis Milestone.
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Black
Doll, The . . 2014 . . (67)
Jan. 30
Mystery Drama. A black doll left near the scene
of a murder plays a part in the eventual but
difficult solution of the case. Donald
Woods.
Nan Grey, Edgar Kennedy. C. Henry Gordon.
Director: Otis Garrett.
Border Wolves. .2056. . (56)
Feb. 25
Western. A pair of wandering cowboys who find
themselves victims of circumstantial evidence
after stumbling upon a
notorious outlaw at
work, escape from jail and capture the real culprits. Bob Baker,
Constance
Moore,
Fuzzy
Knight, Dickie Jones, Willie Fung. Director:
Joseph H. Lewis.
Crime of
Drama.

Dr. Hailet, The. .2017 .. (68)
Mar. 11
The struggles of a doctor and his assistant in the jungles to discover a red fever
serum, which results In the death of the latter.
Complications follow when Dr. Hailet, for meritorious reasons, assumes the role of the dead
assistant, which deception is discovered on the
arrival of the latter's wife. Ralph Bellamy, William Gargan, Josephine Hutchinson, John King,
Barbara Read. Director: S. Sylvan Simon.

Danger on the Air.. (65)
July 1
Detective Drama.
An unethical business man is
murdered under mysterious circumstances in a
broadcasting station. Donald Woods, Nan Grey,
Skeets Gallagher, Berton Churchill. Director:
Otis Garrett.
Devil’s Party.. (67)
May 20
Action Drama.
Story of four chums
brought
up in the slums of New
York and how
they
are later brought together under tragic circumstances through the crime activities of one
of them.
Victor McLaglen,
William
Gargan,
Paul Kelly. Director: Ray McCarey.
Forbidden
Valley. .2035. . (67)
Feb. 13
Outdoor Drama. Noah Beery jr., in a thrilling
pistol fight, avenges his father who was forced
to live as a fugitive from society on a bum
murder charge. Noah Beery jr., Frances Robinson and Sam Hinds. Director: Wyndham
Gittens.
Goodbye Broadway. .2012. . (69)
Mar. 25
Comedy
Drama.
Troupers who
have bought a
hotel in a small town are harassed by the town
banker but a nut foils the banker and a Broadway contract ends
the settling down
idea.
Charles Winninger. Alice Brady. Director: Ray
McCarey.
Jury’s Secret, The. .2019. . (62)
Jan. 16
Drama.
A big financier is murdered and circumstantial evidence points to an innocent man,
but the real murderer, conscience-stricken, gets
on the jury and holds out for acquittal. Kent
Taylor, Fay Wray, Larry Blake, Nan Grey. Director: Edward Sloman.
Lady in the Morgue, The. .2027. . (70)
Apr. 22
Mystery Drama.
A Crime Club mystery wherein the body of a murdered
woman
disappears
from the morgue. Preston Foster, Frank Jenks,
Rowland
Drew. Patricia Ellis. Director: Otis
Garrett.
Lady Tubbs. .Keissue. .3074. . (69)
May 15
Comedy.
A cook in a construction camp, affectionately known as “Mom,” inherits a title and
shows
up
some
society snobs. Alice Brady,
Douglass Montgomery,
Anita Louise. Director:
Alan Crosland.
Letter of Introduction. . (103)
Aug. 5
Melodrama.
An
unheard-of
daughter
with
stage ambitions overwhelms
her vain father,
with Edgar Bergen and Charlie McCarthy contributing to the action. Adolphe Menjou, Andrea Leeds. Director: James Whale.
Let’s Make a Night of It. .2041. . (67) .. .March 25
Musical Drama. A wealthy man
gets a London
night club as a
bad debt payment, but unknown to him his wife buys a rival place. Their
daughter’s . sweetheart
helps put
over
the
father’s club at tne expense of the other, and
after a rollicking series of events, the two establishments become one. Buddy Rogers, June
Clyde. Director: Graham
Cutts.
Little

Tough

Guy.

.2008.

. (83)

July

22

Drama.
Featuring the six “Dead End” kids in
another drama of the slums, dealing with much
the time sociological problems. Robert Wilcox,
the “Dead
Love Before

End” Kids. Director: Harold Young.
Breakfast. .Reissue. .3073. . (70)
May 15
Comedy.
Preston Foster wins Miss Lombard
after a
madcap
courtship. Carole Lombard,
Preston Foster, Cesar Romero.
Director: Walter Lang.

Mad
About Music . .2002 . . (100)
Feb. 27
Comedy
with Music. A
schoolgirl persuades a
stranger to. pose as her father for a day, a role
that develops Into a lifetime job. Deanna Durbin,
Herbert Marshall. Director: Norman
Taurog.
Midnight
Intruder. .2016. . (66)
Feb. 6
Mystery Drama.
A
penniless young man
seeks
shelter during a
storm and
Is mistaken
by
servants for the long-lost son of the house. Before he can correct them he Is involved in a
murder
case, but matters are adjusted. Louis
Hayward,
Eric Linden, J. C. Nugent, Shelia
Bromley,
Director: Arthur Lubin.
Nurse From Brooklyn.
Drama.
The fiance
brother and blames
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in the fight. Ironically, the hospital assigns
her as nurse to the policeman she hates as the
murderer
of her brother. Sally Ellers, Paul
Kelly. Director: S. Sylvan Simon.
Outlaw Express. .2059. . (56)
June 17
Western. A young captain in the U. S. Cavalry
is sent to solve the baffling murders of several eastbound Pony Express riders. Bob Baker.
Cecilia Callejo, Don Barclay. Director: George
Waggner.
Prison

Break.

Drama.

An

.2028.

. (73)

July

15

exposition of how the law of circumstances takes its toll of human
lives as a

fisherman takes the “rap” for another’s crime
and finds the going tough on parole. Barton
MacLane, Glenda Farrell, Paul Hurst. Director:
Arthur Lubin.
Huge of Paris, The.. (78)
July 1
Comedy.
An
unemployed
model foists herself
through subterfuge on a wealthy young man
who falls in love with her. Danielle Darrieux,
Douglas Fairbanks
tor: Henry Koster.

jr., Louis

Hayward.

Direc-

Reckless Living. .2921. . (69)
Apr. 1
Comedy
Drama.
A race track story of sudden
wealth and
a
romance.
Robert Wilcox, Nan
Grey, Jimmy
Savo. Director: Frank McDonald.
Reported Missing. .1996. . (63)
Aug. 15
Action Drama. A young man, whose device for
airplane navigation is held responsible for a
crash and many
deaths uncovers the real culprit. William Gargan,
Jean
Rogers, Hobart
Cavanaugh. Director: Milton Carruth.
Singing Outlaw, The. .2955. . (57)
Jan. 23
Western. Baker
gets mixed
up with the law
when forced to impersonate a U. S. marshal who
has been slain by a
notorious bandit. Bob
Raker,

John

Barclay,

Fuzzy

Knight,

Carl

Stock-

dale. Director: Joseph' J. Lewis.
Sinners in Paradise. . (65)
May 6
Drama.
A
Shanghai surgeon hides out on a
tropical isle with his Chinese servant from a
murder
charge, but their privacy is invaded
with a
China clipper carrying passengers is
forced down In a storm.
Madge
Evans, John
Boles, Bruce Cabot, Gene Lockhart.
Director:
James Whale.
Spy Ring. .2933. . (61)
Melodrama. Story centers

about

an

army

Jan. 9
post,

where a spy ring, under the guise of an invading polo club, attempts to get the army’s plans
for a new type of machine gun. William Hall,
Jane Wyman,
Jane Carleton, Robert Warwick.
Director: Joseph Lewis.
State Police. .2929. . (63)
Melodrama.
A
young

man

wins

back

Mar. 18
his girl

and his father’s approval when
lie overcomes
racketeers in coal 'mine troubles, as a member
of the state police. John King, Constance Moore.
Director: John Rawlins.
Top of the Town. .1997. . (86)
Musical Comedy. A very wealthy young
an exaggerated idea and attempts to

April 18
lady gets
effect an

artistic uplift of night club entertainment, causing all sorts of complications. Doris Nolan,
George Murphy. Director: Ralph Murphy.
Western Trails. .2938. . (57)
June 3
Western. A
young man
feels he must avenge
the death of his father before he can find
happiness with the girl he loves. Bob Baker,
Marjorie Reynolds, Jack
Kennedy.
Director:
George Waggner.
Wives
Under
Suspicion . .2010 .. (75)
June 3
Drama.
A hardboiled prosecutor finds himself
in the same
predicament as a
man
he had
indicted, when
he almost kills his wife in a
jealous
James

rage over another man.
Warren
William, Gail Patrick, Ralph
Morgan.
Director:
Whale.

Footloose Heiress, The. .123. . (62)
Aug. 21
Romantic
Comedy.
The accidental appearance
of a wealthy lad disguised as a hobo, changes
the marital status of a
young girl about to
elope. Ann
Sheridan, Craig Reynolds, Hugh
O’Connell. Director: Williams Clemens.
Gold Diggers in Paris . .206. . (97)
June 11
Musical Comedy.
A singing and dancing spectacle, the theme
revolving itself around
a
French envoy who invites the wrong dancers to
appear in competition at the Paris Exposition.
Rudy
Vallee, Rosemary
Lane, Hugh
Herbert,
Allen Jenkins. Director: Ray Enright.
He Couldn’t Say No. .221.
Comedy.
A
timid clerk
outwits a gang of crooks
a statue from him for
and takes time out to win
Frank

Warner

Apr. 9
racketeers are

tripped up by a young wife who, divorced, returns to help her former husband round up the
culprits. Ronald Reagan, Gloria Blondell, Dick
Purcell. Director: William Clemens.
Blondes at Work.. (60)
Feb. 5
Comedy Drama. Glenda Farrell, as an ace newshawk, overcomes numerous
obstacles to keep
her paper covered on Important story breaks.
Glenda
Farrell, Barton
MacLane
and
Frank
Shannon. Director: Frank McDonald.
Cowboy
From
Brooklyn. .217. . (77)
Aug. 13
Musical Comedy.
A Flatbush entertainer, mortally afraid of horses, gets on a dude ranch
and becomes a cowboy crooning sensation, only
to find himself entering the rodeo show after
being tricked into an expose by a
courtship
rival. Pat O’Brien, Dick
Director: Lloyd Bacon.

Powell,

Priscilla

Cora

Wither-

Boris

Karloff, Marie
rector: John Farrow.

Wilson,

Regis

Toomey.

Jezebel . . 204 . . ( 104)

Di-

Mar.

26

Drama. A young girl, embittered over convention restrictions of the 1850’s, which broke her
engagement, shuts herself from the world. When
she meets her lover again he is married, and
she becomes a regular Jezebel in her vengeance.
Bette Davis, Henry Fonda, George Brent, Fay
Bainter. Director: William Wyler.
Kid Comes
Back . .214. . (62)
Action Drama.
Wayne
Morris,

a

. .Feb. 12
prizefighter,

loses

an important bout to the heavyweight contender, Barton MacLane, but wins in love with
MacLane’s
sister. Wayne
Morris, Barton MacLane
and June Travis. Director: B. Reeves
Eason.
Little Miss
Thoroughbred. .219. . (63)
Comedy
Drama.
A
child escapes

June 4
from
an

orphanage to search for her father and is befriended by a race track gambler and his wife
who
end up in court on a kidnaping charge.
Janet

Chapman,
John
rector: John Farrow.

Litel,

Ann

Sheridan.

Di-

Love, Honor and Behave. .216. . (71)
Mar. 12
Comedy
Drama.
Disowned
by his father, and
unable to make
a living for his bride because
his parents had never taught him
how, the
spineless hero is suddenly awakened
when
his
wife steps out on him. Wayne
Morris, Priscilla
Lane,
John
Litel,
Dick
Foran.
Director:
Stanley
Logan.
Men

Are

Such

Fools.

.215. . (69)

July

16

Comedy
Drama.
Based on the Faith Baldwin
story, in which a secretary elevates herself to
an
executive position, gives up
her job to
marry only to return again after it falls. By
pretending to be in love with her benefactor
a
reconciliation is effected. Wayne
Morris,
Priscilla Lane. Director: Busby Berkeley.
Mr.

Chump.

.227. . (60)

Aug.

6

Comedy.
A
small-town dreamer
makes
millions on paper through his stock manipulations.
Johnny
Over

the

Davis,
Lane,
rector:
WilliamLola
Clemens.
Wall.

Penny

.212. . (59)

Singleton.

Di-

Apr.

2

Melodrama.
An
mpetuous
young truck-driver
is framed on a murder charge, but gradually becomes less revenge-minded
after joining the
prison choir, which
wins him, many
friends
who
aid in clearing his name
and apprehending the real criminal. Dick Foran, June Travis,
Donald.
John Litel, Dick Purcell. Director: Frank Macand

His

Twin

Brother.

.226. . (62) . .Feb.

26

Comedy
Drama.
Penrod’s twin brother, who
bears an exact resemblance, comes to town and
his mischievous antics are charged to Penrod.
Billy Mauch, Bobby Mauch, Philip Hurlic, Spring
Byington. Director: William McGann.
Sergeant Murphy. .216. . (58)
Jan. 1
Action Drama. A prize cavalry mount Is injured
and condemned
and sold out of service. His

Bros .

Accidents Will Happen.. (62)
Melodrama.
Fake accident claims

McHugh,
Jane Wyman,
spoon. Director: Lew Seiler.

Invisible Menace. .224. . (55)
Jan. 22
Mystery Drama. A quartermaster in charge of a
military arsenal located on an island is murdered and Boris Karloff is suspected as killer.

Penrod
Young Fugitives. . (68)
June 17
Melodrama.
The last Civil War
veteran, having survived all of his comrades, inherits $50,000 and uses it to redeem two young people who
have strayed. Harry Davenport, Robert Wilcox,
Dorothea Kent. Director: John Rawlins.

. (57)
Mar. 19
in a linoleum factory
who attempt to steal
blackmailing purposes,
the girl of his dreams.

Lane.

owner buys him back and makes
him a winner at major
horse shows
and he wins the
Grand
National in England. Ronald
Reagan,
Mary McGuire. Director: B. Reeves Eason.
Swing
Your
Lady . .211. . (79)
Jan. 29
Comedy.
A punch-drunk wrestler Is signed to
fight a female Amazon,
but loses the bout to
love. Humphrey
Bogart, Nat Pendleton, Louise
Fazenda, Penny
Singleton. Director: Ray
Enright.
Tovarich. .201. .(85) 4J
Dec. 25
Romantic
Comedy.
A
Russian prince and his
wife flee to Paris after the revolution, getting
a job as butler and maid
home. Claudette Colbert,
Louise. Director: Anatole

in a wealthy Parisian
Charles Boyer, Anita
Litvak.

White Banners. .208. . (88)
June 25
Drama.
A story of human
loves and emotions
that might be the story of a neighbor or of
oneself. Based on the Lloyd C. Douglas story
of faith, philosophy and
Rains, Fay
Bainter, Jackie
Edmund
Goulding.

sacrifice. Claude
Cooper. Director:
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Female Fugitive (Mono) April 16
Feud Maker, The (Rep) April 16

A Yank at Oxford (M-G-M)
Jan. 29
Abraham
Lincoln (Art)
Action for Slander (UA) Jan. 29
Accidents Will Happen
(WB)
Adventures of Robin Hood (FN) ©41
May
7
Adventures of Tom
Sawyer (UA) 0
Feb. 19
Adventures of Marco Polo (UA) 0
April 16
Air Devils (Univ) May 14
Algiers (UA) July 2
Ali Baba Goes to Town
(20th-Fox)
Oct. 30

First Hundred Years, The (M-G-M)
Flight Into Nowhere
(Col)
Mar. 19
Fools for Scandal (FN) Mar. 19
Footloose Heiress, The (WB)
Forbidden Valley (Univ)

All-American Sweetheart (Col)
All Quiet on the Western
Front (Univ) reissue
Always Goodbye (20th-Fox) July
Amazing
Dr. Clitterhouse (FN)
July 9

Gateway
(20th-Fox) Aug. 6
Girl of the Golden West (M-G-M)
Girl YYas Young (GB) Jan. 29
Go Chaso Yourself (RKO)
April 16
Gold Diggers in Paris (WB) May 2
Gold Mine in the Sky (Rep)
Gold Is Where You Find It (FN) ©
Jan. 29
Goldwyn Follies (UA) © Feb. 5
Goodbye Broadway
(Univ)
Great John Ericsson (Scandinavian)
June 18

2

Army
Girl (Rep) July 23
Arsene Lupin Returns(M-G-M)
Jan. 29
Arson Gang Busters (Col) Apr. 9

B
Bad
Man
of Brimstone
(M-G-M)
Jan. 8
Bar 20 Justice (Para) April 16
Barefoot Boy (Mono) —
Baroness and the Butler (20th-Fox)
Feb. 19
Battle of Broadway
April 2
Be Yourself (Art)

(20th-Fox)

Beg, Borrow or Steal (M-G-M) Dec. 4
Beloved Brat, The (FN) Feb. 19
Big Broadcast of 1938 (Para) Feb. 19
Black Doll, The (Univ) Jan. 29
Blazing Sixes (WB)
Blind Alibi (RKO)
May 14
Blockade (UA) June 11
Blond Cheat (RKO)
May 28
Blondes at Work
(WB)
Booloo (Para) July 2
Border G-Man
(RKO)
June 18
Border Wolves (Univ) Mar. 5
Bordertown (WB)
reissue
Born to the West (Para)
Bringing Up Baby (RKO) Feb. 19
Buccaneer (Para) Jan. 15
Bulldog Drummond
in Africa
(Para) Aug. 6
Bulldog Drummond’s
Bulldog Drummond’s
Nov. 13

Peril (Para)
Revenge (Para)

Call of the Rockies (Col) June 18
Call of the Yukon (Rep)
Calling the Mesquiteers (Rep) Mar. 5
Cassidy of Bar 20 (Para) Feb. 12
Cattle Raiders (Col) May 7
Change of Heart (20th-Fox) Jan. 8
Charlie Chan at Monte Carlo (20thFox) Nov. 13
Chaser, The (M-G-M) July 30
City Girl (20th-Fox) Jan. 1
City Streets (Col)
Cocoanut Grove (Para) May
14
College Swing (Para) Apr. 23
Condemned
Women
(RKO)
April 2
Country Bride (Amk) June 18
Courier of Lyons (Pax) June 18
Cowboy From Brooklyn (WB)
June 18
Crashing Hollywood (RKO)
Jan.
Crime of Dr. Hallet (Univ) Mar.
Crime Ring (RKO)
July 2
Crime School (FN) May 14
Crowd Roars (M-G-M)
Aug. 6

1
12

Devil’s Party (Univ) May 28
Divorce of Lady X
(UA) April
Dr. Rhythm
(Para) April 30
Double Danger (RKO)
Jan. 29
Duke Comes Back, The (Rep)
Dec. 11

Mad
12

May 14
(Mono)

H
Happy
Landing (20th-Fox) Jan.
Having YVonderful Time (RKO)
June 18
Hawaii Calls (RKO) Mar. 5
Hawaiian
Buckaroo
(20th-Fox)
Jan. 22

29

Her Jungle Love (Para) April
Heroes of the Alamo (Col)
Heroes of the Hills (Rep)

Dollar)

(Inv)

Every Day’s a Holiday (Para) Jan. 1
Everybody Dance (GB)
Everybody Sing (M-G-M)
Jan. 29
Everybody’s Doing It (RKO)
Jan. 22
Exiled to Shanghai (Rep) Dec. 18
Extortion (Col)

F
Farewell to Arms
(Para) reissue
Fast Company
(M-G-M)
July 2

Producer
Date

Feb. 26
Jan. 16
Jan. 1
Jan. 15

©

29

I’ll Take Romance
(Col) Jan. 29
I’m From the City (RKO) July 30
In Old Chicago (20th-Fox) Jan. 8
International Crime (GN)
(20th-Fox)

(20th-Fox)

Mar.

19

I
Jezebel (WB)
Mar. 19
Josette (20th-Fox) June 4
Joy of Living (RKO)
Mar.
Judge
Mar.

Hardy's
26

Jury's

Secret,

Children
The

(Univ)

26

(M-G-M)
Jan.

Moonshine

5

(FN)

25

May

Lady Tubbs (Univ) reissue
Land of Fighting Men (Mono)
Law
of the Plains (Col)
Law
of the Underworld
(RKO)
Mar. 26
Lenin in October (Amklno)
Let’s Make a Night of It (Univ)
Letter of Introduction (Univ) Aug. 6
Life and Loves of Beethoven (World
Films) Dec. 25
Life Begins at 40 (20th-Fox) reissue
July Miss
9
Little
Broadway
(20th-Fox)
Little Miss Roughneck
(Col)
Little Miss Thoroughbred
( WB)
Little Tough Guy (Univ) July 16
Lone Wolf in Paris, The (Col)
Look Out for Love (GB)

She Loved a Fireman (FN) Oct. 23
She Married an Artist (Col) Mar. 12
She’s Got Everything (RKO)
Dec. 25
Sh! The Octopus (FN)
July

9

Outlaw (Univ) Jan. 15
in Paradise (Univ) May

7

South
of
(RKO)

Arizona
y©
Jan. (Col)
8

Spirit

Youth

of

(GN)

14

Feb.
15

12

and

the

Green

Goddess
Jan.

22

18

Aug.

They Were Five (Lenauer) June
Thirteenth Guest (Mono) July 31
This Marriage Business (RKO)
Mar. 19
Three
Three

Blind Mice (20th-Fox) June
Comrades (M-G-M) May 28

Three
Three
Three

Legionnaires
(Gen’l)
of
a Kind (Inv)
on a YVeelcend (GB)

18

11

Tip-Off Girls (Para) Mar. 19
To the Y'ictor (GB) Feb. 19
Top of the Town (Univ) April 10
Torchy Blane In Panama
(FN)

6

Panainint’s Bad Man
(20th-Fox)
Paradise for Three (M-G-M)
Jan. 29
Paroled to Die (Rep) Jan. 22
Partners of the Plains (Para) Dec. 1)
Passport Husband
(20th-Fox) July 2
Patient in Room
18 (FN)
Penitentiary (Col) Feb. 12
Penrod and His Twin Brother (WB)
Jan. 15
Penrod’s Double Trouble (FN)

Port of Missing Girls (Mono) Mar.
Port of Seven Seas (M-G-M)
Pride of the West (Para) July 2
Prison Break (Univ) July 23
Prison Farm
(Para) June 25
Prison Nurse (Rep) Mar. 12
Professor Beware
(Para) July 16
Purple Vigilantes (Rep)
Puttin’ on the Ritz (Art)

5

April 23 (WB)
Tovarich

Q

Dec.

11

Toy YY'ife (M-G-M) June 11
Trapped by G-Men
(Col) reviewed
under title (River of Missing Men)
Sept. 11
Trip to Holiday
Paris, A (Para)
(20th-Fox)
Tropic
July 2Mar.
True Confession (Para) Nov. 27
Two Gun Justice (Mono)

26

U
Under Suspicion (Col) Nov.
Under Trail
YY’estem
Utah
(GN)Stars (Rep)

27
April

16

V
Vivacious

Lady

(RKO)

May

7

w
Walking Down
Broadway
(20th-Fox)
Feb. 5
Wells Fargo (Para) (J Dec. 11

Q
(RKO)

Dec.

We’re
Fox) Going
July 9to Be Rich
West of Cheyenne (Col)

4

(20th-

YY'est of Rainbow’s End
YVestern Trails (Univ)

Rage of Paris (Univ) June 18
Rascals (20th-Fox) April 9
Rat, The (RKO)
Mar. 12
Rawhide
(20th-Fox) Mar. 19
Rebecca of Sunny brook Farm
(20thFox) Mar. 12
Reckless Living (Univ) April 9
Reformatory (Col) June 25
Renfrew of the Great White Trail
(GN)
Return of the Scarlet Pimpernel
Hills

Rhythm

(Conn)

s
Saleslady (Mono) Jan. 16
Sailing Along (GB)
Saint In New
York (RKO)
Mary

May

(20th-Fox)

(Mono)

YY’hen G-Men Step In (Col) Mar. 26
YVhen YVere You Born? (FN) June 18
Where the YY'est Begins (Mono)
YVhirlwind Horseman
(GN)
YY’hite Banners (WB)
June 4
YVho Killed Gail Preston? (Col)
YY’ide Open Faces (Col)
YY’ife of General Ling (GB)
Wild Horse Rodeo (Rep)
Wings

of

the

Feb. Girl
6
YY'ise

(Rep)

Romance
in the Dark (Para) Feb. 26
Romance
of the Limberlost (Mono)
June 25
Romance
of the Rockies (Mono)
Romance
on the Run (Rep) May 7
Rose of the Rio Grande (Mono)

and

20

Test Pilot (M-G-M) Apr. 23
Texans, The (Para) July 23
Texas Trail (Para) Oct. 16
There’s
(Col)
Mar. 26Always a Woman

Desert (RKO)
Trail (Mono)

Irene

1

(Prin) June 18
Tarzan’s Revenge (20th-Fox)
Telephone Operator (Mono)
Ten Laps to Go (Ace) June

P

Sally,

April

T
Tarzan

One Wild Night (20th-Fox) May 14
Orphans of the Peeos (Vic)
Outlaw Express (Univ)
Outlaws of the Prairie (Col)
Over the Wall (WB)
Mar. 19
Overland Express (Col) April 9
Outside of Paradise (Rep) Feb. 19

Apr. Riding
2
Rough

(FN)

(French) June 18
the Seven Dwarfs

Stolen Heaven
(Para) April 30
Storm in a Teacup (UA) Dec. 4

14

Of Human
Hearts (M-G-M)
Old Barn Dance (Rep) Jan.

(UA) ofApril
16
Riders
the Black
July 25
Rollin’ Plains (GN)

Listed
Review.

Submarine D-l (FN) Nov. 20
Swing It, Professor (Conn) Nov.
Swiss Miss (M-G-M)
May 14
Swing Your Lady (WB) Jan. 15

R

11

of

Spy
Ring of
(Univ)
29
Squadron
HonorJan.
(Col)
Stage Coach Days (Col)
Stand-In (UA) Oct. 9
State Police (Univ)

16

Money

Pictures

Issue

Scandal Street (Para) Feb. 12
Sergeant
Murphy
Dec. 18
iShudow, The
(Col) (WB)

N

(20th-Fox)

L

All
Is

Slipper Episode
Snow YVhite and

New
York Nights (Art)
Night Spot (RKO)
No Time to Marry (Col)

16

Keep Smiling (20th-Fox) June 18
Kid Comes Back
(WB)
Feb. 19
Kidnapped
(20th-Fox) May
28
King of the Newsboys (Rep)
Mar. 19

Title

Six Shootin’ Sheriff (GN)
Sky Giant (RKO)
July 23
Slight Case of Murder, A
Feb. 12

Mr. Moto Takes a Chance (20thFox) June 18
My Bill (FN) June 25
MyFeb.
Old 6 Kentucky Home
(Mono)

Quick

Ladies in Distress (Rep) June
Lady Behave (Rep) Dec. 25
Lady in the Morgue (Univ)
Oct. 23

Mar.

Phantom
April 2 Ranger (Mono)
Pioneer Trail (Col)

(Rep) April 2
(WB) Nov. 13

Sky

(Univ)

Merrily We Live (M-G-M) Mar. 5
Midnight Intruder (Univ) Jan. 29
Missing YVltnesses (FN) Dec. 18
Mother Carey’s Chickens (RKO)
Mr. Chump
(WB)
July 23

House

Distributor.

Shopworn Angel (M-G-M)
Show Goes On, The (GB)

Man-Proof (M-G-M)
Jan. 22
Marines Are Here (Mono)
Men Are Such Fools (WB)
June

Painted
Painted

Settlement

Music

or

Following
Mar. 5

Singing
Sinners

o

9

I Married a Spy (GN) July 16
I Met My Love Again (UA) Jan.
I’ll Give a MUlion (20th-Fox)
July 16

Invisible Enemy
Invisible Menace

About

April

Hitting a New High (RKO) Dec. 11
High Command
(GN) July 30
Highway
Patrol (Col)
Hold That Kiss (M-G-M) May 14
Holiday (Col) May 21
Hollywood Hotel (FN) Jan. 8
Hollywood Stadium Mystery (Rep)
Mar. 5
Hunted Men
(Para) May
21

in the

the

Headings.

Numbered
Women
(Mono) May
Nurse From
Brooklyn (Univ)

Headin’ East (Col) Dec. 4
Heart of Arizona (Para) April 16
Heart’s Desire (GB) Aug. 21
He Couldn’t Say No (WB)
Mar. 5
Held for Ransom
(GN)

Island

Recall

Maid’s Night Out (RKO)
Feb. 26
Main Event (Col) May
14
Mama
Runs Wild (Rep) Dec. 25
Mannequin
(M-G-M)
Dec. 25
Man’s Country (Mono)

Mystery

9

E
Money

Law
(RKO)
Smoke Trail

International
Jan. 29

Not

Company

M

Girls, The (UA) Mar.
of New
York (Rep)

May 7
Kentucky

D

Easy

Gun
Gun

Do

(20th-Fox)

G
Gaiety
Gangs

but

Proper

Love, Honor and Behave(WB)
Love Is a Headache (M-G-M)
Love and Hisses (20th-Fox)
Love on a Budget (20th-Fox)

K

Danger on the Air (Univ) July 2
Danger Patrol (RKO)
Nov. 27
Dangerous to Know
(Para) Mar. 5
Daredevil Drivers (FN)
Delinquent Parents (Progr) July 16
Desert Patrol (Rep) June 11

(Million

a Prayer

the

Lord Jeff (M-G-M)
Love Before Breakfast (Univ) reissue
JulyFinds
16 ijAndy Hardy (M-G-M)
Love

I

c

Duke Is Tops
June 18

Four Men and
April 30

Picture,

Morning

(RKO)

Jan.

Feb.

6

(2 0th -Fox)
1

YY’ives Under Suspicion (Univ) June
Woman
Against the YVorld (Col)
June 25
YY'oman
Against YVoman (M-G-M)

11

Women
Women

16

Are Like That (FN) April
in Prison (Col) Mar. 12

Y
Yellow Jack
You and Me

(M-G-M) May 28
(Para) June 4

You’re

Only

Young

Dec.
Young

4
Fugitives

Once

(Univ)

(M-G-M)
July

z

7
Zamboanga

(GN)

Apr.

23

2

SELLS

AND

BUYS

EQUIPMENT,

THEATRES,

Pleatina 4jou5e

SERVICES

Classified Ads 10c Per Word, Payable in Advance.
GENERAL

THEATRES

EQUIPMENT

CLEAN-UP
VACUUM
CLEANERS
AT
CLEAN-OUT
PRICES $37.50 COMPLETE.
Photocells, $2.95. Exciter Lamps, 29c. Oil
large 19c, small 9c. Used Amplifiers, Soundheads, $15.00 up. Many more
typical values. S.O.S., 636 Eleventh Ave.,
New York.
8-13

FOR

Minimum

$1.00. Display Rates on Request

SALE

BOOKS
ORDER

BRONX
OPERA HOUSE theatre building. 442 East 149th St., New York City,
for sale or lease. Phone

Sedgwick

3-3770.

cans,

AIR

hydraulic variable
washer. Catalog

air
Air

interest, which we believe is one-third of
actual worth. Located in northeast Mis-

St., Attf (4-2)

souri. B-1014, Boxoffice, 4704 E. 9th St.,
Kansas City, Mo.
9-3

speed pulleys. New
mailed. Southern

Conditioning Corp., 101-A Walton
lanta, Ga.
HEAT

RELIEF!

ZEPHYR-

COOLAIRE BLOWERS
FROM $39.50; 16"
A.C. oscillating fans, $13.95. Spray Nozzles, Air Washers at bargain prices. Get
free bulletin. S.O.S., 636 Eleventh Ave.,
New York.
8-13

THEATRE

CHAIRS

MANUFACTURE

to cushioned seats a specialty. The
ern Desk Co., Hickory, N. C.

air. North Texas. B-1013, Boxoffice,
E. 9th St., Kansas City, Mo.

South8-20

makes — biggest variety veneer and upholstered, 75c up. Free List 15-P. S.O.S.,
636 Eleventh Ave., New York.
8-13

WANTED

THREE-POINT
pedestals;
three Simplex mechanisms.

2202 N. Maplewood

cago,

WANTED
Box

What

— Burch

Popcorn

SEAT

machine.

of 25 years;

OWNER — If you are in-

at once.

Write

4704 E. 9th St., Kansas

HELP

well

WANTED — An
oughly familiar
No other need
Ch 5996. Colonial

You

B-1015,

Boxoffice,

City, Mo.

8-13

WANTED

able publicity man thorwith theatre operation.
apply. Call Mrs. Todd,
8-13
Theatre, Detroit, Mich.

Want?

SELL YOUR THEATRE
BUY A THEATRE

—A JOB, A POSITION OPEN
—TO BUY OR SELL EQUIPMENT
—MISCELLANEOUS ARTICLES
Whatever

you want — it will pay you to advertise your needs in

THE

CLEARING

HOUSE

RECOVERING

116 Merrimac

DUPLICATING
HAND

connect

—TO
—TO

8-13

ARTIFICIAL LEATHER
MOLESKIN—
81c per yd.; Sateen 60c yd. Six seats
from two yards. Samples on request.
Commercialeather,

4704
8-20

Do

Ave., Chi9-3

THEATRE

terested in a real “Showman” and not
merely a manager, a man with a background of years of experience, real exploiteer with seat-selling ideas, I will solve
your problem and make money for you.
Willing to accept any reasonable offer and
will locate anywhere. Married and must

recommended; do not drink; reliable. Prefer theatre on percentage or will lease fully
equipped. L. Brown, Box 44, Chehalis,
Wash.
8-13

111.

225, Crete, Neb.

MR.

IN TOWN
5,000 to 100,000. Write full
information. Blackinton, 9315 Ravenswood, Detroit, Mich.
8-13

WANTED — 300 good 18" veneer chairs.
Palace Theatre, Eufaula, Okla.
8-13

Write

years experience, sober. B-1012, Boxoffice,
4704 E. 9th St., Kansas City, Mo.
8-13

WANTED

man

WANTED

MANAGER — Formerly with circuit, resigned to operate as individual. Have ten

SALE — Only theatre in 1,250 population town, with 5,000 trade territory.
Running seven days per week doing nice,
profitable business. Cushion seats, washed

EXPERIENCED

EQUIPMENT

POSITIONS

and

KEEP YOUR PATRONS
SEAT-ISFIED
WITH THESE FINE SEATS. 1700 American Seating Irwin, Ideal, other famous

N. Rafalski,

Equipment” and Benson’s “Fun8-13
damentals of Television,” all three only
$1.39. S.O.S., 636 Eleventh Ave., New York.

FOR

THEATRES

both plywood

upholstered chairs in twenty-five styles.
Write for catalog. Changing plywood seats

SIMPLEX
can also use

COMPLETE

SLOANE’S “Motion
Mancall’s “Servicing

CONDITIONING
RETAIL LUMBER
COMPANY
acquired,
by foreclosure, newly remodeled picture
show building. Will sell for actual dollar

WE

NOW;

Projection
WILL buy, sell or lease theatres. M. tf
S.
England, 86 Van Braam St., Pittsburgh,
Pa.
tf (6-18)

BARGAINS — Reconditioned Arctic NuAir American blowers, noiseless drives,

HERE’S

YOURS

BOOK
BUNDLE
—
Picture Projection,”

OPERATED

St., Boston, 10-15

MACHINES
DUPLICATORS.

HERE

IS YOUR

HANDY

BOXOFFICE,
4704 East Ninth St„
Kansas City, Mo.

“AD

ORDER”

(Send Order)
Cash
With

< 4

BLANK
insertions

| 10c a

Kindly insert the following ad
HOUSE'' section, running through ALL

word

times in| at
your
e of 3
pric“CLEARING
eight sectional editions of BOXOFFICE:

(Don't forget to count words in name and address that is to appear in the ad).
Blind ads — 10c extra to cover cost of postage.

Print handbills, notices, etc., 31/2x51/2
inches, in one or more colors in a single
operation. Matter may be typewritten or
hand

drawn. Only $2.45 postpaid. Arnold Shanberg, 4001 Benton Blvd., Kansas
City, Mo.
tf
BOXOFFICE

: : August

13, 1938

•Address copy to BOXOFFICE,
4704 E. Ninth St., Kansas City,
Forms close Monday
noon preceding: publication date.

Mo.

V*
• .

AUGUST

1938

"BAREFOOT

BOY"

with

JACKIE MORAN • MARCIA MAE JONES
Ralph Morgan • Claire Windsor

"UNDER
SEPTEMBER

19S8

MARJORIE

MAIN

THE
with

• ANNE

BORIS

OCTOBER
S

M

T

W

1938
T

F

Famous

• JACK LA RUE

in

Detective"

Collier's Magazine

Character

"WANTED
BY* THE
POLICE"
with FRANKIE
DARRO

S
]

2 3 4 5 6 7 8
9 10 11 HU 13 14 15
16 17 18 19 20 21 22
23 24 25 26 27 28 29
30 31

Wiley's

NAGEL

KARLOFF

"Mr. Wong,
Hugh

BIG TOP"

JACKIE

COOPER
in

"GANGSTER'S
★
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“MARIE ANTOINETTE”
AT POPULAR PRICES!
As its sincere contribution and gesture of enthusiastic cooperati
on with the united
industry drive (“Motion Pictures Are Your Best Entertainment”)
M-G-M has cancelled elaborate road-show plans for this glorious and truly road-show
picture in
order to bring it directly to the public at popular prices as the
first of the great entertainments ofthe new season.
Preceded

They had to spray Leo’s tonsils this week.
So much good news to ROAR
about, he
strained his sound track.
For instance:
Continued
2nd

“Sweetheart of the Day”

amazing

box-office

perform-

ance of “Love Finds Andy Hardy”
week hold-overs mounting.

Followed by sock-o-penings
in “The Crowd Roars.”
And

the

at popular

★

★

★

with

ANTOINETTE

of Bob Taylor

announcement

Antoinette”

by the longest advance publicity campaign any picture ever received,
plus
a nationwide billboard campaign with thousands of boards in 1200
cities,’ plus
color-ads in all fan magazines, plus the fame of three advanced
price engagements
*n 7i°S ^n»e^es’ New ^ ork and San Francisco, plus large-scale newspaper advertising
. . .“Marie Antoinette” is on the way to fame and (your) fortune!

Bold 24'Sheet Nationwide !

of “Marie

prices!

★

WATCH

★

Leo’s list of releases for August, September and October made public last week

'Hello dear,

V yc/oYe
To sec

brought

VAWro/M^rrc/'’

TRADE* SHOW

S!

with her. Until you sit before this enthralling picture you cannot fully realize w'hat’s
in store for you and your patrons. An
eyeful, a heart-full, a theatre-full!

“BARNUM

★

★

★

The

most

beloved,

the most

admired

personality on the screen comes to her millions of loyal followers in a role so thrilling, so touching, so beautiful that it must
truly remain first and forever in their
memories as the greatest they have ever
witnessed. Many lines will be written in
praise of her, but the greatest line will be

★ ★ ★ ★ ★
HOLDING
THE HARDYS

GIVES UP!”

Summer visitors to Broadway send
postcards back home. Feature stories in
newspapers and magazines everywhere.
Broadcasts from the lobby with visitors
interviewed. Entire theatre converted into

Two

weeks

women.

for Mickey

Rooney

display exciting properties from the picture. Real antiques, historical items from
the dramatic period.

with Laurel-Hardy’s

funny feature “Block-

August 26th ushers in “Marie Antoinette”
as first of the impressive Fall Season Big
Ones.
Heads.”
Closely followed

by Clark

Gable-Myrna

Loy in “Too Hot To Handle” (still in production, it's terrific!) Next comes the great
heart drama, Spencer Tracy-Mickey
Rooney
and

his

“Love Finds Andy Hardy” extended engagements at Capitol, N. Y.,
Baltimore, Houston, Wilmington, Atlanta,
Harrisburg, Indianapolis, New Orleans,
St. Louis, Toledo, Boston (State &c
Orpheum day and date), Washington,
Cleveland, Hartford, New Haven, Pittsburgh, Worcester and still they come!

a museum, seats covered with terraced platforms covered with royal purple plush to

from showmen.

"Rich Man, Poor Girl” with Bob Young,
Lew Ayres, Ruth Hussey and a cast of
new faces is an August bright spot together

at your box-office.

M-G-M showmanship. More than 200,000
persons have already visited the Marie
Antoinette Museum in the Astor Theatre.

roars of approval

“Love Finds Andy Hardy” followed by
“Crowd Roars” started the ball rolling.

NORMA DEAR
YOUR FANS ARE
WAITING!

Ask your M-G-M Branch where the nearest Trade Show of “Marie Antoinette”
will be held. Call your wife and enjoy it

★

M-G-M!

“The

in “Boys Town.”

Great

Fernand

Waltz”

with Luise Rainer,
and Miliza Korjus is some-

Gravet

thing to look forward to. “Stablemates”
gives you Wally Beery and Mickey Rooney.
“Listen Darling”

brings Freddie
Mary

mew, Judy Garland,

Bartholo-

Astor, Walter

Pidgeon. “Three Loves Has Nancy” delights with Janet Gaynor, Robert Mont-

EXTRA!

gomery, Franchot Tone.
Lots of other

As we go to
press New
York gives $2
Astor Premiere rousing
welcome !

between

and

M-G-M
then

money-makers

in

the October-topper:

Jeanette MacDonald,

Nelson

Technicolor

“Sweethearts.”

triumph

Eddy in the

That’s what you’ll call each and every one
Speaking
vote

of M-G-M showmanship: thanks for your
of confidence which

gave M-G-M four out of
five awards in the A. M.
P. A. exhibitor survey on
promotion determined by
leading showmen throughout America.

ABOVE:

of those August,
leases.

Interior of

September,

Museum
from Stage.

Yes, we repeat

RIGHT:
From morning

to

midnight crowds
wait patiently
to enter

“SWEETHEARTS”

October

re-

-aCexr

PUBLISHED

EVERY

ASSOCIATED
Vol.

33

August

SATURDAY

BEN

BY

PUBLICATIONS
Number

13

MAURICE

20, 1938

york

city;

Publication

Office:

plaza, new
4704

KANN
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Member
Audit Bureau of Circulations

Editorial Offices: 9 rockefeller
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William

e. 9th

G.

Formby,

Editor;
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Shlyen,

Managing Editor; J. Harry Toler, Modern
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ST., KANSAS CITY, MO.,’ Hollywood: 6404 HOLLYWOOD blvd.; Chicago: 332 s. Michigan blvd.

CONSIDER THIS
IT IS a peculiar commentary on this industry, as it is on
many

others, that direct action

is taken

when

an

emer-

gency compels it.
In 1934, the production code, quietly resting, had its teeth
sharpened. The molars and the bicuspids began to bite and
bite hard into the problem of cleaning up films and keeping
them that way. Successful was the effort and successful it
remains, despite scraps of discontent
sions here and there.
For several decades,

now

and then, transgres-

distribution, in its essential fabric, has

remained unchanged and untouched. The designated playdate, percentage pictures, holdovers have planted themselves
athwart the horizon, but the system, as a system, has followed
its original outline.
Today, confronted by a government lawsuit seeking sweeping changes, and with a self-regulation committee trying to
bring about changes without endangering the case of the majors in this suit, it can be said a state of emergency exists.
The committee is determined to, and actually is, keeping
on with its program. The lawyers may kick out their work, a
danger touched upon and urged against on this very page
last week. Yet, regardless of what develops and whether the
points of issue are determined by trial or by agreement, there is
a lesson, certainly, in the lesson leading up to the rehabilitated
production code and the administrator named to enforce it.
It is suggested now that, what production has done with
Joe Breen, distribution can do with Mr. X on behalf of itself
and, obviously, its customers, the exhibitors.
This means, initially, a code of fair practices, whether selfimposed or drawn from mandate imposed by law. It means
the administration of it by an individual whose integrity is beyond reproach and whose judgment will be respected and
honored by both sides because it will be recognized as fair
and impartial.
The problems encountered in production every hour of a
normal Hollywood day with its creative viewpoints to weigh
and consolidate, its individual approaches to consider and
appreciate, its international responsibility to contemplate are
far greater than any which might have to be made after the
product is completed.
Therefore, if production was parted from many
by the code method, distribution can be as well.
Consider this as a process
The time is propitious.

to mark

down

of its wrinkles

for deliberation.

MAJORS EXPECT FACT-FINDING SURVEY MEANS
YEAR'S JOB, INDICATING NO TRIAL UNTIL '40
Legal Batteries Working
Overtime on Data
For Defense
New

York — Major

company

attorneys

are now engaged in intensive surveys of
their theatre, distribution and production
holdings, the data to be used in connection with the government’s civil antitrust suit. Indications are that the men
now engaged in the work will need more
than a year to complete the job which, in
other words, means that the case probably
will not come to trial until late next year
or early in 1940.
Every charge in the government’s bill of
complaint is being analyzed by counsel
for the majors and the hunt for factual
material for refutation has lawyers working night and day. Junior men in legal
departments have been called into service
and have been meeting daily at the Hays
organization where an entire floor has been
set aside for their use. Various committees have been appointed to coordinate
the work with general counsel of home offices assisting.
Many

Already

Saved

Although all of the individual defendants have not been served by the government. it is known many of the 132 persons named here and on the coast have
been visited by process servers. It may
take a week or more before all parties
named are so contacted.
Among the list of lawyers who have
been conferring at the Hays office are
Felix Jenkins of 20th Century-Fox and
Myron Bull, Frederick Pride and John
Caskey of Dwight, Harris, Koegel & Caskey, retained by the company; A. C. Bickford and Richard Jones of Simpson,
Thacher & Bartlett, counsel for Paramount, in addition to Austin C. Keough
and Irving Cohen of the home office; J.
Robert Rubin, Tyree Dillard, jr. and Irving
Greenfield of the Loew and M-G-M home
office legal staff; Robert W. Perkins and
Howard Levinson of Warner; Charles
Prutzman, partner in Chadbourne, Hunt,
Jaeckel & Brown, retained by Universal,
and Adolph Schimel of the home office;
Edward Raffery and Paul O’Brien of
O’Brien, Driscoll & Raftery, UA counsel;
Arthur Schwartz of Schwartz & Froehlich,
law firm on an annual retainer by Columbia, and Irving Moross of the home office;
William Donovan and Granville Whittelsy
jr., of Donovan, Leisure, Newton & Lumbard, RKO counsel, and Gorden E. Youngman of the home office.
Warner and M-G-M have not yet employed outside counsel, the indication being that nothing will be done until the
answers are ready to be filed or until the
hearing date, yet to be set. The general
impression prevails Frederick Wood of
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Trade Seeks Self

Majors May Seek
More Time
New
gee,

York — Although

special

assistant

Wendell
to the

Ber-

attorney

Rule 'Down Under'

general, on August 12 signed stipulations, three days before answers by
major

companies were due, for extensions to November 1, there is a strong

possibility

that

attorneys

for

the

New

de-

fendants in the government's civil antitrust suit again will seek more time for
filing answers to the numerous
in the bill of complaint.

charges

Cravath, de Gersdorf, Swaine & Wocd,
who acted for Warner in the St. Louis
criminal and equity anti-trust suits, will
be retained by the company, and that
M-G-M most likely will bring in John W.
Davis, who recently represented the company in the “Letty Lynton” copyright infringement suit.
Stipulations are reported to have been
signed by Thurman Arnold allowing defendants until November 1 for filing of
answers. An oral agreement previously
had been made by Paul Williams, assistant
to the attorney general, granting the extension with the understanding that if
more time is necessary it will be permitted
because of the scope of the charges in the
petition.

Studio Craft Pacts
Ahead Sans Change
New

York — Studio

union

contracts

York — Regulation

of the

Austra-

lian and New Zealand film business by
forces within the industry rather than by
government intervention is being sought
by the recently reorganized New South

for

electricians, carpenters, teamsters, musicians and IATSE employes continues without change for another year, following a
brief meeting here by Pat Casey, studio
labor contact for major companies, and
representatives for the five unions. The
session on the annual producer-labor negotiations was held in Casey’s office at
1600 Broadway.
Representatives of the unions sought an
increase of 10 per cent for the various
classifications of employes, while Casey
demanded reductions of the same amount.
The union men present represented from
6,000 to 7,000 workers.
The conferences originally were slated
to get under way last April, but unsettled
conditions postponed the meeting. Attending the conclave in Casey’s office were
George E. Browne, president of the IA;
William Harkenstein, for the carpenters;
Daniel Fabian, teamsters; Dan Tracey,
electricians; Joseph Weber, president of
the American Federation of Musicians.

Wales M. P. Exhibitors’ Ass’n, Leon Sam
Snider of the Snider & Dean circuit, asserts. Snider’s mission to England and the
United States has been to investigate conditions between distributor and exhibitor
and to contrast them with those at home.
The New South Wales organization will
be incorporated so that exhibitors in the
whole of Australia can participate, the exhibitor adds. The organization assertedly
is not aimed to interfere with the distributor but to attempt to stabilize the
industry.
“While

in England I arranged a cooperative working agreement whereby I

would act as liaison with the CEA,” Snider
said. On Tuesday he left for Washington
and spent several days with Abram F.
Myers, general counsel for Allied. At these
meetings the government’s civil anti-trust
suit against the majors was discussed.
“Our purpose,” Snider states, “is to regiment the industry and regulate the abuses
that can be tackled to eliminate government legislation. We are trying to force
the matter to remain within the industry
and unless something is done the government will file an anti-trust suit similar to
that launched in New York.”
The exhibitor leader points out that
there are 1,600 theatres in Australia and
New Zealand and of the number 20th-Fox,
through Hoyts, has an interest in 110 in
Australia and 50 in New Zealand through
Amalgamated Pictures. M-G-M has six in
laide.
Australia and is building another in Ade-

bone of contention of the independent exhibitor in Australia and New
Zealand, according to Snider, is the invasion of distributors into the exhibition
field and taking away product from regular customers. “If they want to build theatres they could have done it a long time
The

ago. Why now?” he asks.
Snider & Dean have a number of first
run key situations pooled with Hoyts for
ten years, the deal being made about this
time last year. S. & D. units pooled are
in Brisbane, Sydney, Melbourne, Hobart,
Launceston, Adelaide and Perth.
After his talks with Myers, Snider visited
Chicago en route to the coast to meet
George Dean.
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CAMPAIGN PLEDGES MOUNTING; INDEPENDENTS
COOPERATING WILL GET FIRST MATERIAL CALL
Meetings in Nine Cities
Push Contributions to
Nearly $300,000
New

York

—

Independent

exhibitor

groups, meeting in nine cities, including
three Canadian, this week swelled to almost $300,000 the total now pledged toward “Motion Pictures’ Greatest Year”
$1,000,000 campaign.
Drive officials here are spurring additional activity for even faster returns in
the face of a higher advertising budget
than originally anticipated.
In this respect, the master committee
has devised a plan whereby exhibitors, as
they subscribe and send in remittances,
will be placed on a “preferred list” and will
get first choice of campaign material and
accessories distributed through exchanges.
Those signing pledges will receive cards
entitling his theatre to receive first call
on materials available.
Charles B. Paine, former Universal
treasurer, has been drafted to take charge
of financial phases of the sale and distribution of accessory materials. He will
work with James Clark, in charge of sales
and distribution, and Frank C. Walker,
treasurer. Paine attended the meeting of
all major exchange heads, at which operation of a distribution system was set up.
The first batch of trailers relating to
the “Movie Quiz” contest will be available
at all exchanges Tuesday. It is brief, and
designed to be attached to regular trailers
on pictures eligible for the contest. Three
other trailers are now being readied and
will be shipped on schedule.
Also by early next week a comprehensive 16-page press book, in two colors, will
be ready at all exchanges. It contains
all necessary information, as well as complete publicity and advertising layouts, for
furtherance of the drive. Innumerable
suggestions have been prepared, as well
as a “model campaign.”
Indicative of the cooperation being extended by newspapers — and this well in
advance of the concentrated drive by the
committee’s publicity purveyors — is the
full-page gratis advertisement in the Milwaukee Sentinel and the editorial appearing in the New York World-Telegram, in
which a pertinent line goes: “A few more
steps of this sort and there can be no further complaint from Washington that
business is not cooperating. Full credit is
due to the motion picture industry for this
preview of the upswing.”
Campaign headquarters have been advised that the Memphis Commercial Appeal will devote a full page in its rotogravure section of Sunday, August 28, to
the drive and list coming attractions.
A meeting takes place Monday at the
Coronado Hotel, St. Louis. In charge will
be Fred Wehrenberg, Harry C. Arthur,
BOXOFFICE
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Reduction

of Westerns

"Movie
New

York — Decision

of

Quiz" Releases
the

industry

drive committee to eliminate a number of
westerns planned for release from July 29
to October 31, cuts the official total of
features to be shown in first and subsequent runs during the contest period—
Sept. 1 to Dec. 31, inclusive — to 94.
Last week, Boxoffice did some tallying
of its own and from the participating distributors chalked up 96 with October releases in many instances not yet determined upon. Between then and now, schedules have been torn apart in some instances and rebuilt almost from scratch.
As it stands finally, Columbia will have
eight; M-G-M, 14; Monogram, four;
Paramount, 14; RKO, 12; 20th CenturyFox, 14; United Artists, five; Universal,
10 and Warner, 13.
The contest pictures by companies and
release dates :
COLUMBIA
Aug. 15 — “The Gladiator.”
Sept. 2 — “I Am
the Law.”
Sept. 14 — “The Lady Objects.”
Sept. 15 — “Juvenile Court.”
Sept. 28 — “Girls’ School.”
Sept. 29 — “You Can’t Take It With
Oct. 4 — “Crime Takes a Holiday.”
Oct. 31 — “Thoroghbred.”
“The Chaser.”
“The Crowd Roars.”
'“Rich Man, Poor Girl."
“Block-Heads.”
“Marie Antoinette.”
“Three Loves Has Nancy.”

Sept. 9 — “Boys’ Town.”
Sept. 16 — “Too Hot to Handle.”
Sept. 23 — “Listen, Darling.”
Sept. 30 — “Stablemates.”
Oct. 7 — “Vacation From
Love.”
Oct. 14— “The Great Waltz.”
Oct. 21 — “Young
Dr. Kildare.”
Oct. 28— “Sweethearts.”

MONOGRAM

Aug.
3 — “Barefoot Boy.”
Aug. 31 — “Under the Big Top.”
Sept. 24 — “Wanted
by the Police.”
Sept. 28 — “Mr. Wong, Detective.”

PARAMOUNT

July 29 —
Aug.
5—
Aug. 12 —
Aug. 19 —
Aug. 26 —
Sept. 2 —

to 94

Sept. 9 — “In Old Mexico.”
Sept. 16 — “Sons of the Legion."
Sept. 23 — “Campus
Confessions.”
Oct. 7 — “Army
Touchdown.”
Oct. 14 — “Arkansas Traveler.”
Oct. 21 — “Mysterious Rider”; “Kings
“Men

With

Wings” listed
No release

as an
date.

of

October

Alca-

special.

RKO
July 29 —
Aug.
5—
Aug. traz.”
12 —
Aug. 19 —
Aug. 26 —

“Mother Carey’s Chickens.”
“I’m From, the City.”
“Painted Desert.”
“Smashing the Rackets.”
“Smashing
the Ice.”

Sept. 2 — “Carefree.”
Sept. 9 — “The Affairs of Annabel.”
Sept. 16 — “Ranger Code.”
Sept. 23 — “Fugitives for a Night.” ;
Sept. 30 — “Room
Service.”
Oct. 7 — “Mr. Doodle Kicks Off.”
Oct. 21 — “The Mad
Miss Manton.”

2GTH

CENTURY-FOX

July 29 — “Little Miss Broadway.”
Aug.
5 — “Gateway.”
Aug. 12 — “Keep Smiling.”
Aug. 19 — “Alexander’s Ragtime
Band.”
Aug.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.

;

26 — “Speed to Burn.”
2 — J‘My Lucky Star.”
9 — ’“Safety in Numbers.”
16 — “Hold that Co-Ed.”
23 — “Time Out for Murder.”
30 — “Submarine Patrol.”
7 — “Meet the Girls.”

Oct.
Oct.

14 — “Straight, Place
21 — “Mysterious Mr.

Oct.

UNITED
28 — “Suez.”

and Show.’’
Moto.”

ARTISTS

You.”

M-G-M
July 29 —
Aug.
5—
Aug. 12: —
Aug. 19 —
Aug. 26 —
Sept. 2 —

Cuts

“Professor Beware.”
“Bulldog Drumlmond
in Africa.”
“The Texans.”
“Give Me a Sailor.”
“Spawn of the North.”
“Sing, You Sinners.”

Aug.

5 — “Algiers.”

Oct.
7 —— “The
Young in Heart.”
Sept. 22
“Drums.’’
Oct. 14 — “There Goes My Heart.”
Oct. 21 — '“The Cowboy and the Lady.”

UNIVERSAL
Aug.
5 — “Letter of Introduction."
Aug. 12 — “The Missing Guest.”
Aug. 26 — “Dark
Rapture.”
Sept. 2 — “Freshman
Year.”
Sept. 9 — “The Comet.”
Sept. 16 — “Road to Reno.”
Sept. 23 — “Last Express.”
Sept. 30 — “Youth Takes a Fling."
Oct. 7 — “Swing That Cheer.”
Oct. 14 — “That Certain Age.”

WARNER

BROS.

July 29 — “The Amazing
Dr. Clitterhouse.”
Aug.
8 — “Mr. Chump.”
Aug. 13 — “Racket Busters.”
Aug. 27 — “Boy Meets Girl.”
Sept. 2 — “Four’s a Crowd.”
Sept. 10 — “Secrets of an Actress.”
Sept. 17 — “Valley of the Giants.”
Sept. 24 — “Four Daughters."
Oct. 1 — “Garden of the Moon.”
Oct. 8 — “Broadway
Musketeers.”
Oct. 15 — “The Sisters.”
Oct. 22 — “Girls on Probation.”
Oct. 29 — “Brother Rat.”

Clarence Kaimann, Ben G. Reingold and
Clarence D. Hill. Exhibitors from all parts
of Southern Illinois and Eastern Missouri
have been invited to the luncheon.
While reports indicate that the Canadian government — or its legal department
— might not give full approval to the
“Movie Quiz” contest on the ground that
it constitutes the giving away of a gift
for a consideration as contrary to the

hearted support from exhibitor groups in
Montreal, St. John, N. B., and Halifax,
Nova Scotia.
Other meetings held this week were at
Toledo, under the chairmanship of Martin
Smith; Seattle, addressed by John Danz;
Dallas, by Chairman R. E. Griffith; Kansas City, Chairman Elmer C. Rhoden; Atlanta, William J. Jenkins and Bob Mochrie; and Denver, Rick Ricketson. In
Criminal Code, the drive’s Canadian na- Cleveland, Sid Dannenberg, Clem Pope
tional committe is moving rapidly toward and Milt Harris were assured full support
bringing all territories into line. J. J.
from that city’s three newspapers. MilFitzgibbons, Haskell Masters and L. M.
waukee theatre men will hear an outline
Devaney will address a meeting at the of the projected drive at the business
Mount Royal Hotel, Quebec, Monday. The meeting to be held in connection with a
committee this week was assured whole- Silver Jubilee, August 30-31.
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WE WOULDN'T kid you for
worlds.

Therefore,

purpose

lurks behind

what

vately, we're always for anything
that makes columning easier. And
what's easier than picking up the
other fellow's stuff?
It seems Oscar Doob, who not only
is director of publicity and advertising for the Loew circuit but also has
a house in the country, was rolling
among his wherewithal when in
walked a request for a guest column
from Andy Kelley of the Washington
''Times."

Conscious of his press relations, Oscar had to go to work.
But prior to that he ate a hot dog,
it gave

him

a night-

“I dreamed Louis B. Mayer at M-G-M,
getting a little provoked at a super critical
criticism
said,

of a

'What's

nice,
the

new

use;

M-G-M

they

picture,

don't

appre-

ciate us; we quit.' And he closed down
the M-G-M
studio completely. Even Leo,
the lion, was farmed out to a zoo. Culver

“Before
Goldwyn

dreamed

I could turn
proclaimed

Doob.

over in bed,
that Mayer

right. 'Include me out of it/ said
stopped cdl production.

LETTERS
ALl GAGA
New

Sam

Sam
was
and

FROM

BEEFS

York — I work

my

head

to the bone

to think up gags for you and, good or bad,
they represent my best effort. What you
pay me barely keeps me in Sulka habadashery, but I’m not complaining about
that. However, I do object to being exploited. In the August 6 issue of The
Nation, there appears in its ‘‘In the Wind”
column the gag I concocted some weeks
ago:

perplexed

snores the movement
tire motion picture
down

tight.

by

the hub-

Not

a

spread and the enindustry was
shut

camera

blinked!

“The papers
stunt of some

thought it was a publicity
kind and snickered. The

amti-Roosevelt

press

declared

it just an-

other curb-production scheme to plow under the movies. But the studios remained
closed.
“Then that hot dog turned over and I
dreamed on; A big chain of theatres on
the West Coast decided that, since no new
pictures
as

were

well

more
Loew

coming

close.

through,

‘Might

make

picture conscious,'
circuit, the Warner

circuit soon
I could

had

wake

closed

you

might

the

public

suit and

all movie

Can

they

they said. The
circuit, the RKO

to follow

up

tight.

before

theatres

imagine

were

that!

"Them things really began to happen. I
was out of a job. So were all the movie
critics, not to mention the thousands and
thousands
and

of studio

and

artists. A flock
tors suddenly found

program
'inside'

City in darkness!”

Wanger,

bub over 'Blockade,' closed his studio before I could roll off my back. And in four

fol-

lows. Firstly, we think you'll be
amused. Secondly and quite pri-

he says, and
mare.

“Walter

deliberate

material.
facts

“Giving

four

other

to work;

bells

(Continued

OUR

They

about

that didn't seem
suits were filed.

theatre

workers

of radio commentathemselves without

to a
on

tried giving

the

industries,

but

too
bar

page

many

libel

of soap

or

24)

READERS

Otherwise, I quit and will go back to the
writing letters for the Times.
P. S. — I’ll lay sox, two and even that
it’s that scavenger, Mox Shobbus, who is
peddling my stuff. If it’s true that the vulture is trying to make capital of me, I’ll
take it up with Thurman Arnold. — Ali
Gaga.
o
WELL,
New

HERE’S

ONE

WAY

York — At this particular

moment,

ister of Propaganda Goebbels as “liberal propaganda.” The reel shows an
American eating butter and two workbels. men smiling. “Subversive,” says Goeb-

when the film industry is planning to
spend hundreds of thousands of dollars to
restore some measure of its former prosperity, it seems ill-advised for any one
within its own ranks to take passes at
movies or movie-making.
A typical offender (one who has offended
often before) is Jimmy Fidler.

Now, The Nation gives a prize of $5 for
the best contribution of the month and
I warn you that if the contributor of my
gag gets the prize, I expect the money.

grudge
... ifI Idon’t
know him
Fidler;
know him
fell over
in thewouldn’t
street,
(Continued on page 22)

Berlin — "Inside

Democratic

Amer-

ica, 1938” will not be shown in German theatres. Condemned by the Min-

Don’t get me wrong, this is no personal

The Editors welcome letters from readers on picture reports or other
trade topics. All letters must be signed. Identity withheld on request.
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With the Astaire -Rogers -Berlin “Carefree” set for release on Labor
Day . . . with “Gunga Din” and “Room Service”, two of the biggest
shows to be released by any company this Fall, in the cutting room
. . . with other important shows shooting and being moved into production asthis announcement goes to press, rko- radio Lays
Its Show News on the Line.
We have more box-office stars and more fine properties than ever
before. Impressive as our program looks today, it will be augmented
by box-office names and properties, and strengthened month by
month, as alert showmanship in our studio, with Pandro S. Berman in
charge of production, seizes every show opportunity.

i

CARY GRANT . . VICTOR McLAGLEN . . DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS Jr.
IN KIPLING’S PANORAMIC DRAMA OF FIGHTING MEN IN LOVE

JOAN FONTAINE • SAM JAFFE • EDUARDO CIANNELLI
and cast of thousands !
Produced and Directed by GEORGE

STEVENS

// j 1 ; i

/ jj :

•

J

Screen
play by Ben
Hecht
and
Charles
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COMPLETED!
BARBARA STANWYCK
HENRY FONDA
and great
cast in the
'thriller

!

novel
season's

Produces b, p. j. wolfson.
Directed by Leigh Jason.
YI'NORQ c BERMAN in
charge bt [deduction . . .

SIGNED AS PRODUCER-DIRECTOR . . . CURRENTLY DIRECTING “GUNGA DIN1

N«wY«rkg9Sped and fhrHIedand
sat rooted tense through 235 ~-=
performances of this great A. H. *7
Woods melodrama at the Ambas- ..
sador Theatre. Now this smashing bolt of stage thunder strides
. the^creen!
.

Through the pioneer hearts
of daring men and wiimen,
this epic story of the 'Silver
Rush in Nevada courses in
mad dramatic cascade ! . . .
Filmed in the all-sweeping
spirited the West That Was !
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Edgar Kennedy, Leon Errol, Ray Whitley and his SingingPlaying Cowboys; Ted Fio Rito, Phil Harris, Charles (Buddy)
Rogers and their Bands; and other names of similar marquee
value.
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13 NU-ATLAS MUSICALS
Flash

acts,

specialties,

everything that’s
Schwarzwald.

new

headliners
and

in song

exciting.

and

dance;

Produced

by

. . .

Milton

13 RKO-PATHE SPORTSCOPES
Covering

the

world

of sports,

indoor

and

out.

4 SHEILA BARRETT SPECIALTIES
The Queen of New York’s smart dining-dancing
presenting the impressions that have made her the
two continents.

PRODUCE

mW

places,
talk of

9 RKO-PATHE SINGLE REEL SUBJECTS
Pictorial

feature

articles

on

the

screen.

K

O

3 RADIO

1 TWO-REEL DIONNE QUINTUPLETS
PRODUCTION

PICTURES
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INTO FINAL STRETCH FOR EDUCATIONAL -GN
MERGER, WITH APPROVAL SEEN FORMALITY
In the Spotlight

Hammons Heads New Firm
With Alperson Chief
Of Distribution
New

York — Terms

and

conditions

for

merging Educational with Grand National
under a new company, to be known as
New Grand National, are scheduled to be
approved by Educational stockholders,
August 25 and come before the federal
court in Los Angeles for Grand National
on August 27. The deal will become effective immediately upon the Los Angeles’
court certification. E. W. Hammons, head
of Educational, will be president of the
new company and Edward L. Alperson,
president of Grand National, becomes
vice-chairman of the new board and general manager of distribution.
A new company is to be organized for
the financing of at least $1,000,000 for
production, and Educational will have the
right, if it so elects, to distribute its nontheatrical films through another agency.
Pine Arts will produce 26 features, eight of
which will be westerns, and also will be
granted an option to purchase 100,000
shares of new common stock at $1 a share.
Meeting

Slated

Thursday

Notices have been sent to Educational
stockholders for a special meeting to be
held in the Paramount Building here at
4 p. m„ next Thursday. The notice says
that at an adjourned meeting of the board
on August 9, a resolution was adopted authorizing execution by the proper officers
of the corporation and Loyd Wright and
E. L. Alperson, trustees of Grand National
in reorganization, looking forward to the
organization of a new company which will
take over the principal assets of Educational Pictures (other than its investment
in Educational Studios in Los Angeles) and
substantially all of the assets of Grand
National Films and Grand National
Studios. The agreement was duly executed
August 11 and provides by its terms that
it is subject to stockholders’ approval and
consent of the U. S. district court for the
southern district, central division, of
California.
The agreement provides, in substance,
as follows:

“1 — Educational Pictures, Inc., shall
organize the new corporation which shall
be the sole distribution agency for theatrical purposes of all motion pictures
owned, controlled or produced by, or for,
Educational Pictures, Inc., and its subsidiaries.
“The stock structure of the new corporation shall consist of 45,000 shares of five
per cent cumulative preferred stock of the
par value of $10 per share and 5,000,000
shares of common of par value of $1 a
share.
“2 — The new corporation will issue EduBOXOFFICE
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E.

YV.

HAMMONS

E.

L.

ALPERSON

cational Pictures, Inc., 1,100,000 shares of
its common stock, fully paid, and warrants
to subscribe within one year to all or any
part of the 550,000 shares of such common stock of $1 per share in consideration
of which Educational Pictures will transfer to the new corporation all of Educational assets of any kind and nature including cash, except its investment in
Educational Studios, its corporate name
and franchise, including its present trademark and trade name and its rights to
motion pictures for non-theatrical purposes with respect to standardized prints.
The new corporation will be granted a
three-year option by Educational Pictures
to purchase its investment in Educational
Studios in consideration of the issuance,
upon

exercise of the option, to Educational Pictures of 500,000 shares of common stock, fully paid, of the new corporation less a number of shares equal to the
number of dollars of indebtedness of Educational Studios at the time the option is
exercised.
“3 — The new corporation will assume
all liabilities of Educational Pictures and
the obligations of its subsidiaries whose
assets are directly acquired by the new
corporation.
Educational

Buys

15,000 Shares

“4 — Educational Pictures will agree to
make arrangements for the immediate
purchase of 15,000 shares of preferred
stock of the new corporation for cash at
a price equal to the par value thereof,
which purchase shall not diminish the assets of Educational Pictures, and its subsidiaries to be transferred to the new
corporation, nor increase or affect the liabilities to be assumed by the new corporation.
“5 — Educational Pictures will cause the
new corporation to acquire from the trustees of Grand National Films and Grand
National Studios substantially all of the
assets of said corporations now being administered by the trustees, on the following basis:
“(a) The new corporation will assume
all of the trustees’ obligations as of the
date of transfer except obligations with

At Least $1,000,000 Fund on
Immediate Production
Is Assured
respect to trustees’ and attorneys’ fees unpaid at that date.
“(b) The new corporation will assume
and agree to perform all leases and contracts of the two corporations undergoing
reorganization, which are being currently
performed. There will be no assumption,
however, by the new corporation of new
leases or contracts entered into since the
time of the agreement unless the same
has been approved by writing by Educational Pictures, or the new corporation.
“(c) The new corporation will pay to
the trustees $50,000 in cash and will issue
to them 30,000 fully paid shares of its
preferred stock, 219,563 fully paid shares
of common stock and warrants representing the right to purchase, within the next
12 months common stock at the price of
$1 a share.

Assumes

“(d) The new

Fine

Arts

Pact

corporation will agree to

assume all of the trustees’ obligations under the contract with Fine Arts Pictures,
dated May 27, 1938, with respect to production and distribution of motion pictures and will agree to issue to Fine Arts
25,000 shares of common stock of the new
corporation, if and when Fine Arts delivers to the new corporation for distribution the first year’s production consisting
of 18 feature motion pictures and eight
so-called westerns. The new corporation
will also grant Fine Arts an option to
purchase 100,000 shares of common stock
of the new corporation at $1 a share.
“6 — The new corporation will agree to
maintain and operate the distribution exchange system purchased from the trustees and to distribute all pictures now in
release and all pictures hereafter delivered or to be released by the trustees
and by the terms of the agreement, the
new

corporation is to be the sole distributing organization for theatrical purposes of motion pictures owned, controlled by, or for, Educational Pictures
and its subsidiaries.
“The

agreement provides further: Educational Pictures will distribute through
the new corporation for theatrical purposes all motion pictures which it or they
may acquire or produce, Educational Pictures expressly reserving the right for it
and its subsidiaries to distribute pictures
for non-theatrical purposes through such
sources as it may elect; that Educational
Pictures and its subsidiaries will withdraw
and acknowledge satisfaction of all claims
they have against Grand National Films
and Grand National Studios; and that it
will cause Educational Studios to consent
15
(Continued on page 17)

"Einstein”
New

York — George S. Kaufman, imagining what might happen if Albert Einstein
were signed by Warner, imagines it on the
pages of the Nation. And this is what he
says:
“Sigmund Freud had been in Hollywood about a year and was engaged to
marry Merle Oberon, when the studio got
another great idea. Louella Parsons broke
the story and her papers gave it a two
column head:
WARNER

BROS.

TO FILM
THEORY

OF

RELATIVITY

Prof. Einstein Signed to Write Screen
Treatment of Own Story — Arrives in
Hollywood Next Month
“Einstein’s arrival in Hollywood, of
course, was the signal for a gay round of
dinners and cocktail parties. The Basil
Rathbones, who had given a party in
Freud’s honor to which everyone came as
his favorite neurosis, gave one for Einstein
in which the guests were got up as their
favorite numbers. Needless to say, there
were some pretty hot numbers.
“The climax, however, was a dinner at
the Trocadero, given by the film colony
as a whole, at which Will H. Hays was the
principal speaker. ‘The signing of Professor Einstein for pictures,’ said Mr. Hays,
is the greatest forward step that the industry has ever taken. American motion
pictures appeal to people all over the world.
I will be happy to okay Professor Einstein’s
contract just as soon as we get permission
from Germany.’
“Next morning, on the Warner lot, Professor Einstein was assigned an office in
the writers’ building and a stenographer
named Goldie. Promptly at 12 o’clock he
was summoned to a conference. The producer received him with a flourish.
“ ‘Professor,’ he said, ‘allow me to introduce Sol Bergen and A1 Jenkins, who are
going to work with you on the picture.
Now, I’ve been thinking this thing over
and we want this to be absolutely your
picture. What you say goes. But, of
course, we all want a hit and I’m sure
you’re willing to play ball with us. Now,
I’ve got some great news for you. I’ve
decided to put Joan Blondell in it.’
“Sol Bergen let out a war whoop. ‘Gee,
Boss, that’s great. Her name alone will
put it over.’
“ ‘I want the professor to have the best,’
said the producer, ‘because I’m sure he’s

Would Be a Cinch
For Bette
New

York — Commenting on the onetime possibility oi Warner acquiring

distribution of "Gone

H. I. Phillips, New

With

the Wind,"

York Sun columnist,

remarks:
“This seems a good idea and will
impose no hardship on Bette, as she has
just done the play under the name of
'JezebelY'
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Warner Wins Title

in Hollywood
going to give us a great picture. Now,
Professor, here’s the problem: how can
we treat this theory of yours so as to keep
it just as you wrote it — because this has
got to be your picture — and still make it
entertainment? Because first and foremost a motion picture has got to be entertainment. But, of course, we want your
theory in it, too.’
“ ‘I’m not sure that I’ve got the Professor’s theory exactly straight,’ said A1
Jenkins. ‘Would you mind, Professor,
giving me just a quick summary of it, in
a sort of non-technical way?
“ ‘I don’t think we have to bother the
Professor about that,’ said the producer.
‘I’ve been thinking it over and I’ve got a
great way to work it in. And here it is.’
He leaned back and looked at them. ‘The
scene is a college where they teach this

Shifting With 49
Hollywood — GN

does

the

least

mind

changing, Warner the most where picture
titles are concerned. That is the fact a
study of title changes made in the past
season (August 1937 to August 1938) reveals.
Of a total of 595 features released by
11 major producers the past season, 248
went through the throes of production under one name and came out in the cans
under another.
The number of features released and
the number of times titles were changed
by each of the majors follows:
Titles
Released

Changed

Columbia
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Paramount
RKO
20th-Fox
United Artists
Universal
Warner Bros.
GN

62
52
58
54
56
30
52
55
64

22
20
26
33
30
5
28
49
6

“‘Right!’ said the producer. ‘So she
pitches in and goes to work. She won’t
go to parties or dances or anything and
she wears horn-rimmed glasses and the

Republic

54

23

boys think she’s a grind and hasn’t got
any sex appeal. Underneath, of course,

Hollywood — Paramount

theory of the Professor’s. Only it’s a very
tough theory and there’s never been a
girl that’s been able to understand it. Of
course, it’s a co-ed college. And finally
along comes a girl, attractive, of course,
and says, ‘I’m going to understand
“ ‘Blondell,’ said Sol Bergen.

it.’

she’s a regular girl.’
“ ‘There’s got to be one guy in particular
that falls for her,’ said Jenkins.
“‘Sure!’ said the producer, ‘and I’ll tell
you who’d be great in the part. Wayne
Morris. How’s that, Professor? How’d you
like to have Wayne Morris in your picture?’
“ ‘Let’s make him the captain of the
football team,’ said Bergen. ‘It’ll give us a
great finale.’ ‘Fine!’ said the producer.
Now, Blondell has got a girl friend that

goes to college with her, only she’s a different type. Flighty, and never does any
studying but a smart little kid when it
comes to handling the boys. Knows ’em
from A to Z. Now, there’s a millionaire,
an old grad that’s just presented the college with a stadium, and his son is going
to college. Lots of money and a racing
car and this kid sets her cap for him.
We could have a crack-up on his way from
the roadhouse.’
“ ‘Or else he could lead the college band,’
said Bergen. ‘That way you get your music
“ ‘Great! And we have a kid playing the
girl that can handle a couple of numbers
Here’s an idea, Professor. How about
Warren and Dubin for the score? How
would
you like that, huh?’
“ in.’
‘And how’s this?’ asked Jenkins. ‘She
has another girl friend that sort of likes
the older boys — with dough, see? And she
gets out after the rich father.’
“‘I’ve got it!’ said the producer. ‘I’ve
got the title! ‘Gold Diggers at College.’
Yes, sir. ‘Gold Diggers at College’ by Albert Einstein, Sol Bergen and A1 Jenkins,
based on the Theory of Relativity, by Albert Einstein. Professor, you’ve done a

Suspension

Permanent

George Raft permanently
fusal to resume work.

has

suspended

following his re-

Foreign

Trade

Now

Normal'

New

York

— European

business

conditions are “normal,” in the opinion of David Bernstein, treasurer of
Loew’s, upon his return with Mrs.
Bernstein from a five-week sojourn
abroad.
Bernstein

said he made

the trip

primarily as a vacation, although he
conducted some routine business
along the line. M-G-M, he declared,
is satisfied with its present independent production setup in England
and therefore has no plans to build
its own studios there.
“We make our English pictures as
we go along, so our present system
is most practical,” he added.
Bernstein saw a few French pictues, purely for recreational purposes, and remarked that they were
“nothing to get excited about.” He
doubts that there is the large quantity of outstanding French films that
recent activity in that market on
the part of American interests would
seem to warrant.

“routine”
that only
He declared
at the next
would develop
matters
board meeting in September.

great picture !’ ”
BOXOFFICE
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Educational-GN Into
Meld Home Stretch
(Continued

from page 15)

to the transfer by the trustees to the new
corporation of the lease covering the
studio in Los Angeles to which reference
is made above; and that Educational Pictures will undertake to file with the Securities Exchange Commission a Post Effective Amendment to its registration
statement and to use its best efforts to
cause the sale and distribution of its 60
cents Dividend Cumulative Convertible
preferred stock in the amount of approximately $1,000,000. Thereafter Educational Pictures will use its best efforts to
organize a finance corporation with available funds of at least $1,000,000 for the
purpose of financing the productions to
be released through the new corporation.
The board of directors of Educational also
authorized the officers of your corporation
to enter into an agreement with Edward
L. Alperson, under the terms of which he
is to be employed as vice-chairman of the
board of the new corporation and its general manager of distribution.
Urges

Adoption

“In the judgment of the management
it is to the definite and distinct advantage
of all stockholders of your corporation that
the agreements proposed above be promptly and successfully carried out and, to that
end, notices are being mailed to the
creditors and stockholders of Grand National Films and Grand National Studios
of a hearing to be held on the merits of
the proposed plan in the U. S. district
court for the southern district of California, central division at Los Angeles,
August 27, 1938, at 10 a. m. By the terms
of the agreement with the trustees, the
obligations of the parties thereto are subject to the approval of a majority of the
stockholders of your corporation on or
prior to August 26, 1938.
Voting

Privileges

Cited

“Holders of the old eight per cent preferred stock of the corporation, which has
not been exchanged pursuant to the plan
of the exchange of securities approved at
the special meeting of stockholders held
February 8, 1937, are entitled to vote at
the meeting called for August 25, 1938,
five shares of common for each share of
old eight per cent preferred stock held by
them.”

Paramount
Running

Sales

Ahead

New York — Paramount's contracts lor
the new season are substantially ahead
ol last year, a sales executive states.
The exact per cent of the increase
could not be tallied, but a marked
improvement
same

time

has

over

last

been

shown.

tical situation prevails
20th

Century-Fox,

BOXOFFICE

as

season

at

The

at M-G-M
reported

the

idenand

earlier.

New
New

York — Something

Profit
new

Sharing

in local the-

atre operation and what is understood to
be the first time an independent exhibitor
has undertaken such a move is the profitsharing plan inaugurated by Maurice Stahl
for employes at the Rivoli, Rutherford,
N. J. All workers, from the porter to the
manager and projectionists, are being given
10 per cent of the profits. In other
words, if the theatre shows a net profit
of $2,000 at the end of the week, employes
are given $200 to be divided evenly among
them.
Stahl, who operates the theatre, recently
distributed programs to the entire Rutherford populace advising them of his plan.
There are “three good reasons why the
rejuvenated Rivoli deserves your patron-

Over

First of Skouras

“2. Each and every regular employe,
regardless of his or her position, shares
in the net profits of the theatre in addition to their regular salaries, which makes
all employes partners in the business, assuring each and every patron the very best
from each and every employe.
“3. The Rivoli is under ownership manBefore taking over this house and two
others from Arthur Seigel, Stahl was diviagement.”
ritory.
sion manager for Skouras in the local ter-

New

York— Starting

September

in Japanese

American
New

Drives September I
1, the

Skouras circuit will get the first of four
10-week drives under way in the Greater
New York territory. Awards for leaders
in the various divisions have not been set
up but will be about a week before Labor
Day. The last drive ends May 31.
Meetings with managers resumed this
week and will continue throughout the
winter, with William White, John Benas
and Jack Harris conducting the sessions.
White presides. On Monday, theatre heads
from the New York division convene at
the home office in the Paramount Bldg.:
on Tuesday, Long Island; Wednesday, New
Jersey. Policy, picture buys and campaigns
are discussed.
No dates have been set for reopening
the Stoddard, Carlton, Thalia and Beacon
in Manhattan, and the Granada, Astoria,
L. I.

Better Reproduction Is
Aim of Technical Tour
New York — Paramount is sending studio
technicians to Salt Lake City, Denver, St.
Louis, Minneapolis, Des Moines, Memphis,
Atlanta, New Orleans, Jacksonville, Detroit,
Seattle, Portland, San Francisco, Dallas,
San Antonio and Houston to consult with
exhibitors and projectionists on plans for
getting best results for screening of
“Spawn of the North.”
Douglas Shearer, chief of the M-G-M
studio sound men, has made several trips
in connection with suggestions for maximum projection and reproduction results
on big pictures. The Paramount contact
staff is supervised by Loren Ryder.

Up

age,” he advertises.
“1. You will always see an entertaining
and well-balanced program of feature pictures and short subjects, plus the very
best in service and courtesy.

Sees Early Accord
Impasse

Plan

York — Early

Films
adoption

of the plan

whereby American distributors will be
able to export a limited number of films
into Japan and withdraw a similarly restricted amount during 1938 is seen by J.
W. Piper, Paramount manager in Japan,
who is remaining here for several weeks
conferring with John W. Hicks jr.
Piper, although young in years, can
truly be called a veteran observer for he
has been with the company for ten years
in that country. The plan which the
eight major distributors are discussing
with the government would allow the companies to import approximately 200 films
for the remainder of the year.
American companies are still operating
in Spain with the stock at hand, he reports. It has been necessary to resort to
reissues which have proved popular. He
further states although Japanese films
dominate the market, American product
still tops foreign importations by a great
margin.
Japanese production, according to Piper,
averages a little more than 500 pictures a
year. The three leading producing companies in Japan are Shochiku, Nikkatsu
and Shinko. Also an import factor is the
Toho unit. These companies. Piper states,
produce two pictures a week.
The Nipponese to a great extent have
adopted the Occidental dramatic structure
in their films but a goodly share of these
films are the historical, costume type,
very muCh appreciated by the natives,
Piper said. In the Land of the Rising
Sun, Charlie Chaplin and Harold Lloyd
are still held in high esteem by the populace while, according to Piper, American
film spectacles prove most popular with
theatregoers.
Piper is of the opinion business is quite
good considering conditions there now.
Due to the fact that the country is on a
war-time basis, construction is at a standstill. He says earlier signs of building activity have faded.
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Paramount in Test
Of New Shorts Idea
New

York — Paramount

has

Dark Major Houses

Sailing Smiles

Opening bg Sept. 10
New

embarked

The
It will
Larry
which

subject is titled “A Song Is Born.”
feature five songs to be played by
Clinton and His Orchestra, one of
will be written by Clinton, composer of “Dipsy Doodle.” Other writers,
who will contribute one song each, are
the teams of Robin and Ranger, Hoagy
Carmichael and Frank Loesser, Ralph
Freed and Benton Lane and Frederick
Hollander and Freed.
Clinton, who is presently playing an extended engagement at Glen Island Casino,
will plug two of the newly written songs
over a nationwide NBC radio network
August 27.
Diamond declared the experiment is intended to strike for originality in one
reelers, rather than the rehashing of songs
that, while popular, are usually overplayed. He arrives in Hollywood August 29
to look over independent product with a
view to supplementing the company’s present lineup of 104 one-reelers.
Diamond left Friday, first stopping over
in Chicago. While there he will supervise
a one-reel musical featuring Orrin Tucker
and His Orchestra at the Edgewater Beach
Hotel. He plans to spend four days in
Chicago and then proceed to the coast,

Prelude

— Photo

picture

industry

going to the dogs? Consider the evidence.
While taking tickets at a recent matinee

theatre manager’s absence,
representative, W. H. Rogers
Me., was presented with two
stylishly dressed woman — an

adult’s ticket for herself and a child’s
ticket for her companion, a large hunting
dog. While Rogers goggled with amazement, the two went down the aisle and
took seats, the dog watching the screen
attentively for the entire performance.
When the manager returned, Rogers
hastily explained the situation. The manager approved the animal’s presence, stating that the woman was one of his best
customers.
Since the feature was “Snow White,”
Rogers expected to see some fun when the
deer and other animals came on the scene,
but the dog — a hunter — evidently put
more faith in his sense of smell than in
his eyesight, for he viewed the show with
perfect disdain.
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Cosmo-Sileo

be smiling. Yes, sir! It’s Maurice D.
(Red) Kami as he went up the gangplank of the Georgic and shortly after
sailed on a cruise to Nova Scotia.
Ye editor-in-chief of Boxoffice left
port on one of the hottest days of the
year, armed

with an overcoat.

Reisman Two-Month Tour
Will Shape Plans on Run
New

York — Asserting

whatever

plans

he had would not be crystallized until he
reached Europe, Phil Reisman, RKO vicepresident in charge of foreign sales, sailed
on the French liner II de France, Saturday for a trip that will take at least two
months.
Reisman said he will call a sales meeting in Paris but had no idea of the date.
In regard to RKO’s quota plans, Reisman
intimated he would have something to say
on his return. Another item that will
occupy his attention is a production deal
with Herbert Wilcox.

Vaudeville

during the
Ross Federal
of Ellsworth,
tickets by a

by

He has all the reason in the world to

to Dog Days?

Boston — Is the motion

York — All

major

circuit

houses

closed for summer periods will be back in
the competitive field by September 10.
RKO and Loew’s have set reopening dates.
National Theatres closed only a few situations, while Paramount darkened a few
midwest spots which will resume on or
about Labor Day. The principal Paramount closings were in Chicago, Detroit
and Minneapolis.

on an experiment to “establish a new
vogue in short subjects” by assigning
seven well-known composers to write an
original musical score for a one-reel band
number. According to Lou Diamond, head
of short subjects sales, the composing talent would represent a $50,000 investment.
As it is, each of the writers is under contract to Paramount. Diamond says his idea
is the first instance where an original
group of songs has been written for a
short.

Loew’s over the weekend reinstated the
Dyckman, Palace. Boston Road, locally;
and on August 26 the Astoria, L. I.; Century, Brooklyn; Hollywood, East Side, and
Breevoort, Brooklyn, will resume.
George Skouras of Skouras Theatres is
negotiating with landlords on revision of
leases and it is indicated that unless some
amicable arrangement is made few, if any,
of the seven houses closed will be reopened.

New
New

Premium

Branches

Haven — Morris

Nunes,

of Progres-

sive Premium Co., for years established
in Boston and New Haven, announces
opening of offices in Chicago, Detroit, St.
Louis, Kansas City, Minneapolis, and Dallas within the coming week.

From

Cinema

to Soup

and Private

Entertainer Wage
New

During the past few days, RKO relighted the Regent, Rochester; Short Road,
Yorktown, Midtown, Uptown and Jefferson,
local units; the Albee, Providence, and
Shubert, Cincinnati. On August 26 the
Trent, Trenton, will be back in circulation.
Other opening dates and theatres are the
Alden, Jamaica, L. I„ September 1; Strand,
Syracuse, September 2; Orpheum, Kansas
City, September 2; Majestic, Columbus,
September 3; Orpheum, Champaign, 111.,
September 10.

York — The

American

Talks
Federation

of Actors will hold a closed membership
meeting Tuesday at the Actors’ Church
to approve a minimum wage scale for
vaudeville performers and private entertainers. The wage scale already has the
approval of the AFA council. Speakers at
the meeting will include Harry Richman,
president of the council, Howard E. Wheeler jr. and George Ward. Ralph Whitehead, executive secretary, will preside.
where he estimates about 100 subjects
have been arranged for scanning. After
two weeks on the coast, Diamond will take
a two-week vacation.
Before leaving, the Paramount short
subject head said that Leo Robin and
Ralph Rainger had already completed the
musical score for “Gulliver’s Travels,” feature cartoon now in production by Max
Fleischer, for Paramount release.

New

York — With

the Sultans

of Silence,

or from the cinema, to soup, to seasons,
to Schenck in one sitting.
Scene: Doughnut shop hard by the
Astor Theatre.
Time: Two hours and 35 minutes after
“Marie Antoinette” was first screened to
Loew executives.
Principals: Joseph R. Vogel, Oscar A.
Doob, John Murphy and A. P. Waxman.
Dialogue — Reporter: Think the picture
will click in the middle of the summer as
a roadshow?
Doob: Good pictures know no seasons.
Waxman: Sure. Nicholas Schenck said
the truest words. There’s nothing wrong
with this business that good pictures won’t
cure. Say, who wrote that, Howard
Dietz?
Doob: All industries have seasonal
slumps. But ours is far from the top of
the list. Imagine what happens to the
soup industry in the summer.
Reporter: Make mine chocolate ice
cream.
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Foreign

Deals

Heap

Up on Republic
New
head

York — Morris

Goodman,

foreign

of Republic, has closed three important deals, one for three years and

the

others

year

arrangement is with British Empire Films, Ltd., for Australia and New

for two

years.

The

three-

Zealand, and assures Republic an outlet in at least GO Greater Union units
in Australia and 160 theatres of the
Mason

circuit in New Zealand. Minerva Film of Brussels, Belgium, has

secured

exclusive
embourg and the

distribution
Belgium

for Lux-

colonies

for

1937-38 and 1938-39 product. Monopol
Films, A. C. of Zurich, Switzerland, has
signed an exclusive
and 1937-38 output.

pact for the 1936-37

New American Firm
For French Films
New

York — Establishment

ican distribution company

of an Amer-

to handle eight

French pictures, including “Life Dances
On,” will be made shortly, according to
Paul Graetz of the Paris-Export Film Co.,
Paris. Graetz, who is one of France’s
leading exporters of French films, says
the American representative will be appointed and operation will commence at
once.
The remaining seven features represent
an imposing array of French product.
Listed are two Danielle Darrieux pictures,
“Abus de Confiance” and “Port-Arthur;”
one with Jean Gabin, “The Runaways of
Saint-Agil,” “The Chess Player,” “The
Alibi” and “Altitude.”
Graetz said the pictures were chosen
mainly for quality and not quantity. Although French production is booming, it
is his opinion that only a very small percentage of the production is fit for the
American market. Graetz believes French
films have yet to be distributed properly.

More
New

Sino-Japanese Conflict Cutting
Into Singapore Theatre Grosses
New

York — Native

business

in Singa-

pore has fallen off considerably in the
past few weeks, Joe Fisher, head of Amalgamated Theatres in the Straits Settlements, declares upon his return from a
month in Hollywood. He says he has received word to this effect from his brother.
The

reason, Fisher cites, is that the Chinese, and there are 600,000 of them out of
a total population of 800,000, are remitting
enormous sums
with Japan.

for the “undeclared”

war

“The Chinese are our best customers,”
Fisher continues, “and American pictures
are more popular with them than British
films.” “Jungle Love” and “Test Pilot”
are doing a good business; in fact, “excellent,” to quote the exhibitor. Jeanette
MacDonald, Dorothy Lamour and the
Myrna Loy-William Powell combination
are the greatest drawing attractions. Clark
Gable also is very popular. Among other
films which have done all right by the
boxoffice in the Straits Settlements are
“Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs”
“Hurricane,” Fisher says.

and

is a tremendous amount of production in India and at least 40 studios
are in operation. Great progress has been
made in picture making in the country,
the exhibitor adds. At least 350 features
are made a year and an average picture
runs from 18 to 22 reels. Few studios operate in the Dutch East Indies, and most

of the pictures are made
Germans.

by

To top it off, here’s how Fisher analyzes
American films in his territory. “The same
bloody pictures which make money in the
United States make money for us. The
lemons in America are lemons with us with
few, very few, exceptions.”
Mirrophonic equipment has been installed in three Amalgamated houses. Fisher
says he intended to stay two weeks on the
coast and prolonged it to four, during
which time Miss MacDonald and Gene
Raymond, Irene Dunne, Richard and Mary
Wallace, Ernst Lubitsch, Charles Chaplin
and Paulette Goddard, Miss Lamour and
Jack Warner tendered him special parties.
As a matter of record, Fisher boasts of the
fact that at the breakfast given him by
Miss MacDonald, the star did the cooking
herself and personally made the waffles
which he will “long remember.”
He sails next Wednesday on the Queen
Mary after renewing friendships in and
around the local vicinity.

There

When

in Javanese

Killed in Crash
Kehl,

Germany

—

Mrs.

Milton

Abeles,

daughter of the late Sydney S. Cohen, and
her husband were killed in an air crash
here. Cohen for many years was head
of the MPTOA and his estate still owns
the Empire, Bronx, leased to RKO.

the Heavens

Rain

Bombs

Paramount Foreign
Executives Visit Here
York — Five

more

foreign

Para-

mount executives arrived this week for
business conferences with John W. Hicks
jr., and also to vacation.
Heading the list was J. W. Piper, manager in Japan. He came by way of California where he spent a short stay. Next
was John L. Day jr., general manager for
Continental South America. He arrived
on the Aquitania by way of Paris. The
Veragua brought A. L. Prachett, in charge
of South America; S. E. Pierpoint, general
manager in central America; and Jasepr
D. Rappaport, manager in Cuba.
Americo Aboaf, managing director for
Paramount in Italy, arrives on the coast
Monday for a three-day conference with
Adolph Zukor and other studio executives.
BOXOFFICE
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Interior view of the Coliseum

at Barcelona, Spain, ruined by General

Francisco

Franco’s bombers, whether German or Italian. Paramount states this house, its
21
first run in that city, is ruined beyond all salvaging as a theatre.

Two

Studio

Prober's
Hollywood — Charges

dustry in general

that

and

Groups

the film in-

certain

groups

Representatives’ Dies committee investigating “un-American” activities by Edward Sullivan, special prober, last Monday, drew quick fire from two of Hollywood’s more active liberal organizations.
Though not specifically named by Sullivan in his report, the Hollywood AntiNazi League and the Motion Picture Artists Committee were quick to recognize
that they were, by inneuendo, the targets
of Sullivan’s blast.
Charging that Sullivan’s investigation
had gone off on an unfortunate tangent
when the Dies committee probe was originally launched to investigate asserted Nazi
activities in this country, the Anti-Nazi
League rebuked the committee’s charges
by declaring, in an official statement:
“Real”

Nazi

Probe

“It is ominous that the Dies investigating committee has adopted the practice
of making accusations without revealing
facts to substantiate them. When Hitler
is mobilizing 1,000,000 men at Czecho-Slovakian borders, when another investigator of the Dies committee finds that the
National Guard is being invaded by the
Nazi Bund and that there is an effective
German spy ring throughout the country,
these charges leveled at an organization
devoted to combatting Nazism are in
themselves a threat to democracy. The
Hollywood Anti-Nazi League repudiates
this attack. We stand on our record and
call for a real investigation of Nazi activities in this country, which after exposing Nazi activity points out the need
for action against it, instead of attacking
the organizations formed for this purpose.”
The statement bore the signatures of
Donald Ogden Stewart, chairman of the
Anti-Nazi League; Marian Spitzer and
Alan Campbell, both prominent screen
writers and active in the league.
Along similar lines was a scathing retort issued by the Motion Picture Artists
Committee, whose membership boasts an
imposing number of top film names in
every line of industry endeavor.
“The Motion Picture Artists Committee,”
the statement read, “indignantly rejects
the irresponsible attacks of Edward Sullivan, directed upon other progressive organizations set up for similar purposes. At
this crucial time, when the cooperation of
all democratic forces is so essential, the
issuance of the Sullivan statements casts a
very dubious light on the character of
the entire Dies investigation. It emphasizes the need for the greatest alertness
on the part of all democracy-loving American people. An investigation of the investigation should be undertaken.”
The signature of Charles Paige, secretary of the MPAC, was affixed to the
document.
Aside from these two statements, however, leftist Hollywood appeared not at all
perturbed by the news of Sullivan’s Wash-

22

At

’Comm umism ' Label

within it in particular are “rife with
communism,” which formed a major part
of a report turned over to the House of

Demand

Lash

Universal's Production
Schedule at Top Speed
New

York — Universal

production

is func-

tioning at top speed, John E. Joseph, head
of the company’s publicity and advertising
departments, said on his return from the
coast. He views the shift of his headquarters to the studios as “very satisfacThe company, he added, is continuing to
line
up personalities for its roster and intory.”
dications are that before long several
prominent players will find their names
on the list.
Joseph will be here about a month cleaning up odds and ends which remained
after shifting his office permanently to
the studio. While in town, he is spend' ng
considerable of his time conferring with
Nate J. Blumberg, president. Five pictures are in work and two are in the cutting room, Joseph reports.

LETTERS
(Continued

FROM

from page 6)

but, after listening to his broadcasts over
a period of weeks, it does seem that something should be done about him . . . and
quickly.
Here is a guy who is reaching many
thousands of listeners . . . why must he
make smart-aleck cracks about pictures
. . . what possible good can it do . . . except to inflate his own ego when he believes that he has ripped off a gag in the
George Jean Nathan style.
You are in such a swell position to
crack down on people like Fidler, that,
it seems to me, you might want to have
a “go” at them. Fidler could be stopped
and stopped damn quickly. Let the studies
put the old ban on him and keep him out
. . . away from the studios . . . away frem
previews . . . away from picture-making
. . . let them give him the real works,
and, then, he’d probably hasten to comply
with their demands.
Tonight, Fidler’s crack about using gas
masks in movie theatres in Czechoslovakia
was stupid, unfunny, and totally unnecessary. And, Fidler offends in the same
manner that many other film commentators do ... he seems to get a great kick
out of making the public feel that the
whole movie set-up is a lot of hooey and
that they (the public) are being taken
in by a lot of phonies. What of it, even
if it is true . . . the public wants glamour
in its stars and this business of de-glamourizing Hollywood and its inmates has
gone much too far. I can’t for the life of
me see the sense in making picture fans
feel like a lot of dopes because they do
glamourize and idealize their favorites.
Movie critics, too, it seems, have gotten

Profit Tax Impasse
Check Ticket Hope
Washington — Possible

increase

in taxes,

but unabated opposition to any return of
the original rigorous provisions of the undistributed profits tax, is foreseen by Senator Pat Harrison of Mississippi.
Chairman of the senate finance committee, through whose hands all revenue
legislation must pass, Harrison makes it
clear that the opposition to President
Roosevelt’s corporation-tax policy, which
resulted in the easing of the undistributed
profits levy last session, has not abated.
Admission taxes and other levies on the
“nuisance” list will be retained after June
30, 1939, the date on which they are now
scheduled to expire, the Senator said.
However, in the event of a pickup in
business before the end of the year, it
may not be necessary to intensify any of
the existing taxes or add new ones, although, he said, lacking such improvement, it may be necessary to lower personal tax exemptions and take other steps
to increase revenues.

OUR

READERS

out of hand. The boys and girls who have
first say about the new pictures are a
bored, intolerant lot. They look at pictures
and review them for themselves . . . never
a thought to what the mass mind wants
. . . they indulge in a lot of chatter and,
in many cases, try so . . . so hard to be
clever and inject wise-cracks . . . then,
they go into a final windup of why not to
see the picture at the . . . Theatre . . .
maybe, they didn’t like it . . . maybe, they’d
rather hear “Parsifal” at the Met, but it’s
a hundred to one chance that the real,
ardent movie-goer wouldn’t! The critics,
seemingly afraid not to be included in that
group of synthetic sophists known as the
intelligentsia, go into raves and rants about
the psychological significance of a picture
... or its great power as a medium of
propaganda, yet, most of these pictures
actually bore the guts out of Tillie, the
Toiler, and her boy friend.
You can, if you happen to agree with
me, take up the good, old torch and try
and inflame the movie producers to some
action. I believe that the time has come
to clean house. The producers took the
decree of the Legion of Decency like lambs.
So,
that
this
and

there’s more than just a possibility
you can rouse them to real action in
matter of keeping the commentators
the critics in line. This is no cockeyed notion of limiting free speech on
screen affairs ... no dictator is needed to
put over the idea that certain things are
better left unsaid. But, what’s the use of
a million-dollar campaign if birds like
Fidler and his ilk are allowed to fly
around whispering unsweet nothings in
film fans’ ears . . . let’s have an end to
it . . . or, have I a screwy slant on the
whole thing? — E. L. J.
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two hisses to a gingham dress seemed to
lack glamour. So things went from bad
to worse. Jimmy Fidler's sponsor reported
a big decrease in shampoo sales. Henry
Ford got into a mess by insisting the
movies must reopen; otherwise discontent
would spread through labor. 'You can't
keep labor happy without cheap enterwould

tainment.' Even the pickets protested; it
be silly to picket dark theatres.

"President Roosevelt took a hand; how
could he balance any budgets if the
movies stopped paying income taxes,
property taxes, profit taxes, reel tax, admission tax, et al? . . . But loudest of all
came the roar from the movieless moviegoers. Parents objected that their children were being needlessly endangered;
they always feel safer when the kids are
in the movies instead of the streets, the
dark auto roads, etc., etc.
"The

tired husbands complained because they were robbed of an easy way
to show the wife a good time. Sweethearts found hand-holding opportunities
and

Clark Gable's inspiration sadly missing. Doctors declared closing of theatres
a health menace. Millions got most of
their cool, fresh air in the air-conditioned
theatres.

"One senatorial candidate appealed
direct to the moviegoers' votes. He'd
bring back the movies, he promised.
"It would take a long time to readjust
public habits not to include a movie. Attending the movies was just one thing
they missed; they missed, almost as much,
the chance to criticize the movies. It
seems everybody has two businesses —
their own and the movies.
"Two

New York critics who gave ‘Shopworn Angel' bad reviews, having dug
deep to find the weaknesses of the picture, decided to see the picture again.
They had nothing else to do, anyway.
They rushed back to their newspapers
. . . and wrote glowing reviews of the
good things they found in the picture.

"That seemed to break the ice. Editorials
lauding the movies, the high average excellence ofpictures, the noble purpose the
movies fill in our national and civic life,
the educational values, the social inspiration, etc., etc. . . . suddenly a moviehungry country found the screen sweet
and necessary. At the request of President Roosevelt and a petition signed by
100,000,000 movie fans, the studios reopened.

’I woke up as I got a phone
Nicholas Schenck to come back

Nip and
When

call from
to work.”

Tuck

the wisdom-dispensing department— editorial page, to you —
the other issue pointed out the in-

24

dustry had a great deal to be thankful for in that the government's action was filed in equity, rather than
under the criminal statutes, it knew
it was on firmly accurate ground.
However, its conclusion was one
predicated merely on the common
sense of the situation.
Since then, more of the inside has
come into the open and interesting
it is, too. For three months, it is
learned, the department of justice
held a series of internal debates. The
question was whether or not the
suit was to be civil of criminal.
Thurman Arnold, who once sat as
impartial member of the New Haven
code board and now is a special
assistant attorney general in Washington, is understood to have held
out for criminal proceedings. He had
company, too. It was Attorney General Cummings, however, who eventually determined for the civil action and so it turned out to be.
A
criminal proceedings would
have ruled out any cooperation or
collaboration between the defendant companies and the government's
attorneys. It would have made impossible, for instance, the tacit
agreement, understood to have been
reached between opposing camps,
under which the major circuits will
halt any theatre expansion activities during the pendency of the action which may mean the general
exhibition picture will remain in
status quo for quite a long spell of
time.

He's Undetermined
Manny Cohen, back from Europe
and slipping into New York quietly,
seems very much mixed up on what
to tell the press about the very persistent reports he will make pictures
for Floyd B. Odium in Italy. To some
of the trade papers, he has been
vague; to others, in a denying mood;
to us, a gem of an answer to the
direct question. "Give me a chance
to get my thoughts straightened
As he does that, and with merely
a desire to help, he is reminded that
Italy, where the trains run on time
nowout.”
and where the roads are very,
very good, is drumming up each
day

with greater intensity its campaign against the Jews, of which
Cohen is one.

By B. O. TELLER
Chicago — Some months ago it is to be
remembered that Gradwell Sears, Warner
sales head, appeared aghast at the
numerous giveaways being used to entice
customers into the boxoffice. He even
specifically mentioned

that the masterpiece

of the Brothers’ Warner, “The Adventures
of Robin Hood,” would not be shown with
premiums being given away on the same
program.
Not only are numerous local exhibitors
using giveaways at present to help their
receipts, but many are using them with
“Robin
ture.

Hood,”

together

with a second

fea-

Not only that, but a recent survey of
the many Warner theatres on the south
side of Chicago
jority of them

shows that the great maare using giveaways and

other “extraneous means” of promoting
patronage during the summer lull.
Dishes
away

and

glassware

are

being

given

at the following Warner houses locally: Cosmo, Grove, Hamilton, Frolic,

Lexington,

Oakland

Square

and

Sym-

phony.
In addition, at the circuit’s houses in
Hammond, Ind., also in the Chicago territory— the Orpheum, Parthenon and Paramount, automobile giveaways are being
used.
To top it all,” Adventures of Robin Hood”
was double featured with “China Clipper,”
at the Warner Cosmo recently, together
with the added attraction of “petitpoint
dinnerware to ladies with evening admisMeanwhile, at the Warner Hamilton,
M-G-M’s “Test Pilot” was single-featured.
sions.”

Metro Premium Readies
New Theatre Gift Line
New
York — Heralded as
amazing combination of eye

“the most
appeal and

cash

value that ever hit the theatre premium field,” Sweetheart Beautyware,
Metro Premium’s newest premium line, will
be released in a few days.
“Jewelry

manufacturers,

themselves,

have told me that I’m crazy to even think
of putting it into the theatre premium
field, because of its value,” said Irving
Zussman, president of Metro Premium.
“But,” he continued, “we’ve spent over
$50,000 to create this boxoffice attraction
and it will hit the field in a few days.
Nothing more completely illustrates the appeal of this new line than the fact that
every circuit to whom supplies have been
submitted has made definite commitments

to use it.”

Premium
New
hold

York
a

Exposition

— Premium

five-day

Astor, September

distributors

exposition

at the

will

Hotel

12-16.
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THE KEYSTONE

OF YOUR

FUTURE

"ALEXANDER'S RAGTIME RAND" LEADS PARADE
{ AVERAGE

BOSTON

Fenway — Profesor Beware
(Para) ; BulldogDrummond
in Africa (Para)
Memorial — Better of Introduction (Univ) ;
We’re Going to Be Rich (20th-Fox)
Orpheum — Rove Finds Andy Hardy
(M-G-M);
Storm in a Teacup (UA)
State — Same as Orpheum
Metropolitan — The Texans (Para); Penrod’s
Double Trouble (FN)
Paramount — Same as Fenway

125
85
70
75
65

Top Hits of the Week
Alexander’s

New

Crowd

Little
90
110
100
100
120

CHICAGO
85

(2nd

150
85

The

140

The

Pim-

(dual)

Albee — The Crowd Roars (M-G-M), held over.. 120
Capitol — Bit tie Miss Broadway
(20th-Fox),
2d wk
110
Family — Hell’s Angels (BF), reissue
Grand — Amazing Dr. Clitterhouse (FN),
Keith’s — 'Keep Smiling (20th-Fox)
Lyric — Army
Girl (Rep)
Palace — Professor Beware
(Para), held

110
.100
100
100
over... 110

3d wk.

CLEVELAND
Allen — Amazing- Dr. Clitterhouse (FN),2d wk. .150
I-lippodrome — Letter of Introduction (Univ)... 100
Palace — Gateway
(20th-Fox)
75
State — The Crowd Roars (M-G-M)
150
Stillman — Woman
Against Woman
(M-G-M)
..100

DALLAS
Capitol — Crime King (RKO)
Danger on the Air (Univ)
Majestic — Amazing
Dr. Clitterhouse (FN)
Melba — I’m From the City (RKO)
Palace — Love Finds Andy Hardy (M-G-M)
Tower — Three Blind Mice (20th-Fox), 2d

wk.

100
85
110
110
140
.115

DENVER
(2 0th -Fox),

Broadway — Mother Carey’s Chickens
Sky Giant (RKO), after a wk. at
pheum

75

(RKO) ;
the Or-

80
70

(20th-Fox),

and

135

Orpheum — Port of Seven Seas (M-G-M) ;
Love Finds Andy Hardy
(M-G-M)
115
Paramount — Romance
of the Rimberlost
(Mono) ; Bittle Miss Thoroughbred
(WB) . . . .125
Rialto — Cowboy
From
Brooklyn (WB),
after
a
wk. at each the Denver and Aladdin;
(20th-Fox)

115

DETROIT
Adams — Little Miss Broadway
(20th-Fox),
after wk. at Fox; Highway
Patrol (Col)....
Fox — Letter of Introduction (Univ), plus
stage show
Michigan — The Crowd Roars (M-G-M) ;
Sky Giant (RKO)
Palms-State — Woman
Against Woman
(M-G-M),
after wk. at Michigan; Night Spot (RKO) ....

55
60
60
45

INDIANAPOLIS
Apollo — Little Tough Guy (Univ)
Circle — The Texans (Para)
Loew’s — Algiers (UA)
Lyric — My Bill (FN), plus stage show

75
75
70
115

CITY

Midland — The Crowd Roars (M-G-M); Murder
on Diamond
Row
(UA)
Newman — Professor Beware
(Para)
Tower — Sky Giant (RKO), plus stage show..
Uptown — Little Miss Broadway
(20th-Fox),
holdover

: : August 20, 1938

140
105
.110
90

Dr.

Banners

Clitterhouse

125
Trip
95
70
90
100
90

(WB)

OMAHA

150

Brandeis — My Bill (FN); Condemned
Women
(RKO)
Omaha — The Crowd Roars (M-G-M); Nurse
From
Brooklyn (Univ)
Orpheum — Little Miss Broadway
(20th-Fox);
Trip to Paris (20th-Fox)

Roars — Cleveland,

150
Roars

<duai) — Port-

City

140

HO
190
190

Introduction —

Finds

4th

PHILADELPHIA

140
Andy

wk.,

Boyd — Letter of
Earle — Professor

Hardy — Dallas. .140

EXTENDED
Algiers,

CITY
(M-G-M)
(RKO) ; A

150

wk.) — Cleveland

of

(Rep)
Tower — White

—

Chicago

85

CINCINNATI
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150

Guy

Crowd Roars
in New York

to Paris (20th-Fox), 4 days
Liberty — Little Miss Thoroughbred
(WB),
3 days, dual
Midwest — Shopworn Angel (M-G-M)
State — Reformatory (Col); Ladies in Distress

Band —

land, Ore., Kansas

Love

Scarlet

Criterion — The
Liberty — Saint

—

Ore

Tough

Crowd

World

KANSAS

Ragtime

Crowd

Letter

Richi

(dual)

Pittsburgh

90

OKLAHOMA

—

193

Portland,

State-Lake — Blind Alibi (RKO), stage show... 100
United Artists — Bove Finds Andy Hardy (M-G-M)
2d wk
115

to Be

(dual)

Broadway

Alexander’s

105

190

190

Miss

Amazing

Going

Roars

show

210

Orleans

Providence

Apollo — Amazing
Dr. Clitterhouse (FN), 2d
loop wk
Chicago — Gateway (20th-Fox), Ritz Bros.
on stage
Garrick — Racket Busters (WB), 2d wk
Palace — Better of Introduction (Univ), stage
show, held 2d wk
Roosevelt — Ritfcle Miss Broadway
(20th-Fox),
2d wk

We’re

show)

Omaha

Little

Denham — Booloo (Para)
Denver — I’ll Give a Million
Major
Bowes
unit

Band —

(stage

Omaha

Broadway — My Bill (PN) ; Bulldog- Drummond
In Africa (Para)
Carolina — Love Finds Andy Hardy
(M-G-M)..
Imperial — The Texans (Para)
State — Forbidden Valley (Univ)
State — Old Wyoming
Trail (Col)

Broadway
Denver

Ragtime

York

Algiers — New
The

Aladdin — Bittle Miss
after a wk. at the

stage

Radio
City Music
Hall — Mother
Carey’s
Chickens (RKO), plus stage show
. ... 90
Rialto — Smashing the Rackets (RKO)
100
Rivoli — Gateway
(20th-Fox)
65
Roxy — Alexander’s Ragtime Band
(20th-Fox),
plus stage show
.210
Strand — Amazing
Dr. Clitterhouse (WB),
3d wk
100

60

CHARLOTTE

Playhouse — Return of the
pernel (UA), held 2d wk

IS 100%)

Los

RUNS

Introduction (Univ)
Beware
(Para), with

90
stage

show headed by Zasu Pitts and Louis Prima.125
Fox — The Crowd Roars (M-G-M)
115
Karl
— Little Miss Broadway
(20th-Fox),
2d ton
run

Angeles.

Amazing
Dr. Clitterhouse, 4th wk., Portland, Ore.; 3d wk., Cincinnati, New
York.

Keith’s — Amazing
2d run

Dr.

Clitterhouse

(FN),

Stanley — The Texans (Para)
Stantons — Booloo (Para)

LOS ANGELES
Chinese — I’ll Give a Million (20th-Fox);
Army
Girl (Rep)
Downtown — Amazing
Dr. Clitterhouse (FN);
Mr. Chump
(WB), 2d wk
Four Star — Algiers (UA), 4th wk
Hillstreet — Little Tough Guy (Univ); I’m
From
the City (RKO)
Hollywood — Same
as Downtown
Pantages — Same as Hillstreet
Paramount — Professor Beware
(Para), plus
stage show, 2d wk
State — Same as Chinese

PITTSBURGH
100
90
100
100
90
100
95
100

Alvin — Little Tough Guy
(Univ)._.
Barry — On tile Great White
Trail
Three on a Week-End
(GB)

PORTLAND,
120

Broadway — The

MINNEAPOLIS
Aster — Devil's Party (Univ) ; Crime King
(RKO)
Century — Always
Goodbye
(20th-Fox)
Orpheum — Rage of Paris (Univ)
State — The Texans (Para)
World — Kathleen (Hoffberg)

NEW

90
85
125
90
80

HAVEN

College — Love Finds Andy Hardy (M-G-M);
Mr. Moto Takes a Chance (20th-Fox), 2d wk.
Loew-Poli — The Crowd Roars (M-G-M);
City Streets (Col)
Paramount — Letter of Introduction (Univ);
Prison Break
(Univ)
Roger Sherman — Little Tough Guy (Univ) ;
Wives Under Suspicion (Univ)

NEW

.105

85

ORLEANS

NEW

YORK

105
. . . . 105
190
.... 90

CITY

Capitol — The Crowd Roars (M-G-M)
Criterion — Booloo (Para), 2d wk
Paramount — The Texans (Para), 2d wk.,

115
60
plus

Crowd

Port

of

ORE.

(M-G-M);
I40
My Bill (FN)
Mayfair — Amazing
Dr. Clitterhouse (FN) ; Penrod’s Double Trouble (FN), 4th_ wk. .
80
Orpheum — The Texans (Para); Crime King
RKO),
2d wk
70
Paramount — Alexander’s Ragtime
Band
(20th-Fox)
150
United Artists — Love Finds Andy Hardy
(M-G-M); Prison Break (Univ)
110

Roars

PROVIDENCE
Majestic — Little Tough Guy (Univ) ; Passport
Husband
(20th-Fox)
State — Crowd
Roars (M-G-M);
Invisible
Enemy
(Rep), 2d wk
Strand —Professor, Beware
(Para); Pride of
the West (Para)

115
100

Center — Pour Men and a Prayer (20th-Fox) . . . 100
Globe — Cocoamit Grove (Para), return engagement
65
Liberty — Amazing Dr. Clitterhouse (FN), 2d
d.t. wk
75
Orpheum. — Always
Goodbye (20th-Fox)
Saenger — Little Miss Broadway
( 20th-Fox)
State — Algiers (UA)
Tudor — You’re Only Young Onee (M-G-M)

PORTLAND,

110

130

ME.

State — Shopworn Angel (M-G-M);
Seven Seas (M-G-M)

115

100

105
, 80

Fulton — Army
Girl (Rep); We’re Going to
Be Rich (20th-Fox)
•• 85
150
Penn — The Crowd Roars (M-G-M)
Stanley — Professor Beware
(Para); Ozzie Nel-....
son orchestra, Harriet Hillard stage show... 105
Warner — Love Finds Andy Hardy (M-G-M),
2d d. t. wk
• -120

MILWAUKEE
Palace — Passport Husband
(20th-Fox);
Ted Fio Rito on stage
Riverside — Danger on the Air (Univ); Major
Bowes unit on stage
Strand — Tropic Holiday (Para) ; Professor
Beware
(Para)
Warner — Racket Busters (WB);
Sky Giant
(RKO)
Wisconsin — The Crowd Roars (M-G-M);
Lord Jeff (M-G-M)

(GN);

SALT
Capitol — The

Girl

Was

LAKE
Young

80
100

CITY
(GB);

Sky Giant (RKO)
Centre — Love Finds Andy Hardy (M-G-M)
....
Studio — The Crowd Roars (M-G-M), 2d wk
Utah — Port of Seven Seas (M-G-M); Woman
Against Woman
(M-G-M)
Victory — Cocoanut Grove (Para); Dangerous
Holiday
(Rep)

SAN

150

90
90
95
95
95

FRANCISCO

Fox — Amazing Dr. Clitterhouse (FN); Chaser
(M-G-M)
Golden Gate — Marines Are Here (Mono);
Ted Lewis on stage
Orpheum — Little Tough Guy (Univ) ; Danger
on the Air (Univ)
Paramount — I’ll Give a Million (20th-Fox);
Keep Smiling (20th-Fox)
St. Francis — The Texans (Para) ; My Bill
(FN) ; 2d d. t. wk
United Artists — Algiers (UA) ; 2d wk

105
150
100
95
90
90
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A JOHN M. STAHL
Production

ADOLPHE MENJOU • ANDREA LEEDS • EDGAR BERGEN
"Charlie McCarthy" • george murphy
Rita Johnson • Ann
CHARLES R. ROGERS

Executive

Vice-President

in Charge

Sheridan

of Production

Eve

Arden

• Ernest

Cossart

Screen Play by Sheridan Gibney and Leonard Spigelgass
Based on an original story by Bernice Boone
Directed

by JOHN

M.

STAHL

and

ONE OF
THE FINEST
DRAMAS
EVER TO
BE MADET’
applauds
Stage Magazine

^ *

■* *

(A********

"More than an eloquent and engrossing entertainment. It has an integrity

"Warm, human, vital. The greatest tribute one can give any film edition of

of treatment

a book is to say that it has been faithful to its characters. . .these have been

rarely to be found

screen. A beautiful and

moving

play . . . irressistible force
Can

be recommended

and

on the
photodrive.

unqualifiedly."
— Herald-Tribune

admirably

recreated."

— N. Y. Times

"Simple and honest. ..has its full quota
of sustaining interest."

"Extremely satisfactory. The photography is excellent and the acting
effective. The
and

result is real artistry

it is recommended— to
you."
World-Telegram

* *

"A

sound

and

vigorous

— Daily News
drama,

as

satisfying a picture as I've seen for
some time. One of the summer’s best
features."

* * A

ALEXANDER

— N. Y. Sun

*

*

A

3*

"Literate and interesting . . .well drawn
portraits

— JournalAmerican
at all times
believable."

"A novel, worthwhile and entertaining
film . . . dramatic and truly touching
love story."

— Daily Mirror

"The entire picture is made
both by the photography
acting

which

is without

perfect. I would

memorable
and by the
exception

hate to have

it myself."

missed

— N. Y. Post

*********

KORDA

presents

MING

A

VICTOR

with RALPH

SAVILLE
RICHARDSON

EDMUND

GWEN

PRODUCTION
• EDNA

• ANN

BEST

TODD

Directed by Victor Saville • Released thru United Artists

INDEPENDENTS ABSOLVE COLOMBIA, UNIVERSAL,
UNITED ARTISTS FROM SCORE CHARGE "ONUS"
Look

to

Trade

Finds a New Job
For Will Hays

Practice

Parleys for Answer
Other Firms

on

New
News

York — Ed
column

Sullivan

from

in his Daily

Hollywood:

Hearing on Momand
Cases in Oklahoma

"Everybody in Hollywood, including
studios and business establishments,

New York — With the general impression
prevailing that all major companies demand score charges, after a reading of

delighted that the Inglewood (a Warner enterprise) racing season is ended
... It demoralized the town and took
about $16,500,000 out of circulation.

the government’s petition in its civil suit,
local independent circuit operators eliminate Columbia, Universal and United Art-

Wonder

when

and

the

ists, based on last year’s selling.
Although M-G-M
makes it a

point

to

add a special charge for score on “at least
four percentage pictures,” exhibitors say
the general policy of that company is to
include score charge in the flat rental price
for the other pictures.
However, in the case of 20th CenturyPox, Paramount, RKO and Warner, independent theatre owners declare each
makes a separate charge for scores in
allocation of pictures.
Monogram and Republic, the two leading independents, have never demanded
score charges, exhibitors hold, and other
distributors such as Grand National and
GB have not sought an extra tariff for
music privileges.
Few,

if any,

local independent

circuits

have closed for next season’s lineups, it is
stated, and what the demand will be in
the way of score charges for Paramount,
20th-Fox, Warner, RKO and M-G-M product has not been indicated. The general
impression, however, is that there will be
no variance over past seasons.
Some exhibitors see changes in sales
policies resulting from the final deliberations of the all-industry trade practice
meetings which resume after Labor Day.
Whether the anticipated changes will provide for increases in cancellation or elimination of score charges are questions on
which exhibitors will not hazard an answer, but hope for the best.

Kayenta Really
Out West
New

York — Si Seadler,

ed a reputation

who

for things

kibosh

Hays
on

will

step

in

The two suits ask $6,636,632.90 from 20
motion picture producers, distributors and

it?"

Technicians Union
Sets Pact Deadline
New York — Having met defeat in its
first thrust to force all local film laboratories to sign contracts, increase wages
and cut hours, Motion Picture Laboratory
Technicians Union, Local 702, has set
September 12 as the deadline under threat
of a general strike.
The union claims to have opened negotiations with all laboratories, but centered
its attack on Du Art Laboratory when the
latter allegedly refused to discuss new
terms. According to Arthur Gottlieb, head
of Du

Art, when he informed union
tiators he would accede to any

adopted

by

the

entire

laboratory

negoterms

ployes.
Du Art completed print work on “The
Gladiator,” but turned over the processing
of some Caravel films to another laboratory because of limited personnel.
The union’s strike has not been authorized by the IATSE. From reliable sources
it is learned that the IATSE is not inclined to approve a general strike at this
time.

gain-

a west-

New York — The Atlas Film
Inc., headed by Walter Bibo

Exchange,
and Egon

Klein,

and

the

already has closed a deal for AmericanEuropean distribution of the entire sea-

Hardys,'' next in the series. Seadler, not
being just an ordinary postcard receiver, dug into the World Almanac and

son’s output of Bustamente and De Fuentes, Inc., leading Mexican producers.
The first picture to be distributed here

locations

came
the

for

up

Kayenta

that

with
bears

Seitz

"Out

is looking
West

the illuminating
the

distinction

furthest postoffice from
road station in these United
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Momand’s chain of theatres “due to creation of monopolies in violation of the
anti-trust
petitions.
The

With

over

fact that
of being
any railStates.

20, 1938

E

has

laws,” it is charged

in the two

first suit asking $1,676,119.96 damages names the following as defendants:

20th-Fox Film Corp. Loew’s;, Inc., Vitagraph, Inc.; RKO Distributing Corp.; RKO
Radio Pictures, Inc.; United Artists Corp.;
Universal Film Exchanges,
bia Pictures Corp.

Inc. and Colum-

In the second suit asking a total of
$4,461,012.84 the following are defendants:
Griffith Amusement
Co.; Consolidated
Amusement Co.; Consolidated Theatres,
Inc.; Paramount Pictures, Inc.; Publix
Theatres Corp.; Regal Theatres, Inc.; Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc.; The Vitaphone
Corp.; First National Pictures, Inc.; Warner Bros. Theatres, Inc,, and Educational
Film Exchange, Inc.

field —

rather than set the precedent — the union’s
answer was the withdrawal of 30 of 50 em-

ern flair, has a postcard from George
Seitz. It is postmarked Kayenta, Ariz.,
relays

circuit operators, the sums being demanded as damages for alleged disruption of

Depositions From Loew
Executives Are Delayed
New

York — No

resuming

been organized to handle distribution of foreign films. The company

is “Rancho Grande” which will open here
at the World in early October. The film,
starring Tito Guizar, is reported to have
grossed more than $1,000,000 in Latin
America alone.

date has

been

fixed for

taking depositions of Loew executives in connection with the minority

stockholders’ suit for nullification of the
12 profit-sharing contracts approved by
the board and majority stockholders.

IA Drive From

Form Atlas Film Exchange
To Handle Foreign Films

has

with

put

Will

Oklahoma City — The long-delayed hearing of motions in the two suits brought
by A. B. Momand against major interests
was to have been heard August 19 in the
court of U. S. District Judge A. P. Murrah.

New
New

Center

York — First formal

move

toward

complete organization of the industry
will be made within two weeks when
the
from

headquarters
Washington

of the
to

IATSE

the

Building
officials

at Rockefeller
consider New

location

because

Center.
York a

it is the

moves

International

base

IATSE
better
of the

industry's corporate and executive activities. George E. Browne, president,
and Lou Krouse, executive assistant, as
well

as the full roster of executive personnel will transfer to the new location,,
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TRADE PLANS "GOLDEN JUBILEE CELEBRATION"
AS "GREATEST YEAR" CAMPAIGN SPEEDS AHEAD
Would Start in January
After Present Program,

Attentive

as Drive

Plans

Unfold

Says Schaefer
By BILL
New

ORNSTEIN

and LEN WEISBERG

York — Heartened

by

wide response from independent

a

country-

exhibitors

to the industry’s better business drive and
declaring that the $1,000,000 campaign to
bolster grosses is “an opportunity to do a
piece of fine showmanship,” George J.
Schaefer, chairman of the executive committee, told more than 200 local industry
representatives that plans are being
shaped for a “Golden Jubilee Celebration,”
starting next January. Joseph M. Seider,
chairman of the Greater New York district, presided and while not seeking
funds primarily pleaded for support. This
was generally met with minor exceptions.
These were Allied of New Jersey — in contrast with the unqualified endorsement by
Allied of New York — and by Harry Brandt
and several members of his camp. Answering the unexpected opposition, Schaefer openly declared that “we will not alter
our plan.”
An optimistic keynote of the session
was struck by Seider, and later reiterated
by Schaefer, and encompasses the idea
that the Movie Quiz Contest — seemingly an
over-developed phase of the drive in the
minds of subsequents — was designed primarily for the small, subsequent runs. The
de luxe first runs were pictured as being
content with newspaper and other publicity angles of the campaign as reflected

Those

Who

Did

— Metropolitan

Photo

Crowded to over seating capacity, more thaii 25 of the 200 local industry members stood for three hours at the Astor Hotel meeting when Joseph M. Seider,
George J. Schaefer, James Clark and Oscar A. Doob outlined details of the industry campaign for better business. The men assembled represents only a
portion of the College Room where the session took place. The other side of
the room had as many, or more, standees pictured above.

in institutional advertising. Seider said
that the availabilities of subsequent runs
gave him much concern. The first runs,
he added, complain they will not show 30
pictures and patrons will be forced to see
the films in other theatres, “which I hope
will be the result.” He also pointed out
that the majority of independent subsequent runs will receive more benefits than

affiliated, or earlier run houses.
Seider, operator of a circuit of small
town first and subsequent run emits,
summed up his sentiment with “Out of
starvation receipts there cannot be happiness in the industry.” He quoted Sam
Rinzler of Randforce as saying that “Ours
is the only business where a buyer pays
for goods before getting it and it is of
paramount importance that we enjoy the
confidence of the public. He concluded
with the thought that “the cost to the individual exhibitor was the least consideration; cooperation and success comes first.
A successful conclusion of the campaign
will gain for us better business and better appreciation of the industry and bring
home the hardships which we so long

the Unfolding

have endured.”
Schaefer decried the inference that the
drive in any way was designed to force
new season selling. He was visibly shocked
at the expressed thought of an Allied leader, not present, that preliminary newspaper advertising copy on the campaign
contained an “insidious” reference to the
government’s civil suit.
“The Federal courts and not the newspapers will try the suit,” he said. “As far
as I’m concerned I don’t care which way
it goes. I and every one in this room can
— Metropolitan

Photo

Joseph M. Seider, chairman of the Greater New York committee, takes the
floor. He is seen addressing the gathering . On the dais, left to right, are
James Clark, chairman of the accessory and distribution committee; Harold
B. Franklin, business manager for the national committee; Seider; George J.
Schaefer, chairman of the national executive committee; Oscar A. Doob, chairman of the theatre committee; and Harry Brandt, president of the ITOA.
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make a living elsewhere.”
Commenting on the Allied of New Jersey
withdrawal, which came in the form of a
note delivered to Seider at the meeting,
Schaefer said the action was “unfortunate” and could not “understand how New
(Continued on next page)
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BETTER BUSINESS BANDWAGON INTO HIGH GEAR
AS FIELD REPORTS INDICATE UNITED SUPPORT
Minor

Objections Termed
Only That; Details
About Complete

Campaign
New
are

now

All

(Continued

from

preceeding page)

Jersey theatres are going to answer

to

their patrons.”
At the conclusion of Schaefer’s address,
Max A. Cohen, head of Allied of New York.,
moved that exhibitors of New York endorse the campaign. After being quickly seconded, the matter was almost disposed of when Harry Brandt, president of
the ITOA, sitting on the dais, rose to object. “I haven’t had a proper chance to
vote or express my opinion.”
Brandt said he would very much like
to participate but that this privilege is
being denied him for two reasons. One is
the economic phase and the other the

Irom

Material

Available

York — Accessories and "Movie Quiz"
available at all key city branches.
sales

lor this campaign

material

booklets

will be

on

lor the industry
a

at exchanges

Following

is the

and

the opening

price

list on

date

ol the campaign

campaign

business

cash-with-order

hibitors are urged to place orders at once to expediate re-distribution
exchanges to theatres in the limited time available between

materials

Now

accessories,

on

with

basis.

Ex-

ol accessories
arrival of the

September
no

drive

1.

reduction

on

quantities:
1-sheets

(2 styles)

3-sheets

(2 styles)

1 Standard

$ .05 each
,

14"x22"

window

1 Jumbo (22"x28") window
1 14"x36" insert card
1 22"x28"
1 40x60

lobby

15 each

card

.03 each

card

05 each
10 each

card

10 each
35 each

1 6"x9" two color herald
1 24"x82" banner card
1 24"x60"

banner

1.75 per M
.50 each

card

35 each

1 6' x40" giant standee
3 Styles Small Bannerettes — size 19V2"xl6"

availability of pictures. “In my own case
the Brandt theatres cannot run any contest pictures until the contest is over.”
This precipitated a mild debate, Schaefer
and Seider on one side holding that the
consensus of independent subsequent run
leaders in other parts of the country, and
in many ways comparable with the local
situation, had found the plan acceptable.
Siding with Brandt were Leo Brecher,
Sam Strassberg and Rudy Sanders who

3 Styles

Large

3.25 each
.45 each

Bannerettes — size 28"x37"

.65 each

3 Styles 72"x38" Horizontal Valance
1 Style 28 Ft. Burgee Streamer
1 Set — 4 Slides (sold only in sets)
Movie Quiz Books
Wide assortment ol ad and scene

1.10 each
$1.80 each
35 set
5.50 per M
10 clmn.

mats

Trailers — 4 styles
Campaign

Press

Not set
Books

Free

contended that the “subsequent run exhibitor is behind the eight ball before he
starts” and also that “subsequent run theatre operators, as usual, get a kick in the
pants” from the beginning.

Official Contest Cut

The

Brandt camp urged that independent exhibitors be given a fair chance to
study the time element of the contest.
Brandt pointed out he would be satisfied
with a “fair average” of the pictures as
the determining factor in his and his followers’ participation in the drive. A meeting of the ITOA will be held Wednesday
at the Astor to which Brandt invited not
only Schaefer and Seider, but all independent exhibitors, including Cohen.
After a misunderstanding as to whom
the motion for acceptance was directed,
since there was a preponderance of distributor representatives present, Seider
withdrew the motion over Cohen’s head.
Then Seider re-phrased it and Brandt
seconded it. John Burns of the Century
circuit was among those who declined
approval of the motion and Seider pointed
out that A. H. Schwartz personally endorsed the plan and had pledged $5,000.
Other circuits supporting the move are
Prudential, Skouras, Fabian, Randforce,
Cinema, and Meyer Schine.
Other speakers were James Clark, chairman of accessory sales and distribution,
who outlined briefly what exhibitors can
expect in the way of campaign material.
Oscar A. Doob, chairman of the theatre
committee, spoke of ways and means of
coordinating the efforts of independent as
well as affiliated theatres toward promotional activities.
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The plan for breaking down the Greater
New York area into community groups,
headed by purely local theatre men who
would conduct their own meetings for
furtherance of tieing in efforts of the master committee was explained by Doob.
In closing, Seider urged the distributors’
committee, headed by Leo Abrams, president of the New York Film Board, to carry
the plan to exhibitors and solicit pledges.
After the meeting, it was announced
that George E. Browne, head of the IATSE,
had accepted the invitation to join the
tively.
national committee. He will serve ac-

British Distributors
Want
New

to Be Included
York

—

Representatives

of GB,

Gainsborough, Herbert Wilcox, Trafalgar,
and Capital Films, British producers,
acted on an invitation sent to them by
George J. Schaefer to join the industry
campaign drive for bolstering grosses. The
letter was sent to Arthur A. Lee. It was
received at the latter’s office while he was
out of town and it is felt that it may be
too late to enter support. However, Lee,
Budd Rogers, Mack Littman and William
Fitelson will hold another session next
week in an effort to work out something
(Continued

on page 38-A)

They Met at Cannes
J. S. MacLeod spent the weekend at
Saratoga . . . Pay Wray and Laurette
Taylor have been with stock companies
for the summer at Ballston Spa . . .
Madeline Carroll, Mary Boland, Ian Hay,
and Mrs. Natalie Kalmus were among
the

incoming Normandie passengers earlier in the week . . . Pete Lewis is at the
Schwengla Lodge at High View on his
honeymoon. He was married over the
weekend

— Metropolitan

Photo

Don Ameche, 20 th-Fox star, his wife,
and W. G. Van Schmus, managing director of the Music Hall as they arrived on the Rex after six-week vacations abroad. Ameche and the missus
visited London, Paris, Holland and
Cannes. They boarded the boat at the
last named port. Van Schmus visited
numerous Continental European countries and stated his trip was “strictly
social and without a thought of business.” With him were his wife and
daughter Willa, not in the camera’s
range. They boarded the boat at
Naples.

and had to postpone his departure a few days due to business reason . . . Louis Nizer is not due to return from the coast and Honolulu until
after Labor Day. Vacation stuff is right.

Harry Pimstein of the RKO legal staff
is back on the job after swating the pill
around Tupper Lake golf courses for two
weeks . . . Lew Golder, associate Columbia producer, plans to leave for the
studios next week. He’s been commuting between here and the Thousand Is-

Back to Work

Doris LeRoy has been spending several
weeks at the Saratoga race tracks , . .
David Blankenhom, head of Cosmocolor,
has gone to the coast and is due back
about September 1 . . . Judge Mosher and

34

Lee has increased the sales
forces of several GB exchanges: Robert
Moore is now at the Kansas City exchange, Ed Cohen at Omaha and Alvin
Stein at Milwaukee . . . Frank Seltzer,
Hal E. Roach studio publicity head, will
come on for the Music Hall opening of
“There Goes My Heart” . . . Harold B.
Franklin and E. K. (Ted) O’Shea were
Buffalo weekend visitors . . . Fred Mitchell is enjoying the cool Maine breezes for
a few weeks . . . E. B. Hatrick, general
manager of Hearst’s film enterprises, sees
no sense in heading for the coast now
that the weather is ideal for golfing here.
Max

Fellerman

paid

visit over the weekend

his last summer
to offspring

Stan-

ley at a boys’ camp near Port Jervis . . .
Jean Lenauer came out of Virginia’s Shenandoah Mountains where the natives
burn camp fires to keep warm in the
evening, to hit a sweltering Broadway.
He took about seven deep breaths and
headed for Virginia again . . . Anna D.

hotels supply guests with hot water bottles to cut the cold ... If and when the
European war scare subsides, Mary Krellberg has ideas about visiting England,
Scotland and Wales . . . Helene McGinnis,

Bob Hope has turned down Billy Rose’s
offer for an appearance at the Casa Manana. Studio commitments prevented the
comedian from coming east . . . Jimmy
Ritz and his wife are vacationing here
after a p. a. in Chicago, while brother A1
has gone to Saratoga for the races and
Harry is enjoying the scenery from his
Hollywood home . . . Morris Gluck, local
ad sales manager for Paramount, is back
on the job after a two-week vacation.

Loew’s. He’s now at the Mayfair. He
started at the old Herald Square Theatre
August 11, 1910, and previously was at
the Elsmere for eight years. He managed
the New York Theatre arid Roof for the
circuit until they closed June 9, 1935,
switching to the Mayfair the following
day.

parts.
Arthur

Ellmer, Oscar Doob’s secretary, tells her
perspiring colleagues about a most delightful sojourn in Guatemala, where the

JJERBERT J. YATES returns from the
cosat Monday after being away about
a month on Republic studio matters . . .

W. G. Van Schmus, back from a tour
of the Continent, is telling of his experiences during his extended vacation
. . . Stanley Hand, special Altec representative, was on a short trip to Philadelphia. . . Nancy Carroll, having returned from the Hal E. Roach studios,
is appearing in a straw hat show at
Cohasset, Mass . . . Ben Bernie, who
inaugurates the stage band policy at the
Strand on August 26, first appeared on
that stage 11 years ago to the day, according to Irving Windisch. And incidentally, adds “Windy,” George Raft
kicked the Charleston around on the
same program . . . Jack Pieman took time
out August 11 to celebrate 27 years with

at the M-G-M
studios, preceded her by
a day . . . Fred Astaire has shaken the
dust of Hollywood for a vacation in these

secretary

— Cosmo-Sileo

Photo

Pictured on her arrival on the Normandie after making personal appearance abroad in connection with “Blockade,” Madeleine Carroll flashes a
smile for the cameraman. She remained in toivn for four days before
leaving for Hollywood where she is
slated to appear in an original for
Paramount.

to Charles MacDonald, is vacationing along the New Jersey shores.

Al Altman, M-G-M’s eastern talent
scout, Ann Weiss, secretary to Harry
Warner, and Milton Steiffel, summer stock
producer, among the guests at LaZarre
Lodge, charming beach resort at Old Saybrook, Conn . . . Al Rosen, manager of
Loew’s State, was seen loitering about
the theatre four days before his vacation period terminated. Said he dreams

A Happy

Trio

lands . . . Joe Heppner of Metropolitan
Photos has had a pretty busy week, what
with the U A screening of “Drums” at the
Hollywood and the opening of “Marie Antoinette” at the Astor for a long run at
two-a-day.
Jack

Shea of Feiber & Shea has returned from an eight-day trip to Boston,
Manchester and Nashua, N. H., on business matters . . . L. Schwartz, formerly
with National Screen in Dallis, is visiting
and in another week will return south
where he manages I. Brody’s Athletic
Film Exchange . . . Paul Graetz of Paris
Export arrived in town the other day on
his annual visit . . . Norma Shearer came
to town from Hollywood for the opening
of “Marie Antoinette” at the Astor. Her
brother, Douglas, head sound technician

■— Metropolitan

Photo

They’ve just returned from a sixweek vacation abroad and the smiles
are assurances of a wellspent trip.
Flanking Sidney Meyers of the Wolfson-Meyers circuit in Miami on the
left is Felice Schreter, his niece, who
went along, and Mrs. Meyers on the
right.
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about his “baby” so much he just had
to pay an advance visit . . . Zelda Smith,
secretary to Russell Emde, is visiting her
family in Kansas City . . . Maurice Bergman visited Oscar Doob rather unexpectedly. It developed that one of the reasons was the sudden indisposition of the
Columbia air conditioning plant.
cooler was functioning okay.

Loew’s

Oscar A. Doob says he owns 17 different kinds of pipes and the best he can
do for dressing up his office desk is a
corn

cob

. . . Sid Wagner

of the M-G-M

studios is in town for “Marie
and a vacation . . . Arthur
home office talent scout, is
England on a hunt for new
Radio stations and summer

Antoinette”
Willi, RKO
touring New
personalities.
stock houses

are being scanned on the trip . . . Sidney A. Franklin of the Little, Newark,
put

a

spot

of showmanship in the announcement card he sent out on the arrival of his daughter, Rose Davida. Produced by God with Dr. Robert Berman
as technical advisor, Franklin advises that
“Welcome Little Stranger” will be held
at the Beth Israel Hospital, Newark, on
a

continuous run for a limited engagement. Second run, beginning August 22,

at the exhibitor’s
Someone

dropped

home.
in on

Harry

Kosiner,

Walter Wanger’s eastern representative,
the other day and out of a clear sky
popped the question: “How much are you
paying pickets on ‘Blockade’ today?” . . .
Helen Shaw Lesser is feeling fine and
dandy these days, despite the weather . . .
Ruth Selwyn is forming a new production
company to be known as “The King With
the Umbrella.” Rosenblatt & Jaffe are the
attorneys . . . Harry L. Sommerer, division manager for RCA, has a three-week
trip to Hollywood, San Francisco, Los
Angeles and Salt Lake City behind him
. . . Tony Muto seems to spend more time
in Hew York than in Washington for
Movietonews.
Henri

Elman,

Chicago

Monogram

chise holder, is visiting

the

fran-

company’s

Corrigan

Takes

an RKO

New York — Douglas G. Corrigan, after
a non-stop flight from the coast, said he

believe in agents. The papers, according
to RKO, were signed on the very wings of

didn’t plan to span the ocean in his $900
crate. But he did. And he won a lot of
acclaim by going in the wrong direction.
When he came back from Dublin on the

the crate in which

Manhattan, he told reporters he would
have nothing to do with the movies. He
had offers, but he would not consider, he
said. But he did. And RKO signed him.
Whether he will be in a film based on

St. the same evening. John J. O’Connor
was seriously considering making the flyer an offer to appear in person at the
theatre, but after reading all the literature

his life story, particularly the “east is
west” flight, is one of those things at the
moment. He is now on a nation-wide air
tour and when he arrives in Hollywood,
he will confer with Pandro S. Berman at
the RKO studios, provided he doesn’t go
to the M-G-M
lot by mistake, to reveal
his life’s history for the contemplated film.
No title has been set for the picture,
according to RKO, but the story will span
the most dramatic periods in the onward
march of aviation. Negotiations were carried on by Leo Spitz, president of RKO,
with

the

flyer himself.

Corrigan

studio . . . Zasu Pitts is making
appearance at the Paramount
Kelly
and

doesn't

a personal
. . . Patsy

starts Friday on a three-week engagement at the Strand . . . Priscilla Lane
Gus Eyssell were among those who

greeted

W. G. Van Schmus when he returned from a vacation abroad on the Rex
. . . Red Skelton is making the rounds of

RKO

theatres via the personal appearance route . . . Milt Kusell is on his feet
again after a sick spell which kept him
away from his office more than a week.
Frank

Donovan of Pathe News has redecorated his office very comfortably . . .

Russell Bell, Monogram’s art director, took
part of his family to visit the other part
of his family in Pennsylvania for two

Finds

Blowing

Rock

the flyer made

his “big

To get back to the day when he returned
from Dublin, RKO opened the New 23rd
mistake.”

in newspapers that Corrigan’s compass
would not behave and lead him back to
the coast instead of a trip above the clouds
across the Atlantic, the circuit operator
thought it best not to invite the flyer
because he might have shown up at a
Loew house or one of the RKO
units
across the Brooklyn bridge.
However,
hope

now

Corrigan

that

there

will show

up

is a

ray

of

at the RKO

studios, O’Connor is now figuring on lining up the smiling Irishman for appearances in conjunction with the picture
when

it is ready

on

“no

a

for showings

mistake”

locally. But

basis.

weeks . . . Hal Horne, sitting disconsolately and perspiringly in his 20 th floor RKO
suite, peers longingly out of the window in
the direction of New Found Lake, Bristol,
N. H„ where the Horne cottage langours
amid wind-swept pines . . . Rutgers Neilson
is due back Monday from a week at Asbury Park where the shore provides ocean
breezes during the hot days we've been
having . . . Ned E. Depinet, Jules Levy and
E. L. McEvoy were seen at the Saratoga
race track over the weekend.
Louis

Phillips returned

Tuesday,

of Monday, on the Orizaba
tended vacation in Mexico .
Arthur will be in from St.
the next week or ten days
West,

Paramount

Flight

the

Screeno

man

instead

after an ex. . Harry C.
Louis within
. . . George

with

an

interest

in Monogram, is Coasting with Ray Johnston . . . Maurice Silverstone has taken a
house at Neponsit for the summer. The
middle of next month he returns to the
Sherry

Netherlands

. . . Walter

Reade

has

been
New York — It’s amazing — the versatility of Paramount’s local praise-agent mill.
The lads jump from chimpanzees to race

So that’s why a scattered carload of
cameramen, feature, syndicate and magazine writers found themselves in Blowing

horses to hill-billies with — oh! — the greatest of ease.
First there was the case of Anna, Bronx
Zoo chimpanzee who was yanked out of
her comfortable cage to pave the way for

Rock

some blurbs in favor of “Her Jungle
Love.” Then there was that jaunt last
weekend to Saratoga Springs, N. Y„ seething right now with horse flesh and horse
lovers.
And

It was here that “Sing You Sinners” was unfurled for speculative praise.
now it’s Blowing Rock, N. C. No,

the typesetter hasn’t erred.
ing Rock, N. C.

It's still Blow-

It seems that “Spawn of the North”
needed a sendoff. As anyone who has
reached seventh grade grammar school
knows, the title suggests Alaska. But
Alaska is just a little distant. Blowing
Rock, N. C., is a lot closer to Times Square.
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E

The

Saturday evening. They weren’t particularly keen about “Spawn of the North.”
picture could be seen in any Broadway projection room. But in Blowing

Rock’s 255-seat Carolina Theatre were
about 100 invited citizens of North Carolina’s Southern Blue Ridge Mountains.
It seems further that someone with an
inquisitive turn of mind from Paramount’s
Charlotte exchange spent about a month
in those hills looking for hill-billies. Net
ordinary hill-billies, mind you. But hillbillies who had never — well, hardly ever
— seen a motion picture. And Paramount
sewed that angle up beautifully, too. When
the 100-odd hill-billies entered the Carolina
Theatre each was armed with an affidavit
affirming that not one had ever gaz,ed
upon a silver screen. And that’s how
“Spawn of the North” met the South.

spending considerable time at Saratoga these days . . . Lew Lehr and the
missus sailed on the Normandie for a vacation abroad . . . Edith Head, fashion designer at the Paramount studios on the
coast, also was on the boat.
Rudolph Berger, Washington M-G-M
manager, was in town for conferences
with

E. K.

(Ted)

O’Shea

. . . Joseph

Ka-

liski, manager of GB’s Washington branch,
is being shifted to Pittsburgh . . . Joan
Christie and Joint B. Rogers, who recently won the WNEW
movie screen contest
conducted by David Lowe, have gone to
the coast by plane . . . Cal Calloway flew
back

to the coast Wednesday after conferences here . . . L. Jack Schlaifer decided to go Horace Greeley’s way from
Chicago instead of returning to New York
. . . Joseph Seider has named his yacht the
Betty Lee, after his wife.
Ed

Reek, general manager of
(Continued on page 38-C)
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European Exhibition Tidal Wave of 'Ragtime Band'
Grosses Paced by the Roxy
Needs Hypo, Meyers
New

behind

York — Exhibition

in Europe

is far

the times, at least 10 years, and

exhibitors there are the world’s worst,
charges Sidney Meyers of the WolfsonMeyers circuit in Miami, back from a sixweek vacation in England, Norway, Denmark, France, Switzerland and Italy.
“In my humble opinion,” Meyers goes
on to say, “exhibitors in Europe could
do much more business if they would only
wake up. What they do is open the doors
and run theatres in the hope good pictures
will do business. If they would only make
their theatres more attractive for patrons
they would do a lot more business.
“Exhibitors in Europe are far behind
in acoustics, seating, ventilation, projection and advertising,” he comments.
“I believe that if these men were to
get down to business their grosses would
double. In some countries theatres are
better than in others. The Scandinavian
countries have the best of them all.”
Meyers also visited studios in various
countries and liked the Chin Chita in Italy
the best. He said he is in favor of the
industry campaign to stimulate boxoffice
grosses and has already endorsed the plan.
With him on the trip were Mrs. Meyers
and their niece, Felice Schreter. They
leave for Miami Monday.

New

Theatres

Behind
New

20 Years

Times , Chakeres

York — Returning

from

a

three-

month visit to Greece, his home town,
Phil Chakeres of the circuit by the same
name with headquarters in Springfield.
O., holds that “exhibition in that country
is 20 years behind the times.” Skouras
has the best theatres in Greece, operating
three of the big ones in Athens.
“The people are not used to going to
the movies there,” Chakeres states, “and
they need better theatres if exhibitors
want to get them in.” At Athens the Pantheon is being remodeled, he adds.
The exhibitor left for his home in
Springfield Friday.

Pete Dana's Appointment
Ends Universal Sales Shifts
New

York — No

further

changes

in the

Universal sales setup are contemplated,
William A. Scully, general sales manager,
stated after naming Pete Dana, Buffalo
manager, to a district post which embraces
Kansas City, Omaha, Des Moines and St.
Louis. E. T. Gomersal, midwest district
manager, formerly included these cities in
his territory.
appointment of Dana, with headquarters at Kansas City, now makes five
district posts in the company. John Scully
has succeeded Dana upstate.

the Roxy,

20th

Cen-

tury-Fox flagship, running up a two-week
gross of $164,727, “Alexander’s Ragtime
Band” appears set for a first-time sixweek run, with figures from out-of-town
engagements assuming tidal-wave proportions. The Roxy run, through Thursday
evening, saw 360,608 persons pass the
turnstiles in 14 days. No other picture
has even approached this, while only six
attractions- — all of the Fox-labeled — have
gone as many as four weeks.
Home office data accounts for such
precedent shattering figures as $33,701 for
one week of “Alexander” at the Metropolitan, Boston. Previous record — $8,349 lower
— was held by “In Old Chicago,” with the
Easter holiday and Patriot’s Day — important New England anniversary — to help
swell the gross.
Pittsburgh’s Alvin wound up a first
week with $21,208, or $5,403 ahead of
“Chicago” and “Steamboat Round the
Bend,” previous record holders.
Grauman’s Chinese and Loew’s State,
Los Angeles simultaneous runs, report a
first week tally of $45,752, or $2,444 over
the record set by “Thin Ice.”
Opening day at the Denver, Denver, was
good for $2,785, $600 better than the first
day for previous record-grosser “Chicago.”
The Paramount in Toledo hung up $1,350
for the opening day, also better by $600
than

Greek

York — With

the “Chicago”

record.

The

hit $1,640 first day, this $572
Landing”

former high

The Roxy dropped from a first week
$87,487 by
to a second week take of $77,237.
The daily average take for the 14 days is
slightly under $12,000. On only two days
during the initial two-week run did the
figure dip below $10,000 . The 6,000-seat
house is grinding out 48 feature shows
weekly. Between the feature is sandwiched 35 stage shows weekly.
Comparative attendance figures and
weeks.
between the first and secon
grosses
days, First
follow:
Week
Aug.
Aug.

Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.

Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Attendance
29.614

Gross

34,149
26.630

$12,695
15,947
12.757

25.970
26,134
26.336

11.440
11,836
11.970

23,687
Week

10,572

Second

Attendance
23.908

15
13
14
18
16
17

Gross
$11,003
15.484
11,235

31.790
23.735
21,192
23,016

9,208
10,324
10.343

22,726
21,721

Malco

9.640

Television Trial Is Randforce Planning
3-a-Week at Three
Resumed for Month
New

York — The

National

Broadcasting

Co. and the Radio Corporation of America will resume Tuesday with a series of
experimental television broadcasts over a
four-week period. The weekly schedule
will comprise six one-hour transmissions.
Films and live entertainment will be
broadcast twice weekly, Tuesdays and
Fridays, from 8:00 to approximately 9:00
p. m., and test charts and still pictures,
of no entertainment value but of assistance to experimenters, will be transmitted
four afternoons a week, Tuesdays through
Friday between 3:00 and 4:00 o’clock.
Broadcasts will emanate from NBC’s
transmitter W2XBS, atop the Empire
State Tower. Good reception, according
to O. B. Hanson, NBC vice-president and
chief engineer, will be limited to the area
north of the building as defined by the
Hudson River on the west and Long Island Sound to the east. It will be possible, however, to receive the programs
in some sections of New Jersey and on the
north shore of Long Island beyond Brooklyn.

The

36

in Memphis

mark.
better than “Happy

Buys
New

Two

Wallace

York — J. P. Hoffberg

two Edgar

Wallace

Stories
has acquired

melodramas.

New

York — Randforce

will experiment

with three-day-a-week operation of three
Brooklyn houses, now closed, starting Labor Day. If the test works out, it will be
extended to five or six other houses now
operating a full week.
Sam Rinzler, partner in the circuit with
Louis Frisch, feels the weekday operating
expense is the same as Friday, Saturday
and Sunday and if theatres can show a
profit on those three days as compared
with losses for the other four it would
be smart business to operate only on profitable days.
The three to be reopened Labor Day
under the new policy are the Empress,
Wilson and Riviera. The plan, if finally
adopted, will not be broadened beyond five
or six other units, Rinzler points out.
RKO, which cancelled the lease on the
Republic, Brooklyn, in May, effective September 1,has renewed the deal for another
year. The major circuit took over the
theatre from Randforce last September.
Although there was some doubt about
reopening the Mid town, August 12, RKO
has decided to include this with the Regent, Rochester; Shore Road, Brooklyn;
Uptown, Yorktown and Jefferson, Manhattan, scheduled to resume the same day.
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Three Previews on

With Their Wives

They Were

There, Too

Long Hot Weekend
By BILL ORNSTEIN
New York— It started Saturday, August
13, and wound up 11:30 Tuesday night,
August

16. It began at Saratoga and finished on Broadway and 45th Street. The
first showing was at the Community in
the upstate race track area and the last
at the Astor in the heart of Times Square.
Bob Gillham, A1 Wilkie and Herb Berg
of Paramount bent their heads together.

The

Joseph M. Seiders. He is president of Prudential Playhouses. Also

industry

campaign

chairman

locally.

‘‘Let’s preview

‘Sing You

Sinners’

at Sara-

toga,” one suggested. Another volunteered, “Let’s take the trade boys along.”
And that’s exactly what happened. On
Saturday morning, 9:30 sharp, several of

Henry

Seigel,

mdepe?ident

circuit

operator, and George J. Schaefer, vicepresident and general manager of UA.

the trade paper men met at Grand Central and boarded the Saratoga special. At
1:30 p. m., the race track stared them in
the face. With Wilkie as host, the men
occupied boxes. There were loads of film
people nearby, but the trade men were
there to see the races and not to mix business.
Came six o’clock. The races over, Wilkie escorted the men back to the U. S.
Hotel where they dilly dallied for a few
hours. Time on their hands until the

Eugene
buyer

and
for

Mrs.

Picker.

Loew’s

liked ‘Drums’,”

local

He

is film

houses.

“I

he said.

midnight preview of Bing Crosby’s picture,
it was decided to visit Piping Rock where,
lo and behold, Wilkie almost lapsed into a
tantrum when the waiter handed him a
$40 check for nine drinks and a tepid floor
show. He summoned the waiter. The
waiter humbly discharged
ing he could do nothing.

the matter,

Miss

Gratman,

left, with

David

Mrs. Chatkin. Chatkin operates
Monarch circuit in the midwest.

and
the

say-

Roy Chartier’s Irish boiled. “Get me the
manager!” he ordered. “Take this card
to him. I’m from Variety. Tell him to fix
the check right!” Jack Pulaski started to
take out some cards. He had a pass for
the Polo Grounds, an Elks membership
card and a couple of season theatre passes.
He left his calling card home. The complaint worked this time. Back from the
managerial den came the waiter with a
check for $7. Someone then suggested
Arrowhead Inn, but there wasn’t time.
The men
then repaired to Walter
Reade’s theatre where Chris Dunphy was
on the lookout for celebrities. Lew Nathan
Mrs. Max
thinks

A. Cohen

it over

Hollywood.

He

in

smiles while hubby
the

heads

lobby

of the

Cinema

circuit.

of Paramount’s photography staff was on
the job and the first important picture
was that of John Balaban, president, entering with John D. Hertz, member of the

Billy Brandt

of the

the right. Son
Mrs. Brandt.

Brandt

Bingo

Bros,

on

on the left and

company’s board.
Zasu Pitts was scheduled to be on hand
but illness prevented her from making the
trip.

Arline Judge, escorted by Dan Topping, created a mild sensation before and
after the screening. The traffic officer
had his hands full shooing off milling
autograph hunters. Gillham, who had
been to the theatre earlier in the day,
returned to New York before the picture
got under way.

Freddie

Schwarts

is chief buyer
circuit.
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In the audience were Robert Ogden Goelet, Cornelius and Mrs. Whitney, F. Skiddy von Stade, Carlton Burke, head of the
California Racing Commission; George H.
(Continued on next page)

for Century

Brandt,

Charles

Photos
20, 1938

Harry

by Metropolitan

now

head

Steiner

merged

with

of the ITOA,

of the
Cinema

Belle

and

circuit

circuit.

Saratoga

Louis Frisch, Max A. Cohen, John Benas,
Laurence Bolognino and A1 Suchman,
Harry, William, Louis, Bernard and Bing

Visitors

Brandt, John Benas, Bernie Brooks, Irving Kaplan, Henry Seigel, Harry Harris,
Leo Brecher jr., Ed Stern, Noe Rosenberg,
Louis Goidel, M. A. Schlesinger, Dinty
Moore, George Balsdon, Commissioner
Paul Moss, Edward Seiler jr., Leon Netter,
Jack Cohn and Nate Spingold.
The opening of “Marie Antoinette” at
the Astor was not intended to be a pretentious affair, but according to Howard
Dietz, “you just can't have a quiet opening.” With blue white rays pouring on
the front of the theatre from a truck
across

the street and with 45 officers, including captains and sergeants, policing
the mobs attracted by the hope Norma
Shearer and a host of stars would appear,
the night was anything but a placid one.

— Lew

Nathan

Photo

Barney
board

Balaban, president of Paramount, on the left, and John D. Hertz,
member, attended the premiere

of “Sing You Sinners” at Walter
Reade’s Community , Saratoga, N. Y.
Having to do with race horses, it was
fitting and proper that the first showing of the Bing Crosby film be held
for turf enthusiasts.

Three Previews on
Long Hot Weekend
(Continued

from

preceding

page)

Bull, Mrs. Dodge Sloane, Seth and Mrs.
Morton, Algernon and Mrs. Dangerfield,
Mrs. Averell Clark, Mrs. Edgars Scott,
John A. Morris, secretary of the racing
association; Walter and Mrs. Salmon, Herbert Bayard Swope, Morton Schwartz,
Mrs. Clarabelle Walsh, Peter A. B. Widener, Vincent King, head of the New York
Turf Writers; Richard and Mrs. Dwight,
Douglas Paige, Raymond Guest, Arnold
Hanger, Harry and Mrs. Stevens, Colonel
and Mrs. Phil Chinn, Thomas and Mrs.
Bragg, all prominent in society.
According to Walter Reade jr., the
opening day’s business, $1,022, at regular
admission prices, set a new house record.
More than 2,500 persons attended the first
day.
Monday night heralded the advent of
“Drums,” which opens next month at the
Music Hall with Sabu, who plays an important part in the film, slated to arrive
in a few weeks for the opening. The
Holly woe d was the scene of activity with
cameramen snapping pictures in the outer
and inner lobbies.
Virtually every executive in UA was
about. Among them were Maurice, Emanuel and Dr. Henry Silverstone, George J.
Schaefer, Arthur W. Kelly, Harry D.
Buckley, Charles Stem, Moe Streimer,
Lynn Farnol, Morris Helprin, Monroe
Greenthal, and Harry Kosmer.
The attendance represented a cross section of local exhibitors, among them being
Eugene Picker, David Chatkin, Gus Eyssell, Fred Schwartz, Sam Rinzler and

38

Miss Shearer, who arrived the same morning the picture premiered, was virtually
torn to shreds at the Grand Central and
wisely enough kept away from the Astor.
Scaled at $2.20 top, the picture had a
$6,000 advance sale before its first public
showing. M-G-M asserts that other than
newspaper, trade and fan magazine representatives no tickets were given away. At
8 p. m., the heavens opened up, but this
didn’t phase the mob which insisted on
craning necks when a cab or private car
deposited its cargo.
Joe Vogel was so excited he couldn’t partake of food. With Leon Cameron, temporarily shifted from the Melba, Brooklyn
for the run of the picture, he was first on
the job. Larry Beatus, district manager,

then ambled in, followed by C. C. Moskowitz, John Murphy, Mike Rosen, Gene
Picker and Nils T. Grantlund, who presided at the WHN microphone.
Sorda Hardit Singh Malit, all the way
from the Punjab district in northern India
and

in full regalia, was the first important personality. About 8:30, industry and
important personalities in the journalistic
and theatrical worlds began arriving. They
included:
Barney and Mrs. Balaban, Roy Howard,
M. H. Aylesworth, Heywood Broun, Mrs.
William Randolph Hearst, Lee Shubert,
Major Edward Bowes, Gabriel Heater, the
Grand Duke Alex Romanoff, Isabel Jewel,
Irving Caeser, Joe Moskowitz, Neil F.
Agnew, Leslie E. Thompson, Leon Netter,
Jack Cohn, George J. Schaefer, Max A.
Cohen, Joseph M. Seider, Sam Rinzler,
Louis Frisch, Saul Rogers, Sol A. Rosenblatt, Phil Spitalny, Jack Shea, John
Benas, R. H. Emde, Harry Brandt, Arthur
Rapf, William A. Scully, Robert Weitman,
David and Mrs. Bernstein, J. J. Unger,
Milton S. Kusell, Tom Connors, E. K.
O’Shea, Leopold Freidman, Dietz, Si
Seadler, Monroe Greenthal, and a host of
others.

All But One
New

York — Columbia

will release

all

but one picture on the 1937-38 schedule,
A. Montague, general sales manager, states.
“I Am the Law” opens at the Capitol
August 26. It is the first outside picture
for the theatre in a year or more.

Asher to Produce Three Quota
Films in London for Columbia
New York— Irving Asher will produce
three double quota pictures at Denham
studios in England for Columbia under a

man and Seymour Schussel, in addition
to Hortense Schor, who never misses a
boat when a Columbian returns.

deal which is virtually completed, according to Joseph A. McConville, foreign manager, who returned on the Italian liner
Rex from a two-month trip abroad.
He

said

Asher

would

produce

the pic-

tures independent of the latter’s association with Alexander Korda. It is estimated that approximately $250,000 would
be spent on each picture and there is a
strong possibility that Columbia may sponsor a triple quota production, McConville revealed.
McConville
the

found

theatre

conditions

on

continent prosperous. He said business is particularly good in Scandinavian

countries, while the “war scare” is much
more emphasized on this side of the ocean.
During

his trip, McConville

visited all

of Columbia’s English-speaking offices in
the British Isles. He also spent some time
on the continent, and in Prague, Czechoslovakia, met with sales representatives of
the Polish and Czech organizations.
Meeting him at the pier were A. Montague, general sales manager of Columbia; Rube Jackter, assistant to Montague;
Louis Weinberg, Arnold Picker, Max Cohn,
Charles Roberts, Jack Segal, Larry Schneider, Joe Levy, Harry Rogovin, Max Selig-

Joe

McConville, left, head of Columbia’s foreign department, being interviewed by Dave Golding, of Boxoffice,
as he disembarked after an extensive
trip abroad.
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^"HE
flood
of reissues
the infilmgoers
hanging
on thethat
ropeshadearly
the
summer have subsided to a mere trickle
. . . The only theatre that seems to be
still going strong for the oldies is Bill
Goldman’s News Theatre, which currently
is showing Joan Crawford in “Rain” . . .
Lewen Pizor will culminate a month of
hectic activity (new theatre openings, exploitation drives, UMPTO business, etc.)
with a trip to the altar.
Mark Sivaab, son of Lou Swaab, oldtime film supply man, will take over the
Independent Supply house on September 1
. . . The legit season gets wider way here
on August 29 with Max Gordon’s “Sing
Out the News ” a,t the Forrest . . . The
Aldine reopens on the 24 th with Hedy
Lamarr’s “Algiers.”
Allen Peterson, well-known operator of
the Palace Theatre, Salem, N. J„ died of
heart disease on Monday. Peterson was
in the motion, picture business for more
than 25 years . . . Vyvyan Donner, who
edits the fashion newsreel for Fox-Movietone, was judge at a juvenile fashion
show at Wildwood, over the week-end . . .
Seen in a huddle on the Atlantic City
beach: Ted Schlanger and Dave Milgram.
Exhibitors breaking out in a rash of
baseballitis — with sandlotters making personal appearances in many neighbrohood
houses in connection with a baseball contest sponsored by a local paper . . . “Alexander’s Ragtime Band” is reported breaking all records at Stanley.
The fall schedule at the Variety Club
begins on Saturday, September 10. Big
things are on tap, Steward Dave Greenberg informs . . . The Variety Beauty
Pageant Committee is aiming at selling
3,300 tickets for their “Showboat” stunt
to pick “Miss Philadelphia” . . . Vine
street is beginning to take on a livelier
look with many of the boys back from
their summer hegiras.

SEC Making Inquiries
On Technicolor Common
New

York

—

The

Securities

and

Ex-

change Commission is investigating transactions in Technicolor, Inc., common stock
traded on the Curb Exchange July 28, 29
and 30. The usual SEC questionnaire has
been forwarded to brokers requesting the
names of the persons buying or selling the
stock on those days.
On July 28 Technicolor opened at 23
and closed at 25 y2 on a volume of 11,400
shares. The next day 8,800 shares were
traded and the stock reached as high as
26 y2 but closed at 25y2 up %. On July
30 only 900 shares were traded and the
stock closed unchanged.
As of December 31, 1937, options cn
374,000 shares of the stock at prices ranging from $21.50 to $28.50 a share were
outstanding.
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Field Reports Show
Support for"Drive"
(Continued

from page 33)

whereby British films will be embraced
the Movie Quiz contest.

in

Buffalo Meeting Climaxes
Trio of Gatherings
Buffalo — A meeting

distributors Thursday

of 80 exhibitors

marked

and

the climax

of three joint' conferences on the industry
campaign. Out of 212 exhibitors in the
area, 150 already have pledged their support of the “Motion Pictures’ Greatest
Year”
days. drive. Others are assured within 10
A. W. Smith jr., was speaker here,
William Cadoret at Rochester, and Frank
Murphy at Syracuse.
From unaffiliated and independent
houses in the district, $1,000 already is
pledged. Vincent R. McFaul of Shea
Theatres is general chairman for the area.
Charles Skouras Heads
West Coast Committee
Los Angeles — More than 100 southern
California independent theatre men and
exchange operators pledged their support
last Thursday to the better business campaign at a mass meeting sponsored by the
Independent Theatre Owners. Herman
Wobber, W. F. Rodgers, Charles and Spyros Skouras explained the drive purposes
and procedure. A committee, headed by
Charles Skouras, was appointed to outline
the campaign details for this area.
Hopeful Chicago Section
Will Raise Drive Quota
New

York — With

$17,000

already

filmM. LOEW’s
g shop
made aopen-air
de luxe Mt.
bowVernon
with a 40piece band and Manager Harold Gould
lighting the highway with 1,000-watt
floodlights — not to mention corsages for
the ladies . . . Central Northeast area
soon will flock to Kogod’s “Atlas” now
in the last throes of construction . . .
Eddie Plohn comes back to announce the
National’s opening September 12 . . . Steve
Cochran is featuring former silent film
idol Bert Lytell at his Only playhouse . . .
Loew’s divisional chief, Carter Barron,
planed to the biggest town to visit Broadway headquarters . . . Gene Ford spends
time here
whipping
revue
into shape.

the “Going

Native”

Along with several playground groups.
Variety Welfare committee, headed by
Rudy Berger, again entertained the Bald
Eagle Camp with outdoor flickers . . .
Metropolitan’s Nelson Smith is off on vacation— possibly Doobs Hollow, Frederick
county . . . Hardie Meakin finally has
landed at the Cavalier, Virginia Beach,
on a 14 -day stay . . . Sol S or kin is holding the local Keith fort, which recalls
that Mrs. Sorkin is back in town after
months with the family in Gotham . . .
Osgood Roberts and wife Mabelle Jennings
are holidaying in Bermuda via the Clipper . . . Dan Reynolds reports that the
Penn Theatre suffered a loss of $500 in
air-conditioning equipment when a fire
started in the plant . . . Wiley and Winchester who did record 50-yard spurts to
overhaul a pocketbook thief when he
snatched a purse and tore out of the
theatre up lAth street . . . Culprits who
stole $50 from Louis Bernheimer's Newton have been brought to court . . . Washington’s filmrow is happy for former Loewite Harold Weinberger who recently was
made assistant megtoter on the Metro lot.
Arthur

and Helen DeTitta, now

on the

pledged by independent exhibitors in the
Chicago area, Eddie Silverman, head of
Essaness circuit and chairman of the committee which covers Illinois, Wisconsin,
Indiana and Michigan, expects the amount
to be increased to $25,000 before the
industry ad campaign drive is over.
Here for a few days on personal business, Silverman again expressed the belief that the campaign is “the greatest
thing for the industry.” He attended the
Hotel Astor meeting Thursday for local
exhibitors before leaving for Chicago that
night. He also was present at the original meeting called at the same hotel by
George J. Schaefer, co-chairman.

high seas via the Normandie, leave former Haysian Tony Muto, ensconced in

Philadelphia Row
Carries Into Drive

Duffus and the Palace’s Angie Ratto, tossed a fore
swanky
previewopening
for “Antoinette"
belast Sabbath
at the Palace

Philadelphia — Dave

Milgram,

head

of

the 16-theatre Affiliated chain, remained
adamant in his refusal to join the giant
exploitation drive being launched by the
industry, despite the coaxing of some of
the members of the steering committee.
Milgram as well as some of the other
independents demanded that the local end
of the drive be divorced from the UMPTO
leadership.

Arthur's Munsey building office . . . Loew
publicity chieftain, Oscar Doob, penned
a pinch-hit column for Times Drama
Critic Kelley and because of favorable
reaction reports are the column will be
incorporated in the million dollar ad campaign. . . The Paramount exchange will
be headquarters for the local ad drive,
with Frank LaFalce, Ray Bell and Hardie Meakin publicity committee here.
Isabel Baugh, Bud MacGowan’s secretary, has returned from the Lake George
leave . . . Metro’s chief Rudy Berger, with
the cooperation of publicity ace Carlton

. . . The aforementioned Rudy Berger
lists the new incubator equipment bought
for the premature birth room at Sibley
Hospital to cost approximately five grand
. . . The Variety Club also will send a
nurse to Michael Reese Hospital, Chicago, to study a course in the use of these
incubators . . . “Aloha” to GB local head
Joe Kaliski, who has been transferred to
the Smoky City.

Opposition Is Awaiting
Wm. Fox Settlement

REVIEW

Atlantic

bankruptcy

FLASHES
COME

ON,

LEATHERNECKS

(Rep)— Repub-

lic's latest venture into another branch oi
military service which should meet

the
with

fair boxoffice

success

quent spots. Richard
Hunt.

Produced
rected by James

at

Cromwell,

by Herman
Cruze.

FRESHMAN
YEAR
campus comedy

the

subseMarsha

Schlom.

Di-

(Univ) —
Unpretentious
with musical interludes,

first of a projected series of four, this suffers through amateurish production and
lack of established cast names.
Ernest
Truex

contributes

the

best

performance.

Constance Moore, William Lindigan. Produced by George Bilson. Directed by Frank
McDonald.
I AM

THE

date

of

LAW

(Col)— Easily

the

best

the gang-busting action
dramas. starring Edward G. Robinson

meloas an

Robinson's delineation is a classic and the
story, albeit a bit extreme in some sequences, is crammed with new twists and
the way

Picture

should

score

solidly

down the line. Everett Riskin
duced. Alexander Hall directed.

ROAD DEMONS
(20th-Fox) — Well
auto racing actioner based on

all
pro-

constructed
the annual

memorial day speed day event and boasting the best race sequences ever filmed.
Will

be

a

riot with

the juveniles

fans.

Henry

acting

honors. Produced by Jerry
man. Directed by Otto Brower.

SHOW

GOES

Armetta

ON.

THE

in comedy

and

thrill

role steals

(GB)— Spotty

Hoff-

triangle

drama about trapeze performers with boxoffice value doubtful, because of the unconvincing manner in
unreeled.

Poor

which

direction

the

and

story

SPAWN

by
OF

Leslie
THE

(Rep)

—

Robust

drama of America's last frontier, the salmon
fishing waters of Alaska, and the war between the trap site owners and fish pirates,
this

action

feature

manifests

appeal

through the breath-taking grandeur of its
scenic backgrounds. George Raft, Henry
Fonda,
John

Dorothy

Barrymore.

Directed

by

Lamour,

Henry

COMPLETE

Akim

Produced

by

Tamiroff
Albert

and

Lewin.

Hathaway.

REVIEWS

on the above

pictures will appear in an early issue
of BOXOFFICE.

92 Sue Condor
New York — Ninety-two investors in
Condor Pictures have sued 35 officers and
directors to recover $49,300, alleging misleading statements were made in the sales
of the stock.

38-B

pRANK STRAUS, aide to David Kamsky,
advertising manager of Neighborhood
Theatres, leaves this week for a vacation

here next week the former producer’s
family offer to settle for $500,000 the suit
against All-Continent Corp., owned by
Mrs. Fox and her two daughters, will be
opposed. Counsel for creditors for Fox,
after a lengthy hearing before Federal
Referee Allen W. Endicott, made it clear

up in Maine . . . Dan Wilkinson vacationed in West Virginia and Ohio . . .
Pete Lichtman and his family started for
New England the other week on a vacation but were turned back just the other
side of New York by the heavy rains.

they will not consider a compromise
the $41,500,000 of outstanding claims.

Allen Sparrow, manager of Loew’s, is still
talking about that wonderful vacation he
had motoring through the South . . . Al
Nowitsky has returned from vacationing in
mid around Norfolk, his home town . . .
Muriel Stevenson, secretary to Frank
O’Brien, spent a week at Virginia Beach
. . . Helen Boswell, cashier of Wilmer and
Vincent’s Colonial, visited Williamsburg
and Yorktown on her vacation . . . Neal
Patton has been promoted to doorman at
the Westhampton, succeeding Lewis Farber, resigned.

"of

Hiram

W. Steelman, trustee in bankruptcy, asked Endicott to accept the offer
if the investigation were dropped. Steelman has been trying unsuccessfully for
the past two years to examine the books
of All-Continent, in which Fox invested
$6,900,000 a few months before seeking
bankruptcy. W. Elmer Brown, local attorney representing Steelman, urged acceptance of the offer because of the nature of All-Continent’s assets and the possibility of losing the trustee’s suit to
examine the company’s books.

IA Affiliate Is Militant
In War
New

on Empire

York — Militant

Union

efforts to force col-

lapse of the last stronghold of Empire
State Motion Picture Operators will be undertaken next week when Local 306, projectionists’ union affiliated with the
IATSE, throws its entire picketing organization around 17 houses of Century Circuit in Brooklyn. Eight theatres have
been picketed for the past few days.
A Local 306 spokesman declared that despite Century’s willingness to continue
booth operations with Empire, the union’s
members desire membership with Local
306. By using picketing tactics Local 306
hopes to force Century to acquiesce to absorption of Empire with the IATSE affiliate. The two operator unions have been
in bitter controversy for the past few years.

Frank

Shafer, manager

of the Capitol

in Harrisonburg, won a prize in the “Swing
Your Lady” contest . . . Mofe Barney, owner
of the Idle Hour, Petersburg, has taken
over the closed State and will dismantle
it . . . Jimmy Booth, manager of the
Langley in Phoebus, is the daddy of a new
baby girl . . . Herman Hable, manager of
the Palace in Winchester, is vacationing
at Atlantic City . . . Elmo “Slim” Holloway, manager of the Wilson in Arlington,
is vacationing at Virginia Beach . . .
Dorothy
Beach.

Shewbridge, home office, Neighborhood Theatres, vacationed at Virginia

Ed Robinson

has returned from summer

encampment of the Coast Guard at Virginia Beach . . . Hunter Perry opened his
new house in Charlottesville last week . . .
Leon Nelson jr., film checker, won the golf
championship of Lakeside Club for the
fourth consecutive year . . . Carter Barron,
Loew’s district manager, was in town.

Special " Mirror " Issue
Is An Artistic Triumph

is

Banks.

NORTH

Fox

case gets another court airing

overacting

overshadow the thrilling climax. Anna
Neagle, Tullio Carminati. Produced and
directed

Bid

the William

to

absent-minded professor on law who turns
militant prosecutor to clean up the city.

suspense.

City — When

Fifty New York Allied
Men to Jersey Meeting
New

York — About

lied of New

York

50

members

will attend

of Al-

the joint

Allied of New Jersey and New York convention in Atlantic City, October 19-21. A
meeting of eastern directors as usual will
be held during the three-day sessions.
The principal topic is expected to be the
government’s anti-trust suit in addition
to sales policies of the major companies

New

York — Swathed

in

shiny

trans-

parent paper, its cover adorned with a
likeness of and a tribute to the man whose
pictures become “an event of first magnitude in theatres throughout the world,”
the souvenir edition of the Columbia
Mirror, dedicated to Frank Capra and
“You Can’t Take It With You,” is an
arresting and toothsome affair.
The 20-page book, of regular magazinesize dimensions, has gone to 15,625 exhibitors in the United States and Canada.

and the proposed anti-Ascap bill for elimination of the 15 cents a seat tax.

The company, so pleased with it, may offer it as a deluxe accessory to theatres
as a mailing piece.

Consolidated

Combining fact and fancy, copiously illustrated with front and back stage photos,
an illuminating story on the life of Capra
and a high regard for lots of white space

Meet

New

Directors to

With Yates' Return

York — The

Consolidated

Film

di-

rectors’ meeting, postponed from Monnay, most likely will be held next week
with the return of Herbert J. Yates,
president, on Monday from the coast. A
dividend was due to be declared.

in the art layout, the book strives — and
well succeeds — in highlighting “the fundamental qualities” declared by Capra as
necessary for “great screen entertainment.”
Credit for the issue goes to Al Sherman
and Jose Schorr and Jack Meyers, art
director. — L. W.
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Eastman

Unreels Film

Depicting
New

York

—

The

Manufacture
marvels

of

precision

machinery and mass production are graphically portrayed in Eastman Kodak’s industrial film “Highlights and Shadows”
which was unreeled for some 300 guests
at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, Thursday.
Starting with the manufacture of cameras, the film, which runs 55 minutes, illustrates all important processes that are
undergone in the gigantic Eastman Kodak
plant. The technique employed for lens,
emulsion and paper for photography are
all wonders of the machine age.
Production of that sort isn’t solely mechanical, as the film shows the human
element isn’t overlooked. Craftmanship
plays an important part in all phases of
manufacturing. It is emphasized in the
magnificent research laboratories established at Eastman Kodak.
The picture closes with a fitting tribute
to the importance of films in our modern
society. Examples of its use as a medium
of entertainment, education and recording
of significant events in the daily course of
our lives round out the production.
Credit should go to members of Eastman
Kodak who shared in the venture.
Among the guests were: John E. Otterson, Mrs. Osa Johnson, Dan Collins, John
Abbott, Merlin E. Aylesworth, William
Rowland, George Noffka, Tom Scott,
Harry Glickman, Tom Evans, Stevens Eller, George O’Keefe, and Joe Busch. —
D. G.

(Continued

from page 35)

tonews, says he has the solution to the
industry’s problems and that is to double
Bingo and eliminate features . . . George
Peters, manager of Loew’s in Reading, is
vacationing locally . . . Mrs. Herman Robbins, now that son Allen has recovered
nicely from his recent illness, sailed on
the Normandie for a vacation abroad . . .
Harry

Ragovan, Boston manager for Columbia, spent a day in town with Rube
Jackter ... Jill Martin returned the other
day from Budapest and left the next day
by plane for Hollywood where she starts
on her new Republic contract. Harry
Engel of P. & M. closed the deal. She has
appeared in a number of independent features and some Columbia shorts.
Gabriel Pascal is back from a quick
trip to the coast . . . Erich Pommer delayed his sailing to Saturday when he left
for England on the lie de France. While on
the coast recently he completed tieups
with several agents for making talent
available if, and when, needed . . . Helen
Hayes will play host to Norma Shearer
next week at her home at Nyack . . . Bill
Jaffe and Gloria Swanson were seen the
other night at the Stork Club sipping mint
juleps . . . Charles Moskowitz at the opening -of “ Marie Antoinette” at the Astor
without a carnation. Ditto Leopold Friedman, Joe Vogel and Gene Picker.
Bob Woolf, Louis Weinberg,

Irving Lud-

wig, Manny Silverstone, Rube Jackter,
Charlie Cohen, Mel Heymann, Saul Krugman, Morris Helprin, Max Goldberg, A1
Margolies, Louis Berg and Morris Kinzler
among those partaking of the air conditioning and lunch at Lindy’s . . . William
Goldberg of Gallic Films is abroad looking over foreign product to augment the
company’s current schedule . . . Earle
Hammons and Bob Savini dashed out of
the Paramount Building, dashed across
Broadway, ducked taxi after taxi, slid by
auto after auto and breathlessly — boarded
a street car . . . James Dunn is now
handling publicity as well as heading the
Rivoli’s managerial staff . . . Frank Lloyd
goes to the London premiere of Ronald
Colman’s “If I Were King” all the way
from Los Angeles by boat.
Tom Connors attended the opening
Thursday of the new $1,000,000 Comerford
Theatre at Wilkes Bar re . . . Harry Cohn
is making Saratoga his temporary headquartes. . . J . M . Foley, formerly with
20 th-Fox in Omaha, is the new Monogram
office manager at Omaha . . . Armand
Dennis and Leila Roosevelt, producers of
“Dark Rapture,” were interviewed on the
air Friday afternoon over a national network. . . Edward G. Robinson returns to
the air Tuesday on the “Big Town” series
... D. A. Doran is in town trying to cast
Ernest Hemingway’s

new

play, “The Fifth

Column.”
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Mednikow Gets Ten-Year
Trailer-Made Franchise

Universal Ups A, E . Bail
To Far East Supervisor

Last 1337-38

New York — Jack Mednikow, formerly
with National Screen, has signed a 10year franchise with Trailer-Made for ex-

For M-G-M
York — With
the

New

New
release

of

East

"Marie Antoinette" August 26, M-G-M
winds up its 1937-38 schedule. There
will be no further roadshows other than

clusive handling of the company’s trailers
in Illinois, Wisconsin and part of Indiana.
He will open an office at 13th and So.
Wabash Ave., Chicago, September 15.
Mednikow spent several days here on the
deal and left Wednesday night for the
Windy city.

those
Los

currently

Angeles,

at the

and

Carthay

Tokyo.
Dutch

Circle,

the company in 1923 as a salesman
bourne, Australia.

Pathe Net $51,678

Washington — Joseph M. Schenck, chairman of the 20th Century-Fox board, sold
19,200 shares of 20th-Fox common and
1,000 shares of $1.50 cumulative preferred
stock in June, according to SEC report.

At Arthur

Loew’s

Party

SAM

HENRY

K.RECKE FOUND
COMPANIONSHIP

SOME

The territories under Daff’s jurisdiction are Japan, China, Philippines,
East Indies, Straits Settlements and

India where the company has its own distributing organization. Daff started with

Astor, Broadway.

General

New York — Pathe Film reports a net
profit of $51,678 for the six months ended June 30. Income from film developing, printing sales and rentals aggregated
$483,974. A total of $80,821 was received
from other sources. Operating expenses
amounted to $511,956.

Sells 20th-Fox Shares

York — A. E. Daff, formerly Universal’s manager for Japan, is now Far
supervisor with headquarters in

to M-G-M

in Mel-

Allied Meet

New York — Allied of New York will hold
a general meeting at the Syracuse Hotel,
Syracuse, September 8. Max A. Cohen,
head of the unit, will preside. Harry G.
Kosch, attorney, may attend.

Foreign

Employes

BURGER. YAWNED

SWAM

LOEW
EXPLAINED
THEMINECAM

TO

SPRING

LOEW
GREETED HIS
GUESTS ENROLTE
TO PEMBROKE

THE MET
HOSTESS
ALL
MELITA

LOEW

When the boss declares a holiday for his staff and invites them, one and all, to spend the day at his home as guests it s
something to write about. Arthur Loew had his yacht, Laughing Face, call for the folks and after a cooling sail down East
River to Glen Cove, L. I., they were met by Loew in his special speedboat. On to his Pembroke Estate, where the rest of the
day was spent playing games, swimming and partaking of food. There was a drawing for prizes and five girls won handbags a?id as many men walked off with handsome cigarette lighters. About 65 were on hand for the festivities.
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are you

a

or just a man who runs a theatre?
The most-discussed picture of the year — already a proven
big-grosser*.. waiting for your magic touch of showmanship
that tells America that here is the different picture they’ve
been waiting to see. Never before has a picture been such
a center of attraction . . . never before has the public been
aroused to such a white heat of interest. Give it the gun
on publicity and advertising ...and it will pay off in profits!

"'Blockade' triples boxoffice business in Boston" ... . M P. Daily. '"Blockade'
big in Kansas City" . . . says Variety. 'Blockade' holds over for five big weeks
in San Francisco. Tri-State Theatre, Omaha, plays to standing room as
mass curiosity reacts to publicity.
These are just a few of the sensational engagements that are cashing in on this
tidal wave of national enthusiasm!

co-starring MADELEINE CARROLL • HENRY FONDA
with Leo Carrillo • John Halliday • Reginald Denny • Vladimir Sokoloff and Robert Warwick • Directed by William
Dieterle * Music by Werner Janssen • From the screen play by John Howard Lawson • Released thru United Artists

A CHALLENGE TO SHOWMANSHIP
m

m

m

and an OPPORTUNITY!

Eliott Subject J^evleurl,
We

Live in Two

Educational
An

(Treasure Chest)

unusual

©

Worlds

Screen Memories,

11 Minutes

dissertation by the noted

English novelist', J. P. Priestley, which will
be followed with interest and no little confusion. Priestley attempts to show there
are two worlds. One which is characterized by nationalistic barriers and the other
which is linked together by transportation and communications. Switzerland is
singled out as the example for Priestley’s
exposition. This particular sequence is
outstanding for its photography. But once
Priestley gets through with his explanation
of an elementary phase in internationalism
he has no more to say. Thus his narration
lacks force and is pointless.

The Memory Lingers On

OF THE

In the parlance of journalism, the producers of this short have done a swell

WEEK

Hunting Trouble
RKO

(Smart

Set)

16 Minutes

This registers as a real rib-tickler
and can safely be classed as one of
the
one

9 Minutes

Inc.

funnier comedies of the year. It's
of those affairs in which the humor

depends on the situations. Jed Prouty
and Richard Lane make a grand team
as the two friends who had a wild
time at a fraternal order convention.

job of “rewriting.” They have gathered
together a collection of clips of such famous personages and events as Will Rogers welcoming Candidate Franklin D.
Roosevelt, the Lindbergh welcome, the Armistice parade, William S. Hart, the Keystone Comedies, Enrico Caruso and the
Dempsey-Willard fight scenes. It strikes
a pleasant chord if the response by a Radio
City Music Hall audience is any indication. The short is worthwhile, if only
for the brief flash of the Will Roger
humor.

Complications crop up when a strange
girl follows them home. Prouty, who
already is married, believes in some

Follow the Arrow

way

he

scene

M-G-M

(Pete Smith Specialty) 10 Minutes

Here indeed is an excellent archery short
and one of the best made by Pete Smith.
Featured is Howard Hill, foremost archer.
He gives an amazing demonstration of his
skill with the bow and arrow. After illustrating the correct way to shoot an
arrow. Hill reels off a number of astounding tricks climaxed by a stunt where he

has committed bigamy. Meanwhile, friend wife appears on the
and wants to know about the

hunting
to

trip both

make.

great

men

were

It's all ironed

supposed

out

with

a

deal of hilarity when it's discovered that the girl, Vicki Lester, is mar-

ried, but to Prouty's son. RKO
has
something there in Miss Lester who is
a
comely blonde. Prouty and Lane
handle their lines in a surefire man-1
ner while credit should go to Charles
E. Roberts'

well-timed

direction.

shoots an apple off a man’s head. Smith
cleverly depicts the action in slow motion.
There are the usual Smithian touches,
good for chuckles, in a brief resume of
the history of the sport. This is worth
special billing.

Rhythm
Universal

Cafe

• Mentone)
20 V2 Minutes

Calibre of entertainment here is about
tops. Be prepared for pleasant surprise
in the comic team of Oshins and Lessy, a
talented pair well known to New York
night life. Virginia Verrill, radio star,
pleases with her rendition of “Temptation.” Then there are the Four Eton Boys,
of radio fame; Don and Dolores Foursome, adagio dancers; a young man, Vic
Hyde, who plays three trumpets; the tap
dancing team of Samuels Brothers and
Edith Fleming, and Rosa Linda, pianist, in
a too-brief bit.

It's In the Stars
The Major Lied Til Dawn
Vitaphone

(Merrie Melody)

M-G-M

7 Minutes

A gay cartoon which derives its humor
from farcical and whacky situations. There
is a slight satirical and impudent vein running through this series which may or may
not endear the resulting efforts to audiences. An old British major and a bright
British lad, reminiscent of two noted Hollywood personalities, are indulging in a bit
of conversation and the major tells the lad
how he bagged all the big game. The short
is good for a number of chuckles.

Fits and Benefits

Paris on Parade
M-G-M

(FitzPatrick Traveltalk) 9 Minutes

Whoever

had

the happy

inspiration of

filming the Paris Exposition of 1937 ra^es
applause. Credit should go to James FitzPatrick for turning in a fine pictorial job.
The splendid array of architecture proves
to be a fitting subject for the camera.
Pictures of the outstanding pavilions
among the 44 nations are shown. Most
impressive and thrilling shot is the monument of a man and woman atop the Russian structure which was conceded to be
the masterpiece of the Exposition.

(Mentone)

1 9 '/2 Minutes

Satisfactory vaudeville presentation with
a little bit of this and that, including York
and King, comedians; Carolyn Marsh, who
warbles “Stardust” very nicely; the Original Cotton Club Tramp Band, swinging
out with “Boogie Woogie;” the Merry
Macs, recently on Fred Allen’s hour; Mirth
and Mack, who do a military tap routine, and the Eight Men of Manhattan,
a group of singers.
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Barnyard
Universal

Romeo

(Oswald Cartoon)

7 Minutes

Shy on humor, this is mainly juvenile
fare. Barnyard characters are Dulcie Duck
(who has a Fanny Brice accent), and a
turkey, Clock Gobble. Fly in the ointment
for Dulcie Duck is coquettish Miss Peacock.
But Dulcie shows up Miss Peacock for what
she is. In the interim, Clock Gobble falls
into the water and is rescued by Dulcie.

19 M mutes

Gay and youthful, this should appeal to
all audiences. It is a two-reel college musical treated in a clever manner and aided
by the presence of the charming and
petite Eleanor Lynn. Idea revolves about
a resolution adopted by the leading fraternity and sorority to forego dates in the
interest of studies. This puts pressure on
the romance of Miss Lynn and Johnny
Downs. With the help of a very kind
professor of astronomy, the firm resolve
of the two Greek groups is broken down.

The Courtship of the Newt
M-G-M

Universal

• Musical )

(Robert Benchley)

8 Minutes

Professor Benchley delivers another one
of his clever dissertations. This time he
dons the robes of a scientist to tell us
about the lovelife of a newt, which vaguely may be described as a “a bunch of
grapes with a mouth.” That will give you
an idea. Best line is the newt’s approach
to romance. The mating lasts about from
March 10 through the following February,
“giving the newt ten days for overhauling
and general reconditioning.”
BOXOFFICE
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OPINIONS

]

'

ON

CURRENT

FEATURE

M-G-M

(

)

55 Minutes

Rel.

Warner Bros. (
)
90 Minutes
Rel.
An overly-sentimental character study bearing the aura
of lavender and old lace, this has been so thoroughly
soaked in saccharinity and tears that elderly ladies at
matinees will take it to their hearts. However, sophisticates
and those who prefer action to dialogue can hardly be
expected to tear down the doors to see it. Of its type, the
vehicle is a meritorious example, its chief points of interest
being two sensational film newcomers, Jeffery Lynn and
John Garfield. The “four daughters” — Gale Page and
Priscilla, Rosemary and Lola Lane — are in love with
Lynn, a flippant and likeable student of music who is
living in the household. Garfield, ne’er-do-well orchestrator, upsets the applecart by marrying Priscilla, to whom
Lynn was affianced. Michael Curtiz directed.
Priscilla Lane, Rosemary Lane, Lola Lane, Gale Page,
Jeffery Lynn, John Garfield, Claude Rains, May Robson.

Infinitely better than their last effort. Laurel and Hardy
turn in a job which should be a field day for their fans and
at the same time deliver value received in abdominal guffaws for all customers. The past masters of slapstick
return to the tried and true tricks in which they formerly
specialized and, additionally, give out with a fair measure
of bright, new gags. The result is a short and snappy
feature which more closely resembles their earlier and
more widely-acclaimed pictures and which should enjoy
proportionate patronage. John G. Blystone’s unusual understanding direction contributes a large measure to the
feature’s speed. Buddies during the war, Stan and Oliver
are reunited after 20 years to get into more trouble than
normally comes in a lifetime.
Stan Laurel, Oliver Hardy, Patricia Ellis, Minna Gombell,
Billy Gilbert, James Finlayson.

Four Daughters

Block-Heads

Warner

Bros. (205)

F

71 Minutes

Columbia

Rel. July 16. ’38

(

)

F

70 Minutes

Rel.

With the glib facility characteristic of this studio in converting a current newspaper sensation into a film, the
experiences of New York’s Thomas E. Dewey are used to
supply the inspirational note for a fairly smooth and exciting melodrama. Stocked liberally with gangster hokum,
there is enough action to make this a pretty good boxoffice bet. Although the picture makes a slight effort to
portray the significance of the conflict involved, it is only
a superficial one. It shows how a group of truckmen are
forced by racketeers to pay tribute or starve. George Brent
attempts to buck the mob but deserts his friends because his
wife, Gloria Dickson, is having a baby and he needs money.
But when the racketeers stage a strike, Brent comes back
to aid his former friends. Lloyd Bacon directed.
George Brent, Gloria Dickson, Walter Abel, Humphrey
Bogart, Oscar O’Shea, Penny Singleton, Allen Jenkins.

This boasts of moments of high hilarity and, like
most comedies, therefore, slows down when it travels
through the valleys. Taking it by and large, however,
“The Gladiator” is a good show depending almost entirely
on the popularity of the colossal-kissered comic for
its support, at the turnstiles. This time Joe, the butt
as usual, returns to college 12 years after completing his freshman year and is pushed around plenty
by football huskies and campus cutups until a professor
who has been perfecting a strength-giving serum uses him
as a subject. It takes hold and Joe becomes super-human
in strength, performing valorous feats on the gridiron and
the wrestling mat. Edward Sedgwick directed.

Universal

Universal

Racket Busters
(2041)

Joe E. Brown, Man Mountain Dean, June Travis, Dickie
Moore, Lucien Littlefield, Robert Kent, Ethel Wales.

The Gladiator

F

67 Minutes

Rel. Mar.

25, '38

Let's Make
20th Century-Fox

a Night of It
(

)

in Trouble

F

Rel.

States Rights (

: : August 20, 1938

Rel.

)

F

60 Minutes

Rel.

This is one of those Hollywood hybrids which are better
forgotten. The only outstanding feature of the film is its
mediocrity. It abounds in the script, sound, photography
and acting. The subject of paroled convicts sets off the
proceedings, but the film immediately lapses into the old
gangster hokum. There are two gangster rivals for whom
one sets the trap for the other in a night club. There is
a girl, Jean Carmen, angular but with possibilities, whose
father is killed by one of the gangsters. And there is the
cop who masquerades as a convict to avenge the death of
his pal. The cop always runs across the girl who is out
gunning for the man who killed her father. The gangsters
get their deserts and the cop gets the girl. Elmer Clifton
directed. J. D. Kendis produced.
Jean Carmen, Richard Adams, George Eldridge, Milbourne
Stone, Eddie Kaye, Joe Devlin.

Paroled

Coniedv

CLASSIFICATION— A - ADULT

BOXOFFICE

65 Minutes

The Missing Guest

This is the reliably fast, amusing entertainment which
Jane Withers’ fans have come to expect from the talented
moppet, maintaining the high standards her previous vehicles have set and one that can be depended upon for
considerable acceptance and patronage. Jane is as exuberant as ever, having been provided with a series of clever
antics, with Eddie Collins standing out in an adequate
supporting cast. This time her problem is that of trying
to get her useless family, consisting of Jean Rogers, Collins
and Nana Bryant, to give up their social-climbing ideas
after her father, Andrew Tombes, suddenly finds himself
a multi-millionaire. As usual; she plunges everything into
a hopeless turmoil which is straightened out by the
U. S. Coast Guard — no less. Joseph Santley directed.
Jane Withers, Eddie Collins, Jean Rogers, Arthur Treacher,
Nana Bryant, Andrew Tombes, Joseph Sawyer.

Always

)

cast and story, while Barney Sarecky’s production, and
the direction by John Rawlins are satisfactory. Kelly is
a quick-witted newspaperman assigned to bring in a
story getting at the truth of the ghost stories surrounding
a mysterious room in a long-dead millionaire’s mansion.
During a fancy-dress party in the room, William Lundigan,
one of the guests, disappears and another is murdered.
Kelly gets on the trail and finding Lundigan, bottles up the
story by forcing him to confess to the killing.
Paul Kelly, Constance Moore, William Lundigan, Edwin
Stanley, Selmer Jackson, William Wayne, George Cooper.

F

70 Minutes

(

F

Resorting to all the standard sequences of its type, even
to the clutching hand and assorted trap-doops, this hokumladen chiller will do its unassuming duty as program fare,
chiefly because of the excellent work of Paul Kelly in the
top spot. His performance transcends a weak supporting

Whatever prompted Universal to release this English
musical will remain a mystery. It clearly illustrates the
ineptness of the British when it comes to handling musical
productions. American audiences will have difficulty in
finding sufficient entertainment morsels in this to make
it satisfactory program fare. The book has to do with
one of those light-brained middle-age wealthy couples who
go into night club business. The man falls heir to a club
as part of a business debt and the woman is hoodwinked
into buying a notorious spot next door. Meanwhile,
Buddy Rogers obtains a job as master-of-ceremonies.
Daughter June Clyde comes to her mother’s aid in the other
club, but the secret is out when the police stage a raid
and all principals are jailed. Graham Cutts directed.
Buddy Rogers, June Clyde, Claire Luce, Claud Allister,
Fred Emney, Iris Hoey, Bertha Belmore, Syd Walker.
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S-xpLoitips
SELLING

ANGLES:

SUGGESTIONS

“Block-Heads"

CATCHLINES:

Been Over for Twenty

SELLING

“The

Years . . .

The of
Year’s
Kinds
Love. Greatest

Gladiator"

SELLING

Base promotion and display angles on Joe E.
Brown. Hold a contest for kids to imitate his
ear-splitting yell. Prepare an animated cutout
of Brown rim by a small motor which opens and
shuts his mouth. Attach small capsules to postcard for your mailing list, labeling them “Laughing Tablets” and imprinting picture and theatre
billing on the cards. Plant stills of his wrestling
match with local sports editors, in pool rooms and
at your local sports arena.

“Four

Cast in a Story of Two

ANGLES:

SELLING

SELLING

Missing

A Powerful

Guest"

credits. As a lobby

ANGLES:

...

A

Against Crime.

“Let's Make

a Night of It"

picture. They are: “When My Heart Says
“Let It Rain, Let It Pour,” “Angel” and “Take
Pick and Swing.” The title is a natural for
operative ad page with emphasis on those

and rental libraries on displays of mystery and detective novels. Make tieups on the title with food
supply stores and restaurants on the angle that
with good food, properly prepared, there will be

and commodities
entertainment.

no “Missing Guest.”

that go to make

Sing,”
Your
a coplaces

up an evening’s

CATCHLINES:

CATCHLINES:

What Dreadful Secret Was Locked in the Blue
Room? . . . The Answer Will Thrill and Chill You.
Murder . . . Mystery
Menace ... All Locked
ANGLES:

Indictment

Headlines

Sheet music stores and departments should be
contacted for displays of the songs featured in the

centerpiece have the artist construct a mysteriouslooking house, focus blue spots on it and surmount
it with a question mark. Tie up with bookstores

SELLING

Busters"

CATCHLINES:

As Exciting as Tomorrow’s
Thrilling Expose.

“The

“Racket

panies for banners on the vehicles and other displays. Make a montage consisting of newspaper
headlines on similar happenings for a lobby display.

He Was the Butt of the College . . . Until a
Crazy Professor Made Him a Human Test-Tube
and a Hero for a Day.
ANGLES:

Daughters"

attorney on the film. Tie up with trucking com-

From One Howl to Another As Joe Becomes a
Scientific Experiment . . . And Turns Super-Man.

Give Paul Kelly the marquee

AIDS

Play up the importance of law and order routing crime. Stage a special showing for the local
Chamber of Commerce and police officials. Get
their endorsement. Work through other civic
groups. Feature an interview with the district

CATCHLINES:

Hit Songs . . . Rhythmic

. . . And an 18-Year-Old
in the Blue Room.

“Paroled

From

the Big House"

SELLING

ANGLES:

“Always

in Trouble"

Capitalize on the proven draw of the Jane Withers name with myriads of kid and adult fans by
liberal marquee and advertising plugs. Contact
the exchange for a list of commercial tieups

in a prisoner’s costume. Also have a man dressed
in a convict’s garb distribute heralds at busy intersections with the following copy: “See What
Happens to Gangsters Paroled From the Big

worked out with the studio on the child star. Offer special reduced rates at matinees for your local
Jane Withers Fan Club. Work out a title tieup

House.” Theme to play up in your newspaper
copy would be: “What’s Wrong With the Parole

with garages and new car dealers for motorists
with balky automobiles.

System?”

CATCHLINES:

CATCHLINES:

See What Happens
the Big House.

Music . . . Riotous En-

terainmet. . . That’s “Let’s Make a Night of It.”
High Hats and Madcaps ... A Whirlwind of
Entertainment.

Go in for the prison effect for the lobby. Put
bars around the boxoffice. Have doorman dressed

to Gangsters

A Red-Blooded Thriller of Men
Die by Their Guns.
ARE
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ANGLES:

AD

Four Daughters ... All Lovely, Lively and Gay
. . . Bring Tragedy to Their Home When They
Open the Door to Love.

Oliver’s Wife Met Stan.

ANGLES:

PICTURE

CATCHLINES:

The Funniest Picture in This Funny Team’s
Career . . . Setting a New High Mark in Uproarious
Tragedy.
Had

THE

The story first appeared in the Cosmopolitan
Magazine and should be tied into a promotional
scheme with distributors of that publication. Devote plenty of ballyhoo to Garfield and Lynn as
two promising discoveries. Use the title in a stunt
whereby families with four daughters are admitted
at special rates to see the picture. Tie up with
women’s dress shops on combination sales of new
clothing, hats, etc., to families with two, three or
more daughters. Check with local exchange on
commercial tieups.

up the old reliable “laugh insurance” tieup with a
local insurance agent. Spell out the title on
large compoboard squares resembling building
blocks. Organize a local Laurel and Hardy fan
club.

The War

SELLING

SELLING

Place two huge cutout heads of Laurel and Hardy,
with their typical facial expressions, in the lobby or
atop the marquee. Arrange a doubles contest on
the stage for mimics of the noted comic team. Dig

But It Started Again When

FOR

YOU

It’s a Laugh Avalanche As Ginger Jane, Queen
of Pests, Finds Herself Up to Her Neck in Financial and Family Tangles.
The Coast Guard to the Rescue ... As Jane Gets
Into More Trouble Than She Can Handle.

Paroled From
Who

USING

Live and

THE

PICTURE

GUIDE

FOR HANDY

FILING OF THESE

REVIEWS?
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Must Push Business to Advance , \

For the Lobby

Asserts 'Small-Town' Exhibitor
“A Small Town Exhibitor Giving Big
Advertising Tips,” might have been the
title of the well-received speech recently
presented by Nat Williams, successful exhibitor at Thomasville, Ga„ at the recent
SETOA convention at Chattanooga.
Keeping his audience in constant mirth,
Williams explained that “business, like a
wheelbarrow, isn’t going anywhere unless
you push it.”
Williams, in advocating “interesting” advertising directed at the “twenty-buck”
mechanic instead of the millionaire, stated
that he realizes his “tank town” methods
might not be applicable to the larger centers. He recalled several schemes which
have proved profitable at his own theatre.
“Please remember that I am a tank
town exhibitor and that such advertising
ideas as I might advance are not necessarily adaptable to all towns. Large town
operations have conditions and problems
that I know no more about than John the
Baptist knew about the Big Apple. If I
were smart enough to advise them profitably, I would not be riding in Fords.
Must

Be

Pushed

“Business, like a wheelbarrow, isn’t going anywhere unless you push it. Advertising is the pusher, and it may push your
bank account either forward or backward.
All forms of advertising are not profitable;
intelligent diagnosis is as essential here as
in medical circles. The difference between
amnesia and magnesia is that when you
take amnesia, you don’t know where you
are going. Likewise, if you don’t know the
proper form of advertising to keep a theatre talked about, and the good will fences
repaired about it, which in the final analysis is one of the highest types of advertising, you will not know where you are going.

tising up to them, even if you’re capable,
you’ll starve. You have got to give it the
common touch if you reach the masses,
and it’s the masses that support this business. The blue shirt boys, and not the silk
stocking trade, keep three-fourths of
America’s theatre doors open. I live in a
town that is one of America’s most exclusive winter resorts. Millionaires are as
common in Thomasville as bellyaching in
film buying season. But I wouldn’t swap
one greasy garage mechanic making 20
bucks a week as a potential show customer
for a half dozen millionaires. Tone your
items down to this common herd, and circulate them in such a manner as to reach
them.
Unusual

Ads

Make

’Em

Talk

“ ‘Keep Your Ads Unusual.’ One phrase
that is apt to ‘catch on’ is sometimes worth
more than an expensive campaign. Keep
them talking. Don’t be afraid to make
an occasional wisecrack, if it’s worthwhile
and to the point, and don’t let the wife
censor your copy from a cultural standpoint. No one is seeking culture when
they read ads. Vary your posters, mat services, window and tack cards and all other
forms of accessories. Never use any item
of the same style long enough to bore the
cash customers. Alternate between pictorial cards, such as Smith and Setron
make up, exchange pictorials, block type
cards, etc. The same goes for weekly programs, dodgers, etc. There are ample varieties of these items on the market to

How

Elton L. Benson, assistant manager and artist for the World and Empress theatres in Kearney, Neb., got
across a lobby display in keeping with
the tletitle
of 20th Century-Fox’s
Miss Broadway

“Lit-

keep a freshness that is essential to any
campaign.
“ ‘Keep Your Ads Truthful’ — even when
it hurts, and it seldom does. That means
that you have to disregard most of the
press agent and press book phrases. These
boys have to put the ‘Prime Beef’ label on
tripe occasionally to hold their job. You
don’t. Country honesty is an unknown
and unprofitable virtue in Hollywood, but
it still pays dividends in tank towns. I
have never played the greatest picture on
earth, and if I ever do, I will keep very
quiet about it. I don’t want all the rest of
my programs to be an anticlimax. A surprisingly large number of your patrons are
(Continued on page 46)

Get the "Pen™ Atmosphere

“If I were a preacher — and no church
or myself has any such ambition — I would
divide this advertising text into three parts
— like Gaul, or something, as follows: Keep
it interesting; keep it unusual; keep it
truthful.
“I think the greatest of these is ‘Keep
It Interesting’. After the school age, there
isn’t one person in a hundred who reads a
book, magazine or newspaper, much less
an advertisement, for anything except entertainment. When is the last time you
have read any article purely with the hope
of gathering knowledge or bettering your
mental status? Compare the publishers’
sales statements on ‘Gone With the Wind’
with Einstein’s latest book. The moral is:
Do not try to educate an advertising audience— entertain them, if you want to keep
them reading. Remember that there are
comparatively few intelligent people left
in the world, and if you key your adverBOXOFFICE

:: August

20, 1938

To ballyhoo Columbia’s “Penitentiary” when it recently played a first run engagement at the Empire Theatre, San Antonio, Manager Maurice Gleaves built
this attractive front, drsesed his ushers in prison stripes and put a loud speaker
and siren in the lobby.
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Stop Fol-de-rol Campaigns,
Advises a Georgia Showman
(Continued from page 43)
as smart as you when it comes to picture
values. If you kid them, you are only
making a sucker out of yourself.
“Those exhibitors who take a paralyzed
oath in print twice a week that they have
the most wonderful strip of celluloid that
ever came -out of Hollywood, will soon have
their public as suspicious of them as a
Metro checker, and, as you probably know,
some of these lovable lads are evidently
schooled in the idea that any exhibitor
who is able to pay his grocery bill, will
steal the daily bread out of the Lord’s
Prayer. Tell them the truth, and if there
is a doubt, remember that understatements
pay more consistent dividends than overstatements.
“Night baseball recently opened against
us in one of our towns, and we had a weak
program to buck it. In fact, weak programs are getting to be a habit with most
of the Hollywood geniuses during recent
months, when we need decent grosses most.
So instead of going into a song and dance
over this particular piece of directorial indigestion, we used a spread as follows:
“The offering at the theatre today is a
long legged louse — but you are probably
going to the nocturnal baseball christening anyway, so what?” The result was
good will from the baseball fans, village
gossip and better business than the picture deserved.
Goodwill

From

Religious

Groups

“Sometime ago a Gypsy Smith tent revival hit us, and when that boy moves in
on you, you are really hit. You can’t whip
him. Join him. We inserted the following in a small box on the weekly program
head: ‘The Gypsy Smith Revival opens
Sunday. This theatre remains open as
usual, but not in spirit of competition. Mr.
Smith has more to offer you than we have,
and we hope you will hear him. If you
want to see a picture, there will be a fair
one here for you, but there is more for you
at the tent. If you can’t come to both,

" Keep Ads Unusual to
Keep Them Talking "
“ 'Keep your ads unusual.' One
phrase

that is apt to ‘catch on' is sometimes worth more than an expensive

campaign.
alraid to

Keep them talking. Don't be
make
an occasional wise-

crack, if it's worth

while

and

to

the

point/' says Nat Williams, progressive
exhibitor of Thomasville, Ga. “Don't
let your wife censor your copy from a
cultural standpoint. No one is seeking culture when

46

they

read

ads/'

This front, with some potted palms,
helped John Wolfberg sell the reissue,
“Son of the Sheik,” at the Strand,
Kansas City neighborhood house.
go to the revival.’ I don’t believe that
this little spread got Smith a single customer that he wouldn’t have gotten anyway.
But it got us a column editorial in the local
gimlet, a pair of Associated Press stories,
and best of all. Smith read it at a meeting
which was attended by half the population
of the town, and gave us a good plug from
the pulpit. The audience burst into applause, and it undid the lifetime work of
a few fire-eating local preachers, who had
for years been advising the faithful that
the road to Hell was bordered by picture
theatres. It got the house at least 50 new
regular patrons, many of them religious
zealots, who had never seen a motion picture before.
“We refrigerated a house. We did not
plug it by trying to make the patrons absorb a lot of technical data as to installation and operation costs etc., but rather
we offered 50 cents cash to any fat lady
who could work up a lather in the house.
So far no one has claimed the 50 cents.
We planted the phrase “Cool as a Virgin’s
‘No’ in the proper places, and it became a by-word. We reseated a house and
got the seats talked about by promising the
patrons they would not have to get a
chiropractor to reset their seating gears
after a two-hour session with us. We
named a house the Mode with a sly hope
that the word would be prefixed by amateur wits. It was.
Vary

Stunts

and

Ballyhoos

“Stunts, fronts and ballyhoos are more
essential as business grows worse. But
they must be original and talk-inspiring.
It seldom pays to repeat one, but it’s possible to vary them in such a manner as
to make them appear new. The best gags
are seldom found in press books. Occasionally you may find a new one worth
trying there, but you should be able to

BY

PRACTICAL

SHOWMEN

think up a selling angle applicable to your
town more intelligently than a press book
editor. And, incidentally, I do not use my
pet ideas on high percentage pictures. If
these pictures are as good as the producer
claims when he sells them to you, they do
not need a lot of money on a campaign. Of
course, they never are, but I see no good
reason for playing any exploitation aces
on them as long as I have some flat rentals
or low percenters to use my ideas on. You
may get a pat on the back for the wonderful gross done on the picture, but you
will find a hand in your pocket next buying season. That may be treason, but no
more so than the general attitude of most
distributors in eliminating paper discounts,
gradually trying to push poster exchanges
and other advertising helps out of business, all the while raising the price on
their own paper. They claim their poster
departments are not profitable. If that is
true, and I doubt it, it is probably because
the poster clerk has to have three assistants filling out daily forms, keeping up a
system that is no more practical than a
bustle.
Create

Community

Interest

“Finally, in a small town and maybe
some of the larger ones, goodwill is one
of the cheapest and most profitable ads.
Make your house a community center
whenever possible. Run morning shows
for civic or agricultural clubs, give the
house to Sunday schools, let popular dancing or dramatic classes use your stage
when they are not in the way, give worthy
causes benefits by splitting with them on
advance ticket sales, etc. These little
things are more of a nuisance than an expense, and they pay dividends. Write your
ads and plan your stunts as though you
had to read them or be attracted by them
yourself. Fight for patron interest as
hard as you fight for fair prices and reductions. You have a much better chance
of attaining the former, if you will stick
to facts, and present them in the most
interesting, unusual and economical
method possible. It does not follow that
you shouldn’t spend money. Judge a campaign success not by its cost, but by its
profit. There are occasions when a hundred dollars can be spent profitably —
other times when a five dollar expenditure
is foolish. The ability to judge between

"Truthful Ads Pay . . .
"

Don't Fool Fans "

’Keep

your

it hurts, and

ads

truthful' —

it seldom

does

even

...

when

I have

never played the greatest picture on
earth, and if I ever do, I will keep very
quiet

about

it. I don't

want

the rest of

my programs to be an anti-climax. A
surprisingly large number of your patrons are as smart as you when it comes
to picture

values.

If you

kid them

you

areNatmaking
a sucker
out of yourself."
—
Williams,
Thomasville,
Ga.
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Here ’s a NEW KIND OF LIGHT
for Theatres . . .
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MORE LIGHT
BRILLIANT COLORS
/'""'ENERAL

ELECTRIC

announces

an

entirely new kind of light for theatres
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in principle . . . with almost unlimited possibilities wherever
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There are 468 American

Seating Company

chairs like

this one in South Haven's Model theatre. They have
the popular Lo-Glo standards, padded tnetalclad back,
Nukraft spring decking, Safe-Fold seat raising device.

ARCHITECTS

Pereira and Pereira had an interesting assignment

jLx. in the Model

Theatre

Carley Amusement

Company,

at South

Haven,

Michigan.

Owners

associated with W. S. Butterfield

Theatres, Inc., ordered an “ideal small theatre.”
The “Model” truly lives up to its name. It may well be classed
as a criterion in small house construction. Every detail is designed
for maximum box office appeal including luxuriously comfortable,
harmoniously designed American Seating Company chairs.
Any theatre— large, small, new or old, has more box office appeal
when seated with American Seating Company chairs. They have exclusive comfort features that offer complete relaxation. They’re
smartly and beautifully designed. Managers everywhere like their
reasonable price and the way they stand up under hardest service.

There’s real encouragement for return visits to the Model
theatre. Patrons find the surroundings and seating
ideal for complete relaxation and enjoyment.

GRAND

RAPIDS, MICHIGAN

Pioneers and pacemakers in theatre, auditorium, school, church
stadium and transportation seating
Branch Offices and Distributors in Principal Cities
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to action with a reminder that "home work" was of
more pressing need than the purification of Hollywood.

In fact, Fred Wehrenberg, of St. Louis, "jumped the
gun" on us a bit with his now famous ukase against
the cutting of admission prices.

business

MODERN

rights
cor-

draw with his very sensible statement that "what the
exhibitor must do is doll up his theatre instead of cutting his prices and then use every other means at his
command to keep ms nead above water during offseason periods."
Other current events also served to capitalize our
contention that the time has come for theatre men to
think and act for themselves.
The impending government exploration of the inner
circles of our industry; the latest (and long overdue)
publicity undertaking to put the moving picture back
on the pedestal of public favor from which it has admittedly fallen, all point in the general direction of
our oft-repeated suggestion — restoration of the moviegoing habit.
But, as usual, the well-meaning promoters
new prosperity seem again to have muffed
damental point. Nowhere in their ambitious
tising plans can we find mention, much less
vision for the promotion of House Appeal.
Perhaps it is just another oversight
by the likes of which this industry has
made itself famous. Or should we say,
funny?
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IkjJdmq Adds Impulse
to Architectural Inspiration
By Ansel M. Moore
O MORE interesting nor intriguing
phase of theatre planning presents
itself in this age of streamlined
technique and super-efficiency than . . .
Lighting. Its dominant influence on modei’n theatre form and fitness is such that
it actually establishes an architectural design motive and becomes in a marked degree the very starting point of the wellprepared theatre plan.
The reason for the influence of lighting on theatre design and construction is
quite easily understood and can be defined in quite practical terms. Perhaps the
main factor of importance to be explained
is that lighting has increased its functions
remarkably during the past decade as a
result of scientific research and development. Today it is no less a factor for
better seeing, but it is also a most vitally
important adjunct to decoration and the
source of many illusions.
Consequently, the preliminaries to the
preparation of plans for a theatre today
are largely associated with the subject
of lighting. It becomes, as it should, one
of the first considerations in the formulation of plans and remains so throughout the course of construction and furnishing.
A Determining Factor
The front entrance of the modern
atre is formed with an architectural
to luminous display. Plane surfaces
contours are calculated largely upon

theeye
and
the

character

of outdoor

illumination

to be

applied. And throughout other departments of the modern theatre — in the
lobby, the foyer, in the lounges and particularly in the auditorium, as well as in
the smaller ante-rooms — lighting effect
generally holds the rapt attention of the
designer.
Illumination has been a subject of close
scientific scrutiny during the past few
years and its sphere of application to theatres has broadened materially. Not only
have the light sources themselves been
improved extensively, but methods of
adaptation have been developed to bring
out the maximum effect and efficiency of
lamps. As a result, the theatre architect
now has at his disposal the practical
means of making light the casual factor
of his creative ability.
Efficient lighting is the most promising
ally of showmanship today, at a time when
the theatre industry is in search of something that will stimulate and revive interest in movie-going. Since lighting can be
made to create, at a modicum of expense,
the mood for entertainment, its value in
audience attraction to the theatre is pronounced.
Therefore, it is not difficult to understand why leading architects are so cleverly adapting the new formulae for effective lighting in their plans for new theatres and the renovation of old ones. They
find such lighting developments and their
The foyer of the
Cine is designed
for utmost convenience, comfort and eye-attraetion and its
functional efficiency and beauty
are set off to
a d v a ntage
(Photo
by correctmination.
illucourtesy C. VV.
& Geo. L. Rapp,
Inc.,

architects).

A free-standing toner of
the Cine the center of
radius of many
blocks.

indirect light makes
attraction within a

novel application, known as “Painting
With Light,” a most effective and economical means of attaining a major architectural objective; Greater House Appeal.
A

Case

in

Point

A notable example of how modern architecture can take its cue from a careful
study of correct theatre lighting, is the
Cine Theatre, illustrations of which are
presented here. These flat views, however, cannot possibly do justice to the exceptional attractiveness of this fine theatre, one of Chicago’s newest and most
intimately inviting community picture
play-houses, with a capacity for one
thousand patrons.
The Cine was designed by C. W. & Geo.
L. Rapp, Inc., Chicago theatre architects,
for Sam C. Meyers, co-owner with Balaban
& Katz in the project which is located on
the northeast corner of Devon and
Maplewood Avenues — a thickly populated
neighborhood business and residential section on the northwest side of Chicago. The
Cine
1937. was completed in the latter part of
The design motive in this case was to
create an imposing permanent attraction,
one that would dominate all other eye
attractions in the immediate vicinity.
Consequently, the facade of the Cine was
provided with a towering pylon of glass
blocks, within which is contained an in-

Cover

Illustration

A view of the lobby of the Cine, one
of Chicago’s newest modern community
theatres. Interior Lighting arrangement
is an outstanding factor of House Appeal in this fine theatre, where every
provision for the enjoyment of Cine
presentation was incorporated by the
designers, C. W. & Geo. L. Rapp, Inc.,
theatre architects, of Chicago. Functional design and harmony of effect are
admirably complemented by the correct
application of lighting throughout the
Cme Theatre.
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genious arrangement of lighting effects
that transforms the 30-foot shaft into a
pillar of light at night. The base of this
free-standing tower forms the boxoffice.
Within the tower, which is a modified
V-shaped formation of standard glass
blocks, the frontage portion of which is
formed by rounded corner blocks in a
fluted effect, is to be found six horizontal
lighting strips, each 23 feet long and each
containing 15 60-watt incandescent lamps
spaced six inches on centers. A total of
5,400 watts is used.
At the rear of the pylon interior is a
reflector surface of bright metal arranged
in 3-inch flutings to intensify and evenly
distribute the reflection of light through
the glass blocks without spottiness in appearance. The two glass block panels
which form the sides of the boxoffice,
flanking the ticket window, are illuminated from within by “power” green neon
tubing which serves to catch and focus
attention right at the point of sale.
The interior lighting scheme of the Cine
is indeed an inspiration. Design technique
and structural formation within the house
were obviously devoted to attaining the
maximum efficiency and beauty of lighting effect. In the lobby (see front cover
plate this issue), a most novel scheme of
cove type lighting creates a smooth band
of soft illumination as a border effect
around the walls at ceiling height.
Controlled

Illumination

The

effect is obtained by a clever arrangement of a series of “stepped” reflectors in V-shaped formation, terminating
at each junction in a square glass rod.
These rods serve to highlight the indirect
field of illumination since they project

Well planned
lighting: plus the
elever
application of color
serves

to

focus

audience
attention
on
the
screen
in
the
delightcomfortablefully
auditorium
of the Cine Theatre.
(Photo
courtesy C. W.
& Geo. T.. Rapp,
Inc.,

architects).

the color produced by a neon tube located behind each rod. The rods are located at intervals along the border of the
room. It is a simple manner of securing
a striking effect in functional decorative
lighting. Color schemes may be changed
at will.
A large center fixture of the indirect
type — said to be one of the largest metal
A
view of the
Cine's vestibule
in

the
background of which
may
be seen a
most
clever
lighting
a rrangement
for
refined
poster
display. Other
lighting factors
herein show the
influence
of
careful planning.
(Photo
courtesy

C. W.

&

Geo.

R
a p p,
architects).

U.

I n c.,

spinnings ever attempted — is another important element for illumination in the
Cine’s lobby. A glass encased stairway
leading from this point to the balcony is
also worthy of note. The railings and
standards are of nickel silver, bronze and
black aluminum, making an unusually
pleasing effect by reflection of the light
of the room. Immediately behind the
stairway, a lighted mirror of good size
adds a point of interest. The mirror is
recessed slightly and illuminated by a
clever arrangement of glass rods arranged
in front of the mirror in half-circle formation. The reflected image creates a mirrored illusion of a completed circle of rods.
This unit is lighted by a tubular lamp
within the arc of rods.
For the Cine foyer, two coves in the
ceiling form the center of lighting interest.
Over the doors entering the auditorium are
fixtures of bronze and flashed opal glass
using 15-watt lamps on four-inch centers.
All other fixtures are likewise in keeping
with a delightful decorative scheme.
Pleasing

Poster

Display

In the vestibule is to be noted a most
adroit method for advertising coming
events in a refined and interesting manner. In the walls here structural provision was made for “eye-level” poster
frames in a neatly arranged row or exhibit gallery. The frames are slightly
slanted for easy reading. Prismatic light
control lenses located in a concealed soffit are used to eliminate glare and provide perfect distribution of light to the
posters.
Other lighting effects for the vestibule
are created by a so-called “cornice” light
made with bent flashed glass beneath
which 25-watt lamps on six-inch centers
are used. No glare or spottiness is apparent in these fixtures, which surround the
vestibule ceiling at intervals.
In the Cine auditorium, lighting achieves
its most functional application. Here it is
(Continued
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Supposing a Showman Went
Into a JluxUU With Himself
(AN ASSUMPTION)

pictures your customers want.
them to you — at your price.”
What would I say?

By C. L. (Red) Stong*
What do the cash customers really want in
entertainment? A picture house manager
thinks he knows
duces Molly.

the answer

—

and

intro-

Well, ain’t it the truth?
So the net of it is this. I have no control over the product I sell, and I have no
way of knowing whether my patrons are
going to like what they buy. I ask you,
is there a more cockeyed business than
that?

you should “go into a huddle with
yourself” — as he put it— and cast up a
sort of trial balance sheet of how you’re
getting along in business, determine where
you fit into the general picture, and then
yourself: “Where

do

we

go

However, I am never the one to take a
gloomy view of things. I can have a good
laugh on myself. I get along pretty good.
I’m no millionaire, but I’ve got my own
business, I don’t owe much more money
than I’ve got, and there’s one thing I
think I do know about show business.
I think I know why people come to my
theatre.

from

here?”
I figured that wasn’t such a bad idea, so
I told my secretary to tell everybody I’m
in a conference that’s going to last all
afternoon, and would she please not let
anybody in, including especially my relatives. Except anybody who says he wants
to return some money I loaned him.
So I do what the author said, and I say

Now, I ask myself: How

I answers myself: Hold your horses a
minute and let me tell you what the most
beautiful word in the English language, so

a loud overplaid, so I’ve gotta have loud
overplaid suits, size 46 stout?

Then I ask myself this question: “Why
is being a motion picture exhibitor a cockeyed business, and how would you explain
show business to somebody who asked you

You said it; I can’t.
But does that mean I’m crabbing about
the pictures I get? Well, to be quite fair,
yes and no. What I tell the salesman,

should he go into show business?”
It boils down to something like this.

and what I really think, aren’t necessarily
strictly carbon copies of the same thing.

Supposing I’m in the retail clothing business, instead of show business. I buy suits
from a manufacturer. I pick out the
models, I pick out the materials. I tell
him what kind of linings he should put in.
I tell him I want some tails, some average,
some stouts. I tell him how many twopants suits. I tell him how much I’m going to pay him.

You’ve got to have something called “sales
resistance” in this business, don’t you?

manufacturer

“Tell ’em I’m in conference . . . except
anybody

who wants to pay up.”

tomers who

only wear 46 stout suits with

And by beautiful, I mean it’s a word
what brings the money in. When I hear
the word “Illusion” I can hear the sweet
ring of quarters and half dollars bouncing
through the window into the cashier’s till.
In reverse English, the word “disillusion” is the ugliest word in the language.
When I hear it, I burst into night sweats,
and I see those quarters and half dollars
bouncing back to the cash customers, hopping mad and red in the face, yelling they
want their money back. And getting it.

I know I get a full house on Snow
Whites, even though I run them after they
play the exploitation houses. But then —
who can’t get a full house on the super
colossals?

*With this interesting effusion, the
author hows in adieu to show business. Lately in charge of publicity and
public relations for Erpi, Red Stong
has been moved up and into the inner
circles of the great Bell Telephone
System. Many friends in theatre business will miss him but none there are
who withhold their best wishes to

52

is. Don’t laugh, now

salesman. Putting it in today’s language,
the gist of my yells was: “Give me more
supercompound colossals! I want a San
Francisco followed by a Captain Courageous on top of a Mutiny on the Bounty,
followed by Snow White!

regular cus-

“Red” in his successive steps up the
ladder. — The Editor.

far as I’m concerned
— it’s “Illusion.”

Now there’s lots of things I can’t do
anything about. Years ago, I thought I
could do it by bawling out the exchange

that, I’m in the show
to have about 125 piccan I tell the manufacI want? Can I tell the

I’ve got some

can you know

that, what
and kind
still of
saypictures
you — or
— don’t
know
they they
want?

to myself: “Now, my good man, let’s get
a little perspective on yourself and your
business. Begin at the beginning, and
let’s have a look at what kind of a business it is you’re in.
That’s easy. I’m in the most cockeyed
business in the world. I’m a motion picture exhibitor. Am I right?
You said it!

But instead of
business. I’ve got
tures a year. But
turer what models

I’ll sell

If I’m honest, I have to say: “But unfortunately, Mr'. Cecil B. deZannuck, I
don’t know what kind of pictures my customers want. They don’t even know
themselves!

OT long ago I read a book in which
the author said that every so often

ask

I’ll confess that I tell the salesman all
films are divided into three classifications
— lousy, very lousy, and supremely lousy.
But supposing that a motion picture producer should come to me and say ::A11
right! You tell me exactly what kind of

I know better now. I can’t expect to
make money only from the big pictures.
There aren’t enough big pictures to support me in the style to which I’m accustomed— and I don’t see where there ever
will be. There’s just so many terrific
super-compound-colossals in the woods
every year.
“But can I tell the manufacturer
models I want?”

what

That means I’ve got to look somewhere
else if I’m going to pay the rent, keep my
The MODERN
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large family in clothes and food and education, to say nothing of setting up nephews in business and buying chests of silver for my nieces when they get married.
Well then, I ask myself: So you’re so
smart, eh? So what do you do?
Do you remember my saying something
about “illusion” being a beautiful word?
I reply to myself. Well, here’s how I dope
things out. People come to my theatre
to get illusion, for a couple of hours. I’ve

got illusion to sell. All my pictures aren’t
going to be Snow Whites, but they’ve all
got illusion, some a little, some a little
more.
That’s where my theatre comes into the
picture. That’s where my theatre can be
different from toher theatres, if I’m smart.
You see, the illusion doesn’t come only
from the film. The producers have put a
lot of illusion on the film. It’s up to me
to dish it up to the cash customers the
way they can get all the illusion that’s on
the film.
But the film can’t do it by itself. Could
you take Snow White out in a vacant lot,
put up a bed-sheet, and expect it to have
illusion in broad daylight?
That’s what I mean by my theatre doing a job for illusion. First off, I’ve got
seats in the theatre. Should they be hard
or soft? Should Molly Housewife think

“I ask you . . . Does that help Molly get
an illusion? You said it!”

these days, even the schlach ones, that sell
for $9.95 and cheap at half the price.
Does Molly listen to the radio a lot?
Yes, Molly does. And what’s more, she’s
used to hearing the radio just so soft or
so loud as she wants. There’s a little knob
on the radio, and Molly turns it to suit
herself.
Well, I inquire, what’s that go to do
with my theatre? You should bring up
radio just to make me have apoplexy, I
suppose?
No, I says, real calm. I got to learn
something from the radio. It don’t take
a professor of science to tell me that my
sound projection equipment gives better,
clearer sound than any radio that costs
less than five or six hundred bucks. But
do I keep the sound in my theatre workradio?ing so good that it’s better than Molly’s
Molly maybe couldn’t tell if she thought
the sound in my theatre is better or worse
than her radio, but Molly’s ears ain’t so
dumb. Molly’s ears know whether she
likes what they hear, or don’t like what
they hear.
When she sees on the screen a beautiful
young woman, (and she’s already identifying the actress with herself ) — and then a

“There’s a little knob . . . and
turns it on to suit herself.”

Molly

she’s still sitting on the kitchen chair
where she sits to peel potatoes? Or should
she lean back and forget how she sits —
so she can begin to let illusion take a hold
of her?
You said it!
In summer time, should Molly think
she’s still leaning over a hot stove making
pot roast for the family, or should she
forget the weather is 86 degrees outside?
If she forgets whether she’s hot, can illusion begin to get a hold on her faster?
You said it!
Maybe Molly’s got good eyesight, maybe
she’s got bad. If the image on the screen
is fuzzy, so Molly’s got to strain her eyes,
is that going to help Molly get a quick
load of illusion?
You said it!
Then I ask myself another question.
Has Molly got a radio at home?
Yes, Molly’s got a radio at home, and
what’s more, they make radios real good
BOXOFFICE
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TICKET

TAKER

Percy C. Osteen, manager of theatres in
Anderson, S. C., is said to have invented a machine which automatically
takes, records and destroys the ticket of
the theatre patron.
The customer is guided by a chromium
rod to the machine. As he drops his ticket
into a small box, the revolving arms are
released for one-fourth of a revolution and
allow him to enter the theatre. After
the admittance, the arms become locked
and remain so until another ticket is deposited in the slot.
It is reported that by recent tests, the
machine will admit 2,000 persons an hour.

Lighting for Small
Stage Attractions
Small motion picture houses are inclining more and more to added personal attractions such as stunt nights, style shows,

young handsome feller comes on the scene,
and Molly knows there’s going to be a
clinch any minute now — and when the
young feller is supposed to say, in a voice
that should melt butter, “Darling, I love
you” — and Molly hears sounds like a cop
bawling out a tramp — I ask you, does that
help Molly get an illusion of Love Conquers All from a picture on the bottom
half of a two-feature bill?
You said it!
Well, the answer, so far as I can see
it is right here. I’ve got to have good
illusion every day of the year, not just
when a Snow White comes along. In fact,
I wouldn’t need good illusion half so bad
when the picture’s terribly good. I need
good illusion to make the pictures that
ain’t so hot seem better than they are.
And that’s practically all of the time, ain’t
it?
You said it!
So what do I do? Well, I got comfortable seats, I got nice cool air, I got a good
projection outfit, I’ve got good rugs, I’ve
got refined decorations — that don’t take
people’s mind off the screen.
And I remember Molly’s radio, at home.
So I’ve got as good sound equipment as the
big exploitation houses, and to keep it good
all the time, I’ve got an agreement with a
service outfit that’s got the best engineers
and the largest stocks of spare parts in
the business, and don’t sell anything but
service. I don’t like to pay out money any
more than the next man, but if I’ve got
sound that don’t compete with Molly’s
radio, Molly stays home, and when Molly
stays home it costs me more than paying
for the best service ever invented.
Yes, I say to myself, illusion is a beautiful word. Good illusion is even a more
beautiful word. Fifty-one weeks out of
fifty-two, it’s more beautiful than Greta
Garbo.
All right, Miss Glotz, I’m not in conference any more, it’s over. How many
relatives are outside waiting to see me,
and how much do they want?

and dancing and singing numbers. It is
often unfeasible to equip their small stages
fully, but they should at least be provided with footlights, one row of borderlights, several spotlights and simple dimable. ming equipment. Much of it can be portProductions given on the stage afford
pleasant entertainment and develop an
appreciation of the artistic. If these productions are attractively lighted, the interest of the audience is stimulated and
the value of the entertainment is enhanced. One or two borderlights and a
number of spotlights and floodlights with
a simple but flexible control board are
recommended. Disappearing or movable
footlights are often desirable for the
stages where small offerings are given
from time to time.
Providing a new interior decorative
scheme at frequent intervals is a wise way
in which to hold patrons’ interest in the
theatre. Perhaps they are weary of looking at the same color schemes and furnishings, and their boredom simply can’t
be risked in theatre business. It’s bad for
the boxoffice.
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screen, a movie and the grinding indignity
of turning them out as quickly as possible.

By Helen Kent

Atmosphere

HERE is such a diversity of opinion
on what may be correctly termed a
luxury. One man’s luxury is another
man’s necessity; luxuries may be measured only by a sliding scale. However, a
depression-born attitude has blinded a
great many people (theatre owners especially included) to the necessary role a
bit of luxury may play in the success of
any undertaking. Particularly does this
seem to apply where public interest is the
objective.
Some theatre owners are prone to adopt
the “get by’’ plan of inaction toward certain functionary pieces of equipment and
furnishings which they like to term luxuries but which in reality have become
necessities to success in the modern scene.

tant examples of penuriousness often encountered is the proscenium, and mind
you, that is the very portion of the theatre on which patrons’ eyes are turned
most persistently. So often, this part of
the auditorium is completely without
charm decoratively, bedraggled and unkempt, and functionally unfit for artistic
presentation.
Instead of treating the proscenium as a
frame for the picture presentation, the
“get by” theatre owner tries to forget its
existence as a focal point. He makes no
use of scientific lighting, graceful curtains, colorful decoration or unusual staging to add illusion to the setting for his
picture programs. Indeed no; he gives
his patrons merely the bare necessities, a

They whine that such items have no boxoffice value as compared to the type of
motion picture fare presented on the
screen, little realizing that the physical
properties of the theatre are the only

INTERESTING

NEW

Is

Effective

Finesse in moving picture presentation
is brought about by those items of theatre equipment which are not absolutely
essential to putting the picture on the
screen, but which aid the illusion of taking the audience to the scene of action. Can
such things correctly be termed luxuries?
The part they play imparts a great
amount of the atmospheric effect to be
found in moving pictures themselves.
It should be remembered that the
proscenium is a frame for the picture. As
such, it must be decorative and yet not detract from the picture itself. In this respect, lighting serves to make it a magic
portion of the auditorium, which is revealed or obliterated at will. Efficiently
(Continued on page 60)

FRONT

IN INDIANAPOLIS

permanent insurance of the house’s popularity with a public which does not hesitate to shop around for its entertainment.
We cannot say that motion pictures
themselves are not the main draw to a
theatre; such a statement would be foolishly far-fetched. But we can say with
emphasis that recent upsets of the apple cart have brought out the fact that
pictures need support in the way
of proper surroundings for their exhibition. No one can deny that many of the
so-called luxuries save business at the
boxoffice when pictures fail to produce.
A

False

Impression

However, it is not the purpose of this
article to speak of luxuries as they are
known to the owner of the large de luxe
theatre, but instead to discuss the really
necessary things which are often erroneously called luxuries by owners of deteriorated or distressed theatre properties.
These latter merely cover up their need
for certain types of theatre equipment by
mistakenly classing them as luxuries beyond the reach of their immediate resources; thus banishing many tried and
proved profitable aids to the theatre.
In the auditorium, for instance, exists
an alarming example of “get-by-itis” in
the average deteriorated theatre. Its owners believe that because lights are dimmed
in this portion of the house, certain things
are well hidden from the eyes of its patrons. An ostrich with his head in the
sand is the only thing comparable to this
type of theatre owner.
Believing that patrons can’t see, or will
overlook, the inefficiencies of his plant,
he is led to think that he can get by with
only the barest necessities. But bare
necessities do not put extra shekels into
the boxoffice tills. Mere necessities do
well to keep the doors of the theatre open.
In the auditorium, one of the most bla-
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Will Rogers' Old Liverg Stable
Qoei Modern

Rogers, and due to his early experiences
at the Rogers livery stable he developed a
lore of political chicanery and a great
love for horses and the wide-open spaces.
The wagon

yard was later converted into

An early haunt of the late great comedian
is now a smart cinema with plenty of House

a garage about the year 1915. The conversion was merely an event in the progress of civilization, for as the horse went
out the automobile took its place in the

Appeal.

life of Claremore’s citizenry. About this
time there was a new-fangled idea permeating the air. Someone had developed

THE history of the Yale Theatre, in
Claremore, Oklahoma, goes back a
good many years. In 1902, the
original building was erected by Clem V.
Rogers, father of the late Will Rogers,
known to and revered by everyone both
in and outside of show business. It was
constructed entirely of native materials
of Rogers County, even to the lumber that
was used. The walls were of stone quarried near Claremore, and the sand was
taken from the river, about three miles
from the site of the building.
To the south of the building was an

stable realized that some day this boy
would bring the town of Claremore and the
whole state of Oklahoma international recognition. Clem's boy, as he then appeared, was none other than the late Will

a process and a machine that would produce pictures in action, and the country
tion.
was agog with wonderment and speculaThis

information intrigued an enterprising man by the name of Brophy, who

enclosed lot or “wagon yard,” which was
a part of every livery stable in those days.
The building, a typical livery stable, was
the gathering point of all the countryside.
All of Claremore’s prominent citizens kept
their fine horses there and in calling for
their horses and carriages they formed
many friends among the other citizens of
the town and county. These friendships
brought on many pleasant hours spent
in conversation and clever repartee around
the stable. Then, too, as a gathering point,
the stable was a political hot-bed.
A Career Is Molded
Usually to be found mingling very quietly but with open ears among these citizens was a small boy. At that time he
was known merely as Clem’s Little Boy,
and few if any of the folk around the

Before
The
Yale
Theatre’s
front had little to commend it as a
public
attraction. Aside from
the bare appurtenances
of a picture show, its
appearance
was
still
that of a hostelry for
the bosses of Will Rogers’ early days.

After
A

marked
transformation is apparent here.

Adept design and modern materials have effected a most pleasing
result. Tradition alone
now ties the Yale Thedays. atre to its livery stable

only needed it to give him an idea. Mr.
Brophy purchased that part of the property that was then the stable and forthwith converted the building into a motion picture theatre. At this time, Brophy named
the theatre
“Yale,” the
it still
retains.
In converting
thename
old
stable into a theatre, the stone arch that
formed the entrance to the stable was left
as the entrance. This arch, little did Mr.
Brophy realize, was later to become a
historic monument to the livery stable and
his theatre.
After operating the theatre for a number of years, Brophy sold the equipment
and business to Robb & Rowley Theatres,
of Dallas, Texas; retaining ownership of
the building, however. The Robb & Rowley circuit enjoyed a nice business in the
location and still retained the original
theatre as it was; although they made
some improvements in the interior, of
course.
Time

Effects

Transformation

In 1929, the Yale Theatre was acquired
by the Griffith Amusement Company of
(Continued on page 74)
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LITERATURE

How

will it wear?

The following concerns have recently
filed copies of interesting descriptive literature with The Modern Theatre Information Bureau. Readers who wish copies
of such literature may obtain them promptly by addressing The Modern Theatre, 332
S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.
Irwin Seating Company of Grand Rapids, Mich., submits a colorful folder stressing the “unusual” in theatre seating. Five
new Irwin chair models are reproduced in
colors, including a number with the new
illuminated end standards now popularly
in vogue.
National Carbon Company, Inc., of
Cleveland, Ohio, offers an extraordinarily
interesting booklet for theatre owners, entitled “Yes— But What Will It Cost?” The
contents graphically compare the cost of
projection with other elements of operation
and point out the economic advantages o^
“Simplified High Intensity” projection.
Sprayo-Flake Company, of Chicago, submits an interesting booklet on the SprayoFlake method of acoustical correction and
building insulation. Various applications
are described and illustrated and the booklet contains complete data and specifications on all functions of the product.
Universal Stamping & Mfg. Co., of Chicago, offers a new illustrated folder describing the ten operating advantages of
a new Coinometer that meets every cornchanging problem encountered in theatre
operation. A new lower price on all models is announced in the folder and a tenyear guarantee is offered.
Vallen, Inc., of Akron, Ohio, manufacturers of proscenium equipment, presen s
illustrated literature in announcement
of a new Vallen Floating Curtain Control
—a revolutionary new unit which is compact, self-adjusting and reasonably priced.
It embodies a description of the novel
“rear-fold” curtain carrier for use in connection with Vallen all-steel safety tracks.
NOTICE: Manufacturers of all products
adapted to theatre modernization or maintenance are invited to file latest copies
of their catalogues or descriptive literature with The Modern Theatre Information Bureau. — THE EDITOR.

The earnest-looking gentlemen in the photograph are finding the
answer for you.
The wear test machine, designed by the U. S. Bureau of Standards,
which they are watching so intently, is proving once again, as it has
proved time after time, that Crestwood is one of the longest-wearing
carpets you can buy at any price . . . One reason why you will find
Crestwood in the majority of the country’s most successful theatres.

MIRRORS
Good lighting at mirrors always makes
a favorable impression upon the patrons.
Light should be directed toward the subject not the mirror. For that reason the
light sources must be of low brightness,
comfortable and yet produce true revealing light. White, rather than tinted light,
should be used so as not to produce a false
impression when a lady patron is “making
up.” Washrooms should be brilliantly
lighted not only to impress cleanliness,
but to insure it.
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Crestwood

Theatre Carpet
W. & J. Sloane, Selling Agents
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Fifth Avenue,

New

York

Fair Prices for Good Products
purchase puts many to work and that busy
ment.
workmen
have money to spend for amuse-

is a Pule lluzl PauA
By H. B. Myers
The low price seldom provides for permanency of service and patron satisfaction . . .
The "sparrow" chair is often an expensive
indulgence in false economy.
P

ALL people, the small theatre
operator can least afford poor quality. Nowhere is this better illustrated than in the purchase of semi-permanent improvements, such as theatre
chairs, which are subjected to a great deal
of hard use and abuse.
The small operator must put a very
considerable amount of his capital into
such a purchase and he, least of all, can
afford to take a chance and buy on a
low price basis exclusively.
Nothing

is more

annoying

either to the

owner of a theatre or to his patrons' than
chairs with squeaky hinges, clicking
springs, loose arms, baggy upholstering,
shabby finish and a shaky installation.
Chairs that are sold entirely on the
basis of low price, plus the claim that the
operator will want to reseat anyhow in
six or seven years, carry the implication
that such chairs will be entirely satisfactory during those six or seven years.
Any seating that has to be junked at
the end of six or seven years is going to
start failing within the fust six months.
From then on, it is a constant expense to
maintain the chairs in anything resembling a reasonable condition.
Pride

of

Possession

Well-built theatre chairs from quality
manufacturers will give 15, 20, even 30
years of service and be practically free
from maintenance expense. All that time
the owner has a definite pride of ownership in a good product, offering apologies
to no one.
When one considers that the differential
in price between the best of theatre chairs
and the typical “sparrow chairs” is never
more than 10 to 20 per cent, extreme
caution is indicated. The “sparrow” is
neither a song bird, game bird nor is it
beautiful, and it is best known for its

fort continuously and without annoyance
to its occupant.
Comfortable seating is the chief contributor to house attraction in any size
or class of theatre. Unless a chair is designed and constructed to give the utmost
relaxation to the occupant, it becomes a
detriment to the interests of the theatre
owner.
Good

Business

to Buy

Now

Any

operator or owner who is considering a modernizing or reseating program
would do well to act promptly. Prices
will not go lower. The trend of all raw
material and finished product prices is
upward. Today’s prices will undoubtedly
be the lowest for a long time to come.
Buying now is good business for everyone.
The purchase of a good theatre chair
at today’s prices is an investment that
will give years of service to the exhibitor, comfort to his patrons and a better
run of business at the boxoffice. The purchase of a good chair at a fair price gives
employment to many people in many lines
of business. Some of the workers affected are: Miners of coal and iron, lumbermen, cotton growers, lacquer producers,
sheep raisers, weavers and dyers, upholsterers, die makers, finishers, foundry
workers, steel workers, machinists, truckers, railroad men and mechanics in many
trades. Workers are the backbone of theatre business.
A theatre owner may purchase at this
time with the assurance that he is buying
at the bottom of the market; that the

A New Change-Maker
and a Price Reduction

item of a theatre’s furnishing, with which
patrons are placed in intimate personal
contact, it is naturally subject to more
criticism than other mechanical appointment of the house. It must provide com-

Dealers throughout the country have
been advised of a new theatre model coin
changer and a concurrent substantial price
reduction to the theatre trade by Universal Stamping & Manufacturing Co., who
manufacture the
Coinometer. New

* Production Manager, Theatre
Division, American Seating Co.

1 i t e r ature supplied
the
dealers
outlines the

persistent call of “cheap-cheap.”
Since a theatre chair is the principal
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Chair

But it is wise to buy with care and
caution. Low prices may look good at first
glance and one may be led to overlook
the fact that he will have to live for years
with his chairs. Every time a seat is raised
or lowered or a chair occupied, no one
wants to hear that sparrow refrain of
“cheap-cheap.”
A good chair produced by a responsible
manufacturer, made by workmen earning
a decent wage in a modern, well-equipped
plant, will pay well at the boxoffice for
years to come in personal and patron
satisfaction.

. .' . neither a songster nor a gamebird,
nor is it beautiful . . . best known for
its chirp.

several advantages of the new unit, here
illustrated, and the announcement points
out that there has been no change in the
material quality or construction of the
new model. The announcement probably
will be of interest to many exhibitors who
have contemplated coin-changing equipment in connection with their house modernizing plans.

Don’t try to get by without year-round
air conditioning. Those loyal patrons who
visited the theatre during hot weather in
order to cool off will hardly maintain the
habit of patronizing if air conditions are
any less satisfying at other times of the
year.
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Tlie new feature is also said to be easier

REAR-FOLD

CURTAIN

RESULT

A DEVELOPMENT that makes for

smooth, quiet stage curtain operation
is announced by Vallen, Inc., manufacturers of proscenium equipment. It is

OF NEW

on plush, velvet and other curtain materials because it exerts no lateral pressure

WRINKLE

common with the ordinary method of folding. Curtain materials, therefore, should
last longer. The special mechanism that
to present a pleasing effect when the curtain is opened partially for encores in
person appearances on the stage.

a stage curtain “rear-fold” feature designed for use in connection with Vallen allsteel safety tracks.

Left — Floating:

control

hook-up

new

of the

provides the rear-fold is so small and
light that scarcely any extra weight is
added to the curtain.
power

rear-fold

unit.
principle

Below — Diagram
in curtain

illustrating:

the

carriage.

A common fault of the old style curtain
carrier is that it starts to bunch the curtain in folds from the center out when it
opens the curtain. Consequently, the end
or beginning of a picture is distorted by
these folds until the curtain is completely
off the screen.
By an ingenious device attached to the
Vallen curtain carrier, all folds in the curtain are made at the extreme end and out
of sight of the audience. The center sections of the curtain sweep open smoothly
without folds and minus distortion of the
picture. The curtain control power unit
and method of application of the rear- fold
principle are here illustrated.
Where curtains are operated by hand,
this patented regulating device makes it
impossible for the operator to give the
curtain a series of jerks. The curtain will
open and close smoothly and evenly regardless of pulls or jerks on the operating
line.
The “rear-fold” principle is claimed also

EDW
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entire theatre, the stage curtains in a
“bare necessity” house, if provided at all,
are more often unsightly in appearance

These So-Called Luxuries
and What They Contribute
to the Boxoffice
(Continued

and poorly operated by makeshift or obsolete control equipment.
The theatre program that is accented by
curtain withdrawals between portions is
not only more charming than that which
is thrown at its audience abruptly and
unannounced, but is likewise traditionally
theatrical. And it must not be overlooked
that in spite of the popularity of moving
pictures unadorned by stage offerings, the

from page 54)

controlled lighting heightens the effectiveness of the entire setting for the picture’s
showing.
The stage draperies and curtains, sometimes called luxuries, but in reality quite
indispensable to proper accent in the program, also suffer from the attitude of the

general public still wants “theatre” when
it seeks entertainment.
Benefits

theatre owner who is afflicted with “getby-itis.” While they can be the most
gracious and charming furnishing of the

Announcing

CURTAIN

to Boxoffice

Surely the things which make a theatre
run more smoothly cannot be called ex-

2 New

CONTROL

Vallen

Features

serve to impress the patrons with up-todate theatre business methods. As box77

the “ Floating
and

Control

u

Rear-Fold 77 Curtains
Shown

here

is the revolutionary

''Floating Curtain

new

Vallen

Control'' that requires

an

installation space of only 6" wide, 73/4 " deep
and 24" high. Almost the entire unit is suspended and rests on the operating line. Thus
it takes up all cable slack and maintains an
even, constant tension. A simple timing device
always stops the curtain in the right position.
The new Vallen "Floating Control"
priced and will be a popular seller.

is low

The new "Rear-Fold" curtain device eliminates
the objectionable bunching-up of curtains in
the center of the stage where they are first
opened. The center curtain sections glide open
smoothly, all folds being made at the sides out
of sight of the audience. Picture titles are not
distorted because curtains are smooth. "RearFold" is optional equipment on all Vallen Nos.
150 and 151 Noiseless Tracks. Write for descriptive literature.
Rear
view
of “ Floating
Control "
showing
timing
mechanism
and
upright
posts

on which
justs itself.

control
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ad-
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AKRON,
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travagant, in the sense that they can be
overlooked as boxoffice assets. A more
and more discriminating theatre public
has learned to expect the extra niceties
which make their entertainment more interesting and enjoyable.
The entire theatre offers instances
where so-called luxuries have become
necessities. But perhaps the boxoffice
section itself might be mentioned as our
second most glaring example of neglect
due to “get-by-itis.” Here we still find
tickets laboriously dispensed by hand and
change falteringly made by overwrought
cashiers in theatres where mechanical
modernity has not yet penetrated.
Efficiency is marked off as a luxury in
such theatres and patrons are allowed to
question the business acumen of the owners or managers who underrate the importance of modern mechanical equipment in the money-making side of their
business.
Ticket machines and coin changers,
ticket choppers and customer handling
devices are the mechanical equivalents of
courteous cashiers and ushers. They too

office benefactors they certainly can’t be
called luxuries that can be omitted from
consideration on the part of modern theatre operators.
Rubber matting in the outer lobby and
entrance areas, complete coverage by carpet, attractive lounge furnishings and
spotlessly clean rest rooms are a few more
functional provisions which have but recently emerged from the luxury class in
the minds of many theatre owners. Yet,
they
still have
manyuse.obstinate “get-byers”
to convert
to their
Meagre

Inducement

There are still in existence many theatre properties which provide little more
than poor projection, badly reproduced
sound, unyielding chairs and bare walls
as an inducement to the movie-going habit
on the part of the public. Fortunately for
the industry and the public alike, these
“grind shows” are vanishing. They represent a very small minority. They are the
last remaining link that binds theatre
business to its nickelodeon days.
The owners of property in this receding
classification are the ones who invariably
ridicule House Appeal as a predominant
factor in building habitual theatre patronage. They cry for
and compromise
on weekly
weekly “Snow
shots ofWhites”
Bingo
and Bango. We’re not particularly proud
of them. And they’re not particularly
proud either, simply because they have
nothing permanent of which they can be
proud.
When small theatre owners in town and
neighborhood locations, as distinguished
from those in large cities and densely
populated areas who compete almost entirely on a basis of luxuries, will have
realized that there is no definite line of
demarcation between luxury and necessity
in theatre equipment and furnishings, a
surprising reversal will undoubtedly occur. • Finer theatre properties which are
able to bring more customers to the boxoffice will be an inevitable result.
The theatre lounge
tion. It will, if the
of the modern type
appeal and beauty of

should invite relaxafurniture provided is
with plenty of rest
appearance as well.
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Lighting Adds Impulse to
Architectural Inspiration
(Continued

from page 51)

made to serve admirably as a delightful
setting for the projected picture. The
decorative scheme of the entire auditorium
interior is powder blue and ultra-marine
blue with a ceiling treatment of Autumn
colors.
At each side of the proscenium a series
of vertical plaster coves is placed in concave formation. At each junction of these

concealed in stepped coves or in silhouette strips produce smoothly luminous areas
when diffusing materials are used; shiny
or specular materials are used for sparkle and highlight effects. Corrugated metals floodlighted in color produce attractive luminous textured surfaces also.
Banish extraneous noise in the theatre
by the application of modern acoustical
materials which absorb echo and reverberation. A quiet house where the sound
is clean-cut is always a popular house.
Plumbing fixtures in theatre rest rooms
must always be in perfect operating condition. If they are old and worn, they
defeat the purpose of their provision.

INSULATION
A theatre properly insulated is much
less costly to heat in winter and more
comfortable in summer. It is less drafty
and more quiet. Insulation should be
used on both sides of the framework as
sheathing under the exterior finish and
as lath under the plaster.
Insulation material placed on both
sides of the framework protects health and
investment and adds to the comfort of
patrons. It preserves the vital wall
“breathing space” that will aid in maintaining structural strength as well.

Control sound . . . increase charm . . .
reduce your costs . .

NU-WOOD!

, with

A
unique arrangement
of glass blocks in
columnar formation flanks the ticket window
at the Cine. These columns are lighted from
within, creating a
striking effect in functional decoration. (Photo courtesy C. W.
&
Geo. L. Rapp, Inc., architects).

coves, or corrugations in the wall, a slightly projecting lip conceals strips of daylight
blue neon tubing and a small reflector. The
effect is a gradation of light and color
intensities which is most beautiful and its
practical accomplishment is that of featuring the screen in a setting of unusual
beauty.
Throughout the Cine Theatre, the charm
of correctly applied and effectively controlled lighting is readily apparent.

Large Luminous Areas
Are Attraction Media
Illuminating the entire front of the
building is an important requirement of
effective theatre advertising. Too often,
by night when theatres need advertising
most, the theatre is identified only by
signs which do not proclaim the importance or magnitude of the establishment.
With today’s freedom in architectural
styling, the surpassing effectiveness of
large illuminated areas can be achieved
by a number of practical means. Lamps
BOXOFFICE

:: August
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If your theatre decoration is “just decoration,” consider how much MORE you get
with Nu-Wood — the modern, multiple-purpose wall and ceiling covering! Nu-Wood has
a charm of texture — a distinctive, softly
colored beauty — seldom duplicated at much
greater expense. Nu-Wood absorbs unwelcome noise and controls sound efficiently.
And Nu-Wood has the insulating value that
cuts dollars oil your air conditioning bill.
Consider all that Nu-Wood gives you —
and then consider that it is amazingly low in
cost! That’s why so many

distinctive theatres

have turned to this better way
more

of attracting

patrons and lowering cost at the same

time. We’d like to show you some of the
many outstanding theatre applications of
Nu-Wood — mail the coupon for further information.

NU-WOOD
THE INSULATING
INTERIOR FINISH
Nu-Wood

... Products

of Weyerhaeuser..
Balsam-Wool

WOOD

CONVERSION

COMPANY

Room 134-8, First National Bank Bldg., St. Paul, Minnesota
Gentlemen: Please send me further information and full color illustrations on Nu-Wood
□ New Construction
□ Remodeling

for

Name
Address
City

State
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THEATRE ILLUMINATION FOR ADVERTISING
DISPLAY, ATMOSPHERE AND BETTER VISION

Interior Illumination
Fluorescent

With

the New

Lamps
By Francis

M. Falge*

THE new fluores-

it is possible in a short article like this to
merely
suggest but a few of the possibilities.

cent Mazda lamps
offer the theatre
designer a plastic medium of expression.
With them, color in
abundance can now
be obtained. And the
modern looking tubular bulbs provide the
designer with an answer to many of his
problems, without the
difficulties experienced with earlier types.
The “air conditioner” will find the new
lamps an answer to some of his problems
because they operate at much lower temperatures than other lamps and are available in “cool” colors at high efficiencies.
Because of the many locations where
fluorescent lamps will prove of advantage,

Indirect

Lighting

Tints and colors have been the rule in
most coves, and many theatres have two
or three color circuits to provide for desired atmosphere effects. Fluorescent
lamps provide color in abundance for this
purpose, without the use of color screens
that are sometimes difficult to service.
These line sources also lend themselves
readily to application in coves and are especially applicable to the modern cove designs, as well as for use in silhouette-strips
and multiplane lighting because they require little space for concealment. For
coves of considerable size, or long silhouette strips, the 36-inch lamps offer the
best results at the least cost per foot, since
only two sockets and one accessory are
required.
For large coves, it is desirable to direct
the light out into the cove using a para-

*Nela Park Engineering Dept., General
Electric Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

This illustration shows
of fluorescent lamps.

the different sizes
Reading from top

to

bottom — 30- watt, 36-inch, 1-inch diameter— 20-watt, 24-inch, 1%-inch
diainter — 15-watt, 18-inch, 1 Vli-inch diameter— 15-watt, 18-inch, 1-inch diameter.

bolic directional trough reflector of polished metal. With this equipment there
will be a fair degree of illumination a
distance of 5 or 6 times the distance of
the lamp to the cove surface. For example, if the lamp is 8 inches from the
surface, the light can be satisfactorily
projected a distance of about 40 inches. If
reflectors are not used the maximum distance will be approximately 24 inches. In
either case, to minimize this effect, relief
designs on the ceiling surface are helpful.
Fluorescent lamps should be especially
useful for the coves of lobbies, foyers and
“standee” spaces. With the new lamps it
is now easy to provide blue sky ceilings
that will show up well even when considerable other illumination is used.
Interesting

Lobby

Effects

In the lobby, where brightness is desired,
an interesting effect can be had by a
systematic arrangement of alternating
colors; the area near the cove or silhouette strip will appear the color of the lamp
but the colors will mix a few feet away.
By selecting a combination of colors, such

Advice on Lighting
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Various contributors to this department, comprising outstanding authority on the subject of Theatre Lighting,
xvill be glad to answer questions or
otherwise assist in the correct solution
of any lighting problems presented by
our readers. Such inquiries, addressed
to the editor of The Modern Theatre
section, will be referred promptly to
sources of information most pertinent
to the problem presented.
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fluorescent

lamps

located

as

shown

in the

sketch.
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designs. In this case the l^-inch bulbs
are preferable because the brightness is
sufficiently low to insure comfort. Simple
wiring channels of decorative character
which also house the accessory are now
being made available. Standard panels
with designs in exposed lamps provide
promise of many interesting new treatments that may easily be installed on side
walls or ceilings, especially for lobbies.
The

daylight lamps of lx/2-inch diameter are well suited to the lighting of
mirrors, providing a color quality that
closely matches outside daylight. Posters,
displays and lighted decorative niches are
well suited to the use of the new lamps.

MORE
THAN

YOUR

MONEY’S

WORTH

anlodrape
CURTAIN

A direct type
used to light

of unit
up the

employing five fluorescent
ends of the fixture. The

as Diue and gold, green and pink, or pink,
green and blue, a synthetic white illumination can be produced.
In other cases, all gold illumination can
be had, or an interesting pink and gold
illumination that is flattering to people,
or a daylight quality of lighting which has
an unusual and pleasing naturalness.
Somewhat greater care will be required
for coves in auditoriums since a satisfactory method of dimming has not yet been
made available. Because of the considerably greater amounts of colored light, it
will therefore be necessary in auditoriums
to give special care to the control and distribution of the light so that surfaces are
not too bright, so that light is directed
away from the line of vision, and so that
a minimum of “spilled” light falls on the
screen. When these requirements have
been met it should be possible to provide
color effects never before approached and
blue auditorium lighting should be economically feasible.
Where a second or third color circuit is
provided, it may be desirable to equip the
bright (white) circuit with incandescent
lamps. They can be satisfactorily dimmed
and in white or light tints incandescent
lamps perform quite satisfactorily. Fluorescent colored decorative effects can

lamps and two incandescent lamps. Tine latter are
section shows lamp and auxiliary arrangements.

also be effectively used in combination
with incandescent downlighting.
The many advantages of fluorescent
lamps — abundant color, application to
modern effects, and space conservation —
make them ideal for use in luminaires and
luminous elements employing diffusing
glass such as flashed opal or tempered
fired enamel glass, also the newer diffusing plastics. The continuous source
makes it easier to apply these lamps for
an attractive smooth effect.
The familiar types of luminaires using
staves of diffusing glass or corrugated or
fluted metal reflector surfaces will also
find the fluorescent lamps of advantage.
Interesting color patterns can be had by
alternating fluorescent lamps with ordinary incandescent types.
In addition, a complete scale of new effects is possible with the interesting new
glasses. Glass with lensed surfaces; tempered glass with its wide range of diffusing and designed surfaces, glass blocks,
and now the new louvre glass with its
Venetian blind effect. Used with backgrounds having colorful designs, or with
polished corrugated metal, unlimited
decorative treatment are available.
Fluorescent lamps are readily adaptable
to simple exposed or appliqued elaborate

MACHINE

The biggest value in, curtain machines today. Outstanding is the
dependable No. 145 AUTODRAPE
with its new improvements' — 32%
more

power capacity at no increase in price — automatic overload protective breaker — many
other advantages make it worth
while investigating for installation in your theatre.

•
AUTOMATIC
737 Hamilton
Export
Also

DEVICES

St.
Office 220
New
York

CO.

Allentown,
W. 42nd
City

Pa.

St.

Mfrs. of Steel Curtain Track
Projection Motor Generators

and

TONIGHT!
Hundreds

of

theatres

will

depend

The New Garver 45-60 Ampere

on

Rectifier

for better, more economical operation with
Suprex-type high intensity projection lamps.
low intensities at correct
Also operates
and amperage.
voltage

Garver Kurrent Changers
save 20 to 30% changing A.C. to D.C. Assure
steady current (15-30 amperes) and stable
arc. Permit undetectable changeovers. Quiet.
Set up no interference. $82 up.
Write

for

folder

and

price-list.

The
panel appears
all white but it is
really as colorful as
a Fall scene in the
mountains. As producers of color, the
new
fluorescent
lamps open up new
avenues for the designer.
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CONDUCTED IN COLLABORATION WITH LEADING THEATRE ARCHITECTS AND ENGINEERS

The Plaza ....
Planned

for Maximum

House

Appeal
A

A Case

History from Data and Photographs Supplied
Architect, BRUCE F. BARNES

AS AN example of the ingenious ap-

plication of modern materials and
practical motives in theatre construction and furnishing, the Plaza Theatre, at Potosi, Mo., stands out particularly pleasing to the critical eye.

The Plaza, with a seating capacity of
524, is owned and managed by Harry F.
Blount. It was erected last Fall at an
approximate expenditure of $30,000 and
is of the modern style of architecture, in
which simplicity is the keynote and functionality the controlling factor throughout the entire house. As a result of thrifty
planning and studied application of all
principles affecting the practical needs of
today’s showmanship, the Plaza represents
a wise investment in theatre properties.
Potosi is the county seat of Washington
County in Missouri. It has a population,
according to latest census, of only 1,279;
yet it is the center of a prosperous rural
community of East Central Missouri, upon

A modern facade such
found in small towns.

by the

which

the new

draws
age.

for its patron-

A

Study

in

Plaza

Progress

One needs only to
scan the adjacent
views of the new Plaza
to ascertain what is
going on in many
other prosperous rural
communities throughout the nation. A
BRUCE
BARNES
comparison of this
Architect
modern project with
the standard of small town theatres of
the past provides an interesting study of
progress in the business of picture showing outside the metropolitan areas.
Bruce F. Barnes, architect of Clayton,
Mo„ designed and supervised the construction of the Plaza. Mr. Barnes, an
affiliate member of The Modern Theatre
Planning Institute, has several other fine

as this offers a decided relief from the character
The Plaza Theatre front is definitely promotional

sectional view of the Plaza’s foyer illustrating an achievement in house attraction not
found in small-town theatres.

usually

of theatre fronts formerly
in its effect on patronage.

theatres to his credit in the St. Louis area.
The facade of the Plaza, combining an
adjacent modern grill room, is formed
principally of structural glass, trimmed
with aluminum coping and alumilite plated
trim and metal work. A porcelain enamel
modified V-shaped canopy is trimmed and
ornamented with stainless steel. Two attraction boards each have provision for
three lines of changeable silhouette letters. All poster frames are of aluminum
enclosed with plate glass. Tire grill wintrim. dows are also of plate glass with aluminum
The Plaza’s lobby has a terrazzo floor
in a modern pattern with alternating
squares of blue and cream as the field
within a border and baseboard of black.
The lobby walls are light blue with a
graduated canary yellow ceiling highlighted by silver. Trimmed with a modern decoration at the cornice and above
the doors, the room is graced by a most
pleasing effect. Poster frames within the
lobby match those at the exterior in metal
with all door hardware in the same materials.
A

Functional

Foyer

The foyer of the Plaza is an equally
charming area. Carpeted with a striking
modern pattern of red and black design
with complimentary shades of pink and old
rose, a luxurious effect is added to an inviting and restful atmosphere. Foyer walls
are of a slightly lighter shade of blue
than the entrance lobby, with modern divisions and paneled spacing for the wainscot treatment. The ceiling has a stippled
center area of off-tan with painted ornaments about the lighting fixtures. An “underwater” mural effect, a spacious mirror,
a drinking fountain and modern types of
furniture and lighting fixtures are features of the foyer.
Restrooms
and women.
main lounge
foyer. Every
sanitation is

are provided for both men
These are entered from the
and are located beneath the
provision for comfort and
provided.

The Plaza auditorium carries out the
refinements and simplicity of the front
portions of the house. Straight lines and
unobtrusiveness prevail throughout. The
walls of the room are completely finished
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Two

with fibre board decorated with casein
paint in pastel shades, forming a marked
contrast with the red and coral shadings
of the chair upholstery material. The
walls are graduated in coloring from cream
to off-white with two-tone blue pilasters.
A five-toned ceiling in graduated shades
of blue with mouldings of silver and antique ivory, and an artistic wall painting
in tapestry effect complete the attractive
decorative scheme.
Comfortable seating, efficient lighting
from well-placed modern fixtures and an
attractively draped proscenium as a picture setting are outstanding factors of
House Appeal. Air conditioning is provided through a direct-fired warm air
heating system used in direct connection
with an air washer and fan for summer
cooling. Recirculation of air is effected
through grilles located in the stage front.
Auditorium aisles are carpeted in a striking pattern.
A spacious projection room equipped
with the latest apparatus for projection
of pictures and reproduction of sound is
another feature of the Plaza. The mechanics for better presentation have been
provided amply.
Careful

Planning

Commended

Potosi’s Plaza Theatre as a project amplifies the importance of careful and experienced planning in the construction of
modern theatres for small towns and suburban communities. Throughout this exceptionally fine small theatre is to be
found the influence of careful planning
and coordination of all the elements that
constitute House Appeal in the finished
product.
Harry Blount, the owner, is certainly
The man who tries to build or remodel
a theatre without the services of a competent architect is penny wise and pound
foolish. It has been proved many times
that a capable theatre architect saves
money, time and worry for the builder of
a theatre.
Modern theatre design
lighting equipment and
tive new developments in
the beauty of the house
BOXOFFICE
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demands modem
fixtures. Attracthis line enhance
immensely.
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views

which

of the

Plaza

all elements

Theatre

of House

auditorium,

Appeal

are

combined.
Efficient interior lightingticularly predominant factor.

in

gressiveness than by attending to the physical aspects of his business — the house in
which he does business with the public.
The small modern theatre, owing to its
intimate relationship to the family circle,
is fast becoming the saving factor of
moving picture business. But as in the
case just presented, the small theatre must
be modern in every particular in order
to find lasting flavor with the public.

ideally

is a

par-

•
to be complimented for his progressiveness in providing so thoroughly for the
requirements of modern theatre patronage.
In no more forceful manner can a theatre
owner

assert his independence

and pro-

THEATRE

MODERNIZING

GUIDE

Through the co-operation of our affiliated architects, leading manufacturers, their engineers, designers, dealers, contractors and others, a majority of whom are active members of The Modern Theatre Planning
Institute, we are prepared to assist the theatre-owner in selection and
application of all commodities and services neede'd in remodeling and
modernizing by placing him in touch with dependable sources of supply. As sponsor of the Institute, we strive to impartially relay each
inquiry only to sources of reliable information. However, we do not
guarantee all statements or claims made in connection with products
offered.

MAIL

THIS FORM

The MODERN
Room

THEATRE

Planning

334 — 332 S. Michigan

FOR

FREE

INFORMATION

Institute,

Chicago, 111'.
Gentlemen: Without cost or obligation please
covering the following subjects:

arrange

to have

.data supplied

□ Acoustics
□ Air Conditioning

□ Decorating

□ Amplifiers
□ Architectural

□ Lighting Fixtures

□ Signs and

□ Lounge

□ Sound

Service

□ Heating

Equipment
Furniture

□ Carpets
□ Coin Changers

□ Plumbing

□ Complete

□ Projectors
□ Projection Lamps

Remodeling

Theatre

8-20-38

Ave.

Fixtures

to us

Seating
□ Screens
Marquees

Equipment

□ Theatre

Fronts

□ Ticket Machines
□ Other

Subjects

Seating

Capacity

City
Address
State
Signed

(Owner-Manager)
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DEVOTED TO A CLEARER UNDERSTANDING
OF TEMPERATURE CONTROL IN THEATRES

alongside me and tell these theatre owners that you’re “around here,” or I’ll have
to start tacking on a 10 per cent handling
charge when I recommend or specify you.
And this, of course, will cost you more
than you’d spend for advertising your
wares.
Boy, oh boy, wouldn’t I just like to append hereto a long list of nationally known
manufacturers who have had pulenty of
business as a result of my “propaganda.”
Yet all they do is write me and ask for

Some Practical Philosophy
. ... in a Funeral Parlor
By Gordon

paratus are reading these articles, because

bring in a “sthuncker”
(pretty ripe, you
know) . Being temporarily driven away
from my work and
having found a nice
quiet place in which
to relax and get my breath and to meditate, as is my custom, I begin to wonder
how many “dead ones” there are in the
air conditioning business who actually don’t
know it.
Once in awhile I get a “sthuncker” tco.
One who is over-ripe for a gadget salesman and the apparatus he buys often
smells to high heaven. As a rule, I don’t
like to put my finger on a particular
gadget and say it’s rotten. But this time
I’m going to do it. If the editor wants
to expurgate my reference, that’s his privilege, but also his responsibility.
Pet

Peeve

Certain individuals, firms and corporations are selling the poor defenseless theatre owner cooling coils made out of automobile radiator stuff. They’re copper tubes
and strips dipped into a bath of solder,
and anything over a 30-pound water pressure would make them swell up like an
accordion. The solder cracks and leaks
start in due time. The owner should also
purchase an umbrella when he buys such
merchandise.
Now, I want to tell you fellows that
any time I’m called in and find stuff like
this, to the junk pile it goes — or out I go.
You can buy such stuff mighty cheap, and
it is cheap — at half the price.
So if any manufacturers want to argue
it out with me, I’m willing. Keep such
radiators on automobiles, where they belong, and stay out of theatre air conditioning business. I won’t name any names
unless I’m forced to, but I serve notice
that although I’m not Irish I do like a
* Air Conditioning Engineer, Milwaukee,

Wis.
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H. Simmons*

fight. And in any scrap I ever got into,
I seldom failed to come out at least second-best.
I know that manufacturers of good ap-

’M AIR conditioning an undertaking
parlor. Cadavers
are laid out all over
the place, and every
once in awhile they

Another

Inspired

I get letters from them. Further, I know
that theatre owners are reading them.
Yes, I get letters from them, too. Also, I
might add that I have been successful
upon occasion in bringing my two reading
factions together — to the benefit of both.
This practice I would like to continue.
Rather than print names of manufacturers
whose equipment is lousay, I’d prefer to
say nice things about people whose products rate a recommendation. But I am
free, white, and twenty-one (also a dang
sight more), and nobody has a haTer
around my neck to prevent me from talkout out loud when I come across a
“sthuncker.”
About 90 per cent of the time, my recommendations are followed. The other
10 per cent may wish they had, but it’s
no skin off my carcass. After I recommend, I really don’t give a damn whether
my recommendations are followed or not.
I don’t even try to be diplomatic. I make
no attempt to excuse the fact that water
is wet, nor do I hesitate to tell a theatre
owner when he is.
Sometimes I get wet, too. I am about to
grab my moth-eaten trunks and hie me
to a swimmin’ hole some Saturday, there
to park my karkus ’til Monday, upon the
arrival of which I expect to resume getting after you theatre owners. The subject will be “Getting Some More Business”— for you. and for me and for all
of us. Sales mean jobs, you know.
Pass

Around

the

Patronage

While on the subject of “Getting Busines ,” I may as well do a good job of it.
Maybe the editor would like to have some
too. He told me to “lay off” proselyting
for advertising, since he doesn’t want his
editorial department mixed up with his
business department. However, the kind
of proselyting I’m going to do is just like
getting after a banker with a gat. I’m
no second-story man — I’m a 20th Century
Robin Hood on an air conditioning crusade.
Now all you manufacturers of good
equipment

should either get into the pages

more.

But the Boss says, “No ‘plugs,’

A certain film exchange in Milwaukee
had a Grand Opening last month (July
7th). The invitation I received stated that
the
ceremonies would begin at 4 p. m.
please.”
and last until ( ? ) . I went up in the cool
of the evening and it was quite comfortable in the place, although it was a hot
day. I had a “cool” drink and was handed
a copy of the souvenir program. What a
shock I had when I noticed a full page
complimentary ad with photograph of this
old Maestro himself, showing quite definitely that his mustache needed a hair cut.
I am informed that this program was
sent to all the exchanges in Europe. Those
nations over there seem to be so continually heated up that a cooling system
or two wouldn’t do them any harm. But
what I’m more interested in is better cooling systems in this country. More and
bigger advertisements for theatre business
in this country by manufacturers

of good

equipment who are not backward
saying so, in this country.
Information

Important

about

Need

The character of recent letters from
theatre owners sending in rough dimensioned pencil sketches of their auditoriums
convinces me that about all they need
is intelligent advice on the selection of
their equipment and accurate information
relative to its installation.
This I can give at a cost to me of about
thirty minutes per inquirer; and I have
thirty minutes to spend on any theatre
owner who asks for it — with postage for
reply. You fellows are doing right well
on the point of enclosing postage. Now,
how
about a nickel cigar? But pack it
carefully.
Quoting a recent confidential outburst
from ye editor, he states, “We may not
be doing a lot of good, but we’re certainly
having a lot of fun with our fan mail.
At any rate, it all goes to show that we
are gradually stirring up some new interest in a shop-worn subject — and that’s
something.”
So I’ll work steadily on and wait for
“der Tag.” But I sure ain’t going to
“goose step” in the meanwhile. You theatre owners will get dependable information while I get postage stamps and the
editor gets what the little boy shot at.
I sure do hope he’s having lots of fun —
he’s getting fat on sump’n.
I recently designed an air conditioner
(not for theatre use) and sent it to an
engineer friend out West, for his comments. He complimented me on my
“plumber’s dream.” I am now designing
another “gadget” to stick in a window
and cool off a bedroom that will sell for
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promotion everywhere. Here I would like
to put on a radio broadsast from this
funeral parlor running something like this:
Mrs. Swartzbum, when asked to say something to the radio audience about facilities
for laying away her dear departed, would
give the following greeting and information:

peanuts. I did it because I get hot while
I sleep. If I didn’t get hot about lots of
things I see while wide awake, I might
pass a reasonably comfortable existence.
You theatre owners by your many letters of inquiry have shown me that you
are neither dumb nor asleep. You are just
not informed about air conditioning. It’s
the manufacturer who’s asleep.
Just

Who’s

Job

“Hello folksies. We are now at the
Funeral Parlor. Eddie’s remains are quite
cool even though he may not be where
he has gone. He passed away shortly after
he attended an unconditioned movie theatre, but the doctor who attended Eddie

Is It?

His is the job of education; not mine.
His is the profit; not mine. His is the
responsibility of creating good apparatus
and then bringing it to your attention.
Lousy theatre jobs are holding the air
conditioning industry back. Air conditioning started here and it’s going to finish
here, even if I get finished with it.
Having finally got a new supply of fresh
air into my system, I will now return to
my corpses. I see opportunities for sales

SIMMONS'
Problems

presented

herein

are

representing reader interest.
proval of correspondents.

bona

Original

fide

and

signed

are

here’s my situation: This theatre is another of those losing situations close to
a larger town which drains the cream of
the business. Business has built up since
I took it over to where it is paying off its
own notes and making me a good living,
but it won’t stand extensive remodeling
and improvements. However, I am managing to give it a paint job, a new front
and 100 leather seats. I need an air conditioning system but my bank account
won’t stretch to make it possible this year.
“Last summer I installed a home-made
cooling system using water dripping over
jute cotton bagging which works fairly
well for this small house (64 feet long
by 21 feet high by 24 feet wide auditorium, 285 seats in the auditorium and
55 in the over-hanging balcony, average
audience 150 persons). The blower is oldstyle, high speed and noisy, using a flat
belt and a 5 h. p. motor to turn it. I can
stretch my budget to the point of buying
a new blower and motor, especially since
the saving in electricity with the new
ball-bearing fans will pay for the new
blower in a year or two.

“I want the blower of a type that can
be used later when I install a real air
conditioning system. What size and kind
of blower do you recommend for this installation? Would you use a multi-speed
motor or a single-speed motor with manual control to vary the cooling effect?
The blower will be installed on the roof
of the building, and I am at present using
a beaver-board duct, dropping straight
through the roof, making a slight bend
and discharging through a home-made deflector 2V2 feet by 3y2 feet wide, located
20, 1938

not

letters

“I’m taking you up on your recent offers in Boxoffice to assist theatre owners
with air conditioning problems. Briefly,

:: August

been a pleasure.”

Q-AND-A

Texas takes the cake as a contributor
of air conditioning problems. Here is one
which, being typical of general conditions, rates reproduction in “The Comer.”
The letter reads:

BOXOFFICE

says it wasn’t the heat. He diagnosed it
as double-featuritis. We have been quite
comfortable here while burying Eddie and
while Eddie probably is not comfortable
on account of where he is now, this is the
first time that a funeral in our family has

CORNER

imaginary
are

on

concoctions

file for

for

the

examination,

purpose

subject

to

of
the

misap-

about 17 feet above the floor and 10 feet
in front of my screen which sets back
in the stage. The deflector opening aims
directly at the center of the auditorium
with vertical and horizontal blades to
spread the air. Should this air distribution system be satisfactory for the new
blower or would you recommend some
other kind of construction or size of ducts
and deflectors?
“I also use two high-speed exhaust
fans, one in the back of the overhanging
balcony and the other removing hot air
from a 3-foot attic between the auditorium
and the roof of the building.
“Your recommendations

as to the above.

together with two or three suggested manufacturers of satisfactory blowers will be
appreciated.” — J. H. C.
Answering: “I really enjoyed receiving
your letter of the 11th, and am sure that
I can help you with the matters you
mention.
“In your territory, where it gets plenty
hot, I would use not less than 30 c.f.m.
per seat for the auditorium only. If you
have a lobby that affords any standing
room, add 30 c.f.m. for every person there
too, wider maximum attendance and including all ushers, etc.
“You

report a total of 340 seats. Purchase a blower having 10,000 c.f.m. capacity at 1 lA inch static pressure
is good as well' as
But there
are many others, of course. The blower
you buy should have an outlet velocity
not over 1,400 feet per minute, otherwise
you could get some noise. Place a noise
isolating base under it. This is not costly.
“By all means, use a multi-speed motor.
I assume you have 220 volts, three phase,
60 cycle current. But confirm this. The
blower manufacturer will specify the horse
power which varies with the type of blower you buy. Get prices on motor and
blower and advise me.
“Send me a map of Texas with your town
spotted on it, and give me the location of
your nearest weather bureau. If my suspicions are correct and you always have a
low summer humidity but a high temperature, I’ll design you a cooling system
that you can install for a song and sing
it yourself. But I will want to check with
your weather bureau.
“I will want a rough dimensioned sketch
of your theatre, showing location for fan
and size of any ducts already installed.
Theatre at
was completely engineered by mail and you might
write Mr
for information as
to how he likes his job.” — G. H. S.

$47.50

Cool
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and
Ventilate

including variable speed control, belt an.d
motor pulley.

Economically

Also

used for exhaust, circulating

warm air in winter, and
with
washed
air, refrigeration, and
Reynolds

cold

water type cooling coil systems.

Quiet
Vibrationless

REYNOLDS
Pi*ect Shot BLOWER
Reynolds Manufacturing Co.,

412 Prospect Ave., N. E., Grand Rapids, Mich.
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EMPHASIZING THE ESSENTIAL PHASES OF
HOUSE HYGIENE IN THEATRE MAINTENANCE

A Public
It Was

Health

Problem;

and How

Approached
By C. F. Browning*

IS WRONG WITH MOD<<M/HAT
ERN AIR CONDITIONING?”
That was the heading of an
article which the author released several
months ago in which the results of almost
300 inspections of air conditioning plants
were made public. In that article it was
stated that the chief defect which we
found in modern air conditioning was the
improper operation of the equipment. That
was not meant as a criticism of the operators who were in charge of the plants
which had been inspected. More so, it
was a criticism of the general scheme of
things including manufacturers, sales
representatives, designing engineers, contractors, purchasers and operators. Further investigation showed that the operators never had a fair chance to learn how
to operate their plants.
In approximately three hundred inspections we found only one man who
thoroughly understood his plant, how to
get the correct results. That was not a
nice report but that is what was found.
There were, of course, other competent
operators in the plants which were not
inspected and perhaps the percentage
would be higher if more of the large installations had been inspected but we were
not interested in all types and sizes and
only a very few large plants were inspected.
Out of that first 300 inspections only
four plants were found to have psychnometers in working condition.
Need

for

Survey

Apparent

With this behind us, the next step was
to decide whether it was a public health
problem which warranted the expenditure
of our time and effort. After consultation
with medical authorities and considering
the effect of this condition on the public
health it was decided to enter the field.
The deciding factors were: the low quantity of fresh air used, the excessive temperature changes found and the exceedingly low temperatures maintained during
moderate weather. Certainly those conditions are not conducive to health.
Our local law places this in the jurisdiction of the Health Department by requiring employers to furnish proper conditions for workmen, ventilation being

* Public Health Engineer,
Columbia, Washington, D. C.
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District of

In the District of Columbia, the operation of heating, ve7itilating and cooling
plants became so inefficient that the
Health Department took official cognizance of conditions. Early this year, an
industry committee was appointed to
act in an advisory capacity to the
Health Department on the problem. Especially requested by us to report on
the findings and recommendations of
the investigating group, the author
presents this very interesting resume of
the proceedings. — The Editor.

specifically mentioned. No mention is
made of persons patronizing these places
but it is usually true that any place having patrons usually has workmen in the
same rooms and that makes this law
very inclusive.
In attacking this problem it became apparent immediately that what was needed
most was the cooperation of the air conditioning industry. It was a problem
created by their efforts and in which they
should be vitally concerned. No one need
tell an air conditioning salesman that
quite a few people were becoming dissatisfied with modern air conditioning. Some
even say that the term already has a
bad name and should be changed. I cannot agree that it is that bad but something should be done to improve conditions or it will be.
The

Problem

Outlined

In order to obtain the cooperation of
the industry, a meeting was called. Every
company and sales organization in the
city was invited and a representative of
almost every one attended. To begin this
meeting a statement was made in which
the problem was described and it was
made clear to everyone present that the
intent of the Health Department was to
assist the industry to find and apply a
remedy. This was well received and immediately constructive suggestions were
offered. It developed that considerable
thought was already being given to the
problem and they were entirely agreeable,
even eager, to cooperate with the Health
Department.
It was decided to appoint a committee
which was named the “Health Department
Advisory Committee on Heating, Ventilat-

ing and Air Conditioning.” The membership of the committee appointed at that
time may be of interest and it has been
entirely satisfactory to all concerned. It
consisted of: (1) the president of the
local chapter of the American Society of
Heating and Ventilating Engineers; (2)
(3) a member of the engineering staff of
both electric and gas utilities; (4) the
manager of the local Electric Institute;
(5) a vice-president of the Air Conditioning Manufacturers Association; (6) the
refrigeration engineer for the Plumbing
Inspector’s Office; (7) the epidemiologist
for the Health Department; (8) and the
writer, the Public Health Engineer for the
Health Department, was named as Chairman. Later, very valuable assistance was
given by the Director of Public Health
Education for the Health Department.
This membership was selected so as to be
representative of all phases and interests
and was set up to continue as long as it
might be needed by the Health Department.
The

A Dual Program Evolved
Committee immediately began

a

study of the problem and due to the familiarity of the members with local conditions agreement was reached immediately as to needs and objectives. It was decided to make Project No. 1 the preparation of simple workable standards to be
used in public assembly and commercial
occupancies. Project No. 2 to be an educational program designed to familiarize
the industry, owners, managers, operators
and prospective buyers with the standards.
A number of meetings were held in
which a set of standards was prepared.
These were then submitted to the Health
Department as the recommendations of
the Committee. These standards were accepted by the Health Department to be
used as the yardstick to measure conditions in air conditioned occupancies.
These standards were not enacted into
law but they are being used by the Health
Department as a guide in enforcing the
aforementioned law.
The next step was the educational program to publicize the standards. Newspaper publicity was released; the standards were circulated and distributed to
everyone interested. A series of seven lectures was then prepared and they were
held weekly in open forum style. The general public was invited and considerable
interest was shown by each group concerned. The lecturers were all local men
in the industry. Subsequent to these lectures, two local operators’ unions have
prepared and the members are taking
special courses in air conditioning.
The following standards were recommended by the Advisory Committee and
the Health Department is now using them
to measure conditions in public assembly
and commercial occupancies, particularly
theatres. Some of the results which have
already been noted are: (1) much better
conditions are found by Health Department inspectors; (2) the management has
become interested and is giving more attention to the air conditioning; (3) reduced power bills due to using less refrigeration, and (4) a lesser number of
complaints are received. Open comments
from the public and the air conditioning
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industry indicate a general satisfaction
and support of this move to improve atmospheric conditions.
Recommended
Conditions
Assembly

Standards
in Premises

for
Used

and Commercial

Atmospheric
for Public
Occupancy

In order to provide a criterion of adequate performance, the Advisory Committee on Heating, Ventilating and Air Conditioning, appointed by the Health Department of the District of Columbia, has
sought the counsel of recognized authorities, including the American Society of
Heating and Ventilating Engineers, and
reviewed present practices in the field of
heating, ventilating and air conditioning.
Based upon this study, the following
recommended minimum standards for atmospheric conditions to be maintained in
places of public assembly and commercial
occupancies, as defined below, have been
developed: (For design and installation
requirements, refer to the District of Columbia building code and other local
ordinances and regulations).
1. Circulation — Circulation, either natural or mechanical, should be such as to
preclude temperature variation at the
breathing level throughout the occupancy
in excess of plus or minus 3 degrees from
the average of dry bulb readings taken
at representative points; circulation to be
maintained with a minimum of draft or
stratification.
2. Ventilation — A minimum of 10 c.f.m.
of fresh uncontaminated air per person in
the occupancy should be provided from
the outside, mechanically or otherwise except that where food is being served or
where there is heavy smoking or objectionable odors, the minimum should be
15 c.f.m. per person; and except that in
theatres, auditoriums and similar occupancies, the air volume should be based on
a minimum of 75 per cent of the seating
capacity.
3. Cleaning — All air circulated through
ventilating equipment should be cleaned
by the use of approved methods.
4. Temperature

and

Commercial

occupancy

shall apply

QUALITY SCREENS
FOR 28 YEARS

to

that portion of a building used for the
transaction of business; for the rendering
of professional services; for the supplying
of food, drink, or other bodily needs and
comforts; for manufacturing purposes not
including industrial processing, or for the
performance of work or labor, including
among others, office buildings, professional
buildings, hospitals, markets, restaurants,
loft buildings, stores other than department stores, and similar occupancies.

REC.U.S.PAT.

OFF.

SCREENS
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Save
AVOID

Time
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Instead of stepping up the light to offset the dullness of a soiled surface —
progressive theatres replace worn
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is mechanically perfect
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Guaranteed for 10 years.
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approved
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theatres.
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it. Write
TODAY for complete
descriptive circular
and price list.

screens with new DA-LITE SCREENS —
and step-up picture quality and house
appeal. See your dealer or write for
details!

DA-LITE
2713

N.

SCREEN

Crawford

Ave.

CO., Inc.
Chicago,

111.

Universal
Stamping &
Mfg. Co.
2839

Ave.,
N.
Western

Chicago,

A modem coin changer certainly steps
up the efficiency of the cashier. She is
able to dispense change accurately and
more rapidly, thus keeping the patrons
flowing smoothly into the theatre.

111.

COINOMETER

Humidity — Winter

— With outside temperature ranging betwe n 0 degrees F. and 65 degrees F. inside temperature should be maintained as
follows: 72 to 79 degree Dressing Rooms,
Bathrooms, and similar occupancies.
68 to 75 degrees Restaurants, class
rooms, library reading rooms, assembly
rooms, theatres, bowling alleys, court
houses, offices and similar occupancies.
65 to 72 degrees Ballrooms, sales areas,
dance halls, exhibition halls, stations,
toilets, and similar occupancies.
60 to 67 degrees Gymnasiums, machine
shops, armories, and similar occupancies.
Summer — Inside temperature

occupancy

"SOLD

EVERYWHERE

BY

DEALERS

CHAIR
SQUARE

should not

be maintained in excess of 15 degrees F.
below prevailing outside temperature and
in no case below the higher temperature
limit for each classification as specified
above under “Winter” standards.
Note 1. The above are dry bulb temperatures measured at breathing level.
2. For optimum comfort follow A.S.H.
& V.E. “Comfort Chart” to determine proper relations of temperature and humidity.
Public Assembly

persons congregate for civic, political, educational, religious, social, or recreational
purposes; including among others, auditoriums, assembly rooms, armories, ballrooms, bath houses, broadcasting studios,
colleges, court houses without cells,
churches, dance halls, department stores,
exhibition halls, fraternity halls, lodge
rooms, mortuary chapels, museums,
schools, libraries, passenger depots, subway stations, bus terminals, theatres, and
similar occupancies, not including residences nor rooms requiring special conditions.
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shall apply

to that portion of a building in which
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sirable for theatre sound-on-film equipment because exciter lamps have their
greatest output in this same region.

PRACTICAL DISCUSSIONS ON THE
MECHANICS OF PROJECTION AND SOUND

Photo Cell Fidelity and Life Depend
on Manufacturing Skill
By C. E. Parson*

o

F SEVERAL, vitally important parts
of the sound reproducing equipment on the projector, the most
delicate is the photoelectric cell. Yet the
photoelectric cell manufactured today is
handled with as little thought as an electric bulb, and it requires little more attention. Projectionists have found that,
given a photocell bearing the trademark
of a reliable manufacturer, they can expect the same trouble-free service as they
usually get from the lamp inserted in the
booth electric socket.
Developed

for

Practical

Use

The reliable cell of today, of course, is
a direct result of pooling experiences of
the projectionist and cell manufacturer.
The photoelectric effect was discovered
by Hertz in 1888. In 1891 the first alkali
metal phototubes in vacuum glass bulbs
were made. From then until 1925 the
photoelectric device was almost exclusively a laboratory “gadget.” In that
year, however, various industrial applications aroused the interest of engineers, and
practical use developed rapidly. In the
same year, our organization was formed
and took over the manufacture of the
highly efficient Kunz cell developed by
Professor Kunz of the University of Illinois. Thereby G-M Laboratories became
one of the first of the commercial manufacturers of phototubes.
The photoelectric cell entered the movie
industry directly from our workrooms because in 1925 Dr. Lee DeForest adopted
our cell for his experimental work with
sound-on-film.
Through the experiments of DeForest,
and subsequent practical experience in
projection booths, the photoelectric cell
was developed to its present peak of reliable performance.
Trouble

Free

70

the process requires testing within
tremely close limits.
Sensitivity

and

Glow

ex-

Voltage

The two principal characteristics that
determine cell quality are sensitivity and
glow voltage.
Various types of construction have been
experimented with to secure high sensitivity. It was finally proved that the
greatest sensitivity is secured when the
cell is of the caesium-oxide type. This
means that the sensitized surface consists of a silver film or plate on which
metallic caesium is deposited. It requires extremely exact manufacturing procedures. Too much or too little caesium
will destroy the efficiency of the unit.
This type of cell has maximum sensitivity to light in the red region of the
spectrum which makes it especially de-

Glow

Voltage

Tests

It is interesting to note that glow voltage rating is tested in two different ways.
One method tests the cell with no light
shining on it. This reading is called the
“Dark Glow Voltage” and may give remarkably high glow voltage readings.
However, this test is of little value to
the projectionist because he must use the
cell under the concentrated light from the
light source lens. Therefore, phototubes
used in projection machines are tested
under a light intensity approximating the
light intensity in the usual sound head.
The resultant rating, called the “Light
Glow Voltage,” is lower, but much more
reliable. In fact, the “Light Glow Volt-

FILAMENT
EXCITER
LAMP

Service

Despite its outward similarity to an
electric lamp, the photoelectric cell is a
delicately balanced device. It must be,
if it is to reproduce clearly the shadings
of voice and music.
What are the requirements of a reliable
phototube? What determines its ability
to give clear, perfectly defined, brilliant
sound reproduction month after month?
Essentially, the fidelity and life of the

* Chief Production
ratories, Inc.

cell is dependent on manufacturing skill.
That is, the principles of the cell and its
operation are well known. But to manufacture thousands of cells, all of them
reliable in every respect, requires a manufacturing process that is highly developed
and accurately controlled. Every step in

To make the phototube further sensitive, the bulb is filled with an inert gas,
thereby increasing its sensitivity approximately 500 per cent.
The second fundamental characteristic
of a cell is glow voltage, the voltage at
which the cell glows with a bluish light.
The glow referred to is the glow of the
gas itself, as in a neon sign. Glowing
destroys the sensitized surface and shortens cell life. In a general sense, the better the manufacturing process, the higher
the glow voltage and the less danger of
glowing in ordinary use. Good quality
cells should have both high sensitivity and
high glow voltage.
Cell manufacturers make careful tests
to insure that each cell has a high operating efficiency. Photoelectric cells manufactured by us are tested for high fidelity
operation at standard 90 volts. This
means that in order to be passed for use
in sound-on-film equipment, they must
have a light glow voltage well above 90
volts to compensate for variations in line
voltages and other variations in operating
conditions.

Engineer , G-M

Labo-

Optical system must focus exactly on emulsion
side of film. If it does not, distortion arises,
caused by the light scanning more
than one
“line” or “peak” at a time. Quality of reproduction depends largely on this.
Variation in the sound track either in the dark
and light area or in density varies the amount of
light falling on the cathode of the cell which in
turn varies directly the cathode emission, giving
us sound through an amplifier and speaker.

Itf cell is operated too close to the glow voltage, a loud hissing is heard, increasing as cell
voltage is raised. A cell of good sensitivity will
give
A

more than enough volume without this background hiss.
of the factors affecting fidelity of reproduction of sound are (a) sound track condition,

few

(b) frequency response curve of cell, (c) sensitivity of cell so that it can be operated well below
glow voltage. All of these in turn depend on a
faithful amplification in the amplifier system.
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age” is the only one that actually applies
to conditions in the projection machine.
Little

Service

However, there is no need for the projectionist to run any undue risk of either
lowered sound projection efficiency, or
complete failure. He should keep a complete set of spare cells on hand at all
times. For further safety it is only necessary for him to change phototubes more
often than has been general practice in
the past. Many leading theatres replace
phototubes every 18 months to two years,
and consider this a normal operation precaution, rather than an extra expense.
A Small Expense
In actual fact, the phototube is a very
small expense in the projection of the picture. Properly calculated, the cost of all
the phototubes used in the booth should be
figured on the basis of hours in use. This
is comparable to figuring automobile expense on a mileage basis. If the hours-inuse principle is used in figuring tube cost,
and if tubes are changed every 18 months,
it will be found that the actual operating
expense is very small.
An additional precaution that the projectionist can take is to have tubes tested
every year. This test simply means that
the electronic efficiency of the cell is measured, somewhat as radio tubes are
checked. In the case of phototubes however, the test must be made at the factory. In our laboratories, for instance,
we frequently check phototubes, and give
a written report on each tube. Projectionists who take this precaution generally put their spare tubes in use in all
machines, and return all used tubes to
the factory at one time.
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Sam

caught entertaining 'em with his new 16mm picnic thriller on the projection room
Next month you'll hear from our hare-brained hero in MINTURN, COLORADO.

Add to your patrons’ comfort and to
your boxoffice receipts with an expertly
supervised and executed system of indirect
lighting.
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Many interesting and colorful new patterns now available in carpeting add zest
to the decorative scheme of the theatre
interior.
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Trouble

Service requirements of all reliable
makes of phototubes are negligible. Of
course, it is true that the active life of
tubes will vary in relation to the original
quality of the cell. But it is also true,
from actual projection experience, that
most cells give peak performance over
several years.
But it is too much to expect that tubes
will last forever. Like all similar electrical units, including radio tubes and
electric lamps, the phototube will eventually decrease in efficiency and finally
‘‘burn out.”
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practical under modern theatre conditions.
There are several means for eliminating
glare, but the two most generally useful
are “indirect lighting’’ and “recessed
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Recessed units may be used to supplement standard indirect lighting pendants,
lighting.”
or in combination with indirect cove lighting which brightens the ceiling and raises
the general level of illumination. Many
interesting effects also may be achieved
with recessed units used in combination
with column, strip, or panel lighting, or
with special luminaires.
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Advisory Board
The

Planning Institute is conducted in collaboration with the following theatre architects, structural
designers and engineers, who have
agreed to act as technical advisers
to the Institute and editorial text
contributors to The Modern Theatre
from their respective localities.
There is nothing- in this sectional view of the Yale Theatre’s smart decorative scheme to suggest
any connection with the old Rogers’ livery stable. The design of the acousti-decorative effect is
strikingly simple and suitable, enhanced by modern interior lighting fixtures. Corgan & Moore were
the architects.

Will Rogers' Old Livery
Stable Goes Modern
(Continued

from page 56)

rior decorations and outfitting throughout, new projection room, new exterior
design, new seats, lighting fixtures, wiring,
plumbing and all new furnishings and
appointments.
Public

Oklahoma City, with a partner, Mr. W. J.
Moore, of Fairfax, Oklahoma. At this time
a few alterations were made in the lobby
of the theatre. New seats and a cooling
system were added, but the theatre still
kept its original facade. The years that
followed were not so fruitful, but the Yale
had such a staunch hold on the community that it stayed on valiently despite the
hardships encountered.
As soon as the business conditions of
the nation started improving, the Griffith
Amusement Company decided the theatre
needed more public appeal, and set out
to retain architects to remodel the theatre in every respect so that the entire
theatre-going public in and around Claremore could not resist patronizing the theatre.
First, the company had to find a firm
of architects who knew the theatre business well enough to design the alterations
so that the total cost of the project would
not exceed the limited amount of money
budgeted for the work and yet effect a
transformation in the building that would
no longer be too reminiscent of the old
livery stable.
Corgan & Moore, theatre architects of
Dallas, Texas, were chosen to effect the
necessary alterations in design and were
commissioned to bring the old house completely up-to-date. They accomplished a
remarkably effective result. Corgan &
Moore, incidentally, are affiliate members
of The Modern Theatre Planning Institute.
The alterations consisted of new inte-
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Responds

Approvingly

Since remodeling the house, the Griffith Amusement Company has found the
theatre-going element in Claremore is
deeply appreciative, showing approval of
the new house by increased attendance
at every performance, regardless of pictures exhibited.
The Yale as it stands today exemplifies
the progress of civilization. Materials today can be shipped into the smaller communities and assembled into a structure as
cheaply

as the native materials of yesterday were assembled in the original
structure. This gives the small community the same advantages as the larger city.
The late Will Rogers, no doubt, would
evince great surprise if he could see his
father’s old livery stable today. And old
Clem Rogers, too, if he were alive today,
would probably opine that the world is
going to the dogs with all of these newfangled ideas. But regardless of that, the
Yale’s patrons have definitely shown in
this case that they prefer to patronize
the theatre with the greatest house appeal.

Forest Will Handle
Hurley Screen Sales
Raymond Duport, general sales manager for Forest Manufacturing Company,
announces that his company has taken
over the entire sales and distribution of
the products of Hurley Screen Company.
New price lists, samples and catalogues

Charles N. Agree, Detroit, Michigan.
Samuel C. Allen, Saginaw, Michigan.
Mo.Clifford A. Balch, Los Angeles, Calif.
Bruce F. Barnes, St. Louis, Mo.
Arnold E. Baschen
&
Assoc., Hannibal,
Roy A. Benjamin, Jacksonville, Fla.
Bennett & Straight, Dearborn, Mich.
T. H. Buell & Co., Denver, Colo.
Corgan & Moore, Dallas, Tex.
Eugene DeRosa, New
York, N. Y.
Eliasoph &
Greenspoon, Montreal, Que.,
Can.
Win. I. Hohauser, Inc., New York,
Houston & Smith, Dallas, Tex.
Mark
I). Kalischer, Chicago, III.

N.

Y.

Kaplan & Sprac liman, Toronto, Ont., Can.
Clarence Kivett, Kansas City, Mo.
S. Charles Lee, Los Angeles, Calif.
Edward
Paul Lewin, Chicago, 111.
Liebenberg & Kaplan, Minneapolis, Minn.
MacKie & Kamrath, Houston, Tex.
Marr & Holman, Nashville, Tenn.
Pereira & Pereira, Chicago, 111.
H. F. Pettigrew, Dallas, Tex.
H. A. Raapke, Omaha, Neb.
C. W. & Geo. I,. Rapp, Inc., Chicago, 111.
Victor A. Rigamount,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Spillman & Spillman, San Antonio, Tex.
O. W. Stiegemeyer, St. Louis, Mo.
David Supowitz, Philadelphia, Pa.
Wetherell & Harrison, Des Moines, la.
NOTE:

The

Institute

does

not

undertake

the practical functions of an architect or
designer. Its service is intended merely
to place our readers in touch with reliable
local sources of preliminary information
and advice on theatre planning and structural problems. Inquiries pertaining to
Architectural Service
will
be
relayed
promptly to the
visory board.

nearest

member

of the

ad-

are in course of production and will be
in the hands of all Forest dealers shortly.
In outlining the policies of the Hurley
Screen Division, Mr. Duport asserted: “It
will be our policy to originate and produce
from time to time new and exclusive screen
products. Economies resulting from our
taking over sales of Hurley Screens will
be used to improve the quality of the
product and services to the theatre trade.”
Further announcements relating to plans
for distribution on all Forest products are
to be made soon, according to Mr. Duport.
It’s time again to check up on heating
equipment. If it is put into tiptop condition or replaced at this time of year, discomfort and disorder is not liable to occur
when inclement weather arrives.
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PROFIT SHARING IDEA GAINS, DESPITE SNAGS
Problems Presenting
Studio 'Drive’ Sub-Committees ManyStrong
Anti-Front,
Selected on Eve of Campaign
However
The

Hollywood

committee

Producers in Drive
Discussion

participating

in the “Motion Picture’ Greatest Year”
drive was moved into the finale pre-campaign days by perfecting the organization
of the various sub-committees which will
cooperate with the New York representatives of the better business movement.
Local committeemen are expecting concrete aid from the Fox West Coast circuit as a result of action being taken by
the chain’s executives during FWC’s threeday regional convention here, although details as to the circuit’s participation in
the drive were not immediately obtained.
The executive committee under Gabe
Yorke met to consider ways and means
of setting up local machinery for the
handling of the nationwide “Movie Quiz”
contest, details of which were announced
in New York, as one of the important
events of the business drive.
While handing out assignments to the
several score of screen writers who have
been lined up to turn out by-line stories
for syndicated publication in connection
with the campaign, the local committee
encountered one refusal in the person of
Irvin S. Cobb, author-turned-actor, who,
approached to contribute a story to the
drive, held out for payment at the rate
of $2 per word for an essay. His terms
were promptly rejected, as other film
scriveners are doing the stint gratis.
Previous

developments

in

Hollywood’s

Completion
in

"Motion

of plans
Pictures'

While

for participation
Greatest

Year"

highlighted a five-hour meeting of Producers' Association members
here
Wednesday night. Will H. Hays, Louis
B. Mayer

and

others

discussed

current

industry problems. Darryl Zanuck
ported on European conditions.

re-

of treasurer, and Irving Rubine assuming duties as Hollywood manager of the
national radio committee.
While

Yorke,

of the Hays

office, is busy

directing the activities of the local campaign committee, Will Hays himself, who
has spent nearly a month here on his
annual summer visit, has apparently devoted his time to vacationing and to routine business, nothing having developed
on the numerous phases of current industry problems which it was believed would
call for his scrutiny.
An

official of the

organization

laugh-

sound

in pictures,
eral use to radio
United States and
open with a talk

to be released for genstations throughout the
Canada. Will Hays will
on the development of

film sound; A1 Jolson will sing “Mammy;”
and Shirley Temple, Clark Gable and
Claudette Colbert have been scheduled
for spots on the recording.
Two local committee appointments were
made, George L. Bagnall, executive studio
manager at Paramount, drawing the post
BOXOFFICE
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H

among

producer-directors and their studio employers has made rapid progress in Hollywood in the past year, the latest to adopt
the practice being Samuel Goldwyn and
Producer- Writer Robert Riskin, the consensus of opinion is that such growth
would have been much more rapid were it
not

for several stumbling blocks. Various obstacles, it has been pointed out, are
directly in the path of those producers
who have shown a leaning toward the
idea of permitting their more valuable
and talented aides to participate in the
gains from their production efforts.
Block Booking Is Obstacle
The chief difficulty in the way of a
wholesale trend to the scheme, it is agreed,
is the present block-booking selling system, under which film sales organizations
sell their entire season’s
by using the headlining

product lineup
films of their

ace producers as the chief attraction. Under the block-booking system it is virtually impossible to allocate accurately
the profits on any given picture; hence
a producer or director under a profitsharing arrangement would encounter insurmountable difficulties in arriving at

ingly brushed aside as a “pipe dream” a
pointed statement by a syndicated gossip
columnist to the effect that certain industry executives were anxious to push
Hays out of his position and substitute
Herbert Bayard Swope, publisher of the
old New York World, in the post.

the true percentage of the profits to which
he is entitled on the pictures produced

"Dr. Kildare " Stories by
M-G-M Swell Film Series

channels of the company, slow down normal releasing and booking operations, resulting in potential lawsuits and instilling
an unfavorable attitude in the minds of

preparations for the* campaign found Irving Rubine assigned to prepare a radio
transcription, 15 minutes in length, tracing the development and perfection of

By IVAN SPEAR
the profit-sharing idea

Hollywood’s
1938-39 has

output of film series for
been swelled once more

through Metro’s decision to produce four
pictures based on the “Dr. Kildare” stories
by Max Brand. Lew Ayres, who recently
signed a long-term contract with the studio, will have the title role. Willis Goldbeck and Harry Ruskin are doing the
scripts.

by him and sold in block with perhaps 30 or
40 other films by the studio.
As a ramification of this obstacle is
the possibility that profit-sharers may become dissatisfied with the percentages allotted them on their deals and, by seeking to check through the distribution

the companies’
entire plan.

stockholders

As an expansion

toward

the

of this point, attention

may be drawn to the current action in
New York in which stockholders in M-G-M
are instituting suit against the company’s
recently-inaugurated profit-sharing pol( Continued on page 82)
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Commercial Film Outlook May Be
Bright But Present Is Quiescent
survey of the commercial-advertising film production field here has brought
forth conflicting indications as to the future of this phase of picture-making for
the coming season.
Findings along one line, through intimations by the J. Walter Thompson Advertising Agency that it may set up an
advertising film department in Hollywood
to handle an expected increase in demand
for this advertising medium, point to the
possibility that commercial picture production— a $15,000,000 industry in 1937 —
according to one estimate — will make
rapid strides in the film capital during
1938-39.
However, a checkup of the present activities of several commercial film outfits
which have been long-established here
shows little in the way of promising developments for the new season.

dice against advertising matter on the
screen will disappear completely with the
gradual improvement in content and production qualities of the commercial sub-

During a short visit to his agency’s
Hollywood offices, Stanley Resor, president of the Thompson organization, made
it known that an increasing trend toward
commercial films for advertising purposes

past year the company turned out “Timber Is a Crop,” a four-reel advertising
film, for the Weyerhauser Timber Co. in
Washington, several two-reelers for other
accounts and a one-reel version, in color,
of the “Timber” film.
Jam Handy, accepted as the largest
commercial film company, has pulled up
stakes and left Hollywood to retreat to its
Detroit headquarters. With no commitments on the line, the corporation relinquished its shooting space at Talisman
Studios early in the summer and in all
probability will not return until enough
production chores are lined up to warrant
the re-establishment of a headquarters
here. Two other companies — Wilding Pictures, coast unit of a Detroit company,
and Roland Reed Productions — are headquartered at Selznick International, but
both are, and have been for several
months, inactive.

A

by the agency’s clients has necessitated
the establishment of a separate unit within the agency to handle such accounts.
One of the purposes behind Resor’s visit'
was a brief survey of the local production
market, the executive neither denying nor
affirming that the agency may establish
a commercial-film branch here. At present headquartering in New York, the
Thompson commercial film department is
under the guidance of Fred Fidler, who
accompanied Resor here.
It was Resor who cited $15,000,000 as
the amount spent in commercial film production last year, the advertising executive also going on record with the prediction that the theatregoing public’s preju-

"Propaganda" Curb
Rumor Is Scouted
Reports that the Motion Picture Producers Ass’n is formulating an amendment to its code of practice whereby producers in the future will be prohibited
from manufacturing films containing controversial subject matter of a political or
propaganda nature were scouted on two
fronts here this week.
Hints that the ban would be aimed at
such producers as Walter Wanger and his
recent and widely-discussed “Blockade”
were quashed definitely by a spokesman
for the United Artists film maker and
were pushed even further into the limbo
by the Hays office itself, which, through
a local representative, declared that such
a prohibition has never been and, with
little doubt, never will be considered.
Wanger’s

78

spokesman

pointed out that

jects.
The Thompson agency was one of the
pioneers in the handling of commercial
film accounts for advertising sponsorship,
Resor pointed out, and predicted that its
move to centralize the activities of its advertising film unit will be followed by
others of the nation’s leading advertising
agencies.
At the time, however, a survey of the
commercial production picture reveals
that but one of the several units here is
actively engaged in making films at the
present time. This is the Dowling-Brownell Co., headquartering at General Service
studios and currently filming a fourreeler for a major oil company. In the

Wanger himself is completely ignoring the
situation and is going ahead with his previously announced production plans for
the 1938-39 season; that Wanger’s “Blockade” was absolutely impartial as to political leanings and was intended to be
characterized and accepted solely as a
preachment against the slaughter of innocents in war time; and that the producer himself is neither a radical nor a reactionary, but primarily a film producer
interested in manufacturing pictures which
will net him satisfactory financial returns.
“The Hays office will never attempt such
a ban,” an official of that organization
told Boxoffice. “The code doesn’t have
anything to do with politics or propaganda
and an amendment to it ruling out such
films hasn’t even reached the conversational stages.”

Readies "The Women"

As a probable vehicle for Norma Shearer
after “Idiot’s Delight,” Metro is lining up
“The Women,” film rights to which it acquired some time ago.

Studio Player
Tiffs Dominate
With the eyes of Hollywood laborites
turned toward New York and the progress
of the basic agreement conferences underway there during the week, studio-player
contract tiffs and personnel changes
among executives and talent occupied the
limelight insofar as local staff activities
were concerned.
Feuds between two players and their respective studios came into the open when
Hal Roach served notice on Stan Laurel,
of the Laurel-Hardy comedy team, that his
name had been removed from the contract
list, while George Raft was placed on suspension by Paramount.
The Roach-Laurel break came after the
comedian had been suspended by the producer on charges that he failed to report
to the studio when needed for re-takes on
“Blockheads,” current Laurel-Hardy effort. Roach contended that Laurel is
guilty of breach of contract. During the
battle, studio scriveners are marking time
on the preparation of the script for the
next projected Laurel-Hardy feature,
awaiting
the outcome of the latest LaurelRoach tangle.
Raft was suspended

for refusing to re-

port for work in “St. Louis Blues,” which
had been set as his next Paramount starrer, on the grounds that the role assigned
him was not suitable to his talents. Paramount executives declared the player’s
contract does not specify Raft’s right to
approve scripts and lost no time in selecting Lloyd Nolan to replace him in the
part. The picture went before the cameras on Monday with no delay.
The Marathon Street lot also came to
the parting of the ways with two other
personalities. Randolph Scott secured a
release from the balance of his acting contract to accept a featured role in 20th
Century-Fox’s “Jesse James,” though his
Paramount pact had another year to run.
Producer-Director-Writer Andrew Stone
also leaves the lot when his current assignment, “Say It in French,” is completed. He will have turned out two productions for the company.
Twentieth Century-Fox accepted the
resignation of Samuel G. Engel, associate
producer, after an eight-year association
with Darryl Zanuck. His last assignment
was “Gateway.”
Leaving the Warner acting roster is
Dick Foran, featured player, whose option
was not lifted when it came due this week.
Continuing to shave its contract list,
RKO Radio will bid adieu to three stock
players within the next few weeks. Vicki
Lester, Wliliam Carson and Paul Guilfoyle
are slated .to leave the lot when their respective contracts expire.

Sedgwick

Two-Way

Pact

Metro has signed Edward Sedgwick on
a writer-director ticket to work with Producer Harry Rapf on a series of outdoor
action melodramas which will star Dennis
O’Keefe,

currently
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ALL credit to the film capital’s most

Brendan Boys Choir to do a musical stint
in his next Hopalong Cassidy western,

active pair of liberal organizations,
the Hollywood Anti-Nazi League
and the Motion Picture Artists Committee,

“Pioneer Sons.”

for their respective replies to the accusations of “communism,” hurled at them
through innuendo by Edward Sullivan,
special investigator for the house of repre-

sagebrush sagas is going a bit “arty,” forgetting that it was bullets — not ballads —
which won for the Cassidy features their
enviable reputation as topnotch and

sentatives’ Dies committee probing “unAmerican activities,” and broadcast by
Sullivan in a report to the house committee on Monday.
The

statements, to be found

elsewhere

in this issue, of the League and Committee in refutation of the Sullivan blast
prove beyond argument that their officers
and members individually and collectively
possess a splendid courage of their convictions and are prepared to stand by their
principles regardless of what pressure may
be brought from within or without the
industry in which they are employed.
They might have gone further. They
might have stated that, if the humanitarian pursuit of devoting their time and
money toward the partial alleviation of
the sufferings of women and children, innocent victims of ruthless warfare inspired and nurtured by Nazi dictators;
that, if the opposition to the spreading in
democratic America of the doctrines and
propaganda

of power-crazed

European

op-

portunists be “communism,” they
proud to be termed “communists.”

are

conjunction with the coming campaign.
The motion picture industry has treated
Cobh rather handsomely financially and

after all, designed to benefit a field of endeavor on which Cobb has fattened —
literally and figuratively — and, through
natural consequences, everyone connected

of its kind to be encountered by the committee, should do little to enhance the industry’s demand for his future services
literarily or Thespically.

time

quest of the Hollywood “Motion Pictures’
Are Your Best Entertainment” committee
to join other noted screen writers in con-

they

their

to collect
the

Olenick
client

fees

not

are considering
dinner.

was

dinner

Harry

Sherman

to keep

the boxoffice

till

a-tingling. Raft's performance is excellent, one of his best,
while the support by John Barrymore and Akim Tamiroff is
contingency

contributes

the

weak-

est factor, both Dorothy Lamour and Louise Platt proving ineffective, shortcomings which influence the ensemble but little,
as

their respective

parts

are

secondary

in the

fea-

ture's motivation.
Preponderant
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recently
Ben

them.
bet

Blue,
At

one

did.

his erst-

Now

colluloid
the

success

must

last week,

the Hollywood

Citi-

omission

that

it was

not

on
for

"newsworthy

locally" because Sullivan devoted that day's
space to a detailed description of some of
the

film

capital's

popular

suspected

that

night
the

spots.

real

It is

reason

is

the fact that the newspaper's management
has become fed up on seeing night spots
and

restaurants

dollars

receive

the

the St.

worth

untold

of free plugs

wood gossip columns

that
they

suit to collect

has contracted

day

zen-News eliminated Ed Sullivan's column
matters, giving as its reason

thousands

of

the

for all hands
They

second

and

The George Raft starring vehicle — perhaps his last on the
Marathon St. lot, in view of his current feud with the Paramount

inasmuch

On

commercial

in alleged

while

enterprises

these

pass

up

Holly-

lucrative

the

adver-

tising space as though it were the sevenitch. In which connection it would be

year

good

idea

Hearst's
eye

Paramount's “Spawn of the North," surging saga of salmon
snatchers, was the standout as the best picture shown to reviewers during the past week.

femme

due

filed. Blue

collect.
a

one),

small cost,

a few of the white elephants such as “Port
of Seven Seas,” which the mighty Leo
has recently sired.

a

Salmon

The

Weintraub

other

allegedly

action

would

and

(the

while praisers a

tributing by-line stories for nationwide
newspaper and magazine coiisumption in

commendable.

four zebras

zoo, the nucleus of

by acquiring, at comparatively

therewith. The industry’s top-bracket executive and creative members are giving
liberally of their best thought, time and
money to make it a success. Cobb's refusal
to do his small bit unless paid, only case

Fernando

rents to animal-loving producers. Frank
might further augment his growing zoo

strongly

it takes

has added

ivhich menagerie comprises two elephants
which the M-G-M advertising executive

manded his “ customary ” rate of $2 per
word before he would comply with the re-

of what

Whitbeck

his splendid stories that have been adapted to the screen and equally well remunerated for his not-so-splendid acting contributions. The business-boosting drive is,

Author-Actor Irvin Cobb certainly led
with his chin — all of them — when he de-

plenty

Frank

westerns.

to his San

Publicists

has

profit-producing

socially. He has been well-paid for any of

sued

pharaohs,

In the last of the popu-

lar series, the action was slowed considerably through the interpolation of several
musical interludes. From which it might
be suspected that the ace producer of

for the

advertising

Herald-Express

on Jimmy

manager

to keep

Starr's daily

a

beanery

of

weather
boosts.

Slapstick
go

to Producer

impressive

Albert

and

Lewin

beautiful

and

Director

mounting

and

Henry

Hathaway

two-fisted

for

action.

Also shown: Hal Roach's “Blockheads," in which Veterans
Stan Laurel and Oliver Hardy return to the type of bang-up
slapstick through which they gained their greatest following,
packed

with

amusing

gags

and

enough

belly-laughs

to satisfy

everyone . . . 20th Century-Fox's “Always in Trouble," a standardly good Jane Withers comedy in which the gingery moppet
exhibits
into

her usual

inextricable

propensity

for popping

complexities.

This

everybody

time

it takes

concerned
the

U.

S.

Coast Guard to straighten out the muddle . . . And Universal's
“The Missing Guest," a melodramatic mystery-comedy of the
clutching-hand-trap-door school, lifted above the mediocre
through an excellent performance
typed as to story and action.

by

Paul

Kelly,

but

stereo-
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Mass

Meeting
Pow-wows

Two
important pre-primary
gatherings and a gigantic mass

and Political
Activate Filmites

political
meeting

dominated the activities of Hollywood’s
liberal, anti-Fascist organizations during
the week, their prominent screen figuremembers as usual taking an active interest in developments along the various
fronts.
The

week

Sunday

began

auspiciously

when

on

the Motion Picture Artists Committee raised the curtain on its satirical

revue, “Sticks and Stones,” attended by a
sell-out audience composed of scores of
Hollywood notables. Authorship of the
piece was credited to such film folk as
Arthur Kober, Hy Kraft, Johnny Green,
Dorothy Fields, Johnny Murray and Edward Biberman, while the stars included
Luise Rainer, John Garfield, Binnie Barnes
and Gale Sondergaard. The revue is set
for an indefinite run.
As a keynote to its final campaigning
drive before the primary elections August
30, the Motion Picture Democratic Committee, under the guidance of Melvyn
Douglas was to hold a meeting Wednesday
night with Senator Culbert L. Olson and
Congressman Jerry J. O’Connell as speakers. Also on schedule was a political
meeting sponsored by Miriam Hopkins,

Hollywood Irishmen
Invite Corrigan
A group of Hollywood Irishmen last
week wired Douglas (Which Way Do I

Philip Dunne, Fredric March, William K.
Howard and Sidney Buchman to garner
support for Ordean Rockey, candidate for
Congressman from the 16th district.
Douglas turned out to be the busiest man
of the week. Aside from his work as head
of the MPDC and his film chores, the actor took time out to deliver a scatching
blast regarding

the Tom

Mooney

Launching

of three new

productions

and

promises

of more to follow kept independent production activity at satisfactory
levels during the week and indicated that
the upturn in this phase of film-making in
recent weeks is set to continue.
Among those going before the cameras
was

“Prison Train,” which Alvin G. Manuel’s Majestic Pictures is producing as
the first of a series of eight for Malcolm
Browne Productions, with which Bennie
F. Zeidman is connected as executive producer. The film is being shot at Talisman studios. Utilizing rental space at
Universal, David L. Loew was to begin
filming late this week on “Flirting With
Fate,” his newest Joe E. Brown comedy,
for which, as yet, no release has been set.
Fine Arts Productions was to turn the
cameras on the production on Friday. It

by Sovereign

Pictures

colm Browne Productions,

“The

for MalMasked

Phantom,” is slated to get under way
August 22 with Cliff Sanforth directing at
Talisman Studios. Jack Vance and George
H. Callaghan head the company and
Randy Rawlins is the star.
Ben Judell’s Progressive Pictures, set to
begin filming next week on "I Want a
Divorce,”

80

with

Beverly

Roberts

featured,

guest

Corrigan,
of honor

Atlantic
at

a

stag

flier, to
dinner,

probably at the Lakeside Country Club,
when he arrives in California shortly.
Heading
Bing

the

Corrigan

Crosby,

James

committee

are

Cagney,

Pat

O'Brien, George Murphy, Joseph I.
Breen, Walter C. Kelly, Ray McCarey
end Freddie Fralick.

case, de-

Talent Still Heeds
Call of the Road

O’Connell was to be the speaker.
Shortly after his return from Europe
and a successful campaign to raise funds
for the transfer of Jewish children from
Austria, Germany and Poland to new
homes in Palestine, Eddie Cantor went on
record at a testimonial dinner in his honor

Hollywood’s film folk found Ray Whitley
crooning cowboy in RKO Radio short subjects and western features, leaving this

against Henry Ford’s recent acceptance
a German order from Adolf Hitler.

of

“I question the Americanism of Henry
Ford,” Cantor said, “for accepting a citation from the biggest gangster in the

The

personal

appearance

schedule

for

week for a tom’ of one-night stands
through Tennessee, Arkansas, Kentucky,
Mississippi and Alabama which will keep
him on the road until September 15,
when he is due back here for a role in a
George

O’Brien film. Whitley, after completing his film commitment, will hit the
p. a. trail again, heading for New York
and the Madison Square Garden rodeo.
Following

Whitley

out next week

will be

has lined up “The Revolt of Youth” as
its next production, shooting to start within six weeks. Judell now headquarters on
the old Maurice Conn lot.
Another independent producer, Louis
Dantz, again has delayed the starting date

Edgar

on

ment world. Bergen’s stint on the Chase
& Sanborn radio program August 27 will

“Topsy” pending the setting of a release deal for the offering. Rantz recently
returned from New York, where he spent
some weeks negotiating for distribution on
the feature.
Incorporation of one new company and
the dissolution of another were also recorded during the week. Articles of incorporation were filed at Sacramento for Ernst
Lubitsch Productions, Inc., listing Lubitsch
as president, Myron Selznick as vice-president, Nat Deverich as treasurer and Harry
Sokolov as treasurer and legal counsel. At
the same time William C. DeMille Productions was disbanded through the filing
of dissolution papers with the county clerk.
The company, formed in 1923, has been
inactive for the past five years.

Bergen and, of course, Charlie McCarthy, charting their course for the midwest in the first p. a. tour the ventriloquist and his side-kick have made since
their radio and screen engagements boosted them to the pinnacle of the entertain-

be piped

in from

Chicago.

Returning from five weeks of p. a.’s
through the east and midwest was Gene
Autry and a troupe headed by Johnny
Marvin. Autry immediately reported to
Republic for his next picture chore.
Returning also was another singing cowboy, Fred Scott, who has spent five months
on the road. His last four weeks were at
the RKO Theatre in San Francisco, before
which he spent four months in key spots
through

the midwest.

Scott is under

tract to Jed Buell’s Spectrum

Signs 5 Name

An

unaccountable

slump

in the pro-

duction index, which an imposing
up of 14 new starts for the week
expected

to more

the Hollywood

than

week

overcome,

opening

linewas

the

film

capital

in

Bands

nationally-known orchestras for appearances in the brief subjects. Orrin Tucker,
Henry Busse, Richard Himber, Larry
Clinto and their respective bands have
been placed

under

contract.

found

with

only

33 pictures in the works — ten less than
last week
and the lowest shooting
figure in
months.

con-

Pictures.

Lou Diamond, head of Paramount’s
short subjects department, has signed five

Good Start Fails
To Hold

is the third picture on FA's schedule.
First of a series of six westerns to be
produced

Now?)

be

claring that “Mooney’s treatment was very
unjust” and that the celebrated political
prisoner has been “controlled by the special interests.” Douglas and Dorothy Parker were expected to be on hand Monday
night at the Shrine Auditorium for the
rally and mass meeting in support of
Mooney at which Congressman Jerry J.

world.”

Independent Studios
To Continue Upsurge

Go

several

Foster in Top Role
Twentieth

Century-Fox

has signed Pres-

ton Foster for the lead in “Hard to Get,”
with Alfred Werker directing for the Sol
Wurtzel production unit.
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Three More Sources
Swell Relief Fund
With

President

Jean

Hersholt

toiling to

pull it out of the red-ink class and with
the production upbeat reducing the number of new cases on its roster, the Motion Picture Relief Fund has gained additional financing from three sources, it
was disclosed after a meeting of the
Fund’s directorate.
Its recent charity

polo

match

at

the

Uplifters’ Ranch netted more than $2,400,
Hersholt reported at the board meeting,
the president at the same time disclosing
that but 33 new cases — a record low —
were added to the form sheets during July.
From February 1 to August 10, however,
the Fund has serviced 924 new cases. The
Fund, at the same meeting, accepted a $75
contribution from the Script Clerks Guild
and this week was to be the recipient of
an unannounced amount from the Columbia Broadcasting System in payment of
Hersholt’s services as master of ceremonies
during the opening of the new CBS studios in San Francisco last Friday.
Another

leading

charity

organization,

Mrs. Abraham Lehr’s Hollywood Guild,
was formulating plans for a benefit garden party to be held August 23 at the
home of Mrs. Eugenia Clair Smith. The
Hollywood Guild, to which many prominent film figures contribute time and financial support, assists scores of needy studio
workers and their families.

More Film Names

SCRIPTERS
— Samuel

Goldwyn

MARGUERITE
ROBERTS
to “The Daring Age,”
an original by I. A. R. Wylie.
RICHARD
CONNELL
to an untitled original
in which Zorina will be starred.
HUMPHREY
COBB
to “The
Last Frontier,”
which goes before the cameras September 15 with
—
Metro Hathaway
Henry
directing.
DORE
SCHARY
to
Marx
Bros, comedy,

“A Day
which

produce.
ALDOUS
HUXLEY
Garbo will star.
— Paramount
ROBERT

to

at the Circus,”
Mervyn
LeRoy

“Madame

next
will

Curie.”

Greta

and

GILBERT
re-make
Miranda.

GABRIEL
of the

silent

HARRISON
JACOBS
to “Pioneer Sons,” which
Harry Shermjan will produce as a Hopalong Cassidy western.
PETER
MILNE
to an untitled original, slated
as a co-starring vehicle for Charlie Ruggles and
Mary
Boland, possibly as the forerunner of a
new series.
— RKO
Radio
GRANET

to

an

untitled

original

as

next in the “Annabel” series.
BUDD
SCHULBERG
to “The
a George Haight production.
— Republic

Thinking

GRACE
NEVILLE
to “Flight
Bernard Vorhaus will produce.

Inspector,”

LUCI WARD
to “Santa Fe
Mesquiteers western
which
September 15.
PAUL
FRANKLIN
Gene Autry starrer.

to

Stampede,”
hits the

“Rodeo

which

a Three
cameras

Buster,”

HERBERT
DALMAS
to “Texas
slated
as a Gene Autry western.
— Security

MORTIMER

OFFNER

on
“All in
WETSTEIN

a

and

next

Troubador,”

MARTIN
MOONEY
to the first of the
Carter” series, planned for production by
Allen as independent releases.
— Universal

teamed
ALEEN

the

Reed,”

EDWARD

“Nick
I. A.

ELISCU

Lifetime,” an
original;
and
JAY
DRATLER
to

“Youth of America” for
EDMUND
HARTMANN

Producer Joe
teamed with

Pasternak.
ROBERT-

SON WHITE on “Charlie McCarthy, Detective.”
MORTIMER
BRAUS
to an untitled original for
Producer Burt Kelly.

OPTIONS

As

a

tieup with Navy Day, to be observed October 27, 20th Century-Fox will
screen “Submarine Patrol” to the crews
of selected U. S. navy ships on that date
and on subsequent days. Vessels of the
Pacific fleet, Atlantic cruisers, destroyers
off Hawaii and submarines in various yards
and stations will receive prints of the film.

Sherman

Signs Boys

Harry Sherman
dan Boys Choir

Choir

has signed the St. Brenfor a musical spot in

"Pioneer Sons,” Sherman’s next Hopalong Cassidy western for Paramount release.

SPANKY
McFARLAND,
gets option pickup.
CYRIL
HUME
wins new
the writing department.
— Paramount
LOUISE

CAMPBELL

Last
for
—
RKOchore
Radio
EDWARD
for another
— Republic
PAUL

over

FRANKLIN

Warner

Baxter

subject

of tests

and

verting it for use
measure.
may

be

as

Developed

it consists

of

used

a

Hills police

is being

with

a
a
by

to

—20th Century-Fox
ARTHUR
M. LEVY,
department, given new
— Universal

Joel McCrea

:: August

signs

With

term.

Wings.”

designer,

one-picture
contract

held

scripting

pickup

and

head of costume designing
two-year contract.

Is Assigned

in "Union

Pacific"

film

the

star,

which

signal

lights

and

Cunningham, Jeanie McPherson and Walter DeLeon are doing the screenplay.

Joins Schlesinger

hos-

Irving Hineman joins Leon Schlesinger
Productions as commercial . and licensing
representative for the cartoon-maker’s
many exploitation tieups. He replaces
David C. Green and, as his initial chore,
leaves Sept. 1 for two-month jaunt around
the

BOXOFFICE

costume

another

in

REGINALD
LE
BORG
joins Joe Pasternak’s
production unit. He was formerly a short subject
director.

con-

coil

automatically for fire, police
pital vehicles.

“Men

leader,

contract

by

traffic safety
the

magnetic

to operate

made

view

for

was

its fall

it was

disclosed

that Robert

Bench-

ley, author, humorist and star of numerous M-G-M short subjects, had been booked to headline a new broadcast emanating from the film capital some time in
October over the Columbia Broadcasting
System. Benchley’s sponsor is the Old
Gold Cigarette Co.
The announcement came after it had
been

reported that Benchley was dickering several air deals with various sponsors, and follows closely upon the news

that William Powtelli, also an M-G-M
player, will turn to radio by appearing on
the “Hollywood
tumn.

Hotel”

program

Also of interest to film and
cles was the notification that

this auradio cirthe Lever

Brothers, soap manufacturers, have renewed sponsorship of both the A1 Jolson
and the Edward G. Robinson shows for
the new season. Both programs hit the
ether waves September 20 over CBS.
Hollywood’s other potentially gigantic
radio enterprise, the Screen Actors GuildMotion Picture Relief Fund broadcast, was

Expressing the belief that Hollywood
would continue to grow in importance as
a radio center and that the new season
will be a banner one, Stanley Resor,
dent of the J. Walter Thompson
tising Agency, spent a few days
local office here before heading
vacation

presiAdverat the
for a

on his Wyoming ranch. Accompanied by Fred Fidler, he left Saturday

for a week’s holiday before returning to
his New York headquarters.
San Francisco grabbed back a bit of its
lost radio limelight Friday when the Columbia network opened new and expanded
studios in the Bay City. With Jean Hersholt, of film and radio, as master of ceremonies, the affair was attended by CBS
network officials, including Charles Vanda,
western program manager, Harry Witt,
Bill Lawrence and others from the local
CBS studios.

Extra Calls Down
40 Per Cent

Mille’s “Union Pacific,” set to start production about October 15. Bob Burns and
Akim Tamiroff have featured roles. Jack

as an automatic gate
his home
has been

to Beverly

STEVENSON,
terms.

held

to surround

Joel McCrea has been signed by Paramount for the male lead in Cecil B. De-

Star May Have
Traffic Aid
turned

actress

Gang”

18-month

GEORGE
SHERMAN
given
pact.
boost in pay as a director.

Lead

A device used
manipulator at

the

“Our

intends

still up in the air, its sponsorship, terms
and other details being threshed out in
the east.

—Metro

Plan "Submarine Patrol"
Screenings for Sailors

radio

lineup of Hollywood airshows with a greater supply of film names than it has ever
used before became startlingly apparent
for the second time in two weeks here
when

THORNE

teamed on “Hotel Imperial,”
version, which will star Isa

BERT

Into Radio's Bag
That

20, 1938

H

country’s

manufacturing

While reports irom most studio
revealed a steady maintenance
recent

upturn

in

work

calls.

unions
of the
Central

Casting reported a drop in extra placements for the first two weeks in August.
Though definite figures were not available, a 40 per cent decrease in extra
and

bit-player

the first two
mated.

calls for the period
weeks

in July

was

over
esti-

centers.
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Producers Adamant in Refusal
To Recognize Labor Board Edict
New

developments

in the recognitional

campaigns of two of Hollywood’s top talent groups — the Screen Writers Guild and
the Screen Directors Guild — moves rapidly along already charted lines with the
expectancy that fireworks will ensue soon
along both fronts.
Producers were expected to stand firm
against the SWG, although formally notified by the Guild that the writers’ group
is prepared to open bargaining negotiations under authorization of a national
labor relations board certification of its
recent election victory over the rival
Screen Playwrights, Inc. The board of directors of the producers’ association met
to discuss the producers’ course of action,
with the general belief that they would
ignore the request — in view of their manytimes-repeated declaration that they do
not recognize the validity of the election
nor the jurisdiction of the NLRB in the
dispute.
Probability in such an eventuality is that
the SWG, in turn, will file “unfair labor
practice” charges against the studios, precipitating the lengthy court battle which
it has been predicted will ensue before the
SWG’s jurisdiction is sustained or vetoed.
Meanwhile the SWG has called a mass
meeting to give final approval to the bargaining code which it will submit to the
producers if negotiations are opened.
More pyrotechnics are expected when
the NLRB opens its hearing Monday on
the Screen Directors Guild’s “unfair”
charges against producers and the Guild’s
petition asking certification as bargaining
agents for members of their craft in the
film industry. Here again extended court
battles seem destined to be undergone before the matter is settled on way or the
other. Dr. Towne Nylander is to conduct

Profit Sharing Idea Is
Gaining Despite Snags
(Continued from page 77)
icy. In this plan, 11 Metro studio and
home-office executives are cut in on the
earnings of the company in various proportions.
Further, the Guild setup, which has
made such inroads in the film capital
during the past year, provides further hindrances to the profit-sharing plan. Battle lines are sharply drawn between producers on the one hand and the top talent
unions on the other. Most membei's of
the Screen Writers, Screen Directors and
Screen Actors Guilds, potential profitsharing creators, would in essence be
working for themselves and against their
Guild organizations should they be cut in
on revenue-sharing deals.
Despite these obstacles, however, the
profit-sharing idea has captured Hollywood’s fancy to a greater extent than ever
before in the industry’s history, with

82

a simultaneous trial of the two issues involved, having issued complaints against
the 13 film companies which the SDG
charges have repeatedly refused to open
bargaining negotiations, although the
Guild claims its membership represents
nearly every director, assistant director
and unit manager in the industry.
From all indications, the producers will
maintain their refusal, the NLRB will order an election, the producers will ignore
the procedure and once again the courts
will be called upon to decide the issue.
In preparation for the opening of the
NLRB hearing, the SDG early this week
issued questionaires to its membership,
seeking vital information concerning employment to be used as evidence in its
charges that producers have violated the
Wagner Act by refusing to bargain collectively. Earlier the SWG executive board
accepted the membership application of
James Kevin McGuiness, founder-member
of the Screen Playwrights, who resigned
two weeks ago because of disagreement
with other SP executives over that organization’s future policies.
The Screen Actors Guild was given a
new problem to mull over when Paramount
lodged a complaint with the SAG executive board against George Raft for his refusal to accept a film assignment. Raft
was expected to file an answer to the complaint before the Guild’s next board meeting, at which time the SAG will decide
whether to intercede. The present Guild
contract with producers does not provide
for the handling of such situations, and
a Guild spokesman indicated that the
actors’ organization would in all probability shy away from the tangle as it did in
the Bette Davis-Warner Bros, dispute several months ago.
numerous creators affixing their signatures during past months to arrangements
of this kind. Riskin, with Samuel Goldwn, is the latest; Leo McCarey some time
ago signed with RKO Radio as a profitsplitting producer-director while Pandro
Berman was a similar setup. Moves by
Myron Selznick, talent representative, under which he has already created Ernst
Lubitsch Productions and William Powell
Productions in partnership and sharing
profits with these film names, as well as
his negotiations with Janet Gaynor along
the same lines, are also contributing to
the trend.
Although not set up along quite the
same method, Cecil B. DeMille and Paramount have an arrangement worked out
whereby the veteran producer-director
participates in the earnings from the pictures he makes under the Marathon St.
studio’s banner, while other creative artists
enjoy similar deals in other plants.
Whether or not the forthcoming season
will witness the same steady growth of the
idea depends upon these obstacles.

GN

Trustees
Study

Meld

Set to submit for federal court scrutiny
a detailed plan for the projected merger
of Grand National, now in 77B, with Educational Pictures, after threshing out
phases of the proposition with E. W.
Hammons, president of Educational, in
New York, Edward Alperson and Loyd
Wright, co-trustees of GN, and Franklyn
Warner, president of Fine Arts Productions, releasing through GN, returned from
the east Monday.

Complete

details on terms and con-

ditions of the Educational-Grand National merger proposal appear in this
issue on page 15.
Alperson

and

Wright

were

to call a

creditors’ and stockholders’ meeting within a few days to gain formal approval of
the merger, which was explained to creditors here some days ago at a meeting
called by Wright. An outline of the proposed amalgamation will be filed with
Federal Court August 26. Should court
approval be forthcoming, Alperson will
head east once more to plunge into the
actual merging task with Hammons.
Warner’s status in the new setup, a Fine
Arts official explained, will not be amplified until federal court approval of the
plan has been obtained. Currently, however, FA has wound up production of two
films and was set to start a third, “Cipher
Bureau,”
the
lead. on Friday with Leon Ames in
Federal court also had on file a report
of the financial operations of GN branches
for the period from July 2 to July 30,
which recorded $91,295 in receipts as
against $39,604 in expenditures. For the
28-day period the company had cash receipts of $105,820, the balance as of July
30 being $67,111, with unpaid liabilities of
$62,120. GN’s subsidiary company, Grand
National Studios, took in $12,161 and
showed a cash balance of $4,375 after
necessary expenditures.
No action was forthcoming on Condor
Pictures’ 77B status during the week. A
revised draft of its reorganization plan
went to federal court last week, with
early action expected.

"Red"
Label Over
Would
Debate
The

Hollywood Anti-Nazi League followed up its blast at the Dies house

committee

investigating

tivity by inviting

the

subversive
investigators

acto

substantiate their Hollywood “Communism" charges via the debate route at
a

mass

24.

De-

tailed story of earlier developments
pears in this issue on page 22.

meeting

here

ap-
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(2lnemcLtlc5
Vacationing at Lake Arrowhead was
Louis B. Mayer, acting as host to Mr. and
Mrs. Jerry G. Mayer, Howard Strickling
and Felix Young.

will attend

Looking

★

Leo

Robin

has

returned

to Hollywood

from New York after completing a Paramount musical assignment in the east.
*

A musical tea in honor of Mr. and Mrs.
Eugene Goossens, Mr. and Mrs. Toscha
Seidel and Charles Kullmann was given
by Mrs. Jesse L. Lasky. Those attending
included the Basil Rathbones, the Jean
Hersholts, Sonya Levien, Janet Gaynor,
Dorothy Arzner, Billie Burke, Beulah
Bondi and Rouben Mamoulian.
*

Executive arrivals: Edward L. Alperson
and Loyd Wright of Grand National and
Franklyn Warner of Fine Arts; Dr. A. H.
Giannini, erstwhile UA president, with Gabriel L. Paschal, British independent producer; Dr. Ernest Swartz, president of
Agfa-Ansco Film Corp., on his annual
look-see at the studios. Eastbound: Herbert J. Yates, chairman
board of directors.

of

Republic’s

*

J. D. Trop, associate of Producer Harry
Sherman, and Mrs. Trop are motoring to
Lake Tahoe for a two-week vacation.
*

Harry

Sherman was one of the celebrants in Santa Barbara’s Ranclieros
Visitadores fiesta, taking part in the parade
preceding the dinner which opened the
affair.
*

Norma

Shearer

for a two-week

has trained
holiday,

to New

during

Dads

Going

at the
lifters Ranch
events of the
row: Robert
BOXOFFICE

which

York
she

Swing

the opening

of her latest pic-

ture, “Marie Antoinette.”
*

for location sites in Utah

and

Nevada for Cecil B. DeMille’s forthcoming
“Union Pacific” are Associate Producer
William H. Pine, Arthur Rosson, Charles
Cook, business manager, and Frank Calvin, research writer.
k

Gilbert

Gabriel

has returned

to his desk

in Paramount’s writing department after
a leave of absence spent in New York.

12 sack race; Matt

Rapf

the over-

k

Guests of Allan Jones aboard a chartered yacht over the weekend were the
Nicholas Nayfacks and Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Young.
lina Isthmus.

They

sailed to the Cata-

*

*

Approximately

winning

12 sack race; Jules White, victorious in
the paper race; Richard White winning
the under- 12 division of the 50 -yard dash;
Jules Goldstone, first in the under -12 egg
race, and Jules White taking first honors
in the over- 12 egg race.

5,000

studio

employes

turned out for 20 th Century-Fox’s Studio
Club picnic at Zoo park. Harry Heim was
chairman of the affair. Roy Greer is
president of the club.

Here to obtain aid for Chinese refugees,
the Rev. C. L. Meeus, white priest ordained
as a Chinese bishop, presented Comedian
Harold Lloyd with an honorary membership in the Canton Boy Scout troop.

k

k

Republic’s second
held at the Rancho

annual golf tourney,
Country Club, found

Melvyn

Douglas

and

his

wife,

Helen

George Blair, an assistant director, walking off with a net 77 to card first honors.

Gahagan, stage and screen actress, became the parents of a daughter, born
early this week at a Pasadena hospital. It

M.

is the Douglas’

J. Siegel, production head, placed second with a net 90. Eighteen foursomes
in the play.

were

As a bonus

*

Filmdom’s father-and-son combuiatiojis
frolicked at the fifth annual Fathers and
Sons Day at the Uplifters’ Ranch. Feature
of the affair was the baseball debacle between the paters and their offspring, conceded to the youngsters after five innings
during which the second generation
banged in nearly 30 runs. Other athletic
events found B. B. Kahane and his son
romping home first in the three-legged
race, (over 12); Sam Briskin and his son
taking the three-legged event in the under12 class; Robert

Mallets

Marx

winning

child.

for her work

on the screen-

play of “The Lady and the Cowboy,”
Samuel Goldwyn has given Sonya Levien a
new Hammond electric organ.
k

Thirty-four years in the film business
was observed recently by Ben Judell, exchangeman and independent producer. He
opened his first exchange in 1904.
*

Errol Sanders
new

the under-

But Sons

second
★

Cop

has been

elected presi-

dent of RKO Radio’s studio club. Other
officers include H. L. Matthews, executive vice-president; B. Johnson, secretary, and Frank Nicholls, treasurer.

Trophies

mallet-swinging event hammer -and-tongs during the recent Film Fathers and Sons outing at the Upare a. trio of Rapfs — Maurice, left, Producer Harry, center, and Matt, right, while winners in other athletic
day, shown in the other photo are, back row: Matt Rapf, again; Richard White and Harold White; front
Marx and William Beaudine jr. More than 200 screen paters and their offspring attended.
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Film Drive Is a Convention Topic
For Rocky Mountain Exhibitors
Denver — Subjects

to be covered

at the

convention of the Theatre Owners and
Managers of the Rocky Mountain Region
will include action on the fund being raised
for the advertising drive in behalf of the
industry. The matter will be covered in a
talk by Frank H. (Rick) Ricketson, division manager of the Fox Intermountain division.
President A. P. Archer will open the
meeting, to be held at the Cosmopolitan
Hotel August 25. Following Archer, other
officers will make their reports and committees will be appointed. A theatre party
will feature the evening.
Speakers and their subjects are:
“Purpose of National and Regional Theatre Organizations” — L. J. Finske.
“Probable Consequences of the Neely Bill,
Federal Anti-Trust Suits and Cooperative
Program of Exhibitors and Distributors” —
Rick Ricketson.
“Percentage Pictures
Time” — Charles Gilmour.

and

Preferred

“Theatre Exploitation” — Harold Rice.
“Local Managers Should Have More
Authority in Dealing with Exhibitors and
Making

Adjustments” — B. P. McCormick.

Californians Hear
Plan for Campaign
Los Angeles — A detailed explanation of
the “Motion Pictures’ Greatest Year” drive
and the methods by which local independent exhibitors can cooperate with, and
participate in it, were to be explained to
showmen in the southern California area
at a meeting this week under the sponsorship of the Independent Theatre Owners of Southern California.
Invited by A1 Galston, president of the
ITO, and Robert Poole, secretary and general manager, exhibitors were addressed
by Herman Wobber, 20th Century-Fox
sales chief, W. F. Rodgers, general sales
manager for M-G-M; Spyros Skouras,
president of National Theatres and various
members of the Hollywood campaign committee.
Fox West Coast’s participation in the
drive was expected to be clarified following the circuit’s three- day convention
week at the Ambassador Hotel.

this

Danz Outlines Film
Drive in Northwest
Seattle — Some

125 exhibitors

and

dis-

tributors gathered at the Washington
Hotel to hear the plan for the “Motion
Pictures’ Greatest Year” campaign.
John Danz, president of the Sterling
Chain Theatres, who attended the New
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“Unsolved Problems of Exhibitors: Television, Daylight Saving, Free Operas, Outdoor Recreations” — Harry Huffman.
The convention business will close with
reports of committees and election of officers.
The day following the convention the
Rocky Mountain Screen Club will sponsor
a picnic for exhibitors and distributors at
Eddie Ott’s place and the Evergreen Golf
Course at Evergreen, 40 miles from Denver. Golf, bridge, baseball and other games
will feature the day, with a banquet and
dancing in the evening.
Charge Clearance Length
Rules Out Independents
New

York — George

J. Schaefer,

indus-

some 50 independent exhibitors in the Pacific northwest will not be able to participate in the campaign. Ground for the
contention is that the 120 to 200 days
clearance allegedly enjoyed by major circuits in that area will prevent the subsequents from playing the contest pictures
before the campaign ends.
York gathering a couple of weeks ago and
was elected to head the drive in this territory, opened the meeting by telling of
what had occurred in New York. He outlined the plans, and read a letter from
George J. Schaefer, general chairman.
Danz explained about the “Movie Quiz”
contest and other highlights connected
with the campaign.
Vic Gaunlett addressed the group from
the standpoint of publicity and urged all
to get behind the move.
Guy Navarre, manager of the United
Artist exchange spoke from the distributors angle and he brought out the point
that there were a lot of exhibitors throughout the Northwest territory who could
not make this particular meeting, and
that each branch manager, salesman and
booker should personally contact these exhibitors and get them into the spirit of
the plan. L. O. Lukan, president of the
MPTO was 100 per cent for the idea.

Naify Brothers Acquire
Duo From Mrs. Knacke
Francisco

— Lee

and

LAKE

APPROXIMATELY
500 executives and
employes engaged in the motion picture
industry in this region enjoyed their first
annual picnic outing last week at the
Lagoon resort, midway between Salt Lake
and Ogden. All branches of the industry
participated, coming here from all of the
Intermountain states. Joe Madsen, office
manager for United Artists, was chairman
of the committee in charge; James R.
Keitz, manager here for Mercury exchange,
headed the publicity arrangements with
Miss Helen Garrity of the Intermountain
Theatres, Inc., assisting also, it is stated.
Prizes are to be given out soon for the
best snap-shots taken during the outing.
A bathing beauty contest among the women also was featured, as well as many other
events.
Jack Malloy, who is in charge of the
stage at the Idaho Falls, Ida., Fox Paramount Theatre, is reported to be spending
some time in Salt Lake City currently.
Earl Steele, well-known exhibitor
Nephi, Utah, visited Filmrow.

try drive chief, is in receipt of a wire from
the MPTO of the Northwest which charges

San

SALT

Fred

Naify,

brothers of Mike Naify, general manager of
T&D jr. circuit, have acquired the two
theatres in Placerville which Mrs. Ruth
Knacke has been operating for some time.
J. R. Saul, San Francisco theatre realty
broker, handled the transaction.
The houses are the 600-seat Empire,
which may possibly be renovated, and the
300-seat El Dorado, which, dark for some
time, is expected to continue closed under
the Naify direction.

of

While in this city recently Darryl Zanuck, vice-president and production manager of 20 th Century-Fox Film Corp., revealed that the organization is to spend
$4,000,000 more during the next 12 months
than it did in the past year for the production of 52 pictures. Zanuck further
stated that more American-made pictures
were sold in Europe last year than ever
before in the same length of time.
The Service Theatre Supply Co. executives, Hazen and Thornberg, attended the
opening of the new Liberty Theatre at
Hailey, Ida., owned by Sam Brooks. The
house was equipped by their company.
Nick Salevurakis of the Lyric Theatre,
Price, Utah, who is in Salt Lake City for
a short stay, is en route back from having
attended a Greecian convention in the
east, it is reported.
“Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs” is
a holdover, subsidiary run at the local
Gem Theatre, with special matinees having been given for children.
Tex Rankin, world champion

stunt flyer

of moving picture fame also, with his supporting cast, appeared in Provo, Utah, last
week.
The new Murray Theatre which Joe
Lawrence is having built in Murray, Utah,
and which is being equipped by the local
branch of the National Theatre Supply
Co. under the direction of Lee Scott,
branch manager, will open about September 1, Scott states. Manager Joe Lawrence of the several theatres in this vicinity is currently vacationing.
Manager Matew Apparton of the local
Universal offices is expected back right
away from a short trip into the territory.
Cashier C. J. Peck jr. is in California, accompanied by his entire family, on his
vacation trip.
Sun Valley, winter resort of Idaho, much
visited by film folk, is having a rodeo attraction.
BOXOFFICE
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PORTLAND
TV/T-G-M

held

an

invitational

“Marie Antoinette” at J.
United Artists and everybody
. . . Stanley Lang of the Capitol
vacationing in California . . .

preview

of

J. Parker’s
was there
Theatre is
William A.

McKevitt was on the Row telling everyone about the beauties of Newport in the
good old summertime.
Jack Kloepper of United Artists was out
of town, in Medford, on business . . . Ace
Wes Johnson of the Heilig and Mayflower
in the University city, Eugene, made the
rounds on the Row . . . Also in town were
Claud Smith of Tillamook and Mrs. E. A.
Hartman of the Esta Theatre in Estacada
where northwest nudists recently held
their convention.
H. L. Gamble of the Columbia Theatre
at North Bonneville was another Filmrow
visitor during the week . . . Mr. and Mrs.
George Whiteside of Corvallis motored to
Seattle where they left by boat for Alaska
. . . Sheridan was represented on the Row
a few days ago by none other than W. H.
Hibbert . . . Young Bob Mattecheck was
in from McMinnville.
Marshfield was represented by Bob
Marsden and Denny Hull came through
to wave the banner from Bend . . . Vete
Stewart tells us that Lou Baxley has sold
his outside territory 100 per cent . . . M.
F. Keller is now in Coos Bay county.
Ed

REVIEW Basic Problems Stay
Says Judge Golden
FLASHES *
.

San

FRESHMAN

Hamrick-Evergreen

theatres

will

hold

their annual picnic Tuesday at Rosamer’s
Rest with Ray Grombacher in charge of
arrangements . . . Dorothy Thirion of the
Star Film exchange is on vacation, but
wouldn’t

FWC

say where

going.

Chieftains Return

From
San

she was

Second

Regional

Francisco — District and

department

heads

YEAR

campus

(Univ)

comedy

with

—

Unpretentious

musical

interludes,

first of a projected series of four, this suffers through amateurish production and
lack of established cast names.
Ernest
Truex

contributes

the

best

performance.

Constance Moore, William Lundigan. Produced by George Bilson. Directed by Frank
McDonald.
I AM

THE

date

of

LAW

(Col)— Easily

the

best

the gang-busting action
dramas, starring Edward G. Robinson

to

meloas an

absent-minded professor on law who turns
militant prosecutor to clean up the city.
Robinson's
story,

delineation

is a

classic

and

the

albeit a bit extreme in some sequences. is crammed with new twists and

suspense.
the way

Picture

should

score

solidly

down the line. Everett Riskin
duced. Alexander Hall directed.

all
pro-

agent;

Phil Phillips, local advertising department manager, and Nick Turner, Harry Siepel and Dick Spier, district managers.
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founder of the first exhibitors’ organization in northern California, told nearly 200
San Francisco theatremen and their wives
and guests at a gala luncheon last week.
The event was the 20th anniversary of
the founding of the Market Street Theatre Owners Ass’n by Golden and a veteran
group of local theatremen, many of whom
are still active in theatre operation today.
A decorated scroll honoring his services
to the industry was presented to Judge
Golden.

Will

man-made island and scene of next year’s
Golden Gate Exposition World Fair. A
special tour of the exposition site, as yet
denied the general public, was arranged
especially for the film people. Virtually

be

a

(20th-Fox)— Well
actioner

riot with

based

constructed

on

the

the juveniles

Henry

acting

honors. Produced by Jerry
man. Directed by Otto Brower.

SHOW

GOES

Armetta

ON.

THE

in comedy

and

fans.

thrill

role steals

(GB)— Spotty

Hoff-

triangle

drama about trapeze performers with boxoffice value doubtful, because of the unconvincing manner in
unreeled.

Poor

overshadow
Neagle,
directed
SPAWN

which

direction

the

thrilling

THE

NORTH

story

is

overacting

climax.

Tullio Carminati.
by Leslie Banks.
OF

the

and

Anna

Produced

and

every

San Francisco theatre operator, exchange manager and circuit executive was
in attendance. Rotus Harvey, president of
Harvey Amusement Co., and recently elected president of the ITO of Northern California, acted as chairman.
Assisting

(Rep)

—

Robust

drama of America's last frontier, the salmon
fishing waters of Alaska, and the war between the trap site owners and fish pirates,
this action feature manifests appeal

Harvey

in

arrangements

for

the affair were Ben Levin, general manager of General Theatres Corp. and secretary of the Theatre Owners Chamber of
Commerce,

and B. E. Kragen,

acting secre-

tary of the ITO and editor of the organization’s monthly bulletin.

through the breath-taking grandeur of its
scenic backgrounds. George Raft, Henry
Fonda,

Dorothy

Lamour,

Akim

Tamiroff

John Barrymore. Produced by Albert
Directed by Henry Hathaway.

and

Lewin.

with

M. Thall, Bowles’ executive assistant in
the northern California territory; Elmer
Hanks, northern California purchasing

That was what Superior Judge I. M.
Golden, noted San Francisco jurist and

Commerce, an independent organization,
the luncheon was held on Treasure Island,

racing

Among those from
headquarters to make

division manager, who accompanied Charles P. Skouras back to Kansas City for the mid- western meet; Charles

of

annual

DEMONS

auto

San Francisco — Victor Russell, who has
been associated with several of the local

Bowles,

problems

memorial day speed day event and boasting the best race sequences ever filmed.

ROAD

of Fox West Coast’s northern California division were to return here August
18 and 19 after attending the second of
two regional conferences being held by
National Theatres. The single large meeting, originally planned to be held at Del
Monte, down the peninsula from here, was
abondoned last month in favor of the
regional meets by Spyros Skouras, National
Theatres president.
the San Francisco
the trip are A. M.

actual

operation have changed immeasurably in the past 20 years, but the exhibitor’s main problem remains the same
— to give the public the best possible entertainment and get the public into the
theatres to see that entertainment.

Sponsored jointly by the Independent
Theatre Owners of Northern California,
an affiliate of the MPTOA, and the San
Francisco Theatre Owners Chamber of

Randall was in Portland from Condon . . . Miss Verne Ross was another

visitor and hails from Toledo . . . A1 Finkelstein of Hamrick-Evergreen theatres is
in Los Angeles attending a regional meeting of the National Theatres . . . Local

Francisco — The

theatre

COMPLETE

REVIEWS

pictures will appear
of BOXOFFICE.

on the above

in an early issue

Turns to Business
exchanges,

is leaving

his post

as booker

Pat Patterson’s Atlantic Film exchange to concentrate on his own merchandise stunt, “Vic’s Country

Store.”

Illness Fatal to Mrs. W. K. Bert
San Francisco —
Filmrow folk were
grieved this week to learn of the death,
after a short illness, of Mrs. W. K. Bert,
wife of the veteran operator of the Cortland Theatre here.
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National Theatres Regional
Meet Radiates Confidence
Los Angeles — Pitched on an optimistic
keynote throughout and highlighted by
predictions that a brilliant season is
ahead for the nation’s showmen, the second regional convention of National Theatres, Inc., subsidiaries, attended by
nearly 100 Fox West Coast, Evergreen,
Principal and other circuit executives,
closed here on Wednesday after a threeday session at the Ambassador Hotel.
Operations policies and problems, product buys for the new season and wholehearted affirmation of the circuits’ participation in the industry’s “Motion Pictures’ Greatest Year” campaign were

When

chain executives that giveaways and
rackets be abolished throughout the entire circuit during the coming season,
Bowser announcing that the ban has already been instituted in houses under his
supervision.
Spyros and Charles Skouras took under
consideration a recommendation by Frank

among the topics outlined and discussed
by Spyros Skouras, NT president; Charles
Skouras, head of FWC; J. J. Sullivan, chief
film buyer for FWC, and other executives.

L. Newman, president
atres, that the chain’s
better business drive
clude the presentation

Concrete evidence of National Theatres’
faith in the future of the film industry
was offered by Skouras and Sullivan, the
latter pointing to the fact that product
buys to the amount of $7,000,000 have already been made for the 1938-39 season
in FWC and its Pacific Coast subsidiary
houses.
Conventionites voiced hearty approval
of the recommendation by George Bowser, San Diego district manager, and other

donated by the nation’s exhibitors, to the
major producer chalking up the best
achievements during the 1938-39 season.
Spyros Skouras further declared he would
spare no effort in cooperating with the
New York and Hollywood campaign committees in increasing advertising expenditures and lending other aid during the
campaign.
Also discussed and condemned as a

They

Were

in Kansas

“growing menace”

of Evergreen Theparticipation in the
be expanded to inof a special award,

was the increasing im-

City

As the National Theatres convention holds forth in Los Angeles this week, a backward look by a week to the regional
meeting of that circuit last week in Kansas City.
Upper left: National chiefs — E. C. Rhoden, midwest division; Charles P. Skouras, vice-president and west coast division
manager ; Arch Bowles, San Francisco division; Spyros P. Skouras, president; Harold Fitzgerald, Milwaukee division;
Frank Newman, northwest division, and Rick Ricketson, mountain division.
Upper right: Ricketson and his district men — Bill Steege, Fred Glass, Ricketson , Harry Huffman and Ray Davis.
Lower left: Andy Krappman, secretary to Charles Skouras; Charles Buckley, coast legal dept; Mike Rosenberg, Los AnBowles, Charles Skouras; Frank Newman, and Irving Epstein, head of the insurance department. geles partner -operator ; Arch
Lower right: Mountain division winning managers — Don Dungan, Fox, Montrose, Colo.; Harold Jones, Majestic, Nampa,
Idaho; Harry Ashton, Boulder and Isis, Boulder, Colo.; Jack Copeland, Paramount, Denver.
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portance of non-theatrical 16-millimeter
film distribution, branded by Ryllis Hemington, FWC public relations director, as
a strong competitive threat to the boxoffice.
Outlining their respective companies’
product lineups for the 1938-39 season
were Herman Wobber, 20th Century-Fox
sales chief, and W. F. Rodgers, general
sales manager for M-G-M. Both executives came out from New York for the
purpose. Other speakers included Arch
M. Bowles, Northern California district
manager for FWC; Mike Rosenberg, president of Principal Theatres; Harry Cox,
NT treasurer; Charles A. Buckley, Cullen
Espy, Irving Epsteen, W. H. Lollier and
Dick Dickson, FWC executives.
Tuesday’s session closed with a banquet for the conventionites at the 20th
Century-Fox studio with Darryl Zanuck
as the host.
Official closing business of the convention was an announcement that a new
nationwide National Theatres drive is to
be opened in September with all Skouras
subsidiary chains participating. Wednesday’s session ended with a parting banquet tossed the delegates by Louis B.
Mayer at M-G-M.

Perkins Incorporates
For New

Drive-In Firm

Los Angeles — Articles of incorporation
have been filed in Sacramento for the
E-La Corp. by Seth Perkins, listed as managing director, who holds the same position with the California Drive-In Theatres Corp.
Perkins disclosed that C. A. Balch, architect, is now drawing up plans for an openair, drive-in theatre with a capacity of
750-automobiles, to be constructed by the
new company somewhere in East Los Angeles on a site not yet selected. Perkins,
Chester Black, J. W. Owens and J. H.
Tingle are listed as directors of the new
corporation.

TIMMY

Becomes
San

The

—

Rotus

Harvey,

presi-

dent of Harvey Amusements Corp., has acquired the 400-seat Star Theatre, in Sonora, from N. S. Tronslin.
The house marks the 15th operated by
the local circuit, which recently disposed
of interests in Avenal and Coalinga to
Golden State chain.

new

Clinton

Theatre, owned

Visitors: Don Austin of the Glenn City
Theatre, Santa Paula . . . Dick Lemucchi
and his son Roy, from the Arvin Theatre,
Arvin, disclosing that Mrs. Lemucchi is
recovering from a recent appendectomy.
G. C. Parsons, western sales manager
for Republic Pictures, spent a day at the
local Republic exchange last week before
heading for Salt Lake City and on back
to his New York headquarters.
Harold Rowley and Ed Robb, executives of the Robb and Rowley circuit in
Texas, arrived here this week. Their circuit has an interest in the Crown City
Theatres, operators of several houses in
Pasadena.

PARKWAY

QUICK
GUARANTEED
PROJECTION
REPAIR
SERVICE
Projection Lamps
Everything
HAROLD

CALIFORNIA
2304 S. Vermont
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COMPANY
ANGELES

Jay Sutton’s All-Star Exchange is boasting a new cashier in the person of Freda
Cooper, who formerly held down a secretarial job with an insurance office along
the Row.
Visitors: Irving Carlin of the CarlinSinker circuit; Harold Glass, operator of
the Gordon Theatre; Claude Spaeth of the
Maywood, in Maywood; Boris Posner,
manager of the Arlington; Al Olander of
the Vogue, Montebello; George (Daddy)
Hines, who runs the Ambassador in the
Ambassador Hotel; and J. Paul Suhckard,
of the Strand Theatre on Whittier Blvd.
Beverly Beckley, receptionist at the Universal exchange, has returned from Idyllwild, where she vacationed for two weeks
. . . Checking out for a two-week vacation
at Yosemite is Katherine Schaeffer, secchange. retary to C. T. Lynch at the M-G-M exVisitors : William Loudermilk, operating
the Roxy, Buckeye, Ariz., and who is also
interested in several theatres in northern
Arizona.
Universal exchange-ites are scattering
to three of the four winds this week. A.

Bob Ellinger has been appointed manager of Pacific States Theatres’ new La Mar
Theatre, in Manhattan Beach. He will
handle his new job in addition to his post

J. O’Keefe, western district manager, is in
Portland; Charley Feldman, exchange
manager, has gone to San Diego on a
selling trip; and W. J. Heineman, western
sales manager, was to visit his old district,
Salt Lake, the latter part of the week for
the first time since his transfer.

as manager
Beach.

of PST’s

Strand

in Redondo

TRADE
aasass-

DIRECTORY

A HANDY

GUIDE FOR THE EXHIBITOR

LOS ANGELES
EQUIPMENT

AND

AIR CONDITIONING

SUPPLIES

Carabin

Breck Photoplay Supply Company
A

Complete

Line of Theatre

Supplies

Equipment

1969 So. Vermont
B. F. SHEARER

and

RE. 3151

COMPANY

“Theatre Equipment Specialists”
Heywood-Wakefield Seats
Wagner Silhouette Letters
Motiograph Projectors

EXPLOITATION

7593

Renewing old acquaintances here was
Bill Hughart, now a resident of Montana,
who was at one time connected with Fox
West Coast in Bisbee, Ark.

Metro’s district manager, George Hickey,
has returned from a business visit to Salt
Lake City.

1968 So. Vermont

TELEPHONE

and

operated by Charles Baker, will open September 1. It is a subsequent run house at
Western Ave. and Sunset Blvd. in Hollywood.

House

Harvey's No. 15

Francisco

head of the Edwards

J Theatre circuit, has appointed A. F.
Schlitgus as manager of his recentlyopened Tujunga Theatre, in Tujunga. Ed- wards also announced he will start work
within the week on a new 750-seat house
in Rosemead.

Perkins’ Drive-In Theatres Corp. owns
two drive-in theatres, one on West Pico
Blvd. in Los Angeles, the other in Burbank.

Tronslin's Sonora

EDWARDS,

Now

DECORATORS

Specialists in Theatre Decoration
NAT SMYTHE & SONS
Decorators
1914 So. Vermont
RE. 3578

THEATRE
Booking

RO. 2205

SERVICE

Specialists
and Business

EXHIBITORS'

"LOVE LIFE OF A GORILLA"
“CHILDREN OF LONELINESS"
Wm. G. Smith's Jewel Productions

1912 So. Vermont

THEATRE

Theatre

Booking

Company

"Air Conditioning Engineers''
1914 So. Vermont
Los Angeles
— Over 30 Theatres in 1937 —

RE. 8212

PICTURES

Engineering

SERVICE.

Counsellors
INC.

Harry Rackin
jack Anderson
Room 31
Film Exchange Bldg.
Phone: RO-9191
"QUALITY SERVICE"
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J^EAL EAST, Truly and Neal jr„ back to
San Francisco after the Northwest vacation. Neal was formerly manager of the
Paramount exchange here and now is in
the same capacity in the Bay city . . .
Harry Raddish and his wife, theatre operators of Baltimore, Md„ stopping off for a
visit with Herndon Edmond, manager at
20th-Fox. The
to Lake Louise.

visitors are

on their way

Sammy Seigel clipping back copies of a
local daily to make a scrap book on the
recent Potlatch . . . Alex Johnson, who has
been with the Hearst daily here, is off for
Honolulu to work on the newspaper there
. . . Marian Baxley here from Portland and
visiting with the Art Gollofons . . . Mrs.
Max Rubenfeld and Barbara Elaine vacationing on Lummi Island . . . Ben Black
greeting friends on Filmrow . . . Art Bishell also renewing acquaintances.
John Hamrick, A1 Ahlskog, Frank
Christy and Joe Rosenfield away for a
business conference in Los Angeles. They
were joined in Portland by A1 Finkelstein
and Roy Brown and in Los Angeles by
Frank Newman sr. All are members of
the Fox Evergreen circuit . . . Jack Daily,
exploiteer for Paramount, here from Los
Angeles to help launch the world premiere
of “Spawn of the North” . . . Park Agnew,
M-G-M
auditor, visiting the local exchange. He arrived here from Portland
. . . Allan Morgan and family left for San
Francisco to visit with the Neal Easts.

J. T. Sheffield in from Hollywood and
staying at his headquarters just long
enough to answer his mail then on to his
Denver and Salt Lake offices . . . Al
O'Keefe, division manager for Universal,
spending a couple of weeks here and
hustlmg all the time . . . Mr. and Mrs.
Gordon Richards attending a preview as
the guests of Mrs. Hamrick . . . Junior
Mercy taking a trip to Walla Walla where
the Capitol Theatre, one of the Mercy
chain, is undergoing complete remodeling
•

.

.

Meredythe

Goldsmith

received

That missing L. J. McGinley panama
hat has been found and, of all places, at
a soda fountain in Cle Elum . . . Al Rosenberg back home again from a long vacation and rest in California. Al is 18
pounds lighter and feeling great.

SHOWMAN”

Facts

Unbelievable beauty, flash and sales appeal. Bigger profits, better merchandise,
more

sales

and

“All

POPCORN

no

griefs.

yours

with

SMITH,

THEATRE

SEATS

Repairing

a

BOX

a

Burch”

284, SEATTLE

UPHOLSTERED

112 Hyde

88

Lake

5898
San Francisco

City — Charging

that

“Life —

Defendants are the Roxy Theatre, Inc.;
A. F. Floor, manager of the house, and
John Doe Paris, agent for the film owner.
The committee alleges that it produced
a picture, “The Birth of a Baby,” which
has received indorsement and favorable
comment nationally, but the film scheduled to be shown at the Roxy is not that
one. Wilful and fraudulent selection cf
a synonymous title and subject matter in
order to mislead and confuse the general
public is alleged in the complaint.
An

order has been issued by District Attorney Herbert M. Schiller to show cause

why the restraining order and injunction
against display of the film should not be
issued.

"Cap" Kuhn Will Open
Another Lebanon House
Lebanon,

Ore. — “Cap”

R.

Kuhn,

who

re-

cently opened this territory’s newest showhouse, has announced he will reopen Lebanon’s old theatre about September 15.
B. F. Shearer’s Portland office will have
charge of renovating the old house, according to Kuhn. It will be completely
redecorated. New seats have been ordered
and the projection
overhauled.

room

will be completely

Kuhn says the old house will be open
at first only two days a week, Fridays and
Saturdays, but showings may be increased
as the public may demand.

■pHROUGH
en route to Hollywood this
week came Andy Devine, husky-toned
air and screen comedian, accompanied by
friends with whom he enjoyed a fishing
trip in Oregon ... To Hollywood, also,
went

Barney

Suss, veteran

Hollywood

ac-

tor and silent-screen days’ director who
stayed over for several days to visit friends
after the “On Borrowed Time” troupe,
starring Victor Moore and Guy Bates Post,
and in which Suss appeared, closed at the
Geary to make way for the labor musical
strong.
revue “Pins and Needles,” now going

Seen along the Row: C. C. Blessen, assistant manager of the Fox Senator in
Oakland ; Harvey Binns and Margie McKinley of the FWC Paramount here . . .
Doc Henning and Mitch of the Larkin with
their heads together . . . Bernard Levy
outside All-Star exchange . . . Homer
Tegmeier, branch manager for B. F.
Shearer, with an armload of Shearer
special Birdseye reflector lamps.
Travelers:

To

Hollywood

sped

Helen

Crlenkovich, 17-year-old schoolgirl swimming marvel, to discuss a possible film
with Hollywood independent producers . . .
From Hollywood came Terry de Lapp,
Paramount studio scenarist, for a lazy
vacation . . . Gene Buck, famed songwriter, was here from New York to arrange with Exposition officials regarding
songs he will write for the World Fair
next year . . . From Denver came Joseph
Gillespie, NBC
announcer transferred
from KOA there to the KPO-KGO
studios
here . . . Another NBCite in town was M.
S. Adams of the air chain’s Hollywood
headquarters to assist local technicians on
special broadcasts . . . Elza Schallert, Los
Angeles radio commentator on film matters and wife of Los Angeles Times Drama
Editor Edwin Schallert, returned south
after putting on her Hollywood
the northern city for a change.

■pHE

Denver municipal library is showing a series of three travel and educational short subjects. The subject matter
deals with the Rocky Mountain area, and
the films will be shown in three of the libraries’ branches, one night each. Further incentive to stay away from theatres which have to charge admission is
furnished in the libraries’ plan to send
books by messenger to anyone who wishes
to pay for the service.

A film explosion in the projection room
of the Oriental Theatre caused $95 damage and delayed the matinee show ten
minutes. About 250 persons were in the
audience, and the fire was extinguished
before the fire trucks arrived. No one was
injured.

Graham

Specialty

C. RIEGER
ORdway
St.

Salt

Showing Birth of a Baby,” is not what it
is represented as being, the American
Committee on Maternal Welfare, Inc., of
Illinois has asked for an injunction against
showing the picture here.

talk from

a

police dog puppy for her birthday . . .
Cal Calloway out for Los Angeles by plane.

Burch “SUPER

Charge "Birth" Film and
Title Misrepresentation

Bros.

Theatre

Sanitation and Cleaning
Methods

Equipment
Projection
Theatre

Booth

and

Stage

Seating; Carpets;
jection Repair Service.

548 Lincoln St.

Local quick-trippers include Jim Riley
of Pacific Coast Theatre Supply Co., back
from Los Angeles . . . Pat Patterson of
Atlantic exchange, bound for the same
place . . . Eddie Skolak, manager of the
Capitol Theatre here, who went south to
confer with Harry Popkin of Popkin and
Ringer burlesque-pictures chain . . . Maurice Parfay, manager of the Golden State
Broadway in Oakland, whose family affairs called him to the middle-west . . .
Out-of-town exhibitors included Arthur
Fukado of Delano; Everett Howell, Porterville; John Dach, Blumenfelds, San Rafael;
Joe Huff, Stockton; George Page, Hanford, in with the news that his Exeter
omd Corcoran houses soon will be open,
and Bruno Veccharelli, currently a gentleman at large.

Equipment;

Draperies;

Denver.

Pro-

Colo.

PACIFIC

CHEMICAL

San Francisco, Los Angeles,
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ST. LOUIS TRADE AREA SWINGS INTO FILM
CAMPAIGN WITH MASS MEETING ON AUG. 22
Wisconsin

Space

Plan

Devote

Papers

to Ha ve

Executive

Assembly

Campaign

to Film

St. Louis — St. Louis
Milwaukee — Signs of an attempt to reawaken the public to the desirability of
attending theatres are being seen in this
area. Recently, the Milwaukee Sentinel
featured a full-page newspaper advertisement, published in behalf of the motion
picture industry and urging people to' attend the “movies.”
The Warner Theatre here currently calls
attention in its newspaper advertising that
“Letter of Introduction” is one of
$250,000 film quiz contest pictures.

the

Stanley Gross, manager of the Rio Theatre at Appleton, started a five-day greater
show season August 12 with the opening
Bill— Metro’s “Love Finds Andly Hardy”
and Republic’s “Army Girl” — offered on a
money-back guarantee. Heavy cooperative newspaper advertising accompanied
this drive.
At

Watertown,

the

Daily

Times

com-

mented upon the industry’s advertising and
publicity drive in an editorial captioned,
“Movie Appeal,” as follows:
“The movie industry plans a national
publicity campaign for the months of
September and October. It is going to
spend a million dollars to win back the
goodwill of the public, which is supposed
to have been lost. There is to be a great
contest of some sort with $250,000 in
prizes. The slogan
tion pictures are

for the drive is ‘Moyour greatest enter-

tainment.’
“No doubt the public will take to this
with enthusiasm. All America, it seems,
loves a contest with prizes. Many people
who are not now regular movie patrons,
may learn to enjoy such entertainment,
particularly if the pictures are as good as
the advertising.”
Charles W. Trampe, Monogram Midwest Film exchange, has been named
chairman of the advertising committee for

Two Top-Kicks For
Wisconsin Jubilee

Additional Pledges
Drive Received

lor

pictures' greatest
its task tis week.

year"

As

BOXOFFICE
goes to press additional pledges received included:
Simansky and Miller Theatres, $360.
Lubiner and Trinz Monroe and Clark
theatres. $180.
The
has

the

only

circuit

in

Chicago

which

not pledged, according to the committee, is the Schoenstadt circuit.

Silver

Jubilee

here

August

30

A member of the national advertising
committee is expected to be in Milwaukee
to address the meeting. Others who have
indicated that they will attend are C. C.
Pettijohn, general counsel, Motion Picture
Producers & Distributors of America, Inc.;
W. A. Steffes, Minneapolis; E. E. Golden,
vice-president and general manager of
Monogram and W. Ray Johnston, president of Monogram, as well as general sales
managers of other distributing companies.
The tentative program includes a beat
cruise on Lake Michigan the evening of
August 30 with a luncheon for the ladies
the noon of August 31 at the Wisconsin
Club and one for the men at the Schroeder Hotel. The business meeting is scheduled for Wednesday afternoon with the
banquet to be held in the evening, at which
about 50 men who have been associated
with the industry for 25 years and over
will be presented with inscribed placques.

Immediate Construction
Planned lor Marlows
Herrin, III. — Work will start immediately on erection of the New Marlows

Milwaukee — On his return from New
York, B. J. Miller, secretary of the Film
Board of Trade, announced that C. C.
Pettijohn, general counsel for the Motion

Theatre to replace the Hippodrome Theatre which was destroyed by fire last
January 29. The announcement was made
by John Marlow of the Herrin Theatre Co.,
which also operates the Annex and Little
Hip Theatre, the latter which is now
under construction here.

Picture Producers and Distributors Ass’n,
and Ray Johnston, president of Monogram
Pictures Corp., in addition to at least two
prominent film stars, will be in the city

in connection with the 25th anniversary
celebration of the industry in Wisconsin,
August 30 and 31.
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C

behind

of the

Milwaukee territory and the subject will be discussed at the business meeting to be held in connection with the

industry’s
and 31.

will swing

the big national “Motion Pictures’ Greatest Year” campaign 100 per cent at a mass
meeting to be held at the Coronado Hotel
on Monday, August 22, in conjunction with
a luncheon under the auspices of the
MPTO of St. Louis, Eastern Missouri and
Southern Illinois.
The affair will get under way shortly
after noon on that date and it is planned
to have an outstanding trade executive
from New York on hand to deliver the
keynote speech.
The decision to hold the meeting here
on August 22 was reached at a gathering

Chicago — The committee named
to
make collections in the Chicago area
for the "motion
was continuing

Eastern

Address

St. Louis regional executive committee for the big drive composed of Fred
Wehrenberg, president of the MPTO;
Harry C. Arthur jr„ of the Fanchon &
Marco-St. Louis Amusement Co. interests,
and Clarence Kaimann, Kaimann circuit
of North

St. Louis,

representing

the

ex-

hibitors, and Ben Reingold of 20th Century-Fox and Clarence D. Hill , of Columbia for the exchange men.
The

local headquarters for the campaign have been opened at the 20th Century-Fox exchange.
It is anticipated that every man and
woman connected with the motion picture
industry and its allied lines in this section of the county will give their wholehearted support to the big campaign.
Exhibitors from all parts of southern
Illinois and eastern Missouri are being
invited
meeting. to come here for the luncheon
In addition to the exhibitors, each film
exchange man, assistant manager and film
salesman is expected to be on hand for the
mass meeting at the Coronado Hotel.

Allied " Runs Smoothly "
Under Kirsch Direction
Chicago — With his first month as president of Allied of Illinois just completed,
Jack Kirsch
organization

is building up a closely-knit
“with things running along

“Everything is going along fine,” he told
smoothly.”
Boxoffice this week, “and everyone is coper cent.” have joined
Five newoperating a hundred
theatre members
the organization in the last month to put
the
155. membership total in theatres well over
They are: Howard Theatre, Lester Retchin; Metropole, Eddie Brunnell; Harmony,
Ben Banovitz; Astor, James Roder, and
Homewood Theatre of Jones, Linick and
Schaefer.
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Infringement

Charge at Great

Film Suit May Set

States, Indiana-Illinois Circuits
Chicago — Phillip S. Fisher

Preliminaries Due
On Union Pact

of the Holly-

wood Amusement Co. has filed suit _ in
federal court here charging patent infringement against Publix-Great States
Theatres and Indiana-Illinois Theatres.
The Great States case has been assigned
to Judge Wilkerson and the IndianaIllinois case to Judge Holly.
Both cases involve the use of electricallyoperated dials for giveaway games in theatres. Fisher contends through his patents, 2,042,604 and 2,069,304. the several
spots in which the two circuits are using
dials said to have been sold by Samuel
Gertz of Screen Games Attractions, Ltd.,
violates his patent rights. Fisher last year
made a settlement out of federal court
with Gertz, in which the latter is understood to have agreed not to sell, lease or
cause to be used electrically-operated game
dials.
Blech, Herson and Gordon are attorneys for Hollywood Amusement Co.
Another federal suit against Gertz and
his company is currently pending in Milwaukee on the same patent infringements.

Chicago — John

Smith,

Chicago — Contracts

have been let where-

by Orchestra Hall will be completely airconditioned for both summer and winter
engagements. The cooling equipment to
be installed will include two machines with
a combined

capacity of 180 tons of refrigeration per hour.

The main floor, boxes, balcony and gallery each will receive independent treatment, so that all spots in the house will
be at the same temperature. About 70,000
cubic feet of fresh air will be circulated
throughout the house every minute.
Built in 1904, the house seats 2,582, and
is most notable besides for its musical
activity, as the spot where Will Rogers
made his first midwestern stage appearance, and where Theodore Roosevelt
launched his famous Bull Moose Party.
It is understood that during the summer
the house will be available for motion pictures, both educational and commercial.

Tickets Going Well for
CAPA Moonlight Cruise
Chicago — Tickets

are going

well for the

moonlight cruise which CAPA is sponsoring for its Aaron Saperstein Relief Fund
next Friday night, August 26.
The boat leaves at 12:30 a. m. and will
be gone about three hours. En route there
will be all types of contests, Bank Night,
popularity contest, beauty contest and
games.
Tickets are $1.00 and are available from
Secretary Henry Porter at Photoplay Advertising.
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Indianapolis — Out

man-

days — probably

this

week — with

the

various exhibitor representatives"
the 1938-39 contract, which becomes

on
ef-

fective September 1.
As

already

reported

in

these

columns, the operators'
will be a return of the

first request
voluntary 10

per

they

July
per

cent
and

salary

reduction

August,

augmented

took
by

a

of the

current

gov-

ernment suit against major producers and
distributors, and from the Congressional
committee to investigate the whole mon-

ager of the operators' union, said this
week that "we expect to have a preliminary discussion within the next few

for
10

cent increase.

Bill of Complaint bp
Allied Going Ahead

opoly situation, may come “a fixed and
easily understood policy to which industries can work without fear of prosecuNews.
tion,” in the opinion of the Indianapolis
“Here,” continues the newspaper, “apparently, is another instance in which the
leaders of a great and important industry
have been uncertain about how far they
could go in working together. The nature
of the industry demands close and uniform
control. The producing companies are
compelled to organize for the maintenance
of satisfactory standards of morality and
taste, for negotiating with organized
groups of employes, and for the purpose
of setting up uniform standards of practice in dealing with authors, actors, technical and other employes, and with exhibitors.

the independents’ legal firm of Rosenberg,
Stein and Rosenberg.

“According to the complaint, however,
the government believes that they have
either gone beyond the requirements of
organization for this purpose, or that in
carrying out this purpose they have unfairly resorted to monopolistic practices.
Other industries have been perplexed by
the same problem. The federal government
is now working through a committee in
congress to investigate the whole monopoly
situation, and it may, in time, evolve a
fixed and easily understood policy to which
industries can work without fear of prose-

He told Boxoffice this week that he is
not familiar with any further negotiations
scheduled between the independents and
Paramount’s Austin Keough, as the latter
announced in New York.

cution.”
Herald

Chicago — Termed

Chicago's Orchestra Hall
Will Be Air-Conditioned

business

Fixed Trust Policy

“very complicated

and

important” by Attorney Joseph Rosenberg, the bill of complaint to be filed with
the independents’ clearance suit against
B&K and the majors in federal court is
being readied this week.

from a ten-days’
just back Island,
Rosenberg,
is head of
at Mackinac
vacation

Rosenberg intimated that conferences
no longer will be tolerated and that it is
only a matter of a few days until all of
the legal documents adjunctive to the filing of the suit will be ready.
The offices of B&K here remained silent
still this week on the matter, preferring
for comment to come from the New York
offices. A statement is expected when the
independents’ suit is filed.
Jack Kirsch, president of Allied of Illinois, in connection with the impending
suit said that “Mr. Rosenberg is speaking
for Allied and the independent exhibitors
in all matters pertaining to this subject.”

Essaness,

Great

States

Deals Closed by Grainger
Chicago — Jimmy

Grainger

& Examiner

Become

May

Tabloid

Chicago — Exhibitors

here

Sheet

may

have

one

less paper shortly to look to for story
breaks on the amusement pages, when the
Hearst Herald & Examiner, morning sheet,
goes tabloid. It is understood this will
happen within the next week or two.
At present, the American, Hearst evening paper, tops all papers in space given
to exhibitors for stories, etc., with two
pages daily being devoted to amusements.
The News comes next, with the Herald
giving about the same amount of space.
The Tribune offers little cooperation whatever.
The Times, evening
have the space to give
the same situation will
Herald & Examiner has

tabloid, does not
story breaks, and
develop when the
the same makeup.

of Republic

was here last week working on product
deals with Essaness and Great States, both
of which were closed. Max Roth, district
manager here, sat in on the deals.
Edwin Silverman handled for Essaness,
while Jules Rubens represented Great
States.

Slated for Symphony

Society

St. Louis — Donald Foster, manager of
the Cape Girardeau, Mo., chamber of commerce is slated to succeed Arthur J.
Gaines as secretary-manager
Louis Symphony Society.
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Ben

Judell

HE PROMISED

U

Delivers

EXHIBITORS

REAL

!!
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ATTRACTIONS!

Progressive Pictures, Inc.'s

DELINQUENT PARENTS
with DORIS

WESTON

and MAURICE

77

MURPHY

Is An Exploitation Natural That More
Than Makes Those Promises Good!

FIRST RUN CHICAGO LOOP SHOWING
STATE-LAKE THEATRE
Booked

THROUGHOUT PUBLIX - GREAT STATES CIRCUIT
A Boxoiiice Scoop !
. . . The most talked of picture of the year. ■ ■ ■ An unforgettable human
story of love, honor and devotion . . . packed with powerful drama, romance
and action . . . that will bring the patrons streaming into any theatre. It
will appeal to all classes of people.
"Delinquent Parents" is a sensational
hundreds of new patrons.
The most
sex picture.

outstanding

Prints Available Now!

production

human

document

of its type ever

Wire , Write . Phone
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749 North 7th St.
MArquette 4472
Milwaukee, Wis.

to be filmed.

Today —

B. N. JUDELL,
831 So. Wabash
HARrison 9669
CHICAGO, ILL.

that will get you
Not a

Your Nearest Office

Inc.

3206 Olive Street
FRanklin 5274
St. Louis. Mo.

406 No. Illinois St.
Lincoln 9472
Indianapolis. Ind.

While

in Chicago

oinette'
ers 'Ant
Pref
As Interview Topic
Chicago — Hollywood’s first lady of the
screen, Norma Shearer, was in Chicago
this week en route to New York for the
roadshow

opening of M-G-M’s “Marie Antoinette” at the Astor Theatre there, and
displayed real showmanship in handling
the press and photographers while here.
Thinking she would have several
here between trains, Miss Shearer
to have

lunch

on the Santa

hours
failed

Fe Chief. Hun-

gry or not, she entertained the daily newspaper scribes in her suite at the Blackstone Hotel for nearly 45 minutes — and always steering the conversation toward
“Marie Antoinette.”
As the Daily News’ Clark Rodenbach
veered the interview toward “Gone With
the Wind,” and the Herald & Examiner’s

Nonna Shearer at lunch with M-G-M’s district manager, J. E. Flynn, right,
and Branch Manager W . E. Banford, left, in the Mayfair Room of the Blackstone Hotel Monday, during her short stay in Chicago.

Group in Milwaukee Harry Smythe Has
Sets Picture Dates Race Track Game
Milwaukee — Release dates for firstrun subsequent house films have been set
by the zoning and clearance committee
designated for this purpose as follows:

Chicago — It was learned this week that
Harry K. Smythe, who had the Illinois
and Indiana distributorship of Bank Night,
is president of the American Contest Corp.,

“Port of Seven Seas’’ <M-G-M), August
18; "Shopworn Angel (M-G-M), August
24; “White Banners” (WB>, August 24;
“Having Wonderful Time” 'RKO), August
25; "Cowboy From Brooklyn” (WB), September 2, and “Tropic Holiday” (Para),
September 10.
The committee meets every two weeks to

which is conducting the daily
Handicapping Contest, which
Washington Park Racetrack here
its feet. The track expects to
biggest season this year with

select first-run subsequent
for certain films.

Contract

release

dates

to Flett

Mound City, Mo. — The contract for the
new theatre planned here by Clarence
Kivett and Trevor C. Jones, Kansas City
architects, has been let to the Flett Bldg.
& Repair Co., Kansas City. The building
will be one-story,

40x115

feet.

Theatre Air Conditioning
can

apparatus

purchase

needs

a substantial

saving

and specify
stallation.

its proper

at

to you,

926 North Cass Street
WIS.

Phone, Daly 2552

92

Already over a half dozen other tracks
in various sections of the country have
made inquiries, and it is expected that the
other local tracks that open in the fall
will use the plan, which offers $1,000 daily
to the amateur picker who can name all
seven winners each day.

pot of three days — $3,000. The week
fore there were no daily winners, so
women, who picked 6 out of 7, on
Saturday split the accumulated $5,000
of the week.

betwo
that
pot

suitable

for your

MILWAUKEE,

plan.
Smythe, together with Joe Foley, publicist at Washington Park, and others,
was one of the originators of the plan
which is being handled as a life-saver
in the racing world.

After two weeks of the contest, a Racine,
Wis., girl, Ruth Marks, last week picked
seven winners and won the accumulated

Gordon H. Simmons Co.
We

Patrons’
has put
back on
have its
the new

in-

Contract

to Stinson

Portageville, Mo. — Glenn Stinson, general contractor, Clayton, Mo., has been
awarded the contract for the construction
of the Maxon Theatre here for John C.
Shannon of Portageville. Plans for the
building, prepared by Bruce F. Barnes,
call for one-story brick building approximately 40x120 feet and seating 500. Construction will get under way at once.

Dorothy Day commented on the star’s
forthcoming productions of “Idiot’s Delight,” and “The Women,” Miss Shearer
reached in her handbag, pulled out some
notes, and

asked:

“Don’t

you

think

we

should

about ‘Marie Antoinette’?”
The star shied away from
the much-lamanted casting of
the Wind,” but remarked that
“Idiot’s Delight,” in which she
with Clark Gable, is being held
of censorship difficulties.

talk more

comment

on

“Gone With
shooting on
will co-star
up, because

While in New York she will attend several shows and visit at Dartmouth College
in Hanover, N. H., in connection with the
establishment there of the Irving Thalberg
Memorial Motion Picture Foundation, in
memory

of her husband.

With only a few minutes left for her to
make the New York Central Century, Miss
Shearer had lunch in the Mayfair Room
of the Blackstone and then was rushed
tion.
with

police escort to the LaSalle

Marcus

to Resume

St. Sta-

Helm

Of Three in Fort Wayne
Indianapolis — Mannie Marcus, who for
the last year has been devoting his time
to operation of his holdings and a chain of
theatres in this city, will return to Fort
Wayne to resume management of the
Paramount,
tres.
Quimby
operating

Capitol
Theatres,

and

Creighton

Inc., which

has

theabeen

four houses here, Monday announced its control over the Paramount

Theatre would terminate August 27. Marcus, former general manager of Quimby
Theatres, Inc., left Fort Wayne in May,
1937, and came to Indianapolis. Loop
Realties, Inc., of which E. H. Kilboume
of Fort Wayne is president, is owner of
the Paramount.
Marcus holdings in Indianapolis include
the Ambassador, Alamo and Cozy in the
downtown area, operated under the name
of the Central City Amusement Co. of
which he is president.
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CHICAGO

Music Company Denies
Swanson-Sheehan Deal

OLSEN at Universal believes
pRANCES
in air-cooled raiment during the hot
summer days at the exchange. Did you
notice them last week?

Bill Kerney, assistant state's attorney, is
motoring through Mexico, while Eugene
O'Conner, another member of the department, is just back from a West Indies
cruise. Both have handled several industry
cases.
Jack Powers is the new promotion man
at the Blackstone, stopping off hotel for
most of the industry’s stars and executives
while they are in the Windy City.

The Chicago Herald & Examiner, Hearst
morning paper, gave good display to an
Associated Press Hollywood yarn on the
industry's better business campaign
week.
Jack

Stall and

Jerry

Morrison

last

are two

newcomers added to the ever-growing
Chicago staff of Metro Premium Co., which
Joe Loeffler is fast whipping
ficient organization.

into an

ef-

Swanson, Winfield Sheehan and the comtone. pany on the new instrument, the Omni-

Chicago — Sack Amusement Enterprises
of Dallas and Atlanta will open a branch
exchange in Chicago on Labor Day to cover

The instrument is ready for the market shortly, but no one here knew of the
film folk connection with it, as reported by
Louella Parsons last week.

the

Walter Hyland, Universal booker, is almost convinced that he could be a firstclass fisherman. While in Wisconsin recently, he caught a half-dozen of them in a
couple of hours, while those all around him
had nothing but bait on their hooks. At
least, so Walter told us.

Jack Bloom of Photoplay Advertising is
away on his vacation at Wilmington, III.,
on the Kankakee River. With Jack away,
Henry Porter is back on the job. They
have the same summer cottage in partnership.

special pictures which B. N. Judell, former
Chicagoan, has produced through his

Goldman,

in the sales department
Capitol Film Exchange,

of Henri Ellman’s
which position he

to join the Sack

organi-

Location of the new exchange will be
decided upon within the next week.

Imminent

Alton, III. — The Great States Grand
Theatre here was expected to be opened

Sack Amusement Enterprises will release ten new all-Negro features in the
Chicago territory during 1937-38, Goldman
said.

this week some time, with more than $50,000 having been expended on modernization of the house.

A HANDY

in Chicago.

Saul

years, has
been
named branch manager. Formerly with
the Ben Judell exchanges, Goldman is now

The picture is also booked for the GreatStates circuit, and Steve Montgomery, Judell district manager here, says that numerous exhibitors and circuit operators are
evidencing interest in the production.

■ i■ - —

the week

prominent independent film man who
has been on the local
row for the past 15

Progressive Pictures on the west coast, received its first-run showing in Chicago
this week at the State-Lake Theatre.

TRADE

features, according to Alfred N.

Sack, ger,general
manawho is spending

At Chicago's State-Lake
Chicago— The first of the exploitation

Alton Opening

midwestern territory with its specialized line of all-

Negro

First Judell Special Runs

has just resigned
zation.

Marian Murray is the new eye-filling
stenographer at the local M-G-M exchange.

HERE

Chicago Branch for
Sack Enterprises

Chicago — The local offices of the Rudolph Wurlitzer Music professed ignorance
this week of any deal between Gloria

DIRECTORY
GUIDE

FOR

THE

EXHIBITOR

a—

-

CHICAGO

and GONE:

Norma Shearer and Jimmy Cagney
were here Monday en route to New
York, while Mrs. Warner Oland, widow
of the late “Charlie Chan” of the
films, passed through on the Chief on
Tuesday.
Terming Chicago “an ideal honeymoon spot” Jon Hall and Francis
Langford were here over the weekend.
Jimmy Durante, en route to Hollywood, visited a half dozen night clubs
during his stopover time here last
week.
Noted on the marquees
ban houses last week:

of several subur-

George Weinberg recuperating in swell
fashion from his recent illness is well
enough to be back at his desk now.
Herb Elisberg’s newest heir has finally
been named. It is Donald Earl. And the
has already vetoed
name for Donald — Ducky.

Herb’s

nick-

Chicago vaudeville bookers and agents
will gather for an all-day outing next
Wednesday, August 24, at the Medinah
Country Club.
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TICKET

PICTURES

I. FRANKLIN
distributing Soviet Films
All films have

English Dialogue

GOLD

7615

Electric Sign <S Maintenance
Tom

Flannery,

“H"

REGISTER

CORPORATION

Wabash

Avenue — Chicago

POSTER
Co.

EXCHANGES

SAVE MONEY
Theatre Advertising Rental Service

President

All Advertising

From, One

Source.

1, 3, 6-sheets, 11x14 photos, stills, 22x28's,
window cards, slides, inserts.
Also DeLuxe Silk Screen Art Service

DISPLAYS

Advertise Your Theatre Along the Highways
Metal Signs — Low Prices — Free Sketch
on Request

See or Write Harry Blumenthal
AD-ART DISPLAY STUDIOS
1243 So. Wabash — Chicago — Victory 7161

FILMROW

SEAL— SIMPLEX— MODEL

GENERAL

315-17 W. Walton Street
Phone DELaware 9211

AND

SERVICE

1018 South

SIGNS - MARQUEES AND
MAINTENANCE
Whiteway

REGISTER
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A. B. C. PRINTERS. INC.
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1225 South
For
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Wabash

—

Chicago

prices Call — VIC

3456
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Paper

Tells

Chicago — The Chicago American came
forth last week with another full page of
advertising copy selling motion picture
theatres in the city as ideal entertainment
spots.
Showing a large drawing of a theatre
with cool marquee signs, the copy read:
“Air-conditioned movie theatres mean
health and comfort for millions.
“When the old mercury starts hitting the
high spots and the lake breeze (if any)
feels like the breath of a blast furnace,
don’t envy the arctic explorers . . . see
a movie.
“When you’ve dragged yourself around
a hot, stuffy office (or kitchen) for eight
long hours, and your nerves are frayed
and you yearn for the cooling comfort of
a mountain resort . . . see a movie.
“When

you’re worn

out from

a day of

Wehrenberg Tells of
Price-Cutting Orgg
St. Loins — Fred Wehrenberg defends
his coupon arrangement with merchants
in Ferguson, Mo., on the ground that opposition houses to his Savoy there engaged
in a fancy price-cutting game. The coupons are worth 10 cents toward admission
to the Savoy. Merchants distribute them
to customers.
“In my letter to the members of our
organization, I warned that cut-rate prices
would avail an exhibitor nothing,” Wehrenberg said. “I am still of that opinion.
But my advise was disregarded. The Normandy and U City theatres in St. Louis
county and the Dakota and Yale in South
St. Louis have all put into effect 15-cent
adult admission rates on Thursdays and
Fridays. That will be observed by reading their advertisements in the newspapers.
“Not only that, but Ferguson was plastered with placards telling of the reduced
rates at the Normandy.
“The Savoy Theatre still charges a 25cent cash admission price for adults. The
merchants of the town are permitted to
buy the trade coupons by giving a $1
merchandise gift for every 20 coupons. So
the theatre gets five cents from the
merchant and 15 cents cash from customers using the coupon. The merchandise
gifts are used by theatre on Thursdays
and Friday nights to meet the cut-rate
prices of the Normandy and U City theatres on those nights.
“The merchants are expected to give a
coupon with each 50 cent purchase from
their stores, but I have heard some have
given the coupons when only 25 cents was
purchased from them.
“I am still opposed to cut-rate admissions and only recently advanced the price
for adult admissions at the Apollo Theatre to 30 cents on Saturdays and Sundays. I haven’t cut prices at the Melba,
Cinderella, Virginia or Michigan in South
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Where
shopping

R A C 1 N IE

to Go
and

the

kiddies are

fretting

about the heat . . . when you’re tired . . .
when you’re hot . . . when you’re worried
a,nd when you’re not . . . when you want
to spend a pleasant evening . . . see a
movie.
“In Chicago — in the ioop and in your
neighborhood — there are dozens of comfortable air-conditioned motion picture
theatres. All of these theatres feature
the finest Hollywood productions, stories
of romance and adventure — stories of history, of the sea, of the skyways — stories to
please every mood and fancy.
“Take this cool tip — check the motion
picture listings on the opposite page —
and plan NOW to see a movie tonight.
“Chicago Evening American

... a Good

newspaper.”
St. Louis, notwithstanding that the Dakota and Yale have put in 15-cent nights
on Thursdays and Fridays, while the
Granada, Ritz and Shenandoah, secondrun houses, now charge only 25 cents to
6:30 p. m. on Saturdays and Sundays. The
Hi Way Theatre on North 15th St., has
been using triple-feature nights for almost a year, while the new Florissant Airdome of the St. Louis Amusement is now
using triple-feature programs and the St.
Louis Theatre, a first run house for ‘B’
features, still has in effect the plan of
distributing passes through St. Louis
Amusement Co. houses that with 10 cents
are good for an adult admission. And on
Saturdays that house puts on a 6-hour,
triple serial, triple feature program for
10 cents for kids.”
Wehrenberg said the Savoy patrons using the 10-cent reduction coupons for admissions are in the minority, the number
of 25-cent cash admissions far exceeding
the lower rate tickets on all nights the
coupons are used.
Now It's Passes
Lumber Deals

With

Ferguson, Mo. — A new angle in the
theatre giveaway situation has developed
in this territory. It has been learned
from an informed source that the owner
of a large lumber and building materials
concern here has been enclosing free
passes to the Normandy Theatre on the
Natural Bridge road with the bills and
statements sent each month to his
customers.
It was to combat the pass practices and
the 10-cent nights at the Normandy that
the Savoy Theatre here, in which Fred
Wehrenberg is interested, made arrangements with local merchants to sell them
trade coupons redeemable at the Savoy
Theatre in payment of adult admission
tickets, according to Wehrenberg. Customers with such coupons may obtain an
adult ticket for 15 cents in cash. The
regular admission rate is 25 cents. The
merchants pay for their coupons. So
Wehrenberg contends the Savoy is not
cutting its price scale ten cents.
It will be recalled that Fred Wehrenberg became financially interested in the

JNITIAL announcement of the $250,000
national movie quiz contest was made
in the Racine Journal-Times on August
13, so that the two first run houses, the
Venetian and Rialto, might benefit to
some degree through the August releases
shown prior to the opening of the quiz
contest on September 1.
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Dorece, owners of
the Crown, a southside neighborhood
house, spend all of their spare time at
their summer cottage at Eagle Lake, 20
miles west of here.
Twenty local merchants are cooperating with the Venetian and Rialto theatres
in distributing tickets to customers for
the Nash car (a Racine product) to be
given away on August 23. Through a tieup with a local soda grill, tickets were
available at that one location only for the
Venetian’s three Saturday night giveaways
(the last August 20) which included complete silver service, a full set of dinnerware, and a percolator set.
Local theatre men

are interested in the

silver jubilee of the motion picture industry of Wisconsin to be held at the Schroeder Hotel in Milwaukee August 30 and 31.
Among those to be honored will be Jack
Yeo

of Burlington (Racine county’s second largest city), who has two theatres
in Burlington and who also operates two
Wisconsin summer ballrooms, the Riviera
at Lake Geneva and the Schwartz at Hartford. During the jubilee, the theatre men
will pay their tribute to the memory of
Owen McKivett, Venetian manager whose
death occurred early this spring, just after
a city-wide celebration recognizing his 25 th
cine.
anniversary in the show business in RaDuring

the summer months, with favorable weather conditions, outdoor film
shows are presented, free of charge, in the
public parks in two Racine county villages, Rochester and Waterford. These
weekly shows attract hundreds from the
surrounding communities, and feature for
the most part fast-moving westerns.
Harvey

Kny, Rialto manager,

and Mrs.

are visiting with Mr. Kny’s mother
KnyMissouri.
in

Leases

Ozaukee

Port Washington, Wis. — Paul Millunzi
of Milwaukee, who formerly managed several Chicago houses, has leased the Ozaukee Theatre here and is operating it under
a double feature policy.

Savoy Theatre when “outside interests”
threatened to invade the city with an opposition house to that operated by T. E.
and H. E. Hulett. Wehrenberg came to
the financial assistance of the Huletts “to
business.”Wehrenberg
theirmanner,
protect
In like

several

months ago joined forces with E. E. Rudolph jr., in the erection of the New Studio
Theatre on Natural Bridge Ave. in the
Pine Lawn district when opposition interests leased the old Studio Theatre.
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It Takes
J.

(BARNEY)

manager,

Barnard,

is contemplating

a

business

trip to Chicago. Barnard and wife just returned from their trip to Miami, Fla., and
the Big Smoky Mountains. Harry Hamburg, sales manager, Chicago office, and
wife, accompanied
vacation.

the Barnard’s

on their

Hadley Hull, Grand national Films, Inc.,
spent some time at the office Friday, and
then returned to Martinsville. He is feeling better and will be at the office each
day for a short time while concalescing .
Maurice Rubin, president of Associated
Theatre Owners of Indiana, has left on
a fishing trip . . . Fred Dolle, Fourth Avenue Amusement Co., Louisville, and Mrs.
Dolle have returned from their vacation

Chicago — Some unusual requests are received along the Row at various times from
film-struck youngsters, mothers and even
grandmothers.
Bill Bishop, exploiteer at M-G-M here,
thinks his recent experiences top them all.
A

young grandmother came into the office on South Wabash, proudly exhibiting
the picture of a baby.
“That’s

the baby

all Chicago

has

been

waiting to see,” she declared. When asked
how old the baby is, she answered: “One
year.” Finally convinced that no tests
could be taken of such a youngster, she
was willing to compromise: “Well, the
baby’s mother is very talented, how about

trip in the west.
The Lafayette Theatre, Lafayette, Ind.,
will be completed in time for the grand
opening September 1. The house is being
built by the Fourth Avenue Amusement
Co., Louisville. Harry Fredrickson is the
manager ... W. A. (Judge) Kinney, opperator of the Orpheum, Louisville, left
Monday for an extended vacation.
Larry

Shubnell,

Columbia

booker,

was

called to Detroit by the death of his brother, Albert Shubnell, who passsed away last
week . . . Minne Michelfelder and Mrs.
Alice Worland, United Artists staff, are
on the sick list.
The

Cozy

Theatre,

Dugger,

27. Roy

Gordon

National
Sign Men Hold
her?”
Convention at Chicago
Chicago — The National Sign Ass’n held
its annual convention here at the Stevens

is the man-

By that time, Bill had
Among
from

his mail

given up.

this week

was

a letter

an aspiring Scarlett O'Hara in Detroit, Uniquely written, one sentence

caught

Bishop’s

eye

enough

to send

letter on to the coast. It was:
31 years old, for the PAST

YEARS.” She apparently thought
years old was the dead line.
Louis Lipstone
that

“never

a

at B&K
day

the

“I’ve been
SEVERAL
that 31

told us this week

goes

by

but

that

I

don’t get some sort of a request for stage
and screen tests. They run all the way
from

the cradle to some

have

both

people who

should

feet in the grave.”

Krusienskis

Remodeling

The Douglas
Racine,

Wis. — The

at Racine
Douglas

Theatre,

Hotel

neighborhood house, is undergoing alterations and improvements which are costing

day

its owners, Mr. and
ski, $10,500.
Alterations have

this week with about 60 manufacturers exhibiting products. Several hundred visitors were expected for the threegathering.

Tom

Young of Ogden, Utah, is president; and Orville Greisen, Denver, is
secretary of the association. G. J. Madill
of Chicago was in charge of the exhibits.

Mrs.

Walter

been

Krusien-

designed

by

J.

Mandor Matson, Racine architect, and will
include revamping of the outer lobby with
new

poster

bulletins

and

ticket

booths.

There will be two apartments on the second floor with combination kitchens and

Reopen

Ind., will

close while an air-conditioning plant is being installed . . . The Palace, Ft. Wayne,
Ind., operated by the Quimby circuit, will
open August
ager.

All Kinds

Paramount

Peru Aida

Peru,
closed

III. — The Alger circuit has reopened the Aida Theatre, which has been
during the last two months. Abner

Klein, secretary-treasurer of the
has denied rumors the house would
managership or ownership.

National

Theatres 7

circuit,
change

dinettes, two offices and new glass fronts
for the two stores on the lower floor. The
color scheme will be canary yellow and
mottled blue in modernistic pattern. Windows are of steel and are double hung with
horizontal muntins. Alterations are so arranged that the businesses and theatre
are continuing to operate.

Conventioneers

Courtesy “Contact”
At the National Theatres convention last week in Kansas City, and at the left in this layout: Harold Fitzgerald,
Wisconsin
division manager, and his men. Left to right : V. T. Touch ett, L. R. Pierce, Fitzgerald, W. D. Geehan and Russell Leddy.
And in the scene at the right, the winning managers of the Wisconsin division stand hitched for pictures. Left to right:
Lowell Parmentier , Paradise Theatre, West Allis, Wis.; Gene Kilburg, Wisconsin Theatre, Milwaukee; Elmer Brennan,
Orpheum, Green Bay; Harold Knudsen, Odeo, Beaver Dam, Wis.
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ST.

LOUIS

■J*HE Missouri Orpheum Corp., 317 South
State St., Dover, Del., has been authorized to carry on a general theatrical
and amusement business in Missouri as a
foreign corporation. Armwell L. Cooper,
1015 Commerce Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.,
will be the principal Missouri agent for the
company.
A crowd of approximately 1,000 persons
attended the first of ten public concerts
at the Soldiers & Sailors Memorial, by
Musicians Post Band No. 394 of the American Legion the night of August 10. Concerts are to be given every Sunday and
Wednesday evening for the next five
weeks. Public park concerts have been revived this summer after an absence of
several years due to lack of funds.
Jules Laurent of the Metro sales staff
is visiting in Hollywood. While in that
sector he called on his old boss, Clayton
Lynch, manager of the Los Angeles
M-G-M exchange who for a number of
years was manager for that company here.
Fanchon & Marco staged a preview of
‘‘Alexander’s Ragtime Band” to permit
local orchestra leaders and masters of
ceremonies to see the picture and learn
its catchy songs. The film opened at the
Fox Theatre, Friday.
Kent Snider and Malcolm Rich who
have been on the house staff of the Shaw
Theatre, operated by the St. Louis Amusement Co., have been appointed door men
for the Fox Theatre.
Mary Pickford was here for a few hours
August 13 en route from FI oily wood to
Sullivan, III., where she planned to join
her husband, Buddy Rogers. While at
Union Station she readily submitted to
the demands of autograph hunters. She
explained that she has her oum autograph
collection, including signatures of Colonel
Lindbergh, Mussolini and Thomas Edison.
Grand Opera Play House, Inc., has been
incorporated to operate the Grand Opera
House on Market street west of Broadway. It will have 1,500 shares of common and 250 shares of preferred stock.
Incorporators were George J. Fittge, 555
common and 250 preferred; Frank A.
Mackenzie, 300 common; Everett Taylor,
390 common; Oscar C. Deterering, 195
common, and Leo A. Maginn, 60 common.
The house will operate with dramatic stage
shows.

Sidney

Bowen

From

for "James'
Prepare
To Mo.
—
Sidney Bowen, financial

Noel,

Boxoffice

Files, Aug. 18, 1928

with Clyde W. Eckhardt now officially
installed as the new president of the
Chicago Film Board of Trade, Harry C.
Lorch, manager for Pathe in Chicago, now
can take it a little easier. Lorch has been
a busy man for the past year, operating a
theatre, managing the Pathe branch and
taking care of Film Board duties . . . Louis
Abramson, brother of Joseph D. Abramson, executive secretary of the Chicago
Film Board of Trade, is now in the employ
of the local Fox exchange . . . “Mike”
Godshaw, Security Pictures salesman, was
struck by a Packard limousine this week
while crossing Wabash avenue. He was
back on the job with the old pep and
vigor a few days later.
Jack Miller’s photo and biography appeared this week under the heading
“Who’s Who in Local Film Circles.” He
was lauded as “perhaps the best known
man in the film business in and about
Chicago.” His job is president and business manager of the Exhibitors’ Ass’n of
Chicago . . . William Esch resigned from
the United Artists Chicago sales force . . .
“Lilac Time,” starring Colleen Moore, was
screened for the trade . . . Jack Leo, vicepresident of Fox Film Corp., was a Chicago visitor, conferring with Clyde W.
Eckhardt, branch manager.
The Gem Theatre, Maquon, 111., was
transferred to W. K. Ware . . . The Bluebird Theatre, East Peoria, 111., was taken
over by Mrs. R. T. Harrington from H. T.
Abbey . . . R. E. Bradford purchased the
Bridgeport Theatre, 2837 Archer Ave., from
M. Bachman.
Indianapolis notes: Charles R. Metzger’s
likeness and biography appeared in the
Who’s Who column of the Indianapolis
page as an authority on arbitration and
president of the Associated Theatre Owners of Indiana . . . The stage band and
presentation policy has been abandoned by
Loew’s Palace . . . Don Hammer, in association with his father, has taken over the
lease on the Lyric Theatre, Lafayette, Ind.
. . . William Marriott, formerly TiffanyStahl exchange manager, has joined the
Big Rights sales force . . . Doc Hammer
has returned to the local M-G-M office
after spending several months in the Milwaukee and Minneapolis territories . . .
Indianapolis is now without stock attractions, Stuart Walker having closed a week
ago at B. F. Keith’s Theatre, and the
Berkell Players having closed this week.

Now He Sees
In Pictures

in Noel

unit manager for 20th Century-Fox, is in
town to complete details for the filming of
a motion picture based on the life of Jesse
James, notorious Missouri outlaw. Some
of the major scenes in the picture are to
be shot around the McDonald county court
house at Pineville, Mo., which was selected
because it most nearly resembles the old
one at Liberty, Mo., back in the early 80s
when the James gang was terrorizing Missouri and Kansas and vicinity.
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10 Years Ago

It

Chicago — Marlowe Conner, manager
of the Rhodes Theatre here, has found
the
men

soldier-nurse
who

in charge

of the

five

faced death in the army's experimental tests in the fight against

yellow fever in Cuba during the Spanish-American War. This week, 40 years
later, he was

guest

of the theatre

at the

opening of M-G-M's "Yellow Jack,"
based on numerous incidents of the
fight for health

during

that war.

^■HE
of local Variety
Tent free
14
has auxiliary
been instrumental
in providing
10-day vacations for 23 underpriviliged
gii’ls.
Charles Koehler, B. N. Judell exchange
manager, to be honored as one of the 25year men at the Silver Jubilee August 31,
is busy compiling a historical document of
the industry here to be included in the
program booklet.
Joan Valerie, 20th Century-Fox player,
stopped off here last week en route to
Rhinelander, Wis., to visit her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Michael Valkis. She was met in
Chicago by her brother, Ted, who motored
her home.
Harry Grinde, formerly of Madison,
Wis., and currently a Hollywood film
director, is to be married October 21 to
Marie Wilson, blonde movie actress.

"Names"

Riding High in
Great States Territory

Chicago — Name

attractions

have

been

top-notch this summer for Great States
in three Illinois spots, Springfield, Joliet
and Rockford.
“We have found that name attractions
are very successful with a combination of
films,” said Louis Lipstone, who handles
the bookings of the attractions for Great
States,
and is production manager for
B&K.
This week Tony Martin and his band is
appearing at the Orpheum, Springfield;
Coronado, Rockford, and Rialto, Joliet.
Other bands due in one or more of the
houses are Horace Heidt and Orrin Tucker.
Several Major Bowes’ units have been used,
the Three Stooges, Zasu Pitts and Tommy
Riggs with his Betty Lou.

Mayor Dickmann Invites
Stars to St. Louis Fete
St. Louis — Stars of the screen, stage and

radio, executives of NBC, CBS and Mutual
and of the ten leading motion picture
producing companies have been invited
by Mayor Bernard F. Dickmann to atthe final performance
of “Show
Boat”
in thetend Municipal
Theatre, Forest
Park,
on
Sunday, August 28, when the current 12week season will come to a close.
The local burgomaster also plans to toss
a midnight feed for the visiting celebrities. He expects that some of the outstanding personalities of the screen, radio
and stage world may decide to accept his
invitation.

New
Jefferson

Theatre
City

—

The

Firm
Commonwealth

Searcy Theatre Corp. of Kansas City, Mo„
has been granted a certificate of incorporation by the secretary of state’s office. It
will have 150 shares of no par value stock.
Incorporators are: Bartley J. Ready, 146
shares, and E. L. Ellis, Ruth Hall, B. W.
Carrington jr. and Sarepta Hastain, all of
Kansas City, one share each. The new
corporation is authorized to own, operate
and carry on a general theatre business.
BOXOFFICE
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MOTION PICTURE CAMPAIGN OUTLINED BEFORE
APPROXIMATELY 125 SHOWMEN AT KANSAS CITY
Almost

200 Theatres

Have

Unfair

Pledged Cooperation
In the Drive
Kansas

City — Details

of the

Theatremen on the committee already
have pledged the cooperation of their
theatres, close to 200 houses, and many
independent exhibitors have signed up.
Among independents pledging support of
the drive at the meeting Monday are:
H. F. Strowig, Abilene, Kas., two theatres;
Jack Truitt, Electric, Kansas City, Kas.;
F. H. Weary, Ferris, Richmond, Mo.;
Charley Vaughn, Art, Kansas City, Kas.;
Nellie Horrocks, Midway, Kansas City,
Kas.; E. E. Webber jr., Mary Lue, Kansas
City, Mo.; Bill Wagner, Beldorf, Independence, Kas.; F. D. Morris, Meade,
Meade, Kas.; John Wolfberg, Strand,
Kansas City, Mo.; E. F. Burgan, three
theatres, Kansas City, Kas.; Sam Sosna,
Sosna, Manhattan, Kas.; E. P. Michaels,
Michelo, Braymer, Mo.; John H. Kongs,
Royal, Seneca, Kas.; R. O. Robison, Grant
City, Mo.; and Earl Kerr, Noel at Bethany,
and the Rigney at Albany, Mo.
Members of the industry were unanimously enthusiastic about the campaign,
and many of them had suggestions of
value to offer. Briefly summarized, the
campaign is this: $500,000, raised by producers and distributors, to be spent on
newspaper advertising in all of the approximately 1,900 daily newspapers of the
country; $250,000 in cash prizes to film
patrons, to be raised by affiliated theatres,
and $250,000 for other expenses involved
in issuing a 2-reel trailer, millions of
booklets describing pictures and the contest, lobby displays, etc., to be raised by
independent exhibitors.
Trailers will be available, along with
lobby displays, etc., at National Screen
Service.
Contact

Exhibitors

Distributor representatives are taking
the story of the campaign and its benefits
to exhibitors of the territory, beginning
this week. Each exchange has been assigned a quota of specific exhibitors to
BOXOFFICE
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MW

Charges

Getting KMT A 'S Attention

industry

drive to make 1938 “Motion Pictures’
Greatest Year” were outlined for approximately 125 distributors and exhibitors at
the Uptown Theatre Monday morning.
In charge of the meeting were E. C. Rhoden, head of the Fox Midwest, chairman
of the committee which is handling the
promotion for the Kansas City area;
Clarence A. Schultz, Commonwealth
Amusement Corp.; Glen W. Dickinson, of
Glen W. Dickinson Theatres, Inc.; Ed
Durwood, Dubinsky Bros.; Frank Hensler,
Metro, who is handling contacts with film
salesmen, and Arthur Cole, Paramount,
who represents distributors on the committee.

Exchanges

Protection

Kansas

City — Directors

of the Kansas-

Missouri Theatres Ass’n at a meeting here
Monday, named a grievance committee to
attempt to work out satisfactorily to all
parties concerned, several complaints, according to John Stapel, president of the
group.
The complaint? are by exhibitors against
film companies on the ground that the
latter have sold unfair protection or are
giving unfair protection through booking
arrangements, Stapel said.
George Harttmann of the Armour, North
Kansas City, chairmans the special group.
Other members are R. R. Biechele, Osage,
Kansas City, Kas.; E. Rolsky, National,
Kansas City, Mo., and Clarence Schultz
of Commonwealth Amusement Corp. All
contact. This apportionment was worked
out by L. F. Durland, Monogram, and
J. T. Manfre, Paramount.
The

drive gets under way September

1,

funs to' January 1, and includes some 80
to 90 pictures released during August,
September, and October.
“The drive is the most important thing
that has happened to this business in
.years,” asserted Rhoden. “There has been
too much publicity about the movies — in
the wrong direction, and not enough of
the constructive sort.”
Rhoden quoted from an exhibitor letter
written, six weeks prior to the time the
present campaign was organized. The exhibitor made this point about adverse publicity, and made it strongly. Said the exhibitor: “People are so thoroughly sold on
the poor quality of pictures as a result of
the flood of adverse publicity from radio
commentators and newspaper columnists
that they

won’t

even

respond

to good

Discussing the drive from the standfilms!”point, of an exhibitor and an advertising
man, Howard E. Jameyson, Wichita district manager for Fox Midwest, asserted:
“I don’t view the present slump at the
boxoffice as seasonal. It is an unprecedented, collapse. We always have had a
bulge in business beginning about July 1
and lasting , through Thanksgiving, but
not this year.”
Jameyson said- he couldn’t account for
the collapse except that “the public has
been thoroughly unsold on movies. There
have been some awfully good pictures, but
the public has become indifferent ...”
c -“The need for thorough cooperation in
the present drive is pretty well indicated.”
Jameyson strongly endorsed the large
use of display space contemplated. If a

members of the committee are directors
of the exhibitor organization.
“The board unanimously endorsed the
‘Motion Pictures’ Greatest Year’ campaign,” said Stapel, “and this will be a
big subject at the annual convention,
which has been set for September 7 and
8 at Variety Club, Kansas City,”
Members of the KMTA will also look
into problems of legislation, inasmuch as
the Kansas and the Missouri state legislatures meet in January, 1939, according
to Stapel. Besides those mentioned, directors attending were Homer Strowig,
Abilene, Kas.; Frank Cassil, St. Joseph,
Mo. Tom Edwards, Eldon, Mo.; Mrs.
Meta Barron, Pratt, Kas.; and E. B.
Danielson, Russell, Kas., were absent.
theatreman

has

conducted

his business

properly, he pointed out, he can get response from display advertising that the
commentator or columnist can’t , offset.
Fox, Jameyson said, has used booklets
similar to those planned for the present
drive, and always it has netted immediate
response at the boxoffice. “Think of the
enormously multiplied effect of millions
of these booklets that are going into
homes, plus the trailers on the screen, the
displays in the lobby, the advertising in
the newspapers!”
Ad Space on Booklet
It was suggested that the exhibitor who
thinks $5.50 a thousand quite a bit for the
booklets (though he couldn’t get them for
that under any circumstances in the
(Continued on next page)

Show Keen Response
To Trade Drive
Omaha — Exhibitors
midwest

Year,"
United
Smith

are

showing

throughout

the

"marvelous

re-

a

sponse" to the film industry's campaign, "Motion Pictures' Greatest
according to A. W. Smith jr..
Artists general sales manager.
was

in

Omaha

this week

ferring with D. V'. McLucas,
change manager.
"The
going

drive

is a

great

thing

Smith visited
the Minneapolis,
publicity
for them."
waukee, St. Louis, Kansas City
before

ex-

for ex-

hibitors," Smith said, "because
to mean more business and

Omaha
exchanges
New York.

con-

UA

it is
good
Miland

returning

to

Omaha

Trade Area

Solicitation
Omaha — Active

solicitation

in all parts of the Omaha

in Film

of exhibitors

distribution area

for their support of the “Motion Pictures’
Greatest Year” campaign started this
week under the direction of President
Charles E. Williams of the MPTO of Nebraska and Western Iowa.
Walter Creal, Beacon Theatre, and
August Herman, Muse Theatre, are handling arrangements in Omaha proper. Members of the Omaha Theatre Owners and
Managers Ass'n were to meet during the
week to plan 100 per cent cooperation of
the 27 Omaha theatres.
Williams is directing the drive outside
Omaha in Nebraska, western Iowa, southern Minnesota and South Dakota and
northern Kansas.
Many

Pledges

in Advance

Already, before the actual campaign for
funds started, a dozen independent exhibitors, representing 6,000 seats, have indicated their full cooperation in the industry’s greatest drive by signing pledges
for ten cents per seat. Pledges are expected to flow in from all parts of the
Omaha territory during the next two
weeks.
Pledges have been received from Mort
Troxell, Moon Theatre, Wilber, Neb.; Carl
Johnson, Grand Theatre, Red Oak, la.;
H. D. Bowers, Chief Theatre, Weeping
Water, Neb.; C. N. Robinson, Home Theatre, Blair, Neb.; Charles Stewart, Mayfair Theatre, Shenandoah, la.; John Noffsinger, Capitol Theatre, Madison, Neb.
In Omaha, the following already have
pledged support of the drive: Walter
Creal, Beacon Theatre; Joe Marino, Maryland Theatre; Carl Olsen, Minne Lusa
Theatre; August Herman and Irving Gossrick, Muse Theatre; J. Earle Kirk, North
Star Theatre; Charles E. Williams, Park
Theatre.
Affiliated circuits in the Omaha territory already have promised participation
in the drive. Producers and distributors
are contributing $500,000; circuits and independents, $250,000 each in the nationwide campaign.
District

Divided

Into

Zones

The entire Omaha distribution district
has been zoned by Williams and Omaha
exchanges. Salesman from all film
branches were assigned to zones to con-

Exhibitor Speaks for
Film Campaign
Omaha — "Anytime
anybody
starts
spending a million dollars to help my
theatre and my business. I'm for it 100
per cent," declared Morris Cohn, Strand
Theatre, Council Bluffs, la.
Exhibitors
out

of the

Year"

campaign

invested,

Cohn

opportunity

98

are

going

“Motion

to get the

Pictures'

for the
said.

to pass

most

Greatest

least

amount

“It's too good
up,"

he

said.

an

Nigh 200 Houses

Starts on
Ad

tact exhibitors, urging
drive.

Cooperation

Drive
support

(Continued

of the

Results of the drive for funds in the
Omaha territory are being compiled by
D. V. McLucas, United Artists exchange,
and Ted Mendenhall, Paramount chief.
Williams asked Boxoffice to aid in the
drive by requesting all exhibitors in the
Omaha area for their full and instant
cooperation of this campaign to increase
boxoffice takes and overcome the unfavorable publicity the industry has received recently. First official report of
progress in this district will be made about
August 24.
Minneapolis Film Drive
Committees Into Harness
Minneapolis — Committees

appointed

by

W. A. Steffes, chairman of this district’s
group, have lost no time in going to work
to put over the united industry advertising campaign in this territory. Following
last week’s initial meeting, the committees immediately got busy and a series of
meetings was held.
Plans were made to enlist every exhibitor in the territory in the drive and put
it over with a bang that will place the
Northwest in the front rank.
Chairman Steffes announced that only
those exhibitors who participate will be
entitled to receive booklets which patrons
require in order to enter the $250,000 cash
prize contest featuring the campaign.
Moreover, film fans in order to be eligible to the prizes will have to witness
the pictures in participating theatres and
hand in their books to those houses, Steffes explained.
Last week’s local meeting, addressed by
Andy Smith, United Artists’ general sales
manager and a member of the national
committee, dissipated some of the skepticism that certain independents felt toward the campaign.
The skeptics were convinced that the
independent exhibitor, as well as the affiliated theatres, would benefit plenty from
the drive and that, if everybody cooperated and put their shoulder to the wheel,
the boxoffice would be stimulated substantially clear down the line.
There were a few complaints about “unfair clearance and protection” in the territory, but, on the whole, the meeting was
entirely harmonious. Before it ended
much enthusiasm was in evidence.
Smith, Steffes and John J. Friedl, Minnesota Amusement Co. general manager,
took slaps at film radio commentators who
have been putting the industry in a bad
light with the public. They expressed the
belief that the campaign is necessary to
offset harmful propaganda spread by
these commentators and that it will accomplish that purpose.
Steffes pointed out that there are several scraps going on in the industry — that
he and his organization are fighting the
producer-distributors on several fronts.
“But these fights needn’t prevent us
from cooperating on such a commendable

Pledge
on Drive

from preceding page)

world other than the present campaign),
that he can easily sell the back page to
local merchants. The booklets will be, it
is agreed here, the most interesting piece
of advertising the industry has issued in
One of the big appeals of the drive to
years.
exhibitors is that the industry is not going to spend heavy money on radio, which
is tough competition at the boxoffice,
but on newspaper space. That exhibitors feel keenly the competition from
radio was indicated in comments on the
floor of the meeting Monday.
In the present setup, with its $250,000
in prizes, the exhibitor has an enoromus
nation-wide money giveaway that offers a
fortune, Les Durland pointed out. Patrons have to go to the theatre to get the
booklet, and it tells them how to win one
of 5,000 prizes, or one for every three or
four theatres in the country.
First runs, which contribute most to
the campaign, will get less benefit from it
than smaller city and town exhibitors and
subsequent run houses, Cole said. The
campaign

is “ready made” for the independent and smaller exhibitor.
The committee created for the campaign
here, and other similar committees, probably will continue to function after the
promotion is over, acording to Rhoden.
As he sees it, the industry as a whole
needs just such a structure of cooperation
to keep all phases of the industry united
in a common front against the unfavorable
propaganda that has risen like a tide to
wash the boxoffices of the nation back
into a slough of depression.
Heartily endorsing the program from
Kansas-Missouri Theatres Ass’n were John
Stapel, president, and R. R. Biechele, secretary. Letters urging support of the
drive
are
immediately.going out to KMTA members

project as this one which will help all of
us and out of which independent exhibitors are sure to get back many fold the
amount that it will cost them,” said Steffes. “I still am hoping that we’ll lick the
hell out of the opposition in our fights,
but, at the same time, we’ve got to work
shoulder to shoulder to make a success
of this campaign.
“I hope this campaign becomes a permanent fixture in the industry. This industry never before has gone out and sold
itself to the public and it was high time
that it did. We have to get the public
out of a frame of mind that the industry
is making nothing but poor pictures. Some
unwise interviews by those prominently
engaged in the industry have helped to put
the public in that state of mind. This
campaign will turn the tide the other
Friedl blamed

film radio commentators

for building up a public resistance to pictures and declared the campaign would
break down the resistance.
“I don’t believe anybody can take a
way.”
look
at such pictures as ‘Love Finds Andy
Hardy,’ ‘Letter of Introduction,’ ‘Alexander’s Ragtime Band’ and not be proud to
be in the business,” said Friedl.
BOXOFFICE
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K A Y C HE IE
LOT

of exhibitors on Filmrow

7 here Must Be A Reason!

this

week due to the “Motion Pictures’ Greatest Year” meeting at the Uptown Theatre
Monday, Metro’s preview of “Marie Antoinette” for the trade at the Vogue, same
day, and the KMTA directors’ meeting,
also Monday: Frank Weary, Richmond,
Mo., who has just returned from a vacation in Minnesota; Elmer Bills, Salisbury,
Brunswick, and Glasgow, Mo.; O. F. Sullivan, Civic, Wichita; W. B. Cook, Halstead, Kas., with Mrs. Cook; C. R. Gregg,
Caney, Kas.; A. W. Heyl, Junction City,
Kas.; Ward Spielman, Baldwin and Lyndon, Kas.; Homer Strowig, Abilene, Kas.;
C. B. McAleer, Orpheum, Parsons, Kas.;
Mike Smith, U. S. Army Motion Picture
Service, St. Louis, Mo.; Lloyd Morris,
Strand and Plaza, Great fiend, Kas.; M. B.
Smith, Ritz, Garden City, Kas.; Frank
Morris, Meade, Meade, Kas.; Simon Galitzki, Coed, Topeka, Kas.; Seth Simpson,
Tina, Mo.; Jess and Earl Binney, Pattonsburg, Mo.; A. J. Simmons and Crump
Taylor, Greenfield, Appleton City and
Lamar, Mo.; Art Pugh, Fredonia, Kas.; H.
Doering, Garnett, Kas.
Note from Sam

Abend
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RCA
never

of Film Delivery.

rights of Western
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Ladies : It

ALEXANDER-SMITH'S

Inspect
You

Kay Griffith, bless her, is going to be
married October 23, at the Griffith home

This

How

Modern

We

Can

CRESTWOOD

Installation

Help

Analyze

Us

CARPET

and

Let

Your

Modernization

Show

Program.

to miss her already
has left the Coulter
his uncle. Bill Levy,
Co. as bookkeeper.

PURCHASED

Andy Smith, assistant to George Schaeffer of United Artists, was here Sunday . . .

Stan Goldberg just returned from Tulsa
where he closed deals with three Moran &
Isley circuit houses.
H. W. Kupfer of the Chicago office of
American Seating Co., was here early this
week with Hal Perrin, local representative.
One of the most unusual tributes to an
exhibitor occurred recently while C. P.
Shaner and his family were on vacation.
(Continued on page 103)
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AND

USED BY THE LARGEST

BUYERS OF MOTION PICTURE
MENT IN THE TERRITORY.

Lawrence “Polly” Parrott, auditor for
Commonwealth, is in Colorado . . . Add
visitors: O. L. Christian, Parker, Kas.

BOXOFFICE

SOUND

before offered the show-going

That’s

gets hot as Hades when you’re in your
bathing suit boatmg on the water under
a hot August sun. At least Mrs. Frank
Cassil of St. Joseph, Mo., found it so last
week on Sugar Lake, where the Cassils
have their summer residence. Mrs. Cassil lost a good deal of her habitual calm,
and some of the surface. Never again, she
vows!

here. We’ve begun
. . . Kenneth Levy
Premium Co. to join
at the Falstaff Sales

— reproducing

Theatre

WITH

PEERLESS-MAGNARC

p. m. The “Dynamo,” 20th-Fox publication, had them printed and the sheet back

to Beautiful Young

the patent

SUPER

Norris B. Cresswell, the philosophical
photographer, sent pictures of the National
Theatres meeting at the Hotel Muehleback last week to New York Wednesday

Warning

Downtown

FOUR-STAR

Combining

there’s plenty of money in the Variety Club treasury and no bills. I’ll have
plenty of these when I get home.” It was
mailed from Paris.

morning.

City’s Newest

OPENS

“Hope

in Kansas City Saturday
real speed.

ESQUIRE

Distributed

NATIONAL
223 West

Exclusively

EQUIP-

By

THEATRE

SUPPLY

CO.

HArrison

18th Street
Service

Around

Nite Phone

3256

the Clock

JAckson

7280-8082
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Better Product
Upturn

Bringing

to Twin

Brisk

City Theatres

Bank Night Case
Rehearing Set
Kansas
court

Minneapolis — The

trade

here

is much

encouraged by the brisk upturn in business at downtown Minneapolis and St.
Paul first-run houses during recent weeks.
These theatres have been suffering from
depressed boxoffices for some time.
Credit for the spurt is due to the exceptionally strong product. This product is
engendering much enthusiasm in exhibitor
circles.
Within the past fortnight there have

been a succession of holdovers downtown
and nearly every offering has received the
5-A top or 4-A next to top rating of Merle
Potter, veteran Journal movie editor.
“Rage of Paris” is in its third week
downtown and still going strong. “The
Crowd Roars” moved over from the State
to the Century for an extended downtown
run. “Love Finds Andy Hardy,” will 'do
likewise. “All Quiet on the Western
Front,” Universal reissue, is in its second

CORRIGAN DID ALL RIGHT
IN THE WRONG DIRECTION

FOR

Why

THAN

against R. W. McEwan, distributor. The hearing is set lor September

22.

This means

the

supreme court
plete rehearing.

Some
handed
decision

INSURANCE!

It costs you

i :<a ;' HI
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Write or See
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fi.

«

Title & Trust Bldg.
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Kansas

&

'

time ago division court No. 2
down a decision reversing the
in the lower

court.

The

Jack-

ruled

that

Bank

week at the Time and giving that house
its biggest business in some time.
“Letter of Introduction,” at the Orpheum last week, was rated 5-A, “extraness.
ordinary,” by Potter and did good busiJohn J. Friedl, general manager of the
Minnesota Amusement company, took
occasion at last week’s meeting on the
industry advertising campaign to mention
the “fine” pictures now being released,
declaring they make one proud to be connected with the industry.

City — The

old Century

City — The

complete

Close Stamp

JONES
.

for com-

Theatre

remodeling

of the Wareham Theatre, Manhattan,
Kas., will be completed, and the house
ready for reopening about September 15,
according to C. A. Schultz, head of Commonwealth Amusement Corp. The theatre
will be managed by Harry Wareham, one
of the four Wareham brothers with whom
Commonwealth now is in partnership on
the operation of the house.

per cent of your annual premiums.
I.;t \

will go before
banc

Manhattan Remodeling
Concludes by Sept . 15

and may save from 10 to 40
"V TV' " • ;

en

Charles M. Miller, attorney for McEwan, filed the motion for rehearing.

Kansas

NOTHING

the case

son county court had
Night is not a lottery.

Kansas

NECESSARY

not have a checkup?

division

a motion ior reNight case of the

at Twelfth and Central streets, which has
been dark for some years under the name
of the Missouri Theatre, was sold at auction last week to Peter J. Lane of St.
Louis, who represented a majority of the
holders of serial bonds, for $45,000, which
was the amount of indebtedness aside
from taxes and interest.
Seller of the theatre was E. M. Ruddy,
St. Louis, representative of the Mercantile
Trust, trustee and holder of a $130,000
first mortgage.

y0 u wouldn’t pay $50 for a $25 suit.
YET 90 PER CENT OF YOU ARE
MORE

supreme

Century in Kansas City
Is Sold at Auction Sale

But you Exhibitors can’t knock off profits
by shooting at the poorhouse.

PAYING

state

City — The

No. 2 granted
hearing in the Bank

‘

b

h

Kansas

*/

City, Mo.

City — Deals

Deals
have

been

closed

with the Castle, Bijou, State, Gem and
Sun theatres here for use of the trading
stamp plan of the Midwest Stamp Co.,
Omaha. A. M. Smith, representative of
the company, negotiated the deals, and
reports that the stamp stimulator is gaining instant favor in the territory.
BOXOFFICE
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Universal Division
Formed for P. Dana
Kansas

City — Universal

has

relieved

Term Kansas City Esquire
One of Best NT SCO Jobs
City — One

of the most

modern

and interesting installations made in recent years by the Kansas City office of
National Theatre Supply Co., according
to J. Walter Shreve, manager, is in the
Esquire, Fox Midwest’s distinctive “special
policy” house next to the Fox Tower in
downtown Kansas City, which opened
Thursday.
Appealing, as the Esquire does, to the
critical “class” trade with its single feature, reserved seat policy, Shreve points
out the theatre needs and has, in addition
to beauty of appearance and comfort, fine
equipment that will deliver the best in
mechanical performance.
At the Esquire, the booth is equipped
with new Simplex 4-Star sound, which
combines the patent right features of
Western Electric and RCA, plus the engineering experience of International Projector Corp., manufacturer of Simplex
projectors. The two super-Simplex projectors are equipped with Magnarc high
intensity lamps, the latter supplied with
direct current by a Hertner-Universal
generator.
Furnished also by National is the Crestwood carpet (Alexander Smith) and the
Walker-American screen.
Lobby display boards (Gem) also were
supplied by National.

Commonwealth

Remodels

Star at Warrensburg,
Kansas

City — The

Star Theatre

Mo.
at War-

rensburg, Mo. has been closed for the
installation of a new front, complete renovation and redecoration, including new
carpets and much other new equipment,
according to C. A. Schultz, head of Commonwealth Amusement Corp., of which
the Star is a unit. Bob Shelton is manager at Warrensburg for the group. The
theatre is expected to be ready for reopening about September 10.
BQXQFFICE

Circuit Exchange

His Month

After New Quarters
Kansas

E.

T. Gomersall, Chicago, of a part of the
burdensomely large division he has heretofore covered, and has placed Peter Dana,
branch manager at Buffalo for several
years, in charge of the newly created district, which comprises Kansas City — Mr.
Dana’s headquarters — Des Moines, Omaha
and St. Louis.
W. J. Heineman, western sales manager
for Universal, conducted a meeting at the
Hotel Muehlebach here Sunday to acquaint branch office executives in the
new district with their new chief. Attending the meeting besides Heineman, Dana,
and branch office executives were C. O.
Binder, branch office operations manager,
and M. A. Wally, in charge of real estate,
both of New York.

Kansas

October

City — A new

and

modem

office

building for Filmrow and new quarters for
Commonwealth Amusement Corp., and Republic-Midwest Pictures will be the result
of negotiations completed here last week,
according to C. A. Schultz of Commonwealth.

Kansas

City — Charlie

Gregory

(left) ,

manager of the local branch of National
Screen Service, smiles proudly as he discusses with Jerry Zigmond, manager of
the Newman Theatre, the plans of his exchange employes to make October “Charlie
Gregory Month.”

NSS 'Gregory Month'
At Kaycee Exchange
Kansas

City — As

a

personal

and

pro-

At 215-17 West Eighteenth St., which is
between the quarters in the Film Center
Bldg., at 21 West Eighteenth St., which
the two companies now occupy, and Paramount exchange building, Commonwealth
and Republic-Midwest will begin the construction of a new, 2 -story and basement
office building on September 1. It is expected to be completed by December 15.
The building, being designed by Robert
O. Boiler, theatre architect, will be thoroughly modern in treatment and equipment. It will have a structural glass and
brick front, will be air conditioned. The
second floor of the 42xl23-foot building
will be occupied by Commonwealth, the
first floor by Republic-Midwest.
Both Commonwealth and Republic -Midwest have grown to the point where their
present quarters are inadequate.

fessional tribute employes of National
Screen Service here have outlined and
are beginning now to work on a “Charlie
Gregory Month” for October.
B. W. Chipman, office manager at NSS;
Bud Truog and Howard Gould, salesmen,
are conducting the drive, and all the NSS
employes are participating. Effort of
those back of the campaign between now
and the end of October will be to get theatres to use better service. The drive will
cover all NSS services — trailers, lobby displays, etc.

A

Doty and Stern Added to
Variety Club Committee
Omaha

— • Ted

Mendenhall,

Paramount

exchange manager, who was recently
elected second assistant chief barker of
Omaha Variety Club, has selected Leo J.
Doty, UA office manager, and Sam Stern,
Capitol exchange, as members, of the club
house committee. Mendenhall is automatically chairman of the committee.

FULL

HOUSE

IN YOUR
IN YOUR

HAND

and

THEATRE

WHEN YOU BUY QUALITY EQUIPMENT AT A SAVING
It takes quality equipment in your theatre to get those full houses — and to keep
your customers thoroughly satisfied. When you can buy nationally advertised products and still save money, that is as good as a "full house" in your hand at the same
time. Here's a list of the advertised products in this issue that we carry and
guarantee.
Ideal Seats (1,000 just installed in K. C.'s new Colonial)
General Electric Lamps
Best Devices
See Page 71
Kaplan Projectors
Da-Lite Screens
See Page G9
Coinometers
Strong Arc Lamps
See Page 73
Vallen Curtain Controls .

See
See
See
See
See

Page
Page
Page
Page
Page

55
47
72
69
60

Stebbins
Theatre Equipment Co.
General Equipment, Repairing and Sound Service
1804

Wyandotte

St., Kansas

City, Mo.

Phone

GRand

0134; Night,

DRexel

2791
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Q.EORGE BONACCI, UA poster clerk, is
vacationing in Chicago . . . Virginia
Staroski, M-G-M inspectress, also is in
Chicago on a vacation trip . . . Barney
Oldfield, Lincoln newspaperman with the
reputation for loud shirts, went almost
unrecognized at the Omaha Variety Club
one evening because he wore a national
guard uniform with a plain khaki shirt
. . . Opal Woodsen, UA steno, is vacation g. . . George Siders, Omaha Theatre
treasurer, is trying to grow a moustache.
Mr. and Mrs. D. L. Frank, Plaza Theatre, Humboldt, Neb., were on the Row.
Mr. Frank is holding up plans for rebuilding the Roxy at Table Rock, Neb., recently destroyed by fire ... F. A. Van
Husan, Mrs. Van and daughter, Jane, attended the opening of the new State Theatre at Windom, Minn., ow?ied by Henry
Hower . . . Walter M. Green, Omaha Variety Club chief booker, and Mrs. Green
went to Denver for a week’s vacation.
D. V. McLucas, UA exchange boss, just
bought a new house . . . Mrs. Jennie Wickman, Lyric Theatre, Tekamah, Neb., was
on Davenport Street after a short absence and says she’s “feeling fine.” Son
Fred was with her . . . Orville Rennie, Rivoli Theatre, Hastings, Neb., celebrated his
wedding anniversary this week . . . Augie
Herman, Muse Theatre, celebrated his (?)
birthday on August 16 . . . J. E. Holben is
about ready to open his new theatre at
Pisgah, la. . . . J. E. Canneau, Dreamland
Theatre, Bancroft, la., a rare visitor on
the Row.
Recent rains have boosted the crop outlook, is the consensus among visiting exhibtors. . . Spotted on Filmrow: C. C.
Moore, Dunlap, la.; R. E. Brown, Harlan
Theatre, Harlan, la.; W. J. Hagedone,
Rialto, Cozad, Neb.; Martinas Biemond,
Ord, Ord, Neb.; Lou Ireland, Logan,
Logan, la.; Sol Slojnenski, Liberty, Loup
City, Neb.; C. J . Kramer, Rialto, Stanton,
Neb.
Bill Ruthhart, M-G-M booker, is sporting a sort of a moustache . . . Lou Egart,
Brandeis Theatre, and Sid McArdle, UA
shipper, are two undiscovered top-notch
golfers . . . Don West of Des Moines, Central States booker, was in town . . . Also
W. S. Powers, Rex Theatre, Glenwood, la.,
a rare visitor.

TAKE

Higher Film Rentals
Despite Allied Crg
Minneapolis

—

Some

of

the

local

was host at his estate

in northern Minnesota the past weekend to Abe Kaplan and Charlie Weiner
. . . Quarters of the Twin City Variety Club
in the Nicollet Hotel have been closed the
past few days because of the remodeling
job, but they’ll reopen again this week
. . . Eddie Ruben is entertaining his parents-in-law from Texas . . . K. D. R„
Journal columnist, says the guessing is
that the Minnesota Theatre will be turned
into a huge night club. We doubt it. City

25 per cent as well as elimination of percentages. As a result, some sales resistance is making itself manifest.

isn’t big enough and there’s not enough
transient trade to support such an enter-

The independents’ contention is that
they’re entitled to the reduction because
their income has been dropping and their

prise.
An enthusiastic audience

outgo increasing and also because production costs at Hollywood have been slashed.
On

the other hand, the exchanges insist that their pictures are costing more
than ever, that better pictures are coming up the ensuing season, that they have
not been getting as much hitherto as they
have been entitled to get and that business now is only off from 15 to 25 per
cent in the neighborhood spots and that
next fall and winter will witness a return
to normalcy or better.
M-G-M and United Artists haven’t
started their Twin City selling yet. They’re
the only companies that are insisting on
percentage pictures in the Twin Cities.
The independents declare they positively
won’t make
soever.

any

percentage

deals what-

It begins to look doubtful that Northwest Allied will attempt to set any definite buying policy for independents outside the Twin Cities or revise the stand
taken at the last convention as a result
of the theatre divorcement law decision
and the government anti-trust suit against
leading producers.
The matter of what effect such developments should have on buying policy, if
any, was not taken up at last week’s meeting called by President W. A. Steffes of
Northwest Allied because the latter wished
to devote it entirely to the joint industry
advertising campaign. Whether or not
he’ll call another meeting to discuss the
matter, Steffes says he hasn’t decided.
Chances are he’ll leave it to individual
exhibitors to work out their buying problems, giving those theatre owners who desire it, however, the benefit of his advice
and assistance.

A LOOK AT THE OPERA CHAIR
THAT SCOOPS THEM ALL

Full Upholstered Back with Box Spring Seat
Full Upholstered Back with Spring Edge Seat

$5.96
$6.57

The materials used in the construction of General Chairs are
unexcelled, and only the finest of workmanship
is employed.
Veneers are selected for color and grain and only the finest
waterproof casein glue is used. Standards are cast iron seinisteel of the “I” beam type, reinforced throughout. Spring units
are built to last a lifetime. Upholstery fabrics are thoroughly
tested and carefully inspected. General Chairs carry an unconditional guarantee against defective materials and workmanship.

BUY NOW

AT AUGUST

SALE

PRICES

Sold Only By

SCOTT-BALLANTYNE
219 NO. 16TH ST.
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ex-

changes have started selling Twin City independent exhibitors - and in most cases
they are asking rental increases over last
year, despite the fact that Northwest Allied has demanded a reduction of at least

A. STEFFES

into the Century

here in early

manager,
back fromMinnesota
a two weeks’
tion in theis northern
woods vacaand
looking fit as a fiddle.
Florence Smith, head M-G-M inspectress, was wedded, but will retain her job
. . . G. A. Malafronte, Universal homeoffice playdate department representative,
spending a few days here . . . Arthur
Zeulch, transferred here from Detroit,
Mich., is the new M-G-M head booker,
succeeding Clyde Cutter who resigned to
become an exhibitor ... A. Selby Carr and
the rest of the Paramount gang plenty
busy getting ready for Paramount Week.
Every indication is that it will be an exceedingly good one, he says.
Jack Neary up from Dubuque, la., as
acting Orpheum manager while Manager
Bill Sears takes his vacation. The latter
is spending a fortnight, motoring through
Canada and the eastern seaboard . . .
Associates arid friends of Tony Stecher
threw a party for him and his wrestling
champion, Bronki Nagurski, before they
departed on their Australian tour . . . Fred
Finnegan, Universal office manager, vacationing at Conover Lake in the northern
Wisconsin woods.
John Gilgosh of National Screen accessory department off to Maine for a few
weeks . . . Moe Levy, 20th-Fox district
manager, visited the Omaha branch this
week . . . Out-of-town exhibitors visiting
Filmrow included Jack Heywood, New
Richmond, Wis.; Don Buckley, Redwood
Falls, Minn.; Chet Werner, Le Seur, Minn.;
Kenneth Johnson, Bricelyn, Minn.; Bill
Haswell, Watsville, Minn.; John Piller,
Valley City, N. D.; E. L. Danielson, Mabel,
Minn.; Julius Overmoe, Hillsboro, N. D.;
Frank Koppelberger, La Crosse, Wis., and
J. Arnold, Harvey, N. D.

AN ALCATRAZ

FOR BOYS

“HELL’S HOUSE”
Book

NEBR.

Theatre

September at popular prices for its territory premiere . . . Harold Kaplan, State

COMPANY
OMAHA,

witnessed the

invitation showing of “Marie Antoinette”
at the Granada Theatre this week. “One
of
finest pictures
ever produced”
was
the the
consensus
of opinion.
The film goes

It As A Roadshow

ATLANTIC
115

W.

18th

St.

—
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KAYCEE
(Continued

from

Oscar Hanson

page 99)

The Chamber of Commerce at Odessa, Mo.,
where Shaner operates the Dixie, sold out
the entire house for the Friday night following his return — without letting him
know. It was “Shaner Appreciation
Night.”

A new de luxe Walker “silver sheet”
screen was installed in the Vogue Theatre, W. D. Fulton’s house, by National
Theatre Supply early this week before the
preview of “Marie Antoinette.”
Look alikes: Warren L. Weber of Ellinwood, Kas., and Bud Riley of RepublicMidwest.
Exhibitors in town: Harry Musgrave,
Minneapolis and Wamego, Kas.; George
Sproule, Ft. Scott, Kas.; Warren L. Weber,
Ellinwood, Kas.
W. F. Rodgers, general sales manager
for Metro; E. M. Saunders, western division sales manager, and J. X. Quinn,
branch manager at St. Louis, were in
Kansas City last week.
Work on the Orpheum, RKO’s Baltimore avenue house, will be completed for
September opening. The company has set
up an operating unit, the Missouri Orpheum Corp.
John W. Morgan was featured on the
editorial page of the Kansas City JournalPost, August 12. Morgan, operator for the
Paramount exchange, started with the
film trade in 1900. At one time Morgan

RKO

Rejoins

Omaha

Omaha- — Oscar

Sales Staff

Hanson,

operator

of the

Majestic Theatre at Hebron, Neb., for the
past 18 months, has rejoined the RKO
exchange staff as salesman. He replaces
Bill Foley, who was connected with the
RKO branch here for 15 years.
Arthur H. Reckord, owner of the Majestic, has taken over management of the
house, which is undergoing a remodel and
redecoration job handled by Quality Theatre Supply Co.

" Antoinette

Kansas

City

—

"

Previewed

Approximately

500

Berchell to GN Sales Force
Minneapolis — Jimmy

Berchell,

long

just around the comer . . . Lincoln’s state
league ball club is in the middle of a
winning streak and the softball season is
nearing a neck and neck end, so even
some top attractions are lucky to break
even at this time of the year.
Grand Island show houses have also
been having tough times . . . Ball club was
in for a full week’s stand and pulled many
away from the theatres, then a rodeo
pulled in as the club left . . . After the
rodeo filled its dates, State Fair shows
carnival moved in for a week . . . Following this, the ball club came back, and the
theatres are out in the cold.
Two of the state’s biggest county fairs,
Buffalo and Adams, were held last week
. . . Both had good profits, despite the fact
Lum and Abner cancelled their engagement at the latter . . . Anderson-Sanders
and the J. L. Landes carnival companies
did well by themselves . . . Wild Bill Cathorn’s Dare Devils, billed by Doc Sanders,
former Lincoln Filmrow habitue, are doing
o. k. in this state . . . Eddie Vaughan,
genial manager of the Lincoln Theatre, is
also coming up by leaps and bounds.
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a

vaudeville actor and producer, has joined
the Grand National sales staff here.

TRADE
—

The

Minnesota

Amuse-

percentage splits in the theatre’s history.
Preceding ternational
Goodman,
InRevue will beMajor
offeredBowes’
the week
of August 26 and Horace Heidt and
Alamites the week of September 9.

his

Aug. 27

GUIDE

FOR

KANSAS
AND

Central

Theatre

— Western

THE EXHIBITOR
CITY
SOUND

SUPPLIES

Phone:

Equipment

Sound

Victor 8796

St. Joseph, Mo.
Phones

Mirrophonic
"Service

130 West

18th St.
Kansas
Sound —
Phone — HArrison 3345

Theatre

Equipment

Southwest

Theatre

Douglas

Equipment

Ave.

Co.

Motion

TICKET

Co., Inc.
Phone

2-2153

~

City, Mo.

Company

Picture Advertising

Hlland

2694

REGISTER

SERVICE

Gold Seal — Simplex Model ”H"
Factory Mechanics -— Genuine Parts Used
Loaner Service Machines Supplied
GENERAL
1018 South

REGISTER
Wabash

EXHIBITOR
Independent
1214 Brush

SERVICE

E. E. Webber
K. C. SOUND

Film

E. L. Harris, Dist. Mgr., Mo., Kan., Neb., Iowa
239 East 72nd Terrace
Phone:

Manufacturing — Engineering — Installation

SOUND

Alexander

PUBLICITY

0134

National Air Conditioning and
IONING
CONDIT
Engineering
Corp.
109 W.

Telephone"

Wichita, Kas.

C. D. Peck, Mgr.

VI. 3535
18th St. — Kansas

As Your

SCREEN

1804 Wyandotte St.
C. H. Badger, Mgr.
Phone: GRand

309 West

2-4012 — 2-4115

As Near

City, Mo.

Great Western Stage Equipment Co. •
817 Holmes St.
T. L. Greening, Mgr.
Phone: Victor 9078
Stebbins

C. R. BUTLER

System Installation and Service
Orpheum Theatre Building

Company

Electric-Motiograph

ENGINEER

ENGINEER

A. A. Electric Machinery Co.
Ernest Amoneno, Mgr.
St.

Variety Club’s fall and winter season will
be a dinner-dance on August 27 at Hotel
Fontenelle, according to an announcement
by Chief Barker Walter M. Green.

DIRECTORY

A HANDY

1117 Cherry

^HEATRE row is quiet like the lull before the storm here . . . Business is
having its usual August slump, many of
the money spenders saving their cash for
the state fair, which (quote Hoover) is

—

ment Co. is going after the biggest stage
names available for the Orpheum here.
After considerable effort it has landed one
of the most important attractions in the
theatre’s history, Benny Goodman and
his band, scheduled for the week of September 30. This will be the organization’s
first appearance in Minneapolis or the
Northwest and broken boxoffice records
are anticipated. The attraction will receive one of the largest guarantees and

Club Dinner-Dance

EQUIPMENT

IL N

Minneapolis

Omaha — First social affair of the Omaha

operated four film rental offices in Kansas City, Joplin, Dallas and St. Louis.

]IL I SCO

at-

tended the preview trade showing of
M-G-M’s “Marie Antoinette,” at the
Vogue Theatre here Monday afternoon.
Many attending were exhibitors, and a
number of them were from out of town.
Its showing was handled by Claud Morris,
exploiteer for Metro.

Orpheum Schedules
Big Name Shows

Avenue

—

Chicago

ASSOCIATIONS

Theatre
Creek

CORPORATION

Owners

Road

jr., Pres.

—

Association

VAlentine

John Wolfberg,

2770
Sec.

SERVICE

Syncrofilm Sound Equipment and
W.L.
126 W. 18th St.
Norris
HA 4783

Service
W. P.
Humston

K. M. T. A.
128 'W. 18th St. —
John Staple, Pres.

Harrison

4825

R. 'R. Biechele, Sec.-Treas.
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125 Fox Circuit Men
Attend District Meet
Kansas

City — Approximately

125

men,

Fox Midwest executives and theatre managers, met at the Hotel President here
August

16-17 in the circuit’s annual convention. Aside from routine matters of

circuit procedure, discussed by home office representatives, the meeting largely
was devoted to study of how the Fox theatres will participate in the “Motion Pictures’ Greatest Year” drive.
Elmer C. Rhoden, president and general manager of Fox Midwest, who presided at the sessions, made the drive the
subject of his “Annual Message” Wednesday morning. With this talk the business sessions of the convention closed.
Speakers Tuesday morning included
Charley Shafer, R. G. Montgomery, Howard White, Lou Honig, and Lou Pope of
the home office. F. E. Ritter of the Isis
discussed the “Employes’ Benefit Ass’n.”
Tuesday afternoon Rhoden recognized
outstanding theatre managers in each district: District One — Morrill Moore of the
Warwick: District Two — B. M. Montee;
District Three — C. H. Zile; District Four —
C. C. Murray, and District Five — J. Earl
Hayes.
Lon Cox, film buyer and Kansas City
district manager, discussed “New Season
Product,” which he thinks is the best in
years; Howard Jameyson, district manager at Wichita, outlined methods of
“Selling the Big Ones,” and Senn Lawler,
publicity and advertising director, treated
“The National Ad Campaign.”
District meetings occupied Fox men
Tuesday evening. Wednesday morning,
F. C. Souttar, district manager at St.
Louis, explained the third National The-

At the Fox

atres drive, which starts September 1, and
district managers reported on the last
National Theatres drive.
In addition to Cox, Jameyson, and Souttar, District Managers Edd J. Has, H. A.
McClure, and Stanley Chambers attended
and participated in the convention.
The group’s annual golf tournament
took place Wednesday afternoon at Meadow Lake Country Club, and in the evening, with Edd Haas as toastmaster, the
annual banquet was held at the President.
Floor show was furnished by the Fox
Tower.
Lon Cox and Senn Lawler were in charge
of general arrangements for the meeting;
H. A. McClure, F. E. Ritter, and Larry
Breuninger, the latter Topeka, Kas., manager, handled the golf; Stanley Chambers
and Edd Haas, banquet; Jimmy Long of
the Plaza, Sam Naster of the Lincoln, and
Charley Barnes of the Uptown took care
of decorations.

To Close Lincoln Varsity
September 9 for Repairs
Omaha — The

1,200-seat

Varsity

Theatre

at Lincoln, Neb., will be closed September
9 for a complete modernization and remodel job. Howard Federer is manager.
Plans call for an opening about September 17 to catch the start of school at the
University of Nebraska. The Varsity wiill
start getting film from one of the major
companies in a deal just signed.

Build at Mound
Mound

City,

Mo. — A new

City
500-seat

the-

atre is under construction here by George
Harttmann and Ed Jameson. The house
is to be completed by October 1. Clarence
Kivett, Kansas City, is the architect. Contractor is the Fleet Building Co., also of
Kansas City.

Midwest

Meeting

des monies
QJ. RALPH BRANTON, general manager
of Tri-States theatres, and his family
were expected back Wednesday after a
week’s vacation in the open spaces at
Breezy Point lodge in Minnesota.
Table tennis looms as the major indoor
sport along Filmrow here. The 20 th Century-Fox exchange has had a table in its
recreation room since the opening of its
new exchange here more than a year ago.
Now another exchange is installing ping
pong equipment.
Screen Star Margaret Lindsay’s sister,
Jane Kies Gilbert, 19, of Dubuque, will
make her debut on the New York stage
August 25 in George Abbott’s “What a
Life,” Mrs. John L. Kies, mother of the
girls, reports. Miss Lindsay’s sister
adopted the stage name of Gilbert upon
her graduation from high school here in
June, 1937. She joined the Boothby Stock
Co. of Massachusetts for one night stands
in the east and attended dramatic school
in New York last winter.
Bill Watkins is vacationing in Minnesota ... A. G. Stolte, district manager for
Tri-States theatres, and his wife, left
Monday for a week’s vacation viewing
Colorado scenery . . . Mary Rose Smith is
on the vacation list . . . Among recent
Filmrow visitors were Charley and Walter Peterson of Hampton, la., Bill Eddy
of Indianola, and F. V. Rafferty of Coon
Rapids.
H. D. Barnes, Clinton, la., city manager
for Central States Theatres Corp., started
aFischer.
two-week vacation Wednesday . . . I. W.

Bogart
Rock

Completes

Valley,

Ia. — W.

Alterations
S. “Bill” Bogart

has just completed a remodel and redecoration job on his 200-seat Orpheum.

in Kansas

City

— Photo by Cresswell

The gathering of the Fox Midwest Theatres’ clan at the President Hotel in Kansas City this week followed closely the
regional meeting of home office and field executives of the National Theatres circuit at the Muehlebach Hotel here. Presided over by E. C. Rhoden, Fox Midwest chief, the gathering included district, city and individual theatre managers.
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NEW WEST VIRGINIA EXHIBITOR GROUP FOR
INDEPENDENTS LOOMS WITH CONVENTION SET
Cleveland Variety
Wyandotte Theatre
Helm to Col. Wolf
Now in Operation

"Dissatisfied" With Present
Association, Allied
Link Seen
By B. O. TELLER

Detroit — Associated

Theatres’

new

1,500-

seat Wyandotte Theatre in the suburb of
Wyandotte opened Thursday night with a
trade and press preview, with civic officials and business men as guests. General opening to the public was on Friday.
Decorations are by Maglia Studio. Two
murals are now in process of completion
by artists from the Cranbrook School of
Art, and Wayne University, depicting early
Indian and American life. There is also
an allegorical study of Wyandotte in the
future, with the St. Lawrence Waterway
which will make it an important port.
The motifs of the entire theatre will be
Indian, after the Wyandotte tribe, for
whom the theatre is named. This will be
carried in wall, carpeting, and other incidental decorations.
The largest sign in Wyandotte has been
installed by Mulholland Sign Co. of Kalamazoo. National Theatre Supply Co. has
sold the larger portion of the theatre
equipment. American Seating Co. installed
the seats. Mork-Green Co. is erecting
the building. Sloan Contracting Co., which
has built half a dozen of the leading theatres in this city in the past few years, is
general contractor.
The house has 1,500 seats. Policy calls
for stage shows for Friday, Saturday and
Sunday, with a single feature — the second
house in the territory, aside from the first
runs, to play a single feature. Double bills
will be the policy on the first four days
of the week.
Big names will be featured in the stage
show, opening with Tom Mix in person,
followed on successive weeks by the Three
Stooges and Hugh Herbert. Admissions
will be 25 cents for the straight picture
shows and 30 cents for Friday, Saturday
and Sunday, establishing a definite differential for the high class stage shows,
and a slightly higher price for the weekend. Friday is expected to prove a good
day under this price policy, as it will be
opening day for the show.
The

house will be managed

by George

Bremen, a former football' star with the
University of Michigan, who has been with
the circuit for a year, and has learned
the business by practical experience.
This month the circuit also is taking over
the Majestic Theatre, one of two other
houses in Wyandotte, according to papers
negotiated this week. Actual possession
will be taken over sometime in September,
it was anticipated.
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Cleveland — Col. Nat

Wolf,

Warner

cir-

cuit manager, has been elected president
of the Cleveland Variety Club. Wolf, who
was first vice-president, was selected to
fulfill the unexpired term of Dave Miller,
Universal district manager, who resigned
because of pressure of work which keeps
him out of town a great part of the time.
Variety Club elections take place annually in December.

Veterans

From

Detroit — Carnivals

Carnivals

in Detroit

may

soon

be a thing of the past, according to Eugene I. Van Antwerp, city councilman,
national senior vice-commander of the
Veterans of Foreign Wars, and candidate
for the national commander’s hat. Van
Antwerp said that the Wayne county council of the VFW shortly will rule against
sponsoring further carnivals, and that the
American Legion probably would follow
suit.
These two organizations have sponsored far more carnivals in Detroit during the past three years than any others,
and their action would be almost a death
blow to the carnival field. Van Antwerp
said that complaints were frequent from
neighbors and that the sponsors usually
found they received less income than they
expected from the promotion.

Detroit — Invitations

Opening

to several

hundred

exhibitors in Michigan, northwestern Ohio,
and northern Indiana have been issued
by P. C. Schram, head of Kalamazoo
Michigan Theatre Corp., and RCA Photophone jointly, to attend the opening of the
new Schram and Butterfield-operated Uptown Theatre in Kalamazoo, on August 24.
Late type RCA equipment has been installed, the deal being completed by W.
H. Trunick of RCA.

Greenblatt
Cleveland

—

Reports
Herbert

may

have

a

Arrangements were made for a convention of independent exhibitors to be held
at the Waldo Hotel, Clarksburg, the date
to be set within the next few days.
Announcement of the plan was made by

the West Virginia Managers’ Ass’n. To
some members and non-members it is “a
one-man organization,” according to
spokesmen attending the committee meeting in Clarksburg this week. These same
exhibitors state that they have no intention of attending the fourth annual convention of the West Virginia Managers’
Ass’n, at White Sulphur Springs, recently
rescheduled for September 5 and 6.
Want

Independent

Originally, according

Protection

to spokesmen

at

the Clarksburg session, the “real independents of West Virginia had in mind the
calling of a convention two weeks after the
usual flop of the White Sulphur Springs
convention,” set for August 22 and 23, but
with the rescheduling of that affair, “we
went ahead, regardless, and will set a date
for a real business convention at ClarksMany of the “rebel” independents favor
an affiliation with the national Allied
States Ass’n of Motion Picture Exhibitors,
it was stated at Clarksburg this week.
burk.”
If a favorable vote is taken at the
scheduled convention at Clarksburg, the

Invite Tri-State Trade
To Kalamazoo

Virginia

new exhibitor organization as the result
of a committee meeting staged this week,
burg.
according to word received from Clarks-

Richard
Marks
atre of that
city. of Marks’ Orpheum TheFor some time, it is understood, there
has been dissatisfaction in the ranks of

Organizations

Turning

Pittsburgh — West

Sales Ahead
Greenblatt,

RKO

branch manager, reports his new product
sales as slightly in advance of last year
at this time.

new group will petition for affiliation with
the national organization.
The West Virginia Managers’ Ass’n has
remained unaffiliated during the four
years of its existence, “but has leaned toward the MPTOA, which is anything but
an independent association,” said the delegates attending the arrangement-session
this week at Clarksburg.
Exhibitors of the Mountain State,
whether they are members of West Virginia Managers’ Ass’n or not, and whether
they are satisfied with that group or not,
are urged to attend the Clarksburg meeting when it is called, according to Richard Marks of the Orpheum Theatre of
that city, who is in charge of arrangements. There is but one requirement for
admission to the meeting and that is that
(Continued on page 112)
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Around 125 Attend Film Drive

CIIEVIEILAMD

Mass Meeting Held in Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh — About

125

exhibitors

and

representatives of distributors and affiliated theatres were in attendance at an
all-industry mass meeting Tuesday afternoon in the Urban Room of the William
Penn Hotel, with approximately 100 per
cent cooperation pledged in connection
with the “Motion Pictures’ Greatest Year’’
drive.
John H. Harris, chairman of the regional
committee, presided and set the scene for
the initial regional meeting, calling for the
members of the industry to “repair our
own business.” Stressing that the campaign is the most constructive drive ever
staged by any department of the industry,
and here it is combined, he detailed the
complete plans, telling of the original New
York meeting and reading various communications from campaign leaders. He
stated that theatre business was at low
tide due to the depression, and the usual
seasonal decline, together with unfavorable
publicity and loose talk from industry executives who should know better. The
contest will sell the glamour of motion
pictures and feature their entertainment
merit, with 16,000 theatres expected to participate.
With motion pictures the “perfect target” for the columnists and feature writers, the “better merchandising” drive has
has the advantage of new and valuable
product, Harris stated.
Harris detailed the complete plans and
exhibited the booklet which will be issued
to theatre patrons throughout the country
in connection with the “Movie Quiz” contest which offers $250,000 in prizes. He
showed where the subsequent-run exhibitor
would profit most in the proper application
of the campaign.
M-G-M exchange at Pittsburgh will handle all campaign trailers and accessories,
Harris announced.
Harry M. Kalmine, zone manager for
Warner Bros. Circuit Management Corp.,
pledged 100 per cent cooperation to the
drive and invited independent theatre operators to bring their contest problems,
should they develop, to his office in the

Cincinnati Sets Two
Ad Drive Meetings
Cincinnati — A

meeting

tors was scheduled

for all distribu-

for the latter part of

this week to discuss the national' motion
picture campaign. A general meeting will
be called later for all exhibitors, distributors, salesmen and bookers.
The

first meeting on the film advertising drive was held last week. Attending were Maurice White, United Theatres;

106

Wisper Reminds Good
Product Basic

yiCTOR and Fred Schram, both veteran
film men, are back in the independent
distribution end of the business. With offices at 218 Film Bldg., they are handling
northern Ohio sales of the Chase Pictures
Corp. of Cincinnati, United Artists reissues, and are now in the midst of negotiations for other independent product.

tures come through/' Lew Wisper, head
of the Wisper and Wetsman circuit said

Jack Greenbaum, also a recruit from the
field of independent distributors, is active
again in the industry, having just signed
up as northern Ohio sales representative
for “Wahoo,” a theatre game with cash
prizes. Albert E. Ptak, owner of the Ly-

this week. “It all depends on the films
we get in this period. If producers do

tomer. ceum Theatre, was Greenbaum’s

Detroit — “The industry's business
drive will be a good thing if good pic-

as they have promised and deliver
good films, it will be a very good thing,
but

all the

advertising

in

the

world

won't bring business to the boxoffices
if it is not backed by the right kind of

product."

Clerk Bldg, and he would see that Joe
Feldman, in charge of publicity, extended
the helping hand. Ken Hoel of the Harris
Amusement Co., with Feldman, comprise
the local publicity committee for the allindustry campaign. Harris, naturally, offers the assistance of his office at any time
in connection with “Motion Pictures’
Greatest Year” drive.
John J. Maloney, M-G-M district manager, spoke on the subject of service and
invited members of the industry to visit
at the local branch exchange for all service in connection with the campaign at
hand.
Other speakers included M. A. Rosenberg, president of the MPTO of W. Pa.,
Inc., William Walker, Mark Browar, Morris Finkel, Michael Manos, Dr. C. E.
Church, R. McCalmont, William L. Brawn,
Peter Gorris, Charles Blatt, C. M. McCloskey, Bennett Amdur, Eddie Beedle and
others.
Ira H. Cohn is chairman of the distributors’ committee and sales representatives for all companies are urged to contact those theatres not represented at the
Tuesday

meeting. Pledge cards wTere distributed at the meeting by Charles C. Kellenberg, who reports that almost everyone
in attendance approved the plan and signed the card, checks accompanying the
cards in many instances.
Col. Arthur Frudenfeld, RKO Theatres;
F. W. Huss jr., president of Associated
Theatres; J. J. Grady, 20th-Fox; E. M.
Booth, M-G-M, and Harold Bernstein,
president of Independent Exhibitors.

Cooperative of Michigan
Considers Drive Plans
Detroit — A second

meeting

of Coopera-

tive Theatres of Michigan, was slated for
the coming week, primarily to consider details of the organization’s methods of cooperation in the industry’s current drive.
No ultimate decision was reached at the
first meeting.

first cus-

Vacation notes: Otto (RKO) Braeunig
has been trying his luck at fishing in
Michigan . . . Grace (M-G-M) Meier has
taken herself to Ocean Grove, N. J., for a
bit o’ sea bathing . . . Charlotte Bobin, of
Art Guild Studios, is spending the week at
a cottage on the Lake Shore with a house
party of girls, while Helene Slater, just
back from Brady Lake, is on double duty
. . . Jane Meisel took the river trip in
Canada.
Saul Bragin, Warner booker, is of the
opinion — but definitely — that frankfurters
with sauerkraut is not the ideal summertime combination . . . Max Federhar, owner
of the Cameo, Regent and Miles Royal
theatres of Akron, was conspicuous by being an out-of-town visitor during the hottest week of the summer.
Jim Mooney, for 15 years with Warner
as booker and office manager, has been
named manager of the Beach Cliff Theatre, where he succeeds Gene Ochs who resigned to join up with the Paul Gusdanovic circuit ... Ed Cole, who has variously
owned his own and managed other people’s
theatres, is now associated with Harry
Kaplan in the Waldorf Theatre . . . Joe
Leavitt, operator-owner of the Independent Screen Room, celebrated the approaching advent of the greater movie
season by indulging in a new Packard
roadster.
Nat Holt, RKO Great Lakes division
manager, and his family are vacationing
in Canada for three weeks while Ken
Means, manager of the RKO Palace, and
Clem Pope, publicity director, look after
the theatres.
Louis Lamm,

manager

of

the

Palace

Theatre, Lorain, is at St. John’s Hospital
nursing a broken knee cap. It happened
when he fell down some stairs on a good
housekeeping inspection tour of the theatre .. . He’ll be hobbling around on
crutches for the next eight weeks, while
Assistant Manager Robert Lytle does the
foot work.
Mrs. Katherine Laughrin, office manager for Movie Sweepstakes, announces
that she has closed a deal with the Avalon
Theatre at West Union, Iowa, starting
immediately .
Other deals in this territory are pending.
Maurice Rappaport, head of the Rappaport Studios, has designed an advertis( Continued on page 111)
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AN UNBEATABLE COMBINATION

Don't Overlook Our
Other
Business Builders
"BANKO"
TWO

Lake Shore

& "WINNER"

GAMES

USED

Sales & Salem

China

Service — Quality — Price

BY

100 Northern Ohio Theatres

Salem China Is Boosting Boxoffice Receipts for
Loew's — Schoenstadt — Schine — Nassers
Other Circuits & Independent Theatres From
Coast to Coast.

A Snappy 8- Week Deal
UTILITY KITCHEN SET
Costs 10c Per Piece

25 Patterns & Fiesta Colors to Choose From

GIVES EACH LADY A 50c VALUE
EACH TIME SHE ATTENDS—
SEE IT

"ZIPPO" A Game of Skill
A proven Kiddie Matinee
Draw
We

Furnish All Material and
Prizes at a cost of

Ic Per Child
DRESSERWARE
Several Styles and Prices
For Your Selection
GLASSWARE
A 5c Premium, for 15c
Houses, that Gives You
Real Flash
Hollywood
FREE
FREE

TO YOUR
TO YOU

ASK

US

9c - 10c - \OV2c DELIVERED

SEE OUR
DISPLAY

Ingo Bikes
PATRONS—

HOW

We

TO

YOUR

THEATRE

MAMMOTH
FIRST ! ! !

Are Serving

MORE THEATRES IN CLEVELAND AND NORTHERN OHIO
THAN

ALL OTHER

PREMIUM

DEALERS

There’s a Reason

COMBINED

!!!

Proven Plans — Intelligent Understanding of Your Needs — Service
SEE US — WRITE US — PHONE US
ART SIMON

LAKE

404 FILM BLDG.
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Akron ITO Fires
On Chance Games
Akron — The

Akron

Independent

Thea-

tre Owners’ Ass'n has fired the first shot
in the local war on Bingo, Keno and all
games involving cash prizes.
Robert C. Menches, owner of the Liberty
Theatre and president of the association,
has taken up the fight with Akron officials,
stating that these games, as played in
Akron, are a lottery and contrary to law.
Menches states that he and his associates
are not opposed to games where prizes other than cash are given and Assistant Law
Director Nathan Koplin told Menches that
while the law prohibits Bingo games where
cash prizes are paid, games for other prizes
are not illegal.
“There

are

at least

100

Bingo

games

operating for cash prizes in Akron,”
Menches told a representative of Boxoffice, “drawing a minimum of 50,000
people away from the theatres.”
A special meeting of the organization is
called for Thursday to complete plans to
pursue the fight to a finish.

Gus

Sun

Detroit — Two

Adds
new

Two

Men

staff men

are being

added to the Gus Sun booking office here —
Jack Davis as head field man of the club
department and Shan Austin,
of the orchestra department.

F&y

BUILDING

in charge

SERVICE

Springfield, Ohio
Incorporating

AUGUST

13 ISSUE)

two adjoining storerooms,

the Liberty was enlarged and modernized to attract and accommodate much
larger crowds. Complete story (illustrated) was presented in the August 13
issue.

THE

Qth

Waiting overly-long in her automobile in
front of the theatre at 10:30 a. m. while
her husband went into the theatre to collect the weekend receipts, she grew suspicious, cautiously entered the lobby where
she saw two men pointing guns at her
husband and several other attendants, she
went

out and called the police. The gunmen were surprised just as they had
ordered Mooney to open the safe. One of
them made a false move and was seriously
wounded by the policeman.
The robbers gained entrance through a
transom, trussed up the janitor and waited
for the manager.
Mooney has only recently asumed
management of the Beach Cliff.

An Extensive

is getting

a heavy publicity buildup maneuvered by Publicist Harry Remington at
the Fox. The film opened Friday, and
got a sendoff for the previous week by a
13-minute

theatre
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by

Sam

Jack

Kauf-

man’s orchestra, using all Irving Berlin
numbers, chiefly from the picture, and
winding up with the Alexander number.

to WJR, with Kaufman’s
Martin as guest artist.

Columbus, O.

band,

plus Tony

Cambridge Citizens to
Vote on Sunday Films
Cambridge, Ohio — Cambridge voters at
the general election in November will
have the opportunity of deciding whether
the city will have Sunday films, as a
petition is being prepared to file with the
city auditor. Several months ago this
question passed on its first two readings,
but was tabled at the meeting when the
third reading was scheduled.
Most

all nearby towns, including Zanesville, have been enjoying Sunday shows
for years.

Management

Detroit — National Theatre Engineering
Co., 7639 Mack Ave., has been taken over
by Nicholas Bruck. William Marley, former proprietor, remains with the company as assistant manager and service
engineer. The company has just completed the reinstalation of equipment for
the Dix Theatre, west side house, owned
by Jack

St.

overture

Krass.

Screen

"Antoinette"

at Stillman

Cleveland — M-G-M
has issued invitations for a special midnight screening of
“Marie Antoinette” at the Stillman
tre on Friday, August 19.

QVER
200 major prizes and reservations
climbing to the 40 mark, and with
substantial delegations from Columbus,
Dayton, Hamilton, Louisville, Indianapolis
and way points, the Queen City Variety
Club’s

annual golf tournament at beautiful Summit Hills country club, on the
Dixie Highway, August 22, will be the
biggest social event of its kind in the
club’s history.

Maury

White,

is general

chairman of the day. Metro’s John
is in charge of tickets, at $5.00

Allen
each.

Tickets cover the entire day’s amusements,
including swimming, luncheon, dinner at
the club house and a floor show staged by
Col. Arthur Frudenfeld.

The West Virginia Exhibitors Ass’n have
deferred their annual meeting at the
Greenbrier Hotel, White Sulphur Springs,
from

August

the Queen
ment . .
manager

22 to September

5-6, due

to

City Variety Club’s golf tourna. RKO
Joe Goetz, Paramount
and president of Cincinnati

Bookers’ Club, is confined to Christ Hospital temporarily , suffering a breakdoum.

Ballyhoo

Precedes ' Ragtime Band '
Detroit — “Alexander’s Ragtime Band”

New

opened or under construc*>y
tion since Dec. 15, 1937

328 E. Town

the

Wednesday night, a half hour broadcast of Berlin numbers, plugging the film
heavily, was put on over WWJ
and piped

Liberty Theatre
IN THE

Cleveland — A bold daylight robbery of
the Beach Cliff Theatre, Cleveland, on
Monday morning, was frustrated by the
quick action of Mrs. James Mooney, wife
of the theatre manager.

On

can solve your building
problem as efficiently as
was the case with the

(DESCRIBED

Managers Wife Foils
Cleveland Stick-up Duo

Thea-

Maury

White

is general

chairman

of

“Motion Pictures’ Greatest Year,” exploitation campaign. White called a meeting
August 15, at RKO
Theatres offices, to
formulate plans . . . Andy Niedenthal has
taken over the 400-seat Belvedere, Mr.
Adams, and is remodeling and re-decorating for September 15 opening. Niedenthal
also owns the Evanston here.
Dick Devanney won the men’s shoe race
at the M-G-M’s PEP club picnic, held at
LeSourdsville. Bill LaSance proved the
champion potato peeler. Alice Lowthorpe
carried off the clothes pin contest. A dinner at the club house followed the outing.
John Allen is president. The entire office
force attended.
Mr.

and

Mrs.

F. J. Nally, Lyric, Nitro,

W.

Va., visited the Row .
rick, Jenkins, Van Lear
also here . . . Mrs. P. M.
Parkersburg, W. Va., was
Abe

Hyman

and

brother

. . Carl Fitzpatand McRoberts,
Thomas, Palace,
a visitor.
Sol have

joined

Abe’s family in Canada for a northern
vacation. En route, Abe was seized with
illness in Cleveland, which necessitated
their staying over in that town until he
recovered.
Eleanor Inkrot lost her mother this
week . . . Jimmy Brunetti, a recent proud
father, is now vacationing . . . Charles
Powers, Paramount’s W. Va. representative, is vacationing, as are Fanny Voss,
Gus Heineke, Virginia Bradshaw and
Aeolin Breen . . . Annabelle Kelley, 20thFox, is in the East . . . Mrs. A. J. Holt, Idle
Hour, Carthage, has returned from a visit
with her niece in Indiana.
Black Diamond Theatre Corp., has a
new 400 seater under construction at
Smithers . . . Max Margolis of Republic
recently returned from a tour of W. Va.,
with Ross Williams . . . Walker Baughman,
who recently sold his Grand at Circleville,
departed for Florida where he will take up
resideiice.
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and A1 Lostetter of UniQUITER
versal were vacationing this week . .. .
Crescent Theatre, Mahoningtown, has
closed . . . Miss M. E. Shively, manager of
the Ritz Theatre, Clearfield, deserves special commendation for her promotion efforts on “The Crowd Roars,” using the
“Here He Is, Girls” press book contest
in a tie-up with a local drug store. She
secured many cooperative window displays,
radio broadcasts, etc.

Forest Mlg. Co, Heads
Visit Oliver Supply

pETE

Nile C. Canady of Standard Theatre Supply Co., Bellaire, Ohio, joins the Boxoffice

subscribers.

Standard

was

former-

ly located in Wheeling, W. Va. . . . Two
young men forced their way into the Melba
Theatre, Lincoln Ave., late one night last
week and they were observed entering the
rear of the theatre and caught by radio
patrolmen. Nothing was stolen, reports
Max Arnold, proprietor.
H. H. Paul, former operator of the
Theatre, Wilkinsburg, has returned
the New England states where he
the summer, and has reacquired the

State
from
spent
house

from T. R. Shanahan. Paul’s family will
return here within a few weeks . . . Gabe
Rubin’s Art Cinema, the foreign film
house in season, turned to reissues this
summer with marked success. Among the
popular old-timers were “Hell’s Angels,”
“All Quiet on the Western Front,” “Frankenstein” and “King Kong,” with “Dracula” set to follow.

Mark Goldman, who is now Monogram
manager, and Max Shulgold, sales representative for GB, visited a number of
West Virginia theatres last week. Also
working the Mountain State were Hymie
Wheeler, Republic salesman, and Joseph R.
Kauffman, New Universal manager, and
William Satori, new salesman for the
Pittsburgh branch office who came here
from Universal’s office in Austria . . . Lou
Vogel, NSS representative, has returned
from a vacation spent in the east and
he is back on the job with new stories
to amuse his exhibitor accounts . . . Sir
Stork is expected at the Bob Clarks this
winter, reports the local ad sales manager for Paramount.
The Bernie Buchheits are motoring
through the south. Young “Buck” is the
general manager for the Manos circuit . . .
John Lund sr„ Daisytown exhibitor, has
returned to Mt. Clemens for further treatment . . . The Vincent Josack family has
returned home after a six-week vacation
at Conneaut Lake.

Variety Club chairmen for the week of
August 21: J. Howley, Sunday; Farewell
to Bachelorhood Party in honor of Dr.
Larry G. Beinhauer, Monday; H. Burger,
Tuesday; I. Butler, Wednesday; J. B.
Clark, Thursday; Clarence Eiseman, Friday; M. J. Gallagher, Saturday. Week of
August 28: Charles Eagle, Sunday; Jim
Alexander, Sam Fineberg and George W.
Collins (Republic Pictures Day) , Monday;
Bernie Armstrong, Tuesday; Alex Moore,
Wednesday; Leon Reichblum, Thursday;
Mort and Art England, Friday; Steve
Swetonic, Saturday.

Cleveland — Ray

Duport

and

John
Co.

J. K.

El-

derkin of the Forest Mfg. Co. of Belleville,
New Jersey, were in town last week to see
their local distributor, L. P. Langford of
the Oliver Theatre Supply Co.
Elderkin, chief engineer of the Forest
Mfg. Co., came on to complete installations of several copper sulphide rectifiers,
sold through the Oliver Theatre Supply
Co.
Duport announced, before leaving Cleveland for Pittsburgh, that the Forest Mfg.
Co. has taken over the Hurley Screen
plant and is now selling the Hurley screen
through its various distributors.

Panopoulos

Buys

Belington. W. Va.. House
Pittsburgh

— The

Belington,

W.

Va.,

theatre, recently operated under lease by
Sam Angotti, has been purchased by Mr.
and Mrs. John Panopoulos.
The property is undergoing extensive
remodeling and will be newly decorated
and equipped. Opening is planned for
early September.
Panopoulos recently sold his Manos Theatre, New Cumberland, W. Va.

I. J. Schmertz on Trip
Cleveland — I. J. Schmertz,

20th

tury-Fox branch manager, who
lil, has gone east to recuperate.

Cen-

has been
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Each Succeeding REPUBLIC Release Getting
Better and Better
AUTRY
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in "Gold Mine in the Sky"
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Top Notch Entertainment
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"ARMY GIRL"
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Trendle Announces
Deluxe Second Run
Detroit

—

Plans

for a

2,000-seat

Goldman Takes Up

Back Into Fold

Monogram Duties

east

Pittsburgh — Mark

side house at East Jefferson and Beaconsfield avenues in Grosse Pointe, exclusive
east side suburb, were announced this
week by George W. Trendle, president of
United Detroit Theatres. This is to be
operated as a second-run house, together
with the Fisher and Riviera, now operated by the same circuit.

apparently
new house
this neighthe United

In Booking Stage Shows
Detroit — Manager

David

M.

Idzal

had

two innovations at the Fox Theatre this
week. First, master of ceremonies imported for three weeks in the form of 300pound Happy Felton, who has just given
up his well-known band, and is en route
to the west coast. Mildred Fenton is with
him, singing and generally assisting.
With Felton for the engagement is Milton Lehr, who does all his arranging. Sam
Jack Kaufman, at the Fox for eight years,
emcees the first half of the show, but
Felton will take over all duties next week,
with Kaufman conducting the orchestra.
Second innovation is the return of Tony
Martin on Monday, coming back after
closing on Thursday and playing a threeday stand at Springfield, 111. This film
personality is one that has gone over here,
incidentally netting a house record as the
quickest return engagement ever played
here.

Guthrie Remodeling Is
Finished at New London
New

London,

Ohio — J. O. Guthrie

has

completed his program, started a year ago,
to enlarge and renovize his Caroline Theatre. He built an addition to the structure
to allow for approximately 100 seats, giving him a total capacity of 400 seats. He
also increased the size of the stage.
New

equipment, furnished by the National Theatre Supply Cleveland office,
included new interior decorations, rectifier and lamps.

110

Pittsburgh — Cecil E. Maberry,

who

re-

turned to the motion picture industry
after an absence of about ten years, is

Idzal Tries Innovation

as-

ago

Cii’cuit. The neighborhood however, is
regarded as the most desirable on the east
side of the city, and has been somewhat
underseated, in view of the relatively rapid
recent growth and building there in better
class homes.
Air-conditioning and Western Electric
sound equipment are the only definite construction details decided upon at this
time.

has

in the exchange personnel. William Liebler continues as West Virginia and southwest Pennsylvania sales representative, and
Jack Cohen continues in the northwestern
and central Pennsylvania area. Saul Perilman remains as office manager and salesman in Allegheny county.
Goldman entered the industry 17 years

Plans for a large second-run house near
this site were announced a year or two
ago by James N. Robertson, who subsequently disposed of his Cinderella to UDT
and his Roosevelt to Wisper and Wetsman
circuit, but Robertson’s plans
have been abandoned. The
will be the third constructed in
borhood in about two years by

Goldman

assumed duties this week as manager of
the local Monogram Pictures, Inc., exchange, succeeding the late D. J. Selznick.
Goldman, former local manager for GB,
announced that there would be no change

glad to be back in the “greater” industry.
Retired as general sales manager for Columbia Pictures to enter other fields, Maberry recently cast his lot with Monogram
Pictures as central western division manager, with supervision over the Pittsburgh,
Cleveland, Cincinnati, Kansas City and
St. Louis exchanges. He is pictured here
in front of the Pittsburgh branch office.

" Algiers

"

Chance

Gives

Patrons

at Film Criticism

Cleveland — Milton

Harris,

publicity

di-

rector for Loew theatres, has asked everyone in Cleveland to try his hand at being
a film critic. Although it is all in the
name of publicity in behalf of “Algiers,”
now playing Loew’s State, the reward to
the writers of the best reviews of the picture is sufficiently attractive to guarantee
city-wide attention. First prize is a vacation trip on the C & B Line steamer, The
City of Erie either to Buffalo or to Port
Stanley, Canada. Cash prizes totaling $10
are offered to the writer of the three next
best reviews.
It is not necessary to see “Algiers” in
order to enter the contest. A free synopsis of the pictures will be sent to anyone
who writes for it by the theatre publicity department.

Handy
Detroit

—

Film lor WCTU
Jam

Handy

Picture

Service

has just completed production of “Pay
Off,” a sound film for the Women’s Christian Temperance Union. Film was
shipped to San Francisco for a national
premiere there at the national convention of the WCTU on Monday, August 15.

with Realart Pictures and was division manager for Majestic Pictures from
1930 to 1934; for the past four years he
has been associated with GB as manager
at the Pittsburgh branch.
George W. Weeks, Monogram general
sales manager, and Benjamin Welansky
of Boston, franchise holder for Pittsburgh,
were here last week and appointed Goldman as local manager, with the announcement made on Monday. Weeks, formerly
GB sales manager, and Goldman are old
friends and associates.
Throughout the week the new manager
was busy accepting congratulations and
good wishes from a host of friends in the
motion picture business.
D. J. (Our Dave) Selznick, who opened
the new Monogram exchange and who
passed away last week after a long illness,
had been inactive for some months due
to his condition. The veteran film man,
mourned by all who knew him, was buried
from Schugar’s Funeral Parlor last
Wednesday afternoon with many friends
of the industry in attendance.

Lincoln Park Theatre
Marks
Detroit — The

14th Anniversary
Lincoln

Park

Theatre,

in

Detroit’s southwest suburb, Lincoln Park,
is to celebrate its 14th birthday on August 14— the celebration to continue during
the week. Max Allen opened this house
on Aug. 14, 1924, as a 540-seat house, in
the days of the silent pictures, with a
piano furnishing the music.
The present theatre has a seating capacity of 1,000 seats, has a modern airconditioning system, and a modern organ.
Within the next two weeks Allen will start
construction of another modem theatre
within a short distance of the present
house. He will direct both houses. W.
Richmond, who has managed the present
theatre for the past 12 years will continue
in that capacity.

To Reopen
Alliance,

Columbia

Ohio — The

Columbia,

which

has been closed for the summer months,
will reopen shortly, it is announced by
Ray S. Wallace, managing director of the
Tri-Theatres, Inc., which also operates
the Morrison and Strand.
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Preview " Antoinette "
At Madison in Detroit
Detroit

—

M-G-M

and

United

Detroit

Theatres were hosts last Tuesday evening,
to members of the trade and press, for a
preview of “Marie Antoinette.” This is the
first show to go into the Madison Theatre
since its recent closing. The event was
strictly out of the ordinary, as a preview
held at regular show hours, but not immediately followed by a run of the picture, as in the case of roadshow premieres.
The film is slated to go into the United
Artists to open that house, closed since
June, either August 26 or September 1.
The Madison is to be reopened at the same
time, with “Algiers” tentatively booked as
the opening film.

Pitt Golf Tourney
Declared Success
Pittsburgh — The

seventh

annual

Variety

Club golf tournament, staged Monday at
the Pittsburgh Field Club, was one of the
most successful of the various tournaments. Upwards of 40 prizes were awarded
to contestants under the general chairmanship of John T. McGreevey, chief
barker of Tent No. 1.
Among
donors:
Low

the

Gross:

prize

winners,

William)

the

Stebler,

awards
golf

bag

and

the

(Harris

Amusement
Co.); John J. Maloney, Argus camera (Atlantic Screen Service); Art Levy, Duffle
bag (Mike Gallagher)

William Jackson Crams
Vacation in Four Days
Detroit — William

V.

Jackson

of

the

Fox

Theatre, and wife have just returned
from a record four-day Hollywood trip by
air. He visited Catalina Islands, and spent
a day on the orange ranch of Frank McGowan, traveling stage carpenter. He
spent half a day with Mike Marco of Fanchon and Marco, and visited Paramount
studios, seeing Dorothy Lamour and Bing
Crosby, and meeting Harold Heffernan,
motion picture editor of the Detroit News,
now writing from Hollywood.

Chandler
Detroit — The

Remodeled

Chandler

Theatre,

oper-

ated by Mellon Theatre Co., has been completely remodeled. Four hundred new
seats have been installed. An exceptionally large marquee has been erected, also
Neon signs with traveling border. John
Tabor, manager of this house, reports a
normal summer business.

CLEVELAND
(Continued

from page 106)

ing strip for automobile bumpers
used to announce the forthcoming

to be
Movie

Quiz contest. He’s selling them to all the
local distributors for salesmens’ cars . . .
Miss Rieka Labowich, secretary to G. W.
Erdman of the Cleveland Motion Picture
Exhibitors Ass’n, spent last week in Canada where she interrupted her sightseeing
trip with a visit to the Quintuplets.

Low
Gross, non-members:
Jimmy
Nichols, $20
merchandise (Harry M. Kalmine); Joe Platt, Rolls
razor (Rogers Posting Co.); Enos
Kirkpatrick,
Carryall bag (Burtus Bishop jr.).
Longest Drive: Hap
Slater, golf bag (John J.
Maloney); Whitey Holt, electric clock (National
Screen
Service)
;
Joe
Gins,
desk pen (Brian McDonald).
Least Number
Puts for Round:
John Goring,
traveling kit (M. P. M. Operators Union); Joe
Misrach, Duffle bag
(Pittsburgh Sport Shop);
Harp Vaugh, golf bag (Monarch Pictures).
Iviekers Handicap
Awards:
William O’Donnell,
golf bag (National Theatre Supply Co.); Dr. Larry
G. Beinhauer, Silex coffee maker
(Spear & Co.);
William Pickets, electric toaster (Pgh. Electric
Mfg. Co.); Art England, ash stand (Superior M.
P. Supply Co.); V. Scully, pair sport trousers
(Will Price); Ben Brown, Schick razor (Fulton
Theatre); Sam
Fineberg, suede jacket (Mike
Manos);
William
L. Brown
sr.. cigarette container (Sam Blum, Universal Match
Co.); Dan
Hamill, rain jacket (Jacobs Bros.); H. J. Bailey,
$5 Trouble Club (Blatt Bros. Theatres); J. Watson, waffle iron (Pgh. Electric Mfg. Co.); Chauncey Kreuger, electric toaster (Keps Electric Co.);
Sam
Steinberg, electric toaster (Spear &
Co.);
Ken Hoel, 5-lbs. candy (Dimling); D. M. Morton,
5 lbs. candy (Dimling); Jack C. Anderson, bronze
lamp
(Pgh. Electric Mfg. Co.); Herb
Dimling,
wall lamp
(Pgh. Electric Mfg. Co.); M. Smith,
wall lamp (Pgh. Electric Mfg. Co.); Irving Murr,
electric iron (Spear & Co.); Art Morrone, sport
shirt (Breton Uniform Co.); E. B. Morton, sport
shirt

(Breton

Uniform'

Co.).

Winners
of golf balls, donated by A1 Weiss:
W. J. Jones, Mr. Brosky, A. W. McCormick,
D.
M. Cohen.
American
Theatrical Valance Company’s golf balls were won
by John
McSorley,
Oscar Fehrman, Norm
Huhn, Andy Sheridan. Ray
Allison golf balls awarded to Ray Downey, Harry
Walker, H. D. Cohen, L. Chapin. Ed. Brown, F.
McSorley, Sari Poke and William Walker
were
winners of golf balls donated by Pittsurgh Outdoor Advertising Co.
Bottles of brandy, donated by the Dipson Theatrical Enterprises, Inc., were awarded to J. Flynn.
William R. Brown
jr., Charles Philbrook, Max
Shulgold, Roy
Clunk, Clarence Eiseman.
Lew
Lefton succeeded in copping the Booby
Prize,
three golf balls.
Door prizes were awarded
to Dave Kimelman,
RCA
table radio (RCA
Mfg. Co.); Herb Dimling,
set of dishes (Mort and Art England); James H.
Alexander, radio (Sears Roebuck Co.), etc.

Tom Sample, sales director of the Massilon Fine Arts Display Co., suffered a
dislocated shoulder and torn ligaments of
the wrist, when he jumped off a 12-foot
porch to save a child from being chewed
up by a dog. His own dog became angered
when the child inadvertently stepped on
his injured foot and bit the child on the
back before Sample succeeded in separating them.
BOXOFFICE

Detroit — Variety

outdoor

season

of

will

wind

with

up

the

the third

E. S. Sallan, will be the 'chief object of
competition, but several others also will be
awarded. Henderson M. Richey is chairman of the important prize committee.
Fees for the day are five dollars, but
members and guests not intending to play
golf will secure a half rate covering the
dinner and other events to follow.

Five Assisting Brenkert in
SMPE Meet Preparations
Detroit

—

Assisting

Karl

Brenkert

of

Detroit, chairman of the local arrangements and reception committee, for the
fall convention of the SMPE, to be held in
Detroit, October 31-November 3, are E. H.
Forbes, George McArthur, Earl McGlinnen, Bud Harris and Ralph Rubin. Brenkert states arrangements for reception of
torily.
delegates are progressing very satisfac-

Extends
Cleveland

—

Service

Bob

Bial

of

Art

Guild

Studios says that in addition to designing
and executing lobby displays his company
will handle complete theatre renovizing
and alteration jobs. He has closed a contract with Harry Reinhart to do over the
Mozart Theatre, Canton.

Concessionaire
Detroit — The

Confection

Active
Cabinet

Corp.,

of Newark, N. J., is now operating candy
vending machines, of an elaborate cabinet
model, in numerous theatre lobbies in this
territory. Headquarters have been established at 5245 W. Grand River Ave., with
Frank Michaels as local manager.

Remodel

in Jeannette

Pa. — Mr.

and

Mrs.

Oliver

A.

Kihchel, owners and operators of the Princess Theatre, Fifth St., have been busy

Sales in South
Cross

Club

Monday

golf tournament at Franklin Hills Country Club. The event will be the only mixed
golf party of the season, with bridge and
other entertainment for the ladies. Entertainment for this important part of the
party is in charge of Mrs. Phil Kaplan.
A special golf trophy club, donated by

Jeannette,

Detroit — Wallace

The Commodore Theatre, a Community
circuit house, was struck by lightning last
Wednesday evening while a show was in
vr ogress. Damage was confined to the
roof. The audience remained calm.

Detroit Variety Outing
Ends Outdoor Season

during recent weeks taking bids on contracts for a complete remodeling.
Cross

Ma-

chine Co., reports a large quantity of
orders for his carbon devices coming in
constantly from the southern states. The
volume of orders is sufficient, he states, to
keep his factory in full production.

Build Up Poor Nights with

Krim Will Remodel
Detroit — Sol

Krim

of

Krim

Theatrical

Enterprises, announces the starting within
the next two weeks of an extensive remodeling program at both the Harmony
and Lasky theatres. The houses will be
completely remodeled and redecorated and
additional booth equipment installed.

Ask Us About It
MOVIE
FILM

SWEEPSTAKES,

EXCHANGE

BLDG.

INC.

CLEVELAND,
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gEN AND LOU COHEN are revamping
the ventilating system in their Mayfair Theatre. Work is being done by Airtemp Construction Corp.

A1 Ackerman, son of the veteran Sam,
of the Loyal and East Side theatres, left
this week with his bride on a brief vacation to Houghton Lake.

Jack Moss, Grand National salesman
and special film distributor, is having his
teeth extracted. While two doctors and a
dentist have been workmg on his case, he
wants it distinctly understood that he is
not in a hospital, as indicated in earlier
reports.

Grace Hoffman, petite cashier at Grand
National, bewails the selfishness of bookers, salesmen, and male exchange employes
in general, in hogging copies of Boxoffice,
so the girls rarely get a chance to read it.
How about it, fellows? Why not give the
girls a chance?

Peter A. Simon of Simon’s Film Service,
will film the annual Gold Cup Boat Races
here for Universal Newsreel.

Nat Haase, Metro Premium manager,
was in Chicago this past weekend for a
sales convention of his company.

W. J. Turnbull, National Theatre Supply manager, returned Monday from a
Georgian Bay vacation — reporting good
fishing — so good, he swears, that, when
they ran out of bait, the fish bit readily
on dried beef.

Al Dezel, roadshow specialist, has
“Wages of Sin” slated for the second week
in September, for a first run at Goldberg
and Schram’s Columbia. Dezel reports
“Club de Femmes” going strong around
the state, and a new picture due to be

E. A. Wedemeyer of Ideal Seating Co.,
was in town this week, visiting his distributor, George McArthur. Mac is displaying a new seat cushion with springs,
used for replacing the older padded seat
and modernizing a theatre without complete reseating. It is not adaptable, however, to veneer seats.

released in this territory at once — “Parole
From the Big House.”

Pearl Sprott, Allied Theatres’ efficient
office manager, was touring upstate this
week, in the interests of the organization,
contacting various exhibitors.
James McArthur, son of the theatre
supply man and general assistant, leaves
August 22 for a two-week vacation in New
York and on the east coast.
George W. Weeks, general salesmanager
for Monogram, was expected to be in town
this week for a short visit with Manager
William Flemion. Local exchange head. S.
K. Decker, was due back from Hollywood
this week, also.
Esquire Theatre will be the name of the
new house — a 2,000 seater — to be erected
on the east side by United Detroit circuit.
Construction is expected to start at once.
Jack Stewart, Universal salesman, reports checkup shows “Letter of Introduction” played to the record gross of the
year last week at the mammoth Fox
Theatre.

new

Wyandotte

Theatre

of Associated Theatres at Wyandotte,
Mich., southwestern suburb of Detroit, has
been equipped with Audiphone distributors. House is rapidly nearing completion with opening date scheduled for
August 14.

Nominated
Pittsburgh — William

Delegate
L. Pritchard,

vet-

eran Weston, W. Va., exhibtior who recently sold his Camden and Hollywood
theatres of that city to the Kayton Theatres, Inc., has been nominated, as a Democrat, for a seat in the West Virginia house
of delegates.
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Sergeant Charles W. Snyder, police film
censor, one-time heavyweight, has reduced so successfully one has to look twice
to find him these days. What’s the secret?
Max Manteuffel, owner of the Martha
Washington in Hamtramck, uptown suburb, is going to remodel his house, one of
the largest in the northeast metropolitan
area. New decorations, lighting fixtures,
marquee, and front will be put in by National Theatre Supply.
L. C. Metzger, cashier in the Vitagraph
office, is away on vacation to Houghton
Lake this week . . . Competition is at a new
low in the supply business. Anyway, the
staff men of McArthur and National Theatre Supply have a habit of going out for
lunch together these dog days.
Peter A. Simon of Simon’s Film Service,
covered the Henry Ford Seventy-fifth
Birthday Celebration on Saturday, July 30,
for Universal newsreel . . . R. J. Mork of
Mork Green Studios, Inc., spent the past
week calling on the trade throughout
Michigan.

"Gilt" Case

Install Audiphone
Detroit — The

Robert Peltier is planning to reopen his
Bijou Theatre in Mount Clemens in two
weeks, following thorough remodeling.

Pittsburgh — The

Bank

Delayed
Night

and

Buck

Nite injunction proceedings at Meadville,
Pa., have been set back to September 29,
it is stated at the local office of Affiliated
Enterprises, Inc. Park Theatre, Meadville, has been granted a preliminary injunction preventing the district attorney’s
office from prosecuting it on lottery
charges.

Adds

to Stall

Detroit — Improvement

in business

con-

ditions is noted by the Engineering
Specialties Corp., necessitating the increasing of its staff by three additional
men the past week.

New Exhibitor Array
Is W. Va. Possibility
• Continued

from page 105)

the exhibitor must be independent, said
Marks. Representatives of producers, distributors and equipment firms are welcome to be present and mingle with the
delegates, but they would not be interested
in attending the business session, according to the organizing committee.
Various subjects of vital interest to inpendent exhibitors will come before the
Clarksburg convention and all delegates
are invited to express their opinions. Plans
may be set for a legislative program, but
further enlightenment was not forthcoming for publication purposes. “The exhibitor knows his own mind and will act according to his best judgment,” members
in attendance at the pre-convention meeting stated this week.

United Artists Theatre in
Detroit Reopening Aug . 25
Detroit — The

United

Artists

Theatre

will reopen August 25, according to United
Detroit circuit offices. The first film will
be Metro’s “Marie Antoinette,” which may
be held over for a run if business warrants.
No plans for the Madison are available
yet, although the house is expected to
open about the same time.

Real Pistol Shots
Bowling

Green,

Ky. — Pistol shots

rang

out at the entrance of a tent show at Pineville. The audience inside stirred. Just
then a bewhiskered, comedy constable
dashed down an aisle, shouted “I’ll arrest
them all.” The audience settled back,
tittered, believed it all a part of the show.
Outside, Hoxie Tucker, 32. ticket taker,
nicked by a bullet fired by a would-be
gate crasher, was taken to a hospital.

Offered Federal
Detroit

—

Edmund

C.

Post

Shields,

vice-

president of Butterfield circuit, and Democratic national committeeman, was offered
the post of federal judge for the eastern
district of Michigan this week, Senator
Prentiss M. Brown said. Shields now is
considering the offer, but reports are that
he will not accept the post, despite pressure in the state favoring.

Premium

Firm Quits

Detroit — Another

theatrical

premium

company, the Economy China Co., has
closed its doors. Douglas I. Brown, who
operated the company, and was associated
with the former Earl G. Francis Amusement Enterprises at the same location in
Highland Park, north end suburb, may
return to the premium field later, it was
said here this week.
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Maine Police Confiscate
Slot Machines From 20

Connecticut Showmen Approve

Portland, Me. — Twenty operators of hotels, filling stations and inns at Rangeley,
Eustis, Phillips, Carrabasset and Strong,

Participation in Film Campaign

pleaded guilty August 12 before Trial Justice Cony M. Hoyt in the Community
House, Phillips, to possession of 48 slot
machines. The machines were seized by 20
state police officers, acting under the orders of Chief John W. Healy of Augusta,
after complaints had been received that
numerous machines were being operated
in the Rangeley section.
The respondents were assessed costs of
$7.55 each and the cases were filed.
All machines, one of them valued at
$500, were destroyed, and the money which
they contained was forfeited to the state.

" Sonata

"

Record

Forges

Ranks

Toward

in Hub

Boston — “Moonlight Sonata” is set to
pass “Cloistered” on the record list of the
Fine Arts Theatre. George Kraska has
already held the Imperial release 13 weeks.

New Haven — The joint meeting called
by Connecticut Allied and the MPTO
of
Connecticut voted unanimously to join in

drive . . . Joseph M. Seider, Greater New
York chairman, has appointed various
committees to assist him in lining up in-

the “Motion Pictures’ Greatest Year" campaign. All present pledged to enter actively in the drive. Among those who

dependents.
Other eastern

have

already contributed their share toward the fund being raised for the campaign are Loews, Warner, M&P, Fishman
Theatres of New Haven; Jack Schwartz,
A. M. Schuman of Bridgeport; Leo Bonoff,
Madison, Saybrook; Irving Jacocks, Branford; George Comden, Westport; Murray
Shulman, Hartford; Leo Ricci, Meriden;
Joseph Davis, Southington.
Jacob B. Fishman was elected chairman
of the regional committee which includes
Maurice Shulman, Lawrence Caplan,
ing C. Jacocks jr„ and Edward Levy.

Irv-

“Cloistered” set up its all-time high when
it tallied 14 weeks at the George Kraska
house.

A group of five was designated to contact newspapers and tradesmen throughout the state. Included in this group are
Harry Shaw, B. E. Hoffman, Lou Schaefer,
Maurice Shulman, and A. M. Schuman.

“Man of Aran,” which had been holding
second place for the past few years with
a total of ten weeks at the house, was
dropped into third position some days ago.

New

“Monastery” and “Life and Loves of
Beethoven,” both being released by Cameo
as is “Moonlight Sonata,” are now tied
for fourth place by virtue of their eightweek stands. “Ski Chase,” “Slalom,” and
“Power” follow with credits of seven, six,
and five weeks respectively.

Charges

of Uncensored

Showing

Faced

by Daly

New Britain, Conn. — Manager Michael
Daly of the Rialto Theatre and Booth
Operator William Moses were hailed into

currently

showing

are ballyhooing the “Greatest Year” drive,
advertising films thusly: “See this picture
. . . It may help you win in the $250,000

Niterie

Boston — William Gaffney has decided
to name his newly acquired Back Bay
evening rendezvous, “The Flamingo.”
Gaffney recently took over the spot, formerly known as Levaggi’s,
vaggi and Alfred DiPesa.

Ready

for Dalton

from

Jack

Le-

:: August

be

through

in California

“for

some

Blaring
time
yet.” its way to all-time boxoffice records is “Alexander’s Ragtime Band.” New
York, Philadelphia, Boston, Pittsburgh and
Los
Angeles houses report unprecedented
crowds.
A new company. New Grand National,
has emerged from the merger of Grand
National and Educational. Assets and
residuals of both companies total between
$3,500,000 and $4,000,000 with the additional possibility of Chase National advancing $1,250,000 on the deal.
Prospects for the fall are swell. As a
matter of fact, Mort Singer, head of the
Singer circuit, affiliate of RKO, thinks
they are perfect and 100
crops and re-employment
Production of flims as a
cation is the object of the

per cent. Good
are his reasons.
medium of eduAmerican Film

Center. The newly-formed “educational
link” is a non-profit corporation with quarters at Radio City.
The New York State Board of Motion
Picture Censorship lives on! That was

Awards totaling $2,100 will go to exhibitors
who are responsible for lively exploitation
campaigns and those who make the best
use of materials and accessories in the

the significance behind the legislature’s
“thumbs down” vote on the proposal to
extend the freedom of speech and press
to motion pictures, stage and radio.

Business Goes

Along

Boston — “Exhibitors couldn’t get away
from business even when out on J. Don
Alexander’s yacht last week,” one exhibitor remarked. Some of them still indulged
in ‘giveaways’.”
The Alexander Film Company head’s
82-foot, twin-screw, Diesel yacht was anchored at the South Boston Yacht Club
throughout the week. Such film men as
E. M. Loew, Max Levinson, Charles Morse,
Ken Forkey, and Arthur K. Howard held
parties aboard the craft.
Harry Snider, New England divisional
sales manager for the commercial trailers,
was

host to the sea-going

celluloidians.

Plymouth

Renovated

Boston — William S. Koster is completing his renovation job at the Plymouth,
local Shubert house. The orchestra and
first balcony of the theatre have been
newly decorated. Modern drapes have been
hung. Koster has also converted some
1,000 seats from hard spring affairs to
soft spring, velvet chairs.

Tomasino

Awaits Hearing

New Haven — Michael Tomasino of the
White Way here is under bond pending the
city court hearing as to whether the cent
to a dollar bag grocery orders giveaway
conducted
tery laws.

by him

violates state anti-lot-

Opening

Boston — Morris Rosen and John Cooney
of Pittsfield are readying the Opera House
at Dalton for opening. RCA sound equipment has been sold this situation by Herb
Elwes.
BOXOFFICE

not

Movie Quiz contest. Watch our screen . . . ”
Business manager of the attendance
stimulator is Harold B. Franklin.
Other New York newsbits of the drive:

at

Police previewed the picture and passed
it, but later in the week, it is alleged, objectionable portions were added. Both men
pleaded not guilty and continuance was
granted.

Renames

Exhibitors
Quickly

New York — Exhibitors here are wasting
little time. Already several big city circuits

police headquarters last week and charged
with displaying obscene pictures, following
a visit to the theatre by plainclothesmen
who charged an uncensored reel had been
added to “Elysia,”
the house.

York

Line Up

highlights:

Still winding up the monopoly investigation on the coast are FBI Men Albert
J. Law and Harold Collins. Howard Levinson, home office Warner attorney, stated
the department of justice investigators will
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lack Holt's Next
Hollywood — Jack

Holt’s

Arnold

Set
next

starrer

for Columbia will be “Not For
with Lewis D. Collins directing and
Roberts as leading lady.

Glory,”
Beverly

Berger

to Wed

Boston — Arnold Berger, manager of the
Greenwich in East Greenwich, R. I., and
Miss Dorothy Crosby
Saturday, August 27.

are

to be

married

NE
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Transcript Editorial
Lauds W. C. Fields
Boston — Calling

W.

C.

Fields

both

a

“naughty man” and a “finished artist” the
Boston Transcript said editorially last
week that, “The success story of W. C.
Fields, unfortunately, seems to point to
no general high moral” . . . and then went
on to laud Fields’ comedy as “being in the
best tradition.”
“Fields has devoted the greater part of
his vaudeville, musical comedy and screen
career to proving that the excellent precepts upon which most parents are accustomed to base their children’s education add up to nothing more than a single
draught of undiluted
continued.

hokum,”

the paper

“He has reached the top of his profession by catering fantastically and extravagantly— to use the words of Alva Johnston
in this week’s Saturday Evening Post — to
the dormant larceny and chicanery of his
audiences.
“If the Fields ethic is not conducive
to the highest standards of private morality, his comedy is certainly in the best
tradition. He learned very early in life
that a stuffed shirt acting naturally is
funnier than a clown, and that the shocking performance of kicking a baby half
way across the room has much in common
with the delicate art of slipping on a
banana peel.
“W. C. Fields is a finished artist, who,
to quote one of Mr. Johnston’s neatest
phrases, can ‘distill more hypocrisy and
mendacity into a cough than any other
actor can develop in three acts’.”

Many

Beautyware

To New
Boston — A1

Deals

England
Swerdlove

Houses

has

placed

his

Madame DuBarry Beautyware deal with
over 50 New England theatres, he states.
E. M. Loew, Charles Morse, Louis Rothenberg, Irving Green, and Frederick E. Lieberman are among the circuit operators
using the 24-week boxoffice primer.
Swerdlove’s action in releasing the Madame DuBarry Beautyware premium to
the trade in the summertime when theatres needed an extra boost, instead of
waiting for the fall upturn, is an example
both of Federal Sales good faith with the
trade and of its confidence in the deal,
Swerdlove states.

WITH annish aggregate
CorFair August of6 $44,384
closed the
its most
successful exhibition since the introduction of pari-mutuels. Fans wagered $12,682
in the betting machines the closing day,
making it the largest one day play of the
week . . . The Gorham Fair, the second
link in the Punkin’ circuit chain, opened
for six days at Narragansett Park, Gorham, August 8. More than 200 horses will
be stabled during the week.
The Federal Theatre Project of Maine,
with Director Albert Hickey in charge,
presented an entertainment at Bridgton,
August 6 . . . Severe heat cut into grosses
at all local theatres this week, se?iding
rvould-be patrons to the beaches and lakes
in droves.
A truck smashed

Severe blight, which threatens to become an epidemic unless present favorable
iveather continues, is damaging the potato
crop in Aroostook county. The one-crop
territory will be impoverished unless the
yield holds up .. . Nature struck a blow
at Patten citizens when a hail and rainstorm of extreme proportions destroyed
crops in the territory last week. The town
will be given state aid.
Wilfred Giroux, State Theatre usher,
and Vera Valente of Portland were married
here August 7. They are honeymooning in
Boston and New York . . . While Eleanor
Morahan pinch hits for her, Esther Jordan
indulges her yen for sunbathing on Peaks
Island and Harpswell beaches. When Esther, State Theatre cashier, returns Monday Peggy Seyford will take her turn. But
Peggy prefers Boston.
Filmrow visitors: Gilbert Hughes, M-G-M
checker, at the Empire; Carl Divizia, RKO;
Bill Benjamin, NS salesman, Boston, and
Ralph E. Snyder, new Empire and Strand
owner, who expects to be in Portland each
week for some time.
Lennye Botwick, young daughter of the
State Theatre manager and Mrs. Botwick,
has become a star in her own right. And
she steals the show when she prances,
smiles and toddles through a long series
of color action pictures taken at New
Haven when Mrs. Botwick was visiting her
parents a few weeks ago. Few visitors to
Harry’s office escape without viewing a
special screening of the film, but after
the first scene they stay to admire.
Chelsea Waldron,

Kleine Completes
Boston — Edward

Kleine,

Book
head

of

the

Bay State Film Co., has completed a book
on religion. The independent exchange
operator is the author of a number of
other philosophical works. He is awaiting the opinion of Michael J. Ahern, S. J.,
of Boston College before marketing his
latest tome.
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the rear end of Harlan

J. Boucher’s automobile the other day
when it was unable to stop at the intersection of Ocean Ave. and Cottage Road,
South Portland. Boucher was not injured.

Newspaper Depicts
Tomorrow's Movies
Boston — “Do

You

Know

What

Future

Movies Will Be Like?” the Boston Post
asked last week, then went on to answer
itself.
“To create an illusion that will be practically perfect — so that you will believe
you are really witnessing a true life drama
— tomorrow’s movies will blend with the
theatre wall and give the appearance of
filling the entire front of the house, instead of being flashed on a small screen.
“Not only that, but all movies will be in
color and instead of appearing flat as
they do now, will be able to give the impression of depth. The new method of
projecting the movie onto the theatre wall
has already been successfully demonstrated.
“Instead of having the sharp break at
the edges of the screen that we are accustomed to, the new method is devised
so that the picture follows the lights and
shadows near the edge of the screen, thus
giving the illusion that the action is not
confined to the screen itself.”

Vacation

Calls Forth

Long o' s Fraternalism
Boston — Joseph

Longo,

UA

exploitation

man, has been doubling up on his schedule
so as to assist Joseph A. DiPesa, publicity
head for Loew’s Theatres in Boston, during the vacation of Exploitation Manager
A1 Longo. The latter left this week in the
general direction of Moosehead Lake.
A third brother, John Longo, is theatre
contact man for the Buck Pointing Co. A
fourth brother, Dom, escaped the theatre
fold and is an immigration officer in
Hartford.

McCarthy

Credentials

Publicize " 600
Introduction
"
and 700 letters

Boston — Between

were hauled in last week as a result of a
tieup made by Jack Granara, local RKO
Theatres publicity head, and the Boston
Traveler. In a stunt to promote the showing of “Letter of Introduction” at the Memorial, Granara solicited letters of introduction that might be used by Charlie
McCarthy.
A Charlie McCarthy radio was awarded
to the first prize winner to increase the
dimensions of the hook-in.

State projectionist, is

spending a few days in the “wilds of
Maine,” which may mean any number of
places . . . Mel Morrison of the Strand
Theatre, Dover, N. H., left August 14 on a
two-week vacation . . . The Star Theatre,
Westbrook, is boasting a new marquee.
James Cyr, operator of the Roxy Theatre, Madawaska, which is located in the
northernmost part of Maine, was a visitor
at the Paramount exchange this week.

Sign RCA
Boston

—

Western

Service
Massachusetts

The-

atres, Inc., have signed a contract with
RCA for servicing and maintenance of all
their theatres. The deal, consummated
with Nathan and Sam Goldstein by H. C.
Elwes jr., involves the renewal of a servicing contract on the circuit locations which
were outfitted with RCA units last year.
BOXOFFICE
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T €) N
treasurer at the Keith’s
COYLE,
^yiNI
l, has
Memoria
returned from a soin
journ Virginia . . . Mary Doherty of the
Boston has been vacationing . . .
RKO
Frank Gray, treasurer of the Capitol Theatre Supply Co., left Monday for a fortnight at Harwichport. Leon L. Foster returned from one . . . Lillian Koster, sister of the seat renovation expert, is back
a sojourn
ville, Conn.

from

Tim
death
week.

at the

Cedars

in Lake-

Donahue, city salesman for Columbia, is receiving condolences on the
of his father. The funeral was last

Norman Poretsky of Wholesome Films
marries September 4 . . . Rose Steinberg
of the booking department of M&P left
this week for a vacation in Winthrop . . .
Andrew Tegu, Vermont circuit operator,
was in town last week . . . Jack Shea of
the Feiber and Shea circuit, was in from
New York last week on a booking trip. He
headquartered at the Statler.
J. Don Alexander was host in spirit
and Harry Snider welcomer in person, last
week when the Alexander Film Company
head’s
is back
A trade
held at

yacht was in town . . . Abe Barry
at the Columbia booker’s desk . . .
showing of “Marie Antoinette” was
the Uptown Theatre on Monday.

A1

Longo of the Loew’s publicity office is vacationing . . . The wife and son
of Harold Stoneman, Interstate Theatres
partner, have been sojourning in New
Hampshire.
Herbert

Higgins, now operating an independent booking service, has added a
number of new accounts throughout Rhode
Island and New Hampshire.

Is there some item of theatre
equipment or improvement that
you need, but cannot buy for lack
of funds?
You can provide the revenue
from the screening of Alexander
short-shorts, requiring a minute
or less of screen time.
These films are of the latest
creation, and are a revelation
to theatre men. Made in RCA
Ultra-Violet Sound, with talented
cast and under skilled direction,
they set a new quality pace.
See them. They will buy that
equipment for you. Let us, without obligations, tell you how to
get this revenue. Write:

FILM COMPANY

Colorado Springs, Colo.
NEW
230

PARK

YORK

AVE.

Phone:

Murray

OFFICE:
NEW
Hill

YORK
9-3161

Malloy, managing editor of the
American, assigned Sports Writer

Jack Conway to review “The Crowd Roars”
from a fight expert’s viewpoint. It was
another smart promotion by Joseph A.
for the local Loew’s

Theatres.
DiPesa, publicity head
The

M&P

Theatres

Corp.

and

the AFL

— Affiliated Engineers local have been adjusting wage and hour differences that
precipitated following the termination of
working contracts.
Sam Davidson, head of Cameo Screen
Attractions, was covering Connecticut last
week. Davidson reports that “Un Carnet
de Bal” bookings have been following the
engagements of "Mayerling” to a
extent. Walter Gillis is now working
prints
vehicle

of the
and

Danielle

Darrieux

large
eight

is trying to get more
commodate summer demands.

to ac-

Price Theatre Premiums are readying
to move their Boston headquarters. A
Winchester Street site may be the one
selected.
The

national

back-to-the-theatre

cam-

paign is well under way in Boston. Meetings of local publicity men with newspaper
executives this week mark the inauguration of the drive in the Hub.
Peggy Flattery of Keith’s Memorial is
to be married October 12 . . . Edith Goodwin of the Capitol Theatre Supply has
been vacationing in Wolf boro, on Lake
W innipesaukee . . . Vincent Fox, manager
of the Plymouth, plans to be in New York
until fall . . . Allice Jorcelyn McCarthy of
the Shubert office is back on Greenough
Road,

Cambridge,
ness stay in New

following
York.

CITY

. . . Helen Fitzgerald, the smile at Nesti’s,
has been motoring in the White Mountains.
Edward Ansin, Interstate Theatres partner, has been taking treatments in an effort to sidestep another operation at Beth
Israel . . . The son of Herbert Higgins has
been seriously ill.
Jack

Meyers, head of the Hub Film Exchange, is again two-footing it. Meyers has
been laid up for several months following
a leg injury incurred as a result of an
auto crash while en route to Florida.
Grace McGowan of M-G-M
left Monday for a zig-zag vacation in Cape Cod
and Canada . . . A1 Wheeler of M-G-M
left this week for Pittsburgh and a rest
. . . Sayde Gotz has been working parttime at Grand National . . . Agnes Whelan
of the Phil Smith office is moving to
on page

was

among

the

last week on
theatre front.

pearance in “French Without Tears” because of what was described as previous
Hollywood commitments.
Cornelia Otis Skinner, starring in Edward Sheldon’s "Romance” at Ogunquit,
announced that she planned to join Brian
Aherne in “The Beaux
Broadway this fall.

Strategem”

on

Booth Tarkington supervised and directed a series of his plays last week at
Kennebunkport. Donald Cook was the
rector of St. Giles in a production at the
Ogunquit

Playhouse. Arthur
peared with the Lakewood

Byron apPlayers in

Skowhegan in “Stop Over.”
Sinclair Lewis played a return

engage-

ment at Cohasset in his play “It Can’t
Happen Here.” Jane, Pattie, and Helen
Pickens were featured in a tryout of John
Stewart Twist’s “We Die Exquisitely”
the Wharf Theatre in Provincetown.

at

Royal

S. Beal was in “The Bishop Misbehaves” at the Keene Theatre in New
Hampshire. Jean Muir was leading lady
in “Bill of Divorcement” at the Theatreby-the-Sea in Matuncuk, Rhode Island.
Violet Heming was guest star at the Berkshire Playhouse in “Yes, My Darling

Daughter.”
"Blockade"

Record

Hollywood — Walter

in Mexico
Wanger’s

City
“Block-

ade” enjoyed a precedent-breaking
premiere in Mexico City.

dual

10 Years Ago
From

Boxoffice

Files, Aug.

18, 1928

gAMUEL
PINANSKI, president of New
England Theatres Corp., announces that
his circuit soon will build a unique atmospheric theatre in Brighton to be known
as the Egyptian. A seating capacity of
2,500 is planned ... A talking device is
announced by the Hanaphone Co. of New
England at 67 Church St., Boston . . .
Charles Morse is managing the Strand at
Watertown, Mass.
A

Boston

Filmrow

visitor

was

Mayor

Peter Gagne of Somerworth, N . H., who
also operates the Strand Theatre there
. . . It’s four girls now for John Glaser,
booker for First National in Boston . . .
And Bill Cuddy can boast of four boys,
counting himself as one.
Herbert Flaherty has returned to his
managerial desk at the Everett Square
Theatre, Hyde Park, after touring New
York state with his family . . . Mildred
Moses, FBO biller in Boston, has selected
Boothbay Harbor for her vacation days.
Phil

Berler,

energetic

film

booker

for

E. M. Loew Theatres, is back in Boston
after ten days in the Maine woods with
his sidekick, Dave

Grove

of the Pathe

of-

118)
fice.
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Landi

Miss Landi appeared in “The Lady Has a
Heart” with the Cape Play House Players
at Dennis. She replaced Paulette Goddard who was forced to forego her ap-

a 10 -day busi-

Frances Goodrow of the Shubert Theatre is now vacationing in Nantasket following a stay in the District of Columbia

(Continued

Boston — Elissa

representatives of filmdom
the New England summer

starring

Carlo Vannicola, advertising artist for
RKO Theatres in this territory, returned
Monday from his home hunting grounds
in Pittsburgh. Vannicola was formerly
with National Screen Service.

THIS WAY OUT

ALEXANDER

Jack
Boston

Elissa Landi Among Screen
Players in Summer Legits
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31 New Films Pass
In Massachusetts
Boston — Summer heat, perhaps, proved
the sterilizing agent that got the most
recent batch of motion pictures past the
Massachusetts department of public safety
without a single elimination.
films were in the list.

Thirty-one

The first two episodes of “Dick. Tracy
Returns” were among the motion pictures
passed. Delay in securing the Hays office
seal combined with other factors to cause
the cancellation of a tentative booking of
this Republic serial at Loew’s State.
Several eliminations resulted on
coast before the reels were passed.

the

»MARIE
ANTOINETTE”
was the second
of the new season’s releases to be
given a trade screening at the Loew-Poli,
and to presage a great crop for 1938-39.
The picture will have no roadshowing in
this territory.
Loew-Poli division managers and staff,
headed by Harry Shaw, lunched at the
Hotel

Lord’s Day performances, while Harry and
Dan Downing were required to eliminate
the word, “Hell,” imitation of pervert, and
“all objectionable and suggestive dialogue
and actions.”

Edward Comi in Chicago
To Deal With Motiograph
Boston — Edward Comi was in Chicago
last week negotiating with Motiograph on
several new projection devices that he
has developed.
Comi, inventor of the Simplex Rear
Shutter, has filed patent applications on a

against

a

huge

banner

em-

blazoned with the slogan, “Loew-Poli
Marches on to a Greater Movie Season,’’
and had pictures taken. The act, spread
in dailies along the circuit, made good
opening copy. Shaw is planning a telephone hookup by which several Metro stars
will speak to Loew-Poli audiences in the
various towns simultaneously. Also many
other

Seventeen acts of vaudeville were approved for showing, against a total of
eight which were ruled out for Sunday
showings. Russell Whalen was ordered
to eliminate all dancing to fit his act for

Taft

stunts, which it is claimed will surpass Poli Revere, the Poli Motor Cavalcade, and big ideas for former years.

Vacations continue with: The Morris
Hadelmans just back from Colchester . . .
William Hutchins off to Belgrade Lakes,
Me., at last . . . Lucie Flack studying
cruise literature . . . Eva Cooperstack all
set for the end of August, but undecided
where . . . George Freeman relaxing at
Hampton Beach . . . George Weber back
after a stay at Conway, N. H. . . . Nat
Rubin resting at Woodmont . . . Bill and
Helen Elder will see the country by motor
car.
The

new

Fishman

Theatre,

replacing

the

burned-down Dixwell, will be known as the
Dixwell Playhouse, the Theatre of Tomorrow, the name to be etched into the
stone front . . . Robert Russell, turned
down by the probate court in his claims
against the Poli estate, has appealed to
the superior court of New Haven county
. . . The Thomasino vs. Cascioli Park

new-type shutter to replace the so-termed
cylindrical shutter on Motiograph projectors. He also has applied for patents on
a
number of improvements involving
elimination of the lower take-up sprocket,
as well as on a new-type framing device.
The inventor of the Simplex Rear Shutter also has patents pending on an intermittent movement which does away with
the so-called star-in-the-can, a method
of framing pictures whereby the operator
may sight the image in a conveniently located aperture, and an innovation for

ranged it so that “Alexander’s Ragtime
Band” was practically the theme song of
the several parades in connection with
American Legion state convention . . . Jack
Foxe, now at the Poli, Springfield, tied
up with Maxwell House distributors to use

increasing
ture.

5,000 nut“The
boxes. Crowd

arc

elimination

at

the

aper-

Berger Plugs "Hardy”
With Headless Dummies
Boston

—

Arnold

Berger,

manager

of

Phil Smith’s Greenwich Theatre in Greenwich, R. I., has proved that a primary requisite of an exploitation-conscious manager is an extensive wardrobe. Berger used

Thearte lease case is among the first on
the list for fall trial in the superior court.
H„

H.

Booker
Columbia,

at the circuit’s expense. A museum is said
to have put in a bid for the “Turkish”
shoes.

time.
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Roars”

Worcester,

ar-

inserts on dough-

paid a call on the Harry Gibbs’ . . . The
long-legged bird will visit the Max Tabackmans . . . Arthur Greenblatt, eastern
division manager of GB, due in town.

caption, “I laughed my head off.” The
model probably gave Berger an excuse
to have his clothes cleaned and pressed

BOXOFFICE

Poli

Visiting: Steve Broidy of Monogram,
Boston, visited on Meadow St. .. . Ditto
for Sam Davidson of Cameo, and Otto
Price of Price Premium . . . Nat Furst

an old faithful in publicizing Metro’s
“Love Finds Andy Hardy” and planted a
number of headless dummies bearing the

Phillip A. Lavine, divisional manager,
also rates a credit line on the stunt.

Maloney,

Boston — Abe
week

after

Barry Back
Barry,

returned
being

on

veteran

to the

booker

exchange

sick leave

Berg, booking

last

for some

manager

1,200-seat Park
port, former burlesque

Theatre, Bridgehouse closed for

more

than six years, may soon be remodeled and operated — if a promising policy
can be found by Ben Taylor and other
outside interests. Taylor was formerly at
the Richmond, North Adams . . . The
Thomas Donaldsons will move into New
Haven quarters in Spring Glen this month
. . . The Edward Ruffs are back in the
city from the shore.
The State full-time schedule, which will
include big-time vaudeville, will probably
go into effect September 7, instead of
Labor Day . . . Athan Prakas, who has
bought pictures for Bethel, has not yet
started remodeling of the Community Hall,
ivhicli, report has it, is destined
formation into a theatre.
Michael
bookings

Thomasino

of Yiddish

will

for trans-

resume

pictures

at the

his
Vic-

tory soon with “Where Is My Child,” featuring a personal appearance of Celia
Adler; "Mamele,” with Molly Picon, and
others . . . Barnett Tabackman has postponed opening of his Franklin Theatre,
Springfield, until after Labor Day . . .
Most-talked-of event these days is the film
district outing on August 25. All exchange
managers
West

have

Haven

tickets for sale.
is going

after Savin

Rock

concessionaires with a vengeance . . . Private detectives found ten were not drawing the fine distinction between individual and collective play on basket games
and hailed them into court.
Film

star

Betty

Furness

appears

in

“Springtime for Henry” at the Milford
Playhouse this week . . . Stony Creek
brings the entire Mercury Theatre cast
with Orson Welles . . . Elissa Landi did
some acting at the Ivoryton strawhat . . .
Don Terry, who is a member of the Stony
Creek cast, paid a visit to the
office on Meadow St.

Columbia

Rumor of a change imminent m
the
personnel at the Rialto, New Britain,
ivhere Daly lease has more than a year
to run
Judge

. . . Appeal on the permanent injunction issued in May by Superior Court
John A. Cornell in Hartford in favor

of E. M. Loew’s prohibiting picketing by
local No. 486 of IATSE is due to be heard
in October in the state supreme court.
Union states strike is still on
ing its second year.

and

enter-

N. C. Whisley has signed up Martin
Keleher on rainbow china for 114 weeks
at the Princess Theatre, Hartford, and
Joe DiFrancesco for Mandarin rainbow
the Annex Theatre, New Haven.

at

Mrs. Slater Distributes
for

Barry is a member of the Theatrical Post of American Legion and the

brother of Sam
20th-Fox.

The

at

Boston— Florence Scully Slater again is
devoting her full time to independent film
distribution. Mrs. Slater was associated
with Harry Decker, Film Transfer head,
for the past few weeks. She is the sister
of William Scully, Universal executive, and
of John Scully, Universal branch manager
in Buffalo.
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War Themes in Motion Pictures

(Continued from page 116)

Defended By Newspaper Reader
Boston — Motion

pictures

based

on

war

themes have been blasted these past few
weeks by a number of correspondents to
the readers’ columns of local newspapers.
One of the defenses that loomed up as a
result of the foray contends that: “The
motion picture is the medium of most
vividly able to show the meaning of war
and the fact that it isn’t all glory.”
The defense of war films, which appeared in the Boston Globe and which
seems to voice the opinion of a substantial
portion of the reading public, goes on to
aver that: “Pictures will, if used intelligently— that is, factually and not emotionally— cause the people to think more before agreeing to enter a wilful waste of
materials and, more important, the best
of manhood.
“There can be only respect for those
who risked and gave their lives fighting
for the ideals they believed in. But often
serious thought is required to differentiate
between the true ideals which mean a
better world for all and those causes
which emanate from the greed of a few
who expect to profit from the blood and
misery of many.
“Surely many of those who know what
war is like would have others learn its
meaning rather by means of still photographs and motion pictures than by experience. To those who suffer from such
presentations the suggestion is obvious:
‘Stay away’.”
At least one newspaper subscriber took
advantage of the controversy not only to
voice agreement with the opposition to
the showing of war films, but to come out
against “All the wild west shooting.”

WITH
the RKO-Albee re-opening
Thursday, August 18, Carlton being
painted and prettied up for re-opening on
the 26th and Fays scheduled to get in
operation again on September 2, Providence’s fall season will soon be rolling.
This week the local committee meets to
lay plans for this section’s part in the
national “Motion Pictures Are Your Best
Entertainment” campaign.
Ken Rockwell, promoted to management
of the Albee, says the house staff at that
theatre will be much the same as last
year on reopening. John Kane, former
chief of staff, is now assistant manager;
Louise Clarke and Jessie Clout are taking
care of the boxoffice.
Eddie Reed of the Strand, is back from
his sword-fishing vacation trip off Block
Island full of tall tales of how his party
got three of the deep-sea denizens. And
here’s the pay-off — they sold the catch
for a nice little bank-roll figure; so Ed’s
vacation cost him nothing.
Assistant Manager

Price Premiums
In New
New

■pHE Majestic is adding the “Dick Tracy”
serial on Saturday and Sunday. The
serial is first in a big downtown house
in years.
Harry Rose came back from Atlantic
City, worked a week and then motored off
to Syracuse for the final seven days of
vacation.

New sidewalk ban is interfering with
theatre exploitation stunts.

Matt Saunder’s aerial vacation bore
fruit. He no sooner returned than he hired
a plane and attached a trailing banner
advertising “ The Crowd Roars.”

Arthur Esposito is back from a trip to
western New York City.
Harry Shaw’s mother, who makes her
home in this city, has been visiting relatives in New York City.
Westport Country Playhouse is the only
summer theatre in this area planning to
extend its season till after Labor Day.
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Johnny

Hodge

of the

Strand thought he’d try Block Island for
his vacation but the sirens of Cape Cod
lured him to that summer rendezvous after
a couple of days on the Island.

Close

Haven

Haven — Price

Sept . I

Premium

Co.

will

discontinue its New Haven office and
showroom by September 1, and N. C.
Wrisley, premium distributor, will occupy
the former Price space.
A further shift makes Richard Cohen
United States Premium representative here,
under Lester Tobias of Boston. Cohen will
also handle Kameragraph, new lobby camera stunt, for Connecticut.

Poretsky-Singer
Boston — Norman

Poretsky,

assistant

to

Lila Izen at the Wholesome Film Service,
Inc., and Miss Evelyn Singer plan to go
off the engagement list September 4. The
honeymoon itinerary is now being settled.

Competitors for Freiday
Two Howard Johnson restaurants will
open in this vicinity in the near future.
One is located on Forest Ave., Portland,
within a block of Bill Freiday’s “Lighthouse,” and the other is in South Portland. Construction work is being rushed
in order to gain some of the summer tourist trade which is at its peak now.

Dorchester . . . Mary Sullivan is now secretary to Max Melincoff, local Warner Theatres district manager.
Dorothy Gardiner is scheduled to return Monday from a bit of summering at
Orleans . . . Elizabeth Dervin of M-G-M
has been Cape Codding it.
Tex Safrene, winter-time projectionist
and summer operator of the Horticultural
Hall in Manchester-by-the-Sea, was to
have come up for examination for a transport license this week.
Al McCoy, New England heavyweight
champ who recently took Harry Thomas
in Montreal, has been visiting here with
William S. Koster, theatre-seat tycoon.
McCoy is scheduled to fight Buddy Knox
on August 30. There is also talk of his going to the coast for films.
Irving Berlin was here last Thursday.
The song writer was guest of honor at a
Hotel Statler press reception. It tagged
the local premiere of “Alexander’s Ragtime Band” at the Metropolitan. Rodney
Bush, 20th-Fox advertising head, also
made the flight.
Eleanor Sabetes Murphy of the Paramount lost her father-in-law last week
. . . Eleanor Donovan has returned to her
desk at Republic following “ summerizing”
. . . Tom O’Brien, Monogram booker, spent
last weekend at Oak Bluffs.
Edward Kleine of Bay State Film Co.,
is completing another book . . . P. Edward
Comi, owner of the Theatre Service and
Supply Co., was in Chicago last week . . .
Katherine Healy has returned to Interstate Theatres from the usual thing . . .
Don Widlund, Jam Handy representative,
was in Boston last week.
Max

Magovski, president of the Theatrical Exchange Workers local, had
charge of the distribution of some 150
tickets to the Boston Motion Picture and
Allied Industry outing. The ducats went
to union members gratis on a 50-50 payment split made between the local’s treasury and an unnamed philanthropist.
Helen Fosdick of Republic Pictures left
Monday for a New Hampshire vacation
. . . Al Sulesky, projectionist at department of public safety screening room, left
this week for a two weeks of golfing,
swimming and fishing at Belgrade Lakes.
Martin J. Mullen, M&P Theatres Corp.
partner, has purchased a new home at
Marshfield Hills, swanky South Shore resort . . . Sam Haase, theatre broker, took
a change of scenery last week and left Cape
Cod for a few days in the White Mountains.
The policy change at the Drive-In in
Weymouth had to do only with the program openings which now point from
Wednesdays and Sundays. The house continues with single features.
Wilbur Peterson, operator of the Orpheum in Somerville, has been getting a
line on new product, which should make
his trip to the Coast deductable from the
income tax .
BOXOFFICE
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SERVICE
THAT

SER VES

WHATEVER

YOU

WANT— to sell your

theatre, to buy a theatre, a job, a position open, to buy or sell equipment,
miscellaneous

articles — it will pay

to advertise your needs

ING HOUSE section appearing
eight

sectional

OFFICE,
trade

throughout

Canada.
you

covering
For

editions
United

BOXpicture

States

10 cents

get international

assurance

in all

oi

the motion

only

you

in the CLEAR-

a

coverage

of quick results. Why

and
word
and
not

try it!
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Dartmouth

Film Writing Course

May

To Get Results of Studio Study
visit of

of the current

Hollywood — Back

upon Prof. Pressey ’s return to Dartmouth
in February a full six hours a week is to
be devoted to it by all students who list
screen writing among their subjects.
Dartmouth, in adopting Wanger’s plan
to provide training for “writing for the
motion pictures” aspires to other courses
which will enable students of creative bent
to prepare themselves well for opportunities in Hollywood studios.
During the first experimental year, Prof.
Pressey’s classes have enjoyed cooperation
from Hollywood studios in the providing
of scripts and other writing that serve as
text books on film writing. These books
and scripts are housed in Sanborn English House and form part of the collec-

Pig "

Trade " Guinea
In Suit
Boston
Bureau

—

The

finds

Massachusetts

“an

unavoidable

News
element

of ’showmanship' " in the government's
divorcement suit against major producers and distributors.
“Also
the
had

in

another

sense."

continues

agency, “the psychological stage
been prepared earlier by clerical

campaigns to ’purify' or elevate the
movies — which they themselves later
found profitable — and likewise by the
Motion Picture Research Council drive
against block
ing . . .
“As

was

history,

booking

indicated

and
in

blind

sell-

Standard

Oil

divorce is no synonym for destruction. Some shareholders in pres-

ent producing companies

might

calm cooperative
Question

ceeding such as

is to
in

120

be

something

this latest

of

laboratory

a

guinea

pig

dissection."

define

where

pro-

present

suit

the line (be-

tween a trust and a big business) lies,"
in the opinion of the Christian Science

Thalberg Script Library. In his six-month
survey and production activities at the
Hollywood studios, Prof. Pressey hopes to
prepare a practical outline for future
courses at Dartmouth and gain personal
experience which he can later impart to
his classes.

arrangement to get rid of competition/'
and classifies a big business as “one
that has survived competition by serving the consumer more cheaply and

“If study of motion picture making by
an academic educator is novel, it will not
be novel long,” says Prof. Pressey. “The
words and images that make and change
the public mind create the future in which
today’s students must live, and for which
the educator must prepare. Since motion
pictures project words and images upon
the public mind with unmatched force, the
educator must learn all he can about them.
I am grateful for the splendid cooperation
of all the Hollywood studios and excited
about my opportunity to study their production methods at first hand.
“Though nobody can teach anybody else
how to write, the young writer craves advice and judgment from his elders. But
he must have confidence in the knowledge
and authority of his critic. I hope to get
in Hollywood the knowledge and authority
which I can lend my students at Dartmouth, so many of whom are fascinated
by motion pictures and feel a strong urge
to help make them in the future.”
As it is now planned, a student taking
the Dartmouth course in screen writing
will devote one-fifth of his college year
to it. With plans for a new theatre under way at Dartmouth the success of the
Irving Thalberg Memorial course may lead
to the creation of an experimental film
studio and the teaching of certain elements
of picture making important to students
who plan to become scenarists and possibly directors or producers.
During the past year Prof. Pressey’s
Dartmouth classes have been aided by lectures by Wanger, Austin F. Keough, vicepresident of Paramount Pictures, Jacob
Wilk of another studio, Otho Lovering,
Wanger’s editorial supervisor, and others.
Leaders in all branches of motion picture
making will be scheduled for technical lectures starting in February, it being assured that a number of film men will
journey from Hollywood to New
shire to lend such service.

Hamp-

While

several other colleges and universities have maintained experimental
courses in the art of the theatre for several years, some of them maintaining
notable theatre “workshops” and postgraduate work in theatrical production and
direction, Dartmouth’s course in screen
writing is one of the first adopted as
regular curricular college study.

even-

new relativity as to respective earning power. Furthermore, the industry

help

the

tion of the Baker Library at Dartmouth.
The collection is known as the Irving

tually find themselves also shareholders and theatre-owning chains, — with
a

Old

Boston — “A
should

Dartmouth’s Prof. Benfield Pressey to the
studios for a six-month period of study
in every branch of picture making is the
story of an alumnus with an idea and a
college capable of transmitting that idea
into concrete action.
A little more than a year ago, after
President Ernest M. Hopkins of Dartmouth
had visited Producer Walter Wanger
(Dartmouth, 1915) in Hollywood the idea
of a course in screen writing was conceived. Later when Wanger visited his
alma mater and addressed its students the
first year of an experimental course in
screen writing began and was designated
as the Irving Thalberg Memorial course.
Under the direction of Prof. Pressey this
course has attracted unusual interest.
With 155 students enrolled for its first
year and with the establishment of a large
library of screen scenarios, treatments,
still photographs and general motion picture material the course is now listed in
the Dartmouth liberal arts catalog and

Answer

Sign Three

to “Thoroughbred"

Hollywood — Jacqueline

wards and Robert

Wells, Cliff Ed-

Paige have

been

as-

signed supporting roles in Columbia’s
“Thoroughbred,” starring Edith Fellows.

Monitor,
A

published

trust, the

Asserting
“divorce"

here.

Monitor

that

the

proceeding

defines

fact

need

to be guided
sire to serve with

to the greatest

“an

the

present

is equity

instead

of criminal action “permits
better."
est latitude of consultation,"
paper declares that
complex equations

as

the

great-

the

news-

“in balancing the
of business they
by a constant dethe greatest good

number."

Talent Still Heeds
Call of the Road
Hollywood

— The

personal

appearance

schedule for film folk found Ray Whitley
crooning cowboy in RKO Radio short subjects and western features, leaving this
week for a tour of one-night stands
through Tennessee, Arkansas, Kentucky,
Mississippi and Alabama which will keep
him on the road until September 15,
when he is due back here for a role in a
George O’Brien film. Whitley, after completing his film commitment, will hit the
p. a. trail again, heading for New York
and the Madison Square Garden rodeo.
Following Whitley out next week will be
Edgar Bergen and, of course, Charlie McCarthy, charting their course for the midwest in the first p. a. tour the ventriloquist and his side-kick have made since
their radio and screen engagements boosted them to the pinnacle of the entertainment world. Bergen’s stint on the Chase
& Sanborn radio program August 27 will
be piped in from Chicago.
Returning from five weeks of p. a.’s
through the east and midwest was Gene
Autry and a troupe headed by Johnny
Marvin. Autry immediately reported to
Republic for his next picture chore.
Returning also was another singing cowboy, Fred Scott, who has spent five months
on the road. His last four weeks were at
the RKO Theatre in San Francisco, before
which he spent four months in key spots
through the midwest. Scott is under contract to Jed Buell’s Spectrum Pictures.

Signs 5 Name

Bands

Hollywood — Lou Diamond,

head

of Par-

amount’s shorts department, has signed five
nationally-known orchestras for appearances in the brief subjects. Orrin Tucker,
Henry Busse, Richard Himber, Larry
Clinto and their respective bands have
been placed under contract.
BOXOFFICE
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SOUTHWEST BIDS TO LEAD "GREATEST YEAR"
SOUTHEAST SWINGS RAPIDLY INTO CAMPAIGN
Atlanta Is Enthusiastic as
All Branches Meet in
Common Cause

Carolina in
At the Start

Independents in Dallas
Pledge $4,000 Within
Fifteen Minutes
Dallas — Texas

Atlanta — The

biggest

meeting

of

the

motion picture industry in the southeast
was held here this week when more than
200 persons gathered on the roof of the
Ansley Hotel in behalf of the industry’s
nationwide advertising and exploitation
campaign.
Theatre managers, owners, circuit executives, film exchange managers, bookers
and salesmen from Georgia, Tennessee,
Alabama and Florida assembled to discuss
many elaborate productions scheduled for
release during the next four months and
to hear plans for the national “Motion
Pictures’ Greatest Year” campaign.
The meeting was held, following preliminary conferences, under the leadership
of William K. Jenkins, of Lucas & Jenkins,
and Robert Mochrie, division manager for
United Artists. Jenkins and Mochrie were
recently named to a special committee appointed by George Schaefer, chairman of
the joint industry committee to push the
campaign aimed at increasing boxoffice
receipts and getting patrons back.
The gathering was unique in that it
was the first time in southeastern motion picture history that exhibitros, producers and distributors met together to
tackle cooperatively a common problem.
Jenkins presided, and there were brief
talks by Mochrie, and O. C. Lam, of Rome,
Ga., and Roy Martin of Columbus, Ga„
who are also members of the committee
for the southeast.
Jenkins

began

his talk by giving the

background of the plan’s development, and
outlining what is hoped to be accomplished
through it. Then he gave details of the
plan itself, telling about the prizes offered
in the Quiz Contest, the advertising features of the campaign and other details.
Following the talks, pledge cards were
passed and a majority of those present
signed.
After the meeting, Mochrie

said:

“I am deeply gratified at the enthusiastic response of the motion picture men
and women in the southeast. The meeting was highly successful.”
During his talk, Jenkins said the campaign “was not a panacea, but one of the
most forward movements ever evolved in
the industry.”
Assisting Lam and Martin will be Mack
Jackson, of Alexander City, Tenn.; Hugh
Manning of Etowah, Tenn.; M. C. Moore
of Jacksonville; Louis Rosenbaum, of Florence, Ala.; J. H. Thompson, of Hawkinsville; George Wilby, of Atlanta, Cal.;
BOXOFFICE
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Charlotte — The

Motion

Pictures’

Greatest Year” campaign was given
a boost here' when nearly 100 exhibitors of North and South Carolina met in a two-hour conference,
heard the project explained by members of a special committee named
by George J. Schaefer, national
chairman, and the great majority of
those present indicated their purpose to enlist in the drive.
Operators of single theatres and
chains of houses were present and
pledged cooperation. Members of
the special committee afterwards expressed confidence the campaign in
the Carolinas will prove highly satisfactory, although not all of those
at the conference signed up, some
saying they wished to wait and consider the matter more deliberately.
Leaders of the group reported not a
word of opposition was heard.
The meeting was held under the
auspices of the Theatre Owners of
North and South Carolina, Inc. The
special committee is composed of
George W. Parr of Lancaster, S. C.;
Lyle M. Wilson of Roanoke, Rapids,
N. C.; H. F. Kincey of Charlotte,
who is head of a concern operating
80 theatres in the Carolinas; Ben
Rosenwald of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,
and R. F. Ingram of Columbia.
The 80 Kincey theatres are enlisted in the nationwide campaign.
No list of the exhibitors who actually have signed up in the Carolines has been ma,de available to the
press, but members of the committee
said those attending the conference
“showed enthusiastic interest and a
desire to cooperate fully” in the million-dollar nationwide program.

Thomas E. Orr, of Albertville, Ala.; Mrs.
H. T. Wood, of Washington; L. J. Duncan,
of West Point; Frank Dowler, of Chattanooga; Tom Brandon, of Titusville, Fla.;
Mitchell Wolfson, of Miami; N. H. Waters, of Birmingham; Frank V. Merritt, of
Birmingham; Sam Borisky, of Chattanooga; Tom Brandon, of Titusville, Fla.;
Mitchell Wolfson, of Miami; N. H. Waters,
of Birmingham; Frank V. Merritt, of Birmingham; Sam Borisky, of Chattanooga,
(Continued on page 124)

bids

fair

to

lead

the

na-

tion in taking first place in the “Motion
Pictures’ Greatest Year” campaign if willingness of independent exhibitors to cooperate in raising funds has anything to
do with it.
Within 15 minutes after the committee
had explained the campaign and contest
at the Monday meeting in the Adolphus
Hotel an even $4,000 was voluntarily given
by independent exhibitors, of whom about
150 were present, it was estimated.
Major H. S. Cole, of Bonham, an Allied
member, started the ball rolling when he
asked if the chair would hear from the
floor. He assured there was no objection
to the campaign from him, but gave a
definite endorsement of the plan. He
pledged 1,200 seats at 10 cents.
In quick succession others subscribed
as follows
(seating capacity in right column) :
Homer
Mulkey, Clarendon
700
Ceon Lewis, Liberty, Ft. Worth
1,500
R. N. Smith, Mission, 3 or 4 towns
2,000*
J. C. Chatmas, Marlin, telegraphed in
1,000*
Will Horwitz, Houston
4,200
Lutzer Bros., 3 or 4 small towns
1,200
Frank Wilkie, Boulevard, Houston
1,000
Bob Clemmons,
Dallas, 2 theatres
1,500
Hollis Boren, Palace, Memphis
fiOO
Lester Meyer, Strand, Chillicothe
300
J. K. Buckner, Palace, Grapevine
300
Roy Howell, Coleman
1,200
Gorman — Winnsboro — Wolf
City — Leonard . .1,400*
I). C. Carraway, Cliftex, Clifton
300
Rio, Odessa
500
Hugo
Plath, Mecca, Jacksboro
300
Texan, Ft. Worth
557
Mitchell Lewis, colored theatres, Houston...
940
Ed Wilson, Dallas, colored theatres
1,000*
Sanders Theatres, Lubbock, Monahans
and
Alpine
1,500*
Phipps & Layton, Childress
1,000*
M. D. Stewart, Liberty, DeLeon
300
L. C. Tidball, Isis, Ft. Worth
1,000
H. R. Bisby, Garland
400
* Estimated.
Ted
Lewis, Texarkana and Overton
800*
There were others, whose
be learned at the moment,
pledges recorded.

donations could
so swiftly were

not
the

Announcement was made that Interstate, East Texas, Jefferson, Griffith and
the R&R circuits were all in 100 per cent.
The meeting was opened by R. J. O’Donnell who emphasized that the campaign
was an unselfish affair for the good of
the industry as a whole.
R. E. Griffith, chairman of the Texas
committee on which are O’Donnell, W. G.
Underwood, and Hugh Owen, went into
details on the raising of $1,000,000 to be
spent in the campaign.
Griffith was straightforward in saying
there was no obligation on the independent exhibitor to come in, but that he
believed the campaign would be gigantic
in its scope and results and that it would
be a decided benefit to the industry as a
whole and every exhibitor in it.
Griffith said his circuit would have come
in if there would be no contest. The ad(Continued on page 36)
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DIVORCEMENT OF AFFILIATEDS WOULD AFFECT
THEATRE PHYSICAL SETUP LITTLE IN SOUTH
Present

Arrangement

Easily Adaptable
Quick Transfer
By SOUTHERN

Is

to

New

Join Distributors

Orleans

in

Sales Tax Ante

OBSERVER

An

analysis of the possible effect of the
government’s suit against major producers in the south reveals that the effect
of its successful conclusion would not be
felt as hard as in eastern and Pacific coast
areas.
In the south there is of course considerable holdings by the affiliated circuits, but the largest circuit holdings are
in such groups as the Griffith Amusement
Co. with its 250 theatres throughout Oklahoma, Texas and New Mexico and the
Lightman circuit throughout the central
part of the south. Griffith, as an example, is a wholly owned independent outfit, which would not be touched under any
of the present legal proceedings, although
A. B. Momand has a $6,600,000 suit pending in the Oklahoma federal district court
with the Griffith circuit named as a defendant, several of which are charged with
creation of a monopoly in violation of the
anti-trust laws.
Checkup of figures shows the following
facts with regard to produced-owned circuit and affiliated circuit holdings in the
south:
Paramount Pictures, Inc., and its subsidiary or associated companies have Metropolitan houses as follows: Four in Atlanta, 3 in Charlotte, 5 in Dallas, 3 in
Houston, 2 in Memphis, and 3 in New
Orleans. An analysis of other theatres
operated by the same alignment shows the
following: Alabama, 34; Arkansas, 12;
Florida, 94; Georgie, 32; Louisiana, 11;
Mississippi, 27; North Carolina, 54; South
Carolina, 22; Texas, 164. This gives Paramount and its affiliates an estimated 470
houses in the entire south.
Loew’s, Inc., and its subsidiaries and affiliates have one in Kentucky, one in Atlanta, one in Houston, one in Memphis,
and one in New Orleans which comprises
but five in the south.
RKO and its subsidiaries and affiliates
have only one house, that being in New
Orleans.
Warner Bros, and its subsidiaries and affiliates have 8 in Kentucky, 9 in Virginia
and 11 in West Virginia with de luxe
houses in Baltimore, Charlotte, Memphis
for a total of 31 houses.
This checkup, which though it is not all
inclusive, gives a good picture of the setup,
shows in excess of 500 houses affected by
the government suit. There are probably
another hundred not brought forward, as,
for example, Warner interests in the local
Standard chain, but a study of statistics
shows that this total of slightly more than
500 houses does not constitute a very large
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Exhibitors

New

Orleans — Apparently

overpowered

by the eloquence of several arguments, exhibitors here and in the county have
joined distributors in remitting the sales
tax — one per cent outside of New Orleans
and two per cent in the city proper.
Some weeks ago the exchanges and the
exhibitors decided to contest the impost.
Came, however, via the grapevine from
Baton Rouge, intimation that the dormant
censorship law could easily be revived.
Faced with the implied threat of having
every foot of film in their vaults censorviewed at so much per, the exchanges decided that two per cent was not an excessive amount, after all, and forthwith
set about to collect from the exhibitors.

percentage of the total number
tres in the south.

of thea-

Independent

operation still has both producer-circuit and independent circuit ownership by a ratio of about three to one with
the independents’ chief competition being
the regional independent-owned circuits.
The major entry of producer-circuits is
of course into the metropolitan cities.
Typical of the south is the great number of “tiny chains” where one man or
group of independents own from three
to eight or ten houses in two or three
counties. This is particularly true in cities
and towns capable of supporting only a
single house.
Should the government succeed in its
suit and force disassociation of producers
and their circuit holdings, the south will
not be greatly affected by any such arrangement. Those houses which must be
divorced are in most instances owned in
partnership with a regional independent
circuit which in all likelihood would take
over full operation of the houses involved
and
today.leave the situation much as it exists

Miami

Suburban

Undergoes
Miami — Bids

were

House

Improvement
let this past weekend

for $35,000 improvements for the Seventh
Avenue Theatre, north community house.
Included in the improvements which
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Walder, owners of
the house, are making, is air-conditioning,
new sound equipment, new seats, new carpets and new draperies. Store fronts on
either side of the theatre entrance are also
being remodeled.

With

the distributors converted, exhibitors still were unconvinced. Came in
good time another grapevine hint from
Baton Rogue which carried pointed reference to a recent state supreme court decision terming cash drawings in excess of
$35 as lotteries in violation of the state
law. Result: Converted exhibitors.
One rebel, however, is said to be plucking at exhibitor coverlets. The Saenger
circuit, reported to be privately burned
over the tax, is remitting direct to the state
treasurer while its attorneys allegedly prepared to file suit for recovery of the levy
on the ground of unconstitutionality.
Meanwhile,

the tax is being paid.

Fleischer Studios
Preparing for Staff
Miami — Arrangements

for the arrival of

some two hundred employes and staff
artists at the new Fleischer Studios in
Miami were completed last week by Sam
Buckwald, personnel manager for this
pioneer animated cartoon organization
whose entire production will be made from
its new Miami location after the completion of the transfer of all equipment and
staff next month.
Most

of the studio equipment

is now

installed, a portion of the studio staff already on hand, with landscaping and construction being completed this month.
The transfer is being made gradually
with no break in the studio schedule which
calls for a short subject, for release under
the Paramount banner, every 10 days.
Work has already been begun on the $1,600,000 full length, Technicolor feature,
“Gulliver’s Travels,” to be in production
at the studios during the next 18 months.
Abe Aronovitz, Miami representative and
legal counsel for the Fleischers, said that
the staff would be increased to 325 with
the balance, mostly artists, to be hired
locally, many from the special art classes
which have been meeting throughout the
summer under the tutelage of Bob Epstein,
Miami Herald cartoonist.
Max and Dave Fleischer, both of whom
own homes on Miami Beach, will come
down early in September.
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Baby Contest On
Houston — Many

a fond

mother’s

heart

is palpitating now over Loew’s State’s onto-Hollywood baby drive. In cooperation
with the Houston Post, a local children’s
shoe store, a photographer, a dance studio
and a dairy, Loew’s is sponsoring trips for
nine winning babies and their mothers to
the M-G-M studios, and division of $640
among 135 other winners.
Coupon books of 20 tickets to the baby
pageant climaxing the contest, to be staged
at Loew’s September 24, are sold by the
entrants. One book sold entitles a baby
to enter, three to a big picture in the Post.
Voting tickets are given with purchases at
the sponsors’ places of business.
Pour most popular babies, chosen by
their photographs by studio judges, and
five others voted most popular in the
pageant, will be given the trips to Hollywood over the Santa Fe.

Extensive Renovations
Under Way
Miami — An

entire

new

tor Hialeah
entrance,

lobby,

marquee, and new restrooms are included
in the reconstruction work now in progress
at the Hialeah Theatre, a unit in the local
chain of Paramount Enterprises, Inc.
Manager Carl Mott had planned his vacation for the latter part of August, but
is staying on to supervise the completion
of this construction work. He will take
his vacation in September.

Oskar Korn Annexes Three Keyes
Theatres and the Ritz at Quanah
" Alexander s Band " Does
Record Dallas Business
Dallas

—

From

a

good

and

authentic

source, "Alexander’s Ragtime Band,” current 20th Century-Fox attraction, before
the run was finished, had done more business than any picture yet released by the
company.
"Alexander” opened at the Majestic for
its southern premiere. Dallas acclaim and
word of mouth was all that could be expected. The picture’s run in Houston was
equally phenomenal, it was learned from
this same authentic source. In Dallas
“Alexander” is reported to have done well
over 200 per cent of normal business even
before the week’s run was done.
In front of the Majestic for the premiere were the latest in Hollywood lights
provided by the Roy C. Lee Co., which
usually handles important openings. Roy
Lee has just acquired two gigantic searchlights, a white and blue one, from the
coast. They were tremendous things,
visible for ten miles or more. Lee has
pioneered the Hollywood premiere in the
southwest and his equipment will astound
any theatre who wants to use it. The lights
carry their own generators.

Dallas — The

OK

Circuit,

under

the

personal direction and ownership of Oskar
Korn, has added a foursome to its holdings
with the purchase from Arthur Keyes of
two theatres in Quanah and one in Eldorado, Okla., and the purchase of the Ritz
at Quanah, a competitive house recently
opened by Garner Jones and destroyed
by fire. Transfer was made August 15.
Korn, who has operated ten or more
theatres in some of the best small towns
in west Texas, and a veteran in the
business, said he will dismantle Quanah’s
A house, the Texan, and build a new
theatre on that site. He will move the
Texan name and equipment to the Old
Court and otherwise improve that theatre.
Arthur Keyes is one of the oldest exhibitors in Texas in point of service. He was
a landmark in independent and small town
theatre operation and was always active
in exhibitor organization affairs.

Rob Santone
San

Antonio — The

Cashier

Texas

Theatre

cash-

ier, Miss Madge Doyle, was held up and
robbed of $300 by a lone bandit last Tuesday evening, a short time before the house
closed for the night'.

NEW SOUND with
Box Office Wallop
Trade In Your Old Sound
If your sound has given years of service but
is out of date now and something may
crack any day, why not trade it in on a
brand new OPERADIO.
The difference in cost is small and the improvement in sound

Dual Amplifier

HERBER
210 SOUTH
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" Fair Treatment

is great.

BROTHERS
and Adequate

Service

Always 1
DALLAS.

TEXAS
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Over 200 Assemble
To Learn of Drive
(Continued

from page 121)

and Nat Williams, of Thomasville, all independent theatre owners.
Assisting Mochrie, for the distributors,
will be Harry Ballance, and Paul Wilson, 20th Century-Fox; Charles Kessnich
and Roy Avey, of M-G-M; Oscar Morgan
and Cecil House, of Paramount; Dave
Prince, of United Artists; Fred Jack and
R. L. McCoy, of Warner; S. M. Moscow
and W. W. Anderson, Columbia; Hubert
Lyons and G. C. Brown, RKO; Harry
Graham and John Ezell, of Universal, and
John Mangham, Monogram-Southern.
The following theatre managers, owners
and motion picture distributors registered
at the industry campaign meeting held on
the roof garden of the Ansley Hotel:
From
Atlanta — VV. W. Anderson, R. M. Avey,
R. J. Barnes, L. D. Benton, G. C. Brown, B. S.
Bryan, R. R. Bryan, L. B. Butler, Oliver Cooper,
A. C. Cowles, M. W. Doris, A. Duren, Hudson Edwards, Randolph Elliott, J. G. Evins, J. T. Ezell,
Roland Fairchild, R. H. Ford, Alpha Fowler, Lee
Puhrman,
R. B. Gunn, J. H. Harrison, W.
O.
Higginbotham,
Earl Holden, G. L. Hutchinson,
Louis Ingram, William, K. Jenkins, E. B. Kantor.
Charlie Karr, H. Keeter, Charles Kessnich, H. R.
Kistler, J. S. Laird, Fred Levine, Hubert Lyons,
J. W. Mangham,
Fred Mathis, R. G. McClure, R.
L. McCoy, Robert Mochrie, Oscar Morgan, Collett
Munger, W. T. Murray, Eddie Penticost, H. A.
Pickett, Hill Power, R. C. Price, Dave
Prince,
T. H. Read, A1 Rook, M. R. Rogers, W. H. Rudisill, F. H. Rudolph, Frank W. Salley, Karl Shal-

man,

Harry

C. Simpson,

Elbert Stowe,
E. Whitaker,
Young, J. W.
Out-of-town
C.

E.

exhibitors

Beech,

Jackson,

Ga. ;

W.

P. Stevens,

were

Thomaston,

J.

M.

the
Ga. ;

Miller,

J.

B.

Hardy,

Thomaston,

Ga.;

H.

E.

Ingram,

Laird,

Birmingham,
Ala.;
Heard, Elberton,
L.

Ashland, Ala.; Gordon
Bradley, Jacksonville, Fla.; J. C. H. Wink, Dalton, Ga. ; Roy
Columibus, Ga. ; Art Barry, Macon, Ga. ;

Martin,
Frank

Miller, August, Ga. ; C. S. Dunn, Chattahoochee, Fla.; W. L. Dowler, Chattanooga, Tenn.;
Wm.
L. Wilson, Waycross, Ga. ; Frank V. Merritt,
Birmingham,
Ala.; L. A. Stein, Jacksonville, Fla.;
W. G. Minder, New
Orleans, La.; Abe Solomon &
Son, Chattanooga, Tenn.; P. A. Engler, Birmingham, Ala.; R. E. Hook, Aliceville, Ala.; A1 Hailey,
Vidalia, Ga. ; A. L. Bishop, Columbus, Ga. ; T. K.
Jones, Dadeville, Ala.; R. H. Dunn, Camilla, Ga. ;
A. C. Gortatowsky, Albany, Ga.; R. L. Nowell,
Monroe,

Ga.
sonville, Fla.; Si

Falis,

Florida;

Jack

Price,

three newspapers were
porters and photographers.

represented

Talks were made
by: Win.
Lam, Roy Martin, and Robert
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from
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the Result of Three

Great Forces

in-

details.

Jimmy Cartledge, general manager of
the Strand and Criterion, has named the
new theatre at Anderson, S. C., the State.
Construction of the Parkway
West

Theatre at

Jefferson, N. C„ was recently com-

pleted.
Mike Lions, assistant manager of the
Paramount at Greenville, Miss., for the
past four months, is now assistant manager of the Saenger Theatre, Vicksburg.
Liberty Theatre, Homerville, Ga., is being improved by its owner, W. V. Musgrove.
Royal Theatre, Wilmington, N. C., has
been modernized from top to bottom.
Formal opening of the New Dixie Theatre at Yazoo City, Miss., was a red letter
day for the town and attracted large
crowds from a wide area. Frank Mutz is
manager. He comes from Baton Rouge.
Vic Maurin of the Fox Theatre, Houma,
Ala., commented on remodeling of the

O.

reC.

house by saying, “Folks won’t recognize it.’’
The Grand Theatre, old favorite with
filmgoers of Mt. Airy, N. C., has donned
a brand new face, a beautifully designed
marquee recently being completed.
Percy C. Osteen, manager of theatres in
Anderson, S. C., for the past 19 years, has
invented a device which automatically
takes, records and destroys the ticket of the
show patron. The device represents ten
years experiment and work.
Construction of a new house in Warsaw, N. C„ under management of Harry
Cooke and Fin Lee, was recently announced.
C. E. Kessnich, southern division manager of Metro, recently spent some time in
Asheville, N. C.
Ritz Theatre, Sarasota, Fla., has a new
roof, the re-roofing job costing $500.
Strand Theatre at Hohenwald, Tenn.,
has bee?i remodeled and an entirely new
outfit has been purchased.
J. O. Lamont, transferred to Atlanta
from Omaha, Neb., has assumed duties
as branch manager for Grand National.
W. M. (Snake) Richardson has left
Grand National. He said future plans will
be announced soon.

Research

* C. R. P. I. Engineering
It Motiograph

why

representative

complete

It Bell Laboratories

you

long-run

☆

150

other

41 years.

all means

to your

WIL-KTN.
ii

by

K. Jenkins,
Mochrie.

INSTEAD OF
REPLACEMENTS
has

■pHE LINCOLN Theatre at Charleston,
S. C., is being reconditioned.

Jack-

Mrs. A. L. Wade — State Chairman
of Motion
Picture Federated Clubs' member
of Better Films
Comm. — Decatur, Ga.
All

A T IL A M T A

Mrs.

Eddie Watson, Montevallo, Ala.; Joe Hackel,
Jacksonville, Fla.; N. H. Waters, Birmingham,
Ala.; Mack
Jackson, Alexander City, Ala.; E. F.

By
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Ala.;

J. Katz, Charlottesville, Va. ; Louis Rosenbaum, Florence, Ala.; Mrs. Ray Taylor, Copperhill, Tenn.; Miss Mary Brockton, Nashville, Tenn.;
Odette Walling, Sheffield, Ala.; J. M. Reynolds
jr. Greensboro, Ga. ; L. J. Duncan, West Point,
Ga.; A. L. Cowart, Edison, Ga.; O. C. Lam, Rome,
Ga.; Guy ICenimer, Jacksonville, Fla.; James JarSandersNewman,
rell, Commerce, Ga. ; Warren
ville, Ga.; Bill O’Neill, Valdosta, Ga. ; Mr. and
Mrs. M. C. Moore, Jacksonville, Fla.

make

8620

Pierce,

Ga.;

This

CHARLOTTE

F.

Cardova,

Rome,
Ga.; r'. M. Kennedy,
G. C. Partee, Buford, Ga. ; A.

Projectors

Phone

following:
R.

W. B. Smith, Tennille, Ga. ; W. M. Karrh, Swainsboro, Ga. ; C. H. Amos, Nashville, Tenn.; J. E.
Ga. ; W. R. Boswell, GreensMartin, Montezuma,
boro, Ga. ; J. T. Douglas, Vidalia, Ga. ; F. S.
Seingler, Richland, Ga. ; Nat Williams, Thoniasville, Ga. : E. S. Butler, Covington, Ga. ; Nat Hancock, Jefferson, Ga.; W. R. Griffin, Cullman, Ala.;
R. E. Hutchinson, Newnan, Ga. ; Glover Johnson,
Center, Ala. ; Mr. and
Mrs. Harlow
Merryday,
Platata, Fla.

PERFORMANCE

321 S. Church,

I. P. Stone,

J. F. Thames, Mrs. L. S. Vach, E
George Wilby, Sam
Wilson, J. S.
Young.

Craftsmanship

Walton St., ATLANTA
Phone WALnut
4G13

W. H. Kimberly, president of Visugraphic
Film Corp., has recently spent much time
out of town on business trips.
Visitors along the Row last week included Bill Griffin of Cullman, Ala.; James
Jarrell, Commerce, Ga.; Carl Cape, Buford,
Ga.; Ed Watson, Montevallo, Ala.; Mrs.
Nell Benedic, Lithonia, Ga., and Miss Mary
Brockett, of Nashville, booker for the
Crescent Amusement Co.
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Texans

Two Charge Talleg
Has Breached Pact

in Hollywood

^HE

film ad campaign in Texas continued its speed gained at the first
meeting Monday when the Tuesday morning mail brought in $400 in pledges and
checks from exhibitors in outlying sections, according to Rip Payne, custodian
of these funds for the Texas committee.
The checks were mailed in by films salesmen who secured the contributions. The
salesmen are hot in their contest to win
first prize of $400 for turning in the most
money from independent exhibitors. This
contest is a side issue, or gesture, by R. E.
Griffith, R. J. O’Donnell and W. G. Underwood, who put up $750 out of their
own pockets for three prizes of $400, $250
and $150 to encourage quick raising of
the amount asked from independents for
putting over the drive.
At the Monday drive meeting W. G.
Underwood asked that exhibitors not
chisel on the number of seats they report, but that they should cooperate by
paying 10 cents for each and every seat
in their houses. In spite of this there was
some chiseling noted in contributions Monday. For a very few dollars, maybe up to
$10 or $15, as some are said to have chiseled, exhibitors can keep their skirts clean.
They’ll be talked about when they so
chisel, and in the “Greatest Year” case,
it isn’t worth it.
Bill Finch, the Monogram booker and
front man, is back from Port Aransas
with his wife from where he brings tall
tales of tarpon fishing and a catch. He
outplayed and landed a five-footer weighing 90 pounds and brought the usual
trophy, a scale, with proper credentials
saying he did it. Nevertheless, in and
around the corner, the tarpon has grown
in length and weight. Anyway, it was a
big fish.
Louie Cliarninsky ,
well-known Elm
Streeter, has the reducing and better
health habit. He has joined a health
club which meets regularly, particularly
on Sunday morning for theatre managers. The work consists of exercise, baths,
diet, etc., and Louie is already giving
testimonials to some of his rundown
friends. In such robust shape his Capitol
Theatre is bound to have even more
screaming fronts as the work-outs continue. Incidentally, Lester Sack, who recently moved his film company to Dallas,
is one of the club members along with
Louie, and after three or four treatments
Alfred said he has his health back. Alfred
said every time he looked at a picture
Ms leg went to sleep, but that the member now stays awake even then.
Sam Kirchheimer, Northside, Houston,
in Dallas for the Monday meeting, said
why run a theatre, or even attend a meeting when the king fish are biting. It
seems he’s been catching some big ones
far out in the Gulf during the past few
weeks.
Wallace Walthall of National Screen,
who will handle the “Greatest Year” campaign trailers and also special trailers on
coming contest pictures, said already National is besieged with orders and requests
for these accessories.
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San

Union

Due to Open
Houston — The

September

Abilene,

1

neighborhood

theatre, the Union, and civic center being
built by Mrs. Elizabeth Moody at 4001
Humble road, on the northside, is expected to be opened September 1, according to tentative plans. The theatre
capacity is 750. Her son, Stewart Moody,
and Ernest McGowan, who have had theatre experience on the west coast, will
be co-managers.
The center will include apartments,
cafe, department store, grocery, market
and other lines of business.
The site has been in the family over a
century. It was handed down by Charles
Ballinger Stewart, first signer of the Texas
Declaration of Independence and first
secretary of the Texas Republic.

Mexico — Several

new

theatres

in

houses

are

reported for Oklahoma small towns. Eddie
and Marie Holt are building a new 400seater at Grove, which will be a summer
resort on completion of the Disney Dam.
The other two, S. P. Sellers’ new show at
Westville and at Eufula, where L. R. Creason is building a new 30-seat theatre, the
Palace.

BUFFALO
315 s. HARWOOD

COOLING
BUFFALO

Blocker,

Lubbock

c«

MODERNIZING
&
STREAMLINING
HEADQUARTERS
Visit Us

Plan Three in Oklahoma
City — Three

Tex. — John

» Theatre

Monterey were temporarily closed due to
a labor strike. They included the Rex,
Cosmos, Madero, Regis, and Maravillas.
There was no violence, but if an agreement could not be reached it was feared
the strike would be continued into Juarez,
Anahuac, Imperio and Nacional.

Oklahoma

En-

theatreman, has awarded a $6,000 contract
for remodeling a building on Pine Street
in which he plans to open an independent
theatre. The building will be of structural concrete with glass front and new
equipment throughout.

Strike in Monterey
Monterey,

Talley

John Blocker Remodels
Abilene Site for House

Theatre

elaborate

Tex. — Gidney

terprises and Talley personally are being
sued in Brewster and Uptown counties for
alleged breach of contract in theatre
transactions.
Guinn Birdwell, who sold the Ritz at
McCamey to Talley, is the plaintiff in a
breach of contract suit filed at Rankin,
and Mrs. Zema DeMoville and Robert
Mann are plaintiffs in a similar suit filed
at Alpine in connection with the sale of
the Ritz Theatre there to Talley. It is
alleged in both suits that Talley failed to
fulfill certain obligations when he acquired 51 per cent controlling interest in
the McCamey and Alpine theatres.

James Cherry, the Dallas exhibitor
who claims a good feature and a short
subject out-gross duals in his situation,
is shown here on the M-G-M lot with
Florence Rice, studio player, center,
and Mrs. Cherry. He is city manager
for the Interstate Theatre circuit in
the Texas metropolis.

Houston

Angelo,

ENGINEERING

In our new

office

1914 Main

Street

PLANS FREE
On Remodeling Jobs

KING
SCENIC

CO.

1914 Main St.
DALLAS

EQUIPMENT
CO., INC.

Dallas,

Texas
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mi in a mi in
JJIGH PEAK for the summer in visiting
vacationists was marked this past week
with Knoxville, Tenn., Greenwood, N. C.,
Tampa, Cocoa and Jacksonville sending
down representative theatrical folks to see
“if it’s true what
Miami midsummer

they say about that
breeze” . . . and no-

body’s rushin’ back northward until their
time’s up! Among the first in this week
were Mr. and Mrs. John Crovo, who had
dashed up to Louisville the initial part of
their vacation before coming down here.
Finding it surprisingly cool here, they decided to risk a further south jaunt and
left for a brief boat trip to Havana. Crovo
manages the Arcade Theatre at Jacksonville.
Two

former

Miami

theatremen

were

next

to put in their appearances, Bill Dr unibar
of Knoxville, former city manager for
Paramount Enterprises, Inc., and James
Cartlidge of Greenwood, S. C„ former
manager of the State Theatre when it was
known as the Fotoshow.

Build Unique

Houston — One of Houston’s most unique

theatres is the Union, now under construction on a highway in the suburbs by Mrs.
Elizabetth Moody. The Union is the center
of a community center made up of one of
the most elaborate greenhouses and nurseries in Houston; an air-conditioned cafe,
apartment house and other community
stores.
The odd thing about the layout is that
the big nursery is operated as a hobby by
Mrs. Moody and no flowers or plants are
for sale. Instead, they are given to charity institutions and organizations that distribute them to underprivileged families.
The theatre will be a subsequent run,
changing programs three times a week. All
buildings of the project are of cream
stucco, California type.

L. H. Johnston, Wometco comptroller , is
taking his vacation in installments, having
just returned from part one, spent in the
vicinity of Chimney Rock, N. C.
By the time the Olympia chief and his
wife return from their jaunt up into Wisconsin, they (A1 Weiss jr. and the Missus)
will have established a vacation mileage
which will require a speedometer check
to establish whether or not they topped
the standing vacation mileage record up to
date, that of Ted Schlosser of the Plaza,
who went to Montreal — by way of Chicago,
it seems. The Weisses left Sunday to drive
over to Tampa, then across state to Lakeland, Arlando and Jacksonville before
heading into the north country.
Believing

that

they

“couldn’t

be

shot

for trying,” a number of persons who saw
the “Lost” ad which the Olympia ran re.
Harold Lloyd’s glasses, brought in a pair
of rims without bothering to look in the
specified spots, i. e.\ along Flagler St. and
on Biscayne Blvd. Only those rims, which
were tagged with cards which Al Weiss had
made in connection with his showing of
“Professor, Beware,” were
for the promised ducats.

We

accepted

as good

Specialize
in

QUALITY

&

SERVICE

The Queen Feature Service, Inc.
Quality Theatre
1912%

Morris

Equipment

Avenue

BIRMINGHAM.

& Supplies
Phone

ALABAMA

3-8665

(Continued

Plans Film Society
— Hubert

Roussel,

dramatic

critic for the Houston Post, whose whimsical pen carries a punch and has won
him a wide following, has made himself
the

Joan D’Arc of the local “class” audience and proposes to form a film society

to underwrite the showing of class pictures shunned by local exhibitors as unprofitable.
Roussel claims he has had so great a
response

that

“it has

been

impossible

to

answer the letters.”
“The plan seems to be moving, however,” Roussel said. “One interested person is investigating such organizations in
other

page

31)

worth

it to him.

“And

the industry

has

neglected to sell the public on the screen’s
educational value,” he said. “The contest
is the popular thing with exhibitors, however,” he added.
The books to be used by exhibitors in
the contest will cost a little more than
a half cent each, or $5.50 a thousand, it
was pointed out by O’Donnell, who has
just received a wire from the New York
committee.
called on Col. H. A. Cole, who

said details of the “Greatest Year” campaign don’t count — that they can be perfected as the move progresses. “The industry should have done it ten years ago,
but

Houston

from

vertising campaign alone on the glamor
and best entertainment angles would be

cited the “Greater Movie Season” of some
seasons back as the first effort by all
branches of the industry to pull together
in concerted action for more business. He

Houston Post Critic

cities and contacting lovers of unusual films in Houston. The early results

have been gratifying.” Roussel promises
“news to report” very soon.
The critic was inspired to work for local
showing of unusual films two years ago
after he had seen Elisabeth Bergner’s
“Escape Me Never.” No local exhibitor
would book the film, declaring they would
have to take a loss on it. Roussel used his
daily column freely to create interest in it,
and finally Francis Deering, manager of

better

termed

now

than

the present

later,” he

campaign

said.

He

“a magnifi-

cent thing.”
From
the floor, Rubin Frels, of Victoria, said he would like to come in and
pay his part if he had any pictures to do
it with, or to enter into the campaign,
and that until he did get pictures to do
this he would have to stay out. O’Donnell
told him he couldn’t answer that — that he
could not get him pictures, but hoped
Frels would see his way clear to come in
later.
There was no registration at the “Greatest Year” meeting, although several exhibitors who know crowds, seats and
Texas theatre men said there were well
over 200 in the ball room and that 150
of them were independents. If so, this
was

the largest gathering

of exhibitors

in

15 years.
Some milled about Filmrow during the
morning, did regular booking, but the
majority came into the meeting as it
opened, stayed about an hour and a half
and left for home. Some had not preing.
viously attended any sort of trade meetIt was

impossible

to get all the names,

Loew’s State, brought the picture in for a
ready made audience. The theatre broke
even. Since that time, Roussel has plugged

but here’s a representative independent
group: H. H. Covington, Teague; Rubin
Frels, Victoria; J. F. Hightower, Leon

Noel Coward’s

Lewis, L. C. Tidball, Ft. Worth; Bob Clemmons, Dave Lutzer, C. V. Caver, Dallas;
Arthur Keyes, Quanah; Sam Kirchheimer,
Mitchell Lewis, Frank Wilkie, Houston;
J. G. Long, Theo Routt, Bay City.

“The

Scoundred,”

and

more

recently, the French films, “Club de Femmes,” with Danielle Darrieux, and “Beethoven.” The foreign films were shown by
Will Horwitz, owner of a chain of subsequent run theatres in Houston, and are
said to have shown a nice profit.
Roussel claims his fans are asking “with
anxious concern” what has become of
Elisabeth Bergner, and his column is setting the stage for Bergner’s
making,

“Stolen

picture in the

Life.”

Johnny Long Starts Theatre
Port Lavaca, Tex. — Johnny Long
broken
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South Enthusiastic
Over Film Campaign

O’Donnell

Two other theatrical couples, vacationing on the beach, are Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Dumestrie, Atlanta, and Mr. and Mi's.
Jack Hodges, Cocoa. Dumestrie is RCA
representative at Atlanta while Hodges
manages the State Theatre at Cocoa . . .
Over from Tampa is Miss Blondell Pate,
cashier of the Tampa Theatre.

Theatre

ground

for a new

theatre

has

here.

Homer Mulkey, Clarendon; Jack Pickens, New Braunfels; Roy Howell, Coleman; Carl Tate, Valley Mills; L. M. Threet,
Lufkin; E. P. Rainosek, Iraan; H. S. Cole,
Bonham; H. A. Cole, Dallas; C. L. Brittain, Whitney; Dave Young, Brownsville;
R. N. Smith, Mission; H. S. Usry, Decatur.
Ray Jennings, Hondo; L. B. Capers,
Gorman; L. B. Crow, Leonard; Wiley Booth,
Wolfe City; Ted Lewis, Texarkana; Tate
Woody,

Joe

Bryant,
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bock; Hugo Plath, Jacksboro; Ernest
Rockett, Itasca; John Stewart, Kaufman;
M. D. Stewart, De Leon; Gale Petit, Houston; Jerry Cheshire, Abilene.

They Snared

'Em

no-

RESTED by vacations and relieved by a
new upturn of business Houston theatre operators and hired hands join in a
floy-floy chorus of happy-days-again.
Even the dog days of a south Texas August have failed to smother the obvious

tified of his appointment as local representative to the district meeting August
15 at Atlanta, was unable to attend. He
is awaiting organization instructions to
be forwarded from Atlanta with the knowledge that all Florida theatres will be virtually unanimous in their support of this
campaign.
Wolfson, himself a vice-president of the
MPTOA, was appointed by Oscar Lamb,
Georgia circuit owner, also a MPTOA vicepresident.

lifting of the mid-summer slump. Loew’s
State has had two holdovers in a row.
Metro’s “Love Finds Andy Hardy” and
now the same company’s "The Crowd
Roars” — the femmes like the new Taylor
even better than the pretty-boy version.
“Alexander’s Ragtime Band” (20th-Fox)
opened at two previews a day ahead of
the usual change schedule at the Majestic,
one held at 7:30 p. m. and the other at
9:30 p. m. the same day — the SRO sign
was hung out for both.

Wolfson Confident All
For Drive in Florida
Miami — Mitchell

Wolfson,

who

was

W. Eddie Bremer, manager of the Kirby,
announces a return to the two-a-week
schedule. The Kirby has had a three-aweek program for nearly a year. It is the
smallest of the three downtown Interstate
houses, with prices 15-35 cents.

Expect Film Drive
To Aid Materially
Oklahoma

City — Most

of the exhibitors

in this state are anxiously awaiting completion of setting up of machinery for the
state’s part in the “Motion Pictures Are
Your Greatest Entertainment” drive. Exhibitors large and small seem to feel that
the drive is going to do a lot toward stimulating business.
“It’s a great idea,” one of these latter
declared. “And power to the boys working on it! I believe it will bring in the
patrons for the duration of the promotion but after that what? It is my firm
opinion that the industry will profit most
if it builds up for day after day business,
winning and holding patrons’ interests,
rather than any big splurges. If you can
win people to your houses solely on merit
of your product without any pressure or
any ballyhoo, then you don’t have much
to worry about.
“My personal experience has been that
the main thing most of us need is better
pictures with more genuine entertainment
value and less of the type of product I
have seen all too much of during the last
year. Give the public something to see
and you won’t have
them in.

to advertise to get

“There’s no use kidding ourselves; people haven’t the money to spend on entertainment that they used to have. A lot
of us had better give plenty of consideration as to how purchasing power can be
restored to the masses of our people for
when that is done theatres are going to
have climbing receipts.”
Nevertheless a checkup among exhibitors
of all types and classes by Boxoffice in
this state shows a strong feeling in favor
of the drive and most of them feel that
while the aftermath of the drive is pure
speculation, the industry is going to get
more than its money’s worth for what it
spends.
The drive for participating showmen is
still on with full steam ahead in the state,
with film salesmen carrying most of the
load of bringing in the pledges. Their
reports are due to be tabulated sometime
within the next few days, at which time
we will have a definite idea of the amount
of cooperation the plan will get. Firstrun operators in the major cities have already put their “X” on the dotted line.
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Dallas — Fats Nance,

general

manager

of

the Henry Hall circuits; Leroy Bickel,
branch manager for Metro-GoldwynMayer, and Paul Short, division manager
for National Screen Service, spent the
weekend in Port Aransas as guests in the
summer home of Henry Hall, head of the
Hall circuit and one of the South’s most
renowned fishermen. Aboard the Hall
yacht, Henry and his guests snared a record catch for a variety of fish, the pair
above being two of the largest specimen.

§ AMTOME
^ISITORS: Lester Coleman, Paramount
auditor from New York City, was in
town for a few days; also at the Paramount exchange on a business call was
District Manager Hugh Braly, Dallas office; Roy Friddell, Texas roadshowman,
in recently show shopping at Independent
Film-Supply Exchange and Latin-American Distributing Co.
Congratulations to Manager Johnny T.
Floore of the Texas Theatre who celebrated another milestone last week.
The all-Negro talking picture, “Harlem
on the Prairie,” played a midnight date
at the Empire Theatre Saturday. Entire
house was reserved for the colored patrons who really turn out for these owl
shows in a big way.
Add vacationists: Miss
Paramount contract clerk,
Orleans . . . Richard Betts,
same exchange, is spending
and
rey). Mexico (Corpus Christi

Helen Moore,
down in New
booker at the
his in Texas
and Monter-

Nick Stuart, star of the silents, and his
orchestra are proving one of the most
popular in these parts. Stuart is playing
at Sylvan Beach, popular bay resort.
Friends of Ray Jones, Majestic manager, are smiling at his original announcements on the occasion of his third son,
August 1. On the front are two traffic
lights showing green and labeled with the
names of the older boys, five and three
years. On the reverse is one huge RED
traffic light, and the newcomer's name.
The caption, “Does this speak for itself”
Vacationists: In Hollywood — Bob Frazier, Loew’s house manager; John Smith,
Metropolitan manager, Mrs. Smith, and
Winnie Watson, the Interstate PBX operator. The Smith party is visiting in the
home of the George Bancrofts . . . Homer
Jordan, Interstate artist, and his wife and
and small son have reutrned from a motor
trip through South Texas, fishin’ and restin’ .. . Bob Kelley, the Mrs. and little
daughter are on a fishing vacation on the
bay . . . The Bill Bells, publicity for the
Majestic, have returned from a vacation
ville.
in
Texas’ real mountain country near KerrMrs. Louise Jackson, secretary to Al
Lever, city manager of the Interstate Theatres, Inc., and her husband, Jack Jackson, are building a new home.

NOW

BOOKING

RUDOLPH VALENTINO
IN

“SON
OF THE SHEIK”
The Star Whose Popularity Has
Never

The crooning-announcer at KMAC is
Charles Nelson who is doing the “Music
Your Way” programs nightly. Charley
was formerly stand-in for several of the
stars at Paramount Studios, Hollywood.

Died

AL WOLF
P. O. Box 2417
Phone

Dallas, Texas

8-8413
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C. BUCKWALTER, manager of the
Altec Service Corp., on Cleveland Ave.,
is vacationing in Miami, leaving Pierce J.
Aubrey in charge of business in his absenc . . . W. G. Minden, manager of the
Affiliated Producers, has resigned his position as manager there and has gone to
Atlanta, and from there will go on to New
York to “seek new
Castleberry, booker,
charge. But as yet
ficially appointed to

connections.” U. W.
is automatically in
no one has been ofsucceed Minden.

W. A. Prewitt, chair salesman for the
American Desk Co., which is represented
here by W. H. Castay, is mixing pleasure
with business in Temple, Tex. . . . August
Marrero, formerly with the Monogram office here, is now manager for Wm. Shiell
who is the licensee of the Modern Talking
Picture Service, 1409 Cleveland Ave. . . .
The Gaiety Theatre, which went up in
smoke about a year ago, will be reopened
in October by the Ruffino Bros.

Dirmann, New Orleans born soprano of the concert stage and radio and
a “voice ghost” for Norma Shearer, Kay
Francis, Marion Davis, Elissa Landi, and
others during a period of times gone by
in Hollywood, when Hollywood turned to
sound and learned that several of its biggest boxoffice hits couldn’t warble a note,
with her manager-husband, Sandor Kallay, is in town visiting with their son.
Sandor. Miss Dirmann will star in April
at L. S. U.’s first annual music festival.
Rose

Gar Moore, publicity man for the Orpheum and Liberty theatres here, was in
a fever recently trying to figure out a
way to make a tieup of Irene Schoenberger, recently crowned “Miss New Orleans
with the Orpheum in a publicity stunt so
when he learned that she paints he hired
her, instead, to do a lobby display for
Harold Lloyd’s “Professor Beware.” Miss
Schoenberger has a poster on exhibition
in New York with the possibility of it
winning her a trip to the
But she is saying goodbye to
because she now believes that
figure and musical ability
take her to New York and
well, and she can see the
winning a poster contest.

World’s Fair.
her art work
her face and
probably will
Hollywood as
Fair without

Ferguson Is Now M-G-M
Memphis Area Exploiteer
Oklahoma

City — Todd

Ferguson,

Stand-

ard Theatres executive, has resigned to
become district exploitation manager for
Metro- Goldwyn-Mayer, out of Memphis.
He has been connected with local theatres
for the past nine years.
Before joining Standard Todd Ferguson
was employed as publicity and advertising manager for Midwest Enterprises
and had a similar job with Warner Theatres in this area. For the past four years
he has managed numerous theatres here.
In his new job he will have charge of
promotional work for M-G-M in Tennessee, Kentucky, Mississippi and Arkansas.
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"Army Girl" Opens
Gaply in Santone
San

Antonio — Republic’s

“Army

Girl”

had a brilliant opening at the Texas Theatre here Thursday night, August 11. The
Junior Yanks Drum and Bugle Corps paraded up and down in front of the house
prior to the speech-making over a mike in
the lobby.
A lone bugler from Army Post gave a
crowd of over 5,000 on the street a sample
of the various calls and taps played for
Uncle Sam’s army men. A battery of huge
spotlights were furnished by the U. S.
Army Signal Corps and the kleig and
smaller lights were lent by National Films,
Inc., here. Some were shipped in from
Dallas for the occasion. Army officers
from the Texas National Guard, ROTC,
Oklahoma National Guard, and others
comprising the Third Army, spoke briefly
over the mike set up in the foyer handled
by Buster Bryan and Charlie Belfi of
KTSA Broadcasting Co.
Victor Keller, counsel for the city, spoke
in behalf of Mayor C. K. Quin who was
ill; State Senator J. Franklin Spears, Lloyd
Rust, Republic Pictures district manager,
Dallas; William O’Donnell, Interstate city
manager, said there would be more premieres; Barbara Pepper, Guinn (Big Boy)
Williams of Hollywood, in the cast of the
film, expressed their thanks for being present. Frank Starz, Interstate publicity
chief, Dallas, Col. E. O. Thompson and
Lieut.-Col.
Paul Wakefield were also present.

ARKAMSAg
J^ECENT Little Rock Filmrow visitors:
C. W. Tipton, New, Manila; H. E.
Wheatley, Hot Springs; Mr. and Mrs. W.
D. Mitchell, Gem, Dumas; J. L. Wood,
Crossett; J. A. Eubanks, Bradford; Pete
Barnes, Dallas, Tex.; R. V. McGinnis, New,
Hope; Carl Christian, DesArc; K. H. Kinney, Hayes Theatre, Hardy; H. H. Everett,
district manager, Republic Pictures, Charlotte, N. C.; L. G. Renfro jr.. Grove Theatre, Holly Grove; Alvin Hodges, National
Theatre Supply Co., New Orleans.
Frank Rouss, Republic Pictures, Little
Rock, is spending his vacation near DeValls Bluff where, he reports, the fish are
biting fine . . . E . W . Savage, Booneville,
has opened a theatre at Magazine . . .
C. E. Lawrence, formerly of Republic, Little Rock, and now minister of a Baptist
church at Heber Springs, visited his brother, Fred Lawrence, in Little Rock this
week.
Perry ville is to have a theatre soon, the
Brown store building having been remodeled by J. R. Howell and Frederic
Sims, operators of theatres at Ola and
Plainview . . . S. A. Arnold of Little Rock
has been in Dewitt recently assisting his
brother-in-law in a political campaign.
Arnold is now booking a road show, “Cloistered,” and is using his sound truck and
special displays for this purpose.

OKU

A. CITY

^^HEN
the boys convention,
and girls come
in for
the MPTOA
tentatively
set for October, they are going to have
the time of their lives if plans now being
formulated are earned out. Not only are
they going to have some very, very important business discussions to listen to, but
Secretary Morris Lowenstein is bending
over backwards seeking new and different
entertainment features.
Tom Dyer of Dyer Theatre Supply Co.,
Rocky Ford, Colo., supervising installation
of new
theatre
opening
Higdon

equipment in E. A. Weaver’s new
there; Weaver’s house was set for
the 15 th of this month . . . Ray
at 20th-Fox taking care of the

financial end of “The Motion Pictures Are
Your Greatest Entertainment” drive.
Exploitation stunt for Shirley Temple’s latest picture at the Midwest here
had Dave Goodman, house manager, and
Paul Buenning, promotional director of
KTCK promoting a Shirley Temple Auditions Contest that had the station
swamped
teners.

with applicants as well as lis-

Standard Theatres notes: Morris Swigar in New Orleans . . . Jim Birge back
from California vacation and now manager
of the Criterion, as well as exploitation
manager . . . Jack Tunstill assistant at
the Criterion . . . Gus Zaffos from assistant at the Tower to manager of the Ritz
. . . Day Lee Davenport from assistant at
the Criterion to assistant at the Warner
. . . Tod Ferguson, manager of the Plaza.
Grosses have been picking up slightly
though no one is turning handsprings
about it yet. Best reports seem to be coming from the country via the order-at-thesupply-house route where all local supply
men have noticed more interest in purchasing new equipment and have felt noticeable increases in purchases.
Sam Caporal's new Mayflower doing all
right . . . Bob Pfotenhauer back from
vacation to earn the weekly geetus again
. . . Mary O’Donnell, secretary to L. C.
Griffith of the Griffith Amusement Co.,
set to change her last name soon.

New Light and Decoration
Ideas Advanced by King
Dallas — W.

B. King,

head

of the King

Scenic Co., who has been doing theatre
work since 1910, and has advanced
many new ideas into theatre arrangement,
is now coming out with a new lighting
and decoration effect not only for theatres, but for the bigger hotels, night
spots and eating places.
It involves fluorescent lighting with the
new names of Conti-Glo and Conti-Lite
projector. Designs, or paintings, on theatre walls which appear in natural color
and effects under normal lighting, are
flashed to different colors and totally different effects under the fluorescent lighting. He plans to familiarize the trade
with the new vogue within a short time.
BOXOFFICE
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"GREATEST YEAR" . DRIVE DRAWS CANADIAN
MAJOR AND INDEPENDENT THEATRE INTEREST
'Flying Committee' Reports Question
Enthusiastic Support
r* - 1
i
Fails

Over Dominion
Toronto — Unification

of the

Canadian

trade

front for the Dominion’s participation in the “Motion Pictures’ Greatest
Year” campaign has been achieved.
That is the message brought by members of the “air-line committee” on their
return from a 10,000-mile tour by airplane
and rail to acquaint Canadian exhibitors
with the campaign.
Composed of J. J. Fitzgibbons of Famous
Players Canadian Corp., Haskell Masters
of United Artists and Leo M. Devaney of
RKO Radio, the committee visited Vancouver, Calgary, Regina, Winnipeg, Ottawa, Montreal and other centers after the
launching of the whirlwind drive with a
mass trade meeting here.
The traveling industry representatives
reported that uniformly enthusiastic receptions greeted their appearance in the
various exchange centers, and expressed
the opinion Canada can be counted upon
for complete cooperation.

Mctritmes
For Trade

Hear

Plans

Boost Program

Saint John, N. B. — J. J. Fitzgibbons, general manager of Famous Players Canadian Corp., Ltd.; Leo M. Devaney, general
manager of RKO Radio Pictures, Ltd., and
Haskell M. Masters, general manager of
United Artists Corp., Ltd., conferred in
Saint John this week with upwards of 50
exhibitors and branch managers of New
Brunswick and Prince Edward Island, to
start the ball rolling for the quartermillion-dollar prize campaign of “Motion
Pictures’ Greatest Year.” The Canadian
executives flew east after similar conferences in British Columbia and Alberta.
Following the Saint John sessions they
proceeded to Halifax for a Nova Scotian
round-table

discussion

reap the benefit of this by whole-hearted
cooperation in the endeavor. In Saint
John, meetings of the Maritime Film
Board of Trade and the exhibitors themselves have been held for preliminary
talks.

Film Drive

Plans at Winnipeg

Meet

Winnipeg — At a meeting held in the
Fort Garry Hotel, heads of the film industry in Canada outlined to a large audience of city and out-of-town exhibitors

BOXOFFICE

Ottawa — There

is the

possibility

that

the

“Quiz Contest” feature of the “Motion Pictures’ Greatest Year” campaign to
open September 1 may not meet with the
official approval of what is generally
known as the Crown, meaning the legal
department of the Governments. The
award or giving away of gifts, prizes,
tokens or other articles in exchange for a
consideration or as a premium in the sale
of an item is contrary to the criminal
code. Hence the distribution of an article
only to those who make a purchase has
been illegal for a lengthy period.
In connection with preparations for the
industry’s cooperative campaign, there has
been readied a questionnaire booklet for
the $250,000 prize contest and the information provided at conferences of film men
in the Dominion has been that the booklets
were

to be given to patrons at the respective theatres when they had bought tickets to see a performance, otherwise the

distribution of the pamphlet would become wholesale and unduly expensive.
The distribution of the contest booklets
is made a part of the consideration in the
sale of theatre tickets and it is thus an
offense under the law, as in the holding
of a contest by a store where coupons are
given only to actual customers. A large
department store in Ottawa encountered
difficulty along this line when it had a
count-the-pennies contest, customers being
invited to guess the number of coins in a
huge window display using coupons which
were given with sales. The outcome was
the ruling that the contest was illegal unless any person, whether a purchaser at
the store or not, was eligible for the com-

In the theatres’ co-operative drill this
fall, there is a definite probability that
an

exhibitor could not restrict the distribution of the quiz booklets to those purchasing admission tickets. It is also probable that an exhibitor could not refuse to
give a contest booklet to any applicant
who came to the theatre for the printed
literature. If there were a refusal by the
theatre owner or attendant, nothing might
happen, it is true, but it might be one of
those individuals who might lay a complaint with the police after which a charge
of violation of what has been termed the
anti-premium regulations would ensue.
This point will have to be studied by the
Canadian campaign committee because the
law

is applicable to all parts of the Dominion. It was originally framed to abolish the once-popular trading stamps or
premium books as a consideration of sale.
Gift nights at theatres have been operated for years in Canada but it has been
argued

that the price of admission included the price of the crockery, toiletware, cutlery or jewelry. At that there
have been prosecutions and, on occasions,
the giveaways have been declared illegal
in published statements.
The giving of a contest booklet, in which
the prospect or possibiltiy of cash prizes
is involved, on the purchase only of a
theatre ticket appears to be a risk, similar to the old trading stamp stunt among
retail stores. One outlet might be the
printing of a nominal price on the cover
of the contest booklet and include this
price in the cost of a theatre admission

pany’s prizes. In subsequent years the
rules of the merchandising stunt had to be
modified to this extent.

ticket. Then, if a non-patron demanded
a booklet, the price marked on the cover
could be charged so that there would be
no discrimination in the matter of socalled free distribution.

plans

the Lyceum,

of a similar nature.

Interest of theatregoers in the competition has been aroused by advance publicity in newspaper news columns, and it
is anticipated that Maritime exhibitors will

Outline

of Legality
in - Canada
r\
mi
Ardor
Drive
en
Damp
to
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K

for the motion

picture

campaign.

Discussion of the project presented by
J. J. Fitzgibbons, Haskell Masters and Leo
Devaney who had arrived here for the
meeting from the west, resulted in the
formation of a committee which will assume local charge of distribution of accessories in connection with the campaign.
The committee struck off for this purpose
includes: J. Pearson, H. Jernberg, J. Miles,
G. Simmons and J. Huber.

Port

Arthur;

Chas.

Dilley of

the Colonial, Port Arthur; Clarence Robson, Orpheum, Fort William; Gus Carlson,
Royal, Fort William; Joe Derry, Palace,
Kenora; Ernie Petsh, Strand, Brandon;
D. B. Roberts, Capitol, Brandon; C. W.
Taylor, Playhouse, Portage la Prairie;
Mrs. G. Peebles, Dauphin.
Also present were
and L. Hart Green.

S. Hart

Green,

K. C„

Present at the meeting were representatives of Western Theatres, Ltd., and F. H.
Kershaw and Sylvester Gunn of Famous

Regina, Sask. — With an unanimity seldom seen among motion picture exhibitors,
both independents and chain members,

Players all of Winnipeg, and out-oftown members include: G. J. McComber of

in

this province, members
(Continued on page

of the
135)
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MPD&E Recommendations in New
License Pact; ITA in Protest
Toronto — Changes

in the Canadian

cense Agreement, along the lines of the
amendments proposed by the Motion Picture Distributors & Exhibitors of Canada,
have been incorporated in the new agreement, which has just made its appearance.
Strong exception is being taken by the
Independent Theatres’ Ass’n of Ontario to
the fact that changes in the wording of
the new agreement, which it had proposed,
and which had at first understood were to
be the basis of discussions for the agreements revision, have not been included at
all in the newly drawn up agreement. The
ITA proposals, it is pointed out, were
“diametrically opposed” to those brought
forward by the MPD&E. The ITA is advising exhibitors who are signing agreements for the coming season’s product
only to do so under protest.
It is announced by the ITA that a meeting of the association at a very early date
for the purpose of discussing the license
agreement situation is in prospect, when
possible lines of action also will be considered.

Display Attracts Attention
For Pete Smith One-Reeler
Winnipeg

Bishop

—

Capitol

Manager

Harold

worked out an idea that is attracting a lot of attention. In connection

with a Pete Smith short, “Modeling for
Money,” Bishop had a display arranged
with pictures of lots of pretty girls and
a chart illustrating the measurements required for the perfect figure. The feminine theatregoers of the city are informed
that they will receive free admittance to
the show if their measurements come close
to the ideal.
The display is given a prominent position at the Portage avenue entrance and
is making passersby stop and read. How
local pulchritude stacks up to the ideal
specifications set forth is not known at the
time of writing.

/. /. Foy Tours Centers
On Behalf of 16mm Films
Toronto — J. I. Foy,

general

manager,

Sovereign Him Distributors, Ltd., the company recently formed with head offices in
this city for the purpose of distributing
16mm pictures throughout the Dominion,
is at present visiting various centers in
western Canada. It is reported here that
during his visit to the western provinces
Foy is furthering the arrangements for
putting into effect the company’s announced plan to establish branch distributing offices and staffs in the chief cities
in the Dominion. Foy was not scheduled
to return to Toronto until the close of the
present week.
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In Rumania
It's Peas

Li-

country

will

possibly

in United

be

States

unable

films

to

this fall.

In

the past they obtained the necessary foreign exchange for the purchase
of American films by buying sterling
drafts

from

firms

who

exported

peas

Palestine and Egypt, with which
tries Rumania has a favorable
balance.

Washington

are

understood

find

a

way

American

to

and

be

films which

Bucharest

the

enjoy

larity among Rumanian

to

countrade

negotiating

of financing

entry

great

to

popu-

fans.

A Quebec Visitor
a

couple

Filmrow was represented at the funeral
of Norman Smith by Joseph Plottel, W. S.
Jones, and Sam Nagler who acted as
pall-bearers. There were many floral tributes and expressions of sympathy.
Frank Gow is off on a well-earned vacation. For the past six, or seven, weeks,
he has carried an added burden due to
the vacations of the managers of the
many F. P. theatres here, and looked as if
he needed a rest.

of

GB Theatre Head
Montreal — Spending

End; it is to be called “The Bay” as it
is close to English Bay, the popular bathing resort of the city. The work is being
steadily pushed and the owner has just
let a contract for 770 Commodore Delux
seats for delivery early in October, an indication that the opening will be in that
month.

Montreal — Because Rumania's pea
crop has failed, film importers of that
bring

under now
in the
construct
thethat West
beeniongiven
P ^ NAMEatrehas

of days

in Quebec following his arrival from England Thursday on the Empress of Britain
with his wife and daughter, Arthur W.
Jarrett, director of the Gaumont British
Theatres, is on his way to Hollywood via
Toronto and New York.
He spoke enthusiastically of the progress
made by French motion pictures and their
increasing popularity in England and Scotland. Sascha Guitry’s film, “The Cheat,”
which has been translated for the British
public, has been tremendously successful.
“The French technique,” Jarrett said, “aims
at giving the public more realistic films
than those of other countries. The film
fans are taking notice of this improved
Asked whether in general audiences in
realism.”
the British cinemas were keeping up to
the average of recent years, Mr. Jarrett
said: “They are smaller than a few years
ago. In the first place the films exhibited have not always been of outstanding
quality, and in the second place there are
perhaps too many theatres. It is estimated
that audiences in British cinemas have
declined from 10 to 15 per cent.”
Mr. Jarrett instanced as typical of the
manner in which the British public responds to good pictures the fact that
“Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs” is
now in its 23rd week at the New Gallery
Theatre, London, and is likely to run 36
weeks, although prices range as high as
$2.00 a seat.
In September next, he announced, Gaumont-British will open the Gaumont Holloway Theatre in London which will seat
3,000 patrons and will give at each per( Continued on page 133)

Willis Dewees is headed for the East in
his car and is not expected back until next
month.
Cooler evenings, and shortening days,
are having a noticeable effect on theatre
attendance which is improving day by dy,
and dispelling the gloom of the exhibitors.
Word comes from Vernon that the work
of remodeling the ballroom for the new
theatre is ahead of schedule, promising an
early opening in October. With this, and
the new Strand at Trail, the Famous Players should be well away for a record season’s business in the interior.
An order has been placed for 700 Luxury
Roxy chairs to be installed in the Plaza
Theatre in Victoria, B. C.
The efforts of the fire- fighters, aided by
heavy rains, has removed the threatened
danger to Courtney B. C. and D. W . Bickle
is breathing easier. He does not forget the
loss of his Cumberland Theatre some four
or five years ago.
Norman Smith has passed on, but memory of his magnetic personality will long
remain with members of the motion picture industry in Canada where he was
known and esteemed from coast to coast.
Identified with film distribution since
youth, he developed into its best salesman and, over a period of 25 years, established a reputation for courtesy and
sincerity which gained him the confidence
and friendship of all with whom he came
in contact.

Walter D. Shank , Union
Veteran , Dies in Canada
Cooksville,

Ont. — Walter

D.

Shank,

connected with the theatrical movement
for over 30 years and a pioneer member
of the Motion Picture Projectionists Union,
died here at his home, following a sudden
illness. He was 55 years old.
Shank was one of the prime workers in
the formation of the union in 1909 and
held several high offices in that organization. He was also well known in the theatre business in the United States.
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of the Halifax CapiGRAYBURN
tol, R. J. Macadam of the Halifax Casino, Myer Herschom of the Halifax Community, Walter H. Golding of the Saint
John Capitol, Mitchell Franklin of the

LARRY

John Mayfair and Regent; his father, J. M. Franklin of Halifax, senior officer of the two-city chain, and D. A.
MacDonald of the Capitol, Sydney, are

“Hal" Parker, manager of the Capitol,
Yarmouth, N . S., formerly connected with
Regal Films, Ltd., in Saint John, did well
in the “little Bisley ” events at Ottaiva —
the annual shoot of the Dominion of Canada Rifle Ass’n. He narrowly missed capturing the brier cup, a principal match.

Saint

the Maritimers who will
tending the convention of Famous
Canadian Corp., Ltd., for Ontario,
and the Maritimes, at the King
Hotel, Toronto, on August 24, 25

among

be atPlayers
Quebec
Edward
and 26.

Keynote of the managers’ convention is
observance of Famous Players Canadian’s
20th anniversary.
Mr.

and

Mrs.

J. McLaughlin

of

the

Opera House, Newcastle, N. B., were recent visitors to Saint John . . . The Empire will he the name of the new theatre
planned for Halifax. Site will be at North
and Gottingen Sts.
Ethel Barrymore, who is coming with
her company to the Maritimes next month,
made her stage debut in Canada while
traveling with her grandmother, who was
touring this country with the late Joseph
Jefferson in “The Rivals.” She reminisces
that the Jefferson company subsequently,
following an engagement in Saint John,
had to leave that city with promises to
meet its indebtedness as soon as it got on
its feet again financially . . . Saint John
audiences last saw her on the screen in
“Rasputin,’ in which a local girl, Alice
Chisholm, classical dancer, appeared in the
ballet scenes.

Delay Construction
In Saskatchewan

his childhood in Saint John. “Standish”
made his first appearance in films three

Regina, Sask. — Modernization, alterations and building of theatres in Saskatchewan will have to wait until next year,
in the opinion of Frank Kershaw, general
western supervisor of Famous Players
Canadian, who was a visitor here from
Winnipeg.

years ago, and since that time has had increasingly important parts. He looks like
Leslie Howard and says he has doubled

Any hopes exhibitors had of finding
money for necessary work this year have
been considerably dampened by the crop

Robert Beckwith — screen name Robert
Standish — has been revisiting scenes of

for him. A good friend
wood is another former

of his in HollySaint John boy,

Walter Pidgeon, who has made a successful comeback of late years as an M-G-M
featured player and leading man. Pidgeon, incidentally, plans to make his first
visit in many years to his old home this
summer.
F. G. Spencer, Maritime theatre chain
operator, and Mrs. Spencer have returned
to Saint John after a motor trip around
Quebec’s Gaspe Peninsula, where they
were accompamied by G. G. McGeer, M.P.,
former mayor of Vancouver, and Mrs.
McGeer.
“N.

B.

TEACHERS

BENEFIT

FROM

FILMS” is the scare-headline in The Star,
a little newspaper published by and for
the hundreds of school teachers who have
been

attending the New Brunswick summer school in Saint John. Each day groups
of teachers have been enjoying a program
of educational motion pictures covering
all subjects in the school curricula, at their
vocational school headquarters.

prospects. As Saskatchewan is almost entirely a grain growing province, everything depends on the crop outlook. A
month ago things were rosy. Now, rust,
grasshoppers and hail have taken the
worst toll in half a century. Though there
still will be a crop of more than 150,000,000
bushels, it is believed, most of the money
it brings in will be already earmarked by
farmers for absolute necessities after eight
years’ drought.
Regina theatres all want air-conditioning equipment. Strangely enough, the
capital city theatres are without cooling
installations, though both the Strand and
Orpheum at the much smaller city of
Prince Albert have had such .systems for
years. W. P. Mahon installed a water and
ice plant some years ago. A similar system was put in later by Frank Miley of
the Capitol, Saskatoon. Because of the
low temperature of Regina water it will be
possible to use it alone in cooling and
air-conditioning. Both the Rex and Roxy,
independents, have some sort of water
cooling device now, but further changes
are needed.
Kershaw said that Famous Players plans
include considerable modernization for
Saskatchewan theatres, but these plans
must

gASKATCHEWAN
Motion Picture Exhibitors Ass’n members will meet in the
Capitol Theatre at Saskatoon on Sunday,
September 25. Every 35mm exhibitor is
requested to be present.
I. Reinhorn, manager
gina, has been named
Saskatchewan

Motion

of the Roxy, Retreasurer of the
Picture

Exhibitors’

Ass’n in place of Walter Davis, former
manager of the. Capitol, Regina, who is
now on sick leave in Florida.
Latest headache for Saskatoon managers
is the craze for roller skating. Poor crop_
conditions in surrounding district and the
opening of the new Arena community rink
made the winter and spring hard to take.
Then dancing started in the Arena and
that was bad enough. But when two roller
rinks

opened

recently — ouch!

Clarence Marshall, manager of the Empress, North Battleford, is back from a
holiday jaunt to the Pacific coast. He reports crops in his district not so good, but
greatly
zero.

improved

over

last year’s

zero-

Bill Novak, manager of the Capitol, Regina, is plenty busy currently what with
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being secretary

of the committee

in charge

of “Go

to the Movies” campaign in Saskatchewan, and also chief advertising salesman for the Regina Roughriders football

club’s annual publication.
finds time for his theatre.

Somewhere

he

General Films of Regina has embarked
on several short subjects of a commercial
nature. Peter George is doing the camera
work. One will deal with Regina and its
people.
Following

the

modern

trend,

the

new

Luther* College addition now nearing completion contains a small radio studio and
a

motion

picture projection booth. Instruction will be given in both of uses of
equipment to be placed therein. College
plans considerable use of motion pictures
of an educational nature.
Requests made by several big and small
film companies for permission to film
scenes in and around Regina barracks,
training headquarters for Canada of the
Royal Canadian Mounted Police have been
turned down by Commissioner S. T. Wood
at Ottawa. The commercial
ed, it is understood.

angle

is fear-

wait until next year’s crop prospects are known.
He visited Edmonton just prior to Regina and found plenty of work proceeding there after two good crop years in
Alberta. The Capitol closed August 13

for three weeks for $50,000 worth of alterations including re-seating, re-flooring,
renovation and air-conditioning. Walter
Wilson, manager, believes his house will,
when completed, be the finest in western
Canada. Walter Long closed the Rialto
last August 6 for reseating and new sound
equipment. The Dreamland will be rebuilt and ready for opening the first week
of September, according to Arnold Entwistle. A new theatre is planned for 124th
St., Kershaw heard, and will be Edmonton’s first suburban house. In September
the Empress will close for three months
for reconstruction. It is also of the Entwistle chain.

Film for Drivers
Montreal — A group of public-spirited
Toronto men have organized the filming
of a motion picture showing the common
every-day
collisions.

driving faults which lead to
Both humor and drama have

been injected into the 400-foot film, which
depicts graphically the causes of most
accidents.
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Twenty-five per cent of the films exhibited in Britain must be of British production, and most of the others are
French or American, Jarrett informed the
correspondent. He made the announcement that M-G-M and Gainsborough, the
latter a subsidiary of Gaumont-British,
will shortly present several films starring
Jessie Matthews, Will Hay and Margaret
Lockwood. The first of these films will
be “The Lady Vanishes,”
fred Hitchcock.
Miss

Canadian

Mr. Jarrett emphasized

directed

by Al-

Ml €> lH T R IE A IL
clippings circulating widely continue to give the mistaken impression
that a new theatre seating 1,200, to be
known as the Carlton, is being erected in
Montreal. This is not the case. As explained in this column a few weeks ago,
the original item appeared in a Montreal
DRESS

daily, and led the Boxoffice correspondent to inquire of William Lester, assistant managing director of United Amusement Corp., if, as indicated in the newspaper, it had been decided to change the
name of the York Theatre now under
construction, to the Carlton. Mr. Lester
assured the correspondent that there had
no change. He repeated the assurance this week, stating that he had ordered the electric signs for the York,
which should be taken as final evidence
that the name is unchanged.

been

The City of Montreal has issued a permit authorizing the construction of a

Films
the lack of any-

thing Canadian in motion pictures “which
would show the ordinary man what you

three-story studio building by Associated
Screen News at 1330 Sherbrooke St. west.
Cost of the work

is estimated

at $60,000.

really have in this country.” He added:
“Canada is very poorly advertised in England despite the fact that British people
and British exhibitors are much interested

F. E. Peters, general manager of Dominion Sound Equipment, Ltd., is on vacation at his summer cottage at Highgate

in the Dominion. We have received nothing from Canada of recent years apart

Springs, Vermont . . . Lloyd Pearson, general sales manager of the same company,
has returned from his honeymoon.

from the Canadian Pacific’s epic “Silent
Barriers,” which we had to come out to
make ourselves. We get all kinds of films
on the United States, but there is a definite need of newsreel shots depicting Canada and Canadian

life.”

Whitby Skeleton Not That
Of Long-Lost A, /. Small
Ottawa — The discovery of the complete
skeleton of a man of short stature in a
washed-out hillside near Whitby. Ontario,
gave immediate rise to the rumor that the
mysterious disappearance of A. J. Small,
millionaire theatre magnate
minion, had been solved.

of the

Do-

Small dropped from sight 19 years ago
last December after depositing in a bank
the sum of $1,000,000 from Trans-Canada
Theatres, Ltd., a company with British
backing, for his chain of theatres, one of
which was the Russell Opera House in
Ottawa. The latter, along with many other
units of the Small circuit, have been demolished while others were acquired in
time by Famous Players Canadian Corp.
who modernized them.
Teeth

Provide

Clue

The search for Small covered the whole
continent, including Mexico, because of
the multitude of rumors that the former
theatre

man had been seen by acquaintances, including many actors who had
played his theatres. Police examined the
skeleton but quickly proved that the bones
were not the remains of A. J. Small because of the teeth which were in perfect
condition. Mr. Small was known to have
had

numerous

gold

fillings in his teeth.

Hence the mystery continues to be a subject for conjecture wherever theatremen
gather.

BOXOFFICE

Visitors to Filmrow include: U. H. Pelletier, Alma Theatre, River Bend Mills,
Que.; T. Trow, Imperial, Three Rivers;
Jack Addelson, Roxy, Ste. Agathe, and P.
Cardinal, Roxy, Montreal.
J. D. Germain, of Perron Hall, a cinema
in Cote St. Paul, is renovating it. The
theatre, which is located on Hadley St.,
was formerly owned by J. Cytrynbaum.
Mr.

Germain lives in the Filmrow
borhood at 5316 Monkland Ave.

neigh-

Presence of mind of a constable averted
a panic in the cinema on Valois Pier.
While a picture was being shown one of
the pier piles gave way and the floor
sagged. The audience rushed for the doors
and a woman fainted. The constable
rushed to the scene, turned on the lights,
and

after examination reassured the audience who returned. The film was shown
again in safety.

air fund.
which

London

John Davies

Dies

year

and a half, died recently. A projectionist for about 20 years, Davies was
transferred to the Capitol Theatre from
the Imperial here. He was 60 years old.

Labor

Board

Calls Majors

Hollywood — The National Labor Relations Board has ordered ten major studios
to appear August 22 for simultaneous trial
on the Screen
charges.

Directors

Guild’s

“unfair”

the broadcast

is being

scoured

by

Howard

of 20 th-Fox to find doubles for Tyrone Power, Joan Crawford, Ginger Rogers and Robert Taylor. The doubles candidates are appearing at the London Palladium.
Gaumont-British’s annual report shows
an improvement in profits from £561,702
to £684,033. After that, comparison ends,
since the 1936-37 accounts included provision for £766,809 in respect of the group’s
film losses. This year £50,332 is provided
for losses in connection with certain
sidiary and associated companies.
A native
is winning

sub-

of Barnston, Que., Tom Ross,
new recognition on Broadway

for his performance

as the weekly

news-

paper editor in “Our Town,’’ the Pulitzer
Prize play by Thornton Wilder.
Gracie Fields, of whom Americans are
to see more, has just added to her fame
by christening a baby Burmese flephant
in Maidstone Zoo, England. Pouring a
bottle of champagne over its head, she
gave

it her lucky name, “Sally.” The elephant’s owner gave her a small model elephant as a memento, and devoted half the

gate money
phanage.

to

the

Gracie

Fields

Or-

National Association of Theatrical and
Kine Employes in Britain reports the most
successful year ever experienced in the
field of negotiations mid wages, and adds:
“Wage increases for our members are being obtained all along the line. The working week is being considerably shortened
'wherever we have secured agreements.”
During the year membership increased
from 5,657 to 16,000.
Gaspard
Knights

Major

is reconstructing

of Columbus

building

the old

at Valley-

field, Que., and will open it early in September as a motion picture theatre seating
350 patrons. Besides equipment already
secured, he has ordered Simplex type S.P.
from General Theatre Supply Co.
A

quarter

page

on August

in Toronto

11 was

Globe

entirely blank

and
ex-

cept for the inscription: “Space Reserved
for Loew’s Theatre.” It has certainly
aroused curiosity amongst the fans, as
well as in the industry.

New

Sarnia, Ont. — John Davies, projectionist at the Capitol Theatre here for the past

will star on

Bruce

Mail
Mary Pickford, Toronto’s most famous
daughter, will return to her home town to
take part in a gala broadcast for charity
organized by Toronto Star for its fresh

She

will aid 20,000 poor Toronto children to get a holiday in the country.

Gaiety Theatre Is

Opened

in Halifax, N . S.

Halifax, N. S. — The New Gaiety Theatre,
a modernistic house seating 600, has been
opened here by M. E. Walker, general
manager and sole owner.
Featuring indirect lighting and fireproof
building materials, the new theatre was
built to replace the old Gaiety, destroyed
by fire last year.

"Flight to Fame"

Cast Set

Hollywood — Signing of Bud McTaggert
and Robie Robinson completes the cast
for Columbia’s

“Flight

to Fame.”
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J^LAN SULLIVAN, Canadian author who
lives in England, is on a visit to Canada
to collect material for another book. His
story, “Tracks of Destiny,” dealing with
the uniting of Canada through the building of the first railway across the continent, reached the screen in the GaumontBritish picture, “Silent Barriers,” which
was made in British Columbia two years
ago.
Another of the reissue double bills
which went over very well at the Imperial
Theatre, Ottawa, comprised “Smilin’
Through” with Norma Shearer and “The
Bohemian Girl,” starring Laurel and
Hardy. Manager I. Singerman reports
nice business on these two.
P. J. Nolan, owner of the Avalon, Rexy
and Nola theatres, Ottawa, has been appointed to the sub-committee for Ontario
for the Better Business Advertising Campaign of the moving picture industry.
Members of this sub-committee include
Gordon Lightstone, Ontario manager of
Regal Films, Ltd.; H. Freedman, president of1 the Independent Theatres Ass’n
of Ontario, and O. J. Scott of Weston,
Ont., representing the unaffiliated independent exhibitors. “Paddy” Nolan was
chairman of the regional meeting in Ottawa when details of the campaign were
explained to theatre managers of the
Ottawa district.
Lieut. Thomas Gregory, who was a
member of the Canadian team which competed at the Bisley Rifle Meet in England
against teams from all parts of the British
Empire with much success, is a former
usher of the Capitol Theatre at St. John,
N. B. It is not true that he gained his
marksmanship ability by watching Western pictures on the screen.
Heat
Ottawa

and humidity to the contrary,
exhibitors are being solicited to

book

a sport picture, “Ski Chase,” featuring Hans Schneider, celebrated skiing
exponent, which is to be released in Canada by Grand National Films, Ltd.
Ottawa daily newspapers decline to publish the program schedules of the local
independent radio station, CKCO, which
is owned by Dr. Geldert, radio pioneer
and a member of the civic board of control. Local weekly newspapers therefore
get a permanent scoop by printing the list
each week.
There isn’t a single theatre manager on
the board of directors nor on any of the
25 committees of the annual Ottawa Fair,
August 22-27, although there are all kinds
of theatrical attractions, midway shows,
bands and musical competitions on the
exhibition program for the week, not to
mention the grandstand performance.
Every other branch of the community is
represented.
The

Dominion Government’s first feature film dealing with the Great War,

“ Lest We Forget,” was a genuine theatrical success. Its second feature, “Salute
to Valour,” released through Columbia
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Pictures, has had a quiet fade-out. The
reason given is that it was delayed too
long in getting the feature into the theatres but the release was postponed because one of the central figures was King
Edward VIII, who shortly relinquished the
throne to become the Duke of Windsor.
Francis W. Kearns, 47, of Ottawa, an
engineer in the service of the Northern
Electric Co. of Canada, died after a brief
illness. He was an expert on sound equipment.
Cameramen of the Canadian Government’s motion picture bureau, Ottawai,
were on the job for the making of an official moving picture record of the visit of
President Roosevelt to the Ottawa district
to take part in the formal opening of the
new International Bridge between Canada
and the United States which spans the
St. Lawrence River at Ivy Lea, Ont.

Approval
Ottawa — The

list of motion

Day.
^HELabor
ORPHEUM

will reopen with films on

Western meeting of Famous Players will
take place in Winnipeg on September 5.
F. H. Kershaw, district supervisor of
Famous Players in Winnipag, has returned
to the city after a tour of his circuit.
Nate Miles of Western Theatres, Ltd.,
left
for the coast where he ivill spend his
holidays.
Nate

Rothstein

flew into Yellowknife.

Dave

Rothstein wil be married
tember 4.

on Sep-

S. Morros of the King’s Theatre is leaving for his holidays.
Sam Weiner is rebuilding the front of the
Regent and redecorating the interior.

is General

current

WINNIPEG

pic-

Norman Smith, film man well known
the city, died in Vancouver.

in

tures approved by the Canadian council
on family welfare, Ottawa, a semi-official
agency, contains the following comment
in brief;

Max Heppner of the Colonial left for
San Francisco where he will spend the
next four weeks.

Alexander’s Ragtime Band (20th-Fox) —
Recommended for everybody.

Dave Brickman
from his holidays.

The Rage of Paris (Univ) — An excellent
comedy, lavishly produced. Miss Darrieux’s
charm, accent and ability should appeal.
The family.
Holiday — Recommended as an appealing
comedy but for more mature audiences,
although older children may find it good
entertainment.
Black Limelight (British) — The story is
tense, the actors well cast.
Stolen Heaven — Excellent for adults and
adolescents (interested in higher class
music and singing) and possibly would
appeal to younger children.
Gold Diggers in Paris — Fairly good entertainment for the whole family.
Blockade — The film’s weakness comes
from its being set in Spain but, at the
same time, trying to avoid the essential
elements of what is going on in Spain.
Outstanding entertainment for adults and
young people.
Lord Jeff — The story is very human and
the background is England. There is no
love interest. The family.
Hold That Kiss — A
misleading
Amusing for the family.

title.

Three Comrades — Extremely well adapted. Has emotional appeal but its theme
will probably be found depressing to many.
For mature audiences.

of Paramount

is back

Sim Rost of the Garrick Theatre has
returned
from a holiday spent at Clear
Lake.
The State Theatre, formerly the Leland, was scheduled to reopen about
August 20. Alterations to the old Leland
have so altered the face of the house that
it is not recognizable. A fine new neon
sign has done much to give the old stand
the appearance of a brand new house.
Reinhorn
theI. city.

of the Roxy, Regina, visited

city.
Charlie Hayson

SAG

of Emerson

was in the

Quiet on Raft Case

Hollywood — The

Screen

Actors

Guild

has adopted a “hands off” policy on the
suspension of George Raft by Paramount,
pending legal decision.
as story is a bit over-melodramatic.
the family and juveniles.

For

Swiss Miss — Will appeal to the admirers
of Laurel and Hardy’s slapstick comedy.
Very little story or plot; elaborate settings. Good supporting cast. Good entertainment for the family.

Kidnapped — Disappointing in many
ways. Interesting for the family but not
for younger children.
White Banners — Heart-warming drama,
beautifully acted and well directed. Is being mentioned as a possibility for the
Academy Award. The family.

Cowboy From Brooklyn — A burlesqued
Western musical comedy. The family.

Toy Wife — Tragic drama with more appeal for women than men. Performances
are excellent. Unsuitable for children.

York;

Mr. Moto Takes a Chance — Will appeal
to juveniles, though not so much to adults

The

council works

in cooperation with

the General Federation of Women’s Clubs,
Pittsburgh; International Federation of
Catholic Alumnae, Brooklyn; the National
Board of Review of Motion Pictures, New
the boards of censors of the different Canadian Provinces and the British
Board of film censors, London, England.
The lists are sent by the Canadian council to women’s organizations in the various
cities of the Dominion for their guidance.
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Columnist Thinks It

Regina Meeting Nets Nigh
Unanimous Approval of Drive
May Take Pictures

Montreal — Hints to Hollywood

producers

as to how to conduct their “cooperative
barrage of sales talk” are contained in a
letter to his chief by Jack Hirshberg, radio
columnist of the Monitor, a popular weekly, published in Notre Dame de Grace,
Montreal. Hirshberg writes from the Hollywood Hotel, Hollywood: “Dear Chief:
The great ones of Hollywood have put their
heads together, dug down deep into their
jeans, and decided to fire a cooperative
barrage of sales talk, propaganda and
glamor at innocent amusement-seekers
across the continent, in the hope of revitalizing boxoffice receipts, and upping
the gold-corpuscle
ledger-keepers.

count

of filmland’s

“Newspaper advertising will form the
backbone of the campaign; leading stars
will make personal appearances in hundreds of cities throughout the continent;
and $250,000 in prizes will be offered patrons of film theatres.
“Now, Chief, I may be completely wacky
— but, it appears to me that these celluloid tycoons are on the wrong path. Papers are already crammed with film news,
and film columnists do little else but soak
immature minds with inconsequential fluff
in such quantities that one would have
thought readers would have become saturated with the junk long ago. Unimportant
facts are put in guns like puffed rice,
blown huge in a process of professional
exaggeration, and then rammed down the
throats of kiddies and housemaids and
society matrons and lovesick girls.
“But, y’know, Chief, I’ve an unholy idea
that further attempts to sell glamor at
bargain prices will flop terribly, unless
Filmland backs up such attempts with
pictures deserving of success. People read
the drama pages — yes; but whether breathless bulletins on Dorene Dawn’s diet or
Luscious Lily’s boy friend actually lure
audiences to the theatre is another factor
— and I, for one, cannot believe that further expenditure in such ballyhoo is justified.
“I guess I’m too old-fashioned, Chief,
but I go to the movies for entertainment,
not merely to gaze at Miraculous Molly’s
hips, and I believe that others do so, too.
As far as we ordinary fans are concerned,
the program for film recovery differs very
widely from the “additional ballyhoo” program of the producers themselves.
“To the producers we would say: We
want better stories; adventure, dash, excitement. We want controversial stories,
scenarios unafraid to prompt discussion
and stimulate thought. We want genuine
personalities, not the soup-and-tail or
plucked eyebrow hero of today — and we believe you can hire such people for less
than $10,000 a week. We want fun; not
l
I

jokes that don’t click. We want love; we
want laughs; we want life. And until you
give us what we want, we’ll stay away from
the theatre in droves and learn to play
better bridge.”
BOXOFFICE
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(Continued
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katchewan Motion Picture Exhibitors’ Ass’n
pledged themselves wholeheartedly to
supporting the “Greater Year” campaign
in Canada and the United States.
They made their pledge at a meeting
in the Hotel Saskatchewan attended by 30
exhibitors, half the total number in the
province who are recognized as 35mm picture men. There are probably another 50
exhibitors of the itinerant kind operating.
That, in spite of the drouth of the last
eight years and the semi-favorable turnout of this year’s crop conditions, such
a large representation was present was
somewhat surprising.
To those who organized the meeting it
was an indication that all exhibitors in
the province are interested in the industry welfare and believe that the campaign
will give the necessary impetus to regaining lost patronage. A number of telegrams
and letters from exhibitors who were unable to attend were read at the meeting.
In addition to the exhibitors, Frank
Kershaw, western supervisor of Famous
Players, and a number of sales representatives of the Winnipeg Film Exchange were
present, including: V. Rocco, United Artists; Ted Gould, Regal Films; Joe Huber,
Artists.
The Saskatchewan
included:

exhibitors present

W. V. Novak, Capitol, C. Bahrynowski,
Metropolitan, Otis Bowes, Grand, I. Reinhorn, Roxy, H. Bercovitch, Rex, Martin
Bloom, Rex, all of Regina; J. Byers, owner,
Capitol, Saskatoon; Frank Miley, manager, Capitol, Saskatoon; H. H. Hurtwitz,
Tivoli, Saskatoon; W. E. Dinterton, Daylite, Saskatoon: E. P. Fields, Capitol, Moose
Jaw; H. Marris, Orpheum, Moose Jaw; W.
J. Passmore, Royal, Moose Jaw; R. C.
Sutherland, Hi Art, Weyburn; C. V. Marshall, Empress, North Battleford; P. W.
Mahon, Strand and Orpheum, Prince Albert; J. A. McKenzie, Orpheum, Esteyan;
Mr. McKenzie jr„ Orpheum, Estevan; H. S.
Humphries, Windsor, Grenfell; Mrs. Humphries, Grenfell; Miss Asaly, Grand, Melfort; A. L. Dove, Bengough, Bengough;
E. Grams, Royal, Canora; H. K. Durham,
Plaza, Shaunavon; F. D. Roberts, Auditorium, Fort San; F. Bailey, Lux, Humboldt; E. G. Planchot, Punnichy; D. Gurevich, Palace, Limerick.
P. W. Mahon, Prince Albert, president
of the SMPEA, and Bill Novak, Regina,
addressed the meeting and paved the way
for a decision to organize the province
for 100 per cent cooperation of exhibitors.
It is planned to get the campaign away
with a rush before September 1. Details
of the exhibitors’ part will be expected
from the Canadian office of the organization heading the campaign. Col. John A.
Cooper, president of the Canadian Motion
Picture Exhibitors and Distributors organization, Toronto, is in charge.
A committee formed to meet at call of

the secretary includes: Dave Griesdorf,
United Artists, and Ted Gould, Regal
Films, for the distributors; Jack Fields,
Moose Jaw; Harriy Bercovich, Regina;
Frank Miley, Saskatoon; Harry Hurtwitz,
Saskatoon; I. Reinhorn, Regina; J. A.
McKenzie, Estevan; F. D. Roberts, Fort
San; F. Bailey, Humboldt; A. L. Dove,
Bengough; H. S. Humphries, Grenfell; H.
Mars, Moose Jaw, and J. Shepherd, Biggar.
Calgary Enthusiastic
Over Drive Plans
Calgary,

Alta. — Some

35 exhibitors

of

Alberta, western points in Saskatchewan
and western British Columbia gathered
at a meeting in the Pallister Hotel here
plans for the industry drive.
The meeting was held under the auspices
of the local Film Board with invitations
issued by Vernon Skorey of 20th CenturyFox and Abe Feinstein of United Artists.
Exhibitors were enthusiastic over the plans
advanced to boost boxoffice receipts as
laid before them by Leo Devaney, H. M.
Masters and J. J. Fitzgibbon. Officials
were appointed to conduct the campaign
and arrangements to have the cooperation
of exhibitors not attending, were agreed
upon.
Vancouver
Suggest

Independents

Minor

Vancouver,

Changes

B. C. —

The

luncheon

and

meeting held in the interest of “Motion
Pictures’ Greatest Year” was an unqualifeld success and its objective enthusiastically applauded.
Attendance by local members of the industry was practically 100 per cent, with
a number from out-of-town, some from as
far away as Calgary and Edmonton.
Hugo Ray, president of BCTA, spoke
briefly to the effect that he approved of
the general plan, and purpose, and would
cooperate to make it a success.
When the meeting was thrown open for
general discussion, it developed that the
independent exhibitors were so taken by
surprise that they were unwilling to give
approval as a body, and asked for time to
discuss, and dissect, the plan before committing themselves.
The regional committee appointed to organize district cooperation is a.s follows:
Hug Ray, chairman; W. S. Jones, RKO;
Miss Amy Scrivens, “Stanley Theatre;
Howard Boothe, Dunbar; Andrew Digney,
Oak; L. I. Bearg and Frank Gow, Famous
Players; Myron McLeod, Patricia, Powell
River; Ray Castel, Little, Victoria. A preliminary meeting was held following the
general session but was adjourned pending a report from the independent association.
At the meeting of the BCITA it was
decided to communicate with N. A. Taylor, president of the Ontario independent
association, and with Col. Cooper, of the
Canadian Film Board of Trade, offering
suggestions for some minor changes.
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ADVERTISING
MT481
MT482

Main signs
Signs. Neon

MT483
MT484
MT485
MT4S6
MT487
MT488
MT4S9
MT490
MT491
MT482
MT493
MT494
MT495
MT496
MT497
MT498
MT499
MT500

Signs, structural glass
Signs, travel word
Attraction boards
Letters, attraction board
Letters, changeable silhouette
Price signs, boxoffice
Display frames
Poster lights
Poster projectors
Cut-out machines
Time schedule clocks, electric
Monogrammed
mats, rubber
Slides, advertising
Slides, announcement
Sound truck P. A. systems
Transformers, Neon
Ladders, safety
Moving words projector

and

marquees

AIR CONDITIONING

MT506
MT507
MT508
MT509
MT510
MT511
MT512
MT513
MT514
MT515
MT516

Air

conditioning plants — complete
Heating systems
Refrigeration
Air washers
Blowers
Air circulators
Fans, exhaust
Grilles and registers
Temperature control devices
Air conditioning accessories
Motors, multi-speed fan
Motors, constant speed

MT517
MT518
MT519

Air filters
Air diffusers,
Cooling coils

DECORATIONS

high

velocity

and FURNISHING

MT520
MT521
MT522
MT523
MT524

Architectural service
Decorating service
Seating service
Theatre chairs
Chair covers

MT525
MT526
MT527
MT52S
MT529
MT530
MT531
MT532

Theatre carpets
Carpet padding
Rubber matting
Furniture, lounge
Wall tiles, interior
Fabrics, decorating
Brass railings
Rope railings

MT533
MT534
MT535
MT536
MT537
MT538
MT539
MT540
MT541
MT542
MT543
MT544
MT545

Metal, ornamental
Mirrors
Luminous
colors
Ticket booths
Directional signs
Exit boxes
Curtain controls
Curtain tracks
Curtains, fireproof
Fountains, drinking
Fountains, ornamental
Rubber seat upholstery
Rubber floor & wall coverings

YOU

Floodlight lamps
Spotlight lamps
Sign lamps
Dimmers

MT558
MT559
MT560

Ultra violet lighting
Silhouette letter mounting
Flashed opal glass

MT550
MT551
MT552
MT553

Fixtures, lighting
Colored lamps
Lumiline lamps
Candle flame lamps

WANT ISN'T LISTED. ASK FOR IT BY NAME
UNDER "REMARKS"

8-20-38

Please obtain for me free descriptive literature on the following
items. (List Key Numbers Below.)

Remarks:.

MT561 Pot metal opal glass
MTS 62 Fuses, indicator type
MT563 Fuses, cartridge
MT564

Lighting

plants,

individual

MAINTENANCE

will find this

Expansion Bolts
Chair fastening

MT571
MT572
MT573
MT574
MT575
MT576
MT577

Chair refinishing materials
Upholstering materials
Seat patching kits
Seat decking materials
Floor surfacing materials
Carpet cleaning systems
Floor waxes

MT578
MT579
MT580

Matting, rubber
Paint, screen
Paint, plastic

MT5S1
MT582

Paint, aluminum
Polish, metal

MT583
MT584
MT585
MT586
MT587
MT588
MT589

Polish, furniture
Fireproofing compounds
Fire extinguishers
Ladders, safety
Uniforms, staff
Screen cleaning tools
Venetian blind cleaners

Projectors, complete
Projectors, standard

MT5 93
MT594
MT595
MT596
MT597
MT598
MT599
MT600
MT601
MT602

Projectors, semi-portable
Projector pedestals
Projector parts
Lamps, suprex type
Lamps, reflector arc
Lamps, high intensity
Lamps, incandescent projection
Arc regulators
Arc controls
Control panels

MT603
MT604
MT605
MT606

Rectifiers, copper-oxide
Rectifiers, tube type
Bulbs, rectifier
Rheostats, projection

MT607
MT608
MT609
MT610
MT611
MT612
MT613
MT614
MT615
MT616

Motor-generators
Lenses, projection
Lenses, condenser
Current changers
Mirror reflectors
Carbons, projector
Carbon savers
Reels
Reel alarms
Rewinders, automatic

MT617
MT618
MT619
MT620
MT621
MT622
MT623
MT624
MT625
MT626
MT627
MT628
MT629
MT630
MT631
MT632

Change-over devices
Slide, projection
Lamps, spot and flood
Take-ups, film
Film safety controls
Fire prevention devices
Fire shutters, porthole
Film scales
Film scrapers
Film splicers
Film cleaners
Air gun (cleaner)
tool kits
Film cabinets
Film cabinet stands
Effect projectors

MT633

Rectifiers,
sulphide

MT641

Cleaning

with

MT644
MT645

Deodorant blocks
Insecticides

MT646

Disseminators

MT647
MT648
MT649

Air purifiers,
Air perfumes
Air sprays

MT660
MT651

Soap dispensers
Soaps, liquid

MT652

Hand

MT653
MT654
MT655

Chewing gum solvents
Rubber link matting
Exhaust fans

driers,

ozone

electric

compounds

SOUND
MT961
MT662

Sound
Sound

systems,
heads

complete

MT663
MT664
MT665
MT6t>6

Amplifiers
Pre-amplifiers
Speakers
Rectifiers

MT667

Condensers

MT668
MT669
MT670
MT671
MT672
MT673
MT674
MT675

Photo-electric cells
Tubes, amplifier
Tubes, rectifier
Exciter lamps
Baffles, horn
Lens assemblies, sound
Public address systems
Microphones

MT676
MT677
MT678

Microphone stands
Hearing aid systems
Acoustical materials

sound

magnesium-copper

SANITATION
State

Cleaners, vacuum
Disinfectants

cement

MT591
MT592

Theatre

•

MT656 Plumbing fixtures
MT65 7 Toilet seats

MT569
MT570

Name

136

units

PROJECTION

The MODERN THEATRE
Room 334 — 332 S. Michigan Ave.
Chicago, 111.

City

MT642
MT643

MT554
MT555
MT556
MT557

LIGHTING

USE THIS COUPON
IF WHAT

of BOXOFFICE

page a ready source of information on
products which have been filed for reference with The MODERN THEATRE INFORMATION BUREAU.

Information on the following items may be secured by sending in the coupon.
Use the key numbers. If data on subjects other than those listed is wanted,
just state your requirements. We will endeavor to see that you are supplied
with details promptly.

•

MT505

Readers

STAGE

EQUIPMENT

MT685
MTtiSB

Screens, moving
Lighting, stage

MT687
MT688
MT689
MT690
MT691
MTB92

Curtain controls
Curtain tracks
Stage draperies
Stage rigging
Scenery, stage
Footlights

MT693

Switchboards

STRUCTURAL

picture

MATERIALS

MT700

Structural

MT701
MT702
MT703
MT704

Insulation materials
Acoustical materials
Fibre boards
Fronts, glass

glasses

MT705
MT706
MT707
MT708
MT709

Fronts, vitreous
Fronts, porcelain
Fronts, stainless
Toilet partitions,
Flooring, asphalt

enamel
enamel
steel
metal
tile

MISCELLANEOUS
MT715

Aceounting

MT716
MT717
MT718
MT719
MT720
MT721
MT722

Change
Safes,
Tickets
Ticket
Ticket
Ticket
Ticket

MT723
MT724

Pop corn
Uniforms,

BOXOFFICE

systems

makers
boxoffice
choppers
issuing machines
registers
holders
machines
staff
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Date at top of column is week ending. Number in square is
national release date, 1937-38. Production number is at right.

Hooking Gk

Running

time iollows title. Letter "A" indicates Adult classification. otherwise Family suitability. R — is review date; EP — exploitation preview. Symbol O indicates BOXOFFICE Blue Ribbon Award Winner. Symbol © indicates color photography.

MARCH
h

Com.

with

MARCH

5

Music

8009

tart Cheering (79)
immy
Durante-W. Connolly
Feb. 5; EP — Oct. 30

8210
Western
|Y|
Rolling Caravans (57)
E. Stewart-J. Luden
Drama
|xo] Action
Making
the Headlines (65)
(For. House of Mystery)
Jack Holt-B. Roberts
R — Jan. 8

8040

Dramathe
|l7|
Woman
Against
World
(62)
Alice
MooreR— May
14 R.

EP— Feb.

12

[ill
Comedy
836
The First 100 Years (73)
(For. Wooden
Wedding)
Robt. Montgomery
Virginia Bruce
EP— Mar. 5; R— Mar. 19

Western
[9]
Code of the Rangers
Tim McCoy
R— April 16

fj Musical Comedy
3731
omance in the Dark (79)
ladys Swarthout-John
Boles-J. Barrymore
—Feb. 26

7008
Drama
J
rison Nurse (67)
;nry Wilcoxon-Marian
Marsh

3739
(57)

Forbes

175

Operetta 837
Golden West

Nels-m Eddy-Jeanette
MacDonald
EP— Jan. 8; R— Mar.

|Ig] Musical
Rose of the
(60)

3733
(70)

Wong-Gail

Loved

an

Jr

APRIL

Lone Wolf in Paris (67)
Drake
Francis
Lederer-Frances
Drrnia
[24]
EP — Jan. 29; R — May 28

He

TO

26

Actress
217

Drama
(63)
H|]
Ben Lyon-Lupe
Velez

When

G-Men

APRIL

2
Step

823
Comedy
]
aid’s Night Out (61)
form. Certified)
Fontalne-A. Lane
— ‘Feb. 26

[ill Com. with Music 846
Hawaii Calls (73)
B. Breen-Irvin Cobb
EP — Feb. 5; R — Mar. 6

] Musical Comedy
887
illy, Irene and Mary
(86)
Allen-Faye-Hovick
—Mar. 6

|u|
Drama
838
Walking Down
BroadWay
(69)
(For. Six Girls)
Claire Trevor-Michaei
Whalen

Spirit of Youth (66)
299
[Y| Action Drama
Joe Louis-Edna
44ae
Harris
R — Jan. 8

828
s
n
(77)
Judge
Hardy’
Childre
Drama
y
Comed
H|]
Lewis Stone
Cecilia
R— Mar. Parker
26

Rom.
3715
Rio Grande

26

[ig] Melodrama
3733
Peril (66)
Bulldog Drummond’s

s Eight
h Wife
Bluebeard'
3734
Rom.
HU(86)Comedy

J. Barrymore
L. Campbell
R — Mar. 19

C. Colbert-G. Cooper
R — Mar. 26; EP — Jan.

Tip-Off Girls (62)
[T[
Melodrama
3735
R — Nolan-M.
Mar. 19
L.
Carlisle

8

Arson Gang Busters
HU
Melodrama
Bob Livingston
R — Apr. 9Keith
Rosalind

[15] of Drama
7009
King
the Newsboys
(68)
York)
(For. Sidewalks of New
Lew
Ayres-Helen
R— Mar.
26

(65)
7022

Invisible

Condemned
Women
(76)
813
Drama
[Y|
Sally
Eilers-Louis
HayR— Mar.
12
ward

5;

EP — Jan.

|l8[
837
QRebecca
of Siatnybrook
Farm Musical
(80)
Shirley Temple
Randolph Scott
R — Mar. 12; EP — Nov.

13

|il]
Drama
Crime of Dr. Hallet

drama
. MeloGamble
|^| Moto’s
Mr.
(63)

841

P. Lorre-Lynn Bari
EP — Apr. 23; R — Apr.

Marriage

jin Marsh-Ray

Inv.
(62)
Walker

(71)
Victor Moore-V. Lester
EP — Mar. 5; R — Mar. 19

2

Island in the Sky (67)
|Y~|
Drama
843
Gloria Stuart
Michael Whalen
EP — Mar. 12; R — Mar. 19

(58)

|~8]
Western
842
R — Mar. 19
Lou Gehrig-S. Ballew

3017
(68)

[fU Action Drama
State Police (63)
Wm.
Hall
R — Apr. 9

3029

©Divorce

Goodbye Broadway
(69)
2012
Comedy
A.
Brady-C.
Winninger
HU
EP — Feb. 19; R — Apr. 2

B.

Drama

(65)

[~8~|
Comedy
824
This Marriage Business

[12] Com. Drama
WB316
Love, Honor and Behave
(71)
(For. Everybody Was
Very NlceJ
Wayne
Morris-P. Lane
R — Feb. 26; EP — Jan. 29

[12] Drama
Arakino
Ski Battalion (78)
R— April 16

[l2| Mus. Drama
Artc’ma
Be Y'ourself (64) reissue
Fanny
Brice
Robt. Armstrong

[19J
Comedy
He
Couldn
’t Say
Frank
McHugh
Jane Wyman
R — Mar. 5

WB221
No (67)

[jsj Musical
Com.
Sailing
Along
(80)GB7003
J.
R — Matthews-R.
Apr. 9

Young

of

Lady

R
—(91)
Jan.Oberon
22
Merle
Comedy
HU

Let’s
of ItMake
(67)
HU Musical

uliant

Enemy

16

Ralph Bellamy-Barbara
Read
EP — Jan. 29; R — Mar. 19

!

(66)

[Y]
7010
C.
HenryDrama
Gordon
Tala Birell
R — Apr. 2

Mack

[jg| Musical
Comedy
The
Gaiety Girls
(73)
Patricia Eliis
Jack Hulbert

| Com. M’drama FN259
! Slight Case of Murder
(85)
w. Robinson-Jane
Bryan
-Feb. 12

Maker

[Y]
Western
7126
Bob Steele
R — Apr. 16

Rawhide

R — Feb.

9

In
8022

(60) Melodrama
HU
R — Mar.
26
Don
Terry-J.
Wells

Feud
[~7~| Western
7115
Call the Mesquiteers (55)
(For. Desert Trail Riders)
Lynn
Roberts
Three Mesquiteers
R— Mar. 5

RELEASES
R

CURRENT

19

Movita-John Carroll
R — Apr. 2; EP — Feb.

drama
Melo
[n]
Dangerous
to Know
Anna
May
Patrick
R— Mar. 5

|lg| Musical
Girl of the
(119)

GUIDE

MARCH

19

Damaged
Goodsma
(60)
Dra
|l5|
Phyllis Barry
Pedro de Corboda
R — July 30

j]
Comedy
835
ierrily We
Rive (95)
onstance Bennett
rian Aherne
6;

MARCH

817

Western
j]
rentier Town
(58)
ex Ritter
—Mar.
19

— Mar.

12

A

Rogers-J.

a Night 204J
Drama

Reckless

Living

|Y~| Comedy

(69)

Drama

2021

Nan
Grey-Jimmy
Savo
EP— Mar. 12; R— Apr.
The

Last

Stand

X

Drama

9

(66)

Western
R-June
4
B[Y|
Baker-C.
Moore

2057

Clyde

[~2~] Melodrama
WB212
Over
the Wall (59)

Jezebel (104)
Drama
B.
Davls-H.
Fonda WB204
HU
EP — Dec. 18; R — Mar. 19

R— Mar.
19
John
Litel-June

(..)c
York
Heart of New
Atlanti
HU Drama-Mus.
Bum)

F. (Reissue)
P. 1 Doesn’t
(..)

(For. Hallelujah
A1 Jolson

I’m

a

Travis

Accidents Will
[9] Melodrama
R. (62)
Reagan-G.
R—
April
30

[Y~| Action Drama

(Form. F. P.
Leslie Fenton
Jill Esmond

GB7014

Answer

1)

Lenin In October (91)
R— April 30
Atnklno
Drama
HU

Happen
WB222

Blondell

Hell in a Circus ( . . )
Atlantic
[9] Melodrama
(For. Constant Woman)
Conrad Nagel

SEPTEMBER,
S

Sookinq
A

GUIDE

APRIL

TO

^

APRIL

16

CURRENT

23

HU
Comedy
There’s Always a
Woman
(80)

Western
[jj]
Overland
Express (55)
(For. The Trail Blazer)
Buck Jones
Marjorie Reynolds
K — Apr. »

[22] Melodrama
International Crime
Rod LaRocque
Astrid Allwyn
R— Apr. 23

HU
Test

Action
Drama
Pilot (118)

C. Gable-M. Loy
EP — Jan. 22; R — Apr.

Western
|xx[
Land
of Fighting
(53)
Jack Randall

RELEASES

MAY

8006

8021
Drama
e (66)
H|] Action
Flight
Into Nowher
J. Holt
It — Mar. 19

T

W

T F
12

S
3

4
5
0
7
8
9 10
11 12 13 14 15 16 17
18 19 20 21 22 23 24
25 26 27 28 29 30

APRIL 30

J. Blondell-M. Douglas
EP — Mar. 5; R — Mar. 26

*18

Zamboanga
HU (60)
Native Cast.
R — April 23

(2hatt

M

OCTOBER,

1938

Extortion (58)
8036
Melodrama
HU
S. Colton-M. Russell

T

W

2
9
16
23
30

3
4
5
6
7
8
10 11 12 13 14 15
17 18 19 20 21 22
24 25 26 27 28 29
31

MAY

8037

T

F

NOVEMBER,

M

7

Main Event (55)
[~&] Action Drama
R — Wells-R.
May
14
J.
Paige

1938

S

1

13 14 15 16 17 18 19
20 21 22 23 24 25 26
27 28 29 30

MAY

21

j)

14

Law of the Plains (56)
R — July 30
C. Stewart-lris Meredith
8205
Western
H|]

1

tall of the Rockies (54)
8294
Western
HUStarrett-I.
C.
Meredith
R
— June 18

214
(63)

[~7~|
Western
Whirlwind
Horseman

221

R
— July
16
Ken
Maynard
(58)

Six Shootin’ Sheriff
Ken Maynard

(59)

Western

22

HU

Hold

831

That

Kiss

(74)

D. O’Keefe-M. O’Sullivan
833
edy
R
— May Com
J4
HU
Mickey
Rooney

23

3739
Men

1938

8 M T W T F S
1
2
3
4
5
6 7 8 9 10 11 12

S

Swiss Miss (73)
Laurel &
Hardy
EP — Feb. 19; R — May 1
83
Comedy
HU

|~8~|
Western
Gun
Smoke
Trail (57)3740

Two
Gun Justice (57)
3729
Tim
Western
HU McCoy
R — June 4

Jack

Randall

3713
Drama
[JU
Female
Fugitive (66)
Evelyn Venable
C. Reynolds
R — Apr. 16

3736
Melodrama
HU
©Her
Jungle Love (81)
Dorothy
Lamour-Ray
Milland

EP — Jan.

1;

R — Apr.

Western
[14]
Outlaws of Sonora
Three Mesqulteers
R— April 30

[22]
Western
Heart of Arizona
William Boyd
R — Apr. 16

3757
(68)

129] Com. Swing
with
College

music
(87)

3737

M. Raye-Burns-Allen
EP — Jan. 15; R — Apr.

23

I)r. Rhythm

(80)

Stolen

l
Musica
[e]
B.
Crosby-Bea
Lillie
R—
April 30

HU
Adv. Drama
7011
Call of (he Yukon (70)
(For. Thunder in
Alaska)
R — Apr. 23
R. Arlen-B. Roberts

826

jr.

Cocoanut Grove (94)
R — May 14
Ho| Com. with Music 374
F. M’ Murray EP — Mar. 1

Romance
on the Run
7023
Drama
Comedy
[jj]
(68)
R — May Woods
7
Donald
Patricia Ellis

7800
Western
Under
Stars (66)
HU Western
R. Rogers
It — Apr. 16

Comedy
HU of Living
Joj
(91)
I. Dunne-Fairbanks
11-Mar.
26

(88)

3738
G.
Bradna
Melod'ma
Rom.
HU —Raymond-O.
EP
Feb. 6; R— Apr. 30

9

7116
(55)

Heaven

3739

(61 )
J~0~| Melodrama
827
Law of the Underworld

|22l
Comedy
825
Go Chase Yourself (70)
Joe Penner-Lucilie Ball
EP — Mar. 19; R— Apr. 16

C. Morris-Ann Shirley
EP — Mar. 12; R — Mar. 26

Blind
Vivacious

Lady

(90)

G. Rogers-J. edy
Stewart
EP
— Jan.Com
29; R — May 7407
HU
Gun

Law

Alibi

j

(61)

R. Dix-W. Bourne
HU
Melodrama
EP — Apr.
2; R — May

8,
11

(60)

Geo.

O’Brien; R — May 14
881
Western
HU

840
Drama
|l5|
OIh Old Chicago (110)
T. Power-Alice Faye
R — Jan. 8

[22|
Comedy
Baltle of Broadway

845
(84)

V
McLaglen-L.
Hovick
EP — Mar. 19; R — Apr. 2

Four Men and a Prayer
848
Drama
HU
(85)
Loretta
Young
Richard Greene
EP — Feb.

HU Romantic
©Adventures
Polo (104)

Adven.
of Marco

G. Cooper-Slg. Gurle
R — Feb. 19; EP — Aug.

30

cky
Kentu
Moonshine
HU(85)Com. with Music

844

Ritz -Bros.-Maj. Weaver
EP — Mar. 5; R — May 7

Itascals

(77)

R — Apr. 9
J. Withers-R. Hudson
8Comedy
HU

Life Begins at 40 (..)
874
Drama
[6] Comedy
Will
Rogers
(reissue)

Return of the Scarlet
l (80)Adven.
ntic
erne
Roma
Pimp
HU

S. Stewart-B.
R — Apr. 16

14

2022
Drama
HU
Nurse
From
Brooklyn
(67)
Pally Ellers-Paul Kelly
EP— Mar. 19; R— Apr. 16

26; R — Apr.

A|jsj
Trip
to Paris
(64)
Comedy
Drama
847
Shirley Deane-J. Prouty
EP — Apr. 2; R — Mar. 26

Barnes

R— May Party
28
Devil’s
[22] Mystery Drama
2027
Lady in the Morgue (70)
Preston Foster
Patricia Ellis
EP — Mar. 26; R — May 14

[~6~[
Drama
Sinners in Paradise (65)
(For. Half Way
to
Shanghai)
J. Boles-M. Evans
EP — Apr. 2; R — May

7

Air Devils (60) R-May 14
2038
ellD.
Clark
Drama
n Mamo
Actio
HU Purc

Frankenstein
Boris
HU

(67)

a
Action DramRober
V.
HU McLaglen-B.

Fronton (87)
AllernQuiet
the

(71)

Karloff-Mae Clark
3072
Melodrama

Lew
HU

Wes

Ayres
,
Reis-30
Drama

(BSD

WARNER-F.

FN252
Comedy
H|]
Fools for Scandal (79)
Carole Lombard
Fernand Gravet

EP — Jan.

22;

R — Mar.

19

LANEOUS
v MISCEL

Artc’ma
Drama
HU Mus.
York Nights
New
(68) reissue
Norma
Talmadge
Gilbert Roland

FN261
Women
Like That
HU Com.Are Drama
(65)
P. O’Brien-K.
R — Apr. 1 b

Francis

[30] Com. Brat
Drama
Beloved
(62) FN267
B.
K— Granville-D.
Feb. 19

Costello

J~7~| Action Drama
FN275
Torchy Blane in Panama
Paul
Kelly-Lola
R — Apr.
23

Lane

To the Victor (78)
GB7005
[7] Drama
Will Fyffe
Margaret
K — Feb. 19Lockwood

(102)
Hood
Hi] Hist. Drama
4J©A<lventures of
Errol
R — MayFlynn
,
Olivia

de

FN251
Robin

Mystery House (56)
l
Dick
Purcel
R — May
1 4drama
FNS
Melo
HU Sheridan
Ann

Havilland

Show Goes On (68)
Anna
Neagle
a-Music
Dram
Tullio
Carmlnatl
HU

GB

Tonight or Never (.JI
Melvyn
HU Com. Douglas
Drama
Atla|l
Gloria

Rnynmrr

••

Swanson

A„wltf .

9n
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T
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1939
X

8

I

JUNE

A

11

GUIDE

TO

f

CURRENT

JUNE 24

JUNE 18

JULY 2

Dram
^Holiday
(93) a
[l5|
k. Hepbuin-C. Grant
KP — Api . y; K — May

8001
21

Stage Coach Days (58)
|2(j| Western
8211
John Luden-E. Stewart
West of Cheyenne
[30]
Western
Chailes
Slarrett
Iris Mereditii

(53)
8206

Virg.

834

Drama

2t|

Yellow
Robert

Jack (83)
Montgomery
Bruce

R — May

832
Drama
[3] Comrades
Three
(98)
Taylor,
Young Tone, Sullavan,

3709
Drama
Hj
Numbered Women
(63)
For. Private Nurse)
!. Blane-J. Arledge
R — May 14

1

Orders)

... Nolan-M.

[R — 'May

[23I
Gangs
ihas.
nn

3741

Drama

27]

lunted Men
For. Crime

(67)
Gives
Carlisle

R — May

|lo]
836
Toy
Wife Drama
(95)
L.— Rainer-M.
Douglas
R
June 11

28

3730
Western
[29]
Phantom
Ranger (57)
Tim
McCoy
R — July 2

[~3~| Rom. Drama
Reis-3709
Farewell to Arms
(79)
G.

EP — Apr.

26;

Cooper-Helen

Hayes

Travers-G.

Woman
Against Woman
838
Drama
[17]
Answer)
(61) (For. One Woman’s
V.
Marshall
R — Bruce-R.
June 25

Lord Jeff (84)
837
Drama
[24] Comedy
Freddie Bartholomew
Mickey
R — June Rooney
25

lost
(81) of
r
e
Outdoo
[22]
Romanc

Oliver

3742

Sylvia
R — JuneSidney-Geo.
4

City Streets (68)
tFor. Oily
Shadows) 8019
Drama
|Y|
L,eo Carrillo-E. Fellows

a

Spy

(59)

225

Raft

Prison Farm
(70)
[17] Melodrama
S.
R — Ross-L.
June 25 Nolan

3743

Bar

20

of Seven
Seas (81)
UPort
— July
16
829
[Y| Adven. Drama
W. Beery-M. O’Sullivan

3702
Drama
the
Limber-

Jean
Parker-Eric
It — June
25

You
Me (90)
[To]and Drama

(58)

R — July 16
Neil
Melodrama
|Y| Hamilton

Marines
Are Drama
Here (60)
[8~|
Comedy
3712
J.

Patrol

J. Wells-Page
— R-Aug.13
[27] Action Drama

223

28
EP — Mar.

Highway

1 Married

l~9~] for
Melodrama
Held
Kansom
(60) 222
Grant Withers
R— July 30

[lo|
Drama
Life
Returns
(60)
Lois Wilson

RI E L E A S E S

Justice

Linden

(70)

3758
ern
Wm.
(Hopalong
West
[24] Boyd
Cassidy)

2

R — Apr.

16

21

Melodrama
of New York
Bickford

Dvorak

7004

|~6~| Patrol
Western
Desert
(56)
Bob Steele
R — June 11

(67)

R — May

7127

Riders of
Black
Hills 7117
(55)
ern
West
[15]
Three
R — JuneMesquiteers
25

28
Ladies
in Distress
(65)
[13] Comedy
Drama
7012
Alison Skipworth
Pnllv Moran: R — .Tone 11

|~3~| Melodrama
Saint in New
York
Louis Hayward
Kay
Sutton
R — May
7

27] Historical

Drama

840

Kidnapped (90)
Varner Baxter
’reddie

Bartholomew

6P — Feb.

12;

R—

May

|~3~| Musical
Josette
(70)

Comedy

D. Ameche-S.
EP— Feb. 19

830
(72)

[To] Action
Drama
(Reissue)
King Kong (99)
Fay

839

Wray-R.

Armstrong

[ip]
One
Wild Comedy
Night (72) 850
June
Lang-D.
R — May
14

Simon

871

Baldwin

Blond Cheat (62)
[27] Comedy
Drama
Derrick de Marney
Joan

Fontaine

R-May

831
28

Three Blind Mice
(75) 851
Comedy
[T?]
RI,.
— June
li
Voung-J.
McCrea

28

Border G-Man
(60)
ern
R[24]
— June West
18
George O'Brien

882

Air. Moto
Takes
a
Chance (63)
819
[24] Melodrama
Hudson
ItPeter
— JuneLorre-R.
18

Time (70)
Having
Wonderful
Comedy
[Y]
Ginger Rogers
Douglas
EP— Oct. Fairbanks
23
R — June 18

819
jr.

Always Goodbye
(75)
R— July 2
Barbara
Stanwyck
852
ma
Dra
|Y|
Herbert
Marshall

♦
Blockade

(85)

Madeleine
Carroll
a
Dram
[17]
Henry Fonda
It — June 11

[15]
Comedy
3073
Love Before Breakfast
(70)
p. Lombard-P.
Foster
jis|
Comedy
3074
Lady Xubbs (69)
\. Brady-1). Montgomery

28| Action

Drama

FN256

'rime School (86)
1. Bogart-Gale Page
t— May 14

[~3~| Western
Western Trails (57)
Bob

Baker;

R — July

2058
9

[3]
Drama
2010
Wives
Under
Suspicion
(68) Warren
William
li — June 11

[~4~[ Com. Drama
WB219
Uttle Miss Thoroughbred (63;

s in
|fg Mus.
DiggerCom.
Gold
(97 )

Janet Kay
John Litel

Rudy
Vailee
Priscilla
K— May Lane
21

Chapman

WB206
Paris

[l7| Melodrama
Young
Fugitives (6.8)2039
D. Kent
R — July 2

[~j~| Action Drama
Danger on the Air

Outlaw Express (56)
[Tv] Western
2059
Bob Baker
R — July 30

Itage

[l8| Mys.
When
WereDrama
You
(65)
Anna
May
Wong
RMargaret
— June 18Lindsay

FN203
Born?

Donald

August

20, 1938

of

Paris

White

Banners

2032
(65)

R — July

2

(78)

R—
June 18
Danielle
Darrleux
Comedy
[T]

2005

(88)

WB208
Drama Bainter
[25] Rains-F.
Claude
EP — Feb. 26; It — June 4

Three

5XOFFICE

Woods

a Weekend

(72)

Margaret
Lockwood
Lodge
RJohn
— June
11Drama
[Y|

on

GB

MARCH,

12(yoking (2hazt
A

GUIDE

TO

JULY 9

^

CURRENT

JULY 16
[15] Western
Pioneer
Trail (55)
John

|T|
Western
Rollin' Plains (75)
Tex Ritter

Duden-Joan

JULY 23
8212

Barclay

Action
Reformatory

W

T

5
12
19
26

12
6
7
8
9
13 14 15 16
20 21 22 23
27 28 29 30

F

APRIL, 1939
S

3
4
10 11
17 18
24 25
31

S

M

T

W

T

MAY,

F

S

S

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9 10 11 12 13 14 15
16 17 18 19 20 21 22
23 24 25 26 27 28 29
30

AUGUST

JULY 30

Drama
(61)

Jack
Holt-C.
R — June
25

M

M
7

[15] Melodrama
The High Command
Lionel Atwill
R— July 30

227
(59)

6

the
228
a
DramGreat
(59)

Tex

841

Drama
y
Hardy
(90)
Comed
[22]
ytLove
Finds
Andy

The Chaser
[29] Comedy

(75)
Drama

842

R— July
30
Dennis
O’Keefe
Ann
Morris

Mickey
Rooney-Judy
Garland-Lewis
Stone
R — July 16

Jackie

Army
(85)
[15] Girl
Drama
Madge
Evans
Preston Foster
R— July 23

3744

Drama

S

13

1
22

Trail (59)
Western

Ritter

Rich Man, Poor Girl (7!
P R — Comedy
84
Aug.
13 Drama
(For.
It’s Now
or Never
R. Young- R. Hussey

3810

Moran

3745
Professor Beware
(93)
|29]
Comedy
3746
Harold Lloyd
Phyllis

Welch;

R-July

16

Africa (59)
|~s] Melodrama
B.-.lldog
Drummond
R — Aug.
6
John
Howard-H.

3747
in
Angel

The Texans (93)
R— July 23
374
Outdoor Drama
p
Joan Bennett-R. Scott

7118

7002
Heroes of the Hills
Three Mesquiteers
R — Aug. 13

(55)

|~g~| Action Drama
Come
(■ •) on Leathernecks
Richard Cromwell
Marcia Hunt

[22] Giant
Action (80)
Drama
835
Sky
(Form. Northern Flight)
Chester Morris
Richard
R— July Dix
23

|jT| Melodrama
836
Crime King (70)
Allan Lane
R — July 2

|~8~]
Comedy
857
We’re Going to Be Rich
(78)
Victor McLaglen
Gracje Fields; R — July 9

Adven.
Booloo (60)

Colin Tapley
Suratna
R— July Asmara
23

flT|
Drama
reissue
l ittle Women
(99)
IC. Hepburn-J. Bennett

853
Western
[8 )
Panainint’s Bad Man(60)
Smith
llallew-E. Daw

|~5~|
Action Roars
Drama (92)
840
The Crowd
Robert Taylor
R — Aug. 6
Maureen
O'Sullivan

Outdoor Drama
Barefoot Boy (63)

[4] West, with Music 7103
Cold Mine in the Sky
(60)
Gene Autry-C. Hughes
R — July 9

F

AUGUST

Ctah
Renfrew on
n
[22] Actio
Trail
White

T

2
3
4
5
6
9 10 11 12 13

South of Arizona (56)
[28]
Western
8207
Clias. Starrett
Iris Meredith

Winters

3742

[22I
Comedy
Tropic Holiday' (78)
Dorothy Lamour
Bob Burns
R— July 2

1
8

1939

W

James Newell
Terry Walker

[l5|
Drama
835
Shopworn
Angel (85)
James Stewart
RMargaret
— July 9 Sullavan

|~8~|
Western
3854
Pride of (he West (55)
William Boyd (Hopalong
Cassidy)
R— July 2

T

14 15 16 17 18 19 20
21 22 23 24 25 26 27
28 29 30 31

326

[~8~| Comedy
Drama
Fast Company
(74)
Melvyn Douglas
Florence Rice
R— July 2

fe]
Western
Man’s Country (55)
lack Randall
R — Aug. 6

RELEASES

T

1939

S

P
Com.
Drama
833
Mother Carey's Chickens
(SO)
Ruby Keller-Anne Shirley
R—
July Ellison
23
James

I’m From the City (71)
[5]
with Music 834
R — Com.
July 30
Joe Penner-Kay
Sutton

Painted Desert
R — Aug. 6
George

O’Brien

Western

p

Romantic
[p
Comedy
854
Passport Husband
(67)
Stuart Erwin
Pauline Moore
R — July 2

I’ll Give
Warner

Drama

a Million
Baxter

Drama
Gateway
(74)

855

(70)

Marjorie
Weaver
R
— July 16

Little
Miss
(70)
Comedy
p

Broadway
856
Drama

Shirley
R—
July Temple
9
Jimmv
Durante

901

Keep

Smiling

(77)

Jane Withers
Gloria Stuart

Don Ameche
R — Aug.
6
Arleen
Whelan

Drama

P

Algiers (95)
Charles
Boyer
ma
Dra
[22]
R
— July
2
Sigrid
Gurie-Hedy

(59)

LaMarr

2028

MIv SCELLWA
ANRN-F
EER
O
. US

Drama

[9]
Drama
FN260
My Bill (60)
K. Francis-D. Moore
R — June 25

Prison
Break (73)
|16| Melodrama
Barton MacLane
Glenda Farrell
R — July 23

Little Tough
"Dead End”
Robt.
Wilcox
R — July
16

P
Com. Drama
WB2I5
Men Are Such Fools(69)
W. Morris-P. Lane
R — June 25

p
Com.
Drama
Trouble Double
(60)
Penrod’s

P
Melodrama
WB205
Racket Busters (71)
Geo. Brent-G. Dickson

P
Musical Comedy
GB
Evergreen (..) reissue
Jessie Matthews
Barry Mackay

Mauch
Twins
R — April 2

Guy
Kids

2008
(83)

FN276

Letter of Introduction
(103)
Com. with Music
[5]
Andrea
Leeds — R-Aug.
Bergen and McCarthy

Mr.

P (85) Melodrama
FN262
Amazing
Dr. Clitterhouse
Edw.
R—
JulyG. 9 Robinson
Claire Trevor

Chump

(60)

WB227

Johnnie Davis
R— July 23
Lola Lane
Comedy
P

[~1~|

Renee

Saint-Cyr

6

Com.

Music
From

Dick
Powell
(77)

(79)
GB

(69)

P
Mystery Drama
Constance Moore

Cowboy

Drama

Strange Boarders
Tom
Walls

Missing Guest
Paul Kelly

WB2

Brookly

Priscilla
R — June Li1
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s
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T

1
8
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2

16
9

F

3

4

5

18
25

19

23

29
15

S

Booking

11 12

31
17
24
30

A

26

Stuart

10

TO

(2halt

/

CURRENT

SEPTEMBER

17

[~5~| Action Drama
Flight to Fame
(. . )
(For. Wings of Doom)
Chas. Farrell-J. Wells

Barrie

BELEASES

SEPTEMBER

24

Stranger From
Arizona
8284
(. .)
Western
[22]
Buck Jones

[~8~| Western
Colorado
Trail ( . . ) 8208

Phantom
Gold (56)
8213
Western
[31]
Jack Buden-Beth Marion

tern
[26]of Wes
King
the Sierras
With Rex, the
Wonder
Horse

GUIDE

SEPTEMBER

3

Ij~2~|
Am
theDrama
Law ( . . )
Edw. G. Robinson
Wendy

844

1939
10T

SEPTEMBER

8039
j|] Action Drama
Convicted ( . . )
t. Hayworth-C. Quigley

Comedy
jjjj
Jlockhends ( . . )
laurel & Hardy

M

20

Drama
y
[29] Comed
Lady
Objects ( . . )
Lanny

s

27

AUGUST

Comedy
g
fhe Gladiator (72)
oe E. Brown
une Travia

AUGUSTYV

T

5

10 11 12

169
17
24

T

Chas. Starrett
Iris Meredith

231
(. . )

845
Drama
[26] Antoinette
Marie
(157)
Norma
Shearer
Tyrone Power

[~9~|
Boys’

Comedy ( . Drama
Town
. )

Too Hot to Handle ( . . )
Romance
y
|jg| Comed
Clark
Gable-Myrna
Loy

Spencer Tracy
Mickey Rooney

Vacation

From

Love

(. . )

Dennis
O’Keefe
Florence
Ricedy
Come
|23|
Listen,

Darling

(. . )

with Music
[23] Comedy
Judy Garland
Freddie Bartholomew

[31]
Drama
Under the Big Top
(For.
Circus Comes
Town)

Mexicali

(..)
to

(..)
Marjorie Main
Ann Nagel

fjj]
Comedy
3749
Jive Me a Sailor (77)
Jartha Raye-Bob
Hope
t— July 30

ifcj Romantic Drama
7013
lesperate Adventure(65)
i.amon Novarro
farian Marsh
U
an

Western
7104
From Music Mountain (58)
ene Autry; R-Aug. 13

5]
Melodrama
832
mashing the Rackets
(80)

’'or Cleanup)
hester Morris
ranees Mercer
1— July 30

9j Musical

Comedy

903

lexander’s Ragtime
and (105)
yrone Power-Alice Faye
,on Ameche
i— June 4

[2ts| Action Drama
Spawn of tire North
George Raft
Dorothy Lamour
Henry Fonda

3750
(..)

[22| Action Drama
Tenth Avenue Kid ( . . )
Bruce Cabot
Beverly Roberts

[26] Com. with Music 845
Breaking the Ice ( . . )
Bobby
Breen
Irene Dare

|26] Action Drama
Speed to Burn (60)
Michael Whalen
Lynn Bari
R — June 11

904

[2] Comedy
with
Sing
You Sinners
Bing Crosby
Fred MacMurray
R — Aug. 13

Music
(90)

(. . )
3741

Starlight Over Texas (..)
Tex Ritter
3859
Western
[pj]

Sons

In Old Mexico (67)
William Wes
Boyd
tern
[9]
R(Hopalong
— Aug. 6 Cassidy)

3855

of

|~2~| Musical
Carefree
( . . )Comedy

837

Ginger Rogers
Fred Astaire

|~9~|
Affairs
Lucille
Jack

|~2~| Comedy
Drama
My Lucky Star ( . . )
Sonja Henie
Richard Greene

905

Comedy
of Annabel
Ball

902
(68)

Oakie

Renegade
George
|l6]

|~2~] Comedy
Drama
Freshman
Year ( . . )
Dixie Dunbar
Ernest Truex

Youth
Takes a Drama
Fling (..)
[~9] Comedy
Joel McCrea
Andrea Leeds

Made

}

if

Action

Drama

Ipme Over London
IJirgot Grahame
llul Cavanaugh

l|R — Aug.

IjOFFICE

GB
(63)

13

August 20. 1938

(. . )

O’Brien
Western

for

the

Police

Campus Confessions ( . . )
[23] Comedy
with Music
Betty Luisetti
Grable
Hank

Fugitives for a Night
803
(. .) Melodrama
|23|
Eleanor
Lynn
Frank
Albertson

[3] Com. Drama
YVB213
Four’s a Crowd (95)
Errol Flynn
Olivia
de 30
Havilland
R — July

(T| with
Melodrama
Man
100 Faces
Noel Madison
Lilli Palmer

(GB
. . )

Secrets of an Actress
(..)
FN365
Drama
[ip]
Geo. Brent
Kay

Francis

Each

(99)

Other
Raymond
Massey
RI23]
— Aug.
Adven6ture Drama
Valerie Hobson

That

Certain Age ( . . )
l Comedy
[23] Musica
Deanna
Durbin
Jackie Cooper
Express

Preston
|l6]

1

Rangers

(• •)
Carole Lombard
Comedy
[l6] Stewart
James

Last

Cagney-O’Brien

(. . )

Drums

Fredric March
Virginia Bruce

[27] Com. Drama
WB303
Boy Meets Girl (80)

Legion

by

|~9~| Comedy
Drama(55)
906
Safety
in Numbers
Jones Family
R — Aug. 13

[~9~| Comedy
Young
in HeartDrama
(..)
Janet Gaynor
Douglas Fairbanks jr.

(• •)

si

the

Lynne
Overman
Billy Lee
Drama
|l§]

Wanted
(■ ■)

Frankie Darro
[24] Melodrama

I29] Comedy
Drama ( . . )
Home
Sweet Home
The Gleason Family

[26] Comedy
Drama
There Goes My
Heart

|2s] Exploitation Adven.
Dark Rapture ( . . )
Native Oast

Kid

tern
(For.
WesFrontier)
[7] Last
Jack Randall

Twins
Bob

|l6]

(. . )

Four

39

file YVest

(. . )

Western

Foster
Melodrama

©Valley
of theDram
Giants
a
(• .) Outdo
or
[l7|
Wayne
Morris
Claire Trevor

The

of
Baker

Steps

(. . )

Melodrama
[15]
(Reissue)
Robert Donat
Madeleine Carroll

GB

Daughters

Dane Sisters
Drama
[24]
Jeffrey Lynn

(. . )

FN359

J ?hott5

the

WORLD

Artcinema
Reisenfeld

SONG

30, ’38
26, ’38
26, ’38

COMEDIES

Ankles Away
(19)
May 13
Andy Clyde.
Cuclcoorancho (16%)
Mar. 25
Complications when two wanderers
are mistaken for rich Americans
by a Mexican rancher.
Halfway to Hollywood (17%).. July 1
Jump
Chump
Jump
(19%) .. .Apr. 5
Pirechief Andy
Clyde falls for a
school teacher.
©Old Raid Mule, The (19) . . . . Mar. 4
Andy
Clyde is a sucker for bargains and gets talked into many
a
bad one.
The Mind Needer (18)
Apr. 29
Charlie Chase.
The Soul of a Heel (16%) . . . . June 4
Andy Clyde has a time trying to
marry the sheriff’s daughter.
Time Out for Trouble (19) . . . .Mar. 18
Charlie Chase arouses the underworld by fooling around with a
gangster’s sweetie.
COLOR
RHAPSODIES
the

No.

6

(Cowboy

(10)
No. 7 (Gus

SING

Songs)
25, ’38

(10)
May 6, ’38
Songs the folks used to sing.
No. 9 (10) — Spanish Melodies June 25
No. 10 (9) — Patriotic Songs. .. July 4
No. 11 < . . )
Aug. 26
Songs of Yesteryear.
No. 12 ( . . )
Sept. 15
Scotch Songs
KRAZY
Krazy

KAT

Magic

(7)

May

20

Krazy’s Travel Squawks
(7) . July 4
The
Auto Clinic (7)
Mar. 4
The Little Buekaroo (6)
Apr. 11
Sad Little Guinea Pigs (7) . . . .Feb. 22
NEW

SPORT

THRILLS

Athletic Y’outh ( . . )
Demons
of the Deep

(..)....

July
Aug.

29
19

Feminine FUn
(10)
Fistic Fun (9%)

Feb.

18, ’38
July 1

Sport Stamina (10)
Thrilling Moments
(10)

May

10, ’38
June 10

Unusual
Hunting
(10) .. .Mar.
SCRAPPY
CARTOONS

15, '38

City

Slicker

(6%)

Scrappy’s Playmates (7)
Scrappy’s Trip to Mars
(7)
SCREEN
SNAPSHOTS
No.
No.

July

22

Apr.

27

Feb. 4, ’38
(Series 16)

6(9)
7(10)

Feb.

No. 8(10)
No. 9 (10)
No. 10(10)
No. 11(10)
No. 12 (10)

’38
’38
’38
’38
29

SPECIAL

STOOGES

June

1

June

1

COMEDIES

Healthy, Wealthy and Dumb
(16)
May
All sorts of things happen

of

New

Brunswick
Mar. 19
July 9
May 14

HARMAN-ISING
Little

Bantamweight

HISTORICAL

. . . . Mar.

MYSTERIES

Bravest of the Brave
The Face Behind the
(11)
The Ship That
Strange Glory

12, '38

Died
(11)

(11) . . . . Aug.
Mask
Mar.
Feb.

(10)

6

19, ’38
19, ’38
July 2

29

25, ’38

AND

COMEDY

HITS
Feb.

25, ’38

20
to

(10)
Tupapao

The
The
The

Big Top ( . . )
Goose Flies High
Last Indian (..)

May 13, ’38
(..).... Sept. 9
June 24

Wolf’s Side of the Story
TREASURE
CHEST
Kingdom
for a Horse
Music From
the Stars

( . . ) . Sept. 23

22

(11)
Mar. 25,
Horace Lapp and Orchestra.
Return of the Buffalo (10) .Apr. 8,
Sky Fishing (10)
Feb. 25,
We Live in Two Worlds (..).. July

’38

TWO

’38
’38
22

REELERS
But

Apr.

29, ’38

Jitter Bugs
(..)
May 20, '38
Buster West and Tom Patricola recover a stolen bracelet after they
steal a turkey.
Love and Onions (19)
Mar. 11
Retail hijinks with Herman
Timberg jr. and Pat Rooney jr.
Money on Your Life ( . . ) .May 13, *38
Revolutionary antics with
Kemper and Kaye.
Pardon My Accident ( 17) . . . . June 10
Willie Howard
fakes an accident
and is mistaken for a famous surSing for Sweetie (19)
Apr. 15
geon.
Gangsters interfere with Lee Sullivan’s plans for the elopement
but he manages.
Wanna
Be a Model? (16) .Feb. 25, ’38
Jefferson Machamer.
Winner Lose All (..)
June 17
Charles Kemper
devotes his time
to puzzle contest and almost loses
his girl because he signed away
the prize
test.

rights

in

a

$50,000

con-

M-G-M
CRIME
DOESN’T
PAY
A Criminal Is Born (21)
Come
Across (20)
^Miracle Money
(21)
CAPTAIN
AND
CARTOONS
A

Day

at

the

M-G-M
Released
OUR
Awful

THE

Beach

GANG

Tooth,

COMEDIES

The

(..)

Facts (11)
the Brawn

May

28

Mar. 3, ’38
Apr. 16

(11)

Three Men
PETE
Follow

in a Tub (10) .Mar. 26, ’38
SMITH
SPECIALTIES

the

Arrow

(10)

July

30

Savate (8)
Mar. 12, ’38
Humorous
account of French sport
in which opponents rely mainly on
their feet.

Modeling

for

Money

(10)

©Penny’s
Party
(9)
Story of Dr. Carver (10)
Surf Heroes (10)

Apr.

19, ’38

An Evening Alone (9)
May
How
to Read (..)
.Aug.
The Courtship of the Newt
(8)
July
How
to Figure Income Tax
(8)
CjsHow
to Raise a Baby
Music Made
Simple (8)

30

Apr. 9, ’38
June 18
May 28

Three on a Rope (10) ... .Feb.
ROBERT
BENCHLEY

HOOP

14
27
23

Mar.
19, ’382
(9)
. . .July
Apr. 16

June
May
Mar.

25
14
26

KIDS
25

Apr. 2, ’38
Apr. 30
Feb. 19
Apr. 16
Aug. 6
July 16

CARTOONS

Up to Date (7)
Feb. 25
Junior and Pudgy go hunting, with
amusing results.
Buzzy Boop
(7)
July 22
Honest Love and True (7)... Mar. 25
Out of the Inkwell ( 7 )
Apr. 22

COLOR

(7) . . . . Aug. 12
May 27
June 24

CLASSICS

All’s Fair at the Fair (7) . . . . Aug. 26
Guatemala
(10)
Aug. 12
Hold It (8)
Apr. 29
Hunky
and Spunky (7)
June 24
The Tears of an Onion (7).. Feb. 25

Bob Crosby and His Orchestra
(10)
May 6
Easy on the Ice (10)
June 3
Henry King and his orchestra with
Shirley Foster.
Hall’s Holiday (10)
Apr. 8
George
Hall and
his Orchestra
with Dolly Dawn.
©Moments
of Charm
(10) . . . . Aug. 5
Phil Spitalny and Girl Orchestra.
Queens of the Air (10)
July 8
Vincent Lopez and his orchestra,
Benay Venuta, Hollace Shaw, Jean
Ellington, Betty Hutton and Nan
Wynn.
STAR

Apr.

16

(9)
Glimpses

June
Feb.

11
19

Listen to Lucas (10)
Feb.
Clyde Lucas and Orchestra.

Austria

(9)

18, ’38

July 15
salmon and

(12)

Aug.

12

A special arrangement of Wagner’s
immortal "Tanhaueser” as played
by the National Symphony
Orchestra under baton of Frederick Feher.
The Bike Parade (10)
Apr. 22
Husing.
The saga of the bicycle from 1900
to the present. Narrated by Ted
PARAMOUNT

PICTORIAL

No.
4, ’38
The7 (10)
Yerkes Observatory, Feb.
Autumn
in the Alps and the Shadow
Man.
No. .8(10)
Mar. 4
shop.
Styles in the sun, New York’s army
of night workers, canine beauty
No. 9(10)
The
Bureau

of

Apr. 1
Standards
in

Washington, trained
pine aqueduct.
No. 10 (10)

fish

and

Al-

May

6

Chesapeake
fishermen —
camera
studies of clouds —
feeding the
animals.

No.

June 3
visit to the
and vineyards

12 (10)

July

1

Gigantic farming — Streaming scenery— a day in a dog’s life.
No. 1
(10)
Aug. 5
Tropical trophies; Canyon country;
Aquatic Antics.
I’OPEYE
CARTOONS
Big Chief Ugh-Amugh-Ugh
(7)
Apr. 15
Bulldozing the Bull (7) . . . .Aug. 19
I Yam
Love Sick (8)
May 20
The

Jeep

(7)

July

15

Learn Polikness (7)
Feb. 18, ’38
Plumbing Is a “Pipe” (7)... June 17
The House Builder-Upper (7). Mar. 18
POPULAR

SCIENCE

(In Cinecolor)
©No. 4(10)
No. 5(10)
No. 6(10)
SCREEN
Beside

a

Mar. 18
May 13
July 8

SONG

Moonlit

Stream

(8).. July

29

Frank Dailey and His Orchestra.
Thanks for the Memory
(7).. Mar. 25
Bert Block and orchestra supply
the music.
You I, cave Me Breathless (7). May 27
Jimmy

Dorsey

and

orchestra.

RICE

SPORT-

Cops and Robbers (10)
Mar. 25
A chase in which a black bear and
mountain lion are captured.
Fascinating Adventure, A (10) Feb. 25
A modern
Tarzan and
Florida.tures in the streams
Horseshoes

his advenof Central

(10)

July

15

Ted

Allen, world’s champion horseshoe artist, demonstrates his skill.
Red, White and Blue Champions
(10)
May 20
A unique group of aquatic youngsters of the Panama
Canal zone.
Sjrorting Test (10)
Aug. 5
Question answers in the field of
ing.
sport supplied by Ted Husing.
Strike (10)
June 17
Not baseball but a reel about fishWin,

Place

or

Show

(10) . . . . Apr.

Human
interest
leah racing
track.yarn
UNUSUAL

woman

of

the

chimney

Feb. 11, ’38
Apr. 15
circulating library;
sweep;

tool leath-

er portraits.
No. 6(10)
No. 1 (10)

DISNEY
<v)Boat

June 10
Aug. 5

Radio

CARTOONS

Builders

Mickey,

22

Hia-

OCCUPATIONS

©No. 4(10)
©No. 5(10)
Gold beating;

RKO

Beautiful Budapest
(9)
Czeclio-Slovalcia on Parade
of

^Silver Millions (10)
Story of the Alaskan
their spawning habits.

REPORTER

No. 3 (10)
Mar. 10
Ted Husing introduces us to Mark
Warnow
and band, Rio Brothers,
Vic Helde and Freddy Rich and

FITZPATRICK
TRAVELTALKS
In Technicolor

OFind What’s Wrong
(10) . . .June 17
Gold (10)
Feb. 25
The gold mines of South Africa.
Jungle Glimpses (10)
Mar. 25
A
colorful camera
trip through
South America tropics.

GRANTLAND
LIGHTS

Be

Pudgy the Watchman
Swing School (7)
The
Lost Kitten (7)

ICS

Crime Fighters (10)
May 20
Depicting the thorough training a
police officer undergoes.

Paramount
BETTY

NEWS
weekly.

No. 11 (10)
Alpine streams, a
Guadalupe Islands,
of California.

DAY

HEADLINER

(10) . . . . June

Blue Monday
(9)
Captain’s Pup (9)
Cleaning House
(8)
Poultry Pirates (9)
The Pygmy
Hunt (8)
What
a Lion ( . . )

NEWS
OF
THE
twice weekly.

Canned
Fishing (11)
Feb. 12, ’38
Feed ’Em and Weep
(11) . May 17, ’38
Hide and Shriek (11)
June 18
Little Ranger
(10)
Aug. 6

Dummies

Cactus Caballeros (19)
May 27
Harry Gribbon and Joey Haye, although scared stiff, set out after
a Mexican bandit and succeed in
capturing him.

COMEDIES

The Magician’s Daughter
(18)
July 16
Eleanor Lynn and Frankie Albertson.
Snow Gets In Your Eyes (20). May 14

La

(19)
Mar. 25, ’38
Buster West
and
Tom
Patricola
have some fun with a near-sighted,
Conceited manager
of a
fashion
shop.

PARAGRAPH

30
’38

Billy Rose’s Casa Manana
(21)
Mar. 26
It’s in the Stars (19)
July 30
Gay
college yarn
with
Eleanor
Lynn, Johnny
Downs
and
Doris
Weston.

Bear
Came
(10) .. .Apr.

’38
’38

July 9
June 11

(11)

MUSICAL

Mrs. O’Leary’s Cow (..)
July 22
Robinson Crusoe’s Broadcast
(7)
Apr. 15
©String Bean
Jack (..)... .Aug. 26

PARAMOUNT
Released twice

Tanhaueser
©An
Optical Poem
(7) . . . Mar. 5, ’38
In Technicolor.
Hollywood Handicap
(10) . . . .May 28
Life in Some Town ,USA
(11)
Feb. 26,
Stroke of Genius (11)
Feb. 5,
QTiiat Mothers Might Live
(10)
Apr.
The Forgotten Step (10) . .May 7,
Tracking the Sleeping Death

20th-Fox)

Gandy
the Goose (6)
Mar. 4, ’38
Happy and Lucky (..).. .Mar. 18, ’38
Here’s to Good Old Jail (. .) . .June 10
Just Ask Jupiter (7)
Feb. 18, ’38
Maid in China (7)
Apr. 29
Mills for Baby (..)
July 8

4, ’38
Mar. 4

Apr. 1,
Apr. 29,
May 27,
June 24,
July

The New
Nation (..)
Story of Czechoslovakia.
Jungle Babies (..)
THREE

through

Cute Crime
(. . )
Jefferson Machamer.
Feb.
Shop)

Glimpses

(8)
Paris on Parade (9)
Rural Sweden
(8)

TERRY-TOONS

Merry-Go-Round

Van — Song

.Apr.

Mar.

All’s Fair (10)
The Cabin Kids.

Beautiful

(9)
Feb. 17, ’38
Poor Elmer
(7)
July 22
Poor Little Butterfly (8)
July 4
©The
Big Birdcast (8)
May 13
©The
Foolish Bunny
(6)
Mar. 11
The Frog Pond (7)
Aug. 12
Window
Shopping (7)
June 3
COMMUNITY

(..)...

A Mountain Romance
(7) . .Apr. 1, ’38
Chris Columbo
(..)
Aug. 12
Devil of the Deep (..).. .May 27, ’38
Eliza Runs Again (..)
July 29

Columbia

on

COLOR

(10)

(Distributed

Americans Come, The (9) . Apr.
Glorious Vamp, The (9) . .Feb.
Irish Fantasy (9)
Mar.

©Horse

puz-

Educational

CLASSICS

ALL-STAR

IN

©Friendly Neighbors
Views of Ontario.

by Hugo
(Reissues)

a

MINIATURES

©Quebec

Produced

wins

Wee Wee
Monsieur (17) .. Feb. 18, ’38
Stranded in France after the war,
the three complicate their problems by joining the
Foreign
Legion.

color.

MUSICAL

Curly

Tassels in the Air (18)
Apr. 1
Signpainters, prattling in
pig
Latin, are mistaken for high-class
French decorators and get a free
hand in a swanky household.
Three Goofy Gobs ( . . )
July 29
Three Missing Links (18) . . . . July 29

Numerals Following: Titles are
Running Time.
I)ate Is National Release, 1938, Unless
Otherwise Specified.
^Indicates short of the week
rating:.
©Indicates

trio when
zle contest.

(7)

Feb.

25

Donald and the Goof attempt
to build
a boat with disastrous
consequences.

BOXOFFICE

August 20, 1938

©Donald’s Better Self (8) .Mar. 11, ’38
©Donald’s Nephews
(8) . .Apr. 15, ’38
Introducing three mischievous editions of Donald Duck, Huey, Dewey
and Louie.
Good Scouts (8)
July 8
Donald
Duck
takes his nephews
camping, much
to his sorrow.
Mickey’s Parrot (8)
Sept. 9
A concealed parrot is mistaken for
an escaped killer.
Polar Trappers (8)
Adventures of Donald
in the Arctic.

June
and

(8)
Apr. 1, ’38
Adventures of a boy and girl moth.
The Whalers (8)
Aug. 19
A whaling expedition costs Mickey,
Donald and the Goof their boat.
£^©Wynken,
Blynken and Nod
(8)
May 27
The
adventures
of
the
three

EDGAR

KENNEDY

poem
in a

COMEDIES

False Roomers
(17)
Mar. 25, ’38
A
slightly unbalanced roomer Is
the cause of all the hilarity.
Kennedy’s Castle (17)
May 28
Edgar
brings the boss and
the
customers
home
to play poker
when
the wife walks In with her
friends.
HEADLINER

COMEDIES

Music Will Tell (18)
Feb. 11, ’38
Ted Flo Rito and his orchestra
show up an Impersonator.
Picketing for Love
(17)
June 3
Betty Jane Rhodes, Joe Morrison,
Phyllis Kennedy, Jack Carson and
Barbara Bedford.
LEON

ERROL

May 6
applying

1

of the nation’s first government-promoted tourist resort and
arms and the League of Nations.
QNo.
9(21)
Apr. 15
The Nazi conquest of Austria and
a
pictorial discussion on
crime
and prisons.
No. 10 (19)
May 13
Racketeers vs. Housewives.
sytNo. 11 (17)
June 10
A study of the American physician.
No. 12 (17)
July 8
Work,
training and activities of
the U. S. Coast Guard.
No. 13 (19)
Aug. 5
America's traffic problem and the
threat to England’s Gibraltar.
MUSICALS

Radio Hookup
(10)
Jan. 28
Starring Dorothy
Stone
and
Charles
Collins, the
Buckaroos,

Yost’s Singing Dozen
and
Doug
Leavitt.
Carnival Show
(10)
June 24
Clyde Hager, Jan Peerce, Cotton
Club Tramp
Band.
International Rhythm
(10)... June 3
Roy Smeck
and his Aloha Islanders, Ada Brown,
Mara, Princess
Chivo.
Latin Rhythm
(11)
Feb. 18
Jan
Pearce, Luba
Malina, Mia
Miles Foursome
and the Dansapators.
Maids and Music (10) ... .Apr. 22, ’38
Raj’ Fabing’s Ingenues with Janice Walker. Also Bernice Parks.
No Sale (11)
Mar. 11
Original Dixieland Jazz band, Gogo
de Lys, Adia Kuznetzoff and Russion Octette, King, King & King,
Charioteers, Hal Sherman.
Salt Shakers (11)
May 13, ’38
Jay C. Flippen, Joe Dorris. Mae
McKim
and
Her
Three
Boy
Friends, Vera Haal.
Skyline Revue (11)
Apr. 1
Paula Stone, Billy and Milly, Sugar
Nicholas, DeMay
Moore
and
Martin.
The Deviled Ham
(10) . .Mar. 11, ’38
Gus Van, Arskine Hawkins and his
band, Toy and Wing, The Three
Kays, Moya Engele.

BOXOFFICE

4fNo. 6 The Count of Ten (9) ..June 17
Development of - the Golden Gloves.
RADIO

FLASH

and
Harriet
Ben
Yost’s
Varsity
Eight. Hayes,
Stars and Stripes (17)
July 6
Ed
East,
Ralph
Dumlce,
Ada

COMEDIES

Brown
and
ica Band.

Stuporvisor (17)
Feb. 25, ’38
Jack Norton runs against his wife
for city supervisor.

RKO-PATHE

PATHE

Bit and Bridle (10)
May 13, ’38
A trip to Aiken, S. C., haven of
horse lovers and their horses.
In the Swim
(10)
Feb. 18
Fancy diving with champions.
Pineliurst (9)
Apr. 22
The
North-South
Open
Golf
Tournament
with
the
country’s
leading pros.
Swinging Mallets (10)
Apr. 1
Polo as played in Jamaica
between two crack teams.
Underwater
(9)
June 3
New
underwater
sport "goggle
fishing” and
some
water
polo
seen gs.
Windward
Way
(10)
Mar. 11
A yachting reel centering on the
Mlami-Nassau
Yacht race.
RADIO
Twenty
(18)
Nick
Betty

MUSICAL

Girls

and

a

August

STRANGER
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

ED

Modern

OF

Feb.

UNIVERSAL
Released

A

20, 1938

(. . )

19

Sept. 30

(..)....

Sept. 16

FOX
MOVIETONE
NEWS
Released twice weekly.
PLACES
ELL THOMAS

of

Swing

Feb.
Mar.
Apr.

What
Every
(. . )

AND

HIS

Should

28, ’38
21, ’38
11, '38
Apr. 25
May 9
June 3
June 27
Sept. 12

California

(..)

Aug.

5

EXPLOITATION

Feb.

28, ’38

PRODUCTIONS

Down
on the Barn (17) . .Feb.
Billy Jones
and
Ernest

Charles Althoff, Tom
Emerson’s
Mountaineers, Danzi Goodell, Clair
St. Martin and Mac’s Boys and
Girls.
Fits & Benefits (19)
July 27
Yorke and King, Original Cotton
Club Tramp
Band, Carolyn Marsh,
The Merry Macs.
High-Jack
(17)
James
Three
some.

’n

the

Show

May 18, ’38
Barton, Bea
Saxon, The
Marshalls, Starnes Four-

Latin Hi-Hattin (18)
Dorothy
Stone, Charles
Geraldine and
Joe, Del
Bernice Parks
and
the
Gums’
Dancers.

Apr. 27
Collins,
Campo,
12 Mc-

(7) . .

Feb.

Moore

(10)
Don
Bestor

'38
’38
’38
25
19
16

26, ’38
Aug. 27

and

Orchestra June

and

Rich

Orchestra July

and
nnd

(10)
Rubinoff

and

(10)
Saturday

Night

May

Feb.
Orchestra

and

12, ’38

9, ’38

Mar.

26, '38

April
Club

16, ’38

(10)

July

30, ’38

(In

Color)

MELODIES

A
Star Is Hatched
Cinderella Meets Her

(7)
Fella

Isle

( . . ) . May

28, ’38

©Jungle
Jitters (7)
Feb.
Katnip
Now ThatKollege
Summer (7)Is GoneJune

19, ’38
11, ’38

(..)
Penguin Parade (7)
^Sneezing
Weasel

14, ’38
23, ’38
12, ’38

of

Pingo

Pongo

©PICTORIAL
(Some

Got
a
Match?
(20)
Rainbow’s
End
(. . )
UpPat
in Rooney.
Lights (..)

Apr. 9, ’38
July 2, ’38
Aug. 13

F'oy.
TECHNICOLOR
lj©Out

Where

May
Apr.
(7) . .Mar.

in

No. 6(10)
Kellog Horse Ranch;
making of shoes.

the

Stars

Begin

(19) young
May 28,
’38
A
dancer
makes
good
through the aid of a makeup
man.
With Evelyn Thawl, Jeffrey Lynn,
Armida,
©Romance

Fritz
of

Feld

and

Charley

Louisiana

Sons of the Plains ( . . ) . . July 30, ’38
Mauch
Twins, Rosella Towns.
VITAPHONE

COMEDIES

My
Pop
(..)
July
Stocks and Blondes (20) . .May
Under the Wire (20)
Mar.
VITAPHONE
GAY-ETIES

VITAPHONE

16, ’38
21, ’38
26, ’38

Apr. 23, ’38
June 25, ’38
(..).. .Aug. 27

color)
Feb. 5, ’38
ice hockey;

No. 7 (10)
Mar. 5, ’38
Dogs — Billiards — Lithography.
No. 8(11)
Apr. 2

VARIETY

Crawfords, The
(10)
Juggling Fool (11)
Swing Cat’s Jamboree

Apr. 9, ’38
May 14, ’38
( . . ) . .Aug. 6

Vitaphone Capers
(10) . .June
Vitaphone Gambols (10) . .Mar.
TRUE
ADVENTURES
A

Dream

18, ’38
19, ’38

(By Floyd Gibbons)
Comes True

(11)
Dear Old Dad
(12)
The Fighting Judge

(12)

Hit and Run
(12)
Shopgirl’s Evidence
Wanderlust
(12)

June 4, ’38
Apr. 16, ’38
July 2

Feb. 10, ’38
(12) . . . . Mar. 19
May 14, ’38

SERIALS
COLUMBIA
The Great Adventures of Wild
Bill Hickolc
June 30
15 chapters.
Gordon
Elliot, Monte Blue, Carol
Wayne.
Jungle

Menaee

Sept. 1

15 episodes (20), first chapter runs
(30) — Frank
Buck, Sasha Siemei,
Charlotte Henry, Rubber hijackers
in the Malayan jungle.

(15

of

Treasure

episodes).

pirate's
island.

treasure

Island ... Mar.
Story

on

an

of

17

buried

adventurer’s

REPUBLIC
Dick Tracy Returns
Roberts.
15 Chapters —
Dick

Aug.
Byrd

20

- Lynn

Fighting Devil Dogs, The.... May 28
12 chapters. Lee Powell, Herman
Brix, Eleanor
Stewart, Montagu
Love.
Painted Stallion
June 5, ’38
With Ray Corrigan and Hoot Gibson. The first chapters runs about
(7) and the rest average (19).

Apr. 2
(8) Jul. 23

REVUES

sequences

REVUES
Feb. 12, ’38
Huston, song

18, ’38

28, ’38

Violin

Swing

7, ’38

May

Orchestra

His

PRESENTATION

Secret

Orchestra
(10)
Carl
Hoff and
Orchestra

MERRIE
2.3, ’38
Hare,

21, ’38
Aug. 6

MASTERS

“Deacon”

(11)
Mike Riley

Moments

(19)
MENTONE

What
Price Porky
Wholly Smoke
(7)

(10)
Freddie

SPECIAL

May

the Crocadero (7) .Feb. 5,
Five and Ten (7) .Apr. 16,
Hare Hunt
(7) . .Apr. 30,
Party (7)
June
Phoney Express (7).. Mar.
Spring Planting (7).. July

(10)
Clyde Lucas

Universal
^Breathless

Pork at
Porky’s
Porky’s
Porky’s
Porky’s
Porky’s

4, ’38

Candid Kid, The (20)
Featuring Josephine
stylist.

Mar. 12, ’38
CARTOONS

Trouble (7)
and Daffy (7)

MELODY

MAGIC

July 23, ’38
Sept. 25

Malayan
Jungles (10) . . . .Feb. 5, ’38
Mechanlx Illustrated (10) . .June 4, ’38
Pearl of the East (10) .. .Mar. 21, ’38
Toradja Land
(10)
Apr. 30, ’38
What
the World Makes

KINDERKnow

11, ’38

Apr.
2, ’38
(..)...
Aug.
27

(10)
Long Bright Land
(10)
A trip to New Zealand.

Injun
Porky

Sept. 2

LOWELL
THOMAS
CARPET
Golden

LOW-

June

Hollywood-Sculling-Furs.

7, ’38
5, ’38

Orient

TUNES

Apr. 30, ’38
boating -—

ice

Waiting Around
(20)
Feb. 26
Frank Libuse, Shea and Raymond,
Margo
Brander,
Stanley Twins,
Joan Merrill.

May
Mar.

(21) . .June

the

rubber

No. 11(10)
July 9, ’38
Bakelite — Greyhounds — Perfume.
No. 12(.)
Aug. 13

Hold That Ball (21)
Rise and Sing (21)
There Goes the Bride
Fifi D'Orsay.

ADVENTURES

(10)
The
Hermit Kingdom
Isles of Enchantment

Carl

Boy

of

(10)
LOONEY

WITH

46 ( 9)
47 ( 9)
48 ( 9)
49 ( 9)
50(9)
51 (10)
52 ( 9)
53 (9)
LEW
LEHR
GARTEN

21, ’38
Mar. 14
Apr. 18
May 2
June 6
June 20

HEADLINERS

COLORTOUR

—

(19) story of the purchase
Mar. of
12, the
’38
The
Louisiana territory.

Vitaphone

Prisoner

FASHIONS

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

11
’38
’38
25
18
21

weekly.

BROADWAY

NEWS

THORGERSEN-SPORTS

GOING

6

NEWS

twice

—

toy trains.
No.Beavers
10 (10)
— Polo — Woolens.

FICTION

Forget Me Knots (21)
Little Me
(21)
Win! Shaw, songstress.

Science

Forecasts
styles.

June

46(10)
47 ( 9)
49 ( 9)
50 ( 9)
51 ( 9)
52(9)

Apr. 8, '38
his orchestra,
June Johnson.

Aug.

©Fashion
Autumn

THAN

No. 9(10)
Making of silver

14, ’38
June 20
Mar. 28
May 30

Girl (7y2)
Apr.
The Problem Child (7) . . May 16,
Trade Mice (7)
Feb. 28,
Tail End
(7)
Apr.
Voodoo Harlem
(7)
July
Yokel Boy Makes Good (7) . .Feb.

Band

20 th Century-Fox
Recording
(. . )

Mar.

1
4

COMEDIES

Stuart and
Jane Rhodes,

ADVENTURES
CAMERAMAN

Aug.
July

Nellie, The Indian Chief’s
Daughter
(7)
Nellie the Sewing Machine

SPORTSCOPE

Song writers .— • bowling
bathing suits.

Harmon-

CARTOONS

Feed the Kitty (7)
Happy
Scouts (7)
Hollywood Bowl
(7)
Movie Phoney News (..)

Feb. 18
background

a

Freed’s

Barnyard Romeo
(7)
Cheese Nappers (7)

SPECIAL

HQuintupland
(19)
The Quints against
of Northern winter.

Carl

OSWALD

The Photographer (15) . . .June 17, ’38
A
candid camera
bug runs into
difficulties over a picture.

Thoroughbreds

TIME

Story

A

re-

©Crossroads
July

No. 7 (19)
Feb. 18, ’38
Old Dixie’s New
Boom,
One Million Missing, Russians in Exile.
C|No. 8(19)
Mar. 18

NU-ATLAS

(’36-’37

No. 4 (10)
Feb. 25
Depicting the cadet training school,
the Air College at Randolph Field,
Texas.

Mar. 11
into hot

The wife’s yen for dancing sets
Errol off on a jag which ends In
a rousing finale.
OF

PARADE

Music and Flowers (19) . . . . June 15
Block &
Sully, Peg
Leg
Bates,
Royal
Swedish
Bell
Ringers.
Stearnes & Anavan.
Rhythm
Cafe (20)
Aug. 17
Oshins &
Lessy, Virginia Verrill,
Four Eton Boys, Vic Hyde.
Somewhere
in Paris (17) . . . .Mar. 23
J. Harold Murray, Three Samuels

COMEDIES

Berthquakes
(16)
Errol tries his hand at
child psychology.
His Pest Friend (18)
Blind jealousy gets Leon
water.
The Jitters (19)

MARCH

leases)
PATHE

17, ’38
Goofy

©Self-Control (9)
Feb. 11
Donald Duck tries to practice that
under trying conditions.
The Fox Hunt (8)
July 89
Adventures of Donald
Duck
and
Goofy during a fox hunt.
0©The
Moth and the Flame

youngsters in Eugene Field's
who
sail through the sky
wooden-shoe.

PATHE
NEWS
Released twice weekly.

UNIVERSAL
Flaming

Frontiers

July

5

15

chapters, average about 20 minutes each. With
Johnny
Mack
Brown
and Eleanor Hansen.
Flashi Gordon’s Trip to
Mars
Mar. 22, ’38
15 episodes, approximately
(20)
each. Larry
Jean Rogers
on Mars.
Radio Patrol

"Buster” Crabbe and
in exciting adventures
Oct. 4

12 episodes (20) — Grant WithersCatherine Hughes.
The
valuable
formula for flexible steel and its
possession by a number
of people
is the basis for this one.

STARTING

||

WELL

COMPLETED

ALONG

I

A

|

C

O

L

U

M

B

HOMICIDE
BUREAU— Bruce Cabot, Rita Hayworth, Gene Morgan, Moroni Olsen. Producer:
Irving Briskin. Director: C. C. Coleman
jr.
Screenplay: Earle Snell.
THOROUGHBRED— Edith Fellows, Cliff Edwards,
Jacqueline Wells, Robert
Paige.
Producer:
Irving Briskin. Director: D. Ross Lederman.
Screenplay: Michael Simmons.

RENFREW
OF THE
MOUNTIES — James Newill,
Jean Carmen, Warren
Hull, Stanley Blystone,
Walter Byron.
Producer: Philip Krasne.
Director: Elmer Clifton.

55
0

5

i1
0

OUT

WEST

WITH

THE

HARDYS — Mickey

Roo-

ney, Lewis Stone, Fay Holden, Ann Rutherford.
Producer: Lou Ostrow.
Director: George Seitz.

Kay

^

Original:

0

GANGSTER’S

Scott

g
1

R.

Van

Riper.

BOY — Jackie

Dunlap.

Cooper.

Screenplay:

Producer:

MURDER
CIPHER
BUREAU — Producer: Charles Lamont.
Director: Charles Lamont.
Original: Monroe
Shaff:
Screenplay: Arthur Hoerl.

SCOTLAND
YARD
VS. BULLDOG
DRUMMOND —
(U
John Howard, Reginald Denny, Heather Angel,
J- Carrol Naish.
Producer: William LeBaron.
Cl,
Director: James Hogan.
Original: H. S. McNeile.

Bretherton. Original:
play: Wellyn Totman.

IN

ARKANSAW

— Pinky

Tomlin,

Weaver

O
MR.
MOTO
ti
Producer:

TAKES
Sol M.

A VACATION— Peter Lorre,
Wurtzel.
Director: Norman

Foster.
Original: J.
play: Norman
Foster.

P.

Marquand.

Screen-

TRADE
WINDS — Fredric March, Joan Bennett.
Producer: Walter Wanger.
Director: Tay GarWj
nett. Original: Tay Garnett. Screenplay: Dor&
othy Parker, Alan Campbell.

^
C*
2h

Donn

O'Mullally.

Screen-

MAN
TO REMEMBER— Anne Shirley, Edward
THE
MAD
MISS
MANTON — Barbara
Stanwyck,
Ellis, Granville Bates, Lee Bowan.
Producer:
Eleanor Hansen, Henry Fonda, Whitney Bourne,
Robert Sisk. Director: Garson Kanin. Original:
Sam
Levene, Frances Mercer. Producer: P. J.
Katherine Havilland-Taylor.
Screenplay: DalWolfson.
Director: Leigh
Jason.
Original:
ton Trumbo.
Wilson Collison. Screenplay: Philip G. Epstein.

OVERLAND
STAGE
RIDERS
—
John
Wayne,
Louise Brooks, Ray
Corrigan, Max
Terhune,
Three Mesquiteers. Producer: William Berke. Director: George Sherman. Screenplay: Buci Ward,
Edmund
Kelso.

A

X

JC
H
o
CM

Sally

Louis King.
SUNSET
TRAIL
—
Bill Boyd, Russell Hayden,
THANKS
FOR
THE
MEMORY — Bob Hope, ShirGeorge
Hayes,
Alphonse
Ethier.
Producer:
ley Ross, Charles Butterworth, Roscoe Karns,
Harry
Sherman.
Director: Lesley Selander.
Dorothy Howe.
Producer: Mel Shauer. DirecOriginal: Clarence E.
Mulford.
Screenplay:
tor: George Archainbaud.
Norman
Houston.

O

Brothers, Schaefer.
Eiviry, Berton
Churchill
Producer:
Armand
Director:
Nick Grinde.
Original and Screenplay: Dorell and Stuart McGowan.

—

ILLEGAL
TRAFFIC— J. Carrol Naish, Mary CarARKANSAS
TRAVELER— Bob Burns, Fay Bainlisle, Robert Preston, Judith Barrett, Buster
ter, Jean Parker, John Beal. Producer: George
Crabbe.
Producer: William Thomas.
Director:
Arthur. Director: Alfred Santell.

RK

DOWN

BOULEVARD

WANTED
BY
THE
POLICE
—
Frankie Darro,
Matty Fain, Robert Kent, Evalyn Knapp. Producer: Bindsley Parsons.
Director: Howard

A

Pj"
W
W

SUNSET

VACATION
FROM
LOVE — Dennis O’Keefe, Herman Bing, Reginald Owen, June Knight, Florence Rice. Producer: John Considine jr. DiTHREE
LOVES
HAS
NANCY — Robert Montgomrector: George Fitzmaurice. Original: Harland
ery, Janet Gaynor, Franchot Tone, Cora Wither Ware, Patterson McNutt.
Screenplay: Patterspoon.
Producer: Norman
Krasna.
Director:
son McNutt.
Richard
Thorpe.
Original: Lee
Loeb, Mort
LISTEN,
DARLING — Freddie Bartholomew,
Judy
Braus.
Garland, Mary Astor, Walter Pidgeon. Producer:
Jack Cummings.
Director: William Thiele. Original: Katharine Brush.

Andrews.

Robert

ON

Rand, Vince Barnett, Esther Muir, Lona Andre,
Katherine Kane.
Producer: George Hirliman.
Director: Louis Gasnier. Original: Harold Joyce.
Screenplay: Paul Franklin, Arthur Hoerl.

SWING
THAT
CHEER — Tom Brown, Andy Devine,
Robert Wilcox, Constance Moore, Samuel Hinds.
Producer: Max
H. Golden.
Director: Harold
Schuter. Original: Thomas
Ahearn, F. Maury
Grossman.
Screenplay: Charles Grayson.
GUILTY
TRAIL — Bob
Baker.
Producer, Trem
Carr.

2

HELL’S
Page,
Bryan

KITCHEN
—
Humphrey
Bogart, Gale
Billy Halop, Leon
Gorcey.
Producer:
Foy. Director: Lewis Seiler.

£Q
^

MURDER
PLANE — Ronald
Bryan Foy.

Reagan.

Producer:

VERY
PRACTICAL
JOKE — Michael Whalen,
June Gale.
Producer: Howard
J. Green. Director: Ricardo Cortez. Original: Ben Ames WilSHARPSHOOTERS — Brian Donlevy, John
King,
liams. Screenplay: Jerry Cady.
Lynn Bari, Wally Vernon, Jonathan Hale. ProBY
THE
DAWN’S
EARLY
LIGHT — Alice Faye,
ducer: Sol Wurtzel.
Director: James
Tinling.
Warner
Baxter, Charles Winninger,
Arthur
Screenplay: Robert Ellis, Helen Logan.
Treacher, Keye Luke.
Director: Gregory Ratoff. Produce:: Edward
Kaufman.
Original:
Gene Markey.

THE
LADY
AND
THE
COWBOY— Gary Cooper,
Merle Oberon, David Niven, Walter Brennan,
Benita Hume,
Patsy Kelly, Thomas
Mitchell.
Producer: Samuel
Goldwyn.
Director: H. C.
Potter.
Screenplay: S. N. Behrman,
Sonya
Levien.
Original: Leo
McCarey,
Frank
R.
Adams.

SERVICE
DELUXE — Constance Bennett, Vincent
PRIVATE
SECRETARY
— William Gargan, Joy
Price, Helen Broderick, Charlie Ruggles. ProHodges, Andy Devine, Ruth Donnelly, Florence
ducer: Edmund
Grainger.
Director: Rowland
Roberts. Producer: Max
H. Golden. Director:
V. Lee.
Screenplay: James
Mulhauser, Bruce
Otis Garrett.
Screenplay: Charles Grayson.
Manning.
Betty Laidlaw, Robert Lively.
BLACK
BANDIT — Bob Baker, Marjorie Reynolds,
THE
LAST
EXPRESS — Preston Foster, Charles
Hal Taliaferro, Forrest Taylor. Producer: Trem
Trowbridge.
Producer: Irving Starr. Director:
Carr.
Director: George
Waggner.
Original:
Otis Garrett.
Joseph West.
Screenplay: Joseph West.

BLACKWELL’S
ISLAND— John
Garfield, RoseGOING
PLACES — Dick Powell, Anita Louise, Ronmary
Lane, Peggy Shannon, Morgan
Conway,
aid Reagan, Walter Catlett, Harold Huber, AlProducer: Bryan Foy.
Director: William Mclen Jenkins, Joyce Compton.
Producer: BenGann.
jamin Glazer. Director: Ray Enright.
BROTHER
RAT — Wayne
Morris, Priscilla Lane,
HEART
OF
THE
NORTH — Ann Sheridan, Janet
Gordon Oliver, Ronald Reagan, Johnny
(Scat)
Kay Chapman,
Dick Foran, Allen Jenkins. ProDavis, John
Payne.
Producer: Robert Lord,
duoer: Bryan Foy. Director: Lew Seiler. ScreenDirector: William
Keighley.
Original: John
play:

George

Bricker.

Original:

Peter

B.

Kyne.

Monks jr., Fred Finklehoffe.
ard Macauley, Jerry Wald.
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SELLS

AND

BUYS

EQUIPMENT,

THEATRES.

(?leatlnq 4jou.se

SERVICES

Classified Ads 10c Per Word, Payable in Advance.
GENERAL

THEATRES

EQUIPMENT

HERE’S YOUR
RECIPE FOR A FULL
HOUSE— WITH
IT YOU’RE SURE
TO
take the trick! Not just light — but more
light with these famous Sterling Suprex
Lamphouses. Righ Intensity results with
low intensity costs. Reconditioned and
guaranteed complete with reflector $129.50.
S.O.S., 636 Eleventh

Ave., New

York.

8-20

NOW
YOU CAN KEEP YOUR
THEATRE CLEAN! VACUUM
CLEANERS drastically cut, $37.50 complete. S.O.S., 636
Eleventh

Ave., New
NEW

York.

8-20

EQUIPMENT
sound.
8-20
2,000-

EQUIPMENT

8-20

BARGAINS — Reconditioned Arctic NuAir American blowers, noiseless drives,
hydraulic variable speed pulleys. New air
washer. Catalog mailed. Southern Air
Conditioning Corp., 101-A Walton
lanta, Ga.

RELIEF

HOT

WEATHER

ASSURED

St„ Attf (4-2)

Ave., New

WTH

ZEPHYR-

York.

THEATRE
WE

MANUFACTURE

for sale or lease. Phone

Sedgwick

3-3770.
tf

WILL buy, sell or lease theatres. M. S.
England, 86 Van Braam St., Pittsburgh,
Pa.
tf (6-18)
RETAIL LUMBER
COMPANY
acquired,
by foreclosure, newly remodeled picture
show building. Will sell for actual dollar

Kansas

air. North Texas. B-1013, Boxoffice,
E. 9th St., Kansas City, Mo.

4704
8-20

FOR

RENT,

LEASE

FOR
OR

8-20

CHAIRS
both plywood

and

RECOVERING

Commercialeather,

116 Merrimac

DUPLICATING
HAND

MACHINES

OPERATED

drawn. Only $2.45 postpaid. Arnold Shanberg, 4001 Benton Blvd., Kansas
City, Mo.
tf

BOOKS
DON’T
GO
THE
’’WRONG
WAY."
THESE BOOKS
WILL STEER YOU ON
the right road to better projection. Sloan’s
“Motion Picture Projection,’’ Mancall's
“Servicing Projection Equipment,” and
Benson’s “Fundamentals of Television.”
all three only $1.39. S.O.S., 636 Eleventh
York.

HELP

YOUNG
OPERATOR
— Simplex. Also
opening for radio service man with testing
equipment.

Box

79, Waterville,

Smith,

Lawrence,

—

Super

8-20
Simplex,

Electric, RCA, married; references. Gayle Grubaugh, 738 S. Jefferson,

Springfield,

HAVE BONA FIDE cash buyers for theatres, any size, anywhere. Send full information, lowest cash price and detailed description of equipment. The Locaters,
Minneapolis, Minn. Oldest and Largest
Licensed Business Brokers in the Northwest. 8-20

8-20

WANTED

Kas.

PROJECTIONIST

WANTED

Kas.

PROJECTIONIST
— Long experience
Simplex, Powers, RCA; reliable. Glen

Western
THEATRES

8-20

WANTED

POSITIONS
FOR
RENT
—
220-seat theatre, six
months free. Lessee must have equipment.
9-10
Emanuel Anderka, Orange Grove, Tex.

DUPLICATORS.

hand

RENT
PARTNERSHIP

St., Boston. 10-15

Print handbills, notices, etc., 3 y2 x 5 1/2
inches, in one or more colors in a single
operation. Matter may be typewritten or

Ave., New

THEATRES

*

ARTIFICIAL LEATHER
MOLESKIN—
81c per yd.; Sateen 60c yd. Six seats
from two yards. Samples on request.

souri. B-1014, Boxoffice, 4704 E. 9th St.,
City, Mo.
9-3

COMING.

COOLAIRE
BLOWERS
from $39.50; 16"
A. C. oscillating fans only $13.95. Air
Washers greatly reduced. Spray Nozzles at
bargain prices. Get Bulletin. S.O.S., 636
Eleventh

BRONX
OPERA HOUSE theatre building. 442 East 149th St., New York City,

— 700-seat theatre; fully equipped; Iowa
town; population 60,000. B-1016, Box8-20
office, 4704 E. 9th St., Kansas
City, Mo.

CONDITIONING

OF

SEAT

SALE — Only theatre in 1,250 population town, with 5,000 trade territory.
Running seven days per week doing nice,
profitable business. Cushion seats, washed

St. Louis, Mo.

PLENTY

SALE

FOR

TWO
HOLMES
projectors with 2,000foot magazines, 3-point pedestals, three
pair of lenses, arc lights and Strong rectifiers, equipped with RCA directional horn.
Condition guaranteed. List price $2,025.
Will take $900. L. Rouse, 3143 Olive St.,

AIR

FOR

$1.00. Display Rates on Request

interest, which we believe is one- third of
actual worth. Located in northeast Mis-

TWO NEW HOLMES
Educators;
foot magazines. Complete with
$675. F. Shafer, Washington, Ind.

USED

Minimum

Mo.

8-20

EXHIBITORS READ
THE CLEARING HOUSE
REGULARLY
For only 10c a word your message will reach them in 48
states and all ol Canada.

upholstered chairs in twenty-five styles.
Write for catalog. Changing plywood seats
to cushioned seats a specialty. The
ern Desk Co., Hickory, N. C.
BE

SEATED— YES,

BUT

SIT

South8-20
COM-

FORTABLY. HERE'S HOW. THOUSANDS
of famous make chairs at ridiculous prices,
75c up. American Seating, Irwin, Ideal
chairs included. Your choice large groups
veneer and upholstered. Send for free
list before your customers insist. S.O.S.,
636 Eleventh Ave., New York.
8-20

EQUIPMENT
SIMPLEX
can also use

HERE

IS YOUR

HANDY

BOXOFFICE,
4704 East Ninth St.,
Kansas City, Mo.

section, running

ORDER”

(Send Order)
Cash
With

BLANK

10c a word
4 insertions
at price ol 3

Kindly insert the following ad
HOUSE"

“AD

through ALL

times in your "CLEARING
eight sectional editions of BOXOFFICE:

(Don't forget to count words in name and address that is to appear in the ad).
Blind ads — 10c extra to cover cost of postage.

WANTED

THREE-POINT
pedestals;
three Simplex mechanisms.

N. Rafalski, 2202 N. Maplewood Ave., Chicago,
111.
9-3
BOXOFFICE

::

August

20, 1938

•Address copy to BOXOFFICE,
4704 E. Ninth St., Kansas City,
Forms close Monday
noon preceding publication date.

Mo.

AFTER

ALL . . .

in a Sound

Suitem

jpsi \l^ou & ^Hiedtna . . .
A PROVED
Monograph's

SOUND
Mirrophonic

REPRODUCER
reproducer

combines

the precision of the world's master craftsmen with
design that has set records for reliability . . .
freedom

from service worries . . . and the highest

standards

of performance.

WESTERN

ELECTRIC

AMPLIFIERS

Every protective feature tending to assure

©

con-

tinuous operation... and excellence of reproduction
S3

§3
If

. . . evolved

ill

3

=5
|

Laboratories

stands guard over your box office and

i njiiniHi #
£=

by the Bell Telephone

“Ilg

the com-

plete enjoyment of your patrons.

WESTERN

Ji St 8

Designed

ELECTRIC

SPEAKERS

to acoustically transport

your theatre to the great sound

8

wood through perfect sound

every seat in

stages of Hollydistribution

and

for complete

de-

living sound quality.

See your Motiograph

distributor

tails on the one of seven different size Motiograph
Mirrophonic

Sound

Systems

which

has been

pecially engineered for your theatre. Ask

him

esto

explain how you can install genuine Mirrophonic
Sound
terms

in your

theatre

of the Motiograph

•
.

.

MOTIOGRAPH Inc., Chicago, O.S.A.

under
Deferred

the

convenient

Payment

Plan.

BING CROSBY’S "SING YOU SINNERS"
WINS AT SARATOGA!...
In debut

before

racing

Community

Theatre

Paramount’s

new

fans

“Sing

comedy

Ruggles

O’Connor,

You

Sinners,”

sensation

Bing Crosby, Fred MacMurray,
Wesley

at Saratoga’s

introducing

star finds, Ellen Drew,

smashed

starring

all house

new

Donald

records

....
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« There's a fortun
M Showman.
mitt. Mr. M-G-

— while "The Crowd
and

"Love

Finds

Roars"
Andy

Hardy" continue to blast the
heat with happy hold-overs,
look what’s coming!
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William

plaza, new

MAKE

IT WHOLE

WHILE the mood induces the thought, this is the time

for those who can do such a job if actually they
so want, to thoroughly reorganize the front maintained
by the industry with its public.
The so far vague scheme to permanently endow a
coast publicity committee with the job of seeing that the
principal figures in Hollywood talk sense when they talk
at all is merely a step in a direction calling for wide reformation and strengthening.
are others and the formula ought to be tied together in a whole hog endeavor once and for all time,

or until the next time anyway, to cloak the quasi-public
institution which motion pictures are with a defined
formula under which its members should be compelled,
by common sense or something stronger, to function.
Let's take a stroll down the line and, for a spell, dissect the type of publicity let loose on a newspaper fraternity and a public which probably would rebel if they
could combine their forces and descend upon Hollywood
with mass meeting and picket lines. Some of the blurbs
conceived by the boys and girls basking in the California shade as they imagine what newspapers will print
and the public will read are as fantastic as some of the
decisions

for which Hollywood, working within its platinum-lined coma, has earned its wonderland reputation.

It is of genuine significance, for instance, to learn
Martha Raye has developed a new dramatic form about
to be sprung on an innocent public in "Give Me a Sailor."
It seems she has learned to express emotions with her
"footsies" in a seven-point program ranging from poise
to confidence and it's done, furthermore, without the aid
of mirrors. Intriguing is the word for the discovery of
one of Metro's publicity men that Hollywood's canines
are so clean the studio had to appeal to the Los Angeles
Humane

Society to supply fleas for a scene in "Sweethearts". Actually, it is grievous to learn Hollywood's
regular run of dogs aren't having any fun these days.
That for "r den, Darling," the same studio was stumped
by a sku and had to send all the way to Wisconsin,
thereby s iting up the untenable thesis there is not a
single sk nk to be found within the confines of all
Hollywood. Progress?
Since

all matters

are

comparative,

G. Formby,

Editor;

Jesse

Shlyen,

Managing Editor; J. Harry Toler, Modern
Theatre Editor; Joseph H. Gallagher, General Manager; Ivan Spear, Western Manager.

york city; Publication Office: 4704 e. 9th
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PUBLICATIONS

this silly sort of

goings-on can heap upon the head of an important enterprise endeavoring to maintain front and dignity only
smiles and probably derision. They pale into complete
unimportance alongside other matters currently spread
across the celluloid scene.

HOG

For these are the days when the films, the great American family entertainment, are insolubly linked with horse
races, gambling, bookmakers and race track touts. These
are the times wherein Bing Crosby tells millions of air
listeners about his fortunes as the owner of a string of
racing nags; when A1 Jolson informs the ether audience
of the thrills of the "sport of kings;" when the heads of
gigantic companies are building their own tracks and
bragging, not about the pictures they are making, but
about the horsey set they seek to cultivate and the racers
their fortunes are buying.
These are the days, too, when an occasional sales
manager sets his master deal with a far-flung circuit by
punctuating a serious business palaver with telephone
calls and substantial bets on each running four-footer.
It s about time some sort of a decision be made between
paddock and films, or maybe the tycoons might even arrange to hold the races at night when the business day
has terminated.

This extra-curricula activity represents the private right
of the individual to do as he pleases, naturally. But,
unfortunately, it does not rest there. What film people
do, like the films themselves and the players in them,
happen to be pretty much in the public domain. As such,
if they are important and even if they are not, what film
people do can be about as private as the President
making a public address. The fact that those in whose
veins the blood is supposed to run blue are horse fanciers
gives those in this industry no right to assume the same
prerogatives are theirs. They obviously think they have,
since they have assumed them, yet they are miles off
their base.
While

this seems to be rolling out a willing and wondering typewriter, it is to be conjectured, too, how long
the industry will take it from the mouths of radio commentators who are more smart aleck than smart and
how much longer the prolific source of film talent will
be made available for radio in one direction when radio
in another direction is permitted to get in its dirty work.
Or why the industry has done nothing to fight back
with the same sort of tactics which is a way of striking
for a pro-industry commentator as effective, if not an
improvement, over Jimmy Fidler who hurts like the blazes
and then gets a $45,000 picture assignment from Warners
as his proper reward?

MAJOR COMPANIES SHY 18 FILMS ANNOUNCED
FOR CURRENT LISTS, CHAIN BOOKERS ESTIMATE
Universal Seen as Only
Firm to Deliver All

Eleven High-Bracket
Films
Won't Drop
York — At least 11 high bracket

New

For 1937-38

pictures on the 1937-38 program of the
major companies will not be released,
according

New

York — Circuit

bookers,

making

an

analysis of the current season’s deliveries,
expect major companies to be short 18
pictures from announced schedules. With
the exception of Universal, every major
is included in the “shy” list. All distributors, exclusive of United Artists, are selling by numbers, and in the case of Warner about six pictures are printed in contract forms. These usually are top bracket films. Paramount sells by groups, it is
pointed out, the last being an unlimited
number.
According to bookers’ records, 20th-Fox
sold 63 for 1937-38 and is delivering 61.
Of the total sold, 48 were regular pictures
produced on the home lot, four outdoor
films, plus four Will Rogers reissues, two
made in England, two Eddie Cantors, two
Tarzans, and “Borneo.” All will be forthcoming save one Tarzan and one Cantor.
The understanding, however, is that the
Cantor feature may be delivered, no matter when made.
Although M-G-M sold 44-52, the delivery
list shows 45 will come through, including “Marie Antoinette,” a 40 per cent attraction and last on the schedule. The
records show one 30 per cent film shy,
the balance to 52 being in the lower group.
On the Warner list, the short count column
has three 25 per cent and two low group
pictures missing.
Universal

“On

the Nose”

Paramount sold 52 features plus six
westerns. Three 30 per centers are not to
come through. Columbia promised 40 features, plus “Lost Horizon,” plus 16 westerns, plus six Buck Jones. Everything is
to be released but one 30 per cent. Universal is 100 per cent on the nose with
“That

Certain Age” to wind up the program next month.
UA sold six Goldwyns, five Wangers,
three Selznicks and four Kordas. Only

two Wangers are shy, these being “Personal History” and “Wuthering Heights.”
The latter is to be made later by Samuel
Goldwyn, who has included “Cowboy and
the Lady” in the current lineup. There
was some doubt about this heretofore.
So far RKO has delivered a substantial
part of its lineup and promises to go
through with the entire setup even if
some pictures hang over to January. It is
figured the company, from conversations
with those who know, will be short one
30 per cent and three 25 per cent attractions. “Carefree” is on the 1937-38 program.
In contrast to the feature hits, all companies are delivering full quotas of shorts.
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All Republic
Outlets Soon

to

circuit

bookers.

Of

the

11, five are in the 30 per cent classification and the balance in the 25 per
cent group.

New

York — All new

five-year

Republic

franchise deals will be completed “in a
couple of weeks,” Herbert J. Yates told

Boxoffice

on

his return

from

the

coast

where he spent about three weeks on production matters. “There are some franchise holders we don’t want,” he added,
“but the whole thing will be cleaned up

te,Av"U
Six SeCoekmpslean
er"age
New

York — Universal

has

six pictures

ready on next season’s lineup and will average four to five a month, Nate J. Blumberg, president, states. Currently in his
mind is the idea of reissuing four tworeel shorts with such names as Bob Hope,
Martha Raye, Frances Langford and Bill
Robinson. The subjects are two to three
years old, but the personalities, he holds,
are boxoffice names today.
Next month will see the release of six
features. They are: “That Certain Age”
with Deanna Durbin, “Dark Rapture,”
“Youth Takes a Fling,” “Road to Reno,”
with Hope Hampton, “Freshman Year”
and “Personal Secretary.” “That Certain
Age” winds up the last commitment on
the current season’s schedule.
The Universal president points out that
the current production policy of turning
out four to five a month contrasts with
two and three a month two years ago.
John Joseph, publicity and advertising
head, will remain here for several weeks.
Lew Pollack, eastern advertising head, is
on a vacation. J. Cheever Cowdin returned
early this week from a quick trip to the
studios where a few minor matters had to
be disposed of. Blumberg had planned to
go, but couldn’t get away.

Two Paramount Foreign
Executives Sailing Soon
New

York — Americo

Aboaf,

managing

director for Paramount in Italy, returns
from the coast September 1 and sails on
the Rex, September 1 for home. While
on the coast he saw numerous pictures in
production and also rough prints of partially completed product so that he can
have an idea of the types of films on the
new program.
John Day, managing director for Paramount in South America, sails for Rio de
Janeiro the same day Aboaf departs. John
W. Hicks jr. has reservations on the Normandie. He’ll be gone eight weeks.

No changes in production personnel
were
made during his visit at the studios,
shortly.”
Yates said, further adding that the company’s eight producers have been assigned
product, which “is usual at this time of
the year.” That a 25 per cent increase
in the production budget on all new pictures became effective a month ago was
emphasized by Yates.
Sheffield Exchanges in the northwest,
which includes Seattle, Portland, Denver,
Salt Lake City and Butte, have signed fiveyear franchise deals, according to Yates.
John Balaban of B&K in Chicago arrived from the Windy City on the same
train. He said “there is nothing new
in the clearance and zoning protest by independent exhibitors” in his territory. He
remained for a few days.
Also in from the coast, and on the same
train, was Louis Hyman, special representative for Sol Lesser, with a print of
"Breaking the Ice,” Bobby
for RKO release.

Breen’s latest

Denies Paramount
To
New

Plans

Sell British Houses
York — Despite

persistent

reports,

John W. Hicks jr., head of Paramount’s
foreign activities, denies there are any neon for selling the company’s
theatres in gotiations
England.
The reports have it that the brother of
the late Ike Blumenthal has been dickering for the theatre properties and that he
recently sailed for London to discuss the
matter further.

Kontigent
Rome

Meeting

— Representatives

of

American

companies met this week on the matter of
the Kontigent. It was decided to reduce
slightly the number of importations from
250 next year, but hold to remitting
$1,000,000 to home offices in New York
under the terms of an agreement reached
between the Italian government and the
Hays office two years ago. Returns over
$1,000,000 must be held here.
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TRDST BUSTER WANTS EXPANSION OF STAFF
TO WAGE CONTINUOUS WARFARE ON MONOPOLY
Says Conditions in Film,
Other Industries Make

A New

Increase Necessary
By
Washington

EARLE

perlative entertainment, and

conditions

in

Mr. Arnold’s ambition to be the head of
an organization comparable at least to the
1,200 persons employed by the securities
and exchange commission for the enforcement of but one type of legislation, instead of the 90 members of the anti-trust
division responsible for the enforcement
of a wide variety of statutes, was disclosed
by him in a radio address.
Even today, he said, the staff of the division is six times as large as it was when
the present administration came into office, and the severe restriction of personnel
in the past explains why the anti-trust
enforcement of the department has taken
the shape of a sporadic series of “crusades”
rather than a day-by-day policing.
Discussing the situation in the motion
picture industry, the assistant attorney
general charged that the integrated companies have built a “toll bridge” over which
the independent theatre operators and the
public must pass. Similar “bridges” have
been built in other industries, he said, and
it is a matter of which Congress should
take cognizance, since in many instances
the “bridges” were built legally and are
beyond the reach of the department.
The film situation, he explained, is the
result of the activities of the producers in
acquiring theatres during the ’Twenties.
Some acquired houses in an effort to control outlets, others acquired them as a
measure of self-defense.
“If a single industry turns buccaneer,”
he pointed out, “all decent industries in

a

niche

or any

high
other

is unfair

among
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to single
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the masterful

the most
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for special
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now

on.

but his
a set of

direction

You" in every respect apconsidering the ideally se-

Washington

—

“A

policy

of

common

sense” will be followed by Elmer F. Andrews, administrator of the labor standards
act, in dealing with questions as to the
application of the wage-hour law, it is
indicated at the department of labor.
It was made clear that there will be no
splitting of hairs in the effort to bring
under the act employes who might more
reasonably be considered as engaged in
excepted activities.
In view of the attitude which has been
expressed, it is considered very likely that
employes of motion picture theatres will
be held to be engaged in local activities,

the group must follow, in the absence of a
referee.
“As early as 1921, Mr. Adolph Zukor
made a speech in which he predicted the
misfortunes which would come from the
monopoly control of theatres. He then
became one of the leaders in acquiring
control of theatres. It is not fair to criticize Mr. Zukor. With the acquiescent policy of the government in 1920 to 1930, he
had to acquire control or someone else
would have beat him.
“We cannot refuse to penalize rough play
in the competitive game and then complain because the more gentle team is not

industry a similar “toll bridge” has been
built by the integrated companies through
their ownership of filling stations, creating
a situation analogous to that in motion
pictures. Since gasoline is a daily need
in the life of the people, he suggested
that Congress might endow it with the
status of a public utility, since the antitrust laws are inadequate to meet the condition, and that similar action might be
taken in other industries in which there
is a “public interest” element, as, by implication, in motion pictures.

of Frank

acclaimed
the cast

and

Capra.

It cannot

miss

profitable

features

of this

is so thoroughly

splendid

that

it

accolades. — SPEAR.

Policy Pledge

In Administration

successful.”
Mr. Arnold pointed out that in the oil

among

Columbia

lected cast of stars and supporting players; a story incorporating the finest in comedy, pathos, romance and all of the other human emotions which combine for su-

the motion picture, oil and other industries
demand expansion of the staff of the antitrust division of the department of justice
to a point where the government can maintain a continuous warfare against monopolists, according to Assistant Attorney General Thurman Arnold.

the Dionne

From

Hollywood — Columbia's “You Can't Take It With
proaches the perfection that might be expected when

A. DYER

— Monopoly

Smash

of Wage

Act

regardless of whether they work for an
independent or chain house.
The status of theatre employes has been
the cause of considerable anxiety in the industry, because of suggestions made at the
time the act was under consideration that
while independent houses could be considered only as local business chain theatres might come into a different category
because of the effect of their operations
on interstate commerce.
While the administrator has hardly
started upon his consideration of the more
than 6,000 letters and inquiries which have
been received at the department from
employers doubtful of some phase of the
act, it is now generally considered that
all motion picture theatres will be classified as local organizations.
In the case of distributors, however, it
is expected they will be required to comply with the new law, since they are undeniably engaged in interstate commerce,
and the non-professional employe of the
producers also probably will be brought
under the act although, as practically all
studio employes are adequately paid, they
will
sions. be affected only by the hour proviIn order to minimize uncertainty in industry, Mr. Andrews already has begun
his task of naming the members of the
committees which are to study and recommend minimum wages for their respective
industries. The first of the committees
will cover the textile industry, and it was
indicated that attention will be given primarily to selecting the groups for those
industries in which working and wage
conditions are poorest, leaving the industries with high standards, such as motion
pictures, until later.
These committees, similar in nature to
the code committees of the NR A, will consist of an equal number of representatives
of employers, employes and the public.
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Age'' got its information is a
matter of speculation. But when
it editorially declared, as it did the
other day, "Some of the largest exhibitors in some of the largest cities,
operating on a near-monopoly basis,
do the poorest promotion jobs in the

Ben

executive

was

talking

aloud about the industry's self-regulation program. Probably not consciously did he ignore the inequities
inflicted upon the exhibitor by the
very distributors of whom this man
was one. He was concerned with
how

far his company

might suffer at

entire country,'' the observation captured a decided, if discreet, approval
from a number of the more alert
sales executives in New York.

the theatreman's hands if a certain,
and unnamed, proposal were determined upon as part of trade practice reform. His attitude down the

As a matter of fact, the impression

line reflected a mistrust of his customers and to a degree difficult to
comprehend if this were not the pic-

has been growing that many theatremen have been relying too completely on the distributor to do their
job for them. It is an interesting,
and a sad, commentary on the peculiar structure of the business that the
buyer continues to pillory the seller
while the seller is rarely far behind
by way of his own caustic criticism.
It suggests anew that a long way
is to be traversed before a better
understanding between the man
who has something to sell and the
man who has to buy it can be
reached, if it ever is. There are some
who approach any such eventuality
with a hopeless shrug of the shoulders and turn to the job at hand.
It was

only a few days ago

LETTERS
MOST

CONSTRUCTIVE

Jacksonville,

when

FROM
EDITORIAL

Fla. — I very seldom

write

letters, and never to editors. So you can
frame this with your trash basket, for it
will probably be the last you will get from
me — but as there is a real reason for this
letter I can’t help but write it, so here goes:
I have been a constant reader of Boxoffice ever since it first came out, or at

least since I first heard of it, and I take

Dyer.

Albertan,

The

HAMILTON,
ONTARIO— 20
Millar.
Hugh

A.

EXACTLY where "Advertising

an important

six different trade publications. I won’t
tell you you have the best publication,
as they all are good, some better and
some worse. They all have their brilliant
moments and maintain a balance in this
industry that we greatly need, so more
power to all of them.
I write this letter to you because I think
that your page (page 3) in the issue of
August 6 titled ‘‘It Means a Bill of Rights”
is the soundest, most constructive editorial
I have ever read in any trade paper and
I sincerely wish every exhibitor, regardless of what type operation, and every
producer and every distributor were re-

ture business. It's happening
time in both directions and
only mean

the continuance

all the
it can

of indus-

try discord.

The Wise Doctor
"This business should be run
sanely, meticulously, honestly and
constructively and with a complete
absence of petty jealousies, intrigue and chicanery. After all, this
is a legitimate business, the film
business, and the conduct of it
should be legitimate."
This was Dr. A. H. Giannini talking in a shipboard interview upon
(Continued on page 12)

OUR

READERS

quired by law to read it and learn to recite it from memory. It is the most fair
and impartial article ever written on a motion picture controversy, and is so truthful and sincere that no one can read it
and fail to admire its composition and
become lost in its full understanding of a
very great problem that confronts a very
great industry; a problem which would
be very easily adjusted if everybody would
sit down at a roundtable conference and
agree to give a little and take a little and
straighten things out so that we can go
ahead and do what we love to do — ENTERTAIN THE MASSES— and stop all this
petty and foolish fighting and mudslinging. — Milton C. Moore, president. Southeastern Theatre Owners Association.
o
SWAMPED!
Baie-Comeau,

Que., Canada — I have

just

received the Canadian edition of Boxoffice
for July 30 carrying your story about my
theatre. It dropped in here like a bomb,
(Continued on page 12)

The Editors welcome letters from readers on picture reports or other
trade topics. All letters must be signed. Identity withheld on request.
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THE “TOP HAT” COMBINATION TOGETHER AGAIN -WITH A SHOW
TO TOP ALL TOPS! . . . And— delight of delights— Fred and Ginger dancing
to your heart’s content! . . . Plenty more to build a record-breaker, too . . .
Four of the Best Berlin songs the world ever swung to!... A swell, swift,
DIFFERENT story that zips around a swank country club, with golf and
skeet shooting, all-round sports and bubbling romance splashing through it
all! . . . SOME ATTRACTION, BOYS! ... SEE YOU IN SEPTEMBER!
Come on — jam l
Swing that YAM!
Oh, sir ; yay, mam,
IT'S >1 WHAM!

FRED ASTAIRE
GINGER ROGERS
in

"CAREFREE*
with

RALPH
LUELLA

JACK

BELLAMY

GEAR

CARSON

\J

CLARENCE KOLB
FRANKLIN PANGBORN

HO
RADIO

Lyrics and music by

IRVING BERLIN f

PICTURES

A PANDRO

S. BERMAN

PRODUCTION

. . . Directed by Mark Sandrich

Screen Play by Ernest Pagano and Allan Scott . . . Story and Adaptation by Dudley Nichols and Hagar Wilde

Wanger Gives Board 'Dinty’ Moore Heads Standard
11 -Unit Pool in Oklahoma City
Control for Finances
New

York — With

the election

Financial Compass
Set Right

of C. E.

Erickson, former business manager for
Douglas Fairbanks sr., and now business
manager and treasurer of Walter Wanger
Productions, and James Mulvey, vice-president and eastern representative for Samuel Goldwyn, Inc., to the Wanger board,
control of that board has been given up
by Wanger, it is learned.
The producer recently was extended
$1,500,000 for production with the condition he forego control of the board which,
according to his contract with UA, was to
rest with him, it is understood.
Launching out on a program of bigger
pictures, Wanger expects to spend more
than $1,000,000
“TradeA similar
'Winds,” budget
which
John
Ford will on
direct.
is planned for “Stage Coach.” Two others
to be produced on a big scale are “Winter Carnival” and “Man and His Woman.”
With this type of program in mind, Wanger’s output will be comparable to the
outstanding pictures of any other producer in the UA roster.
In the event additional funds are required to complete the Wanger program,
it is understood UA will make them available. UA, it is reported, now has an investment of approximately $3,500,000 in
Wanger’s company.
George J. Schaefer’s contract is expected to be signed at the September 6 board
meeting of UA here. The session may be
postponed a day or two because of the
Labor Day weekend, but in any event it is
believed action on the Schaefer new fiveyear pact will be taken at about that time.
All terms and conditions have been agreed
upon and only the formality of signing
remains.
Erickson replaces Charles Chaplin on
the Wanger board and Maurice Silverstone succeeds Dr. A. H. Giannini, resigned, which gives UA majority of board
appointments.
A routine meeting of UA directors was
held early in the week with minor matters discussed.

We

Hope

Doesn't Smell
quests

have

error, if you will believe him, but he
made no mistake about the price for
his services when he flew to Leo
office to sign for a story outline
life.
Acting

as

his

own

agent,

Spitz's
on his

Corrigan

demanded $25,000 for telling RKO writers what he did since he was a youngster. And $25,000 RKO will turn over
when he finishes the outline.

Paramount Pass Tie
With Fitch Airshow
New

York — Paramount

has

completed

an exclusive tieup with Fitch’s whereby
Paramount product will be publicized on
the new Fitch radio program starting
September 4, and notices have been sent
to exhibitor accounts to cooperate in a
plan for redeeming passes which are to
be given out weekly. The plan is designed as not only a publicity builder for
Paramount product, but also as a method
to increase patronage at theatres agreeing
to honor the passes.
In the notice, it is explained exhibitors
can redeem the passes at Paramount exchanges by getting cash or by deducting
the amount of admissions from film rentals. A different band will be featured
each week over 151 NBC stations from
7:30 to 8:30 p. m. Sundays. Exhibitors
are furnished with a list of stations hooked up in the broadcast. Guy Lombardo,
Vincent Lopez, Hal Kemp, Ben Bernie,
Kay Kyser and Phil Harris will appear on
the “Fitch Bandwagon.”
“Now here’s how you can come
letter to theatre owners reads:

in,” the

York — Byron

been

known

to assume some strange proportions, but this one deserves a niche
all its own.

“Paramount
will redeem every such pass that
you take in at the boxoffice for the regular admission price prevailing at your theatre for the
performance at which it is presented. The fact
that each pass is good for only one person, means
that most winners of a pass will bring to the
theatre with them at least one additional person.
“Each pass will be good for one admission during the six-month period from date of issue. Each
will clearly indicate expiration date.

F.

(Dinty)

Moore,

managing director of Warner’s metropolitan theatres here, on September 5
assumes the general managership of the
Standard Theatre 11-unit pool among
Paramount, Joe Cooper and Warner circuits in Oklahoma City. He is en route to
Oklahoma and will be followed next week
by his wife.
Succeeding Harry Charnas in June, 1936,
in his local post after serving as zone
manager for Wai-ner St. Louis theatres,
Moore climaxed his stay here with the inauguration of a stage band policy at the
Strand, a move he fought for since he
took over his local assignment. The new
Strand policy started Friday when Ben
Bernie and Patsy Kelly hypoed “Boy Meets
Girl.” Next it will be Ozzie Nelson, Harriet Hilliard and “Valley of the Giants.”
The policy is definitely intended to buck
the Roxy and Paramount, which shunted
the Strand into the “also ran” class.
Moore came to New York shortly after
the government’s anti-trust suit in St.
Louis. Warner sold its theatre holdings in
the town to F&M, washing its hands of
all theatre operation in the Mound City.
He will be in direct charge of the Criterion, Midwest, Tower and Liberty, first
runs, as well as the Victoria, Circle, Ritz,
Plaza, Warner, Empress and Folly, the
latter two dark. Moore will install parttime flesh shows in one or two first runs
shortly after assuming his new duties.
Zeb Epstein, for years house manager of
the Strand, is promoted to managing director. Nat Feldman of the home office
wil represent the company in its pool
with Si Fabian, involving the Paramount,
Fox and Strand in Brooklyn, as well as
the New York Strand. George Dindas,
formerly of the Brooklyn Strand managerial staff, and Charles Bowers, assistant
manager of the Broadway Strand, will be
co-managers of the latter house.
Edward Eytoff, chief of service, becomes
assistant manager. Leonard Lauer, chief of
service of the Brooklyn Strand, goes to
assistant manager
Loughlin.

“Paramount
is going to give away — on each of
these weekly
broadcasts — 1,000 theatre passes.
This means 1,000 passes each Sunday night — good
for only one person. These passes are to be honored at any theatre in the United States that
shows Paramount pictures.

the Film

Hollywood — Talent

New York — Douglas G. Corrigan may
have flown the Atlantic to Dublin by

New

under

William

Mc-

At Least They
Told Him
New

York — A

Harlem

exhibitor

beefs

that the heat isn't the only element
he has to contend with in trying to
lure customers into his flicker den.

pass

Because

a

major

production

depart-

ment couldn't iind the sort of skunk
it needed for a film camera, work was
held

up,

shooting

to pieces,
incurred
flared.

schedules

all sorts
and

were

of expenses

plenty

of

shot
were

temperament

An exasperated executive received a message that the proper sort

of skunk

has

been

located

sin. He immediately
ing of a Hollywood

in Wiscon-

okayed the breedvariety.

“All you have to do to get your cash for the
passes you honor is to turn them
in to your
Paramount
exchange and deduct the total value
of the admissions from the film rental on the
picture.
“We want your cooperation on this plan. Please
sign and return the enclosed postcard immediately, so that we may
know
you understand and
agree

to this

arrangement.”

Rogers

Seeks

Hollywood — Charles

Crosby
Rogers

is seeking

Bing Crosby for the title role in “The Star
Maker,” dealing with the life of Gus Edwards.

“It ain't enough that about one
of every three features is nothing

an elongated short. You got to hand
it to Warner for frankness. When such
a situation
enough
long
had

::

August

27, 1938

crops

up

to tip you

are

big

off in advance.

there

they

As

as I can remember. Universal has
a swell series of shorts called

‘Going Places.' Now
Warner is taking the title — and maybe the idea — for

a
BOXOFFICE
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SKIRBALL LOOMING AS PRODUCTION MANAGER
IN THE NEW GRAND NATIONAL STUDIO SETUP
May

Head Talent, Personnel Hiring; Sales Office
May

Stay East

and

Grand National. Skirball, it is understood, will not actively participate in
the making of films but will be in charge
of the studios to the extent of hiring
talent and personnel.
Indications are that the new company’s
principal sales office will be here, although E. L. Alperson, who will head distribution, has long favored the coast. As
president of Grand National, Alperson has
directed sales from the west.
Earle W. Hammons, who will head New
Grand National, is understood shaping
plans for a series of three or four-reelers
to carry the Educational label. He is said
to feel that the name is too valuable a
property per se to drop. It is highly probable, however, that the idea may be extended to feature length dimensions, home
produced, if the company has difficulty in
immediately obtaining product for delivery
upon its emergence from the courts, reliable sources declare.
this

connection,

Hammons

to have access to Wall St. money,
needs it.”
Has Deal for 26

is said
“if he

Presently, Grand National, which becomes integrated with Educational, has a
deal for 26 features, eight of which are
westerns, with Fine Arts. This would be
the extent of the new company’s feature
product. The first from this group, "Shadows Over Shanghai,” will be ready for
release early next month and will probably
be delivered on 1937-38 contracts. In view
of paucity of further product, Hammons
may have to go into immediate production, this theory developing from a declared desire to cash in on the new seasen as soon as possible.

to the Court

Los Angeles — Although no mention is
made to Grand National stockholders in
a letter sent to them by trustees, E. L.
Alperson and Loyd Wright, the federal
court here on Saturday was to decide what
ratio of conversion would be made of the
new stock for Grand National shares now
held.
Federal

Judge

William

Court to Set the Ratio of
Conversion for Stock

P.

James

was

asked to approve an order “authorizing
the acceptance and consummation of a
proposal from Educational Pictures with

Now

'39 Start

New York — RKO’s reorganization
plan is not expected to become effective until after the first of the
year, sources close to the situation
believe. Although September 8 has
been set as the date for hearings on
Special Master Alger’s amended report, Federal Judge William O. Bondy
may not return from his extended
summer vacation by that date.

the trustees

time, interests who have been keeping a close watch on developments
during the past five and a half
years see a long series of hearings
and

possible delays by the court
fore the final chapter is closed.

be-

First, there are expected to be
numerous hearings on the Alger
modified report at which objections
are anticipated from sources which
have heretofore found provisions not
suitable to their interests. Then, it
is expected Judge Bondy will ask for
briefs, which will require two to three
weeks. After that, answers
ly will be in order.

most

like-

By the time Judge Bondy finally
is ready to put his signature to the
reorganization formula, those close
to the situation see a new year dawning, if not well under way.
The

name

of David

Sarnoff,

presi-

dent of RCA, crops up as a vital factor in the reorganized company.
Coupled with him is Floyd Odium,
generalissimo of Atlas Co., managers
of the reorganization program. What
the new setup will call for conservative figures will not hazard a guess,
but some crystal gazers see Leo Spitz,
president of the RKO
companies,
continuing in a dominant position.

conditions thereof.”
The letter to Grand

National

stock-

holders, in essence, is similar to the Educational letter to its stockholders and
printed exclusively in Boxoffice, August
20. Before the court can approve the
Grand

National plan, 66 2/3 of the stockholders must consent. There is understood

to be some opposition to the reorganization from eastern sources.
Basis for purchasing GN assets by Educational, according to the letter sent out by

in part, is as follows:

value of $10 per share redeemable at 103
per cent of par and 5,000,000 shares of
common stock of the par value of $1 per
share. Educational will transfer to the
new

corporation all of Educational’s assets, except its corporate name and franchise, its trademark, non-theatrical rights

in pictures now held, and stock in a subsidiary which owns the studio now under
lease to the trustees. Said proposal
tains a representation by Educational

conthat

the

fair going-concern value of such assets so to be transferred over and above
liabilities is now and at the time of such
transfer will be more than $1,100,000. The
new corporation will assume the liabilities
of Educational and certain subsidiaries
which Educational represents do not and
at the time of transfer will not exceed
$375,000. In consideration of the transfer
of said assets to the new corporation it
will issue to Educational 1,100,000 shares
of its common stock and warrants representing the right to purchase, within 12
months from date of issue, 550,000 shares
of common stock at $1 per share.
Educational

Purchase

Clause

“Educational agrees that at any time
after the approval of said proposal by the
above-mentioned court and prior to August 11, 1939, it will purchase from the
trustees for
ten notice,
par value
equal to 66

cash, upon 30 days’ prior writall or any part of said $300,000
of preferred stock at a price
2/3 per cent of par.

“The undersigned, Edward L. Alperson,
has agreed with Educational that, if the
foregoing proposal shall be approved by
the court and shall become effective, he
will become

associated

with

the new

com-

pany as vice-chairman of its board of directors and general manager of distribution for a period of five years at a cash
salary of $1,000 a week, plus 14,000 shares
of common stock of the new corporation
payable

during the first year of such employment. Under the agreement, in the
event that any compensation shall be paid
to the president of the new corporation
in shares of its common stock, Alperson
shall be entitled to receive as additional
compensation for the same period a like
amount of such stock at least equal to
compensation in stock paid to the president of the new corporation. Such employment is to be terminable by either
party at the end of any year by six
months’

10

of GN,

Held

"Educational will organize the new
corporation with an authorized capital of
at least 45,000 shares of five per cent
cumulative preferred stock of the par

While the hearing on the amended plan may be deferred for a short

respect to the purchase from the trustees
of the assets of the debtor and subsidiary
and upon the fairness of the terms and

Ratio of Conversion
Up

Revamp

By

New York — Jack H. Skirball, general
manager of Educational, is set to become
general manager of production for New
Grand National, the new company name
for the merged interests of Educational

In

RKO

notice.”
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THE MOVIE

QUI

GREATER...
WHEN
These

'Wmk

YOU HAVE

are the pictures

Century-Fox.

Be

sure

included

that every

on the print, in your

advertising,

tures, you may

there

LITTLE

MISS

be sure

BROADWAY

Starring Shirley Temple.

Released

July 29.

GATEWAY
Starring Don Ameche
Released August 5.

KEEP

and Arleen Whelan.

Starring Jane Withers . Released

A ugus 1 12.

TO

MY

LUCKY

everywhere!

Adventure

series.

STAR
Greene.

THE JONES FAMILY in
SAFETY IN NUMBERS
jSeptember 9.

best of them

Quiz

label

etc. When

you book these picis entertainment on your screen!

HOLD

THAT

CO-ED

Timed-to-the-season laugh entertainment! Released September 16.

The Roving Reporters in
TIME OUT FOR MURDER

SUBMARINE

September

23.

PATROL

The Big Town Girls in
MEET THE GIRLS
No. 1 of the series.

Starring Son ja Henie and Richard
Released September 2.

jAcclaimed

has the Movie

by 20th

Richard Greene and Nancy
Kelly-thrilling new youth team. Released
September 30.

BURN

First of the Sports
Released August 26.

one

Quiz

Starring

ALEXANDER'S
RAGTIME BAND

SPEED

in the Movie

PICTURES!

First of the series. Released

SMILING

All-time record-breaker
Released August 19.

GREAT

all. Released

Released

October

7.

STRAIGHT,

PLACE

Starring those
October 14.

Ritz Brothers ! Released

MYSTERIOUS

AND

MR.

SHOW

MOTO

Starring Peter Lorre. Released

October

21,

SUEZ
The

biggest,

most

expensive picture
Released October 28.

important,
20th

ever

Dorryl

Zonuck

most
made!

in Charge of Production
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When

I

saw the George S. Kaufman-Moss

Hart stage play, YOU CAN’T TAKE IT WITH YOU,
I was convinced that here is one of the finest
comedy-dramas of our time — a great idea
told through comedy.

"Any story or play with a universal
with a theme that reaches into the appeal,
hearts
and minds of humanity, makes
screen entertainment.

for great

"These fundamental qualities are present in
an unusual degree in YOU CAN’T TAKE IT
WITH

YOU. That is why I believe the pictur-

ization of this delightful story will have
widespread appeal to everyone every where?*

EVER ASKED FOR
IN AN OUTSTANDING
ATTRACTION !...
The

aggregate

merits

naturally suggest

of YOU

a roadshow.

ciation of the greatness
method of release :
A

pre-release

August
Trade

CAN’T

TAKE

COLUMBIA,

IT WITH

however,

of the picture, has decided

of the picture

at RADIO

CITY

YOU

would

with full appre-

upon

the following

MUSIC

HALL

on

25th.
showings

will be held in thirty-one key situations so that exhib-

itors may assimilate
This, combined
the month

the extraordinary

with the national

of September,

magazine

the exploitation

the picture, will give every exhibitor
on these channels

GENERAL

possibilities within

of showmanly

RELEASE

campaign

running

and general

the opportunity

their grasp.
during

promotion

of

to fully capitalize

selling.

DATE, SEPTEMBER

29th

mcAMUirmiYi
Caput's

JEAN

LIONEL

JAMES

EDWARD

E • STEWART • ARNOLD
ARTHUR ' BARRYMOR
MISCHA AUER • ANN MILLER • SPRING BYINGTON
A COLUMBIA
P

I

C

T

U

R

E

Samuel

Meek ■ H. B. Warner
Donald
S. Hinds ■ Play
by George S. Kaufman and Moss Hart

Based on the Pulitzer Prize
Screen play by Robert

Riskin*

Directed

by

FRANK

CAPRA

On

Wednesday

try a big national

evening,

in hundreds

newspaper

ad

of cities throughout

campaign

will be launched

the councarrying

a

message of MOTION
PICTURES' GREATEST
YEAR.
An important part
of each advertisement— and the schedule will run to several thousand
lines in each

newspaper

direct to the movie-going
The

campaign

—

is the mention

have

benefits

coordinate

their own

concentration
buyers

from

simultaneously

a tremendous

the largest as well as the most
greatest

prize contest

public.

will break

papers, which should

of the $250,000

remote

the campaign,
advertising

of advertising

and

in 2,000 important

cumulative

towns.
local

To

publicity

adequately

theatres

so as to follow
aimed

effect and

everywhere

through

news-

be felt in
reap

the

should

on this national

at the millions

of ticket

in the country.

In the following

BOXOFFICE

brings

you

a preview

of the first series

of ads prepared by the industry's leading advertising men, approved by
a committee of practical showmen and designed to be read by millions.
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BOXOFFICE PRESENTS AN Al|
TO BENEFIT THE ENTIRE N!
New

York

—

More

than

$1,000,000 is to be spent to
carry this advertising campaign to the public through
some 2,000 leading newspapers in every section of
the country. The campaign
is of such vast national
scope it is bound to have a
beneficial reaction not only
at the boxoffice of individual theatres but is also
designed to elevate the motion picture industry as a
whole in the minds of the
public.
These ads have been cleverly designed to, first of all,
sell institutionally that “Motion Pictures Are Your Best
Entertainment.” There will
be between 20 and 25 such
ads running in about 2,000
leading newspapers throughout the month of September. Morning and evening
newspapers will get an
equal division of the ads,
which run from five to seven
columns, for a total of from
1.000 to 1,820 lines.
The contest portion of the
ads — the $250,000 bait which
is thrown to the public — is
an important part of each
ad, although it is not overplayed and as a result the
person who reads the ad
gets a decided yen to see
some of the motion pictures
listed for release between
now and December 31.
Boxoffice

suggests

/f HW&XOG& Xb YOU
from ALL those who make Motion Pictures

THIS message comes to )0U from every

for you the curtains of time and space and trans-

one of us — not just from the disectors

port you from the commonplace work-a-day
world into new worlds of wonder — free you

and stars whose names you know — but

from care — give you solid hours of relaxation
and enjoyment.
In this work we have been helped — greatly

from the writers, the musicians, artists and designers, the men and women of 276 different arts,
crafts and professions who work — most of us
anonymously — behind the scenes.
All of us have been busy for many months,

helped — by your criticisms and your praise in

each in his or her own way, to make this fall

theSome
past. of you like one type of picture and some
another — just as some like apple pie, while

motion picture season one that you will never
forget.
Some of us have traveled to distant places —
to equatorial Africa and to the frozen north —
to bring you the unmistakable realism of authentic locales —
Others of us have been delving into history,
searching the museums

Some of us have been writing — spinning for
you stories of love and adventure — of intrigue
and horror — of sacrifice and achievement —
happy tales and sad — simple, homespun tales
and tales of epic sweep —
Others have been at work in the laboratory —

and libraries of the

constantly striving for the still further improve-

world, gathering facts about the dress, the

ment ofphotography, color and sound —
All working with the one objective of giving

speech, the customs of days past — so that the
pictures you see on the screen will be true to
the spirit of their time and their place —

; ou entertainment at its very best — pictures that
will weave their magic about your mind, unroll

others prefer ice cream and some like both. This
very diversity of taste, this healthy difference of
opinion, has challenged us to fresh endeavor —
to constant research and experimentation.

So you — as much as we — are responsible for
the fact that this fall — as befits the eve of the
Motion Picture’s Golden Jubilee — there is coming to your favorite theatre the finest array of
productions ever released in any one season.

See these pictures. We are proud of them and
we sincerely think you will like them.

that in

addition to utilizing the
many banners and accessories listed in the industry’s
press book, when these ads
start appearing in your local
newspaper, blow them up,
mount them in your lobby
and generally let your public know that your theatre is
one of the “Movie Quiz”
theatres participating in the
great national motion picture contest.

MOTION

PICTURES

ARE YOUR
Ad No. 16

14-B

REST ENTERTAINMENT

6 cols, x 214 lines
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ERTISING CAMPAIGN DESIGNED
TION PICTURE INDUSTRY!
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NEW PRODUCT BUYING TAKES SUDDEN SPURT
AS CIRCUIT HEADS CONVERGE IN NEW YORK
Paramount

Interests Top

Vanguard of Buyers;
Others Are Due
New York — Film buying took a sudden
spurt this week as important circuit heads
and buyers converged here from all parts
of the country to discuss new product
deals. Accompanying some of the men
were district managers of two companies,
E. T. Gomersall, Universal midwest sales
head with headquarters in Chicago, and
Charles E. Kessnich, M-G-M southern district manager with offices at Atlanta.
The tide of film buyers flowing into
Times Square, in the majority, represented
Paramount interests. They will remain
until next week to follow up preliminary
talks with Y. Frank Freeman, operating
head of Paramount’s circuit. He returns
Monday from a vacation at Highland, N.
C., which was followed by an auto tour
to Charlotte and Atlanta where he surveyed theatres affiliated with the company. He has been away a month.
Among those in town for product palavers are Joe Clemmons, president, and Sol
Gordon, partner and general counsel for
Jefferson Amusement Co., Beaumont, Tex.;
E. J. Sparks of the Sparks circuit with
headquarters in Miami; R. E. Griffith of
the Griffith circuit in Oklahoma City; M.
Kermit and M. Stengel of the Sudekum
circuit with headquarters in Nashville.
R. W. Wilby of the Wilby-Kincey circuit
with main offices in Atlanta returned
from

an extensive vacation on the continent and is spending a few days here for
conferences before returning south.
Fred Dolle of the Dolle circuit of Louisville and Indianapolis is here discussing
new picture deals with Dave Chatkin and
Harry Katz of the Monarch circuit. The
two circuits have a pooling arrangement
in a number of midwest towns. Sam Sosna
of Manhattan, Kan., left Wednesday night
after talking with sales heads of major
companies.
Next week another quota of out-of-town
buyers are expected. The weather has
lost much of its humidity and sales executives are in the mood for talking.
Spyros

Skouras

and

William

T. Powers

returned from National Theatres’ regional
meetings in Kansas City and Los Angeles,
leaving J. J. Sullivan behind in California
to vacation with his family. Resumption of
deals with United Artists and Universal
have begun, which means cleaning up the
only two remaining major product deals
for the circuit.
In contrast to the out-of-town buyer
interest in making new deals, local independent circuit operators are marking
time. Few deals of any importance have
been closed in the local area, the indicaBOXOFFICE
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27, 1938
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Showmanship
Requisite,

Industry's Big
Reminds Zanuck

will always

spect

be a business for the showman,” Darryl
F. Zanuck, production head of 20th Century-Fox, told a group of circuit men here.
“There is no place in it for one without
showmanship,” he added. “If any person
has not the desire and ambition to advance in the line of showmanship he might

which

Hollywood — “The

industry

as well get out of the industry. Showmanship extends from the individual, separate organizations to the industry as a
Reminding
whole.”ment of new

exhibitors that the developpersonalities must start with

“so-called smaller pictures,” Zanuck asserted that unless showmen “do their part
producers are handicapped at the very outAdhering
exhibition

to a plea of showmanship
as well as showmanship

in

in pro-

duction, Zanuck declared that “estabset.” lished policies and principles have changed
rapidly in our industry.
“There

is no set policy in making, distributing and exhibiting pictures. The industry has become more than ever a business in which the individual effort, individual ambition and individual showmanship can show its mettle.

“No organization can exist alone on
epics,” he continued. “There must be a
steadily sold turnover throughout the year
on each picture. You must respect the
little ones

as well as the

tion

that

being

not

much

big ones.

Re-

will be

done

until October or November when Loew’s,
RKO, Randforce and Skouras complete
final working agreements for the new
season.
Eight RKO district managers met here
for a routine discussion on new season
selling and reported the majority of possibilities have already been sold, with
only independent accounts remaining to be
closed.
District managers returned to respective territories Thursday after a one-day
session at the Waldorf-Astoria, presided
over by Jules Levy, general sales manager.
Some men will hold meetings in their
branches to familiarize sales personnel
with what occurred here. There was an exchange of ideas on how those present
could best aid in furthering the industry
business drive.
From the field were District Managers
J. H. MacIntyre, northeast; Nat Levy, central; W. E. Branson, midwest; H. M.
Lyons, southeast; S. M. Sachs, southwest;
H. C. Cohen, west; and L. M. Devaney,
Canada. Also Cresson E. Smith, western

each

picture

in

the

category

for

it was produced. If exhibitors recognize this and a fair return is made to
producers then when we lay out the budget
at the end of the year we can find next
year worth while gambling on.
“Producers

must

have

encouragement

from exhibitors and distributors. We can’t
find it unless we feel that you fight for
the smallest

pictures.”

Paul Terry Increases
Technicolor Shorts Setup
New York — Altering his plans, Paul
Terry, head of Terry Toons, intends to
produce 13 animations in all-Technicolor
as part of his contribution to the 20th
Century-Fox short subject schedule next
season. He originally announced 10 in
color.

“Alexander"
“In Old

Ahead

Chicago"

ol
Gross

New York — “Alexander’s Ragtime Band”
is running 60 per cent ahead of “In Old
Chicago” grosses, according to 20th Century-Fox, in the same situations where
the two pictures played. Rental earnings
on the Irving Berlin musical will run
more than 85 per cent of the company’s
share of moneys attracted by “In Old

Chicago.”

Van Beveren Joins J. E.
Otter son's Inter-Allied

New York — W. Willems Van Beveren,
formerly head of American Tobis, has
joined Inter-Allied, headed by John E.
Otterson, as exclusively disclosed in Boxoffice three weeks ago. He will be in
charge of adaptations for French pictures
selected
bution.

and

by Otterson

southern

sales

for American

manager,

distri-

E. L. Mc-

Evoy,

eastern and Canadian sales manager; Leo Spitz, Ned E. Depinet, W. H.

Clark,

Harry Michalson, S. Barret McCormick, A. A. Schubart, William McSid Kramer, Lou Gauderau, Ralph

Shea,

Rolan, Harry Gittleson, Mike Poller and
Rutgers Neilson from the home office.
Guests included Frederic Ullman jr.,
and Frank Donovan of RKO Pathe News;
Hal Horne, Disney Enterprises, and John
Wood and Louis de Rochemont of March
of Time.
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JUSTICE DEPARTMENT EYE ON INDEPENDENT
POOLING ARRANGEMENTS IN NEW YORK AREA
Agents in Quiet Scrutiny
As Reports of a New
Movement Rise

To Kansas

New

York — Pooling

arrangements

be-

theatres

subject of scrutiny by agents of the department of justice, informed sources reveal. Within the past few weeks, FBI
representatives are said to have quietly
visited a number of independent operators
with a view of checking into the situation.
Strict secrecy has been maintained by
those visited.

the new season’s selling was about to get
under way, efforts were made to form a
circuit for buying and booking purposes.
The plan fizzled when numerous independent interests refused to give up control of their houses for stock in the new
company. The only understanding that
seemed satisfactory at the time was that
the men in key spots would continue to
operate, but film buying and booking
would rest with a committee.
While it could not be learned to what
extent the investigation has proceeded at
this time, it is said department of justice
agents are particularly interested in the
operations of at least two unaffiliated
circuits.
From

Washington came reports that industry representatives next month are
expected to confer with government officials on a consent decree with respect
to the anti-trust suit. Attorneys for major
companies scotch the report, replying they
are anxious to have the action tried and
“know where we stand.”
Further poolings between major circuits
in key situations have been abandoned until the equity suit is out of the courts.
There are not expected to be any pools
among local independents during the next

Union Asks

2 opening

of the Orpheum,

The party leaves Tuesday,
ing day the men will be in Des

tween independent circuits in the Greater
York area are understood to be the

Lately, reports are going the rounds
that some circuits are again discussing
pooling of about 100 theatres in the territory to offset buying competition of the
more powerful chains. Last year when

The

are

pooled

Orpheum,

Orpheum

and

remains

replaces

dark

to meet

with

for periodic

for almost
the

group,

The

at theatres.
from

within

Although

the deal

for agreeing

shows

the past

It has

been

Mainstreet,

Orpheum's

closed

opening

year,

entirely

early

has

been

reseated

this summer

attraction

will be

an
and
and

“Care-

Foreign Films Make
Chicago Clearance
Headed lor Court September Boom Bid
New

York

—

Virtually

admitting

that

discussions with Chicago independents
have failed, the threatened suit against
Balaban & Katz and major distributors is
destined for the courts, John Balaban,
head of B&K, told Boxoffice. For the past
few weeks, and despite an assertion they
would file an anti-trust action, Chicago
independent leaders and attorneys have
met with Paramount counsel in an attempt to reach an amicable settlement.
“If you have to give up your business
in order to clear up the points in question, it’s no good,” Balaban told Boxoffice.

“Up

promising. We

to

now

it does

will probably

not

have

look

to go

to the courts to decide the issue.”
Chicago independents are demanding
B&K eliminate double bills or change the
clearance setup to five weeks between Loop
openings and first week of release.
few months, but what is said to interest
the department of justice at the moment is
the existing pools and how they affect
competitive operators.

led by Harry

Brandt,

brought

to a “below

“peace,"

standard"

union
wage

leaders
scale.

New

York

asserted,
of stench

have

been

—

Foreign

film

exhibition

makes

its strongest bid for public recognition with six first runs breaking out
with the first batch of new season product
between September 7 and the end of the
month. Three of the houses will reopen
for premieres of new films.
Considerable interest centers about next
season’s crop of overseas product. For the
first time, affiliated and independent circuits are watching boxoffice returns with
a view to booking them on double bills
with Hollywood product, a combination
getting scant consideration until early this
season. Outstanding among foreign pictures that received a big play at circuit
houses were “Mayerling,” “Pearls of the
Crown,” and “Monastery.”
First of the new crop of films to get
under way is “Counsel for Romance,”
starring Danielle Darrieux, which opens
at the Belmont, September 7. It is the
last film to be made by the French star
before her American debut. The opening
may be a sponsored affair, with a $5 per
seat scale.
On

September

12 two films will have

premieres. “Grand Illusion” opens at the
Filmarte, which has been closed all summer, under the auspices of the Hamilton
House. Tickets for opening night have
been scaled at $3.30, $2.20 and $1.10. On
the same evening the British-made “Edge
of the World” goes into 55th St. Playhouse.
About

president.

consummated last fall Local 306 “was glad to get anything," a spokesman
toward ending the bitter dual-union situation here that resulted in a series

criticized

road

free."

Under a 10-year agreement it is mandatory that both parties meet at the end
of every five years to set terms for the ensuing period. When the original deal was

bombings

house.

30 years.

circuit's

indefinitely.

ff Substantial 77 Increase

the ITOA

1,500-seat

RKO.
except

circuit property

redecorated
which

with
dark

remodeled

stopping off in Chicago for conferences. The followMoines for a routine meeiing with A. H. Blank, whose

New York — A “substantial" increase in wages and a reduction in hours for its
members will be asked by Local 306 when negotiations open immediately after
Labor Day with the ITOA. Joseph D. Basson, president of the union, will head a
committee

Opening

New York — John J. O'Connor, RKO head of theatre operations; Fred Myers, film
buyer, and Bill Howard, vaudeville booker, will journey to Kansas City for the
September

New

City RKO

September

20, the

Fifth Ave.

Playhouse will bring in “The Story of a
Cheat,” written, produced and directed by,
as well as featuring, Sacha Guitry. About
the same time, the Squire will resume with
a French film, a deal for which presently
is being negotiated. The World is set
with “Rancho Grande,” all-Spanish musical featuring Tito Guizar.
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'Wind' Technicolor,
Via Metro, Decided
New

York — “Gone

be in Technicolor
set as

Metro

distributor according
nouncement made by David

following
day.

With the Wind”

and

negotiations
taneously here and on

in the Throes

Deep

Affairs

of Foreign

will

is definitely
to an anO. Selznick

conducted simulthe coast, Thurs-

The

picture will get into production between November 15 and January 1, with
Selznick supervising. Clark Gable will
have the role of Rhett Butler but no one
has as yet been cast as Scarlett O’Hara.
George Cukor will direct. The deal was
handled on the coast by L. B. Mayer, A1
Lichtman and E. J. Mannix for Metro, and
by Selznick, Henry
stock for S-I.

Ginsberg

and

L. F. Alt-

— Lew Nathan Photo
John W. Hicks jr., head of Paramount’s foreign activities, meets with some of
his staff and executives from the field. Left to right, George Weltner, assistant
to Hicks; Albert Deane, head of publicity ; John L. Day jr., general manager for
South America; S. E. Pierpont, newly appointed assistant to Day; Hicks; A. L.
Prachett, general manager for Central America, and Jasper D. Rapoport,
manager for Cuba.

Loew's Metropolitan Chain
And Skouras Men Shifted
New

York — Following

transfers

have

been

effected in Loew’s Metropolitan circuit: Murray Sharf, from the Pitkin to
the State; Samuel Fromson, from the
Brevoort to Premier; Daniel Jacobson,
from the Warwick to Victory; Reginald
Caulfield, from the Astoria to Warwick;
Edward Schwartz, from the Premier to
Palace. Joe Hamilton goes to the Woodside as temporary assistant. Edwar«. J.
Burke, former assistant at the State, to
manager of the Melba.
Several managerial changes in the
Skouras circuit, too, were made and a
number of others are slated next week.
Lou Hart has resigned as manager of the
Tivoli, Jersey City, and is succeeded by
M. Burns, formerly A1 Unger’s assistant
at the Capitol, same city. George Reisteer is out as pilot at the Crescent, Astoria, L. I., and his successor will be
named in a few days.

Effect Two Changes on
Eastern Theatre Front
New

York — Two

acquisitions figured in

Mustache No Joking
Matter for Latins
New

York — Paramount’s

in Central
zar

and

South

foreign corps

America

is breath-

ing easy again. It’s all because Tito Guiis going to have a mustache in his

next picture, “St. Louis Blues.” And if
ycu don’t think it’s a serious matter ask
the four representatives who are in town
conferring with John W. Hicks jr. in
charge of the foreign department.
Assembled here are John L. Day, general manager for South America; A. L.
Pratchett, in charge of the Central American division; Ted Pierpont, formerly general manager in Central America, who is
gcing

to assist Day, and Jasper Rapoport, manager for Cuba.
They will assure you Tito Guizar is one
of the biggest boxoffice draws among the

the weekly report of theatre activity. Irving Sherman is new operator of the Granada, Pearl River, N. Y., while Thomas Lacardo has dissolved his partnership with
Robert Scolera and now is sole operator

ture he’s in is sure to do a good business.
So whether Tito was going to be adorned
with a mustache is a vital issue. For

of the Village, Manhattan.
marle reopens September 1.

it doesn’t pay to antagonize the Latins
who are a hot-blooded race anyhow, es-

Ticket

The

Tax

Washington — Disclosing a
ternal revenue bureau of the
lections in July totaled

Alber-

Spanish

speaking

Revenue

people.

Whatever

as compared

with

$1,624,453

in June

and

business

in all Latin-American

companies,

with

the exception of Cuba, is satisfactory. Economic conditions are such in
Cuba that the theatre receipts have shown
a marked decrease for the early part of
the year as compared with last season.
Theatre construction in Cuba, however,
according to Rapoport, continues to show
some signs of activity. Latest house in
Havana is the 600-seat Rex-Cinema which
features a. short subject policy.
That

South Americans are “movie conscious” was stressed by Day, who makes
his headquarters in Rio de Janeiro. He
said Brazilians like to go to the pictures
and in the country noted for its coffee,
there are about 800 available situations.
The

large Portuguese colony, Day
lates, does not get very excited over

uct.
Spanish

films, preferring

It was

also

pointed

American

rethe

prod-

out, however,

by

the Paramount representatives that Mexican and Argentine productions are gaining in popularity but at present do not
constitute a serious threat to American
supremacy.

And,

to dust off an old axiom,

they

agree a good picture will do business anywhere.
Pratchett and Day are veterans of the
foreign staff. Both have been with the
company for more than 20 years and recall many a time they had to lug the
prints on mules over mountains to reach

Slides

continued low level of theatre attendance, the intreasury department reports that admission tax col-

$1,618,813,

pic-

pecially in some countries where they show
their displeasure by throwing whatever is
available at the screen.
General consensus of opinion is that

$1,633,088

exhibitors. Pierpont has seen 11 years’
service, while Rapoport is practically a
1932.
newcomer.
He joined the organization in

in July, 1937.
Receipts

for July, the

report

period last year for the fourth
January also showing a loss.

disclosed,

successive

fell below
month

and

those
for the

Total collections for the seven months ended with
pared with $11,153,102 for the same period in 1937, it was
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of the

corresponding

fifth month

Melon

this year,

New

July were
stated.

$10,965,575,

com-

Action

in January

York — No further action on Loew’s

common

dividend

is due

until

January,

David

Bernstein, vice-president and treasurer, states. The regular board meet
September 7 will be routine.
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METROPOLITAN INDEPENDENT CIRCUITS TAKE
LEAD IN FILM CAMPAIGN SUPPORT PLEDGES
Demand
'

for Quiz Contest

Praise for the Praiseworthy

Booklets Swamping
Headquarters

New
three

New York — Most of the independent
circuits in Greater New York have pledged
support to the industry campaign drive
and smaller theatre operators are now
falling in line, Joseph M. Seider, local
regional chairman, states. Among the
larger independent circuits already in are

follows: Warner, 500,000; Loew’s, 825,000;
Skouras, 200,000; Prudential, 90,000;
Randforce, 200,000; RKO, 600,000; Netco,
35,000; the Roxy, 25,000; Cinema, 60,000.
In most cases deliveries have been completed.
Seider has sent a letter to approximately
70

theatres served by New York exchanges. Urging exhibitors to join, he

writes;

“You will never regret your participation in the greatest campaign ever
undertaken to arouse public interest and

to put over our slogan ‘Motion Pictures Are
Your Best Entertainment’.”
Leo Abrams, chairman of the distributors’ committee, is marshalling selling
forces to contact every theatre owner. Exchange managers are visiting circuit heads.
Bolstering this, Greater New York community group committees formally organized throughout the area this week. The
downtown Brooklyn group headed by Ben
Simon of Loew’s Metropolitan and Solly
Schwartz of RKO
Albee, secretary, will
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A huge parade will take place in downtown Brooklyn, September 15. Next week
by

60 lobby displays containing endorsements by Ingersoll, will be released
to theatres in the borough.
Other community groups which have
elected officers include; Coney Island and
Sheepshead Bay, Albert Greene of Rugoff
& Becker, chairman; Gilbert Rosenthal,
Surf, secretary. Morningside Heights and
Harlem, Ken Grattan, Victoria, chairman; Edward Hart, secretary. Yorkville
East

Harlem,

Cy

Linder,

Star, chair-

man; C. E. Harrison, Loew’s 86th St„
secretary. East New York-Brooklyn, Joseph Herman, Embassy, chairman; George
Davis, Randforce district manager, vice
chairman; Sid Levine, Congress, secretary. Tremont area, Morris Green, Crotona, chairman; Richard Berner, Dover,
secretary. Morrissania and Mott Haven,
Harry Dannenberg, Prospect, chairman;
Samuel Rydell, Royal, secretary. Lower
East Side, Samuel Gottlieb, Palestine,
chairman; Samuel Pearlman, Apollo,
secretary.
Square

publicity

managers

and

theatre men have organized as the Broadway theatre committee. Ben Serkowich,
Capitol press agent, is chairman of the

disch,

Roxy; Jack Mclnerney, Paramount; James Dunn, Rivoli; Irving WinStrand; Phil Laufer, Criterion;

Oscar A. Doob, representing
John Dowd, for RKO.

Loew’s,

and

Theatre managers embraced in the setup are Ray Connor, Palace; A1 Rosen,
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open Brooklyn festivities with a midnight
supper at the Towers Hotel, Wednesday.
Representatives of Brooklyn sections of
New York newspapers have been invited
to attend, as well as Borough President
Ingersoll, and other prominent speakers.
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publicity division. Others on the committee are Hazel Flynn, Music Hall; Homer
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Robert

who

of Allied of New York, and a full supporter to the industry campaign. To
reticence

18

Cinema

E.

publicity

ads which break in about 2,000 news31, the industry owes a million thanks.

Times

New
York — Self preservation is the
first rule of nature with Max A. Cohen,

Charles

and

to drafting a wealth of copy for newspaper
papers all over the country, starting August
drive

Prudential, Cinema, Century, RosenblattWelt, Rapf, Rudin & Lederer, Skouras,
Fabian, Randforce, and Interboro. The
first three small exhibitors to line up are
Irving Dashkin of the Savoy, Jamaica,
L. I.; O. S. Hathaway, Central, Goshen,
N, Y., and Rudy Sanders of the Sanders,
Brooklyn.
Committee headquarters here have been
swamped with orders for “Movie Quiz”
contest booklets and have been unable to
meet the demand. A total of 13,200,000
have been sold to date. Of these 6,800,000
were sold before the books reached exchanges. Local circuits have ordered as
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State; Bob Weitman, Paramount; John
Wright, Rivoli; Jack Fineman, Mayfair;
Herman Landwehr, Capitol; Irving Lesser,
Roxy,

and

Fred

Cruise,

Music

Hall. Both

groups meet Monday evening at the Capitol to formulate plans for an elaborate
campaign.
Si Fabian has accepted chairmanship of
the Albany regional committee. Early
next week, he will call a mass meeting of
exhibitors at which he will discuss details
of the industry drive.

WB

Empire

In Albany

State Managers
"Drive"

Meeting

Albany — Full cooperation in the “Motion Pictures’ Greatest Year” campaign
was urged of Warner New York state theatre managers by Joseph Bernhard, general manager of the circuit, in a meeting
at company

quarters

here.

Harry

Gold-

berg, the chain’s national advertising director, also spoke briefly.
Managers at the meeting: Andy Roy,
Strand, Albany; Robert Rosenthal, Ritz,
Albany; A. LaFlamme, Madison, Albany;
Edward Selette, Albany, Albany; Leo Rosen, Troy, Troy; Sidney Sommer, Lincoln,
Troy; Jack Swartout, American, Troy;
Ralph H. Booth, New Family, Batavia;
F. M.

Westfall, Haven, Olean; C. L. Hollister, Babcock, Wellsville; Dalton Burgett, Capitol, Dunkirk; William Leggiero,

Kenney, Elmira; Mel Conhaim, Regent, Elmira; Wally Folkins, Strand, Elmira; A1
Newhall, Majestic, Hornell; A1 Beckerich,
Palace, Jamestown, and O. J. Macris, Diana, Medina.
Charles A. Smakwitz and Ralph E.
Crabill, district managers; Max Friedman,
zone booker; Joe Weinstein, short booker;
Jules Curley, advertising manager; James
P. Faughnan, contact manager, and James
Wotton, sound engineer.
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Equal Lineage for
Each Newspaper
New

York — Notices

to newspapers

have

all over

the

been

Forty Community " Districts ”
In the Metropolitan Area

sent

country

by

the

advertising committee of the better business drive campaign that in
towns where there are more than one
newspaper

different

pear at first, but
is complete
same

before

each

total lineage,

in copy

size

the

paper

will
get

the

the variance
progresses.

Organizers in Field
For Chain Contacts
New

York — With

26

field

York — With

several

committees

already functioning in the industry’s better business drive, Oscar A. Doob, chairman of the theatre committee, has set up
40 community districts for the 802 theatres served out of local exchanges. The
total number of theatres includes foreign,
legitimate and burlesque houses, open and
closed.

ap-

campaign

will

despite

as the campaign

ads

New

organizers

contacting major and independent circuits, holding meetings at strategic points,
the local exhibition coterie raced on to
a full speed ahead signal as the September 1 starting date for the industry drive
drew closer.
Starting Tuesday and ending Friday,
committees met in every community where
a sectional organizer laid out plans for the
campaign. Final phases of organization
for the city-wide drive were mapped out
and those who have already pledged support are all set to go. Major circuits are
concentrating on the newspaper publicity
and advertising campaigns, while leading
independent circuits and individual exhibitors are directing all attention to the
$250,000 Quiz contest.
Loew’s and RKQ each have nine organizers, Skouras has three; Randforce, 2;
Century, Prudential and Parland circuits
one each.
The men and circuits they represent are:
Arthur Hirschman, Harold McMahon, A1
Simon, John Judge, Eddie Dowden, Jerry
I>e Rosa, Seymour Mayer, Oscar A. Doob,
Charles Burns, from Loew’s; Larry Grieb,
Harry Mandel, Solly Schwartz, Harry
Weiss, Maurice Harris, Louis Goldberg,
John Dowd, Ed Sniderman, Herb Jennings, from RKO; Herman Starr, Notts
Kominos, Hugh Finegan, Skouras; George
Langbart, Harry Davey, Randforce; Fred
Bruneile, Century; Colby Harriman, Prudential; C. Harry Thomas, Parland.
District managers, managers and publicity and exploitation heads are included
in the list.

It is unlikely that any of the legitimate,
foreign or burlesque units, the latter exhibiting dated releases between flesh shows,
will join. More than 300 independent
theatres are lined up, these constituting
interests of Skouras, Randforce, Cinema,
Fabian, Century, Prudential and Rosenblatt-Welt circuits. Feiber & Shea, operating in Pennsylvania, New England and
Ohio, and the Schine circuit with units in
Ohio and upstate New York, also are in.
Each community will have a chairman,
secretary and publicity man to guide its
activities with major circuits more than
willing to assist smaller operators in getting all they can in the way of benefits
from tieups.
In breaking down the local map into
districts, the theatre committee has designated five different communities for the
west side and three for the east side.
The first west side group comprises 19
houses. It is called the Washington
Heights-Inwood section. The houses are:
Marble Hill, Audubon, Costello, Empress, Hamilton, Lane, Dale, Bridge, Dorset, Franklin,
Heights, Loew’s 175th St., Uptown,
man, Gem, Loew’s Inwood, Loew’s

Alpine,
Rio.

Dyck-

The Morningside Heights-Harlem section
of the west side has 28 theatres. These
are;
West

End,

New

Jewel, Manhattan,
7th Ave., Delmar,

Broadway,
Orient,
Apollo,

Lincoln, Morningside,
sance, Victoria, New
De

Alhambra,

Gotham,

Regun, Sunset,
Harlem
Opera

Luxe, Lafayette, Loyal, Odeon,
velt, Washington, Columbia.

Regent,

There are 22 in the district from
St. to 110th St., as follows;
Japanese

Gardens,

Loew's
House,

Loew’s 116th St., RenaisDouglas, Teatro Granada,

Grant,

Symphony,

Roose-

72nd
Park

West, Yorktown, New
Embassy
Newsreel, Loew’s
83rd St., Rose, Schuyler, 77th St., Olymnia, Stoddard, Beacon, 81st St., Midtown, Rivieria, Carleton, Edison, Nemto. Riverside. Thalia, Arden.

In the Times Square to Columbus Circle vicinity there are 16, which include:
Newsreel,
Lyric, Circle, Tivoli, Paramount,
Fifth Ave. Playhouse, New
Yorker, Hollywood,
Center, Teatro Italia, .Music Hall, Criterion, New
Amsterdam,
house.

Continental,

Roxy,

55th

St.

Play-

From 42nd St. to 72nd St., the group
embraces 43 houses, such as:
Artef,

Amphion, Arcade, Cameo, Carnegie, Embassy, Gaiety, Lincoln
Sq., Mayfair,
Rialto,
Stanley, Strand, Times Sq., Waldorf, Cine Roma,
Bijou, Alden, Astor, Capitol, Colonial, Filmarte,
Globe, Miami,
Palace, Rivoli, Selwyn, Squire,
Trans Lux, World, Acme, Arena, Belmont, Central, Eltinge, Harris, Liberty, Park, Republic,
Royal, State, Times, Wallack, Ziegfeld.

Canada Only "Outsider"
To Share in Campaign
New

York— Although

Canada

is includ-

The Greenwich Village section has
theatre properties. They are:

ed in the industry drive, the plan is not
being extended to other foreign territories.
Inclined to let' their own forces abroad and
“down under” handle their own business
drives as heretofore, one foreign company
head states that among the difficulties
which would be encountered if countries
outside the United States should enter is
the fact that releases are from three to
six months behind dates in this country.
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Penn
Newsreel, Greeley, Hudson,
New
Village, Waverly, Luxor, 23rd
Sheridan, Terrace, Chelsea, Chaloner,
St. Playhouse.

15

Greenwich,
St., Savov,
Venice, 8th

In the first east side list of theatres,
which takes in Yorkville and Harlem, there
are 29, namely:
Victory, 96th St., 125th St., Annex, Madison,
New
Progress, Stadium, 86th St. Gardens, Reo,
Harlem
Grand, Tnboro, New
Liberty,
86th St., Monroe, Cosmos, Eagle, 86th

Proctor’s
St., Ca-

sino, Park Lane, Lenox Little, Orpheum,
TheaHispano, Trans Lux, Tobis Playhouse, Municipal, Bohemian Annex, Photoplay, Loew’s 86th
St., Star, Palace.
tro

The second east side district runs from
14th St. to 72nd St. and has 24 units, as
follows:
York,

Grand

Central,

Gramercy

Park,

Modern

Playhouse, Superior, Sutton Cinema, Loews’ 42nd
St., 68th St. Playhouse, Trans Lux at 52nd St.,
Free, 58th St., Beverly, Tudor, Trans Lux
on
Madison Ave. and 59th St., 34th St., Art, Loew’s
72nd St., Colonly, Arcadia, Regent, Granada, Lexington, Clifton, Plaza.

The third and last east side group
the largest with 42 theatres, namely:

is

Rexy, Chopin, Glory, Clinton, Canal, Gramercy,
Delancey, Lucky Star, Variety, Academy
of Music, Hollywood, Ave. B., Commodore,
Palestine,
Mecca,
New
China, Florence, Jefferson, City,
St. Marks, Apollo, Ruby, People’s, Tribune, Star,
Comet, Major, Venice, Century, Public, City Hall,
Orpheumv
New
Delancey; American,
Chatham,
Universal, Bijou, Roosevelt, Windsor, Park Row,
New
14th St., Cinema
de Paris.

Brooklyn is broken down into 12 districts. The first is downtown with 45
theatres. They are:
Fox, Gloria, Pioneer, Paras
Court, Borough
Hall, Atlantic, Heights, Terminal, Cumberland,
Peerless, Strand, Paradise, New
United, Globe,
Flora, Mom-art, United. Academy
of Music, St.
George Playhouse, Oxford, Subway, National, Paramount, Carlton, Albee, Majestic, Garfield, Scott,
RKO
Prospect, New
Atlantic, Crystal, Metropolitan, Orpheum, Tivoli, Dell, Lido, Duffield,
Star,

Avon, Melba,
ton, New Plaza.

Gold,

Plaza,

Werba’s,

Ful-

In the Flatbush section there are 33:
Kings, Granada, Rialto, Century, Marine, Albermarle, Flatbush, Waldorf,
Navarre,
Astor,
Farragut,
Empress,
Jewell, Glenwood,
Elm,
Kingsway, Washington, Parkside, Midwood. Highway, Leader, Ave. D., Traymore, Beverly, Newkirk, Claridge, Quentin, Mayfair, Triangle, Kenmore, Fortway, Avalon, Patio.

Coney Island has 17:
Manor, Oceana, Tuxedo, Lakeland, Sheepshead,
Ave. U„
Coney
Island, Mardi
Gras, Sheldon,
Dubrevinsky, Tilyou, Surf, Mermaid, Vogue, Dewey,
Brighton, Graham.

The eastern
tals 26:

district (Greenpoint)

to-

Metro, Model, Manhattan, Garden, Wilson, Lyric.
Commodore,
Grand, Greenpoint, Echo, Nostrand,
Clinton, Midway, Nassau at 337 Grand St.; Graham, American, Broadway,
Lindy,
Republic,
Rainbow, Steinkritz, Marcy, Winthrop, Nassau at
90 Nassau Ave., Williamsburg.

Bay

Ridge

has 17:

Alben,
Rutz,
Coliseum,
Stanley, Berkshire,
Shore Road, Vanity, Harbor, Alpine, Dyker, Bay
Ridge, Park, Electra, Windsor, Center, Sunset,
Transart.

South

Brooklyn

has 12:

Happy Hour, 10th St., Prospect, Paradise. Luna,
Venus, Sanders, Avon, Minerva, Globe, Garfield,
Alhambra.

Bedford, Eastern Parkway,
Bell,
Rogers,
Kameo,

Regent,
Carroll,
Rugby.

East New

York

has 8:

Adelphi, Earl, Lyric,
Embassy,
Kinema.

Broadway

has 14:

Art, Bedford, Savoy, BreVoort,
Lincoln, Rivieria, Apollo, Utica,

Euclid,

Miller,

Warwick,

totals 21:

Ridgewood, Sun, State, Skillman, Casino, Marvin, Rogers, Grace, Irving, Jefferson, Wydkoff,
Acme,
Rivoli, Starr, Sumner, Willoughby, Folly,
Broadway, Glenwood, Belvedere, Alba.

Borough

Park-Bensonhurst

has 19:

Metro,
Parkway,
Endicott, Walker,
Loew's
Boro, Royal, Mapleton, Claridge, Oriental, Garden, Hollywood, Senate, Elton, Deluxe, Loew’s
St., Benson, Stillwell, Marlboro, Culver.

46th

Brownsville — Canarsie has 18:

Peoples’ Cinema, Stadium, Canarsie, Sutter, Singer, Livonia, Sheffield, Stone, Waldorf, Congress,
Biltmore. Ambasra.dor, Pitkin, Loew’s
mier, Tiffany, Supreme, Capitol.

Bushwick-Ridgewood

Palace,

Pre-

has 27:

Majestic, Monroe,
Halsey, Madison, Colonial
Alhamibra, Sun Ray, Decatur, Grandview, Bushwick, Grove, Howard,
Eagle, Kismet, Imperial,
Tompkins, Comd,
Century, Grace, Rainbow, Paragon, Gates, Bobby, State, Imperial, Classic, Em-

The
pire.

Bronx

is broken

(Continued

down

into five

on page 22-C)

The Things They
Think Up
JT'S
ribbers’
at the
Tavern
where
Harry
Gold,day
Arthur
Kelly
and Sidney
Meyers gather at a table adjoining the
one seating Nate J. Blumberg and John
J. O’Connor. Very little conversation
passes between tables until the repast is
over. Then Blumberg suddenly snares

will become production manager of Paramount’s new production setup under Dave
Rose . . . Loren Ryder got into town the
other day from the Paramount studio in
connection with his key city checkup on
sound equipment in theatres to play
“Spawn of the North.”

Los
even

Angeles — Everything

shooting "The Arkansas Traveler.” Reason is that Bob Bums, Fay Bainter and
other

players

were

required

Gold’s attention and says: “You’re going
to have stiff competition on ‘Drums’ when
it opens at the Music Hall. We have

George Skouras’ greatest problem is to
find parking space near the Paramount

sodium

‘Dark Rapture’ opening the same day on
Broadway.”
“You mean The Dark Killer?” queries
Gold with a robust laugh.

Building . . . Irving Cohen of Paramount’s
legal staff has gone to the Maine woods
on a two-week vacation . . . Louis Phillips
says he never touched Chili Con Carne

perspiration

The gag seems to act as an appetizer
for Gold, who looks at Meyers, just back
from a vacation abroad. “I’ll tell you,”
the UA eastern sales head goes on to
say, “One exhibitor lost so much money
last season he had to go to Europe for a
16-week vacation.”
No retorts, and Gold takes up the next
course. Looking at Blumberg, he chirps,

during his month’s vacation in Mexico
. . . Herb Berg, Tom Waller and Lew
Nathan of Paramount’s home office spent
the weekend with Alec Moss at Blowing
Rock, N. C., where they were joined by
Harry Browning, M&P publicity head
from Boston . . . Lina Basquette is appearing at Leon and Eddie’s, which marks
her first night club engagement.

“You think you got troubles. Look at
Sidney. He’s got to be on the golf course
at 12:30 sharp every day, or else.”
That reminded Gold of Charles McDonald’s recent trip to Italy. The RKO division manager wanted to meet the 20th
Century-Fox manager there. He called
the office and was advised his party was
not in. This was about 1 p. m., and McDonald asked if he couldn’t be reached
by phone. “No,” a genteel voice came
back. “He’s at the beach and won’t be
back until three.” So McDonald left for
New York — and don’t be surprised one of
these days if a petition crops up for onehour lunch and two hours extra for siesta
for film executives here.
Eddie Golden, Leon Fromkess, Norton
V . Ritchey, Lou Lifton and Ruth Schwerin
have joined the screening-after-breakfast
club, strictly a Monogram society . . .
Nicholas M. Schenck has visited Saratoga
exactly once this month . . . Monte Proser
is back at the La Conga on the coast . . .
A. H. MacCausland has gone on a vacation and won’t be back until after Labor
Day.
Jack Skirball has returned from a visit
to his brother in Dayton . . . Richard
Blaydon and his bride are on the high
seas bound for England where Blaydon

" Professor " Boris
Morros Now
Hollywood — Just as
quotes, Boris Morros,

it's written in
head of Para-

mount's music department, stands as a
shining example of everything comes
to him who waits.
Morros

has

been

appointed

lecturer

in Cinematography of the University
of Southern California, with the distinction of being the world's first professor
of music in the realm of motion pictures. Morros's first act after receiving
the appointment was to start the scoring of “If I Were
ing already?

20

King."

What,

squawk-

Demands of Art
Still Bullish
Hollywood — There's no limit to the
fun one can have in these parts. Even
when you're not looking for it.
Take Ben Blue. He was on the
until 2 a. m., working
scene
with

culminating

on

set

a taffy-pulling

in a free-for-all

fight

the stuff. The cool night air hardened the candy and Blue was walking

stiffly and
reached

crackling

his dressing

by
room.

the

time

It was

he

lock-

ed. Blue yelled “Hhelps!" and a janitor
called police. Two cops cracked taffy
off his clothes and later pulled it out
of his hair with denatured alcohol. And
Blue hates candy.

Artie Stebbins has gone back to the
coast after looking over the town and
friends for two weeks . . . William Hartley
has succeeded Tom De Vane as editor of
Screen Book. Helen Cunningham, formerly of Dell Publishing, now editing Romantic Story for Fawcett Publications, succeeding Mary Lou Butler, resigned . . .
Gabriel Pascal sailed for home after an
extended visit here and on the coast . . .
Teddy Lazarus, son of Paul sr., is back
from a summer abroad . . . Sidney Meyers,
before returning to Miami, had lunch with
Harry Gold and ordered roast beef because
he couldn’t get it anywhere on his European vacation trip . . . John Walsh, manager of the Paramount, Newport, R. I.,
is on the job again after a seven-week
survey of all Feiber & Shea houses.
Brandt Bits: Vivian Gruder, Harry’s
secretary, leaves on the Monarch of Bermuda, August 31, for a seven-day cruise
through southern waters . . . Eleanor
Hand, Arthur Schwartz’s secretary, was
married Saturday at Imperial Gardens,
Bronx, and is honeymooning in Canada
for three weeks . . . Norman Elson, manager of the Globe and Central, returns
from a Canadian honeymoon September 6
. . . Lou Brandt spent the weekend at Ar-

is kosher,

the ham, on the Paramount location in Malibu Hills where they are

working

chloride

to

in

take

to make

pletion of body

salts

caused

the

picture

dextrose

and

up for the deas

from

a
the

result

of

broiling

sun.

cadia Country Club, Lake George . . .
Sam Levine, general manager of Brooklyn
houses, is away with Mrs. Levine, the former Charlotte Brandt, Billy’s daughter . . .
Bingo — or Bernard — is at Harry’s Lake
George cottage.
Charlie Cohen of Meske publicity has
taken his wife to Lazarre Lodge, Old Saybrook, Conn., as part of a two-week vacation. . . Leon Netter got up so early on
his return from the opening of the new
Comerford, Wilkes Barre, he thought daybreak would never come . . . Morris Goodman, Republic foreign manager, is due
from Europe around Labor Day . . . R. K.
Hawkinson, Latin American division manager for RKO, is aboard the S. S. Corinthia for a cruise to Bermuda and the
Saguenay River.
Universal’s foreign chief, J. H. Seidelman, is expected back the middle of Septembr. . . UA’s Carl Krueger has been
ducking phone calls lately. Ribbers have
been getting him out at night to ask
what’s the idea of shooting his wife . . .
Prize chapeau in the business is owned by
Cal Swanson. It’s a battered, crinkled
panama that looks like what you would
expect it to look . . . Cecil Kellaway, who
is currently appearing in RKO’s “Gunga
Din,” sails from Los Angeles, September 14
for Sydney, Australia, where he will star
in “Mr. Chedwood Hits Back.” Kellaway
plans to return in time for the Christmas
Holidays . . . Bob Benchley’s next short
will be on “How to Watch Football.” It
will be the ninth Benchley short that Roy
Rowland has directed . . . Cecil Humphreys, English actor, arrived on the
French liner Paris.
Harry D. Buckley has dropped 12
pounds since going on a diet . . . A. W.
Smith jr. was in Des Moines during the
week and is doing a lot of road work these
days. Last week Buffalo, and the week before, Minneapolis, were points of his visits
. . . Monroe Greenthal spent a day in
Boston and although he couldn’t be on
hand for the judging of the campaign
awards on “Blockade,” he sent a snappy
wire which had Lynn Farnol simply ga-ga
. . . Arthur Greenblatt spent a few days
in Albany and Buffalo completing local
arrangements with Warner theatre executices on GB playing time.
Joseph M. Schenck is due from abroad
September 12 on the Normandie . . . Dave
Black of Herman ■ Gluckman’s staff is in
fine fettle again with a week’s vacation
in Atlantic City behind him . . . C. C.
Moskowitz took on a terrific burn over the
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York; Jack Sichelman of the home office,
to Cleveland; Irving Mass of the foreign
department, to Europe. Nate Scott, ad sales
manager at the Cleveland exchange, has

Bob Hope Unreels
The Lowdown
New York — When's a benefit not a
benefit? Let Bob Hope who figures he
has

appeared

in 879

such

affairs, tell

you. Says Hope, "I remember once I
was driving to a police benefit and
got

a

ticket

for speeding.

I tried

to

explain to the cop that’ I was the head
comedian for his own show and he
said,

‘All right. Make

"Did

you

ever

make

me
a

laugh.'
cop

laugh?'

weekend at Atlantic City. He thought he’d
get away from the film industry for a few
days, but he found out otherwise . . . Herb
Crooker, breezing around without that
worried look on his face, says he’s through
with film 'publicity jobs.
Hal Roach
ing of “There
at the Music

will be in town

for the open-

Goes My Heart” in October
Hall . . . Ex-Judge I. Frey

of Loew’s, confidentially, spent his short
holiday in the Adirondacks ... Joe E.
Brown, starting October 1, goes on the air
for Post Toasties, sponsored by General
Foods. It will be a half hour comedy
show . . . James R. Grainger attended the
Famous Players Canadian convention in
Toronto over the weekend. Prior to going
to Toronto, he was in Washington.
Arthur Jarratt, GB theatre operator, is
due from Georgian Bay, near Lake Huron,
September 6 ... J. Cheever Cowdin flew
in from a quick trip to the coast where
he discussed general matters with Matthew Fox and Cliff Work . . . Henry Fonda
is at Pineville, Mo., on location for “Jesse
James.” He’ll be there six weeks . . . Walter Bibo and Egon Klein, president and
secretary of Atlas Film Exchange, are in
Mexico City on product deals . . . Fred
Scott is back on the coast after eight
weeks of personal appearances. Tom Mix
and his horse, Tony, sailed on the Paris
the other day. The Diamond Brothers,
comedy vaudeville team, also were among
the passengers.
Bob
second

Gillham became the father of a
boy during the week. Mrs. Gillham

and

son are doing nicely at Lying-In Hospital. . . Steve Broidy is handing out
posies to License Commissioner Paul Moss
for quick action in giving him a license
for the Municipal in Harlem. Broidy made
the application on a holiday weekend
when there wasn’t an inspector around.
So the commissioner himself visited the
theatre and okayed the license . . . Harry
C. Arthur jr., is due any day now from
St. Louis . . . Fred C. Quimby will arrive
from the coast in about a week on his
first visit since he began

making

his head-

quarters at the M-G-M studios . . . Harry
Wurtzel, agent, is in town from the coast
on reorganization plans for HarmanIsing. It is reported M-G-M is interested.
Travelers in 20 th Century-Fox this week
included William J. Clark, short subject
sales manager, to Buffalo and Detroit;
W. C. Gehring, central division manager,
to Detroit; William Sussman, eastern division manager, to Gloversville; H. R.
Beiersdorf, Dallas branch manager, to Hew
BOXOFFICE
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passed his bar exams,
now an AB and LLB.

which

means

he’s

The

boys and girls of the Strand presented “Dinty” Moore with a handsome
fitted traveling bag before his departure
for Oklahoma City and a new post as
general manager of Standard Theatres
Corp. Before leaving town “Dinty” had
his two sons, Charles William and Byron
Wallace, 11 and 12 years, respectively, enrolled in Western Military Academy, Alton,
111. ... Ed Peskay, tanned and looking
like a retired sportsman, strolling Broadway with nary a thought about film business. “I’m concentrating on getting myself
into good physical shape, nothing else,”
says he . . . Freddie Bartholomew begins a
personal

appearance

tour of theatres

Sep-

tember 22, when he’ll be in Providence.
The following week he’ll adorn the stage
of Loew’s State on Broadway and then to
Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Detroit and Chi-

Know Good Diction
When See It
New

York — There

is

solace

for

Arliss, Myrna Loy, Jeanette MacDonald and Irene Dunne are virtually assured awards in a nation-wide good
diction survey.
Principal aim of the survey is to encourage good diction. Three questions
asked of each person to determine which actor or actress showed a

lesser
"mug,"
or
talk inclination
behind the to
teeth.
The

winning

contestants

Mayflower Pictures, of which John Maxwell is chairman . . . Sheila Barrett’s first
short for Pathe is entitled “Weekend
Guest.” She starts this week at Eastern Studios . . . Patricia Ellis, who has
a feature role in “Block Heads,” planed
in from the coast to appear in the new
Casa

Manana

"mouth"

will receive

show

. . . Sabu,

13-year-oid

Indian boy who starred in “Elephant Boy”
arrives on the French liner Normandie
September

12 for the opening

of his new

picture, “Drums,” at Radio City Music
Hall . . . Graham McNamee, NBC star
announcer, has been assigned the narration for Universal’s series of short subwith

jects, “Going Places.”
Issue No. 53.

Lewis

Blumberg

Graham

returns

gives out

Monday

from

Jackson, Wyo., where he has been spending the summer. Dodo, his sister, got back
Thursday from camp at Naples, Me., which
just about completes the family circle for
the Blumbergs . . . Mort Shea is taking it
easy at his summer home at Wolfeboro,
N. H. . . . Florence Browning is shorving
those pictures with beaming pride of the
new home she is building at Brookfield,
Conn.,

a

group of Hollywood stars who didn't
win an Academy award. Clark Gable,
Fredric March, William Powell, George

were

American distributor on rights to two
Mayflower productions starring Charles
Laughton for approval to the board of

and

a pretty

house

it is .. . Budd

Rogers was at Lake George for the weekend . . . Al Altman is making his annual
peregrination to Laucester, Cohasset and
Ogunquit, in New England, on behalf of
M-G-M. He’s seeking new faces.
Monroe

Greenthal

tells the

one

about

his visit to Boston where he was interviewed over WEEI by J. Wesley. After
the broadcast about 20 maidens, autograph
hunters, rushed him for a signature. He
had been talking so much about Hedy
Lamarr it was quite natural for him to
sign his name, Mr. Hedy Lamarr . . . Marvin Schenck bought Toots Shor a lunch

suitable plaques — from the American
Society for the Hard of Hearing.

in the latter’s Tavern the other day and
also paid the tip. It happened this way:
Accompanied by Joe Vogel, Schenck expected Gene Picker to show up and ordered a vegetable salad cut up. Came

cago. Gene Murphy of Loew’s publicity
office, will go along most of the way with
the moppet.

the salad and no Picker. So Schenck invited Shor to fill the gap, which he did.

Louis Weinberg was in New
a circuit deal . . . Jack and

Orleans on
Mrs. Cohn

Now

Schenck is waiting for Shor to return the treat . . . Sidney Justin flew
back to the Paramount studios after a
month’s

vacation

here . . . Freddie

lunching at Lindy’s. Abe Montague
switched tables when they came in .. .

reports

progress

on

George

Century

circuit and E. K. O’Shea
(Continued on page 22-B)

J. Schaefer made a sudden decision the other day and hopped a plane
westward . . . Oscar Doob is celebrating
the sixth anniversary of The Loewdown,
Loew house organ. On Thursday he saw
the l,500f/t issue roll off the mimeograph
machine

. . . Al Rosen

is the first Broad-

way manager — Loew’s State — to display
“Movie Quiz” contest copy on his marquee
. . . Priscilla Lane and Bob Williams arming it up Fifth Ave. . . . Gilbert Josephson, operator of the World, is back from
a vacation . . . Morty Brecher has been
promoted from the Strand publicity staff
to assistant manager of the Brooklyn
Strand. Leonard Lauer moves from a
similar post in Brooklyn
house.

to' the Broadivay

Erich Pommer reaches England Monday
and will submit his agreement with an

the

M-G-M

Schwartz
deal

for
con-

Cyclones Go Under
The Microscope
Hollywood — O. O. Ceccarini, mathematician pronounced a genius by Albert Einstein, who ought to know, is
busy.
velocity,
and

He

is conducting delicate calculations having to do with pressure,

air density and electrical characteristics in order to dope out volume

pitch

of the sounds

accompanying

cyclones, et al. It's all for “The Wizard of Oz" and it gives an idea of how
anxious Metro is to fight clear of Sidney Skolsky's Movie

Boner

column.
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Well-Financed, "U"
Putting on Steam
Hollywood — Universal has $2,500,000
available for production purposes and is
now shooting full blast on the first batch
of pictures in its new lineup. When
J. Cheever Cowdin, chairman of the board,
was in England he consummated a deal
with Lord Portal and Maurice Woolf, and
other interests identified with Universal,
for $1,750,000. Prior to that. Commercial
Bank and Trust Co. of New York extended $600,000. These sums, in addition to
the steady flow of income from product
now being released, gives the company
strong financial support for carrying on
at top speed. Cowdin returned to New
York Tuesday by plane after a weekend
visit with studio executives.

Does

It Mean

Jackpot Drops?
New
Eighth

York — Consolidated's Tivoli on
Ave. had a thrilling marquee

layout

the

"One

other

Wild

Screeno

Will

Tonight,

New
Archie

York — Praise for the accomplishments made by Universal were made by
Mayo on his arrival from California

after completing direction of “Youth Takes
a Fling.” He sails Tuesday on the Statenda?n for a six-week vacation visiting the
Scandinavian countries.

“They have proved
there is no mystery to
comments. “They are
guys out there and I

in 14 weeks that
this business,” he

a swell bunch of
hope they put it
over.” His references are directed to Cliff
Work, Matthew Fox and Milton Feld.
“When I say this you understand I only
made one picture for them and when
I
return from my vacation I report back to
Samuel Goldwyn. Further, here’s a director saying this when usually he is at
odds with producers.
“I

have nothing but praise for Universal. I believe exhibitors are going to
get a shuffle from the company. What
do you think

about

that?”

200 "Carefree"
New

York— RKO

Dates

reports

200 day and
date bookings for “Carefree,” AstaireRogers musical, beginning Labor Day.
The bookings are for key cities and resort towns.

22

Films' Moral Tone

It said:

New

Happen"
$1,520.

York — While recognizing the “improvement made in the moral character

and tone” by the industry as well as its
“progress by giving attention to the moral
influence of its films,” the National Legion of Decency “views with grave apprehension those efforts now being made
to utilize the cinema for the spread of
ideas antagonistic, not only to traditional

Successor to Drake
Bg Erpi Board Due

Christian
The

week in September.
Drake passed away
at his summer home
in Chatham, Mass.,
of a

whitford
of his visit.

drake

heart

affliction

after a lingering illness. He was 55 on
August 19. During a
recent trip abroad his
condition took a turn
for the worse and
forced an extension

Retiring from the navy in 1919, Drake
became associated for three years with
the Baltimore Drydocks Co. He then
served for three years as factory manager
for Winchester Repeating Arms Co. In
1925 he joined Western Electric, and
later became vice-president of the newly
formed Erpi. He was elected president
two years ago.
Drake married Evelyn Beardslee Rockwell in 1908. She survives, with a son,
Rockwell, and a daughter, Helen; two
brothers and two sisters. Funeral services
were

held Friday at the Protestant Episcopal Church of the Heavenly Rest here.

York — Paramount’s board of
rectors will meet Monday to act on
first and second preferred dividend.
regular meeting was scheduled for

dithe
The
last

Thursday but due to several board members being out of town, it was put over to
August 29.

Frank

Hawks

Rites

Redding, Conn. — Funeral services for
Commander Frank Hawks, noted flier,
were held here Friday. Hawks, who was
killed in a crash at East Aurora, N. Y„
was starred in Columbia’s serial, “The
Mysterious Pilot.” He was 41.

Rites for John Capra
Hollywood

—

Burial

rites

for

but to all religion.”

using

the popular

theatre

screen

to exploit such insidious doctrines.”
The warning came in the form of a
statement issued by the Most Rev. John
T. McNicholas, Archbishop of Cincinnati,
chairman of the Episcopal Committee on
Motion Pictures, on the occasion of the
announcement that the industry “plans
to increase attendance at theatres.”
The statement declares the Legion is
“concerned solely with the moral issue
found in the subject matter of motion
pictures and in its treatment. It must
oppose the efforts of those who would
make motion pictures an agency for the
dissemination of the false, atheistic and
immoral doctrines repeatedly condemned
by all accepted

moral

teachers.”

Seider Closes Deal lor
Hall Interest in Three
New York — Joseph M. Seider, head of
Prudential Playhouses, has closed a deal
for a half interest in three Rapf, Rudin
and Lederer houses in New Jersey, the
arrangement becoming effective September 1. The theatres are the Hawthorne,
Hawthorne; Park, Caldwell; Cort, Somerville. Both circuits will jointly manage.
Prudential for many years has operated
in Princeton, N. J., although the bulk of
its circuit is spread out over Long Island.

Meet on Dividend
New

morality

Legion, therefore, “with every resource at its command, shall challenge any

program
New York — Erpi will probably decide
on a successor to the late Whitford Drake
when
the
board
meets the second

New

Director Has Praise
For Universal Pace

day.

Night"

"Accidents

Cowdin "Highly Pleased"
With Studio Progress
York— Optimistic over studio operations, J. Cheever Cowdin, chairman of
the Universal board, on his return from
California, stated he was “highly pleased
with the progress at Universal City” and
took occasion to praise “Youth Takes a
Fling,” already completed, and “That Certain Age,” “Service De Luxe” and “The
Storm, in production. He also was enthusiastic about the next group .to go
before the cameras, “You Can’t Cheat an
Honest Man,” with W. C. Fields; “Rio,”
to star Danielle Darrieux; “Three Smart
Girls Grow Up,” to star Deanna Durbin,
and “Destry Rides Again,” to be produced
by Joe Pasternak.

Legion Is Warg of

the

John

Capra, three-year-old son of Frank
Capra, director, who died Wednesday night
after a tonsillotomy, were conducted here
over the weekend.

RKO

Palace

Marks

Anniversary

Silver

September

1

New York — On September 1, the RKO
Palace on Broadway celebrates its 25th
anniversary. The theatre was built by
Martin Beck in the spring of 1913 and on
September 1 of that year was taken over
by E. F. Albee to become a pivotal part
of the B. F. Keith circuit. In 1933, the
policy was changed from straight vaudeville to two-a-day pictures and two years
later double features were inaugurated, a
program

which

continues

to this day.

Installs Kameragraph
New York — The Chaloner, of the William Yoost circuit, has installed Kameragraph from the United States Premium
Corp., national distributors.
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RKO

Stockholders' Raps
Denied bp Loew's
New

York — Loew’s,

Inc.,

and

eight

District Meeting

at the Astor

offi-

cers and directors have filed general denials of allegations by minority stockholders charging mismanagement, negligence and breach of duty. The answers
were submitted to Emil K. Ellis, attorney
for the minority suing group by Proskauer,
Rose & Paskus, counsel for the defendants.
In addition to Loew’s, Inc., answers
were served for David Bernstein, J. Robert Rubin, C. C. Moskowitz, Leopold Friedman, I. Frey, George N. Armsby and David
Warfield. Nicholas M. Schenck and several other defendants have never been
served with papers and hence no answers
have been filed for them. However, each
one listed in the action will be served, it
is stated.
Supreme Court Justice Noonan has denied Philip Isaacs, as executor of an estate holding 100 shares of common Loew
stock, an application to intervene in the
consolidated proceedings. The reasons
outlined by Judge Noon are similar to
those mentioned by Supreme Court Justice

— Metropolitan

Photos

Standing — Cresson E. Smith, western and southern sales manager; Nat Levy,
eastern central district manager; Ed McEvoy, eastern and Canadian sales
manager. Seated, left to right — Harry Cohen, western district manager;
Walter Branson, midwestern district manager; Leo Devaney, Canadian district
manager;

J. H. MacIntyre, northeastern
eastern district manager; S. M. Sachs,

district manager; H. M. Lyons, southsouthwestern district manager.

Peter

Schmuck, when a previous stockholder filed a petition to appear in the
case and was turned down.

Metro

Sales Chief

Packs

Cheery

New

York

Chicago,
San
the

Note
—

Kansas

Returning

City, Los

from

Detroit,

Angeles

and

Francisco, William F. Rodgers, general sales manager for M-G-M, feels that
fall will bring a cheery note to the

industry

at large. After contacting numerous exhibitors, he has this to say:

“I think, generally speaking, many exhibitors are looking for an optimistic fall.
I think, also, that business conditions are
improving. There have been no unusual

•— Metropolitan

Left to right — Jules Levy, sales manager,
Mike Poller and H. M. Lyons again.

who

presided;

Ned

E.

Photos

Depinet,

amount of closings throughout the country. In New York there have been quite
a few, but why I cannot say.”
Reverting to home grounds, Rogers discusses M-G-M sales. He adds: “‘Love
Finds Andy Hardy’ and ‘The Crowd Roars’
are doing very well and ‘Marie Antoinette,’ which has been shown in a few
summer spots in Michigan and Wisconsin
at popular prices “garnered good returns.”
Rogers says there are no specified number of “Andy Hardy” pictures scheduled
for next season. “As soon as we find
suitable material, we make them. There
is no telling now what will come along.”
As for sales, he asserts, “we are selling more rapidly than ever before in the
history of the company.” Kiddingly, he
adds, “someone would think we’re selling
our pictures cheap by the rate we are
making deals.”
Switching to the industry

drive, he con-

— Metropolitan

Midgets

cludes, “Everyone I came up against is very
enthusiastic over the campaign. The support being given it over the country is
marvelous. I talked to a group of theatre
men in Los Angeles and San Francisco
and everyone present in those rooms went

novelty

along

program.

100 per cent.”
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Photos

Left to right — John Wood, March of Time; Frederic Ullman jr., RKO Pathe
News; Frank Donovan, R.KO Pathe News ; Al Sindlinger, March of Time,
and Hal Horne, Disney Enterprises.

New

From

York — “Terror

Columbia
of

Tiny

Town,”

to the regular

1938-39

independently produced by Jed Buell with
a cast composed entirely of midgets, will
be released by Columbia as a separate
in addition

Repair
New

Little Carnegie

York — The

house has closed
reopens early in

Little

Carnegie

Play-

for improvements and
September. Additional

comforts, including a new seating arrangement and a complete air conditioning
system will be installed.

)) W/WJll
(Continued

• REVIEW

from page 21)

firms publication of the item, but not the
progress.
Mrs. Florence Marston,
tary of the SAG , left the
weekend, on a return trip
She plans to stop over in
Nancy Carroll gets back to

eastern secrecoast over the
home by car.
Chicago . . .
the city early

this week after appearing in James Cain’s
new play “7-11” at Cohasset, Mass. . . .
Paramount’s studio advertising and publicity chief, Herbert Moulton, arrives Monday for home office conferences . . .
Flora Gordon, former private secretary to
Joseph M. Schenck while he was head of
UA, is fulfilling a similar post to Maurice
Silverstone.
Sam

Snider arrives on the coast, September 3. He is making stopover en route
with Washington, Chicago, Minneapolis,
Banff, Vancouver, Seattle, Portland, San
Francisco and Los Angeles as ports of call
before visiting the studios . . . When you
mention cigar smokers, count Arthur W.
Kelly out from now on . . . E. L. Alperson
is due from the coast next week for conferences with E. W. Hammons . . . Kay
Kamen will be back in town from an extended coast trip next week.
Theodore Lee, former UA manager in
Java, sails for New York, September 10.
He has retired and is succeeded by Sidney Albright, former relief manager in
Manila . . . Joe Vogel was among the fishermen on George J. Schafer’s yacht at
Oceanic Bay, off Long Island sound, over
the weekend . . . Mrs. Florence Fisher
Perry, special writer for the Pittsburgh
Press, visited home office publicity departments during the week . . . Leopold
Friedman, Oscar A. Doob and Mort Spring
were matched with Arthur Loew in a foursome tournament at Loew’s private golf
course at Glen Cove over the weekend . . .
Arthur A. Lee was in Kansas City the
other day on his cross country tour of GB
exchanges.
Joe McConville, Columbia’s foreign
chief, expects to take his first South
American jaunt early in October . . . Arthur Loew will sail about the same time,
but hasn’t made up his mind whether it
will be Europe or Latin America. In the
meantime, his tennis game is about tops
in the business . . . And Morris Goodman, Republic’s foreign head, gets back
on the United States liner Manhattan
September 1 . . . Walter Abel is in town
for a fortnight appearing in stock with
Helen Hayes at Suffern . . . Alexander
Asro, the Russian waiter in “Room Service,” who appeared in a similar role in
RKO’s screen version, is slated for the
role of an eccentric communist in Vinton Freedley’s musical, “Clear All Wires.”
Claude Rains is back on the coast after
a sojourn abroad . . . Norman Krasna sails
on the Conte de Savoia, September 3, for
a vacation abroad . . . Sylvia Sidney is on
local soil again after a few weeks in England and France . . . Henry Armetta arrived from Hollywood over the weekend
for a personal appearance tour lined up
by F &M . . . Sam Levene has returned
22-B
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BILLY THE KID RETURNS
(Rep) —
Tops in
musical western entertainment, this Roy

CONVICTED
(Col) — This action drama contains little of either element and shapes

Rogers-Smiley Burnette sagebrush action
feature will appeal to adults as well as

up as meager entertainment. Apparently
conceived, concocted and hatched in a

juvenile

audiences

of

best

hasty and inexpensive manner, the film,
moreover, is hampered by a weak script.

the

and

grossers

should
from

prove
a

one

company

specializing in the best of this type of picture. Charles E. Ford produced. Joe Kane
directed.
BREAKING
Bobby

THE

ICE

(RKO)— This

Breen picture
cause of the charm

is the

best

to date, chiefly beand grace of Irene

Dare, 5-year-old figure ice skater and a
newcomer to the screen. Her consummate
skill on
Breen,

the

Irene

ice
Dare,

steals

the

Charles

Costello. Sol Lesser
Cline directed.

show.

Ruggles,

produced.

Bobby
Dolores

Edward

F.

of

laughs,

music

imitable dancing. It goes
and

and

their

more

to

incon-

tinuity than their other co-starring vehicles
will win the interest and patronage

their joint popularity
sure. Ralph Bellamy

is dependable to asand Luella Gear are

outstanding in support.
produced. Mark Sandrich

COMPLETE

Educational

Pandro Berman
directed.

Stockholders

Favor
Grand Nat'l Merger
York — After adjournment from

Thursday for lack of a quorum, Educational stockholders late Friday afternoon
ratified the proposal to merge with Grand
National.
It is indicated that A1 Christie will produce 38 two-reelers and 20 single- reelers
for Educational. Christie, who produced
“Birth of a Baby,” also may produce features and assume an executive production
Ted Williams, Educational treasurer, is
post.
due back from the coast next week with
E. L. Alperson, GN president, to confer
with E. W. Hammons, Educational head,
on the realignment of the new company.
“Paramount
York — All

throughout
“Paramount

ROAD

Hayworth

Week"

is

TO

RENO,

THE

bright

note,

Marc

Law-

(Univ)— Custom-tail-

ored for Hope Hampton's
turn to the screen. Picture
just the right amount
hokum

a

Quigley, Rita Hayworth,
rence. Leon Barsha directed.

to provide

Randolph

triumphant readroitly blends

of comedy,

top-flight

music

and

entertainment.

Scott's performance

in male

lead

is perfect foil for Miss Hampton's charm
and beautiful voice. Supporting cast is
Edmund
Grainger
Simon directed.

pro-

THREE LOVES
HAS NANCY
(M-G-M)— Has
everything that goes to make a smashing
comedy

success, including a trio of scintillating performances by Robert Montgomery,
Franchot Tone and Janet Gaynor plus a
witty,

brilliant

screenplay.

Montgomery

wraps up top honors in a sophisticated
playboy role which fits him like a glove.
Norman Krasna produced. Richard Trope
directed.

REVIEWS on the above pictures will appear in an
early issue of BOXOFFICE.

New

New

Rita

Charles

comparably fine.
duced. S. Sylvan

CAREFREE
(RKO) — Reunites Ginger Rogers
and Fred Astaire in a frothy, amusing
meringue

Pretty

Sept. 4-10

Paramount

exchanges

the country will celebrate
Week” from September 4-10.

Metro Airshow
By General
New

Sponsored

Foods Returns

York — M-G-M’s

air show,

spon-

sored by General Foods, resumes September 1 on the NBC network with Spencer
Tracy, Mickey Rooney, Alice Faye, Robert
Young, Fanny Brice, Frank Morgan, Hanley Stafford, Meredith Willson’s orchestra
and Max Terr’s chorus. A brief sketch
on “Boys’ Town” will be presented with
Father Flanagan, founder of Boys’ Town
in Nebraska, appearing in the show.
Other names to be presented from week
to week include Joan Crawford, Clark
Gable, Jeanette MacDonald, Robert Montgomery, Myrna Loy, Luise Rainer, in addition to a number of starlets.

Inter boro May Build Five
New Units on Long Island
New

York — With

a

600-seat

house

in

from the coast after a stint on the RKO

construction

in Springfield, L. I., and

lot. He’ll appear in another George Abbott play this fall . . . Lupe Velez arid
Toby Wing are among weekend arrivals
from Hollywood hills.
Peter Siebel of the Siebel Company, here,
printed the special Frank Capra issue of
the Columbia Mirror, referred to in our
issue of the 20th.

scheduled for opening in October, the Interboro circuit, with 42 theatres, is negotiating for the construction of five other
new units in Long Island, an executive
of the company told Boxoffice.
The circuit recently acquired the Strand,
E. Orange, and the Congress and Essex,
Newark, N. J., from Goldbaum and Brandt.
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'Blockade' Campaign
Award to Rag Bell
New

York — Trade

paper

and

UA

home

office executives, judges in the “Blockade”
exploitation campaign in connection with
National Showmen’s Week, sponsored by
the company, awarded Ray Bell of Loew’s
Capitol, Washington, first prize of $500
for his efforts on behalf of the film.
Charles Schlaifer of the United Artists, San
Francisco, walked off with second prize
of $250 and third place, carrying with it
$100, went to E. V. Dinerman of the RKO
Palace, Cincinnati.
Receiving $50 for fourth and fifth mention were Sid Holland of the Elco, Elkhart, Ind., and I. E. Hoig of the Main,
Pueblo, Colo. Clinton Wander of Loew’s
Broad, Columbus, and F. D. Nessel of the
Jefferson, Goshen, Ind., were awarded $25
each for sixth and seventh place.
In the honorable mention list were William Wilson, Williamsport, Pa.; John
Goodnow, Huntington, W. Va.; Morris Rosenthal, Bridgeport, Conn.; Bert Leighton,
Lancaster, Pa.; Jack Arthur, Toronto,
Can.; Ralph Lyer, Colorado Springs, Colo.;
Leo Young, Portland, Me.; Charles B. Taylor, Buffalo, N. Y.; Nate Cohen, Atlantic
City, N. J.; Norman Sprow, Salt Lake
City, Utah; Bob Kelly, Houston, Tex.;
Harold Koran, Athens, Q., and W. R. Allen,
Gloversville, N. Y.
The judges were: Jack Harrower, Film
Daily; William Ornstein, substituting for
Red Kann, editor-in-chief of Boxoffice
and now vacationing; Chick Lewis, Shoivmen’s Trade Review; Epes W. Sargent,
Variety; A. -Mike Vogel, M. P. Herald;
Harry D. Buckley, Lynn Farnol, A. W.
Smith jr., Harry Kosiner, and Ben Washer, of UA.

Mort Shea Reopens
Summer-Darkened
Newport,

R. I. — Mort

A. Shea

Only

New Financing Program
To Carrier Stockholders
Syracuse — Stockholders

Provincetown,

Mass. — For the first time

the distribution and exhibition end of a
picture form a theme of a new play,
“Double Feature,” presented at the Wharf
Theatre. Authors are Maxwell Weinberg,
of the Little Theatre, Baltimore, and Joseph Julian, radio actor.
BOXOFFICE
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Fairmount, Crotona, Surrey, DeLuxe, Bronx Winter Garden, Plaza, Elsmere, Avalon, Tremont,
Metro, Parkway,
Savoy, Kameo,
Fenway, Dover,
Devon.

Huntspoint-West

Farms

has 14:

Boulevard, Congress, Tiffany,
Spooner, Empire, Boston Road,
Art, Star, Bronx Art, Radio.

Fordham-University
encompasses 25:

Freeman,
Ritz,
Chester, Vogue,

Heights-Hibridge

Paradise, Bedford, Kingsbridge, Newsreel, Valentine, Marble Hill, Ogden, 167th St., Earl, Grand
Lido. Fordham,
University, Burnside, Oxford, Zenith, Ascot, Decatur, Mosholu, Windsor,
Jerome, Mt. Eden, Park Plaza, Crest.
Dale,

Morrisania-Mott

Haven

has 22:

Victory, Blenheim,
Luxor,
Kent,
President,
Bronx, Willis, Hub,
National, Boro, Prospect,
Jackson, Burland, Forum, Royal, Melrose, Fleetwood, Rex, Franklin, Tower, Osceola, Haven.

White

Plains-Westchester

has 16:

Post Road, Burke, Interboro, Rosedale, Castle
Hill, Raymond, Wakefield, Laconia, Square, Ward
Pilgrim, Melba, Allerton, Pelham, Yorke, Craft.

The Borough of Queens is split into six
districts. Glendale has 11:
Oasis, Parthenon, Majestic, Bellevedere, Maspeth, Ridgewood, Madison, Arion, Glenwood, Acme.

Astoria has 14:
Steinway, Sunnyside, Idle Hour, Bliss, Loew’s
Astoria, Triboro, Meridan, Vernon, Grand, Broadway, Ditmars, Astoria Grand, Crescent, Schulman.

Flushing- Woodside-Corona

has 27:

Palace, Woodside,
Newton, Brandt,
Little
Earle,
Granada,Rialto,
Bayside,
De Neck,
Luxe, Fisk’
Victory, College, Roosevelt, Boulevard, Colony.

$14,000 lor " Antoinette "
First Week as Roadshow
New

York — In its first week

at two-a-

day at the Astor, “Marie Antoinette” garnered $14,000. The picture is scheduled
for a six-week run, but may be withdrawn
earlier to meet demands of local exhibitors for release dates. It will probably
play one or two weeks at the Capitol before hitting the Loew circuit.

Jamaica

And Now He Has
Plenty of Ties
New

York — When
ager of the

Bob

Weitman,

Paramount,

returns

manfrom

a

10-day visit to Femdale, where he joined Mrs. Weitman, he might be well in
a position to retire and go into
wholesale mercantile business.
It seems
for

the

band

that the day

country,

Phil

before
Spitalny,

Bob

the

Rockaway
Gem,
Strand,

Park,
Rivoli,

birthday.

the proper

Phil,

gesture,

apparently
Bob

into his dressing room for “a drink."
While the boys were enjoying what
usually

constitutes

”a

drink"

30

at-

tractively garbed girls — Spitalny's entire band — descended upon said dressing room, each carrying a small box.
Bob was overcome. Later he was beboxes

he

wildered. When he opened
found a tie in each.

the

Rockaway

Columbia, New,
Gold, Boardwalk,

Richmond

has 11:

Arverne, Colony,
Edgemere.

Hill-Woodhaven

has 22:

State, Our
Civic, Roosevelt, Lefferts, Forest
Park, Austin, New
Ozone, Forest Hills, Haven,
Drake, Garden, Willard, Park, Inwood, Jerome,
Keith’s, Farrell, Howard, Cross Bay, Ozone Park,
Gardens, Casino.
Kew

is taken as a whole with 41:

American, Broad, Central, Embassy, Gem, Ironbound, Mayfair, National, Park, Rialto, Savoy,
Elwood, Goodwin, Luxor, Metropolitan, Newark,
Ronson, Station, Treat, Astor, Cameo, Congress,
Palace, Rivoli, Roosevelt, Stanley, Terminal, West
End, Branford, Capitol, Court, Essex, Hawthorne,
Lyric, Mosque, Newsreel, Regent, Ritz, Shubert,
State, Tivoli.

Jersey City has 23:
Apollo, Capitol, Jersey City, Orpheum,
Ritz,
Strand, Bergen, Central, Monticello, Palace, Stanley, Tivoli, Cameo, Fulton, Orient, Rialto, State.

North

Bergen

Loew’s Embassy.

whose

invited

Beach-Far

has 1:

left

makes up the theatre's stage attraction, learned Bob was quietly enjoying a

has 17:

Hollis, Community,
Laurelton, Island, Garden
Queens, Linden, Valencia, Savoy, Hillside, Jamaica, Malboe, Carlton, Merrick, St. Albans, Plaza
Alden.

Newark

making

Duals Stage Theme

(Continued

communities with the Tremont
having 16 theatres, as follows:

Jackson, Queensboro, 43rd St., Fair, Taft, Hobart, Prospect, Corona, Flushing, Plaza, Drake

reopened

Walsh recently completed a tour of the
Feiber & Shea circuit and returned home
early in the week from numerous cities in
the midwest and east.

Corp.

A portion of the extra shares of common stock may be required as a reserve
to satisfy conversion privileges of the
debentures, as the unissued and treasury
shares now available for conversion will
probably be insufficient.
Howard P. Ingels, partner in Munds,
Winslow & Potter, and Clifford Hemphill,
partner in Hemphill, Noyes & Co., have
resigned as directors. E. C. Wampler,
president of Stein, Wampler & Co., has resigned as a director and member of the
executive committee. Herbert E. Smith,
vice-president of U. S. Rubber Co., Fred
F. Hoyt, comptroller of Carrier, and M. E.
Snyder, treasurer of Carrier, have been
elected to fill the vacancies. Only the
vacancy caused by the resignation of Bayard F. Pope, chairman of the board of
Marine Midland Corp., remains to be filled.

House

the Paramount here Saturday with John
Walsh resuming the managership. This
was the only one in the entire circuit
closed for the summer. Jack Shea was
here from New York over the weekend
on a deal to dispose of it, but negotiations
collapsed, following which it was decided
to reopen.

of Carrier

will meet here September 12 to vote on a
new financing program. Present plans call
for adoption of an issue of $2,500,000 of
10-year convertible debentures as well as
increasing common stock to 700,000 shares,
a jump of 200,000.
Proceeds of the sale of debentures would
be used in paying off present bank loans
of $1,500,000 and to provide additional
working capital, the debentures to be converted into common stock at prices above
market price at which the common is selling at the time of public offering.

Forty Community
New York Districts

30

The borough

of Richmond

has 17:

Empire, New
Dorp, Paramount, Richmond, Stadium, Lyric, Liberty, St. George, Capitol, Star,
New
Plaza, Park, Strand, Palace, Ritz, Victory,
Rex.

Westchester
Biltmore,
Vernon.

White
Strand,
Capitol.

county has 5:

Parkway,

Embassy,

Proctor’s,

Mt.

Plains has 7:
Keith’s,

Yonkers

Scarsdale,

State,

Colony,

Pix,

has 11;

r Music Hall, Terrace, Parkhill, Cameo, Strand,
Kimball.
Yonkers,
Lido, Strand, Proctor’s, Warburton,

New

Rochelle has 7:

Larchmont,
New
Rochelle,
Proctor’s, Alden, Trent.

Pelham,

Playhouse,
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JULIAN BRYLAWSKI
is taking time off
J at his summer home near Tompkinsville, Md. . . . Charles Clark, veteran theatreman, has been named pilot of the
new Kogod Atlas, this house to sport a
nursery for kiddies . . . Universal’s Dorothy Pratt is off to Ocean City, N. J. . . .
Other belated vacationists would be Clem
Spinks, also of Universal, who started the
holiday with a bad accident on the front
porch which left him with a broken collar
bone . . . Alice Riley, another Universalite,
fell in the office and was laid low with a
smashed hand . . . New girls hired recently by Chief Nate Sauber include Janet
Hutchison, Lavelle Forrester, Nadine Bond
and Lenore Beckington. Nate, incidentally
is back at the headman’s desk after
tonsil operation at Garfield Hospital.
Clara
Green

Jeter
Spring

spent

time

Valley, Md.

a

off in pleasant
. . . Mary

Prin-

cipe took leave at North Beach . . . RKO's
Jess Smith returns with fish stories about
St. Clements Shores . . . Colleague Pete
Smith is away to Atlantic City . . . RKO
has been appointed new headquarters for
the local movie drive, Lawrence Ady to
supervise distribution . . . Oscar Blumenthal, after a local golf spree, takes remaining time off at Atlantic City to recoup. . . Bob Etris, veteran showman,
celebrates his 11th anniversary in local
film circles . . . Savoy’s Fred MacMillan
is house shopping . . . Tivoli headman,
Jimmy

Root,

is engineering , for the Co-

lumbia Height’s Ass’n, a banquet to their
beauty choice, recently chosen “Miss
Washington” . . . Ben Lust keeps bachelor Hall, with son Irwin off to the country and Mrs. Lust visiting relatives in New
York state.
C. E. “Buds” MacGowan trains to New
York and on return plans a few days
with his mother in Quaker City.

Republic Takes
Air in Fall
Hollywood —
scheduled to go
with

a

30-minute

all-western

New
from

York — A full length feature portraying the history of the motion picture
its beginning to the present, emphasizing the human elements and out-

standing contributions of individuals to i’s
development, will be produced for general
release by Film Library of the Museum
of Modem Art.
In Hollywood conferring with officials of
major studios is John E. Abbott, director
of the Film Library, seeking cooperation.
It is the first time any such
and cultural institution has

educational
undertaken

a project of that scope. In addition, it is
a step forward in the growth of the Film
Library which, since its origin three years
ago, has not only collected more than 800
significant and influential films of the past
but has distributed them throughout the
country to museums, colleges and study
groups. Also, it has been the first museum
to present exhibitions related to motion
pictures.
Chairman of the trustee’s committee is
John Hay Whitney. Other members include A. Conger Goodyear and Edward
M. M. Warburg.

22-D

gY

Republic Pictures is
on the air in the fall
coast-to-coast

musical

program

weekly

featuring

Roy Rogers, Gene
Autry and other
studio contract sagebrush thespics.
Sponsorship is being negotiated
New York by Herbert J. Yates.

New

York

—

Tallying

$66,087

for the

At about 5:30 p. m., Thursday, Doris
Helen Scott of Jackson Heights purchased
the 500,000th ticket. On Monday and
Tuesday the attendance fell below the
20,000 mark each day, but a quick pickup
followed Wednesday and continued over
the weekend.
In Chicago, where the Irving Bei'lin
musical is in its third week at the Chicago, attendance passed the 210,000 mark
in the first two weeks. It is the first time
a film has played more than a fortnight
there. Holdovers are reported in Boston,
Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Denver, Los
Angeles, San Diego, San Francisco, Atlantic City, Cleveland, Portland, Seattle, Dallas, Memphis, Youngstown, Baltimore and
Louisville.

"Rio" and Paris Meetings
Forces

New York — RKO
will hold a foreign
sales meeting in Paris September 8. All
European managers under Reginald Armour will attend. Phil Reisman, head of
foreign operations, who sailed last week,
will preside. Ralph Hanbury, head of sales
in the United Kingdom; G. E. Georgoussy,
of the Near East; Norman Durant of India and Louis Lioni of Dutch East Indies will be on hand.
Under supervision of Ben Y. Cammack,
general manager for Latin America, RKO
began a three-day sales meeting at Rio
de Janeiro Friday. The sessions wind up
Monday. Sales managers Bruno Cheli of
Brazil, Nat Liebeskind of Argentine and
George

Kallman of Chile
spective staffs attended.

and

their

looks on the faces of the denizens of Vine Street these days it looks
like the panic is over. Even Jack Blumberg
has been seen smiling. But the biggest
grins have been reported on the phizzes
of Messrs. Allen Lewis and Louie Goodkin. The stork dropped another girl at

Gerson Shalita of the Bromley and Bill
Lafferty of the Liberty, got 25 simoleons

third week, “Alexander’s Ragtime Band”
chalked up a total of $230,811 for the first
three weeks at the Roxy. For the first
seven days, the gross was $87,487; for the
second week, $77,237.

Foreign

THE

the Lewis menage. A baby boy — the third
— was the prize package at the Goodkins.

in

"Alexander's Band " Leads
Gross Parade Nationally

By RKO
Film Library Planning
Film Industry Feature

the

re-

for the swell job they did on “Love and
Hisses” . . . Hal Brasin, assistant manager
of the Earle, is back from his vacation
without the pallor. Jake McNeill leaves on
his with the pallor.
Sam

Dembow

and

Jack

Cohen,

National

Screen’s biggies, recent visitors to the rue
de la Vine . . . Iz Schwartz, manager of
Milgram’s Frolic Theatre, jumped on board
the rival Pizor-Segall bandwagon and
was

made manager of the P-S Apollo Theatre. . . Johnny Ehrlich steps into

Schwartz’s spot at the Frolic . . . Murray
Diamond takes over the New Ideal next
week . . . Milt Rogasner is head of the
Variety Club’s golf tournament
be held September 23.

which

will

Mrs. George Aarons, wife of UMPTO’s
counsel, is recuperating from a recent appendectomy. She’s at the Germantown
Hospital . . . Preferred Pictures exchange
will distribute the Paderewski film in this
territory . . . Vaudeville will come back to
the Fox Theatre on September 2 in addition to first-run films . . . Five neighborhood houses wil run vaude on Fridays and
Saturdays. They are the Frankford and
Alhambra, ivhich start September 2, and
Allegheny, Oxford and Kent, which start
a week later.
A new exchange, the J. and D. Distributing Co., has opened here to handle reissues
of Chaplin pictures and foreign films.

Silence Surrounds

the

Latest Stench Bombings
New

York — Century

circuit officials and

police headquarters maintain strict silence in the latest stench bombing outrage
that saw 10,000 persons routed from 12
Century theatres in Brooklyn.
Beyond stating each house is being
closely guarded by police and detectives to
prevent further disturbances, Century
officials declined to discuss the incident. In the middle is Local 306, projectionists’ union, whose members were
picketing the Century houses prior to the
bombings. A union spokesman declared
the bombings were intended to “embarrass”
Local 306, which is engaged in an effort to
absorb members of Empire State operators, which has a contract with Century
with four and a half years to run.

Vie for Crown
New York — The baseball teams of RKO
and Consolidated will meet Monday evening in the first playoff for the Movie
League championship. Two out of three
games will decide the winner. RKO won
the right to meet Consolidated, leader in
the first half, by defeating
semi-final thriller, 3-1.

M-G-M

in a

Theatres visited in the almost simultaneous explosion of tear gas or stench
bombs are chiefly in the Flatbush, Coney
Island and Sheepshead Bay section of
Brooklyn. They are the Marine, Kingsway, Vogue, Parkside, Triangle, Rialto,
Mayfair, Avalon, Patio, Farragut, Elm and
Midwood.
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Major Chains Spend
Extra Drive Million

Getting

a Drive

Under

Way

(Continued from page 12)
what they have to offer in the way of entertainment in Europe and what they
charge for it.” Meyers asserted his circuit
will contribute about $1,200 based on the
10 cents a seat arrangement.
Meanwhile, major circuits are posting
displays in lobbies advertising pictures as
those in the contest and also using short
trailers in connection with the Movie Quiz
booklets.
Booklets and other accessories are now
being shipped to all key centers. No
theatre owner is permitted to distribute
them to patrons before September 1, the
official starting date of the contest for
the public. Loew’s is printing the name
of theatres where the pamphlets are being distributed on the back cover and
ushers have special bags for handing them
out.
Locally, Morris Gluck, ad sales manager of Paramount, which exchange has
charge of distributing campaign accessories, has effected a deal with Universal
Carloading Co., for direct delivery of material to theatres at special rates. The
charge for a carton of 1,000 booklets in
Manhattan is 17 cents; for the Bronx,
Queens and Brooklyn, 20 cents; for Staten
Island and nearby towns and northern
New Jersey, 25 cents.
The Warner circuit was the first to
order here. It called for 500,000 booklets, which cost $2,750. RKO was next

Helping

— Metropolitan

Photos

The New York office crew of Motion Pictures’ Greatest Year, on guarantee
that Boxoffice would pay overtime if the cameraman took more than two
minutes, consents to pose. Left to right, standing: Sidney Davidson, P. K.
Thomajan, Fred Elliott, Louis Berg, Albert Batista, Bernard Sedran, Sydney
Singerman, Bob Zipprodt, Leo Abrams. Seated: Harold Franklin, Paul Gulick,
Beulah Livingstone, Al Selig.

with an order for 600,000 pamphlets.
Trailers are available direct from National
Screen at cost.

budget is several times higher than its
ordinary outlay for a campaign on new
season’s product.

Loew’s figures the money it is spending
on the campaign is 10 times the amount
usually spent on its Greater Movie Season drive this time of the year. The RKO

In addition to patrons answering a minimum of 30 quiz pictures, contestants are
asked to submit a 50-word essay telling
why he, or she, liked the picture named
best in the contest. A sample letter illustrates what the committee has in mind.
There is also a warning about tipsters,
which will disqualify the entrant.

the Drivers

“We believe that it will be practically
impossible for anyone to win this contest who does not exercise his own ingenuity, and every precaution will be taken
to protect all entrants against any unfair
entries,” the booklet states.
All answers must be mailed to Motion
Picture Contest, 480 Lexington Ave.,
N. Y. C. Postal authorities have approved
the contest, according to Schaefer.

Campaign Press Book
Rushed to Exchanges
New

York — The

24-page

advertising

and

exploitation section of the newspaper-size
press book for the “Motion Pictures’ Greatest Year” drive is being rushed to exchanges handling the campaign material,
Paul Gulick, chairman of the publicity
committee, advises.

■— Metropolitan

Photos

The stenographic staff of Motion Pictures’ Greatest Year, happy for the brief
respite from overworked typewriters, poses for the Boxoffice lenser. The art
display is not a sample of the girls’ handiwork. The banners are being sold
to theatres entering the “Movie Quiz” contest. Left to right, then, are: Celia
Thaew, Ruby Marks, Ethel Marx, Henrietta Shiffman, Fanchon Klar, Clara
Ohl, Roberta King, Mae Dugan.
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The publicity section of the
to be included as an insert, is
hands of the printer and will
to exchanges as it rolls off the

press book,
now in the
be shipped
press.

Howard Dietz, S. Barret McCormick and
Monroe Greenthal constitute the commitorder.tee that turned out the book in quick
23

"ALEXANDER" SCORES RECORDS IN 9 CITIES
BOSTON

Fenway — Racket
(WB)

Busters

(WB)

(AVERAGE

; Mr.

Memorial — Letter of Introduction
2d Wlv. ; Crime King; (EKO)

Chump

IS 100%)

100

(Univ) ;
75

Metropolitan — Alexander’s Ragtime Band
(20th-Fox); Keep Smiling (20th-Fox)
Orpheum- — The Crowd Roars (M-G-M) ; City
Streets (Col)
Paramount — Same
as Fenway
State — Same as Orpheum

Top Hits of the Week

150
105
115

Alexander's

Ragtime

(dual) — Boston

310

Ragtime

Alexander’s

Ragtime

Band —

225

Alexander’s

Ragtime

Band —

Garrick — Racket Busters (WB), 2d loop wk. . . 80
Palace — Letter of Introduction (Univ), stage
show, 2d wk
115

Chicago,

Los Angeles

Alexander’s

Pittsburgh

Andy

Hardy

(M-G-M).

Chicago — Alexander’s Ragtime
Band
Fox), stage show, held 2d wk

State-Lake — Delinquent
stage show

Parents

90

(20th-

(Prog),

plus

Roosevelt — The Texans (Para), held 2d wk. . .
United Artists— The Crowd
Roars (M-G-M),
held 2d wk
World Playhouse — Return of Scarlet Pimpernel (UA), 2d wk

95
90
125
85

Capitol — The
held over

Finds

Andy

Crowd

Hardy

Roars

Alexander’s

(M-G-M),

2d

110
wk.,

Family — Hunted
Men
(Para)
Grand — Cowboy From Brooklyn (WB), repeat..
Keith’s — Rich Man, Poor Girl (M-G-M)
Lyric — Professor Beware
(Para), 2d wk

Alexander’s

225

Karlton — Mother
2d run

York
220

Band —

Hardy

—

110

Love

Finds

(dual) — Boston

Andy

Hardy

150

of

(world

the

150
North — Seattle

premiere)

EXTENDED

150

Bove Finds
land, Ore.

Andy

PORTLAND.

RUNS

Algiers, 5th wk., Los Angeles;
San Francisco.
Crowd Roars, 3d wk., Seattle.
Hardy,

3d

3d

wk.,

90
110
200
90
130
150

DENVER
Aladdin — Gateway
(20th-Fox)
Broadway — Love Finds Andy Hardy (M-G-M):
Port of Seven Seas (M-G-M); after a wk. at
the Orpheum
Denham — Professor Beware
(Para)
Denver — Algiers (UA)
Orpheum — I’m From the City (RKO); Ted
Lewis and band on stage
Paramount — Little Tough Guy (Univ) ; Lady
in the Morgue
(Univ)
Rialto — little Miss Broadway
(20th-Fox).
after a wk. at each the Denver and Aladdin;
Main Event (Col)

55
175
135
90
175
135

wk..

Port-

Fox — Gateway
(20th-Fox), plus stage show....
Michigan — Love Finds Andy Hardy (M-G-M);
Cowboy From
Brooklyn (WB)
Palms-State — The Crowd Roars (M-G-M). after week at Michigan; Pride of the West
(Para)

60
70
70

60

Apollo — Mother Carey’s Chickens (RKO)
.... 70
Circle — Better of Introduction (Univ)
75
Loew’s — The Crowd Roars (M-G-M)
70
Lyric — Gateway
(20th-Fox), plus stage show.. 120

CITY

Midland — Little Tough Guy (Univ) ; The
Chaser
(M-G-M)
Newman — Booloo (Para) ; Men Are Such
Fools (WB)
Tower — Army
Girl (Rep), plus stage show
Uptown — Keep Smiling (20th-Fox)

LOS

24

as

85
... 135
90

ANGELES

Chinese — Alexander’s Ragtime
Band
(20th
Fox)
Downtown — Boy Meets Girl (WB) ; When
Were You Born (FN)
Four Star — Algiers (UA), 5th wk
Hillstreet — Mother Carey’s Chickens (RKO)
Sky Giant (RKO)
Hollywood — Same
as Downtown
Pantages — Same
as Hillstreet
Paramount — The Texans (Para), plus stage
show
State — Same

75

Chinese

225
100
100
;

100
100
100
100
200

300
125
70
80

Savitt
90
90

ORE.
105
100
90

PROVIDENCE
110
100
85
125
115

MINNEAPOLIS
Aster — I’m From
the City (RKO);
Prison
Break (Univ)
Century — Cowboy
From
Brooklyn (WB)
Orpheum — Fast Company
(M-G-M), plus
stage show
State — The Crowd Roars (M-G-M)
World- Rage of Paris (Univ), 2d wk

90
85
200
100
100

HAVEN

College — The Crowd
Roars (M-G-M);
City
Streets (Col), 2d wk
Loew-Poli- — Always Goodbye
(20th-Fox);

INDIANAPOLIS

KANSAS

MILWAUKEE
Palace — The Texans (Para); Keep Smiling
( 20th-Fox)
Riverside — Prison Break (Univ), plus stage
show
Strand — Amazing
l)r. Clitterhouse (FN);
Cowboy
From
Brooklyn (WB)
Warner— Better of Introduction (Univ); Bittle
Miss Thoroughbred
(WB)
Wisconsin — The Crowd Roars (M-G-M); Bord
Jeff (M-G-M), 2d wk

110

DETROIT

215
115

Paramount — Alexander’s Ragtime Band
(20th-Fox), 2d wk
120
United Artists — Letter of Introduction (Univ) ;
The Chaser (M-G-M)
115

NEW

Adam^ — Better of Introduction (Univ), after
one week at Fox; Passport Husband
(20thFox)

(20th

Broadway — The Crowd Roars (M-G-M);
My Bill (FN), 2d wk
Mayfair — Love Finds Andy Hardy (M-G-M);
Prison Break (Univ), 3d wk
Orpheum — The Gladiator (Col); Bulldog
Drummond
in Africa (Para)

DALLAS
Capitol — Start Cheering (Col)
Capitol — Penrod’s Double Trouble (FN)
Majestic — Alexander’s Ragtime Band
(20th-Fox)
Melba — Mother Carey’s Chickens (RKO)
Palace — Letter of Introduction (Univ)
Tower — Love Finds Andy Hardy (M-G-M)
2d wk

80
75

Devil’s Party (Univ)
Penn — The Texans (Para), 6 days
Stanley — Blockade (UA) ; 3 Stooges, Tom
Tophatters orchestra
Warner — Sky Giant (RKO); Little Miss
Thoroughbred (WB)

(2d

wk.) — Dallas
Spawn

(RKO),

Alvin — Alexander’s Ragtime Band
(20th-Fox),
first week
Barry — Hold Mine in the Sky (Rep); Ladies
in Distress (Rep)
Fulton — Wives Under Suspicion (Univ); The

175

Roars

Chickens

PITTSBURGH

200

(dual)

Carey’s

Keith’s — The Texans (Para), 2d run
Stanley — Alexander’s Ragtime
Band
Fox)
Stanton — Little Tough
Guy
(Univ)

215

Andy

130

Boyd — Letter of Introduction (Univ), 2d wk. . . . 85
Earle — Speed to Burn
(20th-Fox), with stage
show featuring Ozzie Nelson and Harriet
Hilliard
120

Band—

Ragtime

140
135

240

Denver

100
110
110
110

CLEVELAND

Ragtime

100
100

PHILADELPHIA

Band —

Seattle

Finds

Crowd

Allen — Letter of Introduction (Univ), 2d wk.,
4 days; My Bill (FN). 3 days
110
Hippodrome — Alexander’s Ragtime Band
(20th-Fox)
240
Palace — Little Tough Guy
(Univ)
75
State — Algiers (UA)
100
Stillman — The Crowd Roars (M-G-M). 2d wk. ..115

Ragtime

300

Philadelphia

Love

(M-G-M),

Band—

(stage show) — New
(2d wk.)

Dallas,

CINCINNATI
Albee — Love
held over

Cleveland

Brandeis — Amazing
Dr. Clitterhouse (FN);
Under Western Stars (Rep)
Omaha — The Texans (Para); Young Fugitives (Univ)
Orpheum — Letter of Introduction (Univ) ;
Penrod and His Twin Brother (WB)

Band

Alexander’s

75
....110

OMAHA

310

CHICAGO
Apollo — Love Finds
3d loop wk

(RKO),
3 days
Midwest — Little Miss Broadway
(20th-Fox)
State — Springtime in the Rockies (Rep);
Highway
Patrol (Col)
Tower — Gateway
(20th-Fox)

90

I’ll Give a Million (20th-Fox), 6 days
Paramount — Better of Introduction (Univ);
Prison Break (Univ), 5 days, holdover
Roger Sherman- — Racket Busters (WB);
Divorce of Rady X (UA)

NEW

60
90

ORLEANS

Center — Hold That Kiss (M-G-M)
Globe — Three Comrades
(M-G-M)
Liberty — Always Goodbye (20th-Fox),
wk

70
85
2d

d.t.

Orpheum — Professor Beware (Para)
Saenger — The Texans (Para)
State — The Crowd Roars (M-G-M)
Tudor — You’re Only Young Once (M-G-M),
2d wk

NEW

70

. .

70
100
100
105
75

YORK

Capitol — The Crowd Roars (M-G-M), 2d wk. . . 85
Criterion — Army
Girl (Rep)
90
Paramount — Give Me a Sailor (Para), plus
stage show
100
Radio City Music Hall — Four’s a
Crowd
(WB),
plus stage show
Rialto — Dark
Sands (Record)
Rivoli — Gateway
(20th-Fox), 2d wL.
Roxy — Alexander’s Ragtime Band
(20th-Fox),
2d wk., plus stage show
Strand — Racket Busters (WB)

OKLAHOMA

90
100
45
220
100

CITY

Criterion — Letter of Introduction (Univ)
Liberty — Sinners in Paradise (Univ) ; Border
G-Man
(RKO), 4 days
Liberty — Mr. Chump
(WB); Blonde Cheat

120
100

Albee — Having Wonderful
Time
(RKO);
Crime Ring (RKO)
Majestic — Alexander’s Ragtime Band
(20th-Fox)
State — Rich Man, Poor Girl (M-G-M);
Fast Company
(M-G-M)
Strand — Give Me a Sailor (Para) ; Show
Goes On (GB)

SALT

LAKE

100
75

CITY

Capitol — Passport Husband
(20th-Fox); Rich
Man, Poor Girl (M-G-M)
Centre — Alexander’s Ragtime Band
(20th-Fox)
Mario — Love Finds Andy Hardy (M-G-M),
2d wk
Studio — Love Finds Andy Hardy (M-G-M);
2d wk
Utah — Army
Girl (Rep); Mother Carey’s
Chickens (RKO)
Victory — Devil’s Party (Univ); Meet the Boy
Friend (Rep)

SAN

80
200

90
90
95
95
95
90

FRANCISCO

Fox — Love Finds Andy
Hardy
(M-G-M);
Army
Girl (Rep)
;
Golden Gate — I’m From the City (RKO), plus
stage show
Orpheum — Tattle Tough Guy (Univ); Danger
on the Air (Univ). 2d wk
Paramount — Crowd Roars (M-G-M);
Adventures of Chieo (Mono)
St. Francis — Amazing
Dr. Clitterhouse (FN) ;
Chaser (M-G-M), 2d d. t. wk
United Artists — Algiers (UA), 3d wk
Warfield — Little Miss Broadway
(20th-Fox);
Men Are Such, Fools (WB)

105
80
70
110
95
80
115

SEATTLE
Blue Mouse — Crowd
Roars (M-G-M);
My Bill (FN), 3d wk
Fifth Ave. — Alexander’s Ragtime Band
(20th-Fox)
Music
Box-Love
Finds
Andy
Hardy
(M-G-M); Rich Man, Poor Girl (M-G-M),
2d wk

100

Orpheum — Raeket Busters (WB) ; We’re
Going to Be Rich (20th-Fox)
Paramount — Spawn of the North (Para)

100
150

90
200

WASHINGTON
Capitol — Gateway
(20th-Fox), plus stage
show
Columbia — Little Miss Broadway
(20th-Fox),
2d d. t. wk
Earle — Professor Beware
(Para), plus stage
show

95
100
105

Keiths — Tetter of Introduction (Univ). 2d wk. ..110
Metropolitan — It Happened
One Night (Col)... 105
Palace — Love Finds Andy Hardy
(M-G-M). 2d
wk
125
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OPINIONS

i

1

CURRENT

FEATURE

Neagle,

Tullio

Carminati,

Leslie

Banks,

Paramount

Goes On

George

Bruce

;
j

(

)

F

F

MeIodrama

colonel’s friend who also is an officer, forces Cromwell
to travel to the Philippines and tell his Dad about his
plans. On the island, a gun running episode and Marcia
Hunt, whom Richard met on the boat, cause him to
stick with the Marines. James Cruze directed.
Richard

Come

Rel.

Cromwell,

Marsha

Hunt,

On, Leathernecks

20th Century-Fox (
)
Reflecting considerable

Edward

Brophy.

F

63 Minutes
Rel.
improvement over the

initialer

Unpretentious campus comedy with musical interludes,
first of a projected series of four, this suffers through amateurish production and lack of established cast names, consequently qualifying only as a run-of-the-mill programmer,
It will probably find its best acceptance among the adolescent matinee audiences. Ernest Truex contributes the best
performance. Story finds Stanley Hughes and William

in the series, the second “Roving Reporter” adventure hits
a satisfactory stride and provides enough entertainment to
carry its own weight on most programs. H. Bruce Humberstone’s direction keeps the proceedings moving at fast
tempo. A special nod goes to Harold Huber, as a mobster
with a yen for practical jokes of the crudest variety. It is

Lundigan,

this

as

freshmen,

instituting

a

“flunk

failing, furthermore,
porters”— Michael Whalen
trail of another scoop when

insurance”

[ bureau for the college students, basing their idea on the fact
i

Kid

Republic (
)
65 Minutes
Rel. Aug. 8, '38
Republic’s latest venture into another branch of the
military service is a minor effort which should meet with
fair boxoffice success at the subsequent spots. The picture’s biggest handicap is a decidedly weak script which
bogs down the proceedngs. This Marine yarn is based on
the father-son motif. Father is a Colonel in the U. S.
Marines who has been looking forward all his life to welcoming his son, Richard Cromwell, into the service. But
Richard has other ideas upon graduation and would like
to play professional football. Bruce MacFarlane, as the

DAS“

65 Minutes

Drama

Cabot, Tommy Ryan, Beverly Roberts, Horace MacMahon, Ben Welden, John Wray, Charles Wilson.

Tenth Avenue

F

Arthur, Joan Valerie, Henry Armetta, Tom Beck,
Bill Robinson, Jonathan Hale, Lon Chaney jr.

Demon

F

plenty of action and features a big-league performance by Bruce Cabot as a he-man cop. Also of interest
is the debut of a new and talented child star, Tommy Ryan.
Tommy plays the son of a mobster whom Cabot kills in
a gunfight while trailing a gang of armored-car robbers.
The kid sticks to his code and refuses to squeal, so Cabot
adopts him and tries to win him over with kindness. But
the mob moves in and snatches the youngster just as he
is about to weaken, and the film winds up with a slambang gun battle in which Cabot and the kid emerge as
heroes. Bernard Vorhaus directed.

frame Beck, Arthur foils them by taking Beck’s car. He
wrecks it, persuades Armetta to finance him and proves
himself by winning the big race. Otto Brower directed.

Road

of the North

Akim TamiOverman.

packs

20th Century-Fox {
)
65 Minutes
Rel.
Based on the annual Memorial Day automobile speedway event and boasting the best race sequences ever captured on film, this second in the “Sports Adventures”
series is well constructed and well paced and should be a
riot with juvenile audiences and thrill fans. Henry Armetta steals the acting honors in a rich comedy role,
while the remainder of the cast performs capably. Tom
Beck is the son of a racedriver whom racketeers have
killed in an earlier Indianapolis classic. His sister, Joan
Valerie, falls for Henry Arthur, a truckdriver with an
itch for speed, and when the same gangsters attempt to

Universal

Rel.

Republic (
)
56 Minutes
Rel,
Once again the rackets are smashed, in accepted screen
style. Picture is commendably mounted and turned out,

Edward G. Robinson, Barbara O’Neil, John Beal, Wendy
Barrie, Otto Kruger, Arthur Loft, Marc Lawrence.

Henry

110 Minutes

Raft, Henry Fonda, Dorothy Lamour,
roff, John Barrymore, Louise Platt, Lynne

Spawn

Drama

Columbia (
)
99 Minutes
Rel.
Far and wide the best of the endless chain of gangbusting pictures is this Edward G. Robinson starrer in
which the virile portrayer of mobster roles is arraigned on
the side of law and order as an absent-minded professor
who turns militant prosecuting attorney and cleans up
the city. Albeit the story differs but little from others of
its ilk, and includes some rather extreme situations, it is
crammed full of new twists and action, which fact, coupled
with a particularly splendid delineation by Robinson, should
make the picture a winner all the way down the line.
The supporting cast is generally good with a special nod
for John Beal, Wendy Barrie and Otto Kruger. Feature
is unstintingly produced and direction by Alexander Hall
is of prime variety.

1 Am the Law

)

in the supporting cast. Much of the feature’s appeal comes
through the breath-taking grandeur of its scenic backgrounds and the splendid photography thereof. All of
which should combine to make it an important money picture in all situations. Directed by Henry Hathaway.

Horace

F

(

Robust drama of America’s last frontier, the salmon fishing waters of Alaska, and the war between the trap-site
owners and fish pirates, this expensively and beautifully
produced and masterfully directed feature provides action
galore for those who like their entertainment in the raw,
with a softening garnish of romance for the customers who
crave more delicate fare. George Raft is excellent in the
lead, while Akim Tamiroff and John Barrymore are tops

Hodges, Arthur Finn, Olive Blakeney, Miki Hood.

The Show

eweurl

PRODUCTIONS

GB (
-)
71 Minutes
Rel. May 15, '38
Spotty triangle drama about trapeze performers with
boxoffice value doubtful because of the unconvincing manner in which the story is unreeled. The plot concerns the
adventures of three circus artists, Anna Neagle, Tullio
Carminati and Leslie Banks. On the eve of their success,
Banks asks Carminati to do a John Alden for him but
Miss Neagle tells Carminati that it is he whom she loves.
Banks becomes insanely jealous and during the course of
the act plans to let Carminati slip from his grasp. The
suspense almost causes Miss Neagle to plunge to her death,
a fact that brings Banks back to his senses. This last scene
is a real thriller but the damage already has been done.
Herbert Wilcox directed and produced.
Anna

\

ON

that Professor Truex, shaken by an editorial in the college
paper which attacks him as being a mossback, changes the
examination and the whole class flunks. Frank McDonald
directed.

Constance
Hughes,

Moore,
Ernest

Freshman

F

‘
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Michael Whalen, Jean Rogers, Harold Huber, Chick Chandler, Marc Lawrence, Sidney Blackmer, William Demarest.

While New

a

CLASSIFICATION— A - ADULT

BOXOFFICE

of a murder mystery during Whalen’s vacation. Whalen
tabs Huber as the killer, but his story blows up when Huber,
in turn, is murdered. Solution to the crime is ingenious.

William Lundigan, Dixie Dunbar, Stanley
Truex, Frank Melton, Tommy Wonder.
Comedy

Year

which puts the “Roving Reand Chick Chandler — on the
they are plunged into the midst

—

F - FAMILY

—

York Sleeps

F

J - JUVENILE

25

j

SELLING

ANGLES:

"Spawn

SELLING

of the North"

"Tenth

Avenue

Goes

On"

CATCHLINES:

Red-Blooded, Romantic, Action Among the
Spawn of the North . . . Alaska’s Salmon Pirates.
Adventure in Alaska as Two Life-Long Friends
Find Themselves on Opposite Sides in a Deadly
Salmon War.
ANGLES:

“The Show

clown’s costume distribute heralds at busy intersections. Stage an amateur night contest for local
gymnasts. For the big tent atmosphere get a band
to stage a parade to the entrance of the theatre on
the opening night. Distribute balloons to youngsters. Use banners and pennants to decorate lobby.

CATCHLINES:

SELLING

ANGLES:

Emphasize circus background in this. Dress a
tall man as circus ringmaster and use him as
barker in front of theatre. Or have a man in a

Adapted to the screen from Barrett Willoughby’s
widely read original story of the Alaskan Salmon
fishers, this film, with a cast of sure-fire stars has
plenty of marquee fodder. Arrange tieups with
grocery stores on displays and sales of canned
salmon, using stills from the picture showing the
salmon fleet in action. Make fashion tieups on
Miss Lamour, who having worn sarongs in her
three most recent pictures, wears a fur parka for
this role.

Your
You.

Most

Thrilling Adventure

Will Live for

The Show Goes On. Five Seconds
Will It Bring Disaster or Joy?

Kid"

SELLING

Bruce Cabot, Tommy Ryan and Beverly Roberts
should get the marquee credits. Get police cooperation to set up an anti-crime display in the
lobby. Tie up with the “Crime Does Not Pay” type
of magazines. Boost young Ryan as the newest of
the child stars. Mount signs, similar to highway
markers, around the town bearing the picture title
and an arrow pointing towaid the theatre. If there

ANGLES:

to Wait! . . .

”1 Am

the Law"

is a “10th Ave.” in your city, you might admit its
residents at special rates.

Edward G. Robinson’s name should dominate
the marquee. Sell this as a new and different version of the “racket-busting” theme and tie it in
to Thomas E. Dewey’s activities along that line
in New York, currently making national newspaper headlines. Invite students of local law
schools, police officials and attorneys to see the
picture and obtain their comments for advertising
and ballyhoo purposes. Tie up with bookstores on
the “smashing the racket” books by Courtney Riley
Cooper.

CATCHLINES:

CATCHLINES:

A College Professor of Law Makes His Theories
Work in the Most Thrilling Gangster Cleanup in
History.

A Kid Who Wouldn’t Squeal . . . And a Cop
Who Wouldn’t Quit . . . Fight It Out
A Mob of Killers, and a Kid Who Thought He
Was Tough, Swing Into Action Against a Cop Who
Proved He Could Take It.

Theory Versus Bullets . . . Brains Against Brutality ... In the Season’s Hottest Story of the
Fight Against Crime.

SELLING

SELLING

ANGLES:

“Come

On, Leathernecks"

Arrange special showing for any marine units
or veterans located in your town and invite some
local band for a parade to the theatre on that
night. If possible, obtain some military equipment
for a lobby display. Have ushers and doorman wear
Marine uniforms in advance of playdate. Use
banners and flags on marquee. Try to promote
a toy display in some department store window.
CATCHLINES:

Gangway
Danger.

Gun Runners
Leathernecks.
SELLING

“soap-box”

for the U. S. Marines . . . Hell-Bent for

Come On, Leathernecks
wind Action.

. . . For Some

on the Loose ...

ANGLES:

"While

New

York

"Road

Demon"

derby among

juvenile race enthusiasts.

CATCHLINES:

Whirl-

So Come

ANGLES:

Auto racing is a major sport, with thousands of
fans to whom this picture should appeal. Try to
borrow a racecar, either of the full-size or midget
variety, for street exploitation purposes. Tie up
with service stations on fast-action gasolines.
Promote a citywide safe-driving campaign, pointing out that racedrivers, although fast, are among
the most cautious of motorists. Promote a local

All the Thrills, Speed and Adventure of America’s Great Automobile Racing Classic.
Daredevil Drivers Who Pound the Throttles With
Death Riding in the Cockpit.

On,

SELLING

Sleeps"

Give Michael Whalen and Chick Chandler the
marquee credits and point out that this is the second in the “Roving Reporter” series. Use the title
in tieups with furniture stores on mattresses and
beds. Work out a promotional tieup with newspaper by which amateur “reporters” receive passes
to the picture for the best news “tips” turned in
during a specified time.

ANGLES:

“Freshman

Year"

Bedeck the lobby with football pennants and
dress attendants in cap-and-gown. For your mailing list issue “diplomas” granting the degree of
“master of joy” to those who see the film. Take
advertisements in nearby college and high school
papers and hold a special “student night” at reduced prices. Rent a Model T Ford from some
youth and arrange to decorate it in traditional
college style, to be used as street ballyhoo. Give
Dixie Dunbar and William Lundigan the billing.

CATCHLINES:

CATCHLINES:

While New York Sleeps.. . . Mystery Stalks the
Streets . . . And Disappears With the Dawn.

Believe It or Not, a Collegiate Picture With
Football Hero.

He Had a Nose for News That Led Him Into
Strange Places in Search of Adventure While the
City Slept.

Rah-Rah
Nights.

ARE

26

YOU

USING

THE

PICTURE

Absorb Some

GUIDE

FOR

HANDY

of the Old School Spirit . . . From

Comedy

FILING

of College Days

OF THESE

No
a

and Romantic

REVIEWS?
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Skoit
Lights! Action! Lucas!
Paramount

(Headliner)

11 Minutes

This is worth an extra round of applause. It’s probably the first orchestra
short presented in a novel and decidedly
interesting manner. While Clyde Lucas
and his orchestra play five numbers, some
clever photography and direction shift the
camera around to include all the principals on the set who are responsible for
making the musical. Lucas does not play
“Sugar Blues” but his orchestra comes
through with a fine arrangement of “Popcorn Man.” The other songs are rendered in pleasing style.

Guatemala
Paramount

IQ Minutes

The Little Ranger
(Our Gang

i

The Bravest of the
Brave
M-G-M
An

(Historical

absorbing

Comedy)

11 Minutes

The kids ring the bell again, with lots
of laughs for young and old. Alfalfa is
responsible for the major share of the
fun, as he dreams he is a bold cowboy
serenading a miss. It starts when Darla
spurns Alfalfa to go to the show with
Butch. In desperation, Alfalfa decides to
go with Muggsy. After his dream, in which
Muggsy comes to his rescue, he realizes
she is the one for him.

Mystery)

dramatic

11 Min.

teaser

which

hits a new high for this series. It's a
fascinating and provocative historical
subject that Metro has dug up. Here
are

(Color Cruises)

7£evtew5t

(

the

facts:

Napoleon

Competently handled, this is an interesting photographic tour of a South American country typifying the blend of the old
and new. It’s a colorful nation especially
back in the hills where native Indians
dressed in picturesque habits carry on as
did their ancestors. An outstanding bit is
a church sequence where natives come to
pray. Gene Hamilton’s narration is good
but the color photography could have been
improved.

M-G-M

Subject

armies

was

1815, and
to

Garden

buried

Paris.

North

a

striking

Ney;
about

ally

of the

on

executed

unmarked

year

later there

Peter

a

in

December

French

Stuart

Ney.

resemblance

to

12,

grave
came

fencing
He

bore

Marshall

appeared well versed on Napoleon; amazed his pupils with stories
the

Little Corporal;

had

officers,

and

years

later, said

when

on

am Marshall Ney
and many
other

his

ably

in an

directed

Edward

(Oswald

Cartoon)

Beauty Shoppe
Universal

(Mentone)

20 Minutes

The usual combination of vaudeville
acts, that provide a fair share of entertainment. Headlining the performers are
the well-known team of Buck and Bubbles in the same old routine. Then there
is Imogene Coca, comedienne; Marty
May, comic; Mae McKim and her “3 Boy
Friends,” who sing; Doris Dupont, dancer,
and a sneezing miss, Hildegarde Halliday.
BOXOFFICE
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(No. 2)

10 Minutes

A wide variety of items are included in
this fairly entertaining short. Subjects
include a visit to the Wellesley campus;
a trip down the Amazon where Brazilian
nuts and rubber are gathered; and a plug
for the Bal Tabarin night club in Paris
where a portion of the floor show is photographed. Standard stuff.

Bulldozing the Bull

deathbed:

"I

Slapstick Popeye in the usual manner
which should appeal to cartoon fans. He
is induced to attend the bull .fights by
Senorita Olive Oyl. Soon after Popeye,
who believes in kindness to animals, finds
himself in an arena with the bull. The
bull tosses him around a bit but Sailor
Popeye resorts to his spinach and teaches
the bull he meant no harm.

manner
Cahn.

Wilson's narration is filled
proper amount of suspense.

and

Carey

with

the

(Popeye)

7 Minutes

Hunting Thrills
Paramount

iy2 Minutes

This has its moments, but only very few
of them. Chief cartoon figure is a little
seal that won’t pay attention to his school
work because he’d rather juggle. When
the seal is sent home, a polar bear corners the rest of the class, including the
instructor. Then the little seal comes to
the rescue and gets the polar bear tangled
up in the trap drums.

Paramount

Paramount

Silly Seals
Universal

Pictorial

30

of France/' These,
facts are lined up

interesting
by

Medical history again offers Pete Smith
an opportunity for a presentation of unusual interest and a few gags. This time
Smith traces the development of anaesthesia from the ancient Egyptian method
of hitting the patient over the head with
a hammer to the present. Sir Humphrey
Davy, who discovered, by chance, that
laughing gas dulls pain and two American
doctors, Dr. Crawford W. Long and his
assistant Wilhite, who stumbled on ether
as an anaesthesia, provide the highlights
of a splendid story.

died

he

against the accepted version recognized by historians. The production is
handled

10 Minutes

Napol-

eon's pictures in his room and the
classroom; had a sword used by French
Army

(Pete Smith)

of

French

in an

One

Carolina

instructor,

Ney,

general

supposedly

Luxemburg
near

Marshall

and

Anaesthesia
M-G-M

Zero Girl
Vitaphone

(Broadway

Brevity) 20 Minutes

This musical short which presents a
number of ice skating acts is singled out
because of the uproarious skating routine
done by Eric Wait. His imitation of a
person learning to skate is the funniest
takeoff that has hit the screen in a long
while. Remainder of the short consists
of some exhibition skating. Evelyn Chandler contributes a performance easily rating
behind Wait. The story which links up the
acts has Wait learning to skate so he can
impress Miss Chandler. But when he does,
her fancy is taken by a polo player. Sole
criticism is directed at the photography,
which lacks imagination and contrast.

(Sportlight)

10 Minutes

An unusual sport novelty that should
prove entertaining. Two salt water Tarzans, Ross Allen and Red Russell, demonstrate their daring by going big game fishing in a frail canoe. They land a tarpon
and porpoise with a bow and arrow and
also beach a giant whip ray. There is
also a goggle fishing sequence.

All's Fair at the Fair
Paramount

(Color Classic)

1 Minutes

This cartoon on the wonders of a World
Fair misses by a wide mark. It is a pretty
feeble effort as far as originality and
humor are concerned. The main characters are a country couple who come to
the Fair in horse and buggy and enjoy
all the mechanical marvels.

Hermit Kingdom
Vitaphone

(Color-Tour)

10 Minutes

Standard and conventional treatment of
the little kingdom of Siam, the best portion of which deals with temple dancers
27
who are taught the art from childhood.

^eLLlnj S?eat5
The

Growth

Kansas

City

MERCHANDISER
—

Rapid

expansion

of the

Commonwealth Theatres circuit in the
Kansas City area during the past year
has focused the attention of exhibitors on
the type of cooperative theatre circuit.
C. A. Schultz and O. K. Mason have been
building since 1930.
During the depression years Commonwealth has grown to 38 units, located in
Missouri, Kansas, Arkansas, and Iowa.
Over 30 of these units are “A” houses,
and the majority of them are located in
the more substantial smaller cities
throughout that area.
During the past year Commonwealth
has added 12 units. Of these two are
owned outright. The balance are binding partnership agreements: In some
cases the partner and Commonwealth have
entered a new situation, with the partner as manager; in others where the
owner already was in the situation and
Commonwealth took a partnership with
him, the owner likewise has remained as
manager. Also in some cases these associated partners of Commonwealth have
grouped themselves together and have
gone in with Commonwealth on various
other new theatre projects.
Most

Are

Partnerships

Of the total 38 units, 22 are partnerships of the types outlined above.
The soundness of the idea evolved by
Mr. Schultz and Mr. Mason is testified
by the growing number of the best type
of exhibitors who have gone in with the
group under the above plans. Commonwealth partners are among the outstanding showmen in the territory, and yet under the cooperative relations with Commonwealth they have constantly developed
even further in the direction of civic activity. Their success as showmen has been
enhanced. Invariably the association has
meant more money for the exhibitor, now
a partner of Commonwealth, and particularly has improved the net. In any
number of instances the grosses have
shown big gains.
Characteristic of Commonwealth has
been its emphasis on the creative rather
than the purely service benefits of association, although the latter are real and
substantial enough.
Fundamentally,
Commonwealth has progressed and benefited through man-power and ideas
rather than service and system. It has
sought to stimulate rather than control,
although enough control is exercised to
maintain unity. In connection with control, Commonwealth provides in figures
a continuous picture of the economic functionings of individual theatres so that the
partner may do the local controlling.
Advantages accruing to members of the

28

IDEAS

Commonwealth
This Type

Successful

Much

has been said pro and con relative to chain and so-called circuit
operation of theatres. In the present
article, prepared after careful observation. the particular type of operation evolved by Commonwealth
Amusement Corporation, operating

Commonwealth group from a central
booking agency arise from the naturally
more strategic position of a booker who
is in constant touch with all pictures, not
only in one but in a number of theatres.
Some pictures play to better advantage
when booked in a certain type house on a
certain change. Commonwealth bookers
are in a position to observe constantly the
peculiarities of theatres and their audiences. They can place pictures where
they will do the most good.
Many times public reaction to movies
in a certain town will undergo a rapid
change. Discussion with the Commonwealth booker brought up the example of
Washington, Mo. There was a period when
Westerns were most popular in this town.
However, the town grew tired of them

Head

PRACTICAL

SHOWMEN

film companies’ revenues. The point is:
A cooperative operation such as this tends

out of Kansas City, is taken for analysis. There are doubtless other examples. This one has been particularly successful.

They

BY

and turned to comedies and dramatic
films. The exhibitor is inclined to buy
certain types of pictures for his patronage
during the contracting season and naturally is under contractual obligation to
play them. In an individually owned
situation he might have to play them at
a disadvantage in case the taste of his
patrons changes. The Commonwealth
booker pointed out that while this was the
story in Washington, other situations down
the line turned toward Westerns and
against dramatic films. By being able to
negotiate, Commonwealth was able more
easily to shift to another type of film in
each situation and still not affect the

of a Midwestern

Circuit: The
By THE

PRACTICAL

to bring about a greater flexibility in booking which is based on an understanding of
the type of pictures most acceptable in
each situation.
It also was found that some managers
are especially adaptable in putting over
certain types of films. Perhaps one manager can sell dramas more successfully
than others. He may be conscious of this
ability; perhaps he simply knows that with
certain types of pictures business is good.
Whether he knows it or not, the Commonwealth booker does and favors his strength.
The booker can equalize these special
abilities over the group so that every one
involved: Film companies, the circuit, and
the public all are better satisfied, and as
a result the operation makes more money.
When mistakes are made in booking —
and Commonwealth makes them as well
as others — after a test run in a situation
or two has proved the picture to be something other than what it was expected to
be, the remaining theatres in the circuit
benefit from the correction. Here again

Commonwealth

C. A. Schultz (left) and O. K. Mason, who together are building a sizeable
circuit of ace houses in the midwestern area. Their type of operation is described in the accompanying article.
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the single theatre operation has to absorb such mistakes. Naturally, information about a picture gets around among
all exhibitors, but not so rapidly as in an
operation such as this.
The circuit can more conservatively
consume playing time, which saves the
exchange many open play dates on a subject, and when the exchange is able to
save money so also can this group sometimes save it because returning such
favors can’t help but automatically kick
back to the benefit of the exhibitor. Many
times a group can save money on distribution through circuitized bookings, especially with theatres located at considerable
distances from the exchange.
Naturally the distribution end of the
business looks favorably on this type of
operation because of the efficiency with
which contracts are fulfilled and liquidated due to the close contact and cooperation the Commonwealth booking department has both with the exhibitor and
the exchange.
Commonwealth buys advertising and
supplies in large quantities to effect savings. If one of its theatres contracts for
too heavy an obligation, the group saves
wastage by moving advertising or supplies
to another or other theatres that can
make use of it. In general, buying in
large quantities is bound to bring about
bigger savings. The group is able to buy
furnishings and equipment in quantities
with greater savings than are possible to
the individual exhibitor. As a result,
physical improvements normally follow
partnerships, although this is equally as
much because of pride in the theatre as
it compares with other theatres in the
group as well as with those in competition.
There is an increasing desire to make and
keep each theatre the amusement center
of its community.
Accounting

Commonwealth’s partners pay a certain
percentage of gross for buying, bookkeeping and booking services, and an analysis
shows all parties concerned save money
as well as time in this phase of their
operation. But more important than saving is the assurance of an accurate picture of what each theatre is doing. It is
a well known fact in business administration that the person or firm with a continuous and accurate picture of all the factors in its financial position is most likely to succeed. Every penny spent by
Commonwealth is closely accounted for
and each picture is checked for dollars and
cents results.
Each month the central office gives
each manager an accurate analysis of
what he is doing. It shows comparisons
with what he did the same month in the
preceding year and in the preceding
month. If something is out of line in his
operation a manager can find out what
it is, why it occurred, and correct it at
once. He is bound to get a clear and
more immediate picture of his theatre’s
position. There are 24 expense items
which are checked, as per the foregoing,
each month. The system is much more
BOXOFFICE
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SHOWMEN

Selling Saati

Parade

When

Bruce Royal, manager

for rf77ze Texans 77

of the Rialto Theatre

in Cuero, Tex., staged a

parade for the opening of Paramount’s “The Texans” the above scene resulted.
Those participating ivere guests of the theatre at the opening performance.

thorough than the average, especially in
connection with the handling of new special taxes such as unemployment, sales,
old age, etc.
A Commonwealth partner is in an excellent position to combat any adverse
conditions as they arise because he has a
sharp factual picture on which to base
quick, sound decisions.
Man-Power

The

and

Ideas

most important thing Commonwealth has to offer its partners and managers is the exchange of ideas. Every idea
that has been successful for one exhibitor,
even if it is simply successful in building
up good-will, is sent to the central office
and a duplicate is forwarded to other
members of the group. If the public is
responding to a certain type of picture or
program, the other members of the group
know about it almost as soon as it develops. Each exhibitor in the circuit gets
an accurate account of what the public
likes and wants, and gets it quick.
The success of this phase of group
operation depends entirely upon the type
of central office cooperation given. The
central office has to be able to pull in
ideas and disseminate them in useable
form immediately. Each Friday a bulletin containing a number of ideas and suggestions received that week is issued by
the company. In certain instances those
receiving the ideas are immediately able
to use some of them to meet problems in
their own localities. Perhaps another
manager has evolved a stunt that will
meet the problem of competition from
community affairs, or at least meet it more
successfully. Perhaps another manager
has another idea for the promotion of
series pictures, such as the Charlie Chans,
Judge Hardys, the Jones Family, which
will assist another manager, who may be

working along the same lines but has
different ideas concerning them.
Commonwealth is not concerned with
size and does not accept just anyone into
partnership. For one thing it seeks partners who are responsible and active, and
principally those active in local civic affairs because such activities are indicative of energy, ambition, and the ability
to get along with people — all factors in
exhibition success. It is not at all interested in an exhibitor unless as a man
he is an
to his community.
' Included inasset
the Commonwealth
operation
at the present time are three mayors:
Robert Shelton of the Star and Mainstreet theatres, Warrensburg, Mo.; Jim
Owen of the Owen Theatre, Branson, Mo.,
and Rex Barrett of the Uptown Theatre,
Columbia,

Mo. Where you find a Commonwealth theatre operation, whether it
be 100 per cent owned with a manager,
or with a partner, almost invariably the
personnel of such operation is more civic
minded than is usually the case. Frequently special bulletins put out by Commonwealth tell how a manager’s interest
in civic affairs helped him in the operation of his theatre.
Commonwealth contends that its manpower must have a sense of security in the
jobs they are doing before they can take
the proper interest in either their business
or their community. In this respect the
record shows Commonwealth managers
who

have not moved since the organization started in 1930, and not more than
ten shifts have been made in 1V2 years.
The group makes
lutely necessary.
a manager in a
the theatre as it
manager

a move only when absoTo them the keeping of
town is as important to
would be to a bank. The

or partner must know the peo29
(Continued on next page)
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of

Walter

Wanger

films the past four years have increased
in popularity, figures Howard Sheehan,
manager of the 900-seat Vogue Theatre
here. And, as a result, he has booked 20
of the ace film producer’s pictures to be
played over a period of five weeks.
Sheehan and his house manager, Charles
Ormsby, maintain an accurate percentage rating system. Two years ago when

Six-sheet hoards, flashy banners

the Vogue played “Private Worlds,” with
Charles Boyer and Claudette Colbert, as
a fourth-run booking it was rated 82 per
cent. A second showing of the film last
year was rated 78 per cent. Shown for a
third time August 7, it was held over five
days and its rating was 92 per cent despite weather 20 degrees hotter than on
any of the previous booking days. The
recent booking received no more advertising than previously.
“Every Night at Eight,” played once
before, was rated 78 per cent in 1937 and
84 per cent in 1938, winning much favorable comment as a musical.
“History Is Made at Night,” first rated
at 84 per cent in 1937, was tabbed at
94 per cent in July, 1938. “Gabriel Over
the White House” and “Trail of the
Lonesome Pine” showed improvement
without extra effort and “Mary Bums,
Fugitive,” “You Only Live Once,” each
twice previously at the Vogue, were rated
ing.
eight per cent higher in their third book-

and

valances announced a program of "requested screen hits” of Walter Wanger
revivals at the 900 -seat Vogue Theatre in Hollywood. Twenty Wanger
films of the past four years have
been booked by Manager Howard Sheehan.

A Universal Radio
Tieup for "Letter"

Hollywood — Universal

One of the most striking results of partnership is the enthusiasm of the partner.
A man who has money invested in the
business naturally works harder, and
Commonwealth evidently realizes that it
would rather have a good partner than
just a man on a salary. This no doubt is
also responsible for the fact that wherever
Commonwealth has managers who are not
partners, special bonuses are given them
to make the salaries man in effect a
partner.
There is something about the association
of a group of men such as are in Commonwealth that arouses exceptional enthusiasm, and enthusiasm definitely is the chief
characteristic and one of the finest products of this group.

SHOWMEN

Wanger "Revivals"

Hollywood — Stars

(Continued from preceding page)

The circuit’s method of operation frees
the individual manager and partner from
considerable detail, and gives him this
additional time to concentrate on the promotion of ideas. In a number of situations that are now Commonwealth controlled the partner actually is able, because he has the time, to do more exploiting than prior to his Commonwealth connection.

PRACTICAL

Specializes on 20

How Commonw'lth
Circuit Operates
pie in his community and their reactions.
Occasionally throughout the year Commonwealth sees to it that its managers
participate in some form of bonus for
special activities, this is in addition to
salaries. It does this in order to get the
manager in the habit of working out special ideas and doing special things, and to
make the manager more keenly realize
that he is really a part of Commonwealth,
rather than an employe of Commonwealth.
Constituted as it is, Commonwealth is
not interested in the man who doesn’t
think, and sooner or later this type of
man-power is bound to drop out of the
organization. The essential of its cooperative plan is to get an idea, put it in the
form of a plan and then work that plan.
Anyone who doesn’t follow through these
three steps cannot survive.
It is very easy to observe in such a
setup as this the type of men who ought
to be in the organization and those who
ought not to be. Ideas test man-power
very effectively, just as an examination
paper tests a student’s knowledge of a subject. Yet often many managers who are
not especially productive of ideas, once
they get into a group of this kind, acquire
the habit of producing. Men are eager to
have their ideas in the bulletin as often
as possible, which stimulates originality.
All meetings and get-togethers of the circuit are primarily for the exchange of
ideas.

BY

has

arranged

a

promotional tieup with the Majestic Radio
and Television Co., working out a contest

whereby more than 1,000 “Charlie McCarthy” radios will be given theatre patrons in localized newspaper contests, in
conjunction with the showing of the studio’s “Letter of Introduction.”
The complete contest is being carried in
the press-book for the picture. The radios
will be awarded as prizes for the best letters of introduction introducing the writers to Charlie and explaining why they
want
film. to see the Bergen dummy in the

“Big Brown Eyes,” “Shanghai,” with
Boyer and Loretta Young; “Her Master’s
Voice,” “Fatal Lady,” “Case Against Mrs.
Ames” and “Spendthrift” averaged better
than in previous showings with no extra
advertising.

Novel Stunts Sell " Mother
Carey's Chickens " to Fans
New

York — “Mother

Carey’s

Chickens”

Exhibitors will be sent the radios free
when they submit newspaper tearsheets
announcing the contest in their theatres.

is receiving the benefits of a number of
novel and effective exploitation ideas.
In Boston, the Keith Memorial, through
a tieup with the Daily Record, offered cash
prizes for “your best superstition” based on
a sequence in the RKO picture.
Spanish-American war veterans are being interviewed over the air in Atlantic
City. Also, the Atlantic City Daily

" Glamour " Contest

and all persons who have a copy of the
book will obtain guest tickets. A woman

Worker

Boston — Joe

Longo,

United

Artists

ex-

ploiteer, originated a “Glamour Girl” contest for his local campaign on “Algiers”
which opened this week at Loew’s State
and Loew’s Orpheum.
Longo tied in with the Boston American
for 12 days. Hedy Lamarr, of course, was
the contest pivot.

is cooperating

with the Stanley

dressed in the period of the late 90’s is
being wheeled up and down the Boardwalk as she reads the story.
For the Hippodrome showing in Baltimore, a dozen chickens will be turned loose
in Fern Park. Each person who brings one
of the chickens will be given one dollar,
passes to the show and the chicken.
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(Hollywood Office — Suite 219 at 6404 Hollywood

PRODUCTION

Blvd.; Ivan Spear, Western Manager)

SDG-PRODUCERS ARE MOVING TOWARD ACCORD
Actors Guild Race
Tops Union Activity
Although the return of Pat Casey, Hays
office labor contact, to Hollywood after
attending the producer-labor basic agreement conferences in New York, was expected to cause a revival in activity among
the film capital’s employment crafts, the
labor horizon during the week remained
dormant. A contributing factor to the
general air of quiescence, furthermore, was
the departure of Dr. Towne Nylander,
regional director of the national labor relations board, for a short vacation in the
northwest. As the NLRB docket contains
a score or more of cases relating to the
film industry’s smaller crafts, his absence will cause them to be placed on the
waiting list until he returns.
Two developments at the Screen Actors
Guild headquarters, however, made that
organization one of the busiest spots. One
was the return of Kenneth Thomson,
executive secretary, from an extended vacation to turn his attention again to the
manifold problems confronting the SAG;
the other was the setting in motion of
machinery to handle the coming annual
election of officers and board of governors.
Already listed as candidates are Ralph
Morgan as president; James Cagney and
Joan Crawford, re-named as first and
second vice-presidents, respectively; Edward Arnold, third vice-president; Paul
Harvey, recording secretary; Porter Hall,
treasurer, and Arnold, Beulah Bondi,
Ralph Byrd, Melvyn Douglas, Hall. Harvey, Hugh Herbert, Howard Hickman,
Peter Lorre, Edwin Stanley and Gloria
Stuart to the board of governors. These
nominations were received at Monday
night’s board of directors meeting by an
elections committee comprising Emma
Dunn, Maude Eburne, Robert Gleckler,
Walter Kingsford, Henry O’Neill, Charles
Trowbridge, Pedro de Cordoba, Lucile
Gleason and Boris Karloff.
As the nominations deadline is not until
September 1, the list of candidates may
be amplified before that time. Election
date has been set for September 18, with
only senior Guild members in good stand-
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ing allowed to participate. Robert Montgomery, incumbent president, declined to
run for re-election.
The turmoil into which the Junior SAG
was thrown when five of its council members resigned some weeks ago was given
added complexity when two more resignations were turned in — Mel Forrester and
Neil Hart withdrawing. A Guild spokesman, confirming the resignations, could
not or would not throw any light on the
reasons behind the latest secessions, and
although the Junior Council held an extended session Tuesday night it still reported failure in attempts to reach a decision as to what action may be taken.
The SAG’s coming arbitration sessions
with the producers remained in status
quo, a third member of the arbitration
board still remaining unselected. Arbitration was agreed upon when Guild and producer conferring on changes in the Guild
contract for the coming year wound up
in a deadlock.

Zeltner and Associates
Open

New

Service Office

Specializing in personal appearance
tours as well as in a general publicity and
exploitation business and personal representation for stage, screen and radio stars,
Irwin Zeltner and Associates have opened
offices here.
Zeltner formerly was press contact representative for Loew’s Theatres.

Autry-Republic

Peace

Last vestiges of the late feud between
Gene Autry, cowboy star, and Republic
were washed up during Herbert J. Yates’
visit to the North Hollywood plant. The
buckaroo draws a new contract, with a
substantial pay boost, under which he
will make eight pictures yearly.

Directs
Cantor's Next
Seiter has been set to direct

NLRB Hearing on "Unfair
Labor" Charge Is
Pushed Back
Prospects that two of the industry’s most
bitter feuding elements — the Screen Directors Guild and the producers — may
shortly be walking on paths strewn with
olive wreaths, doves of peace on their
shoulders, loomed larger and larger when
committees representing the two groups
reported such “satisfactory progress” in
their recently-resumed negotiations that
the national labor relations board postponed until next Monday — and possibly
later — the hearing on the SDG’s “unfair
labor practices” charges and certification
petition which was to have been held
August 22.
SDG Again Bargains
The SDG’s negotiations for a collective
bargaining contract, broken off suddenly
late last year, were resumed last week as
the result of a fervent plea by Darryl
Zanuck for peace and harmony within the
industry. Zanuck, heading a producers’
committee on which E. J. Mannix and
Sam Briskin also sit in, and an SDG committee comprising Frank Capra, Howard
Hawks and W. S. Van Dyke, met every
day during the early part of the week, one
of the sessions a six-hour affair, to discuss the possibility of evolving a working
pact for the craft.
Meantime, William R. Ringer, appointed
SDG trial examiner by the NLRB, was
marking time after hurrying here to preday.
side at the postponed hearing last MonAlthough statements following the various conferences were restricted to generalities indicating the approach of a
“harmonious solution” of the tangle, general opinion was that the respective committees are attempting to work out a
compromise on the stumbling block which
has consistently held back recognition —
the producers’ stand that they would
never negotiate so long as the SDG membership included assistant directors and
unit managers.
Truce

William

“The Average Man,” the Eddie Cantor
comedy, at 20th Century-Fox. Harry Joe
Brown produces and the script is being
readied for a late September start.

A

on

Other

Fronts

temporary truce has also been declared on the other recognitional battle

front — the Screen Writers Guild’s efforts
(Continued on page 37)
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Charles R. Rogers to Produce on

500 Boy Scouts tor
Deanna Durbin

His Own on a High-Budget Scale
One

of

the

most

heartening

develop-

ments within Hollywood’s independent
production circles since this phase of film
making began its timid revival early in
the summer came this week through the
announcement that Charles R. Rogers,

and

on

a high-budget scale.
This disclosure, in addition to the fact
that independent cameras are turning on
several films for the 1938-39 season, puts

“Fury’s in the Saddle,” about September 1 with George Hirliman producinj

Dreifuss and Sam Deige as codirectors. They will work from a script
by Arthur Hoerl, and will shoot on the
GN lot.

Arthur

Fine

former
into

vice-president and chief of production for Universal, will shortly swing
action as an independent producer

group,

Arts

Productions

is well

is also utilizing the GN lot for shooting space.
Whirring cameras are also to be heard
at Talisman Studios, where Bennie F.
Zeidman, executive producer for Malcolm
Browne Pictures, is supervising shooting

Edwards, noted stage and vaudeville producer and talent scout, and that he will

on “Prison Train,” first in a series of eight
action melodramas being produced by Al-

make a picture tentatively titled “The
Star Maker’’ utilizing all of the song hits
composed by him. Rogers is negotiating
to obtain Bing Crosby for the title role

vin G. Manuel, and “The Masked Phantom,” initialer in a group of eight westerns. Charles Abbot is piloting the latter,
with Monte Rawlins and Betty Burgess as
the leads. Gordon Wiles is the director

film to be made as a “special boxoffice
attraction.”
Edwards will aid Rogers on the musical
score and story development, with Rogers
set to put the plot in script form immediately. Plans have not been lined up so
far for
lease.

securing

shooting

space

or

re-

Meantime, the search for novelty in independent western fare hit a new phase
when Coronado Pictures, slated to produce
eight musical sagebrushers for Grand National release, signed Dorothy Page, National Broadcasting Co. singer, to star as
the first celluloid he-woman of outdoor
films since the late Pearl White. Coronado, of which Roy Wolff — an associate of
Panchon and Marco — is president, plans
to start production on the first of the

Research Council
Slates Two Meets
The Academy Research Council had two
meetings scheduled this week. Its process
projection equipment committee met to
continue considering the possibility of
standardizing studio process projection
equipment, in line with the work of the
council’s theatre standardization committee, while studio sound directors and assistants were met at Warner as guests of
Nathan Levinson, sound director at that
studio, for one of their periodic comparative runnings of sound recordings.
The

32

process projection equipment committee comprises representatives of production companies, process and equip-

have

been

special

booked

prologue

to

to the

appear
latest

in

a

Deanna

Durbin picture, “That Certain Age,"
portraying outdoor activities. Furthermore, the studio has arranged to set
four local Scout patrols in supporting
roles in “The Eagle Scout," a 12-chapter serial starring Jackie Cooper, slated
for an

early

production

start.

along

with “Cipher Bureau,” third of the 26 pictures it will produce for GN during the
1938-39 season. Charles Lamont is the
associate producer and director, and Leon
Ames and Joan Woodbury have the leads.

the status of the film capital’s free-lance
producers on a healthier plane than it has
enjoyed for nearly two years.
Rogers announced that he had acquired
the film rights to the life story of Gus

as the crooner’s regular annual outside
picture commitment, with an all-star supporting cast and a topflight director, the

Universal is going Boy Scout conscious. More than 500 local Scouts

J. Cheever Cowdin

FA

on “Prison Train.”
The latest of the many feuds between
Buck Jones, veteran cowboy star, and
Coronet Pictures, to whom he has been
under contract, was settled during the
week after previous indications that Jones
would make his walkout of two weeks ago
stick. Howard Lang, president of Coronet, and Jones came to an amicable agreement, and the outdoor star set to report
this week to begin work in a new western
for Columbia release before leaving the
organization. Previously Jones had claimed that his one-year contract with Coronet had expired early in August and that
he could not be compelled to make any
further pictures under the company’s banner. Several times during the life of the
contract Jones expressed dissatisfaction
with the internal structure of the company and budget brackets of his films.

ment

firms, including

F. R. Abbott,

J. A.

Ball, H. C. Bishop, Jack Burrows, Merle
Chamberlain, F. C. Coates, Jack Cosgrove,
Roy Davidson, Arthur de Stefano, Farciot
Edouart, E. H. Fender, Arnold Gillespie,
Ralph Hammeras, Fred Jackman, Wallace
Kelley, H. F. Koenekamp, Robert Layton,
William Miller, Donald Murphy, Emil
Oster, H. W. Remershied, Elmer Richardson, W. H. Robinson jr., Roy Seawright,
W. B. Slaughter, Glen Slipper, Otto Staplefield. Herb Starke, George Teague, William Thomas, Melvin Thorsen, Howard
Trissell, Glen Wahl, Vernon Walker,
George Worrall and Frank Young.

Satisfied With "IT
Reporting

himself

to

be

completely

satisfied with the studio setup and operations and declaring that good progress is
being made on the company’s production
schedules, J. Cheever Cowdin, chairman
of the Universal board of directors, planed
to New York, Monday night, after spending the weekend at the film plant. Brief
discussions with Cliff Work, studio general manager and production head, and
his aide, while
Matty here.
Fox,
activities

constituted

Cowdin’s

In on his annual western trip in search
of short subject product is Lou Diamond,
head of Paramount’s shorts department
in New York. Diamond, who arrived Monday, plans to spend two weeks here, during
which he will screen independently-produced shorts to weigh their merits and
possibly acquire releasing rights.
Also making use of the incoming gates
was Jack Cosgrove, head of the Selznick
International special effects department,
planing in after spending three weeks
in New York picking up background shots
for a forthcoming
Carrying with

S-I film.
him the

negative

of

"Breaking the Ice,” latest Bobby Breen
starrer, Louis Hyman, distribution chieftain for Sol Lesser’s Principal Pictures,
headed toward New York over the weekend. The film is destined for RKO release
and is due to hit the screens shortly.

Phyllis Brooks Assigned
Following Reinstatement
Twentieth Century-Fox has reinstated
Phyllis Brooks, contract actress who was
suspended for refusing a role in “A Very
Practical Joke,” and has assigned her the
feminine lead in “Hard to Get,” which
rolls September 6 with Preston Foster and
Tony Martin also cast. Alfred Werker
will direct.

Membership in the sound directors’ committee includes John Aalberg, RKO Radio;
Bernard Brown, Universal; E. H. Hansen,
20th

Century-Fox; John Livadary, Columbia; C. L. Lootens, Republic; Thomas
Moulton, United Artists; Elmer Raguse,
Hal Roach; Loren Ryder, Paramount, and
Douglas Shearer, Metro.

Monogram

Signs Bancroft

Monogram has signed
for the chief supporting

George Bancroft
role in the next

Jackie Cooper starrer, “Gangster’s
William Nigh will direct.
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MF ADDITIONAL evidence was neces-

for the purpose of amassing material for
a series of lectures on motion pictures
and their various phases, which, it was

sary to label as absolutely ludicrous
accusations of Edward Sullivan,
investigator for the House of

the
special

said, he intended to deliver at that university this fall. Dr. Field, it was announced, would spend most of the summer at the major film plants here, and

Representatives’ Dies Committee, that the
motion picture industry and “certain
groups” within it are “rife with communism,” such collaboration was beautifully supplied by the testimony of Professor J. B. Matthews, who describes himself as a former leader in Russia’s “popular
front” movement in this country. The
learned professor named such movie stars
as Shirley Temple, Clark Gable, Jimmy
Cagney, Miriam Hopkins, Bette Davis and
Robert Taylor as communist propagandists.
Imagine Shirley Temple as a big, bad
Red tossing pineapples around the 20th

his projected

And

remember,

professor,

that

the Fox
a

West

committee

Coast
of

Theatres

It was

definitely

offerings

and second
press debut

from

Columbia
the

week

Cohn

drive

for better

the "lion
luloid.

places among the
on local screens.

octet

and

boxoffice

the

lamb"

patronage.

Verily,
la cel-

and

easily

of features

circles,

with

copping

first

making

their

proof

of the

Hart

Lou

for

Ostrow,

Hollywood's
producer

most

modest

of M-G-M's

high-

ly successful and popular "Judge Hardy's
Family” series, who has consistently refused
to permit his name to be listed among the
screen credits or mentioned in any publicity
on

the profitable

pictures.

Cops
Place money goes to Columbia's ”1 Am the Law,” head and
shoulders the topper among
pictures in the current gangbusting cycle, with Edward G. Robinson contributing one of
his

cinematic

Nomination
man:

Harvard University, who early this summer was reported en route to Hollywood

the celluloid version of the George S. Kaufman-Moss
stage play so completely outshone the others.
modern

Fred Fredericks draws preparation of
700 wigs for a Metro production as his
first assignment on his new makeup contract. That’s getting to the top fast.

the

First was Frank Capra's "You Can't Take It With You."
again is a situation where comparisons are odious, since

Offering

in

parable — a

best

puts
Here

to head

exhibitors

initial and enthusiastic announcement thereon, nothing has been
heard about the activities of Robert D.
Field, assistant professor of fine arts at

in preview

compound

chain,

independent

Columbia
two

with

ivy; Boris Morros has not exchanged his screaming multi-colored shirts
for a cap and gown; and the screen
scriveners are incorporating no more
Greek into their scripts than has always
been their habit — which, according to the
fans who try to fathom the reasons for
some of their pictures, is aplenty.

formulating ways and means for southern
California showmen
to cooperate in the

Since

In view of his race, background and
associations, it is difficult to understand
why Scripter Morrie Ryskind should rush
to deny membership in the Hollywood
Anti-Nazi League after a metropolitan

greeted

clinging

Anyone who doubts that the "Motion Pictures Are Your Best Entertainment” campaign can accomplish miracles should consider the choice oi Charles Skouras, head oi

it was

A few more such ridiculous accusations
anent the alleged leftist activities of motion picture personalities may convince
the probing solons that they are following
a trail across which the well-known red
herring is being brandished.

was

no tangible signs that the cultural liaison
has had any influence on the habits and
thoughts of the film capital. The dollar
sign still seems to carry more weight than
the Phi Beta Kappa key; the stucco walls
of the film foundries are still devoid of

daily had erroneously listed him among
its supporters. He could do worse than to
belong to an organization that is, after
all, fighting his battles.

Century-Fox lot because she is not permitted to sing “The Third Internationale”
in her next picture.
Robert Taylor’s chest — not his chin — on
which the Metro publicists grew the
luxurious whiskers.

enterprise

unanimous applause from studio executives and educational leaders. There are

cinematic

his

theories

Scenarist
unusual

Jo Swerling
story facets

acceptance

Also

king-can-do-

performances

into

and

to be

practice.
have

and

as

crammed

twists

profits.

*

mentioned:

teacher

of law

Alexander

the offering

who

Hall

with

that it is assured
*

RKO

a

Director

and

so many

of widespread

*

Radio's

release

of the Sol Les-

no-wrong theory, the ace director has again topped his previous
efforts, which, as everyone knows, rated with the best of them.

ser production, “Breaking the Ice,” in which Master Bobby
Breen is presented in a quaint and unusual story, and serving

Of

as

course,

in this case,

he

had

everything

— a production setup to answer
There was a story abounding
romance,

homely

philosophy

with

a megaphone
in wholesome
and

which

to work

wielder's dream.
comedy, pathos,

all of the

other

elements

which go to make up superlative entertainment. There was a
cast the like of which for ideal selections has seldom, if ever,
been

considered

director-proof.

But

credit must

go

to the mas-

terful touch of Capra for the blending of these rare and valuable ingredients into a celluloid ensemble which is sure to
win

itself a

high

niche

among

the

most

popular

features

of

this or any other season; the while gamering plenty of shekels
for the Cohn coffers and the tills of the exhibitors who show it.
From
unfair

top to bottom

to single

unusual

out

productions

star in his or her
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the cast is so perfect

a few

for special

in which
right.
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every

that it is manifestly

praise.
player

It is one

who

has

of those

lines is a

the

billed

debut
as

of a

"The

captivating

World's

5-year-old

Youngest

moppet,

Champion

Ice

Irene

Dare,

Skater"

.

. .

20th Century-Fox's "Road Demons,” a sizzling action story of
daredevil automobile racers, with some breathtaking and authentic action shots of the Indianapolis Speedway races as the
standout . . . Republic's "Tenth Avenue Kid," another racketbuster, given creditable production and direction and also
introducing

a

competent

film youngster

in Tommy

Ryan

. . .

Universal's "Freshman Year," first in its collegiate series and
not too auspicious a start. Production is amateurish, direction
is awkward and the cast has little drawing power . . . RKO
Radio's "Fugitives for a
wood yarn serving as a

Night,”
buildup

contracted

lead.

. . . And

player,
20th

in the

Century-Fox's

in its “Roving Reporter"
feature in every respect.

a behind-the-scenes-in-Hollyfor Frank Albertson, recently
It will serve

"While

series

and

New
okay

as

York
as

a

programmer

Sleeps,”
a

second

mystery-action
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Anti -Nazi

League

Derides

”Red"

Attack

on Industry

Spurred

by the repudiatory

declarations

of Hollywood’s two leading liberal organizations, film notables are lending their
active support to refutations by the AntiNazi League and the Motion Picture Artists Committee of the “communism”
charges hurled at the industry by Edward
Sullivan, special investigator for the house
of representative’s Dies committee looking
into “un-American activities.”
Sinking its- teeth into a counter-attack,
the Anti-Nazi League sponsored a mass
meeting Wednesday night at the Shrine
Auditorium, with Melvyn Douglas taking
the platform as one of the speakers. Donald Ogden Stewart, chairman of the
League, presided. Following the scathing
rebukes which Sullivan’s report to the
committee brought forth from the League
and the MPAC last week, the Anti-Nazi
League delivered a second counter-punch
by challenging the investigators to present proof of their claims that “certain
groups within the film industry” are “rife
with communism.” Early in the week the
League had received no reply, despite the
fact that the gauntlet, in the form of a
telegram to Washington, D. C„ asserted
that “failure to meet our challenge can
only be interpreted as misuse by the Dies
committee of public funds to aid reactionary Fascist interests contrary to the law.”
Adding their voices to the protests were
W. S. Van Dyke, Metro director, and John
W. Considine, producer at the same studio,
the former telegraphing the house commit e a vigorous denial of the “communism” allegations.
“Mr. Sullivan evidently knows little of
motion picture people and probably less
of

communism,”

Van

Dyke’s

telegram

read, “and

in my

opinion

“Wemon liar.”
will welcome

the

is a very

Demand Dissolution
Of Dies Group
A

com-

investigation

of

the Dies group,” Considine declared. “Perhaps, once and for all, the world will realize that we are busy making motion pic-

“On the basis of Sullivan’s own report,
he brands himself as a liar, an anti-Semite, a Red-baiter, and a pro-Nazi who is
trying to divert attention from Nazi activities by smearing the organizations that
fight
AlsoNazism.”
trailing in the wake of the Sullivan-Dies blast was a formal statement by
Morrie Ryskind, scenarist - playwright,
pointing out that he had no part in forming the Anti-Nazi League and has consistently refused to become a member.
While the Dies Committee’s charges
pushed into the background the political
activities of the Motion Picture Democratic
Committee and other film groups, the
MPDC
nevertheless was continuing its
campaigning prior to the primary elections, coming up August 30. Having
named a slate of gubernatorial and Congressional candidates, the MPDC
was to
stage a political parade and rally along
Hollywood Blvd. on Thursday, with costumed groups, marching clubs, bands,
horsemen and all the standard accoutrements. The parade was planned by Melvyn Douglas, Miriam Hopkins, Paul Muni,
Gloria Stuart and other members of the
MPDC’s

executive

committee.

drafted

Wednesday

warded Thursday to President Roosevelt, the committee itself, the speaker
of the house,
justice
The

and

to the

over

department

of

in Washington.
meeting,

attended

bers and friends

tures here — we haven’t time to act any
‘ism,’ Nazi, Fascist or Red.”
Meantime Hollywood Now, the Anti-Nazi
League’s official publication, entered an
editorial rebuttal to the Sullivan charges,
summing up with the declaration:

resolution,

night at a mass meeting of the AntiNazi League demanding the dissolution of the Dies committee, was for-

by 2,700 mem-

of the

League,

con-

demned Edward Sullivan's ‘’communistic" blast at Hollywood and recommended the investigation be turned
to the civil liberties committee.

Metro Top Men to
Thalberg Building
Wholesale

changing

of

departmental

headquarters began on the M-G-M
lot
with the completion of the new Irving
Thalberg Administration building at the
Culver City film plant.
Top executives and various production
units, including the Mervyn LeRoy and
Hunt Stromberg divisions, draw space in
the new building. Writers who have been
scattered throughout the lot will also
headquarter there. Casting, publicity and
advertising departments are slated to
move into the old administration building,
with shifts of the shorts production and
other departments expected.

Wave of Litigation in
Filmdom in a Backslide
The

An Elaborate
For New

Dedication

KNX

Transmitter

But few breaks in the summer-long lull
preceding the pressure of activity predicted for Radio Row this fall were recorded during the week.
Chief

among

the

local broadcasting

developments

field was

the

in the
comple-

tion of the Columbia’s network’s elaborate plans for formal dedication of its
new KNX
transmitter, in Torrance, last
step in the complete renovation of the
KNX-CBS studios here. With all the fanfare and ceremony of a Hollywood premiere, more than 800 civic and radio industry leaders will attend a banquet, program and tour of the plant on September
16, the affair to be broadcast over Columbia’s Pacific Coast net. The new
transmitter was constructed at a cost of
$350,000.
Among those attending the dedication
ceremonies will be C. Stanley McAllister,
manager of construction and building operations for CBS, who checked in this
week to look over the new Columbia Square
plan.
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Holmes

Directs "Annie"

Ben Holmes will direct “Little Orphan
Annie, Detective,” which John Speaks’
Colonial Pictures will make for Paramount
release. Ann Gillis has been signed for
the title role, picture to go into work at
Selznick International studio when the
moppet has completed her part in “Peck’s
Bad Boy at the Circus.”

Guns Series Starter

Among them was a suit filed against Jon
Hall, Samuel Goldwyn contract player, by
Louis A. Fleischmann, teacher and voice
coach. Fleischmann seeks an accounting
of money alleged to be due him from Hall
for services rendered under an agreement
by which, Fleischmann charges, Hall was
to pay

Larry Darmour has put the first of a
new historical action series into production. Titled “Early Arizona,” it has Gordon Elliott and Dorothy Gulliver in the
leads, with Joseph Levering directing
from an original screenplay by Nate
zert. Columbia will release.

wave of litigation involving prominent film folk subsided considerably during the week, with but few new legal
actions making their appearances on the
records of local courts.

Gat-

$100 per week. Fleischmann declares he has never been remunerated. The
action was filed in superior court.
Federal

court

acquired

Cast Carroll,
"CafeFredSociety"
MacMurray

Shirley

and

Ross will head the cast of Paramount’s “Cafe Society” and Edward H.
Griffith will direct. Virginia Van Upp is
doing the script for Producer Lazarus, with
an October 3 starting date scheduled.

bankruptcy

Hearing on the former’s petition was to
be held Thursday with H. L. Dickson assigned as referree, with Samuel W. McNabb as referee
on the same date.

Madeleine

two

petitions, both from film writers — Philip
MacDonald and William A. Ullman jr.

on

the

latter’s hearing

A $10,000 personal injury
against Joe Penner by Charles

suit filed
Paglia on

charges that the screen-radio comedian’s
dog bit the plaintiff on the leg, has been
settled out of court. Paglia alleged he
received the injuries when he went to
Penner’s

home

on

a
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t-inematki
As a sort of house-warming for her new
Hollywood home, Ann Sothern was hostess at a dinner party to Mr. and Mrs.
George Murphy, Inez Courtney, Bernard
Newman and Frank Milan.

Another

film plant last week. He was a luncheon
guest at the studio commissary before
sailing toin his home after a six-month vacation England and America.

$300,000 tor

*

in "Suez"

Wind

Twentieth Century-Fox will spend
another $300,000 on desert exteriors and

*

The Russian motif pervaded a dinner
party given in honor of Herbert J. Yates,
Republic executive, by Bernard Vorhaus,
producer-director for the company, prior
to Yates’ departure for New York. Guests
included Mr. and Mrs. John Auer, the
John Balderstons, Kurt Siodmak, Miss
Helen Mack, Sheila Bromley, Richard
Cromwell, Leon Belasco and E. H. Goldstein.
*

an

expansion

*

Bob Hope was a golf widower this
week, his wife having departed for Del
Monte to play in the California Women’s
golf tourney. She is a par player.
*

Myrna Loy and husband, Arthur Hornblow, have returned from a week’s vacation at Ensenada.

the

sandstrom

se-

quences in "Suez," under orders from
Production Chief Darryl F. Zanuck. The
expenditure, second boost
get allotment for the wind
add

ten

minutes

to the

in the budscenes, will

picture.

Fred

Sersen, head of the studio's special
fects department, is in charge.

ef-

Errol Sanders has been elected president of the RKO Radio studio club. H. L.
Mathews sits in as executive vice-president; Holt Lindsley is first vice-president;
C. C. Thompson, second vice-president;
Pat Hertzog, third vice-president; Evelyn
Edwards, fourth vice-president; Frank
retary.
Nichols, treasurer; and Bea Johnson, sec*

William

Death came to Mrs. Rhody De Fiennes,
mother of Director Henry Hathaway, at
Queen of Angeles Hospital this week. Funeral services were to be held at Forest
Lawn, Thursday.

of

A. Wellman

and

his wife and

two children are planning a month’s vacation in Bermuda, heading first for Boston
to visit the Paramount director’s mother.
They will leave late in September.
k

Director William A. Seiter and Marian
Nixon celebrated their fourth wedding anniversary at a local night spot.

Alma Lloyd, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Lloyd, has returned from a Hawaiian vacation.
*

A. Aboaf, general manager for Paramount in Italy, has departed after a short
visit in the film capital. Mrs. Aboaf accompanied him.
*

*

Claudette Colbert was hostess at the
Paramount studios to Sir Earle Page, deputy prime minister and minister of commerce of Australia, on a visit through the

John Barrymore, his wife Elaine Barrie,
and Lynne Overman made personal appearances at the world premiere of Paramount’s “Spawn of the North” at the
Paramount Theatre in Seattle.

*

BOXOFFICE

Paramount’s Studio Club will hold its
third annual dinner dance, August 31, at
the Biltmore Bowl, with H. E. McCrockey
and Mel Stamper in charge of arrangements. Officers, governors and committee
chairmen will be guests of honor.

Blue Ribboners

k

Metro’s Norman Krasna left Monday for
New York, from where he sails September
3 for a three-month vacation in Europe.
He will report back to his studio in
December.
*

Tex Ritter has returned from Marengo,
Colo., and Amarillo, Texas, where he appeared at frontier celebrations, and reports to Monogram for his next film
assignment.
k

One of the features of Metro’s studio
club picnic, to be held August 28 at the
Lake Norconian club, will be a diving exhibition by Marjorie Gestring, Stubby
Krueger and Johnny Weismuller.
*

William Ludwig, M-G-M writer credited
with the screen play of “Love Find Andy
Hardy,” and Susan Riesenfeld of Beverly
Hills will be married October 18.

Cecilia Parker looks on admiringly as
Director George Seitz displays the Boxfor his

released during July. Miss Parker, a
prominent member of the cast of the
“Hardy” series, also received a Blue Ribbon. Seitz and Miss Parker were caught

work in megaphoning “Love Finds Andy
Hardy,” the M-G-M production which the
Council declared to be the best picture

by the photographer on the set of “Out
West With the Hardys,” now being filmed
as the next in the series.

office
*

Mr. and Mrs. Archie Mayo and their
daughter have left for New York, whence
they will embark on a European vacation.
BOXOFFICE
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presented

Council
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New

Grand Nat'l Awaits
Court Merger Nod

Franklin Promoted;
Sandrich in Shift

Partners Confer

Still in the center of the local bankruptcy spotlight during the week was
Grand National, its proposed merger with

The

E. W. Hammons’ Educational Pictures set
to go before federal court here on Saturday.

co-trustees of GN, Franklyn Warner of
line Aits Pictures and Hammons threshed
out details of the plan, as yet unanswered
are several ramifications of the new setup,

production assistant and profit-sharing partner, Robert Riskin, on the set

cmefiy the possibility of changes in GN’s
distribution facilities and the plans — if
any — lor holding of regional or national
sales meetings during tne 1938-39 season.
Alperson was not prepared, early in the
week, to supply the answers to either

embark

on a circuit of the company’s exchanges, clarifying the operational policies
of the new company.
Possibility that another wearer of the
77-B cloak will succeed in reorganizing and
returning to activity came during the week
wnen Harry Wurtzel, local agent and
business manager, reported that he had
virtually completed negotiations for the
refinancing of Harman-Ising Pictures, a
cartoon company. Wurtzel journeyed to
New York early in the week to clean up
the deal, under which an eastern investment house has been tied in as backer,
and to set a releasing deal for the revived
company’s product. Wurtzel announced
that the company will produce a series
of colored short animated comics, and will
embark on a feature-length cartoon during the coming season, with negotiations
now on to acquire to rights to "Babes in
Toyland" from M-G-M as the full-lengther.
Harman-Ising filed its 77-B petition
early last spring. Previously it had manufactured cartoons for distribution through
M-G-M.

Austin, Not Autry
A story in the August 13 issue
office, surveying the activities
pendent producers, erroneously
to Gene Autry, Republic star, as

of Boxof indereferred
the star

of "Songs and Saddles,” first Roadshow
Productions film. Gene Austin was, of
course, the player and a partner in the
company with Max and Arthur Alexander.

36

from

reported to Paramount under a one-picture contract and began preparations to

Samuel Goldwyn, on the left, sits
down to talk things over with his new

son’s first chores, he declared, should the
Educational deal be approved, will be to

Franklin

Having completed “Carefree,” his last
picture for RKO
Radio, Mark Sandrich

While most of the points of the projected merger were clarified in New York
when Edward Alperson and Loyd Wright,

his opinion that GN’s present distribution
setup will be maintained, and that no sales
meetings will be scheduled. One of Alper-

of Sidney

the company’s “A” pictures — “Madame
Curie,” starring Greta Garbo, and “The
Yearling,” based on a novel by Marjorie
Kinnan Rawling, with Victor Fleming assigned to direct.

Who is the leading contender for
the position of studio manager of the
New Grajid National setup? This and
other questions are answered on page
10 of this issue.

question, and a spokesman for him pointed out that court approval or disapproval
of the merger will be awaited before he
does so. The same spokesman ventured

elevation

a directorship to a producer’s post at
Metro is announced, Franklin having been
given a new contract and assigned two of

The

appointment

of C. E. Ericksen

as

of “The Lady and the Cowboy ,” on
which he has been assigned the production reins in an effort to speed up

manager of Walter Wanger Productions, announced some weeks ago, was
formally okayed during the week when

completion of the Gary
Oberon co-starrer.

Wanger’s board of directors met. The
Wanger directorate also officially approved
the resignation of Dr. A. H. Giannini as
chairman of the United Artists board,
which resignation was turned in several
months ago. Ericksen has been voted a
place on the UA board and, in addition,
will continue his duties as treasurer of
Douglas Fairbanks Productions.

Goldwyn
In

an

Cooper-Merle

Speeds Work

" Lady

and

effort

on

the Cowboy”

to speed

up

the

produc-

tion schedule on "The Lady and the Cowboy” which has now been in work for
more than two months, Samuel Goldwyn
has assigned Director Henry Hathaway to
supervise a second shooting unit of the
company and has named Stuart Heisler,
assistant director, to take the second unit
on

direct “Man About Town,” the Jack Benny
starrer, which faces the cameras in October. He had been with RKO Radio for
nine years.

location

quences.
Heisler

near

Triunfo

will guide

Cooper,

ginning camera work on “Trade Winds,”
Tay Garnett directing and Joan Bennett,
Fredric March, Ann Sothern and Ralph

near

start on “The

the cast.

Samuel

Gold-

Lady and the Cowboy”
planning a September 15

Last Frontier.”

Larry Darmour put “Early Arizona,”
first of a new historical action series, into
work for Columbia release, while the studio
itself began filming “Call of the Trail,” a
Charles Starrett western, with Sam Nelson directing. Having finished “Homicide
Bureau,” featuring Bruce Cabot, over the
weekend, the studio thus holds even with
the three-picture pace it set last week.
Also
Autry

filming
public, at which
western,

on

three

features

four-picture deal whereby the onetime silent comedy star will replace Laurel

past two months as gag-man and script
writer. First picture to co-star the new

"Topper Takes a Trip,” a sequel to "Topper,” with Norman Z. McLeod directing.
Walter Wanger broke a long lull by be-

heading

to a

Walter

The United Artists hit a new high for
the season, two UA producers putting new
pictures into work. Hal Roach started

wyn has "The
completion,

not remaining on call for re-takes on his
last comedy, has signed Harry Langdon

as Oliver Hardy’s comic team-mate. Langdon has been at the Roach plant for the

Brennan and a company of 150 technicians and players while H. C. Potter, director of the film, continues interior sequences at the studio with Merle Oberon,
co-star with Cooper in the picture.

Bellamy

Hal Roach, who last week dropped Stan
Laurel from his contract list on charges
that the latter breached his contract by

se-

for outdoor

Gary

business

is Re-

plant “Pony Boy,” a Gene
and “The Night Hawk,”

team
hicle.

will be “Zenobia’s Infidelity,” originally scheduled as a Roland Young ve-

Universal

reported

the

departure

from

its contract roster of Barbara Read, featured player who was one of the original
lance.
“Three Smart Girls.” She intends to freeDecimation

of the Walt

Disney

cartoon

plant employment list began this week,
approximately 700 workers checking out
for their two-week vacation and leaving
less than 100 employes remaining on the
lot.

newspaper melodrama, got the gun. As
an aftermath of the recent visit here of
Herbert

J. Yates,

chairman

of the

com-

pany’s board of directors, came the announcement that the new features on the
studios

lineup, including “Wagons Westward,” “Dr. Judith Barrett,” “Lady in the
News,” “Romance on the Range” and
others, are to be treated to a 10 to 20 per
cent budget boost.
Monogram kept its sound stages busy
by putting “Mr. Wong, Detective,” first of
a series starring Boris Karloff, into production. The company wound up “Wanted
by the Police,” starring Frankie Darro,
late last week.
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Jackman-Monogram
Deal Is Prominent
Stealing a lion’s share of the spotlight
focussed on Hollywood’s color-film organizations was the Jackman Color and Process Corp., the company having signed a
year’s contract with Monogram Pictures
to handle that studio’s film processing
work.
Although the contract does not indicate, according to Monogram spokesmen,
that the company will edge into colorfilm production during the coming year,
it advances the Jackman organization into
the

top ranks of the film capital’s processing laboratories, President Fred Jack-

man predicting that Monogram’s
production calendar for the year

heavy
would

substantially increase the laboratory’s
volume and revenue. Under terms of the
deal, Jackman will supply camera equipment, cinematographers and projection
equipment.
Meantime the steady growth of Technicolor, Inc., showed indications of further
advancement into foreign fields. Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus, president of the corporation, who returned recently from Genoa,
Italy, reported the possibility that Technicolor may establish laboratories in Germany, France and Italy as the result of
his three-month tour abroad.
Another color company, Cinemachrome,
sought attention this week by scheduling
a press preview for the first short subject
to be made in that color process,
ogue with an underlying plot.

a travel-

SDG

Producers

Are

Toward

Accord

and

Moving

(Continued

from

page

Anthony Veiller, Charles Brackett, Sheridan Gibney and Donald Ogden Stewart
as members of a bargaining committee to
collective

bargaining

agree-

ment under terms of the NLRB’s official
certification of the writing body as official industry representatives of the
writing fraternity. The mass meeting also
approved the collective bargaining code
which will be submitted to the producers.
Chief

among its provisions are the establishment of arbitration machinery to
settle disputes arising between porducers
and Guild members, assessment of damages against producers found guilty of
being unfair. It specifies three years as
the maximum length of a writing contract,
bans writing on speculation, eliminates
writers from
expenses in defending
plagiarism suits unless the plaintiff wins
the suit, clarifies the allotment of screen
credits and rules writers under contract as
scenarists will not be required to write for
radio or television without extra compensation.
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EDMUND
KELSO
to an untitled
— Metro
starring vehicle for Jack Holt.

original

as

a

MARY
McCALL
JR., to “Dramatic
School,” a
Mervyn LeRoy
production starring Luise Rainer.
Robert Sinclair will direct.
DAVID
BOEHM
to an
untitled original, a
racket-busting story, for Producer Harry Rapf.
— Paramount
BOBBY
VERNON
now in production.

to

JOHN
C. MOFFITT
Bob Burns starrer.
— Progress! ve

polish
to

“St.

“I’m

Louis

From

Blues,”

Missouri,”

a

TRISTRAM
TUPPER
to “I Want
a Divorce,”
in which Beverly Roberts will be featured.
— RKO
Radio
ANTHONY
VEILLER
to “The Night of January 16.” George Plaight produces.
ALBERT
BEIN
to script his original, “The
Pure in Mind,” for Producer P. J. WolfsOn.
DAVID
SILVERSTEIN
to an untitled original
for Producer Lee Marcus.
BERT
GRANET
to “Annabel
and Her
Agent,” third in the Lucille Ball-Jack Oakie
edy series.
— Republic
RING
CLYDE
Bernard

LARDNER

JR.,

teamed

with

LEWIS
on “Federal Man
Vorhaus will produce and

DORIS
SCHRODER
to “Colorado
will feature Roy
Rogers
and
Charles Ford is the producer.

Press
com-

HERBERT

Hunt,”
direct.

which

Sunset,” which
Lynn
Roberts.

ABEN
KANDEL
to “Doctors Don’t Tell,” which
Sol Siegel will produce.
DORRELL
and
STUART
McGOWAN
to the
second of the “Higgins Family” pictures, in which
James, Lucille and Russell Gleason will be featured.
GERALD
GERAGHTY
to “Romance
on the
Range,” a Gene Autry western.
— 20th Century-Fox
HAL
HUDSON,
radio script writer, signed to
script an
untitled story for Producer
Gene
Markey.
BORIS

INGSTER

“He Married
— Universal

His

and

MILTON

SPERLING

to

Ahead With Film
For Business Drive
Having
cent

gained

the assurance

of 100 per

cooperation of independent exhibitors and exchangemen in this territory,

the local “Motion Pictures’ Greatest Year”
committee continues its preparatory activities prior to the launching on September 1 of the nation-wide back-to-the-theatres drive.
Among the assignments made during
the week was the choice of George Seitz,
Metro director, to direct “The World Is
Yours,” the short subject which Frank
Whitbeck will produce for national release. Working under Seitz will be
Mickey Rooney, Lewis Stone, Cecilia Parker, Fay Holden and Charlie Grape win,
and a tentative starting date of August
29 has been set.
The

film will be made in four units, according to Whitbeck. In addition to the

Seitz company, Gordon Jennings, of Paramount, will make special scenes; Slavko
Vorkapich of M-G-M, will create special
montage effects, and Lou Harris and Herman Hoffman, who authored the script
and are associate producers, will direct
another unit.
Meanwhile the number one man of the
producers’ association, Will Hays,
off the toils and turmoils of the

Wife.”

WOLFE
KAUFMAN
to “Black Fleet;” LESTER
COLE
to “Plane 66.”
JAY
DRATTLER
to the next Deanna
Durbin
script. Joseph Pasternak will produce.
ROBERTSON
WHITE
and EDMUND
HARTMANN to “Charlie McCarthy, Detective.”
RALPH
BLOCK
and FREDERICK
KOHNER
to

business

campaign

and

the Myriad

shook
better
other

industry problems confronting him during his annual summer visit by leaving

“Almost an Angel,” slated for Danielle Darrieux
following “Rio.” Joe Pasternak will produce.
— Walter Wanger

over the weekend for a five-day motor
trip north. The association president was
accompanied by Albert D. Lasker, who has

GENE
TOWNE
and GRAHAM
BAKER
Illusionist,” a Charles Boyer starrer.

been visiting Hays
Valley ranch.

to

“The

on the latter’s Hidden

Hays’ last official duty before embarking on his holiday was to serve as one of

OPTIONS

producers marking time awaiting the outcome of the SDG conciliatory confabs.
An SWG
mass meeting Monday night
named Lillian Heilman, Tristram Tupper,

a

— Columbia

31)

to secure producer recognition as sole
bargaining agent for motion picture
scriveners — with SWG
leaders and the

negotiate

SCRIPTERS

the speakers at the meeting of the association late last week at which Darryl
Zanuck

— Columbia
BEN
MARKSON
joins writing department, working under Producer Fred Kohlmar.
FRANK
GRIFFIN,
radio script writer, joins
writing department
to work
on
an
untitled
original.
— Fine Arts
GEORGE
HOUSTON
signed for a series of films
— Metro
after completing the lead in “Wild Bill Hickok.”
WALTER
PIDGEON
contract.
His
current

handed
new
long-term
assignment
is “Listen,

GILBERT
RUSSELL,
English
singing star,
Darling.”
placed under term, contract. First assignment
is in “The Passing
RAND
BROOKS
role in
starrer.

Parade,” a John Nesbitt short.
given new acting contract and

“Dramatic

School,”

BILLY
GILBERT
deal. He will write
— Par am ount

the

Luise

Rainer

signed to one-picture acting
his own comedy material.

JAMES
HOGAN
given new five-year directorial
pact. He
is currently piloting “Scotland Yard
Against Bulldog Drummond.”
MONTE
BRICE
and LLOYD
CORRIGAN
signed
to writing contracts to work on the first Charlie
Ruggies-Mary Boland comedy.
JEAN
FENWICK,
stock player, renewed.
She
is

currently

in

“Scotland

Yard

Against

Bulldog

—RKO
Radio
Drummond.”
JOHN

TWIST,

writer,

held

for

another

Current

chore; “Law West of Tombstone,”
laboration with Clarence Young.
— Republic
RALPH

BYRD

theUniversal
lead in
—
STANLEY
term.
— Walter

“Down

for another

in

term.

col-

Actor

has

Stage

HLTGHES,

NICHOLS
to

Two New Speaking Dates
On the Coast for Birdwell
Two
lined

more

speaking

dates

have

been

up

for Russell Birdwell, publicityadvertising director for Selznick International pictures, as the result of a recent
address before the Pacific Advertising
Clubs convention.

On August 30 he will be the principal
speaker before the Advertising Club of
Los Angeles, discussing motion picture
publicity. San Diego’s
will hear him November

Advertising
1.

Club

Arkansas.”
actor,

held

for

another

Wanger

DUDLEY
“The

held

term
in

swung into action with a determined plea that peace moves be inaugurated between the film-makers and their
creative talent— the Screen Directors and
Screen Writers Guilds and other crafts.
Hays delivered a lengthy talk urging that
the industry cooperate to the utmost in
putting the better business campaign over
the top, citing the necessity of stimulating
waning fan interest in motion pictures.

joins

Lordsburg.”

writing
John

staff

Ford

to script

will

direct

Lang Draws Temple's Next
Walter Lang will direct Shirley Temple’s
next, “Little Princess,” for 20th CenturyFox. Gene Markey will produce.

27, 1938
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Production Registers an Upward
Trend as 39 Go Before Cameras
Hollywood’s film production index
spurted as the week opened, hitting a 39picture mark to register a substantial increase over last week’s opening figure of
33 films before the cameras. That the
upturn is to be sustained during the week
was indicated by the disclosure that 14
more pictures were set for launching during the period.
Maintaining its strangle-hold on first
place as most active studio is Paramount,
which was to start a trio of new films to
hit a ten-picture pace. This is two more
than were in production last week. New
starts include “King of Chinatown,” with
Robert Florey directing Anna May Wong
and Akim Tamiroff; “Say It in French,”
an Andrew L. Stone production featuring
Ray Milland and Olympe Bradna; and
Harry Sherman’s Hopalong Cassidy western, “The Frontiersman,” which went into
work on location in the Sierra Nevadas
with a record cast-crew company of 148
persons. During the next three weeks the
Marathon Street plant will begin shooting on five more films, including “I’m
From Missouri,” starring Bob Burns;
“Tom Sawyer, Detective;” “Came Society;”
"Ambush,” a Gladys Swarthout starrer;
and “Criminals in Hiding.”
Warners nosed into second place by
putting two new ones before the cameras
— a Kay Francis aviation feature,
“Women in the Wind,” and “They Made
Me a Criminal.” The Burbank lot has
seven in work, compared to five last week,
and has four more lined up for starts
during the first two weeks in September.
Attributing their decision to the uncertainties of winter weather in Idaho,
M-G-M executives late last week called
off the production of “Northwest Passage” on the eve of the departure of
Director W. S. Van Dyke, Robert Taylor,
Spencer Tracy, Wallace Beery and 150
others for a six-week location trip there.
Frank Messenger, unit manager on the
high-budget production, has trained for
McCall, Idaho, to supervise the storing of
costumes and properties until next spring,
when the Technicolor film will get the go
signal. Meantime the Culver City plant
launched one new production as the week
opened, putting “The Shining Hour” into
work with Joan Crawford, Robert Young,
Margaret Sullavan and Melvyn Douglas in

ber by “Hard to Get,” Shirley Temple in
“Little Princess,” Warner Baxter in “Tailspin,” “Falling Star” and Eddie Cantor’s
“The Average Man.”
Hitting a steady pace is Universal,
which started “The Storm,” featuring
Preston Foster, to raise its total in production to six — one more than last week. In
line are “Destry Rides Again,” "Exposed,”
W. C. Fields in “You Can’t Cheat an
Honest Man,” “The Sun Never Sets” and
several others.
Two new pictures hit the sound stages
at RKO Radio, Sol Lesser’s "Peck’s Bad
Boy at the Circus,” and “Miracle Racket,”
a Bernie Fineman production featuring
Sally Eilers. The Gower Street plant is
now filming a quintet of features, gaining
two over last week. In scripting stages is
“The Castles,” an Astaire-Rogers musical,
while “Picardy Max,” “Law West of
Tombstone,” “Little Orvie,” “Miss X” and
“Love Affair” — a Leo McCarey production
starring Irene Dunne and Charles Boyer —
are on the waiting list.

Musical

Western

By New

Is First

Spanish

of the new production company’s product.
The cast is currently being assembled
and technicians being obtained from
Hollywood ranks. Production is to start
within 60 days.

Painters Seeking 5-Day
Week , 5% Wage Hike
The Painters’ Local 644 has served
notice on producers it is drafting demands for a five-day week and a 5 per
cent wage tilt for the coming year. The
official draft will be submitted Monday.
Painters are not included in the basic
labor agreement, holding independent

the leads. This brings the studio’s total
to six, one more than last week. Coming

pacts with studios.

up are “Out West With the Hardys,”
“Honolulu,” “The Earl of Chicago,” featuring Robert Montgomery, and “The Ice
Follies.”
Twentieth Century-Fox began filming
on “Big Town Girls in Reno,” tentative
title for the second in the “Big Town
Girls” series, but its six-picture index is
still one under last week. The closing days
of August, however, will see a marked upturn, with “Mr. Moto Takes a Vacation,”
“Arizona Wildcat” and “Kentucky” all
slated to start, to be followed in Septem-

Bud Barsky

38

Firm

Newest entry into the foreign language
field is a company headed by Charles
Emanuel, head of the Foreign Film Exchange in Los Angeles, Enrico Aszcona,
and Miguel Buyahsan. First film scheduled by the as yet unnamed company, is a
musical western to be made in Spanish
near Tijuana, Mex., according to Emanuel,
whose exchange will handle distribution

*

to Make

" Special Prosecutor"
To capitalize on the current “policy”
trial being handled by Thomas E. Dewey
in New York, Bud Barsky has switched his
independent production schedules around
and will start production about September 2 on his initial effort, “Special ProseBarsky, shooting at Grand National, will
work
cutor.”from a script by Lou Greenspan.

Protest Paramount
Radio Tieup
A

bulletin

has

bers by the ITO

been

issued

to mem-

urging

them

to protest

Paramount's radio tieup with the forthcoming Fitch program in the east. The
organization, in its message, reiterates
its stand that film-radio tieups
rect competition to theatres.

are

di-

A copy of the message has been sent
to the Paramount studio here and to
the home
the radio
this issue.

office in New
tieup

appear

York.
on

Details
page

of

9 of

LA Roadshows End
With "Antoinette"
The Los Angeles area’s single sally into
the roadshow field this summer, as compared to several such two-a-day bookings
in local theatres during 1937, is due to
draw to a close on September 5, Labor Day,
when M-G-M’s “Marie Antoinette” winds
up an eight-and-a-half week showing at
the Carthay Circle Theatre.
While the Norma Shearer starring vehicle is ending its roadshow engagement,
however, Walter Wanger’s “Algiers” continues to establish some sort of a longrun record for continuous showings at the
Four-Star Theatre, where it was to go
into its eighth week on Wednesday and
still carding normal business. The United
Artists release has, week by week, toppled
all house records for boxoffice receipts on
regular run fare, excluding, of course, “In
Old
Chicago,” which was given two-a-day
treatment.
“Marie Antoinette” was to break into
general release in several key cities, August 26, M-G-M continuing to stand firm
on its announcement that the production
will not be roadshown in any other territory. While its first regular-run here
will be day-and-date in Grauman’s Chinese and Loew’s State, local exchange officials could not give a definite date for its
opening.

Roy Rogers to Tour in
The South and Midwest
Hitting the road as a new member of
the personal appearance tour army of
Hollywood film folk was Roy Rogers, Republic’s western hero, scheduled for three
weeks of p. a.’s throughout the south and
midwest. Rogers crossed his fellow sagebrusher, Gene Autry, en route, the latter
checking in at the studio after an extended tour to go into “Pony Boy” as his
next film appearance.
Also lined up for personals during the
coming month is Bobby Breen, Sol Lesser’s boy singer-actor, having signed for
p. a.’s at the Grant Park Concert in Chicago on September 5 and at the Michigan
State Fair, in Detroit, September 8-11.
Young Breen is due back in the film
ment.
capital September 15 for a film assign-
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NORTHERN CALIFORNIA WHOOPS IT DP FOR
CAMPAIGN; OREGON PLEDGES ITS SDPPORT
Portland Meeting Launches
Pacific Northwest
Participation
By DOUGLAS
Portland,

POLIVKA

Ore. — Oregon’s

participation

in the million-dollar nationwide Motion
Pictures’ Greatest Year campaign began
here with a luncheon in the Multnomah
Hotel attended by more than 100 local
and state exhibitors, exchange men and
regional industry heads.
Ted R. Gamble, J. J. Parker’s general
manager and chairman of the Oregon
drive, announced following the three-hour
meeting that more than 50 per cent of
the Oregon exhibitors had pledged their
support to the campaign.
Every exhibitor present at the luncheon
signed a pledge slip.
Speakers included John Danz of Seattle,
operator of a theatre circuit in Washington
and northwest regional representative of
the drive; A1 Finkelstein, general manager of the Hamrick-Evergreen theatres
here and vice-chairman for Oregon; Bob
White, vice-chairman for Oregon; George
Hickey, M-G-M western division manager;
Eddie Saunders, M-G-M western sales
manager; Bill Ripley, Longview, Wash.;
William Graeper of the Egyptian Theatre
here and president of the MPTO of Oregon, and Mark Corey, RKO exchange
manager in charge of distribution of campaign accessories in Oregon.
Gamble stated that his circuit has spent
at least $1,000 each year as long as he can
remember to launch the new season’s
product and that the present campaign
marks the first time he’s known that
everyone has joined to put over such a
drive.

Southern California had sighed 100 per
cent and that he could see no reason why
Oregon could not do the same thing.

Independent and Major
Theatre Interests in

“We, the subsequent run theatres, have
gone through the worst business conditions

United Front

ever known in Portland,” stated Bob White.
“This is our chance to sell motion pictures
to the public. I’m all for the campaign.”
Bob Ripley of Longview came here from
the Washington meeting and urged everyone to “get on the band wagon.”
Eddie Saunders said: “This is the greatest thing that has ever happened to the
industry. This is an opportunity to get
your business back on its feet. We’ve been
failing to merchandise our product and
this is a chance to make the public picture-minded.”
Telegrams were read by Gamble from
George Hunt of Medford and from George
Schaefer of New York. Gamble assured
all those present that the Oregon territory would be signed solid by the end of
the week.
Fire at Phoenix
Phoenix — The

Romona

projection

room

of the

here was destroyed by fire.

By PHIL
San

Francisco — The

STONE
motion

picture

in-

dustry of northern California lined up
alongside New York and Los Angeles in
unanimous pledges of 100 per cent
participation in the 18-week’s million dollar Motion Pictures’ Greatest Year drive.
Fullest participation, both moral and financial, was the promise made by approximately 150 theatre men, representing the
territory’s more than 300 theatres, at a
three-hour meeting in the Palace Hotel
here at which A. M. Bowles, northern California division manager for Fox West
Coast, presided. The meeting was called
by Independent Theatre Owners of Northern California, of which Rotus Harvey,
president of Harvey Amusements Co., is
president.
Spyros Skouras, president of National
(Continued on page 42- A)

Pledge n Drive 77 Support

Gamble emphasized the fact that in
Oregon ten of the 94 pictures included in
the nationwide contest have already been
shown in first-run houses, giving the subsequent run theatres a chance to cash in
on 12 per cent of the contest pictures immediately.
Danz, who had just recently returned
from the major campaign meeting in New
York, told the assembled group that it
marked the first time in the history of the
industry that all branches had participated.
He

outlined contest plans of the campaign. “Response at present assures the
success of this undertaking,” he said. “As
one delegate at the New York meeting
said, ‘this contest is really a legalized
Bank Night.’ The boxoffice returns from
the contest alone will warrant every exhibitor lending a hand to this campaign.”
A1 Finkelstein, who had just returned
from Los Angeles, told the group that
BOXOFFICE
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Unanimous support of the “ Motion Pictures Are Your Best Entertainment”
drive is hereby pledged by three National Theatres-Fox West Coast circuit
executives during one of the sessions of the chain’s recent regional convention in Los Angeles. Charles P. Skouras, left, president of FWC; Arch M.
Bowles, Northern California division manager, and Spyros Skouras, vicepresident of NT, are shown here discussing the drive.

H
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National Theatres' Own
Business Hunt Tied In

200 Southern California Showmen

Los Angeles — Preliminary discussion of
the forthcoming National Theatres, Inc.,
business drive, to extend from September 4 to December 24 in conjunction with
the industry’s better business campaign,
wound up NT’s regional convention at the
Ambassador Hotel here last week, in which
Fox West Coast, Principal and Evergreen'
circuits and partnership operators participated.
Spyros Skouras, president of NT, disclosed that a $5,000 prize awaits the division making the best proportionate
showing during the drive, with $3,000 and
$2,000 respectively going to second and
third place winners, and an additional
$5,000 to be shared if all divisions hit the
quotas set for them.
Delegates to the convention headed
homeward over the weekend, with Spyros
Skouras training to San Francisco for a
short survey of FWC divisional offices
there before returning east.

Pledge Support to Industry Push
Los Angeles — Southern California independent showmen, 200 strong, have pledged
their unanimous endorsement and financial support to the “Motion Pictures’ Greatest Year” campaign, their assurances of
cooperation coming during a mass meeting sponsored by the Independent Theatre Owners of Southern California.
Purposes and procedure of the drive,
which opens September 4, were explained
in detail by Herman Wobber, general sales
manager for 20th Century-Fox; William
F. Rodgers, sales chief for M-G-M; Spyros Skouras, president of National Theatres, Inc., and Charles Skouras, president
of the Fox West Coast circuit.

independent theatre operator in attendance pledged himself to contribute 10
cents per seat as his share of the $250,000
which has been allotted as the assessment to be borne by independent showmen throughout the country.

This committee will report to the exhibitors next Monday, another mass meeting having been called for that date so
that the committee can present an outline demonstrating how the campaign may
be made profitable to local showmen.
Wobber declared, in explaining the drive,
that the industry has suffered a let-down
in showmanship and that the campaign
should serve as a means of re-stimulating
initiative among exhibitors. Rodgers emphasized the necessity for complete cooperation, and Gabe Yorke, chairman of
the Hollywood executive campaign committee, urged the necessity for unqualified support.

Significant by-product of the meeting
was the selection of Charles Skouras as
chairman of a committee to outline the
campaign details for this territory, bring-

Charles Skouras entertained the gathering following the meeting at luncheon
in the Ambassador Hotel, where the conference was held.

Unequivocal support was assured by Albert Galston, president, and R. H. Poole,
general manager of the ITO, and every

Northwest Managers
Meet in Seattle
Seattle — A special meeting

for the pur-

pose of intensifying the film drive was
held early in the week in the Northwest
Film Club quarters.
John Danz, in charge of the drive in the
Northwest territory, assigned the special
duty to each exchange of informing those
theatre owners who as yet do not have full
information upon the campaign.

ing forth indications that FWC and independent exhibitors in Southern California may strike a more harmonious notein their relationships than ever before. In
addition to presiding at the gathering,
Skouras heads a campaign committee including Poole, Galston, Nate Halpern, Ben
Wallerstein, Thornton Sargent, Marco
Wolf and Abe Gore.
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This huge

Leviathan

of the Road

is in

reality a modem De Luxe Movie Palace. Air conditioned and electric lighted and operated. Seats 60 people.
Equipped with Powers 6B projectors,
Melophone sound. It gives brilliant
Theatre performances to full feature
pictures. Just the thing for small towns.
Travels from state to state. Has 6 feature pictures and shorts. Pulled by
Ford V-8 truck. Built July, 1937, at a
cost of $3,700. Is for sale for $1,800
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Official Seal for

LOS

Metro "Wind" Deal
Hollywood —
Following negotiations
conducted simultaneously here and in New
York,

David

O.

Selznick

officially

an-

nounced Thursday afternoon that “Gone
With the Wind” will be made in Technicolor for release through M-G-M.
The
picture gets into production between November 15 and January 1, with Selznick
personally supervising.
Clark Gable is definitely set as Rhett
Butler, but no selection has been made for
Scarlett
rect.
The

O’Hara.

release

George

deal

was

Cukor

handled

QOLBY

WARTMAN
of the Deluxe Theatre, and Ben Bronstein, operator of
the Lux, Alpine and Arlen, have returned
from a fishing trip along the Mexican
coast. Bronstein caught one fish — a 153pound marlin, heaviest catch of the season.
Stop-ping in to do some booking en route
home from a vacation in Yellowstone was
Phil J. Techarich, owner of the Ritz
Theatre in Jerome, Ariz.
Visitors: Bud Meyers of the Montrose,
Montrose; William Swanson, operator of
the Ojai Theatre in Ojai; Leo Hanrbecher,
of the new Victory Theatre, San Diego.

will dihere

by

L. B. Mayer, A1 Lichtman and E. J. Mannix for Metro, and Selznick, Henry Ginsberg and L. F. Aitstock for Selznick International.

Claim and Counter Claim

Kelly Seligman will reopen the Columbia Theatre, on east Seventh St. next
week. It has been dark for several months.
The Glassel Theatre on North Broadway has been sold to Kurt Laemmle, relative of Carl Laemmle, by A1 Bowman. The
new owner takes over September 1.
Bill Kohler

Over

Salt

Lake

‘‘Birth of a Baby"
City — The

American

Com-

mittee of Maternal Welfare, inc., an Illinois corporation, headed into a law tangle
here when it asked for a restraining order
and injunction against the Roxy Tneatre,
A. B. Moor, the theatre operator, and John
Doe Paris, agent for the owner of a film
titled “Liie — Showing Birth of a Baby'’
wnicn was scheduled to be shown at the
Roxy.
Tne Illinois corporation claimed that
the advertising of the film under said title
was

an

infringement

on

its own

produc-

tion, “Birth of a Baby,” wnicn would
snown in this city at a later date.

be

of Selected

Pictures

Ray Olmstead of Olmstead-Stubbins was
expected to return from his Arizona selling trip by the end of the week.
Visitors: Leslie Harper, Corona, Corona;
Ernest Harper, Fontana, Fontana; Earl
Strebe, operator of El Paseo and the
Plaza, in Palm Springs, and the house at
Arrowhead;

Jimmy

Edwards

Schiller

by District Judge

without

prejudice

Herbert

Ore. — Pare

Lorentz,

gorge and Booneville dam with
Crosby, ace Hollywood cameraman.

Floyd
They

are reported to be preparing and reconnoitering for a government-produced
film featuring the Pacific northwest.
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head-

News from the sick bay: Alberta Carrow, Paramount telephone operator, was
not at her board during the week, but it
was nothing serious . . . Leo Goodwin, who
does the bookkeeping for Goldberg Film
Delivery, will watch his step after this.
Leo slipped from the running board while
alighting from his ca'r, the first of the
week, and is now recuperating while a
couple of bones in his shoulder knit . . .
Libby

Poole, Paramount’s ad sales manager, is reported recovering rapidly at
Olive View Sanitarium and plans to be
back at his desk after Christmas.
Wedding

bells rang

recently

for three

Filmrowites. “ What a Honeymoon. En
route to Canada,’’ postcarded Louise
O’ Hair, Paramount bookkeeper, in apprising her co-workers of her elopment August
22. She was married to Russell Moe, sand
and gravel man in Reno. John Bannerman, head booker for Cabart theatres, with
his bride, Beaulah Terry, cashier at National Theatre Supply, is honeymooning
on a motor tour up the coast. They were
married August 20.
Mr.

and

Mrs.

C. A. Simon

(he operates

the

Needles Theatre, Needles, Cal.) , returned Wednesday from a ten-day vacation
at Catalina.
Floyd St. Johns, holder of the San Francisco Republic franchise, spent Wednesday
and Thursday conferring with Frances
Bateman of the local exchange.
Vacationing for two weeks is Mrs.
( Continued on page 42-C)
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deal’s film chief and producer of the widely-acclaimed picture, “The River,” this
week looked over the Columbia river

his Tujunga
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circuit, in from
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Survey Northwest
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DIRECTORY

A HANDY

M.

ants’ rights to have costs of the action
assessed against the plaintiff.
Hearing on the permanent injunction
request was dropped, it was explained in
court when the Illinois corporation failed
to post a $5,000 indemnity bond and a $300
cost bond which was required by Judge
Schiller.

of the

TRADE

Injury to the defendant’s business was
made grounds for a counter-claim for
$45,000.
Dismissal of the order to show cause
granted

is be-

ginning to wonder whether or not he’s
getting a run-around. Six weeks ago Mrs.
Bill left for a one-week vacation in San
Francisco. Now, Kohler complains, the
only time he hears from his wife is when
she runs out of money.

In answer and counter-claim, the theatre company, Floor and B. H. Paris alleged that tne film advertised was owned
oy Maurice Copeland, New York City, who
secured a copyrignt from the U. S. patent
office of the title of the film in July,
1937.

was

ANGELES .
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Albert J. Law Eight-Month Probe
Near Finish With Warner Checkup
$500,000 Portland Art
Center Has WPA Favor

Los Angeles — Albert J. Law, department
of justice deputy, was expected to wind
up his eight-month-old investigation of
the records and financial transactions of
major film exchanges and the Fox West
Coast circuit here by Friday.
Currently at the Warner exchange, Law
and his corps of Federal sleuths have been
seeking data anent charges by independent
showmen and exchangemen that the majors have been violating the Sherman antitrust law. Next step for the federal men
will be the preparation of detailed reports
of their findings for submission to the
department of justice in Washington, D. C.

Portland,

Portland

Ore.

—

The

cabinet

District Epworth

Total estimated cost of the project, including two fire-proof buildings but not
including the work to be done in Holladay
Park, is $502,067. Of this sum, the sponsors must raise $192,025, the balance to be
furnished by WPA.

of the

League

has

voiced disapproval of the “appearance of
the drinking of alcoholic drinks on the
screens of the motion picture houses in
Portland” at its regular monthly
here this week.

Arthur Jarratt Visits

meeting

Los Angeles — Arriving here for an exdended vacation this week was Arthur

The resolution continued, “such scenes
being entirely unnecessary, and as they
are unfit for the young people of the city
to witness, the cabinet and those present
vote that this grave situation be called to
the attention of the citizens of Portland.”

William

Jarratt, director of the Provincial Cinematograph Theatres and film

and variety booking comptroller for Gaumont British in London. He was accompanied by Mrs. Jarratt and their daughter.
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LEXINGTON

DURKEE

of Springfield made

few trips to Portland’s Filmof his
row one
during
the week . . . W. H. Hibbert of
Sheridan was another visitor . . . Johnny
Harvey, Universal’s booker, is back from
his vacation on the coast and is wearing
a fine sunburn . . . Guy Garrison of St.
Helens on the Columbia made the rounds
on the Row.

Gordon Craddock claims he feels like
he’s walking on air when on the new asphalt tile floor in the front part of Universal’s exchange . . . K. A. Spears of Winlock, Wash., dropped in to do business
in the Rose City ... So did Wes Johnson of Eugene.
Frank Becker of the Portland branch of
the Western Theatre Equipment Co., tells
us that his firm is installing chairs, carpets, drapes and booth equipment in the
new Pacific Beach Theatre at Pacific
Beach, Wash. A. Fernandes, who operates at Neah Bay, Collum Bay and Quilcene, is the owner . . . A. S. Kolstead of
Hood River plans to reopen the Cascadian
soon. It’s been closed for some time.

Kenneth Curtis, formerly of the Roxy
in Portland, has taken over the theatre at
Waldport and reports business fine . . .
Millicent Smith, office manager for B. F.
Shearer’s Portland branch, is back from
a vacation with Beth Ginsey of Shearer’s
Seattle office. They went to Cannon Beach
and points south and report a grand time.
Shearer’s
wife ofduring
Brobeck
Roy
tle offices
were and
in town
the Seatweek
. . . Rae Peacock of Onalaska, Wash., was
another visitor on the Row . . . Jack
Kloepper celebrated his second wedding

J. WALL

^ -HOLLY WO
CALIFORNIA

Frank Clark of Paramount, out of town
for a day . . . Denzel and Kenneth Piercy
of Prineville in Portland, talking about
their new theatre . . . Al Finkelstein and
Roy Brown, Hamrick- Ever green bigwigs,
have returned from the big conclave in
Los Angeles.
Eddie Saunders, M-G-M western division sales manager; George A. Hickey,
M-G-M western division manager on the
Pacific Coast, and Bill Parker, M-G-M
Seattle exploiteer, all in Portland on the
same day . . . Mr. and Mrs. A. Dyer of
Oakridge making the rounds . . . S. G.
Mendenhall of Grants Pass adding his
name

to the visitors’ list.

Beatrice Burger, assistant cashier at
M-G-M, went by plane to Chicago for a
vacation and attended her sister’s wedding
while there . . . Earl Hunt, HamrickEvergreen artist, is back from his vacation. Kenny Hughes, purchasing agent for
the same theatres, was in town from
Seattle . . . Jimmie O’Neal of Seattle, in
town looking over his candy machines
. . . Sammy Siegel of United Artists, back
in from Seattle.

AT VINE STREET

MANAGEMENT
HARRY

CLIVE

anniversary, August 22 . . . Jack O’Bryan
has left on a two weeks’ business trip in
the Oregon territory.

-HOTEL
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Oregon

director of WPA, this week announced
that a $500,000 project for a Portland art
center had been approved by his office
and in principle at Washington.
The Portland art center would consist
of an arts and crafts building and a theatre building facing each other across
Holladay Park and connected by a mall.
The site, valued at $100,000, has been
donated by Ralph B. Lloyd, according to
Groffith.

Epworth League Frowns
Upon Drinking Scenes
Portland,

Ore. — E. J. Griffith,

PORTLAND

OD

Draws

Hollywood

—

"Express"
Kent

Lead

Taylor

draws

lead in “The Last Express,” Crime
feature at Universal.
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Photo taken at the convention of the Fox Intermountain Theatre convention held in Denver, with Frank H. (Rick)
Ricketson, division manager, presiding. Included in the picture are all of the Fox managers attending the meeting, besides exchange managers and others in the amusement industry. Marked by an x in the center of the front row is Ricketson. To his left are Fred Glass and Ray Davis, and to his right Bill Steege and Harry Huffman, district managers. About

75 attended the convention with more than 115 atteyiding the luncheon given for the exchange managers.

Trade United for
IndustrgCampaigii
(Continued from page 39)
Theatres Corp., his brother, Charles P.
Skouras, Fox West Coast president; Herman Wobber, for many years Pacific Coast
division manager for 20th Century-Fox
and recently elevated to the post of general sales chief, and William F. Rodgers,
general sales manager of Metro-GoldwynMayer, were the speakers.
The terminology of so-called progressive
political groups recurred often during the
meeting, as frequent references were made
to the problem of the “rank and file” and
almost every speaker reiterated the need
for a “united front” as the industry’s defense against declining grosses and public
ill-will.
“This is the first time in all my experience in the theatre business that I have
seen all branches of the industry gather
together with a single purpose — to stimulate boxoffice attendance,” declared Wobber, “it is the most constructive of its
kind and through it we may undo the harm
caused by indiscriminate talk and ill-timed
remarks within the industry.”
Outlining the actual workings of the
proposed drive, including the “Movie Quiz”
contest of 94 fall releases, the amount of
newspaper advertising and billboard coverage planned, Wobber pointed to the
marked success of two goodwill building
campaigns financed by the railroad industry and by the used car dealers of the
country.
“With our lobbies, our screens, and our
trained writers and publicity men,” the
Fox executive declared, “we can triple
what they did — and I might remind you
that the increased business in both cases
was estimated around 70 per cent.” He
stressed the fact that no money would
be expended for radio time in the drive.
“We will sell the glamor and the quality
BOXOFFICE

of motion pictures with the best brains
of the industry,” he concluded.
The fact that the independent exhibitors,
even those playing on 150-days basis and
more, would benefit equally with the big
circuits, which are contributing 25 per
cent of the cost of the entire campaign,
was stressed by National Theatres president, Spyros Skouras, in his brief address.
“Everyone has suffered from this slump,”
Skouras stated. “But we have here a plan
conceived, designed to one single purpose
— that every branch of this great industry
unite to fight for our rights.
“This poisonous talk in headlines at
out expense,” he told the film men, “strikes
at us directly — at our theatre, our businesses, our families. And do not think
that the motion picture industry cannot
be destroyed — it can be. It is our business
to make the public once more respect our
product and our industry. The contest
booklet to be distributed will be the goodwill ambassador of your theatre in the
home of every American family.”
Raising a laugh with the statement that
he “no longer has time to sell pictures —
I am committed to committees,” Metro’s
sales chief, W. F. Rodgers, urged wholehearted support for the drive, stressing
the fact that moral support was as necessary as financial in achieving complete
success. He told the local men that the
big organizations were putting at the disposal of the drive committees the “best
brains in the industry,” and pleaded:
“We know this drive is not perfect, but
even though you find a slight weakness
here or there, I believe the drive merits
your 100 per cent support because it offers the inspiration for a ‘united front’ that
will benefit the entire industry, now and in
the future.”
“This plan is the only plan to bring the
boxoffice back to where it used to be,”
Charles P. Skouras told the theatre men.
“With 100 per cent support from you —
100 per cent, not 98 or 99 — I absolutely
guarantee the success of this plan. We
are all going to cash in on the drive.”
Speaking on behalf of the small exhibitor, John Diastasio, veteran Sacramento

operator, declared his belief that the contest and drive would benefit all.
“I am 100 per cent for this plan,” Diastasio declared, “by stabilizing business and
bringing people into the theatres — any
theatre — it will help the big fellow and the
little fellow alike.”
Heated but good-tempered discussion
broke out when A. M. Bowles called for
immediate signatures of pledges on the
basis of the 10-cents-a-seat required to
meet the independent exhibitors’ quartermillion dollar share of the campaign expenses.
Although favorable to the plan as a
whole, a portion of the exhibitors present
declared their belief that the committee
should have previously decided how the
pledges were to be handled before the operators were asked to sign. A major point
brought out by Rotus Harvey, the question of whether shares were payable immediately in cash, or whether some form
of time, or credit payment facilities would
be available for the exhibitor with small
capital.
“You’re not going to form a united front
(Continued on page 42-C)
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BILLY THE KID RETURNS
(Rep) —
Tops in
musical western entertainment, this Roy
Rogers-Smiley Burnette sagebrush action
ieature will appeal to adults as well as
juvenile
of

audiences

the

best

and

grossers

should
from

prove

a

one

company

specializing in the best of this type of picture. Charles E. Ford produced. Joe Kane
directed.
BREAKING
Bobby

THE

ICE

(RKO)— This

Breen picture
cause of the charm

is the

best

to date, chiefly beand grace of Irene

Dare, 5-year-old figure ice skater and a
newcomer to the screen. Her consummate
skill on
Breen,

the

Irene

ice

steals

Dare,

the

Charles

Costello. Sol Lesser
Cline directed.

show.

Ruggles,

produced.

Bobby
Dolores

Edward

F.

CAREFREE
(RKO) — Reunites Ginger Rogers
and Fred Astaire in a
frothy, amusing
meringue

of laughs,

music

imitable dancing. It goes

and

their

more

to

incon-

tinuity than their other co-starring vehicles
will win the interest and patronage

and

their joint popularity
sure. Ralph Bellamy

is dependable to asand Luella Gear are

outstanding in support. Pandro Berman
produced. Mark Sandrich directed.
CONVICTED

(Col) — This

tains little of

either

action

drama

element

and

con-

shapes

up as meager entertainment. Apparently
conceived, concocted and hatched in a
hasty

and

moreover,

inexpensive
is hampered

a

is

the

weak

Pretty

Rita

Charles

Quigley, Rita Hayworth,
rence. Leon Barsha directed.

ROAD

Hayworth

manner,
by

a

film,
script.

bright

note.

Marc

Law-

TO RENO, THE (Univ)— Custom-tailored and impressively produced vehicle

for Hope Hampton's triumphant return to
the screen. Picture adroitly blends just
the

right

hokum

amount

to provide

Randolph

of

comedy,

top-flight

music

and

entertainment.

Scott's performance

in male

lead

is perfect foil for Miss Hampton's charm
and beautiful voice. Supporting cast is
comparably fine. Edmund
Grainger
duced. S. Sylvan Simon directed.
THREE

LOVES

everything

HAS

NANCY

that goes

pro-

(M-G-M)— Has

to make

a

smashing

comedy success, including a trio of scintillating performances by Robert Montgomery,
Franchot

Tone

witty,

brilliant

wraps

up

top

playboy

role

Norman
directed.

Krasna

and

Janet

Gaynor

screenplay.
honors

which

in

a

fits him

produced.

plus

a

Montgomery
sophisticated
like a

Richard

glove.
Thorpe

COMPLETE REVIEWS on the above
pictures will appear in an early issue
of BOXOFFICE.

Klein Newsreel
Hollywood — Option

on

a

Unit
store

build-

ing on Hollywood Blvd. has been taken by
Arthur Klein, executive of the Trans-Lux
Newsreel Theatres of New York, with a
view to constructing a newsreel house here.
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jyjANY important announcements this
past week, but the most important one
was sent out by Eino Hemmila, chief
booker for the George Hunt circuit in
Oregon. Eino sent out a very clever card
telling of the birth of a son. Eino, who
makes his home in Medford, already has
a daughter now two years old. Mama and
baby doing fine, daddy fine, but George
Hunt is the one showing the effects of
everything. He was crazy about the baby
girl, but, now a boy, well there is no holding George.
Next announcement is that Mrs. M. Pulver who has two theatres in Lewiston, Ida.,
has added a third. Mrs. Pulver has bought
out her opposition, Ford Bratcher, who
ran the Granada Theatre. Mildred Bishop, daughter of Mrs. Pulver, does the buying and booking for the theatres while
Herb Royster takes care of the advertising and exploitation . . . Mr. Pollack of
Mount Vernon has taken over his opposition, operated by Marcus Daly Murphy
and his dad. This gives the Pollacks a
closed town.
A1 Goldstein, of Monogram Pictures, is
moving his offices to the spot next door.
Art Slater of Northwest Film Service has
taken over his own building a couple of
blocks away from the spot he has occupied for years . . . J. T. Sheffield has gone
again on a month’s trip to his
and Salt Lake branches . . . Ted
visiting the Row. Ted owns the
in Leavenworth . . . John Hamrick
ing back from Hollywood in time

Denver
Wilson
theatre
hurryfor the

“Spawn of the North” world premiere.
Cliff Lewis of the Paramount studio publicity department also arriving and being
met by Hal Daigler of the Hamrick-Evergreen theatres.
George Blair has gone for a new car.
The heater in it sold him ... A large
crowd attended the special preview of
“Marie Antoinette” at the Egyptian Theatre . . . Official programs for the Fourth
Annual Picnic sponsored by the Film Club
are now in the hands of all the members
and exchange employes. By the time you
read this, the picnic will be a thing of
the past but ticket sales to date are fast
and furious.
Tommy Olsen in from Aberdeen with a
sickly looking beard he is growing for the
50th Anniversary Celebration to be staged
soon by the Gray’s Harbor town . . . Jimmie O’Neal to Portland and back and
ribbing Dave Manley, who by the way,
can come back with some snappy retorts
. . . Wayne Christy to Vancouver, B. C ,
to arrange for a special showing of a picture for the Canadian censors. That
group will come to Blaine, Wash., just on
the border and give the picture the once
over and state if that type of entertainment is okay for the Canucks.
Dorothy Cooper improving , but still with
her arm in a sling . . . Bill Bedgisoff, of
the Green Parrot Theatre, has taken over
the Hollywood Theatre and is spending
$25,000 remodeling and will open the house

as a de luxe neighborhood . . . Jim Hone
and a group of friends motoring to Natches
Pass just to eat breakfast by a special
stream . . . The Morrie Segels have at
lastit.found a house and are now settled
in
A1 O’Keefe out for Portland then Salt
Lake . . . The Pete Higgins, the George
Blairs, the L. J. McGinleys, Ellen Lynch
and Charlie Gruenberg all guests of Edith
Giles at Twin Cedars . . . Bill Hansher,
manager of the Paramount exchange in
Vancouver, B. C., spending a couple of
days here and meeting friends of years
standing . . . Bill Parker, the local M-G-M
exploiteer out for Portland to astound the
natives in that town . . . Glen Haviland
off for Spokane . . . Ned and Mrs. Edris
off to Alaska for a couple of weeks . . .
Mrs. Tom Berry and Corinne Brown in
from Edmonds and lunching on the Row.
Out-of-town exhibitors seen at the special meeting for the big movie push included Martin Brown, Yakima; E. W.
Groesbeck, Enumclaw; George Eder, Vashon; J. G. Maddux, Auburn; Mr. and
Mrs. Jay Tew, North Bend; Mrs. W. A.
Cochrane, Snoqualmie; Ernie Shields,
Kent; Loren Wahl, Bellingham; Whitey
Merwin, Burlington; Mildred Bishop, Lewiston; Cecil Gwinn, Centralia; Ford Bratcher, Lewiston, Ida.; Louis Perunko, Ned
Edris and Bill Conner, Tacoma; Chuck
Charles, Everett; Al Wagner, Graingville ,
Ida.; M. W. Mattecheck, McMinnville,
Ore.; Ed Hallberg and Henry Davidson,
Port Angeles; Marcus Murphy, Mount
Vernon; Edgar Mercy, Camas; Ed Zabel,
Olympia; Clarence Farrell, Ellensburg , and
many others.
Clary Olsen, for many years service man
for Western Poster, is back from his six
months visit to Norway . . . Herndon Edmond back from the conference with Herman Wobber. Charlie Powers of the Portland Fox exchange also attended the gettogether . . . George and Mrs. Airey on
the Row from Twisp . . . June and Evan
Pritchard saying hello to the gang in the
Rendezvous. June will be displaying an
image in the near future.
The Liberty Theatre in Pasco now remodeled and reopened. House is one of
the Mercy chain ... A. J. Sullivan is about
the most ardent baseball fan in the Northwest show business . . . John von Herberg
relieving Cliff Challew at the Liberty while
Cliff takes his vacation. John also acted
as relief mamager in the other houses in
his dad’s circuit . . . Louie and Mrs. Goldsmith vacationing in California on a motor
trip . . . Frank Jenkins to Portland and
backthatto town.
get a load of the boss’s new theatre
in

Burch “SUPER
To
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gEVERLY S. CLENDENIN, secretarytreasurer of the Intermountain Theatres Ass’n, reports that John Rugar, association president, has just returned from
visiting members in southern Utah.
The Intermountain Theatres, Inc., new
operators of the Mario Theatre here, have
completed remodeling and refurnishing the
structure and reopened August 19 with
Cyril Condon, former head of the Roxy
at Logan, Utah, as manager.
Intermountain Theatres, Inc., has promoted Lynn Westover to the managership
of the Victory Theatre. Westover formerly managed the Studio Theatre here.
Chester Price was promoted to the position of manager of the Studio Theatre
from assistant manager at the Utah.
Ray Hendry, assistant manager of the
Intermountain Theatres, Inc., reports reopening of the local first-run Paramount
is slated for September 1, with Clare Woods
as manager.
Bill Steege, district manager, and Booker Cy Sanders of Pox West Coast, here,
attended the company’s
convention in Denver.

Intermountain

Oren J. Hazen and Gordon Thornbert,
owners of the Service Theatre Supply
Co. here, are doing an extra amount of
detail work in Idaho at this tune. They
are expected to be back in a few days
after a few weeks’ absence during which
they attended the opening of Sam Brooks’
new Liberty Theatre at Hailey, ivhich they
equipped.
John Kerikas, manager of the local
Broadway Theatre, has returned from a
three weeks’ vacation spent at Lava
Springs, Idaho, with his family.

Hot

The Grand National exchange recently
placed H. Bradley Fish in charge. William Hughart, a former manager of the
local Sheffield- Republic exchange, has
been appointed to the sales staff to serve
the Idaho and Montana territories, and
Miss M. Lindquist has been named cashier.
Harry C. Cohen, district manager for
RKO, spent some time at the local offices.
H. C. Fuller, branch manager, called the
sales staff in to meet with Cohen. Cohen’s
next stop was to be in Denver.
Lee Scott, branch manager here for
National Theatre Supply, is enjoying some
fine business in Idaho currently . . . E. S.
Winward, assistant manager at the local
RKO offices, has returned from a two
weeks’ vacation spent nearby, he states.
Nina Scott of the Sheffield-Republic
offices here made a sales jaunt a few
days ago into Sanpete county of Utah
with good success . . . T. C. Parsons, western division manager of Sheffield-Republic, is spending several days at the
local offices en route from San Francisco
to Denver . . . T. J. Sheffield is expected
to arrive back here very shortly.
The noted columnist, Derek Tangye, of
the London Daily Mirror, visiting here a
(Continued on next page)
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Trade United for
Industry Campaign
(Continued from page 42- A)
by blackjacking the rank-and-file into
signing a blank check on their future receipts,” warned Ben Levin, secretary of
the San Francisco Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce and general manager of
General Theatres here. Levin’s protest
was an impersonal one, since he had already signed on behalf of the four houses
he operates in association with his father
and brother.
Herman Cohen, operator of the United
Artists Theatre, only independent firstrun in the city playing single bills, was the
first exhibitor to pen his signature to the
participation pledge.
Virtually the only local exhibitor not
present was Hal Neides, manager of the
Fanchon and Marco Orpheum, 2,400-seat
first-run outlet. During the meeting a
telegram from him was read regretting
his absence and pledging moral and financial support to the campaign on behalf of
himself and the Fanchon and Marco interests.
Supply houses and accessories dealers
also promised participation, on a basis to
be worked out later when the local committee is formed. Similar support was
pledged by Armond Cohn, general manager of All-Star Feature exchange here, and
Pat Patterson, operator of Atlantic independent exchange.
During the process of signing, short remarks were made by numerous of the
theatre men. Joe Blumenfeld, associated
with his father in operation of the Blumenfeld chain, signed with the statement:
“I believe everybody should support this
drive — and support it right now. If it’s
no good, we can junk it next year, but we
ought to give it a trial.”
‘‘This proposition, boys, is the life-saver
of our industry,” stated R. A. McNeil emphatically as he affixed his signature on
behalf of the 60-odd Golden State chain
houses of which he is general manager.
McNeil will act as campaign committee
chairman in Northern California.
‘‘I have been on both sides of the fence,”
declared Morgan Walsh, who with George
Mann operates the Redwood Theatres circuit and who was for several years branch
manager here for Warner Bros., “but I
think this proposition would be cheap at
twice the price for the good it will do
everybody in the industry, distributor and
exhibitor alike. If we had pulled together
and worked together in the past, we
wouldn’t

have

needed

a

campaign

LOS ANGELES
(Continued

from

page 41)

berta Evans secretary to Carol Peacock, at
Paramount.
Run down by a motorist, Mrs. Florence
Currie, 76, mother-in-law of the president
of Cabart theatres, Milton Arthur, was
killed in Long Beach late Monday night.
After two weeks on a buying trip in
Mexico, Charles Emanuel, of the Foreign
Film Exchange, returned in time to bid
his daughter goodbye on her vacation.
Bessie K. Emanuel was to leave Friday, by
auto, for Chicago New York, and Montreal. She plans to return by boat in three
months.
Frank Casey, former owner of two
northern California theatres, has purchased
the Mission Theatre, at San Juan Capistrano, and plans to open it shortly. The
house has been dark for the past three
months.
Herman
circuit has
motor trip
B. C., and

Lewis of the Whitson-Lewis
returned from a three-week
with his family to Vancouver,
other northern points.

Booking : Chick Sturdivant of the Sturdivant-Christophers circuit, in from Yuma;
Charles Olds of the Arroyo Grande Theatre near San Luis Obispo; Justin LaFonte of the Barstow, Barstow; Tommy
Huntington of Chula Vista, lining up product for the John Keogh circuit, and Ronald Vincent, operator of the Laguna in
Laguna Beach.
Charles Feldman, manager of the Universal exchange, has returned from a short
business trip to San Diego.
After spending three weeks here visiting his daughter and grandchildren, P. G.
Cameron, veteran showman, is on his way
back to Dallas, Tex., where he operates
the Peak Theatre. Cameron has been in
the exhibition end of the business for
32 years.
Virginia Divver, Metro biller, leaves Saturday for a two-week vacation at Laguna
Beach . . . Bob Elder of the Airdrome
Theatre, Arlington, came in to do some
booking.
After attending the Fox West CoastNational Theatres convention, W. F.
Rodgers, Metro’s general sales maiiager,
and E. M. Saunders, western division sales
manager, conferred with Ira Furman, manager of Metro's exchange in San Francisco. Rodgers clarified M-G-M’s releasing procedure for the coming season during his stay here.

like
trip.
Frank Ullman, operator of the Aztec
Theatre in Calexico, was in on a booking

Special
Student Prices
this.”
At L. A. Newsreel Unit
Los Angeles — The recently - opened
Newsreel Theatre here has made its facilities available to the board of education
so that school children in English, history,
current events and other classes may attend showings of late newsreels at special
prices.

Harry Wallen, manager of the Paramount Theatre here, is vacationing in the
northern part of the state.
Stricken by a nervous breakdown while
attending the Fox West Coast convention
here, Harry Seipel, peninsula district manager for the circuit, planed to San Francisco to recuperate.
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Los AnVISITORS from Hollywood and
geles last week included June Travis,
who stopped off at the Mark Hopkins here
for a few days’ shopping . . . MPPDA's
Will Hays, here to attend a luncheon as
the guest of Columbus Steel Corp. . . .
Ben Fish, United Artists district manager,
up to confer with Herman Cohen of the
United Artists . . . and the members of
the million-dollar drive committee who
spoke at the special Palace Hotel meeting .. . Charles P. and Spyros Skouras
of FWC and National Theatres; 20th Century-Fox’s Herman Wobber; Metro’s William F. Rogers, and Edward Saunders of
the New York M-G-M office.
More of that vacation stuff includes
Melba Barry, office manager for Lawrence
Borg theatres, having herself a grand time
in Los Angeles . . . Kitty Wilson, United
Artists theatre cashier, is also on holiday
... So is James C. McCann, purchasing
agent for Golden State circuit . . . and
Mary Clarke, secretary to general manager Bob McNeil at the same chain.
Seen along the Row: Hal Morris, local
showman, telling somebody that he’s the
brother of 20th Century-Fox’s singing star,
Tony Martin . . . Wally Feehan and Ed
Maple of Esper & Maple’s roadshows talking big business. Maple’s returning shortly to Denver . . . Don Isabella of Redwood
Theatres with an armload of pressbooks
. . . Rotus Harvey talking to Bob Bemis in
Walter Preddy’s supply house . . . Out-oftowners sighted included Louis Berg of
Oakland, John Diastasio of Sacramento
and J. Enea of Concord.
Phil Zenovitch, youthful Filmrow veteran most recently associated with Samuel
Levin’s San Francisco Theatres as manager, has deserted the theatre business
for the newspaper game. Zenovitch is
editor of three prosperous neighborhood
weeklies in San Francisco for the Budde
Publications. While with San Francisco
weekly
Theatres, Zenovitch edited a
throwaway tabloid listing programs at
their theatres and containing much special exploitation material.

Seltzer and

Parker

Ask

For Picketing Injunction
Portland,

Ore.— D. Seltzer

and

T. Par-

ker, who operate the Oregon Theatre here,
have filed suit in circuit court to enjoin
the Motion Picture Operators’ union and
the Central Labor council from picketing
the house.
The theatremen stated that they want
to operate their own picture machines and
can’t pay the union scale.
It is alleged that the picket in front of
the showhouse calls out that the theatre
is unfair. A permanent injunction to stop
the picketing is asked.

Operating

ID) IE N V IE R

Los Angeles — The Universal Stamp Co.,
manufacturers and distributors of trailers,
trailerettes and other theatre accessories,
has opened branch offices on Filmrow
with R. W. Plecher as manager.
Universal and two subsidiary companies,
Nu-Kolor Trailers and Midwest Film Studios, headquarter in Chicago and operate
branches in Philadelphia, Pittsburgh and
New York. Robert Hartman, president of
the organization, spent several days here
supervising the opening of the new offices.

£ taking
U. YAEGER,
Bank management
Night originator,
over the
of theis

Triple-Horror Bill Goes to
Frisco From Los Angeles
Los Angeles — Having established an alltime record by grossing $6,200 in two
weeks at the Regina Theatre here, the
triple-horror bill of “Dracula,” “Frankenstein” and “Son of King Kong” moved
to the Embassy Theatre in San Francisco this week. Emil Umann of Atlantic
Film Exchange set the deal with Herman
Cohen of the Embassy.
Bela Lugosi, star of “Dracula,” who
has been making personal appearance in
conjunction with the showings here, is
repeating in the Bay City.

SALT
(Continued

has com-

menced operation of a 300-seat theatre in
Greenfield, agricultural community approximately 100 miles from here.

LAKE

CITY

from preceding page)

few days ago, stated that “ never have
I seen such streets of grandeur; never
have I walked down the main street of a
great city and seen such views stretching
onto the distance at both ends.”
A

midnight preview of “Letter of Introduction,” Universal’s new release, was
at the Centre Theatre a few nights

shown
ago.

Darryl Zanuck, 20th-Century -Fox vicepresident and production manager, headed
for Hollywood from Salt Lake City a few
days ago after visiting vnth local executives.
The Intermountain Theatre Supply Co.
manager, Phillip Guss, is back in Salt
Lake after a successful sales trip throughout southern Utah.

Santa Fe, Jewel, Gothic and Pioneer theatres in the Civic Chain group in Denver.
These houses are on the southside and
have been operated by A. P. Archer and
Joe Dekker, who still retain their interests. Present managers will be retained.
The Alameda, also one of the southside
group, has been leased to R. W. Wooldridge, a Denver theatre man. Archer and
Dekker will still operate their five northside houses. The Pioneer and Alameda
are closed at present.
“Alexander’s Ragtime Band” broke the
record at the Denver, which had stood for
a year, established by “Lost Horizon.”
“Alexander’s Ragtime Band” moved to the
Aladdin for a second week, and it seems
almost certain it will get at least four
weeks in first run houses here. Exactly
8,577 saw “Alexander’s Ragtime Band” the
opening day as against 7,258 for the opening day on “Lost Horizon.”
About 75, including a number from the
Denver headquarters offices, attended the
annual Fox managers’ meeting in Denver.
About 125 were invited to the luncheon
tendered exchange managers. Rick Ricketson, Intermountain division manager, presided, and the group listened in on a remote phone talk by Spyros Skouras. The
convention included managers from Colorado, Wyoming, Nebraska, New Mexico,
Utah, Montana and Idaho.
Manager J. M. Baranco has arranged
for the complete recarpeting of the State
Theatre, besides lighting and repainting
the front, new light fixtures and new
stage setting, along with new uniforms for
the ushers. When finished the State will
sparkle along with the best in town.
G. C. Parsons, western division manager
for Republic, was in Denver conferring
with Gene Gerbase, exchange manager,
and J. T. Sheffield, owner, who came
down from his Seattle headquarters for
the conference. Sheffield had just returned from a California trip to the Republic studios.
Graves & Madden have opened their
new Coronado Theatre in Albuquerque, and
report business good. The house was remodeled from a store building, and has 450

seats.

Ralph Piza, booker for GB, reports news
coming in from Manager C. F. Ross that
a good deal of success is being enjoyed by
him during his trip through Montana.

Ralph R. Price has taken over the theatre at Central City, Colo., renamed it
the Gilpin, and reopened it. This spot was
one of the Chas. Bumstead locations. Bumstead died recently.

United Artists Sales Manager R. J. Cadman has left the Salt Lake exchange after
a brief stay and now is going into Idaho.
He returned recently from Montana where
he had some nice business.

Jas. R. Keitz, well known in Denver,
now manager of the Mercury Film Exchange in Salt Lake City, is the proud
daddy of a baby girl, which now makes an
ideal family. He already has a boy.

D. W. Moore

in Greenfield

San Francisco — C. H. Brackett

42-D

Universal Stamp Opens
Branch in Los Angeles

San

Will Renovate

Francisco — D. W.

Moore,

local the-

atre operator, plans extensive renovating
on the 400-seat Princess Theatre which he
acquired recently from L. K. Brin.

Lon T. Fidler, just returned from a
two-week trip south, now heads north in
the interest of Monogram product . . .
Mrs. Cora B. Hays, who operates the
Casino at Mancos, Colo., is trying out the
Loop Theatre at Georgetown, Colo., for a
few weeks, wliile the Casino is closed.
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WISCONSIN SILVER JUBILEE PROGRAM PLANS
HONORING TRADESMEN IS ALMOST COMPLETED
Theatre

Games

Among

Taboos

Of Wis. Anti-Gambling
Kenosha, Wis. — Anti-gambling drives in
Kenosha and Racine counties are including theatre games on their list of taboos.
Local exhibitors, failing to comply with an
order

by the police department to discontinue the games, have been threatened

with prosecution
office.

by the district attorney’s

In Racine, where a new police chief recently took office, Municipal Judge E. R.
Burgess
and

fined Albert Von Stronsstorff, proprietor of the Racine Novelty Co., $75
costs on charges of selling Bank Night

guarantees. Charles against Von Stronstorff were brought by the state department of agriculture and markets. He was
served with a warrant Oct. 6, 1937.
Since a decision by Attorney General
O. S. Loomis in March, which ruled Bank
Night illegal, no court decisions have been
handed down to sustain this opinion. The
Milwaukee police department collected evidence against a dozen or more local theatres early in January, but no warrant was
ever issued.
Several months ago, Walter Baier, operator of the Fort Theatre at Fort Atkinson, charged with operating a lottery
in connection with Bank Night, was acquitted by jury. Inasmuch as this was regarded as a test case, no further action
has been taken by district attorneys
against the games until the current threat
by law enforcement officials in Kenosha
county to institute “at least one or
test cases so that the matter may be
and fairly presented to the courts of
state and a
final determination

two
fully
this
had

thereon.”

"Cleanup" Campaign
In Alton Is Warm
Alton, III. — Raymond G. Bruce of Chicago, Illinois director of the National
Moderation League, who has been in this
town taking part in the campaign of
County Coroner Billings to drive all forms
of gambling from Madison county has
threatened to turn over to the postal authorities a letter written to him by State
Senator James O. Monroe of Collinsville,
111., in which Monroe demanded that Bruce
explain his reasons for interfering in Madi-

Film Week
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to the

C

Tuesday, August 30 at
Shroeder Hotel

Drives

affairs. Monroe,

head

of a lame

printing establishment, doesn’t agree with
the reform movement started by Coroner
Billings, especially against Bank Night and
similar forms of business stimulants.
Monroe’s

letter, written

August

13, al-

legedly read in part: “You didn’t answer
my letter. I didn’t expect you would but
that doesn’t matter. For the present I
don’t propose to give you any publicity,
but if you are still hanging around here
after the end of the month I expect to
take

he
but

after you. If you want to get moving in the meantime you might save yourself some notoriety.” Senator Monroe sa d
did not consider his letter a threat,
merely

a

further

effort

what were Bruce’s motives
Madison county affairs.

Lotteries Again
In Indianapolis

to find
in

out

entering

Reproducing

Attacked

August 30, at 10 a m. at the Schroeder
Hotel, followed by inspection of exhibits
and open house by Variety Club.
A three-hour cruise on the S. S. Illinois
is scheduled for the evening, starting at
7:30, to be followed by a get-together at
the Variety Club. At 12:15 Wednesday
noon a luncheon will be held in the Crystal
Room of the Schroeder, to be followed by
the business meeting under the chairmanship of Charles W. Trampe.
The banquet will be held in the same
room in the evening, at which time
placques will be awarded to those associated with the industry for 25 years.

addition

advertisements

of some

of

the city’s many bingo games, in which
several neighborhood theatres are included, the bulletin comments that the
38 games listed schedule prizes of more
than $5,000.
“It is reasonable to assume,” the Bulletin states, “that this amount is taken in
admissions. The fact that such ;ames are
advertised to the public indicates that
they are being commercialized.
“The use of lottery appeal in selling
merchandise is unfair competition to which
the Better Business Bureau is opposed. It
is quite difficult, however, to successfully
combat such conditions when commercialized lotteries such as these are so widespread in the community.

Comedians

Milwaukee — The program for the Silver
Jubilee of the motion picture industry in
Wisconsin practically has been completed
and calls for registration starting Tuesday,

The ladies’ program will include a luncheon Wednesday noon at the Wisconsin Club
with prizes and games to follow.
Those being honored at the banquet, in

Indianapolis — A new attack on lotteries
is contained in the current issue of the
Indianapolis Better Business Bureau
Bulletin.

Support

Breen

Hollywood — A
wholesale business in
comedians was consummated by Sol Lesser
when he signed George Chandler, Maurice
Cass and Spencer Charters to roles in
“Breaking the Ice,” new
ring Bobby Breen.

Landfield

at Ft. Wayne

Fort Wayne, Ink. — Ralph T. Fisher opened his new season at the Maumee Theatre here with
Movies” week.

sen county

Registration Slated to Start

RKO

release star-

to Spring Valley

Spring Valley, III. — Jules Landfield,
manager of an Alger theatre in Champaign, has been named manager of the
Valley Theatre here.

to Mr. Trampe and the 50 projectionists, include the following:

Tom Saxe, H. J. Fitzgerald, E. J. Weisfeldt, E. F. Maertz, Otto Meister, Charles
Koehler, George, B. K. and Frank Fischer,
Jack Silliman, George and Paul Langheinrich, John R. Freuler, George Levine,
O. J. Vollert, V. F. DeLorenzo, Michael H.
Brumm, S. G. Honeck, Robert A. Hess,
Ross J. Baldwin, Charles Loewenberg, Sam
Shurman, Walter
liam Kent, Frank

Blaney, James and WilCook, Ray Smith, Emma

Peters, Herbert Schwahn, Charles Wellnitz, Max Weisner, Sam Levinsohn, L. Roy
Pierce, Jack Frackman, Matt Lavin, Ralph
Wettstein, Mrs. Alfred Hetu, William Koeppler, Charles Brewster, and George H.
Brown, all of Milwaukee.
F. J. McWilliams, Portage: A. C. Berkholtz, West Bend; John P. Adler, Marshfield; Frank Koppelberger, La Crosse;
Neil Duffy, Appleton; Asher Levy, Hugh
Flannery, A. P. Desormeaux, and John
Scharnberg, all of Madison; George Huebner, Oconomowoc; Mrs. A. W. Nagel,
Shawano; Ed Starkey, Wisconsin Rapids;
Jake Disch, Cudahy; Frank Trottman,
Manitowish; Charles H. Collins sr., Kenosha; Arwin L. Otto, Seymour; Walter
A. Baier, Fort Atkinson; Martin Thomas,
Iron Mountain, Mich.; Charles Braun,
Hartford; W. L. Ainsworth, Fond du Lac;
Fred H. Smith and William S. Smith,
Menomonie, Wis.; Charles De Paul, Sault
Ste. Marie, Mich.; Len Brown, Racine,
and Jack Yeo, Burlington.
Speakers scheduled for the banquet and
business meeting include W. Ray Johnston and Eddie Golden of Monogram, and
C. C. Pettijohn,

of MPPDA.
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CAMPAIGN TALKS ATTRACT 175 IN ST. LOUIS;
DRIVE ACCESSORIES ARE AWAITED IN CHICAGO
Kuykendall, Wehrenberg
Speak on Behalf
Of Drive
St. Louis — With

Edward

L. Kuykendall

of Columbus, Miss., president of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America
lending the necessary inspiration, and Fred
Wehrenberg, president of the MPTO of St.
Louis, E. Mo. and So. 111., personally passing among the tables to obtain the necess
sary pledge cards from individual exhibitors, the St. Louis territory practically went
over the h
top 100 per cent for the “Motion
Pictures Are Your Best Entertainment”
$1,000,000 publicity campaign at a big
gathering held at the Coronado Hotel at
e
noon today.

the national headquarters in New York,
copies of which had been handed to those
in attendance, Wehrenberg then outlined
the campaign, including the $1,000,000

Chicagoans Discuss Means
Of Facilitating Film
Drive

budget and the fact there are 16,000 motion picture exhibitors in the United States
and Canada who should benefit.
He

said that $500,000

of the fund

Chicago — A

is to

be spent for newspaper advertising— every
newspaper in the country will probably
participate.

office

A 2-reel short, which all the important
companies will help produce, will be part

p. m.
The other members
committee were among

of the executive
a
those at the head

Harold W. “Chick” Evens, manager of
Loew’s Theatre, and Clarence Kaimann
of Kaimann Bros, circuit.
Before opening his talk, Wehrenberg
added to the enthusiasm by announcing
that the St. Louis Variety Club was to be
host to all of the out-of-town exhibitors
and their ladies at a reception to be held
in the club’s headquarters in the Roosevelt Hotel, 4903 Delmar Blvd., the evening of Monday, August 22.
President Wehrenberg declared that the
gathering was one of the most important
ever held in the history of the motion picture industry in St. Louis. He then outlined the steps that had already been
taken, starting with the gathering held in
New York City three weeks ago at which
the business uplift campaign was launched. He stressed the fact that every branch
of the business producers, distributors, affiliated theatres, big circuits and independent houses, etc., were represented at that
meeting and all had enthusiastically joined in the one big movement to bring back
patrons.
Reading from a form letter sent out by

44

Thursday,

must be paid for
in cash regardless
r
size of the theatre or the credit
of the owner.

of the
rating

s

Wehrenberg said that the poor business
that has been experienced by practically
all motion picture theatres in recent
months was not entirely due to the usual
summer slump and the business recess,
but that unfair propaganda against the
industry that has appeared in a number
of magazines had been very detrimental.
He

said that the best minds in the business were confident that the big campaign

will again make the country motion picture conscious. He added that if it is a
success it probably will be made an annual feature of the industry. He then
pointed out the big success of similar
campaigns in other industries.
At this point he read a telegram from
George J. Schaefer, national chairman of
the campaign, extending greetings and
promising that the national committee will
(Continued

on next page)

September

1.

The initial allotment of contest booklets here is 1,000,000. In addition, there
will be trailers available and all types of
accessories. Tire list of accessories
able is as follows:
1-sheets

(2

styles)
(reg)
(jumbo)

each

03 each
05 each
10 each
10 each
35 each
1.75 per M
50 each
35 each

6 ft. x small
40-in. bannerettes,
giant standee
31 styles
size 19V216
3 styles small
size 28x37

avail-

$0.05

1 14x22 window
card
1 22x28 window
card
1 14x36 insert card
1 22x28 lobby card
1 40x60 lobby card
1 6x9 2-color herald
1 24x82 banner card
1 24x60 banner card

Wehrenberg, Kuykendall, Harry C. Arthur and other speakers stressed the fact
that subsequent run houses will benefit
most from the contest because they wi l

Service Co. those in attendance were advised. All accessories

of Edwin Silverman, drive chairman of the Chicago zone. Meeting with

publicity head.
Supplies were due here this week for
individual theatres at the local M-G-M exchange. Exhibitors are cautioned, however, NOT to distribute the campaign
booklets until the official start of the drive,

on the pictures — thirty in all — those seeking high prizes must be regular in their
attendance at some picture house.

e
tional Screen

to

were William Hollander, publicity director, B&K; Larry Stein, Warner theatres;
and Herb Elisburg, Essaness Theatres

truly the nation’s best entertainment and
is to be furnished to exhibitors free of
charge.

table. They are: Harry C. Arthur jr., genplay more of the 30 pictures in the cam-(2
i
eral manager of the Fanchon & Marco and
paign period — September 1 to December
St. Louis Amusement Co. houses; Ben B.
31 — than any of the first houses.
l
Reingold, manager for 20th Century-Fox:
Exploitation trailers and lobby accesClarence Hill, manager for Columbia;
sories may be obtained here from the Na-

to discuss plans

him

of the propaganda to convince the amusing seeking public that motion pictures are

Touching on the $250,000 prize, contest
— the first prize of which will be $50,000
y
— he said that the quiz booklet will be
It was estimated that about 175 perfurnished only to the theatres that help
sons connected with the industry were on
l
to sponsor the campaign. Universal Film
hand for the meeting. It wase
the best
exchange will handle the quiz booklets
gathering of its kind held here in some
and other advertising accessories for the
e
time. Most of the 350 odd motion picture
campaign here. Exhibitors must pay for
theatres in E. Mo., So. 111. and N. W. Ken- t
the books and are to give them to cash
tucky, served by the St. Louis film exs
customers. So in order to get into the
changes, were represented at the meeting.
contest everyone
must attend a picture
Following a dinner furnished through
s
show. Likewise in obtaining necessary data
the courtesy of the local organization,
President Fred Wehrenberg, as chairman
T
cf the special executive
committee in
charge of the big business drive, called
the business session to order
1:30
rabout

meeting

get the “Motion Pictures’ Greatest Year”
campaign before the public in the quickest
manner was held Tuesday afternoon in the

* 3.25

each

45 each

bannerettes,

65 each

3 styles 72x38 horizontal valance.... 1.10 each
yl 1 style 28 ft. burgee streamer
1.80 each
es
1) set — 4 slides (in sets only)
35 set
Movie Quiz books
5.50 per M
Assortment ad-scene mats
10 per col.

st

Campaign

press
15

In

books

Free

ea

Illinois all chorders

must

be

accom-

panied by an additional 3 per cent because of the state occupational sales tax.
John R. Kemptgen, office manager,
M-G-M,

is handling

supplies

for the Chi-

cago territory. All orders must be accompanied by remittance when the order is
sent in. This is necessary to cut to a
minimum all bookkeeping and accounting
during

the drive.

Pr
Hollywood
Enterprises
ic
es
to
co
Invites
to New Quarters
m
e
Milwaukee

distributor

—

Hollywood

for Hollywood

of Chicago, has moved to new
ters at 710 W. State St. here.
Open

house

Enterprises,

Amusement

Co.

larger quar-

will be held for all Wiscon-

sin exhibitors, from noon till 6
next Wednesday, August 31.

o’clock

In addition to Hollywood’s games, such
as Hollywood, Bank Roll, Wahoo, and
Lucky Strike, the firm is now handling a
complete line of theatre premiums.
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175 St. Louis Showmen
Hear Film Push Boosted
(Continued

from preceding page)

leave nothing undone to make the campaign a great success.
Wehrenberg said that exhibitors signing
pledge cards will be expected to pay a fee
of 10 cents per seat to help pay the cost
of the campaign. Exhibitors pressed for
cash may pay their pledge in two or three
installments. The pledges will be sent to
Prank C. Walker, national treasurer, and
the exhibitors will be billed from New
York headquarters.
St. Louis

First

Runs

In

It was revealed that all of the first run
houses in St. Louis, including the Fox, Ambassador, Missouri and St. Louis, operated
by the Fanchon & Marco interests and
Loew’s, had already signed up and also
the St. Louis Amusement Co. and other
houses affiliated with Fanchon & Marco,
the Wehrenberg Circuit, Harry Green Theatres, Inc., headed by Harry Greenman,
the Fox West Coast and Publix States.
It is understood that the Fanchon & Marco
houses, including the St. Louis Amusement circuit, will contribute almost $5,000
to the campaign.
The only exhibitors at the meeting who
openly stated they wanted more time to
consider signing the pledge cards were
Clarence Kaimann of St. Louis and Noah
C. Bloomer of Belleville, 111. Kaimann
indicated that he probably would sign up
later. Bloomer in declining to sign at the
meeting said he wanted to know something
about his protection.
Kuykendall said that he regarded the
campaign the greatest idea that has come
into the industry in recent years and he
repeatedly urged every exhibitor, regardless of personalities, to get wholeheartedly
behind the drive, contending that it was
a movement in which all elements in the
business can cooperate and through which
all are bound to benefit.
Faith

in Trade

Parleys

Kuykendall then admitted that there
are many abuses in the film industry that
must be eliminated, but added that these
can be worked out — government suit or
no government suit. He then called attention to the fact that the government’s
proceedings are not of a criminal nature.
He expressed the belief that the forthcoming trade parleys will go a long ways
to solving the industry’s problems and
said that the MPTOA’s 10-point program
will prove the basis for starting the trade
discussions.
In conclusion he declared there is every
reason to be optimistic about the film industry, saying that the new season will
bring better pictures and better business
and everyone seems to be facing the future with confidence.
“Chick” Evens announced the appointment of a local publicity committee that
will include the publicity men of all the
first-run theatres and the St. Louis Amusement Co. He urged all of the out-of-town
exhibitors to serve as publicity men in
their own communities, saying they can
depend upon their local newspapers for
cooperation since all share in the $500,000
newspaper advertising campaign. The loBOXOFFICE
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Rubin Is Appointed Chairman of
Indiana "Greatest Year" Drive
Indianapolis — Maurice

Clearance Suit Still
On Paper
Chicago — The

same

answer

again this week from Allied's
on the projected suit against
the majors on
and clearance

the local
situation:

"We're working on
expect it to be ready
next

few

tising
est Year”
has opened
exhibitors
movement.

came

attorneys
B<£K and

double-feature

the papers and
for filing in the

days."

Chicago-Made Feature
Debuts at State-Lake
Chicago — A

special

“premiere”

of

“It

Happened in Chicago,” the Chicago Times
feature, was to be held Thursday night
was
to open a week’s run at the house on
Friday.
Produced by the Times in conjunction
with the State-Lake, Jones-Linick-andSchaefer house, prints of the picture will
be sent later to all major studios on the
coast. All local amateur talent was used
in producing the picture, which was filmed
by Orlando Lippert, auxiliary cameraman
for Paramount News here.

Dezel Warns
Chicago — A1 Dezel

has

that

has “bootleg” prints of this

Grand

Opera

Copies of the minutes of the Chicago
meeting held August 5, and an outline of
the campaign has been mailed to all Indiana exhibitors. The bulletin advises
members that there is nothing compulsory about the drive and the contribution
of ten cents per seat made by the exhibitors ispurely voluntary on their part,
but to participate in the National Drive
it will be necessary to make the contribution in order to receive preferential
service, and hold membership cards.
The 20th Century-Fox Film exchange
in Indianapolis has been authorized to
distribute the booklets which in turn will
be distributed to all theatre patrons.
Information will be sent to exhibitors
from time to time from the office of the
ATOI in Indianapolis. Pledge cards have
been sent to all Indiana exhibitors, and
the special bulletin advises participants to
send checks to the local office with signed
pledge cards. The association will merely
act as a clearing house for the campaign
in Indiana.

House

to reports on Saturday,

the

Circle, Apollo, Indiana and Loew’s theatres, the downtown de luxe houses in
Indianapolis, have pledged their support.
There will be another meeting during the
week to complete plans for the national
drive. Committees will be appointed and
the machinery set to working in full force.
Theatre operators who wish to participate without contributing will not be served
until after those holding membership cards.

Stock at St. Louis Grand
St. Louis — The

Michigan

campaign, “Motion Pictures’ Greatfor the state of Indiana, and
his drive by sending all Hoosier
information pertaining to the

According

announced

he has sole distribution rights to “Vanishing Gangsters” in the Illinois, Wisconsin
and Indiana territory, and that exhibitors should beware of doing business with
anyone who
feature.

Rubin,

City, president of the ATOI, has been appointed chairman of the national adver-

will

be reopened on Monday, October 3, with
stock dramatic shows. The operators are
to be Everett Taylor, George F. Fittge,
Frank A. Mackenzie, Oscar C. Detering and
Leo A. Maginn.

WISCONSIN
EXHIBITORS
are invited to attend the

cal exploitation campaign will include a
mammoth parade at a date to be fixed.
Clarence D. Hill, Columbia Pictures
manager, as Chairman of the Pledge Committee, said that he had appointed every
local exchange manager and film salesman as a member of this committee, adding that within the next few days a personal call would be made on every exhibitor in the territory to sign a pledge
call. “So you might as well sign that
pledge card today since we intend to keep
coming back until you do sign up.” He
advised the film salesman to get the actual seating capacity of all theatres, saying “this isn’t a film contract and the e
isn’t anything to be approved.”

Open

House

of the New

Quarters
HOLLYWOOD
710

W.

Next

We

State

Larger

of

ENTERPRISES,
Street.

Inc.

MILWAUKEE

Wednesday, August
Noon to 6 p. m.

offer you those great
attractions

31,

patron

HOLLYWOOD, BANK ROLL,
WAHOO, and LUCKY STRIKE
Our

new
710 W.

address —
State

Street, MILWAUKEE

Hollywood Enterprises, Inc.
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Picture

Boosting

Balaban' s Endorsement

Wins
Chicago — John

Balaban,

head

of

Records Fall in
Three Days

the

B&K

circuit here, this week heartily endorsed the forthcoming industry campaign
to encourage theatre attendance. At the
same time he admonished exhibitors
throughout the country not to expect
great returns immediately.

too

“For years we have felt here that the
motion picture industry, like the automotive, furniture and other great industries,
should call attention to its new products
in an

outstanding

Boxoffice.

fashion,"

“However,

ly a “greater
enough.

movie

we

season”

Balaban

felt

that

was

told

St. Louis — Harry
chon

“However, since the plan was evolved
on short notice, we in the exhibition end
of the business should not expect tco
great tangible results immediately. Everyone working on the campaign is doing his
best to help us. If there are mistakes
made,

everyone should attempt to criticize constructively, in order that next
year the campaign will be an even bigger
and better one.”
B&K have sent in an initial order for
250,000 contest booklets to distribute in
their theatres here, as a beginning for the
campaign.

a

for Delegates
trade

Artists’

showing

“Drums”

here

next

Tuesday night, August 30, at 11:30 o’clock
at the Warner Theatre. The screening
is being held during the convention of the
Allied exhibitors of Wisconsin and Upper
Michigan. Art Catlin, exploiteer for UA.
is to be here to handle details.

boulevard to
definite run.

Gordon H. Simmons Co.
Theatre Dir Conditioning

Chicago — Johnny

MILWAUKEE,
Phone,

WIS.

Daly 2552

for an

in-

in-

Mednikow

has

ac-

Mednikow will handle the Illinois, Indiana, Wisconsin and upper peninsula of
territories

for the

trailer con-

Starting as an operator at the White
City Amusement Park in 1905 when the
feature was “The Great Train Robbery,”
Mednikow has been constantly identified
with the industry ever since. He was
with Universal, Celebrated Players, Pathe,
Tiffany and other exchanges before going
Advance Trailers in 1926. He remained there until Advance was taken over

by National Screen Service and was with
that concern nine years, until the first of
this year.
The franchise Mednikow has is for 10
years
Made

and designates his firm
Service of Illinois, Inc.

as Trailer-

Too, during the Fair, several “names”
appeared on the stage to help attendance
figures. The current 20th Century-Fox
sensation is in itself responsible for the
big business, with the stage show an entertaining one, but lacking in outstanding name value.
The SRO sign was out at the Chicago
practically all hours every day during the
first week of “Alexander’s Ragtime
and continued for many shows

Langdon

III. — William

G.

Langdon,

manager of the Grand Theatre at Blue
Island, has been named city manager for
Great States here. He succeeds George
Rice, who has resigned to go into the theatre business for himself in Houston, Tex.
Langdon has been with Great States since
1927.

WARNING

I

Exhibitors in Illinois, Wisconsin
diana beware of bootleg prints of

and

In-

GANGSTERS”

We

are the sole distributors of this feature in this territory. Do any booking of

this

film

’with

ALBERT
831

South

us

only.

DEZEL
Wabash,

ROADSHOWS
Chicago,

Illinois

second week. The picture was expected to go for a third stanza at the
house. Nearly every morning since the
picture opened, there has been a crowd
of 200 to 400 persons waiting in line by
8:30 or 9 o’clock. The last of seven daily
shows
is not over until nearly 1 o’clock
in the morning.

Holds Big
for "Alexander"
Second
Week
Business
Business continued “great” on the Berlin film over the second weekend at the
Chicago, with business off only about 12
per cent over the record-breaking 45,000
attendance of the first week.
was

to be held

over

for a

The big business of the Fox film helped
other first-runs in the loop this week,
M-G-M, with two holdovers, was doing
above average with “The Crowd
in its second week at the United
with “Love
fourth week

Roars”
Artists,

Finds Andy Hardy,”
at the Apollo.

in

its

Universal’s “Letter of Introduction,”
moved into the Garrick for a third week,
after two weeks at the Palace, did almost
as much over the weekend as in a normal
week for the house.
Subsequent-run houses found business
spotty over the weekend, with the right
combination of pictures doing business,
despite

considerable non-theatrical competition such as the Hearst regatta which

drew 200,000; the Cub-Pittsburgh Pirate
double-header which drew more than
40,000, and the Chicago Tribune musical
festival which drew about 100,000 on
Saturday
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Band,”
during

the

The picture
third week.

Promote

during

months, which accounted for the staggering grosses rolled up during those two
seasons. This summer the picture is drawing entirely from local population and a
few from neighboring cities.

Mednikow will open an office with complete vault space at 1300 South Wabash.

Michigan
cern.

Ragtime

During the Fair here, there were an
average of 300,000 to 500,000 visitors in
the city daily throughout the summer

quired the midwestem franchise of TrailerMade, Inc., with headquarters to be in
Chicago.

“VANISHING
926 North Cass Street

Missouri

“Alexander’s

The picture drew 123,000 persons
its first seven days here.

Trailer-Made Rights

We can purchase suitable
apparatus for your needs at
a substantial saving to you,
its proper

the

While

since World’s Fair days of 1933 and 1934,
B&K executives felt that the week’s attendance was even more remarkable because of other factors.

Mednikow Acquires

Kankakee,

and specify
stallation.

jr.. Fan-

days of its run at the Fox, "Alexander's
Ragtime Band" broke all house records.
Following its current engagement
at
the Fox, it will move
across Grand

with

will be given

Arthur

<S Marco general manager, announced that during the first three

mere-

season’s pictures. Everyone, from circuit
theatres down to last-runs, will obtain
considerable goodwill and word-of-mouth
advertising on the pictures included in
the contest.

Milwaukee — United

C.

Chicago —

Band” did bigger business for its initial
week at the Chicago Theatre last week
than any stage or screen attraction there

not strong

“The present plan of bringing before
the moving-going public that ‘motion pictures are your best entertainment,’ emphasized by the gigantic $250,000 contest,
is just the method to put across the new

"Drums"

"Alexander" Draw
Deemed Unusual

Campaign

night to Soldiers’ Field.
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LIPPERT, who has done couQRLANDO
'siderable work for Paramount News
here, was the cameraman on the Chicago Times’ feature picture which is playing this week at the State-Lake Theatre.
Kathryn Wright of RKO is vacationing
this week at Trout-date-in-the-Pines, Colorado . . . Another vacationer is Eddie
Solomon of B&K, whose publicity work
is being handled by Jack Katz while he
is away . . . Goldie Davidson, feminine
part

of the B&K public relations (publicity to us) staff, is back from a vacation trip to Cedar Point, Ohio.

Jules Serkowich, of the RKO home office publicity staff, is here working on
the current engagement of “Carefree,”
Rogers -Astaire opus, at the RKO Palace.
Burt Ofstie is currently subbing for
Charlie Dawn as night-life columnist on
the Chicago Evening American . . . Jack
Friedman, salesman-booker at GB, is expecting to pass out the cigars in a few
months, since the stork is hovering about
his domicile.
The

20th

Century-Fox Employes Club
its members at a picnic last Saturday at Lake Zurich. President of the
group is Leo Shaner. Other officers are
Josephine Pippin, vice-president; Katharin
Handmaker, secretary, and John Horky,
treasurer.

Operators'
New
Is Topic
St. Louis — President

New Vogue Assures
Ample Parking Lots

Scale

Fred

Wehren-

berg

of the MPTO of St. Louis, announced August 22 that a meeting of
local exhibitors would be held at the
Fox Screening Room on Wednesday,
August 24, to discuss the proposed new

Indianapolis — Additional

wage

scale agreement with the Operators Union. The details of the proposed
new contract have not been made
public as yet.

by the leasing of five additional
period of 15 years.

press
Morroute
plans

lots for a

Vogue has made a feature of single-feature motion picture programs and
ample parking space since its opening early
this summer. At present 300 cars can be

Preliminary Meeting

conveniently parked adjoining the 900seat theatre and the additional lots will

On Operator Deals

provide room for 800 cars.
With the single feature program one
hour of shorts, newsreels and other short

Chicago —
The operators, headed by
John Smith and Pete Shayne, were to
meet this week with the exhibitors on the
1938-39 deals.
Jack Kirsch of Allied was to meet with
the operators on Wednesday, and Maurice

subjects are featured and is called “Vogue
Variety Hour.” According to Carl Niesse,
operator of the house, the new method
adopted in what is known as a hot-bed
of double features and giveaways (Indianapolis area) , has been unusually successful, and with business as it now is, and
the possibility of an increase this winter,
the theatre may have to be enlarged.
The general construction of the building
was planned to permit additional seating.

Leonard, head of the Exhibitors Association, was to convene with them on Thursday. These are preliminary discussions.

Nelson to Republic

All patrons

St. Louis — Dave Nelson, veteran motion
picture salesman and theatre manager,
has joined the sales staff of Republic.

TRADE

with

are entitled to free parking

the service of an attendant supervising and guarding the parking area.

DIRECTORY

A HANDY

HERE
and GONE — Madeleine Carroll,
through here en route back to the coast
after a vacation in France, told us that
will do two broadcasts from Hollywood, one with Edgar Bergen and his
bright youngster, and another with Cecil
DeMille, the latter of which will probably
be the first DeMille broadcast of the new
season. She is also set for a new picture
for Paramount, as yet untitled, which goes
before the cameras October 3.

space

The

hosted

Wayne Morris was feted at a
luncheon last week here at Ricketts.
ris arrived by plane from the coast en
to Breezy Point, Minn., where he
to vacation for two weeks.

parking

is being provided for patrons of the Vogue
Theatre, the newest motion picture house
in this city, operated by Carl Niesse, at
63rd and College Ave. in Broad Ripple,

GUIDE

FOR

THE

EXHIBITOR

saas

CHICAGO

she

Earle L. Cole, former secretary of
the Atlanta film board, visited last

ROADSHOW

I. FRANKLIN
distributing Soviet Films
All films have

831 So. Wabash — Chicago — Phone

week

Whiteway

former

film comic

and

for

many

years with the Shuberts, has organized Billy Bevan Sales Company, and
expects to be here next month to meet all
his old friends.
Work

was

to be completed

this week

on

a four-place Howard airplane at the local
airport, which is being readied for Wallace
Beery. Powered with a single-motor Wasp
Jr. engine, the plane embodies all of the
latest improvements. Beery may come here
to get delivery of the plane himself.
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last week, en route back to picture work after a European vacation.

Billy Bevan,
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MAINTENANCE

Don
Ameche, 20th Century-Fox
film star, and his wife stopped off
here
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Industry Members
ACCORDING to reports from officials of
20th Century-Fox. exchange, “Alexander’s Ragtime Band” grossed the biggest
boxoffice on the opening date at the Circle Theatre in five years.

'J'HREE exits are being enlarged at Fox’s
State, west side neighborhood house.
Mrs. Helen Garber, formerly associated
as secretary with MPTO of Wisconsin, Allied and more recently the ITPA of Wisconsin, gave birth to a six-pound, fourounce baby girl at Mt. Sinai Hospital here.
Father, mother and baby are all reported
doing nicely.

Guy Hancock, RKO salesman, and a
member of the American Legion, took an
active part in the Legion’s convention program held in this city. Hancock is a member of the “Legion Four,” the organization
quartet.

Donn Borrer, manager of the Delavan
Theatre, addressed the Lions Club in that
city this week.

Trueman Rembusch, Indiana circuit operator, and wife have left for a trip
through the west and California.

W. C. Tiede, veteran Racine exhibitor
and amusement promoter, underwent a
serious operation in a hospital in that
city this week.

The Pix Theatre, Thorntown,
is operated by W. C. Case.

Henry C. Anderson has resigned as
manager of the Falls and Rivoli theatres,
Chippewa Falls, to erect a new house on
Main St. in Arcadia.
“The Gladiator ” and “We’re Going to
Be Rich” proved such an attraction for
Robert Dillon, nine-year-old Madison lad,
that after seeing the flicker several times
he fell asleep in the Parkway Theatre and
was unnoticed by ushers at closing time.
Police aid was summoned at 2:05 a. m. by
frantic parents a?id the lad was found
asleep in the theatre at 3:25 a. m.
Ernest Nicolazzo, business agent of the
Kenosha Motion Picture Operators’ union,
bas announced the purchase of a 16 mm
projector, which will be made available
to county and city organizations for a
nominal rental fee.
Ernest Stiller, connected with a Green
Bay photo lionise, who recently enjoyed
an automobile ride in Hollywood as the
guest of Freddie Bartholomew, sent an invitation to the star to vacation in Wisconsin, the “address” being only a photograph of Bartholomew. Freddie wrote back
thanking Stiller for the invitation, saying
he was too btisy to accept at this time.
Stiller’s letter was
days.

delivered within four

Hudson is reported being eyed by the
Gopher Amusement Co. as the site for a
new theatre.
Film

salesmen have been waxing eloquent over the attractiveness of the new
Savoy Theatre at Watertown and the
splendid reception accorded them by its
resident manager, Sam Ozonoff. They say
it smacks of the days when theatre managers took a real pride in their house and
its patrons.

Swimming
St.

Louis — Marcus

Champ
Jay

Steinberg,

10-

year-old son of Nat Steinberg, manager
of the local Republic Pictures office, recently won a beautiful silver loving cup
for being the best all-classes diver at the
University City, Mo., Municipal swimming
pool. Prior to capturing the cup, the
youngster won a blue ribbon for finishing
first among the boys between the ages
of 9 and 12 years.
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Ind., now

Roy Churchill, RKO manager, spent the
week in Chicago and northern Indiana on
business.
One of the few pictures taken of John
Balaban, head of B&iK in Chicago, with
a motion picture star. Balaban is
shown conversing with Norma Shearer,
who was a recent Chicago visitor.

City-Leased Theatre
Exempt From Tax
Omro,

Wis. — An

opinion

of precedental

proportions and possible importance to the
exhibition field has been handed down by
the state tax commission in ruling that
the Omro Theatre erected here by the
Omro Independent Business Men’s Ass’n
on village property and leased from the
village at $1 annual rental is not subject
to general property taxes.
Significant to the trade is the fact that
the house was built by private funds on
city property and then leased from the city
at a nominal sum. Spread of the idea
might make for uneven competition, it is
contended.
“The question presented in this opinion
is whether the theatre building in question
is owned by the association or by the
village of Omro,” the opinion stated.
“If it is owned by the association, is
it taxable as personal property, or if it is
owned by the association, is it tax exempt?
Courts have repeatedly held that in situations of this kind, the language must be
clear and explicit as to who retains the
ownership of the building, since the chief
incidents of ownership of property are the
rights to possession, use and enjoyment,
and to sell or otherwise dispose of it
according to the will of the owner. We
construe that all of these elements are
present in this case.
“The association, the lessee, has none
of the attributes of ownership. Its rights
are similar to the rights of any other
lessee of a building if the lessor were the
actual owner of it.”
Omro has a population of about 1,300,
and the comunity theatre is the only one
in town.

G. L. Heinrich, RKO office manager and
head booker, is vacationing in Michigan.
Cecil Maberry, Monogram district sales
manager with headquarters in St. Louis,
was a caller at Big Feature Rights exchange during the week.
Orville Crouch, assistant manager, Loew’s
Theatre, has been transferred to Loew’sPenn in Pittsburgh as number two man.
Representatives of various organizations,
city officials and the press attended a
“command

performance” of “Marie Antoinette” at the St. Clair Theatre here.
I. E. Flynn, district manager, M-G-M and
W. W. Willman, local branch manager,
were in charge of the performance. Approximately 500 persons attended the
showing.

A. G. Gentry, manager of the Ritz Theatre, Boonville, Ind., succeeds Tom F.
Morris, who has been transferred to Shelbyville, Ky., to look after the newly acquired Settos interests in that city.

Marchesi Bros, Acquire
Theatre at Warren , 111.
Warren,

III. — The

Marchesi

Brothers

of

Amboy, 111., have purchased the Warren
Theatre here from Golden Grindley. The
new owners plan to install new projection
and sound equipment, seats, and a new
marquee.
The

Marchesi

Brothers, in business for

18 years, have theatres in Amboy,
etstown, Lockport and Freeport.

Install RCA
Indianapolis — RCA

Proph-

Sound

High

Fidelity sound

equipment has been installed in the following theatres: Fairy, Knox, Ind., New
Knox, Knox, Ind., now under construction,
being built by Bayliss and Shekels, and
Strand, Defiance, Ohio, operated by Pete
Mailers, Ft. Wayne, Ind.
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Kenosha and Racine
Admissions Tilted
Kenosha,

Wis. — Strengthening

of thea-

tre admissions is reflected in the return
to prices charged before the summer policy
inaugurated in late May and early June,
at the Kenosha and Gateway theatres here
and the Venetian and Rialto theatres in
Racine.
I J
All houses charged 25 and 35 cents admissions. This has been hiked to 30 and
40 cents. The increase was announced
in connection with the showing of such
attractions as 20th-Fox’s “Alexander’s
Ragtime Band” and Universal’s “Letter of
Introduction.”

Opening Film at F&M Fox
Does a Record Business
St. Louis — Fanchon & Marco’s 5,000seat Fox Theatre at Grand and Washington Blvds., reopened August 19 with
“Alexander’s Ragtime Band,” and if the
outpouring of cash customers on Friday,
Saturday, Sunday and Monday continues
the remainder of the week, it is probable
that a new house record will be set.
Business men in the Grand Blvd. sector
welcomed the reopening of the Fox Theatre with a large number of tied-in newspaper ads.
During the 13 weeks that the Fox was
dark the merchants in that section of the
city had real lean days. The big house
brings upwards of 60,000 visitors to the
mid-town section each week.
The general headquarters of the Fanchon & Marco organization have been
moved from the Ambassador Theatre Bldg.,
to the Fox Theatre Bldg.
While the big theatre was closed, the
necessary alterations and decorating was
done to prepare the offices for the Fanchon & Marco organization, including the
St. Louis Amusement Co., which operates
30 theatres in this area.
Harry C. Arthur jr., general manager
for Fanchon & Marco and the St. Louis
Amusement Co. has taken personal charge
of the first run houses, including the Fox,
Ambassador, Missouri and St. Louis.

B&K

Golf Tournament

And Outing September
Chicago — The

B&K

Employes

Club
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— Jimmy

Savage,

first de
LODGE.

gag-writing

member of the B&K publicity department,
“went to town” in swell fashion in Saturday’s Chicago Evening American, in a
special column.

“That according to ‘Boxoffice,’ fillum
trade journal, 80 per cent of the policies
in use in motion picture theatres throughout the world today, originated in

moom-picture, ‘Alexander’s Ragtime Band,’
today is kicking those records into pieces
•smaller than Bernie’s fan mail.)
“Chicago movie-mart service staffs are
manned by young huskies, 70 per cent of
whom are working their way through high
schools and colleges. Out of 52 managers
of one circuit, 30 started their careers as
ushers.

Among other items listed, over which
Chicago.”
Savage labored for days to collect:
“Based on six daily shows, the entire
Chicago population can be seated in the
city’s 378 CINEMANSIONS. B&K theatres
alone seating 90,000, played to 33,000,000
patrons in 1937, filling each seat each day
for a solid year.

“The Will Rogers Theatre in Chicago
was the first ‘living tribute’ to the late
humorist, and contains murals depicting

“That all the ice manufactured by the
cooling plants of Chicago’s PHOTOPERAS
could make a glazed highway IV2 inches
thick by 5V2 feet wide and upon which
you could skate from the loop to Harrisburg, Pa.

highlights of Rogers’ life.
“That the architecture of the Central
Park and Chicago Theatres is the accepted standard for theatres all over the
world.

“Chicago has the first theatre built of
glass bricks, the Cine.

“That the expression ‘an acre of seats’
originated at the Uptown Theatre and is
based upon facts . . . That the Tivoli Theatre is an authentic reproduction of the
Hall of Mirrors in the palace at Versailles,
France.

“The first balcony ever built in any motion picture palace was in the Circle Theatre in 1913. (And ever since too many
up

“Barney Balaban first introduced air
conditioning to movie-goers 21 years ago
at the Central Park Theatre, Chicago’s

Mill Shortage
Jefferson

“That Chicago motion picture theatres
lead the world in movie advertising in
newspaper

space.”

S. H. Abrams , R. C. Adair

Ends

City — Missouri’s

CELLU-

“That they should be called ‘move-ease’
in Chicago, where such patron comforts
as hearing aids for the hard of hearing,
upholstered lounge chairs, free auto parking, children’s playrooms, hospital emergency rooms, powder rooms, art gallery
promenades, check rooms, aisle safety
lights, maid service, foot-men, full-vision
screens and water-washed ventilation first
made their appearance in movie theatres.
(What, no free lunch?)
That Amos and Andy hold the attendance record for stage attractions in Chicago, drawing 150,000 people in one week
in 1933. Mary Pickford and the Ritz Bros,
drew the tallest salary checks. (But a

“Things I Never Knew Before About
Chicago Theatres,” (with apologies to
Walter Winchell) was the column heading.
We learned a number of things about Chicago theatres ourselves from the column
and thought we would pass them along.
We did feel flattered that one item read
thus :

guys
there.)think they’ve got to play Romeo

luxe stage-and-screen

mill

With

tax

shortage was ended on August 18 when
State Auditor Forrest Smith received a
shipment of 10,000,000 zinc one-mill sales
tax tokens. Smith said that during the
prior 60-day period his office had been
unable to meet the demand for tokens.
The state has already purchased 40,000,000
one-mill tokens and 12,500,000 of the 5mill variety. It pays $2.22 per thousand to
the manufacturer.

Special

Indianapolis — Special

Pictures

Pictures

Corp. has

announced the appointment of Sam H.
Abrams and Robert C. Adair as Indiana
representatives for the company.
The corporation has the distribution of
the “Birth of a Baby,” which, according to
reports from Abrams, has been booked by
all major circuits operating in the state.
Robert C. Adair is the son of Dr. Adair
who wrote the script for the photoplay.

1
is

sponsoring a golf tournament and outing
Thursday, September 1, at the Bunker
Hill Golf Club, at Milwaukee Ave., just
north of Devon Ave.
All those connected with the industry
in Chicago are invited to attend. Tickets are $1.00 and include golf all day (18
or more holes) , locker fee, shower and
lunch. There will be at least 15 prizes
offered.
Earl Truelich, at the Granada Theatre,
and Duncan Kennedy, at the Southtown,
may be contacted for tickets to the affair.
BOXOFFICE
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Chicago — It was
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overnight.

in the plan
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Idea

learned this week that several circuit and independent exinquiries regarding the possibility of adapting the current
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practically
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being
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one
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track
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and
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Hearing on Oct. 4
For M-G-M Release

JOHNNY PERKINS has gone to Kansas
City to emcee the Fox Tower’s stage
shows.
Sam Tischman, fight
a visitor to this port.

Chicago — October 4 has been set as the
date to hear the motion by attorneys for
the major

companies to have M-G-M Distributing Corp. removed as one of the defendants in the anti-trust suit brought by
the Gary Theatre Co.
The motion was filed last week before
Judge William Holly in federal court.
Mayer, Meyer, Austrian and Platt, the
attorneys for the majors, asked for the
dismissal of M-G-M
Distributing Co. on
the grounds that that concern’s business
operations were taken over in 1936 and
1937 by Loew’s, Inc., which
M-G-M product.

now

distributes

picture

man,

Colvan, stage manager of the Municipal Theatre for the past eight seasons,
will take a well deserved vacation in New
York and other eastern points.
William Hammer stein, who spent several months here working with Richard
Berger at the municipal theatre in Forest
Park, has gone back to New York City.
W.

“Chick”

Evens,

manager,

Milwaukee — Funeral services were held
here August 20 for John F. Camp, 44, for
the past two years branch manager for
Universal. Camp, who was born in Milwaukee, entered Columbia Hospital in early
July and died there August 18.
Prior to becoming local exchange manager, Camp was salesman for Universal
and had been associated with the company
for 15 years. As a member of the industry for 25 years, he was to have been
honored at the Silver Jubilee of the industry in Wisconsin, August 30 and 31,
at the Schroeder Hotel.
He

is survived

two

sons, John
ents, a brother,
ephine.

by

his wife, Elizabeth;

jr. and Thomas, his parGeorge, and a sister, Jos-

A Civil Suit Pends

"Baby"

as

Title Suit Halts
— A show cause order

Salt Lake City
against the Roxy Theatre here and others
requiring them to show cause why they
should not be enjoined from use of the

and

Jimmy Harris, publicity expert for Loew’s,
promoted a full-page co-op ad in the StarTimes and also a cake, five feet in diniversary.ameter, as part of the theatre’s

John F. Camp , Milwaukee
Universal Manager, Dead

is

Zeke

Harold

14th

an-

Leo Doxon stopped off to see “Show
Boat” at the muny
opera and then
mounted his benzine buggy again for the
trip to New York from the West Coast.
Ward Moorehouse was another spectator
at a performance
And

speaking

there is again

of “Show
of the

some

Boat.”

Municipal

discussion

Opera,

of the ad-

visability of getting away from the “too
much New York executive staff.” Many
folks believe that home town talent can
handle the big show better.

10 Years Ago
From

Boxoffice

Files, Aug. 25, 1928

JJARRY HINES succeeds Leo Abrams as
manager of Universal’s St. Louis office . . . Under consideration is a general
revision of the press wage scale for union
musicians employed in St. Louis theatres
. . . It is hoped that the 5,000-seat Fox,
Grand and Washington Blvds., will be
ready for a grand opening Thanksgiving
Day.
A combination of talking pictures and
vaudeville has left the amusement business

words “birth of a baby’’ in advertising
the film, “Life — Showing Birth of a Baby,”
in advertising a birth film here was dismissed “on merits of the case” here in
third district court recently by Judge Herbert M. Schiller.

sell his picture, “The Road to Ruin,” in
Chicago . . . The Majestic has closed for
extensive remodeling . . . The Lawndale

pending

in a civil suit is a

counter-claim filed by the Roxy Theatre,
Inc., Manager I. B. Floor, and B. H. Paris,
for $45,000 damages against the American
Committee on Maternal Welfare, Inc.,
which had sought the show cause order.

To Ambassador

Job

St. Louis — Jack Brashear, former Washington University athlete, who had been
holding down a position in the advertising
department of Fanchon & Marco, has been
appointed assistant manager of the Ambassador Theatre, following a general
shakeup in the staff at that de luxer
operated by the F&M interests.

50

will reopen soon with a feature-vaudeville policy . . . Charlie Davis was welcomed back to Indianapolis’ Indiana Theatre as emcee by the mayor, the police
chief, and the fire chief.
Alvin (Shipwreck) Kelley completed his
100-hour vigil atop the flagpole at the
Denison Hotel in Indianapolis . . . Jackie
Coogan is appearing at the Circle . . .
Stage band and vaudeville policy has been
discontinued at the Fountain Square . . .
Children of the German Lutheran orphans’
home were guests of R. R. Blair’s Uptown
Theatre . . . Jack Baker, Universal publicity man, has returned to Chicago from
Texas, where he worked on an exploitation
project . . . The Lincoln has been razed,
Harmon’s

dance

hall to occupy

Neenah, Wis. — Controversy in the affairs of the opened and closed Embassy
Theatre here reached a new height when
Gilbert Courshon, manager of the Fox
house, was arrested for allegedly molesting
a picket who carried the sign, “This theatre is unfair to the citizens of Neenah”
before the house.
The

theatre

has

been

closed

for

the

summer, despite protests from merchants,
because, according to the management, it
was unable to secure a wage cut from
the projectionists’ union. The theatre
opened for just one day’s showing.
Courshon had sought police action to
stop the picketing, but the department
declared that as long as it was peaceful
the pickets were within their legal rights.
The case is scheduled for an early hearing.

Frisina Employes Hold
Springfield Stag Party
Springfield, III. — Male employes of the
Frisina Amusement Corp. in this city held
a social gathering in the Roxy Theatre
building with about 50 persons in attendance. Representatives of the five Springfield theatres, the Roxy, Tivoli, State,
Esquire and Southtown, attended the affair, which is one of a series being held

in Indianapolis “up in the air” . . . The
Chicago, B&K’s ace loop house, has installed sound equipment, the first “talkie”
being Richard Dix’s “Warming Up.”
Ben Judell has engaged Harry Philips to

Meanwhile,

Allege Manager
Molested Picket

the space.

by the recently organized Frisina Amusement Corp., employes’ group.
Among those present were officers of
the firm, theatre managers, assistant managers, ushers, doormen, projectionists and
maintenance men. Frisina operates 48
theatres in Iowa, Missouri and Illinois.

Operator Anders Invents
Continuous Carbon User
Chicago — The operators’ union is now
boasting of an inventor in its midst — Gus
Anders, operator at the B&K
Century
Theatre.
Anders, with J. W. Droll, has perfected
a new continuous carbon user, which he
says saves 25 to 30 per cent carbon cost.
It is used with clips to enable complete
usage of the carbon. He has patent number 2,120,243 on it. It is being used now
in several B&K houses
keted in the early fall.

and

will be mar-

Ringling Will Build
Baraboo, Wis. — Henry E. Ringling, operator of the Al Ringling Theatre here, has
announced plans for erection of a 500seat house here. The house will be modern in design and will face the city square.

Rites for Mrs. Catherine

Thimmig

St. Louis — Funeral rites were held August 24 for Mrs. Catherine Thimmig, mother
of Walter A. Thimmig,
Nair Theatre.
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Over 50 Independen

KMT A Campaigning
For Meet Support
Kansas

City— Directors

sas-Missouri Theatre
every effort to bring
convention

at

the

of

the

Kan-

Ass'n are using
exhibitors to the

Variety

Club

Sep-

tember 7 and 8. The meeting is considered one of the most important in
the history

of the association.

May Call Steffes to
Probe 'Forced' Sales
Minneapolis — Charges

are

being

made

that film salesmen are using the united
industry advertising campaign to force the
sale of new-season product and President
W. A. Steffes of Northwest Allied, the
drive’s district chairman, may be called
upon to investigate.
Salesmen are stressing the fact that the
exhibitors must show the new-season pictures so that their patrons will be able
to see them and participate in the $250,000 cash prize contest, it’s claimed.
This amounts to a virtual club and some
of the exhibitors are hastening to buy at
terms that otherwise would not be acceptable, according to the charges.
As drive chairman in this territory,
Steffes is in a position desirous of making
the campaign a success. As Northwest Allied president he is opposed to buying of
any

new-season product except at “reasonable” terms.
In fact, Steffes, prior to the advertising campaign’s inception, advised the territory’s independent exhibitors not to buy
any pictures on percentage and to demand rental reductions. At its convention, too, Northwest Allied went on record
demanding a reduction of at least 25 per
cent in rentals to offset the drop in boxoffice income and in accordance with alleged slashes in Hollywood production expenditures.
Otherwise, everything is being lined up
in fine style for the advertising campaign.
Exhibitors generally are falling in line enthusiastically. Besides, a majority of the
out-of-town theatre owners already have
bought their new-season deals and don’t
have to be “forced” now into further
purchases.
The more of the campaign’s details exhibitors learn the more they like the idea
of the drive and the more certain they are
that it will be one of the greatest boxoffice stimuli in recent years, film salesmen report.

Area
Kansas

Join Industry-Wide

City — More

Des

Unit Clicks

Moines — The

Iowa

radio

Mrs. A. P. Schaid, Melba Theatre, Ash
Grove, Mo.; C. S. Laird, Madison, Madison,
Kas.; Glen Klock, Klock Neodesha, Kas.;
Lionel R. Semon, Morris, Cimarron, Kas.;
Don Ratzlaff, Lakin, Lakin, Kas.; George
Hayob, Mary Lou, Marshall, Mo.; H. S.
Moulton, Royal, Sabetha, Kas.; M. S. Heath,
Plaza, Liberty, Mo.; C. B. McAleer, Orpheum, Parsons, Kas.; Mrs. T. R. Allen,
Buffalo, Buffalo, Mo.; C. A. Bessier, Cozy,
Humboldt, Kas.; Glenn Newbold, Temple,
Yates Center, Kas.; Jack Shriner, Gem,
Kansas City, Mo.; Parsons & Johnson (Bill
Parsons), Aladdin, Kansas City, Mo.; R.
H. Montgomery, Mainstreet, Independence,
Kas.; George Werts, Mainstreet, Beloit,
Kas.; F. A. Lambert, Lambert, Princeton,
Mo.; Mr. and Mrs. Charles Barron, Barron,
Pratt, Kas.; Nell Flake, Colonial, Alma,
Kas.; Shields F. Wilson, Camden, Camden,
Kas.; Edwin H. Marsh, Strand, Eskridge,
Kas.; Mrs. M. A. Summerour, Mission,
Shawnee, Kas.; A. W. Hyle, Kaw, Junction City, and Kaw, Marion, Kas.; R. D.
Strickler, Craig, Craig, Mo.; Fred Meyn,
Pershing, Kansas City, Kas.; Mrs. E. Nolan,
Strand, Pierce City, Mo., and Ozark, Cassville, Mo.; Joe Lenski, Cozy, Pittsburg,
Kas., and Cozy, Girard, Kas.

Eighty in Omaha
Area Pledge Support
total of 80 exhibitors

distribution area

hillbilly unit, the Northwesterners, is remaining on the coast following completion
of “Starlight Over Texas” for Monogram.
The group has been signed for another
film job and is continuing to broadcast
the Tall Com Time air show from Hollywood.
BOXOFFICE
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MW

in the

already

have pledged
their support of the “Motion Pictures’
Greatest Year” campaign, according to a
preliminary report compiled by President
Charles E. Williams of the MPTO of
Nebraska and Western Iowa and D. V. McLucas, United Artists exchange manager.
This number of independent exhibitors
is in addition to the 45 theatres operated
in the Omaha trade territory by the five
affiliated circuits.
A general coverage of representative exhibitors is included in the first report of

Minneapolis — Leo

network’s

50 independent

City area have

joined the drive for “Motion Pictures’
Greatest Year,” according to Clarence A.
Schultz of Commonwealth Amusement
Corp., member of the committee in charge
of the campaign for this territory.
Approximately 31 of the independents
have signed during the past week. They
are:

Leo Aved
Iowa

than

exhibitors in the Kansas

Omaha — A

Remodels
Aved

is remodeling

his Empress Theatre, neighborhood house.
Improvements will cost approximately
$5,000.
Change
Wall

ts in K. C.

in Wall

Lake

Lake, Ia. — L. R. Ballard

over the Rio Theatre, formerly
by L. J. Schoelerman.

has taken

operated

Effort

pledges. A total of 26 Iowa exhibitors,
eight South Dakota exhibitors and 40 Nebraska theatremen, including six Omaha
independents, are included in the list of
those signing pledges.
Williams asked all exhibitors in the
Omaha trade area to send their pledges
at once to the Omaha campaign outlet at
the United Artists’ exchange. Once recorded there, pledges are reported to the
district and national campaign offices.
“I want to impress the fact upon exhibitors that this campaign was started
by exhibitors, is being handled by exhibitors and will mean profits for exhibitors,”
Williams told Boxoffice. “Every theatreman should pledge his support in this
drive that will boost the industry in general and will increase boxoffice grosses.”
Exhibitors already signed for the campaign:
Omaha — Beacon, Maryland,
Muse, North Star, Park.

Minne

Lusa,

Nebraska — Home Theatre at Blair;
Moon, Wilber; Capitol, Madison; Chief,
Weeping Water; Tecumseh, Tecumseh;
Allen, Allen; Emerson, Emerson; Laurel,
Laurel; Pilger, Pilger; Gay, Wayne; Riviera, St. Paul; Royal, O’Neill; Avalon,
and Strand, Schuyler; Sun, Gothenburg;
Rialto, Arnold; Rivoli, Seward; Gibbon,
Gibbon; Lyric, Superior; Pastime, Ravenna; Roxy, Shelton; Rialto, Cozad; Lyric,
Edgar; Moon, Neligh; Joyo, Coleridge;
Sun, Sargent; Lyric, Sutton; Auditorium,
Red Cloud; Sunbeam, Geneva; Ritz, Deshler; Majestic, Hebron; Plaza, Friend; Filmore, Exeter; Isis, Crete; Osmond, Osmond; State, South Sioux City; Home,
Danbury; Parrot, Alma.
Iowa — Mayfair Theatre at Shenandoah;
Grand, Red Oak; Palace, Alton; Royal,
LeMars; Orpheum, Rock Valley; Empress,
Akron; Wynot, Wynot; Iowa, Sheldon;
Nira, Orange City; Royal, Sibley; Lyric,
Pierson; State, Lake Park; Lyric, Marcus;
Capitol, Hartley; Strand, Milford; Corn,
Everly; Sutherland, Sutherland; Community, Aurelia; Peterson, Peterson; Logan,
Logan; New Orpheum, Mapleton; Moorhead, Moorhead; Strand, Sidney; DeLuxe,
Kingsley, Onawa,
den.
South
ain,
Viborg;
Nancy,

Onawa;

Tivoli, Hawar-

Dakota — March, Vermillion; LorArmour; Broadway, Centerville; Glud,
Capitol, Parker; Marion, Marion;
Bridgewater; Barrymore, Alcester.

Campaigns
Minneapolis — John

Via Film
G.

Alexander,

Re-

publican nominee for congress in the third
district here, as a campaign stunt, bought
admission tickets to the State Theatre
to see “Alexander’s Ragtime Band” for
every person by the name of Alexander
reporting to his business office. How many
of the species have taken him up has not
yet been learned.
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Succession of Outstanding Films
Boom Minneapolis Theatre Takes
Minneapolis

—

The

exceptionally

fine

product that has been coming up has
brought a return of prosperity to downtown
Minneapolis where the theatre business
had been scraping bottom for some time.
In recent weeks grosses have been uniformly fine, thanks principally to the
strong attractions, and there’s more optimism in show circles here than at any
time in months. Once again there’s being
proved the truth of the saying that “there’s
nothing good pictures won’t cure.”
The succession of boxoffice pictures is
making everybody in the territory connected with the business happy. Despite the
collapse of farm prices and the fact that
no substantially larger federal expenditures
are scheduled hereabouts, the trade is
hopeful again for the fall and winter when
the pictures now clicking in such a big
way downtown will be available for neighborhood and out-of-town runs.
Every week now brings one or more pictures that are sufficiently potent at the
boxoffice to warrant a holdover. “Alexander’s Ragtime Band,” holding over,
played to one of the largest grosses at
the State of any picture in a year. Prior
to that, at the same house, “Love Finds
Andy Hardy” also did sensational business

and then moved over to the Century where,
for seven days more the past week, it has
drawn highly profitable business.
In the face of the tough opposition
from “Alexander’s Ragtime Band” and
“Love Finds Andy Hardy,” “A Letter of
Introduction,” in its second week downtown, pulled big trade to the World.
“The Crowd Roars” went over so well
at the State that it was moved over to
the Century for a second loop week which
also netted a neat profit. “The Rage of
Paris,” a smash boxoffice hit in its first
downtown week at the Orpheum here, went
into the World for an extended first-run
and played to big business for two additional weeks. It undoubtedly could have
remained longer with profit, but for the
wish of W. A. Steffes to play “Letter of
Introduction.”
The sure-seater Time has been profiting
with two reissues, “All Quiet on the Western Front” and “Treasure Island,” each
of which remained two weeks.
John J. Friedl, general manager of the
Minnesota Amusement Co., took occasion
to compliment Hollywood on the quality
of its current releases during a meeting
on the united industry advertising campaign.

Backfires
"Idea”conceived
g Torador
tin
Ska
Minneapolis
— Sol
the idea of putting his ushers on roller
skates as a plug for "Thin Ice," the
Sonja Henie skating musical. Because
of the noise made by the skates and
because of the ushers' tumbles, however, the stunt didn't pan out so well.

"Alexander" Eclipses
Records in Des Moines
Des

Moines

—

“Alexander’s

Ragtime

Band” not only set a new Des Moines attendance record on its opening day at the
Des Moines and Roosevelt theatres here,
but moved over to the Orpheum for a
week’s holdover.
Total attendance at the Des Moines and
Roosevelt houses on the day the film opened here was 6,850. This is approximately
800 more than saw “Snow White and the
Seven Dwarfs” on its first day in this city,
A. Donald Allen, Des Moines manager,
reported.
Allen also said that this topped the
opening of “State Fair,” the Will Rogers
film which was written by an Iowan about
the Iowa state fair and opened on the
same day that the Iowa fair started a
few years ago.
“Alexander’s Ragtime Band” drew an
estimated 3,300 persons before 5 p. m., believed a matinee record for Des Moines.

FRONT USED BV CAPITOL, Dallas, Tex.

"HELL'S
PAT O'BRIEN
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Can You Match
This One?
St. Paul — Sam Zuckman thinks his
Mounds Theatre, 700-seat de luxe
neighborhood house, hit a record low
lor the Twin Cities the other night
when the total gross dropped to the
unbelievably rock-bottom figures of

$3.45.

Houses Tie In With
"Sales Mean Jobs"
Minneapolis — Local theatres

tied in with

a salesmen’s crusade, “Sales Mean Jobs,”
that has been in progress the past month
by running trailers urging the public to
buy in order to provide more employment
and then having one day, Tuesday of this
week, set aside as “Amusement Day.”
Showhouses benefited considerably, grosses
taking a marked jump as result of plugging in the newspapers and on screens.
Newspaper stories called attention to the
fact that “59 merchants (exhibitors) with
more than $12,000,000 in merchandise on
their shelves made their bid for patronage
in connection with the National Salesman’s Crusade.” The stock in question, it
was pointed out, consisted of motion pictures.
Attention was called to the fact that in
Minneapolis alone 2,000 persons are employed in various capacities in the theatres, film exchanges and allied crafts;
that over 375,000 patrons walk through
the doors of the showhouses every week,
making possible the city’s theatre payroll
of $3,000,000 annually.
“This city is a center of production of
theatre seats, supplying all sections of the
country with this product,” said the Minneapolis Star. “Air-conditioning systems
for showhouses also are manufactured here
as are certain parts of projection equipment. The theatres are known to be large
users of electricity, office equipment and
transportation services.”
The committee in charge of the day was
headed by W. A. Steffes and included John
John J. Friedl, Charles Winchell, W. R.
Frank, Harry Dryer, Everett Seibel and
Cliff Gill.

Breuninger Leads
Fox Chain Golfers
Kansas

City — The

lineup

National Talent's Books
Des

Moines — The

raid on the National

Talent Pictures Corp. by Los Angeles, Cal.,
police, drew page one space in the Des
Moines Register.
Several Iowans are reported to have expected to see their children in films as
a result of winning local contests.
Among Iowa children listed on the firm’s
books were Hannabelle Goers, Clinton;
Jolly Ann Horton, Davenport; Janet Leroy, Cedar Rapids; Nancy Lee Pape, Cedar
Rapids; and Juanita Sims, Burlington.
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We

Have

The

COLONIAL
Kansas

Low
gross — L.
Breuninger,
Topeka
(75);
electric fan on stand, Forslund Pump
Co.
Runner-up — E. C. Rhoden
(84); electric fan,
National Theatre Supply Co.
Low
score, Dist. 1 — Frank
Ritter (87);
bag, United Film Ad.
Runner-up,
Dist. 1 — R. Wallace
(102);
umbrella.
Low
razor.

score,

Dist.

2 — V.

M.

Montee;

electric

score, Dist.
ther toilet case.

5 — William,

Souttar

(97);

lea-

Runner-up, Dist. 5 — Ludy
Bosten, golf shirt.
Low
gross, home
office — Mr. Cordu, carry all
bag, C. H. Schambacher, Springfield, 111.
Runner-up, home
office — Ed Donnelly; 6 Beach
Eagle golf balls, Dascomb
Daniels Dumber
Co.
Low
score visitors — Tommy
Thompson
(86);
Electric tooth brush, Warner
Bros.
Runner-up
visitors — Bill Warner;
Eversharp
pencil.
Worst
golfer — Bill Laughlin
check. Exhibitors’ Film Delivery.
Fewest
puts — H.
White
(30);
balls.
Most

puts — Chuck

Barnes

(181);

golf

putter.

Best poker hand — M. Elliott (5-10’s); chip iron.
Low score, dist. mgrs. — H. E. Jameyson; Bombay cooler, Mr. McLucas.
Runner-up, dist. mgrs. — H. A. McClure; vacuum
bottle, Richards-Conover.

Hall and Walker Plan
300-Seater in Burwell
Burwell,

Neb. — Warren

G.

Hall

and

James Walker will build a new 300-seat
theatre here starting immediately. ScottBallantyne Co. of Omaha will handle the
job. Cost is estimated at $12,000.
Hall is the son of Mrs. Georgia Rasley,
Royal Theatre, O’Neill, Neb., and was formerly connected with the A. H. Blank circuit at Iowa City, la. Walker will be a
silent partner.
A

one-story brick building will be remodeled and Duo Soundmaster sound and
projection, Magic Weather cooling system,
and up-to-date equipment installed. The
opening is set for October 1.

Kansas

City— W.

Two

D. Fulton

has

Columbia
City —

Mirroplionic

Sound and Projectors
Brenkert Enarc Lamps
and Rectifiers
Hollywood

Theatre

Leavenworth, Kas.
MIRROPHONIC SOUND

Royal
Theatre
Unionville,
Mo.
— PRESENTS

—

WESTERN ELECTRIC
MOTIOGRAPH MIRROPHONIC
SOUND and PROJECTORS
BRENKERT LAMPS
and

The

Carlton

Theatre

Manhattan,

Kas.

Sosna

Theatre

Manhattan,

Kas.

Why?
Ask the Theatre Owner

Screening

Columbia

Western Electric
M0TI0GRIIPH

shifted

Clarence Kidwell, who has been assistant
manager of the Howard in Arkansas City,
Kas., to the State, Kansas City, Kas., as
manager. Ben Hill, manager of the State,
goes to the Tivoli, here.

Kansas

—

$10.00

6-Hol-hi

(53);

City

— INSTALLED

golf
golf

Runner-up, Dist. 2. — Buss Carroll; $5.00 Rothschild gift bond, Birmingham
and Prosser.
Low
score, Dist. 3 — A1
McClure
(86); Sam
Snead Woods, Topeka State Journal.
Runner-up,
Dist. 3 — Tom
Steele (94); golf
shirt.
Low score, Dist. 4 — C. C. Murray
(91); $10.00
gift bond, American
Seating Co.
Runner-up, Dist. 4 — H. M. Burnett (98); set
head covers.
Low

the Answer

of prizewin-

ners in the Fox Midwest circuit’s annual
golf tournament at Meadow Lake Country Club last week is as follows:

Fulton Moves
Several Iowa Children on

YES!

announces

a

trade screening of Frank Capra’s “You
Can’t Take It With You” at the Edison
Hall in the Power and Light Bldg., Tuesday night, September 6. The show begins
at 8 o’clock.

Who

Operates

MIRROPHONIC
“The

Standard

A

One

SOUND

of the World”

TcEfTfRflMTHEBTRE EQUIPMENT CO J
V MOTiOG RAPH
HArrison 3345
ERNEST C. LEEVES, District Manager
130 WEST 18TH ST.
KANSAS CITY, MO.
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Theatres

in Kansas

Gope’s playin’ tonight!” “Tissel Prissel is
twirlin’ ’em for the Black Cats tomorrow!”
Fans discuss the relative merits of all

City Area

Feel Competition

players, and those of “stars” especially.
This adds to the cumulative appeal of the

of Softball

games.
Support

Kansas

City — One

of the toughest

forms

of theatre competition this summer has
been and continues to be softball.
It has produced easily as much exhibitor
perspiration as the hot weather, and is
probably responsible for as many closings.
Persistent and potent as the competition
of the game is, its deleterious effects at
the boxoffice are difficult to offset. The
exhibitor has no way of successfully opposing it. It usually is organized by youngsters in the community or neighborhood,
and ten persons are interested in every
player by reason of friendship, acquaintance, or relation. The games take place
under lights, most of them are free.
Exhibitors of the territory estimate that
at least twice as many people are participating in and watching the game as
did a year ago. The game has literally
“mushroomed” in many towns throughout
the area, and cities are not excepted.
In one Kansas town of several thousand

TRADE

Elmer

Bills of Salisbury, Glasgow

Brunswick, Mo., reports that the competition from softball is particularly keen in
the latter two towns. Members of the team
talk up the game during the day. People
drive in from surrounding territory and
sit and watch the game from their cars.
There’s a player for almost every family.
They even have girls’ teams in many of the
locations. Two nights of the week at one
town the boys’ team play, another two
nights are for the girls, and on a fifth
night they have in an out-of-town team.
They start playing about dark, which normally is the peak of the motion picture
show’s evening.
Each locality has its “stars” who always attract an especially big crowd. “Gus

I

A HANDY GUIDE FOR THE EXHIBITOR
EQUIPMENT

AND

A. A. Electric Machinery

SOUND

ENGINEER

Co.

Ernest Amoneno, Mgr.
1117 Cherry St.
Phone: Victor 8796
Central

Theatre

— Western
130 West

Great

Stage

City, Mo.

C. H. Badger,
Southwest

Theatre

Equipment

Co.

Equipment

Douglas

Equipment

Ave.

Alexander

National Air Conditioning
Engineering Corp.
VI. 3535

Phone:

2-2153

and

TICKET

Company

Hlland

2694

REGISTER

City, Mo.

GENERAL
South

REGISTER
Wabash

EXHIBITOR
Independent

CORPORATION

Avenue

—

Chicago

ASSOCIATIONS

Theatre

1214 Brush Creek

SERVICE

Owners

Road

jr.. Pres.

—

Association

VAlentine

John Wolfberg,

2770
Sec.

SERVICE

Syncrofilm Sound Equipment and
W.L.
126 W. 18th St.
Norris
HA 4783

Service
W. P.
Humston

parks, and here a large variety of neighborhood teams have played all summer
without charging admission. Many of these
attract up to 15,000 fans. Ward Field now
frequently gets 400 or 500 admissions.
Thinks Jack Truitt, manager of the
Electric, Kansas City, Kas.: “They’re looking for free entertainment.”
R. R. Biechele reports the softball competition terrific for his Osage, Kansas City,
Kas. They started playing softball in May
at the city park near the Osage, and grosses
started falling off. Biechele closed the theatre July 6 for the remainder of the summer and of the softball season.
12 to 14 Teams

K. M. T. A.
128 W.

18th St. —

John Staple, Pres.

Harrison

at Abilene

At Abilene, Kas., there are 12 to 14
teams; they play every night, and have
tournaments with teams from surrounding
towns, reports Homer F. Strowig. The town
built a $90,000 swimming pool, which

At Plattsburg, Mo., with its 2,000 population, they have enough teams for a game
every night.
In Lawrence, Kas., the ball diamond is
near the Granada, and when there is a
game,
parking patrons
space. of the theatre can’t find

SERVICE

Gold Seal — Simplex Model ”H"
Factory Mechanics —
Genuine Parts Used
Loaner Service Machines Supplied

E. E. Webber

54

Film

Because they are promoted locally, there
is little, if anything, the exhibitor can do
about the games.
In Kansas City, Kas., the past year
Ward Field, which plays the best teams
and charges 25 cents, drew frequently an
attendance of 5,000 to 6,000. This spring
the city constructed diamonds in the city

Pools

1018

Manufacturing — Engineering — Installation

K. C. SOUND

PUBLICITY

0134

AIR CONDITIONING

SOUND

Telephone"

Motion Picture Advertising
E. L. Harris, Dist. Mgr., Mo., Kan., Neb., Iowa
239 East 72nd Terrace

Co., Inc.
Phone

18th St. — Kansas

As Your

Wichita, Kas.

C. D. Peck, Mgr.

109 W.

As Near

Mgr.

Co.

1804 Wyandotte St.
Mgr.
Phone: GRand
Theatre

“Service

help support

to swim; they then listen to the band concert, and top off the evening by witnessing a softball double header.
Strowig believes that, given time, the
sport will wear itself out. It is interesting
to note, however, that the sport has increased in popularity, both for participants
sion.
and patrons, each year since the depres-

2-4012—2-4115

SCREEN

St.
T. L. Greening,
Phone: Victor 9078

Stebbins

C. R. BUTLER

St. Joseph, Mo.
Phones

cases merchants

didn't help the boxoffice, and has free
band concerts. People come to the pool

ENGINEER

System Installation and Service
Orpheum Theatre Building

Mirrophonic

Sound18th St.
Kansas
Phone — HArrison 3345
Western

Sound

Company

Electric-Motiograph

817 Holmes

309 West

Equipment

I

CITY

SUPPLIES

Merchants

the teams by furnishing uniforms or paying for the lights; in some towns which
own their own power plants lights are free.

and

DIRECTORY
KANSAS

In many

population, the softball promoters last
week staged a tournament which was witnessed by more than 2,000. The two theatres in the town did a combined gross
of less than $30.

From

4825

R. R. Biechele, Sec.-Treas.

Another

and Skating

Attract

exhibitor, showing

in several

towns, has found municipally-owned swimming pools and roller skating rinks promoted from out of town his two biggest
competitors. In one Missouri town there
is a rink set up under a tent. With 250
skates, it has been able so far to rent them
all twice an evening and make it plenty
tough on the local boxoffices. In addition
to participants there usually are 100 or
200 spectators. The rink has its bargain
nights, ladies’ nights, all the promotions
used by the movies. Two or three other
towns report similar situations.
It looks like there is a job of merchandising for the exhibitor.
BOXOFFICE
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m A IHI A Plaintiffs Win Two

CUMMINGS, Tri-States disR. manager,
JjVERT trict
is staging a losing battle
with hay fever and is about ready to take
off for the lakes or mountains . . . William Blum, RKO promotion department,
was here ahead of “Carefree.” Bill had a
nice tan from three weeks at the seashore
. . . George Siders, Omaha treasurer, is on
his vacation.
Bob Ballantyne was in Colorado on busines . . . Tom Kenyon, Paramount cashier,
is getting ready for a fishing trip . . . Mary
Baert, RKO billing clerk, is on the vacation list . . . Will Singer, Brandeis manager, left for a tour of Iowa Singer houses
en route to Chicago. Will is sporting a
new car.
Regina Molseed, RKO booker, is back
from a trip through South Dakota . . . Carl
Reese, 20th-Fox salesman, broke his left
elbow when he fell off a chair at his home.
In the excitement, Carl jerked his arm
into place. Doctors said it was a perfect
job of setting the broken bones. Carl is
thinking of taking up medicine.
Carl Bailey, Pawnee

Theatre,

Pawnee

City, Neb., says business is “O. K.” but
competition from free baseball games is
giving him trouble. He thinks the industry’s campaign is “the biggest thing that
ever happened to exhibitors” . . . Also on
Filmrow were Sam and A. Burrus, Lyric
and Isis theatres, Crete, Neb., and John
Grabenstein, Liberty Theatre, Eustis, Neb.
Jane Van Husan caught a prise-winning
fish at the Minnesota lakes . . . D. V. McLucas, UA chief, went to Des Moines on
a business trip . . . Mary Hansen, RKO
secretary, is back from her vacation . . .
Lou Kozal, Tri- States artist, is spending
his two weeks on the golf course . . . Plans
for a fall golf tourney for Omaha Variety Club are uncertain.
Hulda Sanders, M-G-M steno, went to
Denver to attend the wedding of her sister, Marie Boln, secretary to Henry Friedel, M-G-M branch manager there. Henry
used to be head booker at the Omaha
exchange . . . Lucille Anderson, Paramount
bookkeeper, is climbing mountains in Colorado. . . Marie Hassett, Paramount head
inspectress, also is vacationing .

McEv/an

and Hill Secure

Franchise

on Magic

Eye

Kansas City — R. W. McEwan, former
Bank Night distributor, and Ormond T.
Hill, formerly with Arthur H. Hagg and
Associates in the newspaper service field,
have formed a partnership for the distribution of the Rice Photoscope in the Kansas
City film territory of Kansas and western
Missouri. The promotion plan is known
as Photopay Night and Magic Eye.
To be known as the Magic Eye Distributing Co., the firm will be located at Room
205, 1719 Wyandotte St. McEwan said a
Magic Eye device will be on demonstration
immediately.
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Every Complete

Steps in "Divorce"

Minneapolis — The

federal

court

holding the North Dakota theatre divorcement law constitutional, just filed, contains two stipulation favorable to the
plaintiffs, Paramount and the Minnesota
Amusement Co., et al, defeated in the first
round of their fight to knock out the
measure requiring the Minnesota Amusement Co. to dispose of its North Dakota
theatres.
One of the stipulations provides that the
temporary injunction prohibiting the law’s
enforcement shall continue in effect for
30 days from August 18, the date of the
decree’s filing. The plaintiffs have that
length of time to appeal to the U. S.
supreme court from the lower tribunal’s
adverse ruling. They intend to do this.
Another stipulation is that if the appeal
is taken the temporary injunction shall
remain in effect until such a time as the
U. S. supreme
cision.

court hands

down

System

in the high-priced
bracket features a rotary stabilizer of the
gyrofilter type for perfect film travel through
the scanning beam —
but only one complete
sound system priced
under $500.00 has the
proven
izer.

gyrofilter stabil-

its de-

The state of North Dakota, the defendant in the action, agreed to both of these
stipulations. Accordingly, the Minnesota
Amusement Co. will retain possession of
its theatres and continue to operate them
for the present.

H. W. Mcllvaine

Sound

decree

Plus 10 Points of
Superiority

Returns

To Singer Post in Omaha
Omaha — Randall

Wilton

“Pinky”

Mc-

llvaine has been moved to assistant manager at the Brandeis Theatre, replacing
John Quinlan, who resigned.
A

native Omahan, Mcllvaine was formerly chief of service at the Brandeis and
then was moved to assistant manager at
the Orpheum in New Orleans. Both are
Mort H. Singer houses.

1. Prefocused
riage.

Exciter Lamp

2. Constant
Carriage. Axis Optical System
3. Fully Perfected
tem Carriage.
4. All Film Travels
Surfaces.

Omaha Qrpheum's First
Holdover Is " Alexander "
Omaha — Orpheum Theatre, 3,000-seat
Tri-States house, held over a picture for
the first time in the theatre’s history,
according to Manager Bill Miskell.
Picture is “Alexander’s Ragtime Band”
which played to 70,000 persons first seven
days of showing. Theatre opened an hour
earlier during first week and ran one 19hour continuous show over a weekend.

Free Dance
Minneapolis — As an

Lessons
“added

attraction”

some of the movie houses in the territory
are offering their patrons free dance instruction by Gene LaVerne of Hollywood.
The lessons are given in full view of the
audience and frequently provoke much

Car-

5. izer.
The Proven

Optical

Sys-

on Rotating

Gyrofilter Stabil-

6. Projector Drive (Simplex)
Through Train of Alternate
Steel and Fibre Gears.
7. Felt Faced Combination Tension and Lateral Guide Roller.
8. Locking Michrometer
Guide Adjustment.

Lateral

9. Single Unit Construction — Direct Connected Motor.
10. Static and Dynamic Balanced
Flywheel on Motor Shaft for
Easy Starting and Smooth
Operation.

laughter, due to the “pupil’s” appearance
or awkwardness. A piano or phonograph
provides the music.
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Substantial Insurance Savings Are
Within Easy Reach of Exhibitors
Kansas

City — A survey

of 15 theatres

in

14 towns and small cities of the Kansas
City area reveals that for several years
all but one have been paying as much
as 35 per cent more insurance premium
than was necessary.
Finton Jones of the Travelers, who has
specialized in theatre risks for a number
of years, has just completed the survey.
The communities range in size from 2,000
to 20,000 people, and the theatres represent typical independent theatre operations
outside the metropolitan area.
Mi'. Jones contacted the theatre owners,
went over their insurance coverage with
them, and then offered to have one of the
Travelers engineers, J. I. Clatanoff, make
a thorough inspection. In no case has the
theatre owner had his rate checked for
several years, although the service is free
and is provided by several companies and
agencies.
Final recommendations of Mi'. Jones,
which included his own findings on coverage and Mi-. Clatanoff’s on rate engineering, have been sent the exhibitor for
whatever action he may care to take.
In the case of all but one of the theatres reductions in the rate are possible
if the exhibitor carries out the changes
recommended both in coverage and in the
theatre property. In most cases the savings are substantial and in all cases the
cost of making the changes is inconsequential.
Theatre No. 1 is a typical operation and
well illustrates the insurance condition
of the other 14 houses in the study. Its
present building rate is $1.48 per $100.
If the suggestions of Mr. Jones and Mr.
Clatanoff are complied with, the rate
would be reduced 53 cents a $100, or from
$1.48 to 95 cents, a saving of about 35
per cent. On contents the rate is $1.73.
Here the saving is the same in amount;
that is, 53 cents per $100.
Crossbar

Latches

Cut

Rate

Theatre No. 1 is an exceptionally sound
theatre property. But the booth, standard
in every other respect, has a door not
equipped with two metal crossbar latches
that automatically catch. Insurance companies are particular about the latches
because most booth doors are of a light
metal construction apt to buckle under the
intense heat of a booth fire. This deficiency has been costing the theatre 15
cents a hundred per year.
Clatanoff found that four-fifths of the
group of theatres inspected did not have
latches on the booth door.
Theatre No. 1 lacked metal storage
cabinets with attached covers in which to
keep film while not in use. The cost in
the insurance rate for this deficiency
was six cents per $100 of valuation.
The area in which are located the 15
theatres inspected is one that produces and
uses gas and oil. Consequently the the56

A 35 Per Cent
Rate Cut
Kansas City — A savings of 35 per
cent in the building insurance rate
could be effected in one typical situation which well illustrates the insurance condition of the other 14 houses
in the study. This theatre's present
building rate is $1.48 per $100. If the
suggestions of Mr. Jones and Mr. Clatanoff were adopted the rate would be
reduced 53 cents a $100, or from $1.48
to $.95. On contents the rate is $1.73.
Here the saving is the same in amount;
that is, 53 cents per $100.

atres all heat with gas. In attaching
metal vent pipes to small gas stoves and
heaters and extending them through the
roof or ceiling, half the theatres have
failed to give the pipes enough clearance.
Clatanoff recommended that Theatre No.
1 and others with the same condition
replace metal with compressed asbestos
(Transite) pipe, which requires only an
inch of clearance. With metal pipe a
clearance of from 6 to 18 inches is called
for by rating authorities. Theatre No. 1
will get a 12-cent credit in its rate when
the exhibitor follows out the recommendations.
Rubbish in the basement has been costing Theatre No. 1 5 cents in the rate —
needlessly. Generally such rubbish is
found around the spot where the exhibitor
stores his posters and advertising material. This was found to be true of a
third of the theatres inspected.
Theatre No. 1 had three dressing rooms,
leftovers from the days of flesh presentations on its stage, which were costing
3 cents in the rate. These can be converted to storage or some other use and
the penalty in the rate automatically wiped
out.
With respect to fire extinguishers theatres perform better than other classes
of risks, according to Mr. Clatanoff. The
underwriters’ specifications call for one
2 Vz -gallon extinguisher for each 2,500
square feet of floor space plus a 1 -quart
extinguisher in the booth. Theatre No. 1
had four, needed seven, and was being
penalized
5 cents per $100 for the deficiency.
The main system of electrical wiring in
theatres today is usually okay, Mr. Clatanoff said. But frequently (and in the
present survey this is true of 12 of the 15
theatres) extensions are run in the booth
and on the stage, and these more often
than not are faulty. The extension wire
is normally a piece the operator found
lying about, has improper connections, and
is not properly insulated. Extensions in
conduit or BX cable will solve this difficulty. Theatre No. 1 was paying 7 cents

per $100 a year in its insurance premium
for several such extensions.
$471 for $52
Total coverage carried by Theatre No. 1
amounts to approximately $35,600. Of
this $20,000 is on building, $15,600 on
contents. The savings per year, 53 cents
per 100, amount to $188.66. However, the
exhibitor buys coverage for a three-year
period, which enables him to get it for
2VZ times the one year cost. In this case
the saving would be $471.65 for the threeyear term.
To effect this saving, the exhibitor will
have to spend about $52 — $5 for latches,
$2 for storage cabinet, $5 for pipes, $30
for extinguishers, and $10 for wiring.
This exhibitor recently had a fire. His
agent had failed to mark out the clause,
contained in all policies, which nullifies
the coverage in case fire originates in
the booth. The exhibitor paid the loss
out of his own pocket, although he had
plenty of insurance and it costs nothing
to eliminate that particular clause in the
policy and have complete protection.
Formerly Theatre No. 1 bought a hail
and windstorm policy for 8.4 cents per
$100 of coverage. For 10 cents per 100,
or only 1.6 cents more, he purchased a
supplemental contract giving him windstorm, hail, explosion, riot and civil commotion (always a good coverage to have
where large crowds gather), smoke damage, and damage by falling aircraft or
self-propelled vehicles such as automobiles,
trucks, motorcycles, etc.
While the amount of insurance and
penalties in the rate being paid by the
exhibitor differed widely among the theatres involved in the survey, the causes
for the latter were similar in most of the
theatres. For instance, at Theatre No. 3
the absence of latches on the booth door
and wooden instead of metal ceiling supports were costing the exhibitor 15 cents
per $100; faulty extensions, 7 cents, and
extinguishers, 2 cents. Here the contents
rate is $1.08. The reduction possible is
24 cents a hundred, or $16.56 annually.
The exhibitor does not own the house but
leases it, as he does Theatre No. 1, where
he carries $9,200 on contents only. The
rate at Theatre No. 2 is $1.50, and the
reduction possible is $37.72 per year. Here
the absence of latches, of self closing
feature on the door, and of thick enough
booth walls cost 15 cents; storage of
scenery cost 9 cents; pipes, 8 cents; wiring, 5, and extinguishers, 4 cents. On
Theatre No. 4 the exhibitor carried $26,700 of insurance on contents and building. Improper latches penalized him 15
cents; wiring, 7, and pipes 9 cents for a
total of 31. The saving possible is $82.77
a These
year. four theatres — Numbers 1, 3, 11
and 4 — are under one management. Total annual savings for the four, in two
of which the exhibitor buys only contents coverage, amounts to $325.71. On
a 3-year basis the saving, which continues
indefinitely, is $814.28. Improvements
necessary to effect these savings would
not run much over $100.
At Theatre No. 5 dressing rooms imposed a penalty of 12 cents in the rate;
stovepipes, 4 cents; rubbish, 3; wiring, 3,
and extinguishers, 4. Scenery was stored
(Continued on page 22)
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Ames Theatre Sign
Wins Fame

RAY WYLIE,
popular United Artists salesman, has the sympathy of Filmrow in
the loss of his mother in New York. Mrs.
Wylie died soon after the death of her
husband. Ray flew to New York to attend
the funeral and also flew back . . . Sol
Lebedoff, independent neighborhood exhibitor, complains that after spending a
very considerable sum on remodeling his
Homewood Theatre he has to call in the
contractor again — “for the bottom has
dropped out” . . . Max Marx of the Falls
Theatre, local neighborhood house, grabbed
the flyer for Duluth to relieve his hay
fever.
Ted

Manns, St. Paul independent exhibitor, taking pugilistic exercises. We
wonder why! Ted used to be quite a boxer
. . . Solly Fisher of the Campus Theatre
has been complimented on the oratorical
splendor of his recent film campaign meeting . . . Al Hill back from a two-week vacation and on the job again at Pantages
. . . Bill Mclnerney, Ruben circuit press
agent, also back from a northern jaunt
. . . Steve Hollander en route to New York
to join his vacationing wife.
Since Bill Evidon, Columbia office manager, drove to Des Moines two weeks ago
the local
. . . The
folks had
per . . .

girls just haven’t had a chance
Fiddlers’ club of young theatrical
a spaghetti and vino buffet supWalt Teich drove to Jamestown,

N. D„ to install the game of “Hollywood”
in the theatres there . . . Harry Sherman
and George Adams are collaborating on
the new theatre money game, “Tip Top
Toe,” which has stimulated business business considerably at two Minnesota Amusement Co. neighborhood theatres here — the
Loring and Arion. They report closing
deals for a number of towns.
Emery Eckberg, manager of the South
St. Paul Hollywood Theatre, dropping his
“hook, line and sinker” in northern Minnesota pools . . . The Major Bowes International unit, playing the Orpheum here
this week, invaded other Minnesota spots
and did smashing business, particularly in
Winona and Red Wing . . . Roy Cummings,
old-time vaudeville and musical comedy
star, featured in opening offering of Harry
Hirsch’s stock burlesque season
ety currently.

at Gay-

Out-of-town exhibitors visiting Filmrow
included Mrs. G. Perkins, Mora, Minn.;
Don Buckley, Redwood Falls, Minn.; Fred
Schnee, Litchfield, Minn.; G. O. Gilbertson, Spring Grove, Minn.; Leo Molitor,
Norwood, Minn.; F. Parsons, Renville,
Minn.; Blackwell & Otto, Winsted, Minn.;
Andy Anderson, Detroit Lakes, Minn.; M. A.
Zimmerman, Lakota, N. D„ and G. O.
Gannon, Lidgerwood, N. D. . . . Paramount
bunch rushed off their feet handling Paramount Week orders.
They’re still raving about “Marie Antoinette”— those who saw it at M-G-M’s
invitation screening at the Granada Theatre . . . Charlie Weiner of Monogram
visiting northern Minnesota accounts . . .
Phil Dunas, Columbia district manager,
a visitor . . . Maury Abrams, M-G-M ex(Continued on next page)
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TWENTIETH
Century-Fox’s
here
greeted M. A.
Levy, districtoffice
manager,

Ames, la. — Forest C. Sorenson, 26, of
Ames, featured a New Ames Theatre
advertisement
the

$100

in a

first prize

picture
in a

which

won

national

pho-

tographic contest.
The sign advertised "You're Only
Young Once," and Sorenson snapped a
pair of two-year-olds kissing in front
of the placard.

Break Records for
S. R. Kent Drive
Minneapolis

— Playdate

and

collection

Minneapolis, with the news that “Alexander’s Ragtime Band” is smashing all Des
Moines attendance records when he showed
up for a two-day visit this week . . . Among
exhibitors observed at the 20th CenturyFox screen room were Leo Wolcott, Eldora;
Vance Smith, North English; Mrs. Newbold, Keosauqua; C. H. Harris, Guttenberg,
and Jim Fair of Laurens.
With something more than 1,000 entries
in the Scrambled Screen Sweethearts contest, handled here in cooperation with the
Des Moines Tribune, Tri-States theatres
elsewhere may follow through on the idea.
The Grand and Capitol theatres at Grand
Island, Neb., have asked for mats on the
“scrambled” pictures to enable them to
publish a similar contest if it can be worked out with the newspaper there.

records for the 20th-Fox exchange here
were broken the opening week of the current S. R. Kent drive, according to Joe
Podoloff, branch manager.
All exchanges report a big spurt in sales
of advertising matter and accessories to
exhibitors. This is due to the fact that the

S. (Speed) Lambert, M-G-M exploited-, spent Sunday and Monday in Des
Moines working on the “Marie Antoinette”
opening September 1. He cleared out for
Omaha Monday night to get lined up for

unusually large number of boxoffice pictures coming up has aroused renewed enthusiasm and put more pep in theatre
owners who feel they now really have
something to sell and are going out with
commendable determination to make the
public realize that their attractions are
worth-while, branch managers believe.

managing Tri-States’ string of theatres
and directing the motion picture drive in
this territory. He vacationed in the northern lake region . . . Fanchon Royer, a former resident of Des Moines and now a film
producer, visited old friends here.

Bill Classen, 20th-Fox ad sales manager,
has been spending most of his time in recent weeks on the road and has been getting the largest orders his company ever
has had, Podoloff says. In two days last
week Classen sold more ad accessories
than ever before in any previous sevenday period, Podoloff reports.

he arrived in town after a Colorado vacation. He sunburned his scalp while visiting the high altitudes in the west, and
had reached the peeling stage at the time
of his return . . . The city traffic department here aided the Des Moines and

Fox Kansas

Corporation

Being Dropped
Kansas

City — Fox

by Circuit

Midwest

is withdraw-

ing one of its corporations from Kansas,
the Fox Midwest Amusement Corp , which,
organized under Delaware laws and authorized to do business in Kansas, formerly has been used simply to control the
several operating companies Fox has in the
state.

H.

the release of “Boys’ Town” . . . G. Ralph
Branton has returned to the business of

A. G. Stolte took a lot of kidding when

Roosevelt theatres’ showing of the “March
of Time ” with letters to members of the
Des Movies Safety Council. One feature of
the subject was safe driving, titled “The
Man

at the Wheel.”

Helen Squires, cashier at the M-G-M
office here, returned Monday from a twoweek vacation in the west . . . “Sky Giant”
got a two-day holdover at the Orpheum,
crowding out “Sailing Along” . . . Bob Long,
traveling auditor for M-G-M, arrived here
Monday for two weeks . . . Ruby Dyer has
returned after two weeks in the Windy
City. She’s A. W. Anderson’s

Stars in Minneapolis
Minneapolis — Minneapolis

played host to

a trio of film performers. Wayne Morris
stopped over en route to a vacation at
Breezy Point Resort, Minn., and took time
to submit to a radio interview. Joan Davis
is visiting her father and Dick Simmons
his parents.

Visitors: W. D. White of Exira, la.;
Charlie and Walter Peterson, Hampton,
la.; Earle Perkins of Omaha.

Rozanek

Made

Good

Minneapolis — The Minneapolis

Star here

ran a story pointing out many Twin City
people have made good in the films. These
include Virginia Bruce, Ann Sothern, June
Lang, Arline Judge, Richard Arlen and
Richard Dix.

Strives to Open

In Crete
Crete,

They

Girl Friday.

by October

Neb. — Adolph

Rozanek

has

15
set

October 15 as opening date for his new
450-seat theatre here. Steel work has
already started on a two-story brick building to be remodeled.
Scott-Ballantyne Co. of Omaha will install sound and projection cooling and all
other equipment.
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K A\ Y C IE IE Webber Bows Anew 1 1 SCO
In Kagcee Aug. 2B
JyJAT HECHTMAN of Hollywood Advertis1 ing furnished the banners and display
material at the Fox Midwest convention

last week, including several on
Pictures’ Greatest Year.”

Early-in-the-week visitors: F. L. “Doc”
Lowe, Sterling, Kas.; Nick Kotsis, Holden,
Mo.
Saul Francis is using Howard White’s
“Work Night” at Fullerton, Neb.
E. E. Carp, Brookfield, Mo., roadshow
operator, has purchased new RCA equipment from Don “Hifi” Davis.
Bill Redden of Ross Federal started off
for the Ozarks and a rest, but ended up
driving over about half the U. S.

Substantial
Savings

Robert Haley Will Run
Kansas City Orpheum
City — Robert

J. Haley,

who

has

been managing the Liberty Theatre in New
Orleans for RKO, will manage the Orpheum when it is opened September 2
here as that company’s first-run theatre.
The Orpheum has gone through a process of remodeling, redecoration and reequipping the past six weeks, since RKO
relinquished the Mainstreet as first-run
outlet.

Gregg Theatre Opening
Attended by K. C. Trade
Kansas

City — A number

of film people

and allied tradesmen attended the formal
opening of the new Gregg Theatre, Sedan,
Kas., Friday evening.
O. H. Gregg has practically rebuilt the
theatre, has refurbished and remodeled it
throughout, and installed new equipment.
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City — Like the Phoenix,

the new

new Colonial Theatre that has risen on the
site of the old one at 39th St. and Woodland Ave. is a much more beautiful house
than the former one. Formal opening of
E. E. Webber’s $100,000 suburban theatre
was scheduled for August 26.
The new house, seating 950, has every
attribute of modernity; it is fireproof and
exceptionally well constructed; it is beautiful, with brick and structural glass front
outside, “staggered” walls with no square
corners, plus color inside; it is comfortable, and the equipment will give the patron perfect reproduction.

(Continued

Reach

(Continued from page 20 >
in the loft over the stage. The recommendation was that this be removed and
the loft section above the stage be sealed
off. This would save 40 cents in the
rate, and make a total saving for the
theatre of 66 cents per $100. It has been
found by engineers that the space above
the stage absorbs a lot of heat, and sealing it off saves substantially on both
heating and cooling expense.
Although economy has been one of the
cardinal principles of theatre operation for
several years, and necessarily so, insurance savings, among the easiest and
cheapest to bring about, actually have
been among the last phases of operation
to attract the attention of management.
In many instances over the country exhibitors are paying many hundreds of dollars annually for carelessness. They can
correct the situation simply by calling in
their agent and insurance rate engineer.

Kansas

Kansas

MINNEAPOLIS

Insurance
Within

■pHEATRE
business
is still
the annual
August slump
here
. . . inMost
of the
local dough was raked in by the Turnpike
Casino last week, combined gross of Dick
Jurgens and Noble Sissle netting Manager

“Motion

I. E. “Ike” Hoit, manager of Publix
houses in Pueblo, Colo., was here early
this week visiting with Jerry Zigmond,
manager of the Newman.

IL M

from preceding page)

Pauley $1,200 . . . Maurie Sherman grabbed $250 at King’s Ballroom in Norfolk
. . . Ralph Blank, manager of the Fremont
bureau of the Central States Theatre Corp.,
returned from a two weeks’ visit in Hollywo d . . . Mrs. Blank also returned home
the same day as Ralph, after two weeks
in Indianapolis.
Cairo

Theatre,

Cairo, Neb., suffered

slight damage last week when a fire resulted from a short in the cooling system motor. The house was cleared in an
instant and nobody was injured. Managers
Cady and Braun later declared they were
for once happy the theatre wasn’t crowded ... W . B. Banning, president of the
state fair, said last week prospects are
very favorable for a successful meeting.
The state has had bountiful crops this
summer.

ploiteer, put in effective licks on “Marie
Antoinette” in Bemidfi and Brainerd,
Minn. . . . Sol Fisher of the Campus Theatre and a party of friends spent the weekend fishing at Spicer, Minn.

Hip Raymond and his comedy act will
be featured at the Cheyenne county fair
to be held at Sidney September 6-9 . . .
William Mack, manager of the Fremont
and Empress theatres, Fremont, left for a
two-week vacation in Hollywood.

Twin City Variety Club members lunching in the Hotel Nicollet “Jolly Miller”
while their clubrooms are in the process

Herbie Kay has signed to play at Libs
in Hastings, August 24 . . . One of the biggest billing campaigns Lincoln has ever

of remodeling . . . Warren Branton, National Screen salesman, in for a few days
and then returned to the road for another
six-week trek . . . Monogram distributing
a wrestling short that should hold much
interest for this territory. It includes

seen went up last week when Billroy’s
Comedians’ Advance Agents hit tcnvn and
plastered everything in sight . . . National
Guard’s tivo weeks is up Saturday, and
some of the local film cogs, along with
Barney Oldfield, regular conductor of this
pillar, will be strolling back.

Bronko Nagurski, Minnesota’s champ, vs
Gus Sonnenberg and an added comedy
thriller. Dr. Patrick O’Callaghan vs. King
Kong Kashey, the latter a very well-known
meanie in this section.
Harry

Skirboll in town

for a few days

to look after “Birth of a Baby” . . . Princess Wahletka, the seeress, into the State
Theatre after 14 weeks at the Hotel Nicollet Minnesota Terrace . . . Walter Weber of
United Artists and his bride, the former
Gertrude Westrich, taking a belated honeymoon in northern Minnesota . . . Andy
Smith, United Artists’ general sales manager, back in town working on a Minnesota Amusement Co., circuit deal.
Back from Omaha, Moe Levy, 20th-Fox
district manager, speaks in glowing terms
of the Orpheum’s special lobby for “Alexander’s Ragtime. Band.” It was a dandy,
he says. House also had an all-night
Saturday show, serving a free breakfast
to all patrons entering after 1 a. m. . . .
Jack Camp, Milwaukee RKO branch manager who passed away, had many friends
here . . . Fred Finnegan, Universal office
manager, says he had a swell time at Twin
Lakes, Wis., fishing, swimming and resting . . . Marie Donald of United Artists’
office staff back from a visit to the northern Minnesota woods and lakes . . . Emily
Ellery, United Artists’ inspectress, vacationing in northern Minnesota.

15 Years Ago
From

Boxoffice

Files, August 25, 1923

J^ON CHANEY will stop in Kansas City
Sunday morning, en route to New York
. . . Rudolph Valentino’s life has been insured for $1,000,000 by Ritz-Carlton Pictures, Inc. . . . Warner Screen Classics
product has been booked by Frank L. Newman for his Newman and Royal in Kaycee . . . E. C. Rhoden, First National
branch manager, is vacationing in the
Ozarks.
W. E. Truog is back from a flying trip
to New York, greatly enthused over the
first block of Goldwyn Cosmopolitan pictures for the coming season . . . Barney
Dubinsky, manager of the Tootle at St.
Joe, was in town last week . . . The Liberty has been closed for extensive remodeling. . . Shanberg’s Columbia at Junction City, Kas., is putting in stage equipment for road shows . . . Howard Jameyson was up from Wichita.
E. C. Clay, FBO,

office

popularity

is leading the Box-

contest

for Kansas

City

salesmen with 3,900 votes; R. E. Churchill,
FBO, leads the managers with 3,700 votes
. . . Homer Gill exploited Goldwyn’s “Sherlock Holmes” with a treasure hunt, prior
to showing at the Pastime, Ottawa, Kas.
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NEW WEST VIRGINIA EXHIBITOR GROUP CALLS
STATE-WIDE CONVENTION FOR SEPTEMBER 12
Acting Award to
Irving Berlin
Pittsburgh— -Departing from an established practice for the first time,
the Pittsburgh
award last week
Irving
The

Berlin,

award,

of a

photo

the

stage

and

Mr.

Berlin

because

him,

'Alexander' s Ragtime

performer.

reproduction

screen

ance of his tunes,
there would

page,

of the

on

went

to

age-resist-

"because without
have
been
no
Band'

at the Har-

ris Alvin Theatre."

Cleveland Showmen
Join Film Campaign
Cleveland — Cleveland independent exhibitors are getting onto the Movie Quiz
bandwagon with as much alacrity as the
heat permits and M. B. Horwitz, chairman
in charge of the industry drive locally,
hopes to report within a week that all
theatres that can hope to benefit by the

Clarksburg, W. Va. — Members of an
exhibitor committee this week announced

for a West

Virginia

charter

West Virginia, the committee stated: “We
sincerely urge you to attend this convention, as united we can and must fight
the problems, both nationally and locally,
which now confront us. This will be your
meeting; your problems will be discussed.
Your presence is demanded. At no other
time

has

there

been

such

a splendid

op-

Abram F. Myers, general counsel for
national Allied, has accepted an invitation
to attend the Clarksburg convention, September 12, Richard D. Marks, who is in
charge of arrangements, stated this week.
Also invited as speakers are M. A.

Mannington; Richard D. Marks, Clarksburg; Sol Goldberg, Elkins, and R. J.
Hiehle, Parkersburg.
“The

time has come for all of us exhibitors in West Virginia to organize and
it is for this very reason that a special

Clarksburg,”
nouncement.

states

the

committee

the first general meeting of the “Motion
Pictures’ Greatest Year” exploitation campaign, at the Netherland Plaza Hotel,
August 23.
Maurice White, president of United Theatres and general chairman of the committee for this territory, addressed the
meeting.
White called attention to the various
phases of the campaign as outlined in the
recent letter addressed to all exhibitors in
the territory and as outlined in the cam( Continued on next page)
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of the

Richey Appeals for
Drive Cooperation
Detroit — A strong plea to exhibitors to
cooperate on the industry business drive
was made this week to all theatres by
Henderson M. Richey, chairman of the
Michigan committee, who said:
“Producers have put up $500,000, affiliated exhibitors $250,000, and independent exhibitors are asked to pay as their
share of the huge pool, ten cents per seat.
A

‘certificate of participation’ will be issued each theatre who takes part by pay-

ing his assessment in order that preferential treatment will be accorded such exhibitors in the issuance of the booklets and
other advertising material which will be
sold to participating exhibitors at cost.
“There

is no

Managers’ Ass’n. The “rebels”
the four-year-old group as a

“social clique,” and will have none of it.
At the same time there has been a growing demand by numerous mountain state
exhibitors for “affiliation
with national Allied.

and

protection”

Managers’ Ass’n Meet Sept. 5-6
Complete plans for the attempted setup
of a new organization will be announced
within a few days.
Meanwhile, the program for the fourth
annual convention of the West Virginia
Managers’ Ass’n at the Greenbrier Hotel,
White Sulphur Springs, September 5
(Labor Day) and 6, comes from the press
with a message from J. C. Shanklin, chair-

time

to solicit every

the-

atre personally. Let’s all join, and work
like everything to get business started!”

Republic Day

an-

As reported in this publication last
week, many exhibitors of the mountain

Virginia
describe

Cincinnati — Over 100 exhibitors, distributors, salesmen and bookers attended

and

outdoor

before they broke up a two-hour traftrack.
fic jam in front of the River Downs race-

meeting has been called for 1 p. m., Monday, September 12, at the Waldo Hotel,

state are dissatisfied with the present organization which is known as the West

Over 100 at Cincinnati's
First General Meet on Drive

autos

at an

ship in the national Allied States Ass’n.
Addressing independent exhibitors of

gratified with the results immediately following the industry meeting held in Cleveland two weeks ago and is confident that
this territory will make a good showing.

on display among other things automobile bumper strips, devised by Nat Wolf
and compo board flags to be used at the
front end of the car. This was designed
by Chairman Horwitz. National Screen
Service is handling the trailer distribution.

up

motorcycle cops, 15 deputy sheriffs and
special police details sweated plenty

for member-

Rosenberg and Fred J. Herrington, president and secretary, respectively, of the
MPTO of W. Pa„ Inc.
Independent committee includes such
notable exhibitor names as George Sallows, Morgantown; Claude Robinson,
Clarksburg; Dr. and Mrs. C. P. Church,

has

thousand

turned

The game
was broadcast from 15
microphones. When
all 5.000 autos
started to leave at the same time, five

the calling of a state-wide independent
exhibitor convention to be held here Monday, September 12, with one of the feature
topics to be the consideration of applying

contest have signed their pledges of participation.
The large circuits have expressed their
desire to go along with the industry and
their signed pledges are promised.
Chairman Horwitz states he is more than

The Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer exchange is
handling all contest advertising and now

people

meeting of the Fraternal Order
Eagles, which featured Bingo.

portunity for us*to discuss our problems.”
Abram F. Myers to Attend

BOXOFFICE

Cincinnati — Five
22,000

Post-Gazette acting
went to a composer,

instead
a

Bingo Outdoor Event
Draws 22,000

in Allied Ass'n
Membe
To rship
Be Among Topics
For Consideration

Pittsburgh — Republic Day will be celebrated at the Variety Club Monday, August
29. The
of Jim
George

regular dinner will be in charge
Alexander, Sam Fineberg and
W.

Collins.

man of the convention arrangements.
Routine of the convention includes
registration of exhibitors, managers, employes, relatives and friends; ballroom
dancing Monday evening, with previews
in the Hotel Theatre, and stage show;
business session is scheduled for Tuesday
afternoon,
Registrationwith
fee a isbanquet
$5.

set for 7 o’clock.

Guest speaker is unannounced
convention program.

on

the

A special attraction will be the appearance of Smith Ballew (20th-Fox star) and
his Musical Five.
Shanklin’s programs expresses the hope
that 100 would be present for the banquet.
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A Product

Shortage

Schreiber
Detroit — A vigorous

protest against

Impels

to Theatre
the

film booking situation on Woodward Avenue was made this week in an interview
with a Boxoffice correspondent by Jacob
Schreiber, owner of the Colonial, Blackstone No. 2, Garden, Forest, and Majestic
Theatres. Perennial shortage of product
for his houses is a long-standing situation here, and Schreiber, who resumed
control of the circuit a month ago, is
planning action to get films. Schreiber’s
statement of the case presents his point
of view and plans for action fully:
“I am going to sue Cooperative Theatres of Michigan, if I don’t get a break
in this season’s film buying. I own theatres, and I’m entitled to films the same
as anyone else.
“I was a member of Cooperative before
the Cohen Brothers (Ben and Lou Cohen
own the chief opposition houses to
Schreiber — the Roxy and the Mayfair)
were, but after I took over the Colonial,
they made things so tough for me that I
had to get out.
“I have 4,500 seats on Woodward Avenue between Vernor Highway and Warren Avenue — the important two miles just
north of the downtown first-run houses —
more than Cooperative has in this section.
“I plan to take action in federal court,
for restraint of trade. Action will be
solely against Cooperative and their members, not against producing and distributing companies.
“All I am doing in my houses now is
running repeat bills, because I can’t get
the right pictures. Right now at the
Colonial, I’m building up M-G-M’s two
reeler ‘Come Across,’ like a feature picture,
to make people think I have two features.
Actually I can’t get enough pictures of
any caliber to play double bills all the
time. I’m booking from hand to mouth.
I can’t put in lobby displays of coming
attractions like I should, because I don’t
know what’s coming.
“Big spectacular fronts camouflage the

Film Legislation Is
Stressed bg Editor

situation a

Pittsburgh — Legislation

is one

of

the

Mrs. George W. Postgate has been pub-

60

Suit

little, but the patronage

is

dropping off because they’ve been fooled
so often — with repeat pictures. I call it
just bootlegging of pictures. I have to
put up a catchline big and the title small
so the people won’t recognize an old film.
“I have sent a letter to Cooperative
asking if I could join their organization,
as a peaceful solution, and I was told
that the matter would be taken up at
their next meeting. It can be done. Cooperative ishandling a similar situation in
Royal Oak, where the Washington and
the Royal Oak Theatres are splitting the
product. There are enough pictures to
meet the need.
“I’m fed up with old merchandise, and
it is depreciating the value of my theatres. I’ve had to cut admission prices
at the Garden to ten cents just after
spending $20,000 for remodeling. It’s pictures that mean everything in drawing
business, not the ideas of managers. Last
Saturday, I did good business for the Roxy,
because people came up to my Colonial,
saw I had two films from a small exchange, with unknown names in them, and
walked away to go over to the Roxy.

Ten

Cent

And

Ballyhoo

Detroit

Admissions
—

for Seats
New

ten

cent

price at the

Garden Theatre is being advertised in the
three other houses of the Jacob Schreiber
Circuit with unique lobby displays. The
house has just been remodeled, and samples of the new theatre chairs are placed
on display stands in each lobby, dramatically lighted, and signs are placed
that “You can have these comfortable
seats for ten cents,” with appropriate
notice of the features playing at the Garden. With all the houses within a mile
and a half of each other, this constitutes
effective publicity for the new house
policy.

licity chairman for the motion picture
division for six years. Mrs. Samuel B.
Cuthbert, chairman, has served under both
state and county federations for about
nine years. Mrs. W. G. Kerr remains in
office as secretary, as does Mrs. Ward
Gable, treasurer.
Committee

important “phases” of the motion picture
industry, writes Mrs. Charles M. Bregg,
Sun-T elegrapli club editor.
Speakers of prominence will discuss all
phases of motion pictures, including production, distribution and legislation, when
monthly meetings are resumed in the William Penn Hotel by the motion picture
division of the Allegheny County Federation of Women’s Clubs, Mrs. Bregg reports.

Ohio Showmen Join
Fi]m Boosting Drive
(Continued

from preceding page)

paign press book. A copy of this book
is to be sent to each distributor.
“Our job,” he stated, “is to go out and
get the exhibitor to sign the pledge and
to get started at once.” White stressed
the fact that this was the first joint campaign of all branches of the motion picture industry in the history of the business and that all were working together
on a giant movement to fill the motion
picture theatres.
Exhibitors were urged to sign their
pledge, that the campaign might be
started with quick action. Emblems for
exclusive use of motion picture theatres
who have signed up, are available at the
Paramount Exchange, Cincinnati, for 25
cents each. All advertising material is to
be distributed at this center. Joe Oulahan, Paramount branch manager, is a
member of the committee. Pledges of motion picture theatre owners may be sent
to J. J. Grady of 20th-Fox, or given to
any exchange salesman. The assessment
is 10 cents a seat for each theatre, and
checks may be made payable to Frank C.
Walker, treasurer. Number of seats must
be written on each pledge.
Booklets on the $250,000 quiz contest for
public distribution are available at $5.50
a thousand, stated White. Loew’s of
Columbus have subscribed for 40,000 booklets for distribution. Col. Arthur Frudenfeld, general manager RKO Theatres here,
has purchased 100,000. This contest is
for the general public and is the greatest
exploitation feature in the campaign.
Twenty-one thousand dollars is to be
distributed among theatre owners making
the best use of the advertising material
available in the “Motion Pictures’ Greatest
Year.” Advertising material can be secured only by theatres who are pledged,
and includes sheets, lobby cards, trailer
streamers, slides, etc.
Exhibitors signing to date include Elston Dodge, Dodge Theatre, New Richmond and the Elston, Mt. Washington,
Ohio; Nick Shafer, Shirley and Family
theatres, Covington, Ky.; Wess Huss jr.,
Associated Theatres, Cincinnati; Harold
Bernstein, president Independent Motion
Pictures Theatre Owners Ass’n, Cincinnati; Col. Arthur Frudenfeld, RKO Theatres, Cincinnati; Maurice White, United
Theatres , Cincinnati;
Columbus.

Loew’s

Theatres,

Members

Members of Mrs. Postgate’s committee
for this year are Mrs. Wiley Swope, Mrs.
M. H. Woolslare and Mrs. Robert McKelvy. Unlike the majority of club groups,
these committee members have not ceased
their activities during the summer, but
have gone on checking all new films for
their family and junior audience suitability. The response which has come
through many avenues has been mcst
satisfying. Club presidents, both men and
women, have been contacted and their assistance solicited in creating audience-interest in the recommended pictures.

Central Ohio Exhibitors
Vote Campaign Support
Columbus,

Ohio — Central

Ohio

theatre

owners pledged 100 per cent cooperation
and support to the $250,000 Movie Quiz
contest which will be launched September
1, at a recent meeting here in the Deshler
Hotel.
The exhibitors will participate in this
national contest which is a project of the
entire industry. Moviegoers will be asked
to answer questions on a number of pictures included in the fall release lineup.
BOXOFFICE
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Games Regulation
Promised in Akron

Cheery Report
Stagehands
Detroit — Prospects
for members
IATSE,

of full employment

of Stagehands

in another

this week

lor

by

month

Business

Local

were

Agent

38,

voiced

Ed

King.

Akron, Ohio — Mayor Lee D. Schroy has
promised more stringent regulation of
Bingo and Keno games in the city in the
wake of bitter protests by independent

The

theatre owners against alleged wide-open
Keno operation.
Following a
conference with Robert

14 men.
Another good-sized crew is
working at Jam Handy, which is just

Menches,
ordered

president

of

the

Akron

Inde-

pendent Theatre Owners Ass’n, the mayor
city law department officials to

study Cleveland’s system of
Keno.
Of a list of Keno emporiums

operating
furnished

by Menches, half a dozen have been raided in the past two weeks, the mayor said,
aud most of the others have shifted to
merchandise prizes.
Police have instructions, the mayor said,
to arrest operators of Keno games who
pay winners in cash.
Menches said that the U. S. Postal Department has ruled that Bingo and Keno
are lotteries, and barred information
cerning them from the mails.
The Independent Theatre Owners

conplan

commercial

film

studios

counting for a large part
ployment, with Wilding
now

running

getting
said.

a regular

production

In addition,

crew

under

a crew

are

ac-

of this emProductions
of nine

way.

of 18 men

to

King

will be

employed for 16 days at the Michigan
State Fair, in addition to those who
have been working
there in advance.
First

of

the

on

commercial

construction
automobile

showings is slated for September 30. at
the Masonic Temple, for one of the
Chrysler divisions, and King anticipates an actual shortage of stagehands
way.
by the time these events get under

ATSI Combine Out

a meeting shortly to discuss means of halting Keno games which have cut seriously
into theatre attendance in the greater
Akron district.

Of Booking Field

In other cities, he pointed out, theatre
owners have prevailed upon city officials
to halt Keno games.

Detroit
American

Each Seat Is Air-Cooled
In Wilkinsburg Theatre

closed the doors of this cooperative booking combine, leaving Cooperative Theatres of Michigan the sole agency in this
field now. Activity at ATSI has been
slacking off for sometime, but the end
came somewhat as a surprise to many

Wilkinsburg, Pa. — State Theatre, operated by H. H. Paul, has installed an aircooling system in which each seat individually is cooled and ventilated. The
unique system is a stride forward in cooling and ventilating theatres and is the
only installation of its kind in this district.
The

Cornelius Engineering Corp. of Wilkinsburg made this installation, which was

completed last week. The equipment distributes 40,000 cubic feet of fresh air per
minute or 80 cubic feet of fresh air every
minute

for each seat in the theatre, insuring each patron the utmost in comfort and health. There are no drafts cr

hot

pockets with this new type of installation, and since no refrigeration is
employed there will be none of the chill

which is experienced by many
der refrigerated conditioning.

persons

un-

Kernville Lyric Open
Johnstown, Pa. — The new Lyric Theatre, Kernville, has been opened by Farkas
Bros., with Adolph Farkas, manager. The
house, newly constructed, seats 800 It is
named after the Farkas Bros.’ first theatre
in Johnstown, which was opened 21 years
ago. For many years they have operated
the Rialto Theatre here. The new Lyric
is the first theatre to be erected in the
Kernville section.
BOXOFFICE
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Frank
Theatre

Mutual Aid Group
After New Members

Stuart, manager of
Science, Inc., has

film

men. The organization was comprised primarily of a number of upstate
exhibitors, including some of the larger

independents, excluding the Detroit organizations.
Stuart has been appointed booker of the
Jacob Schreiber circuit, succeeding Lloyd
Terrell, who returns to the London theatre interests, with which he retained his
connection. Bernard Samuels, general
manager of the Schreiber circuit, is also
taking over the post of house manager at
the Colonial, to which Terrell was assigned
during his stay with Schreiber.

Pittsburgh — Film Mutual Aid Group,
functioning with only 52 members, will
make

renewed efforts to enlist the support of all executives and employes of the
motion picture industry locally.
Movie Stamps and refund promotion
deals are offered to theatres without cost
in merchant tieups arranged by this group.
Other promotion
the Film Mutual

deals are offered, with
Aid Group fund to be

benefited. Abe Ravick, promotion manager, has several other irons in the. fire
which, if adopted, may prove of financial
aid to the association.
To date the group has made
to an unemployed theatre man;

one loan
two film

men

have been given temporary employment; and another film man has benefited by the purchase, from the FMAG,
of a pair of glasses.
Membership fee is $5, and the treasurer
is James H. Alexander. Office is 1701
Blvd. of the Allies, second floor.
Boxoffice reprints the membership list,
with a few new members added:
A. H. Levy, C. B. Kosco, Joe Gins, Sid Sugarman, Columbia; Jules Lapidus, GN ; Max
Shulgold, GB; Lew
Lefton, I. T. Sweeney, Monarch;
Mark
Goldman,
Jack
Cohen, Monogram;
Dave
Kimelman,
Ed
Stuve, George Elmo, R. E. Caskey, Paramount; James H. Alexander, Sam Fineberg, George W. Collins, Republic; E. S. Thorpe,
Austin Interrante, George Moore, 20th-Fox; Harry
Rees, William Scott, UA;
Joseph R. Kauffman,
Si Feld, New
Universal; Paul
Krumenacker,
Vitagraph.
Jack
Judd,
NSS;
Martin
Terner, American
Valance Co.; Dave
Rosenfeld, Independent Display Co.; William1 Grande,
Hollywood
Roadshows; Robert F. Klingensmith, BOXOFFICE;
Vince Josack, Superior M. P. Supply Co.; Irving
Dietz, Sports Attractions.
Francis Pa.
P. McCoy, projectionist, Roxy Theatre,
Natrona,
Jake

Soltz,

Rhumba

Theatre;

Morris

Finkel,

Capitol Theatre; William
Finkel. Arcade
Theatre; Bennett Amdur,
Garden
Theatre; M. A.
Rosenberg, Rialto, of Pittsburgh.
Sam Neaman,
Roxy Theatre, Natrona; N. Malanos, Frederick Theatre, East Pittsburgh; John
C. Bixler, Arcade, Scottdale; Phil Brozier, Brozier Theatre, Avella; Eddie
Beedle, Alhambra,
Canonsburg; Vic Weschler, Colonial, Erie; T. S.
Fahrs, Palace, Erie; Tom
Schrader, Granada,
Beaver Falls; Charles Szewczyk, Mary Lee Theatre, Boswell; William
L. Brown
sr., Palace,
Tarentum; J. B. Christy, Tidioute Theatre, Tidioute; Peter Profili, Grand, Fredericktown ; Oliver
A. Kihchel, Princess, Jeannette; Harry Walker,
Chartiers Theatre, Crafton.

Emil

Beck, independent booker, is expected to make efforts to secure the bookings for some of the former ATSI houses.
Beck was a booker for ATSI up to several
months ago, and is well acquainted with
the former members. To date of writing,
however, none of the former houses had
been added to his books. There was also

f

*

j

a possibility that some might seek to join
Cooperative, although this was generally
regarded as unlikely.

PERMANENT construction that means
lowest upkeep
first cost.

3,000 Miles for "Woo-Woo"

Pittsburgh — Mrs.

Meta

Schmidt

of this

city ma£e a 3, 000-mile bus trip “just to
get Hugh Herbert’s autograph — the real
thing.” She got the autograph and met the
“Woo-Woo”
star at George McCall’s
“Screenscoops” broadcast at Hollywood.

cost

at

a

surprisingly

low

Write for details

THE
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SERVICE

328

E. Town

—

Columbus,

O.
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Admission Lowered
At UDT First Run
Detroit — First -important break in theatre admission prices occurred last week
when the Palms-State Theatre, first-run
house operated by the United Detroit circuit, dropped admissions from 50 to 40
cents, bringing its schedule into line with
the Adams, operated by Henry Balaban.
Continued poor summer business, with
the Palms-State getting second-class pictures, as the best films went to the Michigan, with its new double bill policy, was
partly responsible. The Michigan’s stand
as a double bill house with first-rank
films has made it a much better draw, and
required the price readjustment.
The

Michigan,

in fact, did

very

good

business, by this summer’s standards,
a strong double bill this past week,

with
con-

sisting of “Love Finds Andy Hardy” and
“Cowboy From Brooklyn.” Business was
encouragingly high, though far from normal. Business similarly was good by comparison at the Fox last week, although
credit there went
balanced variety

chiefly to a strong, wellstage show.

No immediate plans for return to a
stage show policy at the Michigan are
being made. With the United Artists
opening this week and the Madison probably following in another week, reaction
will be watched closely at the Michigan.
Strong fall product and the industry drive
should help the house for a while on a
straight film policy, but stage shows are
expected to return early in the fall. All
stage business is now going to the Fox,
which is without opposition in that class
at present.

Independent

Theatre Day

At Variety Club Sept . 19
Pittsburgh — Independent Theatre Day
at the Variety Club will be celebrated at
a dinner Monday evening, September 19,
with M. A. Rosenberg, president of the
MPTO of W. Pa., Inc., acting as chairman.
Among the exhibitor members who will
stage the dinner party are Alex S. Moore,
Morris Finkel, Dave Leff, M. N. Shapiro,
Archie Fineman, A1 Glazer, Sam Fleishman, A1 Weiss, Russ Wehrle, H. Goldberg,
Mark Browar, Ike and Harry Browarsky,
Jake Soltz, John Stahl and others.

Pittsburgh Industry
is filling Frank
MEYERS
J^ORMAN
Throcp’s shoes as assistant manager at
the RKO Palace while Throop seeks new
fields. Meyers was manager of the Linrule, but
coln when it was under RKO
conies September first and the house
moves over into the Paul Gusdanivic circuit.
Nat

Holt,

RKO

Great

Lakes

division

BINGO
MOVIE
FILM
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SWEEPSTAKES,

who was one of the summer’s exchange students to England . . . Miss Rickie
Labowich went to Collander, Ontario, to

area, met with members of the Publishers Ass’n of Pittsburgh on Tuesday afternoon, where complete cooperation was

see the Quints but didn’t. They had colds
and were not on exhibition . . . Jack Shulman and Abe Schwartz are going ahead

pledged.
Ira H. Cohn, 20th-Fox branch manager,
presided at a meeting of all local film
distributors Monday
noon, with the

with construction of that new 1,000-seat
house in Painesville about which there were
rumors last spring.
Nat Barach, manager of the local office
cf National Screen Service, is back from
a vacation at Wauwashee, Ind. . . . And
Otto

Braeunig, RKO office manager, returned from a Michigan fishing trip with a

lot of new stories but he isn’t bragging
about his fish . . . Earl Seitz, Sandusky
exhibitor who used to be a frequent visitor,
was spotted around the exchanges late
in the week.
The Georges have it. Meaning Ten-OWin. George Manos is playing the National
Screen Service game at his Manos Theatre, Lisbon — and George Delis has just
started it at the American, East Liverpool
. . . When the re-built Cameo opens late in
the fall wider the management of Max
Lefkowich and Henry Greenberger, it will
be called the Embassy Theatre . . . Ray
Frisz, Schine territorial booker, reports
that Schine’s new 600-seat house in Wooster has been named the Wayne. It will
open about the middle of September, and
will probably be operated as a “B” house
with three changes a week. E. P. Mott,
who sold his Wooster Theatre to Schine,
will have supervision over all of the Schine
houses in Wooster.
Ex-Clevelander Mark Goldman
to Pittsburgh to manage the GB
there, has
gram
franchise
manager,
the deal

shifted
exchange .
owner,
were in
whereby

who went
exchange

to the Pittsburgh Mono. . Nat Lefton, Republic
and S. P. Gorrel, sales
Gloversville assisting in
the Schine Enterprises

bcught the 1938-39 Republic product for
all of its theatres . . .Max Shenker of Berio
Vending Company has moved his offices
from 419 to 204 Film Bldg. . . . A1 Ochs,

EXCHANGE

BLDG.

of the Liberty Theatre, has discarded his crutches after 13 weeks. He
broke his ankle in a fall . . . Ray Allison,
Shaker Theatre manager, and the Missus
Ray’s

family on a lake cruise . . . Ed Wise, manager of the Homestead, spent the week in
and around New York . . . Mae Pollen, sec-

INC.

CLEVELAND,

O.

fund

various activities and more independent exhibitors contributing to the
and lining up accessories, which are

his son

More vacation notes: Fred Holzworth,
who manages the Hilliard Square Theatre
for 51 weeks out of the year, has taken his

Ask Us About It

with

now available at the M-G-M exchange.
John H. Harris, chairman for the local

are in Texas, vacationing among
friends and Mrs. Ray’s relatives.

ON THE SCREEN

Pittsburgh — Motion Pictures’ Greatest
Year campaign pushed forward this week

manager, interrupted his Canadian vacation last week to go to New York to meet

manager

Build Up Poor Nights with

Campaign Forward

retary to RKO’s district manager, Nat
Holt, is spending her vacation time in the
east.

“$250,000 Movie Quiz Contest” outlined
and assignment made for contacting each
exhibitor in the territory.
Haroid Schlager reported at the M-G-M
exchange to handle all accessories, with
Milton Brauman, office manager. Press
books, contest booklets, and all accessories
are now available for exhibitors. Terms
are cash.
Initial

check

to

go

forward

was

for

$1,488, from the Harris Amusement Companies. Names of contributors will be
published as membership cards are issued,
according to Ira H. Cohn.

Geinzer Bros. Take Over
Library

State Theatre

Library, Pa. — The State Theatre here
has been transferred to Gerard J. and
George P. Geinzer. The
was Dominick Costarella.

former

operator

Following remodeling and renovation the
house was scheduled to reopen August 26.
The Geinzer brothers have been in exhibition in the Pittsburgh territory for a
year and a half. They operate the Broughton Theatre, Broughton, and the Rex,
Suterville. Library and Broughton houses
operate seven days each week, while Sunday film exhibitions are illegal at Suterville where the issue was defeated several
years

ago

by a margin

Kalamazoo

of five votes.

Opening

Detroit — The new Uptown Theatre at
Kalamazoo, operated jointly by the Butterfield Circuit and P. C. Schram, veteran Kalamazoo exhibitor, opened Wednesday. Event was an attraction for exhibitors from Michigan, Ohio and Indiana.

Speeds Up Orchestra
To Save Time
Detroit — While

a

theatre

manager

can't

very well speed up
tors, Manager Jack Hurford

his projecof the Fox

had
and

too much program on
finally solved it by

his hands,
instructing

Sam

Jack

conduct

Kaufman,

orchestra

in staccato — to save

BOXOFFICE
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Krims Go Outstate

'Alexander' Hurdles

With Buy in Albion
Detroit — Krim Brothers circuit, operators of several houses in Detroit, made
their first outstate venture in several
years, this week, with the acquisition of
the 500-seat Albion Theatre at Albion,
Mich., from Julius Fodor. Fodor retains
his houses at St. Joseph and Benton Harbor. The other two theatres at Albion
are owned

by George

Bohm.

The Krim Circuit, founded by the father
of the present brothers, originally was an
upstate organization, operating three
houses in Mount Clemens, subsequently
disposed of, before they entered the Detroit territory several years ago. Whether
they plan to expand still further upstate
is not known.

Morton Reports National
Theatres Sales Increase
Pittsburgh — Theatre equipment sales
and installations are on the increase for
National Theatre Supply Co., reports E. B.
Morton, who has returned from a vacation spent in Virginia. Among recent sales
and installations are the following:
Joseph Mercer, operator of the Lincoln Theatre, Wlarwood, W.
Va., has installed new
4Star Simplex machines.
A
contract has been signed for Simplex machines and 4-Star sound for the new
theatre
under construction at Natrona Heights, Pa. This
new
468-seat house will be operated by Joseph
P. Benedek
of New
Kensington and John Burin
of Creighton. Named
the Highland, it is expected to be ready for opening by September 15.
It is built of concrete with a brick front and
will have a marquee.
Bill Heaton
has installed 3-7 heads and
4Star sound at his Penn, Pennsboro, W. Va.
New
theatre under construction at Emlenton,
Pa., will be fully equipped by National Theatre
Supply Co. The order includes machines, Western
Electric M-5 job, seats, ventilation system, all
booth equipments and fixtures. The owners and
operators will be Hayes
Garbarino, T. A. Birocco and
T. Aquilina. Capacity will be 400
seats. Name
of the house will be the Emlen.
Opening has been set for Labor Day.
A
ventilating system
has been sold to the
State Theatre, Osceola Mills, Pa., operated by
Notopoulos & Gribble circuit.
R. J. “Riney” Hiehle, Parkersburg, W.
Va.,
exhibitor, who
will open the newly constructed
Burwell Theatre there around the middle of September, has purchased 4-Star sound and other
equipments.
Anton
Theatre, Monongahela,
Pa., has been
equipped with a new ventilating system.

Modernizing
Detroit — The

AFM

Quarters

American

Federation

of

Musicians’ club house and headquarters
are in process of complete modernization.

‘J'WENTY-EIGHT innings and an unofficial score awarding the victory to the
branch managers brought to an end the
bookers’ annual baseball bout at Sharon
Woods. Every one voted the affair, sponsored by Joe Goetz, the most successful
get-together of the year.
Paramount’s Joe Oulahan
vacationing with his family

is back from
. . . Mr. and

Mrs. Emil George, Brown Theatre, Wapakoneta, returned from their honeymoon
trip to the west coast and stopped off to
visit Filmrow.
W. A. “Gene” Burke, Lyric at Beckley,
is taking a 16-day vacation, visiting folk
in Kentucky, Indiana and Illinois . . . Ron
Emerich. Germantown, is touring Canada
. . . Tom Broad, St. Mary’s exhibitor, also
is vacationing . . . Dave Miller, Universal’s
district manager, here this week . . . “Letter of Introduction,” riding the boxoffice
crest, held over in Cincy, Columbus, Dayton, Lexington and Charleston.
J. J. Grady, 20 th-Fox, reports “Alexander’s Rag Time Band’’ broke every record in the house history of the RKO Shubert in the past six years. In Columbus,
the picture

broke

a seven-year

record

at

Loew’s.
A1 Kollitz, RKO
representative, is the
proud father of a baby boy, born August

Verlin

Copas, and wife, Strand, Portsmouth; Mrs. Mary Monjar, Capitol, Batavia, and Fred Wheeler jr., Gallipolis, were
among the exhibitors seen on the Row
. . . Price Coomer flew in his private plane
from Harlan. Ducky Meyers, Majestic,
Chillicothe, made the rounds before leaving
for a world tour through the Orient . . .
Mr. and Mrs. George Revelis, Palace,
Washington, C. H. and Don Evans, Opera
House, Hillsboro, also here.
Manny Shore’s War Theatre, almost
completely destroyed by fire recently, is
being entirely equipped by Mid-West Theatre Supply. The house will reopen Labor
Day

. . . Willis Vance’s new “Ohio,” opened in Norwood, was equipped with new

projectors,
Supply.

seats and

carpets

by Mid-West

Columbia’s Marie Metzer, secretary to
Branch Manager Allan Moritz, is vacation g. . . Columbia’s local office has
been rearranged and redecorated . . . Dorothy Dwyer of RKO is touring the south
. . . Doc Newbolt and E. L. Keesling, here
for the Annual Variety Club tournament,

Fox Chorines Getting
Their Eggs Fresh
Detroit — Some

Eileen Burke, 20 th-Fox office beauty,
posed for the local press with the Variety
Golf Tournament trophies and made an
entrancing picture . . . The Lackey Theatre, Lackey, Ky., has been taken over by
Fred Fraley, present owner of the Wayland . . . Don Redas has taken back his

of the

acts

at the Fox

the

footlights,

particularly
chorus,

are

the

various
young

ordering

Fox

attaches,

ladies

them

of

the

through

the

stage door, from a butter-and-egg dealer, who guarantees their freshness.
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Pittsburgh — Twentieth Century-Fox’s
“Alexander’s Ragtime Band” smashed all
attendance records at the Harris Alvm
Theatre

theatres, the Blue Diamond and the Vicco,
from the Virginia Amusement Co.

despite

the fact that

The

Pitts-

burgh Catholic, official paper of the diocese, in a front page editorial condemned
the picture because the national Legion of
Decency classified it as a “B”
considered objectionable in part.

The
very

subject,

part of the picture considered objectionable has to do with a divorce, a
necessary part of the story.

Meanwhile, “Alexander’s Ragtime Band”
continues in its run to record attendance,
with the critics and the public hopping
on the band wagon.
Walter Wanger’s "Blockade,” which
Catholic publications have been blacklisting, fell short of average business at ihe
Stanley Theatre, but this was not entirely
the fault of the picture’s merits. Jan
Savitt, leader of his Tophatters Orchestra,
which was the stage attraction with the
3 Stooges, took ill with infection the day
before the opening and was rushed to
the Columbia Hospital, Wilkinsburg, and
three

15 . . . Carl Rohs, Cynthiana; Chris Pfister, Troy; Mrs. Herman Dugle, Lyric, Manchester; Roy Smith, Palace, Huntington;

stayed over for the “Motion Pictures’
Greatest Year” meeting at the Plaza, August 23.

are getting egged voluntarily these
days. Instead of receiving them over

Decency Legion Bar

members
jured in an

of the orchestra were inaccident. The Pitts-

auto

fenseburgh
of theCatholic
film published
last week. Wanger’s
“Blockade”
here.

received

Resort May

good

press

de-

notices

Be Next Site

Of Michigan Allied Meet
Detroit — No date has yet been set for
the annual convention of Allied Theatres
of Michigan, but it will probably be sometime in the first half of October. Definite plans will be completed at Allied’s
board of directors’ meeting in the first
week of September here. There is a possioiiity that the convention may be held
at some upstate resort, making an effective and attractive variation from the
usual routine of the convention held in a
Detroit hotel, as has been the rule for
several years, with one interlude at Flint.
A convention at the popular resort town
of Mount Clemens, about six years ago, is
fondly

remembered

by many

Bzovi Continues

exhibitors.

With

Ecorse Building Plan
Detroit — Plans for the construction of a
new theatre at Ecorse, Mich., southwest
suburb of Detroit, for Andrew Bzovi, reported in a recent issue of Boxoffice as
having been temporarily abandoned, are
reported by Mr. Bzovi to be progressing
nicely and practically completed. Mr.
Bzovi states he expects construction work
to start within the next ten days and to
have the theatre ready for opening by
the last of December.
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New
gXHIBITORS are urged to sign the pledge
caid for Motion Pictures’ Greatest
Year and return same to the office of
John H. Harris, chairman, 711 Clark Bldg.,
Pittsburgh . . . Among the locals on the
beach recently at Atlantic City, in addition
to those enumerated in this column on
other occasions, are Herman Stahl, Oil
City; Mr. and Mrs. Martin Terner of the
American Theatrical Valance Co.; and
Ray Wheeler
atre.

of the downtown

State The-

W. L. “Pop” Peacock, Harris manager
at St. Marys, Pa., is vacationing, as is
Harry Seigel, Youngstown manager for the
circuit . . . Frank Soule, Republic auditor,
is checking the accounts at the local exchange. . . Cecil Maberry, Monogram district manager, and Ben Welansky, franchise owner, having installed Mark Goldman as local manager, succeeding the late
D. J. Selznick, have departed, Maberry going west to Kansas City, and Welansky
heading for Boston . . . Mort and Art
Engla?id displayed and demonstrated “The
Robot Photographer” at the all-industry
mass meeting here in the William Penn
Hotel.
C. E. Herman, M. D„ Carnegie
owner, vacationed this week in the
west . . . Miss Mathilda Kiel of the
office vacationed in Ohio . . . Sam
north side exhibitor, has returned

theatre
northMPTO
Gould,
from a

week’s vacation in Atlantic City . . . Dave
Fineman, manager of the Regent Square
Theatre, added a deeper tan at the same
resort . . . Mark L. Serventi, son of M.
Serventi, Rimersburg, Sligo and Petrolia
exhibitor, completed arrangements this
week to enter Kiski next month. The new
theatre at Petrolia was named Mark in
honor of this young man and it was opened
on his birthday, December 6 . . . Bill
Walker jr„ son of the Crafton and Sharpsburg exhibitor, of Kiski last year, will enter
Columbia University.
Family of Peter Antonoplos, East Pittsburgh and Turtle Creek theatre owner,
departed five weeks ago for Ocean City for
a vacation, but they went into quarantine
instead. Son Milton, aged 16, took down
with scarlet fever arid members of the
family were obliged to stay within the confines of their cottage for a month. With
the quarantine lifted, Antonoplos returned
here the other day on business and then
departed in hopes of enjoying a real vacation.
Bill Pritchard, who recently sold his theatre interests at Weston, W. Va., was here
the other day en route to New York. He,
recently was nominated for the West Virginia house of delegates for Lewis county.
Bill says that his brother Bob, president
of the National Editorial Ass’n, who is now
vacationing in Europe, will be governor of
West Virginia one day. He argues that it
will be next to impossible to keep Bob
out of the executive chair . . . Harry F.
Grelle, the veteran film man, is active
again, distributing “Race Suicide” for Allied Pictures, Inc. He succeeds Ray Smith,
former distributor of the attraction, who
(Continued on next page)
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Butterfield Action
Starts at Grand

Detroit

—

Butterfield

Rapids

circuit activities

centered in Grand Rapids this week, with
J. O. Brooks, head booker there, relieving
Walter Norris who is on vacation.
The Center Theatre there was reopened
August 17, after being closed two months.
House was extensively remodeled, and new
front and sound equipment installed. It
will be under the management of Norris.
Name for the new Grand Rapids house,
being erected jointly by Butterfield and
Allen Johnson, was announced as the
Four Star.
At Ypsilanti, the circuit is remodeling
the Wuerth Theatre for reopening in the
fall when several thousand students return to the college there.
Present prospects are that about a
dozen houses, closed around June by the
circuit, will reopen in September or early
October, but no definite plans, aside from
those above, have been made. Business
upstate is still far from normal, as it is
likewise in Detroit, and the situation for
more houses opening remains uncertain
for that reason. With every sign of revival in the fall, it is expected that the
resort town theatres closing will be just
about offset by the larger houses in the
big cities reopening.

Oliver Supply Will Equip
Community Circuit House
Cleveland — Leroy

P.

Langford

of

the

Oliver Theatre Supply Co. has closed a
contract with Max Lefkowich and Henry
Greenberger , of the Community circuit
theatres for equipment for the Cameo Theatre, to be known as the Embassy when
its alterations are completed. Langford
reports that his contract includes installafiers. tion of new projectors, lamps and rectiOf outstanding interest to theatre owners in the downtown area, where everything is operated on DC current, is the
announcement that the Embassy Theatre
will inaugurate for the first time, operation of its rectifiers on direct current furnished by the Cleveland Electric Illuminating Co. Operation on AC current, Langford points out, is just as efficient and
much more economical than operation
on DC current, using 10 amperes of current from three phase AC equipment instead of 65 amperes as required with the
DC hookup now in general use.

",Big House”
Cleveland

—

Passed

“Paroled

From

the

Big

House” has been passed by the Ohio
censor board. George Kendis, with offices
at 218 Film Bldg., has acquired the distribution rights for Ohio and Kentucky.
“Main Street Girl,” another exploitation
picture, has been purchased by Kendis for
distribution in Kentucky only. First run
deals for both pictures are pending, Kendis
reports.

Big "Band"

Gross

Cleveland — “Alexanders

did as much

Ragtime

Band”

business during its first week

at the Hippodrome

ID) IE T R (0) I Y

as “Snow

White.”

who was assistant manof the Madison Theatre until the
ager FIELDS,
*pAUL
house closed a few weeks ago, is now rehearsing a show for the radio, at the Back
Stage Bar in the Avenue Theatre Bldg.
damage and Rothstein are planning to
reopen the Gayety Theatre next month,
and probably will have boxing and wrestling as an added attraction one night a
week. Arthur damage was in Chicago last
week making arrangements.
Ruth Johnson, switchboard operator at
United Detroit offices, just came back
from her vacation, filled with enthusiasm
for the splendid time she had at the Newcastle Hotel, Virginia Beach, Va. . . . Mrs.
Alice Gorham of the UDT publicity staff,
is off for her vacation — undecided between northern Canada and her own farm
upstate.

William G. Bishop, divisional director of
publicity for M-G-M, was in town handling “ Marie Antoinette” — advertising is being increased 50 per cent and publicity
trebled for this production, over average
film exploitation by UDT.
R. J. Marin, Detroit booking agent, went
on a lake tour this week — and was seasick much of the time.

Harry Russell, who opened a booking
office in the Hoffman Bldg, last week, is
planning to install a free motion picture
show on the second floor, to advertise his
attractions at night. Films will be projected from inside on the large glass windows— making “opposition” for the Colonial Theatre just across the street.

Pearl M. Sprott, Allied Theatres’ office
manager, was carrying home a couple of
bottles of brown liquid this week — but it
was only maple syrup.
Sol Berns is booking the stage shows
for the new Wyandotte Theatre, opening
with Tom Mix and following with such
as the Three Stooges and Hugh
names
Herbert.

Joseph Berns, son of Sol Berns and formerly associated with his father, was
married August 21 at Temple Beth El to
Miss Sadie Weinstein, Detroit debutante.
Mrs. Jacob Schreiber, wife of the circuit
operator, was reported quite ill this week
. . Harry Russell, booking agent, has returned to Detroit, opening his office on
the ninth floor of the Hoffman Building.
Chuck Burns, who has been with the Empire Theatrical Booking Agency on the
same floor, is moving down one floor, to
open his own office.

Roger Kennedy, international vice-president of the IATSE, has become a partner
with Chris Vaccher in the cafe in the
Hoffman Building, long a center of theatrical people here, and is renaming it the
Verdi Cinema Bar, following remodeling.
Henderson M. Richey, Michigan chairman of the industry drive committee, is
spending a good deal of his time these
days — and nights, contacting as many exhibitors as possible, personally.
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Detroit Metro Exchange

Gala Ceremonies to Open
New Harris Perry Theatre
Pittsburgh

—

Harris

Perry

Theatre,

newest of the city neighborhood de luxe
houses, will be dedicated Friday evening,
September 2, the opening exercises with
civic leaders participating planned as an
occasion which will be remembered.
Members of the local industry will attend the grand opening of the new modern unit of the Harris Amusement Companies, now observing the 44th anniversary of the founding of the company by
the late John P. Harris.
Members of the Variety Club will attend the opening of the new Harris Perry
Theatre, Perrysville avenue, north side,
and after the ceremonies they will attend
a buffet supper which will be served at the
club at 11 p. m.
Les Bowser, Harris manager at Warren,
Ohio, has been appointed manager of the
new Pittsburgh house.
He returns here after several years in
the Ohio city. Bowser is well remembered
as the manager of the Rowland Theatre,
Wilkinsburg, a position which he filled
for a number of years.
Replacing Bowser at Warren, Ohio, will
be Earl Bailey, for the past several months
manager of the Harris Liberty and Family
Theatres, East Liberty.

Kaliski Again Into
Ranks in Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh — Joseph

Kaliski, veteran

lo-

cal film man, has returned to duties here
as branch manager for GB, succeeding
Mark Goldman, who resigned to join Monogram as local manager.

Many friends in the industry presented
themselves to extend best wishes to Kaliski,
who has been away from this territory for
six years, and to welcome him back to
Pittsburgh.
For 14 years he was Educational manager here. He served as manager at the
Washington, D. C., exchange for a year
and for another year he was southern
district manager for the company. Four
years ago he resigned from Educational
and joined GB, serving as manager at
Washington until the shift which returned
him to this city, his home and also the
home of Mrs. Kaliski.
The Variety Club is honoring Kaliski at a
farewell party in Washington August 29.
Milton “Chubby” Caplon, former GB salesman, is acting manager at the Washington branch.

Schenley

Reopens

Pittsburgh — Schenley

Theatre,

Oakland

district de luxe house, completely renovated and remodeled, reopens August 27.
The house was closed for several weeks
for the installation of new seats, lighting system, carpets and other improvements. The Strand Theatre, nearby, operated first-run policy while the Schenley was dark.
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Pittsburgh IATSE
Still Dickering
Pittsburgh — Moving

Picture

Machine

Operators Union, Local No. 171, IATSE,
continues negotiating new
contracts
with

theatre owners here. No
announcement is made for publication of

progress.

PITTSBURGH
(Continued

Pioneers
Detroit

from preceding page)

has returned to Philadelphia ... A recent
visitor was J. Simon, formerly of Loew’s
Aldine and Penn theatres, who is with the
company at Hartford, Conn.
Best News Item: Harry Roney, Columbia booker, who has been ill for a number
of months, has improved, rapidly and he
will be discharged from a local hospital in
October . . . John C. Friburg, the Johnsonburg exhibitor, was a recent visitor in company with his associates, Pat Notarianni
of Knox, and John Yonsko of Union City
. . . With N. G. Anas not in the best of
health arid with his visits from Weirton,
W. Va., less frequent, his son Tom Anas
is a regular Filmrow shopper . . . Howard
Adlesberger relieved Sam DeFazio at the
Denis Theatre last week . . . Another relief manager for the Harris circuit is the
veteran Moody Weir . . . M. E. Sperling,
the Moundsville, W. Va., exhibitor, was
here the other day with his son Bill . . .
The busiest film man in 48 states is John
Maloney. He’s doin’ things, and is hustling
for that Paris trip.
Tony Martin (20th-Fox singing star)
and his orchestra come to the Stanley stage
for Labor Day Week . . . Larry Katz,
IATSE ’s International representative who
has been negotiating new wage and hour
contracts, is being complimented for the
swell job he did in the purchase of projectors and sound equipment for the Variety Club.

—

With

First

stallation in a film exchange

special campaign on “The Crowd Roars”
at the Menlo, Charleroi . . . Mr. and Mrs.
H. R. Wood’s Woodies Theatre, Apollo,
Pa., ivas dark three days last week due
to the death of Mrs. Wood’s father . . .
Lou Miller, having recovered from a recent operation, returned from Cumberland. Md., and is back on the job at the
State Theatre, Wilkinsburg.
Jake Soltz of the “Rhumba Circuit,”
was in Vermont last week visiting his
daughter who is attending a summer camp
there. He traveled via plane, returning
here after visiting some friends in the
industry in New York . . . John Reilly of
the Metropolitan Theatre, Bloomfield district. is back on the job after vacationing
at Wildwood, N. J. . . . Angy Marino and
' "ary O’Connor of Universal vacationed
this week . . . Others vacationing include
(Continued

on next page)

in-

here went

into use this week at M-G-M. Zone control system, designed to meet the outside
heat from either south or west, was put
in by Mechanical Heat and Cold, Inc.,
who have done many theatre jobs this
year. A 20-ton capacity Westinghouse
Freon compressor is used, as in the
Adams,

Westown, Rialto, and Rivola Theatres. Both zone systems meet in the
corner office of J. E. Flynn, district manager. T. Hollister Mabley was the engineer in charge of the installation. Working conditions in the office were notably
improved this week, with the system in
operation, even back in the inspection
rooms and vaults, as well as in the front
offices.

" Antoinette

"

Preview

Brings Out
Detroit — Last week’s

Detroiters

preview

of “Marie

Antoinette” at the Madison Theatre was
probably the best attended event of its
kind this city has seen in several years.
The early hour, 8:30, drew an extra big
crowd, filling the gallery right up to the
projection booth, although it was on a
very warm night. In addition, there were
about 100 standees on the main floor.
Total attendance was estimated at 2,100 by
officials of United Detroit circuit.
The event was put on in unusual style
for Detroit. Special marquee signs were
used, and the film generously billed on the
display stands. Attendants were all
dressed in costumes of the French Revolutionary period.

Seat Sales Encouraging
International to Expand
Detroit — Business

Mrs. Orlo Heckler, wife of the Myersdale and Holsopple exhibitor, was in the
Windber Hospital this week, reported
dangerously ill. She is a sister of Wenard
Rough, Windber exhibitor . . . Leon Reichblum returned from a vacation to push a

Cooling

air conditioning

for the International

Seat Corp. in the Detroit territory is proving so good these days that George W.
Carr, Detroit representative, is planning
to open a new office on Cass Avenue near
the Film Exchange Building. Carr recently sold approximately 6,000 seats, including those for the following houses:
Great Lakes, Detroit, and Lancaster,
River Rouge, for the Funk and Lancaster
interests; Irving, Detroit, for John Golden; Dexter, Detroit, for Harry Brown;
Lyons at South Lyons, for Ed Carrow,
and the Lee (formerly the Dreamland) at
Carson City, for Lee Carrow. The volume
of recent sales indicates a genuine pickup
in theatre seating in this territory, Carr
believes.

Back Sans Tonsils
Detroit — A. Milo

DeHaven,

supervising

director of the Woodward-Grand and Belmont theatres in Highland Park, was due
to return to his office today (Aug. 27)
after an operation for the removal of his
tonsils.
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Theatre and Neon Firm
Face Suit for $75,000
Akron, Ohio — The widow of Archie J.
Baringer, who was crushed by the falling
marquee of the Orpheum Theatre March
17. has filed a damage suit for $75,000 in
common
pleas court here against the
Botzum Theatres Co. and the BellowClaude Neon Sign Co.
Mrs.

Lucile P. Baringer charged negligence was responsible for the marquee
crashing to the street while two employes
of the sign company were working on the

PITTSBURGH
(Continued
Emmaline

from

Fineberg

preceding
of

GN,

General
page)
with

Jean

Viviano,

former Filmrow employe, substituting for her . . . William Taylor, assistant manager at the Columbia, Sharon,
filled the post of John C. Fisher, who
vacationed . . . Mike Winograd, Rochester,
Pa., exhibitor, departed for Canada, and
Ralph Green, son of David Green, operator of the Beacon, city, started for Maine.

Yesterday

Being Distributed

Detroit — ."Batter Up,” official American
League baseball film, is now being distributed to various schools, clubs and civic
organizations with the stipulation that no
admission be charged for the picture.
Produced by Wilding Productions for
the Fisher Body division of General
Motors, “Batter Up” is available for both
16 and 35 mm projectors.
The film may be had for express charges
and is being distributed at Fisher offices
here and at American League quarters in
Chicago.

New Mansfield Opening
Deferred to September 15
Mansfield, Ohio — The new Park Theatre here, nearing construction, will not be
ready for opening Labor Day as originally
planned but will have its premiere Thursday, September 15, George A. Delis, district manager for the Interstate Theatres,
Inc., has announced.
The new theatre, first in central Ohio
for the

Inter-State

group,

will cost

ap-

proximately $150,000 and will have a seating capacity of 1,350, according to Delis.
Managerial appointment has not as yet
been made.

Modernized
Opened
Grand
Majestic

in Grand

Rapids,
Theatre

Butterfield
ness.

Majestic Is
Rapids

Mich. — The modernized
here, operated by W. S.

Theatres,

Inc., is open

for busi-

The house features hearing aids for the
deaf, new seats, redecorated foyer and
marquee, and revision of the interior structure. The theatre is managed by Walter
J. Norris.

/. S. Jossey Distributor
For Screen© in 3 States
Cleveland — J. S. Jossey, local Bank
Night franchise owner, has acquired the
distributorship of Screeno for the states
of Ohio, West Virginia and Kentucky.
The game, incidentally, it is reported,
will be started this month in ten Loew
houses in New York.
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cooperation of the independent exhibitors in an educational campaign designed by the former association.
The General State Authority has a real
story of human interest which can be

Westinghouse ’s “pioneer broadcasting station of the world,” inaugurates
regular schedule of electrical transmission
of sound and vision . . . John E. Snyder,
Theatre,

feels that it merits the consideration and attention of members of
because of the great influence

they command
munities.

KDKA,

of the Brentwood

who

the MPTO

J)R. FRANK CONRAD
of Wilkinsburg develops for the Westinghouse Electric
and Manufacturing Co. and demonstrates
his television system which Merlin H.
Aylesworth, NBC president, predicts will
revolutionize the entertainment field.

operator

Cooperation

the

Shoup,

Turning Back Our Pages
10 Years Ago

Now

Seeks MPTO

Pittsburgh — C. V. Shoup of the public
relations department of the General State
Authority, Harrisburg, will appear at the
next meeting of the MPTO of W. Pa., Inc.,
and discuss the possibilities of securing

properly presented to the public through
the motion picture theatres, according to

structure. Mr. Baringer’s legs were pinned
beneath the marquee. He died a few weeks
later in a hospital here.

Official Baseball Film

State Authority

Car-

rick, clashes with the operators’ and musicians’ union. Tire house is stench bombed, and the MPTO of W. Pa., Inc., offers

Mode-Art
Opens

in their

respective

com-

Pictures, Inc
New

York Office

Pittsburgh — Mode-Art Pictures, Inc,
which entered the local commercial field
here several weeks ago, has established a
New York headquarters. James Baker,
general manager, says the Times Square
agent is the A&M Advertising Co., managed
by “Mac” McAlister.

a reward of $1,000 for the arrest and conviction of the person or persons responsible
. . . Carlos Moore of Exhibitors Purchasing
Corp. presides as chairman of judges for

Mode-Art Picture, Inc., recently produced
a commercial subject in connection with a
Pittsburgh bond issue which was exhibited

local bathing beauty contests . . . KeithAlbee-Orpheum interests, affiliated with
Joseph B. Kennedy, takes over complete
control of the Davis Theatre . . . With

mercial rates. “Jimmy”
commentator.

at theatres

throughout

F. J. Mansmann

the

city at com-

Baker

served

is in charge

engineering for Mode-Art.
Owners of the company

of sound

all- talking pictures underlined for the
Stanley, the house drops stage units . . .
Max Shulgold, FBO, undergoes nose and

McCrady,

throat operation . . . Milt Crandall promoting marathon dance contests . . . William Finkel, H. B. Kester, Ben Amdur,
Mark Browar and A. A. Weiland named

Harris Circuit in Deal

to represent
.

.

independent

exhibitors

Tiffany-Stahl, is subject of feature article
. . . Howard Hughes, 23-year-old producer,
opens an active campaign against city
and state censors because of deletions and
bans on his “The Racket” for “political
reasons.” Twenty-five subtitles and action
scenes were eliminated which “mutilated
and emasculated” the picture . . . Hits of
the week, Lionel Barrymore in “The Lion
and the Mouse,” and Greta Garbo in “The
Mysterious

Rogers

and

For Monogram

in la-

bor negotiations with the operators’ union
. Allan S. Moritz, manager here for

Clay

as

are

John

B.

A1 Millikin.

Product

Pittsburgh — Monogram
Pictures has
closed a deal with the Harris circuit for
the

1938-39 product with first-run Pittsburgh included, according to an announcement of Mark Goldman, newly appointed
branch manager.
Cecil

Maberry,

assistant

to George

W.

Weeks, general sales manager, Benj. Welansky, franchise owner, and Goldman represented Monogram in the negotiations.

Lady.”

Sam

Richman

Weds

Pittsburgh — Samuel Richman, local exhibitor, and Mrs. Shirley Weitz of this
city, were married last week. The bridgegroom and a brother, William Richman,
are the operators of the Century-Family
Theatre, East Ohio street, north side. Another brother is Jacob Richman, veteran
local theatre operator.

A

Complete

Change

Monroe, Mich.— Its walls washed and
interior entirely renovated, the Family
Theatre here has reopened with duals.

Thomas

F. Quigley Rites

Cleveland — Funeral

services

were

held

last Saturday at St. Ann’s Catholic Church
for Thomas F. Quigley, 60, retired attorney and brother of Martin Quigley,
president of the Quigley Publishing Co. of
New York. Quigley, a lifelong resident of
Cleveland, died at his home, 2577 Exeter
Road, Cleveland Heights. Burial took place
at Calvary Cemetery. He is survived by
his widow; a daughter, Mrs. Sarah Benhan, also an attorney; a sister, Mrs. Mary
Fleck of North Hollywood, Cal.; and four
brothers, William and Peter of Chicago;
Martin of New York, and Hugh of North
Hollywood.
BOXOFFICE
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GOVERNMENT ANTI-TRUST SUIT GIVES ALLIED
UNIT RASIS FOR CLAIM INDEPENDENTS FLEECED
“ Advantages ” and

New

“Handicaps”

England

Exhibitors

"Unfair"
Indicate
Provisions
Boston — The

England

six

Allied are

affiliated-theatre

“advantages”

listed

by

New

(capitals the bulletin’s):
Boston- — It’s

THE

1. Sharing- of advertising
which
the producer shares
selling-

the

picture

THE

CITATION

to

the

costs — by means
in the expense

CAN
YOU
DO THIS?
Tell your salesman your
advertising budget on his top group of releases
will average a
certain amount,
and
that you
want him) to cover a portion of the expense like
his company
does with affiliated theatres, and
TRY
AND
GET
IT!

of
of

public.

2. Optional contracts — a
practice indulged in
for affiliated theatres almost exclusively, whereby
the theatre has an option on releases but is not
OBLIGED
to play or pay for same. A form of
selective buying.
3-a. Reduction
disappointing.

of

rentals

when

receipts

CAN
YOU
DO
THIS?
Just tell your favorite
company
that you only want an option on their
pictures this year that you will be sure to play
the good ones and that they can let Joe Doakes,
the next subsequent run exhibitor, have the dogs.

are

b. Reduction in film rentals where
pictures
covered by the contract are double-featured.
c.

Reduction

covered
ville.

by

in

the

film

contract

rentals
are

where

shown

with

CAN
YOU
DO THIS?
At best you may
get a
minor adjustment once in a while to reduce your
losses on an outright flop.

pictures
vaude-

CAN
YOU
DO
THIS?
Just try to get a provision in your contract to adjust your rentals on
features which are double billed!

d. Reduction of filmi rentals where
pictures
covered by the contract are shown in connection
with a premium
give-away, by which attendance
at the theatre is encouraged.
e. Changing
rentals.

pictures

from

percentage

to

CAN

YOU
DO THIS?
It would be quite a concession— m.ight encourage the use of flesh and
develop the supply of available talent which
would be a terrific threat to production.

flat

f.

Elimination of pictures covered by the contract by repeating or extending the playing time
other pictures covered by the same contracts.

of

g. Transference
theatre to another
defendant.
h.

Cancellation

pictures

by

reason

of

in-

CAN

creased rentals received from ' other pictures on
same contract, in other words, where a picture exceeds expectations at the boxoffice, the
exhibitor is permitted to reduce his commitments
for exhibition of other pictures covered by contract. And — the charge
reads “The
aforesaid
privileges of contract modification are seldom,
the

if ever,

extended

to

the

independent

marvelous

CAN
YOU
DO
THIS?
Even if you
than one theatre — can you do it?

pro-

of moving
situations

own

more

CAN
YOU
DO THIS?
If you should do a tremiendous business on a sharing picture could you
tell the distributor to write off 2 or 3 dogs against
the unusual and unexpected gross which he received ?

5. Cancellation of short subjects. This is a
practice whereby the affiliated theatres are permitted to apply the rentals on spot contracts for
features to the liquidation of their short subject
obligations.

erally known as the “milking
to diminish the possibilities
run exhibitor.

a

exhibitor*”

Overage and Underage.
This practice permits the large affiliated chain to play less than
its contract requirements in one division or group
of its theatres provided that the deficit is made
up by one of its other theatre holding units.

The practice
in first run

It’s

CAN
YOU
DO THIS?
Well, if not, why should
the affiliated theatres enjoy this competitive advantage over you?

4.

6. Moveovers.
extending a
run

YOU
DO
THIS?
cedure, try it sometime!

CAN
YOU
DO
THIS?
Of
of course, you happen to own
number
of theatre situations.

over or
is gen-

process” and tends
of the subsequent

course not — unless,
or control a large

CAN

YOU
DO
THIS?
It is very handy procedure if you can manipulate it — only one requisite and that is to go out and get yourself a
chain of about 50 theatres and a producer partner
for theatre operation.

As this practice applies almost exclusively to
first run metropolitan situations, you can not
enjoy the privilege.
O

on

THE

the

“handicaps”

are:

2. FORCING
OF SHORTS
AND
NEWSREELS.
A
practice generally enforced only against the
independent exhibitor, “and one whereby
he is
compelled to license and pay for short subjects
and news reels in order to procure desired fea-

( Continued
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COMMENT

Bear in mind that these practices are imposed
upon
independent exhibitors almost exclusively,
and that_ they must
be dispensed with if this
business is to be put upon a clean competitive
basis.
This practice, as a rule, is never enforced by
one
of the major
companies — against another
major company
and its affiliated theatres. Why,
why, why?
The big shots don’t have to do it,
why should you?
Dare your salesman to put his

on page

71)

that

independent

allegations may be of particular importance in indicating possible national
Allied action, both on the monopoly suit
and cn next-season buying, inasmuch as
the Independent Exhibitors, Inc., is a key
affiliate, with

national

president

Nathan

Yamins its president, and National Recording Secretary Arthur K. Howard its business manager.
The organization, incidentally, calls “the
monopoly complaint filed by the department of justice . . . the most revealing
document ever published in connection
our industry. It contains a brief history of the growth of the business and a

damning

indictment

of present

practices.”

Urging that “every exhibitor should read
it,” Allied has informed members through
the mails of “a condensed version in Boxoffice,

July

30.”

Union Engineers. M&P
Strive to Make Peace
Eoston —

M&P
ated

Negotiations

continue

as

the

Theatres Corp. and the AFL-AffiliEngineers local seek to settle differences that resulted in an engineer walkout from a number of local M&P houses.

Assistant managers have been
over engineering duties in several
houses.

taking
of the

The situation is further complicated by
the fact that furnaces are not operated
at a few local houses, heat being piped

Eames

a Candidate

Boston — State

THE

1. BLOCK
BOOKING.
Sets forth the fact that
we are generally compelled to take all of the pictures produced by a given major company.

1”

into these situations from the Edison Electric Illuminating plant in South Boston.

—

CITATION

to

The

“So much for the six advantages or favors granted to affiliated theatres,” says
Allied. Now let’s run over the nine handicaps ... as you might say, going
from the
sublime to the ridiculous — if only it were
Allegations

“15

exhibitors lose money, claims the Independent Exhibitors, Inc , in a statement based
on charges contained in the present government anti-trust suit. The Allied unit
bases its charges on what it avers are
six advantages given affiliated theatres
and nine handicaps tossed independents.

with
CAN
YOU
DO
THIS?
Good
premiums
have
helped to fill theatres in spite of the inferior
pictures presented but will the distributor acknowledge and make
allowance, for the fact?

of pictures bought
for one
theatre operated by the same

of

COMMENT

New

Senator

Hampshire

Jack

Eames,

circuit operator,

is now

running for the Governor’s
White Mountain state.

Usher

council

in the

a Golf Champ

Boston — Robert

Adams,

usher

at

Keith‘s

Memorial, is the new junior state golf
champion in Massachusetts. Adams won
the crown last week.

NE

67

Series of Parades
Loew-Poli

Are

on

Campaign

Prospect for Vaude

Map

New Haven — A luxurious float 12 feet
high, decorated in silver and purple

Kilpatrick, Martin J. Mullin, Ed Fay, E.
Harold Stoneman, George Ramsdell, Stanley Sumner, Julius Joelson, Ralph Snider,

weather-proof materials, headed by two
gold lions and attended by eight New
York models, will be the feature of the

Steve Broidy, William Kelly, Harry Rogovin, John Dervin, Russ Cropper, Thomas

series of gala parades launching this year’s
“Loew-Poli Theatres March on to a Greater

Bailey, William Erbb, Nathan Furst, Herman Rifkin and Maurice Wolf.

New

on September 3. The float will bear a miniature stage, upon which a huge frame

the national Movie Quiz and "Motion Pictures’ Greatest Year” campaign has met
and will continue to meet at frequent intervals to effect progress in contacting
chambers of commerce, city officials,
businessmen, and others, and to get the

street decorations, and merchant cooperation on windows, etc. After the parades,
the float will be stationed in front of
theatres and illuminated.
A
copy
and

parchment proclamation, bearing
on both the Loew-Poli new season
the national

“Motion

Pictures’

Great-

est Year” campaign, will be signed by
the governors of Massachusetts and Connecticut and the various mayors. Hollywood notables will send a flood of telegrams which will be mounted on large
boards outside the theatres. Telephone
hookup is being completed, whereby several stars will speak to all theatres simultaneously. A special 18-page film album is
being tied up with Sagal-Lou in New
Haven and other companies in other towns,
merchants to distribute same and recipients to clip coupons for presentation at
theatre 16 consecutive weeks and receipt
of 16 fan photos. Fifteen thousand have
already been sold, with five towns still
working. This stunt costs theatres only
the price of photos.
A special trailer announcing the new
show season and the national Movie Quiz
is being run in all theatres on the circuit,
and all displays are to carry teaser lines
on the quiz. A small angelfood cake will
be mailed direct to newspaper editors,
critics, etc., city and state officials, with
copy inserted on printed card as follows:
“Cut yourself a piece of cake and help up
celebrate Motion Pictures’ Greatest Year.”

Coston Allied Unit
Proves Recalcitrant
Boston — By midweek the Independent
Exhibitors, Inc. had as yet “taken no
stand” on the motion picture publicizing
campaign. Indications were that the majority of key members are as yet uncon\inced that they should contribute toward
what some claim is “producer advertising.”
However, a belief is prevalent that when
Allied here sees the drive underway it will
swing into line. Meanwhile, Max Levenson has been named chairman of the New
England regional committee, and was to
preside at a Thursday morning meeting on
behalf of the drive. Levenson is vice-president of the Independent Exhibitors, Inc.
The committee further includes A. C.

68

Committee

Reports on Progress
New

Haven — The

Boston — With

stage

Indications
local

committee

on

campaign under way at the earliest possible time. Robert Russell is representing
Loew-Poli, John Hesse, Warner; Lou
Schaefer, M&P, and J. B. Fishman of
Fishman Theatres, the independents.

Waterbury Exhibitors Will
Support Film Campaign
Waterbury — The nine theatres here,
with a total seating capacity of 5,000,
have voted unanimous support for the film
campaign. The local committee is headed
by Julia Smith of the State Theatre.
Edward Fitzpatrick of Poli’s has contacted
and received promises of newspaper cooperation in the drive.

Just a One

no

current

negotiations

by the local RKO houses for the resumption of vaudeville here in September, prospects for a film and flesh reunion among
Hub first-runs this fall seem increasingly
slim. It will be the first time in over a
decade that autumn in Boston has not
front.
meant

Show Season” campaign. All Poli towns
are scheduled for parades, beginning August 27 in Waterbury, with New Haven set
at August 20, and the final in Worcester

will carry 12 40x60’s on coming pictures,
changed by the girls. Local bands have
been promoted in each town, as well as

Haven

Jn Boston Is Slight

shows
are

along

that

the

the
RKO

first-run
Boston

may continue with subsequent-run films.
This theatre, although several times recently dark during the summer, has gone
into flesh and first runs about Labor Day
these past few years. There is no sign,
either, of stage activity being resumed at
Keith’s Memorial.
The

Metropolitan, whose name was associated with hightype footlight entertainment up to last spring, continues with

double features with scant chance at preshoof. ent for the resumption of shows on the

Whalen

Leaves

Republic

Boston — David B. Whalen has resigned
as New England publicity manager for
Republic Pictures of New England, Inc.
Whalen’s leaving is coincidental with a
retrenchment move by Herman Rifkin
which has resulted in the abolishment of
the position.

Axe

Play

Boston — The following scenario sent by
the Independent Exhibitors, Inc., to its New
England members, may indicate a trend.

have all been very good boys, and have
helped us to make millions of dollars, BUT
— you have been a bunch of loafers and

It is entitled, “A Short ‘Shot’.” The author, according to the writing is “A De-

you’ve got to go to work now. Get out
and spend your money and your time making the public movie-conscious. Increase
your receipts, especially on my percentage
pictures. Now, boys, any questions?
“WILL BE BLUNT
(prominent sub.
sucker) : Well, eh, er Mr. Vermin — so sorry
— I mean Mr. Herman, I find that when I
spend one dollar advertising a fifty per
cent feature I have to gross two dollars
at the boxoffice to get a return of my own
dollar invested in advertising, whereas
with a good flat rental feature I can set
up a definite advertising budget and know
just about what I shall require for a gross
to make a dollar for myself. I also find,
Mr. Going, that my grosses on percentage
pictures are used as a yard stick to set
up my flat rental prices so that in the
final analysis, I lose money two ways on

“Time:

pendent Exhibitor.”
Current. Place: Meeting
sociated percentage suckers.

of as-

“CHAIRMAN:
Boys you will now hear
from Herman Going, leading percentage
salesman of this or any other country.
(Cheers — Bronx and otherwise.)
“HERMAN:
Boys I am simply overwhelmed by this cordial reception — and to
exemplify my gratitude, I wish to make a
solemn promise that my company will
treat all of our accounts with the same
consideration in negotiating ALL FUTURE
film contracts. We have one, and only
one, selling policy, and that is percentage
of your receipts on EVERY
PICTURE
RELEASED, (at this point the meeting is
delayed to remove the debris which has
been

heaved
tinues :

“HERMAN:
cent on some,
cent

on

at Herman.)

Meeting

con-

We propose to get 30 per
40 per cent or even 50 per

others, but our stockholders anticipate an average of 40 per cent and
have already made their purchases of race
track holdings and polo ponies on the
anticipated profits from this method of
robbing the dependent exhibitor. Now, you

this percentage business. Frankly, Mr. Going, I am determined to murder percentage
features and propose to concentrate my
utmost energy on the selling of good flat
rental pictures to my movie going public.
I think this percentage racket is a damn
good

thing for you
tributors, but as far
you may include me
the meeting ends and
BOXOFFICE
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Judgment to Proven
Pictures in Portland

HAMLIN, secretary to ManJ^OROTHY
ager Fred Greenway of Loew’s State,
sojourned this week at the Nabnassett
summer home of H.
divisional manager.

Portland,

Me. — Proven

Pictures, Inc., cf

Maine, operators of Keith’s Theatre, Portland, was given a judgment of $1,200 and
$17,000 in a finding filed in the office of
Linwood F. Crockett, clerk of courts, August 18, by Superior Court Justice Herbert
T. Powers, who heard the theatre’s case
against Abe Goodside, the Empire Amusement Co., Inc., and the Strand Theatre
Operating Co„ Inc.
The sum was due from the defendants,
Proven Pictures claimed, under the terms
of a contract in which they said the defendants agreed to pay weekly sums to the
plaintiff in return for Keith’s pledge not
to operate a “first run’’ house.
The defendants, however, maintained
that whereas the amount was due under
the contract, they were freed from the
obligation because the plaintiff company
had

violated said contract, in the presentation of vaudeville along with its second run films.
Under the contract the defendants agreed
to pay $31,200 in weekly amounts over a
period of six years and the plaintiff agreed
not to show first run pictures; $13,000
had already been paid.
Justice Powers, who heard the case last
June, gave judgment to the plaintiff, when
he found that the defendants did not offer evidence showing any loss by reason
of the vaudeville offerings at Keith’s. The
plaintiff company was represented by Attorneys Abraham Breitbard and Julius
Greenstein.

Many Boston Merchants
Find Screen Ads Good
Boston — Approximately

300

M.

Addison,

Loew’s

Ed Spellman, treasurer at the Plymouth,
has been at Beth Israel following an operation for removal of a tumor . . . Paul
Levi, publicity manager at the Metropolitan, has been sunning in Bermuda. Marty
Glazer, assistant, took over.

Mrs. Robert Sternberg, wife of the
M&P Theatres Corp. district manager in
Boston, is convalescing at home following
hospitalization.
Esther Rittenberg of Interstate Theatres is wearing the diamond of a Dover,
N. H., newspaper man. Her sister, Beatrice, also from the Interstate offices, was
married recently and is now spending the
summer on Cape Cod.
Florence

Hall,

closed

July

11

because

A1 McEvoy may reopen the Bates in
Attlesboro this fall. The house was form-

of poor business, may reopen in September in South Barre . . . Sam Kimball is

erly a link in the Levenson chain. McEvoy recently took over the Union at Attleboro from Feiber and Shea . . . Joyce
Dana, film critic for the Boston American,

now operating the 300-seat Cornish in
Cornish, Maine, on a first-run, single feature policy. The theatre was formerly
called the Pike Memorial Hall.

entertained film and newspaper representatives last week at her home in Winthrop.
Joseph Ehrlick, formerly publicity assistant to Jack Granara of RKO, was in
town last week. Ehrlick has recently been
doing exploitation on “Son of the Sheik”
. . . Dora Kraska of Imperial Pictures
started her vacation this week . . . Lillian
Koster, sister of the seat renovation expert, is convalescing at Beth Israel following an emergency appendicitis operation last week.
John

Carroll, managing

director

of the

Paramount, has been vacationing in Virgina. . . Edward Rosenwald, orchestra
leader at the local RKO
houses during
vaudeville bookings, was in town last week
for a look-around.
George Holland, Prunella Hall, Marjory Adams, Helen Eager and others of
the film critic gentry have been cruising
an occasional Sunday of late aboard the
boat of Tom Horgan of the Associated
Press.

Leon J. Bamberger's sales promotion
booklet on the Astaire-Rogers reunion in
“Carefree” has been arousing more comment among New England exhibitors these
past few days than has any mailing piece
for some moons.
Doris Berman, potential beauty contest
winner at United Artists, left this week
for a stay at the Berkshire Country Club
in Windale, New York . . . Ralph Snider,
circuit owner, has been spending more
than a few of the past weekends aboard his
boat . . . William S. Koster, the seat man,
was planning to be in Montreal Monday
to witness the fight between A1 McCoy,
his protege, and

Buddy

Knox.

The Graphic Theatre circuit is notv
operating the Grand in place of the Derigo
in Ellsworth, Me. . . . R. J. MacGregor is
now operating the Lincoln in the Maine
commimity of the same name. The house
was formerly controlled by H. C. Morgan.
Margaret

Leichmer, secretary
continued on page 73)

to

Dis-

local mer-

chants are advertising on New England’s
theatre screens in tieups with the Alexander Film Co. The concern’s salesmen sell
local accounts and place them in theatres.
Colored films are being pushed at present.
Over 110 Massachusetts theatres have
already been sold on Alka Seltzer coverage. The medicine outfit, according to New
England Divisional Manager Harry Snider,
of Alexander Film, has already spent more
than a half million dollars on theatre exploitation and expects to hit the milliondollar level by the end of the year.

Giveaway

Dehut

Boston — Roulette Nite, cash giveaway
distributed in New England by Milton
Glickman, was given its initial unveiling
in this territory at the Union, A1 McEvoy
house, in Attleboro.

Capitol Opening

Set

Danbury, Conn. — Warner will reopen
the Capitol Theatre, closed since last
spring, on August 28. No date has been
set as yet for reopening of the Tremont,
Ansonia, or Alhambra, Torrington.
BOXOFFICE
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MEW

IHIIAV1EM

^HE ANNUAL
film outing was a great
time all around, and a vote of thanks
is due

the planning committee of exchange managers, headed by Barney Pitkin. Complete list of prize-winners will
be announced next week.

Judge
reserved

Joseph Weiner of the city court
decision for a week on the White

Way

“grab bag” giveaway, which was pronounced a violation of the state lottery
law by assistant city attorney Klebanoff .
Although other exhibitors are watching

disposition prevents his acting on the committee. Booklets for distribution costing
$5.50 per thousand and will soon be ready.
Dick

Cohen

is handling

the new

list of

First

Division pictures, previously distributed by Grand National, and now by Sam
Davidson of Cameo Screen Attractions out
of Boston . . . Also the Kameragraph,
which Dick states opened at the Chaloner
Theatre,

New York, with 2,500 people interested enough to pass before the camera.

the results with interest, as the first alleged violation since ban on Bank Night,

Betty Furness, who has worked for RKO
and Metro, and appeared last week in

Bingo, etc., the case is not receiving
port of other houses as a test case.

straw hat at Milford in ‘‘Springtime for
Henry,” was a pretty little eyeful backstage too, and a competent enough actress,
considering this is her first summer in

With

the Rialto, New

is rumored
ers of the
two other
ants, and
picture . .

Britain

sup-

closed, it

that the Polish Falcons, ownbuilding, are negotiating with
New Britain exhibitors as tenthat Daly will retire from the
. The Empire, New London, has

been

transferred from Kensington Amusement to Huntington Amusement Co. M. R.
Lewis has been appointed manager by
Morse and Rothenberg, to replace I. Berg.
Carmen Mascoli of the Alhambra, Waterbury, believes in full preparedness and
will build a home before marrying the
charming Grace Rossi.
Extended runs: “The Texans” is having
a second week at the Allyn, Hartford . . .
“Alexander’s Ragtime Band” looks like
three weeks in New Haven . . . The Stamford Theatre booked the picture for nine
days.
Robert
Fishman

Russell, John Hesse, and J. B.
have been meeting as a local

committee

representing affiliated and independents on the national Movie Quiz

campaign.

Lou

Schaefer’s

temporary

AUDIENCES
LIKE THEM

Especially is this true when the
playlets are less than a minute
long, made with RCA Ultra-Violet
sound, professional actors, vibrant
Voice comment, beautiful settings,
color, and scenic beauty. Our
product has audience interest,
yields a handsome revenue, and
identifies you more closely with
your local business men.
Without

obligations, our representative will gladly show you a
reel. Write:

ALEXANDER
Colorado
NEW
230

PARK

Springs,

YORK

AYE.

Phone:

70

FILM COMPANY

Murray

Colo.

OFFICE:
NEW
Hill

YORK
9-3161

CITY

Boston — A

motion

picture

censorship

bill

remained a threat as the 1938 session of
the Massachusetts legislature became the
longest in state history.
A bill introduced by Thomas Burke,
state senator from Dorchester, awaited
acLion by the combined committees on
rules. It seeks, admittedly because of the
agitation against “Blockade,” to put banning of films with alleged communistic
coloring

within the jurisdiction
partment of public safety.

of the de-

stock. Her plans for the fall are indefinite, there being some talk of her going on

The former long-distance legislative record was established in 1935 when general
court sat for 225 days. Prorogation that

the road with ‘‘Golden Boy,”
played on the West Coast.

year came on August 15. A DemocraticRepublican deadlock over expenditure of

which

she

“Alexander’s Ragtime Band” beat any
Thursday opening of the Loew-Poli, New
Haven, and every Friday opening except
that of “Top Hat,” although the change
to earlier opening all over the circuit was
a last minute decision. Russell took advantage of a Police Field Day crowd to
announce the change and have the band
play all the songs.
Repeat engagements'. ‘‘Good Earth” at
the West End, Bridgeport; ‘‘Naughty Marietta” at the Crown, New London . . . Several houses in the territory have taken
advantage of Mickey Rooney’s popularity
to bring back ‘‘The Healer,” and of Danielle Darrieux’s recent success to run
‘‘Club de Femmes.”

state funds for unemployment relief continued this w«ek to hold both legislative
branches on the job.

Latest Batch of Films
Win Nod From Censors
Boston — Thirty-eight

were

passed

Windsor

Theatre

goes

back

to its

three-a-week change policy on September
1, after a five-day week all summer.

for films; when they’re open, th&y have
no time . . . Nathan Lampert is planning
a trip to Saratoga . . . Jeanette Berliner
weekending in Saratoga, Cape Cod, Lake
Sunapee, and other points of interest.
George LeWitt’s new house in New
Britain promised for October completion
. . . the new Forest, Michael Cascioli’s
house in Allingtown, is contracted for
January 15 completion.
With Charlotte McGuigan out sick,
Helen Elder off on her vacation, Nat
Rubin also away, and a few of the staff
working on the float, the Poli offices were
in a dither last week, and Elliott Kronish subbed with marked success everywhere. Rubin cut his vacation short by
three

days voluntarily
vealed the rush.

when

a

without

motion

pictures

an elimination

in the

latest list to be surveyed by the Massachusetts Bureau of Sunday Censorship.
First

National’s

“Secrets

of an

Actress,”

Paramount’s “Spawn of the North,” RKO's
“Smashing the Rackets,” M-G-M’s “Marie
Antoinette,” Monogram’s “Barefoot Boy,”
and Warner’s “Boy Meets Girl” were among
the okayed features.
Sixteen

The

Lam Lampert doesn’t know how to make
his wishes for Broadbrook . . . when the
mills are closed, the people have no money

Nothing sells a theatre to its
own town like the showing of a
few short-shorts for leading local
merchants.

sample

in-

Prolonged Session
Constitutes Threat

chastity

vaudeville
tag.

routines

Seven

were

collected

refused

the

licenses

for Lord’s Day exhibitions. One act was
ordered to eliminate “all objectionable and
suggestive dialogue,” while another was
told to black out an “imitation of a drunk-

Confiscate Film Shown
At Colonial in Portland
Portland,
Me. — Russell J. Mack,
25, of
ard.”
138 Highland St., and Wyman U. Packard,
48, of 101 Oak St., operators of the Colonial
Theatre here, were arrested and charged
with showing an allegedly indecent motion
picture. The case was continued. Both
provided $500 bail.

The arrest was made by Sergeant Thomas P. Foley jr„ following the showing of
a film entitled “Body of Beautiful” at the
theatre Friday night. The film was confiscated.

visit re-

Alfred F. May hew, assistant superintendent of schools here for several years and
actively interested in working with theatres and schools on films, as well as organizing a library of films for public
(Continued on page 73)

You'd Be Surprised
How It Works
Boston — A
name

local

lor his

exhibitor

brief

case.

has
He

a

new

calls

it

his "bluif case."
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Hold Condemnation
From Three Majors
0OLUMBIA, Universal and United Artists
are absolved! That is, as far as New
York independent circuit exhibitors are
concerned in regard to the score charges
reference in the government’s suit. The
general impression is that all major companies demand score charges, but the eastern stand-bys maintain that the aforementioned are eliminated from that category,

terms. The union’s proposed strike has not
been authorized by the IATSE.
Opposition to the “Greatest Year” drive
developed when Allied of New Jersey and
Harry Brandt and followers expressed their
intention of non-participation. Economy
and availability of pictures are Brandt’s
reasons; New Jersey gave no reasons . . .
Meanwhile, more than 200 New Yorkers
packed the Astor Hotel and enthusiastically received more information about the
drive.
Douglas Corrigan knows what he’s doing this time. RKO has signed the smiling
Irishman to do a picture, with tentative
plans calling for personal appearances with
basis,

“If they would only wake up.” That is
the condition upon which European exhibitors could do much more business,
claimed Sidney Meyers of the Wolfson-Meyers circuit in Miami, back from an
across-the-waters trip. “They are far behind in acoustics, seating, ventilation, projection and advertising,” he said.
Television trials by NBC and RCA are
being resumed for a four-week period . . .
“Alexander’s Ragtime Band” at the b4g
city’s Roxy seems to be headed for a firsttime six-week run . . . British distributors

I
I
I

WHY

BUY

short

subjects

3. ARBITRARY
DATES.
“This is

and

news

reels.”

DESIGNATION
OF
PLAYa
practice usually employed

only against the independent exhibitor
.”
The effect of this practice is to subject the management of the independent exhibitor’s theatre
to the will of the producer and to relieve the
exhibitor of his own judgment
as how
his own
theatre
demand
playing

This is a special rule for the little fellows who
can do a reasonable good business on Saturday,
Sunday or a holiday with good average product,
whereas they need outstanding percentage type

shall be operated.” Of course the usual
Is for Saturday, Sunday and/or holiday
time.

product in the mid-week, where they can’t get it,
if they buy on percentage terms. Once again
challenge the filmj companies
to make
their
super-supers stand on merit and do good business
in the mid-week
position when
it really takes a
good picture to get people into theatres. Of
course the best remedy for this evil is to refuse
to buy on percentage terms.

4. PROTECTION.
“The said defendants often
impose upon the subsequent run exhibitors arbitrary and unreasonable clearance and
zoning
schedules. As a result the independent exhibitor,
in many
instances, is unable to exhibit feature
photoplays until after their boxoffice value is
practically exhausted, and
their novelty and
have

worn

off.”

OVERBUYING.

This

is one

of

the

The
old two-edged sword — Give my
company
an increase this year and we will give you another 14 days clearance over the next town OR
give my company
a substantial increase this year
and we will reduce the clearance granted to the
nearest competing town, this is the system of
playing one independent against another, but the
affiliated chains simply deliver their protection
schedules and the exchanges take it and like it.

dirtiest

Year”

of oppressive action employed in the business, with the possible exception of exclusive
buying, and although the majors are not the
only ones guilty of using this foul means
of
defeating competition the distributors could control the practice by refusing to sell a spot that
is overbought and thereby refrain from participation in the practice.
6. ARBITRARILY,
UNCONSCIONABLE
DISCRIMINATORY
FILM
RENTALS.
In

Every exhibitor should buy sufficient product
meet his requirements and a slight margin
cover undelivered or inferior practice to defeat his opposition belittles himself in the eyes
of his fellow exhibitors, the distributors, too, and
ultimately pays for such transgressions.

to
to

some

instances the INDEPENDENT
EXHIBITOR has been compelled to PAY
FOUR
OR
TIMES
AS
MUCH,
or even a great deal
FOR
the exhibition of film upon SUBSEQUENT RUN as the major
producer-exhibitor
DEFENDANT
PAID
FOR
THE
SAME
FILM
ON
FIRST
RUN
in the same
competitive area. In
order for the INDEPENDENT
EXHIBITOR
to
secure feature pictures produced by the major
producer defendants herein, he is OFTEN
COMPELLED TO LICENSE
said pictures under exhibition contracts, the terms of which are based
UPON
A
PERCENTAGE
OF
THE
GROSS
boxoffice receipts derived from the exhibition thereof, with the right exacted by the major
defendants to inspect the books of the exhibitor
in order to verify the film rentals realized from
such exhibition. IN ADDITION,
a MINIMUM
license fee is frequently demanded,
enabling the
major DISTRIBUTOR
defendants, to SHARE
THE
PROFITS,
if any, BUT
NOT
THE
LOSSES.
FIVE
mjore,

It is generally conceded that there is no specific price for any
film in any
independent
theatre and that price control is governed by
the distributor’s determination to get EVERY
PENNY
the theatre can possibly pay. The practice of guarantees and percentages is condemned
in no uncertain terms, and the practice of charging subsequent runs MORE
THAN
is charged
against
in the
where

EXHIBITORS

OUT

OF

prior run producer owned
theatres constitutes base discrimination, which, if brought out
trial of the case, will expose another spot
the dependent exhibitor has been holding

the well known
bag for the benefit of the “big
boys.”
In negotiating current filmj contracts
KEEP
THESE
CHARGES
IN MIND — keep a copy
of these charges handy, show them, to your salesman, make him read them, after all you are his
customer and if you insist upon decent treatment,
and hold out until you receive it, you will help
to impress upon the distributors that the thieving days are over and that you are entitled to
an opportunity to operate your business your own
way for your own benefit.

The POWER
which, under present conditions
in the industry, has been thus VESTED
IN THE
MAJOR
COMPANIES,
ENABLES
THEM,
through
the exercise of that power in instances where
they desire to use it, TO DRIVE
INDEPENDENT
BUSINESS.”

7. PROHIBITION
OF
DOUBLE
FEATURES.
The practice of double features in independent
houses has been successfully applied in certain

This discriminatory practice has been condemned and found to be illegal by the courts and is
now waiting action in the United States Supreme
Court. Remember
RKO
theatre played their pet
“SNOW
WHITE”
with stage shows
or with a
stage show
and
an hour of shorts — but, you
were
forced
to
show
it
single
feature.
REMEMBER?

territories. However, “Such prohibitions are Not
Insisted Upon in the contracts of the defendants
here, in with each other, but, on the contrary, the
practice of double-featuring is often encouraged
in such cases and reduced film rentals are often
given when
pictures are exhibited as a part of
double-feature programs in their own or affiliated
theatres.”
8. SCORE
CHARGES.
Cites the origin of score
charges in conjunction with the use of records
or discs at the inception of sound pictures, and
the continued practice of demanding
the charge
although no records or discs are required with
the sound on the film and further cites that

The score charge “Racket” has been a cheap
contrivance emlployed to squeeze just a few more
dollars out of every exhibitor account, although
not employed
by ALL
companies.
There is no
valid reason for its continuation by ANY
company. Remember this when you are buying!

“The score charge is not applied uniformly to
both affiliated and independent exhibitors, but, on
the contrary, the affiliated theatres pay
the
charges under about one-half of their contracts

Some
of you exhibitors tasted the full bitterness of this practice when
you were
required
raise your established prices in order to present “Snow White.” Of course the fact that you
milked your neighborhood was immaterial inasmuch as the exchange was in for a percentage
of the gross.

9. MINIMUM
ADMISSIONS.
A practice whereby the prior
runs are protected by the distributor
”
only,
control of subsequent run admission prices by
stipulating that contracts may be canceled if the
specified prices of admission are changed.

MODERNIZE

NEW?

AND

to

BY REPAIRING

GUARANTEED

RESULTS

I

I
I
I
I
♦

One

♦

I

short subjects and news reel on a merit basis.
There would be only one result, good shorts and
news weeklies would be played and the inferior
shorts now
sold without any
effort, and produced in the same
manner, would be relegated
to the junk pile where they belong.

types

York’s Motion Picture Laboratory Technicians Union, Local 702, which seeks to
force all New York film laboratories to
sign contracts, increase wages and cut
hours. The brunt of the attack is being
leveled at Du Art Laboratory, which company allegedly refused to discuss new

♦

such

COMMENT

from page 67)

ture photoplays, even though it is impossible for
such independent exhibitor to utilize and exhibit

5.

A general strike will be called September 12 unless
. Thus threatens New

may be included in the “Greatest
drive.

(Continued

freshness

based on last year’s selling policies.
Other eastern highlights:

local showings — on a “no mistake”
claim officials.

CITATION

Never Knows

PROJECTION
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SPECIALTY

THEATRE
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PROVIDENCE
the
town” onWith
is “goin’
J^HODE
Movie ISLAND
Quiz from
presentto outlook.
Edward L. Reed of the Strand as state
chairman, and Eddie McBride as secretary, the local committee has already had
three meetings. Tire one held August 20
was attended by managers of practically
every theatre in the state. Another scheduled for Saturday at the Strand Theatre
will have press representatives invited to
attend to get newspapers lined up.

.

at the Races,”
Copperfield” and

10 Years

It’s serial time again!

Loew’s

Capitol

Loeio’s State here

is launching

noon

on Saturdays of Columbia’s “Adventures of Wild Bill Hickok
Manager

showing

From

Boxoffice

■J*HE JESTERS,

Returns” at SaturAnd at Pawtucket,

is playing “Dan Dunn
day morning shows.
E. M.

"David

“Trader Horn,”
“Hell Divers.”

Hy Rodman pulled a 1 -cent matinee stunt
for showing of the first installment, with
kids tickets one for a dime or tioo for

Ago

Files, Aug. 25, 1928

formed

a few

years

ago

by a group of “good fellows” for the
purpose of “good deeds and wholesome
frolics,” is being reorganized. Henry Sculley and Sam Moscow, past presidents from
New Haven and Boston respectively, are
calling the meeting for September 1. Among
those on the society’s
L. Whalen, Harry
George Charron, Lou
wards, Sam and Abe
Farrell. A great time

roster are Geoffrey
“Zippie” Goldman,
Garvey, Oliver EdRosen, and Eddie
is promised all who

Providence’s first Annual Rodeo, held
last week at Melrose Park circus lot, was

eleven

a financial flop . . . On August 9, theatres
in Woonsocket discontinued Bank Right

ports.

attend Jesters’ Day activities.
B. F. Keith Theatre, on Washington

drawings.

Harry White, who with his brother, Ernest, operated the Mansfield Mass Theatre
for 20 years, died August 15 of an acute
illness believed to have been caused by

in Boston, has been bought by the Shuberts and will be opened soon as a legitimate house, according to present plans . . .
The Revere, Revere, Mass., will reopen
September 1, with Manager Josacks back

Stadium

Theatre

ads

carried

this “Special Notice” to patrons: “It has
come to our attention that in the opinion
of the Attorney General, Bank Night is
not in accordance with the law. Until
such time as the issue is determined by the
court, Bank Night will not be held” . . .
Rialto, Laurier and Olympia ads also
headed off: Notice, Due to a ruling of the
State officials, all Cash

Awards

will be sus-

pended at these theatres.” With this added: “Watch Neivspapers for Special Gift
Nights.” Then last week (Aug. 17) Rialto
and Olympia came out with drawing for
Ford

V-8 and if this prize unclaimed, subsequent drawings for a bedroom suite,
breakfast set, and studio couch or twin
beds.

With so many reissues on the bookings
lists this summer, there have been few
“revival weeks” tried by Rhode Island
houses. But Greenwich Theatre is running
one Aug. 28-Sept 2 with these bookings:
“Captains

Courageous,”

“Show

Boat,” “Day

cents.

It worked

well, Rodman

re-

severe

heat. . . . Joe Jackson, head doorman at the Majestic, is on the vacation
lists. Maurice Druker, assistant manager
of Loew’s State, is also enjoying
at his home in Baltimore.
Manager

Eddie

McBride

a week

off

on the job . . . The Star Theatre on Tremont Row, Boston, is closed for the first
time in 20 years — for remodeling purposes.

is

Boston’s Filmrow to say “hello” to folks
around the district . . . Lester Southwell

Buck

of the State

already

mapping plans for personal appearance of Freddie Bartholomew scheduled for week of September 15. This week

McBride

invited

Ruth

Hussey’s

mother

down to opening of “Rich Man, Poor Girl,”
with the local dailies playing up the “home
town gal” angle.
RKO-Albee

reopened

August 18 to good
ing is the Carlton

for

the

season

grosses. Next reopenon the 26th, probably

taking over “Alexander’s Ragtime Band”
from the Majestic for an extended run.
Fays

comes

in with

vaude-films

St.

Sept. 2.

Jones, western

star, dropped

in on

is now office manager of Associated Booking Offices ... A new theatre may be
erected on Park Square, with several New
Yorkers down to look over the location . . .
Bernard Fay of the Fay circuit in Providence has charge of the Vitaphone and
Movietone installation in all houses owned
by the company.
Boston’s Keith-Albee Theatre will be the
first-run house for First National product
during the coming season . . . Aaron Baum
is leaving this week to take charge of
Public Safety Pictures, Inc.’s New York office . . . “Red” Grange, football hero, is
appearing in Boston vaudeville.
Sam Pinanski, representing Netoco, has
purchased Elm Amusement’s four houses
in Marlboro, North Attleboro, East Boston, and Milford . . . Fred Maguire has

PORTLAND

joined Netoco’s publicity roster . . . Joe
McDermott is now resident manager of
\J7ITH

Labor

Day

in the

offing, Maine

V exhibitors find themselves contemplating with both chagrin and relief the season when tourists exit and natives come
into their own. Chagrin, for the loss of
innumerable tourist patrons; relief, for the
steadiness boxoffice receipts again assume.
The latter is something they can calculate,
year in, year out, with slight variations, of
course, due to recessions, depressions, etc.
But the tourist dollar is something they
cannot, with any degree of accuracy, foretell and tabulate. When the season is right,
they come in droves; when the season is
wrong, they come late and leave early.
Such

uncertainty does
hibitor peace of mind.

not

make

for ex-

Both the State and the Strand theatres are making high bids for the public’s favor this week: The Strand with
“Alexander’s Ragtime Band,” and the State
with a premiere
the North.”

showing

of “Spawn

of

is a State Theatre projectionist, was to
have returned August 22 from two weeks
of the sport.
Report is that the Colonial Theatre,
operated by Russell Mack, is for lease . . .
The front of the Maine Theatre is being
repainted . . . Peggy Seyford, State cashier, was to have returned August 22 from
a vacation spent in Boston . . . The Strand
is constructing a new marquee.

Filmrow Visitors: Roderick MacGregor,
operator of the Lincoln Theatre, Lincoln,
Me., who made an extra trip uptown to
get his specially built golf clubs to show
his co-enthusiast, Walter Dyer, during a
recent

visit to the

Paramount

for bookings; Dan Sullivan of Transit Advertisers, Boston, at the State Theatre;
Tom Feloney and Mrs. Feloney of 20thFox; Ernest Warren, WB salesman, Boston.

72

Jamaica,

Jamaica

Plain, Mass.

Actors’ Equity Ass’n has forbidden members to appear in sight and sound
(“talkies”) recordings of current dramatic
or musical plays without first consulting
headquarters . . . Organization’s house organ points out that sound pictures are
gaining such a strong foothold that the
association “has been forced to anticipate
the probable legislation which may be
necessary

to protect

its members,

in ad-

vance of its actual application.”
Newsbits from Hollywood:
A picture without an extra! That was
Paramount’s announcement relating to
“Interference,” in which every person appearing in the picture will have an individual role . . . Sound picture producers are

exchange

Malcolm Lester, assistant- shipper at the
found the right
Chelsea Waldron
to have returnanswer for hot summer days— fishing in Paramount exchange, was
ed from his vacation August 22.
the Rangeley Lakes section. Waldron, who
has

Netoco’s

working between one and five o’clock in
the morning, as there is less traffic noise
near the studios at that time.
Harold Lloyd is starting on his next
Paramount release . . . Pathe has started
on “The Tiger,” first of five serials for
next season . . . Variety estimates that
more

than 32,250,000 letters clear Hollywood’s postoffice annually.
BOXOFFICE
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BOSTON
(Continued

from

page

69)

trict Manager Chet Stoddard of M&P, has
been vacationing in the White Mountains
. . . Walter Kessler, assistant at Loew’s
Orpheum, returned this week from a vacation.
Buster

Holt, assistant

to Manager

Ben

Rosenberg at the Fenway, has been motoring throughout New York and Maine
. . . Mary Hickson has resigned from the
home office staff of M&P to marry Fred
Bowers who has the Ford agency in Roslindale . . . George Kraska, operator of
the Fine Arts, was in New York last week
on business.
Jack Eames, New Hampshire exhibitor,
took enough time off from politics last
week to sit in on several booking sessions
in the district.
Meyer Marcus, assistant to Publicity
Chieftain Harry Browning of M&P, was
on vacation leave this week . . . The Exeter,
Back Bay Theatre, is scheduled to reopen
next month following a summer layoff.
Robert

E. Puller, for eight years projectionist at the North Conway Theatre

in New Hampshire, is operating with firstrun, single features at Town Hall in Pittsburgh, N. H. Fuller is also running a
summer proposition at the Balsams in
North Stratford, N. H.
Mark Jeffrey saw a promising proposition fall flat last week. It was the New
England distribution of the Armstrong Ambers fight pictures. None were made.
Loew’s Boston Theatres
declared an extra dividend
local
ed
. . .
that
years

Co. last week
. . . A1 Longo,

Loew’s exploitation manager, returnMonday from a two weeks’ vacation tour
One of the first vaudeville-less falls
Boston has experienced for many
is looming.

Softball is cutting into theatre takes
here. Six hundred girls, playing on eight
feminine teams in each of five city districts, are drawing close to 10,000 spectators on game evenings. The curves help.
Meyer Pox, assistant accessories manager at Columbia, underwent a tonsil removal last Saturday . . . Steve Broidy,
Monogram sales manager in New England,
was in Bangor on business last week . . .
Sarah Lourie of Columbia has been mountaineering in the Berkshires . . . Molly
Zussman of Metro Premium, has been summering in Newport, R. I.
The next meeting of the Columbia Club
will probably be held next month. The
annual Hallowe’en party of the organization is in the offing . . . Marion Feinbsrg
of National Theatre Supply Co. has been
vacationing . . . Demi Clegg, Jill of all
trades at Grand National, spent the weekend yachting out of West Yarmouth.
Irving Farber, formerly with Imperial, is
now on the local Grand National sales
force . . . Ann Harrington of M-G-M left
Saturday for a few days in the Adirondacks
. . . Irene Sullivan of the Metro checking
department is scheduled to return Monday
from vacation leave.
BOXOFFICE

::
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Court Speed Points
Early Momand Trial
Oklahoma City — Possibility of an early
trial date looms in the two suits of A. B.
Momand against major producers, distributors and circuits involving approximately $4,960,000. This appeared certain after
speedy hearing here on all but four of
many motions filed by defense attorneys
in U.
court.

S. gistrict Judge

A. P. Murrah’s

Motions to quash of Paramount Pictures,
Inc., The Vitaphone Corp., Warner Bros.
Pictures, Inc., and amicus curiae motion
of First National Pictures, Inc., all were
postponed for hearing until August 30

NEW

HAVEN

(Continued

from

page

schools, has been appointed
Great Neck schools.

70)
head

of the

When the State, Hartford, reopens
vaudeville on the day after Labor

with
Day,

the big headliners will be Ozzie Nelson and
his band, and Harriet Hilliard . . . Visitors:
Herman Rifkin, Republic head of Boston,
dropped
was

around

in town

Liberty

.

.

.

Samuel

Cummins

ivith his “Ecstasy.”

Theatre,

Bridgeport,

is going

in

for some fancy spelling with ‘‘Szerelemboi
Nosultem” and “Maria Nover,” a la Hungarin. . . Strand, Stamford and Rialto,
Stamford, tempt patrons with three features part week . . . Quota for this territory on the national Movie Quiz campaign is reported around $1,600, toward

on instructions by Judge Murrah to plaintiff attorneys to prepare evidence of fact

which substantial
ceived.

that the companies named are doing business in Oklahoma and therefore come under the jurisdiction of the court itself.
First motion heard was that of Para-

Westport is one of the few strawhats
ivhich goes into the week of August 29,

mount Pictures, Inc., which defendant alleged that it did not do business in Oklahoma. The court refused to permit an
order from the southern district court of
New York granting Momand the right to
sue

following

a week

pledges

have

of Sally Rand

been

re-

in “Rain.”

Teacher won’t give you a check mark
if you don’t report specific accomplishment
of required preparatory stunts on the film
campaign daily, says Harry Shaw to his

Paramount Pictures, Inc. (in bankruptcy proceedings before that court) to
stand as authority of jurisdiction.

managers.
office which Note
helps the
himhuge
keepchart
tab. in Harry’s

Disposition of the numerous other motions presented by Henry Griffing, Frank
Wells and M. W. McKenzie, acting attorneys before the court for defendants, was
as follows:

Inilux of Film Stars

Motion

of RKO

Radio

Pictures,

correct
was

the pleadings was granted, although motion of the same firm to quash
overruled. In the first instance RKO

Distributing Corp. was named a defendant. Citing its absorption of all assets
and liabilities of the Distributing Corp.,
RKO Radio Pictures, Inc., had asked the
correction, which was granted.
Motion to quash of United Artists Corp.
was withdrawn by defense attorneys.
Objection of Regal Theatres, Inc., to
jurisdiction was sustained.
Motion of Publix Theatres Corp. to
quash was overruled.
Motion of Educational Film Exchange
to quash was overruled.
Defense attorneys asked amicus curiae
of the court in behalf of Consolidated
Amusement Co. which was granted and
sustained, but the plaintiff was given the
right to amend its petition in this instance.
Momand
attorneys had named Consolidated Amusement Co. of Delaware when
service should have been placed upon the

Really a Tough
Print
Boston — An officer of the Independent
Exhibitors, Inc., has this to tell about
one

of his projectionists

of a

tussle a few days ago while
ting a feature back in the can.

"Boy,

if I ever

who

rip my

had

skin

on

To Seaside Playhouses

Inc., to

a

bit
put-

this

film,” the projectionist said, "III have
to take the Pasteur treatment."

Boston — Jane

Wyatt

starred

last week

in “Stage Door” with the South Shore
Players in Cohasset. Karen Morley was
guest star at the Cape Playhouse in Dennis
in “Susan and God.” Mary Brian was
also in the cast.
Douglass

Montgomery

was

scheduled

to

star this week in “The Wind and the
Rain” at the Theatre-by-the-Sea, Matunuck, R. I.

Consolidated Amusement Co. of Oklahoma.
Amicus curiae of Pathe Exchange, Inc.,
as a “dead

man”

resulted

in courts

ruling

plaintiff had the right to sue “the dead
man” if it so desired and granted that
right.
Hearing of the all-important motion to
strike the entire petition in each of the
two cases from the files was postponed
until

August 30 when hearings on motions previously referred to of the four
major companies will be held. Judge
Murrah requested both sides to prepare
brief outlines of their arguments on the
case for his immediate use and study prior
to the hearing so that all points of mutual
agreement could be eliminated and so
that he might have an opportunity
miliarize himself with the case.

to fa-

This was agreed to by defense attorneys
and Judge E. C. Standard and C. Ray
Smith, Momand
attorneys. Answer of
motions before court was handled by
Smith, Oklahoma City attorney. George
S. Ryan, chief counsel for Momand, was
still in Boston but scheduled to put in ap73
pearance upon opening of the trial.

MfOMTIOn BUM
“MT517
MT518
MT519

ADVERTISING
MT481
MT482
MT483
MT484
MT485

Main signs and marquees
Signs, Neon
Signs, structural glass
Signs, travel word
Attraction boards

MT486
MT487
MT488
MT489
MT490
MT491
MT482
MT4 93

Letters, attraction board
Letters, changeable silhouette
Price signs, boxoffice
Display irames
Poster lights
Poster projectors
Cut-out machines
Time schedule clocks, electric

M'1'4 94
MT495
MT496
MT497
MT498
MT499
MT500

Monogrammed
mats, rubber
Slides, advertising
Slides, announcement
Sound truck P. A. systems
Transformers, Neon
Ladders, safety
Moving words projector

Air

—

Air

filters

Air diffusers,
Cooling coils

DECORATIONS

AIR CONDITIONING

MT506
MT507
MT508
MT509
MT510

conditioning plants
plete
Heating systems
Refrigeration
Air washers
Blowers
Air circulators

MT511
MT512
MT513
MT514
MT515
MT51G

Fans, exhaust
Grilles and registers
Temperature control devices
Air conditioning accessories
Motors, multi-speed fan
Motors, constant speed

com-

high

velocity

and FURNISHING

MT520
MT521
MT522
MT523
MT524

Architectural service
Decorating service
Seating service
Theatre chairs
Chair covers

MT525
MT526
MT527
MT528
MT529
MT530
MT531
MT532

Theatre carpets
Carpet padding
Rubber matting
Furniture, lounge
Wall tiles, interior
Fabrics, decorating
Brass railings
Rope railings

MT533
MT534

Metal, ornamental
Mirrors

MT535
MT536
MT537
MT538
MT539
MT540
MT541
MT542

Luminous
colors
Ticket booths
Directional signs
Exit boxes
Curtain controls
Curtain tracks
Curtains, fireproof
Fountains, drinking

MT543
MT544
MT545

Fountains, ornamental
Rubber seat upholstery
Rubber floor & wall coverings

The MODERN

YOU

Fixtures, lighting
Colored lamps
Lumiline lamps
Candle flame lamps

WANT ISN'T LISTED, ASK FOR IT BY NAME
UNDER "REMARKS"

THEATRE
8-27-38

Please obtain for me free descriptive literature on the following
items. (List Key Numbers Below.)

Remarks:.

Floodlight lamps
Spotlight lamps
Sign lamps

MT557
MT558

Dimmers
Ultra violet

MT559
MTafiO
MT581
MT562
MT563

Silhouette letter mounting
Flashed opal glass
Pot metal opal glass
Fuses, indicator type
Fuses, cartridge

MT564

Lighting

lighting

plants,

units

individual

MAINTENANCE
MT5G9
MT570
MT571
MT572
MT57 3
MT574
MT575
MT576
MT577
MT578

Expansion Bolts
Chair fastening cement
Chair refinishing materials
Upholstering materials
Seat patching kits
Seat decking materials
Floor surfacing materials
Carpet cleaning systems
Floor waxes
Matting, rubber

MT579
MT580

Paint,
Paint,

MT581
MT582

Paint, aluminum
Polish, metal

MT583
MT584
MT585
MT58G
MT587
MT588
MT589

Polish, furniture
Fireproofing compounds
Fire extinguishers
Ladders, safety
Uniforms, staff
Screen cleaning tools
Venetian blind cleaners

screen
plastic

Projectors, complete
Projectors, standard

MT593
MT594
MT5 95
MT596
MT597
MT598
MT599
MT800
MT601
MT602

Projectors, semi-portable
Projector pedestals
Projector parts
Lamps, suprex type
Lamps, reflector arc
Lamps, high intensity
Lamps, incandescent projection
Arc regulators
Arc controls
Control panels

MT603
MTt>04
MT605
MT606
MT607
MT808
MT609
MT610
MT611
MT612
MT613
MT614
MT615
MT616

Rectifiers, copper-oxide
Rectifiers, tube type
Bulbs, rectifier
Rheostats, projection
Motor-generators
Lenses, projection
Lenses, condenser
Current changers
Mirror reflectors
Carbons, projector
Carbon savers
Reels
Reel alarms
Rewinders, automatic

MT617
MT618
MT619
MT620
MT621
MT622
MT623
MT624
MT625
MT626
MT627
MT628
MT629
MT630
MT631
MT632

Change-over devices
Slide, projection
Lamps, spot and flood
Take-ups, film
Film safety controls
Fire prevention devices
Fire shutters, porthole
Film scales
Film scrapers
Film splicers
Film cleaners
Air gun (cleaner)
Tool kits
Film cabinets
Film cabinet stands
Effect projectors

MT633

Rectifiers,

SANITATION
State

MT641

Cleaning

compounds

MT646

Disseminators

MT647
MT648
MT649

Air purifiers,
Air perfumes
Air sprays

MTG50
MTG51

Soap dispensers
Soaps, liquid
driers,

ozone

MT652

Hand

MTG53
MTG54
MTG55

Chewing gum solvents
Rubber link matting
Exhaust fans

electric

MTG5G
MTG57

Plumbing fixtures
Toilet seats

MTGG1
MTGG2

Sound
Sound

MTGG3
MT6G4
MT665
MT66G

Amplifiers
Pre-amplifiers
Speakers
Rectifiers

systems,
heads

complete

MTG67

Condensers

MT668
MT669
MT670
MT671

Photo-electric cells
Tubes, amplifier
Tubes, rectifier
Exciter lamps

MT672
MTG73
MT674
MTG75
MT676
MT677
MTG78

Baffles, horn
Lens assemblies, sound
Public address systems
Microphones
Microphone stands
Hearing aid systems
Acoustical materials

sound

magnesium-copper

sulphide

Theatre.

with

Cleaners, vacuum
Disinfectants
Deodorant blocks
Insecticides

SOUND

MT591
MT592

Name

74

MT642
MT643
MTG44
MT645

MT554
MT555
MT556

PROJECTION
MT550
MT551
MT552
MT553

Room 334 — 332 S. Michigan Ave.
Chicago. 111.

City

will find this

page a ready source of information on
products which have been filed for reference with The MODERN THEATRE INFORMATION BUREAU.

LIGHTING

USE THIS COUPON
IF WHAT

of BOXOFFICE

Information on the following items may be secured by sending in the coupon.
Use the key numbers. If data on subjects other than those listed is wanted,
just state your requirements. We will endeavor to see that you are supplied
with details promptly.

•

MT505

Readers

STAGE

EQUIPMENT

MTU85
MT686

Screens, moving
Lighting, stage

MT6S7
MT688
MT689
MT690
MT691

Curtain controls
Curtain tracks
Stage draperies
Stage rigging
Scenery, stage

MT692

Footlights

MT693

Switchboards

STRUCTURAL
MT700
MT701
MT702
MT703
MT704
MT705
MT706
MT707
MT708
MT709

picture

MATERIALS

Structural glassies
Insulation materials
Acoustical materials
Fibre boards
Fronts, glass
Fronts, vitreous enamel
Fronts, porcelain enamel
Fronts, stainless steel
Toilet partitions, metal
Flooring, asphalt tile

MISCELLANEOUS
MT715
MT716
MT717
MT718
MT719
MT720
MT721
MT722
MT723
MT724

Accounting systems
Change makers
Safes, boxoffice
Tickets
Ticket choppers
Ticket issuing machines
Ticket registers
Ticket holders
Pop corn machines
Uniforms, staff

BOXOFFICE
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of Accessories

Shipping

Miami Paper Prints No

Fleischer Correction For Drive Without Payment

Miami — Giving

a clean

bill of health

Aronovitz showed a Citizen reporter letters from Max Fleischer and from executives of Paramount through which the
Fleischer animated cartoons are released,
detailing the actual situation.
When these concessions were offered the
union members, they asked for still others which, the studio reports, it agreed to
make. No answer was received from the
union as to whether or not its members
would come to Miami.
Fleischer states that he wrote the union
a second time, early this summer when
initial shipments of equipment were sent
south, and still received no reply.

" Ecstasy " Not Obscene ;
Showman Wins Freedom
Tampa,

Fla. — B. E. Gore,

owner

of the

Howard

and Broadway theatres here,
rested for showing “Ecstasy,” won
freedom in county court as Judge G.
Cornelius held the picture was not
scene.

arhis
H.
ob-

Although the charge was brought specifically on the ground of “Ecstasy” being
indecent, two other films billed at the
Howard Theatre, “Valley of the Nude”
and “Marihuana,” were seized also. The
sheriff released them immediately, however, and Gore was permitted to continue
regular showings pending the trial.
The attack was made by the Rev. Mary
Ellis, a crusader who has conducted sporadic campaigns against questionable
literature here for several years.

Drumbar
Knoxville,

Tenn.

Plans Two
—

W.

E. Drumbar,

manager

of Denton Theatres, Inc., has announced building of three new suburban
theatres. Total costs for sites, buildings
and equipment will be between $75,000
and $100,000 it was estimated. The houses
will be in Oakwood, on North Broadway,
and on Ailor Ave.
BOXOFFICE
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Dallas — Exhibitors

" Brother Crawlord "
Got Hot

to

the Max Fleischer Studios, the local labor
paper, the Miami Citizen, recently published a correction of statements voiced
by one of its columnists, who had accused
the studio of failing to deal fairly with
the United American Artists’ union and of
moving to Miami to avoid paying workers
decent wages.
An investigation of the situation revealed the fact that Fleischer artists had
been notified this spring that the studios
were being moved to Miami where both
Max Fleischer and his brother, Dave
Fleischer, have homes. The studios offered a number of concessions to members of the union, Abe Aronovitz, local
Fleischer representative, pointed out. Concessions included the payment of personal transportation and of cost of moving household goods, together with an
agreement to pay return transportation
to New York if they were not satisfied
with conditions here.

Charlotte — "Brother Crawford,” southern columnist, describes the effect of
the fire scene in "Old Chicago": "The
bigger the fire got, the hotter we got.
And when the fire really swamped old
Chicago
would

in

burn

flames,
down

spired and then
the

picture

hot.

Come

was

we

thought

ourselves.
sweated.
over

to find

we

out

We

we
per-

And

when

were

plenty

later, that

dur-

ing the fire scene the management
of
the theatre had cut off the cooling
system

and

the large

6-foot fan

effects to the fire scene.
der if the fan was not
keep

from

spreading

to give

Get

But we wonturned off to

the flames.”

Bank Night Again
In Sparks Houses
Tampa,

Fla. — Bank

Night

has

been

re-

instated in several Sparks theatres in this
section by virtue of an injunction restraining officers from interfering with
the drawings pending a supreme court
decision on the legality of the attraction.
In an attack on the Bank Night operated by the Tampa Theatre, Circuit Judge
L. L. Parks several weeks ago ruled that
Bank Night was a lottery and in violation of Florida law. The theatre stopped
its drawings for several weeks and took
an appeal to the supreme court, in the
meantime getting the injunction to permit it to resume the drawings until the
decision is handed down sometime in the
fall.
Sparks houses in St. Petersburg, Sarasota, Clearwater and Bradenton also suspended Bank Night temporarily after the
Tampa ruling. They resumed, however,
when Jesse Clark, Sparks district manager, reached an agreement with officers
to defer any criminal action until the
supreme court acts.

Atlanta Merchants
Along
Atlanta

—

Help

City Film
Mayor

Hartsfield

Idea
has

who

send

in their

orders, accompanied by payment, to the
20th Century-Fox exchange will be first
to receive their accessories, including the
all-important Quiz Booklets, according to
rules by the Greatest Year Drive committee. Orders for booklets and accessories
without cash at the time, will be ignored.
The Interstate circuit sent in their order
for 1,000,000 Quiz Booklets, but their allotment was trimmed down to 300,000.
Robb & Rowley sent in their check to
Fox for $500. Jefferson is reported to have
done the same.

an-

nounced receipt of approximately $1,000
from business men to finance the making
of a film showing activities of the
municipality.
The planned picture will be non-political
and non-commercial. The contributions
came as the result of the mayor’s letter
to 100 business men, asking for contributions. It is planned to use the film in
schools and in promoting new industries
and conventions for Atlanta.

Booklets

Now

Emphasis is laid on the fact that independent exhibitors had better get in their
orders for the booklets and other accessories at the first possible moment, and attach their checks. The Quiz booklets are
No. 1 in the Greatest Year campaign and
contest and exhibitors should order them
now.
After all, it isn’t a regular Fox routine
to handle the extra work pushed on that
Dallas exchange. Office Manager (Sebe)
Miller is spending much of his time on
dispatching the Greatest Year accessories.
Press sheets were due in this week and
exhibitors are entitled to them on request.
Exhibitors, Miller said, should use the
blank appearing in Boxoffice to turn in
their pledges and after that order their
accessories from the Fox exchange. Checks
should be made to Frank C. Walker, treasurer, but it will be okay in the accessory
instance to make them to Fox exchange.

Atlanta
With

Will Celebrate

Parade

Atlanta — A

Sept. 1
colorful

parade

in genuine

Hollywood style will move along downtown
streets here September 1 as this city
begins to hammer into the public consciousness “Motion Pictures’ Greatest
Mayor Hartsfield signed a proclamation
setting aside September 1 for the observance and urging the public to cooperate in making the day and the campaign
Year.”
a big success.
Parade plans call for real showmanship,
with many floats and hundreds of employes marching in uniform. Plenty of
music and color is also promised.
The

mayor’s

proclamation

stated, in

“I do officially urge the citizens of Atpart:
lanta to participate in fullest measure in
this fall celebration and presentation of
the splendid pictures which have been
prepared by the motion picture studios
in their avowed purpose of demonstrating
that motion picturs are your best enterThe city’s three newspapers
tainment.”
space to the story.

gave good
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Premiere in the Hills ID) A IL IL A S 4 Dynamite Sticks
I’HE
b. Underwoods
theirj. fine
new home

Draws Nation's Eye
Blowing

Rock,

N. C. — A

premiere

of

Paramount’s “Spawn of the North” held at
the Carolina Theatre made this small town
an object of national news interest. Interest centered chiefly in the fact that
over 100 hill billies were seeing their first
motion picture in the 250-seat theatre.
A broadcast in advance of the screening
was arranged by Mutual Broadcasting
System. The reactions of the various hill
billy guests to things on the screen they
had never seen was broadcast nationally.
New York representatives of news agencies covering 3,000 daily newspapers in
the United States, were present at this
unique premiere.

Mr. and Mrs. John Blocker
To Open
Abilene,

Tex.

Abilene
—

Johnny

Theatre
Blocker

and

Mrs. Blocker, recently of Tulia, soon will
open a new and independent theatre in
Abilene, according to a late announcement. They operated the Grand at Tulia
which they sold to W. A. (Andy) Maul ding
of Lubbock, who also purchased that building from the McParling estate, former
operators of the house.
Mauldin plans extensive remodeling and
improvement of the Tulia situation. He
also plans to move the projection booth to
one corner making room for an additional
100 seats in the balcony.

At

have
moved
at Hanover

into
and

Baltimore Drive, University Park. Jack
formerly lived on a country place a few
miles from town and had sheep and a
garden. He caught up on his country
gentleman status, however, and resolved
to have his paper and milk delivered to his
front porch. The Underwoods have unusual furniture in their new domicile,
much of which was accumulated in their
visit to Mexico City last winter.
Mrs. George Chatmas and two charming daughters were in the film exchanges
this week, she doing hooking for the
Chatmas and Queen, two very fine theatres at Hearne. There was a side issue for
the trip, however, as a shopping tour was
made about tovmi for school clothes. One
daughter enters the University of Texas
this year arid the other is in high school
at home.
Harry Sachs, the Interstate booker, is on
his vacation and reported to have headed
west.
Columbia

will have

a

trade screening

for Capra’s “You Can’t Take It With You”
during the first week in September. Maybe the day will be on Tuesday as many
exhibitors will remain at home Labor Day.
Invitations with the date and place will
be sent out within a few days.
Karl Lybrand, the veteran exhibitor at
Wills Point, was in town the other day
with his son, K. C. jr., the latter doing
most of the booking and operating the
show. The elder Lybrand seemed much
(Continued on page 78)

a Blowing

Rock

Houston

—

Four

sticks

of

dynamite,

taped together and connected with a
burned fuse which went out only six
inches before it reached the explosive, was
found by firemen on the Joy Theatre roof
in the downtown section. Police were unable to take fingerprints from the black
electrical tape used because of its sticky
substance. Percy Wade, manager of the
theatre, said he knew of no reason why
his theatre should be bombed, but others
blamed the attempt on labor troubles. At
any rate a call from the theatre asked
police to look the house over fearing a
bomb had been placed.

$100,000 Remodeling Job
Started in Fort Myers
Fort

Myers,

Fla.

—

Work

has

been

started on the remodeling of the Arcade
Theatre at a cost of $100,000.
Plans for the new building were prepared by Roy Benjamin of Jacksonville
and the contracting company of Frank
W. Bail and Associates of Fort Myers will
have charge of the construction. The
contract was let to M. M. Cornwall of
Fort Myers.
The theatre will have a seating capacity of 1,000 persons and the auditorium
will be furnished with “air cushion”
chairs. The building will be of steel, brick
and concrete and will follow the modernistic architectural mode.

Premiere

Crowds in front of the Carolina Theatre in Blowing Rock, N. C., for the premiere of Paramount’s “Spawn of the North” to over 100 hill billies who never
saw a motion picture in their lives.
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Atop Theatre Roof

Alec Moss of Paramount’s home office,
on the left, and Jack Kirby, Paramount manager in Charlotte.
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Within a few days we#ll be ready to offer you the plan
you have been waiting for.
It is the most sensational
plan ever offered.

box-office promotion

It makes it possible for you to offer to your patrons $1000.00 in cash and a trip to Hollywood,
with all expenses paid.
It brings the cash customers to your theatre
not one night but four nights a week.
The plan does not require the registration
of names . . . No drawings held . . . Positively not a gamble . . . No give-away
. . . No game . . . No gift enterprise . . .
Simple to operate ... It is entirely different ... It has what it takes . . . And

For immediate information write or wire us, or
come and see us when in
Dallas .

its operating cost is not any more
than that of any one night plan . . .
It is truly the ultimate of theatre
attendance promotion.
So, hold everything!

WeTl

be

seeing you soon.

SKREEN-CHEK,
302 South Harwood

Street,

INC.

Dallas Texas

Right in the center of film row
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Bast Texas Circuit
Plans New Deluxer
Longview,

Tex. — Construction

is expect-

ed to start soon on a new and streamlined de luxe theatre, costing $125,000 and
seating 850, for the East Texas Circuit,
with headquarters in Beaumont. Col. Tracy
M. Flannigan, independent exhibitor of
silent days, who has been associated with
the Beaumont circuit since the East Texas
oil field, arrived here.
Contract tentatively has been let with
start of construction waiting only for approval by the owners.
The lot, 55x150, was purchased by East
Texas and Flannigan four years ago and
various reports of a new theatre followed
at intervals since that time.
The

new theatres will be named “Arlene,” in honor of Mrs. Flannigan who has
taken an active interest in its designing
with new modernistic ideas.

Texas Circuit Buyers
In New York for Deals
Dallas — Leading

circuit men

in Texas

are in direct contact with New York home
office these days on their annual buys.
R. E. Griffith has been east for the past
few days and E. H. Rowley and C. V.
Jones of R&R were to leave Dallas Saturday for the film capital.

DALLAS
(Continued
improved
hearty.

in health and looked hale and

O. K. Bourgeois, (pronounce it if you
can) associated with Bob Savini in Atlantic Pictures Corp., arrived in town
Wednesday for a visit with Adams Film
Exchange, Texas distributors for that
product. Incidentally, Bourgeois always
carries a rubber stamp and beats anyone
to spelling his name. He stamps it on a
piece of paper before their eyes. He
recently opened an Atlantic office in Kansas City for the company. Among his pictures, “Hell’s House” had a fine run in
Dallas, and “ Tombstone Canyon,” with
Bob Burns did sensational business at the
Capitol.
Miss Bonnie Long, the Variety Club secretary and former secretary of the Film
Board, and compiler of the Texas Theatre Almanac, is back from her vacation,
some of which she spent on the briny
shores at Galveston. Photos she brought
back emphasized that a good time was
had by all.
Among other returned vacationists are
the A. V. (Tony) Philbins, he of the
M-G-M office. They spent much time
among the historic and scenic spots of
west Texas and explored New Mexico and
Juarez.
Sol Sachs, RKO’s district manager, flew
to New York this week for a sales meet( Continued on page 80)

ACCESSORIES

Dallas — Skreen-Chek,

Men

behind

the deal are Charles Ross

The company has wide scope legal opinion that their new plan is entirely legal.
Furthermore, the company has put money
in the bank to pay a capital prize, in addition to that paid out by the theatre. Both
men say their plan, which they claim
benefits the theatre four nights a week,
costs no more than previous plans for one
night a week benefit.

King Scenic Co. Suffers
A $20,000 Loss in Fire
Dallas

—

The

studio

of

King

FOR THE THEATRE
Cetron Photo Cells

Projection Lamps
Rectifiers

RCA

Tacks

Tubes

Exciter Lamps

Parts

Amplifier Repair Service

Westinghouse
Rectifier Tubes

Matching Transformers
Deodorants

Reels

Lens

Amplifiers

Film Cement

Speakers
Horns

Take Up Belting

STAR

POPCORN

HERBER
HARWOOD

factory

Scenic Co. went up in smoke a few nights
ago and the loss is estimated at $20,000
for machinery, materials and other equipment. The loss was partially covered.
Without loss of time the company has
moved its factory into a nearby building
on Swiss Ave., installing new machinery
to carry on their work. The King downtown offices remain at 1914 Main St.

Carbons

210 SOUTH

new

and J. H. Knox. They are direct from advertising and merchandising fields and
have made a study of theatre problems
for the past 18 months, out of which grew
the new Skreen-Chek plan.

Thumb

Transformers

Inc., brand

and no connection with any other plan
used in the past, has opened an office in
the nucleus of Filmrow at 302 S. Harwood
St.

Tickets

Machine
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Skreen-Chek, Inc., Opens
Office on Dallas Filmrow

from page 76)

" Fair Treatment

Rewinds

MACHINES

BROTHERS
and Adequate

Service

Always”

DALLAS,
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Atlanta Loew's Grand Set
For " Antoinette " Contest
Atlanta — Manager

Eddie

Pentecost

of

Loew’s Grand Theatre has announced plans
are in readiness for his theatre’s participation in the national “Marie Antoinette”
essay contest.
With

the picture set to open

August

26,

Pentecost already has contacted the Atlanta Constitution, daily and Sunday newspaper, and advance publicity has been
given.
The

local prizes include

$50 for the best

A T IL A M T A
gAM

MOSCOW,
division manager
lumbia, is making the rounds
changes in his territory.

Clyde Sampler, assistant Columbia
booker, is vacationing for two weeks in the
north Georgia mountains.

been

“Naturally, I’d like to see an Atlanta
moviegoer win the big prize,” said Pentecost, one of the most popular theatre men
in the southeast. “I think the 300-word
contest will create a lot of interest in a
great picture.”

Newspaper Feature Story
Covers Atlanta Filmrow
Atlanta — Atlanta’s Filmrow recently received a “plug in the press” when the
Journal, daily and Sunday newspaper, carried a feature story by Willard Neal, telling all about the city as the “motion picture headquarters for the southeast.”
The story was illustrated with pictures
of a motion picture cameraman in action,
a pretty girl inspecting film, and
cess of drying a reel of film.

ready early in 1939.
The Dilworth will be the

Yeggs Fail Again
Atlanta — A third attempt to enter the
safe of the Cascade Theatre, 1340 Gordon St., ended in failure when yeggs were
balked after jamming the combination. C.
H. Stokes, assistant manager, said there
was about $150 in the safe. The first attempt on the safe was made last December, and the second about three
months ago.

affiliated.

House

Morristown, Tenn. — A new popularprice theatre, opening about September 1,
is announced by Crescent Amusement Co.,
operators of the Princess Theatre, here.
The new house will be known as the Ritz.

Fire in Open

Air Theatre

Athens, Ga. — Fire damaged the projection room of the open-air theatre here,
recently. Crenshaw Bonner, manager, said
the loss was several hundred dollars.
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Others

are the Carolina,

Broad-

way, Imperial and State, all in the shopping center of the city.
Emil

Bernstecker, manager of the Carolina, has announced the ace house will

fold September 10 for a remodeling program requiring from two to three weeks.

Irving Sherman, former short subject
booker for Columbia in Atlanta, is being
congratulated on the birth of a son. He
is now with the home office in New York.

Ruffin Hosts Employes
Covington,

the
was
home.

I, Katz to Boston
Atlanta — Ike Katz, southern division
manager of Metro Premium Co., is in Boston attending a national sales meeting.
When he returns to the Atlanta district,

Tenn.

—

W.

F. Ruffin

Unadilla

Katz

will launch a drive on the “Sweetheart Beautyware,” which is a sensational
addition to Metro’s line of premiums.

re-

cently entertained his out-of-town managers and their wives and all employes of
Covington Theatre here. Barbecue
served on the lawn of the Ruffin

Reopening

Unadilla, Ga. — Dixie Theatre,
closed due to a fire, is scheduled
soon.

recently
to open

The projection room has been rebuilt and the lobby has been remodeled.

You Need
Carpets New

Draperies

Patterns - New Designs - Bright
Colorful - Modern - Theatrical

Alexander Smith Carpets
Wil-Kin Draperies
Ask us for samples

Morristown

fifth theatre

operated here by North Carolina Theatres,
Inc., with which organization Kincey is

the pro-

W. H. Kimberly, president of Visugraphic, was quoted much in the story, and
a great deal of the producing angle of
the story was built around his enterprise.
The story also told of the distributors,
their theatres for screenings, work done
by the distributors, and, in general, how
vital, and yet every-day problems of the
industry are solved.

New

will be

of the proposed structure is reported as $50,000. To be known as the
Dilworth, the theatre is expected to be

includes houses in SwainsWrightsville and Sylvania,

tickets to Loew’s Grand. Judges
selected by the newspaper.

theatre

Cost

B. A. Wallace, salesman for Columbia,
has closed 1938-39 contracts with the Karrh

Adolph Gortatowsky of the Albany and
Liberty theatres, Albany, Ga., greeted his
many friends along the Row this week.

600-seat

built in Dilworth, heavily populated residential section here, by the Kincey interests.

Nat Hancock of the Roosevelt Theatre,
Jefferson, Ga., was a recent Row visitor.

circuit, which
boro, Metter,
Ga.

to Build New
Theatre in Charlotte

Charlotte — A

of Coof ex-

essay on “Why I Should Like to Visit the
Country of Marie Antoinette,” and the
winner of this prize is eligible for compete in the national contest for a trip to
France. Smaller prizes are free guest
have

Kincey

and

special prices .

Every job receives special attention.
“EVERYTHING

FOR

THE

WIL-KIN
321 S. Church, CHARLOTTE
Phone 8620

THEATRE

EXCEPT

FILM ”

150 Walton St., ATLANTA
Phone WALnut 4613
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Revised

License Fee Law

To Oklahoma
JOHN KIRBY, Bert Adams, Scott Lett,
Barny Slaughter and Drexel Baum of
the Paramount office attended the premiere of “Spawn of the North’’ at Blowing Rock Saturday night. Native mountaineers who had never seen a moving picture attended and were interviewed over
the Mutual network.
Mrs. Runa Curtis of Liberty was seen
on Filmrow last week booking pictures
and visiting friends.
Miss Mildred Thomas, booker at the
National Screen office here, is now in
Georgia on a vacation trip.
Ash Pace has left to take up his duties
in the Monogram Southern office, New
Orleans. Pace was formerly in the Monogram office here.
Thomas Brannon, head of Affiliated pictures in Atlanta, has been in the local
Affiliated office several days.
P. J. Caudell is building a new theatre
at Marshville, N. C. and was in town booking pictures and buying new equipment.
Neil McGill, manager of the Imperial
Theatre, is vacationing in Miami and Cuba.
Charles Nessmith of the Tryon Theatre,
Try on, stopped on Filmrow Monday en
route home after several days at Myrtle
Beach, S. C.
Exhibitors seen on the Row this week:
C. B. Myers of Rich Square; Roy Rosser,
Sanford; Cary Caudell, Wallace; J. W.
Watts, Williamson, and H. V. Winn, Greenville, S. C.
Harry Rogers has been promoted to office manager at Affiliated. Rogers rvas
booker for some time.
Frank Burdell of the Imperial Theatre
is taking his summer vacation in New
York.
Thelma Culp of the Metro office will be
absent from the exchange for two weeks.
Bob Simerial, manager of National
Screen Service, had a three-way celebration Monday night; Silver Wedding, First
Anniversary, and son’s Birthday.

Oklahoma

City

—

A revised

ordinance

setting new license fees for theatres has
been introduced at the city council meeting, setting a schedule of fees which City

RUDOLPH VALENTINO
IN

“SON
OF THE SHEIK”
The Star Whose Popularity Has
P. O. Box 2417
Phone 8-8413

is dedicated to S. R. Kent for his “20
years’ leadership in the industry.”
K. Lee Williams of Oklahoma City, the
ace roadshoivman in the southwest, is all

Name
Dallas

—

Regional
The

home

office

Dealers
of Theatre

School Nite in Dallas has named distributors for a big part of the United States,
according to M. F. Todd, handling national distribution of the plan. In Dallas, Adams Film Exchange has it for the
southwest.
Elliott Film Co. has been signed up for
the Minneapolis territory. S. J. Frances
has the deal for Omaha. The Denver territory was being closed this week and
zone selling offices have been opened in
New York and Chicago.

BUFFALO
315 s. harwood

Beauty
Tampa — Vincent

Helpers
Wade,

manager

of the

Tampa Theatre, and Jesse Clark, district
manager of Sparks theatres, went to
Miami this weekend to assist in staging
the All-Florida bathing beauty contest in
which about 50 girls were entered. Sparks
theatres helped select the beauties and the
two winners of the Tampa contest competed in the state event.

Bradenton

country,
the city
taken at
a letter
him.

Adopts

Fla. — Alan

Star

Mowbray,

film

has been formally “adopted” by
of Bradenton. The action was
a meeting of city council, and
was sent to Mowbray notifying

80

Birmingham,

Ala.

—

Bandits

recently

held up the Strand Theatre and fled after
forcing the cashier, Margaret D. Holmes, to
hand over $45.

COOLING
BUFFALO

Lloyd Rust, Republic manager, and his
family, have been seeing the Grand Canyon, and went to the west coast on their
annual vacation.
Lloyd L. Jones, Ritz at Lawton, Okla.,
was on the Row dating in a few independent pictures. He makes the trip to
Dallas every few months.
The 20th Century-Fox office is abuzz
with the S. R. Kent Drive started August
14. It goes to December 17. The drive

disturbed again because a print of “Road
to Ruin” has gotten out of pocket. Every
once in awhile somebody gets a print unauthorized on this picture and Williams
notifies a definite list of spreaders of the
gospil that a print has been stolen. “Road
to Ruin” is a number of years old — almost older than any re-issue ever issued
by a national company, but it still gets
money under the Williams system of advertising. Here’s hoping K. Lee gets his
print back.
Harry Graham, Universal’s district manager, was in town Wednesday on his regular exchange rounds and had with him

Rob at Birmingham
Dallas, Texas

ing. He was there by the air route only
two weeks ago when he helped close the
Interstate deal. Sachs does all his crosscountry moving by the air, and likes it.

School Nite Enterprises

Never Died

AL WOLF

from page 78)

P. W. Cloud was in town the other day
from Snyder, primarily to close a deal
for the Magic Eye to put on Photo-Pay
Nites.

player, whose appeal for adoption as a
native son has gone to many cities in the

BOOKING

(Continued

Manager W. A. Quinn states “will equalize
the license burden” between large and
small theatres. The ordinance was the
second of its kind attempted, the first
being dropped after protests of theatre
owners. Under the proposal, houses whose
maximum admission charge is $1 or more
would pay a yearly license of $200. Where
seating capacity is less than 1,000 seats
and a maximum admission charge is 50
cents to $1, the annual license would be
$150. From these top fees, the annual
licenses are scaled down to $75 for theatres
having fewer than 400 seats where the admission is less than 50 cents.

Bradenton,

NOW

City Council

DALLAS

ENGINEERING

EQUIPMENT
CO., INC.

Dallas,

texas

C. E. Hilgers, Universal’s manager at
Oklahoma City. Hilgers is a well-known
former Dallasite and former Texas film
man.
John Franconi was unusually interested
in the Will Rogers highway opening celebration at Abilene recently because Tex
Ritter, Monogram star was there in person and had a big part in the program.
Leo Carrillo was among the other Hollywood notables present.
Fanchon Royer, said to be Hollywood’s
only woman producer, was in Dallas during the weekend for a visit with Sack
Amusement Enterprises. She has just
completed “Religious Racketeers,” received well by eastern critics. Mrs. Harry
Houdini is in the picture.
Al Wolf, who has been doing sensational
booking business with “Son of a Sheik,"
(Rudolph Valentino) , is going to hold an
unveiling ceremony within the next few
days taking off the plaster cast from his
broken ankle. Al said exhibitors had better look out when he gets on both feet.
Seriously, Al has been doing nice business, mostly with the circuits to date, and
now the independents are coming in for
their dates.
M. A. Sanders of Lubbock, who is expanding his theatre holdings into west
Texas, said he is finally going to open
his Pecos Theatre on November 1, after
experiencing a lot of trouble in the deal.
BOXOFFICE
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OKILA.
THE

STATE

CITY

THEATRE

is showing

a

1 half reel of scenes of Oklahoma City
during a snowstorm earlier in the year
with comment by the chief announcer of
WKY written to compare the present hot
weather with that earlier in the year . . .
T. B. Noble jr., state managing director,
off to New York City on business.
Andy Hardy’s Oklahoma City relations,
or near relations, had their night last
iveek when members of the nine Hardy
families here were guests of the Criterion
for showing of “Love Finds Andy Hardy.”
Said Jimmy Birge, Criterion manager,
“We want to show Hollywood how many
we have here in Oklahoma City.” Incidentally it made the news columns of
local newspapers.
T. S. Stribling sr„ Rialto manager, feeling better after a brief illness . . . Film
people might be interested to know that
the original Buster Brown, Ed Ansley, is
in Hugo, Okla., as manager of the Chamber of Commerce there. He and T. B.
Noble have a fishing expedition on the
Little River at which time Ansley told
Noble of his experiences in 30 years of
work.
Sound pictures of University of Oklahoma home football games will be shown
in theatres in most major Oklahoma cities
and towns this autumn, Coach Tom Stidham has announced. Stidham just closed
a contract with the Sooner News Reel
Service, of which Fletcher Giliam of Oklahoma City is manager. The company will
shoot the entire game but will restrict
the actual shoiving to approximately four
minutes, featuring the most prominent
plays.
A shrill scream, a fleet footed passerby
and a policeman off duty collaborated
last week in running down a man who
grabbed $20 from a Criterion cashier. The
scream came from Miss Maxine Stickel,
19-year-old cashier. The man allegedly
attempted a short change trick but she
held tight to the money. He snatched it
from her hand, however, and fled. The
fast running passerby was a 22-year-old
pedestrian who streaked after the running
man and caught him but was knocked
down. As others yelled “catch him,” C. B.
Jones, policeman off duty, collared the
individual.
Manager Dave Goodman of the Midwest
Theatre did a little cooperating with radio
station KTOK — Man-On-the- Street
broadcast during which he asks questions
answerable by “yes” or “no.” Prizes of two
tickets to see “The Texans’ were awarded
to listeners who sent in five questions
answerable in this way concerning Texas
history and which were used on the broadcast prior to and during showing of the
picture.
Ten thousand seats for the industry’s
ad drive campaign have already been
signed, according to Secretary-Treasurer
Morris Loewenstein. Ray Higdon of National Screen Service is in charge of efforts
of film salesmen to round up exhibitors
over the state.
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Glenn Fannin Is Steering
Monahans Tower Theatre
Dallas — From

his first visit to Dallas

in

his new capacity it was learned that
Glenn Fannin is now manager of the
Tower at Monahans, owned by M. S. Sanders of Lubbock in an association with
Joe Bryant.
Fannin is well known for tieups and
various business promotions. He formerly was employed by Horwitz theatres at
Houston and by Jefferson Amusement Co.
Gene Lacy was transferred from Monahans to manager of the Cactus at Alpine,
another of the Sanders west Texas houses.

Covered

Wagon

on Tour
Traveler" '

For " Arkansas

Memphis

— Paramount’s

special

mule-

drawn Ozark covered wagon arrived here
midweek from Little Rock on the first leg
of its 3,500 mile journey through the principal cities of the south, east and middlewest. The wagon is being used to publicize
Bob Burns’ forthcoming picture, “The Arkansas Traveler,” which will be premiered
in Little Rock some time in October.

Remodeling — No Closing
West,

Tex. — The

Best

Theatre

is being

enlarged and remodeled without a shutdown. J. M. Tobola bought the building
next to his theatre some months ago. A
temporary wall was set in to allow work
to continue.

Show
Tallahassee,

revival was “The
tino.

Name

—

Revival

Days,

—

The

House
new

theatre

on

Herald Square has been named the Miller,
after Frank G. Miller, president of Augusta
Amusements. The name was suggested
in a contest won by Miss Allie Rheny.

Caudell
Marshville,

this week. Chester is “Lum” of the wellknown radio team of “Lum and Abner.”
Mr. and Mrs. Lauck recently returned from
a European trip and were en route to
Hollywood.
The new Drew Theatre, Monticello,
owned by B. V. McDougald, has been completed and the formal opening is scheduled for August 29, it was announced this
week. The new house has a seating capacity of 724, including two balconies.
Architecture is of Spanish type. The theatre is located on West Gaines street,
across from the post office.
The Palace Theatre, Booneville, owned
by E. W. Savage, was burglarized Sunday
night and about $100 was taken . . . Fire
of undetermined origin partly destroyed
the Corning Theatre, Corning, at 2
o'clock Monday morning, causing damage
of more than $10,000, it was reported. The
fire broke out in a small room near the
projection room, destroying projecting
machines, an amplifier and a number of
seats.

a

Sheik,” starring Valen-

Augusta
Ga.

Mr. and Mrs. Chester Luack of Mena
and Pine Ridge were Little Rock visitors

Revivals

Fla.

series of Tuesday showings of old favorites
of both silent and talking screen, have
started at the State Theatre. The first

Augusta,

]y[ISS EMMA COX, owner of the Gem,
Osceola, is cooperating with exhibitors and producers in putting on a $250,000 Movie Quiz contest, starting September 1 and continuing thorugh December 31
. . . Manager J. J. Kane, Conway, inaugurated last Sunday a night performance at
9:15.

Will Build

N. C. — Modern

moving

pic-

ture theatre building will be erected here
at an early date, it was announced by
P. J. Caudell.

» Theatre

«

MODERNIZING
&
STREAMLINING
HEADQUARTERS
Visit Us
in our new office
1914 Main Street

Completing Crossville House
Crossville,

Tenn. — Work

ward on completion
theatre here.

is going

of the new

for-

$18,000

PLANS

FREE

On Remodeling

THEATRES

WANTED

Wanted to Buy or Lease — one or
more good theatres. Prefer towns
without competition, in south or
southwest. Will consider any
good house.

P. O. Box 100

ERWIN,

TENN.

KING

SCENIC

Jobs

CO.

1914 Main St.
DALLAS
81

pHE
city’s five
cent welfare
tax on
all sporting
andperamusement
facilities
at
Audubon and City Parks, collected since
July 27, has been discontinued on the
grounds that the two parks are municipal
properties. Collection of the tax was
ordered discontinued, according to members of the park board, after a committee
from their body called on Frank Fairley
of the city gasoline and amusement tax
department and maintained that the levy
should apply only to spectators at sports
and amusement events, not upon participants. . . Jimmy Briant is overseeing the
completion of an air-conditioning plant in
the local Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer exchange.
Pontchartrain Beach will he dismantled
at the end of the present season, to make
way for beautiful lakeshore homes for
which lots are now being sold, but New
Orleans loill have a bigger and better playground at Milneburg and nearer the heart
of the city at an estimated cost of
$400,000. Milneburg is also on the lake.
Eddie Cantor, radio and screen comedian, is planning a visit to this city in a
few months to see and hear the 12-yearold singing mascot of the police department here, Tommy Scanlon. Buddhie
Marx, a local businessman,
to NBC officials.
The

Liberty

Theatre’s

“sold” Tommy
manager.

Bob

J^EW AZTECA FILM release for the week
is titled “Alarmas,” distributed here by
Latin-American Film Exchange . . . Sign
on the Prince Theatre last week read:
“When G-Men Step In” — “The Shadow
Strikes.” (We are still wondering).
Word reached Boxoffice here last week
that the remodeled Aguirre Theatre in
Ozona, Tex., reopened last Saturday with
an all-Spanish picture policy.
Some of the stage players heard in “Lives
of Great Americans,” WOAI’s Sunday evening series, include Percy Barbat (also
picture actor) , Florence Saxon, Eddie
Moran (oldtime film comic), and Phil
Alexander. Lew Valentine writes, directs
and produces these dramatic programs.
Recent visitors: Ella Logan, the Scotch
songbird; Harley Sadler, Texas rep showman; Gene Burris, Majestic, Sabinal, and
Ray Jennings, Colonial, Hondo, were in
booking product at Paramount, and at
Independent Film Exchange Thursday of
last week, Mrs. A. A. Harryman who runs

We

Specialize
in
QUALITY & SERVICE
The Queen Feature Service, Inc.
Quality Theatre
1912%

Morris

Equipment

Avenue

BIRMINGHAM,

82

& Supplies
Phone

ALABAMA

3-8665

Haley, who has been the manager for the
past year, is being transferred to the Orpheum in Kansas City. He will be succeeded by John Quinlan, former assistant
manager of the Brandeis Theatre in
Omaha. Quinlan will be succeeded in
Omaha by R. W. Mcllvane, who has been
treasurer of the Orpheum here. Mr. McIlvaine will be succeeded by Asa Booksh,
former assistant manager of the Liberty.
Clifton Lafrance, who has been secretary
to Vic Meyer, manager of the Orpheum,
will take Booksh’s place at the Liberty.
Mae West, who it was rumored for
some time would come here on her personal appearance tour, has omitted our
fair city from her list. When asked by
Louis Prima, who will go with her on her
tour, and who incidentally has a present
engagement at a local night club, about
coming here on her tour, she naively inquired, “Do you think that I will pull in
New Orleans?” So we have learned something else about Miss West. She is modest.
Miss Alma Sherman cashier at the local
Grand National office, is resigning her
position there to become cashier at the
local Universal office. She will be succeeded by Paul Mipro, who was formerly a
shipping clerk at GN . . . Mr. and Mrs. Ben
Fonseca, operators of the Ashton Theatre, are rejoicing over the arrival of a
daughter, Janice.

the Palace over in Weimar,
shopping.

Miami

—

Inaugurating

a

midsummer

school for assistant managers, 15 junior
employes of Wometco Theatres are attending classes weekly in the chain’s executive offices. The school opened with
a session devoted to booking and contracts, lead by Walter Klements. This
past week the group were instructed in
accounting by Larry Johnston.
Subsequent sessions are to include buying, with Sidney Meyer as instructor; art
display, to be explained by Hal Kopplin;
maintenance and upkeep, by Mitchell
Wolfson, and reviews and examination by
Herman Silverman.
Sessions will be held each Tuesday
morning through the remainder of the
summer and the early part of autumn.

m in a mi m
pOLLOWING the arrival this past weekend of Sidney Meyer from his trip
abroad, Mitchell Wolfson, his co-executive in the Wometco Theatres, departed
for an autumn vacation to be spent in the
mountains near Asheville, N. C. Wolfson
delegated to Meyer the local chairmanship for Motion Pictures’ Greatest Year
activities. Mr. and Mrs. Wolfson will return early in October.

was in show

The lone bandit who held up and robbed
Madge Doyle, Texas Theatre cashier, of
$350 last week, was captured by local police the next day after the stick-up. The
loss was fully covered by insurance.
Miss Stella Roche of Hollywood was a
guest of the Plaza Hotel recently. She was
formerly society editor and columnist of
the Corpus Christi Caller-Times. She conducts a widely-read motion picture column titled “ Cinema-role ’’ for various Texas
newspapers. Miss Roach was in the Alamo
City on route to California after a tivo
weeks’ vacation spent on the Gulf Coast.
More vacation notes: Mrs. Lola Harris,
Paramount inspectress, is visiting in historical old New Orleans . . . Miss Evelyn
La Fon, same office, enjoying herself in
and around Santone.
The Texas Theatre held over “Army
Girl’’ three days, giving it a full week’s
run, due largely to its southwestern premiere which indeed was timely in keeping
with the Third Army maneuvers at Camp
Bullis.

FOR

A Wometco Summer
School for Managers

SALE

First-class talking machine equipment now in operation. Act quickly.
Very cheap.
IMPERIAL THEATRE,
814 N. Hagan Ave., New Orleans, La.

During September and October the
Seventh Avenue Theatre will be stripped
back to the walls for a complete remodeling which will include raising the house’s
roof. Charles Walders, owner of this independent house, left this weekend for a
vacation which he will begin in the Carolinas and conclude in New York where he
plans to spend considerable time at the
exchanges. Mr. and Mrs. Walders purchased the Seventh Avenue two years ago
after leasing during the previous decade.
Charles Walders jr., manager of the
Tivoli, a Paramount house, will take his
vacation when his father returns.
Charles Whitacre is taking time off
from his supervisory work at the new
Paramount to substitute for A1 Weiss jr.,
at the Olymphia while the latter treks to
Wisconsin for his vacation. James Barnett comes in at the Rex during J. Hal
Luter’s vacation.
The Rex Theatre made the news twice
this week: First with launching of a new
contest with a cash award and tickets going to writers of the best “ Rex-Couplets
two-line jingles which end with the name
of the current attraction; and second
with a huge party for carrier boys of the
Miami Daily News. A special screening was
arranged.
Much interested speculation attends the
organization of an intimate theatre group
under the leadership of Cloyd Head, formerly director of the Goodman Little Theatre at the Chicago Art Institute.
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Outdoor

Amusements

Waterworks

Divert Grosses

Of Supply

Montreal —
Competition of outdoor
amusements has been severely felt by
Montreal

and

neighborhood

A Censor

motion

Assn. Studies Need

Exchange

picture theatres this month, owing to
the exceptionally hot and
humid
weather. The “Bonfire'' Theatre in
Notre Dame de Grace, the outdoor entertainments at Belmont Park and
the military bands in the city's parks
and squares have drawn away thousands who might otherwise have gone
to

who

the

cinema.

Air-conditioned

the-

atres had a real advantage, the Snowdon, Savoy and Empire drawing many
sought relief from the heat wave.

Ottawa — There is a “leak” in releasing
schedules for film attractions in Canada
which is not in the records of the bookers
and which, incidentally, is causing a bit
of tongue-wagging at least. Outstanding
pictures are being unofficially screened
before they are publicly released and the
film distributors apparently can’t do anything about it. The situation is:
Hon. Frank O’Connor, member
Canadian Senate and a financial
of the Liberal Party,
atre in his residence

Pro-Spanish Group
Utilizes "Blockade"
Ottawa — An astounding tieup with the
presentation of a film attraction by a
semi-political organization without the approval of the theatre company or theatre
manager is engaging the attention of the
government authorities. The feature on
the screen is “Blockade,” and wherever it
is being played the theatre is being
“picketed” by representatives of the
“Youth Committee to Aid Spain” who distribute handbills as patrons leave the theatre and offer the opportunity for a contribution with collection receptacles. Previously, “Blockade” had been protested by
Councils of the Knights of Columbus in
various parts of the Dominion but it was
passed by the censors and now another
group is busy with a “cooperative tieup”
where the feature is being shown. The
matter is being investigated by police officials.
The text of the handbill distributed at
the theatre doors by the Youth Committee
to aid Spain is as follows:
Ask
“You

have just seen the picture ‘Blockade.’ It has shown you the suffering of
the non-combatants in Spain today. You
have seen how Spanish children go without milk — without food — without proper
care. A generation in Spain is undergoing a
horrible experience — bombs —
starvation — death — the nerve-racking experience of a war that has been thrust
upon the Spanish people. The future of
Spanish children depends upon the humanitarian consciousness of the world.
“Canadian people cannot ignore this
tragedy of our time — this murder and
suffering brought upon the women and
children of Spain by the planes and bombs
of Hitler .and Mussolini. Canadian people
have already contributed to the care and
housing of the victims. But there are
hundreds of thousands of children to be
cared for! They need your help now.
Young people in Canada are at present
straining every effort to offer more aid
to the Spanish children. You can help
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K

of the
backer

has a private theat Maryvale, Ont.,

his friends gather for the enjoyment of the newest in picture offerings.

The screen bill o’ fare is often a jump
ahead of the premiere in Radio City
Music Hall, New York. Senator O’Connor has already screened “Marie Antoinette” and “Alexander’s Ragtime Band,”
for example.
The Senator is a close personal friend
of Premier M. F. Hepburn of Ontario.
And

Premier Hepburn, as provincial treasurer, is chairman of the moving picture
board of appeal and controlling head of
the Ontario Board of moving picture
censors.
Prints of all the new pictures must be
sent by the film exchanges to the board
of censors before release to theatres for
approval

or otherwise.

Consolidated
Loew's

London, Ont. — The Canadian Waterworks Ass’n will probably at an early
date study possible sources of water for
air-cooling systems for theatres.
Increasing numbers of systems have
created a problem in various sections. In
this city the waterworks department will
not

supply the water from the city system and theatres planning air cooling are
forced to dig their own wells.
The chief problem met in the situation is the fact that theatres require the
water at the time of the year when the
consumption is at its peak. Waterworks
departments are unwilling to increase the
capacity of the system in order to supply
water for four months in the year to
consumers in scattered sections.
It is understood that the American
Waterworks Ass’n has the matter
investigation at the present time.

Jack Hunter

Acquires

From

Manslield

theatres,

and

His Majesty’s

The policy to be pursued at Loew’s is
now under consideration. Hitherto it has
been

a vaudeville house, and later a picture house with occasional vaudeville acts.
An announcement concerning its future
form of entertainment as well as the date

of opening will be made
officials shortly.

Ginger Dances

under

Describes

The Newsreel's

Growth

Montreal — The advancement of moving
picture newsreels during the past few
years

was described to the luncheon meeting of the Toronto Rotary Club by Jack
Hunter, manager of the Paramount Film
Service, Ltd. Mr. Hunter said the news
pictures had advanced from the days when
it was used to chase patrons from the
theatre

Montreal — Loew’s Theatre, for many
years past operated by its owners, the
Mansfield Theatre Co., Ltd., has been
taken over by the Consolidated Theatres,
Ltd., of which Arthur Hirsch is president
and managing director. The Consolidated
also operate the Palace, Capitol, Princess,
and Imperial
Theatre.

Aid for Children

to save the growing

where

for Cooling

Sources

after

the

feature

sented, to the point where
sidered a feature itself.

had

been

pre-

it is now

con-

“At the present time,” he said, “the
newsreel is a vital part of the world communications with word pictures of world
events available a few hours after they
actually happen.”
The pictures obtained of the Hindenburg disaster at Lakefield, N. J., were
probably the most outstanding news pictures ever taken, Mr. Hunter remarked.
He said the pictures of the coronation of
King George and Queen Elizabeth were a
definite milestone in the history of newsreels.
A scene, with two members of the club
playing the leading roles, was presented
to the meeting by Mr. Hunter’s associates
at the conclusion of a newsreel made just
a few days before.

by Consolidated

New
Again

Hollywood — Ginger Rogers is taking
down her dancing shoes for her current
starring picture, RKO’s “Carefree,” in
which she and Fred Astaire are re-united
after a separation of more than a year.

Imperial Theatre
Opened

by Robert D’Hondt under the Famous
Players Pictures banner. This addition
makes the second theatre for Delhi.

Dominion
Seek British Family
Montreal — Success of the “Jones Family” and the “Judge Hardy” family in
American films has stimulated London
Daily Express to offer a prize for casting
the best typically British screen family.

in Delhi , Ont .

Delhi, Ont. — The new Imperial Theatre, a 450-seater, has been opened here

Toronto

—

Contracts

Contracts

for

new

sound

equipment have been awarded to Dominion
Sound Equipments, Ltd., for the following
theatres: Palace, Hamilton: Capitol, London; LaSalle, Toronto, and the Avenue,
Toronto.
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All for the Industry

Half the Fees In
For Film Campaign

Drive

Toronto — Contributions equal to 50 per
cent of the seating capacity of Canadian
theatres are reported by the national campaign committee for the film drive now
being

launched. All of the Canadian
gional committees have been organized.

re-

A request that the Canadian contest
be extended to end in January instead of
December has been made by the national
committee in New York. The extension is
desired since releases in the Dominion are
a month later than in the states.

Maritimes Enthused
Over Drive Outlook
St. John, N. B. — Maritime Provinces
exhibitors are entering into the spirit of

These three men who head the Canadian national committee in the industry
drive for better grosses traveled 10,000 miles through Canada organizing eight
regional committees. Left to right: Haskell Masters, general manager for UA
in Canada; J. J. Fitzgibbons, vice-president of Famous Players Canadian;
and Leo Devaney, general manager of RKO in Canada.

“Motion Pictures’ Greatest Year” with
enthusiasm. The seaside provinces were
organized for the drive in a quick tour by
"The Three Flying Showmen of Canada”
— Leo M. Devaney, general manager of
RKO
Distributing Corporation; J. J.
Fitzgibbons,

He

Met

Some

Nice

People , Though

Also
St. John, N. B. — A sidelight of the New
Brunswick and Prince Edward Island exhibitors’ conference in preparation for
"Motion Pictures’ Greatest Year,” written
by Theatreman Walter H. Golding, the
following was given feature display in
local newspapers:
"Colin Danson was puzzled.
“He had come from Sussex to sit in
with other moving picture theatre managers of the province to talk over this million-dollar business drive previously mentioned in the press.
"But he didn’t seem to recognize any of
the ‘old gang.’ He hadn’t been to a gettogether for a number of years, so perhaps
there had been a lot of executive shuffling,
he thought.
“As the men assembled in the Admiral
Beatty Hotel ballroom for lunch he
scanned their faces furtively. No sir, he
couldn’t recall one. Everybody was cordial
enough, but deferentially distant. Not the
old movie crowd of other days, he reflected. A few visits to the refreshment table
had

not seemed to break down
serve of the luncheon crowd.

"Finally an especially
fellow approached.

the

re-

cordial-looking

"With outstretched hand the Sussex
man asked, ‘What house do you manage?’
"The stranger smiled and replied, ’I
am the president of the Bank of Montreal.’
"Colin Danson had been too long in the
entertainment game not to know that
film men are the biggest ladders in the
world.
"He

smiled

it off as a matter

Plan New

Sydney

of course.

Theatre

Sydney, N. S. — Plans for a new theatre
here are being prepared. Location and
owners’

84

names

are withheld.

"Turning to another, he proffered the
traditional ‘convention’ handshake with
the same query. Just to get himself
placed, he added, ‘I’m Danson from Sussex; remember me, don’t you?’
"The stoutish gentleman grasped the
movie man’s hand heartily and introduced
himself as ‘Beatty, president of the
“The Sussex theatre manager, rememC. P. R.’bering the old story about Henry Ford,
Thomas A. Edison, Henry Firestone and
the rural automobile mechanic, was about
to claim identity as Rt. Hon. R. B. Bennett when he caught a glimpse of a fellow
movie man hastening down the hallway
in the opposite direction.
"Then the awful truth dawned. He
was at the wrong luncheon. He had been
fraternizing with Sir Edward Beatty,
president of the Canadian Pacific Railway; Sir Charles Gordon, president of the
Bank of Montreal, and several other
C. P. R. vice-presidents and directors, all
of whom happened to be making an annual group tour of the Maritimes.
"When he got to salons C and D the
meal had commenced, and as he made
full and free confession of his mistake the
roar that went around the long table lasted
ten minutes. There was an echoing roar
from the other end of the hallway.
"Mr. Danson, one of the best known
exhibitors of pictures in the Maritimes,
tells the joke on himself with relish. The
house he manages in Sussex is one of the
most

up-to-date

mechanically

and

equipped

Theatre

Block

best

furnished

general

manager

of Famous

Players Canadian Corporation, and Haskell M. Masters, general sales manager of
United Artists Corporation, all of Toronto.

and

in rural Canada.”

Scheduled

Yarmouth, N. S. — Construction of the
proposed theatre block on Main St. here
is scheduled to be undertaken this year.

a

speaker

at the

conferences

was

Paul Nathanson, president of EmpireUniversal Films, son of N. L. Nathanson,
Toronto, president of FP Canadian Corp.
At St. John this committee of New
Brunswick theatre managers and branch
managers was selected to carry out the
promotional work of the big business drive
and prize contest: W. H. Golding, St.
John, chairman; E. A. Whelpley, P. J.
Hogan, F. G. Spencer and Leslie Sprague
of St. John; W. W. O. Fenety, Fredericton; Charles Staples, St. Stephen; F. W.
Winter, Moncton; P. J. Leger, Bathurst;
Earl D. Nesbitt, Edmundston, with Miss
tary.
Alice L. Fairweather, St. John, as secreAlso attending this conference were Mr.
and Mrs. J. A. Williams, Chipman; John
E. Butler, Moncton; T. J. O’Rourke,
Minto; R. R. Kertson, Grand Falls; Mr.
and Mrs. J. V. McLaughlin, Newcastle;
Colin Danson, Sussex, and the following
from St. John: J. M. Franklin, Mitchell
Franklin, W. R. Golding, Gerald Spencer,
A. A. Fielding, Aubrey Sprague, A. E.
Smith, Gerald M. Hoyt, Charles S. Chaplin,
R. G. March, Paul C. Quinn, J. Gilmour
Armstrong, J. Lieberman, S. Heber,
Mitchell S. Bernstein, Wallace A. Sault,
William Guss, Alden Lockhart and John
B. Moore.
From St. John the visiting executives,
as well as Maritime branch managers who
had

attended this first conference, proceeded to Halifax for a similar meeting

with

Nova Scotia exhibitors. As a provincial committee the exhibitors elected
A. J. Mason, Springhill; W. H. Cuzner,
Sydney Mines; Frank Sobey, Stellarton;
C. E. Walker, Digby, and R. J. Macadam,
Halifax, with Mr. Mason named to act on
the national campaign committee.
At the same

time
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of Nova

Scotia

held

its annual

meeting,

electing: President (re-elected), Mr. Mason; vice-president, Mr. Cuzner; secretary, T. J. Courtney, Halifax; board of
directors, M. W. Mason, New Glasgow;
E. R. Lynn, Sydney; A. A. Fielding, St.
John; Seth Bartling, Liverpool; Myer
schorn, Halifax, and Mr. Macadam.

Montreal

Committee

Montreal — Widespread interest combined with an unanimous desire to cooperate is the reaction of Montreal exhibitors to the industry advertising and
exploitation campaign outlined a
few
days ago in the Mount Royal Hotel. The
10-cent-a-seat levy proved no deterrent,
and there was no difficulty in selecting
a powerful committee for Quebec province.
Arthur Hirach of Consolidated Theatres was elected chairman, with D. A.
Burpee as secretary, and the following
committeemen: Thos. W. Trow, Three
Rivers; C. O. Auclair, N. La wand, G. Ganetakos, J. Deseve, A. Bey, Thetford Mines;
C. Rioux, Quebec; M. Ploitel, local manager of RKO; A. Jeffrey, local manager of
United Artists; J. Brown of the Lido, and
B. C. Solanis of Fairyland and Laval theatres.

Ottawa's Nolan Back
In Oldtime Stride
Ottawa — P. J. Nolan, owner of three
theatres and local chairman of the “Motion Pictures’ Greatest Year” campaign,
is once more in his old stride as an organizer and booster and is devoting considerable time and attention to the rounding
up of exhibitor support in the Ottawa
district for the drive. Noted as a campaigner on tax questions and for trade
improvements, “Paddy” was out of the
picture some months ago because of illness but a recent holiday jaunt put him
in fine fettle just in time to take hold
of the big drive commencing September 1.

Film and Sound Records
Made of Roosevelt Visit
Ottawa — Because of the historic significance of the official visit of President F.
D. Roosevelt of the United States to the
Ottawa district for the opening of the
International Bridge over the St. Lawrence River, a recording of the entire
broadcast of the proceedings by the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. on its Blattnerphone equipment has been placed in the
Museum
of Permanent Sound of the
Canadian Archives in Ottawa, along with
copies of the moving pictures secured by
cameramen of the Canadian Government
Motion Picture Bureau. There they will
remain for the benefit of posterity. The
broadcast was carried by 348 radio stations on this continent and short-waved
around the world.

Sovereign Branch
Toronto — Sovereign Film Distributors,
Ltd., distributors of 16mm films, this past
week opened an office in Calgary, Alberta.
Joseph DeVries has been placed in charge.
:: August
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(Regina

Her-

Is Functioning
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Hollywood
Pinks
Few will feel deep distress even if it is
found true Hollywood movie celebrities
are supporting Communism. The city of
make-believe has cried wolf so often it
would be comforting to know it had any
real emotion or true feeling for anything,
even Communism. An honest Communist
is better than a party-mad nonentity unable to think past clothes, publicity and
fame; for a long time Hollywood, in spite
of all the claims of reform, has appeared
the city of fantastic salaries, wild abandon and peanut -sized thought.
The moment to be impressed with the
amount of consideration leading men and
women of the studios give the teachings of
Marx and Lenin has yet to arrive. The
Washington investigator who made the
charge

about radical and Communistic activities in the studios mentioned no names.
When anonymous celebrities he mentioned
begin taking their chances with striking
longshoremen and obey the instructions
from Moscow about personal sacrifice for
“the Cause” such as refusing parts in
films honoring kings, capitalists and
bourgeois then we shall feel more like
honoring them for having the courage of
their convictions.
Presently, it is hard to forget Communism is fashionable. The threat of Fascism
and

the progressive programs of President Roosevelt have removed the ignominy

Press

Mail

Gracious Act
Mary Pickford's
Mary Pickford’s graciousness in coming
from California to Toronto to assist the
Star’s Fresh Air Fund brought out more
impressively than ever the lovable qualities which make this city proud to claim
her as its own. The fund was lagging
until she was asked to lend it the inspiration of her presence and appeal, and
doubtless now will go over the top with
flying colors. No cause could be worthier
of her help, and it can be taken for granted it was from a heart filled with sympathy she asked all able to give to do so,
that poor children of the city might benefit from a holiday in sunshine and clear
air.
It was typical kindliness, too, that led to
thoughts of what might be done with the
old home that stands boarded up in a
block for sale to the highest bidder. To
Mary Pickford it recalls days when her
widowed

mother

strove

by sewing

to sup-

port three children and herself and Mary’s
six weeks in a hospital without expense.
Couldn’t she buy the building and turn it
into a tearoom to help the Hospital for
Sick Children? We hope her plan will
succeed. It would be pleasing to generations of less privileged boys and girls to
remember that this was done by a famous
screen artist who could not forget what
need was in childhood.

formerly attached to the proponent of leftwing ideals. Hollywood, of all places, is
aware of the advantage of being on the
right side of popular thought. If movie
actors or actresses have to be anything
politically, they are likely to have more

The Star’s Fund has received a deserving impetus from this visit. Thousands
of people have been induced to give a
second thought to those about them who

friends

them,

when they speak of being Communists rather than Nazis. The investigator of their opinions has done them
no harm by speaking of their radicalism,
especially when he has mentioned no
names. All is grist that comes to the
Hollywood publicity mill.

July
Canada’s

29,

1938,

Weekly, Montreal,
London, England.

“In the British House of Commons of
Monday Mr. Leckie asked the President
of the Board of Trade whether he is aware
that of 77 British films viewed by the Ontario Board of Films Censors, 38, or nearly
50 per cent, had to be cut, while of 2,377
films from the United States of America
viewed by the board, 439, or 18.3 per cent,
needed censoring; and whether, with a
to increasing the demand for British-made films, he will take steps to ensure a higher standard than exists at

present?
“Mr. Cross: ‘The attention of the film
producers in this country has already
been called to the recent report of the
Ontario Board of Film Censors to which
reference

‘in His name,’

obligation

that

there

is special

to ‘the little children.’ ”
August 5, 1938
Montreal Gazette, Que.

Children and
The Pictures
“To

Que.

British Films
In Canada

view

are not so well off, because Mary Pickford travelled from California to remind

the Editor

of the Gazette:

“Sir — I saw recently one of the best
films that has been released this year. Ii
has many merits, but its greatest is that
it inevitably captures the sympathy of
children, especially young boys, for all
that is finest and truest in human nature.
Indeed that was the purpose for which it
was written. I refer to “Lord Jeff,” in
which Freddie Bartholomew and Mickey
Rooney both act marvelously, and nearly
all the other actors are young boys like
these two. Forty years spent in teaching
boys

have proved to me beyond all possible doubt that the easiest and best way
to influence the young for good is to tell
them thrilling tales in which the hero
possesses moral as well as physical courage, and this film is above all things a
lesson in moral courage among schoolboys. And it grips the attention from
beginning to end.
Now,

when the youth of the
(Continued on page 88)

world

is

is made.’ ”
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Term Narrow

Gauge

Outstanding

Films

F-P 20th Convention
In Toronto

Development

Toronto — The
of Famous
completed

Ottawa — A report of the Canadian department of trade and commerce, dealing
with the activities of the motion picture

cause of the cost, the expenditure for such
being almost as great as in the production
of a sound film in the English tongue.

bureau, a branch of the department, refers to the production and exhibition of

Double-bill programs in many of the theatres of the United States and Canada

16 mm.

films as an “outstanding development” and a new undertaking which has
met with almost immediate success “and
which has opened up new and valuable
fields for publicity.”
“The results have clearly demonstrated
that there is a wide field and an immediate demand for such films,” the report
continues and the announcement is made
that equipment has been purchased and
installed in the bureau “to insure production on a large scale.”
The bureau, it is pointed out, has largely
concentrated its efforts upon what is
known as the non-theatrical field, where
the rapidly increasing use of films for
educational, community enterprise, welfare and entertainment purposes has
opened

up tremendous opportunities. “Nontheatrical circulation was considerably developed, particularly within the Empire
and abroad, and, to some extent, may be
attributed to the acceptance of an international standard for 16 mm. films by
most of the countries
report states.
Advances

of the

world,”

the

the Bureau’s films, yet advances were reported in Canada, the United Kingdom,
Australia, New Zealand, South Africa, the
British West Indies and the United States.
The approximate number of films, mainly one-reel subjects, which have been in
circulation in more than 30 principal
countries was 6,500, of which 3,579 were
in use in the United States. The total
listed as in use in Canada is 1,376 while
more than 500 were being shown in the
British Isles. The number being shown
in Germany was given as 96; France and
Switzerland, 63; Australia and New Zealand, 185; Japan, 30; China, 59; the
Scandinavian countries, 64, and Italy, 70.
It is estimated that more than 5,500,000
feet of film are in active circulation
throughout the world while there are
about 6,000 different film subjects in the
bureau’s library in Ottawa.
According to Frank C. Badgley, u'ho has
been director of the Bureau for many
years, the more recent development in
the 16 mm. films has been so rapid that
already there are close to 1,000 subjects
of narrow gauge in available form.
There is good theatrical distribution of
the official Canadian prints in the British Isles, Australia, New Zealand and
South Africa where the English language
is spoken. Little has been done in the
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of

foreign-language

hurt the distribution in those countries because fewer short subjects of any
are being screened.

kind

The comparatively new 16 -mm traveling units in the Dominion have taken a
substantial number of the narrow-width
Government releases, these being scenic
and
the

instructional pictures to a large extent. There are about 30 enterprises in
Canadian West which are using the

16 -mm

prints for scheduled circuit performances on a regular basis.
Ottawa

Bureau

Cooperates

The

Ottawa Bureau has extended considerable cooperation to moving picture
producers in the United States, Great
Britain and Canada for pictures based on
Canadian stories or with Canadian locales.
This assistance consisted of information
and data, aiding in research and location
work, facilitating arrangements with the
Customs and Immigration officials for
the entry into Canada of personnel and
equipment and the furnishing of copies
of films from the Bureau library for atmospheric and montage scenes. Moving
pictures

Reported

It is declared that general conditions in
the film industry, such as over-production,
double-feature programs, quotas and
tariff barriers raised in various foreign
countries militated against any marked
increase in the theatrical circulation of

producing

have

films

be-

have been made for many government departments, travel, tourist and
parks organizations, various industries,
the Canadian National Railways, Canadian Legion, Canadian Broadcasting Corp.,
the Canadian Legations at Washington and
Paris, various Provincial Governments of
the Dominion, exhibitions, etc., as well as
scenic and travelogue reels.

N.

20th

Players

annual

convention

eastern

a three-day

managers

meeting,

Friday.

L. Nathanson, president of FP, relayed his message of greeting from the

steamer
son,

returning

Paul

him

from

Nathanson

of

Europe.
Empire

His
Uni-

versal, spoke in his absence. C. Robson, eastern divisional manager, presided. J.J. Fitzgibbons, vice-president,
the necessity of tying in with

urged
the

industry's

current

business

cam-

paign.

London's Seating
Capacity Greatest
London,

Ont.

—

Based

on

comparative

population figures London has more seating capacity in motion picture houses
than any other Canadian city, the city
assessment commissioner, H. J. Bennett,
believes.
With each of the eight theatres running five shows daily the entire population of mdre than 76,300 could be accommodated in less than two days. The
1938 assessment roll notes that the total
seating capacity of all theatres
one seat for every nine persons.

is 8,301 or

It is the general belief that 10,000 persons do not attend the theatre. These are
the sick, crippled and convalescent as well
as a very few who have a prejudice in
favor of the stage.
Five

of the theatres are in the downtown district. These are the Capitol,

Loew’s,

Park

Branch

Film

Library Extensive

the Grand, Centre and the Patricia; one in East London, the Palace, and
one on the Hamilton road, the Rex and
the Elmwood in the southwest section.

Ottawa — The extent to which the Canadian government is making use of films
for publicity purposes is shown in the report of the national parks branch of the
department of mines and resources. This
branch

possesses a film library of 84 different subjects, comprising more than 1,300
prints available in both 35 and 16 mm.
sizes, which are being loaned to societies,
universities, schools, lecturers as well, as
theatre distributors.
The films reveal many of the beauty
spots in the Canadian parks and deal
with various phases of wild animal life,
conservation and recreational advantages.

Two

of the most recent releases are “Colorful Days in Prince Albert National Park”
and “Playgrounds of the Prairies,” both
of which are in natural color.
The national parks films have theatrical circulation in many countries, including the United States, Great Britain,
France, Czechoslovakia, Holland, Norway,
Australia, Hawaii, South Africa, India and
the British West Indies, as well as Canada itself. No mention is made of certain
countries such as Germany, Italy and
Japan, by the way.

Eddie Zorn Is Manager

in

Calgary lor F-P Canadian
Calgary, Alta. — Eddie Zorn has taken
over managerial duties at the Capitol
Theatre here. The new manager is an
Ohio man whose theatrical experience has
been confined to the east. For the past
12 years he has been associated with the
Paramount circuit, operating houses in
Boston,

Springfield

and

Long

Island.

His

present employment by the Famous Players Canadian Corp. marks his first visit
to Canada. Charles Straw has been transferred from the Capitol to the Empress
of Edmonton.

New

Creston House

Creston, B. C. — Construction will be
started soon on a new $30,000 theatre
here, seating 500, for Lloyd W. Johnston.
The new house will be situated across from
the Creston Hotel.
BOXOFFICE
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Selects Best Nine
From Metro
Q.EORGE
N. PRICE, veteran character
actor and a favorite on Broadway for
more than 20 years, happened to be
strolling about town on a visit to his old

Ottawa — According to Gordon Lightstone of Regal Films, Ltd., who recently
cttended

the

meeting

in

Ottawa

to

organize for the Motion Pictures' Greatest Year Drive, the nine best M-G-M

home city of St. John when
Holly, CBC announcer, was

features

a “Street Scene” all over Canada, and
there was little chance of this passer-by
having mike fright when he was invited
to say something. The old trouper told a
few reminisces about his major parts in

past year
Oxford,"

at

the

boxoffice

in Canada were:
"Bad Man
of

"Firefly,"

"Test

Pilot,"

rades," "Merrily We

during

the

"A Yank at
Brimstone,"

“Three

Com-

Live,"

“Last

“Dead End,” “Lost Boy,” “Hear Me,”
“Thank You” and others. Price is well
known particularly for his impersonations
of President Wilson — years ago he was

Gangster," “Big City" and "Toy Wife."
Probably the most disappointing picGarbo

ture was "Conquest," starring Greta
and Charles Boyer, which was

moved down
a few runs.

to the

"B"

category

after

often addressed as “Mr. President” when
walking along New York streets. Long
ago the actor was a dispensing druggist

Lee Garmes Planning
Production in England
Montreal

—

Lee

Garmes,

once

one

of

Hollywood’s top cameramen and more recently co-director of ‘‘Crime Without Passion” and “The Scoundrel” has, after
two or three years in England, decided to
form his own producing company there.
He wants to make a picture of Scotland's
national hero, Sir William Wallace, if he
can find a suitable actor for the part.
Garmes has been interested in the subject of Wallace for two years, and says,
if he can’t find a star for the part, he is
willing to test an unknown, if he fills the
bill in appearance and physique.
Meanwhile, Garmes
has opened a
photographer’s business in Bond street,
London, and one of his cherished plans is
to create a complete stock film library of
England, town and country, and to combine with the making of this library a
series of short films of England on
“travel”

lines.

City Approves Capitol's
$30,000 Alteration Plan
Edmonton, Alta. — Permit authorizing
$30,000 worth of improvements and alterations to the Capitol Theatre here has
been

issued by the city building department to Famous Players Corp. of Canada, Ltd., of Toronto.

Included in the plan is a changed seating arrangement in the balcony, new
flooring, new air-conditioning equipment
and many other improvements. V. Armand of Toronto is acting as building
supei’intendent

here

during

Coal Wants

the program.

to Burn

Montreal — ■ One fireman was injured
and employes were kept busy for hours
on August 18 when spontaneous combustion in the coal bins of the Monkland
Theatre, Monkland avenue, caused minor
explosions. Fire damage was negligible,
but firemen kept a stream on the bins
for five hours while a crew of men
shoveled 45 tons of coal through a footwide opening and coal company trucks
carted it back to the coal yard.
BOXOFFICE
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broadcasting

in William Hawker & Son’s store in St.
John. Later, in New York, he went into
a bank to cash a check and the teller informed him he would have to be identified.
By a streak of luck there happened to be
a clerk in the bank office whom Mr.
Price often had served as a druggist.
“There’s a man who can tell you my
name!” the actor exclaimed to the teller.
The clerk looked around and saw him — •
“Why,

sure

I

do,” he

said. “Hello,

Mr.

Hawker.”

Under the heading, “Tries Gallantly to
be Patriotic but Feet Fail Him,” St. John’s
Evening Times-Globe carried this account of a Capitol patron who became too
engrossed in the plot of the feature picture: The second show had ended and
as the strains of the National Anthem
pealed forth the audience stood at attention— all but one man, near the front on
the ground floor. Patriotism welled in his
soul but he had jammed his feet into the
seat ahead; he now struggled manfully
to release himself but his best efforts were
futile as he squirmed, resting on his
shoulder blades. Ripples of laughter became general, and finally the man got his
feet to where they should have been — ■
just in time to stand flushed and wobbly
just as the National Anthem ended. But

“timely” when they hit this part of the
continent — for instance, as numerous
patrons have been heard to remark recently, “A Yank at Oxford” accompanied
on the screen by the current newsreel
showing Oxford’s win over Cambridge in
the annual boat race, and “Lord Jeff” accompanied by news-shots of the themecrossings.
vessel Queen Mary’s record-breaking ocean

“Many

thanks

your

wire

correction

moose. Will correct subsequent prints”
was the telegram Lew Lehr of 20th Century-Fox sent to the Nova Scotia government bureau of information after a
Halifax theatregoer had kicked that the
travelogue “The Land of the Maple Leaf”
represented moose as being abundant in
Canada “from British Columbia to New
Brunswick.” As Nova Scotia is farther
east than New Brunswick, the bureau
deemed it advisable to put in a good word
for the Nova Scotian moose too . . .
Travelogues sometimes have
trouble in pleasing the people

no end of
who live in

the filmed locale. Universal’s “Going
Places with Lowell Thomas” brought a
ban-age from Ian Sclanders, St. John
columnist, when the series portrayed New
Brunswick. While appreciating the tourist publicity the film would provide, the
writer pointed out the travelogue was open
to fair criticism because the provincial
government had reimbursed the motion
picture people “to the tune of several
thousand dollars” for it. He mildly rapped
the “inaccuracies” of the way the film
presented New Brunswick residents, but
found most fault in what had been left
out — what the film might have been. Shots
of farmers eating blueberry pie and girls
pickingseveral
flowers
he termed
“waste”
— but
noted
redeeming
aspects
in scenes
of wild life, angling, yachting and falls
gorges. Just the same the travelogue drew
well in its New Brunswick showings, many
of the patrons commenting they had never
seen much of their own province before.

all’s well that ends well, and scores of
picture patrons — including the “victim”
— left the theatre wreathed in smiles.

M. S. Bernstein of the Maritime Film
Co., attended the funeral of his brother,
Sam of Uniontown, Pa., in New York
recently.

Dr. G. C. Cossar, Scottish founder of
the Cossar farm for immigrant and Canadian boys at Gagetown, N. B., is an ardent
film-maker. At Gagetown the other day
he realized a good sum for New Brunswick orphans by giving a show of his own
travelogue collection — including shots of

Miss Paula Darrah, Maritime’s revisor,
has been away from work with a painful
injury received when a reel of film fell
on her foot.

“sea gulls that are so clever they
rise to meet a ship from Aberdeen.”

never

Maritime theatregoers may not see the
feature pictures as soon as New York does,
sometimes, but often they are even more

Reissues Profitable
Toronto — Reissues are proving profitable to Superior Films, Ltd., reports Harry
G. Price, Canadian general manager for
the firm. “Hell’s Angels” and “Street
Scene” are among the films Superior is distributing.

J. Lieberman, Mr. Bernstein’s partner,
and Mrs. Lieberman have had as guests,
his sister, Mrs. Fischel P. Lesser, and
children, Stanley and Carol of Toronto,
at their suburban summer home . . . Miss
“Pat” Stamers, formerly with U A, is now
on Maritime’s staff.

Will Play Quebec
Montreal — The Quebec tourist office
will prepare a Technicolor film on the
beauties of the province of Quebec. It is
hoped to secure a wide distribution in the
United States where it is planned to show
the film in 5,000 theatres.
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Press Comment
(Continued
ASSOCIATED SCREEN NEWS has not
let the hot weather interfere with its
production activity and is going ahead
with its Canadian Cameos and with commercial and newsreel work. A long list
of announcement trailers has been sent
out to exhibitors. These are available in
either black and white or tinted stock.
A. S. N’s newsreelers, Roy Tasch and Dick
Harrison, covered the Open Golf championships at Toronto and the arrival of
President Roosevelt at Kingston, Ont.,
along with the ceremony of conferring a
degree on the president of Queen’s University, and the opening of the Thousand
Islands bridge ... An Associated Screen
Theatre has been opened at the Canadian
National Exhibition, Toronto, to display
commercial films.
Producers and exhibitors alike are
awaiting with keen interest, arrival from
Scotland of Oscar Deutsch who is holidaying there, and who, it is reported, will
shortly visit Canada to establish theatres
as part of an Empire chain.
Religious Film Society of London is
reported to have 50 new features available, and Gaumont-British has in its instructional series a number which are religious in theme or intent.
Renamed

the Rio, and thoroughly reconditioned and redecorated, H. N. Jern-

berg’s Province Theatre in Winnipeg has
reopened . . . Winnipeg was paid a visit
by two Hollywood dance teachers, Arthur
Prince, who taught tap dancing to Shirley
Temple, and William Moffa who taught
Jeanette MacDonald. During their stay
are guest instructors in the Mary Elizabeth Potter school.
Cinema

de Paris has been exhibiting a

notable Parisian film, “Nuits de Feu,” produced by Marcel l’Herbier, one of the outstanding French producers, and directed
by Simon Schifron. The settings recapture the atmosphere of Tsarist Russia to
a remarkable degree.
Ted Kelly, who is in charge of Dominion
Sound

Equipment’s Filmrow office, is enjoying his summer vacation at Rawdon,
Que. Pinchhitting for him on Monkland
avenue is George Crowhurst from the
head office . . . C. O. Auclair has reopened his renovated Hollywood Theatre
on St. Lawrence boulevard.

Filmrow visitors: John Costis, Palace,
Granby; C. Rioux, Cambrai, Quebec;
George Gray, Wonderland, Magog; E.
Martineau jr., Valleyfield; A. Ringuette,
Parisienne, Louisville; Albert Bey, the
Cinema, Thetford Mines; T. Trow, Imperial, Three Rivers; A. Goldstein, East
Angus and L. Choquette, Farnham . . . H.
Graham, Quebec sales manager of General Theatre Equipment, has gone to North
Hatley with his wife for a holiday.
Almost

a

record for the hot weather

season, “Algiers” is running a third week
at the Orpheum — A British visitor brings
the news that the Hollywood production
of “ David Copperfield” resulted in the
sale in the United Kingdom of 100,000
(Continued on page 90)
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getting the benefit of these moral lessons
is it not a thousand pities that those boys
who have the misfortune to live in this
province should be deprived of what is at
the same time an intense pleasure and an
excellent means of both moral and intellectual improvement? No doubt there are
more films shown which would be harmful
to children than there are of the type of
“Lord Jeff,” but there are also very many,
particularly the news reels and travel
films, which are most instructive. Many
films teach us geography in a more realistic manner than any book could possibly teach it. Is it then necessary to
throw away so much grain on account of
the chaff? Cannot some other way be
found for keeping children from the harmful films?
“I have been told that fatal fires have
been the principal reason for the present
law on this subject. But, surely, the remedy for this is to make the cinemas safe
for everybody, adults and children, with a
thoroughly adequate number of exits.
Otherwise we had better keep the youngsters out of church and school as well.
For have there not been many fatal fires
in both? It is true' that children were
allowed to see ‘Snow White,’ but why only
‘Snow White’? Or why only a very occasional film where great pressure has
been brought to bear upon the authorities
to make an exception? ‘Snow White’ was
merely amusing, while ‘Lord Jeff’ and
many another similar film are something
far greater. Cannot the law be reconsidered? Or are our children’s interests
not worth considering? In many countries each film is licensed separately for
children and for adults. It is then up to
the manager of each picture house to arrange his programme so that only films
licensed for children are shown on a night
when there is something specially suited
to them. That is common sense.”
C. WICKSTEED ARMSTRONG.
Waterville, P.Q., Aug. 3, 1938.

TORO WTO
H. WILKES, exploiteer for United Artists, has returned from his vacation
cruise of the Great Lakes, through Lakes
Erie, St. Clair, Huron and Michigan, to
Chicago.
Miss Elizabeth Sutherland, who went
to London last autumn as the best Canadian screen type, has been cast in “I Killed the Count,” in which she plays the role
of an American chorus girl.
Gordon Wilson, of Empire-Educational
Toronto office, has returned from a vacation at Trent River, Ont.
This city, her birthplace, extended a
most enthusiastic welcome to Mary Pickford when she visited Toronto to be one
of the headliners in a four -hour radio
broadcast held with the purpose of helping under privilged children through the
Star Fresh Air Fund. Mayor Ralph C.
Day presented Miss Pickford with a bouquet as a token of Toronto’s admiration.

O T T A\ W A\
QNE of the three theatres selected for
Canadian first-run engagements of
“Alexander’s Ragtime Band” was the
Ottawa Capitol, the two others being the
Palace in Montreal and the Uptown Theatre, Toronto. Manager Ray Tubman
tuned in his big guns for a special exploitation campaign and confidentially expects that the attraction will merit a
holdover even with the annual Ottawa
Fair as opposition.
J. B. Scott, cameraman of the Canadian government motion picture bureau,
is at work in the former “dust bowl” of
the prairie west for the purpose of shooting pictures of harvesting operations in
the area which had gone broke because
of drought. The country has been reclaimed through the efforts of the department of agriculture. The “before and
after” picture is to be released to theatres as an example of Canadian grit in
the face of disaster.
The Dionne Quintuplets at Callander,
Ont., have each been presented with a
typical Scottish brooch, the gift of the
burgh of Callander in Scotland, the mementoes being accompanied by an address
from the provost of the Scottish town —
which the famous babies did not understand at all.
Manager Don Stapleton waived his summer policy of semi-weekly program
changes at the Centre Theatre in order
to
Joe E. attraction
Brown in for
“The the
Gladiator”
as play
a special
full six
days. The splendid results, even in the
face of the hottest spell of the summer,
justified his decision.
Donald Munro, an Ottawa young man,
bids fair to become a well-known playwright for the stage and screen. His
three-act comedy, “The Best Dressed
Woman in the World,” was presented by
the Berkshire Players at Stockbridge,
Mass., with whom he has been acting as
stage manager. Mr. Munro, who is 29
years of age, has gone to New York to
sell his play to a Broadway producer. He
has already disposed of a number of
sketches.
The

number of persons on unemployment relief in Ottawa at the end of July
reached the lowest total since 1932, of
11,258, and there are indications that the
total ivill drop still lower, according to the
official report. The relief woodyard has
been abolished because of the lack of idle
men and the cessation of demand for fuel.
Hundreds of Ottawa mothers were the
guests of Manager Angelo Stevens at a
special preview performance of “Love
Finds Andy Hardy” at the Regent Theatre
on the morning of August 18.
M. A. “Mike” Mahoney, veteran Ottawa
sourdough of the Klondike in the days of
’98, has been notified that he has been
elected the only Canadian member of the
Adventurers’ Club of Los Angeles, for his
feat in bringing out the body of Judge
Humes, former Mayor of Seattle, by dogteam from Fairbanks, Alaska, at the time
of the Gold Rush.
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WINNIPEG
western supervisor
KERSHAW,
pRANK
of Famous Players, arrived in Regina
from Winnipeg to spot the opening of
Bell’s “Hawaiian Follies,” stage show attraction, and also meet Mrs. Kershaw and

cases this year to 75 last year. Alberta
and British Columbia are bearing the
brunt this year.

Metro

got some

swell publicity across

drive home with her. She had been visiting in Edmonton, Alta. Kershaw caught
the Hawaiians at Moose Jaw Capitol
where, as in Regina Capitol, they did good
business in two-day stands.

for the “Judge Hardy’s Children”
Canadawhen
series
newspapers received and used
a release from Central Press Canadian
service dealing with the fact Cecilia Parker, one of the family, is a Canadian from
Fort William, Ont.

That winter headache of Saskatoon theatre managers, the community -built artificial ice plant, became closer to reality

Twenty thousand young men and women
in the prairie provinces have never been
employed at steady work, according to the
two-year survey, just released of the
west’s unemployment situation, made by
Albert S. Duncan, member of the social
research department of McGill University,

for Regina managers when a citizens’ committee was appointed to raise the necessary $150,000. If the amount is reached,
the rink will be placed downtown and be
a direct threat to theatre draw.
Saskatchewan

cities

are

fortunately

comparatively free of infantile paralysis
this year with resultant business for
showhouses where children are concerned.
Approximate figures show only 113 cases
and nine deaths in the four western Canadian provinces compared to 135 cases and
five deaths last year, the latter mostly
confined to Saskatchewan and Manitoba
a year ago. Saskatchewan has only 15

20th Century-Fox
WOBBER,
sales manager from the New

JJERMAN
general

York office, and J. P. O’Loghlin, district
general and drive manager, from the
Toronto office, are expected in Vancouver
early next month. Their itinerary includes
all the principal cities in the Dominion
and their purpose is to get right behind
the “Motion Pictures’ Greatest Year” drive
with all the force and enthusiasm of their
district representatives.

Paul Harmon, Squamish Theatre,
Squamish, B. C„ was in town, breezy and
optimistic despite the several months shutdown of the theatre at Wood fibre which he
was managing for the pulp company. Paul
has the faculty of bucking up everyone
with whom he comes in contact.
The Famous Players have
the new theatre in Vernon

decided to give
another name,

the “Capitol,” in place of
one it supplants — Strand.

that

of

the

The Quiz Books are on the way here and
there is a lot of curiosity, in the industry
and out, regarding the conditions governing the competition. The publicity given
the “Motion Pictures’ Greatest Year” cam-

New

" Closer "

Montreal — A striking “trailer” recording of the National Anthem has arrived
in Canada and will, it is understood, be
installed by Associated Screen News, in
all the major film theatres. Instead of the
off-hand playing of “The King” at the
close of every evening performances, this
film will present His Majesty’s Grenadier
Guards’ Band playing “God Save the King”
against Technicolor background.
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Montreal. The west’s greatest problem,
he declared, is the need of permanent jobs
for 100,000 employable but unemployed
wage

JjXTENSIVE
alterations
are being
made
to the Bijou.
These include
changing
of the front of the house and the installation of a new neon sign. The house has
remained open during reconstruction . . .
The new
ness.

Rio

has

been

doing

good

busi-

Bell’s Hawaiian Follies play a one-week
stand at the Orpheum, commencing August 22. Don Gauld of Western Theatres,
Ltd., has arranged three 15-minute tieups
over the radio for members of the company.
Showmen

met

disastrous

defeat

in the

first round of the Municipal Golf Tournament, not one surviving opening matches.
After many months of practice, Sim Rost,
Gordon Simmons, Hilliard Gunn, Bernie
Beach, Rod Palmer and Harold Bishop and
Sylvester
the
start.

Gunn

became

“also-rans”

at

earners.

Lucien Roy, cameraman for Associated
Screen News, has written friends in Regina he has lately been busy filming
around Jasper highway, the Indian day
at Banff, forest fires on Vancouver Island
and the fire on dock “D” of the Canadian
Pacific Steamships.

paign when Devaney, Fitzgibbons and Masters flew here to start things in B. C. has
aroused a public interest which should
guarantee a good audience backing for the
campaign.
Charlie Ramage, M-G-M
district manager, is expecting Barret C. Kiesling, key
man in the publicity department, who
plans a fishing trip on the Island or in the
interior.

Harold Bishop of the Capitol executed
some effective publicity in connection with
“ Alexander’s Ragtime Band,” now playing at his house. Bishop arranged for a
special program over station CKY of Berlin recordings and over station CJRC a
program

entitled “Remember,” which incorporated tunes by the composer. A prize
of $1 and two guest tickets were offered
to listeners who sent in the best letters
relating some pleasant memory associated
with some Berlin song. Additional publicity took the form of tieups with micsic
stores and arranging for local orchestras
to plug Berlin numbers. Attractive newspaper ads and distinctive window cards
rounded out the campaign.
Rumors prevalent here that the Orpheum will reopen Labor Day with a film
policy

are

unfounded

and

have

been

de-

nied from official quarters. “Mayerling”
will play the Orpheum for one week commencing September 2. After that date
plans

“Alexander's Ragtime Band” and “Algiers,” both playing here, are included in
the competitive list in the Quiz Book which
give a better clearance for the houses
which do not have first runs. Both the
above are drawing crowded houses.
Levi

Graham,

Strand

Theatre,

Prince

George, was in town for a few days looking around and doing some booking, in
preparation
ness.

for the fall and

winter’s

busi-

for the house have not been formulated. It is reported on good authority
that a definite decision concerning the
future activities of the house will be made
in the next few weeks.

In order to facilitate the comfort of his
patrons. Manager Harold Bishop of the
Capitol has eliminated 118 seats from his
houses, including one row in the balcony,
to allow for more leg room. In addition
a new floor has been laid in the balcony
and main auditorium.
Lyceum

The “Texans,” playing at the Orpheum
last week, drew large audiences, again
proving that the public likes a thrill, now
and then, by way of variety.

Manager

Quebec

Sees " Blockade "

almost without criticism in supposedly fascist Quebec on its first showing a few months ago, is having a second appearance at the Imperial Theatre

Newman

is back

his holidays . . . Ken Beach of Western Theatres, Ltd., left for a vacation to
Toronto . . . Leno Toraldo of the Uptown
is on vacation.

New
Montreal — “Blockade,” which has met
with opposition in many parts of the
United States and Canada, but which

Eddie

from

$40,000 House

Red Deer, Alta.— A new $40,000 theatre
will be built shortly here by Jack Ellis of
Calgary. Opening
in October.

is scheduled

sometime

passed

where

it is drawing good audience. Announcement of the showing brought no
protests from allegedly opposed bodies.

Build Three-Story
Montreal

—

A

new

Studio

three-story

studio

building will be constructed here by Associated Screen News at 1330 Sherbrooke St.
Cost is estimated at $60,000.
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Production Registers an Upward
Trend as 39 Go Before Cameras
Hollywood — The

film production

index

spurted as the week opened, hitting a 39picture mark to register a substantial increase over last week’s opening figure of
33 films before the cameras. That the
upturn is to be sustained during the week
was indicated by the disclosure that 14
more

pictures were set for launching during the period.
Maintaining its strangle-hold on first
place as most active studio is Paramount,
which was to start a trio of new films to
hit a ten-picture pace. This is two more
than were in production last week. New
starts include “King of Chinatown,” with
Robert Florey directing Anna May Wong
and Akim Tamiroff; “Say It in French,”
an Andrew L. Stone production featuring
Ray Milland and Olympe Bradna; and
Harry Sherman’s Hopalong Cassidy western, “The Frontiersman.” which went into
work on location in the Sierra Nevadas
with a record cast-crew company of 148
persons. During the next three weeks the
Marathon

Street

plant

will begin

shoot-

ing on five more films, including “I’m
From Missouri,” starring Bob Burns;
“Tom Sawyer, Detective;” “Came Society;”
“Ambush,” a Gladys Swarthout starrer;
and “Criminals in Hiding.”
Warners nosed into second place by
putting two new ones before the cameras

ber by “Hard to Get,” Shirley Temple in
“Little Princess,” Warner Baxter in “Tailspin,” “Falling Star” and Eddie Cantor’s
“The Average Man.”
Hitting a
steady pace is Universal,
which started “The Storm,” featuring
Preston Foster, to raise its total in production to six — one more than last week. In
line are “Destry Rides Again,” “Exposed,”
W. C. Fields in “You Can’t Cheat an
Honest Man,” “The Sun Never Sets” and
several others.
Two new pictures hit the sound stages
at RKO Radio, Sol Lesser’s “Peck’s Bad
Boy at the Circus,” and “Miracle Racket,”
a Bernie Fineman production featuring
Sally Eilers. The Gower Street plant is
now filming a quintet of features, gaining
two over last week. In scripting stages is
“The Castles,” an Astaire-Rogers musical,
while “Picardy Max,” “Law West of
Tombstone,” “Little Orvie,” “Miss X” and
“Love Affair” — a Leo McCarey production
starring Irene Dunne and Charles Boyer —
are on the waiting list.

MONTREAL
(Continued

from

page

88)

copies of an abridged edition of Charles
Dickens’s famous novel.

feature,

Remanded for further hearing on a
murder charge arising out of the death of

“Women in the Wind,” and “They Made
Me a Criminal.” The Burbank lot has
seven in work, compared to five last week,
and has four more lined up for starts
during the first two weeks in September.

J. Ernest Hebert, Laprairie motion picture exhibitor, Cyrille Vandermaele, Belgian war veteran, will come up for voluntary statement shortly. He had already

— a

Kay

Francis

aviation

pleaded guilty to a charge of grievous assault and had been remanded for sentence

Attributing their decision to the uncertainties of winter weather in Idaho,
M-G-M
executives late last week called

when

off

Hebert’s

the production of “Northwest Passage” on the eve of the departure of
Director W. S. Van Dyke, Robert Taylor,
Spencer Tracy, Wallace Beery and 150
others
Frank

for a six-week location trip there.
Messenger, unit manager on the

high-budget production, has trained for
McCall, Idaho, to supervise the storing of
costumes and properties until next spring,
when the Technicolor film will get the go
signal. Meantime the Culver City plant
launched one new production as the week
opened, putting “The Shining Hour” into
work with Joan Crawford, Robert Young,
Margaret Sullavan and Melvyn Douglas in
the leads. This brings the studio’s total
to six, one more than last week. Coming
up are “Out West With the Hardys,”
“Honolulu,” “The Earl of Chicago,” featuring Robert Montgomery, and “The Ice
Follies.”
Twentieth

Century-Fox

began

filming

on “Big Town Girls in Reno,” tentative
title for the second in the “Big Town
Girls” series, but its six-picture index is
still one under last week. The closing days
of August, however, will see a marked upturn, with “Mr. Moto Takes a Vacation,”
“Arizona Wildcat” and “Kentucky” all
slated to start, to be followed in Septem-

90

the coroner’s jury brought in a verdict finding him criminally responsible for
death.

E. Harris, supervisor of sound equipment for Famous Players Canadian Corp.,
has been spending a few days in Montreal on business . . . Imperial Theatre,
Delhi, has been reopened with N. E. sound
equipment and projectors supplied by
Dominion Sound. The same company has
supplied improved sound and conversion
equipment to the Dreamland and Rialto
theatres, Edmonton, and sound equipment
to the Capitol in the same city.
A new Toronto independent theatre, the
Avenue, at the comer of Eglinton and
Braemar avenues, has been supplied by
Dominion Sound with sound equipment.
The

Avenue is owned by Waterloo
atres, Ltd., the president of which
Edinson.

“There’s music in my
just got to sing,” declared
bell, “Golden Voice of the
his resignation from the
Board.

Theis J.

heart and I’ve
Wishart CampAir,” discussing
Ontario Censor

Pickets and Premieres
Montreal — Norma
tend the Manhattan

Shearer did not atpremiere of her new

picture “Marie Antoinette” because of a
telegraphed request from a labor union,
the Canadian born movie star disclosed
to the Canadian Press.
Miss Shearer who came from Hollywood
for the express purpose of attending the
opening, changed her plans when she received a wire from the American Federation of Labor union which is picketing the
Astor Theatre, where the picture is being
shown.
“We

respectfully

request

that

you

re-

fuse to pass our picket lines tonight,”
the telegram said in part. It was from
the Theatrical Managers, Agents and
Treasurers Union, which is involved in a
dispute with the management of the
theatre.
Miss

Shearer,

a

Montreal

girl, almost

turned

the hair of a press agent prematurely gray when a reporter asked her
during an interview, if she attended the

premiere.
“She was

ill,” the press

agent

said.

“I

was not ill,” Miss Shearer shot back. “I’d
like to see the time when I’m too . ill to
attend one of my own premieres. I thought
we were going to tell the truth about this
The press agent shuddered and asked
situation.”
permission to call the Metro -GoldwynMayer head office to get an okay on the
story. Miss Shearer told him to go ahead
and while he was out telephoning, she
explained to the Canadian Press.
“I don’t see why you shouldn’t know
the truth about this. After all the labor
trouble

is not a matter in which I’m involved. But I was told that there were

hundreds of people outside the theatre
for the premiere and I assume some of
them were there to see me. I don’t like
to disappoint the fans and I’d like them
to know the reason I wasn’t there.
Naturally, I didn’t go, after receiving the
wire, because I wouldn’t want to be the
cause of any disturbance on such an occaMiss

Shearer said she thought the incident was interesting because it was
similar to one in the picture in which
Marie

Antoinette was warned not to atsion.”tend the opera for fear there might be
rioting on the part of the discontented
French masses.

Universal Seeks " Toughs "
For New Juvenile Series
Hollywood — Universal

is searching

for

a group of juvenile film roughnecks a la
“Dead End” kids, to be called “The Little
Tough

Guys”

and

featured

in a series of

pictures.
Several youngsters from U’s current
release, “Little Tough Guy,” will form the
nucleus of the celluloid gang.

Taylor to Toronto
Calgary,

Alta. — Lloyd

Taylor,

manager

and

A1 Plunkett of Dumbells fame will return shortly on the United Amusement
circuit with his amateur contests.

stage director of the Variety in Calgary, is in Toronto to take over operation
of the Maddison Theatre there. The
Maddison belong to the Hanson circuit.
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[~9j Melodrama
(62)
R—
30
R. April
Reagan-G.

Happen
WB222
Blondell

Fools

for

Scandal

(79)

Carole Lombard
FN252
edy
t
Grave
Fern
HUand Com
EP — Jan. 22; R — Mar. 19

GB7014

P. 1 Doesn’t Answer
(Reissue) ( . . )
(Form. F
P
1)
Leslie Fenton
Jill Esmond

Lenin In
R— April

Nurse
(67)

Amkino
(HI)

Hell in a Circus ( . . )
[9] Melodrama
Atlantic
(For. Constant Woman)
Conrad Nagel

New

York

Nights

adge
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Norma
Dram
Mus.reissu
He]
e a
(68)
Gilbert Roland
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J. Blondell-M. Douglas
EP — Mar. 6; R — Mar. 26
8021
[gg] Action Drama
Flight Into Nowhere (6B)
J. Holt
K — Mar. 19

[22] Melodrama
International Crime
Rod LaRocque
Astrld Allwyn
R— Apr. 23
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EP — Jan. 22; R — Apr.
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Jack

(83)

Robert
[27]

Montgomery
Drama

15

24
|~5~| Action
Main
Event Drama
(55)
J.
Paige
U— Wells-R.
May
14

8037

Western

221

Law
of the Plains (56)
[l2]
8205
R — July Western
30
C. Stewart-lris Meredith

8204
Cali
of Western
the Rockies (54)
||o]
G. Starrett-I. Meredith
R — June 18

0

214
(63)

Whirlwind

Horseman

Six Shootin’ Sheriff
Ken
Western
|2p| Maynard

Ken
R
—( *8
J uMavnnrii
) 1 y 16

831

Hold

Comedy
That Kiss (74)

23

HU Com. with music
College Swing (87)

3737

M. Raye-Burns-Alleu
EP — Jan. 15; R — Apr.

23

Gun Smoke
Trail
Jack Randall
Western
jg]

(59)
224

833

D. O’Keete-M. O’Sullivan
R — May Rooney
14
Mickey

3757
(68)
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8036
n (58)
Hxtortio
[25] Meloarama
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[24I
Western
3729
Two Gun Justice (57)
Tim
McCoy
R — June 4

Western
[22] of
Heart
Arizona
William. Boyd
R— Apr. 1 6
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Always
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(80)
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12
M
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10

1938

Swiss Miss (73)
830
Laurel
Hardydy
[20] & Come
EP — Feb. 19; R — May 14

B.
R— Crosby-Bea
April 30

83

R — May

Women

21

(63)

[22]
Drama
R — May
14
(For.
Private
Nurse) 370;
S. Blane-J. Arledge

Hunted
Stolen Heaven (88)
[jg] Rom. Melod’ma
3738
G. Raymond-O.
Bradna
EP — Feb. 5; R — Apr. 30

Lillie

Bruce

Numbered

(57)3740

3739
[~6~|
Musical
I>r.
Rhythm
(80)

Virg.

ut Grove (94)
Cocoan
R — May
with Music 3710
Com. 14
[20]
F. M’Murray
EP — Mar. 12

Men

374

(67)

(For. Crime
Gives
R—
May
21
Orders)
EP — Apr.
DramaCarlisle
]
[27
L.
Nolan-M.

Ik

jig] Adv. Drama
7011
Call of the Yukon (70)
(For. Thunder In
Alaska)
R — Apr. 23
R. Arlen-B. Roberts

Romance
on Drama
the Ran7023
[jjj Comedy

Gangs
Chas.
[23]

Donald Woods
R — May 7
Patricia Ellis

Ann

(68)

Ho|
Western
7800
Under Western Stars (66)
R. Rogers
R — Apr. 16

[22]
Comedy
825
Go Chase Yourself (70)
Joe Renner- Lucille Ball
EP — Mar. 19; R — Apr. 16

[g~] ofMelodrama
827
Law
the Underworld
)
C. (61
Morris-Ann
Shirley
EP— Mar. 12; R — Mar. 26

Vivacious Lady
(90)
740
Comedy
[13]
G. Rogers-J. Stewart
EP — Jan. 29; R — May
7

Blind Alibi (61 >
|2o|
Melodrama
R. Dix-W. Bourne
EP — Apr. 2; R — May

of New York
Bickford
Melodrama
Dvorak

(67
700

R — May

829
14

Gun

Law
(60)
881
Western
|gU O’Brien;
Geo.
R — May 14

845
medy
Battle
of Co
Broadway
(84)
HH
V
McLaglen-L.
Hovlck
EP— Mar. 19; R— Apr. 2

Drama

Kidnapped

848

Four Men and a Prayer
(85)
Loretta Young
Richard Greene
EP — Feb. 26; K — Apr. 30

Comedy
Drama
A[~6]
Trip
to Paris
(64)

847

Shirley Deane-J. Prouty
EP — Apr. 2; R — Mar. 26

ine
cky
Kentu
Moonsh
844
Music
[gg] Com. with
(85)
Ritz Bros.-Maj. Weaver
EP — Mar. 5; R — May
7

Rascals (77)
R — Apr. 9
J.
WithersR. dy
Hudson 8.
Come
I20I

(90)

Warner
Baxter Drama
[27I Historical
8Freddie Bartholomew
EP — Feb. 12; R— May J

Life
Begins ntDrama
40 (..) 874
[g] Comedy
Will Rogers
(reissue)

[29] Romantic
Adven.
Return of the Scarlet
Pimpernel (80)
S. Stewart-B. Barnes
R — Apr. 16

[22| Mystery Drama
Lady in the Morgue
Preston Foster
Patricia Ellis

MIT SCELLANWA
EORHUER
S-F.

EP— Mar.

Ip] Com.
Are
Women
(65)

26;

2087
(70)

R — May

Francis

Melodrama
(Reissue)
Dracula ( . . )
Bela

3076

Lugosi

14

FN281
Drama
Like That

P. O’Brien-K.
R — Apr. 1 b

|T] Mys.

[~6~|
Drama
Sinners in Paradise (65)
(For. Half Way
to
Shanghai)
J. Boles-M. Evans
EP — Apr. 2; R — May

[30] Com.
Drama
FN267
Beloved Brat (62)
B. Granville-D. Costello
R— Feb. 19

7

[Y] Action
Drama
FN275
Torehy
Blanc
in Panama
(59)

Paul Kelly-Lola
R — Apr. 23

[~g~| the
Drama
To
Victor
Will Fyffe

Lane

GB7005
(78)

Margaret Lockwood
It— Feb. 19

s
Devil’
It— May Party
28

(67)

Air
Devils (60)
R-Mav203814
Drama
[gg| Action
D. Purcell-Mamo
Clark

[20] Action Drama
V. McLaglen-B.
Roberts

Frankenstein (71)
3072
|gg| Melodrama
Boris Karloff-Mae Clark

ern Front (87)
All
on the
West[15]Quiet
Drama
Reis-3071
Lew Ayres

[14]
Hist.(102)
Drama
FN251
Hood
(yifi&Ad ventures of Robin
Errol Flynn
R— May
1
Olivia de Havilland

Mystery House (56)
|2i] Melodrama
FN277
Dick
Purcell
R — May
14
Ann Sheridan

Show Goes On (68)
[gg| Drama
Anna
Neagle -Music
Tullio Carmlnatl

Tonight or Never (..)
|g7| Com. Drama
Atlantic
Melvyn Douglas
Gloria Swansou

GB

Love Before Break fasi
3fl
Comedy
|gg|
(70) Lombard-P.
C.
Fostei
Lady Tubbs (69)
A.
Brady-D.
Montgomi3fl
Comedy
[gg]

Crime School (86)
R — May J 4
FN2
H.
Action Drama Page
[gg] Bogart-Gale
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K. Hepburn-C. Grant
EP — Api. 9; R — May 21

Stage
John

Coach Days (58)
Luden-E. Stewart
(53)
8206

222
Melodrama
19 1
Held
for Ransom
(60)
Grant Withers
R — July 30
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fOUllg

— Mar.

26;

R — May

Wentern
inntoin Banger
n
McCoy
-July 2

3730

Hayes
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City Streets (68)
8019
Drama
[Y]
(b'or. City Shadows)
Leo Carnllo-E. Fellows

Married

a

Spy

Rollin'

(59)

Melod
[T|
R
— July
16 on rama
Neil
Hamilt

225

Tex

Plains

Western

838
ma Woman
Dra
Woman
Against
[17J
Answer)
(61)
(For. One Woman’s

Lord Jeff (84)
837
Drama
|24[ Comedy
Freddie Bartholomew
Mickey
R — June Kooney
25

Marshall

3742
Raft

[~8~| Comedy
Fast
Company Drama
(74)
R— July 2
Melvyn Douglas
Florence Rice

Man’s

3712
Drama
y
Comed
|g]
s Are
Marine
Here (60)
J. Travers-G. diver

ma
|ip|ami Dra
You
Me (90)

Port ot Seven Seas (81)
U—
16 . Drama
829
Adven
m July
W. Beery-M. O’Sullivan

Outdoor
[22]
lost
(81) of
e
Romanc

3702
Drama
the Limber-

[17] Melodrama
Prison
Farm
(70)

3743

S.
R — Ross-L.
June 25 Nolan

Linden

R — Apr.

n
Wester
[g]
Desert
Patrol
(56)
Bob Steele
R — June 11

7127

Pride of the West (55)
Cassidy)
R—
July Boyd
2
William
(Houalong

16

[l5| of
Western
Riders
Black Hills 7117
(55)
Three Mesquiteers
R — June 25

830
(72)

[iq| Action Drama
(Reissue)
Kong (99)

871

King
Fay

Wray-R.

Armstrong

[17] Comedy
Blond
Client Drama
(62)
Derrick de Marney
Joan Fontaine R-May

831
28

Border

G-Man

Time (70)
Having Wonderful
Comedy
[X]

(60)

RGeorge
— June O’Brien
18

Ginger Rogers
Douglas
EP—
Oct. Fairbanks
23
R — June 18

819
jr.

Little

Musical

Comedy

839

Simon

Comedy
[jo]
One
Wild Night (72)
June Lang-D.
R — May
14

850

Baldwin

[17] Blind
Comedy
Three
Mice (75) 851
Young-11 J.
RL.
— June

s aa
e (63)
'Fake
Moto
Mr.
Chanc
dram
Melo
[24]

McCrea

LiPeter
— JuneLorre-R.
18

819

Hudson

Always Goodbye
(75)
852
Barbara
Stanwyck
ma
R—
July 2Dra
|T|
Herbert Marshall

Women

Hepburn-J. Bennett
rei.s>ue
Drama
[jf] Ring
Crime
(70)
Lane
— July8362
MelodrRama

Panamint’s

Bad

Man

(CO)

Smith
Ballew-E. Daw
(78)
853
Western
JY]
We’re Going to Be Rich
857
Comedy
[g]
Victor McLaglen
Grade

*171
Blockade

(99)

K.

Allan
|Y]

sette (70)
Ameche-S.
>— Feb. 1 9

3X51

Western

Gold Mine in the Sky
R—
West, 9 with Music 7103
[Y| July
(60) Autry-C. Hughes
Gene

[13] Comedy
Drama
7012
Ladies
in Distress
(65)
Alison Skipworth
Pollv Moran: R — June 11
Melodrama

(55)

Western

[X]

Bar 20 Justice (70)
Win. Boyd (H opal on g
Cassidy)

Country

R — Aug. 6
Jack Randall

[g]

int in New York
uis Hayward
y
Sutton
-May
7

226

(75)

Ritter

[g]

V. Bruce-11.
R — June 25

Sylvia Sidney-Geo.
R — June 4

JULY 9

Patrol (58)
Highway
a
Action Dram
[27|
J.
Wells-Page
— R- Aug. 13

1

Jean
Parker-Eric
R — June
25

Rom. Drama
Reis-3769
irewell to Arms
(7 9)
Cooper-Helen

836
Drama
|
|JoWife
Toy
(95)
L. Rainer-M. Douglas
R — June 11
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Returns (60)
Lois Wilson
Drama
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West of Cheyenne
Western
|3p|
Charles Starrett
Iris Meredith

tree Comrades
(98)
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TO

25

SI

JUNE 4

Hooking

Fields:

R — July

9

Drama
(85)

Madeleine Carroll
Henry Fonda
R — June 11

2058
Western
]
estern Trails (57)
b Baker; R — July 9
Drama
2010

ives Under
Suspicion
i) Wairen
William
-June 11
Com.

Drama

tie Miss
ed (63t
net Kay
hn Lltel

WB219

ThoroughChapman

[17] Melodrama
2039
Voung Fugitives (68)
D. Kent
R — July 2

Danger on the Air (65)
[Y| Action Drama
2032
Donald Woods R — July 2

[17] Western
Outlaw
Express (56) 2059

Ilage of Paris (78)
|Y]
Comedy
RDanielle
— June 18
Darrieux

Bob

|ll| Mus. Gom.
Gold Diggers in
(97)
Rudy
Vallee
Priscilla Lane
R — May 21

WB206
Paris

Baker

R — July

|lg] Mys.
When
WereDrama
You
(65)
Anna
May
Wong
Margaret Lindsay
R — June is

30

FN263
Born?

2005

Banners (88)
8
WB20
ma Baint
Dra-F.
(25|
e Rains
er
Claud
EP — Feb. 26; R — June 4
White

FN2G0

My Bill
R — June
K.

(60)
25
Francis-D.

19]

|~1~|
Three on

Drama
a Weekend

Margaret
Lockwood
RJohn
— June
11
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OB
(72)
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AUGUST
JULY

8

AUGUST

13

AUGUST

6
The

Reformatory
(61) a
Action Dram
|2i|
Jack Holt-C. Winters
It — June 25

South
Arizona
ern (56)8207
[28] ofWest
Chas. Starrett
Iris Meredith

Gladiator

Joe E. Brown
June Travis;

JB|

Comedy

Convicted

20

(72)
R-Aug.

20

(58)

[is]Hayworth-C.
Action Drama
803
R.
Quigley

227
(59)

[15] Melodrama
The High Command
Lionel Atwill
R — July 3U

835
Drama
[15]
Shopworn Angel (85)
James Stewart
Margaret Sullavan
K— July 9

Utah Trail (59)
[lU
Western
Tex Ritter

a 228
DramGreat
n the
Renfrew
on
|22] Actio
White Trail (59)
James Newell
Terry Walker

y Drama
[22I Comed
tjL.oxe
Andy
Hardy Finds
(90)

841

Mickey Rooney- Judy
Garland-Lewis Stone
K— July 16

r (75)
The Chasedy
Drama
[29] Come
Dennis
O'Keefe
Ann
Morriss
R— July
30

842

The Crowd
[5]
Action Roars
Drama (92)
840
Robert Taylor
R
—
Aug.
6
Maureen O’Sullivan

Barefoot
Boy Drama
(63)
[~3~[ Outdoor
Jackie

[22]
Comedy
3744
Tropic Holiday (78)
Dorothy Lamour
Bob Burns
R— July 2

[22] Adven.
Booloo
(60) Drama
Colin Tapley
Suratna Asmara
R— July 23

|is]
Drama
Army Girl (85)
Madge Evans
Preston Foster
R — July 23

[2o|
Western
Heroes of
the Hills 7118
(55)
Three Mesquiteers
R — Aug. 13

7002

3745

[22] Action Drama
835
Sky Giant (80)
(Form. Northern Flight)
Chester Morris
Richard Dix
R— July 23

[B]
Comedy
854
Passport Husband (67)
Stuart Erwin
Pauline Moore
R — July 2

H|] Give
Romantic
Drama
I’ll
a Million
(70) 855
Warner Baxter
Marjorie Weaver
R — July 16

Algiers (95)
ma
Dra
HU
Charles
Boyer
Sigrid
R — JulyGurie-Hedy
2

[B1

Melodrama

MIvSCELLAWAR
NE-F.
NER
OUS

[~5~| Melodrama
Africa (59)
Bulldog
Drummond
R — Aug.
6
John
Howard-H.

3747
in

The Texans (93)
Outdoor
Drama 3748
RHU— July
23
Joan
Bennett-R.
Scott

Angel

[~8~| Action
Drama 7024
(66)
Come
on Leathernecks
Richard Cromwell
Marcia Hunt

833
HU Com. Drama
Carey’s Chickens
Mother
(80)
Ruby Keller-Anne Shirley
James
R—
July Ellison
23

Little
Miss
Drama 856
dy Broadway
HU(70)Come
Shirley
Temple
R— July 9
Jimmy Durante

I’m Com.
From with
the City
[3]
Music (71)
834
R— July
30
Joe
Penner-Kay
Sutton

Painted Desert (59)
R — Aug. 6
[12]
Western
George O’Brien

883

Gateway
(74)
|~5~|
Drama
Don Ameche
R — Aug.
6
Arleen
Whelan

Keep Smiling (77)
[12]Withers
Drama
Jane
Gloria Stuart

902

901

WB205

HU Com. Drama
Penrod’s
Trouble Double
(60)
Mauch Twins
R — April 2

81

Give Me a Sailor (77)
R — July 30
Martha Raye-Bob Hop

H]

Comedy

374

Desperate Adventure(6!
[15] Romantic
Ramon
NovarroDrama 7<
Marian Marsh
1
tain (58)
Man From Music Mou
[15] Western
71
Gene Autry; R-Aug. 1:

Smashing the Rackets
[lU
Melodrama
83
(80) Cleanup)
(For
R— July Morris
30
Chester
Frances Mercer

Band
(105) Ragtime
Alexander’s
HU Musical
Comedy
Tyrone Power-Alice
R
— June
4
Don
Ameche

90
Fay

LaMarr

Letter of Introduction (103)
[12] Com. Leeds
with— Music
Andrea
R-Aug. 6
Bergen and McCarthy

Strawberry Roan (63)
[15] Western
Ken
Maynard Reissue 30E

Missing Guest (69)
Paul
Kelly
[12] Mystery
Drama

Fiddlin’ Buekaroo
Ken
[B| Maynard
Western

Con.

WB215

Block-heads (58)
R — Aug, 20
Laurel & Hardy
|iU
Comedy

3810

2008
Little
ma (83)
DraGuy
HU Tough
"Dead End” Kids
Robt. Wilcox
R — July 16

Men Are Such Fools(69)
W. Morris-P. Lane
R — June 25

[B] Melodrama

Rich Man, Poor Girl (72)
HU Comedy Drama 843
(For. It’s Now or Never)
— Aug. 13
R. R YoungR. Hussey

Moran

2028

Prison Break (73)
Barton MacLane
Glenda Farrell
R — July 23

[B] Coin. Drama

Professor
Beware
3746
edy (93)
Com
HU
Harold Lloyd
Phyllis Welch; R-July 16

229

FN276

(85)
Amazing
Hr. Clitterliouse
[30] Melodrama FN262
Edw. G. Robinson
RClaire
— July Trevor
9

Mr.

Chump

Moore;

R — Aug.

2031
20

(60

305

(60)

[6] Come
Johnnie
Davisdy
R — July
Lola
Lane 23

WB227

Cowboy
[13] Com.From
MusicBrooklyn
WB217
(77)
Dick
Powell

R — June Lane
18
Priscilla

Backet Busters (71)
Geo. Brent; R-Aug. 20
[15] Musical Comedy GB
Evergreen (..) reissue
Jessie Matthews
Barry Mackay

•

Strange Boarders (79)
Tom Walls
GB
Drama
[YJ
Renee Saint-Cyr

Crime Over London (63
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Grahame
[B|
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R — Action
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Comedy
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M
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Drama
1 Am
the Law (99)
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s
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Western
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Chas.
Iris Meredith
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Juvenile Court (..)
Paul Kelly
Melodrama
p
Rita
Hayworth

OCTOBER

24

Stranger
From
Arizona
(. .)
8284
Western
[22]
Buck Jones

RELEASES

Girls*

School

Anne

Shirley

Ralph

Drama

231
(. . )

Stablemates
1 (26]

Drama

Marie Antoinette
Norma
Shearer
Tyrone Power

(. . )

Bellamy

[30J

8208

1

845

|~9~| Town
Comedy ( . Drama
Boys*
. )
Spencer Tracy
Mickey Rooney

(157)

Too Hot to Handlece ( . . )
Roman
|l6| Comedy
Clark Gable-Myrna
Loy

Listen, Darling ( . . )
with Music
[23] Comedy
Judy Garland
Freddie Bartholomew

(. . )

Wallace Beery
dy
Come
p
Mickey
Rooney
Great

Waltz

Drama

(. . )

Luise Rainer
Fernand Gravet

Drama
[31]
Under the Big: Top
(For. Circus Comes
Town)
Marjorie Main
Ann Nagel

1

p

Action

Drama

Spawn of the North
j George Raft
Dorothy Lamour
Henry Fonda

Mexicali Kid ( . . )
3741
Western
p
(For.
Last Frontier)

(..)
to

Jack

Starlight Over Texas ( . . )
3859
Western
[l4]Ritter
Tex

Randall

YV anted by the Police
(••)
drama
Melo
Frankie
Darro
P

[30] Operetta
Gang Bullets ( . . )

Melodrama

p

3750

(113)

[~2~| Com. with Music 3801
Sing You Sinners (90)
Bing Crosby
Fred MacMurray
R— Aug. 13

In
Old Western
Mexico (67)
[~jT|
William Boyd

[29] Comedy
Drama
7015
The Higgins Family ( . . )
(For. Home Sweet Home)
The Gleason Family

[~4~|
Western
851
Billy
the Kid Returns
(• .)

[~2~| Musical
Carefree
( . . )Comedy
Ginger Rogers
Fred Astaire

Affairs
[9]
Lucille

R(Hopalong
— Aug. 6

3865

Sons

of

the

Legion

(. . )

Lynne
Overman
|p}| LeeDrama
Billy

Cassidy)

Campus Confessions ( . . )
|p Comedy
with Music
Betty Grable
Hank
Luisetti

.

j |p] Action Drama
1 Tenth Avenue Kid
Bruce Cabot
Beverly Roberts

7025
(56)

|p
Western
7128
Durango
Valley Raiders
(• •)
Bob Steele

II

Com.

with

Breaking: the
Bobby
Breen
Irene Dare

Music
Ice

845

(. . )

837

Roy

Jack

Rogers-Mary

Overland Stage Raiders
(•
.)
|~f|
Western

Hart

dy
Come
of
Annabel
Ball

902
(68)

Oakie

Three Mesquiteers
Louise Brooks

Renegade

|l6|
George

Rangers

(. . )

Western
O’Brien

P (. .) Melodrama
Fugitives
for a Night803

Room

Service

Eleanor Lynn
Frank
Albertson

Marx

Brothers

|30]

|p

Action

Drama

904

Speed to Burn (60)
Michael Whalen
Lynn Bari
R — June 11

|~2] Lucky
ComedyStar
Drama
My
(. . )
Sonja Henie
Richard Greene

905

|26| Comedy
Drama
There Goes My
Heart
(• ■)
Fredric March
Virginia Bruce

i |p Exploitation Adven.
Dark Rapture ( . . )
Native Cast

Western
1 Ip
King of the Arena
Ken Maynard

3059
(60)

|p Com. Drama
WB303
Boy Meets Girl (80)
Cagney-O’Brien

1
iXOFFTr.F

[~3~| Com. Drama
WB213
Four’s a Crowd (95)
Errol Flynn
Olivia de Havilland
R — July 30

|~f|with
Melodrama
Man
100 Faces
Noel Madison
Lilli Palmer

(GB
. . )

Comedy

[9] Comedy
Drama(55)
906
Safety
in Numbers
Jones Family
R — Aug. 13

[~9~| Comedy
Drama
Young in Heart ( . . )
Janet Gaynor
Douglas Fairbanks jr.

[~2~| Comedy
Drama
Freshman
Year ( . . )
Dixie Dunbar
Ernest Truex

(. . )

Drams
Made for Each Other
(..)
Carole Lombard
Comedy
[l|] Stewart
James

Youth
Takes y a Drama
Fling(..)
|l6| Comed
Joel McCrea
Andrea Leeds

Black

Bandit

(. . )

Tlie
Comet
(. . )
|~9]
Melodrama
Wm.
Gargan-Joy Hodges

Last Express ( . . )
Preston Foster
Melodrama
p

(For. Twins
of the
Western
[l6|
Bob Baker

Road
West)

(vjValley
of ortheDrama
Giants
[l7|
(• •) Outdo

Kay

Wayne
Morris
Claire Trevor

The 39 Steps ( . . )
[l5| Melodrama
(Reissue)
Robert Donat
Madeleine Carroll

GB

to

Randolph
P

FN365
a
Dram
Secrets
an Actress
(. . )
[lo| of
Geo. Brent
Francis

(99)

p
Adventure
Raymond
MasseyDrama
R — Aug. 6
Valerie Hobson

Reno

(. . )

Scott-G.

Farrell

Lady
and the
(. .)
Comedy
[30] Cooper
Gary
Merle Oberon

Cowboy
Drama

That Certain Age ( . . )
Deanna
Durbin
al Comedy
[30] Music
Jackie
Cooper

Drama

Four Daughters (90)
P
Drama
FN359
Lane
Sisters
Jeffrey
R
— Aug. Lynn
20

Garden

of the

Moon

(. . )

Pat
Lindsay
y
Musical Comed
[J] O’Brien-Mar.

French decorators and get a free
hand in a swanky household.
Three Goofy Gobs (..)
July 29
Three Missing Links (18) . . . . July 29

Skoits

Wee Wee
Monsieur (17) . Feb. 18, ’38
Stranded in France after the war,
the three complicate their problems by joining the
Foreign
Legion.
WORLD

Numerals Following Titles are
Running Time.
Date Is National Release, 1938, Unless
Otherwise Specified.
© Indicates
rating.

short

©Indicates

color.

of

the

IN

©Friendly Neighbors
Views of Ontario.
©Quebec

(10)

SONG

by Hugo
(Reissues)

Americans Come, The
Irish Fantasy (9)

Reisenfeld
(9) .Apr.
Mar.

30, ’38
26, ’38

COMEDIES

Ankles Away
(19)
May 13
Andy Clyde.
Cuckoorancho
(16%)
Mar. 25
Complications when two wanderers
are mistaken for rich Americans
by a Mexican rancher.
Halfway to Hollywood (17%).. July 1
Jump
Chump
Jump
(19%) .. .Apr. 5
Firechief Andy
Clyde falls for a
school teacher.
©Old Raid Mule, The (19)
Mar. 4
Andy
Clyde is a sucker for bargains and gets talked into many
a
bad one.
The Mind Needer (18)
Apr. 29
Charlie Chase.
The Soul of a Heel (16%) . . . . June 4
Andy
Clyde has a time trying to
marry the sheriff’s daughter.
Time Out for Trouble (19) . . . .Mar. 18
Charlie Chase arouses the underworld by fooling around with a

the

Merry-Go-Round

(9)
Feb. 17, ’38
Poor Elmer
(7)
July 22
Poor Little Butterfly (8)
July 4
©The
Big Birdeast (8)
May 13
©The
Foolish Bunny
(6) . . . .Mar. 11
The Frog Pond (7)
Aug. 12
Window
Shopping (7)
June 3
COMMUNITY
No.

6

(Cowboy

(10)
No. 7 (Gus

SING

Songs)
Feb.
Shop)

Van — Song

25, ’38

(10)
May 6, ’38
Songs the folks used to sing.
No. 9 (10) — Spanish Melodies .June 25
No. 10 (9) — Patriotic Songs. .. July 4
No. 11 (..)
Aug. 26
Songs of Yesteryear.
No. 12 ( . . )
Sept. 15
Scotch Songs
KRAZY
Ivrazy

KAT

Magic

(7)

May

20

Itrazy’s Travel Squawks (7)... July 4
The Auto Clinic (7)
Mar. 4
The Little Buclsaroo (6)
Apr. 11
Sad Little Guinea Pigs (7) . . . .Feb. 22
NEW

SPORT

THRILLS

Athletic Youth
(..)
Demons
of the Deep
Fistic Fun (9%)

(..)...

Sport Stamina (10)
Thrilling Moments
(10)

July 29
.Aug. 19
July 1

May

10, ’38
June 10

Unusual
Hunting
(10) .. .Mar.
SCRAPPY
CARTOONS

15, ’38

City

Slicker

Scrappy’s

SCREEN
No.

(6%)

Playmates

(7)

SNAPSHOTS

July

22

Apr.

27

(Series

7(10)

16)

Mar.

No. 8(10)
No. 9(10)
No. 10 (10)
No. 11 (10)
No. 12 (10)

Apr. 1,
Apr. 29,
May 27,
June 24,
July

Devil
Eliza

THREE

STOOGES

20th-Fox)

COMEDY

HITS
Feb.

25, ’38

(11)
The
Ship Glory
That
Strange

’38
’38
’38
’38
29

June

1

June

1

COMEDIES

Healthy, Wealthy and Dumb
(16)
May 20
All sorts of things happen
to
the trio when
Curly wins a puzzle contest.
Tassels in the Air (18)
Apr. 1
Signpainters, prattling in
pig
Latin, are mistaken for high-class

of the Deep
Runs Again

(7) . . Apr. 1, ’38
Aug. 12

(..)..
(. . )

.May

27, ’38
July 29

The
The
The

Big Top ( . . )
Goose Flies High
Last Indian (..)

May 13, ’38
(..).... Sept. 9
June 24

W olf’s Side of the Story
TREASURE
CHEST
Kingdom
for a Horse
Music From
the Stars
(11)
Horace

Lapp

( . . ) . Sept. 23

(10) .. .Apr.

22

Mar. 25, ’38
Orchestra.

and

Return of the Buffalo (10) .Apr. 8, ’38
Sky Fishing (10)
Feb. 25, ’38
W’e Live in Two W’orlds ( . .) . .July 22
TWO
REELERS
Beautiful

But

Dummies

(19)
. .Mar. 25, ’38
Buster West
and
Tom
Patrioola
have some fun with a near-sighted,
Conceited manager
of a
fashion
shop.
Cactus Caballeros (19)
May 27
Harry Gribbon and Joey Haye, although scared stiff, set out after
a Mexican bandit and succeed in
capturing him.
Cute Crime
(. . )
Jefferson Machamer.

Apr.

29, ’38

Jitter Bugs
(. . )
May 20, ’38
Buster West and Tom Patricola recover a stolen bracelet after they
steal a turkey.
Love and Onions (19)
Mar. 11

Sing for Sweetie (19)
Apr. 15
geon.
Gangsters interfere with Lee Sullivan’s plans for the elopement
but he manages.
Wanna
Be a Model? (16) Feb. 25, ’38
Jefferson Machamer.
Winner Lose All ( . . )
June 17
Charles Kemper
devotes his time
to puzzle contest and almost loses
his girl because he signed away
the prize
test.

rights

in

a

$50,000

con-

12, ’38

MYSTERIES

Died
(11)

(11) . . . . Aug.
Mask
(10)

Mar.
Feb.

6

19, ’38
19,
July’382

©An
Optical Poem
(7) . . . Mar. 5, ’38
In Technicolor.
Hollywood Handicap
(10) . . . .May 28
Life in Some Town ,USA
(11)
Feb. 26, ’38
©That
Mothers Might Live
(10)
Apr. 30
The Forgotten Step (10) . .May 7, ’38
Trucking the Sleeping Death
(10)
July 9
Tupapao
(11)
June 11
COMEDIES

Billy Rose’s Casa Manana
(21)
Mar. 26
It’s in the Stars (19)
July 30
Gay
college yarn
with
Eleanor
Lynn, Johnny
Downs
and
Doris
Weston.
The Magician’s Daughter
(18)
July 16
Eleanor Lynn and Frankie Albertson.
Snow Gets in Your Eyes (20). May 14
M-G-M
Released
OUR
Awful
Bear
Came

NEWS
OF THE
twice weekly.
GANG

Tooth,

DAY

COMEDIES

The

(..)

Facts (11)
the Brawn

May

28

Mar. 3, ’38
Apr. 16

(11)

Canned
Fishing (11)
Feb. 12, ’38
Feed ’Em and Weep
(11) .May 17, ’38
Hide and Shriek (11)
June 18
Little Ranger
(10)
Aug. 6
Party Fever (10)
Aug. 27
Three Men
PETE
Follow

in a Tub (10) .Mar. 26, ’38
SMITH
SPECIALTIES

the

Arrow

(10)

July

Modeling

for

Money

(10) . . . .Apr.

©Penny’s
Party
(9)
Story of Dr. Carver (10)
Surf Heroes (10)
ROBERT

30

Apr. 9, ’38
June 18
May 28

BENCHLEY

An Evening Alone (9)
How
to Read (9)
The Courtship of the Newt

May
Aug.

14
27

(8)
How
to

July

23

Figure

Income

Tax

(8)
©How
to Raise a Baby
Music Made
Simple (8)

Mar. July
19, ’382
(9)...
Apr. 16

Paramount
BOOP

CARTOONS

Be

Up to Date (7)
Feb. 25
Junior and Pudgy go hunting, with
amusing results.
Buzzy Boop
(7)
July 22
Honest Love and True (7)... Mar. 25
Out of the Inkwell (7)
Apr. 22
Pudgy the Watchman
Swing School (7)
The Lost Kitten (7)
COLOR

(7) . . . . Aug. 12
May 27
June 24

HEADLINER

CRIME

DOESN’T

PAY

A Criminal Is Born (21)
Come
Across (20)
© Miracle Money
(21)
CAPTAIN
AND
CARTOONS
A

Day

at

the

THE

Beach

June
May
Mar.
KIDS

(10) . . . . June

Blue Monday
(9)
Captain’s Pup (9)
Cleaning House
(8)
Poultry Pirates (9)
The Pygmy
Hunt (8)
What a Lion (9)

25
14
26

25

Apr. 2, ’38
Apr. 30
Feb. 19
Apr. 16
Aug. 6
July 16

FITZPATRICK
TRAVELTALKS
In Technicolor
Beautiful Budapest
(9)
Czeclio-Slovakia on Parade

Apr.

16

(9)
Glimpses of Austria (9)
Glimpses of New
Brunswick
(8)
Paris on Parade (9)
Rural Sweden
(8)

June
Feb.

11
19

Mar. 19
July 9
May 14

A
special
immortal

Hall’s Holiday (10)
Apr. 8
George
Hall and
his Orchestra
with Dolly Dawn.
Lights! Action! Lucas (11) .. .Sept. 2
Clyde Lucas and orchestra.
©Moments
of Charm
(10) . . . . Aug. 5
Phil Spitalny and Girl Orchestra.
Queens of the Air (10)
July 8
Vincent Lopez and his orchestra,
Benay Venuta, Hollace Shaw, Jean
Ellington, Betty Hutton and Nan
Wynn.
STAR

NEWS
weekly.

PARAMOUNT

PICTORIAL

No.
4, ’38
The7 (10)
Yerkes Observatory, Feb.
Autumn
in the Alps and the Shadow
Man.
No. .8(10)
Mar. 4
shop.
Styles
in the
sun, Newcanine
York’s beauty
army
of night
workers,
No. 9 (10)
The
Bureau

Apr. 1
Standards
in

of

Washington, trained
pine aqueduct.
No. 10 (10)

fish

No. 11 (10)
Alpine streams, a
Guadalupe
Islands,
of California.
No. 12 (10)
Gigantic

Al-

May

6

June 3
visit to the
and vineyards
July

farming — Streaming

1

scen-

ery— a day in a dog’s life.
No. 1
(10)
Aug. 5
Tropical trophies; Canyon country;
Aquatic Antics.
No. 2 (10)
Sept. 2
Wellesley College;
ties; and Paris at
POPEYE
Big

Chief

Amazon
night.

The

activi-

CARTOONS

Ugh-Ainugh-Ugh

(7)
Bulldozing the Bull (7)
I Yam
Love Sick (8)
Jeep

Apr. 15
....Aug. 19
May 20

(7)

July

15

Learn Polikness (7)
Feb. 18, ’38
Plumbing Is a "Pipe” (7)... June 17
The House Builder-Upper (7). Mar. 18
POPULAR
SCIENCE
(In

Cinecolor)

©No. 4(10)
No. 5(10)
No. 6(10)
No.

1

Mar. 18
May 13
July 8

(10)

Sept. 2

SCREEN

SONG

a Moonlit

Stream

(8).. July

29

Frank Dailey and His Orchestra.
Thanks for the Memory
(7).. Mar. 25
Bert Block and orchestra supply
the music.
You Leave Me Breathless (7). May 27
Jimmy

Dorsey

GRANTLAND
LIGHTS

and

orchestra.

RICE

SPORT-

Cops and Robbers (10)
Mar. 25
A chase in which a black bear and
mountain lion are captured.
Fascinating Adventure, A (10) Feb. 25

Horseshoes

his advenof Central

(10)

July

15

Ted

Allen, world’s champion horseshoe artist, demonstrates his skill.
Hunting Thrills (10)
Sept. 2
Red, White and Blue Champions
(10)
May 20
A unique group of aquatic youngsters of the Panama
Canal zone.
Sporting Test (10)
Aug. 5
Question answers in the field of
ing.
sport supplied by Ted Husing.
Strike (10)
June 17
Not baseball but a reel about fishWin,

Place

or

Show

(10) . . . .Apr.

Humanleah racing
interest
track.yarn
UNUSUAL

woman

of

the

chimney

circulating
sweep;

Apr. 15
library;

tool leathJune 10
Aug. 5

RKO

Radio

CARTOONS

Builders

Mickey,

22

Hia-

OCCUPATIONS

©No. 5(10)
Gold beating;

©Boat
May 20
training a

and

Chesapeake
fishermen —
camera
studies of clouds —
feeding the
animals.

DISNEY

PARAGRAPHICS

12

by the National Symphony
Orchestra under baton of Frederick Feher.
The Bike Parade (10)
Apr. 22
Husing.
The
saga of the bicycle from 1900
to the present. Narrated by Ted

No. 3 (10)
Mar. 10
Ted Husing introduces us to Mark
Warnow
and band. Rio Brothers,
Vic Heide and Freddy Rich and
orchestra.

Crime Fighters (10)
Depicting the thorough

Aug.

arrangement
Wagner’s
"Tanhaueser” of as
played

er portraits.
No. 6(10)
No. 1 (10)

REPORTER

PARAMOUNT
Released twice

July 15
salmon and

A modern
Tarzan and
Florida.tures in the streams

CLASSICS

All’s Fair at the Fair (7) . . . . Aug. 26
Guatemala
(10)
Aug. 12
Hold It (8)
Apr. 29
Hunky
and Spunky (7)
June 24
The 'Tears of an Onion (7).. Feb. 25

Bob Crosby and His Orchestra
(10)
May 6
Easy on the Ice (10)
June 3
Henry King and his orchestra with
Shirley Foster.

M-G-M

undergoes.

©Silver Millions (10)
Story of the Alaskan
their spawning habits.
Tanhaueser (12)

Beside

BETTY

officer

©Find W’hat’s Wrong
(10) . . June 17
Gold (10)
Feb. 25
The gold mines of South Africa.
Jungle Glimpses (10)
Mar. 25
A
colorful camera
trip through
South America tropics.
Mildewed Melodramas
(11) . . • Sept. 2
Three old-time films re-edited for
modern
audiences.

30

La Humorous
Savate (8)
Mar. 12,
’38
account of French
sport
in which opponents rely mainly on
their feet.

Retail hijinks with Herman
Timberg jr. and Pat Rooney jr.
Money on Your Life ( . . ) . May 13, ’38
Revolutionary antics with
Kemper and Kaye.
Pardon My Accident (17) . . . . June 10
Willie Howard
fakes an accident
and is mistaken for a famous sur-

.... Mar.

MINIATURES

MUSICAL

Gandy
the Goose (6)
Mar. 4, ’38
Happy and Lucky (..).. .Mar. 18, ’38
Here’s to Good Old Jail (..).. June 10
Just Ask Jupiter (7)
Feb. 18, *38
Maid in China (7)
Apr. 29
Milk for Baby
(..)
July 8
Mrs. O’Leary’s Cow (..)
July 22
Robinson Crusoe’s Broadcast
(7)
Apr. 15
©String Bean
Jack {..)... .Aug. 26

4

SPECIAL
The New
Nation (10)
Story of Czechoslovakia.
Jungle Babies (10)

through

A Mountain Romance
Chris Columbo
(..)

gangster’s sweetie.
COLOR
RHAPSODIES
on

AND

HISTORICAL

29

25, ’38

Bantamweight

Bravest of the Brave
The Face Behind the

TERRY-TOONS

Columbia

©Horse

Mar.

All’s Fair (10)
The Cabin Kids.

CLASSICS

ALL-STAR

.Apr.

Educational

Artcinema
Produced

(..)...

week

(Distributed

MUSICAL

COLOR

police

HARMAN-ISING
Little

(7)

Feb.

25

Donald and the Goof attempt
to build
a boat with disastrous
consequences.

BOXOFFICE

August 27, 1938

©Donald’s

Better

Self

(8) .Mar.

©Donald’s Nephews
(8) . .Apr. 15, ’38
Introducing three mischievous editions of Donald Duck, Huey, Dewey
and Louie.
Good Scouts (8)
July 8
Donald
Duck
takes his nephews
camping, much
to his sorrow.
Mickey’s Parrot (8)
A concealed parrot
an escaped killer.

June
and

17, '38
Goofy

The Fox Hunt (8)
July 29
Adventures of Donald
Duck
and
Goofy during a fox hunt.
Moth

and

(8)
Adventures

the

of a boy

Flame
and

Apr. 1, ’38
girl moth.

The Whalers
(8)
Aug. 19
A whaling expedition costs Mickey,
Donald and the Goof their boat.
4J©Wynken,
Blynken and Nod
(8)
May 27
The
adventures
of
the
three
youngsters in Eugene Field’s
who
sail through the sky
wooden-shoe.
EDGAR

KENNEDY

COMEDIES

Kennedy’s Castle (17)
May 28
Edgar
brings the boss and
the
customers
home
to play poker
when
the wife walks In with her
friends.
HEADLINER

COMEDIES

LEON

ERROL

RADIO

FLASH

COMEDIES

RKO-PATHE

MARCH

OF

SMART
Hunting

traffic problem and
England’s Gibraltar.

NU-ATLAS
A

the

Jqd

SET

Yost’s Singing Dozen
and
Doug
Leavitt.
Carnival Show
(10)
June 24
Clyde Hager, Jan Peerce, Cotton
Club Tramp
Band.
International Rhythm
(10)... June 3
Roy Smeck
and his Aloha Islanders, Ada Brown,
Mara, Princess
Chivo.
Latin Rhythm
(11)
Feb. 18
Jan
Pearce, Luba
Malina, Mia
Miles Foursome
and the Dansapators.
Maids
Ray

and Music (10)
Apr. 22, ’38
Fabing’s Ingenues with Janice Walker. Also Bernice Parks.
No Sale (11)
Mar. 11
Original Dixieland Jazz band, Gogo
de Lys, Adia Kuznetzoff and Russion Octette, King, King & King,
Charioteers, Hal Sherman.
Salt Shakers (11)
May 13, ’38
Jay C. Flippen, Joe Dorris, Mae
McKim
and
Her
Three
Boy
Friends, Vera Haal.
Skyline Revue
(11)
Apr. 1
Paula Stone, Billy and Milly, Sugar
Nicholas, DeMay
Moore
and
Martin.
The Deviled Ham
(10) . Mar. 11, ’38
Gus Van, Arskine Hawkins and his
band, Toy and Wing, The Three
Kays, Moya Engele.
PATHE

NEWS
twice

BOXOFFICE

August

27, 1938

Feb. 18
background

a

OSAVALD

(16)

Aug.

6

Tournament
with
the
country’s
leading pros.
Swinging Mallets (10)
Apr. 1
Polo as played in Jamaica
between two crack teams.
(9)

June

3

New
underwater
sport “goggle
fishing’’ and
some
water
polo
scen ©s.
Windward
Way
(10)
A
yachting reel centering
Miami-Nassau
Yacht race.

(18)
Nick
Betty

MUSICAL

Girls

and

a

Freed’s

Mar. 11
on the

Released

ED

OF

A

Science

(. . )

19

Sept. 30

Forecasts
styles.

(..)....

Sept. 16

FOX
MOVIETONE
NEWS
Released twice weekly.
AND

HIS

Should

LOWELL
THOMAS
CARPET
Golden

California

Know

of

May
Mar.

(21) . .June

Aug.

5

PLACES
ELL THOMAS

the

46 ( 9)
47 ( 9)
48 ( 9)
49 ( 9)
50 ( 9)
51(10)
52 ( 9)

Carl

Apr. 9, ’38
July 2, ’38
Aug. 13

Where

the

Stars

Begin

(19) young
May 28,
’38
A
dancer
makes
good
through the aid of a makeup
man.
With Evelyn Thawl, Jeffrey Lynn,
Armida,
Fritz Feld and Charley
of

Louisiana

(19) story of the purchase
Mar. of
12, the
’38
The
Louisiana territory.
Sons of the Plains ( . . ) . . July 30, ’38
Mauch
Twins, Rosella Towns.
VITAPHONE

COMEDIES

VITAPHONE

GAY-ETIES

Hold That Ball (21)
Rise and Sing (21)
There Goes the Bride
Fifi D’Orsay.

Apr. 23, '38
June 25, ’38
(..).. .Aug. 27

Waiting Around
(20)
Feb. 26
Frank Libuse, Shea and Raymond,
Margo
Brander,
Stanley Twins,
Joan Merrill.

Orchestra
Clyde Lucas

LOW-

(10)
Don
Bestor

28, ’38
21, ’38
11, ’38
Apr. 25
May 9
June 3
June 27

23, ’38
Hare,

Charles Althoff, Tom
Emerson’s
Mountaineers, Danzi Goodell, Clair
St. Martin and Mac’s Boys and
Girls.
Fits & Benefits (19)
July 27
Yorke and King, Original Cotton
Club Tramp
Band, Carolyn Marsh,
The Merry Macs.
High-Jack ’n the Show
(17)
May 18, ’38
James
Barton, Bea
Saxon, The
Three
Marshalls, Starnes Foursome.
(18)

Apr.

27

May

(10)
(11)
Mike Riley

(7) .. .Feb.

Moore

(10)
and

26, ’38
Aug. 27

A

Dream

and

(10)
Saturday

Night

(10)
MERRIE

(By Floyd Gibbons)
Comes Trne

Orchestra

His

May

18, ’38

July 9, ’38
May 28, ’38
26, *38

April
Club

16, ’38

MELODIES
(7)
Fella

Isle

Pongo

7, ’38

Mar.

Violin

Swing

(12)

Hit and Run
(12)
Shopgirl’s Evidence
Wanderlust
(12)

June 4, ’38
i.Apr. 16, ’38
July 2

Feb. 10, ’38
(12) . . . .Mar. 19
May 14, ’38

SERIALS
COLUMBIA
The Great Adventures
Bill Hiekolc
15 chapters.
Gordon
Elliot,
Wayne.

of Wild
June

Monte

Blue,

30

Carol

Jungle Menace
Sept. 1
15 episodes (20), first chapter runs
(30) — Frank
Buck, Sasha Siemel,
Charlotte Henry, Rubber hijackers
in the Malayan jungle.
Secret
(15

of

Treasure

episodes).

pirate’s
island.

Dick

Orchestra

A
Star Is Hatched
Cinderella Meets Her
Pingo

18, ’38
19, ’38

treasure

Island . . . Mar.
Story

on

an

of

17

buried

adventurer’s

REPUBLIC

and

Orchestra June

and

and

Apr. 9, ’38
May 14, ’38
(..).. Aug. 6

Vitaphone Capers
(10) . .June
Vitaphone Gambols (10) . .Mar.
TRUE
ADVENTURES

MASTERS

(10)
Rubinoff

of

21, ’38
Aug. 6

the Crocadero (7) .Feb. 5, ’38
Five and Ten (7) . Apr. 16, ’38
Hare
Hunt
(7) . .Apr. 30, ’38
Party (7)
June 25
Phoney Express (7) . .Mar. 19
Spring Planting (7) July 16

"Deacon”

VARIETY

JulySept.
23, ’38
25

Mar. 12, ’38
CARTOONS

Trouble (7)
and Daffy (7)

28, '38

PRODUCTIONS

Down
on the Barn (17) . .Feb.
Billy Jones
and
Ernest

Hi-Hattin

t^©Out

(11)
Dear Old Dad
(12)
The Fighting Judge

Apr.
2, ’38
(..)...
Aug.
27

TUNES

MELODY

SPECIAL

Feb.
Mar.
Apr.

11, ’38

Orient

What
Price Porky
AVholly Smoke
(7)

WITH

7, ’38
5, ’38

Malayan
Jungles (10) . . . .Feb. 5, ’38
Mechanix Illustrated (10) . .June 4, ’38
Pearl of the East (10) . . Mar. 21, ’38
Toradja
Apr. 30, ’38
What
theLand
World(10)
Makes

Pork at
Porky’s
Porky’s
Porky’s
Porky’s
Porky’s

MAGIC

Feb.

MENTONE

Got
a
Match?
(20)
Rainbow’s
End
(. . )
UpPat
in Rooney.
Lights (..)

ADVENTURES

(10)
The
Hermit Kingdom
Isles of Enchantment

Injun
Porky

Moments

(19)

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

Swing

©Crossroads

Sept. 2

(. . )

EXPLOITATION

GOING

of

(10)
LOONEY

KINDER-

Universal
^Breathless

13

REVUES

Crawfords, The
(10)
Juggling Fool (11)
Swing Cat’s Jamboree

HEADLINERS

(10)Bright Land
Long
(10)
A trip to New Zealand.

Boy

21, ’38
Mar. 14
Apr. 18
May 2
June 6
June 20
Sept. 12

weekly.

COLORTOUR

FASHIONS

What
Every
(. . )

PRESENTATION

Aug.

My
Pop
(. . )
July 16, '38
Stocks and Blondes (20) .. May 21, ’38
Under the Wire (20)
Mar. 26, ’38

Vitaphone

Prisoner

THORGERSEN-SPORTS

LEW
LEHR
GARTEN

4, ’38

6

NEWS

Forget Me Knots (21)
Little Me
(21)
Wini Shaw, songstress.

NEWS

Aug.

©Fashion
Autumn

June

No. 12(..)
Hollywood-Sculling-Furs.

©Romance

Feb.

twice

Apr. 30, ’38
boating —

ice

No. 11 (10)
July 9, ’38
Bakelite — Greyhounds — Perfume.

VITAPHONE

Apr. 8, ’38
his orchestra,
June Johnson.

20 th Century-Fox

Thoroughbreds

June

FICTION

46(10)
47 ( 9)
49 ( 9)
50 ( 9)
51 ( 9)
52 ( 9)
53 (9)

BROADAVAY

Modern

1
4

Girl (7V2)
Apr. 11
The Big Cat and the Little
Mousie (7)
Aug. 15
The Problem Child (7) .. .May 16, ’38
Trade Mice (7)
Feb. 28, ’38
Tail End
(7)
Apr. 25
Voodoo
Harlem
(7)
July 18
Yokel Boy Makes Good (7).. Feb. 21

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

—

2

rubber

trains.

No. 10 (10)
Beavers — Polo — Woolens.

Feed the Kitty (7)
Mar, 14, ’38
Happy
Scouts (7)
June 20
Hollywood Bowl
(7)
Mar. 28
Movie Phoney News
(. . )
May 30

UNIVERSAL

COMEDIES

toy

—

TECHNICOLOR
F’oy.
Aug.
July

THAN

.Apr.
bowling

No. 9(10)
Making of silver

CARTOONS

STRANGER

8 (11)

Song writers >—
bathing suits.

Band

Stuart and
Jane Rhodes,

Recording
(. . )

Harmon-

Nellie, The Indian Chief's
Daughter
(7)
Nellie the Sewing Machine

SPORTSCOPE

Bit and Bridle (10)
May 13, ’38
A trip to Aiken, S. C., haven of
horse lovers and their horses.
In the Swim
(10)
Feb. 18
Fancy diving with champions.
Pinehurst (9)
Apr. 22
The
North-South
Open
Golf

Twenty

Carl

Barnyard Romeo
(7)
Cheese Nappers (7)

Prouty and Richard Lane encounter complications at
home
a wild time at a fraternal
convention.

Latin

weekly.

Brown
and
ica Band.

COMEDIES

Trouble

PATnE

MUSICALS

Radio Hookup
(10)
Jan. 28
Starring Dorothy
Stone
and
Charles
Collins, the
Buckaroos,

Released

SPECIAL

ADVENTURES
CAMERAMAN

||No. 11 (17)
June 10
A study of the American physician.
No. 12 (17)
July 8
Work,
training and activities of
the U. S. Coast Guard.
No. 13 (19)
Aug. 5

and
Harriet
Yost’s
Varsity
Eight. Hayes, Ben
Stars and Stripes (17)
July 6
Ed
East, Ralph
Dumke,
Ada

after
order

TIME

No. 7 (19)
Feb. 18, ’38
Old Dixie’s New
Boom, One Million Missing, Russians in Exile.
QNo.
8(19)
Mar. 18
Story of the nation’s first government-promoted tourist resort and
arms and the League of Nations.
||No. 9 (21)
Apr. 15
The Nazi conquest of Austria and
a
pictorial discussion on
crime
and prisons.
No. 10 (19)
May 13
Racketeers vs. Housewives.

America’s
threat to

COMEDIES

j^QuintupIand (19)
The Quints against
of Northern winter.

No.

Collins,
Campo,

Bernice Parks
and
the 12 McGurns’ Dancers.
Music and Flowers (19) . . . . June 15
Block &
Sully, Peg Leg
Bates,
Royal
Swedish
Bell
Ringers,
Stearnes & Anavan.
Rhythm
Cafe (20)
Sept. 7
Oshins &
Lessy, Virginia Verrill,
Four Eton Boys, Vic Hyde.
Somewhere
in Paris (17) . . . Mar. 23
J. Harold Murray, Three Samuels

The Photographer (15) .. .June 17, ’38
A
candid camera
bug runs into
difficulties over a picture.

RADIO
Berthqualces (16)
May 6
Errol tries his hand at applying
child psychology.
His Pest Friend (18)
Mar. 11
Blind jealousy gets Leon into hot
water.
The Jitters (19)
July 1
The wife’s yen for dancing sets
Errol off on a jag which ends in
a rousing finale.

Dorothy
Stone, Charles
Geraldine and
Joe, Del

re-

Stuporvisor (17)
Feb. 25, ’38
Jack Norton runs against his wife
for city supervisor.

Underwater

Picketing for Love
(17)
June 3
Betty Jane Rhodes, Joe Morrison,
Phyllis Kennedy, Jack Carson and
Barbara Bedford.

(’36-’37

yNo. 6 The Count of Ten (9) June 17
Development of the Golden Gloves.

poem
in a

False Roomers
(17)
Mar. 25, ’38
A
slightly unbalanced roomer is
the cause of all the hilarity.

PARADE

No. 4 (10)
Feb. 25
Depicting the cadet training school,
the Air College at Randolph Field,

Sept. 9
is mistaken for

Polar Trappers (8)
Adventures of Donald
in the Arctic.

0©The

leases)
PATHE

11, ’38

Tracy

15 Chapters
Roberts.

—

Dick

Aug.
Byrd

20

- Lynn

Fighting Devil Dogs, The. . . .May 28
12 chapters. Lee Powell, Herman
Brix, Eleanor
Stewart, Montagu
Love.
Painted Stallion
June 5, ’38
With Ray Corrigan and Hoot Gibson. The first chapters runs about
(7) and the rest average (19).

July 30, ’38
(In Color)
Apr. 2
(8) Jill. 23

Returns

UNIVERSAL
Flaming

Frontiers

July

5

15

chapters, average about 20 minutes each. With
Johnny
Mack
Brown
and Eleanor Hansen.

( . . ) . May

28, ’38

©Jungle
Jitters (7)
Feb.
Katnip
Now
ThatKollege
Summer (7)Is GoneJune

19, ’38
11, ’38

Flashi Gordon’s Trip to
Mars
Mar. 22, ’38
15 episodes, approximately
(20)

(. . )
May
Penguin Parade (7)
Apr.
^Sneezing
Weasel
(7) . .Mar.
Freddie Rich and Orchestra

14, ’38
23, ’38
12, ’38

each. Larry
Jean Rogers
on Mars.
Radio Patrol

©PICTORIAL
(Some

REVUES

sequences

in

color)

No. 7 (10)
Mar.
Dogs — Billiards — Lith ography.

5, ’38

“Buster” Crabbe and
in exciting adventures
Oct. 4

12 episodes (20) — Grant WithersCatherine Hughes.
The
valuable
formula for flexible steel and its
possession by a number
of people
is the basis for this one.

Dn "The Atak
STARTING
►H

EARLY

2

ARIZONA — Gordon

liver, Harry Woods,

S

Guard.

Producer:

2

Joseph

Levering.

oq

Gatzert.

Elliott,

Dorothy

Franklin Farnum,

Larry

Darmour.

Original

Kit

Nate

z

o

W
V

THE
SHINING
HOUR — Joan Crawford, Margaret
Sullavan, Fay Bainter, Robert Young, Melvyn
Douglas. Producer: Joseph L. Mankiewicz. Director: Frank Borzage. Original: Keith Winter.

o

MR. WONG, DETECTIVE — Boris Karloff. Pro-

g

ducer: Scott R. Dunlap.
Director:
William Nigh.

O

FRONTIERSMAN — William
igj
p5
a;
Cl.

O
^

(H

Boyd,

Evelyn

Wylie.

Ven-

MIRACLE
RACKET — Sally Eilers, Ann
Miller,
Lee Bowman,
Paul Guilfoyle, Cecil Kellaway.
Producer: B. P. Fineman.
Director: Les Good-

wins.

THE
ij"
4
5

A
HH

Hugh

able, Russell Hayden, George Hayes, Clara Kimball Young, Roy
Barcroft.
Producer: Harry
Serman.
Director: Lesley Selander. Original:
Clarence E. Mulford. Screenplay: Harrison Jacobs, Norman Houston.

Elkins,

q

Original:

Original:
Joseph

NIGHT

Saul

Elkins.

Screenplay:

Saul

Pagano.

HAWK — Robert

Livingston,

COMPLETED

ALONG

Gul-

Director:

Screenplay:

WELL

Robert

Armstrong.
Producer: Harry Grey.
Director:
Sidney Salkow.
Original Screenplay: Earl Felton.

BIG TOWN
GIRLS
IN RENO — Lynn Bari, June
Lang,
Iva
Stewart.
Producer:
Howard
J.
Green.
Director: Joseph Santley. Screenplay:
Marguerite Roberts, John Grey.

o
ARIZONA
WILDCAT — Jane Withers, Henry Wil<N
coxon, Pauline Moore, Leo Carrillo. Producer:
John Stone. Director: Herbert I. Leeds. Screenplay: Frances Hyland, Albert Ray.

THOROUGHBRED — Edith Fellows, Cliff Edwards,
Jacqueline Wells, Robert
Paige.
Producer:
Irving Briskin. Director: D. Ross Lederman.
Screenplay: Michael Simmons.

HOMICIDE
BUREAU — Bruce Cabot, Rita Hayworth, Gene Morgan, Moroni Olsen. Producer:
Irving Briskin. Director: C. C. Coleman
jr.
Screenplay: Earle Snell.

CIPHER
BUREAU — Leon Ames, Charlotte Wynters, Joan Woodbury, Don Dilloway, Gustav von
Seyfertitz, Jason Robards.
Producer: Charles
Lamont.
Director: Charles Lamont.
Original:
Monroe Shaff. Screenplay: Arthur Hoerl.

RENFREW
OF THE
MOUNT1ES— James Newill,
Jean Carmen, Warren
Hull, Stanley Blystone,
Walter Byron.
Producer: Philip Krasne.
Director: Elmer Clifton.

VACATION
FROM
LOVE — Dennis O’Keefe, Herman Bing, Reginald Owen, June Knight, George
Zucco, Edward
Brophy, Florence Rice.
Producer: John Considine jr. Director: George
Fitzmaurice.
Original: Harland Ware, Patterson McNutt. Screenplay: Patterson McNutt.
WAY
OUT
WEST
WITH
THE
HARDYS — Mickey
Rooney, Lewis Stone, Fay Holden, Sara Haden,
Ann
Rutherford.
Producer: Lou Ostrow.
Director: George Seitz. Original: Kay Van Riper.

GANGSTER’S
BOY — Jackie Cooper.
Scott R. Dunlap.
Screenplay: Robert

Producer:
Andrews.

DOWN
Byrd,

IN
ARKANSAW — Pinky
Tomlin, Ralph
Weaver
Brothers, Elviry, Berton Churchill. Producer: Armand
Schaefer.
Director:
Nick Grinde.
Original and Screenplay: Dorell
and Stuart McGowan.

MR.
MOTO
TAKES
A
VACATION— Peter Lorre,
John King. Producer: Sol M. Wurtzel. Director: Norman Foster. Original: J. P. Marquand.
Screenplay: Norman
Foster.
JESSE
JAMES— Tyrone
Power,
Henry
Fonda,
Randolph
Scott, Arleen Whelan, Walter Brennan, Douglas Fowley, J. Edward
Bromberg,
John Carradine.
Producer: Nunnally Johnson.
Director: Henry
King.
Screenplay: Nunnally
Johnson.

SWING
THAT
CHEER — Tom Brown, Andy Devine,
Robert Wilcox, Constance Moore, Samuel Hinds.
Producer: Max
H. Golden.
Director: Harold
Schuter. Original: Thomas
Ahearn, F. Maury
Grossman.
Screenplay: Charles Grayson.
THE
LAST
EXPRESS — Kent
Taylor, Dorothea
Kent, Barbara Read, Paul Hurst, Charles Trowbridge. Producer: Irving Starr. Director: Otis
Garrett. Screenplay: Edmund
Hartmann.

5
a

TORCHY

J

BLANE

IN

Francis, Maxie
Foy.
Director:

CHINATOWN — Glenda

rell,
Barton Producer:
MacLanc,
Stephenson.
William Beaudine.

Henry
Bryan

Far-

O'Neill,
James
Foy.
Director:

Rooney,

Oscar O’Shea,
Rapf.
Direc-

WANTED
BY
THE
POLICE
—
Frankie Darro,
Matty Fain, Robert Kent, Evalyn Knapp. Producer: Lindsley Parsons.
Director: Howard
Donn

O’Mullally.

Screen-

PECK’S
BAD
BOY
AT THE
CIRCUS
—
Tommy
Kelly, Ann Gillis, Benita Hume,
Nana
Bryant.
Producer:
Sol Lesser (Principal). Director:
Eddie Cline. Original: George W. Peck. Screenplay: Robert Neville, David Boehm, A1 Martin.
ANNABEL
TAKES
A
TOUR — Lucille Ball, Jack
Oakie, Bradley
Page, Ruth
Donnelly.
Producer: Lou Lusty.
Director: Ben
Stoloff.
Screenplay: Bert Granet.

THE
STORM — Preston Foster, Andy Devine, Tom
Brown, Charles Bickford. Producer: Ken Goldsmith. Director: Harold Young.

— Kay
Bryan

Mickey

ST. LOUIS
BLUES— Lloyd Nolan, Dorothy Lamour, Tito Guizar, Elizabeth Patterson, Maxine
Sullivan, William Frawley, Jerome Cowan. Producer: Jeff Lazarus.
Director: Raoul Walsh.
Original: Eleanore
Griffin, William
Rankin.
Screenplay: Virginia Van Upp.
ZAZA — Claudette Colbert, Herbert Marshall, Bert
Lahr, Helen Westley, Genevieve Tobin, Duncan
Renaldo.
Producer: Albert Lewin.
Director:
George Cukor.
Screenplay: Zoe Akins.

THE
LADY
AND
THE
COWBOY — Gary Cooper,
Merle Oberon, David Niven, Walter
Brennan,
Benita Hume,
Patsy Kelly, Thomas
Mitchell.
Producer: Samuel
Goldwyn.
Director: H. C.
Potter.
Screenplay: S. N.
Behrman,
Sonya
Levien.
Original: Leo
McCarey,
Frank
R.
Adams.

W OMEN
IN THE
WIND
Rosenbloom.
Producer:
William McGann.

Beery,

Minor Watson, Marjorie Gateson,
Arthur Hohl.
Producer: Harry
tor: Sam Wood.

Bretherton. Original:
play: Wellyn Totman.

TOPPER
TAKES
A
TRIP — Constance Bennett,
Roland
Young, Billie Burke, Alan
Mowbray,
Paul Lukas, Verree Teasdale.
Producer: Hal
Roach.
Director: Norman
Z. McLeod.
OriJ3
ginal: Thorne Smith.
Screenplay: Jack Jevne,
Eddie Moran, Milton H. Bren, Norman
Z. McLeod.

YOU
CAN’T
CHEAT
AN
HONEST
MAN— W. C.
Fields.
Producer:
Lester Cowan.
Original:
W. C. Fields. Screenplay: W. C. Fields, George
Marion jr.

STABLEMATES — Wallace

THEY
MADE
ME
A CRIMINAL — John Garfield,
Gale Page, Billy Halop, Leon Gorcey. Producer:
Bryan
Foy.
Director: Lewis Seiler. Screenplay: Sig Herzig.
DAWN
PATROL
- — ■ Errol Flynn, George Brent,
Patric Knowles, Michael Brooke, Carl Esmond,
Basil Rathbone, David Niven. Producer: Robert
Lord.
Director: Edmund
Goulding.
Original:
John Monk
Saunders.

OVERLAND
STAGE
RIDERS
—
John Wayne,
Louise Brooks, Ray
Corrigan, Max
Terhune
(Three Mesquiteers). Producer: William Berke.
Director: George Sherman.
Screenplay: Luci
Ward,

Edmund

Kelso.

BY
THE
DAWN’S
Warner
Baxter,

EARLY
LIGHT— Alice Faye,
Charles
Winninger,
Arthur

Treacher, Keye Duke.
Director: Gregory Ratoff. Producer: Edward
Kaufman.
Original:
Gene Markey.
Screenplay: Anthony Veiller.

THAT
CERTAIN
AGE
—
Deanna
Durbin, John
Halliday, Irene Rich, Jackie Cooper, Nancy
Carroll. Producer: Joseph Pasternak.
Director: Edward Ludwig.
Original: F. Hugh
Herbert. Screenplay: Bruce
Manning,
Charles
Brackett, Billy Wilder.

HEART
Kay

OF

THE

NORTH — Ann

Sheridan,

Janet

Chapman,
Dick Foran, Allen Jenkins. Producer: Bryan Foy. Director: Lew Seiler. Screenplay: George Bricker. Original: Peter B. Kyne.
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SELLS

AND

BUYS"

EQUIPMENT.

THEATRES.

^leatina 4fou5e

SERVICES

Classified Ads 10c Per Word, Payable in Advance.
GENERAL
PRICES

THEATRES

EQUIPMENT

SHATTERED— BATTERED-

TATTERED!
10y4" REFLECTOR
CONversion kits, for Peerless or Strong, all
parts, only $14.95. Handsome, sturdy metal
exit signs, 39c. Optical porthole glass,
sq. in., 6c. Used soundheads, $15.00 up.
Used amplifiers, $19.50 up. Exciter lamps,
fresh stock, 29c each. Projection lenses,
series I, $5.95. Loads of swell buys always on hand. S.O.S., 636 Eleventh Ave.,
New York.
8-27

NEW
BIG

EQUIPMENT

NEW

S.O.S. “BOOTHSIDE
COMPANION” ALMOST READY.
GREATest theatre equipment catalog in industry
is on the press — shows everything for the
modern theatre at prices that can’t be
beat. Your name on postcard will reserve
your copy of this great 96-page buying
guide. S.O.S. , 636 Eleventh Ave., New
York.
8-27

AIR

$1.00. Display Rates on Request

SALE

SEAT

BRONX
OPERA HOUSE theatre building, 442 East 149th St., New York City,
for sale or lease. Phone

Sedgwick

ARTIFICIAL LEATHER
MOLESKIN—
81c per yd.; Sateen 60c yd. Six seats
from two yards. Samples on request.

3-3770.
tf

Commercialeather,

WILL buy, sell or lease theatres. M. S.
England, 86 Van Braam St., Pittsburgh,
Pa.
tf (6-18)

FOR

MACHINES

inches, in one or more
operation. Matter may

colors in a single
be typewritten or

hand

drawn. Only $2.45 postpaid. Arnold Shanberg, 4001 Benton Blvd., Kansas
City, Mo.
tf

HELP WANTED

9-3
THEATRE

THEATRES

St., Boston. 10-15

HAND
OPERATED
DUPLICATORS.
Print handbills, notices, etc., 3Vzx5V2

interest, which we believe is one-third of
actual worth. Located in northeast Missouri. B-1014, Boxoffice, 4704 E. 9th St.,
City, Mo.

116 Merrimac

DUPLICATING

RETAIL LUMBER
COMPANY
acquired,
by foreclosure, newly remodeled picture
show building. Will sell for actual dollar

Kansas

RECOVERING

MANAGERS

—

Important

circuit has opportunity for several experienced showmen, thoroughly familiar with
theatre operation, exploitation and seat

RENT

FOR
RENT
—
220-seat theatre, six
months free. Lessee must have equipment.
9-10
Emanuel Anderka, Orange Grove, Tex.

selling promotions.
Apply
Associated
Publications,
4704 “Showman,”
E. 9th St.,
Kansas City, Mo.

CONDITIONING

BARGAINS — Reconditioned Arctic NuAir American blowers, noiseless drives,
hydraulic variable
washer. Catalog

speed pulleys. New air
mailed. Southern Air

Conditioning Corp., 101-A Walton
lanta, Ga.

THEATRE
RUN-DOWN

FOR

Minimum

SEATS

St., Attf (4-2)

CHAIRS
GIVE

YOUR

THEATRES

EXHIBITORS READ
THE CLEARING HOUSE
REGULARLY

WANTED

EXPERIENCED
THEATRE
(business)
man; honest, dependable; desires theatre,
on lease, percentage or purchase; finest
reference; successful operation for over 30
9-17
years. Chas. H. Richelieu, Clearfield, Pa.

For only 10c a word your message will reach them in 48
states and all of Canada.

BOX-

OFFICE A “RUN-AROUND.”
WE HAVE
17,000 American Seating, Ideal, Irwin,
other

famous makes — biggest variety veneer and upholstered at 75c up. Free List
15-P. S.O.S., 636 Eleventh Ave., New
York.
8-27

EQUIPMENT
SIMPLEX
can also use

What

—TO
—TO

WANTED

N. Rafalski, 2202 N. Maplewood Ave., Chicago,
111.
9-3

Whatever

BOOKS
RCA
RCA

HANDBOOK —
EQUIPMENT—

and Sloane’s “Motion Picture Projection”
— both for $1.29. Rush your order. S.O.S.,
636 Eleventh Ave., New York.
8-27
FREE COPY of the Picture Guide combined with the Date and Record Book is
yours

with

office — only

a year’s subscription
$2.00

a

year

(52

to Box-

issues).

Pro-

vides for all bookkeeping details of booking, dating, advertising and exploiting

Want?

SELL YOUR THEATRE
BUY A THEATRE

—A JOB, A POSITION OPEN
—TO BUY OR SELL EQUIPMENT
—MISCELLANEOUS ARTICLES

THREE-POINT
pedestals;
three Simplex mechanisms.

EXTRA SPECIAL!
TELLS ALT. ABOUT

Do You

HERE

you want — it will pay you to advertise your needs in

THE

IS YOUR

CLEARING

HANDY

BOXOFFICE,
4704 East Ninth St.,
Kansas City, Mo.
Kindly insert the following ad
HOUSE" section, running through ALL

HOUSE

“AD

ORDER”

if Send Canh
wifc Order)

BLANK

I
“ werc®
] 4 inserti{f®
| at Pn®® 3

times in your "CLEARING
eight sectional editions of BOXOFFICE:

(Don't forget to count words in name and address that is to appear in the ad).
Blind ads— 10c extra to cover cost of postage.

ing of Boxoffice reviews on every picture
released. Order your copy today. Write
Subscription Department, Boxoffice, 4704
East Ninth St., Kansas City, Mo.

(pictures.Also contains space for the filBOXOFFICE

: : August 27, 1938

•Address copy to BOXOFFICE,
4704 E. Ninth St., Kansas City,
Forms close Monday
noon preceding publication date.

Mo.

yiffriTGBSM
RANDm!

BREED OF THE BORDER
FIGHTING CHAMP
GALLOPING ROMEO
TRAILING NORTH

GALLANT

FOOL

RANGERS' CODE
YOUNG BLOOD
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“Today’s

white-haired

ASTOR THEATRE HAS
A NEW $2 SENSATION!

boy”

The famed home of great M-G-M roadshows is noisy with ticket-buyers again.
Standees at every performance of “Marie
Antoinette” since its
opening. Advance sale
biggest of any Astor picture in the past ten years.

NORMA SHEARER
TYRONE POWER
Leo doesn’t think any the less of his
collection of Academy Award statuettes,
but it was a pleasant change to get a
Blue Ribbon this week.
For

;r|pr

“Love

Finds

Andy

Hardy.” of “Box-office”
Readers
magazine voted it the best
film released during July
for the whole family.
Ditto for exhibitors!

We’ve got inside information about the next of this series, “Out
West With The Hardys.”
A chap who heard the plot over a
luncheon table at the studio described
it as “excellent.” Since he is conservative this corresponds

to your “terrific.”

Repeat bookings of theprevious “Hardy”
pictures are reported from many sections
of the country.
A smart showman in Michigan is playing them on the same night of the week
for three weeks in a row. He established
it as “Hardy Family Night.”
Getting additional business thereby.
Also our Hardy
★

congratulations.
★

★

★

★

Aarie Antoinette

THEY’RE SAYING
NICE THINGS
ABOUT YOU, LEO!
The

announcement

of the release of

“Marie Antoinette” at popular prices,
entailing cancellation of road-shows, has
met with widespread industry approval.
To help the industry put its best foot
forward at the commencement of the
united screen drive this Fall M-G-M
delivers a production which raises the
stock of all companies. A patron of the
Astor Theatre writing to the Management reflects what this move means:
‘.‘For some time there has been a lot of
talk that Hollywood was failing us, that
they were no longer capable of turning
out great films. Can these critics still
stand by that statement after ‘Marie
Antoinette’?” And celebrated showman
Charles P. Skouras writes to Loew’s
President, Nicholas M . Schenck : ‘ ‘ MetroGoldwyn-Mayer in this picture gives a
starved entertainment world the greatest of its many achievements. I predict
‘Marie Antoinette’ will go on to be the
box-office hit of the year and the Academy Award Winner.”
1

DAILY
Roars" Gets “Andy Hardy” Big “Broadway” Takes
Boost for Buffalo
$6,500 at Oklahoma
$ 1 5,900 at Omaha
“Crowd

mm

Patrons like Shorts. There have been
several surveys lately proving that the
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M-G-M’s

intelligent, exploitable and entertaining subjects continue to lead
their field. For instance currently: Pete

Agree on Oklahoma Tax
rrntm. o- mm

and “The

EXTRA!
'MARIE

★

Pittsburgh’s
Hit, 815,700
* ErfiatRl

ANTOINETTE”

first
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Roars” ‘Crowd Roars’

“Crowd Roars" b
Milwaukee Leader
Cyyd

ing, “The City of Little Men.”
+

“Crowd

d n

Story of Dr. Carver.” And we guarantee
you’ll get plenty of comment on the
human-interest, informative and inspir★

w to.
HB

popu-

terrific. A proved

$2 sensation in Los Angeles and New York,
M-G-M set first popular price tests in small
towns (Petoskey, Frankfort, Michigan;
Lake Geneva, E)elevan, Sheboygan, Wisconsin) where it is beating M-G-M’s Biggest, such as, “Test Pilot,” “San Francisco,”
Saratoga” hit.
foreshadowing tremendous
nationwide
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and gave out as follows: ‘“Marie
Antoinette’ superb. One of the year’s
treats.” — William Boehnel, WorldTelegram; “Most sumptuous spectacle
of the year.” — Howard Barnes, HeraldTribune; “Deserves one of the top places
on list of pictures to be seen.” — Eileen
Creelman, Sun; “Norma Shearer’s fans
hail her triumphant return with rousing
cheers.” — Bland Johaneson, Mirror;
“Royal reception. Stirring production.”
— Kate Cameron, News; “Stirring action. Impressive achievement.” — Rose
Pelswick, Journal-American ; “Major
event. One of the biggest spectacles ever
filmed.” — Leo Mishkin, Telegraph.
★

★

★

★

★

THE EDITORIAL
WHEE!
Nobody
had discussed
to call Leo’s
attention
to
that widely
editorial
in Jay
Emanuel Publications last week.

exhibitors have been so quick to recognize. Let the Metro spirit of fairness be
best exemplified by a letter received by
exhibitors. (The letter concerns designation ofpictures in uncompleted percentage brackets). Metro could have filled
the higher brackets but it isn’t doing
business that way. It feels treating exhibitors fairly pays bigger dividends.
And other companies’ sales departments
wonder why exhibitors shout so loudly
in praise of the cohorts of Leo. It was
never more apparent — fair play brings
greater
always.”
Thanks returns
Mr. Editor.

*nc -Ml told a rooUunu co duldrrn .Vvrftoin* a ^na J toUtoM^anlto
mcmiSZifSZ nH?”

New York press sat enthralled before the wonders of “Marie Antoinette”

in part:
“Praising Metro sales policy is not a new
departure for this department. It is therefore time to commend Metro for continuance ofthat fair selling policy which

tifcs;

If c

$2 WORDS!
The

In case you missed it, we reprint it here

“Crowd Roars”
Hits $15,000

r4T* o m>j£) uTto!

public is more “short-conscious” than
ever but you’ll be a lot more convinced
by a personal survey in your own lobby.

Smith’s “Follow The Arrow”

Plenty of excitement on
Broadway that will be
duplicated
on your
Broadway !

“

Additional hold-overs of “The Crowd
Roars” at Detroit, Louisville, Providence,
Rochester, Syracuse, Houston, Philadelphia, Cincinnati, Hartford, New
Haven, Worcester, Cleveland, NewYork
(Capitol) and more as we go to press.

M-G-M likes to think of its boys in the
field working with exhibitors toward a
common goal, • success for all.
Three little
-a
Cecr
THE
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THOSE very private meetings at which a workable,
non- jeopardizing industry program has been industriously cooking, have developed some interesting slants.

Nothing official, quite naturally, but official enough despite the cloak of secrecy which the committee has
sought to maintain.
The news columns already have reported the hurdles
thrown up by block booking and cancellations, but not
a great deal about the opposition created by sales managers who may or may not have realized the lack of
faith they were thereby evidencing in the product of
their own studios.
Where block booking enters the plot, the desire has
been to maintain the current system, if at all possible,
but to rearrange the furnishings without tearing down
the house. It's one thing to move a chair from north
to south, or east to west, if that's the way you prefer it,
and another to revamp a firmly imbedded practice with
years of comfortable and convenient handling behind it.
As the committee has discovered only too well.
This condition is the one which gave rise to the
scheme under which, not films, but playdates would be
sold the exhibitor. One hundred from Paramount, whatever you like from Metro, and thus down the line until
the exhibitor's requirements were filled. This would
mean, not the abandonment of compulsory block booking since the theatreman would continue to buy sight
unseen. Actually, it would provide for selectivity and
a slight letting go of the block booking method at the
same time holding on to it.
Another approach has been cancellations. A great
deal of discussion has been bandied back and forth on
this issue, for here, too, it is appreciated a liberal percentage of rejections would keep the block booking system intact and, by the same juncture, lift the extent of
the commitment from the exhibitor's shoulders.
Like block booking, cancellations have turned into a
kind of bogey man. Some sales managers are fighting
liberality in this direction. They argue it's going to make
it tough for them and for their companies to grant a
clean-cut, non-gimmick right under which ten, fifteen
or twenty per cent of their product can be tossed away
if the man running the theatre decides this is what he
wants to do.
The argument is worth exploring a bit. To those sales
managers who subscribe, it ought to be said here and
now that their presentation is not very strong on validity.

Some pictures, under any such plan, will take it in the
midriff, of course. Other pictures will benefit, but the
combined total of distributor business obviously remains
the same even if it is cut up differently.

Company A may get it where it does not like it the
first six months of one season and recoup in the last six.
It might be the other way around and, as a matter of
fact, the combinations to play on this score are several.
What ought to get prime consideration is not the effect
on a specific distributor, but the effect on the industry.
This is suggested because this column seems to have
read somewhere, and undoubtedly in BOXOFFICE, that
the trade reform program was to be representative of
the entire business, not a program to be worked out on
behalf of a sacred few.
If exhibitors are permitted to cancel as they go within
reasonable limitations, a great deal of the excitement,
genuine and drummed up, about the so-called, or actual,
evils of compulsory block booking must automatically
diminish. It further appears difficult to imagine how a
sustained

campaign against the practice can be successfully maintained if the distributors — and if they do it,
they emphatically should — make it clear in a national
publicity sense that the new and liberal rejection privirule. lege actually extends to all exhibitors the right of home
It is significant to draw attention, as well, to the not
remote possibility that cancellations might not be as
numerous as some now feel they will. One very large
company, now operating on a more flexible rejection
clause than any of the others, has had an interesting
experience along this very line. It has found that, although the right is there, most exhibitors, having the
prerogative, are not exercising it.
Tied in, and neatly, furthermore, is the inescapable
fact the exhibitor must fill his screen. If something is
done

about overbuying and a preventative against corralling product worked out, there will be enforced upon
the theatre operator a direct need for extreme caution
in the extent to which he cancels out.
It seems

workable,

but

there

may

"bugs" this space has not heard about.
The column is open to suggestions.

be

in this idea

AN INVESTIGATION OF HAYS ORGANIZATION
PART OF MONOPOLY DRIVE ON TRADE GROUPS
Economic Instead of Legal
Effect on Industry
To Be Sought
Washington — A

thorough

study

of the

operations and influence of the MPPDA
may be made as part of the administration’s investigation of monopoly, it was
indicated by developments in Washington
this week.
One of the phases of the investigation
to be handled by the department of commerce, it was learned, will be a nationwide survey of trade associations.
Officials of the department are understood to be preparing a questionnaire to be
sent out some time this month to all
trade and industry organizations, asking
some very pertinent questions as to the
extent to which a given organization is
representative of an industry through the
spread of its membership, who controls
it, how it is financed, and what its functions are.
There are, it is said, more than 2,000
national associations and probably several
times as many regional, state and local organizations. In the motion picture industry there are three major organizations— the Hays office, MPTOA and Allied— and a large number of local groups
allied with one or the other of the last
two.
No Criminal Angle
Unlike the NRA period, when the associations of several trades were alleged
to be acting in concert with the larger
units to violate the anti-trust laws, the
proposed study will not primarily look for
associations of that type, which will probably be detected in the course of other
phases of the monopoly investigation, but
will seek to determine, rather, the economic effect of association practices.
Certain members of the monopoly committee are understood to hold the belief
that the trade associations of some industries have played a sinister part in the
development of monopolistic practices and
that some standards should be developed,
defining the legitimate activities of such
organizations as opposed to practices
which are improper.
As the various departmental groups represented on the committee get their plans
under way, it becomes evident no phase
of industrial or trade life will be overlooked. Intensive studies already are being made of the patent situation and of
corporation financing.
Paramount
New

Dividends

York — Regular

for Two

dividends

of $1.50

on the first preferred and 15 cents on the
second preferred stock have been declared by Paramount, payable October 1
to stockholders on record, September 16.
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Law

Anti-Trust

Suggests

Washington — Revision oi the anti-trust laws has been suggested by Special
Assistant Attorney General Thurman Arnold as a result of decisions handed in by
the Madison oil case recently.
Arnold recommends four amendments to the existing laws, such as: (1) Provide that evidence of knowledge on part of the corporation officials of violations of
the penal provisions of the anti-trust laws gives rise to a prima facie presumption
of authorization by them of the acts constituting the violation, (2) Increase permissible penalties under the laws above the present maximums
of $5,000 fines and
one
an

year

imprisonment

order granting

a new

sentence,

of the right to free a defendant
In a recent
12

oil case,

corporations

corporation
corporations
corporation

and

and

and
and

individuals

against

each

15 individuals
ten

an

and

appeal

defendants,

after a jury has

the presiding

five

$1,000

(3) Permit

trial to convicted

judge
and

and

found

sustained
assessed

individual.
dismissed

the

He

by

the

government

(4) Deprive

him

guilty.

the verdict
fines

of the jury as to

of $5,000

ordered

entire

from

the trial judge

new

against

each

trials for three

proceedings

against

one

individuals.

Major Attorneys Plan to Seek
D. of J. Clarification on Suit
New

York — Major

attorneys

are

pre-

paring to seek the “assurance” of the U. S.
attorney general’s office that a hands-off
policy will prevail if the industry attempts
to contrive a fair trade practice program.
The projected move, Boxoffice learns
from unimpeachable sources, is based on
the theory that distributor leader meetings with exhibitor bodies — which establishment of the trade practice program
would necessitate — might be seized upon
by the government to reaffirm its contention— well defined in its equity suit —
that conspiracy allegedly lurks in every
corner of the industry.
In legal circles the point is made that
the department of justice does not regard
as a violation of the anti-trust laws and
specific act per se, that would enhance
the position of a major distributor, but
views the basic structure of its suit against
the industry as a multiplication of conspiracies.
Thus, the argument goes, the attorney
general’s office could conceivably point to
distributor-exhibitor meetings as an example of the prevalence with which conspiracies are formulated to serve industry
interests. This line of reasoning gains
weight in light of open expressions in some
quarters to the effect that the government’s suit was brought with “malice.”
Resumption of conferences toward setting up a trade practice is scheduled immediately after Labor Day. If the “assurance” the major attorneys seek is not
forthcoming, indefinite postponement may
result. It is understood that representations will be made to the attorney gen-

eral’s office in time for the distributor
leaders who are mapping the program to
resume conferences on schedule.
Just what the reaction of the attorney
general’s office will be is difficult to anticipate, major lawyers say. There is a
possibility that instead of committing itself, the department of justice may reserve the right to use the scheduled postequity suit distributor-exhibitor meetings
against the industry.
Wellworth
Action

Head

Asks

Be Quashed

Madison,

Wis. — A petition to quash

the

action brought against him and the Wellworth Theatres of Wisconsin, Inc., Minnesota Amusement Co., 20th Century-Fox,
Paramount, and United Artists by the La
Crosse Theatres Co., Inc., La Crosse, Wis.,
has been filed by Eddie Ruben, head of
Wellworth, in U. S. district court here.
Ruben in his petition holds that the
court has no jurisdiction as he has never
been a resident of Wisconsin and the
summons in the case was illegally served
him in Minnesota, where he lives.
See Truce

Between

Independents

and

FWC

Los Angeles — Charles Skouras’ plea for
cooperation from independents on the industry drive and appointment of three
ITO members on committees is seen as
bringing to an end differences between
the ITO and FWC. Skouras also asked
exhibitors to line up solidly behind ITO.
BOXOFFICE
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M-G-M AND WARNER DELAY RETENTION OF
DAVIS AND WOOD ON ANTI-MONOPOLY ACTION
Generally Conceded Legal
Lights to Be Hired,
However
By BILL
New

ORNSTEIN

York — Although

John

W.

Davis,

former presidential candidate, has been
suggested as outside counsel for M-G-M,
and Frederick W. Hood of Craveth, de Gersdorff, Swaine & Wood has been mentioned
as counsel to be retained by Warner, both
major companies are holding in abeyance
decisions until a later date. All other
companies are set on attorneys to represent them in the government’s anti-trust
civil suit. All firms engaged in developing preparations have been regularly retained by the film companies on an annual
stipulation.
The contention of general counsel for
both M-G-M and Warner is that there is
no immediate need for outside counsel at
this time; that the lawyers employed by
the companies in home offices are doing
most of the work in gathering factual
data; and that retention of outside legal
firms at this time is not imperative since
actual trial is far off, possibly not before
late next year or early in 1940.
Davis

Back,

Wood

Due

Davis returned two weeks ago from an
extended vacation in Europe. Wood is
due from abroad, where he has been
spending the summer, after Labor Day.
George S. Leisure of Donovan, Leisure,
Newton & Lumbard, on annual retainer
by RKO, got back the other day on the
Normandie after several weeks on the
other side vacationing. Paul Williams,
special assistant to the attorney general,
gets back Tuesday from a four-week vacation.
J. Robert Rubin, general counsel of
M-G-M, will most likely engage Davis
within the next few weeks. Robert W.
Perkins, chief attorney for Warner, will
probably wait until much later date before
employing Wood.
All subpoenas are expected to be served
on defendants by the government by October 12, which is 20 days before the November 1 deadline under the 60-day extension granted by department of justice
officials.
None of the home offices is accepting
service for directors who are not regular employes of the company, it is learned.
These directors, when served, will be represented by independent counsel.
As exclusively indicated in Boxoffice,
August 20, preparation of the suit by major companies is expected to take at least
a year. Each charge outlined by the government is being handled separately and
resources from every section of the country are being tapped for data. Surveys
are being made, questionnaires are being
BOXOFFICE
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sent out and every iota of factual material is being combed.
Attorneys for defendant companies continue to meet at the Hays office at re3Ular intervals for discussion of the suit.
Within the last week, attention also has
been directed to the Morse & Rothenberg
action in New England.
One lawyer who has spent many nights
and days on the civil suit against all companies asserts that no one lawyer will be
elected as spokesman; that each company’s counsel will handle its own arguments at the trial; and that every effort
will be made for a speedy disposition of
the case once it gets under way.
Although there is a tacit understanding major circuits will not expand until
the suit is tried, attorneys for the theatre
companies will confer with Williams in a
few days on a further agreement. This

Copyrights on
Major Docket
New

meeting

of United

Deal

York — Commenting

on

New

York — Unauthorized

showings

on

The leak was discovered when commanding officers of certain boats called at film
exchanges to book pictures and rejected
certain films on the ground they had previously been shown, the prints having been
supplied by local exhibitors.
A general order has been released to all
Coast Guard units for checking of films
not secured from official sources.

Mutually
the

dis-

United States Coast Guard vessels made
possible by itinerant exhibitors supplying
such prints have been curbed by the Copyright Protection Bureau, resulting in a
blanket order by the Commandant to all
units to check the practice.

Up until two years ago, UA Theatre
circuit had an interest in a theatre in
London which was sold to Crescent Theatres, arm of the Odeon chain in which
the UA distributing company owns an
interest.

“Wind”

for major

U. S. Coast Guard Curbs
Unauthorized Showings

Artists Theatre circuit stockholders will
be held in Baltimore, November 16. A
quarterly dividend of $1.25 on the preferred was declared this week at a board
meeting. The fiscal year ended August
31, but due to the many interests of the
circuit throughout the country, reports
from affiliated companies may not reach
here in time for a complete report at the
annual meeting.

New

Attorneys

Indications are! that the annual Berne
convention, held in Brussels last year and
adjourned to late September, 1938, will
not be held until 1940 at the same place.
War conditions are said to be the reason
for the delay. When the meetings are
again called, Edward P. Kilroe of 20th
Century-Fox, who represented the entire
industry at the last session, will be on
hand for new discussions.

Stockholders of UA's
Circuit Meet Nov . 16
York— Annual

—

tributors are expected to meet at the Hays
office September 15 to discuss the copyright situation. Counselors were scheduled
to meet August 15 to discuss proposals for
the Chadwill Bill, but because of the heat
no session was held.

is necessary because of the government’s
petition for a temporary injunction.

New

York

consummation

of

Pleasing
the

deal

whereby

M-G-M

will release "Gone With the Wind," Nicholas M. Schenck said: "I am proud M-G-M
will be the distributor for the most greatly discussed and widely loved story of
recent

years.

highest

point

Said

I am

John

Hay

screen

...

despite

the delay

I am

all necessary

David

and

Whitney,

been obvious from
public has felt an

with

confident

of his career

O.

Selznick's

that the picture

chairman

of the

production

will exceed

Selznick

will find

even

him

at the

its expectations."

International

board:

“It has

the day Mr. Selznick bought 'Gone With the Wind' that
enormous concern in the bringing of this great book to

happy
and

our

negotiations

that SI can

now

with

M-G-M

go forward

have

resulted

on "its biggest

the
the

satisfactorily

production

venture

speed."

Clark Gable will play the role of Rhett Butler. Scarlett O'Hara, the role which
Norma Shearer declined after many protests from fans, will be chosen before the
year

is out.

All

other

parts

will

be

immediately

assigned.

George

Cukor

will

direct. Schenck, Whitney, Louis B. Mayer, A1 Lichtman, E. J. Mannix, Henry Ginsberg and L. F. Altstock negotiated the deal here and on the coast where the papers
finally were signed.
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Wood
Sts., Si Shaltz.
PITTSBURGH — 1701 Blvd. of the Allies,
R. F.
Klingensmith. Telephone Atlantic 4858.
PORTLAND,
ORE. — The
News-Telegram,
D. W.
Polivka.
,LOUIS — 5149 Rosa Ave., David F. Barrett.
Telephone Flanders 3727.
kAHE
CITY — 605 Utah Savings &
Trust
Bldg., Viola B. Hutton. Telephone Hyland 4359.
SAN FRANCISCO — 5 Kimball Place, Phil
Stone.
SEATTLE — 2417 Second Ave., Joe Cooper.
Telephone Elliott 8678.

WASHINGTON — 1426
IN
CALGARY,
Campbell.

G. St., Earle
CANADA

ALBERTA

EDMONTON,
DeGraves.

—

ALBERTA

The
—

HAMILTON,
ONTARIO—
Hugh
Millar.

William

Bulletin,

Holton

LONDON,
ONTARIO — London
E. Carruthers.

Dyer.

Albertan,

The

20

A.

Free

W

Ave.,
Press,

Charles

34 Cfanston

Ave,

TORONTO,
ONTARIO — 16 Buller Ave., Walter
Fessey. Telephone Howard
0158.
VANCOUVER,
B. C. — 615 Hastings St., C.
Rutty.
VICTORIA
,
man.

WINNIPEG,
Lepkin.

B.

C.— -350

Robertson

MANITOBA—

709

St., Tom

Selkirk

G.
P.

Merrl-

Ave.,

the land, the prime

topic of discussion is the government suit, what it portends if successful, whether or not it means
further inroads into exhibition by
the major circuits if Washington
loses.

Ben

of the situations

into which they
have gone, it becomes rather
quickly apparent circuit growth has
been predicated more on a desire
to see how many theatres might be
acquired less than on actual needs.
The major circuits certainly have
not been, and are not, lilies.
But it does

In the Twin Cities, BOXOFFICE's
correspondent has unearthed a
cross-sectional opinion representing the viewpoint of many of the
smaller independent exhibitors
operating in that area. A typical
expression of opinion:

not end

there. Not

by any manner of means. If the
majors have proven tough competition for the solo or two-or-threetheatre operation, so have the independent circuits. They know how
to use the iron heel and they know
how

"I would prefer things as they are
and the Minnesota Amusement Co.
to be
many

my

opposition

rather

than

of the larger independent

cir-

cuit operators. I don't believe the
latter would be as decent and cleancut opposition as the Minnesota
company. I feel — maybe my fears
are misgrounded — that the independent chains would try to gobble us
up. I can't see that we're going to
benefit from whait's happening or
that our welfare is what has prompted the fighting that's now

going on."

Get no idea this space is about
to whitewash the major circuits.
Not at all. By the mere scanning

LETTERS
MAYBE
St.

THERE

Paul,

FROM

to apply it in several directions. One, the competitive independent theatreman. Two, on the
matter of driving a tough deal with
the distributor.
If there is a conclusion to draw,
it is an unsatisfactory one, indeed.
For the deduction again and inevitably emphasizes anew the old one
about might making right. In this
so-called democratic 1938, at that.

That's Plenty of Faith
Albert A. Galston, president of
the ITO of Southern California, did
(Continued

OUR
MOX

IS

Minn. — I have

read

with

many

a chuckle, the various squibs that find
their way to your pages from here and
there in the field. Today I believe that I
have one of my own.
Up until now I have been of the opinion
that, despite Bank Night and its hundred
shirt-tail relations, that, on occasion, a
patron might stroll in because of the screen
entertainment. This, I thought, must certainly apply to children. However, today
I have my doubts.

A

North.

MONTREAL,
QUEBEC— 4330 Wilson Ave., N
D
Roy Carmichael. Telephone Walnut 5519.
REGINA,
SASKATCHEWAN— The
Star
Andy
McDermott.
ST. JOHN, NEW
BRUNSWICK—
Stuart Trueman.

IN MINNEAPOLIS as elsewhere
throughout

Our

neighbor’s little girl, Jackie, although just peeking at her fourth birthday,
is, nevertheless, a real theatre fan. On a
promise of going to a show, she will nap
or do any of the other things not welcomed by children.
Today I asked her, ‘‘Jackie, what do
you like best in the show?”
Without a moment’s hesitation, she replied, “The popcorn.”
Maybe there is something to this rumor
about the current product! — Bob Rydeen,
Twin City Theatre Corp.

18)

READERS

SHOBBUS

Hollywood

on page

WRITES

(But

the

AGAIN
Fringe) — “Gone

With the Wind” gets me all out of breath.
First it’s to be made for United Artists,
then for M-G-M, then for Warners, then
now maybe for Loew’s. It reminds me
when Paramount, Warner, Fox and also
Sol Lesser all wanted to buy my theatre,
all of a sudden, all at the same time. So
what, I still got my headache, while the
bank holds my theatre.
You’ll see if I’m not right yet, Selznick
will make "Gone With the Wind” for
himself and release it through the CCC
camps on 16mm.
Now also my wife, Yenta, gets excited
about “Gone With the Wind.” Why? Because she plays mah jong. Yenta says
she can understand why a busy girl like
Norma Shearer wouldn’t care to star in
such a picture, because she never played
mah jong and so how could Norma know
about winds — north, south or even Gone
With?
You

should also tell Dave Selznick he
(Continued on page 18)

The Editors welcome letters from readers on picture reports or other
trade topics. All letters must be signed. Identity withheld on request.
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Meet the girl who makes the movies move— if you believe
her tabloid-minded press agent! . . . The pair of them—
plus all the high ups on and off a movie lot— are here in
a show with exploitation values that measure up to
some of the finest entertainment ever caught on film!
. . . Laughs and drama and zipping action . . . and a
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AT.T.TET1 is SEEKING INDEPENDENT COMPLAINTS

TO AID GOVERNMENT DIVORCE PROSECUTION
For

Use in Preliminary
Proceedings; Units
Relay Bulletin
By B. O. TELLER

New

JR.

York — Questionnaires

have

New
been

sent to all Allied members seeking information and statements of facts “that
members are willing to swear to” for submission to the department of justice in
connection with the civil anti-trust suit
against the major companies, their officers and directors.
Affidavits, according to a bulletin now
in the hands of Allied exhibitors, will be
used in the contemplated preliminary proceedings by the government. “The major
defendants seem to be of the opinion that
this case will not be tried for a year or
so,” the bulletin adds, “and that in the
meantime nothing will happen.
“It is anticipated that this preliminary
action will bring to a head any plans the
majors have for adjusting industry differences.
“So that you may understand what is
required, there is enclosed herewith a complete copy of the bill of complaint filed
in the U. S. district court in New York.”
Before enumerating the list of questions
to be answered, the bulletin states in
capital letters: “The government desires
the facts of bona fide complaints of the
following practices:
Practices

Listed

“1. — The sale, lease or other disposition
of theatres by independents to a major
company or its affiliate.” This is followed
by six questions contained in the government’s petition.
“2. — Conditions and limitations imposed
by the major companies upon independent
exhibitors in competition with affiliated
theatres, where an independent is in competition with a theatre or theatres operated or controlled by one of the major
companies or by a subsidiary thereof, and
any of the following practices have been
imposed upon such independent for the
benefit of an affiliated theatre.”
At this point eight questions taken from
the government’s complaint are listed.
“Unreasonable clearance and zoning, protection and refusal to sell second or other
subsequent runs” are underlined. Also
moveovers, in addition to “the imposition
of provisions prohibiting the use of double
bills by independents. Such prohibitions
are not insisted upon in the contracts of
the majors between themselves. Fixing
minimum admission charges which tend
to benefit affiliated theatres in competition with independent theatres.”
Trade practices imposed upon independent exhibitors heads the third batch
of questions, of which there are six.
Continuing,
BOXOFFICE

the
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Discounts Divorce’ Benefits;
Urges Trade Practice Accord

“The

York — The

ultimate

benefit

Oklahoma City Set
For MPTOA Meet

of the

government’s “divorce” suit against the
major companies is discounted and the
activity of industry factions in encouraging trade legislation is decried by E. L.
Kuykendall, MPTOA
president, in his
current bulletin.

Oklahoma

the

“Independent exhibitors may well inquire what good are divorce laws,” he says,
and continues: “The large theatres now
operated by the affiliated circuits will still
be there, will still provide competition for
the smaller opposition theatres. Independent exhibitors and promoters of this
legislation who hope to acquire these properties at bargain prices on a forced sale
are just kidding themselves. Only a few
of the independent theatres in the country
are in actual competition with any affiliated circuit, anyway. The other theatres could not possibly benefit from such
a law.
“For those who are in actual competition, it merely means a change in ownership at the opposition theatre, and that
the new management will not have any of
the restraint on competing policies that
comes from the fact that they also have
pictures to sell to independent exhibitors.
Does anyone think that will bring them

City — Morris

Loewenstein,

secretary

of the MPTOA,
has announced that this city will be host to
annual MPTOA
convention during

October.

Definite

confirmation

has

been

received by Loewenstein following a telephone conversation with Ed
Kuykendall, president.
It is understood

Kuykendall

has

ex-

pres ed a desire to have the convention held during the first week
of
October but the lateness of getting
started

may

make

it necessary

to hold

the meeting during the third or fourth
week of October rather than the first.

state and federal legislation will avidly
follow the proceedings for ammunition.
When we start airing our business quarrels and fights publicly we give these pressure groups a great opportunity.”
Reviewing “the three outstanding victories” (the senate’s passage of the Neely
bill, the North Dakota “divorce” decision,
and the current federal suit) achieved for
the independent exhibitors, the MPTOA

any fairer competition?”
Declaring the department of justice suit
was no surprise to anybody, Kuykendall
lays the blame at the door of distributors

head asserts that “for some peculiar reason the rank and file of independent exhibitors do not seem to rejoice as much

he accuses of “delay and refusal in meeting the demands of organized exhibitors
for reasonable reforms in business practices to remove abuses and prevent injustices.” He terms the bill of complaint
“complex and confused,” asserts it contains six charges similar to the 3-year-old
MPTOA trade practice proposal and urges
distributors now to join with exhibitors

as they should over these events.”
And, swinging into style, Kuykendall
charges that “in one respect, however, considerable progress has been made by the
promoters of this legislation. They have
succeeded in smearing motion pictures as
indecent, as a corrupting influence on
children and young people, and have made
“the menace of the movies” a by-word
among reform organizations. Reckless and
vicious attacks on motion pictures and
everybody connected with them, agitated
by professional trouble-makers within our
own industry, have succeeded so well that
they are entirely out of control. Even
passage of the Neely bill would not remove the hatred and ill-will that has been
generated for our own business among
pressure groups who inherently despise the

to establish “practical self-regulation.”
Pointing out the government’s action indicates long-drawn litigation, Kuykendall
observes “that the industry as a whole will
receive a lot of bad and damaging publicity from the trial of the case. We have
had plenty of that in recent months, and
seem to be headed for a lot more. Those
who want to regulate, tax and harass motion pictures and the theatres through
above points have been condensed from
the bill of complaint in this case. You
are earnestly requested to read every word
of this bill of complaint in order to familiarize yourself therewith. You will
then be able to realize and understand exactly what information is required. In
submitting complaints, the following in-

theatre.”

formation, in addition to the facts, is re-

quired : name and address. The name
“Your
and location of the theatre or theatres
operated by you. The name or names of
major companies and the name and location of any theatres operated by a major
company

involved in your complaint.”
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BIG PICTURES, FEDERAL SPENDING|PRDGRAM
AND INDUSTRY CAMPAIGN BRIGHTEN OUTLOOK
Continued Flow of Quality
Product Is Seen as

New

Big Need
By LEONARD
New

WEISBERG

York — Combination

of big pictures,

the government’s $3,500,000,000 spending
program, the industry’s $1,000,000 better
business drive and the seasonal pickup in
industry is cited by affiliated circuit leaders as indicating a vast improvement in
boxoffice returns once Labor Day is
passed.
While

the outlook is unequivocally optimistic, major chain operators admit their
foremost consideration is quality product
and a steady flow of it. That such a condition is within sight is already reflected,
they say, in a noticeable upswing in grosses
the past week.
“Alexander”

the

Barometer

Without exception — for example — such
theatre executives as Joseph R. Vogel,
John J. O’Connor and John Balaban
single out “Alexander’s Ragtime Band” as
a barometer of what can be expected once
major companies bring forth fall releases.
The same question — “Isn’t this what you
said at about the same time last year?”
elicited almost identical response from each
of the men.
The tenor: “Yes, that is so. Big pictures
came through and brought splendid grosses. This continued right along until about
the middle of November and then, quite
suddenly, the calibre of product dropped
considerably. This condition occurred
just when the general recession set in and
the two things coming at the same time
seems to have had a generally bad effect, both psychologically in the minds of
theatremen and economically in the minds
of producers.”
O’Connor, head of RKO theatre operations, is convinced the “big picture” outlook is more promising than in recent
years. And this applies to scheduled late
winter releases.
“Even if business conditions are off,”
he declared, “I see enough outstanding pictures to carry us very well to the first of
the year. I don’t know what is set for
the period immediately following, but I
believe that if the industry is going to
give serious thought to a Golden Jubilee
celebration in January to celebrate 50 years
of motion pictures we will see the greatest concentration of superior pictures in
our history.”
No little importance

attaches

to the

government’s spending program as a potential boxoffice booster. In this connection Vogel, head of out-of-town operations
for Loew’s, says his company will probably
spend a peak sum for advertising to lure

10

Reports From Field Reveal
Local Conditions Are

Shows 'Em What
Can Be Done
York — Wholly

in keeping

with

the tenor of why affiliated circuit leaders look to a greatly improved fall box-

On Upbeat

office — said tenor being simply “good
pictures" — BOXOFFICE throws a bouquet in the direction of 20th CenturyFox while seeking justification for exhibitor leader optimism.
On all sides of its pulsing of such
theatre executives as Joseph R. Vogel,

part in familiarizing those in outlying areas
with attributes of big pictures, he asserts.

Loew's; John J. O'Connor, RKO; John
Balaban, B<SK; Leon Netter, Paramount,
and, of course, Spyros Skouras of National Theatres, there was unequivocal
pointing to “Alexander's Ragtime
Band" as the barometer of how fast
turnstiles will click if the "goods"
there.

is

Interesting, too — even more so when
considering unsolicited praise from that
perennially misunderstood stalwart,
the independent — is the enthusiastic attitude toward “Ragtime" from Walter
Reade, Sam Rinzler, William White,
Joseph Seider, Sam Rosen, Max
and Jack Shea, among others.

Cohen

new trade. Balaban, secretary-treasurer of
B&K in Chicago, likewise visualizes millions of “new” dollars in circulation once
the new WPA appropriation is put into
effect. He pictures “great times” ahead,
if on the basis of “only an 18 per cent
drop in the second week of ‘Ragtime,’ we
get more pictures like this with millions of
more dollars to buy tickets to see them.”
Balaban goes further: “Pictures like
•Ragtime,’ ‘Spawn of the North,’ ‘My Lucky
Star,’ ‘You Can’t Take It With You’ either
have to be good or I’m ready to quit the
business. Such pictures, coupled with the
big drive, will prove the greatest stimulant the industry enjoyed in many years.
Asks

Less

“Yelling”

“Just one other thing,” Balaban cautioned. “Most exhibitors contribute so
little to the industry in proportion to their
yelling. It would also be a good thing if
those on the inside quit talking so loud
that the public hears them. I feel that
with a little effort we could all be a
great deal more

constructive and produc-

From a spokesman of National Theatres,
which operates largely on the west coast
and
in bordering farming states, the imtive.”
pression prevails that fall crop returns
are being eyed with optimism. This executive points out that farmers, with limited
budgets, shy from mediocre pictures —
which has been reflected in a sizeable
drop in grosses as compared to last year
— but are quick to respond to strong attractions. Radio has played an important

Vogel said business “has picked up” in
the last week at Loew theatres. He cited
“Ragtime” and “Marie Antoinette” as
producing grosses “as high as we have
ever hit” in certain theatres.
“It is now and will always be the same
old story: pictures,” Vogel added. “I think
there is today more careful planning in
production than ever before and from what
I have learned first hand this will be
recognized in pictures coming through in
fall and winter. This concentration on
new product is probably what accounts for
the lull we saw this summer.”
Optimistic

The

outlook

at

at

Paramount

Paramount

is most

optimistic. Reports from the field — which
means theatre partners as well as company-owner operations — are that conditions locally are rapidly improving, according to Leon Netter, executive assistant
to Y. Frank Freeman, head of circuit
management.
Areas reporting improvement

are Ohio,

Virginia, New England and “even Detroit.” Northwestern operators say crops
are better than at a comparable period
last year.
“While

all this might

come

under

the

heading of seasonal improvement,” Netter declared, “we recognize something
that indicates the general tone is brighter.”
Overshadowing all other factors that
point to what may be expected as the new
season gets under way is the brightness of
the product outlook, in Netter’s opinion.
“We can’t see how the new season can
be anything but good with our present
lineup of pictures. If pictures continue
to support us we can’t miss. Conditions
appear favorable. And even if this were
not so, how do you account for the splendid business we’re doing with ‘Ragtime,’
‘Spawn of the North’ and ‘Marie AntoinOn the theory that all majors put their
best product through in September and
that the month invariably shows a marked
boxoffice spurt each year, Netter concerned himself with October and November releases to justify his optimism.
ette’.”
For October he expects better than
average returns from Paramount’s “Men
With
Wings,” “Arkansas Traveler;”
Metro’s “Stablemates;” RKO’s “Room
Service;” Universal’s “That Certain Age;”
Columbia’s “You Can’t Take It With
You;” UA’s “Young in Heart,” and 20th
(Continued on page 12)
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SMALL COMMUNITIES CONTINUE TO BUILD
WITH INUEPENDENTS LEADING THE PARADE
New

Projects Run From
300 to 2,000 Seats;
Renovating Up

UA-F&M
New
St. Louis
for the

New

York — Approximately

75 new

atres are in various stages of construction
and about 30 new houses opened within the
last month, Boxoffice correspondents
from all parts of the country report. The
new projects recorded run from 300 seats
to as high as 2,000. Most of the building
is going on in small community centers,
some of which have film palaces and others virtually without entertainment with
the exception of itinerant shows. Independents lead by a large majority in the
construction program.
Correspondents note considerable activity in renovating in large and small
theatres. In several instances where houses
have been damaged by fire, exhibitors are
now fixing them up again for fall entries.

.

Locally there is little building going on.
Several circuit heads in the independent
ranks have plans but not much is being
done at this time. However, Interboro
is currently building a 600-seat house at
Springfield, L. I., and has plans for five
others in the same vicinity. Before the
year is over, it is expected
units will be under way.
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Warren G. sWall
and James Walker have
started work on a 300-seater at Burwell,
Neb. Opening is set for October 1. Adolph
Rozanek expects to open his new 450-seat
theatre at Crete, Neb., October 15.
Ground has been broken at Natron
Heights, Pa., for the Highland, new 468seater to be operated October 1 by Joseph
P. Benedeck and John Burin, newcomers.
E. V. Weaver hopes to have his new house
at Rocky Ford, Colo., ready by January

York — Negotiations lor the purchase
and other key cities by United Artists
time

being.

It is understood

if business

revive

in general

enthusiasm

in the

takes

Cecil Gwinn and A. St. John, who operate in Chehalis, Wash., and also in Centralia, have begun work on a 680-seat
house in the first-named town. Harvey
Goldman and Herman Illmore, St. Louis
exhibitors, have completed plans for a theatre at Shawneetown, 111. George S. Welling expects to finish his 350-seater at
Natoma, Kas., next month. Stephen Rodenok of the Lehigh, Oakmont, Pa., is building The Oaks in the same town.

cent

share

circuit executives

Phil Chakeres and Herman Hunt anticipate opening of the New Hillsboro, W.
Va., theatre on September 15. Warner is
building in New College, Pa. Fred Middelberg’s new house, to seat 1,200, at Logan.
W. Va,, will be ready next month. Roy
E. Martin has broken ground on a new
300-seater at Columbus, Ga. At Creston,
B. C„ Canada, reports are that a 500-seat
theatre to cost $35,000 will be built soon.
Trio Theatre Co. plans its third house
in Eastern Ontario for opening in late
fall.
Frisina Amusement Co. has purchased
sites at Effingham, 111., for a 700-seater,
and at Olney for another theatre with as

to Start

George Trendle’s new 1,200-seater in work
in suburban Detroit will be named the
Esquire. Mrs. Elizabeth Moody’s new
Houston, to seat 750, is almost ready. R.
Kuhn will open a new house at Lebanon,
Ore., September 15.
Howard Johnson has almost finished one
in Portland, Me., and another in South
Portland. Eddie and Marie Holt are planning a 400-seat unit at Grove, Okla. S.
P. Seller has a new house all set for Westville, Okla., and L. R. Crealson is building
a 300-seater at Eufaula, Okla. Ground
has been broken for Johnny
theatre at Port Lacava, Tex.

Long’s new

Lew Pizor’s Ace in Philadelphia’s Germantown section will be opened October
21. John Marlow of Herrin, 111., has the
Hippodrome, 1,500 seats, under construction there. The new 300-seater at Avon
is expected to open September 15. Irving
Cohen starts work on his new Buffalo addition October 1. The new Segall-Pizor
Apollo in Philadelphia is due for opening
September 16.
Robert and Lawrence Scherer are completing an 825-seater, the Cine, at Linton,
Ind., for opening October 1. The Gregory
circuit’s new Delphi at Delphi will begin
business at about September 15. Jack
Cone is erecting a San Fernando Valley
unit with opening planned this month.
Reports from Malibu Beach, Cal., indicate
a 400-seater will be built there. At Booneville, Ind., there are signs of a new 500seat theatre going up.
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50 per

circuit, was not inthey are at present.

negatives on pictures scheduled to be shipped to Japan as
comes through from the Minister of Finances. Under terms

out $900,000
up

for a

many seats. Steve Farrar and Oscar
Turner have secured a site at Marion, 111.,
for a 650-seat unit. Robert Cluster of
Salem, 111., plans the new Massac at
Metropolis, same state, seating 800. Fox
Midwest is taking bids for a new Jacksonville, 111., site.
Clarence Kivett has let contracts for a
new Mound City, Mo., theatre to be operated by George Harttman and Ed Jameson. John C. Shannon of Portageville,
Mo., is planning a 500-seat theatre in that
town. Construction is about to begin.

to

arrangement

$1,000,000

a turn for the better, the UA

unit at Wichita, Kas. Hill Enterprises, operating at Buckhead, has purchased a site in Atlanta for a 500-seat
house to cost $26,000.
A. C. Karski is building a 2,000 seater
at Oakland, Cal. Benjamin T. Pitts, operating the Tally-Ho at Leesburg, Va., is
planning a 1,200-seater at Front Royal.
A new house is reported for Prescott, Ont.,
Can. New Carleton, Montreal, will have
a 1,200-seat theatre to cost about $260,000.
Ray Wilson of the New, DeWitt, has started work on another unit in the same town.

New
York — American distributors are making plans for resuming shipments
to Japan, it is learned. Foreign departments of major home offices have already

of an

asked

circuit in
called off

deal.

a new

Films to Japan About
sent in orders for new
soon as official word

F&M

Off

of a hall interest in F&M
Theatre circuit have been

William P. Philips, vice-president and treasurer of UA
clined to invest that kind of money with conditions the way

However,
may

Negotiations

11

Independents Lead
Construction Pace

Dont Shoot 1 V/e'll
Pay the Increase
New

York — Harry

C.

Arthur,

just in

Sees Better Takes
After Labor Day

from

(Continued

from

page

St. Louis for a two-week vacation, was quietly having dinner at his
Shrub Oak farm the other night when

11)

ing the Kent at Arnold, Pa., seating 700.
Ground has been broken at West Haven,
Conn., for a theatre to be operated by
Carmela Cascioli Ardolino, daughter of
Michael, operator of the Park there. H.
R. Cromwell
Bedford, Pa.
Ross

plans

Garver,

a

Terre

700-seat
Haute

project

at

will replace the Moon by a 1,500-seater.
Nasser Brothers contemplate a $150,000
unit, to seat 1,100, on Poly St„ San Francisco. Bids are being taken for the new
FWC-Hunt enterprise at Riverside, Cal., to
cost $180,000. Harry Milstein and Albert
Millinkoff of Terrance, Cal., have bought
Cal., for a

750-seater

Putnam, Conn., is reported due for a new
theatre. Mrs. Morris Schulman of Bryan,
Tex., and H. Lazarus of New Orleans plan
one in the College Hill area of Dallas.
Lazarus is now building the Circle on the
outskirts of Dallas with Jack Decharry.
Pat Duffy has plans for a theatre at
Sweetwater, Tex.
erates in Stroud

R. L. Barton, who opand Disney, Okla., is

building a 300-seater at Pryor. Joe Lawrence opens his new Murray, Murray, Utah,
this week.
Active on Coast
Jimmy
750-seat

Mindful
took

Edwards has started work on a
unit at Rosemond, Cal. Black

Diamond

Theatre Corp. has under construction a new 400-seat theatre at Smithers, Ohio. Harry Cooke and Fin Lee announced a new house for Warsaw, N. C.
J. R. Howell and Frederic Sims, exhibitors
at Ola and Plainview, will make a theatre out of a store at Perryville, Ark. The
Bay,

700-seater at West End, Vancouver,
Que„ 350 seats, opens this month. United
Amusements is building a 1,200-seat project
to be called the York, at Montreal. Gasper Major is remodeling the K. of C. building at Valleyfield, Que., into a 350-seater.
New theatres opened in the last month
or so are the Uptown, Kalamazoo, Mich.;

army

last

looked

maneuvers

year

out the window

"We've

just been

when

which
recruits

and

cried:

bombed!"

New Grand National
Product Start Soon
New York — New Grand National begins
simultaneous production of features and
shorts in the east and in Hollywood in
two to three weeks,’’ Earle W. Hammons, president of the new company, informs Boxoffice.
Discussions began Thursday between
Hammons
and E. L. Alperson, general
sales manager, who arrived from the coast
primarily for setting up the company’s
sales and production schedule. Sitting in
was Jack Skirball, described by Hammons
as “the next man to me in the new setup.”
Skirball’s official title has not been designated, but as indicated in Boxoffice last
week, he will probably be in charge of
production.
Alperson, according to Hammons, will
shift sales headquarters to New York. For
some time Alperson has favored the west
coast and during the latter months of
Grand National moved the entire home office personnel there.
Hammons
revealed certain features as
well as shorts will bear the Educational
trademark. He said he had “other things
in mind” for Educational’s trademark, but
they are in the formative stage, believed
to be for the non-theatrical mart.
A
number of independent producers
have made “interesting” proposals to
Hammons for release of their product. The
New Grand National head said he “could
thus afford to be choosey” and would only
select for distribution such product that
had definite merit.
From reliable sources it is learned Lou

E. A. Weaver’s new house in Oklahoma
City; Sellwood, Portland, Ore., seating
684, costing $85,000; Cameo, Newberg, Ore.;
Roxy, Coquille, Ore.; New Park, Mansfield,
Ohio, seating 1,300.

Jackson, who arrived this week from London, has started negotiations for the New
Grand National franchise in England. He

Blankenship;

the new

350-seater

at Ker-

mit, W. Va.; Frank LePage’s house at
Millinochet, Me.; Hollis, Farmingdale, Me.;
Grand, Vicksburg, La.; Lexway, Baltimore,
seating 325; John
Beach, Richmond
project

12

at

Adams’ emit at Colonial
Va.; the William Drake

Woodstock,

Va.;

New

Long-

from

page

10)

is ready to put up any amount of money
required. Jackson sails Monday on the
Queen Mary, but further negotiations on
the deal will be continued by Harry G.
Kosch, his American attorney.
Sol Edwards, currently eastern division
sales manager, will continue to hold an important sales executive post in the new
setup.

wood, St. Louis, seating 700; Savoy, Watertown, Wis.; Mainstreet, Freemont, Neb.;
Lyric, Holbrook, Neb.; Rex, Indianola, Neb.

“Straight,

Place and

Show.”

For November he looks to Paramount’s “If
I Were King,” “Thanks for the Memory,”
"Escape From
Yesterday;” 20th-Fox’s
“Suez,” “Just Around the Corner,” “By
the Dawn’s Early Light,” and UA’s “Made
for Each Other.” Other “big” releases
have not been definitely set for November, although Netter expects these to
come through before Thanksgiving Day.
And in this connection
cautious note.

he

sounded

a

“It has long been our experience that
immediately after Thanksgiving we hit a
pre-Christmas slump. This is something
we should all try to overcome. If producers got away from the habit of sloughing pictures during this two to three-week
period there would be infinitely better results. It has been clearly demonstrated
during

“from

Gaiety, 600 seats, at Halifax, N. S.; Horned, Hornell, N. Y.; Ohio, Norwood, Ohio,
425 seats; English, English, W. Va., the
new Latchis house at Lincoln, Me.; Dixie,
Yazoo, Miss.; Magazine, Magazine, Ark.;

State, Windom, Minn; J. E. Holben’s
theatre at Pisgah, la.; New Yorker, Buffalo, N. Y.; New, Newport, Tenn., seating 400; Amity, Ark, theatre owned by M.

(Continued

made

Century-Fox’s

of the war

place

plane

from Camp Fort Smith, near Peekskill,
rampaged his farm, Arthur jumped to
his feet when
he heard the crash,

exhibitor, will

build his fourth theatre in the town. Theodore Charles of the Moon, Vicennes, Ind.,

a site at Gardens,
to cost $35,000.

into his cornfield an
a forced landing.

strong

the hot weather months that regardless of climate or conditions, if a
picture comes

along it will do com-

mensurate business.”

Special "U" Adv . Aids lor
"Double Horror " Dates
New York — Success of “double horror”
bookings of “Frankenstein” and “Dracula”
on the west coast has prompted Universal
to prepare special advertisements, paper,
trailer and other publicity aids for all
branches, according
eral sales manager.

to W.

A. Scully, gen-

Starting in Los Angeles at the Regina
Theatre, the dual shock booking held for
three weeks and was adopted by John
Hamrick for the Blue Mouse Theatre in
Seattle, where it set a new
tendance record.

opening

day at-

Film "Drive" Chartered
With Schaefer at Helm
Albany — George J. Schaefer is president and executive chairman for Motion
Pictures’ Greatest Year, incorporated here
with 200 shares no par value stock. Frank
C. Walker is treasurer; William Cronin,
executive aide to Walker, is assistant treasurer; Robert Benjamin, secretary; Harold
B. Franklin, business manager; Paul Gulick, campaign coordinator. Philips &
Nizer

are attorneys
tion papers.

and

Cinaudagraph

filed incorpora-

Change

Stamford, Conn. — Harold W. Harwell
has resigned as vice-president and general
manager of the Cinaudagraph Corp. The
other officers remain as follows: John
Sherman Hoyt, president; Sherman Reese
Hoyt, vice-president; Harold C. Seaman,
secretary and treasurer. Sherman Reese
Hoyt also will serve as general manager.
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KNOCKOUT
ENTERTAINMENT
FOR EVERY

TYPE OF

AUDIENCE

AND

BOX-OFFICE

BIG

EVERYWHERE!
—

Film

Daily

A combination of spectacular
action and exceptionally
beautiful Technicolor.^!/
A production of splendor and
scenic brilliance, with thrills
and

i

action. Has

the hall-

marks Ofquality. — M. P. Herald
A 100% commercial

bet. A typi-

cal Korda magnificent spectacle. Excellent suspensive
tale.

Atmosphere

has

rarely if ever been better
depicted. '
Without

— Variety

any

inclination

to prophesy one cannot
refrain from suggest/^CTZCj^

pr
ISENTS

ing that this is quite
likely

to be

the

best picture of the
year.

— Boy's Life

In Qlorious technicolor
RAYMOND

MASSEY- DESMOND

. LIVESEY

• VALERIE
i i v 7. 'I TAN

• r ;

"ary byA.E.W.

MASON

• Released thru

HOBSC

Awarded

"Movie

-of-the-month"
medal from

KORDA
Parents’
Magazine!

"ALEXANDER" IS CHALKING UP MORE RECORDS
BOSTON

(AVERAGE

Fenway — The Texans (Para); Penrod’s Double Trouble (FN), 2d run
_
Memorial — Gateway (20th-Fox); Army
Girl
(Rep)
Metropolitan — Alexander’s Ragtime Band
(20th-Fox); Keep Smiling (20th-Fox), 2d wk.
Orpheum — The Crowd Boars (M-G-M); City
Streets (Col), 2d wk
Paramount — Same
as Fenway
State — Same
as Orpheum

75

100
95
95
100
100
95
100

Hardy

(M-G-M),
80

Chicago — Alexander’s Ragtime Band
(20th-Fox),
plus stage show, held 3d wk
160
Garrick — Tetter of Introduction (Univ), 3d
loop wk
115
Palace — Mother Carey’s Chickens (RKO),
plus stage show
Roosevelt — The Texans (Para), 2d wk
State-Lake — Prison Farm
(Para), plus stage
show
Crowd
for 3d

115
80

of

Capitol — Tove
held over

Finds

Boars (M-G-M),
loop wk

Introduction
Andy

90

(Univ),

Hardy

held

110

(M-G-M),

115

Grand — The Crowd Roars (M-G-M), 3d wk. ...110
Keith’s — Mother
Carey’s Chickens (RKO) . . . .110
Lyric — Algiers (UA), 2d wk
110
Palace — Boy Meets Girl (WB)
100
Shubert — Alexander’s Ragtime Band (20thFox), held over
120

CLEVELAND
Allen — My Bill (FN), 3 days; Keep Smiling
(20th-Fox), 4 days
75
Hippodrome — Alexander’s Ragtime
Band
(20th-Fox), 2d wk
175
Palace — Mother Carey’s Chickens (RKO)
95
Loew’s State — The Texans (Para)
75
Loew’s Stillman — Fast Company
(M-G-M)
....165

DALLAS
Capitol — City Streets (Col)
80
Tombstone
Canyon
(Atlantic)
130
Majestic — Little Miss Broadway
(20tli-Fox) . . . 110
Melba — 'White Banners (WB)
80
Palace — The Crowd Boars (M-G-M)
125
Tower — Alexander’s
2d wk

Ragtime

Band

(20th-Fox),

125

(LTA),

after

a

wk.

at

the

75

Broadway — Love Finds Andy Hardy (M-G-M);
Port of Seven Seas (M-G-M), 2d wk. here
after a wk. at the Orpheum
Denham — Give Me a Sailor
Denver — Alexander’s Ragtime
Fox)

100

(Para)
Band (20th-

Orpheum — Crowd Roars (M-G-M) ; The
Chaser
(M-G-M)
Paramount — The Gladiator (Col); City
(Col)
Rialto — Tittle Tough
at the Paramount;

90
250
150

Streets

Guy (Univ); after a
Prison Break (Univ)

115

wk.
125

DETROIT
Adams — Tittle Tough Guy (Univ) ; Romance
of the Limberlost (Mono)
Fox — Alexander’s Ragtime
plus stage show

Band

(20th-Fox),

Michigan — Amazing
Dr. Clitterhouse (FN) ;
Shopworn Angel (M-G-M)
Palms-State — Racket Busters (WB); Tove
Finds Andy
Hardy
(M-G-M),
after a wk.
at Michigan

70
200
85
75

INDIANAPOLIS
Apollo — Tetter of Introduction (Univ)
Circle — Alexander’s Ragtime Band
(20th-Fox)
Loew’s — Rich Man, Poor Girl (M-G-M)
Lyric — Keep Smiling (20th-Fox), plus stage
show

KANSAS

80
300
70

Ragtime

Band

Alexander’s

Ragtime

Band —

Alexander’s

Ragtime

Band

Denver

(2d wk.) — Pittsburgh
Alexander’s

Ragtime

(dual) — Boston

Band

(2d wk.)

Ragtime

Alexander’s

(dual) —

Love

Finds

Ragtime

New

245

Orpheum — Alexander’s Ragtime Band
(20thFox) ; Passport Husband
(20th-Fox)

Hardy

Keith’s — The Crowd Roars (M-G-M),
Stanley — Alexander’s Ragtime Band
(20th-Fox)
Stanton — Racket Busters (WB)

190

(dual)

— Omaha

Algiers, 6th
San Francisco.

wk.,

Los

RUNS
Angeles;

4th

Tove Finds Andy Hardy, 4th wk., Portland, Ore.
Alexander’s Ragtime Band, 3d wk., Chicago; 3d wk.. Portland, Ore.
Letter of Introduction, 3d wk., Chicago;
3d wk., Washington.
The Crowd Roars, 3d wk., Cincinnati; 3d
wk., Milwaukee.
Rage of Paris, 3d wk., Minneapolis.

Company

ANGELES

Chinese

‘

125
100
85
140
90
125
110
125

:: September

Band

(20thvery
(M-G-M) ;

Palace — Tove Finds Andy Hardy
(M-G-M);
Rich Man, Poor Girl (M-G-M)
Riverside — The Main Event (Col), plus
stage show
Strand — The Crowd Roars (M-G-M) ; Lord
Jeff (M-G-M), 3d wk
Warner — Boy Meets Girl (WB) ; Penrod’s Double Trouble (FN)
Wisconsin — Alexander’s Ragtime Band
(20thFox) ; Army
Girl (Rep)

125
100
100
110
150

MINNEAPOLIS
Aster — We’re Going to Be Rich (20th-Fox) ;
Men Are Such Fools (WB)
90
Century — The Crowd Roars (M-G-M). 2d wk. .100
Orpheum — Tetter of Introduction (Univ)
90
State — Tove Finds Andy Hardy (M-G-M)
175
World — Rage of Paris (Univ), 3d wk
95

NEW
College — Mother Carey’s
Danger Patrol (RKO)

HAVEN
Chickens

(RKO);
70

Loew’s Poli — Alexander’s Rag-time Band
(20thFox) ; Making
the Headlines (Col) ; “Alexander” moved to College
190
Paramount — The Texans (Para) ; Bulldog
Dm mmond
in Africa (Para), 9 days
90
Roger Sherman— Sky Giant (RKO) ; Mr.
Chump
(WB)
55

NEW

ORLEANS

good
85

Center — Wives Under Suspicion (Univ)
Globe — Having Wonderful Time (RKO), 2d run.
Liberty — Smashing the Rackets (RKO)
Orpheum — Mother Carey’s Chickens (RKO)...
Saenger — White Banners (WB)
State — Rich Man, Poor Girl (M-G-M)
Tudor — The Sign of the Cross (Para), reissue..

90

run..

90
200
100

60
60
95
100
105
100
105

245
80
80
90
95
85

PORTLAND,

Newnvin — Racket Busters (WB)
90
Tower — Mother Carey’s Chickens (RKO),
plus stage show
160
Uptown — Mother
Carey’s Chickens (RKO)....
55

stage
show as
State
— Same

2d

80
125
90

(M-G-M)

State — Give Me a
Busters (WB)

LOS

190
280

Alvin — Alexander’s Ragtime Band
(20th-Fox),
2d wk
Barry— Return of tile Scarlet Pimpernel
(UA); Bar 20 Justice (Para)
Fulton — Gateway
(20th-Fox)
Penn — Boy Meets Girl (WB)
Stanley— Racket Busters (WB); Phil Harris
radio orchestra
Warner — Penrod’s Rouble Trouble (FN); Fast

wk.,

Chinese — Alexander’s Ragtime Band
(20thFox), 2d wk
Downtown — Racket Busters (WB); The Higgins Family (Rep)
Four Star — Algiers (UA), 6th wk
Hillstreet — Tetter of Introduction (Univ) ;
Danger on the Air (Univ)
Hollywood — Same
as Downtown
Pantages — Same
as Hillstreet
Paramount — Give Me a Sailor (Para), plus

110
95

PITTSBURGH

190

EXTENDED

90
95

PHILADELPHIA

200

Band

80

100

Boyd — Gateway
(20th-Fox)
Earle — Rich Man, Poor Girl (M-G-M),
plus
stage show featuring Tony Martin
Fox — Boy Meets Girl (WB)
Karlton — Letter of Introduction (Univ),
2d run

Band

Haven

Andy

250

Brandeis — Mother Carey’s Chickens (RKO);
King Kong (RKO), reissue
Omaha — Love Linds Andy Hardy
(M-G-M);
Men Are Such Fools (WB)

210

(stage show) — Detroit,
Philadelphia, Providence
• (2d wk.)

135

OMAHA

280

90

CITY

Esquire — Alexander’s Ragtime
Pox) (new house)
Midland — Rich Man, Boor Girl
Blockhead; (M-G-M)

BOXOFFICE

Alexander’s

300

MILWAUKEE

DENVER
Aladdin — Algiers
Denver

Band —

110

CINCINNATI
Albee — Tetter
over

Ragtime

Indianapolis

Alexander’s

CHICAGO

United Artists — The
moved to Garrick

Alexander’s

(dual) — Omaha

Broadway — The Gladiator (Col)
Carolina — Tittle Miss Broadway
(20th-Fox);
Amazing
Dr. Clitterhouse (FN)
Imperial — Blockade (UA)
Give Me a Sailor (Para)
State — Colorado Kid (Rep)
State Police (Univ)
The Black Doll (Univ)

Andy

Top Hits of the Week

.210
70
65
55

CITY

Criterion — Tove Finds Andy Hardy
(M-G-M)..
Liberty — Booloo (Para); Fast Company
(M-G-M),
4 days
Liberty — Young Fugitives (Univ); The
Chaser (M-G-M), 3 days
M.dwest — The Texans (Para)
State — The Gladiator (Col); Romance
on the
Run
(Rep)
Tower — My Bill (FN)

60

CHARLOTTE

Apollo — Tove Finds
4th loop wk

OKLAHOMA

IS 100%)

Sailor

ME.

(Para)

; Racket
100

PORTLAND,
Broadway — Algiers
(M-G-M)

(UA)

ORE.

; Blockheads
150

Mayfair — Love Finds Andy
Prison Break (Univ), 4th

Hardy
wk

Orpheum — Racket Busters (WB);
to Be Rich (20th-Fox)
Paramount — Alexander’s Ragtime
Fox), 3d wk
United Artists — Marie Antoinette

(M-G-M

1;
100

We’re

Going

Band

(20th-

90

(M-G-M)

110
...150

PROVIDENCE
Albee — Mother Carey’s Chickens (RKO);
Sky Giant (RKO)
Majestic — Alexander's Ragtime
Band
(20 thFox), 2d wk
State — 1 Am
the Law
(Col); Blockheads
(M-G-M)
Strand — The Texans (Para); Main Event
(Col)

SALT

LAKE

Studio — Tove Finds Andy Hardy
2d wk
Utah- — Tittle Tough Guy (Univ);
of the Limberlost (Mono)

SAN

Ragtime

105
120

CITY

Capitol — Man From
Music Mountain (Rep);
Tenth Avenue Kit] (Rep)
Centre — Tetter of Introduction (Univ)
Mario — Tove Finds Andy Hardy (M-G-M),
2d wk

Victory — Alexander’s
Fox), 2d wk

80
200

90
100
90

(M-G-M),
85
Romance

Band

100
(20th125

FRANCISCO

Fox — Racket Busters (WB) ; Rich Man,
Poor Girl (M-G-M)
Golden Gate — Crime Ring (RKO);
Dead End
Kids on stage
Orpheum — Gladiator (Col); Prison Break
(Univ)
Paramount — Crowd Roars (M-G-M); Adventures of Chico (Mono), 2d wk
St. Francis — Tove Finds Andy Hardy (M-G-M);
Army
Girl (Ren), 2d d. t. wk
United Artists — Algiers (UA). 4th d. t. wk
Warfield — Gateway
(20th-Fox); Blockheads
(M-G-M)

75
80
80
90
90
80
80

WASHINGTON
Canitol — Rich Mr.u, Poor Girl (M-G-M), plus
stage show
Columbia — We’re Going to Be Rich (20thFox)
Earle — Amazing
Dr. Clitterhouse (FN),
plus stag** s^o”'
TCe’ths — Tetter r> f Introduction (Univ),
Metropolitan— BoMoo
(Para)
Palace — Crowd
Roars (M-G-M)

3d

wk. . .

90
80
115
90
90
125
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CAROL HUGHES
POLLY JENKINS
AND

HER

PLOWBOYS

Directed by JOE

KANE

Associate producer CHARLES

r

Tap

WjTWJM
•

Ig.,,

E. FORD

beginning to CRRE
'
ll

Hexi 3

over
1,000,000

AUTRY

GUN

SETS SOLD

Charges Unfairness

kL

In "Birth" Deals
Chicago — Seeking $350,000 damages and
injunction, Maurice Copeland of Minneapolis has filed in federal court here a
suit alleging that the American Committee
on Maternal Welfare, Inc., and Special
an

Pictures

Corp. are “misleading and intimidating” exhibitors throughout the country.
The suit is based on litigation that Copeland, producer and owner of the motion

picture, “Life, Showing the Birth of a
Baby,” has been having for several months
with the two defendants, who are distributing the now

nationally-known

“Birth

of a

Baby.”
Filed by Blech, Herson and Gordon for
Copeland, the case is expected to be heard
before Federal Judge James H. Wilkerson
within the next few weeks. It is expected
that the portion of the suit seeking a
temporary injunction to restrain the American Committee on Maternal Welfare, Inc.,
and

Special Pictures Corp. from “intimidating” Copeland and interfering with his
business will be heard immediately, and
that the matter pertaining to the $350,000
damages may be shoved back on the court
docket as not of emergency matter.
Parts of the petition read as follows:
. . that

defendants

are falsely rep-

resenting to the trade and to plaintiff’s
customers and prospective customers that
plaintiff is distributing for exhibition a
certain picture entitled ‘Life,’ which said
picture is claimed by defendants to be
copied
and

from

a certain

motion

titled “The Birth of a Baby”
exhibited by defendants.

picture

en-

distributed

(Continued

from page

Courteous Sam

6)

a bit of gilding in his letter to the
press — the one attached to Carl
Laemrnle's view of block booking.
Speaking of the former Universal
president, Galston remarked, "Even
though he is out of pictures, he still
keeps up with the industry. He
watches it keenly and keeps up
with every move that is being
made. His views on the subject
of block booking have an added
value, because, now detached
from the picture business, he has
no ax to grind."
That's quite interesting and,
whether he was aware of it or not,
Galston touched the kernel of the
situation. Laemmle maintains the
industry and its producers would
be far better off without block
booking; it would improve quality,
etc. He had his chance. As a matter of fact, he had his chance over
a long and active span of years
and did nothing about it along the
lines he now so completely endorses. He had an ax and he
ground it and he also sold in blocks
like the rest of his competitors.

“. . . that as a matter of fact, the American Committee on Maternal Welfare, Inc.,
allegedly a corporation not for profit, is
engaged in the commercial enterprise of

LETTERS

FROM

exhibiting motion pictures, and is engaging in unfair and pernicious trade practices to force its competitors out of the
field so that it may have an illegal monopoly, and thereby charge higher prices for
the exhibition of its said picture.
“. . . that the defendants, through their
distributors, agents and employes, by verbal intimidation, long distance telephone
calls, telegrams and other representations,
have

been, and still are intimidating

plain-

tiff’s customers and prospective customers
by not only threatening legal action against
them, but demanding that they cancel
their contracts for exhibition of plaintiff’s
motion picture.”
Copeland claims that his film was registered with the copyright bureau in Washington prior to that

of the

“Birth

of a

Baby.” In the 12-page bill of complaint,
which charges unfair competition, Copeland refers to several court battles he says
he has had with the committee.

Fourteen

in Technicolor

Hollywood — Three additional Technicolor features scheduled for production
bring the season’s total up to 14. The
films are Paramount’s “Man Trap,” Metro’s “Tire Wizard of Oz,” and “The Desert

(Continued

from

page

should hurry up and release “Gone With”
while Douglas Corrigan is still on the front
page. Then I can advertise it “How did
Corrigan Fly Across the Ocean?” Answer
— “He Done Gone With the Wind.” Poddun
again

Means

Boxoffice

Montgomery, Ala. — I want to be among
what I sincerely believe are thousands of
Boxoffice readers who tell you how much
they enjoy reading the paper, and how
helpful is the information received from it.
I am

a new reader, but already am looking forward to Monday with the greatest

eagerness
interesting
To
buying

to receive
and

all theatre

tip: “Boxoffice

my

helpful
men

of a theatre

Now,
Lady."

new

copy

who

anticipate

magazine,

means

of this

magazine.
the

I offer this

boxoffice.”
— R. B. M.

and

the

"The Lady and the Cow"The

Cowboy

and

the

Thereby goes disillusionment
around the United Artists office.
They had been complimenting Sam
Goldwyn on his politeness in givLady.”
boy."
ing the lady billing ahead of the
cowboy. But crass commercialism
wins out again.

" Land of the Free "
The Constitutional Convention,
meeting in Albany for these many
weeks on the presumed purpose of
bringing

the New York state government closer to the people who

actually are that government, rejects a proposal extending to film,
stage and radio the measure of
freedom enjoyed traditionally by
the press.
That's ocratic
what's
known
way.

OUR

as the dem-

READERS
IS WORK

Detroit — Your
current

(August

published
13, pages

article in the
28-29)

issue of

Boxoffice covering the writer’s activities
has aroused the interest of many exhibitors who wish to know the best method of
taking the older screen hits out of the
moth balls.
I have

o
BOXOFFICE

Second,

Cowboy

‘■DE-MOTHING”

6)

my southern accent and I’ll write
maybe. Yours for lox — MOX.

First, "The

received a number of communications from exhibitors inquiring about

plans, campaigns and suitable pictures,
plus general salesmanship that will make
the idea click.
Many exhibitors who have read the article no doubt are laboring under the impression that all it will take is star value,
plus any old picture, plus a one-sheet,
plus a little waiting for the public to storm
the doors.
Any exhibitor going in for a revival
policy who is not prepared to work long
and hard at it had better stick to his
dishes and silverware. Brother, it takes
WORK. — A. Milo DeHaven, WoodwardGrand and Belmont theatres. Highland
Park, Mich.

Song.”
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INDUSTRY'S MARCHES WILL BE MAPPED BEFORE
NEW YORK ALLIED CONCLAVE ON SEPTEMBER 8
Ascap, Anti-Trust Moves, Self- Regulation
Only
Way,
Divorcement, Drive
_
,, 7
_
mi
Among Topics
Pettij 0/212 Asserts
to
Trade
New

York — An

explanation

sion of the government’s
against major companies,

and

discus-

anti-trust suit
the impending

anti-Ascap bill for New York state, the
theatre divorcement bill and other legislative proceedings pending; Motion Pictures’
Greatest Year and “affiliated theatre protection on independent theatre owners”
will highlight the one-day meeting of Allied of New York, September 8 at the
Syracuse Hotel, Syracuse.
Sales

Heads

to Attend

Major and independent company sales
heads have accepted invitations to attend

Schroeder

here

that

“the

welfare

decision for themselves.”
Pettij ohn was principal speaker at the
motion picture reunion and testimonial to
Charles W. Trampe. His was an open

ourselves.”
The only road is self regulation, Pettijohn asserted.
Effort to Get Along Lacking

be on hand are E. K. O’Shea, district manager for M-G-M; Charles Stern, district
manager for UA; William Sussman, eastern division manager for 20th CenturyPox; Ed McEvoy, eastern division sales
head

for RKO; Edward M. Schnitzer, Warner district manager; Milton Kusell, Paramount district manager; Lou Weinberg,
circuit contact for Columbia; Edward A.
Golden, assistant to W. Ray Johnston,
president of Monogram; Jack Bellman,
district manager for Republic.
In a notice sent to its membership,

Max

A. Cohen, president of the unit, states “the
future welfare of your theatre demands
your

presence at the meeting.”
Promises “Plenty of Action”
That there will be plenty of action is
indicated by Cohen, who adds, in the

letter, “we have only a slight picture of
what presently is occurring in the industry. Now is the time for independent exhibitors to present a solid front to reap
the benefits that will accrue as the result of the government’s suit against
monopoly.”
Harry G. Kosch, attorney for Allied of
New York, will explain the Ascap bill to
be introduced

as well as outline

the gov-

ernment’s bill of complaint. Erpi will be
represented and offer a saving plan for
exhibitors.
After the registration on Thursday, an
open session will begin at 11:30 a. m.

out our own

problems

among

“There has been too little effort to get
along with the other fellow, and too much
haste to tell the teacher on him; too little desire to go to reason, and too much
to go to law. I have little patience with
those who say ‘Yes, something should be
done, but . . . but,’ and raise objections,
specious and otherwise, that serve too
often as a smoke screen to hide the lack
of will or the willingness to do.
“Nor can I in frankness conceal my
disappointment that certain things have
not moved faster in the direction of selfregulation. I shall not try to place the
blame. One difficulty is that we’ve spent
too much time throwing bricks instead
of laying them.”
Pettijohn observed that “it is the fashion to think only in terms of today and
not of tomorrow.”
“We are at the fork of two roads. One
road is self-regulation. If we follow that
road we can continue to conduct our own
business. The other road provides us with
a policeman whose beat is changed so
often he can never learn the business. If
any of you are thinking of taking this
road I beseech you to reflect just for a
moment on the fate of other industries
which

have

felt the throttling

grip of po-

litical control.”
The first necessity in self-regulation of
our trade problems, Pettijohn told his

This

audience, “is to adopt
and help live.

by distributors’ representatives.
Reports of committees, grievances and
pending legislation and suits in addition

“This industry cannot operate successfully under any system which would give
one group unfair advantage over another.
That is a short-sighted and ruinous policy.
Every group must have equal opportunity
to do business and stay in business. When
I use the word opportunity I do not mean
privilege.

will include the objectives of the organization, appointment of committees and
a discussion on radio against exhibition.
During luncheon there will be short talks

to the industry drive will be the afternoon
agenda. About 100 are expected to attend
from all parts of the state.
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£

in

coln. Max A. Cohen, president of Allied of New York, attended and voiced

who

to

of ideas

distributors and producers — the people
who run this business — must make the

ago.

promised

exchange

connection with the government's antitrust suit highlighted the regular Al-

plea “to work

have

York — An

industry is at stake” and to save it “we
don’t need courts and lawsuits, we don’t
need legislatures and laws. Exhibitors,

meeting of the organiformed several months

those

Allied's Topic
New

of an

the first important
zation since it was
Among

Anti-Trust Suit

Milwaukee — Declaring that “peace is
more profitable than war,” C. C. Pettijohn, general counsel of the MPPDA, told
several hundred exhibitors at the Hotel

“If the

structure

the principle

of live

of this industry

ever

lied of New

Jersey

meeting

at the Lin-

his opinions.
Irving Dollinger, president of the
Jersey unit, would not go into detail
on the discussion of the civil suit.
When

asked

if those
"We

by

a BOXOFFICE

reporter

attending had reached a conclusion, Dollinger facetiously replied:
do

not

come

to any

conclusions

until there is a court decision."
Dollinger declared the Jersey convention at the

Ritz

lantic City is
largest

Carlton

expected

attendance

Hotel
to

in

draw

in the history

Atthe

of the

organization. "Things are happening
so fast in the industry there will be
Askedto iftalk
he about."
would run for reelection
plenty
at the convention, Dollinger replied:
”1 will accept the nomination and reelection if the organization wants it

that way."

falls, it will not be from assault from
without, but by destruction from within.
Exhibitors, distributors and producers
must live as good neighbors, for they are
living in the same house, and a house divided against itself cannot stand. They
must be willing to give and take. They
must have vision enough to see the other
fellow’s side, as well as their own.
“If we reject self-regulation, we’ll get
some form of outside control that cannot
help,

but

will only

wreck

our

business.

Good intentions aren’t enough. We need
good faith . . . Perhaps it is only timidity
on the part of a few that is holding us
back from pursuing a course with regard
to trade problems. Maybe a few people
are still blind to the realities of today and
tomorrow. We should not let these few
deter us. The welfare of an industry is at
stake. The opportunity to do it is now.
The

time

to act is short.”

Shearer

Over

Hollywood — Norma

M-G-M

Airer

Shearer

tray scenes from “Marie
the M-G-M “Good News”
September 8.

will por-

Antoinette” in
radio program,
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$250,000 INDEPENDENTS CAMPAIGN FDND GOAL
WITHIN REACH; MAJOR NETS WILL MATCH SOM
Regional Committees
Nationwide Civic

Get

Support

New

New York — Independent exhibitors are
understood to be shy $10,000 of the $250,000 goal set up by the industry drive committee. Reports flowing in from all sections of the country are encouraging and
indicate that by the end of the week the
independent allocation will be more than
met. In the event unaffiliated theatre
owners pledge more than the required
amount, dollar for dollar will be matched
by major circuits.
Regional committees all over the country have been working at feverish pace
staging parades to tie in with the first
splash of national newspaper advertising.
In many instances, theatre committees
have

been successful in marshalling support of mayors, state and civic leaders and
other prominent figures to endorse the
drive.
Locally,

the

most

important

gathering

was

held at the Towers Hotel, Brooklyn, where more than 200 managers and
executives representing the 13 combined

community groups in Brooklyn and central Queens staged a midnight jamboree.
Present were representatives of affiliated
theatres

and a large number of independents. Harold B. Franklin, business
manager of the drive, was principal
speaker. Among other speakers were Edward Dowden of the theatre committee;
Ben Simon, chairman of the downtown
Brooklyn group; Solly Schwartz, secretary; Morris Traub, treasurer; Tom Swift
of the downtown Brooklyn Associatian, and
Harry Gertz, president of the Jamaica
Chamber of Commerce.
Highlighting the session was a general
exchange of ideas. Others there included
Marvin Schenck, Gene Picker, and Ernest
Emerling of Loew’s; Si Fabian, Harold J.
Rinzler, Louis Frisch, Dick Trettler (Avalon Theatre) ; Irving Dashkin (Savoy,
Jamaica) ; Bernard Pear (Garfield) ; Paul
Binstock (Marlboro); Gilbert Rosenthal
(Serf); Sidney Finkelstein (Garden) and
many other independents.
The day following the jamboree, C. C.
Moskowitz, in charge of metropolitan Loew
theatre operations, had this to say: “The
drive got away to a fine start in our
theatres. Phone calls into the home office indicate a rousing demand for the
Movie Quiz booklets. If all those who
ask for booklets become contestants, it
appears that at least 150,000 moviegoers
joined up in one day. New York City
should at least supply 1,000,000 contestants during the first week, according to
my guess.
“One of the things the managers report is that they find very few, if any,
of the booklets discarded in the lobby or

20

Sullivan

Presents

York — Thurman

Arnold,

in charge

of the government’s suit against
companies, doesn’t get to see pictures
and when he does he gets bored to
So he tells Ed Sullivan, New York

major
often
death.
Daily

News

columnist, who interviewed him recently in Washington. Sullivan found out
a number of other things about Arnold
and how he feels about the film industry.

To quote Sullivan: “This Arnold is an
extraordinary person. He is the only person I’ve ever met who holds degrees from
the Big Three, Yale, Harvard and Princeton. He hails from Laramie, Wyo., where
he was mayor, but his parents are from
Sedalia, Mo„ which perhaps explains his
legally inquisitive mind. Law professor
at Yale, his most recent book, 'Folklore of
Capitalism,’ is one of the wittiest and penetrating dissections of law and men and
mice
read.

and

politics and

theories

I’ve ever

“He believes that the movies will benefit when production, distribution and exhibition are separated legally. He has a
speech made by Adolph Zukor in 1918, in
which Zukor warned the industry to the
same effect and forecast the evils which
would arise if the industry forgot the fact
they essentially were producers.
“ ‘What

exists now

is a monopoly,’

said

Mr. Arnold,” Sullivan goes on to report.
“ ‘It is holding back the industry and it
is crippling small independent producers.
That

must

stop.’ Yet he isn’t approaching

on sidewalks near theatres. Apparently
those who asked for booklets are eager
to enter

the race for the $250,000.

Consolidated Amusements and Leo Brecher are among the latest to pledge support. Salesmen of major companies and
Monogram now are contacting exhibitors
to sign up. They held a meeting during
the week when Leo Abrams, chairman,
outlined plans of procedure.
Fabian, chairman of the Albany regional committee, has met with the upstate
exhibitor group and reports “marvelous”
results. While there was not 100 per cent
feels every-

Lou

Golding has been appointed secretary, and Phil Fox treasurer of the Albany committee. Others working with
these men include Moe Grassgreen, Ralph
Pielow, Bernard Kranze, Moe Silver, Abe
Stone, J. Meyer

Schine,

Mike

Kallett, Wil-

Arnold

the task in any vindictive spirit. ‘Abuses
aren’t necessarily evil in intent, though
they may work out with evil
said. 'The heads of the major
aren’t villains or rascals. If a
gages a football coach, and he

effect,’ he
companies
college enhires foot-

ball players you wouldn’t take the college
president out and hang him on a campus
elm tree, would you?’
“I asked him if he got a chance
the

movies

often.

‘Not

to see

often,’ he

con-

fessed, pointing to his desk. ‘I don’t think
pictures today are as good as they were.
The ones I’ve seen bore me to death. They
tell me ‘Algiers’ is entertaining, but I
haven’t had a chance to see it. The possibility that I’d get involved in one of those
dreadful double bills fills me with grave
forebodings.’ I told him that the movies
were doing fine work and that some of the
pictures were fine dramatic documents.
Joe Schenck, head of the Producers’ Association, out in Hollywood, would perform
a valuable work if he’d arrange to show
Thurman Arnold four or five outstanding
pictures
of Louis
Take It
and the
such a

in Washington, D. C. ‘The Life
Pasteur’ could be one; ‘You Can’t
With You,’ a second. ‘Snow White
Seven Dwarfs,’ a third. I think
demonstration would have a fine

psychological effect, serving as Exhibits
A, B, and C before the movies take the
witness

stand.”

(This portion of Sullivan’s column by courtesy
of The News, New York’s picture newspaper).

liam

Smalley

and

Harold

paper publicity upstate
mendous, Fabian reports.

That’s

a Meanwhile,
good sign.” Boxcffice learns that at
the last Allied of New Jersey meeting, the
matter of participation was left up to
the individual theatre owner. This action is similar to that taken by the ITOA.

immediate reaction, Fabian
one will be in the drive.

Prosecutor

Lewis.
has

News-

been

tre-

Managers of the ten Rosenblatt-Welt
theatres met at the Lyceum, Bayonne,
N. J., the other
blatt, I. Welt
plained various
ris Gluck, local

night when Leon Rosenand Bernard Brooks exphases of the drive. MorParamount ad sales man-

ager in charge of the drive’s accessories,
has been swamped with orders. He has
dropped company duties to devote full
time to expediting shipments to theatres.

National Broadcast
Over CBS by Hays
Hollywood — An estimated 30,000,000
persons in the United States and Canada
will hear Will Hays keynote the industry’s
drive when he steps before the CBS microphone that carries the regular Lux Radio
Theatre

program

over

the airwaves

Mon-

day evening at 9 p. m. Hays’ address is
made possible through J. Walter Thompson Co., Lux advertising agency.
More

campaign

news

BOXOFFICE
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New

Morton Van Praag

To Discuss British

Erpi Head

Joins Trailer-Made
New

York

—

Morton

Van

Praag

Republic Franchise
New York — Sam Smith of British Lion
will arrive from London the middle of next

has

joined Trailer-Made as general sales manager and assistant to E. Schwartz, president, and Pat Garyn shortly will conclude
negotiations
franchise.
Van

for

Praag

the

company’s

recently

returned

month

year. N. L. Nathanson, interested in British Lion, is expected from Toronto to sit
in on the talks.
Morris Goodman, foreign Republic head,
returned on the Manhattan after two
months abroad during which time he closed
with Minerava Film, for Belgium; Criterion
Film, for Roumania; Monopole Film, for
Sweden; Wive Film, for Sweden. Odeon

Texas
from

a

trip to Washington, Cleveland and Cincinnati. Garyn has been acting in an advisory capacity for the past two months
and plans to leave in a few weeks for Dallas where he will make his headquarters.
For seven years Van Praag was general
sales head for National Screen. Prior to
that

continues to handle the product in Holland. With the exception of Belgium,

he

was in charge of sales for Universal. Schwartz formerly headed Advance Trailer and Master Arts, both companies having been sold to National

which is a two year arrangement, all deals
are for 12 months. Five or six more are

Screen.
O. Henry Briggs, president of Pathe,
which owns a half interest in TrailerMade, has been elected to the board of the
latter company.

Fleischers

Staff Heads

For New
New

Miami

Quarters

York — At least 30 animators

addition to one month’s free rent in Miami
for each worker until he or she finds
suitable living quarters.

Before

a number

of union workers left, Fleischer’s attorneys discussed payment of transportation.
The

cartoon maker has definitely abandoned New York as production headquarters.

Texas

Circuits Buy

Eight Westerns

New York — Monogram will reissue eight
Bob Steele westerns during the 1938-39
season.

Moss

and

Graetz

Paris

York— -Paul
Export

partnership

Film,
tie

the formation
company
films
end

will

Graetz
all future

Under

terms

Graetz,
has

with

B.

of Empress

product
oi

the

S.

eight

over
he

a
for

The

French

with

him

will handle.

arrangement,

Broadway show window will be
cured for exclusive exhibition of

a
sethe

foreign output. While Moss operates
the Criterion, this will not be the show
window.

Graetz

sailed

years

has been comptroller of manufacture. He was also comptroller of Nassau Smelting & Refining Co.
Born in Chambersburg, Pa., in 1883,
Stevenson graduated from Princeton with
the degree of civil engineer. He is a
member of Phi Beta Kappa, honorary
scholastic society.
After seeing service with the American
Locomotive Co., and Duplex Metals Co.,
he entered the distributing department of
Western Electric. This was in 1914. Two
later he was appointed sales manager. In 1921 Stevenson became assistant comptroller, also sharing the post of
assistant general auditor of Erpi. In 1927
he was appointed personnel director of
Western Electric, and the following year
comptroller of manufacture, a position he
held when elected president of Erpi.

::

No Expansion Plans for
Robb & Rowley Circuit

sons, John and Ed jr., Jones is here to discuss new product buys. Rowley also will
confer with Joseph M. Schenck, president
of UA Theatre circuit, which owns a half
interest in the Texas string of theatres.
Schenck got back from England Monday
on the Queen Mary and will head for the
coast the end of the week, at which time
Rowley, his sons and Jones will leave.

Test Vaude
New

Saturday.

September

3, 1938

pending, including one for France.
Goodman found England full of enthusiasm. As for Republic, he sees a brighter
picture abroad and a substantial increase
in business. He said most of the contracts
were handled
has improved
distributors

at Jersey City

York — Rosenblatt

& Welt

perimenting with vaudeville
Jersey City.

at

are

ex-

the

Or-

in England. “Our product
to such a point where the

come

after us,” he added.

Sam

and

New

5- Year Republic

Jake Flax Sign
Pact

New York — Sam and Jake Flax, Republic franchise holders in Washington, have
signed

a new

five-year

deal.

This

leaves

Buffalo, Albany, Detroit and the southern territory covered by A. C. Bromberg
yet to be signed.
Beverly Barnett, who has been assisting
Walter Compton, studio publicity head,
has been assigned the writing of a radio
script for the half hour program planned
for Roy Rogers, Gene Autry and other
western stars on the lot. He is succeeded
by Sam

Abarbanel of the exploitation
partment in the home office.

Loew's
New

de-

Buys Half Republic

York — James

R.

Grainger

and

Morris Epstein, representing the distributor, and C. C. Moskowitz and Gene Picker
of Loew’s

pheum,
BOXOFFICE

he

York— Robb & Rowley plan no expansion of the circuit at this time, C. V.
Jones, general manager, told Boxoffice.
Accompanied by Ed Rowley and his two
o!

Moss

Pictures.

distribute
brought

head

completed

Electric, of which Erpi is a subsidiary, for 24 years. For the last ten

New

in

Foreign Film Deal
New

Western

years

Monogram

New York — Monogram has sold its new
season product to the Texas Interstate and
Rob & Rowley circuits of Texas.

Reissue

New York — T. Kennedy Stevenson has
been elected president and a director of
Erpi to succeed the late Whitford Drake.
The election came at a special board
meeting instead of the regular meeting
scheduled for September 13.
Stevenson has been associated with

and

all of Max Fleischer’s office staff have
either embarked or will in two weeks, for
Miami, Fleischer paying all expenses in

to negotiate a new Republic franchise, the current deal expiring early next

have

closed

cent Republic product
ropolitan houses.

a

deal

for 50 per

in the circuit’s met-

Coffee and Doughnuts
Crosses Broadway
New

York — Mayflower

Maxwell

House

coflee

doughnuts

will be

and

more

ac-

cessible lor Lcew employes after October 1. The store now serving these
items in the As’.or theatre building
moves the end of the month to the
corner

site in the Loew

Bernstein,

Building.

Loew real estate head,
summated the long term lease.

Incidentally, M-G-M
has a
hookup with Maxwell
House
Thursday night, the program
‘‘Good News of 1938.”

Harry
conradio
every
being
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^ORMA
SHEARER
is around again after
a minor operation at Mt. Sinai Hospital
. . . Jack Ellis has called a meeting of
M. P. Associates for next Thursday . . .
Walter Rice, who was in the legal lineup
for the government in the St. Louis suit,
returned on the Manhattan from a vacation abroad . . . George M. Cohan and
Morris Goodman, the latter Republic foreign head, were among the passengers on
the same boat . . . John B. Nathan, Paramount foreign executive, is due next week.
Joe Moskowitz leaves for the coast the
end of the week with Joseph M. Schenck.
He plans about three weeks at the 20thFox studios and then return east by boat.
His contemplated weekend cruise to Bermuda fizzed when Schenck returned from
abroad earlier than he expected ... A.
W. Smith jr. was in Chicago for a few
days on UA business . . . Steve Broidy,
Monogram Boston branch manager, spent
a few days in town conferring with home
office executives . . . Mickey Hood, British
film actress, is now making a picture for
20 th-Fox in England and is due here
shortly.
Bill Rodgers

was

walking

up Broadway

after a quiet lunch at Bob Christenberry’s
Hunting Room at the Astor Hotel when a
woman, apparently a sightseer, asked him
where the Paramount Theatre was located. Rodgers was closer to the Astor
Theatre

at the time and reserved
tation to send

Antoinette”

How

the woman

. . . Having

all temp-

to visit “Marie
finished

to Hold

a chore

'Em

Cl A

ID) W

A

in a summer stock show, Nancy Carroll
is vacationing here before entraining for
Hollywood ... Ed Rowley, the Texas exhibitor who spends most of his time in
New York and Los Angeles, is in the local
limelight again.
Jack Barnstyn, for the nonce, has moved
into a more spacious office at the local
GN

exchange . . . Kenneth Robinson, Paramount Buffalo manager, sailed on the Normandie for a vacation abroad . . . George
Rigaud and the missus were on the same
boat.

Ditto June Lang . . . Lionel C. Dawson, general manager of Trafalger Productions, Herbert Wilcox producing unit, is
here for conferences with Mack Littman
. . . Harry Egert of Progressive Poster is
due back Tuesday from a vacation in the
mountains.
Edwin

A. Aaron,

whose

office is smack

up against Metro’s William F. Rodgers,
went down the bay to Fire Island with a
party of five. The ostensible purpose was
to reduce the tuna census. “Eddie” and
his party nearly knocked themselves out
with laughter watching every boat around
theirs yanking the yellow fins from the
briny. Nary a nibble registered on the good
yawl Kwitcherbeliakin. The face-saving
incident came later, when the party rescued four youngsters in a becalmed sailboat.
Irving Ludwig
Rugoff

has been made

manager

of

& Becker's Eighth Street Playhouse. He replaces Michael Zala, manager

Y.

for the past seven years, who, with Max
Zipperman of the Fifth Ave. Playhouse,
has opened a foreign film house in Detroit.
Ludwig was
staff for nine
lar capacity
this summer

on the Rivoli’s managerial
years. He served in a simiat the Laurel, Long Beach,
when the Rivoli shuttered.

William R. Ferguson was in Boston with
M-G-M's mobile “Antoinette” unit . . .
Irving Cohen of Paramount counsel gets
back Tuesday from a two-week vacation
. . . Daily coffee cliche at the Gateway
includes Mike Poller, Fred Meyers, Max
Fellerman, Bill McShea and A. A. Schubart . . . Bill Danziger of M-G-M publicity
is on leave of absence. Mrs. Danziger
passed

away suddenly, with burial in Ashland, Ohio . . . C. E. Kessnich, M-G-M
southern district manager, was here for
circuit deals with E. J. Sparks, R. E. Griffith, Messrs. Stengel and Baulch of Sudekum Circuit and Joe Clemens of Jefferson Amusements.

Mary Dees, stand-in for the late Jean
Harlow and under contract to M-G-M, is
in town for a long vacation. She is looking over the town with Tom Watson, Daily
News photographer, as her escort . . . Leo
Justin says he’s a hard-hearted

man

when

it comes to being disturbed by Baby Susan’s
crying. He manages to get his full quota
of sleep every night . . . Phil Spitalny was
roundly booed the other night at the Paramount when he continued to conduct his
orchestra while the audience applauded for

A La Greeley — With a Detour

■ — Metropolitan

Photos

LEFT — We’ve heard of some pretty tricky devices calculated to keep a firm hand on husbands. But this is positively
the only picture in captivity that shows how it’s done. And from the wives' beaming countenances you can see they
have something there, too. Or should we say, had something . Because when the train in the background departed
these parts it parted Mrs. Max Fellerman, left, of all that normally constitutes Max Fellerman. On the right is Mrs.
John J. O’Connor, after the cameraman dusted off John J. O’Connor. All rights to indulge in such fun have been
granted — we hope.
RIGHT — Going west has become quite a habit with young men these days. But the 20 th Century Limited also makes
a stop at Albany, which accounts for the only appropriate caption we could cook up on top of the photo. Anyway,
it shows, from the customary north to south: Max Friedman of Albany, film buyer for Warner New York State
theatres; Harry Cohn, RKO west coast district manager; Max Fellerman, assistant film buyer for RKO; Moe Silver.
Warner Albany zone manager, and
for Kansas City and the reopening

22

John J . O’Connor, head of RKO
of the remodeled Orpheum.

theatres.

O’Connor

and

Fellerman

BOXOFFICE
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$13 he won the other
won’t mention.

Off to the Front

night, but losses he

Behind

the Scenes

George Skouras recently won the golf
championship at Westchester Country
Club. All members participated but Bill
Rodgers, who was out west with Spyros
and Charles Skouras at the National Theatres’ region meeting . . . John B. Nathan,
top man for Paramount in the Argentine,
Uruguay and Paraguay, is en route from
Buenos Aires on his periodic visit to John
W.

Hicks

jr. . . . Joe Fisher of Amalgamated Theatres in the Straits Settlements is in Canada visiting an old friend

who once saved him from death’s door.
Now the friend is critically ill and Fisher
is at his bedside, havhig postponed sailing
home for the journey over the border.
Victor

Jurgens, March
rector, as he left for

of Time dithe coast to

sail for Javan. Permission to photograph activities in the Chinese war
zone

occupied

granted
months’

March

by
of

Japan
Time

has

been

after

six

negotiations.

an encore from a tap dancer on the stage
. . . Bill Ferguson is doing a swell job
with the “Marie Antoinette” marionette
trailer now on tour of a number of key
cities.
Gerald
seven
drove
Loach,

Schnitzer, son of Eddie, has returned from the coast where he spent
weeks at the Republic studios. He
back in less than a week . . . Tern
treasurer of Pathe Film, has returned from a vacation on the coast . . .

A1 Sherman sails for England and a vacation October 1 . . . Lcuis Nizer is in
Hollywood after a vacation in Honolulu
. . . Joe Hornstein, who has been on a diet
mere or less these days,
hungry he can eat ham.

says

when

he’s

Irwin Gold, general manager of the
Ra?idforce circuit, is mourning the loss
of his mother . . . Pete Lewis is back from
a honeymoon at Scliwenga Lodge in the
Catskills . . . Oscar Doob spent a day in
Baltimore on Loew business . . . George
McCall, radio commentator, has been
signed by Universal to do a brief bit each
week for the newsreel . . . E. C. Grainger
and Jack Bellman paid Sam Seplowin,
Detroit Republic franchise holder, a visit
during the week . . . Bill Fitelson spent a
week at Cape Cod and, believe it or not.
he didn’t go fishing ... Milt Kusell spent
the last week at his country home recuperating from a recent illness.

Milt Hossfeld has a new 12-cylinder
Cadillac and is taking plenty of ribbing
from Aubrey Schenck and Ed Zabel for
going ritzy on them . . . Austin C. Keou?h
is back from his usual vacation at Williamstown, Conn. . . . Dr. Jesse P. Sichelman, son of Jack, the 20th-Fox executive,
was married to Helen R. Heims recently
. . . Gus Schaefer has switched his fishing headquarters from New England to
Long Island sound.
Ed

Holland, in charge of the exploitation men under S. Barret McCormick, certainly surprised the folks at the RKO

home

office when news leaked out he married Miss Margaret Carl in Newton, la.,
August 10. It was thought he was going
on his vacation . . . Manny Reiner of the
Monogram staff, gets back today from a
week’s rest (?) at the Cedars, Conn. . . .
Arthur Arce, vice-president and export
manager of S. O. S. Cinema Supply Corp..
is ailing at his home in Clifton, N. J. . . .

writing under the tentative title of “Technique and Psychology of Motion Pictures”
. . . Joe Joel is reported seriously ill. Associated with Harry Thomas for almost
20 years, Joel some weeks ago was let out
by Grand National and took it to heart,
so much so he has been forced to bed . . .
Jack Ellis likes to play stud poker until
four in the morning. He talks about the
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E

shorts

Talley,

production,

ner, fashion
making
one

and

of

20th-Fox

Vyvyan

Don-

expert, tensely watch

of a fashion

of the

Miss
hat.

head

show

neiv series in the

Donner

wears

the

number

for

lineup.

the wide-brimmed

tion. He said he had some “confidential
ideas” he could not disclose. He also
stated he did not buy any properties or
sign any players to contracts for his son.
After a stay at the Sherry-Netherland, he
left over the weekend for the coast . . .
Among

the

arrivals

was

George

Jessel,

comedian, who said he “was out of pictures
by mutual consent” . . . Also Lew Gensler,
former Paramount producer, and Lou Jackson, who represents the Ostrer interests
in England . . . Local film executives were
invited to attend the opening of C. H.

Harriet Reynolds, secretary to Mrs. Florence Marston of the eastern SAG, hurries
home this week to be maid of honor at

Olive’s New Atlas Theatre,
D. C., last Wednesday night.

her sister's wedding in Jacksonville, Fla.
. . . Milton Schwartzwald has moved the
Mentone executive offices from the RKO

One of the stage’s funnier comedians,
Teddy Hart, has been teamed ivith Sheila

Bldg, to 35-11
Island City.

Thirty-Fifth

Ave.,

Long

Carl Laemmle sr. is still a genial target
for autograph hunters. He was besieged
by a flock of them when he returned on
the French liner Normandie from a twomonth vacation abroad. Laemmle was
quite mysterious

on the subject of produc-

Donovan, is now shooting at Fox Movietone studios. It’s the first in a series of
four which Miss Barrett will make for
that company . . . Burgess Meredith hay
turned screen writer. His ohe-reel playlet
has been purchased by RKO Pathe and
may

be hicles. used
one of Miss
Barrett’s
. . as
Raymond
Massey,
star veof

Perspective
York — It appears

A. E. Pickard,
hibitor had a
went
On

for one
the

of those

vised by the

tour

Radio
roof

plain
city

City tours.

he

conductor

could see everything
to offer. He scanned
some
what

quite
wonder

Glasgow, Scotland, exlittle spare time and

observation

was
that

adhe

New
York had
the horizon for

time and reported he couldn't see
he was looking for. Pickard was

about to give up when the tour man
asked, rather disgustedly, what he
wanted
Pickard

to see.
said.

“The

Holland

is in

town

to

commence

re-

hearsals in Robert E. Sherwood's “Abe
Lincoln in Illinois” . . . F . J . A. McCarthy,
Universal eastern sales manager is visiting a number of southern cities and returns early this week . . . W. J. Heineman,

es All in the
New

Washington,

Barrett in RKO Pathe’s “Weekend Guest.”
The short, under the direction of Frank

“Drums,”

that New
York isn’t the
it’s cracked up to be.

Dr. Boris V. Morkovin of' the cinematography department of the University of
Southern California and editor of Cinema
Progress has been visiting various home
offices gathering data for a book he is

Truman

Tunnel,"

western sales manager of the same company, is back after installing Pete Dana
as district manager in the newly created
district in the middle west.
A. E. Pickard, Scottish exhibitor with
one house in Glasgow, spent the weekend
in Boston and Pittsburgh. Somewhat of
a golf enthusiast, Pickard and his family
attended the championship game in the
Smoky City . . . Kay Kamen, back from
the coast, has called off his contemplated
sailing for Europe. With the new five-year
Disney contract under his belt, the deal
will mark 11 years of association between
the two . . . Roy Disney is due from
(Continued on page 30)
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Mexican Exchange
Embargo Is Hinted

Arsenal An
Alien
Plymouth,

England

(by

fast

row

boat) — Tom Mix, making a triumphal
entry here on the liner Paris for a
vaudeville tour, was handed a slight

officials

are

unimaginative

New

per-

act. The cowboy star can't have the
firearms until he gets a license to import them or leaves the country. He
last seen

in a music

New York — Jacques Grineff, French
film man, now making his headquarters
here, plans to produce an English picture
at the Eastern Service studios late this
fall with talent recruited from the Broadway stage.
Grineff is well known in French producing circles. He owns rights to the
much
discussed French picture “Le
Grand Ilusion” which makes its American
debut at the Filmarte, September 12.
The venture is a private one with no
outside interests. Grineff states he is not
interested in negotiating for distribution
until his picture is completed, citing
Pascal’s

"Pygmalion”

as

an

ex-

It is understood that the first story will
mark an unusual innovation for a screen
play. All Grineff would say is, it has international theme and may appeal to all
audiences here. Until cast and director are
selected, Grineff is withholding further inlormation

on

sion” is being
tures Corp.

the

story.

distributed

"Le

Grand

Ilu-

by World

Pic-

London — Earnings of Odeon circuit, in
which UA owns a half interest, will run
well over $2,000,000 for the year ended
June. The financial report will be released shortly when the board meets to
declare a dividend. This is the first year
Odeon is operating as a public company.
Oscar Deutsch, president, is planning to
visit the United States shortly.

Pathe Dividend
New York — Pathe Film has declared the
regular quarterly $1.75 dividend on the
seven per cent convertible preferred, payable October 1 to stockholders of September 23.

Silverstone

Overseas

Xmas

York — Maurice Silverstone, chairman of the UA executive committee, intends to sail for England later this year,
probably about Christmas.

apforbolexthe
pay

American distributors, under the Cardenas regime, have found the country a
turbulent place to conduct business. Powerful labor unions have forced distributors to raise wages approximately 150 per
cent and only recently the government
gave distributors
a three per cent
The

same

a “respite” by removing
surtax on grosses.

observer

is inclined

to mini-

mize the present squabble between Mexican produers and trade unions. He says
Mexicans have too much pride to allow
producers to cari-y out their threat to
move out of the country. Furthermore, it
is pointed out, Mexican
ing American product
money

among

pictures are giva run for their

the Spanish

speaking

peo-

of

the

Mussolini

Cup, the highest prize, to "Olympia,"
German made film, drew protests from
Smith,

European

representative

of the Hays office, and Neville Kerney,
British delegate, at the international
film festival. Other

Anglo-American

film

groups alleged politics entered
the method of awarding the prize.

into

With
that

his protest. Smith

granting

Medal

who have been advocating
propriation of property belonging to
eigners, are favoring such a step to
ster sagging currency. Also, Mexican
hibitors are complaining that due to
fluctuation in exchange they have to
mere pesos for a picture now.

to "Snow

Dwarfs"
"our
end

of

was

film

White

a

drew

entertained

the

made
Hors
and

the

camouflage
the

it clear
Concours
Seven

and

greatest

that

applause

the most."

A Question Into Role
Oi Trade News Informer
New York — An Hellenic cruise on a
small boat not even equipped with a radio
is a good way to relax from worldly cares.
William P. Philips, head of the United
Artists Theatre circuit, who did just that,
informs.
Object in question was to get a story.
But the Boxoffice man reckoned without
Philips. Philips had been out of touch
from things for over six weeks. So before
the usual formalities were dispersed with.
Philips asked the reporter about details
of the government anti-trust suit.

“You know it’s something I ought to be
interested in,” he said. “I am one of the
defendants since I’m a member of the 20th
Century-Fox

board.”

Much concern is exhibited by sales
ple.
heads of the foreign departments here
over the danger of a number of strongly
nationalistic Latin American countries

“Did you say 20th-Fox?” the reporter
asked excitedly. “You ought to hear what
‘Alexander's Ragtime Band’ is doing!”

following

record-breaking performance
and other key cities were
Philips beamed.

Time

Odeon Circuit Earnings
Run Over $2,000,000
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in Mexico, accordexecutive, who repossibility an emon exchanges prefrom taking money

Mexico,

French Producer Plans
One Picture in New York

New

GOLDING
woes are in store for

This action may be forced by the decline in value of the peso. Extremists in

store, pricing

guitars.

Gabriel
ample.

By DAVE
York — More

American distributors
ing to a foreign sales
veals there is a strong
bargo may be imposed
venting film companies
out of the country.

sons, and impounded Mix's eight sixshooters and five rifles, part of the Mix

was

Venice — Awarding

Harold

rebuff. It wasn't Mix's cream-colored
cowboy suit or his horse, Tony II, that
offended the customs officials. It seems
the

Maybe
Salute
Was the
Wrong

in Mexico’s

Opens

steps.

Bombay

Branch

New York — Headquarters for distribution of March of Time in India, 38th foreign country now playing the subject, have
been opened in Bombay.

Schenck Calls
GB Deal Quits
London — “There is no intention of
resuming negotiations with the Ostrers for their interests in GB,” Joseph M. Schenck, chairman of the 20th
Century-Fox board, said before sailing
for New York after taking the baths
at Carlsbad.

Schenck

said “We

financial

was

all ears, and

“How is the Rivoli
wiping his spectacles.

details of its
at the Roxy
enumerated.

doing?”

he

asked,

“Why bring that up?” the news sleuth
questioned, and thought it as good a time
as any to leave.

First Spanish Film Ready
By Wm.

Rowland

for RKO

New York — William Rowland, who is
producing Spanish talkers at the Astoria
studios under the name of Producciones
Rowland, has finished his first for RKO,
“Glamour Girl,” in two weeks. Rehearsals took three weeks. Under tenns of
his arrangement with the distributor, RKO
has agreed to handle at least three, and
six if Rowland makes that many.

made

a deal and they walked out on it.”
During his visit here, Schenck has
seen Isidore Ostrer and had a general
business conference. There is nothing
significant to the talks as Schenck
usually makes it a point to see Ostrer
when here because of his and Nicholas
M. Schenck’s

Philips

interest in GB.

Mexican

Films to the World

New

York — J. H. Seidelman, vice-president in charge of foreign activities for
Universal, has completed arrangements
for world distribution rights for Spanish
productions made in Mexico
nando de Fuentes.
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Says All Houses Benefit
From Paramount Airshow
New

York — Paramount

denies

the operation of the Paramount-Fitch
broadcast tieup. The tieup provides for
distribution of 1,000 passes weekly, these
to be honored at any theatre showing
Paramount pictures.
Local independents claim passholders
will naturally favor Paramount theatres
where

first runs are shown,
ment of subsequent runs.

air show will plug “Sing You Sinners,”
which v/ill then be making the rounds of
subsequent runs.
The first broadcast plugged “Spawn of
the North.” In order to obtain passes the
radio listener is required to write a short
“composition” on why he or she liked the
particular orchestra that furnished the
music for the show. Last Sunday it was
Guy Lombardo. The letter must be accompanied by a carton or box top from a
bottle of Fitch’s shampoo. Those whose
“compositions” are adjudged cleverest will
receive passes. Fitch will handle the
distribution.
such passes will take
Paramount exchange
applied by deducting
from the film rental.

New
racket

New

York — National

Theatres’

unit

in

Kansas City and Milwaukee will play up
stage bands and name attractions in the
fall, according to Aubrey Schenck, booker,
who has concluded deals which assure
those houses of a consistent
September and October.

lineup

for

these

Kansas

City, which

organizations

are

interested

sole-

ly in making quick money," Paramount
has notified its visiting foreign department personnel not to give out interviews. or pose for photographs without
sanction

of the

publicity

department.

York

is under

— <

Additional

winners

of

RKO’s Ned Depinet drive, other than those
who took the eight capital prizes, shared
in approximately $15,000 prize money,
with ‘the Buffalo branch headed by C.
Boasberg the major victor among the
exchange employes.
The prize winning
units are:
Shorts
Moines,

managers

Contest — Buffalo,
Lou

Elman;

St.

in the six

C. Boasberg,
Louis,

B.

J.

first; Des
McCarthy;

Cleveland, H. Greenblatt; Washington, R. J. Folliard; Indianapolis, R. E. Churchill. H. F. Taylor, Calgary, led the Canadian division, followed
by W. S. Jones, Vancouver.

Disney

Contest — A.

M.

Avery,

Memphis;

C. W.

Allen,

Dallas; N. P. Jacobs, Los Angeles; C. Boasberg, Buffalo; J. H. Ashby, Denver; R. B. Williams, Oklahoma City. W. S. Jones, Vancouver,
topped the Canadian
division, followed by H.
Wolfe, Winnipeg.

Reade's Expansion
Plans Await Pickup
New

York — Walter

Reade

has

aban-

doned his community theatre building
program until next spring, he declares.
Having

built seven last year, the economic situation became a vital factor in

his plans and he has decided to wait
until things perk up before resuming.
When spring comes around, Reade may
change his mind. Says he, “It all depends
on the humor I’m in, no kidding.
“Some mornings I get up feeling fine.
Then I’m in the mood to build 20 or 25
houses. Other mornings I get up and my
intestines are bothering me so I forget all
my

building

plans.”

Hart Continues
Washington — Having

lost

March

of Time — B. G. Kranze,

Albany;

A.

M.

Avery, Memphis;
N. P. Jacobs, Los Angeles; G.
Wm.
Wolfe, Los Angeles; N. P. Jacobs, San
Francisco; Mark
Cory, Portland; H. C. Fuller,
Salt Lake City.

“Victoria

the

Great’’

Contest

—

C.

Boasberg,

Buffalo; B. Pitkin, New Haven; E. A. Lamb, Seattle; W. J. McCarthy, St. Louis; L. E. Goldhammer, Minneapolis; H. Greenblatt, Cleveland; Lou
Elman, Des Moines; Bob Wolfe, New York. H. F.
Taylor, Calgary, led in Canada, with J. F. Meyers,
Toronto, runnerup.

Bobby

Breen

Bonus

Plan

—

R.

E.

Churchill.

Indianapolis had the greatest percentage in the
billing among
the 23 offices which shared in the
prizes. C. J. Dressel, Omaha,
and S. W. Fitch,
Sioux Falls, were runnersup.
Major winners in the ad sales commission plan
were the personnel of the Charlotte, New Orleans
and Albany offices. Prizes were shared by 102
managers, salesmen and sales managers.
General Sales Manager
Jules Levy
presented
plaques to the five leading branches which are:
C. Boasberg, Buffalo; J. F. Meyers, Toronto; W.
S. Jones, Vancouver; G. M. Lefko, Pittsburgh, and
M. E. Crory, Portland.

Two Broadway

Holdovers

Depart lor Two More Hits
Fight
in

the

New

York — Congestion

ed two pictures
lower

courts, William S. Hart has appealed to
the supreme court in an effort to collect
$185,000 allegedly due him under the terms
of a distribution contract with UA on his
last picture.

A Piping Cinch

E. C.

from

of product

Broadway

“Alexander’s Ragtime Band,”
$57,000 in the fourth week

forc-

theatres.

which tallied
at the Roxy

for a total of $285,000, will depart

Thurs-

day night to make way for “My Lucky
Star.” Irving Lesser, managing director,
estimates that at the rate the picture
is going

Jan Garber, Benny Goodman, Horace
Heidt, Orin Tucker, Casa Loma and Veloz
and Yolanda have been booked for the
Tower,

York — In an effort to curb "a
whereby
visitors are interviewed and photographed by representatives of what seem to be legitimate organizations only to discover

about

Name Bands to National's
Units in K. C„ Milwaukee

New

" The McCoy"

to the detri-

Alec Moss, head of Paramount exploitation, points out the passes are good for six
months from date of issue. He also
stresses that on three successive Sunday
broadcasts, beginning September 11, the

Theatres honoring
them to the local
where credit will be
full admission price

Publicity Must Be

charges

of independent exhibitors that their theatres are being discriminated against in

Additional RKO Depinet
Drive Winners Into Money

it could

be held

for seven

weeks,

at least. At the Music Hall, “You Can’t
Take It With You” shunted “Four Daughrun. ters” into general release after a two-week

Rhoden’s direction. Heidt, Goodman and
Tony Martin are slated for the Palace,
Milwaukee, in September. The theatre is

board of 20th Century-Fox has declared a dividend of 37 y2 cents on the
preferred and 50 cents on the common

under Harold J. Fitzgerald’s supervision.
Within the next few weeks, virtually all
names mentioned will be dated for the

stock, payable September
ers of September 20.

Denver, Denver, under Rick Ricketson’s
management. They will play the town in
November and December.

Net Profit of $6 a Share

The

30, to stockhold-

Seen on Loew's Common
Loew's

Century

Baltimore — Loew’s

to Add
Century

New

Band
on

Septem-

ber 9 will inaugurate a musical divertissement in addition to the film program.
There will be a 40-piece orchestra, half
of which will comprise a swing band, to
furnish music from the jitterbug variety
to classic selections.

Kameragraph
New

at Yoost's Chaloner

York — Kameragraph

has

been

in-

stalled in William Yoost’s Chalonar. United
States Premium is handling the device.
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York — A net profit

of approximate-

ly $6 a share on the common for the fiscal
year ended August 31 is expected to be
shown by Loew’s, according to an estimate
by the Wall Street Journal. This would
compare with $8.47 a share for 1937.
Joe Vogel and George J. Schaefer
found more pleasure smoking their
old reliable pipes than fishing on
Jack and Jill, Schaefer’s yacht. The
scene, off Montauck Point. Not in the
pictures, Harry Bernstein scored two
for the day.

Randforce
New

plan

Three Dark

York — Randforce

to reopen

the

has

Riviera,

discarded

Wilson

its

and

Empress, Brooklyn, on a three-day-a-week
policy. The houses will remain dark after
Labor Day, according to present plans. 25

Friends Help Frisch
Observe Milestone
New

York — Monday,

August

29 was

a

momentous day in the life of Louis Frisch,
partner of Sam Rinzler in Randforce. For
on that day, 50 years ago, he saw the first
light of day. There are some doubts
whether he saw the light of day or night.
But anyway, he came into the world little
realizing he would become an exhibitor.
Five decades passed quickly for Frisch.
And now we come to our story of his
golden celebration. It began at 9 a. m„
when a messenger knocked on his door and
presented him with a gorgeous basket of
flowers from Joe Hornstein. At breakfast,
his son, Manny, surprised him with a
handsome gold watch and chain. When
Frisch

arrived at the office, Rinzler managed to forget his business woes long
enough to give his partner a set of studs
and cuff links. Rinzler had just returned
from a vacation at Highmount, N. Y.
Called

to New York (he makes his headquarters in Brooklyn) by Henry Randel of
Paramount for a business conference, the
session just about started when Randel
suggested lunch. And to the Tavern they
did go. Lo and behold, there Frisch was
overwhelmed by a host of well wishers
that included many of the top names in
the local industry.

Here are 25, or half the crowd,
party tendered by Joe Hornstein

that turned out for Louis Frisch’s birthday
and Eddie Schnitzer at the Tavern. Among

the faces you see E. K. O’Shea, Nate J. Blumberg, Fred Meyers, Leo Abrams,
Max Fellermcm, Roy Haines, Carl Leserman, Schnitzer, Phil Hodes, Manny
Frisch, the guest of honor, Sam Rinzler, Harold Rinzler, Irving Wormser,
Nat Cohn, and Gerald Schnitzer. Up front and going to the rear of the
middle aisle: Jack Bowen, J. J. O'Connor, Matty Fox, Henry Randel, Joe
Seider, Tom Connors, Max A. Cohen. Hornstein and Toots Bernard Shor are
standmg at the left.

Some

of the men are seen in the accompanying pictures, but to be sure no one
is omitted there were Nate J. Blumberg,
John J. O’Connor, Malcolm Kingsberg,
Matty Fox, Leon Goldberg, Freddie
Meyers, Max Fellerman, Rinzler and his
(Continued

on

page

28)

This is the family circle, with the exception of Hornstein, on the extreme
right. Reading left to right, Manny Frisch, son of the honored guest who
sits next to him; Sam Rinzler, Frisch’s partner
circuit, and his son, Harold.

in the operation

of Randforce

Plenty of reason for smiles on these
happy faces. The man leaning over
at the left is none other than Leon
Goldberg, treasurer of KAO. Next to
him is Wally Howes of Trans Lux.
Those two heads you see up front
looking away from the camera are
Rinzler on the left and Frisch on the
right. George Skouras, with the
glasses, smiles at the camera. Next
to him, and smiling pleasantly is Malcolm Kingsberg, KAO executive. Bill
Moran

simply won’t stay out of pictures. He’s the waiter. Hodes, Schnitzer, Leserman and Haines are seen as
the faces get smaller.

Photos

26

by Metropolitan

An up front view of Matty Fox, Harry Buxbaum, Charles Stern, Moe Streimer,
all smiles, and Walter Reade as they chinned and chowed in celebration of
Louis Frisch’s golden anniversary . In the background and edging close so
that the camera would not escape them are the visages of Morris Kutisker,
Moe Sanders, Harry Decker and Sam Lefkowitz.
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"Movie Day" Called
By Mayor of Philly
Philadelphia — Mayor

S.

Dave

Wilson

proclaimed Thursday as a special “Movie
Day” in connection with the trade’s nationwide goodwill drive.
His proclamation said in part:
“Having in mind the benefits which the
community will enjoy through the entertainment afforded and the business and
trade accentuation brought about through
the united campaign of the consolidated
motion-picture industry, I hereby set
aside and appoint Thursday, September
1, as a day for special observance by the
people of Philadelphia of the inauguration of the united campaign of the motion picture industry of Philadelphia and
call upon them to join in making this

the balance was divided up among the
various independents.
At a meeting of the local committee in
charge of the drive it was admitted that
many of the smaller independent houses
will stay out unless the public demand becomes great enough to force them in.
An
exhibitor pointed out that an
analysis of the quiz books showed that
of the questions listed can be answered by patrons without seeing the pic-

Wilmington, Del. — State and local officials, managers of circuit-operated and
independent theatres throughout the state,

“Film critics, Hollywood columnists and
radio commentators virtually give away

as well as leading distributors from Philadelphia, New York and Washington, attended a dinner at the Hotel Dupont to

many
tures.

the entire picture, making attendance unnecessary as far as the quiz book is concerned,” he said.
Independent exhibitors say that Warner will reap the benefits of the drive as
the circuit will probably be able to play
the entire 94 pictures on the list while
the average independent could play only
half — at
RKO

most,
cember 31.

before

exchange

the

deadline,

is handling

De-

accessories

campaign the great success it deserves to be by entering fully into the

in this territory and will refuse to distribute them to any exhibitor until he can

spirit of the movement and by cooperating heartily in the efforts of the motionpicture studios and their local representatives to provide for Philadelphia the best
and most stimulating motion pictures of

show a receipt that he paid the ten-centsper-seat fee. The prices quoted here range

which

All accessories are being sold on a strictly cash basis to eliminate bookkeeping.
The average small theatre with about
500 seats would have to put up $50 plus

united

the art and

the industry

are

cap-

able.”

Philadelphia Independents
Still Lukewarm to Drive
Philadelphia —
Philadelphia independents were pretty much lukewarm to the
film industry’s giant exploitation drive,
despite the announcement that more than
2,000,000 quiz books have been ordered for
this territory.
The principal backers of the contest
here, are Warner Brothers circuit, which
has ordered a million books, and the Comerford circuit which ordered 500,000, while

As

Governor

McMullin

of Delaware

Wilmington Meet
For Drive Report

from ten cents each for “one sheets” to
elaborate lobby cutouts for $5.35. Quiz
books are distributed for $5.50 per 1,000.

about $40 for quiz books
Over the 18-week period
would be about $5.

and accessories.
the weekly rate

Fleisher Moves
Philadelphia — Nat P. Fleisher, specializing in the sale and remodeling of theatre
seats, is now located in his new quarters
here at 1234 Pearl St. Among recent jobs,
Fleisher lists the Ideal and Regis, here and
the Rosedale, Chambersburg, Pa.

addressed

exhibitors

and

other

trade

hear reports on Delaware’s participation
in the nationwide Movie Quiz contest.
Guests and speakers included Gov.
Richard C. McMullen and Mayor Walter
W. Bacon. Carter Barron of Washington,
Loew’s division manager, was toastmaster. A. J. Belair, manager of the New
Rialto here, is chairman of the contest
committee.
of

Others attending were: Harry Goldberg
New York, advertising and publicity

director for WB; Harry Blumberg, National Theatre Supply Co.; Max Gillis,
manager of Republic Pictures exchange,
Philadelphia; Sam
Rosen, manager of
Monogram Pictures exchange, Philadelphia; Rudolph Berger, manager of the
M-G-M Washington exchange; W. J. Carvell sr., theatre builder; A. J. Vanni, WB
Philadelphia zone manager; John Mulhall,
Chester, Pa., WB district manager;
S. Black, Aldine Theatre manager;

Lewis
Edgar

J. Doob, manager of Loew’s; Sidney Munter, Arcadia; Artie Cohn, Queen; A. Joseph De Fiore, Park; Ben Shindler, Ace;
Ben Seligman, Strand; John O. Hopkins,
National; Earle G. Finney, Savoy; John
C. Harding, Grand, all of Wilmington;
and Fred Lloyd, Milton, Del.; Thomas
Ayers,

Seaford,

Del.;

Reese

Harrington,

Harrington, Del.; Douglas George, Philadelphia; Frank J. Pappa, Wilmington,
president

representatives

of Central

gathered

Labor

Union.

in Wilmington

to

inaugurate the “Motion Pictures’ Greatest Year” campaign. Standing at the speaker’s table: A. J . Belair, chairman
of the state committee; Harry Goldberg, Warner chain advertising and publicity chief; Governor McMullin; Carter
Barron, Loew’s eastern divisional manager, and toastmaster; Mayor Bacon of Wilmington, and A. J. Vanni, Warner
zone head. Also on hand were Edgar Moss, Al Davis, Sam Gross, Earle Swigert, Sam Rosen, Rudy Berger, Edgar Doob,
Jack Mulhall, Douglas George.
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Filth Milestone Gala
Allair lor Louis Frisch
■^HERE’S a good party in the offing
when Columbia opens its new streamlined exchange on September 12. Some
of the departments moved in over the
weekend

. . . Katherine

Buckley,

a shape-

ly Frankford girl, was chosen “Miss
Philadelphia” at the Variety Club’s annual shindig aboard the Liberty Bell ,
Delaware River showboat. All the contestants will be guests of the Variety Club
on Labor Day at Atlantic City. A party
will be held at the Traymore Hotel. Kingsfor-a-day will be George F. Wieldand and
P. Mortimer Lewis of the Strand, Atlantic
City, and Frank Gravatt,
ager of Steel Pier.

general

man-

Dave Barrist was in New York early in
the week opening up a branch of his
Quality Premium Co. The branch is located on 44 til St. opposite the Film Center
Building. It will be under the supervision
of Max Schwartz and will handle premiums and games . . . Lewen Pizor has
opened his renovated Tioga Theatre . . .
Sam Waldman has sold his lease on the
Lorraine . . . Republic will build a new
exchange
office.

on the site of Columbia’s

present

A new film chatter program started on
WHAT
last week. Chatterer is Susan Porter, Main Line society deb . . . Film exhibitors here are satisfied with the FitchParamount tieup, unlike the ITO of S.
California . . . Marty Anisman of the
Wynne Theatre, got a half page break
in the community newspaper in connection with the opening of “Robin Hood”
. . . Nuckey Beckett is in a dither awaiting the momentary visit of Sir Stork.
Nearly

100 exhibitors

have

entered

the

Variety Club’s golf tournament scheduled
for September 23 at the Cedarbrook
Country Club. Milt Rogasner is chairman
of the committee . . . Jack Thiers, doorman of the Center Theatre, will get another tryout with the Brooklyn Dodgers,
when the team arrives here next Tuesday.

Gotham ITO A Oifices
To Astor Hotel October

1

New York — Local headquarters of the
ITOA will be moved October 1 from their
present location in the Hotel Lincoln to
the Astor Hotel.
Move was decided at the last board
meeting, which turned down the suggestion that the organization takes offices
in William
42nd St.

Brandt’s

Selwyn

Ask Tribune
New

Bldg, on West

Rate Cut

York — First rim foreign film exhibitors have taken up with the New York

Herald-Tribune an appeal for reduction in
advertising rates. The group presented a
united front in a similar plea with the
New York Times but were turned down.

WITH
Frank Boucher readying, the
Schwaber house at North and Linden
(Continued

from

page

26)

son Harold, Manny Frisch, Walter Reade
sr. and jr., Charles Stern, Moe Streimer,
George Skouras, Eddie Rugoff, Max A.
Cohen, Tom Connors, E. K. O’Shea, Jack
Bowen, Joe Seider, Leo Abrams, Harry
Buxbaum, Joe Lee, Hornstein, Leo Justin,
Morris Jacks, Jerry Buchbinder, Bob
Wolff, Nat Cohn, Irving Wormser, Moe
Sander, William Schutser, Morris Kutisker,
Phil Hodes, I. Goldstein, Carl Leserman,
Roy H. Haines, Harry Decker,
kowitz and Edward and Gerald

Sam LefSchnitzer.

In the evening, Frisch’s wife gave him a
party which was attended by a houseful
of friends and neighbors. A swell time
was had by all, and all for a swell guy.

will bow about September 20 . . . The
Europa now in the throes of extensive
remodeling by Philly Operator Manoff, will
have a new label to come from a local
name contest . . . Julius Goodman, Ideal’s
top-man, is commuting to Atlantic City
to visit the family.
The

to Leave

UA

New York — Carl Krueger has resigned
from the UA exploitation department, effective September 9. He is understood
planning to return to Chicago from where
he came.
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Romes

have

just returned

from

looksee at the Soltz 24-karat holdings . . .
Durkee executive Walter Pacey is an Ocean
City commuter . . . Charles Nolte has added the finishing touches to one of the finest
Magothy river mansions . . . Durkee Division Chief Elmer Nolte has been named
magistrate at the eastern police station.
A

close call for Frank

Durkee

and

16-

yea'r-old daughter Mary Jane when the
Durkee craft caught fire and they dived
TOE

MULLEN,

manager

of the

Bellevue,

announced last week that he was married to Anne Mengeo in South Mills, N. C.,
on June 26 . . . Clyde Causey, manager of
the Halifax in South Boston, visited town
on his way back from a Virginia Beach
vacation . . . Dorothy Shewbridge reports
a wonderful vacation at Virginia Beach
. . . Percy Pollard, assistant manager of
the

Capitol, visited Baltimore on his vacation . . . Edith Lindeman, film editor
of the Times Dispatch, is back from a visit
to Hollywood.
Walter Kolm has returned from New
York where he met his brother returning
from Germany . . . Howard Powers, operator at the V/esthampton Theatre, has purchased a new car . . . Bill Robinson, member of the service staff at the Westhampton, has resigned to play football on
the Varsity team. He has been succeeded
by Cleveland Williamson, former relief
usher at the State . . . Pete Whitmore
has also joined the staff of the Westhampton replacing Neal Patton, who was
promoted to doorman . . . Ben Caplon,
Columbia salesman; Jake Flax, Republic
representative, and Graham Barbee, district manager for the Lichtman Theatres,
were seen inspecting the Westhampton
last week.
Joe Arcaro has installed new sound in
his Lincoln, South Richmond . . . The
Grand

Theatre is being completely redecoratd. . . Slim Holliway, former local
boy, who is now managing the Wilson in
Arlington for Neighborhood Theatres, was
in town renewing old acquaintances . . .
Frank Strause, member of David Kamsky

to safety . . . GB new local chief, Milton
Caplon, is welcoming the wife at the
Frederick Road homestead upon her return
from Mt. Union, Pa., after a family clan
reunion.

Associated’s

Sam

Back

has

taken

his

Atlantic
Metro

City holiday while son Leon supervises the offices over the Capitol . . .
Chief Rudy Berger zvas a Durkee

Enterprises visitor . . . The Radio Theatre’s Morris Shapiro takes time off to
tan on the tennis courts . . . Local Tent
No. 19 has installed regular Wednesday
night get-togethers with the stag smokers scheduled regularly for Monday nights.
Movie

Quiz

local

committee

lists Bill

Saxton of Loew’s as head-man, Rodney
Collier and Tyler Joyce of the Stanley in
charge of publicity, and the Hipp’s Izzy
Rappaport, Keith’s Larry Schanberger,
Morris Mechanic the New’s pilot and local
Allied Chief Frank Hornig as the committee.

Walter Reade Will Open
Latest in Hudson Oct, 1
New York— Walter Reade will open his
latest theatre in Hudson, October 1. It
will be called either the Park or the Lyric.
He also operates the Star and Community
in the same town.
Harry Brandt has reopened the Beverley
and Park Lane. R. Rhonheimer is the
operator of the Drake, Brooklyn, having
acquired it from Rapf, Rudin & Lederer.
Morris Kutisker has taken the Adelphi
in Brooklyn and is remodeling it.

advertising staff of Neighborhood Theatres, has returned to his desk after a

Telling the Fans

trip to Maine.
New

Krueger

Lou

a duet of weeks at this resort . . . Sammy
Soltz is home from a Canada trip and a

Judge

Julian

Gunn

of the

city circuit

court, will view ‘‘The Birth of a Baby”
on September 15 before rendering his decision on an appeal from the ruling of the
censor board which refused to permit the
showing

of the picture.

York — Columbia

has

launched

a

series of page advertisements for “You
Can’t Take It With You” in the fan
magazines which, it is estimated, will reach
an audience of some 12,000,000 readers.
The ads are appearing in the September,
October and November issues.
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WASHINGTON
G“Dthe local
tidingsfoldthatas Gene
Ford returns to
production manager
for Loew’s in the Carter Barron area —
bringing Kay and Jiggsy back to their
adopted home . . . Incidentally, Loew visitors of note would be executives, Charles
Moskowitz and Oscar Doob . . . After the
gala Atlas opening, Fred Kogod feted the
elite invite audience at his Buchana street
residence ... A visitor seen headed for a
Washington stopover with Paramount
ballyhoo in his grip is Publicity Ace Rufus
Blair . . . Mrs. Brylawski, mother of the
MPTO head, returns after a six-week stay
in Atlantic City . . . Loew Press Expert Ray
Bell rings the gong again with a five C
check

from

Walter

Wanger

for blue

rib-

bon work on “Blockade,” which recalls
that Ray also copped another amateur
photo medal from a local paper ... It is
told as how tiny three-year-old daughter,
Beverly Carol, is captivatingly affecting
the new Danielle Darrieux hair dress.
Outdoor season for critics with Betty
Hynes vacationing and Bernie Harrison at
the Underwood; Nelson Bell away for a
rest and Jerry Gross batting out copy;
Jay Carmody doing a New England jaunt
through the straw hat section while Harry
Mac Arthur turns out the daily column task
. . . Capitol assistant manager, Brock
Whitlock takes to Ocean View, Va., for a
short stay . . . Harry Maginniss battled a
bad summer cold during his holiday.
Met Pilot Maynard Madden spurted into
his leave, sprained an ankle and recovered
just in time to crutch back to work . . .
Sidney

Lust has announced election returns at his Maryland houses in cooperation with Patterson papers; which recalls
that his Boro is ably assisting the current
safety campaign by donating their parking lot as a playground to keep kiddies
off the highways. Manager Bill Jones is
sponsoring a football league in the fall.
United Artists and Headman Fred Rohrs
have engineered a
gala preview for

Metropolitan Theatre
Remodeling at Lowest
New York — Remodeling of theatres
the Greater New York area is at one

the lowest points of the year, according
to equipment dealers. Exhibitors are not
spending money
ment men say.
Irving

Sussman

or

altered

currently

Penn

Bachman visitor would be Monogram’s
George Weeks . . . Boyd Sparrow comes for
a two-week visit here with brother Dick
. . . Milton Caplon is now comfortably settled in the new head chair at GB . . . Art
DeTitta postcards from Havre after a
swell crossing via the Normandie.
September

3, 1938

Newsreel
and 35th

BAREFOOT

BOY

(Mono)— Inspired

by

tier's famous poem, this wholesome
adventurous youth should pack
juvenile

trade

for the family
Mae
Karl

Jones,
Brown

BOYS'
most

sociological
purses

prove

satisfactory

Jackie

Claire Windsor,
directed.

TOWN
human

celluloid,

and
trade.

Moran,

documents

ever

fare

Marcia

Ralph

(M-G-M)— This,
and thoroughly

will dip deep

Whit-

story of
in the

Morgan.

one of the
entertaining

imprisoned

into the hearts

of every

class

and

age

Spencer

Tracy

and

Mickey

in
and

of theatre
Rooney

are perfect in the van of a hand-picked
cast. Produced with commendable
reJohn

W.

inspired

Taurog, the film steers
at all times.

Considine
direction
clear

jr., and

by

MEN OF ACTION (Synd) — A six-reel subject
of villainy, laboriously assembled
and
acted, with uncertain editing and poor
photography when
the camera goes indoors. Its one redeeming quality is that
it packs

action

aplenty.

Barbara

Frankie

Worth.

WEST
fare

OF
for

Charles

Olan

Darro,
James

CHEYENNE
(Col)— Satisfactory
the Saturday matinee trade.

Starrett

able cast as
the

abolition

is backed

the

up by a depend-

necessary

of range

ingredients

terrorism

and

for

cow-

boy heroics get full play. Charles Starrett,
Iris Meredith, Bob Nolan. Sam
Nelson
directed.

COMPLETE

REVIEWS

pictures will appear
of BOXOFFICE.

Q.EF1ALD FOWLER,
transferred from
Geneva, has become city manager for
Schine Theatrical Enterprises in Lockport. He succeeds Francis M. Gere, transferred to Norwich. Fowler directs the Palace, Rialto and Hi-Art . . . All new sound
projection equipment, front and back, has
just been installed in Shea’s Hippodrome,
Buffalo. The house was closed for one
day to complete the job.
Novelty

of

a

week:

Opening

of

the

intimate, 298 -seated Mercury Theatre,
first new film house here in a dozen years.
Dewey Michaels, owner, obtained the Chinese Civilian Relief Fund as sponsor for
a preview, Chinese girls as usherettes, sold
tickets at $2 and crowded the place, with
Klieg lights outside and a radio broadcast from the lobby to add interest.
Harry T. Dixon, former RKO
branch
manager here, is going to Toledo, O., as
sales representative for Universal Films . . .
Jack Zurich, United Artists salesman in
the Syracuse territory, has resigned . . .
The Star, Buffalo east side house closed
for nearly five years, is preparing for a
reopening. All new seats, a new booth
and projection equipment are included in
installations.
The Syracuse Strand, leased by the
Schine interests for stage shows for six
weeks, is resuming pictures Labor Day . . .
Gaby & Cohen, building a new theatre in
Hornell, have decided to call it the Steuben . . . The Landman-Pressler Hornell
is scheduled to open September 14 . . .
The Rochester Strand, long a Fenyvessy
house, ajid recently taken over by Howard
G. Carroll, reopened last Thursday.
The State, Waterloo, formerly operated
by H. C. Sunness, has been acquired by
Andrew Cseh of Groton. Sunness will
devote his time to his Grand and Jarvis
in Binghamton. Cseh also manages the
Corona, Groton.
Vacationists:

Harry

Berinstein,

one

of

Ithaca’s Berinstein Brothers (Capitol,
Strand, State), off on a trip around the
world; Paul Fenyvessy of the Rochester
Madison and Monroe; Stanley Kozanowski
of the Buffalo Rivoli — after doing
jectionist stint.

a pro-

Norman

of the maudlin

York

where he attended his brother’s wedding
. . . Republic’s Sam and Jake Flax after
entertaining executives, James Grainger
and Harry LaVine, are off to a New York
business meet . . . An expected Harry

;:

Opening

FLASHES

Roy Mason,
directed.

BOXOFFICE

Freed-

REVIEW

with

New

the

streets between Seventh and Eight avenues, will open Thursday under the management of Joseph Steiner.

coupled

from

Harold

New York — The new Penn
Theatre, with entrances on 34th

by

returns

are

Newsreel

straint

Ira Sichelman

opened

man’s Terrace, Yonkers; Morris Kutisker's
Earle, Brooklyn; Interboro ’s Essex, Newark; Prudential’s Hawthorne, Hawthorne,
and Strand, Rochester.

year for Joe Kaliski at the Variety headquarters— the ladies tossing another party

The new Vince Daugherty month-old heir
is now firmly established at home . . .
Abe Lichtman expects the Howard opening
in latter September.

recently

six months. Interboro is building a theatre at Springfield, L. I., and except for
that there are no signs of new building.
Among theatres either being renovated

patron.

Virginia’s theatre mogul, Buck Wilder,
cruised up the Potomac in one of the
trimmest crafts seen in these waters . . .

in this territory, equip-

Central, Pearl River, a 600-seat house, the
first new venture in the local vicinity in

“Drums” at the Rialto . . . The Belasco
lists as first fall booking an auto show
for one of the largest firms ... A colorful
soiree and the finest farewell speech of the

for Minnie at the same time; Joe’s gift
was a topnotch radio for the car . . .

in
of

B U IF IF A IL Cl

on the above

in an early issue

The Murray Theatre, Rochester, is getting a new glass front as well as a new
marquee. William Tishkoff operates the
house.
Three bands, a score of floats, hundreds
of theatre men, managers and employes,
made up the parade here this week that
gave downtown crowds an idea of what
the movies are preparing for the greater
film season. Newspapers
umns of editorial matter

have given colannouncing the

schedules

of productions, aside from rotogravure displays. Vincent R. McFaul, general chairman for the upstate territory,

said enthusiasm among exhibitors had attained an unprecedented height. Sydney
Samson, TCF, directing distribution of
campaign accessories, reported close to a
million quiz books already delivered to
exhibitors. The Buffalo company printing them has sent more than 10,000,000
to distribution centers.
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Back
(Continued

from

page

23)

Hollywood around October 1 . . . Holbrook
C. Bissell, former Columbia Cleveland
branch manager, is back on the Monogram payroll in that city in charge of the
exchange under Nate Schultz, who has
retired from active selling.
Eddie

Dowden

has

arranged

to

put

Loew’s in the Coney Island Mardi Gras
parade for the seventh consecutive year
. . . Walter Reade jr., is glad the summer
Jersey shore amusements are coming to
a close . . . Morris Chase, Cincinnati state
right distributor , has returned after concluding some film deals . . . William B.
Marvin, March of Time assignment editor, was married to Gertrude Killiam of
New Brunswick, N. J. The honeymooners
return from Bermuda, Monday . . . Al
Siegal is making the rounds of day and
night spots for new talent . . . W . S. Faron,
for the past three years advertising and
publicity director of Ross Federal Service,
has resigned

to take

the post of advertis-

ing manager of Glass Container Ass’n of
America . . . Nat Levy, eastern-central
RKO district manager, here for a short
spell conferring with brother Jules . . .
Fred

Meyers, RKO film buyer, is mourning the loss of his mother-in-law . , .
Louis Hyman, fresh from California, likes

the Gotham weather so well he’s decided
to extend his stay indefinitely .
Ernest

Emerling

is nursing

a

pre-win-

ter cold . . . Morris Wolfe, M-G-M’s Boston district manager, here for a visit with
E. M. Saunders . . . Al Adams, paunchier

Several Promotions
in Skouras Ranks
New York — Several promotions within
the Skouras ranks have been made by
William White, executive aide to George
P. Skouras. John Baker, manager of the
Fox, Hackensack, N. J„ is now at the helm
at the Nyack with supervision over the
Lafayette Suffern, and Broadway, Haverstraw, N. Y. Harry Fuchs, formerly at the
Capitol, Port Chester, has been switched
to the Fox, Hackensack.
house has been transferred
Plaza,

in the Bronx,

Arnold Childfrom the Park

30

than ever, is going in for double breasted
suits. Says this will cover up a lot easier
than

exercising . . . Arthur Jeffrey celebrated the wife’s birthday by taking her
to “I Married an Angel” . . . Sylvia Sidney
has returned from a European vacation
to begin preparations for her role in “One
Third of a Nation” . . . James T. Farrell,
author of “Studs Lonnergan” and more
recently “No Star Is Lost” arrived on the
Manhattan after a trip abroad . . . Ruth
Dennow, Si Fabian’s secretary, spent the
weekend at Wernersville, Pa. . . . Frank
C. Walker, industry drive chairman, was
in Chicago . . . Bob Woolf’s sister-in-law
passed away . . . Ralph Rolan was at
Roosevelt Field to greet Douglas Corrigan
when the flier paid a “surprise” visit. It
seems Corrigan was supposed to be in
Boston, so no one was surprised to see
him

land

on Long

Island

. . . Murray

Sil-

verstone and Nate Spingold won’t be hard
to find Thursday evening. That’s because
both have accepted invitations to be present at the opening program of jai alai at
the Hippodrome.
Si Fabian is planning to reinstate vaudeville in some form at the Brooklyn Paramount in the next few weeks . . . Fred
Astaire was given a rousing reception at
the Harvest Moon Ball at the Madison
Square Garden . . . Jon Hall sails for
London

next

month

for a role in Alexan-

der Korda’s “The Thief of Bagdad’’ . . .
Douglas Fairbanks was among the Queen
Mary passengers arriving Monday. It is
understood he will not make the picture
he planned.

Hope Hampton as she enters a taxi
after alighting from the 20 th Century.
She fust completed “Road to Reno”
for Universal. Jules Brulatour, her
husband, accompanied the star. Her
next

picture?

Well,

it isn't decided

Notables Turn Out
yet.

For 'Drums' Preview
Washington— Leading

national

and civic

figures headed by Secretary of State Cordell Hull attended a special preview showing of Alexander
Rialto which was
occasion.

Game "Sneak" Fails
As Police Object

Korda’s “Drums” at the
opened especially for the

Among those present were: Acting Secretary of the Treasury Dr. Roswell Magill,
Acting Secretary of War General Mailin

to

Craig, Solicitor General Robert H. Jackson, Postmaster General James A. Farley,
Secretary of the Navy Claude Swanson,
Assistant Secretary of the Interior Ebert
K. Burlew, Secretary of Agriculture Henry

run “sneak previews” on the new quiztype games in two theatres here ran into
a snag when police clamped down on
them.

Wallace, Assistant Secretary of Labor Turner W. Battle, Rear Admiral A. B. Cock,
Real Admiral George Pettingill, Major
General Thomas Holcomb, Colonel Julian

Albert Shrier
the Ritz Theatre

Smith, Brigadier General Clayton B. Vogel, and Major General Walter L. Reed.

Philadelphia — Exhibitors

who

tried

and Nathan Abelove of
were arrested when they

tried to stage “Quizzo” at their house.
Louis Schleifer and Herbert Lewis were
taken

to the Capitol, Port

Chester, with supervision over the Embassy, same town.
Nick Kerry has been moved from the
Jackson, Jackson Heights, to the Park
Plaza; Manny Sussman, from the Apollo,
Jersey City, to the Crescent, Astoria;
Charles Burns, from assistant manager of
the Capitol, Jersey City, to manager of
the Tivoli, same city; M. Smith, from
assistant manager at the State, Jersey
City, to manager of the Apollo, same city;
Bob Baker of the Bound Brook, Bound
Brook, has resigned and is succeeded by
Oscar Lehr, who comes from St. Joseph,
Mo. and Milwaukee. Baker has joined
the Schine circuit upstate; M. Profitt, assistant manager at the Nemo, has been
appointed manager of the 77th St.

in Gotham

in custody while running “Hollywood Party.” At a hearing before Magistrate Nathan Beifel the four men were

held

in $300 bail for the grand jury. Despite their pleas that the games involved
skill and were not in violation of the
state’s lottery laws.
Assistant

City

Solicitor

Francis

Ryan

told the court that the quiz-type games
were forbidden by Mayor Wilson in a ruling six weeks ago and their legality was
still pending
preme court.
Counsel

a

decision

of the

for the four men

are

state suexpected

to point to the quiz- books in the exploitation drive as proof that this type of contest was legal. This argument will probably be presented when the men are
brought to court within the next few
weeks.

Also attending: Mrs. Saide Orr Dunbar, president of the General Federation
of Women’s Clubs; Miss Vella Winner,
editor of Club Womaii; Dr. W. E. Given,
executive secretary of the National Education Ass’n; Miss Marguerite Wells, president of the National League of Women
Voters; Miss Audrey Wurdeman, president
of the League of American Penwomen;
Mrs.

Henry M. Robert jr., general president of the Daughters of the American

Revolution;

Miss

Lillian

Chenoweth,

re-

gent of the Daughters of American Revolution; Dr. Kathryn McHale, general director of the American Ass’n of University Women; Mrs. Frank Linzel, president
of the Washington Motion Picture Council; Mrs. Henry Grattan Doyle, president
of the Washington Board of Education;
Mrs. Louis Ottenburg, president of the
League

of Women

Voters;

Mrs.

Frederick

H. Brooks, president of the National
cil of the Girl Scouts of America.
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OPINIONS

Columbia

ON

(-— — )

CURRENT

F E A T U R E

103 Minutes

Rel. —

M-G-M

(

)

67 Minutes

Rel.

Approaching in every respect the perfection that was to
be expected when considering the ideally selected cast of
stars and supporting players; a story incorporating
the finest in wholesome comedy, romance, pathos,
homely philosophy and the other elements which combine
to make superlative entertainment, and the masterful direction of Prank Capra, the screen version of the popular
George S. Kaufman-Moss Hart play is sure of a niche high
among the most popular and profitable features of this or
any other season. From top to bottom the cast is so
thoroughly splendid, that it is unfair to single out any few
for special accolades. Each member perfectly suits his or
her part and each, through a sterling screen play, is afforded an opportunity to deliver a stellar performance.

Everything that goes to make a smash comedy success
has been incorporated in this delightful romantic farce,
including a trio of scintiilating performances by three
boxoffice names and a witty, brilliant screenplay, the spontaneous exuberance of which has seldom been duplicated
this season. Montgomery wraps up top acting honors, although pressed all the way by his two co-stars. To sidetrack Claire Dodd, whose attentions he considers too serious, Montgomery, a successful author, hits the personal
appearance trail and finds himself unwittingly involved
in the romantic troubles of Miss Gaynor, small-town belle.
Complications come thick and fast, straightened out only
when he marries her himself. Richard Thorpe directed.

Jean

Robert

Arthur,

Arnold,

Lionel

Mischa

You Cant
RKO

Radio

Barrymore,

Auer,

Spring

James

Stewart,

Byington,

Samuel

Take It With You

(— — )

Edward
S. Hinds.

F

80 Minutes

Dodd,

!

mounted

i

light

is

with
a

several

solo

impressive

dance

by

production

Astaire

balls while doing intricate dance
directed with his usual finesse.
Fred

20th Century-Fox
exhibitors

(

numbers.

which

he

steps. Mark

and

fans

alike,

golf

Sandrich

Bobby

j“usie,aI

the

latest

Columbia

Henie

(-

)

80 Minutes

the Ice

(8039)

Claire
Sutton.

F

Comedy

Rel.

“"a

F
Rel. Aug.

58 Minutes

Convicted

F

68 Minutes

Tone,

Grady

18, '38

Rita Hayworth, Charles Quigley, Marc Lawrence, George
McKay, Doreen MacGregor, Bill Irving, Phyllis Clare.

Sonja Henie, Richard Greene, Joan Davis, Cesar Romero,
Buddy Ebsen, Arthur Treacher, George Barbier.

Universal

Oiven,

Apparently conceived, concocted and hatched in a hasty
manner, this action drama shapes up as meager entertainment. What makes the proceedings tolerable is the beauty
of Rita Hayworth that graces the screen in an altogether
attractive style. The story has Miss Hayworth, as the sister
of a man convicted of murder on circumstantial evidence,
attempting to prove his innocence. She turns night club
entertainer and with the help of Charles Quigley, cast as
a detective, unearths the real criminal, Marc Lawrence.
The film, under Leon Barsha’s direction, is unreeled at a
and lacking punch at the clitepid pace, shy on suspense, its
best with a weak script.
max. An average cast does

picture is a lucky star indeed, since it maintains the high
entertainment standards established by its predecessors and
should fare equally well as a money-getter. If anything,
the gifted skating star shows improvement, possibly because
her part is endowed with more warmth and acceptability.
Production is characteristically lavish, with one number,
Alice in Wonderland, being particularly arresting. The
campus background of the film and the magnitude and
beauty of Miss Henie’s wardrobe affords the feature two
additional and very timely selling points. Joan Davis and
Cesar Romero shine in a universally good supporting cast.
Music is catchy, with two numbers possessing hit potentialities. Versatile direction by Roy Del Ruth.

My Lucky Star

Franchot

Breen, Charlie Ruggles, Dolores Costello. Irene Dare,
Robert Barrat, Dorothy Peterson, John King.

Breaking

Rel.
Sonja

Gaynor,
Reginald

Elevated to above-par entertainment rating by the whimsical appeal of an unusual story and locale based on the
captivatquaint Mennonite colony of Pennsylvania and the figure
ice
ing charm and grace of Irene Dare, 5-year-old
Breen
Bobby
best
skater, this Sol Lesser production is the
feature to date. While Master Breen is starred and is no
better nor worse than in his previous thespic sallies — with
the usual contribution of highly acceptable vocal offerings
it is the diminutive Miss Dare, as promising a moppet as
ever made a camera debut, and her dexterity with the flashing blades that completely steal the picture. Chailie Ruggles is noteworthy among the support, as are Dolores Costello and Robert Barrat. Edward F. Cline’s direction contributes substantially to the film’s success.

Comedy

90 Minutes

)

(

Radio

RKO

High-

drives

F

)

Janet

Witherspoon,

Rel.

Astaire, Ginger Rogers, Ralph Bellamy, Luella Gear,
Jack Carson, Clarence Kolb, Franklin Pangborn.

Carefree
For

in

Montgomery,
Cora

Three Loves Has Nancy

Comedy

The sure-fire team of Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers
are reunited in a frothy, amusing meringue of laughter,
music and their inimitable dancing. While the picture
leans more toward comedy and continuity than others of
their co-starring vehicles and albeit it fails to attain the
high mark of their previous best, it is sure to win the
interest and patronage their well-earned and joint popularity assures, because it certainly adds up for a place
among the best musical offerings coming from the Hollywood studios in recent months. The feature is richly

!

QVLQW5

P R O D U C T I O N S

Republic

Rel. —

(

)

F

56 Minutes

Rel.

Affording some little embarrassment to the school of
thought that holds “they never come back,” here is an
expertly tailored and impressively produced feature which
provides a custom-tailored vehicle for the triumphant return to the screen of Hope Hampton. The picture adroitly blends just the proper amounts of music, comedy and
hokum to provide topflight entertainment. Randolph
Scott’s performance in the male lead is a perfect foil for
the charms and beautiful voice of Miss Hampton. The
supporting cast is comparably good, with Helen Broderick
and Alan Marshall rating special bows. Story undertakes
to administer gentle and subtle ribbing to the Reno divorce
mill and its customers. Directed by S. Sylvan Simon.

Tops in musical western entertainment, this Roy RogersSmiley Burnette sagebrush action feature will appeal to
adults as well as juvenile audiences and should prove one
of the best grossers from a company which specializes in
the best of this type of picture. It is a worthy successor
to Rogers’ first film appearance and should add plenty to
his boxoffice value. As the “double” for the notorious Billy
the Kid, Rogers takes the side of the small farmers in the
war against cattle barons. After a number of situations,
both tense and comic, the bogus Billy, with the aid of six
cowboy ditties and the United States Cavalry, traps the
nefarious ranchers and sees them off to a federal penitentiary. Joe Kane directed.

Randolph

Roy

Scott, Hope Hampton, Helen Broderick,
Marshall, Glenda Farrell, David Oliver.

The Road

to Reno

F

„

Alan
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Billy the Kid Returns

.

Comedy

CLASSIFICATION— A - ADULT

Rogers, Smiley Burnette, Mary Hart, Morgan Wallace,
Fred Kohler sr„ Wade Boteler, Edwin Stanley.

—

F - FAMILY

—

J - JUVENILE

F
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SUGGESTIONS

SELLING

ANGLES:

SE

LtING

THE

PICTURE

AD

CATCHLINES:
One Long, Loud Laugh As a Southern Belle Steals

Movie Season.

The Warmth and Humanity You’ve Come to
Expect of Ace Director Frank Capra ... In the
Hit That Tops Even “Mr. Deeds Goes to Town.”
Broadway’s Greatest Smash Success . . . Headed
for Even Greater Triumphs ... As the Season’s
Top Comedy.

SELLING ANGLES:
“Breaking the Ice"
Sell Bobby Breen and Charlie Ruggles, and exploit heavily the film debut of young Miss Dare.
Make music store and radio tieups on Breen’s new
and old recordings. Call attention to the fact that
Irene Dare is billed as “the world’s youngest ice
skater” and plant feature stories and pictures of
her with your newspapers’ sports page editors.
Promote an ice-skating or roller-skating contest at
a local pavilion for children under 10 years of age.

SELLING ANGLES:
“Carefree"
The Astaire-Rogers duo spells boxoffice in milehigh letters and needs but little exploitation. For
throwaways print up “psycho-analysis” sheets, this
science forming the basis of the picture’s plot, in
which moviegoers answer several leading questions
and which winds up with the suggestion that they
see the film. Promote a dancing contest on the
stage, in which entrants test their skill at the new
“Yam,” featured in the picture.

the Hearts
Nancy

of Two

Broadway

Playboys.

and Her Love Affairs Take New

Storm in the Biggest Hit of the New

York

by

CATCHLINES:

CATCHLINES:

The Amazing Singing of Bobby Breen in a
Quaint and Human Story of America’s LittleKnown Mennonites.

Delirious Dancing . . . Swinging Songs. . . .
Laughter and Love ... As Only Fred Astaire and
Ginger Rogers Can Do Them.

She’ll Skate Her Way Into Your Heart ... A
Five- Year-Old Champion in the Kind of Picture
You’ve Come to Expect of the Juvenile Singing
Star, Bobby Breen.

Those Two Light-Footed, Light-Headed Maniacs
... In Their Most Tuneful Dancing Comedy.

SELLING ANGLES:
“Convicted"
The title is terse and to the point, so take advantage of it in marquee billing and advertising
matter. Rig up an imitation electric chair for
lobby display and equip with a flasher light. Contact magazine distributors and have slip-sheet
heralds inserted in detective and adventure fiction.
Utilize stills available for window displays. Have
a man dressed in conventional prison garb distribute heralds at busy intersections with the following copy: “Would You Judge a Man Guilty of
Murder on Circumstantial Evidence. See ‘Convited’ at etc.”
CATCHLINES:
Would You Do What
Brother’s Life?
Columbia’s
“Convicted.”

Exotic

SELLING ANGLES:
“My
Sonja Henie is the personality to sell in
of the pictures starring the ice-skating
Contact ice companies and banner their

Rita

Hayworth,

Tie up dedicated
with soda tofountains
on a Promote
“Lucky tieups
Star”
sundae
Miss Henie.
with travel agencies on the winter resort angle and
contact local exchange for commercial tieups.
CATCHLINES:
Your Star of Stars . . . Filmdom’s Favorite . . .
Flashes Across the Screen Again With Her Silver
Skates.
Sonja Goes Collegiate . . . With Heart-Warming
Romance and the Most Dazzling Ice-Dances Ever
Devised.

in

SELLING ANGLES:
“Billy the Kid Returns"
Sell Rogers as the newest western action star.
Tie up with bookstores on the many novels and
histories concerning Billy the Kid, once known
as the Robin Hood of the Southwest. Plug the
picture along accepted lines, tying the new music
into radio and music store displays and re-making
the lobby to resemble a Spanish hacienda. Snipe
the town with posters bearing only the picture’s
title as a teaser campaign.

SELLING ANGLES:
“The Road to Reno"
The marquee should spotlight the return of Hope
Hampton, opera and stage star, to the screen after
a long absence, with Randolph Scott and Glenda
Farrell in supporting roles. Placard the town with
“highway” signs reading “The Road to Reno — five
miles.” Send out throwsheets printed as “road
maps” leading to the theatre, with picture billing
cn the other side.
CATCHLINES:

CATCHLINES:
He Looked So Much
He Had to Turn Tough

City of Heartbreak . . . Where Tangled Lives Are
Brutally Straightened Out ... By the Divorce
Courts.

Like Billy the Kid That
to Save His Own Life.

Billy the Kid . . . Terror of the Wild West . . .
Comes Back to Wreak Vengeance on Greedy Landowners.
ARE

YOU

USING

THE

PICTURE

Lucky Star"
this, fourth
champion.
trucks with

picture posters. Stage an “ice derby” at a local
skating rink. Plug the new Gordon and Revel
tunes with local dance bands and radio stations.

This Girl Did to Save Her
Star,

AIDS

SELLING ANGLES:
“You Can't Take It With You"
The Frank Capra name means something to
movie-goers who ordinarily pay little attention to
production credits. Use it on the marquee along
with Jean Arthur, James Stewart and Lionel
Barrymore. Use the title in a city-wide “bargain
day” campaign operated in conjunction with local
department stores and markets, urging customers
to spend now while prices are low. Hold a letterwriting contest on opposing sides of Lionel Barrymore’s easy-come-easy-go philosophy.
CATCHLINES:

“Three Loves Has Nancy"

Sell the Montgomery-Gaynor-Tone combination
on the marquee. Use stills from the hilarious sleepsequence in a tieup with furniture stores on new
mattresses and beds. Prepare advertising in the
form of “advice to the love-lorn” columns in
which “Nancy” explains her predicament — being in
love with three men at the same time.
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FOR

He Wanted Her to Quit the Stage and Become
a Wife . . . But She Had Other Ideas and Went
on the Road to Reno.
GUIDE

FOR HANDY

FILING OF THESE

REVIEWS?
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Swing Band Contest
Climax to Tieups
New

York — A real bang-up

Tieups were effected with the following: florists for plants and flowers as
consolation prizes in the weekly Jumbo
contest; a local meat market for 12 Long
Island ducks to holders of lucky numbers;
a furniture store for two pieces of furniture as consolation prizes; with 25 local
merchants in a general giveaway of merchandise in almost every line; with a fruit
and meat market for six large baskets of
fruit and six large California hams to
holders of lucky numbers; and with a
chain store for ten large baskets of groceries to holders of lucky numbers.
Climaxing the summer drive was a
“swing week” with one band appearing one
night and the other on the next. In addition there was a “guest star night” in
which a show consisting of 11 acts of local talent was presented. Then there was
the battle of swing between the two bands
for a loving cup which was the prize.

Wometco

Conducts

Drive on " Ragtime

Miami — One

Big
Band "

of the largest selling cam-

paigns accorded a

film was

conducted

by Wometco here for 20th-Fox’s “Alexander’s Ragtime Band” which opened
August 24 at the Lincoln Theatre on the
beach.
The campaign started a week in advance
of the showing. Twenty-five lighted billboards, spot radio announcements, street
car cards, 50,000 imprinted grocery store
bags, two special “Alexander” sundaes at
local drug stores and huge lobby blowups
are among the stunts being utilized to
boost the picture.

Boat

Motor

and Sail

Sell Holiday
Collingwood,

Ont. — A

Feature

small

boat,

an

to make a success Sam Russ’ exploitation
of “Having Wonderful Time” for his Gayety Theatre here.
Russ sailed from the harbor here to
Wasa?e Beach on a recent weekend, and on
arrival there he displayed the sail on which
the name of the picture and theatre were
printed in large letters With the flatbottom boat he was able to cruise close to
the shore, directing his exploitation to a
large crowd of bathers.
::

September

3, 1938

Increases

In a Minus
B & K Invitation
To Linger

United

Artists,

copy

written

by

Jimmy Savage, under direction of W. K.
Hollander, urges patrons to stay and
enjoy

the

"WAIT

cool
(with

atmosphere.

yet. It's hotter than blazes outside.
delightfully cool and comfortable

It's
in-

as

you

like.''

August Santa Claus,
Sheboygan Promise
Sheboygan,

Wis. — Fred

Reeths

.jr . , man-

ager of the Sheboygan Theatre, called attention to future attractions with a newspaper advertisement captioned: “Merry
Christmas. A Santa Claus in August!
Christmas Greeting in August!”
Copy continued: “Who ever heard of
such a thing! Don’t blame us ... we got
that way when we found out that the following great hits were available for us.
We’re just bubbling over with enthusiasm!
Crazy, are we? Look these hits over . . .
come on down to the SHEBOYGAN THEATRE . . . Treat yourself to some unusual
entertainment.”
Coming flickers plugged were “Love
Finds Andy Hardy,” “The Gladiator,” “The
Crowd Roars,” “Penrod’s Double Trouble,”
“Alexander’s Ragtime Band,” and “My
Lucky Star.”

Candid Camera Nights
At RockhilL Kaycee
City —

Special

Candid

Situation
City — “When

showmen

stop

of their troubles will be over,” says T. B.
Noble jr„ managing director of the State
Theatre. “But today they take in every
outside stunt, put on boresome additions
to their bills, waste a lot of money in illdirected exploitation and try to cram
worthless pictures down the throats of
their customers

go

long

noise).

It reads:
Don't

side. Stay as

siren

25%
Oklahoma

various types of "cooT' trailers on the
screens of its theatres. Currently at
the

Grosses

trying to forget they are in the entertainment business and nothing else, half

Chicago — During the current hot
summer season, B&K has been using

Kansas

outboard motor, and a large sail combined

BOXOFFICE

Showman

hot weather

drive that utilized retail tieups and was
climaxed by a swing band contest was
put over by L. R. Davis, manager of the
Berkshire, Brooklyn, under the supervision
of Lew Preston, general manager of the
Endicott circuit.

\SeLLinj Seat*

SHOWMEN

Camera

Nights for various clubs of the city are
providing excellent boxoffice builders at
the Fox Rockhill Theatre here, according
to Manager H. L, “Andy” Anderson.
One recent arrangement of this kind
at the neighborhood house, was with the
Heart of America Camera Club. Members
were admitted at reduced rates and the
club’s name was mentioned in trailers and
other advance advertising.
Since the Rockhill has no stage shows,
club members contented themselves with
shooting scenes from the screen and special lobby displays. Prizes were promoted
from local camera dealers.

as the ‘greatest shows

of

Noble’s State Theatre for the past twomonth period was ten per cent ahead of its
grosses
for” the same season during the
the year.’
past year, while the average for the city
was about 20 to 30 per cent below last
year’s grosses. And he has done it with
Columbia and half of United Artists films
in addition to independent pictures. His
competitive houses have had the remainder
of available product.
“Exhibitors seem to be forgetting that
they are in business — in the business of
selling entertainment,” he points out.
“Our job is first to apply sound business
operating principles to our theatres and
then to provide honest-to-God entertainment without useless trimmings that only
interest a few but bore the majority of
The patrons.”
following practices
your
Noble with keeping the
its competitors during the
in profits and average
an unfavorable balance of

are credited by
State ahead of
last year — both
grosses, despite
product:

(1) Staying strictly in the theatre business and avoiding giveaways and promotion stunts.
(2)

Keeping the screen clear of anything other than the entertainment the
patrons pay to see.
(3) Avoiding over-emphasis on splendor and making the house clear, neat and
attractive in its simplicity.
(4) Providing pictures that offer entertainment and nothing more. The State
has arranged schedules to this advantage
in almost every instance.
(5) Avoiding over-emphasized exploitation and advertising. Not only has this
kept the budget in trim for the State but
it has saved disappointed patrons. No
picture has ever been exploited beyond its
actual value as entertainment for the
patrons, nor does Noble “stretch the truth”
in any promotion or advertising of a picture.
(6)

Constant

interest in the comfort

of patrons but never over-emphasis on
this. Employes are instructed to permit
patrons to go their way without “fawning” over them and ushers pay ri'hd at(Continued on next page)
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Selling St
Set on "Antoinette"
York — One

of

the

biggest

prize

contests ever conducted for a single motion picture has been lined up by Metro
on “Marie Antoinette” in cooperation with
the French government and French Line.
What’s

in store for lucky

winners

are ten

round trips free to Paris plus a two weeks’
sojourn in any of four French provinces
with

all expenses paid.
tries is Feb. 1, 1939.

Deadline

on

en-

The

contest is divided into four divisions. In this first, four round trips will
be awarded to four patrons in the United
States who submit the best answers to
the question: “Why I Should Like to
Visit the Country of Marie Antoinette.”
For the best campaign in connection with
the contest, two round trips will go to
theatre managers or exhibitors responsible.
Canadian exhibitors and patrons also
are afforded an opportunity to win. One
voyage will go to a Canadian exhibitor or
theatre manager and another to a Canadian patrons who best fulfills the American
requirements.
The remaining two trips will go to the
winner
screen

of the

special

ments and winner
test unit.

of

roadshow
M-G-M’s

engagespecial

Oklahoma City Showman
Increases His Business
(Continued

from

preceding

tention to the rule of making
feel at home.
(7)

Taking

every

IDEAS

page)
the patron

possible step to make

the patron feel at ease; avoiding ostentation in displays and in presentations that
make patrons feel ill at ease.
(8) Keeping lobbies, aisles and the
front of the theatre clear at all times so
that patrons have plenty of room to move
about. The only posters used are those
fixed directly to the walls.
(9) Careful attention to balancing of
programs. Newsreels are never clipped to
insert trailers or house ads and the full
reels are always shown. Only trailers of
the next week’s attractions are shown.
(10) “Make people come to your house
because of its friendliness.” Noble ex-

J^OVEL is the word for the stunt used by
Tom Robey, manager of the Washington, Quincy, 111., and M-G-M exploiteer Irv
Waterstreet for M-G-M’s “The Crowd
Roars.” A small platform together with
a pair of shoes, supposedly Bob Taylor’s,
resting beside a chair was placed in the
lobby. Shoes and chair were tricked out
and spotted with rotating lights. Gag
announcement

stated:

“Here

you

are

boys! Can you fill Robert Taylor’s shoes?
Try them on, if they fit you’re a guest of

•

the house.”

Favorable press reaction was noted here
when the Keith Memorial, Boston, Mass.,
advertised that it was supplementing the
feature film with
ney unit.
Universal

a

four-subject

all Dis-

•

has mailed

copies of the June

20 issue of Life to a 1,000 leading exhibitors. Issue contains 14-page spread on
“Dark

Rapture” photos taken in the Belgian Congo by the Denis-Roosevelt expedition. Included is a special letter by

General Sales Manager Bill Scully pointing out how effectively the picture has
been

pre-sold.

One

of the

•
largest

departinent

stores

in Mexico City ivas so inspired by “Snow
White” during its run at the Alamada that
it featured a sale advertised extensively
vjhich had for inspiration in its own words
“Walt

Disney’s

genial

creation

•
by all Mexico.”
A life-size picture of Robert

admired

Taylor

was

installed in the lobby of the Loew’s Vendome, Nashville, Tenn., by Manager Will
Crull and M-G-M’s

exploiteer J. F. Thames

during the run of “The Crowd Roars,”
and girls were invited to have their picture taken with the star.

SHOWMEN

New

York — United

Artists

will spend

Bg UA on "Drums"

about

$150,000 to advertise “Drums” nationally in the largest ticket drive since

“Hurricane.” The sum will be split evenly between magazines and newspapers.
Identical treatment will be accorded
“There Goes My Heart,”
film for UA release.
Through

mass

magazine

first Hal
media,

Roach
such

as

Life, Liberty, Collier’s, Saturday Evening
Post; a host of fan magazines and 21
weekly newspapers, topped by American
Weekly, Lynn Farnol, director of advertising and publicity, estimates 60,000,000
persons will be reached by the campaign
before the film is nationally released the
last week in September.
There will be national cooperative ads
in 59 key cities. Publicity road representatives will tour the country in advance
of playdates to tie in with a barrage
of free publicity in eight leading magazines, three syndicate feature stories, fan
magazine copy and newspaper serialization,
this having already been planted from the
home
with
Lux

office. This will be further augmented with an extensive radio campaign,
such coast-to-coast programs
Theatre of the Air, Rudy

RCA’s Magic Key, Hollywood
Carter and other broadcasts.

as the
Vallee,

Hotel, Boake

A personal touch will be lent through
the appearance at key cities from coast to
coast

of

Sabu,

14-year-old

East

Indian

lad, who has a leading role in the fi’m
and who is being brought' here for his
first visit. Sabu also played the lead in
“Elephant

Boy.”

Sells " Joy of Living"
Through Essay Contest
Manly, Iowa — H. S. “Doc” Twedt of the
Lido here is sponsoring an essay contest,

Bobby Breen’s “Breakassured when Leon J.
sales promotion manhave harmonicas delivpress, several hundred
leading circuit officials and independent
exhibitors.

exploiting RKO’s “Joy of Living.” Each
patron of the theatre is encouraged to
submit one letter of not more than 50

good toot for
ing the Ice” was
Bamberger, RKO
ager, arranged to
ered to the trade
A

•

RKO

extended

its sales promotion

cam-

paign to “Smashing the Rackets” and
“The Affairs of Annabel.” Two letters endorsing the entertainment value of each
picture, which bore the signature of Ned

door and on the aisles.”
These ten factors, none of which cost a
cent to put into any theatre, have held the

H. S. “Doc” Twedt of the Lido, Manly,
Iowa, sold seats at the expense of his

•

chin!

words,

stating

what

one

enjoys most in life and
sons for that enjoyment.
A

prize

of $5.00

thing

he or she

giving

will be

the

awarded

reathe

author

E. Depinet, vice-president, were mailed to
exhibitors in the United States and Canada.
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PRACTICAL

•

plains this last factor: “Have your cashier— a friendly young lady with a friendly
smile — and apply the same thing to every
emnloye; get away from those stiff-faced,
high-nosed aristocrats at the boxoffice, the

State’s grosses ten per cent above last year
for the past two months while average
grosses in Oklahoma City are down 25
per cent in some houses.

BY

$150,000 Campaign

NUGGETS

M-G-M Prize Tests
New

PRACTICAL

In exploiting “Kentucky Moonshine,” the Iowa “doctor” deemed it worthwhile to become “Ritzy” by encouraging
a growth of beard.

of the best letter, while four runners-up will receive complimentary tickets
to a subsequent offering.

Sporting

Goods

Tieups

Aid in Selling 'Texans'

San Francisco — Phil Phillips, Fox West
Coast exploitation head, effected a tiein
with numerous sporting goods stores on
Paramount’s “The Texans” when it played the 5,000-seat Fox Theatre here, with
elaborate displays of the picture setting
off riding clothes and equipment.
BOXOFFICE
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wmi

(Hollywood Office — Suite 219 at 6404 Hollywood

Blvd.; Ivan Spear, Western Manager)

PRODDCTION NORMAL; 43 PICTURES IN WORK
Eleven More Due to Start
Independent Stride Firm;
—
—
~
7
During Week; Labor
Cameras Turn on Several
index Rises
Returning
Independent production on various
fronts continued to hit a firm stride during the week, with cameras turning on
several films of this type in a new-found
upswing after a disastrous 1937-38 season.
Of interest was the announcement that
Nat Levine has signed an eight-picture
production deal with Metro, on a sharecropping basis. Levine, who held down a
production post on the Metro lot until six
months ago, recently incorporated Nat
Levine Productions, with Albert Levoy, a
producer when Levine was production
chief at Republic, and J. S. Kessler as directors. He will get into action within
three months, maintaining his headquarters and shooting space at Selznick
International.
Going into action after a long hiatus
was Sam Katzman and his Victory Pictures. Shooting at International Studios,
Katzman gunned “Lightning Carson” as
the first in a series of eight westerns he
will make with Tim McCoy, as the star.
Joan Barclay gets the feminine lead and
Sam Neufield is directing.
Also rolling, on the Selznick International lot, is Coronet’s Buck Jones western, “South of Rio,” with Elmer Clifton

Brow of Hollywood
Is Wrinkled Deeper
So deeply entrenched

are the numerous

problems furrowing Hollywood’s wrinkled
brow that the screen citadel — and its official buffer, the Hays office — have been
content merely to shrug off still another
demand, this one leveled at it during a
■convention of Rocky Mountain theatre
owners and managers last week.
A resolution was drafted, okayed and
placed on record during the convention in
which strong disapproval of the opendoor-for-visitors policy at film studios
BOXOFFICE

:: September
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directing for Columbia release. Bennie F.
Zeidman’s “The Masked Phantom,” first
in a series of eight westerns which Malcolm F. Browne Productions will release,
is well under way, while the first of eight
melodramas which Zeidman will supervise for Majestic Pictures, “Prison Train,”
was due to roll Friday. Both are filming
at Talisman Studios.
Titles on the remaining seven westerns,
as announced by Zeidman, are “Outlaws
of the Desert,” “Avengers of the Sierras,”
“Stampede of the Prairie,” “Mutiny on
the Range,” “Spirit of the Plains,”
“Riders of the Round-Up” and “Fighting
Men of the West.” Balance of the eight
action melodramas have been titled “The
Great Diamond Scandal,” “Ladies in Jail,”
“They’re All Guilty!” “Underworld Code,”
“Savage Cargo,” “Medical Examiner” and
“The Mob.”
Other independent activity found David
L. Loew well along with his Joe E. Brown
comedy, “Flirting With Fate,” which he is
filming at Universal. No release has been
announced.
Set to get into action early in September is Bud Barsky, who has “Special
Prosecutor.”
here was registered, the Rocky Mountain
theatremen claiming that allowing tourists
to glimpse the inside of picture-making
plants tends greatly to de-glamorize the
industry and the product which it makes.
The Hays office, through a spokesman,
declared itself to be left completely cold
by the blast, summing up its reaction in
the terse comment:
“Trying to do anything about the ‘visiting fireman’ problem would be similar to
walking on water.”
In other words, the spokesman amplified, the producers association cannot
contend with the problem while the
studios themselves do not strictly enforce
the “no visitors” rule which all of them,
in varying degrees, have in effect. Full
cooperation was assured the studios, however, should they decide to make their
closed-gates rules more stringent.

to normal

after several weeks

of sub-par activity, Hollywood’s production pace hit a 43-picture mark with 11
more on the line for starts during the
week — the employment index of studio
craftsmen and laborers rising in its wake.
Warner boomed into front rank, having
nine features before the cameras, four of
them new starts. The Burbank plant was
to gun “Passport to Lockspur Lane,” “Unfit to Print,” “Crime Is a Racket” and
“Student Nurse” during the week to register a two-picture gain over last week.
Right on the Warner heels is Paramount,
which
The

dropped two below last week’s figures but is still shooting on eight films.
Marathon Street studio has an ambitious September program lined up, with

such vehicles as “I’m From Mizzouri,”
starring Bob Burns; “Tom Sawyer, Detective,” with Billy Lee and Donald
O’Connor; “Ambush,” “Hotel Imperial”
and others scheduled.
M-G-M

sent Luise Rainer

before the

cameras in “Dramatic School,” a Mervyn
LeRoy production, Robert Sinclair directing, to hold the six-picture mark it set
last week. Although slated to wind up
this week, “Listen, Darling,” co-starring
Freddie Bartholomew and Judy Garland,
ran into a snag when Mary Astor, in a
featured part, was injured in a fall from
a horse and will be unavailable for several weeks. Next big one to go will be
“Stand

Up and Fight,” now being prepared as a Robert Taylor-Wallace Beery

vehicle, with “The Wizard of Oz,” “The
Earl of Chicago,” “Out West With the
Hardys” and “The Ice Follies” also in
preparatory stages.
Listing no starts for the week, Universal continued filming on six features. Coming up are “Exposed,” a Max H. Golden
production; “You Can’t Cheat an Honest
Man,” starring W. C. Fields; “Rio,” with
Danielle Darrieux; “Destry Rides Again,”
and several others set for early starts.
Hitting a new high mark for the year
is United Artists. With the expected
launching

this week of Selznick Interna(Continued on page 24)
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Exhibitor Cooperation Pushes Eye UA's Chances
Coast "Drive” Participation As S-I Distributor
Encouraged by the enthusiastic reception the campaign has engendered among
southern California exhibitors, the Hollywood committee for the nation-wide “Motion Pictures’ Greatest Year” better business drive was working at fever heat as
the starting gun was fired.
Despite a rapid change of plans over
the weekend, the committee scheduled a
Tuesday start on “The World Is Yours,”
the all-industry short subject which will
be made available to every theatre in
America as one of the most potent ballyhoos for the campaign. Originally set to
feature Lewis Stone, Fay Holden, Mickey
Rooney and Cecilia Parker, members of
M-G-M’s “Judge Hardy” film family, the
short’s cast has been altered, with Samuel
S. Hinds, Dorothy Peterson, Anne Shirley,
Charlie Grapewin and Johnny Walsh
booked for the top spots in the narrative
story which will hold the subject together.
Flashes of virtually every player of top
bracket rating will be included. Basil
Wangell directs, Peter Ballbush and Gordon Jennings are doing the montage and
special effects and Frank Whitbeck,
M-G-M’s studio advertising head, is producing.
Writers

Are

Busy

In addition, Gabe Yorke, head of the
Hollywood executive committee, has his
subordinates busy lining up and delivering
the by-line stories being written by the
industry’s top executive and creative figures, due to be given nation-wide distribution through newspapers and magazines.
At the same time the sixth trailer to be
produced for use in the campaign was
nearing completion at National Screen
Service. Featuring Ed Thorgerson, it will
explain phases of the $250,000 Movie Quiz
contest to theatre patrons, as have its five
predecessors. Trailer number one, announcing the contest, is already being
screened at a number of theatres.
While this hum of activity was being recorded, Will Hays ended a ten-day northern holiday, during which he visited W.
R. Hearst’s Wyntoon ranch in the company of Albert D. Lasker, and checked
back at the producers’ association offices
to survey the progress being made in preparations for the campaign. Hays consistently has declined to comment on his
activities during his annual summer visit
to the film capital.

Los

Angeles — To prove that the unanimous support and endorsement pledged
to the “Motion Pictures’ Greatest Year”
campaign by 200 Southern California exhibitors and exchangemen at a mass rally
last week was no idle boast, the local
Paramount exchange — headquarters for
accessories and information — reported itself swamped with orders for quiz books
and other necessities early in the week.
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initial mass

meeting,

mapped out by which machinery to handle the campaign in outlying territories
was set up. Over the weekend, Robert H.
Poole, general secretary of the Independent Theatre Owners, trained out for
Arizona to participate in the organization
of a regional committee for that state.
By Tuesday afternoon, 1,651,000 quiz
books had been purchased and paid for at
the Paramount exchange, Carroll Peacock, exchange manager, reported, with
1,100,000 of them going to FWC houses.
Peacock was forced to put through a rush
call for additional books, with orders for
thousands more relegated to the waiting
list while the supply was being replenished.
Further entering into the spirit of the
occasion, the M-G-M exchange blossomed
out with banners, bunting and other colorful decorations on which the “Motion Pictures Are Your Best Entertainment” slogans are prominently emblazoned. Other
exchanges were set to follow suit, having wired their respective New York offices for permission. It is planned to allocate the job to one man so as to preserve
uniformity in the dress-up. Jim Schiller,
Metro
the idea.exchange’s publicist, conceived of

" Honesty " Prescribed by
Birdwell for Trade Ills
Complete honesty in publicity and advertising and a “new deal” in the relationship between motion pictures and the
public are the surest way out of Hollywood’s current ills, Russell Birdwell, publicity-advertising director for Selznick International, told the Advertising Club of
Los Angeles in an address before that body.
Accompanied by Madeleine Carroll, as
guest of honor, Birdwell informed
vertising men:

the ad-

“One of the greatest things that ever
happened to advertising was the beginning of a code of ethics, which had a direct influence upon all advertising. Unfortunately, publicity is not governed by
that kind of rule.”
Urging that Hollywood “quit looking in
the movie mirror with smug content at

Exchange Swamped With
Drive Accessory Orders

The

Charles Skouras, Fox West Coast president, was appointed to head the exhibitors’ campaign committee, was followed
on Friday by another meeting at which
additional details of the drive were

their reflected images,” Birdwell called for
the appointment of a public relations
counselor to “represent the film industry
to the world,” to be appointed for life and
to be given “broad powers to fight unwarranted attacks.”
“It’s time for us to quit playing ostrich
and get our heads out of the sands of
million dollar-celluloid and admit, frankly and sincerely, that things are taking
place to the temporary detriment of one
of the most important industries on

United Artists’ position as the number
one question-mark among Hollywood production circles for the 1938-39 season was
somewhat weakened when the longstanding debate as to which company was
to be awarded the distribution plum on
Selznick International’s “Gone With the
Wind” was cleared up. Transfer of the
releasing rights to the Civil War picture
to M-G-M definitely puts UA out of the
running as one of the contenders, leaving
as the only conjectural phase the question of what allocation will be made of
the S-I product to follow during the new
season. Here the matter stands as it did
when S-I executives announced some
months ago that UA would stand “as
good a chance” as any other company of
acquiring some S-I pictures, UA so far
having failed to book S-I to an exclusive
distribution contract similar to the one it
now holds for the current season.
The “Wind” announcement also definitely specified Clark Gable as “Rhett
Butler,” disclosed that the film will be
made in Technicolor, and left wide open
the selection of a “Scarlett O’Hara.”
David O. Selznick will personally supervise, with cameras to roll some time between November 15 and January 1.
Other UA producers continued their upswing in picture-making activity. Selznick
was due to start “Made for Each Other”
this week as the last of his 1937-38 release for UA, while Walter Wanger is well
into work on “Trade Winds” and Hal
Roach has “Topper Takes a Trip” rolling
along at full steam. Samuel Goldwyn is
polishing off “The Cowboy and the Lady”
in order to get “The Last Frontier” into
work in September, while Edward Small
has transferred his production headquarters from UA to General Service Studios
in order to get two pictures before the
cameras simultaneously. He plans to get
into action before the end of September on
“King of the Turf,” starring Adolphe Menjou, and “South of Pago Pago,” with Jon
Hall and Sigrid Gurie topping the cast. A
location crew went out last week to pick
up atmosphere shots in the South Seas
for the latter picture. Small must deliver
two to UA before January 1.

Cantor and 20th-Fox
Call It Quits
Cancellation of Eddie Cantor's 20th
Century-Fox acting contract came this
week following conferences between
the comic and Darryl Zanuck. Cantor
has

checked

was

pressed dissatisfaction with "The Average Man/' the story property which
being shaped up as his next

off the

lot, having

ex-

starring vehicle. The comedian had
been under contract for a year on a
three-picture agreement, with “Ali
work. Goes to Town" his only camera
Baba

at which
earth.”
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mation of an arbitration board, composed
of three independent theatremen, to meet
with representatives of FWC for the purpose of ironing out any and all differences
which may arise between them and the
Skouras houses. Skouras further recommended that independents affiliate with
and support, 100 per cent, the Independent
Theatre Owners of Southern California.

d-lor and deuncalle
LY,unfair
1,1 INTIME
was the statement
cidedly
issued in New York late last week,
and printed locally as a "special" to
Hearst's Los Angeles Examiner, by the
Most Reverend John T. McNicholas,
Roman
nati.

Catholic

archbishop

The blast, which
admitted

of Cincin-

by its own

being inspired by the launch-

ing of the "Motion Pictures Are Your
Best Entertainment" campaign, was issued through the Gotham headquarters of the Legion of Decency, and undertook to warn the industry that, drive
or no drive, the well-known Legion
would not for a minute relax its vigilance or its eagerness to challenge any
motion

pictures which "portray, approvingly, concepts rooted in philosophies attacking the Christian moral
order and the supernatural destiny of
man."
Continuing, His Grace expounded
such mouth-filling bromides as:
“The cinema caters regularly to audiences of many millions and now it anticipates greater attendance. The fact that
millions of minds are thus influenced by
motion pictures imposes upon the industry
a grave responsibility .
“The industry, it is to be hoped, will
recognize that there is no escape from
this responsibility to safeguard the moral
welfare of its patrons by setting right
and decent patterns of thought and conduct . .
“The Legion of Decency operates under
the auspices of the Catholic bishops, whose
pastoral solicitude for souls obliges them,
especially in a medium so influential as
the cinema, to oppose vigorously every
trend which threatens to invade the domain of fixed and unvarying principles of
morality expressed in the natural and divine law’’ . . . “The Legion views with
grave apprehension those efforts now being made to utilize the cinema for the
spread of ideas antagonistic, not only to
traditional Christian morality, but to all
religion. It must oppose the efforts of
those who would make motion pictures an
agency for the dissemination of the false,
atheistic and immoral doctrines repeatedly condemned by all accepted moral teachers’ . . . “The Legion of Decency, with
every resource at its command, shall challenge any program usrng the popular theatre screen to exploit such insidious doctrines.”
While

Certainly, the recent government suits
alleging monopolistic practices on the part
of the major producers and their affiliated circuits in no way influenced the
change of attitude of the local chain
toward the little fellows. Nor could the
investigation, now drawing to a close,
which for several months has been conducted by Albert J. Law, department of
justice deputy, probing the records and
financial transactions of all the local major exchanges and the FWC headquarters
at the instigation of independent exhibitors who charged violation of the antitrust laws, have in any way swayed the
FWC president in his gesture of brotherly
love toward his independent competitors.

content

there is little new

in this state-

ment's reiteration of the Legion's views
on motion pictures and those who make
them, the repetitious harping at this
time clearly indicates to the average
mind

that the good bishop and his colleagues entertain the opinion that the
industry cannot undertake a campaign
designed to stimulate increased public
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support
the

of motion pictures without resorting to productions which tread on
tender toes of the ecclesiastical

critics who

comprise

the Legion.

Which is unnecessarily calling two
strikes on a very worthwhile and
necessary undertaking before it even
comes to bat — and by the spokesmen
of an organization with which the industry has shown an over-willingness
to cooperate.

To prove his sincerity and altruistic
motives, Head Man Skouras need not wait
for a controversial issue to come to the

Last week Southern California exhibition circles were afforded an opportunity
to marvel at the modern and cinematic

attention of his proposed arbitration committee. Just such an issue currently exists
in the case of the recently-opened Studio
City Theatre, as a result of which its owners, the Gore Brothers and B. L. Berinstein, are accusing FWC and the major
distributors of violating zoning and clearance ordinances by conspiring to withhold
adequate product from the house, keeping
it in constant jeopardy of closing its doors.

version of the “lion and the lamb” parable
when Charles Skouras, head of the Fox
West Coast theatre chain, was named to
head the better boxoffice drive committee
made up of independent exhibitors, long
the sworn and bitter business enemies of
the powerful circuit.
Now, the amazement increases as the
same Charles Skouras at a mass meeting,
originally called by unaffiliated showmen
to continue discussion of plans for cooperating in the drive, suggested the for-

Why not a manifestation of this new
and entirely admirable spirit of cooperation by doing something immediately to
relieve this situation?

A Quality Quintet
While
the

only

live features

were

screened

at press

previews

during

the

week —

strictly quality quintet coming from as many different studios — they were impressively illustrative of the fact that the committee which is undertaking to sell

the dear public
something more

the idea that ‘‘Motion Pictures Are Your Best
than words to back up its slogan and claim.

stantial and general
cent months, each

stride

toward

improvement

of the five pictures,

in

Hollywood

in toto a typical

Entertainment" has
Reflecting the subproduct

cross-section

during

of current

re-

cellu-

loid offerings, rated well above average in its respective field. There wasn't a bad
picture in the lot, an encouraging harbinger of the new season and a promising
indication
patronage

that success
of motion

will crown
picture

the efforts of the industry
*

with

to win

back

the slipping

entertainment.
*

*

Metro's “Three Loves Has Nancy" proved to be a sparkling and witty comedy,
Robert Montgomery, Franchot Tone and Janet Gaynor cavorting their merry

way triumphantly through a tailored-to-measure script that is sure to enhance their
popularity . . . Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers were happily reunited in RKO
Radio's music-dance-comedy offering, “Carefree," given competent direction by Mark
Sandrich and destined to please the legion of Astaire-Rogers fans . . . Universal's
“Road to Reno" emerged as a
Hope Hampton scores a smash
the

screen,

expertly

directed

lavishly mounted
in her comeback

by

S. Sylvan

Simon

and entertaining vehicle in which
after many years of absence from
. . . 20th

Century-Fox's

boxoffice

sweetheart, Sonja Henie, comes through with another winner in “My Lucky Star,"
in which the dexterous champion ice skater goes to college . . . And last, but by
no means least in entertainment value. Republic's “Billy the Kid Returns," in which
Roy Rogers, the company's newest western star, makes his second screen appearance. Excellently constructed, it hits a high mark in western fare.
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DIRECTORS AND PRODUCERS AGAIN PACK DP
TROUBLES TO DISPLAY THEM BEFORE NLRB
Differ Over Rights of Assistants toMembership
In Guild

The Lowdown

on " Down

Under 77

The doves of peace which had been
hovering over the long-standing feud between the Screen Directors Guild and the
producers and their battle over a collective bargaining agreement lay with their
feet in the air this week as, unable to
reach an amicable agreement, representatives of the warring parties went before
the national labor relations board to fight
out their differences.
Hoped

for Compromise

Until the peace negotiations instituted
by Darryl Zanuck after a fervent plea for
inter-industry harmony terminated abruptly over the weekend, the film capital
had been prone to believe that the several
lengthy conferences between the SDG and
producer committees would result in a
compromise settlement which would alleviate the necessity of government action.
However, after at one time reporting
“satisfactory progress’’ in their conferences, the committees threw in the towel
with the assertion that “the platform of
the Directors’ Guild was submitted and a
compromise platform offered by the producers, which was not acceptable to the
Guild.”
Once

postponed,

the NLRB

hearing to

air two points — one the SDG’s request for
certification as bargaining agent, the
other a charge that the producers are
guilty of “unfair labor practices” in allegedly refusing to negotiate, opened on
Monday under the guidance of Trial Examiner William R. Walsh.
Firmly insisting that they should be
classified as laborers, and maintaining
that unit managers and assistant directors should be classified within the Guild,
the directors offered testimony through
such representatives as Howard Hawks,
Rouben Mamoulian and Herbert Biberman as the dual hearing opened, with
Frank Tuttle, Frank Capra and other ace
megaphonists scheduled to take the stand
during the week. Producers base their
arguments on the stand that the NLRB
has no jurisdiction, that directors are not
“employes,” but are “contractors,” and
that assistant directors and unit managers do not properly belong within the
SDG. This latter point was the chief
stumbling block to the recently-terminated
peace negotiations.
SWG Armistice Looms
While the SDG and the producers were
tossing away their tentative olive wreaths,
however, timid inklings manifested themselves during the week that a truce and
possible armistice may be effected between
the studios and another leading talent
union, the Screen Writers Guild, which
has already secured NLRB certification as
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Some technical, first-hand information about the land down under is given
Hal Roach executives by Sir Earle Page, Deputy Premier of Australia and
minister of commerce, during a recent visit to the Culver City picture lot.
Left to right : Jack Jevne, scripter; the Premier; Milton H. Bren; Elrich Ellis,
secretary to Sir Earle, and Francis E. Evans, British consul. The Roach plant
is soon to launch “Captain Midnight,” adventure story with an Australian
locale.
bargaining agent for scriveners within the
industry.
Paramount was the first studio to step
forward with an offer to conduct preliminary conferences with a view to drafting an agreement with the SDG, although
its offer was loaded with reservations — ■
chiefly to the effect that such conferences
would not in any way admit the NLRB’s
jurisdiction. The SWG replied in kind,
accepting the invitation with the qualification that it reserved the right to interpret the studio’s offer as an acknowledgement of the labor board’s jurisdiction.
The Guild set September 8 as the date for
the meeting and sat back to await the
studio’s reaction. If the meeting crystallizes, it is thought, other production companies will follow suit and the SWG may
gain its coveted bargaining agreement
without the necessity of resorting to further wearying legal actions.
Litvak Will Direct Darrieux
Anatole Litvak has signed a one-picture
deal with Universal to direct “Rio,” Danielle Darrieux’s next starrer. Picture goes
into production early in October under Joe
Pasternak’s guidance.

David

Goddard on Loanout
O. Selznick has loaned Paulette

Goddard to Metro for a role in “Dramatic
School,” the Luise Rainer starrer.

Paramount's Publicist
To Effect Bendix

Tie

To inaugurate a series of tieups between
“Men With Wings,” forthcoming aviation
special, and the National Air Races which
were to start in Cleveland Saturday, Edward Churchill, Paramount publicist, is on
his way to the mideastern city.
The studio has one plane, Paul Mantz’
“Men With Wings,” entered in the Bendix
transcontinental race, and a second, bearing the same name, which Stunt Flyer Tex
Rankin will pilot.
Churchill also will handle

Bud

Chap-

man, competing as the “Men With Wings”
entry in the National Junior Air Races,
for model planes, at Akron.

Studio Legion
First American Legion post to be established within a motion picture studio
is being formulated at Paramount, with
LeRoy Prinz, dance director, as organizer.
The membership included eligible veterans
in various studio departments.
Assign

Van

Dyke

W. S. Van Dyke will direct “Stand Up
and Fight” for M-G-M. It goes before
the cameras shortly with Robert Taylor
and Wallace Beery as the stars.
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(2lnematlc5
Jackie Coogan and Betty Grable entertained at their Malibu Beach home in
honor of visitors from London. Among
the guests were Mr. and Mrs. Tom Brown,
Sam Coslow, the Don Ameches and Esther
Muir.

University Honors
David Selznick

Paramount’s studio club will hold its annual fall golf tournament, September 25,
with Ted Masters, of the payroll department, in charge of registrations. Gordon
Jennings is chairman of the tourney committee.

world

Catalina Island is John Twist, RKO
writer.

work

a

at Sa7ita

did

the

camera

Certain Age,”

was

born

Sunday

to

William Ludwig's parents a7id sister,
Rosalie, are 7notori7ig here from New
York to spend a mo7ith in Hollywood. Ludwig is cm M-G-M co7itract writer.

SCR1PTERS

k

Having completed a writing assignment
at RKO Radio, George Bricker has headed
for Malibu for a two-week holiday.

—Metro

JOHN
LEE
MAHIN
to “The Yearling,” from
the Marjorie Rawlins novel, which will be Sidney

WILLIAM
LUDWIG
High,” having completed
—Monogram
JOHN

BUYS

daughter

*

Franklin’s first assignment as a. producer.
die Bartholomew draws the starring role.

week’s vacation

STORY

who

on Universal’s “That

★

Spending

Radio

baby

Mrs. Jack Chertok, wife of the M-G-M
shorts department chieftain, at the Cedars
of Lebanon Hospital.

k

Valentine,

director at 20 th
father of a baby
to Mrs. Schreiber
Hospital.

★

A

Joe

k

Lew Schreiber, casting
Century-Fox, became the
daughter this week, born
at the Good Samaritan

W. Earl Hopper, director of Oglethorpe's
Hopper Peace Foundation.

*

Trailing her husband by a few days,
Mrs. Don Ameche has returned to Hollywood. Ameche, called back by picture
commitments, checked in almost a week
earlier. The pair has been in Europe.

*

figures in art, literature, statesmanship, science and industry. Selzreceived notification here from

nick

of the picture’s
crew.
k

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Lloyd will leave
September 12 on an extended European
vacation.

of Oglethorpe
International Hall of University's
Fame, which new
will honor

k

Robert Taylor, M-G-M star, left for a
short vacation in Reno, Nev.

members

A portrait of David O. Selznick will
be one of the first to grace the walls

*

Completing a six-month stage and picture commitment in South America, Rosita, wife of Paramount Producer Mel
Shauer, has returned to Hollywood.

was to toss a golf party and dinner at the
Lakeside Country Club on Saturday for

W.

KRAFT

script, “I Am
— Pa ram oun t

a

Fred-

to “The
Hardys
Ride
“The Hardys Out West.”

signed

by

E.

B.

Derr

*

Leo7i Schlesinger left for New York over
the weeke7id 071 a short business trip.

to

OPTIONS

Criminal.”
— Metro

DON

HARTMAN

“Never
“Blind Alley,” by James Warwick,
Fred Kohl mar
will produce.

to

“Stage Stops at
McConville, to RKO

by Bernard
be a George

O’Brien

starrer,

Pinyon Gulch,”
Radio. It will

with

David

Howard

“Aesop Butters Her Bread,” by
and William Cowan, to Columbia
vehicle for Jean Arthur.

Columbia.

directing.

Denore Coffee
as a starring

“Gentlemen Be Seated,” story with a. minstrel
show 'background by Daly Paskman,
to M-G-M.
Frank
Morgan
and Wallace Beery will be costarred, with Harry Rapf producing.

to

“No Law in Shadow
Valley,” by
RKO
Radio.
It will be used

O’Brien

W.
as

C. Tuttle,
a* George

western.

“Derelict Alley,” by M. Coates
Fine Arts as a forthcoming Grand
lease. Webster is scripting for a
starting date.
“Red
Gardenia,” by
Crime Club Productions,
versal.

Webster, to
National reSeptember
5

Jonathan
Latimer,
to
releasing through Uni-

Say

NICHOLAS
Annie,” to be
— Principal

to

and

FRANK

BARROWS
produced by

—RKO

to

“Fisherman’s

Claiming

priority rights to the titles

“Cavalcade of Hollywood” and “Hollywood Cavalcade,” the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, through
Donald Gledhill, executive secretary, has
notified Budd Schulberg and Marshal
Neilan they must refrain from using those
titles on an original story they are preparing.
The Academy plans to use one of the
titles for its radio program this fall.
Schulberg and Neilan are shaping up a
story with a Hollywood background.
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ROBERT
picture;
Wharf,”

Breen’s

next

CLARENCE
YOUNG
completes “Law
West
of
Tombstone”
and goes on an untitled original for
Producer Cliff Reid.
ALLEN
Money,” a

KENWOOD
to
“She
Married
P. J. Wolfson production.

for

LIONEL
HAUSER
to “Little Orv^ie,” adapting
from the Booth Tarkington stories. Peter Holden, Broadway moppet, will be starred, with
George Haight producing.
MARCELLA
tentative title

BURKE
for the

to “Flight to Ireland,”
picture to be based on

Douglas Corrigan’s Atlantic hop.
BERNARD
McCONVILLE
to “Stage Coach at
Pinyon,” a George O’Brien western.
DALTON
TRUMBO
to “Sorority House”
for
Producer P. J. Wolfson.
—Republic

—20th
J.

of

the

Navy.”

Her-

to

collaborate

with

Princess,”

Shir-

Century-Fox
P.

McEVOY

WALTER

FERRIS

assigned
on

“The

Little

ley Temple’s next.
The
BORIS
INGSTER-MILTON
SPERLING
writing duo splits, with Ingster set to prepare
an original as a starring vehicle for Alice Faye,
Gene
Markey
producing.
Sperling has no assignment.
EDITH
SKOURAS
to an
original story for
Shirley Temple.
Edward
Kaufman
will produce.
JOSEPH

HOFFMAN

to

“The

Jones

Family

in

—Universal
Hollywood.”

in

LEE
the

LOEB
to an untitled
collegiate series.

original

REINHOLD
other term.
WALTER

NEVTLLE
BERNARD

Radio

JAMES
WEBB
to “Pride
man Schlom produces.

Academy Claims Rights
To a Couple of Titles

to

to
“Little Orphan
Colonial Pictures.

HARRY
CHANDLEE
and
an untitled Bobby Breen

SHUBERT
vehicle.

BUTLER

Die.”

as

the

third

LESTER
COLE
to an untitled original for Producer Burt Kelly; BEN
GRAUMAN
COHN
to
“Plane 66” for the same producer.
ROBERT
SHANNON
to “Newsboys’ Home.”
a
starring vehicle for Jackie Cooper, which
Ken
Goldsmith will produce.

SCHUNZEL,
REISCH

given

ing contract.
NAT
PENDLETON

held

director,

held

extension

on

for

another

for
his

an-

writ-

year.

M1MI
LILLYGREN
signed to long-term acting
contract. She is a student at the University of
Washington.
—RKO
Radio
KAY

SUTTON

and

JANE

WOODWORTH,

stock players, given contract extension.
GARSON
KANIN,
director, held for
term.
— 20tli

another

Century-Fox

NICKother year.
CASTLE,
WALLY
term.
He

dance

director,

held

VERNON,
comedian, held
is co-featured with Brian

foi‘

an-

for another
Donlevy in

the “Camera
Daredevils” series.
KAY
GRIFFITH,
stock actress, held fof another six-month term.
GEORGE
BRICKER
signs one-picture wtitihg
deal. He John
goes Stone.
on “Mr.
Producer
HAD
HUDSON
placed
a

Moto

in

under

term

Trinidad,”
contract

for
as

writer.

Paramount,

Feher Talks

On "Caligari" Remake
Negotiations are on between Paramount
and Frederick Feher of Symphonic Films
for a remake of “Tire Cabinet of Dr. Caligari,” which Feher produced and starred
in abroad.
Feher’s Symphonic Films are producing
a number of short subjects featuring the
National Philharmonic Orchestra for
Paramount release. A1 Rosen, business
manager

of Symphonic, is handling negotiations and endeavoring to line up Edward G. Robinson as the star.
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Talent Agents Turning to Film
Production to Maintain Income
Paced

with

the fact that the downward

trend

in their clients’ salaries and the increasing difficulty with which creative
artists under their management are being
sealed to long-term studio contracts, local
agents and talent representatives are
plunging

more and more into actual production activities as a means of maintaining their prestige and income in the film
colony.
Two new cases in point have developed
in the past few days, both developments
initiated by Harry Wurtzel, agent and

McCall,

will expand
signed

gossip

his activities

with

Universal

under

a

deal
The

of a number of film-making units headed
by directors, actors and producers under
his managerial wing on a profit-sharing
basis.
Moving along lines similar to those laid
down by Selznick, Wurtzel and Claire
Trevor, one of his clients, are reported to
be forming a new company with the star
at its head. Wurtzel himself is now in
New York and obviously could not be
reached here for confirmation; but it is
understood that the new company, if
formulated, will produce three pictures
for an undetermined release. Miss Trevor,
who stepped out of her 20th Century-Fox
pact some time ago, has not signed with
any other studio, lending credence to the
reports of such a deal.
Wurtzel’s other iron-in-the-fire is the
refinancing and reorganization of Harman-Ising Pictures, cartoon company, on
which transaction he is now in the east.
Wurtzel reported before embarking for
New York that the deal was virtually set,
with eastern financing lined up to bring
the company out of 77B.
It is deemed highly probable, according to information emanating indirectly
from M-G-M, that that company will open
negotiations with Wurtzel for the acquisition of releasing rights to Harman-Ising’s
new cartoon product when and if it is
successful in reorganizing. Strength is
lent this indication both because Wurtzel
is now

trying to secure

the story rights to

"Babes in Toyland” from Metro to be
made as a full-length cartoon, and because Harman-Ising, prior to its 77B petition, made and released its product
through M-G-M.

Track Group

Meets

Continuing their discussion of ways and
means of standardizing studio sound
tracks, the Academy Research
Sound Track subcommittee met

Council’s
Wednes-

day at M-G-M.
Attending were Wesley
C. Miller, chairman; John Aalberg, Lawrence Aicholtz, Gerald Best, J. G. Frayne,
S. M. Pariseau, Gordon Sawyer, W. L.
Thayer,
and W,
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Ralph Townsend,
V. Wolfe.

S. J. Twining

page
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tional’s ‘‘Made for Each Other,” the UA
production total will rise to four, as Wal-

Music Festival;” Roach preparing “Captain Midnight” and “Zenobia’s Infidelity,”
and Edward Small readying “South of
Pago Pago” and “The King of the Turf.”
Also shooting on four is RKO
Radio.
With no new starts for the week, the

film news

purveyor will produce a "behind-the-scenes'' clip and commentary
on Hollywood news for the reel each
week, his first chore to be issued late

in September.

Gower Street plant wound up “A
Remember” over the weekend

business manager, and both closely following the trail blazed by Myron Selznick
and his partnership-production plans by
which he is promoting the incorporation

from

lineup to come — Wanger having “The
Illusionist” and “Stage Coach;” Goldwyn
with “The Last Frontier” and “The Great

commentator,

Newsreel.

(Continued

ter Wanger is shooting “Trade Winds,”
Samuel Goldwyn is winding up “The Lady
and the Cowboy” and Hal Roach has
cameras turning on “Topper.” That this
activity will continue is forseen in the

Universal Signs McCall
As Commentator
George

43 Films in Work Keep
Production Pace Normal

Republic Is Fourth
Studio Into Radio
The

entry of Republic as the fourth motion picture studio to move into the production of radio shows dominated the developments and new fall program activities along Radio Row during the week.

Announcement of Republic’s plunge into
broadcasting came shortly after the departure for New York of Herbert J. Yates,
chairman of the board, who discussed the
plan with Beverly Barnett, studio publicist
who conceived the idea. The entire studio
contract list, with either Gene Autry or
Roy Rogers as master of ceremonies, will
be on call, the show to be launched some
time this fall on a network not yet selected. A sponsor is also being sought.
Barnett will be placed in full charge, aided

Man
and

to
is

readying “The Castles,” an Astaire-Rogers musical; “Pacific Liner,” to star Victor McLaglen; “Little
Max,” “Law West of
others.
Twentieth
work — “Mr.

Orvie,” “Picardy
Tombstone” and

Century-Fox
Moto

Takes

put
a

two

into

Vacation,”

Norman Foster directing, and “Arizona
Wildcat,” latest Jane Withers feature.
Five films are on sound stages at the
Westwood plant, one less than last week.
Early

in September “Kentucky,” Technicolor special featuring Don Ameche, gets

the gun, to be followed by “Hard to Get,”
“Big Town Girls in Reno,” “Little Princess,” starring Shirley Temple, and “Mr.
Average Man,” an Eddie Cantor comedy.
Republic Holds Pace
Coronet Pictures put “South of Rio,” a
Buck Jones western, into production for
Columbia

release, the latter studio thus reporting four pictures in shooting stages.

Also starting early in the week was “The
Spider,” a 15-chapter serial. Coming up

by Owen Crump, radio producer, his publicity chores being taken over by Sam
Abarbanel of the New York office.

next is “That Woman’s Here Again,”
sequal to “There’s Always a Woman,”
which will feature Melvyn Douglas and
Virginia Bruce.
Republic drew a blank as to new starts,

Republic thus treads on the heels
M-G-M, Paramount and Warner, each

of
of

holding its three-picture pace. One of the
more important films being readied for

have had a fling at radio production and only one of which — Metro — still
is actively in the field. Its show will be
all-western in nature, with music and
dramatic sketches.

September is “Bengal Lancer Patrol,”
which Armand Schaefer will produce with
Richard Cromwell in the starring role. It
has been placed on schedule along with

which

Another
new
program
on
which
Hollywood
names
will be prominent was announced
during
the week under the sponsorship of Texaco. Titled
“Star Theatre," it will have Adolphe Menjou as
master of ceremonies, Max
Reinhardt and his
workshop
furnishing the dramatic support and
Charles Ruggles and Una
Merkel presiding over
the comedy section. To go out over the Columbia
net, the show will be produced by Bill Bacher,
who planed out over the weekend
for New
York
to smooth out details of the deal. First broadcast, according to present plans, will be October 5.
Still another new
show, a
variety program
topped by Joe E. Brown, is being whipped into
shape for sponsorship over a national network for
fall. Meantime
Cecil B. DeMille’s "Lux
Radio
Theatre" returns to the airways September 12,
while the Robert Benchley-Old Gold show hits the
microphone November
20.
Its lineup now
virtually completed, Metro’s
"Good News" show has signed Phil Regan, crooning actor, for four appearances when
the program returns in September.
Another announcement
during the week
disclosed the sale of the "Grouch Club,” a sustaining
program over KFWB,
to General Mills, the show
to be transferred to the Columbia net within two
weeks on a transcontinental hookup.
Personnel changes along Radio Row found Dave
Nowinson
joining the KFI-KECA
staff as
a
special script writer.

“Dr. Judith Barrett” and “Lady in the
News,” both to star Frieda Inescourt, and
a heavy lineup of Three Mesquiteers, Gene
Autry and Roy Rogers westerns.
Monogram gunned “Where the Buffalo
Roam,” a Tex Ritter western, under Edward Finney’s production guidance, and
continues filming “Mr. Wong Detective,”
first in the sleuth series starring Boris
Karloff. Producer E. B. Derr is readying
“Gang Bullets” and “I Am a Criminal,”
while “Gangster’s Boy,” starring Jackie
Cooper, is due to start September 6.

New

"Peck" Film

Next in Sol Lesser’s “Peck’s Bad Boy”
series will be “Peck’s Bad Boy With
Wings,” with the model airplane building
hobby as its background. Tommy Kelly
and Ann Gillis, Selznick International
moppets borrowed by Principal Pictures,
again will be featured.
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Painters’ Conferences With
Casey Strike Harsher Note
Ominous echoes of the strike staged
more than a year ago by the Federated
Motion Picture Crafts were being trumpeted along the film labor horizon this
week as jurisdictional complexities which
arose during that walkout were being dug
out and aired in a series of conferences
between the Motion Picture Painters Local
644 and Pat Casey of the Hays office on
demands by the painters for a wage tilt
and adjustment of working conditions for
the coming year.
Herbert Sorrell, business manager for
the painters, served notice on Casey that
two points must be adjusted:
1. Scenic artists, who tossed aside their
charter and affiliated with the painters
when the strike ended last year, must be
granted a closed shop similar to that enjoyed by the painters themselves.
2. The painters’ union must receive a
five per cent increase in wages, affecting
nearly 1,000 workers, and an adjustment
of wage scales for overtime.
Unless these points are satisfactorily
settled, Sorrell asserted, the painters will
be forced to call another strike. This deci-

"White Collars" Are
Extensively Shifted
While heavier production schedules during the week raised employment levels in
most

crafts and technical unions, personnel changes among creative and whitecollar workers were recorded in plenty at
the various film plants.
Among the moves was the signing of
a new production deal with M-G-M by
Nat Levine, who left a producer’s berth
on that lot about six months ago and,
since, has organized Nat Levine Productions. He will turn out product on a
share-cropping basis, having eight pictures
lined up to make for the 1938-39 season,
and retaining his present headquarters at
Selznick International. First picture, as
yet unannounced, will get before the cameras within three months.
Ruben

a Producer

The M-G-M plant also reported the
promotion of Director J. Walter Ruben to
a producer’s status. He fits into the Mervyn LeRoy unit and has been assigned to
assist LeRoy on “Stand Up and Fight,”
a Robert Taylor starrer, which he originally had been slated to direct. His first solo
chore as a producer will be “Yellow
Grass,” featuring Wallace Beery and Dennis O’Keefe.
Maxwell Arnow, former Warner casting
director and talent scout, has joined Selznick International’s production staff to
aid in the preparation of “Gone With the
BOXOFFICE
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sion was reached at a painters’ mass meeting Monday night and submitted to Casey
by Sorrell the next day.
At present, Sorrell asserts, scenic artists are under a completely open shop,
having no contract with the producers.
The painters themselves are not members
of the five-way basic agreement alignment,
annual conferences in regard to which
were recently concluded in New York.
Other labor activities found seven members of a committee appointed at the recent Cleveland convention of the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employes arriving to inspect the operations
of the IATSE local here. They were expected to remain a week investigating the
affairs of the various IATSE affiliates.
Postponement of the National Labor
Relations Board hearing on a recognitional
petition filed by the Artists and Illustrators Guild, originally set to open this
week, was announced by the labor board
because of the current Screen Directors
Guild-producers hearing. It will remain
on call to be considered as soon as the
SDG case has been completed.

Wind”
The

for camera work.
Universal lot received the resignation of Bob Knoche, superintendent of
construction, over the weekend. He will
be replaced by A1 Richards, transferring
from Warner.
Shifts among the acting fraternity found
Jack Oakie and RKO Radio deciding to
call it quits after the comedian’s contract
expires September 11. Oakie, who has
been on the lot for two years, is currently
in “Annabel Takes a Tour,” and plans a
vacation, with possible picture commitments, in England. At Paramount, George
Raft has been placed on the suspended
list for six weeks. He was originally suspended indefinitely for refusing to accept
a role assigned him in “St. Louis Blues.”
20th-Fox

Releases

Two

Frances Hyland and Albert Ray have
secured a release from their 20th CenturyFox writing contract, after disagreeing
with executives over the script treatment
on “Arizona Wildcat,” a Jane Withers picture on which they were working.
Out at Republic’s North Hollywood plant,
executives failed to pick up the option on
the producer contract of Armand Schaefer, a studio veteran, who continues in
his post on a week-to-week basis. His
current assignment is “Down in Arkansaw,” now in production.
Director Phil Rosen and Ben Judell of
Progressive Pictures have wound up a 26week contract, Rosen securing a release
because the independent producer has not
completed story preparations on the picture which Rosen was to do.
The Ben Judell organization also bid
adieu to Melville Shyer, whose associate
producer contract was amicably settled
during the week, although it still had several months to run.

l's
Educa
GN -Talk
s tiona
Taken East
Interest in developments in the new
Grand National-Educational setup, which
Hollywood has found to be as hard to
follow as the bird in a badminton tournament, again shifted to New York this week
as Edward L. Alperson, ex-trustee of GN
and now vice-chairman of the board and
distribution chief for the new company,
and Franklyn Warner, president of Fine
Arts Pictures, checked out for the east
on Wednesday to iron out final details of
the merger with E. W. Hammons, president of Educational.
Alperson would not commit himself on
several questions which have arisen since
federal court last Saturday placed its approval on the plan whereby GN and Educational join forces in a new corporate
setup, a spokesman for him declaring
that upon Alperson’s return here, probably
early next week, the executive would unburden himself of his New York findings.
A new distribution setup, under which
Alperson will appoint six district managers
throughout the country, was reported to
be one of the matters lined up for discussion by Hammons and Alperson in the
east.
While the GN lot buzzed with activity
preparatory to the launching of its new
production-distribution program, final
steps were being taken during the week
toward settlement of claims against GN
with a $50,000 payment to be made to
creditors out of money advanced by Educational for the purchase of stock in the
new company.
Alperson also remained mum as to the
veracity of reports emanating from the
east that Jack Skirball, a production aide
to Hammons at Educational, was to be
appointed head of production for New
Grand National. Spokesmen for him said
no announcement of such an appointment had been received at the studio, but
expressed their opinion that it may be
correct.
As regards actual production activity,
the lot is currently idle, although Warner’s Fine Arts Pictures has “Wonder
World” nearly ready to go and this week
acquired another property, “Derelict Alley,” to be scripted as a forthcoming release on its 26-picture schedule for GN.

Last Rites in Salt Lake
For Waldemar Young
Funeral services
place in Salt Lake
Waldemar Young,
and screen writer,

and burial were to take
City late this week for
veteran newspaperman
who died Tuesday after

a month’s siege of pneumonia
wood Hospital.
Young

at the Holly-

had spent 21 years in Hollywood,

penning such film vehicles as “The Unholy Three,” “Sign of the Cross,” “Lives
of a Bengal Lancer” and “Test Pilot.” He
is survived by his widow, Elizabeth Haight
Young, his mother and two brothers.
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COMMENDATION FOR FILM CAMPAIGN VOICED
AT ROCKY MODNTAIN MANAGERS CONVENTION
Delegates Also Cautioned
Against Adverse
Legislation
Denver — In opening the annual convention of Theatre Owners and Managers of
the Rocky Mountain Region, President
A. P. Archer

labeled

the “Motion

Pictures’

Greatest Year” campaign as the greatest
and most constructive effort in film
history, and one that will return manyfold the small amount it will cost the
exhibitor.

He

urged

every

exhibitor

to get

behind the campaign, and the convention backed him up by unanimously voting to participate.
Secretary Emmett Thurman warned exhibitors to be on the lookout this fall and
winter for adverse legislation that is
to be introduced not only in legislatures but into Congress as well. He
advised the body to work for a law that
would regulate the amount Ascap could
charge as a license fee, and cited the
Washington state law as an example. He
urged that exhibitors and producers should

Paramount

Tieups Slapped
Los Angeles — Announcement of new
radio tieups by two Hollywood film plants
for the fall has brought forth resounding, but not unexpected, slaps from the
Independent Theatre Owners of Southern
California, through its general secretary,
Robert H. Poole, in bulletins attacking
both Paramount and Republic for their
projected entry into the broadcasting field.
Hinting strongly that Republic’s forthcoming studio-produced all-western program, in particular, comes at a time when
any boxoffice competition is unfortunate,
Poole

bound

get together

to alleviate governmental interference. The convention passed a resolution asking for either the reduction or
abolishment of the Ascap license fee, and
if they refused this, then the organization
should work for laws regulating same.
Chas. R. Gilmour, newly elected president, urged the barring of visitors from
studios, and that the ban especially apply to radio and other commentators who
seem to thrive on Hollywood scandal — real
and fancied. A resolution to this effect
was

adopted, and the secretary was instructed to send copies to all advertisers
who sponsor such programs over the air.
In recounting his experiences in visual
education L. J. Finske told of his company’s efforts in Greeley, Colo., where a
state college is located. With films playing an important part in present schoolroom methods, Finske made arrangements
with both the school board and the college whereby students might see such films
as the authorities desired. Passes issued
by the theatres were used, and at the end
of each month his company would bill
them and receive a check for all passes.
The convention went on record as favoring the use of films in visual education,
but deplored the entrance of schools, colleges and churches in exhibition.
In a resolution the convention asked
that local exchange managers be given
greater latitude in dealing with exhibitors,
especially in the making and execution of
contracts.
Officers elected include Chas. R. Gilmour, president; A. P. Archer, Mickey
Gross and B. P. McCormick, vice-presidents; A. G. Edwards, secretary, and E. P.
Briggs, treasurer.
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and Republic

reiterated the ITO's consistent contention that any and every type of participation in air programs by the industry

“definitely and positively create competition for the industry as a whole — not only
exhibitors.”
Earlier, Paramount’s radio tieup with
the forthcoming Fitch Shampoo program,
emanating from New York, drew stringent
protest from Poole and A1 Galston, president of the ITO. The organization issued
a bulletin to its entire membership, urging them to protest the Fitch-Paramount
deal, with copies of the manifesto also
going to Paramount studio officials here
and to the film company’s

New

York

office.

Ricketson Announces
Shifts in Personnel
Denver — Rick Ricketson, manager of the
Fox Intermountain division, has announced the following managerial changes;
Gerald Whitney, recently manager of the
Webber, Denver, which was closed two
months ago, has been sent to La Junta,
Colo., as city manager. He succeeds Ned
Collins, who moves to Durango, Colo. Ed
King of Durango goes to Walesburg to
manage the Valencia, and Harry Lane,
recently at the Valencia,
signment.
A

new theatre is being
ing, Colo. The investment

is awaiting

as-

built at Sterlwill be around

$100,000

and will be opened about November 15. A contest is being held to
determine what the name will be. The Fox
house will seat 900.
Fox is also reopening the Rialto at
Durango, Colo. This has been closed for
several years. At the Webber here, the
front was redecorated and new loge chairs
added.
The five local houses which closed for
the summer are reopening. They include
the Park, Alameda, Tivoli, Webber and
the Mission.

Radio

by ITO

Group

“We protested Metro’s ‘Good News Show,’
the Warner program and others,” Poole
said, “and our attitude remains the same
in regard to the proposed Paramount and
Republic airers.
“Appearances of stars on the air keep
people in their homes, naturally upsetting boxoffice receipts on percentage pictures, in which producers and exhibitors
are tremendously interested. We are firmly convinced that nearly all radio programs sponsored by the producers emanate
from their exploitation heads, and when
producer-executives, by careful analysis,
become aware that these radio programs
have played a great part in the late boxoffice recession, they will, naturally, realize the fundamental reason for our proThe

Republic

Autry,

show,

on

which

Gene

Roy Rogers and other studio personalities will appear, is to be produced by

the
studio itself. Paramount’s tieup is
tests.”
along contest lines, providing that 1,000
free theatre admissions be given away each
week at houses where Paramount product
is shown, the company to redeem the
ducats by deducting their cost from film
rentals.

Hughes Denies Atlantic
Use of His Name in Six
Los

Angeles — Hereafter, Atlantic Pictures will not be allowed to use Howard

Hughes’ name in commercial advertising
of the six pictures made by the famous
aviator

during

his film-producing

career

some years ago, and to which Atlantic has
re-distribution rights, it was disclosed here
by Atlantic’s local representative,
Biederman’s Selected Pictures.

Dave

Hughes, who at one time served notice
that he would withdraw the sextet from
distribution

but

changed

his mind,

has

specified that his name be removed from
the title sheet, advertising posters and
other accessories. Pictures going the rounds
are “Hell’s
Devils,” “Age
and

“The

Angels,” “Scarface,” “Sky
for Love,” “Cock of the Air”

Front

Page.”

Clinton Opens

Oct. 1

Los Angeles — The new Clinton Theatre,
presently under construction at 526 N.
Western Ave., will open about October 1.
C. W. Blake is the owner and C. B. Stahl
will manage.
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REVIEW New Independent Unit Questions
Arbitration Plan of FWC and ITO
FLASHES ‘
BAREFOOT

BOY

(Mono)— Inspired

by

Whit-

tier's famous poem, this wholesome story
of adventurous youth should pack in the
juvenile

trade

for the family
Mae
Karl
MEN
of

Jones,
Brown

and

prove

trade.

satisfactory

Jackie

Claire Windsor,
directed.

Moran,
Ralph

fare

Marcia
Morgan.

OF ACTION (Synd) — A six-reel subject
villainy, laboriously assembled and

acted,

with

uncertain

editing

and

poor

photography when the camera goes indoors. Its one redeeming quality is that
it packs

action

Roy Mason,
directed.

aplenty.

Barbara

Frankie

Worth.

Olan

Darro,
James

WEST
OF CHEYENNE
(Col) —
Satisfactory
fare for the Saturday matinee trade.
Charles

Starrett is backed

able cast as
the

abolition

up by a depend-

the necessary
of range

boy heroics get full play.
Iris Meredith, Bob Nolan.
rected.

COMPLETE

ingredients

terrorism

for

cow-

Charles Starrett,
Sam Nelson di-

REVIEWS

;pictures will appear
Of BOXOFFICE.

and

on the above

in an early issue

Los Angeles — While receiving enthusiastic acclaim at the headquarters of the
Independent Theatre Owners of Southern California, the precedental plea for
peace and harmony between independent
theatre owners and the Fox West Coast
circuit, as made by Charles Skouras, FWC
president, at a
ted exhibitors,
ticeable and
among certain

mass meeting of unaffiliahas engendered a very nodirectly opposite reaction
unaffiliated showmen.

Skouras’ olive branch took the form
of a plan to set up a committee of three
independent theatremen to arbitrate any
differences between unaffiliated theatres
and the FWC circuit with a similar committee of FWC executives, through which
machinery this area would be greatly improved. The FWC
chieftain further
stressed the need for harmony by urging
all independent exhibitors to affiliate with
the ITO and stand behind it 100 per cent.
Both Albert A. Galston, president of the
ITO, and Robert Poole, general secretary
of the organization, expressed warm approval of the peace move, declaring it to
be one of the biggest things that has made
itself known in local exhibition circles in
years and predicting that “dependent

en-

tirely on the sincerity” of the ITO membership, such an arbitration machine will
iron out virtually every difficulty which
may

arise. Poole pleaded that independents accept Skouras’ plan and disclosed that approximately 18 controversies
between FWC and the ITO membership
had been secretly smoothed over in the
past year.
Most outspoken in opposition to the plan
was

James C. (Jim) Quinn, veteran exhibitor, former member of the ITO and
organizer, some months ago, of the American Federation of Theatre Owners, which
he claims is a really independent independent exhibitors’ organization.
“The only reason behind the Skouras
move,” Quinn charged, “is the fact that
the federal government is currently taking legal action against the major producing and distributing companies and
their affiliated theatre circuits on monopoly charges.
“The ITO has been taken in — the little
fellows, with whom a pat on the back
from the powers-that-be goes a long way,
can’t see the trap for the cheese.”
Quinn, whose AFTO he declared to be
(Continued on page 46)
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S HE A T If IL IE
JJIGHLIGHT of the week was the picnic
sponsored by the Northwest Film Club
at Shadow Lake. A good turnout as usual
and everyone getting a big kick out of
the main offering, the baseball game between the exhibitors and distributors. The
exchange men poured on the heat to the
tune of 17 to 7. Harry Blatt was captain
of the distributors and Frank Christie in
charge of the exhibitors. The egg-tossing contest was a pip with Bill Forman
in charge. This contest belongs to John
Danz, but he was in Portland on the
picnic day, holding a meeting for the
national film drive. Dutch Trammell and
his wife and Rex and Mrs. Stevenson battled for some time as the final contenders
in the egg-throwing business, but Mr. and
Mrs. Dutch won out. A great time was
had by all. A vote of thanks to Popcorn Smith for his donation of a free
sack of popcorn to all the folks attending the annual event.
Bill Fisher

is now

the assistant

to Jack

Sampson, the publicity ace for Sterlmg.
The famous Grover has left that post to
register for the University of Washington
. . . Margery Shell of the 20 th CenturyFox office will be Mrs. Bruce Kesner by
the time you read this . . . Tommy Tomlinson is away for his vacation from the
Republic exchange. Tom is making a
motor tour and will spend most of his
time east of the mountains. He has borrowed fishing tackle and worried friends
sick with silly questions about what to get
and what to do in the event he might
hook a poor innocent trout.
A1 Goldstein, head of the Monogram
outfit in the Northwest, will be laid up
for some time, or rather, in uncomfortable circumstances. Goldie went out fishing. Climbing down an embankment to
reach his boat, he slipped and broke his
ankle in three places. Goldie is now offering that new feature, “He Slipped,”
starring himself with a great supporting
cast. And the cast will be supporting for
the next six weeks . . . Jimmie O'Neal, the
now well-known candy machine guy, has
left for a trip to San Francisco, com-

BR'IN
G
EM
BACK

bining business and pleasure. While in
the Bay region, Jimmie will be the guest
of Roy Cooper, division manager for the
R. A. McNeil theatres.
Arthur Lee, vice-president and general
manager for GB, was a visitor. Walter
Wessling, northwest division head, was on
hand and also Archie Holt, the Seattle
branch manager for GB . . . Mrs. Jim
Hone, wife of the executive secretary of
the

MPTO
of W ashington, is now visiting in Los Angeles. Their son Jim jr. is
managing the Esquire in the southern
town . . . Well, well, so the I.L.G.W.U.,
under the heading of Labor Stage, Inc.,
are presenting

a stage show

at the Metro-

politan Theatre titled “Pins and Needles.”
Cast is made up of garment workers,
according to advance information. How
come the various stage unions have not
done some such thing for the unemployed
actors and chorus girls?
We

read in the papers the Portola Theatre is to be torn down and a new theatre erected. The Portola is one of the
Sterling chain situated on the west side
of town . . . Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Volkman, visiting from San Francisco and
spending their time at the home of the
L. O. Lukans . . . Glen Haviland, off to
Spokane . . . Bill Begisoff, owner of the
Green Parrott Theatre, has taken over the
building of the Hollywood and purchased
the property. House is now undergoing
remodeling and will reopen next week with
new sound, seats, and a new front.
F. F. Moe, mayor of Kellogg, Ida., and
theatre owner in that town, spending a
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Angeles — Probability that an amicable compromise will be reached in current negotiations on the part of Projectionists Local 150, IATSE, to obtain

contracts

with

Fox

West

Coast, War-

ner’s Hollywood and Downtown, the Pantages and Hillstreet and the Paramount
theatres, all first-run local houses, was
seen late this week during a series of conferences between union and theatre officials which opened last week.
The

projectionists’ current contract expires September 30 after being in operation three years. The booth men have
submitted a request for a 10 per cent
wage tilt, two weeks’ vacation annually,
with pay, and other adjustments, which
demands the theatremen have countered
with a plea for a 10 per cent reduction
in salaries. However, Dick Dickson, sitting
in as one of FWC’s
confidence after a

negotiators, expressed
third meeting of the

two groups, an early agreement would be
reached with the present contract, at its
current wage scale, being renewed.
Representing the union are Earle Hamilton, president of the local; R. L. Haywood, business representative; Mort Sands,
secretary; and George Schaeffer. For the
theatremen: Charles P. Skouras, Dickson
and Thornton Sargent, of FWC; Marco
Wolf, Paramount Theatre; Jack Gross,
Rodney Pantages and Andy Anderson,
Hillstreet and Paramount; and
lerstein for the Warner houses.

Ben

Wal-

now

taking care of a night club in Yakima . . . Claudie Coleman, who died in
Hollywood a couple of weeks ago, was a
familiar figure in Seattle, having played
here on vaudeville bills and in stock when

Rain Only Gloomy
At Screen
Denver — A

large

Note

Club

crowd

Picnic

attended

the

pic-

that form of entertainment was at its
height . . . Dorothy Mercy has gone to
Calgary to visit an aunt for a couple of
weeks . . . Edith Giles will tour California
the next couple of months . . . Marion
Sobottka, here from Portland, with her

nic of the Rocky Mountain Screen Club
at Evergreen, Colo., with golf and bridge
the principal diversions, and a banquet
and dancing in the evening.

hubby, Herb, expected in .. . Vic Gauntlett, enjoying a vacation trip in the new
car . . . Mrs. John Hamrick, back from
a Seaside vacation with pictures to prove
her success at fishing . . . Senior and
Beryl Mercy, over from Yakima.

Ibold with 66; William Agren 69, and Walter Ibold 71. Low net was copped by
Frank Roberts with 65. In contract bridge,
Mrs. Lottie Culp took first prize, Mrs.
William Ostenburg was second, with Rose
Agren third. In auction, Mrs. Howard
Metzger and Mrs. Walter Ibold won the

Visitors: John Brunsburg, from Issaquah
. . . Duncan McPherson, from Mason City
. . . Mickey DeLeo (golf champ), over from
Port Townsend . . . W. B. McDonald, from
Olympia . . . Mary Hoffman, from Lewiston, Mont., visiting with her sister, Mrs.
Roy

Fifty went out for golf, including eight
women. Low gross scores included Gus

prizes.
Rain
game,

started

about

2 p. m. and

the ball

horseshoe pitching and other
door sports had to be called off.

out-

Brobeck.

Princess to Carlos

TRAILER-MADE
TRAILERS
S. Vermont

Los

few days here and saying “hello” to the
gang on the Row . . . Murray Peck,
spending a weekend in Seattle. Murray is

with

1909

Compromise Seen in
Projectionist Talks

Los Angeles

Burch “SUPER
Installed
will

buy

years.

POPCORN

now,
you

SHOWMAN”
the

a

“Lest

profit

new

You

from

Theatre

Facts
a

Burch

every

ten

Forget”

SMITH, BOX

284, SEATTLE

Denver — Don

Carlos,

lately

of Texas,

has

taken over the Princess at Ault, Colo. The
house has been closed for some time.
Carlos sells portable equipment on the side.
Robert H. Sparkman has taken over the
portable location at Lyons, Colo., which
operates a day a week, from Carlos.
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Saunders Reports
Definite Upswing
Portland, Ore.— There is a definite upward trend in theatre attendance everywhere, according to
E. M. Saunders of
New York, M-G-M
western sales manager, who arrived
here from Detroit,
Chicago, Kansas
City, Los Angeles and
San Francisco.
Saunders said he
really believed the
public is becoming
motion picture-minded and that the presE. M. SAUNDERS
ent increase in attendance is not just due to the end of the
summer slump or the coming “Motion
Pictures’ Greatest Year” campaign.
“The whole industry is going ahead fine.
The sales of M-G-M pictures to theatre
owners to date exceeds those of any other
year in the same period of time in the
history of the organization.”

Galston Contracts Batch
For Theatre Construction
Los Angeles — A1 Galston, president of
the Independent Theatre Owners of Southern California, and operator of the Marcal
in Hollywood, has contracted C. A. Balch
to draw up remodeling plans for a 650seat theatre which Galston will construct
on Whittier Blvd. Galston plans to remodel a store building at a cost of $28,000,
the theatre to be opened about October 15.

T

M. CRAWFORD,

W. K. Ridenour, of the Oatman Theatre
in Oatman, Ariz., came in to line up some
product for the house.
On vacation for two weeks is Frank
Schindler, RKO Radio office manager.
Ollie Wog, Universal salesman, has returned from a selling trip through his
territory. Also back at the exchange is
Marion Dawson, secretary to Division Mantion. ager Al O’Keefe, after a two-week vacaBill Woodworth’s Belmont Shores Theatre, in Belmont Shores, near Long Beach,
is being re-seated and re-decorated.
Alice Brown, stenographer at the Grand
National exchange, had a birthday last
week — which one, she wouldn’t say.
Vacationing for two weeks in Oregon is
Mrs. Magda McCormick, head of the accounting department at the Metro exchange.
Visitors: A. G. Pickett of the Orpheum
Theatre, Phoenix; R. E. Leonard, Pala,
Escondido; John Beck, operator of the
Idyllwild at Idyllwild, a mountain resort;
Hugh Bruen, owner, and Glen Cooper,
booker, of the Whittier Theatre Amusement Co., which operates three houses in
Whittier; Art Brick, Palace, Las Vegas,

TRADE

Ramona, Cal. — Fred Eull, co-owner of
the Eull-Halberg Theatre Corp., has announced plans to build a new 450-seat
house here, to be operated in conjunction with the company’s Ramona Theatre.
Plans are now being drawn up, with
October 15 set as the starting date.
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Bruce Fowler, manager of the Four-Star
Theatre here, is vacationing for a couple
of weeks up around San Francisco.
Mrs. Louise Schreiber, office secretary
at the Independent Theatre Owners local
headquarters, split her yearly two-week
holiday into two parts. Late last week
she suddenly decided to lay off for her
second seven-day stanza, having already
enjoyed a one-week vacation.
Something he ate kept Al Haynie, manager of the Fox Boulevard Theatre, from
his desk the latter part of the week. He
expected to get back on the job in a few
days, however.
Herman

Wobber, general sales mariager,

and J. P. O'Loghlin, district manager for
Canada for 20 th Century-Fox, were to
conduct the second local meeting of the
S. R. Kent

drive in Los Angeles, Thurs-

day morning at the company’s exchange.
The pair was scheduled to leave for San
Francisco that same afternoon.
Booking: Glenn Harper, who operates
theatres in Corona and Fontana . . . William Cox, of the Paramount in Casa
Grande, Ariz.
That new home that 20 th CenturyFox’s city salesman, B. F. Robeson, has
been building in Windsor Hills will be his
residence by next week.
Jake Milstein, formerly with Metro and
Republic, back on Filmrow again after a
long absence . . . Al O’Keefe, western division manager for Universal, is in Montana on several deals for the Salt Lake
office.

GUIDE FOR THE EXHIBITOR

-

LOS ANGELES

Films for Crypt of

One is "Oregon, the Sportsman's
Paradise," featuring Oregon game and
scenery, and the other, "The Road to
Health and Happiness," a record of
the daily life of an average American
child.

and Chick Sturdivant, co-partner in the
Silver Crest Theatres of Yuma, Ariz.

DIRECTORY

A HANDY

EQUIPMENT

Portland, Ore. — Oglethorpe University in Georgia has requested two motion picture films of Dr. David B. Hill,
local dentist, for deposit in crypts in
which will be sealed a complete record of present day civilization. The
crypts will not be opened for 6,000
years.

theatre

* owner of Wichita, Kas., whose 58 years
in show business establishes some sort of
a record, arrived in Hollywood last week
for his first look at the film capital.
Staying with relatives in Santa Monica
for a few days, Crawford was a guest at
Paramount Studio. He launched the Crawford circuit, comprising 40 theatres west
of the Mississippi River, in 1880.

Eull Announces Plans
To Build a New House

" Civilization "

93-year-old

Breck
A

AND

Photoplay

Complete

Supply

Company

Line of Theatre

Supplies

Equipment
1969 So. Vermont
B. F. SHEARER

AIR CONDITIONING

SUPPLIES

and

RE. 3151

Engineering

“Air Conditioning

Engineers"

Specialists”

Heywood-Wakefield Seats
Wagner Silhouette Letters
Motiograph Projectors

1968 So. Vermont

EXPLOITATION

PICTURES

RE. 8212
Now

THEATRE

Company

1914 So. Vermont
Los Angeles
— Over 30 Theatres in 1937 —

COMPANY

‘‘Theatre Equipment

Carabin

Booking

DECORATORS

Specialists in Theatre Decoration
NAT SMYTHE & SONS
Decorators
1914 So. Vermont
RE. 3578

"LOVE

LIFE

"CHILDREN

OF
OF

A

GORILLA"

LONELINESS"

Wm. G. Smith's Jewel Productions
1912 So. Vermont
RO. 2205
45

SALT

LAKE

^HE
Intermountain
Paramount
Theatre
reopened Theatres’
September
1 after
several months of darkness. Intermountain’s newly acquired Mario, which has
been remodeled and refurnished, is now
showing

first-run pictures to highly satisfactory patronage. This was formerly an
independent subsidiary run house.
The Capitol Theatre riow has as its
manager Norman Sprowl, who has just
been transferred from the same position
at the Utah Theatre . . . Riley K. Hess,
Ogden, Utah, motion picture projectionist,
and a companion, met death in an airplane crackup near Ogden a few days ago.
Universal exchange notes: W. J. Heineman, western sales manager, and A. J.
O'Keefe, western district manager, have
been spending some time here. They are
planing on to Denver shortly . . . Matt
Aparaton, local manager, is away for an
Idaho and Montana sales jaunt ... A
promotion pushes Jim French
man role. Formerly he was
C. J. Peck, cashier, is back
after taking his family on a
the west coast . . . Bill Seib,
man, spent a few days at the

into a salesbooker . . .
at his desk
vacation to
Idaho salesexchange.

The James Keitz home has just been
blessed by the arrival of a baby girl, it is
reported by Keitz who is manager of the
Mercury exchange here.
A trade preview of “You Can’t Take It
With You’’ is in store for the first part
of September, according to W. G. Sterzer,
booker at the local Columbia exchange.
Admission is to be by invitation.
Mrs. Robert Hill, wife of the manager
of the local Columbia branch, is just back
from Los Angeles where she was called by
the death of her father.
Four members of the Columbia office
staff won prizes at the recent annual
picnic held by the motion picture industry of this region. Jack Swanson won the
$25.00 grand prize; Elaine Winkleman,
W. G. Sterzer and Don Thompson were
other prize winners.
T. J. Sheffield, chief of the SheffieldRepublic organization, was in Salt Lake
City, conferring with executives of the
local branch.
T. C. Parson, western division manager
for Sheffield-Republic, has moved on to
Denver after putting several days at the
offices here.
Lon T. Fidler, district manager for Monogram, is here at this time going over
business matters with W. W. McKendrick,
manager of the local exchange. McKendrick has just returned from a very satisfactory trip into eastern Utah.
Tex Ritter, singing star of Monogram,
called on local film exchange offices while
visiting here this week. He has headed for
Hollywood.
H. Bradley Fish, recently appointed
manager of the local Grand National exchange, expects to leave on a trip through
this territory shortly.
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New Unit Questions ITO.
FWC Arbitration Plans
PORTLAND’S newest theatre, the Esquire,
has opened its doors and seems to be
(Continued

from page 43)

"improving every day,” expressed the hope
that the ITO members would “open their
eyes” and “see conditions locally as they
actually
are.”
“We independents
have had inept representation through the ITO for years,”
he said, “and for years I have been trying
in every way possible to help fight our
Gore

Case

May

Be

First

battles.”
Perhaps the first case to go before the
arbitration committees, if, when and as
they are set up, may be the tangle between the Studio City Theatre, owned by
Abe and Mike Gore, and B. L. Berinstein,
and FWC and every major distributor
except M-G-M, which is now pending in
court. Berinstein and the Gores accuse
FWC and the other defendants of violating
the zoning and clearance ordinances by
conspiring to withhold adequate product
from their theatre, located in the San
Fernando Valley eight miles away from the
nearest FWC house. The plaintiffs declare
they have experienced great difficulty in
keeping the house open at all, although
under zoning regulations, the theatre
should, they claim, receive product as
soon as, or even before, the FWC house.
Neither Poole, Galston nor FWC spokesmen saw fit to comment on the possibility
of a peaceful settlement of this controversy, taking the attitude that any discussion of arbitration in this connection
would be crossing their bridges before they
came to them.
Abe Gore was rather non-committal,
seemingly more in favor of the peace move
than against it. He and his partners
have, several times, tried to negotiate outof-court settlements of their suits, but so
far with no success, except in the case of
M-G-M.
When

attaches of Albert J. Law, department of justice investigator currently
winding up his probe of major exchanges
and FWC records following charges by
independent exhibitors and distributors
that the circuit and major distributors
were violating the anti-trust regulations,
were queried on the point raised by Quinn
that their probe, and the federal government monopoly suits, were responsible for
Skouras’ action, they pursued their customary policy of saying nothing. Law has
spent several months here at the various
company exchanges. This week he returned to FWC headquarters to give the
books another once-over, after which the
investigation will be washed up locally
and the findings — if any — turned over to
departmental headquarters in Washington, D. C.
Poole revealed, following the meeting on
Monday,

that the committee of three independent arbitrators would be chosen
either Friday or next Monday at a special
meeting of the ITO to be called on one
of those days. Other speakers at the mass
gathering were Charles Buckley and Bud
Lollier, FWC executives, and Lola Adams
Gentry, FWC operating partner, all of
whom urged cooperation and accord with
Skouras’ plan.

doing a thriving business. It’s under the
general management of Roland B. Lloyd,
who came here from Los Angeles. The
house is the former Nob Hill Theatre and
is being operated by Herb Rosener who
controls the foreign film market on the
coast and has offices in San Francisco.
He’s an exhibitor as well as a distributor
and his Portland house is in addition to
those already in Seattle, Salt Lake, San
Francisco and Los Angeles.
George A. Hickey,
division supervisor,
New York, M-G-M
ger for the territory

Los Angeles, M-G-M
and E. M. Saunders,
western sales manawest of Detroit, took

a trip to Oregon’s resort city. Seaside, to
visit J. J. Parker, who has been spending
the summer there with his family. Ted
R. Gamble, general manager of Parker’s
Theatres, drove the duo to the coast from
Portland.

Ron Harrington, manager of HamrickEvergreen’s Orpheum Theatre, is away on
vacation . . . Johnny McGeehan, RKO
Radio exploitation representative from New
York City, is in town making plenty of
noise about “Carefree” . . . Sammy Siegel,
who does the same kind of a job for United Artists, left Portland for Seattle where
“Algiers” will open next.
The Seltzer Bros, of Oregon, Oscar and
Leo, are bringing in their roller skating
marathon for 21 days at the Ice Colosseum. They operate the Oregon Theatre
here, but Oscar is the only one with his
headquarters in the Rose City.
Tom Clarey of New York City, traveling
auditor for 20th Century-Fox, is in town
with his wife on one of his twice-a-year
visits . . . G. L. Karski of San Francisco’s
Motion Picture Service is another visitor,
but he’s looking for business.

Law Is Rechecking
FWC Records
Los

Angeles — Still significantly

Albert
back

silent,

J. Law and his coterie of department of justice deputies moved
to Fox West Coast headquarters

here this week to recheck the records
of the theatre chain as the final step in
their year-old probe of FWC
and the
major exchanges here in answer to
charges by independent exhibitors and
distributors that the majors and the
FWC circuit have violated the Sherman
anti-trust laws.
Law
cleaned up at Warner Bros,
over the weekend, the final exchange
to

come

which

under

it was

would

be

his

believed

washed

scrutiny,

after

his investigation

up.

However,

he

intends to spend another three weeks
at FWC, an attache stated, after which
any

findings

which

uncovered will be
ington, D. C.
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Many Seek
"Drive” Aids
Indianapolis

— Many

requests

for

ac-

cessories are being received daily at 20th
Century-Pox exchange headquarters here
for the “Motion Pictures’ Greatest Year”
drive. Latest to pledge their support are
Loews United Artists Theatre, the Strand
and Switow circuit.
Pledges are being sent to offices of Associated Theatre Owners of Indiana, and,
in turn, will be delivered to the headquarters. From general appearances, it is
certain the drive will go over 100 per cent
in Indiana.

Stark Welcomes
James"

Jefferson

" Jesse

Troupe

City,

Mo. —

to State

Gov.

Lloyd

M.

Stark has officially welcomed to Missouri
the 20th Century-Fox production crew that
is filming parts of “Jesse James” in the
vicinity of Pinevill'e, Mo.
On August 29, the governor wired as follows: “I am delighted and proud that you
have chosen Missouri for the filming of the
‘Jesse James’ picture. I welcome you
your associates to our state. I hope
have the pleasure of meeting my
friends in Southwest Missouri, State
ators Gene Frost and Albert Reynolds,
that your stay in Missouri will be

and
you
good
Senand
both

pleasant and profitable.”
The wire was
rector.

sent to Henry

King, di-

Chicago Showmen Respond With
Pledge Pagments to Film Campaign
Chicago — Checks

" Ragt
rd ime "
Reco
Another

photoplay had the largest boxoffice receipts in live years at the theatre on
opening day.

Wage Restoration
Parleys Continue

Keeping

Subsequent
Chicago

— Edwin

Reedsburg

for Present

Silverman

says

that

Change

Wis. — The

theatre

firm

of

Svimoff and Marcus, who operate houses
in Ripon and Tomah, has taken over the
Badger Theatre here. After remodeling
it, including construction of a new front,
installation of new seats, and other alterations, the house was to be opened this
week.

Improvements
Springfield,

at Springfield

III. — Improvements,

in-

cluding installation of a new marquee, at
an estimated cost of more than $3,000,
will be made on the front of the FoxLincoln Theatre here.
BOXOFFICE
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still

10 per cent, further meetings were scheduled.
The operators’ men, headed by Johnny
Smith, Pete Shayne and Neal Bishop, met
with Jack Kirsch and others of Allied,
and on Tuesday with Maurice Leonard of
B&K

and the Exhibitors’ Ass’n. After considerable discussion, all of the groups were
jointly later for final delibera-

Woods

“for the present,” Essaness plans to continue operation of the Woods Theatre under the same policy that was followed by
Jones, Linick and Schaefer — as a subsequent-run loop theatre. There has been
some conjecture that Essaness would attempt to turn the house into a first-run
extended run house, after completely remodeling it.

Reedsburg,

union

seeking restoration of its 10 per cent selfimposed wage cut of July and August,
plus an additional 10 per cent, and exhibitor representatives arguing that business still does not warrant the additional

to meet
tions.

Essaness

the operators’

3, 1938

Worley Being Honored
In Peoria on 35th Year
Peoria,

III. — Len

Worley,

a world premiere on RKO’s “Carefree.”
Due to this, the theatre ran the slug
designating the picture as one of the
$250,000 contest films in its ads.
It is expected that the initial order of
$1,000,000 contest booklets for the Chicago
territory will be quickly exhausted. For
that reason, exhibitors are requested to
get their orders in early, accompanied by
checks, so that they will be able to start
out immediately in interesting their patrons in participating in the contest.
Trampe Discusses
Industry Campaign
Milwaukee — Charles

W.

Trampe,

chair-

man of the industry’s national advertising campaign for this district discussed
the campaign at the business meeting
August 31 at the Schroeder Hotel here in
connection with the Wisconsin industry’s
jubilee. Legislation, arbitration, and conciliation also were topics.
The completed program included a midnight preview of “Drums” at the Warner
Theatre August 30, following a three-hour
boat ride on Lake Michigan. Pioneers were
presented with trophies at the annual banquet held in the crystal ballroom of the
Schroeder.

city manager

here for Publix-Great States Theatres,
will be honored the week of September 11
which has been set aside as “Len Worley
Appreciation” week.
Sponsoring the week are newspapers,
friends and associates of Worley who
began a career in the show business 35
years ago on Sept. 11, 1903. Special programs have been arranged for the Madison, Palace, Rialto and Apollo Theatres
during the week, which was a surprise
development arranged while Worley was
away on his vacation.

Indianapolis Board to
Act On Theatre Permit
Indianapolis — A request

in rapidly

area toward the campaign for “Motion Pictures’ Greatest Year,” Edwin Silverman,
local area chairman, reports.
Supplies have arrived here at the
M-G-M exchange, and are now available
as listed last week in Boxoffice.
The RKO Palace got the jump on other
first-runs in the loop when it was given

Indianapolis — "Alexander's Ragtime
Band" remains at the Circle Theatre a
second week. According to reports, the

Chicago — With

are coming

on the pledges of exhibitors in the Chicago

for a permit

to

construct a theatre building, including
store rooms, at 5415 College Ave. was to be
considered by the board of zoning appeals
at their meeting August 29.
The district is zoned for residence only,
and a petition has been circulated among
residents in the immediate neighborhood
asking the beard to deny the request.

Expect Sept . 10 Opening
By Cluster in Metropolis
Metropolis,

III. — It is expected

that

Robert Cluster’s new theatre will be ready
to open on about September 10, or perhaps
a few days earlier. Ed Barenfanger of
Salem, 111., the general contractor, is pushing the finishing touches as rapidly as
possible. The new one-story, 50xl50-ft.
house, of stadium type construction, will
have about 700 seats. O. W. Stiegemeyer,
St. Louis, is the architect. The building
will include two shops.

Oriental Opening
Chicago — John

Balaban

Waits

said this week

that “there is still nothing new” on the
reopening of the Oriental Theatre. The
house, closed since early June, has been
scheduled to open for some time, but
negotiations are understood to still be
under way on a satisfactory rent arrangement before B&K reopens the house.

C
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Bank

Night Lottery Charges

Split Kenosha,

Home

Wis., Jury

Owls

Wis. — Following

four and

one-

half hours deliberation, the six-man jury
hearing the case of William Exton, manager of the Kenosha Theatre, charged with
operating a lottery in Bank Night, failed
to agree and was dismissed by Municipal
Judge E. J. Ruetz.
The court ordered a new trial, but no
date was set. It was reported that the
jury panel stood four to two for acquittal.
Inasmuch as Leo Vaudreuil, deputy attorney general who tried the case for the
state, is conducting an investigation in
Milwaukee during the current week in connection with alleged violations of the
state tavern law, it is not considered likely
that new trial will be held in the immediate future.
The trial drew a crowded courtroom
throughout the day, evidencing the great
interest in the community on the question.

Smith Brothers Acquire
Site lor Menomonie House
Menomonie,

Wis. — Fred

H. and

William

S. Smith, veteran showmen, have acquired
a site here for the proposed 750-seat theatre for which plans are being drawn.
Work on the house, which will cost approximately $50,000, will be started shortly
and is expected to be completed by the
spring of 1939.
The Smith brothers operate the Orpheum and Strand here and have been
in theatre business almost 45 years.

At

He Wouldn't
Chicago — Master

Charles

Talk
McCarthy

regulafor the

in the home. The
been enforced for

met

and, for once, was — of all things — speechless, and Bergen took up the task of recounting how many years he struggled to
gain screen, stage and radio recognition.
Since Charlie wouldn’t talk, Bergen
pressed into service another brainchild
of his, “Ophelia,” made with a few brisk
strokes of a sob sister’s eye-brow pencil
on Bergen’s hand, and outfitted with a
handkerchief. Ophelia kept the scribes in
hysterics for several minutes.
Bergen had time to be serious long
enough to tell of a tieup arranged between
Universal and Majestic, whereby exhibitors
playing “A Letter of Introduction” may
offer Charlie McCarthy radios as prizes
in a letter contest entitled, “Write a ‘Letter of Introduction’ to Charlie McCarthy.”
Details are in the film press book.

"Drums”

by the council was one
tion which required a license

showing of movies
ordinance had not

the Chicago press last week en route to
an engagement at the Michigan State
Fair in Detroit, under much more auspicious circumstances than he did some few
years back, before a hunk of wood became
the nation’s No. 1 radio personality.
The occasion was the meeting of the
newspapermen and women with Edgar
Bergen, at the invitation of Majestic company which now is putting out a radio
named for Charlie.
And since Charlie was entertaining, it
had to be on a scale befitting his rank —
with nothing less than the finest champagne and hors d’ouevres the Palmer
House had to offer. Charlie met the press

the Chicago

Approved

Chicago — Among
the many
outmoded city ordinances wiped off the
books

Kenosha,

Movies , Night

Trade

At

the

same

session,

the

council

killed a
proposed curfew law that
years.
would make it illegal for children under 18 years old to be out on the
streets

after midnight

without

an adult.

Allied Is Grooming
"Trust" Complaint
Chicago — From

Allied’s attorneys

comes

word that “we are still busily engaged
in preparing the bill of complaint for
filing of the anti-trust action against B&K
and the major companies.” Just when the
papers will be ready for filing remained
problematical, though it was expected
a few days after Labor Day.
Meanwhile,

John Balaban

of B&K

visit-

ing in New York, told Boxoffice that “we
will probably have to go to the courts to
decide the issue. If you have to give up
your business in order to clear up the
points in question, it’s no good.”
“The points in question” are the demands of the independent exhibitors that
B&K either eliminate double features or
change the clearance setup from ten weeks
to five weeks between the loop first-runs
and the first week of release.

Preview

As the Boxoffice camera caught a few of the many hundreds who attended the trade screening of United Artists’
“Drums” at the United Artists Theatre. Those in the picture are, left to right: Ben Eisenberg, UA salesman; Ben
Elkins and Harry Lansky, Avenue Theatre; Ben Pfefferman, South Bend, Ind.; Eddie Brunnell of the Coed and Metropole theatres; Jack Schlaifer, UA western sales manager ; Jack Kirsch, president of Allied; C. P. Morton, Niles Center;
John Zack, Harmony Theatre; Bill Baker, UA salesman; Jerry Giacomo, Edwards Theatre; George Zulas, Westmont
Theatre. The ear and eye at the right belong to Gene Rich, central editor of Boxoffice.
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^HOSE managers of Indiana-Illinois Theatres certainly know how to get up
the winning exploitation campaigns. Sid
Holland at the Elco, Elkhart, Ind., won
fourth in the national United Artists’
“Blockade” contest, with F. D. Nessel at
the Jefferson, Goshen, Ind., taking seventh. Both men have placed in many other
exploitation contesst.
The date for the Chicago trade showing of Columbia’s “You Can’t Take It
With You” has been set for September 8.
That’s next Thursday, at the Esquire Theatre. Make a note of it now, and you’ll
see a real picture.
Filmack Trailer Co. has become a matrimonial center lately. Dorothy Eckman is
now Mrs. Paul Reardon . . . Eyivia Luck
is now Mrs. Solly Car now, and Oscar Furstenberg took unto himself Jean Schneider,
all recent . . . Mel Ogren is Filmack’s new
art director . . . The big boss himself is
back from an alleged fishing trip to Canad . . . Herb Samuels, formerly with several local circuits, is now handling city
sales for Filmack . . . And to finish this
paragraph, Joe Estes tells us his little girl,
Bobby Lee, had a change of personality
when she had her tonsils removed.
Herb Chatkin, for many years with National Screen Service, has been named
office manager and city salesman by
Johnny Mednikow for Trailer-Made of
Illinois.
HERE and GONE — Jack Schlaifer of
United Artists was here last week for
several days. He said that sales are ahead
of last year with prospects for a banner
year ... Ed Sullivan, the Hollywood columnist; Chester Morris, en route east for
personal appearances; both arrived here
last week on the Santa Fe Super Chief.
Dewey Wrigley, special effects cameraman; Ralph King, his assistant, and Arthur Jacobsen, studio unit manager, were
visitors at the local Paramount News
bureau here Monday, en route back to the
Paramount lot after six weeks oi shooting backgrounds in New York.
Hope Hampton, new Universal singing
star, was through here this week, arriving from the west coast on the Santa Fe
Chief.
June Lang, 20th Century-Fox star, was
through here this week en route to New
York, from where she was to sail for
Europe.
George Graham, Universal News sound
man, was here this week on special assignments.
We’re still trying to figure out the gag
of all those fancy vacation postcards Sam
Tickes of Abe Teitel’s office sent us .. .
The reissue of “Frankenstein” at the B&K
Cine Theatre has them standing up .. .
Seymour Borde is now handling city
sales for Joe Goldberg . . . Mike Kerlin
is just back from his vacation at Fox Lake.
(Continued
BOXOFFICE
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Week

Second
Chicago — In

its second

to "Marie'

Records

complete

week

at

the

Chicago

Theatre,

"Alexander's

Ragtime Band," played to more persons than any attraction — picture or stage show
— has ever played to in the second week oi a run. The total ran approximately
101,000, which together with the initial week's 123,000,
total attendance of 300,000 in the three-week run, which

presages approximately
the picture had.

The film was expected to be moved over to one of B&K's
the loop after its third week at the Chicago Theatre.

M-G-M's "Marie
in effect many times
three
Apollo

at

weeks

Business
optimistic

looking

spotty

throughout

for a definite

daily

Balabans' Theatre
Absorbs Australian
Chicago — Here

for several days, Leon

F.

Snider, partner in the Snider-Dean circuit in Australia, found the Esquire Theatre of Harry and Elmer Balaban the most
interesting part of his Chicago stay.
After spending three hours going from
top to bottom of the house with the architects, William and Hal Pereira, Snider
remarked:
“It is the most complete house that I
have ever seen, both architecturally and
decoratively.” Snider also spent some time
looking over photographs of other theatre projects in the Pereira offices. Pereira and Pereira are members of the Boxcffice

Modern

stitute.
Snider

Theatre

told Boxoffice

Remodeling

In-

that the prime

purpose of his trip to the U. S. and England, taking nine months and covering
17,000 miles, was to learn more of exhibitor organization. While here he conferred in this country with numerous
leaders of Allied theatres. In London he
completed a working arrangement with
the Cinematograph Exhibitors Ass’n of
England, with which the new Australian
Exhibitors Ass’n will be connected. Snider
is an executive of the New South Wales
Exhibitor Ass’n, out of which the new
A. E. A. is being organized.
“Australia is the home of double features,” Snider said. “Some years ago we
found it necessary to lengthen the shows,
and the only way we could do this was
with duals, and they have remained there
ever since.” There are approximately
1,200 theatres for Australia’s 8,000,000
population. The Snider-Dean circuit
operates about 70 theatres for motion pictures and five legitimate houses, and has
several others in pools with the Hoyt circuit, largest chain in the Antipodes. Snider, until 1934, was general manager of
Hoyt’s, leaving then to organize his own
circuit.

Great States Re-lights Two
Chicago — Great

in

loop weeks.

continues

and

houses

Antoinette" opened strong at the United Artists, with SRQ
during the initial weekend of the picture. It will play two or
U. A., before being moved, no doubt, to either the Garrick or

the

for additional

extended-run

a

States

will reopen

two

of its closed houses about Labor Day.
These are the Madison at Peoria, and the
Rex at Chicago Heights.

the city this week,
upward

trend

with

exhibitors

right after Labor

feeling

Day.

H. U. Bailey Host
To Bookers' Club
Princeton,

III. — More

than

35

mem-

bers and their friends of the Bookers’
Club of Chicago enjoyed a day’s outing
at the country estate of H. U. Bailey, near
here. Golf, swimming, tennis, and other
sports made up the day, which was augmented with luncheon and dinner served
by the host.
Both Bailey and Floyd Avery, mayor of
Princeton, who also attended the outing, were made honorary life members
of the club.
Among those who attended were Sam
Traynor, Bailey enterprises; Russell Hurt,
Alger circuit; Harry Grampp, Hainline circuit; Saul Goldman, Sachs Amusement
Enterprises; Frank Beris, RKO theatres;
Jack Eckhardt, Howard DeTamble, 20th
Century-Fox; Joe and Lou Abramson;
Wally

Beneen, Art O’Toole, Harry Hopkins and Max Brodsky, M-G-M; Jack
Wohl, B&K; Bob Stinson, Harry Mandel,
Art Patslaff, Warner; Herman Marks,
Monogram; A1 Teplitz, Meyer-A. J. Balaban theatres; Mel Bleedin, Indiana-Illinois
Theatres; Vic Bernstein, Grand National;
Herman Couston, Columbia; Jim McCann,
Paramount; Charley Davidson, B&K;
Frank Omick, Great States; and Max
Facter, Great States, president; and Stanley Butte, Schoenstadt, vice-president.

Gordon H. Simmons Co.
Theatre Air Conditioning
We can purchase suitable
apparatus tor your needs at
a substantial saving to you,
and specify
stallation.

its proper

926 North Cass Street
MILWAUKEE. WIS.
Phone,

Daly 2552

in-
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l^frNIJTTY NEWS

■JT1E CIVIC THEATRE of St. Louis ended
its first season with a success beyond
the fondest expectations of the promoters.
The actors, a cooperative group, built the
open air show house on the Sebago Club
grounds in St. Louis county. There were
16 performances of four plays. Total attendance for the year was about 8,000
persons. Next year, the group hopes to
increase the number of plays and performances.
Henry Walk, former secretary-treasurer
of the German Theatre Society and retired insurance company executive, was
buried in the old St. Marcus Cemetery on
August 25. He was 77 . . . Peter Dana,
new midwestern division manager for Universal, was a weekend visitor.

Washington. D. C. — Shirley Temple Branded as Communist

WEATHER
WILD

POLITICAL

WINDS

at Congressional Investigation

Charlie McCarthy and Edgar Bergen
were here August 25, stopping off for
about 30 minutes between trains. They
were en route to Detroit after a personal
appearance engagement in Fort Worth,
Tex. Station attaches and others there
did not see Charlie as he travels in his
private quarters, a long tan suitcase with
four green velvet walls.
Eleanor Virzie, Vi-year-old daughter of
former St. Louisians, was forced to curtail a vacation being spent with relatives
here to return to Hollywood for work in a
forthcoming motion picture. She has been
in pictures for the past six years and had
a part in “Speed to Burn" currently
showing at Fanchon & Marco’s Missouri
Theatre.
Andy Deitz, local manager for GB, left
that post on August 27 to enter the theatre premium business. He expects to announce his permanent location soon. In
the meantime he headquarters at the
Plaza Hotel, 3301 Olive St.
Miss Sydney Busch, young actress who
has appeared in the Little Theatre and
Civic Theatre productions, has gone to
New York City to join the company of
“One Upon a Night” which Laurence
Schwab now has in rehearsal. It will open
on Broadway on September 15 . . . Ray
Netemeyer has been named local distributor for U. S. Sales Co., distributors of
“Every Woman’s Personal and Home Library.”
Ansell Bros., owners of the Empress
Theatre, are negotiating with the proprietors of a nearby parking lot to provide
parking facilities for patrons.
W. B. “Bill” Pickens is readying the Garrick Theatre, Chestnut St. near Sixth, for
reopening on September 6. It is the town’s
only burley. It has been under Pickens’
wing for 15 consecutive seasons. Roadshows will be augmented by vaudeville
acts. Last year the house opened in August, shuttered for a week prior to Xmas
and then folded entirely on January 31.

Evanston, 111.— Charley McCarthy

to Be Given Degree at Northwestern University
— Chicago

Courshon Accepts
Neenah Court Fine
Neenah,

Wis. — Gilbert

Courshon,

man-

ager of the Brin and Embassy theatres
here, entered a plea of nolo contendere to
the charge of assault and battery preferred
by Edwin Hochholzer, 16, and was fined
$1 and costs by Justice of the Peace L. O.
Cooke here last week.
Courshon’s arrest followed an attempt to
picket the Embassy by Hochholzer when
the house opened for a one-night vaudeville attraction after being closed during
the summer. It was reported the youth
had

been engaged to carry a sign reading: “This Theatre is Unfair to Neenah
Citizens,” before the house by local business men.

News

LAWRENCE KELLEY, manager of the
Majestic Theatre in Cudahy, was host
last week to the American Legion Junior
baseball team, state champs,
ager . . . The Milwaukee
Films Council has scheduled
ing of the current season
at the YMCA.

and its mancounty Better
its first meetfor October 3

Joseph R. Rosenfield, manager of the
Warner-Saxe Modjeska Theatre here, was
host to 250 children of the St. Josaphat’s
orphanage last week. The Modjeska,
founded as a nickelodeon by Thomas Saxe,
sary.
is currently observing its 25 th anniverW. L. Ainsworth, operator of theatres
in Oconomowoc and Shawano and former Fond du Lac exhibitor, addressed the
Lions Club in the latter city last week.
Ainsworth is one of the pioneers honored
at the industry’s jubilee in Milwaukee.

The court, in its decision, held that “it
is suggested that those dissatisfied with
local theatre conditions refrain from future picketing and direct their energy in
an effort to organize citizens and business
men and secure a modern theatre if disappointed in the operation and management of another’s legitimate theatre busi-

George Weigand, general manager of
St. Louis Amusement Co., is back from
his vacation and set for a big year . . .

Letters protesting the lack of a theatre
in a city of 11,000 persons and urging
ness.”
business
interests to establish a house
which would operate on a continuous basis,
have been numerous in the local press.

Frank X. Reller jr„ son of the town’s
chief probation officer, has been appointed chief of service at Loew’s.

Fox-Wisconsin Corp. is leasing the house
from the Neenah Club at a reported rental
of $400 per month.
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Daily

William Haley jr., who is slated to leave
shortly for England for a role in the film,
“Country Boy,” is visiting his parents in
Spooner.Childs
Haley’s
Church
jr. screen name will be
Nor-Vis Theatre Co. is now operating
the Cosmo at Merrill with A. L. Robarge,
head of the Merrill Theatre Co., which has
operated the house in the past, as one of
the members of the new company. Robarge’s son, H. W. Robarge, is managing
the house.
John S. Ericks has reopened his Rex
Theatre at Iron Mountain, Mich., following remodeling .
BOXOFFICE
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CHICAGO
(Continued from page 49)
Mike got back just in time for the preview
of UA’s "Drums”
worth it.

last week and said it was

Johnny Mednikow expects to have a
general opening after Labor Day at his new
quarters on Filmrow. Johnny was in Milwaukee this week attending the silver
jubilee celebration there.
Madeline

Woods, in charge of publicity

for the Mayor’s, New Century Committee,
has prepared a 35-foot trailer with copy,
“ Buy Now, Help Stimulate Chicago Business.” It is available free to exhibitors, by
calling RANdolph 8548, New Century Committee, Room 1033, 33 North LaSalle St.
Robert L. Lippert of San Francisco, has
opened the new Progressive Premium office here on the second floor of the Exhibitors’ Building. Harry Charness is working on sales with Lippert.
Seymour Borde back after his tour as
company manager of the Toby Wing show
throughout the middle west tells us that
everywhere he went he saw exhibitors using their ever-present copies of Box-

office.

Mort Simon is now working with his
brother at his Filmrow rendezvous, A1

Evansville,

Ind. — The

We felt right at home last Monday night
at the Marigold Garden fights, which we
attended with Johnny Mednikow. Filmrow was out in full force, and among
those we noticed were Al Simon, Jack
Schlaifer, Irving Schlank, Ben Eisenberg,
Jack Ruben, Nate Gumbiner, Tippy Harrison, Julius Goodman, Irving Mack, Eddie
Brunnell, Mannie Gottlieb, Charlie Cooper,
Eddie Grossman, Mort Goldberg, Lou
Lipstone, Joe Sterna, Johnny Smetana,
Harry Goldman and Joe Berenson.
The Henri Elman softball team defeated
Paramount, 6 to 4, in the playoff game
of the motion picture softball league Monday night. As we go to press, the two
teams were to play a best two-out-ofthree series for the championship. Tire
Elman crew was working for another one
of those championship dinners which their
sponsor gave them last year. Jimmy Sedivy
was the winning pitcher Monday night.
Henri Elman

here in the Exhibitors’ Bldg, right after
Labor Day.
More than 750 members and friends of
CAPA enjoyed the midnight cruise given
last week on Lake Michigan. Proceeds of
the trip will go into the newly-formed
Aaron Saperstein Memorial Fund, which
will be used for the needy of Filmrow.
Thoma, Columbia exploiteer, got
(Continued on next page)
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' The Gregory circuit has assumed control of the State Theatre in Anderson . . .
The New Palace, Ft. Wayne, Ind., was to
open formally August 27. Quimby circuit
will operate.

group under a long-term lease. Negotiations were completed between Arthur Hassensall, head of the theatre syndicate
which owned and operated the houses, and
Fine Bros., Oscar, Isadore and Jesse, local
operators of a chain of six other theatres.

Visitors along Filmrow: Pete Mailers,
Ft. Wayne: A. E. Bennett, Muncie; Joe
Shilling, Connersville ; Mannie Marcus,
Ft. Wayne; I. R. Holycross, Anderson;
Charles Kreighbaum, Rochester, and John
Boice, Warsaw.

The Grand, closed for the summer, was
to reopen September 2 with Fred Astaire
and Ginger Rogers in “Carefree,” a day
after the lease officially becomes effective.
A single feature, two-a-week policy will
continue, the new managment said.
“We won’t go into double features unless
we’re forced,” Jesse Fine said. He indicated such films as “You Can’t Take It
With You” and the Marx Bros, in "Room
Service” have been booked for the coming fall season.
The Carlton, first opened this year,
probably will revert to a second-run house,
after carrying the Grand’s first-run pictures through the summer. Under such a
policy, it was indicated, bills would be
changed three times weekly.

■

■ - a—

A HANDY

other business, has headed the Grand syndicate for approximately seven years. He
relinquished control of the two theatres
to give himself more time and leisure for
his varied activities.
Beyond stating the deal was “mutually
satisfactory,” the principals declined to
discuss details of the transaction.
The Fine Bros, also own one other
downtown theatre, the American, and five
neighborhood houses, the Alhambra, Columbia, Franklin, Washington and Wood-

lawn.

in real estate and
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attended the Wisconsin ex-

hibitors’ jubilee dinner, going up to Milwaukee with Eddie Golden of Monogram
. . . Saul Goldman plans to open the new
office of Sachs Amusement Enterprises

Grand

pRANK SANDERS and son, operators
of the Garrick, Mecca, and Stratford
theatres, have gone to Wisconsin on a
two weeks’ fishing trip . . . Kenneth
(Colonel) Collins, manager of the Apollo
Theatre, is vacationing in Michigan.

ton theatres, both downtown houses, have
been transferred to the Premier Theatre

Hassensall, prominent

Simon’s.

Jack

Two in Evansville
To Premier Group

Silk Screen

Art Service
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PRINTING
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Alex Yokel Sees
No Rivalry

from preceding page)

a real break for “You Can’t Take It With
You” in the Daily News last week when
he broke a full page layout on the film.
Jack is sending this page, together with a
special Boxoffice Flashes' orchid on the
film, to exhibitors throughout the Chicago
territory.

JOHN FERDER arrived in Racine late in
August, to assume the managership of
the Fox-Midwesco Uptown Theatre, a second-run house in the Uptown business district. Coming to Racine from Neenah,

Chicago — Alex Yokel, stopping off at
the Hotel Sherman here en route to
New

York

for the coming

son, let it be

known

theatrical

“there's

no

sea-

rivalry

Wis., where he had managed a Fox-Midwesco house, his first change in policy
was to introduce vaudeville on Saturday
and Sunday bills. Five acts, booked out of
Chicago, are presented on the weekends,
together with a single feature, with a
20-cent boxoffice charge to 6 p. m. on
Saturdays and to 2 p. m. un Sundays, and
30 cents to closing.

between the stage and the screen."
Yokel was returning from Hollywood

It’s Judge Bill Bishop of M-G-M now.
Bill was judge at one of the new century

where

committee’s bathing beauty final contests last week at the Navy Pier. Tire winning girls will represent Mayor Edward
Kelly at the New York and San Francisco

“First Offender," is based on a radio
program sponsored by a Connecticut
sheriff and presenting a new human
and
ers.

world’s fairs next year.
Si Griever began
modeling his Rio
Heights. R. Levine
the house is being
Theatre Supply Co.

work this week on reTheatre in Chicago
is the contractor, and
equipped by Stanley

Chicago sights: Two of the
Boys, here between pictures,
of the Congress Hotel, into
yelling to the driver: “Say,
green light, we wanta get
game.”
If B&K

employes

were

Yacht Club
dashing out
a cab, and
make that
to the ball

wondering

this

week why the Spotlight rvasn't out on time,
here’s the reason : Editor Jimmy Savage,
together with Dave Wallerstein, district
manager, were out sailing at Lake Geneva
last week when a sudden storm engulfed
their boat. After the fury had subsided,
Jimmy and Dave were hanging on for dear
life but ended up indisposed for several
days afterwards.
All the newsreels were in on that taffypulling stunt which Howie Mayer pulled
(that is the stunt, not the taffy itself) at
the Candy Show here last week . . . Incidentally, the Schutter Candy Co. used a
minute Leon Schlesinger cartoon as ballyhoo for its booth at the show . . . The
opening of RKO’s “Carefree” at the Palace
last week was the world premiere of the
film.

" Soliloquy

Bloomington,

"

Aide

Ind. — Dr.

Lee

R.

Nor-

velle, head of the Indiana University division of speech, has been appointed to
the production staff of “Soliloquy,” which
will be produced soon on the west coast.

Harmonica Giveaway
Gets Exhibitors
Chicago — Leading independent and
circuit exhibitors here were all playing a harmonica behind closed doors
this week. The reason:
They

all are

Bobby

Breen

members

Harmonica

of RKO's versatile Leon
who sent out several
monicas to exhibitors
country
on

advance

Club,

as we

a

throughout
trade

by

membership

No.

been

humane

William

working

on

for Columbia.

angle

on

a series

The

criminal

series,

offend-

“ Alexander’ s Ragtime Band,” playing a
full week in two local houses, broke all
boxoffice records, with the exception of

Collins Is Now

Manager

ol His De Soto

the

Promay
now,

365. G. R.

the showing of “Snow
first of the year.

White,” since the

De Soto, Mo. — William Collins, proprietor of the De Soto here, has taken over
actual management of that house, replacing Mr. and Mrs. Louis Collins, who
are now operating the new Canton at Canton, Mo. The Canton also is owned by
William Collins.

Benefit tickets sold by members of the
Racine Auto Workers Union, for the
benefit of their treasury, were honored
throughout an entire week at all shows at
the Mainstreet Theatre, managed by Len
S. Brown. Mrs. Brown, who assists her
husband in the Mainstreet boxoffice, is

Owner Collins has moved his offices
from St. Louis to the De Soto Bldg, here,
making this town his permanent home.
Louis Collins is a brother of William and
has been associated with him for nine
years in the theatre business.

enjoying a visit of several weeks in California.

Chicago

American

in

" Antoinette "
Chicago

— The

Chicago

Contest
American

has

Racine theatres are awaiting a Kenosha
test case decision concerning the legality
of Bank Night and Bank Night guarantees. District Attorney John P. McEvoy of
Kenosha has decided to prosecute with the
aid of the state attorney’s office, considering the opinion handed down in March
by Attorney General Orland S. Loomis
that Bank Nights are illegal. That opinion, however, has not been upheld in a
court.

tied in locally with M-G-M’s contest on
“Marie Antoinette,” titled, “Why I Would
Like to Visit the Country of Marie Antoinette.”
The contest, being held nationally, will
give one Chicagoan, through the American
tieup, a three-week trip to Paris.

Landlield
Spring

Valley,

Season

Big

III. — George

Soon

Barber’s

Ind. — Loren

Chicago — The
easy one, an
heartily.
local M-G-M
Todd

Tuscola,

is

Waltz

has

pur-

er stDulIt's
l
NevLea
At

on

Opening

Landfield

chased the interest of his partner, Earl
Helfman, in the Bremen Theatre here.

St. Louis — The Municipal Opera, which
closed its 20th annual season at the Municipal Theatre in Forest Park Sunday,
August 28, played to 774,958 patrons at
the 85 performances in the 12-week season.
This was a decrease of 10,827 compared
with the all-time record set in 1937, but
history.
was the second best year in the opera’s

Tuscola

III. — Jules

Buys Out Partners
Bremen,

Opera

Steers

the new manager of the Valley Theatre
here. He succeeds Floyd Seibert.

Bill Bishop, divisional M-G-M exploiteer here, and Roy Topper, promotion
manager of the American, are handling
details.

stunt

promotion

everyone's information, we
out into music any moment
have

new

J. Bamberger,
hundred har-

"Breaking the Ice/' signed
ducer Sol Lesser as manager.

For
break

52

as

ol the

he has

of pictures

was

checking

is no

Harry

Todd,

would
a

“amen"

colored

house

south side and jockeyed between two fights in less than a half
First an usher and his wife were

hour.

Strand Theatre, a 1,000-seater, is scheduled to open early in September. The
house is now under construction. The
architects in charge of the plans are
George E. Ramey & Co., Champaign, 111.
Barber also owns the Strand, a 300-seater.

checker

checker

the

involved

New

life of a

observation

engaged
And

in one,

and

later the doorman

in battle.

to top it off, another usher undertook to "demonstrate" to Todd how

quickly a knife with a four-inch blade
can be drawn from a pocket, fully
opened

and

“ready
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Pappas Awards Contract
For Criterion Alteration

Using the Table
Chicago

— Jack

Powers,

promotional

manager of the Blackstone Hotel, may be
new at his present post, but he certainly
knows good promotion when he sees it.
Just after Norma Shearer’s visit at the
hotel, and as her picture, “Marie Antoinette,” opened at the United Artists, the
Blackstone featured a “Salad Marie Antoinette,” and a “Supreme of Chicken —
Marie Antoinette.” The recipes, in case
the women are interested, were even sent
along by Jack:
“Salad Marie Antoinette: Bed of lettuce
leaves, alligator pear in center, tomato
half-moons around Lorenbo dressing.”
“Supreme of Chicken — Marie Antoinette :
Saute in butter on wild rice croquette, slice
of Virginia Ham, whole mushrooms, sauce
Bercy.”

Elman

Back From

Lauds
Chicago

—

Coast ;

Monogram
Henri

Elman,

Films

president

of

Capitol-Monogram Films, back from his
annual summer sojourn in Hollywood, this
week was singing the praises of the new
Monogram product to be ready shortly.
“Our ‘Barefoot Boy,’ with Jackie Moran,
is finished and should do a whale of a
business for the exhibitors,” said Elman.
“While I was there, shooting was going on
for ‘Gangster’s Boy,’ which will star
Jackie Cooper and George Bancroft, with
the youthful radio star, Lucy Gilman.
“Boris Karloff is being groomed as a
successor to Warner (Charlie Chan) Oland, as a Chinese detective. His first,
‘Mr. Wong, the Detective,’ is now being
readied.”
Elman said that among the Chicagoans
and others he saw on the west coast were
George West, Jack Dietz, Ray Johnston
and Max Levy. He trained out with Johnston.

Partners Install Seats

St. Louis — William

Pappas,

owner

of the

Criterion Theatre here, has awarded the
general contract for alterations and an
addition to the theatre to J. E. Williams,
University City, Mo. Plans for the improvements, estimated to cost $3,000. were
prepared by O. W. Stiegemeyer. The work
will include a new front, booth alterations
and a new ceiling.

South Bend
Group
Indianapolis

Theatrical
Is Incorporated

— Tire

Indiana

Theatre,

South Bend, has been incorporated to
conduct theatrical enterprises in Indiana.
Capitalization is 245 shares preferred stock
of $100 par value and 10 shares of common stock, no par value.
Incorporators are: George F. Drummey,
Fred J. Helman jr. and Lee Babcock.
Resident agent is Fred J. Holman jr.

Zimmer
Springfield,

Remodels

III. — A. R. Zimmer,

Milwaukee — First-run

lease dates have

been

From

Boxoffice

LONE

armed

Files, Sept. 1, 1928

bandit, hopping

London,

Wis. — Lee

Macklin

For the second time within a year, the
Parthenon Theatre, Berwyn, 111., was
bombed when an explosive destroyed the
theatre stage and part of the auditorium,
causing damage variously estimated at
between $25,000 and $50,000. No reason
for the bombing was learned.
Chicago exhibitors and musicians are
stalemated in efforts to draft a new working agreement. The present one expires
Labor Day. Chief stumbling block is the
matter of wages . . . George White, the
Scandals’
producer, will make
he
says.

Dates
subsequent

re-

committee as follows: “Little Miss Broadway” (20th-Fox), September 16: “Letter
of Introduction” (Univ), September 24;
“The Texans” (Para) , September 30.

Remodeling
Cambridge,

III. — Ray

Delinquent
Jefferson

in Tax

City,

Carl Laemmle, Universal president, talked to his Berlin staff, lunching in Hotel
Kaiserhof, over a trans-continental telephone hook-up from his Beverly Hills
home . . . With ad space, H. M. Warner assures the trade his company is “not for
sale” and that Vitaphone is the exclusive
property of Warner Bros.
Frank Fay, emcee at the Missouri, St.
Louis, and Barbara Stanwyck are now one.
It happened in St. Louis . . . The front
of the de luxe Fox, St. Louis, is being remodel . . . Musicians and exhibitors are
getting together in St. Louis with good
results.

Former

Crawlordsville

Girl in Lloyd

sales

taxes collections during the first six
months of this year amounted to $844,763.01, according to State Auditor Forrest
Smith.

who

re-

No

Doubt

Chicago — Clyde Eckhardt,

branch

on
mana-

ger of 20th Century-Fox here, has proof
these days in his office that he at one
time emoted behind the footlights.
A. L. Hainline, head of the circuit bearing his name, was recently looking through

Mountainview

BOXOFFICE

Change

Mo. — The

don Theatre was sold
Gordon to L. H. Pettit
Castle will manage the
owner. He is moving

Starrer

former

Craw-

fordsville girl, Phyllis Heinl'e, now living
in Toledo, O., plays the leading role in

Collection

Mo. — Delinquent

Ind. — A

Harold Lloyd’s new picture, “Professor Beware.” She plays under the name of Phyllis
Welch, her mother’s maiden name. Her
father at one time was YMCA secretary
here.

Palace
Jeanotte,

cently purchased the Palace here, is remodeling the house. New stairways leading to the balcony are being built and a
new front, together with entrance doors,
ticket booth and indirect lighting will be
erected. The lobby is being renovated and
the seats rearranged.

Mountainview,

a “talkie,”

set by the local

and

Claude Watkins have installed new seats
in the balcony of their Grand Theatre
here. New carpeting, new stage equipment
and other minor alterations were also
made. All equipment was furnished by
National Theatre Supply.

onto the

running board of Samuel Schoenstadt’s
car, which was halted by a red traffic
light, forced the Atlantic Theatre manager
to drive to a dark spot, then took him
for $70 in cash, a $1,000 diamond ring
and his car. The victim, a nephew of the
Chicago Schoenstadts, Henry and Arthur,
holdup.
was
on his way home at the time of the

Crawfordsville,
New

Ago

mana-

ger of the Fox-Lincoln Theatre, plans to
further modernize the theatre building
front.
Included in the rehabilitation program,
started at the theatre early this summer,
has been installation of a new air conditioning system; recarpeting of the entire
auditorium and entrance and refitting of
the projection booth. The new front will
conclude modernizing plans and will require a month to complete, theatre officials declared.

Set Release

10 Years

175-seat

Gor-

recently by G. W.
of Ava, Mo. Roy
house for the new
here from Ava.

:: September

3, 1938

a scrap-book of old legitimate play programs at his office in Macomb, 111., while
Eckhardt was there on a business trip.
They came on a program of a five-act
play, “Just a Woman’s Way,” by Sydney
W. Pascoe, presented at Chandler’s Opera

Thespic
House,
1908.

Claim

in Macomb,

Half way down

on Monday,

Nov. 9,

on the list of characters

is a character designated as “Frosty Joe,”
and impersonated by one “Clyde Eckhart.”
That’s the spelling on the program.
Hainline sent the program, framed, to
the 20th Century-Fox head here, and Clyde
found it already hanging in his office one
morning last week when he came in.
After looking at that program, we really
feel reverent at listening to some of Clyde’s
recitations of “the good old days.”

53

SERVICE
THAT

these “little fellers." And that is one
reason why it is necessary to know
the truth about

them.

The Short Sub-

ject Reviews in BOXOFFICE

are written

with an eye critical to the needs
showman.

of the

They give essential informa-

tion— accurately and honestly. “The
Short of the Week" selection is carefully made. In this a number of exhibitors
have

discovered

a value that they have

turned to advantage
Some have
these Award

at their boxoffices.

made lobby blowups of
Shorts scrolls; others have

featured them in screen and newspaper
advertising.
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KANSAS-MISSOURI THEATRES ASS'N SET FOR
ITS "MOST IMPORTANT" MEETING SEPT. 7-8
"Alexander"
In Joplin

Big

Joplin, Mo. — "Alexander's Ragtime
Band" shattered all-time attendance
records at the Fox Theatre here.
More

than

on opening

5,000 persons
day, a new

saw

the film

record.

The

sec-

ond day’s attendance was the largest
for any such day since 1930, except
holidays,
Fryer.

according

to Manager

Harley

New Variety Club to
Open September 16
Minneapolis — The

evening

of Septem-

ber 16 has been set for the grand opening
of the Twin City Variety Club’s enlarged
and more elaborate quarters in the Hotel
Nicollet. The occasion will be made a gala
event with tickets at $7.50 each, including
all beverages, food, dancing and other entertainment. The entertainment committee hopes to have Horace Heidt and
his band as one of the features of a big
floor show.
The

new quarters will comprise a considerable part of the hotel’s third floor.
Work on them has been in progress for
more than a month. When completed
they probably will be the outstanding quarters of any Variety Club in the United
States.
W. A. Steffes, chief barker, announces
there will be only a limited number of
tickets sold. Those wishing to attend are
requested to get in touch with him immediately.
A special committee has been appointed
to select the clubroom’s new furnishings.
It comprises the house committee plus
Eddie Ruben and Seaman Kaplan.
Annual Golf Tourney
Set for September 23
Minneapolis

—

The

Twin

City Variety

Club will hold its second golf tournament
of the current summer September 23, the
day before the season’s opening football
game between the universities of Minnesota and Washington.
The Oak Ridge club again will be the
scene of the tournament. The first one
several months ago was a big success.

Two
Omaha — R.

Ballantyne
S. Ballantyne

Jobs
of Scott-Bal-

lantyne Co., reports installation of Duo
SoundBlaster in Utopian Theatre, Sheffield, Pa., and Fox Theatre, Fertile, Minn.
BOXOFFICE
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President Kuykendall
Scheduled to Talk
Before Group

Is

Sol Torodor

Bitten

By a Fish
a fish

Minneapolis — When

bites

a man it should be a story.
what happened to Sol Torodor,

Kansas

City — What

ficers as the most

is termed

important

by its of-

meeting

in

the history of the Kansas-Missouri Theatres Ass’n will be held September 7 and
8 at the Variety Clubrooms on Filmrow.
Important policies for the future of the
organization are expected to be determined at this convention.
In addition, a number of vital subjects
will be discussed. Concerted action will
be developed for the protection and betterment of the business of independents.
Discussion and action will cover non-theatricals, merchants’ free shows, increased
rate on music tax, etc.
Ed Kuykendall, president of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America, will
attend and give exhibitors a picture of
the situation nationally.
Schedule of the convention has been so
arranged

that exhibitors will have an opportunity to transact their business in the
mornings. Sessions will be held in the
afternoons. The first session will be
called to order Wednesday at 1 p. m„ and
immediately following it, the association
will have an old time get-together dutch
luncheon at the club.
Exhibitors are urged by President John
Stapel and Secretary R. R. Biechele to
bring to the convention any matters in
connection with which they would like
group discussion and action.

Stelles and

Delegation

To Milwaukee's

Minneapolis — W.

A.

Jubilee

Steffes,

president

of Northwest Allied, headed a delegation
of Twin City film folks in Milwaukee to
honor Charles W. Trampe and others in
the Milwaukee territory who are celebrating 25 years in the film industry.
The Twin City party included George
Granstrom, Abe Kaplan, Eddie Ruben,
Bennie Berger and Ben Ashe. Steffes was
one of the speakers at the banquet which
climaxed the two-day celebration.

Novitsky

Sells Holding

In Republic
Omaha — Hymie

Franchise

Novitsky,

branch

of the Garden

man-

ager here and co-franchise holder of Republic Pictures Midwest, Inc., has disposed of his interests to his co-partners,
Harry Warren and E. J. Tilton, both of
Des Moines. The move is effective September 17.
Novitsky has been active in affairs of
the Omaha Variety Club. He has announced no future plans.

Theatre,

Twin

into

That's
owner

City inde-

pendent neighborhood house.

It was

a 40-inch northerner and the mishap
occurred while he was vacationing in
northern Minnesota. The fish left a
tooth

in his right thumb.

Last Reorganization
Steps bg Midland
Kansas

City

—

Final

steps in the re-

organization of Midland Investment Co.,
have been taken by Federal Judge Albert
L. Reeves. The Midland, which owns the
Midland Theatre and office building here,
has been in the process of reorganization
since early this year.
Judge Reeves allowed only $46;500 of the
$115,000 applied for in reorganization expenses. Securities Service Corp., Chicago,
reorganization manager, was allowed
$10,000; the law firm of Sonnenschein,
Berkson, Lautman, Levinson and Morse,
Chicago, $12,500; Arthur Miller, Alton
Gumbiner, David L. Sheffrey and Roscoe
C. Van Valkenburgh, Kansas City, $12,500;
George Reinhardt,
the court’s $5,000:
special
commissioner
in the reorganization,
Fred J. Wolfson, Kansas City attorney who
represented certain bondholders, $1,500;
Charles M. Blackmar and E. L. Scheufler,
attorneys for the independent bondholders committee, $5,000.
The court named Reinhardt and W. K.
Archer, Kansas City investment broker,
as the court’s representatives on the board
of directors of Midland Investment. Commerce Trust is trustee and Kansas City
Title & Trust successor trustee under deed
of trust and first mortgage secured by
$1,097,250 of bonds.
The reorganization calls for a 10-year
lease of the theatre by Loew’s Theatre &
Realty Co. at $90,000 a year. Bondholders
take 60 per cent in three per cent bonds,
instead of the six per cent, and 40 per cent
in preferred stock.

Fites Remodel
Kansas

City — The

modeling the Kansas

the Kansas
Fite Brothers

Theatre

are re-

in Kansas

City, Kas., installing a new front and marquee, refurbishing the front part of the
inside, etc.
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Conditions Brightening in Omaha
Area; Outdoor Amusements Waning

K A Y C IE IE
£JECIL E. MABERRY, new assistant general sales manager of Monogram, working under George W. Weeks, was here several days last week visiting with L. F. Durland, local branch manager for Monogram.
Maberry
is making
tour of exchanges.

Omaha — Things

are

looking

up

for

the grosses of Nebraska and Iowa exhibitors during the past three months. During August, at least 100 towns had weekly
free shows drawing from 1,000 to 2,000
persons from 30 to 40 miles away.
The “free show” situation will reach
even greater proportions during the summer of 1939, in the opinion of President
Charles E. Williams of the MPTO of Nebraska and Western Iowa. Advertising
films, built around some entertainment
feature, will be offered free to anyone exhibiting them, Williams told Boxoffice.
Softball, fairs, circuses and other forms

Frank Bowen has returned from a trip
to Minnesota, St. Paul and points in Iowa
where he reports very favorable sale of
his line of Fiestaware.
“I want to Be a Mother,” all-Yiddish
talkie, will be shown Sunday in the Music
Hall. Proceeds from the movie, produced
by the Jewish Talking Picture Company,
New York, go to Kerem Israel synagogue.
Rufus Blair, Paramount publicity department, was here calling on the newspapers
this week.

Ralph Scherzer, booker and city salesman for Grand National, resigned this
Kansas

City — Peter

Dana,

new

district

manager for Universal supervising Kansas City, where he will headquarter, St.
Louis, Omaha and Des Moines, comes to
his new post with a background of 16
years in the film and theatre business.
For several years past he has served as
branch manager for the company in Buffalo, New York, and was in Albany, New
York, in a like capacity in 1930-1931.
Dana was with Vitaphone in Cleveland and Buffalo for a time. His experience in the operation of theatres includes
1928 and 1929 when he operated his own
house at Glen Falls, New York. He spent
about four years buying for the Schine
circuit.
lighting on the field.
Williams’ organization is considering
what can be done to combat sports events

of outdoor entertainment didn’t help Nebraska and Iowa exhibitors one bit dur-

and giveaway shows but any chance of action appears slight. Williams explained
that any concentrated effort against free
shows would be a clear case of conspiracy
against the exhibitors.

ing the last 90 days. Softball or “kittenball” was probably the worst offender,
since even the smallest village installed

Ralph D. Goldberg, veteran Omaha exhibitor, is considering organization of an
independent exhibitor group.

HELD
BIG FALL

OVER

TRADE-IN

$30.00 Down

Complete
Direct

drive,

barrel

—

SALE

MASTER"

$160.00 DOWN

—

SCOTT-BALLANTYNE
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Seen along the Row: C. C. Rhodes,
Warsaw, Mo.; J. W. Courter, Gallatin,
Mo.; H. Danberry and son Will, King City,
Mo.; Virgil Green and family, La Plata,
Mo.; Fred Wilcox, Lockwood, Mo.; Shields
F. Wilson, Camdenton, Mo.; R. E. Richardson and Mrs. Richardson, Mt. Vernon,
Mo.; Tom Wilhoit, Plattsburg, Mo.; Harry
Till, Hamilton, Mo.; Simon Galitzki, Topeka, Kas.; George Hayob, Marshall, Mo.;
John Brandt and Mrs. Brandt, Oregon,
Mo.; Helstrom, Helstrom Theatre, McPherson, Kas.; Jess and Earl Binney,
Pattonsburg, Mo.
W.

P. Bernie Bernfield has fust returned from a week in Wichita, Kas., exploiting “Algiers."

Fox Midwest to Remodel
Linwood at Kansas City
City — Within

magazines—

$69.95 PER MONTH

CO. 219 N. 16th St., OMAHA, NEBR.

a couple

of weeks

Fox Midwest Theatres plan to begin extensive alterations on the Linwood, suburban theatre here. Improvements will include a new front, lounge, rest rooms, light
fixtures, drapes, and several other items.

Wichita,

Projectors

rear shutter mechanisms — five-foot pedestals — 18-inch
Sound
Heads — Amplifier — Speaker System.

Pat Pinnell, former Grand National
manager at Salt Lake City, is now doing
special City.
sales work for Russell Borg in
Kansas

Crawford

$13.50 Per Month

Sound
type,

week. Scherzer’s post is being filled by
John Muchmore, formerly of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

Kansas

TERMS AS LOW AS
$50.00 Down — $22.25 Per Month

"DUO-LIGHT

“get-acquainted”

16 Years of It

ex-

hibitors in the Omaha area now that softball, free shows and outdoor entertainments are on the wane, at least until next
summer.
Three theatres opened during the week
and more are expected to light up again
during the next 30 days now that competition is not so keen from a “hundred and
one things,” as one Nebraska exhibitor
put it.
J. E. Leach has opened the 200-seat
Palm Theatre at Adams, Neb. His house
was closed during the summer months.
Frank Thomas has reopened his Thomas
Theatre at Brownville, Neb. The 250-seat
house has been opened and closed twice
since last December.
Epstein Theatres, Inc., has opened the
Tivoli, only Omaha house to go dark during the summer months. The Tivoli is
only a few doors away from the Epsteinowned Roseland. Both are located in the
packing center of South Omaha.
With crop conditions in Nebraska
brighter a month ago, Tri-States was considering opening the 3,000-seat Paramount
here sometime this fall, according to District Manager Evert R. Cummings. Prospects of the Paramount’s opening now are
slimmer.
Free shows made a tremendous cut in

a

Kas.

to Hollywood
—

L. M.

Crawford,

93-

year-old Wichita theatre owner who started the Crawford Circuit of 40 theatres
west of the Mississippi River in 1880, made
his first visit to Hollywood last week.
Crawford was a guest of Bob Bums on
the set of “The Arkansas Traveler” at
Paramount studio.
BOXOFFICE
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It9s Here !

PHOTO-PAY

NITES!

A PROVEN
BOXOFFICE
NATURAL

Aisle

of Fortune

and

the Magic

Eye

★SOMETHING ACTUALLY NEW AND DIFFERENT ... NO LOTTERY
... NO DRAWINGS ... NO NUMBERS! AN INNOVATION IN
THEATRE ADVERTISING AND ENTERTAINMENT THAT WILL
ATTRACT PATRONS TO YOUR THEATRE!

This Is What Every Showman
Has Been Looking For!
ACT

NOW

... BE THE FIRST IN YOUR

COMMUNITY!

Write , Wire , Phone or See It

MAGIC EYE DISTRIBUTING CO.
Room 205

1719 Wyandotte
KANSAS CITY, MO.
R. W. McEwan
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Kansas City's Mayor Proclaims
September 1 "Greater Movie Day"
Kansas City — Mayor Bryce B. Smith
issued a
proclamation setting aside
Thursday, September 1, as “Greater Movie
Day.” The occasion marks the opening
of the industry’s “Motion Pictures’ Greatest Year.”
Exhibitors continue to sign up in support of the drive. A total of some 75
independents have aligned themselves
with the campaign since it opened here
a week or two ago. C. A. Schultz, member of the committee in charge of the
campaign here, announced the following
new signers during the past week:
P. H. Ledoux, Arcadia, Holton, Kas.;
Mayme P. Musselman, Princess, Lincoln,
Kas.; H. B. Doering, Peoples, Garnett,

ment Co.; William

head

of the

stage union; Ben Blotcky, Paramount district manager, and Ben Ashe, George Granstrom, George Mitchell and George LeVictor, exhibitors.
Arrangements also are being made for
the issuance of other local proclamations
by the mayors of all municipalities in the
territory.
Frank Mantzke, chairman for the
branch managers, reports fine progress
being made in getting the promises of the
utmost participation from exhibitors being
contacted by film salesmen. With few
exceptions, the only turndowns, he says,
have been from exhibitors having a

Theatre

as Boon

to City

Minneapolis — For his initial ad for his
Gayety Theatre stock burlesque season,
Harry Hirsch sprang something new and
effective. Instead of telling about the
opening attraction, he detailed what the
theatre means to the city.
Ad was headed “It’s a fact” and stated:
73 people will return to their jobs; $2,800
will be spent weekly for payroll; $1,200
will be

spent each week locally for advertising, printing, rent, coal, electricity,
costumes, lumber, paints, textiles, janitor

and

With $5,000 the district’s assessment, more than $8,000 already has
been pledged, he announces.
Gov. Elmer A. Benson this week met
with a campaign committee and proclaimed 1938-39 “motion pictures’ greatest year.” The governor’s proclamation
was signed in the presence of Steffes,
Theodore Hays of the Minnesota Amuse-

Opinion

operated.”

Lincoln Theatres Renews
Oldfield Radio Series
Lincoln — Bob Huffman, city manager
of the Lincoln Theatres Corp., renewed
Barney Oldfield, Journal film columnist,
for the six nights weekly program on
KFOR.
ust 22.

Holds

Start of the new

Bingo

series was

Lottery

authorities against all theatre gift nights. The opinion holds that “Bingo/' as played
in many theatres, night clubs and beer parlors, is a lottery in violation of the antilottery state law.
However, the state supreme court has ruled in one case that “Bank Night," as
conducted according to its rules, does not constitute a lottery and is legal. Despite
exhibitors

contends

have

not been

that it is outlawed

theatres

throughout

the

permitted
by

to resume

the stunt

because

a city ordinance.

territory

such as dishes. With the stronger product coming
circles is that the trend shortly will be reversed.

by the Franklin Amusement
Co., lives
next door to the Franklin Creamery on
Franklin
car

Ave.,

and

Cedric

drives

voted

Adams,

old

Franklin

Franklin

Delano.

columnist,

thought

for
Star

the fact worthy

an

of mention.

A Steady Flow of
Campaign Pledges
Omaha — Pledges from independent exhibitors in the Omaha distribution area,

The

first week

in September

is expected

to bring a last-minute flood of pledges and
checks from exhibitors, since theatre patrons will soon start asking for Movie
Quiz

booklets after national
vertising and publicity has
on the campaign.

and local adbeen released

Local exchange bookers report exhibitors already have started checking on their
bookings for the 90 pictures to be featured in the contest. Booking business
has been brisk at all Omaha exchanges,
Boxoffice was told.

are

going

up,

however,

in for giveaways,
belief

Aug-

Exhibitors

are being

contacted

by film

salesmen and by letter, according to President Charles E. Williams of the MPTO
of Nebraska and Western Iowa and D. V.
McLucas, UA exchange manager. That
the campaign is an exhibitor movement
is being stressed, Williams said.
Exhibitors who have signed
campaign during the past week:
Omaha — Lawrence

Grobeck,

for

the

Muller.

Nebraska — Walter Gunther, Palace Theatre, Syracuse; Harmon and McNabb, Rex
Theatre, Orchard; John McQuistan, Star

in trade

Klein, Muse Theatre, Osceola; E. H. Robertson, Scribner Theatre, Scribner; George
Hall, Rosebowl Theatre, Franklin; L. C.
Ehlers, Minden Theatre, Minden.
Iowa — George R. Norman, Empress Theatre, Cherokee; George R. Norman, Casino
Theatre, Sac City; George R. Norman, Empire Theatre, Storm Lake; E. M. Tracy,
Tracy Theatre, Storm Lake; Hy Hollander,
Schleswig Theatre, Schleswig; Allen
Banks, Vogue Theatre, Remsen; B. B.
Holdridge, State Theatre, Shenandoah.
South Dakota — Albert
steel Theatre, Bonesteel.

58

owned

Theatre, Bloomfield; P. A. Larson, Empress Theatre, Wausa; Phil Lannon, West
Point Theatres, Inc., West Point; G. G.
Griffin, Cass Theatre, Plattsmouth; M. E.
Schreiber, Royal Theatre, Wisner; F. E.

Minneapolis — Exhibitors in the territory are fearful lest an opinion just handed
down by the state attorney general may be a prelude to a drive by state and local

more

booth

Theatre,

and

chairman.

and

Thompson,

Park

Exactly 99 exhibitors have pledged support of the campaign up to date, in addition to the 45 theatres operated by five
affiliated circuits in the Omaha area.

Minneapolis — Success of the industry’s
advertising campaign in this territory is
believed assured by W. A. Steffes, district

More

Ted

Hirsch Advertises Bow of

electric supplies, etc., when the Gayety Theatre opens for the new season. The
Gayety is 100 per cent Minneapolis owned

the city attorney

—

for the

promising full cooperation in the “Motion Pictures’ Greatest Year” campaign,
continued to flow into drive headquarters
at the United Artists exchange.

that will not bring them sufficiently early the releases that are included in the $250,000 cash prize contest.

Steffes Sees Success
In Minneapolis Area

this ruling, St. Paul

Minneapolis
operator

All

clearance

Kas.; J. W. Grantham, New Baxter, Baxter Springs, Kas.; J. Pennington, Cozy,
Topeka, Kas.; Tom Wilhoit, Park. Eldorado Springs, and Lyric, Plattsburg, Mo.;
E. H. Gaston, Mayflower, Florence, Kas.;
Ray Muier, Ralston, Moran, Kas.; L. D.
Hyten, Kansas, Kiowa, Kas.; Roy Culley,
Pastime, Medicine Lodge, Kas.; T. W. Edwards, Ozark, Eldon, Mo.; L. P. Larsen,
Civic, Webb City, Mo.; H. B. Garber, Ritz,
Baxter Springs, Kas.; Russell & Larned,
Ness, Ness City, Kas.; Ralph Larned, Paramount, LaCrosse, Kas.; Henry S. Beardsley, Chief, Oberlin, Kas.; J. D. Rankin,
Tarkio, Tarkio, Mo.; Walter S. Talbutt,
Victory, Rogers, Ark.; O. F. Hemmon,
Jayhawk, Atwood, Kas.; Don Phillips,
Lyric, Colby, Kas.

Donnelly,

It's Franklin
Around
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QARL WHITE, Mrs. White and their two
sons are vacationing in Chicago and
Michigan. It’s a combined business and
pleasure trip . . . Regina Molseed, RKO
booker, was one of the first to have the
new hair-do on top the head ... A very
rare visitor was on the Row, R. J. Dalton,
Osmond Theatre, Osmond, Neb.
Out-of-town visitors at the Omaha
riety Club dinner-dance included Mr.
Mrs. Mel Evidon, Des Moines, he’s the
lumbia branch manager there, and
and Mrs. Charles Shire of Lincoln
Roy Bott, mayor of Hooper, Neb.,
owner of the Amuzu Theatre, went to
lowstone Park with his wife.

Vaand
CoMr.
. . .
and
Yel-

Mrs. Sherman Fitch, wife of the RKO
exchange manager at Sioux Falls, S. D.,
and Mrs. Charles Snyder, wife of the RKO
salesman at the same exchange, were in
Omaha visiting friends . . . Mary Francis
and her mother went to North Dakota to
visit Mary’s brother . . . Ike Rubin, Paramount salesman, has recovered from his
illness.
Ralph E. Falkenburg , Majestic Theatre,
Lexington, Neb., is back from a fishing
trip to Minnesota. He caught plenty of
fish . . . Hy Hollander, Schleswig Theatre,
Schleswig, la., was on the Row and told
Boxoffice

he expects

to do some

business

this fall and winter because of good crops
and the film industry’s campaign. He
thinks the campaign is the “answer to an
exhibitor’s prayer.”
Exhibitors spotted on Davenport St. included: Mr. and Mrs. John- Noffsinger,
Capitol Theatre, Madison, Neb.; Ed Opocensky, Strand, Newman Grove, Neb.; Bob
Pennington, Rialto Theatre, Villisca, la.;
Frank Good, Iowana Theatre, Red Oak,
la.; H. V. Mullins, Gem Theatre, Glenwood, la.
Wade Knapp, Brandeis doorman, is
back from a motor trip through Mexico
. . . Opal Vossberg, Orpheum usherette,
got her picture in the public prints in
connection with a corn crop story.

Kaycee

Theatremen

Magazine
Kansas

Hear

Many Tradesmen at

Representative

City — Exhibitors

were

urged

to

tie in more effectively with motion picture
advertising in national magazines by John
R. Bromell of the Saturday Evening Post,
who talked to a group of theatre and
Paramount exchangemen here Monday.
Bromell pointed out that
zines of the class of the Post
effectively; they are read at
the mind is receptive, and

only magacan use color
leisure when
when lasting

impressions are made; they aren’t thrown
away immediately, but are kept around so
that the advertising isn’t dead
fourth or fifth run theatre.

for the

Magazines carry prestige; consequently
they lend value to the product advertised,
said Bromell. Circulation is selective; such
magazines go to the families in the higher
income brackets, the people who buy entertainment. Studies have shown that
three-fourths of the motion picture money
comes from income groups that subscribe
to national magazines of this type.
That magazine advertising is “local”
advertising, beneficial to a neighborhood
theatre in his own bailiwick, was a point
stressed by Bromell.

TRADE
—

GUIDE

Central

St.
Theatre

— Western
130 West

Phone:

Equipment

Eddie Forester, Omaha Theatre manager, who writes fiction for a hobby (and
financial gain) has added speech-making
to his accomplishments. He addressed a
local luncheon club . . . F. O. Litsch, Royal
Theatre, Hopkins, Mo., and wife and son,
were here to see Sol Francis on business.

817 Holmes

/. N. Kuhl, Rivoli Theatre, Seward, Neb.,
is back from a motor trip to the west
coast . . . George Hall, diminutive owner
of the Rosebowl, Franklin, Neb., was introduced to Boxoffice as “the man that
puts your name in the paper” . . . Also on
Filmrow were Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Small,
Princess Theatre, Decatur, Neb., and Harold Schoonover, Mazda Theatre, Aurora,
Neb.

309 West

Stage

C. H. Badger,
Southwest

Theatre

Theatre

City, Mo.

Equipment

Equipment

Des

Moines — A

man

for “Alex"

in minstrel

garb

beating a huge drum, paraded downtown
streets here to publicize the holdover of
“Alexander’s Ragtime
pheum Theatre.
BOXOFFICE
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St. Joseph, Mo.
Phones
“Service

As Your

Alexander

Telephone”

PUBLICITY
Film

Company

Picture Advertising

E. L. Harris, Dist. Mgr., Mo., Kan., Neb., Iowa
239 East 72nd Terrace

Co.

Phone:

0134

TICKET

Co., Inc.

Hlland

REGISTER

2694

SERVICE

Wichita, Kas.

National Air Conditioning
Engineering Corp.

2-2153

and

Gold Seal — Simplex Model “H"
Factory Mechanics —
Genuine Parts Used
Loaner Service Machines Supplied
GENERAL
1018

VI. 3535
City, Mo.

South

REGISTER
Wabash

EXHIBITOR
Independent
E. E. Webber

CORPORATION

Avenue

—

Chicago

ASSOCIATIONS

Theatre

1214 Brush Creek

SERVICE

K. C. SOUND

2-4012—2-4115

As Near

Motion

Manufacturing — Engineering — Installation

Tub-Thumping

Service

Mgr.

AIR CONDITIONING

SOUND

C. R. BUTLER

Installation and

Midwest Service Corporation
2606 Monterey St.

Co.

Phone

18th St. — Kansas

System

SCREEN

Equipment

Ave.

ENGINEER

ENGINEER

Mirrophonic

C. D. Peck, Mgr.

109 W.

CITY

Sound

1804 Wyandotte St.
Mgr.
Phone: GRand

Douglas

EXHIBITOR

SOUND

St.
T. L. Greening,
Phone: Victor 9078

Stebbins

THE

Company

Electric-Motiograph

Western

for

your way I’ll tell them about you.”
There were telegrams from other stars.

Victor 8796

18th St.
Kansas
Sound —
Phone — HArrison 3345

Great

a gala occasion

it must be a fine place,” wired Bob Burns
from Hollywood. “If I can ever talk my
relatives at Van Buren into coming up

SUPPLIES

A. A. Electric Machinery Co.
Ernest Amoneno, Mgr.
1117 Cherry

City — It was

R. C. LiBeau, Ralph Morrow, Leroy Miller, M. G. Shackelford, Johnnie Scott,
Clyde Badger, Bill Porter, John Graham,
L. O. Honig, Glen W. Dickinson, E. C.
Leeves, and Obie Hunt.
“From what I hear about the Colonial

FOR

KANSAS
AND

Kansas

the E. E. Webbers, senior and junior, when
they opened the new Colonial to SRO, and
with industry leaders as guests. The beautiful new theatre, possessing all the
acoutrements of modernity and comfort,
is probably the finest suburban house in
the middle west.
Guests of the Webbers at the opening
included Ward Scott, George Fuller, Gus
Kubitzki, Frank Hensler, Truly Wildman,
Bill Bradfield, Tom Baldwin, Joe Manfre,

DIRECTORY

A HANDY

EQUIPMENT

Opening of Colonial

Owners

Road

jr., Pres.

—

Association

VAlentine

John Wolfberg,

2770
Sec.

SERVICE

Syncrofilm Sound Equipment and
W.L.
126 W. 18th St.
Norris
HA 4783

Service
W. P.
Humston

K. M. T. A.
128 W.

18th St. —

John Staple, Pres.

Harrison

4825

R. R. Biechele, Sec.-Treas.
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Y^ALLY EDDY, Columbia booker, spent
his vacation fishing . . . Harold Kaplan, State manager, personally indorsed
“Love Finds Andy Hardy” on his screen
and in newspaper ads as “one of the most
enjoyable he ever has seen” . . . Sylvia
Schrader and Betty Fosdick of Republic
back from their vacations. Miss Schrader
went to Montana and Miss Fosdick visited
the north shore . . . Phil Dimas, Columbia
district manager, in town working on a
Minnesota Amusement circuit deal.
Harry Hirsch’s stock burlesque season
at the Gayety off to a fine start. Harry invested in a new Packard before departing
for Omaha where he’s running the roller
derby . . . Charles Mersereau, Columbia
assistant shipper, vacationing in the north
woods . . . Columbia to hold trade screening of “You Can’t Take It With You” at
the Loring Theatre here the afternoon of
September 6. Invitations for it have gone
out from Hollywood. There’s much
in the territory in this picture.
Personnel and front of the new Monogram exchange in Des Moines. Left to
right: Forrest Judd , manager; Don Nelson, auditor; Frank Kappler, shipper;
Dot Olmsted, contracts; Marge O’Loughlin, hooker; Margaret Lewis, inspectress; Walter Lohman, cashier; Everett Rushing, salesman, a?id Jess Collins,
salesman. Not included is L. O. Ringler, co- franchise holder, temporarily in
Kansas City.

interest

Out-of-town exhibitors visiting Filmrow included George Gould, Glencoe,
Minn.; Mrs. G. P. Qualey, Lanesboro,
Minn.; S. D. Heller, Grand Rapids, Minn.;
A. R. Krueger, Granite City, Minn.; Westley Falkner, Plum City, Wis.; W. J. Carrer, Plainview, Minn. — the last named just
recovered from a serious illness . . . Nifty
banners and boards in the Columbia exchange plug “You Can’t Take It With
You.” The illuminated board alone is
worth a visit to the exchange.
John J. Friedl and Barrie Burke of the
Minnesota Amusement Co., among those
who attended the All- Star s-Washington
football game at Soldiers’ Field, Chicago,
this week. Lowell Kaplan, Eddie Ruben
circuit booker, also present . . . Alice Perry,
Columbia biller, vacationing in northern
Minnesota . . . Paramount Week orders
have A. Selby Carr and his assistants in
the ad sales department plenty busy.

And

here is Manager

Judd as he signed up The N or thw ester ners, radio stars,

for personal appearances with their Monogram picture, “Starlight Over Texas.”
Left to right, standing: Chuck Davis, Buck Rash, Shorty Brier and Zip Scobee.
Seated are Red Scobee and Judd.

Franchise Holders Visit
Kansas

City — George

West,

Monogram

franchise holder, and Henri Elman, Chicago and Indianapolis franchise holder,
were here last weekend visiting with L. F.
Durland, manager of the local Monogram
exchange.

BOB “BAZOOKA"
in

BURNS

“TOMBSTONE
CANYON"
Supported by
Ken

Maynard
and
BOOK
IT

Cecilia
NOW

Parker

Atlantic Pictures Kansas City, Mo.
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Midwest Service Corp , Is
Formed in St, Joseph , Mo,
St. Joseph, Mo. — A corporation has
been formed here to enter the sound service field under the name of Midwest
Service Corp. The firm is financed by St.
Joseph capital and will maintain local
headquarters here at 2606 Monterey St.
C. R. Butler, former Western Electric
engineer, who has worked out of the Kansas City office for the past eight years,
will be associated with the corporation in
the capacity of sound engineer.

“Hy” Chapman of Columbia, screened
E. G. Robinson’s “I Am the Law” and insists it’s “a knockout.” He spent part of
the week in Wisconsin, contacting exhibitors . . . Wayne Morris stopped over long
enough for a radio broadcast en route
from Hollywood to Breezy Point resort for
a vacation. Local newspapers linked his
name romantically with a Minneapolis
girl. Another Hollywood celebrity, Joan
Davis, has been visiting her father in St.
Paul . . . “Gold Mine in the Sky” has the
distinction of being the initial Gene Autry
picture to play a Minnesota Amusement
Co. Twin City first-run house, the Tower,
St. Paul, where it did nice business. Another Republic picture, “Gangs of New
York,” played the same house . . . Ted
Mans, Twin City independent exhibitor
and a former fighter, is working out daily
with Russ Wasser and Dick Daniels, local
heavyweights, in order to take off weight.
Filmrow

boys are driving a

bit more

carefully nowadays. Several of them recently were caught in speed traps and got
traffic tickets . . . Bennie Berger, independent circuit operator, is spending much
of his time these summer days at his summer cottage at Bemidji, Minn.
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Cresswell

des moimes

Will Develop

"Photo-Pay -Nite" Prints
Kansas

City — Although

the partnership

of R. W. McEwan, Bank Night distributor
here for several years, and Ormond P.
Hill, formerly associated with Arthur H.
Hagg and Associates in the newspaper
service field, was formed only last week
for exclusive distribution in the Kansas
City territory of “Photo-Pay-Nite,” inquiries for the new boxoffice stimulant already are said to be numerous.
Norris B. Cresswell, photographer, has
been appointed by McEwan and Hill to
provide centralized development service
for the territory. Cresswell will develop
and enlarge photographs taken with the
Rice “Magic Eye” camera, and will then
return them to exhibitors throughout the
territory.
Equipment
for “Photo-Pay-Nite”
includes the
“Aisle of Fortune,” a
chromium
plated set of
railing's, four feet long and three feet apart, to
which is attached a pair of large “Hollywood”
Reflector lamps.
The aisle usually is located in
the lobby, and patrons of the theatre who wish
to do so walk through it. A sign on the rail
asks the patron to “Stop Here One Second.” At
this point the lights flash on, the camera clicks.
The camera
may
actually take up to a
dozen
photographs in an hour out of the number
of
patrons that have passed through. The pictures
developed in this way are put on slides, and then
shown on the screen on
identify their pictures
them.

“Photo-Pay-Nite.” Patrons
and receive payment
for

The
“Magic
Eye”
is a
patented automatic,
camera, mounted
on a pedestal standing at the
head of the “Aisle of Fortune.” The number
pictures actually taken can be regulated.

of

Equipment
also includes the
“Old
Family
Album,” in which photographs are displayed in
the lobby for the patrons to see. Among
exhibitor organizations that already have used the device are Baker Show
Co., Gonzales Amusement,
Interstate Circuit, Luling Amusement,
Robb
&
Rowley United, Inc., and Griffith Amusement
Co.
of Oklahoma
and Texas; Public Great States,
Berwyn
Amusement,
Oakman
Amusement,
Consolidated Theatres, E. ,T. Sparks, Rudin & Raph,
Pickens Theatres, Fanchon
&
Marco, Theatrical
Managers, Inc., etc.
Claude C. Ezell, formerly general manager
of
Bank
Night, is personally supervising the sales
and service organization back of "Photo-Pay-Nite.”
William Rice of Bill Rice Productions, Chicago, is
the inventor of the “Magic Eye” and “Aisle of
Fortune,” and its manufacturer.
In Texas, Photo-Pay-Nite is being distributed
at the rate of more than one a day, and McEwan believes it will go equally as rapidly in
the Kansas
City territory. Installations here
will be made as rapidly as equipment can be had
from
the factory, where
production has been
stepped up.

At Maco
Virginia;

Reopening

Minn. — John

J. Fried!, general

manager of the Minnesota Amusement Co.,
and other circuit officials were present
here for the opening of the new Maco
Theatre. The house is the old Rialto completely remodeled and improved.

Carlton Bows
Manhattan,

Kas. — Invitations

opening attraction, Paramount’s
a Sailor.”

admitting

“Give Me

She Bids for Fame
Hollywood — A new child star bids for
film fame and fortune in RKO’s “Miracle
Racket.” She’s Janet Dempsey, 6-yearold singer and dancer of Worcester, Mass.,
who supports Sally Eilers and Ann Miller
in the film.
September

L. C. Paulson has been added to the
20 th Century-Fox sales staff here. Paulson
formerly was in Shanghai, China ... A
second grandchild had A. H. Blank beaming at Tri-States offices Monday. The boy
was born to Mr. and Mrs. Myron Blank
shortly after midnight Sunday night.
Dorothy Anderson, who makes out the
checks at the Tri-States theatres office
here, was married August 26 to Henry E.
Sanders of Des Moines. The couple will
remain in Des Moines. He will teach in
the public schools here.
Much of the sidewalk film comment here
this week was devoted to the Iowa News
Flashes reel being shown at the Orpheum
with the “Alexander’s Ragtime Band’’
holdover. The Flashes include pictures of
Merma, who drew wide attention to her
mermaid troupe at the Council Bluffs,
la., centennial celebration by dancing
nearly nude.
The

Family

Theatre

drew

a

publicity

break while showing “Assassin of Youth,”
a film depicting the evils of marijuana.
Dr. Thomas L. Curran, secretary of the
Iowa state department of agriculture,
while the film was playing here, issued
a special warning against possession of
the weed. Curran said he had reports of
the weed being harvested in some parts of
the state.
Art Anderson

was in Minneapolis

three

days on business . . . Monogram’s appointment of J. M. Foley as office manager for
Omaha exchange is a topic of conversation here. Foley was formerly associated
■with 20 th Century-Fox here . . . Bowling
enthusiasts at the exchanges are talking
of forming a bowling league solely of exchange and theatre employes.

In

a couple were issued by the Dickinson circuit for the opening of the Carlton Theatre here September 1. On blue paper in
folder form, the invitation announced the

BOXOFFICE

^ G, STOLTE, Des Moines district manager for Tri-States Theatres, made one
of his periodical Waterloo, la., visits this
week . . . G. Ralph Branton, Tri-States
general manager, has proof it was necessary to “sleep under blankets” on his
Breezy Point vacation. He returned with
a case of sniffles . . . Mrs. Anna M. Bishard, 63, mother-in-law of Mrs. Kenneth
R. Bishard of the Tri-States staff, died
last week. Mrs. Kenneth Bishard is secretary to Leon McKechneay, secretarytreasurer of the theatre corporation.
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New Supply Firm Notches
Rapid Growth in Kaycee
Kansas

Premiere

Resorts
Antoinette”

After

four

months

in

Central has been able to secure a high
percentage of sales in comparison with
the number of possibilities. A resume of
sales made by the company include:
Dubinsky Brothers’ Hollywood Theatre,
Leavenworth, Kas., Mirrophonic sound;
Carlton Theatre, Glen W. Dickinson’s new
house in Manhattan, Kas., Western Electric sound, Motiograph projectors, . and
Brenkert lamps and rectifiers; Royal,
Unionville, Mo., G. W. Summers, sound,
projectors, and lamps and rectifiers;
Colonial, E. E. Webber’s new suburban
house in Kansas City, sound, projection,
lamps, and rectifiers; Oliver C. Williams’
Civic, Brookfield, Mo., sound.

Stahl to Des Moines
Stahl, Universal
"U"
sman for booker,
As Sale

Omaha — Dick

has been moved to Des Moines as salesman handling the southern Iowa territory. He replaces Sam Stoll, resigned.
John Harms, former poster clerk at
Universal, moves to the booker post.

Announcing

....

Midwest Service Corp.
Saint Joseph, Missouri
of
A service organization specializing in theatre sound service and
installation for exhibitors of this
territory.

CORPORATION HAS SECURED THE SERVICES OF

C. R. BUTLER,

" Antoinette "

Minneapolis — “Marie

—

Leeves, formerly for several years with
Western Electric, and prior to that in the
theatre business himself, has conducted
a vigorous sales policy based on his background of technical, sales, and theatre
experience.

THIS

Four Minnesota

City

business, the Central Theatre Supply Co.,
headed by E. C. Leeves, has created a
substantial place for itself in the field of
sound and projection equipment in the
Kansas City area. Leeves announced this
week that it will be only a matter of a
few weeks before the company will be prepared to take care of additional theatre
equipment and services other than that
relating to booth and projection.

had

its premiere in the territory this week at
four Minnesota summer resort towns —
Alexandria, Bemidji, Park Rapids and
Brainerd — playing play and date August 28
to 30 to exceptionally big business.
The engagements were advertised as
“pre-release showings” and Maury Abrams,
M-G-M exploiteer, put on a big campaign
in each town for the super-special. The
pictures come into the Century here September 9.

SOUND

ENGINEER

to assure you of competent service on all types of equipment.

Midwest Service Corp.
2606 Monterey St.

St. Joseph, Mo.

Telephones — 2-4012 — 2-4115
“Service as Near as Your Telephone”
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Product "Shortage" Mostly Talk,
So Kaycee Exhibitors Dnworried
picture as ‘Farewell to Arms’ no longer
seems as impressive as it did in 1932.

By B. O. TELLER
Kansas

City — One

idea

that

came

out

of Hollywood this summer was that producers were not going to make so many
pictures as they did a year ago, that they
were going to the morgue and dust off a
few “mummies” to fill out schedules for
the 1937-38 season, and might use a few
of the latter to make up quotas for 1938-39.
A survey of exhibitors locally indicates
that none of them are worried about
either quantity or quality of product.
Their chief concern currently is overcoming the pernicious effect of this propaganda by convincing the public they still
are offering the best entertainment.
The idea that Hollywood was stumbling
was seized upon immediately by newspapers, magazines, and radio commentators to make the point that the film
industry was in the doldrums and that
film fare, which hadn’t been so good anyway, would be worse. And the “smart boys”
of press and radio kept the ball rolling
when reissues began to appear, local exhibitors point out. This reaction of newspapers to reissues is particularly interesting in view of the fact that newspaper
critics have been the most frequent pleaders for preservation and return engagements of former film masterpieces.
An editorial in the Kansas City Star
dated July 27 is one of the milder examples of newspaper reaction to the theory that films are on the wane. There
is a disposition here as elsewhere to confuse quantity with quality.
Said the Kansas City Star: “It would be
pleasant to think that considerations of
pure artistic merit had induced the motion picture industry to undertake its current policy of reissuing old films, like
‘The Sheik’ and ‘Farewell to Arms,’ but
alas, the truth is otherwise. If we are
to believe the trade publications, not even
sentiment is responsible for this excursion
into our cinematic past. The real motive,
it seems, is slightly less altrustic. In the
vernacular of Hollywood, the industry is

“The fact is that the motion picture industry has made such constant progress
through the years that even its most important achievements rapidly come to look
antiquated. Apparently the solution of
the industry’s present problems lies in
continuing to improve its product in the
future, rather than in relying upon its
The record from the viewpoint of the
exhibitor, who buys the films, does not
bear out the reports of a decrease in
quantity,
and all exhibitors here are enpast.”
thusiastic about the quality of new season releases. They are not at all worried
about lack of films.
Following is a tabulation made by one
exhibitor who buys practically all product
for his theatres before the year is over:
Eight

Less

From

Warner

Warner Bros. — Eight less scheduled than
were scheduled last year, but this company made five less than its last season
schedule so that its 1938-39 commitments
are for only three less than 1937-38.
Twentieth Century-Fox — Four pictures
less.
Metro, RKO, Universal and Columbia —
Same number scheduled.
United Artists — Four more.
Paramount — One more.
Republic — One more.
This tabulation shows only one less picture than the number produced last
season.
“The record shows more pictures played
extended runs January to August, 1938,
than in the same period of 1937,” one observer commented.
All of which seems to indicate that its
not the pictures but the persiflage.

A Junior Beauty Revue
Pulls Crowds to Theatre
Columbia,

Mo.

—

Commonwealth’s

Up-

‘short of product.’
“There simply are not enough new pictures available for the country’s 16,251
theatres, now that most of them are
operating on a double, and sometimes
triple, feature basis. The reason for the
shortage is not altogether clear. Production schedules have been curtailed in part,
no doubt, by general business conditions.
In any case it is obvious that the companies are scraping the bottoms of their
bins.

town Theatre here took on the appearance
of a Hollywood premiere as the 93 contestants of the third annual junior beauty
revue were announced through a loud
speaker as they arrived at the front of the
theatre in special automobiles.
Spotlights were thrown on each of them
as they were escorted from their cars.
Special police were needed to keep the
crowd in place.
Each contestant, sponsored by a local
merchant, ranged from three to ten years
of age.

“No fewer than 40 of the industry’s departed glories are to be revived in the
near future, with the hope that they will
repeat their former success at the boxoffice. It may be that some of them will.
But the preliminary experiments have not
been promising. Somehow the romantic
appeal of Rudolph Valentino apparently
eludes the audiences of 1938. So recent a

Five girls and five boys were selected by
popular applause from each of the semifinals to appear in Friday’s final judging.
The winners were awarded with gold loving cups and also received the title of little Miss Columbia and little Mr. Columbia of 1938.
Nurses from the University of Missouri
Hospital attended the young contestants.
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from the national guard encampment at Ashland, your Boxoffice correspondent finds the business has made
a general pickup the length of theatre
Row. The boys are happier at the sight
of boxoffice reports than before, and with
the coming of the state fair and college
opening, things appear brighter.
Bob Becker, who handles the heavy
work around the Neu, Ashland, booked in
a picture aimed at the soldiers, called
“The Chaser .” Lads spent all the time trying to figure out whether he meant the
mythical “enemy” they were always after,
or something else.
John Cherry left the
Corp., where he was
Stuart. It is understood
Ottumwa, la., which is
. . . Eddie Vaughn, the

Lincoln Theatres
manager of the
he went back to
his home country
Lincoln manager,

is on vacation and hasn’t been seen around
in a couple of weeks, and, at the same
time, Ike Hoig, now in Pueblo, Colo., vacationed here with his folks and fanned
the fires with some old flames . . . Bob
Livingston took his wife, Barbara, to
Okoboji for a couple of weeks during this
hot streak. Real reason, he says, is to
have her to go after about the time the
State Fair races start, so he’ll save himself money. He plans to go east this week
visiting relatives in Pittsburgh, Pa., and do
some business in New York.
Howard Federer and T. B. Noble jr. are
out of town on business, and T. B. may
even go into New York . . . Couple of
Robert Taylor’s former girl friends have
finally figured out where they’re going on
vacation. For a while it looked like Idaho,
when the “ Northwest Passage” company
was slated for the location there. Now
the picture has been halted until spring,
and Bob stays in Hollywood — which is
where the girls are going . . . Jesse Owens,
the Negro sprinter, tried to book three
days personal appearance here en route
to a week at the Idaho State Fair.
Quentin Quay has been handling affairs
at the Lincoln, likewise Harley Traylor at
the Stuart during these vacations ... It
appears now that the Orpheum will not
open until November 1. The house is still
untouched in the way of repairs . . .
Operations of the Lincoln Theatre Corp.
are more closely placed in Bob Huffman’s
hands now that the staff is shortened.
Makes him pretty busy.

Ralph Kiefer Now Head
Booker for Dickinson
Kansas

City — Ralph

W.

Kiefer,

who

has been associated with the booking department of the Glen W. Dickinson theatres for several years, has been named
head booker succeeding Gus Diamond.
Diamond has resigned to go into business for himself. Before joining the Dickinson circuit over two years ago, Diamond
was for several years with Warner Bros.,
most of the time as head booker and office manager.
BOXOFFICE
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Cleveland's Mayor Flood of Giveaways and Cash
Decrees Film Week Games Engulf Cleveland Area
Cleveland— Everett

Steinbuck,

of Loew’s State Theatre, has secured from
Mayor Harold H. Burton a proclamation
designating September 2-8 as MOTION
PICTURE WEEK IN CLEVELAND, to officially open the new movie season and at
the same time to launch, locally, the Movie
Quiz Contest.
CITY
Harold

OF

Designating Septemlber
Picture Week

2-8, 1938, as
in Cleveland

23, 1938

In Pittsburgh
by

the

truck-

with the

opening of “Motion Pictures’ Greatest
Year” campaign. Throughout the week
the exhibitor membership drive continued,
with all distributors cooperating under
the direction of Ira H. Cohn, 20th-Fox
branch manager.
Signing of pledges of participation was
carried on out in the territory with film
sales representatives aiding theatre operators in the logical introduction of the
campaign. Other exhibitors visited at the
exchanges to inquire regarding features of
the Movie Quiz in which they were interested, and to order and pick up their
accessories, which are handled at the
M-G-M exchange.
Exhibitors who had rejected the plan
and who had declared they would not participate hopped on the bandwagon when
their patrons demanded that they supply
Movie Quiz booklets. Slow in getting under way here, the campaign was revitalized
early this week by exhibitor interest and
by public demand when the campaign was
officially launched.
"Movie Quiz" Launched
In Wheeling, W. Va.
Wheeling,

W.

Va. — Major

theatres

here

have launched the $250,000 “Movie Quiz”
with the Capitol, Court, Virginia, Liberty
and Victoria cooperating.
Booklets, listing contest rules, awards
and other information, were distributed
with the regular Sunday edition, August
29, of the Wheeling News Register.
Operators taking part here report much
interest in the contest.
BOXOFFICE

Complaints

: : September

Ohio — A

bulletin,

signed

by P. J. Wood, secretary ol the ITO of
Ohio, went forward this week to members in a

search

for “bona

fide

com-

plaints" of independent theatre operators against the eight major companies
named

recently

in the

federal

govern-

Motion

Distributed

Pittsburgh — Accessories

Cleveland

Seeking

ment's “monopoly" suit.

WHEREAS,
the theatres of Cleveland have selected the week of September 2nd-8th, inclusive,
as Motion Picture Week
to inaugurate the opening of the motion picture season 1938-39, and to
emphasize the value of the motion picture industry as a
leading form1 of world-wide
entertainment, and
WHEREAS,
the theatres of Cleveland and the
entire motion picture industry have contributed
greatly to the social and educational welfare of
the community
and have supplied good entertainment within the means
of the public at a
tirrie when
this has been of exceptional importance, and
WHEREAS,
in this and many
other ways the
theatres of Cleveland are community
centers of
great value;
NOW,
THEREFORE,
as Mayor of Cleveland, I
hereby designate Sept. 2-8, 1938, as Motion Picture Week in Cleveland and
urge the public,
by their cordiality and patronage, to express their
appreciation of the contribution which
these
institutions are making
to public welfare.
(Signed)
HAROLD
H. BURTON,
Mayor.

load were distributed this week

1TO

Columbus,

CLEVELAND
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ME

Wood
urged members to have “no
fear of retaliation by any of the companies against which
plaint," as it has
government

been

“who

you

file a

brought

is your

best

com-

by

the

friend."

Rieheg Names Aids
On Trade Campaign
Detroit — H. M.

Richey,

head

of Coop-

erative Theatres of Michigan, Inc., has
appointed the following as a general committee, of which he is chairman, for the
trade drive:
E. C. Beatty of Butterfield Theatres,
George W. Trendle of United Detroit,
David M. Idzal, manager of the Fox; Lou
Emery, RKO; E. E. Kirchner, Family Theatre; Miss Pearl M. Sprott, Allied Theatres; James Sharkey, RKO; William
Flemion, Monogram.
Publicity Committee: Earl Hudson,
UDT, chairman; Mrs. Alice Gorman, UDT;
H. R. Remington, Fox Theatre; Joe LaRose, Wisper and Wetsman circuit.
Film Salesmen’s Committee: Jack Ryder, chairman; and a representative of
each company.
Transportation: Harold Robinson, Film
Truck Service, chairman; Howard Craven,
Exhibitors Service; G. E. LeVeque, Cinema Service.
The

RKO exchange is handling
cessories locally in connection with
campaign.

acthe

Gus Sun Hosts 100
At Drive Parley
Springfield,

Ohio — Gus

Sun,

head

of

the booking organization bearing his
name, entertained approximately 100 theatre owners and friends at his private
estate in Mechanicsville to discuss ways
and means of promoting the Movie Quiz
Contest, which will be featured at all Sun
houses. Present were exhibitors from
Ohio,
diana. Kentucky,

West

Virginia and

Cleveland was represented by Nat
Warner zone manager; Ray Brown,
ern district manager for Warner;
Miller, manager of the Hippodrome;

In-

Wolf,
southEddie
Char-

—

The

Cleveland

territory,

without giveaways other than cash for
the past seven or eight years, is now being
flooded with all varieties of premiums
aimed at stimulating grosses.
No less than five companies are selling
games to be played by theatre audiences
for cash prizes, and three premium companies are selling giveaways.
Nine games, all varying in technique
and audience appeal and all involving
money prizes, are: Bank Night and
Screeno, sold by J. S. Jossey of Modern
Enterprises, Inc.; Ten-O-Win, National
Screen Service Co.; Wahoo, Jack Greenbaum; Movie Sweepstakes, Bingo and
Projecto, Movie Sweepstakes, Inc.; Banko,
Winner, Lake Shore Sales Co.
Metro Premium, Price Premium and
Lake Shore Sales Co. are selling a variety of dishes, glassware, kitchen sets,
monogrammed flat silverware and lace
table cloths.
J. E. Loeffler, district manager for
Metro Premium Co., just in from a swing
around the northern Ohio territory, reports exhibitor response to premiums is
most favorable in all types and sizes of
houses.
Ban

Games

Akron

After

Agitation

Akron — Agitation

Keno

by

the

Akron

Inde-

pendent Theatre Owners Ass’n against
and Bingo playing in Summit coun-

ty, has inspired Sheriff Walter P. O’Neil
to issue an edict against all gambling, including Bingo and Keno, with arrests
threatened operators who fail to halt the
games immediately.
Robert Menches, president of the theatre group, was elated to hear of the
sheriff’s ban on Keno and Bingo, against
which games theatremen have been waging a vigorous campaign, contending their
continued popularity and widespread play
has seriously cut into theatre receipts.
“At the last meeting of our association
ten days ago, I was instructed to call on
the mayor, sheriff and prosecutor and inform them if the gambling was not suppressed within ten days the association
would launch a campaign on the screens
of the various independently-owned theatres in an effort to arouse public opinion to support their recall from office. The
ten days are up. I am hoping that Mayor
Schroy will cooperate 100 per cent with
the sheriff,” Menches said.
Fan

Club

Detroit — The

Quarters
Motion

Moved

Picture

Fan

Club

of America has moved national quarters
here from Albuquerque, N. M.
les Albert, booker, and Lou Milder, manager of the Variety Theatre.
Phil Chakeres and his Springfield theatre staff were also among those present.
In addition to discussions on the Movie
Quiz, there was fishing, but nobody is
63
bragging about their hauls.

New Product Deals
Up Cleveland Pace
Cleveland — Bert

Stearn,

United

Artist

district manager, announces that his
Cleveland office has closed a 100 per
cent contract with the Lefkowich-Greenberger circuit covering the 1938-39 season. Sixteen houses are involved in the
deal. This is the first local circuit deal
announced for new season product.
All RKO

Premiums

for the Fall

Season

Cleveland — Lake

Shore

Cleveland

— Herbert

Greenblatt,

local

RKO

branch manager, with a sales record of 20 per cent ahead of last year at
this time, reports all key situations in the
territory closed for new season product.
Leading circuits which have concluded
1938-39 deals with the local RKO office
are Schine, Warner, Chatkin-Feld, A. G.
Constant and RKO.
Holdover

Runs

By Universal
Cleveland

Garnered

Hit Film

— Universal’s

“Little

Now Sells “Zippo"
Cleveland — “Zippo,” a kiddy matinee
booster originated by Harry Henderson,
manager of the Lorain-Fulton Theatre, is
now being sold through Lake Shore Sales
Co.
This is how it works. Children of the
neighborhood compete on the stage for
the favor of the audience by presenting
their own specialties. Winners, chosen by
applause, receive numbers. Each child in
the audience, who has been given a number with his admission coupon and who
has the same number as any one of the
winning compeitors, is eligible for a prize.

Bissell in Cleveland
Monogram

Wuerth

to Reopen

Detroit — The Wuerth

Theatre,

Ypsilanti,

Mich., a Butterfield link, was to reopen
September 3, after a remodeling program.
An attractive new front and marquee have
been installed.

17-Week Appearance
For Power
Cincinnati — In his
Power is something

own way, Tyrone
of a powerhouse

here — his home town. Cliff Boyd,
ager of the Shubert, qualifies with
the

smashing

record

manfacts.

hung

up

by "Alexander's Ragtime Band," in
which Power stars, over its first weekend Boyd automatically

from an
original
to seven weeks.

At the end
Power

goes

the

the

M-G-M

Shubert
for a
picture

its engagement "Suez"
a minimum guarantee

the

five-week

of seven — or even
on

"Marie Antoinette,"
run of five weeks.
When

extended

more —

screen

in

guaranteed
completes

comes in with
of five weeks.

The star? Sure, it's Tyrone Power.
According to Ike Libson, general manager for RKO
Theatres in this area.
Power's appearance for 17 weeks on
the same screen — which is the minimum he will be seen at the Shubert
for the three pictures — is the longest
such appearance of any one star at
any one theatre outside of roadshows.

G4

as

Sales Head

Cleveland — Holbrook

picture
booking

Co., local

Tough

Guy,” playing hold-over runs all through
the territory, Joe Engel, Universal branch
manager reports, including the Paramount
Theatre, Youngstown, and the Paramount
Theatre, Steubenville.

After

Sales

theatre premium supply dealers operated
by F. Arthur Simon and M. M. Jacobs,
reports increasing interest among theatre
owners in this territory, in the use of
premiums, to launch the fall film season.
Recent additions to houses using Lake
Shore premiums include the Parma Theatre, Parma, giving away Ingo-Bikes; Paramount and Dayton theatres, Akron, 8week Kitchen Utility Sets; and a contract
renewal for Ingo-Bikes at the LaSalle
Theatre, Cleveland.

Cleveland

Key Situations Sewed

C. Bissell, former

local Columbia branch manager, who recently handled exploitation pictures in
New York state, is back in Cleveland as
sales manager for Monogram Film Distributors, Inc.
Bissell came here to take over his duties
which will relieve Nate Schultz, Monogram
franchise owner, from the selling responsibilities. Schultz wants to devote more
time to his theatre interests while retaining his Monogram franchise.

New

Fluorescent Tube
Fixture Is Announced

Cleveland— A new

fixture to accommo-

date the new GE fluorescent tube for
either direct or indirect current, is now
available at the National Theatre Supply
Co., L. H. Walters, manager, announces.
This fixture can also be used in enclosed poster frames, with the result of
greatly increasing brilliancy while reducing amount of current used.
Initial installations of the new tube
lighting in this territory have been sold
to the Avalon, Marusville; Grand, Newark and the Parma, Parma.

Open

in Kalamazoo

Detroit — The

Kalamazoo,

Pledge Support

Proving Popular

new

Uptown

Theatre

at

Mich., had its formal opening

with RKO’s “Joy of Living” as the opening attraction. The house is operated by
the Kalamazoo Michigan Theatre Corp. of
which P. C. Schram is president and
E. C. Beatty, secretary-treasurer.

Cleveland — M.

B. Horwitz,

local chair-

man for the industry business drive, reports that the local response for pledges
has been most gratifying, with interest
growing daily. With all affiliated theatre
pledges and those from the Schine and
Shea circuits going directly to NewCityYork
headquarters, Horwitz gives out the following list of pledges from independent
theatres in this area:
Theatre
Norwood
Lyceum
Yale
Avalon
Strand
Pantheon
Lyric
Lake
Elzane
Fenray
Lorain
Grove
Ohio
State
Lincoln
Hippodrome
Lincoln
Avalon
Strand
Star

....

. Upper Sandusky

Mozart
Grand
Liberty
Imperial
Quimby
McKinley
State
Post
Mu IVa Tu
Allen
Ohio
Ceramic
Columbia
Morrison
Strand
Star
Pastime
Capitol
Avalon
LaSalle
Union
Temple
Columbia
Valentine
Strand.
New Mock
Kenton
Manos
Hex
Louis
Karolyn
Park
Utopia
Grand
Hex
Washington

..

.

. .

Temple
Palace
Alhambra
Lexington
State
Metropolitan
. . .
Ituber
Lyric
Grand
Quilna
Palace
Savoy
Rivoli
Madrid
Shelby
Astor
Haltnortli
Heights . .
Globe
Falls .
Alhambra
Commodore
Mall
1 niversity

,v. ,

Circle
Lyric
Celar Lee
Euclid
Kaufman
Paramount
Strand
Star
Virginia
Itoyal
Falls

. . Cuyahoga

Falls

. North Baltimore

Lefton on Sales Trip
Pittsburgh — Lew

ager, is on
Virginia.

a

Lefton, Monarch

man-

sales trip through

West
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Court Theatre in
Wheeling Revived
Wheeling,

W.

Va. — The

Court

Theatre

here, one of the oldest and best known
in the upper Ohio Valley, rebuilt at a cost
of approximately $175,000, was to be reopened Friday by the West Virginia Theatrical Enterprises, Inc. The house has
been dark since last spring.
The reconstruction has resulted in the
elimination of the former large stage.where roadshows were presented, the old
box seats and the pillars throughout the
main floor, enlarging the house’s seating
from 950 to 1,750 seats. The old entrance
has been shifted from Chapline St. to
Chapline and Twelfth Sts.
Policy will be first-run films.
Remodel
Canton,

in Canton

Ohio — A new

glass brick

front

is included in the- modernization of the
Mozart Theatre here.. An indirect lighting system has been installed in the lobby,
new sound equipment, marquee, new
screen and a new wall covering which aids
acoustics also have been added. A new
air conditioning system is being installed
and the house will be reseated before the
reopening about September 1, according to
Elwood Blanc, manager. The Mozart is
independently owned by Harry Reinhart,
who also is interested in two other local
neighborhood houses, the State and McKinley.
Build in Alliance
Alliance,

Ohio — Walter

Scott, contrac-

tor here, has been awarded the contract
for the erection of a new theatre, to cost
approximately $90,000. Cleveland neighborhood theatre interests are building the
house which will be ready for occupancy
about
first
years
three

November 1. It will be this city’s
neighborhood theatre. For many
Tri-State circuit has operated the
theatres here, the Morrison, Columbia and Strand, all under the management of Ray S. Wallace.
New

Columbus,

Porcelain
Ohio

—

Front

Erection

of a

new

porcelain front has been started at the
Knickerbocker Theatre, South High St.
here, by the Artcraft Sign Co. of Lima,
Ohio. New front will be tan, trimmed
with cream porcelain and aluminum
trimmed stretching 70 feet along High St.
The improvement will cost around $1,000,
according to William Pancake, one of the
owners.

Exploiteer for Handy
Detroit — W. Halsey

Johnson

jr. has been

named exploitation supervisor in New York
City for the sales training sound motion
picture, “Selling America,” according to
Jamieson Handy, president of the Jam
Handy Picture Service. Norman B. Terry,
who has been handling the reel in St.
Louis, has been transferred to the editorial staff of Jam Handy.
BOXOFFICE
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JVESTER ZUCKER, local Columbia branch
manager, has issued invitations to a
trade screening of the Columbia Capra
production, “You Can’t Take It With You.”
Date: Tuesday, September 6. Time: 2:30
p. m. Place, Lake Theatre.
Dick

Deutsch

is the latest localite to

enter the premium business. He’s got the
product of the Price Theatre Premium Co.,
including dishes, glassware and initialed
flat silver. Ray Cudmore, erstwhile manager for Super Theatre Supply Co., has
joined Deutsch’s selling organization.
Jimmy Kalafat of Associated Theatres
circuit and son of John D. Kalafat, who
was married last week out Arizona way,
is honeymooning on the west coast and
will stop off at Yellowstone National Park
before coming home.
Howard Reif of the Scoville, Essick and
Reif circuit finally got home after a tenweek automobile trip of 16,000 miles that
completely encircled these United States.
Starting from Cleveland, he drove east,
then south, then straight across country
to the coast, coming home by the northern route. He crossed 31 states en route,
making real stays only in Havana and
Hollywood.
Mrs. George Roberts, whose husband
makes a living as 20th Century-Fox district manager, and daughter, returned
last Tuesday from a six-week trip abroad
. . . And I. J. Schmertz, 20th-Fox branch
manager, returned from a trip to the east
where he and Mrs. Schmertz went following his recent illness.
Meyer Fischer, former local independent
distributor now living on the coast, was
in town last week for the first time since
he left here three years ago.
Vacationists: Leslie Dowdell, United
Artist booker, is away from the office but
left no forwarding address . . . Art Young,
Universal office manager, has gone east
for a week or so, just to brush up on the
latest in office managing . . . Dorsey Brown
of the M-G-M booking department spent
his time off sunning himself at Cleveland
Beach, just west of here.
Dave Miller, Universal district manager,
was in Gloversville, N. Y., during the week
working on the Schine-Universal 1938-39
deal.
The Northfield Theatre at Northfield
has increased its operating time from one
to two days a week, starting September 1
. . . And the Roxy Theatre at DeGraf,
closed all summer, has resumed operations
for the season . . . Commander Harry
Goldstein of Variety Post 313 of the American Legion, says that annual nomination
of office will take place September 23.
Bert Steam, United Artists district manager, was in Hew York during the week to
complete details of the UA-Warner deal
. . . Carl Scheuch is no longer on the
Monogram sales force, but is negotiating
for another connection, to be announced
soon.

Ohio Cooperative
Also Buging Film
Cleveland — Milton

A. Mooney,

who

re-

cently organized Cooperative Theatres of
Ohio to buy, book and service independent
theatres in the territory, denies current
reports he is confining his service to
booking only.
“Deals are now in negotiation with two
major film distributing companies,” says
Mooney, “to close new season contracts
for theatres in our group.”
It was recently stated that Mooney had
foregone buying of film.

Turnbull Reports a Pair
Of Prison Installations
Detroit — W.

J. Turnbull,

National

The-

atre Supply manager, announces two prison installations at the Federal Detention
Farm, a government-operated unit at
Milan, Mich., and at the huge prison at
Jackson.
At Milan, equipment included sound
screens, semi-professional sound projectors, and complete booth accessories.
At Jackson, equipment included arc
lamps, projectors and sound screen.

New Operators to Open
The Cinema in Detroit
Detroit — Plans

are

announced

for re-

opening the Cinema Theatre, formerly operated by Ira Kaplan, by a new company,
Artfilm Theatres, Inc.
Michael Zala, Max Zipperman and Vera
Mergentime of Detroit are Artfilm incorporators. The house, operated for several
years as a foreign film theatre, probably
will continue the policy.

Tyro at Harrisville
Detroit — Laron

Clark,

a

newcomer

to

the industry, has opened a theatre at
Harrisville, Mich., known as the Harris.
Policy will be three changes a week with
straight pictures.
Film Duck

to Michigan

Detroit — Fanny,

the

Fair

performing

duck,

who earns $250 a week as a “movie artist.” is a feature at the Michigan State
Fair here.

Build Up Poor Nights with

Ask
MOVIE
FILM

Us About
SWEEPSTAKES,

EXCHANGE

BLOG.

It
INC.

CLEVELAND,

O.
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Detroit Final Club

Record

Golf Tourney Draws
Detroit — The

final

summer

golf

tourna-

ment by the Variety Club of Detroit, at
the Franklin Hills Golf Club, was attended by 125 members.
The wives of Variety Club members, and
their friends, were guests, and spent the
afternoon playing bridge or swimming in
the club's pool. Mrs. Phil Kaplan, chairman of the women’s activities, made certain that everyone had a good time.
Forty prizes were awarded to the winners in the golf tournament. The trophy
cup contributed by S. E. Sallan, past
chief barker,
man.
Second

was

won

by Harold

was

try Club, attended by filmdom’s golf devotee’s, was highly successful. Manny
Naegel, 20th-Fox, carried off low score in
the membership class. Joe McKnight won
the horseshoe pitching contest. H. Bugie
won a set of golf balls, and to Father
Cletus Miller went the grand prize — a $200
set of golf clubs. Notables attending were:
Sam Switow and party, Louisville; Nat
Wolf,

Cleveland;

Col. H. L. Hancock,

In-

dianapolis; George Roberts, 20th-Fox district manager, Cleveland; John Servass,
Indianapolis; Charley Behlen, Carl Rohs,
Mark Levenson, sales manager for GB, and
some 300 guests of Variety.
“Motion Pictures’ Greatest Year” campaign has started off well in the Cincinnati division. Over 35 theatres to date

For " Alexander "

Detroit — "Alexander's Ragtime Band"
is bringing to the Fox Theatre, Detroit,
a

record-breaking

attendance.

Notice-

able is the high calibre of the audience and the very large number of
older

patrons

whose

keen

is depicted in their faces
tunes are heard. Show
second

week

appreciation

as old familiar
remains for a

with

every

possibility

of

a

third

week,

according

to

Jack Hurford,

house

his assistant,

Vic

continuing

during

Manager

manager,

Carlson,
Dave

who,

with

is in charge

Idzal's vacation.

Manos Takes First

tied:

have

sent in pledges.

Joe Lenehan won a kodak donated by National Theatre Supply Co., and Clare
Townsend won a poker set donated by
Jules Schubat, jeweler.

tons

of accessories on hand, to be distributed to theatres in this area. Practically every downtown house in Greater

Step Into W. Va.

Cincinnati has signed up for the campaign. Out-of-towners presently include
the Rand and Lyric, Greenfield, and the
Rialto and Colonial, Bluefield, and the
Mary Anderson, Louisville; the Majestic,
Ky.
Chillicothe, and the Highland, Ft. Thomas,

circuit exhibitor, tells Boxoffice he has
purchased the Roosevelt Theatre, Elkins,
W. Va., and that he has plans for the

The Palace, Glouster and the Grand,
Circleville, have been taken over from Joe
Beshara, by Louis A. Martin . . . Jack
Frisch, who operates the Washington,
Maysville, has taken over the Hollywood.

his ownership and management, September 1. This is the first theatre in West
Virginia acquired by the president and
owner of the various circuits, Monessen

Low
Eddie

low gross to members

Sander-

QUEEN
City Variety Club’s annual golf
^ tournament at the Summit Hills Coun-

Attendance

gross for non-members was
Regino. He received an

won by
electric

razor donated by the RKO exchange. Second low gross for non-members was tied
by four: Judge George Murphy won an
International Chair donated by McArthur
Supply Co.; Mr. Gralowski won a case
of beer donated by Walker & Co.; Mr.
Reed, three golf balls donated by the
Variety Club, and Roy Taylor, three golf
balls donated by the club.
Kickers handicap prizes were won
by the following:
George Olson, W. Simons, H. M. Richey, Carl
Shalit, M.
Dudelson, E.
M.
Rosenthal, Tom
Ealand, Jack Steward, Jules Schubat, F. Matt,
H. Robinson, H. W.
Sturgis.
Door prizes were won
as follows:
E. Heiber, D. Newman,
Geo. McArthur,
Mrs.
C. White, A1 Whitney, Miss Willmer, W. Simon,
C. White, H. Puchner, Miss Mann, Fred Sturgis,
F. Nugent.
Boxes of handkerchiefs donated by Wisper &
Wetsman
were won
by Mrs. Chargot, Roy Taylor, Mrs. McArthur
and William Schuttenhelm.
Other winners: Mr. Beed, A. Goldberg, Walter
Hortsman,
Ed
Regino, Geo. Olson, Wm.
Turnball, J. Donaldson, Sol Krim, Mrs. Chas. Komer,
Irving Goldberg, S. Bowman.

Long-Dark Aldine May
Reopen in Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh — The

Aldine

Theatre,

Lib-

erty Ave., dark for a number of years,
will be remodeled and reopened at an
early date, according to a Filmrow report this week. Operated by Loew’s, Inc.,
the 1,800-seat house flourished in the
days of Louis K. Sidney, manager, with
stage attractions which introduced the
master

of ceremonies,

and

tures, prior to the opening
Theatre.

M-G-M

pic-

of Loew’s

Penn

The interested parties are not identified
and the house policy remains a question.

Petoskey,

crowds

Mich.

—

They

at the Hollywood

turned

Theatre

Changes in personnel include Ray Frizz,
Schine representative in this territory, to
the Cleveland office. H. Thompson, Gloversville, N. Y ., will come on to take over
Frizz’s territory. Curt Littman is reported
resigning from Monogram, to join forces
with
man. Max Margolis, at Republic, as sales-

Pittsburgh

—

Michael

Manos,

purchase or construction of
atres in the Mountain State.
Elkins

property

was

ceremony

at the bride’s home.

It is generally reported Mid-West Theatres is negotiating for a new 850 -seat
house at Silverton. Alpine circuit is also
reported planning a new $150,000 theatre
at North Fork, W. Va.

veteran

other

the-

transferred

to

Amusement Co., Kane Theatres, Inc., Indiana County Theatres Co., etc. Manos,
who

headquarters at Greensburg, negotiated and purchased the Roosevelt from
Martha and Sol Goldberg.
Goldberg, father of Marshall “Biggie”
Goldberg, All-American grid star, has devoted many years of his life to fire insurance adjustments, and in retiring from
exhibition,
he will continue
duties.

Viola Tomin, United Artists, was married last Saturday to Jack Stayan. A
handsome reception followed the wedding

Manos

does

not

reveal

his “fireman’s”
what

situations

he is interested in at present but states
that he will have other West Virginia
theatres.

John Kane Will Build
New House in Pitcairn
Pitcairn,

Pa. — John

B.

Kane,

veteran

Lilian Seltzer, secretary to Stanley Jacques, is cruising the Great Lake area in

exhibitor here, announced that his plans
for the construction or a new modern

Canada . . . Columbia’s Bill Burns and
Martin Pearlman are also vacationing.

theatre were recently completed and the
architect is now taking bids on a general
contract. Seating capacity will be 418.
The new theatre will be located on Third

Billy Bien reports 93 contracts already
closed for the new Trailer-Made service.
Ralph Kinsler, Grand National manager,
will continue with that company until a
successor

is appointed, running the Trailer-Made service in conjunction with the
distribution of GN films. E. Schwartz,
of Trailer-Made,

was

here

this

away

here last

week when Metro’s “Marie Antoinette”
opened for a five-day run at popular prices.
An advance campaign was conducted by
Manager Harry Levinson, assisted by Warren Slee, Metro exploiteer.

66

has nine

The

president
week.

Jam tor " Antoinette "

Paramount

Harry Rathner, producer for Progressive Pictures, is here for a conference with
Lee

Goldberg of Big Features. Big Features’ “Gay Love” tied up nicely with the
personal appearances here of Sophie Tucker at a local night club.

street, the property having been purchased
several months ago. Two store rooms will
be included. The building will be one
story, of brick and tile with a structural
glass front.
Kane, affectionately known to many
friends in the trade as “Pop,” has operated the Nemo Theatre here for 20 years.
The new unnamed theatre, the second
house here to be owned and operated by
Kane,
Nemo.

is three

Architect
C. Bowers.

blocks

distant

for the new
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Showmanship Article
Draws Interest
Detroit— -A. Milo

DeHctven,

oi the Woodward-Grand

manager

and

Belmont

theatres, in Highland Park, adjacent
to Detroit, remarked this week that
there

is undoubtedly

a

very

great

in-

terest in "revivals" on the part of exhibitors throughout the country. Since
the

appearance

OFFICE

outlining

icy has met

of the
the

article

in BOX-

success

this pol-

in his houses,

ceived numerous inquiries,
distant places— some from
some from New England.

he

has

re-

many

from

Texas

and

Myers to Address
Pittsburgh Allied

]ID) HE T R ©) I T WVMA Convention
To Attract Mang
JJERBERT CHILDS, Universal salesman,
1 lost his father last Friday. Burial Sunday at Ionia, Mich. . . . E. A. Wedemeier,
representative of Ideal Seating, was in
town visiting George McArthur. McArthur
is enlarging his repair department.
John Gurrie, genial bachelor and installation engineer of National Theatre Supply, is spending his vacation at Georgian
Bay.
moon. Reports are it may also be a honeyJ. O. Brooks, head booker for the Butterfield circuit, returned Saturday from his
vacation in northern Canada.
Lloyd Hammond, film producer, has a
yardful of six-foot castor oil bean plants
in front of his studio.
George

Charles
Clarksburg,

general counsel
pear here at a
tion scheduled
day afternoon,

W.

Va. — Abram

F.

Myers,

for national Allied, will apone-day exhibitor convenfor the Waldo Hotel, MonSeptember 12.

Richard D. Marks, Orpheum Theatre,
Clarksburg, a member of the acting committee on arrangements, reports a real
exhibitor interest in the session, which he
says will be devoted to business.
For those exhibitors who wish to remain
in Clarksburg over night, a special midnight screening is being arranged. The
picture will be Columbia’s “You Can’t Take
It With You,” another hit from Frank
Capra.
Exhibitors attending the September 12
meeting will consider organizing a theatre owners’ association and the possibilities of joining national Allied.
Commissioner Myers will present Allied’s
position on industry questions and he will
outline exhibitor plans for the future.
Many issues confronting West Virginia
exhibitors will be discussed by the exhibitors themselves, according to Marks, who
is arranging for the meeting.

A Remodeling

Program
For Pittsburgh Theatre

Pittsburgh — For

30 years

the

old

Pearl

Theatre, uptown Fifth Ave., has carried on.
It has had its up and downs; it has been
improved and it has deteriorated with the
passing of time.
Now

the house is being completely remodeled and renovated. The old Pearl
closed after the final performance Aug29 and will be dark for about a month.
Reverse type auditorium will be straightened around, new concrete floor installed
and new fixtures and decorations will
modernize the property, according to Jacob
Richman, operator of the theatre for
many years.
Nathan Foreman, manager of the Pearl
Theatre, has been connected with the house
for 24 years.
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Bohm,

Albion

exhibitor, was

caught talking to Grand National’s Ralph
Peckham in the Big Doorway, Tuesday.
A. Garner

is taking over the

independently -produced
dom” for this territory.
Dezel Roadshow

“Song

of Free-

Attractions has taken

over “Sea of Strife.” Bookings will be handled by the aforementioned Charles Gar-

ner.

Your scribe has just returned from a
motor trip through eastern Quebec, around
the Gaspe Peninsula, and back through
New Brunswick and northern New England. It’s all wonderful.
Vacationists: W. P. Haboush, head of
the Metropolitan Sound Co., fishing and
boating in northern Canada . . . Ben
Cohn of Ben Cohn circuit, with Mrs.
Cohn

and family, motoring through Canada. They will visit at Quebec and Montreal, returning through northern Michigan . . . David M. Idzal, manager of the
Fox Theatre, with Mrs. Idzal and daughter, motoring through Canada and northern Michigan, visiting at Quebec and
Montreal.
James Zelda, booker for Paramount,
parted with his appendix at the Alexander Blaine Hospital.

White

fourth

Sulphur

annual

Springs,

convention

W.

Va. — The

of the

West

Virginia Managers’ Ass’n will attract exhibitors from all parts of the state September 5 and 6, according to J. C. Shanklin, chairman of convention arrangements.
Labor Day will be devoted to registration,
ballroom dancing, previews and socials,
with the business session scheduled for
1 o’clock Tuesday afternoon. Banquet
will follow at 7 p. m.

Shanklin states the association’s membershhip fee is the lowest of any theatre
organization in the United States, only
one cent per seat a year.
S. J. Hyman, Huntington, is president
of the group which is not affiliated with
any other organization. W. H. Holt, Richwood, is secretary and treasurer. Vicepresidents are: Mrs. P. M. Thomas, Parkersburg; Richard Marks, Clarksburg; N. B.
Carskadon, Keyser; L. E. Rogers, Welch;
R. W. Phelan, Clendenin. Entertainment
and reception committee: J. S. Shanklin,
Ronceverte; W. B. Hines, White Sulphur
Springs; Richard Marks, Clarksburg; R.
W. Phelan, Clendenin; P. L. Dysard,
Lewisburg; L. E. Rogers, Welch. Ladies’
entertainment and reception committee :
Mrs. P. M. Thomas, Parkersburg; Mrs.
Richard Marks, Clarksburg; Mrs. J. C.
Shanklin, Ronceverte; Mrs. L. E. Rogers,
Welch; Mrs. C. P. Church, Mannington.
Smith Ballew and his Beverly Hill Billies will entertain.

To Hollywood
Clarion,

Pa. — Lewis

Hepinger,

Clarion

exhibitor who recently celebrated his 26th
anniversary in the motion picture theatre
business here, James H. Madden, Parkers
Landing exhibitor, and Roger Lidstone,
Hepinger’s assistant at the Orpheum here,
departed August 28 for an extended vacation trip which will take them through
southern Canada, Pacific coast states and
eventually Hollywood.

Tom Ealand, owner and manager of the
Ferndale Theatre at Ferndale, Mich.,
northerly suburb of Detroit, is exhibiting
a gold wrist watch engraved “from Irving
Berlin to Tom Ealand.” Ealand won the
watch for correctly guessing the total
number of patrons entering the Roxy
Theatre in New York for the opening of
“Alexander’s Ragtime Band.” He is one
of the old-timers in Detroit’s theatrical
business, having at one time been manager of the old Miles Theatre.
Castelli House
Pittsburgh — Jerry

to Brother

Castelli,

operator

of

the Grand Theatre, Hills Station, Lawrence, has taken over an auto agency at
Clairton. His brother becomes manager.
Brozier Acquires
Avella,

Pa. — Phillip

Dance

Brozier,

Site
operator

of

the Brozier Theatre, has taken over the
Avella Gardens, dance and picnic palace.

PERMANENT construction that means
Write for details
THE F&Y
lowest upkeep
first cost.

cost at a surprisingly

low

BUILDING

SERVICE

328 E. Town

Columbus,

—

O,
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■yARIETY
Club4:chairmen
for the Sunday;
week of
September
Sol Gottleib,
No dinner Labor Day; Morris Finkel, Tuesday; Harry Kramer, Wednesday; Jerry
O'Neill, Thursday; Harry Feinstein and
Buck Gelder, first Family Nite of the new
season, Friday; Elmer Ecker, Saturday.
Week of September 11: Andy Sheridan,
Sunday; Warner Theatre. Day, chairman
is Harry .Kalmine, Commander of the
American Legion Post of Variety Club;
Tony Stern,. Tuesday; Ben
Brown,
Wednesday; Jerry Mayhall, Thursday; Mi’,
and Mrs. Larry Katz, IATSE, Family Nite,
Friday; Ray Downey, Saturday.
Stanley Theatre hookings list the following stage attractions: Tony Martin,
Labor Day week; Zazu Pitts and the
Schnicklefritz Band, September 9; Kay
Kyser, September 23; Ben Bernie, September 30; Freddie Bartholomew aiid
Johnny Davis, October 7; Chick Webb
sepia revue, October 14 . . . Bill Finkel' s
Arcade Theatre, Carson St., south side,
has been modernized with a new glass
front.
When George Dewey Tyson returns to
his local desk as director of publicity for
the Harris Amusement, Ken Hoel, substituting for him, will vacation and then
accept managership of the Harris-Liberty, East Liberty. Tyson has been away
for three months conducting the national
Atlantic City beauty contest. Hoel will
succeed Earl Bailey, who is transferred to
Warren, Ohio, for the Harris theatres.
From Warren comes Les Bowser to manage the new Perry Theatre at Perrysville
Ave. and East St., which opened September 2. Other Harris circuit transfers include H. Doman, of Jeannette, who goes
to DuBois, with Don Stitt, DuBois, coming into Jeannette. Bill Zeilor of the Alvin
will vacation after “Alexander’s
Band” moves out of the theatre.

Ragtime

E. M. Hartley, formerly RCA’s sales
chief, and now NTS’s general sales manager for sound, was here on business this
week with E. B. Morton, NTS manager . . .
Another visitor on Filmrow was Max
Schaffel, former Beaver exhibitor, who is
in the liquor business at Greensburg. He’d
like to be back in exhibition . . . Andy
Gibson, Dipson circuit associate, has returned from a vacation . . . Andy Battiston, the well-known exhibitor who is on
the state payroll as an investigator for the
revenue department, attended the giant
Democratic mass meeting and picnic at
Hershey last Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. George W. (Republic)
Collins have closed their summer home at
Cochranton . . . Eddie Beedle, the Canonsburg exhibitor, will attend the convention
of West Virginia exhibitors at Clarksburg
on September 12 . . . Fayette County Commissioner Michael Karolcik was here
Tuesday afternoon and renewed his subscription to your favorite film publication.
“Mike” has been in the grocery business at
Perryopolis since 1907 and he has operated
the Perry Theatre there since 1921.
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Jack Judd, NSS manager, attended a
Judd family reunion at Reinzyhausen
Park, near McKeesport, last Sunday. The
gathering brought out 140 members of the
family . . . Union actors are being given
a “break” by the county in the staging of
entertainment during the Allegheny County sesqui-centennial celebration which got
under way Friday with the scheduled appearance of Douglas “Wrong-Way" Corrigan. Unemployed artists instead of amateurs were awarded jobs upon petition of
George LaRay, agent for the American
Federation of Actors, an AFL affiliate.
Earl Bowers, resident manager of the
Orpheum Theatre, Connellsville, is reported much improved this week following an auto accident Sunday-a-week-ago
in which he suffered a broken pelvis.
While Bowers recuperates Gus Vaveris will
be in charge.
Filmrow Bowling League this week forwarded a check for $100 to Mrs. Harry
Roney to help defray current expenses.
Her husband, the- Filmrow booker, who
took ill about ten months ago, is much
improved in health, a?id he will be released from a local hospital this autumn.
The Three Stooges appeared on local
stages this week after several engagements
in Ohio. They played all the Notopoulos
houses, following Smith Ballew. The
Mills Bros, are the next to make the
rounds.
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Kihchel, owners of
the Princess Theatre, Jeannette, helped
their city celebrate its 50 th anniversary
this week with special newspaper and
other displays and attractive programs
which included the personal appearance of
Smith Ballew and his Beverly Hill Billys.
The Kihchel family is one of the oldest
established and ?nost prominent in Jeannette.
Louis Michaels, south side exhibitor, recently visited Peter Sotus, one of the pioneer exhibitors, who has been at the local
poorhouse for some months. The veteran
Sotus has improved in health this summer. He was widowed last fall. Michaels
reports that Sotus would like to find a
purchaser for a pair of Powers machines
and a sound equipment.
Feature of the recent corn roast: Ed
Stuve winning a horseshoe pitching contest. Most conspicuous: “His Lordship”
Sammy Steinberg, (as usual). Chief bottle washer: Harry Myers, (as usual).
Milt Broudy of the Columbia exchange
accessory department has enrolled for
special night studies at the University of
Pittsburgh. His father is Dave Broudy,
conductor of the Stanley Theatre orchestra.

Harry Brown, veteran of the Nixon Theatre, is in New York to line up legitimate
attractions for the new season which will
be inaugurated within a few weeks. Early
(Continued on next page)

Six in Pitt Sector
Will Be Relighted
Pittsburgh — With

the

new

season

at

hand, theatres darkened during the summer, are being relighted.
Among them are the following:
Capitol, Madera,
Hawkins.

operated by Hill and

Slicks ille, Slickville, operated
Beter.
Crescent, Mahoningtown,
Louis Peretta.

by Abie

operated

Schenley, Pittsburgh, managed
Thomas.

by

by Harry

Community,
vid Mullin jr. Blandburg, operated by DaGrand, Fredericktown,
and Mrs. Peter Profili.

Dr. Herman

operated by Mr.

s Corn Roast

Again Outstanding
Pittsburgh — Annual

corn

Affair
roast

spon-

sored by the MPTO, staged last Sunday
at the farm of Dr. C. E. Herman, near
Carnegie, was as enjoyable as in past
years. And that means that it was the
best picnic of the year.
The crowd was smaller this year, with
about 125 in attendance. Afternoon and
evening was devoted to baseball and
horseshoe contests and other games of
skill, with plenty of refreshments.
Seems that the corn is finer and sweeter
each year and the usual elaborate spread
of meats, cheese, vegetables, etc., is better.
“Doc” Herman doesn’t miss a thing in
preparing the “feed,” unless it be toothAnother year, and another corn roast
picks.
to look forward to next summer.

Scott Circuit Adds
Cairnbrook Theatre
Cairnbrook,

Pa. — The

Ritz Theatre

has

been acquired by Vernon F. Scott, operator of the Ideal Amusement Co., Johnstown. House was formerly operated by
Phillip Samuels.
Renovations are now under way and the
house will open under the Scott banner
around the middle of September. New
name will be the Vernon Theatre. Scott’s
arrangements were made with the Loyalhanna Coal Co. of Philadelphia, owner of
the property.

Essick an Airer
Akron — Jack

Essick, assistant

manager

of the Highland Theatre, and son of the
Cleveland circuit owner, P. E. Essick, has
been dubbed “the Jimmy Fidler of Akron”
as a result of the success of his bi-weekly
radio broadcast of film news over Radio
Station WJW. The broadcasts are on
Tuesday and Thursday at 1 p. m., under
the title “Movie

Chatterbox.”
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Papers in Detroit
Drop Radio Gossip
Detroit — Local

newspapers

have

drop-

ped radio gossip from their columns. Radio advertising in newspapers has been
practically nil of late, with national and
local sponsors using ads only on unusual
occasions.
All papers dropped their radio columns
at the same time. Radio editors have been
reassigned to other duties, Herschel Hart
of the Detroit News, for instance, doing
a semi-weekly column on night spots.
Radio programs continue to be published.

Many

Equipment

Reported

Contracts

by Mark-Green

Detroit — Robert

J.

Mork,

head

and

manager of the Mork-Green Studios, Inc.,
reports quite a considerable pickup in
the various channels in which they are
interested.
They have recently had contracts for
supplying the stage equipment on a number of houses being remodeled by the
Schine circuit, including the Kent at
Kent, Ohio; the Ravenna at Ravenna,
Ohio; the Strand at Ilion, N. Y.; the
Liberty at Herkimer, N. Y.; and the Rialto
at Little Falls, N. Y.
They also furnished stage equipment for
the Wooster Theatre, Wooster, Ohio, which
opened September 1 and are equipping the
hew Auburn Theatre at Auburn, N. Y„
scheduled for opening September 15.
They are also putting in new stage
equipment for Lee Ward’s
at Mt. Pleasant, Mich.

Ward

PITTSBURGH
(Continued

Joe Kaliski, veteran Educational manager, transferred here several weeks ago
from Washington, D. C., as GB manager,
has lifted his membership in the Washington Variety and is back in Tent No. 1.
Pittsburgh Councilman A. L. Work is
carrying forward his one-man drive for an
open-air municipal amphitheatre in one
of the city parks. In addressing an audience last week in Schenley Park he stated
that such free shows and performances
would be paid for out of taxes.
The Art Cinema’s regular policy of
showing foreign films will get under way
again after a summer revival season, according to Gabe Rubin, proprietor.
Recent visitors included Lou Lazar, Ohio
district manager for the Schine circuit;
Edgar Moss, 20 th-Fox district manager;
Harry H. Goldstein, Paramount district
manager; Bert M. Steam, UA district
manager, and Alfred N. Sack of the Sack
Amusement Enterprises of Dallas, Atlanta
and Chicago.
George W. Sullivan, manager of the
Clifton Theatre, Huntingdon, Pa., is vacationing in the east . . . William R. Wheat
jr„ Sewickley exhibitor, returned this
week from a Canadian vacation, and Miss
Mathilda Kiel, MPTO’s assistant secretary, reported back on the job early Monday morning after a 10-day vacation in
Ohio . . . Also at her desk on Monday was
Margaret Kripp of 20th-Fox exchange who
had been on the sick list for over a week.

Yesterday

Theatre
Turning

Trade

Capra’s

“You

Can’t

Take It With You” will be offered to the
local trade at a special showing Sunday
evening, September 11, at the Regent
Square Theatre, Edgewood. Trade screening will be started promptly at 9 o’clock.
The new Capra production will be
screened for exhibitors of the northern
area at midnight September 14 at the
Colonial Theatre, Erie.

Aerobatic

Cleveland — Paramount

Champ
has

completed

arrangements to sponsor Tex Rankin, international aerobatic champion who appears in the Technicolor film “Men With
Wings,” in a series of stunt programs at
tlie National Air Races here September
3, 4 and 5.
Buys
Clarion,

Clarion

Pa. — A

deal

Site
has

been

closed

for a site for a new theatre, near the intersection of Main and N. Sixth Ave., by
the Hepinger Amusement Co., owners of
the Orpheum Theatre.
JJOXOFFICE
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Lynn Fontanne, a new drama starring
Katharine Cornell, and a flock of musicals.
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ALEXANDER PARKE transfers his activities from First National to TiffanyStahl . . . Eugene L. Connelly of the Harris
circuit announces that work has been
started on construction of the new de luxe
theatre at McKeesport . . . Frank Buhler
of Philadelphia named director of western Pennsylvania houses for the StanleyDavis-Clark Corp., succeeding A. S. Davis,
resigned. Buhler entered the theatre business in this city in 1908 with the Harry
Davis enterprises.
Regent Theatre, East Liberty, installs
Vitaphone equipment and opens with
“Tenderloin,” which moved here from the
Stanley . . . Dr. M. Sayle Taylor (The
Voice of Experience) lectures with a sex
picture at the Olympic . . . Steve Forrest
Theatrical Agency booking standard acts
for many theatres in the territory . . .
Hymie Wheeler, in addition to his film
duties, is selling all types of insurance.
Arcade Theatre, Connellsville, razed, and
new theatre being erected on the site . . .
George W. Smith, 73, Hazelwood exhibitor,
in exhibition for- 22 years, dead . . . Jim
Alexander and Walter Thomas photograph the state beauty pageant at Conneaut Lake Park for the newsreels.

Mannington Pegs
Theatre Tax High
Pittsburgh — The

borough

of Manning-

ton, W. Va„ has increased its municipal
tax on theatres from $25 to $155 per unit
per year, Dr. C. P. Church, exhibitor of
that community, told Boxoffice this week.
For some time the Mannington council
considered a two cent tax on each admission, and this proposal was fought
tooth and nail by Dr. and Mrs. Church,
operators of the Burt and the new Mannington Theatres. The new tax was retrocative to July- L

Butterfield Takes Over
Rialto in Three Rivers
Three

Rivers,

Mich. — The

Rialto

The-

atre here passed to Butterfield control and
operation, according to a deal recently
consummated. The house has been operated for the past two years by Associated
Theatres under the supervision of Manager Vern E. Trembly, who has joined the
Butterfield circuit. He now is manager of
the Lansing, Lansing.
Luther H. Warner, manager of the company’s Riviera here, is in charge of both
houses, with his assistant, Theodore Tobler, directly managing the Rialto.

Yassenoff

a Speaker

Columbus — Leo

Yassenoff

of the thea-

tre division of the F&Y Building Service
here will be a guest speaker at the West
Virginia Motion Picture Theatre Managers’ convention at White Sulphur Springs,
September 5-6. A company display will
also be featured at the Greenbrier Hotel,
convention headquarters.

W &W

Remodel

Detroit — Remodeling

of

One
the

Uptown

Theatre, Mack Ave. house of the Wisper
& Wetsman circuit, is now completed. The
new marquee is drawing much attention.
Hearing

Aids in Wyandotte

Detroit — Head

sets for hard

of hear-

ing patrons are included in the equipment
of the recently constructed Wyandotte
Theatre in the Detroit suburb of that
name.

Erie, Pa., Theatreman
Erie, Pa. — Joe

Gem

Seyboldt,

Weds

booker

for the

Theatre here, was married last Tuesday. Tire bride and groom are honeymooning in Canada.

New

Higgins

Detroit — Higgins

Sound
Sound

Offices

Amplifiers

Sales

has moved into new quarters at 18038
Goulburn Ave. Francis Higgins is pro69
prietor.

Plans tor Ben Cohen's
New Theatre Completed
Detroit — Plans

are

completed

for the

construction of a new theatre for the Ben
Cohen circuit on Michigan Ave. and 31st
St., to be known as the Crystal.
Adler Contracting Co., Detroit, is the
contractor and will furnish the contracts
for all the trades. Bennett & Straight,
Detroit, are the architects.

Aiken Joins Republic
Pittsburgh — Charles

Aiken,

a newcomer

to the local industry, has been appointed
by Republic to sell serials, a new sales post
created by the exchange, James H. Alexander, manager, announced.
Aiken is a former theatre manager, having been employed by Paramount Theatres in Atlanta.

Boys Clubs Sponsor
Sunday Exhibitions
New

Kensington,

Detroit — D. M.

to Fox

Idzal, managing

direc-

tor of the Fox, announces Freddie Bartholomew will appear at the theatre for
one week, starting October 14.

Pa. — After

last increase in the
born Sunday, August
Holis Hayes, operators
atre for many years.
named Richard Holis

18 years since the

family, a son
21, to Mr. and
of the Regent
The infant has
Hayes.

was
Mrs.
Thebeen

Poling Buys

Philippi,

W.

Va., formerly operated by Sam Angotti,
has been acquired by O. O. Poling.

1 marked

the

One of the opening tieups was a threepage display in the New Kensington Dispatch. Friends of Serrao were invited to
a party in the Havana Inn, across from
the new theatre, following the premiere.

Fleischer's Stall Heads
For New Miami Quarters
York — At least 30 animators

and

all of Max Fleischer’s office staff have
either embarked or will in two weeks, for
Miami, Fleischer paying all expenses in
addition to one month’s free rent in Miami
for each worker until he or she finds
suitable living quarters. Before a number

Fabricating"
up

an

earlier

in-

dustrial film devoted to the story of
aluminum, from mine to metal, Jam Handy
has completed “Aluminum Fabricating
ica.
Processes” for the Aluminum Co. of Amer-

invalids and

Bijou to Jewel
Detroit — Robert

un-

derprivileged children enjoyed the show
at the Drive-In Theatre, as guests of the
management. Two hundred cars were furnished to carry them to and from the
theatre.

Peltier will rename

his

Bijou at Mount Clemens, Mich, the Jewel.
The house, being completely remodeled,
is slated for opening September 11.

Improve

Host to Shut-Ins

Philippi Rex
Theatre,

Pa. — September

of union workers left, Fleischer’s attorneys discussed payment of transportation.

Detroit — Five hundred

Pittsburgh — Rex

manager

of the Arcadia, New Bethelehem, has been
assigned to the Community, Austin,
switching positions with Robert Filsin.
Both houses are Blatt theatres.

“Aluminum

Linesville,

Zearfoss,

Arnold,

opening of the newly-constructed Kent
Theatre here, owned by the General Theatres Corp. Seating capacity is 600.
D. Serrao, former Kittanning theatre
owner, is identified with General Theatres. He was general contractor of the
new theatre.

New

Switch Managers

Detroit — Following

After 18 Years

motion

sponsors.
Bart Dattola, independent exhibitor with
two theatres, and Warner Bros., with two
theatres, each operate one house on this
day with admission price of 35 cents.

Pittsburgh — James

Freddie

Pa. — Sunday

pictures were inaugurated here recently
under the auspices of the Junior Patrol
and the Boys Clubs.
Under the arrangement, two of the four
local theatres are open on Sundays, with
15 per cent of the gross turned over to the

The Kent a New House ,
Debuts in Arnold, Pa,

Ravenna,

Ohio

in Ravenna
—

Improvements

esti-

mated at $15,000 have been started at the
Schine Theatre here, resulting in suspension of operations until September 3.
New equipment is being installed and the
house reconditioned inside and out.

When Comerford’s new theatre, the Comerford, opened in Wilkes-Barre, Pa., the citizens observed a dual celebration. The
opening feature was 20 th Century-Fox’s “Alexander’s Ragtime Band,” put on with the pomp and pageantry of a Hollywood
premiere and attended by city and state dignitaries and many of filmdom’s great. Scenes above are of the opening.
Edgar M. Simonis is manager of the Comerford with William Walsh as assistant.
70
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POTENTIAL PERMANENCE OF ALL-BRANCH FILM
INDUSTRY CAMPAIGN IS STRESSED IN BOSTON
Squad

of Press Agents

Boston
Boston

—

Press

agents

Newspapers
pressed

them-

selves into service in behalf of “Motion
Pictures’ Greatest Year” with a combined
march upon local newspaper executives’
sanctuaries. Making the safari were Joe
DiPesa of Loew’s State and Orpheum,
Jack Saef of the Paramount and Fenway,
Jack Granara of Keith’s Memorial and
the RKO Boston, Marty Glazer of the
Metropolitan, and Harry Browning of
M&P.
The entourage suggested that local
newspapers support the campaign with
no less than editorials, news photos and
stories, Sunday features, additional drama
page publicity, stunt coverage, institutional ads by the papers themselves, front
page boxes, permanent contest seals on
ears of drama pages, promotional posters
on all delivery trucks, and by office ads
promoting local and wire-service screen
gossip writers and tying in with the drive.
Also put forward was the idea that local
sheets use for filler and slug lines: “Go to
the Movies.”
The theatre publicity committee, working as a group, has pledged itself to undertake a number of special exploitation
stunts, all to be promoted on a gratis arrangement. These included, in the words
of the committee:
“1. Proclamation by Mayor Tobin.
“2. First contest book presented to Gov.
Hurley.
“3. Letter from president of Chamber of
Commerce to be released to papers.
“4. Contact all major public officials and
civic leaders for statements and letters to be released to press. If desired, can be used for lobby displays,
(mayor, governor, police commission,
public safety, school commission, legion heads, Rotary, Elks, etc.).
“5. Parades?

This questioned by group.

DiMaura-Guarino
Saugus
Boston — Work

Rush

Drive-In

on the Thomas

DiMaura-

James Guarino new Drive-In Theatre in
Saugus has been going forward under
floodlights.
Opening of the latest ozone spot of the
operating combine, whose open-air at
Weymouth was the third of its sort in
the United States, is being pointed at the
second week in September.
Renew
Hollywood — The

BOXOFFICE

“7. Exhibits — If possible to secure different types of equipment used in
making pictures or interesting photographs of same, arrange exhibitions
in main branch of library or North
or South Station concourse. Original
thought was to display evolution of
motion picture production in sort of
try.
Cavalcade of Motion Picture Indus“8. Contact heads of department stores,
advertising and sales promotion heads
on following:
(a) Window displays — fashion stills.
If possible a cavalcade of windows in leading department
stores on a given week. Tie in
evolution of styles with changes
in film production, etc.
(b) Drive slogan or tie-in copy in all
department store advertising —
Copy may be in form of salute
to theatres or “Shop early and
attend the movies” etc.
(c) Small display cards in employes
rooms, elevators, etc.
“9. Cover all tourist information booths.
“10. Street Car Dashers — “Take the El to
the Movies.”
“11. Promote paper in subways
road depots.

by RKO.

3, 1938

NE

and

rail-

“12. Imprint time tables with slogan.”
“13. Rubber-stamp outgoing mail with
seal or slogan.”

in Bridgewater

Boston — John

Cochrane

and

Charles

Babb have sold the Princess Theatre
Bridgewater to A1 Rudenstein.
Son

to Ernest

Boston — Ernest

Comi,

in

salesman

Adds

Cobb

for Na-

to Cast
S.

Cobb,

—

“Motion

ANGIER
Pictures’

O. Selznick’s “The

Greatest

Year” may become plural, Harold B,
Franklin told some 65 industry representatives at a campaign-unveiling session
here in the Hotel Statler. Max Levenson,
independent circuit owner, presided.
“If the present drive is as successful as
it gives every indication of being,” Franklin said, “it may possibly become permFranklin, who formerly was associated
with William Gray and Nathan Gordon in
anent.”
this
territory, opened up on his listeners
by saying it was the first time in film history that producer-distributor-exhibitor
factions had joined together in a single
unit.
Arthur K. Howard looked up from the
back of an envelope on which he had been
multiplying ten cents by 10,924,000 seats.
Howard is business manager of the Independent Exhibitors, Inc., which has taken
no official position on the drive.
Franklin went on to explain in. brief the
various details of the campaign. He told
how the entire industry was going to chip
in a cool million for the boxoffice bait,
of which

the exhibitors’ ante would

be

$250,000.
Howard rechecked his figures.
Franklin, in the meantime, was telling
his audience that their best means of
keeping in touch with the latest moves in
the campaign was by following the trade
Question
press.

time came.

May

Divide

Payments

“Many exhibitors want to take a free
ride,” Franklin said in answer to a query.
“We don’t care if they do take a free ride.
I’ll just say this though, they’ll have to
wait until those who have put up good
money
are speaking
taken care
of.”
He was
in regard
to supplies;
rules booklets, pressbooks, etc. These are
now available at 20th-Fox, according to
District Manager Tom Bailey, where they
are being handed out — per edict — to paying
participants.
“The rest,” Franklin said, “will be taken
that no

tyranny

was to be practiced. If an exhibitor had a poor summer season, he
said, that theatre owner could pay half
of his seat tax now and sign a pledge card
for the rest.
How

humorist

columnist, has been added

to the cast of David
Heart in Young.”

By BRAD
Boston

care of out of the surplus.”
Franklin made plain, however,

Comi

tional Theatre Supply Co., and Mrs. Comi
have a new income tax aid. The baby
boy weighed seven pounds at birth.

and newspaper

script writing contract

: : September

“6. Speakers at all large functions. Joseph
Brennan of MPTOA and others to attend large gatherings and deliver talks
on film industry, embracing subtle
sales promotion on drive.

Hollywood — Irvin

John Twist

of John Twist has been renewed

to Join

If monster parade can be arranged,
idea stands. Thought was that drive
and contest is too big for ordinary
band and small marching group.

Change

Theatre

Sixty-Five Trade Members
Hear Details From
H. B. Franklin

Urges

is the drive going
quent runs who are 60 days
one wanted to know?
Franklin explained how
(Continued on next

to help subsebehind, somethe campaign
page)
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More Pledges Pour in for Film
Drive After New Haven Meet
New

Haven — In addition

to the exhibi-

tors who pledged support of the national
“Motion Pictures’ Greatest Year” campaign
and Movie Quiz at the first joint meetings in New Haven, Chairman Dr. J. B.
Fishman reports several new pledges received. The complete list of pledges actually on hand a week before the September 1 includes Warner, Loew and M&P
Theatres, Fishman Theatres, Webster and
Rivoli, Hartford; Black Rock, Bridgeport;
Colonial, Southington; Branford, Fine
Arts, Westport; West End, Bridgeport;
Bonoff, Madison; Saybrook, Capitol, Meriden; State, Springdale; Capitol, Bridgeport and Stratford, Stratford. The chairman placed pledge blanks with all exchanges and notified exchange men to
have exhibitors applying for Movie Quiz
accessories sign the blanks.
Chairman Julia Smith of the Waterbury
regional group, who is Warner manager
of the State and Strand, reported that the
city was the first unit to be 100 per cent
behind the campaign, and that a committee including Edward Fitzpatrick, of the
Poli, and others had already visited the
local press offices and exacted promises
of cooperation on advance stories. Cooperation of Waterbury in group exhibitor
activity in the State having been notably
poor in the past, the committee considers
this a distinct victory.
In Bridgeport representatives of 20 theatres met under the regional chairmanship of A. M. Schuman, operator of the
Black Rock Theatre, to lend unanimous
support and sign pledges, according to

Boston Trade Hears
Details of Campaign
(Continued

from preceding page)

would run during August, September, October, November, and December. Also, he
pointed, audiences have already missed
some of the contest pictures because the
latter had already played local first-runs.
They’ll have to catch the pictures somewhere along the line. Too, the more pictures a contestant answers questions about,
the better chance that contestant will have.
The trailer question came up.
National Screen Service is releasing a
campaign trailer at 2V2 cents a foot, said
Franklin. A two-reel feature, too, is being readied for release about October 1.
It will include everyone from Mickey
Mouse to Myma Loy. At least 1,000
prints will be made available gratis. Ed
Thorgerson is preparing another trailer.
Protection will be waived on all this material. Also, special signoffs, puffing the
contest, may be tagged to newsreels.
Charles W. Koerner, RKO division manager, put forward a solution for poison-
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Mr. Schuman. Theatres participating included six Levine and Jacobson houses,
two Lou Anger houses, the Capitol, Black
Rock, Community, West End, Liberty,
Parkway, Rivoli and Stratford, in addition
to the New Warner and three Loew-Poli
houses. The group decided to decorate
theatres simultaneously on September 1,
to have ushers’ ribbons announce the Quiz,
to use trailers, booklets and other materials, and to confer with newspapers immediately after September 1 on the matter of free space. It was voted to distribute the booklets to patrons who requested them only. Jack Schwartz acted
as secretary of the meeting.
Following the campaign session, a sufficient bond of cooperation was established to prompt the formation of a Showmen’s Club of Bridgeport, which tentatively will function for social or business
purposes, with no payment of dues. Further organization details will be formulated
at a meeting about September 15. No exhibitors’ club has thus far been successfully organized in Bridgeport.
Maurice Shulman, Allied Theatres president, called a meeting at the Hotel Bond,
assisted by the following committee members: Walter Lloyd, Allyn; George Landers, E. M. Loew’s; James McCarthy,
Strand; Martin Keleher, Princess. Others
attending included the Mayor, Hon. Thomas T. Spellacy, members of the Chamber
of Commerce, press and local business establishments, Jack Simon of the LoewPoli, Lou Cohen of the Palace, and Charles
Repass of the Crown.
ing the profits on the inevitable tipster
booklets. It was to require all contestants, who must name the respective theatres at which they catch the contest pictures, to enclose ticket stubs from the
houses.
Franklin regretted that the scheme had
not been advanced sooner. Inasmuch as
the booklets were already out, he said,
adoption of the proposed plan was automatically outlawed by the time element.
He said that it might be incorporated in
the “next” “Motion Pictures’ Greatest
Year” competition.
Then someone mentioned the possible
lottery angle, and the meeting continued.
“Is there any objection to selling the
back page of the booklet for advertising?”
H. M. Addison, Loew’s eastern divisional
manager, wanted to know. He had already tentatively contracted with Moxie
for the space.
“After you buy the booklet,” said Franklin, “it belongs to you.”
The query arose, “What’s to prevent reprinting of the booklet?”
“We don’t care if it is reprinted,”
Franklin said. “I think that if it is,
though, the cost will be nearer two cents
than the half-cent it is at present.”
Jimmy Fidler got into the conversation,
somehow. Franklin took time off to sug-

20th-Fox Pictures Set
Met's Records
Boston — Twentieth Century-Fox has
has been instrumental in breaking another record at the Metropolitan Theatre. "Alexander's Ragtime Band" has
just concluded its third consecutive
week in New England's
picture house.

largest motion

The longest prior booking was lor "In
Old Chicago." The 20th-Fox feature
then became the only film to hold for
two weeks at the deluxe situation.
Held with "Alexander's Ragtime
Band" for a third week at the Met was
20th-Fox's “Keep

Smiling."

gest that Fidler could be very easily put
out of business “by an order barring him
from
“No all
onestudios.”
cares how Fidler makes his living,” said Franklin, “but he shouldn’t
make it at the expense of the motion picture industry.”
Joseph
A. DiPesa, Loew’s publicity manager, arose to commend the willingness of
local newspaper executives to cooperate
with the industry. Joe Sax of the HeraldTraveler, abetted by Jack Hamilton of the
Globe, said that no Boston newspaper used
Fidler’s
column, anyway. That settled
that.
Lou Richmond of the E. M. Loew office
asked Franklin if it were true that exhibitor cooperation was being solicited at the
ratio of ten cents a seat. There was no
argument. Then will drive-in theatres
get in free, Richmond wanted to know?
A decision on this point might be an important one locally if it were not for several facts coincident with the short operating seasons of New England ozone spots
and the scarcity of contest pictures available to them.
H. B. Franklin called for contributions
and A. C. Kilpatrick, treasurer for the
committee, stepped to the platform with
checks covering Herman Rifkin’s theatres.
Somebody called for a Ross-Federal
check. The resulting laughter caused John
Dervin, United Artists branch manager
who was passing out verbal invitations for
that afternoon’s screening of “Drums,”
to look up with some surprise.
Arthur K. Howard was dividing $1,092,400 by ten cents, by this time, to see if the
answer was really 10,924,000 seats.
The meeting ended at this point.

Add
Boston

—

Hearing
Morris

Aids

Pouzzner

and

Frank

Lydon

are among the greater Boston exhibitors who have installed Excellophone
hearing devices in their theatres. Richard
B. Rubin, who is also utilizing the aids
for his own situation in Saugus, is the
New England dealer for Excellophone. Rubin may be contacted in Boston at 20
Shawmut St.

Holdovers for "Algiers"
hasNew
beenYork
held— Walter
over in Wanger’s
more than “Algiers”
half of
its key city engagements.
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B OSTOIV
JJAROLD B. FRANKLIN addressed a
group of 65 exhibitors at the Hotel
Statler last week, Thursday, officially
launching the Motion
Year campaign in New

How will it wear?

Pictures’ Greatest
England.

George Kraska is renovating the Fine
Arts with paint and new lobby furniture.
The Sokokis Theatre in Limerick, Me.,
may open in September. -It closed July 1
because of poor business . . . P. E. Kraft
is running single features, first-run, at his
300-seat house in Henniker, N. H.
The Massachusetts legislature has prorogued after sitting for a record session
of 232 days. A proposed film censorship
bill automatically died with it.
Phil Bloomberg, circuit operative with
headquarters in Salem, denies extant rumors of further theatre acquisition. Bloomberg plans to reopen the Empire in Salem
September 3, however. Alfred Swett will
go in as manager.
Patricia

Smart

has

gone

on

a

one

month’s leave of absence from the Fine
Arts staff. She is taking a rest cure prior
to an appendix removal. Dorothy Barbera
is substituting.
Sawyer’s Theatre in Greenville, N. H„
may reopen this fall. It darkened June
15 . . . The Opera House in Woodland,
Me., may also resume next month after
being shuttered since July 2.
Paul Levi , Metropolitan advertising director, is back at his office this week
following a cruise to Bermuda. Levi landed in New York Monday. Martin Glazier
has been directing publicity during the
interim.
Milton Glickman has resigned as publicist for the Joe Cifre-George Swartz
Merrimack Park Auto Theatre. Glickman
plans to canvass Maine with Roulette
Nite, rights of which he controls in this
territory.
Hannah Brand has returned to the E. M.
Loew office on Tremont St., following a
sojourn on Long Island . . . Jerry Tabb of
the Theatre Service and Supply Co., is on
a two-week vacation . . . Meyer Marcus,
publicity assistant for the M&iP Theatre
Corp., returned Monday, a refugee from a
vacation . . . Tony Russo, N. H. theatreman, is convalescing . . . Harry Wolper,
M-G-M office manager, is vacationing . . .
P. Edward Comi, head of the Theatre Service and Supply, became an uncle last
week.
Gertrude Hanlon, secretary to Attorney
George S. Ryan, is back from a trip which
included York Beach and Martha’s Vineyard ... A number of filmites have been
riding the new aerial tramway at Cannon
Mountain in Franconia, N. H.
Lou

Astor, Columbia home office executive, was in town last week . . . Ike Grishaver has been ill for some time. Grishaver is a partner of George Solomon,
operator of the Hollywood in Charlestown
. . . The Easton in North Easton, Mass.,
(Continued on page 77)
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The

earnest-looking

answer

for you:

wearing
why
the

you

carpets

gentlemen

That
you

can

buy

will find Alexander

country's

more

in the photograph

Alexander

successful

Smith

carpets

at any

price

Smith

carpets

are finding
are

. . . just one
in the

the

the longestreason

majority

of

theatres.
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Beano Is Finding Advocates
In Portland for a Return

More Depositions in
Mid-September
Boston — Resumption
depositions

Portland.

Me. — Agitation

is afoot

to

place Beano on its throne again in Portland.
Urged to action by the restlessness of
operators in South Portland, who look
longingly at the more lucrative territory
across the harbor, and by others, who,
since the game was banned here nine
months ago, have been forced to operate
outside the city, Police Chief Ralph D.
Brooks announced his intention of putting
the question as to whether or not Beano
may again be permitted in Portland,
squarely up to the city council. Only the
fact that but two of the councilors were
present at a recent special meeting prevented the issue’s being presented at that
session.
In discussing the question with reporters, Chief Brooks declared himself to be
“liberal-minded” on the subject and said
that he would follow the council’s orders
if the councilors thought the law should
not be rigidly enforced. The chief also
admitted that he had heard of several
Beano games being played in and around
Portland but that he had heard of them
too late to stop them.
Concern

Expressed

Since the question of Beano’s re-entry
into Portland has been actively revived,
exhibitors and theatre managers discuss
its return with much concern, wondering
just what effect, if any, it will have toward reinstating Bank Night or similar
features. They discuss, also, the possibility of gaining Sunday shows should the
game be renewed here.
But regardless of whether or not the
council decides to be lenient in its attitude toward Beano, Attorney General
Franz U. Burkett’s ruling that Beano is
against the law, is still in effect. So the
Motion Picture Operators Union still possesses an iron fist to wield if they choose
again to wield it. What action they will
take, if any, has not been indicated.
Since Beano’s introduction in Maine it
has been a source of much trouble for

Union in Lieberman's
Hub Bijou
Boston — F. E. Lieberman who has incurred an amount of labor trouble in
numerous

situations,

since

pendent circuit began
several
with

years

AFL

ago,

affiliated

his

to

last

week

stage

inde-

mushroom
signed

hands

and

the council. About a year ago the council
suggested to Chief Brooks that the law
not be rigidly enforced. Beano at once
grew to tremendous proportions. Housewaves exhausted the household money to
play the game; husbands complained of
neglect; legion posts, churches and numerous institutions used the game to bolster funds of every description. Complaints
began to pour into the city hall.
The local chapter of the Motion Picture
Operators Union took this opportunity to
remind the council in no uncertain terms
of Attorney General Franz U. Burkett’s
ruling that Beano was a gambling game
and as such it was contrary to the state
law. They left the council no alternative.
Its first order to Police Chief Brooks was
rescinded and he was instructed to clamp
down on Beano.
At the same time, so bitter had opposition become, the sheriff’s department
announced a county-wide ban on the
game. In South Portland, however, Police Chief Charles O. Spear jr. refused to
arrest operators unless a complaint were
made against them.
According to Chief Brooks, Beano games
have been played in a South Portland fire
station for many months, but this report
when published in the Portland Evening
Express, was emphatically denied by city
officials. They claimed that “Quizzo,”
Beano's successor, and strikingly resembling the old-time favorite, is perfectly
within the law. The game is being operated by Sam Silverman who claims that
prizes are awarded to winners of their
question-and-answer contest indiscriminately, whether or not the winner has
previously won at the Beano session.

Labor

Day

Opening

Planned

Is

by P. Latchis

Boston — Peter Latchis

plans to open

his

unique new theatre, the Latchis Memorial, about Labor Day. The Brattleboro,
Vt. situation will be virtually an art museum; Grecian columns, friezes and expensive murals forming integral parts of
the decoration scheme. The house will
seat approximately 1,200.
Latchis has contracted with H. C. Elwes
jr., RCA sales representative in this territory for a deluxe sound system for the
Latchis Memorial. RCA hearing aids,
made by the Acousticon Co., will also be
installed.

projectionists union for the Bijou in
Boston. Lieberman also went on the
line

with

the

locals

for

a

proposed

theatre in the Normandie ballroom, part
of the old B. F. Keith property on
Washington St., which he took over a
few weeks ago on a 99-year lease.
Negotiations with the musicians local
were

74

underway

last week.

M&P-Engineers
Boston — The

walkout

in the

of the

anti-trust

taking

of

suit being

prosecuted by George S. Ryan for theatre interests of Charles Morse and Louis
Rothenberg

is scheduled

to take

place

in the Bar Ass'n Bldg., on West 44th
St., New
York, about September 13.
Hearings

will then be held for four successive weeks, during which the pros-

ecutor will concentrate on defendants'
documents made available by recent
court order.

Industry Unharmed
By Long Session
Boston — Legislation

tal to the motion

directly

detrimen-

picture industry was

lacking during this year’s session of 232
days.
A last-minute censorship bill filed by
Senator Thomas Burke in connection with
the “Blockade” agitation was left stranded by the prorogation.
Burke has stated that he will file a bill
directed at alleged communism on the
silver screen when the legislature reconvenes in January.
A bill filed by Burke earlier this year
and calling for a state censorship board
was defeated last winter. Another censorship petition, calling for jurisdiction
of the department of education in filmcutting matters, died at the same time.
Tax measures, including a call for a direct 10 per cent levy on all theatre tickets,
and a state sales tax which would have
included theatre admissions, were among
the horde of bills defeated during the recent session.
A theatre divorcement bill, similar to the
successful measure in North Dakota, was
put over to the next annual session. Allied
States Ass’n representatives were among
the theatremen calling for this action.
The industry’s only rebuff was in the
instance of a bill to permit vaudeville
dancing on Sundays. The measure was
turned down.
Of interest to tax-paying theatremen
is the fact that the legislative session
established new records for the size of the
state budget and state tax. The total expenditures authorized amounted to $82,115,872, exceeding the total of last year by
approximately $10,000,000. The state tax
was fixed at $17,000,000, as compared with
the previous high of $14,000,000 in 1920.
During the year, 1,978 petitions were
considered.

Agree

of engineers

from

a number of local M&P Theatres Corp.
houses was called off last week with the
signing of new one-year contracts between
the exhibitor corporation and the AFLaffiliated Engineers Union, Local No. 849.

Veteran
Portland,

Vaudevillist

Me. — Caleb

actor known professionally as
ing, is dead here at 86. He
failing health for about five
in the hospital for more than
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Momand, Chicago
Suits in Spotlight
Y^HILE an early trial date loomed in
Oklahoma City in the two suits of
A. B. Momand against major producers,
distributors
president

and circuits involving approximately $4,960,000, John Balaban,
of B&K, told Boxoffice the

threatened “clearance” suit against the
Windy City circuit and major distributors
is destined for the courts. Balaban said
efforts

to conciliate

differences

with

dependents have, for all practical
poses, collapsed.
Other eastern highlights:
“A sudden spurt” was the
buying was described in New
past

inpur-

way film
York the

week.

This optimistic upturn accompanied confabs in the big city by important circuit heads and buyers from
all parts of the country. Another quota

of out-of-town
week.

buyers

was

expected

this

•pHE Poli parades starting in Water bury,
Saturday; Bridgeport, Monday; New
Haven, Tuesday; Meriden, Wednesday;
Hartford, Thursday; Springfield, Friday
and

winding up in Worcester on Saturday, formed a gala march into the new

film season

and

plugged

not only the cir-

cuit but the national “greatest year” campaign. Erie Wright gets several orchids
for a knockout float, topped by twin Leos,
beautiful New York models and heralds
of the coming pictures.
When Sophie Tucker arrives in Hartford, her native city, for a personal appearance at Harris Bros.’ State Theatre ,
in the near future, her welcome will include the naming of a square near the
theatre for her.
Price Premium is now negotiating for
a store on South Orange St., previously
occupied by the Rendezvous Restaurant.
Meantime, N. C. Wrisley will take the
Meadow Street quarters formerly occupied
by Price.

“If any person has not the desire and
ambition to advance in the line of showmanship, he might as well get out of the

“ Alexander’ s Ragtime Band” was the
biggest thing in all towns, beating any

industry,”

double bill in the history of Loew’s in
New Haven, in spite of the hot weather

group

Darryl F. Zanuck,
tury-Fox production head,
of circuit men in New

20th Cenadvised a
York.

FBI

is on the job! Pooling arrangements between independent circuits in the
Greater New York area are understood to
be under scrutiny by G-men. Within
the past few weeks, agents are said to
have visited, quietly, a number of independent operators with a view of checking into the situation.
a

A “substantial” increase in wages and
reduction in hours will be the “plat-

form” of New York’s Local 306, when
negotiations open after Labor Day with
the ITOA.
in

Small theatre operators are now falling
line, claims Joseph M. Seider, New

York

regional

chairman

of the

“Great-

est Year” drive. Most independent circuits already have pledged full support.
Forty community districts have been set
up to supply publicity and materials for
Gotham’s 802 theatres.
The National Legion of Decency “views
with grave apprehension those efforts now
being made to utilize the cinema for the
spread of ideas antagonistic, not only to
traditional Christian morality but to all
religion.”
“I think, generally speaking, many exhibitors are looking for an optimistic fall.
I think, also, that business conditions are
improving.” That was the cheery note
expressed by William F. Rodgers, M-G-M
executive, following his visit to several key
cities.
“We deny it,” was the answer filed by
Loew’s, Inc., and eight officers and directors, in reply to allegations by minority stockholders charging “mismanagement, negligence and breach of duty.”
Ray Bell of Loew’s Capitol, Washington, copped first prize of $500 for excellently exploiting “Blockade” . . . “Marie
Antoinette” garnered $14,000 in its first
week on a two-a-day basis at New York’s
Astor.
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opening. All Loew-Poli spots are holding
over, and Empress, South Norwalk; Capitol, New London; Palace, Danbury; Colonial. Canaan, and Clinton are among the
other houses to report extended runs.
The Smiths will close the 320-seat Tower,
Walnut Beach, and continue operation of
the 491 -seat Colonial as of Labor Day . . .
Barnett Tabackman will reopen the Franklin Theatre, Springfield, which he has
operated only a short time since acquiring it last spring, on September 4, with
“Marihuana” . . . The Devon Theatre,
which Tabackman operated, is rumored
on the verge of being sold for operation
by a newcomer to the business . . . Jewish pictures will be resumed at the Victory after Labor Day, beginning with Celia
Adler

in “Where

Is My

Child?”

Congratulations: To Timothy O’Toole,
Columbia manager, on the marriage of
his son. Bill, in Boston Monday; to
Phil Grody on recovering from infuries
suffered when his cab was involved in an
accident and he was rushed to Polyclinic.
For “I Am the Law” a judge of the city
court saw a preview at the Poli, and promised cooperation in sentencing an offender
whose offense was not serious to see the
picture at the theatre.
John

Hesse’s lobby display on “Carefree” scores again, with large six-foot
blowups of Astaire and Rogers, photo enlargements, and dancing poses grouped in
a manner bound to attract attention.
Twenty-four
were

sheets

and

a

radio

contest

among the other items on the “Carefree” campaign.

Jules Katz of Modern Theatre Equipment Corp., New York, will vacation at
New Marlboro, Mass. . . . B. J. Lourie to
Boston on a business trip . . . Sidney
Swirsky is seeing the sights in New York

. . . Sidney Lax is considering a trip to
the White Mountains . . . Louis Astor was
a Meadow Street visitor . . . Rumor that
Arthur Lockwood
town to the Hub

will move from
City . . . John

MiddleBarnett

of Jewett City and Plainfield has recovered from burns to his hands . . . Larry
Germaine is on leave in Boston.
One of the new managers in town is
taking some kidding on the score of his
sweet tooth . . . uses upwards of four
lumps of sugar
one is looking.
Samuel

in

his coffee,

Cummins

in town

when

again

no

with

“Ecstasy,” which is doing a smash business at the Crown, Hartford . . . Morris
Saphir of Grand National also a visitor
. . . John Dombi sr. is reported ill again
. . . Penetrix and her clever column on
local current first runs will be back in
Theatre News the middle of September.
Report is the national ad campaign has
brought about miracles of cooperation.
For instance, Waterbury, which has lagged
in statewide industry activity, is reported
by Miss Julia Smith to have pledged 100
per cent to participate. Bridgeport has
done the same, says A. M. Schuman, and
in a burst of enthusiasm, has organized
a no-dues

Showmen’s

Club

of Bridgeport.

In between running the Bijou while Billy
Elder is on vacation, Sal DiMano plays the
fiddle to console himself for his separation
from his best girl in New York. DiMano
was recently transferred from the Astor
in New York to the assistantship here.
The College contribution to the LoewPoli parade was a five-piece colored band
riding in grand style and announcing the
second

week

of “Alexander.”

Short Subjects
Preferred
There is one thing upon which
theatre-goers always agree — they
all like short subjects.
And the shorter the better, it
seems. Our short-shorts are made
on the newsreel pattern. They
embody scenic shots, historical
places, and human interest views.
Made with RCA
Ultra - Violet
sound, excellent acting talent,
and beautiful settings, the films
have audience acceptance.
We pay you liberally for showing these interesting playlets. To
see samples, write:

ALEXANDER

FILM COMPANY

Colorado Springs, Colo.
NEW
230

PARK

YORK

AVE.

Phone:

Murray

OFFICE:
NEW
Hill

YORK

CITY

9-3161
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P R O V 1! ID) IE fK C IE
J^HODE ISLAND is ready to get on the
“Motion Pictures’ Greatest Year”
campaign bandwagon. With Edward L.
Reed of the Strand as committee chairman and Ed McBride of Loew’s State
doing the secretarial honors, four meetings have been held during the past month,
attended by all first-run house managers,
and representatives of most of the secondrun and neighborhood houses in the state.
Saturday, August 27, the final meeting
before opening of the campaign was held
at the Strand, Providence, and was attended by more than 20 theatre representatives and newspaper men. Sunday
papers gave good advance publicity to the
Quiz contest, John Carroll, publicity manager for the Fay theatres, is in charge of
local publicity and stunts.
Wedding bells rang out last week for
Arnold Berger, resident manager of the
Greenwich Theatre, East Greenwich. The
bride was Miss Dorothy Crosby of Melrose. Mass., and ceremony took place in
that city. Couple plan a short honeymoon
at this time after which they will move
into a new house awaiting them at East
Greenwich. A South American cruise will
come sometime this winter.
Shea’s Paramount, Newport, reopened
last Saturday after being dark throughout
the summer. John D. Walsh jr., former
manager, returns to that post and the
house will have a first-run policy in the
future instead of subsequent run.
Woonsocket

police

officials

turned

thumbs down on “ Marihuana ” after a private showing of the film at the Olympia
with the result the theatre had to cancel
its advertised three-day booking of the
picture.
Associated Theatres will open the Playhouse September 14 for a two-day booking
of the stage musical, “You’d Never Know.”
The revue, starring Libby Holman, Lupe
Velez, Toby

Wing

and

Rex

O’Malley, is

Lenience in a Slot
Me. — Refusing

to clamp

and

Matunuck’s Theatre-by the Sea
ing it quits after 10 weeks.

call-

Carlton Theatre, previously planning to
get opened after its summer shutdown on
August 26, moving the opening date back
a week. House now plans to light up
Friday, probably taking “Alexander’s Ragtime Band’’ from the Majestic for an indefinite run.
Ken Rockwell, manager of RKO-Albee,
jumped to it when Life came out with its
spread on “Carefree” last week. Rockwell hustled out and got 200 big placards
made up advising the public to “See Astaire
and Rogers dance the Yam in Life; See
them do it in ‘Carefree’ at the Albee week
September 2.” Then he had Rhode Island
News Co. plant the cards on news stands
throughout the city as they distributed the
magazines.
An

even

timelier break

comes

to Ed

McBride of Loew’s with M-G-M sending
their “Marie Antoinette” marionette truck
to town Tuesday and the film opening
at the State Thursday. McBride has arranged for a radio broadcast from in
front the theatre and a stop by the truck
at the Rhode Island Hospital, where the
marionettes will perform for the shutins.
Fays Theatre has had extensive redecorating and remodeling done during its
summer shutdown. New paint inside and
out, new men’s room, stage remodeled
and new carpets are a few of the improvements patrons will notice when the house
reopens Friday.
Associated Theatres’
hanging its new marquee
This about completes the
done on this house which

Palace started
sign last week.
remodeling job
has made it one

of the most up-to-date and prettiest neighborhood houses in the state.

Opened

down

on slot machines, Judge James A. Pulsifer
in the Auburn municipal court recently
imposed only the costs of court on Henry
Gilbert and Louis Foisy, storekeepers at
Taylor Pond, but ordered the machines that
had been operating in their places of business confiscated.

by Robert Fuller

Boston — Robert

E. Fuller

has

opened

the Town Hall in Pittsburgh, N. H. The
community has only 363 voters, but Fuller
is figuring on the potentialities of an extant state flood control project. Thq
work will cost about one million dollars
and will take some two years to complete.
About 700 men will be employed.

William

O’Toole,

manager

of

to justify his

the Thompson Square in Charlestown for
E. M. Loew, was married Sunday. The
recent Harvard graduate is the son of

action by explaining that “it is pretty
generally known such machines have been
in use all over Auburn and Lewiston and

Tim O’Toole, former Columbia exchange
manager in Boston, and now handling
that concern’s New Haven branch.

Judge Pulsifer attempted

are being winked at
however, that his
case should not be
of what he may do

76

by officials.” He said,
action in the present
taken as a precedent
in the future.

Reopening
New

in October

Haven — It is reported

here will reopen some

the Shubert

time in October.

Haven — A

notable

windup

to the

Pie-eating for women — Kathryn Higgins, RKO, prize: set of dishes.
Pie-eating for men — Sam Zipkin, Universal, prize: shirt and tie.
Shot-put for men — Leon Jacobs, Metro,
prize: shirt and tie.
100-yard dash for men — Dominick Somma, Grand National, shirt and tie.
50-yard dash for women — Lucy Zlotkowski, Universal, cocktail shaker and set.
Shoe-kicking for women — Kathryn
Gerald, Republic, water set.

Fitz-

Potato-balancing for women — Lucy Zlotkowski, Universal, passes for theatres.
Ball-throwing, left hand for women —
Ann Brownstein, Paramount, passes.
Horse-shoe for men — M.
Century-Fox, cigars.

Fasano,

20th

3-legged race, for women — Gertrude
Sullivan and Kathryn FitzGerald, passes
for theatres and candlesticks.
3-legged race for men — George Somma
and Sally Popolizio, passes and neckties.
Balloon Dance — Three couples won this
contest: Gertrude Sullivan, Sam Zipkin,
Ann Caporossi, Charles Lazarus, Lucky
Zlotkowski, Ralph Civitelli.
The large attendance
lowing:

included the fol-

Miss Charlotte Mann, Westerly, R. I.;
Bill Pines, Darien, Conn.; Evers, Darien,
Conn.; Morris Jacobson, Bridgeport, Conn.;
M. Shulman, Hartford; Miss Lucy Flack,
Milford; M. Tomasino, New Haven; Max
Hoffman, New Haven; L. Grodberg, Boston; Gamber, Boston; Geo. Condon, West-

Legit Gets Under
September
Boston — What

may

Way

5 in Boston
be Boston’s

liveliest

legitimate season in years will get underway Monday, September 5, when George
Abbott will open his latest comedy, “What
a Life,” at the Wilbui'. It is set for a long
holdover at the house.
The Shubert will get going September 26,
per schedule, with the new Maxwell Anderson, “Knickerbocker Holiday.” Walter
Huston will be starred.

O'Toole Married

Boston — William

New

summer season, the 18th annual film district outing at Ye Castle Inn, Saybrook,
was pronounced a huge success by all.
Following luncheon at the inn, games were
organized and competition was keen, with
the following emerging as winners:

port.

Pittsburgh. N. H.. House

Machine Judgment
Portland,

scheduled to go to New York after Providenc . . . Summer playhouses hereabouts
ring down the final curtain this week, with
Newport Casino ending a six week season

Outing at Sagbrook
A Successful Event

Vinton Freedley’s new musical, “Clear
all Wires,” is due to follow the Anderson
production. William Gaxton and Victor
Moore will be featured. George Abbott’s
“The Boys From Syracuse” will go into
the Shubert approximately October 31.
Ethel Barrymore will inaugurate the new
season at the Plymouth September 19 in
“Whiteoaks.” The American Theatre Society is scheduled
to put in “Golden
on October
17.
BOXOFFICE
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BRIDGEPORT
•pHE

CAPITOL,

summer

Danbury,

dark

has been relighted.

Multitude

The Motion Picture Club of Bridgeport
was formed by circuit and independent exhibitors meeting together for the first time
at Hotel Stratfield. Al Schuman, of the
Black Rock Theatre, was elected chairman, and Jack Schwartz, of the West
End, was named secretary. Other officers
will be elected later.

Boston — Jack
busiest

Manager Morris Rosenthal of the Majestic was presented with a plaque at a
recent luncheon meeting of the Lions
Club, of which he is a member. Harry F.
Shaw was in town for the occasion.

Theatre vacations are over here with
the exception of Alice Pox, Matt Saunders’ secretary, who is planning an October
cruise.
Loew heads are considering Saturday
and Sunday vaudeville for the Globe in the
fall.

First holdover in a year at Danbury
was “Alexander’s Ragtime Band” getting
an extra week at the Empress after the
regular Palace engagement.
John MacNamara is pinch-hitting for
vacationing Fred Russell, stage and screen
editor of the Post amd Telegram.

" Moonlight Sonata” Into
Fifteenth Week in Boston
Boston— “Moonlight

Sonata,”

which

set

up a new all-time record at the Fine Arts
Theatre, has been held for a 15th week
at the George Kraska playhouse. Kraska
indicates that an end is not yet in sight
for the Paderewski-starring release.
Record holder before the Imperial picture came along was Harry Thomas’s
“Cloistered” which did an unprecedented
13 weeks.

Kraska, in the meantime, is redecorating the Fine Arts. A new painting motif
is being incorporated. New lounge furniture has been added. Booth equipment is
also being renovated.

Will Appeal Rejection
$17,500 Claim on Poli
New

Haven — Robert

Russell,

manager

of the Loew-Poli, and formerly long associated with the late S. Z. Poli, will appeal
to the superior court rejection of his claim
for $17,500 against the Poli estate. The
claim is allegedly for services in putting
through sale of the Poli houses in 1932
and subsequently in forming a trust to take
over control of the Poll affairs in 1934.
Matt Saunders, manager of the Poli,
Bridgeport, also has been denied his $2,300
claim for services.
BOXOFFICE

Eames

theatreman

present.

The

is perhaps

in New

N. H. state

the

England

at

representative

is running for the governor's counsel.
He is managing some 35 gas stations
in northern N. H. for Esso. He recently
put

over

to be

The ban on street advertising forced
the Loew-Poli “new movie season” truck
to duck from one parking lot to another
in the downtown section.

of Duties

For Eames

since early

the

an

oil contract, for a new development in Pittsburgh, which is said

largest

to be consummated
tain state.

deal

of the

sort ever

in the White

Moun-

lomasino Appeals
Court Game Order
New

Haven — Michael

Tomasino,

opera-

J|T ITS height this week the tourist
invasion of Maine includes some notable guests. Among them is Ed Wynn,
who is cruising the Kennebec in his “Seawyn” and creating quite a stir. The famous comedian was headed for Bar Harbor. With him were his son, Keenan, who
is appearing in the stage play, “The Man
From Cairo,” at Lakewood next week and
Melville Burke, director of the play . . .
Grant Mills and Doris Dalton have the
leading roles . . . Cecilia Loftus, world
famous impersonator, is scheduled to make
one of several Maine appearances at the
Lakewood Theatre Wednesday afternoon,
August 31.
Maurice Day of Hollywood, employed
with Walt Disney, is visiting in Damariscotta, his home town. Day is combining
ivork with pleasure, since he was sent
home to take scenic pictures of Maine to
be used as the background for the new
Disney feature, “Bambi.”

tor of the White Way Theatre, charged
in a city court decision with operating a
giveaway constituting a lottery under Connecticut statutes and fined $10, has filed
an appeal, which is slated to be heard in
the court of common pleas in September.
The White Way giveaway consists of a
bag of prizes, ranging from one cent to $1.
In Savin Rock, police have banned a
newly-concocted giveaway, in form a
variation of Bingo. Basketball games are

Johnnie Hassett, manager of the Paramount Theatre, Barre, Vt., is vacationing
in Maine . . . Jerry Govan of Boston, M&P
booker for the Maine, New Hampshire and
Vermont territory, is on a trip up north
. . . Robert A. Jennings, who shows pictures for Atwater Kent at his Bar Harbor estate, was at the Paramount exchange for bookings . . . Ditto Milton
Glickman of the Four-Star Theatre, Millinocket.

also
“out.”Connecticut independents are exWhile
periencing a drop in grosses following
ousting of various giveaways, reports persist churches and other social organizations, at the next session of the state legislature, will seek to have Bingo legalized
for raising revenue for purposes of a
“charitable” nature.

Stage and screen stars who are summering at Old Orchard Beach contributed
their services in putting over the annual
concert and ball of the Old Orchard
Beach police department August 25 . . .
The IOOF Hall at Mt. Vernon, operated
by R. W. Morrill, was closed August 20.

BOSTON
(Continued from page 73)
will probably open next month, it is reported. . . The Town Hall in Wilton, N. H.,
and the Star in Unity, Me., are also possibilities for early unshutterings.

M&P Theatre managers from Portland,
Bath, Westbrook, Me., Dover, N. H. and
Barre, Vt., met August 24 in District
Manager A. J. Moreau’s offices to discuss
the “Greatest Year Drive” and their Quiz
Contest. Harry Browning, M&P publicity
director from Boston, also attended the
meeting.

A new Drive-In in Saugus is being aim-

ed toward an early September opening
. . . Gertrude Rittenberg of the E. M. Loew
office has been cruising . . . Joseph Walsh,
of Hartford, former prominent New England theatre man, has been in a number
of conferences with Circuit-Operative Morris Pouzzner these past few weeks . . . The
Weymouth Drive-In Theatre, Thomas DiMaura- James Guarino house, has been
repeating Walt Disney shorts used a year
ago.

An

Uncensored

Showing

Brings Fines
Portland,

Me. — Wyman

for Two
U. Packard,

48,

Al Rudenstein has taken over the Princess in Bridgewater . . . Nancy Carroll
featured the Marshfield fair the other
Friday afternoon. She appeared at the
Cohasset summer theatre throughout last
week.

of 101 Oak St„ manager of the Colonial
Theatre, was fined $25 in municipal court
here after being found guilty of showing
an indecent motion picture. Carl Zolov
of Boston, checker of the picture, “Body
of Beautiful,” was given a similar fine
and placed on probation for six months.
Russell J. Mack, who was arrested with
Packard and Zolov August 19, was found
not guilty when he pointed out that he
was not connected with the management
of the theatre.

H. C. Elwes jr. of RCA, and Peter
Latchis, Vermont exhibitor, have concluded a deal for the new Latchis house in
Brattleboro.

The arrest was made by Sgt. Thomas P.
Foley jr., who saw the picture and testified in court that certain scenes were indecent. By agreement the film is to be
shipped out of Portland.
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fORMOIl BUREAU

Readers

of BOXOFFICE

will find this

page a ready source of information on
products which have been filed for reference with The MODERN THEATRE INFORMATION BUREAU.

Information on the following items may be secured by sending in the coupon.
Use the key numbers. If data on subjects other than those listed is wanted,
just state your requirements. We will endeavor to see that you are supplied
with details promptly.

ADVERTISING
MT481
MT482
MT483
MT484
MT485

Main signs and marquees
Signs, Neon
Signs, structural glass
Signs, travel word
Attraction boards

AIR CONDITIONING

plants

—

Air

Air diffusers,
Cooling coils

filters

DECORATIONS

MT486 Letters, attraction board
MT487 Letters, changeable silhouette
MT488 Price signs, boxoffice
MT489 Display frames
MT490 Poster lights
MT491 Poster projectors
MT482 Cut-out machines
MT493 Time schedule clocks, electric
MT494 Monogrammed
mats, rubber
MT495 Slides, advertising
MT49G Slides, announcement
MT497 Sound truck P. A. systems
MT4 98 Transformers, Neon
MT499 Ladders, safety
MT500 Moving words projector

conditioning

MTS17
MT518
MT519

MT505

Air

MT506
MT507
MTS 08
MT509
MT510

plete
Heating systems
Refrigeration
Air washers
Blowers
Air circulators

coi

MT511
MTS 12
MT513
MT514
MT515
MTS 16

Fans, exhaust
Grilles and registers
Temperature control devices
Air conditioning accessories
Motors, multi-speed fan
Motors, constant speed

high

velocity

and FURNISHING

MT520
MT521
MT522
MT523
MTS 2 4
MT525
MT526
MT527
MT528

Architectural service
Decorating service
Seating service
Theatre chairs
Chair covers
Theatre carpets
Carpet padding
Rubber matting
Furniture, lounge

MT529
MT530
MT531

Wall tiles, interior
Fabrics, decorating
Brass railings

Ml'532
MT533
MT534

Rope railings
Metal, ornamental
Mirrors

MT535
MT536

Luminous
colors
Ticket booths

MT537
MT538
MT339
MT540
MT541
MT542

Directional signs
Exit boxes
Curtain controls
Curtain tracks
Curtains, fireproof
Fountains, drinking

MT543
MT544
MT545

Fountains, ornamental
Rubber seat upholstery
Rubber floor & wall coverings

MT550 Fixtures, lighting
MTS 51 Colored lamps
MT552 Lumiline lamps
MT553 Candle flame lamps

The MODERN

YOU

WANT ISN'T LISTED, ASK FOR IT BY NAME
UNDER "REMARKS"

THEATRE

Room 334 — 332 S. Michigan Ave.
Chicago, 111.

9-3-38

Please obtain for me free descriptive literature on the following
items.

(List Key Numbers

Below.)

Remarks:

Floodlight lamps
Spotlight lamps
Sign lamps
Dimmers

MT55X

Ultra

MT559
MT560
MT561
MT562
MT563

Silhouette letter mounting
Flashed opal glass
Pot metal opal glass
Fuses, indicator type
Fuses, cartridge

violet

MTS 64 Lighting

lighting

plants,

individual

MT569
MT570
MT571
MT572
MT573

Expansion Bolts
Chair fastening cement
Chair refinishing materials
Upholstering materials
Seat patching kits

MT574
MT575
MTS 76
MTS 77
MT578
MT579
MT580

Seat decking materials
Floor surfacing materials
Carpet cleaning systems
Floor waxes
Matting, rubber
Paint, screen
Paint, plastic

MT531
MTS82

Paint, aluminum
Polish, metal

MT583
MT58 4
MT585
MT5S6
MT587
MT588
MT589

Polish, furniture
Fireproofing compounds
Fire extinguishers
Ladders, safety
Uniforms, staff
Screen cleaning tools
Venetian blind cleaners

MT591
Projectors, complete with sound
MT592
Projectors, standard
MT593
Projectors, semi-portable
MT594
Projector pedestals
MT595
Projector parts
MT596
Lamps, suprex type
MTS 9 7
Lamps, reflector arc
MT598
Lamps, high intensity
MTS99
Lamps, incandescent projection
MT600
Arc regulators
MT601
Arc controls
MT602
Control panels
MT603
MT604 Rectifiers, copper-oxide
Rectifiers, tube type
MT605
Bulbs, rectifier
MT606
MT607 Rheostats, projection
Motor- generators
MT608
Lenses, projection
MT609
Lenses, condenser
MT610
Current changers
MT611
Mirror reflectors
MT612
Carbons, projector
MT613
Carbon
savers
Reels
MT614
MT615
Reel alarms
MT616
MT617 Rewinders, automatic
Change-over devices
MT618
Slide, projection
MT619
MT620 Lamps, spot and flood
Take-ups, film
MT621
Film safety controls
MT622
Fire prevention devices
MT623
Fire shutters, porthole
MT624
Film scales
Film scrapers
MT625
MT626
Film splicers
MT627
Film cleaners
MT628
MT629 Air
Tool gun
kits (cleaner)
MT630
MT631

Film cabinets
Film cabinet stands
Effect projectors
Rectifiers,
sulphide

magnesium-copper

Name
SANITATION

Theatre

78

State

MT641

Cleaning

compounds

MT642
MT643
MT644
MT645

Disinfectants
Deodorant blocks
Insecticides

MT646
MT647
MT648
MT649

Disseminators
Air purifiers,
Air perfumes
Air sprays

ozone

MT650
MT651

Soap dispensers
Soaps, liquid

MT652

Hand

MT653
MT6S4
MT655

Chewing gum solvents
Rubber link matting
Exhaust fans

MT656
MT657

Plumbing fixtures
Toilet seats

driers,

electric

SOUND

PROJECTION

MT632
MT633

City..

units

MAINTENANCE

LIGHTING

USE THIS COUPON
IF WHAT

MT554
MT555
MT556
MT557

MT661
MT662

Sound
Sound

MT663

Amplifiers

systems,
heads

MT664
MT665
MT666

Pre-amplifiers
Speakers
Rectifiers

MT667

Condensers

MT668
MT669
MT670
MT671
MT672
MT673
MT674
MT675
MT676
MT6 77
MT678

Photo-electric cells
Tubes, amplifier
Tubes, rectifier
Exciter lamps
Baffles, horn
Lens assemblies, sound
Public address systems
Microphones
Microphone stands
Hearing aid systems
Acoustical materials

STAGE

complete

EQUIPMENT

MTU85
MTUSti

Screens, moving
Lighting, stage

MT687
MTB88
MT689
MT090
MT891
MTS92

Curtain controls
Curtain tracks
Stage draperies
Stage rigging
Scenery, stage
Footlights

MT693

Switchboards

STRUCTURAL

picture

MATERIALS

MT700

Structural

MT701
MT702
MT703
MT704

Insulation materials
Acoustical materials
Fibre boards
Fronts, glass

glasses

MT705
MT706
MT707
MT708
MT709

Fronts, vitreous
Fronts, porcelain
Fronts, stainless
Toilet partitions,
Flooring, asphalt

enamel
enamel
steel
metal
tile

MISCELLANEOUS
MT715
MT716
MT717
MT718
MT719
MT720
MT721
MT722
MT723
MT724

Accounting systems
Change makers
Safes, boxoffice
Tickets
Ticket choppers
Ticket issuing machines
Ticket registers
Ticket holders
Pop corn machines
Uniforms, staff
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CIVIC CELEBRATIONS HAIL "GREATEST YEAR"
AS SOUTHERN EXPLOITATION GUNS UNLIMBER
The
week

By

LEE

Atlanta — This

“Motion

Pic-

tures’ Greatest Year” the biggest parade
Thursday ever staged in the history of
Atlanta theatrical circles.
The parade, more than two miles long,
was routed to cover every portion of the
downtown business section during the
noon period, when streets were crowded.
Twelve floats, decorated in real Hollywood style; 300 uniformed employes
marching, and more than 300 other theatre employes in decorated cars made the
parade a spectacle true to the best traditions of show business.
Brass bands, kiddie bands, and a Hammond organ provided music.
Mayor William B. Hartsfield, who
signed a proclamation calling attention to
the day, and other notables, led the
parade.
Next in line came the float of the Capitol Theatre — a motion picture scene being
photographed, with director, actors, cameras and lights.
Then the Grand Theatre float, in
modernistic design, with a touch of beauty added by the appearance of Alice Talton, “Miss Atlanta, 1938.”
The Fox Theatre float was in the form
of a tremendous rainbow, with clouds at
one end and a pot of gold at the other.
Adding music and beauty were Homer
Knowles, organist, and the four Smile
Girls.
The Paramount float, of modern design, carried a number of pretty local girls,
dressed in appropriate costumes.
Other floats were entered by the Rialto;
Bach neighborhood theatres; Lucas &
Jenkins neighborhood theatres; Rhodes
Center Theatre; Hal Aronson Advertising
Co.; Atlanta Federation of Musicians;
IATSE ; Jesse Reese School of Dance;
MPMOA; Dixie Novelettes, and Warner
Bros., featuring a big book selling the
forthcoming Movie Quiz contest production, “Valley of the Giants.”
All film exchanges in Atlanta closed between 10:30 p. m. and 2 p. m., in order
to participate in the mammoth parade.
A total of 150 automobiles, specially
decorated, and carrying banners selling
different coming attractions from each of
the exchanges, were a feature.
The Atlanta Federation of Musicians.
IATSE and MPMOA cooperated with their
float, carrying motion picture equipment,
with a band.
Twenty-five city blocks downtown were
decorated with flags and banners carryBOXOFFICE
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Big Berthas ol southern showmanship boomed in mighty concert this
as

"Motion

Pictures'

Greatest

Dallas — A

Year" got away to an official start.
Civic celebrations throughout the ter-

PUHRMAN

city gave

Dallas Hats Into Air as
Town Goes Gay for
Trade Campaign

South Gives Lesson
In Showmanship

Atlanta's Biggest Parade
In Theatre History
Launches Drive

S

ritory hailed the dawn
business period as only
hail; gigantic parades
ings heightened the

of the betterthe South can

and gala gatherconviviality and

whetted the ”go-to-the-movies" appetite at the launching of the sustained
drive for increased grosses.

ing the slogan “Motion

Pictures’ Great-

The
fact that this is the first time the
est Year.”
city of Atlanta has ever permitted show
people to decorate the city was pointed
out as evidence of genuine interest in the
national motion picture event.
Newsreel cameramen from all companies “shot” the parade, and these shots
are expected to be used nationally as well
as in all theatres in the southern exchange territory.
Decorations and advertising copy were
hung on guy wires supporting the trolley
wires, which cross streets at intervals of
about 50 feet, making the entire business
section and neighborhood sections a continuous reminder of “Motion Pictures’
Greatest Year.”
Besides the 25 decorated downtown
blocks, 20 blocks in neighborhoods, in
front of every neighborhood theatre, were
decorated.

big

parade,

one

mile

long,

started Dallas theatres Thursday noon on
their road to greater business via the
gigantic advertising and exploitation campaign and the distribution of thousands of
Movie Quiz booklets. The parade organized on South Lamar and moved to Main
and up to Harwood, reaching the main
business section during the noon hour.
From Harwood it turned over to Elm and
paraded the Dallas theatre row.
The hundreds of Dallas theatre and
film men were escorted by motorcycle
police and a three-piece band. There were
ten floats and many cars carrying city
officials, the Dallas committee composed
of R. J. O’Donnell, W. G. Underwood,
Hugh Owen, and Lynn Stocker (substituting for R. E. Griffith who is in New York) .
Louis Charninsky, one of Elm Street’s
mighty when it comes to getting them
in, was director marshal. However, he
didn’t ride a horse or wear his Ranger 10gallon hat.
Some of the Dallas theatre men who
had a part in arranging parade details
were J. O. Cherry, Francis Barr, Forrest
Thompson, Charninsky, Ronnie Perkins,
Walter Henschel, Charles Snyder, Ed Sullivan, Fred McFadden, and Erwin Waite.
100 Independent

Exhibitors

Have

for Campaign

Signed

Dallas — One

Up

hundred

independent

ex-

hibitors already have turned in their
pledges for active work, cooperation and
Macon
For

a

Into Line
Parade

Macon — A. P. Barry,

Lucas & Jenkins Macon
into the “Motion
in a big way.

city manager

for

theatres, entered

Pictures’ Greatest Year”

He staged a parade Thursday to introduce the contest to his patrons, and made
arrangements to banner the town. At a
meeting of all employes, including operators, he explained the Quiz book and
screened “Alexander’s Ragtime Band” at
the conclusion of the meeting.
Much enthusiasm was displayed by all
employes. Art is known throughout the
south for his ingenious methods of selling
and he has pulled another trick out of his
bag — by selling ads on an envelope which
will contain the Movie Quiz book. This
will cover the entire cost of his books for
Macon.

Alamo,
Higgins,

Higgins,

Tex. — Ira

Dark

Smith

N. M., has closed his Alamo

of

Hobbs,

Theatre here.

donation to the “Greatest Year” campaign
which started September 1. Sebe Miller,
handling Movie Quiz accessories, said
1,300,000 booklets have been sold, paid
for and delivered. Hundreds of one-sheets
were sold, he said. Additional booklet
orders from the circuits have been received and will be filled as soon as replenishments in the stock arrive. For instance.
Interstate plans to use a million or more
booklets alone.
Twenty-four sheets and other boards
were posted a few days ago in Dallas and
all indications are that the drive opens
with a bang. Incomplete reports say that
similar parades and demonstrations were
staged in the other Texas key cities.

Let Contract
Charlotte — The

Pastime

Amusement

Co.

in Charleston, S. C„ has awarded a contract to E. Caligari & Son of Norfolk and
Richmond, for decorating the interior of
the new Riviera at Market and King Sts.
Work begins immediately.
79

Hearing of Major Defendants'
Motions Postponed Until Sept. 29
Oklahoma

City — Hearing

Publix Corp., United Artists Corp., RKO
Distributing Corp., Columbia Pictures Corp.,
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Distributing Corp.,
Universal Film Exchange, Inc., and John
B. Terry.

of the major

defendants’ motions in the A. B. Momand
$4,450,000 damage suits has been postponed until September 29 so that plaintiffs may have time to secure certain
depositions in New York City upon which
their arguments on the motions are to
stand. At the same time U. S. District
Judge A. P. Murrah has announced that

The suit is asking approximately $4,450,000 for damages to Momand and his onetime circuit of Oklahoma theatres due to
alleged creation of a monopoly in violation of the anti-trust laws and is filed
under the Clayton Act.
It alleges 15 causes of action, each of

he will rule on all questions of the jui’isdiction of the court in the case and over
the defendants.
Four depositions are sought: Those of
Austin Keough, secretary of Paramount
Pictures, Inc.; Neil F. Agnew, general sales

which involves one or more of Momand’s
former properties located in Oklahoma

manager of Paramount; Harold S. Bareford, assistant secretary and counsel for
Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc., and Gradwell

City, Shawnee, Maud, Seminole, Holdenville, Wewoka, Pawhuska, Okmulgee, Guthrie, Clinton, Hartshorne and Alva.
It charges that the named defendants

L. Sears, general
ner.

conspired to withhold product from Momand (as well as others) and permit

Hearings

on

sales manager

that

date

for War-

will be held

on

houses

the motion of 20th-Fox to strike the petition from the files, on Paramount Pictures, Inc., to quash service of summons,
on Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc., to quash
service of summons, and on Vitaphone
Corp., to quash service of summons as well
as motion of Griffith Amusement Co. and

of the Griffith

Amusement

Co. cir-

cuit in competition with Momand to purchase any and all pictures, regardless
of whether or not they were run and in
substantiation of these charges refers to
block

booking

and

other phases
hibitor-distributor relationship.

of

ex-

are Consolidated Amusement Co., Consolidated Theatres, Inc., Public Theatres Corp.,

It also is charged in the Momand petition that the defendants, through their
affiliated circuits, have divided the United
States into definite zones into which they
do not actively compete with each other
and that they have conspired in holding

Regal

their

Regal Theatres, Inc., to strike the petition
from the files.
Also named as defendants in the suit

Theatres, Inc., Warner Bros. Theatres, Inc., Pathe Exchange, Inc., Educational Film Exchange, Inc., Paramount-

New

Date

individual product for use in circuit houses in each of these sections to
the exclusion of independent exhibitors.

Book

New

Promotion

Plan

Dallas — Supervising seven southern
states out of Dallas, Pete Barnes, who put
Buck-Nite on the market several years

Dallas — Exhibitors’ date books for 193839, have been completed by Evans Printing and Poster Co. and are ready for free
distribution to Texas exhibitors, according

ago, has taken on “The Golden Aisle” and
Robot Photographer which he has started
licensing for theatre use. Contracts with
distributors are being made and it is said
that B. F. Busby will handle the plan in
Little Rock.

to Duke Evans, co-manager of the company, who has been getting up the job
the past few seasons. Exhibitors wanting
them will be mailed one free if they write
Evans Printing & Poster, 412 Brcwder St.

New

Orleans — Six exchanges

key

purposes,

are

of film

on

protesting
hand.

against

a valuation

First District

Assessor

of $50,000
James

each,

E. Comis-

declared the films estimatedly produced $3,500 weekly. Louis L. Rosen, attorney for the exchanges, declared that in some cases the film was not owned by

companies

maintaining

and cost only
rental value.
Finance
for a

written

Those

1 1/2 cents

the

exchanges,

per

Commissioner
protest

to be

protesting

foot.

Jess

the

that they
said

Cave,

referred

and

He

chairman

to the

amounts

were

Comiskey

state
each

all prints
was

of the
tax

figure

and

assessing

equalization

commission
is a

for a

not

Approximately

80

27, Martin

150

appeals

E. Kranz,

were

secretary,

made
said.

during

the

owned by L. A. Lanius,
a theatre at Marvell.
Recent
Waller,

Little Rock
Judsonia;

who

will operate

visitors:

Mrs.

R. V. McGinnis,

O. C.
Hope;

Bill Headstream, Melba Theatre, Batesville; W. R. Lee, Gem, Heber Springs.
B. V. McDougald, owner of the AmuseU and the new Drew at Monticello, has
announced a tentative list of those who
will be employed at the two houses. Percy
Oslan, with McDougald for a number of
years at the Amuse-U, will be in charge
of the projection booths at both theatres.
James Wells, who also has seen service at
the Amuse-U, will be in charge of the
downstairs at the Amuse-U and serve as
relief projectionist at both houses. Carroll Lawson will be operator at the AmuseU. Mrs. McDougald will cashier at the
Drew as will Mrs. James Nelon at the
Amuse-U.
R. V. McGinnis, owner of the New at
Hope, was in Little Rock and announced
Ray Corrigan, one of the three Republic
Pictures stars, will make personal appearances at the New, Nashville, and the New
at Hope this week. Eddie Dean will be
master of ceremonies.
C.

A.

Smith,

formerly

of

Henderson,

Ky., arrived in Morrilton this week to assume management of the Rialto, a Malco
unit. Bartlett Dortch, manager since Malcolm Gilbert was transferred to Fulton,
Ky„ will remain as assistant to Smith.
Smith has been with Malco since 1931.

Little Rock’s Little Theatre
uled to open September 5. The

is schedfirst per-

_ i: .

formance will be “Room

Service.”

Tyrone Power, 20th-Fox star, spent several hours at Dardanelle last week, being

on

board,

their
asked

decision.

fair assessment,

hearings

will be used in producing “Jesse James,”
which is now in preparation at Pineville,
Mo.

Other members of the party were Director Henry King, Darryl F. Zanuck, Wm.
F. Darling and J. T. Toothacker.

originals,

them

follow:

Republic Pictures, $1,640; Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, $6,483; United Artists, $1,318;
versal, $2,736; 20th Century-Fox, $3,449; Vitagraph, Inc. (Warner Bros.), $2,574.
August

will be retained at Leachville as projectionist. Walter Cox, manager of the
house since 1934, has accepted a job in
Little Rock . . . O. C. Waller has bought
the Judd Theatre, Judsonia, formerly

one of a group of five motion picture
executives who went there to inspect the
railroad equipment of the Dardanelle &
Russellville Railroad Co. which probably

Protest Film Valuation
for assessment

E. RINGER of Memphis has bought
the Gem
at Leachville from Miss
Emma
Cox of Osceola. Cecil Sherwocd

which

Uni-

ended

Edwin

Kies

and

Robert

H.

Wilson

of

Jackson, Mo., owner of theatre equipment,
were in Corning this week conferring with
Manager Mark Denham of the Corning
Theatre which was damaged considerably
by fire recently. The extent of damage
was set between $10,000 and $12,000. Loss
to the building and contents is partly
covered by insurance. It was announced
that the theatre will be reopened within
two weeks.
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ID) A IIL 1IL A $ A Finney-Deering
Reunion in Houston
Industry Campaign

Houston Launches

TOHNNY
BLOCKER, 'who is going into
J Abilene with a deluxer of nearly 700 seats
and all brand new and late equipment, is
starting his job at high speed. He rides
into Dallas in an airplane, spends a few

Houston — Local

participation

in

the

million-dollar “Motion Pictures’ Greatest
Year” campaign was started with a joint
meeting of independents and company
representatives.
R. J. O’Donnell, general manager of the
Interstate circuit, and member of the national committee, flew from Dallas to preside at the meeting. Plans were made for
an intensive goodwill campaign to extend
over four months following September 1.
Parades, special displays, building of
special pro; rams, and ways of getting the
national $250,000 quiz contest before the
public were discussed. Committees were
appointed and full cooperation pledged by
all local theatres. It is proposed to have
newspapers, radio stations, merchants and
business firms take part in the movement,
details to be worked
tees.

out by the commit-

Wometco Employes Pledge
Ten Quiz Entries Each
Miami — A pledge to secure at least ten
participants, other than relatives, in the
Movie Quiz contest was signed by each
Wometco circuit employe at a meeting this
(Continued

days

hard-hitting on Filmrow
turns home the same way.

and

re-

The Ted Lewises from Texarkana were
visitors and parked a fine new car of the
higher priced variety on Harwood St.

Houston — W. A. Finney, recently
pointed southern division manager

Loew’s, Inc., to succeed Lionel H. Keene,
paid his first visit to Houston recently
and celebrated a reunion with Francis
Deering,
atre here. manager

A card from Alfred N. Sack, president
of Sack Amusement Enterprises, on a visit
to New York, says he has been combining
business with his vacation and that he
will be back in Dallas within a few days
bringing

a “whole

bag of money

pictures.”

Lew

Bray, who has been with Interstate several years and lately manager of
the Lyric at Brownwood, is being transferred to Dallas on September 6 for an
assignment in the home office booking
department, which amounts
tion for him, it was said.

to a

promo-

P. G. Cameron, who has been sojourning in California the past few weeks, after
side trips to Sequoria National Park, and
much trout fishing (with luck) , has settled down to warming the sample upholstered seats around offices of the Los
Angeles Filmrow, according to reports
reaching Dallas. He is also visiting his
(Continued

on next page)

on

page

STRONG

84)

apfor

It was

under

of Loew’s

State

the supervision

The-

of Finney

that

Deering broke into the show business a few years ago and gained his first
managerial experience in Columbus, Ohio.
Finney was making an inspection trip
from his Atlanta headquarters through the
southern territory. He said there will be
no change in policy, especially in Houston.
“I like Houston very much, but certainly find little to do in a business way,”
Finney said. “Mr. Deering and Homer
McCallon, publicity director, keep up the
corners so well I might as well go to the
Gulf for a little fishing.”
Finney said there was
bringing

vaudeville

Loew’s

State

little chance

back,

opened

“much

in 1927 and

to

of
his

is the

only Loew’s theatre in Texas. It seats
2,700 and is the largest and one of the
regret.”elaborate theatres in the city.
most
Deering has been manager four years.
McCallon has been publicity director and
art director since the theatre opened.

LAMPS

THE STRONG

MOGUL

HIGH

INTENSITY

THE STRONG L. O. UTILITY LOW
THE STRONG PORTABLE MODEL
STRONG RECTIFIERS
Choose STRONG

INTENSITY

equipment for better projection

light. IT is the choice of the most critical projectionists. ITis the choice of exhibitors who have
used STRONG
THE

STRONG

MOGUlj

Write for Description Catalogue

HERBER
210 SOUTH
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Treatment

along with other equipment.

BROTHERS
and

Adequate

Service

Always '

DALLAS, TEXAS

&1

A If 1IL A NT

A

E. HOUSE, manager of Paramount, and Jimmy Campbell, ace salesman, are on the Georgia coast on business.

Each

Wometco

Pledges

Employe

10 Quiz Entries

gXPECTED
are Max

QECIL

Row visitors this week included L. J.
Duncan of West Point, Ga.; Mrs. Tumlin
of Clayton, Ga.; James Jarrell of Commerce, Ga.; Walter Bracken of Union
Springs, Ala.; Bob Nowell jr. of Monroe,
Ga.
S. R.

(Sid) Reams, president of Theatrical Printing Co., has returned from a
three-week vacation. He and his family
motored north, going as far as Quebec,
Canada.
Riley P. Davis, general manager of Theatrical Printing Co., is on a two-week vacation.
Jack Barrett has returned from a trip
to south Alabama and Florida. He plans
another trip soon.

(Continued

from

preceding

page)

week for an outline of “Greatest Year”
campaign details.
John (Sonny) Shepherd, manager of the
Lincoln Theatre and exploitation mogul for
the chain, presided at the Wometco meeting. Paramount employes were given detailed instructions about participation at
a midnight session held in the Columbus
Hotel.
The

initial newspaper

advertisement

story

on the campaign

and
was

first
print-

ed in Wednesday night’s Miami Daily News.
A similar announcement and ad was carried in Thursday morning’s Herald. The
local newspaper campaign calls for 10,000
lines of advertising space to be divided
equally between the two daily papers.
Distribution of campaign booklets, 50,000 of which have been secured by each
chain, was started at all local theatres
Thursday.

More
Seating

Charleston, S. C. — The number of seats
in the Gloria Theatre here will be reduced to 375 in the fall. Every fifth row
has been removed. The remainder will be
rearranged to give an
tween the rows.

even

clearance

be-

Premium

Deals

Atlanta — Ike Katz of Metro Premium
Co. here has closed a premium deal with
C. M. Bridges of the Karrh circuit for the
Dixie and Strand, Wrightsville, and the
Dixie at Metter. Deals also have been
closed with Dave Flexler for the Ritz at
New Albany, Miss., and with G. W. Haynes
for the Strand at Tiptonville, Tenn.

HAVE YOUR OWN
CLEAN-UP WEEK
Janitorial Supplies to Fill Your Every Need
BROOMS
Straw
Fibre
Toy
Push

MOP BUCKETS
CLEANERS
Drain Pipe
Fabric
Furniture
Wall

BRUSHES
Screen
Scrub
Toilet
Radiator
Wall

Whisk
DEODORANT

BLOCKS

DEODORANT

DEODORANT

POWDER

PINE OIL DISINFECTANT

SOAP DISPENSERS
FURNITURE POLISH

LIQUID
METAL

CRYSTALS

HAND SOAP
POLISH

No matter what clean up item you need - we have it
“EVERYTHING

FOR

THE

WIL-KFN
321 S. Church, CHARLOTTE

Phone 8620

82

THEATRE

EXCEPT

FILM"

150 Walton St., ATLANTA
Phone WALnut 4613

back in Miami any day now
Fleischer, whose new Miami

studios

James S. Tankersly and Hayden Hampton of Elijay, Ga., were recent Row visitors.

Reduce

m in a m in
are soon to swing into full production, and Herman Weingarten, whose
Cameo, initial theatre of a proposed chain
of 12, is being completed at Espanola Way
and Washington avenue on Miami Beach.
Both Fleischer and Weingarten own homes
on the beach.
Recent visitors from Nassau were
Charles Bethel and his brother, Phillip
Bethel. They operate several houses on
the adjacent British resort island.
The winner of the contest to guess most
accurately the number attending the
opening of “Alexander’s Ragtime Band” at
the Lincoln last Wednesday, came within
26 of the actual number, 2,831. Guesses
ranged from 41,000 by a visitor from Kansas City, to 600 by a local practical joker.
The award was $5 in cash.
Hal

Kopplin,

head

of the Wometco

art

department, is clearing his desk preparatory to a month’s vacation, starting in
mid September . He and his wife will go up
to the Carolinas for the first two weeks,
then return home for some
ming and fishing.

intensive swim-

Bill Seay, local manager for Ross Federal Service, is in Atlanta at district headquarters this week. Harry Ross, head of
the service, will be down soon from his
northern home at New Rochelle, N. Y., to
inspect the estate being developed for him
on San Marino Island in Biscayne Bay.
A feature at one of the runs of “My
Old Kentucky Home” at the Miami DriveIn theatre this week, was the presentation of a program of southern songs by the
local American Legion’s Drum and Bugle
Corps. Manager Ira Loew gave the corps
a percentage of the evening’s receipts to
aid it in defraying its expense to the
national Legion convention in Los Angeles.
A1 Weiss jr., manager of Miami’s major
Paramount house, the Olympia, postcards
greetings from Washington, D. C. to all
the other Paramount managers.
Local moviegoers are “asking their way”
into the Lincoln during the run of a contest being conducted by radio station
WKAT. Free tickets are given to persons
submitting questions used on this
tion’s Monday evening feature.

sta-

Local theatrical folk out of town include Norman Rossman, Paramount comptroller; Jack Murray, head of the Paramount art department; J. I. McKinney,
manager of the Grove Theatre and the
Toemmes family, Ray, Walter and Dale.
Rossman and Murray are in New York,
McKinney has gone to his former home
in Tennessee and the Toemmes trio are
spending a month at Waverly, N. Carolina.
Ray Toemmes is manager of the Tower,
Walter of the Ritz, while Gale is Mitchell
Wolfson’s secretary.
Contented over living in the world’s
premier vacation spot, J. Hal Luter and
his wife are spending their vacation days
over on the eastside of Biscayne Bay, half
a

dozen miles from the mainland
tion of their Rex Theatre.
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Interstate Circuit Buys
16 Magic Eye Outfits
Dallas-— Sixteen

Magic

Eye

units

have

been purchased by the Interstate Circuit
for use in the principal cities of Texas,
it was announced by C. C. Ezell, general
sales manager for the Photo-Pay Nite
system in the United States. Ezell secured the order from R. J. O’Donnell,
vice-president and general manager of
Interstate.
Due to recent orders from the Griffith
circuits in Texas and Oklahoma, and the
Sparks circuit in Florida, 16 units was all
that could be delivered to Interstate at
this time, Ezell said, but by September 15
the output will be sufficient to fill every
order immediately, he said.

gOUTHWESTERN
Theatres, Inc., Tulsa,
operating approximately 28 theatres
over the state, has contracted with Melton
Barker, Hollywood, to film several tworeel comedies similar to the “Our Gang”
comedies using about 400 Tulsa children
as characters. Object is to give local children an opportunity to see and hear themselves on the screen . . . Harry and Joe
Silverman, with Majestic, Crescent and
Standard Film exchange, are defendants
in a suit filed in court here asking $311
for money allegedly due on rent to the
Municipal Securities Co., a statutory trust
. . . Our personal thanks to Leon J. Bamberger of RKO for the Bobby Breen harmonica. We are in the throes of learning

Threet Takes Half Reel

“Home

Of Corrigan Lufkin Visit
Lufkin,

Tex. — Lee

Threet,

operator

of

the Texan, one of the ultra-modem smaller town theatres of the State, was ready
for Douglas Corrigan when he landed in
Lufkin last week. Threet had a 16 mm
camera and took off 300 feet of the wrongway pilot, about half a reel of 33 mm,
and planned to get it in a newsreel. Corrigan’s grandmother lives in Lufkin, so he
stopped off in his famous plane, on his
way to Austin.
RKO has the flyer for a picture to be
made soon.

IQth Anniversary
Ranger,

Tex. — Two

Paramount

pictures,

“The Texans” and “Professor Beware,” and
a special program on the stage, made up
the tenth anniversary celebration of the
Arcadia last week and the important thing
was that all seats were filled long before
the entertainment began. The program
came in between the features. The mayor
and C. of C. president spoke. J. T.
Hughes, first manager of the house, and
Noah Byers and James Adkins, original
employes, had bits on the bill.

Fire Damages
Baird,

Tex. — Server

Plaza

Leon’s

Plaza

was

badly damaged by fire, believed to have
started from defective wiring. Sound and
projection equipment was a total loss,
estimated at $2,000, according to K. R.
Pawkett, manager. New equipment was
immediately ordered, but nothing has, as
yet, been said about a reopening date.

Pens and Pencils
Handley,

Tex. — Something

new

in give-

aways is in vogue at the Best Theatre,
owned by F. M. Baker. Pen and pencil
sets are being awarded on the three Saturdays before opening of school.

Palace
Hemphill,

to Smith

Tex. — Wilton

Smith

of Car-

thage has purchased the Palace from Paul
Toole. He has closed the house a few days
for equipment installation and remodeling.
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on the Range,”

no fooling.

It looks like local theatre men are going
to have to dig down and pay some more
taxes. Countless numbers of suggested
taxes have been proposed in order to effect a $123,000 reduction in the current
city budget and to meet an estimated deficit of $300,000 a year. So far, specific
theatre taxes have received little attention, but a number of special taxes applying to all business, which will take in
theatres, are on the “likely to pass’’ table.
Among these is a $5 a year license fee to
be collected from every business enterprise in the city . . . Lester J. Coleman,
traveling auditor for Paramount, was in
town, then went on to Denver . . . Imogene
Fowler, Paramount inspection department,
is on vacation . . . T. B. Noble jr., State
managing director, to Lincoln and then
New York City.
Mary O’Donnell, secretary to L. C. Griffith of Griffith Amusement, has resigned
to marry Harry McKenna, booker for K.
Lee Williams . . . Verley Colbey, operator
of the Ellis Theatre at Terringtown,
Tex., in town for the amateur baseball
tournament . . . Remodeling of the Ritz
at Muskogee has been started. House will
be closed for several weeks while the alterations, amounting to $15,000, are made
. . . L. J. Finske, in town . . . Lucile Keys,
back from New Mexico.
Vincent Settle, back from Arkansas . . .
Claire Hilgers, Universal branch manager
in Dallas, with Southern District Manager
Harry Graham . . . H. J. Griffith jr., secretary of Griffith Amusement, busy buying furnishings for his new home . . .
A. G. Smith, for 12 years manager of
National Theatre Supply in Oklahoma
City, has joined the local National branch.
Roy Creason, operator of the Palace at
Eufala, is building a 400-seat house there
to open October 1. It is his second house
there . . . M. R. Parks of Tonka wa opened a new 400-seat house at Disney, Okla.,
September 5, his second house . . . Five
hundred yards of carpet and 1,100 seats
being installed in the new Griffith house
at Enid . . . Closings reported: The Ritz
at Skiatook, operated by A. B. Walker;
Tiffin at Billings, operated by H. J. Simmering; Queen at Lorenzo, Tex., operated
by J. M. Pearson, and the Ira at Higgins, Tex., operated by Ira Smith . . .

L. E. Brewer of Paul’s Valley is completely remodeling his Royal Theatre there.
Betty Gardener, secretary to Claire
Hilgers, Universal exchange manager, off
on vacation . . . Richard Hildreth, traveling auditor for 20 th-Fox, in town . . .
Jessie Berukhalter, ad sales secretary at
20 th-Fox, back home after serious illness
at hospital ... Ed Pel, on vacation to Des
Moines.
Griffith circuit changes: Carl Benefield, from city manager at Enid, Okla.,
to city manager at Pampa, Tex.; George
Limerick, from city manager at Cleburne,
Tex., to city manager at Enid, Okla.;
Frank Aydelotte, from Drumright, Okla.,
to Cleburne, Tex.; Gayle Varnell from
Hugo, Okla., to Drumright, and Taylor
Joyce, from assistant manager at Stillwater, to city manager at Hugo, Okla.
D. I. Johnstoji, prominent local theatre
attorney, and owner of the Joy Theatre
here, has been elected chairman of the
four-member rating board for the Oklahoma public welfare commission’s new
merit system . . . Robert Busch has been
named manager of the Plaza to succeed
Tod Ferguson, going up the line to exploitation chief for M-G-M out of Memphis; Paul Toivnsend, manager of the
Liberty, also taking over Warner management duties.

» Theatre

cc

MODERNIZING
&
STREAMLINING
HEADQUARTERS
Visit Us
in our new office
1914 Main Street

PLANS FREE
On Remodeling Jobs

KING
SCENIC

CO.

1914 Main St.
DALLAS
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DALLAS

S A M T O N HE
PARAMOUNT WEEK has already started
out with a bang. Manager McClintock and Salesman Bridge have just returned from trips to Hondo, Carrizzo
Springs, Hebbronville, Eagle Pass and
Camp Wood where they sold Paramount
product with the greatest of ease in all
five towns.

New Orleans — L'Affaire Corrigan
its accustomed muddling when
West-is-East
appearance

flyer
here.

When Douglas Corrigan visited here
last week, few San Antonians realized that
he once worked at the old Royal Theatre
in the early ’20’s. Ye colyumnist was
chief usher there when the famed “reverse” flier was unheard of. Those were
the good old days.
Louis Candy who conducts a “First
Nighter” theatrical column in the Texas
Jewish Press here, is actor -narrator in
Phil Alexander’s “Texas on Parade,”
dramatized news events program over
KONO every Sunday.
Interstate Circuitattles: Bill O’Donnell,
city manager, enjoying the cool California
sea breezes, then back to Texas next
week . . . Cashier Madge Doyle of the
Texas Theatre, spent her vacation in Fort
Worth . . . Aztec, Majestic, Empire and
Texas displaying the "Movie Quiz” contest label in their newspaper ads . . .
Holdovers at the Texas— “Keep Smiling,”
and “Alexander’s Ragtime Band,” switched
over from the Majestic, after a week’s
run . . . "Lone Ranger,” serial running at
the State, is getting nice plugs via KTSA
on the Bohnet’s Bakery program every
Thursday.
R. W. Barron of the Independent Film
Exchange, has the new type Holmes projector on display in his Commerce Street
supply house. It is by far one of the
neatest jobs turned out by the Chi firm
in some time.
Celeste Allen is house

manager

for O.

B. Smith’s Ritz Theatre, all-colored house
on Iowa St., and is also producing the
Negro stageshows from time to time.
Paramount pickups: Most all of the exchange personnel attended the picnic given
on the Guadalupe River near New Braunfels last Sunday. Refreshments and a
steak fry was enjoyed by the gang . . .
Dick Betts, adsales manager, is back from
a vacation . . . Henry Hall, Beeville; Paul
Poag, Princess, Del Rio; Johnny G. Long,
Bay City, and his attorney, Mr. Erickson,
and Al Mortenson of the Southwestern
Theatre Supply Co., Houston, were recent
callers upon Branch Manager “Mack” McClintock.

BUFFALO
315 s. harwood
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his

got
the

“I've not signed

Radio.

contract
Flight

to make

a

any

“I'm not saying

picture

titled “My

to Ireland."

Cassil Promises
KMTA Delegation
Oklahoma

City — Frank

Cassil

of

the

Kansas-Missouri Theatres Ass’n has informed Morris Loewenstein, MPTOA sectary, that his plans a southwest get-together in conjunction with the forthcoming MPTOA convention to be held here,
are satisfactory. Cassil stated that not
only would he be there, but that he personally would see that a large delegation
of the Missouri association attended.
Association members in Texas, Illinois,
Arkansas, Tennessee and Louisiana have
already been invited by Loewenstein to
participate in the conference as well as
attend the MPTOA meet whose unofiicial
date has been set for either the first cr
second week in October in Oklahoma City.
Loewenstein has also written Bob O’Donnell, Interstate circuit head, suggest. ng
Interstate hold its annual managers’ meeting in Oklahoma City at the same t.me
inasmuch as the meeting has not as yri
been held at Galveston, as in the past.

Work Begins on $5,000
House in Deport, Tex.
Deport,

Tex. — Work

has

started

on

a

$5,000 theatre building here for the Deport Amusement Corp., made up of a
group of local business men. Ralph Moore
of Stonewall, Okla., will move in new
equipment and operate the house.
The project approaches reality after
several delays. First, the original architects were said to be inadequate. Then
they involved too much money. Finally,
the corporation borrowed the needed cash
difference from the RFC. A $5 prize is
offered for a name.
Installs 400 New
Kaufman,

Tex. — John

has

EQUIPMENT
CO., INC.

Dallas.

Harold Robb was on the Sunshine going to the coast recently when A. E. McClain, Colorado manager, learned of it,
and with the C. of C. manager caught
that train and rode as far as Sweetwater.
They got Robb to promise to do his best
toward getting personal appearance of a
star for the Frontier Round-Up in Colorado on September 8-10.
R. I. Payne, the R. E. Griffith circuit
home office manager, has been vacationing in New Mexico and is expected back
first of the week. Naturally he patronGallup.
ized R. E.’s famous El Rancho Hotel in
Lionel Underwood, brother of W. G.
Underwood, has been a Dallas visitor hobnobbing with friends. He’s manager of
neighborhood theatres in San Antonio for
Interstate in which houses W. G. is also
interested.
During recess periods some of the best
known men on Filmrow have been watching the “algae” swimming around in Dallas water which they have made famous.
Down at the National office Jake Watson
fixed up a photofloposcope, or some other
such apparatus which he uses to perform
the experiment. It’s a greenish light supposed to penetrate the algae in a minute
body of water placed on a zinc slab before it. When the victims get down close
enough to the water straining their eyes,
Jack comes down with his flat hand and
the water comes up boom into the face
covering the spot. Then laughs, and
they start looking for another scientific
aspirant.
Will Wade, a prominent citizen of San
Augustine where he owns the Augus Theatre, a restaurant and several farms, was

in-

stalled 400 new upholstered seats in the
Plaza. They have leather cushions and
red velour backs. Stewart owns both the
Plaza and the Uptown.

ENGINEERING

Jimmy Allard, former manager of the
Rialto and now manager for Interstate
at Vernon, was visiting with Louie Charnisky a few days ago. Jimmy is a former
minstrel man and was returning from his
vacation in Chicago spent with Billy House,
rotund comedian, with whom he worked
during the old minstrel and vaudeville
days. Allard appeared one night on
House’s CBS program.

buying pictures on his one-day visit last
iveek. He says his product situation is
in the best shape it has been in years.

Seats

Stewart

he takes

Roy Howell of Coleman was a recent
visitor. He’s well known on the Row and
happened to be seen chatting with one or
two circuit men after which rumors were
spread he had made a deal. It is learned,
however, that no deal has been made.

personal

I might not later on, however," he
grinned. Corrigan's manager, Thomas
H. Hilton, also denied reports of a film

COOLING
BUFFALO

made

from page 81)

daughter and grandson, in whom
more than the usual interest.

movie contract yet/' he told BOXOFFICE when asked about an agreement with RKO

Fred Lamed, Paramount’s ace salesman
in Zone 2, has signed up Bob Smith’s four
towns and Johnny Long’s 21 towns, which
is quite a record in its self. All 25 towns
will participate in “Motion Pictures’
Greatest Year” for which the Paramount
exchange here is South Texas headquarters.

(Continued

" Muddy V^aters" Still
Are Muddy

Texas

Jack Hurst, a successful exhibitor at
Hale Center who took over Abernathy a
few months ago, was on the Row with Ben
Ray, also of Hale Center, buying equipment for the Petersburg Theatre at Petersburg, Tex., which they have leased and
plan to open at an early date after modernizing. The house was formerly operated by Lemon and Miller.
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Showman

Faces

Charge ; Freed
Oklahoma

City — Henry

Lease on Roxy Building
Does Not Affect Theatre

Assault
on

Bail

Jones,

They Should Have
Traded Prizes

62, Alva

Theatre owner, has been freed on $1,000
bail, charged with assault with a deadly
weapon upon Strafford Duke, highway patrolman. Duke suffered seven knife
wounds in the thigh, which he said Jones
inflicted.

Miami — The

Birmingham, Ala.— For a male patron,
a beauty treatment. For a woman
who
doesn't

smoke,

a

carton

Such were the winnings at a "lucky
seat” drawing at East Lake Theatre
the other night, testimony in police
court disclosed.
Fritz May, 28 years old, manager
the theatre, was adjudged guilty

Jones operates three houses in Alva in
connection with his son. Preliminary hearing has been set for September 12.

day

Remodel
Mexxa,

Tex. — All set for

Alvarado

the

“Motion

Remodeled

Tex. — The

Alvarado

Theatre

has been renovated. A new ceiling, wainscoting treatment of walls, and new
decoration of the whole inside, including
lights, new carpets, are some of the main
features. The theatre is owned by W. M.
Barnes.

Remodels
Dallas

—

Donald

Haskell
Dixon

has

Peerless Leases
Tenn.

Knoxville chain,
Theatre building
the house soon.
seat 450 persons,
ment by Tim W.
firm.

—

Peerless

Gay

Papers

N. C. — Certificates

of incorpor-

ation recently were filed here by Piedmont
Theatre Corp., with principal offices in
Winston-Salem. Stock subscribers: J. B.
Sams, Bluefield, W, Va.; A. F. Sams and
LeRoy w. Sams, Winston-Salem.

$18,000 for Repairs
Chattanooga,

Tenn.

—

Approximately

$18,000 will be spent on improvements for
the American Theatre, it is announced by
Independent Theatres, operators of the
house. Work includes new lighting, repainting and redecorating.
BOXQFFICE

suspended

he probably

and

given

jail sentence.

would

a

He

Stimulant
" Premiere
Okla. — When
Homer C. "Jones

30-

Alva,

said

launched the Aisle of Fortune and Magic
Eye business promotion proposition
Wednesday at his Rialto Theatre here he

appeal.

: : September

New Orleans Majors
And IATSE Agree
New

Orleans — Peace

will reign

for

a

year at least between the members of the
IATSE in the major houses. A new
contract for a year ending September 1,
1939, has been signed which provides for
three projectionists each in the Orpheum,
Saenger and Loew’s State; two men at the
Tudor and Liberty, and a relief man. Two
men are also provided for at the Globe
and the Center.
Just what the neighborhood houses will
be asked and consent to pay has not as
yet been definitely decided upon, though
it is predicted that there will be no friction between the parties.

made a “Northwestern Premiere Opening”
of the affair, collaborating with Tom
Dyer of the Magic Eye Corp.

Leonard
Leonard,

3, 1938

House

Tex. — The

Tex. — Johnny

Blocker

is going

to open his new 550-seat Texas Theatre
September 15. It is located at 226 Pine
St. Blocker has been in theatre business
seven years, starting at Lubbock.

and

Frances

in Birmingham
Ala. — Big

time

vaudeville

returned to Birmingham last Saturday
when “Revue Magnificent” opened at the
Lyric Theatre for a two-day run. Headlining the stage cast were the Avalon
Troupe acrobats with a score of comedians,
dancers and singers playing in support.
New

For the first time since 1890, New Orleans will host delegates attending a national convention of the Nordamerikanischen Sangerbunds, when choirs from
many sections of the nation converge here
in 1941. Some 5,000 singers are expected.
Committees already are preparing programs for the gathering.

M. Brim

Bell, both of Greensboro, N. C., and I. A.
Anderson and R. A. Duncan, both of Dallas, Tex., have subscribed for one each of
the 250 authorized shares of Tad Ads, Inc.,
which \yill engage in motion picture advertising. The company recently was incorporated at Raleigh, N. C.

Sound

Seymour,

J^OEW’S State Theatre inaugurated the
fall season with “Marie Antoinette.”
In order to accommodate the crowds, the
doors were opened on Saturday and Sunday at 9:30 in the morning. Usual opening time is 10:45 . . . The Theatre Service,
operated by the Richards boys from the
Tudor Bldg., has lined up the Conrad Theatre, an independent house, at Beaux
Bridge, La.* for exclusive buying and
booking.

has reopened

Buy Tad Shares
Atlanta — Kenneth

Birmingham,

Blocker to Open

Opens

Texas

after complete revamping. L. B. Crow put
in much new equipment, including new
sound, lighting, screen, machines, and
washed air. At the Aztec, which Crow
also owns, minor improvements were made
and some additional equipment purchased.

Vaude

Abilene,

be

to the once-

Enterprises,

has leased the old Gay
here and plans to open
It will be remodeled and
according to announceSmith, president of the

Files Corporation
Raleigh,

popular "jackpots.”
He was fined $100

of
of

reworked

his Haskell Theatre into a modem place
with new decoration, Neon signs, new upholstered and latest in sound. He came
to Dallas several years ago from the middle west and bought the house from Paul
Scott.

Newport,

a lottery similar

will not

The Lerner interests recently obtained
the adjacent property on E. Flagler street
and plan to develop the two properties
into a single large unit.

at Mexia

Pictures’ Greatest Year” campaign, E. E.
Greene, manager of the National for Interstate circuit, starts off with a remodeled house which in itself usually
brings in more patrons. New sound equipment was installed and the cooling brought
up to date. Acoustical panels were placed
on the walls. The front was touched up
and the sign repaired.

Alvarado,

conducting

Theatre

the Roxy Building since the theatre’s own
lease has somewhat over three years to
run.

of cigarettes.

The disagreement reportedly arose when
Duke was seen by Jones to stop a stranger
in Alva and give him a ticket for lacking
a tail light for his car. Jones allegedly
intervened.

Roxy

affected for a time by the 99-year lease
acquired by S. A. Lerner and associates on

at Seymour

Tex. — New

Texas

sound

equipment

has been installed in the Texas by T. J.
Hooser, who operates the house in association with H. S. Leon and P. V. Williams who own several theatres in northwest Texas.
New
Sparta,

Sound

Ga. — New

at Sparta

sound

equipment

been installed in the Pex Theatre

has

here.

We

Specialize
in
QUALITY & SERVICE
The Queen Feature Service, Inc.
Quality

Theatre

Equipment

1912 Vi Morris Avenue
BIRMINGHAM,

&

Supplies

Phone 3-86*5
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or sell equipment,

articles — it will pay

you
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Dominion

Enthusiasm Highlights Meeting
Of Famous Players in Toronto

Visitor

Toronto — Highlights of the annual convention of theatre managers in eastern
Canada of Famous Players Canadian
Corp., held here late last week, were the
enthusiasm and urge to achieve greater
things imparted by the leading speakers;
the fact that N. L. Nathanson, president
and founder of the company, who, en
route back from Europe was able to reach
Toronto in time to address the convention assembly on the third day at an impressive gathering held in the Crystal
Ballroom of the King Edward Hotel; the
fact that it was the 20th anniversary jubilee of Famous Players Canadian and the
22nd anniversary of the entrance of N. L.
Nathanson
try.
— Associated

Victor

Cockle,

Gaumont
a recent

export

British

Screen

manager

Corp.,

of

of the

visitor to Canada.

Nathanson Reviews
F-P on Anniversary
Ottawa — The following is the message
of greeting to all managers of Famous
Players Canadian Corp. by President N. L.
Nathanson on the occasion of his return
to Canada from
in England:

a

lengthy

business

stay

“As we approach the 20th anniversary
of the founding of our company, it is but
natural that we should mentally review
the past and wonder what the future has
in store for us.
“During the past 20 years we have had
to face many difficulties but I feel that we
may view these years with pride and
thankfulness, for on the whole they have
been years of progress and achievement.
That this is so is largely due to the loyal
and efficient service so freely given by
executives, managers and all employes of
the company and to these I wish to offer
my grateful thanks. It is also my hope
that the years during which we have been
associated have been happy ones for you
as they have been for me.
“As to the future: We will have other
difficulties to meet but I believe that these
will be successfully met and overcome, as
the past has taught me to have faith in
our country, our company and in you. I
look forward with confidence to the years
ahead, strong in the knowledge that I may
rely on your continued help and, I venture
to hope, affection for the company that it

:: September

3, 1938

picture

indus-

Attend

It also is believed this year’s convention, with those attending including 75
theatre managers from points in the four
eastern Canadian provinces of Ontario,
Quebec, Nova Scotia and New Brunswick,
was the most largely attended of any yet
held. Its delegates came here from points
as far distant as North Bay in northern
Ontario, to Glace Bay, which is situated
on Cape Breton Island on the Atlantic
coast, off Nova Scotia.
The biggest moment of the convention
was the speech made by N. L. Nathanson,
who looking in the pink of good health
after his trip abroad, was accorded an
ovation by the convention gathering.
The keynote of Nathanson ’s address was
the supreme faith he expressed in the
outstanding importance of the motion picture industry and in its being easily able
to maintain its pace among the really
great industries of the world whether times
be good or bad.
The

motion picture industry, said Nathanson, has nothing to fear because of
changing business conditions. It is one of
the foremost industries in the world today. All it needs is good pictures and
good entertainment.
Discounts

Depressive

Cries

In his 22 years of association with the
film industry on this continent, Nathanson
pointed out, he had seen depressions come
and the prediction made “everything was
going to go to the devil,” but in process
of time he had seen these depressions go
and the prophecies that “business was
going to the dogs” had each time failed
to come true. So he said he wanted to
impress upon the convention his belief “the
motion picture business was still the
greatest business in the world.”
Though he had been away from
continent during
ments had been

this

the period when arrangemade by the film indus-

try for the “Motion Pictures Are Your
Best Entertainment” campaign, he had
been informed about it and the arrangements made for Canada and the United
States

is our privilege to serve.”
BOXOFFICE

75 Managers

Photo

London,

into the motion

to participate

in a joint drive.

It

was

his opinion

the drive would

prove

to

be a great business builder. The prediction also was made by Nathanson that a
year from now it was altogether probable
the film industry of North America would
stage a similar drive but on an even larger
scale.
At this, the largest general session of
the convention, the chairman was Clarence
Robson, divisional manager for eastern
Canada. Those speaking were J. J. Fitzgibbons, vice-president and director of theatre operations for Canada; Morris Stein
and Robert S. Roddick, who are district
managers for the Toronto and eastern
districts, respectively; and A-Mike Vogel,
of the M. P. Herald.
Robson, who emphasized the zest and
interest taken in the convention proceedings by all the delegates, said the annual
meetings had been the most successful
yet held and the group conferences had
achieved more progress than any that had
been held since they had been inaugurated
and he himself had attended them every
Fitzgibbons complimented the upwards
year.
of a hundred theatre managers of Famous
Players’ houses present upon the keenness they had evidenced in appreciation
of the high quality of the product immediately to be released for showing at their
theatres and the opportunity to do bigger
business

because of the
coming campaign.
Guests

industry’s

forth-

at Luncheon

Attending this meeting and the luncheon
gathering at the hotel, which followed,
and in which the convention delegates all
participated, the principal guests including
N. L. Nathanson, J. J. Fitzgibbons, R. W.
Bolstead, comptroller; Paul Nathanson,
vice-president of Empire-Universal Films;
Clarence Robson, T. J. Bragg, secretarytreasurer of Famous Players; B. Geldsaler,
of Famous Players’ booking department;
Morris Stein, Robert S. Roddick, Oscar
S. Hanson, president of Empire-Universal;
A. W. Perry, general manager, EmpireUniversal; Archie Laurie, assistant general manager, Empire-Universal; Sam
Brint, sales manager, Empire-Universal;
and Dewey
here, who

D. Bloom, exploiteer for M-G-M
is chairman of the newspaper

publicity committee of the Canadian
tional business drive committee.

na-

On the opening day of the convention,
held in the Blue Room of the hotel, the
delegates were welcomed by Robson, eastern divisional manager, and addresses
also were made by Paul Nathanson, son
of N. L. Nathanson, who spoke instead
of his father, who then was still on an
Atlantic

liner homeward-bound; J. J. Fitzgibbons, R. W. Bolstead, and T. J. Bragg,
who are officers of the company, and
M. Stein, R. D. Roddick, Ben Geldsaler,
J. R. Nairn, B. Cronk, J. A. Troyer, W.
(Continued

on

page

90)
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Fourteen Vancouver Independents
Form Booking and Buying Club
Vancouver,

B. C. — Independent

exhibi-

tors here have applied for a charter for
"The Independent Booking and Buying
Club,” and have already notified the film
exchanges that an accredited representative will call upon them in the near future to discuss booking.
There are now 14 exhibitor members —
representing about 50 per cent of the independent houses in the Vancouver district
— with A. Gray burn as secretary, and it is

Twenty -Year
Toronto — A feature

of the annual

east-

ern managers’ convention of Famous Players Canadian Corp. at the King Edward
Hotel was the distinction bestowed on the
originals of the company by the formation
of a “20-Year Club” for those who have
been associated with the Canadian circuit
for two decades or longer. Heading the
list, of course, is N. L. Nathanson, whose
foresight begat the establishment of the
Regent Theatre as the first de luxe unit
of the chain, this house being opened in
Toronto back in 1917 when it was the sensation of the entertainment world. Mr.
Nathanson is now president of a company
which owns or controls more than 200
theatres across the Dominion, and has a
controlling interest in three large film
exchanges as well as being a figure of
importance in the film industry in Great
Britain, where he has been spending the
past two months.
Robson

From

Australia

Foremost among the original employes is
Clarence Robson, eastern supervisor of
Theatres with jurisdiction from Ontario
to the Atlantic coast. It was Robson
who, after being identified with the amusement business in Australia, became the
manager of the Regent in Toronto as well
as the Strand Theatre on Yonge St. which
had previously been Shea’s vaudeville
house. The next expansion was the Garden Theatre on College St., where Jack A.
Laver was installed as manager. Laver
is now the manager of the Bloor Theatre
here.
A further step was the reconstruction of
the Alhambra Theatre, Bloor and Bathurst Sts., where J. A. Lawrie was installed, the latter now being with a film
exchange. An early personage of note in
the Nathanson organization was Charles
A. Dentelbeck who was the first operator
at the Strand and Regent. Charlie is the
perennial president of the Toronto Operators’ Union and is known far and wide
as the director of projection in the executive headoffice of Famous Players where
he utilizes his knowledge of all projection developments. In the mechanical di-
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assumed that he will be the contact man.
He was formerly manager of the Broadway
Theatre for Famous Players, also of the
Lonsdale,
theatre.

Bob

Scott’s North

Vancouver

The theatres now represented in the
club are: The Oak, Colonial, Olympia,
Marpole, Rio, Dunbar , Edison, Metro,
Fraser, Beacon, Nova, Cambie, Hollywood
and the Music Box.

Club

Members

Arthur

From

Montreal — In St. Thomas,

Scotland

Then there is Jack Arthur who came to
Canada from Scotland with a fiddle under
his arm and a mere hope of success in the
new land. The immigrant eventually was
smiled upon by Dame Fortune when he
secured the appointment of conductor of
the 40-piece orchestra which was one of
the extravagant features of the de luxe
Regent. This symphonic band rendered
handsome overtures and thrilled with their
accompanying music while dapper Jack
Arthur also organized the ballet numbers
on the stage and the atmospheric prologues which were the rage of the day.
Associated with him were Leon Leonidoff
and Florence Rogge who were destined to
become big names at the Roxy Theatre,
New York. Jack Arthur’s graduates went
to Major Bowes at the New York Capitol,
to Detroit and other big American theatre
centers. Arthur became director of music
for the whole chain in Canada when wide
expansion took place and organized stage
spectacles appropriate to the current picture theme or to the season. When sound
films displaced the orchestras. Jack Arthur
became a theatre manager and is now in
charge of the ace house here, the Uptown.
He has a job for life with Mr. Nathanson, it has often been said, because he
turned down a $25,000-a-year contract
with the Cosmopolitan Theatre in New
York to stick with the Canadian circuit.

Ontario,

for

a

week’s visit before leaving for Hollywood to take a role in Eddie Cantor’s new
picture, soon to go into production, Ned
Sparks, the motion-picture comedian, announced that he hopes to spend at least
one day hunting woodchucks in South
Yarmouth with Premier M. H. Hepburn.
The Premier and Sparks have had an
annual rendezvous in the woodchuck
country for several years past. Sparks is
a crack shot. He hunted woodchucks
south of the city of St. Thomas as a boy.

A Special Exhibit
At F-P Convention
Toronto — For

vision there is also another oldtimer in
William Dineen, who was chief electrician
of the Regent when it opened in 1917.
Ben Cronk, for years the manager of the
art display department of the chain, has
also grown up with the organization and
has record of more permanent theatre
fronts and lobby displays than any other
man in the business in Canada.
Harold Hitchinson, manager of the
Capitol Theatre, Guelph, Ont., for a number of years, is in the charmed circle
of original employes and has been in
charge of theatres all through. He has
been manager of the Parkdale and the
Belsize, Toronto, and the Capitol in Halifax, to mention a few.
Jack

Ned Sparks Visits

the first time

during

the

holding of an annual convention of theatre managers in eastern Canada of
Famous Players Canadian Corp., a special
exhibit, entitled “Show of Showmanship,”
was on view for the benefit of the delegates. Occupying a large room on the
17th floor of the King Edward Hotel here
and also necessitating the use of much
of the wide hallways, the exhibit was
pointed out to the theatre managers as
providing “Examples of ticket-selling campaigns containing suggestions which will
aidOne
you section
in selling
of the
the coming
exhibitproduct.”
was given
over to a display of the golden and silken
banners, placards and easel signs setting
forth the “Motion Pictures Are Your Best
Entertainment” campaign and telling the
public about the $250,000 quiz contest
prizes.
In another

section, were

big colored

posters publicizing “Alexander’s Ragtime
Band,” “I Am the Law,” “Marie Antoinette,” and “Breaking the Ice.” All of the
producing companies had large posters and
banners drawing attention to their production programs.
General Theatre Supply Co. had a number of timely exhibits on display, these
including, in addition to samples of theatre chairs and apparatus, poster-screens
which drew attention to the aids offered
the motion picture exhibition business by
air-conditioning, comfortable seats, and
latest-type projection equipment. An outstanding feature of this company’s display, which had been set up under the
supervision of R. K. Burko, its general
manager, was a complete assembly of the
new E-7 Simplex motion picture projection equipment, using the Peerless Magnarc lamp.
To many of the theatre men one of the
most attractive exhibits was that which
contained examples, giving every detail, of
exploitation campaigns for various feature pictures put on by theatre managers
in all parts of Canada, as well as examples
of exploitation work by a number of theatres in the United States.
The foregoing exploitation campaign
data included also exhibits of press campaigns for feature films brought from
India, New Zealand and Australia.
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Enthusiasm Marks
F-P Toronto Meet

I

.

(Continued

from

page
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Kerr, L. G. Geering and M. Perry, who
are officials and departmental heads at
the headquarters offices.

J

A feature of this meeting was the reading of a message from N. L. Nathanson,
relayed from aboard the Empress of
Britain, in which he sent greetings to the
convention and expressed his confidence
in the benefits it would afford.
In the address by Fitzgibbons, the theatre managers were urged of the prime
necessity of their tying in with the “Motion Pictures Are Your Best Entertainment” campaign. He
paign combined with

declared this camthe drawing power

of the splendid boxoffice attractions con.
tained in the program of pictures comprising the product which would be shown
on the screens of their theatres during the
months

just ahead would give them a wonderful opportunity to attract great throngs
of patrons to their respective houses.
Regional

Meeting

Series

The second day of the convention was
given over entirely to the holding of a
series of regional meetings in three separate rooms on the mezzanine floor. Chairmen were Robson, Stein and Robert D.
Roddick.
The complete list of managers at the
convention: From Toronto — Jack Arthur,
Uptown; J. Shea and W. Graydon, of
Shea’s Hippodrome; Dan Krendel, Tivoli;
W. Hunt, Bedford; A. Sedgewick, Belsize;
A. Ritchie, Alhambra; R. Downey, Beach;
J. Laver, Bloor; M. Margolius, College;
R. McClelland and V. Hudson, Capitol;
R. Eves, Eglinton; Charles Querrie, Palace; A. Easson, Oakwood; M. J. Doyle,
Parkdale; G. Morrell, St. Clair; Tom Daley,
Imperial; J. Lynch, Runnymede, and J.
Purves, Village.
From Hamilton — C. T. Spencer, Capitol;
G. Stroud, Palace; L. Bishop, Tivoli, and
H. R. Hutchinson, Strand. From Windsor
— R. Knevels, Capitol; H. C. Merritt, Palace; J. J. Le Fave, Tivoli; S. C. dayman,
Regent, and E. Lamoureux, Empire. From
London — W. K. Trudell, Capitol, and J.
McDonough, Palace. From other cities —
Chatham, A. P. Drohan, Capitol; Sarnia,
W. J. Fawcett, Capitol; Sarnia, W. J.
Burke, Imperial; St. Thomas, F. Doney,
Capitol; Woodstock, H. V. Neun, Capitol;
Woodstock, A. Scandrett, Royal; Brantford, E. A. Moule, Capitol; Brantford, J.
Blinsky, Brant; Galt, E. J. Landsborough,
Capitol; Guelph, R. McKibben, Royal;
Guelph,

S. Andrews, Capitol; St. Catharines, R. J. Harrison, Capitol; Niagara
Falls, J. V. Ward, Capitol; Welland,
T. Forhan, Capitol; Cornwall, C. Markell,
Capitol; Owen Sound, C. Georgas, Classic;
Halifax, N. L. Graburn, Capitol; Halifax,
R. J. Macadam, Casino; Moncton, F. W.
Winter, Capitol; Glace Bay, J. Conner,
Savoy; Quebec, P. Valliere, Capitol; St.
John, W. H. Golding, Capitol; Sydney,
D. P. MacDonald, Capitol. Three Rivers,
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G. T. Robert
Capitol.

and

A.

J. B.

Robett,

of

From Ottawa — C. Holmes, Avalon; R.
Tubman, Capitol; A. Stevens, Regent, and
Lennan, Capitol; Hull, R. Maynard, Cartier; Kingston
E. Smithies, Capitol, and
,
T. McCoy, Grand; Belleville
G. Forhan,
,
BeSi
Con,
K. Craig, Capitol; North
llng
bourIm
e;erma
g,peri
al. Broc
kvil
Bay, J. Nelson, Capitol;
Ro
S. Mc
Koruyle
n,, F.
man, Capitol; Oshawa, L. Osier, Regent;
Peterbor
A. E. Cauley, Capitol; Port
ough,
Hope, J. S. Smart, Capitol; Trenton, G. W.
Martin, Trent; Sudbury, S. Scott, Capitol;
Sault Ste., W. P. McGeachi
Algoma.
e,

TORONTO
^

A. TAYLOR
and Meyer Axler of
Twentieth Century Theatres left Toronto early this week for Ottawa on business relating to that chain’s
terests in the capital city.

M. H. Wilkes, exploiteer for United Artists, was in Ottawa this week where he
was directing the big campaign put on

marks the company’s 20th anniversary.
N. L. Nathanson, president; J. J. Fitzgibbons, vice-president and general manager; R. W. Bolstad, comptroller; Ben
Geldsaler, chief booker, and Morris Stein,
district manager for Ontario, are coming
west to first attend the convention in
Winnipeg, September 5 and 6, and then
through to Vancouver with a short stop
at Banff. At Calgary they will pick up
Ken Leach who is a partner in the Strand
and Variety theatres in that city.
meeting

will be

attended

the F-P theatre managers
Columbia district as well
Edmonton,
berta.

Calgary

and

by

all

in the British
as those from

Lethbridge,

in Al-

The

full agenda has not yet been received, but the convention promises to be
a very busy one and Larry Bearg can be
counted upon to make it the biggest, and
most
successful, in the history of the
company.

for “Algiers.”

staff of Superior Films, which company
reports quite a spurt in busmess activity.
Mary

Pickford, who is a native of Toronto, accompanied her husband. Buddy
Rogers, here due to his being in this city
with his orchestra for a playing engagement at the Canadian National Exhibition,
now

here. She has met with an unexpected rebuff to her plan to purchase the
house on University Avenue, which was
her birthplace. Noticing that the house
was boarded up, Miss Pickford thought it
would

be a nice idea to purchase

aiding

the

pital.
Dan

Toronto

Krandell,

Sick

popular

Children’s
manager

Hosof the

Tivoli Theatre here, is back from his vacation with his family. Dan was on a fishing trip in northern Ontario to Trout Lake
and brought back plenty of fish.
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Theatre

Roy Mitchell, formerly with Peerless
Films in this city, has joined the sales

Vancouver, B. C. — Preparations are under
way for the Famous Players local convention of theatre managers, which will be
held on September 12 and 13. This year

The

in-

Charles Stevenson of the College Theatre, Kitchener, Ont., was a visitor in
Toronto this week.

by the Elgin

Plans for Regional F-P
Convention Are Complete
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Loew’s Theatres, was in Toronto
went on to London, Ont.

and

then

K.
Bob Meyers is vacationing at Saratoga
Di
of Armenck
so Springs with his wife, and as it also
n
,c
tieres” and “Dear Old Pal of Mine,” warishi their first honeymoon trip it is hard
time songs, were brought vividly to memef
ac the exact date of their return.
to say
co
ory by the revelation that Pearl White’s
un
will leaves part of her fortune to the chilta
nt
H. J. Clark,
publicity representative for
dren of the Montreal-born author and
fo
r
Loew’s, Toronto,Em and W. H. Wilkes, United
composer, Gitz Rice, once a headliner in
Artists’ exploiteer, have put on a big camvaudeville and still dearly beloved by war
veterans whom he entertained at the front.
paign in Toronto for “Algiers,” which enMontreal

Rice

—

married

“Mademoiselle

Ruth

Hoffman,

the

dark

adventuress of “The Perils of Pauline,”
and other exciting serials in which Pearl
White

was starred. Miss White was godmother to their children Pearl Rice, now
16, and Gitz Wilson Rice, 15.

The extent of Pearl White’s estate is
not known, but it will be divided into ten
equal parts of which one will go to the
Rice children. Gitz Rice has a brother in
Montreal,

almost

his

equal

as

a

visitors, and who probably knows intimately more outstanding Americans than
any living Canadian other than Premier
and

ex -Premier

Bennett.

week’s run in this city.

Peter Meyers, of United Artists Toronto
staff, was right up with the leaders in the
Canadian open golf tournament held on
the course of the Mississauga Golf Club
here. In the qualifying round he recorded
the good score of 85 strokes or only two
strokes behind the score of 83 achieved
by the
Hagen.

internationally

famous

Walter

come-

dian, “Jimmy” Rice, photographer, who
is regularly called on to entertain conventions and other groups of American

King

joyed a successful

Meyer Axler, superintendent of
Century Theatres, is on his vacation.
Stanley

Goslin,

smiling

20 th

treasurer

of

Loew’s Theatre, Toronto, is leaving soon
with his wife and baby for a tour of the
United States.
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Campaign Booklets Double Bills Have Sapped
Film Popularity, Says Editor
Arrive in Calgarg
Calgary,

Alta. — Arrival

of “Quiz”

" Silent Barriers " Not
Like Book, Says Author
Ottawa — Alan

Sullivan,

Canadian

au-

thor who spends much of his time in
England, has some caustic remarks to
make regarding the British feature, “Silent Barriers,” which was made in western Canada two years ago the story of
which was based on his book, “Track of
Destiny,” a fictionized history of the uniting of the Canadian Provinces by the
building of the first transcontinental railway 50 years ago.
Sullivan, who is visiting Canada in
search of story material, declared that
the picture was “presumed” to be based
on his previous book but, on being called
to witness a preview, he had told the producers and directors of the film company
that he “recognized some of the mountains
in the picture but failed to recognize the
plot.”

Isis at Calgary Reopens
Following Alterations
Calgary,

Alta.

—

The

Isis Theatre

of

Calgary reopened August 20 after
only being dark for two days for reflooring and reseating. Only alteration not
complete is the General Electric air-conditioning, held up through difficulty of
well digging.
Modernistic white stucco front, new
neon sign and an enlarged marquee, make
this bijou downtown theatre one of the
most luxurious in the western prairies.
Cost of alterations, which exceeded
original estimate, was about $20,000.
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Oldtime

books

started the first burst of energy here on
the industry advertising and exploitation
drive. Prior to that a few trailers had
been shown in downtown theatres of Calgary, Edmonton and Lethbridge. The
committee in charge has now got busy
opening the publicity campaign and urging exhibitors of the Canadian Prairies
to join in the publicity movement.
Many promises were made at the meeting held during the flying trip of the
Dominion executive. To date only 17 exhibitors, controlling 25 theatres, have actually signed the pledge.
Exhibitors in large cities have not hesitated to join the campaign. It is the
smaller exhibitor in the prairie towns who
needs urging. Many feel present commitments will hinder the playing of such
early releases as are named in the Quiz
and feel that the distribution of these
books without the exhibition of at least
some of the films, would disgruntle their
patrons. It is too early to report the
ultimate attitude these exhibitors will
take, but the committee feels much will
depend upon the newspaper campaign and
the public’s reaction.

Memories

Ottawa

more
Calgary,

Alta. — Despite

the worries

and

woes pertaining to the motion picture industry, the urge of stiff competition and
vagaries of head office, the distribution
of film proceeds at a more peaceful pace
and is better organized, according to
Prank Vaughan, who handles Universal
Films in the Calgary territory. Incidentally, his district comprises the largest
ground on the continent, covering eastern
British Columbia on the other side of the
Rockies, western Saskatchewan and the
province of Alberta from the international
border to the Arctic circle where film can
travel beyond the end of steel by airplane.
It was in 1918 that Frank Vaughan
started selling motion pictures, joining up
with the old Allen circuit then handling
Famous Players. “Today a theatre operator must invest money in sound equipment and employ experienced projectors,”
he stated in justifying his contention.
“Twenty years ago a small town businessman would rent a store, pack it with
kitchen chairs, and let some plumber grind
out film. It came back often stuck together with pins as if the negative had
been through a meat chopper. Then we
employed five supervisors to one we employ today,” he continued, “and they
wore gloves to protect their hands.”
“The advent of sound changed all that.
But the first talking pictures brought
many headaches,” Frank recalled. “The
disc sound system required perfect synchronization. It was a novelty to projectionists. In addition the censor would use
his scissors and blank film had to be inserted to keep the disc motion in correct
synchronization. How theatre managers
and patrons did squawk at those blank
moments on the screen.”
“Yes, many headaches and troublous
happenings have been removed from the
distribution of film,” affirmed the veteran salesman, “and we can now devote
our whole time to arranging booking
schedules and selling film. Railway transportation has always been excellent in
this extensive prairie territory and we also
have the facilities of bus and airplane
routes today. The good old days are nice
to look back upon, times were hectic and
often exciting, but what grief we had. Give
me the modern system with its smooth
working organization, when a man can
spend some time in his office without
jumping

every time the phone rings,” concluded Vaughan.

Capitol Cuts Prices
Calgary,

Alta.

—

The

Capitol

Theatre

has reduced admission prices five cents.
This brings it to the same price level as
the Palace. Both are units of the Famous
Players Canadian Corp. chain. Other
downtown houses are shaded slightly lower
than the large theatres which charge 35
cents for main floor and 45 for loges.

—

That

double

bills have

to do with the apparent

had

decline in

the popularity of moving picture entertainment than any other factor is the determined belief of Will McLaughlin, veteran moving picture editor of the Ottawa
Journal.
“Moving pictures have faded during the
past two years because of the two-feature
policy of the theatres,” declared Mr. McLaughlin, in speaking about the Motion
Pictures’ Greatest Year advertising campaign in which he is taking direct and
personal interest. In his opinion, the film
industry could improve conditions appreciably on its own account with a move
to eliminate double bills.
“In years gone by, feature vaudeville
acts always left them crying for more,”
he said. “They came out to take their
bows but there was no more. In that
way, they kept the appetite keen. Then,
father, mother and the children used to
see a single feature at the moving picture
show and get home at a good hour for all
concerned. Now-a-days, unless they go
to a show at supper time, it is close to
midnight before it is all over and they
have seen too much entertainment.
“A two-feature show is like one portion
too many of chicken. One portion is great,
but you can even get tired of chicken.
That’s the way I look at it in connection
with the moving picture theatre business.”
Publicity Sub-Committee
Lining Up Program
Ottawa

—

Canada’s

sub-committee

on

publicity and radio broadcasting for the
Motion Pictures’ Greatest Year is in full
swing, this being a working sub-committee of the main board of strategy for the
industry’s drive in the Dominion of which
N. A. Taylor of the Independent Theatres
Ass’n of Ontario is chairman and Col.
John A. Cooper is secretary.
The chairman of the press committee is
Dewey D. Bloom, Canadian exploiteer for
M-G-M, and the members of the unit are:
J. R. Nairn, director of advertising for
Famous

Players’ chain; M. Wilkes, promotional director of United Artists Corp.,

Ltd.; S. H. Falk, representing the independent exhibitors; Jack Arthur, manager
of the Toronto Uptown, and Ray Lewis
of the Moving Picture Digest.
The press committee met on August 30
to put the final touches on arrangements
for the sending out of publicity material
on campaign features including the quiz
contest and to provide plugs for broadcasting stations in the Dominion.
Display advertising is being placed in
the daily newspapers of 53 cities from
Halifax to Vancouver through an advertising agency.
Son

With

Toronto — Albert

Exhibition
Glazer,

son

of

Sam

Glazer, UA sales manager, is connected
with Paddy Coklin of the Coklin Shows for
the Canadian National Exhibition.
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gRINGING word the poor tourist season in the lower St. Lawrence has affected adversely the amusement business,
Mrs. L. Bertrand of the Princess Theatre,
Riviere du Loup, one of the most charming visitors to Filmrow, achieved her
autumn booking. In summer, the Princess shows a number of Hollywood films,
but during the rest of the season French
films are favored by the inhabitants of
Riviere du Loup, who are mainly FrenchCanadian.
One of the two cinemas at Buckingham,
Que., has passed into the hands of Mr.
Friday, who operates a circuit ... Mr.
Senecal of the Ottawan, Hawkesbury, is
renovating his theatre . . . The Rialto at
Ottawa has installed RCA high fidelity
sound, purchased from Dominion Sound
Equipments, and will reopen immediately .
Martin K. Levinson is manager . . . Larry
Stephens, manager of the Snowdon, Montreal, is back from his vacation . . . U. S.
"Dick” Allaire of the Victoria Theatre,
V ictoriaville , will start alterations on the
interior of his theatre shortly.
Connaight Park races gave a fillip to
theatres in Hull, Ottawa and Aylmer, but
the benefit was lost when the Ottawa Exhibition opened. Compensation was
found next day, however, when heavy rains
kept the crowds from the exhibition and
sent them to the cinema instead.
Verdun’s Fifth Avenue Theatre was
broken into recently and $130 stolen by
youthful thieves who did $150 damage.
Judge Fred T. Enright sentenced one to
six months arid the other to two months.
Says the Montreal Gazette: “A Hollywood beauty expert states that 90 per
cent of the blondes of the neighborhood
are platinum or yellow-haired only by wig
or bleaching. But what matters it if they
look glamorous on the screen? Besides,
some of their sisters in the audiences may
also be artificial blondes. And again may
it be asked, so what? The end of beauty
justifies the means.

Evei-y girl a queen.”

Intense interest in Canadian events as
shown on the screen is manifested by both
adult and child patrons of British cinemas,
according to Sir Harry Lindsay, K.C.I.E.,
C.B.E., director of the Imperial Institute
who has arrived in Canada to lecture. "We
cannot satisfy the demand for Canadian
films in the United Kingdom,” he declared. "We need double the number for
our Empire film library.”
Among Montrealers attending the Famous Players convention in Toronto were
J. A. Hirsch and George Rotsky of Consolidated and George Ganetakos and William Lester of United Amusement Corp.
Dominion Sound is putting into condition the equipment in Perron Hall, recently taken over by a French-Canadian
group. RCA sound equipment and Simplex projectors are being installed for the
opening next month, and the theatre is
being acoustically treated.
Loew’s
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Montreal

Theatre,

which

has

been undergoing renovation is expected to
open Labor Day . . . The United Amusement’s new St. Catherine St. houses, the
York, is being acoustically treated and
celotex and Heerwagen tile installed by
Dominion Sound, which company has also
installed RCA sound equipment in the
Lasalle and Avenue theatres, Toronto.
Associated Screen News newsreel men
secured a real scoop when they were successful in their sound recording of the famous passage in which President Roosevelt at Kingston, Ont., declared the United
States would never permit Canada to be
invaded by a foreign power.
A. S. N.’s crews are busy from coast to
coast. The company has a crew at Yamachche and Drummondville making a transatlantic telephone picture for the Bell
Telephone Co., and another crew in western Canada is making a motion picture
on wheat marketing.
In Toronto the Associated Screen News
theatre at the Canadian National Exhibition will show business films picturing the
operations of, amongst others, General
Steel Wares, International Nickel and Shell
Oil Co. They also show a travelogue made
for the Quebec government.
N. L. Nathanson, president of Famous
Players Canadian Corp., who returned from
Europe on the Empress of Britain, was met
at Quebec by his son Paul, and by B. E.
Norrish of the Associated Screen News.
Nathanson came back to attend the convention of his company held in Toronto
August 24, 25 and 26.
Returning home from Canada, John
Grierson, the Scottish pioneer documentary film worker, suggested that as media
to unite the Canadian provinces more
closely, the radio, films and education
should be employed. He declared Canada
presented “boundless opportunities for natural film subjects” and mentioned in particular the development of pitchblende
mining on Great Bear Lake at Eldorado.
Indication that the end of the holiday
season is near and that a large proportion of the population has already returned from lake and seashore, is seen
in increasing audiences in the motion
picture theatres.
Montreal correspondent of Boxoffice,
whose lifelong sorrow it has been that he
could never play a mouth organ, has received notice that he has been enrolled
as a member of " Breaking the Ice” Bobby
Breen Harmonica Club. The membership
card was accompanied by a gift of a small
harmonica
manager.

from

Sol Lesser, the

from

Protestant

design

to de-

sign with grace and ease, the members
of the Mermaid Swimming Club of Toronto made their cinematic debut at the
Palace this week in a film entitled “Ballet
of the Mermaids,” which will be seen by
theatregoers throughout the British Empire and the United States.
Raising ornamental swimming to a high
art, these clever youngsters have brought
to the screen a complete record of a little
known branch of Canadian sport. Directed for Gordon Sparling and filmed by
Associated Screen Studios of Montreal, as
the latest of their Canadian Cameo series,
“Ballet of the Mermaids” presents the
dream-like quality of floating designs, enhanced by clever underwater scenes that
have been caught wonderfully by the
camera.
Praised by Montreal critics recently for
her notable pei'formance as Juliet in the
Church of the Messiah’s Drama Club presentation of “Romeo and Juliet,” 17-yearold Betty Traylor of Montreal makes her
debut as a screen commentator

in “Ballet

of the Mermaids.”
Tire singing parts are executed very
credibly by the Evans Sisters, of the wellknown School of Dancing. — R. C.

g JOHN DAWSON is losing no time in
tackling the remodeling of the old
Globe Theatre, for though plans have not
yet been completed and approved, a large
gang of men have been feverishly stripping the interior in preparation for the
new work, the shell alone remaining.
At this writing, only a few sample copies
of the Quiz Book have reached here.
Larry Bearg, F-P district manager for
B. C., is looking forward to seeing his old
friend, Eddie Zorn, who was recently appointed manager of the Capitol, Calgary,
Alberta, and who is coming on here for the
convention. They are very close friends
who have not seen one another for a very
long time.
Frank Gow is back from his vacation
which took the form of a leisurely drive
through the interior, visiting all the F-P
theatres in that district.

English Producer

Dr. G. C. Cossar of Glasgow, the first
man to buy a color film in Saint John,
New Brunswick, entertained a large audience at Gagetown in that province with
colored motion pictures of Canada and
Scotland. The entertainment was in aid
Brunswick

Montreal — Gliding

club’s

i

of New
Home.

Montreal Screening
For Swimmer Ballet

Orphans’

Ottawa — R.

P. Crawshaw,

Confers
producer

instructional films in London,

of

England,

spent several days in Ottawa for the purpose of exploring the possibility of establishing a business connection in the
Dominion for the distribution of both theatrical and non-theatrical releases in 35
and 16 mm sizes.
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THE managers of the five theatres in
Ottawa and Hull of the Famous Players’ chain have returned from the 20th
annual Jubilee Convention of the company in Toronto bubbling with pep and
inspiration for the season’s drive and
primed for the “Motion Pictures’ Greatest
Year” campaign. Those who took part
in the conference deliberations were T. R.
Tubman, Capitol; Angelo Stevens, Regent;
Isser Singerman, Imperial; Chris Holmes,
Avalon, and Bob Maynard, manager of
the Cartier Theatre in Hull. Each returned with a leather-bound memo book
with his name in gold on the front cover,
with many of the inside pages crowded
with notes and suggestions picked up during the convention sessions for future
guidance.
P. J. Nolan, proprietor of the Rexy and
Nola theatres, basked in the limelight as
a guest of honor at the headtable of the
opening luncheon of the 1938 Ottawa Fair.
“Paddy” Nolan has been an alderman or
the Mayor of Ottawa for a goodly number of years throughout the past two
decades.
A historical document, just brought to
light by an official of the Dominion Government here, tells in brief detail of the
death in action on the Western Front in
the Spring of 1917 of Leslie Tubman of
Ottawa, brother of Ray Tubman, manager
of the Ottawa Capitol, who also served in
the Canadian Expeditionary Force.
Art posters in oil colors, produced by the
Associated Display Corp., New York, are
being used extensively by two independent
houses, the Rialto and Mayfair. The displays, which lend a distinctive touch to
lobbies and exteriors, are being handled
in Canada by the Cinema Service, Registered, Montreal, and the Paramount Art
Service, Toronto.
Cab Calloway of film and radio fame,
drew 3,000 swing devotees to the Ottawa
Auditorium to dance to his orchestra for
the one night’s engagement which was
promoted by Dave Gill, local impresario.
Arrangements are already in hand to
commemorate the tenth anniversary of
the opening of the Avalon Theatre, Ottawa, imposing house in the Glebe residential section. The house is now leased by
Famous Players Canadian Corp., with C.
Holmes as manager.
One of those who

Industry
By ROY

Montreal — Greatest

of

all the

Cana-

dian enterprises which have evolved from
the development of motion pictures, Associated Screen News, which supplies over
90 per cent of the prints used in Canadian
cinemas, is housed in a model building on
Western Ave. at the corner of Northcliffe
Ave., a visit to which is a revelation of
the ingenuity and intricacy of the film
business.
The
office

Montreal
was

correspondent

taken

on

a

of Box-

personally

con-

ducted tour of the building the other day
by W. J. Singleton, general sales manager,
and had to confess at the finish that he
was both dazed and dazzled by the magnitude and variety of its operations and
equipment.
Just under the roof a huge air conditioned laboratory conserves the chemicals
required in developing. In other large
rooms and in semi- darkness relieved by
red lamps and where necessary by the
glow of red flashlights, imported films are
carefully examined and conditioned, and
newly taken films are developed, dried and
printed. To a casual visitor, unequipped
with technical knowledge and unaccustomed to the semi-darkness, the various
processes are bewildering and partake of
the miraculous, producing a sensation almost akin to awe when the reflection occurs that only a few years ago the devices
employed were unknown.
A visit to the studio with its multifarious modern technical aids, all on a
scale comparable with the production
studios in Hollywood, shows that Canada
has at least the nucleus of a great motion
picture industry. Here are produced the
famous Cameos of which the latest, “Ballet
of the Mermaids,” has called forth unstinted praise from critics and Hollywood
experts. A.S.N. has its own experts, however, and a camera in the art room was
specially devised for the work by the company’s own employes. In the workshop ingenious artisans produce everything required for the sets without recourse to
outside aid, and a sample of the perfection
of their work which was just being finished on the occasion of the visit, is a
model of the headquarters building, equip-

A

According to Leo M. Devaney, general
manager of Radio Pictures of Canada, Ltd.,
who has been touring Canadian cities to
prime exhibitors for the Motion Pictures’
Greatest Year Campaign, Canadians spend
slightly more than $3 per year per capita
for moving picture entertainment, as compared with $7 per annum in the United
States and $6 a year in Great Britain.
:: September

Toronto — Although

Nucleus

CARMICHAEL
ped even with a flashing sign and built
to scale with an artistry which would
qualify it for inclusion in any arts and
crafts exhibition. It is, as a matter of
fact, now being shown at the Canadian
National Exhibition in Toronto where
A.S.N. has its own theatre presenting business films.
This Boxoffice correspondent was given
the opportunity of seeing screened on the
premises the latest Cameo and also a
brief sound and color picture presenting
the Grenadier Guards in London playing
the National Anthem. One can well
imagine that this little masterpiece will
form the wind-up of performances in every
theatre in Canada as soon as distribution
can be effected.
Very impressive in the volume of stock
kept on hand were the vaults in which
reels all duly catalogued are safeguarded. At a moment’s notice almost any subject can be produced.
In the brief, bewildering tour of the
building made by this Boxoffice writer,
it was evident to him that no phase
of the film industry had been overlooked.
He was reminded of the story that Chicago
stockyards utilize everything about a hog
but the squeal, when he observed presses
turning out scenic picture postcards and
noticed on the ground floor a beautifully
equipped photographic studio for private
or commercial customers who wish stills.
The Associated Screen News has a fast
growing clientele of this class rivalling if
not eclipsing that of the leading fashionable photographers.
Most educative of all the various operations undertaken by the company is the
production of industrial films for leading
business concerns and of propaganda films
such as “Fire Prevention” for governments
and other authorities.
From the point of view of advertising
Canada the palm must be divided between
newsreels taken all over the Dominion by
enterprising camera crews and travelogues
representing the varied beauties of Canadian scenery. Railway companies, travel
agencies and Dominion and provincial
governments find these travelogues of immense aid to the tourist industry.

Cosmopolitan

attended the Famous

Players’ convention in Toronto was
Mitchell Franklin, formerly of Ottawa, son
of Joseph M. Franklin who now operates
a chain of theatres in the Maritime
Provinces.

BOXOFFICE

An

situated

400

miles

north of Toronto at Larder Lake, Ont.,
which is 20 miles east of the famous goldproducing area near Kirkland Lake in
Ontario’s north country, the just-opened
Capitol Theatre is probably as cosmopolitan as any other theatre in the world.
This theatre at Larder Lake forms part of
a building which houses the business quarters of some 15 different professional men
and storekeepers.
Among the varied businesses and professions having offices and stores in the
Capitol Theatre Bldg, are those of a dentist, mining engineer, several lawyers,

Theatre

several doctors, a geologist, stockbroker,
watchmaker, jeweler, insurance company
representative, electrical appliance salesman, and in addition there are a general
store, a stove store, a drug store, a men’s
furnishings store, a grocery store, and in
the basement, the printing office of the
Larder Lake Sun.
M. Mondville is the theatre and buildLtd. ing manager and the chief projectionist.
The owners are the Kirkland Amusements,
The theatre has RCA sound equipment
which was installed by Dominion Sound
Equipments, Ltd.
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fjAROLD GAUDET, a champ golfer of
Summerside, P. E. L. club and owner
of the Capitol in that city, crossed over
to New Brunswick to take part in the
Maritime championship meet at the Riverside Golf and Country Club.
Filmrow in St. John is watching with
interest the city election preparation activity. A member of the present “reform”
government is Councillor James A. Whitebone, who is on the operating staff of the
Capitol and, incidentally, district bushiess
agent for the IATSE and MPMO. Popular
Jim hasn’t indicated yet whether he and
his associates will run again as a slate.
Among visitors to St. John en route to
the FP Canadian convention in Toronto
were Frank Gallop of the Capitol, Sydney,
N. S.; John Connor of the Savoy, Glace
Bay, N. S., and Myer Herschorn, Halifax,
of the Herschorn -Franklin interests.
L. A. Sprague of Maritime Theatre
Equipment, St. John, has been in New
York on a combined business and pleasure trip, following a tour of the B&L
circuit in New Brunswick during which
he made wiring plans for their new Andover theatre.
Mystery of the season along Filmrow
in St. John is what happened to the
branch offices’ annual outing, which just
hasn't materialized. Commented one
executive, “Last summer’s was such a big
success that no one feels like taking the
responsibility of launching another picnic. They’re hardly recovered from the
last one. Maybe we’ll get around to a
sleigh ride by New Year’s.”
Mrs. Florrie Hayes and her attractive
daughters, Dorothy and Kathleen, ran
into so many interesting adventures in
their 2\.x/2-day hitch-hike across the
dominion from V ancouver to Halifax that
they won a week’s perso?ial appearance
contract with the New Gaiety Theatre,
Halifax.

Something of a record of its kind in the
Maritimes has been established by J. B.
• Dinty) Moore, ace display man of the
Capitol, St. John, who is starting his 25th
year in the theatre showposter business.
When he started work with brush and
paint jar at the old Gem a quarter of a
century ago he made his pay by doubling
as a part-time operator — “the days of
hot-box booths when we stripped like
stokers.” In his spare time he did caricatures for slides like “One Minute,
Please” and “Good Night All.” He pioneered modern “massive display” work in
these parts.
There are no Sunday theatre shows in
St. Joint. The first public motion picture
program of any kitid on a Sunday was held
August 28 when St. Andrew’s Presbyterian
Church showed “The Life of Christ” and
“Passion Play” under the auspices of the
National Bureau for Religious and Educational Films.
Re-issues of “Trader Horn” and “Private
Lives,” distributed by Regal, have been
pulling roundabout the Maritime.
Miss Beatrice (Bee) Redmond, film revisor of Empire-Universal, told the people of Canada generally about what an
inspector’s job is like the other day when
she was interviewed in Montreal during a
CBC “Street Scene” national broadcast.
“Bee” was up from St. John on vacation
at the time.
Halifax’s Labor Day parade on September 5, biggest spectacle of its kind seen
in the Maritimes for a couple of decades,
will be “shot” by several newsreel companies. The Labor committee has assigned
to the motion picture operators’ union the
job of seeing that the newsreel boys are
given cooperation.
A complete film show, including Mickey
Mouse, was presented at Grand Bay, N. B„
for 50 underprivileged boys attending the
Gyro health camp, through the kindness
of James Hoyt.

WINNIPEG
■^yiNNIPEG’S Theatre Guide, a new
daily feature over station CJRC, dispenses news and views of the various pictures shown around town along with the
starting times for full-length features.

are in the city, arriving in connection with
the Famous Players convention, scheduled to open here September 5.
W. A. Popham
sack, Sask.

is a visitor from

will go dark for four days and then reopen with Darktown Scandals.

To date, exhibitors operating houses
here seem to be the only ones who have
not submitted a brief to the Goldenberg

“Alexander’s Ragtime Band” at the
Capitol has been turning in enough at the
boxoffice to warrant a holdover and goes
into its second week. Opening night of

N. L. Nathanson

94

financ-

and J. J. Fitzgibbons

Montreal — The

“Motion

Pictures’ Great-

est Year” campaign has reached editorial
pages of Canadian newspapers. Montreal
Gazette, under the caption “In Behalf of
Moving Pictures,” writes:
“Moving picture officials are engaged
in a campaign to stimulate interest in the
industry throughout the United States and
Canada and it may be taken for granted
that their efforts will bear good fruit. The
movies are everybody’s entertainment,
rich man and poor man alike finding diversion and instruction in the fare presented on the screen, day in and day out.
“There are many reasons for this general appeal. The movie houses are located in all quarters, in cities, towns and
even villages. Invariably they are well
managed and the patron is protected. They
are within reach of the most modest purse
and may be entered at any hour, morning,
afternoon and evenings. A person may
stay an hour, or several hours, and witness a varied program of drama, melodrama, musical comedy, just comedy, pictured news of the hour, travelogue, and a
presentation of some wonder of science or
great historical event.
“Much

progress has been made in selecting the characters for the play, and
usually the actor or actress is so well
trained for the part that he or she lives
it. At least that is the way it appears to
the patron. The regular theatregoers
nowadays are familiar with all the outstanding world figures because of the news
presented on the screen. By seeing these
figures in action and hearing them talk,
the movie patron is in a better position to
judge the character of the man and the
cause he represents than he otherwise
would be.
“The movie, indeed, brings the world to
his door, as it were, and helps his education. If these facts are not fully appreciated it may only be because the average person thinks solely of the entertainment being flashed on the screen. Nevertheless the influence is there and the impression is made, whether or not realized
at the moment. This factor proves the
need of worthwhile movie programs, and
it is gratifying to know that the leaders in
the industry are seeking ways and means
to improve as well as popularize their
presentations. Moving pictures cover a
wide field of pastime and instruction. They

Kam-

Bingo, played under a new name,
cropped up again in the city early this
week. Police issued summonses to officials
in charge of the game charging them with
conducting a lottery.

commission studying Winnipeg’s
ing and administration.

Wide Scope of Films
Stressed Editorially

With the conclusion of Bell’s Hawaiian
Follies there the past week, the Orpheum

the second week’s run was even better
than the original opening, and Manager
Harold Bishop is walking around all
smiles.

are universal.”

Bloom

and Fine Circuit

Conducting
Toronto — Six

theatres here

of

Ball Contest
the

Bloom

are conducting

&

a

Fine

contest

extending over five weeks’ time in which
boys and girls will be awarded 15 bicycles and 75 sweaters as prizes to those
who prove most efficient in playing with
the hit-it ball. The six theatres are
the Prince of Wales, Grover, Scarboro,
Gerrard, Century and the Eastwood.
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MARCH

19

MARCH

|

8040

Drama
Against the

It]
Kaman

w World (62)

Alice Moore-R.
K — May
14

R — July

APRIL

Lone
WolfDra
inmaParis (67)
]24|
Francis Lederer-Frances
Drake

Forbes

Er — Jan.

175

Drama
|g]
Damaged
Goods (60)
Phyllis Barry
Pedro de Corboda

26

29;

R — May

28

217
Drama
[25]
He
Loved an Actress
(63)
Ben Lyon-Lupe Velez

30

jg] Musical Operetta 827
3irl of the Golden West
(119)
Nelson Eddy- Jeanette
MacDonald
BP — Jan.

8;

R — Mar.

A

GUIDE

APRIL

2

a
When
G-Mendram
Step
[si] Melo
(60)
Don
Terry-J.
Wells
R — Mar.
26

9

Melodrama

CURRENT

T

APRIL
Overland

In8022

APRIL

Express

(55)

[~f] Action
Drama
Spirit
of Youth
(66)
Joe Louis-Edna
Harris
R — Jan. 8

Zamboanga

299

There’s
a
Woman Always
(80)
[20|
Comedy

818

3734
Rom.
[25] Comedy
Bluebeard’s Eighth Wife
(86)
C. Colbert-G. Cooper
R — Mar. 26; EP — Jan. 8

7009

Pilot

Musical

[T[
Melodrama
3735
Tip-Off
Girls (62)
L.
Nolan-M.
Carlisle
R — Mar.
19

7022
(65)

t— Apr.

[25] Melodrama
Mr. Moto’s Gamble
(63)

i

841

P. Lorre-Lynn Bari
EP — Apr. 23; R— Apr.

©Her
Love (81)
[is] Jungle
Melodrama
3730
Dorothy
Lamour-Ray
Milland
EP — Jan. 1; R — Apr. 9

2

Heart of Arizona
William
Boyd
R[22]
— Apr.Western
16

(68)

2029

WB221

No

R — Apr.

16

Island
the Sky
ma (67) 843
[Y] in Dra
Gloria Stuart
Michael Whalen
EP — Mar. 12; R — Mar. 19

(71)
[~8~|
Comedy
824
This Marriage Business
Victor Moore-V. Lester
EP — Mar. 5; R — Mar. 19

Rawhide Western
(58)
[~8~]
R
— Mar.
19
Lou
Gehrlg-S.

©Divorce of
[ig] Comedy
Merle Oberon
R — Jan. 22

2012
Comedy
[25]
Goodbye
Broadway
(69)
A. Brady-C. Winninger
EP — Feb. 19; R — Apr. 2

B

Comedy

Steele

7120

Outlaws of Sonora
Western
[14] Mesqulteers
Three
R— April 30

(55)
7110

Yukon

(70)

842

Ballew

(For. Thunder in
7011
Adv. Drama
g|]
Alaska)
R — Apr. 23
R. Arlen-B. Roberts
Under

Western

Stars

(66)

[2o|
Western
7800
R. Rogers
R — Apr. 16

820
jr.

Go Chase Yourself (70)
|22]
Comedy
825
Joe Penner-Lucille Ball
EP — Mar. 19; R — Apr. 16

Obi Old Chicago (110)
R[l5|
— Jan.
8Drama
T.
Power-Alice
Faye 840

Bnttle of Broadway
(84)
Comedy
845
V[22]
McLaglen-L.
Hovlck
EP— Mar. 19; R— Apr. 2

Joy of Living (91)
[is]
Comedy
1. Dunne-Fairbanks
R—
Mar. 26

(57)

Roeers-J.

2041
Drama
a Night
Clyde

WB204
a
Dram
[26]
Jezebel
(104)
B. Davis-H. Fonda
EP — Dec. 18; R — Mar. 19

Lady X
Drama

Polo (104)
©Adventures
[15] Romantic

of Marco
Adven.

G. Cooper-Slg. Gurie
R — Feb. 19; EP — Aug.

14

[j] Comedy
Drama
Reckless
Living
(69) 2021
Nan
Grey-Jimmy
Savo
EP— Mar. 12; R— Apr.

9

[T|Last
Western
The
Stand (66) 2057
B. Baker-C. Moore
R-June 4

j~2~| Melodrama
WB212
Over
the Wall (59)
John Lltel-June Travis
R — Mar. 1

|~9~| Melodrama
Accidents Will
(62)
R.
Reagan-G.
R
— April
30

WB222
Happen

Blondell

(67)
Nurse
From
Brooklyn
2022
Drama
[15]

Lady in the Morgue
[22| Mystery
Drama
Preston
Foster

Sally Eilers-Paul Kelly
EP— Mar. 19: R— Apr. 16

Patricia Ellis
EP— Mar. 26;

Fools for Scandal (79)
FN252
p[6| Comedy
Carole Lombard
Fernand Gravet
EP— Jan. 22; R— Mar. 19

Women

H Musical Com. GB7003
liling Along (80)
K Matthews-R. Young
1-Apr. 9

[26] Drama- Mus. Atlantic
Heart of New York (..)
Bum) Hallelujah
(For.
A1

Jolson

I’m

a

[T| Action Drama
GB7014
F. P. 1 Doesn’t Answer
(Reissue) (..)
(Form. F. P. 1)
Leslie Fenton
Jil! Esmond

[sx| In
Drama
Lenin
October Amklno
(91)
R — April 30

:: September

3, 1938

[~9~] Melodrama
Hell
in a Circus Atlantic
(..)
(For. Constant
Conrad Nagel

Woman)

New
York Nights
Artc’ma
ffg] Mus. Drama
Norma
Talmadge
(68) reissue
Gilbert Roland

Are

(70)
2027

R— May

Like

14

That

F’N261
Drama
Com.
I23]O’BrienP.
K. Francis
R — Apr. 1 1
(65)

3XOFFICE

the

3757

(91 )

9

le Couldn’t Say
’rank McHugh
ane Wyman
t— Mar. 5

[~4~] Maker
Western
Feud
(66)
Boli

(73)

[25I Musical
Let’s Make
of It (67)

L9]

831
23

Men
3739

Invisible Enemy
(65)
[T[
Drama
7010
C. Henry Gordon
Tala Birell
R — Apr. 2

Comedy

L8] Action Drama
date Police (63)
Vm. Hall

(118)

[22]Gable-M.
Action Drama
C.
Loy
EP — Jan. 22; R — Apr.

Condemned
Women
(76)
813
Drama
[Y]
Sally Eilers-Louis Hayward
R— Mar. 12

'he Gaiety Girls
3atricia Ellis
ack Hulbert

214

H|] Melodrama

Test

[28] Gang
Melodrama
Arson
Busters
Bob Livingston
Rosalind Keith
R — Apr. 9

ting: of the Newsboys
(68)
^or. Sidewalks of New
York)
bw Ayres-Helen Mack
—Mar.
26

|]

(63)

Female
Fugitive (56)
[is]
Drama
3713
Evelyn Venable
C. Reynolds
R — Apr. 16

3733

837
Musical
|]
^Rebecca of Snnnybrook
Farm
(80)
hirley Temple
tandolph Scott
1— Mar. 12; EP — Nov. 13

Crime

Rod LaRocque
Astrld Allwyn
R — Apr. 23

(’all of
Drama

8000

J. Blondell-M. Douglas
EP — Mar. 5; R — Mar. 26

International

(60)

Native
5]
[lCast.
R — April 23

Mae

Lnnd
of Fighting
|n]
Western
(53)
Jack Randall

lulldog Drummond’s
Peril (66)
r. Barrymore
L. Campbell
Ft— Mar. 19

15]

23

Flight Into Nowhere (66)
[l8] Action Drama
8021
J. Holt
K — Mar. 19

[25] Comedy
Drama
828
Judge Hardy’s Children
(77)
Lewis Stone
Cecilia Parker
R— Mar. 26

19

RELEASES

16

(For. The Trail Blazer)
Buck
Western
lJones
Rlli
— Apr. 9
Marjorie Reynolds

g
Musical Rom.
3715
[lose of the Rio Grande
(60)
Movlta-John Carroll
R— Apr. 2; EP— Feb. 26

18]

f

OCTOBER.

Booking
A

GUIDE

APRIL 30

TO

MAY

8036
[25] MeloQrama
Extortion (58)
S. Colton-M. Russell

Bhatt

CURRENT

8037

Paige

M

2
9
16
30
23

RELEASES

MAY

7

fs] Action Drama
Main Event (55)
J. Wells-R.
R — May
14

S

W

NOVEMBER.
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MAY

28

Jack

(83)

!

JUNE 4

Law of West
the Plains
8205
ern (56)
fl2|
C.
R— StewartJuly 30 Iris Meredith

8204
Western
[§o|
Call
of the Rockies (54)
U. Starrett-I. Meredith
R — June 18

[7]
Western
Whirlwind
Horseman

221

|20]
Western
Six
Shoutin’
Sheriff
Ken Maynard

224
(59)

(58) Maynard
Ken
R— July 16

Hold
Kiss (74)
[13]That
Comedy

833

D. O’Keete-M. O’SulllvaD
Mickey Rooney
R— May
14

Swiss Miss (73)
|2o]
Comedy
830
l.aurel &
Hardy
EP — Feb. 19; R — May 14

Young
Three Comrades
Yellow

Virg.

3729
Western
^4|
Two
Gun Justice (57)
Tim
McCoy
R — June 4

p§] Com. with music 3737
College Swing (87)
M. Raye-Burns-Allen
EP — Jan. 15; R — Apr. 23

3739

Stolen Heaven (88)
3738
Melod’ma
|j7] Rom.
G. Raymond-O.
Bradna
EP — Feb. 6; R— Apr. 30

Cocoanut
Grove
(94) 3710
[2q| Com.
with
Music
F.
Murray
li —M’May
14

EP — Mar.

12

Romance
on Drama
the Run7023
(68)
Comedy
|Ylj

C. Morris-Ann Shirley
EP — Mar. 12; R — Mar. 26

Men
(67)
3741
Drama
[27|
(For. Crime
Gives
Orders)
EP — Apr. 2
R—
May
21
L. Nolan-M. Carlisle

of New

York

26;

R — May

28

28

Hunted

Gangs

(98)

Drama
Tone,
Sullavan,832

EP — Mar.

R — May

Women
(63)
3709
Drama
[22] Private
(For.
Nurse)
R — May 14
S. Blane-J. Arledge

RPhantom
— July 2 Ranger (57)
Tim
[29]McCoy
Western .
373C

Farewell
to ArmsReis-370
(7 9)
|~3~| Rom. Drama
G.

Cooper-Helen

Hayes

(67)

7004
Chas.
Melodrama
[23] Bickford
Ann Dvorak
R — May 28

Donald Woods
Patricia
R — May 7Ellis

D
Melodrama
827
Law of the Underworld
(61)

Bruce

Numbered

[~8]Smoke
Western
Gun
Trail (57)3740
Jack Randall

cal
Dr.
Rhythm
Musi(80)
[7]
B. Crosby-Bea Lillie
R— April 30

834

Drama
Montgomery

Robert
[27|

[3]
Taylor,

Vivacious
Lady
(90)
[l3|
Comedy
G. Rogers-J. Stewart
EP — Jan. 29; R — May

740
7

Blind

Alibi

|2q|

R. Dix-W. Bourne
EP — Apr. 2; it — May

1
[~3~| Melodrama
Saint in New
York
R — May 7
Louis Hayward

(61)

Melodrama

829

83.1
(72)

14
Kay

Sutton

Gun LawWestern
(60)
881
|l3]
Geo. O’Brien; R — May 14

848
Drama
[29|
Four Men and a Prayer
(85)
Loretta Young
Richard Greene
EP— Feb.

26; R— Apr.

30

847
Drama
Comed
t Trip
to y
Paris
(64)
[JJ
Shirley Deane-J. Prouty
EP — Apr. 2; R— Mar. 26
[7] Comedy
Drama
874
l.ife Begins at 40 (..)
Will Rogers
(reissue)

[l3| Com. with
Music 844
Kentucky
Moonshine
(85)
Ritz Bros.-Maj. Weaver
EP — Mar. 5; R — May
7

Rascals

(77)
849
dy
R|2p|
— Withers-R.
Apr. Come
9
J.
Hudson

Kidnapped (90)
[27] Historical Drama
Warner
Baxter

Josette (70)
(~3~| Musical

Comedy

831

846

Freddie
EP — Feb.Bartholomew
12; R — May

EP
'Feb. 19
D. —Ameche-S.

Simon

28

[29] Romantic
Adven.
Return of the Scarlet
Pimpernel (80)
S. Stewart-B. Barnes
R — Apr. 16

|T] Mys.

Melodrama
(Reissue)
Pracula ( . . )
Bela Lugosi

3076

(70)
|~6~]
Drama
Sinners in Paradise (65)
(For. Half Way
to
Shanghai)
J. Boles-M. Evans
EP — Apr. 2; R — May

[30l Com.
Drama
FN207
Beloved Brat (62)
B. Granville-D. Costello
R— Feb. 19

7

[l3|
Drama
203814
Air Action
Devils (60)
R-May
D. Purcell-Mamo
Clark

[ii] Hist. Drama
Rood
(102)
^©Adventures
of

Paul Kellv-Lola
R— Apr. 23

Errol Flynn
R — Mayde 7 Havilland
Olivia

IT] the
Drama
GB7005
To
Victor (78)
Will Fyffe
Margaret Lockwood
It- Feb. 19

[2q|

V.
Frankenstein
(71)
[j~5| Melodrama
3072
Boris Karloff-Mae Clark

|~7~| Action Drama
FN275
(59)
Torehy
Blane in Panama
Lane

R—
May Party
28
Devil’s

FN251
Robin

Show Drama-Music
Goes On (68)
|l5|
Anna
Neagle
Tuilio Carminatl
R — Aug. 27

Action

(67)
Drama

McLaglen-B.

Roberts

Love Before Breakfast
3073
Comedy
|l5|
C.

Lombard-P.

Foster

ern Front
All Quiet
on (87)
the
WestReis-3071
|Jg] Drama
I.ew Ayres

Lady
(69)
|xlj| Tubbs
Comedy
3074
A. Brady-D. Montgomerj

y House
Myster
rama(66)FN277
[2i| Melod
Dick Purcell
R — May
14
Ann
Sheridan

Crime School (86)
R[28|
— May
FN256
Action14 Drama
H. Bogart-Gale Page

Western

Trails

(68)

Warreu

William

bred (6b) Drama
[~4~| Com.
WB211
Little Miss 'ThoroughJanet Kay
John Litei

GB

(57)

Bob Baker; R — July 9
205*
Western
|J|
|~3~| Drama
2010
Wives
Under
Suspicion
R — June 11

Chapman

I

Tonight or Never (..)
[l7| Com. Drama
Atlantic
Melvyn Douglas
Gloria Swanson
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26

11

JUNE

18

JUNE

jl5[
Drama
8001
(^Holiday (93)
lv. Hepburn- C. Grant
KF — Api. 9; R — May 21

24

JULY

8211
ern (58)
WestDays
Stage
|2o| Coach
John Luden-E. Stewart
8206
(53)

West
Cheyenne
[30] of Western
Charles Starrett
Iris Mereditn

JULY

9

JULY
Pioneer

Highway
I’ntroi (58)
[27] Action Drama
J. Wells-Page — R-Aug.13

Trail

16
(55)

[15] Luden-Joan
WesternBarclay
8212
John

[~j~|
Drama
8019
City Streets (68)
(For. City Shadows)
Leo Carrillo-B. Fellows

I Married a Spy (59)
225
drama
Melo
[T]
Neil
Hamil
R
— July
16ton

|§~| Melodrama
222
Held for Ransom
(GO)
Grant Withers
R— July 30

Rollin'

Plains

Tex

Ritter

Past

Company

(75)

The
High 30Command
R — July
[15] Melodrama
Lionel
Atwill

(59)
227

223

Grama
po]
Rife Returns (60)
Lois Wilson

83G
Toy Wife (95)
L. Rainer- M. Douglas
R — June 11

Drama
Woman

838

Against

Answer)
(61)
(For.

One

V. Bruce-11.
R — June 25

Lord
Jeff (84)
I24] Comedy
Drama

Woman

3742
Raft

7127
|~S~[ Western
Desert Patrol (56)
Bob Steele
R — June 11

837

Seas (81)
Port of Seven
829
[7] Adven. Drama
R— July 16
W. Beery-M. O’Sullivan

Freddie Bartholomew
Mickey Rooney
R — June 25

Woman’s

(74)

Shopworn
R — July 9 Angel (85)
[15] Stewart
Drama
835
James

n
as
Dougl
Melvy
Come
18— 1July
2 Rice Drama
It
nce dy
Flore

Margaret

Mail’s
(55)
[~6~| Country
Western

[22] Outdoor Drama
3702
Romance
lost (81) of the LimberJean
Parker-Eric
R — June
25

3712

R — Aug.
6
Jack
Randall

Linden

3743
a
dram
on Melo
(70)
Farm
Pris
[17]
S. Ross-L. Nolan
R — June 25

[24]
Bar
20 Western
Justice (70) 3758
Wm.
Bo>d (Hopalong
Cassidy)

R — Apr.

16

7117
ern
|is| ofWest
Riders
Black Hills(55)
Three Mesquiteers
R — June 25

[~8~|of Western
3854
Pride
the West (55)
Cassidy)
William
(Hopalong
R—
July Boyd
2

Tropic Holiday (78)
R— July 2
Dorothy Lamour
Bob Burns edy
Com
[22]

|~4~| West,
Music
Gold
Mine with
in the
Sky 7103
R— July 9

Army

(60)

Gene

Autry-C.

Hughes

7012
Drama
[l3] Comedy
Ladies
in Distress (65)
Alison Slcipworth
Pnllv Moran; R — June 11

871
[ip] Action Drama
(Reissue)
King Kong (99)
Fay Wray-R. Armstrong

850
Comedy
|io]
One Wild Night (72)
June Lang-D. Baldwin
R — May
14

Sullavan

Marshall

3712
Drama
[gj Comedy
Marines Are Here (60)
J. Travers-G. Oliver

Drama
[jp]
You and Me (90)
Sylvia Sidney-Geo.
R — June 4

2

Girl

3744

(85)

Madge
R— July Evans
23
Preston Foster
Drama
[15]

819

Drama
y
[P7] Comed
Cheat (62)
Blond
Derrick de Marney
Joan

Fontaine

831

R-May

28

8i
edy
Com
[it] Blind
Three
Mice (75)
L. Young- J.
R — June 11

[24] Moto
Melodrama
Mr.
Takes
a
Chance (63)

McCrea

Little
|~g~| Women
Drama(99) reissue

Border G-Man
(60)
Western
[24]
George
Ri
— June O’Brien
18

Peter Lorre-R.
it — June 18

Time (70)
Having
Wonderful
Comedy
[J]
Ginger Rogers
Douglas Fairbanks
EP— Oct. 23
R — June IS

819

Hudson

K.
jr

Always Goodbye
(75)
852
ma
Dra
|Y|
Barbara
Stanwyck
R—
July 2Marshall
Herbert

Hepburn-J.

Crime
[8~|
Allan

Bennett

Ring (70)
Melodrama
836
Lane
R — July 2

Panainint’s Bad Mail (60)
853
Western
|g~|
Smith
Ballew-E. Daw
|~g~|
Comedy
We’re Going to Be
(78)
Victor McLaglen
Grade

Fields:

857
Rich

R — July

Passport Husband
(67)
R— July 2
854
Stuart
Comedy
|l5| Erwin
Pauline Moore

9

Dra
Blockade
(85)ma
[X7j
Madeleine Carroll
Henry Fonda
R — J une 11

Melodrama

2039

toting Fugitives (68)
D. Kent
R — July

2059
ern
[it] West
Outlaw
Express (56)
Bob Baker
R — July 30

[ll| Mus. Com.
Gold Diggers in
(97)
Rudy
Vailee
Priscilla Lane
R — May 21

WB206
Paris

|jg| Mys. Drama
When
Were
You
(65)
Anna
May
Wong
Margaret Lindsay
R — June 18

FN263
Born?

Prison

Danger
on the
Air (65)
2032
Drama
[X| Action
Donald Woods R — July 2

2

Rage
Paris dy
(78)
|~7] of Come
Danielle Darrleux
It — June 18

My Bill (60)
FN200
ma
9]
1—
is-D.
25
June
R
Moore
FrancDra
lv.

Claude Rains-F. Bainter
EP — Feb. 26; R — June 4

[1]

Three

on

Drama

GB

a Weekend

(72)

Margaret
Lockwood
John Lodge
It - June 11

3, 1938

2028

White
|25| Banners
Drama (88)
WB208
Men
Are 25
Such Fools(69)
R — June
NB2I5
W.
Lane
a
Dram
Com.s-P.
[jg] Morri

Racket

September

(73)

2005

[10]
Geo.

BOXOFFICE

Break

Barton
MacLane
R
— July
23odrama
Mel
[15]
Glenda
Farrell

Busters

(71)

WB205
a
dram
Melo
Brent;
R-Aug.
20

Evergreen (..)
dy eGB
Comereissu
al ews
e Matth
[15] Music
Jessi
Barry Mackay

MAY,
APRIL. 1939
s M T \V T F

So O kin
A
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JULY 23

CURRENT

RELEASES

4

6

9 10
16
23

11

12

18

19

26

6

7
14

20

21

24
AUGUST

6

8

S

26

13

M22

16
T

1

2

8

7

27

29

13

AUGUST

JULY 30

!2i] Action Drama
Reformatory (61)
lack Holt-C. Winters
It — June 25

3

so2

8
1

15

28

ern (56)8207
[28] ofWest
south
Arizona
(."has. Starrett
iris Meredith

15

14

22

21

29

28

17

1939

15

T

F

s

3

4

5

9 10

11

12

6
13

18
25

19
26

27

W

T W
JUNE,

4

30

23

24

12

13

19
26

27

18

20

1
8

7

6

11

20

22

8

3
9 10
16
23
30
2

AUGUST
14

21
29

The Gladiator (72)
8011
Comedy
[15]
Joe
E. Brown
June Travis; R-Aug. 20
Convicted

5

25

20

31
AUGUST

1939
T F

S »1

27

|

17
24

28

(58)

8039
R.
Hayworth-C.
Quigley
Action Drama
[13]

228
(22] Action Drama
Renfrew on tlie Great
White Trail (59)
James Newell
Terry Walker

[22] Comedy
Drama
ULove
Finds Andy
Hardy (90)

841

[29] Comed
The
Chasery

Drama
(75)

842

840
The
Drama (92)
Action Boars
[5] Crowd
Robert Taylor

Dennis O’Keefe
Ann
Morriss
R— July 30

Mickey
Rooney-Judy
Garland-Lewis Stone
K — July 16

Utah Trail (59)
[12]
Western
Tex Ritter

229

[12] Comedy
Drama
Rich
Man, Poor
Girl

843
(72)

(For. It’s Now
R. R YoungR.
— Aug. 13

or Never)
Hussey

King of the Sierras
With Rex, the
Western
[26]
Wonder
Horse

Block-heads

(58)

R
— Augt 20Hardydy
Laurel
[19] & Come

Marie

844

Maureen
R — Aug.O’Sullivan
6

[~3~| Outdoor
Barefoot
Boy Drama
(63)
Jackie

Antoinette

Norma
[26]
Tyrone

(157)

Shearer
Drama
Power

Town)
Under the

3810

Moran

(..)
231

Big

845

Top

a
(For.
Comes
Dram
[31] Circus

(..)

3811
to

Ann
NagelMain
Marjorie

[22] Adven. Drama
Bonloo (60)
Colin Tapley
Suratna Asmara
R— July 23

3745

Western
[2e]
Heroes of the Hills
Three Mesquiteers
R — Aug. 13

7118
(55)

[29]
Comedy
3746
Professor
Beware
(93)
liarold Lloyd

|~5~| Melodrama
Bulldog
Drummond
Africa (59)

Phyllis

John
Howard-H.
R — Aug.
6

Welch;

R-July

16

3747
in

The Texans (93)
[12] Outdoor Drama
3748
R— July
23
Joan
Bennett-R.
Scott

Give Me a Sailor (77)
R — July 30
[19]
Comedy
3749
Martha
Raye-Bob
Hope

Angel

[~8~| Action Drama
7024
Come
on Leathernecks
(66)
Richard Cromwell
Marcia Hunt
R — Aug. 27

Desperate
Adventure
[15] Romantic
Drama
Ramon
Novarro
Marian
Marsh

tain (58)
Man
From
Music Moun|l5|
Western
7104
Gene

835
[22I Action Drama
Sky Giant (80)
(Form. Northern Flight)
Chester Morris
Richard Dix
R— July 23

833
Drama
I29] Com.
Mother Carey’s Chickens
(80)
Ruby Keller-Anne Shirley
Janies Ellison
R — July 23

(22] Romantic Drama
855
I’ll Give a Million (70)
Warner
Baxter
Marjorie Weaver
R — July 16

[29] Comedy
Drama
856
Little Miss Broadway
(70)
-dtirley Temple
JR—
immy
July Durante
9

the
From with
I’m Com.
[5]

|~5~|
Drama
Gateway
(74)

Sutton

901

Don Ameche
Arleen
Whelan
R — Aug.
6

Algiers
[~g]
Charles
'

[22]
Drama
Little Tough
Guy
"Dead End" Kids
Robt. Wilcox
R — July 16

834
Music (71)
City

Penne
Joe
R — July
30r-Kay

Painted

^

(59)

Western

Keep Smiling (77)
Drama
[l2]Withers
Jane
Gloria
Stuart
R — June
18

li — July
2
Sigrid
Gurie-Hedy

Missing Guest (69)
ry Drama
[12] Myste
Paul
Kelly

RNE1-F.

Mr. Chump
(60)
Comedy
[e]
Johnnie Davis
Dola
Lane 23
R— July

WB227

US
LLANEO
T MISCE

Strange Dra
Boarders
ma (79)GB
11 ]
Tom
Walls
Renee

13

Smashing
the Rackets
[19] Melodrama
832
(80)
(For Cleanup)
Chester Morris
R — July Mercer
30
Frances

902

Band
(105)
[li] Musical
Alexander’s

Comedy
Bagtime

Tyrone
Power-Alice
R — June
4
Don
Ameche

letter of Introduction (103)
[12] Com. with Music
Leeds — R-Aug. 6
Andrea
Bergen and McCarthy

[30] Melodrama
FN262
Amazing Dr. Clitterhouse
(85)
Edw. G. Robinson
Claire Trevor
R— July 9

R-Aug.

903
Faye

Avenue

Kid

(56)

[22] Action
Bruce
Cabot;Drama
R-Aug. 7025
27
Beverly Roberts
(56)
Durango Valley Raiders
7128
[22] Western
Bob Steele

Breaking

the

Ice

(82)

with
[26] Cdm.Breen
Bobby
Irene Dare

Music

Speed

(60)

to Burn

Michael
Whalen
[26] Action
Drama
R — June 11
Lynn Bari

845

904

LaMarr

2008
(83)

FN276

883

Autry;

Tenth

(95)
Drama
Boyer

Con.
|23| Com.
Drama
I’enrod’s Double
Trouble (60)
Mauch
Twins
It— April 2

Desert

R — Aug. 6
George O’Brien

(65)
7013

Spawn of the North (113)
[26] Action
3750
George
Raft Drama
Dorothy Lamour
R — Aug. 27
Henry Fonda

Saint-Cyr

Moore;

R — Aug.

2031

Strawberry Roan
(63)
|l5[ Western Reissue 3057
Ken
Maynard

Fiddlin’ Buckaroo
fl5| Western Reissue
ICen Maynard

(60)
3058

20

Rapture

(..)

Native Cast
[26] Exploitation

Adven.

King of the Arena
[l5| Western Reissue
Ken Maynard

(60)
3059

Boy Meets Girl (80)
[27] Com. Drama
WB303

[13] Com. From
MusicBrooklyn
WB217
Cowboy
(77)
Dick Powell

Dark

Cagney-O’Brien

R— June 18
Priscilla Lane

Crime Over London (63)
|l5| Action Drama
GB
Margot
Grahame
Paul
Cavanaugh
R — Aug.
13

BOXOFFICE

:: September

3, 1938

J

JULY,VV 1939
s

M

T

T

3

4

17

18
25

10 11

9
16
23
30

24
31

SEPTEMBER

j|

Drama

1 UJ
III
Am the Daw (99)
■Edw.

G.

Wendy

s

s

1

2

T

VV

T

SEPTEMBER

3

8005

R-Aug.

M

F

SEPTEMBER
8

1 2 3 4 5
6
7
8
12
9 10
13 14 15 16 17 18 19
ii 26
20
22 23
27 21 29
24 25
28
30 31

125 136 7 8
14 15
19
26 20 21 22
27
29
28

10

27

8213
Western
||l|
Phantom
Gold (56)
Jack Luden-Beth Marion

s

M

T

W
13

12
4
3
5
10 11
25 26
17 18 19

6

T

F
151

S

7
14

8

9
16
23

20 21 22

|T|
Western
Colorado Trail (57)
Chas. Starrett
Iris Meredith

8208

n
Comedy Drama
Boys’ Town
(. . )
Spencer Tracy
Mickey Rooney

902

2

Booking

29

27

A

24

GUIDE

TO

/

Bhatt

C U R R E N T

R E L E A S E S

28

SEPTEMBER

[~9] Comedy
Dady
Objects (Drama
. . )
Lanny Ross-GIoria Stuart

Robinson
Barrie;

1939

AUGUST
F

30

17

Hayworth

|l6| Com.
Too
Hot to Romance
Handle ( 903
. . )
Clark

Gable-Myrna

OCTOBER

24

Girls*

Juvenile Court ( . . )
Melodrama
Paul
[15] Kelly
Rita

SEPTEMBER

Loy

School

1

Anne
Shirley
Ralph Bellamy
Drama
[30]

Listen,
(. . )
|23| Com.Darling
with Music

Stablemates ( . . )
Wallace
Beery Drama
[30]
Comedy
Mickey Rooney

904

Vacation From
D. O’Keefe-F.

3741
West
[Tj
Mexicali
Kid ern
(. . )
(For. Last Frontier)
Jack Randall

n

Western

[~2~] Com. with Music 3801
Sing You Sinners (90)
Bing Crosby
Fred MacMurray
R — Aug. 13

In Old Mexico (67)
William Boyd
(Hopalong Cassidy)
R — Aug. 6

[29] Comedy
Drama
7015
The Higgins Family (..)
(For. Home Sweet I-Iome)
The Gleason Family

Billy

[T|
(. •)

|

Roy

I [2] Musical Comedy 837
W Care
free (83)
Ginger Rogers
Fred

n

[~2~| Comedy
Drama
905
My Ducky Star (8 4)
Sonja Henie
Richard Greene

n
l

pj] of Drama
Sons
the Legion

3802
(. . )

Lynne
Overman
Billy Lee

Gang

Wanted
by the Police
[24] Melodrama
(■ ■)
Frankie
Darro

902

(68)

John

(55)

(.(T|
.)

Stage

Ranger
[ii] Western

Renegade

(. . )

O'Brien

|23|
Fugitives
for a Night803
(63) Melodrama
Eleanor Lynn
Frank
Albertson

pj| That
Comedy
Hold
Co-ed ( . . )907
John Barrymore
Marjorie Weaver

Service

Marx

Brothers

(. . )

Comedy

Bancroft

Cowboy

and

Comedy
G.
|Y|Cooper-M.

Lady

(. . )

a
Dram
Oberon

i

|~3~| Com. Drama
VVB213
Four’s a Crowd (95)
Errol Flynn
Olivia de Havilland
R — July 30

[T|

Black Bandit ( . . )
Western
[le]
(For. Twins of the West)
Bob Baker

Road

to Reno

(. . )

Randolph
Scott-G.
ma
Dra
[23]

Farrell

That

Certain

Age

(. . )

Deanna
Durbin
l Comedy
[30] Musica
Jackie Cooper

27

Melodrama

1'lan with 100
■Noel Madison
Ihulli Palmer

OXOFFICE

Faces

::

n
The

Melodrama
Comet
(. . )
Gargan-Joy

GB

[17] Outdoor Drama
©Valley
of the Giants
(79)
Wayne
Morris
Claire Trevor

pj] 39Melodrama
The
Steps ( . . )

(. . )

September

Hodges

|lo]
Drama
FN365
Secrets of an Actress (70)
Geo. Brent
Kay Francis

(Reissue)
Robert Donat
Madeleine Carroll

3, 1938

Drama

862

There
Goes My
Heart
(■ ■) Comedy Drama
[Y]
F. March-V. Bruce

Wm.

Carlisle
Action

Submarine Patrol ( . . )
909
Drama
|30| Action
Richard
Greene
Nancy Kelly

(99)

[30] Adventure Drama
Sabu-Raymond
MasseyValerie Hobson
R — Aug. 6.

R — Aug.

(. . )

Raiders

Western

Room

J30]

Time Out
for Murder (..)
908
[23] Melodrama
Gloria Stuart
R— July 2
Michael Wthalen

Drums

|l6| Comedy
Drama
Youth. Takes a Fling(..)
Joel McCrea
Andrea Leeds

Army

Three Mesquiteers
Louise Brooks

Geo.

[~2] Comedy
Drama
Freshman Year (65)
Dixie Dunbar
Ernest Truex

Montgom’y

Howard

Mary
[7]

Overland

George

Comedy Drama 906

Safety in Numbers
Jones Family
R — Aug. 13

Nancy

(. . )

(3803
. . )

Hart

Comedy

(..)

Melodrama

Touchdown,
|23| Com. Confessions
with Music
Campus
Betty Grable
Hank
Luisetti

rn 851
Weste
Kid Returns

Rogers-Mary

Bullets

[28]

the

Affairs of Annabel
Lucille Ball
Jack Oakie
R — July 16

Astaire

3855

[14]
Western
3859
Starlight
Over Texas(..)
Tex Ritter

Love
Rice

[~2~|
Comedy
p7]
Comedy
Three Loves Has
(..)
J. Gaynor-R.

'

8

(..)

Stranger From
Arizona
8284
(. ]
•)
Western
[22
Buck Jones

Judy Garland
Freddie Bartholomew

OCTOBER

GB

Four Daughters (90)
[24]
Drama
FN359
Dane Sisters
Jeffrey Lynn
R — Aug. 20

Garden of the Moon ( . . )
R— July 30
y
l ComedLindsa
y
O’Brien-Mar.
Pat
[Y| Musica

Young
Janet

in Heart (..)
Gaynor
Drama
edy
pf| ComFairbanks
Douglas
jr.

Swing That
Tom
Brown
p7~] Comedy
Connie

Moore

Cheer
Drama

(. . )

SAotu

SPECIAL
The New
Nation (10)
Story of Czechoslovakia.
Jungle Babies (10)
THREE

CLASSICS
by Hugo
(Reissues)

Americans Come, The
Irish Fantasy (9)

Reisenfeld
(9) .Apr.
Mar.

WORLD

30, ’38
26, ’38

marry
the sheriff’s daughter.
Time Out for Trouble (19) . . . .Mar. 18
Charlie Chase arouses the underworld by fooling around with a

Graduation ( . . ) . Aug.
the Merry-Go-Round

26

(9)
Feb. 17, ’38
Poor Elmer
(7)
July 22
Poor Little Butterfly (8)
July 4
The Animal Cracker Circus
(..)
Sept. 23
©The
Big Birdeast (8)
May 13
©The
Foolish Bunny
(6) . . . .Mar. 11
The Frog Pond (7)
Aug. 12
Window
Shopping (7)
June 3
COLUMBIA
TOUR
Isles

of

(. . )
(Cowboy

SING
Oct. 1

Songs)

HAT

Gym
Jams
(. . )
Hot Dogs on Ice
Krazy Magic (7)

Sept. 9
Oct. 21
May 20

(. . )

Krazy’s Travel Squawks
(7)... July 4
The Auto Clinic (7)
Mar. 4
The Little Buckaroo (6)
Apr. 11
Sad Little Guinea Pigs (7) . . . .Feb. 22
NEW

SPORT

THRILLS

Athletic Youth
(..)
July 29
Demons
of the Deep (..)... .Aug. 19
Fistic Fun (9%)
July 1
Football Giants (..)
Sept. 28
Sport Stamina (10)
May 10, ’38
Thrilling Moments
(10)
June 10
Unusual Hunting
(10) . . .Mar. 15, ’38
PICTUREGRAPH
No.

1

SONG

(..)

SCRAPPY

Aug.

Scrappy’s

Apr.

Playmates

No. 8(10)
No. 9(10)
No. 10 (10)
No. 11(10)
No. 12(10)

25, ’38

(7)

SNAPSHOTS

AND

through

(Series

27

Apr. 1,
Apr. 29,
May 27,
June 24,
July

’38
’38
’38
’38
29

HITS
Feb.

25, ’38

Gandy
the Goose (6)
Mar. 4, ’38
Happy and Lucky (..).. .Mar. 18, ’38
Here’s to Good Old Jail ( . . ) . .June 10
Just Ask Jupiter (7)
Feb. 18, ’38
Maid in China (7)
Apr. 29
Milk for Baby (..)
July 8
Mrs. O’Leary’s Cow (..)
July 22
Robinson Crusoe’s Broadcast
(7)
Apr. 15
® St ring Bean
Jack (..)... .Aug. 26
The
The
The

Big Top ( . . )
May 13, ’38
Goose Flies High (..).... Sept. 9
Last Indian ( . . )
June 24

Kingdom
for a Horse
Music From the Stars
(11)
Horace

Lapp

and

(..).Sept.

23

Beautiful Budapest
(9)
Czeclio-Slovakia on Parade
(9)
Glimpses of Austria (9)
Glimpses of New
Brunswick
(8)
Paris on Parade (9)
Rural Sweden
(8)

Apr.

16

June
Feb.

11
19

Mar. 19
July 9
May 14

HARMAN-1S1NG
Little Bantamweight
. . . . Mar. 12, '38
HISTORICAL
MYSTERIES
4j!Bravest
The Face

of the Brave (11) . .Aug.
Behind the Mask

(11)
The Ship That Died
Strange Glory (11)
MINIATURES

Mar.
Feb.

(10)

6

19, ’38
19, ’38
July 2

©An
Optical Poem
(7) . . . Mar. 5, ’38
In Technicolor.
Hollywood Handicap
(10) . . . . May 28
Life in Some Town ,USA
(11)
Feb. 26, ’38
QThat
Mothers Might Live
(10)
Apr. 30
The Forgotten Step (10) .. May 7, ’38
Tracking the Sleeping Death
(10)
..July 9
Tupapao
(11)
June 11
MUSICAL
COMEDIES
Billy Rose’s Casa Manana
(21)
Mar. 26
It’s in the Stars (19)
July 30
Gay
college yarn
with
Eleanor
Lynn, Johnny
Downs
and
Doris
Weston.

TWO
Beautiful

(10) . . . Apr.

22

Cactus Caballeros (19)
May 27
Harry Gribbon and Joey Haye, although scared stiff, set out after
a Mexican bandit and succeed in
capturing him.
Cute Crime
(. . )
Jefferson Machamer.

Apr.

Sing for Sweetie (19)
Apr. 15
geon.
Gangsters
interfere with Lee Sulli\an’s plans for the elopement
but he manages.
Wanna
Be a Model? (16) Feb. 25, ’38
Jefferson Machamer.
Winner Lose All (..)
June 17
Charles Kemper
devotes his time
to puzzle contest and almost loses
his girl because he signed away
in

a

$50,000

con-

M-G-M
CRIME
DOESN’T
PAY
A Criminal Is Born (21)
Come
Across (20)
^Miracle Money
(21)
CAPTAIN
AND
CARTOONS
Day

at

the

Bear
Came

THE

Beach

Blue Monday
(9)
Captain’s Pup (9)
Cleaning House
(8)
Poultry Pirates (9)
The Pygmy
Hunt (8)
What a Lion (9)

Frankie
Eyes

Tooth,

July 16
Albert-

(20). May

NEWS
OF THE
twice weekly.
GANG

14

DAY

COMEDIES

The

(..)

Facts (11)
the Brawn

May

28

Mar. 3, ’38
Apr. 16

(11)

Three Men
PETE

La

in a Tub (10) .Mar. 26, ’38
SMITH
SPECIALTIES

the

Arrow

(10)

July

30

Savate (8)
Mar. 12, ’38
Humorous
account of French sport
in which opponents rely mainly on
their feet.

Modeling

for

Money

(10) . . . . Apr.

©Penny’s
Party
(9)
Story of Dr. Carver (10)
Surf Heroes (10)

30

BENCHLEY
May
Aug.

14
27

(8)
How
to

July

23

Income

Tax

(8) to Raise a Baby
SJHow
Music Made
Simple (8)

June
May
Mar.

25
14
26

KIDS

(10) . . . . Jane

25

Apr. 2, '38
Apr. 30
Feb. 19
Apr. 16
Aug. 6
July 16

£>Find What’s Wrong
(10) .. June 17
Gold (10)
Feb. 25
The gold mines of South Africa.
Jungle Glimpses (10)
Mar. 25
A
colorful camera
trip through
South America tropics.
Mildewed
Melodramas
(11) .. .Sept. 2
Three old-time films re-edite.d for
modern audiences.
£|Silver Millions (10)
Story of the Alaskan
their spawning habits.
Tanhaueser (12)

PARAMOUNT
No.
The7

(10)
Yerkes

No. 9(10)
The
Bureau

Pudgy the Watchman
Swing School (7)
The Lost Kitten (7)
COLOR
CLASSICS

(7) . . . . Aug. 12
May 27
June 24

All’s Fair at the Fair (7) . . . . Aug. 26
Guatemala
(10)
Aug. 12
Hold It (8)
Apr. 29
Hunky
and Spunky (7)
June 24
The Tears of an Onion (7).. Feb. 25
HEADLINER
Bob Crosby and His Orchestra
(10)
May 6
Easy on the Ice (10)
June 3
Henry King and his orchestra with
Shirley Foster.
Hall’s Holiday (10)
Apr. 8
George
Hall and
his Orchestra
with Dolly Dawn.
Lights! Action! Lucas (11) . . . Sept. 2
Clyde Lucas and orchestra.
©Moments
of Charm
(10) . . . . Aug. 5
Phil Spitalny and Girl Orchestra.
Queens of the Air (10)
July 8
Vincent Lopez and his orchestra,
Benay Venuta, Hollace Shaw, Jean
Ellington, Betty Hutton and Nan
Wynn.
STAR
REPORTER
No. 3 (10)
Mar. 10
Ted Husing introduces us to Mark
Warnow
and band, Rio Brothers,
Vic Heide and Freddy Rich and
orchestra.
twice

fish

and

Al-

May

6

Chesapeake
fishermen —
camera
studies of clouds —
feeding the
animals.
No. 11(10)
Alpine streams, a
Guadalupe Islands,
of California.
No. 12 (10)

June 3
visit to the
and vineyards
July

farming — Streaming

1

scen-

ery— a day in a dog's life.
No. 1
(10)
Aug. 5
Tropical trophies; Canyon country;
Aquatic Antics.
No. 2 (10)
Sept. 2
Wellesley College;
ties; and Paris at
POPEYE

Amazon
night.

activi-

CARTOONS

Big Chief Ugh-Ainugh-Ugh
(7)
Apr. 15
Bulldozing the Bull (7) . . . .Aug. 19
I Yam
Love Sick (8)
May 20
The

Jeep

(7)

July

15

Learn Polikness (7)
Feb. 18, ’38
Plumbing Is a “Pipe” (7) . . June 17
The House Builder-Upper (7). Mar. 18
POPULAR
(In

SCIENCE

Cinecolor)

©No.
4 (10)
No. 5(10)
No. 6 (10)
No. 1
(10)

Mar. 18
May 13
July 8
Sept. 2

SCREEN
a

SONG

Moonlit

Stream

(8). . July

29

Frank
Dailey and His Orchestra.
Thanks for the Memory
(7).. Mar. 25
Bert Block and orchestra supply
Breathless

Dorsey

and

(7).. May

27

orchestra.

CARTOONS

Up to Date (7)
Feb. 25
Junior and Pudgy go hunting, with
amusing results.
Buzzy Boop
(7)
July 22
Honest Love and True (7)... Mar. 25
Out of the Inkwell (7)
Apr. 22

Released

Apr. 1
Standards
in

of

Washington, trained
pine aqueduct.
10 (10)

GRANTLAND
LIGHTS

Be

PARAMOUNT

PICTORIAL

No.

Jimmy
BOOP

12

4, ’38
Observatory, Feb.
Autumn

the music.
You Leave Me

Paramount

Aug.

in the Alps and the Shadow
Man.
No. .8(10)
Mar. 4
shop.
Styles in the sun, New York’s army
of night workers, canine beauty

Beside

Mar. July
19, ’382
(9)...
Apr. 16

July 15
salmon and

A special arrangement of Wagner’s
immortal “Tanhaueser” as played
by the National Symphony
Orchestra under baton of Frederick Feher.
The Bike Parade (10)
Apr. 22
Husing.
The saga of the bicycle from 1900
to the present. Narrated by Ted

Apr. 9, ’38
June 18
May 28

An Evening Alone (9)
How
to Read (9)
The Courtship of the Newt
Figure

Crime Fighters (10)
May 20
Depicting the thorough training a
police officer undergoes.

Gigantic

Canned
Fishing (11)
Feb. 12, ’38
Feed ’Em and Weep
(11) . May 17, ’38
Hide and Shriek (11)
June 18
Little Ranger
(10)
Aug. 6
Party Fever (10)
Aug. 27

BETTY

Money on Your Life ( . . ) . May 13, ’38
Revolutionary antics with
Kemper and Kaye.
Pardon My Accident (17) . . . . June 10
Willie Howard
fakes an accident
and is mistaken for a famous sur-

A

Awful

and

29, ’38

Jitter Bugs
(. . )
May 20, ’38
Buster West and Tom Patricola recover a stolen bracelet after they
steal a turkey.
Love and Onions (19)
Mar. 11
Retail hijinks with Herman
Timberg jr. and Pat Rooney jr.

rights

M-G-M
Released
OUR

Daughter

in Your

ROBERT

Dummies

(19)
Mar. 25, ’38
Buster West
and
Tom
Patricola
have some fun with a near-sighted.
Conceited manager
of a
fashion
shop.

the prize
test.

son. Gets
Snow

Mar. 25, ’38
Orchestra,

REELERS
But

The Magician’s
(18)
Eleanor Lynn

Follow

Return of the Buffalo (10) .Apr. 8, ’38
Sky Fishing (10)
Feb. 25, *38
We Live in Two Worlds ( . .) . .July 22

16)

Aug. 21
Sept. 16
Mar. 4

20th-Fox)

COMEDY

A Mountain Romance
(7) . .Apr. 1, ’38
Chris Columbo
(..)
Aug. 12
Devil of the Deep (..).. .May 27, ’38
Eliza Runs Again ( . .)
July 29

CARTOONS
July 22
Aug. 31
Oct. 7

SCREEN

29

PARAGRAPHICS

FITZPATRICK
TRAVELTALKS
In Technicolor

TERRY-TOONS

31

City Slicker (6%)
Early Bird ( . . )
Happy
Birthday (...)

No. 1 (..)
No. 2 ( . . )
No. 7(10)

.Apr.

Mar.

All’s Fair (10)
The Cabin Kids.

Paradise

(10)
Feb. 25, ’38
No. 7 (Gus Van — Song Shop)
(10)
May 6, ’38
Songs the folks used to sing.
No. 9 (10) — Spanish Melodies June 25
No. 10 (9) — Patriotic Songs. .. July 4
No. 11 (..)
Aug. 26
Songs of Yesteryear.
No. 12 (..)
Sept. 15
Scotch Songs
IvRAZY

(10)

(Distributed

Sept. 9

COMMUNITY
1
6

(..)...

Wolf’s Side of the Story
TREASURE
CHEST

gangster’s sweetie.
COLOR
RHAPSODIES

No.
No.

COLOR

Educational

Sue My Lawyer
(. . )
Sept. 16
The Mind Needer (18)
Apr. 29
Charlie Chase.
The Soul of a Heel (16%) . . . . June 4
Andy Clyde has a time trying to

Bermuda
(..)

COMEDIES

COMEDIES

Ankles Away
(19)
May 13
Andy Clyde.
Cuckoorancho
(16%)
Mar. 25
Complications when two wanderers
are mistaken for rich Americans
by a Mexican rancher.
Halfway to Hollywood (17%).. July 1
Jump
Chump
Jump
(19%) .. .Apr. 5
Firechief Andy
Clyde falls for a
school teacher.
Many
Sappy Returns (18) . . .Aug. 19
©Old Raid Mule, The (19) . . . .Mar. 4
Andy
Clyde is a sucker for bargains and gets talked into many
a
bad one.

Hollywood
©Horse on

IN

©Friendly Neighbors
Views of Ontario.
©Quebec

Columbia
ALL-STAR

1

(18)
Sept. 2
Wee Wee
Monsieur (17) . .Feb. 18, ’38
Stranded in France after the war,
the three complicate their problems by joining the
Foreign
Legion.

Artcinema
Produced

June

Tassels In the Air (18)
Apr. 1
Signpainters. prattling in
pig
Latin, are mistaken for high-class
French decorators and get a free
hand in a swanky household.
Three Goofy Gobs (..)
July 29
Three Missing I. inks (18) . . . . July 29
Violent Is the Word
for Curly

color.

MUSICAL

1

Healthy, Wealthy and Dumb
(16)
May 20
All sorts of things happen
to
the trio when
Curly wins a puzzle contest.

Numerals Following- Titles are
Running Time.
Date Is National Release, 1938, Unless
Otherwise Specified.
^Indicates short of the week
rating.
©Indicates

STOOGES

June

NEWS

RICE

SPORT-

Cops and Robbers (10)
Mar. 25
A chase in which a black bear and
mountain lion are captured.
Fascinating

Adventure,

A

(10) Feb.

A

modern
Tarzan and
tures in the streams
Florida.
Horseshoes (10)

25

his advenof Central
July

15

Ted

Allen, world’s champion horseshoe artist, demonstrates his skill.
Hunting Thrills (10)
Sept. 2
Red, White and Blue Champions
(10)
May 20
A unique group of aquatic youngsters of the Panama
Canal zone.
Sporting Test (10)
Aug. 5
Question answers in the field of
ing.
sport
supplied by Ted Husing.
Strike (10)
June 17
Not baseball but a reel about fishWin,

Place

or

Show

(10) . . . . Apr.

Human
interest
leah racing
track.yarn
UNUSUAL

the

chimney

circulating
sweep;

June 10
Aug. 5

RKO
DISNEY

Mickey,

BOXOFFICE

Radio

CARTOONS

Builders

weekly.

Apr. 15
library;

tool leath-

er portraits.
No. 6(10)
No. 1 (10)

©Boat

22

Hia-

OCCUPATIONS

©No. 5(10)
Gold beating;
woman

of

(7)

Feb.

25

Donald and the Goof attempt
to build
a boat with disastrous
consequences.

:: September

3, 1938

©Donald’s

Better

Self

(8) Mar.

Good Scouts (8)
July 8
Donald
Duck
takes his nephews
camping, much
to his sorrow.
Mickey’s Parrot (8)
A concealed parrot
an escaped killer.

June
and

17, ’38
Goofy

The Fox Hunt (8)
July 29
Adventures of Donald
Duck
and
Goofy during a fox hunt.
Moth

(8)
Adventures

and

the

of a boy

Flame
Apr. 1, ’38
girl moth.

and

The Whalers (8)
Aug. 19
A whaling expedition costs Mickey,
Donald and the Goof their boat.
Q©W.vnken,
Blynken and Nod
(8)
May 27
The
adventures
of
the
three
youngsters in Eugene Field’s
who
sail through the sky
wooden-shoe.
EDGAR

KENNEDY

COMEDIES

Kennedy’s Castle (17)
May 28
Edgar
brings the boss and
the
customers
home
to play poker
when the wife walks In with her
friends.
HEADLINER

COMEDIES

Picketing for Love
(17)
June 3
Betty Jane Rhodes, Joe Morrison,
Phyllis Kennedy, Jack Carson and
Barbara Bedford.
LEON

ERROL

COMEDIES

RADIO

FLASH

RKO-PATHE

OF

SMART

SET

PATnE

Tournament
with
the
country’s
leading pros.
Swinging Mallets (10)
Apr. 1
Polo as played in Jamaica
between two crack teams.
Underwater
(9)
June 3
New
underwater
sport "goggle
fishing” and
some
water
polo
scenes.
Windward
Way
(10)
A
yachting reel centering
Miami-Nassau
Yacht race.

Mar. 11
into hot

A

the

Maids
Ray

and Music (10) ... .Apr. 22, ’38
Falling’s Ingenues with Janice Walker. Also Bernice Parks.
No Sale (11)
Mar. 11
Original Dixieland Jazz band, Gogo
de Lys, Adia Kuznetzoff and Russion Octette, King, King & King,
Charioteers, Hal Sherman.
Salt Shakers (11)
May 13, ’38
Jay C. Flippen, Joe Dorris, Mae
McKim
and
Her
Three
Boy
Friends, Vera Haal.
Skyline Revue
(11)
Apr. 1
Paula Stone, Billy and Milly, Sugar
Nicholas, DeMay
Moore
and
Martin.
The Deviled Ham
(10) . Mar. 11, ’38
Gus Van, Arskine Hawkins and his
band. Toy and Wing, The Three
Kays, Moya Engele.
PATHE

ED

BOXOFFICE

weekly.

:: September

Modern

THAN

OF

A

Science

Sept. 30

Forecasts
styles.

(..)....

AND

Boy

Sept. 16

HIS

Should

California

Know
MAGIC

(. . )

Aug.

5

Universal
EXPLOITATION

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

of

May
Mar.

(21) .. June

Carl

PLACES
ELL THOMAS

WITH

46 ( 9)
47 ( 9)
48 ( 9)
49 ( 9)
50 ( 9)
51 (10)
52(9)

Feb.
Mar.
Apr.

MENTONE

28, ’38
LOW-

28, ’38
21, ’38
11, ’38
Apr. 25
May 9
June 8
June 27

PRODUCTIONS

11, ’38

the

Apr.
2, ’38
(..)...
Aug.
27
July 23, ’38
Sept. 25

Mar. 12, ’38
CARTOONS

TUNES

Trouble (7)
and Daffy (7)

Orchestra
Civile Lucas
(10)
Don
Bestor
(10)
(11)
Mike Riley

May

Moore

(10)
and
and

and

(10)
Ruhinoff

and

(10)
Saturday

Night

(10)
MERRIE

21, ’38
Aug. 6
’38
’38
’38
25
19
16
’38
27

PRESENTATION

V? 0 Out

Where

©Romance

Orchestra

May

Orchestra June

Orchestra

His

18, ’38

July 9, ’38
May 28, ’38
Mar.

26, ’38

April
Club

16, ’38

Violin

Swing

7, ’38

MELODIES

Isle

( . .) .May

28, ’38

St. Martin
Girls.

©Jungle
Jitters (7)
Feb.
Katnip
Now
ThatICoIlege
Summer (7)Is GoneJune

19, ’38
11, ’38

(..)
May
Penguin Parade
(7)
Apr.
USneezing
Weasel
(7) . .Mar.
Freddie Rich and Orchestra

14, ’38
23, '38
12, ’38

Boys

Fits & Benefits (19)
Yorke and King, Original
Club Tramp
Band, Carolyn
The Merry Macs.
High-Jack
(17)
James
Three
some.
Latin

3, 1938

’n

the

and

July 27
Cotton
Marsh,

Show

May 18, ’38
Barton, Bea
Saxon, The
Marshalls, Starnes Four-

Hi-Hattin

(18)

Apr.

27

the

of Pingo

Pongo

©PICTORIAL
(Some

Stars

Begin

of

Louisiana

Sons of the Plains ( . . ) . . July 30, '38
Mauch
Twins, Rosella Towns.
VITAPHONE

COMEDIES

My
Pop
(. . )
July 16, ’38
Stocks nnd Blondes (20) . .May 21, ’38
Under the Wire (20)
Mar. 26, '38
VITAPHONE

GAY-ETIES

Hold That Ball (21)
Rise and Sing (21)
There Goes the Bride
Fifi D’Orsay.

Apr. 23, ’38
June 25, '38
(..).. .Aug. 27

VARIETY

The

(10)

Apr.

9, ’38

Juggling Fool (11)
May 14, ’38
Swing Cat’s Jamboree
(..).. Aug. 6
Vitaphone Capers
(10) . .June 18, ’38
Vitaphone Gambols (10) . .Mar. 19, '38
TRUE
ADVENTURES
A

Dream

(By Floyd Gibbons)
Comes True

Apr. 2
(8) Jul. 23

June!, ’38
Apr. 16,
July’382

Feb. 10, ’38
(12) . . . .Mar. 19
May 14, ’38

SERIALS
COLUMBIA
The Great Adventures of Wild
Bill Hickok
June
15 chapters.
Gordon
Elliot,
Wayne.

Monte

Blue,

30

Carol

Jungle Menace
Sept. 1
15 episodes (20), first chapter runs
(30) — Frank
Buck, Sasha Siemel,
Charlotte Henry, Rubber hijackers
in the Malayan jungle.
Secret
(15

of

Treasure

episodes),

island.
pirate's

treasure

Tracy

Island.
Story

on

an

. .Mar.
of

17

buried

adventurer's

in

color)

No. 7 (10)
Mar.
Dogs — Billiards — Lithography.

5, ’38

Returns

Roberts.
15 Chapters

—

Aug,

Dick

Byrd

20

- Lynn

Fighting Devil Dogs, The.... May 28
12 chapters. Lee Powell, Herman
Brix, Eleanor
Stewart, Montagu
Love.
Painted Stallion
Jmne 5, '38
With Ray Corrigan and Hoot Gibson. The first chapters runs about
(7) and the rest average (19).
UNIVERSAL
Frontiers

July

5

15

chapters, average about 20 minutes each. With
Johnny
Mack
Brown
and Eleanor Hansen.
Flash

Gordon’s

Mars
15 episodes,
each. Larry
Jean Rogers
on Mars.
Radio

REVUES

sequences

(12)

Hit and Run
(12)
Shopgirl’s Evidence
Wanderlust
(12)

July 30, ’38
(In Color)

Charles Althoff, Tom
Emerson’s
Mountaineers, Danzi Goodell, Clair
Mac’s

Apr. 9, ’38
July 2, ’38
Aug. 13

(19)
Mar. 12, ’38
The story of the purchase of the
Louisiana territory.

Flaming

and

REVUES

(19)
May 28, ’38
A
young
dancer
makes
good
through the aid of a makeup
man.
With
Evelyn Thawl, Jeffrey Lynn,
Foy.
Armida,
Fritz Feld and Charley

Dick

(7)
Fella

23, '38
Hare,

13

REPUBLIC

and

A
Star Is Hatched
Cinderella Meets Her

Down
on the Barn (17) . .Feb.
Billy Jones
and
Ernest

4, ’38

Aug.

Got
a
Match?
(20)
Rainbow’s
End
(..)
UpPat
in Rooney.
Lights (..)

MASTERS

“Deacon”

June

No. 12(..)
Holly wood-Sculling-Furs.

(11)
Dear
Old DadJudge
(12)
The Fighting

Orient

Pork at the Crocadero (7) .Feb. 5,
Porky’s Five and Ten (7) . Apr. 16,
Porky’s Hare Hunt
(7) . .Apr. 30,
Porky’s Party (7)
June
Porky’s Phoney Express (7).. Mar.
Porky’s Spring Planting (7).. July
What
Price Porky (7) . . Feb. 26,
Wholly Smoke
(7)
Aug.

SPECIAL

Feb.

7, ’38
5, ’38

Malayan
Jungles (10) . . . .Feb. 5, ’38
Mechanix Illustrated (10) . .June 4, ’38
Pearl of the East (10) .. .Mar. 21, ’38
Toradja I, and (10)
Apr. 30, ’38
What
the World Makes

Injun
Porky

Apr. 30, ’38
boating —

ADVENTURES

(10)
The
Hermit Kingdom
Isles of Enchantment

MELODY

Moments

(19)
GOING

©Crossroads

(10)
LOONEY

KINDER-

Sept. 2

(^Breathless

Swing

ice

2

rubber

No. 11 (10)
July 9, '38
Bakelite — Greyhounds — Perfume.

Crawfords,

nEADLINERS

(10)
Long Bright Land
(10)
A trip to New Zealand.

FOX
MOVIETONE
NEWS
Released twice weekly.

Golden

of

—

toy trains.
No. 10 (10)
Beavers — Polo — Woolens.

—

Waiting Around
(20)
Feb. 26
Frank Libuse, Shea and Raymond,
Margo
Brander,
Stanley Twins,
Joan Merrill.

weekly.

COLORTOUR

FASHIONS

What
Every
(. . )

21, ’38
Mar. 14
Apr. 18
May 2
June 6
June 20
Sept. 12

Vitaphone

Prisoner

19

No. 9(10)
Making of silver

14, ’38
June 20
Mar. 28
May 30

NEWS

Forget Me Knots (21)
Little Me
(21)
Wini Shaw, songstress.

NEWS

(. . )

LEW
LEHR
GARTEN

1
4

FICTION
Feb.

twice

Apr.
bowling

VITAPHONE

Apr. 8, ’38
his orchestra,
June Johnson.

THORGERSEN-SPORTS

©Fashion
Autumn

Mar.

46 (10)
47 ( 9)
49 ( 9)
50 ( 9)
51 ( 9)
52 ( 9)
53 (9)
UNIVERSAL

Aug.

Thoroughbreds

NEWS
twice

STRANGER

8(11)

Song writers —
bathing suits.

TECHNICOLOR
Aug.
July

Nellie, The Indian Chief’s
Daughter
(7)
June 6
Nellie the Sewing Machine
Girl (7%)
Apr. 11
The Big Cat and the Little
Mousie (7)
Aug. 15
The Problem Child (7) .. .May 16, ’38
Trade Mice (7)
Feb. 28, ’38
Tail End
(7)
Apr. 25
Voodoo Harlem
(7)
July 18
Yokel Boy Makes
Good (7) . .Feb. 21

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

No.

CARTOONS

Feed the Kitty (7)
Happy
Scouts (7)
Hollywood Bowl
(7)
Movie Phoney News
(..)

Released

20 th Century-Fox
Recording
(10)

Harmon-

Band

LOWELL
THOMAS
CARPET

Yost’s Singing Dozen
and
Doug
Leavitt.
Carnival Show
(10)
June 24
Clyde Hager, Jan Peerce, Cotton
Club Tramp
Band.
International Rhythm
(10) . . . June 3
Roy Smeck and his Aloha Islanders, Ada Brown,
Mara, Princess
Chivo.
Latin Rhythm
(11)
Feb. 18
Jan
Pearce, Luba
Malina, Mia
Miles Foursome
and the Dansapators.

Freed’s

BROADWAY

MUSICALS

Radio Hookup
(10)
Jan. 28
Starring Dorothy
Stone
and
Charles
Collins, the
Buckaroos,

Released

a

Mar. 11
on the

COMEDIES

Stuart and
Jane Rhodes,

ADVENTURES
CAMERAMAN

0No. 11 (17)
June 10
A study of the American physician.
No. 12 (17)
July 8
Work,
training and activities of
the U. S. Coast Guard.
No. 13 (19)
Aug. 5

NU-ATLAS

nnd

Carl

OSWALD

1

TIME

traffic problem and
England’s Gibraltar.

COMEDIES

SPORTSCOPE

Girls

and
Harriet
Ben
Yost’s
Varsity
Eight. Hayes,
Stars and Stripes (17)
July 6
Ed
East,
Ralph
Dumke,
Ada

Barnyard Romeo
(7)
Cheese Nappers (7)

Bit and Bridle (10)
May 13, ’38
A
trip to Aiken, S. C., haven of
horse lovers and their horses.
In the Swim
(10)
Feb. 18
Fancy diving with champions.
Pineliurst (9)
Apr. 22
The
North-South
Open
Golf

(18)
Nick
Betty

Collins,
Campo,

Bernice Parks
and
the 12 McGurns’ Dancers.
Music and Flowers (19) . . . . June 15
Block &
Sully, Peg
Leg
Bates,
Royal
Swedish
Bell
Ringers,
Stearnes & Anavan.
Rhythm
Cafe (20)
Sept. 7
Oshins &
Lessy, Virginia Verrill,
Four Eton Boys, Vic Hyde.
Somewhere
in Paris (17) . . . . Mar. 23
J. Harold Murray, Three Samuels

Feb. 18
background

a

MUSICAL

Dorothy
Stone, Charles
Geraldine and
Joe, Del

Brown
and
ica Band.

Hunting
Trouble (16)
Aug. 6
Jed Prouty and Richard Dane encounter complications at
home
after a wild time at a fraternal
order convention.

Twenty

No. 7 (19)
Feb. 18, ’38
Old Dixie’s New
Boom,
One Million Missing, Russians in Exile.
fJtNo. 8(19)
Mar. 18
Story of the nation's first government-promoted tourist resort and
arms and the League of Nations.
4>No. 9 (21)
Apr. 15
The Nazi conquest of Austria and
a
pictorial discussion on
crime
and prisons.
No. 10 (19)
May 13
Racketeers vs. Housewives.

America’s
threat to

SPECIAL

^Quintupland
(19)
The Quints against
of Northern winter.

The wife's yen for dancing sets
Errol off on a jag which ends in
a rousing finale.
MARCH

COMEDIES

The Photographer (15) .. .June 17, ’38
A
candid camera
bug runs into
difficulties over a picture.

May 6
applying

July

re-

Stuporvisor (17)
Feb. 25, ’38
Jack Norton runs against his wife
for city supervisor.

RADIO
Berthqualces (16)
Errol tries his hand at
child psychology.
His Pest Friend (18)
Blind jealousy gets Leon
water.
The Jitters (19)

<’3G-’37

4>No. 6 The Count of Ten (9) June 17
Development of the Golden Gloves.

poem
in a

False Roomers
(17)
Mar. 25, ’38
A
slightly unbalanced roomer is
the cause of all the hilarity.

PARADE

No. 4(10)
Feb. 25
Depicting the cadet training school,
the Air College at Randolph Field,

Sept. 9
is mistaken for

Polar Trappers (8)
Adventures of Donald
in the Arctic.

Q©The

leases)
PATHE

11, ’38

©Donald’s Nephews
(8) .. Apr. 15, ’38
Introducing three mischievous editions of Donald Duck, Huey, Dewey
and Louie.

Patrol

Trip

to

Mar. 22, ’38
approximately
(20)
"Buster” Crabbe and
in exciting adventures
Oct. 4

12 episodes (20) — Grant WithersCatherine Hughes.
The
valuable
formula for flexible steel and its
possession by a number
of people
is the basis for this one.

JJn STARTING
"The MakWELL
ing
ALONG
<
0

SOUTH

2

neth

OF RIO — Buck Jones, Dorothy Fay, KenHarlan,

2

Schaff

oq

Screenplay:

Don

Douglas.

(Coronet).
Monroe

Producer:

Director:
Schaff.

EARLY

Elmer

ARIZONA— Gordon Elliott, Dorothy Gulliver, Harry Woods,
Franklin
Farnum,
Kit
Producer: Larry Darmour.
Director:
Levering.
Original Screenplay: Nate

Guard.
Joseph
Gatzert.

Monroe
Clifton.

O’)
m
2

O
Z

O
2

TurSCHOOL — Luise Rainer, Lana
DRAMATIC
Rutherford, Rand
ner, Paulette Goddard, Ann
Brooks.
Producer: Mervyn
LeRoy.
Robert Sinclair. Original: Ladislaus
ete.

Director:
Bus-Fek-

WHERE
THE
BUFFALO
ROAM
— Tex Ritter,
Dorothy Short, John Merton, Snub Pollard. Pro-

ducer: Edward Finney. Director: A1 Herman.

Screenplay:

Robert

Emmett.

TOM
SAWYER,
DETECTIVE — Donald
O’Connor,
Billy Cook, Billy Lee. Producer: Harold Hurley. Director: James
Hogan.
Original: Mark
(3*
Twain.
Screenplay: Lewis Foster.

«

0,

SAY
IT IN FRENCH.
—
Ray
Milland, Olympe
Bradna, Irene Hervey, Janet Beecher, Evelyn
Keyes.
Producer:
Andrew
Stone.
Director:
Andrew
Stone. Original: Jacques Deval.

THE
SHINING
HOUR — Joan Crawford, Margaret
Sullavan, Fay Bainter, Robert Young, Melvyn
Douglas. Harry Baris, Frank
Albertson. Producer: Joseph L. Mankiewicz.
Director: Frank
Borzage. Original: Keith Winter.

M

PS

SCOTLAND
YARD
VS. BULLDOG
DRUMMOND—
John Howard, Reginald Denny, Heather Angel,
J. Carrol Naish.
Producer: William LeBaron.
Director: James Hogan. Original: H. S. McNeile.

BOY — Gene Autry, Smiley Burnette, Shirley Deane, David Gorcey.
Producer: William
Berke.
Director: Joe Kane.
Screenplay: Betty
Burbridge, Stanley Roberts.
THE
NIGHT
HAWK — Robert Livingston, June
Travis, Paul Fix, Ben
Welden, Robert Armstong. Producer: Harry Grey.
Director: Sidney Salkow. Original Screenplay: Earl Felton.

KENTUCKY — Don Ameche, Loretta Young, Ralph
Morgan, Walter Brennan.
Producer: Gene Mari' key. Director:

W
o

HARD

TO

Phyllis
ts tor: A]

David

Butler.

GET — Preston

Brooks.
Werker.

Producer:

Foster,
Sol

Tony

A

VERY
PRACTICAL
JOKE — Michael Whalen,
June Gale. Producer: Howard
J. Green.
Director: Ricardo Cortez. Original: Ben
Ames
Williams. Screenplay: Jerry Cady.

Martin,

Wurtzel.

Direc-

MADE
FOR
EACH
OTHER
— ■ Carole Lombard,
James Stewart, Lawrence Grant, Charley Grapewin, Lionel Pape. Producer: David O. Selznick.
Director: John
Cromwell.
Original: Rose
Franken.
Screenplay: Jo Swerling.

DOWCV
ON
THE
FARM — Jed Prouty, Spring Byington, Russell Gleason, Shirley Deane.
Producer: John Stone.
Director: Mai
St. Clair.
Original: Homer
Croy.

Si

EXPOSED—

Glenda

Farrell,

ducer: Max H. Golden.

Kent

Taylor.

A

MAN
TO REMEMBER — Anne Shirley, Edward
Ellis, Granville Bates, Lee Bowan.
Producer:
Robert Sisk. Director: Garson Kanin. Original:
Katherine Havilland-Taylor. Screenplay: Dalton Trumbo.

DOWN
Byrd,

IN
ARKANSAW — Pinky Tomiin, Ralph
Weaver Brothers, Elviry, Berton Churchill. Producer: Armand
Schaefer.
Director:
Nick Grinde. Original and Screenplay: Dorell
and Stuart McGowan.

SUEZ
— - Tyrone Power, Loretta Young, Joseph
Schildkraut, Sidney Blackmer, Maurice Moscovitch, Nigel Bruce, J. Edward
Bromberg, Sig
Rumann.
Producer: Gene
Markey.
Director:
Allan Dwan.
Screenplay: Philip Dunne, Julien
Josephson.

TOPPER
TAKES
A
TRIP— Constance
Bennett,
Roland
Young, Billie Burke, Franklin Pangborn, Alan Mowbray, Paul Lukas, Verree Teasdale. Producer: Hal Roach.
Director: Norman
Z. McLeod.
Original: Thorne
play: Jack Jevne, Eddie Moran,
Norman
Z. McLeod.

Smith.
ScreenMilton H. Bren,

TRADE
WINDS — Fredric March, Joan Bennett,
Ralph Bellamy, Ann
Sothern. Producer: Walter Wanger. Director: Tay Garnett. Original:
Tay Garnett. Screenplay: Dorothy Parker, Alan
Campbell.
THE
STORM — Preston Foster, Andy Devine, Tom
Brown, Charles Bickford. Producer: Ken Goldsmith. Director: Harold Young.

£

ESCAPE
FROM
YESTERDAY— Frances Farmer,
Leif Erickson, Akim1 Tamiroff, Lynne Overman.
Producer: Jeff Lazarus.
Director: Alfred E.
Green. Original: John C. Moffitt. Screenplay:
Ferdinand Reyher.

THANKS
FOR
THE
MEMORY — Bob Hope, Shirley Ross, Charles Butterworth, Roscoe Karns,
Dorothy Howe.
Producer: Mel Shauer. Director: George Archainbaud.

PONY'

^
5

LISTEN,
DARLING — Freddie Bartholomew, Judy
Garland, Mary Astor, Walter Pidgeon. Producer:
Jack
Cummings.
Director: William
Thiele.
Original: Katharine Brush.

MR.
WONG,
DETECTIVE— Boris Karloff, Grant
Withers, Maxine Jennings, William Gould, Evelyn Brent. Producer: Scott R. Dunlap.
Original: Hugh Wylie. Director: William Night.

MIRACLE
RACKET — Sally Eilers, Ann
Miller,
Lee Bowman,
Paul Gullfoyle. Cecil Kellaway.
Producer: B. P. Fineman.
Director: Les Goodwins. Original: Saul Elkins. Screenplay: Saul
Elkins, Joseph Pagano.
GUNGA
DIN — Cary Grant, Douglas Fairbanks jr.,
Joan
Fontaine, Sam
Jaffe, Victor McLaglen,
Sabu. Producer: Pandto S. Berman.
Director:
George
Stevens.
Original: Rudyard
Kipling.
Screenplay: Ben
Hecht,
Charles MacArthur,
Fred Guiol, Joel Sayre.

o

THOROUGHBRED — Edith Fellows, Cliff Edwards,
Jacqueline Wells, Robert
Paige.
Producer:
Irving Briskin. Director: D. Ross Lederman.
Screenplay: Michael Simmons.

CIPHER
BUREAU — Leon Ames, Charlotte Wynters, Joan Woodbury, Don Dilloway, Gustav von
Seyfertitz, Jason Robards.
Producer: Charles
Lamont.
Director: Charles Lament.
Original:
Monroe Shaff. Screenplay: Arthur Hoerl.

FURY’S
IN THE
SADDLE — Dorothy Page.
ProS3
ducer: Coronado
Pictures (George Hirliman).
o
Director: Arthur Dreyfuss, Sam Deige.

5
^

COMPLETED

ProSF.R VICE
DELUXE — Constance Bennett, Vincent
Price, Helen Broderick, Charlie Ruggles. Producer: Edmund Grainger.
Director: Rowland
V.
Lee.
Screenplay: James
Mulhauser, Bruce
Manning.

PASSPORT
TO LOCKSPUR
LANE — Bonita Granville, Frankie Thomas,
John Litel. Producer:
Bryan Foy. Director: William McGann.

GOING

UNFIT
TO PRINT — Pat O’Brien, Joan Blondell,
Douglas
Dumbrille, Alan
Baxter.
Producer:
Sam Bischoff. Director: James Flood.

WOMEN
IN THE
WIND— Kay Francis, William
Gargan, Victor Jory, Maxie Rosenbloom.
Producer: Bryan Foy. Director: John Farrow.

PLACES — Dick Powell, Anita Louise, Ronald Reagan, Walter Catlett, Harold Huber, Allen Jenkins, Joyce Compton.
Producer: Benjamin Glazer. Director: Ray Enright.

GUILTY
TRAIL — Bob Baker, Marjorie Reynolds,
Hal Taliaferro, Forest Taylor. Producer: Trem
Carr. Director: George Waggner.
Screenplay:
Joseph

West.

W'INGS
OVER
THE
NAVY — George Brent, Regis
Toomey, John Litel. Producer: Lou Edelman.
Director: Edmund
Goulding.
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SELLS

AND

BUYS

EQUIPMENT,

THEATRES,

@leatin.G 4lou.se

SERVICES

Classified Ads 10c Per Word, Payable in Advance.
GENERAL
JUST

A

EQUIPMENT

FEW

BARGAIN
Conversion

ITEMS

EQUIPMENT

FROM

OUR

SECTION.
10 y4" Reflector
Kits for Peerless or Strong,

all parts, only $14.95. Handsome, sturdy
metal exit signs, 39c. Optical porthole
glass, sq. in. 6c. Used Soundheads, $15.00
up. Used Amplifiers, $19.50 up. Exciter
Lamps, fresh stock, 29c each. Projection
lenses. Series I, $5.95. Get our List.
S.O.S., 636 Eleventh Ave., New York.
9-3
DUO

LIGHT-MASTER
super low intensity projection lamps, with 14-inch
reflectors. More light with no increase
in operating cost. Scott-Ballantyne
219 North 16th St., Omaha, Nebr.

NEW
JUST

A

Co.,
9-3

FEW

MORE

WEEKS

everything

for the

modern

96-page buying guide. S.O.S. , 636 Eleventh
Avenue, New York.
9-3
DUO
SOUND-MASTER
BIG
FALL
TRADE-IN SALE now in full swing. Write
for prices. Scott-Ballantyne Co., 219 North
16th St., Omaha, Nebr.
9-3

USED

EQUIPMENT
Sound
to sell.

Write for complete list and prices. ScottBallantyne Co., 219 North 16th St., Omaha,
Nebr.
9-3

Conditioning Corp., 101-A Walton
lanta, Ga.

THEATRE

St., Attf (4-2)

Ave., Chi-

111.

9-3

WANTED
USED paper slide stencil cutter. Palace Theatre, Greensboro, N. C. 9-3

WANTED — To
good

DUPLICATING

WANTED

THEATRE

(business)

man; honest, dependable; desires theatre,
on lease, percentage or purchase; finest
reference; successful operation for over 30
9-17
years. Chas. H. Richelieu, Clearfield, Pa.

MACHINES

HAND
OPERATED
DUPLICATORS.
Print handbills, notices, etc., 3 y2 x 5 y2
inches, in one or more colors in a single
operation. Matter may be typewritten or

buy

SEAT

hand

drawn. Only $2.45 postpaid. Arnold Shanberg, 4001 Benton Blvd., Kansas
City, Mo.
tf

or lease one

CHAIRS

15-P IS WHAT

Ave., New

THEATRES

FOR

RECOVERING

ARTIFICIAL LEATHER
MOLESKIN—
81c per yd.; Sateen 60c yd. Six seats
from two yards. Samples on request.
Commercialeather,

116 Merrimac

FREE COPY of the Picture Guide combined with the Date and Record Book is

Sedgwick

yours with a year’s subscription to Boxoffice — only $2.00 a year (52 issues). Provides for all bookkeeping details of booking, dating, advertising and exploiting

3-3770.

tf
THEATRE
DOING
profitable business
at Farmington, W. Va.; population 2,500.
Box

215, Wellsville, Ohio.

FINE

460-SEAT

theatre

Iowa

9-10

city of

pictures. Also contains space for the filing of Boxoffice reviews on every picture
released. Order your copy today. Write
Subscription Department, Boxoffice, 4704
East Ninth St., Kansas City, Mo.
OUR

OWN

NEED

York.

DOUBLE

FEATURE!

HANDBOOK— TELLS

B-1019, Boxoffice, 4704 E. 9th St., Kansas
City, Mo.
9-3

ALL

ABOUT

RCA
RCA

equipment — and Sloane’s “Motion Picture
Projection” — both for $1.29. Rush your
order. S.O.S., 636 Eleventh Ave., New
York.

FOR SALE — Theatre, 350 seats in suburb of Ohio city of 175,000 population;
all new equipment; no competition; will
stand careful check. B-1018, Boxoffice,

SIX

City, Mo.

9-3

HERE

IS YOUR

POSITIONS

Kindly insert the following ad
HOUSE'' section, running through ALL

WANTED

173, Canton,

Tex.

9-3

PROJECTIONIST — Five years Simplex,
RCA; reliable. Address G. B. Brewster,
933 N. H. St., Lawrence,

HANDY

Kansas City. Mo.

9-3

PROJECTIONIST — 12 years experience;
sober, reliable, appreciate decent job. P. O.
Box

HUNDRED
capacity, big rural territory. Frank Kucera, Tribune, Kas. 9-3

4704 East Ninth St.,
YOU

St., Boston. 10-15

BOOKS

SALE

BRONX
OPERA HOUSE theatre building. 442 East 149th St., New York City,
for sale or lease. Phone

or more

theatres; prefer towns without competition in south or southwest. Will consider any good house. P. O. Box 100, Erwin,
Tenn.
9-17

“AD

BOXOFFICE,

IF YOU’RE BUYING CHAIRS. We have
17,000 American Seating, Ideal, Irwin, other famous makes — biggest variety veneer
and upholstered at 75c up. S.O.S., 636
Eleventh

2202 N. Maplewood

4704 E. 9th St., Kansas

CONDITIONING

BARGAINS — Reconditioned Arctic NuAir American blowers, noiseless drives,
hydraulic variable speed pulleys. New air
washer. Catalog mailed. Southern Air

LIST

EXPERIENCED

THREE-POINT
pedestals;
three Simplex mechanisms.

60,000, Mirrophonic sound, Simplex machines. $9,000 down, balance easy terms.

USED
SOUND
EQUIPMENT.
heads, amplifiers, speakers. Priced

FREE

THEATRES

WANTED

cago,

AND

theatre at prices that can’t be beat. Postcard will reserve your copy of this great

AIR

N. Rafalski,

$1.00. Display Rates on Request

EQUIPMENT

YOU’LL SEE IT! NEW S.O.S. “BOOTHSIDE
COMPANION,”
greatest theatre
equipment catalog in industry is on the
press — shows

SIMPLEX
can also use

Minimum

Kas.

ORDER”

9-3

BLANK

| ,n„ „

^end
^ insertions
W“h °rder) ] at pric. ol 3
times in your “CLEARING
eight sectional editions of BOXOFFICE:

(Don't forget to count words in name and address that is to appear in the ad).
Blind ads — 10c extra to cover cost of postage.

9-3

NEW
USED reconditioned chairs, perfect condition; large assortment, 60 cents
up; sell any amount. Nat P. Fleisher, 262
N. 13th St., Philadelphia,

BOXOFFICE
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Pa.
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9-3
•Address copy to BOXOFFICE,
4704 E. Ninth St., Kansas City,
Forms close Monday
noon preceding: publication date.

Mo.

Tense drama on the
trapeze 100 ft. above
the sawdust . . , and
only a split second
to make a decision
that meant death I

MARJORIE MAIN
ANNE NAGEL

m JACK LA RUE

/MOVIE QUIZ \

250000.00
V CONTEST )

ml) GRANT RICHARDS

VVPICTURESy^

Directed Ij KARL

BROWN

Associate Producer WILLIAM
Screen

Play

by MARION

Original Story by LLEWELLYN

LACKEY
ORTH
HUGHES

wee
R
O
f
H
A
R
O
HO%*fLiiT£ ond blu
One of the main objectives of the great industry campaign . . /'Motion Pictures Are Your Best Entertainment"
...is to sell the country on the solid fact that motion pictures know how to give the American family the best in
wholesome

entertainment. And here’s Paramount

with

just the kind of picture to prove this point.. ."SONS OF
THE LEGION," a picture which you can sell as a picture
for the American family, on an American theme, with
the backing of that grandest of American organizations
. . .the American Legion and the American Legion Auxiliary... to help you make it front page box office news!

yI
1

* '.*

'•.

‘

■

.

you'll be

CLI
CO l

When you play

MARIE
ANTOINETTE
Starting off at a terrific clip! “ Sweet i
Marie” is your neiv sweetie!

big

D E T R O I T — Zooms far beyond “Test'
Pilot,” “Great Ziegfeld,” “Maytime”
and all the box-office darlings!

P,ctures
year”" 5U
rnPtUo

tarnea it Us
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PITTSBURGH -Way ahead of terrific “Test
Pilot,” “Good Earth,” “Maytime,”'
“Saratoga,” “Great Ziegfeld,” etc.

r
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Joiet>h Sch.u
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A $2 SMASH!
A POP PRICE
SENSATION!
(in N. Y. and Los Angeles),

°

(p/u* fajc>

50C. 7 7r d","'Sf,o^lJf * AJ, Sea[s

'(Everywhere!),

Extra! As we go to fn-ess! Detroit is the first Hold-Over! Watch for more!

T,„

•

DENVER — Clipping bigger coupons than
“San Francisco,” “Great Ziegfeld,”
and other Biggies.
CHICAGO — Imagine! It beats “Rosalie’s”
great Christmas biz!
HOUSTON— Hot on the heels of torrid
“San Francisco” and in Houston’s
hottest August.
ATLANTA— Good-bye

to that “Great

Ziegfeld” record!
SAN FRANCISCO— Good-bye
"“Good Earth” record!

to that

Just a few early engagements in HOT
AUQUST, but breaking records any*
Jiow. Watch it QROWJ
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STRAIGHT-LINE

two little boys fight, one always loses. When the
loser “tells papa” and papa proceeds to take to task the
victor, the breech between the two boys usually is widened.
The spark of friendship that may have been dormant is
ignited into a flame of deep enmity. But, when two little boys,
in conflict over a difference, are reasoned with by a third, a
When

mutual friend, the cause of the fight and the strained friendship usually are forgotten in a handshake and the little spark
of friendship takes on a glow of mutual respect and admiration. Differences are forgotten — perhaps until another arises.
But that difference is easier of solution by the experience that
accompanied the first.

WHATEVER the outcome of the government's mo-

nopoly suit, it will not obviate the necessity for
In the normal course of dealings between

conciliation.
buyer

and seller there always will be a need for amicable discussion — and settlement — of common disagreements and business troubles. Victory for the government

may solve some of the industry's major problems. But
the minor problems — the everyday problems — will still
have to find solution, either from within (which means
or through

conciliation)

The

of law.

courts

one

is a

straight-line course; the other circuitous, costly and, invariably, unsatisfying.
The

motion

picture business

as a fast-moving
with

industry.

snail-like pace

tantamount

on

to success.

has

been

characterized

But, very often, it has moved
matters

in which

action

For instance, it moved

rightly so — in decision

and

was

very fast —

action in the plans for the

industry's current business drive, which is headed for
success. But it deliberated far too long on a matter of
great importance and enduring value — CONCILIATION.
If the industry had taken the action that common sense
told the majority
advanced

needed

when

its ten-point program,

government's
Now

was

suit would

not have

that the suit has

been

the MPTOA

first

it is not unlikely the
been

filed.

filed, action

started on behalf of conciliation is again

G. Formby,

Editor;

Jesse

Shlyen,

Managing Editor; J. Harry Toler, Modern
Theatre Editor; Joseph H. Gallagher, General Manager; Ivan Spear, Western Manager.

e. 9th

ST., KANSAS CITY, MO./ HOllyWOOd: 6404 HOLLYWOOD blvd.; Chicago: 332 s. Michigan blvd.

THE

KANN

Editor-in-Chief

Member
Audit Bureau of Circulations

york

SHLYEN

PUBLICATIONS

that was

being

slowed.

COURSE

And once again this "error of omission" may prove more
harmful to the future welfare of this industry than any
"error of commission" of which lawyers express so much
fear to their distributor clients. The fear, believe it or
not, is the chance

of anti-trust law

a result of "concerted
conciliation boards.
We
any

action"

do not purport to know
government

would

take

violation charges

as

in the establishment

of

the law.
criminal

But we

doubt

if

or legal action

against any group of business men that united in an
honest endeavor to create understanding and fair play
within its ranks.
The statute books
wrong
have

and

which

these laws

are full of laws that define right and
set penalties

stopped

for wrong-doing.

the wrong-doing?

Hasn't

But
this

industry had government suits before? Hasn't there been
a "cease and desist" order before? Hasn't there been
a

"consent

decree"

that was

to right wrong?

The

an-

swer may be, "Yes, but — " But all the buts in the world
still cannot argue down the need of a simple plan for
bringing

two disputants together
justment of their differences.

It is not necessary
the industry — minor

for an

amicable

here to cite the minor

problems

problems

have

from

which

ad-

of

grown

the major ills — they are too well known to every branch
and every faction of every branch of the industry. It is
not necessary here to extol the merits of conciliation,
which have been sounded many times on this page in
the past. They, too, are well-known

and

have

been

ad-

mitted by every right-thinking individual in this business. But what is needed is ACTION — that will start this
industry on a course

it should

long ago

have

taken.

CORPORATE RREAK-OPS, DIVISION OF STOCK
MARKED HISTORY OF FAMOUS DIVORCE CASES
"Suit Will Clarify

While Not All Parallel
Film Trade, Some
Come Close
By

EARLE

Washington — The

Position"

A. DYER
divorce

procedure

the

in-

voked by the department of justice in its
suit against the major companies is
neither new nor untried and is usually
accomplished by a physical separation of
the properties involved and a distribution
to stockholders of parent-company stock
in the new companies which are created
by the separation. This is what a study
of famous cases of other years reveals.
This type of case has been brought more
than once in the past, some of them many
years ago and, in at least one instance,
the principle of divorce as a remedy for
some evils has been upheld by the supreme
court.
In the so-called Lehigh Valley case, the
government was successful in an attempt
to require the coal-carrying railroads to
divest themselves of mines which they
owned. That case went to the supreme
court where the decree of divorce was
held valid. In the so-called packers’ case,
which terminated with a consent decree,
the big packers agreed to withdraw from
retail distribution, which they had planned
when the government brought suit.
Both

Involved

Public

Interest

In both, there was involved an element
of public interest, in that both railroads
and packers are considered public utilities, but the packers’ case also involved
the question of competition and, to some
extent, paralleled the situation in the film
field in that the meat producers were to
be in competition with their own customers.
The two cases are expected to be cited
by the department of justice as precedents
during the trial of the film suit. In its bill
of complaint, the department contended
the film industry is affected with a public
interest because of the millions who attend theatres and whose freedom of choice
of films to see is controlled to greater or
lesser extent by the policies of the producer-distributors. Here, too, it is claimed
by the government, some of the majors
are, in effect, in competition with their
own customers.
While it has never been contended by
the government that a manufacturer could
not sell his own product at retail, it has
taken the position that a producer should
hot go into business in competition with
his own customers. The film suit, of
course, goes further, charging the major
companies traded among themselves, dividing the various territories among them
and by contracts with affiliated theatres
were able not only to compete with independent exhibitors, but, in fact, dictate to
the latter what films they could secure
4

New
York — "The government antitrust suit is a good thing for the industry," Joseph M. Schenck, chairman of
20th Century-Fox board, said on

his return from Europe. “It will once
and for all determine where we stand
on

theatre

operations."

and on what terms without, it is alleged,
giving the exhibitor freedom to trade and
bargain.
However, a number of the government’s
monopoly suits have, in effect, been divorce cases, starting back with the Standard Oil case more than a quarter century
ago when the “oil trust” was broken up
into the several Standard Oil companies
which now compete with each other. The
American Tobacco Co., likewise, was
broken up into smaller units and, before
the film suit was filed, the department
brought a case against the Aluminum Co.
of America, seeking to have that company
broken up, too.
The Standard Oil case was not a “divorce” in the sense of the term as applied
to the film case, but, rather, the breaking
up of a monopoly, which was consummated by the stock of 33 companies owned
by the Standard Oil Co. of New Jersey
being ratably distributed to the shareholders.
Many of the suits loosely denominated
as divorce cases were of the character of
this proceeding as distinguished from the
fewer cases in which a corporation engaged in one business was forced to abandon operations in some other business, as
in the case of the Lehigh Valley and other
railroads which owned or controlled coal
mines.
Here the railroads were ordered to divest themselves of their coal companies,
which was done by setting up the latter as
separate entities.
Packer’s

Suit

Analagous

Possibly one of the closest analogies to
the film suit was in the case brought by
the government against Swift & Co., in
1920, in which that company and four
others were charged with combination to
restrain trade in the furtherance of which
they had acquired and operated retail meat
markets and other facilities. This was a
case in which a producer-distributor engaged in retail distribution, roughly paralleling the film set-up of producer-distributor-exhibitor.
The final verdict of the courts, in 1932,
ordered the packers to divest themselves
of their extraneous facilities and granted
them one year within which to dispose of
unrelated lines of business. The divorce
was accomplished by the appointment of
trustees to take over and dispose of stock

A Gradual Divestment of
Stock Is Probable If
Government Wins
owned by Swift & Co., in other corporaoutlets.tions, and the sale or closing of the retail
In a number of instances, corporations
have been ordered, under statutes or by
the co«urts, to divest themselves of stock
held in other corporations, which usually
was accomplished by the gradual sale of
the stock in such a way as not unduly to
depress its market value.
In the case of the major film companies,
a divorce order by the courts would probably be carried out in much the same
manner. In most instances, the present
companies are the result of combinations
of varying numbers of companies originally engaged in production, distribution
or exhibition; it would be possible to reconstitute the organization by setting up
two separate companies, one engaged in
production and distribution and the other
solely in exhibition, with the distribution
of the new company’s stock amongst the
present shareholders, with neither corporation retaining any stock in the other, and
with
a separate management for each
company.
Would

Need

Stockholders

Vote

At the same time, it is said, an alternative would be for a company which proposed to abandon exhibition to set up its
theatres as a new corporation, selling the
stock therein, and either distributing the
proceeds among its stockholders or using
them to retire outstanding indebtedness.
Any procedure adopted, however, would
undoubtedly have to be ratified by the
stockholders, since the divorce would be a
major operation — practically a reorganization.
A third procedure, considered less likely
to be adopted, would be for producer to
dispose of his theatres one at a time or in
small groups. Undoubtedly, that is what
the department of justice would prefer as
making for a maximum of competition,
but it would be far more difficult of accomplishment as it would involve many
individual transactions.
Possibly, should this be attempted, the
film industry would adopt the so-called
Iowa Plan of the oil companies, developed
when chain store, social security and
other taxes made it apparently advisable
for producers to go out of business.
Under the Iowa Plan, however, the od
companies retained their interest in the
physical properties, merely leasing their
stations to the former managers. If the
film companies wished to follow a similar
plan, it would, of course, be necessary for
them to set up a separate theatre-owning
corporation with the same distribution of
stock as under any other plan.
BOXOFFICE
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RASH OF ANTI-TRUST SHITS AGAINST MAJORS
PENDING IN FEDERAL COURTS OVER COUNTRY
Bulk Charge Conspiracy
And Demand Triple
Damages
New

York — Pending

in various federal

courts throughout the country are 22 antitrust suits against major companies, according to film attorneys. The latest action is that in Atlanta of the Savannah
Theatre Co. of Savannah, Ga., Fred and
Mrs. Weiss owners, which charges monopoly and conspiracy in seeking $654,000
damages from Lucas & Jenkins, Paramount, M-G-M, UA, 20th Century-Fox,
RKO, Warner and Universal. Lucas &
Jenkins is a Paramount partner and home
office attorneys are assisting in the case.
No answers are due before October.
Unable to get together with independent
exhibitors in Chicago on differences over
clearance in the loop, Paramount officials
were expecting another anti-trust suit
from that quarter. Several weeks ago, the
Gary Theatre Co. of Gary, Ind., launched
an action against all major companies
alleging unfair protection by B&K and
Warner. An extension for filing answers
has been granted. In the Chicago matter,
several conferences were held by Austin
C. Keough, general counsel for Paramount,
with Joe Rosenberg, attorney for Allied of
Illinois, and other independent exhibitor
interests in an effort to preclude court
action.
Defendants in the suit instituted by La
Crosse Theatres of Wisconsin have asked
for more time. Included in the list of defendants are Minnesota Amusement Co., a
Paramount affiliate, and Wellworth Theatres, subsidiary of Minnesota.
Home office counsel of major companies
are busy gathering data from George Ryan,
attorney for Morse & Rothenberg of Boston. The lawyer recently submitted a fivepage duces tecum which is expected to be
many months coming to trial.
The A. B. Momand action has been on
the calendar for some time and no date
for trial has been set by the Oklahoma
courts. There also is an action in Newburgh, N. Y., in which Paramount is in-

Reminds

Individual Counsel in
Anti-Trust Prelim
at preliminary hearings in the government's anti-trust suit. Later on, a
spokesman will be selected from the
legal array of talent, but for the time
being such a move is being held in
abeyance. Several prominent figures
have been mentioned, but nothing decided.

volved because of its interest there.
Finally, the all-industry suit instituted
by the government here. This has attorneys for all companies working night and
day, with outside counsel, collating factual
data for answering the sweeping charges.
Paul Williams, from all indications, will
prosecute. He has been on the case since
its inception and film attorneys take it for
granted he will be the government’s mouthpiece. Meanwhile, all forces that can be
marshalled in legal departments of the
home offices are being called on. It is
believed unlikely that all facts for answering the bill of complaint can be correlated in two months. Hence, the probability of a short term postponement'. Instead of the usual 20 days, 80 already have
been granted distributors.
Chicago Allied Suit May
Include Other Actions
Chicago

—

Reports

that several other

local suits threatened against majors at
various times may be included in the Allied case being planned against major interests and the Balaban & Katz circuit on
clearance and double features filled the
air as the independents continued to delay
filing of the complaint.
Meanwhile both sides are adamant. Jack
Kirsch, president of the local Allied unit,
insists that delay in filing the suit is not
based on lack of independent support. John
Balaban of B&K asserts that the circuit
will not accede to clearance and singlefeature demands.

Suit Stands

Alone

“The industry must realize that there are other serious attacks and problems
not affected by a department of justice suit. There are 48 state legislatures that
are not enjoined or influenced in passing legislation to tax and regulate our
business by this suit. And, in the meantime, there is nothing to prevent Congress
from legislating as they please. This suit does not interfere in any way with the
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actions, etc."

"

Is

Trade's Next

New York — All major companies will
be represented by individual counsel

New York — Under the heading of “Now Is the Time to Get Something Done,"
the latest MPTOA bulletin has this to say about legislation and legal action:

filing of any

" Jubilee

New

York — Now

that the initial indus-

try drive campaign is well under way,
industry leaders are looking forward to
the greatest undertaking ever attempted
in the annals of the business. This will
be the Golden Jubilee Celebration.
Shortly after winners of the $250,000
Movie Quiz contest are decided, all forces
of the industry will be marshalled in a
gigantic endeavor to celebrate the 50th
year of the
introduction
toscope,
October
6, 1889. of Edison’s KineThe idea cropped up in the minds of
Hollywood publicity men when the current industry campaign drive was first
discussed there several weeks ago. It was
well taken.
Starting in January, committees will be
set up to map out campaigns. Unlike the
present drive, when time was limited to
less than a month, the industry will have
10 months in which to prepare and put
into work many important ideas which
could not Year
be embraced
Greatest
drive. in Motion Pictures’
While the current business stimulant
campaign is designed only for the United
States and Canada, the Golden Jubilee
Celebration will be international in scope.

"Wind" Will Be Released
During the Fall of 1939
New

York — “Gone

With

the Wind”

will

be released by M-G-M in the fall of 1939,
Nicholas
M. Schenck,
president
told
Boxoffice.
Production
will of
get Laew’s,
under

way by David O. Selznick in January, he
added.
As for the actress to play the role of
Scarlett O’Hara, Schenck is as curious as
everyone else as to whom Selznick will
select.
A1 Lichtman, who spent considerable
time negotiating the deal on the coast
and finally sat in for the concluding chapter, the signing of the contract, is due here
the end of the month. He will not sail
for Europe, Schenck stated.
Ben Goetz,
in England,
charge ofmay
M-G-M’s
production plans in
arrive next
week on the Paris with a print of “The
Citadel,” second of the company’s pictures
to be made in Great Britain.
“Pygmalion"
New

York — Contracts

to Metro
have

been

signed

by Gabriel Pascal, producer of “Pygmalion,” whereby M-G-M acquires the film
rights to the George Bernard Shaw play
for America and South America.
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A GREAT deal is being written in

the daily press about the government's anti-trust suit. Editorials
are bouncing in from all over the

land, some of them of the "We told
you so" school, but a surprising
number very much pro-industry.
Recently and as an outpouring
from our own typewriter on the more
serious page up front each week in
BOXOFFICE, there was an effort
called "It Means a Bill of Rights.”
You may recall it dealt with the suit,
declared it should not be unwelcomed by the industry because out
of it trade practices and selling
methods now clouded in legal doubt
inevitably must be clarified and the
industry ultimately permitted to proceed on a course along well-lighted
and clearly marked routes.
Newspapers, many of them, view
the situation identically. One of the
sanest of editorial expressions along
this line comes from Grand Rapids
(Mich.)
lieves:

"Press”

been

engaged

With

“ MOST

VANCOUVER,
Rutty.
VICTORIA,
man.
WINNIPEG,
Lepkln.

B.

B.

C.—

C. — 615
350

Hastings

Robertson

MANITOBA—

709

St.,

St., Tom

Selkirk

C.

P.

Merri-

Ave.,

Ben

the entire film setup. It should reveal more clearly whether block booking and 'monopolistic' practice is for
the public good or whether it is harmful. An industry which touches the
lives of citizens as extensively and
as vitally as does this one deserves
to be scrutinized from the inside out.
This

civil action

Liverpool,
office
most

case

in point, is Ralph

to have it in England.
“I should be pleased if you will arrange
for my copy of Boxoffice to be sent to my
address
Ilwaine.

in England.” — Mrs.

C. A. Mc-

Editor’s Note — Connected with the industry in England, Mrs. Mcllwaine
subscribed to Boxoffice for information during a recent inspection tour
of industry facilities in the United
States.
o

Stockton,

Boxoffice

COMMENDED
Mo. — Enclosed

that

are

find

the many
very

my

check

features of

helpful

to

me

are the Booking Chart and Reviews and
I wish to commend you on your policy
of calling a spade a spade and a lemon
a lemon in your reviews. — W. O. Woody,
Manager, Stockton Theatre.

Holmes

of

the Detroit "Times." Admitting nobody had asked him, he exercises
the right of filling his column as he
sees fit with a piece, part of which
runs:
j _*j
movies

are bearing

a dispro-

portionate share of the current recession and are getting a disproportionately small share of the incipient recovery, partly through their own fault.
(Continued on page 19)

OUR
NOW,

England — “I find the Boxhelpful — so should
still like

the best

Up
and down the land, film critics
approach."
with white space to fill a constant
menace, sound off. Some of their
comment ends up as nonsense; some
of it reflects considered judgment.
In the latter division, as a random

it -will be

FROM

promises

Voice of the Press

activity.

HELPFUL ”

for renewal. Among

G.

criminal

LETTERS

ST. JOHN, NEW
BRUNSWICK—
Stuart Trueman.

Walter

in

this clearly in mind

A POLICY

TORONTO,
ONTARIO — 16 Buller Ave.,
Fessey. Telephone Howard
0158.

current suit should go far in establishing a better understanding of

“The

MONTREAL,
QUEBEC — 4330 Wilson Ave., N. D.
G., Roy Carmichael. Telephone Walnut
5519.
REGINA,
SASKATCHEWAN— The
Star,
Andy
McDermott.
Ave.,

in part, be-

The

"It cannot be said that the government is persecuting the industry. Nor
can it be sai.d) that the industry has

Charles

34 Cranston

which,

possible to view the action as one that
may result in constructive decision . . .

READERS

“ DAFFY

AUCTION”

Denver — Knowing

that

Boxoffice

keeps

up to snuff on everything, this is to advise you that Gibraltar Enterprises, Inc.,
a chain of 30 theatres running through
northern Colorado, Wyoming, Nebraska,
and New Mexico are playing a brand new
feature in the form of a stimulator based
entirely on entertainment.
It is a special act known as “Daffy Auction” conducted one night a week over a
period of weeks throughout the chain. The
old-style barker, “Professor Daffy,” conducts the “Daffy Auction,” selling merchandise of a high type (such as radios,
luggage, etc.) at “daffy” prices of two
cents to 79 cents. The money collected is
built into a jackpot for contribution to a
local charity at the end of each month.
The plan is a copyrighted feature, and
something entirely new. Thought you
might like to know about it. — H. Ernest
Kingsley, Gibraltar Enterprises, Inc.

The Editors welcome letters from readers on picture reports or other
trade topics. All letters must be signed. Identity withheld on request.
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COMPUTE FIVE MAJOR CIRCUITS' CONTRIBUTION
TO CAMPAIGN ON $265,000,000 GROSS IN 1937
Paramount Fee Is Nearly
Double Warner, With
National Third

GENERAL

Los Angeles — Based on returns in 1937,
the annual intake at boxoffices of the
five major circuits, operating about 2,425
theatres in all parts of the country, directly or through affiliated ties, is estimated at $265,000,000, Boxoffice learns
from unimpeachable sources. Grading the
circuits according to grosses for their
houses, Paramount leads the field by double its nearest contender, Warner. National Theatres is third, Loew’s, fourth;
RKO, fifth and last.
Paramount’s approximate intake is reported at $100,000,000. Warner is said
to be close to $50,000,000. National Theatres’ figures run in the neighborhood
of $45,000,000. Loew’s is figured at $40,000,000, and RKO, according to a spokesman, takes in approximately $30,000,000.
These figures, it is understood, are being used for computing the percentage
each circuit will contribute to the $250,000 for Motion Pictures’ Greatest Year
campaign. Under the formula said to have
been worked out, each circuit will pay in
proportion of its annual gross as against
the combined takes of the five theatre
operating companies. In other words, if
Paramount takes in $100,000,000, this will
be figured against $265,000,000 for a percentage to be applied to the $250,000 total
pledged by major circuits.
At a quick glance, the Paramount percentage would be approximately 37.5, or
about $91,000; Warner, approximately 19
per cent, or about $47,500; National Theatres, approximately 17 per cent, or about
$42,500; Loew’s, approximately 15 per cent,
or about $37,000; RKO, approximately
11 Vz per cent, or about $28,750.
Eight

Are

Prorated

The eight major distributors, participating in the industry drive, are being prorated according to Hays’ office formula.
Their contribution will be $500,000. Monogram, the only independent company to
pledge support, is understood to have
agreed to pay $7,000. Basis for this
amount is said to be on gross business.
GN, Republic and GB did not respond in
time to letters sent out by George J. Schaefer and thereby precluded their products
from being included in the “Quiz Contest” booklets.
With September and October the only
two months by which major circuits will
benefit, generally speaking, in the drive,
observers expect grosses to take a decided upturn for these eight weeks. Prom
May to August, intakes sagged and almost
hit rock bottom for a number of theatres in major circuit lineups. It is hoped,
according to one important theatre man.
BOXOFFICE
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the “ Greatest

They Head

Year ”
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John Danz
Y Frank Freeman
R. E. Griffith
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Purchasing
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John Dowd
Harry Gold Berg7

REGIONAL
Ralph G. Branton
John Danz

H.M. Richey
Elmer
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N.L Carter
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John Balaban

M B.Horwitz
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J/Real tfefh

the $265,000,000 for 1937 will be approached by the turn of the year. Grosses during the June and July period are said to
have catapulted 20 to 30 per cent in some
sections of the country. Other territories
reported normal summer declines.
Independents Top
For Business Drive
New

Quota

York — Independent

exhibitors

have

come through with pledges in excess of
the $250,000 in the industry better busi-

°

ness drive. Reports continue to filter in
from many sections of the country from
small theatre owners who for one reason
or another delayed in submitting pledges.
Every territory in the country is well
represented, according to executives of
“Motion Pictures’ Greatest Year.” The
local territory has seen spirited action
from independents during the last week
and the reaction is more than gratifying
to Joseph M. Seider, regional chairman,
and Si Fabian, Albany regional head.

7

Theatre

Expansion

Plans
New

Will Get

York — Discussion

between

attor-

neys for distributors and Thurman Arnold
on the government’s contemplated application for a temporary injunction precluding further theatre expansion until
■the anti-trust suit is tried will be held
in Washington the latter part of the
month, Boxoffice learns.
Although the government included such
a provision in its prayer when the civil
suit was filed, attorneys for defendant
companies state that a separate application is necessary. Whether major circuits
will consent to such a stipulation and
obviate the government’s contemplated
move will be decided at the informal
heai’ings at Arnold’s office.
Meanwhile, no expansion moves have
been undertaken by circuits since the government action was instituted. The meeting in Washington awaits the return of
Col. William Donovan of Donovan, Leisure,
Newton & Lumbard, counsel for RKO, from
Europe. He is scheduled to sail for home
next week. George S. Leisure of the same
office recently returned from abroad. He
also is expected to play an important part
in the defense lineup when the actual trial
gets under way.
It is pointed out by attorneys of major
distributors that the scheduled session has
no bearing on other meetings planned with
department of justice officials in connection with trade practice conferences. One
important industry leader told Boxoffice
that nothing further will be done on the
trade practice program until the industry
is assured that whatever moves are taken
they will not be used by the government
in its suit.

Hollywood Labor Course
Moves Along Three Fronts
Hollywood — With

negotiations between

the Screen Writers Guild and producers
set to start Monday, the Screen Actors
Guild and producers are preparing for
long-delayed arbitration sessions on the
recent impasse in negotiations. The third
arbiter, after prolonged study by both
factional arbiters had failed of results, is
ready to function.
Meanwhile, the Screen Directors Guild
awaits SDG-producer hearings before the
national labor relations board.

New

Agla Distributor

Hollywood — A

new

distribution com-

pany for Agfa Film Co. will be formed
after the dissolution of C. King Charney,
Inc. Charney’s contract has been settled by Ernst Schartz, Agfa president.

Injunction
Airing

Soon

Palaver on Suit
Planned Soon
Washington —
No conierences are
scheduled here by Thurman Arnold
with major company attorneys, but a
general discussion of the anti-trust suit
is expected before the end of the
month. It is understood William Donovan, representing RKO, is anxious to
learn what the government has in mind
relative to certain phases of the bill
of complaint.

Slow Progress in
Operator Parleys
Chicago — It was thought as negotiations

over the new operators’ wage contract entered the third week that deliberations
may lag on for some time yet before a
satisfactory settlement is reached .
As Boxoffice goes to press, the situation finds the operators still demanding
full restoration of their 1938-38 contract
figure, and the exhibitors equally insistent
that the operators continue work on a 10
per cent reduction.

It was learned this week that at first
the exhibitors sought a further 10 per
cent reduction. Clarifying this it meant
that under the old 1937-38 deal where an
operator received $100 a week, he received
$90 during the voluntary reduction period

of July and August. The exhibitors’ first
demands, then, were for the further 10
per cent reduction, or equivalent to $81
weekly. In turn, the operators’ initial requests were for an additional 10 per cent
over
their
last year’s deal, or $110 every
week.
All officers of the operators’ union are
participating in the negotiations, while
Jack Kirsch of Allied is representing the
independent exhibitors, and Maurice Leonard of the Exhibitors’ Association the
MPTOA exhibitors.
It was thought that a compromise no
doubt will be reached between the 1937-38
salaries and the July-August 10 per cent
reduction, even though discussions may
continue for some time.
The figures agreed upon will be retroactive to September 1, when the 1937-38
deal expired. The new contracts are expected to be for just the 1938-39 season.

has re-

signed as associate producer for 20th Century-Fox after a six-month tenure of office. He was assistant to Sol Wurtzel.
8

Out, Say Schencks
New

Friedhofi in West
troller of Monogram, has arrived from
New York to make his headquarters permanently at the studios. He is now conferring with W. Ray Johnston and R. Scott
Dunlap, the latter vice-president in charge
of production.

York — Revival

of reports 20th

Century-Fox and M-G-M were again considering purchasing control of GB from
the Ostrers were flatly denied by Joseph
M. Schenck, chairman of the 20th-Fox
board, on his return from abroad, and
Nicholas M. Schenck, head of Loew’s, parent company for M-G-M.
“Nothing to it” is the way the Schenck
brothers characterized the reports.
However, Joseph Schenck did say he had
talked over the possibility of joint production with GB in England with both
companies making available stories and
talent. Further negotiations are scheduled for December when Schenck plans to
again sail for London.
Commenting on 20th-Fox business
abroad, the chairman said “our business
is up 50 per cent.” After a few days here
conferring with his brother and Sidney R.
Kent, president of 20th-Fox, Schenck left
for the coast with Joe Moskowitz, his eastern representative.
Meeting the 20th-Fox chairman on his
arrival were his brother, Spyros and
George Skouras, William Philips and Moskowitz.

If Test Clicks , Triples
May Spread Over Chain

Chicago — While no one about the circuit

would comment officially on it, it is contended that the current trial run of triples
at the B&K Belmont Theatre, on the north
side, may be a forerunner of triples at
many other houses of the circuit.
“We can’t say just what this trial means
yet,” one executive remarked. However,
we do know that triples for the first week
showed a remarkable improvment over the
double-feature programs of the past few
months. And naturally if the improvement
should remain at the present level we may
try the experiment in other sections of the
One of the triple programs offered last
week at the Belmont consisted of Columbia’s “Reformatory,” 20th Century-Fox’s
“Josette,” and Warner’s “Women Are Like
city.”

That.”
Republic's
Production
Head on Eastern Visit
New

Hollywood — J. Peter Friedhoff, comp-

Wurtzel Aide Quits
Hollywood — Howard J. Green

GB Purchase Plan

York — Moe

J. Siegel, head of pro-

duction for Republic, is here for
fice conferences and expects to
the coast within a few days. He
satisfaction at the way things

home ofreturn to
expressed
are going

at the studio. He said three features, “I
Stand Accused,” “Bengal Lancer Patrol”
and a yet untitled Gene Autry picture
and one serial, “Hawk of the Wilderness,”
are scheduled to go before the cameras
this week.
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Siamese Grosses Riding High
Canada Importing
On Firm Showmanship Policy
Less U. K. Films
Ottawa — Statistical

compilations

Dominion Government with respect to the
importation of motion picture films from
foreign countries for theatrical use reveal
that increases in footage from the United
States and France were registered during
the fiscal year ended March 31 last
while the imports from the United Kingdom fell off to a considerable extent, as
compared with the previous fiscal 12
months. The largest increase in film imports were those from France, motion pictures in the French language being in
greater demand for theatres in Quebec,
Ontario and Manitoba catering to the
French-Canadian population.
The imports from the United States for
the past fiscal year totaled 3,347,186 feet
as compared with 3,050,169 feet for the
previous 12 months. Films from France
totaled 1,482,822 feet, compared with 1,160,000 for the previous year, or an increase of approximately 322,000 feet. This
represents an advance of 27.8 per cent.
Films imported from the United Kingdom to March 31 last had a total footage
of 560,367, against 967,000 feet for the
previous fiscal year, a difference of 307,000
feet or approximately 32 per cent.
The total value of film imports for the
year 1937-38 was $432,687 and the total
footage was 5,414,913, the apparent difference of 24,538 feet from the combined
total of 5,390,375 feet from the States,
France and the United Kingdom being the
comparatively few pictures from the Soviet
Republic, Germany and one or two other
countries. Motion pictures imported from
all countries in the 1936-37 fiscal year
totaled 5,204,545 feet, or 210,368 less than
in the past fiscal period. The value of
films imported in 1936-37 was $416,095, or
$16,000 less than in the past year.
For the past year, the value of film imports from the three countries was as follows: United States, $266,968; France,
$119,104, and United Kingdom, $44,761.
It is therefore apparent that Canada is
not, at the present time, a very extensive
market for British films.

Four Suburban
new

Plans

suburban

the-

atres are planned for Johannesburg,
South Africa, as part of plans to provide
Union-wide distribution of an American
company’s films, a department of commerce bulletin reveals. The report adds
that by the end of 1938, 24 theatres of
the chain would be exhibiting.
It is understood in New York that the
company is 20th Century-Fox which has
entered into a deal with private South
African interests. Walter J. Hutchinson,
head of foreign activities of 20th-Fox, is
expected in Capetown, October 16, where
he is expected to complete arrangements.
BOXOFFICE
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DAVE

GOLDING

York— Business

losing their zest for motion pictures. Department of Commerce figures from what was once Austria show

dwindling attendance and boxoffice
receipts. Of 871 theatres, only 30 per
cent have daily performances and 40
per cent have only one performance a
week. The report adds that Austrian
theatres are far behind the German
in equipment. One hope is held out
and that is an anticipated economic

exhibitor’s paradise,

Foreign Aide Plans
assistant

di-

rector of foreign distribution of 20th Century-Fox, plans to leave on a territorial
tour of the branch offices in the Central
American and Carribean countries on
October 5. He expects to return the latter part of December.
As leader of the Overseas Drive, Lomba
will cover 17 countries on his trip. Offices on Lomba’s itinerary include Cuba.
Jamaica, Trinidad, Colombia, Costa Rica,
Guatemala, Haiti, Puerto Rico, El Salvador, Venezuela, Ecuador, Nicaragua, Santo
Domingo, Martinique, Curacao and
Panama.
Home office reports have Walter J.
Hutchinson, foreign chief, who is now on a
similar trip through South America, stepping up his travels slightly. Hutchinson
sailed from Buenos Aires, Saturday, and
arrives in Rio de Janeiro on Wednesday.
He remains there until October 4 when he
embarks for Capetown, South Africa, arriving on October 16.

Majors Expect Resumption
Oi Japanese
New

York

—

Shipments

Shipments

to Japan

according

to

von

Haverbeck,
motion pictures
are the"
main
form isofthat
entertainment
there.
In

17 - Country Cruise
York— E. F. Lomba,

is good,

But more important, especially for exhibitors here, is that United Cinema is a
firm believer of exploitation and advertising. Under von Haverbeck’s supervision, all pictures are exploited in an appropriate manner and the circuit’s main
house in Bangkok, the Chalerm Krung, advertises in 15 Siamese, two Chinese and
two English newspapers. And the results,
von Haverbeck asserts, have been justified.
A contributing factor making Siam an

recovery which, it is expected, will redustry.
sult in a positive upswing in the in-

New

in Siam

which in itself is not a relatively startling
statement nor unexpected when you consider the United Cinema Co., of which L.
von Haverbeck is managing director, has
a virtual exhibition monopoly in that
tropical kingdom.

Washington — The Austrians, who are
now part of the German Reich, are

Theatres

In Johannesburg
Washington — Four

You 'Em
Cant
Blame
Much

of the

are

expected to be resumed momentarily by
major companies, according to foreign
home office executives. Although official
word is still lacking from the minister of
finance in Japan, distributors have been
assuredtions that’
the ban has
placed
importalast November
beenon lifted
and
major companies will be allowed to withdraw $900,000 during the first year. Each
company will be permitted to ship a
limited number of features, according to
an agreement reached some time ago at
the Hays office.

fact, he added, “our Bangkok Theatre
the social center of the town.”
Little

American

is

Competition

Competition to American product is
negligible. Von Haverbeck said his circuit
plays Hollywood films 99 per cent of the
time. Rarely, he stated, does the circuit,
in which there are over 40 theatres, book
other product. For the large Chinese
population there are about ten theatres
that play Chinese pictures exclusively, he
said.
The circuit’s policy is single features.
It’s von Haverbeck’s contention that it gets
too hot in Siam for the operator to stay
in his booth for the duration of a dual
bill. Admission prices range from approximately five cents in the interior to
one dollar at the de luxe houses, he said.
American films, von Haverbeck reveals,
are shown in original form without subtitles or dubbing. As a result, synopses
are made up in Siamese and distributed in
form of handbills to the populace three or
four days in advance of the showing.
Naive

Faith

in Films

Some of the idiosyncrasies of the Siamese motion picture going public, as conveyed by von Haverbeck, reflect a naive
and charming faith in the films. They
love juveniles, Temple, Withers, Breen, et
al.; they go for Astaire and Rogers but
either of them alone won’t draw flies and
the same goes for Dick Powell and Ruby
Keeler. Other popular favorites are
Sonja Henie and Deanna Durbin.
One of the mild complaints voiced by
von Haverbeck is that you can’t get the
Siamese to stand in line. They push,
jostle and crowd around the boxoffice for
tickets but in a good-natured and perspiring manner. When they get inside, he
said, they shake the perspiration off and
enjoy the show.
Von Haverbeck, who is traveling with
his wife, expects to remain here for about
two weeks and then visit Hollywood. From
there, he sails for Manila on his way home.
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"Alexander's Ragtime Band" Is
Blue Ribbon Winner for August
' Alexander's Ragtime Band,'' 20th Century-Fox film cavalcade
of Irving Berlin's music, has been selected by the National Screen
Council for the BOXOFFICE Blue Ribbon Award as the best film
released in August.
A Darryl F. Zanuck

production,

directed by Henry

King, starring

Alice Faye, Tyrone Power and Don Ameche, "Alexander's Ragtime
Band'' is the story of three young people who climbed to fame
from a honky-tonk in San Francisco's roaring Barbary Coast just
before the world war, and of the romance that bloomed on the
rise. Melodic beyond most screen efforts, the film features Irving
Berlin's musical
Twentieth

compositions

Century-Fox

from ragtime

has won

to swing.

two other Awards

this year, one

of
which, "In
Old in
Chicago,"
April
winner,
sameto
triumvirate
of stars
the current
honor
film. featured
The otherthe
went
"Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm" in March.
Metro's '.'Love Finds Andy Hardy."

The

July winner

was

(Roger Grant)
Tyrone

Power

Stella Kirby
Alice Faye
Charlie Dwyer
Don Ameche
Jerry Allen
Ethel Merman
Davey Lane
Jack Haley
Professor Heinrich
Jean

Hersholt

Production
Darryl

F. Zanuck

standing merit and suitabil-

Aunt Sophie

Helen

Taxi Driver

John

Bill

Harry

Director

Joe Brown

Henry

Screenplay

by

Adaptation

by.... Richard

Kathryn
and

Westley
Carradine

Paul Hurst

Wally Vernon

Himself

Ruby

Ruth

Snapper
Louie

Terry

Douglas Fowley
Chick Chandler

Staff
:.

Photography

Associate Producer

Lamar

King
Scola
Trotti

Sherman

Lyrics and Music by. .Irving Berlin
Dances Staged by.... Seymour

Felix

of votes

selection is governed by out-

Alfred

Peverell

Newman

Marley,

Art Direction.... Bernard
and

ASC

Herzbrun

Boris

Leven

Set Decorations by.. Thomas Little
Film Editor
Barbara McLean
Costumes
Gwen Wakeling
Sound
Arthur von Kirbach
and

ity of the film to whole-family entertainment. Members
of the Council include over
200 motion picture editors of
leading newspapers throughout the country, motion picture reviewing committee of
the International Federation
of Catholic

Alumnae,

state motion

picture chair-

men of the General

Musical Direction by

In Charge of Production

the highest number

by the members of the National Screen Council, whose

Cast of Characters
Alexander

This Award is given each
month to the film receiving

Roger

Heman

eration of Women’s

and
Fed-

Clubs.

SELF-REGULATION HANGING IN THE BALANCE;
JUSTICE DEPARTMENT HOLDING THE ANSWER
Two

Traveled;

One

Didn't

Majors

Fear

Concessions

May Be Interpreted
In Wrong Light
New

York — Self-regulation is in the balance and the direction in which the department of justice tips the scale will be
the determining factor.
The

trade practice committee, chairmaned by Sidney R. Kent, wants to proceed, although it has been inactive for

weeks as it awaits cross-sectional opinion
of major company lawyers on the law and
what, in their opinion, the interpretation
will be when matched with the viewpoint
of the government.
Fear Federal Reaction
The

majors

are deeply

concerned

over

the government suit. That’s an old story
by this time. Having widely publicized
their intention of voluntary reforming
Joseph M. Schenck, in from Europe , starts for Hollywood. Here (center) he
is photographed with the streamlined Century as his background. Accompanying him (left) is Joseph H. Moskowitz while Nicholas M. Schenck, once
again and as usual, sees his brother off on another journey.

See Italy Seeking to Compel
U. S. Firms to Produce There
New

York — Heads of major foreign departments detect an attempt to force
American distributors to go into production in Italy in that government’s intention of reducing the number of pictures
for importation. Boxoffice on August 27.
exclusively reported that, after a meeting
on the matter of the kontingent, it was
decided to reduce the number
tions from 250 to 150.

of importa-

The original agreement made with Italy
late in 1936 provided for 20,000,000 lira to
be free of exchange restrictions, this sum
to be split among companies bringing in
American films. Although the importations never reached the 250 figure in the
specified time, the success of American
films in Italy is said to have resulted in
huge sums being frozen in Italian banks.
It is this money that the government is
said to be anxious to flow into American
production in Italy.
While importations are presently at a
standstill due
to assign for
September 1,
has presented

New
New
Metro’s

to the government’s failure
the last quarter beginning
the U. S. Embassy in Rome
a protest to authorities.

Metro

Commentator

York — John B. Kennedy has
placed Jean Paul King as commentator
“News

BOXOFFICE
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A. H. Schwartz Dies
At His Lake Camp
New York — A. H. Schwartz, prominent
independent exhibitor and head of the
Century circuit which is interested in or
owns

40 theatres, died unexpectedly Friday afternoon at his Lake Placid camp
from a thrombosis condition. He had been

ill with intestinal grippe, but his condition
at no time was regarded as serious.
Mr. Schwartz was 55, and spent more
than half his years in exhibition. He is
survived by his widow, Minna, and three
sons, Fred J., Leslie and Milton. Funeral
arrangements were being completed over
the weekend.
He was on the board of the Brooklyn
Hebrew Orphan Asylum and active in many
charities. He also headed Homack Construction Co., a theatre building concern.
Mr. Schwartz was partner with Loew’s
in the Willard, Hillside, Prospect, Plaza
and Mt. Vernon. The Skouras and Prudential circuits are associated with Century in Long Island pooling deals.

abusive trade
around. But

practices, the desire is still
the execution of any such

idea

ties in with the reaction of the department of justice to whatever reforms
may be determined upon and whether or
not concessions granted will be viewed as
an admission of conspiracy. If this turns
out to be the case, the majors are fearful
their well-intentioned formula will kick
back and hurt them in the trial of the government suit.
This

is the

inside

on

the

forthcoming

visit to Washington of attorneys representing the oldline companies. They will
present their program to justice department officials and press them for an opinion. In that opinion will be sought an expression of governmental attitude as to
whether or not the trade reforms proposed
will jeopardize the industry’s defense
the government suit.
Up to Justice Department

in

If the department determines to be evasive or lacking in conclusive opinion, the
majors declare they see no way out and,
therefore, will abandon any voluntary enterprise looking toward trade practice relief until the courts clear the suit.
The Washington trek to confer with
Thurman Arnold and possibly others will
crystallize toward

the end

of this month

following the return from Europe of Colonel William (“Wild Bill”) Donovan of
Donovan, Leisure, Newton and Lumbard
who have been retained to represent RKO.
It follows, as a consequence, that the
trade practice committee finds itself in a
position of making no statement at this
time. Some weeks ago Kent promised that
on

or around Labor Day company attorneys will have completed their appraisal
of the situation after which the committee
could determine its future course. Donavan, it now appears, is essential to the
final rounding out of the legal picture.
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SCHAEFER SEEN CONCENTRATING ON OA SALES;
EXECUTIVE POWERS IN SILVERSTONE'S HANDS
Jack Schlaifer and Harry
Gold to Fill Part of

Headliners

at UA

Firmly Denied

Smith's Duties
New

York

—

George

J. Schaefer

step is necessary at this time. Samuel
Goldwyn and Alexander Korda favor Silverstone for the presidency. Mary Pickford, Douglas Fairbanks and Charlie
Chaplin — the three remaining ownermembers — while not opposed to Silverstone
lean toward the opinion the company
can operate as currently constituted.
There is every indication these three,
holding the balance of voting power, will
maintain this front for an indefinite

will

take a more active part in the sales operations of UA in a rearrangement, so far
clouded as to official definition, as the result of the resignation of A. W. Smith jr.,
general manager.
The sweeping administrative powers
vested in Murray Silverstone, whose lengthy title sets him up as chairman of the
executive committee and general manager
of international operations, encompass
many of the higher duties cleared over
Schaefer’s desk prior to the former’s
switch from London to New York. Inside
reports, therefore, persist that in this latest reshuffling of UA affairs, the plan is to
have Schaefer devote all of his time to
sales with executive and administrative
powers remaining with Silverstone.
In the revamping, Schaefer states to
Boxoffice

some

of Smith’s

duties

will be

George

J. Schaefer

who

will take a

more active part in U A’ s sales operations.

divided between Harry Gold, eastern division manager, and L. Jack Schlaifer,
western division manager, and that there
will be no further changes in the sales
personnel. Among the welter of reports
circulating about UA this week was one
that two district managers were scheduled
to follow Smith.
No

Sales

Staff

Roach

Cut

There is speculation over Schaefer’s attitude toward any plan which would bear
on the scope of the authority he wielded
prior to the Silverstone regime. His longpending five-year contract to replace his
current pact which expires in March, has
not been ratified. However, it is understood it has been approved informally by
members of the board and that its terms
are also agreeable to Schaefer, but the
formalizing of the agreement, scheduled
for action on Thursday, did not take place.

period.
A company spokesman sought to emphasize the point that Smith’s withdrawal
is not due to any dissatisfaction over his
services, but that upsets in the announced
schedules of several UA producers had reduced the total number of pictures and
Smith’s sphere of activity by the same
token. David O. Selznick will definitely
deliver two. Although he has an option
for two additional, there is doubt if he
will exercise it. Negotiations on a new
deal are under way and, as late as Thurswere nobegan.
closer to consummation than
«'hen day,they
Trims

Two

Hal E. Roach has reduced his original
schedule from eight to six. At the sales
convention, he announced four major features and four Laurel and Hardy fourreelers. Following his break with Stan
Laurel, Roach determined to cut the fourreelers and make two feature comedies in
their place coupling Oliver Hardy and

This is emphatically denied by Schaefer.
Another had it that a reduction in the
sales force was planned. Schaefer rests
on his statement that no changes beyond
the added authority given Gold and
Schlaifer will be made. While that goes
for the selling crew, it apparently does
not apply elsewhere and in the publicity
department and advertising and publicity
department George Harvey, Rose Natkins,
Muriel Allen and Dorothy Adams were let
out Friday. Retrenchment in a move to
cut home office operating overhead is reported under way generally.
Smith, who joined UA after some years
with Warner as eastern sales manager, is
negotiating for an interest in an eastern
circuit. It will be recalled that after he
left Warners but before joining UA, he
had virtually closed a deal for a substantial interest in the Walter Reade
chain. Whether his current plan involves
the same circuit could not be learned.
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Reports of More Changes
In Sales Personnel

Harry Langdon. The first will be “Zenobia’s Delight.”
Following the board meeting Silverstone
said the session was devoted mainly to
“the very serious problems confronting us
in foreign countries” and “the matter of
simplifying internal operations.”
Asked whether there was any action regarding Schaefer’s contract, he said:
“There is a complete understanding between Schaefer and myself. The matter
of his contract is something the board
willSilverstone
subsequently
take care
of.”
seemed
surprised
that he
was slated to be elected UA president at
the meeting.
A. W. Smith jr., who has resigned as
general sales manager and now eyes
exhibition.
Despite widely published reports that the
board meeting would result in the election of a president to succeed to Dr. A. H.
Giannini, this, likewise, failed to materialize. Boxoffice learns it is not likely
to take place for some time. It is understood the board is not agreed that the

“It was not even on the agenda. I suppose it will be taken up at the annual
meeting. The five owners are the ones
T~ 2 revealed the board had delegated
to decide.”
Km
UA representative at the MPPDA, relacing Harry Buckley; “this by virtue of
the position I hold here and not as a
reflection on Buckley.” Buckley will represent Silverstone whenever the latter is
out of town.
Douglas Fairbanks has a “big picture”
(Continued on page 15)
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30,000,000 QUIZ BOOKLETS ALREADY IN USE;
DRIVE BEGINNING TO REGISTER ON ALL EIGHT
New

York's Total Alone
Reaches 4,000,000;

Afternoon
Top

Reports Cheer
New

York

— Approximately

Plans

Completed

Negotiations are completed by the drive
committee and Radio and Publications
Contest Co. for the handling of the contest under the supervision of the executive committee. Contracts have been
signed.
Oscar A. Doob, chairman of the theatre
committee, has arranged for five floats on
the drive in the Coney Island Mardi Gras.
One parade has already been held and

He Does

Talking

Ed Thorgerson, who
sports commentator for
tonews hut who . supplies
comment in Trailer No.

normally is
Fox Moviethe running
6, the first

York— As

Reveal

the

“Motion

Pictures’

Greatest

Year”

swings

further

into

its

Loew’s Avenue B on the lower East Side of town reports 280 persons asked for booklets in the first hour of the opening day of the drive and that approximately 200
walked away, the booklets tucked under their arms or in their pockets.

others are planned for the upper Broadway, upper Manhattan, Queens and Brooklyn districts. One meeting of Brooklyn
theatres has already been held and another was held in the Concourse Plaza,
Bronx, Thursday, with Irving Gold, chairman of the district, presiding. Exhibitors
in Queens will get together shortly.
Theatre operators are curious to see
what public reaction takes place next week
insofar as demand for booklets is concerned. No patron receives a book unless
he or she asks for it. The speculation is
that each contestant will have two books,
one for working on the answers during the
life of the contest and the other for checking after the close of the drive.
One local exhibitor reports that, while
at a night club in New Jersey, he noticed
at an adjoining table a party pouring over
the quiz book questions and filling out
some of the answers. A similar instance
was noted by a home office executive in a
Broadway restaurant. Women are said to
be carrying the booklets in handbags and,
whenever they drop into a theatre, refer
to the pictures listed.
There is no actual count of the nuihber
of local houses participating because of
the daily change in pledges coming into
headquarters. Under the supervision of
Leo Abrams, local exchange committee
chairman, salesmen are enlisting new theatres daily. Only a few minor independent circuits are not in the drive, it is
stated.
Two Sunday radio concerts, the Major
Bowes Family Hour and Music Hall of
the Air are plugging the campaign by spot
announcements. Almost 200 stations nationally are tied in with the broadcasts.
A1 Greene, district manager of the Rugoff & Becker circuit, now has his employes
greeting patrons with “Motion Pictures’
Greatest Year.”
Loew’s this week ordered an additional
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Reports

opening month, and already as early as this, interesting sidelights which may lead
to the beginnings of a revised statistical fabric for the industry are coming to light.
Demand for the Movie Quiz booklets, for instance, to date indicate more patrons
ask for them in the afternoon than in the evening. Prom that, and if the conclusions which have been standard for years continue to hold, it might be concluded
women and kids are more interested than men. The theatre committee of the drive
also estimates that only from 10 to 20 per cent of the customers in first runs bother
to ask for the booklets while in the neighborhoods the percentage runs from 40 to
45 per cent.
Individual theatre experiences are beginning to take form as well. For instance,

qu

talking trailer for the “Motion
tures’ Greatest Year” Drive.
BQXOFFICE

Evening,

Demands

30,000,000

Movie Quiz contest booklets have been
sold to date and orders from all sections
of the nation continue to pour in for huge
consignments. Wearied as they are by
the terrific pressure under which all hands
have been working, the committee, nevertheless, is gratified over the initial responses. On the sale of the booklets, at
$5.50 a thousand to the exhibitor and free
to the public, the drive administration so
far thereby has grossed $165,000.
In the Greater New York area alone the
total number of booklets sent to theatres
has reached the 4,000,000 mark. Indicative of the response locally is the arrangement among the exchanges. Each major
company alternates sending a poster clerk
to assist Morris Gluck, local Paramount
ad sales manager, in charge of drive accessories.
Contest

Quiz Book

cent of the 25,000 books ordered by the
Roxy was distributed on the first day. The
Broadway theatre committee is planning a
"Hollywood on Broadway” celebration.
The title, incidentally, is being used on
Ed Sullivan’s column in the Daily News
while he is batting out the column here.
Business

Cooperates

The U. S. Chamber of Commerce has
pledged full support to the drive and 1,078
local organizations have been instructed
to cooperate. The West Side Association
of commerce also is supporting the move.
Mayor La Guardia has been asked to serve
as honorary chairman of a special committee comprising heads of important enterprises in this city. The committee includes Harold W. McGraw of McGraw-Hill
Publishing Co. and the borough presidents of Manhattan and Bronx, in addition to newspaper publishers and other
leading business men. At least 42 names
appear on the list.
Reports to the national theatre committee are encouraging from Houston,
Louisville, Worcester, Springfield, Kansas
City, Dayton, Indianapolis, Columbus,
Rochester, Toledo, Syracuse, New Orleans,
Bridgeport, Newark, Jersey City, Buffalo,
Albany, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Dallas,
Chicago and other key cities.
Randforce, which originally ordered
200.000 quiz booklets, has asked for another 100,000. Skouras has called for
300.000 to date. Prudential distributed
more than 125,000 and Consolidated
Amusements, one of the last circuits to
join the movement, increased its total
order to 125,000.
At the Allied of New York meeting at
Syracuse, Thursday, Max A. Cohen, president, urged every exhibitor to get behind
the drive. Allied of New Jersey members
are falling into line and numerous ITOA
stalwarts have pledged complete support.
Joseph M. Seider, chairman of the local
regional committee, reports that interest
13
(Continued on next page)

Quiz Book Demand
Tops 30 Millions

The

Big Drive

Gets the Gun

(Continued from preceding page)
is growing and while all theatre owners in
Greater New York may not come in, the
majority are for it.
Eastman Kodak is contributing 1,000,000 feet of raw stock and Dupont 600,000
feet in connection with “The World Is
Yours,” short subject now in work for
the drive. One thousand prints will be
placed in distribution.
Frank Whitbeck of M-G-M is supervising the film with Basil Wrangle of the
same studio as director. Herman Hoffman of Metro and Lou Harris of Paramount wrote the script and Eddie Selzer
of Warner did the casting. Players include Samuel Hinds, of the Universal lot;
Dorothy Petersen; Anne Shirley from
RKO; Johnny Walsh and Charles Grapewin, borrowed from M-G-M. Top players
from all studios will flash in and out of
the film.
Late in the week, the committee stated
National Screen Service had donated

In Buffalo — The
of its ushers.

Shea

launched

the “greatest

year ” push

with a street parade

$2,000.

Independents Top $250,000
Quota by $35,000
New

York — Independent

exhibitors

in

the industry drive have pledged about
$35,000 over the required $250,000 as the
campaign entered its second week. A
week ago, unaffiliated theatre owners were
shy $10,000 of the total amount. Returns
from the field show that approximately
$100,000 has been collected with checks
continuing to pour in over the weekend.
Response from small towns is better
than the drive committee expected, it is
stated. It is hoped all amounts pledged
will be in the hands of the committee in
the next few weeks.
Talker Trailer for Drive
Ready; Now in Circulation
New

York — Trailer

No. 6, which

is an-

other way of dubbing the first talking
trailer prepared for the industry drive, is
now in distribution. Because some of his
suggestions were embodied, the first print
went forward by air to Eddie Silverman
of the Essaness circuit, Chicago.
Monroe Greenthal, exploitation director
of UA, handled the task with the full cooperation of Truman H. Talley, general
manager of Fox Movietonews, and the

— One
n Chicago
IChicago
Times.

of the stunts to capture

the public's attention.

facilities of the newsreel’s plant on 10th
Ave. Ed Thorgerson, sports commentator
for the reel, delivers the running narrative, while the talent used was scouted
through the assistance of Joe Pincus of
20th Century-Fox.
Philadelphia
Swing

Behind

Truck

of the

-• s

IP

s

Independents
Drive

Philadelphia — The

film

industry’s

ex-

ploitation drive got a new lease on life
here after a slow start, when a large number of independents joined.
The greatest surprise came when David
E. Milgram, youthful head of the Affiliated
(Continued
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— Interested
In Losin Angeles
Loew’s State lobby.
books

first matinee

audience

studying
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New GN Officials

New

To Complete Setup
New

York — New Grand National continued nebulous during the week, many
conferences having been held but little
accomplished

of a definite nature.

For one,

the new company has not yet been inO
corporated and hence its officers and directors are unknown except for the general understanding that Earle W. Hammons will be president, Jack Skirball, his
executive.
aide, and Edward L. Alperson,
vice-chairman and general sales manager.
It is understood, however, that as soon as
the underwriters for Educational are set,
the New Grand National unit will be
formed.
18 From
Negotiations
not

with

Fine

Arts

Louis

Jackson

RKO Revamp Waits
On Factional Accord

in January

Financing

Yet to Go

in UA-Schulberg

Deal

Hollywood — B. P. Schulberg, former
Paramount producer, is understood to have
set a two-picture distribution deal with UA
provided he can secure financing. He is
reported negotiating with New
terests on the monetary an

New York — Various factors in the RKO
reorganization must agree on the makeup

irk in.e two

of the

pictures he plans with r
Arnold as
the star are "The u
Morgan" and
"The Brothers r>
The UA
.or one year. Meanwhile, *' ijaemmle jr.-UA negotia-

plan of emergency
learns.

On

tion -jd'x -ported to have collapsed becau ^>° ,e producer is said to have insisted
on an advance salary draw of $3,000 a
week on which the UA board, turned
thumbs down

Under the present plan, Fine Arts will
deliver a minimum of 18 features with an
option for eight more. Phil Goldstone is
slated to deliver two Renfrew westerns
and is working on a deal to produce eight
additional. There also is a deal on with
George J. Hirliman for a Sally Rand picture already completed. Hirliman is understood negotiating to produce eight and
an unnamed producer is reported working
on an arrangement to make another eight.
The feature lineup will supplement a
short subject program which may embrace
38 two-reelers and 20 singles. The shorts
will be produced by A1 Christie in New
York and in Hollywood.
Six

Releases

Ready

Some concrete developments on the new
setup are expected next week. At least six
pictures now are ready for Grand National
release.
Arrangements for financing have not
been definitely set. It is understood that
Hammons is weighing several offers in an
effort to get the best deal in securing
funds.
In the company’s lineup will be an
Anna Sten picture which was placed into
work at the studios Thursday.
The

idea of Hammons is to proceed modestly for the first year with no fanfare on
what the company plans to do in the way
of big productions.
Alperson left for the coast Friday night,
with Hammons and Skirball planning to
depart

Monday. They will confer in Hollywood on reorganization of the production setup. The sales personnel will be
built up gradually, but first in the mind
of the trio is the matter of supplying suitable product for the season already under
way.
BOXOFFICE
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77-B,

Boxoffice

Is Brief

the application of H. C. Rickaby, attorney for Atlas, proponents for the plan,

Federal

Judge Francis G. Gaffey has adjourned the reorganization hearing until
September 29, at 10:30 a. m., in Room 905
in the Federal Court Bldg. The delay
was sought because Federal Judge William

New

York trade dailies this week reported B. P. Schulberg was angling a deal
with UA. The story was new, but as long
ago as January as the reproduced yarn
from Boxoffice demonstrates above.

is not

due bac
unti late in the mon
k
th.
r
l
The hearing before Judge Caffey took
less than two minutes. There were less

were

is organized. In the interim, his attorney, Harry G. Kosch, will continue talks
with Hammons. Jackson is due to return
the latter part of October, by which time
it is expected contracts will be ready for
signing.

from

Hearing

completed before he sailed for England. Jackson is after a five-year fran-

chise for the new company’s product in
England and is willing to advance $150,000 on the deal as soon as the company

revamped company’s board of directors before the court will approve any

than eight persons in the court room
the time and no objections were made.

UA's Realignment
Now Is Complete
(Continued
well in mind
will produce
stone said.

from

for UA

page

release.

but not appear
He added that

given “authority” to say
Selznick is not negotiating

12)
The

actor

company at this time. Also that “there
has never been the slightest discussion
between B. P. Schulberg and
tive to a distribution deal.

myself”

rela-

Those attending the meeting, besides
Silverstone, were his brother Manny, Ed
Raftery, Charles Schwartz, Willard S.
McKay, Dennis O’Brien — representing the
absent owners — and James Mulvey and
Harry Muller, comptroller.
UA’s

projected “kickback” plan will become operative shortly after the first of
the year, according to Silverstone, who
made the assertion to refute reports that
Charles Chaplin is blocking the plan.
He told Boxoffice that Chaplin “favors
the idea in spirit, if not in mechanics.”
Going back to the original premise on
which the plan was evolved, Silverstone
went something like this:
“It is all very elementary. Under our
setup it is essential that producers get
their distribution for the smallest sum
possible. Likewise, they are entitled to
the largest proportionate returns possible.
They cannot afford to take the chances
that others do. For instance, if Metro
takes a beating on a particular picture
there are more than 25 or 30 others to
make up for it.
“The obvious reason for a kickback is
to encourage our producers to make more
pictures. We can handle more pictures
without increasing our operating costs.
Thus, if the profits on but one additional
picture from the world market were to increase our returns $1,500,000 and the pro(Continued

on

page

H. MacCausland, representative for Irvdy, ing Trust, trustee in the RKO reorganizawhotion, returned early this week from a
is
three-week vavacation
in New England and
cat
ion
ing before the adjourned
Canada. A few days
in
th
hearing date, the trusteese swill
outh file a six, June 30.
month report for the period ended

Bon

At the September 29 hearing, the court
will take up six points in connection with
the reorganization. They are:

in it, Silverhe has been

that David O.
with any other

18-B)

at
A.

The

Six

Points

1. Why the report of Special Master
George W. Alger, dated Nov, 17, 1937, as
affected and supplemented by the further
report of his dated July 27, 1938, and also
said last mentioned report should not be
approved

and

confirmed.

2. Why said plan as changed and modified should not then and there be proposed and considered.
3. Why the court should not determine,
for the purpose of said plan as changed
and

modified by order and for the purpose of the acceptance thereof, the division of creditors and stockholders whose
interests are affected thereby into classes
according to the nature of their respective claims and interests, as proposed in
said plan as so changed

and

modified.

4. Why the court should not find th"t
said plan as changed and modified by said
order, and the terms and conditions of the
issuance and exchange of securities provided for therein, are fair and equitable
and that the plan as so changed and
modified does not discriminate unfairly
in favor of any class of creditors or stockholders and is feasible and complies with
the relevant provisions
the bankruptcy act.

of Section

77-B

of

5. Why the court, without further notice, should not confirm the plan as
changed and modified by order, upon
finding

that the requirements of subdivision (f) of section 77-B of the bankruptcy act have been complied with.

6. Why the court should not allow fees,
compensation and/or expenses for payment, and granting
ther relief as may
premises.

such other and furbe equitable in the
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He's With Ross

$338,250 for "Alexander” at
Roxy Sets New Record There
New

York

—

Breaking

all records

for

gross and attendance at the Roxy, “Alexander’s Ragtime Band” garnered $338,250.99 in five weeks and played to 762,263
admissions. The last week’s admissions
and take ran neck and neck with the
fourth week and Irving Lesser, managing
director, states that, if not forced out by
product congestion, the picture could have
continued for another two or three weeks.
This is how it went
Gross Admission
First week
192,520
$87,489
77,237
Second week
168,088
Third week
145.588
63,645
130.057
Fourth week
55,462
126.010
Fifth week
54,417
Total
762,263
$338,250
For the first week the gross was $87,
489, admissions, 192,520; second week,
$77,237, 168,088 admissions; third week,
$63,645, 145,588 admissions; fourth week,
$55,462, 130,057 admissions; last week,
$54,417, 126,010 admissions.
The biggest day of the entire run was
the Saturday after the film opened when
34,149 persons chalked up a new admission record for the Roxy. Take for the
day was $15,947.02, the largest since 1929.
It is stated no other picture in the history of the business has drawn so many
people to one theatre. RKO begins playing it within a few days.
Darryl F. Zanuck, Tyrone Power, Don
Ameche and Irving Berlin, personalities
who

appeared

in the film or took

Alaska

an

ac-

Brooklyn (by Cable) — Visitors to the
Prospect Park Zoo are not astonished to
see Dorothy Lamour and George Raft
swimming around in the seal pool here.
It’s getting to be an old Paramount trick
and, even if the public isn’t the wiser, the
zoo keepers are — and zoo keepers talk.
Truth is Miss Lamour and Raft aren’t
really in the seal pool, but they are prominently cast in “Spawn of the North.” Now,
the average citizen might not see

any connection, it is Tom Waller’s job to
concoct a connection. And that’s why two
seal lions were imported from Hollywood
and

presented to zoo officials — on condition they bear the names of the flesh and
blood stars,
Now the connection between two seal
lions and “Spawn of the North” gets even
thinner when Gladys Swarthout becomes
involved. Miss Swarthout is known for
her ability to stand up under a fire of ripe
tomatoes. She doesn’t even own a sealskin coat and she isn’t even in “Spawn
of the North.” But Miss Swarthout happened to be in town at the same time that
Lynne Overman partly arrived with his
cargo of Hollywood amphibia. Overman
is in “Spawn of the North,” which was
just the connection Waller was looking for.
It is relatively important to note that,

16

dropped in the
tion was over.

first day

after his vaca-

Lesser points out all types of audiences
saw the film, that it was not singled out
as a women’s picture or a matinee attraction. On the Monday midnight before the
picture

opened, 425 Roxy employes attended a special screening, each permitted
to bring a guest.

First of National

Screen

Regional Fabs in Chicago
New York — First of a series of National
Screen regional sales meetings was held
at the Drake, Chicago, Thursday and Friday, with George Dembow and Charles
Casanave from the home office attending.
The second session was held Sunday at
the Brown Palace Hotel in Denver. Next
week part of the southern sales force will
gather at the Adolphus Hotel, Dallas, for
a two-day conclave. The last meeting is
slated September 19-20 at the Roosevelt,
Atlanta.
Shortly after Dembow returns to New
York, he will leave for the coast on his
annual trip.

This

appointed

accept a post elsewhere.
Hall joined the advertising department
of Lever Brothers in 1928. In 1930, he was
affiliated with the W. E. Long Advertising
Agency
in Chicago and latterly with Fredefirm.ric Blank
and Co., New York importing

Launch Bank Roll
New

although Overman started from Hollywood on the same train with the seals, he
arrived in New York two days ahead of
his companions. It seems the seals got
disgusted with their diet of canned salmon
while entering Chicago and insisted on
fish. Overman continued his journey, while a delegation from the Chicago

Society for the Advancement of Misunderstood Seals fished Lake Michigan.
When the seals, Miss Swarthout, Overman, Waller, Herb Berg, six zoo keepers
and five photographers gathered around
the Prospect Park seal pool it was only a
question of time for the stunt to gather
momentum.
The momentum was a little
slow in gathering, it seems, because the
seal named
Dorothy Lamour
simply
wouldn’t have anything to do with Miss
Swarthout. Miss Swarthout was offering
Dorothy a
very choice mackerel, but
Dorothy simply ignored her benefactor.
The cameramen were getting a little tired
of shooting blanks. Waller was getting a
little nervous about losing a lot of publicity. And Overman was getting nowhere.
And, in true Hollywood tradition, the
day was saved. George Raft — the seal —
slithered over to Miss Swarthout, lifted his
head high, made a queer, gurgling sound
and accepted the fish. “Spawn
North” was on its way.

Hall, newly

At RKO Proctor's

WEISBERG

fresh

is Donovan

national advertising manager and director of publicity for Ross Federal Service,
Inc., and Ross Federal Research Corp.,
succeeding Scott Faron who resigned to

to Brooklyn , Via Para.
By LEONARD

while

tive part in its production, visited the
theatre during the run as did the Ritz
Brothers, Mayor LaGuardia, Postmaster
General Farley, Police Commissioner
Valentine, and Sidney R. Kent, William
C. Michel and Herman Wobber. Kent saw
the picture each time he came in from
Maine during his vacation and also

of

the

York — RKO

has inaugurated

Bank

Roll

at the Proctor’s 125th St. in a reported reprisal move against Max Cohen
for reducing the admission price at the
Prospect, Bronx, five cents. In addition
to a first run double feature, the RKO
unit is giving away

$75 or more

Tuesday, Wednesday
nees and evenings.

and

Monday,

Saturday

mati-

About two weeks before Proctor’s started games, Cohen was called into a conference attended by C. .C. Moskowitz and
Marvin Schenck of Loew’s and John J.
O’Connor and Louis Goldberg of RKO and
asked to stop the money giveaway. The
independent was also brought to task for
certain policies instituted in the Belle circuit, in which he recently acquired a substantial interest.
Cohen also plays games at the Harlem
Grand five nights and matinees. This
house is close to Proctor’s. RKO’s Franklin, Empire and Loew’s Burland are in the
Prospect neighborhood.
At the meeting, Moskowitz declared the
Cohen policies were not constructive.
Cohen then is said to have told the men
he would consider a change after Labor
Day. But now that RKO has decided to
go ahead with its own plans, the independent exhibitor is expected to extend his
giveaway

policy and

BOXOFFICE

further

cut prices.
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Warner Debenture

A

Exchange Plan Hit
New

York — Opposition

to the

Warner

exchange plan offered to the holders of its
six per cent optional convertible debentures due September 1, 1939 has been organized by a protective committee representing holders of the $29,400,000 issue.
Chairman is John Nickerson and Douglas
G. Wagner is secretary.
The Warner plan would exchange the
present debentures for an equal amount of
new debentures maturing on September 1,
1948. The committee’s objection stated in
a letter to holders is as follows: “The
company should offer some substantial
benefit as an inducement for granting this
extension. On the contrary, the new debentures, instead of being more attractive
than the old, appear to be less desirable.
The stock conversion feature and the
option to take stock for interest payments
have been withdrawn.”
The committee, which is seeking authorizations to enter negotiations with the
company, believes vigorous action on its
part will compel Warner to offer more
favorable terms or to provide for payment
in full at maturity.
Acquires
New

New

York — Letters to theatre

managers

either rapping or extolling the types of
pictures shown are nothing new. But when
a patron writes in and says “the movie
world is my favorite pastime, in fact it
is my whole life” and gives a list of films
he believes the best since the cameras
started clicking, it is worth mentioning.
James McDonald, a patron at the New

York — “Forbidden

The writer goes on to give his opinion
about such stars as Marie Dressier, Ruoffice.”dolph Valentino, John Gilbert, Jean Harlow and Greta Garbo, adding:

Amsterdam, states that “Over the Hill,”
“Seventh Heaven” with Charles Farrell,

might think I am a ‘screwy’ individual, but I am not. I have been going to the movies for 20 years. Actually,
I am 27. I do remember the serials in
which Grace Cunard, Pearl White, Ruth

“All Quiet on the Western Front,” “The
Man I Killed” and “Back Street” are the

Roland, Edith Johnson and Marie Walcamp, etc., starred in long ago, about 1918.

best as far as he is concerned. "There*
are plenty of real fine pictures, but the
above mentioned have that strong, human

You can judge for yourself.”
In conclusion, he says, “You can appreciate this request for reviving the films
mentioned because of my eagerness of

appeal
he
adds.that single them out for posterity,”
At the same time, McDonald suggests
reviving “The Gay Divorcee,” “Roberta,”
“Flying Down to Rio,” “Tugboat Annie”
and “Back Street” because "I am abso-

“You

seeing
truly slackened
great pictures.
The ‘crop’ of
films have
in entertainment
in
the last two or three years, and this, of
course, explains the decrease in boxoffice
receipts.”

Vaudeville
Upswing

Territory”

has

and Stage Units on
in, Around

Van Praag Into South ,
West
New

to See

New

for Trailer-Made

York — Morton

Van

Praag,

general

sales manager of Trailer-Made, leaves next
week for Atlanta, Dallas and Los Angeles
to line up new franchise deals. He expects
to be gone several weeks. He returned recently from Washington where he has
virtually closed for distribution of the company’s trailers.
E. Schwartz, president, and Van Praag
were to be in Chicago September 15 for the
opening of John Mednikow’s office. William Bine also is opening an office in Cincinnati during the next few days. J. R.
Powers, head of Exhibitor’s Poster Ass’n,
has signed a 10-year franchise for Minnea-

New

York

— Photo

by

Cosmo-Sileo

Columbia’s current big noise, of
course, is “You Can’t Take It With
You.” Here, Jack Cohn, vice-president
of the producing company, pays a
state call on W. G. Van Schmus, managing director of the Music Hall where
the film first saw light in New York.
:: September

York — Vaudeville

and

stage

pre-

sentations are on the upswing again. Si
Fabian on Sunday inaugurated a band
policy at the Harmanus Bleecker Hall in
Albany with Duke Ellington as the initial
attraction. On Friday he opens a similar
policy at the Strand, Brooklyn. The show
has not been lined up, but will be in the
next few days.
The Brandts are now negotiating with
the stagehands’ union on adopting a
vaudeville policy in four houses, these to
be followed by at least eight others in the
circuit. If and when, the Brandts get
together with the union acts will be dated
for the Audubon, Washington Heights;
Carlton, Jamaica; Windsor, Bronx, and
Halsey, Brooklyn.

polis.
With the return of Pat Garyn from Dallas, negotiations have been resumed for
tory.taking over the franchise in that terrihis

All four houses are equipped for vaudeville. The idea, if the plan is adopted, is
to charge 25 cents admission and not tilt
current scales. One feature will be eliminated for the vaudeville.

Universal Seeking Three
Or Four Exchange Sites

Holding up the scheme is the demands
of the stagehands for a scale similar to
Broadway houses. This the Brandts refuse to concede and are asking scales commensurate with the theatre and type of
neighborhood where the acts will play.
Last month, burlesque was booked into
the Gaiety on Broadway, a Brandt unit.

New

BOXOFFICE

lutely sure they will click at the box-

Feature

been acquired by J. H. Hoffberg for domestic distribution. Gregory Ratoff heads
the cast.

He Went

Critic in the Making

York

—

Universal

will move

into

three or four new exchange buildings in
the midwest by next May. The company
is now looking around for new sites in
several cities. A survey has been made
of a number of situations and contracts
for the new one-story buildings will be
closed by the end of the year.

Hoffberg Cross-Country
To Market Foreign Films
New

Lab
New

Strike Ending

York — Negotiations

for ending

the

Local 702 strike at Du Art Laboratories are
understood to have been completed over
the weekend.

York — J. H. Hoffberg

will leave in

two weeks for a swing of the country to
study demands of foreign types of pictures in various key cities. He figures the
trip will take about six weeks by plane.
First stop is Chicago with Minneapolis
and other midwestern cities to follow.
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ABOAF, Italian head for Paramount, has sailed for home after visits
here and at the studios . . . Harry Cohn,
president of Columbia, is back at the coast
after an extensive vacation here. He spent
most of his time at Saratoga and at the
conclusion of the season there, stayed in
New York several days for "You Can't
Take It With You’’ reaction at the Music
Hall . . . Raymond Massey returned the
other day from abroad to do a Broadway
play . . . Carl Laemmle is now back home
on the coast . . . Norma Shearer returned
to Hollywood after a vacation here, during which she saw the Harvest Moon
dancers at Madison Square Garden . . .
A. C. Blumenthal will be among the passengers on the Normandie due Monday . . .
Fred

Astaire has left us for the film capital .. . Dave Nelson is a new member of

Republic’s
Arthur

sales staff in St. Louis.
Loew,

head

of foreign

activities

for Loew’s, sails on the French liner Normandie, September 25 for a visit to England and the Continent. He expects to be
gone about ten weeks. Loew returned Friday from a four-day plane trip to the
coast . . . Stanton Griffis, chairman of
Paramount’s board of directors, returns
on the same boat Monday ... A week
later, John W. Hicks jr., Paramount’s foreign chief, sails on the Cunard White Star
liner Queen Mary for a survey of the European situation . . . J . H. Seidelman, Unidue

back

versal’s director of foreign activities, is
the following day on the United

States liner Manhattan . . . Metro’s branch
manager for Puerto Rico, David Gould, is
in town for a vacation . . . Mrs. David Rose
joins her husband in England today.
Jack Goetz has left for Chicago and
after several days there heads for the coast
where he will spend about two weeks on

business . . . George Harvey has resigned
from the UA advertising department . . .
Oscar A. Doob is planning a reunion with
his brother in Wilmington over the weekend . . . Margot Grahame is back in town
with a Reno diploma . . . Antoinette
Spitzer has a new assignment. It’s plugging Mickey Mouse and other Walt Disney creations . . . Henry Frieder, who is
associated with Walter Reade in the new
Hudson theatre, was in town the other
day and believes the house will not be
ready for an October 1 opening . . . E.
M. Saunders returned Saturday from an
extensive trip through the west.
Hal Horne has gone to Hollywood for
conferences with Walt and Roy Disney
and Leo Samuels is mapping plans for a
trip to the same place shortly . . . Hal
Roach will be in town October 13. He will
be preceded by Frank Seltzer, his studio
publicity head, for the opening of “There
Goes My Heart” at the Music Hall . . .
George Skouras had a tough time trying to
get a number of film executives to attend
the opening of Hi-Li at the Hippodrome
the other night . . . Mrs. Charles L.
O'Reilly is ill as a result of a tooth extraction.
Lynn Farnol, advertising and publicity
generalissimo of UA, made short shrift of
that Chicago trip on behalf of "Algiers.”
He left one night, stayed one day and the
evening of the second day found him on
his way

back

to th^ Big

Town

. . . Bill

Rodgers will start raving about "Boys’
Town” with ever the slightest of encouragemnts. . . Joe Pincus is off yachts. He
was out on the 40-footer owned by Arthur
Gottlieb of the Du-Art Labs over the
weekend and found the going from the
region approximately off Sandy Hook to
the anchorage in the Hudson pretty rough.
“Nothing less than the lie de France
me from now on,” concluded Joe.

Mr, and Mrs,

for

Joe

Moskowitz expects to be in Hollywood about three weeks and may return
to New York via the Canal. The yen for
this seafaring existence stems to his first

zon Plaza to relatives across the bridge.
Brooklyn, to you . . . Ralph Kohn, Arthur
Gottlieb and Jack Goetz a luncheon threesome at Lindy’s . . . “Pinky” Wingart is
out of town . . . S. R. Kent is back from
Maine and vacationing.
Milt Kusell

is approximately

14 pounds

lighter since he was taken ill. He’s back
on the job at the local Paramount exchange in fine fettle again . . . Dorothy
Mackaill and Don Mersereau arm and
arming it on West 44th St. and the exstar dropping in at the Paramount stage
entrance . . . Harry Harris has purchased
the Rapf & Rudin interest in the Gotham,
which makes him 100 per cent owner
now . . . Eddie Alperson, with brief case
under his arm, says "that’s where the
brains are” in answer to a query of its contens. . . Mae Reis, Kusell’s secretary, back
from a three-week jaunt to Hollywood
where she saw more stars than in the
heavens . . . Acknowledging he is interested with Morris Kutisker in a new theatre in Brooklyn, Murray Schoen comments "we’re building a short circuit.”
Irving Dreeban of UA’s ad accessory
staff spent his two-week vacation nursing
a
sprained ankle at home . . . Sabu
decided to come over on the Aquitania
instead of the Normandie . . . Lorna Lynn,
four-year-old actress who appeared in
“The Doll’s House,” has been signed by
RKO . . . Maurice Silverstone has left the
lands.
shores

of Neponsit

for the Sherry

Nether-

Carl Krueger, former United Artists exploitation director, is now assisting Alec
Moss, Paramount advertising executive
. . . Bob Goldstein is back from Europe
. . . Meyer Lavenstein, general counsel for
Consolidated Films, is back at his desk
after an illness . . . A1 Wilkie, Paramount’s

Chit-Chat

trip abroad this summer . . . G. L. Carrington, vice-president and general manager
of Altec, is touring theatres in Philadelphia, Baltimore and way stations. With
him are John Hilliard, transmission engineer of the sound department of M-G-M,
and

F. C. Gilbert,

Altec’s chief engineer.

Lou

Irwin spent the weekend in Atlantic City . . . Joe Pincus, with a sigh,
is back in harness as play reviewer for
20th-Fox. First major event of the fall
theatre season took him to Philadelphia,
Saturday night to catch the new Olsen
and Johnson show . . . Vic Shapiro, back
from a vacation on Block Island, caught so
much

— Photo

by

Cosmo-Sileo

Sylvia Sidney and her husband, Luther Adler, as they arrived in New
York aboard the Champlain. Her next
role will be the lead in “ . . . one third
of a nation,” first feature to be made
in the east in some time. Paramount
will release.

18

sun he has voluntarily renamed himself “Uncle Tom” . . . Viola Brothers
Shore, well-known coast scenarist, is in
town visiting her daughter and son-in-law.
Ned Depinet has been ill with a nasty,
but not serious, cold . . . Irving Hoffman
is getting fat . . . Bob Goldstein is glad
he’s back on U . S. shores . . . Etta L. Klein
still a welcome visitor . . . Mrs. Lou Morris
has

transferred

her base from

the Barbi-

— Metropolitan

Photo

Master -of -Ceremonies Ed Sullivan exchanges a word or two with RKO
Radio’s Fred Astaire at the Harvest
Moon Ball held at Madison Square
Garden. Astaire was the guest of
Captain-Publisher Patterson of the
New York Daily News which sponsors
the contest.
BOXOFFICE
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respective

Ah! Sweet

Mystery

James

headquarters
FitzPatrick

afternoon were
Ansin, George

over the weekend.

was

in Canada,

near

Paul Douglas, M. Wonsell, Arthur Greenblatt, Clinton White, Arthur L. Mayer,
Leo Justin, Morris Jacks, Fred McConnell,
Lynn Farnol, Ben Washer, Harry Kosiner,
Bob Mintz, A. P. Waxman, among others.

Prince Edward Island, for ten days looking for material for an M-G-M travelogue
. . . Louis Hyman, Sol Lesser special representative, isback on the coast after three
weeks

in the big town . . . Moe J. Siegel returns to the coast Tuesday . . . L. C. Dawson, general manager for Trafalgar, Capital and Buckingham film companies in
England, arrives in London Monday cn

Everything

publicity director, spent the week at Charbot Lake, Ont., Canada . . . Manny Reiner,
who acts as a commentator at fashion
shows as a sideline, is being kept busy
with three engagements lined up for next
week . . . Yurmi Stern has a new idea
selling to showmen. It’s called “Kute
Kringle,” three inches tall, who is
in a miniature house. The thing is
with

he’s
Kris
seen
done

reducing mirrors and there is an attachment which enables one to speak to

enacted

Cohn,

shingle in the Securities Bldg, in Washington . . . Barret McCormick has been vacationing the last week . . . Louis Nizer is
due from the coast next week . . . George
J. Schaefer and Joe Vogel deny they smoke
pipes and say that picture in Boxoffice
teas taken as a gag . . . Lillian Jeffrey
takes her copy of Boxoffice home to read.
So does practically everyone else . . . Al
Sherman is looking forward to that sail
across the Atlantic the end of the month
with unbounding enthusiasm.

. . . Mike Rudin visited Joe Lee’s father,
who spent most of the summer convalescing in Spring Valley, N. Y. . . . Adam
Adams and his executive staff conferring
with Leon Netter . . . Jack Cohn slipping
quietly out of the Astor, alone . . . Max
Goldberg has some exciting plans for the
Fifth Ave. Playhouse
ber 26 of “The

premiere

on Septem-

Story of a Cheat.”

Larry Cooper, who has been doorman
and barker for the President in the Bronx,
is now manager of the New Garden,
Brooklyn, with A1 Reisch, formerly of
Cinema circuit as assistant . . . Grover C.
Parsons,

western
public, has been

James

R.

turned

and

National

is back

on the job after a two-week

coast

vacation. He says he’ll be around six to
eight weeks working on the Paramount,

Jack

Sol Gordon and Joe Clemmons of Beaumont, Tex.; L. J. Ludwig, Minneapolis;
M. J. Mullin and Sam Pinanski, Boston;
Frank Miller, Augusta, and William K.
Jenkins among the Paramount partners
here on film deals . . . Most of the executive personnel of Ross Federal Service
turned out for the farewell banquet to W.
Scott Faron, who has resigned as head of
publicity and advertising to take a similar

to be in-

post with the Glass Container Ass’n of
America . . . Jack Savage, GB art director,
is swordfishing at Montauk Point . . . Oscar
Doob and Harold B. Franklin addressed
a

group of Bronx exhibitors at a midnight drive rally at the Concourse Plaza

Hotel.

Freedman, Eddie Schnitzel-, and Harry D.
Buckley ... At the Tavern, the same

which is Leo
dezvous.

Johnny O'Connor, Freddie Meyers and
Max Fellerman among those at the Mayan,
Spitz’s usual

luncheon

ren-
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atres’ executives on a product deal . , .
Mrs. David Rose sailed during the week to
join her husband in England . . . John J.

Meyer Fine and LeRoy Kendis of Associted Theatres, Cleveland, were Broadway
visitors during the week. Product buys
were the reason for their appearance . . .
Ed Ansin, Boston exhibitor, returned home
Friday after a short business visit here . . .
Jack Sullivan, Fox West Coast film buyer,

To-wit\

Harry Cohn, Hate Spingold and outsider Jules Brulatour at 07ie table . . . Abe

Siegel, Dennis F. O’Brien, William Philips,
Paul Gulick, Harold B. Franklin, Arthur
Rapf, Mike Rudin, Joe Seider, Russell Holman, Herb Ebenstein, Toby Gruen, Alan

The-

O’Connor and Max Fellerman are back
from a quick trip to Kansas City, Chicago
and other midwest points.

at Lindy’s, where Columbia’s executive fraternity turned out in droves and

themselves. Murray's third child, due any
day, will be born in a Brooklyn hospital.
Budd Rogers with a friend. Ditto Meyer
Beck. Ditto Max Goldberg.

dustry day at Bob Christenberry’s Hunting Room at the Astor. Among those gathered at various tables for the noon hour
repast were William F. Rodgers, Charles
E. McCarthy, John W. Hicks jr., Sam Sax,
Gradwell L. Sears, Norris Wilcox, Bob
Wolff, Sam Rinzler, Harry Goetz, Moe J.

district manager for Rein town conferring with

Grainger

out

first

Moross, Max Cohn, Carl Shalit, Detroit district manager, and Clarence Hill, St. Louis
branch manager, spread thejnselves around
three tables . . . Almost lost, but noticeable,
were Lou Brandt, Arthur Schwartz and
Joe Higher, making a Brandt threesome.
Nearby, Murray and Manny Silverstone by

Russell Hardy, former special assistant
to the attorney general, has hung out his

almost

That

Montague, Abe Schneider and Louis Barbano at another table. Rube Jackter, Joe
McConville, Max Weisfeldt, Louis Astor,
Leonard Picker, Mort Wormser, Irving

American, sailed Saturday for Rio de Janeiro on the Southern Cross. Americo
Aboaf, Italian managing director, also got
away Saturday on the Rex.

Thursday

be relative.

virtually took the place over.

Kris.
Jules Levy, Si Fabian, Bob Woolf and
Bernie Kranze making a Lindy luncheon
foursome . . . Tracy Barham, Paramount
partner in Ohio, here for product deals

must

week
$119,000
for “Can’t
Take”trick
at
the Music
Hallgross
did the
trick. The

the Queen Mary after assisting Mack Littman on a number of pending deals . . .
John W. Hicks, foreign head of Paramount,
has switched his sailing to September 21
cn the Mary. J. W. Piper, Japan manager,
is on his way home and John L. Day jr„
general manager in Continental South

If you’ve ever wondered what a prominent exhibitor’s legs look like in the
almost altogether, here’s your chance.
If you can’t recognize them, try page
18-D.

Morton Van Praag, Eddie
Kraska, Clem McCarthy,

DATE
— j—
I

Messrs. John Day
A. L. Pratchett
Re: Tito Guizar

J. Rapoport
S. E. Pierpoinit

and His Mustache

You will be interested in knowing

that the final decision in connection

the problem, as to whether

Tito Guizar

ST. LOUIS

settled. Tito will have a mustache

BLUES,

According

has been

should

or should

not have

to Mr. Luraschi, tests of Tito with and without

with

a mustache

in

in the picture.

his mustache

were

shown to various girls in the studio for femiale reaction and the consensus of opinion was that Tito was more attractive with the mustache, and
that it was particularly suitable for his role in this picture.

Universal and UA deals . . . R. E. Griffith, Sol Gordon, Joe Clemmons and Ed
Rowley were scheduled to return to their
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REVIEW
FLASHES
ADVOCATE D'AMOUR (Regal) —
A light.
Huffy French comedy whose chief selling
point will be the charming Danielle Darrieux. When the pace doesn't lag there
are a number of humorous situations. Henry
Garat co-stars. Directed by Raoul Ploquin.
HOLD

THAT

COED

(20th-Fox)— While

it may

not be the best of the season's cycle of
pigskin classics, it will certainly qualify as
the screwiest and should easily earn a

Exclusive Boxoffice photo of one of the important groups which attended the
Allied one-day meeting at Syracuse. In the usual left to right order: Abe Levy,
secretary of Allied of New York; Harry H. Buxbaum, New York, 20 th-Fox
sales manager; Edward A. Golden, vice-president of Monogram; Max A. Cohen,
president of the exhibitor unit; Harry G. Kosch, attorney for the organization; and Charles Stern, eastern district manager for United Artists.

Syracuse — Allied’s plans

for furthering

theatre divorcement legislation, the proposed anti-Ascap bill for New York state
and a discussion of the government’s antiti'ust suit highlighted the one-day meeting
of Allied of New York at the Syracuse
Hotel. Prominent speakers included Max
A. Cohen, president, and Harry G. Kosch,
attorney.
Other speakers included Harry Buxbaum
of 20th-Fox; Joe Miller, Columbia; Sidney
Samson, 20th-Fox; Kenneth Robinson,
Paramount; E. K. O’Shea, M-G-M;

Charles Stern, UA; John Scully, Universal;
Edward A. Golden, Monogram. Gist of
the remarks welcomed Allied and pledged
cooperation for industry progress. Each
pointed to Cohen as an outstanding leader.
A resolution opposing film stars on
radio programs was referred to national
Allied with suggestion of concerted action
by state units.
Regional boards will be appointed in
Albany and Buffalo to function in those
territories and work with the main board
in New York.

spot on the 1938 all-American hit team.
Comedian John Barrymore drives most of
the screws, while Joan Davis and George
Murphy contribute shining performances
to aid in the hilarity. David Hempstead
produced. George Marshall directed.
RENEGADE

■yiNCENT
R. McFAUL,
president
and
general manager
of Buffalo
Theatres,
Inc., operating the Shea circuit in Buffalo, Niagara Falls and the Tonawandas,
passed the week in the Poconos, at Skytop, Pa., on one of the rare vacations he
takes from his executive post. McFaul’s
departure coincided with the return of
Robert T. Murphy, circuit booker, from his
holiday in Atlantic City and New York.
Jacob Lavene, chief barker of Buffalo
Variety and manager of the Academy Theatre, and Mrs. Lavene went to Toronto
over the holiday weekend.
“Alexander’s Ragtime Band,” in entering its fourth downtown week here, is
recorded as the first film to get so many
extensions since the days of such musicals
as “Broadway Melody” and the first “Gold
Diggers.” They ran five weeks apiece at
the Century.

"Drive" Quarters Move
New

York — The Loew’s

State Bldg, space

leased to Maxwell House Coffee, the industry drive headquarters move Monday
to the 22nd floor of the RKO Bldg., in
Rockefeller Center.

(Continued

page 15)

ducers got $1,000,000 of this sum back the
company would still be in $500,000.
“It is as simple as that and its feasibility and attractiveness is recognized by all
concerned. In fact, it is entirely a voluntary move. There is no legal means by
which it can be forced. But the mechanics
of the plan have to be worked out very
carefully, because before we can kick back
any money it is necessary that the company
not always is in a position to do this but
also has a cash reserve. That is why we
are holding off until after the first of the
year to make it operative. This is necessary because we first must determine what
our profits are for the year.”

Philly's Independents
Into Industry Adv. Drive
(Continued

from

page 14)

Theatres made an about face in his previous stand and signed on the dotted line,
enclosing a check for the seat fee.

Milgram

18-B

from

was the head of a “rebel” fac-

(RKO)— Finds

George

original, production by Bert Gilroy is firstrate and direction by David Howard keeps
things going at a rapid pace.
ROOM SERVICE (RKO)— Is the well-known
Marxian madness at its merriest in a comedy endowed with enough laughs and
gags to supply thrpe features. Motivated
with cannon ball tempo and adhering rather closely to the play from which it was
adapted, it will be a riotous hit with all
audiences. The supporting cast is fine, with
Frank Albertson and Donald MacBride
earning special mention. Pandro Berman
produced. William A. Seiter directed.
SONS

Expand Schaefer Duties
In Realignment at UA

RANGER

O'Brien, a Texas ranger, again in a topnotch western which should amply satisfy
his fans. Albeit the story is not startlingly

OF

THE

LEGION

(Para)— Resorts

to

plenty of patriotic hokum and flag-waving
in a decidedly implausible story; will
serve satisfactorily as a run-of-the-mill program feature with particular appeal to
juvenile audiences. Moppet Donald O'Connor dominates the cast with a splendid performance. Stuart Walker produced. James
Hogan

directed.

UNDER THE BIG TOP (Mono)— Suffers badly
from faltering screenplay and heavyhanded direction which a capable cast is
unable

to transcend. Marjorie Main is featured as a
hard-boiled woman
circus
owner. Picture can serve only as a programmer. Produced by William Lackey.
Directed by Karl Brown.

COMPLETE REVIEWS on the above
pictures will appear in an early issue
of BOXOFFICE.

tion opposed to the leadership of Lewen
Pizor, UMPTO president, as chairman of
the local drive committee. He declared
he joined up after he was reassured by
the New York headquarters that Pizor and
George P. Aarons, UMPTO’s secretary,
“would have nothing to do with the actual
management of the local campaign.”
Observers on Filmrow, however, believe
that Milgram, as well as his independent
followers, were forced into line because of
the demand for Quiz books.
BOXOFFICE
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THE

. I* Standard

as

AMERICAN

MOVIE

MONTH-AFTER-MONTH
ably show that the hulk
productions
X. Prime

are filmed

reason

photographic

motion
standard

check-ups
of motion
on Eastman

Super

is consistently superlative

quality. Like

the American

of excellence.

Eastman

Kodak

N. Y. (J. E. Brulatour,
tributors, Fort Lee, Chicago,

EASTMAN

Co.,

Inc., Dis-

Hollywood.)

SUPER

PANCHROMATIC

:: September

picture

picture itself, Super X is the world’s

Rochester,
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^AVE MILGRAM
for three more
16-house

Affiliated

SIGN

is reported negotiating
theatres to add to his
chain.

He

refuses

pany’s lineup of fall attractions . . . Local
Movie Quiz campaign takes off to a flying start, with Sol Sorkin telling the tale
of the youngster who earnestly clicked off
the exact count of Fred Astaire’s golf
drives at Keith’s with a pocket adding
gadget . . . Incidentally, Mark Freeland

former girl Friday for Uncle Okker Neufeld, who married a Boston medico.
night

will mark

September

24 marks

out of the big city is visiting for the national publicity campaign.

the gala open-

ing of Columbia’s moderistic exchange
and a hot time is promised to all by Harry
Weiner . . . The Variety Clubbers were in
their glory all last week entertaining the
two score beauties who were entered in
the Miss America contest being held in
Atlantic City over the weekend . . . Kay
Buckley, a pretty Frankford miss, was
chosen Miss Philadelphia and acted as
hostess. The gals were feted at a jamboree
at the Adelphia Hotel.
Chief

Barker

Jack

Beresinon’s birthday and also the opening
of the Variety fall season . . . The Dave
Greenbergs are going bassinette-shopping
again soon . . . Peter Magazu, upstate exhibitor, has purchased the Forrest Theatre, Treverton.
Film men are grinning at the fact that
Assistant City Solicitor James Francis
Ryan is prosecuting the case against the
Ritz Theatre’s Nat Abelove and Al Shrier
for the playing of Dave Barrist’s Quizo
game. Ryan is the same official who gave
the game the O. K. only a couple of months
ago. His ruling, however, was vetoed by
Mayor Wilson as being unauthorized. A
decision in this case now is pending before
Judge Gerald F. Flood and is expected
within the next few days.

With his legs on another page, this
is the rest of Sam Rinzler, recorded
for posterity in between film deals —
or maybe in the middle of one — at the
Grand Hotel, Highmount, N. Y.

"Bribe Ridiculous,"
Schenck Declares
Kansas City — Joseph M. Schenck, here
en route from New York to the coast,
denied the charge made in Hollywood that
he had paid William Bioff $100,000 to “sell
out” 12,000 members of the IATSE to the
members of the M. P. Producers’ Ass’n.
Schenck made his statement as president
of the association.
“I never gave anyone a bribe of any
kind,” he declared, in labeling the charge
a “ridiculous statement.”

Trip to Paris for Nine
Of Metro's Sales Staff
New

York — Nine

members

of the field

staff of Loew’s domestic sales department
will go to Paris, as guests of the company

Clarities German

Share

Of a French Production
New

York

—

Resentment

over

charges

that

“Avocate d’ Amour,” starring Danielle Darrieux, was made in Germany —
while it is ostensibly being presented at
his Belmont as a French production — has
caused Sherman S. Krellberg, owner of the
film, to clarify his position.
An affidavit in Krellberg’s possession,
signed by Maximilian Altman, and executed by Louis Nizer’s office, states that
Altman, a former Austrian citizen, but
now

a refugee, made the deal with Krellberg only after the latter had obtained a

written agreement from the Joint Boycott Council that the film was acceptable
and would not be placed on a boycott list.
The affidavit states that about ten per
cent of the film was made in a Berlin
studio. This was occasioned by the fact
the producer had ‘‘blocked marks” in
Germany and by renting studio space was
able to liquidate his frozen assets. Stress
is laid on the fact that no cash changed
hands

in Germany;

that as a result of Alt-

man’s deal with Krellberg no money reverts to Germany, and that everyone in
the film — director and performers — are
French.

18-D

is the unprecedented

newspaper broadside by Loew’s chieftain, Carter Barron, lauding the Lion com-

to

disclose which theatres he’s angling for as
yet . . . Harry Thomas. ex-Monogram biggie, was in town last week looking over the
Philadelphia situation . . . Also visiting the
old home town was pretty Rhea Rosoff,

Monday

of Autumn

in October, according to William F. Rodgers. Trips are prizes in the world-wide
competition held between the domestic and
international sales forces.
Americans will include District Managers
Charles E. Kessnich, Atlanta, and John
J.

Maloney, Pittsburgh; Branch Managers Burtus Bishop jr„ Charlotte; Walter
E. Banford, St. Louis; William E. Zoellner,
Oklahoma City; J. Frank Willingham,
Memphis; Maurice Saffle, Salt Lake City;
William H. Workman, Minneapolis, and
Leroy Bickel, Dallas.
Bishop and Banford will represent the
offices which they headed for a major
part of the season. Bishop was recently
transferred to Pittsburgh in the role of
branch manager and Banford to Chicago
in a similar capacity.
The Americans will meet in Paris on
October 30 with the prize winners on the
foreign force from Finland, Sweden, South
Africa, Italy, Hungary, Latvia, Holland,
Lithuania, Greece, Great Britain,
tralia and the Dutch East Indies.

Loew
Hollywood

—

Aus-

David

Mt. Vernon Open-Air master, is engineering a new ramp to care for increased
capacity after only a month tryout . . .
Ray Bell watches the horizon for signs of
the “Antoinette Marionette Moviette,” due
here for local ballyhoo . . . C. H. Olive,
managing director of the Atlas, and Owner Fred Kogod, after an opening for local
bigwigs, staged another opening for the
younger patrons . . . Chester Morris is
shortly. to headline the Earle footlight bill
slated

Columbia’s Frank Taylor, after holiday
days around town, hopped a rattler for
the biggest city and the gay ways there
for remaining leave . . . Stanley Barlup,
Palace assistant, also takes leave, visiting the Waynesboro homestead and yonder beauty spots . . . Metro’s chief, Rudy
Berger, spent Labor Day weekend at the
hometown, Moosic, Pa. . . . Betty Dempsey, Metro-ite, admits a Sparkler on the
third finger . . . Betty Feldman, also Metro
aide,

surprises

secret welding

with

man took
prominent
recent
wedding.
Roy

Knight

a

confession

of two years

has

place

been

of

a

. . . Joe Kronin his sister’s

ailing for a duet

of days . . . Mary Horner spent a sunbaked weekend down Piney Point way . . .
Walter Cersley, Uptown pilot, is celebrating a natal anniversary along with 22
years in local film circles.

Griffis Due Back Monday
From Month

Trip Abroad

New York — Stanton Griffis, chairman
of the Paramount executive committee,
returns Monday on the Normandie after
a month in Paris and London. On the
same boat are Ben Goetz, his wife and
son. Goetz is bringing with him a print
of “The Citadel.” He will leave by plane
for the coast the same day he arrives.

Columbia

Franchise

Pact

With B&K Gets Extension

Dissolves Unit
Producer

Star’s critic, Jay Carmody, took to the
air over WMAL
for a discourse on flickers and footlights . . . Steve Cochran is
darkening his Olney playshop after a short,
but successful, venture . . . Harold Gould,

Loew

leaves shortly for a long vacation following disbanding of his independent production unit with the completion of his sixth
Joe E. Brown picture.

New

York — Columbia’s franchise agreement with B&K in Chicago has been extended for an indefinite period. Abe
Montague, general sales manager, stated
upon return from the Windy City, where
he personally handled the negotiations.
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Giveaway Guaranty
"Is Not Insurance"
La Crosse, Wis. — Prosecution of Bank
Night guaranty plans will have to proceed

(Continued

under the anti-lottery laws instead of
under the insurance laws, County Court

And

Judge

might correct
"Too many

The

the essentials of insurance.
defendant,

cents,

was

which

would

for a consideration

charged

with

of 15

selling

tickets

entitle the purchaser

to the

$1,000 Bank Night fund at the Rivoli Theatre here, if his name was drawn and he
was

they

poor

ticket has no vested interest in any legitimate enterprise subject to insurance. The
is merely

conducting

a lottery

uses the Bank Night drawing to indicate the lucky name for his pay off.

“Any prosecution for the
operation would of necessity

defendant’s
have to be

brought under the anti-lottery laws, and
not under the insurance code. The complaint in the present

form

must

be

"Too

many

rubber

"Too

many

"Too

few

would

stamp

An attempt to establish a test case to determine the legality of Bank Night was
dismissed recently in Kenosha, when the
jury deadlocked. The court at that time
ordered a new trial in the action.

the

pictures
carefully

per

star.

thought
good

out

Films Have

A Big Edge in Finland
Washington — American films in Finland far outdistance their nearest competitor, according to a department of commerce report, which notes that in the first
half of the current year the Finnish film
censorship bureau reviewed 165 features
of which 92 came from Hollywood. Germany accounted for 22, France 18, while
the remaining 33 included 8 Finnish and
25 other foreign product. The report adds
that only three American films failed to
meet with the censor’s approval, all three
of them being of the “gangster” type.
::
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THERE,

pinch.

But

smarter,

be

a

material."

it seems

soft pedaling

creation

of

such

a

movies

are

to

of the

more

in

And

su-

best

enter-

tainment.' "
in Pittsburgh

Slightly hysterical, to give you
something approaching the reverse,
is Florence Fisher Parry, a writer on
the Pittsburgh "Press" who sounds
off suspiciously on an anti-New
Deal basis. Her indignation mounts
over the government's suit and the
move against compulsory block
booking:
"You can eat less bread if you have
to; there are other things to substitute

Wyler Into Production
When Contract Ends
New

York — After he completes his contract with Samuel Goldwyn, which has

a year to go, William Wyler plans to form
a producing company with his brother,
Robert, he stated on his return from a
two-month vacation abroad. According to
the plan, William Wyler will direct and
his brother will be the operating head.
Robert Wyler said he has five pictures
lined up for remakes. A major company
release will be sought.
in Europe,

William

the

cost

What

that

else

costs

so

of their produc-

Wyler

the

cost

of production

so

sky

perilous

have

than

bargained

Wonder

who

the pressure

groups

for."

told her?

me,

high-grade

my

movies?

for respite,

high that the collapse that'll follow
will have economic consequences far

pic-

(and I don't mean high-brow) product that the patron will exclaim of
his own free will:

While

American

a

raise

pictures.

perlatives, an emphasis on honest information about the various films and

dis-

missed and it is so ordered by the court.’’
Albert Von Stronstorff, engaged in similarly selling guarantees in Racine, was
fined $75 and costs recently on charges
of selling with pretense of a prize. Action
was brought against Stronstorff by state
department of agriculture and markets,
which indicated at the time that the question of legality of Bank Night guarantees
rests largely upon the question of legality
of Bank Night itself.

in
IS

tion and up goes the price of admission. And to kill block booking will

pictures.

a specific peril.’

“The present circumstances do not contain the elements of an insurance contract. The purchaser of a Bank Night

BOXOFFICE

6)
that

are —
pictures.

many

" 'The

defendant

page

faults

"Too

"Much

must be a ‘contract whereby one party
agrees to wholly or partially indemnify another for loss of damages which he may

and

the

tures with basically

court held that “all good legal authority holds that to be insurance there

suffer from

from

of

On the matter of rash promises
advertising, he says:

not present.

The

few

little? Raise

Roy V. Ahlstrom ruled here in dismissing the complaint against Banknight
Service. The court ruled that the scheme

lacked

a

said he

made tests of five possibilities for “Wuthering Heights” but would do nothing about
them until he conferred with Goldwyn on
the coast.

The New

Way

What

with Santa Anita and Inglewood padlocked for the season
the races having moved further down the Southern California

and

coast to Del Mar, a returning executive, freshly arrived from Hollywood, sums up the impressions of
his latest visit with:
"They're making

now."
races Knows
He

pictures between

Best

An

exhibitor in Northern Wisconsin recently took no chances
when he advertised a recent double bill. Read the marquees:
"Tarzan

Escapes"

"Start Cheering"

Columbia

12-Month

Is Reported
New

Net

as $183,392

York — Columbia

reports

a

net

profit of $183,392 for the 12-month period ended June 25. This compares with
earnings of $1,318,000 for the year ended
in June, 1937, which was equal to $3.26
on common
During
$1,500,000

and
the
of

$17.57 on preferred
year

the

stock.

company

its six-year

issued

4*/4 per

cent

debentures, placed privately with an insurance company. The If 38 profit includes operations in foreign territories and
of foreign subsidiaries for the 12 months
ended
board

May

28, 1938.

The

report

to the

of directors states that no examination by the accountants was made of the

Spanish subsidiary company whose net assets are carried at approximately $2,000.

New

"Fast” Film Due

Chicago — Jules Brulatour, Eastman film
distributor, told Boxoffice here en route
to New York that Eastman shortly will
announce a new “super-fast” film especially designed for night shots where
lighting is difficult and for studio work
that

requires a finer grain. He accompanied Hope Hampton, his wife, star of

Universal’s

“Road

to Reno,”

to New

Schenck,

Zanuck

Sell

Washington — Latest reports by SEC disclose that Joseph M. Schenck, chairman
of 20th Century-Fox, disposed of 19,600
common shares of the company in July
and Darryl F. Zanuck, vice-president in
charge
of production, sold 10,000 common stock.

York.

19

"ALEXANDER" AND "ANTOINETTE" TAKE CROWNS
BOSTON

(AVERAGE

Fenway — Give Me a Sailor (Para); Speed to
Burn
(20th-Fox)
Memorial — Carefree (RKO);
Smashing; the
Rackets (RKO)

210

Metropolitan — Alexander’s
Ragrtime
Band
(20th-Fox); Keep Smiling' (20th-Fox), 3d
wk

175

Orpheum — Algiers (UA); Rich
Girl (M-G-M)
Paramount — -Same as Fenway
State — Same as Orpheum

Man,

Poor
90
60
80

95
100
105
100
100
100

Hard>

80

stage

(20th3d

show,

United
held

Meets
2d wk

Artists — Marie
2d wk

Girl

(WB),

85

held

125

Antoinette

moved

Band

300

OKLAHOMA

Band

250

Antoinette — Pittsburgh.. ..230

Alexander’s

Oklahoma

Ragtime

City

Band —

225

(dual) — Boston
Ragtime

Minneapolis, New
Philadelphia

210

Band — -

Orleans,

Alexander’s

Ragtime

Brandeis — The Gladiator (Col); City Streets
(Col)
Omaha — Love Finds Andy
Hardy
(M-G-M);
Men Are Such Fools (WB), 3 days, 2d wk.;

Band —

Antoinette — Cleveland

EXTENDED

Spawn

(20th-Fox),

Hippodrome — Four’s a Crowd (WB)
Palace — Racket
Busters (WB)
State — Marie Antoinette (M-G-M)
Stillman — Rich Man, Poor Girl (M-G-M)

185

110
95
180
....105

wk.,

Los

of the North (Para);
mond in Africa (Para), 4

180

RUNS
Angeles;

5th

180

80
130
90
175
90

Alexander’s Ragtime Band, 4th wk., New
York; 3d wk., Boston; 3d wk., Chicago;
3d wk., Providence.
The Crowd Roars, 3d wk., Chicago.

Hollywood — Same
as Downtown
Pantages — Same
as Hillstreet
Paramount — Give Me a Sailor (Para),
tra three days; stage sow
State — Same
as Chinese

Band

2d wk.; plus stage show
Michigan — Spawn of fhe North
Me a Sailor (Para)

80

(20th-Fox),

‘
(Para);

120

Give

90

Palms-State — Amazing
Doctor Clitterhouse
(FN), after wk. at Michigan; Army
Girl
(Rep)
70
United Artists — Marie Antoinette (M-G-M)
....110

INDIANAPOLIS
Sailor (Para)
Ragtime
Band

Loew’s — I Am
the Law
(Col)
Lyric — Speed to Burn (20th-Fox),
show

80
(20th -Fox),

stage

(Para),

110
125

Carey’s Chickens (RKO)
Wisconsin — Alexander’s Ragtime Band
Fox) ; Army
Girl (Rep), 2d wk

250

(20thvery
Gladia-

good
90
95

stage

holdover

135
65

105
115

105

140

1-60

120
90
110
105
80
90
200
90

NEW

115

100

125

Ring (RKO)
4 days
Warner — Blind Alibi (RKO);
(RKO);
3 days

95

100
200
..100

College — Alexander’s Ragtime
Band
(20thFox) ; Malting the Headlines (Col). 2d wk. ..195
Loew-Poli — I Am
the Law
(Col); Rich Man,
Poor Girl (M-G-M)
95
Paramount — Give Me a Sailor (Para); Prison
Farm
(Para)
90
Roger Sherman — Boy Meets Girl (WB);
Mystery House
(FN)
85

ORLEANS

State — Marie
Tudor — Keep

Antoinette (M-G-M)
Smiling (20th-Fox)

Astor — Marie
roadshow

Antoinette

95
90
100
130
(20th-

200
300
90

YORK
(M-G-M),

1st

wk.

of
75
90

in

Africa
80
110

(Para),

2d

wk.

80
60
230
85
55

Blond

(’heat
65

135

Majestic — Boy Meets Girl (WB);
Penrod’s
Double Trouble (FN)
State — Marie Antoinette (M-G-M)
Strand — Spawn
of the North (Para)

80
175
130

SALT

LAKE

Finds

Andy

130

80

CITY

Capitol — Crime Ring (RKO); Speed to Burn
(20th-Fox)
Centre — Spawn of the North (Para)
Mario — Spawn of the North (Para)
Roxy — Bill Cracks Down
(Rep); Outcast,
(Para)
Studio — Love
4th wk

Center — Lord Jeff (M-G-M),
2d run
Globe — Josette (20th-Fox), 2d run
Liberty — Unfinished Symphony
(GB)
Orpheum; — I Am
the Law
(Col)
Saenger — Alexander’s Ragtime
Band
Fox)

200

Albee — Carefree (RKO); Prison Break (Univ)..
Carlton — Alexander’s Ragtime Band
(20thFox), 3d wk
Fays — Keep Smiling (20th-Fox), plus stage
show

125

HAVEN

Capitol — I Am
the Law
(Col)
Criterion — Bulldog Drummond
(Para)
Globe — The Gladiator (Col)
Paramount — Sing You Sinners

Alvin — Alexander’s Ragtime
Band
(20thFox), 3d wk
Barry— Come
On, Leathernecks
(Rep);
South Riding (UA)
Fulton — Prison Break (Univ); Young Fugitives (Univ)
Penn — Marie Antoinette (M-G-M)
Stanley — Mother Carey’s Chickens (RKO);
Bunny Berigan orchestra
Warner — I’m From the City (RKO); Crime

PROVIDENCE

(20th-

Orpheum — The
Amazing
Dr. Clitterhouse
(FN)
State — Alexander’s Ragtime Band
(20thFox)
World — Letter of Introduction (Univ), 2d wk.

NEW

100
70

100

90

Aster — Bulldog Drummond
in Africa (Para);
Passport Husband
(20th-Fox)
Century — Love Finds Andy
Hardy
(M-G-M),
2d wk

LOS ANGELES
115

110

MINNEAPOLIS

NEW

Chinese — The
Crowd
Roars
(M-G-M);
Keep
Smiling (20th-Fox)
Downtown — Shopworn Angel (M-G-M);
10th
Avenue
Kid
(Rep)
Four Star — Algiers (UA), 7th wk
Hillstreet — Better of Introduction (Univ) ;
The Gladiator (Col), 2d wk

20

ex-

Riverside — The Missing Guest (Univ), plus’
stage show
Strand — Letter of Introduction (Univ); Keep
Smiling (20th-Fox)
Warner— Little Tough
Guy
(Univ); Mother

CITY

tor (Col)
*
Newman — Give Me a Sailor (Para)
Tower — The Devil’s Party (Univ), plus
show
.
Texans

250
75

plus

Esquire — Alexander’s Ragtime
Band
Fox), holdover
Midland — I Am
the Law
(Col); The

Uptown — The

100
115

Palace — l.ove Finds Andy
Hardy
(M-G-M);
Rich Man, Poor Girl (M-G-M). 2d wk

80

Guy (Univ) ; Romance
(Mono)

KANSAS

Drum-

Earle — Keep Smiling (20th-^',ox), plus
stage show featuring Phil Harris
Fox-— Spawn
of the North (Para)
Karlton — Swiss Miss (M-G-M)
Keith’s — Boy Meets Girl (WB),
2d run
Stanley — Alexander’s Ragtime Band
(20thFox)
Stanton — Reformatory
(Col)

MILWAUKEE

DETROIT

Apollo — Give Me a
Circle — Alexander’s
2d wk

95
225

(20th2d fea-

Aldine — Algiers (UA)
Boyd — Four’s a Crowd (WB)

wk.,

Love Finds Andy
Hardy, 5th wk., Chicago; 4th wk., Salt Lake City; 3d wk., San
Francisco; 3d wk., Washington.

DENVER

Ragtime

55
105

PITTSBURGH

Aladdin — Alexander’s Ragtime
Band
(20thFox), after a wk. at the Denver
Broadway — The Crowd Roars (M-G-M);
The
Chaser (M-G-M), both after a wk
at the
Orpheum
Denham — The Texans (Para)
Denver — Letter of Introduction (Univ)
Orpheum — Marie Antoinette (M-G-M)
Paramount — Keep Smiling (20th-Fox); Passport Husband
(20th-Fox)
Rialto — The Gladiator (Col), after a wk. at
the Paramount;
Murder on Diamond
Row
(UA)

Fox — Alexander’s

300
J05

PHILADELPHIA

DALLAS
Capitol — Highway
Patrol (Col)
80
Capitol — Adventurous Blonde
(FN)
85
Majestic — Port of Seven Seas (M-G-M)
100
Melba — Mr. Chump
(WB)
85
Palace— Lord Jeff (M-G-M)
125
Tower — Alexander’s Ragtime
Band
(20th-Fox)
3d wk
135

Adams — little Tough
of the UimberlO't

Bulldog
days

Orpheum — Alexander’s Ragtime Band
Fox), 2d wk. ; Over the Wall (WB),
ture changed from last week

(M-G-M),
Algiers, 7th
San Francisco.

100
100
50

OMAHA
200

Cleveland (3rd wk) ; Denver
(2d wk) ; San Francisco (dual) ..180

80

140

CITY

Criterion — Boy Meets Girl (WB), 6 days
Liberty — Mr. Moto Takes a Chance (20th-Fox);
Keep Smiling (20th-Fox), 4 days
Liberty — Penrod’s Double Trouble (WB) ;
Mystery House (FN), 3 days
Midwest— Alexander's Ragtime Band
(20thFox)
State — Call of the Yukon
(Rep); Life Begins
With
Love (Rep)
Tower — Love Finds Andy Hardy (M-G-M).
2d wk

110

to

140

Ragtime

Ragtime

City

Orleans. .300

(2d wk) — Indianapolis
Marie

Marie

CLEVELAND
Allen — Alexander’s
3d wk

York

120

loop

State-Lake — Reformatory
(Col); It Happened
in Chicago (Chi. Times local film), plus
stage show
Roosevelt — Boy
Garrick for

Band

Antoinette — New

Alexander’s

(M-G-M),

Chicago — Alexander’s Ragtime
Band
Fox), stage show, 3d wk
Garrick — The Crowd Roars (M-G-M),
wk
(RKO),

Ragtime

(4th wk) — New
Marie

Carefree

CHICAGO

Palace — Carefree
2d wk

Top Hits of the Week
Alexander’s

Alexander’s

Broadway — Woman
Against Woman
(M-G-M).
Carolina — Spawn
of the North
(Para)
Imperial — Cowboy From Brooklyn (WB)
Imperial — Kidnapped
(20th-Fox)
State — Law
of the Underworld
(RKO)
State — The
Last Stand
(Univ)

Andy

plus stage show
Radio City Music Hall — Four Daughters (FN),
2d wk., plus stage show
Rialto — Block-Heads
(M-G-M)
Rivoli — Little Tough Guy (Univ)
Roxy — Alexander’s Ragtime Band
(20th-Fox),
4th wk. plus stage show
Strand — Boy Meets Girl (WB),
plus stage
show

55

CHARLOTTE

Apollo — Love Finds
5th loop wk

IS 100%)

Hardy

100
115
115
100

(M-G-M),

95

Utah — My Lucky Star (20th-Fox)
Victory — Alexander’s Ragtime Band
Fox), 2d wk

SAN

100
(20th100

FRANCISCO

Fox — Alexander’s Ragtime Band
(20th-Fox)
Golden Gate — Mother Carey’s Chickens
(RKO), stage show
Orpheum- -Letter of Introduction (Univ)
Paramount- Racket Busters (WB);
Rich
Man, Poor Girl (M-G-M)
St. Francis— Love Finds Andy

. . . 180
80
150
80

Hardy

(M-G-M):
Army
Girl (Rep), 3d d.t. wk....
United Artists — Algiers (UA), 5th wk
Warfield — Give Me
a
Sailor (Para);
Bulldog Drummond
in Africa (Para)

85
80
80

WASHINGTON
Capitol — Woman
Against Woman
plus stage show
(Local Revue)
Columbia — Love Finds Andy Hardy
3d downtown
wk
Earle — Give Me
a
Sailor (Para),

(M-G-M).

145

(M-G-M),
125
plus

stage show
135
Keith’s— Carefree (RKO)
160
Metropolitan — Farewell to Arms
(Para)
115
Palace — The Crowd Roars (M-G-M), 2d wk....100
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OPINIONS

■

ON

CURRENT

FEATURE

PRODUCTIONS

M-G-M (902)
98 Minutes
Rel. Sept. 10. '33
One of the most human and thoroughly entertaining
sociological documents ever to be imprisoned in celluloid,
this feature, based on the humanitarian activities of Father Edward Flanagan, portrayed by Spencer Tracy, will
dip deep into the hearts of theatre patrons of all ages and
classes and should dip comparably deep into their purses
to roll up the profitable grosses so splendid a feature merits.
Rich in sentiment, the film might easily have leaned toward
the maudlin. Commendable restraint in production and the
inspired direction of Norman Taurog, however, contrive to
avoid such contingency, and to keep the film well within
the bounds of acceptability without sacrifice of entertainment punch. Tracy and Mickey Rooney are perfect in the
van of a hand-picked cast.
Spencer Tracy, Mickey Rooney, Henry Hull, Leslie Fenton ,
Gene Reynolds, Edward Norris, Bobs Watson.

Republic (7015)
62 Minutes
Rel. Aug. 29, '38
Definitely a worthwhile addition to the current cycle of
family-style pictures, this light, homey feature should be
able to stand on its own feet at all boxoffices. Jimmy
Gleason tops a strong cast with his usual workmanlike
performances and the film augurs well for a continuation
of the series. The hilariously complicated story deals with
a wage-slave in an advertising agency who loses his job
through his wife’s radio aspirations. Borrowing money to
start his own agency, he goes broke before he is well
launched, when his wife condemns the products of all his
prospective clients via her airshow. The friction created
by these two opposing careers brings the pair into divorce
court, but they walk out on the judge when they hear
that their children are in trouble. Directed by Gus Meins.

Boys

The Higgins Family

Town

Monogram

(3810)

James Gleason, Lucille Gleason, Russell
Roberts, Paul Harvey, William Bakewell,

F

63 Minutes

Rel. Aug.

trade. Earl B. Derr’s production is a modernized version
with an amusing haunted house sequence and a couple of
crooks thrown in to substantiate suspense. Jackie Moran
and Marcia Mae Jones walk off with the acting honors
with Johnny Morris as runner up among the moppets. The
yarn has Ralph Morgan emerging from prison to find
his wife, Claire Windsor, and son, Bradley Metcalfe, set
against him. He takes his spoiled lad to the farm of his
friends and his name is cleared when children uncover the
loot. Karl Brown directed.

Paul

Jackie Moran, Marcia Mae Jones, Claire Windsor, Ralph
Morgan, Chas. D. Brown, Helen MacKellar, Johnny Morris.

I

|

Jack

Randall, Wesley Barry, Eleanor Stewart,
Brincken, Ed Cassidy, Bud Osborne.

(

)

Wm.

Charles

von

F

60 Minutes

Rel.

GB

Kohler is the hired underling of a gang intent on depriving local ranchers of water with which to sustain their
cattle, so that his boss can take over their properties.
Kohler and boss lose. Olan James directed.

; Men

of

Mason, Barbara
Edwin Maxwell.

Action

||
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Worth,

Fred

10, 1938

Esme

F

Starrett, Iris Meredith, Bob Nolan,
Dick Curtis, Art Mix.

(
)
An engaging

British

F

Pat Brady,

Western

73 Minutes
Rel. Aug. 1, '38
mystery that skilfully blends com-

called to his country’s service. The humorous situations
arise when wife wants to be near her husband whom she
tracks to the boarding house. It is all done in a diverting
style under Herbert Mason’s capable direction.
Tom Walls, Renee Saint-Cyr, George Curzon, C. V. France,
Ronald Adams.

Kohler,

Strange

F

CLASSIFICATION— A - ADULT

Mozart,

edy in a pattern slightly reminiscent of our own “Thin
Man’’ detective yarns. In this case, the hero, Tom Walls,
is His Majesty’s best Intelligence man. The culprits of the
piece are a group of international spies with headquarters
in a cozy boarding house who are getting away with the
plans of some military weapon. Comedy companion to
Walls is pert and voluble Renee Saint-Cyr. She is forced
to be alone on her wedding night as hubby Tom Walls is

Fred

Roy

George

Williams.

West of Cheyenne

photography when the camera goes indoors. The film’s
oboe note is action, and this, even when least expected, is
found lurking in every corner. Whether it be a man
hunt or a wild scramble of fists there is always considerable movement on the screen, mostly just movement.

Darro,

Welch,

Arthur

Columbia (8206)
63 Minutes
Rel. June 30, '38
Somewhat stenciled in its approach and execution, this
western nevertheless accomplishes its purpose in providing
satisfactory Saturday matinee fare. Production is good,
with a minimum of loose strings, while the necessary ingredients for abolition of range terrorism and cowboy
heroics get full play. A dependable cast backs Starrett up,
direction is good, scenic backgrounds are interesting and
three cowboy ballads ring true. There is less emphasis
on the hand-to-hand combat and endless gun-play stuff,
but not necessarily with loss to suspense. The piece builds
along realistic lines. Starrett and his boys have bought
a ranch formerly used by a gang to hide stolen cattle. The
plot revolves about who gets the ranch. The answer is
obvious. Sam Nelson directed.

All the villainy that a six-reel subject can absorb has
been packed into this one. It is a laboriously assembled
and acted programmer, with uncertain editing and poor

Frankie

Elisabeth

The Song of Freedom

F

to act tough. And something that shouldn’t be overlooked
is the charming presence of Eleanor Stewart who qualifies
easily as one of the most attractive girls playing in westerns. Randall teams up with Barry after he saves the
latter from exhaustion in the desert. Barry leads him to
the murderers after Randall becomes involved in a ranch
conspiracy. He saves Miss Stewart from being swindled by
a villainous manager. Wallace Fox directed.

Syndicate

Robeson,

Percy,

Monogram (741)
56 Minutes
Rel. Sept. 7, '38
Here is a western that rates high as entertainment. It
is a solidly constructed vehicle that bares evidence of more
intensive treatment than is usually accorded films of this
type. A happy bit of casting brings together Jack Randall,
as a cow-puncher out to avenge the death of his brother,
and Wesley Barry, as the Mexicali Kid, a youngster trying

Mexicali Kid

F

Treo Film (
)
66 Minutes
Rel.
Paul Robeson stamps his presence on this film in a
magnificent, and often times, stirring manner. In short,
that just about sums up the proceedings. It is his picture
and the final affect is one of admiration for his glorious
voice and fine acting. Also one of respect for the British
producers who had the dramatic integrity to put two colored players in the lead. It’s a simple yarn of a dock worker,
full of longing for his people, who is discovered, and skyrockets to fame. He traces his ancestry and returns to
claim his rightful place as leader of a tribe still enslaved
by primitive superstitions. At first, he is rejected but finally makes them accept him. Robeson renders four songs
by Eric Ansell worth hearing. Elisabeth Welch is good as
the wife. J. Elder Wills directed.

3, '38

With Whittier’s famous poem as inspiration, a cast of
youngsters that reflect the wholesome quality of youth.
Monogram has turned out a picture strong on juvenile
appeal and one that should prove satisfactory for family

Barefoot Boy

Gleason, Lynn
Sally Payne.

—

F - FAMILY

—

Boarders
J - JUVENILE

F
21

SUGGESTIONS

FOR

SE

LLING

AD

PICTURE

SELLING ANGLES:
"The Higgins Family"
Introduce this newest screen “family” to your
audiences along the lines by which the “Jones”
and “Hardy” series are exploited. Contact residents
of your city named Higgins and invite them free,

SELLING ANGLES:
"Boys’ Town"
Spencer Tracy and Mickey Rooney, of course, are
the dominant marquee names. Cash in on the

organizing them into a “Higgins” club. Point out
that this is the first screen “family” which is a
family in real life — composed of Lucille, Russell

juvenile authorities and women’s clubs to see the
film and then secure their comments. Recommend
that juvenile court judges send their young miscreants to see the picture as a part of their sentence. Urge teachers to send their students as a
phase of their civics and sociology courses.
CATCHLINES:

and

James Gleason. Promote “Higgins Family” endorsements of all types of household goods, planting stills with merchants.

A Little Metropolis Where the Spawn of the
Streets Are Taught Right From Wrong . . . And
Like It.

Filmdom’s Famous Family, The Gleasons, in an
Uproariously Funny, Homespun Tale of Average
America.
You'll Take Them to Your Hearts . . . The
able, Laughable Higgins Family . . . Whose
and Sorrows Might Be Yours.

As Heart-Stirring a Drama as Ever Came
of Hollywood . . . The Story of a Good Man
And a Thousand Amazing Youngsters.

LovJoys

the largest makers of children’s clothes; L. Brod,
makers of children’s blouses; and Margery Daw
hats are among the companies. Time is very
propitious since merchants are featuring that type

groups. The songs he sings are “Lonely Road,”
“Song of Freedom,” “Sleepy River,” and “Stepping
Stones.” He also sings the classic “Jericho” of
which a recording played in the lobby or over local
radio station would make a good plug. Try and
arrange for a radio program of Robeson recordings.
Call attention to the songs by Ansell which are
outstanding.

of apparel now. Get the endorsement of parentteacher groups and other organizations interested
in juvenile welfare. An elocution contest might
be staged among school children with tickets going to those who

CATCHLINES:
Treat

. . . The

Glorious

Voice

Will Thrill You

in “The

Song

of Free-

Full

dom.”
SELLING ANGLES:
“West of Cheyenne"
To the usual run of western ideas that have

“east,” “south”

Jaw Bustin’
of the Range.

Battles

Marked for Death
With Terror.

With

or “west”

Take
Tomato

by Killers in a Ranch

and

... Of

1,000 Thrills.

Enjoyment

for All.

ANGLES:

"Mexicali

Kid"

advantage of the tieup with Campbell’s
Juice; Jack Randall is seen drinking a

In publicity yarns play up fact Wesley Barry,
freckled child star of the silent days, is featured
in a Billy the Kid
would

type of role. Good

lobby display

be collection of stills from some
tures in which Barry was starred.

of the pic-

CATCHLINES:
A New Pair to Catch Your Fancy in This Thriller
. . . Jack Randall and Wesley Barry.

Rats

His Bluff Tricks Mystery Killer . . . Action
Thrills Abound in the Mexicali Kid.

Haunted

SELLING

SELLING ANGLES:
"Strange Boarders"
Plug this one in publicity and ads as the British
version of the “Thin Man” which should get effective results. The film is based on a novel by the
popular author, E. Phillips Oppenheim. Arrange
for library and book store tieups. Plant pictures of
Renee Saint-Cyr in local newspapers, as she should
be good for considerable art. Use lobby blowups of
the star.

Action

ANGLES:
scene

stills could

"Men

and

of Action"

play a prominent

part

in your lobby. Modern, large-scale construction
equipment such as pneumatic drills, trip-hammers, etc., ought to arrest attention around the
front. With the proper approach you might be able
to stage a tug-of-war between men and boys to
exploit the Frankie Darro influence. Small scale
reproductions of some of the country’s more widely
discussed dam projects would make an interesting
window display.

CATCHLINES:
His Country Called, So He
Wedding Night.
A Hilarious Escapade
International Intrigue.

“Bare-

glass of it. You should be able to arrange displays at local grocery stores featuring the product.

in them.

Cattle-Rustlin’

House

of Fun

SELLING

probably become time-honored and responsive, you
might try a few stunts off the beaten path. Even
the oldsters might buy tickets if you sponsored a
contest to guess the number of cattle shown in a
round-up scene. A fairly accurate estimate is 75.
You may be able to interest a hat merchant in
combatting the no-hat tendency among men by
getting him to display a 10-gallon hat, with proper
credits, in his window. Offer prizes to the patron
who names the greatest number of titles with the
words “north,”
CATCHLINES:

deliver best on the poem

foot Boy.”
CATCHLINES:

of Paul

A Haunted
Robeson

Out
. . .

SELLING ANGLES:
"Barefoot Boy"
Take advantage of the merchandising program
which includes tieups between various manufacturers and Marcia Mae Jones. Lorett Togs, one of

SELLING ANGLES:
“The Song of Freedom"
Publicity and ad campaign should center around
Robeson. Good thing to remember is that he was
an All-American football player when he attended
Rutgers. Tie up with music stores and music

A Rare
Robeson.

AIDS

publicity the real “Boys’ Town,” on which this
picture was based, has received by inviting judges,

CATCHLINES:

Left His Wife

Against

on His

a Background

CATCHLINES:
Daring

of

Drama

. . . Raw

of the Fittest . . . That’s

No Greater Love Hath a Man for His
. . . But He Had to Prove It to His Wife.
ARE

22

THE

YOU

USING

Country

THE

PICTURE

Adventure
“Men

They Risked Their Lives — And
— to Keep Law and Order.
GUIDE

FOR

HANDY

FILING

OF THESE

. . . Survival

of Action.”
Nearly

Lost Them

REVIEWS?
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Shott

Subject s<eviewi.

The City of Little Men
M-G-M
What

(Miniature)

at

a

quick

10 Minutes

glance

may

appear

to the cynical a plug for “Boys’ Town,”
dissolves on the screen into a stirring
tribute

of man’s

kindness

to man.

It is

a simple account of a priest’s noble idea
and the result is more effective than any
creative effort that could come out of
the studio. Some 25 years ago, Father
Flanagan started to carry out his idea of
the redemption of young boys and the
Boys’ Town near Omaha. Boys’ Town is a
testimonial to his work. Boy’s Town is a
city in itself completely operated by its
inhabitants and, more important, there is
no bar against any race, color or creed.
Producer Frank Whitbeck screened the
entire proceedings

Brave
RKO

in Boys’ Town.

Little Tailor

(Disney

Cartoon)

9 Minutes

It looks like a bigger and better Disney season if the first of the new season
cartoons is any indication. Treated in a
lavish manner with a gay flip of imagination, this one which has Mickey Mouse
as a giant killer is a scream. Mickey is
only a poor tailor in this mythical kingdom but is mistaken for a giant killer
by the citizenry. Brought before the king,
he is promised the hand of the princess,
Minnie, and bags of gold, if he vanquishes
the giant. What follows is a continuous
uproar and Mickey uses his needle to a
good advantage in capturing the giant.

Fishermen's
RKO

(Pathe

citing one. It’s really something.

Under a Gypsy

Moon

Musicals)

10 Minutes

Atmosphere in this one is effectively
maintained by telescoping acts which are
of high standard. As a result, a vibrant
rhythm and tempo marks the presentation.
J. Harold Murray, musical comedy star,
sings effectively. There is a fine bit by
a young violinist, Erna Rubenstein. Nita
Carol, soprano, joins with Murray in a
duet and also is heard in a solo rendition.
Rounding out the performers are Five Balabanows and the Song Stylists.
BOXOFFICE

::

<*4^ OF

THE

The March
RKO

WEEK

of Time
20 Minutes

(Vol. V, No. 1)

This
season

capable series of pictorial journalism, to put it mildly, starts its new
off in a
ner. The two

contrast.

One,

very auspicious mantopics are in sharp
dealing

with

the

cur-

rent Czech-German crisis, is grim and
foreboding; the other, in which Father
Divine's

“heaven"

figures,

is a

rollick-

ing record of President Roosevelt's
neighbors on the Hudson. The opening
episode is red hot for timeliness. In
addition,

it is

informative

and

ably

handled. Harlem's strangest sociological phenomena. Father Divine and his
flock, make for an absorbing subject.
The

camera

move

follows

the

flock

as

they

into their new
"heaven," purchased from an anti-New Dealer Howland Spencer. Once again the "Promised Land has become a reality to

Father

Divine's followers. Both
jects are ripe with exploitation
sibilities.

subpos-

September

10, 1938

11 Minutes

Significance attaches to this sparkling
comedy effort simply because it openly
dares to capitalize on the radio following
of Colonel Stoopnagle, corking comic with
a flare for the approach whacky. And it
is this very flavor that should have a
marked appeal to anyone looking for a
laugh.

The Colonel opens the daffy proceedings with a daffy speech and then disappears to supply the off-screen dialogue
for three original bits of business. Each
is a gem of originality. The first has to
do with a new invention to overcome inadequate telephone booths, the next is a
screameroo on a woman who has an idea
on how

to create

ing bit concerns

fish scales and
the vocalizing

leged society matron’s

the closof an

toothless

Curly
Violent Is the Word
Columbia
There

(Three-Stooges)

is another

word

al-

child.

tor
18 Minutes

for Curly

as

a

comedian and it isn’t violent. That probably goes for the comedy, too. But if your
customers

go for the

slam-bang

type

of

humor these fellows knock out, they won’t
be disappointed in this. All the violent
motions and grunts that pass for gags
are included. This time the boys are
mistaken for college professors who are
expected at an institution of higher learning. They cause considerable damage in
their customary manner until the real
profs show up.

A-Lad-In

10 M mutes

sweet music to many a fishermen’s ears.
The battle the marlin puts up is an ex-

(Nu-Atlas

€HORT

of Stuff

Astor

Paradise

Sportscope)

Here’s another sportmen’s special which
exemplifies this series. It’s a honey of a
short dealing with marlin fishing off the
island of Cat Cay in the Bahamas. After
an introductory scene which shows how the
wealthy spend their time on the island,
the thrills commence. There are some
grand shots of marlin fishing. When that
reels gives out after a strike, it will be

RKO

The Cavalcade

Vitaphone

Trapped
Vitaphone

(True

Manufactured

A right
Schlesinger

Underground
Adventures)
along

the

10 Minutes

same

lines of

Floyd Gibbons’ realistic adventure stories.
It builds to a climax not shown but explained by Gibbons, who awards the author with a $250 check. If your audiences
go in for this type of stuff, okay. If not
forget it. The acting is amateurish, but
Gibbons’ narration
somewhat.

helps to overcome

Community
Columbia

(No.

that

Sing

11)

10 Minutes

A dandy little short that is bound to get
the audience yodeling. Popular songs of
the Gay Nineties are selected by Gene
Morgan. They include such ditties as
“While Strolling
“In the Shade
“Cuddle Up a
Threads Among
Oldsmobile” and

Thru’ the Park One Day,”
of the Old Apple Tree,”
Little Closer,” “Silver
the Gold,” “In My Merry
“After the Ball.”

(Merrie

Bagdad
Melody )

smart number
series of Merrie

7 Minutes

in the Leon
Melodies with

a voice simulating Joe Penner’s dubbed in.
It is amusing and carries a punch with
Technicolor tinting beautifully done. This
one has a lad in Bagdad winning Aladdin’s
lamp in a slot machine after the villain
has missed his chance. The lamp is “lifted” by the villain when the lad goes to
compete for the girl’s hand and how
youngster outsmarts his rival makes
an amusing bit of entertainment.

Demons
Columbia

(New

the
for

ot the Deep
World

of Sports)

9 Minutes

A novelty sports one-reeler that should
appeal to fishermen. There are a number
of exciting clips of deep sea fishing. The
short starts off with fishermen casting for
sturgeon. Next, is a scene showing the
rescue of a man who has fallen overboard
and is menaced by sharks. Highlight is
the tussle two men have with a shark
23
whom they have harpooned.
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Price Hike Clicks
For Manager's Aide

Kansas City — In the recent Fox Midwest “assistant managers’ week,” during
which the assistant managers of the various theatres took over and operated, Harry
Biederman, assistant manager of the Isis
in Kansas City, had a very successful
week.
On August 20 Biederman booked in
RKO’s “Having Wonderful Time” and
Paramount’s “Tropic Holiday,” and played
it five days at 30 cents, a five cent admission increase. The week was climaxed
by a midnight stage show August 26, for
which the admission again was 30 cents.
Among the promotions worked out by
Biederman were special lobby displays, a
tieup with WHB in connection with the
Friday evening film and stage program,
a free RCA Victor radio given Thursday
evening, tieup with Central West Tea Co.
on English Tavern lemonized iced tea,
which was served to patrons all week, a

lONETTE

New York — M-G-M invested $35,000 in
this sleek looking, streamlined, air-conditioned truck — 34 feet of it — carrying to
a projected 10,000-city itinerary a sevenscene eye and ear show calculated to
make the most naive eyes and ears perk.
The present show is devoted entirely to
“Marie Antoinette.” A crew of seven put
near-life into 32-inch marionettes, the
largest ever manipulated.
The figures are likenesses of the characters in the film. Each movement dovetails with a voice synchronization coming
from a record in the mechanized turret
of the truck. The record contains the original voices of the characters depicted,

the theatre others are repeated wherever
there are passersby. This operation will
continue until about November 1, allowing
ample time for the moviette to build up
advance interest in the smaller situations.
Shortly thereafter it is planned to reduce
the number of “Antoinette” scenes and
present others from “Sweethearts” and
“The Great Waltz.” The same procedure
in showing outstanding scenes will be pursued until some 10,000 cities and towns
have had a chance to see them.
For September alone, 30 cities, mostly
in the east, will get a glimpse of the
moviette. These include Altoona, Pa.,

those cities where “Antoinette” bookings
have been made. After a show in front of

Baltimore, Washington, Richmond, Norfolk, Harrisburg, Reading, Philadelphia,
Wilmington, Allentown, Easton, Bridgeport, New Haven, Waterbury, Hartford,
Worcester, Springfield, Albany, Oswego,
Portland, and in Ohio, Ravenna, Medina,
Wooster, Mt. Vernon, Delaware, Bucyrus
and Van Wert.

Loew's

the most of this drink were given ducats.
In advance of film, Caldwell had Damon

these having been pulled from the film’s
sound track. The show lasts about half an
hour. It is put on as many as seven
times a day in the same city.
At present it is being concentrated in

in Toledo

" Algiers

"

Heavy

Gives
Buildup

Toledo — UA’s “Algiers” bowed in at the
Loew’s Valentine on the heels of an extensive buildup planned and executed by
Manager Wally Caldwell. The campaign
included all the necessary angles plus
a generous allotment of newspaper breaks.
A special drink called the “Algiers Dust
Storm” was sponsored at the bar of a
leading restaurant. Waitresses who sold

24

Runyon’s syndicated column review blown
up and placed under a baby spot in foyer.
It was moved to front of the theatre during the run.
Algiers soda streamers were distributed
by a wholesale ice cream company to all
stores. Trucks of various concerns carried one-sheet posters with bull dates while
20-inch gummed streamers were placed on
both side windows of entire fleet of 150
taxicabs.

street ballyhoo by ushers on “Holiday”
and “Wonderful Time.”
Biederman also secured a tieup with
Greyhound Lines whereby the latter loaned
the theatre a bus Saturday for use in
ballyhooing the two big pictures. The bus
was equipped with PA system and banners,
and it was used Saturday afternoon for
transporting orphans to the theatre to see
a free movie.
WHB plugged the stage show and Friday picture three times a day. Stage show
was excellent, the WHB edition of Vine
Street Varieties, the show developed by
Sam Naster on the stage of the Lincoln
and heard over WHB from the Lincoln
stage every Saturday afternoon.

Gift Lobby

How

Display

Harry Biederman, assistant manager of the Isis in Kansas City,

set the lobby "stage” for an RCAVictor radio giveaway. The "Snow
White” motif was for effect only; the
house played “ Having Wonderful
Time” and "Tropic Holiday" on a
jitney price hike.
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Selling Seat*

were carrying no special film art of any
nature. Today a regular six-column art
layout on current attractions livens up the

Tires He Got

Springfield newspapers “movie” pages and
the four special page layouts which appeared Sundays during August are in
addition to this regular art treatment.

Manager Hosts Scouts of
Ten Eastern Texas Towns
Overton,

Tex. — Boy

Scouts

and

the Overton Theatre to see “Tex Rides
With the Boy Scouts.” Troops were invited from Carlisle, Joinerville, Wright
City, Arp, Troup, New London, Leverett
Chapel,
Kilgore, Gladewater, and Overton.

San

Diego,

Cal. — When

G. P. Finsk

of

plus Finsk. “This idea will work for any
theatre,” says the showman, “and it created more talk than anything I ever put
on.”

I

Newspaper Aid
For Industry Drive
Springfield,

Ohio — A

newspaper

The page layouts were made up from
stills on the outstanding new releases from
all film companies, with each photo carrying identifying cut-lines.
The Springfield newspapers found the
reading public unusually interested in
this special art on forthcoming pictures
as publicity already had been given
the $250,000 cash prize contest in the
Springfield area.
Three years ago these Ohio newspapers
:: September

10, 1938

a dance scene from “Carefree,” have been
mailed by RKO to every account in the
country. Exhibitors are taking advantage
of cover and accompanying article in the
dance, the “Yam,” for lobby displays.

•

Things are picking up for theatre managers. Victor Meyers, of the Orpheum, New
Orleans, is the proud recipient of a $100
check from Nate Blumberg, Universal
president, in recognition of his campaign
for the; world premiere of “Little Tough
Guy.” In a letter, Blumberg stated his
company hopes from time to time to recognize voluntarily a great campaign.
9

Marking the first time stills have been
transmitted by radio overseas for purpose
of study by foreign buyers or representatives of American distributors, film executives in Buenos Aires and London witnessed radio facsimiles of drawings from
Walt Disney’s “Ferdinand

•

at Air Races

Help " Men With Wings"
Cleveland — Paramount took advantage
of the National Air Races here to arrange
a number of tieup stunts for “Men With
Wings.” Edward Churchill, publicity executive, came on from the coast to handle
details.
Two planes represented Paramount at
the races. Paul Mantz flew his Lockheed
Orion called “Men With Wings” in the
Bendix event while Tex Rankin stunted
all over the place in his Manasco-powered Great Lake biplane, also called “Men
With Wings.” Rankin is now giving exhibitions in a number of cities.

the Bull.”

Taking advantage of the interest in international flights and the general airmindedness of the country, Leon J. Bamberger, RKO sales promotion manager, is
notifying all aviation clubs and organizations, including the chapters of the National Aeronautical Ass’n of the release of
“Sky Giant.”
Norma

Shearer

receives

some

nice

breaks for her role in M-G-M’s “Marie
Antoinette” in the August issue of Good
Housekeeping and Pictorial Review. In the
latter periodical, the famous fashion designer, Hattie Carnegie, is the author.

tieup

has been effected by Kroger Babb, publicist for Chakeres- Warner Theatres here,
as a pre-opening campaign bombshell for
the “Motion Pictures’ Greatest Year” drive.
Babb put the cards on the table with
the general manager and editor of the
Springfield News-Sun, one of the most
conservative newspapers in the country,
and came out with four full pages of newspaper art which appeared as a page
each Sunday during the month of August.

BOXOFFICE

The party, with flags and banners, started with a parade at 10 a. m., behind the
Overton Mustang Band. In front of the
theatre the fire department gave a demonstration and lecture on first aid and
respiration. Several of the troops performed on the stage, and a trained dog act
was presented. The Overton is operated
by Ted Lewis, of Texarkana.

Tieups

0OPIES
Life magazine’s
coverRogers
devoted
to Fredof Astaire
and Ginger
in

Camp-

fire Girls over a wide area in east Texas
were invited by Manager Buck Baskin of

the New Metro Theatre here put on a
Junk Tire Matinee he really started something. For one thing, he got 488 tires (accompanied by 488 children). For another,
he sold the tires for $29.77. At the top,
the tires, and Finsk. Below, the children,

NUGGETS

Dollar-Saving

Front

in San

Antonio

Created and designed by Morrison Tubbs, Sail Antonio’s Empire Theatre artist
and chief -of -staff, the economical front above on Universal’s “The Devil’s
Party” is typical of those used by Manager Maurice Gleaves.
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SELLS

& 'Leatinq -fjouie
•

Be

TODAY— But They’ll
at these prices. Just

a few items from our bargain section. Projection lenses, Series 1, $5.95. Exciter
fresh stock, 29c each. Used Amplifiers, $19.50 up. Used Soundheads, $15
up. Optical porthole glass, sq. in. 6c.
Handsome, sturdy metal exit signs, 39c.

yours

I0y4" Reflector Conversion Kits for Peerless or Strong, all parts, only $14.95. S.O.S.
Ave., New

York.

9-10

with

THEATRES

a year’s subscription

office — only

$2.00

a

year

(52

to Box-

issues)

. Pro-

vides for all bookkeeping details of booking, dating, advertising and exploiting
pictures. Also contains space for the filing of Boxoffice reviews on every picture
released. Order your copy today. Write
Subscription Department, Boxoffice, 4704
East Ninth St., Kansas City, Mo.

about

THEATRES — Two

96-page buying guide. S.O.S., 636-Eleventh
Ave., New York.
9-10

St., Boston. 10-15

Do
—TO
—TO

POSITIONS

WANTED

OPERATOR-ARTIST.
Talladega,

P. O.

Box

Ala.

Box

173, Canton,

Tex.

HERE

IS

YOUR

FILMS

FOR

SALE

356,

Phelps,

Wis.

io-l

9-10

CHAIRS

A BACK

SEAT

because

of

636-Eleventh

CLEARING

Kindly insert the following ad
HOUSE" section, running through ALL

TAKE

933 N. H. St., Lawrence,

Kas.

Want?

SELL YOUR THEATRE
BUY A THEATRE

BOXOFFICE,
4704 East Ninth St.,
Kansas City, Mo.

WHY

PROJECTIONIST — Five years Simplex,
RCA; reliable. Address G. B. Brewster,

You

HANDY

9-3

poor seats? We have 17,000 really swell
American Seating, Ideal, Irwin, other famous makes — biggest variety veneer and
upholstered at 75c up. Get List 15P. S.O.S.

THEATRES

York.

9-10

WANTED

J.
or
more good
9-10
BUY OR LEASE
one
Stock,
southern theatres. Harry
Seaside
Park, N.

BLANK

10c a word
4 insertions

$3,000 as down

payment or buy. Write complete details
first letter. B-1020, Boxoffice, 4704 East
9th St., Kansas

ORDER”

(Send Order)
Cash
With

Ave., New

deal if possibilities. Have

HOUSE

“AD

9-3

EXPERIENCED
SHOWMAN
will buy,
lease or rent theatre. Will consider any

you want — it will pay you to advertise your needs in

THE

700near
Lis9-10

TERRITORIAL
RIGHTS on latest alltalking Finnish film for sale. Brand new
prints. East and west still open. Film is
dynamite in Finnish-populated sections.
Write or wire Bio Kuva Film Distributors,

—A JOB. A POSITION OPEN
—TO BUY OR SELL EQUIPMENT
—MISCELLANEOUS ARTICLES
Whatever

Ohio,

PROJECTIONIST — 12 years experience;
sober, reliable, appreciate decent job. P. O.

ARTIFICIAL LEATHER
MOLESKIN—
81c per yd.; Sateen 60c yd. Six seats
from two yards. Samples on request.

What

Toledo,

HUNDRED
capacity, big rural territory. Frank Kucera, Tribune, Kas. 9-3

THEATRE

RECOVERING

116 Merrimac

near

THEATRE
DOING
profitable business
at Farmington, W. Va.; population 2,500.
Box 215, Wellsville, Ohio.
9-10

RCA equipment — and Sloane’s “Motion Picture Projection.” Rush your 9-10
order. S.O.S. 636-Eleventh Ave., New York.

theatre at prices that can’t be beat. Postcard will reserve your copy of this huge

Commercialeather,

FOR SALE

WE’RE SEEING DOUBLE— So for only
$1.29 you get RCA Handbook — Tells all

EQUIPMENT

COMING
SOON!
A REAL “BLESSED
EVENT”
for Exhibitors. New
S.O.S.
“Boothside Companion,” greatest theatre
equipment catalog in industry is on the
press — shows everything for the modern

SEAT

SERVICES

350-550 seats; three near Buffalo,
650-900 seats; Kansas, 900 seats;
Jamestown, 350 seats. McIntyre, 312
bon, Buffalo, N. Y.

SIX

NEW

THEATRES.

$1.00. Display Rates on Request

FREE COPY of the Picture Guide combined with the Date and Record Book is

Lamps,

636-Eleventh

EQUIPMENT,

BOOKS

EQUIPMENT

THEY'RE HERE
Gone Tomorrow

BUYS

Minimum

Classified Ads 10c Per Word, Payable in Advance.

GENERAL

AND

THEATRES

City, Mo.
in

New

9-17

England,

large,

small, open or closed, any condition; state
all. E. Perkins, 943 Broad St., Providence,
R. I.

10-1

at price oi 3
times in your “CLEARING
eight sectional editions of BOXOFFICE:

(Don't forget to count words in name and address that is to appear in the ad).
Blind ads — 10c extra to cover cost of postage.

DUPLICATING

MACHINES

HAND
OPERATED
DUPLICATORS.
Print handbills, notices, etc., 3V2X5V2
inches, in one or more
operation. Matter may

colors in a single
be typewritten or

hand

drawn. Only $2.45 postpaid. Arnold Shanberg, 4001 Benton Blvd., Kansas
City, Mo.
tf
•

Address copy to BOXOFFICE,
4704 E. Ninth St., Kansas City,
Forms
close Monday
noon preceding- publication date.

Mo.
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SWG SUBMITS BARGAINING CODE FOR APPROVAL
Election of Officers and Vote
On Amendment
With two important matters to be
acted upon at its general membership
meeting called for September 18, and with
its long-delayed arbitration with producers
set to get underway now that a third
member of the arbitration committee has
been selected, the Screen Actors Guild
began budgeting its time for a busy month.
In addition to electing a slate of officers
and a new board of directors at its mass
meeting, the SAG membership will also
vote on a proposed amendment to the
Guild by-laws by which actor-agent relationships will be materially altered to the
Thespics’ advantage. The election itself
will provide more excitement than was anticipated, as a last-minute slate headed
by Melvyn Douglas, running for president,
was entered to compete with the candidates selected by the official nominating
committee.
The proposed amendment affecting
agent-client affairs calls for a material
curtailment in the present four-month
“cancellation clause” by which Thespics
may void their managerial contracts only
should their agents fail to find work for
them within that time.
That such an amendment would receive
little opposition from members of the
Artists Managers Guild, comprising a number of top-bracket agencies here, was indicated when a spokesman for M. C. Levee,
president of the AMG, asserted that the
organization had made no plans for combating it.
The SAG-producer arbitration machinery is expected to be set in motion early
this week, the American Arbitration Ass’n
having named Charles Baird, a non-industry businessman, to sit in with Murray
Kinnell, representing the SAG, and B. B.
Kahane, designated as the producers’ representative, in an endeavor to break the
deadlock which was created during the
recent Guild-producer conferences anent
M-G-M Signs Russell
Gilbert Russell, English singer and actor,
has been signed by Metro.
BOXOFFICE
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H

Set by SAG

Eleven Major Studios
Attend Conference
On Pact

to

A masterly exhibition of shadow-boxing
by the Screen Writers Guild and the producers. resulting in the scheduling of a

Schenck
Charge

Terms

"Bribe"

"Ridiculous"

Chicago — Joseph M. Schenck, president of the Ass'n of Motion Picture
Producers and chairman of the board
of 20th Century-Fox, denounced as
"ridiculous" a charge that he had paid
William Bioff, erstwhile aide to George
Browne of IATSE, $100,000 to "sell out"
12,000 studio workers. The charge was
filed with the national labor relations
board in Hollywood by Jeff Kibre, chairman of a technicians committee. Kibre
alleged Schenck paid the money to
prevent studio workers from organizing for collective bargaining under the
Wagner act.

changes in the Guild shop contract for
the coming year. After conferring Tuesday night, attorneys for the major studios
notified the Guild that it was willing to
meet SAG representatives and launch the
arbitration procedure.
Coming as a complete surprise to Guild
officials was the filing of a competitive
slate of officers and board of directors to
vie with the candidates already selected by
the SAG nominating committee. It will
be the first contested balloting in the
Guild’s history. Running with Douglas on
the independent ticket are Irving Pichel,
opposing Paul Harvey as recording secretary; and J. Edward Bromberg, Robert
Gleckler, Maurice Murphy and Dorothy
Peterson for the board of directors. Douglas opposes Ralph Morgan for the chief
office. Assured of election on the Guild
slate, however, are James Cagney, Joan
Crawford and Edward Arnold as vicepresidents, and Porter Hall as treasurer,
the independent ballot offering no opposition for those offices.
Keaton

Joins Wurtzel

Staff

Buster Keaton has joined Sol Wurtzel’s
production staff at 20th Century-Fox.

meeting Monday at which the SWG’s bargaining code will be submitted, vied with
the apparently interminable National Labor Relations board hearing anent the
Screen Directors Guild’s recognitional battle to hold the spotlight of Guild activity
during the week.
Led by Paramount, 11 major studios
have signified their acceptance of the
SWG’s request for a conference to discuss the working out of a bargaining pact
for the writers’ union, which has been
certified by the NLRB as sole bargaining
agent for film scriveners. Each studio,
however, made clear its stand that attendance at such a conference will not necessarily signify that it recognizes the NLRB’s
jurisdiction — a jurisdiction which producers have consistently questioned
throughout the months-old SWG dispute.
The SWG countered by announcing it
would reserve the right to interpret the
producers’ acceptance of the bargaining
invitation as an admittance that the
thority.
producers are recognizing the NLRB’s auRepresentatives of Paramount, Metro,
RKO Radio, Samuel Goldwyn, Columbia,
Republic, Warners, 20th Century-Fox
Universal, Selznick International and Hal
Roach will meet with an SWG committee
comprising Lillian Heilman, Tristram Tupper, Anthony Veiller, Charles Brackett,
Sheridan Gibney, Don Stewart and Leonard Janofsky, Guild counsel.
Meantime the SWG membership, by a
majority vote, approved an amendment
to the bargaining code by which a minimum wage clause will be inserted. This
decision was reached after the executive
board, meeting Tuesday night, tallied ballots. anent the question, which had been
mailed out last week to Guild members.
Still to be decided upon is the minimum
wage figure and the qualifications necessary for receiving the minimum scale.
The SDG-producer hearing before Trial
Examiner William R. Ringer continued
(Continued on page 34)
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HOLIDAY WEEKEND CUTS INTO PRODUCTIONS
Sound

Stages Hold 39 Pictures in Work;

Confidence
Augurs

Nine Slated
Hampered by the short working period
caused by the long Labor Day holiday, the
film capital’s production index wavered
noticeably as the week opened, 39 pictures
being on the sound stages as compared
with the 43-picture opening pace of last
week. Scheduling of nine films to go into
work, however, promised an upturn for
the latter part of the week.
Still at the

top

was

Warner,

starting

"Women in the Wind,” with Kay Francis,
to maintain the eight-picture speed it established last week. To go before the cameras within ten days are "Student Nurse,”
"Crime Is a Racket” and “Juarez,” with
“The Desert Song,” “Oklahoma Kid” and
“Dark Victory” following later in the
month. Sharing the honors as Hollywood’s busiest film plant was Paramount,
which gunned "King of Chinatown,” aft:r
several postponements, and “Tom Sawyer,
Detective,” at the same time winding up
“Zaza,” the Claudette Colbert starrer, and
“Illegal Traffic.” To be gunned shortly
are Cecil B. DeMille’s “Union Pacific,” the
Bob Burns starrer, “I’m From Mizzouri,”
“Criminals in Hiding” and Gladys Swarthout in “Ambush.”
M-G-M

sent “Out

West

With

the Har-

dys” into production, keeping even with
the six-picture index registered last week,

of Independents
Well for Big Season

Apparently determined to maintain the
stable basis which present activity indicates they will enjoy in 1938-39, Hollywood’s independent film-makers went into
action along various fronts during the week,
at the same time promising additional and
continued camera work for early fall.
As a concrete expression of faith in the
revived independent market, furthermore,
Talisman Studios, offering rental space to
independents, has installed nearly $10,000
worth of new sound equipment to take care
of the expected upturn in production.
New re-recorders, mixing panels and a new
sound room have been purchased.
Set to get into action this week after
several delays was John Speaks’ Colonial
Pictures, which has “Little Orphan Annie,
Detective,” on the fire for Columbia release. The picture is to be filmed on the
Selznick International lot.
With his first, “Lightning Carson Rides
Again,” nearing completion, Sam Katzman
has announced the titles of seven more
westerns, all starring Tim McCoy, to be
made by his Victory Pictures for the new
season.

Nat Saland’s Mercury Film Laboratories, of New York, will do the printing and processing, and Katzman has set
distribution deals in such key cities as
Atlanta, Boston, Chicago, Milwaukee, St.

and planned September 15 starts for “Tire
Wizard of Oz” and "The Ice Follies.”
Running neck-and-neck, each with
in the works, were 20th Century-Fox

five
and

RKO
Radio. Darryl Zanuck’s Westwood
plant gunned "Kentucky,” a Technicolor
special featuring Richard Greene and Arleen Whelan, and “Arizona Wildcat,” a
Jane Withers comedy. The RKO
Radio
film

factory, launching

an

ambitious

au-

tumn spurt, was to start “Picardy Max,”
a Cliff Reid production, gaining one over
the four-picture speed it established last
week. “Picardy Max” is the forerunner
of a boom which will see “Shadow .Valley,”
“Pacific Liner,” “Law West of Tombstone,”
“Love Match,” “Sorority House,” “The
Castles,” “Miss X,” “Memory of Love,”
“Little Orvie” and others rushed into work
during September.
Sol Lesser’s Principal Pictures, which
releases its Bobby Breen and “Peck’s Bad
Boy” features through RKO Radio, is also
due for an early autumn boom. Currently shooting “Peck’s Bad Boy With the
Circus,” Lesser, in partnership with Jed
Buell, is preparing the second all-midget
western, “Valley of the Midgets” for filming late in the month; has scripters working on “The Silver Skates,” in which 5year-old Irene Dare will be starred, and
two

more

“Peck’s

Finishing

up

for the week,
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Bad

Boy”

one, and
Columbia

features.

listing no
had

but two

starts
pic-

tures

on

its sound

stages.

Lined

up

are

"Blondie,” as yet uncast; “That Woman’s
Here Again;” “Revolt in the Sahara,” and
another Buck Jones western, to be produced by Coronet for Columbia release.
Republic also had a pair in the works, one
of them a new start, “I Stand Accused.”
Dropping to a low mark, Universal had
but three pictures in production, despite
the launching of "Exposed” early in the
week, as a trio of pictures went into the

Louis, Indianapolis, Dallas, Oklahoma,
Denver, Detroit, New York, Pittsburgh,
Cincinnati, Philadelphia and Washington,
D. C„ with independent exchanges in each
locality. Picture titles are: “Singing Six
Guns,” “Outlaws’ Paradise,” “Phantom
Guns,” “Texas Wildcats,” “Pecos Troublemakers,” “Return of the Terror” and
"The Fighting Renegade.”
Apparently abandoning previous plans,
under which he announced the filming of
“Topsy,”

Lou Rantz has disclosed his intentions to produce a series of eight westerns, for which no release has been set.

Also promising to get into action is
Standard Pictures, which holds the screen
rights to a series of “family” stories and
has signed Evelyn Venable for the lead
in the

first. Among

the

larger-scale

in-

dependents, Sol Lesser’s Principal Pictures
has an imposing fall schedule, including
two all-midget western burlesques, to be
produced in partnership with Jed Buell,
an ice-skating feature starring Irene Dare,
child skating champion, and, for RKO
Radio release, a number of “Peck’s
Boy” and Bobby Breen vehicles.

Bad

Due to roll next week is Coronet’s final
Buck Jones western for Columbia release,
winding up the cowboy actor’s contract
with the company after a stormy career.

Russell Birdwell Slated
For Talk at Authors Club
Continuing
public

Club

his sallies into the field of

speaking, Russell Birdwell, publicity-advertising director for Selznick International, was to appear before the Authors
on

Wednesday

with

another

sage anent the industry’s current
methods for curing them.
After laying down

a barrage

mes-

ills and

against

the

cutting rooms. Such films as “Black
Fleet,” “The Sun Never Sets,” “You Can’t
Cheat an Honest Man,” “Strange Faces”
and “West Side Miracle,” geared for Sep-

film

capital’s lethargy in absorbing attacks from every point, in a previous
speech before the Advertising Club of Los

however. tember starts, will lift the studio’s index,

Hollywood

With Samuel Goldwyn’s “The Lady and
the Cowboy” nearing completion, the
United Artists production scene showed
four films in work — Hal Roach shooting

Jon Hall to Korda

Angeles,

Birdwell’s
a Glass

topic was

to be “Has

Jaw?”

lor

" Thiel of Bagdad " Role

“Topper

Samuel Goldwyn has loaned Jon Hall to
Alexander Korda for the title role in the

and

latter’s remake

Takes a Trip,” Selznick International filming “Made for Each Other”
Walter Wanger well along with

“Trade Winds.” Goldwyn’s next will be
“Tire Last Frontier,” while another UA
producer, Edward Small, plans to start
"The Duke of West Point,” featuring Louis
Hayward, next week, shooting at General
Service studios. He occupies the quarters
formerly held down
Major Pictures.

by Emanuel

Cohen’s

of “The

Thief

of Bagdad,”

the actor to leave for London and Korda’s
Denham Studios October 1. Sabu, Korda’s
“Elephant Boy,” will be co-starred, the picture to be filmed in Technicolor, with
Natalie M. Kalmus supervising the color
work.
Goldwyn recently loaned Sigrid Gurie to
Korda

to appear

in “Burmese
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THE

I.v Standard as
AMERICAN
MOVIE

MONTH-AFTER-MONTH
ably show that the hulk
productions
X. Prime

are filmed

reason

photographic
motion
standard

check-ups
of motion

invaripicture

on Eastman

Super

is consistently superlative

quality. Like

the American

picture itself, Super X is the world’s
of excellence.

Rochester,

Eastman

Kodak

N. Y. (J. E. Brulatour,
tributors, Fort Lee.; Chicago,

EASTMAN

Inc., Dis-

Hollywood.)

SUPER

PANCHROMATIC

Co.,

X

NEGATIVE
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memo. tki
Cecil B. DeMille

took his final cruise of

the year, heading
up the coast while

his yacht, “Seaward,”
working his writers on

the script of “Union

*

Pacific.”

Mrs. Alfred Santell, wife of the director
and the former Jane Keithley, silent
screen player, became the mother of a
baby boy at the Monte Sano Hospital late
last week.
k

George Burns and Gracie Allen were
due in September 7 from their Honolulu
vacation.

Drive Starter

Spending the Labor Day weekend as
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Z.
Leonard at their Malibu Beach home were
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Raymond (Jeanette
MacDonald), the Robert Youngs, Mr. and
Mrs. Allan Jones (Irene Hervey), the Tod
Brownings and the Ed Marins.
★

Leading

representatives

of the film capi-

tal’s music world were guests of Nat W.
Finston, Metro music chief, at an informal party at his home in honor of Lotte
Lehman and Otto Klemperer, following
a recent Hollywood Bowl concert.

★

k

Host to Bobby Vanderbilt and Peter
Ogden, visitors from Long Island, was
Nat Pendleton. He showed them around
the M-G-M
lot and entertained them at
his beach home over the weekend.

Van Faust, of Metro’s music department, is back at work after a two-week
vacation in the east.
★

“Boys’ Town” in Omaha, Spencer Tracy
will continue on to New York for a brief
vacation.

Off on a postman’s holiday is Barrett
Kiesling, Metro’s traveling publicist. Having just returned from a 24,000 -mile business trip, Kiesling has checked out on a
two-week vacation which he will spend
motoring 4,000 miles through Canada.

*

k

k

After

appearing

at

the

premiere

of

Edith Head, Paramount stylist, has notified the studio she will resume her post
within a few weeks, after a six-week business and pleasure trip abroad. She was to
sail from Europe on W ednesday .
★

George Templeton, assistant to Director
George Archainbaud at Paramount, and
Prances Callaghan are honeymooning at
the San Luis Rey valley ranch of Louis
D. Lighton following their marriage in
San Diego Saturday.

Handicapped by a broken nose, incurred
when hit by a ball early in the game,
Walter Wanger
nevertheless played
throughout a polo match at the Will Rogers Memorial Field Saturday. His team
lost, however.
★

Having completed his latest film chore
for Producer David L. Loew, Joe E. Brown
has checked in at the Good Samaritan
Hospital for an operation which will keep
him confined for several weeks.
k

★

Al and Jimmy Ritz, the latter accompanied by his wife, have returned from
the east.

Labor Contact Head
Faces Two Problems

Bogart

Rogers

is back

Paramount associate
week leave of absence

at his desk

producer,
ended.

producer-labor contact at the Hays office, possible developments on both of
which are the subject of considerable
discussion among
studio employment
circles.
More

ominous

was

the strike threat

sued by Herbert Sorrell, business
ager of the Motion Picture Painters

is-

manLocal

644, accompanying the union’s demands
for a five per cent wage increase, a
closed shop for scenic artists and other
contractual adjustments. Casey and
Sorrell conferred several times on the demands, with the painters scheduled to
meet to hear Sorrell’s report and Casey set
to call a meeting of studio managers to
consider the painters’ demands.
Sorrell has already served notice that
the painters will walk out of their studio
jobs if their requests are not met.
Casey, furthermore, is figuratively up
to his ears in a comprehensive survey to

30

as a
ten-

classify approximately 40,000 studio workers and allocate their wage and hour scales
for submission to federal authorities when
the national

wage-hour

law

goes into ef-

fect October 24. Coming under Casey’s
scrutiny are the various laboring and
technical groups as well as
workers and creative talent.

Two significant film labor matters were
piled on the busy shoulders of Pat Casey,

his

The

return

regional

of

Dr.

Towne

white-collar
Nylander,

director of the national labor relations board, after a three-week vaca-

tion, presages a step-up in the “things to
do” calendar of that organization, which,
aside from the Screen Directors Guild
hearing,
to be

has been idle in Nylanders’ absence. First of the many film labor cases
scheduled following completion of

the SDG trial will be the bargaining petition of the Society of Motion Picture Art
Directors, to which William R. Ringer has
been assigned as trial examiner. Nearly a
score of similar bargaining petitions are
on file from other studio crafts and unions.
The offices of the International Alliance
of Theatrical Stage Employes reported
themselves in receipt of word that William
Bioff, personal representative of President
George A. Browne, and himself supervisor
of the IATSE’s west coast activities, had
resigned. No reason for the termination
of Bioff’s association
given.

with

the union

was

The “Motion Pictures’ Greatest Year”
campaign is officially launched in Southern California as Frank L. Shaw, mayor
of Los Angeles, issues a proclamation urging whole-hearted civic support of the
drive. On the receiving end are Albert
Galston,

center, president of the Independent Theatre Owners of Southern

California, and
tary and general

Cowdin

Robert H. Poole, secremanager of the ITO.

Heads

Executives

Visiting During

Holidays

Headlined by a brief and business-like
weekend visit by J. Cheever Cowdin, chairman of Universal’s board of directors, to
complete negotiations whereby Bing Crosby was signed to star in a film for that
company, the Labor Day holidays saw a
number of executives checking in at their
respective studios from the east.
Cowdin planed in Friday, signed the
Crosby commitment, attended a meeting
of the board of directors of Standard
Capital, looked
scene

and

over the studio production

returned

to New

York

on Mon-

day. Accompanying him west and remaining here, after spending ten days in the
east, was Matty Fox, aide to Cliff Work,
studio production manager.
Also coming in Friday was J. P. Friedhoff, assistant treasurer of Monogram,
hobnobbing with studio officials during his
annual two-week vacation.
Winding up a short conference in New
York with Robert Gillham and other homeoffice

officials, Paramount’s studio publicity and advertising director, Herb Moulton, has returned to the studio. He discussed exploitation and advertising campaigns on several forthcoming films.

New

York bound was M. J. Siegel, production chieftain of Republic, paying his

semi-annual

visit to the

home

office to

discuss the studio’s future production
plans and its forthcoming venture into
radio. He will be gone about three weeks.

Assign
William
Harold

William

Thomas’

Hurley

Thomas

next assignment

production

unit

in the

at Para-

mount will be the supervision of “Whatever Goes Up,” which Lew Foster is scripting from a play by Milton Lazarus.
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WT WAS to be expected that an under-

taking so colossal in conception and
so widespread in execution as the current “Motion Pictures’ Greatest Year”
campaign would from the start be subjected to heckling from without and within the industry it is designed to benefit.
Albeit, it is difficult to understand why,
thus far, most of such bickering has come
from sources which should have been
among the first to contribute their moral
and material support toward helping to
make the drive an outstanding success.
One example of the picayunish carping
was the manifesto issued by the Legion
of Decency, much of which was reproduced here last week, which undertook to
warn the makers and distributors of motion pictures that the ecclesiastical censorship czars who comprise the Legion
would not permit one whit of relaxation
in their stern code — the obvious inference
being that the Legion, to which a great
industry has bowed and scraped for too
many years, is convinced that it is impossible for motion pictures to regain their
waning popularity without reverting to the
practices which were sold down the river
to appease the Legion’s avid urge toward
cinematic reformation.
Another Judas-like gesture — although
in a lighter vein — came from Walter Winched, whose only contribution to the business-building drive was the devotion of an
entire daily column prior to the campaign’s debut to facetious suggestions
penned in his characteristic smart-aleck
style, as to how motion pictures might be
improved. Columnist Winchell’s “GoodWill Program for the Cinema” dealt in
both personalities and generalities and
undertook criticisms of practices and persons most of which have been voiced by
countless fans on countless previous occasions, and many of which are very
probably justified.
But Winchell has been afforded two
opportunities to contribute his Thespic bit
to the improvement of motion picture entertainment. With what success? A most
perfunctory consensus of opinion among
the fans who suffered through his mummery attempts supplies the sad answer.
And, it is to be remembered, the hardlya-Barrymore-columnist was paid princely
amounts by the motion picture industry
for his acting — spare the mark — sorties.
In view of which and considering further that practically every metropolitan
newspaper has devoted liberally of its news
and editorial columns to urging support
for the campaign, and wishing it the success it merits. Winched should be the last
to encourage the tongue-in-cheek public
attitude toward the industry which his
alleged wisecracks could easily engender,
particularly at a time when the very life
of motion pictures depends upon regaining public confidence and patronage.

edited by Paul Snell; envelopes sealed by
Paul Snell; stamps personally licked by
Paul Snell?

In commenting on Metro’s “Boys’ Town,’’
Louella Parsons bubbles: “I left the theatre so impressed with the story of Father
Flanagan’s
homeless

through

the theatre-going

public reacted

perience being the best teacher

about

ex-

apparently

under
which

the

ago the popularity
Robert Taylor was
BOXOFFICE

Reversing

effects

of that

faux

pas,

Hebert
and

in

a

such

press

department

“Mickey Rooney
sion from M-G-M

releases

becomes

The

as:

studio

has

from

M-G-M:

ing, Myrna Loy
growing

business.

day sold 50
self, to a
Why
be

boxes

a

sideline

gone

The

into

M-G-M

of limes,

Central

use

“As

has

Ave.

grown

trees?

The

same

merely

by

cutting

obtained

of things.

twin

bitter end.

fleas,

This

week

comes

through

story

about

the

two

histrionic

here

from

New

to

be

buried

thus endeth,
and Sam.

with

pet

it is hoped,

the

the
with

untimely

insects
York

who

City

cere-

cemetery.
saga

to

Colbert.
shipped

appropriate

Westchester

Bill
Sam

And

of Sadie

Since Walter Wanger broke his nose in
a polo game, the Screen Directors Guild
is advocating polo as an extra-curricular
activity for all producers.

to actlime

A laurel to the Columbia

yesterby

Can’t
Frank

could

Cohns

for re-

fusing to permit the roadshoiving of “ You
Take It With You,” when that
Capra masterpiece certainly boasts

her-

house."

results
up

his

editor

sob
the

monies in a

the

the

star

wholesale

of

brought

east

colors copyrighted.”

Also

flea

order

to

appear in “Zaza" with Claudette
The corpses, Hebert avows, will be

has received permisto reserve the racing

of age.

usual

to the

touching

were

colors he wears as a jockey in ‘Stablemates’ so that he can use them for his
own stable which he hopes to buy when
he

Sadie,

demise

same danger as concerns the fast-growing
popularity of Mickey Rooney. Witness

the

is sticking

Paramount

effort they have been only partially successful. Yet, they flirt with the

more topflight entertainment than several
other offerings which during the past year

“Parnell."

have

been

treated

to a

two-a-day , boost-

Paul Snell of Principal’s praisery rises
to contribute a new screen credit to the

ed-tariff debut. It is making such pictures available to the masses at this time

already overwhelming list. On “Peck’s
Bad Boy at the Circus” is a line reading:
“Publicity unit man . . . Paul Snell.”
Why not inform a palpitating public
that the copy was written by Paul Snell;

and

at regular admission

more

than

realize

anything

that

prices which

else make

“Motion

will

the inasses

Pictures

Are

Your

Best Entertainment.”

A Scintillating Singleton
What
scarce

with

as

the heat

Republicans

wave

and

the long

in Hollywood

last

Labor
week,

Day

weekend,

forcing

the

previews

hungry

were

as

reviewers

to

catch up on their sleep at home instead of in theatre seats. But what was lacking in quantity was more than compensated by quality in the one feature projected
for critical acclaim,
Metro's

“Boys'

which

of widespread

Taurog

Mickey Rooney,
entertainment.

was

unstintingly

accorded

it.

The

singleton

offering

Town."

and

acceptance

restrained

ing stick, rate high among
into the maudlin, despite
Norman

doesn’t apply to Hollywood’s publicity experts and near-experts. Less than a year

in a man-

ner far from encouraging to Taylor’s future success. Metro’s busy blurbists have
sweated plenty trying to work out from

Assured

bromide

for

that I want-

screened.

the unde printing of several unfortunate and ill-advised stories to which

taste, this commendably

time-honored

a refuge

save them

ed to take the soapbox myself.”
The soapbox had better be substantially

was

The

fight to build up

boys and

the new season's
the opportunities

Producer

Spencer

and

Tracy

John
and

popularity

among

sally into the sociological,

fans

by

any

celluloid achievements. Never
the story background offered.

Considine
others

film

must,

jr., can

of a sterling

take

their

bows

of every
measurveering
Director

along

cast for a handsome

with

piece

of

of the rapidly -rising
seriously jeopardized
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fr Typical Family ” in Ad

National Airshows

Drive Film

Hypo Fall Season
Radio's long-promised autumn boom gets
into stride here with the return to the
airwaves

after summer lulls of two transcontinental broadcasts, on the heels of the

fall ice-breaker,

Metro’s

“Good

News

of

Set to hit the microphones are “Hollywood Hotel,” for which William Powell has
been signed as master of ceremonies with
his first appearance due in four weeks,
1938.”
and
“Lum and Abner,” both Columbia network programs. The remainder of September will see at least six more highbudgeted, transcontinental shows making
their initial fall appearances, including
Cecil B. DeMille’s Lux Theatre, September 12; the A1 Jolson and Edward G. Robinson broadcasts, September 20; the new

Here is Hollywood’s conception of the “typical American family” in a scene
from “The World Is Yours” — the all-industry short subject to be used as one
of the factors in the “Motion Pictures’ Greatest Year” campaign. Left to right:
Anne Shirley, Dorothy Peterson, Johnny Walsh, Charley Grapewin and Samuel S. Hinds.

Spurred by an official proclamation
from the office of Mayor Frank L. Shaw
of Los Angeles, urging civic support of
the

drive, the Hollywood “Motion Pictures’ Greatest Year” committee swung
with renewed energy into action as the
first week of the campaign got under way.
Filming on “The World Is Yours,” the
all-industry short subject, was well under
way in two shooting units, with Basil
Wrangell directing Anne Shirley, Dorothy
Peterson, Samuel S. Hinds, Jack Walsh
and Charley Grapewin in story sequences
and Peter Ballbush and Gordon Jennings
grabbing pick-up shots of leading film
stars at their respective studios for insertion in the film. Frank Whitbeck is
the producer.
Completed and on its way to New York
was the transcription recording made

Formation

Approved

Paul Malvern

of

Company

Formation of Paul Malvern, Inc., as a
motion picture production company has
been approved and incorporation papers
filed both at the county clerk’s office here
and in Sacramento. Malvern, who has
been an associate producer with Trem
Carr for the past 18 months, winds up his
contract with Carr upon completion of
the current Bob Baker western, which he
is supervising for Universal release.
Malvern, who was at one time associated with the old Monogram company,
has been dickering with W. Ray Johnston
on a production deal. Monogram officials,
however, declared nothing definite had
been set and that negotiations were still
in the talking stages.

32

under the supervision of Irving Rubine
and featuring, besides an address by Will
Hays, six song numbers recorded by Ginger Rogers, Dick Powell, Bob Hope, Shirley Temple, Claudette Colbert and Clark
Gable. Running 15 minutes in length, the
transcription will be used to boost the
drive via radio.
Hays himself will deliver another plug
for the campaign next Monday night on
Cecil B. DeMille’s Lux Theatre of the Air,
which initials for its fall season at that
time, Hays having been invited by DeMille
for the guest appearance.
Under the auspices of the local campaign committee, Cecilia Parker, M-G-M
player, trained to Salt Lake City over the
weekend to start a series of personal appearances during which she will ballyhoo
the drive and its aims.

Bob Hope show, September 27; and Burns
and Allen, September 30. Eight more get
into action in October, headlined by Jack
Benny, who swings out October 2.
Meantime Republic is working at double
time shaping up its recently announced
studio-produced broadcast. Owen Crump
has checked in at the North Hollywood
plant to aid Beverly Barnett in drafting
the show, on which such names as Gene
Autry, Roy Rogers, Ralph Byrd, Robert
Livingston, Lynn Roberts, Smiley Burnette,
Max Terhune, Richard Cromwell, James,
Lucille and Russell Gleason and John
Wayne

have been penciled in for appearances. As yet unsponsored, it is being
aimed for an October initialing.
Amid the rush came announcements that
a new comedy show headed by Joe E.
Brown has secured a sponsor and will get
the gun within two weeks on a nationwide weekly hookup; the renewal for another year of “Calling All Cars,” carried
over Columbia’s Pacific Coast network, and
the disclosure that A1 Pearce’s new fall
show will originate at the CBS studios
here, transferring from New York.
One

of the important station
ations of the year, the projected

negotisale of

Hearst’s KEHE to Earle C. Anthony, hit
a snag when the federal communications
commission in Washington indefinitely
postponed the hearing on the transaction
which had been scheduled for October 12.
Should the deal eventually be approved,

George O'Brien Assigned
",Shadow Valley " by RKO
“Shadow Valley” will be George O’Brien’s
first picture on his 1938-39 schedule at
RKO
Radio, going before the cameras
September 15 with Bert Gilroy producing
and David Howard directing. Kay Sutton
has the feminine lead.
Following will be “Stage Stops at Pinon
Gulch,” now being scripted by Bernard
McConville.

Corrigan

Due

make

on a picture which
on his wrong-way

Thornburgh,

western

division

chieftain

of

CBS, is Lawrence Lowman, the network’s
vice-president in charge of operations.
Also checking in after vacations were Lewis
Allen Weiss, general manager of the Don
Lee-Mutual network, and Jack Gross, manager of Station KEHE.

at RKO

Douglas Corrigan was due in at RKO
Radio this week to confer with Pandro
Berman anent his contract as technical
advisor

Anthony will sell his National Broadcasting affiliate, KECA, and utilize the KEHE
wave-length for a new station as a running mate to his other NBC outlet, KFI.
In for conferences with Donald W.

the studio

will

flight to Ireland.

"Revolt"
D. Ross Lederman
Lederman on
directs
“Revolt in the
Sahara,” Lou Appleton’s initial production
assignment at Columbia. Script is by
Maxwell Shane.
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WELL

STARTING

ALONG

COMPLETED
SOUTH

CALL
OF
THE
TRAIL# — Charles Starrett, Ann
Doran, Hal Taliaferro, Dick Curtis. Producer:
Harry
L.
Decker.
Director: Sam
Nelson.
Screenplay: Charles Francis Royal.

OF RIO — Buck Jones, Dorothy Fay, Kenneth Plarlan, Don Douglas.
Producer: Monroe

q

Sc-haff (Coronet).
Director: Elmer
Clifton.
Screenplay: Monroe Schaff.

q
f1

EARLY
ARIZONA — Gordon Elliott, Dorothy Gulliver, Harry
Woods,
Franklin
Farnum,
Kit
Guard.
Producer: Larry Darmour.
Director:
Joseph Levering.
Original Screenplay: Nate

S
g
►-«
^

Gatzert.
FURY'S
IN THE
Barnett, Frank

SADDLE — Dorothy Page, Vince
Ellis, Pat Henning.
Producer:

Coronado
Pictures (George Hirliman).
Director: Arthur Dreyfus, Sam
Deige. Screenplay:
Arthur Hoerl.

DRAMATIC
SCHOOL — Luise Rainer. Lama
Turner, Paulette Goddard, Ann
Rutherford, Dorothy Grainger, Alan
Marshal, Rand
Brooks.
Producer:
Mervyn
LeRoy.
Director: Robert
Sinclair.

AMBUSH
-Gladys
LeBaron.

Swarthout.

Producer:

William

SHADOW
VALLEY — George O’Brien, Kay Sutton.
Producer: Bert Gilroy. Director: David Howard. Original: Bernard McConville.
LAW
WEST
OF
TOMBSTONE
Producer: Cliff Reid.

—

Harry

Carey.

Original:

Ladislaus

Zucco,

Edward

ducer: John
Fitzmaurice.
son McNutt.

Bus-Fekete.

Brophy,

Florence

Rice.

2!

Pro-

L

Considine jr. Director: George
Original: Harland Ware, PatterScreenplay: Patterson McNutt.

*f

WHERE
THE
BUFFALO
ROAM
—
Tex Ritter,
Dorothy Short, John Merton, Snub Pollard. Producer: Edward Finney. Director: A1 Herman.
Original Screenplay: Robert Emmett.

MR.
WONG,
DETECTIVE — Boris Karloff, Grant
Withers, Maxine Jennings, William Gould, Evelyn Brent.
Producer: Scott R. Dunlap
Original: Hugh
Wylie. Director: William Nigh.

25
O
2
O

DISBARRED — Gail Patrick, Robert Preston, Otto
Kruger, Clay Clement. Producer: Stuart Walker.
Director: Robert Florey. Original: Harry Sauber.

ILLEGAL
TRAFFIC — J. Carrol Naish, Mary Carlisle, Robert Preston, Judith Barrett, Buster
Crabbe.
Producer: William Thomas.
Director:
Louis King.
Original and Screenplay: Robert
Yost, Lewis Foster, Stuart Anthony.

5
j^j

KING
OF CHINATOWN — Anna May Wong, Philip
Ahn, Akim
Tamiroff.
Producer: William LeBaron. Director: Nick
Grinde.
Screenplay:
Stuart Anthony, Robert Yost.

ZAZA — Claudette Colbert, Herbert Marshall, Bert
Lahr. Helen Westley, Genevieve Tobin, Duncan
Renaldo.
Producer: Albert Lewin.
Director:
George Cukor.
Screenplay: Zoe Akins.

ANNABEL
TAKES
A
TOUR— Lucille Ball, Jack
Oakie, Bradley
Page, Ruth
Donnelly.
Producer: Lou Lusty. Director: Ben Stoloff. Screenplay: Bert Granet, Olive Cooper.

MIRACLE
RACKET — Sally Eilers, Ann
Miller,
lee Bowman,
Paul Guilfoyle, Cecil Kellaway.

PECK’S
BAD
BOY
AT THE
CIRCU S —
Tommy
Kelly, Ann Gillis, Edgar Kennedy, Benita Hume,
Nana Bryant. Producer: Sol Lesser (Principal).
Director: Eddie Cline. Original: George W.
Peck.
Screenplay:
Robert
Neville, David
Boehm, A1 Martin.

STAND
ACCUSED — Helen
Mack.
Producer:
John H. Auer. Director: John H. Auer. Screenplay: Gordon Kahn.

PRAIRIE
MOON — ’Gene Autry, Smiley Burnette,
Shirley Deane, David Gorcey.
Producer: William Berke. Director : Joe Kane.
Screenplay:
play: Betty Burbridge, Stanley Roberts.

BENGAL
LANCER
PATROL— Richard Cromwell.
Producer: Arman d Schaefer. Screenplay: Garrett Fort. Original: Reginald Campbell.

THE
NIGHT
HAWK— Robert
Livingston, June
Travis, Paul Fix, Ben
Welden, Robert Armstrong. Producer: Herman
Schlom.
Director:
ton.
Sidney
Salkow.
Original Screenplay: Earl Fel-

I

VACATION
FROM
LOVE— Dennis O’Keefe, Herman Bing, Reginald Owen, June Knight, George

MR.

MOTO

TAKES

A

VACATION — Peter

JB

Producer: B. P. Fineman.
Director: Les Goodwins. Original: Saul Elkins. Screenplay: Saul
Elkins, Joseph Pagano.

W
O

VERY
PRACTICAL
JOKE— Michael Whalen,
Chick Chandler, Douglas Fowley, June Gale.

o
[j

Producer: Howard
J. Green. Director: Ricardo
Cortez.
Original:
Ben Ames
Williams. Screenplay: Jerry
Cady.

7*
^3
y

Lorre,

John
TAILSPIN — Alice Faye, Nancy Kelly, John King,
Joan Davis, Wally Vernon, Jane Wyman.
Producer: Harry Joe Brown.
Director: Roy Del
Ruth.

King. Virginia Field, Lionel Atwill. Producer: Sol M. Wurtzel. Director: Norman
Foster. Original: J. P. Marquand.
Screenplay:
Norman
Foster.

JESSE

JAMES

—

Tyrone

Power,

Henry

Fonda,

Randolph
Scott, Arleen Whelan. Walter Brennan, Douglas Fowley, J. Edward
Bromberg,
John Carradine. Producer: Nunnally Johnson.
Director: Henry
King.
Screenplay: Nunnally
Johnson.

MADE

FOR

EACH

OTHER

—

Carole

Lombard,

James

Jo

(’RIME IS
Director:

A RACKET—
Lewis Seiler.

Producer:

Sam

Bischoff.

THE
PHANTOM
CROWN — Paul Muni. Producer:
Henry Blanke.
Director: Michael Curtiz. Oiginal: Benita Harding.

Stewart, Lawrence
Grant, Charles Coburn, Charley Grapewin,
Lionel Pape.
Producer: David O. Selznick. Director: John Cromwell. Original: Rose
Franken.
Screenplay:
Swerling.

A

THE
LADY
AND
THE
COWBOY— Gary Cooper,
Merle Oberon, David Niven, Walter
Brennan,
Benita Hume,
Patsy Kelly. Thomas
Mitchell.
Producer: Samuel
Goldwyn.
Director: H. C.
Potter.
Screenplay: S
N
Behrman,
Sonya
Levien
Original :
Leo
McCarey,
Frank
R.

^

Adams.

THE
STORM — Preston Foster, Andy Devine, Tom
Brown,
Charles Bickford, Frank
Jenks, Nan
Grey.
Producer:
Ken
Goldsmith.
Director:
Harold Young.
Original: Hugh
King, Daniel
Moore.
Screenplay: Hugh
King, Daniel Moore,
George Yohallen.

SWING
THAT
CHEER — Tom Brown. Andy Devine,
Robert Wilcox, Constance Moore, Samuel Hinds.
Producer: Max
H. Golden.
Director: Harold
Schuter. Original: Thomas
Ahearn, F
Maury
Grossman.
Screenplay: Charles Grayson

YOU
CAN’T
CHEAT
AN
HONEST
MAN— W. C.
Fields
Producer:
Lester Cowan.
Original:
W.
C.
Fields.
Screenplay:
W
C.
Fields,
George
Marion jr

THE
LAST
EXPRESS — Kent
Taylor, Dorothea
Kent, Barbara Read, Paul Hurst, Charles Trowbridge. Producer: Irving Starr. Director: Otis
Garrett. Screenplay: Edmund
Hartmann.

^

GOING

Ron-

^

aid Reagan, Walter Catlett, Harold Huber, Allen Jenkins, Joyce Compton.
Producer: Benjamin Glazer. Director: Ray Enright.

2

cj
5!

NANCY
DREW,
DETECTIVE— Bonita Granville,
Frankie Thomas, John Litel, Charles Trowbridge.
Producer:
Gann.

Bryan

Foy.

Director:

William

Mc-

TOUCHY*
BLANE
IN CHINATOWN— Glenda Farrell, Barton MacLane,
Henry
O’Neill, James
Stephenson.
Producer: Bryan
Foy.
Director:
William Beaudine.
Screenplay: George Bricker.

PLACES — Dick

Powell.

Anita

Louise,

td

SCRIPTERS
— Columbia
VICTOR

HEERMAN

to “Golden
— Metro

and

.

SARAH

Y.

IRVING
BRECHER
to “A
at Marx
Brothers comedy
will produce.

WELLS
ROOT
to “A Gun in His Hand,”
as J. Walter
Ruben’s
first production
since his promotion from director.

slated
effort

— Monogram
ROBERT
the 1938-39

EMMETT
to “Gun Packer,” first
series of Jack Randall westerns.

MARION
ORTH
to “The Girl From
in which Anne Nagel will be starred.
— Paramount
IRVING
REIS
and ROBERT
YOST

in

Nowhere,”
teamed

on

“Law
of Limehouse.”
EVE
GREENE
to “Woman
Interne.”
W. P. LIPSCOMB
to “Air Raid,” a Jeff Lazarus production.
RICHARD
COLLINS
to an untitled original.
C. GARDNER
SULLIVAN
to an untitled original.
— RKO
Radio
JOHN
TWIST
Robert Sisk will
— Republic
DORRELL

to “The
produce.

and

Saint

STUART

Strikes

Twice.”

McGOWAN

to

an

the “Higgins
Lucille and

ALEX

GOTTLIEB
polishing “I
Stand
Accused,” screenplay of which was
recently completed by Gordon Kahn.
Small

CAMERON
ROGERS
to “Kit Carson, Avenger,”
from the story by Evelyn Wells. Joel McCrea will
be featured, the film to be made
for United
Artists.
Century-Fox

WILLIAM
DRAKE
to “The Three Musketeers,”
next Ritz Brothers comedy.
Drake
transferred
to the scenario department from his previous post
as assistant to Julian Johnson, story editor.
— Universal
GORDON
KAHN
to “Newsboys’ Home,” a Jackie
Cooper starreT which
Ken
Goldsmith
will produce.
TOM
Mac-LAUGHLIN
to “Doctors Don’t Tell.”
WILDS
O. COOPER
to “After Frankenstein.”
a
belated sequel to “Frankenstein,” in which
Boris Karloff will repeat his characterization as
the man-made
monster.

SWG

FRANZ
WAXMAN
—
as Paramount
music scorer.

Bargaining Code Is

Coming

Up for Approval

(Continued

“Little Princess,” Shirley Temple’s next
20th Century-Fox starrer, will be filmed in
Technicolor, with Darryl Zanuck having
decided upon that tinting process and also
approving a budget boost which will bring
production costs well over $1,000,000.
Walter Lang has been assigned to direct, the film to roll September 12.
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one-year

contract

*

FLASHES
ADVOCATE
D' AMOUR
flufly French comedy
point

will

be

the

(Regal) —
A light,
whose chief selling

charming

Danielle

Dar-

rieux. When
the pace doesn't lag there
are a number of humorous situations. Henry
Garat

co-stars.

Directed

by

Raoul

Ploquin.

ROOM
SERVICE (RKO) — Is the well-known
Marxian madness
at its merriest in a
gags

endowed

to supply

with
three

enough
features.

laughs

and

Motivated

with cannon ball tempo and adhering rather closely to the play from which it was
adapted, it will be a riotous hit with all
audiences. The supporting cast is fine, with
Frank Albertson and Donald MacBride
earning special mention. Pandro Berman
produced. William A. Seiter directed.
UNDER

THE

BIG

TOP

(Mono)— Suffers

from faltering screenplay and
handed direction which a capable
unable

to transcend. Marjorie Main
tured as a
hard-boiled woman

badly
heavycast is
is feacircus

owner.

Picture can serve only as a programmer. Produced by William Lackey.
Directed by Karl Brown.

COMPLETE

REVIEWS

con-

HOWARD,
the studio’s “Bulldog Drummond,” held for another year.
PRESTON
STURGES
draws new
contract as

on the above

pictures will appear in an early issue
of BOXOFFICE.

" Wind " in the Bag

writer-director, marking
his debut into the directorial field. Sturges is currently scripting
“Two Bad Hats” for Producer Albert Lewin.
FRANK
LOESSER,
songwriter, held for anyear.
—RKO otherRadio
LORNA
LYNN,
four-year-old
— Republic
draws long-term contract.
JAMES
WEBB
given
— 20th Century-Fox

writing

stage

actress,

contract.

CHICK
CHANDLER,
currently in “A
Very
Practical Joke,” given contract extension.
JACK
HALEY
given contract extension for another year.
LENORE
COFFEE
contract.
— Warner Bros.

given

a

short-term

writing

MIRIAM
HOPKINS
joins contract list on
year term. Her first commitment
will be
Are

Not

two“We

Alone.”

Academy
On

Holds Huddle

Equipment

Problem

Continuing their discussion of ways and
means of standardizing process projection
equipment and coordinating the design and
development of new equipment, the Academy Research Council’s Process Projection
Equipment committee held a meeting at the
Academy offices.
Attending were Farciot Edouart, chairman; F. R. Abbott, J. A. Ball, H. C. Bishop,
Jack Burrows, Merle Chamberlain, F. C.
Coates, Jack Cosgrove, Roy Davidson, Arthur de Stefano, E. H. Fender, Arnold Gillespie, Ralph Hammeras, Charles Handley, Frank Harris, Winton Hoch, Stanley
Horsely, Fred Jackman, Wallace Kelley, H.
F. Koenekamp, Robert Layton, William
Miller, Donald Murphy, Emil Oster, H. W.
Remershied, Elmer Richardson, W. H. Robinson jr., Roy Seawright, W. B. Slaughter,
Glen Slipper, Otto Staplefeld, Herb Starke,
George Teague, William Thomas, Melvin
Thorsen, Howard R. Trissell, Glen Wahl,
Vernon Walker, George H. Worrall and
Frank Young.

Consider Mayer's Idea
For Boys Town on Coast
Creation of a Boys Town in southern
California has been placed under consideration following a suggestion to that effect made by Louis B. Mayer at a luncheon attended by church, school, civic and
motion
picture leaders at the M-G-M
dio.

did not affect the SDG’s position as bargaining agent for the entire craft.

To Film Shirley Temple's
" Princess " in Technicolor

new

JOHN

from page 27)

to uncover a maze of statistics and testimony, chiefly concerning the duties of assistant directors and unit managers, whom
the producers claim do not logically belong within the SDG organization. Several dozen directors, assistants and unit
managers have been called to the stand
and their testimony placed on record.
Of chief importance so far was an attempt by the producers’ attorneys to create
a question of possible conflict between the
SDG’s claim to be a collective bargaining
agent and the individual bargaining activities of its membership through their respective agents. Though not trying to
score the point openly, counsel for the
producers raised the question during an
examination of Frank Tuttle, Paramount
director. Tuttle, however, declared that
the fact that he, and most other megaphonists, hired agents to bargain for him,

given

NICK
GRINDE
signed to term directorial
tract in the Harold Hurley production unit.

comedy

original to be used as the second in
Family”
series featuring James,
Russell Gleason.

— 20th

REVIEW

MASON

Boy.”

DORE
SCHARY
and
Day
at the Circus,”
which Mervyn
LeRoy

— Edward

OPTIONS
— Metro

The cameraman catches one of the first
definite moves toward actual filmization
of “Gone With the Wind” as Louis B.
Mayer, seated at right, signs the contract

stu-

Metro film,
“Boys’forth
Town,”
is Mayer,
due for whose
early release,
brought
the
idea, suggesting that the settlement be
patterned after the Boys Town in Omaha,
Neb., on which the film was based. Principal speakers were Will Hays, Rabbi Edgar F. Magnin and Reverend James Hugh
Ryan, Bishop of Omaha.

by which M-G-M will release the Selznick
International production. Clark Gable,

Sutton Into Valley

who will play Rhett Butler, looks on, while
Producer David O. Selznick, standing at

Kay Sutton has been assigned the feminine lead in “Shadow Valley,” the next
George O’Brien western at RKO Radio.
Bert Gilroy produces. Dave Howard directs.

left, and A1 Lichtman, M-G-M
also witness the transaction.

executive,
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GALSTON OF ITO STRESSES FAITH IN SKOURAS
PLAN FOR HARMONY AND URGES ITS SUPPORT
Theatre

Association

Head

At the Denver

Screen

Club

Picnic

Obviously Hits Back
At Opposition
Los Angeles — Hitting back, through

in-

nu'endo, at critics of the plea for peace
and harmony between independent theatre operators and the Fox West Coast
circuit, as urged at a recent mass meeting of unaffiliated exhibitors by Charles
Skouras, FWC chieftain, President Albert
Galston of the Independent Theatre Owners of Southern California reiterated his
faith in the plan and urged its strong
support.
Galston’s rebuttal was obviously, though
not avowedly, aimed particularly at James
C. (Jim) Quinn, organizer of the rival
American Federation of Theatre Owners,
who last week issued a “solemn warning”
to theatremen to “watch their step” and
accused Skouras of ulterior motives in
suggesting the appointment of a committee of non-circuit showmen to arbitrate
differences between independent houses
and the FWC chain.
“The only person who could possibly
criticize such a plan,” Galston declared,
“is one who is totally ignorant of its immediate benefits and the purpose for
which it is being effected.”
Galston

Answers

Quinn’s

Charge

Replying to Quinn’s charge that Skouras
was spurred to action by the current federal government anti-monopoly suits
against the major producing and distributing companies, Galston asserted:
“The fact that government action is
usually more or less slow leads us to believe that the necessity for a committee
to immediately relieve burdensome independent situations is vitally important to
every independent theatre owner in this
territory.
“Independent exhibitors in this territory
have prayed for years for the recognition
and formation of such a committee and
now that such a committee is given recognition and even proposed by Mr. Skouras, with no strings attached to it — let’s
enter into this plan with a new enthusiasm, recognizing it as the birth of a finer
independent and affiliated exhibitor relationship.”
The tremendous enthusiasm with which
Skouras’ plan was received by Galston and
other members of the ITO was tempered
somewhat by a noticeable and opposite
reaction voiced by certain other non-circuit showmen, among whom Quinn was
most outspoken. Quinn charged the ITO
with having been “taken in,” and declared
“the little fellows can’t see the trap for
the cheese.”
Quinn amplified his opinion later in an
AFTO bulletin in which he set forth that
“this association doesn’t advocate belligerBOXQFFICE

:: September

10, 1938

Photos taken at the picnic of the Rocky Mountain Screen Club held at Evergreen, Colo. About 300 attended, with golf and bridge tournaments the principal diversions. In the above photo the men, from left to right, are Henry
Friedel, M-G-M exchange manager; Emmett Thurmon, attorney; Sam Reed,
RCA; Ross Bluck, assistant manager RKO exchange; Duke Dunber, attorney;
and seated, Mickey Gross, Orpheum manager, and Eddie Loy, Universal salesman, all togged up in his cowboy outfit. The other picture shows a group
enjoying the banquet served in the evening.

ency in business and is willing at all times
to meet with any faction in this industry
on an honestly-conceived program of cooperation; itis in hearty accord with the
injunction that ‘the lion and the lamb
shall lie down together’ but the lamb isn’t
going to be inside the lion as far as our
membership is concerned.”
The independent arbitration committee,
according to Galston, will comprise himself, Robert Poole and E. S. Calvi, operator of several houses in this area. They
will meet with Skouras and other FWC
representatives from time to time as grievances are registered with them by ITO
and other unaffiliated theatre operators.

Reopening Houses Boost
NTS Sales and Prospects
Denver — With

new

theatres

opening

up

and others that have been closed for years,
National Theatre Supply Co. reports sales
have been good, and are looking up for
the fall and winter. Some of the recent
larger orders include projectors, lamphouses, rectifiers, screen and carpet to the
Durango at Durango, Colo., slated for September 15 opening. New projection and
sound went into the Sioux at Crawford,
Neb., while Sam Cain of Pueblo ordered
500 de luxe chairs and carpet for the
35
Avalon. Cain is redecorating his theatre.

See Amicable Truce

'Build Up Industrg'
In Projection Talks Program Is Urged

Los Angeles — What was expected to be
the final meeting between officials of Projectionists Local 150, IATSE, and Fox
West Coast, Warner’s Hollywood and
Downtown, the Pantages, Hillstreet and
Paramount theatres, all first-run houses,
concerning new contracts for the booth
men, was to be held here Thursday.
Every indication was that an amicable
compromise would be reached, although the
projectionists have been demanding a 10
per cent wage tilt and adjustments of
working schedules, while the theatre and
circuit managers have countered with
a plea for a 10 per cent salary reduction.
The boothmen’s
September 30.

current contract expires

Dicker in Los Angeles
Los Angeles — Negotiations for a new
contract between Fox West Coast and the
Stagehands Local 33, IATSE, to replace
the agreement which expires next week,
got under way here Tuesday with Carl
Cooper, business representative for the
stagehands, sitting in on a preliminary
conference with Charles P. Skouras, FWC
president.
In view of the fact that the local requests no drastic changes in the current
agreement, opinion was that a speedy settlement would be effected.

Denver — Expressing

the

belief

that

“The principal excuse for the body,”
Gilmour said, “is to combat adverse legislation and to try to work out problems
within the framework of the industry so
as to obviate unnecessary and harmful
governmental interferences.”
Exchange managers spoke briefly, complimenting Gilmour on his guiding principle for the body. They expressed a willingness to cooperate with the organization.
The Rocky Mountain organization is
presently engaged in a membership drive,
with dues placed at 10 cents a seat.

New
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Sound

Francisco — Joseph

Unit
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National Theatre Calendar

& Printing Co.

2165 Broadway
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LOW

OVER

TRADE-IN

Ed

Randall

of Condon

was

a visitor on

the Row ... So was “Kap” Kuhn of
Lebanon and his soil, Roland. Another son
of Kap's, Randolph T ., added his name to
the list of marriage licenses issued in Portland during the past week. He has an advertising agency in the Rose City.

Mark

Corey of RKO

is a busy man

dish-

ing out “Motion Pictures’ Greatest Year”
campaign material . . . Jack Kloepper of
United Artists is out in the territory working hard, according to his secretary, Helen
Bush ... So is Jack O’Bryan of the same
exchange . . . Gordon Craddock of Universal whooping it up because his studio
has just signed Bing Crosby . . . Millicent
Smith of B. F. Shearer’s office out to
lunch.
“Mac” McRae of the Aladdin Theatre
in Portland doing the rounds of the Row
. . . Tom Shearer of B. F. Shearer talking
things over with Kap Kuhn . . . George
Smith, district manager for Paramount,
arrived

from Seattle on one of his periodical visits with Frank Smith. The latter

wants everyone to know that “Spawn of
the North” is doing a wonderful business.

SALE

tending the meeting was Jim P. O’Loghlin,
drive leader, in regard to the sixth annual
S. R. Kent drive.
Louis Amacher of M-G-M made a plane
trip to Seattle for a special conference
with Eddie Saunders and George A. Hickey
. . . Theo Hasbrook, M-G-M’s office manager, complaining of sinus trouble . . .
Doris Maxioell of the same office has returned to work after a brief illness . . .
Deputy sheriffs chopped a hole in the roof
of the Capitol Theatre at Multnomah to
insert a garden hose to extinguish a fire
in the projection booth. The theatre was
filled mostly with children, but no one was
injured.

AS

Holds " Aviation Week "
On Return of Corrigan

MASTER"
$13.50 Per

Los Angeles — With

Month

Projectors
—

SCOTT-BALLANTYNE

$69.95 PER

billboards, programs

and theatre front, Emil Umann took advantage of the public interest aroused by

rear shutter mechanisms — five-foot pedestals — 18-inch
Sound
Heads — Amplifier — Speaker System.

$160.00 DOWN

36

Colorado

$22.25 Per Month

Sound
type,

Denver,

Universal’s booker, reports everyone at his
exchange has returned from their vacations and things are again normal.

Lou Stang, Paramount booker, telling
the world that business is better because
he has plenty to keep him busy . . .
Charlie Powers of 20th Century-Fox called
his entire staff in for conference with
Herman Wobber of New York City, general manager of distribution. Also at-

Our monthly theatre calendars have proven to be a real friend to
many box offices. The appealing effect on the public tends to have it
in their homes where at a glance they may obtain information as to
their amusement for the evening.

TERMS

vet-

eran in the theatre sound field, is marketing a new type of reproducer in northern California. Patented by Topping under the name Vibraloc audio sound reproducer, itis said to work on a new principle in sound distribution in which the
usual beam effect is not utilized.

Your Best Friend!
GOOD ADVERTISING!

$50.00 Down

the

organization was principally one dedicated to the upbuilding of the industry,
Charles Gilmour, president of the Theatre
Owners and Managers of the Rocky Mountain Region, told members at a luncheon
here to adhere fastly to such a course of
action.

QOLUMBIA Pictures took over HamrickEvergreen’s Oriental Theatre for a preview of Frank Capra’s “You Can’t Take
It With You.” It was invitational with a
record attendance . . . Johnny Harvey,

magazines —

MONTH

CO. 219 N. 16th St.. OMAHA. NEBR.

the impending return of Douglas “Wrong
Way” Corrigan and ballyhooed a “Terrific Aviation Week” at his Regina Theatre in Beverly Hills.
He booked “Hell’s Angels,” “Sky Devils”
and “Breathless Moments.”
BOXOFFICE
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IILOSS ANGELES
gACK from his tour of the New England
states, Ned Calvi of the Plaza Theatre,
Hawthorne, was visiting on the Row . . .
Arrowhead was the mecca of M-G-M exchange-ites over the Labor Day weekend.
The exodus to the mountain resort was
headed by C. T. Lynch and his family.
Gordon Wilson, booker, and Kay Brently,
of the staff, were also among those present.
On the Row: Ernie Cragin, El Portal
Theatre, Las Vegas, Nev., on one of his
infrequent visits . . . Ronald Vincent of the
South Coast Theatre, Laguna Beach . . .
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Ullman (he operates
the Broadway and El Centro houses in El
Centro and the Azteca, in Calexico ) . . .
F. R. Ward of the Lancaster, Lancaster
. . . Bernard Leavitt of El Miro, Santa
Monica . . . And Justin La Fonte of the
Forum Theatre, Barstow.
George A. Hickey, M-G-M’s district supervisor, arrived the first of the week on
his periodic visit . . . Fred Gage, United
Artists salesman, returned from a brief
selling trip into Imperial Valley . . . Magda
McCormick, M-G-M cashier, is back after
her two-week Denver vacation, and Jeannette Bussey, switchboard operator, left to
spend a similar period in Fresno.
Carol Peacock, head of the Paramount
exchange, headed south over Labor Day,
and alternated between Sa7i Diego and
Agua Caliente. His son, Carol jr., returned
from a three-week fishing trip in the ivaters off San Diego with a catch which included the only "Bucket- fish” on record.
He fell asleep while trolling, and was
awakened by a tremendous tugging on his
line. After a prolonged battle, Carol -jr.
brought his "fish” to net only to discover
he was the victim of a hoax — and his
"fish” was a bucket.
Gail Mullins, a booker for the Harry L.
Nace Theatre circuit of Phoenix, Ariz.,
came in to do some booking.
Lining up product for his Idaho
was Judge Roy Pawley.
The
Corona
Ernest,
both in

Harper family — Wesley, of the
Theatre in Corona, and brother
of the Fontana Theatre, Fontana —
on booking trips.

Charles Skouras, Fox West Coast president; W. H. (Bud) Lollier of the legal department, and Skouras’ secretary, Andy
Krappman trekked down to San Diego last
week on a combined business trip and holiday. Inspecting FWC theatre properties
in the southern part of the state and in
Yuma, Ariz., the circuit executives also
to do a little b’ar hunting

Burch “SUPER
You rent
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“Make
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TIONEL STANDER spoke at a political
rally here . . . Buddy Ebsen, actor, and
Jerry Horwin, scenarist were caught
by
snooping around Fisherman’s Wharf
Chronicle Columnist Herb Caen . . . Bette
Davis, passing through here en route to
Reno, declared her trip was “just for a
vacation” . . . Clark Gable reportedly has
acquired the famed Marchbanks racehorse farm near Walnut Creek.
In-and-out-of-towners included Walter
G. Preddey’s Bob Bemis, who drove up to
Boomtown to work with Exhibitor Leslie
Pancake on the new house Preddey is
equipping for him up there . . . Charles
Powers of Portland, who stopped in to chat
with old friends at the All-Star exchange
here . . . Bill Bremer of Gilroy, in for
a little bookhig . . . Ruth Moeller of Consolidated Amusements, who spent her vacation in Los Angeles.
Seen along the Row: Betty Polmere, at
the Nasser switchboard . . .Jay Brower,
leading his Golden Gate band in that special dinner-jacket Oliver Holdem made
for him . . . Norah Hunt, chief usher at
the President here, has returned to work
following her honeymoon in Los Angeles
with Stephen Sacco, whom she married
early in the month.

"Inside Room"
Hollywood

“The

— Lou

Inside Room”

for Lusty

Lusty

for RKO

will produce

Radio.

Los Angeles — Still entrenched at Fox
West Coast headquarters, Albert J. Law
and his corps of department of justice
deputies are set to remain for at least
another ten days at the circuit offices,
winding up their year-old investigation
into trade practices and records of the
major exchanges and the FWC chain in
answer to charges of anti-trust law violations made by independent exhibitors and
distributors.
Maintaining their usual lips-sealed attitude, the federal sleuths, it is believed, will
check out after completing their FWC investigation and will forward their findings
to Washington, D. C., possibly for use in
the current government anti-monopoly
suits against the major producer-distributor companies.

The "Stork" Flies Wide
Front in San Francisco
San

Francisco — True

to the San

cisco tradition of simultaneous

Fran-

playdates

on “Stork” events, three local film families
are celebrating additions to their house
staffs. The happy fathers and the persons they welcomed:
George Mann, associated with Morgan
Walsh in operating Redwood Theatres: a
daughter, Virginia.
William Lowe, Verdi Theatre, a son, William Jules.
Antonio Blanco, operator of the Mountain View, Mountain View, a daughter,
Frances.

house

Francis Bateman, head man at the Republic exchange, has returned from a short
business trip to San Diego.

planned
fishing.

Federal Investigator Still at FWC;
Mag Show Findings Within 10 Dags

TRADE
—

DIRECTORY

A HANDY

GUIDE FOR THE EXHIBITOR

LOS ANGELES
EQUIPMENT

AND

SUPPLIES

Breck Photoplay Supply Company

AIR CONDITIONING
Carabin

Engineering Company

A Complete Line of Theatre Supplies and
Equipment
1969 So. Vermont
B. F. SHEARER

RE. 3151

COMPANY

“Theatre Equipment Specialists”
Heywood-Wakefield Seats
Wagner Silhouette Letters
Motiograph Projectors
1968 So. Vermont
RE. 8212

THEATRE

“Air Conditioning Engineers"
1914 So. Vermont
Los Angeles
— Over 30 Theatres in 1937 —

EXPLOITATION
Now

PICTURES

Booking

DECORATORS

Specialists in Theatre Decoration
NAT SMYTHE & SONS
Decorators
1914 So. Vermont
RE. 3578

'LOVE LIFE OF A GORILLA"
“CHILDREN

OF

LONELINESS"

Wm. G. Smith's Jewel Productions
1912 So. Vermont
RO. 2205
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t "Drive"
WestumCopiasng
Success
Th

N, scheduled for
N O’SULLIVA
]\/JAUREE
appearance at the Paraa two-day
mount here, which opened after a summer
shutdown, was unable to make the trip due
to picture work. Cecilia Parker, better

Los Angeles — Enthusiastic reports of
already stimulated attendance and widespread audience interest in the “Motion
Pictures’ Greatest Year” drive and its
running-mate, the “Movie Quiz” contest,
have been received at headquarters of the
Independent Theatre Owners of Southern
California from more than a score of
unaffiliated showmen, according to Robert
Poole, ITO general secretary.
Predicting a sweeping success for the
drive and its purposes, Poole pointed out

known as “Judge Hardy’s Daughter,” filled
in . . . “Marie Antoinette” was the opening attraction at the Paramount . . .
“Spawn of the North” is being shown at
two local theatres currently, the Centre
and Mario.
Mrs. E. H. Littlejohn reports her Bonnie
Theatre at Helper, Utah, is being modernized . . . The Service Theatre Supply Co.
here installed new equipment and draperies
in the Ontario Theatre, Ontario, Ore.
Intermountain

offices inform

that on

that more than 2,000.000 “Movie Quiz”
booklets had already been sold in this
area, with the demand for more still exceeding the supply available at the Paramount exchange, local headquarters for
the books and other accessories. This
figure tops that of any other territory,
Poole said.

September 7-8-9 a “Showmen’s Round-up”
will be held here with prominent exhibitors from all over the country slated to
be on hand . . . Miss Nina Scott, cashier
at Sheffield-Republic here, is in Yellowstone Park on vacation . . . Miss Mary
O’Brien, cashier at Sheffield-Republic offices in Butte, Mont., planed here for a
week’s stay.

Local major and independent exchanges
along Filmrow completed their dress-up
campaign over the weekend, the exchange
center being festooned with banners, bunting and pennants.

Intermountain has promoted C. T. Perrin
from managership of the Paramount, Ogden, Utah, to district manager for the
company’s theatres in Ogden, Brigham
City, and Logan, Utah, and Preston, Ida.
The Paramount, Ogden, now has Bill Glasman as manager. He was formerly manager of the Colonial, Ogden . . . Wallace
Cowen has been transferred from Twin
Falls, Idaho, to managership of the Roxy,
Logan, Utah, with Earl Baughman replacing Cowen in Twin Falls. E. V. Swalburg has been promoted to assistant manager at the Paramount here.

Kurt and
Buy

Max

in Highland

• FREE OUTDOOR

SWIMMING

LOBBY

POOL

• LUXURIOUS

• DINING ROOM

• SIDEWALK

CAFE • COCKTAIL

ROOM

YET SECLUDED

AND

ALL OUTSIDE

After showing for a day at the Tivoli
Theatre “Unashamed,” nudist film, was
ordered out by the police department.
However, Ed Mapel merely substituted
“Forbidden Adventure,” and kept the spot
open.
H. T, Nolan, film distributor, has moved
from Filmrow to the Denham Bldg.
Lon

Fidler, manager Monogram exchange, has closed deals with the Black
Hills Amusement Co. and Atlas Theatre
Co. whereby both groups will use all the
Monogram product. Fidler is making a
trip to his Salt Lake City exchange, which
office is leading in the national Ray Johnston collection drive.
S. B. Rahn of Atlantic
appointed distributor for
Lake territories for
Night,” a quiz that runs

Pictures has been
this and the Salt
“Theatre School
on a weekly basis.

J. B. Melton, owner of the Victory theatres here, is recovering from a serious
illness in the Presbyterian Hospital. He
is much improved.
Arthur

BRtVGDRT

Jarrett, head

of GB,

in this

country on a visit and vacation, accompanied by his wife and daughter, spent
a couple of days in Colorado with his district manager, Robert Selig. Selig took the
trio on a trip to the top of Pikes Peak and
the Will Rogers shrine, both near Colorado Springs.

• NEAR BUSINESS CENTERS
QUIET

•

FREE PARKING

ROOMS49.|M,lt
DOUBLE

Each With Private Bath . .
BUNGALOW

Park

Los Angeles — A controlling interest in
the Franklin Theatre, Highland Park, has
been sold to Kurt and Max Laemmle, theatre operators, distributors and relatives
of Carl Laemmle, by Harry Rackin and
associates for an undisclosed price.

-HOTEL

CATHEDRAL

Laemmle

I'HE Rocky ginning
Mountain
Screen Club
beits fall activities.
The is club
recently engaged A. G. Edwards, wellknown film man, as manager. Wednesday
afternoons again have been set aside for
bridge parties for the ladies, with men
barred from the rooms at the time. Exchanges and theatre chains again will take
up one night a week, one of them acting
as hosts one night a week. The club,
which restricts its membership to theatre,
exchange and the allied industries, is on
a sound financial basis with prospects for
a good fall and winter. The club made a
small profit on their picnic this year.

SUITES SET IN TROPICAL

GARDENS

From 05 PER WEEK

lor TWO,

AMERICAN

PLAN

From (25 PER WEEK

lor TWO,

EUROPEAN

PLAN

LEXINGTON

AT VINE STREET

MANAGEMENT
HARRY

J. WALL

^-HOLLYWOOD

WE

TREAT

YOU

SQUARE

CALIFORNIA
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AWARENESS OF MUTUALITY OF INTERESTS
DISTINGUISHES WISCONSIN INDUSTRY REUNION
Self-Regulation Presented
As Big Need by
Pettijohn
Milwaukee — A

common

urge

to

Highlights

Max Roth, central division manager,
Republic Pictures, was being greeted at
the reunion as “Hi-Ho Silverstein.” He
took it all in good fun.

do

something to lift the industry out of its
present predicament was sounded by
speakers at the all-industry meeting in
the Schroeder Hotel here in connection
with

the Wisconsin motion picture industry reunion and testimonial.
Opening the gathering. Chairman
Charles W. Trampe labeled it a friendly
get-together. As district chairman of the
national advertising campaign, he announced that theatres in the territory had
pledged $4,650 with still a considerable
number to come in. He urged all present
to lend their support to the campaign.
Frank J. McWilliams, Portage, chairman of the board of the ITPA of Wisconsin and Upper Michigan, declared the
gathering was the start of something
“which

Jubilee

When
have

roll call was

been

sounded

associated

with

35 years, B. K. Fischer
those who responded.

for those

the

and

A1

who

industry
Bartel

for

were

Because it was felt that exhibitors didn’t
see enough of their exchange managers,
they were asked to rise upon being called
by Ben J. Miller, secretary of the Film
Board of Trade. Introduced to the assemblage was Frank Mantzke, newly
named Universal exchange manager, formerly of Minneapolis, who succeeds the
late Jack Camp in Milwaukee.
Celebrities
W.

Mandel,

at the gathering
Chicago,

of the same city. The
one of the pioneers.

and

included
John

latter was

R.

Irving
Freuler,

honored

as

I would like to see take place an-

nually.’’
Max Roth, central division sales manager, Republic Pictures, stated it was meetings such as these that helped theatremen
understand the other fellow. He lambasted
columns such as “Dialogues from Pictures,” recently started in a Chicago newspaper, as having a tendency to remove
the glamour and make-believe which surrounds films in the minds of the public,
and urged that some thought be given to
the growing prevalence of such columns.
C. C. Pettijohn, MPPDA, general counsel, pleaded for self regulation in the industry rather than running to the courts
and legislation as cure-alls for grievances. “If the structure of this industry
ever falls, it will not be from assaults
from without, but rather from threatened
destruction
clared.

within,”

Mr.

Pettijohn

de-

“Good intentions are not sufficient to
meet current problems, what is needed is
some good faith,” Pettijohn declared, concluding with the warning that “the welfare of the industry today is at stake.
The opportunity to do is now and the time
to act is short, take it from me.”
W. A. Steffes, Minneapolis, in opening
his talk urged exhibitors to support the
national advertising campaign and the local Variety tent. He chided his listeners
with the statement that, although Minnesota has fewer theatres than Wisconsin,
and it is only a 1 V2 per cent territory in
connection with the campaign while Wisconsin is a 2 per cent territory, it has
surpassed the latter in the national campaign as well as Variety Club activities.
Commenting on Pettijohn’s talk, Steffes
declared that he agreed with him but that
“I believe we should make Pettijohn peddle bills instead of making speeches since
BOXOFFICE
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he’s not getting anywhere. I had been
making the same kind of speeches, but
found I wasn’t getting anywhere so I went
to the courts. We didn’t want to go, but
we were driven there.”
Suggesting that the industry needed
someone to serve as a supreme arbitrator
of its problems, Steffes declared he would
pledge his support to such an individual
as long as the setup is “on the up and up.”
Terming numerous pictures made today
as shiney topped apples with rotten bottoms, Steffes declared the independent exhibitor was anxious to purchase such pictures on a percentage basis all days of
the week and then producers would stop
making such films.
Edw. Golden, sales manager, Monogram
Pictures, as the concluding speaker on the
program compared Pettijohn and Steffes
as twins, both seeking industry regulation,
but the one from within and the other
through government intervention.
Companies such as the one he represented are trying to make up their minds
which way to turn, he stated, concluding
with the information that the crux of the
current situation lies in the law of supply and demand and that if exhibitors will
give more support to such firms as his —
those that are on the sidelines trying to
get in — there will be no need for regulation.
Award

Plaque

to

Veterans

Tuesday, opening day, was largely an
occasion for social activities. Registration
started in the afternoon and theatremen
visited the numerous exhibits, were entertained at a Variety Club open house as
well as open house held by various of the
local breweries.
The evening saw a three-hour

boat ride

Honorary Plaques Given
To Veterans
Industry of the
on the S. S. Illinois, followed by a midnight honored
preview of “Drums.”
Those
with appropriately
scribed blue and silver plaques at
Wednesday night banquet, in addition
those listed in the August 27 issue
Boxoffice,

were

E. P. Vollendorf,

inthe
to
of

booker,

Saxe Amusement Management, Inc.; Ernest Langemack, Colonial Theatre; H. Edward Lurie, Monogram-Midwest Film Co.;
Julius Wasniewski, Midget Theatre; Tom
MacEvoy, Columbia Picture Exchange;
Oscar

J. Ruby, Columbia Picture Exchange manager, and A. B. Chapman,
United Artists Erchange, all of Milwaukee; Edward Benjii, Capitol Theatre, Madison, and the following projectionists:
Percy Jones, A. Langson Armour, Elmer
Klase, Arthur Weaver, George Wittman,
Max Krautschneider, Fred Lower, Edward
Medower, R. F. Paradis, David Koppel,
George Lucht, Adam Schneider, Rudolph
Soffer, Rufus Jones, George Arnovitz, Edward Preusser, J. W. Black, H. L. Conway, Walter Behr, Kenneth McLay, Fred
Doherty, Emil Behr, Charles Stady, Harry
Eifert, Alvin Jansen, William Bodenstein,
George Cook, L. P. Langford, Alfred Baumann, Sam Serge, George Harris, Walter
Hunt, Edwin Bigelow, H. H. Fulmer.
Conrad Goetz, A1 Neuendorf, F. M. De
Lorenzo, Arthur Gaulke, A. W. Steinmesch,
C. A. Colter, John De Lorenzo, Edward
Gaiser, George Mace, A1 Baum, Joe Trosch,
Arthur Grey, Joseph Sasse jr„ Fred Stock,
Walter Balge and Henry Theis. Pioneer
of the group is Percy Jones, who 29 years
ago founded the Motion Picture Projectionists’ Union, Local 164.
Toastmaster at the banquet was William Ainsworth, Fond du Lac, with Mayor
Daniel W. Hoan, Milwaukee, making the
plaque presentations to the veterans. The
evening’s program concluded with dancing
and entertainment.
Buying, Booking, Recording
Display Attracts Interest
Milwaukee — Considerable

interest

was

shown at the industry reunion at the
Schroeder Hotel August 30 and 31 in the
display of the Amusement Administration
Service, described as offering independent
exhibitors confidential buying and booking, accounting, bookkeeping and statistical, tax reports and insurance and purchasing services.
Literature declared that “the personnel
of the company includes individuals whose
massed experience covers all phases of
the motion picture exhibition field. Address of the organization was given as
room 412 of the Marquette Bldg.

C
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Windy City Exhibitors Almost

Campaign Has
Press Support

100% in 'Greatest Year' Drive
Chicago — Exhibitors

of the Windy

City

area are getting back of the “Motion Pictures’ Greatest Year’’ campaign practically 100 per cent. Starting off with a bang,
the committee in charge arranged for
Mayor Edward Kelly this week to issue a
proclamation setting aside “motion picture
week” as the beginning of the drive.
Plenty of supplies and accessories are
being ordered by both circuits and independent exhibitors.
B&K changed the movie quiz slug slightly to encourage fans to attend their theatres immediately to see the “contest pictures.” Where the regular slug reads: "This
is one of the movie quiz $250,000 contest pictures,” the B&K slug reads: “SEE
THIS $250,000 movie quiz picture. You
may win $50,000.”
Several theatres, mostly of the independent groups, are devising methods to
encourage patrons to see the contest pictures at their theatres.
Ludwig Sussman at the Adelphi Theatre
is offering $250 to any patron who enters
the contest from his theatre and wins one
of the 5,404 prizes. The rules are that
the patron attend the Adelphi ten or more
times during the contest period; bring
the contest booklet and have it stamped
every time they enter the theatre; and
have the booklet mailed to the contest
headquarters by the theatre, which provides the stamped and addressed envelope
free. The plan already has resulted in an
upward patronage trend.
A similar plan is in effect at Sam Meyers’ Teatro del Lago, in No Man’s Land,
suburb north of Evanston. The theatre is
offering to duplicate any of the last 5,300
prizes which their patrons might win.
These are the $100 and less awards. However, the patron at the Teatro del Lago
must see the thirty contest pictures he
enters at that theatre.
The same conditions exist at the Jones,
Linick and Schaefer Homewood Theatre.
The prize, however, is a definitely-stipulated $200 to any patron who attends
30 pictures at the theatre and wins a
contest award.
The Chicago Times cooperated during
the opening week of the drive by putting
banners on its trucks reading: “Enter the
$250,000 movie quiz contest. See the

Official Kentucky
" Movies " Day
Frankfort, Ky- — Acting Governor Keen
Johnson proclaimed September 1 as a
day

for

special

observance

tuckians “in celebration
do

KenPic-

tures' Greatest Year," and added: “I
officially suggest that the citizens

of the Commonwealth
ticipate in the

40

by

of Motion

of Kentucky

fullest measure."

par-

Times

Movie Directory for most complete

The Chicago American is planning to
listings.”
note at the end of cutlines on photographs
of films used in its amusement pages this
catchline: “This is a Movie Quiz Contest
Picture,” and also plans to comment in the
Rob Reel reviews likewise. All of the other
papers are cooperating with a fine display
of editorial copy, listing the prizes, rules
and many of the contest pictures already
available.
Larry Stein of the Warner theatre circuit is advertising director of the campaign in Chicago, and is being assisted
by Arch Herzoff and Eddie Solomon of
B&K and Herb Elisburg of Essaness.
Indianapolis

Newspapers

Whip

Up Interest in Film Campaign
Indianapolis

— Daily

newspapers

here

have combined efforts with exchanges, theatres, film salesmen and civic bodies to
promote the “Motion Pictures’ Greatest
Year” drive.
The News recently published a story
giving full details of the national drive to
awaken interest in motion pictures. Downtown theatres have placed advertising
matter in the lobbies, film exchanges have
posted large banners, and instruction
books are available in all branches. The
Star, too, has taken an active part by
announcing the national drive and also
running advertisements.
The

News commented upon the industry’s advertising and publicity campaign
in an editorial captioned “The MOVIES,”
as follows:
“Most of the country’s producers and exhibitors have joined in conducting a contest which is intended primarily to afford
an authentic survey of popular taste in
movie entertainment. The industry knows
that its success depends on its ability to
please its patrons. It knows, that while
some of its offerings are popular, others, on
which much money and skill were spent,
fail to please the people. This is, of
course, the experience of every one who attempts to capture the public fancy. But
the loss due to failure can be greatly reduced by regular surveys of the changes in
public taste.
“The leaders of the industry carry a
heavy responsibility. Most Americans attend a motion picture show at least once
a week. And in some degree nearly all
patrons are affected by the show. It is
especially noteworthy that boys and girls
and young men and women seek to emulate
dress, conduct and appearance of movie
stars who make a strong impression on
their sensibilities. The movies carry impressions of home decoration, architecture,
music, manners, recreation and vocational
experiences into thousands of homes. The
art of the dramatist and the actor, as
employed to gain and hold attention, is

Chicago — Most

of the

local dailies are

giving editorial plugs to the $250,000 movie
quiz contest. One of the best breaks came
from Dorothy Day on the Herald and
Examiner.
Beginning with “leave it to the motion
picture business to find a way to have
your cake and eat it, too!” she devoted
over a column on the features of the contest.
“Stimulating interest in motion picture
attendance works wide and varied good
many other industries,” she wrote. “Seeing the costumes of the stars makes women
more clothes conscious, thereby helping
the many businesses affiliated with the
making of clothes; pictures portray new
styles in furniture and household appliances, pictures dealing with travel, pictures dealing with any number of commodities which the general public needs
or wants, bring those things into closer
focus, and makes the public more interested in acquiring them for itself.
“Then, too, with greater attendance at
the theatres, employment may be increased in many ways. Theatre carpets,
seats, equipment in general, wears out
faster with greater use. The many businesses involved in replenishing these may
be benefited. It is a happy circle. Also
there is the prospect of increased personnel
with the increase in theatre attendance.”
The Chicago American also has given
considerable space to the opening of the
contest and has run considerable copy on
the many pictures that the public may see
during “Motion

Pictures’ Greatest Year.”

itself a powerful influence on the standard of taste. The speech of the people
has been appreciably improved by careful drilling of movie actors and the success of technicians in bringing out the
graduations of emphasis.
At the 20th Century-Pox exchange — •
distributors of all literature, advertising
and publicity — it was reported requests
had increased more than 100 per cent for
information on the drive after the daily
nwespapers made their first announcement. Indianapolis is the center and
distributing point for the state and parts
of Kentucky. More than 200,000 quiz
books, advertising material, publicity and
other information have been given out.
Interest is at its height and from all
parts of the two states inquiries have been
coming since September 1, when the first
publicity appeared.
Latest supporters of the drive include:
the Columbia Theatre, Columbia City, Ind.;
Majestic Theatre, Seymour, Ind.; the
Quimby circuit, two houses, Ft. Wayne,
Ind.; Paramount circuit, Marion, Ind., two
houses; Dream Theatre, Corydon, Ind.;
Princess Theatre, Rushville, Ind.; Theatrical Managers’ circuit, 15 theatres in Indiana; Sudekum circuit, Louisville, Ky.,
nine theatres; the Panthon Theatre, Vincennes, Ind.; Dudley Williston circuit, Indianapolis, five theatres, and the Baxter
Theatre, Louisville, Ky.
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Lash Games
In Kenosha
Kenosha,

Wis.

—

Motivating

force

be-

hind the drive to outlaw gambling and
games of chance in Kenosha county is the
Kenosha Ministerial Ass’n, which has
called upon all citizens to urge “unabated
vigilance” in the campaign.
First step in the association’s drive was
a test case against theatre cash awards,
involving William Exton, manager of the
Kenosha Theatre. Failure of a petit jury
to agree in the action, resulted in its dismissal and a new trial was ordered, although no date has yet been set.

Fox

Theatre

Upped
Oshkosh,

Stait

Men

in Winnebagoland
Wis. — Several

promotions

been made

have

by Fox theatres in the Winnebagoland area recently.
A. E. Hiester, until recently at the Brin
in Manasha, is the new manager of the
Grand in Oshkosh. Assisting Hiester is
David Brown, who came to the post from
the Fond du Lac Theatre in Fond du Lac,
where he was doorman.
Robert Van Gilder was upped from a
small post at the Fond du Lac to the
helm of the Retlaw, in the same town.
Floyd De Rusha, hitherto at the Retlaw,
was upped to the assistant managership
of the former house.

Chicago Exchanges in Dither Over
Essaness Cutting Woods Admission
Chicago

—

Exchange

managers

were

wondering what to do this week when
Essaness, upon assuming operation of the
“C” week Woods Theatre in the loop,
promptly cut the admission during the
morning hours from 20 cents to 15 cents.
It was expected that Essaness would be
asked either to go back to the regular 20cent admission or take product for the
Woods in a later week-of-release.
It was understood that Essaness officials feel that there is no precedent in
the loop for any established price at theatres from opening time to 1 p. m. As
examples, they feel that the Jones, Linick
and Schaefer State-Lake, which is ordinarily classed in “B” week, should get more
than 20 cents to 1 p. m.; and that the
J-L-S McVickers, which is in “A” week,
should get more than 25 cents to 1 p. m.

Pliakos
St.

Louis —

Criterion

Theatre

to the minimum for their respective weeks of release, each house
should get 5 cents more up to 1 p. m.
Other loop houses affected are the Sam
and Eddie Trinz Monroe Theatre, which
sticks to the 20-cent admission to 1 p. m.,
as a “C” week house; and the Trinz Clark
and J-L-S LaSalle, both in first week,
now getting 15 cents to 1 p. m.
While the “C” week price scale calls
for a minimum admission price of 20 cents
to 6:30 p. m. for all houses in the city, it
has been used mainly by houses which
have matinees. Essaness is the first to
attempt to make a precedent by intimating that the 20-cent-minimum applies
only to matinees and may be lowered for
morning admissions.
There was no disposition of the matter
as Boxoffice goes to press.

Interview

Modernizing

The

According

at

2644 Franklin Ave., which is being remodeled and modernized, is operated by
George Pliakos. The building owner is
William Pappas. Improvements will include a new front, booth alterations and
a new ceiling.

Springfield,

III. — A.

Zimmer
R.

Zimmer,

mana-

ger of the Fox-Lincoln Theatre here, was
the “merchant” on the “Meet the Merchant” program over WCBS, local radio
station, Wednesday. Zimmer answered
questions on the theatre and motion pictures.

FRONT USED BV CAPITOL, Dallas, Tex.
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PAT
B.
831
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CHICAGO "CLEARANCE" PRINCIPALS ARE FIRM;
COURT ROOM FILLED WITH FIREWORKS SEEN
actually filed, already are readying
charges and counter-charges, which cannot obviously be revealed until court time.
Reports continued this week that the
independents were “getting cold feet and
delaying the suit.” However, from Jack
Kirsch, president of Allied, came this: “All
of my boys are in favor of the suit. They
want clearance cut and single features and

Report Other Cases Aimed
At B&K and Major
Distributors
By GENE RICH
Chicago — Should the independent

the only way we think it can be accomplished is through a legal action. The suit
definitely will not be confined to Allied
members. All independent exhibitors who
have grievances will be included as plain-

suit

on clearance and double features be filed
against B&K and the major companies
within the next week — and all indications
from the law firm of Rosenberg, Stein and
Rosenberg this week pointed to that fact —
there will be plenty of fireworks in federal court before the case is completed.
This was learned from a survey of unimpeachable sources as Boxoffice goes to
press.
Of prime importance is the established
fact that B&K will not back down when
the suit is finally filed. John Balaban,
head of the Paramount subsidiary here,

Other

It was learned,
sibility of several
filed.”
been threatened
B&K at various

the points in question, it’s better to settle
the matter once and for all in court.”
Both sides, while the case is still not

-

A HANDY

Threats

Aaron Stein of Rosenberg, Stein and
tiffs.”
Rosenberg had this to say: “Rumors of
dropping of the suit are B&K propaganda.
There is at present a committee of exhibitors contacting all independents who wish
to be included as plaintiffs against B&K
and the major companies. In all there
will be between 100 and 150 independent
exhibitors aligned when the suit is finally

has stated time and again that “if you
have to give up your business to clear up

TRADE

Suit

too, that there is a posother cases which have
against the majors and
times being included in

DIRECTORY
GUIDE

FOR

THE

EXHIBITOR

sassssa

Three Bushels of
Crickets
Indianapolis — Believe it or not, but
Manager
Quinn ofupCarl
Niesse’s
Vogueof
Theatre, swept
three
bushels
crickets with a vacuum cleaner on the
side walk
other
night. in front of the theatre the

the one cooperative independent suit.
Naturally, there is always the possibility
of the two sides’ getting together even after
the papers in the case are filed. However,
for this to be accomplished the independents would have to modify their demands,
for as conditions now stand, B&K will
definitely not agree— around a conference
table— to anything like five weeks clearance and single features, which now appears to be the dual demands of the independents.
Neither Stein nor Kirsch would comment on where and how the independents’
campaign fund will be obtained for the
battle that will ensue after the case once
begins its court life.
Joseph Rosenberg, senior partner of
Rosenberg, Stein and Rosenberg, has been
ill for several days, which Stein gives as
the
suit. reason for delaying the filing of the

Fox-Lincoln Remodeling

CHICAGO

Program
Springfield

ROADSHOW

TICKET

PICTURES

I. FRANKLIN
distributing Soviet Films
All films have

English Dialogue

Titles

831 So. Wabash — Chicago — Phone WAB.

SIGNS - MARQUEES

7615

Electric Sign & Maintenance
Tom

Flannery,

AND

President

All Advertising

DISPLAYS

See or Write Harry Blumenthal
AD-ART DISPLAY STUDIOS
1243 So. Wabash — Chicago — Victory 7161

From

One

Source.

40x60's, 30x40's, 24x60's, 24x82 banners.
40x60 Hollywood Transparencies.
No Contracts. Lowest Rental Prices.

PHOTOPLAY
1243 South

ADVERTISING

Wabash

COMPANY

Ave.— CALumet

RESTAURANTS

GATEWAY GARDENS
1136-38 South Wabash — Phone WEB
COCKTAIL BAR— RESTAURANT

THEATRICAL
0799

Banquets — private parties — business meetings— card parties — our private dining room
is ideal.
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EXCHANGES

SAVE MONEY
Theatre Advertising Rental Service
1, 3, 6-sheets, 11x14 photos, stills, 22x28's,
window cards, slides, inserts.
Also DeLuxe Silk Screen Art Service

Advertise Your Theatre Along the Highways
Metal Signs — Low Prices — Free Sketch
on Request

FILMROW

GOLD SEAL— SIMPLEX— MODEL ”H"
Factory Mechanics — Genuine Parts Used
Loaner Service Machines Supplied
GENERAL REGISTER CORPORATION
1018 South Wabash Avenue — Chicago

POSTER
Co.

315-17 W. Walton Street
Phone DELaware 9111

SIGNS

SERVICE

AND

MAINTENANCE
Whiteway

REGISTER

7660

Is Progressing

III. — Modernizing

of

the

Fox-Lincoln Theatre front here which has
been in progress for the past month, is
rapidly nearing completion. A. R. Zimmer,
manager, announces the rehabilitation
program includes installation of a new
air conditioning system, recarpeting of the
entire auditorium and entrance and refitting of the projection system to provide
the best auditory and visual facilities for
patrons.
The new front, which will conclude
current modernizing plans, will be three
stories high and will completely cover
the building on Fifth St. and on Capitol
Ave. for 30 feet. Construction is of Spanish stucco and tile. The work is being
done by Clarence Hahn, Springfield contractor.
Rehabilitation has in no manner affected operation of the theatre or comfort
arof patrons as the program has been full
ranged in such a manner that a
schedule of attractions has been presented without interruption.

PRINTING

A. B. C. PRINTERS. INC.
We Print Everything Theatrical
1225 South Wabash — Chicago
For lowest prices Call — VIC 3456

Sign Cyril Hume
Hollywood — Cyril Hume

has been

add-

ed to writers under contract at the Culver

City studios of M-G-M.
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Radio Program at
Springfield Senate
Springfield,

III. — The

Senate

Theatre

a Kerasotes Bros, house, has begun a
weekly radio program with those in the
audience taking part.
The program, titled “100, Yours for the
Answer,” is broadcast one evening weekly
from the Senate stage over WCBS, local
radio station.
Those participating volunteer their services following an announcement of the
program from the stage. The first ten
persons to volunteer are selected and, as
they step onto the stage, are handed a
sealed envelope containing a question and
a prize ranging from $1 to $50.
At this point, the program goes on the
air. In order, each contestant is called
upon to open his envelope, read the question and try to answer it. If he succeeds,
as a reward for his skill, he is allowed
to keep the amount of money found in the
envelope. If he fails, the audience is
called upon to supply the correct answer,
and, as a consolation prize, the contestant
is rewarded with two theatre tickets instead of the money.
The program is the idea of John A.
Heintz, manager of sales for Station
WCBS, who with J. D. Jones, advertising
manager of Kerasotes Bros, theatres are
in charge of the program each week. “Pat”
Fredericks WCBS announcer serves as
master of ceremonies.
Officials of both the radio station and
theatre feel the program will prove a
strong drawing card with much listener
interest both at the theatre and over the
air. The idea was carefully examined by
attorneys for the radio station to make
sure it could not be classified as a lottery.

Simplicity
Mark
West

and

Handles
Finnish
maan,”
Nygaard,
Theatre

J. E. Flynn, M-G-M

and

Finnish

Wis. — American

Jack

Katz of the B&K publicity department did plenty of pinch-hitting in
the last few weeks. First, he handled
Eddie Seguin’s work and then Eddie Solomon, while they were vacationing .

Paramount’s softball team now reigns
paramount in the Filmrow softball league.
The team defeated the Henri Elmans, defending champions, two games straight in
the playoffs last week.

from

the

Boxoffice.

west

coast

representative

of

Orrin Tucker, leader of the band current at the Edgewater Beach Hotel here,
recently made a short for Paramount. This
is the first time Paramount has sent a
crew here to make a short on location.
If you’re looking for a special article or
something in Boxoffice and want an extra copy or two you can find them now at
Al Simon’s Restaurant in the Exhibitors’
Building on the Row. They’re yours for
ten cents, a tenth of a dollar, per copy.

Ask Donald Mack if honesty pays. He’ll
probably say, “Yes, but not much.” Donald, pinch-hitting in a backyard ball game,
broke an absent neighbor’s window glass.
He left a note that he would pay the damage, and persuaded Dad Irving Mack to
let him punch the Filmack clock to pay
off the obligation. Came the bill for the
window pane, $3.28, exactly the amount he
had earned from Dad.
The Phil Tyrrell Co. has been organized
by Phil Tyrrell, Harry G. Hoyt, and D. F.
Hoyt to book acts and stage shows in
film theatres.

Thomas Hoskin, deputy clerk in the
municipal court, has just returned from
Hollywood, where he visited several of the
studios, beaming with reports of how well
he was received by M-G-M’s Howard
Strickling and Universal’s Johnny Joseph.
In his spare time. Hoskin writes for several neighborhood papers and included in
one column of the hospitality he received

Albert L. White, president of the White
Organ Co., died here recently. He was
well-known in the industry. Surviving are
(Continued on page 46)

to announce the
ownership of franchise of

TRAILER-MADE
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com-

Film

rights

district manager,

spent last week at the Minneapolis exchange.

Mermac

Wis. — Simplicity

fort keynote the thorough renovation of
the Mermac Theatre here by A. C. Berkholtz, owner.
On the walls and ceiling pretentious
Moorish decorations, harem scenes and
landscapes have been replaced by simple
and unbroken lines of modem architecture.
The latest in air-conditioning has been
installed, the projection and sound equipment improved.
An emergency fire escape has been built
on the southeast corner of the building
for the projectionist.
The boxoffice has been moved to the
center of the entrance. It is of the latest
type of glass construction.

Phelps,

Al Bartlestein is hobbling around on
crutches now , after participating too enthusaistically in a baseball game.

Comfort

Improved

Bend,

gILL BISHOP, M-G-M exploiteer here,
flew out to Omaha this week for the
world premiere of “Boys’ Town,” based on
the famous Father Flanagan institution
there. Attending the premiere also were
Spencer Tracy and Mickey Rooney, stars
of the picture.

A

complete

SERVICE

INC.

weekly service of your trailer needs
low cost that You Demanded.

— Now

at a

Serving —

ILLINOIS. NORTHERN INDIANA
WISCONSIN, UPPER MICHIGAN
from

TRAILER- MADE

SERVICE
of ILL., INC.
1300 So. Wabash Ave.
CHICAGO

“Johnny”

Mednikow,
President

to the

comedy, “Tee Tyo Ja Opi Pelaahave been acquired by Charles
manager of the Northern Lakes
here.
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With

“ His Excellency 77 in Michigan

pRANK R. TROTTMANN, 75, credited
with having originated daily matinees
and amateur night in Milwaukee in 1897,
was in the city from his summer home in
Manitowish to attend the reunion.
Fire escapes are being remodeled at the
Davidson Theatre here at an aproximate
cost of $1,160.
Charles W. Trampe, honored in connection with his 25th anniversary in the
film business at last week’s reunion, observed another anniversary September 3 —
his 49th birthday.
Lorraine De Wood, local girl, was crowned the “most beautiful Syrian girl in
America ” last week at the Midwest Syrian-American conclave in Cedar Rapids,
la. She rvas chosen from a field of six
finalists by Tyrone Power, film star.

Charlie Cooper of the Gold, Twentieth-Century and Villa theatres and Harry
Goldman of the Lasker circuit are shown as they posed with Governor Frank
Murphy of Michigan and some friends at the Grand Hotel, Mackinac Island,
Mich., recently while vacationing there. The picture, taken in the hotel lobby,
shows, left to right: Sid Levinson, Chicago jeweler; Charlie Cooper; Governor
Murphy, Joe Klingman, Amco Uniform Co., and Harry Goldman.

Zone Board Denies
A Building Permit
Indianapolis — The

Indianapolis

zoning

board has denied a variance request to
permit construction of a theatre and storeroom at 5415 College Ave.
The variance request was filed by Mrs.
Beulah B. Taylor. More than 150 property owners protested it would decrease
values in the area.
Attorneys for the group claimed the
theatre would be a “public nuisance.”
Charges that opposition to the theatre was
created by two competitors in that area
were denied and the board voted unanimously in ruling against the request.
Not only would the erection of a theatre present a parking hazard, but the
erection of a theatre building in that
neighborhood would be in violation of the
state fire law. A filling station is located
within 85 feet of the proposed theatre and
construction of a theatre is prohibited
within that distance under Indiana law.
“It would be a filling station with a theatre wrapped around it,” the attorneys
said.

Gordon H. Simmons Co.
Theatre Dir Conditioning
We can purchase suitable
apparatus for your needs at
a substantial saving to you,
and specify
stallation.

its proper

926 North Cass Street
MILWAUKEE, WIS.
Phone, Daly 2552
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in-

Trailer-Made
Opening
Chicago — Johnny

Russell Pettingill, manager of the Superior Theatre at Superior, is recovering
from a fractured shoulder sustained when
he fell from a bicycle.

Service
Due

Sept. 15

Mednikow,

who

has

acquired the franchise of Trailer-Made
Service of Illinois, Inc., this week announced that he will have his formal
opening of his new quarters at 1300 South
Wabash, September 15.
Carpenters of R. Levine and Co. were
busily engaged this week getting the new
quarters into shape. Offices are being
built and work will start quickly on the
erection of vault space and inspection
rooms in the rear of the building.
Trailer-Made Service of Illinois will serve
all exhibitors in northern Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin and upper Michigan out
of the Chicago office, with trailers available on every feature made.

The

Exhibition

Field

ed
Now Wis.Cover
— William

Kenosha,

by "Life"
manager

Exton,

of the Standard Theatres Co. houses here,
will make his bow to the readers of Life
magazine shortly as the result of pictures
taken of local theatre activities by William
Vandivert of the publication’s Chicago
office.
Pictures will be used in connection with
a photo story showing America going to
the movies, to appear in a future issue
of the magazine. All phases of the exhibition end of the industry were caught
in the pictures.

Hits Dictators
Chicago — Exhibitors

here

are

Due to absence of Dr. ( Custodian ) Sorenson, Dr. ( Engineer ) Wm. Johnson with
the aid of Interne (Chief of Service)
Clyde Haney, assisted in the situation.
Proper bedding for the little ones and also
a supply of milk was prepared. A faint
wail was heard from the second quint as
it whispered to the first quint: ‘Sh-h! I
think we’re being followed!’ They were!’’
A. C. Berkholtz, in town to be honored
last week (at the reunion as one who has
seen more than 25 years of service in the
business, announced completion of a $15,000 remodeling program at his Mermac
Theatre in West Bend. House boasts a
new front, air-conditioning system, sound
equipment, new ceiling and remodeled
foyer and lobby.
Benny

GoodmayTs

ed for here.
the week
Palace

Society, national Greek organization. Nomikos, as vice-president of the
national society, introduced a resolution
condemning the anti-Jewish campaign of
the Hitler and Mussolini governments in
Europe, and which was passed enthusiastically by the convention body.

band

has been book-

of October

14 by Fox's

CAPA Open House Slated
Sept. 13 at Hotel Crillon
Chicago — Chicago

praising

the action of Van Nomikos, local circuit
operator and vice-president of Allied, at
the recent national convention of the
Ahepa

“Mouser,” pet cat of the staff of the Orpheum Theatre in Madison, recently gave
birth to quintuplets. Upon the blessed
event, Hugh Flannery, manager of the
house, was advised of the fact by the following wire: “At approximately 3:30 p. m.
CST today, the boiler room of the Orpheum Theatre, Madisori, Wis., was used
for the emergency delivery of quintuplets
to Mouser. Babies arid mother doing well.

Amusement

Publicists

Ass’n, which this week moved its headquarters from the loop to the Hotel Crillon, 13th and Michigan, will have open
house for the industry next Tuesday night,
September 13.
CAPA began its career at the Hotel Sherman, and a few months ago took over
quarters in the Hotel LaSalle. However,
due to the proximity to Filmrow, the Crillon was chosen recently as the most ideal
location.
BOXOFFICE
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La Crosse Mayor
Favors Film Week

Illinois Allied Aces

La

Crosse,

Wis. — Local

exhibitors

Plenty of Comeback

se-

cured the endorsement of Mayor C. A.
Boerner and local civic organizations in
promoting “Go to Movie Week” here September 3 to 11 in connection with the industry’s national advertising and exploitation campaign.
The mayor’s official statement announcing the week was as follows:
“It is appropriate that this community
from time to time place its stamp of approval on industries that help bring health,
happiness, and prosperity to its doors.

Taken

by the Chicago Herald & Examiner for its recent story on the
activities of Allied of Illinois, this picture shows the new Allied president,
Jack Kirsch, left, with his secretary,
Lou Abramson. This is the first picture of the two since Kirsch took office.

Bobby Breen Pulls Record
Crowd at Outdoor Concert

“We believe that this season of the year
would be appropriate to acknowledge our
indebtedness to the motion picture industry of this city. The time of vacation
with its swimming, fishing and outdoor
activities is about over and we are looking for other sources of amusement. As
such a source, we turn naturally to this
industry.
“Nowhere else do we find such a combination of recreation, entertainment and
education. It is an industry well worth
our support, and therefore, I, C. A. Boerner, mayor of the city of La Crosse, do
hereby declare and designate the week
starting September 3, 1938, as La Crosse
“Go to Movie Week,” the first week of a
full season’s entertainment and educa-

Hope Hampton (right), co-star of
Universal’s “Road to Reno,” is shown
as she answered the “who, what,
when and where” questions of Gene
Rich, Chicago’s Boxofficer, en route
from Hollywood to New' York. She
arrived with her husband, Jules Brulatour, Eastman Film distributor.

Newsreels Cover All-Star
Football Game at Night
Chicago — One

Chicago — Topping

such

stars

as Helen

Jepson, Albert Spalding, Gladys Swarthout
and others who had appeared there this

Others endorsing the mayor’s proclamation.”tion included Walter S. Small, president,
La Crosse Chamber of Commerce; W. E.
Fantle, vice-president, Kiwanis Club; R.

summer, RKO’s Bobby Breen brought the
summer concerts at Grant Park to a close
Labor Day night when he sang to a throng
of 185,000 persons — estimated as the largest of the season.
Special police details were needed to get
him in and out of the band shell, traffic
was tied up for considerable time, and
frantic hundreds pressed close to him for a

George E. Schneeberger, president, Lions
Club, and George W. Hall, organizer of
the AFL, La Crosse Trades and Labor
Council.

glimpse of the tiny Sol Lesser star. “Tens
of thousands milled through the acres

These Cute Kiddies

south of the shell,” wrote the Chicago
Tribune’s music critic, Edward Barry.

A National Screen Service
Regional Meet in Chicago
Chicago — National

Screen

branch

man-

agers and salesmen from cities in the central district under the jurisdiction of Jack
McPherson were to meet here Thursday
to learn of several new features the company is offering. George Dembow, general sales manager, was to be here for
the meeting, at the Drake Hotel.
Men from Detroit, Cleveland, St. Louis,
Milwaukee, Kansas City, Des Moines and
Chicago — about 50 in all — were to be present.

Ferger
Neenah,

to Racine

Wis. — Following

the temporary

closing of the Embassy Theatre here, John
Ferger is managing the Uptown in Racine.
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W. Page, president, La Crosse

Chicago — Here

are two

Rotary

Club;

the youngster

they assured

him: “Don’t worry, we’ll take ’em off.”
Quick as a flash he came back with:
“Oh, no you won’t.

I’m keeping my

pants

The other was related to us by Bob Slaybach who manages Bill Pearl’s Alcyon
Theatre in Highland Park, swanky suburb
north of Chicago. A doting mother sent
heron.”
5-year-old girl up to the boxoffice to
buy three child tickets and one adult admission. The youngster, putting down the
money, politely asked for:
“Three children’s and
tickets, please, sir.”

first attempts

of

It was

expected

that all of the crews

would

take shots, from a specially-constructed platform atop the press box at
Soldiers’ Field.
Special tests were made early this week
by some of the newsreel crews here using
fast film available for the first time for
this game. As Boxoffice goes to press,
the men here were awaiting word from
New York as to the outcome of the tests.

that really hap-

pened:
Beth Morganstern was helping her sister, Florence Paley at the Haymarket
Theatre over Labor Day, and found a
tough little youngster confronting her with
the fact that he had acquired two pieces
of gum on the seat of his trousers where
he was sitting in the theatre.
In calming

of the

newsreels to shoot night football games
was expected to be made here this week
when the All-Star team played the Washington Redskins, National professional
gridiron champions.

one

mommy’s

Robbers Get $1,400 Haul
From Lake Geneva House
Lake

Geneva,

Wis. — Two

gunmen

held

up Louis Nye, manager of the Geneva
Theatre here late Monday night, scooped
up $1,400 in receipts and escaped. The
haul was made shortly after the policeman
on the beat accompanied the cashier, Miss
Mary Sullivan, to the office and left after
the money had been deposited in the safe.
The bandits escaped in a car which carried two other accomplices.

Terre Haute
Terre

Haute,

American
Ind. — The

Reopens

American

The-

atre, closed for the summer, has been reopened by Manager Shannon Katzenbach,
for the Fourth Avenue Amusement Co.

45

ST.

LOUIS

ROBERT
STEMPEL of St. Charles,
owner of the 950-seat Strand Theatre,
has completed a deal with Dominic Frisina
and associates of Springfield, 111., who
operate the important Frisina Amusement
Co. circuit, to become financially interested in his Strand.
The Garrick Theatre, this town’s own
hurley house, was scheduled to open
September 9 with "French Models.’’ Roadshows are being supplemented with special vaudeville acts.
The American Theatre here will open
its 1938-39 season with “Pins and Needles,”
produced by the International Ladies Garment Workers’ Union. The house will reopen October 16.
"Having Wonderful Time” will be the
first of three major productions by the
YMHA-YWHA
Dramatic Club the coming season. It will be presented late in November for three nights. “ Brother Rat”
and “ Stage Door” will be presented later.
“Alexander’s Ragtime Band” has been
held over for another week at Fanchon &
Marco’s Missouri Theatre and is still going big. It had its premiere here at the
Fox and then moved across Grand Blvd.
to the Missouri.

“ Marie Antoinette”
business this week
opened on September
$23,000 or better. On
were in line at 8:45
was filled before the
pleted.

has been doing wow
at Loew’s, where it
2, and should gross
opening day, crowds
a. m. and the house
first show was com-

Out-of-towners seen along Filmrow:
Vince Helling, Avalon Theatre, Lawrenceville, 111.; Carroll Moore, Strand Theatre,
West Frankfort, 111.; Noah Bloomer,
Bloomer Amusement Co., Belleville, 111.,
and Howard White, Fox West Coast auditor, who went through on his regular tour
of their theatres in southern Illinois.
Ralph Bartlett, manager of the Fox
West Coast Illinois Theatre in Jacksonville, III., must know his cows and chickens.
This year he was a director and judge
of the important Morgan County Fair.
John X. Quinn, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
manager, has moved into the beautiful
new home he recently acquired in Kirkwood, Mo., residential suburb.
Fred Souttar, district manager for Fox
West Coast, has returned from the recent
Kansas City convention all pepped up for
the biggest year in the history of the
circuit.
Tom Rohan of Danville, 111., district
manager for Publix-Great States Theatres, has been here with Izzy Wienshienk,
manager of their Grand Theatre in Alton,
111., setting up the month’s booking for the
circuit houses in the southern district.

" Lucky Star " Screening
Lures Many Exhibitors
Chicago

—

turned

Another screening was on the calendar
for this week, with Columbia planning to
trade show its ace of the new season, Frank
Capra’s “You Can’t Take It With You.”

Dietz Has Premiums

Granada
Green

Castle,

Reopened

Ind. — Andy

Browning

has

reopened his Granada Theatre here, with
several improvements. A new sound system has been installed, a new screen and
new lamps have been placed, and extensive
interior and exterior dcorations have been
provided for the house.

Meyrose, Paramount switchboard operator, was married to J. Kenton Gardener,
August 27.
The Sparks and Coleman Corp., builders of the Swan Theatre, Edmonson, Ky„
will open the house October 1 . . . W. J.
Brabrandt, Cloverport, Ky„ exhibitor, is
confined to the Owenburg Hospital. He
is under observation.
The

Kelso

Theatre,

Orland, Ind., has

reopened under the management of Arthur Kelso. L. A. Burgett has opened
the Liberty Theatre, Pierceton, Ind. .. .
Harriett Wade of the National Theatre

The Savoy Theatre, Princeton, Ky., has
been leased to the Crescent Amusement
Co., Nashville, Tenn. The house was formerly operated by the Malco Theatre Co.,
Memphis, Tenn.
George Refakis, assistant manager of
the Central City Amusement Co., has been
transferred to Ft. Wayne to look after the
Marcus interests there.
Abe Kaufman, manager of Big Feature
Rights exchange, has returned from an
extended trip through Kentucky and Tennessee.
C. J. Howard held formal opening August 30 for his Diana Theatre, Noblesville,
Ind. The house has been altered. It now
seats 800.
Bruce Aspley has closed his Trigg Theatre, Glasgow, Ky., for extensive remodeling and redecorating and the installation
of new equipment.
Roy Churchill, RKO manager, spent the
week in Chicago on business . . . R. R.
Bair of the Bair circuit has returned

CHICAGO
(Continued

£ J. BARNARD, Paramount manager, is
confined to his home taking a much
needed rest. He is not seriously ill. Billy
Esch is looking after his duties . . . Ruby

Supply Co.’s staff has been granted a two
months’ leave of absence.

St. Louis — Andy R. Dietz, formerly local manager for GB Pictures, has closed
a deal with Progressive Premiums, Inc.,
to handle the distribution of their produits in the St. Louis, Kansas City and
Memphis territories. He will maintain
headquarters for the time being at 3301
Olive St., but expects to close a lease for
larger permanent quarters within the next
few days in that vicinity. The line includes chinaware, dresserware, silverware
and Dietz will also distribute the SueEllen cosmetics.

from page 43)

his wife and three daughters.

He was 72

from his regular summer
igan.

vacation in Mich-

years old.
Ludwig Sussman of the Adelphi Theatre
is back from another one of his jaunts,
this time to numerous Canadian points.
A1

Kvale,

former

B&K

conductor

in

several of the circuit’s houses, is convalescing here after a serious illness.
"Happy” Meininger, manager of the
B&K Berwyn Theatre, spent his vacation
in Fond du Lac, Wis., trying to evade that
hay fever of his.
Recent rumors of a small theatre to be
erected in the Merchandise Mart, again

Indianapolis

Granada

Reopens

for the Fall

Indianapolis — The

Granada

Theatre

has

reopened after being closed during the
summer season. The house will operate on
a three-day schedule, Friday, Saturday
Sunday.
and Sunday, with continuous matinees on
Earl Cunningham,

general manager

of

the Fountain Square Theatre Co., operators of the house, said the policy of the
house will be Class “A” pictures first run
on the south side.

have been denied by officials of the building, as they were some months ago.
Woods,

who

is handling pub-

licity for Mayor Kelly’s new century committee is the author of “ Slander House,”
the Ben Judell picture which plays at the
State-Lake.
dal House.”
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exhibitors

Gross, Mi's. Ann Hletko, Mrs. Aaron Saperstein, Hank Saperstein, Oscar Brotman,
Bill Pearl, I. Edelson, Irving Cooper, Elmer
Stepanek, John Krafcisin, Harry Lansky,
C. Gordon, Bill Cherukos, S. E. Chopin,
J. Steiniger, and numerous circuit representatives.

Madeline
Perry Hoeffler, city manager in Quincy,
111., for Publix-Great States, returned recently from a trip to Alaska with Mrs.
Hoeffler. They enjoyed the jaunt very
much.

Numerous

out for the screening of 20th CenturyFox’s “My Lucky Star” at the Esquire
Theatre. Included were Ed Mager, Van
Nomikos, Harry Goldman, John Semedalas,
Elmer Benesch, Bill Mitchell, Nate Woolf,
Morris Reingold, Nate Gumbiner, Charlie
Golin, Phil Tague, Sinuel Roberts, Jacob

The original title was “ Scan-

Remodeling
Chrisman,

Chrisman

Empire

III. — G. B. Barber,

the Empire Theatre here,
the front of the building,
tension of the boxoffice to
The seating capacity is to be
BOXOFFICE

owner

of

is remodeling
including exthe sidewalk.
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KMTA CONVENTION GIVES ALL ATTENTION TO
URGENT PROBLEMS CONFRONTING EXHIBITION
At the KMTA

Topics Cover Clearance,
Drive Advertising,

Convention

Opener

Competition
Kansas
and

City — Half a dozen vital exhibition problems came up for discussion
action at the annual convention of

the Kansas-Missouri Theatres Ass’n in
the Variety Club here Wednesday and
Thursday.
Prank

Cassil of St. Joseph

was

elected

president to succeed John Stapel of Rockport, Mo„ head for the past three years.
The new vice-president is Homer Strowig of Abilene, Kas., with George Harttmann of Kansas City as secretary-treasurer. With the following, these officials,
plus Stapel, will serve as directors:
Mrs. Chas. H. Barron, Pratt; C. A.
Schultz, Kansas City, and O. P. Sullivan
of Wichita, for Kansas. For Missouri, additional directors are Tom Edwards of
Eldon and Ed Rolsky of Kansas City.
Chairman of the legislative committee for
Missouri is Stapel. R. R. Biechele heads
the committee for Kansas.
Clearance

Case

Up

The grievance committee, headed by
George Harttmann, North Kansas City,
Lee’s Summit, and Mound City, Mo., and
composed of R. R. Biechele, Ed Rolsky,
and C. A. Schultz, reported on the formal
complaint filed recently by the independent exhibitors of St. Joseph, Mo. Chief
item of the complaint was excessive clearance— running 132 to 146 days — given
Dubinsky Brothers houses, which operate
first and subsequent run at 25, 20, and 15
cents. Independents claim it is impossible to get more than 15 cents under the
present clearance and admission schedule
of Dubinsky Brothers theatres, though
rising theatre operating costs made it imperative for independents to do so. Theatres that signed the complaint were the
Rivoli, Plaza, Rialto, Hickory, and Regal.

Part of the crowd attending the opening session of
Theatres Ass’n convention Wednesday in Kansas City.
happen
series.

in

connection

with

the

second

An

Some

exhibitors

have

of giving away the booklets in order to
discover the most effective. Using five or

Fifteen-cent houses in Kansas City are
in the same boat, said Ed Rolsky of the

At the Gavel

National and St. John, Kansas City. People are going to look at pictures to see
whether they carry the contest insignia,
and if they don’t they’re going some place
else. Something should be done to shorten
clearance for the duration of the contest,
believes Mr. Rolsky.
In Moberly, Mo., where he operates a
second-run house, Louis Sosna said the
program was hurting his business. He
illustrated with the incident of the patron
recently came into the theatre thinking the picture was one in the contest,
and who became very angry when he found

it wasn’t. Most people in the small towns
believe the $250,000 in prizes are for their
community alone, Sosna commented, and
“we

individual theatre ads to give
atres undue advantage. This,
Schultz of Commonwealth
Corporation, and a member of

BOXOFFICE

who

to the

committee in charge of “Motion Pictures’
Greatest Year” campaign In this area that
the national advertising released to newspapers is being used in connection with

committee,

six thousand, the theatres < 1 ) put one in
each home in the community, (2) had
patrons register for the book, (3) gave
them away on request, and (4) simply
handed them out. Having patrons register
has proved, so far, the best method.
O. F. Sullivan of the Civic and West,
Wichita, Kas., thinks the plan actually
will hurt the business of independents
(who are the subsequents) there. The
public reaction when such houses do not,
because they are unable to, play contest
pictures, will be unfavorable.

the committee a
empowered it to
complained

is being corrected
: : September

those thesaid C. A.
Amusement
the MPGY

and

10, 1938

will not

Kansas-Missouri

effort currently is being made, continued Mr. Schultz, to get some of the national advertising into good, substantial
weeklies. In some of the outstate towns,
he pointed out, the weekly paper may be
stronger, with a greater circulation, than
the daily, and is, therefore, entitled to
some of the advertising.
Demand for the booklets is heavy, Mr.
Schultz reported. He pointed out that his
own theatres had tested several methods

The grievance committee has taken up
the matter both with Ed Dubinsky, head
of the Dubinsky group, and the distributors, according to Mr. Harttmann. It still
is working on the situation in an effort
to reach a solution.
The convention gave
vote of confidence and
carry on.

the

have

to tell them

that isn’t so, there-

by knocking the campaign.”
Sees Cumulative Interest
Interest

in the contest

will accumulate

and

Deeply engrossed in a discussion of
organizational affairs were Ed Kuykendall, left, president of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America;
John Stapel, KMTA
president, and
R. R. Biechele, KMTA
secretary.

reach its peak at the close of the contest period, was a view expressed by John
Wolfberg of the Strand. Consequently
subsequents, even though they only get a
few at that
stantially.

time,

should

benefit

“I’ve got first runs, and I won’t
(Continued on page 52)

subget to

MW
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Enthusiasm for Trade Campaign
Mounting Rapidlg in Omaha Area

Quiz Book Ads
Pay His Way
Omaha
—
The film industry's campaign already has shown a nice profit
for Joe Marino, Maryland
Theatre,
Omaha.
Joe sold small ads on the back
the booklet to several merchants

Omaha — Enthusiastic support of “Motion Pictures’ Greatest Year” by exhibitors in all parts of the Omaha trade territory has been indicated by the flood of
pledges into the campaign’s Omaha headquarters.
A total of 118 independent exhibitors
in Nebraska, western Iowa and southern
South Dakota have signed pledges at the
latest report compiled by D. V. McLucas,
United Artists exchange manager. The
UA branch is the Omaha district headquarters.
This group has pledged a total of $3,750,
according to McLucas’ reports. This is in
addition, of course, to the 45 theatres in
the

Omaha area operated by five affiliated circuits.
Exhibitors in the Omaha district are

distributing

a total of 296,000

Movie

Quiz

booklets

and are reporting favorable reaction to the campaign by the public.
people are asking for the booklets

Many
now

that national publicity has been released on the contest, exhibitors report.

McLucas said he was “well satisfied”
with the cooperation given by Nebraska,
Iowa and South Dakota exhibitors. President Charles E. Williams of the MPTO
of Nebraska and western Iowa said the
response had been “very gratifying, especially from the smaller theatres, which will
benefit most from
Exhibitors who
the week:

this campaign.”
signed pledges

during

Nebraska — F. C. Largen, Lyric Theatre,
Creighton; Mrs. Jennie Wickman, Lyric,
Tekamah; Albert M. Bang, Bend, North
Bend;

Roy E. Syfert, Ainsworth, Ainsworth; Oscar Johnson, Rivoli and Electric, Falls City; H. F. Kennedy, Bow,
Broken Bow; R. D. Chapin, Plaza, Lyons;
Carl Bailey, Pawnee, Pawnee City; Ralph
Hintz, Chief, Tecumseh; J. B. Preston,
Coronada, Humphrey; A. M. Carlson, Kozy,
Bassett.
Iowa — Max
Shoemaker, Isis Theatre,
Tabor; Karl Silkebakken, Princess, Odebolt; Earl Kerr, Broadway, Council Bluffs;
Ben Harding, Liberty, Council Bluffs;
Henry Saggau, Ritz, Denison; J. F. Dethlefs, Crystal, Manning; Conkling & Neeley, Globe, Griswold.

Campaign Is Becoming
No. 1 Peace Maker
Minneapolis — One

of the effects of the

present “Greatest Year” campaign now
in progress is to bring even bitter competitors together to work for the industry’s and their own common welfare, the
trade is pointing out. It’s really promoting better feeling in the industry, everybody says.
In La Crosse. Wis., for example, the
Eddie Ruben and Frank Koppelberger interests are operating opposition houses and
are at loggerheads to the extent that Koppelberger is suing Ruben and some of the
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the

local film exchanges, charging that product is being kept away from him. However, that doesn’t prevent Ted Bolnick,
Eddie Ruben manager, and Bill Freise,
Koppelberger head, from joining forces to

business

which

his

neighborhood theatre is located.
realized enough money
to pay

He
the

10-cents-a-seat
contest books,

section

in

of
in

pledge, the cost of his
and a little left over.

put the drive over. What’s more, they’re
doing a grand job, with beneficial results
all around, according to the various campaign chairmen.
Here W. A. Steffes, district chairman,
had

Gov. Elmer A. Benson issue a proclamation urging public support for the drive
and giving it his indorsement. A sound
reel was made of the governor reading
and signing the proclamation. It showed

Steffes, Theodore Hays, Minnesota Amusement Co.; Ben Blotcky, Paramount district manager; George Granstrom, St. Paul
exhibitor, and others posing with the governor. The reel is being exhibited in theatres throughout the territory.
Minnesota Amusement Co. house managers and theatre owners report public interest in the cash contest at a high pitch
and

thousands of contest booklets are being distributed throughout the territory.

Iowa

Theatres

For Industry

Into Line

Campaign

Des Moines — As the “Movie Quiz” contest got under way in Iowa last week, G.
Ralph Bran ton, chairman of the Motion
Pictures’ Greatest Year campaign in Iowa,
listed these Iowa theatres as cooperating:
Tri-States theatres: Paramount and
State, Cedar Rapids; Capitol and Garden,
Davenport; Des Moines, Paramount, Orpheum, Roosevelt, Strand, Garden, Uptown and Hiland, Des Moines; Capitol and
Rialto, Newton; Princess and Rivola, Oskaloosa; Capitol and Ottumwa, Ottumwa;
and Princess, Sioux City; Paramount and Strand, Waterloo.
Central States theatres: Cecil, Palace
and Strand, Mason City; Park and Lake,
Clear Lake; Forest, Forest City; Grand,

Mrs. Kathryn Davis, Monte, Montezuma;
E. W. Mason, Osage, Osage; L. A. Kuhl,
American, Corning; J. O. Doop, Rialto,
Adel; Charles Marks, Avery, Garner; A.
D. Hahn, Rialto, Bedford; M. J. Keuch,
Gem, Charles City; M. R. Blair, Regent,
Cedar Falls; F. R. Puffer, Cresco, Cresco;
Harold H. Hall, Rivola, Elkader; H. Engbertson, Grand, Decorah; Charley Peterson, Windsor, Hampton; E. W. Hagemann,
Grand, Independence; G. W. Maxon,
Strand, Jewell; Carl Parsons, Princess,
Keota; Mrs. B. Newbold, Wampas, Keosauqua; Wayne Dutton, Plaza, Manchester;
Marvin Fosse, Pastime, La Porte City; W.
H. Nash, Plaza, Monona; W. P. Grossman, Circle, Nevada; M. L. Dickson, Temple, Mt. Pleasant; H. S. Twedt, Manly,
Manly; Oky Goodman, Empress, Rockwell
City; P. D. Cota, Cota, Waukon; Marvin
Fosse, Grand, Wellman; Harry Pace, Princess, West Union; John Waller, Lyric,
Osceola; Kate McKee, Osceola, Osceola;
L. E. Gainer, Orpheum, Fairfield; Mrs. J.
E. Carmean, Dreamland, Bancroft; S. R.
Peake, Pastime, Maquoketa; W. Dussler,
Grand, Greenfield; L. J. Henry, Stuart,
Stuart;

M. C. Roskopf, Casino, Marshalltown; Thomas A. Brown, Strand, Iowa
City; J. G. Pierce, Story, Story City.

Northwest
To Honor

Capitol

Estherville; Call and Iowa, Algona; Clarion, Clarion; Princess, Eagle Grove; Rialto,
Strand, and Iowa, Fort Dodge; Rialto
and

Boone, Boone; Ritz and State, Chariton; Majestic and Ritz, Centerville; Iowa
and Strand, Grinnell; Charles, Charles
City; Grand, Oelwein; Englert, Iowa City;
Ritz, Oelwein; Varsity, Iowa City; Capitol,
Rialto and Strand, Clinton; Palace, Burlington; Capitol, Rialto and Strand, Clinton; Palace, Capitol and Iowa, Burlington;
State, Davenport; State, Dubuque; King,
Albia; Collegian, Ames and Capitol, Ames
Pioneer Theatre Corp. theatres: Iowa
and Grand, Atlantic; Earle and State, Carroll; Iowa and Howard, Jefferson; Perry
and Foxy, Perry; Rapids, Rock Rapids;
Spencer and Fraser, Spencer; Royal, Spirit
Lake; Granada and Isis, Webster City;
Clarinda and Rialto, Clarinda.
Independent theatres: A. B. Pettie, Iowa
Theatre, Winterset, la..; J. E. Michael,
Strand, Leon; J. L. Frana, Olympic, Calmar; C. V. Schofield, Blackhawk, Lansing;

Theatre Men
Ed . A . Golden

Minneapolis — The

visit of

Edward

A.

Golden, Monogram general sales manager, to Minneapolis for the MinnesotaMichigan homecoming football game will
be made the occasion of a big banquet in
his honor by northwest theatre owners the
night before the game, Friday, October 14.
W.

A. Steffes, president of Northwest Allied and Twin City Variety Club chief

barker,

as well as “Greatest Entertainment” campaign district chairman, is arranging the affair.

20 Des
Need

Moines
to Renew

Houses
Licenses

Des

Moines — Twenty Des Moines motion picture theatres have been called
upon by the city to renew their annual
licenses.
Amusement places seating less than 800
persons pay an annual license fee of $75
while those with a larger seating capacity
pay

$100 a year.
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K A Y C HE IE
JIMMIE FOLAND of the Independent
J Theatre Supply Co. was injured severely Monday night when the car in which
he was returning from Eldon, Mo., to Kansas City struck a mule near Sedalia. With
Jimmie were Royal Cowger and his wife,
Billie Cowger, who also suffered injuries.
Jimmie was taken to the Sedalia hospital.
Harry Taylor, Pacific Coast manager for
National Screen Service, was on the Row
this week visiting with Charles E. Gregory, branch manager for NSS here, and
other friends. He was on his way back to
the coast from New York . . . Prudence
Stillman Mayor, Mr. Taylor’s secretary, is
due into Kansas City for a visit with her
family and friends in the film business.
She formerly was at Fox Midwest.
C. P. Michaels, Braymer,
early in the week visitor.

Mo., was

an

Eddie Saunders, general sales manager
for Metro, was here Monday at the local
exchange.
Claude Ezell, general sales manager for
Photo-Pay-Nite, spent Monday on Filmrow with R. W. McEwan and Ormond P.
Hill, distributors of the company in this
territory.
Jack Truitt is staging a big variety show
at the Electric, Kansas City, Kas., September 15, 16 and 17 — Coultens’ Kit-Kat
Klub.
Norris B. Cresswell, Filmrow’s bulbous
fotographer, had three letters the last week
from his son, Ray, in Barcelona, Spain,
where the lad is fighting for the Loyalists.
Written August 17 and 19, the epistles
were strongly blue pencilled, and stated
that he hadn’t heard from home in a
long time. The family has written frequently, but apparently the letters are not
getting through.
George Williams of the Delphus, Carthage, Mo., is on vacation in the East,
Philadelphia, New York, and other points.
I. P. “Put” Williams is over his recent
illness and is back on the job at the
Delphus.
Jim Foland of the Independent Theatre
Supply and Ed Kolb of Atlantic Pictures
were driving to Carthage, Mo., the other
night when they ran across Paul Reeves,
driver for Film Delivery, ten miles this
side of Nevada. Reeves’s truck was hung
up on the side of the road and was still
there when Foland and Kolb came back.
They

brought Reeves
burgers and coffee.

a

brace of ham-

Minnesota Amusement Reopening
Its Closed Theatres Due to Uptrend
Minneapolis — With

business

aroused in the “Best Entertainment” campaign and its cash prize contest, the Minnesota Amusement Co. is reopening if s
closed theatres.
The Granada, one of its important local
neighborhood houses, which has been
closed for the summer, re-lighted this
week. Other houses, that have been dark,
also are scheduled to go into operation
again shortly, according to John J. Friedl,
general manager.
Friedl is hopeful over the fall and winter outlook. “If they keep giving us the
pictures, I’m sure that we’ll continue to
do plenty of business,” he says. He also
believes that the “Best Entertainment”
campaign will be a considerable business
stimulus.

TRADE
A HANDY

GUIDE

AND

Ernest Amoneno,

Central

St.
Theatre

— Western
130 West

Stage

C. H. Badger,
Southwest

Theatre

Victor 8796

Theatre

Omaha — Ballantyne

Co. announces

a new

high frequency speaker now standard
equipment on all Duo Sound-Master sound
systems having two-way horns.
Bob Ballantyne explained the extended
frequency in the new speaker gives greater
brilliance and legibility to dialogue.
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City, Mo.

Equipment

Equipment

Equipment

Ave.

—

ENGINEER
C. R. BUTLER

Sound System Installation and Service
Midwest Service Corporation
2606 Monterey St.
St. Joseph, Mo.
Phones
"Service

2-4012—2-4115

As Near

Alexander

As Your

Film

Telephone”

Company

~

PUBLICITY
SCREEN
Motion
Picture Advertising

E. L. Harris, Dist. Mgr., Mo., Kan., Neb., Iowa
239 East 72nd Terrace

Co.

Phone:

0134

TICKET

Co.. Inc.

Hlland

REGISTER

2694

SERVICE

Wichita, Kas.
Phone

2-2153

and

Gold Seal — Simplex Model "H"
Factory Mechanics —
Genuine Parts Used
Loaner Service Machines Supplied
GENERAL
1018

City, Mo.

Manufacturing- — Engineering — Installation

South

REGISTER
Wabash

EXHIBITOR
Independent
1214 Brush

SERVICE

K. C. SOUND

EXHIBITOR

CITY

Mgr.

VI. 3535

SOUND

THE

Co.

AIR CONDITIONING

18th St. — Kansas

village is going

the present.

Company

C. D. Peck, Mgr.

109 W.

Film Shows

Wis. — This

to operate its own film shows in the Auditorium Theatre. It is without pictures at

Mirrophonic

1804 Wyandotte St.
Mgr.
Phone: GRand

Douglas

City,

ENGINEER

St.
T. L. Greening,
Phone: Victor 9078

Stebbins

309 West

Phone:

Equipment

Western

Municipal
Plum

Co.

18th St.
Kansas
— Phone —Sound
HArrison
3345

Great

enjoyed splendid trade. Other recent holdovers to do big business were “The Crowd
Roars” and “Rage of Paris.”
While not holding over, “Carefree” and
“Spawn of the North” all chalked up fine
grosses. It is all very encouraging, the
trade here feels.

SOUND

Mgr.

Electric-Motiograph

817 Holmes

past month. “Alexander’s Ragtime
ran three weeks to the bigiest
of any picture in a year or longer.
of Introduction” is in its fourth
the Minneapolis loop where it has

SUPPLIES

A. A. Electric Machinery
1117 Cherry

ing the
Band”
business
“Letter
week in

FOR

KANSAS
EQUIPMENT

Grosses have spurted sensationally in
downtown Minneapolis and St. Paul dur-

DIRECTORY

National Air Conditioning
Engineering Corp.

Ballantyne Announces
A New Speaker Device

jumping

substantially in recent weeks as a result
of exceptional product, an improvement in
general conditions and the interest being

Avenue

—

Chicago

ASSOCIATIONS

Theatre
Creek

CORPORATION

Owners

Road

E. E. Webber

jr.. Pres.

128 W.

18th St. —

—

Association

VAlentine

John Wolfberg,

2770
Sec.

SERVICE

Syncrofilm Sound Equipment and
W. L.
126 W. 18th St.
Norris
HA 4783

Service
W.P.
Humston

K. M. T. A.

John Staple, Pres.

Harrison

4825
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R. R. Biechele, Sec.-Treas.

Dickinson

Opens

Powers, Virginia Beurmann, Hazel Dodds.
Guests at the opening included, from
Filmrow: W. E. Truog, branch manager,
United Artists; George Fuller, branch

the Carlton

manager, 20th Century-Fox; Walter
Shreve, manager, and Frances Keilhack,
of National Theatre Supply; Hal Perrin
of the American Seating Co.; Don Davis
of RCA; Joe Manfre, branch manager, and
Roy Young and Bob Carnie, Paramount;
Ben Marcus, branch manager, Columbia
Pictures, with Russ Borg, branch manager for Grand National, Mrs. Borg and
Saul Frank; Ernie C. Leeves, Central Theatre Supply Co.; Ernest Amoneno, A&A
Electric; Tom Baldwin, office manager for
Columbia, and M. G. Shackelford, head
booker and office manager for Monogram,
with their wives; Douglas Desch, GB manager; Odin Flake, United Artists; Gordon
Zey, Neo Art Co., Butler, Mo., and Mrs.
Zey; Sam Sosna, Manhattan, and John
Cretors, Cook Paint & Varnish Co.

The front of the new Carlton, Glen W . Dickinson’s house in Manhattan, Kas.,
and a group attending opening. From left to right: E. C. Leeves, Central Theatre Equipment Co.; George Nescher, in charge of building, who operates the
Rio, Valley Falls, Kas., and Bill Gable, Dickinson manager, Beloit, Kas.

Manhattan, Kas. — More than 50 members of the film and theatre industry and
allied trades helped celebrate the opening
of the new Carlton Theatre here last
Thursday, September 1. The beautiful new
movie becomes Glen W. Dickinson’s No. 1
house in Manhattan, and the fortieth
unit in his circuit, which is scattered
through Kansas, Missouri and Iowa.
Named for Carlton Campbell Dickinson,
his youngest son, the theatre is being
managed by Glen W. Dickinson jr., the
eldest son. A beautiful, monolithic structure, the Carlton reflects the Mexican influence with its concrete walls, but embodies the most modern in theatrical
showmanship in its use of neon for wall
and front decoration. It is of reinforced
concrete,
proof.

absolutely
Economy

fire

and

cyclone-

Is Theme

Thematic of the structure is the economy of original cost — $35,000 — and of
space. The latter will enable, if necessary, 3-person operation of the entire
theatre: cashier, manager-ticket taker
who can watch from the lobby door all
four exits as well as the front, and operator. The four exits and the 5-foot-wide
aisles permit emptying of the theatre in
two minutes.
Another unique characteristic of the
Carlton is the landscaping. It is set back
several feet from the street on the north,
and this space has been used to plant
evergreen trees and shrubs and grass. On
the south is a large area being similarly
treated. The contrast of dark green pine
trees against the white of the theatre wall
is one of the most striking effects achieved
by the structure. Later the south area
will be equipped with colored fountains,
walks and seats for patrons.
The brilliant canopy, designed, as was

the theatre, by Mr. Dickinson, employs
powder green, powder gold, and cherry red
neon. The attraction plate does not have
changeable letters, but will read “A Dickinson Theatre,” “Best in the West.” Present attractions are announced by three
large attraction boards inset in the wall

50

on the outside, and
nine

coming

of the boards inside.
modate 40 by 60 blowups.

Telegrams included ones from L. J. Miller, branch manager, Universal; Charles
E. Gregory, National Screen Service; A. E.
Jarboe, Cameron, Mo., exhibitor; Larry
Larsen and Gus Diamond, Salina, Kas.;

attractions
They

by

accom-

Inside, the theatre color scheme is turquoise and blue with Nu-wood sidewalls
and ceiling. The stage is just deep enough
to permit “presentation acts.” The
are fully upholstered, with spring
and velour backs.
The

Carlton

seats
seats

Staff

Staff of the new Carlton is composed
of personnel formerly at the Dickinson,
now the Glen W. Dickinson Theatres’
“B” house: John McGerty is assistant
manager for both houses; Mark Cadle is
projectionist at the Carlton; Maxine Watkins, cashier; Ferna Mae Kafka, and June
Limbocker, usherettes.
While the idea and design of the theatre was picked up by Mr. Dickinson from
a building in Mexico City last winter,
and

developed by him, Louis Siebers, architect for the circuit, laid out the plans;

George

Nescher,

who

operates

the Rio

at

Valley Falls, Kas., was in charge of building the house, the floor plan of which
reflects the floor plan of his own house,
and B. K. Browne was assistant builder.
W. O. Stevens, circuit decorator for ten
years, handled the decoration and color.
Policy of the new house will be single
bills at 10-25-35 cents. The Carlton makes
the fourth motion picture theatre for
Manhattan. Commonwealth Amusement
Corp. is completing the remodeling of the
Wareham, and Sam Sosna has the Sosna
Theatre.
Attending the opening besides Mr. Dickinson and his two sons, were his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Dickinson of Brookfield, Mo.; R. M. Guise, who has been
managing at Manhattan the last two
years; J. G. Wiegand, publicity director
at Manhattan; Bob Parker, manager of
the Dickinson at Olathe, Kas.; Paul Kelly,
manager at Osawatomie, Kas. From the
home office in Kansas City: Ralph Kieffer, head booker, and Mrs. Kieffer; Alfred Lohman, auditor; A. F. Bain, head
of the carpet department; Alberta Meinert, Jimmy Colt, Glen Milstead, Elizabeth

Ward Scott, 20th Century-Fox; Frank
Hensler, Metro; Majestic Pictures; George
Weeks and Eddie Golden, Monogram; Eddie Saunders, Metro; J. R. Grainger, Republic; A. T. Rowe and William H. Workman, Burch Manufacturing; Henry Fonda,
Warner Baxter, Bing Crosby, Bob Burns,
Shirley Temple, Henry King, Tyrone Power, Arthur A. Lee of GB; Alice Faye, Loretta Young, Don Ameche. Russ Borg and
Ben

Marcus preceded their visit with flowers, as did Hal Perrin.

Guise to Lawrence
For Dickinson Unit
Lawrence, Kas. — Bob Guise, who has
been managing for the Glen W. Dickinson
Theatres in Junction City, Kas., has been
transferred here and
inson and Varsity.
J. G.

Weigand

will handle

is being

the Dick-

shifted

from

Manhattan, Kas., here to handle adverhattan. tising. He occupied a similar post in ManCarlton

C. Dickinson,

son

of Glen

W.

Dickinson, is returning to Kansas University, where he expects to complete his
studies this winter and join the circuit
next spring in a permanent capacity. He
will take a trip over the circuit before
turning to school.

re-

Ray Helson Manages
Junction City Houses
Kansas City — Ray Helson, Naperville,
111., has been named by Glen W. Dickinson
to manage the Dickinson interests in
Junction City, Kas., succeeding R. M.
Guise, who goes to Lawrence.
With

the

resignation

jr„ son of the head

of E. C. Leeves

of the Central

Theatre

Supply Co., as manager of the Macon at
Macon, Mo., and of Jack Scott, son of
Ward Scott, district manager for 20th
Century-Fox, as manager for Dickinson at
Osage City, Kas., the circuit is adding two
new men, Bill Jenner of Macon and Jack
Sage,

Osage

City.
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Magic

"Better Deals" Cry
Becoming General

Eye Partners

Y B. NOBLE
JR. has been here for almost a week supervising the hammering and nailing on the Varsity interior.
He insists the house will remain open all
but about five days necessary to put up a
finishing paint job. He, with Howard
Federer

looking

on, is busily engaged

Minneapolis — Because

fix-

swell
and

time looking over usherette applicants, which will be installed in scarlet

cream
ber 1.

uniforms

in the Varsity, Octo-

What will happen to the Orpheum is
still the question most prevalently asked
and discussed. The vaudeville rumor persists, although the Cooper offices here are
quiet about it . . . Bob Huffman, after a
wire from H. W. Lambert about the
Omaha premiere of “Boys’ Town,” was
looking around for some place to rent a
dress suit . . . Bob Livingston gave a three
months’ pass to the Capitol to the winner
of the Lincoln Newspapers’ junior golf
tournament . . . There’s talk that Ken
Maynard may be available in this territory for personal appearances.
Wally Johnson hasn’t been seen here
betting on the horses yet ... Ed Cohen,
the GB finger in this territory, rode to
Omaha on the same train the other night
with Emajoe Newby, otherwise Miss Nebraska, who was en route to Atlantic City,
for the Miss America contest . . . Hymie
Novitsky writes to announce he has sold
his interest in the Omaha Republic exchange to his co-partners. What he’ll do,
he doesn’t say. He’ll stay with Republic
until September 17. Loyal to the last — his
last letter plugs “Army Girl” to the sky
. . . Ray Holtz, Fairbury, writes that the
only fish who are biting are those named
Holtz. He married thoroughly unsuspecting Helen Lien, September 3, and is
honeymooning now with her at Lake
Okoboji.
Howard

Federer,

Varsity-Kiva

city manager

theatres,

has

of the

arranged

to

have his office open on the ladies’ lounge
at the Varsity, on the plans now being
moved from blue print to fact. Assistant
Manager Alvin Hendricks is beefing loudly,
because Federer is going to build him another office — in the basement.
Whether or not the “movies” as a business have looked upon film critics as
freaks or not, they have legitimate proof
here this week in the appearance of Barney
Oldfield, Sunday Journal mid Star reviewer, in Beckmann & Gerety’s carnival
sideshow. Oldfield appeared in a Ripley
cartoon for seeing all the pictures made
in 1936-37, and as a gag appeared Labor
Day in the show for four performances.
Went from the bally platform on back.
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their

product line-up entitles them to “a better break,” companies like Columbia, Universal and RKO, as well as the independents, are demanding “better deals” from
Twin City independents, putting the shoe
on the other foot.

ing up one of the town’s fanciest ladies’
lounges . . . L. J. Finske in here for a
pep talk about the greater film season,
dashed immediately to Oklahoma City to
help in the new arrangements there.
Iz Weiner, who claims its Mrs. Boxoffice who really writes this column, always comes to “ mister ” Boxoffice when
he’s got something to cry about . . . Bill
Crystal, the new- New Grand National
manager in Omaha, hi town and stuck for
a round of ice cream sodas with whipped
cream . . . Alvin Hendricks is having a

they contend

Some

Kansas

City — R. W.

McEwan

and

Or-

man P. Hill, partners in the Magic Eye
Distributing
Co. here, are shown on Filmrow.
McEwan says the company “literally is
being swamped by inquiries from exhibitors concerning Photo-Pay-Nite and its
equipment. We have adopted a first come
first served policy.”

of these companies claim the independents have “been taking advantage
of them” in the past, instead of it being
the other way around. “They pay through
the nose to M-G-M and 20th-Fox, for
example,” said one branch manager, “and
then try to average up by giving us the
short end. They feel they can be independent with us and that we’ll have to
take whatever they’ll give us and like it.”
“Hy” Chapman, Columbia branch manager, declares that with “You Can't Take
It With You” and similarly strong pictures on his 1938-39 line-up, he’s entitled
to “a fair break.” He’ll make “only the
right
insists. kind of deals, or none at all,” he
On

Summer Price Stays
On, Declares Friedl
Minneapolis

prices” of
the State
effect for
and winter

— The

reduced

“summer

40c top for the “A” films, at
and Century, will continue in
the present, although the fall
season is under way. John J.

Friedl, Minnesota Amusement’s general
manager, says he has no plans for the
present to raise them back to their former
55c level. Even “Marie Antoinette,” at the
State September 16, will be shown for 40c,
the same as “Alexander’s Ragtime Band.”
However, the prices may be put back up
later, according to Friedl. It all depends
upon developments, he says.
Twin City independent neighborhood exhibitors have protested against the admission price cuts. They were hoping that
the scales would be tilted again this fall.

Summerour Plans a New
Overland Park Theatre
Overland

Park,

Kas. — A

modern,

700-

seat theatre, the Santa Fe, is being planned
for the main business district here by
M. A. Summerour, who, with Mrs. Summerour, operates the Mission Theatre at
Shawnee, Kas.
Clarence Kivett, architect for the Colonial in Kansas City, is designing the
$50,000 brick and stucco building and
movie. Opening is planned for early winter.
Bennett
Hollywood

Bennett
brunette

as Brunette

— For

the

will appear
in

Walter

first time,

Joan

on the screen as a
Wanger’s

“Trade

their part, the independents, however, insist the so-called lesser companies
haven’t any kick coming — that they, the
theatre owners, are the aggrieved parties.
A company such as M-G-M, which delivers consistently good product that clicks
at the boxoffice, is entitled to much more
consideration than the run-of-the-mill
companies, the independent exhibitors assert. On the strength of a comparatively
few good boxoffice pictures, the lesser
companies usually try to compel the exhibitor to buy a large number of films
that, from the boxoffice standpoint, are
worthless, it’s charged. As a result, the
independent exhibitors claimed, they’re
money ahead on M-G-M, even when they
pay “unfair” prices and meet “unreasonably exorbitant” deals on certain releases,
while, taken in the aggregate, it’s difficult to make money on some of the other
product.

Wobber, O'Loghlin Due
In Minneapolis lor Drive
Minneapolis — Henry

Wobber,

new

gen-

eral manager of distribution for 20thFox, will pay his first visit Monday to
Minneapolis since his elevation to his present post. He will be accompanied by J. P.
O’Loghlin, who is in charge of the S. R.
Kent drive, and the pair will address a
sales meeting.
The local exchange is off to a record
start in the present campaign and promises to set a new high in sales, billings
and bookings, according to Joe Podoloff,
branch manager.

Plan New

House

St. Paul — A promotional group will
build a new film theatre in West St. Paul.
The house will be located in proximity
and the Mohawk and its owners plan to
lease it to parties whose identity has not
yet been revealed.

Winds.”
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character and influence of those compris-

KMTA's Attention
To Trade Problems
(Continued

from

page 47)

play nearly all of the contest pictures,”
commented A. J. Simmons, Lamar, Mo.
“Why doesn’t the committee in charge
of the campaign nationally go back 30
days for releases, or move the contest
deadline forward 30 days?” suggested W.
G. McKinney of Topeka.
Mr. Schultz explained that effort had
been made to overcome the obstacle of
protection for the contest, but that it
couldn’t be done. The national committee
even studied the possibility of having National Screen Service make trailers showing scenes that would answer contest pictures available to all theatres. Again, this
proved impracticable.
“I believe the general benefit accruing
to exhibitors and the industry as a whole
will more than offset lack of benefit to
individual exhibitors,” urged Ed Kuykendall, president of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America. “No other plan
ever devised for the industry has been
better, and it is the first one to draw all
elements together in a united front to attain a common objective — better business at the boxoffice and more favorable
public reaction to pictures in general. The
campaign will build interest in your own
personal operation; it can’t help it. The
prize money isn’t the important thing in
the campaign by any means.”
A committee consisting of Louis Sosna,
Ed Rolsky, and J. E. Pennington of Topeka was named by President John Stapel
to prepare a motion that would reflect the
view of subsequent exhibitors, but which
would not commit the organization, most
of whose members are enthusiastic about
the direct benefits they already are getting, to a disinterested official attitude
toward the campaign.
Conciliation

Demand

Grows

A resolution was expected out of the
convention demanding from distributors
the cooperation necessary for forming conciliation boards immediately.
“Conciliation boards are the one most
important thing the industry needs right
now,” Kuykendall declared. “If they are
set up properly, with members who carry
weight and who have the respect of the
industry in their area, they would do a
tremendous amount of good. The success of the boards depends entirely on the

Necessary Piece
Of Equipment
Kansas

City — "Exhibitors

ought

to

read trade papers," Ed Kuykendall,
president of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America, here Wednesday
and Thursday to talk at the KMTA
convention, told conventioneers. “The
trade paper furnishes the only means
by

which

you

can

keep

what's going on in
Kuykendall explained.
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in touch
this

with

business."

The
recommendation was made that the
ing them.”
KMTA secure the cooperation of distributors in reducing the competition from free
shows and 16 mm film.
Speaking of free shows, Mr. Harttmann
said he believed that exhibitors under
estimate the value of the motion picture
business to merchants and to a community. Often, he said, people in a town
arrange free shows, or create other competition to the local theatre thoughtlessly.
It is up to the exhibitor, when such a
situation arises — or before — to bring to
the attention of the townspeople the value
of the theatre to the community. In many
cases the matter can be adjusted satisfactorily.
Mr. Biechele, secretary of the association, brought to the attention of the
meeting several complaints from Missouri
and Kansas exhibitors concerning 16 mm
films taken from 35 mm feature pictures.
Inquiry of distributors produced
sponse that the feature subjects
for 16 mm use are released far
back of commercial exhibition

the rereleased
enough
of the

larger films that they should not be harmful to the boxoffice.
Radio

Protest

Again

An Ind'p't Exchange
Planned for Kagcee
Kansas

City — A

new

independent

film

exchange is scheduled for Filmrow within
the next week or two.
Premium Pictures, company formed by
William Pincus, formerly of New York, is
now getting located, and expects to be
ready to offer its line of 28 pictures next
week. The company has eight Tom Keene
historical Westerns, eight Tom Tylers,
12 action features starring Herman Brix,
Olympic star, and two serials — “Blake of
Scotland Yard” and “Shadows of China-

Ktown.”
. C. Variety Club's First
Annual Golf Tourney Set
Kansas

City — Variety

Club

is sponsor-

ing its first annual golf tournament and
“fun festival,” the former for golfers, the
latter for “dubs,” at the Old Mission
country club, Monday, October 3.
A golf trophy has been contributed for
the affair by Ben Shlyen, publisher of Boxoffice,

and

will become

the

permanent

But the competition from use of such
films by schools, in homes, etc., is growing steadily, and a recommendation that
the organization protest distributor release of such subjects for reissue in 16
mm form was referred to the resolutions
committee.

property of the club. Each year, the individual winner of the contest will have
his name engraved on the trophy, which
will be continuously on display in the
Club’s rooms on Filmrow.
Frank E. Ritter, manager of the Isis,
is in charge of the tournament. He is

Two years ago the KMTA was the first
exhibitor organization to go on record
against radio appearances of motion picture stars, and this action was taken by
the convention again this year.

being aided by Tom Baldwin, E. E. Webber jr., Finton Jones, George Baker and
Charley Shafer.

Scherzer Heads

Booking

At Monogram
Audience

of 1,100 Sees

Screening
Kansas

City — A

of Capra

sure

test of a

Kansas

Hit
motion

picture’s attraction is the appeal it has for
members of the industry and the enjoyment with which they watch it.

By this criterion, “You Can’t Take It
With You,” Columbia’s Frank Capra production which was previewed to 1*100 at
Edison Hall in the Kansas City Power
& Light Bldg., Tuesday night, rates tops
among films released here in many a moon.
Of course, not all pictures are given a
preview of the size this one of Ben Marcus,
Columbia exchange manager, achieved,
but practically every exhibitor, exchangeman, and allied tradesman who was invited attended. Many out-of-town exhibitors attended. Unanimous opinion of those
in the trade on Wednesday was that the
picture is one of the best.
By 8:15, the time at which the picture
was scheduled to start, the hall, balcony
and lower floor, good seats and bad, were
taken, and people were looking for places
to stand. Every seat in the house was occupied, and several hundred arrived after
that point, many of them sitting or standing in the aisles, or in the rear on the lower
floor or in the balcony.

City — Ralph

in Kaycee
Scherzer

has taken

over the booking duties at Monogram
Film Distributors, Inc., and will handle
city sales. Scherzer resigned last week
as head booker for Grand National to
accept the new post. He formerly was for
several years booker for Educational and
Fox in Kansas City.
M. G. Shackelford, who has been handling the booking and city sales, will return to Kansas as a salesman. “Shack”
formerly covered that territory for MonoThe changes were announced this week
gram.
by L. F. Durland, branch manager for
Monogram.

-atNow
Homae Stay
Just
Kansas City — Here to attend the annual convention of the Kansas-Missouri
Theatres Association, Wednesday
and
Thursday,
ing.
just come
home
This

Ed

Kuykendall

from

spending

in Mississippi
was

the

said
two

hunting

first two

weeks Kuykendall had spent
home in almost five years.
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A An MPTO Meet in

W. BROWN, Phoenix Theatre, Neola,
la., and Mrs. Brown are back from a
trip through southwestern states . . . Julia
Anderson, Grand National office manager,
spent the extra holiday in Des Moines.
She denies a love interest there . . . E. J.
Tilton, Republic franchise partner, was
here for a few days to confer with Hymie
Novitsky . . . Horace Free, Ross Federal
branch manager, has been transferred to
Buffalo, N. Y. . . . Norman Brennan, Buffalo manager, will come here.
D. V. McLucas’ lads are in second place
in the western division of the UA 20 th
anniversary sales drive . . . Joyce Ballantyne has gone to Chicago to attend the
American Academy of Art. Papa Bob
got his start in the theatre supply business as an interior decorator of banks . . .
Roy Palmquist, Universal boss, went to
Winona,

Minn., to visit his wife’s folks.

A very rare visitor, E. W. “Bud” Verhaege, Lyric Theatre, St. Edwards, Neb.
. . . Also spotted on Filmrow were Albert
M. Bang, Bend Theatre, North Bend, Neb.;
Ernest Grundmann, Cook Theatre, Cook,
Neb.; Carl Johnson, Grand Theatre, Red
Oak, la.; Harold Kalous, Kay Theatre,
Sumner, Neb.
Don McLucas, already mentioned, got
a nasty crack on the head when a stickup man tried to rob him. Mac thought
it was a gag and whirled on the robber.
He got a very realistic sock with a sap,
if you follow the crime pictures.
Mrs.

George

Rasley,

Royal

for Los Angeles this week to visit Ralph’s
parents . . . Bill and Bob Kozal, sons of
the Tri-States ad artist, were six years old
this week . . . Lola Anderson had a birthday on August 29.
Will Singer is back from Chicago and
a trip to Iowa theatres . . . Omaha Variety Club members have resumed their
weekly meetings on Saturday noon at club
headquarters . . . The house committee is
worried because the slot machine take has
fallen off.
Mrs. Rose Lipp, mother of Mrs. I. M.
Weiner, wife of the Columbia chief, was
killed in an auto crash and Mr. Lipp was
in critical condition at this writing . . .
Tickets are out for the Omaha Variety
Club charities fund with someone the winner of a big car at the drawing December 18.

John McBride

Omaha— John

McBride,

booker

at Re-

public Pictures’ Midwest branch, has been
named office manager to take the place
of Hymie Novitsky, former exchange manager, who recently disposed of his interests
in the Republic franchise in this territory
to his partners, Harry Warren and E. J.
Tilton.
BOXOFFICE
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Omaha — Members

of MPTO

of Nebras-

ka and western Iowa will hold their annual fall meeting and election on September 20 at Hotel Loyal, association headquarters for the past 18 years.
President Charles E. Williams urged
members to attend the Omaha Variety
Club golf tourney and fun festival at the
Ralston Club on September 19.
“I am asking that as many exhibitors
in Nebraska and western Iowa as possible
attend the annual fall meeting of the exhibitors’ association,” Williams told Boxoffice.

“With the national campaign on ‘Motion Pictures’ Greatest Year’ now in full
swing, every exhibitor — large and small —
should put forth a little extra effort in
making the drive a big success, especially
in his own territory.”
Williams pointed out “that now is the
time for exhibitors to forget their petty
problems and troubles and work together
for the best interests of the film industry.”
Association vice-presidents are H. F.
Kennedy, Bow Theatre, Broken Bow, Neb.;
Dale R. Goldie, American Theatre, Cherokee, la.; R. F. Falkenberg, Majestic Theatre, Lexington, Neb.

Theatre,

O’Neill, Neb., was on the Row . . . Also
R. D. Miller, Empress Theatre, Wolbach,
Neb.; Roy E. Syfert, Ainsworth Theatre,
Ainsworth, Neb.; Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Thomas, Thomas Theatre, Brownville,
Neb. . . . Ralph Goldberg and missus left

Name

Omaha on Sept. 20

JOWA

theatres can work another bachelor contest now. LeRoy Kling, who won

a Hollywood trip as Iowa’s most eligible
bachelor two years ago in a state-wide
contest publicizing a Mae West film, was
married last week to Suzanne Brearton.
Both live in Cedar Rapids.
Columbia’s “You Can’t Take It With
You” drew an enthusiastic preview crowd
at the Roosevelt Theatre here Tuesday
morning. Sept. 6.
Among exhibitors observed at the Paramount branch here Tuesday were L. A.
Kuhl of the American Theatre, Corning,
la.; Vance Smith and son of North English, and J. W. Duckett of the Merchants
Theatre, Corwith, la.
D. C. Kennedy, M-G-M branch manager, and his wife spent the Labor Day
weekend in Denver, Colo., visiting Henry
Fridel, exchange manager there . . . Horace Heidt’s orchestra and stage show have
been booked at the Paramount here for the
weekend starting September 17 . . . Dorothy
Day, Tri-States publicity chief, spent Labor
Day at the 20 th Century-Fox “Jesse
James” set in Pineville, Mo.
The departure of Kathleen Gannon for
Chicago and Helen Squire for Denver
marked the beginning of the end of vacations this year at M-G-M. The entire
force agree that now it’s time to give the
over-worked fish tales and cowboy chatter
a little rest.

JJARRY

HIRSCH
stockoffburlesque season at has
the his
Gayety
to
a swell start, with business the first two
weeks setting a new high mark. Before
departing for Omaha to supervise the opening of his roller derby there, Harry invested in a brand new Packard . . . “Hy”
Chapman of Columbia has been advised
that his company will distribute the midget Western feature, “Terror of Tiny
Town” . . . Maury Abrams, M-G-M exploiteer, was in La Crosse, Wis., working
on “Love Finds Andy Hardy.” He comments on the fine work done there by Ted
Bolnick, Eddie Ruben manager, and Bill
Freise of the Koppelberger company on
the “Best Entertainment” campaign.
They’ve copped reams and reams of free
newspaper and other publicity, including
indorsements by city officials and club
heads.
Kenny Adams resigned as Paramount
booker to take a similar position with
RKO where he replaces Harold Wise who
resigned to return to Chicago to become
a theatre circuit booker . . . “ Alexander' s
Ragtime Band” will run two weeks at the
Eddie Ruben house in La Crosse, Wis.
■ . . Reno Wilk, live-wire young man tvho
resigned as Berger circuit advertising and
publicity head to pilot the roadshow picture “ Marihuana ” in the territory, reports
the film is breaking house records right
and left and he has had to invest in several additional prints.
“Spawn of the North” is making the
Paramount crowd happy. It did exceptionally big business at the State here the
last week after having opened at the Lyceum, Duluth, mid-week to weekend
grosses. It was held over four additional
days at the head-of-the-lakes city . . .
Jack Flynn, M-G-M district manager, a
visitor ... All the figures aren’t up yet,
but enough are available to make it certain that the Paramount ad sales department here will break all records in grosses
for any Paramount Week this year. Incidentally, A. Selby Carr, head of the department, is celebrating his eighteenth
anniversary as a Paramount employe. He
started young with the company . . .
“Marie Antoinette” goes into the State,
instead of Century, and the date is September 16.
Out-of-town exhibitors visiting Filmrow
included Ted Bolnick, LaCrosse, Wis.; Pete
Campbell, ValHalla, N. D.; Ray Hiller,
Marshall, Minn.; Don Buckley, Redwood
Falls, Minn.; C. C. Connaught, Olivia,
Minn.; and Bert Parsons, Sauk Center,
Minn. . . . Leo Aved, who owns the Empress Theatre, is 40 years old and has
been in the show business 27 years, but
never has ridden a train. His few outof-town trips have been by motor car . . .
Before Clyde Cutter, M-G-M head booker,
departed to become an exhibitor at Robbinsdale, Minn., his fellow workers threw
a party for him. Arthur Zeulch from
Detroit, Mich., has succeeded him. Cutter
is the daddy of a baby girl — his third
child — but first of the feminine persuasion . . . Raves filled the air at Columbia's invitation trade screening of “You
Can’t Take It With You” at the Loring
Theatre here this week.
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SUCCESSFUL

SHOWMANSHIP

" Rustic

"

Chief

Resort Theatre Becomes an Added
Summer Attraction in Yellowstone
QPERATING a resort theatre is one of
those jobs envied by practically everyone. But, like any other business, it has
to pay its way. The Rustic at West
Yellowstone, Mont., is no exception.
Four years ago in 1934, Mr. and Mrs.
George Baker took their wedding trip
through Yellowstone. George was at that
time manager, with A. F. Baker, his
father, of the Electric in Kansas City,
Kas. He had been in the motion picture
business all his life, and naturally the
first thing he looked for was a “movie.”
There wasn’t one, and there wasn’t much
else to do in the evening.
When

the

Bakers

returned,

George

wondered why there wasn’t a theatre near
the park, and he decided to establish one
himself. He took over a big log building
at West Yellowstone which had been used
as a dance hall. The entrance was improved, a fireproof, ventilated booth
built and lined with metal, and a boxoffice constructed. In 1936 he opened the
Rustic. Other equipment includes Simplex Acme projection and sound, Da-Tone
white screen, etc.
The theatre, 90 feet long and 40 feet
wide, has a hard maple floor and accommodates 250 spring-bottom seats. These
are set up in sections of four wide, the
seats bolted on lx4’s, front and back, and

The Rustic

are moved against the walls for the half
dozen dances held during the season.
The walls of logs provide almost ideal
acoustics for sound projection. There is
no slope to the floor, but this is not
necessary because the screen, which gives
a 10x13 foot picture, is higher than normal.
The Rustic’s season opens the first week
in June, closes the last week in September. Customers are tourists and townspeople, parties from the dude ranches
which are thick in the vicinity of West
Yellowstone. Tourists make up theatre
parties at various points in the park, leave
their cars inside the entrance, which is
closed by park officials at 11 p. m., and
walk the block and a half to the theatre.
The nearest theatre to West Yellowstone
is at Ashton, Idaho, 62 miles away.
The population of West Yellowstone is
500 in the summer, but it has a transient
tourist population of about 1,100 per night.
From July 2 to Labor Day all tourist accommodations are taken and many people
sleep in their cars. New cabin facilities
are being added constantly.
Principal means used by the Rustic to
advertise are three-sheet stands at the
entrance to the park and about town,
window cards, slides in the theatre, advertising in front, and mailing of heralds
each week to a selected list of hotels, gas
stations, bus drivers in the park, ranger
stations, park lodges, camps outside the
park. These cooperate by displaying the
advertising.
The theatre has just been requested for
a new service. Because there are no
churches, various denominations have
asked to hold Sunday morning services in
the theatre. Wrestling matches are
scheduled for Sunday afternoon, and the
two film programs will be given Sunday
evening as usual.
For bartenders, game

dealers, and other

townspeople who work at night the theatre is arranging Monday and Saturday
matinees.
The Bakers recently opened an archery
course next to the theatre. Patrons get
three arrows for a dime and shoot at balloon targets 40 feet away for five-cent
candy bar prizes. Business is good.

A front, and a rather forlorn, shot of
George Baker’s Rustic Theatre at West
Yellowstone, Mont. It is a big log
building at one time used as a dance
hall.
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Last year the theatre put in on one side
of the boxoffice a 10-14 foot popcorn and
confectionery stand, which also carries
curios. On the other side is a similar
room leased as a beauty shop. Interiors
of the rooms are of peeled slabs.
Don

Martin, formerly assistant manager at the Electric, is manager of the
Rustic. Jack Medcalf, son of June Medcalf of Kansas-Missouri Theatre Ass’n is

George

Baker, operator for the past

three years of the resort theatre in
West Yellowstone, Mont.

assistant. Projectionist
garner, whom George
operate a machine in
worked for a while in
atre, Shelley, Idaho.
local girl.

is Charles BumBaker taught to
1936. Bumgarner
the Virginia TheThe cashier is a

Majority of the pictures played by the
Rustic are pre-release. Admission prices
are 40 cents and 15 cents. There are no
double bills. The four changes a week
are made on Sunday, Tuesday, Thursday
and Saturday.
The theatre is served out of the Salt
Lake City exchange center, 360 miles
away, via the Union Pacific railroad.
There are a hundred attractions to
bring tourists in increasing numbers to
West Yellowstone each year, but one of
the finest is the fish in Hidden Lake, near
West Yellowstone.
Like most resort towns, West Yellowstone
— and along with it the Rustic — becomes
somnolent in the winter. The temperature
has gone as low as 72 degrees below
zero, and snow has drifted so high boys
have snowshoed over the marquee.
Incidentally, as unofficial (which means
sans salary) propagator of publicity for
the charms of West Yellowstone, George
Baker is equipped with information, ideas
— and passes.
Exhibitors planning on going to
lowstone are urged by Mr. Baker to
the Rustic headquarters for receiving
or securing information about the

Yelmake
mail
Park

or West

Yellowstone. Those desiring information on the Park before they go,
can write Mr. Baker at 128 West 18th St„
Kansas City, Mo.
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ALL EXCEPT SIX THEATRES IN CLEVELAND
DEPEND ON GIVEAWAYS, A SURVEY REVEALS
" Alexander

A

"

Held

Cleveland

Week

Cleveland — Twentieth

Century-Fox's

"Alexander's Ragtime
held a fourth week

Band" is being
here. First two

weeks

capacity

it played

Hippodrome
Allen where

to

at

the

and then moved
to the
it continued to do record

business.

Schreiber's Theatre
Quintet to Nephew
Detroit — The

five

theatres of the Jacob

Woodward

Schreiber

Avenue

circuit

were sold to Ray Schreiber, owner of the
Palmer Park Theatre, this week. Jacob
Schreiber, who took back his houses from
Advance Theatrical Operation Corporation about three months ago, is planning
to take his wife, who has been in ill
health, to Arizona.
Ray Schreiber is a nephew of both
Jacob and Alex Schreiber — the latter being a partner in Associated Theatres circuit. He formerly had the Crystal Theatre, and last year opened the Palmer
Park, in the suburb of Highland Park.
He is taking over direct personal management of the new circuit, establishing
his headquarters at the Colonial, where
the circuit offices have long been located.
Present personnel will be retained, at least
for the time being, and no changes in
policy or price are planned. No further
remodeling or construction is planned at
present, as the houses have generally been
thoroughly gone over recently. Theatres
involved are the Blackston No. 2, Colonial,
Forest, Majestic, and Garden.
Ray Schreiber inherits a difficult booking situation from his uncle’s management,
explained in detail in Boxoffice three
weeks ago in an interview with the former
owner. Ray Schreiber stated that he intended to go into this situation shortly,
but anticipated that no lawsuits would be
necessary to secure adequate film bookings.

Ohio

—

Newcomers-

town had its first picketing when signbearers were assigned in front of the Ritz
Theatre, protesting the operation of the
projection machines there by non-union
projectionists. Clarence Ortt, owner of the
theatre, operates the machine himself.
BOXOFFICE
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By ELSIE LOEB
Cleveland — Theatre premiums

entailing

either cash or merchandise awards have
hit Cleveland like a cyclone.
Free from giveaways of all kinds for
many years, as well as free from double
features, the city suddenly finds itself as
dependent upon extraneous business builders as upon picture product.
Excluding all of the first-run downtown
houses, of which there are five, and one
devoted exclusively to the presentation of foreign pictures, a survey of the
subsequent run situation reveals that out
of a total of approximately 100 theatres
in the Greater Cleveland area, all but six
are employing some sort of artificial stimulus to promote business.
The six subsequent run theatres which,
to date, are confining their programs
strictly to pictures are the Garfield, New
Victory, Rex, Ezella, Madison and Almira.
Bank Night, Banko, Movie Sweepstakes,
Screeno, Ten-O-Win, Wahoo, Projecto,
and Bingo are played for cash awards.
Zippo, to promote children matinee, involves merchandise or candy giveaways.
Ingo-Bikes are given away through a merchant tieup. And three companies are
operating in Cleveland to distribute merchandise premiums including dishes, glassware, flat silver, dresser ware, kitchen
utility sets and selected prizes. They are
the Metro Premium Co., Price Theatre Premium Co. and Lake Shore Sales Co.
With premium sets of dishes running 56
weeks, it is obvious that theatre premiums
of one kind and another are here to stay,
at least another year.

New

1,500-Seater Will
Be Built in Cleveland

Cleveland — A

new

1,500-seat

theatre

will be built on Lake Shore Blvd. and
East 225th St. by James E. Scoville, John
D. Kalafat and Howard Reif. Excavating
was started last week and the theatres
will be completed before the end of the
year.
Paul Matzinger of Cleveland prepared
the plans and the general contract is in
charge of Nicholas Pavle.

ME

project is estimated to cost approximately $150,000 and will include parking space for 600 automobiles.
Universal

Detroit — Peter

Shoots
A.

Races

Simon

of

" Antoinette " Doubles
State's Average
Cleveland — Metro's "Marie Antoinette"
was a hit here during its opening week
at Loew's State Theatre. It played to
$10,000 over the weekend, closing the

The

Get First Pickets
Newcomerstown,

Variety of Promotion
Schemes Used to
Draw Trade

4th

Simon’s

Film Service covered the Labor Day Gold
Cup Races held on the Detroit River, for
Universal newsreel.

run

with

approximately

double

the

average take. It moved over to Loew's
Stillman for a continued engagement.

Outdoor Shows Hit
Detroit's Grosses
Detroit — After

seeing

business

pick up

the past two weeks, local theatres generally experienced a slight drop again as
the influence of the final outdoor show
attractions of the season was felt. Firemen’s Field Day, a two-day event a week
ago at Briggs Stadium — home of the Detroit Tigers — drew 15,000 on Saturday and
45,000 on Sunday.
The State Fair opened for its 16 days
at the same time — August 27 — and further
helped to draw away attendance with
spectacular show attractions. The Fair
offered Detroiters entertainment in the
form of name bands and individual stars
like Edgar Bergen and Morton Downey.
One

result was

evident in the decision

to move “Alexander’s Ragtime Band” out
of the Fox after only two weeks. The
film broke four-year attendance records,
and looked like a sure three-week run, but
attendance fell nearly in half when the
Fair opened the second week, and the film
was moved over to the Adams to go on
an extended run, while the Fox offered
fresh fare in the form
“My Lucky Star.”

of Sonja Henie’s

Opening of the “Greatest Year” contest
is beginning to have an effect upon attendance, with considerable interest
aroused. The drive, with its attendant
publicity, plus the coming of cooler weather and absence of competition from vacation and holiday attractions, are relied
upon to bring local business back to
normal.
By contrast, upstate theatres anticipate
a drop in business at this season, in view
of the closing of the resort season generally in that region. Larger cities, of
course, and the southern Michigan towns
are not in this class, and will share the
fortunes of Detroit’s theatre business generally, although some cities, like Flint, are
still reporting very bad business with one
out of every two persons in Flint currently
reported on relief.
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Plenty of Civic and Newspaper
Cooperation for Drive in Cleveland

Pitt Independents
Boost Drive
Pittsburgh — The industry campaign
was boosted considerably during the
week

by

committee

Cleveland — The

industry

business

drive

got under way here on September 1 backed
by the entire industry and with local civic
and newspaper cooperation.
More than 500,000 Movie Quiz Contest
books have gone out to theatres in this
territory, M. B. Horwitz, chairman, reports.
Mayor Harold H. Burton proclaimed September 2-8 as Motion Picture Week. Newspapers printed editorials commending the
industry for its forward move to boost
business and enlisted the cooperation of
the public to assure its success.
In an editorial entitled “Sharp Wits and
Sharp Pencils,” The Plain Dealer of Friday, September 2, says:
. . . “The commanding place which the
movie has come to occupy in the entertainment and amusement field is one of
the marvels of the time. It caters to the
enjoyment of millions of people and asks
in return a surprisingly small expenditure
at the door.
“It is typical of the industry that it
tries habitually to test the wishes of its
patrons, inviting their suggestions or complaints. It recognizes that this is the only
sound policy for an institution depending
upon public goodwill for success. So it is
fitting that this announcement of the
quarter-million prize distribution is accompanied by another appeal to moviegoers to share with the producers their impressions of current films.
“This quiz contest itself is certain to
arouse widespread interest and to enroll
a record number of participants. The net
result should be better cooperation between producer and patrons and a better

Artists, Uptown, Varsity, Virginia Park,
Vogue, Westown, Whittier, Greenwood,
Punch and Judy, Chandler, Family and
Pasadena.
Upstate theatres — Calvin at Dearborn,
Lincoln Park at Lincoln Park, Royal Oak at
Royal Oak, Ferndale at Ferndale, Oxford
at Oxford, Trenton at Trenton and Birmingham at Birmingham.
This totals to seven upstate theatres and
51 in Detroit and Highland Park, Grosse
Pointe and Hamtramck, suburbs.

RKO Effects Tieup With
Radio Station WLW
Cincinnati — E. V. Dinerman,

RKO

pub-

licity department, tied up with WLW on
its Musical Steeplechase program for 43
stations, for “Motion Pictures’ Greatest
Year,” exploitation. Dinerman presided
over a meeting of branch managers on his
return from New York City, to discuss
ways and means of promoting the campaign September 2.
Kentucky is reported coming in nicely
on the pledges. Maury White, president
United Theatres and general chairman of
the local campaign, stated that over 85
theatres, including major circuits, have
so far signed up in the mideast.
Particular stress is laid on the newspaper advertising in this territory; 75 daily
newspapers are being utilized in every
section of the territory, including the
smaller towns of as low as 3,000 population in order that every exhibitor will receive this advantage.
In Cincinnati a “Civic Meeting,” to be
attended by the mayor and city officials
is being planned. Tieups with retail merchants are also underway.

quality of screen attractions.”
Detroit Newspapers
Aid in Campaign
Detroit — The

drive for “Motion

Pictures’

Greatest Year” opened big in Detroit with
splendid newspaper publicity in all local
papers, as well as paid space announcements. While papers have been chary of
editorials on the subject to date, they
have cooperated with material, including
a special explanatory article by James S.
Pooler, theatre editor of the Free Press
on the regular theatre pages.
Fifty-eight Michigan theatres, including
both independents and affiliated houses,
have agreed to participate in the drive.
Henderson M. Richey, general Michigan
chairman, disclosed this week.
The houses follow:
Detroit theatres — Alger, Annex, Adams,
Avalon, Broadway-Capitol, Century, DeLuxe, Eastown, Farnum, Fenkell, Fine
Arts, Fisher, Fox, Great Lakes, Harmony,
Hollywood, Home, Lakewood, Lasky, Linwood-LaSalle, Madison, Mayfair, Michigan, Norwest, Palmer Park, Palms-State,
RKO Uptown, Ramona, Redford, Regent,
Rex, Rio, Riviera, Roosevelt, Rosedale,
Roxy, Stratford, Tower, Tuxedo, United
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Columbus Mayor Signs
"Movie" Proclamation
Columbus,

Ohio — The

$250,000

Movie

Quiz contest campaign, in which Columbus
theatres are participating, was launched
with the signing of a proclamation by
Mayor

Myron

B. Gressaman

of “Motion

Picture
Week.”
The occasion
is being observed by all
Columbus theatres inaugurating the new
picture season. Mayor Gressaman was
presented from the Palace stage, at which
time he officially launched the quiz contest locally.
Columbus newspapers carried art on the
mayor affixing his signature to the movie
week proclamation.

an

Ready
Detroit — A

to Build

site has

been

secured

and

plans are now reported completed for the
erection of a 1,400-seat house at Ecorse,
Mich., by Andrew Bzovi.

has

exhibitor

forwarded

spe-

cial literature to all theatres. “Now is
vises.
the time to enter,” the committee adMembers
Rosenberg,
Herrington.

are William
Alex

L. Brown,

S. Moore

and

M. A.
Fred

J.

Fox, Detroit, Registers
Patrons lor Movie Quiz
Detroit — The

Fox

Theatre

has

erected

a large booth in the lobby for registration of patrons in the Movie Quiz contest.
An attractive feminine member of the staff
is on permanent duty during show hours,
to greet patrons, and a very sizeable list
has been built up already.
This list will also be used for a special
mailing list of Fox patrons. Cards will be
sent each patron as the films on the contest list are brought into the house, enabling them to keep informed on each
production and making probably the most
complete mailing list to be used steadily
by a downtown theatre here in years.

Mt, Lebanon
On

Will Vote

Sunday

Show

Pittsburgh — Mt. Lebanon

Issue

township

will

ballot on the issue of Sunday motion pictures at the November election.
Approximately 1,100 persons have signed petitions requesting the referendum.
Allegheny county commissioners have forwarded the petitions to the county elections department for certification.
This will be the first vote taken on
Sunday exhibitions in the township. Several months ago Mt. Lebanon’s first theatre was opened. It is the Harris-Denis.

Pittsburgh Brookline
Taken Over by Warner
Pittsburgh

— The

Brookline

Theatre,

Brookline Blvd., was acquired this week
by the Warner circuit. M. S. Kauffman
has operated the house for several years.
Warner entered into competition with
the Kauffman house last year with the
construction and opening of the Boulevard
Theatre, nearby. Kauffman stated that
he had no plans, but that he would engage in some other trade.

Grand
Fredericktown,

.

independent

which

Reopens
Pa. — The

Grand

The-

atre, closed several months for remodeling
and installation of new equipment, reopened Labor Day. Friends in the industry were guests at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Peter Profili, owners, following the
opening.
BOXOFFICE
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TOE

KALISKI,

GB

manager,

returned last

■* week from a Washington, D. C., party,
given in his honor by the Variety Club
there, with a fine car radiola, for which
he is appreciative to his many friends in
the industry. Ladies entertained Mrs.
Kaliski at the same time, presenting her
with a crystal photo frame. The veteran
film man of Pittsburgh recently returned
to this city as GB manager, succeeding
Mark Goldman, who is now Monogram
manager here.
Mr. and Mrs. R. V. McCalmont of the
Rialto Theatre, Mt. Oliver, have returned
from a 10 -day vacation spent at Providence, R. I. They were accompanied by
“Miss Mitzi,” their Cocker

Joe Blowitz, manager of the Manor for
a long period, who resigned this Squirrel
Hill post last winter and departed for
California, didn’t get goin’ on the west
coast as he had expected and he has returned here and has been assigned as manager of the Capitol, Steubenville, Ohio,
succeeding Harry Gantz, resigned. The
latter had been manager of the Ritz,
Clarksburg , W. Va., for a number of years
prior to going over to Steubenville. Another who has returned is Harry Kendrick, formerly of the Enright, who has
been given the Ambridge post, succeeding
William Goldman, resigned.
An armed bandit approached the boxoffice at the Garden Theatre, north side,
last Tuesday night and got away with
$60 . . . Sam Lubell, former M-G-M and
Columbia sales representative here, has
returned to town and is operating his own
wholesale fur business which he has established in the Hardy & Hayes Bldg.,
Oliver Ave. For the past year, he has
been associated with a brother in the same
business at Boston.
Wiseman

Pittsburgh

—

A

Hollywood

celebration

with all the fancy trimmings marked the
opening of the new 1,200-seat Harris
Perry Theatre. Senator Frank J. Harris,
president of the Harris enterprises, and
John H. Harris, general manager, handled
the dedication program, with many civic
leaders participating.
The Perry is the 20th in the Harris
chain of theatres which includes houses
in western Pennsylvania, Ohio and Michigan. Style of architecture is described as
“Functional-Moderne,” and is the work
of John Eberson. Les Bowser is house
manager. A buffet dinner at the Variety
Club followed the opening.

Ralph Schaffer to New
Post in Mansfield, Ohio
Canton,

Ohio — Ralph

Schaffer,

for the

past two years manager of the Palace
Theatre here, has been appointed manager
of the new Park in Mansfield, which will
be opened September 15, George A. Delis,
district manager for Interstate Theatres,
Inc.,
owners
nounced.

of both

houses,

has

an-

Schaffer, prior to coming here, was manager of the Garden Theatre, also an Interstate house, at Portsmouth. He has been
with the A. G. Constant controlled group
for more than three years. Delis has not
as yet announced his successor at the
Palace here.

Spaniel.

Other exhibitors back on the job include
Peter Antonoplos, East Pittsburgh and
Turtle Creek, who is as brown as a berry
after vacationing at Ocean City, and John
Lund, Daisytown, Marianna and Bobtown,
who rested at Mt. Clemens and in Canada.

John

New Harris Perry Opens
With Pompous Ceremony

of the Ritz, Freeport,

who goes for “the outdoor life,” has a
profitable side line, selling electric power
plants . . . John H. Harris, general manager of the Harris Amusements, is one
of three division heads who will direct
units of the eleventh annual Community
Fund campaign, November 10 to 30. Harris
will head the city neighborhood division.
The work of the Community Fund covers
not only Pittsburgh, but all of Allegheny
county.
Vincent Scatena of Scatena Studio has
completed redecorations at the Garden
Theatre, north side. Scatena is now modernizing the uptown Pearl Theatre for
Jake Richman . . . Herbert Browar, son
of the Mark Browars, owners of the Roosevelt Theatre, Center Ave., has returned
from a month’s vacation in Hollywood.
The climate agreed with him. He put on
some weight.

LIGHTNING DOES
STRIKE TWICE!
We

Promised

You

an Outstanding

Western

in

“UNDER WESTERN STARS”
Featuring R0V ROGERS
And

NOW

We

Believe We

Fulfilled This Promise

We Give You ROGERS'

"BILLY

Second Picture

THE

KID

RETURNS"
And

Again We

Say — - It's a Knockout

REPUBLIC PICTURES CORP.
OF PITTSBURGH
1701 Blvd. of the Allies

ATlantic 4858

William L. Brown, Tarentum exhibitor
(Continued on page 60)
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Directors of W. Pa. MPTO Decide

CINCINNATI
^HE

M-G-M Booster, a breezy little office sheet, made its debut September 1.
J. E. Watson, exploiteer, is ye editor;
Olga Hanna, associate editor.

On a One-Day Annual Convention
Pittsburgh — The

annual

convention

Clarksburg Meet to
Hear Myers

of

the MPTO of W. Pa., Inc., will be a oneday affair this year, members of the board
of directors decided at a recent meeting.
Originally announced for October 24
and 25, the second day has been dropped,
Fred J. Herrington, secretary, announces.
The change was made because, in the
opinion of the directors, a two-day business meeting would be less successful this
year due to the fact that the national
Allied convention was staged here during
the summer and that another two-day
affair would serve as an anti-climax to the
record national convention. At the same
time plans for a convention program were
dropped for this year.
However, with but one day scheduled
for the organization meeting, both the
morning and afternoon will be devoted to
business, with time out for luncheon. It
is believed this plan will be of importance
in attracting a larger number of exhibitors. The convenience of a one-day session is emphasized by directors and officers, who will name committee members
with the thought in mind of their paying strict attention to business and accomplishing the tasks formerly performed in two days.
National Allied leaders are expected to
attend the Pittsburgh convention.
M. A. Rosenberg, president of the local organization, was scheduled to attend
the convention of Allied Theatre Owners
of New York, Inc., September 8, at Syracuse, and on September 12 he expects to
be at Clarksburg, W. Va., where independent exhibitors of the Mountain State are
meeting to form an association which is
expected to ask for affiliation with national Allied. Secretary Herrington reports he too will attend the Clarksburg
meeting.

Warner’s

Clarksburg,

W.

Va. — Independent

The

of national Allied,
vention meeting Monday

September

12, at the

Waldo

at a conafternoon,
Hotel.

It

Signal Opening for
The Kent at Arnold
Pa. — General

Theatres

Corp.

opened
with

the newly constructed Kent Theatre, 1709-11 Fifth Ave., September 1,
special civic ceremonies. A large

street parade, with many merchants participating together with local bands, tied
ing.
up traffic for an hour prior to the openMrs. D. Serrao, wife of the theatre contractor and head of the General Theatres
Corp., was on hand to sell the first ticket,
purchased by the burgess of the community, with a photo being taken for the
local newspaper.
Many members of the industry were
present to extend best wishes to members
of the Serrao family. Following the dedication, in which Burtus Bishop jr., Pittsburgh manager for M-G-M, participated,
all were guests of the Kent Theatre management at a buffet dinner at the Havana Inn.

Tri-States Equipment
Reports Recent Sales
Wheeling,

W.

Va. — C. W.

Neuhardt

and

Son, now operating as Tri-State Equipment Co., 138-28th St., report the following sales:
Strand Theatre, Moundsville, three LD30 rectifiers: West Virginia Theatrical Enterprises, Inc., operating five theatres in
Wheeling, one 3-unit Gold Seal Ticket
Register; one 18'x24' Hurley Evenlite
screen; two 120- volt rheostats, and other
booth equipment.

PERMANENT construction that means
lowest upkeep
first cost.

cost

at a

surprisingly

low

Write for details

THE

BUILDING
328 E. Town
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McClellan

F&Y

—

Cairnbrook,

SERVICE
Columbus,

O,

Helms

Pa. — The

lost her

holiday weekend

brought

a deluge

and who will open his new “Colony” at
Hillsboro, about September 15; J. M. Rogers, Park, Huntington; Laura Dell Dugel, Lyric, Manchester; and T. C. Albert
who is remodeling his Lyric, Lancaster,
Ohio, for reopening October 2.

is the intention of many theatre owners to organize an Allied unit for the
Mountain State.

Arnold,

Davey

of visitors to the Row. Robert “Sheriff”
Poage, the Lyric, Brooksville, Ky; Art Miller, Uhrling & Davis, West Va.; Fred
Wheeler jr., Gallipolis; Phil Chakeres, who
has returned from a tour of the continent

ex-

hibitors of West Virginia will be addressed by Abram F. Myers, general
counsel

Miss Dorothy

mother this week . . . William “Bill” Rendon, Lyric, New Boston, will reopen the
Westland, Portsmouth, dark for several
months.

Mr. and Mrs. Bill Cain, Paintsville and
Louisa, Ky., left for a vacation at Battle
Creek, Mich. . . . Howard Shelden is movville. ing his Star Theatre to downtown SalyerMax Stahl and salesmen and bookers
for United Artists last week attended the
conference presided over by District Manager Bert Stern at the Deshler, Columbus
. . . L. O. Davis is enlarging his Family
Theatre at Hazard, Ky., and putting in
new equipment.
Warren Shafer, Irvine, is the proud
owner of a cabin cruiser that plies the
Ohio . . . Queen City Variety Club took
their portable show to The Children’s Hospital at Hamilton, where Exhibitor John
Schwalm was host to the bed-ridden children at a special screening.
RKO’s “King Kong,” re-issue, opened
at the Lyric to swell business. Paul
Mitchell jr., incidentally, drove in from
Barbourville, Ky., making a midnight journey to get a "King-Kong” print, which,
through error had been advertised a day
too soon.
Twentieth-Fox Representative Ed Burkhardt was confined to his bed this week
with a threatened appendectomy . . . Ralph
Kinsler reports the local Grand National
office far exceeding its quota in the “Cash
honors.
Collection Drive,” and expects to win first
Republic’s Ruth Kurzinsky is vacationing . . . C. O. Brown, Manring Theatre,
Middlesboro, visited this week.
Billy Bien announces more than 150 contracts closed on their new Trailer-Made
service. Bien and Kinsler are negotiating
for additional territory taking in Detroit,
Dallas and Atlanta and if deals are successful, will open offices in those cities.
A

preview of United Artists’ Technicolor feature, “Drums,” was held at the
Mayfair September 9. Max Stahl was host.

Vernon
Vernon

Theatre,

formerly the Ritz, recently acquired
the V. F. Scott circuit, is managed
Floyd McClellan of Johnstown.

by
by

Waxman
Detroit — Clive

Visits Gotham
Waxman,

local

office

manager of RKO, has been vacationing
in New York for the past two weeks.
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TOE LEAVITT has brought his public
screen room right up to date as befits
the opening of the new picture season
with ultra modern new movable tubular
chairs, new sound equipment and new
acoustical treatment. He has more chairs
in the screen room than previously and
has also outfitted the reception room with
new and modern furniture.
Philip Kendis, the big boss of Exhibitors Poster Service Co., is at Hot Springs,
Ark., storing up enough reserve energy
to carry him on till the next vacation.
Louis Gross, of the Johnson, Gross,
Solomon film delivery service, is practicing deep sea fishing in the Florida waters
so he can exploit his prowess when he
returns there in the winter . . . John Urbansky of the Lorain-Fulton Theatre, was
in New York last week to meet his son
returning from a summer abroad.
Nat L. Lefton, Republic franchise owner,
is in Michigan trying to dodge his annual
hay fever session . . . Sam Stecker of
Associated Theatres and the Missus spent
the holiday weekend at Mt. Clemens, Mich.
“Duke” Clark, Paramount branch manager, just back from a swing around the
territory, reports theatre business is decidedly looking up. This, coupled with
the fact that contracts are coming in
ahead of last year, makes him optimistic
over the new season.
Stanley Kositsky, Warner office manager, brought home from Philadelphia his
wife and month old son, Mark Gary.
Visitors: H. L. Tracy of the Temple
Theatre, Willard, took time off from his
golf game to have a look around the exchanges. . . R. L. White has sold the
Ritts Theatre, Rittman, to his father. With
the change of ownership the theatre’s
name has been changed back to the Diana.
Morris Brown, affiliated with the Zegiob
theatres in Lorain, was nominated in the
recent elections for state senator . . .
Newcomer: Harry T. Dixon who just arrived from Buffalo to join the local Universal sales family. District Manager Dave
Miller made the appointment to- succeed
Jack Lefton who resigned to go with Republic.
Harry Bickel starts to give away dishes
at his Tivoli Theatre, Akron. He closed a
58-week deal with Lake Shore Sales Co.
of Cleveland . . . Improvements: Sol Bernstein is doubling his present seating capacity at the Ritz Theatre, Mansfield, to
a total of 800 seats. He’s also redecorating, installing new heating and air conditioning system, and other replacements.
The Garbo

Decorating

Co. of Cleveland

repainted the Roxy Theatre, Cleveland’s
one and only burlesque house prior to its
opening last week. A new electric sign was
installed over the marquee . . . Work of
fixing up the City Theatre, downtown foreign picture theatre, is now in process of
completion under the direction of the owner, Zoltan Gombos, including new seats,
painting and sound changes.
BOXOFFICE
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Hepinger Bugs Site
For Clarion Theatre

Buta It's
ly , Ide
EarAn
Detroit — The young ladies oi the
chorus at the Fox were offered as an
unusual

inducement

by

one

mother

just back of your scribe at the opening
show this week. She had two boys,
about
over

six
the

youngsters,
to marry?"

and

eight

ballet,

she

"Which
The

years.

Looking

queried

one

do

youngsters

Clarion,

of

you
were

the

want
a

bit

perplexed!

Must Heed Lottery
Ban in Ohio County
Akron,

Ohio — With

a county-wide

ban

on Keno and Bingo in effect there for
more than a week, county authorities have
warned the management of the Falls Theatre at nearby Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio, that
any attempt to hold the weekly “Bingo”
game, would result in arrests. He said the
situation would be “adequately handled”
by Mayor William Haines. The house is
the only one in the district or within the
county operating such a scheme, it was
said.
Assistant Prosecutor Glen Peters has
ruled that “Bingo” is a game of chance,
Sheriff Walter P. O’Neil said, and should
come under the no-gambling ban.

Hasleys Invite Trade
To Debut oi Terrace
East

Pittsburgh,

Pa. — Mr.

and

Mrs.

F.

E. Hasley have announced Wednesday
evening, September 14, as the date for
the opening of their new Terrace Theatre,
Bessemer Terrace. They invite all members of the industry to attend and inspect
the property and enjoy a program of
screen entertainment.
The one-story concrete block building
has a white brick front, with a small
marquee trimmed with neon tubes. The
auditorium is neat and modern. Acoustical walls and new type materials have
been utilized in design and construction.
Seating capacity is 462.
With the opening of the new Terrace
Theatre, the Hasleys will continue the
operation of the old Terrace Theatre, a
block distant, which is under lease to
them for several months.

Pa. —

Before

departing

for a

vacation in Hollywood, Lewis V. Hepinger,
owner and operator of the Orpheum Theatre, announced that negotiations were
closed for a site for a new $60,000 theatre
to be erected here at an early date. As
published last week in Boxoffice the
location for the structure will be near
the intersection of Main street and Sixth
avenue, and between Sixth and Seventh
avenues. Architects are completing plans
for the new theatre which will have a
seating capacity of nearly 11,000.
Hepinger’s Orpheum Theatre was first
located in the Arnold building, now occupied by the Clarion Furniture Co. The
show house operated there 11 years. He
then purchased the Grand Theatre from
William O’Brien on the north side of
Main street, between Fifth and Sixth
avenues. He has operated here for the
past 15 years. When the new unnamed
theatre is opened, the Orpheum will conhouse.
tinue in operation as Hepinger’s “B”

UDT Dance Schools to
Roth and Berdun Unit
Detroit — Five

dancing

schools

conduct-

ed by Margie Hallick for United Detroit
Theatres are being taken over by Roth &
Berdun School of Stage and Radio Arts.
Schools are being conducted for young
patrons of UDT houses at the Annex, Regent, Ramona, Norwest and Alger theatres. A total of 2,500 pupils are now enrolled and an addition of 15 teachers will
be required to handle the new classes, according to Charles Roth, manager of the
school.

Taking to Amateur
Road

Pittsburgh — Wilkens

Hour,

a

Sunday afternoon radio program for several years on WJAS, will take to the road
in the local territory when the initial unit
show opens at the Orpheum Theatre, Connellsville, September 18. Max Cransfield
of Filmrow Restaurant is booking this
attraction, with dates set for five weeks.

Build Up Poor Nights with

y" Seccombe
on "Bod
Ban— Mayor
A Ohio
Jimmy

Canton,

and

a committee

of four, after viewing

“Body of Beautiful,” informed its sponsors
that it could not be shown here. The film
was scheduled to inaugurate the fall and
winter season at the Grand Opera House,
only dark theatre in town, September 9.
The Grand likely will remain dark now
until late in the month, when stock burlesque will be inaugurated.

Ask Us About It
MOVIE
FILM

SWEEPSTAKES,

EXCHANGE

BLDG.

INC.

CLEVELAND,

59

O.

ID) HE T R €) III T
J^JANAGING Director David Idzal of the
Fox was away last week on a vacation
trip with his wife and daughter. He visited Quebec, Boston, New York, and Philadelphia. He has relatives in Philadelphia,
by the way. Assistant Jack Hurford returned from a motor trip to New York
just before Idzal left.
Lew Wisper, circuit partner, was in the
east on a vacation and got so tired of driving that he turned his car over to another
party and came back by airplane.
Frances Langford, closing at the Hippodrome in Baltimore Thursday night, had
to fly to Detroit to catch the opening of
her show at the State Fair Coliseum . . .
Herchel Leib, contractor and assistant director of the Fox Theatre orchestra, has
an 18-piece band of his own at the Coliseum Show for the regular stage show.
Bob Hickey, handling publicity for the
Olympia, which will have a World Championship Rodeo, September 30 -October 9,
is sporting a Swiss watch given him by
Sonja Henie when she was in Europe this

PITTSBURGH
John Muller Scores

and former member

An "Ace"

"hole-in-one"

A special motion picture in color for
University of Michigan alumnae is to be
produced during registration week on the
campus. The film will be a romance of the
campus, with musical setting by the University Glee Club and Orchestra. Blackand-white prints will be distributed to
alumnae groups next spring.
Commander Jack Ferentz, ex-Commander Gilbert E. Light, Gil Lubin, Pop Stolz,
Bill Marley, Sam Komella, Max Kolin,
and Bob Seeley represented Russell Johnson Theatrical Post No. 371 at the American Legion state convention at Battle
Creek. Next meeting of the Post will be
September 8 at midnight at the Legion
Club.
Edgar (Mac) MacMillan, stagehand and
officer of several local organizations, was
in charge of outdoor spots at the state
fair. His wife, recently operated on for appendicitis, is recovering nicely.
Five showmen have joined Russell
Johnston Theatrical Post No. 371, American Legion — George Pomerville, Tex
Richen, Bernard Mannix, Murdock McDonald, and Dutch Broush.
H. O’Regan, partner and active manager
of the Theatre Laurier at Hull, Que. —
operated by Donat Paguin, Ltd. — is a real
host to visiting showmen. We had the
pleasure of meeting him on our recent
tour — and Michael J. Isman, Vitagraph
branch manager at Montreal, who was up
in Hull at the time — combining business
with the excellent fishing up there.
Max
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Blumenthal of the film exchange
(Continued on page 62)

club

last Thursday

at the

Yankee Run golf course. The exhibitor had plenty of witnesses and has
been awarded a pass for the course
for next season.

Paramount , Cleveland ,
Planning

Steak

Cleveland — Paramount

Roast

exchange

from page 57)
of the legislature, was

chairman of the Tarentum Sportsmen’s
Club annual outing Thursday . . . Mrs.
Bessie Goldstein reopened the Hew McClure Theatre, McClure Ave., Sunday.
The house had been dark about three
months.

Sharon, Pa. — John Muller, operator
of the Gable Theatre here, joined the

will

hold the first of what promises to be an
annual celebration on September 15. On
that date all of the exchange personnel
will knock off work in the afternoon and
trek to Silver Springs Park to partake of
a steak roast.
Clark, branch manager and instigator of the affair, has the assurance
of William Pullen, Variety Club president
of Columbus, to come up and supervise
the roast, as chief chef.

Pittsburgh Playhouse will open its fifth
season October 25 and will present six
plays and a musical revue. Mrs. J. Frank
Drake, president, will open the subscription campaign September 15. New chairman of the play-reading group is Miss
Rosemary Casey. Board members include:
Charles J. Rosenbloom, vice-president;
Adolph Schmidt, treasurer, and James G.
Fulton, secretary. Frederic Burleigh will
direct all productions. Dick Hoover comes
here from Indianapolis to handle publicity for the Playhouse and Jane Keith
will be the new subscription secretary.

“Duke”

summer with lapel inscription, “To Bob
from Sonja.” He formerly handled publicity for her.
Pat Mason, assistant chorus producer
at the Fox, has left to take over a job in
California, and is being succeeded by Evelyn Auburn, captain of the line for several
years.

(Continued

Mark
Youngstown,

Perkins

Ohio — Mark

Perkins,

52,

former theatre executive in Cleveland and
long identified with radio merchandising
here, died suddenly at his home here from
a heart attack. He became identified with
theatres as an usher at the old Empire
and Colonial theatres in Cleveland when
a young man and later was advanced to
managerial posts. His widow, mother and
a son survive.

Walter

Snyder

Pittsburgh — Walter

Snyder,

a

member

of the McKeesport local of the projectionists’ union for 15 years, died of a heart
attack last week. Only 39 years of age,
Snyder had been employed at the Plaza
Theatre, Duquesne, for three and a half
years.

Blowitz to Palace
Steubenville,

Ohio — Joe

Blowitz,

re-

cently back from Hollywood, has been
named manager of the Capitol here, succeeding Harry Gans. Blowitz formerly was
manager of the Manor in the Pittsburgh
district.

Continues
Alliance,

Policy

Ohio — The

Columbia

here, re-

opened recently, and which in former years
played stage units every Thursday and
Friday, will continue a film policy indefinitely, Ray S. Wallace, managing director,
has announced.

Yachts

Are

His Hobby

Pittsburgh — I. L. Butler, former

manager

at Masontown

theatre

and Etna, is now

a sales representative for Owens
waves” Yachts.

“top the

R. J. “Riney” Hiehle was scheduled to
open the new Burwell Theatre, Parkersburg, W. Va., this week, and among the
Pittsburghers expected to attend were
Pete Alderman, Sam Fleishman, Al Glazer
and Marty Terner . . . George Otte and
J. R. Osborne of the West Virginia Theatrical Enterprises were Filmrow shoppers
on Tuesday, reporting the successful opening of the newly remodeled Court Theatre, Wheeling.
National Theatre Supply Co. has sold
new seats to the Grant Theatre, Millvale,
Pa., which is undergoing extensive remodeling. . . Betty Miller, secretary to
Ira H. Cohn, 20th-Fox branch manager,
and her two sisters are on a two-week
cruise to Cuba . . . Bill Grande reports
Sam Reichblum’s Colonial, Wheeling, will
play exploitation drama, “The Lash,”
opening October 15 . . . Sam Wheeler, 20thFox manager at Washington, visited here
over the weekend . . . Mary Jane Thomas
of Republic returned to her duties after
a two-week vacation.
Cathedral Theatre, New Castle, will be
reopened . . . Fred J. Herrington, MPTO
secretary, vacationed in Atlantic City over
the holiday weekend . . . Steve Manas is
reported ready to construct a new theatre at Holliday scove, W . Va. ... A Filmrow visitor reports he will build a new
theatre at Freeport, Pa.
Filmrow folks who are expected to be
at Clarksburg, Monday, September 12,
where Mountain State exhibitors are staging a convention, are Lew Lefton, Joe
Fleshin and I. T. Sweeney, Monarch;
James H. Alexander and Sam Fineberg,
Republic; Charles Dortic, GN; Mark Goldman, Monogram; Jack
Mundstuck,
M-G-M; Ed Morton and Newt Williams,
NTS; C. C. Kellenberg and E. S. Thorpe,
20th-Fox; Clarence Eiseman and James
Nash, UA; Sammy Steinberg, A&S Steinberg Theatre Supply Co.; William Satori,
Universal; Art Morrone, Superior M. P.
Supply Co.; Art Levy, Columbia. M. A.
Rosenberg and Fred J. Herrington of the
MPTO will be in Clarksburg for the meeting, as will Eddie Beedle, Canonsburg, and
among those expected are Jack Maple of
Point Marion and Ken Woodward of
Uniontown.
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Unreeling
•JOofHAVE
been present
the planting
the acorn;
to haveat aided
in its
nurture, and then survive to behold it as
a sturdy oak, has been my gift from God.
When three score years are reached the
joy of living seems to be with the memories of the past rather than the thoughts
of the future . . . The veil of mystery
dissolves. The vision is clear. The road
ends a few miles ahead, and there is no
detour.
Finding myself at this point in the journey, and being overburdened with memories, I have decided to unload. Memories
which have been precious possessions and
kept securely locked in my treasure chest.
I think now of the younger members of
the family . . . the motion picture family.
I am wondering if they would like to hear
of the Dark Ages in the history of the
industry’s life when the fields upon which
they now graze were not so fertile?
Going back through forty years is not
hard. Memory is the greatest book of
reference, if the imprints are firm.
This is the true story of adventures
during the first steps of the motion picture,
as the trail was blazed for the onward
march to victory.
Philadelphia, 1895. Shop windows
illuminated by incandescent lights are
the signs of progressive merchants.
The speed limit in Fairmount Park is
seven miles per hour. Electric cars
are just around the corner. Only a few
homes are wired for the telephone.
Vaudeville is growing fast. The motion picture is in its swaddling clothes.
Found on a doorstep. A foundling for
others to nurse and adopt. To Edison, the father, it was just another
baby.
As an infant, showmen did not like this
baby.
An

“Ugly

Child”

The public did not like it. It was an
ugly child. And public opinion is the compass of a showman. So strangers took it
in. They were small business men. Something seemed to tell them that under
scientific treatment ugliness could be
transformed to beauty; frailty to strength.
Among these industrial pioneers was
Sigmund Lubin. Lubin’s optical store on
Eighth Street just a few steps north from
Chestnut was the headquarters for stereopticans and slides. I was an amateur
lecturer, I used slides. I met Lubin.
One day Mr. Lubin invited me upstairs.
On a small piece of white frosted glass set
in the wooden partition he projected a motion picture of a reproduction of a prize
fight. It was taken on the roof of his
home. This was my first view of a motion picture projected on a screen. I saw
that films would replace slides as illustrations for lectures and so did Lubin. That
is why he became interested in their future development. First he invented and
sold the Lubin projector, and then concentrated on film production. His first
studio was the yard and roof of his home.
Before the birth of the twentieth century vaudeville, as conceived and presentBOXOFFICE
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Forty

ALEXANDER

Years

PARKE

Alexander Parke, the “amateur lecturer” who ballyhooed the first motion
pictures, is well known to old-timers in
the trade. Pittsburgh and western
Pennsylvania has been his field for
many years and he has never been
identified outside of the amusement
industry. He goes back 40 years to tell
his story of the Dark Ages. In recent
years his address has been the Capitol Theatre, Braddock, Pa., where he
is employed by J. B. Clark, the veteran
showman of the old Roivland & Clark
days, and Russ Wherle, managing director of the Crystal Amusement Co.

ed by B. F. Keith, had replaced a form
of entertainment known as variety. Modern theatres were erected from coast to
coast as the future homes of Keith vaudeville.
When

the motion picture had been developed to that point where, in projection,
the view was pleasing rather than displeasing to the eye, they were adopted
by these vaudeville theatres in a small
way. They were used as a “filler” to open
the show; and sometimes to empty the
seats when seats were scarce during the
continuous performance programs.
It was due to the theatre demand of
subjects not too long in running time that
retarded the early growth of the motion
picture. The footage varied from three
to five hundred feet and was made up
of scenics and other outdoor “shots.” Pathe
of Paris was the principal producer, and
scenes of foreign origin predominated until
about 1907.
Immediately following the SpanishAmerican War three subjects with timely
titles, but unauthentic, were produced.
They were “Battle of San Juan Hill,”
“Eruption of Mt. Pelee,” and “Dewey’s
Capture of Manila.”
Lubin had these prints on his hands
but did not know what to do with them.
Then came an idea.
The National Export Exposition was in
the course of construction. When this
show opened in Philadelphia in the early
summer of 1899 among the several concession buildings erected on its midway was
one known as “Lubin’s Electric Theatre.”
First

Link

Forged

This, I believe, was the first building
ever constructed for the exclusive exhibition of motion pictures to the general
public. The performances were continuous,
and the admission ten cents.
It was on the ballyhoo stage of this
theatre where, as an outdoor orator, I cast
the first link in a chain of thirty-nine
which has bound me steadfast to an industry which, as a baby, showmen scorned.
When the Pan American Exposition opened at Buffalo in 1901 once again the
courageous Lubin was on the scene. The
motion picture, young and tender, had

come to compete with the nations of the
world. On the exposition midway in the
center of a long line of attractions extending over a mile in length was “Lubin’s
Electric Theatre.” From the Philippines,
Hawaii, Russia, Africa, China, Japan,
Italy, Turkey, Spain, Ceylon, Germany and
Mexico, came men, women, and children,
arrayed in their native costumes and
bringing with them their national habits
and customs, to inhabit the several villages
which had been constructed along this
wide avenue of amusement attractions.
Eskimos from the far north were there,
as well as a Congress of Indians and white
men from the west.
Against this long line of animated attractions “Lubin’s Electric Theatre” presented a dull and uninviting appearance.
The entire front of the building was a
wide and barren lobby which extended
back twenty feet to the auditorium entrance. For a ballyhoo attraction we had
a lightning crayon artist who also performed tricks with a rope. The motion
picture program was made up of reels of
short subjects, most prominent of which
was a scene titled “Aphrodite.” It portrayed a sea nymph rising from the water
and the execution of a dance with wavy
sylph-like movements and then disappearing into the sea.
From nine o’clock in the morning until
eleven at night it was my duty to assemble
crowds in front of this theatre and with
no other facilities except the persuasive
power of a strong voice, prompted by a
spirit of strong imagination, to induce
them to witness Edison’s latest creation
. . . “motion pictures that portray scenes
Fatima

and

Fakirs

from life.”
Our nearest competitor was “The Streets
of Cairo,” two hundred feet from where
I stood. For a ballyhoo first came the
donkeys, and then the camels with dancing girls atop. Hindoo fakirs, sword swallowers, torture dancers, Arab acrobats,
howling, whirling dervishes of the desert,
and then in oriental splendor and with the
shrill notes of flageolets and the beating
of the tom-toms came the queen of all
the oriental dancing girls, La Belle Fatima,
seated in a howdy on the back of an elephant. And then a Mohammedan wedding
ceremony was performed.
Although my experience as a showman
had been brief, my experience did not prevent me from seeking a proper solution of
the problem that confronted me. In my
oratorical efforts I knew that I lacked
a punch. I longed for a motion picture
subject of strong public appeal. Some
event of prominence fresh in the public
mind. I knew that was what the people
wanted for I could see it as I studied them
as I talked. Mr. Lubin kept my spirit high.
So here as a lone exhibitor of motion
pictures at the Pan American Exposition
in 1901 I have reviewed the situation as
I confronted it and without doubt as to
clarity.
When

President William McKinley vis(Continued on next page)
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Unreeling
(Continued

from preceding page)

ited the exposition in September all previous attendance records were broken. A
motion picture cameraman was there to
obtain pictures of the event. The midway
was crowded; the noise of the ballyhoo
terrific. Shortly after noon an exposition
guard ordered the show to close. The
President has been shot. Within an hour
the midway was deserted; the gates closed.
Within a few days following the President’s funeral we received a full reel of
scenes covering this event and which was
titled “The Funeral of President McKinley.”
Immediately following the first showing of this picture, and during all of the
remaining eight weeks of the exposition
season, only Thompson & Dundy's “Trip
to the Moon” and the “Johnstown Flood,”
spectacular scenic attractions, exceeded
in total patronage the attendance record
established by "Lubin’s Electric Theatre.”
Here, I believe, is the first act and accomplishment of importance rendered to
society by the pioneers of the industry.
It awakened the world to the true value of
the motion picture as a factor in the world
of affairs. News events, heretofore recorded only in the press, were now transmitted to the world by the motion picture,
and in a manner even those who cannot
read will see and understand.
Due to timing, authenticity, educational
value and public approbation, the scenes
depicting the nation’s silent tribute to a
martyr brought to a struggling industry its
first impetus, and aroused it from a lethargic state to one of sincere and devoted
action. Truly the motion picture was entitled to a place under the sun and, as the
dawn of a new day, arose to illuminate
the world and the hearts of its people.
Here was a pictorial record which, when
viewed by strong men seated side by side
in a darkened auditorium caused them to
weep and become cemented by a spirit of
brotherly love as the result of their emotions.
To many now living it can be recalled
as the first motion picture they had ever
seen.
So vivid are the scenes in my memory
of this picture that I can almost repeat
the scene titles verbatim. Here they are:
“President McKinley
visits
Exposition at Buffalo, N. Y.

the

Pan

American

“The President’s arrival at the Temple of Music
on the exposition grounds.
“Crowd
assembled before the emergency
hospital building where the President was taken immediately following the assassination.
“The
wounded
President being carried to a
waiting ambulance
and removed to the Millburn
home; where he died.
“Leaving the Milburn home.
The
President’s
body to lay in state in the rotunda of the Buffalo
City Plall. Crowds
leaving the building after
having passed the bier.
“The
“The
Ohio.

departure for the funeral train.
arrival of the funeral train at

Canton,

“En route to the McKinley home.
“The departure for the cemetery.
The casket
being placed in hearse followed by funeral party
entering carriages.
“His

final

resting

place.”

Subsequent scenes were added showing
Mrs. McKinley, accompanied by her brother, leaving the McKinley home for the
cemetery.
If a feature motion picture may be class-
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40

Years

ified as such due to its power as a boxoffice magnet rather than the cost to produce then “The Funeral of President McKinley” can safely be recorded as the first
feature motion picture in the history of
the world.
In the spring and summer of 1902 another noble experiment was undertaken.
The first motion picture roadshow was
launched. Twenty-three consecutive oneweek stands were played in as many citie",
with St. Louis and Pittsburgh among those
visited.
When the Bostock-Ferari Carnival Co.
opened the season in April at Richmond,
Va., among the fifteen pay-as-you-enter
attractions which composed this aggregation was the “Biograph” show. The carnival company provided the black top and
wagon front. The American Mutiscope
and Biograph Company furnished a Pathe
projector with operator and four reels
of film. The program consisted of “The
Funeral of President McKinley,” “Coronation of King Edward VI,” “Eruption of
Mt. Pelee” and “Cinderella and the Glass
Slipper.” The Coronation and Eruption
scenes were unauthentic.
As the man on the front during the
entire tour I had the opportunity of making a survey of public favor toward motion pictures. Ticket sales came only as
the result of persistent tactics aided and
promoted by an earnest flow of oratory.
Due to the small overhead the attraction
was self-sustaining but not too popular
with the masses.
The sum-up in a nutshell is that we were
offering the classics to those who wanted
The more seasoned showmen with the
jazz.
company were unanimous in their opinion
that carnival crowds were seekers of fun

PITTSBURGH
TEN

YEARS

and thrills. These the motion picture did
not offer, therefore the public disinterest.
Nineteen hundred and three was a quiet
year in the motion picture field. Other
than the outlet by way of vaudeville theatres the activities were dull.
In midseason of 1904, a one-reel western
thriller appeared. It was “Tire Great Western Train Robbery.” With the GaskillMundy Carnival Co. then en route was
Clark’s “Roberta” show, a black top with
girls who posed. Business was slow. It was
one of the “also ran” shows with this great
carnival company. Mr. Clark secured a
motion picture projector and a print of
“The Great Western Train Robbery.” On
one side of the ballyhoo stage stood the
girls who posed. On the other side stood
men, canvasmen by trade, arrayed in
typical wild west regalia. Here was a combination perfect in formula. “Roberta”
became instantaneously and continuously the top money show and which performance was continued throughout the
season of 1905.
Then in 1905 came the first Nickelodeon
in Pittsburgh and from there to everywhere throughout the world.
on.
Like time, the motion picture marches

DETROIT
(Continued

from page 60)

projection room, became a victim of
fever this week . . . Raoul Cleaver,
perial Pictures of Michigan manager,
returned from his vacation of about
months, but is still in poor health and
lost a lot of weight.

hay
Imhas
two
has

W. H. Steffes of the DeLuxe Theatre,
has returned from a trip with his family to
Minnesota . . . George McArthur is cleaning house for receipt of his new fall stock.
Nat Haase, Metro Premium representative, is using the basement of the garage
at 442 West Vernor Highway — across from
the Film Exchange — for his warehouse
these days . . . Arthur C. Robinson of Price
Theatre Premiums, is distributing a new
dresserware deal.

AGO

JJARRY DAVIS, veteran exhibitor and
long ill, retired from duties by the
Stanley Co. of America . . . Harry Kalmine promoted from management of the
Oritani, Hackensack, to position of district manager of Hudson County for Stanley-Fabian . . . Vemark Theatre Co.,
headed by George J. Veach and Mike
Marks, opens the Drake Theatre. Oil City
. . . Loew’s Aldine reopens with “Street
Angel,” a Janet Gaynor-Charles Farrell
hit . . . Stanley Elkins, Indiana, Pa., exhibitor, serves as a judge at a Conneaut
Lake Park state beauty pageant.
A. P. Kuckestein of the department of
labor and industry warns that a man
misrepresenting himself as a state agent
has called at various theatres trying to
extort money . . . Joseph M. Schenck
reiterates his opinion that talking pictures are a short-lived novelty . . . Loew’s
observes first anniversary; Livingstone Lanning is manager; Teddy Joyce
is master of ceremonies; Elias Breeskin,
orchestra
conductor; Dick Liebert, organist.

Cliff Perry, booker at M-G-M, lately
became the father of a 414 pound baby
girl — Judith . . . Clive Waxman, RKO office manager, has returned from a vacation on Long Island, spent swimming and
golfing . . . Col. George McCoy, Columbia
salesman, spent the weekend visiting his
mother, Mrs. Charles V. Ebert, who has
been ill, in Parkersburg , W. Va.
NSA
Pittsburgh

Product
—

Display

National

Screen

Acces-

sories will display its latest products at
1701 Blvd. of the Allies, second floor,
Jack Judd, local manager for National
Screen Service and NSA, announced this
week. Judd was back on the job Tuesday
after attending a meeting of NSS
agers in New York last week.

Benchley

Penn

New

Football

York — Robert

man-

Short

Benchley

has

start-

ed work on M-G-M’s short, “How to
Watch Football,” directed by Roy Rowland. Jack Chertok is producer.
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NEW ENGLAND RESPONDS ENTHUSIASTICALLY TO
FILM CAMPAIGN; 250 THEATRES ARE ENROLLED
Friendly Support From
Press and Civic
Leaders
Boston

—

Close

to 250

New

Governor

Launches

''Greatest*' Year

England

theatres had been enrolled in the Motion
Pictures’ Greatest Year campaign at the
time of going to press. Contest booklets
sent out to cooperating houses by Sid
Krivitsky of 20th-Fox, local headquarters,
approached the one and one-half million
mark. With the M&P Theatres Corp. leading the way with 89 houses, enrollment of
both independents and circuits was on the
increase.
Mayor Tobin proclaimed a “Motion Picture Week” to celebrate “the supremacy of
American motion pictures as the world’s
best entertainment.”
The proclamation in full read:
“Whereas, it has come to my attention
that the theatres of Boston have desm
nated the week of September 1 to 7, inclusive, as ‘Motion Picture Week’ to inaugurate the new motion picture year
1938-1939, and celebrate the supremacy
of the American motion picture as the
world’s best entertainment, and
“Whereas, I wish to commend the theatres of Boston and the entire motion picture industry for their contribution to the
social and educational welfare of this
community; and
“Whereas, in the best sense these theatres are community centers which are the
common meeting ground of all our citizens, young and old, I designate the week
of September 1 to 7, inclusive, as Motion
Picture Week to inaugurate the new 19381939 entertainment season as ‘Motion pictures’ Greatest Year’.”
Local publicity men continued their
combination of efforts to make the Motion Pictures’ Greatest Year just that.
After promoting the Mayor Tobin Proclamation, the local P. A.’s broke into print
by handing Governor Charles P. Hurley
what was represented as being the first
contest booklet to be handed out in New
England.
Press Agents uniting in behalf of the
campaign are, alphabetically: Harry
Browning of the M&P Theatres Corp.;
Joseph A. DiPesa of Loew’s; Jack Granara
of RKO; Paul Levi of the Metropolitan,
and Jack Saef of the Paramount and Penway.
Newspapers, who even ran campaign
posters on the sides of their distribution
trucks, came out with greatest files of publicity.
Speaking of Mayor Tobin’s commending
local theatres as “community centers
which are the common meeting ground of
all our citizens, young and old,” the Boston
Transcript stated editorially that:
“This is in no sense an over-statement
of the facts. In every city and sizeable
BOXOFFICE
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Governor Charles F. Hurley accepting the first “Motion Pictures’ Greatest
Year” contest booklet in New England from Max L. Levenson, committee chairman and independent circuit owner. Grouped around His Excellency from left
to right are Publicists Joseph A. DiPesa of Loew’s; Jack Granara of RKO; Jack
Saef of the Paramount and Fenway; A. C. Kilpatrick, committee secretary and
Levenson circuit executive; Sam Olansky, theatre district leading haberdasher
and Hurley henchman; and Harry Browning, M&P Theatres Corp. advertising manager.
town in the land, motion pictures engage
the attention and interest of more people
than any other activity, public or private.
“That the producers have accepted the
responsibility which this popularity implies is, of course, a truism. They are
now undertaking a great campaign to appeal to even larger numbers and they
promise a year of exceptional entertainment. Considering the many remarkable
achievements of the past, this is an ambitious program. But nobody doubts the
ability of the studios to carry it out to the
letter. That performance is taken so readily for granted it is a token of confidence
which Americans have in the entire inThe Boston Globe, in speaking of Movie
dustry.”
Week in its editorial columns, stated that
“Mayor

Tobin

is justified in calling spe-

cial attention of the public to the event.
“It is now generally recognized, both
within the industry and among the general public,” the Boston Globe said, “that
this highly important sector of our entertainment carries with it an increasingly
significant responsibility of a social and
educational nature, in addition to the part
life.
it plays as an industry in our economic
“Doubtless there will always be plenty
of movies which fall below the level which
their audiences expect. That is only
natural, given the enormous volume of production and the staggeringly large demands made upon the producers. It is well
worth attention, nevertheless, that both
as to plays and as to acting, the advance
is steadily maintained and where, a few
(Continued on next page)

New England Trade
Responds to Drive
(Continued

from

preceding

page)

years ago, the score of excellence ran
father low, now it is each year noticeably
higher.

quality with keen sympathy.”
The Boston Herald had something
say on “Springtime
torial went:

in the Films;”

to

the edi-

“Following theatrical tradition, the
movie industry begins a new season in the
late summer. Indeed, a new farmer’s almanac might well incorporate a warning
in the August calendar to ‘watch out about
new for new films from Hollywood.’
“This cinematic springtime is especially
welcome this year because, sad to say, last
season’s output, or at least the tail-end of
it, was pretty sorry stuff. Perhaps the
double-feature programs made it seem
worse simply because there was more of it.
“Whatever the reason— and it may have
been merely our tired old eyes — the pictures of a few months ago were certainly
nothing to draw the crowds in from the
golf links. And, as the theatre owners
know full well, they didn’t.
“But within the last week or two
very special packages have arrived

some
from

Hollywood. First, there has been ‘Alexander’s Ragtime Band,’ which is pure
nostalgic delight for anybody over 30 who
has whistled an Irving Berlin tune.
“Then there came Fred Astaire and
Ginger Rogers in ‘Carefree,’ another of
their impeccable dancing extravaganzas,
and Charles Boyer in ‘Algiers,’ a handsome
melodrama which concerns a jewel thief,
two lovely ladies and the exotic background of French Morocco.
“Close at hand is ‘Marie Antoinette,’
with Norma Shearer as the beautiful but
ill-fated mistress of Versailles. These
films may not be the greatest that Holly •
wood has given us, but they are such a^
improvement over its recent efforts that
they are an occasion for cheers. May
the rest of its 1938-1939 entertainment be
as good.

Portland on Bandwagon
With Aggressive Publicity

Although a number of summer theatres are remaining open through Labor
Day week, the majority of the houses close
shutters today. Screen talent visited New

Me. — “Motion

Independent

theatres

England experimental situations
bers during the season.
Mary

Muir,

supported

Brian, was

starred

by no

in numless than

last week

rance Rattigan’s “French Without
at the Cape Playhouse in Dennis.
Donald

Cook

was

guest

in TerTears”

Childs Carpenter’s “Snow Train” at Walter Hartwig’s Ogunquit Playhouse. Shubert scouts caught the show.
Doris Dalton was cofeatured in “The
Man From Cario” with the Lakewood
Players at Skowhegan.
Dorothy

Stone

and

Charles

Collins were

the leading players in “Friday at Four.” a
new play by Ralph Holmes. Neil McFee
Skinner produced the piece at Provincetown.
Fay Wray has been guest star at the
Theatre-By-the-Sea in Matunuck, Rhode
Island

in “There’s

Always

Julia.”

Friday Opening For
Boston Trans Lux
Boston — The Trans Lux, first link in a
proposed national extension of the chain,
was scheduled to open in Boston, Friday.
It was to have been an invitation affair.
Harry Lauder, manager of the Bijou before Frederick E. Lieberman took it over
following an RKO
lease expiration, has
been appointed house manager.
Arthur L. Tuohy, former Loew’s Orpheum assistant manager and supervisor
of the extensive renovations at the former Park and present Trans Lux, is publicity director and assistant manager.
Tuohy

have

signed

Providence — In the memory of the oldest
inhabitant the sidewalk by the steps of the
city hall here

has

been

a space

reserved,

much

as is London’s Hyde Park, for Salvation Army bands, psalm singing groups,
itinerant preachers and soapbox orators.
But

it remained

for M-G-M

with

its mo-

torized marionette ballyhoo on “Marie Antoinette” to oust all these assorted gentry

star in Edward

from their “hallowed ground” when the
big ballyhoo outfit hit Providence as the
third stop on its swing around the key
cities. Manager Eddie McBride of Loew’js
State gets credit for arranging local reception and itinerary.
Coming here from Providence, the marionette outfit was met at the state line
by state police who escorted it and a procession of new model cars furnished by
Bennet-Chevrolet Co., here in a parade to
the State House. Tire Pawtucket police
escort took over lead in that city and Providence motorcycle cops at the city line
here. Arriving at State House at noon, a
20-minute stop was made there while Gov.
Robert E. Quinn welcomed the entourage
and posed for pictures. Thence to the city
hall where in the absence of the mayor,
acting Mayor Shawcross did the municipal
honors and watched while the truck was
driven up onto the sidewalk by the city
hall steps, on the downtown area’s most
prominent traffic corner. From 12:30 to
3 p. m. it remained at that location, giving
M-G-M

and

“Marie

Antoinette”

a

24-

sheet location that money couldn’t have
bought. Puppet performances run almost
continuously throughout that time, with
thousands of spectators at times tying up
traffic.
Before

leaving

town,

a

brief visit was

paid to the Bennet-Chevrolet salesroom for
another crowd-attracting performance.

( Picture of Metro “ Moviette ”
on page 22 of this issue ) .

appears

formerly handled Loew’s, Inc., publicity under Joseph A. DiPesa.

A
dignified advertising campaign
marked the opening of the newsreel house.
One layout, for instance, contained merely

Pictures’ Great-

which

Metro's "Moviette"
Wows Rhode Island

year.

“TRANS
LUX” and the caption: “The
Modernistic Theatre for Independent

est Year” drive and the Movie Quiz are
well under way throughout Maine and
New Hampshire.
In addition to M&P and the Maine-New
Hampshire houses, 11 independent theatres have already signed up in the drive.
The Quiz booklets and accessory material
for the drive are in the hands of participating exhibitors.
The State and Maine theatres, M&P
houses, launched their publicity on the
campaign with advertisements and special
stories in the Portland Press Herald and
Evening Express at the beginning of the
drive, September 1. Posters, sidewalk
broadcasts and trailers augment this publicity.
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Boston — The summer grease-paint circuit has practically folded up for another

Jean

“The entire community will watch this
latest effort to widen appeal and enhance

Portland,

Shutters for Barns

Moderns.”

No

•

Daily Filmgoers

Washington — Of
Austria,

871

film

theatres

in

only 30 per cent have daily performances, according to statistics released

by the motion picture division of the bureau of foreign and domestic commerce.

up in the drive include: Somersworth Theatre, Somersworth, N. H.; Conway and
No. Conway Theatres, N. H.; State, Bridgeton, Me.; Strand, Skowhegan; Lincoln,
Damariscotta; Waldo, Waldoboro; Bijou,
Pittsfield; Playhouse, Newport; State,
Waterville and Strand, Farmington.

Bank Night Collection
Suits Filed Against Two
Boston — Bank Night collection suits
have been filed against Edward Markell
and Kenneth Forkey. The action comes
coincidental with the reiteration by Roy
E. Heffner, owner of Bank Night rights
in New England, that users of the cash
giveaway must pay.
Forkey, retiring commander of the Theatrical Post of American Legion, is defendant in cases involving the Magnet in
Dorchester, the Strand in Canton, and the
Orange in Orange. Markell is defendant
in the litigation brought in connection
with the Strand on Huntington Avenue in
Boston.
Both Forkey and Markell were defendants in previous Bank Night collection
suits. The cases were settled out of court
at the time. Bank Night claims that the
settlement provisions were not lived up to.
BOXOFFICE
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Beano Still Illegal
Is Council Ruling

Invitational Screening
Boston — Invitations

have

been

mailed

for the private screening of Columbia’s
new Frank Capra production, "You Can’t
Take It With You.” Exhibitors and
newspapermen will view the film at the
Uptown Theatre on Huntington Ave. at
10:15 Tuesday morning.

Portland, Me. — The Beano bombshell
set off when Police Chief Ralph D.
Brooks’

announced his intention of submitting to the city council the question of
whether or not Beano operators again
would be allowed to ply their trade in
Portland, was squelched when the city
council chairman likened the request to
that

of a citizen asking that he be
mitted to break into a store. “He
try it if he likes,” Council Chairman
ward C. Berry said, “but it’s against
law and it is not up to the council to

percan
Edthe
give

Leo Cummings

<

<

were tolerated locally “someone would
eventually get control of these concessions

X X X X X

same

W. Earle Eskilson,

when

ques-

enforce the law.”
Police Chief Brooks could not be reached,
since he is attending a convention of police
chiefs in Toronto.
Rigid enforcement of the anti-Beano law
started here late last February. Last Friday, Chief Brooks visited city hall with
the announced intention of “keeping in
step with the council” in the matter of
Beano. The matter was not discussed because only two councilors were present at
the time.

Thomas’s “Cloistered” held the
record at the Fine Arts with a

o

o

1

“Amphitryon”

is scheduled

Hollis in Framingham
Is Newest Loew House
Boston — The newest theatre on the E.
M. Loew independent circuit is the Hollis
in Framingham. The house was opened
last week.
It is named after the famous local legit
house, the Hollis, now but a memory and
a parking space.

to Fire Threat

Laconia, N. H. — Ralph Harris, manager
of the Colonial, averted a possible panic,
when, learning of a fire in a nearby church,
he turned off the cooling system which
starting to draw in smoke, and informed the audience of the fire up the
street.
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was

have

asked

tioned, said that “Chief Brooks’ job is the
now as it was last fall, that is, to

Responds

people

Paderewski vehicle when it leaves. “Club
de Femmes” is booked to tag that.

that it was none of their (the councilors’)
business whether the popular game should
or should not be permitted in Portland.
He predicted that if a few Beano games

Councilor

60,000

Clauson’s Garage at Chestnut Hill in
Brookline. The concern, specializing in
Dodges and Plymouths, deals in all makes.

01 01 0« 0*

must close them.”
Councilor William J. Ward, when
to comment on the issue, refused.

Some

13-week run. “Moonlight Sonata” is still
going strong even though in its 16th week.

0*

Berry retorted that “Beano and Sunday
shows are illegal throughout the state;
that if any complaint is made the officers

—

“Moonlight Sonata” at the intimate Fine Arts Theatre during the feature’s 16-week run. A third new print has
gone into the projection booth, as the Imperial release continues to break to bits an
already shattered record.

Boston — Leo Cummings, film district
auto salesman, is now affiliated with

X X X X

and Beano would become a racket.”
In an effort to sway Chairman Berry,
an operator called to his attention the
fact that the game is permitted at Old
Orchard Beach and that Sunday shows
cause no complaint at Biddeford. Mr.

Boston
viewed

Harry
previous

Moves

x

or withhold permission.”
Asserting that the illegality of Bes
had been clearly established in 1935 wh
the attorney general of Maine ruled it to
be gambling and therefore contrary to
law, Councilor Harry E. Martin declared

60,000 in Boston See
" Sonata " in 16 Weeks

Great Forces

★ Bell Laboratories Research
★ E R. P. I. Engineering
*■ Motiograph

Craftsmanship

CAPITOL
THEATRE
SUPPLY
COMPANY
28*30 Piedmont Street
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'Blockade' Inspires
Continued Comment
Boston — Controversy

on

“Blockade”

Anyway,
It's Rude
To Point
Boston — Finger
a

is

still finding its way into local newspaper
columns. Wrote a Boston Transcript
reader last week:

“The amount of propaganda there has
been on this page and elsewhere against
the film ‘Blockade’ is a sure sign that
many in Boston are ruled extensively by
their emotions and not their head-pieces.
“Walter Wanger, who produced the film,
leaned over backwards in avoiding uniforms of both Government and Nationalist
Spain. The lesson of the film was not *,roLoyalist Spain, but a lesson in the terrors
of war and hunger as affecting the helpless, particularly the children, in a wartorn country.
"The film might be produced again with
the Chinese as protagonists, suffering
starvation from blockade. The moral
would be exactly the same; suffering
comes first to the innocent. As for the
picture’s being anti-Catholic, that is
ridiculous. There was sequence after
sequence showing devout Spanish women
praying in their churches.”

Protest on " Blockade "
Fails in Nashua, N . H.
Nashua,

N. H. — Refusal

of the

city li-

censing board to take action on a complaint by Nashua Council, Knights of Columbus, permitted the Tremont Theatre

contagious

injuries

stage

seem

among

to be

local

^JEYER ager
FOX,
assistant returned
accessories
manat Columbia,
Tuesday
from a combined vacation and hospital
session. Fox had his tonsils extracted

in

the-

atre publicists. Marty Glazer, Metropolitan assistant P. A., is still incapacitated as a result of a ruptured exterior
tendon

incurred

about

six weeks

during the
exploitation
a vacation
Maine, New

ago.

A1 Longo, Loew's exploitation manager,
now has a digit bandaged because of
what has been diagnosed as a tom
cartilage.

Harmonica

Contests

Saturday
Portland,

Morning

Me. — In

an

Elmer

Turnquist, former Imperial sales

manager in Boston, is distributing “Kilou
the Killer,” Technicolor jungle film, in
New England.

for
Shows

attempt

sojourn . . . A1 Longo, Loew’s
manager locally, is back from
taken against a background of
Hampshire, and Cape Cod.

to in-

crease Saturday morning business, Manager Harlan J. Boucher of the Empire
Theatre, has introduced a Bobby Breen
harmonica contest to be conducted over
a period of four weeks. At the first
three Saturday morning contests two
prizes will be awarded the best two contestants.
On the fourth Saturday morning, the
six previous winners will compete for three
grand awards, the entire program being
broadcast from the theatre stage over
Radio Station WGAN.
In addition to the above prizes 25 Bobby
Breen harmonicas will be given away at
each session for the best colored charts
which are being distributed by sponsoring
merchants and the Empire management.
Through this contest Boucher hopes to
build up a permanent harmonica club
which will be carried through the winter
months, thereby promoting juvenile attendance at all Saturday morning shows.

George Kraska,
and operator of
in Canada on an
Leonard Kraska

installed as
M&P house
that suburb.
manager at

foreign film distributor
the Fine Arts, has been
extended vacation tour.
has been managing the

house . . . ‘‘Moonlight Sonata” is still at
the Fine Arts. It is the 16 th week.
The Trans Lux is to open next Friday
. . . Major Patrick F. Healey is the new
commandant of the Theatrical Post of
American Legion. William McLaughlin,
new senior vice commander, is set for the
post next year.
Leo Levinson, in charge of the candy
division of the M&P Theatres Corp., has
been cruising in the West Indies . . . Henry
Wolper, M-G-M office manager, returned
Tuesday from a vacation. He spent part of
the time in Wareham.

here a two-day run of “Blockade.”
Following protest that the film tended to

theatre is using 11 radio spot announcements during the contest and has
distributed 15,000 flyers and throwaways.

distribute “leftist propaganda,” a hearing
was held in the city hall, with K. of C.
officers, theatre representatives and local
veterans’ and fraternal leaders in attendance.

Davidson of Cameo Screen Attractions, Inc., has taken over the New England distribution of eight Tim McCoy
westerns, to be produced by Sam Katzman.

Roy Heiiner Takes Over
Magic Eye for Boston

Ann Harrington of the M-G-M office
force returned this week from Belgrade
Lakes and points north . . . Sally Hochberg, secretary to Arthur K. Howard of
Allied, has been vacationing this week.
She spent part of the time at a summer
camp in New York . . . Florence Scully has
returned to the bookers department of
M-G-M
from a stay at Old Orchard
Beach.

Theatre officials pointed out the picture
had already been shown in many places in
New Hampshire without any other protests as far as they could determine. It
was further contended that if the Knights
had contemplated acting against the film
they should have done so before the day
prior to the picture’s scheduled start, as
its approaching appearance had been well
announced, and advertised in the newspapers.

A

The

Marvin Huban has been
manager in the Hyde Park,
which opened Labor Day in
Huban was formerly assistant
the Oriental.

Boston

FULL

MODERNIZE

| New
66

Increase

Your

Equipment

Roy

E. Heffner,

former

Af-

Indications are that this new coin handout will be particularly pushed in Connecticut and Vermont where Bank Night
is out because of alleged lottery infringements.

HOUSE

WHEN

Why

—

filiated Enterprises franchise owner in
New England and Philadelphia and present
owner of Bank Night rights in this territory, has taken over the New England distribution of the new Magic Eye giveaway.

YOU
BY

Overhead

REPAIRING

With

That Will Be Old

Expensive
Tomorrow?

Sam

The summer recreational industry in
New England, off in July, came back strong
in August, according to the New England
council. More than half a billion dollars

▼
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PARTS

and

SKILLED

MACHINISTS ARE USED EXCLUSIVELY FOR OUR GUARANTEED FACTORY-METHOD REPAIR WORK.

I
I
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was spent here in this branch last year
. . . “Blockade” contention is still going on.

More at Races , But
Less Betting

Phil Berler, E. M. Loew chief booker,
flew to Washington and Atlanta and back
a few days ago . . . The family of Sam
Levine, GB booker, has been spending the
summer at Cohasset . . . Dick Jennings,

Boston — Massachusetts

Keith’s Memorial engineer, has turned out
to be an expert at repairing electric
razors. P. A. Jack Granara uses one to
save time.

more time and less
Racing Commission

has

although

The

New
New

per-

Boston — Grand

festivi-

pari-mutuel handle so far, however, is still more than $45,000,000.

Haven Unit B-41
Sets Election Sept. 19
Haven — Unit B-41

of exchange

Real
Boston

—

The

Estate

Meet

New

England

em-

A MESSAGE

“High

Com-

of Sunday censorship. RKO’s “Breaking
the Ice,” GB’s “Crime Over London,”
United Artists’ “Drums,” and 20th-Fox’s
“Meet the Girls” were among the features
to be okayed by Commissioner Eugene M.
McSweeney.
Deletions on Grand National’s “High
Command” were: “Dialogue, ‘Even her
child is yours!’ ‘Yes.’; scene showing insert-letter, in part 1. Dialogue, ‘Your
daughter isn’t she? — ’, to and including,
‘ — she’s not your step-daughter’; ‘She’s
your daughter,’ in part three. Scene showing insert-letter, in part four. Scene showing insert-letter; dialogue, ‘Even her child
is yours,’ in part five.”
Twenty-one vaudeville acts were approved for exhibition on the Lord’s Day.
Seven were disapproved. Two other routines were modified.

Regional

Conference of the National Association of
Real Estate Boards will be held in Worcester on September 15 and 16. Practical
consideration of the problems facing real
estate is the subject of the conference
which affects, both directly and indirectly,
theatremen in this territory.

the

National’s

mand” was the only motion picture to
collect eliminations in the latest list of 35
to go through the Massachusetts Bureau

$1,000,000

elected for a year’s term. The memberhelp. ship now numbers 49, exclusive of office

the Bijou, is
. . William
at the RKO
week follotv-

Maurice Tobin proclaimed
(Continued on page 70)

more
dog

ployes under AFL will hold its annual
election meeting at the Hotel Garde, on
September 19, with Katherine Fitzgerald
presiding.
All officers, including executive board
members and business agent, will be

Laurence J. O’Toole, former Metropolitan Theatre artist, is resting up in his
T Wharf haunts after an active year in
New York during which he has done an
amount of work for 20th-Fox press books.

Mayor

and

ties this year than last, about
less was wagered.

Year’’ cam-

Harry Lauder, formerly of
managing the Trans Lux .
Breen, assistant chief of staff
Boston, returned to rvork last
ing an illness.

that

sons attended horse

Gertrude Rittenberg of the E. M. Loew
office has been vacationing. She went
south . . . Richard Mahn, secretary to
Charles Koerner of RKO, and his bride
spent a recent weekend with Frederick
Rush, Graphic Theatre circuit manager
in Brandon, Vt. . . . Edward Melchoir was
in town last week in connection with the
Pictures’ Greatest

estimated

'High Command' Is
Lone Sheared Film

this

year evidently had
money. The State

Sid Krivitsky, 20th-Fox accessories manager, is working added hours on distribution of “Motion Pictures’ Greatest Year’s”
booklets.

"Motion
paign.

residents

TO EXHIBITORS

"Marie
New

Antoinette"

York — M-G-M’s

Draws
“Marie

Antoi-

nette” is proving an exceptional draw in
popular price engagements throughout the
country.

!

Here's a feature with a modern story, yet with a religious
sequence that will earn the endorsement and active sponsorship of every Catholic Parish in New England.

"THE

WONDERS

Act Now

OF THE LITTLE FLOWER"

. . . the Feast Day of the Saint, Marie

October Third.
traction.
Build Good
then arrange

Take

advantage

Theresa,

is

of the timeliness of this at-

Will . . . screen the picture for your Priest . . .
a special booking under his auspices ... or

write us and we'll assist you.
. . . but write to us today! Prints will be
assigned in the order requests are received.

SPECIALTY
Exclusive
14 Piedmont
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Healey and McLaughlin
At Head of Legion Post
TXTHEN employes of Keith's Theatre
returned to work August 29,
found no work awaiting them. Seats
equipment had been removed during
weekend, and although advertisements

here
they
and
the
ran

in Monday's Press Herald and Express,
the theatre was not opened. According
to local sheets, the theatre is closed for
alterations, but it is reliably reported the
house is closed permanently. Frank Clements, manager, could not be located.
The new marquee at the Strand is surprisingly plain, hut striking . . . Katharme
Hepburn, popular screen and stage star,
stopped briefly at the Portland Airport
Saturday, en route to her home at Saybrook, Conn. She had made a quick trip
to Rockland and Dark Harbor Friday. Miss
Hepburn was generous with praise of
Maine’s scenic spots and weather.
To

the regret of all his friends, Bill
Freiday, genial restaurateur- and exhibitor, closed his attractive Lighthouse Cafe
on Forest Ave. last Thursday night, September 1. Tli is leaves the new Howard Johnson restaurant, located within a block
of Bill’s place, with almost no competition.
When 4 o’clock saw Lester Davis, manager of the Magnet Theatre, Barre, Vt.,
sweeping the sidewalk in front of his theatre the other morning, the cop along
the beat was much surprised. As you
would have been, or I. No, Lester hadn’t
lost his mind. Nor was he squiffed. Believe it or not, he was waiting for a friend.
<P. S.

The

friend

was

a fishing pal ivho

was going with him on his vacation ) .
Keenan Wynn, son of the famous comedian, is playing his most important role
of the season as the gangster in ‘ Blind
Alley” at Lakewood . . . Lanny Ross, radio
and screen star, is being featured in "Petticoat Fever” at Ogunquit.
The

Strand Theatre staged a midnight follies September 4 and is the only
theatre in town putting on a holiday midnight show ... If anyone should wonder
why Peggy Seyford, pretty State cashier,
is so happy these days, it’s because she
recently won quite a respectable sum on
the horse races at Skowhegan.
Arthur Sharby of the Sharby circuit
stopped briefly in Portland on his way up
north . . . Other Filmrow visitors: Earnie
Warren, WB salesman; Mrs. Warren and
young daughter, Barbara; Gilbert Hughes,
M-G-M checker, who seems to be a permanent fixture at the Empire; Terry Hurlburt, Altec Service Corp. inspector, who
has been burning the midnight oil trying
to eliminate a certain mysterious “click”
in the Empire sound equipment.
A. J. Moreau, district manager for MkP
Theatres, Inc., in Maine, New Hampshire
and Vt, expects to vacation next week.

3<"1
G8

Boston — Major

Patrick

F. Healey,

head

of the Massachusetts department of public safety which controls film matters in
the state, was elected commander of the
Theatrical Post of American Legion at a
meeting attended by 30 film men at the
Copley Plaza last week.
William H. McLaughlin, operator of the
Stoneham Theatre, was elevated to the
post of senior vice-commander, making
it practically a certainty that he will be
the next commandant. The former ensign has been finance officer for the
Legion post for the past eight years.
The annual installation and dance of
the film district Legion unit will be held
this year on October 25 at the CopleyPlaza. It will be the eighth annual affair
of the sort for the organization.
Harry Aaronson, manager of the Rialto
in Scollay Square, was elected junior vice
commander. Marcel Meckelberg, New
England manager for GB, replaced McLaughlin as finance officer.
Harry Smith, RKO booker, became adjutant. Sam Lavine, GB booker, was returned to his perennial position of
sergeant at arms.
The new executive committee includes
A1 Kenney; Kenneth Forkey, circuit operator; Irving Shiffman, Universal salesman.

Two Holdovers
By

Notched

Boston
First-Runs
holdovers were recorded

Boston — Two

along the first-run front last week. “Carefree,” accompanied by “Smashing the
Rackets,” went into a second week at
Keith’s Memorial and appears due for
several more holdovers before a probable
moveover to the RKO Boston.
“Alexander’s Ragtime Band” and “Keep
Smiling,” which have dunked plenty of
doldrums at the Metropolitan these past
three weeks, opened at the Fenway and
Paramount for a continuation of their
first-run booking by M&P Theatres Corp.

She

Tells 'Em

Boston — Marjory

Adams,

Boston

Globe

motion picture critic, is still giving out the
answers.
“How much does lingerie of the average actress weigh?” asked Josie M.
“The lingerie of the average actress
weighs just what is called for in the reel.
Norma Shearer’s in ‘Marie Antoinette’
weighed pounds.” Then Miss Adams got
in a plug for United Artists. “Hedy LaMarr’s lingerie in ‘Algiers’ weighed about
“Is Joan Crawford really homely and
nothing.”
will she marry again?” Joe Costignan of
Roxbury queried. “How old is she?”
“That depends on what you think is
homely,” stated Miss Adams, who never
evades.
3.
2.

Encomium
Boston — Fred

for Stone

Stone,

stage

and

screen

star, was lauded by the Boston press coincidental with his 65th birthday. Said
the Boston Herald, for one:
“Fred Stone will be 65 tomorrow, and
there ought to be some sort of a national
celebration. From a boy acrobat in the
circus through his long and lively career
as a dance partner with Dave Montgomery
in vaudeville and musical comedy, to individual stardom in the drama, radio and
screen, this fine gentleman has entertained
nearly three generations of Americans.
“Those of us who are older remember
him in ‘The Wizard of Oz’ and ‘The Red
Mill.’ Another generation recalls him in
‘Tip-Top’ and — with his family — in ‘The
Stepping Stones.’ The young know him unfortunately, only from his occasional appearances in the films, as with Katharine
Hepburn in “Alice Adams,” or from a radio
broadcast.
“But, despite the loss by death of his
partner, Montgomery, his airplane accident, and still later, the passing of his close
friend, Will Rogers, Stone has maintained
to the present a buoyant and cheering
personality which is felt through any
medium of expression.
“Twenty years ago Christmas Eve, Stone
opened in ‘Jack O’Lantern’ at the Colonial
Theatre in Boston. The late Philip Hale
wrote of his performance in the next
morning’s Herald in a manner and spirit
which compels quotation:
“ ‘The noble art of clowning is still seen
in all its glory in the person, the smile,
the facial play, the antics of Mr. Stone.
His athletic feats, his sin-prising leaps and
jumps and bounds, his amazing ability
to extricate himself from threatened danger, these are ever delightful. His dancing,
now graceful, now purposely grotesque;
his skating, his curious tricks with mouth
and throat; these, too, give great pleasure.
But Mr. Stone has another charm. Back of
all the clowning, the kindly, sympathetic
man, is recognized the man of intelligence,
who himself enjoys his absurd behavior
perhaps more keenly than those who roar
in “The
the audience.’
last statement explains Fred Stone.
He has loved the theatre as much as the
theatre and its friends have loved him.
Never has he consented to — or probably
ever considered — bringing into the theatre
anything which might mar or soil it. In
his own familiar words: ‘I’ve always tried
to produce a show which children could
take their parents to see.’ Many, many
happy returns of the day, Fred, and we’ll
be waiting ’til the cows come home to see
you again!”

Jones —forBuck
"ViceJones
Squad"
Hollywood
will star
Paramount’s “Vice Squad,” Adolph
production head, announces.

in

Zukor,

1.
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Cremation lor May Yohe,
70-Year-Old Former Star

10 Years Ago

Boston

From

Boxoffice

Files, Sept. 8, 1928

REAVING no forwarding address, Jacob
Lourie, treasurer of the New England
Theatres Operating Corp., has gone on a
long vacation . . . W. C. McNaughton, resigning as manager of the Goldstein Bros,
theatres in Pittsfield, has caught on with
the Keith-Albee-Orpheum circuit out of
New York.
The Du Pont offices deny reports the
company has purchased a substantial interest in Paramount Pictures . . . Samuel
Pinanski announces the opening of the
New Liberty, Netoco link in Dorchester.
The stadium-type built theatre seats 1,000.
Netoco is presently rushing work on its
State Theatre, Portland.
E. J. Smith, general sales manager, is
in Chicago attending a divisional sales
meeting of Tiffany-Stahl. Others at the
confabs are: Sam Galanty, Indianapolis;
Roy Dickson, St. Louis; G. I. Bradford,
Kansas City; Harry Lefholtz, Omaha; L.
J. Miller, Minneapolis,
Milwaukee.

and Jack O’Toole,

Fred W. Homan, prominent in theatrical
business in the New England area for 35
years, is dead at 52. Homan died in a
Pittsfield hospital from a streptococci infection. . . Railroad companies are cutting
rates 25 per cent to Toronto for the
MPTOA convention there the middle of
October.
With vacation days pretty well over, the
Filmrow in Boston is again a beehive of
activity in anticipation of the fall business pickup.

—

The

remains

of May

Yohe,

stage star of two decades ago, was cremated here last week. She was 70 years
old.
A small gold locket that her parents
gave her in childhood was all that was left
of the estimated $1,000,000 worth of jewelry, including the Hope Diamond, she once
owned. The trinket was dropped into the
Atlantic Ocean Saturday, together with
her ashes, in accordance with her wishes.
Fred Stone, Irving Berlin, and George
M. Cohan were among those who wired
condolences to her husband, Captain John
Smuts. Joseph P. Kennedy, ambassador to
Great Britain, and Sir Morris Janks, former Lord Mayor of London, were among
the notables cabling their sympathies.
There was no telegram from the 75year-old Duke of Newcastle who married
her when he was Lord Travest Hope and
owner of the Hope Diamond.
May Yohe recently gained publicity
when she was put on the local WPA payroll.

Victory Releases Will
Come Via Davidson
Boston — Sam

Davidson

has

taken

over

the New England distribution of Victory
Pictures Corp. releases this season. The
Sam Katzman westerns, which Davidson
will handle through the facilities of Cameo
Screen Attractions, Inc., will get under
way, per schedule, on October 10 with
“Lightning Rides Again.”
Nat Saland of Mercury Film Laboratories, Inc., has secured exclusive laborahicles.tory printing on the McCoy -starring ve-

Clip Is Made

Of Maine Woman-Hater
Boston

—

Dick

Sears, veteran

newsreel

photographer now with Universal, last
week shot a special around the life of
Albion L. Clough, Maine misogynist.
Clough is an affirmed woman-hater
who has formed a number of clubs on the
subject. He was married twice. He sells
paintings and postcards at a refuge where
he has a dummy, Brother Bill, on hand
to entertain those women who become too
forward.
“Women
tends.

prefer dummies,”

Clough

con-

“Lightning Rides Again,” Oct. 10, 1938;
“Singing Six Guns,” Nov. 25, 1938; “Outlaws Paradise,” Jan. 2, 1939; “Phantom
Guns,” Feb. 25, 1939; “Texas Wildcats,”
April 10, 1939; “Pecos Troublemakers,”
May 25, 1939; “Return of the Terror,” July
25, 1939; “The Fighting Renegade,” Aug.
10, 1939.

Maybe
Saw

Boston — When

the

scenarist,

Hub

George

Holland,

the ticket booth.

Gold-

wyn’s “find” in “Hurricane,” will play the
title role in the remake of “The Thief of
Bagdad” for Alexander Korda.
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“Oh,

“So?

as as-

sociate producer at Hal Roach studios has
been signed by A. Edward Sutherland, ace
director.
BOXOFFICE
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are

Manager

prospective

in connection with the “Motion Pictures’
Greatest Year” campaign . . . Hartford
papers gave the opening of the Movie
Quiz front page stories.
Bill Scully of Universal is said to be contemplating a business trip to Honolulu.
Visitors on Meadow Street: Ed Peskay,
Bill Brown in from New York . . . Mrs.
Mary Vuono of Stamford in the exchanges
with a gusty hello for everybody . . . Arthur Lockwood was on the Street for two
days.
The Max Tabackmans have finished
their extensive furniture hunt and moved
into their new home.
There was a good showing

of the trade

at the screening of “Drums" at the
Roger Sherman, ivith some fine comment
on the picture.
Ozzie Nelson and Harriet Hilliard wowed
them at the opening of vaudeville at the
State, Hartford, in a six-day run.

Next
Hollywood

the next

—

Breen

Vehicle

“Fisherman’s

Sol Lesser

Wharf”

is

vehicle for Bobby

has just completed

"Breaking

the Ice.”

IT’S NEW;
IT’S STREAMLINED

Gold-

less-than-minute

units are

as different from those of yesterday as Edgar Bergen is different
from the old-time punch-and-judy
ventriloquist.
These films are streamlined
playlets with newsreel interest,
quick tempo, beautiful settings,
and superb sound recording.
We

The

you

suspicious

patron

and

inside?"

thoroughly air-cooled,"
sured the questioner.

Hike Sutherland
Hollywood — A four-year

"You have
the question.

being

Shawmut
in
himself near

inquired for the manager,
stein identified himself.

Kiss” as

Even the New Haven papers couldn’t resist snapping a picture of Boh Russell,
John Hesse and Lou Schaefer asking the
mayor to sign the proclamation prepared

Our

by heat, so says the
columnist and RKO

Harry Goldstein of the
Dorchester was fanning

Cast in " Bagdad "
Hollywood — Jon Hall, Samuel

was

That

You may have seen sponsored
short-shorts, but have you seen
the 1938 model?

the Manager
the Picture

harassed recently
Boston American

a third week, with “Hold
the new co-feature.

Breen, who

Titles and release schedule follows:

Newsreel

"ALEXANDER'S
Ragtimeat Band”
has the
distinction of staying
the College
for

was

theatre

is

Goldstein

as-

standing

out

guy

walked

are
world's largest
producer the
and distributor
of these
shorts, and will be proud to show
you samples. Write:

ALEXANDER
Colorado

FILM COMPANY
Springs,

Colo.

NEW YORK OFFICE:
PARK AVE.
NEW YORK
Phone: Murray Hill 9-3161

CITY

here?"
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Fans Clamor
0OOL weather resulted in more stay-athomes in Providence over Labor Day
than in some years, with theatres enjoying unusually good weekend business. Further help to good grosses resulted from
holiday parade Monday, with labor unions
turning out in big numbers for review by
the AFL president, William Green.
Division Manager

H. M. Addison

was at

Loew’s State last week for three days on
his regular swing around the circuit of his
division . . . Another meeting of theatremen of the state was held Saturday morning at Manager Reed’s suite in the Straiid
when a committee was chosen to visit
Gov. Robert E. Quinn, to ask him to issue
a proclamation endorsing the motion picture campaign. All theatres report good reaction to “Quiz” noted in first three days
of contest period, with hundreds of booklets being distributed.
Reopening of Fays last Friday was proclaimed by 24-sheet stands around the
State in which 20th-Fox got a break.
Stands pointed out that Fays for 20 years
has been showing 20th-Fox films . . .
Title “Carefree” was a selling point that
gave Manager Ken Rockwell of the Albee
a nice tieup for showing of that film at
his house this week. Providence Gas Co.
put a Providence streamline gas stove on
display in lobby. Posters accompany same
read: “For a CAREFREE kitchen, Use
Gas.” And the Albee, in return, got from
the gas company a five column by 145
lines ad in the Journal, with theatre and
film given about 85 per cent of copy. Also
two windows in gas company building tying film and theatre with display of new
gas stoves.
Strand Theatre’s “Sunshine Club,” employes’ organization, has a new rival in
the State. Theatre staff at the Greenwich
Theatre in East Greenwich has also

to See

"Alexander"
Bethlehem,

N. H. — There

was

a

free-

ior-all iirst day of the two-day "Alexander's Ragtime Band" engagement at
the Colonial, as fans showed surprising energy in shoving,

pushing

last-minute special show at
picture broke all records for

the past three years. "House
child" still tops it, however.

of Roths-

from page 67)

week of September
Week” in Boston.
Those in the know

1-7 "Motion

Picture

were afforded a few

laughs by the biography of Dorchester’s
Tommy Ryan ( Phil McMahon) as given
in the Republic press book for “ Tenth
Avenue Kid.” One paragraph had it:
“Tommy Ryan, a native of Back Bay Boston, a member of a family high in the
city’s society, reared and educated carefully, and bred in the highest of etiquette.”
Harry Germaine, New England manager
for Price Theatre Premiums, is now headquartering at 12 Piedmont St.
Helen

Mysko of the Cameo office returned this week from a vacation . . .
Agnes Wayland, secretary to Phillip Lavine who is general manager in New England for the Phil Smith circuit, is moving
. . . Charles Patterson, manager of the
Graphic circuit, spent a recent weekend
in town. He was formerly with RKO Theatres locally.

formed a “Sunshine Club” and are enjoying some good times as result . . . After
five weeks of painting and redecorating ,
Thornton’s Theatre in Riverpoint, R. I., reopened for the fall season with “Professor
Beware.”

Jimmy O’Brien has sold 500 International “Floating Comfort” seats to William H. McLaughlin for use in the latter’s
Stoneham Theatre. O’Brien is New England sales representative for the International Seat Co.

“Frankenstein,” having given good gross
at E. M. Loew’s Drive-In Theatre last week,
Manager McGhee quickly followed up
with a revival showing of “Dracula” for
four days . . . Business of Newport’s Casino (summer theatre) for its six-week
season of stage shows this year was ten
per cent under that of last year, says
Helen Arthur, executive director of ActorManagers, Inc., lessees. Same group,
however, plans to try it again next summer, which will be their fifth year at the
famous society playhouse.

Joseph Mansfield, chief of service at the
RKO Boston, is back from a vacation.

As the Casino and the Theatre-by-theSea at Matunuck went dark last week,
another summer theatre of the State prepared to reopen. The Cumberland Hills
Playhouse, at Cumberland, which already
has had two occupants this season, both
troupes finding the venture unprofitable,
opened up again Labor Day night. Contemporary Theatre of New York is the new
tenant, with this troupe planning a six
week’s run of legit, with “The Importance
of Being Earnest” as the opener and
“Little Women,” “The Drunkard,” “Stage
Door” and other plays to follow.
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JJEW HAVEN’S B. PITKIN scored among
the prize winners in RKO’s Ned Depinet
drive, highlighting eastern newsbits of
the past week. Pitkin distinguished himself among the in-the-money unit managers for his work on “Victoria the Great.”
Other eastern news flashes:
Five major topics were to monopolize
the attention of Allied of New York members at their Thursday meeting in Syracuse. Included were: An explanation and

BOSTON
(Continued

Ned Depinet Drive

or even

trampling to get inside the theatre. On
the second day. Manager Whitcomb
hired a sound truck from Littleton and
put on a
5:15. The

Pitkin Places in

“Alexander’s Ragtime Band” followed a
three-week stand at the Met with a dayand-date engagement at the first-run
Paramount and Fenway . . . Alice Jorcelyn
McCarthy is back on the job at Shubert
headquarters, now that legit has blossomed
again in the Hub.
Sam and Nathan Goldstein, heads of
Western Massachusetts Theatres, Inc.,
have taken over the Richmond in North
Adams with the expiration of a lease controlled by E. M. Loew. The former circuit
bought the property some months ago.
Peggy

Flattery, Keith’s Memorial assistant treasurer who will be “altared”
October 12, is busy completing her trousseau.
E. M. Loew opened his new theatre in
Framingham last week . . . More Bank
Night suits have been filed ... No trial
has yet been set on the test case in Rhode
Island to determine the validity of Bank

discussion of the government’s anti-trust
suit against major companies, the impending anti-Ascap bill for New York state,
the theatre divorcement bill and other legislative proceedings pending; Motion Pictures’ Greatest Year and “affiliated theatre protection on independent theatre
“Peace is more profitable than war. The
welfare of an industry is at stake; we
owners.”
don’t need courts and lawsuits, we don’t
need legislatures and laws. Exhibitors,
distributors and producers — the people who
run this business — must make the decision
themselves.” Thus declared C. C. Pettijohn, general counsel of the MPPDA, at a
Milwaukee meeting, in striking the oftrepeated note for self -regulation within
the industry.
Shy only $10,000! That was the encouraging estimate by which independent
exhibitors are short of their $250,000 goal
in the “Greatest Year” campaign. Pledges
continue to pour into headquarters.
“We made a deal and they walked out
on it,” charged Joseph M. Schenck, 20thFox chieftain, when questioned in London
about the outcome of his negotiations with
the Ostrers for their interests in GB.
“There is no intention of resuming negotiations,” he maintained.
“Greatest Year” notes: Philadelphia’s
Mayor S. Dave Wilson proclaimed Thursday of last week as a special “Movie Day”
. . . Pointing out that an analysis of the
quiz books showed that many of the questions listed can be answered by patrons
without seeing the pictures, many Philadelphia independents declared that they
will stay out unless the public demand
becomes great enough to force them in . . .
Gov. Richard C. McMullin of Delaware
headed the list of prominent speakers at
a meeting of theatremen who launched the
current campaign for that state.
“Untrue,” replies Paramount — in answer
to charges of Gotham independents that
their theatres are being discriminated
against in the operation of the ParamountFitch broadcast tieup. The independents
claim that the tieup, providing distribution of 1,000 passes weekly, will benefit
Paramount theatres where first runs are
shown, to the detriment of subsequent
runs. Paramount counters with the fact
that subsequents will be plugged in many
of the radio broadcasts henceforth. The
change.
ducats are good for cash at the local ex-

Night there.
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INDUSTRY INTRODUCES FILMDOM'S CAMPAIGN
TO TEXAS CITIES IN THE COLOSSAL MANNER
Parades

Mark

Dallas,

Season

Houston

in

and

San Antonio
Dallas

— Colorful

parades

served

to

launch “Motion Pictures’ Greatest Year”
in Dallas, Houston and San Antonio.
In Houston the campaign got off to a
fine start Labor Day when huge floats,
sponsored by the city’s theatres, made
a conspicuous spot in the two-mile-long
parade that moved along Main Street.
Floats were entered by Loew’s State, the
Metropolitan, Majestic and Kirby for
downtown Interstate; the suburbans and
the Horwitz Homefolks theatres.
The Majestic added an extra attraction
— announcement that prizes of $10 and $5
would be given the best snapshots of the
floats by members of the Houston Camera
Club.
The

contest books distributed in theatres at the opening programs September
1 caused a near stampede, managers say.
Most of the theatres had the biggest opening days in several weeks.
Thousands
Parade
San

Dallas — Twelve

elaborate

floats

her-

alded the start of “Motion Pictures’ Greatest Year” in Dallas last week in a parade
which brought thousands of fans to a
full awareness of the Movie Quiz contest
with its $250,000 in prizes that is part of
the campaign.
The photo on the left shows the parade
lineup with police escort, band and line of
cars carrying theatre managers and film
men which preceded the 12 floats. In
the upper right corner is pictured one of
the general floats, publicizing five or six
pictures, as it passed the Capitol Theatre.
In the lower corner is the float devoted to
boosting the Movie Quiz contest.
Uniformed Interstate ushers were escorts for the floats.

Three pictures, playing on Elm Street,
were publicized by individual floats:
“Alexander’s Ragtime Band,” “Spawn of
the North,” and “Carefree.” Grosses at
the three houses showing the pictures, the
Tower, Majestic and Palace, exceeded expectations.

Fort Worth
Ft. Worth — Heads

for Film Drive
Antonio

—

The

Alamo

City

wel-

comed “Motion Pictures’ Greatest Year”
with a blare of trumpets and roll of
drums when the nation-wide contest got
under way locally with a parade through
the downtown business section. Thousands cheered the many attractive floats
entered.
Publicity directors of the Interstate circuit are organizing to bombard local dailies
with stories, photos and ads on the drive.
Large newspaper advertisements already
have been run in the three papers and are
expected to whet the public’s appetite for
the Movie Quiz announcements which are
to follow shortly.

Is Active
of 11 theatres

a parade Saturday through the
streets here, with city officials,
fire departments taking part.
ROTC band led the parade.
support for the campaign has
gratifying.

Cheer

staged

downtown
police and
A 50-piece
Newspaper
been very

Mayor C. K. Quin issued a proclamation in recognition of San Antonio’s participation in the celebration of the 50th
anniversary of motion pictures.

Many Miamians in
"Movie Quiz" Contest

Anniversary
Dallas — The

for Starlings

R. V. Starlings

celebrated

the first birthday of the Grove Theatre
which they opened at the Grove Hill
crossroads, five miles from the Dallas
southwestern city limits. Within a few
months they enlarged their building from
550 to nearly 1,000 seats. A close observer says the Grove is crowded almost every
night.
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Anniversary
Charlotte

—

This

in Charlotte
week

the

Charlotte

Theatre, the first second-run house to
open in Charlotte, celebrates its 13th anniversary. Harry K. Lucas, manager,
opened Sept. 7, 1925 with Norma Shearer
in “Excuse Me.” Recently the Charlotte
was renovated at a cost of $10,000. Lucas
came to Charlotte from Georgia in 1911 to
open Carolina’s first film exchange, the
Dixieland.

Miami — With

18,000

having

signed

as entrants from the Greater Miami

up

area

in the “Motion Pictures’ Greatest Year”
quiz contest, local theatre men say that
the conclusion of the contest’s first week
will find more than 50,000 Miamians participating in this event.
More than half of the Miami houses are
now showing Movie Quiz films. Papers
are starring these pictures in their daily
“movie time tables.”
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Observe 'Wilby Dag'
For Circuit Titan
Selma,

southeast

Ala. — A

was

singular

event

in

the recent observance

Weingarten Makes
Plans for Two Units

What-a-Melonl

Miami — Plans

the

of

“Wilby Day” in Selma in honor of R. B.
Wilby, head of the Wilby-Kincey chain
of 116 theatres in the south.
The observance was timed particularly
to mark the modernization of the Academy of Music in Selma and its renaming
the Wilby Theatre. Thus a 50-year-old
institution, which had billed many of the
immortals of the stage, shed some of its
old-time glories to take on added luster
as one of the most modern picture houses
in the south. It was lavishly decorated
inside and out in the modern manner, but
retains its characteristic architecture as a
sort of throwback to the past.
“Wilby Day” was held not only to honor
Wilby, but his associate of long standing,
H. F. Kincey, who also is a native of Selma.
Both started out as ushers in the Academy
of Music and rose gradually to prominence
in the film field.
The Selma Rotary Club and other civic
cluks joined as host to Wilby at a banquet
when the theatre was officially presented
to the people of Selma by Lloyd R. Towns,
resident manager. Mayor Lucien P.
Brown accepted the modernized building
in the name of the city. The lobby of the
show house was a profusion of flowers
from business people and showpeople.
Striking tribute was paid Wilby by a
number of speakers.
Those present for “Wilby Day” included
the following:
Mr. and Mrs. E. D. Richards, New Orleans; Mr.
and Mrs. Turk
Carter, New
Orleans; Mr. and
Mrs. J. E. Fitzgerald, Mr. and
Mts. John
C.
Galloway, Mr. and
Mrs. Nash
Weil, Mr. and
Mrs. L. M. Saveli, Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Harrison
and E. H. Geissler, Atlanta.
Mr. and Mrs. Sylvian Baum. Mr. and Mrs. William Wolfson, Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Okel and Sam
Sulzbacher, Montgomery;
Mr. and
Mrs. T. G.
Coleman, Anniston; Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Williams.
Mr. and Mrs. R. M. Kennedy, Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Engler, Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Hampton
and Mr.
and Mrs. Francis Faulkenburg, Birmingham.
Mr. and Mrs. H. F. Kincey, Warren Irvin, Harry
Hardy, Roy L. Smart and Montgomery
S. Hill.
Charlotte, N. C. ; Mr. and Mrs. Fred Barton, Jasper; Mr. and Mrs. Gus Coats, Auburn; Wiliam
Stepp, Demopolis; Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Davidson
and Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Grimes, Tuscaloosa; Mr.
and Mrs. Jimmie Pepper, Kingsnort. Tenn.; Roger
Butler, Johnson City, Tenn.; Julian Welch. Elizabethtown, Tenn.; Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Cooper,. Ensley; Glenn Crouch. Troy, and Nathan
Seegal,
Montgomery.

Jack Arthur Puts Babies
On Screen and Ups Take
Crosbyton,

Tex. — Jack

Arthur,

manager

of the Queen, put on a baby contest last
week to build his business and used nearly
every infant in the territory, 98 of them.
Arthur lensed the pictures.
There were two divisions in the contest,
one for two-year-olds and the other for
babies up to five. Winners received
handsomely tinted photographs.

Lance
Lefors,

in Letors

Tex. — Clifford

Lance

has

pur-

chased a building which he will remodel
and equip as a theatre, spending $10,000.
The opening will be in about 30 days and
plans are to show every night.
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are

being

drawn

for the

second and third in the chain of 12 theatres which Herman Weingarten, New
York theatre owner and builder, has announced he will construct in the Greater
Miami area.
Work

is nearing completion and arrangements are being made for an October opening at the Cameo, first unit in
the series, now nearing completion on the
beach at the corner of Washington Ave.
and Espanola way. Egg shell and blue
is to be the color motif of the interior
of this house.

Little

Rock — R. V. McGinnis

of Hope,

owner of theatres at Hope, Smackover
and Nashville, brought a 125-pound watermelon to Little Rock this week and presented it to B. F. Busby, manager of Republic Pictures in this city. It is said to
be one of the largest melons produced in
the Hope area this season. The melon is
now on display at Republic Pictures office.

Adams Film Exchange
Has Business Stimulators
Dallas — The

Adams

Film

En route to Miami last week, Weingarten stopped off for a visit to Filmrow at
Atlanta where he had, he reports, an enjoyable and profitable time, getting acquainted and doing some buying.
Second in this new chain is to be the
Surf, to be the first theatre in the long
stretch of beach between' Hollywood and
41st St. on Miami Beach. This stretch
includes several rapidly growing ocean
edge villages: Surfside, North Miami
Beach, Sunny Isles and Golden Isles.
The third house is to be a colored theatre in the closein northwest section.
Returning north in mid-September to
do some additional buying, the new Miami
Theatre owner plans to return south the
latter part of October.

Exchange,

independent distributors under the direction of Jack K. Adams, this week seems
to have gone in wholeheartedly for boxoffice stimulants. First it was “Theatre
School Nite” which Adams was successful
in getting started quickly in a dozen
Texas theatres. Adams has the School
Nite for Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas and
New Mexico.
Subsequently, Pete Barnes, the original
Buck Nite man, took on seven states for
the “Golden Aisle” and farmed out Texas.
Oklahoma and New Mexico to Adams with
B. F. Busby of Little Rock taking it on
for Arkansas.
With Adams taking over from Barnes
the Golden Aisle franchise, he also annexed Buck Nite, which Barnes owned, for
the southwestern states.
School Nite has accumulated some momentum in Texas with deals already closed
and playing in the Rio at Odeaas; Rita at
Abernathy; Ritz, Hale Center; Majestic,
Sabinal; Isis, Lockney; Queen, Trinity,
and the Emerson at Hartford, Ark.
In short, besides regular film releases,
Adams has three business stimulators for
the southwest with Busby of Little Rock
fitting into the picture for Arkansas.
A later deal on School Nite was with the
independent Palace at Stamford, operated
by J. D. McCollum, who put over an unusual campaign in the Stamford Leader.
By way of trade information, patrons
know in advance what questions will be
asked on School Nite. They also know the
answers. Then names are drawn from
the container and these persons are asked
the questions which they know if they
have the average memory.

New

Theatre Corporation

Buys
Little

Two
Rock,

in Van

Ark. — Van

Buren

Buren

Enter-

prises, Inc., of North Little Rock, chartered by the secretary of state, has been
formed to take over operation of the
Bob Burns and Rio theatres in Van Buren
from Malco-Arkansas Theatres, Inc. M.
S. McCord was named resident agent for
the new corporation.
Articles of incorporation authorized
capital stock of 50 shares of no par value
and listed paid-in capital of $300. Incorporators are Van Alen Hollomon, Leonard H. Goldenson and M. F. Gowthorpe, all
of New York.

Griffith Promotes
Managers
Cleburne,

Tex.

—

Two

to New
Frank

Posts

Aydelotte

of

Drumright, Okla., has been transferred by
the Griffith circuit to the managership of
Cleburne’s Yale and Palace. He succeeds
George Limerick who moves up to manager of Griffith houses in Enid, Okla.
Limerick was vice-president of the Cleburne Rotary Club.

Cole in Wallis
Wallis,

Tex. — Mart

has opened a
calls “Cole,”
circuit of ten
is located on

Cole

of Rosenberg

new theatre here which he
the adopted name over his
or 12 houses. The new show
the main highway.
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WELL KNOWN
and successful Dallas
film man we know is a firm believer
in the idea that you get out of a business
in proportion to the effort you put into it.
Anyway, the Monogram exchange on Harwood St. is now topping sales for that
company

in the United States. The deduction is that Ed Blumenthal and John
Franconi, holders of the Texas franchise,
have been working and have been on the
job. Its also true they have had some
boxoffice pictures the past season and have
other
Mrs.

known

values

Forrest

on the ’38-’39 list.

White,

secretary

to Leroy

Bickel at M-G-M, and wife of the operator of Index Booking Service, is back from
her vacation in Hollywood. She had keys
to the studios and saw. generally what the
film colony had to offer. One exceptional
courtesy here was a card to an Amos ’n
Andy broadcast. She was near the microphone when these notables of radio performed.
Homer

Mulkey

of Clarendon

and

Hollis

Boren of Memphis, who have been teaming up lately on their booking visits to
Dallas, arrived on Labor Day. Another
pair of exhibitors on the Row at the same
time of late are Martin Lamour and W. J.
Wilke, operating competitive houses at
Graham.
O. K. Bourgeois, the Atlantic man, is a
collector of over 700 books, not on many
subjects, but all on motion pictures and
(Continued

on page

76)

"Movie Quiz" Books
Sales Big in Texas

" Barefoot Boy " Is a
Record Breaker
Dallas — News
Monogram's

reaches

“Barefoot

the

Boy"

Row

that

broke

all

house records in R. Q. Coleman's
Matex Theatre at Mabank over the past
weekend.

It was

strictly a

small

Dallas —
Two million “Movie Quiz”
books already have been sold in Texas
alone, according to W. S. (Sebe) Miller,
the 20th Century-Fox exchange office
manager
in Texas. in charge of contest accessories

town

test run and everybody is highly satisfied, the exchange and the theatre.

Contrary to some Filmrow reports, Miller said independent exhibitors have come
in strong and are still in strong with their
contributions and purchases of Quiz books
and accessories. All the circuits and 100
independent exhibitors are in, he said.
Last week Miller reported 1,300,000 Quiz
books sold. This week it is up 700,000
and all orders were accompanied by
checks, he said.

" Cant Take It With You "
Is Highly Pleasing Fare
Dallas — At a special screening in the
Majestic Theatre on Elm Street early
Tuesday

morning, J. B. Underwood exhibited Columbia’s “You Can’t Take It
With You.” Estimates of the picture’s
boxoffice worth have spread far and wide
which obviates an additional review here.
Circuit bookers, who might not give it
due credit out in the open, were marveling
out of the pleasure they got personally.
Columbia,

it is believed,

Happened

One

has

another,

Interstate's Suburban
Deluxer Opens October

“It

Night.” — Crisp.

Screening at Lubbock

Dallas — Interstate’s new Lakewood
Theatre now towers over that exclusive
residential area and will open the middle

“You Can’t Take It With You” will be
shown at a west Texas trade screening in
the Palace at Lubbock, Monday.

of October. Work is starting on the interior finish. A novel feature of the design is a stack, or tower which rises to a

Balcony for Marion

ball tip about 50 feet high. H. F. Pettigrew is the architect and Dickie Foy will

*>1

Marion, N. C. — The Marion Theatre
has improved with a large balcony.

ACCESSORIES

be the manager. Cost is placed at $125,000. The Lakewood approaches the Village, neighborhood house, in excellence.

here

FOR THE THEATRE
Thumb

Tickets
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i

Carbons
Projection Lamps
Rectifiers
Machine

|
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Tacks

Cetron Photo Cells
RCA

Tubes

Exciter Lamps
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Westinghouse
Rectifier Tubes
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NEW

ORLEANS

A T 1IL ANYA
Bank Night Victor
In North Carolina J U. McCORMICK of Amity Exchange

PARTICIPATION
in the Motion Pictures’ Greatest Year campaign is well
under way here . . . Wilma Francis, New
Orleans girl, has been signed by Walter

journeyed

Wanger for a feature role in “Trade
Winds,” a story of adventure in the South
Seas.

Charlotte — A motion for judgment of
non-suit was granted by Judge Hubert E.
Olive in the case brought against the Lenoir Theatres Company at Lenoir, by

“Alexander’s Ragtime Band,’’ which has
been showing at the Saenger here, is being
held over for a second week . . . Fire, said
to have originated in the projection room,
destroyed the ulterior of the Joy Theatre,
Rayville, La., causing an estimated damage of $5,000.

Mark

Squires for the state of North Carolina in a test of the legality of Bank

Night.
The

ruling

of the

court

dismissed

the

action at the conclusion of the plaintiff’s
evidence, holding that Bank Night as
operated here, does not come within the
meaning of statute against gambling. The
state took the position that the operation
of Bank Nights constituted a lottery and
as such was a form of gambling.

Lou Irwin, New York theatrical booker,
who has been visiting in New Orleans for
the past few days left Tuesday for Atlantic City to look over the beauty crop
for prospective screen talent. Mr. Irwin
announced that June Preisser, of the
famous singing and dancing New Orleans
sisters, has been signed to a contract with

McLeod

Will Distribute

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer . . . Charles Meredith, who left Le Petit Theatre du Vieux
Carre here in 1931 to become director of
the Dallas Little Theatre, has resigned to
become director of the Dock Theatre at
Charleston, S. C.

New Orleans — Harry S. McLeod, former manager of the St. Charles Theatre
here, announced September 2, following

The Fox Theatre, Houma, La., managed
by Vic Moran, has been transferred to the
Dixie Amusement Co. by James Chauvin
and Wallace Hepler. Plans have been made
to remodel the entrance of the Fox and

his return from New York, he had obtained southern rights on motion pictures
produced by several independent and
European producers.
Headquarters for distribution of these
pictures will be established here later in

enlarge

ber.

the seating capacity to approximately 900. It is expected that renovations will be completed about mid-Septem-

Foreign Films in South

the year, McLeod said. The first presentation to be brought here, he added, will be
“The Charm of La Boheme,”
the Tudor, October 8.

scheduled

for

The New Brenkert Econarc Lamp?
A new

Lamp

for the Average

type low intensity lamp
more

Theatre "

light than regular low

Size Carbons

Investigate now
‘EVERYTHING

FOR

—
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Same

Current

Costs

Ask for Demonstration

THE

WIL-KTN
321 S. Church, CHARLOTTE
Phone 8620

—

THEATRE

week

F. J. Case, operator
pano, DelRay Beach
a visitor.

was

of theatres in Pomand Pahokee, Fla.,

Leo C. Popkin Distributing Agency, for
Million Dollar Productions, John Jenkins,
branch manager, has moved into larger
quarters at their same location, 148 V2
Walton St.
Ed Beach
Row visitor.

of Thomaston,

was

a

recent

Frank Berry, auditor for Columbia from
the home office, is in this city. He will
be here several weeks at the Atlanta office.
Nat Hancock of
friends along the Row

Jefferson,
last week.

The Filmrow Bowling
going into action again.
Invitations

have

been

team

soon

extended

greeted

will be

for a

preview of Columbia’s “You Can’t Take It
With You,” to be shown September 11 at
11 a. m. at the Rialto Theatre, of which
W . T . Murray is manager.
Recent Row visitors were W. R. Boswell, Swainsboro; T. K. Jones, Dadeville,
Ala.; Mr. Odum, Thomaston; Mr. Maxey,
Summerville; Mr. Woodward, Winder.
of Miss

Cornelia

P. Mayr

of

EXCEPT

FILM'

150 Walton St., ATLANTA
Phone WALnut 4G13

Columbia recently screened “The Lady
Objects,” starring Lanny Ross and Gloria
Stuart.

Courshon Sets Oct . 1 for
Miami Parkway Opening
Miami — Aaron Courshon, former Chicago
theatre owner, is setting October 1 as the
opening date for his new Miami house,
the Parkway Theatre located on the new
boulevard, Coral Way, halfway between
Coral Gables and downtown Miami.

with 40%

intensity lamps.
Uses Same

last

Columbia’s contract department, will be
pleased to learn that she is recovering
from a serious illness and will soon be at
work.

You Seen . . .

" The Economy

Birmingham

in connection with the opening of “Son
of the Sheik.” McCormick recently acquired “Wages of Sin,” a new Willis Kent
production road show, for eight states.

Friends

Have

to

Courshon, who will act as his own manager, has signed for subsequent runs of
Metro, RKO, Warner, 20th Century-Fox
and Republic. He will be in Atlanta this
week arranging for final details about
the Parkway’s opening.

Strand Renovating
McComb, Miss. — Many improvements
are being made at the Strand Theatre
here. The exterior is being repainted, and
the interior redecorated. A new and modern gas heating system is being installed,
and the old boiler room is being converted
into a spacious, well-equipped rest room.
A larger exhaust fan is also being installed.
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AMTOi

P ^ LOCAL boy was stand-in for Donald
O’Connor, juvenile star in Paramount’s
“Sing You Sinners,” which played at the
Aztec Theatre last week. The lad, Tommy
Housos, while visiting in Hollywood recently, did the race horse riding scenes,
doubling for the little Paramount player.
Double feature pictures at the Highland
Theatre last week were billed as “State
Police” — “Headin’ East.” Moral: Look out
Beaumont, Galveston and Houston, ha, ha!
While over at the Harlandale the posters
advertised “Purple Vigilantes” — "Making
the Headlines” . . . LeeRoy Handley, assistant manager at the Majestic, back
from a Dallas vacation . . . John T. Floore,
Texas manager and the missus, off to tour
the country on their vacation . . . Assistant Skipper Ed Hale of the Texas, raising
a mustache.
Senor J. J. Jimenez of Latin-American
Films, to Corpus Christi and Houston, on
business over the weekend . . . Interstate
Publicist Frank Starz of Dallas, here for
the inauguration of “Motion Pictures’
Greatest Year” campaign . . . I. W. Speckles, who runs the Cozy in Schulenburg,
was in booking Paramount product last
week, while G. L. Wood of Mercedes, recently paid the Latin-American office a
visit to set Spanish picture dates for his
south Texas house. “La India Bonita” and
“Dos Cadetes” are new Azteca films for
the current week.
“The Lone Ranger” serial, now showing
at the State, is getting radio plugs twice
weekly oji a similar program over KTSA,
which is boosting business . . . The Music
Box Theatre here will reopen September
24 with Tom Pratt as manager. It will be
Santone’s only regular stage show

house.

“The Thunder of the Sea,” billed as the
first full-length sound picture ever produced by a religious body, will be shown
at Saint Luke’s Lutheran Church the night
of September 28, in observance of the
congregational birthday anniversary assembly.

Reopen Two Houses
Oklahoma

City — The

Pat Duffy Starts Work
On Sweetwater Theatre
Tex. — Work

of

remodel-

ing and repairing a building at 210 Locust
St., has started for Pat Duffy, formerly
of Mangum, Okla., who will open a competitive theatre in Sweetwater within the
next 30 days. He arrived in town with
his son, Leo Duffy, who will be associated
in the operation. The building permit
was issued for $1,000.
The Robb & Rowley circuit has long
operated in Sweetwater. Henry Rogers is
the local R&R manager.

San

for Port Lavaca

Antonio — The

John

G. Long

circuit

theatre now under construction at Port
Lavaca, will be called the Rex, and will
seat 500 people. Smith-Bauer-Clegg are
the builders.
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of

two

to low grosses, but to the fact that condition of the houses necessitated either immediate repair or rebuilding. The Empress was at one time a de luxe house and
is situated on Main St. fronting on Standard’s Criterion Theatre.
The Folly, of late years, was used as a
subsequent run house and featured firstrun westerns and serials at low admissions
before being closed.
Balance of Standard holdings is in one
neighborhood first-run house, the Tower,
and a number of subsequent run houses,
the Circle, Plaza, Ritz and Victoria.
Moore succeeds Walter B. Shuttee, who
is remaining as Moore’s assistant. Shuttee
came to Oklahoma City last December
following the resignations of Pat McGee
and George Y. Henger.

Earl Jones Preparing
To Open

Third Theatre

Tex. — Earl

Jones

is about

ready to open his new Rio Theatre on
which finishing touches are now being
made. He built the Rialto in the twenties and two years ago built the Ritz.

Starrett in Texas
Dallas

—

Charles

Starrett,

Columbia’s

western star, appeared September 8 to 10
at the Frontier Round-Up in Colorado,
Tex. A. E. McClain, local R&R manager,
thought of the idea to present a film star
and enlisted the aid of H. B. Robb, circuit
head, in securing the appearance. Starrett headed the parade and appeared at
the Palace along with his latest picture.

Two Change
One

opening

dark houses, the Folly and Empress theatres, and return of vaudeville and name
bands to local houses are two steps being
contemplated by Byron F. Moore, new
general manager for Standard Theatres
Corp.’s 11 houses here.
Modified stage shows or big names are
being considered for the two de luxe
houses, the Criterion and Midwest theatres. A policy of part-time first-class
vaudeville at one of the circuit’s other
houses is also being considered. Both the
downtown Liberty and Warner theatres
are fully equipped for vaudeville presentation.
The Liberty has been running on a policy
of twice-per-week changes of double bills
while the Warner has been running on a
three-per-week change grind policy.
The Folly and Empress theatres have
been closed for a long time, due not only

Brownfield,

Sweetwater,

m ie m p h i

IE Standard Plans to

Pittsburg,

Tex. — The

Policy
State and

Crystal,

owned by B. R. McLendon of Atlanta, have
altered their change policy. The State is
now making six changes a week and the
Crystal is making two. The Crystal has
just been remodeled on a par with the
State.

QHALMERS
CULLINS, operating the
Orpheum, Memphis, announces the
house’s opening date of September 30,
with the Mills Bros, revue as the stage attraction in conjunction with a feature picture and selected short subjects. The
Orpheum has been closed during the past
few summers as a regular policy. Cullins
and Nate Evans have formed a partnership in the operation of a new colored
theatre in N. Memphis which will open on
or before September 30. This will be q
new theatre seating 600. The house will
be known as the Savoy.
Jimmy Rodgers, Columbia branch manager, announces a trade screening of “You
Can’t Take It With You” to take place
at the Malco Theatre, September 11. Invitations with the date and place have
been sent out.
Harry Graham, Universal southern district manager, flew in from Dallas for a
sales meeting and departed that afternoon by plane for Atlanta.
Grover Ray, who recently resigned from
the local Paramount sales force to go with
Universal in Oklahoma City, is reported
as doing a nice job in his new territory.
Walter

Cox

has sold his Gem

Theatre,

Leachville, Ark., to W. E. “Dutch” Ringer
of Memphis. Cox is a brother of Emma
Cox, prominent East Arkansas exhibitor of
Osceola.
Watson W. Davis has sold his Judsonia,
Ark., theatre.

» Theatre
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OK

LA. CITY

^•HE United States Air Conditioning
Sales Corp. of Oklahoma and Texas, has
filed suit in district court against the
Dyer Theatre Supply, Inc. for appointment
of a receiver and judgment on open account for goods, wares and merchandise
to the sum of $311.25.
The tax commissi07i has unearthed some
more figures — this time covering sales tax
collections from theatres for the period
between July 1, 1937 and June 30, 1938
which shows $167,283.52 collected. This
represents a total of 1.56 per cent of all
sales tax collections. Number of returns
was 76 per cent of the total. By months
the figures show: July, 1937, $13,093.52;
August, $13,584.02; September, $15,364.60;
October, $14,045.50; November, $13,964.37;
December, $16,601.99; January, 1938, $9,600.28; February, $18,057.48; March, $13,709.48; April, $14,059.06; May, $12,920.60;
June, $12,276.62.
The circuit convention of the Griffith
Amusement Co. managers has been slated
for Oklahoma City at the same time the
national MPTOA meeting is held here,
Morris Loewenstein, MPTOA secretary, announces. Convention has been definitely
set for Oklahoma City during October,
probably during one of the last two weeks
of the month. Efforts are being put forth
by Loewenstein to secure the same type of
meeting from Interstate, Malco and other
circuits operating in and about Oklahoma.
C. C. Lyle has closed his Gem Theatre
here, subsequent run downtown house,
with it understood locally that he is planning on putting his equipment in a spot
on Northwest 10 th street . . . Pete Crown
back in town from Dallas. Pete operates
houses in Bartlesville, Pampa and Borger
but does his booking from a local office

Fleischer Launches
Miami Production
Miami — Taking

Mr. and Mrs. Russell Acker of the Royal,
Enid, are the parents of a nine pound girl.
Russell is the artist and exploitation man
for the Royal and Mrs. Acker is cashier.
The baby has been named Russelline Zoe
Acker after her father and Mrs. Zoe E.
Shield, wife of Roy T. Shield, president
and manager.

of

the

new

studios a month earlier than anticipated, the Fleischer organization
launched its local schedule Tuesday. The
first group of the 300 employes who will
form Miami’s new $l,000,000-a-year payroll, started production activities.
Asked if the opening of his studios here
presaged the coming of other major producing companies, Max Fleischer said that
he was very much in hopes that such
a move might be made. He did not enlarge upon the possibilities, however.
With the studio buildings completed, the
construction company which erected them
is launching on a building program of 80
new homes, most of which will be leased
or sold to Fleischer employes.

New
Macon,

Macon

House

Ga. — Macon’s

new

theatre,

with

a seating capacity of 850, will be ready
for use about the last of October. The
theatre will be on the site of the old
Montgomery Ward building, and will be
operated by F&W Amusement Co., of Savannah. Contracts for remodeling the
structure into a modern playhouse have
been let.

Vernie Robinette, stenographer at Republic, Little Rock, was married to Phil
Olinghouse, also of Little Rock, Saturday
night, August 27. After the wedding a
party was held for the young couple at
Westwood Club. Among those attending
were Mr. and Mrs. Frank Rouss, Fred
Lawrence and Harrigan Wortsmith of Republic pictures. Mr. and Mrs. Olinghouse
are spending their honeymoon in the
Ozarks.
Claude C. Ezell of Republic Pictures,
Dallas, and sales manager for Affiliated
Co., was in Little Rock this week en route
from Memphis to Dallas.
B. F. Busby and family. Little Rock,
while en route to St. Louis last week narrowly escaped serious injuries when the
car Busby was driving was struck by a
passing motorist between Hoxie and Walnut Ridge. Although Busby was unhurt,
his wife and children received several
bruises and cuts. All continued the trip to
St. Louis by train. Busby’s car was badly
damaged and he was informed by mechanics it ivould take ten days to completely repair the machine.
It has been

Kincey
Charlotte,

Redecorating

N. C. — The

Reopen
Monticello,

Carolina

Lexington,

Miss.

Katherine

The-

Latest

DALLAS
(Continued

from

page 73)

French of “A History of Motion Pictures,"
lach.
by Maurice Bardeche and Robert BrasilIt’s about two to one at the R&R office
with the women among the married as

Equipment
—

and

their history and development. His newest binding is a translation from the

atre, operated by Miss Katherine Johnson,
has
ments.reopened after extended improve-

Installs RCA

that Mr.

Theatre

at Monticello

Fla. — The

announced

Mrs. J. H. Shelby have assumed the management of the New Theatre, McGehee.

will be closed several weeks after September 10 for redecorations and improvements, H. F. Kincey, president of North
Carolina Theatres, Inc., announced.

here . . . “Alexander’s Ragtime Band”
shattered all the records at the Midwest
. . . Sam Caporal’s suburban Yale on double bills for the first time in its long history; Sam’s Mayflower remains singles . . .
Cecil Maberry, new assistant general
manager for Monogram, with Carr Scott,
local exchange manager, working on circuit deals.

possession

Miami

J^ECENT Little Rock Filmrow visitors:
C. W. Tipton, New Theatre, Manila;
C. C. Stringfield, Pastime, Danville; Nat
Weiss, 20th Century, Memphis.

type

RCA

high fidelity sound equipment has been
installed in the Star Theatre here.

against the singles. Last week Miss Willie Mae Lange of the auditing department
was married to Gail DeJarnette, a Dallas
She, formerly of San Angelo, remains in the department and will continue to live in Dallas. The ceremony was
performed in McAlester, Okla., at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Sam Stokes, also
R&R contemporaries. One of the four outnumbered singles, when asked about the
man.

Repair
Wauchula,

at Wauchula

Fla. — The

Royal

Theatre

has

reopened, following improvements and
alterations. It was recently damaged by
fire.

proportion, said, “We’re doing all right.”

Frazier Will Build

Plan in Greensboro
Greensboro,

Siler

City, N. C. — Work

will begin soon

on construction of a modern new theatre
building here, it was announced by T. C.
Frazier, manager and co-partner of the
Gem Theatre. A 650-seater is planned.
Opening is anticipated by the first of the
year.

BUFFALO
315 s. harwood

76

are

reported

for construction of a new theatre here to
seat 700 persons and to cost $15,000.
Redecorate
Albany,

Ga.— The

has been redecorated.

COOLING
BUFFALO

N. C. — Plans

ENGINEERING

at Albany
Albany

Theatre

here

EQUIPMENT
CO., INC.

Dallas.

Texas

Ray Morrow of Malvern, Ark., was in
Dallas, Wednesday, accornpanied by Floyd
Shaffer, Memphis representative of the
American Desk & Mfg. Co. Morrow, a partner with R&R, completed a deal for 700
seats for the new Ritz at Malvern which
Shaffer was successful in getting. The new
house will be ready about November 15.
It is under long term lease to Morrow and
R&R-U7iited.
In Dallas it is also learned

that the

Imp at Benton, Ark., another R&R operation under partnership, has been extensively enlarged and remodeled.
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pOLLOWING
of his winning of the
“Alexander’s Ragtime Band” pool,
formed by Wometco folks to go to the individual within the organization who
guessed the figure closest to the actual
number of paid admissions on the opening day (the public contest was for the
closest guess as to the number of persons
attending, not paid admissions), by Sidney Meyer, the executive refused to accept the pool but asked that it be left as
a standing sum to form the nucleus for
another pool. It was decided this week
to use the sum as the stake for a similar
pool to be made up for guessers as to the
number of paid admissions on the opening
day at the Capitol Theatre, September 10.
This picture is running currently at the
Miami after its opening on the beach at
the Lincoln.
Lawsuits involving two local theatres
were filed in local courts during the vast
week. The Ponce de Leon Hotel, whose
building adjourns that of the Paramount
Theatre (now undergoing complete renovation and remodeling) , entered $15,000
damage suit over the removal of a 35-foot
palm tree from in front of the hotel during the Paramount’s constructions activities. The hotel’s petition, filed in the local
circuit court, claims that the tree is nationally known, having been used for years
in the hotel’s advertisements, letterheads,
etc. The second suit asks for the suspension of operations at the Miami Drive-In.
It has been filed by a property owner in
the vicinity of the theatre who claims persons seeking to see outdoor screen without paying admission are ruining his
grounds.
Herman Silverman, assistant booking
manager and supervisor of colored theatres for Wometco, spent the past weekend in Jacksonville.
Charles Walder of the Seventh Avenue
Theatre, and James Barnett of the Community, were winners in the summer’s
final fishing expedition for Paramount
managers and department heads. Charley
brought in the largest and Jimmy, the
most.
Vacationing here recently was Miss
Florence Barnes, owner of the Barnes
Ticket Agency of Chicago.
As soon as the dust settles after the
flurry attending the launching of the
“Motion Pictures’ Greatest Year” and the
openings of “Alexander’s Ragtime Band,”
Wometco’s golfers will be staging their annual tournament. It has been postponed
from its usual midsummer date because of
the absence of Sidney Meyer. It’s anybody’s win as it is run as a blind bogey.
John M. (Sonny) Shepherd has been the
lucky winner for the past two years.

Owners

of America

October

30 and

Charlotte

::
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10, 1938

held

here

November

1, ac-

cording to Morris Loewenstein, national
secretary. The date was set after talks
with

Ed Kuykendall, president, in Kansas City for the annual convention of

the Kansas-Missouri Theatres Ass'n.
Kuykendall left Kansas City, Thursday,
for a visit here with Loewenstein.

ill at St. Joseph’s. Miss Grey, whose real
name is Eschol Miller, was born in St.
Joseph’s just 18 years ago.
Bill Bell, publicity director of the Majestic ajid one of the youngest of the tribe

An Appeal Filed
On Lottery Charge
Birmingham — H.

W.

Roberts,

through

his attorney, has filed notice of appeal
from a $50 fine and court costs on a
charge of allegedly violating the city and
state lottery laws at his Five Points Theatre here.
In police court, Henry Darnell, city detective, testified the theatre “offered to
purchase photographs from patrons,” but
the purchases were based upon the holding of “lucky seats” in the theatre.
Dave Solomon is Roberts’ attorney.

More
Milan,

Cooling Units

Tenn.— Walton

Bonds,

manager

of the Milan Theatre, announces installation of additional air-cooling equipment.
Bonds recently won an award offered by
Ruffin Amusement Co., operator of this
chain, for the largest increase in attendance during a special drive.

Stroud Remodels
Hamilton,

Tex.

—

Harold

Stroud

in-

stal ed a new front at the Strand here.
Stroud came into the Strand ownership
during the dog days of the depression and
worked the house up to profit. Later he
opened a second house and last year went
into Hico for a third.

Fire at Baldwyn
Baldwyn,

Miss. — The

Baldwyn

Majestic Changes

New
Kingston,

been

added

Marquee
Tenn.— A

to the

Theatre

here

new

Three local fans received beautiful
radios and 15 others a pair of tickets to
Loeiv’s State in a “Charlie McCarthy” contest conducted by the theatre and Lack’s
Auto Supply Co. The gag was to furnish
the best Charlie McCarthy gags.
Some of the boys who thought up
Movies-Greatest-Year plan might not
preciate the remark of an oldtimer
watched the shoving at a boxoffice

the
apwho
here

for ticket books. “Well, they’re at it
again,” he opined. “In my day we didn’t
pay the public to come to our shows. We
made ’em so good the public fought to pay
to An
see 18
’em.”
-year-old girl put on a tragedy
act in a local subsequent run (the Ritz)
here that made the screen story seem
phonier than usual. She took poison.
Rushed to the hospital, she refused to
give her name or other information. Identified by the police later, the girl’s wishes
for privacy were respected and she was
turned over to social service workers. She
said she went to the theatre because she
“had no where else to go.”

marquee

Theatre

W. Eddie Bremer,

Kirby Theatre

man-

ager, was director of the annual “Relaxation Program” of the Houston Rotary Club
recently.

Specialize
in
QUALITY & SERVICE

The Queen Feature Service, Inc.

at Kingston
Fox

Moving picture machines and other
booth equipment were included in the annual requisitions for senior and junior
high schools here this week from the business manager’s office. The films are
leased from the University of Texas and
the University of Houston and used in industrial art and science classes. Two new
high schools opened in 1937 are fully
equipped for film showing in their auditoriums.

We

Its Policy

Ga. — Majestic

in these parts, opened the “Motion Pictures’ Greatest Year” campaign here when
he explained the good ivill program to the
meeting.
Young Business Men’s Council dinner

Theatre

v/as damaged by fire when flames swept
a nearby billiard parlor. A. L. Coggins,
operator, estimated damage to cooling system, sound equipment, screen and building
at $2,500.

cow-

boy singer, has landed a contract with
Grand National Pictures. Kirby will leave
for Hollywood in December and is scheduled to make seven pictures in 1939.
BOXOFFICE

will be

31 and

is now running continuous performances.
Frank Lineberger is manager.

Fred Kirby Contracts
Kirby,

JF BABY BROOKE, a four-day-old baby,
does not grow up to be a Barrymore or
better it will not be the fault of Nan Grey.
Miss Grey played godmother to the youngster in St. Joseph Hospital here when
Master Brooke had the distinction of being
the first baby born in the new maternity
building. The screen star flew to Houston
to see her father, Eddie Miller, veteran
operator of the Majestic Theatre, who is

Oklahoma
City — The national convention of the Motion Picture Theatre

Nashville,

Charlotte — Fred

H CO IU $ Y CO M

MPTOA Convention
Dates Set

has

here,

Quality
l912Yz

Theatre

Morris

Equipment

Avenue

BIRMINGHAM,

&

Supplies

Phone

3-8685

ALABAMA

adding to the house’s appearance.
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SERVICE
THAT

SER VES

WHATEVER

YOU

WANT— to sell your

theatre, to buy a theatre, a job. a position open, to buy or sell equipment,
miscellaneous

articles — it will pay

you

to advertise your needs in the CLEARING HOUSE section appearing in all
eight sectional editions of BOXOFFICE, covering the motion picture
trade

throughout

Canada.
you

For

United

only

10 cents

get international

assurance

of quick

States
a

coverage

results. Why

and
word
and
not

try it!
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COOPERATION GROWING OUT OF FILM "DRIVE"
MAY EASE LICENSE AGREEMENT STRINGENCIES
"Government

Control Can Additional
Be Avoided" Says
r f„7
n

n. a. Taylor

Toronto — It is the hope

of N. A. Tay-

lor, vice-president of the Independent
Theatres Ass’n of Ontario and a member
of the conciliation committee of the motion picture branch of the Toronto board
of trade, as well as being chairman of the
branch, that the cooperation of the independents and hard work on their part in
the better business drive will earn for
them a greater degree of consideration in
the matter of redrafting the Canadian
License Agreement, so that “aggravated”
differences may be satisfactorily modified.
While Taylor pointed out that “here
(in Canada) there is still time to stay
the heavy hand of government regulation,”
the independents, in the meantime, were
concentrating all their efforts on the
business drive, to “demonstrate to the Canadian distributors, once and for all, that
we independents can do a constructive
piece of work together with them when
the occasion demands.” “Then,” he continued, “we will be in a position to ask
like courtesies and cooperation from
them.”
“The
ask the
ter of
as soon

Independent Theatres Ass’n will
distributors to consider the matthe Canadian License Agreement
as the decks are cleared in this

campaign work.”
After stressing that the newly issued
contract forms, which made their appearance a few days ago, constitute “an aggravated condition being made steadily
worse,” Taylor said:
“We have made consistent efforts to
modify the contract over a period of years
by peaceful means. Each year we are
promised some concessions. Each year
we are asked to make suggestions as to
changes; and what did it all get us? It
seems to me that the distributors are using our suggestions to consistently better
their own situation.
“Short of taking the contract into
court for a ruling on its fairness, we have
only one other door open to us . . . conciliation. If conciliation means anything
in this country, and so far it hasn’t demonstrated its usefulness, this is the way
to prove it.”
Drawing attention to what has happened of late in the United States, Taylor
said: “I hope that they (the Canadian
distributors) realize by viewing the scene
across the border that nothing is to be
gained by accumulating grievances until
the evil day of reckoning is at hand. Now
the producers and distributors in the
United States are scurrying to set up arbitration and conciliation in an attempt
to stay the heavy hand of government
BOXOFFICE
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Requested

Films

Toronto — In order

Prints

to facilitate service

during the period of the “Motion Pictures’
Greatest Year” campaign in Canada, Col.
John A. Cooper, secretary-treasurer of
the national campaign committee, has
communicated with all exchanges requesting that they make additional prints of
all the contest pictures, because of the
heavy demand there will be for these films.
Two million of the contest quiz books
already have been printed in Canada and
are now available to all theatres whose
pledges are in, it was stated by the national committee here, and that the cost
was to be $7 per thousand. In addition,
an elaborate press book on the campaign,
containing publicity material, information
on the cost of posters, banners, and instructions to exhibitors for publicizing the
contest, are now ready for distribution in

regulation. It may be too late over there.
Here, there is still time.
“If the distributors will sit down with
us after this campaign is fully organized,
in a fair-minded attempt to redraft the
Canadian License Agreement to make it a
more equitable instrument of trade, the
evil day need never come

Contest
~
•

•
in Dominion

Canada, and will be mailed free to each
exhibitor.
The national committee, which consists
of Colonel Cooper, head of the Motion
Picture Distributors and Exhibitors of
Canada; J. J. Fitzgibbons, of Famous
Players Canadian; Haskell Masters, United Artists; Leo Devaney, RKO., and N. A.
Taylor, Independent Theatres Ass’n, also
will include the chairmen of the eight regional committees appointed in Canada,
who are as follows: British Columbia,
Hugo Ray, ITA; Alberta, P. Egam, Palace
Theatre; Saskatchewan, T. W. Mahon,
Strand Theatre; Manitoba, J. H. Huber,
20th Century-Fox; Ontario, N. A. Taylor,
ITA; Quebec, Arthur Hirsch, Consolidated
Theatres; New Brunswick, W. J. Golding,
Capitol Theatre; Nova Scotia, R. J. Macadam, Casino Theatre.

Campaign Bringing
Benefits to Industry

in Canada.”
Ottawa — The

Year campaign
able additional
of industries in
ness.
those identified

Regina Houses Cooperate
In Launching Campaign
Regina,

Sask. — The

“Greatest

induced to issue a “proclamation” calling
people’s attention to the value of motion
pictures in the community.

Maritime Key Ardor
Undampened by Rain
weather

Pictures’

Greatest

Year”

campaign got away to a good start in Regina where the managers of the five major houses cooperated in a publicity campaign that broke September 1-2 in conjunction with the issuance of newspaper
lineage from New York office. News stories
were carried on different days by both
dailies, both radio stations carried brief
announcements throughout the days, with
special featuring of the usual theatre programs, all the major downtown stores gave
window space to theatre tieups that benefited all houses, and even the mayor was

Saint John, N. B. — Rainy

Motion

has already given considemployment to craftsmen
the Dominion apart from
with the amusement busi-

damp-

ened the first day of the “Motion Pictures’ Greatest Year” public campaign
here, but Walter H. Golding, regional
(Continued on next page)

One big job created by the big drive
was the contract for the printing of 2,000,000 Quiz Contest booklets for distribution in Canada, the only difference in
these pamphlets being the words “Printed
in Canada.” Incidentally, exhibitors are
being urged to use the outside back cover
of the contest booklet for their own theatre advertising, with the result that further printing jobs will be provided in local
shops throughout the country.
Apart from the employment angle, a
reason for the printing of the folders in
the Dominion is that a considerable saving has been effected for the theatres in
the matter of customs duty. The general
tariff imposed by the Dominion government on printed advertising matter imported from the United States is 12y2
cents per pound or 27 y2 per cent of the
invoice value, whichever figures out the
higher charge. There is also a special
excise tax of 3 per cent on the duty paid
value of the imported accessories. The
sales tax of 3 per cent has to be paid,
(Continued on next page)
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Film Campaign Is
A Cue to Harmong
(Continued
chairman
Edward

from

for New
Island,

preceding

Brunswick

looked

on

page)
and

Prince

it as perhaps

a good omen after all — a discouraging
start sometimes signifies a whirlwind finish. The big cooperative ad in local newspapers, tied up with extensive publicity
written by the chairman for the news
columns, drew immediate attention from
theatregoers. Theatres here were all
primed for the drive, and set to with a
will.
In the chairman’s theatre, the Capitol,
a staff of secretaries began registering
patrons alphabetically as they received
their contest quiz books, with the intention of following up later with direct mail

came an enthusiastic booster after one or
two points had been explained.
An indication of the cooperation aroused
by the ch'ive was seen in the case of Clarence Marked, manager of the Capitol Theatre at Cornwall, Ont., who drove more
than 100 miles to Ottawa to obtain firsthand information regarding the scheme.
Local theatres used newspaper display
space even before the opening date to
advise patrons to see a current screen attraction to enable them to get in on the
quiz contest with its big cash prizes. Contest trailers were used on release and the
big splash came on the opening of the
month. By that time, the Ottawa Capitol
had already played several contest pic-

Starting Gun

Calgary, Alta. — Luncheon on September 2, attended by the branch managers
of Filmrow, owners and managers controlling the dozen local theatres, the city
commissioner and the press, launched the
film business drive here.
Glen Peacock of the Isis was chairman
and committees were appointed to boost
the Quiz campaign. Banners, streamers
and one-sheets were freely ordered by the
trade representatives and enthusiasm prevailed. Newspapr advertising, radio and
billboards will be used with increased publicity promised by theatremen to stir up
interest in the contest and in current
screen fare.
Newspaper campaign opened in the western Canada territory with a 1,248-line display advertisement furnished by the Donahue & Co. agency. The advertisement
headed: "Two Hundred Million People Can’t Be Wrong,” with an article
voicing the exhibitor’s viewpoint of the
place that the motion picture holds in the
social life of today. List of cash prizes
and the pictures released for the campaign
footed the display.

Draw

Theatres Solidly
Trade Campaign

Ottawa — Theatres of the Ottawa District, both circuit and independently
owned, were solidly lined up for the Motion Pictures’ Greatest Year Drive before
the campaign got underway September 1,
the work of organization being largely under the personal supervision of P. J.
Nolan, independent, who was chairman of
the local committee, and T. R. Tubman,
city manager of the four chain theatres.
One of the leading independent exhibitors of the Capital held aloof from the
campaign until a few days before the
opening gun but, following a special conference at which the situation was further explained, he fell into line and be-
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Edmonton

Plans

Edmonton, Alta. — Plans for the alteration program at the Capitol, local Famous
Players unit, were drawn by Kaplan &
Sprachman, Toronto architects, and work
will proceed under the supervision of V.
Armand of Winnipeg. Armand was previously reported as from Toronto.

Most

Radios

Under

Quiz

book printed in the Dominion, exhibitors everywhere were able to secure them

at the rate of $7.00 per 1,000, physical distribution being handled by the Paramount
Film Service Ltd.

and only one-quarter are sold for over that
figure, A. L. Brown, general merchandising manager of the Northern Electric Co.,
told a gathering of over 300 radio dealers
at a dinner convention held in the Mount
Royal Hotel here.

The
The

complete

list of

Canadian
officials

“Printed in U. S. A.,” on them as indicating the country of origin. When such

Canadian source of supply and
mestic angle to the contest.

Remodel

across

Canada

for the film industry’s drive including the personnel of the national committee and the chairman and secretary of
the zone committees, is as follows:
Canadian

Committee — N. A. Taylor, Independent Theatre Owners, chairman; J.
J. Fitzgibbons, Famous Players Canadian
Corp.; H. M. Masters, United Artists Corp.;
L. M. Devaney, Radio Picture of Canada,
and Col. John A. Cooper, MPDA, Toronto.
Ontario Regional Committee — N. A. Tayronto.lor, chairman; Harold Kay, secretary, ToQuebec — Arthur Hirsch, president. Consolidated Theatres, Ltd., chairman; D. A.
Burpee, secretary, Montreal.
New Brunswick and Prince Edward
Island — W. H. Golding, St. John, N. B„
chairman; A. Fairweather, secretary, St.
John.
Nova Scotia and Newfoundland — R. J.

give a do-

Plans Betoken

Better Regina

Prospects

Regina, Sask. — First indication locally
that the first crop in seven to nine years
of drought in this province will mean
anything
owner

to theatres comes with the announcement by H. A. “Scotty” Bercovich,
of the Rex Theatre, independent,

that he is calling for tenders on remodeling the front and outer foyer of the
showhouse.
The

$100

Montreal — Three-quarters of all radio
sets sold in Canada cost less than $100

was

Ottawa
Behind

page)

a large order was to be filled and also because of the psychological effect on Canadian theatre patrons, it was felt advisable to produce the folders in the Dominion which procedure would emphasize the

the publicity and
Ontario is: D. D.

“Great Movie Contest Now Ready to Begin— Quiz Books Reach City — Everyone
Eligible to Take Part in Big Film Awards.”

Civic Figures

preceding

The personnel of
radio committee for

Falk of the Independent Theatres Ass’n
of Ontario; Ray Lewis, Canadian Moving
Picture Digest, and M. Wilkes, United Artists Corp., Ltd.

and

from

Further, if the booklets had been imported from the States, it would have been
necessary to print or stamp the words,

publicity. Newspaper cooperation is evidenced by such black news heads as

At Calgary

(Continued

however, whether the goods are imported
or produced in Canada. By having the

tures, including “Alexander’s Ragtime
Band” and “The Crowd Roars.” Ottawa
theatremen were never so united as they
have been in preparations for the business
boost.

Bloom, M-G-M
exploitation manager,
chairman: J. R. Nairn of Famous Players
Canadian Corp.; Jack Arthur, Uptown
Theatre, Toronto; W. M. Gladish; S. H.

Trade

Campaign Bringing
Benefits to Industry

Rex management remodeled the interior and put in new seats and lighting

early last spring. The added modernization follows along the originally determined plan. With all business, practically, depending on the outcome of the wheat
crop, everyone has been waiting to see
just how the threshing of it would turn
out. The results are fairly satisfactory
and money is beginning to flow again.

Committees
MacAdam, Halifax, chairman; T. J. Courtney, secretary, Halifax, N. S.
Manitoba and Northern Ontario — J. H.
Huber, Winnipeg, chairman; Thomas
Pacey, Winnipeg, secretary.
Saskatchewan — P. W. Mahon, Prince
retary.
Albert, chairman; W. Novak, Regina, secAlberta — Pete Egan, Calgary, chairman;
V. M. Skorey, Calgary, secretary.
British Columbia —
Hugo Ray, Vancouver, chairman; A. E. Scriven, Vancouver, secretary.
Ottawa and Eastern Ontario —
P. J.
Nolan, Ottawa, chairman.
Announcement has been made through
zone committees that trailers, quiz books,
press

books and display advertising accessories are not being shipped to exhibitors whose pledges have not been received but that supplies will be sent to
managers on receipt of pledge.
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gold championship of Famous Players Canadian Corp., competed for annually, was captured this year by Harvey
Hunt, popular Ottawa young man who
made his start in the Capitol Theatre. To
Harvey goes the additional distinction of
being the first winner of the Charles Dentelbeck Trophy which was hung up for annual competition among the company’s
employes by Mr. Dentelbeck, director of
projection for the whole chain, the prize to
be awarded for the low gross of the tournament which was held this year at the
Rouge Hills Golf and Country Club.

Great rivalry is being shown, with the
opening of the new season, by Ottawa
managers in the creation and placing of
attractive window display stands around
town. Works of art, good enough for the
highest type of retail establishment, have
been turned out by Isser Singerman of
the Imperial; Chris Holmes of the Avalon;
Joe Paul of the Elgin and Morris Berlin
of the Somerset Theatre.
Birthday

clubs are going

to be difficult

to operate in the future because the theatres have been denied the use of birth
registers by the municipality for the securing of lists of birthdays. Exhibitors will
have to get names and dates from other
sources in order to send out personal greetings accompanied by a gift of passes.

Fifteen years is a long time in the theatre business, as indicated by the fact that
only two exhibitors in Ottaiva at the
present time ivere at the helm that long
ago. These are Don Stapleton of the Centre and P. J. Nolan of the Rexy and Nola
theatres. Among those who figured locally
in the exhibition field in 1923 were H. M.
Brouse, deceased; Joseph M. Franklin,
who is now operating theatres in the
Maritime Provinces; Capt. Frank Goodale,
who has since been in the theatre business
at White Plains, N. Y.; Oral D. Cloakey,
now out west; Albert Donaghy, who went
to Montreal, and James T. Moxley, now
established in another line of business.
A

record attendance of 336,000 patronized the Ottawa Fair for the one week,
compared with 280,500 for the annual exhibition in 1937 and 299,000 in 1936. The
theatre

managers announced special Exhibition Week screen attractions and there

were boxoffice increases at most of the'
houses but this was largely due to the
influence of cooler weather, it was thought.

Manager Don Stapleton of the Centre
Theatre has announced his retirement
from active connection with the Ottawa
Football Club for the coming playing season, but his associate, Eddie Emerson, is
once more identified with the grid sport.
The Ottawa baseball team, sponsored by
Stapleton, finished in the cellar position in
the Canadian- American League after a
disastrous season financially.
Simon Meretsky and H. C. Merritt, theatre owners of Windsor, Ont., bought the
idle Devonshire race tracks and stands in
that city and are now planning to establish greyhound racing with both Windsor
and Detroit to draw from.
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Strong Denial That Negatives Are
Escaping Canadian Customs Duties
Ottawa — Vigorous denial has been made
by the customs and excise division of the
federal department of national revenue
that large film distributors in Canada had
been privileged to import negatives of
film features from the United States or
England without payment of duty under
a time limit for the purpose of having the
required number of positive prints made
in a Canadian laboratory for release in the
Dominion.
This was in answer to a complaint from
trade source that the film exchanges were
evading the payment of duty on imported
film features by bringing in a negative
from the Hollywood or English studio “in
bond” for the making of prints after which
the negative was returned to the country
of origin.
It was pointed out by the department
the duty paid on all imported negatives
from the United States is 32 y2 per cent
on the fair market value while the British
preferential rate is ten per cent, the duty
being applicable to both 35 mm
and 16
mm widths. Added to this is a sales tax
of eight per cent on the duty paid value
of negatives from both the United States
and the United Kingdom while a special
excise tax of three per cent is further
added to the negative from the states, this

A. BERCOVICH,
Regina,
wanis Club

owner

of the

Rex,

is captain of the annual
Apple Day committee. He

Kiwas

also a member of the ticket selling committee for the Regina Roughriders football club.

Harry Mars, manager of the Orpheum,
Moose Jaw, has had the house repainted
in view of improved crop conditions.
It paid Marcus
Rex,

Bloom,

manager

of the

Regina, to visit his relatives at Edmonton, Alberta, last week. Marcus found

most

of his relatives preferred his company if he went to the races so he went
to the races. He also bet a little and came
home again, several hundred dollars richer.

Frank Miley of the Moose Jaw Capitol
is holidaying down east . . . J. M. Cameron, assistant manager, is recovering from
a painful happening and taking a lot of
kidding. He had been to specialists due
to trouble with one ear. A minor operation failed to remove the trouble but cost
plenty. Then Cameron visited a family
physician who squished water into the
theatre man’s ear, and out floated a bead
ers!
such as youngsters prefer for pea shootBill Passmore
has

taken

of the Moose

Jaw

Royal

his girls’ softball team,

cham-

being computed

on duty

paid value.

The saving to the film exchange in
Canada by the importation of a single
negative is the duty which would otherwise be paid on all imported positive prints.
There is no refund to the film exchange
by the department of the amount of the
duty

or taxes when
turned after use.

the

negative

is re-

A special provision is made by the Canadian Customs in one respect, however,
which

permits the importation of a positive print for inspection purposes only
without payment of duty or taxes. This
arrangement has been made to enable a
Canadian distributor to examine a foreign film with a view to its suitability
to the Canadian market. The procedure is
particularly effective in the case of British films, samples of which are brought
in for examination. If the picture is not
considered suitable for Canadian audiences, it can be returned to the country of
origin without payment to the government.
Once a picture is submitted to a censor
board in any of the Provinces, however,
the duty and taxes are payable forthwith,
whether the decision of the censor is favorable or not. This situation calls for checking but there have been no violations of
the privilege, it is stated.

pions of all
to the big
111., because
Saturday by

they survey in Saskatchewan,
softball tourney at Chicago,
they were so good. They left
bus.

The March of Progress was too fast for
Manager Charlie Bahrynowski of the Metropolitan Theatre, Regina, when showing
“The Texans.” Charlie arranged for an
old Red River cart, which brought settlers
to this country first; and an old covered
wagon to precede a fleet of cars and
trucks from General Motors in Regina
streets. When the picture finally arrived
the cart had been broken in an accident
in another parade, the motor company
decided there was no sense showing old
models when the new were on their way,
and Charlie wound up with just the covered wagon. However, it got plenty of
interest anyway.
B.

Alexander

is

currently

traveling

through Saskatchewan and Alberta filming farming scenes for the Massey-Harris
farm implement company.

With

drums

and

bugles going, 50 Sea

Cadets in uniform, marched to the Capitol Theatre, Regina, last week for the
showing of “Lord Jeff,” a story of British
boys’ naval training. The boys were guests
of Manager Bill Novak.

Modern

Theatre

in the North

Country

F-P Western Meet
Held at Winnipeg
Winnipeg — Converging

on

this western

metropolis from district key centers, theatre managers and other executive field
men in the Famous Players Canadian
Corp. circuit attended the organization’s
western convention here this week under
the leadership of N. L. Nathanson, J. J.
Fitzgibbons, Ben Geldsaler and R. W.
Bolstad.

"Wrong

Way"

But the Boys
Regina,

Convention,
Are

There

Sask. — If

Corrigan

went

the

wrong way only once he’s lucky. The
western managers of Famous Players Corp.
do it every year.
Larder Lake, Out., situated 400 miles north of Toronto, has just witnessed the
opening of one of the most modern theatres in the Dominion. The Capitol
Theatre, above, is owned by the Kirkland Amusements, Ltd., and managed
by M. Mondville.

m\ a m in ini m he p r ovum c ie s
^JARITIME delegates returning from the
P-P Canadian twentieth anniversary
jubilee in Toronto remarked they had an
interesting “old times” talk with Roly
Young, film columnist of the Toronto
Globe and Mail. As a kid in Saint John,
Roly recalled, he got his first taste of theatre life when he played the mouth organ
on the old Imperial’s stage.
Jack Kauffman of Montreal has joined
the Maritime Film Co. staff in Saint John
as a salesman. He has a capable family
background in the business — his uncle the
late Phil Kauffman was general manager
for Warner in Europe and his father, Ben
Kauffman was associated with Regal Films
in Montreal for many years.
The Maritimes are hearing quite a bit
of new-theatre talk. According to recent
reports new houses are slated for Halifax, Yarmouth and Sydney, and now it’s
being said that Charlottetown, too, will
have another theatre.
Among exhibitors in Saint John recently
were W. H. Cuzner of the Strand, Sydney Mines, N. S., on his way with Mrs.
Cuzner to Boston, and T. J. O'Rourke of
Minto, N. B. . . . On Monday, September
12, B&L’s Capitol at Andover, N. B., will
be reopening after being closed since
August 27 for completion of remodeling .
Maritime theatremen welcomed Rev. C.
A. Finnigan of Roxbury Catholic parish,
Boston, on a recent visit to Parrsboro,
N. S. He called in at Saint John, where
he recalled that he was one of the guests
in the official box at the opening of the
former Keith-Albee Imperial 25 years ago.
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Father Finnigan was the parish rector and
close personal friend of the late A. Paul
Keith, who succeeded to his father’s share
of the vast theatrical interests on this
continent and in England.
New Brunswick tourist officials are feeling highly elated by the fact that more
than a million theatregoers to date have
seen Universal’s travelogue, “Going Places
With Lowell Thomas,” dealing with this
province, and that it recently was shown
by Radio City Music Hall. The two current travelogues — Lowell Thomas’ and
James A. FitzPatrick’s — will give a great
impetus to motor travel up this way, it is
thought.
The Strand at Sussex, N. B„ was the
scene of the annual big event for children
of the entire district when the millionaire
philanthropist, J. D. O’Connell, gave his
1938 film show treat. Hundreds of youngsters, some with their parents, attended
the program of ten comedies arranged by
the theatre manager, Colin Danson, and
received ice cream and candy. Mayor
Pearson and aldermen were guests of
honor, along with police and fire officials. Even the merchants of the town
took time off to watch the happy throngs
flocking to the show.

Every year the word goes out in advance that Jasper, Alta., or Lake Louise,
or some other famous mountain resort
will be the scene of the annual western
managers’ conference. And, this year, just
as usual, the boys finally got the summons
to Winnipeg, 1,000 miles the other way
from the mountains.
Saskatchewan managers attending include: Clarence Marshall, Empress Theatre, North Battleford; Harry Durham,
Shaunavon; Bob Sutherland, Hi-Art, Weyburn; Frank Miley, Capitol, Saskatoon:
Bill Winterton, Daylite, Saskatoon: Jack
Fields, Capitol, Moose Jaw; Otis Bowes,
Grand, Charlie Bahrynowski, Metropolitan,
and Bill Novak, Capitol, all of Regina.

Associated Screen News
Has GB Instructional
Ottawa — Associated

Drake's Death
Sound's

minion as manager of the “Dumb Bells,”
war veterans stage revue. He said the
Barrymore tour had been well received
everywhere in Canada,

News,

Ltd.,

Recalls

Progress

Montreal — The

death

recently

in

Massachusetts of Whitford Drake, president of Electrical Research Products,
Inc., and
the

George G. Garrette, manager of the
Ethel Barrymore Canada tour, was warmly greeted by his old friends among Maritime theatres. Now of Perth, Ont., he was
at one time well known across the Do-

Screen

in whose laboratory many prints for showing in Canadian theatres are made from
negative films brought in from Hollywood
studios, has secured Canadian distribution
rights for the series of instructional short
subjects produced in England by Gaumont-British Pictures, the deal having
been made by B. E. Norrish, general manager of Associated Screen News, with V.
Cockle, export manager of Gaumont-British, who was a recent visitor in Canada.

a

major

commercial

pictures, recalls
were introduced
Northern
Palace

Electric

Theatre

permanently

personality

development
that
into
Co.

here,
install

talking
Canada
in

behind

of sound
pictures
by the

1928

at

the first house
talking

the
to

picture

equipment. The Palace opened with
the innovation, September 1 of that

year.
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Operator
Goldfields,

Sendoff

Wanted

Sask. — There’s

an operator’s

job going begging up here.
Even the $45 a week offered by Nate
Rothstein, owner of the new theatre just
opened in this new gold mining town, can’t
tempt any operator to take the job, it
would seem. It can’t be the work, as
the house is scheduled to operate only two
hours daily for the night show. It’s the
cost of living that scares the boys, and
the fact that for several months a year
there is no contact with the world “outside” except by radio. The winter’s supply
of film has already been flown in.

Rost Provides

Vigorous

lorfall"Follies"
Publicity the
season with

Winnipeg — Opening

unmatched vigor, Manager Sim Rost of
the Garrick, has carried out a spectacular
exploitation campaign for the “Goldwyn
Follies.” Rost covered the city through
every possible medium and tied up the
picture from every possible angle. The
campaign included half page two color ads
in the dailies, a special Sunday broadcast of transcriptions from the film and
broadcasts every night of the run of the
picture from station CJRC; window displays in the stores in the downtown shopping district, including beauty shops, dress
shops and music stores.
An unusual idea was to throw loads of
balloons, many of them containing passes,
from the tops of several of the centrally
located office buildings. Several thousand
Charlie McCarthy postcards were handed
out. The front of the marquee was decorated with balloons. The Charlie McCarthy
angle was tied up with Chase & Sanborn
in chain stores throughout the city.
In addition, through a tieup with the
Free Press and the Winnipeg Electric Co.,
several thousand children from various
institutions in the city are attending the
show as guests of the management.
The film has been booked for two weeks
and may run for a longer period. The picture marks the return of the single bill
policy at the Garrick, which was suspended through the summer months.

Beatty Orders Equipment
For New Red Deer House
Calgary — Morris

Beatty

of

Red

Deer

was here last week ordering equipment
and seats for his new theatre on which
construction has started. From the screen
to the front everything will be equipped
in modern style. New cushioned seats, new
projection equipment, screen and an air
conditioning system will be installed to
make it one of the best in the smaller
prairie towns.
Beatty & Johnston, who are building
this new theatre, also own the Crescent
in the same town.

e is rapidly improv^HEATRE forattendanc
ing, though the Canada Pacific
Exposition might be termed a counterattraction, it resulted in bringing large
numbers of people in from all parts of the
Province who took advantage of the chance
to visit the theatres.
The Globe Theatre is now a mere shell
with no intimation, as yet, of what is to be
expected when the remodeling is completed.
Frank Gow, F-P district manager, is
pleased with the progress made on the
new Capitol at Vernon, which is keeping well ahead of schedule.
W. S. Jones, in fact the whole staff of
the RKO district office, are proud of the
big bronze placque recording its securing
second place — shared with Toronto — in the
Depinet drive, and commending it for
its extraordinary effort in billmg whereby
it attained this envious position. This
office also has first place in the Disney
drive and second place in the Shorts drive.
Stu Keate, popular with the exhibitors
here, has returned to a desk in the Daily
Province editorial rooms to take on some
special work in connection with the amusement page.
Fred Gest of Hamilton, Ont., is in Vancouver on a short visit to his theatre here,
the Stanley, which is under the competent
management of Miss Amy Scrivens.
Basil Horsfal, accompanied by his wife,
came over from Victoria to act as adjudicator for the band competition at the Canada Pacific Exhibition. He was a familiar
figure on Filmrow while acting as district
manager for Educational.

Montreal

Dividend

— Hamilton

United

Theatres

seven per cent preferred, quarterly 1V2
per cent, is payable September 30, to
shareholders of record September 15.
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crowds

of Vancouver

Hundreds stood on the deck before the
ship sailed, throwing to the deck anything
from shoes to scraps of wood upon which
the actor could write his name and toss
back into the crowd.
Taylor arrived by plane, spent the day
quietly in a private home and then made
his unannounced departure. Somehow,
however, an unusually large crowd became
aware of the sailing.

Northern

Electrics Head.

Paul Size. Making
Ottawa — Announcement

Planes

has

been

made

by the Dominion government that the
newly-created national company for the
large-scale manufacture of bombing airplanes in Canada on a centralized basis
for Great Britain, will have Paul F. Size,
prominent industrialist, as its president.
Mr. Size also is president of the Northern Electric Co., Ltd., which is the Canadian counterpart of Western Electric in the
United States, and is also identified with
Dominion Sound Equipments, Ltd., which
is the Canadian distributor of Motiograph
projectors, Hurley screens, Neumade booth
supplies, Universal reels, Busch Neokino
lenses, Mazda lamps. Forest rectifiers,
Celotex acoustical materials and other
materials and other theatre lines as well
as sound systems.

Joe Archer has returned from a trip into
the interior where he found prospect for
fall theatre business encouraging , and the
autumn scenery gorgeous.
Sam Nagler spent several days on The
Island. He says that, with the exception
of the Cumberland and Courtney district,

Current Filming Demands

indications
were
business.

good

for the

season’s

Joe Plottel is off for a trip on The Island
to attend to fall booking.

Churches

Are Warned

Of "Bingo" Abuse
Montreal — Organizers of tombolas or
Church fairs who
operate gambling
devices
Crown

on the premises will be prosecuted to the full extent of the law.
Prosecutor Olier Renaud
nounced in the criminal court.

an-

The prohibition extends to "Bingo"
if the game is carried too far or played
for too

high

stakes,

the

Prosecutor

plained. "Bingo" is also illegal
Criminal Code, but because

popularity,

Due

Montreal — Milling

B. C„ cinema fans watched Robert Taylor, Hollywood star, depart on the Canadian Pacific Steamship Princess Louise for
Skagway.

The company of which Size is the head
will immediately erect large airplane factories in both Quebec and Ontario for the
turning out of bombers under a big war
munitions
contract with the British government.

the

Hamilton

lor Taylor

it has

been

tolerated

ex-

under
of its
by

the

police. Just how far "too far" is, the
Prosecutor did not say, but he pledged
action

"if the

privilege

is abused."

Delay Bartholomew
Hollywood

—

Although

Trek

M-G-M

was

forced to set back Freddie Bartholomew’s
personal appearance tour for another three
weelts to allow for the completion of his
current picture, “Listen Darling,” outgoing trains carried other Hollywood personages eastward on “in the flesh” treks.
Appearing in Salt Lake City in connection with the “Motion Pictures Are Your
Best Entertainment” drive was Cecilia
Parker, another Metro player, due to remain there for several days. Further east
was Hugh Herbert, who opened a fourweek tour in Atlantic City and planned to
work westward, making appearances in
key cities.
Freddie had been set to hit the trail
September 6, but injuries incurred by
Mary Astor, featured in “Listen Darling,”
have caused production to be held up pending her recovery. New dates for the
child star will take him to Providence October 6, Loew’s State in New York October
13, Philadelphia October 20, Pittsburgh
October 27 and Detroit early in November.
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passing of Labor Day the holithe season
day
may be considered at an
end for the great majority of film distributors, exhibitors and patrons. The summer has been a disappointing one for
nearly all of them, for, despite intense
heat, holiday weather was far from consistent. Air-conditioned theatres had no
complaints, but patronage fell off sharply in the older houses.
^^TTH

That even in holiday time a really good
film will fill the house is shown by the
experience of the Palace which has decided to run “Alexander’s Ragtime Band"
for a third week, owing to the splendid
patronage received.
St. Catherine St. theatres have shared
with hotels the effect of the falling off
in tourist business. Fewer American cars
were seen on Montreal streets this summer than for several years, and hotels reported that the comparatively few American guests registered did not appear to
be over-supplied with money.
Filmrow is getting ready for brisker
business, but visitors so far have been almost confined to the regular patrons
whose names are becoming “household
words’’ to readers of this column. One
who has not been seen for some time until this week is A. Buissiere, of the Vimy
Theatre, Rigaud, Que.
Greeting

the reopening

of the schools

and colleges, “Bill” Wright, manager of
the Monkland, has placed the following
announcement at the entrance to the
theatre: “Students of any college or high
school are entitled to reductions in prices
of admission by joining the Monkland
Theatre

High School Club.”

“Lights and Shadows of Manhattan”
in Montreal Gazette, written by that
newspaper’s New York correspondent,
L. S. B. Shapiro, contains the following :
“ Another bombshell may be expected from
Hollywood on account of the sudden cancellation of ‘Idiot’s Delight’ on the Metro
schedule — the Robert Sherwood play, a
hit in London and New York. It was
ready for production, starring Norma
Shearer and Clark Gable, when it was
suddenly shelved. The gossip is that
Italy’s new film censor, Vittorio Mussolini, frowned on the subject matter and
threatened to lock out Metro’s product
if the company persisted in producing the
picture. In view of the rapidly shrinking
European market, Metro’s financial oligarchy decided to cancel production, and
the liberal minds in Hollywood are expected to protest bitterly against censorship in Hollywood by the dictator states.”
United Amusement Corp. donated a

Pact for Sutherland
Hollywood — A two-year

producer-direc-

tor pact has been given Edward Sutherland by Hal Roach. First assignment is
“Zenobia’s Infidelity,” first of the Harry
Langdon-Oliver Hardy comedies for United
Artists release.
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From

lawn bowling trophy for competition by
local clubs. It was played for on the Lachine C.N.R. greens and was won by W.
Muir’s Verdun rink. J. Swalwell, past
president of the Dominion Lawn Bowling
Ass’n, presented
ing rink.

the trophy to the win-

Corinne Luchaire, new Parisian film
star, made her cinematographic debut in
the picture “Prisons Sans Barreaux” now
being shoum at the Cinema de Paris on
St. Catherine St.
Greta Garbo, on holiday in Paris, has
been asked by Terrafilm Co. of Germany,
to undertake the direction of a film, “Gosta
Berling,” adapted from Selma Lagerlof,
Swedish novelist’s romantic work. Film
exteriors will be taken in Sweden. Garbo
expressed interest but gave no decision.
Most

interesting of the

new

British

films of 1938 will be “The Mikado,” now
being filmed at Pinewood at a cost of over
$500,000. Geoffrey Toye, the producer,
selected Victor Schertzinger as his director. Kenny Baker plays Nanki-Poo, Jean
Colin is cast as Yum-Yum, John Barclay
is the Mikado and Gregory Stroud came
from Australia to play Tish-Tush. Martyn Green and Constance Willis are other
notable members of the cast.
Gerald Sanger, British Movietone’s producer, has been elected to the board following the resignation of the famous journalist, G. Ward Price. From 1921 to
1929 Mr. Sanger was secretary to Hon.
Esmond Harmsworth, chairman of Associated Newspapers, Ltd., who have an
interest in British Movietone. In 1929 he
was appointed editor of the reel, and in
the following year was responsible for
London’s first newsreel theatre. Subsequently he was appointed producer.
Eddie Cantor has been rhapsodizing
about two Canadian stars — Norma Shearer
and Deanna Durbin. Of Miss Shearer he
says she has actually supplanted Mary
Pickford as Queen of Hollywood. “She has
everything — charm, grace, dignity, intelligence. I have just seen her in ‘Marie
Antoinette.’ It is the greatest thing she
has ever done.” . . . Claiming credit for
the discovery of Deanna Durbin, whom
he once paid $50 to appear in a radio
program with him, Eddie reveals that she
recently turned down $5,000 a program
for 39 programs. “I was told by one of
the heads of the Metropolitan Opera House
that in three years from now she should
be ripe for the opera, and will have New
York music lovers at her feet, just as she
has now

the radio public and film fans.”

Switch Santley's
Chore
— Joseph Santley draws

Hollywood

“Samson

and the Ladies” as his next assignment at 20th-Fox, having been switched from “Big Town Girls in Reno.” The
latter picture, due to start this week, has
been postponed.

the Press

Praise for Year"
Industry's
"Greatest
Drive
(.The Albertan, Calgary, Alta)
Following tradition set by the motion
picture industry during its short career a
seemingly disastrous event is being met
with heroic measures that, at the present
moment, bear the earmark of a promising plan. In the past when eventful
upsets have occurred, the movie industry
has met and overcome them. The present
slough which had struck the fillums, much
like other industries, had brought forth
deadly recriminations from each section.
Friction was slowing up progress when all
were startled by that “poison at the boxoffice” adv. So when Will H. Hays recommended that all get down to business
and “inaugurate a great new campaign
of advertising” the whole organization
promptly accepted the challenge.
The result has been that million-dollar
spending campaign. The regional meeting
held in Calgary this week was but one
of many taking place all over the continent. Nor is all the large sum budgeted
to be spent in ballyhoo. Dignified institutional advertising of an educational
tone will be used widely and a quarter
million will be distributed among a lucky
five thousand movie patrons.
With the inception of this campaign, a
new peace reigned among the film folk.
Quarrels have been forgotten and all are
buckling down enthusiastically to making
and selling pictures. Screendom has got
something to put its teeth into, a goal to
strive for. The pace has become brisker
around the film colony and already signs
are coming through of a new era. May the
high hopes come true.
There’s a lesson in this reaction of a
whole industry which has again hit its
stride. A lesson not only to other industries now laboring in the doldrums, but
to the whole world. A single purpose to
achieve brought unified effort that dispersed the mists of confusion.
Hollywood did not reach its present
eminence in the world today had its ambition not been of mammoth proportions.
Not only has it talked colossal, it has
dreamt and thought, and worked “colossal.” So in the present campaign is the
goal an ambitious one. They strive, not
only for the attendance figures of 12 years
ago, but to reach the millions they have
found are non-attenders at the picture
palaces, to gain a greater audience for the
screen than ever before.
In the midst of all this excitement . . .
for only at high tension do the picture
folk work . . . one important point must
not be overlooked. Give us pictures. They
need not cost millions, but they must mean
something. Let a light farce be amusing,
the comedies hilarious. Give us dramas of
today and yesterday or mayhap transport
us into the world of fantasy. Give us pictures to make us smile or weep, but they
must make us feel.
Now is the time to drop that screen
affliction, the cycle.
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Broadcaster
Speech

will MM IIP EG

Publishes
Booklet

JOHN BRANTON, of the Minnesota
Amusement Co., will arrive here at the

Ottawa —
Perhaps startled by the
manner in which liberties are taken
with

Canadian
sponsored
by

end of the week to catch the “Darktown
Scandals” playing at the Orpheum.

the King's English. W. E. Gladstone Murray, general manager ol the

W.

H.

Broadcasting
the publication

Corp.,
of a

Night rugby, which is to be played here
every week until the coming of the cold
weather, is expected to seriously affect
takings at the boxoffice. The games attract enormous crowds and constitute a
major hazard to showmen.

has

booklet

Brodie, coach of CBC announcers, as a guide for the use of the

English language on the stage, screen
and air. The handbook deals with
articulation,
of

foreign

musical
a

pronunciation
words,

terms.

defence

and

proper

It might

be

of the English

the use

names
classed

Maintaining his week-in-week-out policy of consistent exploitation, Harold

and
as

tongue.

Film Institute Head
Lenient to Children
Saint

John,

N. B. — The

contention

of

Oliver Bell, director of the British Film
Institute, that “even Wild West films, serial thrillers and slap-stick comedies may
be effectively combined into suitable cinema programs for children” is commented
upon with interest in the editorial page
of The Telegraph- Journal here.
Mr. Bell recently made a submission to
the League of Nations’ advisory committee
on social questions, his subject being wellbalanced film fare for young people.
The program he recommends, says the
newspaper, has grown out of long experience, “and while the members of the committee agreed that children would like it
they were not agreed that it would be
good for them.” He explained that about
700,000 British children attend special
matinees every week and more than 250
cinema theatres in the British Isles now
show

children’s programs. The film institute assists them by publishing lists of
all kinds of films suitable for children,
by the establishment of a children’s hire
service, by the elimination from some films
of sections unsuitable for children, and
by the publication of a children’s newsreel.

“A number of principles were laid down
by Mr. Bell for selecting programs for
children: No performance should last
more than two hours and no single film
more than one hour; each program should
contain a feature film full of action, a
comedy or cartoon in which the humor is
most elementary, an ‘interest’ film showing how things are done or other people
live, and newsreel with thrilling items
eliminated. Mr. Bell also emphasized the
importance of teaching film appreciation
in normal schools, just as appreciation
has been taught for art, music and the
drama. He claimed an ability to criticize
films intelligently removes most of the
‘harmful’ effects which have been observed.
“At the
tives from
of motion
recreation

Geneva conference representa22 countries discussed the place
pictures in the education and
of children. Information on the
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Bishop of the Capitol tied up “Spawn of
the North” with fur stores in the city
as well as through displays in the Winnipeg Electric stores and in the book departments of downtown stores.
Interest in the film campaign is high,
newspaper ads having broken in the papers during the week. The appointed local
council recently has arranged for a comprehensive program which is to open during the next week.
Three new houses have been announced
for Winnipeg and a new theatre is being
built in St. Boniface.

the show business for 25 years. With him
looking after the house are his two sons,
Owen and Edward, and Mrs. Mellon.
Nearly every “ ham ” in Winnipeg will
start working the amateur bands, chanting away, “Calling CQ, Calling CQ, Calling CQ.” This is part of a ham competition sponsored by the Metropolitan which
offers a prize to the operator who can
receive QSL (confirmation) from the
farthest point before next Friday when
“Love Finds Andy Hardy,” plays the house.
One of .the highlights of the film is a
scene showing a ham working the band
to Andy’s motha message
to get
er in an
isolated through
part of Canada. This
unique idea is a credit to Manager Frank
Willis.
J. B. Barron of the Grand, Calgary, is
expected in the city. It is reported Barron
will open a theatre here . . . W. A. Popham, a recent visitor, has returned to his
house in Kamsack . . . Frank Davis has
been appointed UA exploitation man in
Winnipeg.

Heppner of the Colonial has returned from California . . . Robert Simmons, formerly of Empire Universal, has
resigned . . . H. Cohen of Empire Universal in Calgary has moved to Winnipeg
. . . Alterations carried out in the Corona
lobby.
include remodeling of the house and a new
M.

A regular flow of releases will follow
the recent union of Grand National and
Educational. First to play the city is
“Damaged Goods ” for which an extensive
publicity campaign is underway prior to
its run at the Rio which will take place
soon . . . Grand National has arranged
for a series of French films with superimposed titles. The announcement comes
as pleasant news to the large number of
filmgoers who have been starved for foreign film fare. “Mayerling” is to play
the Orpheum next week.
The Rio Theatre, playing “Big House
for Girls” and the reissue of “Front Page,”
had the biggest week in three years . . .
Western Merchandising Co. will move to
new quarters in a four-story building located on Princess St. The move was necessitated owing to the lack of space.
The Winnipeg film community is at last
to have its own screen room. It is expected to open sometime next week. J.
Ferguson will be in charge . . . Oak Theatre, Brandon, Man., is expected to reopen
shortly.
The new Elite Theatre was opened to
the public at Portage la Prairie during
the past week. The new building seats 500
people and cost $40,000. Owning the theatre is the Elite Theatre Co., Ltd., which
consists of members of the Mellon family. A. E. Mellon, who has lived in the
Portage district for 65 years, has been in
subject has been assembled by the League
from 44 countries and has been classified.
It leads to the conclusion that recreational films can best be improved if the matter is approached positively and a close
cooperation is sought between producers
of films and public authorities, teachers,
interested social organizations and par-

Dave Rothstein is marrying very soon.
The bride is a resident of Saskatoon . . .
Roxy at Goldfields has been opened. It
is necessary to fly films to the house,
the only means
being
this tion
available.

of transporta-

The father of Al Gold, of Calgary, died
recently. He was part owner of the Tower
in Winnipeg . . . Myer Chechik of the
Bay Theatre in Vancouver is a visitor to
Winnipeg . . . Rich Wilson of Winnipeg
joined the staff of Empire Universal
hasCalgary.
in

Shuberg has returned to VancouRothstein is expecte’d to
.
.
r
e
v
Winnipeg in the near future
return to. Nate
. . . Filmrow at the beach has been closed
ily.
for the season with the return of theatre
men and their families. Among them: J.
John

Miles and family and M. Triller and famCharlie Weiner of Minneapolis is a visitor here . . . Mr. Brown of the Classic
in St. James, who has been ill for some
time, is now fully recovered ... 5. Weiner
is counting the days toward his return to
Florida.

Acquires

Screen

Hollywood — Screen

Rights

rights

to

“When

Men Are Twelve,” an original by Budd
Wilson Schulberg and William Burnside,
have been acquired by M-G-M.
M-G-M

Signs Russell

Hollywood — Gilbert

Russell,

English

singer and actor, has been signed by Metro.
ents.”
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Readers

of BOXOFFICE

will find this

page a ready source of information on
products which have been filed for reference with The MODERN THEATRE INFORMATION BUREAU.

Information on the following items may he secured by sending in the coupon.
Use the key numbers. If data on subjects other than those listed is wanted,
just state your requirements. We will endeavor to see that you are supplied
with details promptly.

MT617

ADVERTISING

'MT518
MT519

MT481
MT482
MT483
MT484
MT485
MT486
MT487
MT488
MT489
MT490
MT491
MT4S2
MT493

Main signs and marquees
Signs, Neon
Signs, structural glass
Signs, travel word
Attraction boards
Letters, attraction board
Letters, changeable silhouette
Price signs, boxofflce
Display frames
Poster lights
Poster projectors
Cut-out machines
Time schedule clocks, electric

M'1’494
MT495
MT496
MT497
MT498
MT499
MT500

Monogrammed
mats, rubber
Slides, advertising
Slides, announcement
Sound truck P. A. systems
Transformers, Neon
Ladders, safety
Moving words projector

AIR CONDITIONING

MT505

Air

conditioning

plants

—

com-

MT506
MT507
MT508
MT509
MT510

plete
Heating systems
Refrigeration
Air washers
Blowers
Air circulators

MT511
MT512
MT513
MT514
MT515
MT516

Fans, exhaust
Grilles and registers
Temperature control devices
Air conditioning accessories
Motors, multi-speed fan
Motors, constant speed

Air

filters

Air diffusers,
Cooling coils

DECORATIONS

high

velocity

and FURNISHING

MT520
MT521
MT522
MT523
MT524
MT525
MT526
MT527
MT528
MT529
MT530
MT531
MT532

Architectural service
Decorating service
Seating service
Theatre chairs
Chair covers
Theatre carpets
Carpet padding
Rubber matting
Furniture, lounge
Wall tiles, interior
Fabrics, decorating
Brass railings
Rope railings

MT533
MT534
MT535
MT536
MT537
MT538
MT539
MT540
MT5 41
MT542

Metal, ornamental
Mirrors
Luminous
colors
Ticket booths
Directional signs
Exit boxes
Curtain controls
Curtain tracks
Curtains, fireproof
Fountains, drinking

MT543
MT544
MT545

Fountains, ornamental
Rubber seat upholstery
Rubber floor & wall coverings

The MODERN

YOU

Floodlight lamps
Spotlight lamps
Sign lamps
Dimmers

MT558
MT559
MT5G0
MT561
MT5G2

Ultra violet lighting
Silhouette letter mounting
Flashed opal glass
Pot metal opal glass
Fuses, indicator type

MT5G3

Fuses,

MT564

MT550
MT551
MT552
MT553

Fixtures, lighting
Colored lamps
Lumiline lamps
Candle flame lamps

WANT ISN'T LISTED, ASK FOR IT BY NAME
UNDER "REMARKS"

THEATRE
9-10-38

Please obtain for me free descriptive literature on the following
items. (List Key Numbers Below.)

Remarks:

Lighting

plants,

individual

MAINTENANCE

Cleaners, vacuum
Disinfectants
Deodorant blocks
Insecticides
Disseminators

MT647
MT648
MT649

Air purifiers,
Air perfumes
Air sprays

ozone

MT650
MT651

Soap dispensers
Soaps, liquid

MT652
MTG53
MTG54
MT655

Hand
driers, electric
Chewing gum solvents
Rubber link matting
Exhaust fans

MTG5G
MTG57

Plumbing fixtures
Toilet seats

MT5G9
MT570

Expansion Bolts
Chair fastening

Chair refinishing materials
Upholstering materials
Seat patching kits
Seat decking materials
Floor surfacing materials
Carpet cleaning systems
Floor waxes
Matting, rubber

MTGG1
MT6G2
MTG63

Sound systems,
Sound heads
Amplifiers

MT579
MT5S0

Paint,
Paint,

MT6G4
MTG65

Pre-amplifiers
Speakers
Rectifiers
Condensers
Photo-electric cells
Tubes, amplifier
Tubes, rectifier
Exciter lamps
Baffles, horn
Lens assemblies, sound
Public address systems
'Microphones

cement

SOUND

screen
plastic

MT5S1
MT582

Paint, aluminum
Polish, metal

MT6GG
MT667

MT583
MT58 4
MT585
MT58G
MT587
MT588
MT589

Polish, furniture
Fireproofing compounds
Fire extinguishers
Ladders, safety
Uniforms, staff
Screen cleaning tools
Venetian blind cleaners

MT668
MT669
MT670
MTG71
MTG72
MTG73
MTG74
MT675
MT676
MT677
MTG78

MT591
MT592

Projectors, complete
Projectors, standard

MT593
MT594
MT595
MT596
MT597
MT598
MT599
MTG00
MT601
MTG02

Projectors, semi-portable
Projector pedestals
Projector parts
Lamps, suprex type
Lamps, reflector arc
Lamps, high intensity
Lamps, incandescent projection
Arc regulators
Arc controls
Control panels

MTG03
MTG04
MTG05
MT60G
MTG07
MT608
MT609
MT610
MTG11
MT612
MT613
MTG14
MTG15
MT616

Rectifiers, copper-oxide
Rectifiers, tube type
Bulbs, rectifier
Rheostats, projection
Motor-generators
Lenses, projection
Lenses, condenser
Current changers
Mirror reflectors
Carbons, projector
Carbon savers
Reels
Reel alarms
Rewinders, automatic

MT617
MT618
MT619
MT620
MT621
MT622
MTG23
MTG24
MT625
MT626
MT627
MT628
MT629
MT630
MT631
MT632
MT633

Change-over devices
Slide, projection
Lamps, spot and flood
Take-ups, film
Film safety controls
Fire prevention devices
Fire shutters, porthole
Film scales
Film scrapers
Film splicers
Film cleaners
Air gun (cleaner)
Tool kits
Film cabinets
Film cabinet stands
Effect projectors
Rectifiers, magnesium-copper
sulphide

SANITATION

Theatre
State

MT642
MT643
MT644
MT645
MT646

MT571
MT5 72
MT573
MT574
MT575
MT576
MT577
MT578

Name

86

cartridge

PROJECTION

Room 334 — 332 S. Michigan Ave.
Chicago, 111.

City

units

LIGHTING

USE THIS COUPON
IF WHAT

MT554
MT555
MT556
MT557

MT641

Cleaning

compounds

with

complete

Microphone stands
Hearing aid systems
Acoustical materials

sound

STAGE

EQUIPMENT

MTG85
MTG86

Screens, moving
Lighting, stage

MT687
MTG88
MT689
MTG90
MT691
MTG92

Curtain controls
Curtain tracks
Stage draperies
Stage rigging
Scenery, stage
Footlights

MT693

Switchboards

STRUCTURAL

picture

MATERIALS

MT700
MT701
MT702
MT703
MT704

Structural glasses
Insulation materials
Acoustical materials
Fibre boards
Fronts, glass

MT705
MT706
MT707
MT708
MT709

Fronts, vitreous
Fronts, porcelain
Fronts, stainless
Toilet partitions,
Flooring, asphalt

enamel
enamel
steel
metal
tile

MISCELLANEOUS
MT715
MT71G
MT717
MT718
MT719

Accounting systems
Change makers
Safes, boxofflce
Tickets
Ticket choppers

MT720
MT721
MT722
MT723
MT724

Ticket issuing machines
Ticket registers
Ticket holders
Pop corn machines
Uniforms, staff
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PRODUCTION
A CHECK-UP
Releases

ON

FEATURE

of 1937-38 for a seven-month

RELEASES

period.

Production

number

follows title. Running

time in parenthesis.

National release date at end of title line. Letter "A" indicates Adult classification, otherwise family suitability.
Symbol ^ indicates a BOXOFFICE Blue Ribbon Award Winner. Symbol © indicates color photography.

Artcinema
Abraham
Lincoln (reissue) .. (86)
Feb. 25
Historical Drama.
Lincoln lives as boy, youth,
man.
A master piloting a nation. Walter Huston, Una Merkel. D. W. Griffith production.
Be

Yourself (reissue) .. (64)
Musical Comedy
Drama.
A

Broadway

Mar. 12
favorite

nurses a second rate “pug” into a winner, but he
never kisses her until he kisses the canvas. Fanny Brice, Robert Armstrong.
Director: Thornton Freeland.
New
York
Nights (reissue) .. (68)
April 16
Musical Drama.
Romance
of a charming little
militant chorus girl who
matched
wits and
warred love-mad racketeers for her man. Norma
Talmadge, Gilbert Roland. Lewis Milestone produced.
Puttin’ on the Ritz (reissue) .. (70)
Jan. 21
Musical. Small town troupers make
Broadway
through hilarity and heartbreaks. Harry Richman, James
Gleason, Joan Bennett. Director:
Edward
H. Sloman.

Columbia
Call of the Rockies. .8204. . (54)
April 30
Western. A
cowboy
buys half interest in a
ranch owned by a girl, and together they expose a gang of land-stealing dealers. Charles
Starrett, Donald Grayson, Iris Meredith. Director: Allan James.
Cattle Raiders. .8203. . (56)
Feb. 12
Western.
The plot revolves itself around the
difficulties encountered by a cowboy in clearing himself of a murder charge. Charles Starrett, Donald Grayson, Iris Meredith. Director:
Sam Nelson.
City Streets . . 8019 . . (68)
July 1
Drama.
An Italian grocer takes a crippled girl
to his home when her mother dies. He sells his
business to obtain money
for an operation on
the girl by a
famous
surgeon, but a
civic
worker halts his plans by taking her to an
orphan asylum.
Edith Fellows, Leo Carrillo.
Director: Albert S. Rogell.
Colorado

Trail

(formerly

“West

of

Santa

Fe”) . .8208. . (57)
Sept. 8
Western.
A
cowboy exposes a crooked cattle
dealer who
turns out to be his own
father.
Charles Starrett, Iris Meredith. Director: Sam
Nelson.
Convicted . . 8039 . . (58)
Aug. 18
Action Dramia. The sister of a man
convicted
of murder
on
circumstantial evidence turns
night club entertainer and unearths the real
criminal. Rita Hayworth,
Charles Quigley. Director: Leon Barsha.
Extortion . . 8036 . . (58)
April 25
Melodrama.
An
unsuspected student is revealed as the murderer
of a
college proctor
after the coach and
various prominent
students had been suspected. Scott Colton, Mary
Russell. Director: Lambert
Hillyer.
Flight Into Nowhere. .8021 . . (65)
Apr. 18
Action Drama.
An aviation company
executive
leads an expedition Into the uncharted Jungles
of Central America to save a lost and irresponsible pilot. Jack Holt, Dick Purcell, Jacqueline
Wells. Director: Lewis D. Collins.
Gladiator, The.. (72)
Aug. 15
Comedy.
Joe Brown
returns to college after
12 years and becomes the butt of the college
until a
professor who
has been perfecting a
strength-giving serum uses him as a subject,
and Joe becomes a super-man of strength. Joe
E. Brown, Man
Mountain
Dean, June Travis.
Director: Edward
Sedgwick.
Heroes of the Alamo. .8209. . (74)
Feb. 17
Western. The story of Texas and the Incidents
leading up to the siege of the now-famed Alamo.
Rex Lease, Lane Chandler, Earl Hodgins. Director: Harry Fraser.
nighway
Patrol. . (58)
June 27
Action Drama.
A highway patrolman is hired
to supervise the guarding of an oil refinery
during a gas price war. He captures the crooks
and
thwarts their plot to wreck
the plant.
Robert
Paige, Jacqueline Wells.
Director:
C. C. Coleman jr.
Holiday. .8001 .. (93)
Drama.
Poor boy
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ideas clash in a climax of satirical humor, in which
the traditions of wealth and
society are ribbed. Katharine Hepburn, Cary
Grant, Lew
Ayres. Director: George Cukor.

fling mystery. Joan

Their

I

Am

the

Law.

.8005.

. (99)

Sept. 2

Drama.
A professor of law gets a year’s leave
of absence, and instead of taking a vacation
turns militant prosecuting attorney and cleans
up the city. Edward
G. Robinson, Barbara
O’Neil. Director: Alexander Hall.
Lady Objects, The. . ( . . )
Sept. 9
Drama.
The story of a successful woman
lawyer whose husband fails as an architect in the
business world. She gives up the career to go
to his defense when
he is accused of murder.
Lanny

Ross, Gloria Stuart,
rector: Erie C. Kenton.

Joan

Marsh.

Di-

Law
of the Plains. .8205. . (66)
May 12
Western.
Ranch
hands round up and capture
city gunmen
who
rob their foreman
of the
proceeds from the sale of cattle. Charles Starrett, Iris Meredith. Director: Sam
Nelson.
Little Miss Roughneck. .8017. . (64)
Feb. 9
Comedy. Edith Fellows plays a part true to the
title of this film, and proves a
pain in the
neck to everyone about her. Edith Fellows, Margaret Irving and Leo Carrillo. Director: Aubrey
Scotto.
Lone

Wolf

Drama.

in

Paris,

The..

(67)

Mar.

24

Europe's most daring jewel thief attempts to start life anew in Paris, but a Prin-

cess intervenes, and* enlists his aid in getting
back her crown jewels. Frances Lederer, Frances
Drake, Walter Kingsford. Director: Albert S.
Rogell.
Main Event . .8037 .. (55)
May 5
Action Drama. Traces an evening’s events starting with the kidnaping of the heavyweight
champ
on the eve of the title fight. Robert
Paige, Jacqueline Wells. Director: Danny Dare.
Overland Express, The. . (55)
Apr. 11
Western.
Based
on the forging of the first
Pony Express line from Sacramento to St Joseph, with Indians and renegade whites attempting to block passage of the mails. Buck Jones,
Marjorie Reynolds, Carlyle Moore, William Arnold Director: Drew Eberson.
Penitentiary.
Drama. A

.8007. . (74)
young man
sent

to prison

for

Jan. 17
an ac-

cidental killing falls in love with the warden’s
daughter, becomes Involved in a prison break
resulting in two deaths, but Is cleared, paroled
and reunited with the girl. Walter Connolly,
Jean
Parker, John
Howard.
Director: John
Brahm.
Phantom
Gold (formerly “Gold Rush Days”)
8213. . (56)
Aug. 31
Western.
Luden and his pals accidentally discover a rich gold claim in a town run by a
gang of outlaws, and there is much
gunplay
before they win the claim.
tor: Joseph Levering.

Jack

Luden.

Direc-

Pioneer Trail . . 8212 . . (55)
July 15
Western. A Texas cowboy captures a band of
outlaws and their leader after they seize his
herd of cattle. Jack
Luden, Joan
Barclay,
Slim Whittaker. Director: Joseph Levering.
Reformatory.

. (59)

Action Drama.
Jack Holt
tory on an honor system
Jack

Holt, Bobby Jordan,
rector: Lewis D. Collins.

July
puts a boys’
and makes
Frankie

21

reformait work.

Darro.

Di-

South of Arizona. .8207 .. (56)
July 28
Western.
Charles Starrett exposes cattle rustlers and captures the heart of Iris Meredith.
Charles
Starrett, Iris Meredith. Director: Sam
Nelson.
Squadron of Honor. .8030. . (56)
Melodrama. A non-historical
national convention of the

film based
American

Jan. 20
on the
Legion.

Originally titled “American Legion.” Don Terry,
Mary
Russell and Thurston Hall. Director: C.
C. Coleman jr.
Stage Coach Days. .8211 .. (58)
June 20
Western. A coachline owner is murdered, and
a
scheming tyrant anxious to obtain control
of the line, accuses the missing nephew
and
heir of the dead man.
The real murderer is
exposed during an exciting coach race. Jack
Ingram, Eleanor Stewart, Jack Luden.
Director: Joseph Levering.
There’s Always a Woman . .8006. . (80)
Apr. 20
Comedy.
After the “Thin Man”
fashion, the
story portrays man
and wife detectives pitted
against each other in the solving of a
baf-

Mary der Hall.
Astor,

Blondell,

Frances

Drake.

Melvyn

Douglas,

Director:

Alexan-

West of Cheyenne. .8206. . (53)
June 30
Western. A
band of desperadoes are rounded
up
and
captured after many
thrilling gun
fights. Charles Starrett, Iris Meredith.
Director: Sam Nelson.
When
G-Men Step In . .8022 . . (60)
Apr. 2
Melodrama.
A big-time racketeer sends his kid
brother to law school, only to have him turn
G-Man
when
he graduates. Don
Terry, Jacqueline Wells, Robert Paige. Director: C. C.
Coleman jr.
Who
Killed Gail Preston? . . 8038 .. (61)
Feb. 24
Mystery Drama.
An actress is murdered when
a spotlight is focused on her, and clever sleuthing on the part of a police inspector brings
about a solution to the mystery. Wyn
Cahoon,
Don Terry. Director: Leon Barsha.
Wide
Open Faces. .8010. . (67)
Feb. 15
Comedy. Gangsters invade a resort inn in search
of a stolen necklace. A soda jerker finds the
jewels,

captures the bandits, and wins the reward and the girl. Joe E. Brown, Jane Wyman, Alison Skipworth, Alan Baxter. Director:
Keumann.

Kurt

Woman
Against the World. .8040. . (62) . .March 17
Drama.
A
young mother, who
kills her aunt
for having given her child out for adoption, is
paroled, but legal difficulties ensue between
her and
the child’s foster parents.
Ralph
Forbes, Alice Moore, James McGrath.
Director:
David Selman.

First National
Adventures of Robin Hood . .251 .. (102)
May 14
Historical Drama.
Presentation of the swashbuckling exploits of the legendary Robin Hood.
Errol Flynn, Olivia de Havilland, Basil Rathbone.
Directors: Michael Curtiz and William
Keighley.
Amazing
Dr. Clitterhouse, The. .262. . (85) July 30
Melodrama.
A physician intent upon writing a
treatise on
criminal psychology, becomes
a
criminal and
winds up on trial for murder.
Edward
G. Robinson, Claire Trevor, Humphrey
Bogart. Director: Anatole Litvak.
Beloved Brat, The. .267. . (62)
April 30
Comedy
Drama.
A young girl, denied the love
and affection of her wealthy parents, becomes
a
problem child and is sent to a
school of
correction. Bonita Granville, Dolores Costello,
Donald Crisp. Director: Arthur Lubin.
Crime

School.

.259. . (86)

May

28

Melodrama.
The talented youngsters of “Dead
End” as juvenile crime problematics who show
the need for revision of present methods of correction. Humphrey Bogart, Gale Page.
Director: Lewis Seiler.
Daredevil Drivers. .279. . (69)
Feb. 12
Action Drama. Love wins out when Dick Purcell
joins a bus company in an effort to put a rival
company,
operated by Beverly Roberts, out of
business. Beverly Roberts, Dick Purcell and
Gloria Blondell. Director: B. Reeves Eason.
Fools

for

Scandal . . 252 . . ( 79)

Apr.

16

Comedy.
A wealthy girl hires a penniless nobleman as her chef. He turns out to be an amateur at cooking but knows the recipe for love.
Carole
Gold

Lombard.
Fernand
Gravet, Ralph
Bellamy, Allen Jenkins. Director: Mervyn LeRoy.

Is Where

You

Find

It . .255. . (97) ©. .Feb.

19

Outdoor Drama.
California’s gold-mining feud
with agriculturalists in 1870, filmed in color.
George Brent, Olivia de Havilland, Claude Rains.
Director: Michael Curtiz.
Hollywood Hotel. .253. . (109)
Jan. 15
Musical Comedy. Ambitious boy goes to Hollywood but flops. He gets his chance when
he
uses his voice to substitute for a screen star
who
has to sing over the radio. Dick Powell,
Francis Langford, Hugh
Herbert, Lola Lane.
Director: Busby Berkeley.
My
Bill . . 260 . . (60)
July 9
Drama.
A widow, through extravagance, finds
herself and her four children penniless. The
three selfish, older children desert her, leaving “Bill” who helps her fight her way back.
Kay Francis, Dickie Moore, Anita Louise. Director: John Farrow.
Mystery House. .277 .. (56)
Melodrama.
A hunting

lodge

is the

May 21
scene of a

features

THE

murder
mystery. In which the president of a
large firm is found murdered
after calling an
executive conference to inform his men
that
one of them is guilty of forgery. Dick Purcell,
Ann Sheridan. Director: Noel Smith.
Penrod’s Double Trouble. .276. . (60)
July 23
Comedy.
Penrod stows away in the basket of
a barnstormer’s balloon at a county fair and is
carried away.
A sideshow operator tries unsuccessfully to palm off his assistant as the missing boy. Billy Mauch,
Bobby
Mauch,
Dick
Purcell, Gene Lockhart. Director: Lewis Seiler.
Slight Case of Murder, A.. 259.. (83)
Mar. 5
Comedy Melodrama. The story of a gangster who
goes legitimate and is more funny than he is
tough. Edward
G. Robinson, Jane Bryan, Allen
Jenkins. Director: Lloyd Bacon.
Torchy Blane In Panama. .275. . (59)
May 7
Action Drama.
A
bank
holdup and murder
gives rise to a boat trip to Panama,
with a
girl reporter and her detective lover gunning
against each other in their pursuit of the assailant. Lola Lane, Paul Kelly, Tom
Kennedy.
Director: William Clemens.
When
Were You Born? . .263. . (65)
June 18
Mystery Drama.
A woman
astrologist predicts
a wealthy man’s death and is accused as an
accomplice when
the man
is murdered. Anna
May Wong, Margaret Lindsay, Anthony Averill.
Director: William McGann.
Women
Are Like That. .261. . (65)
Apr. 23
Comedy
Drama.
A man-against-wife fracas in
which they become business competitors in the
advertising field. Kay
Francis, Pat O’Brien,
Grant Mitchell, Ralph Forbes. Director: Albert
H. Z. Carr.

Gaumont

Evergreen. . (82) reissue
July 15
Musical Comedy.
The daughter of a great star
poses as the star herself 20 years later. The
hoax is successful until love enters the setup.
Jessie Matthews, Sonnie Hale. Director: Victor
Saville.
Girl Was
Mystery
accused

Young, The.. (70)
Drama. A respectable
of murder, attempts

.Feb. 15
hobo, wrongfully
to clear himself

and is aided by the constable's daughter and a
romance
develops. Nova
Pilbeam, Derrick de
Marney.
Director: Alfred Hitchcock.
Look Out for Love.. (70)
Jan. 15
Drama
with Musis. A young man
in the Diplomatic Service sponsors the training of a beautiful gypsy girl with dancing and singing talents. Misunderstandings ensue when he tries to
save her from his colleague, but love irons
them
out.
Anna
Neagle. Tullio Carmlnati.
Horace Hodges. Director: Herbert Wilcox.
Sailing Along. .7003. . (91)
Mar. 15
Musical Comedy. A
stage struck girl gets her
fling at the stage but discovers she prefers the
boy friend. Jessie Matthews,
Roland
Young.
Director: Sonnie Hale.
Show
Goes On, The.. (68)
May 15
Drama.
Believing his best friend, whom
he sent
to court the girl he loved, betrayed him when
the girl fell in love with her suitor, this trapeze
artist attempts to kill his friend. When
the
girl’s life
their love
Anna

Tullio

Carminati.

Director:

Weekend. . (72)
nurse infatuated

with

the

man

July 1
whose

deceased wife she attended, the bereaved husband, and the young man
who loves the nurse
untangle the skein of their fate on a<n English
holiday. Margaret Lockwood, John Lodge. Director: Carol Reed.
To

the

for

Ransom.

National

.222. . (60)

June

9

High Command,
The . . 227 . . (59)
July 15
Melodrama.
An English drama of army life in
Africa, in which an officer, with a murder on his
conscience, is discovered by a
fellow officer.
The latter is found dead and the first officer
is suspected, but fights to clear himself. Lionel
Atwill, Lucy
Mannheim.
Director: Thorald
Dickinson.
X Married a Spy . .225. . (59)
July 1
Melodrama.
A French army
officer marries a
French woman
spy to save her from extradition
to the Germans, with the understanding that
the marriage would be annulled after the war,
but he falls in love with her. Neil Hamilton,
Brigette Horney.
Director: Edmond
Greville.
International Crime. .214. . (63)
Apr. 22
Detective Melodrama.
"Shadow, ’’ super-sleuth,
plays a battle of wits with a pair of international criminals plotting a giant robbery to prevent certain foreign investments from being negotiated. Rod La Rocque, Astrid Allwyn. Director: Charles Lamont.
Life

Returns . . 223 . . (60)

June

10

Drama.
The operation of a scientist’s life-reviving experiments as a racket discourages him.
A chance to utilize his knowledge to bring happiness to his son
reawakens
him.
Onslow
Stevens, Lois Wilson. Director: Eugen Frenke.
Renfrew on the Great White Trail.. 228
(59)
July 22
Action Drama.
Renfrew
survives a series of
close adventures to finally win the daughter of
a
trading post owner.
James
Newill, Terry
Walker.
Director: A1 Herman.
Rollin’ Plains. .226 . . (75)
Western. A Texas ranger and
feud between
sheepmen
and

July 8
his men
end a
cattlemen In a

backward valley town. Tex Ritter, Horace Murphy, Snub Pollard. Director: A1 Herman.
Six Shootin’ Sheriff (formerly Trails West)
224.. (59)
May 20
Western. A cowboy serves a term for a framed
robbery charge but tracks down
the guilty
party. Ken Maynard. Director: Harry Fraser.
Spirit of Youth. .299. . (66)
April 1
Action Drama. A young lad sets out to win the
heavyweight
title of the world, proving that
clean living Is what it takes to get ahead. Joe
Louis, Clarence Muse, Edna
Mae
Harris, Mae
Turner. Director: Harry Fraser.
Utah

Trail.

.229. . (59)

Aug.

12

Western.
Tex Ritter solves the "ghost train”
murder and marries the girl whose father was
slain. Tex Ritter, Adele Pearce. Director: A1
Herman.
Whirlwind
Horseman. .221. . (58)
May 7
Western.
Two
pals search for a third friend
who
had
disappeared after gaining sudden
wealth, and arrive in time to save the ranchers
from bandits and to rescue their friend. Ken
Maynard.
Director: Robert Hill.
Zamboanga. .218. . (60)
Apr. 15
Melodrama.
A story of the inhabitants of the
Sulu Sea area, built around the romance
of a
pearl diver whose loved one Is captured by a
renegade chief during his absence, which brings
about a battle between opposing tribes. All native caqb Produced
graphed by William

bv Tait and
H. Jansen.

Harris.

Photo-

Victor.

.7005.

. (78)

May

1

Drama.
A
homespun
tale of a sheep herder’s
feud. Unusual characterization and a sense of
realism, against the background of the Scotch
glens. Will Fyffe, John Loder, Margaret Lockwood, Graham
Moffatt. Director: Robert Stevenson.
Wife of General Ling.. (72)
Feb. 1
Drama.
A
British agent locates the cache of
arms that has been providing the ruthless General Ling with munitions. Griffith Jones, Inkijinoff. Director: Ladislaus Vajda.

Yank at Oxford. .823. . (100)
Feb. 18
Comedy
Drama. A cocky American athlete tries
in a few days to overthrow the centuries-old
habits of England’s tradition-steeped Oxford.
Robert
Taylor, Lionel Barrymore,
Maureen
O’Sullivan,
Conway.

Arsene

Lupin

Edmund

Gwenn.

Returns.

.824. . (82)

Chaser,

20

. . 844 . . (58)
Two
war buddies

Patricia

Ellis.

The.

Director:

Jack

Feb.

25

are

Aug. 19
reunited after

Director:

John

G.

Maureen

Rooney,

.842. . (75)

July

O’Sullivan.

Everybody

Sing.

Director:

her

29

Thorpe.
Feb.

is expelled from a
swing music, but

4

girls'
sings

way

Brice,
Edwin
Fast

Richard

.819. . (91)

Musical. Judy Garland
school for introducing

to stardom in a series of riotous escapades. Allan Jones, Judy
Garland, Fanny
Billie Burke, Reginald Owen.
Director:
L. Marin.

Company.

. (75)

July

8

Comedy
Drama.
Husband
and wife turn amateur detectives to solve the murder of a book
peddler. Melvyn Douglas, Florence Rice, Claire
Dodd. Director: Edward
Buzzell.
First Hundred
Years, The. .826. . (73)
Mar.
Comedy-Drama.
A
young wife is unwilling

11
to

give up her good job to live where her husband
has work. They separate, with the wife paying
alimony. Robert Montgomery,
Virginia Bruce,
Warren William. Director: Richard Thorpe.
Girl of the Golden West. .827. . (121)
Mar. 18
Musical Operetta. A
sheriff and a bandit are
rivals for the affection of the belle of the California gold fields. To save the bandit, the girl
agrees
are

to marry the sheriff. After a series of exciting events, the girl and her bandit sweetheart
united. Jeanette MacDonald. Nelson Eddy,

Buddy
Ebsen,
Z. Leonard.
Hold

That

Walter

Kiss..

Pidgeon.

833..

Director:

(74)

Robert
May

13

Comedy.
A young salesman in a travel agency
and a pretty model each think the other is a
socialite and proceed to carry out the deception in high comedy
van, Dennis O'Keefe,
Edwin L. Marin.
Judge

Hardy’s

to

fashion. Maureen O’SulliMickey Rooney.
Director:

Children . .828 .. (77)

Comedy Drama.
series, in which

Mar.

25

Another of the "Judge Hardy”
Judge Hardy takes his family

Washingtan where he heads a Senate committee to investigate a public utilities monopoly.

Some

of the fundamental principles of democracy are demonstrated in this film which makes
it of great educational value. Lewis
Stone,
Mickey
Rooney, Cecilia Parker, Fay
Holden,
Janet Beecher. Director: George B. Seitz.
Lord Jeff . . 837 . . (84)
June 24
Comedy
Drama.
A young boy, used as a tool
by London crooks, is sent to a nautical school,
but is ostracized by the other boys and runs
away.
He comes back, wins the confidence of
the boys, and brings honor to the school. Freddie Bartholomew, Mickey
Rooney.
Director:
Sam Wood.
Love Finds Andy
Hardy. .841. . (90)
July 22
Comedy
Drama.
Another of the Judge Hardy
series, in which the 15-year old finds himself
in a predicament in choosing one of three girls
for a dance date. Lewis Stone, Mickey Rooney,
Judy Garland. Director: George Seitz.
Love Is a Headache. .831. . (68)
Jan. 14
Comedy.
A Broadway
columnist starts a drive
to find a home for a pair of kids orphaned in
an accident. A publicity loving actress adopts
the children for the news value, but to make
the adoption legal, a husband is required, and
the columnist fills the bill. Gladys George,
Healy, Mickey Rooney, JesWeidler. Director: Richard

Mannequin .. 820. . (95)
Jan. 21
Drama.
A
chorus girl divorces her worthless
husband and marries a shipping magnate whom
she loves. Unaware
that the new groom had
just lost his fortune by a labor strike, the girl
leaves him when her former husband threatens
blackmail, but they are reunited when
she
learns of his financial plight. Joan Crawford,
Borzage.
Spencer Tracy, Alan Curtis. Director: Frank
Marie Antoinette. .845. . (157)
Historical DramaThe tragic,

Aug. 26
romantic story

of a Queen in the Revolutionary period in the
days of Louis XVI of France. Norma
Shearer,
Robert Morley, Tyrone Power.
Director: W. S.
Van Dyke.
Merrily

We

Live

.825. . (95)

Mar.

4

Comedy.
On the order of “My Man Godfrey,"
a noted author, thought to be a tramp, becomes the chauffeur and general servant for a
wild socialite family. Constance Bennett, Brian
Aherne, Alan Mowbray, Billie Burke. Director:
Norman
Z. McLeod.

Bly-

Boys’ Town ..(..)
Sept. 9
Drama.
Spencer Tracy starts a small community, self-governed by boys. One youth, a problem boy, runs away and is shot by bank bandits
whom
he had
recognized. He
recovers and
aids in finding the bandits and is made Mayor

Mickey
Taurog.

Crowd
Roars, The. .840. . (92)
Aug. 5
Action Drama.
A lusty tale of the fight game,
with Robert Taylor as the main mitt slinger.
Robert Taylor, Edward
Arnold, Frank Morgan,

years and get into more trouble than normally comes in a lifetime. Stan Laurel, Oliver

Hardy,
stone.

RELEASES

Comedy
Drama.
Dennis O’Keefe plays the shyster lawyer in a story woven around a mirthquake of escapades in the life of an ambulance
chaser.
Dennis
O’Keefe, Lewis
Stone, Nat
Pendleton, Ann Morriss. Director: Ed Marin.

Comedy
Drama,
Maurice Leblanc’s fictlonized
character, Arsene Lupin, thought dead, goes Into
action to expose a fraudulent crook using his
name. Melvyn pouglas, Virginia Bruce, Warren
William. Director: George Fitzmaurice.
Block-Heads
Comedy.

CURRENT

Franchot Tone, Ted
Thorpe.
sie Ralph, Virginia

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
A

ON

of Boys' Town.
Spencer Tracy,
Henry Hull. Director: Norman

Western. A heavy ransom is paid but kidnappers fail to return the victim. A
young girl,
assigned to the case, poses as a novelist and
brings the kidnappers to justice. Grant Withers, Blanche Mehaffey.
Director: Clarence
Bricker.

Her-

Strange Boarders. . (79)
Ang. 1
Melodrama.
A
secret agent, with the assistance of his bride, succeeds in tracking down two
suspects in a
boarding house, where
all the
lodgers turn out to be spies and plan to kill
him
when
they learn of his identity. Tom
Walls, Renee St. Cyr. Director: Herbert Mason.
a
A

Held

CHECK-UP

becomes endangered he realizes that
was true and fades from the picture.

Neagle,
bert Wilcox.

Three on
Drama.

Grand

British

Crime Over London.. (63)
Aug. 15
Action Drama.
The
activities of a
gang of
killers terrorizing London
comes
to a
close
when
Scotland Yard
thwarts their plans to
rob a
large London
department
store on its
jubilee. Joseph Cawthorn,
Margot
Grahame,
Paul Cavanaugh.
Director: Alfred Zeisler.

COMPLETE

Of

Human
Hearts. .822. . (105)
Drama.
The
truth is brought

home

Feb. 11
In this

poignant story of father and son that a minister
of religion serves mankind
with success and
generosity in the same manner
as does
tor of medicine. Walter Huston, Beulah
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James
Brown.

Stewart,

COMPLETE

Guy

Kibbee.

CHECK-UP

Director:

Clarence

Paradise for Three . . 818 . . ( 75)
Jan. 28
Comedy
Drama.
A
penniless advertising man
wins a slogan contest and gets an all-expensespaid trip to a Swiss winter resort, where he is
mistaken for an eccentric millionaire. He wins
the boss’s daughter and a job. Frank Morgan,
Robert Young, Mary Astor, Florence Rice. Director: Edward Buzzell.
Port of Seven Seas. .829. . (81)
July 1
Drama.
The sailor lad lover of a young girl
returns to claim! her and the child she bore
him, though unmarried. He finds her the wife
of an older man
who
loves her and so steps
aside. Wallace Beery, Frank Morgan, Maureen
O’Sullivan. James Whale directed.
Rich Man, Poor Girl. .813. . (72)
Aug. 12
Comedy
Drama.
A
poor-but-honest working
girl and her rich employer fall in love, but the
girl's family is the obstacle between them as
they do not approve of his extreme wealth.
Robert

Young, Ruth Hussey,
rector: Reinhold Schunzel.

Lew

Ayres.

Di-

Shopworn Angel. .835. . (85)
July 15
Drama.
A
Texas cowboy enlists in the army
and while stopping in New
York en route to
France, meets and fails in love with a show
girl, who
in turn is in love with a wealthy
broker. She
marries the cowboy
before he
leaves for the front, but receives word
later
that he has been killed. Margaret Sullavan,
James Stewart, Walter Pidgeon. Director: H. C.
Potter.
Swiss Miss. .830. . (73)
May 20
Comedy.
Two
American
mousetrap
salesmen
stranded in a Swiss village, meet and aid a
famous prima donna, who
disguises herself to
win an operatic role in an opera her husband is
writing, and for which he had selected another
singer.
Stan
Laurel, Oliver Hardy,
Della
Lind. Director: John Blystone.
Test Pilot . . 831 . . (118)
Action Drama.
The story
his work more than his

Apr. 22
of a pilot who loved
wife. When
his pal

is killed in saving the pilot’s life, grief brings
to an end his work as a test pilot. Clark Gable,
Spencer Tracy, Myrna
Loy, Lionel Barrymore.
Director: Victor Fleming.
Three Comrades . .832. . (98)
June 3
Drama.
The story of the shattered lives of
three war comrades in post-war Germany, who
find difficulty in adjusting themselves to the
tempo of a confused world. Based on the novel
by Erich
Maria
Remarque.
Robert
Taylor,
Margaret
Sullavan, Franchot
Tone,
Robert
Young.
Director: Frank Borzage.
Toy Wife. .836. . (93)
June 10
Drama.
New
Orleans in pre-Civil War
days,
and the story of a frivolous, selfish wife and
mother who carries on a liaison with a young
playboy. Luise Rainer, Melvyn Douglas,
ert Young. Director: Richard Thorpe.

Rob-

Woman
Against Woman.
.838. . (01)
June 17
Drama.
The trials of a second wife brought
home
to the same
town where
the divorced
spouse of her husband
is a
social favorite.
Herbert Marshall, Virginia Bruce, Mary Astor.
Director: Robert Sinclair.
Yellow Jack . . 834 . . (83)
May 27
Drama.
The noble fight waged against yeilow
fever by Major Reed at the turn of the century.
Robert
Montgomery,
Virginia Bruce,
Lewis
Stone. Director: George B. Seitz.

Monogram
Barefoot Boy . . (3810) . . (63)
Outdoor Drama. A courageous lad
try pals bring to justice a gang
whose
Jackie

crime the boy’s father was
punished.
Moran, Marcia Mae
Jones, Ralph Morgan. Director: Karl Brown.

Female
Fugitive. .3713. . (58)
Drama.
An
innocent wife
when
Craig

Aug. 3
and his counof crooks for

becomes

a

Apr. 15
fugitive

she learns of her husband’s criminal activities, after several murders
bring his nefarious dealings into the open. Evelyn Venable,
Reynolds. Director: William Nigh.

Gun Smoke
Trail. .3740. . (57)
May 8
Western.
Randall and his Indian friend save
a girl from a villain posing as her uncle and
custodian of an estate she has never seen. Jack
Randall, Louise Stanley, John Merton.
Director: Sam Newfieid.
Land of Fighting Men. .3739. . (53)
Western. A friend helps another hold

his

Apr. 11
ranch,

although the owner’s sister would sell to the
villains, and in time vindicates his stand. Jack
Randall, Herman
Brix. Director: Alan James.
Man’s Country. .3742. . (55)
July 6
Western. A young ranger is sent out to bring
in a gang of suspected outlaws, but he finds
the accused gang Is innocent and rounds up
the real leader and his band. Jack Randall,
Ralph Peters, Walter Long, Marjorie Reynolds.
Director: Robert Hill.
Marines

Are
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Comedy
Drama.
The Idealization of a young
boy and the love of a girl changes a clowning
marine to the pride of the service. June Travis,
Gordon Oliver. Director: Phil Rosen.
Mexicali Kid. .3741. . (56)
Sept. 7
Western.
As a
return favor for saving his
life, a young lad helps his friend fight a gang
of outlaws who plot to steal the ranch of the
friend’s sweetheart.
Jack
Randall, Wesley
Barry, Eleanor Stewart. Director: Wallace Fox.
My
Old Kentucky
Home. .3719. . (72)
Feb. 9
Drama. When
his eyesight is Imperiled, a scion
of an old Kentucky
family tries to break his
engagement
to his boyhood sweetheart, but all
ends on a happy note. Evelyn Venable, Grant
Richards, Hall
bert Hillyer.

Johnson

Choir.

Director:

Lam-

Numbered
Women. .3709. . (63)
May 22
Drama.
A
girl, seeking evidence to clear ner
brother of a bond-stealing charge, takes a job
as private nurse to the guilty banker.
sally
Blane, Lloyd Hughes, John Arledge. Director:
Karl Brown.
Fainted Trail. .3733. . (50)
Western. Tom
Keene, a
as the "Pecos Kid,”
rustlers near
the
Robert Hill,
Phantom

Ranger.

agent

Feb. 10
disguised

rounds up a gang
Mexican
border.

of cattle
Director:

.3730.

federal

. (57)

May

29

Western.
Tim McCoy leads a band of counterfeiters into the hands of federal agents, and
wins a Spanish senorita. Tim McCoy, Suzanna
Kaaren,
fieid.

Karl

Hackett.

Director:

Sam

New-

Fort of Missing Girls, The. .3725. . (04)
Feb. 23
Drama. Accidentally implicated in a gang murder, a girl takes refuge aboard a tramp steamer,
manned
by a woman-hating
captain, and runs
into fighting and
gun-smuggling
in Chinese
waters.
Judith Allen, Harry
Carey, Milburn
Stone. Director: Karl Brown.
Romance

of

the

Limberlost.

.3702.

. (81) . . . June

22

Outdoor Drama.
Gene Stratton-Porter’s famous
novel of the loves and hates of the swamp
folks. Jean
Parker, Eric Linden.
Director:
William Nigh.
Rose of the Rio Grande. .3715. . (00)
Mar. 16
Musical Romance. A Mexican Robin Hood leads
his band in the rescue of a girl fleeing from
outlaws who are after her family jewels. Movita,
John Carroll. Director: William Nigh.
Saleslady.. 3724.. (65)
Feb. 2
Drama. An heiress, in quest of a husband who
isn’t after her money, disguises herself as a
salesgirl and gets her man. Anne
Nagel, Weldon Heyburn. Director: Arthur G. Collins.
Two
Gun Justice. .3729. . (57)
Western.
A
ranger, disguised as a
bandit, joins a gang he is attempting
up,

Apr. 24
Spanish
to clean

but a jealous sweetheart reveals his
tity. Tim McCoy, Betty Compson,
Joan
clay. Director: Alan James.

idenBar-

Under the Big Top (formerly “The Circus
Comes
to Town”) . . (63)
Aug. 31
Drama.
The love of two trapeze partners in a
circus owned
by the girl’s aunt, who
objects
to their marriage.
They leave the circus but
go back when
the aunt becomes
ill. Anne
Nagel, Marjorie
Main,
Jack
LaRue,
Grant
Richards.
Director: Karl Brown.
West of Rainbow’s End . . 3727 . . (57)
Jan. 12
Western. Tim
McCoy
disposes of a
gang
of
crooks responsible for a series of train robberies.
Tim
McCoy.
Kathleen Eliot and Walter McGrail. Director: Alan James.
Where
the West Begins. .3727. . (55)
Feb. 5
Western. Jack
Randall
and
his pal, Fuzzy
Knight, combine to prevent Luana Walters from
unwittingly selling her valuable ranch
to a
scheming
gang.
Jack Randall, Fuzzy Knight
and Luana Walters. Director: J. P. MacGowan.

Paramount
Bar 20 Justice. .3758. . (70)
June 24
Western. The mysterious looting of a mine and
a
series of accidents terrorizing its workers
are solved by “Hoppy”
and
Boyd, George Hayes, Russell
Lesley Selander.

his pals. William
Hayden.
Director:

Big Broadcast of 1938, The. .3703. . (90) ... -Feb. 18
Musical Comedy.
A
trans- Atlantic race with
everyone on board having a special purpose in
winning. W. C. Fields, Martha
Raye, Dorothy
Lamour, Ben Blue, Bob Hope. Director: Mitchell
Leisen.
Booloo . . 3745 . . (60)
July 22
Adventure Drama.
Filmed in the jungles of Malay, the story deals with the wanton
slaughtering of tropical beasts. Colin Tapley, Mamo
Clark and other native cast. Director: Clyde
Elliott.
Buccaneer, The. .3728. . (127)
Feb. 4
Historical Drama.
A
dramatization of the defense of New Orleans in the War of 1812. Fredric
March, Franciska Gaal, Akim
Tamiroff, Margot
Grahame.
Director: Cecil B. DeMille.

Bulldog Drummond
In Africa .. 3747 .. (59) . .Aug. 5
Melodrama.
Drummond
delays his middle-aisling
to rescue his friend and rival from a mob
of
international spies.
John
Howard,
Heather
Angel, H. B. Warner.
Director: Louis King.
Bulldog Drummond’s
Peril .. 3733 .. (66) . .Mar. 18
Mystery Drama. A process for making diamonds
falls into the wrong hands and threatens England’s economic stability until it is retrieved.
John Barrymore, John Howard,
Louise Campbell. Director: James Hogan.
Cassidy of Bar 20. .3756. . (56)
Feb. 25
Western. Cassidy aids his onetime sweetheart by
defeating a gang of cattle rustlers, wins her
promise to marry him and rides off in search
of new adventures. William Boyd, Frank Darien,
Russell Hayden,
Nora
Lane. Director: Lesley
Selander.
Cocoanut
Grove. .3740. .(94)
May 20
Comedy
with Music.
A
band
leader wins a
trailer in a contest and heads for Los Angeles
with
his troupe, where
he encounters stiff
competition in the annual contest staged for
selection of the winning band to play at the
famous
"Cocoanut
Grove.”
Fred
MacMurray,
Harriet Hilliard, Ben
Blue, the Yacht
Club
Boys. Director: Alfred Santell.
College Swing. .3737. . (87)
Apr. 29
Comedy
with Music. Grade
Allen inherits a
college and starts a class in Practical Romance.
Martha Raye, George Burns, Grade Allen, Bob
Walsh. Edward
Hope,
Everett Horton. Director: Raoul
Dangerous to Know. .3732. . (70)
....Mar. 11
Melodrama.
A
political city lord falls in love
with the engaged daughter of a first family, and
frames her fiance in an attempt to force her to
marry him.
Akim
Tamiroff, Anna
May Wong,
Gail Patrick. Director: Robert Florey.
Dr. Rhythm. .3739. . (80)
May 6
Musical.
Two
friends, a
doctor and
a
cop,
imbibe too freely and the former, dressed as a
policeman, takes the
young
girl.
Bing
Beatrice Lillie, Andy
Tuttle.
Every

Day’s

a

cop’s job of guarding a
Crosby,
Mary
Carlisle,
Devine.
Director: Frank

Holiday . .3726. . (79)

Jan.

14

Comedy. Mae West in another of her gay ’90’s
background
pictures, but devoid of her usual
suggestivenees. She plays the role of a golddigging showgirl who
disguises herself as a
brunette French actress to evade the police inspector so she can open her show. Mae West.
Edmund
Lowe, Charles Butterworth. Director:
A. Edward
Sutherland.
Farewell

to

Arms.

.Reissue.

.3769.

. (79) ... .June

11

Romantic
Drama.
From
Ernest Hemingway’s
novel, which
tells the story of a
man
and
woman
who
dare to face with their love the
challenge of a world gone mad
with the horrors of war. Helen Hayes, Gary Cooper, Adolphe
Menjou. Director: Frank Borzage.
Give

Me

a

Sailor.

.3749.

. (77)

Aug.

Comedy.
A
matrimonial
mixup
of two
ters, one a butterfly, the other a drudge,
two brothers, naval officers. Martha Raye,
Hope, Betty Grable. Director:
Heart of Arizona. .3757. . (68)

Elliott

19

sisand
Bob

Nugent.
Apr. 22

Western.
Hopalong comes to the rescue of a
young lady and helps her free her ranch of
cattle rustlers. William Boyd, George Hayes,
Russell Hayden. Director: Les Selander.
Her Jungle Love. .3736. . (81)
Apr. 15
Melodrama.
A
couple of American
aviators
crash on a South Pacific Island, where one of
them
meets and falls in love with a
jungle
Princess. Trouble starts when
the man-hating
natives find them on the island. Dorothy Lamour, Ray Milland, Lynne Overman, J. Carrol
Nalsh. Director: George Archainbaud.
Hunted
Men. .3741 .(67)
May 27
Drama.
A
regenerated gang leader forces a
model family in a small town to harbor him
from
the law.
Lloyd Nolan, Mary
Carlisle,
Lynne Overman.
Director: Louis King.
In Old Mexico. .3855. . (67)
Western.
Hopalong
Cassidy

and

his

Sept. 9
buddies

battle against a
band
of border bad-men
in
the gay, romantic atmosphere of Old Mexico.
William Boyd, George Hayes, Russell Hayden.
Director: Edward
D. Venturini.
Partners

of

the

Plains.

.3755.

. (70)

Jan.

28

Western. “Hopalong”
has a hard time winning
the cooperation and heart of a snobbish English girl on whose ranch he is foreman. William Boyd. Director: Lesley Selander.
Pride of the West. .3854. . (55)
July 8
Action Melodrama.
Hopalong acts as a special
investigator in
thwarting
a
land-grabbing
scheme and in capturing the crooks who have
extended their activity to a stage coach robbery.
William Boyd, Russell Hayden, George Hayes.
Director: Lesley Selander.
Prison Farm .. 3743 .. (70)
Jime 17
Melodrama.
A young girl, innocently involved
with a murderer, is sent to the prison farm.
She falls in love with the prison doctor, who
aids in clearing her name.
Shirley Ross, Lioyd
Nolan, J. Carrol Naish.
Director: Louis King.

THE

Professor, Beware .. 3746 .. (93)
July 29
Comedy.
An Egyptologist finally gets his big
chance to join an expedition but never gets
there. Harold Lloyd, Phyllis Welch.
Director:
Elliott Nugent.
ltomunce in the Dark .. 3731 .. (79)
Musical Comedy. Miss Swarthout,
maid

in a tenor’s
dition, poses as a

working

Alar. 4
as a

home, and awaiting an
Persian Princess to aid

auher

master's suit for the hand of a Countess. Instead she wins the master and an operatic contract. Gladys Swarthout, John
Boles, John
Barrymore. Director: H. C. Potter.
Scandal Street. .3729. . (64)
Feb. 11
Drama. A young woman
is caught in a merciless
tiap of suspicion and circumstances when she is
found beside the murdered
body of a playboy
suitor, and small-town gossip does its work until
the killer is found. Louise Campbell, Lew Ayres,
Koscoe Karns, Virginia Weidler. Director: James
Hogan.
Sing You
Sinners . . 3801 . . (90)
Sept. 2
Comedy with Music. The story of three crooner
brothers, two of whom
are so lazy that the
third brother has
to forego marrying
his
fiancee to provide for the family. Bing Crosby,
Fred
MacMurray,
Wesley Ruggles.

Donald

O’Connor.

Director:

Stolen Heaven. .3738. . (88)
May 13
Drama
with Music. A gang of fleeing, international jewel thieves are marooned
in a forest where they take refuge in the home
of a
retired concert pianist. Gene Raymond,
Olympe
Bradna,
Lewis
Stone.
Director: Andrew
L.
Stone.
Texans, The. .3748. . (93)
Aug. 12
Historical Western.
An epic of the reconstruction period in Texas after the Civil War.
Joan
Bennett, Randolph
Scott). Director:. James
Hogan.

Tip-Off Girls . . 3735 . . (62)
Apr. 1
Melodrama.
G-Men apprehend a gang hijacking
fast freight trucks. J. Carrol Naish, Lloyd
Nolan. Director: Louis King.
Tropic Holiday . .3744. . (78)
July 22
Comedy.
A writer hides out in a little Mexican
town to work on a movie script but is beset
with
charming
distractions in the way
of
senoritas. Bob
Burns, Ray
Milland, Dorothy
Lamour, Martha Raye. Director: Theodore Reed.
You and Me. .3742. . (90)
June 10
Drama.
The shadow
of the Big House looms
up as a threat to romance
in this story of a
girl with a past. Sylvia Sidney, George Raft.
Director: Fritz Lang.

Marines. Richard Cromwell,
rector: James Cruze.

Marsha

Hunt.

Di-

Bob Steele, Marion Weldon. Director: Sam Newfield.
Desperate Adventure, A. .7013. . (65)
Aug. 15
Romantic
Drama.
A
Parisian artist paints a
portrait of his imaginary
“dream
girl,” but
complications arise when
an American
heiress,
bears a startling resemblance to the picture, puts in her appearance. Ramon
Novarro,
Marian Marsh, Eric Blore. Director: John H.
Auer.

Durango Valley Raiders . . 7128 ..(..)
Aug. 22
Western.
The Durango Valley is terrorized by
a
ba.ndit known
as the Shadow,
head
of a
gang of killers. Through a fram.eup the hero
is arrested for murder, but escapes and brings
the

real culprits to justice.
rector: Sam Newfield.

Bob

Steele.

Di-

Feud Maker, The . . 7126 . . (56)
Apr. 4
Western. A range war between the cowmen
and
the nesters, following a
mysterious slaying.
Steele, Marlon Weldon,
rector: Sam Newfield.

Karl

Hackett.

Mine

in

the

Sky . . 7103 . . (60)

Juy

4

Western

with Music. Gene Autry as administrator of a
will left by a
girl’s father, has
difficulty in keeping her
from
selling the

ranch, which
is the remains
fortune. Gene Autry, Smiley
Hughes.
Director: Joe Kane.

Army
Girl. .7002. . (85)
July 15
Drama.
An army
captain assigned to a regiment to study the need of mechanizing that
post with tanks. He meets and falls in love
with the Colonel’s daughter.
Madge
Evans,
Preston
Foster, James
Gleason.
Director:
George Nichols jr.
Arson Gang Busters. .7022. . (65)
Mar. 28
Melodrama.
An
arson squad member
joins a
gang of arsonists and after his identity is discovered the gang is apprehended.
Bob
Livingston, Jackie Moran, Rosalind Keith. Director: Joe Kane.

of her father’s
Burnette, Carol

Invisible Enemy .. 7010 .. (65)
Apr. 4
Drama.
An international oil ring is smashed by
a man masked as a Parisian playboy. Alan Marshal, Tala Birell, C. Henry
Gordon, Herbert
Mundin. Director: John H. Auer.
King of the Newsboys. .7009. . (68)
Mar. 15
Drama.
Danger
returns two lovers, separated
first by poverty and then by wealth, to each
other. Lew Ayres, Helen Mack. Director: Bernard Vorhaus.

Billy the Kid Returns. .851. . (56)
Sept. 4
Western.
As the “double” for the notorious
Billy the Kid, the hero takes the side of the
small farmers
in their war
against cattle
Burnette,

Mary

Call of the Yukon .. 7011 .. (70)
Apr. 18
Outdoor Drama.
Wild dogs and wolves raiding
on game
force natives of an isolated Eskimo
village to move
out or face a winter of starvation. A young authoress refuses to leave, but
a rugged trapper forces her to accompany
him
south. Their adventures on the long trek furnish the action. Richard Arlen, Beverly Roberts, Lyle Talbot. Director: B. Reeves Eason.
Calling the Mesquiteers. .7115. . (55)
Mar. 7
Western. Three modern
knights of the road,
returning from a rodeo, are hijacked by silk
thieves. To clear their names with the law, they
take to the saddle and round up the gang. Bob
Livingston, Ray Corrigan, Max
Terhune, Lynn
Roberts. Director: John English.
Come
on
Leathernecks .. 7024 .. (66)
Aug. 8
Action Drama.
A Colonel in the U. S. Marines
has been looking forward all his life to welcoming his son into the service, but the boy
has other ideas. On
the island where
his
father is stationed, the boy experiences a gun
running episode and decides to stick with the

boy.
Alison SkipLivingston. Direc-

Mama
Runs Wild. .7003. .(66)
Jun. 19
Comedy.
A
domineering, society-minded wife
runs for mayor, but the men of the town elect
her henpecked
husband
in retaliation. Mary
Boland, Ernest Truex. Director: Ralph Staub.
Man

From

Music

Mountain.

.7104.

. (58) . .

Aug.

15

Western.

Autry swings into action when
unscrupulous promoters subdivide a
ghost town,
in the heart of a. desert, on the false claim
that the Boulder Dam
power
line will run
through
it. Gene
Autry,
Smiley
Burnette,
Carol Hughes.
Director: Joe Kane.

Old Barn Dance, The. . 7102 .. (61)
Jan. 29
Western with Music. A horse trader is tricked
into singing on a radio program for a pair of
swindling tractor dealers, but the former comes
through for his friends with horses in time for
the harvest reaping. Gene Autry, Helen Valkis,
Smiley Burnette, Walter Shrum
and Hillbillies.
Director: Joe Kane.
Outside

of

Paradise.

.7007.

. (68)

Feb.

7

Musical. Unable to buy out the girl co-owner of
a castle he has inherited, the hero converts it into a hamburger
stand. Romantic
complications
that ensue effect a truce. Phil Regan, Penny
Singleton. Director: John Auer.
Prison Nurse. .7008. . (67)
Drama. An imprisoned
of

a

doctor,

inspired

Mar. 1
by love

prison nurse, administers relief when
typhoid breaks out in a
flooded prison and is

falsely blamed for an ensuing “break.”
Wilcoxon, Marian Marsh. Director: James

Henry
Cruze.

Purple Vigilantes. .7114. . (59)
Jan. 24
Western. The Three Mesquiteers, after ridding
Trails End of vice, finish their job by smashing
a new
terrorist band which formed from the
vigilante group.
The
Three Mesquiteers and
Joan Barclay. Director: George Sherman.
Riders

of

Black

Hills.

. 7117 .. (55)

June

RELEASES

Western. The three Mesquiteers set about proving their innocence of a
race horse stealing
charge and expose the real gang. Bob Livingston, Ray Corrigan, Max
Terhune.
Director:
George Sherman.
Romance
on the Run. . 7023. . (67)
May 11
Comedy
Drama.
A
private detective, retained
by an insurance company
to recover a stolen
necklace, is blocked in his efforts by a blundering cop, a suspicious secretary and the jewel
thieves themselves.
Donald
Woods,
Patricia
Ellis. Director: Gus Meins.
.7025. . (56)
The
son
of

Aug.
mobster

a

22
is

adopted by the cop who
had killed the boy’s
father in a gunfight. The mob
snatches the
boy to keep him from talking but the cop and
the youngster emerge
as heroes in the gun
battle that follows. Bruce Cabot, Tommy
Ryan,
Beverly Roberts. Director: Bernard Vorhaus.
Under Western Stars. .7800. . (67)
Apr. 20
Musical-Western. A crooning son of the saddle
saves the range from
its enemy,
the duststorm.
Roy
Rogers, Smiley Burnette, Carol
Hughes. Director: Joe Kane.

RKO
Affairs

of

Annabel,

Radio
The . .902 . . (68)

Sept. 9

Comedy.
A
behind-the-scenes satire on Hollywood, featuring a pampered
star and a studio
press agent assigned to elevate her to page
one

publicity. Jack
rector; Ben Stoloff.

Oakie,

Lucille

Ball.

Di-

Blind Alibi. .829. . (61)
May 20
Melodrama.
To recover indiscreet letters written by his sister that were accidentally left in
an antique sold to an American museum,
Richard Dix poses as a blind man
at the museum

Heroes of the Hills .. 7118 .. (55)
July 20
Western.
The Three Mesquiteers win a prison
camp
experiment plan after befriending two
escaped convicts who
tell yarns of prison oppression. Robert Livingston, Ray Corrigan, Max
Terhune. Director: George Sherman.
Hollywood Stadium Mystery. .7021. . (66) . . .Feb. 21
Mystery Drama. Centers around the mystery of
a boxing arena murder, which occurs while the
house is darkened before the start of the championship fight. Neil Hamilton, Evelyn Venable,
Jimmy
Wallington. Director: David Howard.

efforts by the town’s bad
worth, Polly Moran, Robert
tor: Gus Meins.

CURRENT

Di-

Gangs of New York .. 7004 .. (67)
May 23
Melodrama.
An
officer impersonates a
bigtime gangster who
is held in prison but supposedly released, and
cleans out
gangland.
Charles Bickford, Ann
Dvorak, Alan
Baxter.
Director: James Cruze.
Gold

ON

Tenth Avenue
Kid.
Action Drama.

who

Ladies in Distress. .7012. . (65)
June 13
Comedy Drama.
A woman
mayor and her secretary start a reform movement
to wipe out a
racketeering element and are aided in their

Republic

'barons. Roy
Rogers, Smdley
Hart.
Director: Joe Kane.

CHECK-UP

Desert Patrol. .7127. . (56)
June 6
Western.
A
secret Ranger out to avenge the
death of his buddy, joins the gang responsible
tor the murder, and
then springs the trap.

Bob

Spawn
of the North .. 3750 .. (113)
Aug. 26
Action Drama.
A drama of America’s last frontier, the salmon fishing waters of Alaska, and
the war between the trap-site owners and fish
pirates, filmed against a
scenic background.
George Raft, Henry
Fonda, Dorothy Lamour.
Director: Henry Hathaway.

COMPLETE

15

pretending to learn sculptoring by the “touch
system.”
Richard
Bourne.
Director: Lew
Landers. Dix, Whitney
Blond Cheat. .831. .(62)
June 17
Comedy
Drama.
An actress, hired by a rich
pawnbroker to break up the engagement
of his
daughter, falls in love with the man
she was
paid to vamp.
Joan Fontaine, Derrick de Marney. Director: Joseph Santley.
Border G-Man. .882. . (60)
June 24
Western.
A
Federal investigator poses as a
ranch foreman and rounds up a gang of gunsmugglers who
are using the ranch as their
base. George O’Brien, Loraine Johnson, John
Miljan. Director: David Howard.
Breaking the lee . . 845 . . (82)
Aug. 26
Comedy
with Music.
A
young lad of much
promise in the ice skating rink, gives it all
up to fulfill his ambition to take his mother
to Goshen, Indiana. Bobby Breen, Dolores Costello, Irene Dare. Director: Eddie Cline.
Bringing Up
Baby. .739. . (100)
Feb. 18
Comedy. An archeologist tries to promote $1,000,000 for his museum
from a wealthy woman
and encounters difficulty in the form
of a
leopard named
“Baby.”
Cary Grant, May Robson,
rector: Howard Hawks.
Carefree. .837. . (83)
Musical Comedy.

A

Katharine
Hepburn.
Charles Ruggles. Di-

psychiatrist

Sept. 2
attempts to

aid

a young lawyer and his fiancee, who
refuses to marry him until she, too, becomes a
lawyer.
Humorous
complications evolve, and
when
the smoke
has cleared the doctor finds
he is in love with the girl. Fred Astaire, Ginger Rogers, Ralph Bellamy.
Director: Mark
Sandrich.

Condemned
Women. .813. . (76)
Drama.
A
woman
prisoner
life

April 3
outlook on

whose

is changed by a doctor’s love, becomes involved in a stirring prison break when she feels

she is burdening the doctor’s career. Sally Ellers,
Louis
Anne
Shirley. Director: Lew
Landers.Hayward,
Crime Ring. .836. . (70)
July 8
Melodrama.
A newspaper reporter exposes the
fortune-telling racket, with the aid of a
girl
who
poses as a
mystic to gather evidence
against the syndicate which
tries to collect
10 per cent of her “take.” Allan Lane,
Mercer. Director: Leslie Goodwins.

Frances

Double Danger. .820. . (62)
Jan. 28
Comedy
Drama. The commissioner of detectives
sets a trap for a jewel thief by inviting the
suspects to his home
for the weekend. Preston
Foster,
Whitney
tor: Lew
Landers. Bourne,

Donald

Meek.

Direc-

Everybody’s Doing It. .817. . (67)
Jan. 14
Comedy
Drama.
Racketeers muscle in on a
super-contest which
has
caught
the public
fancy and sell the answers to the contestants.
Preston Foster, Sally Eilers. Director: Christy
Cabanne.
Go

Chase

Yourself . .825. . (70)

Comedy.
Bank robbers steal a
Penner in it. Further hazards
pick
hold

up
as

Apr.

22

trailer with Joe
arise when they

a runaway
heiress whom
the bandits
ransom, forcing Penner to aid them.

BOXOFFICE

September

10, 1938

THE

Joe

COMPLETE

Penner, Lucille
tor: Edward Cline.

Guu
Law. .881. . (00)
Western.
A
U. S.

Ball,

Vicki

CHECK-UP

Lester.

Direc-

CURRENT

marshal

takes

the

May 13
identity

with the gang.
Director: David

George O'Brien,
Howard.

Having
Wonderful
Time. .819. . (70)
July 1
Comedy.
Romances
and rigmaroles of a summer vacation camp.
Ginger Rogers, Douglas
Fairbanks jr. Director: A1 Santell.

bery in France, in which all the thieves but
leader are caught. The wrong man
is mistaken as the leader and is guillotined on circumstantial evidence. Pierre Blanchar, Dita
Parlo. Dorville. Director: Maurice Lehamn.

Hawaii
Calls. .846. . (73)
Mar. 11
Comedy
with Music. The adventures of Bobby
Breen and his newsboy
pal as stowaways
to
Hawaii. Bobby
Breen, Ned
Sparks, Irvin S.
Cobb, Warren
Hull, Mamo
Clark, Raymond
Paige and orchestra. Director: Eddie Cline.
I’m From
the City . .834. . (71)
Aug. 5
Comedy.
Normally afraid of horses, Joe Penner shines as a trick rider when under the influence of a ruthless manager.
Seeing his performance, a girl takes him west to ride in a
race against an Indian. Joe Penner, Richard
Lane, Kay Sutton. Director: Ben Holmes.
Joy of Living. .826. . (91)
Apr. 15
Comedy.
A
mad,
whirlwind
courtship by a
carefree globe trotter of a career-minded stage
star who supports a family of leeches in luxury.
Irene Dunne, Douglas Fairbanks jr., Guy Kibbee, Eric Blore. Director: Tay Garnett.
Law
of the Undorvrorld . .827. . (61)
May 6
Melodrama.
The leader of a dangerous gang
poses as a society man, and in his efforts to
escape the prosecutor two innocent youngsters
become
involved. Chester Morris, Anne
Shirley, Richard Bond, Walter Abel. Director: Lew
Landers.
Maid’s Night Out. .822. . (61)
Mar. 4
Comedy. A millionaire’s son and a society girl
accidentally meet and fall in love, she believing
him to be a milkman
and he thinking her a
housemaid. Joan Fontaine, Allan Lane. Director: Ben Holmes.
Mother
Carey's Chickens. .833. . (80)
Comedy
Drama.
The struggles of

an

July 29
English

captain’s widow
living on a
meager
pension,
and the love triangle of her two daughters who
are in love with the same man.
Anne Shirley,
Ruby Keeler, James Ellison, Fay Bainter. Director: Rowland V. Lee.

Dark Sands.. (75)
Record Pictures
Drama.
A soldier, unjustly accused of murder,
flees the army and becomes leader of a desert
tribe, due to his medical and general knowledge,
but is unaware
that his superior officer who
befriends him is court-martialed. Paul Robeland.

son, Henry Wilcoxon.

Director:

Thornton

Free-

Smashing
the Rackets. .832. . (80)
Aug. 19
Melodrama.
A
G-Man
quits to become junior
prosecutor in the office of the D. A., where he
learns of the existence of protected rackets, and
sets out to clean up the town.
Chester Morris, Bruce Cabot, Frances Mercer.
Director:
Lew Landers.
Snow White
891.. (86)
Animated
cartoon of

and the Seven Dwarfs
M©
Feb. 4
Feature.
Walt Disney’s Technicolor
the famous childhood mythical story.

This Marriage Business. .824. . (71)
Apr. 8
Comedy-Drama.
A meek, small-town, marriage
clerk gains sudden prominence and
runs for
Mayor
against the crooked element.
Victor
Moore, Vicki Lester. Director: Christy Cabanne.
Vivacious Lady. .740. . (90)
May 13
Comedy.
A young college professor marries a
night-club singer, then faces the problem of
breaking the news to his parents. Ginger Rogers, James Stewart, James
Ellison. Director:
George Stevens.

State Rights
Country Bride.. (85)
Ainkino
Comedy.
A
gay Russian comedy
dealing with
the trials and tribulations of a pair of collective farm workers in love. F. N. Kurikhin, Maria
Ladynina. Director: Ivan Piriov.
Courier of Lyons. . (92)
Drama.
The story of an

BOXOFFICE

::

18th

September

century

Pax Films
mail rob-

10, 1938

Hoviclc, RayMarshall.
of

Jan. 14
warring

a

couple

who quarrel once too often and are reconciled through the Cupid activities of caddy
his dog. Gloria Stuart, Michael Whalen,
Talbot. Director: James Tinling.

and
Lyle

Checkers. .834. . (78)
Feb. 11
Comedy Drama. Jane and her Uncle Stuart enter
their horse in a race to keep the town banker
from foreclosing on the mortgage. Jane Withers,
Stuart Erwin, Una Merkel. Director: H. Bruce
Humberstone.

Great John Ericsson, The.. (94)
Swedish picturization of a phase

Four

Scandinavian
of American

Lenin in October. . (92)
Ainkino
Drama.
A
chronicle of the life of Lenin and
the events leading up to the Revolution. Boris
V.
Shchukin, N. Svobodin. Director: Mikhail
Romm.

Men

and

a

Prayer.

.848. . (85)

April

Drama.
The story of four brothers who
take to establish the innocence of their

history, depicting a chapter in John Ericsson’s
life, the man
who turned the tide of the Civil
War. As a prologue. Count Bernadotte, nephew
to King Gustav V of Sweden, greets America.
Victor Seastrom, Marta Ekstrom, Sigurd Wallen.
Director: Gustaf Edgren.

a

29

underfather,

disgraced army officer who is murdered. Loretta Young, Richard Greene, George Sanders,
Niven, C. Aubrey Smith.
Director,: John

David
Ford.

Gateway . . 901 . . ( 74)
Aug. 5
Drama.
Innocently involved in a ship scandal,
an Irish lass is rescued from Ellis Island by
efforts of the hero.
Arleen
Whelan,
Don
Ameche,rector:
Binnie
Barnes,
Alfred Werker.

Gregory

Ratoff.

Di-

Life and Loves of Beethoven. . (80)
World
Drama.
A
French production bringing the immortal music of the famous composer
to the
screen and unfolding his tragic love story. Harry
Bauer, Annie Ducaux, Pauley Debucourt, Janny
Holt. Director: Abel Gance.

Happy
Landing. .830. . (101)
Jan. 28
Musical Comedy. In the usual ice palace locale,
Sonja falls for a philandering band leader, then
for his woman-hating
manager.
Sonja Henie,

Paroled From the Big House.. (60)
J.D.K.
Drama.
The story of what happens to paroled
convicts, the
love
interest being
centered
around a girl whose father has been killed by
the gangsters and a
cop masquerading
as a
convict to avenge the death of his pal. Jean
Carmen,
Richard
Adams.
Director: Elmer
Clifton.

Hawaiian
Buckaroo. .828. . (58)
Jan. 14
Outdoor Drama.
A typical western dressed up
with a hula skirt and a ukulele in this story
of a couple of Arizona cowhands who get jobs
on a
cattle ranch in Hawaii, and the usual
cattle iustling angle ensues.
Smith
Ballew,

Tarzan and the Green Goddess. . (72) ... .Principal
A
statue containing a secret formula for an
explosive is the center of a
rigorous search
by an English party and an unscrupulous outfit who fight it out in the Guatemalan
jungle
for possession of the formula. Herman
Brix,
Ula Holt. Director: Edward
Kull.

Sky Giant. .835. . (80)
July 22
Melodrama.
Two daredevil aviators of a commercial airline are assigned to map
the world
from the air, and nearly lose their lives when
imperfect maps
cause them to crash. Richard
Dix, Chester Morris, Joan Fontaine. Director:
Lew Landers.

Louise
George

Duke Is Tops, The.. (65)
Million Dollar Prod.
Musical. An all-Negro musical. The hero sacrifices his ewn stage ambitions for his sweetheart singer, while he goes down
the ladder
and ends up with a
medicine show.
Ralph
Cooper, Lena Horne.
Director: Bill Nolty.

Painted Desert. .883. . (59)
Aug. 12
Western.
The hero thwarts the efforts of villains to gain control of a tungsten mine located
his ranch. George O’Brien. Loraine Johnson, Ray Whitley. Director: David Howard.

McLaglen, Brian Donlevy,
mond Walburn. Director:

Change
of Heart. .829. . (106)
Comedy
Drama.
The problems

Delinquent Parents (62)
Progressive
Drama.
Woman
judge makes amends
for her
daughter whom
she placed in a foundling home.
L>oris Weston,
Maurice
Murphy,
Helen
MaeKellar. Director: Nick Grinde.

Slipper Episode, Tile.. (80)
French Film
Farce. Two casual acquaintances tour a large
slice of Europe to return a missing slipper to a
faithless wife. Betty Stockfield, Roger Treville.
Director: Jean De Limur.

on

Battle of Broadway. .845. . (84)
Apr. 22
Comedy.
A couple of steel workers are drafted
by their boss in an attempt to save his son
from a girl he thinks is a gold digger. Victor

Charlie Chan at Monte Carlo . .832 . . (71) . . . Jan. 21
Mystery. Laid in Monte Carlo, the story deals
with Chan’s solution of several murders brought
about by the attempts of two business rivals to
ruin each other. Warner
Oland, Keye
Luke,
Fordo.
Harold Huber, Virginia Field. Director: Eugene

Night Spot. .821. . (60)
Feb. 25
Drama.
A
night club singer aids two rookie
cops to capture a
band
of jewel thieves.
Parkyakarkus, Allan Lane, Joan Woodbury. Director: Christy Cabanne.

Saint in New
York. .930. . (72)
June 3
Detective Melodrama.
Based
on
the “Saint”
stories by Leslie Charteris, in which the “Saint”
turns Robin Hood and helps a civic committee
clean up a gang of desperadoes. Louis Hayward,
Kay
Sutton, Paul
Guilfoyle. Director: Ben
Holmes.

fleattiiel

RELEASES

the

of a dead bandit to gain a gang's confidence
and becomes town marshal, to make
the mob
believe his dual role is to avert suspicion of
his connection
Rita Oehman.

ON

Ten Laps to Go. . (67)
Ace Pictures
Action Drama.
A romance of the speedway in
which a racing driver loses his nerve after a
crackup, but regains it in time to save his boss
from an unscrupulous driver who
attempts to
steal his invention plans and wreck
his machine. Rex Lease, Muriel Evans, Tom
Moore.
Director: Elmer Clifton.
They Were Five.. (78)
Lenauer
Drama.
Five friends, banded together by adversity, win a small fortune in a lottery and
pool their resources to build an inn. As the
picture closes only two of the five friends are
left. Jean
Gabin, Charles Vanel.
Director:
Julien Duvivier.
Three Legionnaires. . (63)
General
Comedy. Two doughboys stationed in an obscure
Siherian village, unaware that the war is over,
stage some
hectic incidents that nearly land
them before the firing squad. Robert Armstrong,
Lyle Talbot, Fifi D’Orsay, Donald Meek, Anne
Nagel, Man
Mountain Dean. Director: Hamilton
MacFadden.

20th Century-Fox
Alexander’s Ragtime
Band . .903 . . (105) . . . Aug. 19
Musical Comedy.
A
cavalcade of American
music for the past 25 years, featuring Irving
Berlin's song
Power, Alice
Henry King.

hits of those decades.
Tyrone
Faye, Don
Ameche.
Director:

Always Goodbye. .852. . (75)
,
July 1
Drama.
A
young
mother
makes
a
sacrifice
for her son and for the man
she loves. Barbara Stanwyck, Herbert Marshall, Ian Hunter.
Director: Sidney Lanfield.
Baroness and the Butler. . 835 .. (80)
Feb. 18
Comedy Drama. A butler is elected to the parliament on the opposition ticket to his master but
continues as his butler, only to be elected as
Prime Minister and marries his former master’s
daughter. William Powell, Annabella, Gregory
Ratoff, Henry Stephenson, Joseph Schildkraut,
Helen Westiey. Director: Walter Lang.

Don

Ameche,
Cesar
rector: Roy Del
Ruth.Romero,

Evalyn

Knapp,
Benny
rector:
Ray Taylor.

I'll Give

a

Million.

Ethel

Burt,

Merman.

George

Regas.

.855. . (70)

July

Di-

Di22

Comedy

Drama.
A millionaire, tired of moneygrabbing leeches, changes clothes with a tramp
and wanders off in search of some
one who
would
be kind to him
for himself. Warner
Baxter,
Marjorie
tor: Walter
Lang. Weaver,

Peter

Lorre.

Direc-

In

Old Chicago. .840. . (110)
Apr. 15
Historical Drama.
An epic of the rise of Chicago, in which is depicted the spectacular scene
of the great Chicago fire. Tyrone Power, Alice
Faye, Don Ameche.
Director: Henry King.
Island in the Sky . .843. . (67)
Apr. 1
Drama.
A
young man, innocently accused of
murder, is saved from the electric chair by the
district attorney’s financee, who
makes
a private investigation to prove the boy’s innocence.
Gloriabert I.Stuart,
Michael Whalen.
Director: HerLeeds.

International Settlement. .826. . (84)
Action Drama. Newsreel shots of
bombing
suddenly

the

Feb. 4
Shanghai

are woven
into this story of an adventurer masquerading as a
gun-runner who
finds himself responsible for the de-

livery of $l,uu0,000 to the head of an ammunition-smuggling ring. Dolores Del Rio, George
June Lang. Director: Eugene Forde.

Sanders,

Josette. .839. . (70)
June3
Musical Comedy.
A
New
Orleans cafe cutie
doubles for a French songbird who
has flown,
and finds herself a
target for the romantic
whims
of two brothers. Don
Ameche,
Simone
Simon, Robert Young.
Director: Allan Dwan.
Keep Smiling. .902. . (77)
Aug. 12
Drama.
A little girl treks to Hollywood to be
with her uncle and crashes the movies, at the
same time helping her uncle who is down-andout.
Jane
Withers, Henry
Wilcoxon, Gloria
Stuart. Director: Herbert I. Leeds.
Kentucky
Comedy

Moonshine. .844. . (85)
with Music.
Loaded

with

May 13
moonshine

and gags, the Ritz brothers turn hill-billies and
go off on another of their rampages.
The
Ritz Brothers, Tony Martin, Marjorie Weaver.
Director: David Butler.
Kidnapped. .846. . (90)
May 27
Historical Drama.
Based
on
the immortal
novel by Robert Louis Stevenson portraying
Scotland’s struggle for equality during the 18th
century, with an appealing romantic interlude
woven
into the theme.
Warner
Baxter, Freddie
Arleen Whelan. Director: AlfredBartholomew,
Werker.
Life Begins at 40 . . 874 . . ( . . )
May 6 (reissue)
Comedy
Drama.
Will Rogers befriends a young
man
unjustly convicted of a bank defalcation
charge.
This angers the town
banker, who
forecloses on Rogers’ newspaper mortgage, only
to learn that his son is the guilty party. Will

reatu.te5
Rogers, Rochelle Hudson,
Director: George Marshall.

Richard

THE

on

a

Comedy
whose

Budget.

.836. . (64)

Feb.

25

Drama.
A
couple of newlyweds
encounter financial and matrimonial difficulties,
burdens are increased when
their uncle

an

My
Lucky
Star . . 905 . . ( . . )
Sept. 2
Comedy
Drama.
Sonja Henie as a modern girl
on a co-ed campus
performs a series of new
numbers
on her silver skates. Sonja Henie,
Richard Greene. Director: Roy Del Ruth.
One
Wild Night. .850. . (72)
Mystery Comedy. Three prominent

men

June 10
arrange

to be '‘kidnaped” to escape nagging wives and
become the center of mystery with every citizen a suspect until the plot is exposed. June
Lang, Dick
Baldwin, Lyle Talbot. Director:
Eugene Forde.

Passport Husband. .854. . (67)
July 15
Comedy.
A
Latin dancer is about to be deported as an alien, but a
marriage of convenience is arranged for her with a dim-witted American, so she can carry on her romancing with a
gangster sweetheart. Stuart
Erwin, Harold Huber, Joan Woodbury.
Director: James Tinling.
Rascals. .849. . (77)
May 20
Comedy.
A society girl loses her memory
and
is picked up by a gypsy band. The girl and a
gypsy fall in love, and he raises the money to
restore her memory,
only to have her forget
she ever loved him.
Jane Withers, Rochelle
Hudson,
Robert Wilcox.
Director: H. Bruce
Humberstone.
Rawhide. .842. . (58)
Western. Lou Gehrig

refuses

to join

a

Apr. 8
crooked

cattlemen’s association that controls the town
of Rawhide, and sets out to smash
the organization. Smith Ballew, Lou Gehrig, Evalyn
Knapp.
Director: Ray Taylor.

by pretening ''mike fright.” Shirley Temple, Randolph Scott, Gloria Stuart, William
Demarest.
Director: Allan Dwan.

Safety in Numbers. .906. . (55)
Sept. 9
Comedy
Drama.
The Jones Family are taken
in by a group of promoters who float a stock
issue to the gullible townsfolk by selling them
the idea that the old swamp-water
is laden with
health-giving minerals and will support a gigantic money-making project.
Jed
Prouty,
Shirley Deane, Spring Byington. Director: Malcolm St. Clair.
Sally, Irene and Mary . .827. . (85)
Mar. 4
Musical Comedy. Three manicurist sisters with
stage ambitions, make
the grade after a series
of disillusioning starts. Alice Faye, Tony Martin,
Fred Allen, Louise Hovick, Gregory Ratoff. Director: Wm. Seiter.
Burn.

.904. . (60)

Aug.

26

Action Drama.
A jockey’s love for his horse
outwits a
group of racetrack racketeers who
are determined
to obtain possession of the
horse before the big race. Marvin
Stephens,
Michael Whalen,
Lynn
Bari.
Director: Otto
Brower.
Tarzan’s Revenge. .823. . (68)
Jan. 7
Adventure. A white girl falls for Tarzan during
a hunting trip in Africa and renounces the outside world to remain behind in the jungle.
Glenn Morris, Eleanor Holm,
George Barbier,
Hedda Hopper. Director: D. Ross Lederman.
Three Blind Mice. .851. . (75)
June 17
Comedy.
Three
sisters who
own
a
Kansas
chicken ranch gamble their savings on an expensive trip in their search for luxury and rich
husbands, one of them
posing as an heiress.
Loretta Young, Joel McCrea. David Niven, Binnie Barnes. Director: William A. Seiter.
Trip

to

Paris,

A.. 847.. (64)

May

Action for Slander. . (80)
Jan. 14
Drama. A man
brings court action to prove his
innocence in a card-cheating accusation, after
his friends desert him. Clive Brook, Ann Todd,
Morton Selten. Director: Tim Whelan.
Adventures of Marco Polo.. (104) ©
Romantic
Adventure Drama.
Polo,

April
traveling

16
in

China, outwits his blood-thirsty rival for his
princess sweetheart’s affections, and defeats his
forces in frenzied battle. Gary Cooper, Slgrid
Gurie, Basil Rathbone. Director: Archie Mayo.
Adventures

of

Tom

Sawyer..

(99)

©

Feb.

6

Cecil ParDalrymple.

Universal
Air Devils. .2038. . (60)
May 13
Action Drama.
A
pair of buddies joins a
South Sea island constabulary and thwart the
efforts of a band of natives, led by a renegade
white, to prevent the development of a U. S.
air base on the island. Larry Blake, Dick Purcell, Mamo Clark. Director: John Rawlins.
All Quiet on the
3071.. (87)
Drama.
War

Western
drama

Front .. Reissue . .
of

German

May 15
schoolboys

plunged into a maelstrom of terror that shatters every illusion and propels their lives into a
new
perspective. Lewis Ayres, Louis Wolheim,
Raymond
Griffith. Director: Lewis Milestone.

11

Comedy
Drama. From the pen of Mark Twain’s
story of Tom
Sawyer and Huckleberry Finn, in
which Tom defends an innocent man accused of
murder
and lives in mortal terror after that
awaiting
Injun
Joe’s revenge
for
having
squealed. Tommy
Kelly, Jackie Moran, Victor
Jory, Walter
Brennan,
Ann
Gillls. Director:
Norman
Taurog.

Black
Doll, The. .2014. . (67)
Jan. 30
Mystery Drama. A black doll left near the scene
of a murder plays a part in the eventual but
difficult solution of the case. Donald
Woods,
Nan
Grey, Edgar Kennedy, C. Henry Gordon.
Director: Otis Garrett.
Border Wolves. .2056. . (56)
Feb. 25
Western. A pair of wandering cowboys who find
themselves victims of circumstantial evidence
after stumbling upon
a
notorious outlaw at
work,

escape from jail and capture the real culprits. Bob Baker,
Constance
Moore,
Fuzzy
Knight, Dickie Jones, Willie Fung. Director:
Joseph H. Lewis.

Comet, The (formerly “Private Secretary”)
(
)
Sept. 9
Drama.
A young woman
reporter takes a job
as secretary to a rival newspaperman,
without
revealing her identity, in order to prove the
innocence of a
murdered
man’s
wife.
Joy
Hodges, William Gargan. Director: Max Golden.
Crime

of

Dr.

Hallet,

The.

.2017. . (68)

Mar.lt

Drama.

Algiers .. (95)
July 22
Drama. The entrance of the heroine proves the
undoing of a noted jewel thief who is safe so
long as he maintains his hideout in the native
quarter of Algiers. Charles Boyer, Sigrid Gurie,
Hedy Lamarr.
Director: John Cromwell.
love

of

a

peasant

for

a

June 17
beautiful

spy

spoils

to

the Dgrby although the victory might have been
his. Henry Fonda, Leslie Banks, Annabella. Director: Harold Schuster. (Technicolor).

Blockade. . (85)
Drama.
The

Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm. .837. . (80) .. .Mar. 18
Musical. A radio sponsor in search of a child
star discovers her on a farm next to his, takes
her away
and gets her an audition with a
rival food concern, which
audition the child

Speed

Wings of the Morning. .737. . (87)
Feb. 19
Romantic Drama. The granddaughter of a gypsy
woman
who
had married a nobleman
falls in
love with a man
who trains her horse to win

United Artists

Panamint’s
Bad
Man. .853. . (60)
July 8
Western. A deputy marshall, assigned to stop
a series of stage holdups near a frontier town,
poses as a gunman
to gain the confidence of
the outlaws and
finally brings about
their
capture. Smith Ballew, Evelyn Daw.
Director:
Ray Taylor.

RELEASES

lady’s faith in each member
of the family
causes them
to settle down.
Janet Gaynor,
Douglas Fairbanks jr., Roland Young, Minnie
Dupree.
Director: Richard Wallace.

work in a “honky tonk” joint, where the boss
falls in love with her. Gracie Fields, Victor
McLaglen,
Brian
Donlevy.
Director: Monty
Banks.

Indo-China village in the throes of political skullduggery. Peter Lorre, Rochelle Hudson. Director: Norman
Foster.

CURRENT

raised. Vivien Leigh, Rex Harrison,
ker. Directors: Victor Saville and Ian

We’re Going to Be Rich. .857. . (78)
July 8
Comedy.
A
story of the “Gay
Nineties” in
which a variety star and her shiftless husband
find themselves stranded through his investment in a bogus mine, and she is forced to

Mr. Moto Takes a Chance .. 819 .. (63)
June 24
Melodrama.
Peter Lorre, as Mr. Moto, and Rochelle Hudson, assume
roles of secret agents

ON

Young in Heart ..(..)
Sept. 7
Comedy
Drama.
A
vagabond
family is invited by a rich, kindly old lady, to live at her
home.
They accept with the idea of influencing her to will them her fortune, but the old

Walking Down
Broadway. .838. . (69)
Mar. 11
Drama.
A portrayal of the fates and fortunes
of six Broadway
chorines, who
each
take
separate paths, and promise to meet at the
end of one year. Claire Trevor, Phyllis Brooks,
Leah
Ray, Dixie Dunbar, Lynn
Bari, Jayne
Regan. Director: Norman
Foster.

moves in on them. Shirley Deane, Russell Gleason, Alan Dinehart. Director: Herbert Leeds.

in

CHECK-UP

Comedy
Drama.
Another of the Jones Family
series, with Pa Jones this time planning a short
trip in celebration of his 25th wedding anniversary, but finding himself bundling the family off to Paris. Jed Prouty, Shirley Deane,
Spring Byington. Director: Mai St. Clair.

Cromwell.

Little Miss Broadway .. 856. . (70)
July 29
Musical Comedy.
An
orphanage
inmate
is
adopted by the manager
of a hotel catering to
show people and she comes to the rescue when
the hotel owner tries to foreclose for a $2,500
debt. Shirley Temple, George Murphy, Jimmy
Durante. Director: Irving Cummings.
Love

COMPLETE

is dramatically portrayed against the background of the Spanish revolution. Madeleine Carroll, Henry
Fonda, Leo Carrillo. Director: William Dieterle.

Divorce

of

Lady

X,

The..

(91)

April

9

Comedy
Drama.
A
young divorce lawyer confuses the identity of a charming young woman
and the fun commences.
Filmed in color. Merle
Oberon, Laurence Olivier, Binnie Barnes, Ralph
Richardson. Director: Tim Whelan.
Gaiety Girls, The.. (73)
Mar. 18
Musical Comedy.
A story of mistaken identity,
in which the name of a chorus girl is linked with
that of a millionaire, bringing her recognition
and the lead in a show. Jack Hulbert, Patricia
Ellis. Director: Thornton Freeland.
Goldwyn
Follies .. (119) ©
Feb. 4
Musical Comedy.
An
attractive villager works
her way into a job when a film company
goes
on location in her mountain town. Adolphe Menjou, Zorina, Andrea Leeds, Kenny Baker, Edgar
Bergen and Charlie McCarthy, in Technicolor.
Director: George Marshall.
I Met My Love Again.. (81)
Jan. 28
Drama.
A
girl returns home
to her lover ten
years after she jilted him, and numerous
obstacles present themselves before the two recapture the past. Joan Bennett, Henry Fonda,
Louise Platt, Dame
May Whitty. Directors: Arthur Ripley, Joshua Logan.
Return of the Scarlet Pimpernel. . (80) ... .April 29
Romantic Adventure.
A sequel to its namelike
predecessor. In this version the French Revolution is dominated through a reign of terror by
Robespierre, who
in turn is annoyed by the
Scarlet Pimpernel operating from England. The
latter’s wife is abducted by Robespierre’s men
in their efforts to capture the Pimpernel. Mason,
Francis Lister, David
Tree.
Director: Hans
Schwartz.

The struggles of a doctor and his assistant in the jungles to discover a red fever
serum, which results In the death of the latter.
Complications follow when Dr. Hallet, for meritorious reasons, assumes the role of the dead
assistant, which deception is discovered on the
arrival of the latter’s wife. Ralph Bellamy, William Gargan. Josephine Hutchinson, John King,
Barbara Read. Director: S. Sylvan Simon.
Danger on the Air. .2032 .. (65)
July 1
Detective Drama.
An unethical business man is
murdered under mysterious circumstances in a
broadcasting station. Donald Woods, Nan Grey,
Skeets Gallagher, Berton Churchill. Director:
Otis Garrett.
Devil’s Party.. (67)
Action Drama.
Story of
up in the slums of New
are

later brought together under tragic circumstances through the crime activities of one
of them.
Victor McLaglen,
William Gargan,
Paul Kelly. Director: Ray McCarey.

Forbidden
Outdoor

in a

(86)
Feb. 25
because
dog is condemned
A
Drama.
Comedy
his master can’t pay the license fee. A newspaper reporter picks up the fight and comical
the furore that is
situations develop from

Valley.
Drama.

.2035. . (67)
Noah Beery

jr.. In

pistol fight, avenges his father who
to live as a fugitive from society

a

Feb. 13
thrilling

was forced
on a bum

murder charge. Noah Beery jr., Frances1 Robinson and Sam Hinds. Director: Wyndham
Gittens.
Freshman

Year..

(68)

Sept. 2

Comedy
Drama.
Two
college freshmen institute a “flunk insurance” bureau for students
after one of the professors, shaken by an editorial in the college paper about him, changes
the examination and the whole class flunks.
Constance
Moore, William
Lundigan,
Stanley
Hughes.
Director: Frank McDonald.
Goodbye
Broadway. .2012. . (69)
Mar. 25
Comedy
Drama.
Troupers who
have bought a
hotel in a small town are harassed by the town
banker but a nut foils the banker and a Broadway contract ends
the settling down
idea.
Charles
McCarey. Winninger, Alice Brady. Director: Ray
Jury’s Secret, The. .2019. . (62)
Jan. 16
Drama.
A big financier is murdered and circumstantial evidence points to an Innocent man,
but the real murderer, conscience-stricken, gets
on the jury and holds out for acquittal. Kent
Taylor,

Storm

May 20
four chums
brought
York and how they

Teacup..

Lady

Fay Wray, Larry
rector: Edward Sloman.

in the

Morgue,

The.

Blake,

Nan

. 2027 .. (70)

Grey.
Apr.

Di22

Mystery Drama.
A Crime Club mystery wherein the body of a murdered
woman
disappears
from the morgue. Preston Foster, Frank Jenks,

BOXOFFICE

September

10, 1938

THE

Rowland
Garrett.

Drew.

COMPLETE

Patricia

Ellis.

CHECK

Director:

Otis

Lady Tubbs. .Reissue. .3074. . (69)
May 16
Comedy.
A cook In a construction camp, affectionately known as “Mom,” Inherits a title and
shows
up some
society snobs. Alice Brady,
Douglass Montgomery,
Anita Louise. Director:
Alan Crosland.
Letter

of Introduction.

. (103)

Aug.

12

Comedy
with music. An
unheard-of daughter
with
stage ambitions overwhelms
her
vain
father,
jou,

with Edgar
Bergen and Charlie McCarthy contributing to the action. Adolphe MenAndrea Leeds. Director: James Whale.

Let’s Make a Night of It. .2041. . (67) .. .March 25
Musical Drama. A wealthy man
gets a London
night club as a
bad debt payment, but unknown to him his wife buys a rival place. Their
daughter’s sweetheart
helps put
over
the
father’s club at tne expense of the other, and
after a rollicking series of events, the two establishments become one. Buddy
Rogers, June
Clyde. Director: Graham
Cutts.
Little

Tough

Guy . .2008.

. (83)

July

22

Drama.
Featuring the six "Dead End” kids in
another drama of the slums, dealing with much
the time sociological problems. Robert Wilcox,
the
Love

“Dead
Before

End”

Kids.

Breakfast.

Director:

.Reissue.

Harold

.3073.

Young.

. (70)

May 15
Comedy.
Preston Foster wins Miss Lombard
after a
madcap
courtship. Carole Lombard,
Preston Foster, Cesar Romero.
Director: Walter Lang.
Mad
About
Music . . 2002 . . ( 100)
Feb. 27
Comedy
with Music. A
schoolgirl persuades a
stranger to pose as her father for a day, a role
that develops Into a lifetime job. Deanna Durbin,
Herbert Marshall. Director: Norman
Taurog.
Midnight
Intruder. .2016. . (66)
Feb. 6
Mystery Drama.
A
penniless young man
seeks
shelter during a
storm
and
is mistaken
by
servants for the long-lost son of the house. Before he can correct them he is involved in a
mnrder
case, but matters are adjusted. Louis
Hayward,
Eric Linden, J. C. Nugent, Sheila
Bromley.
Director: Arthur Lubln.
Missing Guest, The. . 2031 .. (69)
Aug. 12
Melodrama.
A
newspaperman
is assigned to
bring in a story getting at the truth of the
ghost stories surrounding a mysterious room in

-UP

ON

CURRENT

tropical isle with his Chinese servant from a
murder
charge, but their privacy is invaded
with a
China clipper carrying passengers is
forced down in a storm.
Madge
Evans, John
Boles, Bruce Cabot, Gene Lockhart.
Director:
James Whale.
Spy Ring. .2033. . (61)
Melodrama. Story centers

Outlaw Express. .2059. . (56)
June 17
Western. A young captain in the U. S. Cavalry
Is sent to solve the baffling murders of several eastbound Pony Express riders. Bob Baker,
Cecilia Callejo, Don Barclay. Director: George
Waggner.
Prison Break .. 2028 .. (7.3)
July 15
Drama.
An exposition of how the law of circumstances takes its toll of human
lives as a
fisherman takes the “rap” for another's crime
and finds the going tough on parole. Barton
MacLane, Glenda Farrell, Paul Hurst. Director:
Arthur Lubin.
Rage of Paris, The . . 2005 . . (78)
July I
Comedy.
An
unemployed
model foists herself
through subterfuge on a wealthy young man
who falls in love with her. Danielle Darrieux,
Douglas Fairbanks jr., Louis Hayward.
Director: Henry Koster.
Reekless Living. .2031. . (69)
Apr. 1
Comedy
Drama.
A race track story of sudden
wealth and a
romance.
Robert Wilcbx. Nan
Grey, Jimmy
Savo. Director: Frank McDonald.
Reported Missing. .1006. . (63)
Aug. 15
Action Drama. A young man, whose device for
airplane navigation is held responsible for a
crash and many
deaths uncovers the real culprit. William Gargan,
Jean
Rogers, Hobart
Cavanaugh. Director: Milton Carruth.
Singing Outlaw, The. .2055. . (57)
Jan. 23
Western. Baker gets mixed up with the law
when forced to Impersonate a U. S. marshal who
has been slain by a
notorious bandit.
Bob
Baker, John Barclay, Fuzzy Knight, Carl Stockdale. Director: Joseph J. Lewis.
Sinners in Paradise. . (65)
Drama.
A
Shanghai surgeon
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where a spy ring, under the guise of an invading polo club, attempts to get the army’s plans
for a new type of machine gun. William Hall,
Jane Wyman.
Jane Carleton, Robert Warwick.
Director: Joseph Lewis.
Slate Police. .2029. . (63)
Melodrama.
A young

man

wins

back

Mar. 18
his girl

and his father’s approval when
he overcomes
racketeers in coal mine troubles, as a member
of the state police. John King, Constance Moore.
Director: John Rawlins.
Top of tlio Town. .1007. . (86)
Musical Comedy. A very wealthy young
an exaggerated Idea and attempts to

April 18
lady gets
effect an

artistic uplift of night club entertainment, causing all sorts of complications. Doris Nolan,
George Murphy. Director: Ralph Murphy.
Western Trails. .2038. . (57)
June 3
Western.
A young man
feels he must avenge
the death of his father before he can find
happiness with the girl he loves. Bob Baker,
Marjorie Reynolds, Jack
Kennedy.
Director:
George Waggner.
Wives
Under
Suspicion .. 2010. . (75)
June 3
Drama.
A hardboiled prosecutor finds himself
in the same
predicament as a
man
he had
indicted, when
he almost kills his wife In a
jealous
James

rage over another man.
Warren
William, Gail Patrick, Ralph
Morgan.
Director:
Whale.

Young Fugitives. .2039. . (68)
June 17
Melodrama.
The last Civil War
veteran, having survived all of his comrades, inherits $50,000 and uses it to redeem two young people who
have strayed. Harry Davenport, Robert Wilcox,
Dorothea Kent. Director: John Rawlins.
Youth Takes a Fling. . ( . . )
Comedy
Drama.
A
farm
to go to sea, comes to the
in

boy, with
city, meets

Sept. 16
ambitions
and falls

love,

and against the girl’s wishes, is determined to realize his ambition.
On
board
boat he becomes seasick and goes back to shore
and the girl. Joel McCrea, Andrea Leeds, Frank
Jenks. Director: Archie Mayo.

a long-dead millionaire's mansion.
At a party
given in the room, a guest disappears and another is murdered.
Paul
Kelly, Constance
Moore,
William
Lundigan.
Director: John
Rawlins.
Nurse From Brooklyn. .2022. . (67)
Apr. 15
Drama.
The fiance of a young nurse kills her
brother and blames it on a policeman wounded
in the fight. Ironically, the hospital assigns
her as nurse to the policeman she hates as the
murderer
of her brother. Sally Ellers, Paul
Kelly. Director: S. Sylvan Simon.

RELEASES

Warner Bros.
Accidents Will Happen .. 222 .. (62)
Melodrama.
Fake accident claims

Apr. 9
racketeers are

tripped up by a young wife who, divorced, returns to help her former husband round up the
culprits. Ronald Reagan, Gloria Blondell, Dick
Purcell. Director: William Clemens.
Blondes at Work.. (60)
Feb. 5
Comedy Drama. Glenda Farrell, as an ace newshawk, overcomes numerous
obstacles to keep
her paper covered on important story breaks.
Glenda
Farrell, Barton
MacLane
and
Frank
Shannon. Director: Frank McDonald.
Boy

Meets

Girl. .303. . (80)

Comedy
Drama.
With
girl theme
against a
background

which

problems.
James
Wilson,
Ralph
Bacon.

Aug.

27

a boy-meets-loses-winsmotion
picture studio

burlesques

picture-making

Cagney, Pat O'Brien,
Bellamy.
Director:

Marie
Lloyd

Cowboy
From
Brooklyn. .217 . . (77)
Aug. 13
Musical Comedy.
A Flatbush entertainer, mortally afraid of horses, gets on a dude ranch
and becomes a cowboy crooning sensation, only
to find himself entering the rodeo show after
being tricked into an expose by a
courtship
rival. Pat O’Brien, Dick
Director: Lloyd Bacon.

Powell,

Priscilla

Vallee, Rosemary
Lane,
Jenkins. Director: Ray

Hugh
Herbert,
Enright.

He Couldn’t Say No. .221. . (57)
Mar. 19
Comedy. A
timid clerk in a
linoleum factory
outwits a gang of crooks who attempt to steal
a statue from him for blackmailing purposes,
and takes time out to win the girl of his dreams.
Frank
McHugh,
Jane Wyman,
Cora Witherspoon. Director: Lew Seiler.
Jezebel.

.204. . (104)

Mar.

26

Drama. A young girl, embittered over convention restrictions of the 1850’s, which broke her
engagement, shuts herself from the world. When
she meets her lover again he is married, and
she becomes a regular Jezebel in her vengeance.
Bette Davis, Henry Fonda, George Brent, Fay
Bainter. Director: William Wyler.
Kid Comes
Back. .214. . (62)
Feb. 12
Action Drama.
Wayne
Morris, a
prizefighter,
loses an important bout to the heavyweight contender, Barton MacLane, but wins in love with
MacLane’s
sister. Wayne
Lane and June Travis.
Eason.

Morris, Barton MacDirector: B. Reeves

Little Miss Thoroughbred .. 219 .. (63)
June 4
Comedy
Drama.
A
child escapes from
an
orphanage to search for her father and is befriended by a race track gambler and his wife
who
end up in court on a kidnaping charge.
Janet Chapman,
John Litel, Ann Sheridan. Director: John Farrow.
Love, Honor and Behave. .216. . (71)
Mar. 12
Comedy
Drama.
Disowned
by his father, and
unable to make
a living for his bride because
his parents had never taught him
how, the
spineless hero is suddenly awakened
when
his
wife steps out on him. Wayne
Morris, Priscilla
Lane, John Litel, Dick Foran. Director: Stanley
Logan.
Men Are Such Fools. .215. . (69)
July 16
Comedy
Drama.
Based on the Faith Baldwin
story, in which a secretary elevates herself to
an
executive position, gives up
her job to
marry only to return again after it fails. By
pretending to be in love with her benefactor
a
reconciliation is effected. Wayne
Morris,
Priscilla Lane. Director: Busby Berkeley.
Mr.

Chump.

.227. . (60)

Aug.

6

Comedy.
A
small-town dreamer
makes
millions on paper through his stock manipulations.
Johnny Davis, Lola Lane, Penny Singleton. Director: William Clemens.
Over the Wall . .212 .. (59)
Apr. 2
Melodrama.
An
mpetuous young
truck-driver
is framed on a murder charge, but gradually becomes less revenge-minded
after joining the
prison choir, which
wins him
many
friends
who
aid in clearing his name
and apprehending the real criminal. Dick Foran, June Travis,
John
Donald.Litel, Dick Purcell. Director: Frank MacPenrod

and

His

Twin

Brother.

.226. . (62) . .Feb.

26

Comedy
Drama.
Penrod’s twin brother, who
bears an exact resemblance, comes to town and
his mischievous antics are charged to Penrod.
Billy Mauch, Bobby Mauch, Philip Hurllc, Spring
Byington. Director: William McGann.
Racket
Busters. .205. . (71)
July 16
Melodrama.
A
group of truckmen
are forced
by racketeers to pay tribute and one of them
who
needs the money
is supposedly on the
racketeers’ side, but comes
back to aid his
friends when a strike is staged. George Brent,
Gloria Dickson. Director: Lloyd Bacon.
Secrets of an Actress. . 365. .(.. )
Sept. 10
Drama.
An actress, through the help of a producer, becomes a Broadway
star, and is soon
threatened with an alienation of affections suit
by the gold-digger wife of another man, but the
producer aids in straightening out matters. Kay
Francis, George
Brent, Ian
Hunter,
Gloria
Dickson. Director: William Keighley.

Lane.

Footloose Heiress. The. .123. . (62)
Aug. 21
Romantic
Comedy.
The accidental appearance
of a wealthy lad disguised as a hobo, changes
the marital status of a
young girl about to
elope. Ann
Sheridan, Craig Reynolds, Hugh
O’Connell. Director: Williams Clemens.
Four’s a Crowd. .213. . (95)
Comedy
Drama.
A
newspaperman
a
millionaire stock market
tycoon,

Rudy
Allen

Sept. 3
lampoons
runs off

with

his daughter, but falls in love with another girl. Errol Flynn, Rosalind Russell, Olivia
de
Havilland,
Walter
Connolly.
Director:
Michael Curtiz.

Gold Diggers in Paris. .206. . (97)
June 11
Musical Comedy.
A singing and dancing spectacle, the theme
revolving itself around
a
French envoy who invites the wrong dancers to
appear in competition at the Paris Exposition.

Sergeant Murphy. .216. . (58)
Jan. 1
Action Drama. A prize cavalry mount is injured
and condemned
and sold out of service. His
owner buys him back and makes
him a winner at major horse shows
and he wins the
Grand
National in England. Ronald
Reagan,
Mary McGuire. Director: B. Reeves Eason.
Swing Your
Lady . . 211 . . (79)
Jan. 29
Comedy.
A punch-drunk wrestler is signed to
fight a female Amazon,
but loses the bout to
love. Humphrey
Bogart. Nat Pendleton, Louise
Fazenda, Penny
Singleton. Director: Ray
Enright.
White Banners. .208. . (88)
June 25
Drama.
A story of human
loves and emotions
that might be the story of a neighbor or of
oneself. Based on the Lloyd C. Douglas story
of faith, philosophy and
sacrifice. Claude
Rains, Fay
Bainter, Jackie Cooper. Director:
Edmund
Goulding.
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A Yank at Oxford (M-G-M)
Jan. 29
Abraham
Lincoln (Art)
Action for Slander (UA) Jan. 29
Accidents Will Happen
(WB)
Adventures of Robin Hood (FN) ©^
May
7
Adventures of Tom
Sawyer (UA) ©
Feb. 19
Adventures of Marco Polo (UA) ©
April 16
Affairs of Annabel (RKO) July 16
Air Devils (Univ) May 14
Alexander’s Ragtime Band
(20th-Fox) June 4
Algiers (UA) July 2
Ali Baba Goes to Town
(20th-Fox)
Oct. 30

B

Boys' Town
(M-G-M)
Breaking the Ice (RKO)
Sept.
Bringing Up Baby (RKO)
Feb.
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in Africa
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Peril
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Do

Gaiety
Gangs

5

Change of Heart (20th-Fox) Jan. 8
Charlie Chan at Monte Carlo (20thFox) Nov. 13
Chaser, The (M-G-M)
July 30
City Streets (Col)
Cocoannt Grove (Para) May
14
College Swing (Para) Apr. 23
Colorado Trail (Col)
Come on Leathernecks (Rep) Aug. 27
Comet, The (Univ)
Condemned
Women
(RKO)
April 2
Convicted (Col)
Country Bride (Amk) June 18
Courier of Lyons (Pax) June 18
Cowboy From
Brooklyn (WB)
June 18
Crime of Dr. Hallet (Univ) Mar. 12
Crime Over London (GB) Aug. 13
Crime Ring (RKO)
July 2
Crime School (FN) May 14
Crowd Roars (M-G-M)
Aug. 6

12

Goldwyn Follies (UA) © Feb. 5
Goodbye Broadway
(Univ)
Great John Ericsson (Scandinavian)
June 18
Gun Law
(RKO)
May 14
Gun Smoke Trail (Mono)

H

He Couldn’t Say No (WB)
Held for Ransom
(GN)
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Devil’s Party (Univ) May 28
Divorce of Lady X
(UA) April
Dr. Rhythm
(Para) April 30
Double Danger (RKO)
Jan. 29
Duke Is Tops (Million Dollar)
June 18
Durango Valley Raiders (Rep)

International Settlement (20th-Fox)
Jan. 29
Invisible Enemy
(Rep) April 2
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Jan.

Bverybody Sing (M-G-M)
Jan. 29
Everybody’s Doing It (RKO)
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Aug. 20
Rage of Paris (Univ) June 18
Rascals (20th-Fox) April 9
Rawhide
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They Were Five (Lenauer) June
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Three
Three

Blind Mice (20th-Fox) June
Comrades (M-G-M)
May 28

Three
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of
a Kind (Inv)
on a Weekend
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Tip-Off Girls (Para) Mar. 19
To the Victor (GB) Feb. 19
Top of the Town (Univ) April 10
Torchy Blane in Panama
(FN)

Sept. 11
Trip to Paris, A (20th-Fox) Mar.
Tropic Holiday (Para) July 2
Two Gun Justice (Mono)
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Port of Missing Girls (Mono) Mar.
Port of Seven Seas (M-G-M)
Pride of the West (Para) July 2
Prison Break (Univ) July 23
Prison Farm
(Para) June 25
I’rison Nurse (Rep) Mar. 12
Professor Beware
(Para) July 16
Purple Vigilantes (Rep)
Puttin’ on the Ritz (Art)

Rollin’

15

Test Pilot (M-G-M) Apr. 23
Texans, The (Para) July 23
There’s
(Col)
Mar. 26Always a Woman

(SR) Aug. 20
Partners of the Plains (Para) Dec. 11
Passport Husband
(20th-Fox) July 2
Penitentiary (Col) Feb. 12
Penrod and His Twin Brother (WB)
Jan. 15
Penrod’s Double Trouble (FN)

Scarlet

27

11

(Prin) June 18
Tarzan’s Revenge (20th-Fox) Jan.
Ten Laps to Go (Ace) June 18
Tenth Avenue Kid (Rep) Aug. 27

14

Panamint’s Bad Man
(20th-Fox)
Paradise for Three (M-G-M)
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May 14
Lady (WB) Jan.
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Of Human
Hearts (M-G-M)
Feb. 12
Old Barn Dance (Rep) Jan. 15
One Wild Night (20th-Fox) May
14
Orphans of the Pecos (Vic)
Outlaw Express (Univ)
Over the Wall (WB)
Mar. 19
Overland Express (Col) April 9
Outside of Paradise (Rep) Feb. 19
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Stolen Heaven
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Slipper Episode (French) June 18
Smashing the Rackets (RKO)
July 30
Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs
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M.v Old Kentucky Home
(Mono)
Feb. 6
House
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Six Shootin’ Sheriff (GN)
Sky Giant (RKO)
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Slight Case of Murder, A
Feb. 12

Mother Carey’s Chickens (RKO)
Mr. Chump
(WB)
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Mr. Moto Takes a Chance
Fox) June 18
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Sing You Sinners (Para) Aug. 13
Singing Outlaw (Univ) Jan. 15
Sinners in Paradise (Univ) May 7

Marie Antoinette (M-G-M) July 30
Marines Are Here (Mono)
Men Are Such Fools (WB) June 25
Merrily We Live (M-G-M) Mar. 5
Mexicali Kid (Mono)
Midnight Intruder (Univ) Jan. 29
Missing Guest (Univ) Aug. 20

(20th-Fox)

Ladies in Distress (Rep) June 11
Lady in the Morgue (Univ)
Oct. 23
Lady Objects (Col)
Lady Tubbs (Univ) reissue
Land of Fighting Men
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Law
of the Plains (Col)
Law
of the Underworld
(RKO)
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Let’s Make a Night of It (Univ)
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Cattle Raiders (Col) May 7
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Four Men and a Prayer (20th-Fox)
April 30
Four’s a Crowd (WB) July 30
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Hunted
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Everybody Dance (GB)
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Fast Company
(M-G-M)
July 2
Female Fugitive (Mono) April 16
Feud Maker, The (Rep) April 16
First Hundred Years, The (M-G-M)
Flight Into Nowhere
(Col)
Mar. 19
Fools for Scandal (FN) Mar. 19
Footloose Heiress, The (WB)
Forbidden Valley (Univ)
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Bar 20 Justice (Para) April 16
Barefoot Boy (Mono)
Baroness and the Butler (20th-Fox)
Feb. 19
Battle of Broadway
(20th -Fox)
April 2
Be Yourself (Art)
Beloved Brat, The (FN) Feb. 19
Big Broadcast of 1938 (Para) Feb. 19
Billy the Kid Returns (Rep) Sept. 3
Black Doll, The (Univ) Jan. 29
Blazing Sixes (WB)
Blind Alibi (RKO)
May 14
Blockade (UA) June 11
Block-Heads
(M-G-M)
Aug. 20
Blond Cheat (RKO)
May 28
Blondes at Work
(WB)
Booloo (Para) July 2
Border G-Man
(RKO)
June 18
Border Wolves (Univ) Mar. 6
Bordertown (WB)
reissue
Boy Meets Girl (WB) July 30

Easy

Order

of

Mad

All Quiet on the Western
Front (Univ) reissue
Always Goodbye (20th-Fox) July 2
Amazing
Dr. Clitterhouse (FN)
July 9
Army
Girl (Rep) July 23
Arsene Lupin Returns(M-G-M)
Jan. 29
Arson Gang Busters (Col) Apr. 9

Drummond’s

Title

F

A

Bulldog

the

(Conn)

Vivacious

Lady

(RKO)

May

7

w
Walking

Down

Broadway

(20th-Fox)

Feb. 5
We’re
Fox) Going
July 9to Be Rich
West of Cheyenne (Col)

(20th-

West of Rainbow’s End
(Mono)
Western ’Trails (Univ)
When
G-Men Step In (Col) Mar. 26
When Were You Born? (FN) June 18
Where the West Begins (Mono)
Whirlwind Horseman
(GN)
White Banners (WB)
June 4
Who
Killed Gail Preston? (Col)
Wide Open Faces (Col)
Wife of General Ling (GB) Feb.

5

Wings of the Morning (20th-Fox)
Feb. 6
Wives Under Suspicion (Univ) June 11
Woman
Against the World (Col)
June
Woman
AVomen

25
Against
Are

Woman

Like

That

(M-G-M)
(FN)

April

Y
Yellow Jack (M-G-M) May 28
You and Me (Para) June 4
Young: Fugitives (Univ) July 2
Young: in Heart (UA)
Youth Takes a Fling: (Univ)

z

Zamboanga

(GN)

Apr.

23
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These suggested
poster

designs,

approved

by

the Campaign
Committee,

are

to help you
preparing
own
in

in

your

24-sheet

furthering

"Motion Pictures
Greatest

SEE THE

MOVIE
QUIZ
PICTURES
AT THE

FOX
WEST

COAST

THEATRES

Year."

~

YOU TOO CAN WIN |

IN THE MOVIE QUIZ CONTEST

■

250,00000

IN CASH! FIRST PRIZE s50,00000 - 5403 OTHER AWARDS!

Get your free entry booklet and see the Movie Quiz pictures!

MOTION

PICTURES
Simple

ARE

YOUR

block 24 sheet easy to make

BEST

ENTERTAINMENT

up locally.

SEE THE

MOVIE
QUIZ
PICTURES

TO WIN

AT THE

FOX
Of course prepare your
own 4-sheet date strips.
Reverse type is suggested
to conform with poster
design.

WEST

COAST

THEATRES

MOTION
Suggested

PICTURES

ARE YOUR

24 sheet with red background
(A little more

expensive

BEST ENTERTAINMENT

to attract attention to your theatre.

for you to print locally but very effective!)
Printed

for MOTION

PICTURES’

GREATEST

YEAR

Campaign

The Human

A

remarkable, talented

young newcomer who all but
walks away with the picture
in his first featured screen role

Picture of the Year

iSH

YOUTH

+ ACTION

BOX

OFFICE

and Paramount

SONS

proves it in

OF THE

A thrilling story glorifying

CAMPUS

LEGION
American

Youth

CONFESSIONS

The first big intercollegiate basketball picture

TOUCHDOWN

ARMY

The glory of West Point plus a swell football yarn

“ Today’s white-haired boys ’

WATCH FOR
LEO’S “GREAT
CONTEST!
It’s a honey

for

WALTZ”

honey of a picture.
Plenty of promotion
for “The Great

A lot of the fans are pronouncing

Waltz” including one of Leo’s big posting campaigns. Thousands of stands in
1200 cities. (An eyeful — below.)

the

industry’s big Drive slogan this way:
They call it “METRO
MAYER’S GREATEST

- GOLDWYN
YEAR.’’

-

Sensible when you consider what’s happening.
Starting with “Marie

Antoinette”

(Big!)

Next release “Three Loves Has Nancy”
(A joy!) Opening engagements excellent!
Next release “Boys Town”

(Watch!)

Nextrelease“TooHotToHandle”
And

THE TWO GREATEST
ACTORS ON THE
SCREEN!

look over what’s coming

(Hot!)

below:

(Also look over to the bottom of the next column to
see how to merchandise what’s below.)

OUT

MARIE ANTOINETTE
Norma Shearer and Tyrone
Power in " the life, the sins of
aREGULAR
royal bad-girl"
.
. at
POPULAR
PRICES while New York
and Los Angeles pay S2!

WEST WITH
HARDYS

THE

TOO

HOT

TO

HANDLE

The stars of “Test Pilot". Clark
Cable and Myrna Loy. in the
romance of a daredevil 'roundthe-world newsreel cameraman.
LISTEN

DARLING

Wanted: a husband for Mom!
. . . Freddie Bartholomew and
Judy Garland in Katherine
Brush's grand story. You'll see
it with a song in your heart.

Always something new. That Trackless
Train. That Travelling Studio. And now

THE

“The Champ”
VACATION

From

the startling pages of

Dr. A. J. Cronin's best-selling
novel comes this dramatic romance with Robert Donal and
Rosalind Russell.

THE

SHINING

★

HOUR

Glamorous Joan Crawford — in
a triumphant screen version of
the brilliant long-run New York
stage success ... A romance to
thrill you to the core!
fi-UTkiH—
DRAW
Luise Ran
the scene;
and loves
of romant

★

★

★

★

Photo of Leo’s latest trick!

“MARIE*’ A*SOLID HIT!
What a whale of an attraction to open

Tell ’em you’ve got M-G-M.
Use the
Institutional Press Book, ad layouts,
pictorial still layouts, featurestories,
etc. With FREE

'Marie Antoinette’ Opens Motion Pictures Greatest Year At Loew s Tomorrow

of the foo

of everything! To the left is
reproduction of an
actual newspaper

LOVE

Rice and Dennis O'Keefe . . .
Reginald Owen for laughs!

THE

'Jifaf f

the screen

p

American
romantic !

such a drama!
FROM

GREAT

WALTZ

Mist Rainer. Fernand Gravel.
J
M-G-M's
beautiful
I and
discovery,
Miliza
Korjus, singing
in the
thrilling musical life o' Johann
[Straus3 II. the Wal'z King.

“Marie Antoinette” with synchronized
records of the stars themselves delivering the dialogue. Thrilling to hear.
Fascinating to watch. It created a traffic
bedlam on blase' Broadway. Other big
forthcoming attractions will be added to
the repertoire as it proceeds on its way.

HOW TO GET A
FULL PAGE IN
YOUR PAPER!

mr
M-G-M

A pair who are clicking romantically with the fans: Florence

the
trade press,
is agog with
“Marionette
Moviettes.”
NowM-G-M’s
starting
a countrywide tour and then around the
world ! Marionettes enacting scenes from

EXTRA!
HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW OF
"BOYS TOWN” ELECTRIFIES FILM COLONY. READ THE REVIEWS!

CITADEL

HUCK
Mickey R
STABLEMATES

ISN’T IT TRUE!

Rooney in M-G-M’s sensational “Boys
Town” will take your audience into
their grasp and hold them with the
power of drama, heart-throb and humanity from the opening thrill to the
final punch-line! Remember Tracy in
“San Francisco.”
Here’s a role similar,
powerful yet kindly.
And as for that superb
little trouper Mickey

MATS

Wallace Beery with Mickey
Rooney as his pal in roaring
laughs and thrills . . . Not since

★

begin to form at your yor Town’’
“®°»* Movie. More
even before the lines coming!
box-office.

is Victor

Herbert’s exciting operetta.
Jeanette MacDonald and Nelson
£</«/>• surpassthethrillsof" Rose
Mane" and "Maytime"!

Spencer Tracy and Mickey
Rooney are teamed in a swell
story that will tug at your
heart-strings . . . The greatest
heart -drama ever made!

★

The life-blood of this business is showmanship and your pal Leo gave film biz
another shot in the arm this week.

tough, get soft, laugh,

SWEETHEARTS

TOWN

★

. . it’s imfight, crymense! A.sure-fire
hit The first medal for
In Technicolor

BOYS

★

With tears in your eyes you’ll say it!
With a laugh on your lips you’ll agree
it’s a fact. Spencer Tracy and Mickey

Rooney,
’till you
see
him wait
swagger,
get

Lewis Slone. Mickey Rooney
and all the rest of your favorite
screen family — back again in
hilarious, heart-touching, romantic all-new adventuics!

★

COMING
WATC
Here are j
“CHRIST
Lionel
Dickens’
others .
dramatiz,
Ba
Roberts

PASSAGE
starring Rt
Tracy and
riotous M
DAY AT
The famed
in Tech
M-G-M ca
"THEGR

page with
for “Marie
column

NORMA SHEARER TYRONE POWER

i

Sp Sg

Myrna
.."THE
daring Ni
years. ..a

'^1=^=1

lbeW'S 1^1

nette” plus a two
listing of

other pictures to
come. In many cities
deals are being made

■ IGHTIIS1 IMMC1I0N - OMHING 01

Jg4

an ad
Antoi-

Si

by
with
localtheatres
newspapers
where the balance
of the full page is
devoted to publicity
and photos . A lively
way to start your
season. Try it.

the season with! It’s a house-packer, a
critic-charmer, A HOLD-OVER EVERYWHERE!
Smacked across with highpowered showmanship.
Another big stunt for “Marie” is clicking lustily.
“MARIE
ANTOINETTEIt’s
FREE the
TRIP
TO FRANCE
CONTEST.” More than 200 big-time,
big-city papers are already running it,
with 3000 more newspapers actually
lined up to start!
Ten free round-trips to ooh-la-la Paree,
with exhibitors participating in addition
to the public. That means you!
A great attraction plus high-powered
promotion is an unbeatable combination. And the results prove it.
It’s a pet of a show

“SWEET

MARIE!”

-<£ehave
xr

and showmen

a pet name for it.
Affectionately they’re saying:
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GLASS HOUSES
NO "BUGS." That is, thus far. On its wisdom page,

two issues back, BOXOFFICE suggested a great
deal of suspicion and ill feeling could be eliminated if
the distributors, approaching the future with industry
eyes rather than their own, did something seriously
and

liberally about cancellations. Not merely cancellations allowable on purchase of Schedule B, C or
X and provided prices averaged themselves out on a
whatever dollar basis, but cancellations not hamstrung
by restrictions of any kind. In short, cancellations.
It was suggested much less would be heard about
the evils, actual and so-called, of block booking and
that, with such a plan as was then advanced, a nationwide publicity barrage be unleashed to inform women's
clubs, social organizations and all those whose other
business is motion pictures that this had no dark corners where skeletons might be found gently rattling.
As a matter of fact and in order never to allow the
off the restraining leash, it is about

time to report

the scheme was partially ours, but mostly the considered cross-sectional opinion of several executives in this
business whose names regularly make the headlines
without benefit of press agentry. They have been thinking about the very befuddled state of the celluloid
estate and pondering plans which have a chance of
taking the institution off its unstable underpinnings to
ground more substantial.
The

cancellation

gadget

is one

of those plans.

And

that is how all of this "1 + 1—2" business came about
and persuaded Ed Kuykendall to take his typewriter on
knee with the consequences these:
Your very interesting editorial titled "1+1=2" in BOXOFFICE of September 3 brings out some of the reasoning
behind the prolonged and stubborn refusal of the major
distributors to grant a genuine option to cancel pictures
in every contract that seems to be obviously erroneous.
A frank discussion cannot help but clarify some of the
foggy ideas on this important subject.
MPTOA has been the foremost advocate of a 20 per cent
option to cancel as the simplest, most effective solution to
the problem of compulsory block booking. Any conceivable legislative or judicial prohibition to be effective involves impractical controls over the ■wholesale prices of
pictures and objectionable penalty provisions, with endless
litigation over technical violations of the statute.
Two

distinct primary

problems

G.

Formby,

Editor;

Jesse

Shlyen,

Managing Editor; J. Harry Toler, Modern
Theatre Editor; Joseph H. Gallagher, General Manager; Ivan Spear, Western Manager.

e. 9th

ST., KANSAS CITY, MO./ Hollywood: 6404 HOLLYWOOD blvd.; Chicago: 332 s. Michigan blvd.

ego

KANN

Editor-In-Chief

Member
Audit Bureau of Circulations

Editorial Offices: 9 rockefeller

SHLYEN
Publisher

are involved

from

the

small independent exhibitor's point of view One is to
avoid showing unsuitable pictures and poor quality pictures, the other is to get the more desirable pictures from,
other companies for exhibition. A 20 per cent option to
cancel at the time the picture is available for booking, hon-

DON'T

LAST

estly and intelligently
solves the first problem
The second problem
more difficult to solve,
tions by the same option

used by the exhibitor, obviously
in a practical, way.
may not be so important, and is
but will be cured in most situato cancel.

It appears that the average small town, with one or two
theatres, has playing time for slightly over 300 feature
pictures per year. The single theatre town has about two.
two-day runs and three single-day runs per week, with one
double-feature program, which uses 312 features per year.
The larger two-theatre towns have longer runs, and other
variations in the theatre policies work out about the same.
The eight major distributors released 380 features (including Westerns) last year. By cancelling 20 per cent of the
features, an exhibitor who bought from all these companies would have 304 selected features for 312 playdates.
Every important feature from all eight companies would
get a showing.
Without the cancellation today, if he fulfills all his contracts, he can only buy six of the eight major products.
Two companies are alwtrys frozen out of the town, any
way you figure it. Of course, it's not always the same
two
— no company even comies near to selling every account.
With the option to cancel, isn't it plain that what a company loses theoretically by the exercise of the option to
cancel is m,ore than made up by the extra accounts they
acquire from situations where they are now squeezed
out? If one company loses $200,000 in cancellations, who
gets the $200,000 in business?
body inherits that much more

It doesn't vanish, somebusiness they otherwise

Would not 9et- because the theatre will still' fill every
play date just the same. Isn't it inevitable that the same
company will inherit an equal amount of new business
from the other seven competing companies?
At the same time, exhibitors would retain the bargaining advantage of buying their big pictures in groups at
prices they can afford to pay, rather than paying the impossible prices that are always asked for hit pictures when
sold singly. Why can't the distributors see this?
body is bound to benefit from such a plan.
Again

I say your

editorial was

sane

and

Every-

constructive.

Why can't distributors see this? Ed asks. First, some
of them do. Others don't and they don't for a very
obvious reason. They know the vagaries of the Hollywood production performance, how deep the valleys
can be and how high the peaks attained. When they
soar giddily around the mountain tops, everything, of
course, is all right with them and the world. When they
shiver more than ever so slightly in the valleys, the
ague is never far beyond.
Therefore, they naturally favor a selling system which
permits them to unload the stinkeroos with the nice
(Continued

on page

20)

SELF-REGULATION RECEDING EVEN FURTHER;
PLAN CAN'T GET REQUIRED GOV'T APPROVAL
Neither Side Can Show Complaint
and Anti-Trust
Tide
Sign of Weakness
Prior to Trial
Rises, Threatens
to Overflow
New

York — The

department

of justice

may nod approvingly — and somewhat
vaguely in the direction of an industry
self-regulatory program.
The department may even view such
a program as a step in the right direction.
But the department, Boxoffice learns
on high authority, is virtually certain not
to commit itself to any abandonment of
the position sounded by the government
and covered in its sweeping anti-trust suit.
Observers believe the department, therefore, will move in the case only if the
companies make admissions of unfair
practices and agree to remedy them in
stipulations which can be incorporated in
a consent decree.
Thus and since self-regulation is privately conceded as hanging in the balance
pending some sort of clearance from
Washington that the industry defense will
not be imperilled thereby, the conclusion
at this time indicates ultimate meandering out of the morass only through a trial
at law of the various issues involved or
through the consent decree formula.
The department has asked the court to
find that certain conditions exist as it has
alleged, and to impose certain remedies
which it has suggested. It would not go
into court and, in effect, say certain actions which it sought to impose forcibly
had been taken voluntarily and to ask that
the suit be amended or dropped.
Thus, while the companies are fearful
that introduction of reforms at this time
might be construed as an admission of
guilt, government men feel that to accept
such reforms without such interpretation
might be construed as an admission on
their part that their case was weak and
the alleged conspiracy a myth.
Reports of observers in Washington indicate that the forthcoming conference —
possibly the first of a series which may
lead to an amicable settlement of the controversy— will be limited to a general dis-

Worry Over Suit
And War
New York — Industry figures, returning
from abroad, express much concern
over the war outlook. As soon as reporters boarded the Normandie, Stanton Griffis, Alexander Korda, Steven
Pallos, Gilbert Miller and Ben Goetz
queried the newsmen on latest developments.
Unanimously, they were all of the
hope that war would not be declared
and disrupt international relations.

4

Washington — Complaint

has

been

filed

by Perfect Theatres, Inc., of which William Brown is vice-president and Clarence
D. Loewe, secretary, against major companies and Skouras Theatres alleging conspiracy on part of distributors and the
Capitol and Embassy, Port Chester, in setting up unfair protection.
Also noted in the complaint is a statement that the management of the Pickwick for three years has been trying to
break up the protection setup without
success. Executives of the companies have
visited film companies and written letters
with no response, it is stated.
The value of the Capitol, Port Chester,
is said to be about $750,000 in comparison with the Pickwick, estimated at $1,cussion of the suit and of the situation
generally.
Only by including the proposed reforms
with other and even more important concessions in a proposal for a consent decree
is it felt the department would be willing
to give its approval to the majors’ program.
The department is represented as very
willing to listen to proposals for such a
decree. Possibly that was in the back of
Assistant Attorney General Thurman Arnold’s mind when he decided upon a civil
suit rather than a criminal case.
The willingness of the department to
listen to proposals for a compromise is
seen as predicated in part, but only in
part, on recognition of the possibility
that the government, in its petition, may
have asked for more than the courts are
willing to grant.
The major basis for the department’s
attitude, however, is the desire to eliminate evils in industry without subjecting
the industry involved to a cataclysm of
general reorganization, such as might follow in this case if the courts upheld the
government 100 per cent.
The department is making no overtures
toward a consent decree. Nor will it make
any suggestions as to what should go into
such a decree. The first move must come
from the defendants; once they have submitted definite proposals, department officials will say what more must be included in the agreement, if anything, to
secure its acceptance.
Thus, if the industry submits its program for self-regulation to the department. officials may “approve” it as a step
in the right direction without in any way
committing themselves to any abandonment of the position taken in the New
York suit.

Suit Stymies All
Circuit Growth
New

York — No

acquired

by

theatres

major

have

been

circuits since

the

government filed its anti-trust suit. Several circuits have had a number of
offers on tap, but until the department
of justice clarifies its stand on expansion no action will be taken by circuit
executives.

000,000. Admissions at the Pickwick are
10 and 15 cents more than the Capitol, it
is alleged. Greenwich has a population
of 400,000, while Port Chester has 25,000.
The letter to the department of justice
asks for relief. It is further stated Port
Chester is served from New York exchanges, while Greenwich is handled from
New Haven. Skouras is charged to have
“tacit agreements” with exchanges to
withhold product from Greenwich until
such time as the Port Chester houses are
ready to run the pictures, thereby indefinitely holding up the Pickwick.
Threaten Early Litigation
Unless Relief Is Granted
Greenwich,

Conn. — Charging

that

the

Embassy and Capitol, Port Chester, are
holding up the Pickwick from 60 to 120
days, the management of the theatre “will
file suit against the major distributors
and Skouras circuit within 30 days” unless
there is a revision of the schedule. Boxoffice is told. While

the Pickwick

is about

half way between Stamford, which has 14
days, and Port Chester, which has seven
days’ protection, the theatre finds it easier
to get product after Stamford than it is to
follow Port Chester.
It is further contended Port Chester is
served out of New York, while Greenwich
and Stamford gets prints from New Haven.
Letters advising all major distributors in
New Haven have been sent out, with copies
to home offices in New York, that suit will
be filed unless something is done.
In an interview appearing in the Greenwich Times, the manager of the Pickwick
states: “The theatres in Port Chester are
owned and operated by a circuit, which,
in turn, has tacit agreements with other
film companies who also own and operate
theatres to serve each other’s theatres with
their companies’ pictures, thus prohibiting
any so-called independent theatre from ob(Continued on page 23)
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SCHENCK, SKOURAS PONDER FOX CIRCUITi BUY
IF GOV'T COMPELS THEATRE DIVORCEMENTS
Preliminary Talks Said to
Have Been Held on
Proposition
Hollywood— Preliminary

talks are

un-

derstood to have been held between Joseph
M. Schenck, chairman of the 20th-Fox
board, and Spyros Skouras, vice-president
and operating head for National Theatres,
whereby both interests would join hands
in the purchase of the circuit from 20th
Century-Fox. Such a deal, it is reported,
would jell only if the government is successful in its anti-trust action.
Under the plan, as etched from various
sources in the “know,” negotiations will
be carried on so that, if 20th-Fox is compelled by law to divorce itself of theatres,
the discussed move would be made without much loss of time. Further, Schenck
would have United Artists Theatre circuit,
of which he is president and chairman, buy
as many houses as are available. Skouras
would be operating head. UA Theatre
circuit is not affiliated with any picture
company, although Loew’s, Paramount and
National operate some of its units.
At present UA Theatres has substantial
interests in more than 200 houses and
the addition of National, if and when it
happens, would bring about 460 more into
the fold.
Chase

Status

Indefinite

Whether Chase National would continue
to maintain its substantial interest, increase its holdings under the hypothetical
Schenck-Skouras management plan, or
sell out, if and when, the government case
is decided is too early to tell. The bank,
incidentally, is among the defendants in
the civil suit by reason of its investment
in the circuit. This is regarded as a technicality.
Conferences are said to have been held
in New York for two days after Schenck
returned from Europe. Skouras is further
reported to have been closeted with the
20th-Fox chairman, with William Philips,
treasurer of UA Theatres, as well as with
George Skouras, head of Skouras Theatres, operating 62 of the Metropolitan
Playhouses, subsidiary of UA Theatres, sitting in.
It is likely the F&M deal came up again,
as Skouras is said to be assisting Harry
C. Arthur in a deal whereby UA would
acquire a 50 per cent interest in the St.
Louis circuit for about $1,000,000. The
last UA theatre deal was with Robb &
Rowley for half interest with the operating heads continuing management.
That the Schenck-Skouras development
is not the only precautionary measure
being taken by important industry factors
is further indicated by the slew of Paramount theatre partners being in New
BOXOFFICE
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York at one time, awaiting the return of
Y. Prank Freeman, operating head, from
Circuit Would Top 800
a southern vacation. While the general
Houses With Skouras
impression has been that the men gathered
for product conferences, unimpeachable
Operating Head
sources here say the anti-trust suit was
among the more important things taken
the government was allowed to withdraw
up.
after three weeks of trial, and later folWhile it has been reported a new theatre
lowed this with a new action in the New
company would be formed, the stock of
York federal courts. The Gotham suit was
which would be distributed to stocksettled by stipulation, following which
holders of Paramount Pictures on the basis
were given to F&M by Warner
of current holdings, this is not necessarily . franchises
and RKO. Paramount, then in bankruptcy,
the plan that may finally be decided upon.
granted a year-to-year deal, with the cirThere is talk of selling out to the partners
cuit having first call.
with long-term film franchises to go with
View Trial Over Year Away
every deal.
According to the crystal gazers, they see
Cite St. Louis Case
Important theatre interests, while disthe government’s latest action starting late
in 1939 or early 1940. After several months
cussing the various reports concerning
of the trial they envision some sort of
methods of disposition of theatre holdings
agreement will be reached between the
by major companies, are pointing to the
government and major film attorneys
St. Louis case as a parallel of what may
which will bring the case to a head and
happen in the latest and far more embracing action.
at the same time provide a new set of
regulations governing theatre operation
It will be recalled in the St. Louis case,
by major circuits. These stipulations,
all defendants were acquitted in 34 minutes
(Continued on page 20)
in the criminal action. In the equity case.

20th-Fox, Loew's Considering
Sale of 49% Interest in GB
London

— Reports

are

gaining

weight

here that Joseph M. Schenck, chairman of
the 20th Century-Fox board, and Nicholas
M. Schenck, head of Loew’s, are working
on a deal with the Ostrers to sell their 49
per cent holdings in GB.
Preliminary talks are understood to have
been held by Joseph M. with Isidore Ostrer,
head of GB, on the former’s recent trip
here. The West End has it a deal may be
worked out whereby GB may produce a
number of pictures here for both 20th-Fox
and M-G-M and write off the stock sale
in that manner.
The 20th-Fox chairman is planning to
return here the latter part of the year,
presumably to pick up where he left off
with the Ostrers. Meanwhile, GB’s contract with Jeffrey Bernerd has been settled
after many months.
Two reasons are given for the Schencks
wanting to get rid of their GB interest.
One — and chiefly — is said to be that with
more than $10,000,000 invested, neither
20th-Fox nor M-G-M has benefited financially or business-wise. Secondly, 20th-Fox
branch managers in the United States are
objecting to GB occupying quarters in their
exchanges on the ground exhibitors, in
turn, are complaining. Some theatre owners are reported to have claimed that in

buying 20th-Fox product it was understood
necessary to buy either all or some of GB.
Another motivating factor reputedly in
the minds of the Schencks’s is the “run
out” Isidore Ostrer took after making a
deal with the Schencks about two years ago
for a sale to the American companies. The
Schencks have never forgotten that and,
though they have their investment in GB,
they will carry along.
Whether M-G-M and 20th-Fox will continue production on their own here or turn
the job over to GB as part of the stock
disposal deal may be determined shortly.
Ben Goetz, in charge of M-G-M production here, now is in California discussing
London operations with Louis B. Mayer.
Further discussions on the GB deal are
said to await Nicholas M. Schenck’s arrival
in Hollywood for conferences with his
brother, Mayer, A1 Lichtman and Goetz.
Benny Thau, studio executive, has been
here making a survey for Mayer and Lichtman. While it is reliably reported M-G-M
made a large profit on “Yank at Oxford”
and the production set up here is generally
successful, Joseph and Nicholas Schenck
will not jeopardize that standing. Therefore, if a GB deal is made, Goetz is expected to continue to supervise for M-G-M
and Robert T. Kane for 20th-Fox at GB.
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■ I ■ HE secret is no secret at all that
“

the committee handling "Motion Pictures' Greatest Year'' anticipates a carload of headaches before
the contest is chalked up as a finished job. Whether you agree or

not matters of public concern. Headaches brought about by unfriendly
and unnecessary wisecracking on
the outside are something else.
We suppose there is nothing that
can be done about Ed Sullivan, the

whether you don't agree on the efficacy of the plan, you must recognize the diligence and the tremendous amount of work undertaken
and accomplished in a perilously
short span of time.

Daily News columnist, who is so royally taken care of when in Hollywood, socially by the open door
route and commercially by selling
stories to major studios. This is the
same Sullivan who drew attention

The guiding hands understood,
even in the formative stages, there
would be, for example, complaints
about trailer prints and their availability, exactly as they understood it
was impossible to bear the cost of
turning out sufficient numbers of
them to allow day and date runs in
every theatre here and in Canada
that asked for them. Thus, they are
doing the best they can in the light
of the magnitude of the job. Off
hand — no, we correct that for a more
deliberate appraisal — this depart-

from BOXOFFICE a few months ago
when he thought it immensely clever
to expose to the public gaze some of
the professional tricks of the studios.

ment's opinion, if you care about it
at all, is that an unknown host of
loose strings leading across and up
and down the nation are being coordinated as well, and perhaps, better than well, than might be expected, all factors weighed in the balance.
But, headaches which may develop within the framework of the
business are one thing and they are

LETTERS
PREFER

FROM

CHAPTERPLAYS

Newark, Ohio — ‘‘I promote serials more
than I do features, finding that the income
for 13 and 15 weeks more acceptable than
an opening, which, I might add, is about
all some of these misconceptions get.
‘‘If that sounds nuts to anyone, I’ll say
‘nuts’ right back. I’ve got a little red
book called ‘deposits’ to prove my point.
‘‘I hope that others may get the germ
of an idea for their own situations and a
sure cure for boxoffice shrinking pains.
The ‘bucks’ are still ridin, but it takes
work. And we love both.” — C. Arnold Skelly, manager, New Arcade Theatre.
o
TRADE HAS TWO JOBS

Atlanta, Ga. — Those who still consider
radio non-competitive will be interested
in the following excerpt from an editorial

This time, he settles on the Movie
Quiz contest feature of the drive
and, before it has had a chance to
demonstrate its workability or not,
attempts

to tear it apart.

Like this:

"The movies are depending on a
50-word letter as a tie-buster . . .
Providing that 1,000 persons answered the 30 questions correctly,
the winner would be determined by
the letter which must accompany
all answers . . . This is where the
howls will originate, because if a lot
of them have the correct answers
and yet lose a $50,000 prize because
the judges prefer one letter to another, it is just going to be too bad
. . . Theatre managers will have to
hide up in the projection booth to
(Continued

OUR

on

page

23)

READERS

dealing with the need for more effective
broadcast selling in the August issue of
Radio Retailing :

‘‘Already the motion picture industry
has appropriated one million dollars to
induce effort
more alone
people may
to attend
the ‘movies.’
That
lure hundreds
and
perhaps thousands away from their radios,
unless the radio industry does a better
So itjob.”
seems the film industry not only
selling
has to sell the public on motion pictures
but it also must unsell it on radio. — N.P.F.
BOXOFFICE

o
BLUSHES

Hollywood — May I say I like your paper
enormously, without your thinking I’m
red-appling? It’s the livest, newsiest trade
paper the industry has ever had. — B. P.

Fineman,

RKO

Radio associate producer.

The Editors welcome letters from readers on picture reports or other
trade topics. All letters must be signed. Identity withheld on request.
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STILL PLENTY OF HOLLYWOOD ON AIR, BUT
ZENITH IS REACHED; 26 SHOWS ALREADY SET
Many New Names Debut
As Serio-Comic Trend
Becomes Evident
New

York

—

The

radio

variety

show

recipe having proven itself, national advertisers have hitched their budgets to
Hollywood with a permanency which exhibitors, apparently, will have to accept.
However, exhibitor apprehension that not
too long ago accompanied each new Hollywood-type broadcast might conceivably
subside to a marked degree. This would
seem to stem from firmly crystallized
upper-bracket advertiser opinion that film
personalities have reached their zenith in
swaying consumer tastes. Best confirmation of this is the fact picture stars are
constantly being replaced to head Hollywood programs. If only timidly, network
officials admit the crest of the wave to the
studios has been reached.
Only

26 Shows

Penciled

The timidity is obvious. With both NBC
and CBS rushing to brick and mortar to
house the 49 programs that emanated from
their coast studios last November — at an
aggregate cost well along seven figures —
the two networks have presently penciled
in but 26 Hollywood shows for a comparable period.
Hollywood, as a source for broadcast
material, however, is far from washed up.
The season just under way, which will
reach its peak in about three weeks, still
boasts a glittering array of celluloid talent. That the big-time, star-studded musical variety show would again make its
bid for top listening honors was to be expected. But a significant something attaches to a new trend. This is the veering

31 Hollywood Names
Take the "Mike"

New York— Here are the film names
so far penciled in by the network for
broadcasts from Hollywood. As the
season extends, so will the roster of
names. At the minute, these:
Don Ameche, Kenny Baker, Jack
Benny, Edgar Bergen, Charles Boyer,
Fanny Brice, Joe E. Brown, Bob Bums,
Bums & Allen, Eddie Cantor, Bing
Crosby, Cecil B. DeMille, Nelson Eddy,
Jane Frohman, Jack Haley, Jean Hersholt. Bob Hope, A1 Jolson.
Also

Dorothy Lamour, Herbert Marshall, Adolphe Menjou, Una Merkel,
Tom Mix, Frank Morgan, Joe Penner,
William Powell, Tyrone Power, Tommy
Riggs, Edward G. Robinson, Charles
Ruggles and Claire Trevor.
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toward serio-comic programs with one top
name and roving guest stars.
Into this category fall new names, too.
Robert Benchley for Old Gold; Joe E.
Brown for General Foods; Tom Mix,
Adolphe Menjou as m. c. for Texaco;
Charles Boyer to lead off in the top spot
for Woodbury’s.
Some of last season’s names that will
not resume, according to present network
work sheets, include Jeanette MacDonald,
Alice Faye, Lee Tracy, Joan Fontaine, Conrad Nagel, Charles Butterworth, Virginia
Verrill, Jack Oakie and Stuart Erwin.
Producer-sponsored or affiliated shows
are now confined to M-G-M and Paramount. The latter merely has a tieup with
Fitch’s hair shampoo for a product plug in
return for which listeners are given passes
each week. Republic is looking for a sponsor and a network to take its show made
up of western stars. Warner apparently
has made no move to renew its show for
Lucky Strike.
Official network charts show Sunday
and Thursday nights as having carried
the heaviest volume of Hollywood-type
shows last year. The Sunday programs
have been reduced to five thus far for
the current season, although others may
be added. Jean Hersholt’s program has
been shifted to Tuesday. The George Jessel show has been dropped. Joe Penner
has taken a Thursday spot. Miss MacDonald’s turn for Vick’s is out. Harriet
Hilliard is no longer performing for the
Baker’s Broadcast. Phil Baker has severed
his ties with Good Gulf.

The Ether Lineup
New

York — Here

is an

hour-by-hour,

day by day breakdown of air shows which
use Hollywood talent, in all or in part.
These shows are both current and forthcoming. Periods given are Eastern Standard Time. Daylight saving time goes off
September 25.
Sunday
6:30- 6:30 p.m. — A new star each week
for “The Silver Theatre,” International Silver program, which starts
October 2. CBS.
7:00-NBC
7:30 Red.
p.m. — Jack Benny for Jello.
8:00- 9:00 p.m. — Chase & Sanborn hour,
with Don Ameche, Nelson Eddy, Dorothy Lamour, Edgar Bergen and
“Charlie McCarthy.” NBC Red.
9:00- 9:30 p.m. — “Hollywood Playhouse”
for Woodbury’s. Open date not set,
but will start with Charles Boyer,
who will head the show until Janu21, when Monday
Tyrone Power resumes.
NBC aryBlue.
5:45- 6:00 p.m. — Tom Mix for RalstonPurina. Monday to Friday, same
hour. NBC Blue.
7:30- 8:00 p.m. — “Camel Caravan” for
Camel cigarettes, starring Eddie Cantor. Starts Oct. 3. CBS.
9:00-10:00 p. m. — Lux Radio Theatre,
Tuesday
with Cecil B.
DeMille and Co., for
Lever Bros. CBS.
7:15- 7:30 p.m. — “Hollywood Screenscoops,” by George McCall for Old
(Continued on page 24)
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LOOKS LIKE YEAR FOR MELODRAMAS; ELEVEN
COMPANIES PROMISE 145; DRAMAS NEXT, 89
Boom

This

Year Also Indicated

Is the Score
Rep.

RKO

For Comedy-Dramas;
Comedies Next
New

York — Melodrama,

which

oldsters

recall was the foundation upon which the
film industry reared itself, will outdistance every, or any, other type of attraction in the new season. A breakdown of
the new programs, furnished chiefly by
the distributors themselves with a cautionary “Remember, conditions and types of
pictures change,” supplies the proof.
Eleven companies will aggregate 145
“blood and thunder” subjects, if current
plans are not vitally changed. Warner
leads with 23, while 20th Century-Fox, Republic and Universal each are figuring
on 17. It is difficult to tell about Paramount where only 22 titles out of a total
of 58 have been divulged, but in the identified group three fit into the melodrama
division.
Dramas fall into second place with an
11-company total of 89. Here M-G-M
runs away from all contenders with 21
and 20th-Fox is the runner-up with 13.
Warner drops into third spot with 12.
On the basis of current and announced
production schedules, comedy-dramas look
as if they might have a sort of boom
year. At 20th-Fox’s alone, 15 are on schedule with Metro down for 10 and all companies bulking 55.
Comedies, and many of them with music,

Card
17

Mono.

Dramas
Melodramas
Comedies

. Col.4
10
6

Comedy-Dramas 8
Musicals
Musical Com.
Westerns
16

7
11
1

GB

5

M-G-M
21

8
5
3
10

2
14

Para.
9

7
1
2
16

tally at 44; and here UA beats the rest of
the flock with 10 as RKO becomes runnerup with eight. Monogram draws a blank
in this particular classification.
There will be 32 musicals, a third of
them, or 11, to come from 20th-Fox. Universal promises four and GB, five. Musical
comedies total four, although no doubt
imny will be inclined to place these in
the former division.
With 25 westerns, Republic is away out
in front with this type of film. Columbia
plans 16 and thus becomes runner-up along
with Monogram, which also will have that
total. Universal then is next with 13.
GB, M-G-M, 20th-Fox, UA and Warner
have none.
Bunched together as melodramas is a
variety of different subjects, ranging all
the way from G-man stories to mysteries
at sea. In holding to a limited number
of major classifications, it was determined
to combine all known types of melodrama
under the one over-all heading.
The eleven companies state they will
make and deliver 530 features during the

3
4
1
1
1
3

6
13
8
5

9
17

13

3

12

3
17
6
1
4

“U”
UA

1
3

1
7

23
WB

20tli-Fox

10
3
121

15
11

25

4
4
3

13

new season. Of this total and by their
own word, 460 have been set as to title
or star. This leaves remaining 70 about
which no information is available, either
because the distributor is withholding the
data or because he does not know himself
as yet. The possibilities are the latter
circumstance is more valid.
GB, Monogram, Republic, 20th CenturyFox, UA, and Universal have rounded out
their plans fully, although there is every
indication substitutions will be made as
the season progresses. Columbia is not
set on 12 of its 56, M-G-M on five of its
52, Paramount on 36 of its 58, RKO on
14 of its 54 and Warner on three of its 52.
By types of product, here is the story
by companies:
Columbia

Drama — The

Second

Mrs.

Draper,

Of

Lena Geyer, Professional Lady, one with
Cary Grant and Marlene Dietrich.
Melodramas — Golden

Boy, Billion Dol-

lar Racket, Super-Dreadnaught, Flying
Fortresses, The Squealer, four with Jack
Holt, Is This the Law?
Comedies — You Can’t Take It With You,

i^PAGE 18
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Our Wife, This Thing Called Love, one
with Irene Dunne, one with Jean Arthur
and Cary Grant, one Robert Riskin production.
Comedy

Dramas — Stars Shine Twice, a

series of three Blondies, one with Jean
Arthur and Melvyn Douglas, a series of
three Mr. and Mrs. Detective.
Musicals — None.
Musical Comedies — None.
Westerns — 10 with Charles Starrett and

six historical westerns.
Company plans 56; 44 set, 12 not set.
Gaumont

Dramas — Rob

British

Roy, To the Victor, Blue

Lagoon, The Show Goes On, Three on a
Weekend, Her Private Doctor, Empty
World.
Melodramas — Crime Over London, Death

of a Ghost, Girl in the News, Perjury, The
Wheel Spins, Strange Boarders, Man with
100 Faces, They Came by Night, The Frog,
Slade of Scotland Yard, The 39 Steps,
(reissue) .
Comedies — Chicago

Ben.

Comedy Drama — None.
Musicals — Asking for Trouble, A

(Continued on next page)
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COMEDY-DRAMAS BOOM IN SIGHT, 55 LOOMING;
COMEDIES, MANY WITH MUSIC, A CONTENDER
Musical Westerns Still Are
Highly Popular With
Independents
(Continued

from page 16)

Must

Live, Sparkle, Sailing Along, Evergreen (reissue) .
Musical Comedies — None.
Western — None.
Company plans 24, including two reissues and one in Technicolor. All stories
and titles set.
M-G-M

Dramas — Ninotchka, Madame Curie,
Sea of Grass, Dramatic School, Shining
Hour, Christmas Carol, Citadel, Marie Antoinette, On Borrowed Time, Soldiers
Three, Kim, Forsythe Saga, And So — Victoria, May Flavin, The Unvanquished, The
Yearling, Our Modern Daughters, Fidelity,
One Young American, Boys’ Town, Maiden
Voyage.
Melodramas — Too Hot to Handle, 20,000
Leagues Under the Sea, The Great Canadian, Tell It to the Marines, Not Too Narrow, Not Too Deep, Death on the Table,
Stand Up and Fight, Northwest Passage.
Comedies — Three Loves Has Nancy, The
Women, How to Win Friends, Four Cents
a Word, A Day at the Circus.
Comedy -Dramas — Listen, Darling; Out
West with the Hardys, Stablemates,
Huckleberry Finn; Goodbye, Mr. Chips;
Idiot’s Delight, Return of the Thin Man,
I Love You Again, Honolulu, Royal Military Academy.
Musicals — Sweethearts, The Wizard of
Oz, The Great Waltz.
Musical Comedies — None.
Westerns — None.
Company plans 52, including three in
Technicolor; 47 set, five not set.
Monogram

Dramas — Streets of New York, Gangster’s Boy.
Melodramas — Mr. Wong, Detective; Mr.
Wong at Headquarters, Mr. Wong in
Chinatown, The Mystery of Mr. Wong,
Isle of Terror, Murder in the Big House,
Criminal Investigator, Star Reporter, St.
Elmo, Gang Bullets, The Coward, Wanted
by the Police, Boys’ Reformatory, Lost Legion.
Comedies — None.
Comedy-Dramas — Quincy Adams Sawyer, Freckles Comes Home, The Dollar
Chasers, Under the Big Top, The Girl
From Nowhere, Tempest and Sunshine,
Barefoot boy.
Musicals — Under Northern Lights.
Musical Comedies — Girl from Rio,
Sweethearts of the Campus.
Westerns — 8 Tex Ritter musical westerns, 8 Jack Randall “Battling Buckaroos.”
Company plans 42; all set.
Paramount

Dramas — Sons of the Legion, One Third
BOXOFFICE
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Independents Have
Dark Spots, Too
New

York — Although

actual

Action Films Are Getting
Their Share of the
Studio Spotlight

trial of

the government's suit is far off, it continues to be the topic of daily conversation when industry executives get
together. At some of the conferences
the name of one important independent
exhibitor and his tactics comes up, indicating by comparison that the major
circuits are not so bad in their ways.

of a Nation, Zaza, St. Louis Blues, Men
With Wings, Touchdown Army, If I Were
King, Escape From Yesterday.
Melodramas — King of Alcatraz, Illegal
Traffic, King of Chinatown.
Comedies — Arkansas Traveler, Thanks
for the Memory, Campus Confessions, Say
It in French.
Comedy-Dramas — Paris Honeymoon.
Musicals — Sing, You Sinners.
Musical Comedies — Artists and Models
Abroad.
Westerns — In Old Mexico, Mysterious
Rider, Sunset Trail.
Company plans 58, including two in
Technicolor; 22 set, 36 not set.
RKO

Radio

Dramas — Hunky, A Man to Remember,
Memory of Love, Picardy Max, 60 Glorious
Years, Sorority House.
Melodramas — Virginia City, Air Robbery, Beauty for the Asking, Wildcat Bus,
Fugitive for a Night, Gunga Din, Inside
Room, Iron Lung, Night of January 16,
Right Angles, Saint in London, Sing, Sister, Washington Agent.
Comedies — Room Service, Affairs of
Annabel, plus two more in this series, Mr.
Doodle Kicks Off, two with Ginger Rogers,
one with Bob Burns and Peter Holden.
Comedy-Dramas — Mad Miss Manton,
Peck’s Bad Boy, Trailer Romance, two
with Bobby Breen.
Musicals — None.
Musical Comedies — One with Astaire and
Rogers.
Westerns — Law West of Tombstone, six
with George O’Brien.
Company plans 54, including
Technicolor; 40 set, 14 not set.

one

in

Republic

Dramas — Doctor’s Don’t Tell, Two Years
Before the Mast, One Woman’s Family,
Evangeline, Girl From God’s Country,
Street of Missing Men, Women Make News,
White Lightning Express, Devil’s Island
Fugitive.
Melodramas — Mysterious Miss X, Capital Punishment, Calling All Marines, It’s
Your Witness, Raffles Strikes Back, Girls
of the Road, Federal Man Hunt, Kentucky
Sweepstakes, I Stand Accused, Forged
Passport, Undercover Woman, White Fury,
Phantom of the Circus, Probation Nurse,

Flight at Midnight, Highway Police Patrol, Hellbent for Headlines.
Comedies — None.
Comedy-Dramas — Pride of the Navy.
Musicals — Hill-Billy Hurricane, Hit Parade of 1939, Stand Up and Sing.
Musical Comedies — None.
Westerns — Lone Ranger Returns, Pony
Boy, In Old Monterey, Mountain Rhythm,
Mexicali Rose, Western Jamboree, Rovin’
Tumbleweeds, Ridin’ the Range, Cactus
Cavalier, Pals of the Saddle, Santa Fe
Stampede, Overland Stage Riders, Red
River Range, Lone Star Bullets, Heroes of
the Desert, Three Texas Steers, Pony Express Trail, Billy the Kid Returns, Rocky
Mountain Ranger, Prairie Buckaroo, Headin’ for Texas, Fighting Cowboy, Colorado
Moon,
Song of the Sunset, Cheyenne Saddlemates.
Company

plans 55, all set.
20th Century-Fox

Dramas — Gateway, Suez, Monsieur
Beaucaire, The Rains Came, Falling Star,
Tail-Spin, 3 Camera Daredevils, 3 Roving
Reporters, Alexander Graham Bell.
Melodramas — Charlie Chan in Honolulu,
Charlie Chan in Chicago, Charlie Chan’s
Challenge, Mysterious Mr. Moto, Mr. Moto’s Last Warning, Mr. Moto Takes a Vacation, 3 Sports Dramas, Submarine Patrol, Hudson’s Bay Company, Stanley and
Livingston, King of the Khyber Rifles,
Jesse James, Kentucky, By the Dawn’s
Early Light, Dance Hall.
Comedies — None.
Comedy-Dramas — 4 Jones Family, He
Married His Wife, Accent on Love, Little
Princess, Keep Smiling, The Texas Kid,
Salomy
Jane, Always in Trouble, 4 Modern
Girls.
Musicals — Alexander’s Ragtime Band,
The Average Man, Just Around the Corner, Susannah of the Mounties, My Lucky
Star, Love Interest, Hold That Co-ed,
Five of a Kind, Straight, Place and Show,
Moonstruck, Three Musketeers.
Musical Comedies — None.
Westerns — None.
Company plans 56, including two in
Technicolor. All titles and stories set.
United

Artists

Dramas — The Daring Age, Wuthering
Heights, Made for Each Other.
Melodramas — Stagecoach, The Last
Frontier, Kit Carson, Avenger, Drums,
Thief of Bagdad, Prison Without Bars,
Algiers, Four Feathers, Trade Winds, Man
in the Iron Mask, South of Pago Pago,
Captain Midnight.
Comedies — There Goes My Heart, Over
the Moon, Topper Takes a Trip, The Young
(Continued on page 23)
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THREE WEEKS AT RADIO CITY
A GREAT TRIBUTE TO A GREAT

1 MOST

CAREFU]

*RESS BOOK
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■WE TO Erma T( i

Based on the Pulitzer Prize Play by
GEORGE S. KAUFMAN and MOSS HART

"It's a grand picture . . . Columbia

has chosen its cast with miraculous

wisdom. 'YOU CAN'T

MUSIC HALL IS
PICTURE !
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When

•

•

William Boehnel wrote

those words in the New
World -Telegram

York

of Septem-

ber 2nd, he penned one of the
most forceful endorsements
in the history of criticism of
motion pictures ....
That 175,000 people saw Frank
Capra's "YOU CAN'T TAKE
IT WITH YOU" in the first
week of its Radio City Music
Hall engagement bears out
the enthusiastic comment of
Mr. Boehnel and his fellow critics on New York newspapers.

"Thanks to:
Howard

GENERAL RELEASE
SEPTEMBER 29th

Barnes .

. The N. Y. Herald Tribune

Kate Cameron .
Eileen Creelman

.
.

.
.

The N. Y. Daily News
. . . The N.Y. Sun

Bland Johaneson

.

. The N. Y. Daily Mirror

Frank Nugent .....
The N. Y. Times
Rose Pelswick . The N. Y. Journal* American
Archer Winsten
The N. Y. Post
for concurring

with William

Boehnel

SILVERSTONE INTERNATIONAL GENERALISSIMO
AT UNITED ARTISTS FOR NEXT THREE YEARS
Board Will Set Course
After Expiration of
That Period
New

York — Maurice

Silverstone

learns

from

unimpeachable

sources. At the end of the three-year
period, it will then be up to the board to
determine if it wants to continue him with
the perogatives he now holds.
Arriving early this week from England,
Alexander Korda, partner-producer, stated
Silverstone has relieved him and Samuel
Goldwyn from the duties of operating the
company. Korda said for seven months
he had been weighed down with internal
problems of the company and now
“Goldwyn and myself are devoting all our
time to production.”
“I neglected my business very badly,”
Korda said. “The same applies to Goldwyn. The reason we appointed Silverstone is because he did such a magnificent job in Europe and in England and
there is no reason why he shouldn’t do
the same here.
“I am here strictly on a vacation.
been working very hard and need a
Naturally, I will see Silverstone and
cuss how everything is going. I also
to see Goldwyn on the coast, but
soon I will get away depends on a
things I have to do in New York.”
Expects

No

Board

I’ve
rest.
displan
how
few

Meet

Although there have been indications
a board meeting will be held while Korda
is here, the head of London Films said
he did not come for that purpose and did
not believe there would be a directors’
session. The last meeting was held
September 8 when A. W. Smith jr. announced his resignation as sales manager.
With Korda devoting all his time to
production, he will not go through with
plans to make about eight “small” pictures a year for distribution in the British
Empire. “I will make four or five big
ones a year. When I planned to make the
smaller pictures the idea was to keep
Denham studios active. But production
is going full blast now and there is no
need for the other films.”
There is a strong possibility Korda may
produce in France, but if such a move is
decided it is at least six months off.
Accompanied by Steven Pallos, general
manager of London Films, Korda brought
along a print of “Prison Without Bai’S,”
which he regards as a top picture. He
declared “Drums” in England has grossed
more than 200 per cent above “The Scarlet Pimpernel” and “Henry the Eighth.”
Pallos is here on his first trip since
February, 1037 to discuss new production
plans with UA executives and also check
20

Houses

Don't
(Continued

will re-

tain supreme authority over UA affairs
internationally for the next three years
under the terms of his five-year contract,
Boxoffice

Glass

babies

and

Korda "Relieved" That He
Now Can Concentrate
On Production

Last

from, page

are reluctant

3)

to progress

toward any change. You can't blame
them for that. But you can blame
them for endeavoring to remain archaic
and in feverish determination to maintain the selling status quo.
This department, full of sunshine and
vacationing, has been trying to figure
out why a system is held to be necessarily sound because it has time, habit
and all the familiars on its side. The
calculations
ure.
Humans

have
run

been
down

a dismal
as

the

failyears

pile on; for instance, we are fast approaching the sitting stage and squawk
without end when our comfort is impinged. Machines require replacements ultimately and tunings earlier
than that.
And

so, in all or in part, the inexorable rule must apply to any system regardless of how well it functions. The standards in production

are constantly in flux with overall results that properly make this a proud
industry. In exhibition, it is now the
extended run. Or double features. Or
games

and giveaways or stunts designed to, and not always delivering, a
necessary fillip.
No one, surely, can reasonably ask,
or expect, that distribution set itself
as in a world apart and gaze out
upon an unchanging scene in times
that are constantly shifting.
It is a contemplation

completely

im-

possible.

Smith’s resignation was due to an economy move actuated by at least two producers not coming through with the number of pictures announced at the convention. It is pointed out that last year at
this time the company had four pictures
in release
and
“Drums”while
only.now there are “Algiers”
Inside reports have it Smith’s policies
did not entirely coincide with those of
other UA sales executives and the producers. He is said to have certain ideas,
particularly in playing off pictures, that
did not agree with the opinion of certain
of the producers. His duties are being
distributed among Harry Gold, eastern
division manager, and L. Jack Schlaifer,
western division manager, under the supervision of George J. Schaefer.
Smith sails September 21 on the Queen
Mary

and, on his return, will most likely

enter exhibition. He has had this in mind
long before he joined UA about two years
ago, having had a deal on with Walter
Reade and which failed to materialize
when Smith moved over to UA.
If the economy reports are correct, two
districts managers may follow Smith. However, Schaefer denies this holding that
the men mentioned are capable and are
needed in their present posts.

Because the Hays office would not approve the title, “Zenobia’s Infidelity,” Hal
E. Roach has decided to call it “This
Time It’s Love.” Instead of making eight,
Roach will make six features, two of which
will co-star Hardy and Langdon.
Although Charles Chaplin is still holding up the “kickback” plan, Korda believes he will come through.

Schenck, Skouras Ponder
Purchase "Jf"
Chain from
Fox (Continued
page 5)

up on business. Having arranged for the
loan of Jon Hall for “Thief of Bagdad,”
Pallos said he will try and make arrangements for a number of other American
stars. He will be here a month and does
not plan a trip west.
Upon his return to England, Korda plans
to begin production on “Thief of Bagdad.”
He has already arranged with the government to send an expedition to Sudan
to finish “Four Feathers.”
Korda admitted a deal was on with Herbert Wilcox to produce for UA, but said
he knew nothing of the details.
From other quarters, it is learned

however, will be approved by the court,
but whether they will be in the nature of
the same type of consent decrees now
existing against Fox West Coast in California or against B&K in Chicago is something that is not clear at this time.
With November 1 as the deadline in New
York for filing answers to the complaint,
several defendants have not yet been
served. Service, however, has been accepted for all major studio executives and
their answers will be ready along with the
others.
Despite the fact actual trial is months
off, it is believed that no one is taking
chances on what the government may do.
BOXOFFICE
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Analyses of Production
Show Melodrama Boom
(Continued from page 17)

Complaint and Anti-Trust Tide
Rises, Threatens to Overflow

in Heart, A Man and His Women, Duke
of West Point, four with Laurel and Hardy.
Comedy -Dramas — Lady and the Cowboy, King of the Turf, Water Gypsies.
Musicals — Winter Carnival.
Musical Comedies — None.
Westerns — None.
Company plans 29, including four in
Technicolor. All set. Original announcement called for 30, but Samuel Goldwyn
dropped

“Beach

Boy.”
Universal

Dramas — The Storm, The Road to Reno,
Adam’s Evening.
Melodramas — Last Warning, Shanghai
Interlude, Transatlantic Flight, Graft,
New Orleans, Woman in Black, 4 Crime
Clubs one of which is Last Express, The
Comet, Sun Never Sets, Big Town Czar,
Modern Monte Cristo, Air Mail, Acquittal, Submarine Patrol.

(Continued
taining an availability on pictures until all
of their theatres have been served with
each other’s product.”
Further on the story says “film companies have steadfastly, individually and
collectively chosen to ignore every offer
that the Pickwick made.”
In a paid advertisement,

Musical Comedies — None.
Westerns — Destry Rides Again,
Bakers, 6 Ken Maynard reissues.

6 Bob

Company plans 52, including six reissues; all set.
Productions designated but not classified
— two Danielle Darrieux’s, one Irene
Dunne, one John Stahl, two Henry Kosters, two Jackie Coopers.
Warner

Bros.

Dramas — The Sisters, Memphis Belle,
The Lady with Red Hair, We Are Not
Alone, Juarez, The Life of Haym Salomon, Lady Doctor, In Every Woman’s Life,
Curtain Call, Baby Doctor, Blonde White,
Heart of the North.
Melodramas — Angels with Dirty Faces,
Oklahoma Kid, Wings of the Navy, Dodge
City, The Amazing Dr. Clitterhouse, The
$1,000 Window, The Sea Wolf, Valley of
the Giants, Blackwell’s Island, The Return of Doctor X, Girls on Probation,
Each Dawn I Die, Hell’s Kitchen, Unfit
to Print, Racket Busters, Chalked Out,
four Secret Service Mysteries, three Torchy
Blanes.
Comedies — Boy Meets Girl, Brother Rat;
Yes, My Darling
Escape Forever.

Daughter;

Comedy-Dramas — Four
with Bonita Granville.

You

Can’t

Nancy

Drew

Musicals — The Desert Song, Sally, Garden of the Moon.
Musical Comedies — None.
Westerns — None.
Company plans 52, including two in
Technicolor; 49 set. Productions designated but not classified — two Miriam Hopkins
and one Jean Arthur.
BOXOFFICE
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Pickwick offers — We Now Ask Your Help.
“We know — and have known for some
time of your continuous complaint — that
is — that the Pickwick presents pictures too
late!
“For many months we have been strenuously fighting a battle with the film
companies requesting removal of obnoxious
and ruinous ‘protection’ they hold over us
until now we are compelled to resort to
law in an effort to bring you and all
Greenwich newer, earlier pictures.
“Won’t you please help us — attend the
Pickwick — your own theatre. Refrain from
going elsewhere for your motion pictures.”

L

Comedies — One Edgar Bergen and Charlie McCarthy production, Service de
Luxe, Swing That Cheer, Freshman Year,
and two more College Sports pictures.
Comedy-Dramas — Youth Takes a Fling.
Musicals — Three Smart Girls Grow Up,
plus two more Deanna Durbins, and Trocadero.

the Pickwick

has this to say about the situation: “A
frank and open letter to the people of
Greenwich. After three and a half years,
during which we have earnestly endeavored
to give you the finest entertainment procurable, in an environment and atmosphere as handsome and modern as the

from page 4)

(Continued

from page

6)

escape irate patrons hunting for
them with shotguns, because a
patron who has lost a $50,000 prize
will not use a bow and arrow and
he and his relatives will not be
turned away by a soft answer . . .
The Movie Quiz originators might
be wise to appropriate an additional
$50,000 and commission BrunswickBalke-Collender to construct a very
This 8-ball."
is infinite wisdom, of course.
large
It is presented with great positiveness, a characteristic of the Broadway peep-hole columnist who crows,
if and when he happens to be right,
and turns to something else if and
when he is wrong which he very
frequently is.
For the sake of a couple of paragraphs and through the power accruing to well nigh anyone with
linotypes and presses at his disposal, you have here a flagrant indication of how a million-dollar investment by an important industry
can be jeopardized without warrant.
Either there ought to be a law or
Publisher Patterson of the News
ought to pay more attention to his
columnists and their columns.

On the Bullish Side
The question:

"How

do you

view

the fall and winter?”
Nick Schenck replying: "The effects of government spending,
launched

some

months

ago, are be-

ginning to become apparent. That
can only help this business. I note,
too, a changing attitude on the part
of big business leaders. They are
no longer so set upon fighting the
Administration as they have been
for so long. There is a greater spirit
and desire to cooperate. If this can
communicate

itself to heavy

indus-

try, we are certain to benefit. Thirdly, product looks good. You know
how cautious I am. I say nothing
unless I am quite positive about my
ground

and

Schenck,

I am

positive

within quotations,

about
is an

occasion. Years ago, he demonstrated quite succinctly he had no
desire for personal publicity. Years
ago and by the infrequency of his
statements, he surrounded those
this.”
statements which he did sporadically make with an importance that
has captured attention and respect.
That's how we view this one.

For the Committee
Si Seadler wants to know, if and
when an industry trade program is
evolved,

a week's clearance on advertising ideas cannot be included.

No Connection
"Wohoo," the latest in the games
wrinkle, has made its appearance in
Ohio. It has nothing to do with
Darryl Zanuck or Nebraska.
Or does
tion?

this call for an explana-
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Looks to British
d izin"BBo
s"ts
erle
onok
Theatre Expansion FoCi
urteQu

Back to Gotham

New

York — With

16 theatres

currently

being operated in England, “Paramount is
looking into the theory of expanding its
circuit in that country,” Stanton Griffis,
chairman of the executive committee, told
Boxoffice

in

a

shipboard

interview

on

the Normandie.
“Whether we’ll do it or not is to be
discussed by the board,” Griffis added.
“After a survey of the situation, I am going to recommend that our theatre holdings in England should be increased.”
As for France, where the company has
one theatre, the situation is entirely diflerent. There is no expansion planned in
that country because “it is difficult with
the franc so low and also because of the
difficulty of increasing admissions.”
Griffis spent one week in France and
two weeks in England. He said he was
“glad to get back” and had “a very pleas— Metropolitan

Photos

The chairman of Paramount’s executive committee returns to New York
from a European holiday -business
trip. Stanton Griffis, scanning the
harbor, as the Normandie steamed up
the bay.

The Ether Lineup
(Continued

from page 13)

Gold. Also Thursdays. CBS.
8:00- 8:30 p.m. — “Big Town,” serial with
Edward G. Robinson and Claire Trevor, for Lever Bros. Starts Sept. 20,
CBS.
8:30- 9:00 p.m. — A1 Jolson show, with
guest stars, for Lever Bros. Starts
Sept. 20. CBS.
10: 10-10:30 p. m. — "Dr. Christian,” starring Jean Hersholt. Starts October
18. CBS.
10:10-10:30 p. m. — Bob Hope will head a
new show, sponsor of which is now
indefinite. Starts Sept. 27. NBC Red.
10:30-10:45 p. m. — Jimmie Pidler’s Hollywood gossip, for Drene Shampoo. Also Friday. NBC Red.
Wednesday

9:30-10:30 p. m. — “Texaco Star Theatre,”
with Adolphe Menjou as m. c., and
Una Merkel, Charles Ruggles, Kenny Baker and Jane Frohman. Max
Reinhardt will supervise dramatic
sketches. Starts October 5. CBS.
Thursday

7:30- 8:00 p.m. — General Foods Show,
starring Joe Penner. Starts September 29. CBS.
7:15- 7:30p.m. — “Hollywood Screenscoops,” with George McCall for Old
Gold. CBS.
9:10-10:00 p. m. —
with Frank
and M-G-M
Foods. NBC

“Good News of 1939,”
Morgan, Fanny Brice
players. For General
Red.

10:00-11:00 p. m. — “Kraft Music Hall,”
with Bing Crosby and Bob Bums, for
Kraft-Phenix cheese. NBC Red.
11:15-11:30 p. m. — Elza Schallert, on picture reviews, and guest star. NBC
Blue.

24

ant trip.”
“Our
foreign business is way ahead of
last year,” the Paramount executive asserted, and said in England “it is up
about 20 per cent over last year.” Griffis
could not estimate the percentage of increase for other countries because “the
returns differ with each country.”
With independent producers working at
Denham and Pinewood, Griffis said Paramount will make about ten a year in
England under the supervision of David

New

York — Four

unintentional

errors

in the preparation of the Movie Quiz
booklet cut the number of necessarily correct answers from 30 to 26, exhibitors are
being urged to pass on immediately to
the public by the industry drive committee.
The one required step in connection
with the quartet is to fill in the name of
the house where the contestant saw the
following films for correct credit:
In “The Crowd Roars,” the correct answer is misquoted. The question is, “What
are the first words Robert Taylor speaks
to Maureen O’Sullivan in this picture?”
A suggested answer is, “Hey, come in and
rub my back.” The correct answer is
“Hey, come in and rub my leg.”
In “The Texans,” the question is “How
did Randolph Scott come to Texas?” Suggested answers include, “By stagecoach,
on foot, on horseback.” The picture makes
it clear it was by steamboat.
In “Give Me a Sailor,” Martha Raye
enters a legs contest, but the answers fail
to make mention of it.
In “Gateway,” Arleen Whelan comes to
America to join her celluloid boy friend.
The booklet lists wrong answers, not the
right one.

Five More

to Go

E. Rose. The first, “Lawrence in Arabia,”
with Leslie Howard, will go into production October 1 at Denham with exteriors
to be filmed in the Sudan. The picture
to follow this has not been set. Zolton
Korda is producing “Lawrence in Arabia.”
Having been out of touch with Paramount home office affairs for a month,
Griffis declined to comment on Paramount business generally or the government suit in which the company is one
of the principal defendants. He may go
to the coast. So may Barney Balaban,
president, but nothing will be decided until the two talk it over.
Discussing theatre conditions in England and France, Griffis said “everything
is just about the same as in the U. S.”
Friday

7:15- 7:30 p.m. — Jimmie Fidler’s “Hollywood Gossip,” for Drene Shampoo.
NBC Red.
7:30- 8:00 p.m. — Continental Baking Co.,
show starring Jack Haley. Starts
October 14. CBS.
8:30- 9:00 p.m. — Burns and Allen for
Chesterfield cigarettes. Starts September 30. CBS.

— Metropolitan

New

York — Having

completed

Photos

his first,

9:00-10:00 p. m. — “Hollywood Hotel” for
Campbell’s Soups. Herbert Marshall
as m.c. William Powell joins cast
Oct. 21, with Frances Langford. CBS.

“The Citadel,” Robert Donat has five more
pictures to appear in for M-G-M, the star
stated on his arrival from England. He

7:30- 8:00 p.m. — General Foods show,
starring Joe E. Brown. Starts Oct.
8. CBS.
8:00- 8:30 p.m. — Quaker Varieties, starTommy 1.Riggs
StartsringOct.
NBC and
Red.“Betty Lou.”

expects to make four of the five in England and one in Hollywood. His next will
be “Goodbye Mr. Chips,” which starts in
about six weeks. This is his first visit
since 1934, Donat said. He has acquired
a second-hand car to tour the Adirondacks
and parts of Vermont.

Saturday
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NUMBER OF RUNS FOLLOWS INITIALS OF DISTRIBUTORS. PICTURES WITH LESS THAN 5 RUNS NOT LISTED. AVERAGE THEATRE GROSS FIGURED AT 100%.

PERCENTAGES

Alexander's Ragtime
(20th-Fox)

Band

Army

Little Miss
Fox)

8

Dr. Clitterhouse

Love

Andy

Boy Meets

Girl (WB)

The

5

(M-G-M)

12

Hardy
20

Are Such

Fools (WB)

(WB)

Mother Carey's
(RKO)
My

From

(Univ)

6

Chickens

17

Bill (FN)

10

G

Brooklyn

Passport

Husband

Penrod's

Double

(20th-Fox).... 5

(WB).... 7

Crime

Ring (RKO)

Crowd

Roars, The (M-G-M)

Trouble

(FN).... 5

5
Port of Seven

Seas (M-G-M)

Devil's Party (Univ)

6

Fast Company

7

Give

Me

(M-G-M)

(20th-Fox)

Professor Beware
Racket

14

a Sailor (Para)

(Para)

18

Busters (WB)

Rich Man,

6

7

Romance

14

Poor Girl (M-G-M). ...11
of the Limberlost

(Mono)
I'll Give

6

a Million (20th-Fox)....ll

I'm From
Keep

5

22
Prison Break (Univ)

Gateway

6

8

City Streets (Col)
Cowboy

Finds

Mr. Chump

10

90 100 110 125 140

18
Guy

Men

75

(20th-

(M-G-M)

9

Booloo (Para)

Broadway

Little Tough

17

Girl (Rep)

Chaser,

PERCENTAGES

90 100 110 125 140

19

Algiers (UA)
Amazing
(FN)

75

the City (RKO)

Smiling

5

(20th-Fox)

Letter of Introduction

Sky Giant (RKO)

12

Texans,

18

The

(Para)

8

(Univ)

We're Going
Fox)

18

to Be Rich (20th-

8

CITIES FROM WHICH AVERAGES WERE COMPUTED: With comparative figures indicating the percentage of average business (100 per
cent) achieved by individual cities as compiled from the first run records of each.
City
Boston
Charlotte
Chicago
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Dallas
Denver
BOXOFFICE

Pet.
100
100
105
110
115
115
110

:: September

City
Detroit
Indianapolis
Kansas City
Los Angeles
Milwaukee
Minneapolis
New Haven
17, 1938

Pet.
70
95
100
115
110
100
90

City
New Orleans
New York
Oklahoma City
Omaha
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Portland, Me

Pet.
95
105
95
160
100
110
115

City
Portland, Ore
Providence

Pet.
110
115

Salt Lake City
San Francisco
Seattle
Washington, D. C.

90
95
130
25
110

"ALEXANDER" CONTINUES ITS RECORD PACE
BOSTON

(AVERAGE

Fenway — Alexander’s Ragtime
Band
(20thFox) ; Keep Smiling (20th-Fox), 4th wk
Memorial — Carefree (RKO);
Smashing the
Rackets (RKO), 2d wk
Metropolitan — Spawn
of the North (Para);
Safety in Numbers
(20th-Fox)
Orpheum — Marie Antoinette (M-G-M)
Paramount — Same as Fenway
State — Same
as Orpheum

Top Hits of the Week

135
115
170
140
125

CHARLOTTE

Alexander’s

of the

Oklahoma

Marie

CHICAGO

Alexander’s

120

Roosevelt — My
2d wk

115

(20th-Fox),

85

held

State-Lake — Fast Company
(M-G-M),
plus
stage show
United Artists — Marie Antoinette (M-G-M),
held 3d wk.

90
125

Albee — Carefree (RKO), held over
Capitol — Spawn of the North (Para), 2d wk.
Grand — Love Finds Andy' Hardy
(M-G-M),
4th wk

120
..115
110

Keith’s — Gateway
(20th-Fox)
Lyric — King Kong
(RKO), reissue held over..
Palace — Four’s a Crowd (WB), held over
Shubert — Alexander’s Ragtime Band
(20thFox), 3d wk

110
120
115
110

CLEVELAND
Ragtime

Band

(20th-Fox),

Hippodrome — Carefree (RKO)
Palace — Boy Meets Girl (WB)
State — Three Loves Has Nancy (M-G-M)
Stillman — Marie Antoinette (M-G-M), 2d

185
160
120
135
..215

wk.

DALLAS
Capitol — Bulldog Drummond
in Africa (Para).. 80
Cassidy of Bar 20 (Para)
90
Majestic — Spawn of the North (Para)
125
Melba — Rich Man, Poor Girl (M-G-M)
85
Palace — Carefree (RKO)
135
Tower — Alexander’s Ragtime Band
(20thFox) 4th wk
100

DENVER
Aladdin — Letter of Introduction
a wk. at the Denver
Broadway — Marie Antoinette
2 wks. at the Orpheum

(Univ),

after

(M-G-M),

after

(RKO);

Paramount — Alexander’s
Fox), after a wk. at
Aladdin

80
105

Denham — Spawn of the North (Para)
Denver — Amazing
Dr. Clitterhouse (FN),
stage show
Orpheum — Carefree
Rackets
(RKO)

Smashing

250
plus

the

145

a

wk.

130
100
80

70
80

INDIANAPOLIS

26

Ragtime

Band

(20th-

200

Ragtime

and New

Ragtime

Band —

Haven

OKLAHOMA

185

Band —

Washington
Lucky Star — Philadelpha

Marie
Spawn

170

Haven

170
EXTENDED

3d wk., Chicago.
3d wk., New York

Fox), 3d wk
Circle — Spawn of the North (Para)
Loew’s — Marie Antoinette (M-G-M)
Lyric — Boy Meets Girl (WB), plus stage

KANSAS

show..

110
90
150
125

CITY

Ragtime

Band

(20th-

145

ANGELES

Chinese — My Lucky Star (20th-Fox);
Safety in Numbers
(20th-Fox)
Downtown — Four’s a Crowd
(WB) ; Bulldog
Drummond
in Africa (Para)
Four Star— Algiers (UA), 8th wk
Hillstreet — Carefree (RKO);
Crime Ring
(RKO), first four days
Hollywood — Same
as Downtown
Pantages — Same
as Hillstreet
Paramount — Spawn of the North (Para),
plus stage show
State — Same
as Chinese

100
80
200
100
200
160
140

80

HAVEN
185
100

110
105
105
220

reissue.

Aldine — Algiers (UA), 2d wk
Boyd- — Three Loves Has Nancy (M-G-M)
Earle — Give Me a Sailor (Para), with stage
show featuring Ethel Merman
and Chester
Morris
Fox — My Lucky Star (20th-Fox), plus stage
show
Karlton — Spawn of the North (Para), 2d run..
Keith’s — Four’s a Crowd (WB), 2d run
Stanley — Alexander’s Ragtime
Band
(20thFox), 4th wk
Stanton — Smashing the Rackets (RKO)

100
110
130
180
100
90
200
95

PITTSBURGH
Alvin — Alexander’s Ragtime Band
(20thFox), 4th wk
Barry — Man
From
Music Mountain (Rep) ;
The Show
Goes On (GB)
Fulton — Letter of Introduction (Univ)
Penn — Carefree (RKO)
Stanley — Four’s a Crowd (WB); Tony Martin
with stage orchestra
Warner — Marie Antoinette (M-G-M), 2d d.t.
wlc

125
125
130
115
140
150

PORTLAND,
State — Sing You Sinners
Double Trouble (FN)

ME.

(Para) ; Penrod’s

PORTLAND,

120

ORE.

Broadway — Three Loves Has Nancy (M-G-M) ;
Rich Man, Poor Girl (M-G-M), 2d wk
Mayfair — Alexander’s Ragtime Band
(20thFox), 5th wk
Orpheum — Sing Yon Sinners (Para); Time Out
for Murder
(20th-Fox)
Paramount — Spawn of the North (Para) ;
Speed to Burn (20th-Fox), 2d wk
United Artists — Boys’ Town
(M-G-M) ; Freshman Year (Univ)

SALT

LAKE

100
125
100
115
140

CITY

Capitol — I’ll Give a Million (20th-Fox); Safety
in Numbers
(Para)
Centre — Boys’ Town
(M-G-M)
Mario — Spawn of the North (Para), 2d wk
Paramount — Marie Antoinette (M-G-M)
Studio — Spawn of the North (Para)
Utah — Sing Y'ou Sinners (Para), 2d wk
Victory — I’m From the City (RKO); Time
for Murder (20th-Fox)

Out

95
110
110
110
115
105
95

170
150

ORLEANS

Center — Men Are Such Fools (WB)
Globe — David Copperfield (M-G-M),
Liberty — I Am
the Law
(Col)
Orpheum — Carefree (RKO)

115

125

College — Alexander’s Ragtime
Band
(20thFox): Hold That Kiss (M-G-M), 3d wk
Loew-Poli — My Lucky Star (20th-Fox); Passport Husband (20th-Fox), moved
to College
for 2d wk
Paramount — Spawn
of the North
(Para);
Gaiety Girls (UA), held 5 days
Roger Sherman — Carefree (RKO) ; Sinners
in Paradise (Univ)

NEW
80

CITY

PHILADELPHIA
City.

Esquire — Alexander’s Ragtime Band
(20thFox), 3d wk
very good
Midland — Marie Antoinette (M-G-M)
125
Newman — Spawn
of the North (Para)
140
Orpheum — Carefree (RKO), held over.. very good
Tower — Speed to Burn (20th-Fox), plus stage
show
150

NEW

115

Brandeis — Carefree (RKO)
...190
Omaha — Spawn of the North (Para) ; Bulldog Drummond in Africa (Para), 6 days.... 140
Orpheum — Always Goodbye (20th-Fox); Little
Tough Guy (Univ)
125
Town — Damaged
Goods (GN) ; Renfrew on the
Great White Trail (GN)
125

wk., Cincinnati, Denver, Detroit, Indianapolis, Kansas City and New
Haven.
Boy Meets Girl, 3d wk., Boston.
Letter of Introduction, 3d wk., Minne-

LOS

126

OMAHA

RUNS

Algiers, 8th wk.. Los Angeles.
Alexander’s Ragtime Band, 5th wk., New
York City and Portland, Ore.; 4th wk., Boston, Cleveland, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh;

Uptown — Alexander’s
Fox), held over

140
75
100

plus

Criterion — Spawn
of the North (Para)
Liberty — Racket Busters (WB) ; Passport Husband (20th-Fox)
Midwest — Three Loves Has Nancy
(M-G-M)..
State — Old Barn Dance (Rep); City Streets
(Col)
Tower — Alexander’s Ragtime Band
(20th-Fox),
moved
from Criterion for 2d wk

180
180

Antoinette — Boston
of the North — New

apolis.
Marie Antoinette,
Sing You Sinners,

It

190

MINNEAPOLIS

DETROIT

Alamo — Man
From
Music Mountain
(Rep) ;
Arson Racket Squad (Rep)
Ambassador — Romance
of the Llmberlost
(Mono)

Band

Aster — Saint in New
York (RKO);
Mr.
Chump
(WB)
90
Century — Little Tough Guy (Univ)
80
Orpheum. — I’ll Give a Million (20th-Fox),
plus stage show
150
State — Alexander’s Ragtime Band
(20th-Fox),
2d wk
125
World — Letter of Introduction (Univ), 3d wk. . . 95

105

Michigan — Sing You Sinners (Para); Men Are
Such Fools (WB)
Palms-State — Spawn
of the North
(Para),
after week at Michigan; Paroled From
the
Big House (SR)
United
Artists — Marie
Antoinette (M-G-M),
2d wk

215
Ragtime

CITY

Radio City Music Hall — You Can’t Take
With Yon (Col), plus stage show
Rialto — The Missing Guest (Univ)
Rivoli— Letter of Introduction (Univ)
Roxy- — Alexander’s Ragtime Band
(20thFox), 5th wk., plus stage show
Strand — Boy Meets Girl (WB),
2d wk.,
stage show

275
at

Adams — Alexander’s Ragtime
Band
(20thFox), after two weeks at Fox; Safety in
Numbers
(20th-Fox)
Fox — My
Lucky
Star (20th-Fox), plus stage
show

220

(2d wk) —

125

Ragtime Band
(20theach the Denver and

Rialto — Gateway
(20th-Fox), after
the Aladdin; Rawhide
(20th-Fox)

Apollo — Alexander’s

My

3d

CINCINNATI

Band —

City

Carefree — Omaha

85
150

275

(4th wk) — Philadelphia

Cleveland

Apollo — Professor Beware
(Para)
Chicago — Give Me
a
Sailor (Para), Benny
Goodman
on stage and held over 2d wk
Garrick — Boy Meets Girl (WB), held 3d loop
wk
Palace — Carefree (RKO),
plus stage show,
held 3d wk

Ragtime

YORK

110
125
100

Astor — Marie Antoinette (M-G-M), 2d wk. of
roadshow
120
Capitol — Three Loves Has Nancy (M-G-M).... 80
Criterion — 10th Avenue
Kid (Rep)
110
Paramount — Sing You Sinners (Para), 3d wk..

250

Cleveland
Alexander’s

NEW

Band

North — Denver

Antoinette

Alexander’s

Allen — Alexander’s
4th wk

Ragtime

(3rd wk) — Denver
Alexander’s

Broadway — Reformatory
(Col)
100
Broadway' — City Streets (Col)
80
Broadway — Mr. Moto’s Gamble
(20th-Fox) . . . . 90
Carolina- — Alexander’s Ragtime Band
(20th-Fox)
130
Imperial — Breaking the Ice ( RKO )
110
Imperial — Mother Carey’s Chickens (RKO).... 100
State — Prison Break (Univ)
100
State — Pride of the West (Para)
120

Star

Saenger — Alexander’s Ragtime Band
(20th
Fox), 2d wk
State — Three Loves Has Nancy (M-G-M)
Tudor — Frankenstein (Univ), reissue

160

Spawn

Lucky

IS 100%)

100
... 105
95
125

WASHINGTON
Capitol — The Texans (Para), plus stage show.. 100
Columbia — Keep Smiling (20th-Fox)
75
Earle— Boy Meets Girl (WB), plus stage show.. 110
Metropolitan — Amazing Dr. Clitterhouse (FN)..100
Keith’s — Carefree (RKO),
2d wk
145
Palace — Alexander’s Ragtime
Band
(20thFox)
180
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"ROADSHOW" OF HISTORIC EXHIBIT LATEST
PLAN IN INDUSTRY DRIVE'S EXPLOITATION
Poster "Show" Is Designed
For Department Store
Window Display
New

York — Indicative

of the ingenuity-

being devised by campaign headquarters
to constantly renew interest in the industry drive is the set of one-sheet posters
displayed on this and following pages in
the interests of institutional advertising.
Intended for department store window

BeainnitUf

display, the special exhibit, the “Story of
of the Movies” is calculated to attract
millions of shoppers in the country’s most
prominent trading centers. The first splash
will see the posters in 100 key city stores.
Each deal provides for elaborate promotional and advertising effort on the part
of the store to invite the public to view
the exhibit and encourage support for the
campaign.
After the exhibit has finished its “run”
in leading department stores it will go to
smaller stores in outlying sections, schools,
women’s clubs, museums, libraries, etc. It
is the intention of the committee to develop as many “bookings” as possible during the life of the drive.
Ten

Posters

in Series

In New York, Macy’s has been given exclusive first-run privileges and will get
behind the exhibit with an advance newspaper buildup before formally presenting
the posters in about two weeks. There
are ten posters in the exhibit, each treated in sepia and headed with a title carrying out the theme of the particular era
in motion picture development.
Over and beyond the visual message
carried by the posters is the newspaper
support seen as directly accruing from the
exhibit. Regional publicity managers for
the drive have been instructed to get the
full benefit from the human interest and
color attached to the photographs by inviting newspaper men to review the “show”
in advance. By drawing upon each of the
milestones depicted in the various posters
public interest may be engendered for, it
is hoped, a visit to the local theatre.
The exhibit tells in pictorial form the
story of motion pictures from the days of
Thomas A. Edison to the introduction of
sound, spanning a period from 1887, when
Edison invented the Kinetoscope for a
“peep show” of hitherto immovable photographs to 1927, when A1 Jolson appeared
in “The Jazz Singer.”
Lending authenticity and importance to
the photos is the fact, appropriately inscribed, that many of them were secured
from private and rare collections. Others
were obtained from The Film Daily, with
whose cooperation the exhibit was prepared. The idea originated with the central committee here and was under the
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E

Toward the end of 1887, Thomas A.
Edison set William K. L. Dickson to work
on experiments to make a motion picture device to synchronize with his
phonograph.
In 1889, they devised the Kinetoscope
Irightl, a peep-show through which
pictures in motion could be seen by one
person at a time.
*To convince a skeptic that a galloping
horse lifts his feet simultaneously,
Leland Stanford caused a series of cameras to photograph such progressive
action. The photo plates, developed together, made the first strip of film.

ALL AmesUca GeleJjsudeA,

MOTION PICTURE’S GREATEST YEAR
This is Number

1 of the "Story of the Movies"

supervision of Paul Gulick and Harold B.
Franklin.
Because of the expense involved, the
committee is limiting the exhibit to 100
sets for the entire country. The economic

Exhibit.

factor, oddly, has had the effect of bringing requests from some of the country’s
most exclusive stores for the privilege of
being the first to display the exhibit in
their windows.
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A Glorious

Milestone

in the life of the movies

was

The Great

Train

Robbery.

Up

to the time of its creation in 1903 by the Edison Company "attractions" were
merely topical.consisting of just about any odd or end that happened to capture
the fancies

of pioneer

It was

of the very

one

cinematographers.
first American

This film opened

attempts

rich and fertile fields.

to tell a story

on the screen.

Heije
is Owned
the
firstin moworld.
by
tion picture
studio
the
Thomas A. Edison. Location. West Orange. N. J.
Year.
1893.
Cost. $600.
From this
beginning,
the
grand sound stages of
born.
today's Hollywood was

♦

One

of

the

renowned

studios of all time
— the
traditional
Biograph
plant
11 York
East City.
14th
Street, atNew
most resounding names
Here many of Filmland's
got their starts. Included
in its roll of honor are such
Biograph's Scoop of 1902-03: Shortly after the turn of the century a film was
made which showed the first automobile fire engine hurtling madly to a conflagration. So vivid was this scene that pix audiences of the day nearly consumed
themselves in the resulting blaze of excitement and amazement. It heralded the
public's

inherent

fyisiAt CcM^uvia

first California

were

made.

silver

with

In the
which

studio

of the Biograph

right background
California's palm
centering

a

Dorothy

and

Lillian Gish. Mack Sennett. and many others.

MOTION PICTURE'S GREATEST YEAR

Studio-

Co. where

palm

Griffith.
Mary
personalities

Pickford.

thirst for action.

MOTION PICTURE’S GREATEST YEAR

The

as
D. W.
standout

their Winter

is extended

was "crossed"
in that State.

— a

productions

symbol

of the

by film production

later

FIRST
THEATRE
Here's how it all
started ... a photo
of what is claimed to
be the first all motion
picture
theater.
Owners Harry Davis
and John Harris.
Place. Pittsburgh. Pa.
Time, June. 1905.

Upper
What's In A Name? — Although christened
the "Electric" Theater, there was nothing
at all shocking, its owners proclaimed,
about the offered programs. This show,
featuring Escape From Sing Sing, wheeled
through fhe Kansas countryside about
1910. The canvas tent, with inside blackened to keep
a Black Top.

out the light, was

known

torially tells the story
Train
above

as

in

of "The

pic-

Great

Robbery" and the first automobile fire engine. Immediately
is Number

plant

left, shows
and

what

first theatre,

28

2 and

3 which

interest-

ingly depicts the first studio back
'93. Number 4, immediately to

the

MOTION PICTURE’S GREATEST YEAR

left is Number

the

first California

is described

dating
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Number

5 in the

to David

Wark

series — to the

Griffith

and

right — pays

Mack

Sennett

tribute

and

of 'Cm ALL

de-

scribes them as the "daddy of 'em all." Below and
to the left is Number 6 concerning itself with the first
newsreels, stemming to
McKinley was buried.

'99 and '01 when President
Below and to the right is

Number

reminiscences

7, bringing

"Tillie's Punctured
Fatty

fond

Romance,"

the

of the days

Keystone

Cops

of

and

Arbuckle.

The

revered

studio.

MACK
BATHING
Back
Chester

trail-blazer,

Billy Bitzer

D. W.

Griffith,

directing

is at the camera and Dorothy and
their turn to enter the scene.

a

scene

in the

Lillian Gish

are

Biograph
awaiting

SENNETT
BEAUTIES

in the good old inarticulate days of the screen.
Conklin and four

of Mack Sennett’s famous
Bathing Beauties. Get a load
of these swim suits. My,
how

times

have

changed!

"First Kiss”: This bristling love scene
twixt May Irwin and John C. Rice, who
were appearing in the legit favorite.
The Widow Jones, was filmed and released as The Kiss. It simply panicked
the nickelodeon-goers of the long ago.

MOTION PICTURE’S GREATEST YEAR
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The

funeral

of President

McKinley

in September,

1901,

was

among

the

early
Back

types of newsreel footage. It is a coincidence that this Chief
inauguration was the first such event recorded in America by
picture

camera

Executive's
the motion

in 1914 came forth the first six-reel comedy ever
tured Romance. This film, which Mack Sennett produced

(1897).

KEYSTONE

First motion
film was

picture

made

in the

taken

in the Vatican.

Spring

Scene

is of Pope

of 1899 by Emil Lauste,
released by Biograph.

and

Leo

it was

XIII. This rare
subsequently

MOTION PICTURE’S GREATEST YEAR
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made — Tillie's Puncfor Keystone, turned

out to be the actual cornerstone of Charlie Chaplin's international
motion pictures. In it he was featured with Marie Dressier and Mabel

COPS

success in
Normand.

FATTY ARBUCKLE

Those Keystone Cops: In 1912, Kessell & Bauman wooed Mack Sennett away
from Biograph to produce comedies. Thus Sennett finally fulfilled a lifetime
ambition to make slapstick pictures. Scene above is from a Keystone Comedy,
In The Clutches of a Gang, and the cast includes Ford Sterling, Al St. John,
Hank Mann and Fatty Arbuckle.

MOTION PICTURE’S GREATEST YEAR
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The
"The

exhibit
Birth

vintage

describes

of a

'15,

Nation,"

and

“In-

tolerance" as the
of

the

from

Number
the

epics.

them

“First

to

exhibit

the

left

9, captioned

Perils."

years

in

is to

Immediately

and

is Number

the

Scenes

appear

8, which

right.

below

first

Spanning

quickly,

then

the
Probably

concludes

produced

by jumping to the era
of sound, introduced, as
film

history

A1

lolson

Jazz Singer"
memory.

records,
with

the best

known

picture

D. W. Griffith as the outstanding
by him

in 1915

ever

made,

director

and

and

the vehicle

of his day, was

still being

given

which

established

The Birth of a Nation,

occasional

showings.

by

“The

of boxoffice

. . . And,
picture.

now

you

A scene

see

what's

probably

the largest

set ever

from D. W. Griffith's Intolerance, produced
some of the thousands of extras used.

built for a motion
in 1916,

showing

MOTION PICTURE'S GREATEST YEAR
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JloliyoMod SfieoJeA.!

That traditional thriller. The Perils of Pauline. came to the screen in 1914, via Pothe.
It starred Pearl White, who became a leading luminary of later serials, and inspired
Tin Pan Alley to compose a sentimental
song about

VAMP

the heroine's vicissitudes.

No. 1 ...1917

Foremost exponent of sex-appeal some
twenty years ago was the alluring Theda
Bara, who accelerated to a high speed
the heart-beats of the populace and made
synonymous with her own name the term
“vamp." Here she is in amorous action in
Cleopatra, produced by Fox in 1917.

The Picture
Al Jolson

That Changed

in The Jazz Singer, a part-talker
silent films to sound. Produced

T ODAY

An Industry:

that influenced the changeover
by Warner Bros, in 1927.

from

motion pictures set the pace for

American Initiative. An entire Industry joins
hands in a nation-wide effort to encourage
Good Entertainment and Good Times! Along
AMERICA’S

SMALL

TOWN

all fronts American movies move forward

HERO

Rural and small town characterizations swing into popularity early, abetted by the sympathyprovoking stalwart Charles Ray. who skillfully essayed roles of the unsophisticated swain.
Here

he is portrayed

in a scene from The Clodhopper,
in 1917.

released

by Triangle-Ince-Kay

Bee
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under

the slogan
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SOUTH, WITH DALLAS AS PIVOT, OUT FRONT
IN PUTTING STEAM BEHIND INDUSTRY DRIVE
East Is Close Behind;
Exhibitor Interest
Increases

Barnstorming Tour
Ruled Out
New
a

New

York — The

south,

particularly

Dallas, leads the entire country in activity in the industry drive, according to
campaign headquarters. The east has picked up in the last week and the orders
for material are now pouring in.
There is no letup in campaigns being
conducted in local communities and,
while the effects of the drive have not
been noticed to any appreciable extent, it
is felt by the committee that, as soon as
the newspaper advertisements on the contest itself break over the country, a better cross-section of an increase in business will be ascertainable.
Ed Hollander, assistant to Lee Balsly,
ad sales manager of 20th Century-Fox,
has been farmed out for three months to
the committee. He has been working the
past three weeks with James Clark, RKO
ad sales head and in charge of ad sales
accessories.
Locally, exhibitor interest increases as
the days go by. More than 4,250,000 booklets have been sold to exhibitors and the
demand for banners, bannerettes and 40x60
cards is enormous.
Slight

Lull

Expected

With the Labor Day weekend over, theatre owners are now disposing of materials
ordered, indicating a brief lull in new
orders. This, however, was not unexpected. Key cities continue to report unusual activity in plugging the drive civically, business-wise and editorially. Special stunts, parades and functions designed to bring the campaign to the theatregoer are noted on all fronts.
Meanwhile, collections from the field indicate that more than $125,000 has been
collected from independents and pledges
exceed by $65,000 the $250,000 quota set
by the drive committee.
All interests connected with the campaign are certain of its success. It is
stated more than the original budget of
$1,000,000 will be required before the drive
is over, the additional amount due because of the amount of money being spent
in advertising copy for newspapers.
Reports from the field indicate that more
than 28,000,000 patrons have received and
retained Movie Quiz contest booklets. This
includes Canada. Basing the figure on the
proportions in those communities where
prospective participants have been urged
to register, this would indicate at least
8,000,000 entries to date — an unprecedented number in the history of contests.
Booklets are being printed in French for
Quebec province in Canada.
Support for the campaign was urged
BOXOFFICE
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E

York — The

industry

drive

national

original

committee

plan
to

Committees Are Active in
More Than 200
Cities

of the

organize

barnstorming tour of approximately 50 Hollywood stars and

featured players has
sure of production
reason.

cal press, planting news and feature stories,
obtaining editorial comment, and, in many
instances, free institutional ads. They
have secured proclamations from local
mayors and the cooperation of civic bodies

been killed. Presis given as the

upon a nationwide radio audience by Will
H. Hays, MPPDA president, when he spoke
for three minutes in the opening Lux
Radio Theatre program from Hollymood.
Hays

Cites

Progress

Hays told his audience, briefly, what

is

being done to reach new horizons “in both
quality of product and the cooperation of
the public whose servant the industry is
. . . the studios have launched a program
of production of a great number of splendid pictures with the purpose of bringing
about rather than waiting for a boxoffice
His was an unmistakable bid for patronupturn.”
age. “So long as there are motion pictures this art industry will remain in the
hands of three partners — the man who
produces and distributes the pictures, the
man who sells thme in his theatre and
theThe
audience.”
Times Square jamboree slated for
Thursday night was called off, but Ben
Serkowich, who heads the drive’s Broadway committee, kicked in with another.
By a so-called “reciprocal agreement” between New York and Hollywood, Broadway changed its name to Hollywood Boulevard for one hour on Friday while Hollywood Boulevard beame Broadway for 24
hours. The exchange of courtesies was signalized by proper ceremony held at the
northwest intersection of Broadway and
47th St. with Stanley M. Isaacs, borough
president of Manhattan, officiating. Newsreels recorded the event for posterity and
street signs were changed for the allotted
time.
Under

Way

in 200 Cities

Community drives are well under way in
more than 200 cities, under the direction
of committees organized more or less
spontaneously and comprising in most cases
theatre managers and advertising men
from various independent houses and circuits. In approximately 50 communities
special promotional committees have been
set up, on the same basis, directly through
headquarters in New York City and Los
Angeles.
The function of these committees is to
organize publicity and exploitation and to
serve as a clearing house for the joint
promotional plans of the theatres combined
in the drive. These committees have been
largely instrumental

in contacting the lo-

and business men’s associations. They
have functioned also in organizing local
parades, street stunts, store tie-ups, and
other cooperative local stunts.
A list of these committees, with their
chairmen and co-chairmen follows:
California
San Francisco— A. M. Bowles, George Nasser, Rufus Harvey.
Los Angeles — C. N. Peacock, Thornton SarConnecticut
gent.
Bridgeport — A1 Schuman.
Hartford — Murray Schulman.
New Haven — J. B. Fishman.
Florida
Miami

Beach — Sonny Shepherd.
Illinois

Chicago — William Hollander, Herbert Elisburg, Larry Stein.
Iowa
Des Moines — G. Ralph Branton.
Louisiana
Orleans — C. J. Briant, N. L. Carter.
Massachusetts
Boston — Joe Di Pesa, Max Levenson.
Springfield — Harry Storm.
Minnesota
New

Minneapolis — Charles Winchell, Clifford
Gill, Maury Abrams, Ben Blotcky,
George Granstrom.
Maine
Portland — J. H. Stevens.
Michigan
Detroit — H. M. Richey, Earl J. Hudson,
R. W. Remington, Joe LaRose.
Missouri
St. Louis — C. D. Hill, B. B. Reingold,
Harry Arthur, Clarence Kaimann, Harold Evens, J. E. Garrison.
Kansas City — Senn Lawler.
New York
lor. — Sydney
Buffalo

Samson,

Charles B. Tay-

Syracuse — Gus Lampe, Frank Murphy,
Marcus.
Rochester — W. H. Cadoret,
lock, W. C. Howell.
Binghampton — B. J. Walsh.
Ohio
Columbus — Real Neth.
Ci/ncinnati — E. V. Dinerman.
Toledo— W. S. Caldwell.
(Continued

Lester

Nat
Pol-

on page 34-E)
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Star Names Lead
Universal Lineup

New
New
on

New

York — Star

names

W. C. Fields in “You Can’t Cheat an
Honest Man.”
Matty Fox, aide to Nate J. Blumberg,
president, was in town for a few days conferring with J. Cheever Cowdin, chairman of the board, and Blumberg. His
talks are understood to have been in connection with the studio expansion program entailing $1,000,000 and including
several new stages.
Universal Is Discussing
New Robb & Rowley Deal
New

York — Universal

is discussing

a

new franchise deal with the Robb &
Rowley circuit. A three-year deal has just
expired and during the last two weeks
William A. Scully, general sales manager,
and Frank J. A. McCarthy have been talking over new terms with Ed Rowley and
Victor Jones of the circuit. Rowley and
Jones left during the week for Dallas,
their headquarters. Scully returned Tuesday from Detroit.
With R. E. Griffith in town, McCarthy
has been negotiating a new one-year deal.
L. C. and H. J. Griffith recently closed
for the Oklahoma City houses which comprise the bulk of the circuit.
Universal

Expansion

Program

Is Readied

Hollywood — To

provide

adequate

fa-

cilities for its 1938-39 production schedule, Universal is set to launch immediately a $1,000,000 construction and modernization program on the lot, the project
having been okayed by J. Cheever Cowdin, chairman of the board, during his recent visit here.
To be built are two new air-conditioned sound stages and a class A, sixstory administration building — housing
executives, producers and writers. Two
stages now used for storage purposes will
be enlarged and modernized, as will the
ten stages currently being utilized. Extensive landscaping and repainting also
are on the program.

York

—

Broadway

The

Paramount

will undergo

The house
bilitation.

will not

close

New

York — Local

York — A.

general

on

32

Smith

in the

jr., former

Springer

and

deal may or may not be completed prior to his sailing for London

the Queen

Mary,

September

21.

New

reha-

will sit

down with major and independent circuits
heads to discuss terms for a 10 per cent
increase for operators. Negotiations on the
wage raise were abruptly discontinued by
major circuits just before the summer
and the talks next week are actually a
resumption of where the operators and
theatremen left off. The parleys with the
independents, however, follow as a result
of a clause in the master ten-year pact
which provides for discussions on increases
every two years.
Following the death of A. H. Schwartz,
pickets were removed from Century circuit theatres in Brooklyn and Long Island
until after the funeral. Local 306 is attempting to persuade the Empire members working in the theatres to line up
with the union.
Meanwhile,
been resumed

negotiations have likewise
by the major circuits with

the stagehands’ union. Several years ago,
stagehands took a 15 per cent cut and
under the agreement the reductions were
to be returned in installments. The first
installment will be a six per cent hike
by the majors and five per cent by independents. Revised working conditions
are the subject of current talks.
Members of Local B-51 of the exchange
union met early in the week at the Cadillac Hotel for the first session since the
summer. Six new members were admitted, making a total of 291. Lou Johnson,
president, was the principal speaker and
talked about the organization’s constitution, copies of which were made available
during the week.

Universal Sales Drive Set
York — Universal

York — William

Donovan

of Dono-

van, Leisure, Lombard and Newton, RKO
attorneys, returns Monday on the Queen
Mary after a vacation and business trip
abroad. He has been gone since August 13.
With his arrival, a decision will be made
on a meeting of major distributor attorneys at department of justice headquarters in Washington on various phases of
the government’s suit. Indications are no
meeting will be held until the week of September 26.
Meanwhile, Loew’s has retained John W.
Davis of Davis, Polk, Wardwell, Gardiner
and Reed to represent the company and its
officers in the actions. Davis recently represented M-G-M in the “Letty Lynton”
case, which has not yet finally been disposed of by the court.
Warner is the only company to date
without outside counsel for the suit. According to home office executives, there is
no immediate need for additional counsel
at this time since all preliminary work is
being handled by attorneys in the company. Robert W. Perkins, general counsel, and Howard Levinson, his assistant,
have been supervising the gathering of data
and other material.
Federal Judge Francis G. Caffey has
handed down a five-page opinion, granting Warner a preliminary injunction
against Behren M. P. Supply company for
using
ization.a number

of “stills” without author-

Financing . Distributing
Firm Formed by Curry
New

York — A new

distributing

company

that will handle as well as finance American product in the United Kingdom has
been formed by Harry Curry, long identified with American distributors in Great
Britain. Curry divulged his plans here
after a short visit during which he purchased a few pictures. He returned to
England on the Georgic, Saturday.
Curry’s plan involves production in England of quota pictures. These, as well as
Hollywood product that Curry will finance up to 25 per cent of the negative
cost, will be distributed in America by
J. H. Hoffberg. Hoffberg plans to leave
for Hollywood the end of the month to line
up producers, talent, and stories.

Branches
will hold

a

six

months’ sales drive for foreign offices
starting November 1, according to Joseph
H. Seidelman, foreign head, who returned
Thursday on the Washington from a

sales manager of UA, is negotiating for the interests held by the

late Jack Springer
Cocalis circuit.
The

W.

for the

306 next week

In All Foreign

New

slight alter-

Local 306 to Talk
Boost With Chains

New

Smith After Springer
Theatre Interests

MajoCornfAtertoenrnceeys'Soon

Theatre

ations shortly. New seats, a new marquee and new carpet will be installed.

will highlight

the Universal program next season. Arrangements have been concluded whereby
James Stewart, Robert Montgomery, Robert Young and Bing Crosby will each star
in one picture. The company has signed
Edgar Bergen and Charlie McCarthy with

Dress for B'way
Paramount

three-month visit to all of the company’s
offices abroad. There will be numerous
prizes awarded to leading branches. While
abroad, Seidelman rearranged policies of
the offices to conform to his ideas.
The domestic sales force, under the supervision of William A. Scully, in charv°
of distribution, is now in a drive which
will end December 15.

Theatre

Improving.

Says Skouras
New

York — Theatre

conditions

are

improving, Spyros Skouras, vice-president and operating head for National
Theatres, states. He leaves for the
coast

the

end

of the

week

by

plane,

after conferences here with Rick Ricketson of Denver and E. C. Rhoden of
Kansas City.
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INDEPENDENTS THROUGH BEING PATIENT;
SEEK OWN RELIEF PLAN, N. Y. ALLIED SAYS
Burdens

of Exhibitors Due

To Hays Organization,
Says Cohen
Syracuse — That

the

government’s

practices,
trade abuses, the future doesn’t
look
so good.

suit

is Allied’s sponsored “baby” in an effort
to bring about a remedy in unfair trade
practices in the industry and that independent exhibitors are through being patient with distributors and major circuit
operators is Allied of New York’s answer
to Charles C. Pettijohn’s “peace is more
profitable than war” speech in Milwaukee.
After listing a number of so-called unfair trade practices, Max A. Cohen, head
of the unit, told members of the organization that “Mr. Pettijohn was very firm
in his determination that this industry
didn’t need government regulation; that
it could do well with self-regulation if we
would be patient.
Charges

Progress

Blocked

“I doubt, in his desire for patience,
whether he would like to see anything
interfere with the paltry earnings of the
major companies and perhaps cut down
on the dues and expense account of the
officers in the Hays organization. It is
all well and good to say ‘Be patient. We
have self-regulators that are capable of
taking care of our own problems; that
we need no outside interference; that
we don’t need a policeman walking up and
down the street to keep us in order.’
“But,” added Cohen, “year after year
these industry abuses keep piling up. Year
after year unfair trade practices keep
piling up and year after year the burden of
the independent exhibitor becomes more
and more oppressive to bear and it only
became burdensome because of the lack
of proper organization, because of the lack
of unity; because of the lack of a solidified front where a sufficient representation of exhibitor manpower can be brought
to the attention of distributors in such
numbers and with such facts that the issues can no longer be denied.
“I say to you, despite government regulation, despite the eventual successful out-

Claims Suit Was
Ready

in May

Syracuse — The government's bill of
complaint was ready to be sworn to
and

filed

last

May

when

Allied

na-

tionally was in convention at Pittsburgh, Harry G. Kosch, Allied of New
York attorney, stated here, "but by
reason of the action taken there and
the positive
sit around

assurance
the table

of being

able

its filing was

BOXOFFICE

:: September

to

with-

held two months."

come of the government suit that unless
we band together to stop unfair trade

“We are willing to pay our share of the
freight, but when we pay the freight
charges, we want to see the cargo, we
want to see the shipment arrive.
“We

are tired of listening to Mr. Pettijohn who urges patience; we are tired of
reading in trade papers of committee
meetings. We don’t want to be in the
position of the scientist who was going to
teach the horse to go without food and he
would have been very successful only the
horse died.
“Mr. Pettijohn in Milwaukee said, ‘the
welfare of the industry is at stake. The
opportunity to do something is now and
the time to act is short.’ He is right but
what has the industry been doing in the
last two years while Allied has been battling, collecting evidence? He further
states,” Cohen went on, “ ‘that if we follow the road of self-regulation, we can
continue to do our own business.’ Let’s
see how true that statement is particularly as it applies to self-regulation.” At this
point the Allied head cited an unnamed
sales manager who for weeks “tried to
whip the rest of the majors into line” in
an effort to prevent government regulation. “The minute he would hit on a
possible solution, it didn’t suit the other
guy with the result that nothing had been
accomplished.”
Charges

"Bricklaying" Will Start
In the Form of
Regulation
to start regulating and definitely prove we
can regulate from within.”
Allied Secretary

Giving

Alleged
Evidence
to Gov't
New York
— Abe Levy,
secretary of Allied of New York, will be among the exhibitors sending a letter of statement of
fact to the department of justice as evidence for the plaintiff in the anti-trust
suit. He contends he is being forced to
purchase Movietonews, which he cannot
use, but at the same time must pay for.
Forcing of shorts and news where exhibitors cannot use them is listed as the
third unfair trade practice by Allied.
Scores

Warner

Policy

OnSyracuse
Re-Allocation
"Habit" upstate exhibi— H. Lawrence,
tor, has taken exception to Warner’s sales
and booking policy and so declared himself
at the Allied meeting here. Said Lawrence:
“Warners have a habit of re-allocating
pictures after they have even confirmed
the date. You have a confirmation at a
certain
price,
but I have
had after
it happen'
that they
re-allocate
it even
that.

Program

Blocked

Directing his speech again to the Hays’
executive, Cohen added, “Mr. Pettijohn
can’t come in and say this industry can
get along with self-regulation because
definite attempts have been made and I
know them to be an actual fact. They
have tried, they have wanted to take a
constructive step forward and yet, at the
turn of the dice, found one major distributor blocking it.
“If that isn’t attempted self-regulation,
then it is time Uncle Sam stepped in.
Pettijohn states, ‘every group must have
an equal opportunity to do business and
stay in business.’ Judging from the figures I have quoted (that six major companies in 1937 showed a net income of
$48,576,301) it looks like the majors have
been able to do business and then again
there is still a moot question as to whether the independent exhibitors can stay
in business.
“One thing I will definitely agree with
— one difficulty is that we have spent too
much time in throwing bricks instead of
laying them. In that connection, may I
urge upon you, all members of Allied and
independent exhibitors, that it is the
earnest and sincere desire of Allied to start
laying bricks. It is our firm contention
that since the distributors, the big shots
of the business, have found it impossible
to regulate their own business that Allied
of New York will put the first step forward

Very often they do it prior to that.”

Meyers Takes Costello ;
Goldreyer Is Manager
New

York — Louis

Meyers,

formerly

of

the Leff-Meyers circuit and who sold his
interest to Sam Strassberg, is back in exhibition, having acquired the Costello on
Washington Heights from RKO. Charles
Goldreyer is managing.
RKO closed the house June 23 and was
slated to reopen it after Labor Day when
a deal was made with Meyers. The independent reopened the theatre after extensive alterations.

Report Gov't Asked
Allied's Aid
Syracuse —
Allied is seeking individual bona-fide exhibitor complaints
against

major

in connection

circuits
with

and

distributors

the government

suit

at the request of the department of
justice, it is reported. Abram F. Myers
has

been called upon to get the material and he, in turn, is depending on

presidents
units.

and

counsel

of

his

local
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Italian Government
Grabs Distribution

Foreign Heads Fight
Puerto Rico Tax
New

York — Foreign

distributor

heads

are "meeting with a firm front” the
action of Governor Winship of Puerto

New

York — The

Italian government,

Rico in signing a bill that increases
the import tax of American films from

in

another step to nationalize all industries,
has cut off film trade relations with the
outside world, with the possible exception
of Germany.
Home office foreign heads were stunned
at the suddenness and method chosen by
Rome to sever relations. A cable from
Paris was the only communication re-

one

to two

cents

law goes into
Criticism here
that

a

United

States

impose a burden
ent country.

ceived here. It stated “monopoly for the
acquisition and importation and distribution in Italy, its colonies and possessions
of cinematographic films imported from
abroad has been established by Royal Decree Law of September 4, published in the

per

foot.

on

Ampa
York —

new

possession

should

films

a

from

Six Board Members
New

The

effect in three months.
centers about the fact

par-

Set

" Purpose "
After
pursance of a “more

The

serious
Ampa. purpose” is under consideration for

official Gazette of September 13.”
Not one major company here received
official notification of the decree.

Details are lacking, but such was the
brief outline discussed at a meeting of six
members of the board at the Tavern.
Ralph Rolan, president, was absent due to
what may develop as a prolonged trip to
the coast in preparation of the story that
will feature aviator Douglas Corrigan.
The board authorized the selection of a
new restaurant for luncheon meetings.

Henceforth — or as of September 23 —
all existing contracts held by American
and all foreign distributors are entrusted
to the ENIC, government controlled distributing body in Rome. Whether or not
American film offices in Rome will have
to be abandoned is not made clear in the
decree.
In fact, careful study of the decree by
home office foreign heads leads to the

Henry Brown Taking Over
Two Lakewood Houses

opinion that the decree has “many loopholes.” There is nothing to indicate that,
although contracts have been taken over,
major distributors may not deal directly
with Italian exhibitors.
Foreign heads have advised their Italian
branches to clarify all phases of the decree but admit there is no hope for relief.
There seems to be unanimity of opinion
that Italy plans to confine its entire foreign film trade relations with Germany.

New

York — Henry

Brown

has

H. Clay Miner Back
As Century Head
New

York — H.

Clay

Miner

again

has

taken over the presidency of Century Circuit, having been prevailed upon by the
board to assume the title held by A. H.
Schwartz until his sudden death at Lake
Placid, September 9. Miner had been
president up until two years ago when he
resigned the post and became chairman
of the board, a title he continues to hold.
Fred J. Schwartz, oldest son of the late
president, has been elected a director in
place of his father. A1 Hovell continues
as vice-president and general counsel. No
changes in management will take place,
it was stated after the board meeting.
Miner was one of the organizers of
Century and has a substantial interest in
the circuit.
Under the terms of Schwartz’s will, filed
Thursday, the estate is left to his widow,
Minna, and three sons, Fred J., Leslie and
Milton with Hovell and Milton Weil, close
friends of the deceased, as trustees. One
third of Schwartz’s income will go to his
widow with the other two thirds to be divided among his sons until they reach 35,
when they will get the principal.

Independent Inefficiency
Blamed lor Altiliateds

taken

over the Palace and Strand, Lakewood,
N. J., and is operating under the name of
Lakewood Amusement Co. Harry Shiftman
is not interested in the deal.
Local reopenings during the week included the Squire, Little Carnegie, in Manhattan; Little, Newark; and Opera House,
Bayonne.

New

York — “We

producers

would

be

better off not owning theatres if we could
be sure that they would be operated efficiently by independents,” Joseph M.
Schenck, chairman of the board of 20th
Century-Fox, declares in an interview in
the New York Times. “There would be
more competition, which always stimulates
business. But long experience has proved
that the producer-owned circuits workout
better than the independent units. That
is largely because the independents do not
have the vision or the capital to promote
themselves to fullest advantage.”
The Times interviewer adds a tag line:

ALLIED IS SEEKING INDEPENDENT COMPLAINTS
TO AID GOVERNMENT

“Unfortunately, Mr. Schenck did not have
the time to elaborate upon this point.”

Odeon

Circuit Cuts
Big Dividend

London — The

Allied Collecting
Member

A

case

of the

its September

3rd

ever

sively reported Allied
from

its membership

of the
Nine
through
Same
OFFICE.

government
days

deadly

issue,

is seeking
to aid

anti-trust

late. Motion

with
size

parallel.
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In

exclu-

complaints
prosecution

suit.

Picture

Daily

came

Complaints

Allied units throughout the country
are receiving recitals of grievances
from exhibitors which are being forwarded to the Department of Justice
t’s
the Governmen
for use in
the major
action against
t bolstering
anti-trus
"\as they are
companies.
F. Myers,
\equested
by

Melon

circuit, in which

UA has a half interest, has declared a
dividend of 384,000 pounds for the first
year since it became a public company. It
is revealed only 50 per cent of the theatres
have been operating all year round, that
another 25 per cent opened during the
year and that the last 25 per cent will
open in the next three months.
London Films, for the first time in five
years, is reported operating at a substantial profit. Last year, the balance sheet
showed a slight net profit and this is expected to be many times better when the
books close in about six weeks.

the follow-up.
hat,

though,

around

Gets

BOX-

use. The statements relate to alleged

New

"Angel"

York — Metro

the Broadway

34

Odeon

Rights

has acquired

hit, “I Married

BOXOFFICE
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rights to

an Angel.”
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Nicholas Schenck

Deny Capitol on Broadway
To Reinstate Stage Shows
New

York — An

emphatic

denial

A Baby Is Born:
A Man Dies

of ru-

mors that the Capitol on Broadway, Loew’s
flagship, will reinstate stage shows is made
by Joseph R. Vogel.
Vogel admitted it may be necessary to
install

a

combination

film-flesh

New. York — John I. O'Connor was at
a screening. When he returned to his
desk the following note was on top
of

policy

the advent of the World’s Fair because “straight pictures may
not be
enough’’ to compete with the many fair
attractions.

A.

“But for the present,” he added “we are
satisfied with results. There will be no
unless

conditions

To London

warrant

Abraham

H.

Shortly

head

of

H.

Schwartz

London — Allyn

Curtain

of the

Fellerman, John J . O'Connor of the RKO
partment; Robert Wolfe, Harry Thomas and
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general
September

sales manager.

had

of Century

War

come

died

in

sud-

News

assignment.

M.

Schenck,

■Joseph

H.

Moskowitz, his eastern representative, is here from the east. Schenck

returns

from a vacation at Carlsbad. Moskowitz will be here about two weeks for
studio conferences. He plans to return
east by boat.

Is Dissolved

Dover, Del. — Tire Malco-Arkansas
atres, Inc., has been dissolved.

The-

for A. H. Schwartz

The list of honorary pallbearers was
long and notable. This photograph
shows former Mayor James J. Walker
with his hands crossed. Others in the
group include John Reis, J . Grupe and
Andrew Nelson, the latter a chapel
attendant.

theatre deJules Levy,

Next Month

Nicholas

Corporation

Pathe

Down

—

president of Loew’s, is due from New York
the early part of next month for periodic
conferences at the M-G-M
studios. His
brother, Joseph M., chairman of the 20th
Century-Fox board, accompanied by

Coverage

Butterfield,

Rings

One of the groups of film men who attended, many others
declining to be photographed. Left to right : Fred Meyers,

the latter RKO’s

that

editor, is due here on a “war”

Century Circuit and 'prominent New
York independent circuit operator who
died suddenly at his Lake Placid
camp. His funeral was thronged by a
representative gathering of local film
men and civic figures.

Max

calls

Maps

Final

Schwartz,

pile

denly this afternoon.''

it.”

London — Arthur Jarratt, chief film buyer of GB theatres, is due from U. S.

The

a

during his absence.
’’Leon Goldberg's office phoned to
say that Mr. Goldberg has become a
father. Red Kann phoned. He said that

with

change

Hollywood
Hollywood

Due in

More

honorary

pallbearers.

From

the

top and

then down the steps are included Dr. Ralph M. Beach, H. Clay

Miner,
Schlein

Samuel D. Holiner, David
and A. A. Hovell, the latter

long a vice-president of the
which Schwartz headed.

— Funeral

Photos

by

circuit

Cosmo-Sileo

Six cars loaded with floral wreaths preceded the 15 funeral
cars and over 200 others of friends who made up the cortege
to the New Mount Carmel Cemetery at Cypress Hills, Long
Island, where final services were held.
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Well , Here It Is
gl

SEADLER, Arthur
Morris Goodman,

Mayer,
Louis

Sid Weill,
Weinberg,

Johnny Murphy, Laurence Bolognino, Eugene Picker, Fannie Hurst among those
attending the Filmarte premiere of “Grand
Illusion” . . . Herb Crooker, former publicity director for Warner, has joined Macfadden Publications as manager of that
organization’s 6,000-square foot exhibit at
the World’s Fair . . . Norman E. Reck,
radio editor of the Bergen Press Syndicate in New Jersey, has been added to
the Dick Barrie band to handle publicity
. . . Jack Marpole, eastern representative
for Ten-O-Win, has returned from a 10day visit on the coast where he made
plans to introduce the game in the east.

Always

factual , here is proof Paramount did really try to move Alaska

to Brooklyn on behalf of “Spawn of
the North” by supplying the Prospect
Park zoo with Dorothy Lamour and
George Raft as they might have been

Tom Walker is awaiting Hal Roach’s
arrival from the coast in a few weeks for
the opening of his first UA film at the
Music Hall. Frank Seltzer will precede the
producer . . . Arthur Jeffrey, Kenneth
Aneser, Leonard Palumbo, Ray Hewlett,
Morty Blumenstock, Monroe Greenthal are
all set for the Columbia- Army game at
West Point, October 8 ... E. Schwartz
and Morton Van Praag are back from
Chicago where they attended the opening
of Jolm Mednikoufs Trailer Made office
there.
E. Thornton Kelly, Allied organizer, has
new offices on the third floor of the New
Amsterdam Bldg. . . . Irving Berlin arrives in England Monday on a sfiort busi-

in another day — seal lions — and, it
is to be hoped, Miss Lamour does not
take offense.
The camera proof here shows Gladys
Swarthout, whose only connection with
the stunt stems to the fact she makes

ness trip ... If there’s a “legal” war in
seven days Charlie Alicoate buys Jimmy
Cron a lunch . . . A1 Sherman may change
his mind about that London trip, after

pictures for the same company, feeding one of the seal lions. Name, however, unknown.

Long

all, things being what they are over on
the other side . . . Herb Berg and Tom
Waller spent the weekend surf casting at
Beach . . . Max Milder, Warner manager in England, recently became a father

jyjIKE MINDLIN
leaves for Hollywood
next week for a visit with Carl Laemmle . . . Bob Gillham and A1 Wilkie were
in Philadelphia

talking with Saturday

ning Post executives . . . Max

Cohen

Eve-

cigar-

ette strolling in the noonday sun . . .
Austin Keough back from vacation . . .
Ernie Emerling in New Haven . . . Billy
Ferguson in Chicago . . . Joe Levy, head
of out-of-town booking for Loew’s,
ing the passing of his father .
Manheim here from the coast
over his New Rochelle property .

mourn. Nate
to look
. . E. K.
.

O'Shea and Tom Connors made a hurried
departure for the south, with stops scheduled at Charlotte, Asheville and Atlanta
. . . Adam Adams and George Skouras
holding court against the U. S. mail box
in the Paramount lobby . . . Louis Nizer,
browned to a crisp, back from the coast
where

he handled the Luise Rainer separation proceedings . . . Eddie Aaron, dis-

cussing the returns of “Boys Town” with
a sales colleague: “This is strictly a district manager’s picture.”

Pete Harrison is in Hollywood on a fourweek stay . . . Joe Poliak is in town from
the coast . . . Lou Morris, London exhibitor, is expected shortly . . . Max Cohen
is enthused over the Allied of New York
one- day convention at Syracuse . . .
Charles Passman of General Register
never wears an overcoat. Nick Schenck,
of course, never wears a hat . . . Grad
Sears is having trouble with his teeth.
Herb Berg with his son; he’s growing up
now and getting tougher and tougher to
handle . . . Morris Kinzler lunched with
Charlie McCarthy and Arche Reeve the
other day. It was at the Astor. Others
there included Paul Gulick, Ted O’Shea,
Gus Schlesinger , Leo Justin, Morris Jacks,
Walter Reade jr. And so on and so on.
William

Kupper

is making

a short

visit

again.

JJARRY C. ARTHUR
flew back to St.
Louis during the early part of the week
after a brief vacation at his Shrub Oak
farm near Peekskill . . . Alec Moss has
been covering the south for Paramount,
particularly Atlanta, New Orleans and
Charlotte . . . Sol A. Rosenblatt was in
the Quaker

City

the

other

day

and

One

Henie

and

Nine

Cameras

Bill

Jaffe, his partner, has eliminated carnations from his lapel display . . . Mrs.
Natalie Kalmus, Fernand Gravet and Paul
Draper were Normandie departures . . .
Russell Holman has postponed his London
trip indefinitely . . . Moe J. Siegel left for
the coast Wednesday.

Irving Dreeben, local UA ad sales manager, is second in the drive for a $600 prize
. ... . Bernie Kranze’s son, Donald, was
Bar Mitzvahed over the weekend at the
Partridge St. Temple in Albany . . . Sonja
Btenie, back from a vacation in England,
Prance and Norway, leaves next week for
Chicago and then on to 20 th-Fox studios.
She said she has not been informed what
her next picture will be. However, 20thFox says it will be “Castles in Norway,”
due to start late November or early December.
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The lensmen of the press pose with Sonja Henie upon her arrival in New York
from Europe. Nine cameras show, but there were ten. Somebody had to do the
photographing . It was Jimmy Sileo of Cosmo-Sileo.
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to 20th-Fox exchanges . . . John Monk
Saunders is looking over the sites after
a spell in Hollywood . . . A1 Hovell is
keeping to a strict diet now that he has
taken off some of his excess poundage
. . . Paul Lazarus has a picture in his UA
office showing four generations of his

The East Does

Meet

the West

family, including junior’s latest arrival
. . . Broadway Arm-in- Armers: Murray
Silverstone and Lynn Farnol . . . Harry
Bernstein and Nicholas M. Schenck . . .
Barney Balaban and Austin Keough . . .
Oscar Doob and Eugene Picker . . . Nate
Blumberg and Ike Libson
prin and Sabu.

. . . Morris

Hel-

George West, the Screeno man with an
interest in Monogram, is back after a
visit to the coast, Kansas City, Chicago,
etc. . . . Earle W. Hammons finally left
for Hollyivood, Friday . . . Ditto Matty Fox
. . . S. R. Kent trained out for the 20thFox studios over the weekend, for his first
visit to the production city in some time
. . . Phil Reisman is not due to return
from

Europe

for another

few

weeks.

George Skouras has reopened the Stoddard, last of the group that was closed
for the summer . . . Bill Rodgers next week
leaves for a swing of M-G-M
exchanges
in the midwest . . . James Stewart is back
on the coast after a flying trip to New
York . . . Sabu — and few only know his
last name, which is Dastagir, was the guest
of the Boys’ Club of America and the
Brooklyn Dodgers, Saturday at Ebbets’
Field in Brooklyn . . . Bill Skirball arrived
in town from Dayton just as his brother,
Jack, left for the coast.

This Is The Aherne

— Metropolitan

In “Drums,” he saves the British garrison, as the Music Hall shortly will reveal.
Here, Sabu, the turban-bearing youth, is shown arriving in Hew York on the
Aquitania. Extreme left and right are Kartar Singh and Assah Singh who wear
blue turbans and corn yellow outfits,
bodyguards during his American stay.
young savior of English imperialism — in
last name which even Alexander Korda
Alexander

Korda

again. Arriving

is up

to his pranks

on the Hormandie,

he de-

clined to register and so he wasn’t listed
in the official passenger lineup. Leaving
for the coast the same day, he made his
reservation in the name of Saunders, who
happens to be his valet, and who made the
trip with him . . . Spencer Tracy is due
from Hollywood next week for a vacation
. . . David Sarnoff arrives Monday on the
Queen Mary after his usual
land and France.

visit to Eng-

their beards in nets, are also Sabu’s
The other chap is Sabu’s brother. The
the picture, that is — incidentally has a
cannot pronounce.
stopped over at Detroit to appear on the
Ford radio program . . . Lynne Overman
returns to the Paramount lot Monday after
a two-week vacation in the big city.
Rube Jackter held a meeting of Columbia’s midwest managers in Chicago over
the weekend. Attending were Phil Dunas,
division manager; Mel H. Evidon, Des
Moines; Oscar J. Rudy, Milwaukee; Hy
J. Chapman, Minneapolis, and Isadore M.
Weiner, Omaha . . . Ellen Drew, one of
Paramount’s

Barretts of Wimpole Street” opposite Katherine Cornell on the Hew
York stage a few seasons back. Hal
E. Roach hopes Brian Aherne will go
and do likewise as the male lead in
“Captain Midnight.”
Aherne reached Hew
from

York

this week

Europe on the Aquitania.
fore, the picture.
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of 20

James R. Grainger, Republic president,
arrived in Hollywood over the weekend
and after conferences with Moe J. Siegel,

V. Ritchey’s
gram, is aboard the

Henry

“The

tour

boat. She was the late Jean Harlow’s
stand-in and will appear in “The Women”
in the Antipodes . . . Charles A. Morla,

Fair, Amarillo,

Photos

a

key cities for the showing of “If I Were
King.” Lou Smith of the studio production staff, accompanies her. She will appear on the local Paramount stage September 28.

assistant at MonoSanta Rosa headed

for Curacao, Caracas, Venezuela, Colombia, Panama, Costa Rica, Salvador, Nicaragua, Honduras, Guatemala and Mexico
. . . Movita and Jack Randall are slated
to make personal appearances at the State

— Metropolitan

starlets, is on

Irving Lesser got into his car late Friday
night and started on a two-week vacation
for parts unknown . . . Sam Snider of the
Snider & Dean circuit has sailed on the
Mariposa from Los Angeles for Sydney,
Australia . . . Mary Dees is on the same

Norton

He made the feminine heart palpitate
when he played Robert Browning in

Photos

Tex.,

Gordon,

September

formerly

19-24.

manager

of

Paramount’s activities in Trinidad, has
been promoted to head of the Panama office, succeeding S. E. Pierpoint, who will
get another post shortly, according to
John W. Hicks jr. Robert L. Graham now
is assistant to Gordon. For the past two
years he has been working in Australia as
special representative. Saul Jacobs, who
has been in Guatemala, has taken over
managership of the Trinidad office . . .
Gladys Swarthout and her husband, Frank
Chapman, arrive in Hollywood shortly
where the song bird will make another
picture for Paramount. En route, she

will tour the company’s western offices,
including Los Angeles, San Francisco,
Portland, Seattle, Denver, Salt Lake City
and Minneapolis . He is due back October
15, his return marking the first complete
circuit visit since joining the company . . .
Lynn

Farnol expects to shove off for Hollywood early this week. He will fly, as
usual . . . Sol E. Gordon, who has been
visiting, has returned to Beaumont, Tex.,
his headquarters.
Merle Oberon plans to return to England shortly to settle business affairs.
Because she is slated to return for a role
in “Wuthering Heights,” Lloyd’s has insured her voyage for $30,. 000 . . . Eddie
Moran, former film comedian, and now
a writer for Hal E. Roach, sailed on the
Hormandie for a short vacation abroad
. . . Chester Morris has been making personal appearances in Baltimore after engagements in Philadelphia and Washing( Continued

on page

34-F)
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Metro to Continue
British Production
New

York — M-G-M

will

continue

its

production policy in England and “we
will make the pictures as fast as we can,”
Ben Goetz, in charge of the company’s
producing activities in that country, told
Boxoffice on his arrival with a print of
“The

Citadel,”

second

British-made

film.

“There are no set number,” he pointed
cut, “and we are making as many as we
can as we go along.”
As soon as he returns to London in a
fortnight, Goetz will place into work

No Paramount Theatres
Annual Meet This Year
New York — Paramount theatre partners
will not hold an annual meeting this year.
Instead, Y. Frank Freeman, in charge of
operations, will make trips to the
tory to confer with the men.

Speaking for Paramount operations.
Freeman says business is much better and
a lot of interest is being shown in the
Movie Quiz contest, not only by the trade

"Goodbye, Mr. Chips,” with Robert Donat
in the starring role. He also appears in
"The Citadel.” Rosalind Russell, who
plays opposite him, is due from abroad
the latter part of the month.
After “Goodbye, Mr. Chips,” will be
"National Velvet,” which is to be followed
by "And So Victoria” and "Busman’s
Holiday.” In preparation now are "Death
on the Table,” from a show current in
London and due to open shortly on Broadway, and “Kindling,” which was published under the title of “Ruined City” in
England.
Goetz

left for the coast

soon

after his

arrival to show “The Citadel” to Louis
B. Mayer and A1 Lichtman. He is slated
to return next week. With him are his
wife and son, Hayes.
Benjamin Thau, who recently went to
England in place of Mayer and Lichtman,
is scheduled to arrive Monday on the
Queen Mary.

Two More

Franchises

The Bag

terri-

On Monday he leaves for Toronto where
he will spend a few days with N. L.
Nathanson and J. J. Fitzgibbons of Famous
Players Canadian. At the end of the month
he will head for Dallas and on October 10
he is scheduled to leave for Atlanta.

but

by the public, newspapers
atre people as well.

and

the-

"Spawn" Grosses $55,000
First Paramount Stanza
New
week

York — “Spawn of the North” garnered approximately $55,000 in its first
at the Paramount. It is being held.

“You Can’t Take It With You” at the
Music Hall tallied close to $100,000 on a
second week and is being continued for a
third.
“Boys Town” at the Capitol rolled up a
nice $33,000 for the first seven days, while
the Rivoli fared mildly with $10,000 on
“Letter

of Introduction.”

“Valley of the Giants” and Ozzie Nelson and Harriet Hilliard combined for a
$34,000 take at the Strand.
The

State

with

“Crowd

Roars”

and

the

second week of Ed Sullivan “emceeing”
the Harvest Moon dancers finished with
approximately $30,000.

in
Traveling

tor Republic

Again

New York — Republic has set two more
franchise deals for five years, the latest
being with Gilbert Nathanson of Minneapolis and Barney Rosenthal and Nat
Steinberg of St. Louis. Three situations
remain to be worked out before the new
setup nationally is complete.

Another

"Ranger"

York

Republic

—

production
months.

January, when the final episode of “Hawk
of the Wilderness,” last serial on the 193738 program is released.
Rangers

in Eng-

David

E. Rose, in charge of British production for the company, has been working out deals with independent producers

to supply about ten for the first year under the new quota act. Richard Blaydon,
from the coast studio, recently made the
crossing and is now acting as production
manager.
Although Adolph Zukor was scheduled
to sail for England the latter part of the
month, the trip has been cancelled. He
is due

from Hollywood shortly for conferences with Barney Balaban and Stanton Griffis, and then will return west.

Lloyd, accompanied by his wife, has sailed from the coast on the Erria for Jamaica,
England, Copenhagen or Oslo, Norway,
Sweden and Denmark. He will be gone
ten weeks. On October 10 he will arrive
in London and, according to present plans,
is due back in Hollywood, November 24.
William A. Wellman, Albert Lewin and
Arthur Hornblow jr. also are planning trips
abroad.
John W. Hicks jr., in charge of foreign
affairs for the company, will sail on the
Washington instead of the Queen Mary
next Wednesday. John B. Nathan, head
in the Argentine, arrived Thursday on the
Eastern Prince for a five-week vacation.

New

to

controls the rights to “The Lone Ranger,”
whereby a 15 episode serial, “Lone Ranger
Returns” will be produced. The first
chapter will be ready the third week in

will not comsetup

and

Ricketson
York Huddles

general policies with Spyros Skouras. Aubrey Schenck, booker for National Theatres, is due back the latter part of the
week from a visit to Milwaukee, Denver
and Kansas City.

First Winner

York — Harold

Janecky,

manager

of

the

Academy of Music, is the first winner in the Skouras weekly efficiency drive.
He has been awarded $500. Rose Kessler
and M. McNeil make the rounds of the

another “Lone Ranger” serial instead of a feature for next season. Negotiations have been concluded with Circuit
Operator George W. Trendle, who also
operates a radio station in Detroit and

34-D

as Paramount

Janecky

decided

“Texas

plete its own
land for many

Into New

make

The new serial replaces
Are Coming.”

time inasmuch

New York — E. C. Rhoden, operating
head of Fox Midwest, and Rick Ricketson,
supervisor of Fox Intermountain, will be
in town next week for conferences on

Serial
has

New York — Paramount may send such
directors as Cecil B. DeMille, Frank Lloyd
and Wesley Ruggles to England to handle
a number of its big pictures as soon as
the company starts production on its own
in that country. These names have been
mentioned, but nothing is definite at this

Rhoden

On the heels of a deal with Loew’s for
50 per cent for the metropolitan area,
James R. Grainger, Herman Gluckman
and Morris Epstein have signed RKO for
the other half of the new product in this
territory. Fred Meyers and Max Fellerman sat in for RKO.

New

Study British Jobs
For Ace Directors

circuit a-nd judge
— Metropolitan Photos
On

the left is Ben

Goetz,

production

head for M-G-M in England, arriving
in New York on one of his frequent
transatlantic crossings. Goetz, accompanied by his wife and his son, Hayes,
now knows all stewards on all liners.

RCA

the winners

each

week.

Industrial Series

New York — RCA has produced 13 onereelers dramatizing the story of RCA
Victor’s 1939 product for use in theatres.
The subjects are designed to run one a
week. Three industrial producers made
the shorts.
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Allied Is Incensed

Drive Committees

By Raids on Games
New

York — Fireworks

are scheduled

to

take place at the Allied of New York
meeting next Thursday at the Astor, according to Max A. Cohen, president. Exhibitors locally are incensed over the recent drive by the Society for the Prevention of Crime to end games in theatres.
During the week, the Jewel, in Harlem,
a Cinema Circuit house, was raided while
a game was being conducted and a near
riot took place. According to Cohen, the
society has no legal authority to act on
games, the exhibitor leader holding that
in the case of the People against Schaefer, the supreme court of New York ruled
that where patrons do not have to pay
admission or fee for the purpose of participating in games they are no lottery.
Cohen further contends theatres pay
every sort of tax possible, including two
per cent on film rental, the highest property tax in the state is charged theatres
and, in addition, there is a state tax of
$3 for each $100 for theatres. Even supplies are taxed two per cent, he says.
“We’re going to fight the society’s drive
even if we have to go to the Court of
Appeals,” the local Allied head declares.
Other matters to be taken up include
the government suit, the anti-Ascap bill to
be introduced in Albany, and radio competition where film stars appear on broadcasts.
With 432 independent exhibitors in the
state, Allied claims to have approximately 250 already signed up.

A Fleischer Impasse Over
"Local” Animators
New

York — Max

Ratio

Fleischer and the ani-

mators’ union have reached an impasse
on the number of local cartoonists to be
employed by Fleischer at his Miami studio. The union is demanding that Fleischer hire as many eastern animators as
he employs in Miami, which he refuses
to do. However, the Paramount short subject producer during the next few days
will have his entire eastern staff with him
in Miami. He is paying a month’s free
board to employes until they find suitable
living quarters.

Kuhn and Fitzsimmons
Quit M. P. Daily Stall
New

York— Irene Kuhn,

who

recently

joined Motion Picture Daily as a special
writer, is no longer a member of the staff
of that publication.

Thomas

Fitzsimmons,

makeup editor, likewise is out, Joseph Priore succeeding.
Colvin Brown, general manager of the
Quigley Publishing Co., is in direct charge
of the enterprise with Martin Quigley, of
course, filling the joint posts of editorin-chief and publisher.
BOXOFFICE

Hammons' Arrival
Is GN Go Signal

(Continued from page 31)
Zanesville — Caldwell Brown.
Oregon
Portland — Ted

Gamble.

Pennsylvania
Pittsburgh — Joe Feldman, Ken
Philadelphia — Everett Callow.
Rhode Island
Providence — Ed Fay.
Texas

New

Hoel.

W. J. Underwood, Hugh Owen.
Tennessee

Memphis — M. A. Lightman.
Nashville — Charles H. Amos.
Utah
Salt Lake City — Helen Ganitz.
Washington
Newman,

John

the

arrival of E. W.

Before leaving Hammons

Dallas — R. E. Griffith R. J. O’Donnell,

Seattle — Frank

York — With

Hammons, New Grand National president,
on the coast for production conferences
with Jack Skirball and Edward L. Alperson the first new production unit will get
under way.

Danz,

Le

Roy Johnson.
Washington, D. C.
Washington — John J. Payne, Frank

Falce.

La

Baltimore — Carter Barron.
Maryland — Sidney Lust.
Virginia — Robert Smelter.
Canada

fice that, by the time

told Boxof-

he returns

here

in

a week, the company’s new season release schedule should be completed. However, definite announcement may be withheld until
September
25 when
annual
financial
report
will Educational’s
be ready.
Following the production conferences,
Alperson will hold regional sales meetings in San Francisco, Chicago and New
York. Six of the 26 New Grand National inherited from Fine Arts in the new
setup are almost ready. Tire cancellation of eight from Fine Arts’ 26 has been
called off and the producing company will
deliver the full quota.
It is understood prospective deals submitted by Phil Goldstone and George
Hirliman are being considered by Hammons, Skirball and Alperson at the coast
sessions.

Calgary — Pete Egan, Glen Peacock, Harry

Friedman, Alt Shackleford, Mike Healu.

Montreal — J. Arthur Hirsch.
St. John — W. H. Golding, A. J. Mason.
Toronto — Dewey Bloom, James Nairn, M.

H. Wilkes, Mrs. S. H. Falk, J. L. Smith.

Winnipeg — Joe Huber, P. W. Mahon.
Vancouver — Hugo Ray.

Paramount Divorce
Suit Appeal Filed
Fargo, N. D. — The application of Para-

mount and Minnesota Amusement Co. for
leave to appeal to the U. S. supreme court
for a review of the statutory court’s decision upholding the. constitutionality of the
North Dakota theatre divorcement law
was filed here Friday.
The signatures of the three judges who
comprised the statutory court were obtained in Wisconsin, Minnesota and Iowa,
where the judges are presiding, and automatically sends the case to the highest
court.
Appellants have 40 days in which to file
the record in Washington, but this is subject to extension by agreement. In view
of additional work being done on the appeal briefs, attorneys for Paramount indicate it will be about six weeks before
papers are filed. The case probably will
not be argued before the supreme court
until next February.
Meanwhile, the state of North Dakota is
enjoined from enforcing its theatre divorcement law. Paramount’s injunction
obtained in March is being continued so
that it may continue to operate its theatres in the state.

Alter Waldorl Theatre
To Hold Moss Product
New

York — B.

S. Moss

is understood

negotiating for the Waldorf Theatre on
W. 50th St. as a showwindow for Empress Pictures, the new company formed
by him in association with Paul Graetz,
general manager of Paris Export Film.
In the event this house cannot be secured,
it is possible a lease will be taken on the
Continental on Broadway.
As

exclusively

reported

in

Boxoffice

for September 3, the new company will
start off with eight films. Among them
will be “Un Carnet de Bal,” which had
an extensive run at the Belmont. Others
include two Danielle Darrieux pictures,
“Betrayed by Love” and “Port Arthur.”
Conrad Veidt stars in “The Mad Inventor.”
Jean-Louis Barrault appears in “The Kingdom of Youth” and Erich von Stroheim
is the star in “The Runaways” and “Alibi
after Graetz
forShortly
Murder.”
quarters in Paris, he
program, from eight
producers will make
company.

returns to his headwill line up his new
to 16. Independent
the pictures for his

Charles Schwartz of Schwartz & Frohlich
is Graetz’s American representative and
will also be on the Empress board.

Tomei Quits Union
Philadelphia

—

A.

A. Tomei

has

re-

signed as president of the Musicians’
Union here, his resignation becoming effective October 3. Tomei, who has served
as head of the local for 33 months, will
join the Philadelphia Orchestra.
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He will be in town next
fore returning to Hollywood.

week

be-

the French liner
early in the week.

Conditions

In Mideast, Says Libson
Normandie

passengers

Johnny

Irving

Hoffman,

the scribe, has gone

to

Hollywood for a two-week jaunt . . .
Manny Silverstone has taken up winter
quarters at Belle Harbor, while Morris
Helprin has given up his town apartment
for the country . . . Maurice Silverstone
is the father of a girl for the third time,
the latest arrival weighing eight pounds.
Mrs.

Fred

Meyers

is mourning

the loss

of her mother . . . Roy Non* of the Hays
public relations counsel staff, is back from
Europe . . . Charlie Pettijohn’s hats carry
a card warning strays it is not their
chapeaux . . . Jack Alicoate a luncheoneer at the Algonquin . . . Mrs. Si Seadler
returns from a long visit on the coast in
a few days. Si admits he’s glad . . . Ned
Depinet is over his cold . . . Mary Pickford has leased offices on the Avenue
for her cosmetic business . . . Arthur
Greenblatt, GB’s eastern division manager,
is in Boston . . . Spencer Tracy, after
five days here, is back in Hollywood. Wells
Roots’ “Heritage of the Wild” and “Flight
South” by Nathaniel West and Gordon
Kahn have been purchased by M-G-M . . .
the

“Good

News of the Air” show Thursday
Virginia Verrill was a guest.

Robert

Taylor

returned

to

night.

he has no picture plans in
an aviator and feels that with

view. He’s
all the war

talk going on he may be called into service by Great Britain . . . Alfred Lunt
and Lynn Fontanne, Peggy Hopkins Joyce,
Kitty Carlisle and Mrs. Jeanne Chauchoin,
mother of Claudette Colbert, were among

There’s nothing temperamental
about the new 70 Series amplifier—It’s designed for tops in
quality reproduction and trouble-free performance.
Perfected

Dowd is back from a week’s vacation. He had to split his rest period
this year because of the industry drive
. . . Gene Murphy of the Loew circuit has
gone to Chicago, his home town, for a
vacation . . . More Loew news: Joe Vogel
and Oscar A. Doob were in Baltimore for
the opening of the musical presentation
policy at the Century. Art Schmidt is
back from a quick trip to theatres in
Louisville, Evansville and Indianapolis . . .
Ernie Emerling spoke before the Ad Club
in New Haven earlier in the week and
took Eddie Dowden along for audience
reaction . . . Edith Craig, RKO
player,
is in town to appear in a new play.

silent

change-over
on
input
circuit —
Perfectly filtered copper oxide
rectified
“DC”
exciter
lamp
supply — Separate
meters and current controls for
each
exciter
lamp — New
tone
control
theory
with
separate
controls for lows
and
highs
—
Transient
distortion eliminated — Power
output 20 watts
from
stabilised
push-pull
beam
power tubes.

appears in “The Lady and the Cowboy,”
is en route from the coast to appear in
“Chiseler,” a WPA play . . . That Jack
and Jill yacht has a joint ownership.
George J. Schaefer, whom you saw on
the vessel in a recent Boxoffice issue,
operates it for the summer at Montauk,
while Herman Robbins, president of National Screen, has the use of it in Miami

Providence

the other

day

with

Dick
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the

Libson

As

for the

industry

drive, Libson

says

“they don’t know we have a drive on in
our territory. The newspaper advertisements were prepared hurriedly and are ineffective. In general there is no enthusiasm for the campaign around Cincinnati.”
Libson returned to his headquarters in
Cincinnati, Friday evening. Skirball spent
the week in town on business matters.

Forest Executive
New

York — Raymond

promotion

manager

Tours

Duport,

of

the

sales

Forest

and

Mfg.

Corp., is on a ten-day trip through the
south and southwest in the interest of
Hurley screen and other Forest lines.

REVIEW
FLASHES
CAMPUS

family back from Grossinger’s over the
weekend ... Joe Joel is back on his feet
again . . . Ray Johnston is due from the
coast in two to three weeks . . . Edward
Everett Horton returned from a vacation
abroad on the Washington . . . Mrs. Herman Robbins, now in Europe, is due back
in about ten days. Her son, Allen, who
has been seriously ill, has recovered and
now is in the process of regaining lost
weight.

CONFESSIONS
tribution to the campus

Police Hold Projectionist
On

Charge

only insofar as it has basketball instead
of the inevitable gridiron for background.
Hank

Luisetti,

New York — Police are holding on a
charge of homicide Solomon Schulman, 38,
of Brooklyn, in connection with the death
of Nathan Klein, 33, of Manhattan, who
was killed during an altercation in the
projection booth of the Queens Theatre,
Queens Village, L. I.
Klein was said to have been killed by
a fire extinguisher wielded by Schulman,
who claims, according to police, that his
act was in self defense. Schulman, regular projectionist, claims that when Klein
returned from a theatre without getting a
job he accused Schulman of sending him
on a “wild goose chase,” and

attacked

him.

Paulette

Goddard

Hollywood — Paulette

Has
Goddard

All-American

cage

star, is

featured. Betty Grable and Eleanore Whitney top the cast. Directed by George
Archainbaud.

IF

I

WERE

efforts.

of Homicide

(Para)— This concycle will find its

best market among adolescents. It differs
from the less impressive Rah Rah features

KING

sweeping

signed
219 NORTH

with

Mer-

rill in the latter’s plane for a theatre
opening . . . Bob Weitman brought his

volume control for controlling amplifier volume from
auditorium available
small extra cost.

(£®o

York — Business

waters during the winter . . . Leon Goldberg is the proud pappy of a baby girl.

Remote
at

New

circuit in the mideast is improving, although generally conditions are not so
good in the territory, Ike Libson, partner
of RKO
in Cincinnati and Dayton, and
associated with William Skirball in Cleveland and other situations, told Boxoffice
during his short stay here.

Lionel Keene up from Atlanta way on
a short visit . . . Burton Churchill, who

Tom Murray has eliminated 30 pounds
from his waistline . . . Lou Irwin flew to

Gilbert Miller is back on the local scene
with a new Broadway play and declares

Not So Good

(Para)— Abounds

pageantry

and

spectacle

in

the

charac-

teristic of Producer-Director Frank Lloyd's
It unfolds a stirring story based on

the saving of Paris by Francois
is elevated to epical heights

Villon and
through a

brace

by

of brilliant

performances

Ronald

Colman as the beloved beggar-poet and
Basil Rathbone as King Louis XI. Frances
Dee
head

contributes substantially with a sympathetic and winsome delineation at the
of a

all adds
film.

STARLIGHT

superior
up

supporting

to make

OVER

a

cast, which

superlatively

TEXAS

fine

(Mono)— Tuneful

and
rapidly paced sagebrush actioner
which rates above par in its category.
First

in

the

series

Ritter and being
ney, it indicates

of

eight

starring

Tex

produced by Edward Finthat Monogram will have

a lineup of prairie operas which
its own with the best. A1 Herman

can hold
directed.

Role
has

been

for an important role in “Dramatic School,” M-G-M picture which will
serve as a new vehicle for Luise Rainer.

COMPLETE

REVIEWS

pictures will appear

on the above

in an early issue

of BOXOFFICE.
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Liberty Magazine
Extending Reviews
New

York — A new reviewing service designed to extend comment on films in
every issue will be inaugurated by Liberty
magazine, September
prises several unique

28. The
features.

plan

com-

In place of the conventional picture reviews there will be previews — detailed
stories of films and their making, timed
to appear in each case during the week of
national release. Liberty’s star-rating system will be used to predict the number ci
stars each new film should rate, the prediction to be based on past performances
of star, director, players, authors, etc.
At the same time Liberty’s readers will
be urged to see, review and rate the pictures themselves. For the best reviews,
prizes will be offered. From the starratings to be placed by readers on each
new film a reader-rating will be averaged
and published as quickly as possible.
There will also be a final star-rating by
Liberty’s critic, so that in the end three
ratings may be compared; Liberty’s prediction, the composite reader-rating and
the magazine’s final rating. Thus, instead of being mentioned only once, each
picture will be the subject of sustaineo
interest through several issues of the
magazine.

B CJ IF IF A IL <0>
JMPROVEMENT in patronage running
from 25 to 35 per cent has been noted
by Buffalo and western New York first-run
houses in the past four weeks, according
to replies to a general inquiry just completed. Comparisons were arranged to
cover the first two weeks of the new fall
campaign, as well as the last two of August. Credit was given to the better pictures, combined with greater public interest aroused by the industry’s advertising campaign.
Two important openings were recorded
the past week in the territory. The Schine
circuit inaugurated its new $150,000 Auburn Theatre, a 2,000 -seater in the Cayuga
county seat, with noteworthy ceremonies.
Landman & Pressler opened their Hornell
Theatre the same day, with a luncheon to
exhibitors and representatives of distributors.
Reopening of the remodeled Harvard
and the Avon, Syracuse, were announced
by the George Smith circuit . . . Percy
Knight’s
marquee.

Sheldon

ITOA
New

York — The

in Buffalo has a new

at Astor
ITOA,

which

on Satur-

day moved to new headquarters
Hotel Astor, will meet Wednesday.
Milstein Represents
Hollywood — J. J. Milstein

in the

Small
heads

east in

ten days after conferences here with Edward Small to assume his new duties as
Small’s eastern representative.
BOXOFFICE
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J^ARRY ingFARRELL,
the Irvand Majesticwho
in operates
Carbondale,
Pa.,
was host to a gang from the local filmart
last Wednesday. They played golf in a
private tournament he arranged . . . Min,
the Vine street manicurist, will hold no
more filmogul hands. She up and became
Mrs. John B. Means of Washington last
week . . . Alvin Goodwin commuting back
and forth to his brainchild, the new Quality Premium office in New York.
Showmen’s Club is getting set for its
fall opening. It’ll shortly renew the weekly
Friday night good times . . . Dresserware
seems to be coming back in favor to replace dish giveaways. Price and Metro
both announced new deals last week . . .
Nucky Beckett’s beaming
bizness. He became the pop
from heaven last Monday .
liver’s all burned up. The
new car went up in smoke
right in front of his place.

like nobody’s
of a boyndle
. . Dave Molwiring on his
last Tuesday

’Nother cigar passer-outer last week was
Irving Philips, of the Upsal Theatre. His
is a girl . . . Harry Weiner, the Columbia
g. m. here was all aglow the beginning of
last week. On Monday, Columbia opened
its new exchange building with a tremendous mob on hand to glimpse the festivities. And on Tuesday, he ran a preview of “You Can’t Take It With You” at
the Uptown. Another mob was right
there, and full of praise, too.
Exhibitors are looking forward with no
enthusiasm to the gigantic Shrine circus
to be staged at the Arena by George Hamid
the week of November 7 . . . Republic is
readying plans for its new building on the
old Columbia site . . . The whole street, in
fact, is breathing easier, since the powers

that be at Harrisburg

decreed the other

day that Vine street won’t be chopped up
to make a wider bridge thoroughfare . . .
They’ve pretty well decided on Spring
Garden street, several blocks above . . .
Friedman and Ball, who operate the Lansdowne Theatre, are understood to be opening the Rexy in South Philadelphia.
First general fall meeting of Variety
Club has been called for September 26 by
Chief Barker Jack Beresin. All committee
heads for the annual dinner held a confab Monday and promise great results.
Season actually opens on September 24
with a cabaret in honor of Beresin’s birthday . . . George Aarons is smiling again.
His wife is recuperating nicely from a
very serious operation . . . Special private
showing of “Snow White” for a group of
nuns in Stone Harber, where he has a
house, was arranged by Jack Greenberg
through courtesy of RKO.
Horlacher’s team celebrated its admission into the Industrial Bowling League
by winning the first three straight games
. . . The crew looks pretty swell, too, in
brand new uniforms . . . Miss Utah, Miss
Jacksonville and Miss Philadelphia will
be in the first stage show at Fay’s when
it reopens September 22 . . . The picture
“Uncivilized,” distributed by Allied, has
been nixed by the censor board.
Lewen Pizor, president of UMPTO, after
opening a whole string of new houses,
slowed down long enough on Friday to
get married. His bride was a secretary
at 20th Century-Fox, so he’s keeping
things in the business . . . There are rumors of a new house at 63d and Lancaster avenue. Backer is undisclosed, but it
looks pretty definite.

1Broad : Box . . to Give . . Illumination *
Hollywood — When

about

Irving

Smith

talks

killing a baby, putting silk on

a

broad or spinning spaghetti, he’s not referring to murder, women or food. He’s
just talking business. The business of a
gaffer, which is Hollywoodese for chief
electrician.
For the visitors who walk onto Hal
Roach

sets, Smith has prepared a mimeographed sheet of expressions and definitions. He decided to do this when a
woman visitor let out a shriek upon hearing Smith order one of his assistants to
“hurry up and kill the baby.”
His lexicon reads as follows:
Baby — 500-watt lamp.
Baby Junior — 1,000-watt lamp.
Barn Door — A
blinker-type reflector
hung on front of lamp.
Broad — A flat light box in which a
number of bulbs combine to give a broad,
general illumination.
Burning Up — Too bright an illumination.
Cell — A cellulose diffusing screen.
Choke — Applying coil to arc lamp to
eliminate hum.
Doughnut — A cell with a hole in center.
Fin — Louvre-like metal sheet to hang

on lamp
light.

to obtain

horizontal

beam

of

Gimmick — Small, portable light socket.
Gobo — Movable black screen, to keep
light from reflecting into camera lens.
Hit — To turn on electricity.
Hot — Brilliant.
Junior — A 2,500-watt light.
Kill — Turn off electricity.
Pan — Shallow light bowl with wide diffusion.
Senior — A 5,000-watt light.
Sharks — Contraction of “hit your arcs”
which means to turn on the arc lights.
Silk — A transparent silk screen to diffuse light from a broad.
Snoot — A metal cone put over lamp to
concentrate beam.
Spaghetti — Electric cable.
Spider — Connection between cables.
Spin Spaghetti — To unwind the cable.
T-Bone — Fixed light tripod.
Trapeze — Horizontal bar suspended from
catwalks by rope to which lights can be
affixed.
Turtle — Same as T-Bone.
Warm Up — Increase light value by placing bulb closer to reflector.
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J^ATEST de luxe opening was the new
Silver Theatre, Silver Spring, recently

suburban club at Sidney Lust’s Betheseda
Boro, Bill Jobes assisting . . . Ray Ervin,

acquired by Warner from veteran showman W. E. S. “Willie” Wilcox. Opening
night housed beaucoup celebrities with
State Senator Prescott dedicating with his
lone speech . . . Lamar Keen, former
Avalon skipper, played host as manager of
the new 1,000-seater . . . James Glennon,
former assistant manager of the Uptown
under Walter Cersley, is slated to take the
pilot job at the newly Warnerized Seco
. . . Bill Hoyle, former Seco manager,
goes into the Lichtman chain as publicity
manipulator.

Metro’s Charlotte sales ace, visited his dad
here who is ill . . . Colonel James Lake
reports the Gayety open for ninth street
patronage . . . Harold Gould announces
the open-air filmshop is now starting at
7 instead of 7:15 because fall days are
shorter.

John Ash, Loew auditor, is a D. C. exchange visitor penciling the books . . .
Party of the week was the Paramount Bob
Grace soiree tossed as a surprise gesture
by friends with Chieftain and Mrs. Eddie
Fontaine, Marjorie Dermondy , Blanche
Hall and other filmites making merry . . .
The Metro billings drive brought prizes
to Phil Bobys, Harry Cohen, Jack Goldberg, Frank Scully, Murray Greenfield and
Pete Prince. Top gifts, however, were
French “Hankies” from the Paris office
of the Lion firm for all the D. C. office
misses.
Don Hix, “The Old Skipper,” recent addition to local ether lines, starts his first

JTDDIE MARTIN, who has just joined the
Flax Brothers, distributors of Republic
Pictures in this territory, was in town
with Jake Flax last week. Eddie’s territory is eastern Virginia and the eastern
shore . . . Harley Davidson was a sight for
sore eyes after his recent illness which
kept him off the road for Paramount . . .
There is a report around town that Sam
Craver is going to build a new theatre
in Wytheville . . . Floyd Stawls is having
a “Judge Hardy Family Week” at the
Carillon this week, playing three of the
pictures . . . The Rockbridge Theatre in
Buena Vista is undergoing extensive repairs and a general renovation, with the
installation of new seats, a new air-conditioning system and redecorating. The
work is expected to take about two months.

All theatre cashiers in town have been
warned to be on the lookout for counterfeit five dollar bills . . . Metro’s “Marionette Moviette” truck was in town last week
for the opening of “Marie Antoinette” at
Loew’s.
Norman Manwaring, manager of the
National, reports that his arm is getting
in shape once more and he hopes to get
in a little golf before the snow begins to
fall . . . Garrett Leahey, manager of the
State, visited Williamsburg, Yorktown and
Jamestown on his vacation . . . The Virginia Conservation gave a preview of its
two new pictures, “George Washington’s
Virginia” and “George Washington's
Mount Vernon” at Loew’s Theatre on Friday. The preview was attended by the

34-H

Sabu, the child marvel, meets the President at the White House later this month
. . . Earl Wingart, Fox press ace, came
in town for a screening of “Hold That
Coed” ... At this film’s downtown showing Carter Barron and the Capitol played
host to all the local football aggregations
including the nationally famed Redskins,
which possibly recalled Carter’s star pigskin toting days at Georgia Tech . . .
Press agents fall trek to town included
William C. Fields, Harry Kline and Francis Robinson . . . Eddie Plohn’s National
is ready to light up September 19 . . .
Varieteer’s Frederic William Wile after a
summer at Cape Cod has opened the 16th
street homestead . . . Howard Burkhardt
and Division Manager Barron are planning to keep the Chester Hale line for a
full season attraction at the Capitol . . .
Loew’s Ray Bell is commuting to Baltimore nowadays, assisting publicity on the
buildup of the new orchestra overture policy at Bill Saxton’s Century.

governor and state officials. The picture
soon will be made available for theatres
and schools . . . Wade Pearson was a
visitor from Falls Church last week . . .
Carrington Wadell from South Boston was
also in town.

Eddie Holmes, who was operated on for
appendicitis at Stuart Circle Hospital, has
returned to work at the Colonial . . .
Morton G. Thalhimer, president of Neighborhood Theatres, was a recent visitor to
New York . . . Morton G. Thalhimer,
president of Neighborhood Theatres, teas
a recent visitor to New York.
William S. Wilder accompanied by Sidney Bowden, his general manager, was in
town from Norfolk last week looking over
several of the new theatres . . . Promoters are planning on staging boxing
matches in the old Lyric, which is under
lease to a group of local theatres . . .
Dave Peterson, Altec engineer, is relieving
Mervin Ullman, who is vacationing at his
new home on Sauer Ave. . . . Members
of the Petersburg Theatres Social Club
held a swimming party and feast at Red
Water Lake the other night.

Meet
New

in Chicago

York — A one-day

meeting

of Uni-

versal western branch managers will be
held Sunday in Chicago with President
Nate Blumberg, Matthew Fox, William
Heineman and James Jordan in charge.
The meeting will be duplicated in the east
later.

s imPle"
DrivLaeckRadiDuost"T
ugs
Philadelphia — An

announcement

by Dr.

Leon Levy, president of WCAU, Philadelphia’s largest station, that he was eliminating a two-year-old weekly program devoted entirely to plugging pictures, was the
first result here of a resolution passed
September 9 by the Pennsylvania Broadcasters Ass’n denouncing the motion picture industry for its failure to include
radio in its present campaign budget.
The show has been presented by Powers
Gouraud on Monday nights. On it he
airs part of the soundtrack, through a
machine especially devised by WCAU
engineers, of some current picture. Then
he gives a review — always favorable — of
the rest of the film.
Representatives of more than 35 stations unanimously passed the PBA resolution, which was drawn up by Sam
Rosenbaum of WFIL.

^HE M-G-M trackless train will visit
Wilmington this week, Edgar J. Doob,
manager

of Loew’s Theatre here, announced over the weekend. Two performances of the Marionette show carried with
the train, are planned. The theatre on
wheels is the third traveling studio unit
to be sent out by M-G-M. The Marionette
Theatre cost more than $50,000 to construct. The 23 puppet players are replicas
of persons

in the picture, “Marie

An-

The National Barn Dance
toinette.”

stars of WLS,
Chicago, open the winter vaudeville season in Wilmington at the Queen Theatre
under the direction of Manager Artie
Cohn ... At the same time Wilmington’s
legitimate stage season opened at The
Playhouse, the only legit house in Delaware. Manager Raymond Harris is presenting the premiere of “Once Upon a
Night,” produced by Lawrence Schwab,
who has just returned from a two-year
stay at the film capital.
For the second consecutive meeting directors of the Street and Sewer Department have refused to take action on a
proposed amendment to the city ordinance
prohibiting the use of sound trucks on
the city streets.

T. S, Burger Rites
New

York — Funeral

services

were

held

for Timothy S. Burger, father of the late
Paul F. Burger, at Tenafly, N. J. Surviving are Mrs. Maud T. Burger, widow;
Arthur T. Burger and Sallie M. Burger.

"Pagliacci" to GB
New

York — GB

has acquired

“Pagliacci”

for distribution in the United States and
will handle it through its new department
serving “art” theatres.
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Warner

i

Bros, (

ON

)

CURRENT

79 Minutes

FEATURE

Rel.

Sept.

PRODUCTIONS

RKO

17, '38

Lusty entertainment of the timber country with plenty of
action that should react favorably at the boxoffice. The
scenic background of giant redwoods is an impressive
canvas for Technicolor which ironically reacts in a slightly unfavorable manner on the plot’s realism. Most of the

j picture
is so pretty it’s difficult to realize a life and death
struggle is ensuing between the landowners and a group of

I

financial men who want to steal their timber land. However, under William Keighley’s first-rate direction, the
affect is almost nullified by the amount of excitement

i

Wayne

20th

Morris
efforts

Morris, Charles Bickford, Claire Trevor, Frank McHugh, Alan Hale, Donald Crisp, Jack LaRue, Dick Purcell.

Valley of the Giants
Century-Fox

(907)

Room

F

80 Minutes

Rel. Sept.

M-G-M

16, '38

)

80 Minutes

Rel. Oct. 30, '38

Service
(903)

F

108 Minutes

&m„„
Rel. Sept.

16, '38

keeps the merriment moving at a lively clip.
John Barrymore, George Murphy, Marjorie Weaver, Joan
Davis, Jack Haley, George Barbier, Donald Meek.

Again teaming Clark Gable and Myrna Loy, this feature
should prove as torrid at the turnstiles as its title for it
adroitly blends into a strikingly superior whole every proven
entertainment element, and at the same time proves that
new ideas can be successfully utilized in the manufacture
of films. While action — and what action — is its principal
ingredient, there is a satisfying garnishment of romance
and comedy to provide something to satisfy every theatre
patron. The sizzling screenplay, based on the lives and
loves of newsreel cameramen, provides an ideal medium for
the respective talents of Gable and Loy and a thoroughly
splendid supporting cast, topped by Walter Pidgeon and
Walter Connolly. No detail or expense was spared in producing the picture, and direction by Jack Conway is in pace.
Clark Gable, Myrna Loy, Walter Pidgeon, Walter Connolly,
Leo Carrillo, Johnny Hines, Henry Kolker.

Hold

Too Hot to Handle

While this may not stand as the best of the current
pigskin cycle, it certainly qualifies as the screwiest and
should win a place on the 1938 All-American Hit team.
John Barrymore, as a wind- jamming politico who ties up
his senatorial campaign with the football team at the state
university, drives most of the screws, while scoring performances by Joan Davis, George Murphy and Marjorie
Weaver aid and abet in the hilarity and excellence of the
feature. Story is a timely and seasonal blending of politics
and football, subjecting both to a broad hazing While
there are musical and Terpsichorean interludes they are

' merely
incidental to the story and comedy background.
George Marshall’s direction is of the highest order and

RKO

That Co-Ed

Radio

(

)

F

75 Minutes

Rel.

Paramount

Here is a production which will allow every member of
the family to relax and enjoy himself. Joe Penner, this
time, is backed by a story replete with comic situations
and a solid cast. Billy Gilbert, as the professor of Greek
mythology, turns in the outstanding supporting performance. Penner, collegiate leader of a swing band, dislikes
football, and refuses to go out for the gridiron sport. His
father promises to donate $200,000 to the university if the
coaching staff can make a football star of his son. The

is the stuff of which grid players are made. The coaching staff digs up plays which have been forgotten since
1910,

and

Quarterback

Penner

leads

his team

pionship in spite of himself. Leslie Goodwins

to the

(3802)

F

60 Minutes

Rel.

Sept.

16, '38

Resorting to plenty of patriotic flagwaving and hokum
and hampered by a decidedly implausible story, but brightened through a sparkling performance by moppet Donald
O’Connor, this will serve satisfactorily as a run-of-themill programmer with a particular appeal to juvenile
audiences. Additionally, it presents possibilities for heavy
exploitation and tieups with the American Legion. Story
finds a group of small-town boys attempting to form a
“Sons of the Legion” squadron, with O’Connor and Billy
Lee, sons of Lynne Overman, unable to join because their
father was given a dishonorable discharge from the army.
The kids get after the real culprit, finding him to be Edward Pawley, an escaped convict. James Hogan directed.

; daughter of the university president convinces Penner he
cham-

directed.

Joe Penner, June Travis, Richard Latie, Ben Alexander,
Billy Gilbert, Jack Carson, Alan Bruce, George Irving.

Lynne Overman, Evelyn Keyes, Donald O’Connor, Elizabeth
Patterson, William Frawley, Edward Pawley, Billy Lee.

Mr. Doodle Kicks OH

Sons of the Legion

Republic

,

(

of William A. Seiter’s superior direction. The supporting
cast is generally fine with Frank Albertson and Donald
MacBride earning special mention. Lucille Ball squeezes
everything possible from a comparatively unimportant part.
The picture has more story structure, resorts more to dialogue and less to slapstick, but its lines are so bright that
its speed and humor is never impaired.
Groucho Marx, Chico Marx, Harpo Marx, Lucille Ball, Ann
Miller, Frank Albertson, Donald MacBride.

; crammed into the film. Alan Hale steals the picture with
his Paul Bunyanesque characterization. Wayne
does a good job as he stymies the land-grabbing
of Charles Bickford.

Radio

Endowed with enough laughs and gags to supply three
features, here’s the well-known Marxian madness at its
merriest in a comedy which will be a riotous hit with all
audiences. Adapted from the popular stage play of the
same name and adhering rather closely to it, the film is
motivated with cannon-ball tempo, is produced with the
usual Pandro Berman skill and has the additional benefit

(

)

55

F

Minutes

Comedy
Rel.

Aug.

28, '38

The Three Mesquiteers have a new member. It is John
Wayne, and he more than fills the shoes, or rather the
saddle, of Bob Livingston. Ray Corrigan and Max Terhune round out the trio and their initial effort of the new
season is certain to please and gain them new friends.
This time the Mesquiteers become involved with a munitions gang who are engaged in smuggling a valuable chemical used for poisonous gases over the border. Doreen
McKay, a government agent, is the reason the boys get
mixed up in the affair. Her cohort is killed by one of the
gang and Wayne is forced to step in and do his duty. When
the gang attempts to cross the line, the Mesquiteers in
concerted action prevent it until the army takes over. Director George Sherman got some nice background shots.
John Wayne, Ray Corrigan, Max Terhune, Doreen McKay,
Josef Forte, Ted Adams.

1 Pals of the Saddle

F

western

RKO

::

September

(

)

59 Minutes

Drama
Rel. Sept.

16, '38

George O’Brien dons the garb of the Texas Rangers again
in a topnotch western which should amply satisfy this action star’s fans. Albeit the story is not startlingly original
the combination of David Howard’s rapid-paced direction,
O’Brien’s standardly virile and two-fisted performance and
some pleasant musical interludes furnished by Ray Whitley
and his troupe of singing cowboys, mark the production as
first-rate. Rita Hayworth heads a gang of bandits who
have taken the law into their own hands in an effort to
remedy the wrongs done them by unscrupulous land thieves.
O’Brien is assigned to arrest her for a murder of which she
is accused, but in his own competent fashion he pins the
killing on a crooked tax collector, secures her pardon and
wins her love.
George

j

CLASSIFICATION— A - ADULT

BOXOFFICE

Radio

F

O’Brien, Rita Hayworth, Tim Holt, Ray Whitley.
Lucio Villegas, William Royle, Cecilia Callejo.

Renegade
—

F - FAMILY

—

Ranger

F

w„w„

I - JUVENILE
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SUGGESTIONS

FOR

Three Men in a Hotel Room . . . With Gags as
Their Baggage . . . And Laughs as Their Room
Rent.

"Valley of the Giants"
the picture is in Techa lobby display and exage of a tree. Arrange
dealer and have him

SELLING ANGLES:
“Hold That Co-Ed"
As the film will be released at the height of the
1938 football season, get into the gridiron spirit by
arranging for a school rally at the theatre. Decorate the marquee and lobby with football pennants.
Hold a contest to find the “Miss Coed of Blankville.” Invite the school’s current varsity team and
coach to be your guests at the picture’s opening.
Give John Barrymore, Marjorie Weaver and George
Murphy the marquee space. Take ads in school
papers, imprint football score-cards with picture
billing and arrange for announcements over p. a.
systems at local games.

appointing some newspaperman as judge. Purchase inexpensive paper gliders, imprinted with picture and theatre billing, as throwaways.
CATCHLINES:

CATCHLINES:

The Stars of “Test Pilot” in a Robust Rollicking Adventure That Begins Where That One Left
Off.

The Coach Runs Wild . . . The Governor
the Football Team . . . And the Players Run
the Coeds.

Gable and Loy . . . Living Dangerously, Recklessly Again . . . Taking Life and Love As It Comes.

Swingy

Sweethearts

and

Heroic

Runs
After

Halfbacks.

SELLING ANGLES:
“Mr. Doodle Kicks Off"
Sell Joe Penner on the marquee and advertise
the picture as the funniest of the football cycle.
Hold a contest among high school football players
to see which one can kick a football the greatest
distance down your mainstreet, ballyhooing the af-

SELLING ANGLES:
“Sons of the Legion"
Prepare a smash lobby piece from newspaper
headlines and pictures concerning the American
Legion convention in Los Angeles. Invite your local
Legion post to attend at special rates and take
photo of them, to be planted in local newspapers. Give free admission to every son of a Legionnaire who attends the picture with his father.

fair widely and appointing your newspaper’s sports
editor as the judge. Decorate the lobby in collegiate style and invite the football squad to appear
as guests of honor on the stage. Tie up with Penner’s
malt. new fall radio program, sponsored by Coco-

Arrange

to have the post commander issue a proclamation urging your town to see the film and giving
it his heartiest recommendation.

CATCHLINES:

CATCHLINES:
Spirit of Young

America

. . . Captured

Fast-Moving Story of Youth.
A Picture You Owe It to Yourself
Surprise

He Didn’t Know a Half-Back From a Drawback
. . . But He Was a Football Star Because He Had

in a

Big Feet.
Penner Goes Collegiate, and Turns
Topsy-Turvy, As a Frenzied Football

to See . . . The

of the Season.

SELLING ANGLES:
“Renegade Ranger"
Snipe the neighborhood with “Reward!” posters
bearing a portrait of O’Brien with the picture title
beneath. Decorate the lobby in the customary wild
west style, costuming attendants as cowhands, and

Ray

at matinees.

ARE

YOU

USING

It should

be good

for grocery

win-

Spot

window

cards

at advantageous

spots such as bulletin board of local factories, clubhouses and store windows. If you can get hold of a
dummy similar to “Elmer” it would make a swell
prize for a raffle to go to the lucky youngster.
CATCHLINES:

A Two-Fisted Adventure in the Great Outdoors
. . . With Your Favorite Action Star, George
O’Brien.
His

Corrigan.

dow displays. Play up the new member and distribute Three Mesquiteers badges to the youngsters

CATCHLINES:

He Masked His Identity and Risked
to Bring Justice and Law to the West.

the Campus
Player.

SELLING ANGLES:
“Pals of the Saddle"
Take advantage of the tieup Wheaties has with

give the marquee credits to O’Brien. Promote a
“marksmanship” contest among the kids on a nearby vacant lot, obtaining BB guns from a local
hardware store on an advertising tieup. Stuff
western pulp magazines with heralds advertising
the picture.

3G

AIDS

The World Has Never Known Men Like These
. . . And Will Never Know Them Again.
Robber Barons Descend on the Timber Lands.

Your Troubles . . . The Marx Brothers
in Town At Their Funniest, Frenzied Best.

Entertainment

AD

PICTURE

CATCHLINES:

SELLING ANGLES:
“Too Hot to Handle"
Clark Gable, Myma Loy and Walter Pidgeon rate
good space on the marquee. Mount a facsimile of
an airplane wing above the marquee with picture
billing on it. Point out that Gable portrays a member of one of the most adventurous professions —
a newsreel cameraman. Hold a candid camera
contest for the most newsworthy local action shots,

The

THE

place signs on the trucks which read: “This lumber comes from the ‘Valley of the Giants.’ ” Have
invitations made up from chips of wood and mail
them to critics. Feature lobby blowups of Wayne
Morris and Claire Trevor. Interest local editors on
the subject of reforestation. Local government
agencies will be glad to cooperate.

CATCHLINES:

a group

LING

SELLING ANGLES:
Publicize the fact that
nicolor. Obtain a log for
plain how one can tell the
tieups with local lumber

’‘Room Service"
SELLING ANGLES:
The Marx Brothers are the marquee names.
Plant huge cutouts of them atop the marquee or
as the lobby center-piece. Dress attendants as
hotel bell-hops and arrange gag tieups with local
hostelries, such as special rates to the show for the
hotel’s guests. Print up throwsheets as “Do Not
Disturb” cards, with the legend, “We’ve Gone to
See 'Room Service.’ ” Call attention to the fact
that the play of the same name was a Broadway
smash.

Forget
Are Back

SEL

Here Comes
Mesquiteers.

John

Wayne

. . . New

Member

of the

Honor
Three
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OPINIONS

Grand

;

i
|

National

(

ON

)

CURRENT

FEATURE

61 Minutes

Rel.

eweurt

PRODUCTIONS

Monogram

(3811)

64 Minutes

Rel. Aug.

31, '38

Exhibitors may book and play this, the first of Franklyn
Warner’s Fine Arts productions for Grand National release, with the utmost confidence. As a western action
feature with a Civil War background it captures everything that could be desired and shows remarkably good
production values for its budget classification. Screenplay is well-knit and exciting, while George Houston, in
the title role as Wild Bill Hickok, cuts a fine figure as a
two-fisted hero. Hickok is appointed marshal of a tough
cowtown in Kansas, where his pal, Dave O’Brien, has established a cattle-commission house. Cattle rustlers al-

Suffering badly from a faltering screenplay and heavyhanded direction, which the best efforts of a capable cast
cannot transcend, this film, although endowed with more
exploitation possibilities than most in its budget range,
qualifies only as a programmer. Marjorie Main is featured
as a hard-boiled circus owner, but her performance is
halting and unconvincing. Miss Main’s niece, Anne Nagel,
together with Jack LaRue and Grant Richards, comprise
the show’s big attraction — a death-defying aerial act. Both
men fall in love with her, causing Miss Main to fire the act,
but when illness hits the circus owner the trio comes back.

most put O’Brien out
action. Sam
Newfield

LaRue’s timing is gone, however, as he has been breaking
training, and he plunges to the ground rather than endanger Miss Nagel. Karl Brown directed.
Anne Nagel, Marjorie Main, Jack LaRue, Grant Richards,
George Cleveland, Herbert Rawlinson, Betty Compson.

of business
directed.

until

Hickok

George Houston, Al St. John, Beth Marion, Dave
Guy Chase, Walter Byron, Kit Guard.

\ Frontier Scout
Grand

National

(

)

goes

into

O'Brien,

Under the Big Top

F

66 Minutes

Pax

Rel.

Blood-and-thunder melodrama, capitally enacted and
directed and holding interest all the way, this compares
favorably with the more expensive program product from
many other major companies. Played out against the background of the current Sino-Japanese war and the recent
bombardment of Shanghai, it captures an air of thrilling
reality through the deft use of newsreel clips, neatly fitted
into the story. Cast is competent throughout, with Jimmy
Dunn scoring in his customary breezy style and Ralph Morgan turning in an intelligent and dignified portrayal. Morgan, an agent of the Chinese government, and Dunn,
American newspaperman, match wits with a pair of international crooks who are seeking a Chinese charm. Charles
Lamont produced and directed for Fine Arts Pictures.
James Dunn, Ralph Morgan, Robert Barr at, Linda Gray,
Paul Sutton, Edward Woods, Billy Bevan.

Shadows

Over Shangh
J
ai

F

wMelodrama
, .

(

)

F

74 Minutes

Rel.

Somber, but never dreary, this British production will
excite much discussion among patrons of “arty” houses.
Under the direction of Michael Powell, the film attains a
stature of rugged and solemn sincerity. And, because of
that, it is all the more impressive. It is a splendid job in
all departments. The theme is based on the depopulation
of one of the Hebrides Islands which have been buffeted
these many years by wind and rain. Powell has taken
the Island of Foula as his locale to depict the struggles
of these people against the elements. He has rounded up
a cast of capable Scots and Irish actors and written a
story in which the traditions of the young, who realize
they can no longer exist on the island as did their fathers,
clash with the stern tradition of independent elders.
John Laurie, Belle Chrystall, Eric Berry, Kitty Kerwin,
Finaly Currie, Niall McGinnis, Grant Sutherland.

The Edge of the World

F

Drama

Shott Subject Reviews
Youth Marches
Regal

(Positive Production)

On
20 Minutes

This short has arresting possibilities. It
is the first public film presentation of the
Oxford Group, a spiritual movement in
over 50 countries of the world. The locale
is Canada and the short attempts to depict the philosophy of the movement at
work in the lives of several young Canadians. It is also the initial effort of
the producers, a group of young men without previous experience. The camera work
in spots is impressive and the types selected are excellent. There is also a song,

rubbery legs and inebriated bewilderment
are all part of the Errol makeup that is
familiar, but never dull to many audiences. He gets good support from Vivian
Tobin as the wife with dramatic aspirations. Errol is opposed to his wife joining
the community stage group. So the missus
and the cast put over a hoax on Errol
when he staggers in one bright morning
and Errol is never the wiser until the end.
But in the meantime
Gilroy produced.

Stage Fright
RKO

(Leon Errol Comedies)

18 Minutes

Play this one and you won’t regret it.
It’s a laughfest all the way due to the
clever comic work of Leon Errol. The
BOXOFFICE
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Gym
Jams
(KrazyKat)

6V2 Minutes

Not much humor contained in this nondescript cartoon in which Krazy Kat runs
a gymnasium for building up the weak
and reducing the overweight. An unruly
client in the person of a Hippopotamus,
who is wanted by the police, shows up.
But Krazy Kat gets him into the steam
box and brings him down to his size.

The Frog Pond
Columbia

“Wise Old Horsey,” sung by Cecil Broadhurst, that has much to recommend it as
a “good-neighbor sermon.” The producers
apparently have neglected to build up their
case and take it for granted that the public is acquainted with the movement.
Nevertheless, it has much for those who
believe in simple Christian virtues.

it’s lot of fun. Bert

Columbia

Mickey's Parrot
RKO

(Disney Cartoons)

Never a dull moment

8 Minutes

in this one, thanks

to the Disney wizardy. It’s a continuous
.succession of humorous situations good
from mild to hearty belly laughs. Mixed
up in this is a voluble parrot who is
jolted out of a moving van and heads
for Mickey’s house. At the same time,
Mickey and Pluto hear over the radio that
a machine gun killer has escaped and is
in the vicinity. Scared, they mistake the
parrot’s presence, which is always covered,
as the criminal and a hilarious chase
ensues.

(Color Rhapsody)

6 V2 Minutes

A fairly diverting cartoon mostly grooved for juvenile appeal. It’s picnic day for
the frogs and they are enjoying themselves until Bully Frog shows up. They
finally get even with him by locking him
in the house and pushing it downstream
where it falls behind the walls of a prison.

The Whalers
RKO
(Disney Cartoons) 8 Minutes
More merriment from the Disney crew
as they go fishing for whales. Mickey,
Goofy and Donald Duck constitute the
fishermen as they set out to sea. The
laughs come when Goofy attempts to fire
(Continued on next page)
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SUGGESTIONS

FOR

SELLING

SELLING

Big Top"
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PICTURE

ANGLES:

"Frontier

Scout"

George Houston, in the lead, is well-known in
music and legitimate stage circles, although his
film work to date has not been extensive. Make
tieups with music stores on recordings of his baritone voice and build him up as the screen’s newest
singing-action star. Catch the juvenile trade with
an essay contest, conducted through local schools’
history classes, on “Why I’d like to Be Like Wild
Bill Hickok.” Dress an attendant in a buckskin
outfit and parade him around town.

Convert the lobby into a circus “sideshow” with
“freak” posters and sawdust on the floor. Station
a “barker” on the sidewalk in front of the theatre
to ballyhoo the show. Hold a “freak pet” contest
for the kids on a matinee program and arrange
with a delicatessen to furnish popcorn, peanuts and
pink lemonade to the juvenile patrons. Invite the
star athletes of a local high school to hold a gymnastic act on the theatre stage.

CATCHLINES:

CATCHLINES:

All the Thrills, the Glamor
of Life Under the Big Top.

An Exciting Chapter in American History . . .
When Romance Was Torn From the Hands of a
Grudging Destiny.
Wild Bill Hickok . . . Man of the Great Plains
... In a Mammoth Spectacle of hte Early American Frontier.

and the Excitement

Three Acrobatic Daredevils ... To Whom Life
Meant Nothing . . . And Love Meant Everything.
SELLING ANGLES:
' The Edge of the World"
Best way to publicize the picture is to plant

SELLING

ANGLES:

"Shadows

Over

Shanghai"

Michael Powell’s story of how he came to make
the picture and the adventures the staff encountered. It is interesting reading which should stimulate curiosity. For a lobby display, have a blowup
of a map with a picture of the island placed at the
exact location. Arrange for displays in the library
on customs of the people of the Hebrides.

With the strife between China and Japan still
dominating news headlines, this can be widely exploited because of its timeliness. Give Jimmy
Dunn the advertising and marquee credits and imbue the lobby with an Oriental atmosphere by bedecking it with Japanese lanterns, etc. Obtain
Japanese or Chinese newspapers, cut them into
small sizes and imprint the picture and theatre
billing on them as throwaways. Tieup with grocers
on special sales of rice and other Oriental foods.

CATCHLINES:

CATCHLINES:

A Stirring Tribute of a People’s Courage
the Elements.

Against

Pulse-Pounding Adventure . . . Dipped
Blood of Two Warring Nations.

“The
Treat.

Cinema

Trouble in the Orient . . . And
Excitement of the Flames of War.

Edge

of the World”

SHORTS
(Continued

...

A Rare

REVIEWS

Minneapolis — Gordon

the harpoon and lands on a whale instead.
Then there is a scene reminiscent of the
Jonah tale. Donald Duck attempts to
come to rescue, but the whale sets after
him and in the chase smashes into the
M-G-M

(Pete

Whatever

Columbia (Color Rhapsody) 1 Minutes
Satire of Hollywood personalities in this
cartoon is much too blunt to be effective
and not very original. It deals with a
professor afflicted with double talk who
makes a speech that isn’t very funny as
he presents diplomas to the graduating
class.

Baer

as

the

best

fact, if he

could
would

thing to fear.
has

one

fighter

Kiddie Togs Tieup
York — Taking

advantage

in

endowed

of

ac-

tivity in the children’s wear line at this
time of the year, Monogram has arranged
a number of tieups with manufacturers
and Marcia Mae Jones, who is starred in
“Barefoot Boy.” The list includes Lorett
Togs, L. Brod, children’s blouse makers,
and Margery Daw Hats. Jackie Moran
also is included in a promotional stunt
staged by the New York State Bureau of
Milk Publicity and are by the RothchildKaufman Co. of Los Angeles, who is exploiting Whitman Bedford Cord suits for
school wear in which Moran has posed.

think

of Maxie

trade

certainly

the

he

have

screens

it

touches and
chritude.

ring

and

manner.
with
ever

acts,
someHe

of any

muggs

Pete

In

welL

Smith

numerous

present

those

today.

fight the way

Baer

quali-

among

of the finest physiques

magnificent

New

10 Minutes

certainly

actor

pugilistic

Joe

Louis

may

fighter, he

fies as the
plying

Smith)

one

a

Greene,

manager

of the Palace, lower loop subsequent-run
de luxe grind house, pulled one good
enough for the books when, as an added
attraction, in place of his usual straight

Fisticuffs

boat. It’s superlative.

Graduation

the Breathless

" Ice Cream " Wrestling
As New Come-on Stunt

from preceding page)

Hollywood

in the

in

a

gallon cans (a ton and a half) of chocolate, strawberry and vanilla Eskimo pie
filler, pre-cooled to 30 below zero before
leaving the creamery for the theatre. Universal news had a cameraman here to shoot
the unique event.

has

comical

feminine

or mud wrestling matches, he staged wrestling in ice cream.
Greene used the same ring as for mud
wrestling. The match required 50 to 60

pul-

" Greatest Year " Is Sold
Directly in Garberville
Garberville,

Cal. —

Special

circulars

publicizing “Motion Pictures’ Greatest
Year” and listing, in detail, the cash prizes
involved, were sent to regular patrons in
one-cent sealed envelopes by the management of the Garberville Theatre here.
Manager William G. Cooke announces
interest in this community of less than 500
is increasing rapidly and that patrons are
taking to it “like Donald
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■e °f the Screen
.

TO INSTALL THE RCA MAGIC VOICE
of the screen! wmmmmmm
Only the Magic

Voice of the Screen

Offers these to Proofs of Superiority
This better sound
thrills movie
greater

equipment

- goers — builds

box

office — gives

you ‘big time “ sound at
amazingly moderate cost!
When

more

than

5,000

theatres

"go” for something there must
be a good reason. And the reason they’ve "gone”
Photophone Magic
Screen is this:
It pays.
And no

for the RCA
Voice of the

wonder!

where

the sound

all,

good sound
Movie fans

is good business.
patronize theatres

RCA

MANUFACTURING

• Rotary

full justice

Stabilizer

• Cellular

Speakers

• Simple

theatre

you

• Push-Pull

world’s

finest sound!
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• High
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many

equipment
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used

Operation
Adaptability

Fidelity

Reproduction

• Simple Installation
• Accessibility

Re-

• Easy

member— it’s built by the same
who build the Photophone

men

Operation

• Economical

the

It will pay you to get full details about the RCA Photophone

Payment

Plan

• Low-Cost
Maintenance
—Liberal Service

by
RCA

producing

presents

the Magic

Key

every Sunday,

E. D. S. T., on the NBC

companies. And
theatres of any
After

does

to the picture. And when you
have the Magic Voice in your

it’s available to
size — at prices

you’ll appreciate. Get in touch
with your Photophone representative today.
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GENERAL

ELECTRIC

ptesenti

REVOLUTIONARY
NEW MAZDA
OF

VITAL

INTEREST

TO

EVERY

LAMPS

THEATRE

OPERATOR

{Write General Electric Co., Dept. 166-BO, Nela Park, Cleveland, Ohio for complete information .)

G-E MAZDA PROJECTOR LAMPS...
COMPLETE LIGHTING UNITS
G-E MAZDA
combine a

a light-directing lens, and a
150-watt lamp filament in one
hermetically sealed-in unit.
Available in two types — Spotlight type which produces
a narrow light beam of high
intensity, and the Floodlight
type which spreads the beam
to illuminate a larger area.
Both these types of Projector
lamps list at $ 1.70.
Ideal

for

teriors and lobbies,

Projector lamps
mirror reflector,

floodlighting

ex-

and

spotlight-

ing display boards, for supplementary stage lighting,
many other uses.

General Electric also presents
the MAZDA
Reflector lamp
(see inset photo at lower
right) . . . with the same type
of mirrored surface used on
the Projector

lamps.

less efficient than

Slightly

the Projec-

tor lamp, their use is recommended where lower first
cost is important

($1.10

list).

SPOTLIGHT
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There are 468 American

Seating Company

chairs like

this one in South Haven’s Model theatre. They have
the popular Lo-Glo standards, padded metalclad hack,
Nukraft spring decking, Safe-Fold seat raising device.

ARCHITECTS

Pereira and Pereira had an interesting assignment

in the Model
Carley Amusement

Theatre
Company,

at South

Haven, Michigan.

associated with

W.

Owners

S. Butterfield

Theatres, Inc., ordered an “ideal small theatre.”
The “Model” truly lives up to its name. It may well be classed
as a criterion in small house construction. Every detail is designed
for maximum
harmoniously

box office appeal including luxuriously comfortable,
designed American Seating Company chairs.

Any theatre — large, small, new or old, has more box office appeal
when seated with American Seating Company chairs. They have exclusive comfort features that offer complete relaxation. They’re
smartly and beautifully designed. Managers everywhere like their
reasonable price and the way they stand up under hardest service.

There' s real encouragement for return visits to the Model
theatre. Patrons find the surroundings and seating
ideal for complete relaxation and enjoyment.

GRAND

RAPIDS, MICHIGAN

Pioneers and pacemakers in theatre, auditorium, school, church,
stadium and transportation seating
Branch Offices and Distributors in Principal Cities
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Low blood count, until recently, has had this movie
business flat on its back. Luckily, a transfusion was
resorted to before the patient lapsed into a complete
coma.
We see great hope in this new movement to restore
the movie-going habit. The idea is immense. But,
standing by tensely, watching the patient anxiously for
signs of reaction, we sense a problem in sales psychology.
That "Motion Pictures Are Your Best Entertainment"
is a most potent publicity theme there can be no question. But, there must be more red blood in this rejuvenation campaign than can be found in mere platitudes. The wary public demands proof.
The movie-going habit cannot be restored by picture
press agentry alone. The manner of film presentation;
the environment of its exhibition; the public service
slant must not be disregarded.

Bigger

Screen"

Paints

72

Is More

Accidents

By Gordon

One might personify show business in its present
status and strike an interesting parallel in the processes
of cause and effect.

70

By Ansel M. Moore

The

Y/hen pernicious anaemia attacks the human mechanism, medical science issues a hurried call for blood
donors. A transfusion takes place.

reproduction

general
MODERN

business

rights
cor-

Right now, good pictures are the red meat of show
business; but House Appeal will be needed to supply
the life-sustaining crimson corpuscles essential to a
completely successful transfusion.
The mechanics of theatre operation were never more
important than now. And therein lies
a responsibility as well as an opportunity for smart showmanship to assert itself.

THEATRE

should be addressed to Publisher’s Representative, Harrison Toler Company,
332 S. Michi-

gan Ave., Chicago, 111., or to Eastern Representative, A. J. Stocker, 9 Rockefeller Plaza, New York.
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stant the speed of the soundhead,

By Morris J. Yahr*
A review of research and engineering effort
to effect faithful reproduction of sound in
the theatre through simultaneous
ments in all related elements.
LITTLE over ten years ago, the
movies were given a voice. At first
the sounds which it made were raucous and unintelligible, but very gradually at first and more rapidly later these
noises took on an understandable nature.
Today, a motion picture with unintelligible
dialogue is as objectionable to the average
theatregoer as insufficient light on the
screen with resultant poor definition. The
two sensations of sight and hearing act as
complements to each other and the impairment of one or the other tends to reduce the patron’s enjoyment.
Naturally, many of you are interested

in

knowing what caused this vast improvement in the sound field in the relatively
short space of time since its introduction.
Before these facts can be appreciated, it
might be well to briefly review the theory
and technique involved in the recording of
sound

on film and its subsequent reproduction in the theatre. For obvious reasons,
we will disregard recordings on wax discs
which were responsible for so many of the
exhibitor’s
The

headaches in the early days.
Processes Reviewed

processes of recording and reproducing sound are very similar. On the

recorder equipment, the three basic elements are the microphone, the recording
amplifier and the recorder mechanism.
The reproducer system on the other hand
has the soundhead, the theatre amplifier
and the stage loudspeakers. In order to
photograph on film it is necessary to direct
light on the negative. It is plain then that
the sound waves which we wish to photograph must first be transformed to light
waves. It has been found to be most practical to accomplish this by first changing
the sound waves to electrical waves, which
unlike the light and sound waves, can be
easily magnified to a useful intensity and
then be transformed to light waves to be
photographed. Just the opposite procedure is followed for reproducing.
So we find the sound waves created in
the studio directed at a microphone which
transforms them, like a telephone transmitter, to electrical waves which are then
passed through an amplifier and greatly
magnified. In turn these electrical waves

* Commercial Engineer, Photophone Division, R. C. A. Manufacturing Co., Inc.
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are passed

waves.

improve-

sources
modern

through a device called a galvanometer located on the recorder mechanism, which transforms them to light

These light waves
cordance with the variations

vary in acof the sound

waves. They are then photographed on
one edge of a 35 mm. film which is moving
at a speed of 90 feet per minute. The result is a sound track of varying black and
white

area. The sound has then been recorded on a piece of film which can be
stored away for release whenever and
wherever desired.
To reproduce the sound, we pass a constant light source through the sound track
of a positive film which is moving through
a soundhead mechanism at 90 feet per
minute. Consequently, the light which
emanates on the other side of the film
varies exactly

the more

noticeable these wavings will seem by contrast with the well recorded sections. Alter
several years of intensive work, it was
found that it was possible to isolate the
sound recording drum from the other
driving elements such as gears and shafts,
and thus remove one of the most prolific

as the photographic

images

of “wows.” The sound drum in
recorders used in major studios is

driven by what is known as a "magnetic
drive” which has so far proven the best
possible method for this purpose, it consists, essentially, of a drum around which
the film is wrapped. The drum is fastened
to a shaft which rotates in a highly polished bronze bushing of extremely close tolerances. At the other end of the shaft
a copper ring is fastened and extends into
a rotating magnetic field. Thus it can
be seen that there is no mechanical connection between this drum and the other
driving elements of the system.
Because of the relatively high cost of
such

an arrangement, it has not been possible to incorporate it in soundheads. Originally, flywheels of various shapes and
sizes, to which all kinds of springs were
attached, were resorted to in order to
achieve a reasonably constant drive. None
of these have proven entirely acceptable,

of light waves created by the galvanometer. These fluctuations pass through

however,

a photo-electric cell which changes them
into similarly varying electrical waves,
which after being magnified in the theatre

the filtering action of the springs disappeared and the arrangement approached
a direct drive. If in the other direction,

amplifier are transformed into sound energy by the loudspeaker system. With a
100 per cent efficient system, the same

the arrangement tended to over compensate for speed variations with the result
that larger variations were set up. Several
years ago, an entirely new type of drive

sound waves which were originally created in the studio are heard from the loudspeaker.
Constant Speed a Problem
During the transition from microphone
to loudspeaker, innumerable problems are
encountered and must be overcome. It is
largely as a result of the appreciation
these problems and the concentration

since they were critical of adjustment. If maladjusted in one direction,

now

familiarly known as the "Rotary Stabilizer” was developed. With minor modifications and refinements, this mechanism
has been accepted by engineer and layman
alike as the most acceptable method to assure constant speed in reproducers. In results, it closely approaches the magnetic

of
of

effort

on the part of highly skilled research workers that it has been possible
to solve them.
For example, the speed of the film past
the scanning light in both the recorder
and

soundhead must be absolutely constant. Failure to maintain a constant

speed results in the objectionable

phenom-

enon known as “wows.” This is readily
recognized as a wavering in the sound.
In prolonged musical passages the pitch
changes back and forth. Obviously, it is
of prime importance that the recorder film
mechanism be equipped with a device to
maintain constant speed, since if any
“wows” are recorded on the film, they will
be reproduced in theatres regardless of
the efficiency of the reproducer system.
As a matter

of fact, the more

nearly

Cover Illustration
An

interesting

perspective

of

the

balcony soffit of the Esquire Theatre,
in Chicago, a
condition created
through modern architectural technique for the perfect transmission of
sound pictures. It is to be noted that
the soffit is sloped with scientific accuracy for efficient somid reception
and the walls below are arranged in a
series of angles to break up sound reflection. Additional details and views
pertaining to this project are to be
found in a special presentation by Mr.
W. L. Pereira, the architect, in this
issue.

con-
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drive, so closely in fact that

on

smaller

film-recording equipments where price
and portability are primary requirements,
it is used instead of the magnetic drive.
Briefly, the device consists of a drum attached rigidly to a shaft to which is fastened a hermetically sealed case filled with
oil. Inside this case, is mounted a freely
rotating flywheel which is set in motion
by the action of the oil. In a well designed
rotary stabilizer, it has been found that
the “wow” content when measured
accurate instruments is much lower
is perceptible

to the human

Importance

with
than

ear.

of Amplification

Since the amplifier is the second link in
both the recording and reproducing chain
I will now discuss some of the points to
be considered in their design and fabrication. Now we recall that the ideal
sound

system is one in which the reproduced sound is an exact duplicate of the

sound originating in the studio. It is wellknown that there is a decided difference
in the sound of middle “C” when played
on a violin and a piano. Although the fundamental pitch of both notes is identical,
the ear is able to distinguish between them
because of the presence in both notes of
different overtones. These overtones are

the dialogue portions, so that when the reproducing equipment is set for proper dialogue level the music will be reproduced
at a level which has been predetermined
by experienced showmen as having the
greatest value. It should be understood
that the “hi-range” print does not necessarily give louder sound, but an extended
volume range which has considerably
greater dramatic value in the theatre. In
effect, greater advantage is being taken
of the large power handling capacity of
the modern theatre amplifier and speaker
system.
As the range of recorded sound
tended, it was found that a new

was exproblem

was being encountered. Some actors’ and
actresses’ voices sounded sharp-edged and
harsh, especially when pronouncing sibi-

MILLION

DOLLAR

CUSTOMER comfort is not customarily

a consideration in huge public arenas
that cater to the milling crowds.

Seaside places of amusement in mid-summer are usually not provided with all the
comforts to be found in less frequented

reproducing systems are capable of handling these very high tones, the reproduction will sound flat and colorless. To some
extent, this is true of vocal sounds as well.

places. Ball-park seating facilities and
bleacher benches are generally considered
adequate for summer resort cinemas.

excellent test for presence of overtones in reproduced music consists in listening to a full orchestra with the eyes
closed. If the listener can pick out the
various instruments readily, at least a major portion of the overtones are being reproduced.
The design and manufacture of such
equipment was not easy. Comprehensive
tests showed that the amplifier system
would have to handle tones of from 40 to
10,000 cycles per second uniformly. The
average radios and phonographs today
generally do not reproduce below 100
cycles and above 5000 cycles per second.
In the design of such amplifiers, the engineer must be careful to designate component parts of a quality much higher
than is considered permissible for ordinary
commercial uses. For example, any noise
caused by the use of these units in the
system will be amplified along with the
desired sound and be either recorded or
reproduced along with it.

But

here

is a

case

to

the

contrary.

George

Hamid’s Million Dollar Pier, in Atlantic City, N. J., is the exception. Defying contemporary custom, Mr. Hamid recently reseated the Pier in a manner that

would
luxe

be acceptable
type

With

in even

of neighborhood

a determination

The huge palace of amusement
on the shore of the Atlantic
has made
adequate provision
for the sitting: comfort of its

objected. Also, the high frequency overtones of certain musical instruments were
not well defined and clear.
While these facts were well-known to
engineers, it took considerable research
work to determine their cause as well as
their solution. It was found that it was
particularly difficult to obtain sharp
photographs of the high frequencies or the
upper register of sound on the sound track.
Consequently, instead of an exact pattern
of the speech or musical sounds, there was
merely an approximation. This blurring
and

distortion was responsible for the effect hereinbefore described. Originally,

attempts

were made
( Continued

PIER PROVIDES

considerably higher in pitch than the functional tone and unless our recording and

An

lants like the letter “S.” The result was
a disagreeable sound to which audiences

the very

de

cinema.

to effectuate

the

prestige

to overcome the trouon page 66)

FOR COMFORT

of the Pier

with

the

millions

of

patrons

that make up the “floating” population of Atlantic City, Mr. Hamid selected seats of the most advanced design,
ing.
extremely
colorful and embodying all the
latest

features

of modern

theatre

seat-

The aisle standards are of the graceful
curved type, decorated predominantly in
rich blue with silver and red trimming.
The

end standards are fitted with natural colored arm rests, designed to follow the curve of the standards. The
chairs have thickly padded backs covered
with

coral mohair and the spring-cushioned seats are covered with blue imitation

leather exactly
ard coloring.

matching

the aisle stand-

tested

movie patrons. The “world’s
largest fun factory” is thus
kept in the front rank as a
feature
attraction.
(Photo
courtesy

Ideal

Seating-

Co.)

Along with the necesity for being able
to record and reproduce faithfully the entire range of fundamentals and overtones,
exists the requirement that the system be
able to handle large differences in volume.
The esthetic and dramatic effects derived
from music may be attributed largely to
variations in loudness. These variations
range from the tinkle of a bell to the sound
produced by a full orchestra or a roaring
cataract and must all be reproduced without any suggestion of fuzziness or distortion.
Recently, some of the major Hollywood
studios have developed a means of adding
to the esthetic value of their musical recordings by the use of “hi-range” prints.
The musical passages in these prints are
recorded at a somewhat higher level than
BOXOFFICE

::
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A
veritable sea
of
faces
views
the enormous
screen
presentation at Hamid’s
Milion Dollar Pier Theatre. Relaxation is apparent in all
figures
Seating

in the immediate foreground. (Photo courtesy Ideal
Co.)
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a ^ejjUute Management
meet the conditions of a normal

By L. W. Conrow*
The fullest enjoyment of picture entertainment is possible only when sound is reproduced in the theatre as nearly perfect as it
was recorded at the studio.
1|[T is gratifying to
rve that the
]|[ obse
function of a sound
service organization is
now thoroughly recognized as an essential
aid to the architectural profession in the designing and building
of new theatres and in
the modernization of
old theatres.
In the nature of
things, the architect must consider many
things in designing the auditorium of a
theatre, and certain of these involve compromises with others. A theatre with perfect acoustics, for example, would have to
be designed in a way that would sacrifice
certain essentials of appearance, seating
capacity, or other factors that affect boxoffice.
What the service engineer can do, and
is increasingly being called upon to do,
after a theatre has been constructed and
furnished, is take the responsibility of
adapting the sound system to give the finest possible quality of sound in the light
of the realities of the theatre’s individual
acoustical characteristics.
What the service engineer does is divided into three phases, all of them predicated on the most modern developments
of research and applied electrical and
acoustical techniques.
Assembly

Most

Important

The first of these is the proper installation of the sound equipment.
A new sound equipment, naturally, does
not come completely “packaged,” ready
to uncrate, plug-in and turn on. A sound
system is an incredibly complicated electrical and mechanical mechanism; the machinery actually comes into the theatre in
a number of units, most of them boxed
separately.
The installation engineer must, in the
first place, piece these important and
often delicate units together in such a way

*L. W. (Mike) Conrow, whose contributions to sound techniques in motion picture theatres are well known, is president
of the Altec Service Corp.
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that the completely assembled mechanism has no “weak links” that affect the
perfection of the mechanical performance.
Adjustment must be made to bring the relationships of parts within exceedingly
small tolerances.
The

sound mechanism having been expertly assembled, the question of adjusting
the sound to the theatre arises. This work
takes the most highly trained professional
ear — an ear that, in a manner of speaking,
has to be “experienced” as well as unusually acute. The service engineer’s daily
contacts with sound problems in many
theatres develops this “experienced ear”
as part of his professional life, as well as
a subtlety and acuteness of aural perception that can be developed in no other
way to such a high degree.
Appraisal

Is Second

Step

Having once placed the sound equipment in operation, the engineer then appraises the quality of sound in all parts
of the theatre. He ascertains whether
any section of the auditorium is afflicted
with what, in the technical vernacular, are
called “slaps.” Should these “slaps” be
found to exist, the sound beams must be
redirected so that they will not hit any surface and reflect back into the audience
area to cause echoes.
He adjusts the sound distribution so
that it is uniform — it must, for example,
be at the same “level” in the balcony as
on the lower floor; on the sides it must
be at the same “level” as in the middle.
He may find it necessary to manipulate
the frequency response to avoid an overabundance of high frequencies, causing
shrillness, or an overabundance of low
frequencies, causing boominess. The proper balance must be maintained between
all portions of the frequency spectrum.
If the theatre has a tendency to reverberate, the balance must be adjusted one
way, whereas if the house is naturally
sound-absorbent, another part of the
sound spectrum must be brought out.
These adjustments are complicated by the
fact that the audience itself absorbs
sound. When the auditorium is filled, the
theatre reacts differently than when it is
empty. Consequently, although the engineer must do his work while the house is
empty, his adjustments must be made to

audience.

This phase of the engineer’s work calls
for a long series of minutely accurate adjustments and readjustments in the projection room and backstage.
To aid the highly sensitive ear of the
engineer in forming his judgments of
sound quality in the auditorium, certain
electrical devices now employed act as
what might be called “divining
detect and proclaim in electrical
irregularities in the sound. The
of these devices transcends even

rods” to
readings
accuracy
the most

experienced and acute ear. In the analysis of actual auditorium conditions, these
devices have made possible the attainment
of a quality of sound reproduction
tofore regarded as utopian.
Third

here-

Phase — Maintenance

The third phase of the service engineer’s
function to the motion picture theatre,
while seemingly the least dramatic, is immeasurably the most important. This is
the matter of guarding the sound quality
against subtle, gradual degeneration — a
degeneration that comes by imperceptibly
easy stages.
All mechanisms, unless they are constantly maintained at peak levels of performance, deteriorate. In the case of the
infinitesimally small changes in sound
quality, however, there is a particular danger that an exhibitor must guard against.
Curiously enough, he must guard against
trusting the judgment of his oivn ears.
Open-minded exhibitors recognize this
danger, and realize, furthermore, that the
experienced, acutely analytical ear of the
service engineer is a genuine safeguard
to them in the matter.
The change in the sound, in any given
theatre, happens by just such imperceptible stages as the growth of a child. The
parent, who sees the child daily, naturally
cannot be aware of the child’s day-by-day
growth. Even a mother becomes aware
that the child had grown only when she
sees for example, that the child’s feet are
being pinched by its present shoes.
In just the same imperceptible way, the
quality of the sound can degenerate without the exhibitor’s knowing it, because he
hears the sound at all times. The sound
engineer, on the other hand, who comes
fresh from other theatres on his routine
inspections, and whose ear has a “yardstick” of comparison and a complete objectivity, can detect the deterioration before it gains material headway.
In the case of our own organization, the
engineer has another yardstick by which
to detect and correct deterioration — a
yardstick with 30 times the acuteness of
which the human ear is capable. The engineer has, at a previous time, set up a
“normal” for the sound equipment in a
The MODERN
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particular theatre, by means of a transmission test which produces a definite
set of algebraic figures. This “normal”
represents the peak efficiency at which
that sound equipment can operate.
In subsequent inspections, he makes
identical measurements, and the algebraic
figures that result show variations which
the human ear, at best, cannot detect.
Thus the need for correction is indicated
algebraically, before the deterioration is
even humanly perceptible!
Customers

Are

Wise

the producers have spent literally enormous sums to bring the fullest possible
measure of effective and pleasing sound
to the patrons of the exhibitors who receive the films; the producers have succeeded in taking — as far as the exhibitor’s
projection room — a perfection of sound
recording that even the most sanguine scientists would never have dared to predict
ten years ago when sound motion pictures
first made their appearance.
The progressive exhibitor, however, realizes that the producer can only put this
fine quality on the sound track. It is the
exhibitor’s own responsibility to get that
fine quality off the sound track if he is
to produce those auditory thrills that are
such a vital element in modern motion

In theatres where this all-important
function of service is not understood, the
sound often deteriorates to such a degree
that the patrons — who, it must be remembered, also go to other theatres — are aware
of the disturbing quality of the sound.
As the development of sound in motion
pictures takes forward strides, and particularly in view of the increase in product
whose boxoffice value depends upon music
and spectacular sound sequences, such as
earthquakes, riots and floods, improvements in the technique of sound reproduction have become more and more imperative. Since any form of extraneous noise
is as irritating to the sense of hearing as

Progressive exhibitors recognize, moreover, that what happens in this regard
in their own projection rooms holds the
key not only to present boxoffice values,
but also to greater refinements and improvements in sound technique to be made
by the producers in the future.

“rain” in the projected picture is to the
eye, one of the principal objectives of research in sound is to keep the “noise level”
— the noise that is produced in the machine itself — down to the lowest point that
scientific acumen can bring it.

It is a very healthy sign for the motion
picture industry, and for the brilliant future which is within its grasp, that there
is a widespread awareness that what people go to motion pictures for is, after all,
real entertainment. The wholehearted

In the matter of the sound as it is ori-

cooperation that now exists between scientists in laboratories, the producers, theatre

ginally recorded in the producers’ studios,

UNDERWATER

picture entertainment and in the consequent boxoffice appeal and prestige of
his theatre.
The

FLOODLIGHTS

Key

FOR

to Progress

FOUNTAINS

use in fountains, pools, waterfalls and other similar applications,
Westinghouse Lighting Division at
Cleveland, Ohio, has designed type CF-14
and CP-16 Aqualux underwater floodlights.

Several types of mountings
Bow

are available:

and lV2-inch pipe clamp base, swivel

BOXOFFICE
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"JELLO AGAIN
That fringe of humanity which is still
able to buy real butter and strictly fresh
eggs has evidently become more conscious
of some of the other finer things in life,
despite the economic plunges and rises.
Not a little of this is due to widespread
publicity given to outstanding Commercial
Chenille carpet installations, such as the
new “Wheel of Life” rug in the Park Avenue Lobby of the Waldorf-Astoria.
However, at no time in the history of
rug making has such an opportunity presented itself to popularize a product in
the minds of the general public as the installation of Mohawk Chenille in every
room of Jack Benny’s new house. Jack
may not be the spendthrift, according to
Fred Allen, yet he could not resist the
luxury of Chenille. The ensuing publicity
on this job will do more to sell Chenille
to Tom, Dick and Harry than all previous
efforts combined, simply because of the
widespread radio interest in The House
That Jack Built.
Benny’s new home will contain more
than a dozen Biltmore and America
Tufted rugs, which are in peach coloring.
The only figured rug in Jack’s house is a
Biltmore Chenille, 8.8 x 9.5 for the Powder Room, and believe it or not, folks, this
rug is in ivory ground simply covered with
colorful morning glories.

OR

Glass Rates High as
Architectural Medium

base, bow and triangular base, and bow
and flanges of 1 Vi -inch vertical pipe
mounting.

The use of glass in architecture has
shown remarkable progress during recent years. Glass manufacturers have
learned not only how to make glass economically for many architectural uses,
but have also devised materials that will
select the type of light desired, barring
certain rays, admitting others. Glass as
a construction material is not new. However, the translation of real beauty into
structural glass has waited upon craftsmanship, and this craftsmanship is now
available in glass construction units.
What does the future hold in store for
glass in architecture? Of this no one can
be certain, except that the possibilities
are almost limitless.

For CF-14, a 1,000-watt, G-40 bulb
floodlight lamp is required. For 500-watt
G-40 bulb lamp, a G-bulb socket stilt must
be ordered. For the CF-16, 1,500-watt,
G-40 bulb or 1,000-watt, G-40 bulb floodlight lamp is required.

Complete remodeling before the Fall
bigger business season is highly recommended. Aid the greater movie campaign
by giving the public a more inviting place
in which to view the new product.

r~

A special thermo pressure treatment is
used to eliminate water seepage, making a
watertight unit which requires neither
drainage nor ventilation. The units should
not be operated unless completely submerged in water, and the aluminum units
should be used in fresh water only.
The reflector is made from aluminum
sheet and is treated by a new process to
produce a finish that is efficient, not affected by high temperatures, easily cleaned
and cannot crack, chip or peel.
The convex lens is made of heat-resisting glass. An especially designed door
holds the lens between two heavy rubber
gaskets in such a manner that uniform
pressure is maintained on the lens, eliminating breakage. A wide variation of
lighting effects may be obtained through
different types of control and color lens.
The colored lenses are mounted externally
on the CP- 14 and internally on the CP- 16.
The over-all dimension of the CF-14 is
increased approximately 1 Vi-inch by the
external colored lens.

architects, and the many other groups that
contribute to entertainment value has,
therefore, one highly desirable objective.
That is, to make the quality of entertainment in motion pictures so outstanding in
the minds of the picture-going public that
no other form of diversion can ever hope
to compete successfully for the public’s
lasting approbation and affection. As this
objective is progressively realized, the public will spend its money at the boxoffice —
not grudgingly, but more and more willingly— and oftener.

Aqualux

floodlight with swivel base.
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WHAT was once a glaring example
shining
patron

of theatre front decay and deterioration has recently become a
example of exploitation vigor and
attraction. The metamorphosis

place at the State Theatre, in Altoona, Pa., a Wilmer & Vincent house. So
complete was the change of face and so
attractive the result that the altered house
is hardly recognizable as an offspring of
its predecessor.
took

These
views
contributed
through
the courtesy of
David
Murphy,
manager

Where, as will be noted in the “before”
picture, it was once thought necessary

of
StateWilnier
Theatre, & at Vincent’s
Altoona,

to plaster the theatre facade with advertising paper and false fronts, to bring in

the

Pa.,

striking
the old

customers, the “after” facade speaks for itself. We suspect that the banners and

efficient in its provision for program exploitation, itmight well serve as a model
for theatre front modernization wherever
such treatment is needed. The project was
designed and executed by Robert Murphy,
and constructed by a local company.
The impressive new marquee, so different from its faded and inadequately lighted
forebear, is painted green trimmed with
orange, with a changeable silhouette letter
space 12 feet long at each end. Neon tubing on the cornices and for the center
name-sign is in uranium green and three
lines of gold neon are provided above and
below the changeable letter panels. In
addition to the uranium green, the namesign is also outlined in ruby red, and a regular green outline tube is concealed behind each letter.
An

intricate flasher arrangement

on the

name-sign provides moments of green, red
and silhouette. The brilliantly whitelighted marquee soffit brings daylight brilliance to the sidewalk area below. All decorative pieces, including the name on the
marquee and the upright sign are of stainless steel, as is the decorative panel placed
in the direct center of the ceiling.
The upright sign is constructed of the
same

materials as the marquee, and in design and construction strikes a new and

unique

note. While the marquee and upright sign are separate units, they were
so designed as to appear to be in one piece.
An unbroken line of neon runs from the
top of the upright sign down over the
front of the marquee, across the ceiling,
and joins up with the lighted opal glass
columns placed above the boxoffice.
Channels in the marquee ceiling have
been constructed on a regular drop, which
follows the lines incorporated in the entire
construction. A multitude of circuits has
been provided, allowing for any number of
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some

idea

of

contrast between
and the new
is

apparent
at
a
glance.
Modernization of this sort
is a solution to the much

easels of “before” were also used because
that which they covered was too drab and
unattractive to meet public inspection.
The new facade is attractive in every
particular, colorful in the daytime and
brilliant at night. Refined in form and

afford

extent
of applied.
transforma-A
tion recently

dom.
discussed

lamps being lit at any one time
ten different combinations.

in any

ills

of

movie-

of

lighted from within and are also arranged
to be used with transparencies as well as

The base of the front is in wine-colored
structural glass and the upper portion is

ordinary poster artwork.
A most attractive boxoffice, centrally located, conforms ideally to the modern lines
of the front. It is enhanced by Venetian

in beige. The rich gleam and high reflective qualities of this material make it an
ideal adjunct to the effective lighting of
the marquee. Simple curved lines and
metal trim are the only adornment to the
State’s inviting entrance.
Doors, decorative mouldings and display
cases are all of satin finish aluminum;

blinds and is provided with modern boxoffice equipment. An unusual touch is
provided in each of its corners where glass
bricks were used in panels and are lighted
from behind.
Off

with

the old and

on

with

the new

kick plates and hardware are of chromium. The practical and up-to-the-minute
display cases were constructed to take
standard size display material. They are

was evidently the motivating spirit in this
modernization project. The old and the
new bear no relationship in this instance
except in the name of the theatre.

Lighting System Care
An Important Element

way

Maintenance is a vital factor in the
choice of a lighting system. Allowance
should be made in the original design for
normal depreciation between cleaning
periods and lamp renewals, but special
consideration should be given the choice
of equipment and the features of design
to obviate unduly high depreciation or high
maintenance costs.
Dust

and

surfaces

dirt on

lamps

and

reflecting

may quickly cut down initial efficiency 50 per cent, which is equivalent

to wasting half the money paid for electricity. If such a condition prevails, the
constantly accumulating losses will shortly offset higher initial costs of equipment and facilities which prevent such
rapid depreciation.
Lighting maintenance in a theatre is
oftentimes neglected because in many locations it is difficult to reach the lamps and
equipment for frequent inspection and
cleaning.

Where

lamps

are in out-of-the-

places — difficult to reach — group replacement of all lamps at approximately
two-thirds life will assure minimum cost
of routine maintenance.

Carpets Wear Longer
When Correctly Padded
Though carpet padding is hidden to the
eye after installation, it pays to look for
quality when selecting it. A good grade
of padding is the greatest carpet protector
known. It gives longer life to the carpet,
makes

for easier and faster cleaning, provides a softer tread and added luxury
effect and is an ideal protection against
moths.
The best carpet paddings are of all-hair
construction. The materials have been
cleaned, deodorized and moth-proofed and
the top should be waffled. Such paddings
are built to withstand heavy theatre traffic and are available at moderate prices.
They afford extra insurance to luxurious
carpeting.
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DESiGn foi! EnTEfiTflinmEm
... A Panallel m P^iojed^
Circumstances

may

alter conclusions

respecting

the capacity

or operat-

ing policies of a moving picture theatre; but, there is one element of necessity common to all classes and sizes of theatres. That element is PURPOSE.
Class that asserts itself in appearance
iable requisite to public
size, location or budget
In the following
period are presented
of achievement

and

interest and

efficiency of operation

profitable investment,

is an invar-

regardless

of

limitations.

pages,

two

outstanding

side by side.

One

in its rank — planned

new

theatre

(The Esquire)

and

expensively

projects

of the

represents

the acme

furnished

for refine-

ment and atmospheric appeal to "Gold Coast" patronage. The other (The
Model) suggests a similar indulgence of purposeful planning for operating efficiency throughout, yet at a cost well within the limits of profitable investment for the average
In presenting
the architects who
below.

smalltown

or neighborhood

these projects, v/e acknowledge
created

them.

W. L. and

theatre.
gratefully the assistance

Hal Pereira, shown

left and

both projects. — The Editor.

W. L. PEREIRA,

Examples:

THE ESQUIRE*
in Chicago.

operated

by H. & E. Balaban-.

THE MODEL
at South

Haven,

Michigan.

Owned and operated1 by Carley Amusement
an affiliate of W. S. Butterfield Theatres.
468 seats.

*The name, ESQUIRE
the copyright owners,
The Magazine for Men.
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right,

Mr. W. L. Pereira will trace the shining thread of the design for entertainment that permeates

Owned and
1,400 seats.

of

is used by permission of
publishers of ESQUIRE,
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Company,

A. I. A.

HAL

PEREIRA,

A. I. A.

PURPOSE

m

PEREIRA'
by W. L.Architect
Film

(the picture) is a

constant

factor in the motion

Irrespective of location, size or cost, film is what
That fact transcends

picture theatre

last thing to be considered.
is seated,

it matters

On

be discovered

toward

that end

cover that much

territory, the idea must

been

place designed

from the basic ideas may

applied to both . . . There
in design — one

ton is important
to possess

be basic and

is not a

only because

influence

capable

... To

therefore simple ... It
varied the

measuring

stick has

of the other — but

The development

a great
the idea

from the idea skele-

factors effecting that development
of producing

can

picture theatre —

difference in the cost, and

miniature

. . .

were

found

theatres greatly differing in plan

design.

SKELETON

OF A

(NO

PICTURE
FILM

whatever

picture exhibition

be, but the same

skeleton of both theatres is the same.

and

in the motion

for motion

is a wide

Asia,

here or there — it is

Therefore,

in the two projects, illustrated in the following pages, how

difference

is most

to contribute

a patron

in Europe,

in the story before him

fulfill his expectation.

to any

evolutions

THE MOTION

must

the con-

of film is not the

is located

be, absorbed

is of importance

is shown

THE

the theatre

to see.

attending

exhibition

the theatre is large or small, costly or cheap,

still the picture which

•of Pereira &
Pereira, Theatre Consultants of Chicago, and members
of
the Advisory Board
of The
Modern
Theatre
Planning
Institute, sponsored
by this publication.

. . . The

the contrary, it is the first. Once

not whether

Africa or America — he is, or should
Whether

the patron has come

all others in a study of the problems

struction of a motion

picture theatre.

RELATION

MOTION

PICTURE

THEATRE

TO SIZE OR PLACE)

reaches its delivery point in:

THE PROJECTION

ROOM

important

to the patron.
Must

be built of fireproof
lated.

Must

QUALITY!

have

projection
sible job.

materials

equipment

adequately

that will do

Must

have sound equipment that
all that has been recorded.

Must

be planned for and
for the operator

have

and

the finest pos-

will reproduce

all the

venti-

necessary

faithfully

facilities

and arrives at its destination on:

THE SCREEN
The

simplest
strangely,

50

unit yet the most
it must

be

important

forgotten

when

factor in the theatre

and,

in use.
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THE
is most

AUDITORIUM

is, practically

speaking:

A ROOM

important

to the patron.

With

a

screen

Seats with sufficient
he is sitting.

QUALITY!

that no

one

the

softly carpeted
turbed by traffic.

Walls

shaped and of material's to produce
fort and illusion in sound and sight.

Floors

carefully

sloped

to produce

and

distribution

conditioning
genuine

so

to make

Aisles

Air

is, theatrically

comfort

patron

spectator

forget

is unnecessarily

clear

maximum

dis-

com-

vision.

equipment

designed

for

comfort.

speaking:

A SPACE
Constantly changing in scale and always in motion. It is not to
be admired when the screen is in use, but on the contrary, it
serves

FOYERS, VESTIBULES
and LOUNGES

are, practically

its purpose

best

at that time

if it is absolutely

ignored.

speaking:

CIRCULATION
Through

QUALITY!

<

which

people

They

break

They

control

They

afford

They

must

ROOMS
are

moved

and

managed.

draft.
light.
opportunities
be

fabricated

for merchandising.
of materials

that will stand

use.

They must provide facilities consistent with their size and
purpose so that there exists a reason for their place in
the plan.

are, theatrically

As

such

they

will be

used

and

speaking:

TRANSITIONAL
become an

ELEMENTS
to the patron. Their purpose is to
impersonal vehicle carrying him from that which

is familiar to the threshold of the auditorium,
barks to wherever the camera chooses to take

THE FRONT, OR
FACADE

is, practically

he

em-

speaking:

THE OUTGROWTH
ELEMENTS

is important to
the exhibitor.

where
him.

Its doors

must

It is the place
It must

and

OF THE PLAN

be plentiful

and

for the exhibitor

will be

seen

day

perfect

mechanically.

to show

and

his wares.

night.

QUALITY!
It usually
taste.

conveys

Oftentaste
it becomes

is, theatrically

the exhibitor's

the patrons'

estimation

estimation

of his patrons'

of the

exhibitor's

speaking:
AN

ARRANGEMENT

OF

FORMS

peculiar

to the

functional

units

of theatre buildings, affording unusual opportunity for contrast with other building types. Contrast should be a goal
used advisedly — so that permanence
never belied by the architecture.
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in Chicago's
interesting facade
covering

oldest and

finest residential

section.

An

resulting from the use of two materials, brick and granite,

the auditorium

exits from the balcony

wall, mechanical
and main

rooms

above

the marquee,

and

the

floor.

—

All
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Photos

herein,

by

Hedrich-Blessing

Studios
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in South

Haven,

Michigan,

munity augmented by a large summer
the lounge

and presents a homelike

the street. Two

stair to the women's

room,

manager's

population.

view

colors of terra cotta.

a

small, substantial
The show

window

of the theatre day and

Behind

rectifier room.

is in

night from

the glass block window

office, and

com-

is the

THE ESQUIRE

The choice is easy between
main

floor and balcony — because

the balcony

seats are an unusual-

ly large proportion
seating capacity.
walls

the

and

waxed

Plain textured

of the total

Washable
wood

cloth

veneer.

carpet.

The

lounge

here

differs from

the function of the Model
(shown
second

opposite).
floor, and

exhibits, matinee

lounge

It is on

is used

the

for art

teas, and

pri-

vate conversations. It is a valuable adjunct to the balcony

peal.

ap-

THE MODEL

The

Model

lobby

first. It takes
in

the

frequent

summer.

changes

produce

space.

Rubber

sand

is practical

and

much

lounge

might some-

day be utilized for a store.
a

place

where

the

feels at home — can
wait

for any

moot

persons

Nov/

community
comfortably

reason — and
conveniently.

can

Occasional
attraction

floor to combat

dampness.

imitation leather walls.

The Model

holdouts

Washable

auditorium
in one

corner.

All poor

seats have

is U7.ed with the lighting. There
arches makes

frequency
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been

range

shapes

in sound

and

is employed

because

eliminated.

is no proscenium,

any activity on the screen

ation. Due to various

is egg-shaped

acceptable

materials

The

and

the screen

waterfall

is

curtain

the scale of the big

to the spectators' imagin-

used, an

exceptionally

wide

with great comfort.
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III mi m >
III
!
■

111!

„

■

.

1

1

'

THE MODEL
Corrugated
materials
sound
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auditorium

side walls break

are the same

and

has the same

floor pitch as the Esquire.

up reflections in sound.
have

and projection equipment

a

predetermined

is of the same

The

wall and

acoustical

ceiling

value.

The

quality as the Esquire.
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POINTS of INTEREST

The

theatre required

in terms
the

building

Flashed

a sign which,

of materials, would
both

amber

day

enhance

and

glass was

night.

used.

The

marquee is equally as attractive without changeable letters. The crest on
the vertical can be seen from some distance. The Model did not require
changeable letters at any
ple can easily see what

time. Peois playing.

FOYER

Even

in a quality theatre, merchandising is necessary. Hence the small,
attractive depth cases recessed in the
mirrors.

Thought

has

the type of display

DIORAMA

candy

case

Theatrical
shrubs
Model,

to be put into

to be used.

in the niche is consistent.

license brought

trees and

into the Esquire scheme
too.

The

Below

. . . the

the tree is a

di-

orama of the Esquire auditorium — with
the screen showing 8 by 10-inch stills.

The
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IN THE ESQUIRE

LOUNGE
FOR

Much
powder

attention
room.

theatre expect

was

given

LADIES

to the

The patrons of this type
it.

STAIRWAY

The

trip to the balcony

interesting as possible.
way up.

is made

as

This is half-

The men's room is large and carefully laid out. So is the Model's. Smoking rooms are omitted; there are no
intermissions.
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THE ESQUIRE

The ticket office is out at the street —
in the Model, also — not for the convenience of patrons only, but to greet them.
The setting should

be as attractive as

possible.

CONCLUSION:

Some

theatres

owner — some

are

out of the personal

built for the public.
one

but his knowledge

the understanding

of the whims

likes and
theatre

from

not the likes and

result — a team

desiring to render

that for many,

or experiences

of an

dislikes of an architect — all are

be outmoded — requires

The

nizing the public and

out

successful

. . . And

also his knowledge.
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A

that will not soon

entertainment

designed

a

standpoint — and

not the whim
dislikes of an

with both
it a service.

the motion

design

of an

architect — but

of the members
A service based

picture

owner

recogupon

entirely fills their

needs.
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The one material
for this difficult, double job at the
new Esquire Theatre— Acoustone

XPERTS
said that Chicago’s new
Esquire Theatre could not be made
acoustically perfect, owing to its size
and shape. But the Esquire today has
splendid acoustics — thanks to research
and the careful planning of Architect
W. L. Pereira, who used Acoustone*
phase of his problem.
According
double
from

to solve a difficult

to Architect Pereira, Acoustone

job of eliminating

objectionable

does the
reflections

offending surfaces and produces a proper reverberation time for good hearing. The Acoustone is

painted to match the theatre’s decorative scheme— for
Acoustone can be painted without damage to its sound
absorbing ability.
Acoustone,

the most beautiful of acoustical materials,

is constantly solving problems for architects wherever
noise absorption and acoustical correction are needed;
Available in beautiful colors, and with a travertine-like
texture, it is incombustible, high in light reflection and
easily kept fresh by simple vacuum
you all the facts about Acoustone

cleaning. Let us tell
and about its many

uses in buildings, both large and small. Complete
formation isyours for the asking.

in-

United States Gypsum Company
300 WEST

PLASTERS

.

.

ROCKLATH*

.

.

METAL

LATH

SHEETROCK* . . FIBER WALLBOARD
. . SHEATHING . . INSULATING BOARD . . INSULATING WOOL
ACOUSTICAL MATERIALS . . PAINT PRODUCTS
>■

STEEL PRODUCTS
. .
SIDING PRODUCTS

ROOFING
. . LIME

PRODUCTS
PRODUCTS.

*Registered
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ADAMS

ST.

CHICAGO,

ILLINOIS

UNITED STATES GYPSUM COMPANY
300 W. Adams St., Chicago, 111.
Please send me information on acoustical treatments.
Name
Address
City

State
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☆ NO

MORE

STANDING

☆ NO

UP!

MORE

STEPPED-ON
NO

TO l

MORE

LONG

INTERRUP

TIONS

OF

VISIO

N0

INVENTION

THEATER
SEAT

Here’s the Most Revolutionary
Theater Improvement of Last 100 Years
Here is absolutely the first theater seat
ever designed for the constant turnover
of the movie theaters. The amazing
new Kroehler Theater Seating System

in the simple retraction of the seat.
The occupant merely places his feet
under the seat and gives a slight thrust.
The action is instinctive. Instantly and

eliminates standing to let others pass.
Patrons can enter or leave a row with-

noiselessly, the seat (the seat standard
does not move) moves back on its
emplacement, providing ample passing

out annoyance to others.
not

This

means

only an increased box office because of added comfort, but also faster

peak-day turnovers, because patrons
will not hesitate to enter or leave in
the middle

of a picture.

space
When

automatically
tion.
This

Retracts for Passing — No Waste
Magnificent

new

Esquire

Theater,

located

in

Chicago’s exclusive Gold Coast section, is completely equipped with new Kroehler seats.
Opened by H. & E. Balaban Corp., Feb. 16, 1938.
Architect — PEREIRA & PEREIRA, Chicago

READ

WHAT

HARRY

BALABAN

SAYS:

"Before purchasing theater chairs for our new
Esquire Theater on the Gold Coast in Chicago,
we made a very careful investigation. We finally
purchased the new Kroehler seating system,
which in our opinion revolutionizes the theater
chair business, because of the ‘push-back’ feature
which eliminates standing to let others pass. We
and our customers are very well pleased with
them, and the convenience and ease of operation
is even beyond

62

our expectations.”
HARRY

The
makes
space

new

Kroehler

seating

a phenomenal
with

no waste

without the
the occupant

system

gain in passing

floor space. It’s all

occupant rising.
relaxes, the seat

returns

to normal

posi-

action takes place without
turbing the occupant behind.

dis-

Easily Installed on Old Emplacements
The

new

Kroehler

be easily and

seating

quickly

system

installed

can

in old

KROEHLER
BUILT

BY

THE

WORLD’S

LARGEST

BALABAN

The MODERN
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ABSOLUTELY
When

occupied,

in comfort.

the seat offers the utmost

If anyone

wishes

can be instantly retracted
of feet. Ample
without
space

passing

in adjoining

to pass, seat

with

slight thrust

space

is provided

rising. Retraction

does

rows.

pied, seat automatically

or new theaters, using same

SAFE

SMART

When

not occu-

STYLES

retracts.

emplacements

as your old seats

with minimum loss of time. Built by Kroehler, the world’s
largest manufacturer of furniture, it is absolutely safe in
design and amazingly sturdy in construction.
See this latest theater sensation now. Seats are now on
display at the following Kroehler
today for complete information to

ULTRA

not reduce

showrooms.

ANY

THEATER

INTERIOR

Or write

KROEHLER MFG. CO., Public Seating Division, 666 Lake Shore Drive, Chicago
Chicago,
New

111.

York,

Cleveland,

.

666

N. Y.
Ohio

Lake

206
.

Shore

Drive

Lexington

4020

Ave.

E. 116th

St.

Dallas, Texas
Los

Angeles,

.

.

Calif.

San Francisco

.

.

262 5 Elm

4350

1485

St.

Beverly

Blvd.

Bay Shore

Blvd.

(PATENTED)

FURNITURE

MANUFACTURER
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It took a
ONE

Airtemp's Ad Man
A Request From

SHOT

"WHIPPING”

Airtemp, Inc., and its
ager, Ed Bozarth, are in
days trying to figure out
It seems that a certain

to make Esquire
Theater Cushions

Ponders
Alcatraz

advertising mana quandary these
a knotty problem.
prospect picked up

a

November, 1937, American Home Magazine on May 6, 1938, and becoming enamoured of Airtemp air conditioning
equipment, clipped a coupon and sent it
in to the home office.

so comfortable !

So far so good. But, the gent lives on
Alcatraz Island, and the home office is
concerned as to why a resident of this
“select” little neighborhood would "like to
have you send me any and every detail
that you can on this subject.”
California distributors are
straws to see who crashes the
Alcatraz

to get to the bottom

drawing
gates at

of the in-

quiry.

Stair Carpet Should Be
Designed for Shifting
The

Aii intimate view of the ingenious “one-shot”
oiling' system used in the new Simplex E-7
projector, said to be a saver of headaches for
projectionists. In lower right foreground is
to be noted the pump
and reservoir unit of
the lubricating system similar to that used
on Rolls Royce and other expensive automobiles. (Photo courtesy Hijur Rubricating Corp.)

choice of carpet for stairs is a particular instance of the special demands for
wear which individual installations may
offer. This type of service demands floor
covering of high durability.
Thus carpets with dense, tight pile surfaces should be used and the stairs should
be heavily padded, particularly over the
nosing.

IMAGINE whipping up pure rubber latex just

like you’d beat an egg! That’s the secret of
the soft resiliency and long life of the “Dunlopillo”

cushions

in the new

Esquire

Theater.

When

you sit on a “Dunlopillo” cushion, millions of tiny air cells support every part of your
body effortlessly. There are no springs, tufts or
padding. Such solid comfort means less wiggling and squirming. And that means less
money for maintenance and repair.
“Dunlopillo” cushions improve the acoustical
properties of any theater because of their ability to absorb sound! The absence of springs
increases the life of covering material and ends
danger

of broken

or protruding

coils and

wire

ends. There’s no moth or vermin problem either.
“Dunlopillo” cushions are aseptically clean.
Bring

your

theater

up to date with “Dunlopillo”

cushions! They’ll reduce costs and please your
patrons. Write today for full information.

NOW — Chicago's WOODS
Another LEADING Theatre
secures

Cross section of “Dunlopillo” cushion
showing cellular construction.

DOMINATING
with

WAGNER MULTIPLE-SIZE LETTERS
and 3-in-1 STRUCTURE

NLOPILLO'
DUCUSHIONING
made

DUNLOP

Buffalo, N. Y.
64

Fully Covered by U. S. and Foreign Patents. Protected by
Contract with THE PATENT
PROTECTION
CORPORATION.

by

TIRE & RUBBER

CORP.

DISPLAY

WAGNER
706

E. Hancock

SIGN SERVICE, Inc. £ wH3T STvSTSSi
Ave.,

Pacific

DETROIT

Coast

Representatives:

6 Britain

B. F. Shearer
The

St„ TORONTO

Company
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LITERATURE
The following concerns have recently
filed copies of interesting descriptive
literature with The Modern Theatre Information Bureau. Readers who wish
copies Of such literature may obtain them
promptly by addressing The Modern
atre, 332 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago,

The111.

Carrier Corporation, Syracuse, N. Y.,
submits a folder on a new room ventilator,
a

compact device for controlling circulation of air in rooms and offices. Description of health and comfort benefits is
given, as well as diagrams for installation.
Climax

Reflector,

Inc., Canton,

Ohio,

files an announcement of the new SparkleLite Reflectors which provide high illumination at side angles. An outline of uses
and advantages is provided in addition
to price listing and rated life of the lamps.
Forest
N.

J„

Manufacturing

Corp.,

Belleville,

offers a bulletin on Forest Magnesium Copper Sulphide Rectifiers, Forest

power

units to replace sound storage batteries, Thermionic rectifying tubes, and
bulb type rectifiers. The bulletin includes
graphs, diagrams and prices, as well as
illustrations of the products.
General Seating Co., Chicago, 111., submits a folder illustrating the new model
theatre

chairs and describing their appearance and construction. The folders
have also been furnished to all General
Seating Company distributors.
O.

W.

Jackson

&

Co., Inc., New

York

City, presents a folder entitled “Care and
Upkeep of Tyl-a-Mats.” In it, directions
are offered for using a specially prepared
rubber mat cleaning material which will
preserve the life and beauty of the floor
covering.
Reynolds Electric Co., Chicago, 111., files
a series of illustrated bulletins on flashers
and controls, bug-repelling color hoods,
dimmers and transformers, as well as related equipment and accessories for modern display lighting.
Vonnegut Hardware Co., Indianapolis,
Ind., presents a catalogue on Von Duprin
Self-Releasing Fire and
Latches. An effective guide

Panic Exit
for hardware

selection

is given, together with
graphs and operation diagrams
types of door opening equipment.
Westinghouse

Electric

&

Mfg.

Checking freshly dyed yarns to see
that the colors are exactly as specified

photoon all

Co., East

Pittsburgh, Pa., offers a four-page leaflet
which lists the standard sizes, colors and
finishes of Micarta plate, and tabulates the
physical

and electrical properties and applications of Micarta plate, Micarta rod,
channels, angles and tubing.
Notice: Manufacturers of all products
adapted to theatre modernization or maintenance are invited to file latest copies of
their catalogues or descriptive literature
with The Modern Theatre Information Bureau.— The Editor.

The

Tru-Tone

colors used in Alexander

Smith

Carpet are perfectly beautiful in themselves

Crestwood

and get along

perfectly beautifully with each other under all light conditions.
They are practical colors, too . . . the kind that can look
chewing

gum,

peanuts, popcorn,

thousand

muddy

dripping umbrellas

and a

feet in the face without batting an eye.

Result: A carpet that pleases your patrons and gives your
Vice

President

in Charge

of Carpet Replacements

a new

lease on life.

ALEXANDER
Crestwood
THEATRE

SMITH

CARPET

W. & J. Sloane, Selling Agents Division, 295 Fifth Avenue, New York

Be prepared for the back-to-the-movies
movement. Encourage the habit by enhancing the better picture product with a
more inviting house in which to present it.
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Recent Developments
In Sound Recording
and Reproduction
(Continued

from page 45)

ble by compensating the recording amplifiers and at the same time imposing severe limitations on the processing of the
film. While partially successful by these
means, the film processing was so critical
that it became highly desirable to find a
simple, efficient means of securing a sharp,
clean photograph of these higher overtones.
The answer was found in ultra-violet
light recording and printing. The ultra-

violet light system, introduced to the recording field in 1935, utilizes only a very
narrow range of light wave-lengths, whcih
eliminates all distortion caused by spreading of the photographed sound image. The
resultant print contains high frequency
recording of extremely good definition.
Extraneous

Noise

Elimination

As mentioned previously, the ultimate
object of any good reproducing system is
the creation of an illusion of reality. This
requires the elimination of all extraneous background noise. In this respect,
the excellence of pictures today is largely
due to the combined efforts of recordists,
research engineers and film manufacturers.
Since most of this extraneous noise re-

with the

IRUUin no. 56 chair
is like placing
ijour moneij
on a
SURE

BetJ/

— it's been selected for so many new and reseating projects
by leading exhibitors throughout the country and never has
failed to return in added boxoffice receipts many times the
investment involved. It has the eye-catching beauty of
color, a most pleasing modernistic design; and most important of all, an abundance of that "neck
for which all Irwin chairs are famous.

to knee

comfort"

See the No. 56 and the rest of the splendid Irwin line at the
nearest display room of the National Theatre Supply Company, or write for colored illustrations and complete data.

DISTRIBUTED

BY

NATIONAL THEATRE
SUPPLY
COMPANY
Branches in All Principal Cities

GRAND
66

RAPIDS, MICH.

sults from the graininess of the transparent portion of the soundtrack, the obvious
answer was to reduce the amount of white
track to a minimum. This was accomplished at first by masking in that part of
the white track which was not entirely
needed for recording purposes. The shutter which did this masking operated automatically, always allowing enough white
track to accommodate the recording. There
were later developments which improved
both the action of this device and the results. In the meantime, film manufacturers had been concentrating on the development of a negative with a more even and
finer emulsion.
More

recently, a system

of recording,

known generally as ,-push-pull,” was
evolved. This track permits the reduction
of ground noise to a theoretical minimum.
Only the area actually occupied by the
sound record is transparent, which means
that the ratio of ground noise to signal is
constant regardless of the loudness of the
recorded sound. The track itself consists
of two separate tracks, one of which carries the positive half and the other the
negative half of the signal. In addition to
its inherent freedom from background
noise, the “push-pull” track has another
advantage. Better prints can be secured
under less rigid limitations during the processing.
At the present time, the “push-pull” process is being utilized mainly to secure
the original recording. This insures a recording with a minimum of background
noise which can later be re-recorded as
often as necessary to produce the final
print. All modern reproducing equipments
should include push-pull or have provisions
included to allow the exhibitor to change
to “push-pull” with a minimum of effort
and expense, since "push-pull” prints may
be released to the exhibition field in the
not-too-distant future.
Notes

of

the

Final

Step

The final step in the reproduction of
sound in the theatre is the stage loudspeakers. The evolution of the modern
two-way cellular speaker arrangement
from the speakers originally used is perhaps even more startling than that of the
other components. One of the first types
of stage speaker equipment involved the
use of as many as 16 dynamic speaker
units mounted in towers on each side of
the screen and strung along the top. The
speaker

units required frequent adjustment. Later use was made of a similar
arrangement except that large flat boards
or baffles were used to hold the speaker
mechanism. Both of these ideas had one
serious drawback. Since the direction of
the sound when it left the speaker was
not controlled, much of the sound often
reached the ceiling and side walls of the
auditorium instead of the audience proper.
Where the theatre had moderately good
acoustics this was not serious but in the
majority of theatres it was often virtually
impossible to follow spoken dialogue because of echo and reverberation. The first
step toward the correction of this trouble
was the development of the directional
baffle which, as its name implies, directed
the sound emanating from the speaker
toward the audience and away from walls
and ceiling. These baffles were placed
The MODERN

THEATRE

SECTION

behind the screen so that the illusion was
considerably improved.
At about this time, considerable progress
had been made in the recording of the
lower frequencies which are responsible
for the richness and depth of orchestral
music. With this development, it was
found that the single speaker unit in its
directional baffle could not do justice to
these lower notes, and often rattled on
some particularly loud passages. The apparent answer to this problem was to have
a speaker system which had one unit to
reproduce the bass notes and a second unit
to handle the higher tones. This is exactly what was done. The bass speaker
consisted of a large folded baffle in which
was mounted a specially designed speaker
mechanism, while one or more small directional baffles were used for the high
frequencies. A specially designed electrical network divided the lows from the
highs, and directed each to their respective speaker units. Such speaker combinations are found in many theatres today and are giving excellent results.

aware of the fact that acoustics survey and
recommendation services are available to
them which, in the case of new theatres
especially, will definitely obviate later embarrassment and expense.

prove and strengthen all of the links, so
that in the end the sound which emanates
from the loudspeaker in your theatre will
be the same sound which is introduced
into the microphone in the recording
studio.

The goal toward which everyone in the
industry has been working since the beginning of talking pictures is faithful reproduction of sound in theatres. I have
attempted to point out to you the necessity for simultaneous improvements, not
only in theatre equipment, but also in recording and film processing equipment,
and in theatre design.

“Sound Transmission” covers a lot of
territory. It includes the perfect recording of sound at the studios, its processing,
its perfect reproduction in the theatre, and
finally its perfect reception by the patron.
No less than perfection is acceptable today.

In closing I wish to point out that our
Research and Engineering Departments
are constantly at work seeking to strengthen not one link in this chain, but to im-

Sound pictures of less than a decade ago
are almost ridiculous today, due to scientific progress in sound technique as well
as improved equipment.

One further change was found to be necessary for greater naturalness. The directional baffles concentrated the higher frequencies in a very narrow region along
their axes. A person walking across the
auditorium would, therefore, pass through
a region with plenty of high frequencies
into one of insufficient highs. If more
than one directional baffle were used, the
effect would be noticeable at several different points in the auditorium. Furthermore, at those points in the theatre where
the high frequencies were not present, the
reproduction lacks brilliance and screen
presence.
Acoustical

Factors

Defined

To

overcome this condition, the engineers designed a high frequency horn
which is composed of a number of smaller
horns which terminate in a common
throat to which a pair of high efficiency
speaker units are attached. Since each
of these small horns act as a directional
baffle for the high frequencies, the net result is an even spreading of these frequencies throughout the auditorium. The
speaker mechanisms used with this horn
are carefully designed and manufactured
and will withstand tremendous amounts of
acoustic power without damage. This is
all the more remarkable because the diaphragm must be light enough to respond
faithfully to the very highest frequencies
which are being recorded today.
The resulting speaker combination;
namely, that of a cellular high frequency
horn and a large low frequency baffle,
provides great power handling capacity,
excellent quality and even distribution of
the sound throughout the auditorium.
There is one other point of considerable
importance to the theatre owner. With
even the finest sound equipment and recordings, results may be disappointing if
the theatre acoustics are poor. I have
mentioned previously that attempts were
made by equipment manufacturers to
make some correction for such conditions
by the redesign of speaker equipment. It
is true that some improvement can be effected by this means but for 100 per cent
results the basic fault should be corrected.
Too many exhibitors even today are unBOXOFFICE
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Sound and Acoustical Problems at New
Model Theatre SOLVED
Nu-Wood

interior finish performs

important

functions

Theatre,

South

1. Assures

correct

sound

four

Its superior beauty,
interesting

at the Model

Haven,

Michigan.

The

3. Added

The

Pereira

other

striking

& Pereira

in theatres

primary

Nu-Wood

so

are plus values

the country.

well was

an

With

which

important

THE INSULATING
INTERIOR
FINISH
of Weyerhaeuser ... Balsam-Wool

to theatre

qualities —

in-

Nu-Wood

low

advantages,

in cost. Let

applications

information

is yours

that pay
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WOOD CONVERSION COMPANY
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"FACE

LIFTING" FOR

Harmonious rows of shops with

lights streaming softly through colored glass facades will replace the
present jumble of irregular fronts, discordant signs and confusing lights on
“America’s Main Street of 1950,” according
to H. M. Alexander, architect of the
Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass Company, who
painted a dramatic picture of “The Main
Street of Tomorrow” at the annual meeting of the Society of Illuminating Engineers held in Minneapolis recently.
Mr. Alexander said he believed that
through a greater use of structural glass,
which can be lighted from behind and is
adaptable to sandblasted designs, the
main streets of America will receive a
general face-lifting in the next decade,
which would put the unsightly signs and
confusing lights into the obscurity now
enjoyed by the cigar-store Indian and the
old-fashioned barber pole.
“Lights will stream softly through colored glass facades,” he predicted, “and
the after-dinner shopper walking along
the street will sense a feeling of repose.
Likewise, individual structures such as the
town hall, library and fire house, will be
bathed in a flood of colored light. The
‘Main Street of Tomorrow’ will present
the shopper or visitor with an arresting
and yet tasteful spectacle because the
architecture of the stores and offices will
have a common denominator, and will constitute a streamlined advertisement of the
goods or services obtainable inside.”
He pointed out that the addition of
luminous fronts, which are high in eyestimulus and attraction value, greatly increases the night-time appearance of the
locality and are a valuable aid to increased business. Examples were presented
to show that where such improvements
have been made, in each case sales in-

Four Star Performance
The Year ’Round

creases
run as
period
“The

for the businesses affected have
high as 50 to 100 per cent over the
preceding modernization.
uses of the luminous area in storefront design are practically unlimited,”
Mr. Alexander stated. “It is of value to
every store that is actively engaged in
merchandising and to those whose business depends to some extent on promoting
the name of the merchant’s product, or a
short advertising message. Naturally,
luminous storefronts are most acceptable
for those buildings that are open during
the evening.
“Some of the businesses found in this
group are drug stores, delicatessen stores,
ice cream parlors, restaurants, and gasoline stations. In many cases the hourly
proportion of their business is higher at
night than during the day. Their need
for the eye-arresting value of luminous
areas is unquestionable. Another important group includes bars and cocktail
lounges, hotels, theatres and amusement
houses. For this group, whose greatest
business is at night and who have few
products to display, luminous fronts are
particularly effective because they invite
the prospective customer on the street to
enter immediately,” he said.
It was pointed out, moreover, that
luminous storefronts are a valuable addition to any business establishment, whether it enjoys night business or not, for
these fronts are also beautiful in the
day-time and when seen at night provide
a powerful stimulus for future buying as
the “window-shoppers” stroll by.
“Over and above the purely commercial
aspects, however,” he said, “is the fact that
luminous storefront areas, better street
lighting and improved traffic conditions
transform a commonplace business street
into a thoroughfare of which the citizens
of the city may well be proud.”
Mr. Alexander said he believed that by
1950 the Main Streets of American cities
and towns will be as attractive as the
residential districts which have been vastly improved by means of community zoning regulations. “The luminous storefront, a thing of beauty, will rid our cities
of a great deal of unsightly unattractive

Buchanan Directs Sales
On New Push-Back Chair
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present architecture,” he concluded.

install

AUTOMATIC

MAIN

CO.

737 Hamilton St.
Allentown, Pa.
Export Office 220 W. 42nd St., N. Y. C.

The Kroehler Manufacturing Company
has announced the appointment of B. B.
Buchanan as director of sales of their
seating division, recently formed for the
purpose of marketing the new Kroehler
“Push Back” seat. Buchanan is widely
known throughout the theatre industry,
having been identified for many years with
the construction and outfitting of fine
theatres throughout the country. The new
Kroehler theatre seat is now in production
and is available in several interesting and
distinctive models.
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ARE

[oNO'ljVED
Every day is "Parade Day” up and
down your aisles! And you know that
the bigger the box office — the bigger
the wear and tear on your carpeting!
Mohawk knows it, too! That’s why
Mohawk builds extra stamina and long
life into every foot of Mohawk Theater
Carpets. Colors, textures, weaves — let
your carpet fancy roam as it will —
you’ll find exactly what you want in
the Mohawk line. For instance, those

Coo-

popular favorites — Rialto, Scotia, and
the Broadway group — are born actors.
Beneath their smart appearance, their
sound-absorbing pile — lies the ability
to take
lot of punishment. Mohawk’s
are
real atroopers.

MOHAWK
“Movies Are Your Best Entertainment,”
but we still maintain that a modern movie
is not very entertaining in a ramshackle,
run-down theatre. It’s the old “silk pursesow’s ear” situation.

BOXOFFICE

MOHAWKS
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them take issue with our reasoning
thus enliven the discussion.

and

Our successors in interest here will be
much better able by reason of training
and experience than we to discuss decorations. To them we pass along the portfolio and our participation in further proceedings will be largely that of a reader,
who wants to know the whys and wherefores of the modern theatre decorating
scheme.

The

Pattern

New

Outlined

Hence we, as you may also, kind readers, look forward to The Modern Theatre
issue of November 12th, wherein the first
of a series of discussions will appear at
this point, conducted by Mr. Hanns R.
Teichert, theatre decorator, of Chicago.

lor a

Department

A Preview

By Ansel M. Moore

Decorations
don’t see ’em!
In the
argument

are

swell

if the

patrons

deliberate hope of starting an
and at the risk of putting our-

selves on the spot, we’re here and now
divesting ourselves of an honest and humble opinion that may cause some hoisting
of eyebrows throughout this inimitable
industry.
Anyhow, we didn’t ask for the assignment. The Boss handed it to us quite
apparently with the design of ducking the
issue himself. That issue being the
christening of a new department devoted
to the subject

of — Theatre

As usual, the Old

Man

Decorating.
picked

this edi-

torial consignment out of the “pure blue”
of his imagination, sending us into the
fray with his customary abrupt order to
“give your apathetic brain
ours) some much-needed

cells (meaning
exercise on a

to completely satiate the patrons’
and demand for entertainment.
Too

many

exhibitors,

the spectacular

mood

in their flair for

in all things theatrical, al-

low themselves to be carried away completely and soonor or later they awake to
find themselves in a state of confusion
respecting the atmospheric
their theatres.

adornment

The perfect interior decorative
for the modern theatre, to our

of

scheme
way of

thinking at least, should be a combination of many modest things, each element
cleverly and completely subjugated to the
picture on the screen.
An

Artistic

Following

this

Deception

line

of

thought,

one

might argue the point that no decoration
at all is needed and that the whole arena

Teichert

will disclose

some

of the

of his profession that has contributed substantially to House Appeal in

such

noteworthy new projects as the Esquire Theatre, in Chicago; the Model, in

South

Haven, Michigan; the Lake Theatre, in Oak Park, Illinois; the Cozy, in

Louisville, Kentucky; the Vogue, in Detroit, and others of equal prominence
located at various points throughout the
country, which were designed by leading
theatre

architects with whom he has cooperated intelligently in carrying out the
Plan for Entertainment.
That theatre decorating is a deceptive
art there can be no question. But there
is a practical side to the deception. That
there is a great deal of misunderstanding
as regards its function and effect is also
quite obvious. That there is need for

might

a dangerous

basic reasoning in regard to function, form and application is hardly debatable.

which

proposal among theatre owners, who already come very near to being extremists
in everything they undertake.

Hence with the bare proposal that theatre decorating is a much more delicate

have

suitably to dedicate this new department. Otherwise, the day might well
been spent digging for angle worms

or in excavating

prodigious

Moods
But

Are

The

“divots.”

Unobtrusiveness

extreme

happy

to another,

medium

in decoration

is a

Perfect Illusion — an atmosphere that actually makes the patron forget that things

Created

here’s the angle: Theatre decorations (and we mean literally and all inclusively) should neither be seen nor

“heard.”

one

well be left bare and unembellished. That would amount to skipping

Mr.

technique

new idea.”
So again this year, Labor Day found
us digging laboriously for an angle with

from

as

of Presentation

The series will start with a presentation
of unusual interest and educational value
to our readers on the decorative treatment
of theatre auditoria. From this strategic
point, it will branch logically and with
sequence into other sections of the theatre.

is our

idea

of

theatre adornment and we’ll gamble our
worthless reputation that nine out of ten
of you theatre owners never even thought
of the matter in that light.
Distractions are still the rule in many
of our theatres. Yet many a proud owner

have been “fixed” to please him. Walls
and ceilings and floors are there for necessary physical confinement and protection.
Why pronounce them?
They must be
covered, of course; but they should be
artfully concealed and never allowed to
compete with the picture, or the purpose
for which
tainment.

the

theatre

exhibitors designate as delightful decorative schemes. To say that a decorative

believe, firmly,
boxoffice.

scheme

is “attractive” is a damaging
mission of its deficiency.

To

explicit in our

So in dedicating this new department,
henceforth to be devoted to a discussion
of Theatre Decorating , we have purposely
tried to set a more or less crude pattern
for future deliberations. Those who will

be more

contention,

70

department.

A coat of many colors is poor raiment
for the inner reaches of the cinema; yet
we find them often, rigged out in all the
regalia of the aurora borealis, much to
our consternation and distraction, and we

let’s remind ourselves that the picture on
the screen is the objet d’art of the whole
performance. Nothing must detract from
it. Nothing must clash with its purpose

operation than most theatre owners believe, we leave the whys and wherefores
of the subject in the more capable hands
of those who will hereafter conduct this

is planned — enter-

will defy us and want to debate our contention that downright “distraction” is
really the word for the ribald and riotous
use of pigment and piebaldry that some

ad-

more

follow us may

to the

or may

detriment

not subscribe

heartedly to our ideas.

We’d

of the

whole-

rather

have
The
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A TIMELY

TIP FROM

THERE is a very potent point re-

BROTHER

garding the exhibitor and his muchdiscussed and oft-lamented problems
to be found in a personal letter to his
brother, Jesse, from Ben Levin, San Francisco theatre man, who recently returned
from a vacation tour of the country down
East,
|
| |
Ben is general manager of General Theatres, which operates six ace houses in
suburban San Francisco. His letter to his
brother, associated with him in General
Theatres, was a direct communication of
an idea from one showman to another,
as well as a personal message.

TO

BROTHER

cause he does know the theatre business.
he wrote to his brother is something every theatre operator should remember: “You can get the patron in on
the product; but you must hold him with
What

But all over these United States today
exhibitors in big towns and small are losing a steady stream of potential patrons
who are either passing up moving pictures
entirely or are going to the opposition
house because it’s more comfortable.
Patrons don’t know why they are going
across the street. They couldn’t tell you
if you asked them. But they are going —
and another exhibitor — a man like Ben
Levin, who doesn’t know you, never saw
your house in his life before, and probably never will — can tell you be-

comfort.”
Don’t think that the $250,000.00 contestants won’t pick the best theatre in
which to view the contest pictures. They
won’t want to miss the answers due to
faulty sight and sound.

The producers shouldn’t have to shoulder the whole load. Lend them your able
assistance by providing showmanship in
presentation to back them up.

The portion of it shown to your reporter,
of course, was not personal. It was a very
brief comment which holds a whale of a
lot of meaning for every theatre operator,
everywhere in the United States. It read:
“Air conditioning is an absolute necessity in theatres wherever it gets warm and
humid, and that is practically everywhere.
The finest theatre I have seen on the trip
was a house in Raleigh, North Carolina,
which was very new, modern and completely air conditioned, even in the lobby,
and was well patronized as
Unfortunately Levin did
which house he referred to,
of his comments is obvious
atre man.

a result.”
not mention
but the moral
to every the-

Raleigh has a population of approximately 40,000. San Francisco’s population
is 800,000. New York’s seven million. But
the fundamental problem of exhibitors in
all three cities is pretty much the same —
to get patrons into the theatre. Next to
the picture product to be shown, the biggest drawing card a theatre operator has
in getting people into his theatre is to
make them comfortable while they are in
the house.
Broken down into elementals, “comfortable” is an all-embracing word. It means
doormen, cashiers and ushers trained to
prompt, courteous service. It means efficient sound and projection equipment to
save strain on nerves, eyes and ears. It
means a clean house always — not just in
the lobby and foyer, but in the aisles
and especially in the patrons’ rest rooms.
It means harmonizing carpets and draperies; light fixtures which are graceful
and unobstructive. It means adequate
heat in winter and pleasant air circulation
in summer.
“Comfort” means all the elements besides the picture which bring patrons to
the exhibitor’s theatre — comfort
them back.

brings

•
<> ;

cJL

the Ucoaue
. . . one
comprising
priced

of the eight chairs
the

“500"

new

Line

Attractive . . . modern

popular
by

Ideal.

. . . con-

structed for long service, each
Sometimes when business slacks off it’s
because of summer — or Christmas shopping— or because of a recession, depression
or a procession of unemployed. Sometimes

one

offers unsurpassed
Catalog on request

it’s the fault of the product, or the advertising the distributor applies to it.
Sometimes it’s the star, or the director, or
the script-writer, or any one of many
other things on which it is easy to hang
the blame.
BOXOFFICE
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Grand

Rapids,
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ing, an excavation had to be made so that
the floor could be lowered.
Joists were dropped on concrete footings which were poured on the same slope
as the new floor. One foot of space was
left between the underside of the joists
and the ground.
The ceiling in the original store was
14 feet 2 inches in height. By raising and
lowering portions of the floor as described,
the ceiling height was changed to 16 feet
2 inches at the screen and 12 feet 2 inches
at the stadium.

The Mainstreet . . .
a Case of Clever Property Conversion
from particulars and pictures supplied by
R. S. BALLANTYNE, of Omaha, Nebraska.

The stadium arrangement provides excellent screen vision at the rear without
interference with the light beam. There
are five rows of seats in the stadium on
each side of the aisle. The step rise of
the stadium is six inches to each row and
the section extends 14 y2 feet into the
auditorium. There is a ramp leading from
the foyer to the auditorium.
Projection

NIQUE

in construction, simple in design and efficient in its manner of
modern furnishings and equipment
and appointments, the new Mainstreet
Theatre, at Fremont, Nebraska, already
has amassed a reputation as "the prettiest
small theatre” in the Omaha territory.
R. R. (Bob) Booth, veteran Nebraska
exhibitor, faced many problems when he
started remodeling a store building on
Fremont’s main street for a new theatre.
From a solution of these problems by
astute planning grew unique features of
efficiency which make the Mainstreet outstanding in its class.
The finished result is a small capacity
semi-stadium type cinema, the only one
of its kind in the Omaha exchange area,
in which there are some 500 theatres located in Nebraska, Iowa and parts of
Minnesota, South Dakota, Kansas and Missouri.
Clothing

Store

Becomes

formation. The store-room-to-cinema conversion job also brought up several other
problems. The old building had two stories
in front and one story at the rear. Formerly occupied by a clothing store, the
inside area was 25 feet wide by 125 feet
long.
Usually, in remodeling of this sort, the
rear section of the floor is dropped four
feet to allow proper sight lines. In this
case, however, it was found that steam
pipes to other nearby buildings ran beneath the spot of the proposed stage, and
that the floor where a screen was to be
located could be lowered only two feet.
This condition made it necessary to elevate the back (front of store) two feet
to provide the necessary angle for screen
vision. The entire floor change was made
in one operation. Since there was no
basement under the rear half of the build-

Room

Problem

Provision for the projection room
brought more problems. Here the floor
had to be supported by three-inch I-beams
set 16 inches apart, and the floor itself
is a quarter-inch steel plate to economize
on limited head-room in the booth, which
is 6 feet 8 inches in height.
An exhaust fan was located in a compartment above to take care of ventilation in the projection room. A cooling
system for the theatre was placed on the
roof over the stage and circulation is
carried through grilles located at each side
of the screen.
No structural alterations were made on
the facade of the building, which is of tan
face brick. Only the marquee was added,
which is of modern design, extending 30
inches over the sidewalk. It bears the
theatre’s name and is embellished with

Movie

Due to one of several structural problems, 60 seats in the rear of the 400-seat
auditorium had to be arranged in stadium

Auditorium

interior

from

front

of

stage,

showing

unique construction at rear of house, with seating in stadium-type arrangement. At left — A view
of the front entrance of the Mainstreet, with its
exposed

lobby

and

adequate

provision

for program

exploitation.
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Floor
street

plan — Top shows cross-section of the MainTheatre to illustrate stadium construction at

rear of house. Center shows
stage treatment.
Bottom also shows stadium construction.

border lines of neon in various colors
which flash intermittently.
The Mainstreet’s lobby is 14 feet deep
and extends full width of the building.
The boxoffice is located in the center between the entrance doors. Because of
Nebraska’s cold winters, a set of storm
doors is later to be provided for the outside entrance at the sidewalk. Lobby walls
are of tempered board in sheet formation
and maroon in color, striped horizontally
with chrome strips at a point two feet
from the floor, which is of tile. The ceiling is in a 12-inch tile pattern of varigated
colors.
A foyer, 8 feet deep by 15 feet wide,
was provided, with toilet rooms at each
side, 5 feet in width. The foyer has a
7-foot ceiling in ivory tile. The walls are
of the plank formation of the same material except in variegated colors. The
floor is covered with maroon carpet.
Simple

But

three different shades of colored lamps in
each.
This case emphasizes the fact that by
capable planning and astute selectivity in
the matter of materials and equipment,
the modernizing problem presents no great
obstacle for owners of small theatres who
want to improve their chances for better
business at the boxoffice.

plank in a pilaster effect created by vertical strips of brown. Horizontal bands of
%-inch radius half rounds are. spaced
two feet apart. These are in shades of
green varying from dark near the floor
to light at the top. Plaster wainscoting
up to the top of the auditorium seats
is painted brown. The lighting consists of
four groups of fixtures on each side with

THEATRE

MODERNIZING

GUIDE

Through the co-operation of our affiliated architects, leading manufacturers, their engineers, designers, dealers, contractors and others, a majority of whom are active members of The Modern Theatre Planning
Institute, we are prepared to assist the theatre-owner in selection and
application of all commodities and services needed in remodeling and
modernizing by placing him in touch with dependable sources of supply. As sponsor of the Institute, we strive to impartially relay each
inquiry only to sources of reliable information. However, we do not
guarantee all statements or claims made in connection with products
offered.

MAIL

THIS FORM

FOR

FREE

INFORMATION

Effective

The auditorium is 25 feet wide by 96
feet long. The original building’s metal
ceiling was retained and decorated in
ivory. Walls are covered with decorative

The MODERN
Room

THEATRE

Planning

334 — 332 S. Michigan

Institute,

Chicago, 111'.
Gentlemen: Without cost or obligation
covering the following subjects:

please arrange

All Exhibitors,

□ Acoustics
□ Air Conditioning

□ Decorating

Please Note

□ Amplifiers
□ Architectural

□ Lighting Fixtures

If you have recently remodeled or
otherwise modernized your theatre and
are particularly proud of the result,
please send us photographs and details. Through the presentation of
these Case Histories, it is our purpose
to raise the standard of theatre construction and outfitting and thus render a service to the entire industry.
Your cooperation is requested. — The

Service

□ Carpets
□ Coin Changers
□ Complete

Remodeling

Theatre

9-17-38

Ave.

□ Heating

□ Lounge

Equipment

Furniture

□ Plumbing

Fixtures

□ Projectors
□ Projection Lamps

to have

.data supplied

to us

□ Screens
Seating
□ Signs and Marquees
□ Sound Equipment
□ Theatre Fronts
□ Ticket Machines
□ Other Subjects

Seating

Capacity

Address
City

State

Editor.
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bring wraps with them, lest they catch
cold. I nearly swooned.
Now if I could only get that guy to use
a proper diffusion grille to eliminate
drafts and breeze, he still might have
something to advertise on his marquee,
besides “come on in and get frozen stiff.”
All this goes to show that when you
want to air condition, you should have a
plan.

Maybe

What

and Bigger

We

Need

Three fellows

went fishing and
agreed in advance
to divide the catch
evenly. They caught
four fish, but like some
theatre owners I know,
they were not very
good at arithmetic.
So they had a hard
time figuring out what
to do; but they finally
solved the problem.
One of the fellows got shot. It was what
you might call a “convenient accident.”
A few days ago my Zephyr was parked
at the curb while I idly watched the traffic go by. I was wondering why we didn’t
have more accidents when a truck owned
by an oil company backed up and crumpled my fender. I surely got service, so
that was another convenient accident.
Mr. Oil Company agreed to fix my fender, so I agreed to buy some gasoline from
him. His insurance company agreed to
pay for the damage to my car, so I agreed
to take out some liability insurance with
them. The Fender Fix-It Company did a
good job and made my damaged mudguard good as new, so they got an order
to remove more wrinkles from my other
fenders, leaving only a wrinkle in my
brow.
A Poor

Orphan’s

Plight

Lately I’ve been reading other sections
of Boxoffice besides this one, and I’ve
been wondering howinell I got mixed up
with such fast company. That must have
been another accident.
I sometimes feel like Little Orphan
Annie. You plutocratic theatre owners
do write me once in awhile, which cheers
me up and makes me feel that in a small
way I do “belong.” But if some accident
should happen to your conditioning system and you wrote me in haste about it,
I’d try not to make the social error I did
when an undertaker called me in and I
noticed several “unfinished orders” lying
around the place.
“Ah me!” I said to him with the best
*Air Conditioning
Wis.
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is More

Accidents
By Gordon

Engineer, Milwaukee,

H. Simmons*

intentions in the world, “business seems to
be good with you.” A lot of his business
was due to accidents, too.
I am still hopeful that some time I may
accidentally say something of real interest to you theatre owners and that you
will write me about it. If I had a little
guidance in regard to matters of import
to you, these articles might be written
without that “wrinkled brow” which the
Fender Fix-It Company tried hard to
smooth out.
The questions some of you ask are very
helpful in showing me what information is
needed, and this I try to supply. The
plans I’ve sent some of you by request
have been intelligently used, for I have
received unsolicited letters expressing satisfaction and I have seen and approved
some of these jobs that were engineered
by mail.
Locomotives, bridges, ships and skyscrapers are always built according to
blueprints. I have a suspicion that even
your ticket booth was built according to a
plan. So why not air conditioning? All
apparatus worthy of the name is always
manufactured according to blueprint. Yet
many of you write me asking if this, that
and the other thing should be stuck in the
cellar or in the attic.
Give me dimensions of both places and
a dimensioned sketch of your house and I
can quickly tell you the answer, with confidence I’m giving you the right advice.
But when I get letters from some of you
stating that you cannot properly cool your
place, and you casually mention that your
fan is driven by a quarter-horse-power
motor, little do you know that you have
simultaneously supplied the answer to your
question.

A

Friend

Floored

This is easily secured if you write

to Papa Simmons requesting it as well as
sending along a dimensioned sketch of
your house. Submit such a plan to the
apparatus salesman or the contractor, and
if they know their business they will quickly spot anything wrong with it. They
shouldn’t be bashful about telling you
either, if they really know their business.

Me

After considerable correspondence with
a theatre friend of mine who turned out
to be a regular pen pal, I succeeded in inducing him to use enough air. The testimonial I finally got after he finished his
job just about finished me.
He was loud in his praises of the final
result. But, ye gods, he wound up his
letter by saying that the place was so cool
and the breeze so strong that he had advised patrons attending his theatre to

In doing this, you give these sales people something definite to shoot at, which
may favorably effect your purchase price.
You also give me something definite to
shoot at, for I can thus be specific with
you and answer many questions even before they are asked.
Advice

to the

Perplexed

After many months of being some kind
of Beatrice Fairfax to you theatre owners,
I’ve learned to enjoy my job. I can be of
some real help too, if the letters I receive
from some of you are any criterion. While
I don’t believe in throwing many bouquets,
statistics seem to show that 90 per cent of
you can intelligently air condition your
places by buying selectively what is needed
and placing each part where it should go —
after you are told.
I guess it has been a shock to some of
you to find out that air conditioning can
be purchased at reasonable cost. Though
I have been called in by a theatre owner
who asked if a real job could be installed
in his place for a hundred bucks! Maybe
later, brother; but not now.
When we talk of air conditioning, this
does not necessarily mean “cooling only.”
Heating and ventilating are a part of it;
and believe it or not, winter air conditioningmer
is acooling.
bigger part of the job than sumIt’s been pretty hot here in my hometown the last few days of August, so cooling
remains our chief thought in a great big
way. I visited a friend way up North over
the weekend and found that he had a
house full of kids. So I went swimming
and fishing with them and was generally
mauled and overhauled by all' of them at
once. But imagine my consternation and
surprise when they called me “Tarzan’s
Grandpa.” Sometimes I almost wish that
bright people, especially children, would
stay away from your movies.
But you and I can’t be too choosy about
the kind of people who patronize us. It’s
our business, you see, to make folks fresher
and funnier. However, can’t we work a
little closer together to the end that judgment and discrimination will be used in
planning our air conditioning jobs?
Even if you have a well-planned conditioning job that was installed by a reputable firm, can’t something be done along
the lines of proper operation? Just handle
your automobile the way many of you
The MODERN

THEATRE

SECTION

operate your conditioning job and the cop
would get you sure.
Ask some of your patrons how they feel
while sitting in your house. Don’t depend upon your own skin for the verdict.
You are prejudiced. Get an instrument
that reads humidity as well as temperature, and if they show a comfortable condition spread the figures on your marquee.
Many of your customers know better than
you do what is a good inside air condition.
They can be depended upon to tell others

good lawsuit.
When the public gets wise to such a legal
possibility of collecting from you misguided theatre owners, you can expect some of
this sort of thing. Many a person has gone
home with cramps and probably attributed
it to the spinach he ate. I had such an
experience with one of my own jobs. I was
in bed for a week and I wanted to sue
somebody but couldn’t very well sue mytheory.self. So don’t think I’m talking from pure
Now if any of you get anything out of
reading this article, it will be purely an

even though they won’t tell you.
I still notice many theatres advertising
“70 degrees cool inside.” I notice too that
some municipal authorities are taking official cognizance of such practice. If my

accident. I didn’t write it with any such
thought in mind, but should you accidently write me to comment on anything and
everything, it might serve to keep things
sweet between me and ye editor and possibly induce him to increase my salary.
(Not a chance. — Ed.)
Should he do this, it will really be an
“accident.” But I’m all for bigger and
better accidents of this kind. Your kind

business doesn’t pick up pretty scon, I
may go into one of these 70 degree houses
to see the picture and fall in a faint on the
sidewalk when I come out. That wouldn’t
be hard to do either if it’s a hot day. But
oh me, some smart aleck kid would probably come along and say, “Lookit Tarzan’s
Grandpa!” making me so mad, I’d get up
and chase him, thus ruining a perfectly

cooperation
Grampa.

is

solicited

The Finest
Costs No More!

by — Tarzan’s

Hujh£f\9iitMislty

SIMMONS'
Problems

presented

herein

are

representing reader interest.
proval of correspondents.

bona

Original

fide

Q-AND-A
and

signed

are

letters

From Upstate New York comes a problem that is perhaps as typical of conditions extant throughout theatredom as
any we have come across. Anyhow, it
rates a confab in the “Corner.” So here
goes. The letter:
“I’m taking you up on your request for
bigger and better problems in air conditioning. I want some advice. Enclosed
is a rough sketch of my theatre, which is
a fifth run neighborhood house. I have
an exhaust fan in the attic (attic has 4foot clearance between auditorium and the
roof), which is an old 36-inch type located in the rear wall of the theatre and
run by a 3 h.p. motor. There are three
openings in the ceiling of the auditorium
and it creates a real draft when one of the
front doors is open in spring, fall and winter, but in summer you’d hardly know it
was running.
“There are also 3-foot square windows,
lower ledge 9 feet from the floor, in the
office, ladies’ room and the two halls. We
keep these windows open whenever possible, together with the side exit doors
leading to the alley. There is also a doorway going up to the booth because we have
two 6-foot by 4-foot doors upstairs directly over the boxoffice. From this you get
an idea of what the theatre is like.
“I am thinking of buying a . . . theatre
fan No. 105, which would deliver 20,000
cubic feet of air. Our seating capacity,
by the way, is 546 with little standing
room. I want to bring the fresh air in
the back door on the stage, which is 7
feet high by 3 feet wide. I would erect
ductwork to the storeroom, place the fan
in there and pour the air out of grillework
at one side of the stage. Would it be better to run a duct under the stage to the
other side also? Or as an alternative I
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STRONG

cost per light unit so that it is
within the reach of even the
smallest theatre.

I can’t see any advanorgan in the chamber
it will be removed and
up there.

This type projection is now
employed for three-fourths of
America's seating capacity
and alone provides the snow
white light essential to satisfactory projection of color pictures which are being shot
under lights having the same
characteristics. You can no
longer hope to get along
without it.

“I’d like to prepare for the future by
getting a fan which I could use with a
washer later. The water here is about 55
degrees in summer and our rate at the
present time is $1.00 per thousand.
“I was wondering whether it wouldn’t
be better to break a hole in the wall toward the alley. It is quite cool in there,
being between the brick walls of the theatre and another big brick store while in
back it leads into a narrow yard 12 feet
wide between two frame houses. How
would it work if I broke a hole in this
wall toward the alley, built a roof in this
alley and put ice in here with water spraying over it? The water and melting ice
would flow down the alley to a drain.
Would the air which would pass over the
ice and through the spray be sufficiently
cooled?”— H.A.H.
The Answer : “I’m certainly glad to note
that you theatre owners are really taking
interest in bigger and better air conditioning. All you fellows seem to need is a
little intelligent guidance in the selection
of suitable apparatus for your requirements and proper information about its
installation.
“Your letter is typical of others I am
getting. You have furnished all the information I need to definitely advise you
what to do. Any time I fail to ask questions, this is proof that I don’t need to.
“Now to begin, you have stated that
your seating capacity is 546 with little
standing room. So I am calling your max(Continued on page 83)

MOGUL

provides two to three times as
much light — steady, brilliant
light — as your current-wasting
low intensities, reducing the

could run ductwork up to the ceiling and
then down the other side. This would be
more expensive and
tage. There is an
at present but later
I could put the fan

the

The

correct design, engineer-

ing skill and careful manufacture embodied in Strong
Projection Arc Lamps assure
long,
dependable,
service.
They are trouble-free
completely
manufactured within
the
Strong

factory and
tionally guaranteed.

uncondi-

FREE TO THE READERS
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Write for interesting catalog on Strong products . . .
the reliable guide to better
projection. Demonstration in
your theatre without obligation. For sale by independent theatre supply dealers
every ivhere.
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PRACTICAL DISCUSSIONS ON THE
MECHANICS OF PROJECTION AND SOUND

"Feature Films Are No Bigger
Than the Screen"
OCCASIONALLY the Projection
Practice Committee of the Society
of Motion Picture Engineers at its
meetings goes to profound depths in its
cinematographic brain waves, and once
in awhile these efforts take the form of
scintillations that one might attempt to
regard as more psychologic than cinematic.
However, after spending hours upon
such grimly sober problems as theatre
characteristics, dimensions of projector
apertures, and fire prevention in projection rooms, perhaps the Committee is entitled to a little emotional relief during
a long meeting on a hot damp evening
by asking such questions as how large a
screen would be required if all the picture images on a feature film were cut
out and glued in rows upon the screen
surface. Guesses as to the answer varied
from square-feet to square-miles.
Dr. Goldsmith, the Committee’s official
encyclopedia, raised the question, and
forthwith proceeded to supply the answer
without the aid of calculating machines or
logarithmic tables; and, strange to say,
by a weird process of “free-hand thinking,” produced the answer almost without
aid of pencil and paper; namely, that for
the average feature-length picture, the
integrated or total area of all the picture
images on the film is very approximately
equal to the superficial area of the screenIf anyone does not believe that startling
statement to be true, he is invited to try
his own paper and pencil. The arithmetic is very simple; merely multiply the
width and height of the film image
(namely, 0.600 by 0.825 inch) by the number of frames per foot (16) by the number of feet in the average feature film
(6,600 feet). The result of the calculation will show that there are 363 squarefeet of image on the film.
Now suppose we have in our theatre,
in which this feature picture is being projected, a screen that has been masked to
the dimensions 22 by 16.5 feet. The area
of this screen is then exactly 363 squarefeet, which was the same as the total or
integrated area of the picture images on
the film, thus verifying our thesis that
“Feature Films Are No Bigger Than the
Show,” or vice versa.
Of course, one has to recognize the fact
that this proposition holds exactly only
when the correct combination of length of
76

This effusion must appear anonymously because of our having inadvertently
misplaced the name of the contributor. It is probably just as well that the
author’s name be withheld. In the absence of identification, we disavow completely the parentage of this brainchild.

— Cine

Editor.

film and size of screen are chosen. However, it is a very practical fact to bear in
mind, as applying to the average length
of feature pictures. The screen size chosen
above, however, may be slightly larger
than the average theatre screen; for example, if the screen were 15 by 20, the
area of the screen would equal the Integrated area of the picture images on a
film 5,450 feet long.
At this point of the discussion, which,
by the way, took place at the latest meeting of the Committee, in the sanctum
sanctorum of Harry Rubin, the chairman
enthusiasm about the idea became almost

THE

CREAM

HAVE

Of course, it would probably be necessary to affix to the motorist’s eyes a paii
of horse-blinkers, and these blinkers
would probably have to flap up and down
at the rate of 24 times a second. A little
inconvenience might result therefrom, but
the Committee feels certain that the observers would not be seriously discommoded by heating at the gate or warping
of the film.
Reproduced at screen-size, the pictures

OF THE

INSTALLED

★ RADIO
The

rampant. Someone wanted to know whether it would be possible, in some very
simple manner, to relate magnification to
the length of a feature film or to some
similar factor. Another calculation by Dr.
Goldsmith worked out as follows: Dividing
the area of the screen (22 by 16.5 ft.)
by the area of the image on the film
(0.600" by 0.825"), we get the area magnification, namely, 105,500. Now, if we
multiply the number of frames per foot
by the length of our average feature film,
which we have taken as 6,600 feet, we also
get 105,500. The conclusion, therefore, is
that for our average feature-length film,
the area viagnification is approximately
(in this assumed case exactly) equal to the
number of frames in the film.
Interest in the fantasy now became a
frenzy. Someone wanted to know whether it would not be possible to enlarge
the picture images on the film to screen
size, somewhat as we do nowadays for
mural decorations.
The countryside is badly disfigured by
all sorts of billboards and other advertising display, and it might be a relief if
all the picture images on a feature film
were set up seriatum in large size along
the highways of the nation, so that motorists could really enjoy movies during their
cross-country trips and not be bored by
the natural beauties along the way.
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or the Trials of 01/ CINE' SAM

%-M

EARL G. SMITH, of the Eagle County Circuit, Mintum,
Colo., contribs this episode in the migratory career of
our screw-ball projectioneer and thus cops a buck.
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Super Low Intensity
Projection Lamp
14-Inch Reflector
More
light at no increase in operating cost
— Clearer and
sharper

Have You a Problem?
Conductors? of the CINE
CLINIC
will be
glad to answer questions relating to problems

black and
white
tures— Truer and

picbet-

ter quality color
ture projection.

pic-

of

projection and sound operation and practices through these columns. State your problem clearly, detailing symptoms
of trouble.
Answers to questions of general interest will

be

published in a later issue, identified by inquirer’s initials only. Should you desire prir
vate information or advice, enclose stamp for
reply. Address
The
MODERN
THEATRE,
Room
.134, 333 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.

The wise showman is one who knows that uniform light on
the screen helps to keep uniformly large crowds coming
to his theatre.

In closing, the Committee feels that it
has made, in this discussion, a major contribution to the progress of the cinematographic art. It is only hoped, however,
that the reader, having thoroughly digested this involved analysis, will not suddenly find that his cinematographic mental processes have induced a cerebral
hemorrhage.
Your house may be your castle, but
castles are often dungeons. Is yours?

Chicago,

‘DUO LIGHT-MASTER’

Ol' Sam secures a "temporary" position with the Portable Picture Circuit and proceeds
to pie up the works. Sam now opines "they ain't no sich animal" as a non-stop
picture machine and prepares forthwith to "thumb" himself a lift to LAKE MILLS. IOWA.

would be 22 feet long, as we have assumed
throughout this erudite discussion. Twenty-four such pictures would have to be
passed during each second. Analysing
this further by Fourier’s series and Bessel’s
functions, and taking into consideration
all the intricacies of the Brownian movement, it speedily follows that the motorist
would have to travel upon a super-de-luxe
six-lane highway at a speed of 450 miles
an hour, to see a good full-size movie
without flicker which is not very unreasonable in these days of super-streamline
travel. By throwing a spot-light on the
sound-track (which would be suitably
magnified and arranged parallel to the
road) and picking up the reflected light
on a telephoto cell, excellent sound will
be heard by the motorist.

CO., Inc.

Ave.

The TRANSVERTER is especially
High Intensity Projection.
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SOUND

SALES SOAR

— says Hartley
“Theatre owners who are giving 100
per cent active support to the Million Dollar Drive seem to realize that better projection is one of the best ways to prove

TRUE

STORIES

FROM

RAY

ALTEC

FILES

R. KELSALL,

district manager
of the San Jose
Amusement Co., Inc.

Races Through
Holiday Traffic;
Saves Sun. Shoiv
SAN

JOSE,

CAL.— "On

a recent Sunday

after-

noon, during peak show hours, with over 1200
in the audience at the Victory Theatre, the

sound stopped during the last reel of the feature film,” declared Ray R. Kelsall, district
manager of the San Jose Amusement Co., Inc.
"Although Sunday traffic in San Jose is
heavy, the Altec Inspector, J. W. Gilroy, actually got to my theatre in five minutes. He
found a line fuse to the amplifier was constantly
blowing, and at once installed his emergency
amplifier. This took five minutes and the show
was resumed without loss of a single patron.
"Gilroy located a defective insulation in an
obscure place that was causing arcing to the
transformer. He worked until 1 A.M., and got
the regular amplifier operating properly.”
No matter what type or model your sound
equipment is, the Altec Service Inspector
is equipped by training and experience to
make it deliver peak performance at all times.

ALTEC

SERVICE

CORPORATION

250 West 57th Street
New York City.
Gentlemen: If I can get better
out of my equipment by having
may have the Altec Inspector in
call me for an appointment. No
of course.

sound projection
Altec Sendee, you
my neighborhood
obligation to me,

NAME
THEATRE
ADDRESS
CITY
. . THAT
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YOUR

THEATRE

MAY

NEVER

BE DARK.”

to the public that “Motion Pictures Are
Your Best Entertainment,” says E. M.
Hartley, head of the sound equipment division of National Theatre Supply Company.
Hartley, just returned to headquarters
from a Midwestern trip, reports a very
satisfactory pick-up in demand for new
sound systems and projectors, particularly in the St. Louis area, where seven
complete units were contracted for in one
week.

TRUE

TED

Concluding his optimistic report on company activities, Mr. Hartley explained the
current rise of interest in better sound
and projection by saying further: “Hollywood is asking theatre owners and managers to show pictures so that patrons hear
sound and see the picture as they were
recorded. All the work of this great industry is delivered at the theatre in a
can, and that is the point where the theatre owner and manager can prove that
they are showmen by giving their audiences superior screen presentation. Their
part of this important job is to discard
old and obsolete equipment whenever possible and keep their equipment in first
class condition at all times. The winning
combination is the production of good pictures by Hollywood, good showmanship by
the theatre owner and manager, technical
knowledge of the projectionist with his
realization that he also must be a showman in order that patrons may get the
fullest possible enjoyment from the picture. All of this must be supplemented
at all times by the use of up-to-date sound
and visual motion picture equipment.”

Emergency Light Plant
A Safety Provision
In theatres, current failures mean complete shutdowns. Without current for
projectors, lights and sound apparatus, the
performance must end. Refunds must be
made. In addition, there is always danger of panic when a crowd of people is
suddenly plunged into darkness.
No one knows when lightning, winds,
sleet, fires or floods may interrupt electric
service, causing lights to go out and motors
to stop. When current fails, motion halts
and confusion begins.
One thing is certain, however. If an
emergency electric plant has been installed, there will always be plenty of
light, even when city power is at a standstill, because the modern emergency plant
responds instantly through the automatic
transfer switch. Nobody need be near the
plant; it starts, runs by itself, and when
regular service is resumed, whether minutes or hours after, it stops. Stopping is
also automatic. A “stand-by” electric
plant is indeed important in safeguarding
service and profits.

STORIES

FROM

ALTEC

FILES

NICHOLAS,

Manager

of the

Lyric Theatre ,
Indianapolis, Ind.

Quick Action by
Engineer Saves
Afternoon Show
INDIANAPOLIS,

IND.— "Just a few minutes

be-

fore our Saturday afternoon stage show, the

sound suddenly stopped,” declared Ted Nicholas, Manager of the Lyric Theatre here.
"We called our Altec Inspector, P. V. Woolley, at 1:30 P.M. He arrived at 1:45, and discovered a short circuit in the motor-generator
armature. He immediately connected some
storage batteries obtained locally to provide
power in place of the defective motor-generator. Sound was ready right on schedule when
the picture hit the sheet at the close of the
stage show at 2:05.
"Woolley stayed with us the remainder of the
day to be sure that the improvised power supply would hold up without interruption. He
installed a new armature from Altec’s warehouse the next morning and by opening time
Sunday everything was normal.”
Altec services the largest number of theatres of any service organization in the
field. Having nothing but service to sell,
the Altec Inspector has one job only— to
make the sound equipment you now have deliver the highest possible quality of sound.

ALTEC

SERVICE

CORPORATION

250 West
New
York 57th
City Street
Gentlemen: If an Altec Service Agreement means
greater peace of mind to me you may have the
Altec man in my neighborhood tell me the reasons. No obligation to me, of course.
NAME
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THE LADY

SOLVED

THE PROBLEM

By J. W. Servies;
Ilf""1 OR the life me,” said the pro]|H prietor of the Galaxy Theatre as he
turned on the radio, I can’t see that
this new music box has any better tone
than the old one that you insisted in
turning in on it as a microscopic down
payment.”
“But look at the modernistic finish and
the new style dial and all the cute tuning
gadgets,” was the rejoinder of the lady
cf the house who had been an enthusiastic
plugger for the acquisition of the 1938
console and its dewdads.
“All right. But honestly, do you get any
better reception than we formerly had and
is the trick tuning system any more efficient than the one that you wrestled
with previously?”
“That’s not the point,” said the lady.
“I was tired of looking at the other one
so long that I could shut my eyes and
see the exact color of the casing and every
figure on the dial until I could have
screamed.”
“And you’ve the monumental nerve to
tell me that you coaxed me into blowing
that wad of money just because you wanted something that looked different? You
women take the cake. No, on further consideration, I’d say that you run away
with the entire bake shop.”
“Well, how about you men? Don’t you
switch your brands of whiskey, change
your brands of cigars, tobacco and cigarettes and jump from one restaurant to
another without getting anything better
for your money just because you go on
strike against the same old sameness?”
Which put the Galaxy man on the spot
and gave him something to think about
for a day or two. Just about the time
that he had decided to file the problem
away among the things which no fellow
can find out, it was jolted into renewed
life by an acquaintance whom he had casually asked how the acquaintance liked the
latter’s new car.
“Oh, it’s all right. Can’t see that it’s
so much better than last season’s model,
but the better half said that she’d accumulated a pain in the neck from look-

ing at the same old hood and sitting on
the same color of upholstery day after day.
So, for the sake of peace in the family,
I turned in the old bus for one with three
more bars in the radiator grille, six more
louvre slits and maiden’s blush green upholstery instead of mignonette mauve and
harmony now prevails and probably will
for at least a year.”
The exhibitor, like most of us, was no
Einstein but it did percolate through his
thinking equipment that, if this was the
way people felt about non-essential trimmings it was just a bit more than possible
that some of the Galaxy patrons might
be actual or incipient deserters because
the interior decorations were becoming
too disgustingly familiar.
So he began to figure just how much it
would set him back financially to make
his house look so different that his clientele would think that they were in a new
theatre and had almost reduced the lead
content of his Eversharp to zero when his
matrimonial partner accidentally showed
him an economical way out. And without
the slightest idea that she was doing so.
“While I hate to cramp your style,” he
observed one evening, “I would like to
observe that, with the summer slump approaching, it hardly appears to be the
logical time for you to start a personal
and private fashion parade. To the best
of my knowledge and observation, this is
the fifth example of entirely new and entirely different specimen of raiment that
you have worn in five consecutive days.”
Instead of exhibiting resentment, the
lady smiled “Which
wanted to produce.
tive time, you have
dress with different

was just the effect I
For the fifth consecubeen seeing the same
waists, jackets, coats,
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day it becomes more importfor youthetoDaycut
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ton Safety Ladder will help you. Daytons save twice! They cut accident
costs and increase workmen's efficiency. Either of these Dayton savings
is worth the cost you pay for one or
more Dayton Safety Ladders.
Daytons

are made
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airplane

spruce in sizes 3 to 16 feet. Stand firmly. Straight back permits close work.
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for full details.

The
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belts and costume jewelry.”
Holy smoke, here was the solution of
his problem. He could do the same with
the theatre. Seat covers of a decidedly

MODEL

DECORATION

different color, new hangings, floor coverings which contrasted with the present
ones, any of these or all, changed and
shifted from time to time would do the
trick until he could afford a real face
lifting for his theatre.
He grinned. And the lady never guessed
why a sizeable greenback was handed her
with instructions to repeat the sartorial
expenditure.
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(See illustration and description in this issue of Boxoffice)
For exterior and
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is the ideal, modern, building material because of its limit-less
adaptability to form and color; is easily cleaned; is highly fireresisting, combined with great economy of repeat units, both
plain and ornamental.
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EMPHASIZING THE ESSENTIAL PHASES OF
HOUSE HYGIENE IN THEATRE MAINTENANCE

A Clean Theatre Has
More Chance to Profit
Not alone are pictures and stars “good
boxoffice.” Other things can be “good
boxoffice” too. Keen management ferrets
out these other things for greater profit.
No other place presents the cleaning
problems and difficulties found in the
theatre. One cannot take everything down
nor up and give it the frequent cleaning
so greatly desired. And if left to the destruction of time, dust, dirt and moths,

Perfumed Paints
Odor Problem

Alleviate

THEY’VE done it again. They’ve elimi-

nated another, almost the last, excuse behind which procrastinators
can hide to avoid modernizing their theatre properties. How often have we heard
these same putter-offers say, “I can’t
afford to redecorate because painting will
mean closing the theatre for perhaps a
week to get rid of the paint odor.” So
they sit back on their haunches and feel
that they’ve uttered the perfect alibi.
But now we learn that the painters and
decorators have finally caught up with
them. The painters are announcing one
of the neatest tricks of the times, in
eliminating the last objectionable feature
of interior painting. The new trick is the
deodorization, or reodorization, of paint.
It applies to all kinds of paint materials
and makes interior painting possible for
any time of the year in the least amount
of time consumed for drying.
Interesting

Possibilities

They’re even perfuming the paint, which
leads us to the thought of all sorts of
interesting possibilities. Imagine wall surfaces in the auditorium which gently exude
pine scent; ladies’ rooms scented with
lavendar; the applications are limitless
and intensely pleasing.

The synthetic oils in various odors are
kept on hand by the painter and. when
mixed correctly with any type of paint,
are known to retain their aroma long after
the paint has dried. Among the lower
priced concentrated essence oils having
effective odors are wintergreen, bergamot,
camphor, cedarwood, citronella, lavendar,
pennyroyal and pine. These fragrant oils
are also repellent to bugs and insects.
Water-mix paints do not require the
special deodorants needed for oil paints,
since many are odorless. However, they
also can be deodorized and perfumed and
the essential oils are used to retard decomposition of this type of paint as well
as to prevent any noxious odors.
Oil, turpentine and varnish based paints
can also be deodorized with the new
chemical compound. Because of the small
quantity of compound necessary to do a
deodorizing job, the cost is said to be
negligible. The advantages of such a treatment are manifold to the theatre industry,
where minutes of playing time count and
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the

costly
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where a closed house is the bane of many
an owner.
Promotes

Pleasant

rapidly need

replace-

Special cleaning tools are now available, designed and built for the peculiarities of theatre cleaning. Such devices fill
the need for cleaning floors, walls, ceilings, draperies, statuary, ornamental work,
upholstered furniture, and the screen,
without necessitating their removal.

Atmosphere

Perfuming the paint after it has been
deodorized is accomplished by mixing a
very small quantity of the essential oil into
the paint just prior to its application. Only
a few drops are needed to bring about a
pleasing result and the odor will remain
long after application.
Sanitation around the theatre is largely
a matter of satisfying the acute sense of
smell, particularly during the winter
months. Anything that may contribute to
a pleasing atmosphere by counteracting
the multifarious smells that accumulate in
crowded areas is certainly worthy of consideration on the part of management.

Punishing Tests Prove
Carpet Wearing Power
How will a particular quality of rug or
carpet wear? This question is not left
to chance in the modern carpet mill. Every
type of floor covering is subjected to a
wear test on a torture-machine designed
by the U. S. Bureau of Standards.
A circular piece of carpet fabric is placed
on a disc which revolves like a photograph
record. On this disc, two wheels, covered
with sole leather, rotate at the same time,
subjecting the fabric to the same forces

Yes indeed, it looks as though the painters and decorators have something there.
Something with which to beard the bad
odors in their own dens. So get busy,
readers, and look into it.

of pressure, slip and twist that it will receive in actual floor wear. Delicate instruments measure the wearing away of
the pile and make possible research into
factors that contribute to longer carpet
life.

Biggest Profit Maker

For Longest

Time

Theatre

in Any

Man's

. . .

EVERYTHING points to a big season — huge national advertising by pro-

ducers, more spending money in public pockets, great pictures to be released. Make your theatre popular, clean, bright. Up appeal — down overhead. Do it with a Super Theatre Cleaner. From long experience, thousands
say the Super pays them big dividends, in longer
lives of carpets; screens (cleans them, too); cleaning
dirty lamp houses; refreshing furnishings; money
saved in house payroll and care expense. The only
cleaner engineered and tooled for your job. Comes
fully equipped. 5-day free trial shows
your wholesaler or write

you.

Ask

The NATIONAL SUPER
SERVICE COMPANY
1941
Special tools for
cleaning screen,

N.

12th Street,

Toledo, Ohio, U. S. A.

high
places
and
hi
- up
things,
from the floor,
without ladders.
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For many years, the need has been felt
for a compact version of a test reel which
the average projectionist could use from
time to time. Commendable efforts have
been put forth by various groups of
engineers, societies and manufacturers to
give those thousands of earnest, hardworking men in the booths throughout the
country something to work with that was
complete, concise, required no technical
skill, and yet remained within their means.
Sound engineers, particularly, have quit
pursuing the so-called high fidelity standards reaching far into the upper cycles,
and today are content with recordings
which they arbitrarily cut off at 7,500
cycles. It is generally conceded that more
attention should be paid to the actual projection of the photographed image and
the reproduction of the recorded sound,
right in the booth of the theatre, where
the film is fed through the machines.
Most well-regulated theatres provide
their operators with every necessary tool
and contrivance to assure faultless performance— except that very necessary acces ory, a precision test reel.
S. O. S. Cinema Supply Corporation of
New York, announces a perfected professional test reel, which for the first time
makes readily available everything in one
reel of approximately 450 feet, for the projectionist to set his machines so that the
audience gets the ultimate in performance
and pleasure. This reel is so simplified
that no previous experience is necessary
in making the tests.
The new precision test reel has been
copyrighted by George G. Popovici, a
prominent member of the Society of Motion Picture Engineers, formerly with
Electrical Research Products, Inc., Paramount Pictures Corporation, and other
well-known organizations. The film is
said to represent many months of unstinted research and labor, and presents
to the industry a simplified technique,
easily understood by anyone.

Color Wheels

Serve

In Selling the Show
Slide projectors with color wheels are
truly Indispensable in the display lighting field, offering a wider opportunity for
creating unusual display effects than any
other outfits available. Not only will such
a device do a powerful, animated color
lighting job, but it will project standard
slides or animated effects cut out or painted on special discs to replace the regular
color wheel.
The display and decorative possibilities
are practically unlimited, since various
combinations of discs and slides will produce practically any imaginable effect with
clear, clean-cut enlargement on background, screen, wall or ceiling.
The picture is in front of your patron,
but your theatre is all around him. Is
that leaving a good impression?
BOXOFFICE
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YOU SHOULD INSTALL IDEAL CHAIRS. Consider the comfort METRO of the chair beside
every RADIO in your community, no matter
what MONOGRAM
is on the film leader. Ideal
chairs are PARAMOUNT to the comfort of the
showgoers of COLUMBIA. G-B wise. The people of this REPUBLIC expect it in this TWEN-

TIETH CENTURY. On this point they are
UNITED, ARTISTS agree. Their installation is
UNIVERSAL and makes every show like a winning ticket on the GRAND NATIONAL and permits heavier deposits at the FIRST NATIONAL.
When

you install them your cashier will be bus-

ier than ever before. WARNER now. You'd
better write Ideal Seating Company, Grand
Rapids, Michigan.
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Interiors
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Interior Decorations — Draperies —
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Seventeen years superior value and superior
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LD-30 Low Intensity Rectifiers
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(Continued
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from page 75)

capacity 600 (including all help).

“For air conditioning, I want 30 c.f.m.
per person, or 12,000 c.f.m. total. For ventilation, but not air conditioning, I would
want 30 c.f.m., or 18,000 c.f.m total. So
the No. 105
theatre blower is all
right.
“The sketch you furnished is just as good
as if I had made it myself after a trip
out there. If other theatre owners sent
sketches like this with their letters of inquiry, Wadhams would not be selling me
so much gasoline.

Artificial Leather for Seating
Modern theatre designers and owners are specifying RUSSIALOID because it is smarter looking
and wears better.
RUSSIALOID insures long and satisfactory service. Cleans easily. It comes in many fast colors
and varied patterns.
Write us for samples.

“If your city water doesn’t exceed a
temperature of 55 degrees Fahrenheit in
the summer, you might as well air condition now and have it over with. For it
will only cost you a few hundred dollars
more and I know firms who would be glad
to give you from a year to a lifetime to pay.

THE

“For air supply openings, use both sides
of the stage. And let some sheet metal
contractor tell you the easiest way to get
from your blower location (wherever it is
going to be) to both of these spots. How
you get there is just a matter of lowest
cost. But don’t fool around with just one
of these openings, or you’ll have a lousy
job.
“Coming
BOXOFFICE

back to that space 14 feet by
:: September

17, 1938

PANTASOTE
250 PARK

“Now don’t misunderstand me. Fiftyfive degree water can be made to do a
perfect air conditioning job, and I have
installations that prove it. But not everybody can do it. However, you can, provided you implicitly follow my instructions.

my goat. As well as the customers’ goat.
And some day, there’s going to be a law
against it. We’ve got laws against almost everything else.

They do away with untidy ticket rolls,
simplify the cashier’s work and promote
accuracy. A modern boxoffice should have
a modern ticket register.

REG. TRADE-MARK

ventilate, and I’ll figure out for you the
exact size and shape of openings to use,
so you will get air diffused all over your
house instead of blowing the hats off your
lady customers down into the front row.

“This business of getting a house down
to ‘70 degrees cool’ as you see advertised
on the marquees of many theatres, gets

and are issued directly into the patron’s
hand. They are automatically registered,
an accurate, untamperable reproviding
cord of all ticket sales.

RUSSIALOID

“The spots you have marked for your
air supply openings are excellent. The
bottom of these openings should not be less
than 12 feet about the floor and not more
than 18 feet. The top of these openings
had better be at least two feet below the
ceiling, and the shape of them had better
be long and narrow. You tell me whether
you are going to air condition or just

temperature soars to 58 degrees. But I’ve
got to know this in advance. You can
have 80 degrees temperature in a crowded
house at 50 per cent relative humidity
and use practically all fresh air and this
is what I design for in all cases, whether
the owner likes it or not.

Old-fashioned ticket rolls answer no
purpose today in efficient cash control.
With a modern ticket register, the
tickets are always under lock and key

conditioning equipment. And if I’ve failed
to answer any question you’ve asked, let
me know.” — G.H.S.

“You show a 24-foot average ceiling
height. Auditorium 49 feet wide by 48
feet long (from stage to booth), with a
dead space 14 feet by 49 feet by 12 feet,
ceiling height directly under your booth,
which is going to be a darned hard spot
to cool unless you do wnat I say. But
more about this later.

“You don’t need any ice. You don’t need
anything but that city water, even if its

The Ticket Register
Adds Speed and Surety

49 feet by 12 feet ceiling at the lobby end
of your house, see if you can’t possibly get
two vents from this space right through to
the roof, and place spinner tops on each
of them. Mark up a possible location on
another sketch and send this to me, letting
me know how large these vents could be,
depending upon the space available.
“Give me the dimensions and ceiling
height of store room and organ chamber
adjacent to stage, for this looks like a
nice snappy location for your complete air
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ADVERTISING

When the full silhouette sign letter was
created only a few years ago, it revolutionized theatre fronts and marquees
throughout the world. Startling as that
accomplishment was, however, the sign
letter people now offer theatre owners an
even greater one. The new development
opens even greater possibilities to theatre owners in advertising their theatres
and features to the public.

Advisory Board
The PLANNING
INSTITUTE
is conducted in collaboration with the following theatre architects, structural designers and engineers, who have agreed to act as technical
advisers to the Institute and editorial text
contributors to THE
MODERN
THEATRE
from their respective localities.
Charles
Detroit,

N. Agree,
Michigan.

Samuel C. Allen,
Saginaw, Michigan.
Clifford A. Batch,
Los Angeles, Calif.

Arnold E. Baschen
Hannibal, Mo.

&

Assoc.,

Bennett & Straight,
Dearborn, Mich.
Co.,

& Moore,
Tex.

Eliasoph & Greenspoon,
Montreal, ({ue., Can.
I. Hohauser,
York, N. Y.

Inc.,

Houston & Smith,
Dallas, Tex.

Kaplan & Sprachman,
Toronto, Ont., Can.
Clarence Ivivett,
Kansas City, Mo.
S. Charles Lee,
Los Angeles, Calif.
Edward
Paul
Chicago, 111.

Lewin,

Liebenberg & Kaplan,
Minneapolis, Minn.

PROBLEM

Paul Matzinger,
Cleveland, Ohio.

Rapp,

Inc.,

Spillman & Spillman,
San Antonio, Tex.
O. IV. Stiegemeyer,
St. Louis, Mo.
David Supowitz,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Wetherell & Harrison,
Des Moines, la.
NOTE:
The Institute does not undertake
the practical functions of an architect or
designer. Its service is intended merely
to place our readers in touch with reliable
local sources of preliminary information
and advice on theatre planning and structural problems. Inquiries pertaining to
Architectural Service
will
be
relayed
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Do the washrooms repel patronage? In
increasing numbers, theatre managers are
looking to the condition of their washrooms as an important factor of influence
to patronage. The total lack of drying
facilities — or untidy, towel-littered washrooms— empty towel-cabinets and interrupted drying service — do not attract theatre patrons.

Victor A. Rigamount,
Pittsburgh, Pa.

promptly to the
visory board.

Co

Co.,

Inc

Seating

83

Co

82

H. A. Raapke,
Omaha, Neb.
L.

Brenkert

Peabody

H. F. Pettigrew,
Dallas, Tex.

Geo.
111.

Devices

Dallantyne Company
Best Devices Co

Pnntasote

Pereira & Pereira,
Chicago, 111.

C. W. &
Chicago,

Automatic

82

MacKie
& Kamratli,
Houston, Tex.
Marr & Holman,
Nashville, Tenn.

Adler Sign Letter Co
Altec Service Corp
American Mat Corp
American
Seating: Co

F

Petersburg, Ermelo and Vrygeid, the report states.
The chain of theatres is being built by
independent interests, and the American
firm will be interested solely in distribution. Activities will be extended eventually to the Rhodesias, Kenya and other African territories, including Portuguese East
Africa, according to the report.

Mark
I). Ivaliseher,
Chicago, 111.

Page

A

Forest

First and second run houses are under
construction in Durban. Two houses will
be built in Bloemfontein. Negotiations for
the erection of a house in Port Elizabeth
are well advanced. Contracts have been
let for the erection of small theatres in

Eugene DeRosa,
New York, N. Y.

Win.
New

Cinema Chain
for South Africa

large American motion picture 'producer plans to establish distribution
throughout South Africa, with major
houses in Johannesburg, Cape Town, Durban, Port Elizabeth, Pretoria, East London, and other cities throughout the country, according to a report to the Department of Commerce from the office of the
American Trade Commissioner at Johannesburg.

ltoy A. Benjamin,
Jacksonville, Fla.

Corgan
Dallas,

New
A

Bruce F. Barnes,
St. Louis, Mo.

T. H. Buell &
Denver, Colo.

The new silhouette letters are now available in a range of sizes from eight inches
to a giant 24-inch size. In addition,
mounting units for any and all sizes of
letters to be placed anywhere on the board
have also been developed. The new developments give emphasis possibilities for
the attraction board layout which have
never existed before.
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Washrooms equipped with modern electric hand-driers, however, can be kept
clean and inviting with less maintenance
and there is no soiled towel litter. Furthermore, the drying service furnished by
such equipment is continuous, dependable
and sanitary — high-grade yet inexpensive.

Union Carbide & Carbon Corp... Third
1 nited States Gypsum
Co
Universal Stamping & Mfg. Co

A well kept theatre helps to make
well-kept exhibitor.
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Sign Service,
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MACK SENNETT STARTS PRODUCTION COMEBACK
Scheduled Starts Taking Out
Sting From Dip in Production
Although a shade under normal, the
week opening with 37 films in production, the scheduled starts of 14 films in
the various studios during the week was
expected to bring the production index
within striking distance of new records
for peak activity.
Warner, for example, was to launch two
new films — “Murder Plane” and “Crime Is
a Racket,” raising the Burbank plant’s
total in work to nine and placing the
studio at the top of the heap. Next week
will see four more starts, including “Each
Dawn I Die,” “Juarez,” “Dark Victory”
and “Student Nurse.”
Right on the Warner heels, with two
new starts listed, is M-G-M, raising its
total from six to eight. Getting the gun
were “The Ice Follies,” directed by Rheinhold Schunzel, and “Young Dr. Kildare,”
first in a series featuring Lew Ayres. Production was also resumed on “Listen,
Darling,” the Freddie Bartholomew starrer,
which halted for two weeks pending the
recovery of Mary Astor, a cast topper,
from injuries received in falling from a
horse. Nearing the starting mark are
Mervyn LeRoy’s “Wizard of Qz,” “The
Earl of Chicago,” starring Robert Montgomery, and “Stand Up and Fight,” the

May Call Studio Tops
In SDG Row
The Screen
notified the
board

they

Darryl

Directors
national
plan

Zanuck,

Guild attorneys
labor relations

to call Jack
Louis

Warner,

B. Mayer,

Hunt

Stromberg and other production executives for testimony of an undisclosed
nature

within

nitional

a few

hearings

days
before

as the recogthe

mental agency droned on.
ducers met briefly with studio

governThe proattorneys

to

discuss the bargaining code submitted by the Screen Writers Guild, but
made no comment as to their reaction
to SWG
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Robert Taylor-Wallace Beery vehicle,
which J. Walter Ruben will produce.
Paramount slipped back to third rating
by finishing three films over the weekend, even though it started one new one
as the week opened. Getting the gun
was “Little Orphan Annie,” which Colonial
Pictures is shooting, on the Selznick International lot, for Paramount release.
However, next week will see the studio
raising its present six-picture pace considerably, with “I’m From Mizzouri,” the
Bob Burns comedy; “Ambush,” “Criminals in Hiding” and “Cafe Society” all
tentatively set for starts at that time.
Two

other plants each reported six pictures in work as the week opened. RKO

Radio gunned “Law West of Tombstone,”
featuring Harry Carey, Glenn Tryon directing and Cliff Reid producing, and
“Picardy Max,” set back from last week.
Coming up next week is “Shadow Valley,”
a George O’Brien western, to be followed
by “The Castles,” co-starring Astaire and
Rogers; “Pacific Liner,” “Love Match,”
“Trailer Romance” and others during late
September and early October.
on

Twentieth Century-Fox, also shooting
six, gained one over last week by

initialing “Samson and the Ladies” under
Joseph Santley’s direction for the Sol
Wurtzel production unit. Next to go will
be Shirley Temple’s “Little Princess” in
Technicolor, starting September 19, with
“Tailspin,” “The Three Musketeers,”
“Falling
lined
up. Star” and “A Bundle of Joy” also
Universal also gained substantially over
last week’s low three-picture pace. Hitting
the cameras Tuesday was “Adam’s Evening,” featuring Charlie Ruggles, while
“Strange Faces” started over the weekend,
a Burt Kelly production with Errol Taggart directing. In preparation are the Bing
Crosby picture, untitled; “You Can’t Cheat
an Honest Man,” with W. C. Fields, Edgar
Bergen and Charlie McCarthy; “Destry
Rides Again,” “Black Fleet,” “The Three
Smart Girls Grow Up” and several others.
United Artists held even with last week,
(Continued on page 93)

Independent Ranks Glow
With Promise for
New

Season

Giving further indication that the 193839 season is to be the most successful in
years for independent production, a noteworthy addition to the number of producers of this classification now functioning or preparing to get into action shortly
was disclosed with the announcement that
Mack Sennett, once a top rank comedy
produced, is rapidly completing plans for
his re-entrance into the film-making field.
Although Sennett announced his comeback attempt some time ago, his plans did
not begin to materialize until this week,
when, after forming the Sennett Pictures
Corp., he signed Stan Laurel, erstwhile
team-mate of Oliver Hardy at Hal Roach,
to a long-term acting contract and began
preparing his first picture, to be titled
“The Problem Child,” with Laurel as the
star.
Jed Buell has been ticketed as associate
producer in the Sennett organization. He
was the comedy-maker’s publicity director
during Sennett’s occupancy of the North
Hollywood studio which is now the home
of Republic. Buell brings with him his
line-up of midget Thespics, whom he
utilized in the first all-midget western,
“The Terror of Tiny Town,” produced by
him in partnership with Sol Lesser and
being released by Columbia. Some of the
half-pint Thespics will appear in “The
Problem Child.” Lesser, according to Buell,
drops out of the picture, having failed to
exercise his option to finance the making
of another midget epic. Buell will also
keep another pair of irons in the fire by
launching a series of Fred Scott musical
westerns for the 1938-39 market under
his Spectrum Pictures banner and, additionally, producing another all-Negro
western.
The new Sennett corporation has not,
as yet, obtained office headquarters or
shooting space. Buell declared that this,
as well as the release channel to be used,
would be announced at a later date. Sennett is being privately financed.
Further encouragement for independent
production came through the disclosure
that Standard Pictures, after many delays,
(Continued on page 92)
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AUTONOMY MOVE FOR FIVE STUDIO LOCALS BY
IATSE THROWS LABOR FACTIONS IN TURMOIL
Union

Heads

With

Back

Bioff

Year's Salary
As "Bonus"

Hollywood’s embattled labor factions
were thrown into an even greater turmoil
in a series of rapid-fire developments because of the bandying of a number of
charges and countercharges emanating
from several widely-separated fronts, the
new avalanche of pyrotechnics being
launched when the International Alliance
of Theatrical Stage Employes, through its
New York headquarters, notified its Hollywood offices that complete autonomy had
been granted five studio locals.
“Sell

Out”

Charged

No

sooner had this decision been revealed than Local 37, IATSE, comprising
studio mechanics, electricians, prop men
and special effects workers, filed charges
with the National Labor Relations Board
accusing William Bioff, recently-resigned
executive of the IATSE, with “selling out”
the union’s 12,000 Hollywood members to
the producers for the purported payment
of $100,000. Bioff was accused in the
complaint, filed by Jeff Kibre, business
manager of the local, of being the “paid
agent” for the producers, and charged
“unfair labor practices” in that, according to Kibre the IA has become a company union.
Joseph Schenck, president of the producers association and named as the man
who “paid off” Bioff, immediately branded
the charges as “utterly ridiculous,” his
statement coming from Chicago as he was
en route to the film capital from New
York.
“Ridiculous” was the comment also of
Pat Casey, producer labor contact.
The IATSE, through Harold V. Smith,
coast representative, slapped back at
Kibre in a statement declaring the NLRB
complaint “clearly establishes
the CIO,” and declaring the IA
diately order an investigation
these CIO stooges and their
associates.”

“Bonus”

a link with
will immeto “expose
Communist

to Bioff

Hitting at “a small minority who resort
to vilification,” Smith declared he would
immediately call meetings of IA locals
in order to carry out the orders of union
tops to grant them autonomy. Further,
the IA’s executive board has placed itself
squarely behind Bioff, target of the complaint, by voting him a year’s salary as a
“bonus” for his “splendid work” and assuring him that the post he left would always be available should he care to return. News to this effect was received
here from New York early in the week.
Smith’s charges that the NLRB petition
had been filed through CIO machinations
elicited little surprise in the film colony,
with spokesmen for CIO unions here
neither confirming nor denying the allega-
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SWG

and Producers Closer;
Director Differences Hold

the Screen Directors Guild continued its tooth-and-nail battle with the
producers in its hearing before the National Labor Relations Board, with indications that the trial will continue indefinitely before a victory is gained by
either side, the long-barren olive branch
gave signs of blossoming in bargaining
negotiations between the Screen Writers
Guild and the major production units.
Outstanding development of the SDG
hearing during the week was the producers’ challenge of the Guild’s claim to
majority membership of directors in the
industry. The producers lost one point in
their attempts to show that the majority
claims are erroneous when Trial Examiner
William Ringer denied them the right to
check the Guild’s minutes and books to
authenticate their charges that less than
a majority of megaphonists belong to the
organization. However, correspondence
between the producers and the SDG dating
from July, 1937, was admitted as Guild
attorneys attempted to substantiate their
charges that the producers have consistently refused to bargain. For the most
part, however, the hearing was characterized by lengthy testimony given by assistant directors, unit managers and a
number of directors.

Committees representing the Screen
Writers Guild and the producers held a
brief meeting Monday night at which the
SWG’s bargaining code was submitted for
the producers’ scrutiny. The code, as
drawn up by a special SWG committee,
contains a new addition in the form of an
amendment calling for a $125 weekly minimum wage, in addition to clauses allocating the “screen credits” problem. The producer committee, comprising Darryl Zanuck, E. J. Mannix and Sam Briskin, was
to meet with studio attorneys Wednesday
night to discuss the code, while at the
same time the SWG board meeting scheduled for Monday night was indefinitely
postponed. Both factions have consistently maintained their stand that the reopened negotiations are not to be interpreted as conceding any claims of the
other.

tions. The CIO shadow

Tracking Down Arc Lamp
Noise With Recordings

While

has hovered over

studio labor politics almost constantly during the past two years of internal strife.
Meantime, Dr. Towne Nylander, regional
director of the NLRB, indicated he would
move cautiously in investigating Local 37’s
charges before calling the principals in
the complaint into a conference, preceding
the formal heamig, which will be held before a board examiner should developments warrant it.
Also set for hearing before the NLRB,
although overshadowed by developments
in the IATSE turmoil, was the recognitional petition of the Screen Publicists
Guild. Trial will open September 22 on
orders from Dr. Nylander.
Other labor activities found the Society
of Motion Picture Film Editors making
preparations for opening negotiations to
renew its present agreement with producers. Reduction in hours and a tilt in
wages
are
expected to be the principal demands.

Next meeting of the SWG and producer
committees is scheduled for next Monday
night, at which time, it is expected, a definite “yes” or “no” answer will be forthcoming as to whether the code is acceptable. In the latter case, in all probability,
the SWG will resort to the courts in an
endeavor to push through its bargaining
power, having been certified by the NLRB
as sole representative of film scriveners.

To listen to test recordings of arc lamp
noise, made on various studio sets, the
Academy

Research Council’s committee investigating set equipment noise conditions
met in a Warner studio projection room
last week.
The test recordings indicated the relative
efficiency of different types of arc lamp
noise treatments, from which the committee hopes to reduce the amount of set

noise, thus resulting in considerable economy due to the elimination of delays in
production and the necessity for retakes
caused by lamp noise in recordings.
" Blondie

Shirley Deane

and

"

Roles

Arthur

Lake

have

Casey, with whom the demands will be
filed, planed out to Washington, D. C.,

been ticketed at Columbia for the “Blondie” and “Dagwood” roles in “Blondie,”
based on Chic Young’s comic strip. Frank
Strayer directs.

early ip the week to confer with government officials anent ramifications of the
federal wage-hour law and its application
to the film industry, regarding which
Casey has been conducting a survey here.

Add to "Shining Hour" Cast
Fay Bainter has been signed for a role
in Metro’s “The Shining Hour.”
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THERE can be no doubt that Eddie

yawning. But Metro’s super-diplomatic
publicists, who apparently operate on the
theory that blurbs are the ointment of payroll insurance, while news is the fly that
might alight therein, continually refused
to confirm the reports — even after Koenig
had packed up his fountain pen and departed the lot. Leo’s conception of public
and trade relations are sometimes difficult to understand.

Cantor has won the undying respect,
admiration and gratitude of his own
people and of Hollywood liberals regardless of their creed by his outspoken and
fearless attitude and activities in behalf of
the persecuted peoples of dictator-ruled
European nations. Cantor is no fool, and
consequently must have realized that such
activities, and the widespread publicity
which accompanied them, were sure to
jeopardize his popularity in certain and
far from insignificant circles of theatre
patrons and radio listeners — which obvious
realization makes his courageous stand
even the more praiseworthy.
Now production circles are pondering
over the question as to whether there is
any possible connection between his
altruistic and sincere crusading, and the
fact that his contract to make a picture
for 20th Century-Fox was abrogated recently, although at the time of the pact
cancellation, story differences were officially declared to have caused the split.

Can it be that the Rotarian influence of
originally imported, the Hollywood AntiHazi League openly accused him of proFascist sympathies, a charge which he has
never seen fit to deny publicly.

Twentieth Century-Fox makeup
have, according to reports, been

experts
putting

Negro

Techni-

players

along

those

lines

and

tive field, settling on "Too Hot to Handle." The Clark GableMyrna Loy starrer is a motion picture in deed as well as in
at a

be

a

shot

to the

final fadeout,

it moves

speed seldom surpassed. It is rough and ready
tainment liberally bestreaked with the kind of hokum
ences eat up with gusto
boxoffice sockeroo.

Filmed
exciting

from

loves

a
of

strates that there

and,

such,

is a

dead-sure

enteraudi-

thing

to

story

based

new

on

the

exciting

cameramen,
ideas

the

available

lives

and

feature

less

demon-

for the gentle

art

of picture-making and that every now and then a producer
has sufficient vision and courage to avail himself thereof.
*

Two
20th

comedies

finished

Century-Fox's

"Hold

*

and

in a

That

loaded

with

dead

Coed,"

heat
a

for second

palpitating

place,

pot-pourri

Radio's "Room Service," preat their merriest. Completely

laughs,

RKO

the

Zanuck

gridiron

screwball performance, while George Murphy
are in for more than their share of chuckles.

Radio-Marx

Brothers

vehicle,

of-

provided

with

more

and
The

plot than

is usually apparent in one of this mad team's offerings, moves
at tremendous speed, carrying an over-sized load of gags and
humorous situations along with it, and should prove a riotous
money-maker

wherever

shown.

practice
are

a

"Mad Russian" of radio and
latest comedian to open a

la Maxie

Rosenbloom.

If the

on the part of film capital entertainers of operating night spots where they

assured of plenty of spotlight for themselves continues much
further, Hollywood

will soon be like Mark Twain's famous village, where everybody made his living taking in everybody else's washing.
Although the practice of taking

in every-

body else's gags, literally and figuratively,
is nothing new. Witness: Milton Berle.

Other offerings included: Paramount's “Campus
Confessions," which proved to be a stock collegiate comedy, replete
the usual familiar story situations and different only in

that basketball
It serves
Luisetti,

as

and

not the gridiron

the screen

whose

debut

is the athletic

of All-American

performances

with

the

background.

hoop

globular

star. Hank

spheroid

are

still ahead of his acting ability . . . RKO Radio's “Mr. Doodle
Kicks Off," which is this studio's contribution to the crop of
football features. Joe Penner appears to good advantage,
albeit he is a trifle mature
Arts, producing

first two

ventures

to be

for Grand
in

a

acceptable
National

as

a collegian

release,

double-barreled

. . .

presented

showing,

the

its

films

being "Frontier Scout" and "Shadows Over Shanghai." The
former, featuring George Houston, is a virile and entirely
creditable
while

historical

action

the latter, in which

drama,
Jimmy

the cast, is melodramatic

ably

Dunn

adventure

ing budgetary limitations

fering should stand as one of the most novel of the year's collegiate cycle. John Barrymore dominates the cast with a
sensational
Joan Davis

with

*

of politics and pigskin, and RKO
senting the mad Marx Brothers
nonsensical

Bert Gordon,
screen, is the

Fine

newsreel
are

as

in Heart.”

Hammy

apparently regained his production stride
consecutive week easily earned the nod

opening

Young

well

for years.

for having shown the best picture to preview audiences — this
distinction, wrested from a crowded, albeit none-too-competi-

the

English riding habit for her part in “The

William Koenig finally and definitely confirming the oft-printed reports
of his resignation as Metro’s general studio
manager, the film columnists have lost
their best emergency space-filler. The yarn
about the Koenig-Metro break has been
dragged out of the moth balls, printed
and re-printed countless of times during
the past several months. It was always
good for a stick of type when space was

Hot

for, from

rode down Los Angeles’ Broadway, attired
in golden locks, on a white horse, will be
fully, modestly and correctly clothed in

With

M-G-M banner, “Rich Man, Poor Girl,”
which critics agreed was far from a shining example of the best in film entertainment. At the time the Herr Direktor was

name

exhaustive

Fargo, who played “ Lady Godiva” in Selznick International’s “Nothing Sacred” and,
as an exploitation undertaking therewith,

restaurant

Leo’s imported German direktor, had been
given a new long-term contract and assigned the megaphone chore on “ Ice Follies,” immediately following the preview
showing of his first assignment under the

Mighty Leo has
for the second

through

color tests for roles in "Kentucky."
Mother Nature has been doing pretty

And in these same circles considerable
eyebrow-raising resulted from the announcement that Herr Reinhold Schunzel,

and

public speaking and authoring has softened Ace Publicist Russell Birdwell? His
publicity releases inform that Dorothy

produced
and

and

Ralph

of the

directed,

Morgan

highest

order.

both

features

into consideration,

head
Takare

highly

auspicious starts for FA's 1938-39 program . . . Paramount's “Sons of the Legion" is bogged down with an extremely implausible story, and goes in for an overdose of patriotic
hokum and flagwaving. The kids should go for it, however,

and

without

doubt

its exploitation

possibilities

anent

the Ameri-

can Legion will boost its take . . . RKO Radio's "Renegade
Ranger" presents George O'Brien in his now-familiar role as
a Texas Ranger, a part which he handles with his accustomed
ease.

Production

provides

plenty

and

of the

direction
action

have come to expect . , .
was hampered considerably

and

are

topflight,

conflict

and

which

the

O'Brien

story
fans

Monogram's "Under the Big Top"
by a weak and limping script and

laggardly direction which failed to bring out the potentialities
of its cast. Marjorie Main, featured, and the rest of the performers were submerged in the dreary plot.
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Hollywood Bending
Over for Campaign

Plenty for the " Greatest Year"

Paced

by

the nationwide

radio plug

given the “Motion Pictures Are Your Best
Entertainment” campaign by Will Hays
in his guest appearance on Cecil B. DeMille’s Lux Theatre broadcast, and with
Governor Frank F. Merriam issuing an
official proclamation setting aside the
period from September 1 to December 31
as “Greater Motion Picture Period” in
California, Hollywood’s campaign committee is bending its undiminished efforts to
cooperate with the national better business
campaign.

Concrete proof of the wholehearted exhibitor support being given the “Motion
Pictures Are Your Best Entertainment”
drive is supplied by Olivia de Havilland
as she receives a special shipment of
“Movie Quiz” books for the $250,000 contest from First Officer Ansley Watson of
the United Airlines at Burbank, Calif.
Right next door is the “jalopy” which,
brought to Hollywood by Jack Pinney, left,

Gene Lester, center, and Frank Pinney and
autographed by scores of top film names.
It soon is to hit the country’s highways
again advertising the campaign. While
the “family” lineup shows the cast of the
united film industry short subject, “The
World Is Yours,” on their way to the set.
Left to right: Johnny Walsh, Dorothy
Peterson, Charley Grapewin, Samuel S.
Hinds and Anne Shirley.

Spirited Election, Parleys
With Producers Hold SAG
Last-minute electioneering for the first
rival slate of candidates in the Screen
Actors Guild’s history vied with the opening of the long-delayed arbitration sessions over new Guild contracts with the
producers on the SAG’s calendar of “things
to do” during the week.
First meeting of the three-man arbitration committee, which will endeavor to
break the deadlock which was created
during the recent Guild-producer conferences anent changes in the SAG contract
for the coming year, was held Monday. In
a brief session, Murray Kinnell, for the
SAG, B. B. Kahane, for the producers, and
Charles Baird, a non-industry businessman, adopted methods of procedure and
recessed until next Monday. Of chief concern to the arbiters in the preliminary session was the absence of independent producer representatives, in regard to which
Kahane sent out an insistent letter to the
independents pointing out that many of
the SAG demands are of particular interest to them.
Meantime, Guild officers were preparing
for the mass membership meeting on September 18 at which, it is anticipated,
spirited balloting will ensue before either

90

the Guild slate, headed by Ralph Morgan,
or the independent faction, led by Melvyn
Douglas, is chosen to hold office during
the coming year. Also to be voted on at
that time will be a proposed amendment
calling for a revision of actor-agent relationships. The SAG board met Monday
night to discuss the election and to hear
the report on the first meeting of the
arbitration board. Results of the balloting are not expected to be completely
tabulated for several days after the voting.
Reports concerning an imminent revolt
of the Junior Screen Actors Guild, which
again made themselves heard in various
quarters during the week, met with a
stinging denial on the part of Guild
spokesmen, who reiterated the comment
they have made several times in the past
that no such schism had been officially
brought to their attention by Junior Guild
leaders.

" Tombstone

"

to

Try

on

RKO Radio has signed Glenn Tryon,
comedian, writer and director, to wield
the megaphone on “Law West of Tombstone,” which Cliff Reid will produce.

Latest development of the campaign
committee is the laying of tentative plans
for an all-Hollywood parade, probably to
be held early in October. Studio business
managers have given their endorsement
and have pledged cooperation in supplying
lights, props and personnel. Plans were
submitted by Fred Beetson, executive vicepresident of the producers association, at a
committee meeting attended by Pat Casey,
Rodney Pantages, Thornton Sargent, of
Fox West Coast, and Gabe Yorke, chairman of the campaign’s local publicity
committee.
Merriam’s proclamation cited the “important part in American life played by
motion pictures,” and declared it was
“particularly fitting that the motion picture industry assume leadership at this
Hays, in his radio address, summed

up

the campaign’s aims and ambitions by
declaring “we are endeavoring to speed
uptime.”
business already in high gear,” and explained that the industry has launched
the drive for the purpose of “bringing
about rather than waiting for a boxoffice
“The support of the public,” Hays
in his interview with DeMille, “has
abled Hollywood to employ the finest
upturn.”
tors, the best directors and writers
the most capable representatives of
276 different arts, crafts and sciences

s^id
enacand
the
that

enter into every major film produced.”
“Where there’s a Will, there’s a way,”
commented DeMille in closing the interview.
Hays wound up his annual summer visit
here the following day and trained back
to New York, accompanied by Mrs. Hays.
The all-industry short subject, “The
World Is Yours,” was pointed to the editing stages, with Frank Whitbeck, its producer, training in from Omaha to supervise the cutting. Basil Wrangell is the
director.

James Whale to Direct
",Iron Mask" for Small
James Whale has signed with Producer
Edward Small to direct “The Man in the
Iron Mask” as one of Small’s productions
for United Artists release.
Small plans to get the picture rolling
early in January. It was filmed in 1928
as a Douglas Fairbanks starrer, also for
UA.
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Bob Hope is vacationing for a few days
at Del Monte.

Corrigan Talks
At RKO

★

Elizabeth Patterson has returned to her
home after spending two weeks in the
hospital nursing a dislocated knee. She’ll
be forced to hobble around on crutches
for another fortnight.

Doug
Corrigan reported at RKO
Radio, Tuesday, to iron out the details
of his contract as technical advisor on
a

*

Robert Sisk, RKO Radio producer, has
returned from a two-week vacation, spent
in San Francisco.
*

A week’s vacation at Arrowhead is being enjoyed by Porter Hall and his family.
*
Following a minor operation for an abscessed ear, Edgar Kennedy is confined
to his home for a few days.
*

Director Les Goodwins of RKO Radio is
planning a short fishing trip to Catalina
aboard his cruiser ivhen his current picture chore is completed.
*

Myrna Loy and Husband Arthur Hornblow have been vacationing in Magdalena, Mex.
*

Anne Shirley is planning
spree in New York.

a

shopping

*

Robert Taylor has been called back from
Skagway, Alaska, where he was vacationing, to prepare for a forthcoming picture
chore.

picture

to

be

made

based

on

his

life and Atlantic flight. The reverse
flier was to leave for San Francisco
later

in the

week,

days

to buckle

returning

down

in

a

few

to work.

Fred Sersen, of 20 th Century-Fox’s special effects department, is vacationing for
two weeks in Monterey.
k

Recovering from a two-month illness
caused by overwork, Fritz Feld dons the
greasepaint again for a part in a forthcoming Paramount picture.
★

k

Mrs. Dore Schary, wife of the scenarist,
gave birth to a daughter at the Cedars of
Lebanon Hospital.
*

Bobby Breen has returned from a personal appearance tour in the east and is
preparing for his next film assignment.
★

William Powell, who underwent an operation at the Cedars of Lebanon Hospital.
*

Bing Crosby, his wife and one of their
sons, Gary, accompanied by Mr. and Mrs.
Larry Crosby, are enjoying a one-month
vacation in Bermuda.
*

Mr. and Mrs. Elliott Nugent and their
three children have returned from a sixweek tour of little theatres and “strawhatters” through the east and midwest.
★

Planning to spend several days in the
region, Director W. S. Van Dyke, Unit
Manager Frank Messenger, Assistant Director John Waters and Fred Gabourie,
construction superintendent, left for
Sonora, scouting locations
“Stand Up and Fight.”
*

for Metro’s

Ben Jackson of Metro’s home office returned to New York after spending a short
time at the studio.
k

Frances Langford was due from a twomonth personal appearance tour.

Fernand Gravet was to leave Friday for
New York and Paris after completing an
M-G-M picture assignment.

*

★

Mrs. Paul Muni will be the principal
speaker at a meeting of the Los Angeles
chapter of Hadassah on Monday, the wife
of the noted actor being scheduled to relate her impressions of Palestine after a
lengthy stay there.
*

*

and Buddy Rogers, Arleen Whelan and
Richard Greene, the Samuel Goldwyns,
Mrs. John Hay Whitney, Norma Shearer,
Constance Bennett, John Garfield, Joseph
Schenck, David and Myron Selznick, Hunt
Siromberg and scores of others.

One of the outstanding social events was
the barn dance and barbecue given by Mr.
and Mrs. Darryl Zanuck at their ranch
home. Among the guests were Joan Crawford and Cesar Romero, Mary Pickford

The

Joan Davis, Jack Haley and Marjorie
Weaver, members of the cast of 20th Century-Fox’s “Hold That Coed,” train out
for San Francisco to attend the world premiere of the film at the Warfield Theatre
there.
k
Claudette Colbert was the guest of honor
at a surprise party on the set of Paramount’s “Zaza.” Herbert Marshall, Fanny
Brice, Director George Cukor and others
were on hand to congratulate the star.

Welcoming

Committee

Claire Dodd has returned from an extensive vacation tour, during which she
attended the Cleveland air races and holidayed in the Wisconsin woods.
k

Robert Usher, Paramount
is vacationing for a month

art director,
in Honolulu,

having completed “Zaza” as his last chore.
*
Frances Dee and Joel McCrea are planning a motor trip to an Arizona resort
before McCrea reports to Paramount for
his next film assignment.
k

Isa Miranda, Paramount’s imported
Italian star, has returned from a six-week
tour of New England.
*

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Montgomery and
their two children have departed for a
vacation in New York and on their farm
in New England. Montgomery is due back
at M-G-M in six weeks for his next picture assignment.
k

Reported
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was

Producer-Director

Frank

Lloyd welcomes

his daughter

Alma, center, home

as she returns from a month’s vacation in Hawaii. Also on the welcoming
committee was Ellen Drew, left, ivho had a part in Lloyd’s “If I Were King”
for Paramount.

H
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Sennett Production
Comeback Started
(Continued

Accepts Disney Chore

Koenig 20th-Fox
Production Head

from page 87)
The rapid-fire pace with which William
Koenig finally confirmed his resignation

plans to get into action September 28 on
the first of a series of six “family” pictures, titled “The Headleys at Home.”
Ralph Morgan has the male lead, with
Evelyn Venable, Robert Whitney and
Vince Barnett set as other members of the

as general studio manager at M-G-M
and, almost in the same breath, affiliated
with 20th Century-Fox as general production manager, headlined the constantly shifting panorama of studio personnel
during the week.

“family.” B. W. Richards heads the company, with Harvey C. Leavitt as associate
producer; Emile de Ruelle, production
manager; Chris Beute, director; Nickolas
Bela, scenarist; Carrington North, story
editor, and Richard Mitchell, publicist.
Standard headquarters at Grand National.
No release has been set either for the
"Headley Family” films or for the projected series of mystery stories built
around the story property, “20,000,000
Witnesses.”
One casualty among the independent
ranks was reported during the week, with
David L. Loew disbanding his production
unit upon completing his sixth Joe E.
Brown comedy, release on which is still
unset. Loew leaves shortly on a lengthy
vacation, having announced no plans for
the future. Three of his Brown features
were released by RKO Radio and two by
Columbia.
Also planning to go inactive temporarily
is Coronet Pictures, which was to swing
into production late this week on the
sixth and final Buck Jones western to be
made for Columbia release. Probability is
that Coronet will resume next spring.
Going into production this week after
several postponements was John Speaks’
Colonial Pictures, filming at Selznick International on “Little Orphan Annie” for
Paramount release.

Koenig, whose contract at M-G-M had
been periodically reported canceled during the past several months, goes to work
at Darryl Zanuck’s Westwood plant immediately, after being with Metro for nearly two years. His new position entails
general supervision and business management of all production on the lot, chiefly
as to finances and budget allocations, but
in no way will effect the status, duties
or authority of Sol Wurtzel, Harry Joe
Brown or other active heads of production units.
Terms of the contract, which
long term, were not revealed.
The
Walt Disney has signed Deems Taylor,
musical authority, critic and composer, to
work with Leopold Stokowski in the development of a feature length animated
musical, in which the cartoon maker will
endeavor to capture the moods of several
favorite classics on celluloid.
Now in conferences that are expected
to last a month or more, Taylor, Stokowski and Disney are using “The Sorcerer’s
Apprentice”
as the basis of their experiment.

is for a

M-G-M lot was the scene of another contract cancellation, which, though

not given official confirmation, was admitted by a studio spokesman as being
“undoubtedly true.” It affected Producer
Norman Krasna, who embarked recently
on a three-month European vacation and,
it was reported, would not return to the
Metro studio.
At the same time reports were current
but again given no official recognition,
that Winfield Sheehan is on the verge of
signing a one-picture production deal with
Metro, which would bring him out of several years of retirement, and whose reentrance into production has been one of
the film capital’s stock
has the film rights to
story, which would in
the vehicle used by him
deal materialize.

rumors. Sheehan
“Florian,” a horse
all probability be
should the Metro

Edward Small added Grant A. Whytock
to his staff as a production assistant and
film editorial advisor. Whytock was associated with Small when the latter was
functioning under the Reliance Pictures
banner.

EXPANSION
The latest business

expansion

move

Terminating

made

necessary by Cinecolor's consistent progress
is the magnificent new $250,000 plant now
being erected in Burbank and shown above
in architect's drawing — another monument
to the widespread acceptance of this remarkable color process!

CINECOLOR
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his contract

as associate

producer and aide to Sol Wurtzel Saturday, Howard J. Green was tendered a
farewell party by members of his staff
at 20th Century-Fox, including John Stone,
Jerry Cady, Joe Santley, Sam Heilman and
Jerry Hoffman.
Another departure was recorded at Paramount, where Roscoe Karns, veteran character comedian, announced he was leaving the lot October 10. Karns declared
he wanted “more time to himself” after
appearing in nearly 50 pictures in his six
years on the Marathon Street contract
list. He will free-lance.
Dick Purcell has checked off the Warner talent list, also to free-lance, while
Jimmy Gleason wound up his producerdirector-writer-actor contract at Republic.
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Ralph Rolan Arrives
To Pilot Corrigan
Topping the roster of visiting studio
executives during the week chiefly because of the novelty of his assignment
was Ralph Rolan, a vice-president of RKO
Radio, who checked in at the Gower
Street film plant to begin his duties as
“buffer” for Doug “East is West” Corrigan,
the Atlantic flier who has been signed by
the studio to act as technical adviser on
a picture to be made by the studio dealing with the aviator’s life.
Rolan, who accompanied Corrigan on
most of his “welcome home” tour, will
function as the flier’s public relations counsel, steering him away from the hordes of
local fans who are expected to besiege the
RKO Radio gates when Corrigan moves
in to begin work.
Another weekend arrival was Harry
Cohn, president of Columbia, ending a sixweek sojourn at Saratoga, during which he
purchased several additions to his racing
stables.
In for a day and out again was Arthur
Loew, first vice-president of Loew’s, Inc.,
who came in Wednesday for a quick confab on the production outlook with Louis
B. Mayer and planed back to New York
the next morning. Also departing was
Matty Fox, aide to Cliff Work, studio production manager at Universal, who left
for New York to confer with President
Nate Blumberg anent the recently-anannounced $1,000,000 studio expansion and
modernization construction program.
Having spent three weeks at the local
offices, W. Ray Johnston, president of
Monogram, is due to remain until the
completion of the Jackie Cooper starrer,
“Gangster’s Boy,” which went into work
this week. Studio attaches declared no
particular significance could be attached
to Johnston’s extended stay, pointing out
that he is conducting “business as usual”
although not behind his desk in the home
office.

Scheduled

Productions

Take Sting From

Drop

(Continued from page 87)
continuing to film four features.

Hal

Roach, with “Topper Takes a Trip” before the cameras, is preparing “Captain
Midnight” and “This Time It’s Love.”
Walter Wanger is shooting on “Trade
Winds;” “The Cowboy and the Lady” is
nearing the cutting rooms as a Samuel
Goldwyn
Frontier”

production, with “The Last
next in line; Selznick International is well along with “Made for
Each Other;” and Edward Small is set to
start “The Duke of West Point” next
Monday.
Columbia, with 14 of its promised 17 fall
releases completed, put two more into
work as the week opened — “Blondie,” featuring Arthur Lake and Shirley Deane
and “Revolt in the Sahara,” with C. Henry
Gordon and Paul Kelly featured. The
Gower Street factory is also shooting on
“The Spider,” a 12-chapter serial, and
is preparing for a late September start on
“That Woman’s Here Again,” to feature
Melvyn Douglas and Virginia Bruce.
Monogram put “Gangster’s Boy,” starring Jackie Cooper, into production to
break short period of inactivity. Next to
go will be “Gun Packer,” a Jack Randall
western, to be followed by “Gang Bullets,”
an E. B. Derr production.
Republic broke even, finishing two over
the weekend and starting a pair this week.
“I Stand Accused,” with Helen Mack and
Robert Cummings, and “Bengal Lancer
Patrol,” with Richard Cromwell and
Patric Knowles, shoved off. Completed
were “Night Hawk” and the newest Gene
Autry western, “Prairie Moon.”
Co-Star Grant, Arthur
Cary Grant and Jean Arthur have been
set for co-starring
“Our Wife.”

Happy

roles in Columbia’s

Birthday

Among the incoming arrivals was Alexander Korda, United Artists producer in
England, who planned to spend a few
days here in huddles with Samuel Goldwyn on UA problems and activities and,
in his spare time, do a little vacationing.
Bearing a print of the latest MetroEnglish production, “The Citadel,” Ben
Goetz, head of M-G-M film-making in
England, reported to the Culver City plant
for conferences with Louis B. Mayer and

Cast Milland, Lupino
Ray Milland and Ida Lupino will be cofeatured in “The Light That Failed,” which
Paramount will produce in Technicolor.
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Hinting at possible important developments within the next few days but, at the
same time, erecting a mythical wall of
secrecy around the studio and its future
operations, Grand National spokesmen
here this week continued their thumbtwiddling tactics and reported themselves
as anxiously awaiting official word as to
the outcome of recent New York conferences at which Edward Alperson and E. W.
Hammons analyzed final details of the
plan whereby GN’s assets have been absorbed by Hammons’ Educational Pictures.
Even the return here of Alperson last
Friday from the eastern confabs was kept
under cover at the studio, and the results
of his huddles with Hammons have remained undisclosed. The studio is now
awaiting the arrival of Jack Skirball, now
en route from New York, whose reported
appointment as production chief of the
New Grand National has never been officially confirmed. Hammons himself will
not come west, according to present indications.
Probability is that Alperson will again
return to New York within a short time
to confer with Hammons on the 1938-39
product lineup. Alperson, ex-trustee of the
old Grand National, draws the posts of
vice-chairman of the board and distribution chief for the new corporation.
Production activities on the lot have
been at a standstill, but cameras will turn
within a few days on the fourth Fine
Arts production, “Empire of the West,”
while Eugene Frenke is reported nearly
ready to launch the first of two Anna
Sten pictures he will make for GN release.
Meanwhile, Harman-Ising Pictures, cartoon unit in 77B, gained a point in its
struggle to reorganize when Federal Judge
Yankwich vetoed a motion by a group of
creditors, represented by Attorney Charles
Christopher, asking dismissal of the reorganizational petition which was filed in
behalf of the company by Agent Harry
Wurtzel a few weeks ago. Wurtzel is currently in the east endeavoring to line up
financial backing whereby the outfit can
get back into active production.
Judge Yankwich set October 8 as the
deadline on which the H-I reorganization
plans are to be filed.

Western

other studio officials. “The Citadel” stars
Robert Donat and Rosalind Russell. Goetz
remains here for about two weeks before
heading back to London to prepare for the
production of “Goodbye, Mr. Chips.”
Also checking in for an indefintie stay
was Nate Spingold, Columbia homeoffice
executive. He will look over the production lineup at the studio.

A Veil of Secrecy
Around GN Studio

Ralph

Adolph Zukor, head of Paramount
studios, helps Martha Raye (left) and
her sister, Melodye, watch the clock
tick away the minutes toward their
birthday. Both girls, who were born
on August 27 — although in different
years — were guests of Ted Lesser, head
of the studio talent department, at a
joint birthday celebration.

Staub

lor Staub

is directing Gene

Autry

in his latest musical western, “Prairie
Moon.” This is Staub’s ninth feature for
Republic and his first western feature.
His other assignments have been musicals
and comedy-dramas.
Next for Hedy
Hedy Lamarr’s next starring film will be
“New York Cinderella,” in which she will
be co-featured with Spencer Tracy.
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Support Grows for
Freedom of Screen
Liberal Hollywood has turned with renewed vigor to active support of socially
significant motion picture endeavors,
through the disclosure that the Freedom
of the Screen Committee, organized some
weeks ago as a mass protest against the
picketing and censorship, in certain localities, of Walter Wanger’s “Blockade,”
has affiliated with the nation-wide Associated Film Audiences.
Offices were opened here early this
week, with the charter directors and founders laying plans for an extensive membership campaign. Active in forming the
committee and leaders in urging support
of “Blockade” and other films of a sociological nature were Fritz Lang, John
Cromwell, William Dieterle, John Ford,
Herbert Biberman, Sheridan Gibney,
Dwight Taylor and Anthony Veiller, all
prominent in motion picture circles. Added to the directorate with its affiliation
as an AFA branch were a number of representatives of local progressive political
and educational organizations.

.
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IF

I

WERE

KING

sweeping
efforts.

(Para) — Abounds

pageantry

and

spectacle

in

the

charac-

teristic of Producer-Director Frank Lloyd's
It unfolds a stirring story based

on the saving of Paris by Francois Villon
and is elevated to epical heights through a
brace

of brilliant

performances

by

Ronald

Colman as the beloved beggar-poel and
Basil Rathbone as King Louis XI. Frances
Dee

contributes substantially with a sympathetic and winsome delineation at the

head

of a

superior
up

supporting

to make

OVER

a

cast,

TEXAS

to “Mrs. Lennon
Kohlmar
produces.

and

Goldvvyn
CONNOLLY

reports

of “A Stranger at Home,”
Hans Christian Andersen.

to

begin

based

screenplay

on

the

life

of

First

in

the

series

Ritter and being
ney, it indicates

of

Universal has tagged Bing Crosby to a
one-picture deal as the crooner’s yearly
fling outside of his Paramount contract.
J. Cheever Cowdin, chairman of the Universal board, planed in Friday to clean up
the details. October 15 is the tentative
starting date, but no title has been announced.

OPTIONS

(Mono)— Tuneful

eight

starring

Tex

produced by Edward Finthat Monogram will have

a lineup of prairie operas which
its own with the best. A1 Herman

can hold
directed.

— Columbia
GORDON
ELLIOTT
signs long-term acting con—Metro
tract. He will be featured in “Overland With
Kit Carson,” a serial, and in a series of westerns
which Larry Darmour
will produce.
DONALD
RAUH
draw

OGDEN
STEWART
and STANLEY
new writing contracts. Stewart goes

on

DAVID
projected

BOEHM
series to

to “Gangbusters,” first in
be produced by Harry Rapf.

a

EVERETT
FREEMAN
to
“My
Lady
Goes
Along.”
JAMES
EDWARD
GRANT
to “Death in a Top
Hat.”
— Paramount
PRESTON
STURGES
to “Two Bad Hats,” which
Albert Lewin
will produce with Claudette Colbert in the starring role.
CHARLES
G. BOOTH
to “The
World’s Applause.” from his own
original. Harlan Thompson will produce.
BTLLY
WILDER
Jack Benny comedy.

to

“Man

About

Town,”

the

COMPLETE

REVIEWS

pictures will appear
of BOXOFFICE.

on the above

in an early issue

New Academy Talk
On Revamping Due

Radio

OLIVER
DRAKE
to “Shadow Valley,”
O’Brien western.
JOSEPH
PAGANO
to “The Saint in
Bernie Fineman
will produce.

a

George

London.”

BERT
GRANET
to the third of the “Annabel”
series starring Lucille Ball.
OWEN
FRANCIS
to the Cliff Reid production,
“Trailer Romance.”
JEANNE
BARTLETT
to “Beauty for the Asking,” which B. P. Fineman
will produce.
ROWLAND
BROWN
teamed with MARCELLA
BURKE
on
rigan yarn.

“Flight

to

Ireland,”

the

Douglas

Cor-

CLARENCE
YOUNG
to an untitled original for
Producer Cliff Reid.
BARRY
BENEFIELD
teamed with MILDRED
CRAM
on “Love Match,” co-starring Irene Dunne
and Charles Boyer, and to be produced by Leo
McCarey Productions. George Haight is the associate producer.
— 20th Century-Fox
FRANCES
HYLAND
“Bundle of
— Universal

Joy,”

a

and

Jones

ALBERT

Family

RAY

to

episode.

ROBERTSON
WHITE
to an
untitled script,
aimed as a starring vehicle for Jackie Cooper.
EDMUND
Care,” from
Crime Club

HARTMANN
an original by
productions.

LESTER
COLE
Kelly production.
GORDON
KAHN
boys’ Home” and
ment.
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Universal Signs Crosby
For One Picture Yearly

fine

— Metro

— RKO

country for Frank Lloyd’s “If I Were
King,” starring Ronald Colman, which
premieres in New York City September 28.
Lou Smith, Lloyd’s associate producer
on the film, was to leave Thursday with
Ellen Drew, member of the cast, to attend the premiere, following which they
will attend showings of the picture in
Chicago, Boston, Detroit, Washington,
Cleveland, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh and
Buffalo.

which

superlatively

and
rapidly paced sagebrush actioner
which rates above par in its category.

GERTRUDE
PURCELL
Her Machine Guns.” Fred
MYLES

adolescents.

less impressive

Luisetti,

STARLIGHT
— Columbia

— Samuel

(Para)— This concycle will find its

featured. Betty Grable and Eleanore Whitney top the cast. Directed by George
Archainbaud.

all adds
film.

SCRIPTERS

among

Showings of 'King'

Paramount has scheduled a number of
trade and press showings throughout the

•

FLASHES
Hank

Trade and Press

REVIEW

to

“West

to “The
Jonathan
Side

Dead
Don’t
Latimer, for

Miracle,”

a

Burt

completes treatment of “Newsdraws the screenplay assign-

Partially blaming the current chaotic
condition of the economic situation within
the industry for the hiatus in the institution’s reorganization plans, a spokesman
for the Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences indicated that meetings of
the various committees working out plans
for revision in the Academy structure
would be resumed within a few days.
It was further pointed out that Frank
Capra, member of the reorganization committee headed by W. S. Van Dyke, has
been absent from the city for some time,
while Van Dyke himself has just embarked
on a location-seeking jaunt.
Upon the latter’s return, his committee
will convene to discuss further steps in the
adoption of a policy whereby the Academy
is to be set up as a “cultural clearing
house” for technical and artistic film
achievements. Also, it will consider a plan
whereby the three leading talent guilds —
actors, directors and writers — would have
representation on the board of governors.

the script of “The Woman.”
EDWARD
BUZZELL
handed
new
long-term
contract as a director.
LARRY
BACHMAN
joins writing department,
unassigned.
SAM
ZIMBALIST
ducer.
LEONARD
LEE
— Monogram
Frederick Stephani’s

given

new

joins

the

production

contract
writing

as

pro-

staff

in

unit.

WALLACE
FOX
signed to direct “Gun Packer,”
first of a series of eight Jack Randall westerns
forParamount
the new season. Robert Tansey produces.
—
BOB
BURNS
extended for another
will make
three pictures during the
addition
TITO

to “I’m From
Missouri.”
GUIZAR,
Mexican singer-actor,

year. H*e
period, in
held

for

another 26-week period. He goes next into “Lives
of a Texas Ranger” in addition to starring in two
Spanish-language
pictures.
—
RKO
Radio
DONALD
MacBRIDE,
featured player in “Room
Service,” given option pickup and a part in the
— Hal Roach
next Astaire-Rogers picture, “The Castles.”
GORDON
DOUGLAS
signs one-picture deal to
direct “This Time It’s Love,” first co-starrer for
Harry Langdon
and Oliver Hardy.
— Edward
Small
GEORGE
BRUCE
given new writing agreement.
JACK
MERTON
becomes casting director for
Edward
Small, transferring from Paramount.
— 20th Century-Fox
JACK
OAKIE
first film chore

signed to one-picture deal
since winding up his RKO

as his
Radio

contract. The comedian goes into “Thanks
for
Everything,”
joining Adolphe
Menjou,
Jack
Haley and Arleen Whelan.
Picture rolls in two
weeks with William A. Seiter directing.
CHARLES
BELDEN
joins writing department
to script an original, “The Little Diplomat,”
Shirley Temple
starrer. Harry Joe Brown
produce.,

as a
will

GEORGE
BRICKER
remains under a new term
contract after completing a
one-picture writing
deal.
NAT
FERBER
— Universal

to

DOROTHY
long-term

joins

writing

department.

ARNOLD,
screen newcomer,
contract. She makes
her

signed
picture

debut in “The Storm” after summer" stock acting
experience.
J. ROBERT
BREN
joins writing department.
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INDEPENDENTS NOW TURN TO ARBITRATION
TO SETTLE "PLAYDATE STRIKE" LITIGATION
No Probe Results for Two Months
Los

Angeles — Although

Albert

Law

and

his

crew

of

department

of justice

Convinced Paramount
Desirous to Adjust
Individually

Is

deputies expect to complete their investigation into charges of monopoly and antitrust law violations, as filed against the major exchanges and the Fox West Coast
circuit here
declared

by independent

from

six weeks

dence— if any — can

be

showmen

to two

and

months

compiled

and

distributors,

very

probably

forwarded

within
would

a week,

a Law

attache

elapse

before

the evi-

to Washington,

D. C.

Law's probers have made the rounds of every major exchange and are, at
present, paying their second visit to FWC headquarters. During their entire sojourn
here no definite word has leaked out as to the results of their survey of the records
and financial transactions of the offices involved.

FWC

Enthuses

Over

Independents
Los Angeles — While

Fox

West

Coast,

Southern California’s largest theatre circuit, has definitely and enthusiastically
gone on record as to the success, even in
its early days, of the nation-wide “Motion
Pictures Are Your Best Entertainment”
drive in this area, and its upward effect
on grosses in FWC houses, independent
exhibitors of the community are manifesting more leisurely caution before venturing opinions — individually or collectively
— about the benefits, if any, to date of the
campaign.
FWC’s Charles P. Skouras, president of
the chain and chairman of the regional
campaign committee, painted a rosy picture in an official statement early in the
week.
Public

Response

Gratifying

“Public response has been very gratifying,” the circuit executive declared, “and
I am confident that the effort to reawaken interest in motion pictures as the
best entertainment for the whole family
will have permanent results.” He gave
liberal credit to local newspaper advertisements and editorials, declaring that
thousands of FWC patrons have mentioned
the publicity.
“The theatres, too, have contributed considerably,” Skouras asserted, “by incorporating special advertisements calling
attention to the Movie Quiz contest in the
regular picture announcements.”
Meantime, the Independent Theatre
Owners of Southern California, through
Robert Poole, general secretary, has begun
to issue questionnaires to its showmenmembers, asking them to record the boxoffice takes in their respective houses for
the two-week period beginning September
15. A survey of the first two weeks of
the drive will not be compiled, Poole said,
BOXOFFICE
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Drive;

Are Cautious

because it would “hardly be a fair test.”
At the same time Poole was to call a
meeting of local exchange heads late this
week in an endeavor to gain their cooperation in lining up the approximately
100 exhibitors who have not yet pledged
their support to the campaign.
Poole will begin to compile data from
the questionnaires within a week, expecting to have the completed analysis ready
for publication by the end of the month.
The operation will be repeated every two
weeks for some months, he said.
Fox West Coast is already compiling
records concerning the first few days of
the drive as applicable to its houses, but
spokesmen at the circuit headquarters
could not, at this time, release definite
figures.
Demand for the “Movie Quiz” contest
booklets continues ahead of the supply,
according to reports this week from the
Paramount exchange, local headquarters
for campaign accessories. Sale of the
booklets here has shot well beyond the
2,000,000
ting up. mark and shows no signs of let-

Los

Angeles — Acting upon the recommendation of the directorate of the Independent Theatre Owners of Southern
California as set forth in a resolution
drawn up last week, the Mass Exhibitors
Committee, representing some 45 unaffiliated showmen, announced the adoption of a resolution dropping its action
against Paramount Distributing Co. and
expressing confidence that the dispute can
be amicably settled through arbitration.
The ITO in its recommendation asserted
that the tangle, which crystallized in a
court action in October, 1937, would be
turned over to its newly-appointed committee of three independent arbiters as
one of the first problems to be considered
by them.
“We are firmly convinced,” the ITO
recommendation declared, “that Paramount Pictures Corp. is sincerely desirous
of satisfactorily adjusting each individual
situation on a fair and honorable basis.”
The Mass Exhibitors Committee also
declared itself to be of this opinion, and
in addition pointed out that a continuance
of the suits, in which Paramount was
charged with violating terms of its 1936-37
sales contracts, would “involve tremendous
costs to all parties concerned, the burden
of which would be carried by the exhibitors involved in the suit for the benefit
of all exhibitors throughout the country.”
“Paramount, by their subsequent action
to the suits,” the resolution continued,
“have corrected the evils complained about
by exhibitors and state they will avoid the
reoccurrence of such evils in their future
sales
policy.” attorneys were to be notified
Paramount
immediately of the action.

An Industry Exhibit at
San

Los Angeles Acers
Cut Free List
Los Angeles — Effective next week, all
lirst-run theatres here will abolish
their free list, only authorized reviewers for the metropolitan newspapers
excepted.
rescinded
when
The

they

Passes now held will not be
but will not be renewed
expire.

ruling

will affect the

Downtown,

Hollywood, Paramount, Hillstreet, Pantages, Chinese and State theatres.

Frisco's World's

Francisco — Within

ten

days

Fair

work

will start on the construction of a replica
of Hollywood Boulevard, Broadway of the
film capital, as an exhibit feature at the
World’s Fair here in 1939.
The exhibit, to cover 105,000 square feet
of ground, will reveal to Fair visitors the
intricacies of motion picture making from
the purchase of the story to its ultimate
projection on the nation’s screens.
Harry Joe Brown, 20th-Fox executive
producer, is in charge of the exhibit.
Sonja

Henie

to New

Hollywood — Immediately

One
upon

turn from a brief visit in London,

Henie begins “Castles in Norway.”

her

re-

Sonja
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ENTHUSIASM OVER "SHOWMEN'S ROUNDUP"
MAY MAKE IT AN ANNUAL TRAHE SESSION
Robert

Motion Picture Campaign
Topic Number One
At Salt Lake
By VIOLA
Salt

Lake

BROWNING
City

—

HUTTON

The

impact

of

the

first “Rocky Mountain Showmen’s Roundup” here last week upon trade outlook
was so resoundingly optimistic that it has
been decided to make the gathering an
annual event.
Springboarding on the “Motion Pictures’ Greatest Year” campaign, the
“Roundup” drew several hundred members of all industry branches. William F.
Gordon, manager of the local Warner exchange conducted the meeting at which
Harry David, vice-president and general
manager of the Intermountain Theatres,
Inc., was principal speaker, explaining various details of the million dollar drive.
Speakers the second day of the “Roundup”
included John Rugar, Park City, Utah,
president

of the Intermountain

Theatres’

Ass’n; Beverly S. Clendenin, secretary, and
Rick Ricketson of Denver, manager of the
Fox Intermountain Theatres.
Those in attendance announced their
intention to participate in the industry’s
push to make the country picture-conscious.
Entertainment provided
exhibitors consisted of an

the assembled
afternoon and

evening

screening

product

banquet

at the

of new

close of the

and

a

“Roundup.”

TRADE

C. Hill, manager of the local Columbia branch, was chairman of the entertainment committee.

Among out-of-town exhibitors who attended the event were: Ned B. Grossman,
Pocatello; F. M. Morris, American Falls;
A. J. Schubert, Gooding; A. C. Gordon and
J. R. Mendenhall, Boise, all in Idaho. From
Montana came J. A. English, Anaconda;
Clifford Hoem, Gardner; F. H. Faust, Forsyth; Robert E. Gohn, Virginia City; Bill
Steege and H. C. McNulty, Great Falls.
Louise Jenks attended from Lyman, Wyo.,
and Howard Mathews from Ontario, Ore.
The

following

committees

were

in

charge of the various phases of the threeday meet: General committee — Frank
Smith, Wm, F. Gordon and H. C. Fuller.
Entertainment committee — Harry David,
Will Steege, Joseph L. Lawrence, David K.
Edwards, Hamilton G. Park, R. C. Hill,
N. Grossman. Screening and program —
Charles L. Walker, William Borack, Ray
M. Hendry, Maurice Saffle. Publicity — Edward Beck, C. Clare Woods, Frederick J.
Ewald, Amos Jenkins, S. E. Samuelson,
Thomas J. Mullin, Si Sanders. Contact —
John Rugar, Joseph English, E. K. Taylor,
Walter Hull, Mr. Steege, Mr. Lawrence, I.
H. Harris, C. E. Nuish, Thomas Berta, Paul
DeMorduant, Hugh Drennan, John Suckstorff, H. W. Knutson, A. C. Gordon,
Joseph Koehler, J. B. Moore jr., Claude
Hawks, Clarence Severson, John Moran,
A. M. Russell and H. M. Kluth. Public Relations— Helen Garrity and Joseph E.
Madsen. Mailing — Mathew Aparton and
W. W. McKendrick.

DIRECTORY

_ A HANdy

GUIDE

FOR
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EXHIBITOR

-

LOS ANGELES
EQUIPMENT

AND

Breck Photoplay Supply Company
A

Complete

Line of Theatre

Supplies

and

Equipment

1969 So. Vermont
B. F. SHEARER
“Theatre

RE. 3151

Engineers"

30 Theatres

Los Angeles
in 1937 —

Specialists”

1968 So. Vermont

EXPLOITATION
Now

DECORATORS

1914 So. Vermont

Visitors:

M. Rocco,

of the Rocco

circuit

in Santa Anna; Harry Goldfarb, who operates the National Theatre in National
City; T. J. Huntington, who books for the
John Keogh theatres in Chula Vista, Ocean
Beach

and San Diego; Ned Calvi, Hawthorne, Hawthorne; Earl Strebe, Arrowhead, Lake Arrowhead, and the Palm
Springs in Palm Springs.
W. J. Heineman, Universal’s western
sales manager, was due in at the local
exchange
late this week for a periodic
visit.
Visiting the local exchange for a few
days is Floyd St. John, Republic franchise
holder in San Francisco.
B. F. Robinson,

city sales manager

20th Century-Fox, has moved
sumptuous new home in Windsor
The Rosebud Theatre, operated
Chazan, will up its admission
October 9 from 15 to 20 cents.

for

into his
Hills . . .
by Jack
prices on

Booking: Mrs. Ray Pierson of the Lone
Pine Theatre, Lone Pine; Bert Bishop, who
operates the State in Azusa for the Jimmy
Edwards circuit; Bill Nagle of the Pala
Theatre in Escondido . . . Barney Lustig,
theatre financier and silent partner in
several local houses, bid adieu to his wife,
who left for New York and a three-month
European tour . . . Carolina Bronson, exploiteer for the Harry L. Nace circuit of
Arizona, with his wife and daughter,
checked in at the Row in the course of a
two-week

motoring

vacation

through

Cali-

Back from a two-week vacation in the
Rogue River country of Oregon are Mr.
and Mrs. Lou Metzger. Metzger operates
the Metzger circuit here . . . Having visited
Banff, Victoria, Lake Louise and other
scenic spots, May Cunningham is back at
work as private secretary to Harry C.
Cohen, RKO Radio’s district manager. She
was away two weeks . . . Jay Rubenstein.
(Continued on next page)
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“Air Conditioning,
— Over

Heywood-Wakelield Seats
Wagner Silhouette Letters
Motiograph Projectors

THEATRE

Engineering Company

1914 So. Vermont

COMPANY

Equipment

Carabin

several days at the studio and

exchange is J. W. Piper, Paramount’s
sales manager in Japan. He stopped off
en route back to Tokyo after huddling
with company executives in New York.

fornia.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Goldberg of the Goldberg Film Delivery, are spending two weeks
in Arizona on business and pleasure . . .

AIR CONDITIONING

SUPPLIES

CJPENDING

RE. 3578

“LOVE

LIFE OF A GORILLA"

“CHILDREN
Wm.

Graham

Booking

OF

LONELINESS"

G. Smith's Jewel Productions

1912 So. Vermont

RO. 2205

Projection
Theatre

Bros.

Theatre

Equipment

Booth

and

Stage

Seating; Carpets;
jection Repair Service.

546 Lincoln St.
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Pro-
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STAGE, INC., passed up Portland with “Pins and Needles” because
downtown theatres were busy negotiating
with theatre employes over new union contracts. The show moved on to Seattle
. . . The Oregon Theatre is now managed
by D. Seltzer and T. Parker, according to
papers filed at the Multnomah county
courthouse, August 15 . . . Gordon Craddock was away during the week in eastern
Oregon.
Foster Blake is the new

salesman

with

Universal. He’s well known on the Row
. . . W. M. Morelock and son, Cleo, were
in Portland from Cottage Grove. Morelock
attended the national Spanish- American
War Veterans’ convention on the Rose
City . . . M. E. Ritter jr. and wife were
visitors from Florence . . . Dick Fisk made
the rounds for Bandon.
Mrs. E. A. Hartman of the Esta Theatre at Estacada is making a trip to England to visit relatives . . . Thelma Flake
of Universal is away on the second half
of her vacation . . . Tom L. Shearer of the
Portland office of B. F. Shearer & Co., surprised Portland’s Filmrow by announcing
his marriage to Miss Marie Green of Portland. The marriage took place a few
months ago.
Fred Mercy sr. and jr. and Paul and
Edgar were all visitors at the exchanges
during the week . . . Biggest news at
United Artists headquarters was visits
from Jack Schlaifer, division manager
from New York, Ben Fish, district manager from Los Angeles, and Guy Navarre,
Seattle exchange manager.
S. G. Mendenhal of the State and Rivoli
theatres at Grants Pass and Eno Hemmila,
manager of the Rialto at Medford, took
in the Row . . . Eddie Hudson on N. W.
19th Ave. . . . Vete Stewart went out of
town . . . Charlie Powers took a plane
trip to Seattle on business . . . Seen on
the Row during the week: H. C. Durkee,
Springfield: Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd A. Moore,
Hermiston; George Gould, Majestic, Dalles (foreman of The Dalles) ; G. W. Gessler, Roxy, Sweet Home; Claude Smith,
Tillamook.
Walt Finney was probably the busiest
man on Broadway mapping out a campaign for the personal appearance of Roy
Rogers, September 23, in connection with
the showing of Republic’s “Under
Stars.”

Western

Ritter Starts New One
Florence,

Ore. — M.

E.

Ritter

jr. of

Skouras Calls Halt on Giveaways
In the Fox West Coast Theatres
Los Angeles — Giveaways of a major
type have been banned throughout the
entire Fox West Coast circuit under orders
given out this week by Charles P. Skouras,
circuit president, in a move labeled as a
return to “showmanship” and as an outgrowth of FWC’s expressed confidence in
the success of the “Motion Pictures’ Greatest Year” drive.
The action also was construed in some
circles as being another development in
Skouras’ recently-announced “peace plan”
between his chain and the independent
exhibitors of Southern California, although FWC spokesmen did not officially
admit it to be such.
Skouras’ manifesto came nearly two
months after a non-giveaway experiment

LOS

(Continued from preceding page)
RKO Radio salesman, is back from a short
selling trip which took him to San Diego.
Freddie Hershon, who operates the Trojan Theatre here, is in from a two-week
sally into deepsea fishing . . . Visiting his
brother, C. J. Slocum of Slocum Film Delivery, is E. R. Slocum, who owns and
operates the El Caro Theatre in El Reno,
Okla. . . . Three district managers of National Theatre Supply Co., checked in at
the local offices Thursday for three days
of conferences. They were due to return
to their respective homes early this week.
Visitors were Lloyd Ownbey, San Francisco; Heaton Randall, Seattle, and Lee
Scott, from Salt Lake City.
A bad case of blood poisoning put Russell Hoss, who sells for Trailer-Made and
All-Star, under the weather last week. He
expected to be up and at work, however,
on Monday . . . Ben N. Berinstein, copartner in the Laurel Theatres with Ah
and Mike Gore, has returned from Hon~
lulu after spending only two days there.
Mrs. W. K. Thompson has switched to a
first-run policy at her Sierra Theatre, in
Eagle Rock, after several months of second-run booking. The changeover gives
Eagle Rock two first-run houses, Harry
Vinnicoff’s Eagle Theatre also operating
on that basis . . . Visiting: Charlie Page,
who operates the Ritz in Hanford and another Ritz in Exeter.

the

Florence Theatre has started construction on a new house here. Planned to cost
$10,000, the theatre will seat 350.

Andy Anderson of Exhibitors’ Service, is
back on his long legs after a brief but
violent battle with the flu.

Sanitation and Cleaning
Methods
PACIFIC

CHEMICAL

CO.

San Francisco, Los Angeles, San Diego
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had been launched August 5 in the San
Diego-beach territory under George Bowser’s supervision, and as a result of a report by Bowser that business had gained
substantially since the ban went into effect in his houses.
The new policy will be applicable principally to expensive automobile giveaways
and others of that nature, with stimulators of minor importance still to be employed in certain houses.
Question as to whether independent
showmen who have resorted to giveaways
as a means of competing with FWC houses
will also toss them out remained unanswered. Several independents declared
they would institute a policy of watchful
waiting before making a decision.

FWC Expects New
IATSE Pacts Soon
Los Angeles — Resumption of negotiations on new contracts for the Projectionists Local 150, IATSE, with first-run
houses here, and discussions concerning a
new pact for the Stagehands Local 33,
IATSE, and the Fox West Coast circuit,
is not expected before next Thursday, according to Dick Dickson, FWC attorney
who is sitting in on both conferences.
Every indication is that an amicable
settlement will be reached speedily in both
negotiations, as no drastic demands have
been made by either union or by the theatres involved. Projectionists are dickering
with the State and Chinese, FWC houses;
the Pantages, Hillstreet, Paramount, Hollywood and Downtown, while the stagehands are aiming toward a renewal of the
contract with the entire FWC chain here.
The latter’s pact expired this week, while
the projectionists’ agreement runs until
September 30.
One conference anent the stagehands’
contract took place last week, while the
projectionists and theatremen have held
several.

Starts Newsreel
Hollywood —

House

Construction

has

started

on Arthur Klein’s 350-seat Tele View
Theatre, at 6262 Hollywood Blvd. With
the tentative opening date set as October
15, the house will show newsreels.

THEATRE SEATS UPHOLSTERED
Repairing a Specialty

C. ORdway
RIEGER
5898
112 Hyde St.

San Francisco

ANGELES
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SAIT

Grievance Unit Is S IE A ir T L IE
Slated to Convene

LAKE

RAPACITY crowds greeted Cecilia Parker
during her stage appearance at the reopening of the Paramount Theatre. “Marie Antoinette” opened the fall film season at the Paramount.
“Spawn of the North” is now in its second week at two first-run Salt Lake houses,
having played to big crowds at the Centre

Los Angeles — The committee of three
independent exhibitors appointed, as per
the recent suggestion of Charles P. Skouras. Fox West Coast president, to meet with
his circuit representatives whenever grievances between unaffiliated showmen and
the chain arise, were scheduled to convene
for the first time late this week.

and the Mario the first week. “Spawn”
is presently showing at the Studio and
the Mario.
Father Flanagan, builder of Boys Town,
Neb., and the stars appearing in Metro’s
film version of his orphanage story, were
met at the local union station by three
representatives of the Catholic clergy, a
crowd of autograph seekers, and the Tribune-Telegram Youth Activities’ band.

Although

Theatre Building Race
Is Looming at Torrance
Cal. — A theatre-building

Los

looms in this community, G. W. Page, operator of theatres in Exeter and Hanford, having announced plans to remodel
a store building, to open as a theatre within 30 days.
Additionally, Perry Milstein and Albert
Melinkoff, who operate the Torrance Theatre here, have indicated they are planning early construction of another house.

distinction of breaking all regular-run attendance records and chalking up a new

high in boxoffice grosses, Walter Wanger’s
"Algiers” will end its run at the Four Star
Theatre here September 18 after nine
weeks and five days of continuous performances.
Manager Bruce Fowler declared the take
throughout the run was far above normal
for the house.
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Angeles — Having
earned the

race

CATHEDRAL

of comment,

pro and con, which Skouras’ peace plea
engendered, has apparently died away, the
committee surrounded its meeting plans
with secrecy. As chairman and spokesman
for the arbitration group, Albert Galston,
president of the Independent Theatre
Owners of Southern California, was loath
to discuss developments or the topics —
if any — to be discussed at the committee’s
initial meeting.

Nina Scott, Sheffield- Republic cashier
here , is vacationing at Yellowstone Park
. . . The Opera House, Tucson, Ariz., is
changing its name to the State Theatre.
H. L. Nace operates the house.

Torrance,

the wave

'

J. WALL

::

^•ALLULAH BANKHEAD may bring her
new play, “I Am Different,” to Seattle
before she takes it to New York. According to reports received here, Miss Bankhead is expected to appear in Portland,
Seattle, Victoria, Vancouver, B. C., and
then Salt Lake City . . . Ben Shearer,
back from Pasco where he went to look
over the newly opened Liberty Theatre,
which Ben had the honor of remodeling
. . . Norman and Ethel Dow and Mrs.
Whitney Young, spending a holiday in
Spokane with Whitney . . . Spending the
holidays away from home, were the A1
Oxtobys, and Mrs. Oxtoby’s parents, the
John Hamricks and the Hal Daiglers. The
group was at Seaside.
The

Willard Coghlans

All Filmrow, and. in fact, all show business, was on hand to extend good wishes
to Bill Bedgisoff on the opening of his new
Hollywood Theatre . . . A1 Bloom, for
many years film salesman with Universal,
has resigned and opened up his own business. He calls his new enterprise the Exhibitors Service Bureau and consists of
being council to various theatres. He has
departments pertaining to all matters in
the theatre business . . . Herman Wobber
and Jim O’Loghlin, back to New York
after a conference with Herndon Edmond
. . . A1 Oxtoby, telling of sending out 632,000 Movie Quiz books to theatres in Washingto . . . Filmrow was shocked by the
death of Mrs. Hal Bahme.

Fox West Coast Shiits
Cullen
Espy's
Los In
Angeles
— Six shifts
in FoxArea
West
Coast house managerships were effected
over the weekend by Cullen Espy, district
manager. Dave Fred of the Egyptian, replaced Earl Rice of the Ritz, who went to
the Westlake, and W. C. Ricord jr. shifted
from the Westlake to the Egyptian. William McBreen moved to the Melrose from
the Ravenna, and A. J. Aylesworth, of
that theatre, went to the Marquis, where
he replaced Sidney Pink, who is the new
manager of the Ravenna.

Mm
Burch “SUPER

•••^-HOLLYWOOD
CALIFORNIA
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were at Shadow

Lake . . . L. J. McGinley’s talk at the
chamber in regard to the Movie Quiz contest and the back-to-the-theatre movement is still the talk of those who attended. He was a positive show-stopper
. . . Mrs. Julius Lang, at a preview with
the Frank Newmans . . . Roy and wife,
Frankie Peacock, spent their holidays in
Vancouver, B. C., where they visited with
Frankie’s parents ... Vic Gauntlett and
family, back from the California trip,
while Eddie Rivers and wife and the little
riverlets — or shall we call them little eddys
— have motored in from time spent in
Canada . . . Belle Stockwell, who has been
visiting Adda Young from New York has
gone on to Sa?i Francisco.
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CLEARANCE SDIT, OPERATORS' DEAL AND FILM
BUYING, TOPICS AT ILLINOIS ALLIED SESSION
About

Arbitration

" Does Its Stuff 7

the Woods
Getting

Spiegel

Theatre

Johnny

of Essaness

morning

Jones

admission

of Jones,

together,

and

thrashed

Schaefer,

the matter

and

Emil

out in one

Stern

and

Sid

Chicago — The

meeting.

Not
at the

only

did

Woods

Essaness

settle the

satisfactorily

with

a

25-cent

argument

to all concerned,

over

but

admission

during

the morning

they

went

those

better

by

prices
upping

the evening prices at the house this week to 35 cents from its previous 30-cent top.
The house has been doing well since its opening, especially during the times it
has

offered

first-run product

clear to the loop.

Said Kirsch to BOXOFFICE: "It was just a matter of getting the disputed parties
together around a conference table. Both are Allied members, and it wasn't long
before

everything

everything

can

was

settled

be settled

without

anyone

being

injured.

That's

the

way

in this business."

One Firm Discovers Contention Holding
Where Profit Went
On 10% Pag Issue
By B. O. TELLER
Chicago — Many

times

during

the

last

year or so we’ve heard the Wenzel
Brothers, who operate the Wenzel Motion
Picture Supply Co. here, complain that
there wasn’t much profit in the business.
This week they found out “why,” in
their particular case.
And the reason allegedly was Hill
Turckel, 45-year-old bookkeeper, whom
they had befriended, but who it was
charged had been spending their money
— $61,234 of .it, the police say — to finance
sprees at local night clubs.
The sum said to have been embezzled
was taken over a period of two and a half
year, police say.
The bookkeeper allegedly made out 180
checks to himself in amounts ranging
from $200 to $1,000. They had been signed
by Mack Wenzel, but had to be countersigned by Fred Wenzel. Turckel, police
said, took care of this small matter by
tracing Fred’s signature on them with
carbon paper and then going over that
with ink.
He was caught through the alertness of
a clerk for the Continental Illinois National Bank and Trust Co., who detected a
discrepancy in one of the signatures last
week.
The bookkeeper is said to have had a
plan all worked out to pay back the Wenzels. He had persuaded them to set him
up in business as head of the Interstate
Distributing Co., in charge of distribution
of their projectors and other equipment.
He hoped to make enough money to cover
all his peculations. When apprehended he
had only $147 left in the bank.
BOXOFFICE
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Chicago — It was

“status

quo”

on

the

discussions being held between the operators union and the exhibitors representatives on the 1938-39 contracts.
The operators still held out for the return to the old figure of the 1937-38 deal,
while the exhibitors were insistent that
they still need the ten per cent reduction
carried on for the coming year, which was
granted during July and August.
“Business in general continues off between 35 and 40 per cent,” said Jack
Kirsch this week. The president of Allied
is one of the exhibitor representatives
dealing with Pete Shayne, Johnny Smith
and Neal Bishop of the operators. Maurice Leonard, president of the Exhibitors’
Association, is also sitting in on discussions. “With business off that much,”
continued Kirsch to Boxoffice, “I can’t
see how we can take on any added expense
through the return to the former contract
Shayne, Smith and Bishop were in
salary.”
Peoria this week attending the state
federation of labor convention there, and
this was expected to hold up further negotiations until the latter part of the week
or the first part of next week.

RCA

for B&K

Chicago — Eddie

Klein

Units

of RCA

clearance

suit

exhibitors, the current

discussions over the new operators’ deal,
film buying for 1938-39 and other current
problems of Chicago exhibitors, were discussed at a brief meeting of Allied of Illinois exhibitors, Monday afternoon in the
CAPA quarters at Hotel Crillon. Exhibitors representing about 100 member theatres were present for the discussion led
by President Jack Kirsch.
While no press comment was made by
Kirsch, or Van A. Nomikos, vice-president,
following the meeting, it was learned that

hours,

admission

one

impending

of the independent

The result: The State-Lake went to 25 cents to 1 o'clock on Monday of this week,
while the Woods went back to a 20-cent admission for the same period. For the
time being the McVickers will remain
as it has been in the past.

at

price.

Linick,

Kirsch

Houses

Are Represented
The Meeting

Chicago — An example ol what can be accomplished through arbitration was
demonstrated when Jack Kirsch, president of Allied, settled amicably the dispute
over

100 Member

recently

installed several new sound systems in
B&K houses. Most recent was a complete
new installation at the Chicago Theatre
for the opening of Paramount’s “Spawn
of the North.” Others included the B&K
Harding and Granada theatres.

the members
gave the
“go-ahead”
signal
on the present
forthcoming
action
of the
independents against B&K and the majors.
Kirsch was also backed up by the
membership in his determination to stick
to the end for a ten per cent cut in the
operators’ salary over that given the projectionists last year.
Brief discussion was given also to a
membership drive which Allied plans on
inaugurating shortly. The association now
has about 165 theatre-members.
Many Independents Divided
On Allied Suit Value
Chicago

—

While

Allied members

were

said to be in back of the impending independent action on clearance and duals
here, it was rumored about this week that
numerous other independents, with still
more grievances, are “wondering why the
suit should be limited in scope,” if it is to
be filed at all.
Still others are dubious over what gains
can actually be obtained in court. Said
one exhibitor: “Several other small exhibitors like myself cannot see what good can
come of our business being discussed openly and at great length in a court room.”

Free Summer Concerts
Before Vast Audiences
Chicago— More

than

three

and

a

half

million persons were estimated to have
attended the free Grant Park music concerts during the summer months. The
final program, last Sunday night, drew
about 100,000, making the total 3,541,000
persons, which topped last year’s figure of
3,379,000.
"You

Can't Take

It" Pleases

St. Louis — C. D. Hill, manager

for Co-

lumbia Pictures, has been swamped with
post cards and letters from various persons who enjoyed last week’s preview
showing of “You Can’t Take It With You”
at the Ritz Theatre.
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As

the Bookers

Took

an Outing

Edinburg; Marylane, Evansville; Huntington, Huntington; Colonial, Richmond;
Roxy, Peru; State, Anderson; Clinton,
Frankfort;
Indiana, Kokomo; Roxy,, LoKy.
gansport, and Plaza and Trigg, Glasgow,

Press Support for
National Campaign
Milwaukee — The

glad

hand

is

being

given the motion picture industry by newspaper editorials in various cities as a result of its national advertising campaign.
Recent examples are those appearing in
the Milwaukee Sentinel and the Antigo
(Wis.) Daily Journal.
The former, captioned “The Movies
Take the Lead,” concludes with the observation that “Certainly the motion picture industry has much to sell, and much
more to give.
“It is a wonderful thing that it has sufficient faith in itself and its splendid product and sufficient faith in America to devote all its vast enterprise and resources
to improving and assuring the country’s
progress toward recovery and prosperity.”
In somewhat similar vein, the Antigo
paper’s editorial concludes with the paragraph, “And with these mechanical improvements came a great improvement in
pictures. As the advertisement again
Chicago — Here

are

some

of

the

mem-

bers of the Bookers’ Club taken during
their recent outing at the country estate
of H. U. Bailey, near Princeton, 111. Since
it was taken late in the evening, many
of the Chicago members had already returned home. Those in the picture are:
Front row, left to right: A. I. Klein,
Alger circuit; Mr. and Mrs. Art Patzlaff,
Warner; H. U. Bailey; Mayor Floyd Avery,
Princeton; Max Facter, B&K, president of
club; Stanley Butte, Schoenstadts; Mr.
and Mrs. Harry James, United Artists.
Second

row, left to right: Art O’Toole,

M-G-M; A1 Teplitz, A. J. Balaban circuit,
hiding behind the Patzlaffs; Frank Beres,
RKO theatres; Howard DeTamble, 20th
Century-Fox; Bob Stinson, Warner; Mel
Bleiden, Indiana-Illinois Theatres; Frank
Omich, Great States; Charles Davidson,
B&K.
Third row, left to right: Max Brodsky,
M-G-M: Walter Beneinne, M-G-M; Harry
Hopkins, M-G-M; Vic Bernstein, Grand
National; R. N. Hurt, Alger circuit, and
Harry Gramph, Hainline circuit.
In front are the two children of the
Patzlaffs and Sam Traynor, booker for
the Bailey circuit.

states, the industry has grown from ‘Cowboys and Indians to the dramatization of
the works of the world’s greatest authors.’
So the moving picture industry has gone
forward. It will continue to do so, for it
is only by giving the best that is in them
that the men in the industry can succeed,
and like men in other industries, the hope
of success will spur them

on.”

Chicago's Mayor Kelly
Makes a Proclamation
Chicago — The

proclamation

of

Mayor

Edward Kelly in conjunction with the start
of the $250,000 movie quiz contest here
follows:
PROCLAMATION
WHEREAS,

" Greatest Year” Enthusiasm
Picking Up in Indianapolis
Indianapolis — “Motion

Pictures’

Great-

est Year” moved into its third week here
with increased interest on the part of theatre patrons, indicated by the large demand for quiz booklets. At the local distributing center — 20th Century-Fox branch
— it was reported 100,000 booklets were
shipped during the week plus a large number of banners, valances, window cards,
heralds and 40x60 lobby displays.
The week beginning September 5 to 12
inclusive was designated as “Motion Picture Week,” in a proclamation issued by
Mayor Boetcher.
“I wish to commend the theatres of
Indianapolis and the entire motion picture
industry for their contribution to the social and educational welfare of this country,” he said.
The mayors of 20 other Indiana cities
duplicated the proclamation. From the

100

large number of inquiries and requests for
information, the drive will undoubtedly
go over 100 per cent in Indiana.
The three downtown first-run houses
here already have distributed more than
20,000 booklets. They include Loew’s,
Circle and Apollo theatres.
Grosses indicate business is gradually
improving and interest increasing in the
drive. The daily newpapers are doing
their part to assist in making the drive a
success. Advertisements, general publicity
and other publicity in local establishments
and theatre lobbies are having their effect, judging by the strong enthusiasm
shown by the public.
Latest supporters are Fortville (Ind.) ,
Theatre; Vonderschmidt circuit, six theatres; Strand and Alhambra theatres,
Shelbyville; Logan, Logansport; Tivoli,
Richmond; State, Martinsville; Playhouse,

the

Producers,

Distributors

and

Exhibitors of Moving' Pictures have united in a
fall campaign
to establish the greatest year in
Motion Pictures and to emphasize the value and
pleasure of this type of entertainment, and
WHEREAS,
the Theatres in Chicag-o have always cooperated in every civic enterprise in
throwing
their doors open
to worthy
charity
causes and notable are a vital factor in support
of Chicago’s Own
Christmas Benefit which makes
possible the provision of complete outfits of Clothing and shoes for thousands of our needy children and in all other respects cooperate in the
cultural entertainment and philanthropic phases
of Chicago life, and
WHEREAS,

Chicago

is

now

celebrating

the

beginning of its second century with an intensive campaign to stimulate Chicago’s business and
encourage her entertainment as well as her other
civic advantages, and
WHEREAS,
the Motion Picture Theatres of our
city contribute greatly to the maintenance
of
the morals of Chicago and
provide entertainment which is within the reach of, and appeals
to, persons of all ages, therefore
BE
IT RESOLVED,
that the

City

of

Chicago

and
this

Chicago’s New
Century Committee
endorse
movement
on the part of the Motion Picture Industry to make
1938 the' greatest year in
the history of pictures and lend its support to
the stimulation of the Motion Picture business
throughout the City of Chicago.

Greenmann
St.

owners

Louis —

Takes Bids

Greenmann

Theatres,

Inc.,

of the U City Theatre, University

City, local suburb, is expected to take subcontract bids at a very early date on extensive alterations and improvements to
the 500-seater.
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Mi's Only the Beginning 9 Folks !
You Ain't Seen Nothing
PARENTS"

"DELINQUENT

BEN

Is a Good Picture, but — Wait till you see

JUDELL'S

Best Picture to Date

Playing this week FIRST-RUN,
and booked

Yet . . .

State-Lake Theatre, Chicago loop,

by Publix, Great States and Other Major Circuits.
Progressive

Pictures , Inc.'s

“SLANDER
from the story " Scandal

HOUSE”

House " hy Chicago's
starring ,

own

Madeline

Woods

Adrienne Ames, Pert Kelton, Craig Reynolds
It’s Another

Exploitation

that’ll be a Natural

Special from

Ben

at Your

Office.

Box

Judell

V check and
V V double check these selling points.
V A title with a punch in it, "Slander House."
V A thrilling, action-motivated drama of modern

times,

the type of story that will "get" an audience.
V Produced by a man who knows the type of pictures
that will fill theatres.
Prints Available

Now!

Wire , Write , Phone

Today

B. N. JUDELL,
83! So. Wabash
HARrison 9669
CHICAGO, ILL.
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749 North 7th St.
MArquette 4472
MILWAUKEE, WIS.

—

Your Nearest

Office

Inc.

3206 Olive Street
FRanklin 5274
ST. LOUIS. MO.

406 No. Illinois St.
Lincoln 9472
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
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E. M. Saunders
Signs of an

Exuberant
Uptrend

Chicago — Effervescent with bullish news
about the industry was E. M. Saunders,
western division manager of M-G-M, as
he stopped over this
week for a conference here with Jack
Flynn, district manager. Saunders, not
often talkative, had
plenty to say about
better times.
“Sales are way
ahead of last year,”
he told Boxoffice in
New York. “I’ve been
e. m. SAUNDERS all the way from Detroit to the west coast, in all of the territories, and everywhere I see signs of business pickup. It has been going up now for
the last four weeks and signs point to a
continued climb.”
Saunders said he had found the general
public is taking a big interest in the $250,000 “Movie Quiz” contest in these early
stages of the “Motion Pictures’ Greatest
Year.”
“The

exhibitors have responded exceptionally well in this endeavor and we

should all reap an immediate benefit,”
said Saunders. “This time we are doing
something the industry needs — merchandising motion pictures — as we should have
done long ago.”
And, then, naturally, back to talk of Leo

Columbia.

of Columbia’s “You Can’t Take It With
You” at the Esquire Theatre last week.
Everyone agreed that Frank Capra has
again come to the forefront with a knockout that should do a lot for boxoffice ills.
Among those at the screening, and shown
in this special Boxoffice picture, left to
right: Maurice Rubens, Great States;
Charlie Vogt, manager

102

of Lasker’s Bertha

Indiana ATO Meets
October 25-26

in Trade

Indianapolis — At a meeting of the
directors of the Associated Theatre
Owners

and his pictures. “ ‘Marie Antoinette’ is
surprising everyone, everywhere,” said the
M-G-M executive with a smile. “We have
definitely disproved the theory that such

communities, the picture is doing ‘Test
Pilot,’ and even bigger, business.”
Saunders had just come from the world
premiere of “Boys’ Town,” in Omaha. The
premiere, attended by Spencer' Tracy,
Mickey Rooney and Maureen O’Sullivan,
West Coast Publicist Frank Whitbeck from
the studio, District Exploiteer Bill Bishop,
the mayor of Omaha, the governor of Nebraska, civic leaders, Father Flanagan of
Boys Town, and many others, drew
thousands to the $2.20 top opening. Saunders reported that more than 20.000 persons greeted the M-G-M stars when they
arrived at the railroad station.
“And I know that when the exhibitors
see this great film,” Saunders concluded,
“they’ll agree that the reception Omaha
gave the picture was certainly well deserved.”
Power

Back

to Work

Pineville, Mo. — Tyrone Power has returned to work with the “Jesse James”
company on location here, recovered from
the leg injury he suffered recently during the filming of a fight scene with
Henry Fonda.

Screening

here.

The

affair

consists

Dan
tion.

committee
of

in charge

Marc

Rossiter,

secretary

Wolf,

Carl

of the
Ernest

Niesse

of the

and

associa-

Chicago Registers
A Steadg Pick-Up
Chicago — Business

continues

on the up-

grade in many spots in the city, with
houses that offered the film quiz pictures
showing the greatest percentage
crease in receipts.

of in-

“Marie Antoinette” continued the standout of the week, with “Alexander’s Ragtime Band,” brought back for the fourth
loop week at the Apollo, doing well above
average business for the house. Warner’s
“Boy Meets Girl” was off considerably in
its third week at the Garrick.
The combination of Benny Goodman on
the stage at the Chicago, together with
Warner’s “Four’s a Crowd,” was not even
good enough for the house to come anywhere near the recent records of “Alexander’s Ragtime Band.” As a matter of
fact, Goodman’s first week was below expectancy, though well above average.

Draws

Theatre; Nate Gumbiner; Henry Peterson,
Hub and Oakley theatres; Frank Cook,
Tiffin; Clarence Phillips, Columbia salesman; Walter Immerman, B&K; Phil Dunas, Columbia district manager; Bill Galligan, Esquire manager; John Semedalas,
Ramova; H. U. Bailey, Princeton, 111.;
Mike Kurlin, Panorama; A1 Raymer, Indiana-Illinois Theatres; Alex Halperin,
Warner theatres; Sam Traynor, Bailey circuit; Jack Rose, peeping out in back of

of Indiana, the annual convention was set for October 25 and 26

Miller, I. R. Holycross,

a picture as this won’t go in small towns.
Everywhere, and especially in the smaller

Chicago

Chicago — Numerous exhibitors and their
friends turned out to see the screening

Over

Trade

Simon

Simansky;

Aces

Verne Langdon, Hub and

Oakley; W. A. (Daddy) Ross, Kedzie- Annex; Russell Hurt, Alger circuit, and Frank
Flaherty, Columbia salesman.
Among others at the trade showing
were Nat Bernstein, Hank Saperstein,
Archie Herzoff, Dave, Elmer and Harry
Balaban,

Nate and Abe Platt, Bill Hollander, Doris Arden, Dorothy Day and
Clark Rodenbach.
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Springfield,

III. — Theatre

managers

from Great States Theatres in Illinois who
gathered at the St. Nicholas Hotel here
to discuss the “Motion Pictures’ Greatest
Year” campaign.
Shown in the picture above, front row,
left to right: M. E. Berman, Springfield,
city manager: Thomas P. Ronan, district

Photoplay Advertising Co,
Celebrating Its 20th Year
Chicago — Photoplay

Advertising

Co., old-

est independent poster exchange in this
section of the country, is this month celebrating its 20th anniversary in business in
Chicago. And Jack Blum, one of the present owners, has been connected with the
concern for 19 years.
Henry “Hank” Porter, another third of
the company, has been connected with it
12 years, while Guy C. Packard, who took
over the interest of the late J. C. Jones,
is the other partner in the business. The
company was started in 1918 by Max
Herman in a one-story heated shack across
the street from the Fox exchange.
Today the company is offering all of the
newer developments in theatre advertising,
and an exhibitor can get everything he
needs from theatre fronts to lobby advertising from Photoplay. Many of the
company’s present accounts have been with
them for years, and the majority for at
least ten years.
Six years ago a St. Louis branch was
opened on Filmrow there, and is still operating, currently under Johnny Lane.

Dick Rabiner Says
It's a Draw
Chicago — Dick Rabiner of the Sunnyside Theatre, while vacationing on
the west coast, sent the following back
to the Allied "bunch — upstairs and
downstairs: Looked at Hollywood and
Hl'w'd. looked at me. A Draw. Love,
Richard."

manager, southern Illinois; M. M. Rubens,
divisional manager; H. C. Stickelmeier,
Balaban and Katz executive; Roy Rogan,
district manager of northern Illinois. Back
row, left to right: M. D. Lewis, East St.
Louis, city manager; E. C. Fitzgibbons,
Peoria, publicity director; I. Wienshienk,
Alton, city manager; Richard Rodems, Edwardsville; L. C. Worley, Peoria, city man-

Elisburg and Goldfinger Will
Strut Stuff on Randolph St.
By
Chicago — The

::

September

17, 1938

GENE
Windy

finger, manager of the Garrick Theatre,
two doors west of the Woods. Goldfinger

RICH
City’s

Rialto

on

Randolph St. soon will see a revival of
old-fashioned showmanship, if Herb Elisburg, manager of the Woods Theatre, recently taken over by Essaness, has his
way about it.
While, as reported in Boxoffice some
editions back, the Woods will maintain its
past policy of “C” week releases, Elisburg plans to drain every bit of exploitation value out of every foot of film the
house shows. Elisburg, who retains his
post as advertising director of the Essaness
chain who also will direct operations of
the Julian Theatre, Scandinavian house,
has definite ideas on bringing patrons
through a boxoffice.
“The young movie fans today have never
seen all of the old tricks of showmanship,”
says Elisburg. “And I intend to use every
legitimate trick there is.”
Elisburg didn’t lose any time for he immediately designated the Woods as an “official theatre,” in the current $250,000
movie quiz contest, draping the marquee
with valances, etc. Tire idea evidently was
a good one, for shortly afterward, all of
the Warner houses on the south side broke
out with the same designation, as did several of the Jones-Linick-Schaefer houses.
Meanwhile, several independent houses
have utilized the same idea.
A friendly rivalry will develop quickly
between

BOXOFFICE

ager; Gil Brown, Bloomington, city manager; Tom Robey, Quincy; Paul C. Witte,
Decatur, city manager; Perry Hoeffler,
Quincy, city manager; Harry Duncan,
Quincy; George Mullaire, Pekin, city manager; Henry Foehrkalb, Wood River; E.
E. Crabtree, Danville, city manager; Thomas J. Finin, house manager, Orpheum
Theatre.

Elisburg and B&K’s

Sylvan Gold-

can hold his own in any exploitation contest, and should he be given the “green
light” by his superiors, Randolph St. will
see some new life. Already he has a sceneshifter in the Garrick lobby, plugging
forthcoming product, and advising everyone to participate in the movie quiz. He
has installed a “Movie quiz contest club
library” in the foyer of the Garrick. Here
patrons can browse through press books,
fan magazines, etc., as an apparent aid in
their search for the correct contest answers.
Elisburg has installed barkers in front
of the house, and typical gags include such
as the one he used the other night to
ballyhoo the Woods Theatre owl show. He
had an usher parade in front of the house
dressed in a nightgown, carrying a sandshow. wich board telling of the 11 o’clock late
Incidentally, to prove
while we were talking
Elisburg walked up with
“we’ll guarantee we are

their friendship,
with Goldfinger,
the remark that
the two heaviest

managers, side by side, in town.” To which,
Goldfinger quipped: “Yes, and we’ll whip
any one who is our combined weight.”
Slow

Time

Chicago — Chicago

Standard Time
September 25.

September
goes back

25
on Central

again at 2 a. m. Sunday,
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George

Browne

Against
Chicago — As

George

Labels

Charges

Bioff as Propaganda

Browne,

At Esquire Helm

president

of the IATSE, prepared to leave for the
state labor federation confab in Peoria,
he charged that the accusations against
William Bioff, former personal aide of the

Sam hevinsohn, for several years associated with the Milwaukee Seating Co.,
has opened the Rex Theatre at Oshkosh
with Wesley J. Ladwig. Levinsohn will
act as resident manager of the house.

IA head, were CIO propoganda, and “without any foundation whatsoever.”
Jeff Kibre, purporting to be acting for
the Motion Picture Technicians Committee, charged that a “bribe" of $100,000 was
given to Bioff by the producers, and lodged
his charges with the NLRB in Hollywood.

B. B. Poblocki & Sons Co. are erecting
a new canopy on Harold Mirisch’s Tower
Theatre here . . . Two unmasked bandits
forced Louis Nye, manager of the Lake
Geneva at Lake Geneva, to open the theatre safe last week and escaped with approximately $1,400 in cash.

Bioff, who meanwhile resigned his post,
was asked to reconsider his action by the
IATSE executive board here last Saturday,
but answered, “no.” However, there is no
friction between Bioff and Browne or any
of the other executive members, and he is
expected to continue overseeing IA matters
for Bx-owne unofficially on the west coast.
The whole outgrowth of the trouble in
Hollywood was intimated by international
executives here to be a scrap between the
local unions on the west coast. The unions
were to vote this week on whether they
would have local autonomy or be represented again by an IA executive, as was
the case with Bioff in the past. Browne
steadfastly has been against local operation of the unions.

Bill Galligan, manager of the Esquire
Theatre, subject of the special presentation in the Modern Theatre section of Boxoffice this week, is shown
at his desk in his office. During the
last few weeks, Bill has been the unofficial host to the industry at the
Esquire Theatre, where special trade
showings are becoming the vogue.

Joseph M. Schenck, who is also president
of the Association of Motion Picture Producers, said last week, while here en route
to the west coast that Kibre ’s charges “are
ridiculous, and merely part of a factional
fight between

the local unions.”

J^ILLIAN KNIGHT, star of early westerns,
is visiting her mother, Mrs. Agnes
Brown, here. Miss Knight got her start
with the old Kay Bee Bronco Picture Co.
in 1909 and later appeared in pictures
with Francis Ford, Charlie Chaplin, Bill
Hart and Harry Carey. Her longest production was “Diamond From the Sky,” a
72-episode serial.

20th-Fox

Musical

Hollywood — “Thanks

Set

For

Everything”

will be the next musical on the 20th-Fox
production schedule.

ENTERPRISE K OIL BURNER

Jack Yeo has renovated his State at
Burlington with the addition of a new
front and lobby . . . Bess Ehrhardt stopped
off at Superior last week for a visit with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Ehrhart,
before proceeding to Hollywood, to begin
work on her new M-G-M picture, “Ice
Follies of 1939.”
Miss Teresa Frank, personal maid to
Claudette Colbert, is visiting her mother,
Mrs. Mary Frank, in Ellsworth.

Of interest to Madisonians is the coming marriage of Marie Wilson and Harry
A. “Nick” Grinde. The latter is a native
of Madison, where his father owned a
clothing store for a number of years.
Mi's. Odeal Speaker, operator of the Majestic in De Pere, has taken over the
Pearl in that city from George E. Hannon, who continues to operate the Grand
in Green Bay.

“ The Great Blackstone” has been booked into the Gateway Theatre, Kenosha,
for a two-day stand starting September
16, following a week at the Riverside The-

USED

atre in Milwaukee.

IN THE

John Boyum, former assistant manager
of the Strand in Madison, is being sought
by relatives who have not heard from him
for three months.
Described

in The

Modem
pages

BURNS

It is efficient and

job — from 300-seat houses
or phone

section

of this issue,

49 to 60

economical

is used

George Hannon,

in fine theatres from coast to

in either boilers or furnaces

up to the largest metropolitan

on any

theatres.

Write

for full details.

ENTERPRISE OIL BURNER
CHICAGO
1401 W. North
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Mrs. Olga C. Kreiss, 77, widow of the
manager of the Pabst Theatre, died September 9 in a local hospital. She is survived by a son, a sister and two brothers.

No. 6 OIL AUTOMATICALLY

The Enterprise Belt Drive Oil Burner
coast.

Theatre

Ave.

Phone:

CO.
ARMitage

Green

of the Grand,

Warner-Saxe sought to take the sting
out of the opening of school by staging
back to school parties September 10, with
free school supplies to every girl and boy.
The parties were held in the local as well
as the circuit’s state houses.
Manning

2031

manager

Bay, was host to 1,200 underprivileged children last week at a special show.

Silverman,

for a number

of

years operator of the Fern, Park and Murray theatres here, has filed a petition
in bankruptcy in federal court listing assets of $255.81 and liabilities of $190,653.
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ABRAMSON

is now

handling

the

* duties of booker, in addition to his other
work at Capitol-Monogram.
Bill Galligan, manager of Harry and
Elmer Balaban’s Esquire Theatre, tells us
he didn’t like the vacation Boxoffice
gave him. So now he’s taking his own this
week. He’s in New York with Milt Levy,
also of the H&E Balaban circuit.

Eddie Brunnell says “thanks” to all
those who helped him on his mission the
last several days for aid for a former film
man.
Bill Weinshenker, city salesman for Universal, was host recently to over 600 guests,
many from Filmrow, on the occasion of
the golden wedding anniversary of his
father and mother, Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Weinshenker. Weinshenker sr. was one
of the old-time exhibitors here, at one
time operating the Ideal, Dante and Annex theatres on Halstead St., about 1911.

Inter-Union Controversy Triple Bills Holding On
Delays Herrin Building At Belmont in Chicago
Herrin,

The

weeks. He has just finished “Three Loves
Has Nancy” . . . Victor Moore, RKO comedian, was through here last week, arriving from Hollywood on the Chief. He
went to Gotham, to look over some possible stage work for the fall. Also on the
train was Dorothy Lee, ex-partner in comedy of Wheeler and Woolsey. After visiting here with her broker husband for a
few days, she’ll go on to New York, where
she opens in a musical . . . Lew Genzler,
Paramount producer, who had been in
Europe for four months, was here last
week en route back to the coast . . . Nancy
Carroll was here this week en route to
New York . . . Here last week on a TWA
Skysleeper were Ben Bernie and Columbia’s Harry Cohn heading for Hollywood
from New York . . . George Sidney, wellknown star of the silent days, was here
this week, arriving on the Santa Fe Chief,
en route to New York . . . Jimmy Ritz,
Hollywood bound after several weeks in
New York and the east including Saratoga,
was here at the Sherman Hotel for a few
days last week.
Among

controversy

between

Chicago — B&K

continues

to triple at the

Belmont Theatre on the north side, where
several independents also have been showing three features.
In addition, the circuit has started “experimenting” with the same policy on the
side at its Alba Theatre.

northwest

There still is no definite plan for inaugurating any wide-scale triple feature policy in the circuit’s houses.
Essaness offered triples this week at the
Irving on the northwest side, and at the
North Center on the north side.

best

sign and
marquee
was

HERE and GONE — Spencer Tracy, after
being acclaimed at the Omaha premiere
of M-G-M’s “Boys’ Town,” sneaked in and
out of town last week en route to New
York for a vacation . . . Robert Montgomery, accompanied by the missus and his
youngsters, arrived here on the Santa Pe
Superchief last week, en route to his farm
about 70 miles north of New York City,
where he plans to vacation for about eight

III. — The

the CIO and AFL unions continues to
hold up the construction of the New
Hippodrome Theatre planned by John
Marlow to replace the house destroyed by
fire early this year.
Plans for the new house have been prepared and everything is set for construction bids as soon as the labor difficulties
are settled. The new theatre will cost
about $125,000.
In the meantime construction is progressing on the Little Hip, a 400-seater for
Markow.

wanted

for the

ESQUIRE
THEATRE
why
That's
they
chose

WHITEWAY
ELECTRIC
to do the JOB
The finished product

speaks

SIGN
for itself!

There's No Job Too Large or Too Small

Chicago's

Leading

for

Co
mpany Sign & Maintenance
Theatre

the notes we received last week

from the Santa Fe’s tipster, J. L. Merrick,
who heralds to us arrivals of cinema folk
from Hollywood, was the following, which
we must pass on: “Seabiscuit, the famous
race horse, is scheduled to arrive on the
California Limited of the Santa Fe, on
Friday.”
The Essaness Theatre managers
(Continued

now are

WHITEWAY ELECTRIC SIGN
MAINTENANCE CO.
TOM
315-17 West Walton

FLANNERY.

&

President

Street
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motions and the majority have indicated
a desire to discontinue them.

"Gambling'' Has No
Place in Industry
Milwaukee — Not

a little wishful

One or two, it is declared, have even
expressed themselves as being willing to
become defendants in a test action, providing they are given the assurance that
the games are held illegal.

An Anti-Gambling
Crusade Is Ended
Edwardsville,

fact “people within the movie industry
are beginning to see the futility of a constantly increasing load of prize burdens
in the struggle for business.”
Concluding paragraphs of the editorial
state: “No legitimate business needs the
kind of stimulation gambling gives and no
legitimate business can stand for long the
constantly rising costs of that type of promotion. With the progressive need for bigger and better prizes as the public becomes
continually more callous to the enticements offered, all chances of real profits
dwindles.

A

W.

Billings

mayors

of various Madison county communities to express their opinion on his
proposal to legalize slot machines and
handbooks in Illinois. He said that he will
sponsor a bill at the next session of the
Illinois General Assembly to allow cities
to license gambling for revenue.
It is anticipated that a number of motion picture theatres in Madison county
that abandoned Bank Night and other
boxoffice shots-in-the-arm when Coroner
Billings started his crusade will resume
such arrangements.

"Drums"

a sure source of profits.”
According to reports, the local police
department has been carrying on an investigation among exhibitors to determine
their reaction to the various types of pro-

TRADE

III. — Dr. W.

quote him.
In the meantime State Senator James
O. Monroe of Collinsville has asked the

“Gambling is against the law in Wisconsin. Many of the things the theatres
are doing are without question gambling
as the law sees them. The theatres should
have dropped them on this account. They
certainly should drop them now when,
because of competition, they are not even

-

Wins

Cup

New

York — Alexander Korda’s UA release, “Drums,” was awarded the City of
Venice cup of the 1938 International Film
Exposition in that Italian city.
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CHICAGO
TRAILER SERVICE

POSTER

TRAILERS ON ALL PICTURES
Lowest Weekly Cost
Save

Screen Time — Show Your
Trailers in 3 Minutes.

THEATRE

Week's

TRAILER-MADE SERVICE
OF ILLINOIS, Inc.
Johnny Mednikow, President
1300 So. Wabash — Phone CALumet

SIGNS - MARQUEES

6782

AND

MAINTENANCE
Whiteway

Electric Sign & Maintenance
Tom

Flannery,

Co.

President

315-17 W. Walton Street
Phone DELaware 9111

FILMROW

0799

Banquets — private parties — business meetings— card parties — our private dining room
is ideal.
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MANAGERS

All posters, complete silk screen processed
banners and Hollywood transparencies.
Majority of our accounts with us at
least 10 years. Record speaks for itself.

John Stall, formerly manager of the Detroit office of Motor Magazine, a Hearst
publication, has been named city salesman
for Metro Premium Co. here . . . Irving
Zussman, president of Metro Premium, was
here last week for advance showings of the
new Sweetheart Beautyware the company
is offering at present. He left a sample
set here with Joe Leeffler, district manager. Loeffler left this week on a swing
around the midwestern offices of the company.
This should make headlines, according to
Oscar Bernstein, United Artists booker:
Dick Sachsel of national Screen does a
swell fob of washing and wiping the dishes
at his house.

Mrs. Claudia Cassidy Crawford brought
suit against the Erlanger Theatre Corp.
this week for $10,000 damages, for the fatal
injuries sustained by her brother, G.
Gratton Cassidy, operatic singer, on July
5 in the theatre. He was rehearsing when
stage.
he plunged through a trap door on the

Goldman Opens New
Sack Branch in Chicago
formerly with

Henri

Elman’s Capitol-Monogram exchange, has opened the new offices of
Sack Amusement Enterprises here on the

INC.

We Print Everything Theatrical
1225 South Wabash — Chicago
For lowest prices Call — VIC

St.

Chicago — Saul Goldman,

PRINTING

A. B. C. PRINTERS,

Terhune, Republic Films star ventriloquist seen in many of the company’s
westerns, was booked into the Stratford
Theatre this week for the two-day run of
Saturday and Sunday.

COMPANY

1243 S. Wabash Ave.
33 1 1 -A Olive
Chicago
St. Louis

THEATRICAL

RESTAURANTS

GATEWAY GARDENS
1136-38 South Wabash — Phone WEB
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EXCHANGES

ADVERTISING

Max

Walter Hickey, formerly of New Orleans,
is the new salesman at Universal here . . .
Jack McPherson of National Screen was
expected back at the office this week after
an illness of two weeks.

Save Time and Money. Use our lobby
Advertising rental plan. All posters
from one source — 50% saving — one
weekly invoice. NO CONTRACTS.

PHOTOPLAY

Shifts of several Warner theatre managers this week sent Gene Hobson from
the Oakland Square to the Shore; Stanley
Lambert, from the Shore to the Lexington;
and Robert Busch, from the Lexington to
the Oakland Square.

It’s “on to gay Paree” for W. E. (Doc)
Banford, Chicago branch manager of
M-G-M. Doc was one of the 20 international winners in the recent billing contest of Leo’s world-wide organization, and
leaves for the French capital some time
next month.

DIRECTORY

HANDY

saying they have the last laugh on Herb
Elisburg. With his new duties of manager
of the Woods calling for night work, they
say that Herb now should know the woes
of a theatre manager.
Irving Joseph, Columbia salesman,
leaves the ranks of the bachelors next
Saturday.

of Alton, coroner for Madison county,
has definitely abandoned his one-man
anti-gambling crusade, and has thrown
the county’s gambling situation “back into
the laps” of Acting State’s Attorney Austin Lewis and Sheriff Simon Henry to

Journal, captioned “Movies and Gambling.”
The editorial comments favorably on the

-

from preceding page)

think-

ing is contained in the interviews given
the local press in connection with the
recent industry reunion here, which resulted in an editorial in the Milwaukee

■

CHICAGO
(Continued

3456

third floor of the Exhibitors’ Bldg.
Alfred Sack returned this week to Dallas after spending a week here getting the
local office under way.
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Film Publicity Mongers
Plan Tie With Civic Event
St. Louis— The

local motion

parts for the “Motion Pictures Are Your
Best Entertainment” campaign. It is
probable that a parade will be part of the
plans.
The Veiled Prophet parade and ball annually draws many thousands of visitors
to St. Louis and as a result the local ballyhoo for the Quiz contest is sure to benefit
theatres over a large section of the middle-west, south and southwest.
And in the meantime the big business
push of the industry is obtaining some
excellent publicity cooperation in this sector from KMOX, local broadcasting outlet
for CBC and the St. Louis Globe-Democrat, St. Louis Post-Dispatch and the St.
Louis Star-Times.
The Globe-Democrat has been marking
each contest picture with an asterisk. In
the past few weeks the local motion picture patrons have been concentrating on
contest pictures and theatres without the
Quiz books have heard in a big way
from their patrons.
The Post-Dispatch has been using promotion ads of its own and suggesting that
the motion picture theatre ads be read
carefully for important facts about the
contest. The Star-Times has also been
generously contributing space to bally the
drive.
Fanchon & Marco, Fred Wehrenberg,
Harry Greenmann and others here have
been calling attention to the Quiz contest
in their own ads. All of the first-run
theatres, the Fox, Missouri, Ambassador,
St. Louis and Loew’s have tied in with the
contest very effectively.
The publicity committee, headed by Harold W. “Chick” Evens, manager of Loew’s,
enlisted Thomas N. Dysart, president of the
Chamber of Commerce, and Mrs. A. F.
Burt of the Better Film Council of Greater
St. Louis for talks on the industry over
KMOX.

Economical Oil Burner
Announced by Enterprise
economy

of op-

eration, through the efficient fuelizing of
low-priced oils by automatic operation, the
Enterprise Oil Burner Co. of Chicago refers to the Esquire Theatre as one of the
many outstanding theatre projects throughout the country in which their product
has been installed. It is said to be the
most efficient for all theatres, regardless
of size or location.

14

installations

in the

Interstate circuit in Texas, ten in Sparks
theatres in Florida, and orders from the
Sehine circuit in New York and the Lightman circuit in Mississippi and Louisiana,
Claude Ezell, sales manager of the Magic
Eye Co., announced here that the company is stepping up production to meet
the demand. Ezell has returned from a
swing about the country.
BOXOFFICE
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"jyjARIE ANTOINETTE” has been held
over a second week at Loew’s . . .
Dr. L. S. Gauer, 33 years old, a dentist,
will be a member of an expedition to be
headed by Floyd W. Bolton, president and
general manager of Travelcolor Pictures
of Hollywood, to the Dutch East Indies
the latter part of this month.
Russ Hogue, Effingham Theatre, Effingham, III-, did some quick booking along
Filmrow this week. He had to hurry to
Sportsman’s Park to see a baseball game
between the St. Louis Cardinals and Chicago Cubs of the National League.
Tommy Tobin has returned to Grand
National as local manager. Recently he
has been a salesman for United Artists.
Bill Guinan, whom Tobin succeeds in the
manager’s chair, is continuing with Grand
National as a film salesman. A mutually
satisfactory deal for all concerned.
Frances Hoffman and Libby Ingar of
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer’s office here visited
Chicago the past weekend . . . Hank Gleiss,
Ross Federal Service manager in this
port, is back from a vacation spent in
New York.
The motion picture film, “The Call of
the Cross,” a Lutheran centennial production, is being released currently for
showing in Lutheran churches of the Missouri Synod. The field men, recent graduates of Concordia Seminary, will have
charge of the film’s presentation.
Herb Bennin, M-G-M salesman for
southern Illinois and eastern Missouri,
claims a record with six sets of rubber on
his benzine buggy during the past year.
The seventh set is coming up and will be
used to carry him on a honeymoon to the
coast scheduled for November.

WE

Inability to get Tyrone Power, Charley
McCarthy and others for personal appearances has caused the calling off of
the three -day program of entertainment
planned by the St. Louis Festival Association for the Municipal Auditorium during
the Veiled Prophet festivities next month.
In the absence of the three-day program
the successful community dance of last
year will be repeated.
Harry

Crawford, manager of the Ambassador Theatre, is scanning the local
birth records to line up families with four
daughters so that he can work out an
exploitation stunt for “Four Daughters”
which is due to appear on the Ambassador’s screen the week of September 23 or
thereabouts.
M. E. Holderness, president of the Playgoers of St. Louis, and treasurer of the
Municipal Theatre Ass’n, and Paul Beisman, manager of both the American Theatre and the Municipal Theatre, attended
the second national convention of legit
theatremen in New York on September
13 and 14.
Mr. and Mrs. Max B. Stubbs, manager
and director respectively of the St. Louis
Meglin- Fanchon & Marco studios, are due
back September 17 from their trip to
Hollywood.
When KXOK, the new Star-Times radio
station takes the air on September 19.
Miss Rose Kaye, the Meglin-Fanchon &
Marco (dramatic art instructor, will be on
the station’s staff.
The East St. Louis, III., Better Films
Council opened its season last week with
a meeting at the Y. W.C. A. Plans for the
second annual film breakfast were discussed.

SPECIALIZE

ACOUSTIC

TREATMENT

FOR
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RENDER

A SERVICE

IN

THEATRES

FEATURING:

(1) Advice, Engineering and Analysis on your acoustic problems
at no cost or obligation.
(2) Application of the proper materials to suit individual requirements at lowest market prices.

Magic Eye Clicks
Chicago— With

L

picture folk

are working on plans to tie in with the
annual Veiled Prophet festivities in October to obtain greater interest in these

Chicago — Emphasizing
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CHICAGO,
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Into Repealing
Business

"Editorial Policy"
Cycle Preventive
St. Louis — An

editorial

policy

for the

film industry is recommended by Columnist Katharine Darst in the Globe-Democrat here as a means of escaping cycles
in picture making.
Terming Hollywood “the land
copy cat,” Columnist Darst draws
parison between picture makers and
zine editors. The latter, too, she

of the
a commagaadmits,

are given over to cycles, only they “juggle
three or four cycles” at a time, whereas
film makers crowd their market with one
type of picture, that was an initial success, until them market is glutted.
A well-balanced moving picture diet will
free the industry of the public’s “cycle
of boredom with cycles.”

Lon Chaney Jr. Injured
At Pineville Location
Neosho,

Mo. — Lon

Chaney

jr., a mem-

ber of the troupe making the motion picture “Jesse James” now being filmed in
the vicinity of Pineville, Mo., by a unit
of 20th Century-Fox, suffered an injury
to his right leg September 8 when he
accidentally fell from a horse while before the camera. A horse immediately
behind ran over him.
The production unit has been attracting big crowds to Pineville, Noel and
Southwest City where most of the activity
is concentrated. Tyrone Power has the
part of Jesse James while Henry Fonda is
working as Frank James.

Wehrenberg Expects Big
Turnout tor MPTO Meet
St. Louis — Fred

Wehrenberg,

Gordon H. Simmons Co.
Theatre Air Conditioning
We can purchase suitable
apparatus for your needs at
a substantial saving to you,
its proper

926 North Cass Street
MILWAUKEE,
Phone,
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WIS.

Daly 2552

P. Johnson,

presi-

dent of the Consumers' Ass'n of Missouri, has announced the details of
the association's plan to obtain 1,000,000 signatures of voters to a petition
seeking the repeal of the Missouri two
per cent sales tax law. Voters who
sign the petitions are also being asked
to contribute at least ten cents each
toward

the expenses

It has
the

been

of the association.

revealed

that

the

pro-

moters are to receive 25 per cent of
collections for their cut while an

additional

25 per cent goes to the individual who circulates the petition.

Canvassers
to door

are

being

to get signers

sent
and

from

door

contributors.

PWA Allots $90,000 lor
St. Louis Muny Theatre
St.

Louis — The

Federal

Public

Works

Administration has allotted a $90,000
grant to the City of St. Louis to help
finance a $200,000 improvement program
for the Municipal Theatre in Forest Park.
Details of raising the remaining $110,000 will be worked out by the finance committee of the Municipal Theatre Ass’n.
However, no action can be taken until the
board of aldermen reconvenes on September 30 and acts on a bill authorizing
the city to seek a loan for the theatre
association.
The improvement program calls for
three new pergolas or shelters, new dressing rooms, additional walks, etc. In fact
almost everything except the stage and
seating arrangements of the theatre will
be changed.
J. D. Murphy and K. E. Wischmeyer of
Washington University are the architects
in charge of the plans.

president

of the MPTO of St. Louis, E. Mo. and S.
111., has announced that the members of
his organization are expected to attend
in large numbers the annual convention of
the MPTOA scheduled to be held in Oklahoma City on October 30 and 31 and
November 1.
Announcement of the meeting dates
were received in a telegram from Ed
Kuykendall, national president.

and specify
stallation.

St. Louis — Charles

in-

Kirsch Heads
Wing

lor Charity

Chicago — Jack

chairman

Amusement

Kirsch

has

of the amusements

Drive

been

named

division of

the eighth annual Community Fund campaign of Chicago. The Allied president
assumes the post held last year by John
Balaban. The amusement division went
over its quota last year, contributing more
than $25,000.
The drive will open October 17, with the
total sought this year the same as last —
$3,500,000.

Recent

NTS

Indianapolis — Recent

Jobs

equipment

R. ZIMMER, manager, announces that
remodeling of the front of the FoxLincoln Theatre and installation of a new
marquee will be completed within a week.
George Kerasotes, general manager of
the Kerasotes Bros, theatres, sat as one of
the judges in the reviewing stand during
the annual Labor Day parade.
New projection equipment, including
two Peerless-Magnarc lamphouses, has
been installed at the Pantheon Theatre.
Janet, 17 -month-old daughter of Ray
Coe, chief of service at the Fox-Lincoln
Theatre, is dead of pneumonia which developed after she accidentally drank some
coal oil.
George, Gus and Nicholas Kerasotes,
Dave Jones and Edmund Metzger, representing the Kerasotes Bros, theatres, went
to St. Louis to attend a special preview
of Columbia’s “You Can’t Take It With
You” at the Ritz Theatre.
The

Orpheum and Fox-Lincoln theatres, the only two participating in the
“Movie Quiz” contest, are enjoying an enthusiastic response.
Work on the new Fox-Illinois Theatre
at Jacksonville will begin shortly.
Carol Moore, manager of the Fox-State
Theatre at Frankfort, is the father of a
new baby girl, named Carole.
E. F. Clarke’s Times Theatre at Mattoon, a member of the Frisina circuit, reports an enthusiastic reception after its
recent opening.
The mother of Edward Whaley, manager of the Fox Theatre at Benton, is dead
of a heart attack.
M. E. Berman, city manager for Publix-Great States Theatres here, and
Mrs. Berman are enjoying a week’s vacation to Chicago, then New York, from
where they will sail on a ten-day cruise
dies.
aboard
the S.S. Rotterdam to the West InDespite scaffolding and remodeling operations to the front of the Fox-Lincoln.
“Alexander's Ragtime Band” broke all
existing attendance records at the theatre by quite a margin.
“Blockade,” which played at the FoxLincoln here some time ago, was scheduled for a four-day return engagement at
the Frisina Tivoli, but after showing for
one day was canceled. The cancellation
was decided upon because of adverse sentiment on the part of Knights of Columbus members and Catholic church officials.

install-

ed by National Theatre Supply Co. local
branch includes: Screen, Ritz Theatre,
Crawfordsville; lamps, Granada Theatre,
Greencastle; blower, air washer and complete supporting equipment, Cozy Theatre,
Dugger, Ind.; new lamphouses, Marylane
Theatre, Evansville; new chairs, English
Theatre, English, Ind. The new Lafayette,
Lafayette, Ind., had new sound equipment
and complete booth equipment installed
by National.

New

GB

Manager

St. Louis — J. S. Carscallen,

the new

local

manager for GB, spent the greater part
of the past week in the territory getting
acquainted with exhibitors and theatre
managers. He formerly was manager for
GB at Charlotte, N. C. Will S. Barrett,
home office representative for GB, returned this week to New York City after
spending some time here.
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INDIANAPOLIS
MacFADZEN, formerly with Paramount in Milwaukee, has been transferred here and will succeed Billy Esch
as city salesman during the absence of E.
J. Barnard, manager. Bob Herrell has succeeded Howard McIntosh as assistant manager of Paramount’s ad sales department.
McIntosh has returned to college to complete his education.
Don Frirstein, from Ft. Wayne, Ind., is
the new assistant manager of the Central
City Amusement Co., operators of the Ambassador, Alamo and Cozy theatres.
George Levy, well known along Filmrow,
has been confined to his home the past
week with an eye infection . . . Fred Dolle,
Louisville, Ky., and Harry Katz, New York
City, officials of the Greater Indianapolis
Amusement Co., spent several days here on
business.
Mrs. M. Clain, operator of the Ritz
Theatre, Crawfordsville, I?id., is confined
to her home with influenza . . . The arrival of fall weather brings the opening
of local Variety Club, September 17. Special invitations announcing the festival
were sent to all members.
Larry Shubnell, booker and office manager at Columbia, has gone on a fishing
trip to Lake Mavintuckee . . . John Doerr,
booker for the Gregory circuit, is taking
a two-week vacation.
Columbia held a pre-screening of ‘‘You
Can’t Take It With You” at the Indiana
Theatre, September 12. The affair was
invitational. The city’s official family,
leaders and heads of civic groups and
bodies, and educational officials and the
press were present.
The Rockwood Amusement Co. has acquired the Palace, Greenville, Ky. ... It
is reported along Filmrow the Switow circuit, Louisville, Ky., has acquired the Majestic and Little theatres, Seymour, Ind.,
from Mrs. E. W. Eggleston.
Rex

Carr, manager of Central Amusement Co., and wife are parents of an 8pound girl, born Labor Day.

Contract for Renovation
Is Awarded

by Partners

Sx. Louis — The Stamm Construction Co.,
has been awarded the general contract
for alterations and improvements to the
Maryland Theatre, S. 13th street. The
improvements will cost about $5,000. The
theatre is operated by the Maryland
Theatre Co. Recently, control of this 454seat house passed to Sam Komm and Alex
Pappas. Architects for the improvements
are A. F. and Arthur Stauder.
The

board of public service has authorized the issuance of a permit for the
erection of a new metal canopy with signs
attached at the Criterion Theatre. Recently the contract for extensive alterations and improvements to this theatre was
let. The theatre is operated by George
Pliakos.
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Longwood Booking
With Greenmann

Rosenberg Talks to
Allied Group

£)ON

Chicago — foe Rosenberg, head counsel lor the independents in the projected clearance suit, spoke this week
at the Allied membership gathering

St. Louis — The Longwood Theatre, 9409
South Broadway, has perfected a booking
and advertising deal with the Greenmann

and discussed plans for the action. It
is not known whether a solicitation for
funds was
It was
were

advised

buying
an

made at the meeting.
learned, however, members

"until

to
the

hold

up

their

suit, unless

Theatres, Inc., it is reported. “In Old
Chicago” played day and date at the Longwood and the Normandy, a Greenmann
house, this week. The Longwood is also
tied in with the Children’s Gift Club
along with the Yale, Dakota, U City and

film

you

get

exceptionally favorable deal."
Meanwhile, it was the same story

to

the trade press again this week from
the offices of Rosenberg, Stein and
Rosenberg: "We
should have
the
papers ready for filing of the suit in
about

a

week."

Film Actors and Writers
School Starts in Chicago
Chicago — This

city is to have

a profes-

sional training school for future film stars
and writers in conjunction with the opening of the 48th school year next Wednesday of the Columbia College of Drama and
Radio. When the school opens, a new
department, devoted wholly to motion pictures will be included in the curriculum
by Norman Alexandroff, head of the
school.
Just back from a trip to Hollywood,
Alexandroff told the press at a luncheon
this week that he had arranged with five
of the major companies on the coast to
send them monthly tests made of his students. There is no obligation, no contract
and no promises to be made to students.
It will be just a service of the Columbia
College to the industry in the hope of
finding new screen talent.
Motion picture technique, writing and
acting will be taught at the school, which
last year had an enrollment of 380 and
expects over 400 students this year. It
now occupies three floors in the fine arts
building on Michigan Avenue here, and
will take an added floor for the motion
picture department. There are 18
structors, with Herman Hofer Hegner
president of the school.
The Sonotone Theatre will be used
a class room in the mornings. Harold
Rainville is handling publicity for
school.

Remodeling
In

Hearing on Lexington
Restrainer Sept. 22
St. Louis — Circuit

Judge

Williams

has

set September 22 as the date when Constable Langston Harrison of the fourth
district must show cause why he should
not be temporarily enjoined from interfering with the operation of the Lexington Theatre. Lewis Eaton and Mrs. Eva
Colonna, co-partners in the operation of
the Lexington, filed the suit when Constable Harrison, acting under an execution, issued in favor of the 20th CenturyFox Film Corp., on a $750 judgment
against an employe of the theatre, levied
against the theatre receipts and sought
to day.
impound the boxoffice cash from day

inas
as
E.
the

Starts Soon

Pinckneyville.

Pinckneyville,

Normandy, other houses under Greenmann’s wing. Under the club plan free
gifts are given to all kiddies attending the
Sunday matinees before 2:30 p. m. The
Lexington, 3408 North Union boulevard,
also books and advertises in conjunction
with the Greenmann circuit. It is understood that Greenmann will shortly announce other acquisitions to his growing
circuit in eastern Missouri and southern
Illinois.

III. — Contracts

Ill .

will be

awarded soon on general alterations and
improvements to the 394-seat Capitol Theatre here operated by the Pinckneyville
Amusement Co. headed by Malcolm R.
Reid.
O. W. Stiegemeyer of St. Louis is the
architect in charge of the plans. The
two-story 23x84 ft. brick building will be
entirely remodeled.
The closing date for bids has not been
announced.
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Softball Ended , Chicago

10 Years Ago

Turns to Bowling Alleys
Chicago — With the softball season over,
Filmrow sport addicts have turned to

( From

Boxoffice

pRICE increases are the vogue — in St.
Louis, anyway . . . From $70 to $75 a
week was the raise given stage hands under
agreement signed by representatives of
theatre owners and union officials • . . .
Skouras Bros.’ Ambassador and Missouri
first-runs have upped their top admission
charge from 65 cents to 75 cents.
Settlement of differences between musicians and motion picture theatre owners
of St. Louis is enthusiastically received.
The new agreement is regarded by the
union as a triumph for the principle of
collective bargaining. The fight was not
only against “canned” music, but for the
continuance of high class entertainment
at reasonable prices.
Chicago show business at present is
probably worse than at any other time in
its history . . . Old standby cry, “It’s the
presidential year” doesn’t seem a fit excuse for poor business . . . Neighborhood
theatres have been hit the hardest . . .
B&K is spending considerable money to
advertise the chain.
Ben

Judell of Judell, Inc., has signed

How

Files, Sept. 5, 1928)

bowling.

A meeting was held at Paramount’s exchange to make final plans for
the opening of the season September 21,
at Bensinger’s Bowling Alleys.
Entered in the competition this year
will be teams sponsored by Universal, Paramount, Republic, National Screen, 20th
Century-Fox, Pickup Services, Photoplay
Advertising, and Essaness.

up for the entire season output from
Chesterfield and will distribute that product in the Illinois and Indiana territories
. . . Jack Miller, president of Chicago
Exhibitors’ Ass’n, warns showmen against
a price-cutting war, stating that such a
policy “will very soon destroy not only
the theatres in neighborhoods in which
this thing develops, but also the film companies selling their product in these neighborhoods.” He referred to the 10 and 15cent houses, with five cents admission for
children.

Dickinson Circuit Will
Build in Warrensburg
Warrensburg, Mo. — The Glen W. Dickinson Theatres, Inc., of Kansas City, Mo.,

Indianapolis’ Lyric Theatre and representatives of the operators and stage
hands unions reached an agreement early
in the week and the strike at the house

plans to build with local labor a new onestory motion picture theatre here. Work
will start about October 5 according to
present plans.
The Dickinson circuit also plans the
remodeling of its theatre in Monett, Mo.
That work will also start early in October.

was immediately called off . . . The Circle’s stage band policy goes out today . . .
The consolation prize cup awarded for last
place at the recent Film Board golf tournament, and now jointly held by Abe Kaufman and Eddie Sipe, is being claimed by
Louis B. Goulden. Goulden claims that
his score totaled approximately seven times
that rolled up by the split cards of Kaufman and Sipe.

to operate

motion

Greene
in “Kentucky"
Hollywood
— Richard
Greene has been
assigned to co-star with Loretta Young in
20th-Fox’s “Kentucky,” a Technicolor production. David Butler will direct.

picture theatres

profitably
Here is a new book full of HOW TO DO IT information, written by a man
who believes that the first objective of theatre management is to make money.
In this book he covers motion picture theatre management from A to Z,
giving the best results of years of experience as a guide in establishing
successful policies, building profitable business, and efficiently operating any
size theatre.

The Management of
Motion Picture Theatres
By FRANK

Get

This Great

Management!

Aid

GET

to Theatre

H. RICKETSON,

Jr.

President, Fox Inter-Mountain Theatres, Inc.

IT TODAY!!
Send check or money

375 pages. 6x9. illustrated. $3.so
order to

ASSOCIATED PUBLICATIONS, 4704 East Ninth Street, Kansas City, Missouri
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ALL-INDUSTRY 'CZAR' PROPOSAL FINDS FAVOR;
NORTHWEST LEADERS DIFFER ON PET SQUAWK
First Run
Fans

Release

Clearance

Revision

slow release of first-run pictures.
In consequence of this alleged slowness,
the Minneapolis and St. Paul independent
neighborhood theatre owners are afraid
they’ll be up against a product shortage
later in the winter and will be without
new pictures to play.
The present situation all comes about,
principally, because of the unusually
strong product that is being released.
Many of these features are being held
over for extended runs downtown. That
delays

their availability
borhood and suburban

for the neighsituations, the

clearance

being 56 days for 25-cent subsequent-run houses and 72 days for the 20cent theatres.
It is pointed

out

that

during

the

last

three weeks only two new-season pictures
were released in downtown Minneapolis.
There has been only one to three new

Fire

Minneapolis — Northwest Allied States
is calling attention to alleged zoning
and clearance abuses. The Pierre,
S.

D.,

exhibitor

has

complained

that

despite the iact his town is located 750
miles distant from Minneapolis he was
refused certain United Artists pictures
for which he claims he contracted. The
grounds,

he

charges,

tures hadn't had
in Minneapolis.

were
their

that the picfirst-runs

yet

the closing of the Minnesota, making one
less first-run house downtown; the Aster
occasionally playing its twin bill a full
week, and the Time devoting itself to
reissues. Reopening of the Grand, now
in course of alteration, will help to remedy the deficiency created by the Minnehouse

sota’s shuttering, as it is indicated that
will be operated by the Minnesota

Another factor in part to blame for the
shortage of new loop releases has been

Amusement Co. as a first-run unit. Also,
W. A. Steffes may reopen his Alvin Theatre for first runs, too.
Some of the independent leaders claim
that first runs, in some instances, are
being forced downtown. But the trade
generally puts little stock in this charge.

Twin

Commonwealth

film

attractions weekly, the other pictures being holdovers. The past week,
however, the situation cleared a little,

with six first-run releases, including
two on the Aster double bill.

City Variety

Calcutta

the

Club

Slated

Sept

22

Minneapolis — The Twin City Variety
Club will have its second Calcutta of its
career in its clubrooms

in the Hotel

Nicol-

let Thursday night, September 22, preliminary to the second and final golf
tournament of the season at Oak Ridge
country club the following day. Advance
reservations for the tournament indicate
that attendance may exceed that of the
initial meet which broke all club records.
All exhibitors and members
try and their friends have

of the indusbeen invited

to participate and theatre owners from
all parts of Minnesota and the Dakotas
are expected to be present.
Tickets costing
green fees, noon

$5.50 each will cover
luncheon, an evening

banquet and special entertainment. Valuable prizes and cups will be awarded to
winners

of the various- flights.
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Planned

Meeting

lor Sept

21-22

Kansas City — Commonwealth Amusement Corp. will hold its annual King of
the Sun meeting and outing at the
Osage Beach Hotel, Lake of the Ozarks,
September 21 and 22. Contrary to former policy, the meeting this year will be
executed because of the amount of business Commonwealth managers have to
transact. One of the main themes of the
convention

will be a discussion of participation by all Commonwealth houses in

the “Motion Pictures’ Greatest Year” campaign. C. A. Schultz, Commonwealth head,
said.
Robert M. Shelton, mayor of Warrensburg, Mo., and manager of Commonwealth
houses there, will be crowned Thursday
as King of the Sun. Shelton won first
place in the 13-week summer campaign
which closed September 10. M. B. Smith,
State, Garden

City, Kas., was

Chief

Foe

of

Steffes; Berger Hates
Percentage
Minneapolis — A proposal of W. A. Steffes, Northwest Allied president, for the

Long Distance
Protection

Minneapolis — Twin City independent exhibitors are threatening to> demand a
change in clearance regulations as a result of what they term the exceptionally

Affiliateds

Slowness

runner-up.

The group’s fall campaign, September
25-December 31, will be discussed.

appointment of a “czar” for the entire
motion picture industry is said to be favorably received in independent exhibitor
circles in the territory.
Steffes wants a head who will represent
the independent exhibitors as well as the
producer-distributors. Will Hays, he points
out, represents only the latter.
In accord with the contention of
Charles C. Pettijohn that the industry
should regulate itself, Steffes charges that
producer-distributors

“have

repeatedly

ig-

nored independent exhibitors’ requests for
a settlement of their grievances.”
Steffes places the blame “for the present trend” squarely on the producer-distributors’ shoulders. However, he differs
with some of the other independent leaders here regarding the chief cause of
complaint.
While

Steffes feels that distributor ownership and operation of theatres is the

chief source of irritation, Ber're Berger,
a former Northwest Allied president and
owner

of a large independent circuit, declares that percentage pictures are the
chief curse.
Steffes

declares

that

independent

ex-

hibitors generally don’t oppose block
booking, but they don’t want it compulsory and they feel exhibitors should have
more freedom in buying pictures and that
the business attracted by films should
determine their cost to the theatre owner.
Northwest Allied is squarely behind the
government in its anti-monopoly suit. He
says that the aid of his own office is at
the government’s

Central

disposal.

States

Managers
Des

Circuit
Vie in Drive

Moines — Meetings

for the purpose

of discussing the “Motion Pictures’ Greatest Year” advertising campaign have been
held at Iowa City and at Mason City by
Central States with all theatre managers
attending. Harry Warren, general manager, was in charge.
A cash prize contest is being held among
theatre managers for the best publicity
exploitation campaign on “Spawn of the
North” and any one M-G-M picture released during the first six weeks of the
national drive.

Downs

Lido to Whiting

Downs, Kas. —
John L. Whiting has
taken over the Lido from Warren Swank.

MW
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KMTA SESSIONS CHARACTERIZED BY VIGOROUS
STAND UPON CURRENT EXHIBITION PROBLEMS
Radio Appearances, 16mm
Films, Conciliation Are
Among
Kansas

Topics

City — Outstanding

characteris-

tic of the Kansas-Missouri Theatre Owners’ Convention here was the vigor with
which it approached current problems.
This was reflected particularly in the
resolutions against radio appearances of
movie stars, against 16mm film and free
shows, etc.
“Be it resolved that this organization
notify the directing heads of all motion
picture producers that we again desire to
express our vehement disapproval of the
practice of screen stars broadcasting entertainment at the peak hours of the
show business,” reads one resolution
unanimously passed by the convention.
“And inform said producers that the
theatres enjoy a much better business on
Sundays when the broadcasting hours of
the more attractive programs are changed
by just one hour as is now the case during the summer months when the change
is made to conform with daylight savings
schedules. We cite these facts as definite
proof that such broadcasting is detrimental to the theatre business, and we
again wish to express our disapproval of
this practice.”
Another resolution submitted by Jay
Means and Homer F. Strowig for the resolutions committee, and okayed by the association, isthe following:
“Be it resolved that this convention goes
on record as favoring a conciliation board
on fair trade practices composed of an
equal number of distributors and independent exhibitors. Everyone appearing
before this conciliation board shall agree
to abide by the decisions of the board.”
The resolution on 16mm film and free
shows is sweeping:
“Be it resolved that this convention
goes on record as demanding that all producers supplying 16mm film shall not supply this film for free shows or in situations detrimental to any regularly operated theatre.
“Also be it resolved that this convention
go on record as disapproving the serving
of entertainment film to any account for
free civic or merchant shows other than
ones supplied to an established theatre.
“Be it resolved that this organization
notify all companies, such as General
Motors and Standard Oil Company, putting on free shows that they should, before giving free shows, attempt to cooperate with the local theatre management before presenting their film.”
Other matters discussed included the
national MPTOA convention in Oklahoma
City in November, the date of which Mr.
Kuykendall is going to Oklahoma City to
set this week, the music tax, the rate of
which several exhibitors in this territory
112

Among

Those Present

Approximately 75 attended the sessions.
Some of these did not register.
Among those attending the first day’s
sessions were: Mrs. Charles Barron, Pratt,
Kas.; W. D. Fite, Kansas City, Kas.; W.
G. McKinney, Topeka, Kas.; I. Daynosky,
Rivoli, St. Joseph, Mo.; A. W. Heyl, Junction City, Kas.; M. J. Aley, Eureka, Kas.;
J. E. Pennington, Topeka, Kas.; Roy Cully,
Medicine Lodge, Kas.; Rex Barrett, Columbia, Mo.; H. C. Musgrave, Minneapolis,
Kas.; C. R. Gregg, Caney, Kas.; F. G.
Weary, Richmond, Mo.; Tom Wilhoit,
Plattsburg, Mo.; R. R. Biechele, Kansas
City, Kas.: Tom Edwards, Eldon, Mo.; C.
E. Esterle, Kansas City, Mo.; A. J. Simmons, Lamar, Mo.; George Harttmann,
North Kansas City and Lees Summit, Mo.;
Ed Rolsky, Kansas City, Mo.; C. A. Schultz,
Kansas City; John Stapel, Rockport, Mo.;
Warren L. Weber, St. John, Kas.; Stanley
Schwan, Lawrence, Kas.; C. L. McVey,
Herington, Kas.; Louis Sosna, Moberly,
Mo.; A. M. Sosna, St. Louis, and Sam
Sosna, Manhattan, Kas.; Jim Rigney,
Westport, Kansas City, Mo.; O. F. Sullivan, Wichita, Kas.; E. E. Webber sr., and
E. E. Webber jr„ Kansas City, Mo.; John
Wolfberg, Kansas City, Mo.; Frank Cassil,
St. Joseph, Mo.; Mrs. Rosa Baier, Kansas City; Homer Strowig, Abilene, Kas.;
Jay Means, Kansas City, and Ed Hartman,
Kansas City.
E. C. Rhoden, Kansas City; Roy Dunnuck, Atchison, Kas.; Mrs. C. H. Burkey,
Kansas City; O. K. Mason, Kansas City;
H. Doering, Garnett, Kas.; Ferd Ledoux,
Holton, Kas.; Reube Finkelstein, Kansas
City, and the following film and allied
tradesmen: R. W. McEwan and O. P. Hill
of the Magic Eye Distributing Co.; Hal G
Perrin, American Seating Co.; Finton
Jones, Travelers Insurance; Joe Manfre,
Paramount; Tommy Thompson, RKO;
Sam Abend, Exhibitors Film Delivery; L.
J. Miller, Universal; Harry Taylor and
C. E. Gregory, National Screen Service;
Robert F. Withers, Republic-Midwest.
New
Hollywood

Contract
—

Eddie

for Buzzell
Buzzell,

who

last

directed “Fast Company” for M-G-M, has
been signed to a new long-term contract
with that company.
have reported is being hiked, the divorcement law, and the government suit.
In recognition of Charles Burkey’s activity in the interests of the association,
the KMTA made Mrs. Burkey, who now
operates the Summit in Kansas City, an
associate and honorary member for life.
The treasure’s report by Mr. Biechele
indicated the association has well over 100
paid members, exclusive of affiliated
theatres.

Film Campaign Benefits
Not Shared Fully by
Subsequents
The attitude of subsequent run exhibitor members of the association toward
the current film campaign was expressed
in a special resolution drawn up by Louis
Sosna, Moberly, Mo.; W. G. McKinney,
Topeka, Kas., and Ed Rolsky, Kansas
City, Mo. The convention passed the resolution:
“Whereas, the present movie quiz contest as outlined is directly beneficial only
to the first-run houses; and whereas, this
organization has within its membership a
large group who are by reason of excessive clearance and zoning unable to participate because pictures included in the
prize money will not be available to this
group until such time as the contest will
be over; and whereas, by reason of this
plan this group of subsequent run exhibitors may be hurt by reason of the emphasis on these first run pictures and the
money prizes in the ads and booklets and
all forms of advertising made up for this
“Be it therefore resolved that the KMTA
plan.
herewith registers its disapproval of the
plan in this respect only — that it does not
embrace every member of its organization.
“Realizing that it is too late now to
revise the present plan, it is herewith
urged that any extension of this plan or
any new plan that may be devised to follow up be so drawn as to enable every
exhibitor to participate and that the object of this resolution is to clarify why
the subsequent run exhibitors have been
unable to participate in this present plan,
and why they should not be branded as
non-cooperative
In connection exhibitors.”
with the same subject,
the resolutions committee of the convention drafted a resolution, and this was
read by Mr. Means, but was not passed:
“Resolved, that this body congratulate
the committee which formulated and
promulgated the movie quiz plan and express approval of its purpose. Be it further resolved that the committee be requested to develop a supplementary plan
with the specific purpose of broadening
the scheme so that the subsequent runs
and smaller theatres may participate in
the benefits . . .
“Be it further resolved that this organization recommend that similar plans
become an annual occasion in the future
of our industry and that we broaden its
benefits to include all theatres by having
the quiz questions include not only the
releases from August to November, but in
addition an equal number of the more
outstanding attractions released in the
nine months prior thereto.
“We believe the committee that formu( Continued on next page)
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A Vigorous Stand
On Industry Ills
(Continued from preceding page)
lated this grand scheme can with this
suggestion in mind work out a plan for
future use that will absolutely include all
exhibitors.”
A second grievance was presented to
the convention as a whole, which, on
motion of Ed Rolsky, authorized the grievance committee to accept the complaint
and look into the matter in an effort to
secure relief for the exhibitor involved.
Louis Sosna, who operates the Sosna
at Moberly, Mo., was the complainant. He
purchased Monogram product last season, he said, and by August 1 had played
25 of the 30 pictures bought. This number, in conjunction with his 10 per cent
elimination privilege, left him two behind
schedule on that date.
Monogram asked him to play all pictures available during August, Sosna said,
not just the ones called for by his deal,
or the company would sell the product
away from him to another theatre in Moberly. This the company did, asserted
Sosna, including the product he had under
contract.
St. Joseph

Hot

Spot

The other complaint, by independent
exhibitors of St. Joseph, Mo., was presented to the convention, which approved
efforts of its grievance committee to reach
a solution. The complaint:
“Dubinsky Brothers circuit controlling
all first and second run theatres in St.
Joseph, demand and receive the following
excessive protection and concessions from
all distributors; i. e., they demand and
receive the privilege of second run in 15cent theatres playing all double bills, arbitrarily setting the clearance for this run
at 118 to 132 days following the close of
first run with an additional 14 days’ clearance over all independent theatres regardless of their admission price, total clearance over independent theatres 133-146
days. This forces double billing in all
theatres and a maximum admission price
of 15 cents.
“We protest the excessive clearance and
mandatory fixed admission price and must
have immediate relief to remain in business. With rising operating costs a raise
in admission is absolutely necessary. We
must have the privilege of playing in a 20cent spot with reasonable clearance after
first
cent
cent
cent
E.

run.” Suggested clearance for 20spot is 90 days following 30 or 35
first run or 60 days following 25first run.
E. Webber jr„ president of the ITO,

Money Is Money
In a Pinch
Omaha — A.
Crete,

Neb.,

sold

Burrus,

exhibitor

a full-page

ad

on

at
the

back of his “Movie Quiz” booklets to
a Crete finance company. Said the ad:
“Even
Quiz,'

if you

you
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A Barbecue Feast

A Debtor Pays Up
Eldon,

Mo. — Jim

Foland

and

Tom

Ed-

wards were in the box of the latter’s
Ozark here the other evening when a
young man walked up.
“I owe you four bits. Here’s a dollar.
Take it out,” he said. Tom stared. He
remembered the face but not the name or
the incident.
“I was in the CCC camp out here a
couple of years ago,” the fellow explained.
“I came in to the show, and you let me
in — because I didn’t have the money.”
Tom turned to Jim: “Diogenes,” he said,
“you can throw away that lantern. We’ve
found an honest man.”
The fellow returned a little later in the
evening with another man and two girls,
and bought tickets for the- group.
suggested that the KMTA and ITO join
forces for more thoroughly cooperative
action on mutual problems, and Frank
Cassii motioned that the KMTA strongly
urge such a move upon members of the
ITO.
Stapel, retiring as president after three
years, said in his closing talk that he
wished more members would come to the
convention to make known their dissatisfactions, either with business, or with
the association itself.
“This is the place for squawking; here
it should be confined. It will do the organization a lot of good if exhibitors not
here would come, even if it is for that
The association held a dutch lunch in
Variety
purpose.”Clubrooms Wednesday evening.
In many cases the insurance policies
of exhibitors in this area do not contain
a mortgage clause ; in many instances there
is no coverage for improvements and betterments where the exhibitor leases his
house, or insurance on film in the exhibitor’s possession, etc., Finton Jones of the
Travelers told the KMTA.
Unless film is specifically covered, insurance companies won’t pay a loss in
case it is burned up, Jones said.
Advises

Fewer

Policies

Mr. Jones advised exhibitors to buy insurance in one or two companies, and not
in six or seven, because in the latter instance there are that many adjusters with
whom the exhibitor has to deal in the
event of loss. Another bad feature against
too many companies on the same risk
is that the insurance isn’t uniform, a factor that again delays settlement when
there is a loss.
He advised theatremen to have a competent agent or engineer check his property once a year or so, not only to obviate fires, which are never profitable to
theatre management, but also for recommendations that will reduce rates and correct discrepancies and gaps in protection.
He pointed out that rating inspectors make
no recommendations, they simply reflect
their findings in the rate. Parsons, Kas.,
has not been rerated for over 10 years,
which means that if an exhibitor there
has made some improvements in the last
10 years, he probably is not getting credit
for them in his premium.

Again bg Jameson
Kansas

City — On

September

19, the an-

nual barbecue on Earl Jameson’s half acre
at 106th and Holmes again will be held.
Time: 6 p. m. Style: Stag.
One of the most enjoyable social affairs stemming out of Filmrow, the barbecue is looked forward to by both gourmands and gourmets. As usual, this year
there will be the choice cuts of pig —
chops, spare ribs, ham — barbecued by the
hundred pounds on Jameson’s expert oven.
Earl “Filmdel” Jameson, Sam “Filmdel” Abend, Reube “Chevvie” Finkelstein,
Finton “Insurye” Jones, and Dick “Censor” Biechele are sponsoring the affair.
The announcement carries the following
legend:
“Have you heard? That last year, and
the year before, and the year before that,
were positively the last of the famous
Va-acre barbecues? That the mortgage
holders of the notorious Jameson y2 -acre
had foreclosed? That the Chevie people
had frozen out Finkelstein? That one of
the Jones’ Boys became unsold on insurance and quit? That Biechele had
definitely given up politics? Just PLAIN
LIES! And all will be refuted on September 19.”

New Commonwealth Unit
Is Planned in Columbia
Columbia,

Mo. — Work

will be started

in

a few weeks on a new theatre here, according to an announcement made by Rex
P. Barrett, manager of Commonwealth’s
Uptown Theatre. The necessary remodeling work will amount to approximately
The new house, which has not been
$9,000.
named yet, will have a seating capacity of
500 persons, 300 downstairs and 200 in the
balcony. It will be operated as a popular-priced house in connection with the
Uptown, Barrett said.
Commonwealth Now
Boasts 41 Houses
Kansas

City — Effective

Commonwealth

September

Amusement

18,

Corp., takes

over operation of the Ritz Theatre, Garden City, Kas., from Lee Sproule. This
brings the circuit’s units to 41.
Commonwealth already operates the
State Theatre in Garden City, which remains the No. 1 house. The Ritz will
seat 500.

Premiums Increase
In Minneapolis
Minneapolis

—

With

companies bringing
into the territory as

three

dishware

their merchandise
theatre premiums,

a battle of giveaways looms. Until this
year this was a virgin territory for this
type

of promotion.
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Nebraska, Western Iowa MPTO

25th Jubilee Meeting Is Set
By

MONTE

Omaha — MPTO

of

years old, Williams came to Omaha in
1915 and bought the Park Theatre, a

DAVIS

Nebraska

and

West-

ern Iowa, holding its annual fall convention here September 20 at Hotel Loyal,
is about to start its 24th year of existence— almost a quarter of a century of
promoting the policies on which the organization was founded.
Those policies are: First, to promote
good

fellowship among independent theatre owners, and second, and more important, to protect the independent exhibitors’ interests.
The organization was in the formative
stage late in 1915. Early in 1916 less
than a dozen independent theatre owners
sat around a table in Attorney J. E. Van
Dorn’s office and drew up a set of bylaws which established the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of Nebraska and Western
Iowa.
A1 Pramer served as the first president
and held the office for three terms. Pramer owned the Alhambra Theatre, now
torn

down. J. Erie Kirk, who now operates the North Star Theatre in Omaha,

was the
Among
active in
ago are

first secretary-treasurer.
present-day exhibitors who were
the infant organization 20 years
H. F. Kennedy, Bow Theatre,

Broken Bow, Neb., who has been first vicepresident of the organization for 18 years;
R. E. Falkenberg, Majestic Theatre, Lexington, Neb.; A. H. Reckford, Majestic
Theatre, Hebron, Neb.; L. W. Heal, Royal
Theatre, Fullerton, Neb., and Sam Epstein,
Omaha circuit owner.
Charles E. Williams has served
ciation president for 19 years.

as assoNow 68

250-seat house, which he owns and operates today. In 1918 he became business
agent for the association.
The association’s membership peak was
reached in 1922 and 1923, when the total
was over 100 active members. At present
it is about 75 members. Only in one year,
1932, was the group affiliated with the
national organization.
The MPTO
of Nebraska and Western
Iowa has had two major fights on its
hands in its 23 years of existence. One
was censorship, the other was tax legislation.
From

1915

to 1921

the main

fight was

against a series of censorship bills, sponsored by legislators unfriendly to exhibitors’ interests. The bills called for a
state film censorship board of three to five
men, appointed by the governor, to pass
on all films shown in Nebraska.
In 1922 such a bill was passed, but the
governor (friendly to theatre owners)
vetoed the bill. That’s the closest call
Nebraska exhibitors have had to a censorship board.
The

last five or six years, taxation

has

been the exhibitor’s main worry. One bill
proposed a ten per cent tax on tickets,
another ten per cent tax on film sales.
The MPTO of Nebraska and Western Iowa
has been very successful in warding off
any such exorbitant taxes.
At present, this association is the only
exhibitor organization in Omaha or this
territory. Membership is limited strictly
to independent exhibitors.
Other

officers, in addition

to Williams,

are Kennedy, first vice-president, and Dale
R. Goldie, American Theatre, Cherokee,

There’s nothing temperamental
about the new 70 Series amplifier—It’s designed for tops in
quality reproduction and trouble-free performance.
Perfected

RCA

rectified
“DC”
exciter
lamp
supply — Separate
meters and current controls for
each
exciter
lamp — New
tone
control
theory
with
separate
controls for lows
and
highs
—
Transient
distortion eliminated — Power
output 20 watts
from
stabilised
push-pull
beam
power tubes.
Remote

volume control for controlling amplifier volume from
auditorium available
small extra cost.
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City — After

West
will

They

topped off the day with a fish dinner at Van’s home . . . Dorothy Grabbert,
20th-Fox assistant cashier, fell down some
steps and suffered serious head injuries.
C. W . Becker is about ready to remodel
and redecorate his Electric Theatre at
Burwell, Neb. . . . Tom Kenyon,
mount cashier, is vacationing with

Paraa fish

pole . . . J. D. "Jack” Goldliar, UA district manager, was in town to see Doji
McLucas.

We understand Howard Colon’s son is
seriously ill in the hospital. Howard operates the Colonial Theatre at Hamburg, la.
. . . Sid McArdle, UA shipper, is on his
vacation.
A

rare

visitor, J. W.

Crays

of Lincoln,

independejit circuit oumer . . . Jack Lamojit, former Omaha branch manager for
Grand Natiojial and jiow in Atlanta as exchange majiager, is recovering from an
emergency appejidectomy . . .
George Hall, Rosebowl Theatre,
Neb., ivas on the Row.

"Sheriff”
Frajiklin,

Walt Bradley, Moon Theatre, Neligh,
Neb., was called to Arizona by the death
of his father. He rode to Omaha with
B. A. Tomte, Paramount salesman, and
flew to Tucson . . . Hymie Novitsky has
moved to a new apartment.
Mr. ajid Mrs. F. E. Klein and their son,
all from Osceola, Neb., were on the Row.
They operate the Muse Theatre . . . Mr.
arid Mrs. Ed Opocensky, Strajid Theatre,
Newman Grove, Neb., said things are fine
... R. A. "Bob” Oliver, Iowa Theatre,
Onaiva, la., was spotted on Davenport
street for the first time in several weeks
. . . Mr. a?id Mrs. Joe Lucas, Central City,
Neb., are back after a visit to their State
Theatre at Idaho Falls, Colo. They also
have the State at Central City.
Exchanges were doing a rushing business this week with a large crowd of exhibitors in town booking pictures in con-

to

City Filmrow
an

■p Lincoln
B. NOBLE
Howard
Federerwith
of
were and
in town
conferring
F. A. Van Husan on new equipment for
the Varsity, now undergoing remodeling.

is also

absence

of

two

years in the Davidson Bldg., the RCA
Manufacturing Co., Inc., is moving back
to Filmrow this fall. The company will
occupy approximately 2,000 square feet in
the new building being constructed on
18th St. by Commonwealth Amusement Corp. and Republic-Midwest. RCA
have half the first and basement

floors, according to Don “Hifi” Davis.
Dale Neiswander, divisional manager
covering 15 states for RCA on radio, and
his staff will have quarters in the new
setup. Other personnel that will come to
Filmrow in the move are Gus Holly, district service manager; Harry Somerville,
manager

(£®o

Williams

Is Returning
Kansas

silent

change-over
on
input
circuit —
Perfectly filtered copper oxide

at

la., second vice-president.
secretary-treasurer.

A

of dealer distribution and nontheatricals; L. W. Watson, office manager,
and A. F. Schneider, Paul Connett, R. W.
A.mos, B. D. Douglas, R. H. Hecht, A. A.
Hughes, and Fred Pitzer, engineers.

nection with the “Motion Pictures’ Greatest Year” campaign . . . On Filmrow were
Roy Bott, Amuzu Theatre, Hooper, Neb.;
Guy Cocklin, Strand, Walnut, la.; Frank
Good, Iowana, Red Oak, la.; J. F. Dethlefs, Crystal, Manning, la.; L. C. Ehlers,
Minden, Minden, Neb.
Faye Honey, Tecumseh Theatre, Tecumseh, Neb., the mushroom grower, was on
Davejiport street . . . Also George Sulz,
Laurel, Laurel, Neb., ajid H. H. Thomas,
DeLuxe, Kingsley, la. . . . Tickets are going fast for the Omaha Variety Club charity deal in ivhich some lucky person gets
a new Packard car.

Extend
Des

Operations

Moines — lies

&

McKinney,

owners

of the Iowa Film Express, have taken over
the Meadows Transfer and are handling
a branch agency for General Tire & Rubber Co. The firm name is now lies, McKinney & Wolf.
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K A Y C IE IE
JJESTER CATRON has replaced Josephine
Sieve at Republic-Midwest. Josephine
has gone with Universal as secretary to
Leroy J. Miller, branch manager. Barbara
Linden, formerly Miller’s secretary, now
is serving in that capacity for Peter Dana,

An Active Variety Club Season
Is Planned by Kansas City Tent

district manager for Universal . . . Marjorie Crawford has replaced Kay Griffith
at Republic-Midwest.
soon to get married.

Kay

Many

is resigning
Kansas

Harriet Gaylord, National Screen Service, is on vacation in Noel, Mo., and Parsons, Kas.
Exhibitors on Filmrow: Mr. and Mrs. J.
N. Welty, Hill City, Kas., the Midway, who
are in very infrequently; Frank Morris,
Meade, Kas.; Curly Wilson, Excelsior
Springs, Mo.; Lester McCormick, Majestic,
Green Forest, Ark.; Orville Conard, Dixie,
Huntsville, Ark.; Earl Kerr, Albany and
Bethany, Mo.
When, at the Variety Club following the
KMTA
convention the other night, John
Stapel of Rockport and Columbia, Mo., retiring president of the group, offered to
buy

a

round of drinks, the “boys” practically left their seats. It was, they said,

the first time
Miami.

they’d heard

the offer since

Exhibitors along the Row: R. C. Buxton, Ransom, Kas.; George Gotobed, Howard, Kas.; C. A. Bessier, Humboldt, Kas.;
Ercil Armold, Hillsboro, Kas.; Howard
Killian, Marion, Kas.; C. C. McCollister,
Nomar, Wichita, Kas.
Our

report

last week

of the accident

in

which Jim Foland’s left arm was badly
cut was erroneous in this respect: it stated
that Billie and Royal Cowger were with
Mr. Foland, and that both were injured
slightly. Mrs. Cowger did not accompany
her husband and Foland on the return trip
to Kansas City from Eldon, and Royal
Cowger, who was driving the car, was not
injured. Although they couldn’t find the
mule after the accident, Jim thinks he
must have been injuredMlso.
A well-known exhibitor from Western
Kansas was in the Republic-Midwest office this week complaining that he never
has been able to see a Gene Autry picture
because he is always so busy at the boxoffice those nights. Johnnie Scott passes
on this one . . . “Tenth Avenue Kid,” a
Republic picture, went into Loew’s Midland, Friday, the first Republic picture for
the house. The company screened “Billy
the Kid Returns,” Roy Rogers’ second picture, for the trade Wednesday . . . Ray
Corrigan, one of the “Three Mesquiteers,”
was in town early this week visiting Bob
Withers.

Visitors

City — Several

attractions — the

KMTA
meeting, Columbia’s preview of
“You Can’t Take It With You,” etc. —
made Filmrow the mecca of many exhibitors including: Mrs. Charles Barron of
Pratt, Kas., director of the KMTA; Ferd
Ledoux, Arcadia, Holton, Kas.; Harry Till,
Hamilton, Mo.; Glen Newbold, Yates Center, Kas.; Ray McLain, Fox manager, Emporia, Kas.; George Nescher, Valley Falls,
Kas.; Ed Mater, Fox Sedalia manager;
Warren L. Weber, St. John, Kas.; George
Owens, Lathrop, Mo.; Tom Wilhoit, Plattsburg, Mo.; A. J. Simmons, Lamar, Mo.;
Rex Barrett, Columbia, Mo.; Mrs. R. W.
Miller, Casino, Boonville, Mo.; Mr. and
Mrs. John Brandt, Oregon, Mo.; Mike
Smith, U. S. Army Motion Picture Service,
St. Louis, booking for Ft. Riley and the
new war department theatre at Ft. Leavenworth; F. L. “Doc” Lowe, Sterling, Kas.;
E. O. Briles, Emporia, Kas., and Excelsior
Springs, Mo.; George Hayob, Mary Lou,
Marshall, Mo.; Paul Oetting, Lyric, Concordia, Kas.; Elmer Bills, Salisbury, Mo.;
H. F. Stapel, Rockport, Mo.; O. F. Sullivan, Wichita, Kas.; W. J. McKinney,
Topeka, Kas.; I. Daynosky, St. Joseph,
Mo.; A. W. Heyl, Junction City, Kas.; J.
E. Pennington, Topeka, Kas.; M. J. Aley,
Eureka, Kas.; Roy Cully, Medicine Lodge,
Kas.; H. C. Musgrave, Minneapolis, Kas.;
F. G. Weary, Richmond, Mo.; Tom Edwards, Eldon, Mo.; Stanley Schwan, Lawrence, Kas.; C. L. McVey, Herington, Kas.;
Louis Sosna, Moberly, Mo.; Sam Sosna,
Manhattan, Kas.

Add

exhibitors

on

Filmrow:

Mr.

and

Takes Mankato

House

Mankato, Kas. — Jesse DeLong has taken
over the Blair Theatre at Mankato, Kas.,
and is operating it under lease.

BOXOFFICE

: : September

to be one of the club’s most active years.
On September 19, will be the annual barbecue by Earl Jameson for Variety members and others in and out of the industry; on September 26, the Variety league
will start its bowling season, and later
that

evening new members will be initiated at the club rooms. On October 3, is
the annual Variety golf tournament at Old
Mission. A few weeks later (the date has
not yet been set) the club will hold its
annual charity ball. Earl Jameson of
Film Delivery is again general chairman.
Guests at the luncheon Monday included Lester Martin, Peter Dana, Ralph
Scherzer and Judge Pat Olmsted of St.
Joseph, Mo. Jack Barnett was the
ner of the $50 prize in the Jinx
drawing held after the luncheon.
At

the meeting

Monday

evening,

winClub
F. E.

Ritter

discussed the golf tournament, arrangements for which he is handling; Jim
Lewis reported on the bowling season;
Earl Jameson, for the house committee;
Frank

Hensler,

for the charity

committee.

Hensler, reporting in the absence of
Arthur Cole, charity committee chairman,
pointed out Variety is supplying free milk
and crackers to underprivileged school
children throughout the year on proceeds
of the club’s bowling tournament and that
the Variety sound truck is taking movies
to shut-ins at an average of more than one
a week. He made a plea for clothing from
members for local charities.

IDEAL

CHAIRS

TAILOR

MADE

More for Your Money . . . All Styles and Prices to
Fit Your Needs {See Pages 71 and 81)

The New Kaplan
and STERLINGTONE
“The

Mrs. Sam Blair, Belleville, Kas.; Bill Blair,
Osborne, Kas.; S. F. Filson, Scott City,
Kas.

Kansas City — Variety Club officially
opened the fall season with a luncheon
last Monday and a membership meeting
in the evening, inaugurating what promises

Silver Voice

Projector

SOUND

EQUIPMENT

of the Screen”

Simple in Design . . . Sturdy in Construction . . . Low
DA-LITE

SCREENS

AND

OTHER EQUIPMENT
MANUFACTURERS

FROM

OLD

in Cost
RELIABLE

Stebbins Theatre Equipment Co.
General

1804 Wyandotte

Equipment,

Repairing

St., Kansas City, Mo.

and

Sound

Phone GRand

Service

0134; Night, DRexel 2791
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Omaha Independent
Drive Fund $4,000
Omaha — Independent

Omaha

area indicated

exhibitors

in the

their support

of

the “Greatest Year” campaign by contributing approximately $4,000 towards the
drive’s success. This figure does not include pledges made by the 45 circuit
houses in the Omaha district.
A total of 127 independent exhibitors
in Nebraska, western Iowa and southern
South Dakota have signed pledges. A number of last-minute pledges is expected to
bring this number to about 135 exhibitors.
Actual pledges to date total $3,905, according to D. V. McLucas, United Artists
exchange manager. The UA branch is the
Omaha headquarters. He expects late
pledges to push the total over $4,000, a
figure exceeding “all expectations.”
Crop conditions in this area may have
kept some exhibitors from cooperating in
the campaign. Prospects at present are
exactly 50 per cent of estimates about 30
days ago on corn crops, the backbone of
farm income, part of which finds its way
to the exhibitors’ boxoffices.
A total of 331,000 Movie Quiz booklets
are being distributed to theatre patrons in
the Omaha area through cooperating exhibitors.
Exhibitors who sent in pledges to Omaha
campaign headquarters during the week:
Nebraska — L. W. Heal, Royal Theatre
at Fullerton: John J. Metzger, Oriental,
Beaver City* R. E. Falkenberg, Majestic,
Lexington; Stewart Nesbit, Plainview,
Plainview; Harold G. Dunn, Jewel, Valentine.
Iowa — C. H. Steeg, Time Theatre at
Primghar; Odes A. B. Hilton, Park, Sioux
City; F. E. Pace, Empress, Malvern; Howard Colon, Colonial, Hamburg.

Omaha — An exhibitor asked
McLucas, UA exchange manager,

Your
when

service dollar
it pays for —

will bring

more

MIDWEST'S THREE-POINT
SERVICE
1. REGULAR

INSPECTIONS

to assure

daily high quality sound.
2. EMERGENCY
SERVICE when you
have unavoidable equipment
failures.
3. TELEPHONE
SERVICE when the
right word of advice to your projectionist might save the show.
Write or phone us and we will arrange
to have our representative call and
explain THE THREE POINT SERVICE
DEAL.

Midwest Service Corp.
2606 Monterey
Phones

St.

St. Joseph, Mo.

2-4012 or 2-4115

“Service as Near as Your Telephone”
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Don
how

many "Movie Quiz" contest booklets
were being distributed in the Omaha
territory. The

answer

was

Minneapolis

”331,000

"A lot of booklets? You're telling me,"
said McLucas, "It's exactly ten tons of
booklets!"

More Independents
Join Ad Campaign
Kansas

City

—

Independent

exhibitors

continue to sign up for participation in
the “Motion Pictures’ Greatest Year” campaign. C. A. Schultz of Commonwealth
Amusement Corp., member of the MPGY
committee here, reports the following additional names this week;
C. R. Gregg, Caney, Kas.; H. C. Musgrave, Minneapolis and Wamego, Kas.;
J. Ray Cook, Maryville, Mo.; F. W. Meade,
Parma and Meade, Kingman, Kas.; H. H.
Daniels, Nu-era, Oswego, Kas.; Charles W.
Helstrom, McPherson, Kas.; C. E. Lancaster, Uptown, Strong City, Kas.; George
F. Moore, Moore, Plains, Kas.; K. M. Blair,
Blair at Belleville and Blair at Smith
Center, Kas.
The
is 106.

total number of independent theatres now in the campaign in this area

United Effort Plus Fall
Weather Show Results
City

—

Good

pictures

and

— Twin

City

independents

and other exhibitors throughout the territory want the time of the $250,000 cash
prize contest being held in connection with
the “Motion Pictures’ Greatest Year” campaign extended well beyond December 31
because, they claim, it will be a physical
impossibility for most of them to show
30 of the contest pictures within the present time limit.

"That's a lot of booklets," remarked
booklets."
the exhibitor.

Kansas

EXHIBITORS

Exhibitors Seeking
Contest Extension

331,000 Quiz Books
In Omaha Area

the

excellence of the Motion Pictures’ Greatest Year campaign have combined with
fall weather to click the turnstiles of the
area’s movie houses. One favorable factor
has been the extremely favorable (character and quantity) comment on the campaign and new product by newspapers
throughout the territory.
Approximately 90 independent exhibitors, representing 100 theatres, have
pledged support of the program. This is
in addition to the more than 100 theatres
of Fox Midwest, the 40 of Glen W. Dickinson, the more than 36 of the Commonwealth Amusement Corporation houses,
and Dubinsky Brothers’ dozen.
Independents signed during the past
week through C. A. Schultz of Commonwealth, member of the committee in
charge of the program in the Kansas City
territory, include:
Floyd E. Droz, Anthony, Anthony, Kas.;
Robert Martin, Cozy, Chetopa, Kas.; E.
W. Pugh, White Way, Fredonia, Kas.;
Kathryn G. Smith, Toronto, Toronto, Kas.;
E. C. Arnold, Avon, Hillsboro, Kas.; F. L.
“Doc” Lowe, Sterling, Kas.; Eddie Moran,
Mainstreet, Weir, Kas.; H. F. Stapel,
Paramount, Rockport, Mo.; A. Biberstein,
Attica, Attica, Kas.; Lawrence Gilbreath,
Isis, Lucas, Kas.; Ray Walsh, Mainstreet,

W. A. Steffes, the campaign’s chairman
for the district, declares the independent
exhibitors have a just cause for complaint, because of clearance difficulties,
and he has asked the main committee to
heed the present plea.
Unless the time is extended, Steffes is
fearful that many of the independents
will withdraw from the drive and will refuse to pay their assessment or will demand their money back.
In the Twin Cities, for example, Paramount circuit downtown first-run houses
have 72 days’ clearance over 20-cent subsequent-run neighborhood houses and 56
days over the 25-cent theatres. There have
been so many hold-overs in recent weeks
that comparatively few of the contest films
have been released in the loop, thus delaying their availability for neighborhood
and suburban situations.
The recent average of new releases
downtown has been only two, Steffes
points out. Patrons of the neighborhood
houses must witness at least 30 of the
contest films to be able to take part in
the contest.
A present disturbing factor is a racket
that has come into existence as a result
of the Quiz. It consists of selling the
answers and an essay for a stipulated fee.
Some of the industry leaders here feel
that the newspaper ads so far have not
been satisfactory. The complaint is that
the ads have been trying to sell the industry instead of the Quiz and sufficient
interest hasn’t been aroused yet in the
latter.

Improve
Columbia,

Columbia

Mo.

—

The

Uptown
lobby

doors

and

walls of Commonwealth’s Uptown Theatre here have been refinished. The front
will be enameled this week.

Chanute, Kas.; C. R. Shaner, Dixie,
Odessa, Mo.; J. E. DeLong, Blair, Mankato, Kas.; Dale H. Danielson, Dream and
Mecca, Russell, Kas.; W. H. Hardman,
Royal, Frankfort, Kas.; A. L. Dare, Rosedale, Kansas City, Kas.; J. W. Davis, Davis,
Higginsville, Mo.; J. A. Becker, Associated
Theatres, Independence, Mo.; R. R. Winship, Majestic, Phillipsburg, Kas.; Frank
F. Northrup, Warner, Syracuse, Kas.; William H. Blair, Blair, Osborne, Kas.; M. A.
Otto Linn, Pleasanton, Kas.; Warren L.
Weber, DeLuxe, St. John, Kas., Ellinwood,
Ellinwood, Kas., and Ritz, Stafford, Kas.,
and A. J. Simmons, Plaza, Lamar, Mo.
BOXOFFICE
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JJARRY SHERMAN, theatre accessory
man, released from Asbury Hospital
after being under observation for five
days and now is in New York for a spell
. . . Bill Evidon, Columbia office manager, was in Des Moines again over the
Labor Day holiday and returned wearing
that “walking on air” look . . . Bill (Pan)
Mclnerney home with bruised ankle, result
of a fall . . . Cliff Gill, head of Eddie
Ruben circuit publicity and advertising,
back from West Coast trip and brings
greetings from Joe Rosenfield, former
Minneapolitan and now Spokane city
manager for Evergreen theatres.
Sidney and Bill Volk, local circuit operators, motored to northern lakes and Fort
Francis, Canada, at which latter spot they
report having enjoyed the hospitality of
“His Majesty, the King” . . . Ted Bolnick,
theatre man and La Crosse, Wis., biggest
booster giving the Burlington railroad
Zephyr much play these days . . . Mannie Goodman in and out of town with a
bang

. . . Fiddlers’ Club of young theatrical people was to hold its Fall Festival Friday. It will be the organization’s
first social event of the new season.
Out-of-town exhibitors visiting Filmrow included Alvin Keke, Duluth, Minn.;
Gene McCarthy, Fergus Falls, Minn.; W. M.
Miller, Cloquet, Minn.; Paul Parrizo, Two
Harbors, Minn., and E. Hiller, Crookston, Minn. . . . Bob Ableson, king-pin
Paramount salesman, has little to do these
days since he has his territory practically
100 per cent sold. He just returned from
a vacation in Canada and will be sporting one of the swellest coats ever seen
on Filmrow, ’tis said.
in the Dominion.
Harry

He

Skirball up from

purchased

Stebbins Sells L000 Seats
For Two New Theatres
Kansas

Equipment

Co. has sold 500 new

to

aimed at his similar film, “Life.” The
two men aren’t even acquainted and
weren’t introduced here . . . Mike Panas,
Twin City Variety Club steward, is back
from a successful fishing jaunt and in the
best of drink-mixing condition as a result of his vacation . . . Harry Hirsch,
whose stock burlesque is prospering at
the Gayety Theatre, is driving a new
Packard. What with his theatre interest
and his association with Tony Stecher
in wrestling and roller derbies, Harry
keeps plenty busy these days.
That banquet which W. A. Steffes and
a group of other Twin City theatre men
will toss for Eddie Golden of Monogram
at the Hotel Nicollet here October 13
promises to be one of the year’s most
elaborate events of its kind. Tickets will
be $10 per person and the entire amount
will go for food and drink . . . M-G-M
screened “Boys Town” and the Big Leo
boys here are chortling over what they
declare to be another sure-fire smash hit.
It goes into the State shortly.
17, 1938

seats for

C. H. Badger, head of Stebbins, reports
also the sale of 500 new seats for George
Harttmann’s new State Theatre at Mound
City, Mo., which is being readied for
October 15 opening.
H. F. Strowig purchased a pair of Kaplan projectors from Stebbins last week
for installation in his Lyric at Abilene, Kas.

Des Moines

Hiland Debut

Tentatively Set lor Sept 21
Des

Hiland

Moines — Opening

Theatre

date

for the new

in Des Moines

has been

tentatively set by Tri-States for September 21.
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Great

Distribu-

bought

that beginning September 15 Monogram
will operate its own shipping depot at
the location formerly occupied by the Iowa
Film Depot. The building will be reconditioned and a sprinkler system installed.

SOUND

Co.

Phone:

Electric-Motiograph

817 Holmes

Film

have

Monogram Operating Its
Own Des Moines Depot

SUPPLIES

Ernest Amoneno,
1117 Cherry

Moines

Ringler’s interest in the company and sold
him the Omaha exchange together with
the Omaha territory franchise for Monogram pictures. The two will hereafter
be operated as separate units.
F. E. Judd was named president of the
new company in Des Moines. Details of
the transaction were not revealed except
that Fred Nesbit, vice-president of C. C.
Taft & Co. here becomes a substantial
stockholder and director of Monogram
Film Distributors, Inc.

FOR

KANSAS
AND

Moines — Monogram

tors of Des

DIRECTORY

A HANDY

EQUIPMENT

Monogram 'Divorce'

Des

Des

The theatre, estimated to cost $40,000
and seat 750 persons, is 50x130 feet and
modernistic in design. Morris Crew, formerly in charge of the Uptown Theatre
here, will be the manager.

A. A. Electric Machinery

Milwaukee

Des Moines, Omaha

Theatre

installation in Frank Weary’s new theatre at Richmond, Mo. Weary also operates the Ferris there.

the “Birth of a Baby” people for $350,000
damages, alleging unfair trade practices

: : September

Stebbins

it

look over “Birth of Baby” situation in
the territory. His path and that of Maurice Copeland, state rights’ distributor,
crossed at the Twin City Variety Club,
but without casualties. Copeland is suing

BOXOFFICE

City — The
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General Uptrend the "Go" Signal
To Minnesota Construction Boom

DES

MOINES

PARAMOUNT received a publicity break
for “Sing, You Sinners,” which has not
yet shown here, last Sunday with a color
picture of Bing Crosby and family on the
Register’s syndicated magazine

Minneapolis — A revival

of theatre

con-

struction impends in the territory in consequence of improvement in theatre business and optimism over the long-term
outlook, it is indicated.
Here in Minneapolis a number of new
neighborhood houses will be built if the
city council relents in its present policy
of refusing to grant any more theatre
permits on the grounds that the city
already is overseated.
H. L. Griffith has started anew his long
fight to obtain a permit to build a new
$150,000 neighborhood theatre in one of
the uptown exclusive business sections.
The council turned Griffith down a
number of times, but on two occasions
granted him a permit, only to rescind its
action later. The last time he lost out in
a mandamus court action to compel the

IL I M C O 1L N
^ALLY
the
horses, JOHNSON
so allowed couldn’t
the show resist
business
in Friend to take care of itself and came
down to place some money. When seen
he was carrying money up to the windows, but not much back . . . Sol Francis
and “Woody” (Danny) McCarthy in town
selling, but not buying . . . Alvin Hendricks, picking usherettes for the Varsity,
has seen so many young gals in the last
few days, he talks in his sleep.
Went with Bob and Barbara Livingston,
Frank and Jesse Zehrung, and Mrs. Boxoffice

to the

Omaha

“Boys

Town”

pre-

miere and was impressed with the fine
job done by Evert Cummings and his boys,
notably Bill Miskell and Eddie Forester.
Lincoln’s show row was pretty well represented at the premiere — Bob Huffman,
city manager for J. H. Cooper; Charlie and
Mrs. Shire, also Cooperites, on hand . . .
Harry and Mrs. Schiller were in from
Grand Island, both tickled pink that
Father Flanagan had allowed a platform
appearance of the Spencer Tracy-Maureen O'Sullivan-Mickey Rooney stellar
group at the Union Pacific station in
Grand Island . . . Maureen, at the Fontenelle Hotel, detached herself from a
group and came over for a ten-minute
chin-fest, renewing an acquaintance made
v/ith Boxoffice in Hollywood.
Biggest laugh of the week: Howard
Federer and T. B. Noble jr. gathering up
a gang of 22 people to razz Barney Oldfield on his appearance in the carnival
freak show, paying $5.20 admission, and
then finding he was through for the day.
Phil Harris is here Thursday, September 15 and Jimmy Dorsey, October 7 —
both playing ballroom dates . . . Wilbur
Cushman writes from Hollywood that outside of the lady dog’s having blessed
events, there’s no news with him.
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issuance of the license.
Now, however, Griffith is filing his application again and he has the support
of a number of labor unions. If he is successful on this occasion a number of others
have made known that they, too, will seek
permits to build new theatres which are
opposed by the Minnesota Amusement Co.
as well as by independent exhibitors.
Two new theatres definitely are scheduled for the Minneapolis suburbs. Work
will start next month on a new $60,000
700-seat theatre to be built by the Engler
brothers at Hopkins, Minn. The Englers
now own and operate the Royal there.
At St. Louis Park, local interests are
planning a new theatre. It is expected
this house would be operated by Harold
Field, owner of a large circuit of independent theatres in Iowa.

Comm' nw' Ith Manhattan
Opening Is Gala Affair
Kansas

City— Filmrow

deserted Thursday

was

practically

afternoon when

most of

the industry’s leaders departed for Manhattan. Kas., to help C. A. Schultz, O. K.
Mason, and other members of the Commonwealth Amusement Corp. family celebrate the opening of the rebuilt Wareham
Theatre. A special “streamliner” carried
many of those from Kansas City to Manhattan; many others drove.
Following the opening night program,

cover.

M-G-M nabbed an art layout inside the
section featuring Metro players showing
how to talk correctly and be beautiful at
the same time.
“Spawn of the North,” after showing a
week at the Paramount Theatre, drew a
four-day holdover at the Orpheum.
At first glance, startled visitors think
the open clam shell on the counter at the
Inland Film Express holds a tiny turtle.
Rudy Frank, advance man for Horace
Heidt, spent last week in Des Moines on
publicity for the band’s appearance at the
Paramount Theatre. The Heidt stage show
was billed for four days starting Friday.
Miss Helen Ankeny, former secretary at
GB, has resigned and gone to California.
A successor has not yet been named.
Two new girls were added to the force
at the Film Transportation Co. this summer . . . Chesteen Naylor and James Bennett are the proud papas . . . Roger Rose
traded his truck for a gun during the
Maytag strike in Newton, Iowa. He was
on national guard duty there. Bill Morgan vacationed at Okoboji.
Republic Pictures has closed a deal with
Central States for the entire 1938-39 product in all towns . . . Marian Temple of
Republic returned Monday from a week at
her home in Rock Island, III. . . . E. J.
Tilton, manager, is working Nebraska territory this week.

the feature of which was “Freshman Year,”
refreshments were served with Commonwealth as host.

Bill Evidon, booker at Columbia’s Minneapolis office, spent the Labor Day weekend in Des Moines with his brother, Mel,
who is branch manager here.

National Supply Eauips
Seneca , Chanute Houses

F. E. Judd, manager at Monogram, spent
September 2-3 at the Wisconsin Motion
Picture Industrial Reunion ayid Testimonial in Milwaukee . . . Everet Rushing
and
his ivife returned from Oklahoma
Tuesday.

Kansas

City — John

H. Kongs,

who

oper-

ates the Royal Theatre, Seneca, Kas., has
installed two new nroiectors. and new
sound equinment. Eauioment was furnished by the National Theatre Supply to
replace that destroyed or badly damaged
in the recent booth fire at the Royal.
National Theatre Supply also has installed new sound in Ray Walsh’s Mainstreet at Chanute, Kas.

Arthurs
Mason

City,

Complete
Ia. — Mr.

Home

and

Mrs.

Thomas

Arthur have just completed a new $30,000 home on the north shore of Clear
Lake near the camp grounds. Arthur is
manager of three Mason City theatres.

Takes
Clarence,

Mo.

Clarence
—

Mrs.

Green
Ota

Barow

has

taken over the operation of the Green
Theatre here from Virgil Green.

Harry Warren, general manager at Cenlakes. tral States, returned this week from the
Mrs. Syd Rose, wife of the Ross Federal
Checking local manager, is convalescing
at home following an operation.
Alice Johnson and H. E. Simons of
Bonaparte were Filmrow visitors . . . F.
R. McDaniel has bought Princess Theatre
at Massena from J. H. Pace . . . Frank
D. Rubel of Pioneer Theatre Circuit has
taken over the new Grundy Theatre at
Grundy Center . . . Emil Franke, manager
of the Orpheum in Des Moines, is on his
vacation.
A. C. Wilson, traveling auditor, was at
20 th Century-Fox. The local office holds
fourth place in the Kent Drive . . . S. J.
Mayer is still beaming over the fact that
“Alexander’s Ragtime Band” continues to
break all attendance records wherever
shown.
BOXOFFICE
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50 PER CENT CLIMB IN FIRST RUN GROSS
IN CLEVELAND IS ATTRIBUTED TO PRODUCT
License Ordinance
In Wauseon
Wcmseon,

Ohio— Town

council

Theatres

Overcome

Strong

Competition From
Air Races

has

Columbus,
week

approved
an ordinance
regulating motion picture theatres here. Provisions
require

that

obtain

a

annually

all

seating

for those

the

for houses

pacity of 500
those

operators

license,

with

persons
from

seating

of

fees
a

or

$15

seating

ca-

less,

500

to

1,000,

1,000

or

more.

Cleveland — First-run

theatres

being

$25
and

for
$50

chairman

in

this territory for the “Greatest Year”
movie drive, reports that 170 independent
theatres have pledged their financial support.
Theatres which have pledged are:
CLEVELAND — Alhambra,
Lexington, Metropolitan, Astor, Haltnorth, Heights, Plaza, Grand,
Norwood,
Lyric, Yale, Avalon, LaSalle, Regent,
Union, Commodore,
Mall, University, Circle, Lyceum, Cedar Lee, Euclid, Mt. Pleasant.
CANTON — Mozart,
AKRON — Liberty,
len, Royal, Forum.

McKinley,
Spicer,

Palace,

Rialto,

State.

Highland,

Al-

ASHTABULA
HARBOR,
Harbor;
ASHLAND,
Palace, Opera
House;
ALLIANCE,
Columbia,
Strand, Morrison; AMSTERDAM,
Star.
BUCYRUS,
Bucyrus, Southern; BEREA,
Berea;
BRYAN,
Temple; BELLAIRE,
Capitol; BARBERTON, Pastime; CUYAHOGA
FALLS,
Falls; CEL1NA,
Lake; CRESTLINE,
Hippodrome;
CHAGRIN FALLS, Falls; DEFIANCE,
Strand, Valentine; DELAWARE, Strand, Star; EAST
LIVERPOOL, Ceramic, Columbia, State, Star.
ELYRIA,
Capitol, New
Rivoli; DOVER,
State;
FOSTOR,
State, Civic; GIRARD,
New Mock; GTBSONBURG,
Del Lu; JEFFERSON,
Ames;
DELPHOS,
Capitol; FAIRPORT
HARBOR,
Lyric;
GALION,
State; FLUSHING,
Flushing; HICKSVILLE,
Huber.
KENTON,
Kenton; KENT,
Kent; LORAIN,
Lorain, Pearl, Grove, Ohio, Dreamland,
Elvira;
LIBSON,
Lincoln, Manos,
Rex;
LOUISVILLE,
Louis; LODI, Idol; LIMA, Quilna, Lyric.
MARTINS
FERRY,
Elzane, Fenray; MARYSVILLE, Avalon, Strand; MONTPELIER,
Kaufman, Paramount; MASSILON,
Grand;
MAPLE
HEIGHTS,
Maple
Heights; MEDINA,
Medina,
Princess; MARION,
Ohio; MOUNT
VERNON,
Vernon; NEW LONDON,
Karolyn.
NORTH
BALTIMORE,
Virginia; NORWALD,
Forum, Moose; NILES, Warner, Butler; ORWELL,
Temple;
PAINESVILLE,
Park, Utopia; PORT
CLINTON,
Madrid;
PAULDING,
Grand;
SEBRTNG,
Strand; STRUTHERS,
Ritz; SALEM,
State, Grand.
SHELBY,
Castamba, Shelby; STEUBENVILLE,
Grand; TOLEDO,
Palace, Savoy, Rivoli, Strand,
Avalon, Lyric, Pantheon, Eastwood,
Westwood;
TIFFIN,
Ritz, Tiffin, Grand;
TORONTO,
Rex,
Washington; URICHSVILLE,
Ohio, State, Lincoln.
UPPER
SANDUSKY,
Star; WILLARD,
Temple;
WARREN,
Post, Robins, Ohio, Harris; WADSWORTH, Strand, Star; VAN
WERT,
Van Wert,
Strand;
WOOSTER,
Wayne,
W.ooster, Opera
House;
YOUNGSTOWN,
Home,
Strand; WILLOUGHBY, Willoby; ZANESVILLE,
Grand, Imperial, Liberty, Quinby; VERMILION,
Liberty;
BELLEFONTAINE,
Holland; COSHOCTON,
MuWa-Tu; NAPOLEON,
State; RAVENNA,
Ravenna.
SHEA
CIRCUIT— AKRON,
Colonial; ASHTABULA, State, Casto; CAMBRIDGE,
Cort; CONNEAUT,
Ohio, State; DOVER,
Bexley; FREMONT.
Paramount;
GENEVA,
Shea’s; NEWARK,
Auditorium, Grand, Midland; NEW
PHILADELPHIA,
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business

went

up

approximately 50 per cent last week. Theatre operators attribute this increase directly to the picture product inasmuch as
the Quiz Contest was not sufficiently under way to account for the added attendance.

The 'Greatest Year'
Draws 170 Pledges
Cleveland — M. B. Horwitz,

Ohio Censors View 546
Reels in 5 Weeks

“Marie Antoinette” in its second week,
“Alexander’s Ragtime Band” in its fourth
week, “Carefree,” “Three Loves Has Nancy” and “Boy Meets Girl” all drew better than average business.
On the other hand, the National Air
Races attracted tremendous crowds over
the weekend, with attendance running over
250,000. In spite of this competition, all
of the downtown theatres had a good weekend and consistently good business during
the week.
The Quiz Contest is now well advertised
locally and there is a growing demand for
booklets.

Union;

YOUNGSTOWN,
VILLE, Weller.

Horwitz

Warns

Offering Quiz

Cleveland — A

Paramount,

Park;

ZANES-

against

adver-

of Ads
"Solutions"
warning

tisements that offer to sell alleged Movie
Quiz contest solutions has been issued to
exhibitors by M. B. Horwitz, local drive
chairman. Horwitz has contacted Cleveland newspapers, informing of the spuriousness of those ad offers, and advises
exhibitors throughout the territory to acquaint their local papers, for the purpose
of eliminating such ads.
Brinkmans
Grafton,

Reopen

W.

in Grafton

Va. — The

Opera

House,

closed for six weeks, reopened September
14. House, which is operated by Mr. and
Mrs. George Brinkman, has been redecorated.

55

Ohio — During

eliminations

reels

were

September
reels
July,

were

rejected
2.

reviewed

This

Cleveland — "Greatest
Year"
Drive
Chairman
M. B. Horwitz
advises that
Movie
made

Quiz
to

contest

fit the

automobiles

hoods

are

He

as possible
ments.

employes

urges
to

all

available

hibitors and their
Building.

announcements
of

as

secure

makes
to

all

at 211

first five

1938, and 575
nations in August,

ordered.

for the

24

Seven

week

compares

and

ending
with

349

eliminations

reels
1937.

with

27

in

elimi-

More in Michigan
In Film Campaigns
(Picture on page 122)
Detroit

—

Additional

houses

are

daily

joining the list of Michigan Theatres participating in the industry drive, according to Chairman Henderson M. Richey.
Michigan will have 250 theatres enrolled
and will subscribe about $25,000, Richey
predicted.
An important addition to the original
list is that of the 100 houses of the Butterfield circuit, omitted from the list of
58 houses because of sheer bulk. Butterfield seating capacity was listed at 88,282
in the last summary compiled.
An extension of playing and contest
time for the national drive has been requested by Richey from the national committee. Representations were made by
some local operators in this city that
many of the pictures will not be released
in time for the subsequent run houses to
get them by December 31, and Richey is
accordingly asking for extension to March
1. This would give all houses an opportunity to play at least 50 of the Movie
Quiz pictures. The usual protection time
for second and subsequent runs is being
maintained.

Union Again Meets
Pittsburgh — After

Movie Quiz Devices
For Automobiles

the

period in August, the Ohio censors reviewed 54G reels, from
which

a

layoff

during

the

summer months, members of the theatre
employes union, local B-12, will resume
regular meetings on Sunday, September 25,
at the Fort Pitt Hotel.
Film exchange employes union, B-ll,
meets the fourth Thursday of each month
at the Peoples Alliance.

of
ex-

Film

many

exhibitors

the

announce-

Builds in Flint
Detroit — A new

theatre

to seat 600 per-

sons is to be erected in Flint. Willard Johnson, who is a newcomer to show business,
is the prospective owner. Construction
is expected to start at once.
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WEST VIRGINIA MANAGERS ASS'N ENDORSES
OF FILM INDUSTRY
GOVERNMENT'S PROBE
All the Officers, Headed

by

S. J. Hyman, Re-elected
For Another Year
By ROBT.
White

fourth

P. KLINGENSMITH

Sulphur

annual

Springs,

convention

W.

Va. — The

of the West

Virginia Managers Ass’n, staged at the
Greenbrier Hotel, went on record with
an unqualified endorsement of the action of the United States department of
justice in the present investigation of the
motion picture industry. The two-day
convention was routine and consisted of
open forum discussions of tax situations
throughout the Mountain State, the tax
imposed by Ascap and of new bills “regulating the industry which may be presented at the next session of the legislature.”
All officers were re-elected for the ensuing fiscal year as follows: S. J. Hyman,
Huntington, president; W. H. Holt, Richwood, secretary and treasurer; J. C.
Shanklin, Ronceverte, convention chairman; vice-presidents re-elected were Mrs.
P. M. Thomas, Parkersburg; Richard
Marks, Clarksburg; N. B. Carskadon, Keyser; L. E. Rogers, Welch, and R. W. Phelan, Clendenin.
Membership

List

Growing

The association reported an increase in
membership over the past year and indications were that the organization would
add to its list. The selection of a place
for next year’s convention
by ballot at a later date.
West

will be decided

Virginia Managers Ass’n is composed entirely of independent exhibitors
and it is not affiliated with any national
organization. Action taken at the convention indicated that the organization
would remain unaffiliated, Secretary Holt
reported.
The one business session, with exhibitor
members only present, lasted for five
hours. Many questions pertaining to the
management and ills of the industry were
discussed pro and con. Thirty-five per
cent of the membership was in attendance
and the meeting was considered the best
and most important ever held by this
organization.
First day of the convention was devoted
to registration, socials and sports. Mrs.
P. M. Thomas of Parkersburg, chairman
of the ladies’ committee, drove the visiting
ladies to Ronceverte where they were entertained at a bridge tea in the summer
home of Mrs. J. C. Shanklin on the Greenbrier. Those attending were Mrs. Ferd
Middleburg, Logan; Mrs. C. P. Church,
Mannington; Mrs. Milton Levine, Mrs.
Hyman Banks and Mrs. L. K. Nabe of
Williamson; Mrs. J. F. Drebert, Boomer;
Mrs. Lewis ■ Lefton, Pittsburgh, and Mrs.
Joseph Fleshin, Charleston. The evening
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Facsimile

Prize

Checks

Boom

Quiz

Detroit — Henderson M. Richey, chairman of the Michigan "Greatest Year" committee; George W. Trendle, president of United Detroit Theatres, and David M.
Idzal, managing director of the Fox Theatre, called on Mayor Richard W. Reading
to present him with a duplicate of the checks to be awarded the prize winners.
The duplicates will be handled by the mayor and placed in escrow until the
close of the contest, when they will be released if they are won by any Detroiters,
and will be used as identification of the winners as well. The presentation of the
checks was well publicized in the papers.
A huge blowup of the grand prize check of $50,000 in the Movie Quiz Contest has been prepared by United Detroit theatres, and a sample is being placed
on display in every theatre lobby.

was taken up by dancing and a midnight
screening of RKO’s “Carefree.”
Sports again were enjoyed the morning
of the second day, and following the business session the climax was reached with
a sumptuous banquet in the Gold Room
with 60 members and guests participating.
Guest speaker was James Garfield Stewart, mayor of Cincinnati. Smith Ballew
and his Beverley Hill Billies entertained,
the 20th-Fox star serving as master of
ceremonies.
Among those present were:
Members— J. A. Russell, Alderson; Roy
Letsinger, Amherstdale; D. E. Brown,
Cabin Creek; C. E. Kuhn, Cameron; R.
W. Phelan, Clendenin; D. S. MacQueen.
Charleston; L. K. Rosenfeld, Dunbar; S.
J. Hyman, Huntington; N. B. Carskadon,
Keyser; J. D. Hughes, Killarney; P. L.
Dysard, Lewisburg; Ferd Middleburg,
Logan; Dr. and Mrs. C. P. Church, Mannington; A. R. Clemens, Montgomery; Mrs.
P. M. Thomas, Parkersburg; W. H. Holt,
Richwood; J. C. Shanklin, Ronceverte; J.
F. Drebert, Smithers; H. H. Robey, Spencer; Okey Ward, Summersville ; Lloyd
Rogers, Welch; Hymie Banks and Milton
Levine, Williamson; W. B. Hines, White
Sulphur Springs; Tom Anas, Weirton;
Rudy Skirboll, Yukon.
Others included: Mrs. D. S. MacQueen,
Lewisburg; Mrs. J. F. Drebert, Boomer;
Mrs. H. Banks, Mrs. L. K. Nabe and Mrs.
Milton Levine, Williamson; Mrs. J. C.
Shanklin, Harry Dolan and Miss Carrie
Beard, Ronceverte; Lee Johnson, Gauley
Bridge; Mrs. R. Letsinger, Amherstdale;
Mrs. A. R. Clemens, Montgomery; Ned
Mehrie, Charleston Theatre Supply Co.;
Mrs. Ferd Middleburg, Logan; Mrs. N. B.
Carskadon, Keyser; N. L. Mower, Roanoke;
Martin Wagner, Wagner Signs, New York;
L. K. Yassenoff, F. & Y. Building Service,
Columbus, Ohio; Lou Vogel, National
Screen Service, New York; Ross Williams,
Cincinnati; L. G. Gilbert, Bluefield; F. F.
Von Court, Princeton; Eddie Sontz, Poster
Supply, Cincinnati; from Pittsburgh were
Clarence Eiseman and James Nash, United
Artists; Mr. and Mrs. Lew Lefton and sons
and Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Fleshin, Monarch; C. C. Kellenberg, 20th-Fox.

Paper Appreciative
Of Remodeling Jobs
Detroit — Theatre

genuine community

modernization

as

a

service is appreciated

by responsible citizens, says a recent editorial in the Grand Rapids Press. This
paper devoted its leading editorial space
to a tribute to the Butterfield circuit for
the remodeling of two houses, recently reported in Boxoffice. The editorial commends modernization as a builder of community goodwill. It is titled “SALES
MEAN JOBS,” referring to the slogan of
a national campaign for better business
and more jobs. The editorial reads:
“The city of Grand Rapids benefits in several
ways from) the opening of the Center and Majestic theatres after extensive modernization programs.
“From
start to finish W. S. Butterfield Theatres, Inc., have made
the work
upon the two
theatres distinctly a
Grand
Rapids enterprise,
providing Grand
the city
mentpletion
houses.

Rapids jobs, and in their comcan boast two splendid amuse-

"Comprising one of the largest recent construction jobs undertaken here — started at a time when
further outlays represented courage in the face
of so many
retrenchments — the two-theatre project produced many
hours of employment
for
Grand Rapids professional men
and laborers.
"The modernization projects were designed by
a local architect; the seating was manufactured
in a local factory by local workers, and the construction phases of the work
were
engineered
and completed by local draftsmen, local heating
and ventilation experts and local labor.
"Through the jobs it afforded, the project assured more money for circulation in Grand Rapids— for it meant wages from hours of employment in Grand
Rapids factories, foundries, tanneries, upholstering workrooms,
millwork shops,
steel and glass supply houses, mirror and plating works, and even gravel pits. Then additional
wages, in turn, meant
more
money
for food,
clothing, shelter and transportation — more money
for the endless exchange of goods and services.
"Such a program should provoke added interest
in the ‘Sales Means
Jobs’ campaign.
It was a
practical example
of carrying out that slogan.
Sales mean jobs . . . and jobs mean more money
to spend . . . and more money
to spend means

more

jobs.’’

Scheuch

Joins Lake

Cleveland — Carl Scheuch,

Shore
formerly

with

Monogram Pictures, has joined the sales
staff of Lake Shore Sales Co., theatre
premium distributors.
BOXOFFICE
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WEST VIRGINIA INDEPENDENTS ORGANIZING;
. SEEK AFFILIATION WITH NATIONAL ALLIED
‘ Absolute
Clarksburg,

W.

Divorce

Va. — If

and

when

a

di-

vorce is achieved between production-distribution and exhibition it will be “a
genuine segregation and not a mere pretense,” Abram P. Myers, general counsel
of the Allied States Ass’n of Motion Picture Exhibitors, told the newly launched
Independent Theatre Owners of West Virginia convened in the Waldo Hotel here.
Basing his contention upon his own experience as the government’s leading figure in dissolution proceedings against the
Reading and Lehigh Valley combinations,
the Allied leader asserted that “an effective segregation can be achieved without undue injury to property rights.”
“These precedents — and others — have
long been established and I am amazed
that anyone could be silly enough to suppose that the department of justice would
depart from these precedents and agree
to a dissolution that doesn’t dissolve,”
said Mr. Myers.
Here to address the maiden gathering
of the independent unit that expects shortly to seek affiliation with Allied, Mr.
Myers predicted that when the government’s case is completed the motion picture industry “will emerge cleansed by
fire and in a healthier, happier condition
that it has been for many years. The
transition from a bonanza, with all the
gambling and recklessness that that word
implies, to a sound, normal, competitive
business will likewise have been completed.

Only/

Says

R. J. Hiehle Is President of
The New Exhibitor

Myers

The producer-distributors will concentrate
on the making of good pictures — enough of
a job for any one group — for sale in a
competitive market. Free and open — but
fair — competition will characterize the
business and a man will prosper or fail
according to his business acumen, his
energy and his talent or capacity for that
indefinable thing called showmanship.”
The hope for an early adjustment “of all
issues in controversy in a manner satisfactory to all parties in interest, including the government and the public groups,”
was sounded by the Allied counsel, who,
however, expressed regret that the producer-distributors had not sought “in cooperation with the bona fide (the emphasis the speaker’s) representatives of
the independent exhibitors a solution of
industry problems for submission to the
department of justice.” He referred to,
without outlining, a solution he asserted
would:
(1) Grant
hibitors.
a

(2) Place
basis of

security

to

the

independent

distributor-exhibitor
mutual
confidence

ex-

relations on
and
under-

standing-.
(3) Bring the industry into strict conformity with the law.
(4) Meet the reasonable demands
of the
religious, welfare and educational groups that
motion picture entertainment be responsive to
community
standards, preferences and
requirements.

A citation of the value of exhibitor organization and a plea for unity of the independent theatre owners concluded Mr.
Myers’ remarks.

Organization
Clarksburg,

W.

Va. — A

Barkers "Hawkers"
For the Shut-ins

S. E.

Sallan,

Variety

Club

is

plan-

ning to raise funds for the special shows
for shut-ins through the sale of new pocket
knives. Knives are to be sold by members
organized into 12 teams, with a general
team headed by Chief Barker William
Carlson, as well. Minimum sale price is
$1.00. Each knife is inscribed “Free Movies
to Shut-Ins— -Variety Club of Detroit.”
Quotas have been set to sell a minimum
of 1,200 knives. Chief Barker’s quota is
21 knives, and that of each member of his
team — Mayor Richard W. Reading, Jack
Dickstein, Duncan C. McCrea, Dave Diamond and Joe Watson— 15 each. The
12 other team captains have an individual
quota of 17, and their members, 15 each,
totaling to an even 1,200.
The dozen teams and their captains
(captains named first) are:
Team

No.

BOXOFFICE

1 — Alex

Schreiber,

William

[London,

Howard,

Frank

Team
No. 2 — Harold C. Robinson, Fred Frahm,
Carl Brooks, Wm.
Rick, Heinrich Pickert, Harry
S. Toy.
Team
No. 3 — Carl Buermele, Sam Barrett, Fred
DeLodder, Jack Adams, Joe Lenahan, Irv (Polly)
Pollard.
Team
No. 4 — William Flemion, B. L.
George Wilbur, Ben Wachnansky,
Wm.
Fred Dickley.
Team
No. 5 — Charles
Robert J. Mork, Harris
Moe Dudelson.

Detroit — Detroit

John

C. Perry,
Silverberg,

Kilbride,
Hurlbut,

Eddie
Ralph

Heiber,
Ruben,

Team No. 6 — Phillip L. Kaplan, Adolph & Irving
Goldberg, Jos. Portell, Wm.
B. Potts, Sam Ackerman, Thos. Ealand.
Team
No. 7 — Jack Stewart, Sol and Max Krim,
Mike
Chargot, Walter
Horstman,
Cam, Merritt,
Irv. Belinsky.
Team
No. 8 — H. M. Richey, G. W. Trendle, LeClair Gardner, Henry
Zapp, Jack
Haley, Sam
Seplowin.
Team
No. 9 — E. E. Kirchner, Ray Branch, Jim
Olsen, Frank Stuart, Walter Shafer, Art Robinson.
Team
No. 10 — J. Oliver Brooks, E. C. Beatty,
Geo. S. Berger, Thos. C. Wade,
James
Sharkey,
Carl Shalit.
Team No. 11 — J. E. Flynn, Frank Downey, Frank
Wetsman,
George
McArthur,
Max
Blumenibal,
Ben and Lou Cohen.
Team
No. 12 — Freddie
ler, Jos. M. Maloney,
Burriss, Ralph Holmes.

Theatrical

Schader, Walter W.
Robert L. Lohmar,

F.&A.M.

Detroit — Daylight

Lodge

Ful
Hal

Resumes
525,

F.&A.M.,

whose members are largely members of
the theatrical profession, has resumed
fall and winter activities.

independent

Officers elected by the unit: President,
R. J. Hiehle, Parkersburg; vice-president,
Richard D. Marks, Clarksburg; secretary,
Danny Davis, Lumperport; treasurer, Garland West, Buckhannon.
Myers

Addresses

Body

Addressing the body, Abram Myers, general counsel of national Allied, reviewed
the history of the independent theatre
owner, pointing out his struggle for recognition and culminating with remarks on
the government’s “monopoly” case filed
against major producer-distributors.
Other speakers were M. A. Rosenberg,
president of W. Pa. MPTO, and Fred
Herrington,
secretary of the same organization.
Initial fee for membership in the new
body is two cents per seat, with additional
assessments should they be necessary to
effectively carry out its program.
A membership drive, headed by Hiehle
and Davis, will be launched within the
next few weeks and the organization will
meet here again in about five weeks to
review its progress.
Membership

Harold Smiley,
Lorenzen.

new

exhibitor association, the Independent
Theatre Owners of West Virginia, was organized here Monday at the Waldo Hotel.
The group
tional Allied.will seek affiliation with na-

Committee

Membership committee members: C. L.
Sutton and son, Thomas; Mr. and Mrs.
H. H. Robey, Spencer; Garland West,
Buckhannon; B. P. Drey, West Union;
George Nelson, Fairmont; C. E. Kuhn,
Cameron; Charles Warner, Bridgeport;
Claude Robinson, Clarksburg; Mr. and
Mrs. Danny Davis, Lumberport; Dr. and
Mrs. C. P. Church, Mannington; R. J.Hiehle,
Parkersburg; George Sallows, Morgantown;
Mr. Frankhauser, Morgantown; Mr. and
Mrs. Richard Marks and Jack Marks,
Clarksburg; Frank M. Frye, Weston; C.
B. Hall, Parkersburg, and Joe Jeeney,
Clarksburg.
Among those guested at a banquet in
the evening: Ken Woodward and C. Jakobi, Uniontown, Pa.; Jules Lapidus, GN;
Lew and Milt Lefton, I. T. Sweeney, Monarch; Jim Thorpe, 20th-Fox; Charles Kosco and Art Levy, Columbia; Mark Goldman, Monogram; Joe Kaliski, GB; Bob
Dunbar, Vitagraph; Jack Mundstuck,
M-G-M; Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Morton, NTS;
Frank France, Superior M. P. Supply; William L. Brown and William R. Brown,
Tarentum, Pa.; Clarence Eiseman and
James Nash, UA, and Joseph Raad, Salem,
W. Va.
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Grosses Rally for Subsequents;
Movie Quiz Boon to First Runs
Detroit — Business

in local theatres

has

jumped up about 30 per cent over the
figures for four to six weeks ago, and
appears to be staying at the new level
pretty consistently. This is still far from
normal — in fact, 25 to 30 per cent below
on the average — but enough of an improvement to be encouraging to most operators.
The biggest part of the steady buildup
appears to have gone to neighborhood
houses rather than the downtown theatres. The principal exception has been in
the case of Movie Quiz films, which are
just beginning to draw at the first runs,
while they are just on the point of reaching second runs now. Outstanding films
have made their own laws, however, as
“Alexander’s Ragtime Band,” which more
than doubled what would be considered
normal business in good times at the Fox.

Michigan's Upstate
Grosser Improving
Detroit — Theatre

business

upstate

has

taken a decidedly favorable upturn over
the weekend, if reports of visiting exhibitors are reliable samples. Sunday business, despite warm, clear weather favorable to outdoor amusements, was about
25 per cent better than on other recent

Sundays,
day.

and it continued

good on Mon-

These general trends were confirmed by
personal observation of houses in smaller
towns of southwestern and southern
Michigan over the weekend, while among
the exhibitors arriving here with optimistic tales were Earl Annett of the Durand
Theatre at Durand and Rene Germani of
the Majestic at Monroe. This improvement appears to apply especially to the
smaller spots.
Detroit city business did not show as
big an upturn, although there was some
improvement in general, particularly in
the neighborhood theatres.

Dicker for Albion
Detroit — Deal

for the Albion

Ann

O'Donnell
— Ann

CAPACITY

house greeted United Art-

ists’ preview of “Drums” at the Mayfair . . . Manager Joe Goetz has fired the
first shot in the seventh anniversary celebration of the Paramount Theatrg, set
for September 23. A civic committee has
been formed and a formal ceremony is
forecast.
Paramount’s Joe Oulahan and Mayor
James J. Stewart flew to White Sulphur
Springs to attend the West Virginia Exhibitors’ Ass’n convention. The Cincinnati
mayor was guest speaker at the banquet.
Gene Lutes, Capitol, State and Grand
theatres, Frankfort, visited here. Ethel
Sparks, Leeds, Winchester, also was here
. . . Phil Chakeres was to open his new
Colony at Hillsboro September 15 with
"The Rage of Paris” . . . “Riney” Hiehle
was to open his Burwell at Parkersburg,
W. Va„ on the same day.
Bob

has

been

delayed, and is still being negotiated. Under the proposed transfer, the house would
pass from Julius Fodor to the Krim Brothers of Detroit.

Detroit

CINCINNATI

Handles

Contest

O’Donnell,

manager

Monarch

of

Pictures, is taking over representation of Theatre School Night for this
territory. This is a new giveaway contest
with weekly prizes for each theatre.

Drew has resigned from Big Features, Cleveland, to represent Monogram
in West Virginia and Kentucky. Drew was
once connected with Republic . . . M-G-M’s
Bob Wiegel is vacationing in New Orleans and Leo’s Tede Watkins has resigned due to her approaching marriage,
October 2, to Bob Kroger. Lillian Miller,
has also resigned.
J. J. Maloney, M-G-M district manager,
was here this week . . . “Red” Devanney
is pointing with pride to Metro’s “Boys’
Town,” Blue Ribbon winner of ParentTeachers’ Magazine.
Robert

and Donald

Jacques, twin sons

of Stanley Jacques, popular RKO manager, are leaving for Southern California
University. They will study “ Cinematographya course dealing with the production of motion pictures. En route they
will stop at the Grand Canyon.
Lee Goldberg, prexy of Big Features,
left for Cleveland to make arrangement
for the opening of offices there ... Jay
Goldberg has entered the University of
Wisconsin.
Big Features has taken over distribution
of “ Trailing the Jaguar” for Ohio, Indiana,
Kentucky and Tennessee . . . J. White,
delaying opening of his new colored house
at Lockland, expects to have the theatre
going by November 1.
Virgil Jackson, Columbus, has joined
forces with Maurice Chase in the new
theatre going up here at Reading Rd.
and Union St. . . . Roy E. Wells will open
his new St. Paul Theatre here.
Mr. and Mrs. Emil George of the Brown
Theatre, Wapakonetka, have returned from
their honeymoon, spent on the coast . . .
Monogram’s Bill Onie is praising the Tex
Ritter western, “Starlight Over Texas” . . .
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Hinkle, Roxy Theatre,
Huntington, W. Va., were here.

As the service staffs of the United Detroit circuit’s downtown theatres
combined in the lobby of the Michigan Theatre to receive their consignments
of the Movie Quiz booklets for “Motion Pictures’ Greatest Year” campaign.
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Billy Bien, Theatre Poster Supply, is
chairman of the special charity fund committee, which hopes to raise $10,000 this
year.
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TJOB

FISHER,

distributor

of all the fight

pictures to come

into this territory, has
busy campaigning for Captain Edward Deniston, Republican candidate for
sheriff.

been

Bill Hendricks, of the United Detroit
publicity staff, has acquired a reputation
as a plumber in his spare time.
Mildred Harris Chaplin, screen star, is
in town for a personal appearance at the
Avenue

Theatre, under the policy of augmented attractions just introduced by
Chamage and Rothstein.

Top price at the Palms-State Theatre
was not cut to 40 cents as stated recently
in Boxoffice, due to a misunderstanding .
The present schedule of the house is:
Weekdays, 30 cents to 6:30; 50 cents to
closing; Saturdays: 40 cents to 5:00, 50
cents to closing; Sundays and holidays:
40 cents to 1:00, 50 cents to closing. The
weekday matinee price was dropped from
35 cents to- 30 cents.
The special Movie Quiz symbol is being
used by all United Detroit Theatres houses
to mark the pictures on their bills qualifying for the Quiz. It is placed in all
newspaper advertising opposite the film
title, and is important in drawing attention— and patronage — to such films.
Frances Langford, who flew in here from
Baltimore to appear at the Michigan State
Fair Coliseum, made a hurried exit. After
her 9:00 p. m. appearance, she left by
plane without waiting to remove her makeup to report on the UA lot in Hollywood
at 10 o’clock the next morning . . . Henry
Armetta, screen star, also was an interested visitor at the Fair.
M. McCusker, business agent of Local
5, International Association of Operating
Engineers, has moved headquarters back
to the Fox Theatre
David Stott Bldg.

Bldg. — formerly

in the

The Detroit Ushers Ass-’n, of which
Johnny Krivo of the Fox was president,
has just dropped out of existence, inquiries
this week disclosed.
J. Ollie Brooks, Butterfield head booker,
has been spending the past week up in the
state, going around the circuit.
air conditioning system is being installed in the Detroit Film Laboratories
and Charles M. Voelker, president, states
all work will be completed within the next
ten days.

Pittsburgh Independents Renew
Contracts With Operator Inion
Alexander

Reports Use

Pittsburgh — Approximately

Of Commercials Growing
Pittsburgh — June

Baker,

district

mana-

ger for Alexander Film Co. of Colorado
Springs, producers of commercial flims,
reports that the number of theatres in
the territory using these “playlets” are
on the increase. Members of the local
Alexander sales staff include Frank Windstein, veteran Pittsburgh film man, who
is covering part of the city area, with
John

Demetrius handling other local accounts; E. J. Malins, covering the Beaver
Valley, is a recent addition; W. H. Bicket
is the representative east of Pittsburgh;
Paul

D. Hollen, of Buckhannon, represents the advertising films in northern
West Virginia, and J. E. Van Name is the
southern West Virginia agent.
Baker

was

here

in Huntington,
cuit deals.

W.

from

his headquarters

Va., to close some

W.

Conrow,

president

of

Altec Service Corp.; George Carrington,
general manager; and Stanley Hand, staff
representative en route to Chicago from
New York, paid a short visit here. Fred
G. Dickely, district manager, was host to
the executives who are on a tour of inspection.
Altec

recently

installed

new

equipment

at Robert Peltier’s remodeled Bijou at
Mount Clemens and in the Associated
Theatres’ new house at Wyandotte. Other
houses for which Altec provided equipment
recently include the Lafayette Theatre,
Lafayette, Ind.; Court Theatre, Wheeling,
W. Va.; Falmouth, Falmouth, Ky.; Pastime,
Falmouth, Ky.; Main, Cincinnati; Palace,
Mansfield, Ohio,
burg, W. Va.

and

Burwell

local

in-

Eighty-five per cent of the theatres
gave slight increases in wages, according
to Larry Katz, representative for the
IATSE. Theatres paying the highest wage
under the old contract were not asked to
make increase, it is understood.
The local theatres unsigned are special
cases where
modeled.

the properties

are being

re-

Following the negotiations only one theatre was picketed and this was short lived
as the exhibitor entered into a new contract the next day.
Circuit theatres did not negotiate contracts this year, the agreement not expiring until next summer.

cir-

Altec Executives Stop in
Detroit on National Tour
Detroit — L.

100

dependent exhibitors have signed new
wage agreements with the Moving Picture
Machine Operators Union, IATSE, Local
No. 171, with only two or three theatres
not signed early this week.

Chakeres ' Colony Theatre
At Hillsboro Makes Bow
Hillsboro,

Ohio — Chakeres’

new

Col-

ony Theatre made its bow to citizens of
Hillsboro, Thursday evening with a special
dedication program. The beautiful $75,000
structure seating 800 was formally presented to the city by Phil Chakeres, president of the theatre company. Mayor Joe
W. List made the speech of acceptance.
Many

out-of-town

exhibitors

and

film

trade men attended. Also “good will”
delegations of approximately 50 prominent
persons from each of the cities, in which
Chakeres theatres are operated, were
present.
“Rage of Paris” was the feature film
attraction. There also was a 30-minute
musical program and a brief talk by
Humorist

Thurman

“Dusty”

Miller.

at Parkers-

An

Product of the Cross Machine Shop,
Detroit, manufacturers of carbon saving
devices, is now being promoted in Oklahoma and other cities of the western territory. Orders still continue to come in
in nice quantity from the southern section,
says Wallace Cross, head of the company.
Robert Peltier has set September 21 as
the date of reopening of the Bijou Theatre, Mount Clemens, under its new name
of Jewel . . . Chester Hill, maintenance
engineer

at Associated Theatres’
(Continued on page 126)
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new

Ray Allison Will Reopen
In Beaverdale Sept . 18
Beaverdale,

Pa. — The

Rivoli

Theatre

will

be opened Sunday, September 18. Ray
Allison, operator of the Rivoli circuit, with
headquarters at Cresson, Pa., announced
this week. The Rivoli is the old GlobeMoose Theatre which has been extensively remodeled and renovated. Redecorating
was handled by Charles Topper, scenic
artist. New seats, projectors and the
sound system have been installed.
in capacity is around 500.

Seat-

Formerly operated by Steve Maurer, Allison acquired the house several months
ago.

PERMANENT construction that means
THE F&Y
lowest upkeep
first cost.

cost

at

a

Write
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SERVICE
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Wholesale Shifting
Of UDT Personnel
Detroit — Whole

series of shifts of mana-

gers and assistants has just been completed by United Detroit Theatres. The
earlier changes occurred a few weeks ago,
but have just now been officially confirmed, following final appointments in the
series.
Donald Kuhn, manager of the Rosedale,
and Claude Deardorff, manager of the
Riviera, exchanged posts. C. E. O’Brien
has been made assistant manager at the
Alger, replacing Joseph Bonino, who is now
assistant at the Vogue. James Easson,
former assistant at the Vogue, is in the
same post at the reopened United Artists,
where he replaces Gilbert Green, who is
promoted to manager of the Regent.
Clark Fields, former Regent manager,
has the same job at the Ramona, replacing Harold Brown, who has joined the
booking department as assistant to Henry
P. Zapp. Howard Wells is assistant at the
Ramona, replacing Henry Kunzel. Seymour
Gruber is the new assistant at the Annex,
replacing Cyril Varndon who is assistant
at the Palms-State. H. Miller, former assistant at the Palms-State, is now at the
Rosedale. Rufus Shepard, former manager
of the now closed Madison, has taken
Asher Shaw’s place at the Vogue, with
Shaw taking over the United Artists. At
the Michigan, ace house of the circuit,
Bud Miller, second assistant, has resigned.
Exploitation
Detroit

Film at Palms-State

— Dezel

Roadshow

Attractions

booked “Paroled From the Big House” into
the Palms-State Theatre for a first-run.

POSSIBILITIES for a Filmrow Bookers
Club are being discussed here . . . Another social organization which may prove
to be a popular one is tentatively spoken
of as the Filmrow Studio Guild, an association to be formed for the presentation
of several plays which will employ the
talents of those engaged with film selling,
booking, billing, shipping, etc.
An act of Pennsylvania’s 1937 legislature
requiring gasoline station operators to set
up standard prices and preventing them
from granting premiums or rebates as an
inducement to attract trade has been declared “unconstitutional and void” by the
Dauphin county court. To date the State
has not filed exceptions. The court held
that the practice of giving premiums, or
stamps which could be redeemed for cash,
was entirely legal since the stamps were
used to “encourage cash sales and to stimulate business.”
The Harry Rachieles have moved into
their new Fox Chapel home. He is the
Sharpsburg and Derry exhibitor . . . Mrs.
Catherine Blatt, mother of the Blatt
brothers circuit operators, who is known
far and wide as “The Governor,” is visiting at the home of the Charles Blatts
in Somerset from her home in East Brady.
R. J. Jeffries, the Burch popcorn machine representative, is back in the territory telling exhibitors that the corn is
popping better than ever.
The Harris Amusement Companies were
linked last week with the reported sale
of the Pittsburgh Pirates baseball club
franchise and club property in Oakland by
a St. Louis sports paper. Although no
name was published, the Sporting News
identified the possible purchaser as “a
prominent resident of Pittsburgh who made
a fortune in the motion picture business
and who has been backing various sporting enterprises without getting his name
in the papers.” Frank J. Harris denied
that the Harris enterprises are concerned.
Last week also found Harris spokesmen
denying that this company would reopen
the old Aldine, Theatre Liberty Ave.,
Pittsburgh. Loew’s lease recently expired
and workmen started renovating the property. That the Aldine was to be reopened
was first published in these columns several weeks ago. In film circles it is reported that the Harris enterprises will
have another city house, probably not the
Aldine, but another new property.
E. S. “Jim” Thorpe, 20 th-Fox’s local
southern territory sales representative, is
leading the U. S. and Canada in the 6th
annual S. R. Kent advance rentals drive.
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STANLEY STAGE AND
EQUIPMENT
South

Don D’Carlo, theatrical booker with
Filmrow headquarters, staged a fine show,
gratis, at Cascade Park, New Castle, last
Friday evening, for the benefit of St.

State

Street,

LIGHTING

Chicago,

Illinois

in

Fidelis Seminary, Herman, Pa. D’Carlo reports that there is a new demand from
theatre operators for amateur acts.
Variety Club chairmen for the week of
September 18: Maurice Spitalny, Sunday;
(Continued on page 126)

UDT Capitol Mag
Go to Marmorstein
Detroit — A

strong

possibility that

the

Broadway-Capitol Theatre, at present operated by UDT, may be released to Max
Marmorstein, partner in the Circle Theatre of Cleveland, and erstwhile operator
of the Cinema here, was affirmed by the
latter in talks held here with film distributors.
The house at present is operated as a
subsequent run. It seats 3,448 and is the
third largest in downtown Detroit. A combination film-stage show policy is very
likely for the house under Marmorstein’s
operation. September 30 has been suggested as the release date.
Speculation locally is to the effect that
the United Detroit circuit would move its
subsequent run policy into the Madison
upon surrendering the Broadway-Capitol.
The Madison, now closed, was run as a
first run last season.

Schultz , Kaplan Remodel
Newly Acquired Theatre
Cleveland — Nate

Schultz

and

Meyer

Kaplan, who recently formed a new booking combine, have taken over the Savoy
Theatre, Cleveland, from the former owners, Max Lefkowich and Meyer Fine. They
are closing the house for two weeks to
permit redecorating. New sound, lamps
and screen are being installed by National Theatre Supply. Remodeling will
cost around $10,000. Schultz and Kaplan
operate the Arion and Waldorf jointly.
Schultz operates the Union, while Kaplan
has the Crown and Superior.

Frank Wesley Huss Dies
Following Long Illness
Cincinnati — Frank

Wesley

Huss

sr.,

president of Associated Theatres, died at
his home here, 3808 Country Club Place,
Sunday, after several months’ illness.
Huss, a native of New Orleans, was a
pioneer in the motion picture business
and has been active in Cincinnati for the
past 40 years as a chain operator.
The widow. Mrs. Louise Huss, and one
son, Frank W. Huss jr., associated with
his father, survive.

New

Lake Shore Deals

Cleveland — Lake

Shore

Sales Co., thea-

tre premium distributors, announces it has
closed deals for dishes with the Jennings
and Superior theatres, Cleveland, and
the Majestic Theatre, Akron. The Ohio
Theatre, Cambridge, has contracted for
“Zippo,” kiddy matinee booster, and IngoBikes have been contracted for by MuWa-Tu in Coshocton and the Union Square,
Cleveland.
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Detroit's Janitors
Seek Theatre Pact
Detroit — Detroit

Theatre

and

Amuse-

ment Janitors Ass’n is seeking a general
contract with the principal Detroit theatres, according to Edward Perry, who is
president of Local 153, having an affiliated jurisdiction in the hotel and office
building field under the same Building
Service Employes International. Organization in the janitors’ field among theatres
here has been in progress for about a year.
The exact number of houses signed up
has not been disclosed.
Contracts are made on a two-year basis,
with the provision of an automatic renewal for a third year if neither party
serves notice to the contrary. However,
the contracts with different theatres each
expire on a different date, rather than on
a uniform date, usually September 1, as in
the case of most of the other theatrical
unions.

Klinger
of the
WITZ,
owitz
BERKO
IS r-Berk
and
circuit,
theatre
Stotte
jyjORR
Mrs. Berkowitz last week celebrated their
25th wedding anniversary with a dinner
for 75 relatives and friends in Jade Room
of Fenway Hall Hotel.
Bingo, sold by Movie Sweepstakes, opened
this week at the Orpheum Theatre, Battle
Creek, Mich. Deal was set by J. H. Ross,
president of the Javis Theatre Co., operating theatres in Battle Creek and Lansing.
Visitors: Sam Reichblum who reports
business in East Liverpool is like a Roman
holiday; Bob Menches of Akron, saying
that there’s a slight increase in attendance
in his town; Max Reinhart, putting the
finishing touches to his Mozart Theatre
which, after a complete face-lifting job,
opened for business again last Wednesday.
Art Himmelein, one-time Sandusky exhibitor, plus a new crop of stories and
minus about 20 pounds, has moved into
Cleveland for the winter. He has several
plans in the making . . . Martin Printz has
booked “The Birth of a Baby” for an extended run at the Alhambra Theatre

Walter J. Woznack and
Gladys Welland to Wed
Pittsburgh— -Walter

J. Woznack,

assist-

ant to T. R. Gilbert at the New Oakland
Theatre, and Miss Gladys Weiland, daughter of the A. A. Weilands, one of the
pioneer names in distribution and exhibition here, will be married Thursday
morning, September 22, at the St. Canice
R. C. Church, Knoxville.
The groom was formerly associated with
the Warner Bros, and the Weiland Theatres, and the bride has served as cashier
at her father’s theatres. A honeymoon
in New York will follow the wedding.

C. A . Warner Completes
Remodeling at Franklin
Circleville,

W.

Va. — C. A. Warner,

vet-

eran exhibitor, who is the local postmaster, general store keeper and dealer in
pelts, has remodeled his theatre at Franklin and the house is scheduled for reopening within a few days. Warner has reseated the Franklin house and has installed new projectors and sound equipment from National Theatre Supply.
In addition to Warner’s Circleville and
Franklin houses, he operates a theatre
at Monteray.

Ohio Cities Get to See
Metro's Marionette Show
Cleveland — Metro’s

traveling marionette

show, the truck-mounted “Moviette,” will
visit Ohio cities, starting September 26, on
its nationwide tour.
Ravenna, Medina and Wooster will be
the first stops for the traveling theatre,
which displays scenes from “Marie Antoinette.” On September 27 Mt. Vernon,
Delaware and Bucyrus will be paid a visit
and on the 28th VanWert, Ohio.
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starting September 22. This is the picture’s first subsequent run local showing
since its initial 6-week engagement at the
Hanna Theatre.
Bob

Bial of Art Guild Studios is back

from the Sign Painters convention in Chicago just bursting with new ideas to spring
on the local theatre gentry . . . Jerome
Lamm, six-foot-tall son of Julius Lamm,
manager of Uptown Theatre, was graduated last week from Ohio State University with a degree of Master of Science
and Journalism.
“Wahoo” is to be the countersign at the
New Park Theatre, Mansfield, which was
to open September 18. George Delis, owner, bought the game from Jack Greenbaum, territorial distributor . . . The Corlett Theatre, Cleveland, belonging to the
Paul Gusdanovic chain, has shifted from
its summer two-day policy to full time.
Ray Allison, manager of the Shaker Theatre, has returned from his recent vacation in Texas, sorely in need of a rest . . .
Sidney Dannenberg is reported convalescing from his recent illness and is expected home from New York.
R. Reid is here from Chicago handling
territorial distribution of the picture,
“Marihuana” . . . Frank Boyd, affectionately known as the American Seating
Co. man, has installed new chairs in the
Doan and Liberty theatres here and will
install new chairs in the Embassy ( formerly the Cameo) as soon as the building
is ready, which will be later in the month.

Two Would Enter
Cleveland Suburb
Cleveland — Euclid,

Cleveland

suburb

Later, the Fine & Kramer Realty Co. reports that it has plans for a $175,000
theatre and office building on Lake Shore
Blvd. at East 216th St. Both groups own
and operate large independent circuits.
Impetus is given to independent theatre
owners to build new houses, it is stated,
by reason of the fact that the federal
suit now pending against the producersdistributors, is halting any expansion of
affiliated operations.

F&Y Is Building a Sixth
Unit for C. A • MacDonald
Ada,

Ohio — The

F&Y

Construction

Co.

of Columbia has started the construction
of the new Ada Theatre, the sixth in the
of Clarence A. MacDonald of Columbus, who also operates the Arlington,
Westmont, Cleve, Southland and Thurmania theatres in that city.
group

Leo Yassenoff, an official of the construction firm, announced here that the
F&Y Building Service has opened or has
under construction 11 new houses since
December 15, 1937.

Panopoulos Renovating
Belington Grand Theatre
Belington,

W.

Va. — John

Panopoulos

has been busy for a number of weeks
renovating and re-equipping the old Grand
Theatre here. The name of the house will
be changed, according to Panopoulos, former theatre operator at New Cumberland,
W. Va., for a number of years.
Among the house improvements are new
chairs, projectors and sound system.

Build Up Poor Nights with

BINGO

Lou Walters, headman of National Theatre Supply Co., is back home after a twoweek vacation that took him as far west
as St. Louis . . . Bob Glennie, in charge
of the booking department of Cooperative
Theatres of Ohio, isn’t hiding behind those
dark glasses to escape his fans. He’s protecting two very black eyes received as a
result of a recent holdup by a couple of
slugs on Walnut Ave.

a

which has never had a motion picture theatre of its own, is now promised two of
them. Whether both or either of the projects now on the fire go ahead depends
upon the result of a public hearing on two
proposed zoning adjustments scheduled to
be heard October 3.
James E. Scoville, John D. Kalafat and
Howard Reif announced plans to build a
1,500-seat de luxe motion picture theatre
on Lake Shore Blvd. and East 225th St.
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Independent Theatres’ Day, M. A. Rosenberg, chairman, Monday; Charles Kurtzman, Tuesday; Art England, Wednesday;
Charles Baron, Thursday; Mr. and Mrs.
Clarence Eiseman, Friday; H. Feldman,
Saturday. Week of September 25: Bernie
Armstrong, Sunday; Harris Theatre Day,
James G. Balmer, chairman, Monday;
Bill Green, Tuesday; M. Gallagher,
Wednesday; Elmer Ecker, Thursday; Mr.
and Mrs. Sam Fleishman and Mr. and
Mrs. Al Glazer, Friday; Jake Soltz, Saturday.
Mrs. Orlo Heckler, wife of the Ho'.sopple exhibitor, recovering from a serious
illness at a Windber hospital, is recuperating at the home of her brother, Wernerd Kough, Windber exhibitor.

Larry Katz, IATSE international representative of this city and Harrisburg , was
in attendance Sunday, September 11, at

'Cash Games' Halted
In Cuyahoga Falls
Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio — Bango, a variation of Bingo, played in two theatres
here, has been ruled out by Mayor J. W.
Haines as he ordered all forms of ; ambling
banned here.
Mayor Haines gave permission to E. F.
McBride, manager of the Falls and Alhambra theatres, to hold Bango parties
this week, after which the games will be
discontinued, McBride said.
Bango is played by patrons punching
holes in a card when numbers of the
card correspond to numbers called out by
the game operators.
The Falls gambling ban followed similar bans in Akron and the county where
the

lid is now
ing to police.

an operators’ conference at Reading. Union
executives of Lebanon, Lancaster, Harrisburg and Reading were present.
About

180,000 paid admissions were registered at the Harris-Alvin Theatre dur-

ing the four-week engagement of 20thFox’s “Alexander’s Ragtime Band.” This
is a new house record for attendance,
gross and length of engagement.

Several weeks ago we reported that Milt
Broudy of the Columbia exchange accessory department had enrolled for night
classes at Pitt. Now he is joined by Melvin Barrett of the Paramount accessory
department who will take the same course.
Milt has arranged his studies so that he
will be able to participate with the Filmrow Bowling League on Friday evenings.
Paramount
Peggy
She

Latta

executives

to New

York

have

invited

for a screen

test.

is the daughter of C. J. Latta, assistant to Harry Kalmine, WB zone mana-

ger.

Police are seeking a well-dressed and
soft-spoken young man who held up four
persons in the office of the State Theatre, Washington, Pa., early last week and
fled with receipts estimated at $1,400.
N. E. Petroske, business agent for
IATSE, Local No. 628, Charleroi and
Monessen, was a recent Filmrow visitor
.

.

. Freddie Bartholomew’s personal appearance at the Stanley has been set back
tc the week of October 28. Ted Lewis
comes October 21. Horace Heidt is set for
the Armistice Week bill. Coming soon will
be Dick Foran.

Marcia Cohen of the United Artists Exchange and Larry Kranz of Triangle Poster Co. are expected back from a honeymoon in Chicago this week.
Our

sympathy

to

Larry

Puglia,

the

Waynesburg exhibitor, and members of h's
family, on the death last week of his
daughter who had been ill for many
months.

Andy Battiston, local exhibitor and politician, used showmanship in staging a po-
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“clamped

tight,” accord-

Another for Shea
East Philadelphia, Ohio — Shea Theatres, which operate the Bexley at Dover,
near here, and many others throughout
Ohio, have taken title to a site on Main
Street for a new house to be built in the
spring. T. K. Harris Real Estate agency
of Canton was the broker.

A

Record

DETROIT
(Continued

from

page

123)

Wyandotte Theatre at Wyandotte, has resigned to take over the same post, which
nial.
he formerly held, at Ray Schreiber’s ColoH. A. Proulx, owner of the Au Gres Theatre at Au Gres, is installing a new rectifier. The deal was sold by National Theatre Supply Co.

Mrs. Mary Greenley, mother of Lou
Greenley, state representative for Monogram Pictures, died Sunday, September
11, at her home

illness.

W. J. Turnbull,

in Cleveland

National

after a long

Theatre

Supply

manager, is enthusiastic about coming
business these days . . . W. A. Scully,
general sales manager, and E. T. (Peck)
Gomersall, western district manager for
Universal, came in town Monday for a
short visit.

Irving Zussman, owner of Metro Premium Co., was in town last Thursday en
route west with some new sample of
Beautyware . . . Al Dietz of the New
Haven office is spending the week with
Manager Nat Hasse here.
E. V. Smith, salesman for McArthur
Theatre Equipment, has resigned. George
McArthur is making a series of brief
goodwill tours through the state . . .
Must be catching. Pearl M. Sprott, Allied
Theatres’ office manager, was upstate the
first of the week, and Lloyd Hammond is
leaving on a tour to start booking of his

in Mexico

Mexico City — A weekend record of 27,000 pesos was garnered by Walter Wanger’s UA release, “Algiers,” at the Alameda Theatre here.

new tieup, “Film Fumbles” . . . Hammond
Studios have added Lloyd Johnson, newcomer to the industry, to the technical
staff.

litical rally and banquet at Mission Inn,
Latrobe, last Friday night. It was Westmoreland county’s greatest political affair,
attracting 2,000 of the good and faithful
Democrats.

W. R. Stebbins is completing repainting of most exchange offices, and is taking one of the elevators out of service for
a few weeks for complete overhauling ,
after which the other one goes out. Just
buzz extra hard for speedy service!

Variety

Club

Date

Book:

Monday

Din-

ners— September 19, Independent Theatres’
Day; September 26, Harris Theatre Day;
October 3, Columbia Day, Art Levy and
Joe Gins; October 10, IATSE Day, Ben
Brown and Larry Katz; October 17, Warner Day, October 24, Ross Federal Service,
H. C. Lund; October 31, RKO Day, George
Lefko. Family Nights (Fridays); September 23, Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Eiseman;
September 30, Sam Fleishmans and Al
Glazers; October 7, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
Gins; October 14, Mr. and Mrs. Burtus
Bishop jr.; October 21, Mr. and Mrs. Benny
Steerman; October 28, Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Kalmine. Election Day, October 10; 10th
Annual Banquet, October 30.

H. R. Cromwell’s new theatre at Bedford, Pa., first reported here some weeks
ago, is under construction and is being
built of stone. Seating capacity will be
500.

W.

M.

Braziel

is the

architect

Penn,

as guests at the screening of “You
Take It With You” last week.

Can’t

Robert Thompson, formerly M-G-M
booker here, who lately went to Cleveland,
has been transferred back to Detroit,
with three boys now working on the desk
here.
Mrs. Clark Baker, wife of the Columbia
booker, is receiving good wishes from boys
around

the Film Bldg, for her speedy convalescence in the hospital . . . Clive Waxman, RKO office manager, was ill with a
cold the first of the week . . . George
Custer jr., son of the Monogram city
salesman, has resigned his post as shipper
at Vitagraph to go into the grocery
ness with another brother.

busi-

. . .

T. J. Hickes, the Saxton exhibitor, is back
on the job after a successful fishing expedition in Canada . . . Chester Vickery,
assistant manager at Loew’s
been transferred to St. Louis.

Carl Shalit, Columbia district manager,
is back in town from New York City. He
had a lot of prominent upstate exhibitors

has

Contract

for Donald

Hollywood — Donald

Ogden

Stewart

Ogden

Stewart,

who with Claudine West and Ernest Va;da
wrote the screen script of “Marie Antoinette,” has signed a new M-G-M contract.
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UNEXPECTED REPERCUSSIONS FOLLOW BOSTON
BUSINESS BUREAU'S ASSAULT ON BANK NIGHT
Local Franchise Owner
Mulling Legal Move
On Bureau
By BRAD
Boston — A

move

Is

Boston — Operation

ANGIER
that

if successful

will

skid Bank Night to the sidelines in New
England has been launched by the Boston Better Business Bureau. This organization widely stated that the boxoffice
bolster is “fraudulent.”
Exhibitors, many of whom have had
their personal tiffs with the Bank Night
distribution setup, largely deplored the
action “which threatens the livelihood of
theatremen themselves.”
•The situation assumed the aspects of
the quarreling husband and wife. The
innocent passerby, besides being clipped
on the chin, is the means of uniting the
warring factions.
Several theatremen, so they told this
publication, began to see a future for Bank
Night headquarters as a protective agency
in addition to a sales force. This has been
a strong local Bank Night angle from the
first, with Affiliated Enterprises, Inc.,
money going out heavily for legal armaments.
Roy E. Heffner, present owner of Bank
Night rights in this territory, told Boxoffice

shortly

before

press

time

that

he

was considering legal steps against the
Boston Better Business Bureau.
The unit has attacked Bank Night before. Some months ago a questionnaire
was circulated among theatremen, calling
for industry opinion on the continuation
of Bank Night. This publication was informed shortly afterward by a bureau
spokesman that answers so favored the
cash handout that the bureau had decided
to abandon the foray. For some reason,
the truce has been declared off.
The Boston Better Business Bureau
made its present allegations in a printed
bulletin which has been mailed to police
chiefs, mayors, district attorneys, businessmen, newspaper editors, and others.
This is in addition to the usual circulation of the bulletin which, it is stated,
regularly reaches about 5,000.
The Consumers’ Institute of Massachusetts, in addition, is understood to have

Mass. MPTOA Unit Will
Meet in October
Boston — Allied Theatres of Massachusetts, Inc., misleadingly named
MPTOA unit, will hold its annual business meeting in Boston in October.
Sam Pinanski, M&P Theatres Corp.
partner, has been president of the organization for the past two years.
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State Labor
Laws Remain
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NE

of

the

federal

wages and hours law, effective next
month, will not supersede extant
Massachusetts laws pertaining to business and interstate commerce. So
states James T. Moriarty, state labor
commissioner. The announcement was
of interest locally to the industry.
Massachusetts laws now prohibit
the working of women in industry for
more than 48 hours per week. In the
federal law, however, there is a limitation to a 44-hour week for all labor
in interstate commerce, but the law
stipulates that men or women may be
worked a longer work-week than this
if each is compensated with time-anda-half pay for every hour’s work beyond the 44.
The state law sets an absolute limit
of a 48-hour week for women and children, whether employed in interstate
or intrastate commerce.
The state law is more stringent than
the federal law on wages. Thirteen
decrees have been signed by the state
department of labor and industries
placing a floor of minimum wages in
specific industries for women and
children. In one case the hourly
minimum is 35 cents.
When the federal law becomes
operative, employers in interstate
commerce must continue to pay this
35-cent wage despite the fact that for
the first year the federal law permits a minimum of 25 cents per hour.

purchased 900 extra copies for distribution to women’s clubs and to leaders of
consumer groups throughout the Bay
State.
Reverberations of the bombshell, therefore, may be crucial; this despite the fact
that Bank Night has successfully fought
lottery charges in the courts of Massachusetts, New Hampshire, and Maine.
The “only source of revenue” of the
Boston Better Business Bureau, according
to its statement, “is from far sighted and
leading business concerns who generously
support the bureau to render, among other
things, individual service to consumers
without charge as follows:
“1. Receive and investigate complaints regarding alleged misrepresentations in advertising and selling
by any Boston concern.
“2. Furnish fact reports on Boston
security brokers and on new or doubtful merchandise or financial offerings
being made by Boston concerns.”
The bureau admits that “there has been

Exhibitors Rally to Game
As Effective Hypo
At Boxoffice
no successful prosecution of Bank Night
in Massachusetts, although there has been
in many other states.”
George S. Ryan, the anti-trust lawyer
who has been Bank Night attorney in
New England since the patron pull started to skyrocket here, has successfully defended it on lottery charges in the state
supreme courts of Massachusetts, Maine,
and New Hampshire; as well as in the U.
S. district court for the first district, and
in numerous lower tribunals.
“The bureau,” so it writes, “made a
recent survey of the operations of Bank
Night, Pay Night, Cash Night, or similar
schemes and found they are now being
operated in many theatres throughout the
state. Fortunately for the public, local
authorities of a few communities have prohibited their operation or have refused to
license theatres conducting these schemes.”
An interesting point in connection with
this latter statement is that George S.
Ryan,

in a case involving a license restriction at Abe Garbose’s York Theatre
in Athol, has been supported in a formal
opinion by the Master sitting on . the matter to the effect that Bank Night does not
violate the code of public morals. This is
said to be the only grounds upon which
the Athol board of selectment can legally
refuse to license the York because of
Bank Night use.
Court decision on the prosecution, in
which the Athol board of selectmen is the
defendant, has not yet been announced.
Continues the bureau: “Through the efforts of the attorney general of Rhode
Island, a Providence, R. I., market was indicted by the grand jury for operating a
‘Bank Night’ scheme.
“The attorney general warned ‘Bank
Night’ operators that evidence of such
schemes would be presented to the grand
jury. As a result of this warning, two
retail stores and a theatre abandoned the
plan, and another theatre discontinued it
as the result of an indictment.”
As a matter of fact, Roy E. Heffner, with
(Continued

on page 129)

Sound OH When
Boston

"—Sound
OH"
A local theatre

Both
manager

cops this week's ingenuity medal. The
exhibitor was harassed by a bellowing
loudspeaker outside an adjoining store.
Police refused to intervene. The manager set up a competing P. A. system.
Both speakers came down.
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Connecticut Independents Swell
Ranks of Campaign Participants
New

Haven

—

Independents

and participation in the Motion Pictures’
Greatest Year campaign and Movie Quiz.
Interest in the Quiz has already been
shown by a large booklet giveaway, circuit heads report, although booklets are
distributed on request only. However,
much publicity is still being sought by
Connecticut theatres, and large-scale institutional advertising on the Quiz and
campaign, subscribed with the names of
the theatres distributing booklets, is being
planned in each key town. A full page of
institutional copy on the Quiz, flanked by
the names of participating theatres, will
appear in the Bridgeport Herald, widely
read in both New Haven and Fairfield
counties, this Sunday. Department stores
will cooperate in New Haven during the
week of September 15-21 by carrying a
“Go to the Movies” slug on newspaper ads.
Report that Hartford had voted to support the campaign 100 per cent was ex-

Pic-

tures’ Greatest Year” drive here was the
proclamation issued by City Council
Chairman Edward C. Berry, urging all
citizens to do their utmost to “encourage this campaign for better entertainment.” Berry said that the campaign “is
a concentrated effort which will benefit
all types of business in the community.”
The City Council Chairman’s cooperation with the industry was brought about
through the efforts of Harry Botwick,
State Theatre manager; A. J. Moreau,
district manager for M&P; J. Harold Stevens, Paramount branch manager, and
John M. Divney, manager of the Maine
Theatre.
New England Has
1,330,000 Booklets
Boston — No

less than

booklets in the “Motion

MAKE

1,330,000

contest

Pictures’ Greatest

YOUR

E. Quinn

came

out with a special proclamation setting September 11 for special observance
of “Motion Pictures’ Greatest Year” and
urging all citizens of the state to participate “to the fullest measure in the celebration and presentation of the splendid
pictures which have been prepared by the
studios in their avowed purpose of demonstrating that motion pictures are your best
entertainment.” Papers ignored it.

THEATRE
PERFECTION

CRPITOLIZE

Robert

in the
SMALLER
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PROFITS

AT

in

come.”
Boston — Calling it the “Motion Picture
Industry’s ‘Confidence’ Campaign,” the
Boston Evening American said editorially
last week that:
“Unquestionably, the motion picture industry is capable of taking the lead in
the inevitable march of American industions.try back to normal and prosperous condi“Unquestionably, it is capable of serving and promoting the welfare of the nation and of mankind.
“The movies have already enormously
(Continued on next page)

LAMPS

"CAPITOL"
SUPER
HEAVY

SUCTION
DUTY

CLEANER

•

ILLUMINATION

LOWER

occurs

A Force for Widespread
Public Education

•

DETAILS

that

goes down the deepest mine shaft and ascends to the stratosphere. Also he is entertained by presentations of contemporary life.
“Hollywood is the capital of the movie
world. Here is concentrated the greatest
array of talent ever known.
“Hollywood has the equipment, both
human and mechanical, to provide unusual entertainment. And this is exactly
what it is doing.
“Motion Picture Week is but the opening announcement for the many fine
screen offerings now showing and to

BIRDSEYE
REFLECTOR

thought

same type individual of just 30 years ago,”
wrote the Boston Traveler last week.
“The screen brings to movie theatre
patrons virtually everything that is worth
seeing. For instance, a person sees the
South Pole, the North Pole, the tropical
jungles, African big game, European
scenic spots, Asiatic wars. North American sports, South American customs, Australian kangaroos and South Sea belles.
“In his comfortable theatre seat, he

LOCAL

THE

ADVANCED

LARGER

Boston — “One

connection with Motion Picture Week is
how well traveled and informed is the
staying-at-home person compared to the

Proclamation

Providence — Governor

movies

Bg Films Lauded

Island Newspapers

Miss Governor's

many

Services Rendered

Year” campaign had been distributed to
approximately 250 New England theatres
by the end of last week, it was announced
from the offices of Max Levinson, regional
chairman, and 20th-Fox physical distributing headquarters for this territory.
Continuing to work strenuously in behalf of the success of the drive were
committee members Martin J. Mullin, E.
Harold Stoneman, George Ramsdell, Max
Levenson, A. C. Kilpatrick, Julius Joelson, Ralph Snider, John Dervin, Stanley
Sumner, Tom Bailey, Herman Rifkin,
Russ Cropper, Steve Broidy, William Erbb,
Nathan Furst, William Kelly, M. N. Wolf
and Harry Rogovin.
Rhode

so

last week, handing him the complete
answers to the present $250,000 prize
contest.

to obtain better business at the boxoffice.”

Campaign Benefits

seen

in the past ten years that I've all the
answers here for you already," a patron told a Greater Boston exhibitor

Joseph described as “the first united effort
on the part of all branches of the industry

Points Out General
of the “Motion

Boston — "I've

pected to be substantiated by receipt of
signed pledges this week at the office of
Chairman J. B. Fishman in New Haven.
Theatres already using the booklets, in
addition to all Loew, Warner and M&P
houses in the state include: New Haven,
Howard, Lawrence; West Haven, Rivoli;
Hamden, Strand; Bridgeport, Community,
West End, Black Rock, Bostwick, Barnum,
Colonial, Hippodrome, American, Rivoli,
Capitol, Parkway, Brooklawn; Branford,
Webster and Rivoli; Meriden, Capitol;
Springdale, State; Naugatuck, Alcazar and
Gem; Stratford, Stratford; Southington,
Colonial; Thomaston, Paramount; Watertown, Cameo; Westport, Fine Arts.
With Morris Joseph, Universal manager, as chairman, all managers and salesmen met at the 20th-Fox offices last week
and voted to solicit personally the cooperation of all exhibitors who have not
yet signed up in this movement which

throughout

the state are gradually following the major
affiliated circuits in subscribing to support

Portland — A feature

Patron
"Know
Answers
QuizAll"

COST

SPEEDIER SERVICE
A SAVING
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Bank Night Attack
Has Repercussions
(Continued

from page 127)

the aid
staged a
interests
to trial,

of Circuit-Owner Philip Smith,
test case in Rhode Island. Film
have been unable to get the case
however, possibly because of reactions feared by certain campaigning
Rhode Island politicians if the giveaway
is vindicated.
Bank Night actually has lost only one
anti-lottery decision in a New England
high court. The Connecticut state supreme court seized upon an antiquated

What

Services Rendered

Is Your

Trade I-Q?
1. The “Motion Pictures’ Greatest Year”
campaign has brought forth how many
participating theatres in New England?
2. What was the reaction of four councilmen in Portland, Me., when the
question of permitting Beano operations in the city was submitted them
by Police Chief Ralph D. Brooks?
3. Who are the new heads of the Theatrical Post of the American Legion
in Boston?
4. Who is at the helm of the new Boston
Trans Lux?

meaning of the word “hazard” to oust
the giveaway from the nutmeg state on
those grounds.
Bank Night also is out of Vermont, but
following a conviction of another cash
handout scheme on charges of trespassing
on lottery fields.

5. How

Instead of weakening Heffner’s hold on
his accounts, the present Boston Better
Business Bureau broadside appears currently to be banding theatremen to the
colors. A number of delinquents, insofar
as royalty payments have been concerned,
are included. Bank Night, for all its inter-industrial faults, has hauled many New
England theatres from a bog to a bonanza.
So far as lottery allegations are concerned, it is doubtlessly safe to admit that
the registration plan was originated mainly as an evasion. It has been this registration part of the giveaway, however, which
has developed into perhaps the most
profitable and inexpensive advertising
medium that many a theatre has ever enjoyed. The Bank Night registration plan
now is definitely no lottery evasion. At
least, that is the general opinion of local
exhibitors, and they are judging from experience.
Haven’t Boxoffice surveys indicated
that Bank Night has been falling off in
popularity in New England these past
few months? It is very true that such a
trend has been recorded. It was reported
by this publication as a serivce to exhibitors and particularly to those who have
been negotiating royalty adjustments.
It is just as true that the Bank Night
plan is still considered so potent an audience hypo that the majority of exhibitors
contacted by this publication stated, and
not uncertainly, that they feared to relinquish it.
Also to be noted, if one wonders just
how many coffers this Boston Better Business Bureau ballyhoo endangers, is the
fact that the M&P Theatres Corp. has
recently added to its Bank Night contracts.

Quizzo Gains Hold
Where Beano Fell

FOR

"MOTION

RECORDS
VICTOR

last, by the racing interests in Massachusetts?
(Answers on next page)

Portland — Quizzo,

LATEST and BEST
FOR LESS

the dressed

up

game

of Beano which has as an added feature
the answering of certain questions before
players are eligible for prizes, made its
advent into Portland proper this week.
And, if the action of Judge Harry C.
Libby is to be taken as a criterion, the
operators of the game will be unmolested.
On Saturday, September 3, the police
visited two halls in the city where the
game was being operated, seized some
equipment and warned the operators that
they would have to appear at police headquarters the following Wednesday. They
explained that warrants would be requested against them.
But when the bluecoats approached
Judge Libby in municipal court and requested the warrants, the Judge, after
questioning the policemen, decided that
warrants were not justified. The seized
equipment was returned.
Quizzo has been operating in South Portland, unmolested by the law, for several
months. .Since Beano has been definitely
ousted from the entire state, it is being
predicted here that Quizzo will eventually
take its place.
Arrest Prize Conspirators
Boston — Police arrested

youths

two

18-year-old

in Cambridge for allegedly conspiring to win a $51 theatre giveaway.

PICTURES'
SYLVflniA^p'-TUBES

& BRUNSWICK
•

THE

big a decline in takes was experienced this year as compared with

OPERflDIO PUBL^stED^ESS
ROYAL FURNITURE

By Films Lauded
(Continued

from preceding page)

broadened and improved the mental world
in which every man must live.
“They have pushed back the horizons
of the mind, bringing within easy limits
of understanding and appreciation all the
events of history, and all the amazing
works of scientists and artists and thinkers, as well as all the fascinating and fantastic romances and intrigues and realities which contribute to the instruction
and entertainment of all men.
“No individual can be a frequent patron
of the movies and remain stunted in his
mental growth.
“The movies transport him in a magic
instant of time to remote parts of the
world he has never seen and will never
see, and give him an intimate knowledge
of regions and scenes, people and circumstances of life.
“The

movies transport him back to almost every important, interesting and
history-making event or thing that has
ever happened or been done.
“The movies even give him a glimpse
into the future, to whatever extent the
uncertain mysteries of time to come can
be penetrated and predicted by the eversearching inquiries of science, invention
and philosophy.
“These are tremendous services to mankind, tremendous attributes of enlightenment and progress, tremendous contributions to the enjoyment of living.
“Certainly the motion picture industry
has much to sell, and much more to give.
“It is a wonderful thing that it has sufficient faith in itself and its splendid
product, and sufficient faith in America,
to devote all its vast enterprise and resources to improving and assuring the
country’s progress

toward

recovery

and

prosperity.”

New England Playhouses
Let Down Summer Curtain
Boston — New

England

summer

theatres

generally have rounded out their season.
Houses in Fitchburg, Holyoke, Kennbuncport, Litchfield, Ogunquit, Skowhegan and
Westboro closed their doors Saturday.
Lanny Ross was starred last week in
Walter Hartwig’s production, “Petticoat
Fever,” with the Ogunquit players. Owen
Davis jr„ was featured in the Lakewood
Players’ presentation
Skowhegan.

GREATEST

of “Blind Alley” in

YEAR"

CAPITOL THEATRE SUPPLY COMPANY
NEW

ENGLAND

NEW

ORGANIZATION

ENGLAND

28-30 PIEDMONT

STREET

V
i

FOR

EXHIBITORS
•

BOSTON.

MASS.
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Launch Trans Lux
With Private Show
Boston — The

first Trans

Lux

in a

pro-

posed expansion move by the newsreel
circuit was opened in Boston last week
with a private showing for invited guests.
A buffet luncheon and cocktail party for
the press followed at Dinty Moore’s.
A1 Lauder, formerly manager of the
RKO Bijou here, is resident head of the
Trans Lux. Arthur L. Tuohy, formerly
with Loew’s, Inc., is publicity director and
assistant manager.

Answers

Joe Schenck Denies

to

l-Q Test

Charge of Bribery

(Answers to queries on preceding page)
1. Close to 250 New England houses have
enrolled in the campaign.
2. Portland Councilmen answered a “feeler” on behalf of Beano, as follows:
Council Chairman E. C. Berry — “It’s
against the law . . .” Councilman H. E.
Martin: “None of our business . . .
eventually
wouldrefused
becometo acomment.
racket.”
Councilman itWard

The local Trans Lux is using a reflecting screen at present. Trans Lux apparatus will be installed later, it is said.
Shows are running one and one-half
hours instead of the regular one hour.
Prices are 15 cents until 1:00 p. m„ when
they jog to the 25 cent Trans Lux standard.

Councilman Eskilson: “Chief Brooks’
job
enforceF. the
law.” head of the
3. Majoris to
Patrick
Healey,
Massachusetts department of public
safety, is the new Legion post commander. William H. McLaughlin, operator of the Stoneham Theatre, is
senior vice-commander.
4. Harry Lauder, pre-Lieberman manager
of the Bijou, is manager of the Trans
Lux. Arthur L. Tuohy is assistant man-

"Carefree" Held a Third
Week at Keith Memorial

ager. state racing commission estimates
5. The
that more persons attended Massachusetts races this year, but that $1,000,000 less was bet.

Boston — Fred

Astaire

and

Ginger

Rog-

ers have continued for a third week at the
Keith’s Memorial in “Carefree.” The companion film on the double-feature bill still
is “Smashing the Rackets.”
“Marie Antoinette,” starring Norma
Shearer supported by Tyrone Power, was
held for a second week single-feature at
the Loew’s State and Loew’s Orpheum.
M&P finally had to drop “Alexander’s
Ragtime Band” from its first-run list, but
the circuit put the Tyrone Power-Alice
Faye-Don Ameche feature into the Modern and Scollay on a day-and-date policy.

IT’S NEW;
IT'S STREAMLINED
You may have seen sponsored
short-shorts, but have you seen
the 1938 model?
Our less-than-minute units are
as different from those of yesterday as Edgar Bergen is different
from the old-time punch-and-judy
ventriloquist.
These films are streamlined
playlets with newsreel interest,
quick tempo, beautiful settings,
and superb sound recording.
We are the world's largest producer and distributor of these
shorts, and will be proud to show
you samples. Write:

ALEXANDER
Colorado

FILM COMPANY
OFFICE:
NEW YORK
Hill 9-3161

Boston — “Rudolph

is still the

paid William Bioff $100,000 to “sell out”
12,000 members of the IATSE to members of the M. P. Producers’ Ass’n. “I
never
gave anyone a bribe of any kind,”
said Schenck.
Other eastern newsbits:
Production in Italy. That was the deduction of heads of major foreign departments when that country indicated that
the number of pictures for importation
would be reduced. U. S. Embassy in Rome
presented a protest to authorities.
A five-week $338,250 record “take” was
announced by Gotham’s Roxy officials last
week for “Alexander’s Ragtime Band.”
The film played to 762,263 admissions
during that time.
Industry “Quiz” notes: Approximately
30,000,000 contest booklets have been sold
to date ... Ed Thorgerson supplies running comment in Trailer No. 6, first talker
of “Greatest Year” drive . . . Survey reveals that afternoon quiz books demands
top evening requests . . . Independent
pledges have topped $250,000 quota by
$35,000 . . . Comment on campaign continues to be favorable.
Current news for eastern trade dailies,
but “old” for Boxoffice, was the report that B. P. Schulberg was angling
a deal with UA. The yarn appeared in
the January 29 issue of Boxoffice.
“Chairman of the executive committee
and general manager of international
operations.” Thus will read the title
plaque on UA’s Murray Silverstone’s desk,
as a result of sweeping administrative
powers vested in him by the company. At
the same time, George J. Schaefer will
take a more active part in the sales operations of UA in a rearrangement, so far
clouded as to official definition, as the result of the. resignation of A. W. Smith jr.,
general manager. Inside reports, therefore,
persist that in this latest reshuffling of
UA affairs, the plan is to have Schaefer
devote all of his time to sales with executive and administrative powers remaining
with Silverstone.

No Vaude Demands Press
Hub First Run Theatres
Boston — Evidences

“Butterfly Wu is the most popular aclarity.”
tress in Chinese pictures,” she also stated.
“When the classic Chinese theatre is
playing none goes to the movies, however,”
the young lawyer concluded, “but when
there is no Chinese play, we flock to the
pictures.”
Gets Skeet

Bridgeport — The

CITY

Valentino

most popular actor among the Chinese
masses,” Ceceila Sieu Ling Zung, young
Shanghai lawyer and authority on Chinese drama, stated here last week.
She said that Shirley Temple and
Charlie Chaplin are still the standards of
comparison in the Orient.
“When we see a very funny Chinese
fellow we call him ‘an Eastern Charlie’,”
Miss Zung said. “When we see a clever
little girl we call her ‘an Eastern Shirley’.”
Leslie Howard is very popular in China
since “Romeo and Juliet,” it was stated.
Tyrone Power is also well liked. The Chinese are fond of John Barrymore, Stan
Laurel, Oliver Hardy, and Harold Lloyd.
Jane Withers and Freddie Bartholomew
are favorites.
“Norma Shearer is probably the most
popular American screen star,” said Miss
Zung who is studying for a master of arts
degree at Columbia’s graduate school.
“Loretta Young is close to her in popu-

"Carefree"

Springs, Colo.

NEW YORK
230 PARK AVE.
Phone: Murray

Valentino Still Is
Favorite in China

"J^IDICULOUS”
was toJoseph
M. Schenck’s
reply last week
the charge
he had

skeet

Tie-Up

episode

in “Care-

free” was made the basis for a tie-in
with the local skeet club during the musical’s run here.

of return

of vaude-

ville to Hub first-run theatres remained
lacking this week as the fall season got
under full sway.
The Metropolitan, which is off flesh for
the first time in 11 years, showed no signs
of quitting a profitable all-picture policy
in favor of footlight attractions.
RKO interests, whose two local firstruns are both potential vaudeville spots,
reported that inquiries concerning possible stage-show resumption were mainly
from former employes rather than from
patrons.
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Theatrical Season
Opened
Boston — The

Is

Boston

theatrical

season

is already underway with “What a Life”
at the Wilbur and “Hellzapoppin” at the
Shubert.
The Plymouth, extensively renovated by
William S. Koster, opens next week with
Ethel Barrymore in “Whiteoaks.” Alan
Hale is scheduled to play a featured part.
Walter Huston will be starred in
“Knickerbocker Holiday” when the Maxwell Anderson musical 'gets underway at
the Shubert on September 26. Alfred
Lunt and Lynn Fontaine are scheduled to
open the Colonial, October 3, with “Amphytryon 38.”
Clifford Odets’ “Golden Boy” is booked
into the Plymouth for October 17. “The
Boys From Syracuse,” a new George Abbott comedy, is tentatively down for October 31 at the Shubert. Also coming are
Victor Moore and William Gaxton in a
musical adaption of “Clear All Wires,”
whose screen version starred Lee Tracy.

"The Shadow" Lone Film
To Undergo Deletions
Boston — One

motion

picture

out

of

42 underwent deletions at the hands of
the Massachusetts bureau of Sunday censorship in the latest batch to go through
the state house projectors.
Eliminated from Imperial’s “The Shadow” was the dialogue: “ — My God . . .
to hell . . . the hell . . . Good God . . .
the hell . . . Damn . . . What the hell . . .
My God . . . Good God . . . Damn . . .
Damn . . .”
Passed intact were

such

features

as

Loew’s “Three Loves Has Nancy;” Monogram’s “Under the Big Top;” Paramount’s
“Sons of the Legion;” Republic’s “The
Higgins Family,” as well as the provocative 20th-Fox short, “What Every Boy
Should Know.”
Five vaudeville routines were adjudged
too strong for Sunday showings. Dancing, profanity, and “suggestive” dialogue
and action were cut from two acts. Nineteen others were okayed.

Massachusetts Theatres
Leases in New Britain
New

Britain,

Conn.

—

Massachusetts

Theatres, Inc., operators of the Rivoli,
West Haven, have entered into a 10-year
lease for the operation of the Rialto,
owned by the Polish Falcons, and previously operated by Michael Daly of Hartford.
The house will be renovated and is expected to be ready for operation by October 1. Eight exhibitors are reported to
have made bids for the house.

QVER one and a quarter million Movie
Quiz Booklets have already been distributed to New England exhibitors from
Boston
headquarters
in the 20th-Fox
building.
William Cuddy and Charles Repec returned last week from a joint vacation.
Cuddy is the veteran RKO booker. Repec
is M-G-M head booker for Cinema Club
prexy . . . Harry Browning, M&P advertismanager, has charge of publicity for the
Theatrical Post of American Legion.
The display window has been removed
at the Columbia exchange. Bucky Levin
and Meyer Fox of the accessories department are thus enabled to give curb
service.
“Alexander’s Ragtime Band’’ moved last
week to the Scollay and Modern after four
weeks in the M&P local first runs . . .
Mickey Hamilton, former captain of the
dance line at the Metropolitan, is now at
the Mayfair, film district night spot . . .
Norma Boone, also of the disbanded Met
line, is back in town from Salisbury Beach
and is teaching dancing . . . Prunella Hall,
Boston Post film critic, has been taking in
the races at Narragansett.
George Kraska continued his vacation
this week after a brief stop in town following a tour that touched Montreal,
Quebec, and New York . . . Leonard Kraska, who has been managing the Fine Arts,
had a cold last week . . . “Moonlight SonArts. ata” is doing its 17th week at the Fine
Al Sindlinger was in town last week

Jack Granara, RKO advertising head in
Boston, has been at the Maplewood Country Club in Maplewood, N. H„ this week.
Granara was caddy master at the golf
emporium before he swapped divots for
layouts . . . Jarl Hermanson, M&P artist,
is set for New York and a Times Square
position.
Charles Murch, operator of the Alhambra in West Sullivan, was in town from
Maine last week . . . Roger DiPesa, first
cousin of the Loew’s publicist, has left for
the coast. He may join a major playwriting department there . . . Joe Longo,
United Artists advance man, has been in
Worcester handling the exploitation on
“Algiers.”
H. M. Addison, Loew’s divisional manager, held “Marie Antoinette,” day-anddate for a second week at Loew’s State

Peter H, Murray
Boston

—

Peter

H.

Murray,

former

vaudeville actor, died in Somerville last
week at the age of 59. Death was pronounced due to heart failure. He left his
widow, Mrs. Mary J. Murray of Somerville,
as well as his mother, three sisters and
three brothers, all of Providence.
BOXOFFICE
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in

behalf of “March of Time” . . . William
Leavens, superintendent of the State Theatre Bldg., was host at a moonlight sail
aboard his own craft last week. Leavens is
organizing a fishing party . . . Jack Goodwin, Metropolitan manager, has been ill
with a cold.

FOR SECT RENOVATION
BY ON EXPERT

—

-

.

T CO) i.

at Hub Shubert

Loew’s Orpheum . . . Charles W. Koerner,
RKO divisional manager, okayed a third
week for
Memorial.

“Carefree”

at

the

Keith’s

Major Leslie E. Thompson was in town
last week for the opening of the local
Trans Lux ... Ed Spellman, Plymouth
treasurer, has returned to the job foltion.
lowing hospitalization for a tumor operaRaymond Moore, summer theatre owner
in Dennis, last week filed a divorce suit
in probate court in Barnstable against
Marianne Heath Schultz Moore. They
were married February 15 in Riverdale,
California . . . E. A. Berman has sold airconditioning to Lee Rhodenizer for installation in the Strand at Rockland, Mass.
Doris Andrews, formerly of the Metropolitan, is at Saranac ... A New England
theatreman who has been having “ permit ”
trouble has a son of a building inspector
on his payroll as architect.
Frank Lydon, vice-president of Allied
in New England and operator of the
Hamilton in Dorchester, has returned
from a Cape Cod sojourn with his family
. . . Doris Berman has returned to the
United Artists force from a New York
vacation and hayride . . . Sally Hochberg,
secretary at the Independent Exhibitors,
is back on the scene following a visit at
Sharon Springs, New York.
The CIO has been planning an increasingly vigorous drive for organization in
Rhode Island . . . P. Edward Comi of the
Theatre Service and Supply Co., is distributing General Seats in this territory.
The Idle Hour Theatre at Hyannis has
darkened . . . G. Beede has taken over
the Strand in Westboro . . . The York
Beach closed September 10 . . . Enfield,
New Hampshire, opened this month.
Judge James E. Dooley, Rhode Island
exhibitor and head of Narragansett race
track, announced last week he would not
be a candidate for re-election to the state
Republican committee . . . Lanny Ross appeared in “Petticoat Fever” in Maine last
week . . . Samuel Horenstein of the Burch
Manufacturing
trict last week.

Co., was in the film dis-

Transcript Recapitalization
Boston

—

The

Boston

Transcript

Co.,

publisher of the Boston Transcript, has
filed in federal court a petition for a reorganization of its capital structure. Assets were given as $1,081,495 and liabilities
as $786,940.
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" Moonlight Sonata "
Into 17th Week
Boston — Records

continue

to fall at

the Fine Arts. "Moonlight Sonata/'
surpassing the former long-run by four
weeks, has entered its 17th consecutive session at the Back Bay house.

JOHN

B. EAMES, so his campaign manager states, “is an unusually astute,
honest and successful business man,
operating extensive enterprises throughout northern New Hampshire.” The reasons for the understatements have to do
with the circuit owner’s candidacy for
membership in the governor’s council in
the White Mountain state.
Jack Eames became interested in motion pictures in the nickelodeon days. He
early

became associated in the development of new theatres in Manchester and
Concord, N. H. He built a theatre in
Barre, Vt., in 1914. He also operated the
Playhouse in Montpelier in the Green
Mountain state.
Eames returned to New Hampshire in
1920 and went into the motion picture
business in Littleton. He now operates
five theatres in New Hampshire, booked
by Herbert Higgins, and recently opened a
new house at Colebrook.
Jack Eames was born 47 years ago in
Groveton. His birthplace was within a
short distance of the site where his greatgreat-grandfather, Jeremiah Eames, constructed a fort in 1776 to repel the attacks of northern Indian tribes upon New
Hampshire settlements. He still owns the
old Northumberland farm which has been
in the family since that time.
Jack Eames attended school in New
Hampshire and Massachusetts. He later

" Moviette " Theatre Will
Make New England Tour
Boston — M-G-M’s
“Marionette Moviettes,” the truck-mounted marionette show
depicting scenes from “Marie Antoinette,”
is scheduled to tour the following New
England cities this coming week:
Bridgeport and New Haven, September
19; Waterbury and Hartford, September
20; and Worcester and Springfield, September 21.

LeWitt's New Britain
Theatre Opens October
New Britain, Conn. — George LeWitt’s
new 750-seat Arch Street Theatre is expected to be ready for operation in October. New projectors are being installed by
National Theatre Supply Co. and screen
and stage work done under the personal
supervision of William Hutchins. LeWitt
is operator

of the Strand,

Plainville.

left his studies to enter the employ of the
Fourth Atlantic National Bank of Boston. He resigned from this establishment
after several promotions and joined the
Besse System, one of the largest retail
store systems in the country at that time.
Eames soon became a department buyer,
then New York purchasing agent, and
later selected and promoted numerous
new stores throughout New England.
His present enterprises outside the theatrical business lie mainly in the real
estate, hotel, and oil distribution field.
Eames pays taxes on $200,450 in New
Hampshire real estate at assessed value in
1938.
His oil and gasoline business, the Eames
Oil Co., is one of the largest independent
distributors in northern New Hampshire.
A plan worked out with the American
Legion Post in Littleton whereby they received a percentage of boxoffice receipts
one day per week, has netted the Post
approximately $5,000 during the last decade. Eames has put a similar plan into
operation at Colebrook.
Eames has never been defeated for elective office in his own community and district. He was a state senator in the 1937
New Hampshire legislature.
He is running for councilor in the first
district. When certain film salesmen read
the above tax statement, they will begin
running after Eames.

10 Years Ago

Will Build

Waterbury, Conn. — Fred Van Doren, operator of the 720-seat Hamilton Theatre,
has purchased a site on the west side of
the city and will start construction of a
640-seat
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theatre

next

spring.

are

wondering where he got the “Arkansas Traveler” sign pasted on his jaunty
little roadster. For, say they, the car
couldn’t

possibly have

Boxoffice

Files, Sept. 15, 1928)

QPENINGS
and renovations copped the
New England spotlight this week . . .
Phil Markell lights his new Milton, Milton,
Mass., next week with a gala bill in the
offing . . . Bean Towners will miss the old
revolving
make it
mark . .
will have

star, at the Rialto — renovations
necessary to remove that land. Rumor has it that Arlington
a new theatre in the near future.

Col. Charles E. Bray has forsaken retirement to become general manager of
the Metropolitan Booking Offices, Boston.
He formerly was general manager of the
Orpheum circuit for 20 years.
Other openings and relights: The U.S.W.
Co. is planning a new one for Westfield,
Mass. . . . The Strand, Dorchester, Mass.,
has reopened . . . The G. B. Theatre Corp.
has opened its link at Worcester, Mass.
New England Theatre Corp. has taken a
lease on
agog

a new house to be built at Attleboro, Mass. . . . Abe Goodside is all
about his new one at Portland, Me.

accomplished

a trip

through Arkansas. So Bill’s aggrieved and
is going to discard it for a trickier closed
sedan ere long.
Leo

Gorman,

operator

of the Cape

and

Cameo theatres, is opening his new bowling alleys on High St. shortly . . . Fay
Wray, screen and stage star, is spending
a few days at Small Point, on the coast
just below Bath. She is the guest of her
Beverly Hills neighbors, Mr. and Mrs. Edward P. Curtis . . . Charles Repec, president of the Cinema Club, and connected
with Metro, together with Bill Cuddy,
booker for RKO and vice-president of the
Cinema Club, stopped at the Paramount
Exchange this week. They have been
bor.
spending their holidays at Boothbay Har-

The

Sagamores

were

to have

begun

their

Sunday series of football games September 11. As usual the State is cashing in
on the popular sport by broadcasting exclusive commercials over the P. A. system.
William

( From

Add

Van Doren

pRIENDS
of Bill Romanoff, handsome
chief-of-service at the State Theatre,

F. (Bill) Freiday,

treasurer

of

the Belmeade Corp., owner of the Lighthouse Restaurant at 387 Forest Ave., filed
a bankruptcy petition September 6 in the
U. S. district court clerk’s office. Debts
of $8,450 and assets of $6,607 were listed.
Freiday also operates a string of summer theatres in the vicinity of York
Harbor.
A. J. Moreau, district M&P
Mrs. Moreau and their young

manager,
son, left

September 9 for a two-week vacation, to
be spent principally in North Carolina.
While Moreau is away, Barbara Casey, his
secretary,

will have

charge

of the office.

Albert Sharby of the Sharby circuit and
Ernest Warren, salesman out of Boston,
were Filmrow visitors this week . . . With
the advent of Paramount Week, September 4 to 10, the local exchange force was
working overtime to take care of increased
business.

He Has Fingeritis

rumors: George A. Giles of Cambridge is reported to be once more keenly
interested in new theatres, and is said to
be preparing to build in Cambridge.

Boston — The finger of Marty Glazer,
who has his troubles, is back in splints.
The member has been retaped for a

Showing “Uncle Tom’s Cabin” with
sound are the Modern and Beacon in Boston. The film is scheduled to run four
weeks.

three-week booking, medicos inform the
Metropolitan assistant publicist. Glazer
incurred the digital injury on June 11
when he was careless in taking off his sox.
BOXOFFICE
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Just an Industry
Martyr

|)OWNTOWNS and leading independents
are voicing opinion that “Motion Pictures’ Greatest Year” campaign and Movie

Boston — "It's a pro and con proposition," an exhibitor was heard to remark to a fellow theatreman following
a buying
for it, but

Quiz are beginning to show results. Loew’s
eight A houses are set to distribute 25,000
booklets each, and the four B houses 15,000
each.

conference this week. "I'm
I know it's a con game."

LOWERING of admission scales in all
first-run houses in Providence seems
threatened. Fays Theatre, reopening after
a summer shutdown a fortnight ago,
dropped its night top price from 50 to 40
cents. Last Sunday the Strand came out
with an ad announcing new season prices
in which night orchestra seats are scaled
at 40 instead of the previous 50 cents (tax
included) price. Early in the week a
meeting of first-run theatre managers was
held to discuss the action. Though definite announcement is not forthcoming at
this time, general opinion is that all houses
will follow the Strand’s example. One of
chief arguments for lower admissions is
that neighborhood theatres, many of
which have free parking lots, are getting
only 30-cent night prices. Downtown
houses charging 50 cents, with patrons
forced to pay parking lot fees for automobiles in addition, are at a disadvantage.
The Carlton changes from a Friday to
Thursday opening day this week, taking
the State’s first-run films for a secondweek showing.
Eddie McBride, manager of Loew’s
State, lent his “moral support” to the
American Legion’s outdoor circus held all
last week at the Cranston Municipal
stadium, acting as one of the judges at
an oldest bicycle contest staged in connection with the affair last Thursday evening.
Too many “deadheads” crashing the
doors of the city’s first run theatres has
resulted in a tightening up order so that
now only pass-holders can get past doormen.

Dixwell Playhouse is rapidly shaping into
a distinctly beautiful theatre, the last word
in modernity. Charles Abramowitz is the
architect and Ben Schlaenger is consultant.
Holdovers: “Alexander’s Ragtime Band”
was held a third week in New Haven and
Hartford and two weeks in all other Poli
towns except Bridgeport . . . The picture
is estimated to have grossed $26,000 in the
New Haven first run engagement . . .
“Spawn of the North” shot Paramount,
New Haven and Allyn, Hartford business
well up above average, and was held in
both towns . . . “My Lucky Star” was also
a holdover in New Haven and Hartford
... “I Am the Law” is in its second week
at E. M. Loew’s, Hartford.
Demolition of buildings on the site of
the new Sam Weiss theatre in Stamford
has begun . . . The new Forest Theatre,
Allingtown, has reached the brickwork
stage and Contractor Vincent Fiore predicts a January 1 opening.

Fame's

Price Found
must

be

served.

Sick report: John Kantaras

of the Rialto,

Stamford, has been forced to absent himself from the theatre for the first time
in five years because of a foot infection
. . . Erie Wright of 20th-Fox made a flying
visit to Tilton, New Hampshire, to visit a
sick mother arid brother . . . Charlotte
McGuigan out several days with a cold . . .
Ditto Lenore LaVine Olderman . . . Edward Fitzpatrick of the Poli, Waterbury,

To answer
Ed

Wynn found that out Wednesday night
when the car he was driving struck that
of Fred G. Nanny of Portland.
Immediately following the crash, Wynn’s
chauffeur, a passenger in his car at the
time of the accident, passed a pad of
paper to the comedian. A girl, it was
explained, was seeking his autograph.
“At a time like this,” Wynn sighed, but
affixed his signature all the same.
Wynn was en route to Lakewood to see
his son, Keenan, who has been playing
in summer theatricals.

be considalong the
. . Sophie
the State,

Hartford, and Hugh “Woo Woo” Herbert is
promised soon . . . The Cole Porter musical, “You Never Know,” which had its
premiere here last winter, played Bushnell Memorial, Hartford, September 16-17
. . . The Shubert may open its legit season
the end of this month, although the attraction is yet unannounced.
Erie Wright’s 27x9 ft. float which headed
the Loew-Poli new movie season parades,
was a huge success in all towns. Eight
stunning New York models rode either on
the float or in advance on horseback, entertained at night-clubs in the various
towns and otherwise helped put over the
event. Auto dealers were tied into the
parade with old and new cars, showing
progress in the automotive industry, and
congratulating theatres on progress in the
motion picture field.
Adolph G. Johnson, former Bank Night
distributor for the state, has the agency
for “Magic Eye” and the “Photo-Pay Nite,”
working under Roy Heffner of Boston and
Claude Ezell, national distributor. First
installation of the camera and the new
type of cash giveaway will be in the Strand,
Hamden.

Bob Russell is distributing study guides
on “Boys’ Town” in the schools. Russell
reports he has increased the number of
these giveaways in response to genuine
interest of teachers and pupils.

suffering from a bad face burn as a result of the explosion of a match.
Portland — Fame

The Paramount is reported to
ering periodical stage shows
same policy pursued last year .
Tucker was a huge success at

a Loew

telephone these days

takes a few mouthfuls, i. e.: “This is motion picture’s greatest year. Good afternoon. Loew’s-Poli-College.”
Vacation

items are dwindling

. . . the

Morris Mendlesohns are back from “roughing it” at Lake Winepesaukee . . . Eva
Cooperstack is cruising to the West Indies
. . . Sidney Lax will see New Hampshire
and some of Canada . . . The George Freemans of Springfield were in New Haven
en route to Stamford . . . The Billy Elders
have bought a new Ford for the next
vacation.

Vaudeville at the Globe, Bridgeport, on
Monday nights now has two showings, at
6:45 and 8:45, in place of the former single showing . . . Capitol Theatre, Waterbury, is launched on the new colored dishware giveaway.
Visitors: Bill Richman, formerly with
National Screen Service and recently on
the Coast, visited on the street . . . M. E.
Morey, Republic district manager, stayed
in town for several days . . . Irwin Wheeler
in from New Canaan.
Trade screening of Columbia’s “You
Can’t Take It With You” gave exhibitors
and their friends some of the best laughs
in years . . . Belle Baker was a New Haven
visitor, looking for suitable quarters for
her son who is entering Yale . . . The Yale
student and teaching body, totaling 5,000.
is due back in town September 26 . . .
Freddie Bartholomew began his tour of
theatres last week in Providence.
The Roger Sherman Theatre here hooked in with station WELI for a three-day
contest in which various Irving Berlin
numbers from “Carefree” were broadcast
and listeners guessing correct titles were
awarded passes. Ten pairs of tickets were
given at each broadcast.

1.
2.
NEW
Floating-Comfort
INTERNATIONAL,
SEATS
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USED
GOOD USED
SEATS
of Every Kind

REPAIRS
3.
Reupholstering
Refinishing
Squabs

JIMMV
O’BRIEN
INTERNATIONAL
SEAT CO.

43 CHURCH

ST.
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nfORUlflTIOn BUREAU

Readers

of BOXOFFICE

will find this

page a ready source of information on
products which have been filed for reference with The MODERN THEATRE INFORMATION BUREAU.

Information on the following items may be secured by sending in the coupon.
Use the key numbers. If data on subjects other than those listed is wanted,
just state your requirements. We will endeavor to see that you are supplied
with details promptly.

’ MT617
MT518
MT519

ADVERTISING
MT481
MT482
MT483
MT484
MT485
MT486
MT487
MT488
MT489
MT490
MT491
MT482

Main signs and marquees
Signs, Neon
Signs, structural glass
Signs, travel word
Attraction boards
Letters, attraction board
Letters, changeable silhouette
Price signs, boxoffice
Display frames
Poster lights
Poster projectors
Cut-out machines

MT493
MT494
MT495
MT496
MT497
MT498
MT499

Time schedule clocks, electric
Monogrammed
mats, rubber
Slides, advertising
Slides, announcement
Sound truck P. A. systems
Transformers, Neon
Ladders, safety

MT500

Moving

words

projector

AIR CONDITIONING
MT505

Air

MT506
MT507
MT508
MT509
MT510
MT511

conditioning plants
plete
Heating systems
Refrigeration
Air washers
Blowers
Air circulators
Fans, exhaust

—

com-

MT512
MT513
MT514
MT515
MT516

Grilles and registers
Temperature control devices
Air conditioning accessories
Motors, multi-speed fan
Motors, constant speed

Air filters
Air diffusers,
Cooling coils

DECORATIONS
MT520

high

velocity

and FURNISHING

Architectural

service

MT521
MT522
MT523
MT524
MT525
MT526
MT527
MT528

Decorating service
Seating service
Theatre chairs
Chair covers
Theatre carpets
Carpet padding
Rubber matting
Furniture, lounge

MT529
MT530
MT531
MT532

Wall tiles, interior
Fabrics, decorating
Brass railings
Rope railings

MT533
MT534

Metal, ornamental
Mirrors

MT535
MT536
MT537
MT538

Luminous
colors
Ticket booths
Directional signs
Exit boxes

MT539
MT540
MT541
MT542
MT543
MT544
MT545

Curtain controls
Curtain tracks
Curtains, fireproof
Fountains, drinking
Fountains, ornamental
Rubber seat upholstery
Rubber floor & wall coverings

MTB54
MT555
MT556
MT557
MT558

Ultra

MT559
MT560
MT561
MT562
MT563

Silhouette letter mounting
Flashed opal glass
Pot metal opal glass
Fuses, indicator type
Fuses, cartridge

MT564

Lighting

The MODERN

individual

MT569
MT570
MT571
MT572
MT573
MT574
MT575
MT576
MT577
MT578
MT579
MT580

Expansion Bolts
Chair fastening cement
Chair refinishing materials
Upholstering materials
Seat patching kits
Seat decking materials
Floor surfacing materials
Carpet cleaning systems
Floor waxes
Matting, rubber
Paint, screen
Paint, plastic

MT5S1
MT5S2
MT583
MT584
MT585
MT586
MT587
MT588
MT589

Paint, aluminum
Polish, metal
Polish, furniture
Fireproofing compounds
Fire extinguishers
Ladders, safety
Uniforms, staff
Screen cleaning tools
Venetian blind cleaners

Fixtures, lighting
Colored lamps
Lumiline lamps
Candle flame lamps

MT591
MT592
MT593
MT594

MT598
MT599
MT600

WANT ISN'T LISTED. ASK FOR IT BY NAME
UNDER "REMARKS"

THEATRE
9-17-38

MT601
MT602
MT603
MT604
MT605
MT606
MT607
MT608
MT609
MT610
MT611
MT612
MT613

Please obtain for me free descriptive literature on the following
items. (List Key Numbers Below.)

MT614
MT615
MT616
MT617
MT618
MT619
MT620
MT621
MT622
MT623
MT624
MT625
MT626
MT627
MT628
MT629

Remarks:

MT630
MT631
MT632
MT633

Name

Projectors, complete with
Projectors, standard
Projectors, semi-portable
Projector pedestals
Projector parts
Lamps, suprex type

State.

MT641

Cleaners, vacuum
Disinfectants
Deodorant blocks
Insecticides

MT646

Disseminators

MT647
MT648
MT649

Air purifiers,
Air perfumes
Air sprays

ozone

MT660
MT651

Soap dispensers
Soaps, liquid

MT652

Hand

MT653
MT654
MT655

Chewing gum solvents
Rubber link matting
Exhaust fans

MTG56
MT657

Plumbing fixtures
Toilet seats

driers,

electric

SOUND
MT661
MT662
MT663

Sound systems,
Sound heads
Amplifiers

complete

MT664 Pre-amplifiers
MT665 Speakers
MT6 66 Rectifiers
MT667

Condensers

MT668
MT669
MTG70
MT671
MT672
MTG73
MT674
MT675
MTG76
MT677
MT678

Photo-electric cells
Tubes, amplifier
Tubes, rectifier
Exciter lamps
Baffles, horn
Lens assemblies, sound
Public address systems
Microphones
Microphone stands
Hearing aid systems
Acoustical materials

sound

STAGE

EQUIPMENT

Lamps, reflector arc
Lamps, high intensity
Lamps, incandescent projection
Arc regulators
Arc controls
Control panels

MT685
MT686

Screens, moving
Lighting, stage

MT687
MTt>88
MT689
MT890

Curtain controls
Curtain tracks
Stage
draperies
Stage rigging

Rectifiers,
Rectifiers,

MT691
MT692

Scenery, stage
Footlights

MT693

Switchboards

copper-oxide
tube type

Bulbs, rectifier
Rheostats, projection
Motor-generators
Lenses, projection
Lenses, condenser
Current changers
Mirror reflectors

STRUCTURAL

picture

MATERIALS

Carbons, projector
Carbon savers
Reels
Reel alarms
Rewinders, automatic
Change-over devices
Slide, projection
Lamps,
spot
Take-ups,
filmand

flood

Film safety controls
Fire prevention devices
Fire shutters, porthole
Film scales
Film scrapers
Film splicers
Film cleaners
Air gun (cleaner)
Tool kits
Film cabinets
Film cabinet stands
Effect projectors
Rectifiers,
sulphide

magnesium-copper

SANITATION

Theatre
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plants,

units

PROJECTION
MT550
MT551
MT552
MT553

Room 334 — 332 S. Michigan Ave.
Chicago, 111.

City

lighting

LIGHTING

USE THIS COUPON
YOU

violet

MAINTENANCE

MT595
MT596
MT597

IF WHAT

MT642
MT643
MT644
MT645

Floodlight lamps
Spotlight lamps
Sign lamps
Dimmers

Cleaning

compounds

MT700
MT701
MT702
MT703
MT704

Structural glasses
Insulation materials
Acoustical materials
Fibre boards
Fronts, glass

MT705
MT706
MT707
MT708
MT709

Fronts, vitreous
Fronts, porcelain
Fronts, stainless
Toilet partitions,
Flooring, asphalt

enamel
enamel
steel
metal
tile

MISCELLANEOUS
MT715
MT716
MT717
MT718
MT719

Accounting systems
Change makers
Safes, boxoffice
Tickets
Ticket choppers

MT720
MT721
MT722

Ticket
Ticket
Ticket

MT723
MT724

Pop corn
Uniforms,
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MPTOA NATIONAL MEET PLANNED FOR 0. C.
TAKES FORM AS DIRECTORS START MAPPING
Rhythmic

Trade Practices and Movie

Invitation

Committees

Ball on Convention
Oklahoma

Agenda
Oklahoma

City

— < Formation

of first

definite plans for the national MPTOA
convention to be held in Oklahoma City
were made at a meeting in the Biltmore
Hotel, Oklahoma City, of members of the
state board of directors in conference with
MPTOA President Ed Kuykendall.
Preliminary plans call for a down-toearth business convention on building
ticket sales and trade practices supplemented by one of the most unusual schedules of entertainment ever devised for a
national meet with most of the entertainment plans still a dark-deep secret until
hopes are made realities, but with a
Movie Ball definitely set to wind up the
convention.
Opens

October

Dates of October 30, 31 and November 1
were officially set for the convention and
the Movie Ball tagged for the last night,
a Tuesday. Plans are being made for
procuring one of the ace name bands of
the country to play to a public dance in
the local auditorium which will handle
from 6,000 to 10,000 people. Personal appearances of a number of top ranking stars
are scheduled for the ball. The appearance of these stars is more or less set.
according to Kuykendall, who has received definite assurances of two stars
each from two of the major producers.
Stars will make appearances at the convention and banquet scheduled for Monday night as well as at the Movie Ball.
Banquet is set for the Oklahoma Club and
is to be a closed affair with present plans
calling for no one other than the trade
members on the plate list.
Speakers for the business sessions of the
convention are being lined up by Kuykendall and Morris Loewenstein, MPTOA
secretary, and definite announcement of
subjects for discussion as well as speakers names will be forthcoming within the
next few weeks.
At the hotel meeting plans were laid out
for convention display space which, from
advance commitments, is expected to be
the largest ever seen at any convention.
First in was RCA Mfg. Co., which ordered
two booths several weeks ago. Others are
following. Booths will be eight feet square
and set up in the hotel so that delegates
entering the convention meeting halls will
pass through the display area. Rental
price has been set at $100 with the possibility that, if the rush for space continues, a second display set-up may be
necessary in another part of the hotel,
at which rentals may be at a smaller
figure due to the position of the displays.
A set-up of blue and gold Velour trim with
BOXOFFICE
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S

Ona

Johnson,

cashier at the Majestic Theatre, has heard
so much about the forthcoming MPTOA
convention from her boss, Morris Loewenstein, that the poetic urge overcame her.
Her contribution to the convention material reads as follows:
Oklahoma
City invites you
To attend your convention
Where
And

you’ll get things done
still have time to jest.

out

West,

in a

great

Ed Kuykendall has set the time
When
the Harvest Moon
is bright;
The time for work, and the time for
You’ll

all

agree

that

he

was

big

way

play

right.

He knows our progressive city,
As few of you members
do;
When
invited out the last time
He took a plane and flew.
He likes our Mexican
With beer and chili
So

30

City — Miss

oft to Mitila’s
When
the day’s

Be

sure

and

tamales
too;

you all can go
hard work is through.

bring

the

ladies,

There’ll be plenty to fill their days:
Luncheons, style shows, cocktail hours,
And
various other nifty ways.
The nights will be filled with music
In this glorious land of romance;
To rhythmic lyrics, you can bend and
And do that rhumba dance.

sway,

Now
friends, and all your relations.
We
are doing big things for you;
make
your reservations
And start your packing, too.

So

a 200-watt spotlight and plug-ins has
been accepted as standard background for
all booths.
It was also decided at the meeting that
the state and regional meets, being
planned in conjunction with the MPTOA
gathering, will be held at 4:30 p. m„ October 30 and 31, in different halls of the
hotel so that there will be no conflict with
business meetings of the MPTOA. Speakers on the national program will also be
used for these gatherings. The Oklahoma
association meet is the only one on a
definite schedule date but others have announced their attendance and are formulating plans for holding their gatherings
at the same time.
The

Griffith Amusement Co. has announced it will hold its annual managers
meeting of approximately 250 during the
convention. Interstate officials have
nixed the idea so far but since Interstate
has held no convention this year there is
some demand on the part of the boys in
the ranks for a meet at the MPTOA
gathering. Bob O’Donnell, Interstate head,
is set to make a decision shortly. R. X.
Williams jr„ president of the Tri-State
Association, is making plans for holding
the fall meeting of his group which covers
Arkansas, Mississippi and Tennessee here

By

in Oklahoma
meet.

Are

Assigned

the Steering
Coterie
City during

the national

Men attending the planning session at
the Biltmore Hotel included Ed Kuykendall and Morris Loewenstein, L. C. Griffith, head of the Griffith Amusement Co.;
Byron “Dinty” Moore, new general manager for Standard Theatres Corp. here;
Orville Enloe of El Reno and son Marvin Enloe; Homer Jones of Alva; Harry
Lowenstein of Ardmore; Max Brock of
Lawton; J. C. Hunter of Talbot Theatres
in Tulsa; Bill Gruber of Altus and representatives of the trade press.
Committee appointments were made by
the group as follows, after naming Morris
Loewenstein as general chairman of the
convention; Reception committee, L. C.
Griffith, chairman, with committee to be
composed of all state and national directors; registration chairman, Charles Zears;
transportation chairman. Pop Rad'r; display chairman, Morris Loewenstein; entertainment chairman, Dinty Moore;
Ladies’ Affairs committee, Mrs. Horace
Falls, Mrs. C. O. Fulgum, Mrs. Byron
Moore, Mrs. H. J. Griffith and Miss Ona
Johnson; golf tournament chairman, H. J.
Griffith and Horace Falls; program chairman, Morris Loewenstein; auditing chairman, Wade Schroeder.

Arkansas Beauty Winner
En Route to the Coast
Little

Rock — Loveliest

of all the young

ladies of Arkansas, Miss Mildred Hines left
her home here on a 10,000-mile tour of
the south, middlewest and Pacific coast as
“Miss Arkansas Traveler.”
Her trip is sponsored by the Arkansas
Automobile Club which has obtained the
participation of the offices of the American Automobile Association en route and
Chambers of Commerce.
Miss Hines, selected for her beauty by
statewide cooperation of newspapers, will
stop in Hollywood to visit Bob Bums and
Fay Bainter, who are making Paramount’s
“The Arkansas Traveler.”
Because the film and the tour have a
similar theme, the studio is participating
in Miss Hines’ trip around the country.
Her itinerary includes Kansas City, St.
Louis, Chicago, Minneapolis, St. Paul,
Seattle, Portland, San Francisco, Los
Angeles, San Diego, Dallas and other
cities.

Remodeling
Chapel

at Chapel

Hill, N. C. — The

atre is being remodeled.

Hill

Pickwick

The-
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Enthusiasm Over "Quiz" Trailer
By V. W. CRISP
Dallas

—

Prints

of the

“Movie

Quiz”

trailer were received by National Screen
Service, Wednesday morning and promptly screened at the 20th-Fox exchange to a
number of exhibitors who went in foursquare for the “Greatest Year” campaign
and who pronounced the trailer as just
the thing to get people interested in the
big contest. Ed Thorgersen of Movietone,
does all the narrating and explaining of
rules in the contest. He covers the Quiz
book from A to Z and answers in advance
almost any question a theatre patron
could ask.
Leaders in the campaign movement said
the trailer should complete the job of
crystallizing public interest, especially
where some of the small town exhibitors
have had some difficulty in getting up the
proper steam. The trailer is available
from National Screen Service.
Still

100 Independents

W. S. Miller, 20th-Fox office manager
in charge of distributing “Greatest Year”
accessories, said there are still 100 independent exhibitors in the campaign with
one or two additional theatres coming in
daily, proof of which was a check on Miller’s desk for Quiz books which had just
arrived in the morning mail.
Interstate, R&R and Griffith are three
of the big circuits known to be thoroughly working the contest and meeting with
success with increased ticket sales. But
it is interesting to learn of the outstanding
success one small town showman is realizing. This town is perhaps 4,000. Instead
of a minimum order of 1,000 Quiz books
usually taken by the small town, this exhibitor put out 4,000 in one batch. If he
thought one had been torn or soiled he
gave the party another. He put out so
many books they started talking. In addition he put his theatre program, specially prepared, into the folds of the Quiz
books. He said the advertising thus made
possible was equally as valuable as the
contest. This exhibitor worked overtime
in explaining the contest and campaign to
individual patrons.
Outside of many who entered the con-

Music
Dallas — The

Suit Settled
Dallas

“Ascap,” advises that the suit for alleged
infringement of their copyrighted music
against Dr. A. Duran, San Diego, Tex.,
exhibitor, has been settled out of court.

San

Mexican

Antonio — The

Film Released
booking
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MPTO

association,

Pickerel,

to

resigned

his holdings
Co.

to the

succeed

following

Fred

sale

of

Griffith Amusement

test there were a number who began asking when the contest pictures were playing. One woman said she did not expect
to be a contestant, but did want the book
to keep up with pictures as it was a guide
to entertainment she wanted to see.
Further proof of success met by this exhibitor is that he reopened his second
house which had been closed for some
time. The possibilities are there, it has
already been pointed out many times, particularly in the case of this small town
exhibitor who already has gone to town
with his contest and his increased business.

Campaign
Oklahoma's
Oklahoma

Is Winning
Acclaim
City — 'The “Motion

Pictures’

Greatest Year” drive and Quiz contest are
both hitting the high C’s in interest here
in this state. Headquarters for distribution of promotional material at the Warner exchange here have announced orders
for $25,000 worth of accessories received
with the entire Griffith Amusement Co.
circuit on the line and 67 independent
operators in the state going to town with
the promotion. Griffith is supplementing
the regular material with a big spread of
billboards in all of the cities where it is
located. Local Standard houses are ballyhooing the contest in their regular newspaper advertising and with specially-made
screen
trailers prepared by the circuit itself.

Amarillo,

Ritter Now

Tex. — When

Tex

Ritter, Mon-

ogram action star, appeared here, George
Tucker, Interstate city manager, declared
it an occasion. He presented the actor
with an Oklahoma colonel’s commission
on the staff of Governor Marland. Ritter,
with other stars, attended the Will Rogers memorial celebration. He also appeared on the Capitol stage and on all
radio stations.

department

of the Latin- American Film office here
has announced a new release. The Azteca
film is titled “Rapsodia
ican Rhapsody).

Oklahoma
City —
Byron “Dinty''
Moore, new general manager of Standard Theatres here, has been named to
the board of directors of the state

"Colonel"

office of the Amer-

ican Society of Authors, Composers and
Publishers, referred to in the trade as

New

Another New Role
For Moore

Mexicana”

(Mex-

Dallas — George

Tucker,

Interstate’s Am-

arillo city manager, was once a Dallas film
man. He started as poster clerk under
the late Harry T. Peebles.

MANAGER J. FRANK WILLINGHAM of M-G-M, who is chairman
of the Movie Quiz Contest for Memphis,
called a meeting of all branch managers
and salesmen in the 20th Century-Fox exchange last Monday morning. The men
reported that the contest had aroused a
tremendous amount of public interest in
the territory and exhibitors were cooperating to the fullest extent.
Claude Gentry of the Lyric Theatre,
Baldwyn, Miss., is attending the American
Legion convention on the coast.
Mrs. Clyde Westbrook of Wesco Theatres, Cleveland, Miss., who returned home
from a Memphis hospital last week, suffered a relapse and was brought back to
the hospital.
Jerry J. Jonas of the executive offices
of M-G-M is visiting the local exchange.
W. F. Ruffin of Covington, Tenn., and
operator of the Ruffin and Chickasaw
Amusement Companies, has bought the
Ritz Theatre, Hickman, Ky., from J. Dee
Henry and the Benton Theatre, Benton,
Ky., from Bob T. Long. Mr. Ruffin will
take over the operation of Hickman this
coming week and Benton the next week.
Among visitors to the local Filmrow
this week were W. O. Taylor, Dresden,
Tenn.; Mrs. M. M. West, Centerville, Tenn.;
Ned Greene, Legion, Mayfield, Ky.; W. F.
Ruffin, Ruffin Amusement Co.; Cecil Cupp
arid family, Arkadelphia, Ark.; R. B. Hardy, Nashville, Ark.; Gordon Hutchins,
Corning, Ark., and Mrs. Harkey, Hardy,
Ark.
Howard Dean has been transferred from
Atlanta to the local Paramount branch
and will work in zone 2 in the future.
Arrangements were completed September 12 for the formation of a Memphis
Variety Club at a meeting in 20 th CenturyFox Exchange here. M. A. Lightman was
elected chief barker; Tom Young, 20thFox branch manager, first assistant barker; Albert Avery, RKO, second assistant
barker; Fred Ford of Malco Theatres, secretary, and Tom Kirk of M-G-M, treasurer. Invitations have been extended to
leaders in amusement circles and approximately 50 persons have enrolled as charter members. A second meeting will be
held Monday, 10:30 a. m. at 20 th Century-Fox.
Jack

Reville, M-G-M salesman, is recovering nicely from a fractured arm acquired in a recent accident.

John Molirstadt of the Missouri Theatre, Hayti, Mo., is opening a colored house
this Saturday, to be known as the Ace.
The Paramount Pep Club, composed of
employes of the local branch, was to hold
its semi-annual meeting on the Claridge
roof this Friday evening.
Manager Fred Ford of the Malco Theatre says that the recent contest in the
Press-Scimitar on Charley McCarthy and
Universal's “Letter of Introduction’’ was
one of the best ever run in the paper.
BOXOFFICE
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Dallas Variety Club Fall
Luncheons Are Resumed

M-G-M Southern Sales Winners

Dallas

Set. for Paris Trip This Month
Dallas — Led

by Col. C. E. Kessnich,

trict manager, M-G-M’s

dis-

star sales executives of the
south, will leave
about October 26
for Paris on a
30-day free, allexpense trip as
their prize award

and Charlotte.

Bickel is all smiles on winning the trip
and is being warmly congratulated by
many friends. He contacted the Boxoffice
Dallas bureau to ask this trade paper to
thank Texas exhibitors for him.
“Tell them,” Bickel asked, “that I give
them my sincere thanks for their very
fine cooperation and help they extended
me which made it possible for me to en-

in the company’s
“Trip to Paris”
sales drive
which ended
August 25.
The winning
offices were St.

joy the privilege of this wonderful trip.”
Bickel undei’stands the party will leave
October 26 and return November 25. He
said they will visit France and England,
but didn’t mention Germany, Spain, Italy
oi Czecho- Slovakia.

Louis,

Stock Authorization for
Radio Firm in Oklahoma

Minneapolis, Pittsburgh, O k 1 ahoma City, Dallas, Memphis
Winners in the southern

territory were Leroy Bickel, Frank Willingham, a former Dallas film man and
new manager at Memphis; Dick Banford,
St. Louis manager; Wm. Zoellner, Oklahoma manager, and B. Bishop, Charlotte
manager.
M-G-M has piled up one of its largest
sales grosses on the ’38-’39 season. Leroy

Oklahoma

City — The

Wichita

—

The

new

season

for Variety

Club luncheons got under way Monday at
the Adolphus Hotel with the personnel of
National Screen Service being guests. This
plan of taking one company at a time and
having all the gang of one trade-mark
present at each luncheon was planned
early in the year by Chief Barker Bob
O’Donnell and has served to stimulate desired interest in the club.
Although there have been no luncheons
for about 60 days, the club rooms remained popular during the summer and
particularly so during Labor Day and
after the big games when some members
and their friends almost stayed all night.
At the Monday luncheon, Mike Rice,
film attorney, introduced Wm. McGraw,
defeated gubernatorial candidate, who
started off by saying, “Give them

a little

more
Leon.”
The music,
National
Screen crowd, headed by
Paul Short and Wallace Walthall, were:
Victor Maxwell, Leo Smith, J. O. McClanahan, F. W. (Doc) Allen, Elmer Dalton, Duncan Hamrick, Doyle Maynard, T.
A. Harris, Elman Adams, Frances Gross,
Sybil Yonack, Marie Harper, Lorna Belle
Templeton, Rose Shapiro, Gertrude Helm,
Elizabeth Amos, Pearl Sadler, Angele Rupe,

Broad-

casting Co., a Delaware corporation, has
been granted a $10,000 capital stock authorization in Oklahoma. T. B. Noble jr„
managing director of the State and Pix
theatres here and operator of houses in
Lincoln, Neb., is named as service agent
in Oklahoma. Radio plans of the organization remain unknown until return of
Noble from a business trip to the East.

Hildred Williams, Elizabeth Lewis, Winifred Cutler, Helen Golden, Marie Calvert,
Mable Howlett, Hazel Crouch, Marguerite
Caffe, Mary Tilley, Eleanor McGuire,
Cloia Criglow, Ruth Watts, Richard Whitley, Jack Wareham, Eugene Flowers, William Ledbetter, Jack Cole, Dorothy Mealer
and Irvin Grandjean.
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CHARiiLcnnnE
and S. R. Reams of TheJ^ILEY DAVIS
atrical Printing Co., Atlanta, were
visitors on Filmrow last week. A. F. Sams
of Statesville, Albert Berelowitz of Whitmire, S. C. and D. Holt of Troy also were
seen on the Row.
At Roanoke Rapids the Imperial Theatre, operated by Lyle M. Wilson, opened
on Labor Day after having been closed
for remodeling .
The Ritz at Tabor City, dark for several weeks because of damage by fire, has
been reopened by Joe Anderson.
A new theatre is under construction at
Randleman. Last week the Anderson was
opened at Mullins, S. C.
R. H. Bradley of Republic office has returned from Little River where he went
on a fishing trip and vacation with his
family.
Miss Lucille Bradley spent her vacation
in Fayetteville. She returned last week to
her desk in Republic office.
The Visulite Corp. of Norfolk, Va., will
begin construction of a new theatre in
the Woman’s college section of Greensboro, October 1, which should be completed in 90 days. Jeff Hofheimer is
president and Albert Hofheimer is vicepresident of the corporation.
The Carolina Theatre operated by Carolina Theatres, Inc., here, closed on September 10 for extensive remodeling.

Favorable

Reaction

Frank Capra
Atlanta — A

capacity

VISITORS:

attended

the preview of Columbia’s “You Can’t
Take It With You” last Sunday at the
Rialto Theatre. The consensus seemed
to be that this film of the Pulitzer prizewinning play is a great picture. The audience had a sprinkling of exhibitors, well
representative of the territory, who commented that the film will be a smash
boxoffice attraction.
W. W. Anderson, branch manager; Sam
Moscow, sales manager, and Sidney Laird,
office manager, were on hand to greet

F&W Plans to Open New
Macon House in October
Ga. — Remodeling

work

on

Nashville,

Tenn. — According

Participates

Antonio— L. W.

McClintock,

Para-

mount Pictures branch manager, has signed up all of Henry W. Hall’s 19 theatres
in the state to participate in “Motion Pictures’ Greatest Year.”
The drive is going over great in this
territory, “Mack”
BOXOFFICE

Tony

“The practice of charging patrons 25
cents for parking and admitting them to
the theatre free will be continued. However, I expect no move to legalize Sunday
movies to result from the grand jury’s
action. The theatres don’t care whether
they show or not on Sunday.”
Lloyd Lawrence, manager of the Madison Theatre, was made a party to the
suit which was filed on June 30.
Mayor Thomas L. Cummins has publically intimated that the question of legal
Sunday shows in Nashville will be on the
ballot of the next public referendum held
here, possibly a vote on the issuance of
bonds to match PWA funds.

Have

Favorable exhibitor reaction was reported to the recent screening of “Drums,”
Alexander Korda production for United
Artists release.
Heightened

interest is reported through“Motion Pictures’

out the territory on

Greatest Year.”
Filmrow reports indicate ivork already
has started on Augusta’s new $300,000
Miller Theatre. The house will seat approximately 2,500 persons.
The

third house, the Palace, in Newport, Tenn., has opened. Likewise the Ritz
at Morristown, Tenn.

Memphis
Makes

Open

Air Theatre

Up Its $1,700 Loss

Memphis — The

Memphis

open

air thea-

tre showed a cash loss of approximately
$1,711 for recent five-week season, it was
revealed at meeting of board of directors,
but has acquired property valued at $2,500
and so is writing its records in the black
for the year.

You Seen . . .

The New Brenkert Econarc Lamp?
"The Economy
A new

Lamp

for the Average

type low intensity lamp
more

Theatre"

with 40%

light than regular low
intensity lamps.

Uses Same

Size Carbons

Investigate now
“EVERYTHING

San

to

Sudekum, president of Crescent Amusement Co., his theatre at Madison, a suburb
of Nashville, will continue operation on
Sunday following failure of the Davidson
county grand jury to return an indictment in an action brought by a local citizen in behalf of a law enforcement group.
To bring themselves technically within a
law of the state of Tennessee, no admission charge to the theatre has been made,
but a charge of 25 cents is made for
parking space on the theatre grounds.
Following the report that the grand
jury had failed to indict, Mr. Sudekum
issued the following public statement:

—

Same

Current

Costs

the

building destined to be a new picture
house is going forward, and the house is
expected to be ready by October.
The structure at 451 Third St. was leased
by F. and W. Amusement Co.
Hall Chain

Royal

Theatre, Monticello, Ga.; M. C. Moore,
Jacksonville, Fla.; Robert Word, Scottsboro, Ala.; John Long, Bridgeport, Ala.,
and H. K. Timberlake, Stephenson, Ala.

the guests in behalf of Atlanta’s Columbia
office.

Macon,

A

Mrs. Violet Edwards,

to

Production
audience

A T 1L AMT
Continue Sunday
Runs in Nashville

FOR

—
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THE
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—ID) A IL
jyjRS. WALLACE WALTHALL had a narrow escape Monday night as two hoodlums, with guns drawn, forced her to
drive them to Ft. Worth. She had been
to see a special screening of the Alexander
Korda-United Artists special at the Melrose Theatre that afternoon. On getting
into her car after the show, about five

Johnny
For
Thursday in Dallas with J. P. O’Loghlin,
leader of the Kent Drive, for a brief visit
at the local branch and also to make the
important trade contacts in this territory.
They were joined by H. G. Ballance, southern district manager, who came over from
Atlanta.

Long Makes Deal
Hebbronville Units

Dallas — Johnny

Long,

circuit operator

with headquarters at Bay City, has purchased the two theatres at Hebbronville,
according to advice received by exchanges
early in the week. One was the Texas,
owned by John H. Stahl of Carrizo Springs
and the other, the Casino, Mexican house
operated by the Garcias.
The Hebbronville house will come under
the personal direction of Long in the group
of smaller south Texas houses owned by
him and not under the Griffith partnership in the seven larger Long towns, it
was said.

G. Pozas, owner of three theatres in
Monterey, Mex., has been in Dallas several
days buying equipment for his houses.
He completed several deals, it was said.
Pozas made the trip back and fourth in his
car.

Independent exhibitors on the Row Wednesday were: Johnny Blocker, who will
open a new theatre in a week at Abilene;
Pat Duffy, and son Leo Duffy, who soon
will open a new theatre at Sweetwater;
Hiram Parks, former film salesman who
went into Grand Falls a few weeks ago
with a new theatre; A. M. Morgan, Midlothian, who always has an eagle eye on
likely spots; H. S. Usry, Decatur, doing
regular booking; W. J. (.Bill) Cnesher,
Littlefield, with his brief case and usual
15-cent cigar; H. A. Daniels, Seguin, who
learned his open brief case against the film
building with the wind almost strewing his
many papers all along the Row; Gray

O. K. Bourgeois of Atlantic Pictures,
collector of old books on the history of
films, 700 bindings to date, ran across another one in Dallas called the “Unmasking of Robert Houdin, by Harry Houdini.

Miller, Crystal City, in town with his associate, Daniels; Andy Maudlin, Lubbock,
who sold off three towns this year and is
confining his opera to the bigger town and
to Tulia which he recently bought and remodeled.

For the past three weeks the Waldo
Theatre, Waldo, has been managed by
Albert Morris. The house is owned by

Donald Dixon, owner of the Haskell
Theatre, which he has revamped into a
newer house as far as decoration and
equipment are concerned, has something
else new and more important in his life
with the arrival this week of a sevenpound, nine-ounce boy. All are doing fine,
including the papa, who, as he announced
the arrival to friends on Filmrow reached
for cigars to hand around, but finding
none in his pocket handed out Haskell

Ernest Conrad, manager of the Dixie
at Huntsville, spent last Wednesday in
Springfield, Mo., on a fishing trip . . .
Formal opening of the new Drew Theatre,
Monticello, was attended by a record crowd.

o’clock, the two thugs arose from the back
and told her to drive on and keep quiet.
They directed her through Grand Prairie
where she thought a red light might stop
the car, allowing her to give an alarm, but
the lights were green. At Fort Worth she
was released unharmed and drove her new
car back to Dallas, arriving home at an
early morning hour.

He claims it’s the only copy. Incidentally,
the book says there were double programs
in England during 1728, and two shows a
night.
Herman Wobber, new general sales
manager of 20 th Century-Fox, arrives

» Theatre «
MODERNIZING
&
STREAMLINING
HEADQUARTERS
Visit Us
in our new office
1914 Main Street
PLANS

Bob Clemmens, who put over the Arcadia
very nicely and successfully under its new
independent ownership, went over to Hot
Springs recently to relax and boil, and returned home to find himself full of malaria. A week in a Dallas hospital put him
up in good shape and back on his manager’s job.
Guy Cameron, assistant in managing the
Peak, owned by his father, P. G. Cameron,
went west a few days ago to attend the
American Legion convention at Los Angeles.
H. A. “Windy” Daniels
wood St. Wednesday.

CO.
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Har-

H. H. Baker of Emerson . . . Construction began last week on the building formerly occupied by J. E. Fitzgerald & Co.,
Parkin, which is now being remodeled to
house the Ritz Theatre.

Mr. and Mrs. T. M. Hasty and family
of Dardanelle left recently for Mount
Vernon, Tex., where they will make their
home. Hasty is the former manager of
the Joy Theatre at Dardanelle and has
bought a theatre at Mount Vernon. The
Joy at Dardanelle will be in charge of
Hasty.
Marshall Hasty, son of Mr. and Mrs. T. M.
The Judd Theatre, Judsonia, recently
purchased by O. C. Waller from Lowell
Lanius, will be managed by Misses Mildred and Mona Waller, daughters of Mr.
Waller . . . Miss Lillie Mae Locklar and
Harry Henderson Gilleland, Camden, are
now one. Gilleland is projectionist at the
Rialto, Camden.
A style revue of live models was held
at the Macco, Magnolia . . . The Hew
Theatre, Monette, has announced an addition to its regular weekly program. On
Saturday night, a special show will be
field and the same show will again be
shown on Sunday afternoon . . . G. W.

One 50 AMP
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KING
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passes.

■yyORK
has begun
the by
new Mrs.
theatre
at
Malvern
being on
built
Leila
Cooper Bridewell and William H. Cooper.
The theatre will be known as the Ritz and
is expected to open the latter part of
November.

Jones, manager of the New, Lonoke, announces he will hold a preview every Saturday night.
Manager J. J. Kane of the Conway
Theatre, Conway, announces remodeling
and redecorating of the theatre is now
underway. The ticket office will be moved
forward to the sidewalk line, and the lobby
enlarged and modernized. New lounge and
rest rooms will be provided on the second
floor over the lobby.
BOXOFFICE
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Three Monogram Stars
Due to Appear in Abilene
Dallas

—

Monogram
week

John

Franconi

office says

of

more

the

of the

pany’s stars will appear in Abilene for the
starting September 19 to boost and

be guests of the Tri-States Fair starting
that day. The group will include Jack
Randall, Movita and John Carroll.
George Tucker, Interstate’s city manager, is in charge of all arrangements for
the
atres.

New

local

com-

stars’ visit which probably will include personal appearances in Abilene the-

■QNIVERSAL
FILMin EXCHANGES,
has filed suit
district court INC.,
here
against R. Lewis Barton, operator of the
Stroud, Stroud, Okla., for $874.75 in damages for alleged breach of agreement . . .
Hugh Owens, UA manager out of Dallas,
in town . . . Charles Zears, assistant secre-

critic, to pick its best double-bill offering
during September and tagged it as the
“Double-Bill of the Month” . . . Court
item: The U. S. district court suit of Naylor vs. Griffith Amusement Co., et al;
motions to quash summons have been

tary of the State Theatre Owners Ass’n,
exhibiting antique glassware at the Kansas State Fair.

filed by Griffith and by co-defendant
Ralph P. Leachman . . . Standard turned

“Booloo,” at the Empire was warmly received by the cash customers; over at the

Independent and circuit men alike are
showing a lot of confidence as the staggering report on new openings and remodelings during the last week reveals. New
houses include: A second house at Eufala
by Roy Creason who now operates the
Palace there; second house at Disney by M.
R. Parks set to open September 18; a 300
seater at Westville which was to be opened
September 15 by S. P. Sellers; a 300-seat
house opened September 2 by R. S. Fryer
at Grove; a 300 seater, set for October 1
by Buffum and Doty, partners, at Broken
Bow; the Palace, by Roy Aikens at Helena;
a Negro house, the Jewel, 400 seater at
Ardmore, being opened by P. H. James
who also operates the new Jewel, Negro
house, here; a 350 seater at Eufala will
emerge from S. P. Doss and Marvin
Loew’s purchase of the Chief from Buddy
Walker, and September 9 A. C. Wooten
opened the Ritz at Skiatook.

Aztec, Metro’s “Port of Seven Seas” got
off to a flying start Friday, while “The
Little Tough Guy” at the Texas for a split
week showing, played to a nice turn-out
during the Saturday and Sunday holidays,
for a four-day run.

Remodeling reports: The Lawton Theatre Corp. (Max Brock, Harry Williams
and Margaret Bay) is putting 300 new
seats, redecorating and remodeling the
Palace V. A. Wilkinson is putting 300

HE

SAITOH

^OLORES
DEL RIO, film star, was a
Santone visitor for a few hours when
her train stopped over here at the S. P.
Depot. She was en route from Mexico
City to Hollywood. While in the southern
republic, she made
ture.

Motion

a Spanish

talking

pic-

Pictures are still proving to be

Santone’s best entertainment in keeping
with the present Greater Movie Season
. . . The “Spawn of the North” opening at
the Majestic Saturday clicked merrily at
the boxoffice; another Paramount picture,

seats, new carpets, lighting fixtures, furniture and redecorating his house at Comanche Robb & Rowley are completely remodeling their Ritz at Muskogee. It gets
1,800 new seats, a new front, marquee, sign,

The Radio Arts Academy has opened
in the Milam Bldg, with Mrs. Stephen
Jones in charge. Screen, radio and stage
courses are taught by Director Jones.

remodeled mezzanine, carpets and furniture; Levi Metcalf has put 325 seats in
his Metro at Purcell and Charles Mahone is putting new seats, projectors,
speaker,

producing. Cast, director and cameramen
will be announced at a later date.

Seen while making the rounds: O. B.
Thomas wearing an odd looking cap . . .
Chief of Service George Strickland of the
State has gone back to school at Texas
A. & M. College and Harold Pure has taken
his place . . . Lionel Underwood back from
a jaunt to Dallas . . . Doris (Wise) Seidelmann and hubby dancing to the rhythm
of Rex Preis’ ork on the cool Gunter Roof.
Visitors along

Soledad

Street were:

Bob

Bauer, ex-theatreman from Laredo; Stout
Jackson, tentshowman; Windy Daniels,
Palace, Seguin; Bob Smith, Mission, Raymondville; Pappy Cauble, roadshowman;
Tommy Wales, Cascade, Boeme, and Juan
Salas Porras, exhibitor, owner of Circuito
Alcazar chain of theatre in Chihuahua,
Mex.

Serapio Ayala, Latin- American exchange
film inspector, has returned from a vacation trip to Monterey, Mex.
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the works on for a premiere of “Marie
Antoinette” (M-G-M)
at the Criterion
with beacon lights, bombs exploding, mike
in the lobby, etc. . . . Charles Schymacher.
new addition to State staff.

Mac

Q. Williamson, state attorney general, has handed down a decision that
Photo Pay Nite is a violation of the lottery
law the same as the old Bank Night. His
opinion was given to Frank E. Severn,
Woods county attorney, and involved the
set-up at the Alva, managed by Homer
Jones . . . Hearing on motions to quash
and dismiss on the part of First National
Pictures, Inc., Paramount Pictures, Inc.,
Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc., Griffith
Amusement Co. and others involved as defendants in the $4,460,000 suit of A. B.
M.omand in U. S. district court set for
hearing September 29 before Federal Judge
A. P. Murrah.

Bantex

Interstate city office visitors last week
included Raymond B. Willie of Dallas,
Frank O. Starz, also from Dallas, and
others.

“The Life of Sam Houston” will be made
in and around these parts by Republic
Pictures this season with Harold Schumate

twist for promotion — Circle management got C. V. L., local newspaper

lamps and
homan at Hobart.

rectifier into his Okla-

San

Installs RCA

Antonio — J. C. Webb,

Bantex

Theatre,

all new
house.

RCA

Bandera,

sound

manager

of the

recently installed

system

in his show-

There’s nothing temperamental
about the new 70 Series amplifier—It’s designed for tops in
quality reproduction and
ble-free performance.

trou-

Perfected silent
change-over
on

The Griffith Amusement Co. has closed
its Empire at Altus for remodeling and a
new tag. The house is set to open the latter
part of this month. W. T. Spears is manager. Company is also remodeling its Majestic at Gainsville, Tex., and will reopen
October 1.

input
circuit
—
Perfectly
filtered copper oxide
exciter

lamp

supply — Separate
rectified
‘‘DC”
metersrent and
controlscurfor
each
exciter
lamp — New
tone
control
theory
with
controls

separate
for lows

and
highs
Transient
d i s -

Specialize
in
QUALITY & SERVICE

tortion eliminated — Power
output 20 watts
from
stabilized

We

push-pull
beam
power tubes.
Remote
at

The Queen Feature Service, Inc.
Quality Theatre Equipment
l912Vz

Morris

Avenue

BIRMINGHAM,

BUFFALO
315 s. harwood

volume control for controlling amplifier volume from
auditorium available
small extra cost.
(£®o

& Supplies
Phone

ALABAMA

3-86<S5
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COOLING
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ENGINEERING
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EQUIPMENT
CO., INC.
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pRAISE and approval of the suggestion
made by Congressman Robert L. Mouton, Lafayette, La., that the old French
Opera House be rebuilt, has been voiced
by Octave Garsaud jr., chairman of the
Vieux Carre Civic association’s committee
sponsoring such a move.
The New Orleans Theatre Guild elected
Robert F. Logan president; Richard J.
Courcier jr., vice-president; Irvin F. Drymond, secretary-treasurer , and Miss Julia
Peytral, corresponduig secretary. Board
members are Mrs. Eva Watson Thriffiley,
Jules F. Peytral jr., John E. Morrill sr„ H.
Koppel, Thomas J. Thriffiley sr., Miss
Adelin Murphy, Harold Bialock and Mrs.
Joseph Lambert . . . “Alexander’s Ragtime Band,” which was shown for two
straight weeks at the Saenger Theatre, has
moved over to the Tudor for another week.
The

New

Realart

Theatre, De

Ridder,

La., operated by L. Hagroder and S. Samuel, opened recently . . . Angy Gemelli,
operator of the Chez Paree, will try to
sign Jerry Cooper, a former New Orleans boy who has made the grade on the
air and screen, to a personal appearance
at his club.
The Utica Theatre, Utica, Miss., operated by Frank Glick, and the Melba Theatre, Elton, La., operated by Steven Guillory, both new houses with approximately
300 seating capacity each, were opened
last week . . . The Louisiana Motion Picture Equipment Co., New Orleans, last week
installed sound equipment in the Raceland
Theatre, Raceland, La.; the Lockport,
Lockport, La.; Maltz Arcade, Ferriday, La.;
and the Imperial, New Orleans.
Professor C. C. Henson, principal of
Isadore Newman school, has been appointed regional director of the motion picture
committee of the department of secondary
education of the National Education
in Louisiana.

Ass’n

Miss Colleen Moore and her famous
dollhouse will be at one of the leading
department stores here September 28, and
at the same time Miss Moore will make
personal appearances . . . Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Lazarus, operators of the Center
and Coliseum Theatres here, who are vacationing on the West Coast, are amusing
the home folks and friends by sending
them wooden postcards from various cities.
The Fornea Theatre, Picayune, Miss.,
has been transferred to the Dixie Shows,
Inc. J. W. Fornea is managing the house
. . . H. C. Buckwalter, of Altec Service, is
back at his desk after vacationing in
Florida.
The Joe Heard circuit, operators of theatres in West Monroe, Jena, DeQuincey,
Hanesville, and Sulphur, La., is now affiliated with the Theatre Service of New Orleans. The two houses in West Monroe were
not included on the deal . . . Ashe Pace,
manager of the Monogram office since
June, has resigned and is returning to
Charlotte. Pace is being succeeded by
Buford Stiles.
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MI III A Mil III
Western Star Hit
MOST recent and surest of the signs of
At Texas Roundup
Dallas

—

Because

of the

hustle

and

showmanship on the part of A. E. McLain, Colorado theatre manager, and the
cooperation of H. B. Robb, circuit head,
who persuaded Columbia studios at Hollywood to send Charles Starrett to Colorado
for the Frontier Round-Up, one of the biggest film tieups ever to take place in west
Texas, has been recorded.
Starrett was made the
thing, and did everything
him to do. He proved
pleasing to west Texas
led the parade, appeared

center of everyanybody wanted
a regular fellow,
psychology. He
at the Palace, A

house, along with his new picture, “South
of Arizona,” paid much attention to the
kids who crowded about him. In short,
he was more agreeable than they expected
him to be.
Several west Texas ranchers offered
Starrett the pick of their ponies, but he
declined only because he couldn’t take one
back to Hollywood in a suitcase or in the
airliner.
The Starrett appearance went far, in a
public relations way, toward boosting motion pictures in west Texas.
Yuill Robb, Big Springs theatre man,
came in for part of the Starrett goodwill
visit. He was one to meet the star whom
he induced to make two personal appearances in the neighborhood city to Colorado.
Starrett also made quite a commotion in
Big Sprihgs, as well as Colorado.

C. H. Goff Proud

of His

Rustic at Parsons, Tenn.
Parsons,

Tenn. — Two

years

ago

Goff erected the Rustic Theatre

C. H.

here of

which

he is quite proud and invites exhibitors to visit the quaint structure. The
house conforms with its name, being very
rustic in appearance. It is built of pine
logs about 14 inches in diameter like the
early settlers built 50 years ago.
Unlike most log cabins the bark has been
left on the inside as well as the exterior.
Goff conceived of the innovation to overcome reverberation. Without any ceiling
celotex or acoustical board the sound effect has been pronounced perfect by sound
equipment engineers, Goff stated.
Another such theatre is operated at
West Yellowstone, Mont., by George Baker.
It also is called the Rustic.

an early season in this city is the
persistent report that Eddie Sparks, head
of the state-wide chain bearing his name,
soon will be back in Miami. He has spent
much of his summer at his new estate at
Asheville, N. C.

Plans for extensive improvements are
being worked out for the Miami DriveIn Theatre by Manager Ira Loew. The
ramps and driveways, originally of tamped soil, are being paved with a hard surface material and a number of cocoanut
and banana trees are being planted. In
the entranceway of the theatre a tropical
garden is being planted in the center of
which will play an electric fountain.
Ira Loew recently returned from a vation trip which took him to Yellowstone
National Park, Chicago, up into Canada
and back via his former home, Boston.
His new assistant manager, F. R. Wickard, left this week for California to attend the American Legion convention
there. A captain in the army during the
World War, Wicker is active in various
veterans’ organizations.
In town this past week were Harry
Balance, eastern salesmanager for 20 th
Century-Fox; Paul Wilson, branch manager from Atlanta for that company, and
Fred Dodson, Florida salesman.
While

Hal Kopplin is away on his vacation, Jack Fink, manager of the Capitol,
is moving up into the big chair in the
Wometco art department, where Owen
Wills is developing his hobby, photography, into near professional perfection.
A group of some 25 Wometco employes,
including Manager Charles Ozborn of the
State, Manager Burton Clark of the Rosetta, Manager Carl Kiser of the Lyric
and Manager Stanley Stern of the Miami
(who leaves this week on his vacation),
have organized an informal cycling club
and take jaunts sometimes 15 miles long
out into the Everglades and along the
beaches Sunday mornings.
Herman

Silverman

leaves next week for

a fortnight’s
ville, N. C. vacation to be spent as AsheCarl Loft, operator at the Ritz, was
married last week to Miss Catherine
Smith, a Miami girl. Carl is a brother
of Mrs. Hal Kopplin who entertained last
week in honor of the couple.

Peoples

Theatres

Buys the Palm
New Wilby-Kincey House
At Knoxville Is Opened
Knoxville,

Park

Mayor

Theatre

Tenn. — Wilby-Kincey’s

new

was formally dedicated by

W. W. Mynatt at its opening September 12. The house seats 600 and is
equipped with Western Electric sound.
Milton Newsom, former Riviera Theatre
manager, heads the local staff.

Foley,

Ala. — Peoples

Circuit
in Foley

Theatres

of Ala-

bama, Inc., owners of the Fairhope (Ala.)
theatre, has acquired the new Palm
Theatre here.
F. L. Griffin will manage
Wolfsons
Asheville,

Asheville

both houses.

Vacationers

N. C. — Mitchell

Wolfson,

co-

owner of the Wometco circuit, and family,
were recent vacationers here.
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PREMIUM OUSTER AND ADMISSION HIKES DUAL
HEADS IN F-P SHOWMANSHIP REVIVAL DRIVE
To Merchandise

Programs

Solely on Basis of
Entertainment
By BEN

LEPKIN

Winnipeg — Immediate

abolition

of pre-

miums and initiation of price increases
over the circuit were advanced to the
western convention of Famous Players
Canadian Corp. here as keynoters in a
determined campaign “to revive and reapply the principles of showmanship in
the merchandising of motion pictures.”
Famous Players will end the policy of
distributing premiums immediately. Present contracts with premium companies will
not be renewed, and the present stock will
carry a service charge in addition to the
regular admittance fee.
Immediate local result of this decision
was the upping of the evening low price
at the Capitol here to 40 cents from its
former 35 cents low balcony charge, and
an increase of five cents in evening prices
at suburban houses. Immediately affected are the Tivoli, Starland and College
of the Western Theatres chain, an F-P
affiliate.
In the prediction that the coming season will be one of the best in the history
of the film trade, N. L. Natanson, Famous
Players president, warmly commended the
current “Motion Pictures’ Greatest Year”
campaign.
Other home office officials present included J. J. Fitzgibbons, R. W. Bolstead
and B. Geldsaler.
In addition to the Winnipeg representatives, the following out-of-town managers were present :
Frank Robson, Fort William; Gordon
Carson, Fort William; George McComber
and Charles Dilley, Port Arthur; Joe Derry, Kenora; Ernie Petsch, Brandon; Charlie Taylor, Portage la Prairie; Jack Fields,
Moose Jaw; William Novak and Charlie
Bahrynowski, Regina; Otis Bower, Regina;
Frank Miley and William Winterton, Saskatoon; Bob Suterland, Weybum; H. K.
Durham, Shawnavon. D. R. Roberts was
unable to attend due to illness. Mrs. Roberts was present in his place.
Little Saskatchewan
Construction
Regina,

by

F-P

Sask. — Famous

dian managers, back

Players

from

Cana-

the western

managers’ conference in Winnipeg, Man.,
report Saskatchewan is still the black spot
in the exhibitors’ otherwise lightening
business horizon. As a result, no expenditures beyond necessary minor repairs can
be expected to any F-P houses this fall.
Everything in remodeling, new building,
and whatever else may be hoped for must
BOXOFFICE
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K

wait until it is apparent what next year’s
crop will be, is the verdict.
Managers from Saskatchewan could not
feel happy when it was announced Fort
William and Port Arthur, on Lake Superior, in Ontario, will receive new playhouses this year. Business blocks being
included in the designs, the total investment should run $500,000.

to come

into effect

Appointment of Nathan Miles, at present booker at Western Theatres, to the
post of manager of the Gaiety Theatre.
H. Dowbiggan, manager of the Gaiety,
will be booker for Famous.
Sylvester Gunn, at present booker for
Famous Players, becomes booker for Western Theatres.

Address in Vancouver
Is Given by Kiesling
C. Kiesling, M-G-M

studio publicity attache, on his way to
Vancouver Island with his wife, stopped
over in Vancouver long enough to give a
luncheon party at which he gave a short
talk. His guests included W. L. MacTavish and G. H. Saldans, Vancouver Daily
Province; J. M. Kelly, editor Vancouver
News-Herald; L. I. Bearg and Frank Gow,
Famous Players executives; S. M. Joiner,
Capitol Theatre; J. R. Muir, Strand; I. W.
Ackery, Orpheum, and C. E. Doctor, Dominion.
As goodwill ambassador, Kiesling is successfully creating a closer contact, and
better understanding, between press and
screen.

He
Saint

John,

N. B. — Reaction

Wants
of a coun-

try boy to a modern mystery-action picture— the boy having seen no “talking”
pictures before in his life — is told by a
columnist in the Evening Times-Globe,
who injects a barb of criticism concerning
plot twists that get too involved and murderous :
“He had seen a movie only once before,
as a toddling kid. We took him to see a
thriller. It was one of those pictures that
even an adult cannot follow, so complicated does the impossible plot become, and in
which the producers evidently have decided to try to make it possible by killing off
most of the cast — the more murders the

current

tre gossip in Canada

classic
is a

ment by J. I- Fitzgibbons,
dent and managing director
Players
that he

The

shortly in the Famous Players-Western
Theatres chain in Winnipeg are:

Vancouver — Barrett

Ottawa — The

Canadian
threatened

the guidance

Several Changes Slated
For F-P Western Theatres
Winnipeg — Changes

Fitzgibbons Would
Write a Book

to Win

Friends

and

vice-presiof Famous

Corp., to the effect
to write a book for

of theatre

title would

of thea-

brief state-

be,

managers.
he

said:

Sell More

"How

Tickets.''

A Duo in Toronto
Ready to Relight
Toronto — After

extensive

alterations

two of Toronto’s theatres were scheduled
for reopening this month. These are the
Royal Theatre, operated by A. Daniel,
reopening during the first week in the
month, after changes which included a
new air-conditioning plant and cushioned
seats installed by the Canadian Theatre
Chair Co.; and the Liberty Theatre, operated by H. Starkman, where the improvements included the installation of a balcony, new seats and the putting in of an
air-conditioning plant.
Plans have been prepared by Jay I.
English, Toronto architect, for an 800-seat
theatre to be erected in the city of Sudbury in northern Ontario. Henry Falk,
well-known Toronto builder, already has
secured a site for the theatre in Sudbury
for J. W. Cohen and construction work is
to be started early this month.
A syndicate has been organized by Falk
for the purpose of building new theatres
in a number of other Ontario cities.

to Know
more interesting, the fallacy apparently is.
“After the villain had machine-gunned
practically all but the hero and heroine,
and was looking for them, too, the young
fellow — who had been shaking in his shoes
all this time while we half-slept through it
— muttered, ‘Let’s get out of here!’ and
beat it for the door.
“With a practical insistence on getting
things right in his mind, he asked us afterward why, in the picture, the hero could
jump up and climb out of the tiger pit if it
really were meant for tigers. If he could
get out, why couldn’t the tigers? We
know

don’t

yet.”
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"Greatest Year" Publicity Work
Is Revealed in Press Releases
Montreal

—

The

“Motion

Pictures’

Greatest Year” committee has started
work in earnest. First evidence of its
efforts is the appearance in local dailies
of articles endorsing the campaign.
The Montreal Herald published the following :
“When the film industry hit a slump
this year, along with other business interests, it set about the task of digging
itself out with considerable intelligence.
Cinema magnates are popularly supposed
to be dumbbells endowed with divine luck,
but this once they proved the popular
legend wrong.
“It suddenly occurred to big men in the
industry that they had in their files the
masterpieces of three years and ten years
ago and that many of these still had boxoffice value. The result was the wave of
revivals which has aroused more boxoffice interest than all the new films put
together and stood end on end.
“Revivals — paid for, but still profitable
— helped the movie industry achieve necessary financial retrenchment, but it solved
only half the problem. It did not help to
stimulate employment in the primary departments of the industry. It kept ushers
and ticket-takers in jobs, but it did not
help to re-employ cameramen, ‘grips,’
extra players, members of the vast army
who had felt the pinch when the industry lost ground.
“So now the film magnates, acting as a
unit and in surprising harmony, have
taken steps to ensure bigger and better
audiences for new pictures.
“One of these steps is a competition for
picture-goers. It isn’t a ‘bank night’ or a
free chinaware competition, but a huge
affair with the prizes marked at stratospheric heights. If it doesn’t attract the
‘competition-and-chance-conscious’ public
of North America, we miss several guesses.
“Competitions by themselves are only
temporary stimulants so the industry is
backing this one up with a campaign of
institutional advertising, released for the

A

Medium
Entertain

to

Toronto — Roly Young, motion picture
critic for the Globe and Mail of Toronto, strikes an
ferring to the

important

motion

note

picture

in re-

industry's

present campaign. He says, “You will
notice that the industry in adopting its
slogan uses the word 'entertainment.'
That's the business of the movies — providing entertainment, and that should
be
the

sufficient answer to all those devotees of isms who complain because
motion

picture

propagandize
cant.

That

is not

movies — they
and
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screen

for this
have

the

or

cult

purpose

but

that is to provide

does

that
one

not
or

of the

purpose,

'entertainment'."

most part through the daily press, which
sets a new high mark for dignity and intelligence in the industry’s approach to
the public.
“The cinema has never before gone to
the public as a unit and explained its position or stressed its achievements.
“The conflicting claims of individual
producers — the ‘colossals’ the ‘magnificents’ the ‘nothing like it ever bef ores’
which are so familiar and which lend
themselves to cheap satire — have served to
confuse rather than clarify the issue.
“That issue is — shall an industry which
has given the 20th century the best and
cheapest entertainment for the least
money, which has in some degree changed
and colored all our lives, falter on the eve
of new technical triumphs or shall it by
intelligent appreciation of public needs
and changing tastes go on to something
better?
“We cast our vote for the ‘something
better’ and pause to remark that the film
industry’s united campaign is a good beginning.”
St. John Newspaper
Commends Campaign
Saint

John,

N. B. — The

progressive

atti-

tude of the motion picture industry “indicates that it is not content to rest on its
laurels but intends to seek greater heights,”
says the Telegraph-Journal editorially in
commenting upon the current “greatest
year” campaign.
Headed “The Film Industry Steps Out.”
the editorial states:
“Another convert to the idea of institutional advertising is the film industry.
Within the last few weeks, the leading
companies in the business have banded
together to promote their interests in the
public eye, and through the medium of
newspaper and other advertising they have
embarked on a million-dollar campaign to
popularize the motion picture as a prime
factor in popular entertainment. And to
make the effort more appealing they have
included in their plan an interesting contest of skill and perception which should
attract widespread participation.
“It is rather trite to say that the movies
are everybody’s entertainment. They are
that — and more. They provide education
and diversion as well as entertainment;
they convey to all an idea of the habits,
customs, dress and surroundings of people
of other lands: they bring to people in all
walks of life, in all lands, an easily understood depicture of the events of the day
and the developments taking place in the
fields of science, culture, industry and commerce. They are ubiquitous. The citizens
of the tiniest settlement have the opportunity of viewing the identical films which
are given to the dwellers in the largest
metropolis.
“Whether on Broadway or on the back

concessions, the movie house is a community center. As a rule it is well managed, the admission price is well within
the scope of the great majority of the
people, and the variety of subjects thrown
upon the screen makes the appeal common to practically the entire population.
The motion picture industry has grown
from small beginnings to enormous proportions, and its progressive attitude indicates that it is not content to rest on its
laurels, but intends to seek greater heights.
And its most recent move is a step in this
direction. It can be taken for granted
that the current campaign will achieve
a great degree of success and open the
way for further advancement in the entire industry.”

Rosina Lawrence Pays
A Brief Visit to Ottawa
Ottawa

—

Following

abandonment

extensive plans to produce

of

a film based

on the opera “Rigoletto” in Italy, Rosina
Lawrence, Ottawa actress, has returned
to her home here for a brief visit with
parents before proceeding to Hollywood to
resume her screen work.
Miss Lawrence spent four months in
Italy preparing for the role of Gilda and
studied voice under Signor Ricci in Rome
to fit herself for the picture. She also
found time for considerable sightseeing
until she was notified the picture would
not be made.
When interviewed, the young lady was
rather reticent regarding the decision and
conditions in Italy generally. However,
she was enthusiastic regarding her holiday
jaunts.

" Notre Dame Night " at
The Capitol in Regina
Regina,

Sask. — Plans

are under

way

here

for a “Notre Dame Night” at the Capitol
Theatre, according to Bill Novak, manaThe plan is to turn the picture house
receipts entirely over to Notre Dame Colger. lege of Wilcox, about 40 miles south of
Regina, for some special showing one night
this month. Notre Dame is one of the
most unique colleges on the continent
and was object of a lengthy story by Rex
Beach in a recent issue of Cosmopolitan
magazine. Beach has done much to enlist support for the college and its founder, Father Athol Murray, parish priest at
Wilcox.

Quebec
Ottawa — The

Scenics

Quebec

provincial

govern-

ment has, at last, adopted the screen as a
medium of publicity for natural resources,
although the Dominion and Ontario governments have long produced one-reel
scenic, sport and industrial pictures. Quebec has signed a contract with Columbia
Pictures of Canada, Ltd., for a single reel
in Technicolor, showing the scenic attractions of the Province which will be available to theatres in Canada, United States,
tries.
United
Kingdom, France and other counBOXOFFICE
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THE

NEW
THAT

SOUND

THRILL

Brings Them In!

Here is a new idea in sound reproduction —
MIRROPHONIC, the true reproduction of the
original that will help you pack them in. It's a
new angle: a natural for publicity build-up with
press releases the papers will gladly run and
with general promotional work for which we
will supply free material.
Write us for full information on MIRROPHONIC SOUND and its business-building
possibilities in your theatre.

ALSO
Neumade Booth Supplies
Forest Rectifiers

R. C. A. Photophone
Sound Systems
Celotex Acoustical Materials

Robin Imperial Generators

Motiograph Projectors
Mazda Lamps

Hurley Screens
Pyrene Fire Extinguishers
Universal Reels and Busch
Neokino Lenses

Vallen Curtain Controls
and Tracks
Ashcraft Arc Lamps
Canadian National Carbons

Every Electrical Requirement
the

kew

Northern

Electric

M SOUND
I IHtOI’HOKIC
SYSTEM^
Sold and Serviced by
476

Dominion
Head
Branches

at.

Sound

Office: 1620
HALIFAX
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NOVA SCOTIA EXHIBITOR UNIT OPENS FIRE ON
SHOWING OF NARROW GAUGE FILM IN PROVINCE
A Charter Is Granted
To Vancouver Combine

Regulation of 16mm Halls
Sought on Same Basis
As 35mm Houses

halls using 35mm films.”
This motion has been adopted by the
Allied Exhibitors of Nova Scotia in an effort to remedy what is regarded as an
unfair

situation that has become aggravated in the last year.
The exhibitors also have under consideration a proposal to invite the New Brunswick and Prince Edward Island exhibitor

of Springhill,

president

Now

North
Vancouver, secretary-treasurer.
Temporary offices, in charge of A. Grayburn, have been opened in a downtown
hotel.

concession is made by the Canadian customs division of the revenue
department as regards importation of a
positive

print

duty-free?

3. What
loophole was left for Bingo
games in a warning against gambling
devices issued at Montreal?

will pro-

4. What

Calgary

exhibitor

is reputedly

considering the construction
atre in Winnipeg?
use

of their own

organization.

He

for
by

Gaumont-British?

Co-Star Taylor, Beery
LeRoy

1. What

2. Who is the Canadian distributor
educational shorts manufactured

duce “Stand Up and Fight” for M-G-M,
with Robert Taylor and Wallace Beery
co-starred.

of

association, is emphasizing to members the desirability of their making more

Trade I-Q?

At the first official meeting, R. McTavish, Cambie Theatre, was elected president, Geo. F. McEwan, Music Box, vicepresident, and Donald McMillan, Nova of

Hollywood — Mervyn

groups to join the Nova Scotia association and thus form one organization representative of tire Maritime Provinces as a
whole.
A. J. Mason

Is Your

Vancouver — The Independent Buying
and Booking Club has been granted a
provincial charter as an association.

Halifax, N. S. — “Resolved that we request the Province of Nova Scotia through
its board of censors to apply the same
regulations to theatres, churches, halls or
tents showing 16mm films and charging
admission, as are enforced in theatres or

the

What

of a

the-

urges

that when any grievance or business problem arises, the exhibitor contact him and
he, in turn, will place the matter before the
officers and directors for attention and
action.

5. Paul F. Size, president of Northern
Electric Co., Ltd., has been named head
of what nationally-created company?
(Answers

Available For Immediate

on

next

page)

Dating!

The Best Boxoffice Attraction in Months!
ASTOR

PICTURES

PRESENTS

BETTE DAVIS
AND

PAT O’BRIEN
"CHILDREN t°hf' BIG HOUSE"
TORONTO
MONTREAL
WINNIPEG
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DISTRIBUTED

SUPERIOR
HARRY

BY

FILMS,
G. PRICE, Pres.

CALGARY
VANCOUVER

Ltd.
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CO T T A\ W A\
QRIGINALLY booked into the Capitol
Theatre for a week, “Marie Antoinette”
has been transferred to the Regent Theatre for an unlimited engagement on a
semi-roadshow basis with four performances daily. Manager Angelo Stevens is
pushing the attraction in special advance
exploitation.
A busy visitor in the Canadian capital
was Mike Wilkes, veteran representative
of United Artists in Canada, who cooperated with Manager Joe Paul of the Elgin
Theatre in launching the first of a series
of first-run pictures at this house, this
being “Algiers.” This got under way with
half-page advertisements in the daily
papers.
T. R. Tubman, manager of the Capitol,
used good judgment in deciding to distribute quiz contest booklets to patrons
only on request. Even under this arrangement a large quantity of the pamphlets have already been handed out,
thanks to screen, lobby and newspaper
advertising, but when the people ask for
them the booklets are not thrown away.
A visitor of note to Canada is Lady
Edna Ritchie of Sussex, England, sister of
Roy Emerton, British actor who played
an important role in the GB picture,
“Silent Barriers,” which was made in the
Dominion two years ago. Lady Ritchie,
who plans to stay in Canada for three
months, declared that the chief reason
for her trip was that her brother had
talked a great deal about the country
after his return to England.
More

than

(Answers

to queries on preceding page)

1. Canadian Customs permits importation
of a positive print for inspection purposes only, duty and tax free. Submission to a censor board however
makes the film taxable, regardless of a
favorable or unfavorable decision by the
censor.
2. Associated Screen News, Ltd., has secured Canadian distribution rights for
the series of instructional short subjects produced in England by Gaumont
British. Associated makes many prints
for Canadian theatres from the Hollywood negatives.
3. The prohibition of gambling devices at
tombolas or fairs on threat of prosecution made by Crown Prosecutor Renaud
at Montreal extends to Beano if the
game is “carried too far or played for
too high stakes.” Just how far “too
far” is, the prosecutor did not say.
4. J. B. Barron of the Grand, Calgary, is
reported planning

a theatre in Winni-

peg.
5. Paul Size has been named by the Dominion government to head the new
company created for the large-scale
manufacture of bombing planes in
Canada for Great Britain.

450 prints of No. 5 trailer

for the Industry’s campaign have been
donated to theatres in Canada without
charge by Associated Screen News, Ltd.,
as a cooperative gesture on the part of
B. E. Norrish, general manager. Exhibitors in the United States have paid a
rental fee for these trailers.
The Ottawa Allied Trades and Labor
Council officially has adopted a resolution commending the presentation of the
film “The Fight for Peace”
Theatre last week.

at the Elgin

A number of world-famed artists and
organizations have been booked in a concert series to appear at the Capitol Theatre during the coming months, the performances being entirely apart from the
regular film policy of the theatre. These
include: Mordkin Russian Ballet, October
20; Helen Jepson, Metropolitan Opera soprano and screen star, November 3; National Symphony Orchestra, December 2;
Richard Tauber, opera and screen tenor,
February 16; Trudi Schoop Comic Ballet,
March 16. Other attractions also will be
booked.
All is quiet on the labor front in the
Canadian capital as the projectionists and
stage hands are continuing for another
year on the existing contract. The operators at the Rideau Theatre are members
of the Canadian union, which is distinct
from the International Union.
The Royal Canadian Mounted Police,
often featured in daring exploits on the
(Continued on page 149)
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RAMAGE, Regal Films, is rejoicing over the arrival of the “Marie
Antoinette” prints, for which he is confident of an enthusiastic reception.

QHARLEY

Mr. Checkik, owner of • the Bay, now
under construction here, has placed an order with the Theatre Equipment Supply
Co. for projectors, lamps, rectifiers, etc.
W.

A. Trout, formerly of Goldbridge,
the construction of a comstarted
has
munity hall at Zeballos, Vancouver Island
mining camp; it is designed for the presentation of motion pictures. Another was
projected early this year but did not
materialize.
Jack Conway, M-G-M director, came
through Vancouver on a vacation trip.
Invitations have been sent out for a private screening of “South Riding,” an
Alexander Korda production, released here
by Regal Films. The showing is to be on
Sunday and is a benefit performance for
the family of the late Norman Smith.
Jim Hayworth’s new theatre, the Rio,
at Ladysmith, is said to be an exceptional
house for a small town, a credit to the
owner and the town.
H. W. Cooper, Province Theatre, Revelstoke, B. C., wired the Film Exchange to
have all shipments for him held back, as
his theatre had been gutted by fire.

WINNIPEG
CONSTRUCTION on two new houses at
the head of the lakes will commence
shortly, N. L. Nathanson, president of
Famous Players Canadian Corp., told theatre executives at the western convention
of this organization. One theatre is to
be built in Fort William and one in Port
Arthur. Each house will have 1,000 seats
and will cost in the neighborhood

000.

of $100,-

Erection of a new 50,000 -watt transmitter at Watrous, Sask, presents a new
problem to theatre men in that province.
The new station will cost about $250,000
and will serve listeners in Saskatchewan.
Gladstone Murray, general manager of the
Canadian Broadcasting Corp., announced
plans for the erection of the transmitter
will be speeded up.
The health committee of the city council is considering the legal aspect of a
proposed amendment to the license bylaws which would repeal Saturday midnight closing law for dine and dance
places in the city.
Manager Frank Willis of the Metropolitan here has tied up “Love Finds Andy
Hardy” with a large number of local firms
through a strong newspaper campaign.
The local committee, formed to work
in connection with the movie campaign,
plans to put on a large exhibit in the
annex of the T. Eaton store, tying up with
the 50th anniversary of the film industry.
The exhibit will open the week of September 19.
Remodeling carried out in the Orpheum
in Fort William includes reseatings, installation of new carpets and new drapes
. . . The Colonial at Port Arthur has been
equipped with a new marquee and sign
... A new ventilation system has been
installed in the Royal, Fort William.
“Mayerling” opened to what promised
to be a successful week at the Orpheum
on Friday. Preceding the show. Manager
Eddie Newman staged an extensive newspaper campaign, employing teaser ads and
outstanding advertising layouts.
Ben Norrish, president of Associated
Screen News, Montreal, was a visitor . . .
Alf Perry, general manager of EmpireUniversal, was here also.

Now

They See It

Toronto — Much

gratification

was

ex-

pressed by the Originals’ Club of Great
War Veterans of Toronto by the receipt
from the Ontario government of 30,000
feet of official Canadian war film. This
film will be shown not only to the members of the Originals’ Club, but to other
returned soldiers’ organizations in Toronto and other Ontario centers.

Sound

in Ottawa

Ottawa — Manager

M.

Levinson

of the

Rialto has completed installation of an
RCA Magic Eye sound system.
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Interpret British
*J"HE Loew’s picture house, Montreal, reopens on September 23, completely
renovated throughout with new equipment, sound seating installed by the Interior Hardwood Co. of Kitchener, Ont.
and new concrete flooring and carpets. No
decision has yet been decided upon regarding the policy of the former vaudeville and picture house.

Empire Via Films
Winnipeg — The

Winnipeg

Free

Press

makes editorial comment on the important
role played by the films in the form of
visual education in the task of interpreting
parts of the Empire to each other.

“The film industry owes much to Canada,” was the remark made by N. L. Nathanson, film executive, Famous Players,
Toronto. He was referring to the fact that
Louis B. Mayer, Mary Pickford, Norma
Shearer, Deanna Durbin, Walter Huston,
Ned Sparks, Bobby Breen, and Walter
Pidgeon were all of Canadian birth.
Nathanson stated that a newspaper advertising campaign costing more than
$100,000 on behalf of the film industry is
a definite indication of the faith motion
pictures place in the press. Nathanson
announced that the industry in Canada
will participate with the United States in
a campaign celebrating the 50 th anniversary of the invention of motion pictures.
The anniversary campaign also includes a
quiz contest.

“The British Commonwealth of Nations
takes many forms and shapes in different parts of the world. There is Great
Britain itself, there are the self-governing Dominions, there are the remaining
colonial possessions scattered far and wide
over the globe. Its physical shape is as
various as its political shape. Nations are
growing up within the Commonwealth, each
one developing economically and culturally along different lines, and the task
which faces the Imperial Institute in London, which attempts the task of inter-

A decline in the earnings of the United
Amusement Corp., Ltd., is revealed in the
current year to date of from eight to ten
per cent. Summer receipts fell due to the
hot weather, and rumored is a slight increase in the prices of admission to offset
the heavy burden of taxation.

Sir Harry Lindsay, the Institute’s director, is now touring Canada. He spent
two days in Winnipeg discussing one of
the major objects of his visit, ways and
means of developing the size and use of
the Empire film library, which has in a
short span of years, become one of the

Harry St. Leger, director of Irish Film
Studios, Dublin, is visiting Canada, surveying the situation of film production in
the Dominion and the United States. A
project is under consideration for the
erection of a modern studio in an historic part of Erie on the banks of the
Boyne, equipped with latest sound equipment.
Filmrow visitors: O. Thuot, Imperial,
St. Johns, P. Q.; W. H. Pelletier, Alma,
River du Bauce; J. Costis, Palace, Granby, P. Q.; Mr. Mayor, Valleyfield; Albert
Bey, The Cinema, Thetford Mines; D.
Rosenberg, Canada, Montreal: Michie
Dunn, Park, Verdun; Mr. Poyette, Princess, Brownsburg.
Due to the large attendances at the Palace Theatre of “Alexander’s Ragtime
Band” the management has been compelled to retain this musical production
for a fourth week, ending on September 15.
A1 Plunkett is drawing enthusiastic and
crowded audiences at the Montreal theatres with the resumption of his amateur contest for the discovery of potential
film stars. His weekly broadcast from the
Seville Theatre is proving popular entertainment for radio fans.
A persistent rumor exists that the Harlequin Theatre, Quebec, at present being
run by Howard Vance may be taken over
by France Films who have bought the
building, and that the Cinema Paris controlled by France Film whose lease expires November 30, will be taken over on
December 1, by Alex Chouimard.
Mr. Ringuette of the Parisian Theatre
is building a new house at Louisville, Que.
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pretation, is a difficult one.”
Library

Well

Stocked

important features of the Institute’s work.
The library at present contains 1,350
films, of which some 300 are Canadian.
In 1937 they were shown to audiences of
more than 5,000,000 people. Sir Harry
believes, and rightly so, that this form of
visual, pictorial education is one of the
most effective means the Institute can find
to interpret the Commonwealth to itself.
He is anxious to get more Canadian
films, and Canada certainly should supply
them. “Cold economic self-interest alone
dictates our cooperation, apart from the
wider objects which can be so usefully
served. There is no end to the opportunities of creating and enlarging trade
opportunities and tourist traffic. But
these alone should not be the sole aims
of the films we produce in Canada. We
can, with skill and imagination and at
little cost, present a series of films which
can clarify and adjust the outside view of
this country with its varied racial stocks
and cultural heritage. Although the number of government films produced in this
country is large, their quality is, to say
the least, uncertain, and a false impression, once given, is difficult to remove.
Urges

Wider

“On

Distribution

the other hand, Canada should develop an adequate organization for the
widespread distribution of films depicting
life in other parts of the Commonwealth.
There is a project now under consideration by, among other bodies, the Association for Adult Education, and it is well
worth while and deserving of support.
The cost of the project is light, mainly
the cost of carriage of the films, and
potential audiences in the schools and
outside are huge.”

T M. FRANKLIN and Myer Herschorn,
whose new Mayfair will be opening in
Dartmouth, N. S., next month, will start
their silver jubilee year of partnership in
November. The Mayfair will be part of a
new business-residential block promoted
by the Franklin & Herschorn Theatre Co.,
to contain theatre, apartments and shops.
It will be their second theatre in Dartmouth, busy industrial adjunct of Halifax,
and seventh in their Halifax-DartmouthSaint John chain. Marking their 25th
anniversary by this progressive business
step, they have brought Dartmouth, in the
Mayfair, a large and modern theatre, the
first of stadium type in the Maritimes.
Manager will be I. L. Haley, a former
Dartmouth councillor.
The

tuna-fishing

bug

has

bitten the

boys along Saint John’s Filmrow, and as
this goes to press there is much talk of
organizing a “second annual” jaunt to the
waters off Wedgeport, N. S. Last year the
hopeful anglers returned empty-handed —
except for an excellent series of pictures
of one of the fishermen in the throes of
seasickness.

Maritime amateur radio “hams,” holding their annual convention in Saint John,
were enthusiastic over “Love Finds Andy
Hardy,” showing in the city at the time.
Reason: The lengthy “ham” sequence in
which audiences were given a conception
of how youngsters all over the country
are making an interesting hobby — sometimes useful in an emergency — of amateur broadcasting.
Toward the end of this month, probably, Halifax’s new Empire Theatre will
open. Designed on pleasing interior lines,
the theatre is housed in a former church
building at North and Gottingen Sts.
Maritime Amusements Co. is the owner
and evidently the house is intended to be
a sister of the Empire in Saint John.
“Nick” Vassis, returning to Saint John
after a visit to Halifax in connection with
the remodeling, said the new Empire will
feature a popular price scale.
Remodeling and other work on Saint
John theatres currently include: New
boiler and roof replacement for the Capitol, decorative and acoustical treatment
and general renovations for the Gaiety,
Fairville, and changes in the interior decorative design and other improvements for
the Empire.
The Saint John Exhibition ran through
its usual week this year without affecting
theatre attendances, apparently . Reasons
for this, as showmen saw it, were that the
high quality of the current pictures and
interest in the motion picture campaign
contest probably offset the normal diversion of many patrons to the big fall fair.
Up and around again and
job is John Fitzpatrick, Saint
row’s film transfer man, who
sick list after a film can fell
broke a rib.
BOXOFFICE
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Amusement Impost
Revival Suggested
Ottawa

—

Returning

from

the

annual

convention at Niagara Falls of the Ontario Mayors’ Ass’n, of which he is secretary-treasurer, Mayor Stanley Lewis of
Ottawa reported one of the many resolutions adopted by representatives of more
than 65 municipalities in the Province,
was a request for the revival of the provincial amusements tax, abolished June
1, 1937.
The civic authorities urged restoration
of the ticket tax on its previous graduated
basis, as well as a share of the gasoline
tax, for securing revenue for unemployment relief, the burden of which is now
shouldered by the respective municipalities
following refusal of the provincial government to provide further cash grants to
the cities and towns for the purpose. The
municipal corporations will ask for legislation enabling them to impose a local
levy on theatre admissions. The argument
is advanced that amusement patrons alone
are taxless, constituting a ready source of
revenue to take care of substantial relief
expenditures.
The subject is to be taken up with
Premier Hepburn and the Ontario cabinet.

OTTAWA
(Continued

from page 147)

screen, are going to have entertainment of
their own for the first time in the establishment of a 40-piece military band
which eventually will be stationed at the
Mounted Police barracks at Rockcliffe,
near Ottawa. Capt. J. T. Brown, conductor of the regimental band of the
Governor-General’s Foot Guards, Ottawa,
will be the director of the new band.
Miss Frances Claudet, petite fancy skater
of Ottawa who has been appearing with
the Ice Follies at Atlantic City, is leaving
the Canadian capital shortly for Hollywood ivhere she will be featured in a skating feature to be produced by M-G-M.
Even though the new season is well under way, Manager Isser Singerman of the
Imperial Theatre continues to experience
success with the presentation of reissues.
The latest revival twin-bill comprised
“Imitation of Life” and “The Old Dark
House.”
The city council of Smiths Falls cannot
decide whether or not the residents want
daylight saving again next summer. The
result is that the electors will vote on the
issue as a referendum in the municipal
elections next December, the daylight saving bylaw having been annulled by the
council.

Two

More

Hollywood — Yola

Humbert

to "Topper"
D’Avril

and

George

have been signed for supporting

parts in Hal Roach’s “Topper Takes a
Trip,” starring Constance Bennett, for UA
release.
BOXOFFICE
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:S A $ K A TCIHIIIIE W AM
has been promised by the Saskatchewan government towards halting the perigrinations of some transient
motion picture operators who have not
been complying with the regulations of
the Cinematograph Act. Itinerants, operating largely in northern Saskatchewan,
are showing pictures from town to town
without a license and are charging admission. Such a practice is restricted to
the use of educational pictures for which
no admission can be charged. A formal
complaint from Saskatchewan motion picture men has already been registered with
J^CTION

the attorney-general’s department.
Manager Otis Bowes of the Grand, Regina, found his trip to the Famous Players managers’ convention in Winnipeg
quite expensive. En route home Saturday
night, he was passing a farmer in a rickety
jalopy when the latter suddenly swerved
into Bowes’ new machine and ripped off
the fender, running board, tore a tire and
rim. The farmer, minus crops for years,
had no money to pay any damages, he
explained from his six-foot-two height.
Visitors to Regina, Sask., on business
within recent days included Charlie Krupp,
20th Century-Fox representative, of Winnipeg; Harry Phillett, M-G-M sales agent,
and Les Plottel, RKO, also of Winnipeg.
Pin ball machines were outlawed in Saskatchewan September 1, but operators
planned to fight the case in the courts
while continuing to operate the machines.
However, the attorney-general directed
every machine to be seized immediately
pending the outcome of the trial suits.
The result was that overnight the machines disappeared as operators hurriedly gathered them in. Theatre men say
they may benefit as many a boy’s nickel
has been eaten up by the machines en
route to a show.

Memories
Montreal

—

Memories

of the

Saskatoon houses may expect to benefit
if a proposal initiated by the West Side
Business Men’s organization should succeed in passing council. A delegation already has interviewed the city authorities
asking them to make Wednesday halfholidays effective 11 months of the year
instead of just in summer as at present.
The year-round holiday — except at Easter
and Christmas — is already in effect in
Regina.
Regina theatre men heaved a sigh of
relief while sports fans looked mournful
with news that the committee of business
men seeking to obtain subscriptions towards financing installation of an artificial ice plant in the stadium, has insufficient funds yet to put ice in by October 10. That was the date set by the New
York Americans hockey squad by which
they must have ice for training purposes
if they were to locate in Regina for their
pre-season work. However, ice will probably be ready the following month and then
games will start drawing patrons from the
theatres.
Popularity of “haymow music” is expected to draw plenty of people to the
Capitol, Regina, on September 29, for the
personal appearance of the WLW Barn
Dance tour party from Chicago. The roadshow will also play the Moose Jaw Capitol.
Theatres in Regina are taking “spot”
announcements on both radio stations to
plug the current “ Movies Are Your Best
Entertainment” campaign. The radio stations throughout the province, in keeping
with those elsewhere in Canada, are irked
at the fact they are not receiving any of
the $750,000 set aside in the general campaign for publicity and have shut down
pretty tightly on all but paid programs
or announcements.

of Norma.
Norma

Shearer of 20 years ago — a gay girl in her
’teens with her hair down her back, who
talked constantly of the “movies” and her
dream of getting into them some day,
were revived for two Montrealers when
Frank Ramsberger, proprietor of the International Music Store received a “thank
you” telegram.
He also recalled the Eckstein composition "Beautiful Thoughts,” hunted through
his stock and found a few copies of the
oldtime favorite with patrons of the Strand
Theatre. He mailed two copies to Miss
Shearer, then in New York.
The Herald story had at the same time

Shearer

“We used to say ‘good morning’ to each
other almost every day,” the composer recalls. “She used to go to the Strand,
which was the big moving picture house
on St. Catherine in those days, about
twice
week.”
Glad a that
Miss Shearer still enjoyed his
“Beautiful Thoughts,” Eckstein resolved to
get in touch with her. He wired her in
New York.
The wire, which Ramsberger received,
reads: “So very nice of you to send music
and Herald clipping just received. Shall
always treasure it. Got wire from Billy
Eckstein. Give him my kindest regards

revived memories for Eckstein, Montreal’s
own composer-pianist who has entertained
thousands here. Billy Eckstein was a
very close neighbor of Norma at the time
he thrilled her with his rendition of

with appreciation.”
“She was a most bright and attractive
girl and she looked just cut out for the
screen, the way she waltzed and everything,” reminisced the music store pro-

“Beautiful Thoughts” at the Strand. He
occupied the ground floor and the Shearer
family the second floor of a house at the
corner of Mansfield and Dorchester Sts.

prietor.
“She was always talking of how she
wanted to get into the business. She
was an accomplished

pianist, too.”
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THAT

these "little fellers." And that is one
reason why it is necessary to know
the truth about

them.

The Short Sub-

ject Reviews in BOXOFFICE

are written

with an eye critical to the needs
showman.

of the

They give essential informa-

tion— accurately and honestly. "The
Short of the Week" selection is carefully made. In this a number of exhibitors
have

discovered

a value that they have

turned to advantage
Some have
these Award

at their boxoffices.

made lobby blowups of
Shorts scrolls; others have

featured them in screen and newspaper
advertising.
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Date at top of column is week ending. Number in square is
national release date, 1937-38. Production number is at right.
Running time follows title. Letter "A" indicates Adult classification. otherwise Family suitability. R — is review date; EP — exploitation preview. Symbol O indicates BOXOFFICE Blue Ribbon Award Winner. Symbol © indicates color photography.

APRIL

APRIL

2

§lj
Melodrama
Vhen G-Men
Step
(60)
Jon Terry-J. Wells
i — Mar. 26

9

APRIL

8022
In

Soolclnq
A
APRIL

16

Overland Express (55)
tern
[H] TheWesTrail
(For.
Blazer)
Buck Jones
Marjorie
K — Apr. v Reynolds

GUIDE

Zamboanga
(60)
Native
Cast.
HH
R — April 23

*18

International
Crime
[22]
Melodrama
Rod LaKocqup
Astrid Allwyn
R — Apr. 23

Test
Pilot (118)
|22| Action
Drama
C. Gable- M. Loy
EP — Jan. 22; R — Apr.

Land ofWes
Fighting
tern
|n]
(53)
Jack Randall
Female
[is]

Melodrama

'ip-Off

j.

Girls

Nolan-M.

t— Mar.

3735

19

EP— Jan.

28]

Melodrama

7022

Lrson Gang Busters
lob Livingston
losallnd Keith
jt— Apr.

[~4~] Western
Feud Maker
(66)

(66)

Bob

7126

R — -Apr.

16

T]
Drama
813
londemned Women
(76)
ally Eilers-Louis Hayward
t — Mar. 12

824
Comedy
[U Marriage
This
Business
(71)
Victor Moore-V. Lester
EP — Mar. 6; R — Mar. 19

fj
Drama
843
stand in the Sky (67)
lloria Stuart
lichael Whalen
12; R — Mar.

|!~|
Western
Rawhide
(58)
Lou Gehrig-S.
R — Mar. 19

842

Ballew

Drama
Lady X

[] Comedy
Drama
2021
leckless Living; (69)
fan Grey-Jimmy
Savo
IP — Mar. 12; R> — Apr. 9
l]
Western
2057
lie Last Stand (56)
i. Baker-C. Moore
S-June 4

1;

R — Apr.

ern
Outlaws
of Sonora
West
[14]
Three Mesquiteers
R— April 30

f] Melodrama
WB218
ver the Wall (69)
ohn Lltel-June Travis
. — Mar. 19

I] Action

Drama

J. P. 1 Doesn’t
(Reissue) (..)
form. P. P. l)
eslie Fenton
111 Esmond

|is|
Comedy
Joy
of Living
(91)
1. Dunne-Fairbanks
R— Mar. 26

826
Jr.

[is]
840
QIn
Old Drama
Chicago (110)
T.
Power-Alice
Faye
R — Jan.
8

s
nture
tic
©Adve
Roman
[is]
Polo (104)

■

R — July

■

(62 )
R. Reagan-G.
R— April 30

Blondell

16

Two Gun Justice (57)
Tim
McCoy
3729
ern
gj]
R — June West
4

Heart
of Arizona
|22]
Western
William Boyd
R — Apr. 1 6

(68)
3757

College Swing (87)
j2o] Com. with music 3737
M. Raye-Burns-Allen
EP — Jan. 15; R — Apr. 23

l>r. Kliytlim (80)
[5]
Musical
3739
B. Crosby-Bea Lillie
R — April 3(1

1
I
H

f~6~l

|

Yukon (70)
the Drama
Call
7011
Adv.
gjj] of
(For. Thunder In
Alaska)
R — Apr. 23
R. Arlen-B. Roberts

Go Chase Yourself (70)
825
Comedy
|22]
Joe
Penner-Lucille Ball
EP — Mar. 19; R— Apr. 16

Battle
Broadway
|22] ofComedy

(84)
845

V
McLaglen-L.
Hovlck
EP — Mar. 19; R — Apr. 2

Four
(85) Men and a Prayer
848
Drama
|29|
Loretta Young
Richard Greene
26; R — Apr.

30

Melodrama

&

A Trip to Paris (64)
[~g ] Comedy
Drama
847
Shirley Deane-J. Prouty

ga;
1
E&

EP — Apr.

2:

R — Mar.

26

[6] Comedy
Life
Begins atDrama
40 ( . . )874
Will

Rogers

E

1 :
g
K

(reissue)

n of the Scarlet
Retur
Pimpernel
(80)Adven.
|29| Romantic
S.
Stewart-B.
Barnes
R— Apr. 16

14

gel for
Comedy
Fools
Scandal FN252
(79)
Carole Lombard
Fernand Gravet
EP — Jan. 22; R — Mar. 19

827

Law of the Underworld
(61)
C. Morris-Ann Shirley
EP — Mar. 12; R — Mar. 26

Lady
in the Morgue
(70)
[22I Mystery
Drama
2027
Preston Foster
Patricia Ellis
EP— Mar. 26; R — May 14

[~T~| Mys. (Reissue)
Melodrama
Dracula ( . . )
Bela Lugosi

3076

Sinners in Paradise (65)
[~g]
Drama
(For Half Way
to
Shanghai)
J.

Boles-M.

EP— Apr.

WB222
Happen

E

(58)
Ken
Maynard

831

Adven.
Marco
of

Sally Ellers-Paul Kelly
EP — Mar. 19; R— Apr. 16

J~9"| Melodrama
Accidents Will

221

Horseman

Under Western Stars (66)
7800
Western
[2q|
R. Rogers
R — Apr. 16

[l5[ From
Drama
2022
Nurse
Brooklyn
(67)

Women
Like
[23I Com.AreDrama
P. (65)
O’Brien-K.
R — Apr. lb

That
FN261

Francis

Beloved Brat (62)
FN267
Com. 19 Drama
[30] Feb.
R—
B.
Granvllle-D.
Costello

2;

Evans
R— May

7

H
H
H
[ !
■

|~7] Action Drama
FN275
(59)
Torchy
Blane in Panama

1
■
H

Paul
Kelly-Lola
R — Apr.
23Lane

■
H

To
Victor
[~1~| the
Drama

1

GB7014
Answer

["cfj Melodrama
Hell
in a Circus Atlantic
(..)
(For Constant Woman)
Conrnd Nagel

il]
Drama
Amklno
enln In October (9t)
1— April 30

XOFFICE

pF

Western

Whirlwind

9

7110
(55)

G. Cooper-Slg. Gurie
R — Feb. 19; EP — Aug.

;

|~7~|

Cull of the Rockies (54)
[30]
Western
8204
R — June
18
G.
Starrett-I.
Meredith

EP — Feb.

gs] Come
rce dy
of
©Divo

1
1
H
H

23

1#

(91)
Merle Oberon
R — Jan. 22

Main Event (55)
[5] Action Drama
8037
J. Wells-R. Paige
R — May
14

16

)~4~1
Drama
7010
Invisible Enemy
(65)
C. Henry Gordon
Tala Birell
R — Apr. 2

9

IP — Mar.

Steele

[25]
Melodrama
8036
Extortion
(58'
S. Colton-M. Russell

Drama (66)3713
Fugitive

[15] Melodrama
3730
©Her
Jungle Love (81)
Dorothy
Lamour-Ray
Milland

(62)

Carlisle

|

30

(63)
214

Men
3730

Evelyn Venable
C. Reynolds
R — Apr.

TJ

7

RELEASES
1

CURRENT

8006

J. Blondell-M
Douglas
EP — Mar. 5; R — Mar. 26
Flight
into Nowhere
[is] Action
Drama (65)
8021
J. Holt
R— Mar. 19

T] Action Drama
299
ipirit of Youth (66)
Toe Louis-Edna
Mae
larrls
t — Jan. 8

Af
APRIL

23

There's
Always a
[20)
WomanComedy
(80)

TO

Gh

MAY

September

17, 1938

New York Nights
Artc’ma
ge] Mus. Drama
e
(68) reissu
Norma
Talmadge
Gilbert Roland

(78)
GB7005

Will Fyffe
R— Feb. 19
Margaret Lockwood
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23
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1938
9 10
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11
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JUNE

22

JUNE

11

^Holiday

8205
ern
gU of We
Law
thest
Plains (5 6)
C. Stewart-lris Meredith
R — July 30

[15]
DramaGrant80^
1C.
EP —Hepburn-C.
Apr. 30
9; R — May 2
31

28

[2o| Western
Six Shootin’ Sheriff
Ken Maynard

[~9~| for
Melodrama
Held
Ransom
(60) 222
R— July 30
Grant Withers

224
(59)

Life

Returns

(60)

Lois Wilson
Drama
go]
[2q| Miss
Comedy
830
Swiss
(73)
Laurel &
Hardy
EP— Feb. 19; R — May 14

833

medy
CoKiss
gj] That
llold
(74)

18

(93)

D. O’Keefe-M. O’Sullivan
Mickey Rooney
R-May
14

Yellow
I27]
Robert
Virg.

Jack
(83)
Drama
Montgomery
Bruce

834

|~3~|
Drama(98) 832
Three
Young Comrades
Taylor,

R — May

28

Tone,

EP — Mar.

Sullavan,

26;

R — May

223

Toy Wife (95)
Drama
R[io|
— Rainer-M.
June 11
L.
Douglas 836

28

Woman
Against Womai
Answer)
[iv]
Drama
83 f
(61) (For. One Woman!
R — June 25
V. Bruce-H. Marshall

374 ^

3740
ern
West
[U Smoke
Gun
Trail (57)
Jack Randall

Melo
[23] Rom.
n Heav
en d’ma
Stole
(88)

[22I
Drama
3709
Numbered
Women
(63)
(For. Private Nurse)
S.
R— Blane-J.
May 14 Arledge

|2p| Com. with Music 3740
Cocoannt Grove (94)

3736

F.
R —M’Murray
May 14

G. Raymond-O.
Bradna
EP — Feb. 6; R — Apr. 30

EP — Mar.

12

7023
Drama
pj| Comedy
Romance
on the Run
(68)
Donald Woods
Patricia Ellis
R — May 7

Hunted
[27]

Men
(67)
a
Dram

3741

(For. Crime
Gives
Orders)
EP — Apr.
L.
Carlisle
R— Nolan-M.
May
21

. .inntoni Ranger (57)
[29]
Western
3730
Tim
McCoy
R—
July
2

Marines Are Here (60)
Drama
Comedy
[g] Travers-G.
J.
Oliver 3712

|~3~| Rom. Drama
Farewell
to ArmsReis-376!i
(79)

You

G.

Rgo|
— June Dra
4
ma
Sylvia Sidney-Geo.

Cooper-Helen

Hayes

2

nnd

Me

(90)

3742
Raft

(70)
Prison Farm
R — June 25
S. Ross-L. Nolan
[P7]

Desert
|~6~|

7004
a
Gangs
of New
York
(67)
dram
[23I Melo
Chas. Bickford
Ann Dvorak
R — May 28

Patrol
(56)
Western

7127

R — June
Bob
Steele11

Melodrama

Rulers of Black Hllls(5B
R — June 25
Three Mesquiteers
711
Western
[15]
Ladies in Distress
rth
Alison Skipwo
Drama
[13] Comedy
Pollv

Moran*

(65
701
1

R — June

:

Comedy
g|]
lixacious
I.ady (90)
G. Rogers-J. Stewart
EP— Jan. 29; R— May

O’Brien;

R — May

gU Com. with Music
Kentucky
Moonshine
(85)

7

j2p| Alibi
Melodrama
Blind
(61)
R
Dix-W. Bourne
EP — Apr. 2; R — May

829

Saint
New
York
|~3] In
Melodrama
Louis
R
— May Hayward
7
Kay
Sutton

14

(72)
830

(Reissue)
Drama
go] Action
King
Kong (99)
Fay

881

Western
g3]
Gun
l.aw (60)
Geo.

740

Wray-R.

Blond

871

Armstrong

('heat

(62)
8;
2

Dram
dy Marne
Come
' a
p7] ck
Derri
de
Joan Fontaine R-May

14

844

Ritz Bros.-MaJ. Weaver
EP — Mar. 5; R — May 7

849
Rascals
(77)
dy
Come
(20]
J. . Withers-R. Hudson
R — Apr. 9

Kidnapped
[27
] Historical(90)Drama
Warner
Baxter

846

Freddie Bartholomew
EP — Feb. 12; R — May

Josette (70)
|~3] Musical

Comedy

D.
EP —Ameche-S.
Feb. 19

839

Simon

One Wild Night (72)
R — May
14
June
Baldwin850
Comedy
|lo]Lang-D.

28

Three Blind Miee (75)
R — June 11
L. Young-J. MeCrea
XComedy
g7]

0

I >rama

Blockade

(85)

Madeleine Carroll
RHenry
— June Fonda
11

a
n Dram
[2q| Actio
Devil’s
Party
(67)
It — May
28

[13] Action Drama
2038
Air Devils (60) R-May 14
D. Purcell-Mamo
Clark

V.

Reis-3071
Drama
IHI Qniet
All
on (87)
the
Western Front

[jj] Hist. Drama
FN251
^©Adventures
of Robin
Hood
(102)
Errol Flynn
Olivia de Havilland
R — May 7

I.ew

Ayres

gj| Melodrama
FN277
Mystery House (66)
Dick Purcell
Ann Sheridan
R — May
14

GH

[~3~[ Western
Western
Trails (57)
Bob

Baker;

R — July

2058

Melodrama

Lombard-P.

Foster

3074
Lady
(69)
Comedy
[15] Tubbs
A. Brady-D. Montgomery

Crime School (86)
FN256
HU Action Drama
H. Bogart-Gale Page
It — May 14

Young
Fugitives
LX
Kent
R — (6S)
July

|~3~1 Drama
2010
Wives
Under
Suspicion
R — June 11
(68) Waireii William

Outlaw Express (56)
Bob Baker
R — July
bred (63> Drama
|~4~| Com.
WB219
Little Miss ThoroughJanet Kay
John Lltei

Chapman

gy]
Gold
[fl|

•

US

Diggers
in
Com.
Mus.

(97— 1MayVailee
Rudy
K
21
Priscilla Lane

fl7| Com. Drama
Atlantic
Tonight or Mever (..)
Melvyn Douglas
Gloria s wan. sou

O
AR-NE

203

9

Roberts
C.

[l5| Melodrama
3072
Frankenstein (71)
Boris Karloff-Mae Clark

[is] Drama-Music
Show Goes On (68)
Anna
Neagle
Tullio Carminati
R — Aug. 27

McLaglen-B.

(70)

3073
Love
Breakfast
Comedy
|l5| Before

Paris
WB206

Western

Mys. Drama
When
Were
You
Anna
May
Wong
(65)
RMargaret
— June IsLindsay

30

205

t

FN2< i,~
Dorn
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1939

X

M

6

27
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T
F
8
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JULY 2

2o|
Western
8211
stage Coach Days (68)
iohn Luden-E. Stewart
8206
(63)

Western
30]
Vest <>t Cheyenne
(harles Ktarrett
.

Meredith;

3.0

25

JUNE 24

R — Sept.

10

Booking

21

26

A

GUIDE

TO

RELEASES

25

JULY 16

|27| Action Drama
I’atrol (58)
Highway
J. Wells-Page — R- Aug. 13

Pioneer

Trail

JULY 23

(55)

John Luden-Joan
|l5| Western

8212

Barclay

Action
Reformatory
Jack
Hult-C.
It — June
26

JULY 30
(south

Drama
(61)

of

225

a

226

Rollin' Plains
Tex Ritter

(75)

829
Drama
[Y] Adven.
Port
of Seven Seas (81)
M.
W. July
BeeryR—
16

O’Sullivan

[~8~| Comedy
Fast
Company Drama
(74)
Melvyn Douglas
Florence
Rice
R— July 2

(59)

Shopworn
Angel (85) 835
[l5|
Drama
James
R— July Stewart
9
Margaret Sullavan

[~6~|
Western
Man’s Country (55)
Jack Randall
R — Aug. 6

3758
Western
M]
5a r 20 Justice (70)
Vm. Boyd (Hopalong

Western
3884
Pride of the West (55)
William
Cassidy)Boyd (Hopalong

j Cassidy)

R— July

16

Winters

Walker

Hardy (90)
a
Dram
dy
e Finds
Andy
4JLov
[22] Come

The
841

Mickey
Rooney-Judy
R — July 16
Garland-Lewis
Stone

Chaser

2

Hooloo
Tropic

Holiday (78)
dy
Come
]
Dorothy
[22
R—
July
2Lamour
Bob Burns

3744

842

(60)

Colin
Tapley Drama
[22] Adven.
R— July Asmara
23
Suratna

7002

(60)
R— July
9
Gene
Autry-C.

(75)

R— July 30
Dennis
O'Keefe
Drama
dy
Ann
Morriss
HU Come

3742

|7T| West, with Music 7103
Gold Mine in the Sky

819
Melodrama
|4]
Ir. Moto
Takes
a
Chance (63)
eter Lorre-R. Hudson
— June 18

8207

oil the Great
Renfrew
White Trail (59)
228
[22] Action Drama
James Newell

3745

Professor Beware
Harold Lloyd
Phyllis
HU

882

(56)

Melodiama
The High Command
Lionel
R — JulyAtwill
30

22| Outdoor Drama
3702
toniance of the Liinberlost (81)
ean Parker-Erie Linden
t — June 25

Western
J4]
order G-Man
(60)
eorge O’Brien
i— June 18

Arizona

Chas. Starrett
ith tern
Iris
Wes
HU Mered

[~1~]
Drama
8019
City Streets (68)
(For. City Shadows)
Leo Carrillo-E. Fellows

Terry

R— Apr.

CURRENT

18

JULY 9

Melo
IjY]
Married
a dram
Spy a
(59)
Neil Hamilton
R — July 16

15] Comedy
Drama
837
ord Jeff (84)
'reddle Bartholomew
llckey Rooney
t — June 25

Bhatt

f

Hughes

Army

Girl

(85)

Heroes of the Hills
Three
Mesquiteers
R— Aug.
13

Madge
Drama
[l5| Evans
Preston
R — July Foster
23

(93 )

3746
Comedy
Welch;
R-July 16

7118
(55)

819
11~|
Comedy
Having
Wonderful
Time (70)
Ginger Rogers
Douglas Fairbanks
EP— Oct. 23
R — June 18

m

Little
|~8] Women
Drama(99) reissue
It. Hepburn-J.
jr.

Crime
[p
Allan

Sky Giant (80)
835
(Form. Northern
Flight)
[22] Action Drama
Chester Morris
It— July Dix
23
Richard

Bennett

King (70)
836
Melodrama
Lane
R — July 2
853

Mother Carey's Chickens
(80)
833
R—
23 Drama
Ruby
Keller-Anne
Shirley
Com.
H|]July
James
Ellison

Western

1 iiama

Panamint’s Bad Mnn(60)
Smith
Baliew-E. Daw

Always Goodbye (75)
Barbara Stanwyck
Herbert Marshall
R— July 2

Passport
Husband
(67)854
[l5|
Comedy
Stuart Erwin
R — July 2
Pauline Moore

857
Comedy
|p
We’re
Going
to Be Rich
(78)
Victor McLaglen
Gracie Fields; R — July 9

I’ll Give a Million (70)
[22] Romantic Drama
855
Warner
Baxter
R — July 16
Marjorie Weaver

(70)
Broadway
Little Miss
R— July 9
856
Drama
Comedy
HU
Shirley Temple

Jimmy

Durante

Drama
Prison
Break (73)
|i<s] Melodrama
Barton MacLane
Glenda
R — July Farrell
23

[~j~| Action Drama
20.12
Danger on the Air (65)
Donald Woods R — July 2
[p
Comedy
Itage of Paris (78)
i 'anielle I 'arrieux
R — June 18

2028

Little Tough
“Dead End”
R — July
16
Robt.
Wilcox

Guy
Kids

( 8 :i >

2005

(85)

WB208
Drama
U
ihite Banners (88)
laude Rains-P. Balnter
P — Feb. 26; R — June 4

FN260
a
(60)
My
p Bill Dram
It.
Francis-D.
Moore
R — June
25

ma WB215
Com.
Men Are Such Fools(69)
W.
Morris-P.
Lane
It — June
25

Racket Busters (71)
HU
Melodrama
WB205
Geo. Brent; R-Aug. 20

ma
Three
|ij on aDra
Weekend
Margaret
Lockwood
John Lodge
R — June 11

iXOFFICE

September

17, 1938

GB
(72)

|l5| Musical (..)
Comedy
GB
Evergreen
reissue
Jessie Matthews
Barry Mackay

Trouble
(60)
Penrod’s
[23]
Com. Double
I u ama
Maurh
R
— AprilTwins
2

FN276
Amazing Dr. Clitterhouse
R— July 9
FN262
Melodrama
HU
Edw. G. Robinson
Claire Trevor
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T
18
4

AUGUST

Travis;

T

19

F

5

26

Maureen
O'Sullivan
R — Aug. 6

[~3~| Outdoor Drama
Barefoot Boy (63)
.Tarkie Moran
R— Sept. 10

(12] Comedy
Drama
Rich Man, Poor Girl
(For. Lt’s Now
R. Young- R.
R — Aug. 13

15

13

7
14

27

28
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8

T

M

1
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21
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8011
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15
1939
T

1

7
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22

F
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2
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16
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30

SEPTEMBER
17
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29

|~9~|
Comedy
Drama
L*ady
Objects
(67)
10

8005
Edw.
Robinson
ma
[2] G. Dra
Wendy Barrie; R-Aug. 27

Lanny

Phantom

Chas. Starrett
Iris Meredith

Gold

10 |

11

27

(56)

8213
WesternMarion
[3X[Luden-Beth
Jack

801i

Ross-Gloria

Stuai)

Colorado
Trail (57)
[~8~| Western

820E

229
King of the Sierras
ern
West
|26| Rex,
With
the
Wonder

[~5~[ Action Drama
840
The Crmvd Hoars (92)
Robert Taylor

14
s

1

Convicted
(58)
8039
[is] Action Drama
R.
Quigley
R — Hayworth-C.
Sept. 3
[12I
Western
Utah Trail (59)
Tex Ritter

S

15

The Gladiator
(72)
Comedy
|J5]
Joe E. Brown
June

W

11

24

13

12

1939

12

813
(72)

or Never)
Hussey

Block-heads (58)
Comedy
j
Laurel
[Jg
R
— Aug, & 20Hardy

811

(60)
231

Horse

Marie Antoinette (157)
845
Drama
Norma
[26] Shearer
Tyrone

Power

|~~2~| Comedy
901
Three Loves Has Nancy (69)
R — Sept. 3
J. Gaynor-R.

Montgom’y

Boys’Comedy
Town
[~9~|

(93)
Drama

902

Spencer Tracy
R — Sept. Rooney
10
Mickey

.N

3810

Lnder the Big Top
Town) Drama
[3JI
(For. Circus Comes

(..)
3811
to

Starlight Over Texas(..
Tex
Ritter
385
Western
[Y|

Marjorie
Ann
NagelMain

[~5~| Melodrama
Bulldog Drummond
Africa (59)
John
Howard-H.
R — Aug. 6

3747
in
Angel

[28]
Western
Pals of the Saddle
Three Mesquiteers

861
(55)

3748
Drama
[12] Outdoor
The
Texans (93)
Joan Bennett-R. Scott
R — July 23

|~8~| Action Drama
7024
Come
on Leathernecks
(06)
Richard Cromwell
Marcia Hunt
R — Aug. 27

Give
a Sailor (77)37 19
[19]Me Comedy
R — July Raye-Bob
30
Martha
Hope

[15] Romantic
Drama
Desperate
Adventure
Ramon
Novarro
Marian
Marsh

[15]From
Western
7104
tain
(58) Music MounMan
Gene

[5] Com.

with

Music

834
Painted
|l2]

Desert
(59)
Western

I’m From the City (71)
Joe Penner-Kay
Sutton
R — July 30

R — Aug.
6
George
O’Brien

[~5~| Drama
Gateway
(74)
Don Ameche
Arleen Whelan
R — Aug. 6

a
Dram
[12]Smiling
Keep
(77)
Jane Withers
Gloria Stuart
R — June 18

|~5~|
Drama
Algiers (95)
Charles Boyer
Sigrid Gurie-Hedy
R— July 2

901

883

902

R-Aug.

13

Smashing
the rama
Rackets832
[19] Melod
(80)
(For Cleanup)
Chester Morris
Frances
R— July Mercer
30

[19] Musical Comedy
903
Band
(105)
^Alexander’s
Ragtime
Faye

Tenth Avenue Kid (56)
7025
|22| Action Drama
Bruce Cabot; R-Aug. 27
Beverly Roberts

[~2~| Com,
Music(90)3801
Sing
You with
Sinners
Bing Crosby
Fred
MacMurray
R — Aug.
13

In

Old

Mexico

(67)

William Boyd
R(Hopalong
— Aug. 6 Cassidy)
Western
[9]

385.

The Higgins Family (64)
[29] Comedy
Drama
7015
(For. Home
Sweet Home)
The
Gleason
R — Sept.
10 Family

|~4~|
Western
85
Billy the Ivid Returns
R — Sept. 3
Roy(56)Rogers-Mary Hart

Carefree
(83) Comedy
|~2~] Musical

[~9~[
Comedy
Affairs of Annabel
Lucille
R — July Ball
16

DurangoWest
Valley
7128
ernHaiders
[22|
(56)
Bob

Steele

Breaking
[26| Com.

the Ice
(82) 845
Muslo
with

Bobby
R — Sept.Breen
3
Irene Dare

Speed to Burn (60)
n Drama
[20] Actio
Michael
Whalen

904

R — June
Lynn
Bari11

837

Ginger Rogers
R — Sept.
3
Fred
Astaire

Jack

My Lucky Star (84)
Drama
y
[2] Comed
Sonja
Henie
R — Sept. Greene
3
Richard

905

90;
(68,

Oakie

|~9~| Comedy
Drama(55)
9<
Safety
in Numbers
R — Aug.
13
Jones
Family

LaMarr

[l2| Mystery Drama
Missing Guest (69)
Raul Kell>
Con.

Moore:

R — Aug.

2031

[is[ Western Roan
Reissue
strawberry
(63)3057
Ken

Maynard

[15] Western Reissue
Fiddlin’ Buckaroo
Ken Maynard

3058
(60)

20

Dark Rapture ( . . )
[26] Exploitation Adven.
Native Cast

OUS
WARNER-F. MISCELLANE

[13] Com. Music
WB217
Cowboy
From
Brooklyn
(77)
Dick Powell

Cagney-O’Brien

Crime
Over London
|l~5] Action
Drama (63)
GB
Margot Grahanie
Paul Cavanaugh
R— Aug. 13

[~9~[
Melodrama
Personal
Secretary
(For. The Comet)
Gargan-Joy

(. .

ilodge

3059
(60)

Boy
Meets Drama
Girl (80)
1VB303
[27] Com.

R— June 18
Priscilla Lain

Freshman
Year (68)
[2~| Comedy
Drama
3025
Dixie Dunbar
Ernest
R
— Aug.Truex
27

Wm.

e
Arena
of the
King
n Reissu
[l5| Wester
Ken Maynard

WB227

11 ]
Drama
OB
Strange Boarders (79)
Tom
Walls
Renee Salnt-Cyr
R— Sept. 10

Autry;

Tyrone Power-Alice
Don Ameche
R — June 4

Music
withuction
[22] Com.
! 103)
Letter
of Introd
Andrea
Leeds — R-Aug. 6
Bergen and MoDarihy

U]
Comedy
Mr. Chump
(60)
Johnnie Davis
Lola Lane
R — July 23

701:
(65)

Spawn
of the Drama
North (113)
3750
[26] Action
George Raft
Dorothy Lamour
Henry
R — Aug.Fonda
27

Four’s
a Crowd
|~3~| Com.
Drama (95)
WB213
Errol Flynn
R— July 30
Olivia de Havilland

SecretsBrent
of an
Geo.

Actress

Kay |
Francis
Drama
[iq

Man with 100 lraees
Noel Madison
Melodrama
|Y|
Lilli Palmer

(r<

FN3(

(..)
GB

—
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.

SEPTEMBER

SEPTEMBER

17

8026
[15] Melodrama
Juvenile Court (61)
Paul Kelly
Rita Hayworth

24

8284
Western
[22]
Stranger
From
Arizona
(56)
Buck Jones

OCTOBER

OCTOBER

1

Girls’ School ( . . )
Anne 0]
Shirley
Drama
[3
Ralph Bellamy

—

8

[X6| Com.
Romance
903
Too Hot to Handle ( . . )
Clark Gable-Myrna
Loy

3741
Western
| [14]
Mexicali Kid (56)
(For. Last Frontier)
Jack Randall
R — Sept.

10

[23] Melodrama
Dangerous
Secrets
Paul Lukas

230
(. . )

[23]
Comedy
Vacation From Love
D. O’Keefe-F. Rice

905
(..)

a
[21] Melo
Wanted
bydram
the
(• .)
Frankie Farm
Evalyn Knapp

Police

Arthur-J.

CURRENT

S
-

OCTOBER

Homicide Bureau
Bruce Cabot

3802
(. . )

Stewart

|3q| Comedy (..)
Drama
Stablcinates
Wallet e
Beery
Mickey Rooney

Listen,
(. . )
[7] Com. Darling
with Music

906

901

Judy Garland
Freddie Bartholomew

Great

Waltz

(. . )
Young Dr. Kildare
Lew
Ayres

Luise Rainer
Fernand
Gravet
ama
Musical Dr
[y]

[28]
Reissue
(. •) Musical
Sweethearts
of Sigma
Chi

Mr. Wong, Detective
Boris Karloff
odrama
Evelyn
Brent
[12] Mel

Betty Grable
Larry Crabbe

[23] Com. with Music
Campus Confessions
Betty Grable
Hank
Luisetti

(. . )

Rita Haywortb
Melodrama
[Yoj

Lionel

[y]

(. . )

Where
Tex

Touchdown, Army
(. . )
Action Drama
n
John
Howard

3803
(. . )

Mary

Arkansaw
Bob

Carlisle

[y]

Traveler

Burns-Fay

Comedy

(. . )

Bainter
Drama

(. . )

Barrymore
Drama
Comedy

Buffalo

Roam

(. . )

Ritter

[J9]

I [lis] Drama
Sons of the Legion
Lynne Overman
Billy Lee

22 — .J

15

Flight to Fame
(. . )
Charles Farrell Drama
Action
m
Jacqueline
Wells

Jack Holt
Marcia Ralston

RELEASES

OCTOBER

—

|~5~| Melodrama
Crime
(• ■) Takes a Holiday

9101
Comedy
I29]
You
YouCan’t
(127)Take It With
J.

TO

GUIDE

A

1

Western

Mysterious

Rider

(. . )

Douglas Dumbrille
Sidney Toler
Western
[21]
King
Anna of
MayChinatown
Wong

(. . )

Anthony Quinn
Melodrama
|2i|

862
Western
[20]
Overland Stage Raiders
(• •)
Three Mesquiteers
Louise Brooks

[~3~| Melodrama
Night
Hawk
(. . )
B.

Livingston- J.

817

Travis

[29] Hillbilly Musical
Down
in Arkansaw
(. . )
Ralph
[is]

Western

Renegade Ranger
George O'Brien

884
(60)

Byrd-June

Storey

[23] Melodrama
803
Fugitives for a Night
(63)

|30[ Service
Comedy
Room
(. . )
Marx Brothers

901

Musi
[30]
Straight,
Place cal
and
(. .)

911
Show

Eleanor Lynn
Frank
Albertson

[l6]
Comedy
907
Hold That Co-ed (80)
John Barrymore
Marjorie Weaver

[23] Melodrama
908
Time Out for Murder(60)
Gloria Stuart
Michael Whalen
R— July 2

[30] Adventure
Drums
(99)
Sabu-Raymond
Valerie Hobson
R — Aug. 6.

Drama
Massey-

Ritz

Cooper-M.

Lang-Lynn

910

Submarine Patrol (..)
909
on Drama
Act Greene
n
Richard
Nancy Kelly

Bari

Merman

(. . )
912

Young in Heart ( . . )
n
Comedy
Drama
Janet Gaynor
Douglas Fairbanks jr

Oberon

There
Goes My
Heart
|Y|
(• •) Comedy Drama
March-V.

Bruce

|3o| Comedy
Drama
Youth Takes a Fliug(..)
Joel McCrea
Andrea Leeds

The Storm ( . . ) a
Melodram
]
[23
Preston
Foster
Road

to

Reno

Drama

j ©V

alley of the
(79)
Wayne
Morris
Claire Trevor

WB305
Giants

I24]
Drama
FN359
Four Daughters (90)
Dane Sisters
Jeffrey Lvnn
R— Aug. 20

Service De Luxe
Connie Bennett
Charles Ruggles

[21]
Farrell

[T] Musical
Comedy
Garden
of the
Moon
Pat
O’Brien-Mar.
R — July
30

1nhat Musical
Certain Comedy
Age (..)
Deanna
Durbin
Jackie Cooper

(69)

ma
Randolph
R—
Sept. Dra
3Scott-G.
[30]

(. . )

Linclsay

"
|l5|

Mysterious Mr. Moto
Peter Lorre
Melodrama
[21]
Mary Maguire

Western

Black Bandit ( . . )
(For. Twins of the West)
Bob Baker

fl7|

June

|~f] Comedy
Drama( . . )
Cowboy
and Lady
G.

F.
jie]

Bros.-Ethel

MeetAdven.
the Girls
(66)
n
Comedy

Melodrama

GB

The
Lady Vanishes
( . . ) GB
|T|
Melodrama
Margaret Lockwood
Paul Lukas

j '1'he 39 Steps ( . . )
(Reissue)
Robert Donat
Madeleine Carroll
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;

[15]
Noah

Frog

(. . )

Melodrama
GB
Beery-G. Taylor

Comedy

(. . )

THREE

Shotts

WORLD

color.

Produced

©Quebec

Americans Come, The
Irish Fantasy (9)

Reisenfeld

SONG
(9) .Apr.
Mar.

30, ’38
26, ’38

marry
the sheriff’s daughter.
Time Out for Trouble (19) . . . .Mar. 18
Charlie Chase arouses the underworld by fooling around with a
gangster’s sweetie.
COLOR
RHAPSODIES

Bermuda
Isles of Paradise
(. . )
COMMUNITY
SING

Sept.
May
.Mar.
Aug.
June

23
13
11
12
3

Sept. 9

Songs)

Sept. 9
Oct. 21
May 20

Ilrazy’s Travel Squawks
(7)... July 4
The Auto Clinic (7)
Mar. 4
The Little Buekaroo (6)
Apr. 11
NEW
SPORT
THRILLS
Athletic Youth
(..)
July 29
Demons of the Deep (9)
Aug. 19
Fistic Fun (9%)
July 1
Football Giants (..)
Sept. 28
Sport Stamina (10)
May 10, ’38
Thrilling Moments
(10)
June 10
Unusual
Hunting
(10) .. .Mar. 15, ’38
PICTUREGRAPH
1

(..)

SCRAPPY

Aug.

Scrappy’s

Playmates

SCREEN

(7)

SNAPSHOTS

No. 1 (..)
No. 2 (..)
No. 7(10)
No. 8(10)
No. 9(10)
No. 10 (10)
No. 11(10)
No. 12 (10)

Feb.

25, ’38

(7) . .Apr. 1, ’38
Aug. 12

of the Deep (7) . . . .May 27, ’38
Runs Again (..)
July 29

The Big Top
(7)
The Goose Flies High
The Last Indian (7)

Kingdom
for a Horse
Music From
the Stars
(11)
Horace

Lapp

and

May

(7)

Wolf’s Side of the Story
TREASURE
CHEST

July 22
Aug. 31
Oct. 7
Apr.
(Series

27
16)

Aug. 21
Sept. 16
Mar. 4
Apr. 1,
Apr. 29,
May 27,
June 24,
July

’38
’38
’38
’38
29

June

1

June

1

13, ’38
Sept. 9
June 24

(7).. Sept. 23
(10) .. .Apr.

22

Mar. 25, ’38
Orchestra-

Return of the Buffalo (10) -Apr. 8, ’38
We Live in Two Worlds ( . . ) . .July 22
TWO

REELERS
But

Cactus Caballeros (19)
May 27
Harry Gribbon and Joey Haye, although scared stiff, set out after
a Mexican bandit and succeed in
capturing him.
Apr.

29, ’38

Jitter Bugs
(. . )
May 20, ’38
Buster West and Tom Patricola recover a stolen bracelet after they
steal a turkey.
Love and Onions (19)
Mar. 11
Retail hijinks with Herman
Timberg jr. and Pat Rooney jr.
Money on Your Life ( . . ) .May 13, ’38
Revolutionary antics with
Kemper and Kaye.
Pardon My Accident (17)
.June 10
Willie Howard
fakes an accident
and is mistaken for a famous surSing
Apr. 15
geon.for Sweetie (19)
Gangsters interfere with Lee Sullivan’s plans for the elopement
but he manages.
Winner Lose All (..)
June 17
Charles Kemper
devotes his time
to puzzle contest and almost loses
his girl because he signed away
the prize
test.

rights

in

a

$50,000

con-

M-G-M
CRIME
DOESN’T
PAY
A Criminal Is Born (21)
Come
Across (20)
^Miracle Money
(21)
CAPTAIN
AND
CARTOONS
Day

at

the

THE

Beach

Blue Monday
(9)
Captain’s Pup (9)
Old Smokey
(7)
Poultry Pirates (9)
The Pygmy
Hunt (8)
What a Lion (9)

June
May
Mar.

25
14
26

KIDS

(10) . . . . June

25

Apr. 2, ’38
Apr. 30
Sept. 3
Apr. 16
Aug. 6
July 16

FITZPATRICK
TRAVELTALKS
In Technicolor
Beautiful Budapest
(9)
Czecho-, Slovakia on Parade
(9)
Glimpses of New
Brunswick
(8)
Paris on Parade (9)
Rural Sweden
(8)

Apr.
June

16
11

Mar. 19
July 9
May 14

HARMAN-ISING
Little

Bantamweight

^Bravest
The Face

. . . . Mar.

12, ’38

MYSTERIES

of the Brave (11) . .Aug.
Behind the Mask

(11)
The Man on the Rock
Strange Glory (11)
MINIATURES

G

Mar. 19. ’38
(11) . . .Sept. 3
July 2

©An
Optical Poem
(7) .. .Mar. 5, ’38
In Technicolor.
Hollywood
Handicap
(10) . . . .May 28
Life in Some Town ,USA
(11)
Feb. 26, ’38
CJThat Mothers Might Live
(10)
Apr. 30
The Forgotten Step (10) . .May 7, ’38
Tracking the Sleeping Death
(10)
July 9
Tupapao
(11)
June 11
MUSICAL
COMEDIES

The gold mines of South Africa.
Jungle Glimpses (10)
Mar. 25
A
colorful camera
trip through
South America tropics.
Mildewed Melodramas
(11) . . . Sept. 2
Three old-time films re-edited for
modern audiences.
OSi*ver Millions (10)
Story of the Alaskan
their spawning habits.
Tanhaueser (12)

July 15
salmon and
Aug.

12

A special arrangement of Wagner’s
immortal “Tanhaueser” as played
by the National Symphony
Orchestra under baton of Frederick Feher.
The Bike Parade (10)
Apr. 22
Husing.
The saga of the bicycle from 1900
to the present. Narrated by Ted
PARAMOUNT

PICTORIAL

Billy Rose’s Casa Manana
(21)
Mar. 2.6
It’s in the Stars (19)
July 30
Gay
college yarn
with
Eleanor
Lynn, Johnny
Downs
and
Doris
Weston.

No. .8(10)
Mar. 4
shop.
Styles in the sun, New York’s army
of night workers, canine beauty

The Magician’s
(18)
Eleanor Lynn

Washington, trained
pine aqueduct.
No. 10 (10)

Daughter
and

Frankie

July 16
Albert-

Snow
son. Gets in Your Eyes (20). May 14
M-G-M
NEWS
OF
THE
DAY
Released twice weekly.
OUR
Awful

GANG

Tooth,

COMEDIES

The

(..)

May

Bear Facts (11)
Buried Treasure ( . . )
Came
the Brawn
(11)

Three Men
PETE

Football

La

May

17, ’38
June 18
Aug. 6
Aug. 27

in a Tub (10) .Mar. 26, *38
SMITH
SPECIALTIES

Fisticuffs (9) . . .
Maxie Baer in cute
shows what to and
the ring.

(10)
Follow

28

Mar. .3, ’38
Sept. 17
Apr. 16

Feed ’Em and Weep
(11)
Hide and Shriek (11)
Little Ranger
(10)
Party Fever (10)

Thrills
the

of

Arrow

Aug. 27
white trunks
not to do in

1937
Sept. 10
July 30

(10)

Savate (8)
Mar. 12, ’38
Humorous
account of French sport
in which opponents rely mainly on
their feet.

Modeling

Dummies

(19)
25, ’38
Buster
West
and
Tom Mar.
Patricola
have some fun with a near-sighted,
Conceited manager
of a
fashion
shop.

A

SPECIAL
The New
Nation (10)
Story of Czechoslovakia.
Jungle Babies (10)

HITS

Gandy
the Goose (6)
Mar. 4, '38
Happy and Lucky (7) . . . .Mar. 18, ’38
Here’s to Good Old Jail (. .) . .June 10
Maid in China (7)
Apr. 29
Milk for Baby
(7)
July 8
Mrs. O’Leary’s Cow
(7)
July 22
Robinson Crusoe’s Broadcast
(7)
Apr. 15
©String Bean Jack (7)
Aug. 26

31

CARTOONS

City Slicker (6%)
Early Bird ( . . )
Happy
Birthday
(...)

25, ’38

20th-Fox)

COMEDY

Cute Crime
(..)
Jefferson Machamer.

(10)
Feb. 25, ’38
No. 7 (Gus Van — Song Shop)
(10)
May 6, ’38
Songs the folks used to sing.
No. 9 (10) — Spanish Melodies .June 25
No. 10 (9) — Patriotic Songs ... .July 4
No. 11 (10)
Aug. 26
Songs of Yesteryear.
No. 12 ( . . )
Sept. 15
Scotch Songs
KRAZY
I(AT

No.

Devil
Eliza

Aug. 26
July 22
July 4

Oct. 1

(. . )

through

All’s Fair (10)
The Cabin Kids.

Beautiful

Hollywood Graduation (7)...
Poor Elmer
(7)
Poor Little Butterfly (8)
The Animal Cracker Circus
(..)
©The
Big Birdcast (8)
©The
Foolish Bunny
(6) . . .
The Frog Pond (7)
Window
Shopping (7)
COLUMBIA
TOUR

Gym
Jams
(7)
Hot Dogs on Ice
Krazy Magic (7)

AND

A Mountain Romance
Chris Columbo
(7)

COMEDIES

Many
Sappy Returns (18) . . .Aug. 19
©Old Raid Mule, The (19) . . . -Mar. 4
Andy
Clyde is a sucker for bargains and gets talked into many
a
bad one.
Sue My Lawyer
(..)
Sept. 16
The Mind Needer (18)
Apr. 29
Charlie Chase.
The Soul of a Heel (16%) . . . . June 4
Andy
Clyde has a time trying to

(. .)
(Cowboy

Mar.

29

TERRY’-TOONS

Ankles Away
(19)
May 13
Andy Clyde.
Cuckoorancho
(16%)
Mar. 25
Complications when two wanderers
are mistaken for rich Americans
by a Mexican rancher.
Halfway to Hollywood (17%).. July 1
Jump
Chump
Jump
(19%) .. .Apr. 5
Firechief Andy
Clyde falls for a
school teacher.

1
6

(..)... -Apr.

(10)

(Distributed

Columbia

No.
No.

COLOR

Educational

CLASSICS
by Hugo
(Reissues)

ALL-STAR

IN

©Friendly Neighbors
Views of Ontario.

Artcinema
MUSICAL

HISTORICAL

COMEDIES

Tassels in the Air (18)
Apr. 1
Signpainters, prattling in
pig
Latin, are mistaken for high-class
French decorators and get a free
hand in a swanky household.
Three Goofy Gobs ( . . )
July 29
Three Missing Links ( 18) . . . . July 29
Violent Is the Word
for Curly
(18)
Sept. 2

Numerals Following- Titles are
Running Time.
Rate Is National Release, 1938, Unless
Otherwise Specified.
{^Indicates short of the week
rating.
©Indicates

STOOGES

Healthy, Wealthy and Dumb
(16)
May 20
All sorts of things happen
to
the trio when
Curly wins a puzzle contest.

for

Money

(10) . . . . Apr.

©Penny’s
Party
(9)
Story of Dr. Carver (10)
Surf Heroes (10)
ROBERT
BENCHLEY

(8)
^JHow
to Raise a Baby
Music Made
Simple (8)

May
Aug.

14
27
23

Mar. 19,
(9)...
July’382
Apr. 16

BETTY

BOOP

Boop

at

Concert

(7)
Sept.
Buzzy Boop
(7)
July
Honest Love and True (7)... Mar.
Out of tire Inkwell (7)
Apr.
Pudgy the Watchman
Swing School (7)
The Lost Kitten (7)
COLOR
CLASSICS

16
22
25
22

(7) . . . . Aug. 12
May 27
June 24

All’s Fair at the Fair (7)
Guatemala
(10)
Hold It (8)
Hunky
and Spunky (7)
HEADLINER

Aug. 26
Aug. 12
Apr. 29
June 24

his

Apr. 8
Orchestra

Lights! Action! Lucas (11) . . .Sept. 2 •
Clyde Lucas and orchestra.
©Moments
of Charm
(10) . . . . Aug. 5
Phil Spitalny and Girl Orchestra.
Queens of the Air (10)
July 8
Vincent Lopez and his orchestra,
Benay Venuta, Hollace Shaw, Jean
Ellington, Betty Hutton and Nan
Wynn.
STAR

REPORTER

No. 3 (10)
Mar. 10
Ted Husing introduces us to Mark
Warnow
and band, Rio Brothers,
Vic Heide and Freddy Rich and
orchestra.
PARAMOUNT
Released

twice

6

June 3
visit to the
and vineyards
July

1

POPEYE

Amazon
night.

activi-

CARTOONS

I Yam
Love Sick (8)
Mutiny Ain’t Nice (7)
The Jeep (7)
Plumbing Is a “Pipe” (7)...
The House Builder-Upper (7).
POPULAR
(In

May
Sept.
.July
June
Mar.

20
23
15
17
18

SCIENCE

Cinecolor)

©No. 4(10)
No. 5(10)
No. 6(10)
No. 1
(10)
SCREEN

Mar. 18
May 13
July 8
Sept. 2
SONG

a Moonlit

Stream

(8).. July 29

Frank
Dailey and His Orchestra.
Thanks for the Memory
(7).. Mar. 25
Bert Block and orchestra supply
the music.
You Leave Me

Breathless

Dorsey

and

(7). May

27

orchestra.

RICE

SPORT-

Cops and Robbers (10)
Mar. 25
A chase in which a black bear and
mountain lion are captured.
Fascinating Adventure, A (10) Feb. 25
A modern
Tarzan and
Florida.tures in the streams
Horseshoes

his advenof Central

(10)

July

15

Ted

Allen, world’s champion horseshoe artist, demonstrates his skill.
Hunting Thrills (10)
Sept. 2
Racing Pigeons (10) ....... .Sept. 30
Story of the racing of homing
Red, White
pigeons.
(10)

and

Blue

Champions

May 20
unique group of aquatic youngsters of the Panama
Canal zone.
Sporting Test (10)
Aug. 5
Question answers in the field of
ing.
sport supplied by Ted Husing.
Strike (10)
June 17
Not baseball but a reel about fishWin, Place or Show
(10) . . . . Apr. 22
Humanleah racing
interest
track.yarn of the HiaUNUSUAL

PARAGRAPHICS

woman
chimney
er portraits.
No. 6(10)
No. 1 (10)

RKO
DISNEY

Brave

(10) . . . June
Feb.

OCCUPATIONS

©No. 5(10)
Gold beating;

circulating
sweep;

Apr. 15
library;

tool leathJune 10
Aug. 5

Radio

CARTOONS

Builders

(7)

Feb.

25

Mickey,

weekly.

Wrong

Al-

May

Big Chief Ugh-Amugh-Ugh
(7)
Apr. 15
Bulldozing the Bull (7) ....Aug. 19

©Boat

NEWS

Crime Fighters (10)
May 211
Depicting the thorough training a
police officer undergoes.
QFind
What’s
Gold (10)

and

A

Bob Crosby and His Orchestra
(10)
May 6
Easy on the Ice (10)
June 3
Henry King and his orchestra with
Shirley Foster.
Hall’s Holiday (10)
George
Hall and
with Dolly Dawn.

Wellesley College;
ties; and Paris at

GRANTLAND
LIGHTS

CARTOONS

the

fish

Gigantic farming — Streaming scenery— a day in a dog’s life.
No. 1
(10)
Aug. 5
Tropical trophies', Canyon country;
Aquatic Antics.
No. 2 (10)
Sept. 2

Jimmy

Paramount
Buzzy

No. 11(10)
Alpine streams, a
Guadalupe
Islands,
of California.
No. 12(10)

Beside
July

Apr. 1
Standards
in

of

Chesapeake
fishermen —
camera
studies of clouds —
feeding the
animals.

30

Apr. 9, ’38
June 18
May 28

An Evening Alone (9)
How
to Read (9)
The Courtship of the Newt
(8)
How
to Figure Income Tax

No. 9 (10)
The
Bureau

17
25

Donald and the Goof attempt to build a boat with disastrous consequences.
Little Tailor (9)
Sept. 23

Mickey
through
©Donald’s

becomes
a
giant
no fault of his own.
Better

Self

(8) Mar.

killer
11, ’38

©Donald’s Nephews
(8) . .Apr. 15, ’38
Introducing three mischievous edi-

BOXOFFICE
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tions of Donald
and Louie.

Duck,

Huey,

Dewey

Good Scouts (8)
July 8
Donald
Duck
takes his nephews
camping:, much
to his sorrow.
Mickey’s Parrot (8)
A concealed parrot
an escaped killer.

Sept. 9
is mistaken for

Polar Trappers (8)
Adventures of Donald
in the Arctic.

June
and

17, ’38
Goofy

Tlie Fox Hunt (8)
July 29
Adventures of Donald Duck
and
Goofy during: a fox hunt.
Q0The

Moth

and

(8)
Adventures

the

of a

Apr. 1, ’38
girl moth.

and

The Whalers (8)
Auff. 19
A whaling expedition costs Mickey,
Donald and the Goof their boat.
O^Wynken,
Bl.\ nken and Nod
(8)
May 27
The
adventures
of
the
three
youngsters in Eugene Field’s
who
sail through the sky
wooden-shoe.
EDGAR

KENNEDY

poem
in a

COMEDIES

False Roomers
(17)
Mar. 25, ’38
A
slightly unbalanced roomer
is
the cause of all the hilarity.
Kennedy’s Castle (17)
May 28
Edgar
brings the boss and
the
customers
home
to play poker
when
the wife walks in with her
friends.

College

RADIO

COMEDIES

LEON

ERROL

Leon’s wife cures
sion to her being
Jitters (19)

him, of
on the

Tlie

SMART
Hunting
after
order

SET

Trouble

Sept. 23
his averstage.
July 1

traffic problem and
England’s Gibraltar.
MUSICALS

Maids
Ray

and Music (10) . . . .Apr. 22, *38
Fabing’s Tngenues with Janice Walker. Also Bernice Parks.
No Sale (11)
Mar. 11
Original Dixieland Jazz band, Gogo
de Lys, Adia Kuznetzoff and Russion Octette, King, King & King,
Charioteers, Hal Sherman.
Salt Shakers (11)
May 13, *38
Jay C. Flippen, Joe Dorris, Mae
McKim
and
Her
Three
Boy
Friends, Vera Haal.
Skyline Revue
(11)
Apr. 1
Paula Stone, Billy and Milly, Sugar
Nicholas, DeMay
Moore
and
Martin.
The Deviled Ham
(10) . Mar. 11, *38
Gus Van, Arskine Hawkins and his
band. Toy and Wing, The Three
Kays, Moya Engele.

Released

NEWS
twice

PATHE
leases)
No. 4(10)
Depicting

weekly.

PARADE

the

BOXOFFICE

6

in Jamaica
beteams.
June 3

New
underwater
sport “goggle
fishing” and
some
water
polo
scenes.
Windward
Way
(10)
Mar. 11
A
yachting reel centering on the
Miami-Nassau
Yacht race.

(18)
Nick
Betty

MUSICAL

Girls

and

a

COMEDIES
Band
Apr. 8, ’38
his orchestra.
June Johnson.

Stuart and
Jane Rhodes,

and
Harriet Hayes,
Ben
Yost’s
Varsity Eight.
Stars and Stripes (17)
July 6
Ed
East,
Ralph
Dumke,
Ada
Brown
and
ica Band.

Carl

OSWALD

Freed's

Harmon-

CARTOONS
Aug.
July

Feed the Kitty (7)
Ghost Town
Frolics (7)
Happy
Scouts (7)
Hollywood Bowl
(7)
Movie Phoney News
(..)

1
4

Mar. 14, '38
-.Sept. 5
June 20
Mar. 28
May 30

Nellie, The Indian Chief’s
Daughter
(7)
Nellie the Sewing Machine
Girl (7%)
Pixie Land
(7)
The Big Cat and the Little
Mousie (7)

June

6

Apr. 11
Sept. 12
Aug.

15

The Problem Child (7) . . . May 16,
Trade Mice (7)
Feb. 28,
Tail End
(7)
Apr.
Voodoo Harlem
(7)
July
Yokel Boy Makes Good (7) . .Feb.

’38
'38
25
18
21

STRANGER
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

THAN

FICTION

46 (10)
47 ( 9)
49 ( 9)
50 ( 9)
51 ( 9)
52 ( 9)
53 (9)
54 (9)
55 (9%)

Feb.

UNIVERSAL

cadet

20th Century-Fox
ADVENTURES
CAMERAMAN
Recording(10)
ED

Modern

(*36-*37

training

re-

Feb. 25
school.

:: September

OF

A

NEWS

twice

weekly.

Science
19

Sept.

30

.Sept.

16

FASHIONS
(..)...

FOX
MOVIETONE
NEWS
Released twice weekly.
LEW
LEHR
GARTEN
What
Every
(. . )

AND

Boy

HIS

Should

California

KINDERKnow

(..)

EXPLOITATION

Aug.

5

SPECIAL

Feb.

GOING

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

PLACES
ELL THOMAS

46 ( 9)
17 ( 9)
48 ( 9)
49 ( 9)
50 < 9)
51 (10)
52 ( 9)
53 (9)
54 (9)
55 (..)

WITH

MENTONE

LOW-

Show

Marshalls,

May 18, ’38
Saxon, The

Starnes

Four-

Latin Hi-Hattin (18)
Apr. 27
Dorothy
Stone, Charles
Collins,
Geraldine and
Joe, Del Campo,
Bernice Parks
and
the 12 McGurns’ Dancers.
Music and Flowers (19) . . . . June 15
Block &
Sully, Peg
Leg
Bates,
Royal
Swedish
Bell
Ringers,
Stearnes & Anavan.
Rhythm
Cafe (20)
Sept. 7
Oshins &
Lessy, Virginia Verrill,
Four Eton Boys, Vic Hyde.

17, 1938

2, ’38
(..)..Apr.
.Aug.
27
July 23, ’38
Sept. 25

MELODY
Carl

May

(10)
Don
Bestor

(7) .. .Feb.

26, ’38
Aug. 27

Moore

(10)
and
and

and

Orchestra

May

Orchestra June

7, ’38
18, ’38

(10)
July 9, ’38
(11)
May 28. ’38
His Busy Day (10)
Aug. 20
Clyde McCoy
and orchestra.
Mike Riley and Orchestra
(10)
Rubinoff

and

His

Night

Mar.

26, ’38

April
Club

16, ’38

Violin

Swing

(10)
MERRIE

4. ’38

REVUES

Got
a
Match?
(20)
Rainbow’s
End
(. . )
UpPat
in Rooney.
Lights (..)

Apr. 9, ’38
July 2, ’38
Aug. 13

TECHNICOLOR
F’oy.
l£©Out Where
the Stars Begin
(19)
May 28, ’38
A
young
dancer
makes
good
through the aid of a makeup
man.
With Evelyn Thawl, Jeffrey Lynn,
Armida,

Fritz

©Romance

of

Feld

and

Charley

Louisiana

(19)
Mar. 12, ’38
The story of the purchase of the
Louisiana territory.

VITAPHONE

COMEDIES

My
Pop
(..)
July
Stocks and Blondes (20) . .May
Under the Wire (20)
Mar.
VITAPHONE

16, ’38
21, ’38
26, '38

GAY-ETIES

Hold That Ball (21)
Rise anil Sing (21)
There Goes the Bride
Fifi D’Orsay.

Apr. 23, ’38
June 25, ’38
(20) .. .Aug. 27

VARIETY

Crawfords, The
(10)
Juggling Fool (11)
Swing
Jamboree
Louis Cat’s
Prima

July

30, ’38

(In

Color)

MELODIES

A
Star Is Hatched
Cinderella Meets Her

(7)
Fella

Apr. 2
(8) Jill. 23

Isle of Pingo Pongo ( . . ) . May
©Jungle
Jitters (7)
Feb.
Katnip
Now
ThatKollege
Summer (7)Is GoneJune

28, ’38
19, ’38
11, ’38

Apr. 9, ’38
May 14, ’38
(10) . . . . Aug. 6

Vitaphone Capers
(10) . .June
Vitaphone Gambols (10) . .Mar.
TRUE
ADVENTURES
A

Dream

18, ’38
19, ’38

(By Floyd Gibbons)
Comes True

(11)
Dear Old. Dad
(12)
The Fighting Judge

(12)

June 4, ’38
Apr. 16, ’38
July 2

Hit and Run
(12)
Feb. 10, ’38
Shopgirl’s Evidence
(12) . . . . Mar. 19
Toils of the Law (12)
Aug. 20
Wanderlust

(12)

May

14, ’38

SERIALS

21, ’38
Aug. 6

MASTERS

“Deacon"

June

No. 11 (10)
July 9, '38
Bakelite — Greyhounds — Perfume.
No. 12(.)
Ang. 13
Hollywood-Sculling-Furs.

Mar. 12, '38
CARTOONS

Trouble (7)
and Daffy (7)

(10)
Saturday

Beauty
Shoppe
(19%)
Sept. 28
Buck and Bubbles, Imogene Coca,
Marty May, Harrison and Fischer.
Fits & Benefits (19)
July 27
Yorlce and King, Original Cotton
Club Tramp
Band, Carolyn Marsh,
The Merry Macs.

Three
some.

Injun
Porky

28, ’38

PRODUCTIONS

Bea

No. 10 (10)
Beavers — Polo — Woolens.

Orient

TUNES

What
Price Porky
Wholly Smoke
(7)

Fel). 28, ’38
Mar. 21, '38
Apr. 11, ’38
Apr. 25
May 9
.lone 3
June 27
Aug. 22
Sept. 12
..Oct. 3

High-Jack ’n the
(17)
James
Barton,

the

Mechanix Illustrated (10) .. June 4, '.38
Pearl of the East (10) .. .Mar. 21. ’38
Toradja Land (10)
Apr. 30, '38
What
the World Makes

Orchestra
Clyde Lucas

.

11, ’38

Porky’s Five and Ten (7) Apr. 16, '38
Porky’s Hare Hnnt
(7) . .Apr. 30, ’38
Porky’s Party (7)
June 25
Porky’s Phoney Express (7).. Mar. 19
Porky’s Spring Planting (7).. July 16

Moments

(19)

of

(21) .. June

7, ’38
5, ’38

ADVENTURES

(10)
The
Hermit Kingdom
Isles of Enchantment

(10)
LOONEY

MAGIC

Universal
^Breathless

Swing

May
Mar.

(10)
T ong Hright Lund
(10)
A trip to New Zealand.

Sept. 2

LOWELL
THOMAS
CARPET
Golden

of

Apr. 30, ’38
boating —

HEADLINERS

COLORTOUR
©Crossroads

Forecasts
styles.

ice

Waiting Around
(20)
Feb. 26
Frank Libuse, Shea and Raymond,
Margo
Brander,
Stanley Twins,
Joan Merrill.

Forget Me Knots (21)
Little
(21)
Win! Me
Shaw,
songstress.
Prisoner

(..)

—

trains.

VITAPHONE
BROADWAY

THORGERSEN-SPORTS

Thoroughbreds

toy

Sons of the Plains (19) .. ..July 30, ’38
Mauch
Twins, Rosella Towns.

21, ’38
Mar. 14
Apr. 18
May 2
June 6
June 20
Aug. 29
Sept. 19
Oct. 10

Vitaphone

NEWS

Aug.

No. 9(10)
Making of silver

PRESENTATION
Barnyard Romeo
(7)
Cheese Nappers (7)

Released

the

Carnival Show
(10)
June 24
Clyde Hager, Jan Peerce, Cotton
Club Tramp
Band.
International Rhythm
(10)... June 3
Roy Smeck and his Aloha Islanders, Ada Brown,
Mara, Princess
Chi vo.

PA THE

Aug.

SPORTSCOPE

Polo as played
tween two crack
Underwater
(9)

©Fashion
Autumn

TIME

Story of the nation’s first government-promoted tourist resort and
arms and the League of Nations.
ONo.
9(21)
Apr. 15
The Nazi conquest of Austria and
a
pictorial discussion on
crime
and prisons.
No. 10(19)
May 13
Racketeers vs. Housewives.
ONo. 11 (17)
June 10
A study of the American physician.
No. 12 (17)
July 8
Work,
training and activities of
the U. S. Coast Guard.
No. 13 (19)
Aug. 5

NIT-ATLAS

(16)

Prouty and Richard Lane encounter complications at
home
a wild time at a fraternal
convention.

PATHE

Mar. 11
into hot

No. 1
(20)
Sept. 2
The
Czech-German
crisis up-todate and
Father
Divine’s new
“Heaven on the Hudson.”
No. 7(19)
Feb. 18, *38
Old Dixie’s New
Boom,
One Million Missing, Russians in Exile.
QNo.
8(19)
Mar. 18

America’s
threat to

COMEDIES

Bit and Bridle (10)
May 13, *38
A
trip to Aiken, S. C., haven of
horse lovers and their horses.
Pinehurst (9)
Apr. 22
The
North-South
Open
Golf
Tournament
with
the
country’s
leading pros.
Swinging Mallets (10)
Apr. 1

May 6
applying

The
wife’s yen for dancing sets
Errol off on a jag which ends in
a rousing finale.
OF

COMEDIES

Sid© Show Fakir (17%)
Oct. 12
Somewhere
in Paris (17) . . . .Mar. 23
J. Harold Murray, Three Samuels

COMEDIES

Berthquakes
(16)
Errol tries his hand at
child psychology.
His Pest Friend (18)
Blind jealousy gets Leon
water.
Stage Fright (18)

MARCH

Field,

'File Photographer ( 1 5) . . . June 17, *38
A
candid camera
bug runs into
difficulties over a picture.

Twenty

Picketing for Love
(17)
June 3
Betty Jane Rhodes, Joe Morrison,
Phyllis Kennedy, Jack Carson and
Barbara Bedford.

Randolph

of Ten (9) June 17
the Golden Gloves.

FLASH

RADIO
HEADLINER

at

Stuporvisor (17)
Feb. 25, *38
Jack Norton runs against his wife
for city supervisor.

Jed

Flame

boy

the Air
Texas.

QNo. 6 The Count
Development of

COLUMBIA
The Great Adventures
Bill Hickok
15 chapters.
Gordon
Elliot,
Wayne.

of Wild
June

Monte

Blue,

30

Carol

Jungle Menace
Sept. 1
15 episodes (20). first chapter runs
(30) — Frank
Buck, Sasha Slemel,
Charlotte Henry, Rubber hijackers
in the Malayan jungle.
Secret

of

Treasure

Island.

. .Mar.

17

(15 episodes), Story of buried
pirate’s
treasure on an adventurer’s
island.
REPUBLIC
Dick Tracy Returns
Roberts.
15 Chapters — Dick

Aug.
Byrd

20

- Lynn

Fighting Devil Dogs, The.... May 28
12 chapters. Lee Powell, Herman
Brix, Eleanor
Stewart, Montagu
Love.
Painted Stallion
June 5, ’38
With Ray Corrigan and Hoot Gibson. The first chapters runs about
(7) and the rest average (19).
UNIVERSAL
Flaming

Frontiers

July

5

15

(..)
May 14, ’38
Penguin Parade (7)
Apr. 23, ’38
SSSnee/.ing Weasel
(7) . .Mar. 12, ’38
The Major Lied Till Dawn
(..)
Aug. 13
Freddie Rich and Orchestra
©PICTORIAL
(Some

REVUES

sequences

in

color)

No.Dogs
7 (10)
Mar. 5, ’38
— Billiards — Lithography.
No. 8(11)
Apr. 2
Song writers •—
bowling —
rubber
bathing suits.

chapters, average about 20 minutes each. With
Johnny
Mack
Brown
and Eleanor Hansen.
Flash.

Gordon’s

Stars
15 episodes,
each. Larry
Jean Rogers
on Mars.
Radio

Patrol

Trip

to

Mar. 22, ’38
approximately
(20)
“Buster” Crabbe and
in exciting adventures
Oct. 4

12 episodes (20) — Grant WithersCatherine Hughes.
The
valuable
formula for flexible steel and its
possession by a number
of people
is the basis for this one.

j7/z "Tlte Alak
STARTING
S
£9
2
D

WELL

BI.ONDIE — Arthur Lake, Shirley Deane, Dorothy
Moore, Larry Simms.
Producer: Lou Appleton.
Director: Frank Strayer. Original: Chic Young.
Screenplay: Robert Flournoy.

_

EMPIRE
OF THE
ducer: Franklyn
Charles Lamont.

COWGIRL — Dorothy Page, Vince Barnett, Frank
Ellis, Pat Henning.
Producer: Coronado Pictures (George Hirliman).
Director: Arthur
Dreyfus, Sam Deige. Screenplay: Arthur Hoerl.

WEST — George Houston.
ProWarner (Fine Arts). Director:

THE
WIZARD
OF
OZ — Judy
Garland, Buddy
Ebsen, Bert Lahr, Ray Bolger, Charley Grapewin. Producer: Mervyn LeRoy.
Director: Richard Thorpe. Original: L. Frank Baum.
Screenplay: Richard Maibaum.

I
§

YOUNG

DR. KILDARE — Lew Ayres, Nat
ton, Emma Dunn, Lionel Barrymore,
Bradley. Director: Henry Bucquet.

Q

GANGSTER’S

2

croft.

g

Nigh.

Q

ducer:

J
5
5

BOY — Jackie

Louise

Scott

Lorimer,

Original

R.

Cooper,

Tommy

Dunlap.

Screenplay:

George

BanPro-

Director:

Robert

THE
SHINING
HOUR — Joan Crawford, Margaret
Sullavan, Fay Bainter, Robert Young, Melvyn
Douglas, Harry Baris, Frank
Albertson. Producer: Joseph L. Mankiewicz.
Director: Frank
Borzage. Original: Keith Winter.

PendleTruman

Wonder.

WHERE
THE
BUFFALO
ROAM
—
Tex Ritter,
Dorothy Short, John Merton, Snub Pollard. Producer: Edward Finney. Director: A1 Herman.
Original Screenplay: Robert Emmett.

William

Andrews.

LITTLE
ORPHAN
ANNIE,
DETECTIVE — Ann
Gillis, June Travis, J. Farrell MacDonald, J. M.
Kerrigan, Ben Welden.
Producer: John Speaks
(Colonial Pictures). Director: Ben Holmes.

SAY
IT IN FRENCH
—
Ray Milland, Olympe
Bradna, Irene Hervey, Janet Beecher, Evelyn
Keyes.
Producer:
Andrew
Stone.
Director:
Andrew
Stone. Original: Jacques Deval. Screenplay: Frederick Jackson.
THANKS
FOR
THE
MEMORY — Bob Hope, Shirley Ross, Charles Butterworth, Roscoe Karns,
Dorothy Howe.
Prdoucer: Mel Shauer. Director: George Archainbaud.

PECK’S
BAD
BOY
AT THE
CIRCUS
—
Tommy
Kelly, Ann Gillis, Edgar Kennedy, Benita Hume,
Nana Bryant. Producer: Sol Lesser (Principal).
Director: Eddie
Cline. Original: George W.
Peck.
Screenplay:
Robert
Neville, David
Boehm, A1 Martin.

o
W
OC

I
CU
W
CC

STAND
John

X

LITTLE

O

PRINCESS — Shirley

lan, Arthur Treacher.

lu

Director:

Walter

»jj
E_
o

Hodgson
Burnett.
son, Walter Ferris,

Temple,

Arleen

Producer: Gene

Lang.

Original:

Screenplay:

Julien

Whe-

Markey.

Frances
Joseph-

CM

DUKE
OF WEST
POINT — Louis Hayward,
Joan
Fontaine.
Producer: Edward
Small. Director:
J3
Alfred E. Green.
Original Screenplay: George
Bruce.

STRANGE
FACES — Frank Jenks, Dorothea Kent,
Leon
Ames,
Andy
Devine.
Producer:
Burt
Kelly. Director: Errol Taggart. Original: Cornelius Reece, Arndt Giusti. Screenplay: Charles
Grayson.

MURDER
PLANE — Ronald
Reagan.
Bryan Foy. Director: Noel Smith.

Producer:

FNVICTORY — Jeffery Lynn. Producer:
-vid
Lewis. Director: Edmund
Goulding.

DARK

WB

COMPLETED
CALL
OF
THE
TRAIL — Charles Starrett, Ann
Doran, Hal Taliaferro, Dick Curtis. Producer:
Harry
L.
Decker.
Director: Sam
Nelson.
Screenplay: Charles Francis Royal.

REVOLT
IN
THE
SAHARA
— Paul Kelly, C.
Henry
Gordon, Robert
Flske, Dwight
Frye,
Lorna Gray.
Producer: Lou Appleton.
Directs tor: R. Ross Lederman.
Original: Sam
Fuller.
Screenplay : Maxwell Shane.

O

.
>
?
f

ALONG

Da-

ACCUSED — Helen Mack, Robert Cummings, Lyle Talbot, Gordon
Jones. Producer:
II. Auer. Director: John H. Auer. Screenplay: Gordon Kahn.

TAILSPIN — Alice Faye, Nancy Kelly, John King,
Joan Davis, Wally Vernon, Jane Wyman.
Producer: Harry Joe Brown.
Director: Roy Del
Ruth.
KENTUCKY — Don Ameche, Loretta Young, Ralph
Morgan,
Walter
Brennan,
Charles Middleton.
Producer: Gene Markey. Director: David Butler.
Original: John Taintor Foote.

FRONTIERSMAN — William
Boyd,
Evelyn
Venable, Russell Hayden, George Hayes, Clara Kimball Young, Roy
Barcroft.
Producer: Harry
Sherman.
Director: Lesley Selander. Original:
Clarence E. Mulford. Screenplay: Harrison Jacobs, Norman Houston.
ARREST
BULLDOG
DRUMMOND
1— John Howard,
Reginald Denny, Heather Angel, J. Carol Naish.
Producer: William LeBaron.
Director: James
Hogan.
Original: H. S. McNeile.

ANNABEL
Oakie,

TAKES

A

TOUR— Lucille

Ball,

Jack

Bradley Page, Ruth
Donnelly.
Producer: Lou Lusty. Director: Ben Stoloff. Screenplay: Bert Granet, Olive Cooper.

PRAIRIE
MOON — Gene Autry, Smiley Burnette,
Shirley Deane, David
Gorcey, Tommy
Ryan.
Producer: Harry Grey. Director: Ralph Staub.
Original Screenplay: Betty Burbridge, Stanley
Roberts.
THE
NIGHT
HAWK — Robert Livingston, June
Travis, Paul Fix, Ben
Welden, Robert Armstrong. Producer: Herman
Schlom.
Director:
ton.
Sidney Salltow. Original Screenplay: Earl Fel-

DOWN
ON
THE
FARM — Jed Prouty, Spring Byington, Russell Gleason, Shirley Deane.
Producer: John Stone.
Director: Mai
St. Clair.
Original: Homer
Croy.

TOPPER
TAKES
A
TRIP— Constance
Bennett,
Roland
Young, Billie Burke, Franklin Pangborn, Alan Mowbray, Paul Lukas, Verree Teasdale. Producer: Hal Roach.
Director: Norman
Z. McLeod.
Original: Thorne Smith.
Screenplay: Jack Jevne, Eddie Moran, Milton H. Bren,
Norman
Z. McLeod.

EXPOSED — Glenda Farrell, Otto Kruger, David
Oliver, Herbert
Mundin.
Producer: Max
H.
Golden.
Director: Harold
Schuster.
Screenplay: Charles Kaufman.
SERVICE
DELUXE — Constance Bennett, Vincent
Price, Helen Broderick, Charlie Ruggles. Producer: Edmund Grainger.
Director: Rowland
V. Lee.
Screenplay: James
Mulhauser, Bruce
Manning.

CRIME
IS A RACKET — Humphrey
Bogart, Gale
Page, Billy Halop, Harold Huber.
Producer:
Sam
Bischoff. Director: Lewis Seiler.
WOMEN
IN THE
WIND — Kay Francis, William
Gargan, Victor Jory, Maxie Rosenbloom.
Producer: Bryan Foy. Director: John Farrow.
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SELLS

AND

BUYS

EQUIPMENT,

THEATRES.

&leatlna

SERVICES

Classified Ads 10c Per Word, Payable in Advance.
GENERAL

THEATRES

EQUIPMENT

ALL THE PROFIT IS YOURS
WHEN
you buy at these prices. Projection lenses,
series I $5.95. Exciter Lamps, fresh stock,
29c each. Used amplifiers, $19.50 up. Used soundheads, $15.00 up. Optical porthole glass, sq. in., 6c. Handsome, sturdy
metal

exit signs, 39c. 10 Vi" reflector conversion kits for Peerless or Strong, all
parts, only $14.95. Plenty others. S.O.S.,
636-Eleventh

Ave., New

York.

9-17

FOR SALE — Complete outfit; two Powers projectors — all good sound; 300 seats,
screen, rewind, film cabinet, 8 reels, office
equipment. Price $1,800.00. H. J. Reeves,
Kas.

NEW
YOUR
postcard

9-17

EQUIPMENT

NAME

AND

will reserve

ADDRESS

copy

of new

ON
S.O.S.

“Boothside Companion” — greatest theatre
equipment catalog in industry. Now on
the press
Be

shows

everything

for the mod-

sas City, Mo.

Ave., New

York.

Boxoffice, 4704 East 9th St., Kansas

City.

Mo.

9-17

SOUND-MASTER
NEW
ECONOMY MODEL. Top quality at lowest
prices. Write for complete information.
Scott-Ballantyne Co., 219 North
Omaha, Neb.

USED

16th

St.,
10-1

WANTED

SALE

Phelps,

Wis.

10-1

EIGHTEEN
used 16mm sound features;
up;
pictures in good to new condition. Sell
single or in lot. William Kopp, Inc., 2825
FOR
serials,

Minneapolis,

SALE — Sound

Minn.

9-17

features, 4704

9-17
East

EXPERIENCED
SHOWMAN
will buy,
lease or rent theatre. Will consider any
deal if possibilities. Have $3,000 as down
payment or buy. Write complete details
first letter. B-1020, Boxoffice, 4704 East
9th St., Kansas City, Mo.
9-17

B-1022, Boxoffice,
9th St., $40.
Kansas City, Mo.

THEATRES
in New England, large,
small, open or closed, any condition; state
all. E. Perkins, 943 Broad St., Providence,

Only $1.29 brings you RCA Handbook —
Tells all about RCA
equipment — and
Sloane’s ‘‘Motion Picture Projection.” Rush
your order. S.O.S., 636-Eleventh Ave.,
New York
9-17

R. I.

BOOKS
$10
STILL

10-1

THE

WANTED — Theatre in midwest town,
1,000 or over; lease with buying option;
state particulars. B-1021, Boxoffice,
East 9th St., Kansas City, Mo.

PARTNERS
LADY
Must

operating

be experienced,

wishes

partner.

dependable.

B-1025,

Boxoffice, 4704 East 9th St., Kansas
Mo.

WEEKLY

POSITIONS

4704
9-17

DOUBLE—

WANTED

MARRIED
MAN — Eight years servicing
sound equipment with biggest company.
Two years managing own theatre. Wish

WANTED

theatre

BIG

position

managing with independent exhibitor in South. Best references furnished. Now employed, but anxious to quit
road. B-1024, Boxoffice, 4704 East 9th St.,

City,
9-17

Kansas

City, Mo.

10-8

EQUIPMENT

USED
SOUND
heads, amplifiers,

EQUIPMENT.
speakers. Priced

Sound
to sell.

Write for complete list and prices. ScottBallantyne Co., 219 North 16th St., Omaha,
Neb.
10-1

What

Do
—TO
—TO
—A

SEAT

RECOVERING

j

ARTIFICIAL LEATHER
MOLESKIN—
81c per yd.; Sateen 60c yd. Six seats
from two yards. Samples on request.
Commercialeather,

116 Merrimac

THEATRE

HERE

CHAIRS

American Seating, Ideal, Irwin, other famous makes — biggest variety veneer and
upholstered at 75c up. Ask for 15Q.
S.O.S., 636-Eleventh

Ave., New

LOCATION

Whatever

You

Want?

SELL YOUR THEATRE
BUY A THEATRE
JOB, A POSITION

OPEN

>

EQUIPMENT
—TO BUY OR SELL ARTICLES
—MISCELLANEOUS

you want — it will pay you to advertise your needs in

THE

CLEARING

HOUSE

St., Boston. 10-15

BRAND
NEW
BARGAIN
LIST OF
used chairs just out! Thousands of fine

POPCORN

FOR

•

TERRITORIAL
RIGHTS on latest alltalking Finnish film for sale. Brand new
prints. East and west still open. Film is
dynamite in Finnish-populated sections.
Write or wire Bio Kuva Film Distributors,

Hennepin,

THEATRES

9-17

DUO

9-17

THEATRE
FOR
SALE— 250 seats in
Missouri town, 1,200; two payrolls; big
rural territory; only theatre. B-1023,

ern theatre at prices that can’t be beat.
sure to get your copy. S.O.S. , 636

Eleventh

FILMS

FOR SALE

B-1027, Boxoffice, 4704 East 9th St., Kan-

LIGHT-MASTER
super low intensity projection lamps, with 14-inch
reflectors. More light with no increase
in operating cost. Scott-Ballantyne Co.,
219 North 16th St., Omaha, Neb.
10-1

$1.00. Display Rates on Request

THEATRE — Kansas town 1,800 population; sell equipment; lease building.

DUO

Langdon,

Minimum

4/ouie

York.

9-17

IS

YOUR

HANDY

BOXOFFICE,
4704 East Ninth St.,
Kansas City. Mo.

“AD

ORDER”

(Send Order)
Cash
With

BLANK

10c a word
4 insertions
at price of 3

Kindly insert the following ad
HOUSE" section, running through ALL

times in your "CLEARING
eight sectional editions of BOXOFFICE:

(Don't forget to count words in name and address that is to appear in the ad).
Blind ads — 10c extra to cover cost of postage.

WANTED

WANT
GOOD
LOCATION
popcorn machine. Run on

for $1,500
percentage.

B-1026, Boxoffice, 4704 East 9th St., Kansas City, Mo.
9-17
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•

Address ropy lo BOXOFFIC13,
4704 13. Ninth St., Kansas City,
Forms
close Monday
noon preceding; publication date.
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OWN
MOVIE
QUIZ
Question : What
Answer:

is the best thing that ever happened to the film industry?

The sensational success of MOTION

PICTURES’

GREATEST

Question : What

is the first big success of MOTION

Answer:

Antoinette!” (3rd week hold-overs! Sweet Mane

Question:
Answer:

“Mane
What

is the next big hit in MOTION

PICTURES’

PICTURES’

Spencer Tracy, Mickey Rooney “Boys Town!”

YEAR

campaign.

GREATEST

YEAR

?

is box-office sugar!)
GREATEST

YEAR?

(Every Opening Held 2nd Week! Sensational!)

Question : And what follows?
Answer:

Clark Gable, Myrna Loy “Too Hot To Handle!”

(Hot Preview! Hot reviews! Read em!)

Question : These Big Hits come one week after another?
Answer:

You bet!

Question : Why

is Leo roaring louder this year than ever before in his rip-roaring career?

Because here’s his new release schedule just for the start of the new season:

Answer:

August 26th .

. “MARIE

ANTOINETTE”
Norma

Shearer,

October

2lst

October

28th .

. “YOUNG

"Tyrone Power

“THE

DOCTOR
KILDARE”
Lew Ayres, Lionel Barrymore

GREAT

WALTZ”

L uise Rainer, Fernand

September Robert
2nd Montgomery,
"THREE
LOVES
HAS Franchot
NANCY”
Janet Gaynor,
Tone
November

“THE

4th

Robert

September

9th . “BOYS

September

16th . “TOO

September

30th . “VACATION

HOT

TO
ClarkHANDLE”
Gable, Myrna
FROM

LOVE”

O’Keefe,

Florence

. “STABLEMATES”
Wallace

October 14th “LISTEN,

Beery, Mickey

DARLING”

Judy Garland,

OUR

Freddie

Rice

Rooney

November

11th

November

18th

ENTERTAINMENTS!

.

Rosalind

“SWEETHEARTS”
Jeanette MacDonald,
“SPRING

DANCE”
Fratichot Tone,

Russell

Nelson

Maureen

Eddy

O’Sullivan

November 25th “THE
SHINING
HOUR”
Joan Cran ford, Margaret Sullavan, Robert Young, Melvyn

Douglas

December 2nd
“OUT
WEST
WITH
THE
HARDYS”
Mickey Rooney, Lewis Stone, Fay Fiolden, Cecilia Parker
December

9th

. “DRAMATIC

Bartholomew

(A push-over!) “METRO-GOLDWYN

BEST

Donat,

Loy

Question: What is the Exhibitors’ slogan for MOTION
GREATEST YEAR ?
Answer:

K or jus

TOWN”
Spencer Tracy, Mickey Rooney

Dennis

October 7th .

Gravet,Miliza

CITADEL”

SCHOOL”
L uise Rainer,

PICTURES’

-MAYER

PICTURES

ARE

Alan

Marshal

\
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THE

LEGION views with grave apprehension those
efforts now being made to utilize the cinema

for the spread of ideas antagonistic, not only to traditional Christian morality but to all religion. It must
oppose the efforts of those who would make motion pictures an agency for the dissemination of false, atheistic,
and immoral doctrines repeatedly condemned by all accepted moral teachers . . .
"The Legion of Decency, with every resource at its
command, shall challenge any program using the popular theatre screen to exploit such insidious doctrines.
Secular affairs are not in themselves the concern of the
Legion of Decency. When, however, contrary to all that
is truly American, unchanging principles of morality are
assailed, and atheism and irreligion are fostered, the Legion must, in pursuit of its single and unvarying objective of a morally wholesome screen-, interpose the full
weight of Catholic opinion and authority."
These are several pertinent excerpts from a statement
issued by the Most Reverend John T. McNicholas, Archbishop of Cincinnati and chairman of the Episcopal Committee on Motion Pictures, through the National Legion
of Decency a few weeks ago. Within the range of this
department's knowledge, the statement, published widely
throughout the United States, until now has been taken
supinely by the industry with not a single voice raised
even into a whisper to inquire specifically what the text
denotes and, importantly, at what individual or groups
it is aimed.
Privately, several opinions

have

KANN

Editor-in-Chief

Editorial Offices: 9 rockefeller plaza, new
york city; Publication Office: 4704 e. 9th
st., Kansas city, mo.; Hollywood: 6404 Hollywood blvd.; Chicago: 332 s. Michigan blvd.

ts

SHLYEN
Publisher

been

ventured.

One

sees a thinly veiled onslaught at "Blockade" which the
Knights of Columbus have vigorously attacked as Leftist
propaganda and which the Legion itself, certainly departing from its moral estimates of films, has separately
classified with the observation "many people will regard
this picture as containing foreign political propaganda
in favor of one side in the present unfortunate struggle
in Spain."
A second opinion construes the statement by the Archbishop as a deliberately circuitous reply to a recent
tract published by Associated Film Audiences charging
the Legion had expanded its original and highly worthwhile function to now encompass political, as well as
moral, censorship.
By even the most cursory of explorations, this question leaps to the front: Exactly what has the Legion on
its mind? It sets forth flatly efforts are now being made
to utilize films as an agency to spread "false, atheistic
and immoral doctrines." But whose efforts in what spe-

EVIDENCE
ship.

cific direction or directions?

They

must

have

an author-

Why avoid naming names and, in the doing, permit
an impression to dangerously germinate in the public
consciousness that this industry is permitting itself to be
honeycombed with plots and plans to let loose on an
unsuspecting audience films implanting atheistic thought,
chocolate-coated as entertainment?

"During recent years the industry has made progress
by giving attention to the moral influence of its films.
The Legion of Decency is happy to express to the industry its appreciation of the improvement made in the
moral character and tone of its work," also is included
in the identic statement. Thus, on one page the Legion
voices appreciation for the efforts of a whole industry
and, on another, indicts that industry for the evasively
defined activities — alleged — of a nameless few, or many.
The Legion may have the evidence to support its
damaging assertions. Certainly, this department has no
manner of knowing. But, if such evidence is available,
the Legion, in all fairness to a national enterprise whose
endeavors it praises and whose complete cooperation
it enjoys for the mutual good, should bring it to light
and not one-sidedly rest on vague and mystical rhetoric.
It ought to be made clear before proceeding at all
further that, by no approach, is this a challenge of the
Legion s functions. Its influence in cleansing a situation
which sorely needed it has been constructive and productive ofgreat benefit. Even now, when the Legion
openly declares its intention of extending its scope, there
can be no argument with the decision, for this group, or
any other group, is privileged to proceed as it elects.
But the right to call upon it for an explanation of why
it proposes that which it now does cannot be denied an
industry which has peculiarly and mysteriously failed
to do so publicly.

It comes down to this: This business has been attacked,
and seriously so, along lines which can do inestimable
damage. If the condition is borne out by the facts,
corrective steps ought to be taken, but they ought to
be taken not on the basis of generalities and unproven
charges.
Let those charges be brought into the open where all
may know and appraise them. This, BOXOFFICE calls
upon the industry to demand and upon the Legion to
divulge.
.

MAJOR CIRCUITS WILL NOT AGREE TO HALT
EXPANSION; SEE INVESTMENTS ENDANGERED
Many Reasons Are Ready
For Presentation at
Capital Confab
New

York — Major

circuits will not con-

sent to an agreement in any form sought
by the government to halt theatre expansion until the anti-trust suit pending
in federal court here is disposed of, Boxoffice

learns. At least a dozen

reasons

are

ready for presentation to the government
when attorneys for major circuits convene in Washington for conferences with
Thurman Arnold, in charge of the antitrust division of the department of justice, and with Paul Williams, special assistant to the attorney general and from
all indications chief counsel for the government for trying the suit.
With the return of Col. William Donovan of Donovan, Leisure, Lumbard and
Newton on the Queen Mary from a
month’s business and vacation abroad,
palavers again got under way among legal
heads of major companies on procedure for
the proposed Washington meeting. Although there were indications the conclave would be held over the weekend, a
checkup here and in Washington revealed
Arnold had not yet set a date. However,
it is not at all unlikely the session will
be held this week.
Donovan

Non-Commital

Donovan would not discuss the purpose
of the Capitol meeting when interviewed
by

Boxoffice,

the

only

trade

paper

to

meet him on his arrival.
From other sources, however, it is
learned that among the reasons to be advanced by major attorneys for not consenting to a status quo arrangement are
as follows:
That, if the majors could not build in
areas where new developments lend themselves to new theatres, independent operators will take advantage of the situation
while majors sit by without being able to
advance their own opportunities.
That, where majors are partners with
independents and the latter are inclined
to sell out for whatever reason, the majors
would be deprived of an opportunity of
bidding.
That, where majors have been paying
taxes on sites over a period of years with
a view to ultimately building, the sites
would either have to be sold or held until
the suit is determined by the courts while
the taxes continue.
That, where majors are on the verge
of dropping a theatre because of prohibitive landlord demands, they would also
be deprived of the opportunity to acquiring a substitute theatre in that situation
or be confronted with the alternative of
meeting the increased rental demand by
the property holders.
That, where a leased theatre has be-

4

come outmoded, majors would be prevented from constructing a modern house
or making a deal to acquire an existing
modem theatre in the same situation.
That, in a given situation where a major
is in partnership with an independent who
is operating, the death of the independent
would prevent the major circuit from making a deal to take over the independent’s
holdings to protect its own investment.
That negotiations which were being
conducted for either partnerships or new
theatres before the suit was filed cannot
be completed and would, therefore, retard
progress of the major circuits.
That, in situations where independent
partners want to retire and turn over
operation to majors and, at the same time,
get returns on the investments, such a
move would be impossible.
Chains

See Discrimination

In general, major circuits see themselves deprived of opportunities under an
agreement arrangement that would not
hold for independents.
Circuit operators hold that, when they
build, the projects afford employment to
numerous trades and union workers on a
scale much larger than independents. The
majors say their investment is normally
many times greater than the independent’s in the same given situation.
With answers due September 30 in the
Gary, Ind., suit against major companies,
Louis Phillips of Paramount: Leonard
Picker of Schwartz & Frolich, representing Columbia; Howard Levinson of Warners and William Savage of RKO, left for
Chicago the latter part of the week. They
spent two days there on preliminary conferences in connection with the anti-trust
suit and also met with local counsel to
study the complaint filed earlier in the
week by Rosenberg, Stein & Rosenberg on
behalf of 101 theatre owners against the
major companies.

No Delay Beyond
Nov . 1 Expected
New

York — With

attorneys

for major

companies working at top speed and
meetings being held regularly at the
Hays
not

office, the indications
be

delay

necessary

are

it may

for a

further

for filing answers in the government suit beyond November 1.

Strict secrecy
being
and,

to ask

made

prevails

by

although

in the

attorneys

general

on

moves

the

denials

suit

are

However,
issues

it is learned,
may

contend

several

of the

some

of the

complained of by the government as detrimental to independents,

such as loaning of stars, actually
out the other way.

Holdoff

Would

Give Independents
Advantage
Filing of the 114-page complaint in Chicago had been expected for some time and
did not surprise home office counsel which
received copies of the papers this week.
One attorney expressing surprise at the
demand for a
permanent injunction
against dual features, pointed out major
companies attempted to stop the practice
in

Philadelphia

and

“the

court

ruled

Among us.”
other reliefs sought in the Chiagainst
cago suit are “a breakdown of the clearance system, the playing of pictures proportionately in groups of houses in A, B
and C houses at different periods during
week of release, the breakdown of conspiracy and collusion between B&K and
majors in effecting a monopoly and to
halt
price control.”
Meanwhile,
major companies are understood digging into records and files as far
back as 1932 for data for the government
suit. Several companies have taken additional space and engaged lawyers to assist in preparing material.
Leisure

May

Play

Role

It is likely George S. Leisure, who represented RKO in the St. Louis anti-trust
suit, may play an important part in the
defense lineup when the current action
comes to trial. At the present time he is
representing 75 companies in the cement
industry in an anti-trust action in Washington. The hearings were adjourned for
the summer and resume September 27.
He has 14 lawyers assisting him. If he is
through with the case by the time the
major companies and the government are
prepared to proceed in the civil suit here,
he is expected to aide Col. Donovan as part
of the RKO legal battery.
Warners have not yet retained Frederick
Wood of Cravath, DeGersdorf, Swaine &
Wood, but there is no doubt he will represent the company at the trial. He and
Leisure recently returned from Europe on
the Normandie after vacations abroad.
Shortly after John W. Davis got back
from a vacation on the other side, J. Robert Rubin, general counsel of M-G-M, retained him. Rubin has been working with
Tyree Dillard jr. of the home office legal
staff on all preliminary work, but Davis
will act as trial lawyer.

ex-

pected to be entered, no word is forthcoming on the citations to be listed
in the answers.
companies

Contend

work

Resume Depositions in
Boston Suit in October
New

York

— Depositions

on

subpoenas

duces tecum in connection with the Morse
& Rothenberg anti-trust suit in Boston
against all major distributors will be resumed here by George Ryan, attorney for
the plaintiffs, in October.
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ACTION — a 50-yard line seat at
the biggest game of the year
played exactly as those service
lads play ’em — with the parades,
the bands, the cheers and everything . . . and the biggest thrill of
all — a grandstand

finish.

TOUCHDOWN
ARMY
with John

Howard

*

Mary

Carlisle

Robert Cummings • William Frawley
Owen Davis, Jr. * Benny Baker
Minor Watson • Raymond Hatton
Directed by Kurt Neumann • Original Story and
Screen Play by Lloyd Corrigan and Erwin Gelsey
A Paramount Picture

you

PARAMOUNT’S
OWN GALAXY OF YOUTHFUL
STARS, including such favorites as John Howard,
Mary Carlisle, and Robert Cummings

. . . the youth-

ful zipp and fervor which is Uncle Sam’s
cadet regiment at West Point.

grand

(ON/
THE LAUGHABLE,

SWINGING

ACTION

OF COLLEGE

LIFE — just at the time the kids are returning to school
. . . to grammer school, high school and college . . .
plus the punch- packed action of the game

that is

taking the country by storm — inter-college basketbal . . . the exploitation angle that will make this
picture play wherever

with Betty

basketball is popular.

Grable

•

Eleanore

Whitney

William Henry - Fritz Feld and Hank
Lllisetti, All-American Basketball Star • Directed
by George Archainbaud • Original Story and
Screen Play by Lloyd Corrigan and Erwin Gelsey
A Paramount Picture

MORE
WHOM

OF

THOSE

THE

FANS

YOUNG
LOVE

PARAMOUNT
including

STARS

Betty Grable

and Eleanore Whitney plus as an extra added attraction the greatest basketball hero of all time. Hank
Luisetti, the man who dominated the sport pages of
the nation in the Winter and Spring of last year.

. . . THE AMERICAN

LEGION

is another

word for action . . . spirited, red-blooded
American action . . . and this is the first
really important American Legion Picture . . . which means action at the box
office.. .for you can get your local Legion
Post, your local Legion Auxiliary to back
this picture one hundred per cent . . .

Young

Keith MacKenzie,

son of the Legion’s Convention Director, Vic MacKenzie, plays role in picture.
Full page Paramount ad in
American Legion Monthly
and a half a dozen other
tie-ups with the American
Legion guarantee the
support of this picture by
that huge organization . . .

miom
'Cpammount

FEARFUL SELF-REGULATION STYMY MAY LET
LOOSE U. S, STATE LEGISLATIVE BARRAGE
Majors Pinned Between ,{ Regulate
Government Suit and

Exhibitor Plaints
New York — The old-line companies are
learning how it feels to be between the
devil and the deep, blue sea.
Enough representative weight has been
privately voiced in favor of a program of
self-regulation to clinch the desire to go
ahead. Attorneys, however, continue to
maintain such action will be prejudicial to
the industry’s defense in the government
suit unless clearance is obtainable from the
department of justice. Washington, however, is not inclined to do so. Thus, selfregulation weaves back and forth in the
shuffle.
At the same time, another worry is
creating creases in the brows of a number
of executives. They have been advised
that, unless a way is found — and the lawyers are still probing to find that way —
the industry may find itself battling a
legislative avalanche, both federal and
state, such it has never before experienced.
Patience Wearing Thin
Enough straws in the national wind
have been observed and collected in New
York to indicate exhibitor patience cannot
be expected to run on in perpetuity. The
instances are available to demonstrate
theatre operators, removed from the radical fringe and partially tied in with affiliated circuits but essentially independent
in the conduct of the majority of their
houses, are irked over the delays which,
for one reason or another, prevent distributors from delivering on promises
voluntarily made. These men are discussing, and not always privately moreover,
methods of seeking the relief they believe
necessary through state legislative machinery. Significant is the chart which
demonstrates 42 state law-making bodies
will convene between January and April
of next year.
In the national political field, new
members of Congress are to be elected in
November. The impression that the potential danger of priming Congress with
legislators helped into office by direct exhibitor assistance with an obligation
thereafter to fulfill is realized and constitutes another source of worry and
concern.
Responsible opinion here has understood
all along that whatever federal legislation may be attempted this winter at no
time necessarily bore on the activities of
various state legislators. In other words,
they have been aware of the possibility
that, as Congress began to fasten more
attention on the industry, a parallel situation might very easily develop in many,
and perhaps most, of the 42 legislatures
slated to go into session on or about
January 1.
It was

felt, however,

BOXOFFICE
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or__
Legisla
te, _ _" MPTO
_
n 1

Keynote,
New

York

—

Kuykendall

“Self-regulation

versus

legislation’’ will keynote the MPTOA
vention at Oklahoma City, October
November 1, Ed Kuykendall,
forms Boxoffice.

Stresses

con30 to

president,

in-

“Certain

concessions on the part of distributors” isthe only “softening influence”
Kuykendall knows of to ward off a wave
of federal and state legislation. Much of
this has already received the attention of
exhibitor bodies while others are ready to
get

on the bandwagon once the movement gains impetus, the MPTOA president
declared.
He is most enthusiastic over the choice
of Oklahoma City for the convention. The
city abounds with “southern hospitality
and western friendliness,” he said, quoting from a brochure citing the fact the
city has been host to 687 conventions and
is prepared

to

offer

a

“typical

western

reception.”
MPTOA units from nearby areas will attend the conclave in a body, will sit in
on the national program and then meet in
separate rooms to discuss purely local affairs and elect officers, Kuykendall said.
These

include

Tri-States,

Oklahoma

The-

atre Owners Ass’n, the Kansas-Missouri
group and the unit representing Georgia,
Alabama and Florida.
The opening night will serve as a “get
together” party for all delegates. The first
business session takes place Monday,
October 31. That evening a party has
been arranged at the Oklahoma City Country Club. The following evening an elaborate ball will be held in the Municipal
Auditorium of the new Civic Center, and
efforts are being

made

to induce

a num-

tion, constituted along generally liberal
lines, a more successful resistance could
be maintained in Washington as well as
throughout the nation on the ground,
tually borne out by the facts, that

acthe

need for reform by statute had been sharply reduced through voluntary concessions
made from within the industry itself.
Therefore, the current stymy which confronts self-regulation is viewed as highly
perilous. Realization of this is responsible
for the great effort devoted to seeking a
way out which will satisfy exhibitors at
large, reduce complaining witnesses available to the government in its anti-trust
suit and, at the same time, bring assurances from the legal batteries that the
industry’s defense
endangered.
The

in that suit will not be

task is conceded to be a monumental and, to date, utterly baffling.

ED

KUYKENDALL

ber of Hollywood

stars to attend.

Special booths have been constructed
for the exhibition of technical equipment.
RCA and Erpi have already taken space.
Kuykendall, going ballyhoo, stresses the
exceptional facilities offered by Oklahoma
City’s new

hotels.

He

offers the opinion

that they “cannot be surpassed.”
Due to the wide interest which

he says

is being

shown through preliminary correspondence, Kuykendall says that, following the official closing of the convention, parties will be arranged to visit nearby well-known ranches for barbecues.

Export of Metro Names
Awaiting Scripts Finis
New York — Until six to eight scripts in
preparation are completed no decision will
be made on sending to England further
talent from M-G-M studios in Hollywood,
Ben Thau, assistant to Louis B. Mayer,
told Boxoffice on his arrival on the Queen
Mary. He left for the coast Friday after
conferring with Nicholas M. Schenck,
president.
Thau insisted

there

is no

intention

of

discontinuing M-G-M
British production.
The next picture to go into work will be
“Goodbye, Mr. Chips” by November 1, he
said. Aside from Robert Donat, no one
else has been cast. Rosalind Russell, who
played

with
in “The
turned
on theDonat
Statendam.

Citadel,”

re-
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THE MOST

BEAUTIFUL

THE GREATEST WOMAN'S
. . . one every man

ATI
will

I
Thirty-two of the world’s most luscious lovelies. In a
dazzling preview of the latest Paris and New York fall
and winter fashions.

Eyeful after eyeful resplendent

all-Technicolor richness. $300,000
Jewels

beyond

$200,000).

price (just one

worth

of furs alone.

pearl necklace

Settings in the world-famed

Opera ... a smart country estate . . . swank

in

cost

Metropolitan
city apartment

. . . ultra fashion atelier. Directed with exquisite technique by Vyvyan

Donner.

Narrated with sparkling wit by

society’s (and Broadway’s) famed Ilka Chase. Loaded
with exploitation angles. Feature-big in drawing power.
Sensational for word-of-mouth.

SCREEN

IT! You’ll see the show-thrill of years!

ADVERTISE

IT for the smash you’ll know it is!

SIRLS IN THE WORLD!
(ACTION

YOU

EVER PLAYED !

want to sit through twice!
Presenting

AMERICA’S MOST
BEAUTIFUL MODELS
Virginia Judd
Art Director's Choice,
Most Beautiful

Jane Davis
Art Director's Choice,
Most Popular

Anita Colby
The Most Beautiful Face

Ruth Starrett
The Most Photographed

Gay Hayden
The Cigarette Ad Girl

Margaret Horan
Illustrators' Favorite Model

Evelyn McGuirk
The Poster Girl

Lillian Eggers
The Billboard Girl

Elaine Bassett
The Television Girl

Margaret Johnson
Prettiest Radio Player
■

A-

Marion Rosamond
mg

" Miss New England'

Jane House
Perfect Bathing Suit Figure

—

and

20

more!
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belief summer is the time to slough
the intermediate attraction and build

sons underlining the "Motion Pictures' Greatest Year" drive. It will
take a bit of page turning to ex-

up to the onrushing Labor Day with
both "best" feet well out in front.
That made a lot of feet nicely
scrambling the theatre scene and

George J. Schaefer, chairman of
plain.
the joint committee, laid down three

stepping on one another's toes in the
usual and somewhat silly endeavor

major points at the Hotel Astor meeting, now many weeks old, when assembled exhibitors learned firsthand of the proposed budget, how
it was to be collected and how
spent. These cornerstones are well
worth repeating.

to capture play dates. There is also
to be pointed out summer releases
this year were a keen disappointment, not solely because they were
kept on ice until the new season arrived, but chiefly because Hollywood must have been worn out by

placed

Publication Offices: 4704 E. 9th St., Kansas City, Mo. Telephone Chestnut 7777.

office

NOT much emphasis has been

First, the depression.
Second, the seasonal
as he put it, the "plague

of the rea-

decline and,
of daylight

Third, too much loose talk to the
saving."
public "on the part of all of us."
We are skipping the first. The second is susceptible to several approaches and, thus, several arguments. One that it was the attraction of the outdoors, made more alluring by the extra hour of daylight
and general vacationing — this was
something theatres could not lick.
Potency is on the side of this point
of view, but that fails to be quite
the entire story. Equally as significant, we more than suggest, was the
persistent subscribing of the distributor at large to the well-established

LETTERS
“ WHEELBARROW

AND

FROM

PUSH ”

Los Angeles — Enclosed is a paper that I
think would attract some attention and
possibly cause
it.

some

discussion

if you print

For several months here I operated a
theatre (The Arrow, 251 S. Main St.) at
a

five cent admission, giving three pictures and a stage show for which I was
darn near crucified. Conferences were held,
every legal and illegal thing that could
be thought of was considered to be proper
to use if I could be stopped. Finally, it
was accomplished. A smart exhibitor took
the theatre away from me, by the simple
method of paying my landlord $400 per
month instead of the $300 that I had been
paying for a year and a half.
Bright boy. I had been showing to from
12,000 to 14,000 people weekly at a nickel,
running pictures that were from one to four
years

old. New manager is showing pictures that are much newer, giving a stage
The
trade

14

on several

Editors

welcome

letters from

topics. All letters must

the heat and permitted its weariness to get on the celluloid. Which
is a very bad place for it to alight.
Along this general line, Abram F.
Myers, general counsel of Allied,
with whom we carry on an intermittent and pleasant correspondence, even when the two outlooks
fail to agree, wrote a piece recently
for "Harrison's Reports." He called
it "A Sick Business Needs More
reads:
Than a Shot in the Arm."

In part, it

While the poor quality of the pictures is undoubtedly the main cause
[of the

slump] there are miany contributing causes. One of these is the
that the distributors, desiring to

fact
make

the

most

of their best

(Continued

OUR

on

page

pictures,
33)

READERS

show, charging 10 cents and is, as near
as I can judge, taking in about $200 to
$300 per week. I had people come to me
and tell
to go to
families
families
eleven.

me that they hadn’t been able
a movie for a year. I had many
that would come once weekly,
of seven, eight and, in one case,
They could not by any possible

means pay more than a nickel.
Personally, I am sincere when I say
that I think I was doing the movie industry
a favor. It is inherent in everyone to wear
better clothes, eat better food, live in better houses and attend better movies. And
I claim that I was keeping those people in
the movie-going habit and that as soon as
their conditions improved they would attend better theatres — H. E. White.
The enclosure, captioned “Wheelbarrow
and Push,” follows:
“Pushing the movie wheelbarrow I imagine will just be another super-colossal
(Continued
readers

be signed.

on

picture

Identity

on

reports

withheld
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JUSTICE DEPT
SEEKING 50 "OUTSTANDING"
COMPLAINTS TO SPRING IN INDUSTRY SUIT
Smalley Files
In Washington
Albany — William C. Smalley, prominent exhibitor of Cooperstown, is understood to have recently visited the department of justice in Washington and officially registered a complaint against a strong
independent circuit in the upstate territory with major circuit affiliations. After making charges of unfair competitive
conditions by mail, Smalley is reported to
have been sent for by the government,
which is further understood to have paid
his fare.
Smalley’s complaint, it is said, will be
used by the department when the antitrust suit against the major companies,
their affiliated companies and officers and
directors is heard in New York federal
court, probably the latter part of 1939.
In addition, Smalley is said to have
filed a letter of complaint with Allied of
New York against his competitor, the facts
therein to be submitted to Washington.

Dozen N. Y. Complaints
Filed With Allied Unit
New York — About a dozen complaints
from upstate New York exhibitors against
major circuits and distributors have been
filed with Harry G. Kosch, attorney for
Allied of New York, in response to a questionnaire bulletin sent to all members and
prospective members. At least six of the
letters submitted have substantial basis
of fact for the government to work on in
connection with its anti-trust suit.

Want Cash or a Better
Warner Debenture Deal
New York — Tenor of holders of Warner
six per cent convertible debentures due in
1939 is that “the deal must be bettered
a whole lot or we will demand cash,” according to a spokesman of the debentureholders’ committee, formed to represent
investors who do not elect to accept, in
exchange for their debentures, new debentures which have been offered by
Warner.
In a letter to bondholders,

the commit-

tee states “the new debentures, instead of
being more attractive than the old, appear to be less desirable.” Warner is asking debenture holders to take new bonds,
these to mature Sept. 1, 1948. The stock
conversion feature and the option to take
stock for interest payments have been
withdrawn.
Meanwhile, the committee, of which
John

Nickerson is chairman, is corresponding with bondholders all over the country

in an
they

effort to determine

“the

minimum

will take.”
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Awaits

Word

From

Capitol

New

York — William Brown, vice-president of Prefect Theatres of Greenwich,

Conn.,

is awaiting word from the department of justice in Washington on his

complaint against protection by Skouras’
Capitol and Embassy, Port Chester, N. Y.,
before taking further action.
Brown, who charges the Port Chester
theatres holds up the Pickwick, Greenwich,
from

90

to 120

days

although

the

con-

tracts provide for seven days’ clearance,
says he intends to file a civil suit against
Skouras unless he hears from the government department in the next few days.
The Prefect head further contends he is
able to get product

quick

after Stamford,

Aims for Cross-Sectional
Picture of Charges
Complained

of

Washington — With Allied units making
an intensive drive for bona fide complaints by members, the department of
justice is understood seeking data on about
50 outstanding complaints which it plans
to use at the preliminary court hearings
in New York on the anti-trust suit against
major distributors and circuits.
The intention of the department, it is
said, is to get about four or five “legitimate” complaints from each key center
so that a cross-sectional picture of the
charges complained of by the government
can be presented.
Indications are that the following Allied leaders will be well represented with

Conn., which has 14 days’ protection. A
paid advertisement recently was placed in
the Greenwich Time seeking public support for the theatre.

five or more complaints from their territories; Col. H. A. Cole, Texas; Nathan

St. Louis Sole Remaining
Exchange Union Contract

Samuelson, New Jersey; A1 Steffes, Minnesota, and H. M. Richey, Michigan.
Complaints being registered with the

New York — Major distributors will have
completed the last local exchange union
contract when an amicable arrangement
is reached with John P. Nick, head of
the St. Louis union and vice-president of
the IA, and John Gatelee, representing
George E. Browne, president.
A

minimum wage and working conditions under the new pact were agreed upon
by the two union representatives and J. S.
McLeod, M-G-M;
Charles M. Reagan,
Paramount; A1 Schwalberg, Warner; A. A.
Schubart, RKO; Clarence D. Hill. 20thFox; Harry D. Buckley, UA; Oscar Binder, Universal, and Bernard Zeeman, Columbia.
The contract expires November 30. 1939
along with pacts for all other key cities.
The St. Louis local has been in existence
for 15 years and during that time there
have been no disturbances in its ranks
or with distributors.

Exchange Unions Spread
Into Canadian Key Cities
Vancouver — Local

exchange

service em-

ployes have organized here and are demanding recognition and the right to negotiate with the distributors on a contract
covering working conditions and a basic
scale. Other provinces of the dominion
are forming local unions and it is said
will shortly present their demands.
Many of the major distributors do not
operate their own exchanges here and are
not affected. RKO, 20th-Fox and UA have
their own systems and will most likely
sit down with union representatives when
the proper time comes.

Yamins, New England; Jack Kirsch, Illinois; Max A. Cohen, New York; Sidney

department, it is learned, not only include charges against major circuits but
also large independent circuits, in some
cases these unaffiliated circuits being tied
in with major circuit operations.
Small

Eyes Independent Chains
theatre owners who have

made

complaints against “onerous tactics” by
the larger independent circuits are said
to have stated some of the charges against
major circuits are comparatively innocuous by comparison.
It is hinted here the government may
file anti-trust actions against some of the
named larger independent circuits, but
whether such a move will be started at
this time or await disposition of the suit
against major circuits and distributors is
a matter the department is understood
to be weighing seriously.
If the government decides to file suits
against

the larger independents, it is assumed a number of major distributors will
be included as co-defendants. The reason
for this, it is said, is that the distributors
have granted “onerous protection demands”
of the larger independents to the disadvantage of the smaller operators. Such
complaints are reported to have come from
all sections of the country.
FBI

agents

are

said

to be

some of the complainants
formation.

contacting

for further

in-

Altec-Allied Deal
New

York — Altec has a deal with

Allied

whereby members with a total of 50 theatres signing a two-year deal receive four
weeks servicing gratis during each year.
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The big box-office news flashes in from theatres playing to top grosses with
Fred and Ginger’s reunion on the screen— in their greatest show of all!
. . . Sensational business reported on the heels of every opening— and —

CHICAGO (3 weeks) ...BOSTON (3 weeks) ...WASHINGTON ..(3 weeks ) . . SAN FRANCISCO . . . LOS ANGELES . . .
12 Theatres) . . . CLEVELAND . . . DENVER . . . BALTIMORE
. . . ATLANTIC CITY . . . KANSAS CITY . . . NEW ORLEANS

. . . PORTLAND.

ORE. . . . CINCINNATI . . . UTICA . . . LOWELL

PROVIDENCE . . . DAYTON . . . AKRON

. . . TOLEDO...SIOUX

CITY . . . DUBUQUE . . . NORFOLK.. . ELMIRA ...SYRACUSE
ROCHESTER . . . TERRE HAUTE . . . COLUMBUS . . . CEDAR
RAPIDS . . . TRENTON
DAVENPORT . . . DES
MOINES . . . and more
coming in every day!

GINGER ROGERS

kdlb • Epangborn
FRANKUN
I 1 Rfllf• gearLUELLA• carsonJACK • CLARENC
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IRVING RERUN
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EFFORT TO OSE CONTEST AS CLEARANCE WHIP
FAILS; DRIVE LEADERS AVOID INVOLVEMENT
"No Power to Deal With
The Problem/' Harold
Franklin Says
New York — The industry drive committee is keeping its skirts aloof from clearance difficulties cited by some subsequent
runs as reasons for not participating in,
or withdrawal from, the campaign. Its
general answer to beefs of this nature is
summed up with the observation that the
committee has no power “to treat with
the question of clearance.”
Harold B. Franklin, administrator, makes
this point in answer to those exhibitors
seeking an extension of the Movie Quiz
contest. Clearance, he points out, “is a
problem that has always existed and is one
that can only be determined between
buyer and seller of pictures.”
But he also continues:
“In establishing the basis on which exhibitors were to participate in the contest, the general committee has attempted
to strike an average
ber of exhibitors.

for the greatest num-

the contest. Likewise, there are some subsequent run exhibitors that will not be
able to show more than 20 or 25 contest
pictures. The great body that benefits
most is the second, third and fourth runs,

test.”

obviously will be able to show practically all pictures included in the conContends

Hall may

All

Benefit

Franklin points out also that when the
general committee approved the contest
it was aware that a clearance problem
would arise, but strove to set it up for

stage a cooperative

show

of the “Motion Pictures’ Greatest
Year” campaign, the drive committee anticipates even greater impact, now that the
initial releases are about to break in subsequent run houses.
Information reaching committee headquarters and voluntarily supplied by a
number of important circuit operators indicate Movie Quiz booklets are being absorbed by the public in huge quantities.
From the West Coast, New England and
the Pittsburgh area, among others, the
word is that allotments of the booklets are
being snapped up in theatres.
Aside from the errors uncovered on
“Gateway,” “The Texans,” “The Crowd
Roars” and “Give Me a Sailor,” a fifth involves “Girls on Probation.” As in the
case of the others, contestants will be
credited with a correct answer in the
necessary 30 regardless of its nature.
To forestall possible objections on the
part of exhibitors who have not yet signed
pledges, National Screen Service has put
into operation

“For example, among many of the firstrun situation they will not be able to play
more than eight or 12 pictures because
many of those eligible for the contest were
released in August, prior to the start of

who

Music

with Macy’s.
Satisfied as they currently are with
the progress made in the early flushes

a new

method

Columnist

of distribu-

But Proves

Chicago — Ed Sullivan, Hollywood-Broadway columnist here for a personal appearance at the Chicago Theatre, argues that
his recent column lambasting the $250,000
Movie Quiz contest “was the right thing to
do because I write from the film fan’s
point of view. And from his point of view,
it is a stupid, insane contest, and I believe
it will hinder instead of help the industry.”
However, numerous exhibitors seemed to

a lost cause, even with
quent run, he added.

Sullivan’s public columning against the
contest. Many of them felt that, while
there may be several things wrong with
the contest during this first try at it,
those in and attached to the industry, no

receive substantial benefits.”
All major studios have pooled their designing talent for a coast-to-coast fashion show that will be booked into stores
as a film attraction. The stunt is being
linked directly to the drive and, in addition, is of an institutional advertising nature in that it is calculated to arouse consumer consciousness of the creativeness
of Hollywood,
ican women.

highlighting

styles for Amer-

All phases of the promotion will be
ready for presentation in selected stores
by the end of October. Theatres will tie
in with these stores by presenting fashion
shows on their stages. In New York, the
BOXOFFICE
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matter in what
issue of them.

capacity,

shouldn’t

make

Sullivan declared: “I feel that I have
never done anything to deliberately hurt
the industry or gone out of my way to
dig at it. However, in this case, I felt
I was not working for any film company
so did not have to suit the industry, but
rather all of the film fans who read the
While here he met with most of the local
column.”
columnists, including Mae Tinee (June
Provines) , of the Chicago Tribune; Gordon
Sessions of the Herald & Examiner, and
others at an informal B&K press gathering.
Editorial

exception

was

each, to be attached to the regular prevues by the exhibitor. Originally it was
planned to incorporate the statement:
“This is a Movie Quiz picture” in the prevue of every picture included in the contest. The plan was abandoned due to the
fact that some exhibitors, not yet signed
up, might object to the seal.
Campaign exchanges now are offering
at $1.50 each an electrically transcribed
15-minute radio program, featuring the
recording of song hits from musical films,
with a brief introductory talk by Will
Hays

and announcement plugs for the contest. Excerpts from past musicals are
presented by Ginger Rogers, Fred Astaire,
Dick Powell, Shirley Temple and others.
The audience is asked to guess the shows
in which the tunes were first presented.
The game is tied in with the contest.

He

take the viewpoint of Boxoffice's Red
Kann, who last week took exception to

“When it is considered that a small theatre requires approximately 10 patrons to
meet his pledge requirement, it can be
readily seen that such exhibitors must

Quantities
tion for trailers bearing the Movie Quiz
seal. Individual Quiz seal trailers are
now available at all exchanges at 15 cents

Sullivan

the widest possible benefits to the majority of theatre owners. It is not entirely
the small, subse-

Public Absorbing Movie
Quiz Booklets in Big

taken

to

Ed

Crackles,
Can ’t Take

It

Sullivan’s column in the New York Daily
News on the ground he was pre-judging
a contest before it had opportunity to
demonstrate whether or not it was workable. Boxoffice viewed this approach as
unfair and
stances.

unwarranted

in the

circum-

In his Monday column, Sullivan wrote:
“Aside to Red Kann: You had me fooled.
Despite what they said about you, I thought
you were a nice kid.” There have been
some inquiries about that by telephone and
letter.
In Chicago, Sullivan was queried, the
impression at Boxoffice being he had
taken a crack, a la the usual Broadway
peep-hole columnist technique, because of
that which had been said about his attack
on the industry drive and Movie Quiz contest. He denied “Notes to You” had any
bearing on the matter and to Boxoffice's
Chicago representative, said, “Tell that
redhead not to kid you around. He knows
just what I mean and it isn’t his Notes.”
However, there is also on record a comment by Sullivan
when
“Notes to You”
first were
drawn to
his attention.
It is
a revealing comment which points to the
way to his own Monday column and its
reference: “Why, that so-and-so, after I
gave him a plug when he got started with
Boxoffice and everything.”
It seems Sullivan, who likes to dish
has not learned how to take it. — K.

it,
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A PICTURE riLLED WITH
UNUSUAL ENTERTAINMENT

VALUES . . . Tense, Turbulent Drama Told
Convincingly... An Exciting Story
...Thrillingly Melodic Songs!

MODERN PORTIA finally admits that
woman’s place is in a man’s arms!

A TORCH SINGER sh ows what it
really takes to hold a man!

ON TRIAL for his life . . . with
his own

THE LADY

OBJECTS

...

wife his mouthpiece!

WITH

LANNY

JOAN
Screen

ROSS * GLORIA

MARSH

play by Gladys

*

ROBERT

Lehman and Charles Kenyon • Lyrics by Oscar
Milton Drake; • Music by Ben Oakland

STUART

★ THAT WEEK IN PARIS
★ A MIST IS OVER THE MOON
★ HOME IN YOUR ARMS

PAIGE

Hammerstein,

1 1, and

Directed by Erie C. Kenton • Produced by William Perlberg

A

COLUMBIA

PICTURE

1

★
★
★
★

WHEN YOU'RE IN THE ROOM
VICTORY SONG
NAUGHTY, NAUGHTY
SKY HIGH

<

MAJORS ATTAIN THEIR PEAK LOAD ABROAD;
TOTAL IS FROM $112,000,000 TO $125,000,000
On

Drop in Pound Sterling,
However, to Cut Into
Such Revenue
New

York — Major

companies

the American

Plan

grossed

from

$112,000,000 to $125,000,000 in foreign markets during the last year, the
peak of all years for returns from fields
other than the United States, it is calculated.
Leading the companies by a wide margin is M-G-M whose returns are estimated
at $22,000,000 to $24,000,000, the latter
figure being closer to the actual income,
it is stated. Paramount, 20th CenturyPox and United Artists are tied for second place with reported intakes at from
$16,000,000 to $18,000,000 each.
Warner is said to have a return of
$14,000,000 to $15,000,000, while RKO is
listed as grossing from $12,000,000 to $14,000,000. Columbia and Universal each are
reported to have garnered $8,000,000 to
$9,000,000.
Currencies in most foreign countries are
tied in with the pound sterling, which on
January 1 was quoted at $5 a pound in
England. On September 2, the pound
dropped to $4.80.3, representing a decrease
of 3.9 per cent.
Although the rate of exchange has improved in such territories as Hong Kong
by one per cent, Chile by 40 per cent and
Colombia by 1 y2 per cent, the net drop
in exchange based on sterling in England
has been 5% per cent for all countries
combined. For each 10 cents drop for
sterling in England, the approximate percentage is figured at two per cent, which
means that returns from September 2 on
will be appreciably less for all companies.
Korda
New

Paris — RKO's

European

representatives

meet

in international

sales conven-

tion at the George V Hotel. There was a Walt Disney luncheon, among
others. At it and reading from loft to right were G. E. Georgeoussy, general

manager of the Near East; R. de Kerbrech, assistant to Disney’s European
representative; Randall Holme, director of RKO Radio, Ltd.; Phil Reisman, of
New York and Westchester; W. B. Levy, European general manager for Disney; Reginald Armour, European general manager, RKO; R. de Rochemont,
European general manager for March of Time, and Ralph Hanbury, general
manager of RKO Radio of England.

Is Due

York — Alexander

Korda

returns

the coast next week after conferences with Samuel Goldwyn. He is due to
remain in town about a week or ten days
before sailing for London.
from

France Cool Toward
German Pact
Paris — Inside
French

information

government

will

is that

not

Paris — The
the

negotiate

a new German-French trade treaty on
films. Conferences have reached the
preliminary stage but French committeemen are said to see little benefit
from
honor

a renewal

of the pact.

Their

con-

tention is German

producers

failed

the expiring

agreement

by

to

mak-

ing pictures in Berlin and attempting
to sell them as French produced, although peopled with
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handclapping

is occasioned

by the introduction

ing the convention of Randall Holme, a director of RKO
Reisman, smilingly, makes the presentation.

Conditions

in Philippines

Cited by Metro
New

York — Theatre

Manager

conditions

in the

Philippines are just about the same as
last year, I. Cohen, M-G-M manager in
Manila, declared on his arrival on the
Normandie. Subsequent runs and provincial towns are off, but first runs are

to those attend-

Radio of London.

“okay.” M-G-M operates the Ideal in
Manila, which, according to Cohen, is
running ahead of last year.
There are 150 sound houses in the Philippines and a new first run is slated to
open in Manila the end of the year. All
told, first runs in the city number six,
each air conditioned with modern equipment.
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MOVIE-GOERS KNOW ALL ABOUT IT!
w national PRE.txc rrm
NATIONAL MAGAZINE COVERAGE!*

..14 page layout in Life; successive spreads in Click for August,
September and October; American Weekly feature page; stories
and art spreads in Fawcett publications, etc.

repeated COAST-to-COAST RADIO BREAKS!
. . . over all major networks including the Benny Goodman Camel
Caravan, Al Jolson Lifebuoy Program, Cal Tinney Show, Benay
Venuta Varieties, "So You Want To Be", etc.

COMPLETE NEWSPAPER COVERAGE!
..via feature stories, editorials and news stories on Associated

Press, NEA, King Features, United Press, United Features, Bell
Syndicate, Chicago Tribune -Daily News
News Service, etc.

Syndicate, International

PRACTICAL EXPLOITATION TIE-UPS!
...including "Dark Rapture" swing hit by Benny Goodman; more
than 25 national and local merchant co-op aids including tie-ups
with Camel Cigarettes, Dodge Motor Car, Bulova Watch, Leica
Camera, Texaco, etc.

SEE!
Heroes win their women
440 Wives Per Man !

by taking a flogging !

The Original Land of Swing !
Secret Jungle Rituals !
"Bronco-Busting" Elephants !
And a Thousand Other Sensations !
Filmed and Recorded on the DENIS -ROOSEVELT
Belgian Congo Expedition

HERR!
Actual, Authentic Jungle Sounds Recorded
for the First Time In Screen History!
Produced by

ARMAND DENIS
of "Goona

Goona" FAME

Leroy G. Phelps associate producer

METRO EDS FORCED SHORTS WITH FEATURES;
"D," DA AGREE; OTHERS SILENT OR EVASIVE
Stand Is Revealed

at Astor

Meeting of Allied of
New York
New

York — M-G-M

is not

forcing

the

he says his organization does “not make
it conditional that short subjects be leased
in order to secure our feature attractions.”
The decision is being met by a mixed
reception on the part of other national
sales managers. Said William A. Scully
of Universal:
“Our representatives are instructed to
advise exhibitors as to the quality of our
short product and to prevail upon them
to purchase as many of these shorts as
their requirements permit. We force no
one to buy our short subjects in order to
buy our features.”
George J. Schaefer, United Artists: “We
haven’t got 50 or 60 features or 102 shorts.
The sale of features has nothing to do
president

of Vita-

graph: “We are a selling organization and
we sell what our studios, west and east,
produce.”
Abe Montague,

Columbia,

declares

he

first wants to read Rodgers’ letter. Then,
he is expected to comment. Neil F.
Agnew, Paramount, could not be reached.
A telegram addressed to Herman Wobber,
20th Century-Fox, at Cleveland
unanswered. Jules Levy, RKO,
fers to first read the letter.

Weinstock,

who

conveyed

Presi-

dent Harry Brandt’s regrets over inability
to attend. Weinstock, ITOA vice-president, said the two organizations had “a
marvelous weapon” if they stuck together
for common purposes, “within reason.”
There is a too frequent tendency “to forget tomorrow” among independents, he
declared.
Rodgers’ letter was held to the closing
moments of the session and was received
with unveiled enthusiasm. Weinstock was
one of the first to comment. Without rising from his chair he said: “It sounds
marvelous.”
“But,” he added, “I’d like to see the
exhibitor who can buy Metro’s features
without the shorts.”
To this Cohen said that, if Weinstock
or anyone else in the room could show him
an

instance where M-G-M
“used its features as a whip to make you buy shorts,”
Cohen would personally assume responsibility for the consummation of a deal
satisfactory to the exhibitor.
Two other members asserted they had
BOXOFFICE
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M-G-M

deals

and
the

had

to

date

on

letter — September 20 — and remarked he interpreted M-G-M’s
new
shorts policy as taking effect on that day.
No one inquired if deals made prior to the
letter could be revised, but this was informally discussed among members after
the meeting adjourned.

President

of Unit Lauds

Abuses
to "Eliminate"
StepTrade
significance of Weinstock’s repeated gestures of cooperation with Allied: this in
view of a not too-well concealed attitude

Following a general debate on the letter, Cohen, with feeling in his voice, remarked:
“I say this personally and for the record
and would do the same if the man were in
this room. There is one man who is the
champion of the independent exhibitor although he is on the other side of the fence.
He is William Rodgers. He fights and
crusades for us and he is fighting a lone
battle. He, least of all, should not be
for his step in the right direcreading

and

the

letter

Cohen

said

“the forcing of shorts are the bane of our
existence.”
The contents of the communition.”
cation he was about to read, he informed
his audience, “marks
the elimination of
A

motion

made

the first milestone in
abusive trade prac-

by Tony

Di Lorenzo

was

some

speculation

the constitutionality
kota divorcement law.

Cohen

of

the New Paltz, New Paltz, N. Y„ and sectices.” onded by the secretary, provides that
Cohen or a committee, either in writing
or in person, immediately determine the
stand of other majors on the sale of
shorts.
There

push theatre divorcement and anti-Ascap
legislation in New York. Such a move
rests upon the outcome of final adjudication of precedents which the U. S. supreme
court has been asked to decide. These are
the Washington statute outlawing Ascap

penalized
Before

of coolness on the part of the ITOA toward Allied for the latter’s invasion of
New York and the solicitation of independents, long regarded as dominated by the
Brandt organization.
Allied went on record as prepared to

of the North

said the organization

Da-

is opposed

to “local” legislation such as proposals for
two men in a booth and matrons in all
theatres, which, he is informed, will again
be introduced when the New York legislature convenes in January.
He accused the Rev. George D. Egbert,
head of the Society for the Prevention of
Crime,

of “seeking to create public interest in his favor” as a result of the raid
made on the Jewel, where six persons were
arrested on charges of conducting a lottery.
(Continued

as to the

on

page

32)

remained
also pre-

M-G-M’s stand was revealed by Cohen
at a meeting of Allied of New York at the
Hotel Astor. There were 23 exhibitors
present, including six ITOA members, led
by David

closed

buy “100 per cent shorts.”
Cohen made a point of
Rodgers’

sale of shorts with features. William F.
Rodgers, general sales manager of that
company, so advises Max Cohen, president
of Allied of New York, in a letter in which

with shorts here.”
Gradwell L. Sears,

already

1938

E

"Dear Max . . . Sincerely > W. F. Rodgers 7
New York — This is the text of W. F. Rodgers'
general sales manager of M-G-M points out the
on the purchase of shorts:
“September
“My

dear
“We

letter to Max Cohen, in which the
sale of features is not conditional
20, 1938.

Max:
refer to our

conversation

of yesterday,

September

19.

“We prefer, of course, to lease our product to the theatre
who can offer us an outlet for all units of our output. However, it is not the policy of this company to insist on short
subject representation in theatres whose policy it is not to
use

this type

of entertainment.

“It is. however, a natural
sentatives to create a market
this end

in view

they

to alter their policy
as well

attempt

that we

may

to persuade
have

an

such

theatres

outlet for this unit,

as features, but in such cases we do not make it conditional that short subjects be leased in order to secure our
attractions.

feature

with

do

desire on the part of our reprefor our short subjects and with

“In those cases where short subjects are used, we of course
whom we are dealing to also give us representation on our

much

appreciate

subjects
“My

with

the

our

kindest

cooperation

feature

of those accounts
“Sincerely,

who

use

W.

F. RODGERS

expect the account
shorts and we very
and

book

our

short

attractions.

regards,
“W.

F. RODGERS."
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Sarnoff RKO Tieup
Talk 'News' to Him

New

York — Reports

he

would

more active in RKO are “news”
Sarnoff, president of
RCA,
fice

become
to David

he told Boxofon his return

York — What

with

all the

rain

and
prospects of improved theatre
business, a local exhibitor was asked
how

New

Federal Eye Upon
Trade Associations

It Was All Right
Yesterday

things

His

were.

answer

season

was:

"We

had

a

Washington — A comprehensive study of
trade associations in the motion picture
and other industries will be instituted by

good

yesterday."

Mai De Mer Whips
"Sailor” Lew Lehr

from a six-week trip
abroad on the lie de
France.
“I don’t expect to
become more active
in the company than

New York — “Boy, oh boy! I saw a lot
of ceilings on my five-week vacation in
France, Belgium, Germany, Italy and
England. And take it from me this was

RKO “for a couple of
years” and
reports
that he may be more
concerned daviij sarnoff
directly
with the company’s operations are “not

the best part of the trip.”
Lew Lehr speaking. He has just
turned from his first vacation in

true.”
On August

years.
too.

13, Boxoffice

reported

Sar-

noff was “being discussed as a dominant
figure in the final emergence of RKO
from

And

20th

Century-Fox

paid for it,

“I’m a lousy sailor,” Lehr adds. “I
like it better coming up the river. If only
I could go to Europe on the river!”
The comedian starts talking about

reported

highlights of his trip through France, Holland, Belgium, Germany, Italy and Eng-

published ‘failure’ of the negotiations under which RCA was to sell the
remaining half of its holdings in RKO to
then

published,

also

said,

Sarnoff move generates further
it is not regarded as remote that

RCA

will hold on to its 50 per cent interest in RKO. On that basis, the RKO
which will emerge from the courts then
will be

controlled

by

RCA,

Atlas,

Leh-

man Bros, and the Rockefellers.”
Sarnoff, dressed in a light tan suit with
a black hat, was not inclined to discuss
the RKO reports to any lengthy extent.
The

questions were put to him while customs men were checking up on his lug-

gage.
“Television” Draws Interest
However, television was a much more
appropriate topic. On this subject, he
said:
“I saw all there is in television abroad.
England is not ahead of us technically.
There

are about 3,000 sets and the broadcasters have the same problems we have.

“There are a number of television stations, but the main one is subsidized by
the government which contributes a half
million pounds a year to it.” Asked what
the name of the station was, Sarnoff said
it was BBC.
NBC, which is a subsidiary of RCA, is
going ahead on its field experiments in
television, broadcasts emanating from the
Empire Bldg. Sarnoff said he did not
know

how soon the experiments would resume. Just when television could be used
commercially in this country was another
question the RCA head shied clear of.
While in Switzerland, Sarnoff attended
the Arturo Toscanini concerts, he said.
England and France were the other two
countries he visited.
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industries of a questionnaire inquiring about details of organization, financing, practices and policies, to be followed, after return and analysis of the

the

land and then stops . . . “I’m three hours
ahead of Howard Hughes already,” he
comments.
Lehr

was

sick for the

greater

part

be questioned.
The trade association

of

study

is one

of

several being made for the monopoly committee by the department, another being
a

resix

its reorganization” and “such a possibility closely held and believed known to
only a handful, may prove the key to the

“If the
impetus,

various

questionnaire, by hearings at which representatives of a number of organizations will

I am,” he declared.
Sarnoff also said he
had not been active in

Atlas Corp.”
The story,

the department of commerce as agent of
the administration monopoly committee.
First step in the investigation will be
the mailing to some 2,300 associations in

survey of the patent situation, undertaken some weeks ago but not yet com-

pleted.
The results of the studies will be turned
over to the full committee for use in connection with its general monopoly investigation, it was explained by Assistant Secretary Patterson, commerce department
tee.
representative
The

trade

on the O’Mahoney
association

commit-

inquiry,

it was

said, is purely a “fact finding” study and
has no connection with department of justice activities in the motion picture or
other industries. It is not intended to
reveal abuses allegedly made possible by
trade association activities, regarding

the trip on water. After he arrived in
Paris, the 20th Century-Fox cameraman
got him to appear in some sightseeing
shots. In London he made two series of
shots, one of which has him coming into
the Croydon airport on a plane backwards.

which, it was said, the department of justice is fully informed.
On September 3, Boxoffice reported
from its Washington bureau that the Hays

Before he sailed, 10 of the 52 shorts on
the new schedule had been completed, and

association would
gation in keeping

“by now 15 to 18 should be ready,” he said.
Lehr was anxious to get off the Cunard
White Star dock. He, along with the other

commerce’s function as an
Administration’s monopoly

passengers, had been tied up
tine for 12 hours due to fog.

Gold Completes UA List
Deal With RKO Circuit

“What’s

the rush?”

“Tonight’s
to shoot

makeup

he was
night

in quaranasked.

and

I’ve got

it over to the office.”

New

be submitted to investiwith the department of

York — Having
tional deal with RKO

York — A. H. MacCausland,

all

deal will not conflict with Loew situations and starts with
“Algiers,” currently

Irving

representative in the RKO reorganization, is due back from the coast in a
few days to be on hand for a hearing on
the amended plan before Federal Judge
William O. Bondy on Thursday. He has
in Hollywood about two weeks gathering data for the hearing and also for

the six months’ financial report due this
week. Judge Bondy has returned from
an extended vacation in the south.
At the hearing, creditors, important
bondholders and stockholders will be asked
to approve recommendations by Special
Master George W. Alger and H. C. Rickaby, counsel for Atlas, proponents of the
plan. Fees and other compensation with
the development of the plan also will be
acted upon by Judge Bondy.

negotia-

tions with Loew’s for
situations. The

RKO

Trust

been

completed a nafor the new season’s lineup, UA
is

concluding

Await Irving Trust's
Agent lor RKO Hearing
New

agency of the
committee.

being shown in RKO
houses out of town.
Harry L. Gold, eastern division manager
harry

for
closed
with
Fred UA,
Meyers,
assistant

i„ gold

to John J. O’Connor,
RKO circuit.

Corrigan
Hollywood

—

operating

head

of the

an Actor

Originally

assigned

technical advisor, Douglas Corrigan,
verse flyer, late this week was signed
the lead in RKO’s
BOXOFFICE

“Born

as
refor

to Fly.”
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NEW YORK SELLING HITS DOLDRUMS AGAIN;
U. S. SUIT HAS 'CHANGES WARY ON TERMS
Allied Reports on Film Buys
NEW
members,

YORK — Allied of New York
each designing the number

has started a monthly report on film buys of its
of pictures bought on percentage, flat rental and

whether more or less is being paiid over last year. The first analysis, for August, 75 theatres reported but 11 did not consummate deals. The information, without exhibitor names,
is furnished to members by E. Thornton Kelly, executive secretary. It embraces reports
covering the entire state.
The

chart

for August

follows:

Flat
12

Companies
Columbia
Metro
Paramount
RKO Radio

11
16

Some
Percentage
on
Over
Percentage
Split
11
2
40
2
9
17
2
4-S. W.

40

20th Century-Fox
United Artists
Universal
Warner Bros

2
15
8
1

Monogram

Silverstone
Then

Europe;

checkup

of ac-

Although UA announced earlier there
would be 30 or more on the 1938-39
season’s program, indications are that the
individual producers will deliver 27 or less.
Beyond two pictures for which he is
committed, David O. Selznick may not deliver more than this for UA. He is now
cutting “The Young in Heart” and has
already started shooting on “Made for
Each Other.” Preparations are now being made to start work on “Gone With
the Wind” in January for M-G-M
release. Production on this is slated to
take more than six months. Nicholas M.
Schenck has stated he expects
ture to be a 1939 fall release.
Samuel

Goldwyn,

who

plans

the

pic-

five, has

just finished “Cowboy and the Lady” and
immediately begins “Wuthering Heights.’
which is to be followed by “Last Frontier”
with Gary Cooper.
Alexander Korda has finished two,
“Drums” and “Prison Without Bars” and
is now shooting “Four Feathers” in color.
Upon his return to England from Hollywood, he will put into work “The Thief
of Bagdad” with Jon Hall, also in color.
His fifth and last for the new schedule
is not set. Stephen Pallos, general manager of London Films, is here trying to
make arrangements for the loan of a
number of American stars for other films
planned.
Walter Wanger has begun shooting
BOXOFFICE
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More
1
2
7
1

9
31

6
1

2

9

26
27

24

2

8

6
22

Heads

for the coast shortly to confer with company producers preparatory to his sailing
a general

Paid
Same
19

11
3

1

New York — Maurice Silverstone, chairman of the UA executive committee, leaves

for England on
tivities abroad.

Paid:
Paid
Less
2
7
3
3

West Soon,
UA

“Trade

Winds”

List to 27
and

tion with “Stage
directing.

then goes into produc-

Coach”

with

John

Ford

Hal E. Roach has finished “There Goes
My Heart,” which goes into the Music
Hall next month and has already started
shooting of “Topper Takes a Trip.” After
this he begins “They Call It Love” with
Oliver Hardy and Harry Langdon and this
will be followed by “Captain Midnight.”
Edward Small is working on “Duke of
West Point” and then starts “King of
the Turf,” which is to be followed by
“Man With An Iron Mask.”

UA Board to Meet
In Routine Session

Protection and Release
Shifts Give Concern
As Chains Pause
New

York — Selling in the metropolitan

area

again has hit the doldrums and exchanges, with the exception of one or two,
report a virtual standstill in negotiations
with independent exhibitors.
Two

reasons are cited. One is the government suit which, the impression goes,
distributor representatives wary as to

has
what

they say to theatre owners in regard to contract provisions.
The second reason is that some of the
majors have shuffled release dates around
whereby a number of pictures on last

season’s schedule are now being made
available to first runs. These same pictures will not be ready for subsequents
until another month or so, it is held.
Most of the larger independent circuits
have not completed half of their product
deals and in light of this salesmen are
not going after subsequent run accounts
until they are informed of protection
setups.
Another angle is that some exchanges
are hesitating on what action should be
taken

in selling shorts, what with independents complaining about the necessity
of taking them and newsreels. Forcing of
shorts is one of the complaints registered
by the department of justice in its antitrust suit and this presents a ticklish situation when discussing new deals.
A number of local theatre owners have
complained they have been paying for
shorts and newsreels without using them
because

there is no room for them in programs, yet they cannot get feature product
unless they are included in the buy.

Soon

New York — The next meeting of the UA
board will be held the first week in October. Routine matters will be discussed.
Reports that the annual stockholders’
meeting, usually held in November, will be
advanced and that Samuel Goldwyn was
planning to arrive from the coast for a

There's Title Shuffling
Once More
New
York — There's no doubt
the demand
for pictures in

about
which

Mickey

There

Rooney

has

appeared.

special session are denied by Maurice Silverstone, chairman of the executive committee. Silverstone said Goldwyn is busy
on a number of pictures which prevents his
coming east at this time.

aren't enough to satisfy local exhibitors
who
have gone to exchanges and

Attorneys for the company are preparing answers in the government suit. It is
said UA. its officers and directors will
seek dismissal from the list of defendants
on the grounds the company is purely a
distribution company and has nothing to
do with production or exhibition. The
answer will not be filed before November 1.
UA
counsel is not participating in
meetings at the Hays office by counsel of
other major companies.

die Bartholomew in "Little Lord Fauntleroy." Now,
figures Brandt, that
wouldn't be such a nice title under

checked
Billy
day

up

on

every

Brandt

that

So Brandt

other

appeared

with

Fred-

on

the

in the next

marquee.
few

the picture at the Times
the following billing:
"Mickey

leroy."

film.

the

Mickey

Rooney's name
too sissified!

available

discovered

Rooney

days

opens

Square

in Two-Gun

It's

with

Faunt-
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Ritz-Carlton that evening. The closing
session on October 21 will be for a general
discussion of industry problems.

Over 4,000,000 Quiz Books
Sold in Greater N. Y. Area
New

York — Latest

count

on

With

’W

\

week’s session
the coast.

at Macy’s marking the site where the first
film was projected in a public theatre. It
will be a gala affair with city officials
and film personalities on hand.
Circuit heads point out the demand for
booklets in Broadway houses has fallen
off considerably in comparison with the
opening week of the drive. However, in
the next few weeks newspaper ads will
stress the contest above everything in
copy

to revive interest with the theatregoing public.
Local committees for various divisions

have

been meeting the past few days lining up stunts and campaigns. Parades are

being held and store keepers are cooperating by permitting displays in windows.
Changes

in titles of pictures in the con-

i’ hey' re Ganging
On Poor Kelly

New

New

York — That

small

but

stcrted

when

Murray

exclusive

Silverstone,

George J. Schaefer and Harry
ley conspired to lay off the

D. BuckCoronas.

are

on

certain

portion”

of the

is

Times

Square

— Photo by Cosmo-Sileo
throngs discover, if only

for a few minutes, that Broadway really is Hollywood Boulevard. It all had
to do with the industry drive and a
chance

for newsreel

men

to film it for

the nation’s optics. In other words,
publicity, as police, public, Sonja
Henie, Ethel Merman, Harriet Hilliard
looked on. Also the Misses America,
Utah,
Nobody

Asbury

Park

there from

and

matic stock companies of this country,” it
suggested in the current issue of

Equity, official organ of Actor’s Equity.
It is further suggested the industry “encourage, if not order, the stars now destined to illuminate the motion picture
houses by personal appearances, to devote at least some part of their time to
appearances in these stock companies.”
The article setting forth this recommendation is in the form of an editorial.
It goes on to say that “the motion picture studios have not yet been able to develop an adequate training school for players which approximates experience in the
legitimate

theatre

for satisfactory

results.”

Jacksonville.

Pinsk.

test brought another problem to the committee which has been solved by the companies involved notifying exhibitors ac-

See Amicable Adjustment
Fleischer- Animator Row

cordingly. Universal’s “The Comet” is
now “Private Secretary.” RKO’s “Ranger
Code” is now "Renegade Ranger.” Campaign headquarters also are advising theatre owners of the switches.

New York — Indications over the weekend were that negotiations by Max Fleischer and the animators’ union over a
“closed shop” for the cartoon producer’s
studio in Miami would be settled satisfactorily. Fleischer has been amenable
to employing animators who have been
working for him in the east, but does not

New Jersey Allied Poll
Minimizes Quiz Demand

want

to be held to a “closed

shop.”

A. S. P. C. A. Gets
Its Break

booklets since September 1, according to Irving Dollinger, president. The poll
was taken at the regular meeting at the
Hotel Lincoln to determine popularity of

champion, three-year-old Californiabred race horse and she made sure

the industry drive, since no Allied
bers in this area are participating.

that Director Sam Wood recognized the
fact when she refused to do a naggish

Dollinger

has set the following

mem-

tentative

Hollywood

scene

in

a

—

Maiden

horse

Brave

race

is

picture.

a

The

Arthur W. Kelly applied for membership
and was accepted. He was in his

schedule for the organization’s convention
in Atlantic City: On the morning of the

script called for her to pull a plow
Rooney.
handled by Wallace Beery and Mickey

third week

opening day — October 19 — there will be an
eastern board of directors’ meeting. A
business session will follow in the afternoon. The evening will be given over to a

Wood decided it was hopeless. So he
changed the scene and had Beery pull

over

of abstinence

and

gloating

his accomplishment when a birthday crept up. So Schaefer and M. A.

Schlesinger
very
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York — “A

Quiz

I'raternity of weed chasers up at UA
has acquired a new member.
It all

Both

industry’s $1,000,000 drive should “be devoted to enlarging and developing the dra-

New York — A poll taken among Allied
of New Jersey members representing about
45 theatres shows each house had received
an average of three requests for Movie

Up

not present.

Equity Urges Drive Fund
For Stock Development

The truck drivers’ strike during the past
week hit all delivery of drive material. Exhibitors seeking immediate accessories had
to send their own messengers to the Paramount exchange to pick them up. During
the past few days, the distribution headquarters did not have a single contest book
on hand due to the strike.

4, a tablet will be unveiled

The Italian situation was discussed, but
action taken. A spokesman said the

uct “is still anything but clear.”
Earle W. Hammons and Sidney R. Kent
were the only members attending last

active in promoting the better business ballyhoo. The number of circuit
houses is listed as close to 400. Only a
few exhibitors signed up in the last week.
Among the important independent circuit holdouts are Sam Cocalis, Harry
Brandt and Walter Reade and their affiliates.

October

week, when it will hold its third adjourned meeting.

Italian government’s decree virtually banning the importation of all foreign prod-

are

On

next

no

paign.
There are only 50 theatres not affiliated
with major or independent circuits which

20th-Fox ad sales head, has returned to
his post after working with James Clark
for almost five weeks in the handling of
accessories.

Pleased

announced “genuine satisfaction” with results to date. The session recessed until
k. m.

of the houses by now have the necessary parrphernalia to exploit the cam-

With most of the detail work completed,
Ed Hollander, assistant to Lee Balsly,

Board

Drive Results

New York — Following a perusal of field
reports on the industry drive the adjourned
meeting of the MPPDA board of directors

For the Newsreels

the num-

ber of Movie Quiz booklets sold to GreaterNew York exhibitors shows more than
4,000,000 for approximately 450 theatres
participating in the drive. Demand for
other accessories has lessened because
most

MPPDA

each

sent

Kelly

beautiful cheroots and
ing him eat his heart out.

a
are

box

of

watch-

party at the Nomad Club.
The next afternoon will be devoted to
elections. There will be a banquet at the

The

the

horse

plow

hurt

refused

"because

the horse's
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to move.

he

didn't

Finally.

want

to
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Grosses Go With
Lights in Storm

Yale After Divorcement
Allied, Obliging,
Show

New

York — The

Hurricane—not

Must Go On

Samuel

Goldwyn’s picture — which hit these parts
late Wednesday afternoon and continued
into the night played havoc with theatre
operation and caused damages and loss
of business estimated roughly at about
$300,000.

tion which amounts to “a census
ion” as to such legislation.

you can say ‘yes,’ that is a perfect answer.
If your group has not acted on the question, I suggest you say so, adding, however,
that the group is a member of National
Allied which is supporting such measures
and that your members have contributed
to the support of the special committee
charged with that work.”
In answer to the question

was

the only town

un-

The Fabian circuit had only a few
situations affected. The Community, Catskill, N, Y., just played to a matinee performance Wednesday. All Albany houses
were open. The Ritz, Garfield, and
Strand, Clifton, N. J., were without current
for an hour and a half and the managers
extended their amateur shows until the
lights were connected.
The

Empire, Star and Rex, Staten Island units in the Rosenblatt & Welt chain
were dark for a half hour. The lobby of
the Orient, Jersey City, was flooded and
the manager kept baling out until closing
time.
About 20 houses in the Skouras circuit
gave matinees only and Haverstraw and

Studios Sure Have
Helluva Time

a

Hollywood— True to type: Paramount
buys blue ribbon mule in Missouri for
next Bob Burns film. Studio notified
mule

gets

into

herd

of gutter

variety

headed for open market. Traces shipment to Louisville. Sends talent scout
to

prize

mule.

Talent scout wires for photo.
and mule still missing.

Louisville

to

identify

Scout

“The

;:
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such

Mead, editor of Universal Newsreel, was struck by a car. Damage: a
broken leg. But this is how he transferred his room at the Ruptured and
Crippled Hospital into a newsreel edi-

obvious answer is that theatre divorcement legislation will not bear directly

Tom

tor’s office. He maintains direct phone
connections with headquarters, is
equipped with a short wave radio to
keep abreast of developments in Europe and even appraises clips while
in bed by having the footage reduced
from 35 to 16 mm.

Nassau county theatres were compelled to
close late Wednesday afternoon and resume Thursday evening. The Riverside
on upper Broadway did not miss a performance. An executive pointed out theatres which normally do $500 a day grossed
$42 and $50, Wednesday.

Metro
Go
New

Domestic Winners
to Paris October 22

York — Arrangements have been
completed for the nine domestic M-G-M
sales winners to sail for England and
France on the Conte di Savoia, October 22
and to return on the Queen Mary, November 2. The Americans will meet winners
of the international sales force in Paris,
among the representatives to include those
from Finland, Sweden, South Africa, Italy,
Hungary, Latvia, Holland, Lithuania,
Greece, Great Britain, Australia and Dutch
East Indies. The men will visit Cannes,
Among those who will sail from here
are Charles E. Kessnich, Atlanta; John J.
Maloney, Pittsburgh; Burtus Bishop jr.,
Charlotte; Walter E. Banford, St. Louis:
William E. Zoellner, Oklahoma City; J.
Frank Willingham, Memphis; Maurice
Saffle, Salt Lake City; William H. Workman, Minneapolis, and Leroy Bickel,
Dallas.

on the operations of such chains. I suggest you add, however, that it is reasonable to suppose that if the producers confine themselves to making and releasing
pictures, and can not hope to take over
such chains after they have been built up,
they will be interested in preserving competitive conditions in the film market and
there will be no incentive to grant special
favors to the independent chains.”
The bulletin states “the idea is held out
that the (Kent committee) conciliation
movement may be revived during October.”
It adds: “The question now arises, shall
the (Allied) board convene in the absence
of special business having to do with
conciliation moves? The main problems
have to do with financing the National
Association and the Special Defense Committee. It is likely that some of the directors have problems they would like to
submit to the board. Convenient times
and places for holding a meeting would
be in connection with the scheduled conventions of the regional associations, viz:
Grand Rapids, October 10-12; Pittsburgh,
October 17-18; Atlantic City, October 1921; Indianapolis, November 1-2; Columbus, November 14-16.”

No Flesh Drift for
RKO / Skouras
New

York

—

Despite

the

trend

to

stage presentations and
vaudeville,
RKO
and Skouras stand pat. Games,
which

were

houses

for the summer, have been reinstated in only three. According to an

dropped

in

ten

Skouras

executive of the circuit, "We don't like
them and only put them in where we

have
BOXOFFICE

whether

legislation will aid the independent exhibitors in their battles with the independent chains, Myers states:

and

darken. Patchogue
affected.

is
in

your state,” the bulletin declares. “If
based on previous action of your group

RKO
and Loew’s estimate a $60,000
drop in business. While 23 Loew theatres

Hawthorne, Hawthorne, N. J., another Prudential unit, was forced to

of opin-

“One question asked by Mr. Dann
whether you favor a divorcement law

Joe Seider of Prudential figures a $200,000 loss at the Greenport, Greenport, L. I.,
where the storm demolished the theatre.
Lack of current forced 18 other units in
the circuit to close.

The

Washington — Regional units of Allied
are being coached on the manner in which
they should answer questions submitted

Myers’ signature, it is revealed Robert R.
Dann of the Review is soliciting informa-

between 8 and 8 p. m. Most of the damage was reported in Long Island, where
the storm was at its worse. Providence
suffered severely with all houses going
completely dark for about 24 hours.

Seider is figuring on reopening the
Strand in Greenport, closed for years.

Is Helping

by the Yale Law Review on the advisability of divorcement legislation.
In an Allied bulletin over Abram F.

Theatres operating on AC current from
59th St. to 150th St. in Manhattan were
entirely without power from 8:45 p. m. to
9:30. In Westchester there were no lights

ten RKO houses could not show pictures for about an hour, refunds were
given only to those who asked for them.
Candles were used by the managers in
most instances and audiences were invited to the stage to entertain. However,
the driving rain kept thousands from attending theatres while patrons preferred,
in many instances, to remain until the
juice was turned on again.

Slant;

to."
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Paramount British

He's Frank About
It, Anyway

Expansion Pending

New
York — Sam
Brooklyn is flashing
sage on its screen:
"Dear

New

York — Further

developments

on

Paramount’s plan to extend its theatre
holdings in England await discussions by
John W. Hicks jr., in charge of foreign
affairs, and John C. Graham, general
manager and managing director for the
company in England, Stanton Griffis,
chairman of the executive committee,
states.
Hicks, who sailed on the Washington,
will confer with Graham on a number of
details previously gone into by Griffis
while he was in England. Upon his return
in two months, Hicks will report on his
findings to Griffis and Barney Balaban,
president.
Griffis and Balaban leave for the coast
the end of the month on their regular
business visit to the studios. They will be
gone about three weeks.

Smith Sails ; Silent
New York — A. W. Smith jr., former general sales manager of UA, is off on a
month’s vacation in England and the
Continent. Before departing on the Queen
Mary

he said he had no plans to announce at this time. He is still reported
interested in exhibition in the east.

Patrons:

Silver's Belle in
the following mes-

It is evident

that

the

people of this neighborhood cannot afford to support a high-class theatre.
We, therefore, ask you to tell your
friends
theatre
a

that unless they patronize this
we will be forced to turn it into

public

you.

market

The

or garage.

We

thank

New York — Spyros Skouras returned
from the coast over the weekend after a
flying

visit to his brother, Charles, operating head of Fox West Coast. Rick
Ricketson of Denver and Elmer C. Rhoden
City have

delayed

their arrival

until next week for conferences on general operating policies. C. U. Yaeger will
accompany Ricketson.
Aubrey

Schenck, booker for stage attractions in National Theatres units, returned early in the week from a quick

trip to Kansas
ver.

Chicago — Production

plans

for the rest

of the year and a discussion of personalities set in forthcoming pictures held the
attention of Universal sales chiefs at a
weekend meeting here last Sunday. In
attendance were President Nate Blumberg,
Vice-President Matty Fox, General Sales
Manager William Scully, in addition to
division and branch heads west of Detroit.

management."

Spyros Skouras Is Back
From Flying Coast Trip

of Kansas

Universal Chicago
Regional Meeting

City, Milwaukee

and

Den-

While on the coast, Skouras held a meeting of FWC district managers.

Besides
the men

talking new
what

product,

outstanding

Scully told

business

the re-

issues of “Dracula” and “Frankenstein”
are doing as a double feature on the west
coast, “standing ’em up and proving that
all the exhibitor has to do is to try it to
convince himself.”
Blumberg said that

the

Bing

Crosby

picture, which goes before the cameras November 7, will be ready about the first
of the year, with the Fields-Bergen-McCarthy opus, “You Can’t Cheat an Honest
Man,” ready for Christmas.
Besides the executives mentioned, others
here for the confab, held at the Palmer
House, and which was to be duplicated
this weekend in New York for the eastern
and southern managers, were: James
Jordan, home office contract department;
A. J. O’Keefe, Los Angeles division manager; W. J. Heineman, western sales manager, Los Angeles; Pete Dana, Kansas City
district manager; E. T. Gomersoll, Chicago district manager; and Branch Managers Mannie Gottlieb, Chicago; Jack

SELF-REGULATION HANGING IN THE BALANCE;
JUSTICE DEPMiiSVTT,,, HOLDING THE ANSWER

Langdon, Denver; Jerry Spandau, Des
Moines; Eddie Heiber, Detroit; Floyd
Brown, Indianapolis; Roy Miller, Kansas
City; Charles Feldman, Los Angeles; Frank
Mantzke,

Milwaukee; Harold Johnson, Minneapolis; Roy Palmquist, Omaha; Gordon
Craddock, Portland; Joe Garrison, St.
Louis; Matt

Aperton,

ney Roach, San
Ginley, Seattle.

REFORM PLAN HINGES ON GOVERNMENT’S ATTITUDE
'3*55

ber 19, 1938
Monday, Septem

Complaint and Anti-Trust Tide
Rises, Threatens to Overflow
Washington — Complaint

has been

filed

by Perfect -Theatres, Inc., of which William Brown is vice-president and Clarence
D. Loewe, secretary, against major companies and Skouras Theatres alleging conspiracy on part of distributors and the
Capitol and Embassy, Port Chester, in setting up unfair protection.
Also noted in the complaint is a
ment that the management <•' ^ ,
wick for three years ►
-ying to
break up the r” . . SeP .setup without
success, v
the companies have
visitei ^.npanies and written letters
with n- response, it is stated.
The value of the Capitol, Port Chester,
is said to be about $750,000 in comparison with the Pickwick, estimated at $1,-
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Regional

Study New

City; Bar-

and

L. J. Mc-

Meetings

Developments

New York — Returning from Chicago
where he attended a meeting of Universal
western managers, Nate J. Blumberg,
president, states this gathering and another to be called for the eastern group
by William A. Scully, general sales manager, are being held to give the men in the
field information on a number of new
developments
sions.
Details

were

since the regional
outlined

sales ses-

in Chicago

on the

new Charlie McCarthy-Edgar Bergen-W.
C. Fields picture to come, the Bing Crosby
feature,
gained
letters.
Matty

and the film planned for Constance Bennett. It is felt more can be
by talking to the men than writing
Fox, aide to Blumberg, also attended and returned with him instead of

going on to Hollywood. He was due to
leave over the weekend. Scully, who spoke
to the men in the Windy City, returned
Tuesday.

/V

Septembe

Universal

Salt Lake

Francisco,

■
\938
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Cosmocolor Bids
For Trade Favor
New

York — Those

producers

who

Off Train and on Ship

lean

to the opinion that black and white pictures are to be benefitted by color and
who

consider speed and economy as essential factors toward the ultimate fulfillment of such an eventuality might give
serious consideration to Cosmocolor.
A similar thought was expressed in these
columns a few months back upon the

initial demonstration of the new two-color
process. It is repeated on the basis of a
second showing, this time under the auspices of a user of Cosmocolor.
A reel produced by Wilding Picture Productions for Plymouth, using the Cosmocolor process, bears a quality of color reproduction, definition and depth of focus
that leaves little to be desired. That little might be the lensing of purples, lavenders and canary yellows, which admittedly
is not possible in literal hues in Cosmocolor. Otherwise, there are factors significantly advantageous to Cosmocolor as
over existing tinting processes.
were voiced by Norman E. Wilding, president of the commercial film company that has exclusive use of the process
in that field. Wilding said his cameramen, entirely unfamiliar with color
photography, shot the Plymouth reel,
which is for non-theatrical distribution,
after one week of technical instruction. He
stressed the simplicity of the process and
the speed with which prints can be
readied for release.
Within two weeks after the reel was
filmed, Wilding said he had 75 prints in
the field. Wilding has completed four one

— Photos

A

domestic

scene

as Bing

Crosby

sailed for Bermuda

Jack Ellis Outlines Plans
For YorkM. — P.
Associates' Ball
Plans for the annual M. P.

New

Associates’ ball to be held
November 26, were outlined

at the Astor,
by Jack Ellis,

president, at a meeting at the Lincoln
Hotel. Moe Sanders of 20th CenturyFox,
him. set up the committees to work with

Erich Pommer Re-editing
'Martin's Lane' in London
London — With

York — Although there is no provision in the contract, 20th Century-Fox
executives report that most exhibitors are
playing “Alexander’s Ragtime Band” as a
single feature. Current in the RKO circuit houses this week, the picture was
played alone with shorts and newsreels to
outstanding business.

No More

Crockery

Jersey City — Rosenblatt & Welt have
discontinued dishes at the Orpheum here
and instead are holding Harlem Nights,
featuring a colored stage show every Wednesday evening, and amateur night for the
late Friday patronage.
BOXOFFICE
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the return

of Erich

Pom-

mer from New York, he is re-editing “St.
Martin’s Lane,” on which Paramount has
an option. While he was in New York,
Pommer closed with Paramount for “Vessels of Wrath” in the United States, Canada and other foreign countries where it
has not been shown.

Most " Alexander " Dates
On the Single-Bill Basis
New

Cosmo-Sileo

Mrs.

of course, and Gary. This is Basil Rathbone on the right as he disembarked from the 20 th Century for a brace of vacation weeks in New York
with thoughts of Paramount and the studio temporarily set aside.

reelers, all non-theatrical, in Cosmocolor
and has two others in production.
Cosmocolor lens, which is interchangeable with any standard black and
white lens and requires but a few moments’ time, photographs in the same
manner and at the same speed as black
and white. Single standard panchromatic
negative is used and is developed the same
as for black and white. From the negative
color prints are obtained by means of a
specially designed printer built by the Bell
and Howell Co. Once the prints are developed, toned and dyed they are projected
in any machine without change. — L. W.

by

the Queen.

Crosby,

These

The

on

A

film

career

the

first time

Constance

ing to wear
screen. And

Bennett

in

York

—

The

ITOA

has

her

is go-

honestly admits she's not constructed
to show one off to advantage. But her
script calls for a French Riviera scene.
And that calls for a bathing suit.
right to myself in
if I must do it, I

notified

This highlighted the president’s report
read to members by Harry Brandt at the
first fall season meeting at the Hotel
Astor.
Brandt
been

also stated

consummated

that

with

a contract
Local

has

54, clean-

ers’ and porters’ union.
A comprehensive report on new season
film buying will be presented at the next
meeting.

Allied Stag

Party for Eddie

a
bathing suit on the
she hates them!
She

"I've never looked
a bathing suit. But

New

Local 306, projectionists’ union, it is ready
to negotiate terms for another year on
the master agreement covering operators
in all ITOA theatres but has as yet not
received acknowledgement from the union.

Northwest

Crisis Confronts
Connie Bennett

Hollywood — For

ITOA Is Ready, But
Operators Delaying

Golden

New York — Allied Theatre Owners
the Northwest has set aside October

of
14

for a

jamboree dinner in honor of Edward A. Golden, vice-president of Monogram. A1 Steffes, head of the unit, suggested the idea at the recent Milwaukee
exhibitors’ convention and is understood
to have made arrangements for James J.

Walker
monies.

to be on hand

W.

Johnston,

Ray

as master

president,

of cere-

will attend

guess I must. I'll have the privilege of
okaying the suit I wear in the picture.

in addition to the governors of North Dakota and Minnesota. Golden leaves for

I'm
the

going to spend a lot of time with
designer and maybe we can whip

one

up

Minneapolis, October 11. The affair will
be held in the grand ballroom of the
Nicollet Hotel, Minneapolis. Steffes is in
27
charge of arrangements.

that'll do

the trick."

What

trick?

They
is back from
McCORMICK
BARRET
a Carinthia cruise. And very nice it
was in Nassau, he reports ... No coast
trip for Nate Blumberg for some months
now, incidentally. Too much to do at the
Universal home office . . . Bernard Sobel
did some piloting with Fernand Gravet
during the week. Coffee with Irene Thirer
of the Post and lunch a few minutes later
with Eileen Creelman of the Sun . . .
John Balaban lunching with Jack Cohn
at the Astor the other noon. Oscar Doob
and Herman Robbins a twosome, also in
the Hunting Room.
Leo Brecher and
Charlie Stern made another pair. Ditto,
Abe Montague and Rube Jackter. Others

Sent Regards , Anyway

g

embraced Russell Holman, Ted
Leon Netter, Abe Blank, Walter
man and Ed Kuykendall.

O’Shea,
Immer-

The Oscar Doobs had the Leo Spitzes
and the John Balabans for dinner guests
Thursday night . . . Norman Moray leaves
the middle of next month for a swing of
western exchanges and will include Hollywood in his itinerary . . . Lowella Gear,
who appears in “Carefree” saw the film
at the Music Hall . . . Joe Walsh, director,
and Larry O’Reilly, cameraman for Pathe
Sportscope, have been shooting stuff
around Poughkeepsie . . . Louis Vorzimer,
aide to Martin Levine of the Brandt office,
is a benedict, having convinced Ruth
Klein to change her name.
Arthur

Willi, RKO

talent scout, was

in

Chicago over the weekend . . . A1 Sherman sails on the Britannic, October 1 for
a month’s vacation trip to Lunnon . . .
George Kelly, one of the Yacht Boys, is
here for a respite after finishing a part in
“Artists

and

Models

Abroad”

.

.

.

Sam

New
fun?
“For

York — Who
Tuesday

said being an editor is

release:

Sabu,

Indian

boy

mate ‘Hilda’ to her death in park moat.
Besides furnishing an African elephant

actor

star of ’Elephant Boy’ and Alexander Korda’s ‘Drums,’ opening at Music
Hall, September 29, leaves New York by
plane Tuesday for Chicago, San Francisco,

boy friend named ‘Dark Rapture’ for grieving ‘Bill,’ Armand Denis, explorer, producer has offered William feminine com-

Hollywood, where he meets Deanna Durbin. Ann Gillis, Judy Garland. Accompanied by two Sikh guards, Morris Helprin
and Lynn Farnol. Returns first of next

panionship inperson of ‘Tillie Pinkas,’ only
lame, technicolor baboon in captivity. ‘Tillie,’ who comes from a long line of African
Pinkas’, was captured by Denis and wife
on expedition through Belgian Congo. Re-

week. Regards, Ben Washer.” Such being the subject matter of a straight Western Union telegram received at 8:27 p. m.
“Elephant lovers continue to give evidence of sympathy with bereavement of

Lanham is the Donahue & Coe representative on the UA account . . . Adelaide L.
Finch of Pathe Reelisms is in Washington
making arrangements for shooting films
of post office operations . . . Anne Mardon was among the 40 RKO employes inaugurating the bowling season for the film
league.

Florence Browning returns Monday from
a vacation at her new home in New England. . . Mike Clofine is back on the job
at News of the Day after a trip abroad
. . . Brian Ah erne is on his way back to
Hollywood . . . Herbert Wilcox is due next
month for conferences with Murray Silverstone on a UA deal . . . F. W. Allport.
Hays office foreign representative, sailed
for London and home on the He de France
. . . Margaret

Kennedy,

the charming

young

miss who greets you on the 1th floor at
the Loew Bldg., spent a week in Virginia
where rain shared evenly with the amount
of sunshine.

Jake Joins Eddie

James A. Fitzpatrick, who smashed two
of his fingers in a door the other day, will
go on the air for the first time Tuesday
night as guest speaker for Consolidated
Edison . . . Bill Scully presided over a meeting of Universal eastern branch managers
Saturday at the Astor. Attending were
Nate J. Blumberg, Matty Fox and F. J. A.
McCarthy . . . Artie Seigel has rejoined
Warners in the home office.

Bill Sussman

returns Tuesday

from

a

tour of 20th-Fox exchanges in Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Washington and Cleveland . . . John Manheimer of the ITOA
is mourning the death of his mother . . .
Al Stevens, manager of the Orpheum,
Jersey City, fractured his leg the other day
when he jumped from the stage and has
A. Livingston pinch -hitting . . . Maurice
and Manny Silverstone lunching with Steven Palios the other day at the Tavern.

— Metropolitan

Photos

J. J. (Jake) Milstein, erstwhile sales
manager of Republic, now New York
representative for Edward Small Productions.

28

Pallos says that’s the only way he can
get together with the UA chairman of the
executive committee for a business date
. . . Abe Blank here from Des Moines for
a couple of weeks and very proud because
Son Myron is now a pappy which makes
the father of the son a grandpappy.
Named A. H., too.
Bert

France

Wheeler

returned

after a nine-week

on

the

lie de

engagement

‘Bill,’ Prospect Park Zoo pachyderm who
knocked a ton and a quarter of romance
out of his life when he butted giant play-

in

gards, Leo Pillot.” This being the subject
matter of a release rushed through pouring rain by two Western Union messengers.

England

and one week in Ireland. Accompanied by Hank Ladd and Francitta

Malloy, who are in his act, Wheeler opened Friday at the Palace, Cleveland, and
from there goes to the Palace, Chicago.
He said he had no plans to return to films
for at least another year . . . Arthur Jarratt, GB theatre head, sailed for home
on the Queen Mary . . . Sam E. Morris
was on the same boat . . . Lillian Cahill,
20th-Fox player, also a passenger on the
same liner . . . Dick Henry, William Morris representative, returned from England
on the lie de Framce . . . Alexander Bertram Churchill, 20th-Fox actor, sailed
Saturday on the Empress of Britain from
Quebec for England.

Louis K. Sidney, class of ’06, and Moe
Sanders, class of ’08, will act as chairman
of entertainment and general treasurer,
respectively, of the Edward Mandel golden
anniversary celebration tendered by former pupils and teachers of P. S. 188 to
commemorate Mandel’ s 50th year of education service ... A baby girl has been
born to the Eddie Dowdens at Mary Immaculate Hospital, Jamaica. Dowden is in
charge of Loew’s Brooklyn publicity . . .
Frank Valentine, after years of seclusion,
has re-entered exhibition with the Beach,
Bronx

. . . Joe Hornstein’s theatre equipment showroom suffered considerable

damage when one of Wednesday’s wind
and rain twisters dislodged a plate glass
window . . . Add peas in a pod: Sidney
Stockton of the Metro exchange and Leonard Satz of Century.
Isidore

Welt

complained

of a headache

and the rain didn’t seem to help. This
was at 10:18 a. m. Welt slipped out of
the office and was back at 10:44 holding
his left jaw. For the lack of something
else to do he had a molar yanked out.
He still had the headache and wishes he
still had the molar ... Sir Stork dropped
in at the Metro exchange and deposited
baby boys with John Cuniff and Eddie
Richter . . . Charles M. Reagan and Alec
Moss

prefer Walgreen’s luncheon basement when it rains . . . Charles Freeman is changing the name of his theatre

from Ft. Lee to Metro . . . Sam Rhonheimer is mourning the loss of his wife.
He operates theatres in Queens and
Brooklyn . . . Ben Blake almost lost his
hat

in Lindy’s.
BOXOFFICE
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All

the Kyaks

Were

Mary . . . King Vidor will be back from
the southern part of France in a month.
He started his vacation after finishing

There

“The

Ketchikan, Alaska — Entirely free from
artificial coloring, harmful alkalines or
Paramount’s publicity staff, the Coliseum
here, of which Hal E. Cawthon is resident manager, ran afoul a ticklish incident
during the run of “Spawn of the North.”
It seems that most of the film’s fish
trap scenes were made close to Metlakatla, which is comprised of the descendants of a colony of Canadian Indians who
are wards of the U. S. government and
who operate one of the finest canneries
in the district. Cawthon got a wireless
telephone call from the cannery superintendant asking for a special showing of the
picture in Metlakatla on Sunday.
fedora had
the day.

the initials B. K. B. in it saved

Maurice Fleischman has given up his
theatres and resigned as chairman of the
ITOA hoard and is going into real estate.
He has taken his family to Miami Beach
where he has under construction a 15room hotel, which he will call the Essex
House . . . Carl Clausen has been elected
president

of

the

Paramount

Pep

Club.

Other officers are Joseph R. Wood, vicepresident; Clarence W. Alexander, treasurer, and Gladys M. Bernstein, secretary.
The club will hold its annual dinner dance
at the Hotel Astor October 28.
Bill Rodgers and Tom Connors were in
Toronto during the week for talks with
N. L. Nathanson and J. J. Fitzgibbons . . .
John W. Hicks, before sailing on the
Washington, said he will visit London first
and then head for the continent. He plans
to be gone nine to ten weeks. While in
London he will see Dave Rose, British
Paramount production head, and confer
on production matters . . . Bill Ferguson
flew in the other day from Boston and
had to take several hours off to get over
his grogginess. It was a bumpy trip due
to the rain.
David

Bernstein

and

Ex-Judge

I. Frey

of Loew’s were in Washington over the
weekend. They visited the capital on their
way back from Columbus . . . Lynn Farnol, Morris Helprin and Sabu were slated
to return from the coast via TWA
over
the weekend . . . Sonja Henie and her
mother took a TWA plane from Chicago
to the 20 th-Fox studios during the week
. . . Ed G. Levy was in town from Neiv
Haven and consulted with Ed Kuykendall
on MPTOA
matters . . . Louis Dent has
been in town

from

Denver

on product

buys.

T. B. Noble, Lincoln and Oklahoma City
circuit operator, is here negotiating film
deals . . . Carl Shalit, Columbia manager
with headquarters in Detroit, has been
around during the past few days . . .
Harry Brandt is raving about the new
ITOA headquarters in the Astor Hotel . . .
R. E. Griffith is still admiring the local
scenery . . . Harry Decker is mourning the
loss of his 21-year-old daughter . . . Vincent McFaul visited George J. Schaefer
the other morning . . . Glen Allvine is
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Cawthon expressed his regrets. The superin tendant countered with the sorrowful
fact that the Indians would strike in a
body

and

move

out

for Ketchikan

for a

looksee at “Spawn.” And this would raise
havoc with thousands of dollars worth of
fish on the cannery

the

entire

population

of

Metla-

He writes: “I wish Paramount would decide to make most of their pictures in and
around Ketchikan. The picture broke all
house

records

in Ketchikan

since

back from St. Louis . . . John
has been in town from Chicago.
Ramon

Novarro

is due

from

1930.”
Balaban

the coast

in a few days . . . Sidney Chaplin is visiting here again, arriving on the Conte di
Savoia . . . Leif Erikson, husband of
Frances Farmer, will play opposite Sylvia
Sidney in “one third of a nation,” being
produced at Astoria for Paramount release by Dudley Murphy . . . George Burns
and Grade Allen arrived over the weekend from the Kansas City Jubilesta for
a three-week vacation . . . Alexander
D’Arcy is due from Hollywood for a Broadway play as soon as he finishes work in
“Topper

Takes

a

for M-G-M.

Dave Gould, head of M-G-M operations
in Puerto Rico, is here for a vacation
and

medical

treatment.

Returns

home

Oc-

tober 8 . . . Murray Silverstone’s wife had
a birthday last Monday and leaves Brooklyn Jewish Hospital with the latest blessed event next week . . . Jack Fields, for
seven

floors.

So Cawthon ran a matinee starting at
midnight with about 25 kyaks bringing
almost
katla.

Citadel”

Trip.”

Century arrivals of a Monday morning:
Jerome Safron, Columbia western division
manager, for two weeks of home office
conferences . . . Walter Branson, RKO
midwest district manager, for talks with
Jules Levy and Cresson E. Smith . . . Jack

years in the local Paramount exchange booking department, has acquired
the Cameo, Jersey City . . . Max Jelin
is the new operator of the Opera House,
New Brunswick, which is being remodeled
extensively . . . Gabriel Pascal, who sold
“Pygmalion” to M-G-M
for this country
and South America, will be back from
London next month.
Emil

Stern

and

Eddie

Silverman

of Es-

saness at Moore’s with Charlie Reagan.
Close by, two more Paramount sales chefs
— Joe Unger and Milt Kusell. Elsewhere
in the same emporium on the same day
were Murray Silver stone and Arthur Kelly,
entertaining Arthur Jarratt. Harold B.
Franklin also was there . . . Leon J. Bamberger, who handles direct mail advertising for RKO, is pleased. Once again,
and for the third consecutive year, his
company is included among the 50 direct
leaders by the Direct Mail Adv. Ass’n.
Morris Kutisker plans to open the Gem,
Brooklyn, formerly the Adelphi, October 1.
He is making extensive alterations . . .
Alexandro Asro, who appeared in the stage
version of “Room Service” and also has
the same part in the film, saw the picture
at the Rivoli the other day . . . Lowell
Thomas has
tion of two
homes at his
Pawling, N.

Sichelman, 20th-Fox home office executive, after checking into records of the
Windy City exchange . . . Jack Bloom,
home office contract head, with him . . .

begun work for the construcin a series of early American
Quaker Lake Community near
Y.

Looking Around

Nate Blumberg and Matty Fox, the latter returning east for the balance of the
week instead of heading for the coast as
expected . . . Dodo Seadler, after five
weeks

in

Hollywood. Her husband, accompanied by his son, at the track to

meet her and Si, to-wit, says: “She’s my
domestic star.” She has been in “The
Bosom of Her Family” and now returns
after a successful venture . . . Em.il Stern
of Essaness circuit, Chicago, to spend a
few days here on product buys . . . Max
Slot, independent Chicago circuit operator,
also on business . . . Frank C. Walker,
returning from a business trip . . . Basil
Rathbone, to spend a two-week vacation
at the Lombardy . . . Fernand Gravet,
having finished four and a half months
work in “The Great Waltz,” to sail on
the Queen Mary to make a picture for an
independent French producer. Due back
January

15 at M-G-M

studios.

Col. Bill Donovan, back from a combined business-vacation trip abroad, spent
the month in Germany, Czecho- Slovakia
and Spain . . . George Givot has returned
from

a six-month tour in Continental Europe. . . Philip Merivale, the playwrightactor, arrived from London on the Queen

Steven

Pallos, general

in London
New

York

conditions,

for London
on

a

sales manager
Films,

general

now

looksee

in
into

et al.
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Officials Condemn
National Reviews
Miami — Emphatic condemnation of “the
growing trend” toward nationally published reviews both in the press and on the
air, long in advance of release dates, is
voiced by Sidney Meyer and W. R. Lynch
of Paramount.
Their protest is aimed at the six or
eight Hollywood air casters and syndicated
writers, both theatremen maintaining these
reviews are almost universally harmful to
their boxoffices.
“Why should
entire country

the critical opinion of the
rest on the shoulders of

these chatterers and writers?,” asks Lynch,
general manager of Paramount Enterprises,
Inc. “Strange standard which these selfappointed arbitrators set up keep many
people from coming to see pictures which
they would otherwise have patronized and
enjoyed. Anything less than three whistles
or four bells keeps people away from
boxoffices. Reviewing should be done by
local critics in each zone as a result of his
seeing the pictures on its opening day.”
Referring directly to radio reviews by
J. nmy Fidler and George McCall, Meyer
of the Wometco circuit, says neither of
these reviewers

reflects or represents

pub-

Pickets Walk

Again

at

an

New York — Last minute failure to reach
agreement for settlement of the strike

at DuArt Film Laboratories called by Motion Picture Laboratory Technicians, Local 702, has caused resumption of picketing at DuArt.
Terms of a
one-year contract had
reached the signing stage when the union
suddenly

sought to impose additional conditions, according to Arthur Gottlieb, head

of DuArt, which he refused. Union arbitrators then notified Gottlieb their executive board would have to decide the issue.
The
wage

contract, if signed as Gottlieb believes it will be, provides for a 10 per cent
increase and time and a half for

overtime. The 40-hour week existing the
past four years, according to Gottlieb, will
continue.
DuArt will reinstate, without discrimination, those striking employes necessary
for his operation. About 35 were removed
by the union when the strike started about
six weeks ago. Gottlieb says he is operating on full schedule with a skeleton crew.

New York — Although negotiations were
to have started this week, major circuit
heads state that while they are prepared
to sit down with Local 306 no word has

the

meetings

unfair

to the public and

also to the box-

office.”

Jewish Holidays
New York — Rosh Hashonah, the high
Jewish holidays, began sundown Sunday
and continue until Monday night. Yom
Kippur, the day of fast, falls on October 5.

Even Treaties Cant
Stop Goldwyn
Hollywood — Somewhere

it is written:

"Many are called, but few get
But Samuel Goldwyn seems

up."
to be

an early riser. Here was his favorite
star, Sigrid Gurie, beset with all sorts
of legal

entanglements

try of origin.
ity of being

Faced
denied

over

with

her

coun-

the possibil-

American

citizen-

ship, despite her Brooklyn birth and because of a forgotten treaty of 1871
with

Norway,

Miss

Gurie

was

in some-

thing of a pickle, not to mention
of front-page
So

a peck

publicity.

Goldwyn does the very thing expected of a Goldwyn. Miss Gurie is

to be featured in a film based upon her
present difficulties. Time never marches
by
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Sam.

come

had been held and
journed until after Labor Day.

then

ad-

Foreign First Runs Win
Reduction in Ad Rates
New
foreign

York — A
first runs

committee representing
has won an advertising

rate reduction from the Herald-Tribune.
Effective immediately, week day rates
have been cut from 90 to 85 cents with
Sunday rates reduced from $1.05 to 80
cents. The deal provides the Herald-Tribune receive as much advertising copy as
that given to the Times. All exhibitors
must use at least 5,000 lines within the
year.
The
from

committee

will now

seek a reduction

the Times.

Prudential Opens
Newsreel

Two ;

Theatre

Bows

New
York — Prudential Playhouses,
which acquired the Rialto, Patchogue, on
July 2 and the Park, Kings Park, on June
14, has opened them with the start of the
new season. The Beach, Bronx, is closed.
The Brandts are handling bookings for
Louis
from
made
third
group.

Meyers’ Costello, recently taken over
RKO.
The Newsreel on 72nd St.
its bow Friday night. This is the
for the Newsreel Theatres, Inc.,

apart

continues

to prove it. This time, it's through Sidney Skolsky, columnist on the Daily
Mirror. He reports:
“Sam
week

Hoffenstein,

who

gets

$2,000

a

and is without a writing assignment, became annoyed because another idle writer was making $2,500 a

week.

Hoffenstein

called

up

his agent

and said, ’I'm as good a not-do-anythinger as he is and I want as much
for not doing anything as he gets.
When
I'm working. I'll take less, but
when I'm not I'm worth as much as he
To

which

“But

don't

is added
get

me

the

wrong.

Skolsky

line:

I love

Hol-

Two Public Courses
On Motion Pictures
lywood."

is.'

“Very often syndicated newspaper columns and radio critics pan a picture that
90 per cent of the local critics throughout
country find entertaining. This advance, unfavorable ballyhoo tends only to
create an erroneous impression which is

Hollywood — This land

Operators Silent on
Major Pact Talks

through from the union for a meeting. Under the terms of a master tenyear pact, the union and circuits are to
get together every two years on possible
changes. Just before the suminer started,

lic opinion, but merely their own “peculiar and individual reaction” and adds:

While War Clouds
Grow Darker

Du Art's Laboratories

New

"

York — The

public is being

offered

two

sources for its development of motion picture appreciation through the
Course on the History, Technique and
Aesthetic of the Motion Picture, conducted
by the Museum of Modern Art Film Library for the Department of Fine Arts,
Columbia University, and The Cinema at
the New School for Social Research.
The
under

Columbia University course will be
the direction of John Abbott and

Iris Barry, who will conduct 28 three-hour
classes beginning October 4 and continuing
through the winter and spring. The course,
open to anyone interested and qualified
for such an advanced study, will consist
of one-hour lecture, an hour-and-a-half
projection of films and a concluding half
hour of discussion. During the year, experts and authorities on every phase of
motion
turers.

pictures

will appear

as guest

lec-

Among the topics for the course are history of films to 1915; history of films to
1928; basis of film technique; camera work
and lighting; scenarios; sources of film
material and preparation of script, corporate history and social significance of
films. Visits to studios and laboratories
will acquaint students with production,
cutting, dubbing and processing.
Sidney Kaufman, a member of M-G-M’s
publicity staff and film commentator for
radio station WQXR, is in charge of the
series of weekly film showings and discussions conducted by the New School for
Social Research. Kaufman has obtained
use of an historical compilation of early
films assembled by the Film Library of
the Museum of Modern Art.
There

will be lectures on censorship

and

other

limitations; visual education; practices of modern projection; properties of
the scenario; the origin and development
of film language, and theories of motion
pictures as an art and social force.
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"Chiller" Programs
Rallying Up Dates

Los Angeles

and

New York — What started as a smallish
idea to break a long streak of boxoffice
bugaboos at the Los Angeles Regina seems
to be developing into a profitable national

:

pastime. Universal is supplying the material for this new pastime and to it falls
responsibility for the facts.

Seattle

1

Ifl

The Regina booked “Dracula” and
“Frankenstein,” sold it with a “doubledare you” presentation, broke all opening
day records and soared off to a four-week
run with as many as 19 daily hours of
projection to accommodate crowds. The
original booking was for three days.

-

HhCUU

In less time than it takes an exhibitor
to recognize an unconditional cancellation
clause, word had spread along the west

warn
horror
SHOW

coast that the “double-horror” show had
infinite possibilities. The near immediate
result was more than 30 bookings sprinkled
over some ten states, reaching as far as
upper New York.
Universal immediately developed some
new selling accessories, ordered new prints
and otherwise got behind the sale of the

smuts

“horror” combination. Branches have been
supplied with especially imprinted envelopes that analyze in detail various ideas
and stunts to put the show over.

4

k

That the idea is clicking seems to be
demonstrated in bookings received at the
home office for New Orleans, Newark,
Rochester, Syracuse, Salt Lake City, Kansas City, Trenton, Santa Barbara, Portland, Akron, Cincinnati, Seattle, Dayton,
Camden, Galveston, Jacksonville, Chattanooga, Youngstown and a score of other
situations.

WE DARE YOU TO SEE-

FRANKENSTEIN

No F urther Expansion
Is Planned by Blank
New York — With the opening September 21 of the Highland, 700-seat suburban
Des Moines theatre costing $50,000, TriStates and Great States plan no further
expansion, A. H. Blank informs Boxoffice.
This is the first new acquisition in three
months, he added, and a double feature
policy prevails.
Here

to spend

two

weeks,

Blank

BOTH
TOGETHER

states
The

film has

town

on

“holdover

con-

Quimby Now Due in East
The Middle of October
New York — Fred C. Quimby, general
manager of M-G-M short subjects, again
has delayed his arrival from the coast. He
now is due the middle of October. He is
understood remaining in Hollywood until
the reorganization of Harman-Ising is approved by the court. When this is done,
it is said, the cartoon company again will
become affiliated with M-G-M
with the
heads of the company in charge of animated subjects for M-G-M release.
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kKCtAL
ENGAGEMENT

A' MOUSE
STARTS WED.
AC24UL■ BLUE
DRAUG.

he is “just visiting.” He is not in town to
discuss new product deals as most of his
been assured
tracts,” he says.

c.

upper

illustration

demonstrates

the

Regina,

Los

Angeles,

went

to

on the combination “horror” show, composed of “ Dracula ” and “Frankenstein.” Below is how the Blue Mouse, Seattle, pursued the same idea.

Union Stalemate Halts
Vaudeville Revival Plan
New

how

York — Unable

to get together

with

the stagehands’ union, the Brandt Brothers have dropped plans for reviving vaudeville in from four to 12 houses. The circuit heads sought to get deals with the
union commensurate with the theatres
and neighborhood where the vaudeville
was planned, but the union insisted on
scales in line with downtown Broadway
theatres.

Seven Reopenings Mark
Gotham Theatre Scene
New
The

York —
Seven reopenings highlighted theatre activity in this area.
houses

that have

reopened

are: The

Beverly, Chopin, Clinton, Park Lane, and
Rose, all of Manhattan: the Granada,
Pearl River, N. Y„
Hawthorne, N. J.

and

the

Hawthorne,

Henry Brown has purchased
and Palace, Lakewood, N. J.

the Strand
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Metro Ends Shorts
J^JRS. A. MITCHELL PALMER, chairman
of the Board of Censors, who was
taken ill in her office earlier this month,
returned to her desk at the end of last
week . . . She was suffering from quincy
. . . “Uncivilized,” which was being distributed here by Allied, has been turned
down by the censors ... It was termed
“immoral” by the powers . . . Federal Theatre Project providing exhibitors with another headache. It has just taken a sixmonth lease on the Walnut and will install “one-third of a nation” on October
17 at prices ranging from 25 cents to one
dollar . . . And the group which had Jewish films in the Walnut last season has
moved to the Lincoln, former colored
vaude house owned by Morris Wax.
Merritt Hulburd, who quit his $l,250-aweek-job with Sam Goldwyn not quite a
year ago to go with the Saturday Evening
Post at $300 is going back to Hollywood.
He found the Post just as nerve-racking as
the film industry. His new contract with
David O. Selznick will allow him three
months of rest a year in his producing job
. . . Paramount tossed a luncheon at the
Warwick last W ednesday . . . Ellen Drew,
who recently rose to prominence in “Sing
You Sinners” and “If I Were King,”
was visiting relatives near Philly.
Large crowd
last Wednesday

of friends was on hand
night for the opening of

Pizor and Segall’s new house, the Chelten
. . . Fortunately the five-day rain just
stopped in time . . . Jack Smith of the
Hollywood Theatre, is the cigar passerouter this week. It was a boy . . . Despite
the fact he owns a cigar store, Nucky

home. He’ll be
Jack Greenberg.

a

neighbor

of President

Beresin’s birthday . . . Minsky reported
negotiating for the closed Shubert . . .
Greenfield and Bell of the Lansdowne,
definitely have taken the Rex, South Philly
. . . The former Warner house will be ready
for opening about Thanksgiving . . . Metro’s
truck with the puppeteers plugging “Marie
Antoinette” gave a show in four parts of
the city last week . . . Charley Goldfine’s
new house, which will be ready for November opening, has been christened the
“Alden.”
Theatre.

It will replace

his present

Falls

Larry Mackey, the Arcadia manager, is
combining press agent duties for Charley

parlor

is enlarging

already

. . . And

Af-

Segal and Levine Lease
The New Haven Lincoln

Dick Tracy Radio Show
Resumes With Film Plugs

Segal

and

Joseph

E.

Levine, operators of the Imperial Exchange
in Boston, have leased the Lincoln here
from Gilbert Josephson for ten years. The
house will continue to show foreign firstruns. Josephson has the World in New
York.

NEW

LOW

PRICES

New

York

—

Republic’s

serial,

“Dick

Tracy

Returns” resumes on the air September 26 when its sponsors, Quaker
Puffed Wheat, puts a $50,000 cooperative
campaign behind the program over a
nationwide CBS network.
Once each week during the five weekly
15-minute programs the chapter play will
receive a plug, with theatre spot announcements handled locally. More than 300
Quaker salesmen are in the field with
special instruction booklets on theatre cooperation, while local jobbers have been
supplied with tieup window cards, streamers, etc., on the cartoon strip character.

TWO-WAY
HORN SYSTEMS
Perfect Reproduction.
Perfect Distribution.
The Golden Voice of
The Silver Screen.

THE

BALLANTYNE

219 North 16th St.
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COMPANY
OMAHA,

NEBR.

21)

in court, but “should

the Jewel

not be asked

theWeinstock
sword alone.”
suggested

Milton

to carry

C. Weisman.

ITOA’s attorney, who has
along these lines, cooperate

been
with

active
Harry

G. Kosch, Allied’s counsel, in preparing a
"plan of strategy” for the defendants. The
offer was accepted.
Allied is committed to a policy of
“regulating from within” regardless of the
government suit, Cohen said. In this
connection he cited five cases — all upstate
— that allegedly reflected the oppression
being

experienced by independent exhibitors. Each of these reported cases will go

tabulation published in the September 17
issue of Boxoffice, in which it was shown

Segall’s Apollo . . . Murray Diamond is
doing his own managing at the New Ideal.

Haven — Harry

page

Meeting of the Showmen’s Club last
Monday night to plan fall activities wasn’t
very well attended. Terrific rain kept the
members home . . . Film Center Sandwich

but another went right in, “10th Ave. Kid”
. . . Allen Lewis of the Dante, moving his

New

from

said, will defend

“The day is passed when independent
chains and large circuits can move in and

schnapps for the boys . . . Republic’s
“Army Girl” was yanked out of the Stanton in four days, grosses were so brutal,

out last
a
little

(Continued
Allied, Cohen

Steerman’s Cinema Art Theatre, formerly
the Poplar . . . Moe Verbin is looking for
three more independents to advertise in
the Record, so he has an even hundred,
which will be the highest in history . . .
Irving Phillips of the Upsal has tagged
his new little armful, Zelda Elaine . . .
Jim Clark has moved his office to the
Packard Building . . . Brother Bill is up
from Washington to run things on the
scene while Jim directs the Democratic
campaign.

filiated Circuit’s new addition, the Adelphia, also will do its unveiling act shortly
. . . Incidentally , Johnny Ehrlich, formerly
of the New Ideal, is now at the Frolic . . .
Iz Schwartz, who was at the spot, has
switched allegiance, and is now with

Beckett didn’t do any handing
week, although he did have

Forcing; Mag Grow

Variety Club held a dual celebration last
Saturday night. It was the first cabaret
night of the season and Chief Barker Jack

Four on Broadway
New

York — RKO

has

four

on

Broadway

this week. “Carefree” is at the Music Hall,
“Room Service” is on exhibition at the
Rivoli, “Breaking the Ice” is the Rivoli attraction and “Fugitives for a Night” at the
Rialto.

before

Allied’s film

grievance

board.

If

after investigation they are found “meritorious,” Allied will secure relief “if it
takes every dime” in its coffers, Cohen
asserted.

close the door of the independent exhibitor,” he boomed.
For the benefit of those present he gave
a resume

of Allied’s attitude toward competition of radio as expressed at the recent Syracuse meeting. A general discussion followed and Kosch referred to the

that

31 film stars are now actively engaged in radio. It was decided to put the
matter up to National Allied for a possible
investigation of the evils of radio as it
effects grosses.
Kosch made an impassioned plea for
“statements of fact” from members to aid
the government in pressing its civil suit.
He informed his listeners that to wait for
the trial to begin before attesting to trade
abuses would not have the desired purposes
because the government intends to seek
preliminary injunctions restraining abusive trade practices pending start of the
trial.
When

Di Lorenzo

said he was

not fami-

liar with the government’s bill of complaint, Cohen told him he could find a
comprehensive account of it in Boxoffice.
Allied’s next meeting will be in the form
of its first convention and will be held in
conjunction with Allied of New Jersey’s
conclave in Atlantic City, October 19-21.
Cohen said about 100 upstate Allied members will attend. He revealed the organization’s membership had reached 250.

Pizor Awaiting Duties
With Comeriord Circuit
Philadelphia — Lewen

Pizor,

now

asso-

ciated with Comerford circuit, still has his
specific duties to be outlined. However,
he will continue to maintain headquarters
here where, on Wednesday, he opened the
Chelton, an 800-seater,
Charles Segall.
Pizor’s

affiliation

in association

with

Comerford

with
em-

braces only one of the former’s houses,
the Hollywood at Pottsville. He has 13
others which he will continue to operate.
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Broadway Receipts
Drop, Tax Reveals
Washington

-—

Continuing

under

1937

levels, August collections from the federal
admission tax amounted to $1,425,063,
compared with $1,618,813 in July and $1,599,242 in August, 1937, it is r ported
by the bureau of internal revenue.
Although the August collections were
more than $193,000 under those of the
preceding month, separate figures compiled by the bureau for the third New York
district showed that receipts from Broadway dropped nearly $399,000, indicating
that exhibitors’ business throughout the
country was well maintained. Collections
in the district were at the lowest point
touched in several years, amounting to but
$282,513, against $681,445 in July and
$393,838 in August, 1937.
The bureau’s report showed that for the
eight months from January to August, inclusive, admission tax collections amounted
to $12,390,638 against $12,752,344 in the
corresponding period last year, but disclosed that more than half of the loss
from 1937 was recorded in the two months
of July and August.

JAKE FLAX, Jerry Murphy and Bob
Campbell were among the film salesmen seen in town last week . . . Harley
Davidson and his chief, Eddie Fontaine,
also were visitors in our midst. Harley
had his missus with him this trip . . . The
staff of the Bellevue gave their manager, Joe Mullen, and his bride, a surprise party the other night after the last
show on the lounge. Among those on
hand: Allen Brown, Pete Sputhward, Elwood Adkins, Alex Ravdin, Percy Pollard,
George Roscher, Ober Boyd, Robert Brown,
Mrs. Luder, Abbott Arden, Bob Overcash
and Billy Rolfe. Joe and his wife were
presented with an electric percolator.
William Rippard, former film salesman
and now Farmville’s lone exhibitor, is up
and around again after being confined at
home with a kidney ailment . . . Barron
Ramsey, Byrd Service Staff, was married
to Jane Smith, localite. Gordon Pulliam
was the best man . . . Charley Yerby, assistant manager of Loew’s, also was married recently to Miss Mabel Lawler of

Consolidated
Industry

Public Group
Withdrawal

Sues Over

Milwaukee — Because

New

of 'Blockade'
the Oriental

The-

atre Corp., operator of the Oriental and
Tower

theatres here, failed to run “Blockade” for two days as advertised, the
American League for Peace and Democracy September 19 filed suit in circuit
court here against the company for $2,500
damages.

Team

Wins

Baseball

York — Defeating

RKO

was broken last week
in Tappahantheatre
$40,000
for the new
nock . . . Robert Swearinger has resigned
from the management of the Beacon in
Hopewell . . . N. C. Haefele, Baltimore
branch manager for National Theatre
Supply, passed through town last week.
“Nick” is one of the busiest men in show
business.
Sam Bendheim jr„ general manager of
Neighborhood Theatres, is back at his
desk after vacationing at Virginia Beach
. . . Ken Maynard made a personal appearance at the Venus recently . . . Warren Connor, Philadelphia branch manager
for Altec, was a recent visitor . . . Dave
Peterson has returned to Washington after relieving Mervin Ullman, Altec engineer for this territory . . . Russell Williams, assistant manager of the Dalton
in Pulaski, spent his vacation in Cleveland. . . Sam Magee, manager of the Rex,
Petersburg, vacationed in Atlanta, Ga. . . .
The Ashton, Clarendon, was reopened Labor Day after being closed seven weeks.

Savage

Title
in

Norfolk . . . Ground

two

in Chicago

Hearing
Chicago — William

lor

on Quint Suit
Savage,

RKO

home

10 out of 12

office attorney, arrived here Friday for
the suit on the Dionne Quintuplets which
is scheduled for hearing Tuesday. On the
same train were Louis Philips of Paramount, Leonard Picker of Columbia and
“Izzy” Levinson of Warners.

in the regular series and also defeated NBC in the semi-finals played at
the Fort Lee High School grounds.

The lawyers, while here, will go into the
Gary, Ind., anti-trust suit against major
companies which is slated for next Friday.

straight games out of three in the playoff, Consolidated Films has walked off
with the baseball champion title for the
film industry.
The Consolidated

nine won

games

The complaint charges that the league
sold hundreds of tickets for benefit theatre parties on September 8 and 9 and that
“certain individuals and groups, hostile to
the program and purposes of the league,
coerced and intimidated the theatre management into withdrawing the picture.”
H. J. Mirisch, manager of the two
houses, declared the film was withdrawn
after one night’s showing because it failed
to do the anticipated business. He said
the league sold only 490 benefit tickets,
and declared there was no truth to the
charge that the theatres had been coerced
into pulling the picture.

Four Study Plans tor
M. P. Associates' Dance
New

York — Morris

Sanders,

chairman,

has appointed Morris Kurtz, Joe Lee and
Sol Trauner to complete the entertainment
committee for Motion Picture Associates
Charity Bail and Dinner at the Hotel Astor November 26. A1 Dow is in charge of
booking vaudeville for the occasion. Henry
Youngman may be master of ceremonies.
Tickets are $7.50 each.
The organization is taking permanent
headquarters in the Astor. Sanders puts
the membership at 250, a new high.
BOXQFFICE
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EXPANSION
The latest business

expansion

move

made

necessary by Cinecolor's consistent progress
is the magnificent new $250,000 plant now
being erected in Burbank and shown above
in architect's drawing — another monument
to the widespread acceptance of this remarkable color process!

CINECOLOR
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Spreading

fr Greatest

Pennsylvania Will
Pass Upon Games

Year 7 Gospel

Philadelphia —
The Pennsylvania supreme court has announced that it will
give its final decision on the legality of
Bingo, Banko, and other cash games in this
state on the fourth Monday in November.
A Berks county jury last week tried five
Bingo operators and found them not guilty.
The game was thus allowed to go on at
the Reading Fair, which may influence the
final court decision. Mel Koff of the
Darby

Theatre, near Philadelphia, has reinstated the games with no action by the

police.

Selznick Letter, Schaeler
Popularity Ease UA Row
Philadelphia — Resentment by exhibitors
here against United Artists upon receiving
notification that six promised pictures
Buffalo — One of the twenty-five 24sheets arranged by the publicity committee of Buffalo Theatres, Inc., headed by

Pollack

Vincent R. McFaul, for the “Greatest
Year” drive in that locality. Arrangement
was made with William Pollack of the

posting was contributed without cost. Practically all Buffalo Theatres, Inc., employes
took part in the opening parade.

Managerial Changes in
S-W Houses Announced

Many

Wilmington, Del. — Several managerial
changes were announced for two StanleyWarner Theatres this week by A. J. Vanni,
of Philadelphia, zone manager. Arthur
Cohn, manager of the Queen Theatre here,
as been transferred to manage the Roosevelt, Philadelphia. Richard V. Kirsh,
manager of the Palace in Philadelphia,
has been transferred
ceed Cohn.
C. Leonard

to the Queen

Howard,

assistant

to sucmanager

of the Queen, has been promoted to assistant manager of the new $660,000 Warner Theatre, now under construction here.
Howard will assist Lewis S. Black, present manager of the Aldine, who was recently appointed manager of the new
house.

Poster

Whitmier

Print

and

with

and Ferris to post them on illuminated signboards, the printing and

Chains

"Magic
New

company

York

Signed

Eye"
—

for

Says Ezell

Numerous

circuits

have

signed for “Magic Eye,” a new boxoffice
stimulant, according to Claude Ezell, general sales manager. Within the last two
weeks, Ezell says he signed the Sparks,
Interstate, Fox Midwest, John Harris, B&K,
M.

A. Lightman,

Dixie

Amusement

Co. of

Louisiana (affiliated with Saenger) circuits. Edward Goldstein, local distributor,
also reports

several

deals.

Ezell left over the weekend,
Dallas.

Roy

Heffner,

en route

Boston

agent,

to

Tilt

Richmond, Va. — Overruling the state
board of censors, Judge Julian Gunn in
city circuit court decided that “The Birth
of a Baby” should be licensed for general
showing in Virginia. The court’s ruling
ends a sharp battle in which doctors and
civic leaders were lined up for and against
the proposal to permit the showing of the
film.

in town for several days with Ezell. Heffner has several deals lined up and will
announce them shortly.

New

Theatre

Firm

Dover, Del. — Uptown Theatre Co., Inc.,
has been incorporated here to maintain
theatres, etc., with a capital of $2,000,000.
The incorporators are S. L. Mackey, C. O.
Layman and M. L. Wicks of Wilmington.
The Corporation Service Co. was agent
for the new firm.

32-B

York — Edward Goldstein, local representative for Magic Eye, has closed with
RKO
for ten theatres to start with the
device in a few weeks. Houses to install
the apparatus are in New Jersey, Bronx
and Manhattan.

Dead

age of 66 after an extended illness. Twyman is well known by all exhibitors for
his work on the board of directors of the
MPTO of Virginia and as president of the
Jefferson Lafayette Corp., owners of theatres in Charlottesville. He is survived
and

one

son,

James

say independents, has been very big-hearted in the past in allowing them to cancel
films they felt they couldn’t use.
The pictures which UA, in a registered
letter, notified exhibitors it wouldn’t deliver
under a clause of the contract eliminating
all films not delivered by September 15,
are “Cowboy and the Lady,” “Over the
Moon,” “Mutiny in the Mountains,” “Four
Feathers,” and the two unnamed Selznick productions.

Four Release
Signed

Deals Are

for Browne

List

latter distributes the 1938-39

lineup in Chi-

cago, Milwaukee, St. Louis and Indianapolis. Superior also wanted the product
for Kansas City and Omaha,
cision has been made.
James

Jovany,

president;

but

George

no

de-

Miller,

sales manager, and J. L. Manta of Chicago represented Superior. Browne returned from Chicago during the week after signing contracts.

Charlottesville, Va. — Frederick W.
Twyman, former mayor and member of
the city commission, is dead here at the

by his wife
Twyman.

David O. Selznick by Harry Perelman stating that he personally will guarantee delivery of the two films he is making for
UA. Perelman wrote direct to Selznick
when he got his notification, explaining
the hard feeling that was engendered here
by the action, and got a prompt reply.
Also aiding is the fact that they are
rather kindly disposed toward George J.
Schaefer, UA distributor head. Schaefer,

New York — John E. Browne, president
of Malcolm Browne Pictures, has concluded
a deal with Superior Pictures whereby the

New

F . W. T wyman

not be delivered has eased somewhat. Cause is receipt of a letter from

was

Magic Eye for RKO

"Birth" Wins

would

Baker

Ayres to Boston Warner
Helm ; Krumanacker Up
Albany — Norman Ayres, manager of the
local Warner exchange succeeds Nat Furst
as manager of the Boston office. Paul
Krumanacker succeeds Ayres here. Furst
resigned after
company.

nearly
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Academy Scrapping
Revamp for Nonce

• REVIEW
DOWN

Hollywood — Scrapping its “cultural
clearing house” reorganization plans temporarily, the Academy of Motion Picture
Arts and Sciences, through its board of
governors refused the resignations of
Frank Capra as president, W. S. Van Dyke
as chairman of the reorganization committee, and Howard Estabrook.
The Academy board also spurned the
proffered resignations of Darryl F. Zanuck,
David O. Selznick and E. J. Mannix from
the producers

committee

with

the

state-

ment it would await “more harmonious
conditions within the industry” before
proceeding with the reorganization.
“Economic Colleagues” First
Keynote of the stumbling block was
contained in a letter to the Academy from
Van

Dyke, chairman of the reorganization committee, in which he tendered his resignation because of the

“antagonism of the Guilds to the Academy” and his decision to remain loyal to
his “economic colleagues.” Van Dyke, in
effect, voiced the Guilds’ suspicion of the
reorganizational move and demanded that
the producers place economic ahead of
cultural cooperation.
Thereupon Capra, president of the
Academy and a leader in the affairs
of the Screen Directors Guild, wrote the
producers a fervent plea that they resign
from the Academy as a manifestation of
their good faith and to remove the Guilds’
fears that the Academy is a producerdominated body. Capra declared the reorganization committee could not get

IN

ARKANSAS

everybody and
kids, highlight

(Rep)

—

FLASHES

Laughs

for

plenty of action for
this comic strip of

the
the

Ozarks. It's highly suitable for top spot
in subsequent houses and should go great
in all situations.
viry

are

Schaeffer

Weaver

comedy

brothers

and

standouts.

produced.

Nick

Grinde

El-

wherever

shown.

It is studded

directed.

with

is tastefully

a score

produced

and

skillfully directed, carrying first quality rating in every respect. Anne Shirley,
Nan Grey, Ralph Bellamy, Noah Beery jr.
Produced
John
NIGHT

by

Samuel

Marx.

Directed

by

Brahm.
HAWK
(Rep) — Combines a fast-moving newspaper yarn with a revival of the

rum-running

racket

to emerge

as an

action-

laden thriller, sure to be favorably received. Robert Livingstone and
June
Travis

deliver

Herman
kow.

well

Schlom.

in leads.

Directed

by

STRAIGHT, PLACE AND SHOW
The odds are not in favor
brothers
don't

effort, despite

have

the

weight

COMPLETE

Produced
Sidney

to

by
Sal-

(20th-Fox)—
of this Ritz

its title.
carry

REVIEWS

stilted

romantics

of

Richard

Phyllis

Brooks,

plus

the

Damon

Runyon

slack. Directed

Arlen

story, fail to take
by

David

and

disappointing
up

the

Butler.

THERE GOES MY HEART (UA)— Hal Roach's
first effort under the UA banner reflects its

Armand

GIRLS' SCHOOL
(Col)— Sound
and solid
piece of sentimental entertainment that is
sure to find feminine handkerchiefs aflutter
of fine performances,

•

The

boys

it, while

full million-dollar cost. It's a bright, romantic comedy with entertaining moments
for all. Fredric March impresses in the
male lead. Norman Z. McLeod directed.
TOUCHDOWN

ARMY

(Para)— A

highly

com-

mendable contribution to this season's
crop of football features, stacks up as prime
entertainment. A
gripping gridiron story
unfolds

before

a

West

Point

background

with a number of impressive glimpses of
the service school and its traditions. A trio
of high-grade performances by John Howard, Mary Carlisle and Robert Cummings.
Produced by Edward
Kurt Neumann.

T. Lowe.

Directed

by

WANTED
BY THE POLICE
(Mono)— Packs
enough
entertainment of the gangstermelodrama variety to warrant satisfactory
reception among
action fans. Frankie
Darro dominates the cast as a little tough
guy mixed up in the car-stealing racket.
Evalvn Knapp and Robert Kent. Produced
by Lindsley
Bretherton.

on the above

pictures

Parsons.

Directed

will appear

by

Howard

in an

early issue of BOXOFFICE.

But Did Sabu

Get It ?

“anything but opposition to the Academy
as long as the producers are members.”
“Unfair” to Resign
Zanuck,

representing

the

producers,

strongly vetoed Capra’s request
they resign, intimated he would
other producers to take the same

that
urge
atti-

tude because it would be “basically unfair,” concluded that he had almost come
to believe that “the actual desire for harmony and peace in our industry is nothing but a fantasy.”
This occasioned

a

rebuttal

by

Van

Dyke, who summed himself up as “one of
those stupid individuals who place economic interests ahead of the cultural” and
urged Zanuck and the other producers to step out of the picture to allay
the fears and suspicions of the Guilds as a
again

“noble sacrifice” by “making the Academy bigger than yourself.”
The blow-up came only shortly after
Academy officials had reported the reorganization committee was about to resume its work of transforming the organization into a headquarters for scientific and technical achievement and completely cutting the Academy away from
the political and economic side of the industry.

Garrick

Theatres

Dissolved

Dover, Del. — The Philadelphia Garrick
Theatres, Inc., a Delaware corporation, has
been dissolved by consent.
BOXOFFICE

::

September

— Metropolitan Photos
The publicity whirlwind through ivhich UA is putting Sabu includes planes,
Hollywood starlets and baseball unth the convenient camera always lurking
nearby, of course and obviously. Here the young man and his two bewildered
Sikh bodyguards, still wearing their blue turbans and corn yellow ensembles,
are permanently recorded with the “Mudcats” troupe of the St. Louis Cardinals. The boys include “Frenchie” Bordagary, Mike Gonzales, “Pepper”
Martin, “Fibber” McGee, Lon Warneke and Bob Weiland, looking cute and
otherwise.
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New

Mae

West

" Phil Reisman Flight " Is
Newest Contest at RKO

Firm

Sets Starter

New

Empire

Pictures

Corp.

banner.

Capitalized at $5,000,000 the company's
incorporation papers were approved
this week. Incorporators: Miss West,
James
Lurie,
Ralph
year,

Timony, her manager; Louis
San Francisco financier, and
Pincus.
probably

The

star will make

for UA

release.

Izzy Hirst T urning to
Booking End of Burley
Hirst,

one

of

the

biggest operators of burlesque houses in
the country, is quitting that business entirely. He is now in the process of liquidating his holdings, he said, and will go
exclusively into the booking end of burley.
His Philadelphia houses, the Troc and
Bijou, were given up within the past few
weeks. The Troc has been leased to Jules
Arliss, who managed it for Hirst for the
past six years. Under the deal, Arliss
guarantees to use Hirst bookings exclusively.
The Bijou lease was not renewed when
it expired and it has been taken over by
Milton Rosenbaum and associates and
turned into a double-feature film grind
house. Its name has been changed to the
New Garden.
Hirst said he is dickering to take over
another house here, presumably the Shubert, on a temporary basis, to keep out
competition until he can find someone to
lease it to who will use his shows.

Australian Showmen
Brief Domestic
New

York — Kenneth

Aspry,

in
Visits
Greater

Union Theatres, Ltd., representative, and
George Dean of the Snider & Dean circuit, have arrived from Sydney, Australia. Aspry stated his visit is purely for a
vacation, while Dean is here to continue
negotiations on a number of deals where
Sam Snider left off before returning home.

O'Connor Testimonial Is
Scheduled for October
New

York — RKO

theatre

managers

3
will

tender John J. O’Connor, vice-president
and general manager of the circuit, a
testimonial dinner at the Astor, October 3.
The affair is being limited to executives
and employes of the circuit.

Projectionists Flocking
To Television Course
Philadelphia — Boys in the Projectionists’

union here are going like wildfire for a
course in television operation being given
by RCA at its plant in Camden. Instruction costs them $25 for five lessons, which
includes te price of several textbooks.
32-D

York — Asked

to comment

on

is there to say?

It’s just an-

other suit.”

New York Circuits Close
Minor Service Contracts
York — Major

and

independent

cir-

cuits have concluded a 10-year deal with
Local 54, which comprises porters, charwomen and matrons. Under the deal, negotiations will be held every two years.
Working hours are limited to 48 hours a
week with provisions for overtime.

How

They're Born

Hollywood — The

press

agent

declares

Mischa
new

Auer, out Hollywood way, inadvertently gave Ray Bolger an idea for a
dance routine. It happened when a

fuse blew out on the set of “Sweethearts”
on the M-G-M lot and sent Auer into a
series of contortions that were a revelation, says the press agent.
Jeanette MacDonald and Nelson Eddy
were about to begin a scene when a generator broke down. Sparks flew in every
direction and so did Auer, who was standing on a table. Mischa tripped, flung up
his arms, did a couple of Immelman turns
and let out a yell that was heard around
the lot and maybe into Louis B. Mayer’s
office, which the press agent forgot to
mention.
“Shoot a couple of more thousand volts
into him,” shouted Bolger to Director
“Woody” Van Dyke. “I missed the first
part of that routine. If he does it once
more, I’ll use it in the next musical number,” said Bolger the press agent.
That’s
how things are done in Hollywood.

Instinct , Maybe ; But
Sense, Probably
New
you

York — It must

can

figure

plain it.
The other
slowly

be

any

morning,

moved

up

instinct

other
a

way
blind

Band."

sign on the marquee
ander's Ragtime Band."

unless

county

recommended

an

investi-

gation of Maysville "rackets," which,
he said, included “this picture show
racket" and slot machines. He charged
the theatres operated "camouflaged
lotteries" to attract business to "gang-

ster pictures."

Wilmington

Mayor

Wilmington,

Nods

of Film Drive

Del. — Mayor

Walter

W.

Bacon in a communication to A. J. Belair,
local contest chairman in the $250,000
Movie Quiz, endorsed the program of motion picture exhibitors in the industry’s
part in the national campaign to stimulate business through the contest.
The Brandywine Business Men’s Ass’n,
a business organization representing the
northern section of the city, endorsed the
proposed nationwide campaign to promote
interest in pictures in a letter to Benjamin Seligman, manager of the Strand,
independent neighborhood house.
Film Drive as Aide
To Charity
Wilmington,

Del. — Members

of

City

Council, if the suggestion of Councilman
John Anderson is followed, will enter the
$250,000 Movie Quiz and contribute any
prizes they might win to families on relief
in Wilmington.
Directing the attention of City Council
to an eight- page movie section in the
Neios-Journal company papers, Councilman Anderson urged all members to enter
the competition.
“Let’s all go to the pictures and above
all don’t forget to enter the quiz contest
and maybe help those whom we have on
relief,” he urged.

Cinema

Chain

To Hold
New

Managers

Monthly

York — Max

A.

Meets

Cohen,

head

of

Cinema Circuit of more than 20 local
theatres, plans to hold monthly meetings
of his managers, assistants and executive personnel for general round robins.
The first meeting of this kind since he
took over the Belle Circuit was held the
other day with more than 60 present and
at which service to the public was
stressed.

to exfiddler

Broadway

"Alexander's Ragtime
near the Palace.
The

C. D. Newell

Approval

Boxoffice:

New

Of Ky."Rackets"
— To a Mason

Ashland,

grand jury on which sat seven women,
including the foreman. Circuit Judge

the

suit filed by Chicago independents against
B&K as principal defendant along with
major companies, John Balaban replied to
“What

Probe

2 inaugu-

John Balaban Has Nothing
To Say Regarding Action

four a

New

Philadelphia — Izzy

on October

rates an international billing contest under the title of “Phil Reisman Flight to
New York Drive.” The idea is for 25 foreign branch managers to imagine flights
from his headquarters to New York with
the greatest amount of billings against
quota in the shortest time.

Hollywood — "Catherine the Great"
will be the first for Mae West under the
new

York — RKO

Recommends

Irish Theatre

playing
He

read:

was

"Alex-

New

York — The

Opener

Miami

on

Sixth

Ave.

is now the Irish Theatre and opens early
next month with exclusive presentations
of Irish films, the first to be “Rose

BOXOFFICE
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LETTERS
(Continued from page 14)
booming, balooning ballyhoo of Bjornite
This, and Fjordin That. An attempt to
stampede the poor benighted boxoffice patrons into buying a few more million dollar
swimming pools for stars. Well, here’s
predicting that it will flop. A recitation of
what it costs Tootsie for fingernail polish, or Percy for hair oil.
“The real trouble is that producers and
exhibitors alike only think of the ticketbuying public as something to be ballyhooed at, and played for super suckers.
They are thought to be tenth grade morons
that don’t know a good picture unless some
publicity shouter yells it in their ears.
Then if they don’t turn out in herds they
are saps that don’t appreciate art and
culture.
44/100 returns
per centis ofthat
the the
trouble
with
the“99boxoffice
admission
prices are too high. In spite of our new
deal prosperity there are still a few people who haven’t a large enough income to
pay high admissions. Tell some of your
$300,000 a year directors, your $10,000 a
week stars, $5,000 a week super-supervisors to put themselves on a budget of from
$18 to $20 per week for a while, and while
on it try to feed and keep a roof over a
family of four or five, and see how much
of that weekly income they can use for
going to picture shows.
“Yes, Chauncey, there are about 15,000,000 fathers in the United States trying to
do that very thing.
“Try getting gypped a few times yourself
and see how you like it. Dig down into
your jeans and pay for your admission to
a few theatres, sit with ‘The Great Unwashed’ and figure out how many of them
can afford to go to theatres oftener than
once every two or three weeks at present
prices.
“The whole motion picture setup is viewed from a monopolistic standpoint. Every
one thinks of monopolizing the business;
with one object in view: To cut down
the show and raise the admission price.
The result has followed this effort in the
only possible way: people have quit buying
tickets. The people I am talking about can
only afford a movie at long intervals, and
when they do attend one they want a long
evening’s entertainment. They want to
spend two and a half or three hours. What
other business is there that when business
drops off tries to raise prices, and give less
for the higher prices?
Don’t forget, Mr. Prohibitor (a manufactured word made from producer and exhibitor which is extremely apropos), that
for 50 cents per week your ex-patron can
buy a radio and the whole family can listen
in all night if they want to. For about
$15 down, and a couple of dollars a week
they can buy a second-hand car, and the
whole family can go for a ride, and that’s
what a hell of a lot of them are doing.
What are you doing, Mr. Prohibitor? Raising your prices, shortening your shows,
and forcing them to do just that?”
BOXOFFICE
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(Continued

from page

14)

have unwittingly made the movies a
seasonal recreation whereas they
ought

to be year-round entertainment. As a result, the public is surfeited with outstanding pictures from
late summer until mid-winter and is
starved for suitable movie fare for
the remainder of the year. So obsessed are some distributors with the
notion that pictures will earn big
money only in the fall and winter,
that they habitually carry over until
the succeeding season good pictures
which had been promised for spring
and summer release and to which the
exhibitors are ethically (but not legalentitled.
Good pictures
kill' eacha
otherly) off
in bitter
rivalry during
few months of the year and the rest
of the time a bored populace yawns
and

says,

It makes
movies."

Number

"There's

nothing

considerable
3 — too much

at

the

sense.
loose talk to

which “have improved their tastes,
refined their powers of perception,
sharpened
facilities."
Here we their
see the
audience credited
with the virtues of picture production
just as the producers have always
credited it with blame for their own
shortcomings. The stock excuse has
been that pictures must be aimed at
the immature mind, at the least common denominator in an aggregate audience of millions. And there was
truth in the argument,

although

we

sometimes suspected that the 12-yearold minds were more influential in
Hollywood's front offices then
were in the audiences.

they

Today parents and teachers take
movie-going seriously and the pictures
are recognized for what they are, a
potential art form of the highest
value and an educative force of tremendous potency for good or ill . . .
And the day is coming, if it is not
already here, when Hollywood can
no longer blame its audience for its

voiced the hope that, out of the campaign and the various agencies
coalesced on its behalf, would

shortcomings. Meanwhile, the minority that still scoffs at pictures and
stays away from them, owes it to
itself to attend some of the better
pictures and wake up to how good
the screen can be.

emerge a committee of coast publicity men, representing all studios,
which would undertake to restrain

That
will around
be a day,
all right.
like
to be
to greet
it. We'd

thewas
public
part of all
of us."
It
in "on
this the
connection
Schaefer

their principals in their public utterances. There is not even now any
assurance this will work, if it is ever
tried.
Schaefer, who has been around,
admitted the difficulty of keeping
some people gagged. It may be
more than difficult. It may prove
downright impossible, but the effort
belongs well up front in any enterprise concerned with the good of
the whole business.
Any

arguments?

Which?
Bruno Mussolini, according to report, is contemplating a film based
on war experiences. His brother,
Vittorio, who wrote a book conveying the thrill ol bombing unarmed
Ethiopians from the air, might be
able to sell that incident. If Bruno
goes

for it, will he

Italy,

"The Day Is Coming"
An

editorialist on the San Francisco News declares Hollywood is

If there is one central complaint
that holds goo.d it is that the time,
has not yet come when the best brains
in Hollywood are free to do their
best work, as shown by the fact that
the most severe criticism of producers
comes from their own most talented
employes. One point made by the
industry in its advertising is of particular interest. It speaks of the
steady improvement in audiences.

extras

or

et

al,

reminds

Manny

Cohen's deal to produce in Rome
so that Floyd B. Odium can get some
of his money out of that country
seems

"so far out in front that there is no
comparison." He also finds the
product has steadily improved. And
this:

use

wouldn't it be cheaper to film the
real thing? It ought to be swell with
sound.

speed

to be receding into the background at about the same rate of
as

Mussolini's Aryan
sciousness moves into the

confore-

ground.

"Hollywood's Folly"
In his Nugent,
review of
Illusion,"
Frank
in "Grand
the New
York
Times, remarks, "Eric Von Stroheim's
appearance as Von Rauffenstein reminds us again of Hollywood's folly
in permitting so fine an actor to reEchoed
here. unwanted."
main idle and

33

METRO'S "BOYS TOWN" TRIPLES PAR IN OMAHA
BOSTON

(AVERAGE

Fenway — Boy Meets Girl (WB) ; 10th Ave. Kid
(Rep)
140
Memorial — Carefree (RKO);
Smashing: the
Raekets
(RKO)
90
Metropolitan — Sing You Sinners (Para) ;
Secrets of an Actress (WB)
125
Orpheum — Marie Antoinette (M-G-M), 2nd wk. .120
Paramount — Same
as Fenway
150
State — Same as Orpheum
75

Boys

Town — Omaha

Imperial — Always
half

Goodbye

(20th-Fox),

1st

Imperial— Fast Company
(M-G-M)
2nd
State — Border G-Man
(RKO), 1st half
State — The Man From Music Mountain
2nd half

Ragtime

Chicago — Four’s a Crowd
Goodman
on stage 2nd
Garrick — Boy Meets Girl
Palace — Carefree (RKO),
loop wk
Roosevelt — My
loop wk

Lucky

Band

(20th-Fox),
Benny

115

175

Daughters — Pittsburgh

165

Town — New

Orleans

2nd

85

State-Lake — My Bill (FN), plus stage show... 80
United Artists — Marie Antoinette (M-G-M),
held 4th wk
100

My

Lucky

Albee — Marie Antoinette (M-G-M), held over..
Capitol — Carefree (RKO), held 2nd wk
Grand — Four’s a Crowd (WB), 2nd wk
Keith’s — Gladiator (Col)
Lyric — Secrets of an Actress (WB)
Palace — My Lucky Star (20th-Fox), held over.
Shubert — Alexander’s Ragtime
Band
(20thFox), 4th wk., held over

120
110
110
115
100
110

Star — Dallas

You Can’t Take It With
New York
EXTENDED
Algiers,

9th

wk.,

125
120
GO
120
wk... 140

DALLAS
Music

Mountain

RUNS

Los

Boy

4th

wk.,

Cleveland, Detroit,
show), Pittsburgh.

Antoinette,

New

Meets

Crowd

Girl,

Roars,

Carefree,

3rd

3rd

3rd

wTk.,

wk.,

Esquire — Letter
held 2nd wk

of

Chicago;
York

3rd

’

..

_ 125
90
150
110
100
100

Washington.

Washington.

CITY

DENVER
Aladdin — Alexander’s Ragtime
Band
(20thFox), after wk. at each the Denver. Aladdin and Paramount;
this week
day and
date with Rialto
’
Broadway
— Marie Antoinette (M-G-M), after
2 wks. at the Orpheum
Denham — Spawn of the North (Para), 2nd wk.
Denver — My Lucky Star (20th-Fox)
Orpheum — Carefree (RKO) ; Smashing
the
Rackets
(RKO)
Paramount — Racket Busters (WB) ; Speed to
Burn (20th-Fox)
Rialto — Alexander’s Ragtime
Band
(20thFox), after a wk. at each the Denver, Aladdin and Paramount, and day and date with
the Aladdin

110

80

110

125

Orpheum — Carefree (RKO),
2nd wk
fair
Tower — Gateway
(20th-Fox), plus stage show. 120
Uptown — Alexander’s Ragtime
Band
(20thFox), 5 th wk
110

ANGELES

Chinese — Three Loves Has Nancy
(M-G-M);
Rich Man, Poor Girl (M-G-M)
Downtown — Four Daughters (FN)
Four Star — Algiers (UA), 9th wk
Hillstreet — Carefree (RKO) ; Young Fugitives
(Univ), 2nd wk
Hollywood — Same
as Downtown
Pantages — Same
as Hillstreet
Paramount — -Spawn of the North (Para),
plus stage show
State — Same
as Chinese

125
100
75

100
140

MILWAUKEE
Palace — Safety in Numbers
(20th-Fox); Tony
Martin and Band
on stage
Riverside — Reformatory
(Col) ; Blackstone
the Magician
Strand — Alexander’s Ragtime Band
(20thFox) ; Army
Girl (Rep)
Warner — Valley of the Giants (WB) ; Secrets
of an Actrsess (WB)
Wisconsin — Marie Antoinette (M-G-M)

80
85
70

Aster — Booloo (Para); Block-heads (M-G-M)..
Century — Alexander’s Ragtime Band
(20thFox), 3rd wk
Orpheum — Carefree (RKO), plus stage show..
State — Spawn of the North (Para)
World — Letter of Introduction (Univ), 4th wk..

125
120

Ragtime

Band

(20th-

100

Circle — My
Lucky
Star (20th-Fox)
80
Loew’s — Three Loves Has Nancy
(M-G-M) .... 80
Lyric — Secrets of an Actress (WB), plus stage
show
120

34

80
265

110
305
120

(Col)

115

ME.

Dr. Clitterhouse
Brooklyn (WB)

(FN)

;
135

PORTLAND,
Broadway — Little Tough
of an Actress (WB)

ORE.

Guy

(Univ);

Secrets
100

Mayfair — Alexander’s Ragtime Band
(20thFox), 6th wk
Orpheum — Sing You Sinners (Para); Time
Out for Murder (20th-Fox), 2nd wk
Paramount — My
Lucky Star (20th-Fox);
Smashing the Rackets (RKO)
United Artists — Boys Town
(M-G-M);
Freshman Year (Univ), 2nd wk

125
90
125
125

PROVIDENCE
Albee — Carefree
2nd wk

(RKO);

Prison

Break

(Univ),

Carlton — Alexander’s Ragdime
Band
(20thFox), 4th wk
Fays — -Cowboy From
Brooklyn
(WB),
plus
stage show
Majestic — My
Lucky
Star (20th-Fox); Speed
to Burn
(20th-Fox)
State — Three Loves Has Nancy
(M-G-M);
Dangerous Adventure (Rep)
Strand — Spawn of the North (Para), 3 extra
days

75
80
80
100
90
70

110
135

125
150
125
100
95

SALT LAKE

CITY

Capitol — Gladiator (Col); Keep
Smiling
(20th-Fox)
100
Centre — Carefree (RKO)
95
Mario — Marie Antoinette (M-G-M);
2nd wk. ...100
Paramount — Three Loves Has Nancy (M-G-M). 95
Studio — Marie Antoinette (M-G-M), 2nd wk...l00
Utah — Breaking the Ice (RKO)
95
Victory — Draeula (Univ) ; Frankenstein
(Univ), reissues
135

WASHINGTON
NEW

Apollo — Alexander’s
Fox)

80

100

80

INDIANAPOLIS

State — Amazing
Cowboy From

110
100
110

MINNEAPOLIS
90

100
100

90

DETROIT
Adams — Alexander’s Ragtime
Band
(20thFox), 2nd wk. after 2 wks. at Fox; The
Gladiator (Col)
Fox — I Am
the Law (Col), plus stage show....
Seerets
M chigan — Boy Meets Girl (WB);
of an Actress (WB)
Palms-State — Sing You Sinners (Para), after
wk. at Michigan; Crime Ring (RKO)
United Artists — Marie Antoinette (M-G-M),
3rd wk

Law

PORTLAND,

good

115

100
.120
90

the

(Univ),

Midland — Three Loves Has Nancy
(M-G-M);
10th Ave. Kid (Rep)
Newman — Spawn of the North (Para),
holdover

LOS

100

Barry — 10th Ave. Kid (Rep); F. P. 1 Doesn’t
Answer
(GB), reissue
100
Fulton — Letter of Introduction (Univ),
2nd wk
80
Penn — Four Daughters (FN)
165
Stanley — Breaking the Ice (RKO); Zasu Pitts,
Schnickelfritz Band
and Brian McDonald
stage show
85
Warner — Marie Antoinette (M-G-M), 3rd d. t.
wk
115

(Rep),

1st half
Capitol
— Booloo (Para), 2nd half
Majestic — My Lucky Star (20th-Fox)..
Melba— Gateway
(20th-Fox)
Palace — Cowboy
From
Brooklyn (WB)
Tower — Carefree (RKO), 2nd wk

120

PITTSBURGH

(road-

Chicago.

Introduction

CITY

OMAHA

Alvin — I Am

wk.,

150
100
75
85
100

Brandeis — I Am
the Law
(Col); Penrod’s
Double Trouble (FN)
Omaha — Boys Town
(M-G-M)
Orpheum — My Lucky Star (20th-Fox); The
Chaser
(M-G-M)

Angeles.

Alexander’s Ragtime Band, 6th wk., Portland, Ore.; 5th wk., Kansas City; 4th wk.,
Chicago, Denver, Providence; 3rd wk., New
Orleans, Minneapolis.

KANSAS

From

150

110

CLEVELAND

Capitol — Man

150
York. .150

You —

It

Liberty — We’re Going to Be Rich (20th-Fox);
Missing Guest (Univ), 3 days
Midwest — -My Lucky Star (20th-Fox)
State — Army
Girl (Rep); Arson Racket
Squad
(Rep)
Tower — Alexander’s Ragtime
Band
(20thFox), 3rd wk
Warner — Draeula (Univ) ; Frankenstein
(Univ), 1st day of 3 days

150

125
100
175
85
150

Criterion — Marie Antoinette (M-G-M), 8 days...
Liberty — I’m From
the City (RKO) ; Bulldog
Drummond
in Africa (Para), 4 days

Band

of the North — New

Marie

CINCINNATI

Ragtime

wk.

Star (20th-Fox)
the Giants (WB)

OKLAHOMA

150

(3rd wk) — Minneapolis

wk.,

Allen — Carefree (RKO), 2nd wk
Hippodrome — My
Lucky Star (20th-Fox)
Palace — Secrets of an Actress (WB)
State — Spawn of the North (Para)
Stillman — Marie Antoinette (M-G-M), 3rd

Roxy — My
Lucky
Strand — Valley of

150

Girl — Boston

Alexander’s

100

(WB), 3rd loop wk. .. 85
plus stage show, 2nd
110
(20th-Fox),

York

Meets

Spawn

(WB),
wk

Star

Boys
Boy

Kid — New

3rd

Radio City Music Hall — Y’ou Can’t Take
With Y’ou (Col), 2nd wk
Rialto — Missing Guest (Univ)
Rivoli- — Letter of Introduction (Univ)

305

100

half... 110
110
(Rep),
120

CHICAGO
Apollo — Alexander’s
held 5th loop wk

Avenue

(M-G-M),

Capitol — Boys Town
(M-G-M)
Criterion — 10th Ave. Kid (Rep)
Globe — Safety in Numbers
(20th-Fox)
Paramount — Spawn of the North (Para)

Top Hits of the Week

Pour

Broadway — Keep Smiling (20th-Fox), 1st half.. 100
Broadway — The Nurse From Brooklyn (Univ)
2nd half
80

YORK

Astor — Marie Antoinette
of roadshow

10th

CHARLOTTE

NEW

IS 100%)

ORLEANS

Center — Nurse From
Brooklyn
(Univ)
80
Globe — Shopworn
Angel (M-G-M)
75
Liberty — Carefree (RKO), 2nd subsequent run.. 95
Orpheum — Racket Busters (WB)
100
Saenger — Letter of Introduction (Univ)
105
State — Boys Town
(M-G-M)
150
Tudor — Alexander’s Ragtime
Band
(20thFox), 3rd subsequent run
95

Capitol — Three Loves Has Nancy
(M-G-M),
plus stage show
Columbia — Crowd
Roars (M-G-M),
3rd d. t.
wk
Earle — Four’s a
Crowd
(WB),
plus stage
show
Keith’s — Carefree (RKO),
3rd wk
Metropolitan — King Kong
(RKO),
reissue
Palace — Alexander’s Ragtime Band
(20th-Fox),
2nd wk
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61 Minutes

Rel. Sept.

PRO

Paramount

(— — )

65 Minutes

Rel.

Monogram

20th

Confessions

Century-Fox

(

)

)

100 Minules

F

63 Minutes

Rel.

(

)

F

58 Minutes

Tex Ritter, Salvatore Damino,
Turick, Horace Murphy, Snub

Rel.

Carmen LaRoux, Rosa
Pollard, Karl Hackett.

Starlight Over Texas

Comedy
f

As the first of a projected series, this film indicates the
rest of the group might well be abandoned unless a
radical change for the better is made. It may go over with
very youthful patrons who are neither discriminating nor
discerning when they want their melodramatic action stuff.

Rel.

First of the series of eight gallopers starring that singing
son of the saddle, Tex Ritter, which Producer Edward Finney is making for the 1938-39 Monogram schedule, this is
a tuneful and rapidly-paced sageorush actioner wnich
rates above par in its category. It indicates that the company will have a lineup of prairie operas which can ho.d
its own with the best. Ritter, with plenty of what it takes
to please the bang-bang fans — a pleasing personality, an
acceptable get-along-iittle-dogies voice, and standaid
straight-from-the-snoulder mien — shows improvement. The
supporting cast is adequate. Story is standard and concerns rangers, rustlers, senoritas and chases. Directed by
A1 Herman.

Luisetti, Betty Grable, Eleanore Whitney, William
Henry, Fritz Feld, John Arledge, Thurston Hall.

Campus

(-

& etneu/5

It l Were King

F

Differing from the less impressive Rah Rah feature only
insofar as it has basketball instead of the inevitable gridiron for background, this contribution to the campus cycle
will find its best market among adolescents. There is little
of originality in the story, which includes all of the tried
and true collegiate cliches — the academic worm that turns,
the big game climax and what have you? Hank Luisetti,
All-American cage star, who shoots baskets better than
he acts, is featured and the supporting cast is weak, being
devoid of established draw names. Considering budget,
production reflects efficiency, as does George Archainbaud’s
direction.
Hank

0 NS

Abounding in the sweeping pageantry and spectacle
characteristic of Producer-Director Frank Lloyd’s enoris,
this stirring story based on the saving of Paris by Francois
Villon is elevated to epical heights through a brace of
brilliant performances by Ronald Colman as the beloved
beggar-poet and Basil Rathbone as King Louis XI. The
latter’s portrayal of the cold and calculating monarch with
a redeeming sense of humor is exceptionally fine-grained
and establishes the British actor even more firmly in filmdoin’s top flight. Frances Dee contributes suostantialiy
with a sympathetic and winsome delineation. The feature s
wide scope is tempered with a masterful filigree of tender
romance and subtle humor. Which all adds up to make a
superlatively fine film.
Ronald Colman, Basil Rathbone, Frances Dee, Ellen Drew,
Henry Wilcoxon, Heather Thatcher, Sidney Toler.

Frankie Darro and His Gang.

Juvenile Court

CTI

Paramount

15, '38

There was a good idea behind this story by Michael
Simmons, Robert Kent and Henry Taylor but somewhere
along the line something fails to hold the pieces together
strong enough to jell. Here we have Frankie Darro and
his gang of east side roughnecks, on the same order of the
“Dead End” kids, being reformed by Paul Kelly. The gang
steals, maims whoever comes into their path and holds no
scruples for their dislike of coppers. Darro gives an unusually good performance, although this cannot be said of
the rest of the boys who are finally influenced by Kelly in
joining the P.A.L., organized to change the environment
of east siders by doing good deeds and looking out for
neighbors. Rita Hayworth is miscast terribly. D. Ross
Lederman directed.
Paul Kelly, Rita Hayworth,

DU

Columbia

(

)

F

55 Minutes

Western
Rel. July

15, '38

The most exciting part of this western is the stampede
and that apparently seems to have come from horary
shots. The acting is as unconvincing as the story, which
attempts to tell in fiction form the dramatic opening of
Texas trails for moving cattle from one part of the country
to the markets. Slim Whittaker is the bad man, the ruseler who won’t quit until he swipes the largest herd of cattle
ever to attempt to cross the Texas line. Belle is a troublesome wife and Eva McKenzie is certainly out of place

;

More adult fans, however, won’t like it. Production values
and the thespic endeavors of Brian Donlevy and Wally
Vernon as a pair of roving newsreel cameramen are standard, but the story is hopelessly childish, bearing the distinction of being loaded with more cliches per reel than
have been seen since the “Perils of Pauline” days. Locale
is a mythical European kingdom, with Donlevy and Vernon
saving its boy ruler from assassination. James Tinling
directed.
Brian Donlevy, Lynn Bari, Wally Vernon, John King, Douglas Dumbrille, C. Henry Gordon, Sidney Blackmer.

as the villain’s mate. Jack Luden and Joan Barclay are
amateurish in the leads, but may get by where the customers don’t care much. Joseph Levering directed.
Jack Luden, Joan Barclay, Slim Whittaker, Tuffy,
Leon Beaumon.

Sharpshooters

Pioneer Trail

Columbia

(■

)

F

55 Minutes

Meio<,rama
Rel. Sept.

22, '38

Paramount

With nary a guitar or cowboy song to aid it, this giltedge western packs an entertainment wallop from beginning to end. It is strong, virile, two-fisted hoof and saddle
business as only Buck Jones and Co. know how to deliver.
In place of the recent trend toward vocal renditions, this
offers a brand of delightful comedy that would do justice

BOXOFFICE
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F

74 Minutes

Rel. Oct. 21, '38

character actor, is cast and comes through with a ridin’,
shootin’ performance which should establish him as one
of the more popular hoss heroes. Story and motivation are
characteristically Grey, with the usual assorted quota of
rustlers, villains, heroes and the gal whose ranch must
be saved. Sherman has mounted the picture impressively and its cast is above sagebrush saga average. Sidney
Toler scores as the inevitable Sancho Panza, with wnich
every prairie Don Quixote apparently must be complemented.
Douglas Dumbrille, Sidney Toler, Russell Hayden, Stanley
Andrews, Weldon Heyburn, Charlotte Fields, Monte Blue.

The Mysterious Rider

F

CLASSIFICATION — A - ADULT

)

j

Harry Sherman, who ranks with the best as a producer
of oats operas, might have titled this “A Western Star Is
Born.” In the title role of the Zane Grey adaptation
Douglas Dumbrille, long established as a standardly good

to many so-called comedies. There’s a girl in the case, too,
but in this case Dorothy Fay happens to know how to act.
The entire cast, in fact, adds up to exactly what is called
for in the script. And it’s a good script; building some
believable complications until its climactic juncture. Jones,
railroad detective, loses no time clearing up the mysterious
disappearance of cars of cattle that belong to Miss Fay.
Elmer Clifton directed.
Buck Jones, Dorothy Fay, Hank Mann, Hank W order, Roy
Barcroft, Bob Terry, Budd Buster.

Stranger From Arizona

(

|

—

F - FAMILY

—

F

Western

I - JUVENILE
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SUGGESTIONS

SELLING

ANGLES:

"If I Were

FOR

SELLING

King"

CATCHLINES:

The Fight to Give America’s Boys a Break.
SELLING

"Starlight Over Texas"

"Campus

Confessions"

CATCHLINES:

Hank Luisetti, Wizard Champion of America’s
Fastest Game, in a Breathless Story of College Life.

Heart Beats and Hoof Beats Mingle With Furious Action and Romance As Tex Ritter Hits the
Trail.
' Pioneer

ANGLES:

The name of Hank Luisetti, basketball star,
should be played up. Get local school hoopsters
to appear in a demonstration of their skill on the
stage. Decorate the lobby with pennants and dress
attendants in collegiate attire. Tie up with clothing stores on college outfits. Plant stills and feature stories concerning Luisetti with sports editors.
If booked during the basketball season, plug it liberally at local games.

Swingtime Rides the Range . . . Under Texas
Stars ... In This Streamlined Saga of the Open
Spaces.

ANGLES:

"Juvenile Court"

They Hated Coppers on General Principles.

CATCHLINES:

Have a covered wagon

ANGLES:

AIDS

Can Society Benefit by the Youth of Today?
... Is Your Boy Headed for Juvenile Court?

Give Tex Ritter a build-up as one of the leading
crooning cowboys by organizing a “Tex Ritter” club
for the kids. Play hill-billy and western songs
over the p. a. system in the lobby, which should be
decorated in familiar range-land style. Hold a contest on the stage for juvenile singers of western
songs and for those who play the guitar, awarding
a “Tex Ritter” trophy to the winners. Dress attendants in cowboy costumes.

SELLING

AD

PICTURE

CATCHLINES:

One of History’s Most Legendary, Dashing and
Fascinating Figures . . . Villon, Poet, Rascal and
He-Man . . . Brought Stirringly to Life by Ronald
Colman.
Royal France Lolled in Luxury . . . While the
People Starved . . . Until Villon Decided It Was
Time His Countrymen Were Fed.
ANGLES:

THE

This is a natural for cooperation with the police
department because of the Police Athletic Club
angle which is plugged plenty. You can organize
a PAL week and even form a neighborhood club
along the same lines. You can dress up your lobby
with PAL banners and pictures of Kelly and Darro.
A cutout of a judge sitting on a bench and about
to pass judgment on a youngster may prove effective. Give some kind of award to boy or girl writing best essay on the reason for liking the picture.

A Ronald Colman vehicle is always a noteworthy
film event. This picturization of the rapscallion
adventures of the medieval rogue, Francois Villon, is worthy of your best selling efforts. Hold
an “If I Were King’’ contest in which entrants set
forth what they would wish for and act upon if
placed in power. Have History classes attend the
picture and compare Villon, via an essay, with
Robin Hood and other semi-legendary figures.

SELLING

SPELLING

It’s As Fast As Basketball Itself . . . This Story
of a Campus Feud and a Whirlwind Player.

Trail"

SELLING

ANGLES:

Sell Brian

passing through the streets

Donlevy

and

Wally

“Sharpshooters"

Vernon

as the

newest screen “team.” Form a junior “Camera
Daredevils” club for kid photographic addicts. Arrange with a local newspaper to cooperate in a
candid camera contest for the best news photos

with a sign on it reading, “We Are Heading for
Pioneer Trail.” You can also put up guide marks
along the principal crossings, or streets if you happen to have a city location, pointing in the direction of your theatre and with these words, “To
Pioneer Trail.” A cowboy on horseback with the
regular sandwich sign may help.

during a specified time. Gather camera equipment for a display in a vacant store window or
in the lobby.
CATCHLINES:

CATCHLINES:

What Is Pioneer Trail? Adventure
dle .. . Romance on the Range.

Risking Their Necks for a Job . . . Risking Their
Jobs
for a Kiss . . . That’s the Story of the Camera
Daredevils.

in the Sad-

Daring Danger . . . Defying Death ... To Bring
History.
the
World Today’s News . . . And Tomorrow’s

See One of the Greatest Stampedes of All Times.
Brave Men Opened the Roads of Today.
SELLING

ANGLES:

“The

Mysterious

SELLING

Rider"

“Stranger

From

Arizona"

This merely resolves itself to putting the Jones
name in as many conspicuous places as possible.
Make a play for the oldsters, as there is sufficient
grown-up entertainment here to satisfy anyone who
likes bristling action. Perhaps you can tie up
with a sporting goods dealer and stage an air
rifle tournament between fathers and sons. The
title lends itself to use by travel agencies for window displays. Dress a man in cowboy regalia and

CATCHLINES:

have him carry a suitcase imprinted with “Stranger
From

Framed for a Murder He Didn’t Commit, the
Mysterious Rider Strikes Back for Justice and
Revenge.

ARE

YOU

USING

THE

PICTURE

Arizona.”

CATCHLINES:

Buck’s Hell-Bent for Glory and a Wild West Gal.

The Most Stirring Tale of Adventure to Come
From the Fertile Pen of Zane Grey ... In the
Year’s Greatest Outdoor Drama.

36

ANGLES:

Lacking strong selling names, this western’s best
selling point is Zane Grey, who authored the original. Use his name on the marquee and promote
a special tieup with bookstores and libraries on his
many outdoor novels, featuring “The Mysterious
Rider.” Dress an attendant in cowboy attire and a
mask and have him either walk or ride horseback
through the streets with theatre and picture billing
on the back.

Six Guns Bark a Warning
road Rustlers.
GUIDE

FOR

HANDY

FILING

OF THESE

of Waterloo

to Rail-

REVIEWS?
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C U R R E N T

FEATURE

93 Minutes

Russian

production

PRODU

Rel.

is of ambitious

Regal

proportions,

Times

(

)

Daughters

Stranger Than

9V2 Minutes

Seven

interesting items. The most interesting thing about these are that they
can be seen time again without interest
being lost. For instance there is the painter, Paul Behne, without arms. He became
a student at Delgado Trades School and
now instructs there. He also has won a
prize for a painting of a tired boy falling asleep in a street. Then there is the
Indian who demonstrates his marksmanship with bow and arrow. Raul Vazquez,
restaurateur, has tamed the fish in a pool
back of his place to answer the dinner bell.
Haystack Rock, at an Oregon beach, provides edible mussels for those who go
after them. A. L. Teeters uses an ordinary typewriter for making drawings and
illustrations. Papa Jenkins of Star, N. C.,
bought a miniature railroad train and
tracks for his son and, believe it or not,
about 50 kids can ride on it. Finally, Bob
Murray, a Memphis youngster, believes in
having a duck for company. No matter
where the boy goes, so does the duck. It
is amusing to watch this.
BOXOFFICE

: : September
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18 months

if she has not advanced

and

settle down.

Before

Amkino

!

(
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F

62 Minutes

Comedy
Rel.

This is the U. S. S. R.’s answer to foreign powers who
would obliterate the Red army. It is a shoddy piece,
screaming with propaganda and wholly outside the realm
of accepted forms of entertainment. In concept it is never
meant to be anything more than a pictorial display of the
Soviet’s military power on land and in the air. Reel after
reel of this sort of thing brought sustained applause from
a pro-Soviet audience. Its members deeply relished the
sight of the Red army wiping out Nazi troops with the
greatest of ease. To accomplish this spectacle the film
has gathered many newsreel clips, as well as an accompanying “story” that makes for the whole. Many of the
special effects and much of the photography is well below
standard. Dialogue is in German as well as Russian. Directed by L. Antsi-Polovski and two associates. No acting
credits are given.

H War

Comes

Tomorrow

F

Doo„„„„t„rv

Subject

Fiction

(Educational)

Drama

Rel.

her deadline, she secures the release of a criminal, Henry
Garat, and attempts to aid him. She falls in love with him
and, Monsieur Garat turns out to be the eldest son
of a French provincial governor. Raoul Ploquin directed.
Danielle Darrieux, Henry Garat, Aierme, Marguerite Templey, Suffel, Pasquali, R. Casa, Arvel.

Rel.

F

No. 53

Universal

90 Minutes

Advocate

68 Minutes

Short

)

pace doesn’t lag, there are a number of humorous situations, abetted no little by Miss Darrieux’s piquant flair
for comedy. In this, she is cast as a young attorney who
would rather have a career than marriage. Miss Darrieux
enters into an agreement with her father to quit within

F

This would be a treatise on the exigencies and consequences of misunderstood girlhood. To point its moral
lesson the script puts two naive girls in the hands of a
gang of blackmailers, then tries to save them. One is
dead, the other learns her lesson and returns to her family.
Motivation, execution and denouement are elementary, at
best. From the opening scene the plot telegraphs its movements. Its saving grace might be the too-oft told admonition for greater understanding between parent and offspring. The absence of it in this case sends two small-town
girls to New York in search of a job proffered by a slick
promoter. They get jobs as models, but this turns out to
be merely a front for an incredible blackmailing scheme.
Jean W. Yarbrough directed.
Marjorie Reynolds, Verna Hille, Sheila Bromley, George
Douglas, Dennis Moon.

Rebellious

(

A light, fluffy French comedy whose chief selling point
will be the charming Danielle Darrieux. It is a drawn-out
tale of no particular consequence that could stand considerable editing and tightening up. As it stands, when the

studded with impressive and apparently costly sets, thousands of extras and many pictorial delights. However, it
does not possess the essential ingredients for average entertainment. In presenting what is scenarized as the
peasant rebellion in the days of Catherine the Great and
the Don Cossack who led it, the producers have gone far
afield in bringing in numerous incidents that are often
confusing. The acting is uniformly good and there is a lot
of color in the native characters. K. Skorobogatov, as
Pugachev, leads the uprising against a tyrannical monarchy.
He achieves many victories and pictures himself as Czar.
For his trouble he dies on the block. Directed by P.
Petrov-Bitov.
K. Skorobogatov, K. Mukhutinov, Y. Maliutin, V. Gardin,
M. Pavlikov, V. Usenko, I. Sizov.

Pugachev

eviewi

C T I O N S

Mutiny (Popeye)
Ain't Nice
Paramount
7 Minutes
At a mile-a-minute clip this gets off all
the action that one reel can safely stand.
The dialogue and characteristic business
that involves Popeye and a mutinous crew
never lags, and is good for a hearty round
of laughs. Popeye tells Olive the reason
she can’t sail with him is because women
on boats are bad luck. Next scene: Olive
is on the boat. Which leads the crew to
think her presence is by Popeye’s design.
Mutiny starts and gets a firm hand until
the can of spinach turns the tide.

Pixie Land
Universal
An

(Oswald Cartoon)

7 Minutes

entertaining subject not only designed for the youngsters, but also made
to satisfy the parents as well. It has to
do with little creatures of the woods who
go about their own harmonious way until
the slap-happy inventor, through his liquid
formula, transforms a flea into a giant
and makes it generally uncomfortable for
all until the farmer guardian saves the
day for the queen. Slap-happy goes to
jail and peace is restored to the community once again.

Side Show
Universal

(Mentone

Fakir

Musical)

20 Minutes

More novelty acts in this two-reelers
than in some of the so-called feature
musical comedies. Clyde Hager, the barker and himself a vaudeville headliner of
years gone by, introduces the performers
with a quip here and a not-so-good quip
there. Generally speaking, no audience can
be disappointed. It’s got something for
everyone with the Charioteers, colored
male quartet; Mildred Fenton, a singer
who has been making stage appearances
with Happy Fenton’s orchestra; “Sugar”
Nicholas and Harry Bernie, a sevenyear-old tap dancer and her grown-up
partner; the Royal Ranger, hill billy band;
Stanley Brothers, acrobatic dancers; and
Bobby Bernard, who does a neat solo, giving plenty to keep the customers happy.

Going Places

Universal (Travelogue) 9 Minutes
Ross Allen and his sister and the feats
they perform in Florida waters where they
are an outstanding attraction. They have
been in more than one short, but the
scenes of Allen battling a crocodile barehanded is something to keep you glued
(Continued on next page)
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ANGLES:

AD

vogue. You can emphasize legal aspects of the comedy by tending invitations to leading members of
the bar. Plant an essay contest in local paper on
the following topic: “Is a Woman’s Place in the
Home?” Award tickets to the winners.
CATCHLINES:

“Pugachev"

Cupid Overruled Her Objections to Marriage.
Danielle Darrieux, More Charming Than Ever
in the Gayest Comedy of the Season.
See Danielle Darrieux As a Counsel for Love.

The Poor Don Cossack Who Called Himself Czar
That His People Might Be Free.

SELLING

SELLING

ANGLES:

“If War

Comes

CATCHLINES:

Tomorrow"

SHORTS
(Continued

Who

from preceding page)

to the seats. His sister is shown plucking flowers underwater. Another attraction is the sightseeing glass bottomed
boats skimming Silver Springs and revealing nature’s beauty below. It is also
interesting to notice the landscaping that
surrounds Silver Springs.

Ghost Town
Universal

Frolics

(Oswald Cartoon)

7 Minutes

CATCHLINES:

Girls Without a Chance ... At the Mercy
Men Without Hearts.
Where Are the Parents of Girls Who Rebel?

Mildewed

Melodramas

Paramount (Paragraphic) 11 Minutes
Three sequences from that many blood
and thunder “mellerdrammers” of yesteryear make up this highly amusing subject.
From

their titles ye shall know them: “Nellie, the Beautiful Typist,” “The Eagle’s
Prey” and “The Power of the Eye.” No
more really need be said, except that there’s
a swell line of perfectly attuned off-screen
dialogue to accent the “drammer.” Fact
is, the recent flair for re-screening some
mellowed silent features may help you
capitalize on this subject if properly sold.

There’s quite a few laughs in this for
the kiddies who like a cartoon or two on

Racing Pigeons

their programs. Jack and Jill, accompanied by their dog, roll into this town of
ghosts for a rest, but it turns out to be
anything but that. Every move they make,
one or more ghosts play their pranks on
the visitors with the result it’s no time
before they shake the dust — and quickly.

Paramount (Sportlight) 10 Minutes
Expertly handled and calculated to bring
to sight a sport that seldom reaches the
attention of the average theatregoer, this
reel on homing pigeons and other rare and
beautiful birds of their flock should find a
ready welcome on any screen. The fancy
breeds are shown first in slow motion. Then
to the serious business of racing the
homing pigeons for prizes.

Cat and Bell
Universal

(Lantz Cartoon)

7 Minutes

The kiddies may like it and that’s about
the extent of its possible popularity. Had
to do with a cat who becomes annoying
to the mouse family so that it is decided
to tie a bell on the feline tail. Instead,
the bell becomes tied to the mouse’s tail
and then follows much running and rushing until by a quirk of fate the cat swallows the bell and the problem is solved.

Daughters"

able to interest the “woman’s page” editor of your
local paper to comment on the theme behind the
film.

Will Be Prepared

REVIEWS

"Rebellious

cordant note with mother’s clubs, child study
groups, etc. A letter insert with your mailed programs— a personal message appeal — might stir interest among mothers and fathers. You might be

CATCHLINES:

Tomorrow

ANGLES:

Chances are even that this would get its best returns from a straightforward appeal to parents.
Lacking in exploitation values, it might strike a

It is to be assumed that none but purely proSoviet theatres will evince an interest in this offering. If their operators can translate into telling
copy the idea that the film shows what may happen if fascist nations become aeraressors in war
this may serve as an acceptable selling wedge. Your
local library may be able to cooperate to the extent
of putting on display those books, properly surrounded with scene stills, dealing with the spread
of fascist nations. Your lobby might display headlines from newspapers touching on world events as
they relate to threats of war. Lethal weapons and
other equipment usually associated with war times
should also go into your lobby.
If War Comes
to Meet It?

AIDS]

Literature, lobby and advertising should center
around the period in the 18th century when war
against monarchial tyranny was being waged in
almost every corner of the civilized world. Deft
handling makes possible a parallel between that
period and the present dictatorships of Europe.
Your local library can be helpful in displaying
books of the period, properly surrounded with
scene stills and credits. Officials of schools, colleges and historical societies should be your guests.
You might want to stage a chase, for a street stunt,
between a small group of men on horses dressed as
Cossacks. Get plenty of scene stills and war regalia
into your lobby.

Main selling point is Danielle Darrieux. Use
lobby blowups of the French star. Plant as many
stills as possible. Tieups with beauty shoppes
should be easy since the Darrieux coiffure is the
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T HE

Buzzy Boop at the Concert
Paramount (Betty Boop) 7 Minutes
This is innocuous stuff, at best. There
isn’t an original thought in the entire
proceedings and most of the effort is
repetitious and labored. Betty takes cousin
Buzzy to a highbrow concert. Buzzy wastes
no time in indicating her dislike.

Popular
Paramount

of

Science

(J 8-1)

10 Minutes

Four absorbing subjects have been chosen for this well-balanced reel. Of particular interest and significance is the sequence devoted to the curriculum of the
Army Air Corps in Texas. Demonstrations
of the latest flying and fighting equipment
and many of the newest technical developments are shown in thrilling fashion. Cinecolor adds immeasurably to this sequence,
as it does to the others. These are the
latest scientific invention of a London
plastic surgeon for applying feminine
makeup permanently and a humorous bit
on the weird hat collections that ostensibly
roamed the streets from 1903 to 1920.
There is also a clip showing how a young
woman has helped children to apply their
mud-smearing talents to creative art.

Mexico
Paramount

(Color Cruise)

10 Minutes

This is a heap of what most audiences
like to lean back and relax over in this
lovely travel subject. Handsomely colored, abounding in gorgeous scenic delights, relics of goneby days, picturesque
native villages and quaint modes of manufacture, the romantic floating gardens
of Xohimilco, Mayan ruins, architectural
rarities and other interesting bits have
been blended into a charming reel. It will
fit into any type of house.
BOXOFFICE

:: September
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National Campaign Five Prime Factors in Tieups
For "Groat Waltz" With Radio Stations on Films
Chicago — Details for a nationwide “Great
Waltz” contest were announced here by
W. R. Ferguson, M-G-M manager of exploitation, to midwestern field exploiteers
at a meeting in the Stevens Hotel which
followed by a few days a similar eastern
gathering.
A buildup for M-G-M’s “The Great
Waltz,” the contest will send local winners
to state tilts; state winners will compete
in 12 zone contests throughout the country, winners of the zones to go to the
national finals December 14 in Madison
Square Garden, New York.
Prizes have been arranged for all winners, including localities, and plans were
being perfected to provide screen tests,
short-term contracts and other prizes.
Exploiteers attending the meeting here
were: William Bishop, Chicago; E. B.
Coleman, Dallas; Warren Slee, Detroit;
Claud Morris, Kansas City; H. W. Lambert, Omaha; Irving Waterstreet, St.
Louis; Harold Marshall, Indianapolis; J.
E. Watson, Cincinnati; C. C. Deardourff,
Cleveland; Morris Abrams, Minneapolis;
and Louis Orlove, Milwaukee.

Model

Bally

George
"Sky

Lewis Promotes
Giant"

in Peoria

Peoria, III. — Manager George C. Lewis
of the Rialto cashed in on the aeroplane
and flight background of “Sky Giant”
through a novel campaign that caught the
attention of thousands. The outstanding
stunt was that of a flyer who walked the
streets with parachute equipment and was
placarded to the effect that he had just
bailed out to see the picture.
A street trailer ballyhooing with a wing
on a float was another unique stunt. The
“wing” had considerable depth and within were heads of the stars. Flooded with
300 10-watt incandescent lights at night,
the upper part of the float was made
transparent. In a vacant window near the
theatre, Lewis arranged a miniature airport, with background of “Sky Giant” posters. He also contacted all local clubs interested in flying with direct mail literature.
BE ALERT

for New

FOR

FOOTBALL

TIEUPS

Theatre

By THE

MERCHANDISER

■pHE proper use of radio advertising in
promotion of motion picture theatres
and their programs has been a problem
of every exhibitor located in a spot with
a good station and who fully realizes the
possibilities in purchasing radio time for
promotion of his house. In the following
paragraphs are a number of pointers culled
from the experience of several outstanding exhibitors who are today using broadcast advertising to profit.
(1)

Whenever possible tiein with established programs through cooperation,
donation of passes or purchase of time.
Most favored are the Man-on-the-Street
programs and Quiz type of programs where
broadcasters exchange picture plugs and
mentions passes to be awarded as prizes
to listeners and persons contacted on the
programs.
(2) Use established quality radio acts
on the stage whenever possible. Stations
are always glad to cooperate and charges
are generally established union scale for
such acts, but the theatre can not only
benefit from receipts at the boxoffice on
these acts but from the “plugs” given the
engagement and the theatre over the program for as much as two weeks in advance of the actual play-date. Listeners
to the act or program also will remember
the theatre for some time to come in the
weeks that follow the personal appearances.
(3) Local gossip-chatters are being
used by more and more exhibitors who
generally buy the time outright and feature a popular local movie-critic. Some
of his palaver concerns Hollywood news
but the most successful chatter as far as
the boxoffice is concerned has been built
around inside dope on pictures being
shown, local news pertaining to pictures
and extensive play-up of the entirely local
angle so as not to compete with the Hollywood chain gossipers broadcasts.
(4) Never miss an opportunity t® use
spot announcements before or after an
established chain program featuring a star
or stars of the air who are to have roles
in pictures forthcoming at the theatre.
Spot announcement costs are not high and
there is no better time to call attention to
this type of picture than before or after
a broadcast by the star.

A neat model of the new theatre being built at Sterling, Colo., by Fox. The
house will seat 900 and the investment will be about $100,000. The photo
shows a float used in the parade at the fair held at Sterling. The model was
built by the theatre artists, aided at times by the rest of the staff. The young
ladies are usherettes at the Fox theatres in Sterling. A contest is being held
to determine the name for the new house, scheduled for November 15 opening.
BOXOFFICE

:: September

24, 1938

(5) Wise exhibitors never hesitate to
encourage friendly relationships and cooperation between publicity staffs of the
theatre and broadcasting station in promotion of each other’s entertainment features of civic events of any nature. As a
(Continued on next page)
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Selling Seat 5
Pass Rebate Idea
On Duals Working
Kansas

City — After

a two-week

experi-

ment with the method, John Wolfberg
of the Strand, suburban theatre here, has
found satisfactory the granting of passes
to patrons who see only one of the two
features offered and who want to return
at a later date to see another single feature. The method has proved successful
as an appeal to that minority of patrons
who are single feature practitioners as
well as single feature fans, according to
Wolfberg. It has proved satisfactory also
in its mechanics. The idea has been advertised in the newspaper, along with
Wolfberg’s regular ad, and on the screen
via a trailer. Patrons who wish to take
advantage of the offer must retain their
stubs, and ask for the pass as they leave
the theatre. In this way Wolfberg has
been able to check, to a certain extent,
on whether patrons are abusing the privilege. However, as he says, for the most
part he is leaving the matter up to the
sense of honor among his customers. Occasionally he is running a complete check
to determine, here and there, if the theatre
is being taken advantage of. If he finds
this is true, he will drop the idea.
Most of those asking for the “return”
passes are older persons who find it uncomfortable to sit through two features.
The theatre is getting about a dozen requests for passes each night, but the number of calls is gradually increasing.

Clothes Keynotes

PRACTICAL

Ballyhoo Musical

IDEAS

Discs

For " That Certain Age "
New

York — Universal’s

national

exploi-

tation campaign for Deanna Durbin’s
“That Certain Age” is under way with
branch offices offering a disc recording
ballyhooing the music and high spots of
the moppet’s newest film.
The record has been prepared especially
for theatre p. a. systems, loud speaker
trucks and for sales plugging in retail
stores. It also fits into music stores and
music divisions of department stores where
Miss Durbin’s songs may be exploited. She
sings four songs in the film.

Theatre

Managers

Back

School Safety Campaign
Manchester,

N.

H. — Managers

of

this

city’s theatres cooperated with the American Automobile Ass’n in a school safety
drive by displaying models of school safety patrolmen in their lobbies. The plan
was intended to educate motorists to recognize members of the school patrols.
Theatres which aided the crusade included the Crown, Lyric, Palace, State and

Strand.

Attention-Grabber

BY

PRACTICAL

SHOWMEN

Lectures on Films
Benefit in Denver
Denver — Motion

Picture

Appreciation

Week, devised by Harry Huffman to effect an entrance for numerous speakers
before various clubs of Denver, is proving
a valuable vehicle in the campaign to sell
pictures to the public. Huffman, city
manager for Fox, is a forceful speaker
himself, and fills many of the engagements personally.
The campaign is planned to make listeners see the value, not only of films for
entertainment, but for education as well,
and stress is laid on the business and
economic value of the theatre and its organizations to the community.

A Fitting Word
Terre

Haute,

Ind. — On

the theory

that

the word “carefree” fits nicely into everyday advertising phrases of unlimited variety, the Orpheum recently put over a full
page in the Tribune with 14 merchants
cooperating.

for "Dark

Rapture ”

Tieup

Effected for " Carefree "

Norfolk,

Va. — Taking

advantage

of one

of women’s greatest weaknesses — clothes —
the Newport here engaged Howard Greer,
designer of Ginger Rogers’ wardrobe for
“Carefree,” to create some fashions exclusively for a local store.
Greer’s designs were similar to those
worn by Miss Rogers in the film and
were displayed in the store as part of a
big style show on the afternoon of the
film’s premiere by a bevy of Harper’s
Bazaar models who were flown from New
York. The style show was repeated at the
theatre the same evening.

Five Principal Factors in
Tie With Radio Stations
(Continued from preceding page)
rule broadcasters program and publicity
staffs are more than anxious to cooperate with theatre men.
There are many other pointers, but these
five factors are those used chiefly by outstanding exhibitors in their relationship
with broadcasters.
40

A window display at the Oppenheim-Collins department store, New York, exhibiting a portion of the weapons, costumes, etc., comprising the Leila Roosevelt
collection which “played” to more than 15,000 women during its seven-day
“engagement.” The display gives proper credit to the Denis- Roosevelt Belgian
Congo film, “Dark Rapture,” a current Universal release.
BOXOFFICE
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SWG-PRODDCERS PARLEYS COLLAPSE SUDDENLY
Writers to File "Unfair"
Labor Charge With
The NLRB
The long road down which the Screen
Writers Guild has traversed during its
two-year fight to win recognition from the
producers took a sudden detour which, in
all probability, will extend the campaign
for many more weary months when, early
this week, the latest attempt to negotiate
a bargaining code by committees representing the SWG and the producers blew
up with a bang.
The SWG immediately notified the national labor relations board that it will
file “unfair labor practice” charges
against the producers, similar to those
now being aired in the NLRB's
Directors Guild hearing.
Two Obstacles

Screen

The collapse came just as it appeared
that, at long last, producers and the Guild
would come to an agreement whereby the
writers’ organization, certified by the
NLRB as sole bargaining agent for the
craft, would be granted recognitional contracts and a working code. The blowup
resulted when the producers’ committee,
headed by Darryl Zanuck, refused to accept two qualifications laid down by the
Guild committee — first that the present
contract between the producers and the
Screen Playwrights, Inc., be canceled immediately, and second, that the Guild be
recognized as the “exclusive, collective
bargaining agent for all persons who are
employed to write” for films.
The producer committee took the stand
that the SP contract was entered into in
good faith, and still has five years to run,
and

that the “exclusive bargaining” request is still a matter to be decided by law.
File Next Week

Labor

Turmoil

Quiets Down;

IA Locals Pursue
by

Hollywood’s newest labor turmoil — fired
the complaint lodged with the national labor relations board charging the

IATSE with being a “company union” —
quieted down to a roar as Dr. Towne Nylander took the matter under consideration. At the same time four studio locals,
members of the IATSE, were going ahead
with plans to assume the autonomous roles
which were granted to them a few days
ago by order of IA executives in the east.
Nylander has called executives and attorneys representing the major film plants
to confer with him September 28 regarding

major studios named in Kibre’s petition.
Concurrently, several IATSE
groups
were circulating petitions among
the
studios repudiating the charges filed by
Kibre and pledging support to the union
and its officers. These petitions, which
are to be presented to Nylander when they
have gained enough signatures, refute

NLRB
matters

Kibre’s

allegation that William Bioff, recently-resigned executive of the IA, “sold
out” to the producers for a
reputed
$100,000.
Meantime, the Laboratory Workers,
Local 38, nominated local officers and a

the Guild’s request for a closed shop and
other details of the Guild code, will be
used as evidence.

anent the blow-up, other than to protest
that they were still willing to carry on
negotiations along compromise lines.

That the SWG-producer argument will
now reach the federal courts and resolve
itself into a lengthy legal battle is gener-

Meantime, the weeks-old NLRB hearing
anent the Screen Directors Guild recognitional petition and its charges that the

24, 1938

H

pledged itself to “clean out” the “radical
elements” which caused the NLRB petition to be filed. The technicians’ meeting was punctuated with frequent motions
refusing to accept the return of autonomy,
all of which were over-ruled.
37, comprising mechanics, electricians, grips, property men and special
effects workers, of which Kibre, filer of
the NLRB
complaint, was an insurgent
member, held its nominations Tuesday
night at a general membership meeting
day. scheduled its election for next Monand

ally considered certain. Prior to the recently-defunct negotiations, producers had
several times intimated they would protest the NLRB certification of the Guild
on the grounds that the labor body has
no jurisdiction over film workers.
Producers made no formal comment

:: September

governing board, setting the election date
for September 25; the Photographers,
Local 659, held a similar nominations
meeting and was to hold its election on
Friday, and Sound Technicians Local 695
elected a board of directors, headed by
Harold V. Smith, voted confidence in Bioff
and IATSE President George Browne, and

the “unfair labor practices” complaint
filed with his office by Jeff Kibre, business manager of Local 37, IATSE, and
self-claimed head of the Motion Picture
Technicians Committee. After huddling
with the production chieftains, Nylander
will decide whether or not to issue unfair
labor practice complaints against the

The SWG
is expected to file formal
charges with the NLRB early next week,
upon the return of Leonard Janofsky,
Guild counsel, from a business trip. Probability Is that the lengthy proposal submitted by the producers at the last negotiator meeting, turning thumbs down on

BOXOFFICE

Autonomy

Local

headquarters had two other labor
to consider during the week. A

jurisdictional dispute involving the Motion Picture Painters and scenic artists
was discussed by Nylander and Victor H.
Clarke of the Hays office, while Nylander
was also scheduled to set a hearing date
during the week on the recognitional petition filed several months ago by the Society of Motion Picture Film Editors.
Pat Casey, labor contact at the Hays
office, pulled out for New York over the
weekend to discuss labor matters with international union heads there.

producers are guilty of “unfair labor
practices” in assertedly refusing to negotiate a working agreement was enlivened
during the week by two new developments.
One was the disclosure, during examination of a witness, of the SDG’s demands
as contained in the working code it has
been attempting to negotiate. Secondly,
Guild attorneys notified the NLRB that
they plan to call Jack Warner, Darryl
Zanuck, Louis B. Mayer, Hunt Stromberg
and other studio executives to the witness
(Continued

on

page

46)
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UNIVERSAL LEADS PRODUCTION UPSURGE AS
TOTAL OF 41 PICTURES GOES BEFORE CAMERA
Plays . . . and Possibilities

Various Companies Have
Another Dozen Films
Awaiting

Gun

Production gave promise of swinging
into new record highs this week, with 41
before the cameras as the week opened
and another dozen straining at the starting blocks at various plants.
Brightest spot on the horizon was Universal, which unleashed an unprecedented
burst of activity by preparing to gun four
feature pictures and a serial, ostensibly
to clear the decks for an equally imposing slate of big budget features in
October. Getting underway are “Buck
Rogers,” the serial; “Sky Police,” which
Burt Kelly is producing; “All in a Lifetime,” a Ken Goldsmith production featuring “The Little Tough Guys;” “Destry
Rides Again,” a Joe Pasternak production,
and another Burt Kelly offering, “West
Side Miracle.” Coming up early in October are “Rio,” Danielle Darrieux’s second
American film effort; “Three Smart Girls
Grow Up;” “You Can’t Cheat an Honest
Man,” with W. C. Fields, Charlie McCarthy and Edgar Bergen, Lester Cowan producing; “Black Fleet” and others.
Also reporting nine in work was Warners, which started two new ones. Getting the gun were “Murder Plane,” set
back from last week, and “Dark Victory.”
Soon to hit the cameras are “Desert Song,”
“Juarez,” “The Oklahoma Kid” and “Dodge
City.”
Occupying third position is M-G-M,
which finally put “Out West With the
Hardys” into production after several
postponements, and gunned “The Wizard
of Oz” as a Mervyn LeRoy production.
The wind-up of two others over the weekend kept the Culver City plant’s shooting
pace even, seven having been on sound
stages last week also. Soon to go into
work are “Stand Up and Fight,” starring
Robert Taylor, “The Earl of Chicago,” a
Robert Montgomery starrer, and “The
Hardys Ride High,” another in the “Judge
Hardy” series.
Paramount placed “King of Chinatown”
into work, with Anna May Wong and Akim
Tamiroff heading the cast, to maintain
the six-picture pace established last week,
and indefinitely postponed “I’m From
Missouri,” which was to star Bob Burns,
in order to allow the comedian to take
a role in Cecil B. DeMille’s “Union Pacific,” which gets into production early in
October. Also due for early starts are
“Ambush,” the Gladys Swarthout feature;
“Criminals in Hiding;” “Cafe Society,”
with Edward H. Griffith directing; “The
Lady’s From Kentucky,” with George
Raft; “Never Say Die,” co-starring Bob
(Continued on page 46)
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New

York — This

is the first of a series of “boildown”

reviews

of stage

plays

throwing their hat into the ring for public favor and, no doubt, studio acquisition.
Highlights of the critiques only will be offered. That goes for play construction,
production values and cast performances, as the drama purveyors see them.

The season officially opened September 14 when “Come Across” began at the
Playhouse. Guy Beuchamp and Michael Pertwee, Englishmen both, are the authors.
George Busher and John Tuerk produced, in association with William A. Brady.
Cast includes Helen Trenholme, Cameron Hall, A. P. Kaye, Richard Waring,
Claude Horton, Arthur Vinton, Richard Taber, Dom Costello, Charles Jordan
and Owen Martin.

Walter Winchell, Daily Mirror — It is a
feeble effort at melodrama, given to windy
talk and dated thrillage — most of which
consumes the first five scenes. Then, in
the final episode, the familiar routine of
“Whodunit?” is padded to arrest some attention, but it comes too tardy to indicate even a moderate success on 48th St.
Burns Mantle, Daily News (two stars
plus) — Not a bad gangster comedy either.
Exciting near the end, what with the
leading gangster being operated on by an
English surgeon who would jolly well love
to see him as dead as a mackerel.
John Anderson, Evening Journal — Is in
two sections with five scenes and the second half is by far the better part of the
evening. It creates, with a little arbitrary help from the light switch, the
genial twinges of an effective mystery
and it takes, of course, only a few moments for Scotland Yard to get at the
bottom of things.
Richard Watts jr„ Herald-Tribune — Remains a decidedly minor thriller. One of
the innumerable things wrong with the
new drama is that it never can quite make
up its mind as to whether the visiting
gangsters are comic or menacing. As for
the acting, I am afraid that it isn’t a
great deal better than the play.

Story Development

Unit

Set Up by Sol Wurtzel
Sol Wurtzel has created a new department within his 20th Century-Fox production unit to conceive and develop story
ideas and titles. Any ideas evolved will
be passed on to Wurtzel for approval and
then turned over to his scripting staff for
further development.
Louis Moore, previously in the reading
department, will head the new division.
Directs Italian Star
Paramount has set Robert Florey to direct “Hotel Imperial,” debut vehicle for
Isa Miranda, Italian star. Picture rolls
late in October.

John Mason Brown, Evening Post — It is
as difficult to laugh at the comedy of
“Come Across” as it is to be stirred by
its melodrama . . . Suffers from all the
shortcomings of England’s feebler dramaturgy. It is slow, obvious and childish.
Richard Lockridge, Sun — “Come Across”
still remains a very minor item and the
start of the season continues to be a little
technical.
Brooks Atkinson, Times — It is a mystery
meller with American gangsters hoarsely
barking across the footlights, a comic
English character actor blandly reciting
the jokes and a nimble last act putting a
bright finish to the evening . . . Most of
"Come Across” is thin and elementary
make-believe. In the London production,
Cameron Hall played that part (a fabulous hospital porter) and he has bravely
sailed the Atlantic to do the same thing
here. He is capital.
Sidney B. Whipple, World- Telegram —
The drama, if you call it that, was not
badly done, although Arthur Vinton, in
the role of the gunman, overplayed his
part . . . Cameron Hall, as Lacey, the
comic porter, gave an excellent representation of cockney dialet and extracted considerable humor from humorless lines.

Cassidy " Unit Appears
At " Constitution

In their only personal

Day "

appearance

of

the season, Producer Harry Sherman’s
“Hopalong Cassidy” troupe, including Bill
Boyd, Evelyn Venable, Russell Hayden and
George Hayes headlined the “Constitution Day” sports event staged at Gilmore
Stadium on Saturday.
The Paramount western players exhibited trick and precision riding as one of
the events in the sports parade, which
was staged under the auspices of the Military Order of the Purple Heart. A soccer
game and military musical drills were also
on the program.
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SPEARHEADS

THERE are grounds for considerable
observation

in the first two

finished by Fine
tional release.

Arts

could

pictures

for Grand

rently singing at the

Qy Ivan
“Mickey’s

still another

opportunity

considering

the

a “cultural

possible

clearing

the

field and

and

in Hollywood

subjected

finishing

ducer-Director Frank Lloyd's

to the

preview

more

or less

an

easy

winner

was

sweeping

and

spectacular

"If I
been
Mas-

ter Lloyd's 25th anniversary contribution to the screen and he
may be justifiably proud of its sterling qualities; pride in which
superlative

about

evenly

cast

may

divided

share

between

bountifully.
Ronald

Thespic

Colman,

who

honors

are

finds in the,

character of France's legendary beggar-poet, Francois Villon,
a part that fits him like a matinee idol's dress-suit and Basil
Rathbone, who as the calculating and humor-appreciating King
Louis XI, reveals a flair toward fine-grained character portrayals second to none in the Hollywood firmament.
★

*

Show

and

and

traditions

of West

Point.

Robert

Cummings,

topping

vantage, and Kurt

Neumann's

direction

money

goes

this

startling

discovery

of

public.
Suggested for Ted Cook’s “Famous Last
Words” department: “I’m tired of Hollywood, the eternally long hours, the boredom and all the rest.” — Francliot Tone.
No

end

impressive

are

the

advertisements

in the trade press offering John Barrymore's
$448,000 estate for sale at a paltry $90,000.

reper-

Some of the enticing descriptive paragraphs,
however, invite amplification and inquiry.
To wit:
"A

trophy room with Mr. Barrymore's collection of rare birds, animals and fish" . . .
the collection include any producers or

Does
the

birds which many
ceived from the public?

“All buildings

are

of their

modern

offerings

Spanish

and

rein-

clude Mr. Barrymore's private collection of
antique doors" . . . Mostly swinging?
"A large kidney-shaped swimming pool is

for the “flyof Oz.” They

encircled
hued

by

when

a

water-spray

lighted"

...

So

that

is rainbow-

is mine

host.

Cabbages
terious Rider," adapted from the popular Zane Grey novel and
uncovering a new western star in Douglas Dumbrille, heretofore best-known for a legion of character portrayals. Film is
given Sherman's customarily good mounting
on the list as action entertainment.
*

The

remainder

Monogram

stables

*

and

an

and

rates

high

*

of the field comprised
offering

two

from

Monogram submitted "Starlight Over Texas"
series of westerns starring Tex Ritter which

entries

20th

from

the

Century-Fox.

as the first in the
it will deliver on

the coming season's program. Producer Edward Finney gave
the project an auspicious send-off in this initialer, a betterthan-average outdoor opera, with Ritter singing, riding and
shooting in customary western style. The same
studio'?
"Wanted by the Police," starring Frankie Darro, proved to be
a standardly-good low-budget melodrama, in which Darro finds
himself caught in the toils of crime but reforms in a thrilling
finish. It should gain favorable reception among action addicts.
Unquestioned bearer of the dubious distinction of being
the

Carlisle

offer-

★

In second place comes "Touchdown, Army,"
novel and thrilling football yarn with interesting
the customs

Grove,

a

house.”

Pro-

Were King," as fine a concoction of film fare as has
whipped together by Paramount in some time. It is Past

a

far-flung

they tvill make into costumes
ing monkeys” in “The Wizard

critical gaze of reviewers, three came from Monsieur Zukor's
Marathon St. emporium of celluloid artistry, and this trio finished one, two, three in the comparative consensus of opinion
of entertainment worth.
Leading

into

M-G-M’s wardrobe department last week
bought three truckloads of monkey fur

Kings
week

kick

cussions of the Screen Actors Guild’s proposal to place them under franchise. It’s
coming the ravalution — sure enough. Move
over, boys, and make room for those who
have been struggling so hard to keep the
Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences alive by metamorphosing it into

and Franklyn’s business-like management are in any way criterion. Working with comparatively small budgets, his
company delivered two features which rate
favorably with any of similar cost and
many more expensive efforts from the
majors.
Maybe Hollywood needs a
few less
geniuses and a few more realtors.

Paramount

to

Those shuddering forms massed at the
wailing wall are Hollywood talent agents,

banner

of features

Cocoanut

bone, he made one of even greater proboyhood.”
portions by retaining a publicist who attempts to foist such tripe on the reading

cocked hat the well-known "they never
come
back" theory — while Hollywood is
unanimous in hoping for just such a demonstration.

something of a lion if the first two pictures to be produced under the Fine Arts

sextet

Following

Finn?”

Richard Rowland's appointment as an
executive assistant to United Artists' Producer Edward Small affords this old-timer

characteristically,
greeted his debut

definitely

the

floor.

And Sidney Lanfield’s enterprising, albeit unimaginative, press agent plants this
one: “ . . . but to the world of geology
he has given no little note as the discoverer
of a section of a pre-historic mastodon
which he accidently came upon during his

Mickey Rooney would like his fans to
aid him in selecting a name for his new
San Fernando Valley ranch. Why not

in their midsts with tongues firmly implanted in artistic cheeks. Here was another presumptuous and uninitiated outsider trying to crash the mystic circles of
production and who was a cinch to break
his head, his heart and his bankroll against
the stone wall which yields only to the
chosen and inspired few — another lamb
to be shorn and sacrificed on the altar of
the great celluloid god.
But the lamb has proved himself to be

In a

by using
shop

The rats!
ing movie contracts."

mystery in picture-making, that those
astute and down-to-earth methods which
have proven themselves in other lines of
endeavor could be profitably applied to
production.

It was

the money
the barber

Broadcasts Margaret Ettinger: "Five major
studios are nibbling at Morton Downey, cur-

His only equipment comprised sound business judgment, the same commercial
horse-sense which made him a successful
realtor; and a firmly-established conviction that there is nothing of magic or

circles.

saved
from

Na-

Heading the Fine Arts company is
Franklyn Warner, who for years has been
a
successful Los Angeles real estate
broker. He recently entered the motion
picture business entirely inexperienced
and admittedly ignorant of its technical,
artistic and temperamental complexities.

Quite naturally, and
the Hollywood geniuses

have

sweepings

to Producer

Harry

John

the

combining a
sidelights on
Howard,

cast, show

is of prime

Sherman's

Mary
to ad-

variety.

"The

Mys-

low

series.
it can

mark of the week was 20th Century-Fox's "Sharpshooters," designed as the initialer in the "Camera Daredevils"
Childish in treatment and melodramatic in the extreme,

be

chalked

up

as

a

decidedly

black

mark

against

the

Westwood film plant's usually excellent record and can hardly
be expected to whip theatre patrons into a frenzy of desire to
see others in the series.
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Film Capital Is Back to Normal
After Helping Host the Legion
Back

to normal

went

the film capital

Gridiron

Stuff

after devoting a lion’s share of the week
to helping Los Angeles play host to the
some 200,000 members of the American
Legion who invaded the city for their annual convention and, in the course of their

Screen actresses paid tribute to America’s Gold Star Mothers at a tea given
at M-G-M by Jeanette MacDonald, attended by 250 guests, with mothers of such
famous film stars as Nelson Eddy, Jack
Oakie, Joan Crawford, W. S. Van Dyke,
Darryl Zanuck and others in the receiving
line.

Another highlight was the tea given
for members of the Legion Auxiliary, 800
strong, by Marion Davies at her Santa
Monica beach home. Miss Davies was aided by Norma Shearer, Mary Carlisle, Phyllis Brooks, Aileen Pringle, Mrs. John W.
Considine jr„ Sally Eilers and scores of
other prominent screen folk in the entertainment.
Twentieth Century-Fox was the scene of
a luncheon in honor of Homer L. Chaillaux, chairman of the Legion’s “Americanization” committee, given by Darryl
Zanuck and attended by Walt Disney,
E. J. Mannix, William LeBaron, David
O. Selznick, Adolph Zukor, Pandro Berman, Louis B. Mayer and other studio
officials. Shirley Temple, 20th CenturyFox star, feted the Legion Auxiliary at
another studio luncheon, at which she
played hostess.

Piece de resistance in Hollywood’s participation in the convention was the spectacle held Wednesday night in the Coliseum as a climax to the conclave. Featuring a parade of motion picture stars and
a circus and rodeo, it pressed Eddie Cantor, Jack Benny, Bob Hope, Leo Carrillo
and other film names into service.
Gets “Death in Top Hat"
Tod Browning will direct “Death in a
Top Hat,” a thriller-melodrama which will
be produced by Joe Cohn at Metro.

44

Schedule
Is Due Soon

Announcement of the New Grand National’s production-distribution lineup for
the 1938-39 season and the official launching of the reorganized company’s new
selling season is expected within a few
days as the result of secret conferences
into which Edward Alperson and E. W.
Hammons
rival from plunged
New York.after the latter’s arLast vestiges of GN’s reorganization and
merger with Hammons’ Educational Pictures were apparently due to be washed
up here, although studio attaches declared no inkling had been forthcoming as to
the topics being discussed by Alperson
and Hammons. Definite, however, was
the fact that Hammons was to return to
New York on Friday, acompanied by Al-

wanderings, stormed Hollywood’s production citadels.
Although strict tactics were adopted to
keep the influx of studio visitors to the
minimum, many of the Legionnaires had
entrees that could not be ignored, bringing the studio guest lists to new high for
the season and inflicting a corresponding
delay in production schedules during the
week.
Outstanding among Hollywood’s contributions to the entertainment offered the
ex-service men and their families during
their stay was the “open house” for
Legionnaires at the Warner Bros, studio
in Burbank, of which a veritable army of
35,000 took advantage. At the same time
studio executives gave a luncheon in honor
of Daniel J. Doherty, national Legion commander, and 100 other organization officials.

GN

Ernie Nevers, who gave up a career as
a film director to return to his first
love, football, shows Janet Gaynor
how to make an off-tackle buck. Nevers
drew his diagrams during a visit to
the Selznick International lot, renewing contacts with the screen world. He
is assistant football coach at the University of Iowa, whose gridsters play
U. C. L. A. here September 23.

Industry Secretive
About "Fair" Plan
Shrouded in deep secrecy, with the New
York office of the producers association
declaring it knows very little about it and
with information here very fragmentary,
is a plan now being worked out whereby
the film industry will participate in the
New York World’s Fair.
All that could be learned here was that
the association is sponsoring, and obviously financing, the making of some sort of
a motion picture under the title “The
Cavalcade of America.” Further than this
the Hays office would give no details.
Spokesmen for Cecil B. DeMille, however,
admitted that the production of such a
film had been assigned to him, but declared no progress has been made as yet
other than the assignment of Jeanie MacPherson, wrho has been working for DeMille as a writer for a number of years,
to do some research.
DeMille’s spokesmen scoffed at reports
from the east quoting the production cost
as $1,200,000, declaring that figure to be
far in excess, according to present indications, of the actual budget. Miss MacPherson admitted she was devoting some
time to research, but declined to comment
further on the assignment.

person, who is the new company’s sales
chief and vice-chairman of the board.
Hammons will continue on to England,
studio spokesmen said, while Alperson will
tour GN exchanges throughout the country explaining the new setup and outlining the product lineup as it stands. Local officials could throw no light on the
reports emanating from New York that
Hammons, while abroad, will negotiate a
stock transaction with American-Anglo
films for a rumored $1,000,000.
Jack Skirball, aide to Hammons at Educational, is sitting in on the HammonsAlperson conferences here, although ofing.
ficial confirmation of his appointment as
general production manager

is still lack-

Hammons bore with him on his trip
here the incorporation papers for the new
company, to be filed with U. S. district
court as the final step in breaking away
from GN’s 77-B status, and under the
terms of which the New Grand National
becomes a Delaware corporation.
As far as could be learned, the 1938-39
product schedule will list 44 features, 24
westerns and an undetermined number of
short subjects. Fine Arts Pictures will deliver 18 features, eight westerns and a
minimum of two “specials;” Eugene
Frenke is contracted for two Anna Sten
starrers; Coronado Films, with George
Hirliman as executive producer, has one
western in the cans and plans at least
seven more; while deals are in the making to cover the balance. Educational will
handle production on the shorts.

David O. Selznick has ecc
signed
a "Alfred
Assigned ",Reb
Hitchcock, noted English director, to wield
the megaphone on “Rebecca,” a new novel
by Daphne du Maurier, which Selznick
International purchased a short time ago.
Hitchcock will first direct “Titanic” for
Selznick as his debut into American picture-making.

W anger Signs Downey
Morton Downey retui'ns to action picture work after several years’ absence,
having been signed by Walter Wanger for
the lead in “Winter Carnival,” a collegiate
story which gets into production early
next year for United Artists release.
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Shirley Ross, Paramount starlet, and
Ken Dolan, radio talent agent, are honeymooning after an elopment and marriage

Cant

in Las Vegas. They will reside at Dolan’s
Beverly Hills upon their return.

Go "Wong"

*

After planing here for the Screen Actors Guild election, Robert Montgomery ,
retired president, has left again to resume
his vacation on his farm in the east.

Ellen Drew, Paramount starlet, has left
for New York to be guest of honor at the
world premiere of Frank Lloyd’s “If I
Were King” September 28. Miss Drew,
who has a featured spot in the cast, planned to stop off in Chicago and Englewood,
the latter her home town. Lou Smith,
Lloyd’s
associate producer,
her.

accompanied

k

Stuart Erwin and his family have headed east. Erwin will make a picture in
New York, planning to return here late
in November.

k

A sudden heart attack early this week
caused the death of Charles E. Cook,
widely-known former circus man and a
unit business manager at Paramount since
1933. He was 53 years of age and is survived by his widow, a son, Charles E.
Cook jr„ a sister and two brothers.

*

Les Goodwins

is fishing in the high

Sierras, having completed
signment for RKO.

a directorial as-

k

*

Lynne Overman
mount on Monday
trip in the east.

Sonja Henie returned to Hollywood this
week after a three-month vacation in her
native Norway.

was due in at Paraafter a short vacation

*
k

Director William Wyler has returned
from a three-month European tour, during which he combined business with
pleasure.
*

Charles Kaufman, screen writer, and
his bride, the former Joan Palmer, a
non-professicmal, are honeymooning at
Lake Arrowhead.
k

Basil Rathbone has gone to New
for a short vacation.

Eleanor Stewart is making personal appearances in Evanston and Chicago, accompanied by her husband, Les Petersen,
of the Metro publicity staff.
*

Rosalind Russell is expected to check in
at M-G-M October 1, after doing a picture chore in England and vacationing in

"Missouri"

Start

starting date on “I’m From Missouri,”
starring Bob Burns, until January to allow him to work unfettered in Cecil B.
“Union

Pacific,” which

rolls

“I’m From Missouri,” in which Burns,
Gladys George and Robert Preston were
to be featured, was to have started early
this week.

Draw

"Dead"

Foster and

Leads

Frank
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She

arrives in

k

Walter Frisby, assistant secretary of the
Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, has left for a five-week holiday in
England.
k

To catch the new plays and look over
available acting talent, Maxwell Arnow,
Selznick International production aide, is
on his way to New York. He will remain
east for a month.

The

Research Council’s Theatre Standardization committee met Tuesday to discuss a report on theatre field conditions,
turned in by John Hilliard, committee
chairman, and Loren Ryder, Paramount
sound director. Hilliard and Ryder recently returned from a trip through the
east.

Bennett
in "Tailspin"
Constance
Bennett
has been signed for
one of the leading roles in 20th Century-Fox’s “Tailspin,” sharing the stellar
honors with Alice Faye. Picture goes into
work September 26 with Roy Del Ruth
directing.

Albertina Rasch, Metro dance director,
has gone to New York to huddle with the
World’s Fair officials there concerning a
dance spectacle which is planned as one
of the attractions.
k

Edgar Kennedy is planning a week’s
holiday at Big Bear following completion
of a picture assignment for Sol Lesser.
*

Frank Capra was to leave for New
Saturday for a short vacation away
his studio duties.

York
from

k

Jeanette MacDonald will be confined
a hospital bed at the Good Samaritan
several days after undergoing a minor
operation this week. Her physician
clared her condition was excellent.

to
for
ear
de-

★

Spencer Tracy is back from a brief New
York holiday.

Cowan

Rushes

Work

Fields-McCarthy
Lester Cowan

is rushing

on
Story

preparations

for the launching of “You Can’t Cheat an
Honest Man,” the W. C. Fields comedy
which he will produce at Universal. Cowan
is aiming at a mid-October start. The
assignment is characterized by a complex
percentage deal, in which both Fields and
Edgar Bergen, who has signed for a costarring spot, will share the profits.
Cowan has George Marion jr. working
on the script from an original story idea
by Fields.

"U" Assigns Two

draw

the leads in “The Dead Don’t Care,” next
Crime Club mystery to be produced by
General for Universal release. Edwin L.
Hartmann is scripting from the novel by
Jonathan Latimer. Producer Irving Starr
plans a mid-October start.
BOXOFFICE

France and Switzerland.
New York September 23.

A Theatre Report

Fearing a possible conflict in shooting
schedules. Paramount has postponed the

Preston

pany lot.

Pacific" Holds

Back

DeMille’s
shortly.

“Mr. Wong, Detective,” discuss that
“Movie Quiz” production on the com-

York

*

"Union

Scott R. Dunlap, Monogram production chief, and Boris Karloff, star of

"Spring Dance" to Grind
Metro is planning an early production
start on “Spring Dance,” from a play by
Philip Barrie, with Maureen O’Sullivan
set for the feminine lead.

Universal has handed out a pair of directorial assignments. Erie Kenton signs
to handle “All in a Lifetime,” featuring
the “Little Tough Guys,” while Arthur
Lubin has been set to direct “West Side
Miracle” for Producer Burt Kelly.
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Independent Atlas Corp. Plans
Nineteen Features for 1938-39
Still another entrant into independent
production for 1938-39, which sphere or
picture-making is beginning to assume
vast proportions — at least from present indications— was placed on the record books
during the week when, with the arrival
here from New York of C. C. Burr, a
production program of 19 films was announced.
Burr, long out of action, will operate
under the banner of Atlas Pictures Corp.,
being financed through eastern channels,
and will make six mystery yarns, six westerns, six outdoor musicals and one special, James Fenimore Cooper’s “The Pathfinder.” Distribution is still pending. First
picture rolls October 6 under the title

Rogers’ executive aide at Universal, has
rejoined him in the same capacity, and
Rogers has assigned him to work with
Arthur Caesar on the script of the picture.
No release has been set.
Indicative, also, of a production start
in the near future was the departure of
Nat Deverich, of the Myron Selznick office, to negotiate a release for the first
picture to be made by the newly-organized Ernst Lubitsch Productions, formed
in partnership with Selznick.
Initialer in a series of eight westerns

“Death Steals a Wedding March,” with Ray
Johnson directing, to be followed by “Saddle Your Blues,” first outdoor musical.
Burr also announced he had turned over

way as the week opened. Titled “Masked
Phantom,” it is being filmed at Talisman
Studios, with Monte Rawlins and Betty
Burgess topping the cast. Next to go will

to Columbia a novelty short subject, “King
Buzzard,” for distribution.
Aiming toward an early starting date,
Charles R. Rogers, ex-production head of
Universal, has secured office and stage
space at General Service studios to produce “The Star Maker,” the life story of
Gus Edwards, rights to which he acquired
recently. William A. Peirce, who was

be "The Great Diamond Scandal,” first of
a group of eight melodramas.

Production Burst
Led by Universal
(Continued

from

page 42)

Hope and Martha Raye, and “The Gracie
Allen Murder Case.”
Twentieth Century-Fox listed no new
starts, and continued filming on the six
pictures which were on the sound stages
last week. The last week of September,
however, as well as early October, will
see a number of high-budget productions
get into work, including the Shirley Temple feature, “Little Princess,” in Technicolor; “The Three Musketeers,” with the
Ritz Bros, and Don Ameche; and “Thanks
for Everything,” a musical with Jack
Haley and Jack Oakie.
RKO sent “Lawless Valley,” a George
O’Brien western, and “Trailer Romance,”
with Lucille Ball, into work, Garson
Kanin directing the latter. This Gower
Street plant dropped off a notch, six pictures having been on the sound stages
last week, but expects to pick up early in
October by launching “Love Match,” Leo
McCarey’s first production; “Beauty for
the Asking,” “Pacific Liner,” “The Castles,” an Astaire-Rogers vehicle, and
“Picardy Max.”
A blank week was reported at three
studios — Columbia, Republic and Mono-
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to be made by Alvin G. Manuel’s Majestic Pictures for release by Malcolm F.
Browne productions, of which Bennie F.
Zeidman is executive producer, got under-

Standard Pictures, set to start “The
Headleys at Home” as the first of a series
within a few days, has ticketed Benny
Rubin and Vince Barnett to contracts
calling for their services in 12 of the films
scheduled for production for the new
season.
gram. Columbia continued filming on
“Blondie,” “Revolt in the Sahara” and
“The Spider,” a serial. Republic concentrated on “Bengal Lancer Patrol,” “I
Stand Accused” and “Hawk of the Wilderness,” also a chapter-play; and Monogram reported being well along with
“Gangster’s Boy,” a Jackie Cooper starrer.
Columbia is rushing preparations to launch
“That Woman’s Here Again.” Republic
was scheduling a busy program for Roy
Rogers, its new western star, by lining up
four films for him, and several pictures
for Gene Autry. Monogram will put its
first Jack Randall western of the 193839 season, “Gun Packer,” into work next
week, following it up with “Roll, Wagons,
Roll,” a Tex Ritter sagebrusher, and “Gang
United Artists, through Producer EdBullets.”
ward Small, started “The Duke of West
Point,” featuring Louis Hayward, this
week. Walter Wanger continued filming
“Trade Winds,” Hal Roach was well along
with "Topper Takes a Trip,” Samuel Goldwyn was about to wind up “The Lady
and the Cowboy” and Selznick International continued to grind away on “Made
for Each Other.”

Grade

Allen Solo

Minus her partner, George Burns, Gracie
Allen draws the title role in “The Gracie
Allen Murder Case” as her first solo acting chore. Nat Perrin is scripting for
Paramount.

New

Mae West Firm
Sets Starter

"Catherine
first for Mae

the

Great”

West

under

pire Pictures Corp.

will
the

banner.

be

new

the
Em-

Capitalized

at $5,000,000 the company's incorporation papers were approved this week.
Incorporators: Miss West, James Timony,
her

manager; Louis Lurie, San Francisco financier, and Ralph Pincus. The

curvaceous

star plans

year, probably
United Artists.

for

to make
release

four

a

through

SWG - Producers
Parleys Collapse
(Continued

from page 41)

stand for testimony of an undisclosed nature.
The SDG demands are topped by the
request for a Guild shop, a maximum
working week of 60 hours, full authority
in the preparation, filming and cutting of
a picture, a minimum salary for assistant
directors and unit managers, and provision for arbitration and conciliation machinery in the event of disputes between a
director and his producer-employer.
Otherwise the hearing droned on,
punctuated by the calling of a number of
directors, assistant directors and unit
managers to testify as to their duties,
wages, and relations with their respective
studios. The SDG lost one point when
Trial Examiner William R. Ringer declined to permit Guild attorneys to submit records from the Screen Actors Guildproducer pact, although the SDG pleaded
that they were identical with the issues at
stake in the present hearing. Earlier, producer attorneys introduced a complete list
of delinquent members of the SDG in an
effort to show that the SDG’s claim to a
majority in every studio is false.

Television Report by
Academy

Is Due Soon

The Academy Research Council’s third
annual report on television is due for release during the next few weeks, copies
to be circulated to the committee for editshortly, after which they will be turningover
ed
to the council for approval in
advance of publication.
First draft of the report was prepared
in New York by Carl Dreher, chairman of
the scientific committee. Other members
include Gordon Chambers, L. E. Clark,
J. G. Frayne, Hollis Moyse, Wesley Miller,
William Mueller and Gordon S. Mitchell.

A Merrie Melodie East
Leon Schlesinger has shipped to New
York the third Merrie Melodie cartoon of
his 1938-39 quota. Titled “Johnny Smith
and Poker-Huntus,” it was done in the
Technicolor process.
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"Snoop"

Popular

"Cultural" Course of Academy
Strikes Snag; Van Dyke Quits
Efforts of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences to justify its continued existence by divorcing itself from
economic and political phases of industry
activity — leaving those problems to the
talent Guilds — and, instead, establishing
itself as a “cultural clearing house” to
sponsor and promote technical and scientific achievement, hit its most serious obstacle this week when the same issues
that have been the bone of contention between producers and the various Guilds
entered into the Academy’s reorganizational plans.
Keynote of the stumbling block was
contained in a letter to the Academy from

Manager

W.

Harry Wallen of the Paramount Theatre, Los Angeles, sold

4,000 copies of Paramount’s new picture magazine, “Snoop,” in three
weeks by erecting the display shown
here in the lobby. The booth was
placed in a prominent spot and a boy
was on duty throughout the day.
here is Dorothy Howe, Paramount actress, looking over a copy of
the book, which carried a plug for the

cover.

Pictures Are Your
tertainment” campaign on

Best Enthe back

New Programs Hail
Radio Fall Season
Radio Row laid down a barrage of activity along various fronts during the week
as the new fall season began to get into
its stride, with several new programs hitting the airwaves and ether experts perfecting the final details on a number of
others slated for early starts.
A double-headed launching of two transcontinental shows, each going out over the
Columbia Broadcasting System and each
topped by a film luminary, highlighted
CBS activity. Getting the gun on Tuesday
were the A1 Jolson variety show and the
Edward G. Robinson weekly dramatic stint,
with Claire Trevor repeating her last year’s
chore in the feminine lead. Both shows are
on a 39-week stretch.
On the technical side, CBS formally
dedicated its new $350,000 transmitter, located in Torrance, with a half-hour broadcast and a banquet attended by radio and
civic dignitaries. At the same time the
chain

disclosed that the new

Texaco

“Star

Theatre” show, which will headline Adolphe
Menjou, Una Merkel and Charlie Ruggles,
will swing into action October 5 from the
new Columbia Square plant.
Returning
BOXOFFICE
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Dyke, chairman of
organization committee, in which
dered his resignation because

the rehe tenof the

“antagonism of the Guilds to the Academy” and his decision to remain loyal to
his “economic colleagues.” Van Dyke, in
effect, voiced the Guilds’ suspicion of the
reorganizational move and demanded that
the producers place economic ahead of
cultural cooperation.
Thereupon, Frank Capra, president of
the Academy and a leader in the affairs
of the Screen Directors Guild, wrote the
producers a fervent plea that they resign
from the Academy as a manifestation of

Shown

“Motion

S. Van

a

their good faith and to remove the Guilds’
fears that the Academy is a producerdominated body. Capra declared the reorganization committee could not get
“anything

but opposition

to the Academy

as long as the producers are members.”
Darryl Zanuck, representing the producers, strongly vetoed Capra’s request
that they resign, intimated he would urge

year’s absence this fall will be W. C.
Fields, stage and screen comedian, who
has been signed for a 13-week stretch in
a comedy spot on the Lucky Strike Hit
Parade, also a CBS offering.
Other developments found the Don LeeMutual network again increasing its representation by signing Station KTKC, Visalia, as a member of the coast circuit.
KTKC becomes the 29th station in DL-M’s
Pacific division.
The Metro “Good News of 1939” airshow met with a change in structure when
Ed Gardner, producer of the broadcast,
turned

other

producers

to take

the

same

atti-

tude because it would be “basically unfair,” concluded that he had almost come
to believe that “the actual desire for harmony and peace in our industry is nothing but occasioned
a fantasy.”
This

a

rebuttal

by

Van

Dyke, who summed himself up as “one of
those stupid individuals who place economic interests ahead of the cultural” and
urged Zanuck and the other producers to step out of the picture to allay
the fears and suspicions of the Guilds as a
again

“noble

sacrifice”

by

“making

emy bigger than yourself.”
The blow-up came only

the

Acad-

shortly

after

Academy

officials had reported the reorganization committee was about to resume its work of transforming the organization into a headquarters for scientific and technical achievement and completely cutting the Academy away from
dustry.
the
political and economic side of the inPossibility that the resignation of Van
Dyke may cause a wholesale exodus of
Guild members from the Academy immediately sprang up, to remain unanswered
until after a meeting of the Inter-Talent
Council, comprising the actors, writers and
directors, which was called for late in the
week. At the same time the Academy
board of directors was also to convene to
consider the crisis and endeavor in some
way

to stem

the tide in which the reorganization plan has begun to crumble.
Producers had been given until Saturday
to resign, their action on that date being
awaited to definitely decide the fate of the
Academy’s

attempted

reorganization.

"Stanley -Livingstone" Is
To Start in December
Twentieth

Century-Fox

plans

to

get

“Stanley and Livingstone” before the cameras early in December after nearly three
years of preparatory work, including the
sending of a location crew to Africa to
pick up background and atmosphere.
Darryl Zanuck has okayed a budget of
well over $2,000,000. Kenneth MacGowan
will produce, with Ernest Pascal, Edwin
ing.
Blum and Sheridan Gibney now script-

in his resignation to accept a position with an advertising agency here.

Louis K. Sidney, Metro’s radio chieftain,
is filling in for the time being, while a
permanent replacement is being sought.
Visiting during the week was Don Stauffer, vice-president of Young and Rubicam
agency, which outfit is handling several
forthcoming fall shows. Stauffer is reported interested in the now-being-worked-out Republic studio airshow, which is
taking form under the guidance of Beverly Barnett and Owen Crump and will
draw upon the studio talent roster for its
entertainers.

"Three's Company " to U
As Bing Crosby Vehicle
Universal has purchased “Three’s Company,” an original story, from Herb Polesie, to be utilized as the vehicle in which
Bing Crosby will star, and has ticketed
Polesie as the producer.
Shooting is expected to start early in
November, when Crosby returns from a
vacation in Bermuda.
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Actors Guild Enjoys Breathing
Spell After Election Activities

SCRIPTERS
— Columbia
KAY
VAN
“Blondie”
series. RIPER
MAURICE
RAPF
for Producer Irving
— Samuel Goldwyn
ANTHONY

The election, which was highlighted by
a four to one victory for the conservative
slate, headed by Ralph Morgan for president, over the independent candidates, of
which Melvyn Douglas was the leader, also
found the Senior Guild membership voting their approval of an amendment to
the Guild bylaws whereby actors’ agents
will be regulated more stringently in their
client relationships, and appraising a compulsory contribution of one-half of one
per cent of the SAG members’ salaries to
the Motion Picture Relief Fund.
Selected as officers to work with Morgan
during the coming year were James Cagney, Joan Crawford and Edward Arnold,
vice-presidents; Porter Hall, treasurer, and
Beulah Bondi, Arnold, Ralph Byrd, Melvyn Douglas, Hall, Paul Harvey, Hugh
Herbert, Howard Hickman, Peter Lorre
and Gloria Stuart to the board of governors. Campaigning was hot throughout.
Morgan immediately headed for Santa
Barbara for a short vacation before assuming office.
AMG

Meeting

Following the election, the Artists Managers Guild, comprising more than a dozen
top talent agents, called a meeting presided over by M. C. Levee, AMG president,
and appointed a committee to confer with
the SAG to “develop a program that would
be of mutual benefit to members of the
two guilds.” Committee includes Abe
Lastfogel, Bert Allenberg, Frank Vincent,
Leland Hayward and Levee, and was to
meet late this week with an SAG committee comprising Adolphe Menjou, Basil
Rathbone, Gloria Stuart, Morgan Wallace,
Edward Brophy, Maude Eburne and
George Murphy.
The regulatory measure voted by the
SAG consists principally of the adoption
of a franchise system whereby no Guild
member will be allowed to deal with an
agent not given the SAG okay. Compulsory arbitration of agent-client disputes
will also be enforced, and power will be
granted clients to break their agency contracts if a minimum of 18 days work in
four months is not secured.
Agents have made no official comment,
but were expected to raise several objections when the respective committee met
to discuss the measure.
Due

to the press of post-election business, the arbitration session scheduled to
be held next Monday as a means of breaking the deadlock between the SAG and
producers in their negotiations for renewal of the Guild contract, has been postponed another week. The three-man
arbitration board held one preliminary
meeting last week.
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Universal Short lor
Red Cross
a

Universal

has

one-reel

short

the

Red

undertaken
subject

used

by

Cross in its forthcoming nation-wide drive for funds. Deanna Dur-

bin will have

the

featured

spot,

to “Boy’s
Briskin.

on

with

Joseph Pasternak producing and Harold Adamson writing special lyrics.

An $150,000 Action
Highlights Lawsuits
An $150,000 action charging John W.
Considine jr„ Metro producer, with false
arrest and illegal imprisonment headlined
the week’s calendar of legal actions involving screen personalities, court dockets
listing but few other cases.
Considine was accused by Vera L. Donnellan, a cousin, the complaint being recorded in superior court. She claims to
have been arrested September 2, taken
to Wilshire police station and questioned
for two hours before being released with
no charges entered against her. Her complaint further declared Considine and four
other defendants had previously threatened to cause her arrest in the event she
made any requests to them for money.
Miss Donnellan asks $100,000 in general
damages, $50,000 in exemplary damages
and court costs.
An out-of-court settlement was reached
in the action brought by Agent Harry
Rosen against Jane Wyman, screen player. Rosen had sought, in superior court,
to collect $29,662 on the grounds his contract with Miss Wyman had been unlawfully terminated.

Stewart

For "Destry" Title Role

James Stewart has been borrowed from
Metro by Universal for the title role in
“Destry Rides Again,” which Joseph Pasternak will produce as one of the studio’s
top-budget outdoor films for the 1938-39
season. Stewart comes over as a part of
the trade deal arranged some time ago,
under which Universal transferred its story
property, “Madame Curie,” to M-G-M.
“Destry” is from a novel by Max Brand,
made once as a silent with Tom Mix
starred. Harold Shumate is scripting.

To New

Military

borrowed

“The

DELMAR
Carey

DAVES

FIELD on “Love
productions.

Real

teamed

of

the

Academy”

from

Glory,”

York Stage

Having been released from her Paramount pact, Eleanore Whitney headed this
week for a New York stage engagement.

with

Match,”

RKO

a

Gary

first

BARRY
of

BENE-

the

Leo

Mc-

PAUL
YAWITZ
to the third in the “Annabel”
series starring Lucile Ball, working in collaboration with BERT
GRANET.
FRANCIS
OWEN
to an
Cliff Reid will produce.
DORIS
ANDERSON
to
— Republic
mjan’s production unit.
GUY
ENDORE
to
Siegel will produce.

Univ. Borrows

second

JEANNE
BARTLETT
to “Safari.”
KEN
ENGLUND
to an untitled original for
Producer Harlan
Thompson
as a
Gracie Allen
starrer.
— RKO
Radio

to produce

to be

the

VEILLER

Radio to work
—
Paramount
Cooper
starrer.

After its activities had reached a hectic
pitch prior to the annual election, the
Screen Actors Guild settled down to a
brief breathing spell before turning its
attention to several important matters on
the late September calendar.

to

ED EARL
REPP
Rogers western.

to

untitled
a

story

“New

which

Bernie

Pioneers,”

“Frontier

NORMAN
HALL
to
—
Hal Roach Gene Autry
forthcoming

original

for

Fine-

which

Express,”

“Mountain
western.

a

Sol
Roy

Rhythm,”

a

MICKEY
NOVEK
to “When
Man
Began,”
Roach’s story of primitive man.
WALTER
DE
LEON
borrowed from Paramount
to dialogue “This Time
It’s Love,”
Langdon-Oliver Hardy comedy.
— Charles R. Rogers
CAESAR
to “The
on ARTHUR
the life of
Gus Edwards.
— Mack Sennett
FELIX

ADLER

and

Star

CHARLES

the

Harry

Maker,”

based

ROGERS

to col-

laborate with STAN
LAUREL
in writing “The
Problem
Child,” Laurel’s first comedy
for the
—
Universal
newly-organized
independent company.
ROBERT
which
Burt

T. SHANNON
Kelly
will produce.to

“Key

Woman,”

TOM
REED
to “The Sun Never Sets.”
MALTRY
GROSSMAN
collaborates with
LEE
LOEB
on an untitled story to be used as the
fourth in the collegiate series.
— Halter AYanger
GENE
TOWNE
and GRAHAM
BAKER
report
to begin “The
Illusionist,” slated for late fall
production.

OPTIONS
— Metro

ment.
VINCENT

LAWRENCE

joins

writing

depart-

GEORGE
STOLL
draws term contract as musical director and composer.
His first assignment
is the score for “Ice Follies.”
JAMES
KEEFE
and VAL
O’TOOLE
ing contracts.
— Paramount
FREDERICK
forRepublic
another year.
—

HOLLANDER,

sign

writ-

composer,

held

WALTER
GOETZ
signed to writing contract.
JOAN
DAVIS,
LYNN
BARI
and
CESAR
ROMERO
all receive one-year option pickups.
Romero’s next assignment is “The
Little Princess,” the Shirley Temple feature.
— 20tli Century-Fox
JEAN
ROGERS,
other term.

featured

player,

held

for

an-

"Story of Coffee" Will
Be Tinted by Cinecolor
Cinecolor, Inc., draws

the

processing

contract for “The Romantic Story of Coffee,” an industrial feature which Ken
Allen, veteran commercial film-maker, will
produce in Guatemala and El Salvador for
the Hills Brothers Coffee Co.
Allen will spend two months in Latin
America, leaving here October 6 with two
assistants, four cameras and sound equipment. The commercial will be exhibited
at the San Francisco World Fair.
Hope-Raye Yarn
Next co-starring vehicle at Paramount
for Bob Hope and Martha Raye will be
“The Lady Is Charmed.”
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ARBITRATION COMMITTEE SETTLES AN ISSUE
BUT STILL REMAINS A PRO AND CON SUBJECT
New

Pacts
For Locals

"Algiers" Earns
More Time
Los
takes
United

Angeles

Charles A. Buckley, head of FWC’s legal
department, who is representing FWC in
both negotiations.
Buckley pointed out that neither union
nor the theatre men involved are very
far apart on their respective demands and
expressed confidence that amicable settlements will be reached. First-run houses
negotiating with the projectionists include
FWC’s

Chinese and State, Warner’s Hollywood and Downtown, the Pantages, Hillstreet and Paramount theatres.

John Lucas Is Seriously
Burned in Theatre Blaze
Denver — His condition

described

as seri-

ous, John Lucas, manager of the State
Theatre at Idaho Springs, Colo., was rushed to a local hospital suffering from
burns received in an explosion in the
theatre booth. His clothing was burned
off. Jack Page, operator, was treated at
Idaho Springs for burns on his face and
hands. The fire was confined to the booth.
A print of “Give Me
stroyed.

a Sailor” was

de-

A probable panic was averted when Dr.
Freeman D. Fowler, coroner, leaped to the
stage and shouted directions to the crowd.
The exit was orderly.

November 1 Opening for
La Reina, Los Angeles
Los Angeles — A November 1 opening is
being planned for the La Reina Theatre,
a 900-seat house now under construction
jointly by Fox West Coast and Nate
Schienberg. On Ventura Blvd. near Van
Nuys, in the San Fernando Valley, it
will cost $126,000.

Cal. — Bob

Dunegan,

who

owns

the Rio Theatre here, has announced plans
to start immediate construction of a new
300-seat house, to be called the Blythe.
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ITOWhile
HeadRival
Is Leader
"Gratified,"
Is
Scornful

strong

week

at the Four-Star

The-

atre and has already set long-run and
gross records for the house, will keep
the film there for another two weeks.

*

Picture was to have closed Sunday.
The film is also set for an additional
week
ten

in San

weeks

Francisco

for a

total

of

there.

Pasadena Council
Tables Tax Idea
Pasadena,

Cal. — Pressure

brought

to

bear on the city council by circuit and
independent operators have caused that
body to indefinitely table an ordinance
proposed some months ago under which
the theatre-seat tax would have been
boosted from 15 cents to 25 cents.
The boost would have affected the 11
houses in the Crown City run by unaffiliated showmen and the Fox West Coast
circuit. Decision to table the tax increase came after Terry McDaniel, independent operator, Stan Meyer, manager of
FWC’s United Artists Theatre, and W. H.
Lollier, FWC executive, appeared before
the council and pleaded their case.

Legion Convention

Delays

Law's Probe Several Days
Los Angeles — Filmrow’s interest and
participation in the American Legion convention, which officially closed here on
Wednesday, proved a stumbling block to
Albert J. Law, department of justice deputy, who is in the last days of his year-old
investigation into charges of monopoly
and anti-trust law violations as filed
against the major exchanges and Fox
West Coast by independent showmen and
distributors.
A Law attache declared that the probe,
now delving into FWC records for the second time after covering nearly every major
exchange along the Row, would be extended several days because of the influx
of Legion visitors. It had been originally
slated to wind up by the end of the week.

Role for Corrigan

Builds in Blythe
Blythe,

Continued

registered by
“Algiers," the
Artists production which is now

in its tenth

Los Angeles — New contracts for the
Projectionists Local 150, IATSE, with firstrun houses here, and for the Stagehands
Local 33, IATSE, with the Fox West Coast
circuit, will in all probability be submitted
and signed early next week, according to

—

H

Hollywood — RKO

has

signed

Douglas

Corrigan, wrong-way flyer, for the lead
in “Born to Fly” on which he had been
assigned as technical advisor.

Los Angeles— Conflicting reactions are
trailing in the wake of the ostensible victory gained by the arbitration committee
of three independent exhibitors in their
first negotiations over trade differences
with the Fox West Coast circuit since the
arbitration board was established at the
dent.
suggestion
of Charles Skouras, FWC presiWhile members of the Independent Theatre Owners of Southern California, whose
executive board has been consistently enthusiastic over the plan, were hailing A1
Galston, Robert Poole and E. H. Calvi, the
arbiters, for successfully handling a complaint lodged against FWC by R. D. Whitson, local theatreman, other independent
operators reiterated their doubt of Skouras’ sincereity and once again hinted that
the FWC circuit head might have “ulterior motives.”
After
the arbitration committee had received Whitson’s complaint that his Vista
Theatre, in Hollywood, should enjoy zoning as a non-competitor to- the FWC
Apollo and Paramount houses, the grievance was discussed with Skouras, and the
chain son’s
president
agreed to accede to Whitrequest.
Galston, president of the ITO, as well
as a member of the arbitration board, expressed gratification at the “manner in
which the hearings were conducted.” and
declared himself to be greatly encouraged
as to the consideration the committee
may receive in future complaints against
the FWC. Whitson also declared himself
to be “highly appreciative” and praised
the work of the arbitration board.
Win

“Inconsequential”

Points

Taking the other tack, however, among
others, was James C. (Jim) Quinn, who
distinguished himself as the most outspoken critic of the arbitration board at
the time it was set up. Quinn, who heads
the American Federation of Theatres, a
rival organization to the ITO, made no
bones about where his sentiments lie.
“Skouras is tossing inconsequential plums
to the independents just for effect,” he
said. “I am certain that he won’t give in
on any major point.”
Quinn cited the apparent reluctance
of either Skouras or the arbiters to take
under consideration the major legal argument between FWC, the major distributors
except Metro, and the Laurel Theatres, in
which the Laurel circuit charges the exchanges and FWC with conspiring to withhold product from the recently-completed
Studio City Theatre, a Laurel house, as a
plank in his argument.
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ZEALAND film selling methods differ little from those used in the United

States, according

to Len

Warren,

who

has

left Paramount’s “down under” distributing set-up for three weeks in order to
have a look at West Coast studios and exchanges. This week he visited Carol Peacock, head of the local exchange. Warren
plans to return to New Zealand by the
end of the month.

Betty

Hammer, Republic cashier, is vacationing in Portland, Ore. Mrs. Hammer
has been married for the past three years
. . . Los Angeles Universal Exchange is all
set to go after the three weeks’ salary prize
which the company offers to the exchange
showing the best results by December 15,
according to Eddie Cooke.
On

the

Row:

Frank

Ullman

of

the

Broadway Theatre, El Centro, and the
Azteca, Calexico . . . Pat Argust, manager
of the Spreckles Theatre in San Diego . . .
Bob Dunagan, of the Rio, Blythe, Ariz. . . .
Frances Bateman, head of the local Republic exchange, spent two days in San Bernardino on business . . . Emma McGlyn,
RKO Radio bookers’ stenographer, has left
the Row to marry a non-pro. She has been
replaced at the exchange by Marcella
Daly.

Al O’Keefe, western district manager
for Universal, is stopping off in Portland.
Seattle and San Francisco on business,
planning to return here next week . . .
Jimmy Edwards of the Edwards Circuit,
has a new daughter, Carol Ann, he informed his friends along the Row . . .
Jewel Productions’ Bill Smith is sporting
an honorary detective-lieutenant’s badge
. . . George A. Hickey, Metro district su-

TRADE

pervisor, has checked in at the local exchange after a trip east.
Visitors:

Herb

Schute,

of

the

Barton

Theatre, San Pedro; Mrs. G. L. Van DeBerg of the Forum in Ontario . . . Elmer
Benjamin, branch manager of National
Screen Service, and Ben Taylor and Al
Blumberg, salesmen, have returned from
the NSS convention in Denver, Colo. . . .
Cleome Loveless, cashier at the Maynard
Theatre, and Harry Dillberg were to be
married here this Saturday. The new Mrs.
Dillberg will relinquish her theatre post
. . . The Universal exchange greeted Ollie
Wog, salesman, in from a selling trip to
Imperial Valley, and Vertise Banner, a billing clerk, who returned from a two-week
vacation.

Completing
Mullins

a

booking

expedition,

of the Harry Nace circuit has returned to Phoenix, Ariz., the Nace headquartes. . . Earl Brothers, who owns the

Boulder

Theatre in Boulder City, has returned to his home town after spending
the summer here on vacation . . . Frank
Schindler, RKO
office manager, is back

AND

at the exchange, has checked
ever, on her annual holiday.

out, how-

A. J. O'Keefe, district manager, and C.
J. Feldman, branch manager of the Universal exchange, left last Friday for Chicago by plane to meet W. J. Heineman,
western sales manager, and discuss the
current sales outlook . . . Harry Hoffman
of the Soboba Theatre in San Jacinto,
came

in to do some booking and, incidentally, inform his acquaintances he entered three thoroughbreds in the Los
Angeles county fair, at Pomona, which

Complete

GUIDE FOR THE EXHIBITOR

Supplies

B. F. SHEARER
“Theatre

RE. 3151

Equipment

— -

THEATRE

Engineering Company

“Air Conditioning

Engineers"

30 Theatres

EXPLOITATION
Now

RE. 3578

West

Arroyo

Coast

has closed

the

Arroyo, subsequent house, permanently, giving no reason for the shutdown.
Earlier, FWC sealed the doors of the La
Jolla Theatre here indefinitely.

opened

September 16 . . . Buck Wade, Universal salesman, left for Bakersfield on a
selling jaunt . . . Leo Montgomery, former
owner of the All-Star exchange, was visiting on the Row and telling friends he is
planning to take a fling at exhibition.
Visitors: Wade Loudermilk, operator of
the Glendale Theatre in Glendale, Ariz.,
and the Buckeye in Buckeye, same state
. . . Mason Siler and his father, H. J. Siler,
in from the Balboa Theatre, Balboa Beach
. . . Fred Siegel of the Oceanside in Oceanside . . . Les E. Funk and his son, from

“LOVE

Los Angeles
in 1937 —

PICTURES

Wm.

OF

Anne

LONELINESS"

G. Smith's Jewel Productions

1912 So. Vermont

Gaiety,

Fehrenback,

Daly,

a Main

booker’s

a bilstenog-

Street house

owned

Theatres, has
10 cents to 15

. . . Cavorting around in Legionnaire caps along the Row, in keeping with
current American Legion convention,

were

Bill Woodworth of the Belmont Theatre in Long Beach; Harold Whitman of
the Universal exchange, and Milt Arthur
and Bill Kohler of Selected Pictures.
They’re

all ex-service

men.

Visitors: Loyal King of the Roxy, Huntington Beach . . . Floyd Ward, from the
Valley Theatre in Lancaster . . . Bob
Grover

Booking

LIFE OF A GORILLA"

"CHILDREN

added

cents

RE. 8212

Specialists in Theatre Decoration
NAT SMYTHE <S SONS
Decorators

50

Carabin

DECORATORS

1914 So. Vermont

Los Angeles — Fox

With

by the Popkin-Ringer
boosted admissions from

Specialists”

1968 So. Vermont

Shutdown

The

— Over

Heywood-Wakefield Seats
Wagner Silhouette Letters
Motiograph Projectors

Follows La Jolla

ler, and Marcella
rapher.

1914 So. Vermont

COMPANY

Krappman, Skouras’ secretary, returned to Los Angeles after spending several days with Skouras and Lollier here.

FWC

the
and

Equipment

1969 So. Vermont

Andy

office has

AIR CONDITIONING

SUPPLIES

Line of Theatre

George Topper, treasurer; Charles A.
Buckley, head of the legal department, and

the Bellflower in Bellflower ... A. Sanborn, in from the El Monte, El Monte . . .
Mrs. Foster Jackson, who runs the Elsinore
at Lake Elsinore . . . Elmer Sedin, RKO
Radio auditor, is in town looking over the
situation at the local exchange. The RKO

Breck Photoplay Supply Company
A

the circuit’s real estate supervisor, will
remain here for another week renewing
FWC
theatre leases and attending to
other business.

at ivork after spending his two-week vacation in Dallas, Tex. Ethel Simpson, cashier

LOS ANGELES
EQUIPMENT

San Francisco — Charles P. Skouras, Fox
West Coast president, and W. H. Lollier,

Gail

DIRECTORY

- A HANDY

FWC Heads Renew
Leases in Frisco

RO. 2205

of the Mission, San Juan Capistrano. . . Carol Nathan, in for a visit
from San Francisco, where he operates the
Marina and El Presidio theatres . . . Bill
Martin, from the Hemet, Hemet . . . Roy
Pawley of the Desert Theatre, Indo . . .
Ashley Woods,
atre, Chino.

who
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HITT, cashier at the Denver Theatre, wrote a column for the Denver
News during the vacation of John Polly,
regular columnist. She revealed her pet
peeve is tax tokens, and among other
things, told that the cashiers at the Denver balance their accounts to the penny,
with the exception of their tax-token
money, practically every day.
Harold Wingler was fined $100 in police
court for showing at the Tivoli Theatre
“Unashamed,” nudist film. Charges against
R. G. Mapel, owner of the theatre, were
dismissed. Wingler said he would appeal.
The film was ordered off the screen after
being viewed by a city detective.
Si Gertz, editor of Civic News, has been
made manager of one of the Civic theatres, the Rex, where he succeeds Kenneth Richards, who moves to the Granada.
H. A. Thornbrough of the Granada, will
manage the Egyptian, succeeding G. L.
Sandstrom, who has left the company.
The Santa Fe Theatre reopened after
improvements totaling $10,000 on sound,
screen, lighting and ventilation. C. U.
Yaeger and Dave Davis, who have taken
over the management of the Santa Fe
along with the Gothic and Jewel, will remodel the two houses.
Stage shows are again being tried out
at the Tivoli . . . Rose Agren, booker at
the Monogram exchange, has also been
made office manager . . . While playing
golf at Overland Park, the writer put a
few balls in the lake, and finding it necessary to replenish his stock, bought a few
from some caddies who were fishing them
from the water. One he bought^ had the
stamp of L. T. Fidler, manager of the
Monogram exchange. So even the good
golfers put them in the lake, it seems.
Two thousaiid five hundred
and grownups were entertained
ing shows at the Tabor and
connection with the baseball

SALT

Accorded to Films

jyjURIEL
La VON
GOODSPEED,
local City
girl
who was
second
in the Atlantic
beauty contest, it is understood, will make
numerous theatrical appearances and also
will be given screen tests . . . Issuance
of licenses for amusement devices here
has fallen off approximately 60 per cent.

Los Angeles — Motion pictures were
listed “among the most powerful factors”
instrumental today in shaping the interests, habits and activities of youth by
Vierling Kersey, superintendent of public
schools, in commenting on “Motion Pictures’ Greatest Year.”
“Recent years of advancement and industry have brought constantly improving
educational values to child life,” observed
Kersey. “Those of us in school work sincerely anticipate that there may be maintained a constant cooperative relationship
between the motion picture world and its
teachings and the school and its teachings.
“We are certain this relationship will be
for the advantage of a generation of young
people in our schools. Vivid, dynamic, artistic and democratic livings is the American mode. This more characterizes our
learning in the schools and through the

San Pedro Newspaper
Gives Free Drive Ad
Pedro,

Cal. — The

News

Pilot here

is running a one-inch advertisement daily
without charge for “Motion Pictures’
Greatest Year.” Appearing at the top of
its column of attraction listings, the ad
reads :
“Enter the MOVIE QUIZ CONTEST
. . . $250,000 in prizes. Details at San
Pedro theatres.”

Don E. Gilman, vice-president and western director for NBC, was a visitor here.
He attended the opening of the new 5,000watt station just completed by station
KDYL . . . Father Flanagan, builder of
Boys Town, made a personal appearance
at the Centre Theatre here for the opening of Metro’s “Boys Town,” based on the
community for unfortunate boys.
H.
Lake
from
here
. . .
the
trip
of a

Bradley Fish, in charge of the Salt
Grand National office, has returned
a Denver trip . . . Mercury exchange
will release Malcolm -Browne product
Branch Manager Maurice Saffle of
M-G-M exchange here will take a
to Paris on the company, the result
sales competition.

M. S. Harris of the Strand, Evanston,
Wyo., was here visiting exchange men . . .
Con Murphy is the new salesman at the
Sheffield- Republic exchange . . . Miss Nina
Scott, cashier for Republic here, is back
from a vacation trip to Yellowstone National Park.

motion pictures.”

San

LAKE

Lee Scott, NTS branch manager here,
is back from a company convention in Los
Angeles. National recently equipped, with
stage equipment and draperies, the Bickel
and Lincoln grade schools at Twin Falls,
Ida., and the Twin Falls and Burley
high schools in Idaho.

-HOTEL

youngsters
at mornMayan in
broadcasts

over KLZ by Wheaties. “Batter
baseball film, was shown.

Up,” a

Westland Theatres has taken over the
two Victory theatres from J. B. Melton.
Melton is leaving for Florida, where he
has been living most of the time of late.
This gives Westland 11 theatres in Colorado.

• FREE OUTDOOR SWIMMING POOL • LUXURIOUS
CATHEDRAL LOBBY • DINING ROOM • SIDEWALK
CAFE • COCKTAIL ROOM • NEAR BUSINESS CENTERS
YET SECLUDED AND QUIET • FREE PARKING

Foreign Distribution
Rights to Bill Quinn
Los Angeles — Southern California distribution rights to foreign films being sold
by Baron and Nathan, headquartering in
San Francisco, have been acquired by Bill
Quinn, veteran local exchangeman. Deal
was completed here during the visit of
Carol A. Nathan.
The Baron-Nathan exchange, which furnished foreign product to theatres owned
by Baron and Nathan in the Bay City, has
four foreign imports available for booking
at present.
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Kamp of the Empress in Spokane, also
here; Charlie Beal, in from Juneau, Alaska,
on his way east to visit the home town

BIG event of the week is the Washing-

and also to take in the Washington-Minnesota football game . . . Charlie Laidlaw,
back to his theatre in Dayton.

ton’s State Fair held at Puyallup.
Holding the spotlight is Graham McNamee,
radio announcer, who will emcee the show.
Opening day highlight was the personal
appearance of Roy Rogers, who came direct from the Republic lot in North Hollywood. Roy did some fancy riding and
warbled a couple of songs and was completely stormed by autograph hunters. Bill
Saal of the Republic New York office is
managing the cowboy who is scheduled for
appearances in Portland, Spokane, Yakima and Salem.

The annual elections of officers to govern the Northwest Film Club was held last
week. B. F. Shearer was voted the president’s chair, with Fred Mercy jr. and Leroy Johnson in as vice-president. Eddie
Lamb was reelected secretary-treasurer by
acclamation. Trustees are Al Rosenberg,
Pete Higgins, Harry Blatt, Frankie Christie, Herndon Edmond and George Blair.
Permanent chairmen of the entertainment
committee are Dwight Spracher and Keith
Beckwith. Plans are now being made for
fall and winter activities.
Another

meeting

held

in the Film

Club

quarters

was that of the MPTO of Washington. It was the regular monthly gathering at which much discussion was held on

the Movie Quiz Contest. After the regular meeting, a special confab was held by
the committee for the annual MPTO convention and Movie Ball to be held October
28. Present plans indicate that a Midnight
Frolic at one of the larger theatres may
replace the usual Movie Ball. However, it
is not yet definitely set . . . Filmrow was
surprised to hear that Charlie White, exhibitor from Concrete, has been married
for the past couple of weeks to Mary
Jackson . . . John McGeehan, RKO
exploiteer, spending some time here from
Hollywood.

Marcus Murphy has called off the deal
with the Pollacks for his theatre in Mount
Vernon. Marcus will continue to operate
the Mission Theatre himself ... V . P .
Floro has taken over the Rialto and is
operating on a double-feature policy . . .
Mrs. Frank Wheir and her daughter and
son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Bert Monroe,
are here for a ten-day visit with Leroy
and Alys Johnson. Leroy is general manager for Jensen-Von Herberg Theatres . . .
Maj. Pat Healey, Massachusetts film censor, here on a vacation tour . . . Wilma
McNett has accepted a position with National Theatre Supply Co. and is staying
in San Francisco.
Visitors:

Ben

Fish, coast

division

head

for United Artists, along with Jack Schlaifer; Jack Wright, over from Yakima
lunching with Junior Mercy; Bill Evans,
from the Post Street Theatre in Spokane,
admiring the new Rendezvous; Ronnie

Bill Parker, northwest exploiteer for
M-G-M, at the train to meet Blanche Ivie,
wardrobe mistress from the M-G-M studios
. . . George Blair’s mother, quite ill the
past few weeks, is reported recovering very
nicely . . . Stan Standish is the newest
and third candidate to succeed Grover
Nobles in the Sterling press department.
Stan is assistant to Jack Sampson, department head.

Thar's Gold
Exhibitor, and
Super

Facts

Showman,

“You’re
POPCORN

52

SHOWMAN”

in them
thar lobbies, Mr.
unless you have a
Burch

not

SMITH,

getting: it”
BOX
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back

SCHLAIFER
of New York, and
Fish, United Artists bigwigs, were
in

town

during

the

week

.

.

.Al

O’Keefe, west coast manager for Universal, was another visitor. He flew in from
Chicago . . . Gordon Craddock, Portland
Universal manager, and L. J. McGinley,
Seattle manager, flew to Chicago over the
weekend . . . Ted Gamble of the J. J.
Parker Theatres went to Pendleton for
the annual

Round-Up

. . . A. M.

Dunlop,

manager of J. J. Parker’s Liberty in Astoria, was in Portland booking . . . Mose
Mesher, Hamrick-Evergreen’s advertising
specialist, has take over the job of pub-

.

REVIEW

licizing “Motion Pictures’
in Portland.

GIRLS' SCHOOL
(Col) — Sound
and solid
piece of sentimental entertainment that is
sure to find feminine handkerchiefs aflutter
wherever

shown.

It is studded

of fine performances,

with

is tastefully

a

score

produced

and

skillfully directed, carrying first quality rating in every respect. Anne Shirley,
Nan Grey, Ralph Bellamy, Noah Beery jr.
Produced
John
NIGHT

by

Samuel

Marx.

Directed

by

Brahm.
HAWK
(Rep) — Combines a fast-moving newspaper yarn with a revival of the

rum-running racket to emerge as an actionladen thriller, sure to be
favorably
received.

Robert

Livingstone

Travis deliver well
Herman
Schlom.
Salkow.

June

in leads. Produced by
Directed by
Sidney

STRAIGHT. PLACE AND SHOW
The odds are not in favor
brothers

and

effort, despite

(20th-Fox)—
of this Ritz

its title. The

boys

don't have the weight to carry it, while
stilted romantics of Richard Arlen and
Phyllis
Damon

Brooks,
Runyon

slack.

Directed

TOUCHDOWN
crop

story

the

by

ARMY

David

disappointing
up

highly

com-

A

gripping

WANTED

Roy

of the service school and its traditions. A trio of high-grade performances

by
BY

Kurt

Neumann.

THE

POLICE

(Mono)— Packs

enough
entertainment of the gangstermelodrama variety to warrant satisfactory
reception

among

dominates

action

the cast

Brown,

Hamrick-Evergreen

booker,

has started on his vacation. He wouldn’t
say where he went because he didn’t want
to be called back . . . Margaret North is
another person on vacation . . . Ray Grombacker, manager of the Liberty Theatre,
is one busy man with a remodeling of his
house coming up soon. The event was
the cause of Kenny Schultz, HamrickEvergreen purchasing agent, coming to
Portland from Seattle. Eaton Randall,
National Theatre Supply manager for the
northwest, and Eddie Miller also came
down from the Puget Sound city because
of the renovation.

S. K . Decker Purchases

fans.
as

a

L . A. All-Star Exchange

gridiron

by John Howard, Mary Carlisle and Robert
Cummings. Produced by Edward T. Lowe.
Directed

his new picture in Walt’s theatre this week.

the

unfolds before a West Point background with a
number
of impressive

glimpses

proclamation about the industry’s drive
. . . Mike Newman, Columbia exploitation
man out of Hollywood, will come to Portland for “You Can’t Take It With You”
. . . Walt Finney staged a real reception
for Roy Rogers, Republic star, who opened

Butler.

(Para) — A

entertainment.

Year”

plane to Seattle to see how it’s done . . .
Al Finkelstein, Ted Gamble, Bob White
and Mose Mesher went to Salem to watch
Gov. Charles H. Martin of Oregon issue a

mendable contribution to this season's
football features, stacks up as

of

prime

plus

story, fail to take

Greatest

All Portland’s Filmrow was shocked by
the news of the death of the wife of George
Hunt, owner of the Criterion and Rialto
theatres in Medford . . . Hamrick-Evergreen’s Paramount Theatre will stage a
jitterbug jamboree on its stage . . . Herb
Sobottka, Paramount manager, took the

*

FLASHES

DaTro

Burch “SUPER

JACK
Ben

Frankie

little tough

Los Angeles — The All-Star Exchange
has been purchased from Jay Sutton by
S. K. Decker, veteran film salesman and
distributor, formerly of Detroit, who will
operate it as the Majestic Distributing
Corp., he announced this week. Decker,
who entered the business 20 years ago as
a salesman for Pathe and RKO, operated
Excellent Pictures, a state-right exchange,
in Detroit until he came here last January.
Southern California and Arizona distribution rights to 36 pictures, produced

guy mixed up in the car-stealing racket.
Evalyn Knapp and Robert Kent. Produced

by B. F. Ziedman, Maurice Conn and Sam
Katzman, have been acquired. Included
are 12 westerns — six of them starring Tim

by Lindsley
Bretherton.

McCoy

Parsons.

Directed

by

Howard

COMPLETE REVIEWS on the above
pictures will appear in an early issue
of BOXOFFICE.

and six with Kermit Maynard. Offices are now being remodeled and the
organization will be enlarged.
Sutton, former owner, will rejoin Al
Galston in the exhibition end of the business.
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INDEPENDENTS FILE ANTI TRUST SUIT AGAINST
B&K IN CHICAGO; AN INJUNCTION IS SOUGHT

—

—
—

Revised Clearance, Halt
To Duals and Price
—
Control, Goals

Expects Government
To Step In

—

By

GENE

RICH

expressed

Chicago —
The long-anticipated independent suit against Balaban & Katz and
the major companies, bearing the names
of 89 plaintiffs representing 101 theatres
in greater Chicago film territory, has been
filed in federal court by Rosenberg, Stein
and Rosenberg, for the defendants.
The

complaint,

114 printed

pages,

was

filed under the anti-trust laws, “for the
purpose of breaking down the series of
film clearances obtained over a period of
years by B&K,” said Aaron Stein of the
legal staff, in announcing the suit. They
seek a court ban of double features.
“While
separate

this suit seeks a restraining injunction,” he added, “we intend to file a
suit for damages sustained over

this period of years. We will go into federal court within the next few days to seek
a temporary injunction pending the hearing of the case itself.”
To Ask Contempt Citation
The

suit accuses

B&K

Chicago — Belief that the government
will step in on the Chicago controversy
between independents and B&K was

of contempt

of

federal court in violating the consent decree of 1934 handed down here, and Stein
said that they intend to “call upon the
attorney general of the United States to
indict B&K for this contempt.”
The complaint, prepared over a period
of many months, contains practically a
history of the Chicago releasing and

Stein

when

here
he

this

week

announced

by

Aaron

filing of the

independent suit against the
mount affiliate and the majors.

Para-

As he put it: "As a matter of fact,
we expect the government to descend
on

Chicago

pretty

Attorney for the Plaintiffs
Intends Damage
Suit as Well
also attacked in the bill of complaint.
Briefly, the court is asked, through
means of a permanent injunction, to:
Chi

cag

and

o.

cle

ara

quickly."
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.
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e ” tit.
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l
d
pro
y”
duc
in motion picture films by imposing upon
t i
n t
independent exhibitors, as a condition to
he
the licensing of feature motion pictures 4 to
5Br Eighty-Nine Plaintiffs,
e
Defendants
them, arbitrary, unreasonable and dis- HaaFifteen
lkt d
criminatory restraints upon their freedom
prown
i
ce th— The 89 plaintiffs in the indeof action; and
Chicago
e
co pendent
B&K and the majors,
nt suit“cagainst
on
ro bill
“(c) — To monopolize in the hands of
listed in the
ofr complaint, are:
l b spi
B&K the interstate trade and commerce
acy
y
,c
Adelphi Theatre
Corp.,
Alamo Theatre
B&
ol
in motion picture films by destroying the
K
Co., Ar-Ed Corp.,. Armagelu- Theatre Corp.,
exhibition value thereof before said films
Austin Theatre Corp,. Avaloe Amusement
become available to independent exhibiCorp., Berwyn Amusement Co., Biograph
Amusement Corp., Blackstone Amusement
The independents contend that “certain
acts, practices, contracts and combinations
oftors.”
the defendants have resulted in the

Co., Buckingham Theatre Co., CVN Theatre Co., Century Theatre Co., Channel
Amusement Co., Cheltenham Theatre Corp.,

clearance situation. It carries a “description of the industry, exhibition of motion

power

Cicero

pictures

monopolize the interstate trade and commerce in motion picture films for exhibition in the city of Chicago and its suburbs, contrary to the provisions of said
laws of the United States . . . and have

in Chicago and
terstate commerce in

its suburbs, inmotion picture

films.”
Of the 89 plaintiff corporations, all but
three are Allied members. The defendants include B&K, its management officers, and eight major distributors.
The

complaint states that “the defendants . . . unlawfully have engaged and are
now engaging in a conspiracy to suppress,
restrain, monopolize and smother and destroy competition in a part of the interstate trade and commerce in motion picture films ... in accordance with and pursuant to an understanding and agreement
between them, among other things:
“(a) — To

restrict the course

of the in-

Three Plaintiffs Not
Allied Members
Sam C. Meyers, who is a brother-inlaw of A. I. Balaban; the S. C. M. The-
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Amusement Co., Clifford Amusement Co., Colony Theatre Corp., Crawfull
Corp., Damen
Amusement Co., DeLuxe
Theatre, Inc., Devon Amusement Co., Diversey Clark Corp., Douglas Theatre Co.,
Drexel Theatre Co., DuPage Theatre Corp.,
Ed-Ar

Corp., Elm

Building

Corp., Emmett

deprived, continue to deprive, and threaten hereafter to deprive the plaintiffs, and
each of them, of such access to a free, open
and untrammeled market, thereby causing
the plaintiffs, and each of them, great and

Theatre, Inc., Essaness Sales Corp., Fullerton Amusement Co., G&E Enterprises,
Inc., Grand Theatre, Inc., Greater Chicago
Theatres Corp., Halstead Theatre Co.,
Harriet Amusement Co., Harsey Corp.,

special damage
Seeks

Highway Theatre Corp., Homan Photoplay
Co., Homan Theatre, Inc., The Howard
Theatre Co., Idlehour Amusement Co.,
Inc., Ulington Amusement Co., Irving Park
Amusement Co., Jullen Theatre Corp.,
Karlov Amusement Co., Lake Amusement
(Continued on page 56)

. . .”
Knell

of Duals

The suit seeks abolition of duals under
the contention that B&K monopolizes the
first four runs of pictures, shifts them
around in any manner the chain desires
in A, B and C weeks, to cause the pictures
to lose their entertainment value by the
time they reach first week of release ten
weeks after the loop runs.

Injunction Hearings

The plaintiffs contend that under the
current releasing and clearance schedule,

Chicago — The three plaintiffs in the
suit who are not Allied members are

atre Corp., in which
ested, and the M, and

of the primary defendants to control prices, smother competition, and

“subject to the arbitrary control of B&K,”
the circuit has exclusive right to every
picture in the Chicago area, with minor
exceptions, during the first four runs of
pictures.
The “milking” of product through extended runs at the Garrick and Apollo is

September
28
has been given

Chicago — Notice
the

independents

for a

temporary

the clearance

that

the

injunction,

suit against

major

companies,

Judge

James

H.

will be

sought

B&K
heard

Wilkerson,

by

arguments
and

in
the

before

Sept.

28.
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Trailer -Made Is
Host at Opening
Chicago — Johnny

Mednikow

was host to

scores of exhibitors who aided him in
celebrating the formal opening of his new
Trailer-Made Service of Illinois, Inc., on
South Wabash. Here for the opening from
New York was Morton Van Praag, new
general sales manager,
Trailer-Made company.
Among

Chicago — The rabid film fans — those who
meet

all the trains at the Dearborn

Street

Station when the Super-Chief and Chief
come in from Hollywood every day, hoping for a glimpse of their favorite stars —
had a chance to contrast the idol of yesterday’s youngsters, William S. (Two-Gun
Bill) Hart, with one of the popular leading men of today, Bing Crosby, when the
two arrived here last week, en route to
the east.
Shown
(Dixie

in the photo above as they appeared in Chicago are Mrs. Bing Crosby
Lee), Bob Crosby, young Gary

Crosby and Bing, the Paramount crooning smash.
First in was Bill Hart, and though 66
years old, appeared as spry as when he
was chasing bad men on the screen and
proving that law and order always win
out. The former cowboy star was going
to New York where his “same old lawsuit” against United Artists on an accounting of profits due him on his old
pictures comes up again this month.
He took enough time out to comment

that today’s “singing cowboys
and that when I spent all my
ranch,

"

Well

Duo

Lee, his 5-year-old

in Chicago

sal’s horror duo, “Frankenstein” and
“Dracula,” Essaness offered the “first horror show in the loop,” last week, when
Herb Elisburg ran “Revolt of the Walking
Dead” from the Judell exchange, and “The
Walking Dead” <WB i , at the Woods Theatre. Ballyhooed with the doorman wearing a skeleton suit and papier-mache
skull; “prop” doctors and nurses in the
lobby, and general copy theme of “can
you take it,” the duo played to exceptionally good business both afternoons and
evenings.

Noblesville
Noblesville,

Ind. —

Revamp
With

renovations

between $15,000 and $20,000 completed, the Diana Theatre, formerly the
State, has been opened here. The lobby
is newly decorated and the front has been
remodeled. The 800 seats have been reupholstered and re-cushioned.

of

cow-

his

six-

son, Gary

(the other

left at home) , his brother-manager-press agent, Larry, scores of packages and trunks, and a nurse for Gary,
was helpful to the corps of newspaper
photographers on hand to greet him. The
family posed every which way, together with brother Bob Crosby, appearing here at the Blackhawk.

exhibitors

parent

and

others

who dropped in to see the newly- painted
and remodeled offices were Nate and Abe
Gumbiner, Les Simansky, Frank Fisher of
Milwaukee, Jack Ruben who pinch-hit as
bartender and chef, W. E. (Doc) Banford of M-G-M, Eddie Brunnell, Henry
Porter and Jack Blum, Tippy Harrison,
Lou Harrison, Julius Goodman, Jim Booth
and Herb Elisburg of Essaness, Eddie
Trinz, Eddie Grossman, Art Telzer, Jack
Rose, Abe Teitel, A1 Raymer, Mel Bleiden,
Henri Elman, Joe and Lou Abramson, the
Bartlestein Brothers, Sinuel Roberts, Marvin Lowenthal, Abe Feder, Hank Saperstein and numerous others.

Exhibitors and Publicists
Visit New

CAPA

Chicago — More

than 75 exhibitors, pub-

Quarters

licists and others connected with the industry, attended the formal opening of
CAPA’s new headquarters in the Crillon
Hotel, 13th and Michigan, last week.
Adorning the main room of the club

The Crosbys were en route to New York,
from where they were to hop a boat for
a two-week vacation in Bermuda. Crosby
returns to his radio program October 21,
and begins work on his next Universal
film shortly after that. Starting date is
set for November 7, with Mischa Auer
and Adolphe Menjou also in the cast. No
title or leading lady is set yet.

quarters was a
Allied Theatres.

Chicago — Independent
pleased

with

exhibitors

the continuation

are

of the B&K

policy to up its children’s prices in all of
the circuit’s A subsequent- run houses.
The houses in which B&K now has a
15-cent admission price for children, where
the former price was 10 cents, are the
Tivoli, Uptown, Riviera, Varsity in Evanston, Granada, Southtown and Marbro.

Change
Merrill,
Cosmo

Theatre

has

newly

been

remodeled

taken

over

by

the Nor-Wis Theatre Co., in which A. L.
Robarge of Tomahawk, Wis., is interested.
H. W. Robarge has been named manager
of the Cosmo.

Barber Building at Tuscola
Tuscola, III. — George Barber is buildhere. It will
Theatre.

from

guests.

And

He Got His
Clippings

Chicago — In Canada, as everywhere
else, whenever anyone thinks of the
industry they
BOXOFFICE.

think

Received

the

at

BOXOFFICE

were

of it in
Chicago

tearsheets

terms

of

office

of

and

clip-

quiz

pings from the Calgary, Alberta, newspapers on the current $250,000 movie
contest, addressed to Paul Gulick,

care

of BOXOFFICE,

York.
of

It was

the

BOXOFFICE
industry
in care

be

learned

material

Chicago.

that

thought

Opened

the

Gulick

could

senders

that

is so synonymous

that

since

with

be

the

reached

of the publication.

Meanwhile,
presented

ing a 500-seat house
named the New Strand

floral basket

by mistake, the envelope was shown
to contain the clippings intended for
the coordinator of the drive in New

at Merrill

Wis. — The

huge

The quarters, on the fourth floor of the
hotel, are well equipped and handsomely furnished. There are recreation rooms,
rest rooms, a handy bar, and other services available to the members and their

Admission Policy
Pleases Independents

costing

54

the

Crosby

Loop

on Univer-

of a tough

shots

three were

Registers

Chicago — Stealing a march

ever heard

shooter.”
Crosby, accompanied by an entourage
which include his wife, the former Dixie

B&K
" Horror

no one

boy singing between

are too soft
time on the

the many

of

Gulick

with

the

has

already

clippings

been

through

the

New
York office of this publication, accomplishing the purpose of the
Canadian showmen.
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As Trailer-Made

Johnny
dom

Mednikow

at the opening

Illinois,

Inc.,

BOXOFFICE
Bartlestein,
crutches

and

on

candid

camera
and

present;

cocked

is talking

he

was
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Independents Launch Anticipated
Suit on Clearance Against B&K
(Continued

from page 53)

Co., Inc., Lawndale Enterprises, Inc.,
Logan Theatre Co., Inc., M. & H. Theatre
Corp., Madlin Theatre Co., Marquette
Theatre Corp., Mars Amusement Corp.,
Marshall Square Theatre Co., Milda
Amusement Co., Mont Clare Theatre Co.,
Nepo Theatre Corp., Newhall Theatre
Corp., Pix Amusement Co., Quality Amusement Corp., R. and G. Theatre Corp., Rail
Theatre Corp., Rex Theatre Co., Roxy
Theatre, Inc., The S. & C. Theatre Corp.,
S. C. M. Theatre Corp., Sheffield Theatre
Co., Southport Amusement Co., Strand
Amusement Co., Streeterville Cinema, Inc.,
Van Theatre, Inc., West Theatre Corp.,
Westvan Amusement Co., Inc., Woods Theatre Corp., Yale Theatre Corp., Samuel W.
Banovitz, Benjamin and Albert Bartlestein, co-partners, doing business as
Bartlestein Brothers; Charles Benesch,
William C. Bloom, Louis Brecka, Nathan
Gumbiner, Verne Langdon, Jacob Lasker
and Ida Lasker, co-partners; Sam C.
Meyers, Anna Ostrovsky, William Pearl,
Max Sachs, and Isadore Stern.
The defendants are listed as Paramount
Pictures, Inc., Balaban & Katz Corp., B&K
Management

Corp., Loew’s, Inc., 20th Century-Fox, Vitagraph, Inc., RKO Radio
Pictures, Inc., United Artists Corp., Columbia Pictures Corp., Universal Film Exchanges, Inc., Barney and John Balaban,
Walter Immerman and Abe and Joe Kaufman.
Extension

to September

30

In Gary Anti-Trust Suit
Chicago — An extension to September 30
has been agreed upon by counsel in the
federal suit of the Gary Theatre Co.,
against B&K, Warner Theatres, and the
major companies. The request was made
by the defendants.
Complaint Covers
Chicago Setup
Chicago — Part of the 114 pages in the
bill of complaint in the independent suit

ATOI

Convention
Now

Date

Nov, 1-2

Indianapolis — Plans for the annual
convention of the Associated Theatre
Owners
and

of Indiana

had

to be

altered

date has been changed to November 1 and 2 in the Hotel Antlers here.

In trying to secure hotel accommodations on the usual date, it was found
that

hotel

filled, and

calanders

long

had

been

plans had to be altered, according to Marc
Wolf, convention

chairman.

The

two-day

meeting,

the

first time in the history of the association the convention will be held two
days, promises to be very interesting
and a record attendance is expected.

on clearance and duals lists all of the theatres in Chicago and their week of run,
the release week chart, the classified playing schedule, a specimen B&K contract
with the distributors, county and extended
protection for country theatres in Illinois, a complete listing of individual theatre protections and play weeks from the
loop runs on down, addresses for mailing
notice of availability, and Publix-Great
States clearance requirements, 1933-34
season.
In addition, so detailed are other sections of the complaint, that listed are
numerous “methods of theatre acquisition
and suppression of competitors employed
by B&K,” a complete copy of the 1932 consent decree, a complete history of circuit
organization in the United States and
Chicago, and other such matters.
Said one exhibitor this week: “If they
decide to sell copies of the complaint, it
will no doubt become a best seller immeThe B&K executives and management
diately.”
companies and Paramount Pictures, Inc.,
are listed as primary defendants, and the
distributors as secondary defendants.
Report of Buying
Setback Substantiated
Chicago — The fact that the bill of com-

Gordon H. Simmons Co.
Theatre Heating,
Ventilating
and Air Conditioning
Plans and

Estimates

Furnished.

No Obligation.
926 North

Cass

MILWAUKEE.
Phone,

56

Street
WIS.

Daly 2552

Future " Miss Allied "

plaint of the independents’ suit against
B&K and the majors mentions that immediate relief is needed or else they “will
suffer, and continue to suffer, great and
irreparable damage and injury,” substantiates the exclusive story in Boxoffice
some editions back that buying for 193839 will be held up considerably in the
Chicago territory as a result of filing of the
action.
Likewise, it is the consensus of opinion
among distributor heads here that should
the case come to trial, and records and
books of the independent exhibitors be
subpoenaed by B&K, “that it will be found
business is not so bad off as intimated.”
“And then watch film rentals go up in the
Chicago territory to be comparable with

George Topper of the Haymarket and
Star & Garter theatres displays the
pride

and

joy of his household , little

5-month-old

Mary

Jane

Topper.

Mrs.

Topper is the former “Miss Allied,”
Annabel Morganstern, a post now held
by her sister, Beth
the nickname
Mary

Jane,

Morganstern.

already

“Future

tagged
Miss

Hence

on little

Allied.”

what
they arehead.
in other territories,” said
one exchange
Holidays

to Delay Filing

Of Temporary

Stay Plea

Chicago — Filing of the temporary injunction for immediate relief in the independent suit on clearance and duals will
be held back until at least after next Tuesday, due to Rosh Hashonah, the Jewish
New Year, occurring on Monday and
Tuesday.

Strike Threat in Demand
For Restoration of Wage
Chicago — Richard Wren, head of the
engineers’ union, this week threatened
that, unless a 10 per cent wage reduction
is restored to the engineers, a general
walkout and picketing of theatres here
may occur.
Wren told Boxoffice that he would make
one last effort to contact Walter Immerman, general manager of B&K, who has
been spokesman for the exhibitor group, to
arrange for restoration of the 10 per cent
cut the engineers okayed for the summer
months. Failing in this, the men were
planning to walkout over the weekend.
Affected mostly are 120 circuit houses,
B&K, Warner, and the Palace in the loop,
in addition to only a few large independent houses.
BOXOFFICE
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C H I CC A G O
J^UKE HICKEY, former Universal exploiteer here, has left the hospital and
is now
near

recuperating

on a farm

Current and New Product Topic

with friends

'
efs
Chi
es
Sal
sal
ver
Uni
At
Proclamation Aide

Harvey, 111., where he can be reached by letter through General Delivery.

Through Boxoffice, Duke sends “thanks”
to all his friends for remembering him
during

Chicago — Production

his illness.

Joe Estes has resigned from Filmack to
join National Screen Service in Dallas . . ■
Buddy Rogers and his hand open at the
College Inn of the Hotel Sherman on
Saturday, October 8.
HERE

and

the men

Jerry Saffron, west coast division
manager for Columbia, was through
here this week en route to New York

Art

Catlin running everywhere
ing for an elephant to make

feel

lookSabu

at

home . . . Robert Montgomery dashed through Chicago last
week en route to the coast for the SAG
meeting. He was right back through
here this week headed east again to
continue his vacation with his family.
Fernand Gravet, Belgian star of
M-G-M’s forthcoming “The Great
Waltz;” Basil Rathbone, and Mrs.
Charles Boyer (Pat Paterson), were
all aboard the Santa Fe Chief when he
arrived at Dearborn Station last Sunday. They all went on from here to
New

York . . . Earl Carroll, of "Vanities” fame, was here for some time last
week, arriving from Pittsburgh via
TWA. He visited with Ed Sullivan and
others

while

here

.

.

.

Sonja

Henie

was on the TWA non-stop plane bound
for Hollywood when it came through
here this week. The international
skating

star was returning
cation in her native land
film work immediately.
Jimmy

Savage

broke

from a vaand begins

a

real

publicity

tieup when he cracked a six-column layout on the Daily News sports page, showing Marjorie Weaver as a typical “football rooter.” It was in connection with the
20 th-Fox “Hold That Coed” at the Garrick Theatre.
Tony Caputo had an “exclusive” this
week in Pathe News. The reel used his
shots of the “prison without torture,” at
Michigan State Prison, Jackson, Mich. . . .
A1 Borde won the vaudeville bookers golf
(Continued
BOXOFFICE

on

page

;; September

60)

the

rest

what

outstanding

business

the re-

issues of “Dracula” and “Frankenstein”
are doing as a double feature on the west
coast, “standing ’em up and proving that
all the exhibitor has to do is to try it to

for home office conferences . . . Spencer Tracy took the Chief out to Hollywood Sunday night after a quiet day
at the Blackstone, minus publicity and

Sunday . . . Sabu, star of UA’s
“Drums,” was in the Windy City this
week on his nation-wide tour, accompanied by Lynn Farnol and those
bodyguards we know no one would
want to meet in the dark. He had

for

Vice-President Matty Fox, General Sales
Manager William Scully, in addition to
division and branch heads west of Detroit.
Besides talking new product, Scully told

GONE:

newspapermen, since “he wanted to be
alone.” . . . Monty Wooley, RKO contract player, was on the Super-Chief
and left on the Century for New York

plans

of the year and a discussion of personalities set in forthcoming pictures held the
attention of Universal sales chiefs at a
weekend meeting here last Sunday. In
attendance were President Nate Blumberg,

convince

himself.

for hours at many
Blumberg said

People

stood

tests runs.”
that the Bing

in

line

Crosby

picture, which goes before the cameras November 7, will be ready about the first
of the year, with the Fields-Bergen-McCarthy opus, “You Can’t Cheat an Honest
Man,” ready for Christmas. Other product discussed included Danielle Darrieux’s
next, “Rio;” Deanna Durbin’s “That Certain Age,” ready October 7; “The Tough
Guy Kids in Society,” with the toughies
and Edward Everett Horton, Mary Boland

Margie Clinton, “Miss Movie Quiz,” is
shown as she held the proclamation
which Mayor Edward J. Kelly signed in
behalf of the “Motion Pictures’ Greatest Year” campaign in Chicago.

Power Line Wreck
Halts Murphysboro
Murphysboro,

III. — The

late

show

in

the Hippodrome Theatre, a 1,400-seater
operated by the Marlow Amusement Co.,
was interrupted about 9 p. m. September
15 when vandals dynamited a Central
Illinois Public Service Co. transformer
tower about two miles south of here.
Three dynamite charges exploded under
the 75-foot structure,
to the ground.

causing

it to topple

Electric service, also interrupted in
Carbondale and West Frankfort, was
restored almost immediately there, but
this city was without electricity until the
following morning.
The wrecked power line is a branch to
Murphysboro from the Central Illinois public service company’s generating station at
the Mississippi River, 12 miles from here.
Authorities have not ascertained why
the tower was blasted.

Want
Ft.

Wayne,

and Mischa Auer; “Service DeLuxe,” with
Constance Bennett, Charley Ruggles and
Vincent Price; and the new College series.
Besides the executives mentioned, others
here for the confab, held at the Palmer
House, and which was to be duplicated
this weekend in New York for the eastern
and southern managers, were: James
Jordan, home office contract department;
A. J. O’Keefe, Los Angeles division manager; W. J. Heineman, western sales manager, Los Angeles; Pete Dana, Kansas City
district manager; E. T. Gomersoll, Chicago district manager; and Branch Managers Mannie Gottlieb, Chicago; Jack
Langdon, Denver; Jerry Spandau, Des
Moines; Eddie Heiber, Detroit; Floyd
Brown, Indianapolis; Roy Miller, Kansas
City; Charles Feldman, Los Angeles; Frank
Mantzke, Milwaukee; Harold Johnson, Minneapolis; Roy Palmquist, Omaha; Gordon
Craddock, Portland; Joe Garrison, St.
Louis; Matt

Aperton,

ney Roach, San
Ginley, Seattle.

NEW

Salt Lake

Francisco,

LOW

Star for Parade
Ind. — Carole

Lombard,

of the Voiture

No. 37, 40 and 8 so-

L. J. Mc-

PRICES

Perfect Reproduction.
Perfect Distribution.
The Golden Voice of
The Silver Screen.

local girl who made good in a big way
in Hollywood, will be extended a written

meeting
ciety.

City; Bar-

TWO-WAY
HORN SYSTEMS

the

invitation to ride in “Black Jack,” 40 and
8 locomotive, in the Legion parade in Los
Angeles. The invitation was voted at a

and

THE

BALLANTYNE

219 North 16th St.

COMPANY
OMAHA.

NEBR.
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Drive Pledges From
13 More in Indiana

Chicago — Allied's
continues to show
latest

ly to Mrs.
the

drive, exhibitors are asking for more booklets, and the general public has become
interested. In fact, the public is showing
a keen interest from reports gathered. The

members
Theatre,

being

Jake

Joe

Gross'

Sal-

Drexel,

Chicago — The current issue of the Better
Film Council of Chicago report on picture

Aaron

Saperstein,

widow

ratings, released by Mrs. Richard M. McClure, president, hands the industry praise

of

for the “excellent”
month and a half.

late president of Allied, for an indefinite period. Kirsch said that be-

no

cause of the many new members coming into the organization there will be
need for an assessment to meet

the

cost

of the

cent youth most

award.

La

Crosse, Wis. — Charged with operating a lottery in connection with Bank

Night

at his Hollywood Theatre, Ted Bolnick, manager of the house, pleaded not
guilty on two counts in county court last
week and provided bond of $100.
Complaint on which the warrants were
based charged Bolnick and the Wellworth
Theatres of Wisconsin, Inc., operators of
the house, with wilfully and unlawfully

Warns Against Letting
Campaign Interest Lag
Chicago — At least one outstanding contest activity each week in connection with
Movie Quiz contest is urged by Maurice
M. Rubens of the Great States circuit,
B&K affiliate, in a letter to managers
warning against permitting interest to

setting up and promoting a certain lottery for money known as Bank Night.
One

action

is based

on

alleged

lottery

operated September 2, and the other
an alleged lottery September 9.

drive.

Threats
By

Call
GENE

Chicago — A “right-at-home” example
of what happens to the innocent victims
of war confronted us when Fernand Gravet, star of M-G-M’s “The Great Waltz,”
came through on the Santa Fe Chief, en
route to New York, and his war-fearing
family in Paris. Alternately joyous and
sad, he constantly showed the strain of
worry over his wife, mother, mother-inlaw and child in the French capitol.
Himself a captain of the Belgian army
reserve corps, Gravet eagerly bought up every newspaper available to read the latest
war bulletins. Having just finished “The
Great Waltz,” he was rushing through to
New York to board a liner for Paris as soon
as possible. If the tensity of the situation
in Europe subsides, he may make a French
picture to which he is committed while he
is there.
“However, right now I hope we stay out
of war,” he said.
In a more jovial mood he told of his
first meeting with Director Mervyn LeRoy, who brought him over to Hollywood.
Gravet for years had balked
wood offers, fearing he might

at Hollynot click

here, and, he added, “I feel if a foreign
star flops in the U. S., he will be a flop

Star

on

Home

to approach Gravet, LeRoy decided it best
to use the universal pantomime and
French-English lingo. When he met the
star, his dialogue went something like
this:
“Me i pointing at self), I am Mervyn
LeRoy, American movie producer (motion
to cameraman turning crank on moviecamera). I make picture (pulling out picture in pocket) ‘Fugitive From Chain
Gang’ (rattling of watch chain). I like
to take you with me (walking over and
pulling Gravet) on boat (showing him
to America

(showing

pic-

ture of statute of Liberty).”
Gravet said he let the director “rave on”
for a few minutes till he could no longer

keep a straight face, and then in his best
Oxfordian English accent < he was educated
in England) nonchalantly remarked: “I
say, how about sitting down. Just relax
and we’ll talk the matter over.”
Is it needless to add “was LeRoy’s

RKO; "Give Me a Sailor” and “Booloo,”
Para.; “Letter of Introduction,” Univ.;
“Little Miss Broadway,” 20th-Fox, and
UA.
“The Return of the Scarlet Pimpernel,”
In the adult

and

young

adults

classifi-

cation were “The Crowd Roars” and “Marie
Antoinette,” M-G-M, with the notation
that the latter is a “must see film, with
photography, scenery and costumes magnificent;” “Gateway,” 20th-Fox; “The
WB.
Texans,”
Para.; and "Racket Busters,”
For adult entertainment

only were

listed

two Warner films, “The Amazing Doctor
Clitterhouse,” and “Boy Meets Girl.” Also
in this group were “Prison Farm,” Para.;
“Reformatory,” Col.; “Pugachev,” Amkino,
and “The Life of Nina Petrovna,” Amkino.

Herald and Examiner
to Theatres

face

exhibitors are finding that despite its
streamlined size, the Hearst morning sheet
is offering the theatres plenty of cooperation. And to help the exhibitors still
further, despite circulation figures going
up, advertising
on the paper.

rates are lower than

before

The paper is giving one service that film
fans watch closely for loop houses — a
daily time clock of “when the feature
starts.” In addition, there is Louella Parsons’ syndicated column, Erskine Johnson
writing
various

from the coast, Dorothy Day’s reviews, and daily stories and pictures from
theatres.

Cut a " Blockade " Run;
Picket Line Dispersed
Milwaukee — Pickets
League

for Peace

and

of

the

Democracy,

American
protest-

billing of “Blockade” at
ing the shortened
the Tower
and Oriental theatres here, were
dispersed by police.
Margaret La Budde, secretary of the
league, asserted her organization had sold
about 400 tickets for benefit showings of
the film.
BOXOFFICE

red?”

fam-

"Blind Alibi,” “CareCarey’s Chickens,” all

Cooperative

in his home country, too.”
At any rate, LeRoy, visiting in Pails, saw
a Gravet French picture. Highly impressed, he made an appintment with the
star through his studio. Not knowing how

58

last

Chicago — With the new tabloid Chicago
Herald & Examiner now three weeks old,

RICH

picture of boat)

highly as wholesome

group were:
free” and “Mother

New

War

the

ly recommended,” and “delightful melodrama,” was 20th Century-Fox’s “Alexander’s Ragtime Band.” Besides these, which
were placed in family rating, others in

A "Lottery" Ruling

Attica: Tivoli, Spencer; Indiana, Scottsburg; Orpheum, Hartford City; Ritz, Loogootee; Roxy, Earlington, Ky.; Hippodrome, Sheridan; Mary Anderson, Louisville, Ky.; Beverly, Brazil; Park, North
Vernon; Tivoli, Jasper; State, Anderson,
and Charbell, Rochester, Ind.

of

ily entertainment,” were given for M-G-M’s
“Love Finds Andy Hardy.” Marked "high-

this

last report shows the following theatres pledging their support: Messner,

product

Such notations as “previewers unanimous in recommending this film of adoles-

Bolnick to Contest

film industry may well be setting the pattern for other industries. It has shown
itself many times to be a leader, and the
move may become contagious.

Year”

membership drive
results, with the

and the Auerbach Brothers' Panorama.
Jack Kirsch announced that the members had voted an award of $100 week-

to take discouragement lying down. Gradually every exhibitor is lending his support. Some are slow to take hold, but in
the end there is no doubt that the cooperation will be 100 per cent in Indiana.
Newspapers continue to support the

lapse in the “Greatest

new

kin's States

Indianapolis — Thirteen more Indiana
theatres have pledged their support to the
film drive. Exhibitors, it seems, refuse

The

Film Council Cites
Current Product

Illinois
Allied's Drive
Succeeding

:;

September
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Many Trade Officials
At Worley Banquet
Peoria, III. — Peoria was the mecca of
luminaries in the business end of the film
world when a testimonial dinner for Len
Worley, city manager of Publix-Great
States Theatres, honoring his 35th anniversary in the show business, was held at
the Pere Marquette Hotel.
Among the 250 attending the dinner and
dance were John Balaban, president of
Publix-Great States Theatres; J. J. Rubens, vice-president; M. M. Rubens, Chicago division manager; C. B. Rubens, Chicago maintenance director; Henry Stickelmaier, Chicago executive; Arch Trebow,
Chicago purchasing agent; F. M. Weber,
Chicago office manager, and Tom Ronan,
district manager.
Most of the visiting executives spoke and
all were high in praise of Worley who
made a neat speech in acceptance of the
several fine gifts he received. Hundreds
of telegrams received by Worley from all
over the nation were displayed on several
boards.

Candy Machine Pilferer
Nabbed by A1 Waldman
Chicago — A1 Waldman,

chief of service

at the Chicago Theatre, believes in fullfilling his job 100 per cent, even if it
means tackling a thief.
A1 caught a young robber, about 25
years old, pilfering the candy machines
in the lower promenade of the Chicago
one night. Without seeking aid, Waldman
made

a flying tackle for him. They scuffled, and by the time help came, the
young would-be-pilferer had run out the
front door. Police saw him, though, and
nabbed him a block away.

Opens

Without

Deal

for 1938-39.

on the new

This

lineup.

is the

“Drums”

Milwaukee — During the recent visit of
Jack Carson, who is one of the featured
players in RKO’s “Carefree,” the hometown angle was publicized. Carson, a Milwaukee boy, was on a visit here simultaneous with the run at the Warner.
On

the

first film

is next.

Safety Films

Indianapolis — Motion pictures of activities at the Indianapolis safety patrol officers training camp, held at the boy
scout reservation, will be shown in 12
Indianapolis theatres during September.

day, a radio

layouts, reproducing pictures of the “Carefree” player from his boyhood days on.
An interview also was used by the Journal as a feature story.

general sales manJJERMAN WOBBER,
ager of 20th Century-Fox, and J. P.
O’Loghlin, Kent drive leader, were visitors
at the local branch. They gave interesting
talks on the company’s
ready for release.

Barrett, GB home office representative, spent three days here visiting exhibitors and conferring with Mel Levinson, GB branch manager.

exhibitors

are

county
on

Nathan

C.

circuit

October

Nelson,

court

10.

verse, may end

The

at

in

assistant

decision,

the game

to Oscar

Doob,

publicity director for Loew’s Theatres, was
here visiting leading newspaper offices and
checking up on advertising in general.
J. R. Frank, manager of the United
Artists branch here, and the entire sales
force went to Columbus, Ohio, Saturday
to attend the district sales meeting.

Ind.,
if ad-

in Indiana.

This time Rex Williams, manager of the
Hoosier Theatre, Whiting, Ind., and Harry
Rubin, manager of the Tivoli, Michigan
City, are the winners, in the contest held
during

July by several of the film companies to determine the best campaigns

on their pictures during that month. Williams won his award for a campaign on

tion of RKO’s “Having Wonderful Time.”
The awards are free round-trips to New
York, all expenses paid, with one week in
Gotham. The managers will be given time
off, with their salaries paid by I-I, in order to take advantage of their prizes.

Mednikow Will Handle
Trailers in St. Louis
Chicago — Johnny Mednikow this week
announced that he had made a deal with
Van

Praag

Riley was
Bros.

formerly

operat-

Percy Barr, well known in Indiana, and
formerly state representative for NSS, has
been appointed district manager of the
company, with headquarters in Chicago.
Hamer

has succeeded

Robert A’Dair, Special Pictures, has been
transferred to Milwaukee as state representative.

He

also

said

that

H.

returned

had

appointed

Fischer as his manager in Milwaukee. Fischer is well known to the trade in
the Wisconsin territory, both he and his
wife having

been

active for years in exhibitor-distributor matters in Milwaukee.

Promotes

"Carefree"

Peoria, III. — Jules V. Serkowich, advance man for RKO, is in town promoting
“Carefree” which opens September 25 at
the Palace Theatre. “Serk” has been having a lot of success on this film in his
campaigns.

St. Charles

House

to Frisina

Taylorville, III. — The Frisina circuit
announced here that they have taken over
the management of the Strand Theatre at
St. Charles, Mo. Dominic Frisina said that
extensive remodeling will be done.

It's a Bigger

trip.

Abrams,

from

he

Frank

Central City Amusefrom New York after

It has been equipped with 4-Star Simplex
sound, E- 7 Simplex mechanisms, Peerless
Magnarc lamps and G. E. Copper Oxide
rectifiers.
Sam

Inc.,

B. R. Baker,

recently resigned from the sales department of Grand National, according to Had
Hull, local branch manager.

business

of Trailer-Made,

to take over the St. Louis territory. Mednikow will own the territory outright as
he now does the Chicago and Milwaukee
territories.

Quimby circuit of Ft. Wayne, Ind., has
acquired the Riley here. In addition, they
operate the Emboyd, Palace and Jefferson

Adams

Decatur,

Chicago — The “contest winning” circuit
is at it again. By now everyone should
know that that monicker belongs to the
Indiana-Illinois circuit of Jack Rose and
Alex Manta.

Morton
O. T. Schmidt,

The new Ohio Theatre, Madison, Ind.,
will have its formal opening October 4.

anxiously waiting the trial of the "test
case" to determine the legality of
Bank Night to be tried before Special
Judge

now

product

William

a ten-day

" Test Case"
Indianapolis — Indiana

new

Two I-I Managers
Win New York Trip

Monogram’s “Romance of the Limberlost,”
while Rubin won out for his exploita-

INDIANAPOLIS

Mannie Marcus,
ment Co., returned

Await Bank Night

interview

arranged for Carson over WTMJ. After the broadcast Carson went to the lobby
of the Warner and personally autographed
pictures of himself for the fans. Five
hundred were distributed.
The Milwaukee Journal used special art

Don

To Show

opening

was

theatres. The
ed by Mailers

Chicago — While “Algiers” was to open
this week at the United Artists, B&K still
has not concluded a United Artists film
deal

Play Up Home-T owner

Special

a trip through

diana with several

Pictures,

has

northern

In-

contracts

for

Fight
Chicago — Despite
such

industry

the

problems

importance
as

the

of

inde-

pendents' suit on the clearance situation. forthcoming film buying, and the
question of the 1938-39 operators' contract, most of Filmrow was preoccupied
most of this week and last
ever-increasing war talk.

with

the

“Birth

of a Baby.”
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MILWAUKEE
QJ, N. BLATCHFORD,
local Fox official,
returned last week with Mrs. Blatchford
from a trip to Hawaii . . . The Empress,
long dark, is slated for early reopening
with continuous pictures and burlesque . . .
Miss Irene Purcell, screen star, visited with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Purcell,
at Fond du Lac last weekend.
Jack

Carson

and

his brother,

Robert,

Chicago — The H&E
has started triples at
Theatre

in South Chicago.
mercial is directly across

The
the

Comstreet

major

product

It is understood

split.
there

is friction

tween the two

circuits

despite

that I-I house,

through

outstanding

John’s Old Boys September
Plankinton Hotel here.

is holding
cial.

at

the

Eugene Phalen, manager of the Allis
Theatre, is now operating the house on
three program changes a week. Flickers
show on Tuesdays through Thursdays, one
day showing Fridays, and Saturdays
through Mondays.
Veloz & Yolanda open at Fox’s Palace
here October 7 for a week, followed by
Benny

Goodman’s

band.

“Birth of a Baby” is having its first
Wisconsin showing at the Capitol Theatre
in Madison.
Stanley

Kolberg

of this city has

taken

over the management of the Falls at Sheboygan Falls, formerly operated by Mike
Lencione.

Indianapolis RCA
Host to Camden

Unit Is
Officials

Indianapolis — Nine executives from the
main office of the RCA Photophone at
Camden,

N. J., and executives of the Indianapolis division attended a dinner at
the Indianapolis Athletic Club last week
after group meetings and inspection tours
at the local plant.
Visiting executives were R. Shannon,
president and general manager; F. H.
regan, vice-president and secretary;
Bonfig, L. F. Clement, N. A. Mears,
Deakins

viceCorH. C.
F. R.

and V. C. Woodcox, vice-presidents; J. F. Joyce, advertising manager,

and

E. W. Ritter, manager of Harrison division. They were guests of J. M. Smith,
manager of the Indianapolis division.
The

plant

here

has

been

Sound

em-

for F&M

St. Louis — Fanchon &
Marco, Inc.,
operating a large chain of theatres here,
recently purchased the new Simplex Four
Star sound equipment for the following
houses; Kingsland, Lafayette, Manchester,
Aubert, McNair and Longwood, the local
office of National Theatre Supply Co. reports. Other territorial installations include the Massac in Metropolis, 111., and
the Clayton, Clay City, HI.

Bernard

its own

John

against

ex-

Burhome.

the Commer-

"Room Service" Is
Top Loop Grosser
Chicago — RKO’s “Room Service” topped the town in the loop. The first three
days’ business was the best at the house
since “Snow White,” and better than many
months previous to that. M-G-M’s “Marie Antoinette,” in its fourth week at the
United Artists, was holding up well and
may be moved later to an extended-run
house. Ed Sullivan, in person, failed miserably at the Paramount, despite Paramount’s “Spawn of the North” to help him.
This is the scribbler’s third successive floperoo at the ace B&K house here. Columbia’s
“I Am the Law” was doing almost 150 per
cent over normal for the first week at
the Roosevelt.
Subsequent run business was spotty as
usual, with, as one exhibitor put it, “the
good pictures doing the good business.”

CHICAGO
(Continued
tournament
cently.

from

at Medinah

page

57)

Country

Club

re-

Maury Leonard of BkK
entertained
several score friends of his at a cocktail
and dinner party last Swiday at the
Congress.
Bill Bishop screened “Too Hot to Handle,” M-G-M’s toast to the newsreel boys,
for all the newsreel crews in town last
week . . . Abe Kaufman, B&K head booker, had everyone delighted this week by
being up and around the loop houses.
He leaves next week for a month’s further
recuperation at Excelsior Springs, Mo.
Jones, Linick
managers
berg goes
Lake as
goes to

and Schaefer

have

changed

about the circuit. Chester Amfrom the Woods to the Stateco-manager ; Arthur Marcelles
the McVickers as assistant to

Manager

Walter Moore. Sam Levine, assistant at the State-Lake, was seriously
ill in Hew York City, where he was visit-

Fertges at Bradford

Bradford, III. — Bernard Fertges has
been named manager of the New Bradford Theatre here. The house is operated
by the Fertges circuit.

60

ploitation by Manager

be-

the fact

in operation

approximately two years and has
ployed about 800 persons steadily.

New

Luck, a tackle, played at Beaumont High.
Frank Reller jr. will be the quarterback,
while Wally Heim, orchestra leader, is to
do his stuff as fullback.

irom Indiana-Illinois' Gayety Theatre,
which runs single feature, with lack of
any

ing relatives recently.
Jack

Thoma,

He’s better now.

Columbia

publicist, made

swing around his circuit this week on
Am the Law,” and “You Can’t Take
With

1L (©HUMS

^HE Loew’s theatre staff has formed a
football team. Ray Quillen, doorman, is
to be a halfback, having played that position with Maplewood High several years
ago. The other halfback, Don Sasche, is a
former University City High star. Bill

Balaban circuit
the Commercial

atcors’ agent, both graduates of St. John’s
Military Academy, Delafield, Wis., were
guests of honor at a luncheon of the St.
16

ST.

Competes Against Solo
With Triples

The parking problem of the St. Louis
Symphony Orchestra at the Municipal
Auditorium has been solved by arrangements made by city officials. Parking
space for 2,000 automobiles have been arranged on the streets and parking lots
within a two-block radius of the auditorium. Parking lot owners have set a maximum fee of 25 cents at night and 15 cents
in the afternoon.
The

Arlene

Theatres,

stock. Incorporators were: Hugh MacLean, St. Louis county, and John A. Sartorius, St. Louis, one share each, and Jesse
E. Bishop, Clayton, Mo., 28 shares.
Fanchon
the

utmost

&

Marco

“I
It

is cooperating

in the motion

picture

to

indus-

try’s campaign and has set in for showing between now and December 31 many
of the pictures included in the Movie
Quiz contest. Theatre ads designate contest pictures.

Percy Barr Nev / Chicago
Head

for Nat'l Screen

Chicago — Jack McPherson, National
Screen district manager, back at his desk
after a serious illness, announced that
Percy Barr of St. Louis is the new Chicago
manager. Succeeding Barr in St. Louis
is Herb Washburn, Milwaukee salesman.
Arthur Phillips of Indianapolis has been
added to the sales force to handle Indiana.
McPherson

had on display here this week

the new 40 by 60 photo-art and pastelart display boards, which combine art work
and photos in one elaborate display board.

Fox House Improvements
Are Slated to Cost $30,000
Cape

Girardeau,

Mo. — Work

has

begun

to completely modernize Fox-Midwest’s
Broadway Theatre here at an approximate
cost of $30,000.
The

improvement

program

calls for a

new

roof, reseating, redecorating the lobby, a new marquee, installation of new
projection equipment and a larger screen,
and a complete new lighting system. Roy
Cato is manager of the house.

Reopen
a

Inc., of St. Louis

has been incorporated to control and operate theatres and other amusement places.
It will have 300 shares of $100 par value

at Burlington

Burlington, Wis. — The State Theatre
has been reopened here after being closed
several weeks for remodeling. The house
now has a new front and entrance.

You.”
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MINNESOTA LEGISLATURE CANDIDATES EXPRESS
ACCORD WITH ALLIED'S "DIVORCEMENT" PLANS
Exchanges and Exhibitors Are Sympathies Are Revealed
In Reply to Steffes'
.
rv
n
7.
ri
Reveling
in Business
bpurt
Questionnaire
Minneapolis

— Minneapolis

film

ex-

changes are among the leaders in the
United States in sales, billings and bookings, a survey reveals. This is indicative
of the comparative healthy state of business in the territory, the trade believes.
W. H. Workman, M-G-M branch manager, was one of 20 of the company’s exchange heads throughout the world who
won trips to Paris, France, in the 193738 world-wide international billings competition. The Minneapolis office was one
of nine in the U. S. among the winners.

Gilbert Nathanson says that his Republic exchange is far ahead of any previous
years in deals and his line-up of pictures
is being exceptionally well received by
the trade.
Both Republic and Monogram have put
through many circuit deals. Charlies Weiner of Monogram is going to town with
such pictures as “Romance of the Limberlost.” His company’s “Boy of the
Streets” was a leading grosser in this
territory the past year and helped propel
Monogram into the spotlight.

Allen Clatworthy of the Minneapolis
M-G-M sales staff stood sixth throughout
the U. S.; Bill Cameron and George Turner, also of the local branch, tenth and
thirteenth, respectively, among salesmen.
They receive substantial cash prizes. The

Things also are looking up at Grand
National. With its new heads and a promise of a fine picture lineup, the trade in
this territory is evincing much interest.

final bookers’ standings in the same contest found Clyde Cutter of the Minneapolis exchange fourteenth in the entire
U. S. The Minneapolis branch was second in the west. All in all, Minneapolis
M-G-M did itself proud.

Exhibitors

Paramount’s

Best

Showing

In the Paramount Week competition,
Ben Blotcky, Paramount district manager,
finished second nationally. It was the best
showing ever made by this district. The
Minneapolis branch finished first throughout the nation in ad sales and A. Selby
Carr, its head, has been the recipient of
many congratulations.
The local United Artists’ branch is in
first place nationally in the company’s
twentieth anniversary sales drive. Salesman Ray Wylie of the same branch stands
second in the whole United States.
Twentieth-Fox has had some of the biggest weeks in the local branch’s history
during recent months, as have Universal, M-G-M, Paramount, RKO and Columbia. RKO enjoyed one of its largest
sales weeks ever last week, according to
L. E. Goldhammer, branch manager.

— Local

independent

ex-

changes are coming into their own. They
report the biggest business in their history.
Extension of double featuring throughout the territory has helped the independents some, but the biggest factor in
their gains is the stronger product that
they are turning out.
BOXOFFICE
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Minneapolis

Upturn
— Prosperity

has

returned

with a vengeance to downtown Twin City
theatres and to exhibitors generally
throughout the territory, thanks to strong
product, generally improved conditions and
better sentiment. The seasonal upturn has
been much sharper than normal. Grosses
bring back memories of boom times.
The

Minneapolis

Orpheum

last week,

with Horace Heidt on the stage and “Rich
Man, Poor Girl” on the screen, hit a new
boxoffice high. Grossing $25,000, the house
smashed all its previous records.
Fifty thousand people were to
the Minnesota-Washington football
with tickets $2.75 each Saturday. It
ises to be the biggest opening day
in local football history.
New

Product

watch
game,
promcrowd

Draws

“Marie Antoinette,” at the State last
week, did sensational business and has
moved over to the Century for an extended first run. “Alexander’s Ragtime
Band” smashed through to three enormous weeks and could have run longer.
Other recent film and stage attractions
also have drawn extraordinary grosses.

Independent Exchanges
Coming Into Own
Minneapolis

Join in

The Business

Major Bowes’ “International Revue”
an outstanding Orpheum magnet.

was

Among the pictures during the past several months that have had extended first
runs in Minneapolis, in most instances,
and have attracted exceptionally big trade
are “Rage of Paris,” “Letter of Introduction,” “Crowd Roars,” “Carefree,” “Spawn
of the North,” “Sing You Sinners” and
“Algiers.”

Minneapolis — Northwest

Allied States

is

jubilant because of the response to President W. A. Steffes’ questionnaires on a
Minnesota theatre divorcement law from
candidates for the state legislature.
Steffes has reported that 57 out of 60
legislative candidates whom he sounded
out expressed themselves as favoring such
a measure, similar to the North Dakota
law, the constitutionality of which has
been upheld by a federal court tribunal.
Only one candidate declared he’d oppose the proposed law to compel the Minnesota Amusement Co. to relinquish its
theatres in Minneapolis, according to
Steffes. Two others out of the 60 were
lukewarm, he says.
The North Dakota law, on which the
Minnesota measure will be patterned,
moved nearer to a final adjudication by
the U. S. Supreme Court when the federal court granted Paramount et al, the
plaintiffs, an appeal from the adverse
decision handed down by the three-judge
court that heard their attack on its
validity.
Last

Proposal

Failed

It is expected the appeal to the U. S.
high court will be filed in Washington
next month. The plaintiffs were required
to post $1,000 bond to cover costs of the
action and another $1,000 bond to defray
possible damages sustained by the state
of North Dakota which is defending the
law in this attack. The petition for appeal cited 20 alleged errors in court rulings during trial of the suit in Fargo.
The North Dakota divorcement law, firs*
of its kind enacted anywhere, requires the
Minnesota Amusement Co. and subsidiary
companies, Paramount affiliates, to divest
themselves of their North Dakota theatre
holdings. Pending the Supreme Court
ruling, however, a temporary injunction
restraining its enforcement continues in
effect.
In Minnesota, at the last legislative session, a proposed theatre divorcement law
died in committee. Theatre divorcement
also is one of the government’s avowed
objectives in its anti-monopoly suit against
leading producers.

Signs 5-Year Pact
Minneapolis — Gilbert

Nathanson,

Min-

neapolis Republic distributor, has closed
a five-year contract to continue to handle
the product. Local Republic business has
increased by leaps and bounds during the
past two years.
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Nebraska and Western Iowa MPTO

Makes Sure of an
Audience

Pledge Support to Neelg Measure
Omaha — Members of the MPTO
of Nebraska and Western Iowa, holding their
annual fall convention at Hotel Loyal
this week, pledged their support of the
Neely bill “if it is reintroduced” or any
other similar anti-block booking bill.
Reasons for the group’s stand, explained
President Charles E. Williams of Omaha,
centers on the fact that no definite action
is being taken in connection with preferred playing time, designation of playdates
and contract eliminations, “or any other
exhibitor requests under the MPTOA
10point program.”
“While we hate to see legislation passed
which would mean regulation of the industry from outside groups,” Williams told
Boxoffice, “yet legislation of the Neely
Bill type is better than a continuation of
the present situation as pertains to the
independent exhibitor.”
The members decided to take no action
on the divorcement of theatres until the
North Dakota bill has had the action of the
U. S. supreme

court.

Although the Nebraska-Iowa group is not
affiliated with the MPTOA, a number of
members

expect to attend the national convention at Oklahoma City on October

30-31 and November 1. Delegates from the
Nebraska-Iowa group will go uninstructei.
Enthusiastic praises of the “Motion Pictures’ Greatest Year” campaign was voiced
at the one-day conclave. The campaign is
not fully under way in the smaller towns,
exhibitors

said, but “we

expect

big things

of the campaign as it progresses.”
Possible adverse legislation to be considered at the next session of the Nebraska

taken.

President

structed to appoint

Williams

was

in-

a legislation commit-

tee to protect the independent exhibitor’s
interests during the legislative sessions.

Keeps On Traveling
Des

Moines, Ia. — Miss Arkansas Traveler, who is riding around the country to
publicize the streamlining of Arkansas
travel (and a new motion picture starring
Bob Burns ) , almost streamlined her way
clear through Des Moines Monday night.
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like to see

Valentino

the

pictures?"

“Son

of a

Sheik"

into the

Alhambra.

Omaha — Exhibitors and persons connected with the film industry in the Omaha

Miss
name

into town

Arkansas

is Mildred

from

Traveler,
Hines,

the north

whose

travels

on

real

in a spe-

cial streamlined car with “Arkansas Traveler” painted on the side. Her chaperon,
Miss Lorena V. Pollard, manager of the
Arkansas touring bureau, is with her, and
Jce Sitlington, Little Rock newspaper
man, serves as publicity man and driver.
Miss Hines left Little Rock September
6 and has stopped in 91 cities since then.
She was in Minneapolis, Minn., Monday
morning, September 12. In Iowa, she also
stopped at Boone and Ft. Dodge. She went
to Omaha and Lincoln, Neb., from Des
Moines.
Eventually she’ll reach the west coast
and return to Little Rock by a southern
route.
She doesn’t know Bob Burns’ Gran’pa
Snazzy, but “his Cousin Hod is one of
Iouah most distinguished citizens.”

Returned "Hardy” Films
Ride Popularity Wave
Minneapolis — Re-booking of the Andy
Hardy pictures, due to the outstanding

Two loop subsequent-run houses and a
half-dozen neighborhood theatres here
have been bringing back Hardy pictures
the past week and business in all cases
has been reported above normal.

Iowa — Dick Kehrberg, Sheldon; Ralph
Brown, Neola; A. H. Lehman, Avoca, and
Goldie.

districts, asking

She wondered about her route when the
street lights ended. When
cornfields
showed up, she turned around. At 9 p. m.
she arrived at Hotel Fort Des Moines.

came

Exhibitors
cluded:

Nebraska — Mons Thompson, St. Paul;
M. Biemond, Ord; Sol Slomenski, Loup
City; Harold Schoonover, Aurora; Harold
Dunn, Valentine; John McQuistan, Bloomfield; W. W. Troxell, Wilber; John Noffsinger, Madison; William Miller, Ashland;
Bert Beams, Red Cloud; George Hall,
Franklin; H. D. Bowers, Weeping Water;
Wally Johnson, Friend; Frank Hollingsworth, Beatrice; Howard Kennedy, Broken Bow; H. F. Kennedy and Falkenberg.

of Rudolph

his
you

George March Wins
Film Golf Tourney

She

vogue and the favorable word-of-mouth
boosting the series has had, is very much
in evidence throughout this territory.

Omaha — J. Erie Kirk, C. M. Olsen, Walter Creal, Sam Epstein, Jack Epstein, Lawrence Grobeck and Williams.

in

"Would

Highway 65 and immediately left town,
going south on the same highway.

Goldie, Cherokee, la.; H. F. Kennedy,
Broken Bow, Neb., and R. E. Falkenberg,
Lexington, Neb.
in-

own-

More than 5,000 answered "yes." In
consequence, Dickerman has booked

success of “Love Finds Andy Hardy,” the
sudden and sensational Mickey Rooney

the convention

Dickerman,

Alhambra and other neighborhood theatres here, sent out 10,000

questionnaires

revival

Williams starts his 20th year as president of the MPTO of Nebraska and Western Iowa. Other officers are Dale R.

attending

er oi the

residents,

uni-cameral legislature came in for considerable discussion but no definite action
was

Minneapolis — Harry

Partners Have Red Wing
Permit to Build Theatre
Red Wing, Minn. — A permit has been
granted to Dr. L. E. Claydon, Dr. R. B.
Graves and W. E. Koehler to build a new
theatre here.
The town now has two houses, one
municipal Auditorium and the other

the
the

Metro,
cuit.

cir-

operated

by the Eddie

Ruben

area

put aside their cares Monday, September 19, to attend the Motion Picture

Industry golf tournament and fun festival sponsored by Omaha Variety Club.
George March, Vermillion, Neb., proved
himself the best golfer by beating Cliff
Smith in the first flight. Other winners
were

Norman Brennan, Ross Federal manager; Glenn Rogers, Film Transport; H. F.
Humphreys; Phil March, Wayne, Neb.;
Larry Hensler, Universal salesman; Bob
Oliver, Onawa, la.; Joe Scott, 20th-Fox
manager;
Bob Huffman, Lincoln; Eugene
Blazer.
A cool, windy
the course but

day kept many golfers off
the card tables drew big

crowds. The affair was a “big success,”
said Chief Barker Walter M. Green. A
dinner and dance were held during the
evening.
Other

golfers

included

John

McBride,

George Hall, George Mills, Mons Thompson. Martinas Biemond, Lloyd Honey, Phil
Southwick, H. D. Bowers, E. J. Tilton,
Ralph Olson, C. M. Olsen, Faye Honey,
Sol Slominski, Morrie Cohn, Charles Shire,
E. D. Perkins, M. L. Stern, Roy Palmquist, A1 Hill, H. F. Humphreys, Harold
Ironfield, Wally Johnson, Iz Sokolof, Roy
Bott, Bill Foley,
Nielsen.

Sol

Yaeger

and

Norm

James Fair Will Build
Theatre in Ogden,

la,

Ogden, Ia. — James Fair is building a new
$20,000 theatre here with a seating capacity of 300. J. W. Carter and Roy Chansky
of the Service Theatre Supply in Des
Moines have conferred with Fair on the
layout and are selling him the equipment.
Ogden has been without a theatre for a
number of years. Fair plans to continue
to operate the theatre he now owns in
Laurens, Ia.

Split $900 Prize
Omaha — Grand National branch offices
won second prize in the recent national
drive with a $900 award to be split among
exchange employes.
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New

" Recession "
Note

Kansas City — From C. W. (Ching)
Allen, RKO branch manager in Dallas,
formerly stationed here, came this
greeting to Frank Cassil on his election as president of Kansas-Missouri
Theatres Ass'n:
UNDERSTAND THEY ELECTED
PRESIDENT STOP THINGS ARE
EVERY PLACE.

YOU
BAD

Twin Citg Variety
Quarters Admired

Wareham Theatre Opening Attracts
Record Crowd of Kagcee Filmites
Manhattan, Kas. — Probably more members of the film and theatre industry attended the opening of the remodeled and
reconstructed Wareham here September
15 than any opening in the western Missouri-Kansas area in years. More than
75 theatre, film and allied trades men
were guests of C. A. Schultz, O. K. Mason,
and other members of Commonwealth
Amusement Corp., and the Wareham
brothers at the theatre opening and later
at a dutch lunch in the dining room of
the Wareham Hotel.
The

Minneapolis — More than 200 people attended the grand opening of the Twin
City Variety Club’s new quarters in the
Hotel Nicollet. Many others desiring to
be present could not be accommodated.
The quarters are many times larger and
much more elaborate than those formerly
occupied. They are believed to be the finest
of any Tent in the country.
Decorations and furnishings evoked the
admiration of the guests. Chief Barker
W. A. Steffes and his fellow officers were
the recipients of many congratulations.
There is a large parlor with a dance
hall, a large tap room, a ladies’ rest room
and a cardroom. Lavish decorations and
furnishings and tasteful color schemes
combine to provide a rich atmosphere.
Following dancing and floor entertainment a buffet dinner was served at midnight.
On the following day the club held open
house and was visited by many unable to
attend the opening affair. Ray Wylie was
in charge of the evening floor entertainment and among the features was a dance
orchestra.
A Calcutta and the season’s second and
final golf tournament at Oak Ridge golf
club and a Football Party Saturday were
the concluding events of a gala week.

Wareham, which has been in operation since Aug. 17, 1893, opened with

Universal’s
35 cents.
Besides

“Freshman
Mr.

and

Mrs.

Year,”

at 10 and

Schultz.

Mr.

and

Mrs.

Mason, members of the Commonwealth family who were hosts at the opening were Leland Allen, Walter Kirkham,
L. H. Joray, Mr. and Mrs. Dick Orear,
Lee Jones, Lawrence Parrott, Gretchen
Brown, Hazel Ralph, Marguerite Inglosbe,
Dorothy Jones, Opal Winter; Hugh Gardner and Ed Harris, Neosho, Mo.; Rex Barrett, Columbia, Mo.; Stanley Schwahn
and Emory Scott, Lawrence, Kas.; Leland
Hazard, Kansas City. Harry Wareham,
manager of the new theatre, and Ralph
and Blake Wareham, two of the four
brothers, represented the Wareham interests at the opening. The other brother,
Everett, lives in Los Angeles.
Others
Mr.

and

attending
Mrs.

included

Johnnie

C. M. Parkhurst

and

Scott,
Doro-

thy O’Brien, Republic-Midwest; Mrs. Robert F. Withers, Mr. and Mrs. E. C.
Rhoden, Mr. and Mrs. Morrill Moore, Chas.
Morrill, Mr. and Mrs. Dale Hevelone and
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Baker, of Fox Midwest;
Walter

Shreve and Frances Keilhack, National Theatre Supply; Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Desch, Gaumont-British; Mr. and M.s.
Frank Hensler and Claud Morris, Metro;

Joe

Lincoln Orpheum
For ' Alexander

Opens
Holdover

Lincoln — The Orpheum has
and will remain lighted for about

reopened
a month,

according to present plans. Principal reason for the opening was to take care of
the holdover of “Alexander’s Ragtime
Band,” which topped even the “Snow
White” take earlier in the year, considered almost invincible as a figure for a
week. Orpheum’s prices are the same as
the Stuart, 25 cents afternoon and evening balcony, and 40 cents main floor
evenings.
The J. H. Cooper house will also run
several of the top Metro and Fox seconds.
Plans for remodeling the house are still
being

considered, and the Orpheum is expected to close again around October 24,
in order that they be put in action.
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Manfre and Arthur Cole of Paramount; Don Davis, RCA; Jack Gregory,
Altec; E. C. Leeves, Central Theatre
Equipment Co.; Mr. and Mrs. T. R.

Thompson, RKO; George Fuller, 20th- Fox;
LeRoy J. Miller and Peter Dana, Universal; Bill Warner, Warner Bros.; Mr. and
Mrs. Russ Borg, Grand National; Charley
Gregory, National Screen Service; Mr. and
Mrs. R. R. Biechele; Homer Blackwell,
Independent Poster Exchange; Sam Abend,
Film Delivery; Finton Jones, Travelers;
George Harttmann, North Kansas City,
and

Electric; George Wing, Great Western
Stage Equipment Co.
The first film shown in the Wareham
last week was “The Great Train Robbery,” first feature type film in the business. Projection of the old-time film was
particularly significant because of the
long

and successful history of the Wareham, which originated at about the same

time

as the motion picture. To one person in the crowd on the opening night the
picture recalled the time in 1912 when
he was

on the road

with

the film.

Cress-

well showed “The Great Train Robbery”
that year for the Great Patterson Shows
— under a tent. Showing of the oldest and
newest feature dramatized the amazing
growth of the motion picture industry for
many at the opening, both members
the public and of the industry.
The

opening,

which

was

packed,

of
was

more

or less in the nature of a homecoming for Morrill Moore of the Warwick
and Madrid in Kansas City. He used to
be in Manhattan.
“The opening attracted more from the
industry and was pervaded with more
genuine hospitality than any opening I’ve
attended in years,” commented one member of the industry. Attendance was the
more remarkable considering the distance
from Kansas City. Many went by motor
car, though
train.

a large group

went

by special

Mayor J. David Arnold of Manhattan
spoke briefly before the show, outlining
;he history of the Wareham.
Harry Wareham, manager of the new
house, started his theatre career at the
Wareham in 1918. He then went to the
Strand Theatre, Independence, Kas., went
through the Paramount Managers’ school,
and later was manager of the Tivoli, McVickers and Chicago, Chicago; was manager of the theatres in Salina; spent a
time at the Criterion, Boulevard and
Grauman’s Million-Dollar theatre in Los
Angeles. He was associated with the Paramount and Metropolitan theatres in Seattle. In 1933 he went with the RKO
Palace at Cincinnati.

NEW

LOW

PRICES

secretary of the KMTA; Frank Cassil, Rialto, St. Joseph, president of the

KMTA;
Reube Finkelstein, A. F. “Peck”
Baker, Mr. and Mrs. George Baker; Glen
Rose, Claude Neon Co., Wichita, Kas.;
Gus Diamond, Salina, Kas., exhibitor; Hal
Perrin, American Seating Co.; Mr. and
Mrs. Frank McFarland, Topeka, Kas.;
Mr. and Mrs. Beverly Miller, Norris B.
Cresswell, Cresswell Photo Service; Leo
Finkelstein, Ernie Amoneno of A. & A.

TWO-WAY
HORN SYSTEMS
Perfect Reproduction.
Perfect
Distribution.
The
The

THE

BALLANTYNE

219 North

16th St.
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Iowa and Nebraska Independents
Meet October 10-11 in Des Moines

More Than Cash
In Pocket
Des

Volk Brothers Acquire
Two St, Paul Theatres

Tuesday,

Minneapolis — Volk Brothers, owners of
the Nile and Camden theatres here, have

October 10-11, accoi’ding to announcement by President Leo F. Wolcott

here.
Topics

for discussion

at the convention

will include the government’s “divorce”
suit, film rental terms, protection, Ross

purchased

the

Paul, from

F. and

Aster

and

Mohawk,

checking service and possible legislation. About 250 independent exhibitors are expected to attend this two-day
session.

The
beau-

Signs Magic

by

big with
ence.

Distributing Co. The
ed September 22.
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type
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start-

Ben
Bemie,
Faye, Henry

Michael

Lon

Whalen,

Chaney

bara Stanwyck, Adolphe
many

Walter
Fonda,
jr., Bar-

Menjou

and

others.

Truce Declared in

"Service

Des Moines — A truce has been declared
in the old battle of church vs. motion
pictures.

Apparently the two have compromised for their mutual good; the
church is no longer prejudiced against
pictures as such, and films are now being
produced by the industry with one eye on
the powerful clergy.
The

whole-hearted

applause

of minis-

ters in every locality showing “Boys
Town” is one of the most recent examples of the new era. A column-length
story in the Des Moines Tribune last week
from Fairfield, where the seventh annual

—

The
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Service

conference at the request of 1,000 Methodists. The bishop proudly revealed his
eldest son, Robert, is now in Hollywood
seeking fame on the screen. Robert, 23,

Corporation

Monterey

St.

Mo.

2-4012 — 2-4115

As Near

Alexander

story was a staff writer’s interview with Bishop G. Bromley Oxnam of
Omaha, acting as resident bishop of the

R. BUTLER

St. Joseph,

As Your

is being given his opportunity at M-G-M
whose scouts first were attracted by his

Telephone"

acting in Ibsen’s “A Doll House.” Robert
has been acting in traveling companies
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Film

putting

Company

Picture Advertising

Phone:

TICKET
Gold
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REGISTER

on summer play festivals in California. He was the first pupil to enter

Mary Pickford’s now famous “El Capitan”
school of acting. The bishop also explained that his daughter, Betty Ruth, 15,
is now at the “movie star stage.” She
collects autographs of stars. Among her
most valued possessions, the bishop said,
Disney.
are two autographed cartoons by Walt
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There was a day in the history of both
the church and motion pictures when
neither Robert nor Betty Ruth could have
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Eye Deal

Kansas City — The Fox Granada Theatre at Emporia, Kas., is the first territorial

Lincoln — The Chick Boyes Players, under tent here all summer, will pull for new
stand about October 1. Tent always cuts
and

Stanley

Church-Film Fight

Players Leave

the farm

Mrs.

20th-Fox

Tyrone Power,
Winchell, Alice

Federal

Summer

Ia. —

oi the

St.

O. H. Christians.

local Nile is one of the city’s most
tiful neighborhood showhouses.

wile

has a
pocketbook
white moire lining
has

Eldora, Iowa — Allied-Independent Theatre Owners of Iowa and Nebraska, Inc.,
will hold its annual fall convention at the
Savery Hotel in Des Moines Monday and

Moines.

Mayer,

St. Joseph, Mo. — Mrs. Glen Moskau is
thoroughly remodeling and redecorating
her Regal Theatre here. In addition she
has done some re-equipping, including
enarc

4825

in St, Joseph

lamps,

generators,

tures, etc., from E. C.
Theatre Equipment Co.

all new

light fix-

Leeves’

Central

R. 'R. Biechele, Sec.-Treas.
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K A Y C IE IE Camaraderie Rules
Percentage Deals
Conquer Resolves
At Jameson's Fete
TOHN
WOLFBERG
capitalized on the
current war scare late last week in his

advertising for the Strand. “WAR
IN
EUROPE!
From ‘The March of Time’
and the Newsreels we have compiled a

Minneapolis — M-G-M 1938-39 deals are
being bought by Twin City independent
exhibitors with four percentage pictures
despite the fact that the Minneapolis and
St. Paul independents, members of Northwest Allied, went on record to buy no
percentage deals whatsoever.
It now develops that M-G-M
already
has closed 40 per cent of its Twin City
independent possibilities and every one

stirring display of armed Europe as the
Czech problem threatens to set the world
aflame!” Wolfberg had picked up “Inside Nazi Germany,” “Modern Czechoslovakia,” “The Rise of Hitler,” “The Invasion of Austria,” “Germany’s Demands
on Czech,” “Czech Army Maneuvers,” and
“France Rearms.”
The

Gillham

is offering

(a pack) , midweek,

free cigarettes

as its giveaway.

Ladies

calls for four percentage pictures. Moreover, the company expects to sell the remaining 60 per cent within the next month.

who

Investigation discloses that, in many instances, it even has been unnecessary to
solicit the theatre owners. In their anxiety

Bing Crosby invited members of the five
largest families in Kansas City to be his
guests at the Newman
(Jerry Zigmond)

to obtain outstanding product, they’ve
come to the exchange, seeking to make a
deal.

here this week for the showing of “Sing
You Sinners,” Paramount’s latest Crosby
picture. Nice stunt.

United Artists, the only other company
insisting on percentage deals in the Twin
Cities, has not contacted Minneapolis and
St. Paul independents yet because it first
wishes to make a Minnesota Amusement
Co. circuit deal.
Other companies again this season have
come forward with flexible sales policies,
giving the Twin City independents the
choice of flat rentals or a combination of
rentals and percentages. The exhibitors
have been choosing the flat deals.
In

don’t smoke

get bowl, glass or mixer.

H. M. Slater, who operates the Rialto
at Smithville, Mo., was on Filmrow the
other day visiting with Jimmie Foland of
the Independent Theatre Supply. He reported the corn around his town in excellent shape, and said that farmers of
the area were beginning to move fat cattle
to market. Naturally he is optimistic about
prospects for business this fall.
Marie
Ben

Campbell

is the new

secretary

to

Marcus, branch manager of Columbia. She succeeds Maybelle Elsloo, who is
at home with her family.

making the flat deals, such companies as 20th-Fox, which ordinarily includes a certain number of percentage
pictures, claim they are getting their own

now

flat prices for the pictures they’d prefer
to sell on percentage and they intimate
these terms are plenty stiff. They declare

stenographer at the Magic Eye office, distributors of Photo Pay Nite, new boxoffice
stimulator.

they’re not insisting on the percentages
because they feel they’re just as well off
without them under such circumstances.

Andy Dietz has been named distributor
for Progressive Premiums with offices in

As a matter of fact, the 1938-39 product has been calling for increases, in most
instances, over last season, and the exhibitors are doing plenty of squawking on
this account. Northwest Allied served a
demand on the exchanges for a reduction
of at least 25 per cent, but the ultimatum,
as well as the opposition to percentages,
apparently has been disregarded.
The

Twin City independents are especially hot under the collar because they

haven’t

succeeded in getting the reductions. They continue to point out that
theatre income has been on the decline for
the past year, admission prices have remained stationary or fallen, other operating costs have risen and Hollywood production costs are lower. Threats have
been heard to bring the matter to the

federal government’s attention in connection with anti-monopoly suit against the
group of major distributors.
Independents complain that the blows
sustained by the producer-distributors in
the theatre divorcement suit decision and
the

anti-monopoly

action

apparently

haven’t any chastening effect on the latter, as expected. The terms being exacted
for

1938-39

product

and
“unjustified,”
charge.
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Miss

Jacolyn

Lucille

Case

is the

new

Kansas

City and St. Louis. Dietz until recently was in New Haven, Conn. He is
well known in the St. Louis territory where
he has handled fight films.
Jack Langan, formerly of Kansas City
and now branch manager for Universal
in Deriver, was here early this week. While
here he attended the Earl Jameson barbecue.
Mrs.

Dorothie

Warneke

of

Universal

spent Sunday at the Lake of the Ozarks,
highlight of the day being a trout dinner.
Neither she nor her husband caught the
trout, however,

she admits

formerly at Universal,
tion Screen Service.

. . . Hazel

is going

Kansas City — Good fellowship' supplied
the warmth Monday night when many
members of the industry were entertained
at Earl Jameson’s half acre south of town
by Jameson, Sam Abend, R. R. Biechele,
Fint Jones and Reube Finkelstein. Ribs,
beer, and other food helped.
W. W. “Woody” Sherrill, Metro booker,
won the “Chevrolet” car which was raffled off. The car looked like one of the
first ever sold by Finkelstein, but it moved
under its own power at least. Proceeds
from the sale of tickets go into Variety’s
charity fund. Charley Knickerbocker,
dressed as an artist, proved he knew the
part by departing practically everyone
from their quarters.
Norris Cresswell had to thaw out his
lens to take a picture of the crowd . . .
One of the attractions was a big board of
snapshots

Promotional

Na-

Exhibitors on the Row: Joe Ghosen,
Sedalia, Mo.; C. J. Laird, Madison, Kas.;
Leslie Smith, Westmoreland, Kas.; Mrs.
E. Nolan, Cassville, Mo.; W. F. McDowell,
Caldwell, Kas.; Warren L. Weber, Stafford,
Kas.; F. L. “Doc” Lowe, Sterling, Kas.;
H. Danberry and son. Will, King City,
Mo.; Ferd Ledoux, Holton, Kas.; Glen
Newbold, Yates Center, Kas.; Jim Russell,
Lancaster, Mo.; Harry Till, Hamilton, Mo.;
R. E. Conrad, Burlingame, Kas.; Hank
Doering, Garnett, Kas.; Lee Sproule ,
Hutchinson, Kas.

dealing with Film-

Are

Busy

Bern-

Committees
in Northwest

Minneapolis — Established

under

the aus-

pices of the regional committee, the following promotional committees are busily
pushing “Motion Pictures’ Greatest Year:”
Press: Charles Winchell, Minnesota
Amusement, Minneapolis; Morris Abrams,
M-G-M,
Minneapolis; G. Granstrom,
Grandview Theatre, St. Paul; Ben Blotcky,
Paramount, Minneapolis; Cliff Gill, Pantages Theatre, Minneapolis.
Theatres: John J. Friedl, Minnesota
Amusement, Minneapolis; Will Glaser,
Paradise Theatre, Faribault; Ben Friedman, Minneapolis; S. J. Blackmore, Granada, Duluth; John Piller, Piller, Valley
City, N. D.; M. Lebedoff, Homewood, MinN. D.
neapolis; J. Overmore, Gem, Hillsboro,
Exchange: W. H. Workman, M-G-M,
Minneapolis; Ralph Cramblet, United Artists, Minneapolis; Charles Weiner, Monogram, Minneapolis.
Supply: Moe Levy, 20th Century-Fox,
Minneapolis; Barry Burke, Minnesota
Amusement, Minneapolis; Edmund Ruben,
Pantages Theatre, Minneapolis.

Buell,

with

with captions

row notables which W. P. “Senator”
field and Ken Force prepared.

Reopen
Kansas

Star

City— Commonwealth

Amuse-

ment Corp. has reopened the Star, “B”
house at Warrensburg, Mo., after extensive remodeling, reequipment, and some
structural changes. Bob
Shelton is
manager.

THEATRE
In good

FOR

Kansas

for selling. Small

SALE
town.

OR

LEASE

Have

payment

reasons

down

easy terms. B-1029, BOXOFFICE.
E. 9th St., Kansas City, Mo.

and
4704
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MINNEAPOLIS

Many Reservations Already in
Kansas

For Kaycee's Club Golf Tourney
City — The

first annual

The tournament will feature a women’s
flight for those who want to bring their
wives or girl friends. In the evening the
ladies will be entertained at a special
screening of a new film in one of the
screening rooms on Filmrow. After the
screening, the ladies will join their husbands at Variety Club.
Pre-Season Party for
Film Bowling League
Kansas

City — The

Variety

Club

bowling

league will have a pre-season party at PlaMor Saturday afternoon, beginning at one
o’clock. Frank Lambader of Pla-Mor will
be host at a dutch lunch, which is for Variety members as well as bowlers, and beer.
Bowlers will have the privilege of playing three lines of free bowling. A meeting
will follow at which the league will outline
rules and regulations for the new season.
Team competition will be inaugurated
Monday, September 26. Following is the
personnel of the teams:
Cinema Club — M. E. Anderson, Paramount; Walt Kirkham, Commonwealth;
Charles Decker and George Friedel, 20thFox, and Charley Siebenthaler, Independent Poster Exchange.
Barkers — Frank Lambader and Charley
Knickerbocker of 20th-Fox; Jack Gregory
(captain), Altec; Bill Bradfield, Columbia; Frank Ritter, Isis, and Les Durland,
Monogram.
Don Davis — George Regan, 20th-Fox;
Dee Elliott, Fox Theatres; Joe Lyowski
(captain), Altec; Ken Levy, Glen Serslev, Republic, and Gus Kubitzki, 20th-Fox.
National Screen Service — B. W. Chipman, Larry Biechele, Robert Moore of GB.
Jack Averill, Charley Gregory (captain),
and Wilkins, alternate.
Film Delivery — Earl Jameson jr., Luke
Pritchett (captain), Bill Pritchett, Carroll
Lakey, Ray St. James, Earl Jameson.
Metro — Frank Hensler, Harlan Everett,
Leon Abraham, Walt Lambader, Joe Maguire, and Bob Garrett.
Cresswell — Emory Duncan, Independent
Poster Exchange; John Muchmore, Grand
National; Norris Cresswell (captain), Robinson; Jack Barnett, 20th-Fox, and Charley Potter, exhibitor.
Finton Jones — Fred Meyn, Pershing
(captain); John Wangberg, RKO; Jim
Lewis, RKO, president of the league; Dave
Cooper, Walter Abranz, and Fint Jones.
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15 Years Ago

Variety

Club golf tournament at Old Mission October 3 promises to be one of the best
attended affairs of this type that Filmrow
has had in several years, according to
George Baker, general chairman in charge
of arrangements.
A number of reservations have been
made for the afternoon and for the stag
dinner at Variety in the evening. Particularly surprising has been the number
of reservations from exhibitors and others
out of town.

(From

Boxoffice

about the Twin City Variety Club’s swell
new quarters . . . F. Rieger, Universal
home office traveling auditor, in town.

Files, Sept. 22, 1923)

’J’HE MPTO of Kansas convention highlights territorial news of the week . . .
Invitations to attend the fifth semi-annual gathering at Wichita September 2425 have been sent to all exhibitors in the
state, members or not . . . Admission
tax discussions promise fireworks at business sessions.
Robert E. Carnie, Metro representative,
made a surprising showing this week and
jumped into second place in the Kaycee
Boxoffice

Popularity

Contest,

jyjANY
exhibitors
from
all parts
of the
territory
here this
weekend
to take
in
the Twin City Variety Club Calcutta and
golf tournament and the MinnesotaWashington football game, opening the
gridiron season here. Big doings all around
and night clubs and hotels are prospering. Football game was expected to attract 50,000 . . . Everybody still raving

displacing

FN’s Stanley Mayer, who slipped down to
third . . . FBO’s E. C. Clay still leads the
“popular” salesmen . . . R. E. Churchill,
FBO, leads the managers, with S. J. Haldeman, Metro, as runner-up.
C. G. Craddock is now covering FN’s
Wichita territory, Stanley Mayer having
accepted a Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan post . . .
Metro’s A. L. McLaughlin, and the missus,
have returned from Chicago . . . W. E.
Truog, Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan district
manager, has returned from a visit to
the Omaha and Des Moines offices . . .
Hostettler Amusement Co. has taken over
the Crystal at Topeka . . . W. C. Haynes,
Goldwyn representative, is now sporting
a classy new Overland Red Bird.

Bennie

Berger

capitalized on the war

scare by booking the reissued “All Quiet
on the Western Front” into his St. Paul
World and running large newspaper ads
headed “It Shall Not Happen
“Alexander’s Ragtime Band”
fice sensation throughout the
ritory, the same as it was in
and St. Paul.
Gilbert

Nathanson,

Again” . . .
is a boxofentire terMinneapolis

Republic

branch

manager, rises to peak heights of enthusiasm in describing his company’s “10th
Avenue Kid.” He screened it last week
and now he’s declaring “it’s the best entertainment in years from any company
and its Tommy Ryan is the tops of all
kid stars.” Gilbert also proudly calls attention to the record-breaking business
attracted by the picture at the Criterion
Theatre, New York.
They screened “Hold That Co-Ed” over
at 20 th-Fox the other day and claim they
have another boxoffice winner in this one
. . . N. L. Nathanson, head of Canadian
Famous Players, visited his brother, B. L.,
of local Monogram exchange, en route from
Florida to Winnipeg . . . Republic’s “Army
Girl” doing big business over the Minnesota Amusement company's circuit.

Homer Eblon is building a new colored
house at 18th and Vine Sts. . . . The
Strand reopened Friday night . . . The
Star at Nevada has been redecorated . . .
Filmrow visitors: Frank Davidson, Royal,
Cherryvale, Kas.; John Tackett, Tackett,
Coffeyville, Kas., and Lee Jones, SearsJones circuit.

Out-of-town exhibitors visiting Filmrow included A. R. Krueger, Glenwood
City, Wis.; O. G. Blakeslee, Medford, Wis.;
J. J. Proulx, Austin, Minn.; Don Buckley,
Redwood Falls, Minn.; S. E. Heller, Grand
Rapids, Minn., and Jack Heywood, New
Richmond, Wis. . . . National Screen held

Kaycee

its annual picnic at Walfeldt’s Farm . . .
Ralph Cramblet, United Artists’ branch
manager, visited North Dakota accounts.

Trade at Preview

"Drums”
Of Korda-UA's
City — A representative
group of

Kansas

Kansas

Citians attended

the preview

of

Alexander Korda’s “Drums,” United Artists release, at the Power & Light Bldg.,
Monday night.
Arrangements for the picture’s showing,
which shortly will go into the Midland,
were made by W. E. Truog, branch manager for UA, and W. P. Bemfield, exploiteer.

berlost"
has closed
Signs lor "LimBerger

Minneapolis — Bennie

with

Charlie

Weiner

of Monogram

for

"Romance of the Limberlost” for his circuit. Pictures had its first Twin City
neighborhood showing the past week at the
Mound Theatre, St. Paul, and did a big
business. Picture also is cleaning up in
out-of-town spots.

William Gillis has joined the Grand
National sales staff. He has been associated hitherto with Monogram and Republic. . . Walter E. Branson, RKO district manager, in town . . . Warren Anderson, Warner booker, out of the hospital and on the road to recovery after
a long illness . . . Maury Abrams, M-G-M
exploiteer, back from Chicago ivhere he
attended a “Great Waltz” publicity confernce. . . Stella Lettus, Paramount
cashier, vacationing in the east.
Paramount films are prospering at the
boxoffice in this territory. In Duluth, for
example, “Sing You Sinners” topped
“Wells Fargo” by 60 per cent. Here
“Spawn of the North” did 29 per cent
above normal . . . Columbia feminine employes tossed a party for Edna Walsh, inspectress, who is engaged to be wed. It
(Continued on next page)
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J) C. KENNEDY, at M-G-M says “Boys
Town” is outgrossing anything they’ve
shown this year in Des Moines, and it’s
expected to hold up . . . Earl Kerr from
the Broadway Theatre in Council Bluffs
was in town last week.
Opal Judd came from Kansas City to
vacation with her brother, F. E. Judd, manager at Monogram, but he made her roll
up her sleeves and start to work . . . now
she’s going to stay and handle contracts.
Howard Goetz left the local office to
work in the Omaha office, but he’s back
again to handle shipping and poster advertising.
Harry Gottlieb leads the Iowa salesmen
at 20th Century-Fox in the Kent drive
. . . Bill Toney, manager at National Theatre Supply, says “Ah wish ah could lose
it,” meaning that nice southern accent he
got for being born in Atlanta, Ga. . . .
but the stenos on Filmrow go for it. Bill.
Priscilla Lane,

motion

picture actress

recently appointed “Miss Stars and Stripes
of the AEF” at the Legion convention in
Los Angeles, is a former Indianapolis
girl.

Cl m
Flesh Shows Again
Please the Public

Jim

Skiles, trombonist

with

Horace

Heidt’s Brigadiers, proved a combination
of publicity for the band completing a
four-day engagement at the Paramount
early in the week, and the film “Boys
Town” showing simultaneously at the Des
Moines Theatre next door. Jim is not only
a former Des Moines boy whose father is
still a resident, but he is also a one-time
citizen of Father Flanagan’s Boys Town
in Omaha where he spent eight years.
Horace Heidt, who played a four-day
engagement with his Brigadiers at the
Paramount Theatre, and G. Ralph Branton, general manager of Tri-States Theatres here, are old friends. Heidt says
Branton gave him his first real boost when
he put his band on for four weeks in
Boston after hearing it in New York . . .
Fay Bainter, a star of the old Princess
Stock Co. in Des Moines years ago, returned last week when “Mother Carey’s
Chickens” opened at the Orpheum. Miss
Bainter plays the beloved mother of a
large family.
The boys at Iowa Film buy the chicken
drumsticks this week because Austin Delivery played better ball in a night game
last week . . . Film Transportation employes held a picnic frolic at the water
works.
“Boys Town” opening day reportedly
matched that of “Saratoga” here last year
. . . “Marie Antoinette” week here generally termed “above expectations.”
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piLMROW was deserted for a day this
this week as exhibitors, branch managers, salesmen, film exchange employes
and others connected with the industry

Minneapolis — The

local

public

is dis-

playing a huge appetite for flesh-andblood entertainment, with the result that
stage shows are doing record business here
again. This is in marked contrast with
the experience of these stage shows a few
months ago when they failed to brin ;
in in paying numbers, even
standing attraction as Eddie
ping, whereas the latter on
neapolis visit had pulled
breaking trade.

such an outDuchin flophis first Minnear record-

Horace Heidt at the Orpheum last week
smashed the house record, the gross soaring to $25,000. Before him, at the same
theatre, Major Bowes’ “International
vue” also did very big business.

Re-

Harry

Hirsch’s Gayety, with stock burlesque, is also playing to the largest business in its history.

MINNEAPOLIS
(Continued

John Sherman at Service Theatre Supply lost a finger in a projector Friday
. . . Visitors on, Filmrow this week included A. D. Hahn, Bedford; D. F. Smith,
Pella; Mrs. D. W. Shirley, Newell; Charles
and Walter Peterson, Hampton; Jack
Bouma, Pocahontas; Mr. and Mrs. L. E.
Carter, Dows; Leo Wolcott, Eldora.

A

from preceding page)

was held at Lowell Inn, near Stillwater.
A. Selby Carr, Paramount advertising
department head, is buildmg a new home
. . . Swedish picture, “Bergslagsfolk,”
played a weekend engagement at Lyceum
. . . Night club season is opening with a
bang. . . . Claire James, runner-up in the
Atlantic City bathing beauty contest and
former Minneapolitan, stopped over en
route to Hollywood and made a personal
appearance with Horace Heidt at the
Orpheum.
Promotions have been the order of the
day at Paramount. Clarence Sakol, ad
sales department assistant, has been elevated to booker. Bill Donald has been
advanced from the shipping room to the
ad sales department. Arnold Dobrin succeeds Sakol as first assistant. He was
second assistant.
Phil Dunas. Columbia district manager,
here working on a Minnesota Amusement
company deal . . . Excelsior Amusement
Park closed for the season . . . Star sponsored a cash prize contest for “Algiers”
at the Orpheum . . . Present plans are
to have Benny Goodman broadcast while
playing the Orpheum here the week of
September 30 from the theatre stage as
part of the regular performance . . . Mort
H. Singer and Morgan Ames, his general
manager, visitors.
The city’s clergy invited to a special
screening of “Boys Town” and gave their
approval. Picture has had one of the
greatest publicity campaigns ever given
to a film attraction here . . . Filmrow
curious to learn the locale of the fishing
spot of Salesman Bill Grant, but he’s
keeping it a secret. The big ones that Bill
has been landing and bringing in are the
envy of all the boys.

attended the fun festival and golf tourney at Ralston Club south of Omaha. The
affair was sponsored by Omaha Variety
Club and a very fine time was had by
all.
Golf drew 37 divot-takers with the
March boys, exhibitors at Wayne, Neb.,
and Vermillion, S. D„ taking the honors
. . . George March of Vermillion ivas medalist and went on to beat Cliff Smith for
the president’s flight . .
Wayne shot one of the
scores and went on to
of RKO in the Variety
the list)!

. Phil March of
worst qualifying
beat Bill Foley
flight (last on

Norm Nielsen, RKO booker, played his
usual “good” game for high score, 69
strokes for nine, not 18, holes . . . Phil
March took 13 strokes on an easy hole after
he ran out of cuss words . . . A1 Hill,
Universal salesman, had the shortest drive
on the first hole, a terrific poke of two
feet.
Famous

last words

around

the card

tables: Morrie Cohn, Council Bluffs, “ I’ll
deal the way 1 want to deal or not at all”
. . . Meyer Stern, Capitol Pictures, “I
haven’t won a hand tonight” . . . Martinas Biemond, Ord, Neb., “Everybody gets
winning

hands

but me.”

Charles E. Williams, MPTO of Nebraska and Western Iowa prexy, a kibitzer at
one table . . . Fred Horn, RKO salesman,
was losing and telling everybody about it
. . . Dale Goldie, Cherokee, la., and John
McQuistan, Bloomfield, Neb., were teaching the game to Sam Epstein, Omaha circuit owner . . . Chief Barker Walt Green
was busy everywhere getting things ready
. . . Don McLucas, UA manager, was unable to attend due to a bad cold . . . Ted
Mendenhall, Paramount chief, played cards
with his hat on, as usual.
Joe Scott, 20 th-Fox boss, wasn’t up to
his usual golf game . . . George Hall,
Franklin, Neb., swings a mean golf club
. . . Lloyd Honey, Tecumseh, Neb., proved
himself a better golfer than his father,
Faye Honey . . . Bob Huffman and Charlie Shire were the Lincoln representatives
present at the whing-ding . . . C. M. Olsen, Minne Lusa Theatre, Omaha, might
have been a prize winner if he hadn’t hurt
his arm on the first drive ... A dinner
and dance wound up the festivities.

Gets Assessment Cut
Des

Moines — The

property

owned

by

A. H. Blank, head of Tri-States Theatre
Corp., at the corner of Seventh and Mulberry Sts., was one of six included in a
compromise announced by the city assessor’s office reducing valuations. Blank’s
property was reduced from $41,233 to
$22,250.
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Natural Gas Engines Reducing
Air Conditioning Power Cost
Kansas

City — Use

of electricity as the

power agent for operating refrigeration
and air conditioning systems in Kansas
City, Mo., theatres carries an exceptionally heavy burden, it is revealed by a survey of light and power rates in the Fox
theatres of the Midwest division.
The unusual penalty for refrigeration
arises from the existence of a demand
rate based on the high load required at
any time during the 12 months, which
then remains in effect for the balance of
the year. Naturally, in motion picture theatres with refrigeration a very high peak
is reached in the consumption of power
during the two or three warmest summer
months.
Significance of the 12-month demand
rate is revealed in a comparison between
two theatres using almost identically the
same kw hours for the year. The difference in total payment for power amounted to almost $2,000. One theatre had to
kick in its air conditioning during show
hours, thereby establishing a high peak
load; the other theatre did not have to
do so.
Analysis

Shows

High

Cost

In the latter part of 1937, L. E. Pope,
purchasing agent for Fox Midwest, prepared a statistical analysis of power costs
which showed that the average per kw
hour in some of the Kansas City houses
ran over 5 cents; quite a few ran from
4.85 to 4.99 cents, or almost twice what
residence users pay. Only in Kansas City
is Fox paying a 12-month demand rate.
“We sought a way to lower the per kw
hour cost of operating, but found that
even if we spent a large sum of money
in several of the theatres, we could make
only a slight reduction. We could have
put in storage tanks and coils, for instance, which, by eliminating the necessity of turning on the air conditioning
equipment during the hours of the show
when we had the other power on, would
have cut the peak demand for the house.
Or we could have purchased a substation and secured the primary rate.”
But a third method, it was found, would
reduce the rate and the initial cost was
less.
“We installed natural gas engines in
the Warwick and Isis in the spring of
1938. In their first complete season, we
find, they will almost pay out the investment in savings made on power. Both
theatres will show substantial savings in
their annual power bills in spite of the
fact the utility has, as it is empowered to
do under its contract, imposed a $5.13
per kw penalty on the balance of the load
used by the two houses following installation of these machines.”
At the Isis the engine has saved close
to one-third of the total power and light
expense, though it was installed simply
to reduce the amount of power used for
refrigeration. At the Warwick the sav-
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ing is slightly more
At the Isis the
of a Model PA- 50
• Kenney Machinery
71/2x71/2 Lipman

than one-third.
installation consisted
International engine
Co.), which pulls the

ice machine

<40 h.p. load)

with a fuel cost per hour of 11 cents for
natural gas (Kansas City Gas Co.) Due
to the fact that the Isis is located in an
apartment district, the engine was equipped with a Maxim silencer (No. 8) for
the exhaust. To avoid any possibility of
vibration, a 2-inch layer of cork was
placed on all sides and the bottom of the
concrete foundation block.

]IL I SCO

IL N

S now past Danny McCarthy’s wedding
day, and have been offered money to
collaborate on a book called “The Truth
About McCarthy” with Sol Yeager and
Charlie Lieb, which is to be presented the
bride as a wedding present. Danny has
made a counter offer which is higher,
which is delaying publication . . . Roy
Palmquist is kept busy when in Lincoln
going from Bob Livingston to Bob Huffman, his second and first run accounts —
and trying to keep them both happy . . .
Howard Federer was called out of bed at
11 p. m. (he got in early one night) to
meet the Arkansas-Paramount goodwiller,
Mildred Hines, who is plugging “Arkansas Traveler,” so he retaliated by keeping
her out until 5 p. m. — and he’s not even
playing the picture.

T
jsecfor-

“After the engine was installed,” commented Mr. Pope, “we found it operated
much more quietly than the compressors

Eddie Vaughn is in love again — the
ond time this week . . . Doc Kellogg,
mer newspaperman with a hug about
show business, writes this week from

driven by the engine.”
Modern safety devices were attached. A
Sylphon No. 530 Cutout shuts off the gas
supply, grounds the magneto, operates the
lever of the Mercoid switch placed directly above to stop the electric motor on
the circulating water pump on the cooling tower line; it also operates another
unit of two 85 h.p. Ford V-8 motors, control valve on ammonia, closing the ammonia valve for the safety of the ice
machine. The switch operates in this manner at any time the heat of the engine
becomes greater than 190 degrees F, or
the oil pressure gets low.

peka, Kas., where he’s having an eightweek touch of being press agent for a
carnival, Beckmann & Gerety shows . . .
Bob Becker pens an invitation to see a
show any time in Ashland, Neb., as his
guest. Will put the invitation in the files
until August next year, when the national
guard convenes there again . . . Wally
Johnson was in for a look arid a few
trick steps to Phil Harris, when Harris
played the Turnpike Casino. Others tripping were Alvin Hendricks, Marian Bauer,
Jack Hanssen, Ed Vaughn and Len Coopersmith, all off theatre Row for the occasion.

“In the Warwick we wanted to try different type equipment so we installed a
unit of two 85 hp Ford V-8 motors, connected to one jack-shaft drive, and equipped with all the safety devices. Like the
Isis, the equipment was installed so as

When Harry Shumow gets on a white
coat, dress trousers, and all the trimmings,
Clark Gable should pay Metro for protection in keeping Harry in Omaha.

to have a minimum
“Pays

noise level.”

Within

a Year”

Mr. Pope’s experience with electric rates
in Kansas City and his experiments to
reduce them both have been very thorough. Present installations prove “to us
that this type of equipment should be considered by any exhibitor figuring on installing air conditioning or by anyone who
already has air conditioning equipment in
use. In most cases the cost of installation will pay out in a little over one year.”
Rate representatives of the Kansas City
Power & Light Co. have indicated their
surprise that theatres can drive cooling
equipment for so much less than the
utility has been charging, so it is possible, Mr. Pope believes, that a better air
conditioning rate will be promulgated in
the near future.

the
To-

John Cherry, former manager of the
Stuart here, now in Ottumwa, la., has
taken unto himself a wife. Mrs. Cherry
was a former Des Moines girl.
This town was the focal point of the
travels of Larry Hensler, Universal; Sol
Yeager, Columbia; Charles Lieb, Metro;
and Danny McCarthy, United Artists, one
night this week. The reason — to see “Alexander’s Ragtime Band.”
Rudy

Vallee and Horace Heidt engagements in Omaha are attracting a great
number of Lincolnites . . . Harvey Traylor
has been seen so often with the same
worst.
girl, the gang is beginning to fear the

been

Harold Hellerich became a busy man
with the opening of the Orpheum. So
far, he’s directing both the Orpheum and
the Liberty, which is the equivalent of
the sublime and the ridiculous, considering the type bills each plays . . . Carl

appointed manager of the Bennie Berger
Paradise, local neighborhood house, succeeding Reno Wilk who resigned to distribute state right pictures.
Metcalfe was transferred here from the
State, Jamestown, N. D.

Rose is so busy playing with the baby, he’s
forgotten how to write . . . Ray Holtz,
back to Fairbury, Neb., in double harness
(she was Helen Lien), sends a cigar ten
inches long to remind one and all it was
a big event.

Roy Metcalfe Succeeds
Wilk at Berger House
Minneapolis — Roy

Metcalfe

has
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MICHIGAN ALLIED UNIT SETS CONVENTION
DATE AT GRAND RAPIDS FOR OCTOBER 11-12
230 in Pitt
With Drive
Pittsburgh

—

John

H.

Harris,

regional

chairman in the “Greatest Year’’ campaign, on September 14 announced that
147

independent

theatres,

67

Warner

the-

atres and 16 Harris theatres had contributed to the drive, with pledges being
received daily. Among the theatres supporting the campaign and participating
in the Quiz contest are the following
houses in the local film area:
Theatre
Capitol
Rialto
State
Penn
Opera House
Liberty
Capitol
Hippodrome
Bellevue
New
Atlas
Drake
Lyric
Nuluna
Colonial
Capitol
Parker
Elite
Opera House
Pearl

Penny y 1 v ania
California
Beaver Falls
Uniontown
Uniontown
. . . .
Wlaynesburg
.... McKeesport
.... McKeesport
Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh
Oil City
Oil City
Sharon
Erie
Braddock
Parkers Landing
Homestead
Smithton
Youngwood
Roaring Springs
Patton
Connellsville
Barnesboro
Boswell
Johnstown
Johnstown
Barnesboro
Clairton
Clarion
Coudersport
North East
. . Punxsutawney
. . .

. .

. .

Roaring- Springs
Grand
Soisson
Vernon
Vernon
Ideal
Roxy
Smith
State
Garby
Coudersport
Keller
Alpine
Nemo
Grand
Temple
Majestic
Academy
Menlo
Bentley
Oriental
Emporium
. . . .
Capitol
Rhumba
Roosevelt
Brookline
Olympic
Capitol
Mishler
Penn
Penn
Capitol
State
Temple
Park
Orpheum
Kayton
Family
Rex
Mercer Square
Arcadia
State
Lyceum
New
Bradford .
Sherkel
Ritz
Ford
Victor
State
Grand
Liberty
Denman
Alhambra
Continental
Penn-Lake
....
Granada
Embassy

. . .

. . .

Butler
Butler
Aliquippa
Aliquippa
Franklin
Franklin
Grove City
Mather
Corry
Greenville
. New Bethlehem
Kittanning
Kittanning
Bradford
Houtzdale
Ford City
Ford City
New Castle
Youngsville
. . Port Allegany
Mercer
Girard
Canonsburg
Canonsburg
Sandy Lake
. . . . Beaver Falls
Lewistown
. . . Point Marion
Avella
Grafton
. . . Turtle Creek

Barney’s
Brozier
Chartiers
Olympic
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Pitcairn
McDonald
Springdale
Ellwood City
Meadville
Charleroi
Monongahela
Rochester
Emporium
Farrell
Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh
Altoona
Altoona
Altoona
Amb ridge

September

24, 1933

ME

Drive Supplies
Going Fast
Cincinnati

—

The

Paramount

ex-

change, handling accessories lor "Motion Pictures' Greatest Year" campaign,
reports 500,000 quiz books to date distributed throughout the territory. The
supply

of 15 tons of advertising
terial is almost depleted.

Interest

in

the

campaign

is on

upward trend throughout the
Smaller towns are coming

mathe

territory.
in with

their pledges. E. V. Dinerman, publicity
shooter for RKO theatres, arranged a
three-column

spread

in

the

advertising the year
current attractions.

in
A

a tieup with
contemplated

Enquirer,

parade here had to be called off due
to the city ordinances, which prohibit
processions owing to traffic tieups.

East

Rivoli
Coyle
Regent
Frederick
Grand
Governor
Blue Ridge
Blair
Shapiro
Regent
Regent Square
Liberty
Grant
Dean
New
Carnegie
Penn
Palace
Rialto
Rex

. .

Berlin
Hollidaysburg
Mt. Union

....

New Castle
Edgewood
Midland
Millvale
Williamsburg
Carnegie
Leechburg
Leechburg

. .
. . .

Lewistown
Masontown
Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh

Rialto, 5th Av. . .
Penn, Penn
Av.
Aldine
Hilltop
Capitol
Colonial
Arcade
Star
Palace
Guthrie
Lyric
Ritz
Dixie
Rex
Plaza
Roxy
Sewickley

....

Saxton
Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh
Glassport
Tarentum
Grove City

Clearfield
Clearfield
Coalport
. . . . Ourwensville
Bellefonte
Monaca
Sewickley
...... Jeannette
Mt. Jewett
Smethport
Meadville
. . . Mt. Pleasant

Princess
Palace
Star
Park
Grand
Theatre

West

Capitol
Court
Virginia
Victoria
Liberty
Penn
Metropolitan
Morgan
Hippodrome
Grand
Robinson Grand
Manas-State
Strand-Cove
Strand
Camden
Hollywood
Temple
Lincoln
Paramount
Marks Orpheum
Burt’s
Mannington
Roosevelt
Grand
Park
Strand
Harris

Pittsburgh

Chagleroi
... Beaver Falls
East Pittsburgh
. . Fredericktown
Somerset

. . . .
. . . .

.

Virginia
Wheeling
Wheeling
Wheeling
Wheeling
Wheeling
Pennsboro
Morgantown
Morgantown
Elkins
Philippi
Clarksburg

Weirton
Hollidays Cove
.... Moundsville

New
New
.
....
....
....

Weston
Weston
Martinsville
Martinsville
Sistersville
Clarksburg
Mannington
Mannington
Elkins
Moundsville
Moundsville
Follansbee

Theatres

Wm.
Penn
Clifton
Perry

Pittsburgh
Huntingdon
Pittsburgh

Meeting Is First in Upstate
Since 1934 When
Held at Flint
Detroit — Allied

Theatres

of

Michigan

will hold its 19th annual convention at
Grand Rapids, Tuesday and Wednesday,
October 11-12 at the Morton Hotel.
This will be the first upstate convention since 1934 when it was held at Flint,
and just five years after the last Grand
Rapids convention, in 1933, Miss Pearl M.
Sprott, office manager, disclosed from
her records. Setting the locale upstate is
expected to draw an exceptional number
of exhibitors from Michigan cities remote
from Detroit, where it has been held for
the past three years.
A number of Allied States leaders are
expected to attend. An unusual number
of business sessions are planned. A banquet will close the sessions on Wednesday
night, with daily programs of entertainment provided for the ladies.
Among the principal items expected to
come up on the program are the federal
anti-trust suit, more information on the
Neely-Pettengill bill, and probable state
legislation — with the legislature due in
session early in January.

Duo Opens Thanksgiving
Detroit — Ben

Cohn

announces

that

the

two new houses of the Ben Cohn circuit
at present under construction will be
ready for Thanksgiving opening. They
will be known as the Crystal, a 700-seat
house, and the Kramer, a 1,500-seat house.

St. Marys
Beechview
Adelphi
Family
Denis
Strand
Palace
Harris
Harris
Liberty
Alvin
State
Harris
67 Warner

Theatres,

St. Marys
Pittsburgh
Reynoldsville
Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh
Youngstown, Ohio
Pittsburgh
Jeanette
DuBois
Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh
Salem, Ohio
Warren, Ohio
Pittsburgh Zone.

Drive “Joiners" Rate
High in Toledo
Toledo,

Ohio — One-sixth

of the popu-

lation of Toledo, Ohio, has entered the
$250,000 Movie Quiz contest, figures presented by W. S. Caldwell, chairman of the
Toledo Theatre Managers Ass’n, indicate.
Caldwell reports that over 50,000 quiz booklets were distributed by the major downtown theatres during the first week of the
contest, and that the demand continues
high.
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Detroit Variety Club to Resume
Luncheons With First Set Oct. 3
Detroit — Variety Club will open the fall
season on Monday, October 3, with the
first luncheon at the Grill of the Book
Cadillac Hotel. Speaker for the opening
day will be Circuit Judge Joseph A.
Moynihan.
The meeting will be featured as Suburban Theatres Day, with the following
suburban exhibitor barkers as guests of
honor: Harry Lush, Plymouth and Northville; Joseph Stoia, Dearborn; Walter
Schaefer, Wayne; Thomas Ealand, Ferndale; George Wilbur, Wyandotte. This
noonday program will go on the air over
Station W8XWJ.
Regular Variety Club Family Nights
will be started on the following Saturday.
The first will be designated as Universal
Night. Eddie Heiber, branch manager of
Universal, and Mrs. Heiber will be hosts
for the evening.
Junior club members — sons and daughters of the members — probably will have
a regular Friday night affair this season,
President William Carlson said. The first
of these will be Friday, October 14, with
Mrs. Phil Kaplan as chaperone. This is
expected to be a regular event for the
season.
First place

in the

current

Knife

Drive

for Free Shows for Shutins was made by
the team of Fred Schader, who sold the
entire quota to showfolk working at the
Michigan State Fair. Outstanding prices
paid were: Buddy Rogers, $5.00; Guy
Lombardo, $10.00, and Kay Kyser, $10.00,
totaling $114.00 for the team.
The

entire drive probably will
ished by the end of this month,
turns of about $1,200 net, over the
the knives, is anticipated by Chief
Carlson.

be finand recost of
Barker

Detroit Variety will send a delegation
of ten to the annual conclave at Pittsburgh on October 30.
A book-form roster of the membership
is being prepared in printed form. This
will also give considerable special information about the club and its activities,
and will be distributed gratis.

Notopoulos

Reopens

at Altoona

Altoona, Pa. — A. N. Notopoulos circuit
has reopened the Penn Theatre here.

Two

Sold

at SheriH's Sale

ton, went under the sheriff’s hammer to
satisfy a mortgage, the properties transferring to the Albert M. Greenfield & Co.,
agent for Warner Bros.

Detroit Engineers Pact
Extended Another Year
Detroit — Contracts of the Engineers Local with the larger Detroit theatres are
carrying on for another year until next
September. Contracts were originally
made out annually, but those made out
a year ago carried a two-year provision,
and with no objection to continuance of
either working conditions or wages raised
this year by the interested parties. M.
McCusker, business agent, said, the contracts will run through the second year.
This

readjustment
neers’ contract period

will make

the engi-

coincide

with

that

of the projectionists’ and stagehands’
cals as well, for this territory.

Krumenacker

lo-

To Albany

Branch

Helm

Pittsburgh — Paul S. Krumenacker was
promoted this week to the position as
branch manager at Albany, N. Y., for Warner Bros.
He was scheduled to report at the new
post Thursday, succeeding Norman Ayers.
Krumenacker, one of the best liked of
all film distributors in the mideast, was
with the local exchange for 14 years.
press

time

no

successor

had

been

Detroit —
Ray Branch, president of
Allied Theatres of Michigan, found a

Reopen

at Blair Station

couple of Shetland ponies sitting in
his theatre lobby at the Strand — at

Claieton, Pa. — The Park Theatre, Blair
Station, closed during the summer

Hastings,

months, has been reopened
inger and H. Schaefer.

Mich. — one

night

last week.

He wasn't alone, however, with other
ponies seen in strange places all over
town.
from

A
the

services

herd

of them

Barry
of a

County

string

had

of extra

were required to round
several hours of effort.

them

and

the

deputies
up

after

New

Sound

a

new

were

considered

for

R. Peltier Opens
Mt. Clemens House
Detroit — Opening of the virtually new
Jewel Theatre at Mount Clemens came
last week.

Robert

Peltier

spent

approxi-

mately $100,000 in doing a first-class remodeling job on the old Bijou, a house a
quarter of a century old. The structure
has been

extended 30 feet and seating increased from 1,000 to 1,400. With the exception of foundation and walls the theatre was completely altered.

After an attempt to dig a well proved
futile, Peltier has installed a standard
cooling system. Most of the equipment
for the house was furnished by National
Theatre Supply, and includes projectors,
sound, generator, lamps, chairs, neonized
marquee and carpeting.
A partner in the enterprise with Peltier
is N. B. Trombley. The two also operate
the Macomb, only other house in town.

Brooklyn Will Be
Mexican Product Outlet

Detroit — The New Brooklyn Theatre
has turned to a policy of playing Mexican
pictures exclusively, under the management of the Chester Browns — sr. and jr.
The house has experimented with some
films
the

of this type for several years. Admission for the house, formerly at about
bottom of the local scale, has been

upped to 35 cents.
The Browns and Armand Armesto, who
is the owner of the house, are making
plans to either enlarge or build a new
theatre, probably using the adjoining
property. The street is to be closed shortly
for widening, and reconstruction
ably take place at this time.
Films are booked
can Film Exchange

will prob-

through Latin-Ameriof San Antonio, Tex.

by H. J. Stam-

stampeded

Fair,

got

this specification, as a
film. Towns of around

50,000 population
the film setting.

New

Promoted

Michiganders

town meeting
locale for the

son street, south side, were sold at sheriff’s
sale last week and for the time being will
remain under the present operators.
The Liberty Theatre, with which Louis
Michael has long been identified, and the
Strand, operated for many years by his
brother, Christ Michael, and operated for
several years under lease by Simon Cot-

—

the "best governed town in the United
States." George
Arthur, producing
"The Arkansas Traveler," asked the aid
of political scientists in selecting the

Theatres

named to Krumenacker’s post as office
manager at the local branch exchange, according to Harry Seed, resident manager.

Maybe He Played
An Oat Opera

Detroit

Is

source of local pride from Hollywood
this week, when
announcement
was
made that Kalamazoo was considered

Pittsburgh — Louis and Christ Michael’s
two theatres and other properties on Car-

At

70

Michaels'

"Best Governed"
Kalamazoo

Helps Business

Detroit — Wesley Field has installed RCA
sound equipment in his theatre at Pigeon,
Mich., and reports that it has already
brought improved business.

Sampson

Starts Building

Detroit — Ground has been broken
the new Esquire Theatre for George

for
W.

Sampson, who was formerly general manager of the James Robertson Theatres.
House is to be at Jefferson
field Aves.
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Business Boom
Short Lived
Cleveland — First

run

Is

theatre

busi-

ness, which went up about 50 per
over normal the week
before
dropped
Leading

cent
last,

to about average last week.
circuit heads attribute the

drop, in large

measures,

to the general

uneasiness over the European situation and the public desire to stay close
to a radio for news announcements. A
week

Return of Stage Shows to Four
Detroit Downtown Dnits Probable

of rain

also

was

tor seriously affecting
ance.

a

deterrent

theatre

fac-

attend-

Restrainer Order Won
By ' Wahoo ' Short Lived
Detroit — Judge Henry G. Nicol in Wayne
circuit court has ruled that a game called
“Wahoo,” played in certain Detroit theatres, is a lottery, and granted a motion
dissolving

Protest Zanesville

been

Parking Limitation
Zanesville, Ohio —
A protest against
single-coin parking meters has been made
to the city council by Caldwell Brown,
president of the Zanesville Theatres, Inc.,
and Ed Heihle, operator of the Weller
Theatre here.
Brown and Hiehle said in communications to the council that hour limit parking meters have resulted in numerous complaints. Both proposed that meters installed in the future allow insertion of
more
ing.

than

one coin to permit

longer

park-

sought against the city by the Advance Theatrical Operation Corp., operating the Colonial and Majestic theatres.

The game was played in two steps. The
lirst was a keno game which determined
participants in a dart throwing contest.
Prizes were awarded to winners of the
latter. Judge Nicol held the keno game
made the contest a lottery.

A. G. Kemp
In Charge

Brown and Hiehle said they favored
parking meters as a medium to eliminate
congested traffic.

Revisions

by Monogram

houses adopted the policy at one time —
these with the Fox — it would make five
playing “flesh,” a record
eral years.

joins Combs
of Detroit RCA

S. J. Combs, who has been connected with the Detroit offices for some

time, have been placed in charge of the
Detroit territory, in charge of sales and
the technical end, succeeding H. T. Stockholm, formerly district manager here, who
has been transferred to the Cleveland
offices.

The

Michigan of the United Detroit circuit, the foremost of the houses involved,
is expected to return to vaudeville this
fall, playing top names in the field in direct competition with the Fox. At present
the house is continuing with double film
policies indefinitely, with no date set for
return of the stage policy.
Rumors of plans for a possible vaudeville policy for the Broadway-Capitol under the management of Max Marmorstein
of Cleveland were heard last week, but

William Mick of Milwaukee was in Detroit this week. Acting for a principal not
disclosed, he looked over the Downtown
Theatre, which has been closed for about
eight months, with a plan in contemplation for opening it as a low-priced vaudeville house charging probably a 35 cent
admission.
The Colonial is the fourth house which
is considering a return to vaudeville. This
house recently came into the hands of
Ray Schrieber and probably will adopt a

are

vaude

in charge of Photophone work in the Detroit territory. James Mullen and W. H.
Trunick are salesmen for the western division of the state.

steady

J. A. Coleman

and

R. J. Sederstrom

for the past sev-

plans are evidently not complete as nothing has been heard locally, and local union
officials have not been approached.

Detroit — A. G. Kemp, formerly of the
Cleveland offices of RCA Manufacturing
Co., and

The theatre owners indicated patrons
were at a
disadvantage since picture
shows generally last more than one hour.
Under the present system violation of the
hour parking limit will subject a motorist
to a fine.

a temporary order which restrained the police department irom interfering with the game. Injunction had

Detroit, — Negotiations in progress here
this week indicate strongly the prospect
for vaudeville in Detroit theatres. The
return of flesh to four downtown houses
is now being considered. If these four

policy shortly. This house has experienced considerable difficulty in getting enough good pictures to maintain a
double bill and last season was successful by using a vaudeville policy, using
big names at a popular price.

some

On Decker's Withdrawal
Detroit — An important change occurred
in the setup of Monogram, with the withdrawal of S. K. Decker, formerly president, who sold his interests in the organization. Business will be carried on by
the former associates, with William Hurlbut as franchise holder. No other changes
in the organization are contemplated, it
was stated at the office.
From

Los Angeles

this week

came

word

Decker

had purchased the All-Star exchange from Jay Sutton. He will operate
it as the Majestic Distributing Corp.

Film Truck in Use
Columbus, Ohio — Variety Club’s “Joy
Wagon,” the portable motion picture truck
obtained by the showman’s unit as a result of the barn dance held this spring,
made its debut at the Florence Nightingale Cottage, September 14, according to
Lou Holleb, chairman, and C. Harry
Schreiber, vice-chairman. The
“Joy
Wagon” is to be used by the barkers to
show free motion pictures to “shut-ins.”
BOXOFFICE
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Kane Rejects Contracting
Bids lor Pitcairn House
Pitcairn, Pa. — John B. “Pop” Kane,
operator of the local Nemo Theatre for 20
years, has rejected all bids for the general
contracting for the new theatre which
he plans for Third St. As exclusively announced some weeks ago in Boxoffice,
Kane’s plans include a modern theatre
auditorium for 418 seats, and two store
rooms, the building to be one story and of
brick and tile with a structural glass front.
Robert C. Bowers is the architect.
bids will be taken at an early date.

New

Casino Burly Opening
Pittsburgh — Casino Theatre will reopen
its fall burlesque season with a midnight
show, Sunday, September 25, George
Jaffe, veteran burlesque theatre operator,
has been in New York arranging for
shows that will play the house.

Hasley Opens

House

Pittsburgh — E. Elmer Hasley opened his
New Terrace Theatre, Bessemer Terrace,
East Pittsburgh, September 14. Local municipal officials were on hand and participated in the inaugural ceremonies. Also
present to extend best wishes were friends
in the motion picture industry.

"Drums”

Draws Full
Preview House

Cleveland — A
to attend

full house

the invitational

turned

trade

out

screen-

Lake

ing of United Artist's "Drums'' at the
Theatre. The picture was well re-

was

ceived, especially by the men. Praise
heaped on it for its action and for

the

thrilling scenic shots. Sabu's appeal was general. The screening was

arranged by Bert Steam,
ager, and A. M. Goodman,
ager for United Artists.

district manbranch man-
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Canton Local Wins
Three -Year Pacts
Canton, Ohio — Three-year contracts
calling for an upward revision of wage
scales after the first year have been signed
by Loew’s, Warner’s Ohio, and Palace theatres here with the IATSE projectionists
local, No. 671, according to union officials.
After a slight increase the first year
at the Palace and Loew’s, a $2.50 weekly
increase goes into effect the next two
years. At Warner’s Ohio, a $3.75 weekly
pay boost becomes effective after the first
year.
The local also has gained a $4 scale for
projectionists working midnight and other
special shows.

Clevelanders in Money
In Two Film Contests
Cleveland —
Benjamin S. Hubbell jr.,
4500 Euclid Ave., local architect, won first
prize in the local “Marie Antoinette” contest and as first prize winner, becomes eligible to the national prize which is a trip
to France. Local prize, promoted by
Charlie Deardourff, M-G-M
publicity
man and Milton Harris, Loew publicity director, was a free round-trip to Buffalo
plus $25 for expenses.
Winner of the first prize of $100 in a
nationwide crossword puzzle contest
sponsored by Warner Bros, was James
Speaker, 13, of 3004 Warrington Road,
Shaker

Heights, Ohio. The young
testant received his award formally

confrom

J^L SHULMAN
has not renewed his
lease on the Penn Square Theatre
which expired this month. The Penn
Square, which played a foreign picture
policy for the past two years, is for rent.
Shulman plans to devote all of his time
to the practice of law, leaving the showing of foreign films to the City Theatre
. . . Milton Korach, long absent from Cleveland, returns to the fold as manager of the
Savoy Theatre which recently became the
property of Nate Schultz and Meyer Kaplan . . . Carl Shueuch, former Monogram
salesman, now is selling theatre premiums
for the Lake Shore Sales Co. . . . Raymond
Watts, for nine years connected with the
Palace Theatre, Marion, has accepted Jim
Scoville’s invitation to come to Cleveland
to manage the Beach Cliff Theatre.
Wayne Kimball has bowed out of the
picture business with the sale of his Louis
Theatre, Louisville, to Harry A. Norris . . .
Bob Richardson, RKO ad sales manager,
has been promoted to the company’s booking department where he succeeds Arthur
Ehrlich who resigned to accept a position
he will announce shortly . . . Visitors of
the week: Jack Shea of the Shea circuit
headquarters in New York; John Pekras
of Elyria: August Ilg and Pete Tender,
both of Lorain, lunching together in the
Film Bldg, restaurant; Ray Wallace of
Alliance; Max
Federhar and “Weary"
Smith of Akron . . . E. L. Staub of the
Capitol and Lyric theatres at Delphos, is
in town undergoing treatment for a leg
fracture that failed to heal properly . . .
Eddie Johnson of the Johnson and Gross
Film Delivery Service, for the first time in
years and years, is not bowling with the
Film League Bowlers. Alibi is that Eddie
has made previous commitments to play

the stage of Warners’ Colony Theatre.
The contest was staged in connection

on

with

Gilbert Lefton, son of Nat L. Lefton
and recent graduate of the University of
Virginia, is breaking into the picture business via the booking department of Republic Pictures where he has been appointed assistant to Head Booker Leonard
Mishkind . . . Sidney Garfinkle, local sales

the

Scholastic

Magazine

and

a

up with the Warner picture, “The
tures of Robin Hood.”

A New

Name

tie-

Adven-

Follows New

Policy in Detroit House
Detroit — Armand Armesto’s New Brooklyn Theatre, recently switched to an allMexican film policy, is to be renamed the
Latin Theatre. Chester J. Brown, who
has managed the house for Armesto, is
reported as sole owner of the house under
the new title. There are two Chesters,
father and son, both active in the house
operations.

other teams. Louis Gross is representing the firm in the league, however.

representative for “Lucky,” says that the
Mt. Pleasant Theatre, owned and operated by Sam Fine, which has used “Lucky”
once a week for the past year, is now
using it three times a week . . . Charlie
Gottlob of the Milo Theatre, who went
abroad to see his relatives in Central Europe, received a cablegram from his U.
S. A. family this week to take the first
boat for home and safety.
Lake

Build Up Poor Nights with

Shore

Sales

Co.

reports

newest

converts to their theatre premiums include the Jennings, Rialto and Superior
theatres, Cleveland;
Wa-Tu, Coshocton
Cambridge . . . Cliff
Parma Theatre, was
one night after the

Majestic, Akron; Muand Ohio Theatre,
Pegg, manager of the
shanghaied last week
show by his boss, Jim

Scoville, and taken to the 5 C’s Tavern on
State Road where some 40 of his friends
were gathered to help him celebrate his
birthday. For once the grapevine system

Ask Us About It
MOVIE
FILM
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SWEEPSTAKES,

EXCHANGE

BLDG.

wasn’t

INC.

CLEVELAND,

O.

working and the party was a complete surprise . . . F. Arthur Simon and

M. M. Jacobs of Lake Shore Sales Co., donated a three-piece coffee service as one
of the prizes at the Paramount picnic.

Sales Executives
Head for Detroit
Detroit — The buying season is on locally
in full force, with plenty of the major
sales executives of the various distributors heading this way. Among those reported this week was William C. Gehring,
central division manager for 20th-Fox,
who was here to discuss product with
United Detroit Theatres. Deals with this
circuit and with Butterfield Theatres are
occupying the attention of the executives,
with other Detroit and Michigan deals
largely dependent upon signing of these
important contracts. Announcements of
completed deals are made
ern offices.

from

the east-

Four Managerial Posts
Are Shuffled by Shea
New

Philadelphia,

Ohio — Harold

Sny-

der, assistant manager at Shea’s Union
Theatre here, has been named manager of
the Bexley in nearby Dover, also Shea controlled. Paul Wellin, assistant manager of
the Paramount and Strand in Fremont,
takes over the helm at the Union in New
Philadelphia. Dwight Kirk, assistant at
the Colonial in Akron, replaces Wellin at
the two Fremont houses. His place is in
turn filled by Charles E. Simpson, who
comes from a like post at the Bexley in
Dover.

Wood Advises Exhibitors
Pass Gross Tax to Public
Columbus — A special message to the motion picture exhibitors of Ohio urging
them to pass on to the public the 3 per
cent state gross tax on admissions has
been issued by P. J. Wood, secretary of
the Independent Theatre Owners of Ohio.
As

a legitimate precedent for this action, Wood points out that the 3 per
cent state sales tax is passed on the general public, and he sees no reason why
the theatre owners should absorb a tax
of similar nature.

Associated

Ups Brown

To Supervision

of Trio

Akron, Ohio — Harry Brown, manager
of the Highland Theatre, has been made
district manager for Associated Theatres,
Inc., the syndicate which owns the Highland, the new Medina in Medina and the
new Mt. Union, now under construction in
Alliance. These three houses will now be
under his supervision, he said.
Brown, manager of the neighborhood
deluxer, Highland, since it opened this
spring, was head of the Colonial here for
several years.

Isa Miranda

Vehicle

Hollywood — The first American screen
effort for Isa Miranda, Italian star, will
be “Hotel

Imperial”

BOXOFFICE
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Sees Comedies as
Boxoffice "Best"
Cleveland- — George Roberts, 20th Century-Pox district manager, predicts that
the biggest boxoffice attractions of the
season will be comedies. Being both a
showman of experience and a psychologist
of no mean ability, Roberts bases his
guess on the fact that the public will
turn to laugh provoking entertainment to
get away from the tragic seriousness of
world politics.
Pictures such as “Hold That Co-Ed”
(20th-Fox) ; “You Can’t Take It With
You” (Columbia), and “Room Service”
(RKO) are especially suited to the present
temper of the public, Roberts thinks, and
while fine drama will always find an
audience, the boxoffice lines will be formed
when the picture presented offers comedy
entertainment.

Shea Acquires Downtown
Site in New

Philadelphia

New Philadelphia, Ohio — Shea Theatre
Corp., of New York, operators of the Bexley and Union theatres here, have acquired
a downtown site and shortly after the
first of the year will start construction of
a new theatre to seat between 700 and
800 persons, according to L. W. Hutcheon,
local manager. The proposed new theatre
building also will house two storerooms.
E. C. Granger, general manager of the
Shea Corp., was here to complete details.
New house will be the first theatre for
the

county since the Bexley. Shea interests built one new house at nearby
Cambridge last year.

Excavation

Is Started

On Youngstown

Deluxer

Youngstown, Ohio — Excavation work
for a $100,000 neighborhood theatre, to be
operated here by the Poster Amusement
Co., has been started at Glenwood and
Brentwood avenues.
The

new house will be a two story, fireproof brick structure, 76x132 feet, and
will have a seating capacity of about 900.
The Foster Amusement Co. was formed by
local business and professional men. It is
expected the new theatre will be ready for
operation soon after January 1.

Holbert Takes Lease
Castle Shannon

on

was Notopoulos & Gribble’s manager here
before assuming the lease which the circuit allowed to lapse. Theatre’s name will
be changed to its old original name, the
Pearl.
:: September

^MONG
those enrolled as freshmen at the
University of Pittsburgh are S. David
Lefton, son of Lew Lefton of Monarch

meeting
a pep nual
Kent drive.in connection

Pictures; Richard Eiseman, son of Clarence Eiseman of United Artists, and Karl
Eagle, son of Charles Eagle, manager of
the Warner Theatre.

John Maloy, former Wilmer & Vincent
manager at Altoona, is reported near
death of cancer. After a long period at a
hospital he returned to his home at Utica,

24, 1938

with

the an-

N. Y., last winter.
Jack

Shea of the Shea Theatrical Enterprises was a recent Filmrow shopper,

with

Jack Hynes, Shea’s Bradford manager, and E. W. “Duke” Prince, McKees
Rocks manager . . . All new steel furniture has been installed in the Republic

office and Jim Alexander’s private quarters are spic amd span with fine new
leather chairs and executive desk.
Peter A. Antonoplos, the East Pittsburgh
and Turtle Creek exhibitor, and Mrs. Antonoplos were honored on the occasion
of their 25th wedding anniversary at a
reception given by members and friends of
the Greek community of Allegheny county,
St. Nicholas Greek Orthodox Church,
Oakland. Antonoplos has resided in Pittsburgh for more than 40 years, and was one
of the organizers of the Greek community.
He is serving his second term as president
of the organization. In point of service
he is one of the oldest exhibitors in the
country.
Following a summer season of revivals,
the local Art Cinema inaugurated its new
foreign

film season

with

the French

Local

industry eyes are focused on Harrisburg this week where a House committee is investigating graft and conspiracy
charges which involve leaders of the
Democratic party. Former Attorney General Charles J. Margiotti elaborated his
allegations that the Pennsylvania Sunday
film bill of 1935 was sold for $100,000, and
that a beer bill was sold for $50,000.

Night

is back

at

the

IV .. . VJayne Morris and Johnny “Scat”
Davis are set for a week of personal appearances at the Stanley, opening October 7. Chester Morris will do his magic act
the week of September 30, with Lou
Breese’s band.
Rufus Blair of Paramount’s studio publicity department, was in town with new
news copy . . . Atlantic Screen Service has
opened a Filmrow branch office at 1701
Blvd. of the Allies, second floor . . . Dr.
R. H. Martin, president of the National
Reform Ass’n, at a public meeting last
Sunday, urged Mt. Lebanon voters to defeat the proposal for Sunday shows there.
“You Can’t Take It With You,” which
was screened for trade audiences by Art
Levy, Columbia manager, at the local Regent Square, will not be exhibited here
until the stage production, which is scheduled to open the Nixon Theatre’s season
October 3, returns for a third engagement.

pro-

duction of “Lucrezia Borgia.” “The Dybbuk” follows. Gabe Rubin, operator of the
Liberty avenue theatre, has been in New
York booking the available product.

Bank

Paul Reith, RKO booker, is the proud
father of a son born just before midnight
last Saturday. New arrival is Paul Reith,

Rowland,

Wilkinsburg . . . H. H. Paul’s State, Wilkinsburg, is staging an attendance contest
Saturday afternoons with the prize being
a pony.

Morris Kauffman, former operator
the Brookline Theatre, is vacationing

of
in

Canada. Warners acquired the theatre several weeks ago . . . Among the local members of the industry in attendance at the
opening

of the new Burwell Theatre, Parkersburg, W. Va., were George W. Collins,
Ed Morton, Newt Williams, Marty Terner,
Pete Alderman, A1 G. B. Glazer and Sam
Fleishman. Fayette Smoot, former Parkersburg exhibitor and now in the advertising business, was present along with
others of the trade in West Virginia.
Variety Club chairmen for the week of
September 25; Bernie Armstrong, Sunday;
Harris Theatre Day, Monday; Bill Green,
Tuesday; Mike Gallagher, Wednesday;
Elmer Ecker, Thursday; Fleishmans and
Glazers, Friday; Jake Soltz, Saturday.
Week

Bernie Buchheit, general manager for
the Manos theatres, was a Filmrow visitor
this week after an extended vacation with
his wife in the south . . . Lou Porter, manager of National Emergency Light Co., has
been enjoying a well-earned vacation in
Canada ... A surprise visitor the other
day was Daniel Collier, the aged retired
Suterville exhibitor.

of October 2: Fabian Wright, Sunday; Columbia Day, Monday; Elmer Ecker,
Tuesday; Ray Downey, Wednesday; M. J.
Gallagher, Thursday; Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
Gins, Friday; H. Feldman, Saturday.

NEW

LOW

Clarence Eiseman, Harry Rees, Bill
Scott and Jimmy Nash of the local UA

TWO-WAY
HORN SYSTEMS

office, were in attendance at a sales conference in Columbus over the weekend.
Bert Steam, district manager, presided,
with the Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Cleveland and Indianapolis sales staffs present
. . . Local 20 th-Fox branch exchanges
visited this week by Herman Wobber,

was
Jas.

O’Loghlin, William Sussman and Edgar
Moss, company executives, who conducted

PRICES

MtM

House

Pittsburgh — State Theatre, Castle Shannon, operated for a number of years by
the Notopoulos & Gribble circuit, has been
acquired by R. C. Holbert. The house had
been dark during the summer. Holbert
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Gala "'49" Party
At Cleveland Club
Cleveland — Nat

Wolf,

president

of

the

local Variety Club announces the opening of the 1938-39 season with a gala
wild west entertainment called “The Days
of ’49” to be held at Regnatz’ on Warren
Road on Friday, October 7 at 8 p. m.

Revolt of the Male
Detroit — Male

film

patrons

are

demand-

ing attention in this state, if the evidence
of an anonymous writer in the Detroit
Free Press counts. Outstanding points on
current film production are:
“Ninety per cent of them are made for
women. How about us men? We like
movies, too.
“Please

persuade

Hollywood,

if possible,

“Straight Shootin’ and Hard Ridin’ ” will
be the keynote of the affair, according to
the Number One bulletin just off the
press, with dance hall entertainment of

to product more picture like 'The Count
of Monte Cristo,’ ‘Captain Blood,’ 'Vive
Villa’ — or stories that are stories. Cut out
the type that Joan Crawford, Barbara
Stanwyck, Robert Taylor, etc., play in. Joan

the period and a
ture attractions.

Crawford stories can be completely
rated in three or four sentences.

clam

Members and guests
not required to appear

bake

as the

fea-

are requested
in costume.

but

Duke Clark, Paramount branch manager, has been appointed general chairman in charge of the program, with I. J.
Schmertz,
mittee.

chairman

Committees

of the

appointed

ticket

com-

Ticket: I. J. Schmertz, chairman; Charles Albert, Leonard Cowan, Leo Greenberger, Norman
Levin, Joe Lissauer, Martin Printz, John Huebner, Eddie
Gergman,
Howard
Roth,
William
Brooks.
Entertainment: Manny
Landers, chairman; Nat
Holt, Harry Long, Abe Schwartz, Mike Special,
Bert Stearn, William Tilton.
Decorations: Maurice Rappaport, chairman; Jess
Fishman, Nat Barach, Leroy Kendis.

Illustrate the Chevrolet
Mass
Handy

Selling Film Drive
stills

from

films have been printed
tributed in a six-page newspaper

Jam

and dissize edi-

tion of “Chevrolet Sales News,” a tribute to mass selling and illustrating the
commercial picture policy of Chevrolet.
The

advertising

stock paper
lithographs.

and

outstanding

movies

of

the

year

must be picked by women — otherwise ‘Little Women,’ 'Barretts of Wimpole Street,’
etc., wouldn’t rate so highly. It’s about
time someone picked the worst pictures of
the year. I believe the above movies would
be included.

matter

consists

is on

smooth

“Give

us some stories like Douglas Fairbanks used to play in, and cut out some

of this ‘true to life’ stuff. When I go to
a movie, I want to see and hear things that
I don’t see and hear every day.”

Variety Club Legion Post
Re-elects All Its Officers
Pittsburgh — All

officers

of

the

Variety

Club’s

American Legion Post were reelected at a recent dinner. Next meeting
will be on October 3 and the next show
at the Veterans Hospital will be staged
October 5.
Officers are: Harry Kalmine, commander; Brady McSwigan, first vice-commander; George D. Tyson, second vice-commander; James G. Balmer, finance officer; C. C. Kellenberg, adjutant; Rev.
Garahan, chaplain; George Curry, color
bearer; Joe Misrach, sergeant-at-arms.

Cleveland
Opens

of multi-colored

Its New

Cleveland — Variety

Post

Home

No.

313

of

a

Write

THE

surprisingly

for details
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Emlenton,

F&Y

BUILDING
328 E. Town

low

—

SERVICE
Columbus,

O.

Sharpe.

and

Jonas

Jessie Boone

Faramount’s

Thomas

is the-

has

advertising

been

added

to

department.

Donald Mervis, owner of the Oxford
Theatre, Oxford, Ohio, is opening a yiew
house, the Western Miami, at Oxford . . .
Ferd

Middleberg will open his Logan
atre, Logan, W. Va„ October 16.

The-

Andy

Niedenthal is remodeling, air conditioning and putting a new front on the
Belvedere, Mt. Adams. This house, dark
for 12 years, reopens October 1 ... A. B.
Jackson
City,
Ky. has opened the Elkhorn, Elkhorn

Lester Rosenfeld, West Virginia exhibitor and formerly with RKO, has put his
cruiser in dry dock . . . M-G-M’s local
boys captured first place in the J. J. Maloney drive. Pittsburgh and Cleveland
were contenders.
Professor Jesse Mays, Morehead College
Theatre, Morehead, Ky., has joined the
ranks of benedicts. His wife is a charming young lady from Berea.
Grover Scott, with theatres at Liberty,
Pikeville and Harlan, Ky., and quite a
siring of horses at Latonia, is spending
good deal of time at the track.

Watts

Pa. — The

Emlen

Theatre,

Named

a

Manager

Assistant
of Beach

Cleveland — Raymond

past nine years

Watts,

associated

Cliff
for

the

with the Palace

Theatre, Marion, has been appointed assistant manager of the Beach Cliff Theatre here by James E. Scoville, owner.

opening meeting was for the purpose of electing officers for the ensuing

Garby Theatres Open
New Unit in Emlenton

PERMANENT construction that means
at

manager
atre manager.

Donald Velde of the Paramount home
office was here conferring with Bill

the

year.
One of the activities of the Variety Post
is to provide summer camp facilities for
under-priviledged children.

cost

house

heretofore
Club, was

to open its season of activities on September 23 in its new club ro.oms in the Arena
Bldg, which houses the American Legion
Club.

lowest upkeep
first cost.

Chakeres’s opening of his 7iew Colony ,
Hillsboro, marking his 12 th house, was a
gala occasion . . . Ralph Winters is the new

Legion Post

American Legion, which has
headquartered at the Variety

The

Bob Drew has joined Bill Onie’s staff
at Monogram. He’ll cover West Virgmia
and Kentucky . . . Gus Beddoe, RKO, is
vacationing in Washington, D. C. . . . Phil

nar-

are:

General Committee: Duke Clark, chairman; Eddie Miller, Carl Moellmann, M. A. Goodman,
Arthur Goldsmith, D. Leonard Halper, Joe Zucker,
Oscar Stotter.
Publicity: Fred Meier, chairman; Frank Drew,
Charles Deardourff, Milton Harris, Ed Bang, Arthur Spaeth, Melvin Walker.
Games: Dave Hyman,
chairman; Dick Deutsch,
Max
Marmorstein, Peter Rosian, Sam
Lichter,
Meyer
Kaplan. Joe Krenitz, Sam
Gerson, Joe
Leavitt, Lou Milder.

Detroit — Numerous

“The

JUNIOR WARD,
Weddington, Pikeville,
Ky„ was a visitor . . . William Cain of
Louisa is resting at Battle Creek, Mich.
. . . Carl Fitzpatrick, Jenkins Theatre,
Jenkins, Ky., is attending the American
Legion convention at Los Angeles.

Distribute Books
Cleveland — Harry

Lande

and

Nate

Ger-

son have been appointed distributors in the
Ohio territory for the University Book of
Knowledge. This is a plan whereby a set
of

43

away

books by classic authors, a dictionary and a book of references are given
free to theatre patrons.

new

house, has been opened here by the Garby
Theatre Co. Seating capacity is 400, and
the theatre name, as well as the name of
the town, is in honor of the community’s
pioneer family, the Emlens.

Capitol Dissolves
Detroit — Capitol

Theatre

Co.,

an

af-

filiate of Associated Theatres, has been
dissolved. The Capitol was sold to Ben
and

Lou

Cohen’s

BOXOFFICE
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ID) IE T R CO) I Y
£JHAS. KOMER, of the Redford and other
theatres, has been sick for the past week
. . . Jam Handy Picture Service has transferred C. H. Sparks, who has been with
the editorial department here, to New
York City, with the production unit. His
new duties there will be to coordinate slide
film, motion pictures, and sales convention
work with producing units not located in
Detroit, New York, and Hollywood. George
William Long, formerly with Western Electric in New York, has been appointed to
the editorial staff of Jam Handy here.
Elmer
theatres

Zuehlke, manager of the three
in Midland and Alma for the

William

A. Cassidy circuit, was the recipient of a beautiful basket of fruit from
film representatives this week. Zuehlke
has been seriously ill for the past month
at his home.

Cleveland Film Bowling
League Season Started
Cleveland — The

Film

every Tuesday evening
ing the winter.

Moule,

put on the spot to give us

news this week, finally recollected, “Well,
we bought a barrel of soap.” W. J. Turnbull, National Theatre Supply manager,
is redecorating the display room.
Mrs. Ethel Gibbs, of the Ideal Theatre,
Ithaca, is remodeling her house, putting
in a new neon marquee and rebuilding
the entire front . . . Earl Annett is modernizing the booth of the Owosso Theatre
at Owosso, putting in new projectors.
Irving Belinsky, of the Film Exchange
Drug Store, now has Boxoffice on sale
regularly every Monday, at 10 cents per
copy. Ask Lew.
Nat

Haase

was

emphatic

this week

unconfirmed report has Irwin Pollard of Republic promoted to the Chicago office.

E. J. Gallagher, auditor for Crescent
Pictures, was in town this week for a few
days, going over the books on Monogram
Pictures . . . Col. Mac McCoy, who has
been ill with a cold for a few days, is again
traveling for Columbia.
Variety

Club

directors

met

for the first

time

this fall on Monday night, to prepare plans for the season . . . The JacobRay Schreiber deal for five theatres was
reported progressing this week, but held
up for the time being by technical details,
but with Ray Schreiber in actual control
at the Colonial.
M-G-M

bookers

have

a sign out which

reads, “No booking after 3:30 p. m.” The
boys say it gives them a chance to catch
up on their home work.
George
Monday,

McArthur
to look over

tend a SMPE
along.”

meet,

was
new
and

off for Chicago
equipment,
“work

my

atway

Adda Sourbeck, 66, mother of Frederick Sourbeck, manager of the Roxy Theatre, Detroit, died Sunday morning in
Women’s Hospital here. She has made
home in Dteroit for 30 years.
BOXOFFICE
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at 8:15 p. m.

durDetroit — The

her

principal

Detroit

theatres

have gone back to a higher wage scale
for projectionists, effective the first of the
month.

Teams
follows:

The IATSE local, under Business Agent
Roger Kennedy, agreed to a reduction
three months ago for the summer period
when business slumped off heavily. With
improvement of business, the temporary
cut has been restored. This amounts to
from $3.50 to $6.00 per man.

TEAM

for the season

NO.

1

Braeunig’,
Dowdell
Sabot

made

up

as

TEAM
NO. 4
Watts
Baird, Capt.

Capt.

Sodenberg
Mross

Swee
Brooks

Walters

TEAM
NO. 2
Bill Gross,
Fosbender
Huber
Steffons

TEAM
NO. 5
F. Gross, Capt.
Ed Fleming
Bach

Capt.

TEAM
NO. 3
S. Andrews,

B.

are

Hank
Fleming
Fa Grow
TEAM
NO. 6
White, Capt.
Miller
Gallupe

Capt.

Pacts Signed
And New

Hoobler

Andrews
Score

New

Bernstein
for

the

Opening

Games

Were:

Film Messengers
3
Bill Gross
2
National Theatre Supply ... 2
Otto Braeunig
1
Steve Andrews
1

0
1
1
2
2

1.000
.606
.666
.333
.333

Shipping

3

.000

John

White,

Hoobler,
Film

Room

Film

High
Film

0
Three Games
Messengers

High Single Game
Messengers

High Three
Messengers

National

542

Games,

Team

High Single Game,
Theatre Supply

Team

2,317
844

Detroit Film Bowlers
Start Season
Detroit — Film

Bowling

Sept 30

League

Twenty-Grand Alleys, at 14th
ren Aves., at 8:30 p. m.

will

start

and

War-

President

Wade Allen is receiving applications, as are Barney Adair and Frank
Jones. Entry fee of $2.30 is to be paid in,
and application blanks are being received
from last year’s team captains. A special
organizing meeting was held this week.
Plans for a companion girls’ league of
feminine filmites have been stationary the
past few weeks. The organizer is Grace
Hoffman of the Grand National offices.

Exhibitor Mantaufiel
Dies From Pneumonia
—

Max

Mantauffel,

one

of

the

best known showmen in Detroit, as owner
of the Martha Washington Theatre in the
northeastern suburb of Hamtramck, died
last Tuesday after a week’s illness from
pneumonia and heart failure.
Plans were made to hold the funeral on
Friday morning from the residence at 2739
Trowbridge. The theatre was closed on
Tuesday,

Philadelphia,

Ohio — Shea

Theatre

Corp., operating the Union and Bexley
theatres here, has signed a new one year
agreement with local operators, L. W.
Hutcheon, manager of the theatres, has
announced.
New

contracts

also have

the projectionists and
the State and Nugent

signed

by

the management
theatres, Dover.

been

of

E. /. Hiehle Opens New
Burwell at Parkersburg
Parkersburg,

its big season on Friday, September 30.
Bowling will be held this year at the

Detroit

at Dover
Philadelphia

206

that

Metro Premium’s new Beauty Ware deal
will definitely go on sale in this territory,
week of October 10.
An

League

Tom Baird of National Theatre Supply
Co., is league president and John White
is secretary.

Krupka
Schmertz
Kotele

Tom

Bowling

started its season at the St. Clair Recreation Parlors at St. Clair Ave. and West
Third St., where a battle will be staged

Detroit Restores
Summer Wage Cut

Wednesday and Thursday, reopening on Friday at 6:00 p. m.
Mantauffel was 58 years of age. He
celebrated his 15th anniversary with the
theatre on September 6, and was engaged
in an extensive remodeling at the time of
his death. Survivors include his widow
and six children. Interment was to be
in Mount Olivet Cemetery.

W.

Va.

—

R.

J.

“Riney”

Hiehle, president of the Independent Theatre Owners of West Virginia, organized
last week at Clarksburg, opened his new
theatre here, the Burwell, in “Hollywood”
style, with civic leaders and friends in the
industry present. One of the features was
a lobby broadcast, from WPAR.
Initial
attraction was Columbia’s “Holiday.”
Following the successful premiere many
of the friends of the Hiehle family were
guests at their home where a party was
staged in honor of the occasion.

" Casualty " List Is High
In UDT Golf Tournament
Detroit — United

Detroit

Theatres

a golf tournament last Tuesday
men of the office. Event was

held

for the
a great

success, except for golf scores, with everybody more than quiet on the results. Robert Corbin of the Michigan Theatre was
designated as scorekeeper, but failed to
produce anything like a score card in
time for this edition of Boxoffice.
The

casualty of the day was Bill Hendricks of the publicity staff, who forgot
to take the day off, and went to work.

Remodel
Detroit

Benton
—

Harbor

Butterfield

Marquee

Michigan

The-

atres is completely remodeling the marquee of their Caldwell Theatre, Benton
Harbor, Mich.

New
Albion,

a new

Bohm

Marquee

Mich. — George

marquee

Bohm

at the Bohm

is erecting

Theatre

here.
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fORIMIOn BUREAU
MT517

ADVERTISING
MT481
MT482

Main signs
Signs, Neon

MT483
MT484
MT 485

Signs, structural glass
Signs, travel word
Attraction boards

and

marquees

AIR CONDITIONING

conditioning

plants

—

Air

filters

Air diffusers, high velocity
MT518
MT519 Cooling coils
DECORATIONS

Letters, attraction board
Letters, changeable silhouette
Price signs, boxofflce
Display frames
Poster lights
Poster projectors
Cut-out machines
Time schedule clocks, electric
Monogrammed
mats, rubber
Slides, advertising
Slides, announcement
Sound truck P. A. systems
Transformers, Neon
Ladders, safety
Moving words projector

MT505

Air

MT506
MT507
MT508
MT509
MT510
MT511
MT512
MT513
MT514
MT515
MT516

plete
Heating systems
Refrigeration
Air washers
Blowers
Air circulators
Fans, exhaust
Grilles and registers
Temperature control devices
Air conditioning accessories
Motors, multi-speed fan
Motors, constant speed

com-

and FURNISHING

MT520
MT521
MT522
MT523
MT524
MT525
MT526
MT527
MT528

Architectural service
Decorating service
Seating service
Theatre chairs
Chair covers
Theatre carpets
Carpet padding
Rubber matting
Furniture, lounge

MT529
MT530
MT531
MT532

Wall tiles, interior
Fabrics, decorating
Brass railings
Rope railings

MT533
MT534

Metal, ornamental
Mirrors

MT535
MT536
MT537
MT538

Luminous
colors
Ticket booths
Directional signs
Exit boxes

MT539
MT540
MT541
MT542
MT543
MT544
MT545

Curtain controls
Curtain tracks
Curtains, fireproof
Fountains, drinking
Fountains, ornamental
Rubber seat upholstery
Rubber floor & wall coverings

The MODERN

YOU

MT554
MT555
MT556
MT557
MT558

Floodlight lamps
Spotlight lamps
Sign lamps
Dimmers
Ultra violet lighting

MT559
MT560
MT561
MT562
MT563

Silhouette letter mounting
Flashed opal glass
Pot metal opal glass
Fuses, indicator type
Fuses, cartridge

MT564

MT550
MT551
MT552
MT553

Fixtures, lighting
Colored lamps
Lumiline lamps
Candle flame lamps

WANT ISN'T LISTED. ASK FOR IT BY NAME
UNDER "REMARKS"

THEATRE

Room 334 — 332 S. Michigan Ave.
Chicago. 111.

9-24-38

Please obtain for me free descriptive literature on the following
items. (List Key Numbers Below.)

Remarks:

76

plants,

individual

MT569
MT570
MT571
MT572
MT573
MT574
MT575
MT576
MT577

Expansion Bolts
Chair fastening cement
Chair refinishing materials
Upholstering materials
Seat patching kits
Seat decking materials
Floor surfacing materials
Carpet cleaning systems
Floor waxes

MT578
MT579
MT5S0

Matting, rubber
Paint, screen
Paint, plastic

MT581
MT582
MT5S3
MT5S4
MT585
MT58 6
MT587
MT588
MT589

Paint, aluminum
Polish, metal
Polish, furniture
Fireproofing compounds
Fire extinguishers
Ladders, safety
Uniforms, staff
Screen cleaning tools
Veneti an blind cleaners

will find this

Cleaners, vacuum
Disinfectants

MT644
MT645

Deodorant blocks
Insecticides

MT646

Disseminators

MT647
MT648
MT649

Air purifiers,
Air perfumes
Air sprays

ozone

MT650
MT651

Soap dispensers
Soaps, liquid

MT652
MT653
MT654
MT655

Hand
driers, electric
Chewing gum solvents
Rubber link matting
Exhaust fans

MT656
MT657

Plumbing fixtures
Toilet seats

MT661
MT662
MT663

Sound
systems,
Sound heads
Amplifiers

MT664
MT665
MT6G6
MT667

Pre-amplifiers
Speakers
Rectifiers
Condensers

MT668
MT669
MT670
MT 67 1
MT672
MT673
MT674
MT675
MT676
MT677
MT678

Photo-electric cells
Tubes, amplifier
Tubes, rectifier
Exciter lamps
Baffles, horn
Lens assemblies, sound
Public address systems
Microphones
Microphone stands
Hearing aid systems
Acoustical materials

MT591
MT592

Projectors, complete
Projectors, standard

MT593
MT594
MT595
MT596
MTS 97
MT59S
MT599
MT600
MT601
MT602

Projectors, semi-portable
Projector pedestals
Projector parts
Lamps, suprex type
Lamps, reflector arc
Lamps, high intensity
Lamps, incandescent projection
Arc regulators
Arc controls
Control panels

MT685
MT686

Screens, moving
Lighting, stage

MT603
MT604
MT605
MT606

Rectifiers, copper-oxide
Rectifiers, tube type
Bulbs, rectifier
Rheostats, projection

MT687
MT688
MTG89
MTG90
MT691

Curtain controls
Curtain tracks
Stage draperies
Stage rigging
Scenery, stage

MT692
MT693

Footlights
Switchboards

MT607
MT608
MT609
MT610
MT611
MT612
MT613
MT614
MT615
MT616

Motor-generators
Lenses, projection
Lenses, condenser
Current changers
Mirror reflectors
Carbons, projector
Carbon savers
Reels
Reel alarms
Rewinders, automatic

MT617
MT618
MT619
MT620
MT621
MT622
MT623
MT624
MT625
MT626
MT627
MT628
MT629
MT630
MT631
MT632

Change-over devices
Slide, projection
Lamps, spot and flood
Take-ups, film
Film safety controls
Fire prevention devices
Fire shutters, porthole
Film scales
Film scrapers
Film splicers
Film cleaners
Air gun (cleaner)
Tool kits
Film cabinets
Film cabinet stands
Effect projectors

MT633

Rectifiers,
sulphide

MT641

Cleaning

compounds

complete

sound

magnesium-copper

SANITATION
State

with

MT642
MT643

SOUND

PROJECTION

Theatre
City

Lighting

units

MAINTENANCE

LIGHTING

USE THIS COUPON
IF WHAT

of BOXOFFICE

page a ready source of information on
products which have been filed for reference with The MODERN THEATRE INFORMATION BUREAU.

Information on the following items may be secured by sending in the coupon.
Use the key numbers. If data on subjects other than those listed is wanted,
just state your requirements. We will endeavor to see that you are supplied
with details promptly.

•

MT48 6
MT487
MT488
MT489
MT490
MT4 91
MT482
MT493
MT494
MT495
MT496
MT497
MT498
MT499
MT500

Readers

STAGE

EQUIPMENT

STRUCTURAL

picture

MATERIALS

MT700
MT70I
MT702
MT703
MT704

Structural glass_es
Insulation materials
Acoustical materials
Fibre boards
Fronts, glass

MT705
MT706
MT707
MT708
MT709

Fronts, vitreous
Fronts, porcelain
Fronts, stainless
Toilet partitions,
Flooring, asphalt

enamel
enamel
steel
metal
tile

MISCELLANEOUS
MT715
MT716
MT717
MT7I8
MT719

Accounting systems
Change makers
Sates, boxoffice
Tickets
Ticket choppers

MT720
MT721
MT722

Ticket
Ticket
Ticket

MT723
MT724

Pop corn
Uniforms,

BOXOFFICE
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",Excuse

for Other

Lotteries"

Boston— Edward Gallagher,
manager of the Boston Better
Bureau

and

author

of

the

tion's recent article which
Night with
BOXOFFICE

assistant
Business
organiza-

charged

Bank

being "fraudulent," told
last week that the Bu-

reau's major objection

to

the

theatre

cash giveaway was that it "formed an
excuse for other forms of commercial
lottery."

Eighth Editorial
In Hub on Drive
Boston — The

eighth

editorial appearing

in Boston newspapers on the present Motion Pictures’ Greatest Year campaign
precipitated last week. Never before has
any one event in the film industry aroused
such a quantity of editorial comment.
Local publicity men are to be largely
credited for the preponderance of newspaper publicity that has been promoted
in behalf of the present film drive. This
exploitation has extended from multitudinous readers to three -sheets which have
blanketed the sides of circulation delivery
trucks.

The progressive press agents, whose local campaign has already been made public to regional committees nationally, include: Harry Browning of M&P, Joseph
A. Di Pesa of Loew’s, Jack Granara of
RKO, Paul Levi of the Metropolitan, and
Jack Saef of the Fenway and Paramount.
In the eighth editorial to come out locally accrediting the present cinema contest, Joe Toy of the Boston Traveler wrote:
“It has been said that the motion picture that will please everybody, everywhere, may never be made, but at times
the motion picture industry comes so close
to the realization of that ideal that the
difference doesn’t matter.
“In a series of big newspaper announcements, motion picture producers,
distributors and theatres have listed some
of the productions to be released during
the coming season. The high excellence
and great variety of the program indicates
this to be
year.

the

motion

pictures’

greatest

“In its series of large advertisements,
the industry shows clearly its deep interest in the public taste and the extraordinary effort that is made to bring to the
public through the medium of the motion
pictures all that is fine and interesting in
history, even today’s history, together with
drama new and old, gloriously and painstakingly portrayed.
“To the ends of the earth, producers
send their staffs that Their Majesties the
American People may see it all in comfort. Aside from the authors, directors,
actors, designers, cameramen, a motion
picture frequently requires the services of
representatives of 276 arts, crafts and
professions.
“The

motion

BOXOFFICE

Bank Night Is Clear on "Morals"
But Ruling Upholds Ban in Athol
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Boston — “Bank Night was not contrary
to good morals,” the Master sitting in the
litigation brought by Abraham Garbose,
operator of the York Theatre in Athol,
against the Athol board of selectmen,
stated in his report to superior court.
The bill in equity was entered by the
theatre

operator against the board of selectmen of the town of Athol in an effort to prevent the latter from enforcing

the revocation of a town
tion of the house.

license for opera-

It contained

the clause, “Does

not include Bank Night.”
It was agreed by counsel

that there

are

no by-laws or ordinances in the Town of
Athol with reference to amusement licenses.
“I find that the conduct
Night . . . was not contrary

of . . . Bank
to good mor-

als,” the Master reported, “and I find
that the defendants did not revoke the
license of the plaintiffs because Bank
Night was contrary to good morals, but
did so because of economic conditions in
the Town of Athol and because they had
stopped the operation of Bingo in the town
and they did not feel justified in allowing
any such device of any description to be
est of art mediums, yet the industry never
loses sight of the fact that tastes are not
all alike. Yet by a self-imposed censorship, the motion picture industry maintains a high standard of good taste of
which the industry and the nation can

that

a selectman had informed him: “That if
Bank Night was operated in Athol, they
would revoke the theatre license and the
reason for doing that is that they had
some trouble with the Legion and had to
stop Bingo, that they were not going to
make a fish of one and a fowl of another,
and that, therefore, they would not allow
the operation of Bank Night, that it was
not for the reason

The license granted the right to Garbose Brothers “to give moving picture entertainment and vaudeville at the York
Theatre.”

conducted
in the
town.”
One witness
stated
at the hearing

of immorality

but be-

cause of economic conditions in the town.”
It was also brought out at the hearing
that “the purpose of Bank Night was an
advertising plan designed to promote the
increase of public interest in the motion
picture industry and theatre attendance.”
The Master’s report also stated: “Registration and participation of the Bank
Night award was free to the public, there
The no
decision
of the Court has not yet
being
charge.”
been forthcoming. It is wholly possible
that the Bank Night plan, of itself, may
be vindicated, but the fact that the Athol
board of selectmen’s power
the town may be upheld.

to ban

George S. Ryan, Bank Night
in New England, sat in on the

it from
attorney
case for

the prosecution.

Ryan Is in Gotham
Taking Depositions

be proud.”

Boston Demand for Drive
Booklets Reaches 1,400,000
Boston — Movie Quiz
ing 1,400,000 had been
operating New England
20th-Fox Exchange by
week. Orders were in

booklets numberdistributed to cotheatres from the
the end of last
for an additional

50,000 pamphlets.
Approximately 300 theatres throughout
Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Maine, New
Hampshire and Vermont were paid members of the Motion Pictures’ Greatest Year
foray last week, according to the offices
of circuit-owner Max Levenson who is
New England regional chairman.

Audience
Plugging

Resents Over-Long
of Campaign

Boston — Signs that “Motion Pictures’
Greatest Year” trailer may be overdone
in theatres became evident last week when
several instances of hissing and cat-calling during the screening of the campaign
publicity were reported. This publication
witnessed one such scene at a local firstrun house.

Boston — George S. Ryan, local attorney representing A. B. Momand and other
plaintiffs in motion picture anti-trust actions, was in New York last week where
he resumed the taking of depositions in
the monopoly case he is prosecuting
against the majors for the Morse and
Rothenberg circuit.
Ryan planned to continue to take verbal and documentary evidence at the Law
Association building for a four-week period. He expected to return to Boston
weekends.

Another Month Seen for
"Sonata" at Fine Arts
Boston — George Kraska,
Fine Arts, told Boxoffice

operator of the
this week that

“Moonlight Sonata” will run for at least
one more month at the intimate Back
Bay

house. General release of the feature, starring Paderewski, is being held

up by Harry Segal of Imperial Pictures
until the film leaves the Fine Arts. It
went into its 18th
Wednesday.

record-smashing

week

77

Independent Exhibitors, Inc., in
Deal to Get Lower Light Rates
Boston — Arthur
manager
England,

K.

Howard,

New

business

for Allied States Ass’n in New
has concluded a deal with M. A.

Howard who lined up the Lloyds of London insurance plan nationally for Allied.
The electrical cost control survey may

Shaw had previously demanded that Howard work out the deal on a flat retail basis.

an

from vacations,
bring people
handing
attended

profits for the two-year period.
Shaw will undertake to make thorough
rate analyses of monthly electric bills and
to audit

the bills. He will study the requirements of light and power consumption and will advise of all methods which
will enable savings.
He

will submit annual reports of electrical cost. He will also undertake to obtain rebates and

sible.

According

refunds

whenever

pos-

power

bills or in the event Shaw is successful in establishing a reduction to
of its electric light and power bills, then
shall pay to Shaw for a period of
two years, 50 per cent of the resultant
savings or reduction commencing from
the date when such savings or reductions
become effective and such 50 per cent
thereof shall be paid to Shaw monthly
based upon the savings for the particular
month.”

Community

Fund

on
Drive

Boston — Joseph Brennan, MPTOA business manager in New England, already has
begun work on the local Community Fund
campaign. Brennan is chairman of the
division

including theatres, hotels, restaurants and sporting establishments.
This position was formerly held by Martin
J. Mullin, M&P Theatres Corp. partner,
who has been elevated to a general vicechairmanship.
Edward J. Cuddy, general manager of
the Paramount-affiliated circuit, is vicechairman in Brennan’s division.
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and
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these invitation
these Theatres.

and

Patron,

now

camps,

join the moi'ement

to

in large numbers

by

tickets to people

who

have

at

Appreciated
COUPON

MlJGi Xjfl TflHY
J. Lfjn /
D PPF11

ADMIT

SERVICE

Huntington
Avenue
y Hall
Symphon
Opp-

TWO

ANYTIME

CHARGE

10c

INVITATION

PER

SERVICE

CHARGE

10c

CJ AVT

A

Ik

ADMIT

J U illl
SERVICE

PER

PERSON

“Well,”

COUPON

you

MEDFORD

SQUARE

10c

INVITATION

PER

she

was

own

busy

“cosmetic

she

smiled,

remember ...
ways wished I had

“I was

one

myself,

or do you? I’ve almore childhood and

girlhood,

but I have been partially compensated by the money I had stored away
when I grew up. Shirley will miss her
childhood, but she will be compensated,

Wj
MEDFORD
TWO
ANYTIME

CHARGE

that
her

of bring-

and one on the road, and that is too long.”
Someone asked her if she thought it
was bad to be a child star.

ANYTIME

INVITATION

said

starting

thinking

out, because to be a success “you have
to spend a year or more in New York

COUPON

TWO

present

I am

and I won’t act until I find one I want.”
Miss Pickford said that the stage is

PERSON

OPPOSITE
R. H. STREET
WHITE'S
WASHINGTON

ADMIT

actress.

too perfect. This
as a piano player

“But I hope to go back to the movies
company.”
shortly,” she added. “Some day I would
like to make another picture: not direct
it myself, but merely act in one. I would
like a part like that of Miss Bainter in
‘White Banners.’
“It’s hard to find such a part, though,

not

TO THE MOVIES!!!
INVITATION

an

Miss
ing her Pickford
along.”

returned

Movies

Suggestions

PERSO

COUPON

re s^rhr:i
el Theat
Newsre
ADMIT
TWO ANYTIME
'FP

VICE

to the contract:

Starts Work

To

Picture

CHARGE

10c

INVITATION

“In the event that as a result of Shaw’s
efforts, ideas, services, advice, recommendations, investigations or acts
effects a saving in its electric light or

Brennan

Proven

beaches,

Back

BACK

Under the present setup, Shaw will survey theatres in this territory at no expense to Allied members unless he effects savings.
If a change of motor is necessitated as
a result of Shaw’s recommendations, the
cost of the motor will be taken out of the

established

that she was anxious to get back to Hollywood because she had a child protege
in mind.
“She’s not another Shirley Temple, mind

tate Shirley. She’s much
child has a great future

“(phDVML. (pidjUMAl'!!

As

Boston — Mary Pickford told Bostonians,
when she arrived here last week Friday,

you,” Miss Pickford said. “It would be a
shame and a great mistake to try to imi-

BACK TO THE MOVIES!
MORE PATRONS FOR

Shaw, Inc., whereby an electrical cost control survey has been made available exclusively to members in good standing of
the Independent Exhibitors, Inc. It was

be taken advantage of by local independents on a percentage arrangement, whereby 50 per cent of the savings netted respective theatre men over a two-year
period will be paid to M. A. Shaw, Inc.

Pass Idea

Picklord Has Protege

PER

PERSON

,

COUPON

THEM0NT
,ostoT°^„»o»
ADMIT TWO ANYTIME
SERVICE

Boston — A
has
of a

CHARGE

new

10c

idea

PER

PERSON

in theatre

passes

made its presence known in this territory. Frederick E. Lieberman, operator
chain

built on

a

“Proven

Pictures

Policy,” has gone in for a “chain” pass.
Hundreds of these have been mailed out
locally.
Each “Proven Pictures” pass includes
tear-offs admitting two to such respective theatres as the Repertory, the Bijou,
the Tremont, the Newsreel, and the Square
in Medford. Service charges of 10 cents
per person, another staunch Lieberman
policy, are invoked. Regular prices at the
house run from 15 cents in the afternoon
to 25 cents at night.
Lieberman has addressed the recipients

Exchange Employes
Officers in New

Name
Haven

too.” Haven — Newly elected officers of
New
the exchange employes organization here
are Katherine Fitzgerald, Republic, president: Jack Mullen, Warner Bros., business
agent: William Nutile, Paramount, vicepresident; James Mahan, Paramount,
treasurer; Jerry Massimini, Warner Bros.,
sergeant-at-arms; Betty Barger, Paramount, secretary. The executive board is
composed of the officers and Homer
Downey and Henry Bruenig of RKO and
United Artists respectively.
A party and installation ceremonies will
be held September 28 at the Pavilion
Royale.

Starts Drive for Burch
Electric Popcorn
Boston — A

concentrated

Units

campaign

to

of the passes: “As an established Proven
Pictures Patron, now returned from vacations, beaches and camps, join the movement to bring People Back to the Movies

place in theatres the electric popcorn machines of the Burch Manufacturing Co.
has been inaugurated in New England by
Samuel Horenstein. The Burch machines

in large numbers by handing these invitation tickets to those who have not at-

are already
country.

tended these theatres.”

Test “Magic Eye" in Brockton
Boston — A tryout of the new “Magic
Eye” giveaway is underway at the Strand
in Brockton, Lieberman circuit theatre.

widely

known

throughout

the

Burch Popcorn machine users in New
England to date include Nathan Yamins,
Winchester Amusement Co., the Feiber &
Shea circuit, and Peter D. Latchis.
Samuel Horenstein may be contacted
by mail at Box 239 in New Bedford, Mass.
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Sl.000,000

of boxoffice

dangling

before

an

bait

is

increas-

ingly movie-conscious public.
Are

going

you

to

let

anti-

quated protection, uncomfortable seats, or below-par
roundings prevent you
cashing

surfrom

in to the fullest?

tfve

“CflPITOLIZE”
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New England Drive
Chairmen Heralded
Year” comENGLAND'S
munity chairmen“Greatest
and assistants were
among those heralded for their campaign,
highlighting eastern newsbits of the past
week. Those recognized, from Connecticut:

What

Trade I-Q?

Springfield. Maine: J. H. Stevens,
land.
Other eastern news flashes:

What effect will the federal law on
wages have on the Massachusetts state
laws pertaining thereto?

2.

What

practices, trade abuses, the future doesn’t
look so good.” Thus exploded Allied of
New York’s Max A. Cohen, charging that
independent exhibitors are through being
patient

with

distributors

and

major

cir-

cuit operators. Cohen’s bombast was Allied of New York’s answer to Charles C.
Pettijohn’s “peace is more profitable than
war” speech in Milwaukee.
“Love Thy Neighbor” should be Italy’s
theme song in view of that country’s cutting off film trade relations with the outside world, with the possible exception of
Germany.
“We will make the pictures as fast as
we can,” claimed Ben Goetz, M-G-M’s
production head in England, upon his arrival with a print of “The
ond British-made film.

Citadel,”

sec-

Fireworks are promised by Max A. Cohen . . . and long before the Fourth of
July. Allied of New

York’s

head

said that

has

Boston

been

Better

3.

What is the
lent”?
the Hub?

4.

Where

5.

What

The Alexander

Film Co. meets

status

to the

Bureau’s

Night

as

at-

“fraudu-

of vaudeville

in

first installation

of

Nite”

in

Connecticut

be

has occasioned the move to generally lower admissions in Providence?
(Answers

on

page

31)

Gotham’s exhibitors are incensed over the
recent drive by the Society for the Prevention of Crime to end games in theatres.
Lack of legal authority will lend accent
to the verbal explosions, maintained Cohen.
“On your mark ... get set .. . go.” Any
one of these three stages of preparation
and

action

symbolizes

New

Grand

Na-

tional’s present state, with the arrival of
E. W. Hammons, the combine’s president,
on the coast for production conferences
with
son.

Jack

Ace
may
and

Skirball

directors

and

Edward

to England!

L. AlperParamount

send Cecil B. DeMille, Frank Lloyd
Wesley Ruggles to handle a number

of its big pictures as soon as the company starts production on its own in that
country.
“The King is dead. Long live the
King!” H. Clay Miner has taken over
the presidency of Century Circuit, having
prevailed upon by the board to assume the title held by A. H. Schwartz

until his death
ber 9.

"Motion Pictures' Greatest Year"
is swinging into full stride.

reaction

Business

will the

“Photo-Pay
made?

been

You’ll Be Pleased

the

tack upon Bank

Port-

"I say to you, despite government regulation. despite the eventual successful outcome of the government suit, that unless
we band together to stop unfair trade

QLOSE to one and one-half million Movie
Quiz booklets had been distributed to
some 300 New England theatres by the

1.

jq’EW

A1 Schuman, Bridgeport; Murray Schulman, Hartford, and J. B. Fishman, New
Haven. Massachusetts: Joe Di Pesa and
Max Levenson, Boston, and Harry Storm,

Is Your

at Lake

Placid,

Septem-

“Let’s sit down and talk this thing over”
... is the theme of Gotham’s Local 306
and major and independent circuit heads,
who were scheduled this week to discuss
terms for
operators.

a

10

per

cent

increase

for

the

demand

for a superb screen program by furnishing business
newsreels that represent 19 years
of technical experience.
You

have

not seen

shorts? Then
awaits you.
will gladly

show

Colorado
NEW
PARK

a

sample

see and hear
value which

FILM COMPANY
Springs, Colo.

YORK

AVE.

Phone:

80

you

been built into these playlets. Write:

ALEXANDER
230

short-

a pleasant surprise
Our representative

reel — that you may
the entertainment
has

these

Murray

OFFICE:
NEW
Hill

YORK
9-3161

CITY

Slate of 51 Pictures
Passes Censors
Boston — The

Massachusetts

Uncut
bureau

of

Sunday censorship passed the latest list
of 51 pictures without an elimination.
Included in the purity parade was RKO’s
“Fugitives for a Night,” First National’s
“Garden of the Moon,” Monogram’s “Starlight Over Texas,” Columbia’s “The Lady
Objects,” and 20th-Fox’s “Hold That Co-

local committee on the Motion Pictures’
Greatest Year campaign by the end of last
week.
Harry

Golden,

of the two

checking

Myerson, the second M-G-M
checking
head, went on vacation leave Monday.
Dick Gorman, veteran New England publicist and showman, is general manager
at Benson’s Wild Animal Farm. “Pop”
Gorman has been putting the Nashua,
N. H„

site on

the

map

with

special ex-

ploitation stunts such as B&M “Wild Animal” trains scheduled for trips to the
menagerie.
Lew Frey has reopened the Roosevelt
in Valley Falls, R. I. Frey, in recent years,
has

conducted a motion picture projectionist school in connection with the University Extension courses. He was formerly organist at the Capitol in New York.

Emma

V. Corbett of the booking department of Universal left Monday for a

Maine

vacation . . . A1 Moreau, M&P district manager, has been vacationing . . .
Edward Cuddy, M&P general manager, and
Harry Browning, publicity head for the
circuit, were in Maine last week on a
business tour.
Josephine

Nolan,

secretary

to

Tim

O'Toole before the former local manager
of Columbia was transferred to New Haven, was a visitor to the district last week.
She has as yet formed no connection . . .
James Hennessy, member of the home office staff of M&P, is convalescing from
an appendicitis operation. He is expected to return to work next week.
The

Boston Better Business Bureau continued to move this week against Bank

Night . . . Jimmy O’Brien, New England
sales representative for International Seat,
has been ill with a
cold . . . Joseph
Schmuck, well known film man, is out of
the hospital . . . Major Patrick Healey,
state film head, is visiting the west coast
studios.
The Bayside hi Hull, M&P theatre taken
over several years ago from Dan Murphy,
has been closed for the season. Bernard
Phillips was manager . . . The Liberty in
Dorchester has been reopened by M&P.
Refunds

were

when the sound
tre broke down.
The

in order
apparatus

Independent

the

other

night

of a local thea-

Exhibitors,

Inc., had no

business meeting scheduled at the time of
going to press . . . The Allied affiliate
in New England has worked out a deal,
available

Three vaudeville acts were disapproved
for Sunday showings, while four others
were censored, out of a total of 23. The
Lindy Hoppers, Marie and Ann Clark,
Rush and Lee, and Selden and Endler
drewed.”
modifications which largely involved
dancing, not allowed in the Bay State
on Sundays.

one

supervisors at the Boston office of M-G-M,
has been vacationing in Boston . . . Henry

only to members

in good

ing, whereby electrical costs may
ered in many instances.

standbe low-

The

Hub legitimate season is well underway with three houses in lights and a
fourth due . . . David B. Whalen, formerly
New

England publicity manager for Republic, has joined the Republic publicity
BOXOFFICE
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office in New
pacity.

York

in an

executive

ca-

George Kraska, Fine Arts operator, is
back from a vacation which zigzagged
among Old Orchard, Quebec, Montreal,
Saratoga Springs and New York City . . .
“Moonlight Sonata” has been
18th week at the Fine Arts.

held for an

on the sidelines insofar as the “Motion
Pictures’ Greatest Year’’ campaign is concerned.
Pickford,

in town

to
of

last week

Thayer

of the

Boston

Globe

has

written a song. It is “Seista Para Toot.”
Vincent Lopes introduced it one night last
week on the local Ritz-Carlton Roof. The
title, it is said, is Swedish for “Last Couple Out.” . . . John Cooney and Maurice
Cohen opened the Opera House in Dalton
last week. The theatre had been renovated.
Stuart

Greenberg,

son

of the Columbia

booker, has a new Welch terrier. The pup's
name is Rags . . . Joseph Brennan, execu(Continued

organization

in

Massachusetts,

on next page)

John J. Spilexpected to

Bridgeport — Bingo,

banned

during

the

summer by States Attorney Lorin Willis
in Fairfield county, possiby may stage a

those

comeback during the winter months. The
game has plenty of friends here and in
other parts of the county and to date
some 300,000 persons have signed petitions
asking that the taboo be lifted.
Armed with the petitions those behind

along

the film front.

Major Patrick F. Healey
To Be Guest of Joe Breen

“rang

Bud

the

line up in controversial matters that
arise, or are made to arise, including

Friday,

the bell” literally as well as figuratively. Billed by the press as “America’s
original sweetheart,” Miss Pickford made
a special trip to King’s Chapel where she
rang a bell molded by no other than Paul
Revere. She prognosticated it would be a
good omen for her cosmetic business.

ack""BinLigoke"lg
ebrt
gepo
idom
Br"C

Boston — K. of C. "Shock Troops" are
be organized among 153 councils

according to State Deputy
lane. The segments are

Marie Folant of the contract department of M-G-M has returned from vacation. . . Allied, locally, continues to stand

Mary

" Shock Troops" for
K. of C.

Boston — Major Patrick F. Healey, head
of the department of Public Safety which
supervises film destinies in Massachusetts,
will be a guest of Joseph I. Breen during
his west coast trip as an American Legion delegate. Healey, who was recently
elected commandant of the Theatrical
Post

of American Legion, plans to extend his California stay so as to visit
the studios at length.

Legion Dance

this year at the Copley-Plaza Hotel on
October 25. A general gathering for all
members of the Theatrical Post was held
at the local Paramount

even

move

are planning to make a determined effort to bring back the game,
to the extent of carrying the matter

to court if necessary. Before the ban became effective the attendance at the
games had mounted to where it was even
above theatre figures.

George Lewitt to Open
A New Britain Deluxer
Boston — George
his de luxe theatre

Oct . 25

Boston — The annual installation and
dance of the Lt. A. Vernon Macaulay Post,
270, American Legion, Inc., will be held

Monday

the

exchange.

Lewitt
in New

plans to open
Britain, Conn.,

in about two weeks. Lewitt has contracted with H. C. Elwes jr., Photophone sales
representative in this territory, for RCA
high fidelity sound for use with new Simplex E-7 projectors which he has purchased from the National Theatre Supply
Co. Lewitt has also ordered ten units of
RCA Acousticon hard-of-hearing aids.

FRONT USED BV CAPITOL, Dallas, Tex.
CAPITOL

"HELL'S
PAT O’BRIEN

BOOK

BOSTON
SPECIALTY
PICTURES,
14 Piedmont St.
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HOUSE"
- BETTE DAVIS

IT NOW!

NEW
INC.

HAVEN

CONNECTICUT
FILM DISTS.
134 Meadow
St.
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BOSTON
A

Canadian
By ROY

Montreal — Motion

picture

theatres

Sees
in

found during a few days’ automobile tour
which presented an unusual cross-section
of picture preferences. Crossing the border at Newport, Vt., with the aim of proceeding to New York by easy stages, taking in the scenery of the White Mountains,
and following wherever possible the Atlantic coast line after leaving Portland, Me., a
study was made of the motion picture fare
provided in each community.
Outstanding impressions which remained in the memory were the following : The
most enterprising theatre was the Star,
of St. Johnsbury, Vt., which by means of
flame-colored placards advertised its program at conspicuous points along the route
for many miles so that motorists were well
aware before reaching the city that “Boy
Meets Girl,” “Hell’s Angels,” “Blockade”
and a distribution of Cobalt Blue were
on the program on different dates, and
that “Marie Antoinette” was coming. The
most up-to-date programs were found at
Hyannis, Cape Cod where “Letter of Introduction” was showing at the Center; the
Bums, Newport, Vt., and the Elizabeth,
Falmouth, Cape Cod, which screened "Marie Antoinette,” and the Central, Saco
and Biddeford, Me., and Community, Fairfield, Conn., where the fare was “Alexander’s Ragtime Band.” Boston, Mass., which
being a large city, does not enter this
analysis, had “Marie Antoinette” announced at Loew’s State and Orpheum.
of

the

North”

Tops

List

Most popular picture was “Spawn of the
North,” shown in five towns, at the Colonial, Kittering, Me.; Manchester, Me.;
Wells Beach, Me.; the Old Colony at Plymouth, Mass., and the Paramount, New
Haven, Conn. "My Lucky Star” and “The
Texans” tied with three towns each, the
former at the Palace, St. Johnsbury, the
Star. Brighton, and
the Strand,
Portland, Me., while the latter showed at
the North Shore, Gloucester, Mass., the
Paramount, Lynn, Mass., and the Strand,
Mystic, Conn.
Three pictures, “White Banners,” "Love
Finds Andy Hardy” and “I’ll Give a Million” were showing in two towns each.
"White Banners” played to sophisticated
audiences within reach of New York at
Rye, N. Y„ Playhouse, and at the Trent,
New Rochelle. Two medium-sized cities

day” at the Pickwick, Greenwich, and
"Fight for Your Lady” at the Park, New
Haven.
The

"Pentland Revue,” a lively girl offering, was midnight Sunday fare at the
Palace, St. Johnsbury, and was also announced by the Premier, Littleton, N. H.
At Bethlehem, N. H„ a millionaire’s playground, the Colonial Theatre was showing
"Blockheads,” and at North Conway in the
Wmte Mountains, the theatre named after
the town had posters out for “Rich Man,
Poor Girl” and “Give Me a Sailor.” Saco
and Biddeford, manufacturing towns in
Maine, which defy the tourist to find the
boundary between them, had a chance to
see "Tom Sawyer” at the Mutual and "I
Am the Law” at the Casino. Bobby Breen
appeared in “Breaking the Ice” at Olympia, Kittering. Leaving Boston and heading south, “Three Comrades” and "Hold
Tnat Kiss” were billed at the Regent,
Quincy, Mass., and coming near New York,
"A Mirror for Children" was the somewhat mystifying offering at the Westport
Country Playhouse, contrasting with the
blood and thunder title "Port of the Seven
Seas” at the Darien in the town of that
name. Proctor’s at New Rochelle announced “Four’s a Crowd,” “Meet the
Girls” and “Mother Carey’s Chickens”;
East Greenwich presented "Professor Beware” at the Greenwich Theatre, while
"Keep Smiling” figured on only one billboard seen, that of the Community Tneatre at Ostreville, Cape Cod.
Seaside

82

Fare

seaside resort, Hamp-

ton Beach, N. H., played "Always GoodBye” at the Barn, and “Three Blind
Mice” at the Olympia, but these had to
compete with counter-attractions of the
Coney Island type, including “Algy the
Robot” and “Television,” while further
aiong at Salisbury Beach the most contne Frolics.spicuous placard announced "Beano” at
The town whose motion picture theatres
had most to contend with from the competition of various forms of gambling, was
tne fishing port of Gloucester, Mass., on
whose main street several resorts announced "Bingo” and “Beano.”
The finest small city theatre building
noticed was the Community Theatre at
Hudson, N. Y„ seen on the return journey,
and the only smile obtained from any of
the multifarious announcements studied
came at Albany where one of the principal
theatres advertised:
CLARK
Too

Loew’s, New Rochelle, while Connecticut
monopolized “I’ll Give a Million,” the program of the Plaza, Stamford, and the
Pickwick, Greenwich, Conn.
Connecticut had the most varied fare
of any state, offering “Carefree” at the
Garde, New London; “Tip-Off Girls” at
the Star, Stamford, “Sing You Sinners”
at the Plaza, Stamford; “Four’s a Crowd”
at the Bonoff, Madison; “Tropic Holi-

Resort

The most crowded

preferred “Love Finds Andy Hardy,” billed
at the Colonial, Bridgeport, Conn., and

(Continued

from preceding page)

tive secretary of the MPTOA here, reports
that he has no vacation planned.

CARMICHAEL

the small cities and towns of New England
are fairly up-to-date both in construction
and equipment, and reveal much the same
taste in films as similar amusement fields
elsewhere, this Boxoffice correspondent

“Spawn

the Shows

Hot

GABLE
To

MYRNA

Handle
LOY

Joseph Longo, United Artists exploitation man, has returned to Boston following a crack campaign in Worcester for
“ Algiers ” . . . The dignified, terse publicity being used to exploit the local Trans
Lux, which opened 15 days ago, is arousing considerable favorable comment in
town, both among the initiate and the
uninitiate. Arthur L. Tuohy, formerly with
Loew’s, is responsible.
Organization

of

committees

for this

year’s Community Fund campaign is already underway. The blanket charitable
endeavor has been accorded robust support by Boston theatres since its inception.
Increasing taxes were attacked last week
in Worcester at the third annual regional
conference of the National Association of
Real Estate Boards. Said Everett N. Slade,
national vice-president, “confiscation by
taxation cannot continue at the present
rate ivithout becoming ruinous.”
A1 Lauder, manager of the Trans Lux,
has been receiving bids for installation
of clocks in the newly opened newsreeler.
. . . Bucky Levin and Meyer Fox of the
Columbia accessories department turned
carpenters last week to aid in the remodeling of their section of the branch building . . . Local Allied members have been
receiving confidential buying surveys.
Theatremen’s interest was piqued last
week by a report, emanating from the animal conference of the New England Realtors, that real estate activity matching the
best yearsforof next
the year
middle. . “Twenties”
was
foreseen
. The Knights
of Columbus

in 153 Massachusetts

coun-

cils is to begin organizing clubs as “shocktroops for Catholicism and Americanism.”
The groups will express themselves on
film matters.
C. Aubrey Smith, English actor, stopped
in Boston last week en route to New York
aboard the Scythia of the Cunard-White
Star Line. Mr. Smith had been in England for the past four months, during
which time he appeared in two British
films. He also played one game of cricket,
he said.
“September has been cool
friendly,” the Boston Globe
other day, perhaps thinking
ness these past few weeks .

but not unquipped the
of film busi. . Said the

same paper, “Wonder if the summer actors have secured good winter quarters for
themselves?”
Leon J. Bamberger, RKO sales promotion manager, continued last week to
arouse attention throughout New England
filmdom with his personalized pieces.
Bamberger’s latest concoction, in the interest of the Marx Brothers’ latest feature, had for its cover the picture of a

in "Duke"
Carlson Small
Richard— Edward
Hollywood
announces
that he has borrowed Richard Carlson
from Selznick International for a role in
“The Duke

of West Point.”

telephone operator calling for “Room Service for Mr
” Each recipient’s
name was printed in. A headline of the
(Continued on next page)
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jyjANAGER MATT L. SAUNDERS of the
Loew-Poli had Gov. Wilbur L. Cross
and Mayor Jasper McLevy at the theatre
for the presentation of final awards in
the Loew-Poli-Bridgeport Herald beautiful
children contest.

Monday night vaudeville at the Globe
has become so popular that Manager
Harry Rose has been forced into two shows
a night to handle the patrons.
With the boxoffice of the new Warner
Theatre set flush to the sidewalk passersbys on State St. are finally getting a
look at those two cute cashiers.
“Ecstasy” is doing good business in some
of the small towns in this vicinity.
Thomas Shea, student assistant at the
Loew-Poli, did much to make a success
of the outing of the Special Policeman’s
Benefit Ass’n.

nights, il not larger, are at least much
heavier than in the past. The reason
is the result of the decision of the
New

England

off employes

in

BOSTON
(Continued

comedy

in

Mrs. Adelaide
Boston — Mrs.

Adelaide

it “sound business judgment” just now.
He has been vacationing at his Kezar
Lake Lodge at Center Lovell.

Poland
Poland,

widow

of Edward Poland who was widely known
on the stage, died last week at the age
of 75 at the home of her daughter in
Portland. She was a native of Mt. Pleasant, Pa., and was a cousin of the late
steel millionaire, Henry Clay Frick. She
left a son, three grandchildren, and a
great-granddaughter.

Three Guild Plays Set
Theatre

Guild

plays,

in-

cluding the Lunt-Fontanne “Amphitryon
38” which is to open October 8, already
have been set for the Colonial Theatre
here. Odets’ “Golden Boy” is scheduled
to begin October 17. Steinbeck’s “Of Mice
and Men” will follow.

Answers

Philadelphia in behalf of “Honey”
several other theatre games.

and

Samuel Horenstein, distributor and location analyzer for Burch Popcorn machines, has been active among New England theatres these past few months. Horenstein has made a number of installations here and has others on tap.
Alleys opened

this week in the

Loew’s State Theatre Bldg, which already
boasts two theatres, one dance hall, one
drugstore, one soft-drink emporium, one
United States Post Office, one dress shop,
one liquor store, and a flock of professional offices.
Leo Cummings, film district auto salesman, is now associated with the Cypress
Motors, Inc., located at 308-316 Boylston
St., in Brookline. Cummings, when he
recently notified this publication of his
new affiliation, brought forth the wrong
business card.
September

24, 1938

to

I-Q Test

was

Hotel Statler club rooms of the Boston
Friars Club were temporarily moved last
week to Suite 618. A trade show necessitated the shift from the fourth floor quarters. . . Harry Thomas was in town last
week . . . Al Polton has been here from

::

Com-

from preceding page)

which the Marx Brothers’
accorded a flash review.

BOXOFFICE

dollars.

1,000 workers

this territory and plenty of the "cart
wheels" are finding their way into boxoffices.

RKO press release on “Room Service” was
the copy of Boxoffice Flashes, daily
news service edited by Red Kann, in

Bowling

Ice Co., to pay

silver

pany employes about

Boston — Three

Alan Mowbray is slated to make a personal appearance when his film, “There
Goes My Heart,” opens at Norwalk.

QHIEF
amongMaine’s
Filmrow’s
week was
notedvisitors
radio this
and
screen star, Rudy Vallee, who broke a
strict rule of his not to broadcast except
on his regularly sponsored programs when
he gave a seven-minute specialty over
WGAN. Commenting on a recently published editorial appearing in the Portland
Evening Express suggesting him as a
gubernatorial possibility, Rudy confessed
he had always wanted to run for governor
of Maine but that he did not consider

Bridgeport — Receipts going to the
banks from theatres in this area these

Southern

Michael Carroll, one of the city’s rising
young managers, is celebrating his first
year as manager of the American Theatre.

PORTLANDl

Bridgeport Receipts
" Heavier "

( Answers

to questions on page 28)

1. The federal law will not supersede
state laws where the latter provide
higher minimum scales.
2. Exhibitors, hitherto bickering with
Bank Night over royalty payments,
have rallied to its defense, appreciative of its value as a patronage stimulent. Also, Roy Heffner, owner of
Bank Night rights here, assures that
he is considering legal steps against the
Bureau. A new role as a protective
agency in addition to a sales force is
being seen for Bank Night by a number of trade members.
3. RKO interests, with two potential
vaudeville spots, report no inquiries
regarding possible stage show resumption. The Metropolitan all-picture
policy is proving profitable.
4. In the Strand, Hamden. Adolph Johnson has the agency.
5. Neighborhood theatres, offering free
parking and charging only 30 cents
evening admission, are claimed to have
too big an edge over the first runs.
Fays Theatre reopened for the fall with
a 40-cent instead of 50-cent admission.
The Strand followed suit and meeting
of all first-run theatre managers, held
immediately thereafter, gave credence
to the belief that the rest will follow.

Other visitors included Sam Kimball of
Cornish, Me.; Tommy Feloni, Fox salesman; Bill Benjamin, NS salesman, Boston;
E. A. Cuddy, divisional manager of M&P
Theatres, Inc., who is traveling through
Maine and New Hampshire, and Harry
Browning, director of advertising for
M&P.
The Lakewood Players closed their 38th
consecutive season this week with the comedy production “The Milky Way,” featuring Warren Hymer, Hollywood screen
actor, and his wife, Virginia Myrick, also
of the films.
Harry Botwick, State manager, and his
handsome chief -of -service, knowji to his
friends as “Billy” Romanoff , were discussing the pros and cons of calf meat the
other day. Harry cocked a skeptical eye
at Billy. “Bet you don’t even know what
calf is?” he said with conviction. “Oh,
no,” Billy returned, “I’ve seen plenty of
’em.” “I mean, calf to eat, not look at,”
Harry retorted.
The popularity of sidewalk broadcasts
is increasing by leaps and bounds. Radio
Station WGAN has adopted the practice
with Days Jewelry as sponsor. Ditto
WCSH with Rogers Jewelry paying the
bills. All because the State showed them
what a good thing it was. The theatre
has been holding broadcasts two and three
times weekly for a couple of years or more.

Dalton O, H. Opens
Boston — The

Opera

House

in

Dalton,

Mass., was opened for motion pictures last
week by Maurice Cohen and John Cooney.
It was an invitation affair. The house
had been renovated for the unveiling.

NEW

LOW

PRICES

TWO-WAY
HORN SYSTEMS
Perfect Reproduction.
Perfect Distribution.
The Golden Voice of
The Silver Screen.

THE
219

BALLANTYNE

North

16th

St.

COMPANY
OMAHA,

NEBR.
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Allingtown, has just completed reconstruction of the City Theatre, Highland Falls.
QSCAR DOOB of the Loew home office
was scheduled to speak to the New
Haven Ad Club at its special meeting dedicated to “Motion pictures as a million
dollar advertiser,” but was unable to attend at the last minute and Ernie Emerling and Eddie Dowden subbed. The
speakers described workings of the present campaign and recommended that other
industries go and do likewise. Also they
pointed out that increased picture business
means increase in other lines.
Nathalie Tambussi of Windsor Locks is
the new half-interest partner with Domenick Alfano in ownership and operation of
the Rialto Theatre. Interest of Peter Viola
has been bought out. Dave Magliora, manager for 15 years or more, reports that a
$15,000 renovating job, including reseating and air conditioning, will be contracted for within the week.
Several local outfits are figuring the
Bailey plans for a new house in the Whitneyville section of New Haven . . . Louis
Astor was in town for the very successful
trade screening of “You Can’t Take It
With You” . . . Abe Rosen is up from
Florida for a short visit, with a new
moustache . . . Sam Rosen also in from
New York . . . While New Haven’s own
Sam Rosen makes his annual search in
the wilds of Canada for bears, moose, or
what have you . . . Joe Cummings, Metro
traveling auditor, is seeing the New Haven office . . . Phil Gravitz, Metro booker,
completes his vacation in New York . . .
Miss M. Smith, assistant cashier, also
vacationed in the Big City.
Report has it that George Curzon of the
Graphic circuit is looking to Connecticut
for houses to open . . . When George
LeWitt’s new Arch Street Theatre, New
Britain, opens next month, it will probably be with “Sing Your Sinners.’’ John
P. S. Glackin, who manages the Strand,
Plainville and Sound View, will be manager.
Sam Badamo, manager of the College,
sold Grant’s 200 25-cent tickets to the
theatre to use as giveaways to the first 200
women to patronize its new tea room.
Colored 40x60’s, fan photos, standees and
other advertising material on the bill were
displayed by Grant’s.
E. D. Eldridge announces

the Shubert

will open September 29 with “Tobacco
Road,” and will continue with such successes as “Our Town,” “Shadow and Substance,” “ Pins and Needles,” “The Women,”
“Golden Boy,” ‘Of Mice arid Men,” “Susan and God,” and others.
Erie Wright, publicity manager of the
Loew-Poli circuit, spent four days in New
York selecting new material at National
Screen Accessories for the lobbies . . .
Guilford Theatre is back on winter schedule of one and one-half shows nightly
with Saturday matinee only.
Benjamin Perelmutter, agent for Anna
Horowitz, owner of the old DeWitt Thea-
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Now the Mystery
Is Solved
Boston — Marjory Adams, film critic
for the Boston Globe, explained to her
readers

this

week

tween “Class A”
tion pictures.
“Class
than

A

the
and

pictures

Class

B

difference
"Class

cost

more

pictures,"

Adams.
“They take
The casts are usually

be-

B"

mo-

money

said

Miss

longer to make.
longer and more

impressive.
"It's the same difference you might
find between eating at a big hotel and
a less expensive restaurant. The food
might be as good in the second
but not served as grandly nor
there

be

such

a

variety

place,
would

of dishes."

tre building, reports that rebuilding of a
600-seat theatre is being considered and
negotiations are on with several prospective operators. The house, which was operated more than ten years ago by Morris
Hadelman, is under lease until the end of
next February to the Hoivard Theatre Co.
Price Premium Co. is now established at
223 South Orange St., new headquarters
for the territory . . . Metro Premium is also
reported to be looking for a location here
. . . Harry Shaw, Loew-Poli division manager, visited the Donats at their home in
Bethany and chatted about their boy, Robert, and other things for a few hours.
The actor is off for a bit of fishing, but
is expected back in Bethany for a few
weeks’ visit soon.
“ Boys

Town”

broke the house

Billy Elder of the Bijou had the brainstorm of securing 15,000 back numbers
of the New York Sunday News funnies,
topped by Dick Tracy, and imprinting a
streamer of copy on the opening of the
serial at his house. He will distribute
the funnies every week for the next 15.
Louise Platt, in “Spawn of the North,”
is a native of Stamford . . . Margaret Tallichet, starring in “ Desperate Adventure,”
was sent to Westport for a summer in
stock after her discovery on the coast . . .
Joe Corwel rents the Liberty, Bridgeport,
for Hungarian picture exhibition ... St.
Hall no longer runs

The

John

the pic-

Athan Prakas’ theatre-building activities in Bethel are at a standstill for the
present . . . Nearing completion, the Dixwell will be the ultra, ultra in Connecticut
theatres . . . Vincent Fiore, who is constructing and decorating the new Forest,

Nutiles celebrate their first

wedding anniversary and the Sally Gianottis their second . . . John O’Connell
sent as IATSE delegate from here to the
Labor convention . . . Governor Wilbur
Cross and Mayor Jasper McLevy were on
the stage at the Loew-Poli, Bridgeport,
for the finals of the “Most Beautiful
Child” contest ... Ed Fitzpatrick, Poli,
Waterbury manager, has resigned as president of the city’s amateur baseball league,
but remains active in basketball. Last
season Ed tried basketball on the theatre
stage.
The ever-probing Herald reveals that
Hollywood’s famous Adrian hails from
Naugatuck . . . Connecticut exhibitors’ own
full page in the Herald on going to the
movies and the Movie Quiz is the best
publicity yet to appear on the campaign.

Leaves
Boston — Joseph

Hospital
Schmuck,

New

Eng-

land sales representative for Trailer-Made,
broke out of a long hospital siege last
week. He was laid up in July with a
compound fracture of the leg. Schmuck
was in New York on business last week.

10 Years

record,

previously held by “San Francisco,” at
the Pali, Springfield . . . “Marihuana” teas
evidently the wrong dope for the Franklin, Springfield. The authorities objected
and Barnett Tabackman has been forced
to close the house again, temporarily . . .
Harold Tabackman continues to manage
the Devon, negotiations for the sale of
which are reported continuing.

Stephen’s
tures.

Andy Dietz has become associated with
Progressive Premium Co. in charge of the
■new offices at Kansas City and St. Louis
. . . Broadbrook Theatre has changed from
Wednesday, Thursday, Saturday, Sunday
operation to Friday, Saturday, Sunday,
Monday . . .Angelo Tomasino, son of the
White Way exhibitor, is considering enrollment in the Yale Drama School for
graduate work.

From

Boxoffice

Ago

Files Sept. 22, 1928

gECAUSE motion pictures show people in
foreign lands as “fellow human beings
with identical joys, sorrows and ambitions as ourselves,” they have done, and
are still doing, much to outlaw war and
misunderstanding from the world, thinks
Louis B. Mayer, vice-president and in
charge of production at M-G-M.
The Keith-Albee in Boston is offering
local talent on the stage . . . New musical
director at the Bowdoin Square, Boston,
is Thomas Belviso, Yale graduate and student under Walter Damrosch . . . The
Plaza has opened in Northampton, Mass.
They’re shelling out $11 for the premiere
showing of A1 Jolson’s “The Singing Fool”
. . . The Keith on Tremont St., Boston,
has been taken over by the Shubert interests ... A series of Sunday evening
musicales has been announced by the
Copley-Plaza Hotel in Boston.
John McCue, formerly manager of the
Casino Theatre, Quincy Point, Mass., has
quit the industry, affiliating with the State
Chemical Co. in Boston . . . Jed Hallissey
will manage the Tremont, to open soon
in Nashua, N. H. . . . The Goldstein Bros,
are planning one in Greenfield, Mass.
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MPTOA'S 18TH CONVENTION IS TAKING FORM;
PUBLICITY AND ARRANGEMENTS WORK SPEEDS
"Regulate

Oklahoma City Chamber
Of Commerce Is

"Self-regulation versus legislation"
will keynote the MPTOA
convention at

Cooperating

Oklahoma

Oklahoma City — Plans for the 18th annual MPTOA convention here October
30-31 and November 1 are going at full
blast with new developments almost daily
as the various committees begin their
work; not to speak of the activities of
Convention Chairman Morris Loewenstein.
Lists of MPTOA
members have been received from New York City and circulation of information, details and general
publicity to the membership list will start
within the next two or three weeks. This
material is now being prepared by the
convention committees, with the assistance of the Oklahoma City Chamber of
Commerce which is furnishing 1,000 lithographed letterheads for use by the convention committee.
Chairman Loewenstein has announced
that an office for centralization of all activities and direction of the work will be
opened within the next two weeks. Assistant Secretary Charles Zears will probably
be placed in charge of the office which
will be under Loewenstein ’s direction.
Reservations Through Loewenstein
The

current

national

convention

of the

IOOF

here with some 15,000 members expected in attendance is being watched by
committees. Oklahoma City ranks third

among the nation’s convention cities from
the number of conventions held during
the past year and is centrally located, being only 56 miles from the halfway point
between Los Angeles and New York City.
There will be over 2,000 hotel rooms available for the MPTOA meet and a 6,000-seat
auditorium is ready for sessions if necessary to hold them there.
The

new DeLuxe Skirvin Tower, apartment hotel building, has granted the convention a special set of rates for one to
four room apartments, these rates being
$6 to $35 per day. Special arrangements
have been made to assure opening of the
apartments for the convention as the
building is now nearing completion. It
is situated in downtown Oklahoma City.
Loewenstein has announced that his office will begin making reservations in this
building as well as for the more desirable
hotel rooms immediately. Those wishing
to attend the convention can assure themselves of the best rooms by writing Loewenstein, care of the Majestic Theatre, immediately.
The Biltmore Hotel has been officially
named as convention headquarters and
the entire mezzanine reserved for convention exhibits. The hotel management has
announced that no rooms, sample rooms
BOXOFFICE
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Or
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S

Legislate30
"

City, October

to Novem-

ber 1, Ed Kuykendall, president,
vises BOXOFFICE in New
York.
more

details

to page

on

this phase

please

adFor

Dallas —
A three-day regional sales
meeting of National Screen Service was

turn

held

11 of this issue.

or display rooms will be available at the
time of the convention, so that all exhibits
will have to be concentrated in the special
display spaces being constructed at the
hotel. This display area is so situated that
entrance to the main convention hall is
obtainable only through the display area.
Railroads

serving

Oklahoma

City

have

instructed all passenger agents in the midwest and southwest to immediately contact
all film people in cities of that area to
ascertain how many delegates may be expected to use their facilities for the convention. Efforts are being made to arrange special cars and special trains from
all points and secure
earliest possible date.

the line-up

at the

Formation of plans for the ladies end
of the convention are also getting under
way with a style show scheduled as one
of the highlights. The ladies committee
is attempting to secure the costumes worn
in M-G-M’s “Marie Antoinnette” as the
feature attraction of the style show. Also
planned are a number of parties, bridge
sessions, a drive over the city, cocktail
parties and a progressive luncheon through
homes of leading film folk here. If possible, special screenings of outstanding
pictures may also be arranged for the
ladies. A dinner dance has been set for
the night of October 31 at the swanky
Oklahoma Golf and Country Club with
present plans calling for admitting only
film trade members.
Loewenstein has also announced that
the practice of the state MPTO in giving
free luncheons at the hotel to delegates
during the convention will be followed for
the MPTOA
meet; this enabling delegates
to secure the noon meal without straying
away
meet.

from

the

business

sessions

of the

Ed Kuykendall has written Loewenstein
that he has forwarded an invitation to
Director W. S. Van Dyke, to occupy a spot
on the convention program. Van Dyke
has not as yet answered
vitation.

Meet
In Dallas

Kuykendall’s

in-

Plan Opening
DeRidder, La. — Lamar Hargrove and W.
S. Samuell this week announced they will
open the Realart Theatre here on or about
September 29.

here, September 14-17, at the Adolphus Hotel, with George F. Dembow, NSS

general manager; M. H. Kaufman, Dembow’s assistant, and Charles Casanave,
vice-president and general manager of the
accessories division, in charge.
In attendance were: Charles Lester, district manager; George Hoffman and Harry
Simpson, from Atlanta; R. H. Conway,
branch manager, and Milton Linder, from
Memphis; Bob Simril, branch manager,
and Murray Starr, from Charlotte; Louie
Boyer, branch manager, and Jack Petit,
from New Orleans; Paul Short, division
manager; Wallace Walthall, branch manager; Ray Higdon, Mac Tritch, Forest
Nine, F. W. “Doc” Allen, Leo Smith, and
Victor Maxwell, from Dallas.

Willie Howard Contracts
For NSS Accessories
Dallas — Willie Howard has contracted
for NSS accessories service in Interstate
and Texas Consolidated towns, including,
Abilene, Amarillo, Brownwood, Corsicana,
Denison, Denton, Eastland, Paris, Ranger,
Tyler, Vernon

and

Wichita

Falls.

Joe Estes to Head
Trailer Department
Dallas — Joe Estes, formerly with Saenger Amusements, will head a newly organized trailer service department for NSS
here, according to Paul Short, division
manager. He will headquarter
lace Walthall, branch manager.

Bijou Amusement
Opens

with

Wal-

Circuit

Bijou , Houma , La,

New Orleans —
Co. added another

The Bijou Amusement
theatre to their circuit

by opening the new Bijou Theatre in
Houma, La. It has a seating capacity of
more than 1,000 and the reconstruction
of the house cost $90,000. Its equipment,
furnishings,

management,

etc., is as

up-

to-date as tomorrow’s newspaper. Manager Eddie Breaux had for his opening
bill the RKO’s “Carefree.”
The following New Orleans exchange
ficials were invited and attended

ofthe

opening: Bob Kelly, Grand National; Harold Wilkes, Paramount; Cleve Adams,
Grand National; Page Baker, RKO; Maurice Artiuge, Paramount; Cy Bridge,
M-G-M;
Brunies,
atre
Connor,

G. Broggi, 20th Century-Fox; H.
GB; Alvin Hodges, National TheSupply; J. Briant, M-G-M, and L.
Warner Bros.
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Tri-State Group's Annual Meet
In Conjunction With MPTOA's
Arkansas

Little Rock — J. F. Norman, president
of the ITO of Arkansas, said here this
week that he had received a letter from

October 16-17
Little Rock — J. F. Norman, president
of the Arkansas ITO, says that the

ers Ass’n, stating that the Tri-State group
would hold its annual fall meeting in connection with the national convention in

association plans to hold its semi-annual convention here October 16-17.

Oklahoma City this year. The Tri-State
association comprises the states of Tennessee, Mississippi and Arkansas. Norman
said that a number of members in Arkansas would attend the meeting in Oklahoma City. A special train will be made
up in Memphis to take the group from this
area.

Columbia
Now

at Ranger , Tex.,

Operating

Sunday

Ranger, Tex. — The Columbia Theatre
here has opened for regular Sunday business. B. E. Garner, local manager for
Texas Consolidated Theatres, said arrangements had been made to get bigger
pictures for the additional one-day run.
Garner, manager of the Arcadia, built
the Columbia as an independent and went
in with Consolidated a year or so later.

Filmrow had another visit of interest
this week from O. C. Easter, who flew up
from Corpus Christi in his plane. Easter
formerly owned the Peak in Dallas and
now is in real estate in Corpus.

ITO Meets

Miss.,
Own-

R. X. i Bob) Williams, of Oxford,
president of the Tri-State Theatre

J^FTER west,
sixR. P.
months
(Rip) through
Condron, the
whonorthsold
his theatre at LaFeria to Hall Industries,
came back to Texas looking for another
theatre.

More details of
announced soon,

the meeting will
Norman stated.

Henry

be

Long Takes 3 Partners
For Hebbronville Houses

H. Stahl

and

the Casino

from

Supply

Gus-

Co., Hous-

The former Stahl management was
lauded by many local people. A1 Knopp,
manager under Stahl, was retained by
Long.

ANY

was

in town

refreshed from his vacation trip west. Edwards formerly worked on the Dallas Filmrow and for other theatres before going
to Olney.

tavo Vasquez, it develops that three partners were taken into the new Hebbronville theatre company. They are C. A.
Erickson of Bay City; A1 Mortenson of
Southwestern Theatre
ton, and Vasquez.

of Menard,

B. J. Edivards, Griffith manager at Olney, passed through Dallas the other day

Hebbronville, Tex. — In the recent deal
whereby J. G. Long of Bay City, acquired
the local Texas and Ritz theatres from
John

Reeve

after a big job of rejuvenating his theatre since the Colorado River flood. He
had the fire department pump the house
out for a day or two so he could run a
show, but finally the water got up over
most of the seats so he opened the back
doors and let the flood go through. He
had to put in a new floor and replace 135
seats.

The latest Variety Club member is Byron Adams, salesman for Fred Jack and
Doak Roberts ... It was Columbia’s day
at the Variety luncheon Monday and J.
B. Underwood, branch manager, had his
entire personnel present as follows: J. L.
McKinney, Herman Craver, Walter Penn,
Mrs. A. L. Hall, Mrs. Alex Ahlfinger, Sally
(Continued

on

page

92)

SIZE THEATRE
Install

The New OPERADIO Master Model
Unit Matched
Sound System

j

Low in Price
Economical Operation
Low Upkeep Cost

Mew

210 SOUTH
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Model Dual Amplifier

HARWOOD

'Fair Treatment

New

and

Adequate

Service

Master Model Sound Head

Always
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DALLAS "GREATEST YEAR" COMMITTEE WARNS
TRADE AGAINST "MOVIE QUIZ" ANSWER SHARK
Starting

on

Coast,

Gag

Setting the rf Greatest Year ” Pace

May Be Curbed Via
Newspaper Ban
By V. W. CRISP
Dallas — Already,

as predicted,

lying in

waiting, sharks have started to prey on
the Movie Quiz contest even as R. E. Griffith and R. J. O’Donnell told exhibitors
they would at the initial “'Greatest Year”
meeting in Dallas a few weeks ago.
R. I. Payne, on whose shoulders has
fallen a heavy duty in connection with independent exhibitors’ participation in the
contest, said promoters on the west coast
had started their newspaper advertising
to the effect that 30 Movie Quiz questions
w'ould be answered for $1.
Those close to the contest regulations
know such an offer is without foundation.
Payne, acting for the Griffith circuit, became indignant, and immediately sent out
a form letter to his theatres asking that
local newspapers not accept such advertising. Other circuits in Texas are understood to have made the same requests of
their managers and newspapers.
While the “answer gag” may spread, it
is believed that little harm will be done
in Texas as few newspapers will accept
the space after being explained the Movie
Quiz plan by local theatre managers.

Drive Interest Builds
In Miami Area
Miami — A

powerful

wave

of interest

is

building up here and in surrounding resort towns for “Motion Pictures’ Greatest
Year.” Several hundred thousand booklets, according to Walter R. Early of the
Paramount circuit, have gone out to interested patrons.
One hundred employes of the Paramount
circuit have been detailed to make a
house-to-house canvas, obtaining registrations for the contest and explaining
rules governing the national competition.
All theatres are displaying contest material in lobbies, and managers meet regularly at round-table discussions on how to
push ahead the campaign.

Campaign

a Boon

To America's

Economy

Houston — Addressing

the

Houston

Ad-

vertising Club, RKO’s Vernon Adams expressed the opinion that the industry’s
successful “Greatest Year” campaign has
left its indelible imprint on industry generally to the economic well-being of the
entire country.
“We in motion pictures often wonder if
the rest of the world understands just how
interdependent we are with all other busi-

88

When Houston and San Antonio decided to get behind “Motion Pictures’
Greatest Year” they did so in typical Texas fashion, another view of which
you secured on Dallas in a recent issue. The two top scenes highlighted the
“Movie Parade” in the Alamo City, the cowgirls forming a shapely escort for
the official flower-bedecked float. Below, Houston goes festive with bunting
and banners for the big event.
ness,” Adams told the assembled advertisers. “When I tell you that there are 276
different industries, arts and professions
all involved in the production of just one
feature picture, it becomes interesting and
maybe a bit startling. Then, when you
understand that 90 million people crowd
into about 17,000 theatres to see such pictures, you — as advertising men and
women — perhaps wish you had such an
audience for your messages.
“But to us, in pictures, it is only a
verification of our oft repeated assertion
that motion pictures influence all our lives
and that the progress of pictures benefits
every consumer.
“The campaign is cutting a wide swath
down the highways of Business, and there
is room for all to get aboard. Early returns indicate that, in large centers, tieups with different lines of business are
being arranged, where such cooperation
has never before been considered.”

Hoblitzelle Buys
Ball Club Interest
Dallas — Although

only the name

Schepps, local sportsman
tioned in the purchase of
ball club, it develops that
and R. J. O’Donnell were
ties in the buy.

of Geo.

was first menthe Dallas baseKarl Hoblitzelle
interested par-

Through the past few seasons when
baseball gave away automobiles it was admitted that such practice dug heavily into
Elm St. and subsequent run theatre receipts.
Hoblitzelle, a powerful civic factor, has
invested heavily in real estate the past few
years, bought a Dallas newspaper this
year and now probably controls baseball
as far as this city is concerned.
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LOUISIANA SALES TAX RECOVERY SUITS
SWING
ON "INTANGIBLE LEASE" CLAUSE
And

Then

the Drive

Slid Into High

Exhibitor Briefs, However,
Pose Two More Points
Against Impost
By B. O. TELLER
New Orleans — Precedental may be the
ultimate decision in test cases against
the state’s application of the one per cent
general sales tax to film rentals, local trade
figures agree.
Filed in Baton Rouge against Alice Lee
Grosjean, collector of revenue, 12 suits
by Louisiana theatre owners attack the
state’s interpretation on three main points:
1. That exhibitors are not leasing tangible property within the meaning of the
act, but are operating under an intangible
rignt to exhibit the films under license.
2. That the value of each print does not
exceed $105 and the weekly rental value
of each print in no case exceeds $5.
3. That the
tax, equal to
impost, to the
the provisions

producers have paid a like
or exceeding the Louisiana
state of California and that
of the Louisiana law do not

apply in such
The second

cases.
contention

is admittedly

an

alternative point in the event the court
holds that the delivery of prints is not
incidental to the exercise of the intangible
limited license.
Filing of the

suits follows

considerable

maneuvering by distributors and exhibitors in this state. Exchange interests at
first intimated they would refuse to pay
Those who have referred to Fort Worth, Tex., as Cowtown here have visual
and indisputable woof that the metropolis has other and more interesting
charms. The ladies in the upper right corner pose the evidence while doing
their duty for the “Motion Pictures' Greatest Year” parade. At the left.
Governor-nominee W. Lee O’Daniel and his two sons, Pat and Mike, contribute their support. “Hollywood ‘Could’ mid ‘Should’ Move to Texas," the
sign proclaims over the next governor’s signature. Below, a view of parade
floats.

New Orleans Going
After More Pledges
New Orleans — At a meeting of the New
Orleans campaign committee it was
learned that about 100 exhibitors have
signed, pledging themselves to
tion Picture’s Greatest Year,”
A good spirit of cooperation
shown thus far. The balance
that have not signed the pledge

the “Mocampaign.
has been
of towns
have been

divided among the exchanges and are going to be solicited. The entire Saenger
circuit is pledged.
The theatres signed up:
Orpheum,
New
Orleans; Loew’s
State, New
Orleans; Liberty, New
Orleans; Lake, Oak Grove,
La.; Arcade, Brookhaven, Miss.; Avalon, Jeanerette, La.; Saenger, New
Orleans; Tudor, New
Orleans; Globe, New
Orleans; Venus,
Shreve->
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port, La.; Centenary, Shreveport, La.; Arcade,
Lake Charles, La.; Buck, Hattisburg, Miss.; Paramount, Greenwood, Miss.; Lomo, Hattisburg, Miss.
Saenger, Shreveport, La.; Majestic, Shreveport,
La.; Capitol, Shreveport, La.; Paramount,
Alexandria, La.; Louisiana, Baton Rouge, La.; Saenger,
Hattisburg, Miss.; Rex, Pensacola, Fla.; Isis, Pensacola, Fla.; Saenger, Biloxi, Miss.; Buck, Jackson,
Miss.; Paramount,
Baton
Rouge, La.; Empire,
Mobile, Ala.; Crown, Mobile, Ala.; Strand, Shreveport, La.; Delta, Greenville, Miss.; Rex, Shreveport, La.; Paramount, Gulfport, Miss.; Paramount,
Texarkana,
Texas;
Strand, Texarkana,
Texas;
Paramount, Greenville, Miss.; Saenger, Vicksburg,
Miss.; Century, Jackson, Miss.; Majestic, Jackson, Miss.; Paramount, Jackson, Miss.; Paramount,
Clarksdale, Miss.
Capitol, Monroe, La.; Strand, Vicksburg, Miss.;
Grand, Natchez, Miss.; Temple, Meredian, Miss.;
Ritz, Natchez, Miss.; Anderson, Gulfport, Miss.;
Paramount, Monroe, La.; Alamo, Vicksburg, Miss.;
Lyric, Greenwood, Miss.; Delta, Clarksdale, Miss.;
Buck, Biloxi, Miss.; Saenger, Alexandria, La.;
Strand, Meredian, Miss.; Saenger, Pensacola, Fla.;
Varsity, Baton
Rouge, La.; Alberta, Meridian,
Miss.; Saenger, Mobile, Ala.; Arabina, Laurel,
Miss.; State, McComb,
Miss.; Lyric, McComb,
Miss.; Marion, Columbia, Miss.; Canton, Canton,
Miss.; Southern Amuse.
Co., Lake Charles, La.;
Dixie, Morgan
City, La.; Dixie, Abbeville, La.;
Ritz, Pascagoula, Miss.
Dixie, Baton
Rouge, La.; Fornee, Picayune.
Miss.; Dixie, Yazoo
City, Miss.; Opera
House,
Franklin, La.; Columbia, Hammond,
La.; Strand,
Jennings, La.; Acadia, Crowley, La.; Jefferson,

the film rental tax, action that would precipitate a test case. Word sifted down
from

Baton Rouge, however, that the dormant state film censor board, established

by

law but never applied, could be revived immediately. Distributors capitulated, billed exhibitor accounts for the tax
and the suits by theatre owners followed
in the course of events.

"
in "Time
Sceness Timel
Czech
y Tieup
Reel Make
Atlanta — How to hook up with current
affairs is well illustrated this week at the
Paramount Theatre, where the current
March of Time deals with political and
social scenes in Czecho-Slovakia.
The film shows the Czechs calmly preparing to resist invasion, but continuing
normal pursuits and pleasures. It also
shows the political history of the republic, and deals in an interesting pictorial
way

with
the people’s
look on life.

The
Konrad

Sudeten

language

crisis is outlined

Henlein’s

and

out-

as well as

rise to power.

Lafayette, La.; Delta, Opelousas, La.; Bailey,
Bunkie, La.; Winn, Winnfield, La.; Cameo, Tallulah, La.; Itex, Minden, La.; Strand, Laurel,
Miss.; Jean, Laurel, Miss.; Grand, Houma,
La.;
Avenue, Tylertown, Miss.
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"ALEXANDER’S
Ragtime Band” is now
entering its fourth week on Canal St.
It was at the Saenger Theatre for two
straight weeks, after which it moved over
to the Tudor, another of the Saenger’s
houses, which is also on Canal street, and
is now being held over at that house for
another week . . . “Boys Town,” which has
been at the Loew’s State for the past week,
is being held over at that house.
Angelo Gamelli, part owner of the Chez
Paree, local night club, said that although
Mae West’s trip to New Orleans has been
delayed by work in Hollywood, she would
come eventually. Gamelli expects her in
about three months. Miss West was to
have made a tour of the country with a
troupe that would include Louis Prima,
trumpet-tooting idol of this city.
Louise

Small,

a

local school

girl who

won the title “Miss New Orleans”' which
led to being "Miss America,” after which
she landed a job in Hollywood in “Having
Wonderful Time” and a couple of shorts
for M-G-M
and a modeling job, is back
home resting after an automobile accident,
in which she was injured, but not seriously.
She plans to return to Hollywood after
Christmas at which time she hopes to be
fully recovered from her accident, which
happened in May.
A six-point plan for WPA
recreation
centers has been introduced by John A.
Zimmerman, WPA state recreation director. The plan includes physical games,
folk dancing, grammar, recreational music,
arts and crafts, and social adult events.

ATLANTA
Hobb Is Shifted;
Richardson Upped

JTMPLOYES of the Paramount exchange
scheduled a picnic and outing for
Saturday at Black Rock Country Club.

New York — With the resignation of
Claire Hilgers as manager of the Universal
exchange in Oklahoma City, James Hobb
of Charlotte succeeds. W. M. (Snake)
Richardson,

salesman

branch, has
ship duties.

taken

Weingruns

in

over

the

Charlotte

Hobb’s

manager-

Will Remodel

Orleans — The

site of one

of the

manager of Grand National, is recuperating from an appendectomy. He is at home
and expects to be back at his desk soon.

first moving picture theatres in the commercial district of the city, at 316 St.
Charles St., again is to become a motion
picture house. Ira and M. A. Weingrun,
operators of the Laurel Theatre, have
leased the place and will remodel it into
a modern theatre. It is expected to open
about November 1.

Helena Plaza Opens Oct. 10
Helena, Ark. — The formal opening of
the New Plaza Theatre, here, has been
postponed from October 4 to October 10,
according to George Miller, manager. This
Negro
stalled.

theatre is being completely reconstructed and new equipment is being in-

SUPPLIES

CARD

RUXTON SHO CARD COLOR
MATT BOARD— ALL COLORS
BILL POSTING PASTE

COLOR

BLANKING PAPER— ALL SIZES
SIGN CLOTH

LePAGE'S GLUE
VELOUR AND COLORED POSTER
PAPER
ART GUM
LACQUER
VARNISH
INDIA INK

TINSEL— ALL COLORS
THUMB TACKS
CHARCOAL
MAT KNIVES

Louis Summerlin
tional is now back at work

of Grand Naafter an illness.

Miss Louise Clifford of Paramount’s
booking department, recently wed.
Bramblett,

for nine years in

Paramount’s booking department, succeeds
Miss Mae Naylor as secretary in the
branch

New

manager’s

office.

Variety Club Picks
Its Memphis Quarters

Memphis — At the second meeting of the
new Variety Club held Monday morning
at the 20th-Fox exchange, it was decided
to take as quarters the space in the Gayoso
Hotel basement, formerly operated as the
Colonnade. According to M. A. Lightman, chief barker, the club will remodel
and use the entire space and will hold
weekly luncheon meetings.
Elected to the board of directors were
Frank

SPECIAL — Palmer Sho Card Color — 60c per qt.
SHOW

Mrs.

Mrs. Grace

For Your Better Season

PRANG

O. A. Morgan, district manager of Paramount, journeyed to Asbury Park, N. J .,
last week, due to the death of his mother,
who had been in ill health for some time.
J. O. Lamont, who recently came here
from Omaha to assume duties as branch

Your Fall Season Starts Soon

ART

Recent weddings along the Row included those of Bill Andrews of Paramount’s ad sales department, and George
Pruitt of the shipping department.

Site

Early N. O. Theatre
New

Randolph Elliott, salesman for Universal,
was in town this week, but planned to hop
right out again to Knoxville.

Willingham, M-G-M
branch manager; William Bugie, Paramount branch
manager; W. F. Ruffin of Covington,
Tenn., exhibitor; J. J. Rogers, Columbia
branch manager; Ollie Williamson, Warner branch manager, and Jimmy Pritchard, Universal branch manager. The
officers are also members of the board by
their election.
Seventy-eight charter members have
been enrolled so far and a limit of 100 has
been set. William Goodman, attorney,
and Harry Martin, amusements
the Commercial Appeal, are
members.

editor of
associate

The Basis for a Cooling

A full supply of all artists supplies
Wilson,

“EVERYTHING

FOR

THE

WIL-KTN
321 S. Church, CHARLOTTE
Phone 8620

90

THEATRE

EXCEPT

FILM’

150 Walton St., ATLANTA
Phone WALnut 4613

N,

C. — Alter
System

working

all

night and part of a
day, plumbers
were unable to find the cause or stop
the water which bubbled steadily up
in

the

here.

Carolina

Although

Theatre

auditorium

the first five rows

were

under water it didn't affect in any way
the rest of the house or the showing of
films, according
manager.
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Mammoth Springs House
Added to Harkey String
fjANK H. EVERETT, district manager
out of Charlotte for the Republic Pictures Corp. of New York, was in Memphis
this week visiting with Mr. Snelson,
branch manager.
J. W. Baird of the Park and Winston
theatres, Newport, Tenn., was stricken
with a sudden attack of appendicitis and
has been removed to the hospital.
Tom Ford has remodeled his Rector,
Ark., house recently damaged by fire, and
is now running. He is also opening a new
theatre in Marmaduke this coming Friday and Saturday which will be known as
the Marmaduke.
Louis Gwaltney of the Lyric Theatre,
Mena, Ark., is the proud father of a new
baby boy, christened Tommy jr.
The New Theatre, Bradford, Ark., which
opened this week under the management
of Hammond and Duncan of Bradford,
suffered a severe fire on about the second
night of operation. The operator was reported badly burned. New equipment was
immediately ordered from Memphis and
the house will reopen as soon as possible.
R. B. Cox, postmaster and theatre operator de luxe of Batesville, Miss., was on
the Row this week.

Little

Rock — Mrs.

Theatre as a “B” house converting
Ritz Theatre into a de luxe operation.

Shifts Reid

Hendersonville,

N.

C. — Fred

Reid

has

been transferred from the Criterion Theatre, Spartanburg, S. C„ to the State here,
as manager. His previous experience includes relief manager at the Paramount,
Concord, N. C., and at the Center, Mt.
Airy, N. C. He joined the staff of the
Wilby-Kincey theatres in 1935.

Where

Mae Naylor Is Wedded
To Henry I. Goldberg
Atlanta — The

Don't Jell
been

dark

played

one
gives

for some
to 650

picture,

recent

marriage

of

south Texas are signing up for the “Greatest Year” drive . . . The cool crisp weather
brought in quite a few exhibitors to the
Soledad Street branch office. Among them
were: Bob Davis of the Griffith Circuit,
Dallas; “Rip” Condren, formerly of La
Ferria, who had just returned from an
extensive vacation trip through California,
Oregon, Utah and Washington; Clayton
Schmidt, State, Ponotoc, signed a deal for
his house; Leon Maker, Palace, Shiner;
A. E. (Skeets) Beadle, Poteet, Poteet, and
Theodore Roudtt, booker for the Long
Circuit, Bay City, Tex.
Several of the
corner are going
their limit, too.
because they all

Miss

Mae Naylor, for more than 16 years in the
Paramount exchange here, and Henry I.
Goldberg of New York, traveling auditor
for the company, has been revealed.
Miss Naylor, one-time booker, served
in the branch manager’s office as secretary for the past ten years. She is wellknown and popular along the Row, and
her many friends extend best wishes for
wedded bliss.

Sir Stork paid his second visit to the
Lester McDonald household, September 16,
this time leaving a 7 y2 -pound boy. The
proud papa is driver for Texas-Valley Film
Service here.
“ Adventures of Chico,” a six-reel nature
story produced in Mexico, was screened
here last week. We were informed that
some of the sequences were filmed in and
around El Paso.

Robt. E. Johnson of Tyler
Dies From Heart Attack
Tex.

—

Robert

E.

Johnson,

boys on the Paramount
dove hunting and getting
There must be a reason,
are straight shooters.

54,

wealthy oil man and associate of S. G.
Fry in theatre ventures at Wills Point
and Brownsboro, died suddenly last week
of a heart attack. He was buried Saturday afternoon in Rose Hill cemetery.

“La Mujer De Nadie,” an Azteca Film
release, is being distributed in these parts
here.
by the Latin-American Film Exchange

HERE'S A TIP
In the race for better projection and sound

this

fall , play these sure tire winners:

Brenkert Lamps

Motiograph Projectors
Mirrophonic Sound
Equipment
Bausch & Lomb Lens
Forest Rectifiers

National Carbons
Imperial Generators
Strong Changeovers

A COMPLETE PROJECTION AND SOUND DEPARTMENT. CONSULT US ON ALL YOUR NEEDS

the Figures
‘‘EVERYTHING

Dallas — Only a lew months ago K. M.
McFarland jr. opened the Public Theatre at Tenoha, Tex., which town had
he

Harkey,

the

Among visitors to the Row this week
were C. H. McCroskey of Dermott, Eudora and Lake Village, Ark.; Dave Flexar
of New Albany, Miss.; L. F. Haven of Imperial Theatres, Forrest City, Marianna,
Wynne and Brinkley, Ark., and Lyle Richmond, Missouri Theatre, Senath, Mo.

W-K

F.

of the Ozark Amusement Co., comprising a group of film houses in northern
Arkansas, has added a theatre at Mammoth Springs to her group. The name of
the house will be changed from the Rex to
the Ozark.
Mrs. Harkey now operates theatres at
Calico Rock, Melbourne, Black Rock, Ravenden, Hardy, Salem, Mountain Home,
Yellville, and at Mammoth Springs.

Tyler,

Mrs. B. Baradel, owner of the Ritz Theatre, McGehee, Ark., visited Filmrow this
week and reported that she had purchased
the opposition house, the New Theatre,
from J. C. Crowder who opened it about
three months ago. She will take charge of
its operation immediately on her return
to McGehee and will operate the New

Margaret

owner

IE

^HE Paramount exchange reports that
more independent theatre circuits in

time.

paid

although

the town

only

Last

week

admissions
the

last

on

census

500 people.

The picture was Monogram's "Hoosier School Boy," with Mickey Rooney.
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In Colorado , Tex., Celebration

QRITERION
THEATRE
ushers were
dressed in cheer leaders regalia and
doorman in a football uniform week prior
to showing of “Hold That Co-Ed” . . .
The State is all set to blossom forth with
new uniforms when it goes back on single
bill . . . K. Lee Williams is due back from
a business trip . . . T. B. Noble jr. off to
the wilds of New York City . . . Morris
Loewenstein to Noel, Mo., to see filming
of “Jesse James,” accompanied
Vahlberg, theatre architect.
Two

hundred

Negro

patrons

by Walter

at the Al-

dridge Theatre here didn’t learn what was
“Dangerous to Know” the other afternoon
because fire consumed 2,200 feet of the
film 15 minutes after the picture began.
Damage ivas estimated at $550. Firemen
confined the fire to the projection booth.
Joe

Rochelle was the operator
man Wobber, general manager

. . . Herin charge
Colorado,

of distribution and Jim O’Loghlin, S. R.
Kent sales drive leader, both with 20thFox, were in town last week as was Ward
E. Scott, 20 th-Fox Kansas City district
manager.
Emma

Hargrove, 20th-Fox head inspectress, on crutches from an infected
knee . . . Jesse Burkhalter, 20th-Fox ad
sales secretary, back on the job following
six weeks illness after a major operation

ii Theatre
MODERNIZING
&
STREAMLINING
HEADQUARTERS

cc

Tex. — Charles

Starrett,

Co-

lumbia’s western star from Hollywood,
lands for the Colorado City Frontier Round
Up and Rodeo where he was the chief
attraction. Welcoming him, as shown in
the photo from left to right were: Yuill
Robb, manager of R&R theatres at Big
Spring;

Ross

Dixon,

former

Colorado

man-

. . . Earl Barrett has leased a building at
Atoka and is set to open there October 1.
It will be a 300 seater and his second, as he
now

operates

the Atoka

tion is Glenn

MBM

Theatre.

Thompson’s

Opposi-

Texan.

Productions to Set

Up an Office in Dallas
Dallas — An

office

of

MBM

of “Home Town Movies,” is expected to be set up here shortly, according to Ray Miller, affiliated with the firm.

PLANS

for the “local angle”
definite

rental

pic-

for MBM

product and its value is gauged accordingly
as it produces at the boxoffice, according
to Miller.

NEW

FREE

On Remodeling

up six theatres
tures.
There is no

LOW

PRICES

Jobs

KING

TWO-WAY
HORN SYSTEMS

SCENIC CO.

salesman; J. B. Underwood, Columbia manager; Clarence Hornberger,
Colorado chamber of commerce; Starrett;

Earl Gunn, president of the Round-Up;
B. Spence, chamber manager.

H.

DALLAS
(Continued

from

page

86)

Curtright, Carolyn McKnight, Mrs. Fred
Cullimore, Mrs. J. L. Lyne, Mrs. E. Gordon Jerry jr., A. M. Whitcher, C. H.
Smithson, Tim Stamps, Jerome Brewster,
J. L. Lyne, Mrs. Lula Parker, Mrs. Vallie
Kennard, Mrs. Irene Sughrue, Hazel Surratt, Clara Clark, Mrs. Cona Shipp and
May Nolen. Dr. H. R. Gold delivered the
main luncheon address.
Harold Schwarz, fresh from his native
eastern vacation around New York City,
advises he has “Moonlight Sonata,” first
and only picture starring the great Ignace
Paderewski. Dallas papers were full of publicity on the subject this week and Paderewski was further heard over the localnational hookups.
P. E. (Ed) Wilson, a factor in colored
theatre operation in Dallas, is back from
a vacation with his family through central Texas and gulf resorts where he had
good results in fishing.
Alfred Starr, head of Bijou Amusement
Co., operating 28 Negro theatres in the
south was a Dallas visitor after checking
up on construction of their Fort Worth
house which will open by Thanksgiving ,
he said. The Fort Worth house will be
called the Ritz.

Perfect Reproduction.
Perfect
Distribution.

1914 Main St.
DALLAS

Columbia

Productions,

makers

Miller, here this week to “size up” the
Texas territory, announced he had lined

Visit Us
in our new office
1914 Main Street

ager, now ranching, but who retains an
interest in the theatres: A. E. McLain,
present Colorado manager; Walter Penn,

THE

The
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The

Silver

BALLANTYNE

219 North

16th St.

Voice
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Screen.

COMPANY
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GRATIFYING PARTICIPATION BY BOTH PUBLIC
AND TRADE IN "GREATEST YEAR" CAMPAIGN
Theatre Attendance Up as rf Unavailabili
ty ”
of Qui_z
Newspapers Cooperat
e
Olltctrio
FllltlS RilQS
With Exhibitors
Toronto —
higher and a

With theatre attendance
steadily mounting total of

exhibitors

pledging themselves to participation in the “Motion Pictures’ Greatest Year,” the campaign is forging ahead
in Canada to the satisfaction of the central, press and regional committees which
are directing the drive. Already 347,000
seats have been pledged to the campaign,
this total representing 60 per cent of the
theatre seats in the Dominion.
The

committees in charge of the campaign report they have had a cordial response from the editors and publishers of
newspapers and other journals and their
promises to cooperate in the drive to increase theatre attendance.
A large demand is reported for the quiz
booklets and in the key locations the booklets are moving with great rapidity.
Radio publicity will be a major feature
of the campaign drive in Canada. Plans
are now under way by Jack Arthur, manager of the Uptown Theatre, Toronto, who
is in charge of the radio publicity for the
campaign, to put on a program with a
national hookup over the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. network, the broadcast
to include a Canadian screen star tied in
from the Hollywood studios.
The holding over of “Marie Antoinette”
for a second week’s showing at Loew’s
Theatre here is taken as an indication of
the boxoffice drawing power resulting
from

the drive’s publicity

campaign.

Ottawa — Official Quiz Contest books in
the French language have made their appearance in Ottawa and Hull theatres
where

they are much in demand by residents of the two cities who speak little or
no English.

Because of the relatively large FrenchCanadian population in some sections of
the Dominion, the National Campaign
Committee of which N. A. Taylor of the
Independent Theatres Ass’n is chairman
authorized the translation of the contents
and the printing of a special supply of the
French books. These are being eagerly
taken by the French-Canadians who number approximately 40,000 in the two cities.
The French versions are being distributed
at the Cartier and Laurier theatres in
Hull and at the Francais and Rideau theatres in Ottawa, the two latter also having a supply of the English books.
When the judges of the contest in New
York take over the completed pamphlets
BOXOFFICE

:; September

— Passing of a resolution, by
vote, in opposition to the film

signing of contracts to procure the Quiz
pictures, Taylor pointed out this objection

industry’s $250,000 contest, in its present
form, “because of the lack of availability

to the plan may be met by certain exchanges permitting spot booking of their
“B” pictures on the altered clearance
schedule, in order to allow exhibitors who

Toronto
unanimous

of Quiz pictures,” was one of the main
features of the unusually well-attended
annual meeting of the Independent Theatres’ Ass’n of Ontario, held at the King
Edward Hotel here.
While, in passing the resolution registering opposition to the picture Quiz contest setup, the ITA acted unanimously, it
was ruled that each exhibitor would have
the privilege of being free to decide for
himself whether or not to subscribe to the
industry’s campaign. It also is noteworthy
that the resolution was passed in spite of
an announcement by N. A. Taylor, vicepresident of the ITA, and chairman of the
drive committee, that an adjustment in the
clearance schedule of 44 grade “B” pictures would be granted by Famous Players’ Canadian Corp., and its affiliated
chains, releasing these pictures in the Toronto area (where subsequent-run houses
are hardest hit by clearance delays) on a
new
schedule making them available
much sooner. It was agreed under this
plan, said Taylor, that pictures on the
list would be on a schedule of 12 days
after completing a run at Shea’s Hippodrome, and seven days apart to subsequent-run theatres, after that. He also
reported the original group of 44 pictures
might be increased by 10, 15 or even more.
Answering a point made
that the contest plan tended

Quiz Booklets in French
For Canadian Areas

24, 1938

K

IT A.

by exhibitors
to force early

the necessity will probably arise for the
hiring of French translators because,
judging by early enthusiasm on the part of
French-Canadians, there will be thousands
of replies in French.
The
French

printing

of

the

Quiz

books

in

could not be avoided, it was ascertained, because Canada is officially a

bi-lingual

country

with

all government

previously

bought product from these exchanges to avail themselves rapidly of
these pictures before contracts are signed.
an

The convention, in addition to electing
almost entirely new slate of officers

and

directors, passed a resolution instructing the directorate of the ITA to set up a
clearing board to receive and disseminate
information about the condition of film
prints. This board, on learning of a bad
print, is to contact exhibitors and warn
them of the print’s unfitness.
Though action was deferred until the
next regular meeting of the directors, the
ITA discussed a resolution asking that the
new Theatres and Cinematographs Act be
amended in respect to the clause which
requires every theatre to have an apprentice as well as a qualified operator in the
projection booth. The ITA directorate
has previously requested the Ontario government to so amend the act that theatres would be exempted if they had 750
seats or less and operated up to five hours
of continuous showing.
The

annual election of officers and directors resulted as follows: President, H.

Firestone; vice-president, S. Ulster; treasurer, B. Ulster; secretary, H. Lester. Directors will consist of the officers and A.
(Continued

on

page

98)

Strand to Reopen
Montreal — October 1 will witness the
reopening of the reconstructed Strand
Theatre, owned by the Kirkland Lake
Amusement Co. at Kirkland Lake, Ont.
The theatre, managed by Sam Kaplan,
has been virtually rebuilt.

Meet

for Drive

notices, paper money, records and reports, and many documents printed in both
languages under Act of Parliament which
recognizes the liberty of Canadians to
speak either language. There are, of
course, many
newspapers which are
printed exclusively in French while various
radio stations use the French language
exclusively in order to cater to the French
areas.

with the “Movie Quiz” campaign. The
meeting was arranged by the Saskatche-

The bi-lingual situation was one problem with which the Canadian campaign
committee had to deal on its own account.

is preparing a labor complaint against producers in connection with collapse of recognition talks.

Saskatoon, Sask. — Saskatchewan exhibitors converged on the Beesborough Hotel
here for their conference in connection

wan Motion Picture

SWG

Plans

Hollywood — The

Exhibitors

Ass’n.

Labor

Plaint

Screen

Writers

Guild
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The Rex, Oldest Regina Theatre,
Destroyed by Fire; $65,000 Loss
the Rex

made

Theatre here, causing a loss estimated at $65,000, partially covered by

The

fire took prized treasures of the manager, including a collection of photographs,
newspaper clippings and other knickknacks gathered over 22 years of business.
Scores

of telegrams and messages of sympathy have poured in from all over the
continent.
The Rex was Regina’s oldest motion
picture house, being erected in 1912 at
a

cost

of $75,000. It was centrally located. Pending a decision as to rebuilding, it is now being demolished. The
building is owned by J. Watson, chief
operator for the Rex, and W. W. Armstrong. F. G. Weir is agent for the owners.
The last of Thursday night’s theatre
crowd left at 11:40 o’clock and the staff

friends on his return from a trip to eastern Canada where he had been to see his
mother. Father Sharkey is a firm believer
in the

Sask. — When

atre burned down
local

press

lads

the

Friday
a

Rex

The-

it gave

chance

the

lor wordy

fun.

The theatre was playing "Scandal Street" on a return tour when the
fire broke out. Huge
banners announced it across the marquee. During the fire the fat little cherubs and
angels gracing
house fell.
Next
forth

Street."

94

day

with:

a

the
local

"Angels

front

of the

columnist
Fall

on

showblazed

Scandal

value

of motion

pic-

Charley Ramage, M-G-M distributor, is
justly proud of a large photograph which
was recently hung in his private office. It
pictures a group of “Judge Hardy’s Family” with Lewis Stone, his daughter, Cecilia Parker, Mickey Rooney, and Fay
Holden, each of whom has autographed it.
“Marie Antoinette,” (M-G-M) is booked
for the first run at the Capitol on September 29, until a probable preview prior
to that date.
Freddie

Stone,

Empire

Films

salesman,

returned from a successful trip on the Island where he visited Cumberland and
Port Alberni. Returning, he managed to
keep
During

arid after the Rex

Theatre

fire

well ahead of the speed cops, making the run from Port Alberni to Nanaimo
in 15 minutes short of two hours.

in Regina.

immediately

after.

Margo

retired

about

11:50 o’clock and was sound asleep when
the fire was discovered. Two employes of
a department store a block away, one
working on the fifth floor and the other
walking along the street past the showhouse, gave the alarm.
Friends of Bloom came by at the same
time. Tney had just left him on his way
to his hotel for the night and one of them
turned and ran to summon him. On his
arrival at the theatre about 12:15, he unlocked the front entrance and dashed into
the

building
He

Regina,

educational

tures, and frequently consults the distributors about suitable films for his flock.

to awaken
Learned

Margo.

a Reality

‘‘I thought it was a joke,” grinned Margo
later. For some time he refused to believe Bloom, as his room had escaped
smoke. Finally aroused, he succeeded in

The Press Boys
Have Fun

was badly damaged. Pending insurance adjustments, no plans have been
for rebuilding.

Father Sharkey, head of the Chinese
Catholic Mission here, visited his Filmrow

Only two weeks ago Boxoffice carried
the news of further alterations and work
being done on the Rex. Bercovich had
spent $6,000 on seating and an additional $10,000 on the interior this year.

originated in the basement furnace-room
and quickly spread to the body of the

house,

insurance.
Five firemen and the theatre caretaker,
Steve Margo, narrowly escaped injury or
death in the fire. The firemen barely
managed to get out of the way when the
front wall toppled as they were manning
a hose. Margo, caretaker of the building
for the past 11 years, was asleep in his
quarters on the front part of the second
floor and would probably have suffocated
had not Marcus Bloom, the Rex manager,
dashed into the building and awakened
him early in the fire play.
Pending outcome of some negotiations
it has been undetermined whether or not
the theatre will be rebuilt, according to
H. A. Bercovich, the operator. Bercovich
was offered use of the Broadway Theatre,
in which he is financially interested. It
has been closed while under lease to Famous Players Canadian.
Oldest in Regina

already

the Province, Revelstoke,
and gave some detail of
gutted his theatre. It

house, but, fortunately, the fire-proof construction of the projection-room saved its
equipment and contents, though an emergency stock of films, in another part of the

The Rex Passes

Regina, Sask. — Believed to have been
started by defective wiring in the ventilating chambers on the roof, a fire shortly after midnight, September 16, destroyed

W. COOPER,
was in town
the fire which

getting to the street. His $400 wardrobe and furniture went up in the flames.
Margo and Watson donned smoke masks
and entered the building in time to rescue
several reels of film.
The collapse of the roof helped firemen
as it permitted the dense smoke to clear.
The fall wrecked the theatre seats. Water
finished the job. The side walls of the
building, strangely enough, were not even
scorched in places, while the big velvet
curtain over the screen escaped damage.
A piano lost some paint but a heavy
paulin protected it.

tar-

Exhibitor McDonald, the Hedley, Hedley, B. C., was in town on a vacation, and
vacation it was, for he would not talk
booking, nor anything else connected with
theatres.
Jim Hayworth was in town receiving
congratulations from all quarters on his
new, attractive theatre, the Rio, which he
recently completed at Ladysmith, B. C.
Mrs. Friberg and O. Anderson, Sunset
Theatre, Wells, B. C., came doivn from the
Cariboo on a booking expedition and, of
row.
course, spent considerable time on FilmM. M. Carrol, Rex Theatre, Salmon Arm,
B. C., with his wife and son, came in on a
vacation to visit their daughter who has
been doing some practical work in dietetics
at St. Paul Hospital, while on vacation
from McGill University, from which she
will graduate at the end of the coming
term.
The preview of “South Riding,” a benefit performance given at the Rio for Norman Smith’s family, received a very enthusiastic reception.
Fred

Guest

is extending

his visit here

to enable Miss Amy Scriven to take a wellearned vacation away from the Stanley,
of which she is manager for Mr. Guest. It
is understood that the Cariboo is her
destination.
Dan Sutherland, Kingsway
away on a vacation trip.
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On

the Spot

Regina, Sask. — Destruction of the Rex
Theatre here has put Charlie Bahrynowski, manager of the Metropolitan, on the
spot with his public in a nasty sort-of-way.
For some weeks Bahrynowski and H. A.
Bercovich, operator of the Rex, have been
talking a revision upward of afternoon
prices. Finally a decision was reached to
take effect before August 18 to make the
afternoon price in both houses 27 cents

F-P Canadian Three-Dag Managers
Meeting to Successful Conclusion
What

Is Your

Trade

1-Q?

instead of 21 cents. As the Met’s change
came Friday, Bahrynowski laid out his
advertising announcing the change for
Friday’s papers. The Rex was to change
Saturday.
But the Rex burned down early Friday
morning and, when John Q. Public read
the price in his morning paper, he promptly labeled Bahrynowski and the Met a
so-and-so for boosting prices because the
main opposition burned down!
Neither Bahrynowski or W. P. Novak,
Capitol manager, knew of the fire until
nearly mid-day Friday. They had been
chatting in the former’s car in front of
the Capitol, two blocks from the Rex,
when it was burning. The noise from a
nearby lot where the Kinsmen Club was
holding a street carnival, drowned out the
fire sirens!

1. What

two Toronto houses, following remodeling, were scheduled to reopen?

2. What

immediate

Calgary — The first theatre here to permit smoking during daytime performances, the Capitol, ace downtown house
of the Famous Players circuit, has relaxed its rules a bit.
Smoking is confined to the loges and
the back of seats have been fitted with
ash trays.

Back From

has been

taken

by F-P in eliminating premiums and
hiking admissions in their houses?

in

3. Heading what new organization is R.
McTavish of the Cambie Theatre in
Vancouver?
4. A unification of what
is being considered?

exhibitor

groups

5. Restoration of a ticket tax in Ontario
has been urged with what argument?
(Answers

No General
The Capitol in Calgary
Tightens Smoking Rules

action

on

page

99)

Turn Toward

Vaudeville

by F-P Corp.

Toronto — Famous Players’ Canadian
Corp. denies the correctness of a report
that the company was negotiating with
Sherman Productions for an eight-week
vaudeville booking over the entire circuit.
Morris Stein, Toronto district manager for
Famous Players, states: “Vaudeville will
be used by this company in spot bookings
only in special locations.”

Vancouver

By C. P. RUTTY
Vancouver — The Famous Players, Canada, three-day convention of theatre managers and executives here, was the first
local gathering in five years and was a
great success, as evidenced by the letters
coming in from attending managers from
outside

points. It was distinctly a company affair which, under the planning
and management of a committee headed
by Frank Gow, assisted by Ivan Ackery,
operated as quietly and efficiently as a
piece of well-oiled machinery.
The banquet, the first night, to which
the film distributors were invited, started
an interest and enthusiasm unabated until
the last minute of the convention.
With Larry Bearg in the chair, the banquet terminated in a number of enthusiasm-rousing talks by the visiting executives and Wendell Farris, K. C., the company attorney. The president, N. L. Nathanson, dwelt upon the great opportunities for theatre managers with the company, with advancement commensurate
with ability, energy, and enterprise, and
the advantage of feeling that each was an
essential

unit

in

the

corporation’s

pro-

gress.
J.

J.

Talks on “Manager”
Fitzgibbons, vice-president

and

managing director, chose “the manager’s
job” as his topic and emphasized the necessity of keeping up-to-date, not only in
what directly pertained to the theatre,
but on general affairs and conditions as
well; the value of research and analysis
and the study of audience action, and
reaction.
He wound up his talk with crisp, pointed
periods on Motion Pictures, Your Best
Entertainment.
R. W.

Bolstad,

comptroller,

confined

his

talk to the financial side of theatre operation and management and Ben Geldsaler
to the importance and intricacies of
booking.
Wendell Farris, K. C., spoke at length on
what the motion picture meant to the
public in education, culture and entertainment, its place in the everyday life of the
community and its ever-widening scope.
An important feature of the evening
was the presentation of desk pieces by
Larry

Calgary, Alta. — Film executives of Toronto and theatre managers of Alberta
homewardbound from the Famous Players
Canadian Corp. convention held at Vancouver. They were caught at the C.R.P
depot in Calgary ere dispersing to their
various destinations. From left to right,
Eddie Zorn, Capitol, Calgary; Walter Wilson, Capitol, Edmonton; Charles Straw,
Empress, Edmonton; Vic Armand, theatre
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superintendent,

Toronto;

Roy

Chown,

Strand, Calgary; R. W. Bolstad, comptroller, Toronto; Ben Geldsaler, Toronto; N. L.
Nathanson,

president,

Toronto;

John

za, district manager,

Calgary;

J. J. Fitz-

Haz-

gibbons, vice-president, Toronto; Ken
Leach, Calgary; B. F. Norrish, Associated
Screen News,
ace, Calgary.

Montreal;

Pete

Egan,

Pal-

Bearg to the new, and older members of the F-P Twenty Year Club, which
included N. L. Nathanson, Frank Gow,
C. S. Neville, Jack Muir, Jack Robertson
of Victoria and John Hazzar of Calgary,
Alberta. A desk clock was presented to
J. J. Fitzgibbons and he was made an
honorary member of the club.
On the second day, there was a cruise
up Howe Sound and the convention wound
up
day. with a farewell luncheon on the final
In

addition

to

the

eastern

executives

there were the Alberta and British Columbia executives and theatre managers, mak95
ing a total attendance of 44.

Looking

C. P. RUTTY

yHE year 1907 is marked as the time
when motion pictures came out of the
stores and went into buildings planned
and built especially for them. Until this
year any place with room enough for a
profitable audience was good enough, and
the patrons overlooked bare walls and
hard seats and benches in their interest in
this new and wonderful thing, pictures
that moved. The films presented had
plenty of action, often more action than
plot, and were too often the rejects from
the East and South with many blurred
sections and amazing jumps in the
sequence where an injured portion of the
film had been bodily removed. For a time,
as a novelty, the lack of comfort and attractive surroundings was put up with,
but soon the audiences began to look for
more comfort and brighter surroundings,
and,

sensing this desire, enterprising exhibitors built, or had others build for them,

houses

which would better fit the requirements of screen showings, and give an
opportunity for decoration to have them
live up to the extravagant
geousness, as advertised.

claims

in the inclusion of fire-proof
rooms and better exits.

That no serious fires had occurred was
more a matter of luck than of precaution,
for the projection rooms were, as a rule,
simply partitions lined with asbestos, and
the exits whatever doors happened to have
been originally built in the stores. Films,
as then handled, were a tremendous firehazard as they just squirmed out of the
projector into a basket, or box, set on the
floor beside the machine, ready for a
spark to start a blaze which could not be
easily extinguished; some alleged fire-proof
film was tried, but it was so brittle and
hard to repair that it was not popular.
The earliest film exchange was the
Nash, operated by the Schuberg brothers,
John and Charley; most of their film was
brought

in from

Minneapolis

and,

by to-

day’s standards, was pretty bad. The
Nash Film Exchange did very well until
Allen turned up with better and, associated with Willis Dewees, began to cut in
on the business.
Among those early theatres was the Old
Rose, where Jack Muir is understood to
have first exhibited here; the Bijou run by
W. P. Nickols who is operating the Royal
which was Pantages, a vaudeville house
then; the Maple Leaf which was recently
torn down to make way for the Plaza; the
Princess, second house operated by Willis
Dewees, and which is still running, but
may be demolished this fall to be replaced
by a new theatre.
There was the Empire, the Province, the
Crystal, and the Imperial, all now either
non-existent
poses.

or used

for commercial

pur-

Howard Fletcher played a part in those
early days for a time associated with Jack

96

novelty. The “pitchers” were
of the class of an individual

Muir, then running his own house, and
now operating a theatre in West Vancouver and another in Ladner. When
Howard and Jack get together, as they did
at the “Motion Pictures’ Greatest Year”
meeting, there is little reference to the
past, they are too vitally interested in today and tomorrow.
Later came the era of big houses, of
sound

and its accompaniments, of showmanship and the catering to audiences
who asked more and more, were surfeited
with sound and motion and demanded
quality and originality.

SAINT JOHN
By

STUART

TRUEMAN

^HE orange-tinted poster, which hangs
on the wall of Capitol Theatre Manager
W.

H.

Golding’s office as a
mento, states:
THE NICKEL

prized

me-

Formerly Keith’s Theatre
Continuous from 12 noon to 6:00 and
7:00 to 10:30
Program

for gor-

By 1908 six, or more, theatres had been
added to the list, some new structures and
some makeshifts — remodeled — and there
was a decided effort to safeguard the
audiences
projection

Backward

hardly out
item on a

vaudeville program. There had been occasional exhibitions of them in the Opera

VANCOUVER
By

viously it was an unheard-of thing to devote a full half-hour performance to this

Changed Every
Thursday

Monday

and

Nothing But the Best and Newest
For the Last Three Days of This Week
the Greatest Entertainment of
MOTION
PICTURES
and
ILLUSTRATED
SONGS
Ever Offered in This City:
“And

the Villain Still Pursued
“Who’s Who”

“Eccentric Burglars”
Illustrated Song “Ida” sung
Henry Austin
Admission 5 Cents

Her”

by

“Nothing Cheap But the Price. The
Biggest Five Cents Worth of Entertainment in Canada! Come When
You Like. Remain as Long as You

Please.”
“And
the Villain Still Pursued Her,” be
it noted, was a one-reeler. The other two
movies were a split reel — half a reel each.
But the crowds of those days went wild
about them. And the Nickel Theatre was
saved from going dark.
The poster, reflected Mr. Golding, is 31
years old. He was then manager of the

House here — Queen Victoria’s Diamond
Jubilee, the Fitzsimmons-Corbett fight and
so on. The first film ever seen locally
was of Comedienne May Irwin, doing
her famous kiss — about 50 feet of it.
The Nickel resorted to movies, playing
them up with well placed publicity, and
did capacity business every day. Soon the
motion picture theatres were mushrooming. The Bennett theatre people of upper
Canada opened a “store show” on a main
street and L. E. Ouimet of Montreal, one
of Canada’s pioneer theatremen, one-time
California film producer, opened another.
The first to build an out-and-out motion
picture house was a local man, the late
D. R. Jack.
In those days the films were obtained
from Montreal, in the same sense that
Saint John now supplies the Maritimes
and Newfoundland.
It is of interest that the late F. Guy
Bradford was the original manager of the
Nickel, for the three months prior to Mr.
Golding’s appointment. Bradford had
been a movie exhibitor in English music
halls, and came to Canada to film the
Rockies for the Canadian Pacific Railway.
While he was here, a man holding power
of attorney, back in England, sold out his
holdings, and the Englishman stayed in
Canada. When the films really began to
assert themselves as entertainment, he left
the Nickel and became Canadian Kinetograph manager at Montreal, also becoming associated with Arthur Lee, now prominently identified with British pictures on
this side of the Atlantic.
Mr. Albee’s pessimistic outlook for the
movies was gradually dispelled, and after
the Nickel made profits for six years at
five cents and ten cents, he authorized
the erection of the big Imperial Theatre,
now

who

as general manager of the Keith interests was a czar of show business, wrote

to the Nickel manager, “I am afraid that
vaudeville in your district is proving a
failure, and I think I’ll stall along our
lease with these movies that have come
out.

They

months
It was
putting
rent.”

will be good

anyway,
grasping
on

and

for two

or three

we’ll save that much

at a straw, this idea of

movies

exclusively,

for

pre-

Players

Cana-

Through the years the theatre was host
to scores of dramatic stars and to Empire
nobility who spoke from its stage on
patriotic themes during the war.
On the 25th anniversary of the opening
of the theatre as the Imperial — Sept. 16
and 17 — Ethel Barrymore and her company will be playing in the Canadian story
“White Oaks” on the Capitol stage.

OTTAWA

Nickel, which at that time had been running less than a year, in vaudeville. The
Keith-Albee circuit was extending its
ramifications into Maritime “family time,”
sending vaudeville from Bangor, Me., into
the three seaside provinces. The jumps
between theatres were too long for profit,
and the enterprise was failing.
Then the motion pictures came along,
and the late E. F. Albee of New York,

the Capitol, a Famous
dian house.

By MILTON

GALBRAITH

PATRICK J. NOLAN is a film father of
the Canadian Capital — a real pioneer
with the galloping celluloid of other days
and

a current-day

proponent

of the best in

cinematic artistry, although he doesn’t use
that sort of words in discussing his lengthy
career in pictures and politics.
For, being as Irish as the Patrick in his
name and born on the 17th of March at
that, Paddy Nolan couldn’t help, through
instinct, tradition and preference, from
being embroiled in political issues.
“You’re the head of Ottawa’s Tammany
Hall — ” suggested this recorder of events
and experiences.
“I wouldn’t say that,” Paddy interrupted
— “but you remember that I was elected
Mayor of Ottawa in 1935 by the biggest
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majority

that was

ever given

a successful

mayorality candidate.”
‘‘Let’s talk about your theatre career.
What was the most unusual experience you
had in the early days — what stands out in
your memory?”
Paddy reflected

for just a moment

and

then replied: “I’ll never forget the first
night at my first theatre, the Rex, which
I opened in 1914 — I remember the year because the war started practically at the
same time. Well, there was such a crowd
for the opening that I was sorry that I had
not made the Rex at least twice as large.
But I soon found out, the next day in fact,
that I had plenty of seats and to spare
and that the job was to fill them. I guess
I’ve had the luck of the Irish, however.”
Paddy is still proud of the fact that the
Rex was the first fire-proof theatre to be
erected in Ottawa and it has undergone
little change in 24 years except to have a
new front and more lights for the signs.
Nolan drew a comparison between the
programs of the early day and those of
the present, offering the suggestion that
patrons are now getting too much show
with double bills of long features. Back
in 1914 they got a six-reel show and the
longest picture, four reels, was quite long
enough. You
out and more
happy, at the
and five cents

got ’em
came in
price of
for the

in and you got ’em
and everybody was
10 cents for adults
kids.

Finds

New
By

England
ROY

CARMICHAEL

Montreal — Motion picture theatres in
the small cities and towns of New England
are fairly up-to-date both in construction
and equipment, and reveal much the same
taste in films as similar amusement fields
elsewhere,

this

Boxoffice

correspondent

found during a few days’ automobile tour
which presented an unusual cross-section
of picture preferences. Crossing the border at Newport, Vt., with the aim of proceeding to New York by easy stages, taking in the scenery of the White Mountains,
and

following wherever possible the Atlantic coast line after leaving Portland, Me., a
study was made of the motion picture fare
provided in each community.

Paddy’s personality has helped a great
deal. He never changed his Irish colors
but he was the talk of the town when bn
celebrated the day of his patron saint and
his own birthday simultaneously; then
marched with the Prench-Canadians on
Saint Jean Baptiste Day after which he
would turn out with the Protestant
Orangemen on the 12th of July and wind
up with the labor unions in the Labor Day
parade though he had had his battles with
representatives of organized labor. For
20 years before he opened the Rex The
atre in 1914 he was a deputy returning officer in every political election that came
along. With the Rex going well, he seriously took up politics and served as an
alderman in the city council for years,
culminating this side of his career by becoming a mayor that was good enough for
popular re-election.
He is no longer a druggist but he is an
active exhibitor, owning three theatres. He
is a staunch independent but another
angle to his paradoxical complex is that
he leased the Avalon to the big chain,
Famous Players Canadian Corp., three
years ago, yet he will travel 500 miles to
toss his cap into the ring to help the independents in a scrap with the circuit.
BOXOFFICE
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“Pentland Revue,” a lively girl offering, was midnight Sunday fare at the

Palace,

St. Johnsbury, and was also announced by the Premier, Littleton, N. H.

At Bethlehem, N. H., a millionaire’s playground, the Colonial Theatre was showing
“Blockheads,” and at North Conway in the
White Mountains, the theatre named after
the town had posters out for “Rich Man,
Poor Girl” and “Give Me a Sailor.” Saco
and Biddeford, manufacturing towns in
Maine, which defy the tourist to find the
boundary between them, had a chance to

ing south, “Three Comrades” and “Hold
That Kiss” were billed at the Regent,
Quincy, Mass., and coming near New York,
“A Mirror for Children” was the somewhat mystifying offering at the Westport
Country Playhouse, contrasting with the

aware before reaching the city that “Boy
Meets Girl,” “Hell’s Angels,” “Blockade”
and a distribution of Cobalt Blue were
on

the

program

on

different

dates,

and

Falmouth, Cape Cod, which screened “Marie Antoinette,” and the Central, Saco
and Biddeford, Me., and Community, Fair-

palatial Avalon Theatre which boasted special atmospheric effects in its structural
treatment, the whole interior resembling
a Spanish garden with clouds overhead.
This all bears out his justifiable boast that
he has kept abreast of developments in the
moving picture business, hence his permanency in the film entertainment field.

The

flame-colored placards advertised its program at conspicuous points along the route
for many miles so that motorists were well

still running

changed its name to “Nola” which is quite
close to his own. That was in 1918 and,
ten years later, when sound pictures were
getting into their real swing, he built the

day” at the Pickwick, Greenwich, and
for Your Lady” at the Park, New

see “Tom Sawyer” at the Mutual and “I
Am the Law” at the Casino. Bobby Breen

that “Marie Antoinette” was coming. The
most up-to-date programs were found at

he recently

“Fight
Haven.

Outstanding impressions which remained in the memory were the following : The
most enterprising theatre was the Star,
of St. Johnsbury, Vt., which by means of

Originally a druggist, as well as a politician, Nolan progressed so well with the
moving picture business that he could not
help but see more theatres under his
ownership and so he acquired the Columbia Theatre at the close of the war and is
it, too, although

Familiar

Hyannis,
Burns,

Cape Cod where “Letter of Introduction” was showing at the Center; the
Newport, Vt., and the Elizabeth,

field, Conn., where the fare was “Alexander’s Ragtime Band.” Boston, Mass., which
being a large city, does not enter this
analysis,

had “Marie Antoinette” announced at Loew’s State and Orpheum.

“Spawn

of

the

North”

Tops

List

Most popular picture was “Spawn of the
North,” shown in five towns, at the Colonial, Kittering, Me.; Manchester, Me.;
Wells

Beach, Me.; the Old Colony at Plymouth, Mass., and the Paramount, New

Haven, Conn. “My Lucky Star” and “The
Texans” tied with three towns each, the
former at the Palace, St. Johnsbury, the
Star. Brighton, and
the
Strand,
Portland, Me., while the latter showed at
the North Shore, Gloucester, Mass., the
Paramount, Lynn, Mass., and the Strand,
Mystic, Conn.
Three pictures, “White
Finds Andy Hardy” and
lion” were showing in
“White Banners” played
audiences within reach
Rye,
New

Banners,” “Love
“I’ll Give a Miltwo towns each.
to sophisticated
of New York at

N. Y., Playhouse, and at the Trent,
Rochelle. Two medium-sized cities

appeared in “Breaking the Ice” at Olympia, Kittering. Leaving Boston and head-

blood and thunder title “Port of the Seven
Seas” at the Darien in the town of that
name.
Girls”

Proctor’s at New Rochelle announced “Four’s a Crowd,” “Meet the
and “Mother Carey’s Chickens”;

East

Greenwich presented “Professor Beware” at the Greenwich Theatre, while
“Keep Smiling” figured on only one billboard seen, that of the Community Theatre at Ostreville, Cape Cod.
Seaside
The

most

ton Beach, N.
Bye” at the
Mice” at the
compete with

Fare

seaside resort, Hamp-

H., played “Always GoodBarn, and “Three Blind
Olympia, but these had to
counter-attractions of the

Coney Island type, including “Algy the
Robot” and “Television,” while further
along at Salisbury Beach the most conthe Frolics.spicuous placard announced

“Beano”

at

The town whose motion picture theatres
had most to contend with from the competition of various forms of gambling, was
the fishing port of Gloucester, Mass., on
whose main street several resorts announced “Bingo” and “Beano.”
The finest small city theatre building
noticed was the Community Theatre at
Hudson, N. Y„ seen on the return journey,
and the only smile obtained from any of
the multifarious announcements studied
came at Albany where one of the principal
theatres advertised:
CLARK

preferred “Love Finds Andy Hardy,” billed
at the Colonial, Bridgeport, Conn., and

Too

Loew’s, New Rochelle, while Connecticut
monopolized “I’ll Give a Million,” the program of the Plaza, Stamford, and the
Pickwick, Greenwich, Conn.
Connecticut had the most varied fare
of any state, offering “Carefree” at the
Garde, New London; “Tip-Off Girls” at
the Star, Stamford, “Sing You Sinners”
at the Plaza, Stamford; “Four’s a Crowd”
at the Bonoff, Madison; “Tropic Holi-

Resort

crowded

Hot

GABLE
To

MYRNA

Handle
LOY

Richard— Edward
Carlson Small
in “Duke"
Hollywood
announces
that he has borrowed Richard Carlson
from Selznick International for a role in
“The

Duke

of West

Point.”

24, 1938
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Toronto Globe in
Tribute to Films
Montreal

—

In

a

full-page

advertise-

ment, headed “The Magic Carpet of the
Movies,” Toronto Globe and Mail states
that it is “glad to pay tribute to the great
motion picture industry, its producers,
artists, distributors and exhibitors, for the
part they play in bringing into the lives
of countless millions of people the world
over so much useful knowledge of themselves and of one another, so many hours
of happiness and matchless entertainregularly

ment.” It adds: “Going to the movies
is a habit that pays worth-while

dividends in happiness and contentment.”
Explaining its allusion to the “Magic
Carpet,” the paper says: “This magic
carpet is just around the corner at your
favorite movie theatre. For a trifling sum
you

and

your family enjoy a glorious adventure in happiness and good fellowship.
A magic carpet that leads you to sit in
comfort at gorgeous musical comedies, enthralled by the stars of stage and screen,
dancers and singers of international repute, charmed by the melodies of illustrious orchestras and bands. A magic carpet that takes you in an instant to a seat
at hilarious comedies, boxing matches,
baseball and football games. A magic
carpet always at your command, always
ready and willing to bear you away from
the cares and trials of this workaday
world.
“This season the magic carpet of the
movies provides you with the finest array
of productions in the history of the motion picture industry. Great stories, magnificently produced, parade before you on
the silver screen. To miss any of these
great pictures is to miss the thrill, the experience of a

lifetime.”

Contest Opposed

Hits Child Ban
Montreal — A powerful argument for removal of the Quebec ban on juvenile admissions to theatres is contained in an
incident recounted by Ashley W. Cooper,
Montreal publicist.
“An American who’s just home from
spending vacation money in Quebec tells
me of his ‘surprise and disgust.’ He and
his wife were barred from the movies because they had a 13-year-old with them
and no other place for him to go. The
letter hints this Yank now knows what
we

mean by the ‘padlock law.’
“As a father, this tourist says he’s all
lor keeping kids in their piace; he is not

Ottawa — The Canadian
Corp., notoriously stringent
operative exploitation under

Broadcasting
with its coits operating

Y. Mason

Heerman

will collaborate

tion of Clifford Odets’
Columbia will produce.

Grant-Arthur
Hollywood — Cary
thur will co-star
Wife.”
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an

adapta-

“Golden

Boy.”

Starrer

Grant
in

on

and Sarah

and

Jean

Columbia’s

Ar“Our

Polakoff, N. A. Taylor, A. Snider, T. Walton, H. Yudin and M. L. Axler.
The meeting approved the membership
applications of 21 exhibitors. These are:
Messrs.

Goldar and Solway of the Paramount, Bloordale and Avenue theatres,
Toronto; B. Borlak, Paradise Theatre;

Harry Clarfield, Queen’s Theatre; Sydney
Goldstein, Rex Theatre; Harry Rotenburg,

that to this visitor, is ‘ridiculous’ and no
particular compliment to parents in Queuec or elsewhere, who’re supposed to have
sufficient common sense to keep their off-

Theatre, Weston; Center Theatre, London; V. Stewart, Circle Theatre, Alliston;
B. Freedman, Royal Theatre, Long
Branch; College Theatre, Kitchener; Main

spring away from
classification.

‘oolala’

Theatre, Hamilton,
atre, Windsor.

“In Quebec, of course, the movie law
went through before the days of Will Hays
censorship over Hollywood and when we
got considerable celluloid in the raw. A

Trailer Repetition
Proving Irksome

movies

of the

lot of us didn’t think movies proper for
our kids, parents or no parents. So we
barred the youngsters from ordinary runs
and arranged kid programmes at schools
and elswehere.
“Now that the movies have cleaned up
considerably — this is only hearsay, for I
haven’t been since 1924 and I’m not going
till they re-invent leg-room for customers
— we still have our standpatters who say
when in Quebec do as the Quebecois do.
Which is all right; so long as Atlantic

ist. Ana it’s a question whether such a
stringent padlock law for movies helps
costly advertising.”

and Universal Films

Open

Guild

and

the

Vanity

The-

Winnipeg — While managers, as far as
could be ascertained by Boxoffice, have
noticed nothing amiss, there is a current
of strong objection to the lengthy trailers
on view in Winnipeg houses, especially the
weekly repetition of the Better Movie Season advertising short. Patrons have expressed dissatisfaction with what they feel
to be the presentation of material which
has now become uninteresting and an undesired strain on their attention. From
statements made to Boxoffice it would
seem that the weekly presentation
stock trailer is likely to do more harm

of a
than

do-

“Nevertheless, all that doesn’t change
the fact that we spend our tax-dollars
by the hundred thousand to lure the tour-

RKO

Hollywood — Victor

93)

Community Theatre, all these houses being Toronto theatres; O. J. Scott, Weston

its “Musical Mirror” national network program last Sunday night, September 18.

Adaptation

page

ing a boy of 13 from ‘Sing You Sinners’
he had his parents with him; well,

when

our

Heerman-Mason

from

of those advanced parents who believe scientific living means letting children have all their elders get. But, barr-

one

policy, provided a neat boost for the “Motion Pictures’ Greatest Year” campaign in
the presentation of a popular selection in

This was the vocal number, “Take Your
Girlee to the Movies,” sung by a trio
of CBC artists, Isabelle and Esther McClellan and Bob Heath, tenor, as a plug
for the theatres in their quiz contest drive.
Radio tieups for the campaign are being
arranged by Jack Arthur of Famous Players Canadian Corp.

(Continued

Theatre; Sydney Roth, Review Theatre; Jack Townsend, Classic Theatre; J.
Winnick, Duchess Theatre; L. Polakoff,
Kingswood Theatre; N. Deutch, Hillcrest
and Broadview theatres; F. C. Brown,

City doesn’t insist on staid Quebecois
ing as Atlantic Citizens do.

"Musical Mirror"
Plugs Film Drive

Bq Ontario ITA

Toronto's Avenue

Toronto — Presentation of RKO’s “Danger on the Air” for its first Toronto showing and Universal’s “My Man Godfrey”
featured the opening of Toronto’s newest
de luxe theatre, the Avenue, situated on
Eglinton Avenue and forming the newest
link in the chain of theatres operated by
Messrs. Goldar and Solway. The contractors for this theatre’s construction, Principle Investment, Ltd., regard this house
as one of this city’s finest examples of
modern theatre design. Ren Edinson, who
is manager of the Avenue, is well known
and popular in Toronto film circles.
The Eglinton follows the modern trend
in theatre design, having a rounded glass
brick corner, which lets in a diffused light.
Equipment, appointments and decorations
are both smart and colorful.

It is interesting to note that managers
good.
here have voiced disappointment in the
reaction of theatre goers to the Movie
Quiz, which has not caught on at all. Public reaction has been very feeble and
showmen are at a loss to explain this
manifestation of public apathy.

Neon

Products Reports
Net Profit of $61,064

Montreal — Neon Products of Western
Canada, Ltd., and subsidiaries, reports for
fiscal year ended April 30, 1938, net profit
of $61,064 after all charges equal after preferred dividend requirements to 91 cents a
share

on 54,836 common shares outstanding. This compares with net profit of
$40,758 or 55 cents a share in previous

Balance sheet shows current
year.
$82,812 and current liabilities
leaving working capital deficit of
against a previous year deficit of
Bank loans were increased to
from

$106,000

assets of
$223,245,
$141,033,
$106,020.
$145,000

at the end of previous

year.

Tryon to Megaphone
Hollywood — Glenn

Tryon,

actor-author,

has been assigned to megaphone
“Law West of Tombstone.”
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WINNIPEG
^DMISSION prices in Winnipeg theatres are on the increase, with the
evening price at the Capitol changed from
a 35 cent to a 40 cent evening low, and
night admission at the Osborne raised
from a 35 cent to a 40 cent level. The
Main Street Starland has boosted its price
to 30 cents. At present there is no indication as to whether the change has affected attendance in any way.
According to persistent rumor circulating in film circles, Sam Rosenblat will
erect a new house on Main Street at the
corner of Logan Avenue.
The Lyceum has been playing to capacity houses with one of the lesser publicized pictures, “Port of Seven Seas.” The
comedy performances of Wallace Beery
and Prank Morgan have been bringing in
the cash customers and word-of-mouth
publicity on their part has been filling the
house.
On the way to Winnipeg from Yellowknife, N. Rothstein was grounded in the
woods for three days and nights when his
plane made a forced landing.
Famous Players District Manager Frank
Kershaw announced the appointment of
George Dowbiggin, manager of the Gaiety
Theatre, to the position of chief booker
for the Winnipeg district. Dowbiggin succeeds Syl Gunn who has taken charge of
the booking department of Western Theatres, Ltd. Nathan Miles succeeds Dowbiggin as manager of the Gaiety.
Words written by Frank Morriss, Free
Press drama critic, in praise of Donald
O’Connor, the child player who appeared
with Bing Crosby in “Sing You Sinners,”
brought forward a letter from a local theatregoer who recalls that Donald played
in vaudeville in Winnipeg as recently as
last December, enclosing a Playhouse program listing the young actor as a member
of the O’Connor
then.

family playing the house

Winnipeg branch of the Chinese Patriotic League announces presentation of a
full-length talkie, “History Repeats Itself,” in the Fox Theatre, for Sunday of
this week. The proceeds are to go entirely to the Chinese Red Cross to aid war
refugees. The film is based on the greatest Chinese novel of all the ages, “Western Chamber,” written in the Tung dynasty about 1000 A. D.
M. Halperin has plans out for rebuilding the Provencher block on Provencher
avenue, St. Boniface, which was badly
damaged by fire last winter. It is the owner’s intention to include in the new building a moving picture theatre, a bank and
a number of residents.
Robert Simmons, recently resigned from
Empire Universal, is back in Calgary . . .
Dave Griesdorf of United Artists left for
Saskatoon . . . Harry Phillet has moved
his family here from Toronto . . . Mrs.
Harry Wolfe is back in the city from
Calgary . . . J. Rice left for Calgary ...
Vic Armond is visiting Edmonton.
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Answers

MONTREAL

to

I-Q Test
< Questions on page 95)
1. A. Daniel’s Royal Theatre and H. Starkman’s Liberty.
2. Contracts with premium companies will
not be renewed and a service charge in
addition to the regular admittance fee
will be made for the present stock.
The Capitol at Winnipeg and the F-P
suburban houses upped admissions five
cents. Three suburbans were affected.
3. R. McTavish heads the newly chartered Independent Buying and Booking
Club.
4. A proposal has been made within the
Allied Exhibitors of Nova Scotia organization that the New Brunswick and
Prince Edward Island exhibitor groups
be invited to join the Nova Scotia association and thus form one Maritime
exhibitor organization.
5. That amusement patrons alone are taxless, constituting a source of revenue
for relief expenditures.

Studi] of Dominion
Theatre Operation
Ottawa — In

spite of the

fact that

the

film laboratories, exchanges and theatres
of Canada have had practically a clean
record in the matter of extensive fires
during

■pHEATRES are experiencing the seasonal
revival which generally accompanies
cooler weather and earlier darkness, but
the prevailing international excitement is
having a detrimental effect, many sticking close by their radios to learn the
latest news from Europe. Audiences have
seldom displayed as much interest in the
newsreels as is manifested today when
central European scenes and personalities
connected with war threats are shown.
Locally, theatrical interest centers in the
reopening of Loew’s and the decision to
revert to part vaudeville in that house.
Approaching completion of the York,
United Amusement’s latest theatre on St.
Catherine St., is another event of interest
. . . After four weeks of “Alexander’s
Ragtime Band,” the Palace here has opened with “The Crowd Roars.”
Britain’s Odeon Theatres, Ltd., reports
results which may well make Canadian
theatre owners envious. After depreciation and directors’ fees, profits for the
period ended June 25 are approximately
$1,800,000, enabling the directors to declare a 10 per cent dividend on ordinary
shares. Odeon Theatres at present comprises 73 theatres. It will shortly be increased to 86.
Making a public works film for the provincial government of Quebec, a motion
picture crew which arrived at Verdun
was surprised when informed photographs
were prohibited. Permission to film scenes
was eventually obtained, however.
Dewey B. Bloom, Canadian promotion
representative of M-G-M, will head the
Canadian publicity and radio committee
of the “Motion Pictures’ Greatest Year”
campaign, J. J. Fitzgibbons, Canadian
chairman, announces. Committeemen include Jack Arthur, Jules Bernstein, Mrs.
S. H. Falk, Deacon Main, James R. Nairn,
Frank O’Byrne and J. L. Smith.

the past year, a committee appointed by the Dominion Fire Prevention
Ass’n is conducting a survey of operating
conditions, present safeguards and fire
equipment with a view to bringing in
recommendations to the government for
the establishment of a standard safety
code to govern the motion picture business in this country.
Just why this is necessary is beyond theatre men because the report of the recent
annual convention of the association in
Ottawa contains the statement of J. Grove
Smith, Dominion fire commissioner of the
federal government, in which he complimented the film trade with this declaration: “The theatres of Canada have made
an unequaled record in public safety.”
The chief officers of the association include C. V. Caesar of Ottawa, president;
D. P. Cruikshank of Ottawa, chairman of
committees, and Col. John A. Cooper,
president of the Motion Picture Distributors Ass’n, as vice-president.

United Amusement Corp.’s earnings for
the current year to date, according to the
Financial Post, are between 8 per cent
and 10 per cent below that of the same
period last year. In 1937, the company
earned $1 a share on its common stock,
paying dividends totaling 75 cents a share.

Report Deutsch Considers
Odeon Circuit in Canada
Oscar

United States film producers will spend
$10,000,000 in England studios during the
coming year, it is stated, this being the
first substantial result of the new Films
Act which became operative five months

Deutsch, head of the Odeon circuit of theatres in England, has in mind a visit to
Canada in the near future with a view to
establishing a chain in this country, which
would be affiliated with the Odeon circuit
overseas. A few days ago H. W. Weedon,
chief architect for the circuit in England,
paid a flying visit to Toronto.

ago.
Filmrow visitors: M. E. Lodge, who owns
theatres at Danville, Richmond and Asbestos; M. Lassond, Palace, Drummondville; D. H. Boisseau, Passetemps, Joliette; Albert Bey, Cinema, Thetford Mines,
and Tony Allivato, Alexander, Rouyn.
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Toronto — There

is a report

that

Despite denials that Oscar Deutsch, head
of Odeon Theatres, Ltd., intends to erect
a chain of theatres in Canada, it is stated
authoritatively Harry W. Weedon, a British architect, representing Deutsch, will
visit Canada shortly to prepare for the
establishment of an Odeon chain in the
Dominion.

Phil Maurice
Montreal

jyjARITIME exhibitors, particularly in.
Saint John, watched with interest this
month two indications of an upward price
trend at the Empire, one of the cheapestscaled of the subsequent-run houses, whose
policy has always been two-day runs with
17-cent top prices. Maximum went up to
25 cents for “Hurricane” and, following
the success of this venture, the same level
prevailed a few days later for “Mad About
Music,” screened for four days. On October 8, the Empire marks its fourth anniversary.
Community sing-songs, conducted weekly
in conjunction with the picture program
and

broadcast for half an hour, are returning to the Capitol, Saint John, by
popular demand. Last winter and spring
they drew big houses. Dave Thomson again
is to be leader, vhth Al Morrison and Ben
Goldstein assisting.
Mr. and Mrs. Reginald G. March and
son, John, have returned to Saint John
after a trip to Halifax . . . Mr. March,
20th-Fox branch manager, again this year
has been a prominent figure in boys’ work
as a Rotarian and a community-minded
citizen: he was one of the prime movers
in organizing a South End playgrounds
association that was commended by the
city for its service in giving young boys
recreation premises and thus helping to
reduce a wave of juvenile crime.
M. W. Maso-n, mayor of New Glasgow,
N. S., and operator of the Roseland and
Academy theatres, visited Filmrow in Saint
John

on his way to Montreal. He is planning to remodel and reseat the Roseland.

Father-and-son

theatremen

seen

at Re-

gal’s Saint John offices were A. J. Mason
and Lloyd Mason of Springhill, N. S. The
father, A. J., of the Capitol, is president
of the Allied Exhibitors of Nova Scotia
and, incidentally, head of the baseball association in that province. As though the
weather had not already been unkind
enough to Maritime exhibitors this season,
he brought word that their motor launch
had been torn from its moorings and
dashed on the rocks near Pugwash during
a storm.
Mr. and Mrs. J. V. McLaughlin of the
Opera House, Newcastle, N. B., were in
Saint John on their way to Boston . . .
Charles Staples, partner in St. Stephen.
N. B., and Calais, Me., theatres, arrived
to do

some booking and see his hometown baseball team trim the Saint John
champions . . . Ernest A. Atkinson and his
partner, Arthur MacKenzie, of the King’s,
Annapolis, N. S., were here doing some
booking and buying . . . Jack Butler of
the Imperial, Moncton, N. B., was another
visitor to Filmrow . . . Helen Selick is
back

at the Regal office after
tion in Toronto and Montreal.

a

vaca-

Walter R. Golding, owner of the West
Saint John Community, and Les Kerr,
20th-Fox booker, were members of a party
that went to Boston to see the Red Sox
play Detroit.
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to Manage
Loew's Theatre

Montreal — Phil Maurice, well known in
Montreal entertainment circles, will be the
house manager of Loew’s Theatre when it
reopens under the management of the
Consolidated Theatres, Ltd. The theatre,
which has been closed
mer months, has been
sive redecoration. The
have been torn out, are
Dunlop seats, and new
laid throughout.

during the sumundergoing extenold seats, which
to be replaced by
carpets are to be

The

policy of the house, which has included variety only intermittently during
the last few years, will return to a consistent presentation of vaudeville and pictures. This has been made possible, it is
pointed out, by the awakened interest in
vaudeville throughout the states, and it
is hoped that the standards of this type of
entertainment again will be those which
prevailed when the Princess Theatre was
Montreal’s

leading

variety

house.

Under the new policy Loew’s
will show eight acts of vaudeville
picture at each performance.

Theatre
and one

Two in Red Deer Linked
In Famous

jyjANAGER A. STEVENS of the Regent
Theatre has made an effective advertising tieup with the Quiz Contest by
quoting the actual questions from the
official booklet on the feature attraction
in his newspaper display advertising. This
has proved an added incentive to the public to see the picture on the screen.
The

Originals Club, comprising war veterans who were in the First Canadian
Contingent to France in the Great War,
has received a donation from the Ontario
government of 35,000 feet of actual war
films which will be available for gatherings of ex-soldiers.
A. Steljes, member of the former pit
orchestra of the Capitol Theatre, has been
appointed bandmaster of the GovernorGeneral’s Foot Guards, the Ottawa regiment which is detailed for state functions
. . . Joseph M. Franklin, for years a theatre manager in Ottawa, is building a new
theatre, the Mayfair, in Dartmouth, N. S„
where he already has two other houses.
Ottawa

Players Chain

Calgary — John Hazza, western director
of Famous Players Canadian Corp., has
announced that the Crescent and the
Capitol theatres in Red Deer, Alta., have
affiliated with the circuit.
Construction of the Crescent has just
been completed. Beatty and Johnson own
both

theatres in this thriving town situated in the farming community of central
Alberta.

Uptown Theatre, and William McClintock, for whom wedding bells will ring
during the autumn. McClintock, who has
just returned with Horace Lapp from
Banff, Alberta, will sing with Lapp’s orchestra when it opens for the season at
the Royal York Hotel.
first Arabic

talking

picture

to be

shown in Canada, “Denouth Alhoob,”
which in English means “Tears of Love,”
was presented at the Garden Theatre in
Toronto. Those witnessing this unusual
picture included 250 Arabic-speaking people, Syrians or descendants of Syrians.
The film was brought here by courtesy of
the Kafr Mishkey Benevolent Society of
Canada and Albert
ern Films, Detroit.

Rashid

of Near

have

been

of Control at the approaching municipal elections. McRae is an executor of

the Brouse Estate which includes the Imperial and Family theatres and was once

^MONG
guests at the Silver Slipper Inn
a few nights ago were Helen Arthur,
daughter of Jack Arthur, manager of the

The

publishers

Finley McRae, son-in-law of the late
Harry Brouse, pioneer Ottawa theatre
owner, will be a candidate for the Civic
Board

TORONTO

newspaper

complaining that a number of local exhibitors have been delinquent in providing
press book material for the use of movie
editors. They want to give publicity for
next attractions but quite often the press
matter is not brought to the office until
the eleventh hour. On occasions, it even
happens that the publicity on a picture
has to be improvised because of the delay.

East-

identified
wood.
Manager

with

film production

Joe Paul

held

in Holly-

over for a sec-

ond week the first of the United Artists’
productions, “Algiers,” at the Elgin Theatre wider the new policy of single-feature programs at increased admission
prices of 35 cents and 25 cents, thus proving that double bills are not really necessary on a permanent basis.
There will not be a six-day bike race in
the Canadian Capital this season, the bills
for the last grind, two years ago, remaining unpaid. The theatre managers are
not shedding any tears over the situation.
J. W. Cohen
ing an 800 -seat
ter of Sudbury
perity because
from

foreign

and Henry Falk are buildtheatre in the mining cenwhich is experiencing prosof the demand for nickel
countries.

There

are

al-

Toronto’s Walter Huston and Raymod
Massey both are going to work for the

ready three theatres in the “Nickel
with a population of 27,500.

group

Although “Alexander’s Ragtime Band”
played only one week at the Ottawa
Capitol, it has since completed a nice
week at the Cartier Theatre in Hull, across
the river from Ottawa, and was moved
into the Imperial Theatre in the Capital

The

of dramatists who have banded together as the Playwrights Producing Co.
former will play Peter Stuyvesant in

“Knickerbocker Holiday” and Massey will
portray Lincoln in “Abe Lincoln in Illi-

Ontario’s Guy Lombardo and His Royal
Canadians
are scheduled to “go on the
nois.”
air” starting in October.

City
the
This
age

City”

this week for an extended run under
direction of Manager Isser Singerman.
is a picture which has improved with
in all locations.
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Date at top of column
national release date,

is week
1937-38.

ending. Number in square is
Production number is at right.

Hooking Hkatt

Running

time follows title. Letter "A" indicates Adult classification, otherwise Family suitability. R — is review date; EP — exploitation preview. Symbol W indicates BOXOFFICE
Blue Ribbon Award Winner. Symbol © indicates color photography.
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9

APRIL

APRIL 23

16

|l8] Action Drama
8021
Flight Into Nowhere (66)
J
Holt
K — Mar. 19

[22] Melodrama
International
Crime
Rod LaRocque
Astrid Allwyn
R— Apr. 23

[22]
Test

gsj
Female
Evelyn
^

Action
Drama
Pilol (118)

7126

Western

4-j

(66)
R — Apr.

16

CURRENT

7

RELEASES

MAY

Main Event (55)
[~6] Action Drama
R — Wells-R.
May
14
J.
Paige

8037

14

Law
of the
R — July
30 Plains (56)
[12]
Western
8205
C.
Stewart-Iris
Meredith

tall of the Rockies (54)
8204
Western
|30j
o.
Starrett-I.
Meredith
R — June
18

Whirlwind
Horseman
Western
[7]
R —(58)
July
16
Ken
Maynard

221

Hold That Kiss (74)
[13]
Comedy
833
D.
O’Sullivan
R
—O'Keete-M.
May Rooney
14
Mickey

23

|~g~|
Western
Gun
Smoke
Trail (57)3740

Two
Justice (57)3729
[24]Gun
Western
Tim
McCoy
R — June 4

Jack

Randall

3713
Drama
Fugitive (66)
Venable

Rpvnolds

EP — Jan.

4]

J

831

3739
Men

R —

Apr.

16

[15] Melodrama
3736
©Her
Jungle Love (81)
Dorothy
Lamour-Ray
Milland

Tend Maker
lob Steele

[25|
Melodrama
8036
Extortion
(58'
S. Colton-M. Russell

214
(63)

C. Gahle-M. Loy
EP — Jan. 22; R — Apr.

Western
|ll]
Land
of Fighting
(53)
Jack Randall

TO

MAY

80U6

J. Blondell-M Douglas
EP — Mar. 5; R — Mar. 26

*18

(60)

GUIDE

APRIL 30

|20| .
Comedy
There’s Always a
Woman
(80)

tern
Wes
Overland
Express
(55)
|£Y]
(For. The Trail Blazer)
Buck Jones
Marjorie Reynolds
K — Apr. »

Zamboanga
ID
Native Cast.
R— April 23

A

1;

R — Apr.

Western
[14]
Outlaws of Sonora
Three Mesqulteers
R— April 30

[22]
Western
Heart
of Arizona
William Boyd
R — Apr. 1 6

3757
(68)

College
(87)
[29] Com. Swing
with music

3737

|~6~|
Musical
I)r.
Rhythm
(80)
R — Crosby-Bea
April 30
B.

M. Raye-Burns-Allen
EP — Jan. 15; R — Apr.

3739

Stolen

Heaven

(88)

[13] Raymond-O.
Rom.
Melod’ma
3738
G.
Bradna
EP — Feb. 6; R — Apr. 30

Lillie

23

9

7116
(55)

fig] of
Adv.
7011
Call
the Drama
Yukon (70)
(For. Thunder in
Alaska)
R — Apr.
R. Arlen-B. Roberts

Romance
on the Run
[Il|
Comedy
Drama
7023
(68)
R — May Woods
7
Donald
Patricia Ellis

23

7010

Drama

n visible Enemy
(65)
1. Henry Gordon
rala Blrell
R — Apr.

7800
Western
[20] Western
Under
Stars (66)
R
Roerers
R — Apr. 16

2

824
Comedy
jf]
Phis Marriage Business
(71)
Victor Moore-V. Lester
SP — Mar. 5; R — Mar. 19

[is]
Comedy
Joy of Living (91)
I. Dunne-Fairbanks
R — Mar. 26

826
Jr.

|~6] ofMelodrama
827
Law
the Underworld

825
dy
Come
Go
Chase
Yourself
(70)
[22]
Joe Penner-Lucille Ball
EP — Mar. 19; R— Apr. 16

C. (61)
Morris-Ann Shirley
EP — Mar. 12; R — Mar. 26

Vivacious

Lady

(90)

G. Rogers-J. Stewart
EP
— Jan.Comedy
29; R — May 7407
g|
Gun

Law

(60)

g5| O’Brien;
Western
Geo.
R — May 881
14

848
Western
gj
lawhide (58)
^ou Gehrig-S. Ballew
X — Mar.

ID

[l6j
Drama
840
s^tln Old Chicago (110)
T. Power-Alice Faye
R — Jan. 8

[22| ofComedy
Hattie
Broadway

845
(84)

V
McLaglen-D.
Hovick
EP — Mar. 19; R — Apr. 2

Comedy
Drama
A|~6~|
Trip
to Paris
(64)
Four Men Dra
and ma
a Prayer
848
[29]
(85)
Loretta
Richard
EP — Feb.

Young
Greene
26; R— Apr.

30

847

Shirley Deane-J. Prouty
EP — Apr. 2: R — Mar. 26
IJfe

Begins

at

40

Kentucky
Moonshine
[13]
Com. with
Music
(85)

844

Rltz Rros.-Maj. Weaver
EP — Mar. 5; R — May 7

(. . )

Will
Rogers Drama
(reissue) 874
jjT| Comedy

Drama
[5] Comedy
()Divorce of Lady X
(91)
lerle Oberon
t— Jan. 22

|l5| Romantic
©Adventures
Polo (104)

Adven.
of Marco

G. Cooper-Slg. Gurie
R — Feb. 19; EP — Aug.

S.
R — Stewart-B.
Apr. 16

Sally Bllers-Paul Kelly
EP — Mar. 19; R — Apr. 16

Melodrama

WB222

iccidents Will Happen
(62)
t. Reagan-G.
Blondell
1— April 30

FN25
edy
Com
Fools
Scandal
(79)2
g|] for
Carole Lombard
Fernand Gravet
EP — Jan. 22; R — Mar. 19

Atlantic
§j Melodrama
[ell in a Circus ( . . )
For. Constant Woman)

Nights Artc’ma
YorkDrama
New
ge] Mus.

jonrad

Nagel
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Barnes

14

2022
Drama
[is]
Nurse From
Brooklyn
(67)

9]

Return
of the Searlet
[29] Romantic
Adven.
Pimpernel (80)

[22] Mystery Drama
2027
Lady in the Morgue (70)
Preston Foster
Patricia Ellis
EP — Mar. 26; R — May 14

|T| Mys. (Reissue)
Melodrama
Dracula ( . . )

[23] Com.AreDrama
FN261
Women
Like That

Beloved
(62) FN267
[30] Com. Brat
Drama
B.
Costello
R — Granville-D.
Feb. 19

P. O’Brien-K.
1
R —(65Apr.
lb

Francis

Bela

3076

Lugosi

|~6~]
Drama
Sinners in Paradise
(For
Half
Shanghai)

Way

(65)

to

J. Boles-M. Evans
EP — Apr. 2; R — May

7

|~7~| Action Drama
FN275
(69)
Torehy Blane in Panama
R
— Apr.
23
Paul
Kelly-Lola

Lane

To the Victor (78)
[T| Drama
GB7005
Will Fyffe
K
— Feb. 19Lockwood
Margaret

Air Devils (60) R-Ma.v 14
D. Purcell-Mamo
Clark
g|] Action Drama
2038
Frankenstein ( 71 )
[15] Melodrama
3072
Boris Karloff- Mae Clark

Hood
gl]
Hist.(102)
Drama
tJ©Advcntures
of
R — MayFlynn
7
Errol
Olivia

de

FN261
Robin

Havllland

Show Goes On (68)
Anna
Neagle
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Drama-Music
R
— Aug.Carmlnatl
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SJtHoliday (93)
[is|
Drama
8001
K. Hepburn-C. Grant
EP— Api. 9; R — May 21

Coach

Days

I. Meredith;

[20] Western
Six Shootin’ Sheriff
Ken Maynard

(58)

Jnbn
Stewart^
[20] Luden-E.
Western
821
30
West
of starrett
Cheyenne
(53)
‘ 'ha t ies
3)
[30]
Western
8200
R — Sept. 10

[~9~| Melodrama
222
Held for Ransom
(60)
R — July
30
Grant
Withers

224
(59)

Life Returns (60)
[10]
Drama
Lois
Wilson

s'

223

Lord
830
Comedy
|2q|
Swiss Miss (73)
I,aurel &
Hardy
EP — Feb. 19; R — May 14

|27|
Drama
834
Yellow Jack (83)
Robert Montgomery
Virg. Bruce
R — May 28

Three
[3] Comrades
Drama(98) 832
Young
Taylor, Tone, Sullavan,
EP — Mar.

26;

R — May

Toy Wife (95)
go]
Drama
836
R — Rainer-M.
June 11
L.
Douglas

28

Woman
Against Woman
Answer)
838
Drama
[17]
(61)
(For.
One Woman’s
R
—
June
25
V. Bruce-H. Marshall

lost
[22]
Drama
3709
Numbered
Women
(63)
(For. Private Nurse)
S. Blane-J. Arledge
R — May 14

1 nantoniWestern
Ranger
(57)
[29]
3730
Tim
McCoy
R — July 2

Marines Are Here (60)
pB | Comedy
Drama
3712
j. Xravers-G. Oliver

Jeff

(84)

Freddie
Bartholomew
[24]
837
Mickey
R — Comedy
June Rooney
25 Drama

(81)

Romance
of the
Limber|22| Outdoor
Drama
3702
R — June 25
Jean Parker-Eric Linden

l

[2q| Com. with Music 3740
Coonanut Grove (94)
F. M’Murray
R — May 14

EP — Mar.

12

[27]
Hunted

Drama
Men
(67)

3741

(For. Crime
Gives
Orders)
EP — Apr.
L. Nolan-M. Carlisle
R — May
21

[3] Rom. Drama
Farewell
to ArmsReis-3769
(79)
G.

Cooper-Helen

Hayes

You nnd Me (90)
[To]
Drama
R — JuneSidney-Geo.
4
Sylvia

3742
Raft

Prison Farm
(70)
[17]
Melodrama
R
— June
25
S. Ross-L. Nolan

3743

2

[~6~[
Desert

7004
rama
|23| Melod
Gangs
of New York (67)
Chas. Bickford
Ann Dvorak
R — May 28

Western
Patrol
(56)

7127

Bob
Steele11
R — June

Riders of Black Hills (55)
R — JuneWest
25
7117
ern
[15] Mesquiteers
Three

Ladies in Distress
[13] Comedy
Drama
Alison Skipworth

Melodrama
j2p|
Illinil Alibi (61)
R. Dix-W. Bourne
EP — Apr. 2; R — May

829

[3] in
Melodrama
Saint
New
York
Louis Hayward
R
—
May
7
Kay
Sutton

14

849
Comedy
[20]
Rascals (77)
J. Withers-R. Hudson
R — Apr. 9

Bar 20 Justice (70)
Writ. Boyd (Hopalong
|24[
Western
Cassidy)
R — Apr. 3758
16 j

I27] Historical Drama
846
Kidnapped (90)
Warner
Baxter
Freddie Bartholomew
EP — Feb. 12; R— May 28

|~3~| Musical
Josette
(70)

Comedy

D. Ameche-S.
EP — Feb. 1 9

830
(72)

(Reissue)
[ip] Action
Drama
King Kong (99)
Fay

839

One

Wray-R.

Wild

871

Armstrong

Night

(72)

850
dy
ComeBaldwin
R[Jo]
— May
14
June
Lang-D.

Simon

f«2)
Drama
Derrick
dey Marney
p7] Comed

(65)
7012

Border

.fid Ch«>at

Joan

Fontaine

R-May

831
28

Three Blind Mice (75)
851
Comedy
|X7|
RL.
— June
11
Young-J.
McCrea

Blockade

1,

G-Man

(60)

R — June 18
George
Western
[24] O’Brien

88l

Mr. Moto
Takes
a
Chance (63)
819
Melodrama
I24] Lorre-R.
Peter
Hudson
It — June 18

(85)

Madeleine Carroll
RHenry
— June 11 Drama
[Jt| Fonda

[15]
Comedy
3073
Love Before Breakfast
(70)

Reis-3071
[l5| Drama
All Quiet on the Western Front (87)
Lew Ayres

3074
Comedy
[15] Tubbs
Lady
(69)
A. Brady-D.
Montgomery

LLANWEA
ORNUESR-F.

|2o| Action Drama
Devil’s Party (67)
R— May
28
V. McLaglen-B.
Roberts

MIY SCE

[2l| Melodrama
FN277
Mystery House (66)
Dick Purcell
Ann Sheridan
R — May 1 4

[17] Com. Drama
Atlantic
Tonight or Never (..)
Melvyn Douglas
Gloria Swanson

C.

Lombard-P.

Baker;

R — July

2058

Young Fugitives (68)
2039
Melodrama
[Jt]
D.
Kent
R — July 2

9

Foster

[2g| Action Drama
FN256
Crime School (86)
H. Bogart-Gale
R — May 14

Western
Trails (57)
[3]
Western
Bob

[3]
2010
Wives Drama
Under
Suspicion
(68)
Warren
William
K
— June
11

Outlaw

Express (56)
2059
WestRern
[Jt|Baker
Bob
— July 30

[4] Com. Drama
WB219
(63)
Little bred
Miss
Thorough-

[111 Mus.
Com.
Gold
Diggers
in

Janet Kay
John Litel

(9Y )
Rudy
Vallee
Priscilla
K — May Lane
21

Page
Chapman

WB206
Paris

When
Were
You
|Ig| Mys.
Drama
(66)
Anna
May
Wong
RMargaret
— June )sLindsay

Born?
FN263

Unite

Banners

(88)

WB208
Claude
Ralns-F.
Drama Bainter
I25
EP
— I
Feb. 26; R — June 4

1

1,

1

JANUARY.
s

M

T
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T

F

S

1
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5 136
7
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s

M

T

W

MARCH.

1939
T

s

F

4
2 173
125 136
7
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1
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195
26

M

T

6

7

13
20
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1939
T 10
F

s

1
2
3
8
9
15 16 17

4

W

29
22

Booking
T O

31 11
23

24

18
25

A

JULY 9

JULY
16
30

Action Drama
]
Highway
Patrol (68)
J. Wells-Page — R-Aug.13

|l5| Western
Pioneer
Trail (55)
John

Luden-Joan

JULY 23
8212

Barclay

8019
Drama
(TJ
City Streets (68)
(For. City Shadows)
Leo Carrilio-E. Fellows

225
Melodrama
(Tj
I Married a Spy (59)
Neil Hamilton

Reformatory

829
[Y| Adven. Drama
Port ot Seven Seas (81)
O’Sullivan

nd
a
The
Comma
dram
Melo
[15] High
Lionel Atwill
R — July 30

[~8~| Comedy
Drama
Past Company
(74)
Melvyn Douglas
Florence Rice
R — July 2

[j]
Western
Man’s Country (55)
Jack Randall
R — Aug. 6

227
(59)

[15]
Drama
Shopworn
Angel (85) 835
James Stewart
R
— July 9 Sullavan
Margaret

[4] West, with Music 7103
Gold Mine in the Sky
(60)
Gene Autry-C.
R— July 9

Comedy

819

n
Little
K.

Hughes

Melodrama
Crime

King

Renfrew
onl the Great
228
White Acti
Trai
(59) ma
on Dra
[22]
James Newell

Allan

Lane

2

Walker

(90) s Andy
Hard
vey Find
syLo
Drama
[22] Comedy

841

The Chaser (76)
[29] Comedy
Drama
Dennis
O’Keefe
R — July
30
Ann
Morriss

842

Mickey
R- — July Rooney-Judy
16
Garland-Lewis Stone

Tropic
(78)
Comedy
|22| Holiday
Dorothy Lamour
Bob July
Burns
R—
2

[15] Girl
Drama
Army
(85)
Madge
Evans
Preston Foster
R — July 23

3744

7002

Booioo (60)
[22] Adven. Drama
Colin Tapley
R — July Asmara
23
Suratna

3745

Welch;

R-July

The Crowd Roars (92)
Robert
Taylor Drama
[5]
Action
840
R — Aug.O’Sullivan
6
Maureen

Africa (59)
Bwlldog
Drummond
in
[5]
Melodrama
3747
R — Aug. 6
John
Howard-H.
Angel

Pals

(80)
833
s
Drama
Mother
Carey's
Chicken
I29] Com.
Ruby Keller-Anne
R—
July Ellison
23
James

3810

16

(55)
Heroes of the Hills 7118
Western
|26|
teers
Mesqui
Three
13
R — Aug.

[22] Giant
Action (80)
Drama
835
Sky
(Form. Northern Flight)
Chester Morris
Richard
R — July Dix
23

Bennett
838

(93)
Professor Beware
3746
Comedy
[29]
Lloyd
Harold
Phyllis

(70)

Saddle

(55)

Three
Mesquiteers
R
— Sept.
17
Western
|28|

of

the

861

|~5~|
Music (71)
834
I’m Com.
From with
the City
R — July 30
Joe Penner-Kay
Sutton

Shirley

R — July

Western

R — July

(61)

Barefoot Boy (63)
|~3j Outdoor Drama
RJackie
— Sept.Moran
10

Drama
reissue
Women
(99)

Hepburn-J.

jr.

[~1~|
Drama
852
Always Goodbye (76)
Barbara
Stanwyck
Herbert Marshall

JULY 30

3742

n
Western
3854
Fride of the West (56)
William Boyd (Hopalong
Cassidy)
R — July 2

Having Wonderful
Time (70)
Ginger Rogers
Douglas Fairbanks
EP— Oct. 23
R — June 18

6

South of Arizona (56)
[28|
Western
8207
Chas. Starrett
Iris Meredith

ma
Action Dra
|2i| Holt-C.
Jack
Winters
it — June 25

Terry

[Tj

RELEASES

220
[I!
Western
Rollin’ Plains (75)
Tex Rittei

16

W. Beery- M.
R— July 16

(
CURRENT

AUGUST

JULY 2

R — July

Bhatt

S

GUIDE

853

Panamint’s Bad Man (60)
Smith
Ballew-E. Daw
m
Comedy
857
We’re Going to Be Rich
(78)
Victor McLaglen
Ora.rie Fields; R — July 9

[15]
Comedy
Passport
Husband
(67)854
Stuart Erwin
RPauline
— July Moore
2

Gateway
I’ll
a Million
(70)855
|22| Give
Romantic
Drama
Warner
Baxter
R — July 16
Marjorie
Weaver

Little Miss Broadway
850
Drama
(70)Comedy
[29]
Shirley
R — July Temple
9
Jimmy

(74)

[Tj
Drama
Don
R — Ameche
Aug.
6
Arleen Whelan

901

Durante

[~5~|
Drama
Algiers (95)
R— July Boyer
2
Charles
Sigrid

2032
[Tj Action Drama
Danger on the Air (65)
Donald Woods R — July 2

[T|

Comedy

[l5| Melodrama
Prison
Break (73)
Barton MacLane
Glenda Farrell
R — July 23

2005

2028

Little Tough Guy
I22I
Drama
“Dead End” Kids

Gurie-Hedy

LaMarr

(83)
2008

Robt.
Wilcox
R — July
16

Huge of Paris (78)
Danielle I >arrieux
i R — June 1 8

——————
|<j~|
FN260
My
Bill Drama
(60)
K. Francis-D. Moore
R — June 25

[pj] Com.
Drama
WB215
Men
Are Such
FooIs(69)
W. Morris-P. Lane
R — June 25

[23]
Com. Doable
Drama
Trouble
(60)
Penrod’s
Mauch
Twins
R — April 2

FN276

(85)
Amazing
Dr. Clitterhouse
[30]
Melodrama
FN262
Edw.
R—
JulyG. 9 Robinson
Claire Trevor

Mr. Chump
(60)
|~6l Comedy
Johnnie
R— July Davis
23
Lola Lane

WB227

[l6| Melodrama
WB205
Racket
Busters (71)
Geo.

Drama
[Y]
Three on a Weekend
Margaret
Lockwood
John Lodge
R — June 11

GB
(72)

Brent;

R-Aug.

20

[15] Musical Comedy
GB
Evergreen
(..) reissue
Jessie Matthews
Barry Mackay

Strange

Boarders

flj Walls
Drama
Tom
Renee Saint-Cyr
R — Sept. 10

(79)
GB

cr

Co
CD

APRIL.

Hooking <2k
A

GUIDE

AUGUST

TO

f

CURRENT

AUGUST

13

S

AUGUST

[12] Comedy
Drama
Rich Mail, Poor Girl

843
(72)

(For. It’s Now
R. Young- R.
R — Aug. 13

or Never)
Hussey

844

T

F

M

T

1939

W

T

JUNE,

is

S

F

1

1
8
3
4
5
6
7
8
9 10 11 18 13
14 15 16 17 18 19 80
81
83 83
84 85 86 37
88 89
30 31

8005
27

Phantom
Gold (56)
8213
Jar-k
WesternMarion
[3l]Luden-R^fb

Objects

S

S

SEPTEMBER

3

Edw. G. Robinson
Wendy
Barrie; R-Aug.

ern
King
the Sierras
[26] of West
With Rex, the
Wonder
Horse

[19]
Comedy
Block-heads (58)
Laurel &
Hardy
R — Augt 20

MAY,

1939

Lady
I|~2~|
Am
theDrama
Law (99)

ted
Convic
8039
H|] Action(58)Drama
R. Hayworth-C. Quigley
R — Sept. 3

839

W

SEPTEMBER

27

[15]
Comedy
8011
The Gladiator (72)
Joe E. Brown
June Travis; R-Aug. 20

Western
Jx2]
Utah Trail (59)
Tex Ritter

T

3
4
5
6
18
308
9 10 11 18 13 14 15
16 17 18 19 80 81 83
33 84 85 86 87 38 89

RE
ELEASES

20

M

T

1939

W

T

F

SEPTEMBER

(67)

[Tj Comedy
Drama Stuart
8015
Lanny
Ross-GIoria
8808

17

Juvenile Court (61)
Paul Kelly
HH]
Melodrama
8026
Rita

Hayworth

Chas. Starrett
Iris Meredith

231
(60)

[~9~| Comedy
Boys
Town
Marie Antoinette
(157)
845
Drama
|2g]
Norma
Shearer
Tvrnne Power
R — Sept. 17

Three Loves Has Nancy(69)
901
edy
[2]
R
— Sept. Com
3
J. Gaynor-R. Montgom’y

Drama
(93)

903

Too

Hot

to Handle

Starlight Over Texas (59)
pT| Ritter
Western
3859
Tex

(61)
3811
to

(108)

R — Sept.
17
Clark
Gable-Myrna
HU Com.
Romance

Spencer Tracy
Mickey
R — Sept. Rooney
10

Mexicali
Under the Bigma
Top
Dra
]
[31
Town)
(For. Circus Comes

S

13
3
4
5
6
7
8
9 10
11 18 13 14 15 16 17
18 19 80 81 83 33 84
85 86 87 88 89 30

10

Colorado
Trail (57)
[~8~| Western

M

Kid

Loy
903

(56)

(For. Last Frontier)
R — Sept. 10
Jack
3741
Western
HHj Randall

Marjorie Main
Ann Nagel

[l2| Outdoor Drama
3748
The Texans (93)
Joan Bennett-R. Scott
R — July 23

|~3~| Action Drama
7024
Come
on Leathernecks
(66)
Richard Cromwell
Marcia Hunt
R — Aug. 27

[l9|
Comedy
3719
Give Me a Sailor (77)
Martha
Raye-Bob
Hope
R — July 30

[15] Romantic Drama
Desperate Ad venture
Ramon
Novarro
Marian
Marsh

[15]
Western
7104
Man
From
tain (58) Music MounGene

[l2]
Painted

Western
Desert (59)

883

George O’Brien
R — Aug. 6

[12]
Drama
Keep Smiling (77)
Jane Withers
Gloria Stuart
R — June 18

7013
(65)

Autry;

R-Aug.

13

[19] Melodrama
832
Smashing
the Rackets
(80)
(For Cleanup)
Chester Morris
Frances Mercer
R — July 30

902

7025
Tenth
Avenu
Ivid (56)
Drama
n e
[22] Actio
Bruce Cabot; R-Aug. 27
Beverly Roberts

Faye

Com. with Music
g
Letter of lntroduction(103)
Leeds — R-Aug. 6
Andrea
Bergen and McCarthy

[15] Western Reissue 3057
Strawberry Roan
(63)
Ken
Maynard

8031
|l2] Mystery Drama
Missing Guest (69)
Paul Kelly
Con. Moore: R — Aug. 20

|l5| Western Reissue
Fiddlin' Buckaroo
Ken Maynard

3058
(60)

|~2~| Com.
Music(90)3801
Sing
You with
Sinners
Bing Crosby
Fred
MaoMurray
R — Aug.
13

In
Old Western
Mexico (67)
[~9~|
William Boyd
R(Hopalong
— Aug. 6

3855

Cassidy)

The
Higgins Drama
Family 7015
(64)
[29] Comedy
(For. Home
Sweet Home)
The
Gleason
R — Sept.
10 Family

[~4~|
Western
851
Billy the Kid Returns
(56)
R — Sept. 3

|~2~| Musical
Carefree
(83) Comedy

|~9~|
Comedy
Affairs of Annabel
Lucille Ball
R — July 16
Jack Oakie

Roy

Rogers-Mary

Sons

of

Hart

Prairie

(77)
Dick Powell

Bob

Breaking
[20] Com.

Music
with
the Ice
(82) 845

n Dram
[26] Actio
(60)a
to Burn
Speed
Michael Whalen

Moon

904

re on
Dark
Raptu
( . . )Adven.
itati
[26] Explo
Native Cast
ue
[l5| Weste
Arena
the Reiss
of rn
King
Ken Maynard

837

Ginger Rogers
R
— Sept.
3
Fred
Astaire

902
(68)

(

3803

)

Renegade

|~2~| Comedy
Drama
My Lucky Star (84)
Sonja Henie
Richard
R — Sept. Greene
3

905

Banger

(60)

R— Sept. 17
George O’Brien

Western

HU

Lynn
Bari 11
R — June

Cagney-O’Brien

GB
Dramna (63)
Crime
Overn Londo
Actio
HU
Margot Grahame
Paul Cavanaugh
R — Aug. 13

(60)

Steele

[~9~[ Comedy Drama
90G
Safety in Numbers
(55)
Jones
Family
R — Aug.
13

Hold

That

Co-ed

(80)

John Barrymore
Comedy
[ie]
R — Sept. 17
Marjorie
Weaver

|~2~| Comedy Year
Drama
Freshman
(68) 3025
Dixie Dunbar
Ernest Truex
R — Aug. 27

Personal

Secretary

(62)

(For. The Comet)
Wm. ]Gargan-Joy
Hodges
Melodrama
pj

Black

Bandit

(For. Twins
Bob Baker

884

907

(57)

ot' the

West)

3059
(60)

WB303
I27] Com.
Boy
Meets Drama
Girl (80)

R— June 18
Priscilla Lane

Legion

Gene Autry-S.
Burnette
7107
Western
[25]

Western

HU

[13] Com. Music
WB817
Cowboy
From
Brooklyn

the

Rillv
Lynne Lee
Overman
R — Sept. Dra
17
ma
HU

7128
ernRaiders
Durango
Valley
[22] West
(56)

Bobby
Breen
R
— Sept.
Irene
Dare3

[19] Musical Comedy
903
^Alexander's
Ragtime
Band
(105)
Tyrone Power-Alice
Don Ameche
R — June 4

3750
n Drama
Spawn
of the
North (113)
[26] Actio
George Raft
Dorothy Lamour
Henry Fonda
R— Aug. 27

[~3~[ Com.
Drama (95)
WB813
Four’s
a Crowd
Errol Flynn
R — July
Olivia
de 30Havilland

Man with 100 Faces
|~7]
Melodrama
Noel Madison
Lilli Palmer

(..)
GB

Secrets

of an

Actress

Geo. Brent
Drama
Ho]
Kay Francis

(70)

FN365

Drama
(79)
©Valley

of

the

WB305
Giants

Wayne
R — Sept.Morris
17
Claire Trevor

The

39

Steps

(. . )

(Reissue) odrama
|l5] Mel
Robert
Donat
Madeleine Carroll

GB

i

S

EOU

LAN

1939
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27

29
28

S

M

T

VV
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3

31

4

5

18
25

19

6

11 12
26

17

30
23

13

T

*

l
8

7
14 15

20 21 22
27

28

S
162
9

A

30

1

OCTOBER

OCTOBER

Jack Holt
Marcia Ralston

HU
Comedy
9101
You Can’t Take It With
You (127)
J. Arthur-J. Stewart
R — Sept. 17

8

|~5~| Melodrama
Crime Takes a Holiday
(. .)

ma
Girls’
. . )
Dra(
HU School
A. Shirley-R. Bellamy

!

:

[~3~| Western
9201
West of the Santa Fe ( . . )
C. Starrett-I. Meredith

\ Paul

GUIDE

15

Flight to Fame
(. . )
Charles Farrell
Action Drama
HU
Jacqueline Wells

TO

OCTOBER

Homicide Bureau
Bruce Cabot
Melodrama
Rita
[19] Hayworth

RELEASES

CURRENT

/

OCTOBER

22

29

(. . )

Law of the Texan ( . . )
Buck Jones-Dorothy Fay

HU

[23] Melodrama
l
Dangerous
Secrets

('hath

Soaking

23

29

24

OCTOBER

24

8284
Western
[22]
Stranger From Arizona
(56)
Buck Jones

SEPTEMBER

S

Western

230
(. . )

Lukas

HU
Comedy
Vacation From Love
D. O’Keefe-F, Rice

905
(. . )

ates (Drama
Stablem
. . )
[7] Comedy
Wallace Beery
Mickey Rooney

906

Listen, Darling ( . . )
c 904
HU Com. with Musi
Judy Garland
Freddie Bartholomew

Young Dr. Kildare ( . . )
Lew
Ayres
Drama
dy
[2i| Come
Lionel
Barrymore

Great Waltz ( . . )
Luise Rainer
Fernand
Gravet
al Drama
Music
[2g]
Sweethearts

(. . )

Jeanette
MacDonald
Nelson Eddy
Musical

[28]

3817
[21] Melodrama
Wanted
by the Police
(60)
1 Frankie Parro
1 Evalyn Knapp

[~5~j
Melodrama
Mr. Wong, Detective
Boris Karloff
Evelyn Brent

(. . )

(• •)
Sweethearts of Sigma Chi
Reissue
Musical
HU

Last
Jack

Betty Grable
Larry Crabbe

Outlaw

(. . )

Randall
Western

HU

3851

Where Buffalo Roam
(. . )
Tex Ritter
3860
Western
HU
[23] Com. with Music
Campus Confessions
Betty Grable
Hank
Luisetti

|3o| Melodrama
3804
King of Alcatraz (..)
Dloyd Nolan
J. Carrol Naish

3802
(66)

862
Western
|2p|
Overland Stage Raiders
|(. •)
Three Mesquiteers

[~7~j
Action Drama
Touchdown,
Army
John Howard
Mary

3805
(71)

Arkansas Traveler ( . . )
Drama
Comedy
[14] Burns-Fay
Bob
Bainter

Carlisle

Mysterious

Rider

(. . )

Douglas Dumbrille
Sidney
Western
[21] Toler

Escape From
Yesterday
(• .)
Frances Farmer a
Melodram
[2g|Erikson
Leif

|~3~| Melodrama
817
Night Hawk
(. . )
B. Livingston- J. Travis

jl Louise

Brooks
if HU Hillbilly Musical
if Down
in Arkansaw
(. . )
| Ralph Byrd-June Storey

803
Melodrama
H g
Fugitives for a Night
(63)
Eleanor Lynn
Frank
Albertson

[30]
Comedy
lioom Service (80)
Marx Brothers
R— Sept. 17

908
Melodrama
HU
Time Out tor Murder(60)
Gloria Stuart
Michael Whalen

R— July

911
l Show
ica
Mus
HU
Straight,
Place
and
(■ ■)
Ritz Bros. -Ethel Merman

Mr.
Doodle
Kicks Off 904
(76)
p7~|
Comedy
Joe Penner-J. Travis
R — Sept. 10

A Man to Reinember( . . )
Edward
Ellis
905
Drama
Anne
HU Shirley

Mad
Miss Manton
Barbara
Stanwyck
HU
Mystery
Comedy
Henry Fonda

(. . )
906

[7]
Comedy
MeetAdven.
the Girls
(66)

Submarine Patrol ( . . )909
[24] Action Drama
Richard Greene
Nancy Kelly

Mysterious Mr. Moto
[21]
Melodrama
Peter Lorre
R — June 4
Mary Maguire

(62)
912

JuneJuly
Lang-Lynn
R—
23

910

Bari

Miracle

Racket

(. . )

[28]
Melodrama
Sally Eilers
Lee Bowman

907

Always in Trouble
s
Jane Wither
Drama
y
Comed20
HU
R
— Aug.
Jean Rogers

(70)
914

2

HU Adventure
Drums
(99)
Sabu-Raymond
Valerie Hobson

R — Aug.

901

Drama

[~7~| Comedy
Drama
Young in Heart (..)
Janet Gaynor
Douglas Fairbanks jr.

Massey-

There
Goes My
Heart
(••)
Drama
Comedy
HUMarch-V.
F.
Bruce

6.

Drama
Comedy
HU
Youth Takes a Fiing(..)
Joel McCrea
Andrea Leeds

|~7~| Musical Comedy
That Certain Age (..)
Deanna
Durbin
Jackie Cooper

Drama
g
; Road to Reno (69)
Randolph Scott-G. Farrell
R — Sept. 3

|T| Musical Comedy
Garden of the Moon
Pat O’Brien-Mar.
R — July 30

(. . )

Lindsay

[T|
Melodrama
GB
Lady Vanishes ( . . )
Margaret Lockwood
Paul Lukas

XOFFICE

Andy

Devine

Service De Luxe
Connie Bennett
Charles Ruggles
Comedy
[21]

(. . )

The

Storm

Preston

(. . )

Foster

Melodrama
|28]
Last Express ( . . )

Kent Taylor
Dorothea
Kent
Drama
[28] Action

FN359
Drama
[24]
Four Daughters (90)
Dane Sisters
Jeffrey Dynn
R — Aug. 20

B

Swing That Cheer ( . . )
Drama
Comedy
[14] Brown
Tom.

September

24.

m

|~8~|
Drama
Broadway
Musketeers
Margaret Lindsay
Marie Wilson

(. . )

The Sisters ( . . )
Errol Flynn
Drama
[15]Davis
Bette

The
Noah
H|]

Frog

(. . )

GB
Beery-G.
Taylor
odrama
Mel

Girls on Probation
Ronald Reagan
June
Melodrama
[22] Bryan

(. . )

Brother

Rat

(. . )

Wayne
Morris
Priscilla Lane
Comedy
[29]

:«

No. 9 (10)
No. 10 (10)
No. 11 (10)
No. 12(10)
Series
No.
No.

1
2

Apr. 29, ’38
May 27, ’38
June 24, ’38
July 29

18

(. . )
(..)

©Indicates

THREE

Artcinema
CLASSICS

Produced

by Hugo
(Reissues)

Americans Come, The
Irish Fantasy (9)

Reisenfeld
(9) .Apr.
Mar.

30, ’38
26, ’38

COMEDIES

Many
Sappy Returns (18) . . . Aug-. 19
Not Guilty Enough
(18)
Sept. 30
©Old Raid Mule, The (19)
Mar. 4
Andy
Clyde is a sucker for bargains and gets talked into many
a
bad one.
Sept. 16
Apr. 29

The Nightshirt Bandit (..).. Oct. 28
The Soul ot a Heel (16%) . . . . June 4
Andy
Clyde has a time trying to
marry
the sheriff’s daughter.
Time Out for Trouble (19) . . . .Mar. 18
Charlie Chase arouses the underworld by fooling around with a
gangster’s sweetie.

Isles

< • •.)
Provincial

of

Quebec

COMMUNITY

No.

6

26
25
22
4

13
11
12
3

SING
. Oct. 1

(Cowboy

Songs)

(1<J>
Feb. 25, ’38
No. 7 (Gus Van — Song Shop)
<10>
May 6, ’38
Songs the folks used to sing.
No. 9 (10) — Spanish Melodies .June
25
No. 10 (9) — Patriotic Songs. . . Julv
4
No. 11 (10)
Aug. 26
Songs of Yesteryear.
N<!;
^
ocotch
Songs
(New Series)
No. 1 College Songs (
No. 2 South Seas ( )
KRAZY

Sept. 15

)

Oct. 1
Nov. 14

KAT

Gym
Jams
(7)
Sept. 9
Hot Dogs on Ice ( . . )
Oct. 21
Krazy Magic (7)
May 20
Krazy’s Travel Squawks
(7)... July 4
The Auto Clinic (7)
Mar. 4
The Little Buekaroo (6)
Apr. 11
NEW
SPORT
THRILLS

Athletic Youth (..)
July 29
Demons of the Deep (9)
Aug. 19
Fistic Fun (9%)
July 1
Football Giants (..)
Sept. 28
Ski Legs (..)
Oct. 20
Sport Stamina (10)
May 10, ’38
Thrilling Moments
(10)
June 10
Unusual Hunting
(10) .. Mar. 15, ’38
PICTUREGRAPH
No.

1

(..)

SCRAPPY

Aug.

31

CARTOONS

City Slicker (6%)
Early Bird ( . . )
Happy
Birthday (...)

Julv 22
Aug. 31
Oct. 7

Scrappy’s

Apr.

Playmates

SCREEN
No. 1 (. .)
No. 2 ( . . )
No. 8(10)

(7)

SNAPSHOTS

IN

Oct. 14

COLOR

(Series

27
16)

Aug. 21
Sept. 16
Apr. 1, '38

(..)...

(10)

Mar.

.June

1

25, ’38

Devil
Eliza

20th-Fox)

MUSICAL

(7) . .Apr. 1, ’38
Aug. 12

Happy and Lucky- (7) . . . .Mar. 18, ’38
Here’s to Good Old Jail (. .) . .June 10
Maid in China (7)
Apr. 29
Milk for Baby
(7)
July 8
Mrs. O’Leary's Cow
(7)
Robinson Crusoe’s Broadcast
(7)
©String Bean Jack (7)

July

22

Apr.
Aug.

15
26

The Big Top
(7)
The Goose Flies High
The Last Indian (7)

13, ’38
Sept. 9
June 24

(7)

Wolf’s Side of the Story
TREASURE
CHEST
Kingdom
for a Horse
Music From the Stars
Lapp

and

(7).. Sept. 23
(10)

Apr.

22

Mar. 25, ’38
Orchestra.

Return of the Buffalo (10) .Apr. 8, '38
We Live in Two Worlds (. .) . .July 22
TWO
Beautiful

REELERS
But

Dummies

(19)
Mar. 25, ’38
Buster West
and
Tom
Patricola
have some fun with a near-sighted,
Conceited manager
of a
fashion
shop.
Cactus Caballeros (19)
May 27
Harry Gribbon and Joey Haye. although scared stiff, set out after
a Mexican bandit and succeed in
capturing him.
Cute Crime
(. . )
Jefferson Machamer.

Apr.

29, ’38

Jitter Bugs
(. . )
Slay 20, ’38
Buster West and Tom Patricola recover a stolen bracelet after they
steal a turkey.
Money on Your Life ( . . ) . May 13, ’38
Revolutionary antics with
Kemper and Kaye.
Pardon My Accident (17) . . . . June 10
Willie Howard
fakes an accident
and is mistaken for a famous surSing for Sweetie (19)
Apr. 15
geon.
Gangsters interfere with Lee Sullivan’s plans for the elopement
but he manages.
Winner Lose All (..)
June 17
Charles Kemper
devotes his time
to puzzle contest and almost loses
his girl because he signed away
the prize rights in a $50,000 contest.

M-G-M
CRIME
DOESN’T
PAY
A Criminal Is Born (21)
Come
Across (20)
y Mirac le Money
(21)
CAPTAIN
AND
CARTOONS
A

Day

at

the

THE

Beach

Blue Monday
(9)
Buried Treasure (8)
Captain’s Pup (9)
Old Smokey
(7)
Poultry l*irates (9)
The Pygmy
Hunt (8)
What a Lion (9)

June
May
Mar.

25
14
26

KIDS

(10) . . . . June

6

Mar. 19. ’38
(11) . . . Sept. 3
July 2

25

Apr. 2, ’38
Sept. 17
Apr. 30
Sept. 3
Apr. 16
Aug. 6
July 16

FITZPATRICK
TRAVELTALKS
In Technicolor
Beautiful Budapest
(9)
Apr. 16
Cairo — City of Contrast (9).. Sept. 10
Czecho-Slovakia on Parade

Rube Goldberg’s Travelgab
(10)
Oct. 14
QSilver Millions (10)
July 15
Story of the Alaskan salmon and
their spawning habits.
Tanhaueser

(12)

PARABIOUNT

The Magician’s Daughter
(18)
July 16
Eleanor Lynn and Frankie Albertson.
Snow Gets In Your Eyes (20). May 14

No. 9 (10)
The
Bureau

Bear
Came

GANG

Tooth,

DAY

COMEDIES

The

(. . )

Facts (11)
the Brawn

May

28

Blar. 3, ’38
Apr. 16

(11)

Feed ’Em and Weep
( 11) . May 17, ’38
Hide and Shriek (11)
June 18
Little Ranger
(10)
Aug. 6
Party Fever (10)
Aug. 27
Three

.Men

in a

PETE

Tub

SMITH

(10) .Mar.

Football
(10)
Follow
La

Thrills
the

26, ’38

SPECIALTIES

jysFisticuffs (9)
Maxie Baer in cute
shows what to and
the ring.
of

Arrow

Aug. 27
white trunks
not to do in

1937

for

Bloney

(10) . . . . Apr.

©Penny’s
Party
(9)
Story of Dr. Carver (10)
Surf Heroes (10)
ROBERT

30

Apr. 9, ’38
June 18
Blay 28

BENCHLEY

An Evening Alone (9)
How
to Read (9)
The Courtship of the Newt
(8)
How
to Figure Income Tax
(8)
()How to Raise a Baby
Blusic Blade Simple (8)

Blay
Aug.

14
27

July

23

Blar. 19, ’38
(9)... July 2
Apr. 16

Paramount
BETTY
Buzzy

BOOP

Boop

at

Concert

COLOR

(7) . . . . Aug.
Oct.
Blay
June

12
14
27
24

CLASSICS

All’s Fair at the Fair (7) . . . . Aug. 20
Guatemala
(10)
Aug. 12
Hold It (8)
Apr. 29
Hunky
and Spunky (7)
June 24
The Playful Polar Bears (7).. Oct. 28
COLOR
CRUISES
(New
Series in Cinecolor)
Guatemala
(10)
Aug. 12
Blexico (10)
Oct. 7
HEADLINER
Bob Crosby and His Orchestra
(10)
Blay 6
Busse Rhythm
(10)
Oct. 7
Henry Busse and His Orchestra.
Easy oil the Ice (10)
June 3
Henry King and his orchestra with
Shirley Foster.
Hall’s Holiday (10)
Apr. 8
George
Hall and
his Orchestra
with Dolly Dawn.
Lights! Action! Lucas (11) .. .Sept. 2
Clyde Lucas and orchestra.
©Bloments of Charm
(10) . . . . Aug. 5
Phil Spitalny and Girl Orchestra.
Queens of the Air (10)
July 8
Vincent Lopez and his orchestra,
Benay Venuta, Hollace Shaw, Jean
Ellington, Betty Hutton and Nan
Wynn.
PARABIOUNT
Released

twice

NEWS

Fighters

Apr. 1
Standards
in
fish

and

Al-

May

6

Chesapeake
fishermen — - camera
studies of clouds —
feeding the
animals.
No. 11 (10)
June 3
Alpine streams, a
visit to the
Guadalupe Islands, and vineyards
of California.
No.

12 (10)

July

1

Gigantic farming — Streaming scenery— a day in a dog’s life.
No. 1
(10)
Aug. 5
Tropical trophies: Canyon country;
Aquatic Antics.
No. 2 (10)
Sept. 2
Wellesley College; Amazon
activities; and Paris at night.
No. 3
(10)
Oct. 7
Oceanic
mountain
sunrises, oddities,
elephants.
rOPEYE
Big

Chief

CARTOONS

Ugh-Amugh-Ugh

(7)
Bulldozing the Bull (7)
Goonland (7)
I Yam
Love Sick (8)
Mutiny Ain’t Nice (7)
The Jeep (7)

Apr.
. . . .Aug.
Oct.
Blav
Sept.
July

15
19
21
20
23
15

Plumbing Is a “Pipe” (7)... June 17
The House Builder-Upper (7). Blar. 18
POPULAR
(In

SCIENCE

Cinecolor)

©No. 4(10)
No. 5(10)
No. 6(10)
No. 1
(10)

Blar. 18
Blay 13
July 8
Sept. 2

SCREEN
SONG
Beside a Bloonlit Stream

(8) . .July

29

Dorsey

GBANTLAND
LIGHTS

and

orchestra.

RICE

SPORT-

Champion
Airhoppers (10) . . . .Oct. 28
Cops and Robbers (10)
Blar. 25
A chase in which a black bear and
mountain lion are captured.
Horseshoes (10)
July 15
Ted Allen, world’s champion horseshoe artist, demonstrates his skill.
Hunting Thrills (10)
Sept. 2
Racing Pigeons (10)
Sept. 30
Story of the racing of homing
Red, White and Blue Champions
pigeons.
(10)
Blay 20
A unique group of aquatic youngsters of the Panama
Canal zone.
Sporting Test (10)
Aug. 5
Question answers in the field of
sport supplied by Ted Husing.
ing.
Strike (10)
June 17
Not baseball but a reel about fishWin,

Place

or

Show

(10) . . . . Apr.

Human
interest yarn
leah racing track.
UNUSUAL

the

chimney

circulating
sweep;

2

June 10
Aug. 5

(10)

Oct. 7

RKO
DISNEY

Apr. 15
library;

tool leath-

er portraits.
No. 6(10)
No. 1 (10)
No.

22

Hia-

OCCUPATIONS

©No. 5(10)
Gold beating;
woman

of

Radio

CARTOONS

weekly.
0Boat

PARAGRAPHICS
Crime

of

Washington, trained
pine aqueduct.
No. 10 (10)

Jimmy

(7)
Sept. 16
Buzzy Boop
(7)
July 22
Honest Love and True (7) .. .Blar. 25
Out of the Inkwell (7)
Apr. 22
Pudgy the Watchman
Sally Swing ( 7 )
Swing School (7)
The Lost Kitten (7)

Blar. 4

Styles in the sun. New York’s army
shop.
of night workers, canine beauty

Frank Dailey and His Orchestra.
Thanks for the Bleinory (7).. Blar. 25
Bert Block and orchestra supply
the music.
You Leave Ble Breathless (7). Blay 27

CARTOONS

the

12

PICTORIAL

.8 (10)

Sept. 10
July 30

(10)

Savate (8)
Blar. 12, '38
Humorous
account of French sport
in which opponents rely mainly on
their feet.

Blodeling

Aug.

A special arrangement of Wagner's
immortal "Tanhaueser” as played
by the National Symphony
Orchestra under baton of Frederick Feher.
The Bike Parade (10)
Apr. 22
The
saga of the bicycle from 1900
Husing.
to the present. Narrated by Ted

COMEDIES

NEWS
OF
THE
twice weekly.

a

QFind What’s Wrong
(10) .. .June 17
Jungle Glimpses (10)
Blar. 25
A
colorful camera
trip through
South America tropics.
Blihlewed Blelodramas (11) .. .Sept. 2
Three old-time films re-edited for
modern audiences.

No.

Awful

of the Deep (7) . . . .May 27, '38
Runs Again (..)
July 29

May

MYSTERIES

Depicting the thorough training
police officer undergoes.

It’s in the Stars (19)
July 30
Gay
college yarn
with
Eleanor
Lynn,
Johnny
Downs
and
Doris
Weston.

M-G-M
Released

TERRY-TOONS
A Mountain Romance
Chris Columbo
(7)

Mar. 19
July 9
May 14

of the Brave (11) . .Aug.
Behind the Mask

OUR
through

11

City of Little Men (11)
Aug. 20
Hollywood
Handicap
(10) . . . .May 28
Streamlined Sing (9)
Sept. 10
yThat
Mothers Might Live
(10)
Apr. 30
The Forgotten Step (10) . .May 7, ’38
Tracking the Sleeping Death
(10)
July 9
Tupapao
(11)
June 11

Educational
(Distributed

23

Sept. 9
Oct. 21

No. 1 (..)

(. . )

June

MINIATURES

Sept. 2

(11)
Horace

Paradise

(. . )

You

(18)

RHAPSODIES

Hollywood
Graduation (7)... Aug.
Little Moth’s Big Flame (7) . Oct.
Poor Elmer (7)
July
Poor Little Butterfly (8)
July
The Animal Cracker Circus
Sept.
©The
Big Birdcast (8)
May
©The
Foolish Bunny
(6) . . . .Mar.
The Frog Pond (7)
Aug.
Window
Shopping (7)
June
COLUMBIA
TOUR
Bermuda

to

©Quebec

Ankles Away
(19)
May 13
Andy Clyde.
Cuekoorancho (16%)
Mar. 25
Complications when two wanderers
are mistaken for rich Americans
by a Mexican rancher,
naifway to Hollywood (17%).. July 1
Jump
Chump
Jump
(19%) . . . Apr. 5
Firechief Andy
Clyde falls for a
school teacher.

COLOR

1

Brunswick

(11)
The Man on the Rock
Strange Glory (11)

COMEDIES

©Friendly Neighbors
Views of Ontario.

Sue My Lawyer
(..)
The Mind Needer (18)
Charlie Chase.

June

'Tassels In the Air (18)
Apr. 1
Signpainters, prattling in
pig
Latin, are mistaken for high-class
French decorators and get a free
hand in a swanky household.
Three Goofy Gohs (..)
July 29
Three Missing Links (18) . . . . July 29
Violent Is the Word
for Curlv
WORLD

Columbia
ALL-STAR

1

Healthy, W’ealthy and Dumb
(16)
May 20
All sorts of things happen
to
the trio when
Curly wins a puzzle contest.
Mutts

MUSICAL

STOOGES

June

New

HISTORICAL
y Bra vest
The Face

The New- Nation (10)
Story of Czechoslovakia.
Jungle Babies (10)

color.

of

<»)
Paris on Parade (9)
Rural Sweden
(8)

Sept. 16
Oct. 14

SPECIAL
Numerals Following: Titles are
Running: Time.
Date Is National Release, 1938, Unless
Otherwise Specified.
(^Indicates short of the week
rating:.

(9)
Glimpses

(10)

Builders

Mickey,
Blay

20

BOXOFFICE

(7)

Feb.

25

Donald and the Goof attempt
to build
a boat with disastrous
consequences.

:: September

24, 1938

Brave little Tailor (9)
Sept. 23
Mickey
becomes
a
giant killer
through no fault of his own.
©Donald’s Nephews
(8) . .Apr. 15, ’38
Introducing three mischievous editions of Donald Duck, Huey, Dewey
and Louie.
Farmyard

Symphony

(8)

Oet. 14

Good Scouts (8)
July 8
Donald
Duck
takes his nephews
camping, much
to his sorrow.
Mickey’s Parrot (8)
A concealed parrot
an escaped killer.

Sept. 9
is mistaken for

Polar Trappers (8)
Adventures of Donald
in the Arctic.

June
and

Moth

and

(8)
Adventures

the

of a

Flame

boy

and

Apr. 1, ’38
girl moth.

The Whalers (8)
Aug. 19
A whaling expedition costs Mickey,
Donald and the Goof their boat.
<J©Wynken,
Blynken and Nod
(8)
May 27
The
adventures
of
the
three
youngsters in Eugene Field’s
who
sail through the sky
wooden-shoe.
EDGAR
Beaux

KENNEDY

Errors

Oct. 7

Coverage

(16)

July

HEADLINER

SMART

Tournament
with
the
leading pros.
Swinging Mallets (10)
Polo as played
tween two crack
Underwater
(9)

RADIO

(18)
Nick
Betty

A

Western
Cowboy

Welcome
band.

TIME

Story of the nation’s first government-promoted tourist resort and
arms and the League of Nations.
UNo.
9 (21)
Apr. 15
The Nazi conquest of Austria and
a
pictorial discussion on
crime
and prisons.
No. 10(19)
May 13
Racketeers vs. Housewives.
UNo. 11 (17)
June 10
A study of the American physician.
No. 12 (17)
July 8
Work,
training and activities of
the U. S. Coast Guard.
No. 13 (19)
Aug. 5
traffic problem and
England’s Gibraltar.

Recording
(10)

Styles and Smiles (10)
Sept. 30
Talent Auction (10)
Oct. 28
Under a Gypsy Moon
(10) . . . .Sept. 2

PARADE

IjtNo. 6 The Count
Development of

BOXOFFICE

weekly.
(’36-’37

re-

of Ten (9) June 17
the Golden Gloves.

: : September

A

June
Mar.
May

Nellie, The Indian Chief’s
Daughter
(7)
Nellie the Sewing Machine

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

47 (
49 (
50 (
51 (
52 (
53
54
55

15
’38
'38
25
18
21

(. . )

FASHIONS
Forecasts
styles.

(..)...

.Sept. 16

FOX
MOVIETONE
NEWS
Released twice weekly.
LEW
LEHR
GARTEN
What
Every
(. . )

AND

Boy

HIS

Should

Golden

KINDER-

California

MAGIC

(. . )

Aug.

5

Universal

14
18
2
6
20
29
19
10

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

PLACES
ELL THOMAS

47 ( 9)
48 ( 9)
49 ( 9)
50(9)
51 (10)
52 ( 9)
53 (9)
54 (9)
55 ( . . )
MENTONE

WITH

LOW-

’n

Mar.
Apr.

21, ’38
11, ’38
Apr. 25
May 9
Jane 3
June 27
Aug. 22
Sept. 12
Oct. 3

Show

May 18, ’38
Barton, Bea
Saxon. The
Marshalls, Starnes Four-

Latin Hi-Hattin (18)
Dorothy
Stone, Charles
Geraldine and
Joe, Del
Bernice Parks
and
the
Gurns’ Dancers.

24, 1938

the

(10)
Ruhinoff

Apr.
2, ’38
(..)...
Aug.
27

Mar. 12, '38
CARTOONS
May

Moore

(10)
and
and

VITAPHONE

21, ’38
Aug. 6
’38
’38
25
19
16
27

the

Hold

Wire

That

Orchestra

May

18, ’38

Mar.

26, ’38

April
Club

16, ’38

Violin

Swing

July

30, ’38

(In

Color)

Isle

( . . ) .May

28, '38

Katnip
Now
ThatKollege
Summer (7)Is GoneJune

11, ’38

Pongo

Apr. 2
(8) Jul. 23

(..)
May 14, ’38
Penguin Parade (7)
Apr. 23, ’38
CJSneezing Weasel
(7) . .Mar. 12, ’38
The Major Lied Till Dawn
(..)
Aug. 13
Freddie Rich and Orchestra
©PICTORIAL
(Some
8(11)

Mar.

26, ’38

GAY-ETIES
(21)

Apr.

23. ’38

June 25, '38
(20) .. .Aug. 27

Waiting Around
(20)
Feb. 26
Frank Libuse, Shea and Raymond,
Margo
Brander,
Stanley Twins,
Joan Merrill.
VARIETY
Apr. 9, ’38
May 14, ’38
(10) . . . . Aug. 6

A

Dream

18, ’38
19, '38

(By Floyd Gibbons)
Comes True

REVUES

sequences

in

(12)

June 4, ’38
Apr. 16, ’38
July 2

Shopgirl’s Evidence
(12) . . . .Mar.
Toils of the Law
(12)
Aug.
(12)

May

19
20

14, ’38

SERIALS
COLUMBIA
Tlie Great Adventures of Wild
Bill Hickok
June 30
15 chapters.
Gordon
Elliot, Monte Blue, Carol
Wayne.
Jungle Menace
Sept. 1
15 episodes (20), first chapter runs
(30) — Frank
Buck, Sasha Siemel,
Charlotte Henry, Rubber hijackers
in the Malayan jungle.
of

Treasure

episodes),.
treasure

color)
Apr.

Island .. .Mar.
Story

on

an

of

17

buried

adventurer’s

REPUBLIC
Dick

Tracy

Returns
—

Aug.

Dick

Byrd

20

- Lynn

Fighting Devil Dogs, The.... May 28
12 chapters. Lee Powell, Herman
Brix, Eleanor
Stewart, Montagu
Love.
Painted Stallion
Jrnne 5, ’38
With Ray Corrigan and Hoot Gibson. The first chapters runs about
(7) and the rest average (19).
UNIVERSAL

(7)
Fella

No.

(20)

Ball

7, ’38

A
Star Is Hatched
Cinderella Meets ner

Apr. 27
Collins,
Campo,
12 Mc-

July 16, ’38
(20) . .May 21, ’38

Rise and Sing (21)
There Goes the Bride
Fifi D’Orsay.

pirate’s
island.

and

MELODIES

Pingo

COMEDIES

My
Pop
(. . )
Stocks and Blondes

(15

(10)

of

Begin

Sons of the Plains (19) .. .July 30, ’38
Mauch
Twins, Rosella Towns.

Secret

Orchestra June

His

Night

MERRIE

Stars

July 23, ’38
Sept. 25

MASTERS

and

(10)
Saturday

the

(11)
Dear Old Dad
(12)
The Fighting Judge

Orient

(10)
July 9, ’38
(11)
May 28, ’38
His Busy Day (10)
Aug. 20
Clyde McCoy and orchestra.
Mike Riley and Orchestra

PRODUCTIONS

the

Where

15 Chapters
Roberts.

Beauty
Shoppe
(19%)
Sept. 28
Buck and Bubbles, Imogene Coca,
Marty May, Harrison and Fischer.
Fits & Benefits (19)
July 27
Yorke and King, Original Cotton
Club Tramp Band, Carolyn Marsh,
The Merry Macs.
High-Jack

(10)
Don
Bestor

13

ADVENTURES

Trouble (7)
and Daffy (7)

“Deacon”

9, ’38
2, ’38

Aug.

Vitaphone Capers
(10) . .June
Vitaphone Gambols (10) . .Mar.
TRUE
ADVENTURES

HEADLINERS

TUNES

Orchestra
Clyde Lucas

(..)

Crawfords, The
(10)
Juggling Fool (11)
Swing
Jamboree
Louis Cat's
Prima

Porky’s Five and Ten (7) .Apr. 16,
Porky’s Hare Hunt
(7) . .Apr. 30,
Porky’s Party (7)
June
Porky’s Phoney Express (7).. Mar.
Porky’s Spring Planting (7).. July
Wholly Smoke
(7)
Aug.

Carl

Apr.
July

(19) young
May 28,
’38
A
dancer
makes
good
through the aid of a makeup man.
With Evelyn Thawl, Jeffrey Lynn,
Foy.
Armida,
Fritz Feld and Charley

Mechanix Illustrated (10) . .June 4, '38
Pearl of the East (10) .. .Mar. 21, ’38
Torndja Land (10)
Apr. 30, ’38
What
the World Makes

MELODY

13

REVUES

(20)
(. . )

VITAPHONE

(10)
Long Bright Land
(10)
A trip to New Zealand.

Injun
Porky

Know
Sept. 2

LOWELL
THOMAS
CARPET

£j>©Out

weekly.

(10)
The
Hermit Kingdom
Isles of Enchantment

(10)
LOONEY

Aug.

TECHNICOLOR

Wanderlust

Sept. 30

4, ’38

NEWS

COLORTOUR

19

PRESENTATION

VITAPHONE

Vitaphone

of

June

No. 12 (..)
Holly wood-Sculling-Furs.

Under

Mar.
Apr.
May
June
June
Aug.
Sept.
Oct.

twice

©Crossroads

Apr. 30, ’38
boating —

ice

trains.

No. 11 (10)
July 9, '38
Bakelite — Greyhounds — Perfume.

6
11
12

FICTION

9)
9)
9)
9)
9)
(9)
(9)
(9%)

Released

20
28
30

June

Girl (7%)
Apr.
Pixie Land (7)
Sept.
The Big Cat and the Little
Mousie (7)
Aug.
The Problem Child (7) .. .May 16,
Trade Mice (7)
Feb. 28,
Tail End
(7)
Apr.
Voodoo
Harlem
(7)
July
Yokel Boy Makes Good (7) . Feb.
THAN

rubber

Mar. Sept.
14, ’385

(7)

Happy Scouts (7)
Hollywood
Bowl
(7)
Movie Phoney News (..)

STRANGER

—

—

No.Beavers
10 (10)
— Polo — Woolens.

Aug. 1
July 4

Forget Me Knots (21)
May 7, ’38
Prisoner of Swing (21) . .June 11, ’38

Science

toy

Got
a
Match?
Rainbow’s
End

CARTOONS

Feed
Kitty
(7)
Ghost the
Town
Frolics

bowling

No. 9(10)
Making of silver

UpPat
in Rooney.
Lights

NEWS

THORGERSEN-SPORTS

©Fashion
Autumn

(17)
James
Three
some.

NEWS

OF

Song writers ■—
bathing suits.

Harmon-

Barnyard Romeo
(7)
Cheese Nappers (7)

Oct. 14

Aug.

GOING

Sait Shakers (11)
May 13, ’38
Jay C. Flippen, Joe Dorris, Mae
McKim
and
Her
Three
Boy
Friends, Vera Haal.
Skyline Revue (11)
Apr. 1
Paula Stone, Billy and Milly, Sugar
Nicholas, DeMay
Moore
and
Martin.

PATHE
leases)

Modern

June 24
Peerce, Cotton

and Music (10) ... .Apr. 22, ’.38
Fabing’s Ingenues with Janice Walker. Also Bernice Parks.

twice

OSWALD

Freed’s

COMEDIES

(. . )
Hart.

ADVENTURES
CAMERAMAN

the

Hock-Shop Blues (10)
July 15
International Rhythm
(10) . . . June 3
Roy Smeck
and his Aloha Islanders, Ada Brown,
Mara, Princess
Chivo.

Released

Carl

UNIVERSAL
Sept. 16

20th Century-Fox

MUSICALS

Carnival Show
(10)
Clyde Hager, Jan
Club Tramp
Band.

PATHE

Guest
Teddy

Brown
and
ica Band.

Series)

(. . )

BARRETT
Series)

Thoroughbreds

No. 1
(20)
Sept. 2
The
Czech-German
crisis up-todate
and
Father
Divine’s new
“Heaven
on the Hudson.”
UNO.
8(19)
Mar. 18

Maids
Ray

(New

Sept. 9

and
Harriet
Yost’s
Varsity
Eight. Hayes, Ben
Stars and Stripes (17)
July 6
Ed
East, Ralph
Dumke,
Ada

BROADWAY

ED

NU-ATLAS

(18)

Circus

SHEILA
(New

WESTERNS

Music and Flowers (19) . . . . June 15
Block &
Sully, Peg Leg
Bates,
Royal
Swedish
Bell
Ringers,
Stearnes & Anavan.
Rhythm
Cafe (20)
Sept. 7
Oshins &
Lessy, Virginia Verrill,
Four Eton Boys, Vic Hyde.
Side Show Fakir (17%)
Oct. 12
Somewhere
in Paris (17) . . . .Mar. 23
J. Harold Murray, Three Samuels

COMEDIES

The wife’s yen for dancing sets
Errol off on a jag which ends in
a rousing finale.

America’s
threat to

Apr. 8, ’38
his orchestra,
June Johnson.

RAY
WHITLEY
(New Series)

Berthquakes
(16)
May 6
Errol tries his hand at applying
child psychology.
Stage Fright (18)
Sept. 23
Leon’s wife cures him of his aversion to her being on the stage.
The Jitters (19)
July 1

OF

COMEDIES

Stuart and
Jane Rhodes,

Week-End
Features

MARCH

1

in Jamaica
beteams.
June 3

MUSICAL

Sea

ERROL

Apr.

Russian
Dressing (16)
Aug. 12
Ben
Alexander
and
band, Eleanor Hansen, Walter Miller.
Twenty Girls and a Band

ItEELISMS

Oct. 21

country’s

New
underwater
sport “goggle
fishing” and
some
water
polo
scenes.

Underwater

LEON

SPORTSCOPE

Fisherman's Paradise (9) . . . . Sept. 7
Fishing off Catcay Bay, Bahamas.
Flying Feathers (9)
June 24
Story of badminton.
Pinehurst (9)
Apr. 22
The
North-South
Open
Golf

COMEDIES

(19)

COMEDIES

Bit and Bridle (10)
May 13, ’38
A trip to Aiken, S. C., haven of
horse lovers and their horses.

Picketing for Love
(17)
June 3
Betty Jane Rhodes, Joe Morrison,
Phyllis Kennedy, Jack Carson and
Barbara Bedford.
Melody

SET

PATHE

15

Kennedy’s Castle (17)
May 28
Edgar
brings the boss and
the
customers
home
to play poker
when
the wife walks In with her
friends.

COMEDIES

Hunting
Trouble (16)
Aug. 6
Jed Prouty and Richard Lane encounter complications at
home
after a wild time at a fraternal
order convention.

COMEDIES

(18)

FLASH

The Photographer (15) .. .June 17, ’38
A
candid camera
bug runs into
difficulties over a picture.

poem
in a

False Roomers
(17)
Mar. 25, ’38
A
slightly unbalanced roomer
is
the cause of ail the hilarity.
Fool

RADIO

17, '38
Goofy

The Fox Hunt (8)
July 29
Adventures of Donald
Duck
and
Goofy during a fox hunt.
4i©The

No. 7 (10)
Aug. 12
Trip through Walt Disney studios
and expose of spiritualism.

2

Flaming

Frontiers

July

5

15

chapters, average about 20 minutes each. With
Johnny
Mack
Brown
and Eleanor Hansen.
Flash

Gordon’s

Mars
15 episodes,
each. Larry
Jean
Rogers
on Mars.
Radio

Patrol

Trip

to

Mar. 22, ’38
approximately
(20)
"Buster” Crabbe and
in exciting adventures
Oct. 4

12 episodes (20) — Grant WlthersCatherine Hughes.
The
valuable
formula for flexible steel and its
possession by a number
of people
is the basis for this one.

STARTING

WELL

ALONG

5g THAT
WOMAN'SBruce.
HEREProducer:
AGAIN— B.Melvyn
Douglas, Virginia
B. Kahane.
oo

BLONDIE — Arthur Lake, Penny Singleton, Dorothy
Moore, Larry Simms.
Producer: Lou Appleton.
Director: Frank Strayer. Original: Chic Young.
Screenplay: Robert Flournoy.
REVOLT
IN
THE
SAHARA
—
Paul Kelly, C.
Henry
Gordon,
Robert
Fiske, Dwight
Frye,
Lorna Gray.
Producer: Lou Appleton.
Director: R. Ross Lederman.
Original: Sam
Fuller.
Screenplay :Maxwell Shane.

so

EMPIRE

O
i-t

Director: A1 Hall. Screenplay:
James Edward
Grant.

Phillip

Epstein,

Charles

2

y

OF THE
WEST — George Houston.
Producer: Franklyn Warner
(Fine Arts). Director:
Lamont.

YOUNG

DR. KILDARE — Lew Ayres, Nat Pendleton, Emma Dunn, Lionel Barrymore,
Truman
Bradley. Director: Henry Bucquet.
DRAMATIC
SCHOOL — Luise Rainer, Lana
Turner, Paulette Goddard, Ann
Rutherford, Dorothy Grainger, Alan
Marshal, Rand
Brooks.
Producer:
Mervyn
LeRoy.
Director: Robert
Sinclair.
Original:
Ladislaus
Bus-Fekete.
Screenplay: Ernest Vajda.

s
9
S

2

COMPLETED

GUNPACKER — Jack Randall.
Producer: Robert
Tansey. Screenplay: Robert Emmett.
Director:
Wallace Fox.

03 George, E. E. Clive, Robert Preston, Judith BarCl dore Reed.
I’M

FROM

rett.

MISSOURI

Producer:

Paul

—

Bob

Jones.

Burns,

Gladys

Director:

Theo-

GANGSTER’S
BOY — Jackie Cooper, George Bancroft, Lucy Gilman, Louise Lorimer, Tommy
Wonder.
Producer: Scott R. Dunlap.
Director:
William Nigh. Original Screenplay: Robert Andrews.

LITTLE
ORPHAN
ANNIE,
DETECTIVE
—
Ann
Gillis, June Travis, Robert Kent, Sara Padden,
J. Farrell MacDonald,
J. M. Kerrigan, Ben
Welden.
Producer: John Speaks (Colonial PicTHANKS
FOR
THE
MEMORY — Bob Hope, Shirtures). Director: Ben Holmes.
Original: Harley Ross, Charles Butterworth, Roscoe Karns
old Grey.
Dorothy Howe.
Prdoucer: Mel Shauer. DirecTOM
SAWYER,
DETECTIVE — Donald
O’Connor,
tor: George Archainbaud.
Billy Cook, Billy Lee, Porter Hall. Producer:
Harold Hurley. Director: James
Hogan.
Original: Mark Twain.
Screenplay: Lewis Foster.
LAW
WEST
OF
TOMBSTONE
—
Harry Carey,
Jean Rouverol, Tim Holt, Evelyn Brent. Producer: Cliff Reid. Director: Glenn Tryon.

O
M

TRAILER
ROMANCE— Lucille
son, Lee Bowman.
Producer:
PC tor: Garson Kanin.

Ball, James
ElliCliff Reid. Direc-

CarolGeorge
Hughes.
Producer:
Harry Grey.
DirecyP*
Sherman.
Screenplay:
Paul Frank® tor:
lin.
.

RODEO

BUSTER — Gene

Autry,

Smiley

Burnette,

SAMSON
AND
THE
LADIES — June Gale, Michael
Whalen, Lynn Bari. Producer: Sol M. Wurtzel.

q

Director:

^

guerite

Joseph

Roberts,

Santley.

John

Screenplay:

Mar-

Grey.

vn

ffi THE
THREE
MUSKETEERS— The Ritz Brothers,
g
Don
Ameche,
Gloria Stuart, John
Carradine,
cs
Binnie Barnes, Amanda
Duff. Producer: Raymond Griffith. Director: Alan Dwan.

GUNGA
DIN — Cary Grant, Douglas Fairbanks jr.,
Joan
Fontaine, Sam
Jaffe, Victor McLaglen,
Sabu. Producer: Pandro S. Berman.
Director:
George
Stevens.
Original: Rudyard
Kipling.
Screenplay: Ben
Hecht, Charles MacArthur,
Fred Guiol, Joel Sayre.

BENGAL
LANCER
PATROL — Richard Cromwell,
Colin Tapley, Douglas
Dumbrille.
Producer:
Armand
Schaefer.
Director: Sidney Salkow.
Screenplay: Garrett Fort.
Original: Reginald
Campbell.
I

STAND
ACCUSED — Helen Mack, Robert Cummings, Lyle Talbot. Producer: John H. Auer.
Director: John H. Auer.
Screenplay: Gordon
Kahn.

HARD
TO
GET — Preston Foster, Tony
Martin,
Alan Dinehart, Dorothy Deering, Phyllis Brooks.
Producer: Sol Wurtzel.
Director: A1 Werker.
Screenplay: Lou Breslow, John Patrick.
MR.
MOTO
TAKES
A VACATION — Peter Lorre,
John King, Virginia Field, Lionel Atwill. Producer: Sol M. Wurtzel. Director: Norman
Foster. Original: J. P. Marquand.
Screenplay:
Norman
Foster.

DUKE
OF
WEST
POINT — Louis Hayward,
Alan
Curtis, Joan
Fontaine.
Producer:
Edward
Small.
Director: Alfred E. Green.
Original
Screenplay: George Bruce.

ADAM’S EVENING — Charlie Ruggles, Ona Munson,
Richard Lane. Producer: Ken Goldsmith. Di-

STRANGE
FACES — Frank Jenks, Dorothea Kent,
Leon
Ames,
Andy
Devine.
Producer:
Burt
Kelly. Director: Errol Taggart. Original: Cornelius Reece, Arndt Giusti. Screenplay: Charles
SERVICE
DELUXE — Constance Bennett, Vinceni
Grayson.
Price, Helen Broderick, Charlie Ruggles. ProTHE
STORM — Preston Foster, Andy Divine, Tom
ducer: Edmund
Grainger.
Director: Rowlanc
Brown, Charles Bickford. Producer: Ken GoldV. Lee.
Screenplay: James
Mulhauser, Bruce
smith. Director: Harold Young.
Original: Hugh
Manning.
King, Daniel Moore.
Screenplay: Hugh
King,
Daniel Moore, George Yohalem.

^
EACH
DAWN
I DIE — John Garfield. Producer:
pj
David Lewis.
Director: Michael Curtiz. Orij>
ginal: Jerome Odium.

UNFIT
TO PRINT— Pat O’Brien, Joan Blondell,
THEY
MADE
mi
A CRIMINAL — John Garfield
Douglas
Dumbrille, Alan
Baxter.
Producer:
Gloria Dickson, Claude Rains, Dead End Kids
Sam Bischoff. Director: James Flood.
Producer: Barney Glazer. Director: Busby Berk
NANCY
DREW,
DETECTIVE — Bonita Granville,
eley.
Frankie Thomas, John Litel, Charles Trowbridge.
WOMEN
IN THE
AVIND — Kay Francis, William
Producer: Bryan Foy.
Director: William MeGargan, Victor Jory, Maxie Rosenbloom.
ProGann.
ducer: Bryan Foy. Director: John Farrow.

g
^

rector: Gus Meins.
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SELLS

AND

BUYS

EQUIPMENT,

THEATRES,

@leatlna

SERVICES

Classified Ads 10c Per Word, Payable in Advance.
GENERAL
NO

NEED

TO

THEATRE

EQUIPMENT
MAKE

A

WISH

FOR

LOWER
PRICES— THEY’RE HERE NOW.
Projection Lenses, Series I, $5.95. Exciter Lamps, fresh stock, 29c each. Used
Amplifiers, $19.50 up. Used Soundheads,
$15.00 up. Optical porthole glass, sq. in.
6c. Handsome, sturdy metal exit signs, 39c.
less or Strong, all parts, only $14.95.
Plenty others. S.O.S., 636 Eleventh Ave.,
New York.
9-24
DUO

LIGHT-MASTER
super low intensity projection lamps, with 14-inch
reflectors. More light with no increase
in operating cost. Scott-Ballantyne Co.,
219 North 16th St., Omaha, Neb.
10-1

NEW

EQUIPMENT

DUO

SOUND-MASTER
NEW
ECONOMY MODEL. Top quality at lowest
prices. Write for complete information.
Scott-Ballantyne Co., 219 North
Omaha, Neb.

16th

100 ADJUSTABLE
floor pitch chairs;
upholstered seats; located in northeast
Arkansas. For information write Universal
Seating

Co., Wichita,

Wabash,

Chicago.

FILMS

Sound
to sell.

SALE

TERRITORIAL
RIGHTS on latest alltalking Finnish film for sale. Brand new
prints. East and west still open. Film is
dynamite in Finnish-populated sections.
Write or wire Bio Kuva Film Distributors,
Phelps,

Wis.

10-1

England,

large,

CASH

buys

10-1

FOR SALE
lease

and

complete

equipment new modern 380-seat house;
town of 750. Good reason for selling.
H. T. Young,

Farmerville,

POSITIONS

La.

9-24

WANTED

MARRIED
MAN — Eight years servicing
sound equipment with biggest company.
Two years managing own theatre. Wish
position

managing with independent
hibitor in South. Best references
nished. Now employed, but anxious to
road. B-1024, Boxoffice, 4704 East 9th

exfurquit
St.,

Kansas

10-8

City, Mo.

ALERT
EXECUTIVE,
now employed,
not dissatisfied with present post but seeks
connection with live-wire organization
where more activity is demanded in managerial, advertising, promotion or stage
production

departments.

fice, 4704 East

Ninth

B-1028,
St.,

Boxof-

Kansas

City,

Mo.

9-24

BOOKS
TELEPHONES

NEW

COMMERCIAL-TYPE

cradle

bat-

tery telephones, $4.75 set. D’Armand Supply Co., Grant and Grandview Ave., Portsmouth, Ohio.
9-24

IN BOOKS— ONLY
$1.29
RCA HANDBOOK— TELLS

all about RCA equipment — and Sloane’s
“Motion Picture Projection.” Rush your
order. S.O.S., 636 Eleventh Ave., New
York.

9-24

RECOVERING

116 Merrimac

St., Boston. 10-15

HERE

IS YOUR

HANDY

BOXOFFICE,
4704 East Ninth St.,
Kansas City, Mo.

“AD

ORDER”

(Send Order)
Cash
With

BLANK

10c a word
4 insertions
at price of 3

TICKETS

UNEXCELLED
QUALITY— 50 rolls stock
tickets, $12.50; 20 rolls, $5.80; 100,000
special printed rolls or machine tickets,
$14.90. Shipping chai’ges paid to 1,000
miles. K. C. Ticket Co., 1717-B Wyandotte St., Kansas City, Mo.
9-24

BOOST
I beautiful

FOR

9-24

New

THEATRES

9-24

REUPHOLSTERED
CHAIRS— Large assortment, 1,500 veneer chairs, 70c up; new
box spring bottoms, $1.30. Parts for all
makes. Stanley Theatre Supply Co., 1235

in

WANTED

R. I.

BARGAIN
BRINGS YOU

EQUIPMENT.
speakers. Priced

THEATRE

BUSINESS

Kas.

EQUIPMENT

ARTIFICIAL LEATHER
MOLESKIN—
81c per yd.; Sateen 60c yd. Six seats
from two yards. Samples on request.
Commercialeather,

THEATRES

•

small, open or closed, any condition; state
all. E. Perkins, 943 Broad St., Providence,

St.,
10-1

Write for complete list and prices. ScottBallantyne Co., 219 North 16th St., Omaha,
Neb.
10-1

SEAT

THEATRES

$2,500

BATTERY

USED
SOUND
heads, amplifiers,

CHAIRS

other famous makes — biggest variety veneer
and upholstered at 75c up. Ask for List
15Q. S.O.S. , 636 Eleventh Ave., New York.
9-24

South

prices that can’t Kits
be beat. Postcard will reserve your copy. for
S.O.S.,
Peer- 636 Eleventh
Ave., New York.
9-24

$1.00. Display Rates on Request

IF YOU NEED CHAIRS, YOU NEED
OUR NEW BARGAIN LIST! THOUSANDS
of fine American Seating, Ideal, Irwin,

THERE’S A REAL HIT PARADE
IN
1/*"
THE NEW
S.O.S. “BOOTHSIDE
COMPANION”— Greatest theatre equipment
flector
catalog in industry. Now on the press —
shows Conversion
everything for the modern theatre at

USED

Minimum

4jou5e

Kindly insert the following ad

HOUSE”

section, running

through

times in your "CLEARING

ALL

eight sectional editions of BOXOFFICE:

(Don't forget to count words in name and address that is to appear in the ad).
Blind ads — 10c extra to cover cost of postage.

STIMULATORS

YOUR
GROSS by giving away
ladies fur coats. Form fitting

swagger and priceless styles, $12.50 up.
|Write for list. G and G Fur Co., 15 No.
8th St., Duncan, Okla.
9-24

BOXOFFICE
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24, 1938

•

Address copy to BOXOFFICE,
4704 E. Ninth St., Kansas City,
Forms
close Monday
noon preceding publication date.
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★

A

PRINCIPAL

PRODUCTION

IN ITS FIRST THREE

★

SOL

LESSER,

President

★
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